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IMPRESSIVE REFLECTIONS.

He Would Rather Have a Million of 
Good Ideas 'ioiiu a Million 

ot Goud DuHwCo.

In all ages of the world's history 
men and women of genius—mediums 
—have been ostracised, persecuted, 
maligned and misunderstood. Homer 
was a beggar, Jesus was a tramp, 
Joan D’Arc w'as burned at the. stake, 
Lincoln was assassinated. Never in 
any cause was there so much mar
tyrdom, such heroic devotion to truth 
and duty, such patient endurance of 
wrong and contumely, such fidelity 
to a forlorn hope, as has been ex
hibited, during the last fifty years, 
by Spiritualist mediums-—especially 
the women. Such daring intrepidity, 
such fearless utterance of unpopular, - 
yet divine truth, has never been sur
passed. ■ '

The greatest man is he who in
spires the finost courage/ ■

The bravest man is - hpj.who says
what he thinks.

When Schuyler Colfax was vice- 
'/president of the United^"Statep tho.

to;?*" was from Indiana) he was one day 
Q Invited to a -banquet, .where had as-

Bembied the high officials of our own 
land and the ambassadors from, for
eign countries, Dqrjng the feast wine 
was passed. Colfax refused to take it, 
and turned down his. glass. A gen-
tieman sitting near him said, in. a 

tone, “Cojfax dares notsneering 
drink!”

"Yes,” said Colfax, "I DARE not!”
implying that he was brave enough 
and strong enough to resist tempta
tion, even in high places.

Oh, to be a man anil dare—to dare 
anything, to fear nothing, to defy all 
wrong, injustice aud oppression!

■Some of my friends and well-wish
ers tell me this is only a “fad,” and 
"there is no money in it-” Well, 
there is something infinitely better 
than money: it is TRUTH.

An ol)scure French artist had been 
painting pictures for years, in pov
erty, unrecognized. Finally he sold
a picture for a moderate price. He
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À Thrilling Experience.
Imprisoned in a boiler, with fire underneath, the 

Spirit of hit brother came to his rescue and 
tells him what to do—Indicating that Spirits 
can Communicate under Unfavorable circum
stances and Conditions.

told the man who bought It that he 
was just In time, as he aud his wife 
had not had anything- to eat for 
twenty-four hours. After he became 

■ famous his pictures sold for fabulous 
sums, but what did he care for 
money? Nothing!

There Is an aristocracy of intellect, 
mind and heart, that far transcends 

, that of mere Wealth or money.
I have often said that I would do 

- without whisky, tobacco, wine and
meat, and live on bread and water, 

X with plenty of pure air and sunlight, 
rather than do without this or some 

|•■other Spiritualist paper.
- I MUST have soul food. T ---- ,J 
(her-have my body starve

I would
to death

. my soul. I- believe it is pos
sible for a soul to starve to death. 
It Toses all conceptions of, and .de
sire for, a future, immortal life.

I started out in this article to talk 
about myself. I have sublime con
fidence in my mission and its ulti
mate success. I want to be free. I 
want to do just as I please. I have 
often said: No man, no god, no 
devil, shall dominate and control my 
lite and actions. I have often said: 
1 won't have a' "boss.” I have often 
declared: I won’t do this or that 
■thingy and then go and do that very 
thing.

, You may call me egotistical. It 
is the kind of egotism hat brings 
success—not money. I would rather 
have a million good ideas than-a 
million good dollars. I don't want 
anything I can/t take to heaven with 
me when 1 go'hence.

.When I go to heaven I will say, 
“Give me something to do, quick!”

To the Editor:—A highly import
ant message comes from' Shreveport, ¡ 
La.,. illustrating in a remarkable de- ; 
gree"*spirlt power under remarkable ( 
“test condition,” and that, too, when । 
all was confusion. In consequence । 
of his experience, Arthur McDonald, : 
a boilermaker, aged twenty-four, will 1 
leave the hospital at Pine Bluff, Ark., 
a, nervous wreck. His-hair, which 
at one time was coal black, now 
hangs over his forehegd a soft, glis
tening white. He will never again 
be able to return to hig ,calling, and, 
in fact, will not be able to do work 
of any kind for several years. He 
leaves, accompanied by his brother, 
for Clarado, where he hopes, in a : 
measure, to rebuild his shattered ner- 

• vous system. . ■ ‘
When seen at the hospital, Mc

Donald told the' remarkable story of 
the circumstances 'which brought 
about his present condition,

“I. am twenty-four years of age," 
he began, "and for. the last three 
years have been employed as a boiler
maker, principally in railroad shops. 
I leqrned my trade'when quite young, 
and although fully aware of the dan
gers of a boilermaker’s life, I never 
once dreamed of the awful experi
ence I would go through, or I should 
never have attempted to drive a rivet.

Thought It a Good Chance.
“The experience to whlph I refer 

occurred three months ago at a lit
tle saw-mill below Hope, Ark. A hew 
set of boilers had been pit in, and 
negro firemen were relied upon to 
attend to them. They soon got out 
qf order, and. the foreman sent, all 
the way to-Pine Bluff to gpt a boiler
maker. There - was none available 
then except those In the railway 
shops there. As- a pretty good sum 
was offered I laid off from my regu
lar work arid decided to make a few 
extra dollars. This trip came near 
being the end of me.

"When I reached the saw-mill I 
found the boilers lit a bad fix. The 
flues were choked and needed ream
ing badly. In addition they were 
caked on the inside, and as 'there, 
was not enough help present I de
cided to go into the boiler myself 
and chisel, off some ot the cake mat
ter while the negroes were reaming
out the flues.

"This worked all right on the first
boiler, and I soon had it in good 
shape. I then went to the second 
boiler and told the negroes as soon 
as they had finished reaming out the 
the second boiler to replace the man
hole on the first, fill it with water 
and fire up fer a test.

"I -went down on the- Inside, and 
found the secbnijioiler’s flues in an 
especially bad condition. I must have 
worked for an hour; and so intent 
was I that J . did not notice the noise 
of the reaming cease until I was 
nearly through. My first intimation

GUARD AGAINST 
VAIN THOUGHTS.

A Sunday Sermon by Dr. Madison 
Peters.

“1 cannot describe my feelings or 
agony during the following moments. 
I imagined I could feel the heat un
der me already. The atmosphere was 
suffocating, and beads of cold per
spiration stood out upon my fore
head and trickled down’ my spine. 
To me every minute was, an hour.

"It was through sheer exhaustion 
that I ceased beating and panting and 
leaned back against the side of my 
iron tomb. I was not long spared 
this rest, for J could now distinctly 
feel the air growing warmer?- The 
flues upon which I was seated were 
above water, and as I reached down 
and . touched, one .1 started"with a 
gasp. It was warm—ever so slightly, 
put warm, nevertheless. Again I be
gan poundinggrid calling frantically, 
until my lungs felt as if they- wtere 
lacerated. ~ . .

"The close atmosphere and heat 
had started a raging headache, and 
-my temples throbbed as if they would 
burst, I had torn my hands until 
they were bleeding freely, and my 
eyes, seemed to bulge in their sock
ets. The thing that stood out grim 
and gaunt before me was the fire in 
the' furnace that would slowly roast 
me to death. . . . -

“I thought of my mother, of homo 
and of thousands of things it seemed 
to me. Theilues'were now becom
ing warmer. I could feel their heat 
through my clothing and once more 
I pounded and yelled. Back and 
forth, like a hyena, I crawled, pant
ing, praying and moaning. The flues 
were now so hòt that they burned 
my bare hands, and my head swam 
from the heat.

“In à moment of desperation I 
seized my hammer and dealt myself 
a severe blow upon the head to try 
to Btun myself in order that the last 
pangs might not be so terrible. The 
blow only burst ¿he skin and caused 
me additional pain. Hotter and hot
ter grew the flues, until I felt that 
I: could *ho longer stand the agony. 
Strange and weird figures, appeared 
before my vision.’ . ' •—

Heard Brother's Voice.
"At- last, more dead than alive, 

_with every nerve racking with agony, 
J threw myself down upon the burn
ing pipes to hasten the end. My 
teeth ground together like a vise as 
the. heated Iron burned my flesh, I 
could not have remained there more 
than three seconds, though to ine It 
seemed a lifetime, before I heard, as 
plain as I ever did during his life, 
the voice of a brother who died years 

. ago. Somehow the ,_yoice sounded 
perfectly natural. ' I recognized it in 

’ an instant and felt not the 'slightest 
surprise. It said quickly,' ‘Cut' the

‘ flue, Arthur.’
“In an Instant I was on hands and

MRS. CORA L.V. RICHMOND
Her Presence and Work at the N. S. A. 

Convention.

A Striking Vision.

"Heaven is wherever 
genial company. “My 
not of this world.” I

we find con- 
kingdom is 
Jive now in

the realms of spirit.
O, men and women of genius—me

diums—may we meet and recognize 
each other in the land of souls, in 
the .empyrean realm of the ^upper 
air.

■ order that you may know arid 
/understand me better, I will close 
¿with an original stanza from one of 
my'.songs. No, I only transcribed it 
I‘heard .an angel sing it, thus:

friends of my youth In the land 
of souls,

Ye whom I loved In the olden 
times!

\ Ye come to me now as the past un-
I ' - rolls ' ■
' Its mystical secrets at sunset
' chimes.
> ■ ■ . 0. L. HARVEY.
: West Lafayette, Ind. .

A LEGEND. *
A dead dog lay at fair Judea’s gate," 

The scavenger of unclean olfal he!
And each good. Jew, moved with his 

creed’s just hate,
Spurned the cold carcass, right con

temptuously. ‘ ;
There were no epithets.too foul, .too 

s. vile, 7 '
To. heap upon the creature as it lay, 

Whose'sight could sicken -and whose 
touch defile, •

Such pure" disciples' of the . law as 
they,-,-

A Btranger-.passed and looked."upon 
tho déad, ■• , '

With Christ’s own charlty_HlB soft 
,eyes shone, ■ ¿ .

“Pearls are not whitér than.its teeth,”
He Bald, . " : ' ' ‘

And, ’mid tEe^hush of censure,’
■passed on.

Learn thou the lesson! When .all 
. tongues . decry - ’ '/^

Leave Blander, calumny, abuse to 
.them'—. -\"7‘

It may be'that the Savior, passing by> 
In Hls good time, will' search and 

find a gem." ,. ; ' '■'''
—Warner Snoad, in Woman’s Trib- 

' une. - ■■,■■■■: ”, •

Happy Is: the man, and- happy he

“I hate vain thoughts."—Psalm cxix., 
113.
Our characters are the results of 

our thoughts. A distinguished writer 
[as set forth in the Chicago Exam
iner] has called attention to the enor
mous pillars in the Luray Caverns, 
Virginia, and the- great- Mammoth 
Cave, in Kentucky, which have been 
formed by the . steady dropping of 
water from the roof of;the cavern, 
and the splendid masonry ' of solid 
rock which has been formed by the 
slow and silent processes of Nature.

A single drop of water, finding its 
way from the surface down"through 
the roof of the cave,' deposits sedi
ment, and another follows it, and an
other, and still another, each adding ' 
its imperceptible contribution, until 
the icicle of stone begins to grow, 
and, ultimately-reaching the rock be
neath, becomes a massive pillar that 
shall stand for thousands of years.

There is a process like that going 
on In our lives. Thoughts sink into 
the soul, make their deposits, until 
a habit of thought along/a- given line 
erects within our hearts pillars of 
purpose that build pur characters;

By the thoughts'w.e mean" the ex
ercise of the faculties jif- the mind 
which are eriibOdied , Jn . words' or 
actions; therefore, thodghts involve 
the , perceptions of the., understanding 
and the. conclusions of the mind in 
general. Thoughts present them
selves to us as such evanescent things 
that we YalJ altogether, ío attach to 
them the importance which they de
serve. .. .

What is a word but a» embodied 
thought? Arid must not our thoughts, 
qs the primary, birth; of our hearts, 
tell more;'clearly what is in us than 
pur words or works,pwhjcli are "only 
the secondary outcpmlpgs of "the per
son, can‘ever do? , ,

knees. The last ray ot hope had 
dawned before me, now, I knew, a 
dying man, and with more strength 
than L ever before commanded, or 

! ever shall again, I placed the pointthat anything was wrong came when 
the candle began to burn dim and ; ... .
the boiler seemed full of the candle 1 Tdn»refts and smoke I tnrnpd around to • water and dealt it a terrific l)Iow. 
see what Wta the matter and to my 1 mlssed and struck my »«le finger.” see what was the matter, ana, to my He helfl up atump_ pledge 

my word that I did riot feel the pain. 
The second blow fell true, and the 
third and .fourth; and with the fifth

horror, saw that the manhole cover 
had been replaced.

Began to See Truth..
“I crawled along tile flues as fast P the chisel give. I caught sight 

as 1 could until I reached the spot" a fork of flame in the flue, and 
and attempted to push it up, but, ,next instant : heard the water 
I was too late—-the negroes had: aad rushed
screwed it down .firmly. I struck the through the leak into the furnace be
side of.Abe boiler with my hammer, loy- . , . .. .
and called several times. The sound I negroes bewd water
was almost deafening to me, but i ( when it struck the fire, and knew 
am sure it was hardly heard, on the, there was a leak somewhere. They, 
outside. It then flashed over me that I v course, opened the water, plug and 

- raked - out the fire. 'the negroes had, misunderstood me 
and were preparing-to make a fire 
under the second boiler instead, of 
the first.

"The horror of the situation.caused-- 
ine to feel' sick for a moment, but 
I' realized that if there was anything 
■to be done it mustzbte done at once, 
so I crawled along the rust-covered 
flues to the .end (of the boiler. In 
doing this''I accidentally knocked over 
my candle and put it out. With a

"Realizing that I was fast losing 
consciousness, I' dragged' myself un-, 
der the manhole that I might be 
found as soon as the ■ boiler was 
opened. I have, a Taint recollection 
of seeing a round patch of ^daylight, 
darkened by the head of a negro, 
and for the following five days I
knew. nothing. " , . ; '
“I have been in-the hdspitalhere 

for the last three: months/ and = hm 
afraid I am about ailin for /good;cry, of anguish I reached for it,, but afFa‘%f about all , in for good, 

it had fallen down among the flues14*owe!^.’’’ fhe. doctors, say.,that the!
and was out of my reach for/good. ■ ' 

"Following close upon this J heard 
the rush of water through the ./in
jector, and knew that -thè negroes 
were filling the boiler. . Now was the 
time to act, I thought/, it I intended 
to get. out alive; but my candle was 
gone, and, never before have -I seen’ 
such darkness as filled that .boiler, 

■ “I had-not calculated córrectly ;on: 
the time, for the. water'Jiad. been 

/coming in several, minutes/before, I 
’noticed it. I could feel At/sleeping 
np among the flues/. '
I stopped and prayed ' earnestly :ior. 
deliverance from the' awful fate, that 
now confronted' me. ; /

" . ' Vfeiònsr'òfe.Ró.as^
"After an" agony- of sus/pènsé- -;I: 

heard the water./Bhut/off With<si ,/grif-; 
gle that to ;me :'souflded; like thè voice 
of some demon-pent upon devouring 
me. I attempted...to-, jump up, but 
BtrUcV^/hea^ya.. severe blow upon 
‘the topjqt-thexbóiler arid cut/a gash 
in my scalp, “but -Irhardly? felt, it, so 
alarmed / was ■ I at thé' thought/; of 

' the/riext' step, the negroes would .take. 
The fire!- ; ; . - : ;

alone, , 
Ji He, who can . calLto-day

ie who, secure ¡within,-can say: ■.-7-. 
omorrow, do thy worst;; for I have

lived to-day. . ’ —Dryden. '

I
In the phrase ‘.‘Vain Thoughts” 
include proud ani) high-minded

. "Had I been fortunate enough to 
have1 possessed a revolver, or even 
a packet knife, 1 would have ended 
ft all there, but I was unable to do 
a* thing except yell and beat the sides 
of'the boiler with all my might and 
main. I-was forced to Bit and know 
■that.under me the negroes were buiid- 
. Ing- the fire that Would slowly roast 
me to death, - 1

To the Editor;—The writer was 
happy to note the presence of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond in the recent 
convention ot the N. S. A. It is’so 
long- since the friends in Washington 
had the pleasure of seeing, and hear
ing her that it was indeed a treat 
Mrs. T. Longley, the honored ex
secretary,- said to the writer, "What
a it is to- have Mrs. Richmond

And the Lesson It Was Intended to Convey 
and Illustrate.

thoughts. Pride may be virtuous as 
well as vicious. As a principle, it 
is the parent of every virtue and 
every vice. We love tpe pylde which 
sets one above doing,.a .’mean thing; 
we^admire the self-esteem which pre
vents one doing an irijjiry to' another; 
but the pride* which;séte °ne above1 
another, and which'/would ■ demand 
homage to itself as better than oth
ers, fills us with ins'utferalile disgust. 

■ People are sometimes accused of 
pride' merely becausq tbetr accusers 
would be proud of thmselyes if they 
Were in tliolr places../Rise above your 
condition and yd» wilt be accùséd of 
pride,/ / ' <

Thoughts;w]iich human
applause, planning, tOi'âleaslpflU, cred-^ 
iting people with .vliftugii^e/itaiow' 

■they do not possess,/avofdfnE'whole
some truths because, disagr.^able, 
having one opinlóri fór,thé pailor and 
one for thè' public,^tire ’thoughts that 
we ¿should hate. J ?..

It is easy to pow pqd flatter; to 
say smooth things and play the par-- 
rot. It tSkes!’courage to be manly, 
inflexible I» purpose, remarkable in 
decision. Dare -to : be laughed it, 
scoffed, ridiculed,i ; misjiriderstood, 
condemned. Do nof^ake/your cue 
from others—the weak, the. preju- : 
diced, the 'trimmers.'/ pare to be 
singular. "■ / '

Servile pandering to plople’-B preju
dices .will léad you io ; a . course of 
action degrading to’yoflrselves, and 
in which hypocrisy will / be the lead
ing ingrédient popularity, »won by 
fawning on thè people must be^imply 
contemptible in the' sight of good 
men. - The truly pôpulèrsmen and 
women in every age -have been thoke 
who have had the courage/to be un-. 
popular—when to téli the truth and 
do the right thing were unpopular. 
It requires strength;ió swim against 
the stream. Any dead fish"can swim 
with’the tide. ■ / . ?
- Thoughts of dress;'the/table and 
the pleasures ..of .life $rè\ allowable 
in their place, within moderation, but 
if suffered to intrude .without rebuke 
into our prayers, thoughts which in 
themselves may be^ harmless become 
worldly by being entertained in the

with us; and how glorious was her 
mission to The Hague Peace Confer
ence.”

Mrs. Richmond, as delegate from 
the Morris Pratt Institute, was ready 
at the hour assigned to consider the 
interests of that institution as its sec
retary. She, as .well as the president, 
Dr. Warne, had much to say of an 
encouraging nature. She enters with 
zeal into whatever work she under
takes, and I have heard from many 
sources that her name has given the 
M. P. I. a standing that it would »ot 
otherwise have gained for many ÿegrs 
to come, Mrs. Richmond delivered 
her assigned address at the regular 
public session of the convention Wed
nesday evening thé 1.6th, her subject 
being "Spiritualism as a Factor in 
the Higher Civilisation of the Vorjd.” 
This was certainly a masterly address, 
and her inspirera evinced a perfect 
familiarity with the historical and in
ner-workings of the governments of 
the earth, and gave many interesting 
items not previously known' to the 
public at large. Evidently they knew 
whereof they testified. The largest 
audience of the convention was pres
ent on that evening. Bpt in the opin
ion of the writer, the .greatest event 
of the convention. was the report ot 
Mrst Richmond as the representative 
of the N. S. A„ and other National 
and International bodies to the Peace 
Conference of The Hague. Her selec
tion as the one to go, by large bodies 
of libéral people; how "the way" 
opened fqr the presentation of her 
credentials and address favoring 
Peace by Arbitration, to the president 
of the Peace Congress; her'interview 
with him ; • her membership In the 
“Circle International,” composed of 
distinguished people from all parts 
of the" world;'her participation in the 
deliberations oT arid her addrtess be
fore that "Larger Conference,” when

-she was presented In a characteristic 
speech by Mr. W. T. Stead; the recep
tion given in-her honor by that "Cir
cle International" and the- Dutch 
League "Peace by Right,” all prove 
thç't_the évént of such a representa
tion as. she gav? marked an EPOCH 
IN THE CAUSÉ OF SPIRITUALISM, 
and iti the writer’s opinion also riiade 
the culminating event, up to the pre?-, , 
Arit ¿time, in -Mrs- 'Richmond’s wonder
ful life-work as a teacher arid inspired 
worker, in-, the^cause' of Spiritualism 
and humin progress; The writer was 
pleased to note the presence on the 
occasions when Mrs. Richmond spoke, 
of one or two officials from Govern
ment pepartments; who do not usu

ally, attend Spiritualistic meetings. 
That Spiritualism is thus on rècord as 
one of the first .among the religious 
and educational associations of the 
world to favor peace and arbitration 
is certainly a great cause for con
gratulation. ' .

Yours tor humanity,
. A WASHINGTONIAN.

wrong season t 
’You' are in

to excess, 
and have

mountains and rest will do -wonders' 
for me,,. So I* am ’ goiri’g\.td try it- 
out in Colorado for. a while.” ■

. "If -you liad your health.'and 
strength back again; would- you fer 
turn ‘ to /ynur old- occupation?”, was. 
asked. • The white; head rented >for 
a- moment upon ¡a- wasted hand and
then the speaker replied:- i 

‘-‘Yete; T think; H I like it, 
somehow iKbut-Ore^ao^^^
tain; I . would ' .never again enter a 
hjiflier' without/first 'steeling that the 
mahfioie cover, was locked up safely: 
iff/kpmA oios^ key'
in my inside coat pocket.” ■■/.
'■¿" WhoYian dotibt¿ spirit-'power when 
manifested'.under the;- above ' con
ditions?. : " ; ;T. RUTH.

The Future Hope. . '■

The -dead leaves drift- along, the way 
■Like : dead hopes, that are < cast 

"' aside;' . -
Blit fairer leavesjwill*grace;steme day,- 

. The branches where- the did' ones 
died;- / /-j,/.' ■;

Arid later hopes will come to clieer.
’.The hearts from which dead hopes 

”, ' are gone; • . ■ '
The boughs keep spreading year by 

■ yexr, .'■■-■ .
■ The larger* hopes are farther on. 

S. E. KISER.
* The doctrine of human depravity 

has had Its day. Faith- in- the dig
nity of humanity. 1b the faith by which 
alone the residuum can’be saved.— 
The London Spectator, :

your work fo do in,thè’ world- Do 
iti vigorously and well. , ’Turn to -the 
best- possible account’, every ’ outward 
advantage within yorir reach. "

■Let the purpose to',,n&ke"the" most/ 
of your oppòHuhiiiéù/emhòdy within 
itself whatever ite IvetìéinéhiTn desire, 
•inspiring iri- hope, ttirlil|pg'in enthu
siasm and intense ,1». desperate, re
solve. But, for •all/this/ have § care 
■that the world does riot swallow you 
up. ' ■ ;
: Thoughts that are always 'running 
on this World, on its'hopes'and fears; : 
Its pleasur'os;-and ; its pastimes; ¡its 
gains and losses, are wofidly, and' the ; 
pian or ' woman-who Is . wise will see • 
.betimes the-'-perii a».dAh^ With
/which they -threaten; vtlje. whole : iifé 
of the soul,. and will watch against' 
them as knowing that, vye/may perish 

: throu gh thin gs Tawf hl /as; - surei y as 
through thin^/^^ : / '.

Few persons ih thè world . occupy 
as high, places In- the/ world as it 
seems to themselves their merits 
justly deservé; And the disappointed- 
ones find, their delight in deprecating 
the merits of others,; and,,/ like Mil- 
ton’sfiend in Paradise, tlitey see un- 
delighted all delight. ; ' .

People never envy those below 
themselves. Envy is fixed on merit 
and- increases in . exact proportion to 
fame. . As there is no shadow ' where', 
there-is no sun, so ■ theye Is no envy 
where there is no clijiràctér. As the 
punshirie awakens jh/q-vycirid of, flies, 
so‘ a radiant genius ‘Calis forth a 
swarm of stinging insects; - 
, To pooh-pooh what.Yoji are likely 
never to possess is teapy. In Aesop 
it 1b the tailless fox that advocates 
the disuse of tails. It. Is the grapes 
wo cannot reach , we call sour.

Guard " against : <: uncharitable 
thoughts. - ."Charity thinketh no 
evil.” You look with' suspicion: up
on others because you caro bad at 
heart yourself«/If you lare really vir
tuous in thought as/woll as In. act, 
you will rejoice in ino belief that

THE GRANDEST THING.

What is the grandest thing of all? 
• The work that awaits each day, 

The~work that calls us on every 
hand ..

Js the'work that for us is truly 
,-u grand, .

' ' And the love of work is our pay.
What is the hlghesLlWe of all?

’Tis living day-by : day
True to ourselves and true to the 

. right;.
Standing for truth from dawn till 

night;
And the love of truth is our pay, 

What is. the grandest thing of all? 
- ■- Is it winning heaven some day? 

No, -and a.thousand, time? say no; 
'Tis-making this old-world thrill

• and glow ~ - . •' -i
With' the light ot love,-..till each 
. ; shall know ..
Sométhlng.bf heaven here below,;

• ; XAnd- God’s “Well doné,” for -our

Without any prior effort on my 
part J was suddenly surrounded by 
a phenomena] condition by which my 
spiritual being seemed free from th? 
physical body and I traveled out into 
space to an astral landscape where 
flight »ever came, but it was light 
forever. In the center of the land
scape stood a beautiful stage,' con
structed Similar to a theater stage, 
with" its front open to the landscape. 
In front of the stage there was a 
great company of pleasure seekers, 
each willing to entertain pr be enter
tained; The stage was constantly 
occupied fpr various entertainments, 
•such as singing, uiuslc< dancing, 
draipa, etc, There were no Impolite 
interruptions, but there were tre- 
qupnt outbursts of the heartiest 
laughter l ever heard; in short, the 
joy - of those pleasure seekers was 
sublime.
■ There were no sick or maimed, and 
no small children or old people, but 
they were all a uniform expression 
of immortality. There was no re
spect for person, but everyone es
teemed all others above himself.

While this jollification was continu
ous, tfle attendants were constantly 
changing — some went and others 
came. While heaven is a condition 
for pleasure, it is also a condition of 
order, where the acquisition of art 
and science is not interrupted by 
pleasure; hence thp reader will .un
derstand that the phenomena I saw 
represented a heavenly place for fra
ternal pleasure, which seemed so real 
that 1 do not wonder how many me
diums can be deceived in their me
diumship; but just before the phe
nomena ended, my controlling spirit 
manifested his divine individuality in 
an intellectual way that 1 cannot ex
plain; but after instructing me, by 
mental suggestion, he suggested a 
divine farewell and Immediately the 
vision closed.

While I understand the instructions 
my controlling spirit mentally sug
gested to me, as clear as the shining 
suu, yet I can only express myself to 
humanity by human language, and 
unless tho reader possesses sufficient 
Intelligence and free agency oftrea- 
son, so he can grasp" the thoughts I 
wish to express by the words I 
then the follqwing words will seem 
as foolishness to him.

My controlling spirit mentally sug
gested that I had not experienced a 
teality, .b,ut had- been shown a vis
ion of thought-formed phenomena by 
mental suggestion, just as a human 
hypnotist can suggest his thoughts to 
a proper subject. He suggested that 

■the vision was emblematic of celes
tial fraternization, and while tile most 
enlightened in infinite truth, were 
regarded in an obedient and inquir
ing mariner, nevertheless in sociality 
and socialism the least in heaven is 
equal with the greatest, just as the 
least in' a righteous earthly family 
is soclally-equal with all the mem
bers of the family.

He further-suggested that no earth
bound spirit could enter the spiritual 
realms until they had freed theih- 
selves from the last stain of unright
eousness favor for nationality, racb.

ship may be earnestly and honestly 
sought, yet It is always a gift or 
calling of the spirits, just as the lit
tle Fox sisters first received their 
gift and calling without any prior 
effort on their part. ■■■■

That mediumship is a gift or call
ing independent of repentance, as 
Paul said, is a fact well proven by
the character 
every age, I 
that mediums 
the contrary;

of many mediums in 
do not mean to infer 
are all tricksters; on
I believe there are

many honorable mediums; but I 
wish to caution the public against 
misinforming mediums.

The fact that the Christian clergy 
is engaged in wordy suicide, each 
creed claiming the wisest interpre
tation of Christianity, proves that 
Christianity is still in the swamps of 
superstition, where it will remain 
until free thought will pilot it to 
the solid rock of truth. Likewise 
the fact that so many mediums and 
Spiritualists who claim great wis
dom, flatly dispute each other, proves 
that Spiritualism is still in the 
swamps of delusion, where it will 
remain until the rank and tile of 
Spiritualists will desert misguiding 
mediums and the self-wise as their 
infallible guides, and follow intelli
gence, which is the only pilot that 
can lead them to progressive plains 
illuminated with tranquiltzing truth; * 
and when they have reached the 
plains of truth, then the revelators 
or mediums may see beasts with 
seven heads and ten horns or a thou
sand heads and a’million horns, or 
they mav see departed spirits with 
their arms or head cut off just as 
they lived or died in the flesh, but 
the enlightened thinker will knowi 
they did not see a reality, but only al 
phenomenal delusion. And the ma-/ 
gicians may throw down their rodsL/ 
and apparently transform them IntS»
Serpents and 
and thereby 
sign-seekers, 
throw down 
transform it

ci*y ‘ Pharaoh is King!’’" 
deceive the deceivable 
and th? prophet may 
his rod and apparently 
into a serpent and cry

"Israel’s God Is King!” and thereby 
deceive the superstitious hell-fearer, 
but the enlightened soul knows intel
ligence is King of kings and God of 
gods. A. PRIESTER.
X.J725 Milwaukee Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

I

pay.
JEAN BLEWETT.

everybody else' is good. "
" ‘Tha't - professedly.-, pious woman, 

¿prominent in every charity, never ab
sent • from;' the prayer-meeting,. who 
sits down :tp all thè" communions, 
having heard of thé mistakes of some 

'sister, instead of covering the sin" 
-with thé màntle oî .cJÏàrlty, peddles 
it along -thè streets, ■ tells the story 
twenty times before sundown/'¿Every/ 

. time she tells it larger, -and . at- the 
saine time- cautions every ope to Bay 
nothing- about: it, > as It may 'not be 
trije. She -winds up the day before 
family prayers by saying: “I guess 
I will just go over -and tell- Mrs.

. Knowall that it must all be so, be
cause Mrs.. Busybody said that her 
husband. saw a man who had heard 

• his uncle’s business partner say that 
his nephew’s blind old grandmother 
on Gad’s Hill had seen something 
that looked very suspicious.”,

These evil thoughts—effectually to 
-hate them they- must find no roonr 
or entertainment with us. God will 
not only judge the open things of 
our lives, but tho secrets of our 
hearts. As , often .as these -high- 
minded, pandering, worldly, envious 
and malignant thoughts visit us, let 
them drive us to Him by Whose holy 
inspiration alone we aro able either 
to think'those things which be good 
or to Refuse to think those things 
which be'evil. Ab Pygmalion tarved 
with patience upon the atone, Ideal- 
izing and praying till the statue took 
graces of form and motion, so may 

■ you in contemplating the -lovely, 
beautiful and the good, attain the de
sire of your heart.

LOVE’S DREAM. <

dreamed I was a sculptor— 
Before me a huge granite stone;

With chisel ot steel beside me 
And a thought-form all my own.

Oh, how I longed to chsel r 
From out that mighty stone

A statue to do justice 
To the thought-form all my own.

I wondered how I would carve 
And if, when all complete.

epeed, Individual friendship, or rela
tionship. All such favoring love, 
ignorance, delusions, and all un
righteousness are the only earth- 
binding conditions of earth-bound 
spirits. Not that’ we must love our 
friends, relatives, parents, or 'Chil
dren less, but our love must evolve- 
so unbounded that we will love every 
righteous soul as holy as a - mother 
can love her children. He who un
derstands the completeness of holy 
love, understands what Jesus meant 
when he said “Who is my mother 
arid,my brethren? - Whosoever doeth 
the will of my Father ip my brother 
and sister and mother” (see Heb. 7: 
1-3).

He further suggested that he who 
hopes to dodge reformation and climb 
Into heaven by developing control 
of the psychical forces, will yet learn 

'that the psychical forces can be exer
cised, it need be; to compel unac
ceptable spirits to remain '•earth
bound until they have reformed fo 
the uttermost. -

Enlightenment and sanctification, 
by- self-effort, either in this life or 
after- mortal death, 1b the only effort 
by' which an earth-bound spirit can 
break its earth-binding chains.
- -■The - message above was given to 
me for the public; and lest it might 
not be understood, I sense it a duty 
to" decry' a» delusion that "has crept

'Into .Spiritualism, which must be re
moved before Spiritualism- will rise 
to i its decreed' agency, and'become a 
convincing light of intelligence for 
the enlightenment arid sanctification 
of the world.

The delusion I refer to is the pre
vailing assumption of -many medi
ums that mediums are superior per
sons, who have developed great- abil
ity and intelligence, for which they 
deserve the-reverence and undisputed 
attention of the public.. ■'■ •;■ ■

This has been the' self-exalting, 
stumbling block of many , mediums 
in every age, w hen, on the contrary, 
mediums_are only human instruments 
through whom spirits manifest them
selves to: humanity; and if the con
trolling spirit is a liar, then the mes
sage may ■ deceive ' the medium and 
unenlightened people who surrender 
their free agency of reason; but in
telligent, righteous men and .women 
discern truth from untruth when they 
hear it.

Furthermore, it need not ever be 
presumed that mediums are persona 
of superior Integrity, because, as 
Raul said in Rom.'11:29, -"the gifts 
and callings of God (of the spirits) 
are without repentance.”, The words 
of Paul are applicable. to mediums 
In' every oge, because’ 'ffivdiumshlp 
never was an accomr"-*'ment in the 
part of the medium. \ ¡lie medium*

The statue would be as grand 
As the form to me was sweet.

I went to work with a spirit of love 
As I touched that granite stone, 

Love for the'Image I wished to carve 
Of a tjyrught-form all my own.

At last I began to shape it, 
And bring out the features all;

Not one mark must be overlooked, 
No matter how very small.

Oh, how my heart beat with rapture, 
When out from that mighty stone

I paw the face of my darling 
Had slowly but steadily grown.

His eyes were soft and tender, 
The lips were parted with love;

The whole face seemed illumined 
Like an angel’s from above.

Ab I carved out those precious hands 
A vine 1 twined around,

With a few white petals falling 
Near my love’s feet on the ground;

To* symbolize the teardrops
I shed as 1 chiseled of stone 

The image of my darling, 
The thought-form all my own.

Ah! he stood with arms, open to meet 
me,

As in greetings of days gone' by, 
And I stooped to clasp and kiss them, 

To pray, and to laugh and cry.
I have made my thought-form perfect, 

I have made him just as ha was, 
But I cannot give it the breath of life;

I can chisel effect but not the cause.
But still,! have my statue;

My thought-form so perfect and 
true,

For it be»rs the image of my darling, 
As nothing else can'do.

Yes, I will live-and I will love it, 
And cherish it'day by day,

The. thought-form of my loved one—» 
- Who is now so far away.
Some day, when all- is over, 

And the burdens of life laid away, •
I will'clasp his hands and love him 

As I love.his statue to-day. ' - .
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY;

THE WISH._
Should ¿some great angel Bay to ma . 
^' -'.'.to-morrow,, -"-

"Thou - must»retread ;thy ph’th from 
the "start, .

;But God .will-grant, In pity, for thy
-.. ■■sorrow 1 :-v , - _

Some-one dear wish,-the nearest to
7.. ..thy heart.”. . ■

This were my wish,'from'life’s dim 
beginning;

Let be what has been!' wisdom 
- planned the whole-; - 
My want, my woe, my error and my 

sinning, ’
All, all were needed lessons for my 

soul.
ELLA WHEELER 'WILCOX, '

J
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Visions induced by
Oriental Powder.

SPHUTUALKSTS NEED NO CREED.

Jlr. Lockwood Saya that Member's of 
. the Cuit Who Alimente O^e 

Obscure the Trulli.

HIQ8LY JWIPOKTANT.

Little Journeys fe the Offices of In- 
Xumojís. Frauds.
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■ While this Oriental Powder may produce the 
phenomena ascribed to it, jret no one should 
use it, as, it is an unnatural way to unlock the 
Psychic Senses, and. may lead to the worst 
kind of Obsession, and possibly to the Asyj
lum 
the

[I have

for the Insane. The following is from 
Occult Review:
been asked to include the

(bllowing experiences in the pages of 
the Occult 'Review, The perclptept 
is one of the rather numerous people 
wholiave tried Woodcock's .’’Eas
tern . Powders,” '.and have seen ‘‘vis
ions”. under their influence. The 
powder, when smouldering, produces 
vn effect somewhat similar to-incenso. 

. A number of records of interesting 
¿xpeiiinents with- its aid have already 
appeared In.the tyges of "Light,” to 
the back numbéi^ ôf which journal 

■ readers who wish'to. know nipre of 
jts probable effects are referred. It 
seemqd to me likely that inai>y read
ers of this magazine might .not have 
heard 'of the- powder and might like 
to try it.—EdiLor’Opcult Review, Eng
land.]

Thue, 11 :B5 p. m. Thursday, June 2S,'
_ . 4006.

The rain descended ■in torrents, as 
. only summer rain knows how to de

scend. The hands pf the little Bee 
clock on the mantelpiece pointed to 
within five minutes of the witching 
hour. Everything was'still save for 
the soft beating sound of the rain as 
it fell upon the leaves of the trees. 
I was sleepy, but, as I looked before 
me, a strange numb, -dazed feeling 
seemed to softly close over my brain, 
and a thin, vapory mist enveloped me, 

’ -round about.
The familiar surroundings van

ished, and I was in space. Still I 
heard the soft splashing of the heavy 

’ rain upon the leaves, but where was 
I? Arouud me twisted and contorted 
were forms' that I looked upon with 

. calm, dispassion, filbeit^ I knew they 
yvere tortured souls.

• They vanished. I stood in a long, 
' almost colorless room in the Tuiler

ies It was mirrorless, and I glanced 
around missing a mirror. The fur
niture, was negative, even the gilding 
on the chairs was subdued, every
thing seemed in a half-light. The 

, three croisees, which were on the left 
hand* of the room entering from-the 
door were closed. I felt suffocat
ing, not because the windows were 
closed, but from a feeling of strang
ling -Thb room swam, and a fierce 
agonizing pain,swept from the base of 
the'ekull up through the head. A vis
ion of much bloodshed and flame 
flashed before me as I stood there 
alone with the room swimming 

.round. “Whom the Lord loveth He 
chasteneth.” I heard the voice plain
ly, and almost simultaneously 'the 
rumfile of a distant cart. I knew it 
was'tbq tumbril, and that I was Ma
rie Antoinettes

Consciousness was going, and I 
knew that it was going and involun
tarily I put mj’ hand to my throat, for 
I could not breathe, and the pain was. 
intense. Then mercifully everything 
was blotted out In beneficent obliv
ion.

When consciousness came recollec
tion also came, and wlth lt pain, phys
ical and mental.

Such was my first experience with 
the Mysterious Powder.

My second trial with the powder 
was in company with six others. No 
result.

could see into it at Ipast half, way, ' 
and so far it was empty. '“The tlme,.- 
has come; be up and doing,”' (Then 
I heard a namewhich comes to' me •' 
uncertainly as Minute or‘ Marlon.) 
“I^ow )Qpg?” I asked . (I had no 
thought as to why I as]ted the ques
tion), and had no thought, so far 
as I know,’ in asking it; I simply . 
remember asking it. , Thp answer 
was,-"i'es, 100 years.”

•Sminds from ? downstairs - rogsed 
“me; I looked at my watch. It wap 
2:'4O, so that I had been gone twenty 
minutes.

Such is piy third experience with 
the Mysterious Powder. -

There is no headache 'this time, 
and I am quite, awake and fresh.
Time, 9:55 p. in. Saturday, July 21, 

1006.
A gray mist which quickly became 

a glaring white, ultimately resolving 
itself into snow. Large Druidical 
•stones in a leaning position and the 
dim outline, of a cross against a cor
ner stone.

A white' figure, encased in the 
white snow and moving, moving gen
tly along'as though borne on a drift
ing tide, but the tide was ¿nade of ■ 
snow.

(2) A banqueting hall, a long ta
ble, and men dresspd in the style 
of Henry VIH’s time toasting each 
other. The candles suddenly £iew 
dim, and .there glided into'the space 
between the long table and the wall 
the lady in white, lying, still sur
rounded by the white cloud-snow.

The Spiritualists who -are trying 
their Imjsi to induce their, society to 
adopt a creed, got an unmerciful 
scoring Sunday night at tile. First 
Spiritualist Church. It was handed 
out by the lecturer of the society, 
Dr. William-Lockwood, who is recog
nized as one of the deepest thinkers 
in the cult, as well as one ofc the 
country's foremost -scientists.

“Progress in the civilized world Js 
founded« on scientific experiment," 
si.id the lecturer, “No creed cau be 
wrliten to satisfy the desires and am
bitions of man, the hungering for '.let
ter tilings by the human soul, and the 
quicker certain Spiritualist leaders 
quit writing creeds'and liturgies and 
rituals the better it will be for our 
movement.

. “I say, and say in the most em
phatic language, that these things, 

■these creeds and. the like', must not 
outer into our researches. Thé litur- 
'çies and tliejr origin in shrine wor-. 
ship conducted' by the pagans before 
the 'Christian era and the Spiritual
ists who copy these are simply pagan
izing natural truth."

. He,declared that those in the Na
tional Association who are urging the 
adoption of a creed are doing str for 
the sake of being popular with .the 
superstition of'the day. For the sake 
of' gaining popularity with publjc 
opinion, they o-verlopk the faet that 
these factors’of religious bodies have 
absolutely nbthing to do with spir-

I’ll admi/ his,¡ad. attracted my at
tention. occupied a prominent 
position in the /Sunday daily, and 
was embellished’by an illustration 
which depicted ,a! young man rest
ing his head pn’'his hand as though 
afflicted with a square headache. Be
hind the “young* man, and slightly ' 
above him1? w.ere ,the figures of three 
angels, and al!/the angelic beings 
liad a full equipment of wings, 
One, however, seemed to possess, ip 
addition’ to her regular flyers, a third 
wing wiiicii sprouted forth luxu
riantly iron; her spinal column at a 
point midway ’dpwn her back!

This., interesting scene was super
imposed on another illustration or 
background, yh-ich was evidently the 
s'tar-lit sky of a valley.

I decided that if Professor ———• 
could attract a three-winged angel in1 
addition to the common kind or tw<i- 
wi^ged variety, he could do some-, 
thing unusual for''me in the way of 
plain soothsaying. ( .

My gazej Reluctantly (leaving the 
illustration, met the mqdest? state
ment: “SOc.^-ReadingSr—50c. Pro
fessor World's Most Fa
mous Clairvoyant and Palmist, —?- 
Street. No. questions asked,-but be
fore you utter a' wor^I tfili tell you1 
your name, names of your.loyed ones,

itual truths.
"I wouldn't give a snap of my fln-.‘ 

ger to hkye the whole world counted . . ..
as Spiritualists as we count Republl- 'calied.a me^iun);

who is true— ,
- I stopped right there. I was seized 
with a great desire to have thts’'won- 
derful seer tell’me piy name. I was 
determined that, if he could do that 
little favor for “me under the con? 
ditions named;, “no questions asked," 
hé would {hen be worthy of being

Time, 2:20

A purple

p. m. Monday, July 9, 
1900.

darkness, slowly, softly

A man (one of the 
a revolver from his 
he exclaimed, and

toasters) drew 
belt. “Egad,"

_  ________ __  discharged the 
weapon, shattering the mirror . be-
hind, and which reached from cell
ing to floor.

(Sancho barked in the back garden 
and Harriet called\BJackle, the cat, 
.and 1 awoke. 10-:15.)

So ended my fourth experience 
with the Mysterious Powder.

A huge ball, like a sphere of what 
seemed liquid light. Gazing at it, 
shadowy figures (themselves light) 
evolved from it, and stepped into the 
space' of the room. Presently it was 
crowded. The beings that filled it 
were sexless, in so far as I was able 
to point and say, “This is a man or 
this is a womhn,” yet they were of 
the stature of men and women, and 
very soon I heard their voices inter
mingling, and now and then rippling 
into laughter. They were- as the 
voices of men and women, softened 
and made musical by distance, -The

caus:jind Democrats/' said Mr. Lock- 
wood. /‘What I want to'see, and 
what we all ought to work for, is 
the conversion of the world tq Spir
itualism through the intellect.’- 'Get 
the popple to realize that Spiritual- ■ 
ism is a natural truth. And no 
creed, you .know, can be written for 
a natural truth.”

"Who would think to write a creed 
for Niagara Fails? Who can write 
one for the. circulation of the blood 
in the human organism and its grad
ual transformation into brain cells 
and fiber? Who is able to write a 
creed tor a sensitive intellect in its 
relation to the perceptive states of 
the epijl's consciousness? Who knows 
anything about an ‘Infinite Intelli- 
■geneb’ that creates the brain pawer 
and function of genius for one, and 
the mental cortex of an idiot for an
other? What kind of a creed can 
be written for. these divergent men
tal structures, and in what ritual of 
worship can we adore and reverence 
such ‘Infinite Intelligence?' It does 
seem to me that it is high time that 
we unite - and lift Spiritualism and 
its'phenomena out of the mire and 
mental miasm of pagan superstitions 
and place it where it belongs, in the 
curriculum of demonstrative science 
and natural philosophy."

The speaker said that’ the man who 
lives a careless life here goes Into the 
other world as he leaves this. If the 
man hals lived a sensuous life on 
earth, -.gives little thought to spir
itual matters, the soul-awakening ,on

Accordingly,.I.’clipped the ad. out 
of the' newspaper, donned my:’best.

the other.,side will be slow, 
man who thinks here will 
awaken to a realization 
awaits him on the other

But the 
naturally 
of what 
side and

flgures moved about,^graceful and va
pory. I could not feel they were 
flesh 
ive.
' A 
ears,

and blood, they were too evas-

wall almost human struck my
and simultaneously a flash of 

Indescribable- light rent the atmos-

will prepare himself for the transi
tion.

The Doctor will begin a series of 
interesting scientific lectures next 
Friday evening, proving the continu
ity of life through science.—Buffalo 
Enquirer.

phere, as It were, and from the form 
of each of these numberless beings 
vivid light in various convolutions 
ascended. It struck me as I looked
that the light went up 
downward. The sounds 
and resolved themselves
exquisite music, which rose 
tracks of dazzling light.

and never 
continued 
into most

into

A Breezy Letter from
. Laura G. Fixen

Stunt Tests in New York City After, the Na
tional Convention.

New Year's Day, Fourth of July, 
Birthdays of all the Presidents, Wed
dings, Baptisms, Labor .Day aud 
Thanksgiving, were all baked into 
one cake and served with music, 
flowers, speeches and doings on Sun
day following the National Conven
tion. • -

The “Stunt-Test" was celebrated 
in Margaret Gaule’s handsome meet
ing-house, Elk's • Hall, Majestic' The- 
aer Building, New York City.

What a handsome auditorium!— 
sunny,, airy, clean and most artistic. 
The floor is covered with Royal Vel
vet .rugs, the color of qrushed .straw
berries, With the seeds'left; jn, mixda, 
with a drop of cream; the couches 
upholstered In plush green, as envy 
the shade of the, mermaid's hair, 
while massive. chairs grace -the plat
form, inviting the guests, of honor to 
indulge in a quiet' nap'behind the 
back of the speaker.

In the rear pf the hall is a fine 
pipe organ, and“ another instrument 
near the platform.

Here the First Association pf 
itualists of New York City bold 
meetings on Sunday afternoons 
■o’clock.

Every seat was filled when

Spir
their 
at 3

Mra.

RHEUMATISM
I 'Si

their dear-ones beyond the veil, and 
Margaret Gaule was at her very ¡best.

Such x wonderful messages as she 
delivered to. .entire strangers were 
most comforting and convincing. She 
speaks with' 90 uncertain sound, 
“Fusty" is Indeed a guide to rely 
on. He is more convincing than all 
the pulpit orators and sky-pilots in 
that city combined. -A personal 
friend of mine had. come to the hall 
to meet me. She was formerly a 
business woman from Kansas City— 
clever, positive, a college, graduate, 
.but very skeptical. She had not the 
least bit of faifh in spirit messages. 
After the close ¿of the meeting she 
came up to the platform and some 
spirit at once took control of Mar
garet Gaule, grasped my friend’s 
hand, and began to pibad with her 
for, forgiveness1 for a wrong she had 
committed against her chum when in 
earth life. My friend was surprised; 
then conviction strong as holy writ 

mame to her, of the truth of the mes-

Let us send you ON FREE TRJAL a 
$1 paii- of Magic Foot Drafts, the- 
great Michigan External Rem- । 

e<ly, which is curing thous- 
. auds—Just
SEND 1'OUR NAME ON A POSTAL

Let us cure your Rheumatism (no 
matter where located, how severe, or 
whether it is chronic, acute, muscular, 
sciatic, lumbago or gout) with our 
Powerful yet harmless Magic Foot 
Drafts. They have curef cases of 40 • 
ypars’standing, where doctors and 
medicines failed.

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 
cured J. Wesley Bennpy, Indianapolis, 
Ind., after 25 years’ suffering. Disease 
hereditary, his brother having died 

_wlth Rheumatism,
Magic Foot Drafts permanently 

cure^, Mrs. 0. Tena Segoin, Auburn, 
N. Y., after ten years of suffering and 
using crutches.

Magic Foot Drafts cured N. F. Bog
guss, 326 W. 61st St., Chicago, after 
trying six doctors and spending six 
weeks in expensive sanitariums with
out relief. ■

Magic Foot Drafts cured 
tirely. It is a wonderful 
says Rev. J. Holz, Chicago.

me en- 
thing,”|

sage. She trembled like a leaf;
tears streamed from her eyes as she 
sobbed and cried out, “My God, this

VRAM MARK Let Magic 1 
Foot ' Drafts

fell, enclosing me .within it, and com
pletely blotting out the objects in the 
room. A pleasant receding 'sense^f 
leaving the woild on clouds of pur- 

' pie down—everywhere purple, above, 
around. A thread of silver (the as
cending smoke) ran through it 
Gradually the heads and shoulders of 
a vast ciowd became visible. As far 
as I could discern it was composed of 
men, the majority of whom had 
bowler hats on, a few had white 
straw ones.

The space was rather larger than 
before, and in front of the Royal Ex
change, and there were many hands 

' upraised.
(2) The doctor * strolled slowly 

across in front of mp, and look
ing toward me thoughtfully, almost 
gravely, his left hand in his trouser 
pocket. An elderly man of about 
sixty came behind him. He was 
dressed in the old-fashioned style of 
a century ago. He had his Tight hand 
upraised, and in it were several docu
ments, folded and not new looking. 
He smiled, showing strong yellow- 

’ white teeth. His face was round and 
clean-shaven, save for a fringe of al
most white whiskers. He was «f 
robust build, had rosy cheeks, and 
blue—rather prominent—eyes.’* ♦ In 
the .air in large letters the words; 
the first rather dim, “Win,” “Suc
cess.” The . latter absolutely glit- 

■ tered.
(8) A stretch of heathery moor

land bounded by low, sunless hills; 
rather a broad foamy stream, and la
the distance a-plain, lonely, two-story. 

. white washed cottage, • ■
Inside in an upper roojn (I knew it 

was inside that 'same house), an el
derly lady In a white cap with^ a 
black ribbon around Jt bent over an 

_o!<J carved chest. An old-fashioned- 
~silver; cup was in her -left hand, on 

the third finger of. which- were two 
.rings, one plain gold, the other with 
a flash of diamonds in it' - Her right 

' band held up the lid of the chest.
It was a nefvous, unyielding-looking 

' : hand, ; ■ y ■■« ■ ....... .. .
! Her black eyes gazed intently Into 

the. box;- .whatever she looked at mfist

Suddenly the music ceased, and the 
wonderful tracks of light became bro
ken up simultaneously with a crash
ing sound. On the ground lay a shat
tered violin, and beside it a man in 
modern evening-dress, grasping in his 
long white fingers the neck of it. The 
bow had fallen from his right hand 
and lay just beyond the reach of his 
outstretched arm. Springing forward 
I suddenly found myself standing in 
the middle of my own room. The 
vision had vanished, and the Myste
rious Powder had burned itself out.

rollment and the formation of Dis
trict Leagues can be made available. 
I can and will furnish such move
ments with speakers and psychic 
workers at nominal expense, and 
when desired will visit you in person.

Let us not hesitate to sow the seed. 
The humblest effort will bear jts 
measure of fruitage.

In regard to the recent State con
vention, in a general way it was a 
pronounced success.

The attendance was not so large as 
at some of our previous gatherings, 
but unity of effort and harmony qt 
method characterized the gathering.

The resolutions voiced the senti
ment, I believe, of the great body 
of Spiritualists throughout the coun
try. They emphasized thé necessity 
of a united effort as against the 
aggressive attacks upon our move1

._ ------ ---- .ment—its mediums and speakers—by
L. STILL. < '-.the Reactionary forces of bigotry and

♦ The husband of the friend with 
whom I live

♦* He has been recognized as the 
doctor’s guide, of whom at the time 
I 'had never heard. 1

A SPECIAL CALL.

To the .Many Readers of The Pro-
gressive Thinker, Who are Resi
dents of the State of Washington.

have. been ■■■ pretty■.■ far - down, for I

At the recent convention of the 
Washington Spiritualists, held in Ta
coma, the “powers that be” saw fit 
to name me as president of the State 
Association for the ensuing year, and 
at the same time selected an able and 
earnest corps, of assistants. —. ,

While generally acquainted with 
our people throughout the State, 
there are many whom I have never 
met, and do not know; especially the 
many late arrivals from points farther 
east and south. »

It is desirable that we be drawn 
together, and as closely as possible, 
in the work opening before uh. . I 
would like to hear directly from every 
Spiritualist in the State. Also from 
any who are in any-way Interested 
in thq liberal movement of the. dpy. 
Either a sealed communication or- 
Card will answer. By .thus coming 
In touch with you; I can more readily, 

-co-operate in; the matter of organiza
tion, provide speakers, or visit you. 
in.person. .■ s,-

■ A system of mass meetings can.also 
be arranged and be made available, 
tdr those residing In the rural '-dis- 
tflcts as well as those living in town.

There are -many -features of oti£ 
work that can be strengthened . by 
these and other methods........... .• 
’ -Our State is new,.and communica
tion somewhat difficult, but by a. 
hearty co-operation much, good may 
be accomplished. .. \

The State Board has authorized me 
to pay especial attention to. our .coun
try districts. Where a formal or
ganization in not practicable, an en-'

ignorance.
They affirmed the necessity of right 

living, especially on the part of those 
aspiring to the public service; and a 
pine and yholesome morality on the. 
part of all. ,

The convention not only placed the 
stamp of approval on every effort be
ing made to place a- well-equipped 
ministry before the publib, but placed 
especial emphasis on tjie tact that 
many, very many, of our most effect
ive workers, are being educated for 
the worlrny those who have passed 
the “narrow way" and who retain a 
living interest in those remaining on 
the nearer shore. *

’ The demand for honest medium
ship and a complete separation from 
fraudulent claims and methods of 
practice, was very pronounced. But 
the heartiest endorsement was ex
tended to every phase of phenomena, 
when honesty rendered, and this to' 
physical phenomena aS well as men
tal or spiritual.

If the unity of 'desire and- effort' 
manifested by the delegates assem
bled can be extended to ¡the entire 
State, we may well anticipate a year 
of encouraging progress.

.-Again, let me say that I desire to, 
hear-from all. ' Don’t be backward.

IA card or letter .may. lead to good' 
results. 1 -f ■ '

Let us work together for the up
building of Spiritualism.in the State 
of Washington, and so contribute our 

■ measure of usefulness in; the devel
opment and upbuilding of humanity, 
-AH communications should .. be 

mailed to General Delivery, Seattle, 
Wash. ■. ■ ■

Fraternally, ■• .■ ■
R. F. LITTLE, ' ■' 

President W. S. S. A.

suit, and .set forth to find the Pro
fessor,1 I experienced no difficulty in 
Ideating' the office of the "World’s 
Most Famous,” etc.

Ushered into, .his reception room, 
I patiently awaited my turn. In dqe 
course of time a door swung open 
■and the suave Professor stood re
vealed; bowing and smiling. He was 
a man of perhaps forty-five or fifty 
years of age. I A long "ministerial" 
coat added impressiveness to his neat 
black suit. His bald head was 
bounded on the suburbs wlh a- sandy 
gray fringe of hair.

I was distinctly disappointed. I 
had hoped to see a young and intel
ligent man. J had expected he 
would be, ap “nominated in the 
bopd”—I mean ad.-—a real medium.

However, 1 quickly recovered from 
my momentary surprise and disap
pointment, and passed into the room 
indicated by the. Professor. There I 
saw a sqjall table on which were 
neatly arranged,, a silver-mounted 
reading glass,* h slate, some typewrit
ten sheets of paper, a small pad of 
paper, a 4lble and some pencils.

Waving me a chair, the Professor 
seated himself opposite' me. Rest-’ 
Ing his elfeows gracefully on the' ta
ble, the Professor asked: “What can 
I do for you, sir,?’’

- “I want, you to tell "me my name, 
so that II may have some tangible 
proof thaViiou are really a genuine 
medium," nJ - replied, encouragingly 
and gently;. u -

“Did yqUieverqhave a reading bo- 
fpre?” he 'inquirad, ignoring-fny re
quest. I bil.nii; 'j ■

. “I have;'consulted genuine -iTiedi- 
ums, yes’,''! I admitted. *

“Did; they tell you your name?” he 
queried. •

“Those who were genuine did’\not 
experience any great' amount of. diffi
culty in get/ing my name,“ said I, 
calmly. -

“Oh, well, er—, you/know, all me
diums — that is, clairvoyants — get 
names though mental telepathy. It 
will be necessary that you write your 
name on a slip Of paper, after which' 
I can get the name all right—through 
mental telepathy; you know,” - ex
plained the "World’s Most Famous” 
ond, blandly.

Pulling the clipping out of my 
pocket, I began to read, as though 
to refresh my memory: "No ques
tions asked, but before yoq utter a 
word I will ' tell you your name, 
names of yohr beloved—”

“Never, mind, never mind,” hastily 
interposed ' the'1 Professor, “I’ve been 
using that ad.: for seven years, and 
know every’ ‘word in it, and—”

“In that base, why don’t you do 
as you advertise?” I interrupted. VI 
merely want to know my name." \

"Of course, now, you’re an intel
ligent man,” hedg"e<r the Professor? 
flatteringly, “and must know your 
pame. So mAny people out of idle 
curiosity come—" ’

“Now, here, I want you to tell me 
my name. I know my name, but 
I want to see if you can do as you 
promise in your -ad.:—tell me my 
nam^ as a test of your mediumship,” 
I demanded as I 'noted his inclination 
to "crawfish” out of what was rap
idly becoming a difficult position. 
“Come, tell me my name,” I added, 
encouragingly. »

•“The Religion -of Cheerfulness,” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of hearth and 
spirituality. None can read it 'With
out pleasure and. profit. Price SOc.

•’Materialization. By Mme. E. d-
Esperance and Kev, 
Excellent Pride 10

. B. F. Austin, 
eents.
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J. Kuel.inert, of Brooklyn, took her
seat at the organ 
inspiring prelude.

The guests of 
were Dr. Geo. B. 
elected president

and played a soul

honor of the day 
Warne, the newly 
of the National

Spiritualists’ Association, and his 
brand-new wife, beloved.by all who 
know her; Mrs. Esther C. Humph
rey, president of the Lily Dale As
sembly, and her husband; little Mary 
Claus, from Pittsburg, conductor of
the Children’s 
scribe.

The meeting

Lyceum, and

was called to
J. Newton, the

your

order
iresi-by Mrs. Henry J. Newton, the presi

dent, dainty as Severs China, trlm-

“Very well,", said he, 
write—”

“No, indeed,” I exclaimed.

'just

“No
writing goes here. Give it to me 
'through mental telepathy,’ ’’ said I, 
triumphantly. '

“For five dollars,” said the seer; 
gently,- “I -wl)! see. what I can do,- 
if you will Write—”

Disgusted, I arose to quit the room. 
' The Professor^, dismayed at the 

prospect of losing .a customer,‘strode 
quickly to my side asT laid my hand 
on the door knob.

"We.’ll sky two: dollars;” he whee
dled, “andcalliLs^uare."

"No,” I- said; ffimly. /jwe’U day you 
ard -a/ fraup; ana. Axil your methods 
crooked!” 'I

Saying which, ;’! passed from: the. 
Impostor’s ,[ priv^e office” and put 
of' the house befpr^ he bai recovered 
from his surprise.j ■

Here eni^th tup first of a. series 
of little j^urneyff which the writer 
will take ta’ thef-^ffices of infamous 
.frauds in the ,city, of St. Louis,

The weéc^ of[ |raud must be-re-, 
moved froip (the garden of Spiritual
ism if the of truth-are to 
bloom therein- . }|. -

, FRANI< XAVIER .MITCHELL. .
St. Louis« Mo.t ।

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T/1 
A. Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful;. Spiritually; uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price W.
( "The Light of Egypt.” Volumt 1 
find 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge, as 
taught by the Adepts of' Hermetic 
Philosophy.' Price 82 per-, volume. -

thing is true after all!” 
really the most touching 
the most convincing of 
afternoon.

When this skeptical

This was 
scene and 

the whole

woman—a

med in Duchess lace and wearing a 
winsome smile, and a low, happy 
voice keyed in minor chords. . After 
the congregational singing and invo
cation, Madame Louise Voigt, the 
highest-priced soprano in the City by 
the Sea, sang “Oh, Wipe Those Tears” 
so touchingly you wanted to cry. 
She was accompanied by Miss Corinne 
Wallerstelu, and Mr. R. McEntire, 
violinist.

Mrs. Newton then introduced the 
speaker, Laura G. Flxen. Can you 
imagine any more favorable sur
roundings or conditions for a lecture? 
The beautiful hall—on your right 
hand the soul-stirring musician- 
singer; an your left a table covered 
with masses of rarest flowers, filling 
the room with their clinging frag
rance and dainty presence. Behind 
you, Esther C. Hutnphrey and Geo. 
B. Warne, the friends with whom I 
have worked in loving cothradeship 
through stohms and battles into vic
tory and peace; before me an audi
ence composed of the most intelli
gent men and women before whom 
I ever stood. On the left sat Maxi
milian Coewassey, the virtuoso; near 
him an Italian writer of note. There 
were several prominent members of 
the Sorosis and other women's clubs, 
doctors, scientists, newspaper writers, 
attorneys, thinkers and workers; then 
there were the men and women 
who had come with an ache in their 
hearts, stumbling along life’s path
way, hoping for a word of comfort 
and a something to help them get a 
new grip on life and a clearer light 
to find the way without stumbling.

The subject chosen was, The One
ness of All, and the speaker skimmed 
the cream from the top of the pan, 
showing her hearers the unity of 

, ALL, material and spiritual, mortal 
and immortal, wihout division, each 
a different expression of the creation 
of the one great Oversoul; each striv
ing onward and upward, and finally 
■merging into the great Oneness of 
All.

At the close of the lecture Mrs. 
Humphrey was introduced to the 
audience, responding with her gra
cious bow and a series of eloquent- 
smiles. Dr. Geo. B> Warne received 
an ovation on being Introduced. The 
dignity of his new office fitted him 
as well a's his Prince Albert coat and 
white vest His maiden speech as 
the new president augured well for 
the progress of the work, and the 

-beginning of the end of fake me
diums. He spoke with no uncertain 
sound and admonished his hearers to 
join a society, ¿ubscrlbe for a Spir
itualist paper and keep posted, work 
and thus grow, and pointing to the 
word “FIDELITY,” in illuminated 
letters on the wall, endorsed that as 
the key-word of success.

Dr. Warne was at highest, and im-

stranger to all in the city but my
self,—an unbeliever who was not de
siring nor expecting any message, 
was halted by a decarnate spirit and 
convinced against-her will, it means 
the opening of a new path to her, 
the dawning of a new light.

The audience lingered for more 
than half an hour after this remark
able meeting, shaking hands and 
seeming loath to leave the congenial 
surroundings.

In the large ante-room Titus Mer
ritt had a large table containing 
papers and other literature, while the 
trustees of the society and its ge
nial treasurer, Mr. G. Reidinger, 
acted as hosts, bidding everybody 
welcome and looliing after their com
fort.

These far-sighted trustees deserve 
great credit for securing so centra) 
and beautiful an auditorium to dem
onstrate the high teachings of Spir
itualism.

I never spake in a more artistic

cure you, Sim-' 
ply write for a 
pair to-day—' 

to try FRIsp,’ You wjjl get them by 
return mail. If they relieve you, 
send us a dollar, if not, don’t send us 
a cent. We trust you for a -square 
deal. Don’t delay, but pend to-day 
for the free trial drafts and also opr ' 
free book which explains clearly why 
they cure so quickly and thoroughly,’ 
It will cost you nothing to try. Magic 
Foot Draft Co, XO45 Oliver Bldg., 
Jackson, Midi. Send no money. 
Write to-day.
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■The above is-the number of the pyes- ' 

•nt issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
u printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. 1/ thia number cor» 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for bmp 
expired, and you are requested to r* 
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinker« 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of th« 
number en the tag of your wrapper

pressed the audience with the dignity

hall, nor uniier more 
cumstances.
■ After the meeting 
honor were invited to

favorable cir-

the 
the

home of Mr. and (Urs. Gus 
a four-story modern house 
113th street, where “Our

guests of 
delightful 
Reidinger, 
at 257 W. 
Margaret”

and her hospitable partner kept open 
house with lavish hand. A mile
course dinner was served, which 
would do credit to any chef. What 
did we have? Really, now, I can’t 
remember, but I believe it was evap
orated soup- seasoned with oysters; 
pitted cherry stones, and unleavened 
herring on toasl; pulled sturgeons’ 
tongues and carrot tops with dried 
lemons; hoof steak with ox-tail 
switches, and wind cooked corn on 
the stalk; sauerkraut with whipped
cream; stuffed'
strained hilarity;

stories with un-
bug bread and one 
salted watermelonTed apple core;

rind with green pea pods, fire crack-
ers and limburger cheese; postum 
and rainwater en demi tasse.

After the feast the company were 
entertained by Mr. Reidinger, who 
played tile zither, and under the har
monious strains, in the 'subdued 
light, Fusty came with some beauti
ful messages, and other spirits 
crowded in, anilous to give messages 
of love and good cheer.

The evening was an ideal close of 
a perfect day, and everybody agreed 
that our host and hostess had 
crowded a year’s pleasure into one 
short, beautiful, never-to-be-forgotten 
day.

Mrs. Esther C. Humphrey invited 
us all to be her guests the follow
ing day, and we need hardly say that 
we accepted with pleasure. Mr. and 
Mrs. Humphrey have just bought an 
ideal house ‘in Mt. Vernon, a few 
mlies'Tiorth of New York City.

The house is a veritable dove-cote. 
All the rooms have east front, and 
each as cosy and homelike as the 
ope you have just left—even more 
so. The parches are in the house, 
and the bedrooms outdoors, with the 
cellar on the roof—quite, in the new 
sanitary style.

Another feast was prepared for us, 
quite different from the one we had- 
enjoyed the day before, but we were 
game and polite, and ate it like 
heroes:—

Green squash on the half-shell was
first 
soup;

servèd, with burned peanut
then came mock tripe

frozen anchovy mousse; frogs’
with
legs;picQOvU cXUUACUUc W HU Lilts Ul^UlLj ULlUUvVy UlUUBo“, 1^6“ >

of the society representing the most' Tinderloin, with raw turnips and
advanced teaching of the age.

“Little Mary Claus,” from Pitts
burg, was -introduced by the pastor 
of The society,. Margaret Gaule Reid- 
Inger. Miss.-Claus is one of the most 
successful lyceum superintendents in 
the country, .possessing In a largq de
gree the enviable gift of being able 
to read the hearts of the children 
and. keep them interested.

She was; modestly seated . on the 
..floor; near the piano, and as Mrs. 
-Reidipger wanted the entire audi- 
- ence to -see her favorite, she called 
out, “Stand up, little Mary,- so they 
can-all see'you,” a dainty slip of a 
girl with fairest complexion and soul
ful eyes'arose. 'She was good to look 
at,-as she stood there; done in blue 
and white. The womem all looked 
and smiled; the men looked—all, of 
course—then they looked ’ again; 
then, as with one accord, they stood 

, on. their feet and looked and look&i, 
then lingeringly they sat down, with 
a far-away look in their eyes. They 
never said -a word, but they smiled 
the smile that “don’t come off.” Lit
tle Mary Claus, from Pittsburg, had 
captured the audience.

Mrs, L. E. Abercam, president of 
the Splritualls^nociety in Jersey City, 
another guest, was next introduced. 
Indeed we could have spent another 
hour introducing friends from -Pater
son, Jersey City and Brooklyn who

baked celery; sour tomatoes with
uncooked bread; trapped chill con 
came; dried prunes and stick candy.

We wished all our friends could 
have enjoyed this feast with us, and 
before we left the house was duly 
christened “The Elsinore.” I had to 
be torn away from these generous, 
royal friends, to rush to Pittsburg for 
next day's dinner, amidst equally 
hospitable friends, and landed the 
following morning in Chicago, feeling 
tl^at I had pressed ten years pleasure 
and happy experiences into ten days, 
still hearing the echo pt the last 
adpionltion shouted after me in New 
Ybrk harBor—“Tell Mrs. Francis we 
are SO SORRY she was not here, 
and when you see Mr. Francis, tell 
.him—be sure to tell him------  
Francis--------- , tell him so from US 
ALL!” LAURA G. FIXEN.

“Longley's Beautiful SotfgS.” A 
vol-Hew edition comprising in one 

ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which Is added part five, 
also a number of the author's most

were present,, but then there 
hearts hungering for messages

were 
from

popular songs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us," and its “Com
panion : Piece.” Cloth, 75 y cents. 
Boards,50 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.' By 
Chas. B. ' Newcomb. Excellent in 
spiritual suggestiveness. Cloth |1.50.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Flex-: 
as.” By Elizabeth Towne; Valuable 
for health; Price 36 cents. • x
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The Wonders of Life.
By ERNEST HAECKEL, Author of “The. 

Riddle of the Universe.” This book is confined 
to the realm of organic science, and treats of 
“The Knowledge, Nature, Functions and Histo 
ryot Life." Price. 60.

Sonie Glimpses f 
oi Occultism }

ANCIENT
AND

MODERN •
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated in a dost 
able manner;
ANCIENT:-Theosophy and Christianity: The 

Ancient Myeterfe^; Buddhism.
nODERN: The Unseen World; The Rationale" 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure- 
Magic, While and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc- 
cultism; How to Build Character The Fu- 
lure of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound In Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. 100 pages. Price, ll.Sa

Books On Lilian Whiting
To the thoughtful reader who loves 

spiritual and inspiring themes, the 
books of Lilian Whiting especially ap
peal. They are full of .helpful 
thoughts, and as Prof. Louis J. Block , 
has said of them, “A stimulant to 
generous action, and an avenue to 
spiritual heights from which the out? 
look is broad and cheering."
The World Beautiful.. . First Series.

Comprising The World Beautiful; 
Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which Is to Come.
The World Beautiful. Second Series.

Comprising The World Beautiful;
Our Best Society; To 
Beauty; Vibration; 
World.
The. World Beautiful.

Clasp Eternal
The Unseen

Third Series.
Comprising The World Beautiful; 

The Rose of Dawn; The Encircling 
Spirit-World, The Ring of Amethyst; 
Paiadisa Gloria
After Her Death, a Story of a Summer

This book contains a port: alt of^ 
Kate Field and a sketch of how she 
made herself known in Europe after 
her death in Honolulu. ,

The Spiritual Significance.
Contains the following -interesting J 

chapters; The Spiritual significance; I 
Vision and Achievement; Between \ 
the Seen and the Unseen; Psychic j 
Communication; The Gates, of Kew > 
Life.

From Dream to Vision of Life. x 
As-the title implies, it carries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

The Outlook Beautiful. , 
Contents: The Delusion of Death•- 

Realizing the Ideal; Friendship as a 
Divine. Revelation; The Ethereal - 
World; The Supreme Purpose of Je
sus; An Inward Stillness; The Mlraole. 
Moment May Dawn on any Hour;

, The Life Radiant.
» The motto of this book is, “Follow.-
ft, Follow It; Follow 
Contents: The Golden 
ward; Discerning'the 
Ethereal Realm; The 
Exalted Moment; The
Hour. ■

the Gleam.”' 
Age Lies On-'? 
Future; The’ 
Power of the' 
Nectar of the.

From Dreamland Sent. r
Versus of the Life to Come. This 

Is Miss Whiting’s only book of ptlems; . 
each one Is filled with poetic thought,

AH of these books are in uniform;' 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price J1.0O each.'

Works of Thomas Paine
A now «dflion tn paper oorere with large clear tjrMb 
* «v'mprlilngi "

Ago of Reason....... 25 cto- 
Rights of Mau....... 25 cts.
•Crisis........:.........25.cts.-,

- Common Sense l&oto* < 
.niHiStpMi l'i oi>rnrtnniiy <u ^ciiro moM 
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I ich j u to-i I eo .ly-back fo my wife
cip,) ei keep

Through the Mediumship of Amelia Petersilea,
must ask questions, else I shall never | to obtain a livelihood for herself and anq tnus sheunderstand it all. Do you think that oundto 11

'Sing lier again

prayer, mamma?’ance was very much like thjat of l
a refined gentleman of earth. I real-

myself, from early youth? She sob-

Again we ' changed places. The

Spiritualism has not
soul supremely hap-

to all religious ideas. It is the er-

“No, no!7».ù <n -»ni fctij a* Jswered it; and you-said, I shouldn?™,? hear 2118 voice withln EouL When
fopd you were constantly: dealing out

the

í • -c-

think I am far 
appear to be.”

hap- 
He

1 n God 
its. to -let

one sense of the word, that 
become this man’s savior— 
must all try to be saviors 
other.

her papa come ba,ck 
she said, ‘you surely

8. The providing of means for 
creasing the Endowment Fund, 
which the existence of the N. S. 
must eventually depend..

for I 
. and

papa.”
“Here, papa,’

“Lunch,” 
cannot. mean 
do not eat. 
ridiculous.”,:

now, in 
I must 
and' we 
to each

'’Can

“Yes, professor 
day, I came dii 
and little ones 
away from them

the convention descend from 
high- plane.. '

It was a working convention, 
tie. time was wasted In eulogies 
counter eulogies. What 'was ।

really the prelude- to ■ greater:’ 
grander works yet in ¡store for 
In the future." 1 .

~ - Then sweet preludes vibrated 
ether as I played. Tears filled

“We shall see,”! replied. I touched 
a little silver boll. A young wo
man, belonging to the institution, 
.who, for the present, waited upon the 
professors, entered.:

i i p jou you

‘Oh, most assuredly he will hear 
it, dear.’.

“ ‘Then I shall pray so hard that

tinubd the mother. "Does papa write 
in- the 'air? .............................."Telepathy Interested 

” pleaded .the child,
“write for your little Nettle in the 
air, just as the other gentleman 
did.”

. “ ‘Yes, darling,’. answered- 
mother. •

I loked at the mlpdbtei^/or an ex
planation, and he replied fo my look 
saying, alk unheard by the others:

____we retire, for a short time, 
by ourselves?” he said'. - " -

d God,’ 
:a$uot need 

papa as we_ do. fpx yoi; have so

bo. ciear God,

... ------ ------ ...Jid not if
I could. I found my nttip aaughter 
up in her room, kneeling t>y her 
chair, praying and calling 
in the most pit us v

resolution are the Im*

As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle Petersilea. Given

Acts and Scenes in Spirit Life.
SCENE I.

As my eyes-wandered over this 
large class of lonely, restless souls, 
they rested upon a face and form 
that seemed very^ familiar to me. 
Where had I seen this gentleman be
fore? Really, 1 could not remember 
at the moment. I noticed that he 
was aware of my gaze, and partly 
divined my thoughts. His appear-

God needed papa more than" we do?’
“My sweet wife groaned, but made 

no reply.
“/We pray to God to give us what 

we ’want, don’t we, mamma?’
“ ‘Yes.’
“ ‘Then I shall pray to God to send 

my papa back to us, for I think he 
cannot need him as much as we do. 
Do you thiuk God will hear my

ized that he had but lately come to 
this spiritual life, and as his appear? 
ance was still very much as it-had 
been previous to leaving his. material 
body, I will describe Jiim as he then 
appeared.

He was of medium height, spare 
In flesh, and well- topmed. i: He -pad 
the general appearance of-, a clerical 
gentleman. He was of griddle, age, 
not yet gray; refined, and rather 
prominent features; broad,and well- 
developed forehead;- thick, dark 
brown hair, thrown carelessly to one 
side, where it rested behind his ears. 
His eyes were deep gray?blue, a lit
tle sunken,' as though with deep 
thought and care. His hands were 
thin and bony, but seemed very 
powerful, and one could readily see 
that he had passed out of his earthly 
body owing to throat and lupg 
trouble; in fact, the effects of it 
were still upon him, for he hacked' 
slightly as he approached me, laying 
one thin hand upon his chest. He 
extended his hand: “Carlyle Peter
silea! as I live,” he exclaimed.

We shook hands warmly. “But 
you have a little the best of me,” 
I :said. “You look wonderfully fa
miliar to me, yet I fall to recall your 
name, or where we have met be
fore.” •

He spoke his name, and the mem-‘ 
ory connected with the past flashed 
upon me in a moment. "Can it be 
possible? and you already here?”

Dear reader, I could give his name,' 
but dare not, for It would greatly 
offend.a large concourse of people on 
earthvwho were his parishioners, be
sides a heart-broken wife and a small 
family of little children, and many 
other near and dear relatives; for 
they are all of the Methodist per
suasion, and this gentleman had been 
a Methodist minister. I knew him 
:well; although he was considerably 
younger than myself, still we had 

> formerly been members of the same 
' instltuyon of learning.
; . -Personalities are of little import

ance; It is great, eternal truths that 
.-we wish "to make manifest. I felt

'^fost assuredly,” I answered. 
“Come with me Into my private stu
dio/.’ and he followed me Into my 
sanctum. 1 gave him the most rest
ful seat there was, then took another 
.near him. Still, that, little hac'- 

‘ hacking cough; and the sad, forlorn, 
almost hopeless look upon his'face.

"Mr. Petersilea,” he said, '"you see 
before you a very unhappy man.” 

. “1 understand,” was my reply.
He looked at me sharply. “Are 

you happy?” he asked abruptly. I 
hesitated, and stammered a little.

“Yes, and no. In one way, I may 
• say that I am happy; in another, no, 

I may say I am not so happy.”
“Then your 

rendered your 
py?”

“No; but I 
pier than you 
groaned.

“Yes, that Is true. My religion Jias 
surely failed me, now that I am here 
on tde spirit side of life; it seems 
that remorse is sapping the very foun
dation of my being. Mr. Petersilea, 
I did not do as well as I knew. For 

_ -years I have been preaching rot—yes, 
rot! That Is the word; for that 
which I preached has rotted to the 

/" .core. I have preached this stuff to 
'- thousands who have heard me, aiTd 

•especially to youths and little chil
dren. I have talked it to my own 
darling wife and my ’ sweet little 
babes,” and he plucked at his throat.

“Did you believe It yourself?” I 
asked.

“I tried to think so,” he replied; 
Ybut within the depths of my soul 
I did not so believe. Yes; I belled 
the teachings of my own soul, as 
I now see; and my own soul was 
"being taught by higher and spiritual 
powers—that is, higher spirits were 
impressing truths upon my mind; 
yet, I heeded them not. I. put them 
.all to one side, or, as one might 
:say, I buried them out of my sight 
and stamped the ground down over 

.them. Now, it seems to me; it Is. 
too late, for I am dead to my friends, 
and., here I stand, filled with remorse, 
■and-alone.”

“Have you not visited your wife 
since coming here?”

“Yes; a kind friend took me to 
see- her, but she knew me mot, her 
mind being filled with the errors 
which I,, in a. measure, taught her, 
strengthening her fetters In an un
reasonable belief; and, when I tried 
to clasp my" babes to my heart, she 
was teaching them that papa was 
dead and gone to heaven, where he 
was supremely happy and praising 
God. -
, t'iDld God take papa away from 
us/ said my oldest little girl.

“ ‘Why did he take him,’ continued 
the child, -"when WB all need him so 
much?' and the tears rolled down 
.over her dimpled cheeks, and deep 
sorrow- looked out .'from thp large, 
blue, childish eyes. I listened, my 
heart in-my mouth, as one might .say.

.- “‘Did" God need him. in heaven?’ 
continued , the. child.-.. . -v ,,

■ "A despairing look passed ¡over the 
face of njy beloved, for-despair was 
in . her heart. ’God's' ways are very 
mybterious,’ sho replied; 'but. we 
Khould never question the ■ will -ofi. 
God.’ ■ '. -.

" ‘But, mamma, dear, . I think I

he will send papa back to us?
“ 'No, darling; he cannot.'
“ 'Cannot? Why, you said that God 

could do everything; that hothing 
was Impossible to God.’ ■ -

“‘O, child, child! You are too 
young yet to understand.'

“ 'Well, I should like to know what 
my papa is doing there )n heaven?' 
.. “'Praising God, darling.’ •

“ ‘And don't you think papa wants 
to see us any more? ' O, mamma! 
he loved us so much'. Would he 
rather praise God than to see us 
again?’

“A -deep sigh was the mother's 
only.answer.

“ ‘Papa was . a good man, and 
•worked for God always. Perhaps he 
will ask God to let him ^pome back 
to see us, and I am sure God will 
not refuse-him when he understands 
how much he loved us all, and how 
we cry for him. Now, I shall ask 
God, every night and morning when 
I pray, to send papp. back to ’us, and 
I shall ask him in my mind all the 
time, for you say that God knows our 
every thought, and no wish of ■ our 
heart Is hidden from him.’

“And there,I stood-, Petersilea, in 
the midst of my little family, listen
ing to them, witnessing their grief, 
despair and loneliness; my little 
daughter waiting hopefully, thinking 
that God would surely allow me to 
come back again."

He hacked and clutched at his 
throat. His grief was almost more 
than he could bear.

“Let me He down upon your 
couch,” he said. "I am very weak." 
He threw himself upon the couch.

“Petersilea, 1 have come to you

helpless little ones. When. I visited 
them, her sighs and tears cut my sou! 
to the very quick. My youngest 
children were too young to realize 
the situation, except to wonderingly 
ask: 'Mamma, where has papa gone? 
We want to see papa.’ My eldest 
child, a girl between eight and nine 
years of ago, is the only one old 
enough to' comprehend the situation, 
and at the time when I visited them, 
she was asking her mamma number
less questions about my death, and 
if God would let me come back to 
them if she prayed to him most 
earnestly for my return, and there 
1 was with them, listening to them. 
What could my poor wife answer her, 
according to the ideas that had been 
Instilled into her mind, by those like

many, many angeis to 
will never miss pap^. 
let him come pacK.’ 
kept on. I went up 
my arms about ner. k 
and again, and tried to raise her 
up from her kneeling position; but 
this 1 was unable to do. She threw 
her head back, opened her eyes, and

for aid. 
for the 
spirits.

“If I 
branded 
one of 
fit for 
teacher । 
I then i 
law of ;

I have joined your class 
weary, hopeless, despairing 
Help me, I beseech you.” 

I remember rightly, sir, you 
me, when in earth life, as 

those daft Spiritualists, not 
the position I occupied as 

of, music to the young, and 
said ’ that the great, eternal, 
justice would yet Judge be-

tween thee and me. That hour x Is 
now upon us, my dear sir, but the 
balance is not yet struck.”

He groaned and closed his eyes.
“You. were also one, if I mistake, 

not, who went strongly against ine 
with those who ousted me from a 
lucrative position which you knew 
that I was even more than compe
tent to fill.” ;

“True, true,” he murmured, press
ing his hand over his eyes.

“Well, now’ my dear sir, they say 
that revenge Is sweet; but don’t you 
think, with me, that forgiveness is 
sweeter? I might feel revengeful, 
and drive you out of my class; but, 
my dear sir, I do not, and would not 
if you had wronged me a thousand 
times more than you did. No, sir; 
I forgive you, and love yon with all 
my heart, and I--will help you to 
the very extent of my power. Of 
course, you must understand that I 
am not very powerful as yet, having 
been im this life bht a short time 
myself, yet long enough to assist 
those who have but lately arrived.”

“And you will help me?” fie asked, 
rising from his prostrate position and 
gazing at me with an eager, hopeful 
face.
.. “I will help you,” and T shook his 
hand warmly. “But in what direction 
can I help you the most? You do 
not need, now, to be told that your 
former ideas were wrong, for you 
find that they were, yourself."
. “Yes, that which I preached is not 

literally true in every sense of the 
word, yet there is a bottom truth

rors thdt one should shake off. I- 
preached hell, and I now feel that 
I am in a certain kind of hell. Peter
silea, I read one of your books, many 
years ago—the one called "The Dis
covered Country,” written, as I know 
now, by the spirit of your father, 
Franz; and in It he .said that - un
happiness was hell, and happiness 
heaven. The idea struck me very 
forcibly at the time, and I now find 
his words were true. It does not 
need fire and brimstone to make one 
unhappy.”

“Well," now the.great question-is: 
What will make you. happy? To 
stand before the thron» of-God sing
ing praises, that he has -taken, you 
away from your , beloved: wife and 
helpless little ones?”

“O, my God,-no!” groaned the un
happy minister. "No! no!” : , «

“Then, that Is not, after all,: youf 
Idea of bliss?”

.to your- parishioners. Rather stale 
stuff. Don’t you think so?’4-.

“Yes; I find now.that,such, ideas 
are not correct. If I had sincerely 
believed it myself, it would mitigate 
my present- unhappiness;but, be
tween you and me, Petersilea, I was 
really a ..kind- of hypocrite, for deep 
within my soul I did not believe it. 
I tried fo, but my. inner consciousness 
rebelled.. ' ! now see that I should 

•have been true^to the voice within. 
I tried to think, it-was the devil, 
tempting me, and when-my common 
.sense .asserted Itself, It emphatically 
repudiated a devil.” ■'
»- “Well; let us gd_back-to qur former 
question; What will make you hap
py?”
. “My wife, children, and home, con
stituted my..earthly , happiness,, and 
the; separation constitutes my pres
ent-unhappiness. .1 have Visited them, 

•to be sure, only to feel<that ;I am 
powerless • to' help them., My wife 

i scarcely know» which way to tura

blngly told my little girl that papa 
qould never return; that papa was 
in heaven praising God; but the 
child’s mind;'as I could see, would 
not readily accept the idea that Go<J 
\would not listen to her and let her 
papa come back. Now, Petergilea, 
what can I do? Which way can I 
turn? You have formed thto class 
to assist the unhappy and hopWess, 
and I have Joined it that I may re
ceive aid.”- ' . -

“Yes, you want me to assist you 
out of this hejl that you and others 
have dug for-yourselves; and it la 
my heaven, and happiness, to do so? 
Yes, the happiness that I shall give 
to you will constitute a portion' of 
my heaven. Now, I shall go with 
you to visit your wife and children 
every day, until we have righted much 
that is wrong.” : '

“Then, when evening comes upon 
the earth, you will accompany me?”

“‘I will; until then, adieu, for I 
have much to do for others.”

The minister rose up with-almost 
a smile upon hls face.. • ' - -

“You have made me happier al
ready,” he said, as we again clasped 
hands at parting. ~ ।

“If I had not become wise -in spir
itual knowledge before «leaving' the 
earthly plane, I should not now be 
able to assist you.” . ’

“True, true! Au revoir,” 'and we 
parted to meet again when it should 
be evening on the earth.

The minister - came early and we 
started forth. Hope had already be
gun to dawn within his aoul, and 
his face expressed it. The-little God 
of hope had already brightened his 
eyes.

'We were not long in reaching our 
destination, and we “entered at the 
open door,” and from thence passed, 
all unobserved and unseen, up to the 
nursery. Here we found the mother 
just preparing her little ones for bed. 
There had been five children in all, ' 
but one. infant had already .passed 
to ;the spirit world—the-one next to- 
the eldest girl making quite a gap 
between her and the next in order. 
The baby was one year old; the next 
three, the other five, the oldest girl 
being between eight and nine. This 
girl was to remain up in company - 
with her mother until near her bed 
time, but the three little ones were 
already kneeling at their mother’s 
knee,. saying their little prayers, re
peating after mamma: “Now Í lay 
mo down to sleep. I pray the Lord 
my soul to keep. If I. should die 
before I wake, I pray the Lord my 
soul to take,” and then "God bless 
my papa and- mamma, and may we 
be good little children and go.to sleep 
quickly." We reverently stood by, 
and, all unheard and unseen, watched 
the mother as she tucked the little 
qnes securely in their beds, then, -with 
a kiss, and a blessing, on each rosy 
face, she turned off. the light to a 
dim glow, and together with her 
eldest she left them to their repose; 
The spirit father, also bent-over his- 
little ones and saluted each With a' 
kiss, and as his aura-was saturated 
with his fatherly love and care, it 
mingled with that of the little ones, 
and thwL-.all unknown to them, be
came a part of their own lives.-

Now, we followed the mother and 
daughter down to the pleasant sitting 

•room. The mother took up some sew
ing on garments for her babes, while 
Nettie—as we shall call her—the lit
tle girl, took a seat in, a low rocker ‘ 
near her. The- father’s vacant arm 
chair stood near his desk,'and tears 
gathered and rolled down over the 
widow’s cheeks as her eyes rested up
on it. Nettie’s large, blue eyes looked 
sympathetically into her mother’s 
face, for she also missed the familiar 
and much-loved father who had been 
accustomed to sit there each evening 
with them.

"Matama,” said Nettle, “I have 
been praying to .God. to let papa 
come back-to uh; and God said that 
he would; and-just when I thought, - 
that- God ¡ said he would, • I saw my' 
papa.” - ' -

• “Child!” said the mother, reprov- 
ingly,;-“what are you talking about? 
God said that-he would, and-you saw 
your -papa? ■ "What can-you:mean?’’ 
. “‘You told me, mamma, that God 
answered prayer;:. and -I asked you 
■how I should 'know when- he an<

soul responded to soul; but I was 
not aware that she really saw me. 
I was aware that she cried oùt ‘papa! 
papa!’ but I have been so blind in 
spiritual things that I did not know 
that she saw me.”

“Really,” I said, “you are getting 
on bravely. ’ You scarcely need any 
assistance.” 1

“But I am weak and need your 
encouragement- and strength,” he re
plied. -

“Well, then,” I said, “this child is 
a natural psychic, or, In other words, 
a medium—one of those mediums 
that you once held in contempt and 
to be despised. Friend, you see a 
balance is being struck. Your own 
little Idolized daughter is a medium. 
Now, ptand directly in; front of her, 
throw the full force of your desire 
that she shall see you,, upon her, 
while I will make magnetic passes 
above her head, thus throwing my 
spiritual magnetism upon her; and 
let us mark the result." '

This we., did, and in a short time 
the child threw out; her’arms, crying, 

■ "Papa! papa! There he is, mamma! 
Don’t you see him? There he is, 
mamma. He has comò back to stay 
With us!” .
■ “Nettle, are you crazy?” exclaimed 
her mother. “What are you -saying, 
child ? No, I. do not see ’ him. Papa 
is with God in heaven.”

“Does God stay in heaven always," 
asked the child. “You told me, the 
other .day, that God ovas a spirit and 
could be«' everywhere', and you said 
the angels were always before his' 
face, praising him. 'T think that was 
the way it . was with God when I 
prayed to him ; and I 'guess that papa 
was one of the angels with him, when 
I saw-him. Oh, mamma, mamma! 
There he is again! T think God must 

■ be here, -and papa is with him. I 
se papa, but I ddn't<'see God.” 
- I gave : the' minister a meaning 
look.. “Yoù come find stiihd here,” 
I said; “throw the full fotte of your 
magnetic power upón heW I will 
stand where you aTB now.1 and we 
will see if she cari’Tiee 'me." This 
we did. . ? ;

“0! look, mamma. There te a 
large gentleman whom I- dever saw 
before." •"

I then threw the full force of my 
will upon her, trying to:'make her 
còmprehphd who I ¿night be. •

“Listen, mamma. J'He says he is a 
professor of musi;. ¡‘¡He says: 'Are 
you studying music, little girl?’ Then 
,he -writes a great big P right in the 

■«air—-P-E-T-E-R-SI-L-:E-A..“<
. "Petersilea!" exclaimed her moth-r 

Or.; ' ; Why,.-1- onctfflstudled' .. music 
with Professor Petersilea. ' But; child; 
I havejnever .mentioned his name to 
you. How did you come to know It?"

"I did not know it, mamma. He 
just wrote it in the air.”

« "Oh! what am I to think?” con-

■I- asked-you what my-soul was, -you 
said it was. my mind orr the-immortal 
Tart' of me, and, mamma, I heard 
■God’s voice witliin my soul, or my 
mind, when I was praying so earn
estly; and God said: ‘Little girl, 
your faith has made you whole;-and 
it shall be unto you as you say. 
Your father shall come back to you.’ 
When <1 looked -up, there stood papa, 
just in front, of me. He was looking 
very sad; just as though he did not 
like to stay away, from ns,-but he 
did not look as though he knew that 
I saw him.”

“Oh! my child, my child! What 
stories are you telling?”

- “Oh, mamma; you said; yourself, 
that God answered -prayer, especially 
when we had great faith in-hlm; aid 
I had- great- faith.- I was-sure he 
would answer my prayers;— and, 
mamma, I prayed almost two .long 
hours- within my soul, or my mind; 
-I.’had perfect faith, -and he answered 
my prayer. Papa came back and I 
saw '. ■ ■

minister’s eyes shone- with a new 
power, a new strength, and he suc
ceeded In writing a little message In 
the air. .

Now this Is the-way we write. If 
the magnetic current is thrown with 
great force of will and desire, in a 
certain direction, a spirit is able'to 
write with the spiritual, magnetic 
finger, Ijnes in the ether, for ■ mag
netism leaves a trailing,-golden-light 

- within, <5r upon, the- ether. Now; 
Miss Nettle reads: . “My darling.wife 
and little ones. I have,not left you; 
My beloved wife, I am here at this 
present moment, listening to all you 
say. Cheer up, my darling. Do not 
feel that you are-forsaken or alone. 
I will help you as much as it is in 
my power to do. Nettle is right, darl
ing. She does see -me, and is read
ing what I am "now writing to you.”

The mother burst into. tears. “Net- 
'tie,’r she said, “you have always been 
a truthful little jgirl. 'Are you tell
ing me falsehoods? Jf I thought bo, 
I would punish, you most severely.” 

/The child threw herself down upon 
the carpet In a passion at grief. 
.."‘No, mamma. No! I do not tell 
lies. I have told the trutlk’1

"Let us withdraw,” I said. "The 
child is too weak to bqar any -more' 
now.” ’ • '- ■' ; .
. We withdrew our Influence, ■ but 
still remained in the room.
/‘You can witness, now, In the per-. 

-son of your own'beloved child, the 
suffering that many mediums under?, 
go for the- sake of-truth.” The 
-minister groaned. Now that our in
fluence' was withdrawn, the child was 
exhausted,’ looking-pale and- wan.

“You must- go tombed/’ said her 
mother. “Come!” ¿hild »fol
lowed her mother to he’r 'ówn little 
room, then they both k/iejt by the 
bedside, while 'the' ‘motilé]' , prayed: 
“Lord,-forgive my' little girl If She 
has been naughty, .and told false
hoods, and keep her through the 
night”—and so on,Then, kissing the; 
child, she left her to^est.^The poor, 
little girl, soon sobped !1kerself to 
sleep, and the lonelV; brokfen-hearted 
.widow went back to her sóWig. The. 
minister went up td his Mfe, threw 
his. loving, protectingGirmWlibout her, 
and whispered to her innerconsciotis-
ness, or soul; . “Yet? are ^rong, be
loved! You are wtHng.'i ■ Then we- 
departed, going back to'ifho conser
vatory. -d . . -
.. We again entered my ot?n private 
apartment. The minister’s soul Had 
taken on a stronger, brighter appear
ance;. ....... ■ ' ''

— “Professor,”.he sai'd,'“allow me to 
. remain with you for awhile-.- From 
you I gain strength,-:hope and cour
age.” 4

“Do so/' ¡1 replied; for you know 
"that ^e have eternity -before us and 
need not hurry. . Shall': I play for- 
vou?” : - :

“Oh, yes; < that-would ■ be most, de-
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obligations as he progressed, he is

Fraternally yours, 
CHARLES R. SCHIRM.

Baltimore, Md.

WORLD MAKING..
A scientific explanation of the birth, 

growth and death or worlds. By Sam
uel Phelps Leland. Ph. D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound in cloth. Price 76 cents.

Not least among the many things if God. By Thompson JayTludson, LL. b. A 
done, was the strong Stand taken ! most remarkaWa work, demonstrating the ex-' 
np-ninsf nuiuln and HiohnnaQi istenoo of the Soul and Future Life. Itlssclen-against pseudo ana aisnonest medi- Mfl0 throughout. Prioe ti.sa Dr. Hudson'« 

work on *"rhe Law of Psychic Phenomena” la 
i also valuable. Price, 11.50. His “Scientifta z
Demonstration of the Future Life" should b< 
AM by all Bribe S1.5&

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K? FUNK. "

amping

810 Walnut Si Kansas City, Mo
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thé Editor:—In response to 
your request for a communication 
touching the- work of the N. 8. A.

mediate results of this
-•sclentiila method.

We

ACTINA APPLIANCE COMPANY

Save Vitality
Save Life!

Put one of Prof. Wilson’s Majmeto-ConBervative 
Garments on a throe Inch oak plank. Under the
plonk hold an ordinary compass. Bn powerful is the 
magnetism developed * that the needle fluctuates
madly. These garments, as hundreds of wearers 
attest, conserve the life force. They prevent that 

dragged down feeling and give the 
wearer 6~steady sense of buoy-

ancy and vigor, health, cheer
fulness, energy, increased

Write 
today 
for FREE 
Illustrated 
Booklet—
describes fully 
how health depends 
upon circulation 
of the blood*

A Scientific Magneti^ 
^Application

Conserves F
Life I

Wilson’s Magneto-Conservative vests, waists 
and other garments for men and women envelop

Force»

the vital organs, conaerve the vitality of the body 
and Impart a mild magnetic current which stimulates 
the energy and at once prevents that dragged down
feeling; They should be worn for rheumatism, neuralgia, 
weak lungs, kidney disease and all forms of nervous 
trouble or weak vitality.

Wilsons Magneto Conservative
WAISTS AND VESTS

The body Is a storehouse of electrical energy. The 
supply^depends on the circulation of the blood. Poor clr- 
oulatlon “¿cans a loss of vitality. Prof. Wilson’s garments 
improve the circulation and prevents congestion. 7. _ 
have prepared a most interesting book on the subject. Let 
us send it to you without charge. It contains the famous 
treatise oiProLWlUon on“Maguetismas a Curative Agent.'1

est Features as Harmony, Fairness, 
Expedition and Character.'

from my point of-view, I respectfully 
submit the following:

If I w^re to sum up in a few words 
the. strongest features of the conven
tion, I would say they were harmony, 
fairness, expedition and character. 
There was something in the atmos
phere of the' delegates on the very 
morning- the convention began Its 
opening sessipn which Indicated a 
determined desire to make the wel
fare of the N. S. A. paramount to’ 
everything else, and at no time did

was done with earnestness andjjevo- 
tlon, and each delegate felt the influ
ence of the spirit that peryaded every 
action. There was less passing of 
resolutions and more solving of prob
lems. There was no' disposition to 
carry dead matter, but an evident 
purpose to cut out or ignore matters 
which experience has proven to be 
irrelevant, 'Inexpedient or- lifeless. 
Fewer things than usual were "re
ferred to the incoming , Board with 
power to act.”

Among the most'noted things that 
.were done are:

1. The establishment of "Grati- 
■tude Day,” a day set apart for mak
ing contribution to the -Medium’s 
Relief Fund. This will be the last 
Sunday in November.

2. The simplification of the Ordi
nation Usages, and publishing them 
in book form, with the-revised Ritual.

4. Empowering the Board of Trus
tees to-extend further aid In defend
ing the Goff will.

6. The appointment of a commit
tee to revise the Constitution and 
By-laws- so as to make them con
form to more recent legislation.

6. The provision for the Issuance 
of Missionary Certificates to medi
ums whose work is confined almost 
exclusively- to giving private read
ings, as a protection against prosecu
tions at law.
, 7v The publication of a quarterly 
Lyceum Guide or Lesson Leaf by an 
editorial committee of three persons, 
under the auspices of the N. S.- A.

8. The adoption of the recommen- 
datioir-instructlng the Board of Trus
tees to publish for general distribu
tion the collated “Definitions of 
Terms," preparatory to adopting fixed 
forms.

The convention made certain recom
mendations which are not binding, 
but are in- the nature of guiding lines, 
looking toward the extension of our 
sphere of Influence and the estab
lishment of our local - organizations 
upon a moye substantial footing; most 
Important among these was the 
recommendation that local societies 
as soon as practicable, Incorporate 
under the general : laws of the va
rious States, and the recommenda
tion to establish Post Office Missions 
or Mallmg Bureaus for the .distribu
tion of spiritual literature. ■

-.The appointment of-Mr. Barrett as 
historian and editor-at-large, with the 
substantial salary, of a thousand dol- 
larq, per-, year,'- was a practical frui
tion - of -a long-projected plan. This-

lightful.- Music is so inspiring. It 
also ' gives one- hope, strength- and.
courage.” -

■ “Is there anything that you would 
like to hear particularly?”. ■ \ ■

“Yes; some of-Back's preludes." 
“Just the thing,’’- ■ I replied;- for: 

what you are ■■ now trylng -to' do is

minister's eyes, I then played /For
est Murmurs,'4 and lastly a grand an
them from Hayden. z ■ .

‘‘'As you have so lately come from 
the material life, I am well aware 
that you cannot, as yet, give up all 
the habits of that.life; neither would 
it be weir for you to do so.: Suppose 
we lunch together? It will seem 
pleasanter and more social.” The 
minister stared.

is » work thoroughly congenial to 
his tastes and ability, and confers 
upon him a distinction which must 
forever link his name with the des
tiny of Spiritualism.

When It became known that Presi
dent Barrett would positively not be 
a- candidate for re-election, every
body seemed to be impressed with 
the necessity of avoiding all undig
nified politics. Open and frank con
ferences were held with the sole alm 
of doing what seemed best for the 
future of the cause. The confidence 
which Dr. Warne had inspired by his 
Integrity and ability, as well as by 
his efforts to purge Spiritualism of 
everything spurious, at once marked 
him as Mr. Barrett’s successor.

One thing which had ajvholesome 
effect Upon the whole proceedings was 
the fact that there were but few 
proxies on the floor. This was pri
marily due to the action of Brother 
J. S. Maxwell, president of the Min
nesota State Association, who offered 
to withhold the proxies from that 
State if others would do the same. 
An open agreement upon the floor 
followed. The work was, therefore, 
done by the delegates duly elected 
who came to Washington for business, 
who had Opinions of their own, and 
voted with a thorough understand
ing of the matters under discussion.

By fixing 3 o’clock In the after
noon of the last day of the election 
of-officers and trustees, the conven
tion gave a free and uncramped op
portunity to express its choice, and 
as a result there was general satis
faction when the elections were over.

urns, and the. distinction made be
tween commercial and spiritual me
diumship. Reference to the report 
on the president’s report will disclose 
the attitude of the convention. The 
lines are being gradually drawn 
closer between the religious and the 
non-rellgious offices of mediumship.

Before closing this communication, 
I most earnestly plead that all Spir
itualists who are Interested In or
ganization extend to the newly elected 
officers their good will ana 'strong 
arm. We are entering, it seems to 
me, upon a new-era which demands 
our keenest Interest and our unflag
ging labor. The world of psychic 
thought has moved onward. We must 
keep pace with the times and our op
portunities. Moral support and finan
cial aid are indispensable. • Let each 
Spiritualist do his.duty and the future 
is secure.

. The man who “lives the spiritual 
life is a man of character. He holds 
his head erect in his Godhood, what
ever others may say or do. He recog
nizes only love in -what has the ap
pearance-of abuse and calumny. He 
is unmoved by the anger or passion 
of others. He recognizes God and love 
in all life and in all of life’s mani
festations. He pays his debts, whether

It will write in full si_ 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other tvoewriter.

KKE MONARCH TYPEWRITES CO, 
•00 and 202Wnbnsfj Ave.. Ohlcngi, BL '

CONCENTRATION.
AValuable Work.

ConcoutraiKn, Meditation and Insplra* 
tlon. "How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbol» 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen. ‘ ■

A course of practical experimental ' 
lessons, of especial value and assistance : 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Sent complete tor 60 cents.

Three Remarkable Rooke
“The Divine Pedigree of Han.”
“The Unw of Payehle Phenomena.“ 
“A. Scientific Demojutration of the Fw

tare JLlfe.”

rent discussion of religious problems. The au
thor by Illustrations and a plansiphero (a repre
sentation of the celestial sphere upon a plane 
with adjustable circles), traces most of the 
myths which Ue at the base of Christianity to 
their origin in sun and star worship. The 
astronomical facts given possess great value, 
thelllustratlons rare and curious. The book is 
bound in only one style—heavy boards. Price 11.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter« 
: Bst to all, whether Spiritualists or Mar 
' teriallsta, investigators or believers 
| The author has embodied in thia 
book an account of his wonderful per-’ 

! tonal experience, and has culled from 
othetLBOurces the experiences of others. 
Including scientists of World-Wide r» 
put®, making a volume of great valuer 
SS8 octavo pages. Price, cloth. ?2.

they are spiritual, moral, mental, I _ ____________ __ ________“ ____
physical, financial or otherwise. He'
cheerfully gives full compensation for Cultivation jiTmonalmgnetisin , 
wliat he receives. He faces the world I ATroitiseon

HUMAN CULTURE:.
By Leroy Berrlcr AntbDpolog.ec ai< Author, 
very suggesUvo-ai il Jnstr* ictlve prk«, $1.00. 
For sale at this office.

nowise in.arrears. He senses the spir
itual apd the material as one, and in
fuses Into the physical a conscious- 

.ness of the spirit that inherently per
vades it. • .

Such a one is living a life of integ
rity. And this is - the' spiritual life.

The Region of Spiritualism, ' 
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a v 
modern Savior; a grand and noble man. Price, ■ 
11.00. A valuable book for the money. '

RHEUMATISM CURED

' MINNESTOLA,
H. D. C. MILLS.

Sanitarium and Bath House. Mt. elettimene, Mich. ..
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This list of revolting crimes-, by 
God’s earthly representatives, will 
probably be added, with numberless 
others, to the volumes frequently pub
lished with enlarged editions, in 
which more than 1,500 derelict 
preachers, with their '"church, loca
tion and crimes are recounted, en
titled “CiimeS of Preachers." The 
compilation was originally made by 
a preaching lawyer; its object to 
show that “believe aud bo baptized” 
doesn’t save the possessor from the 
damnation of guilt.

Spiritualists Are Not the Robbers.
Someone complains of a class of 

people whom he designates as Infidels, 
“who breathe utter destruction to the 
Christian religion.” He says: “These 
bad men are trying to destroy a faith 
that makes life bearable, and are giv
ing nothing in exchange." “Unless," 
he continues, "something better can 
be given silence should be observed.” 
' The Progressive ' Thinker takes 
pleasure in assuring the " complain
ant, and all his kith and kin, that “he 
can’t shake his bloody locks” at Splr-

fes#

i?í

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
mpy bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
•increased to all.the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
GENT each week, amounting to 52 
cqnts a year, whereas previously we 
only'paid, tho pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.SO per year.
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Extract From a Private Letter.

Dr. G. W- Brown, of Rockford, Ill., 
in a personal letter to us a few day? 
ago, said:

“A writer should always alm to 
■ liberate the mind oj his readers from 

the thrall and blight which priestcraft 
’ has thrown over the world. The 

most learned of the Christian clergy 
are engaged in this laudable work.~it 
1b marvelous to see the advances made 
in the last ten years. Those advan-c, 
es will be many times mdre marked 
during the next,ten years.

“F would love to live and see Jhe 
splendor of a world freed from the 

' gross errors Inherited from the bar
baric ages ¡^hich are still doing ser- 

' vice in the churches, and to some ex
tent Influencing all of us.”

Dr. Brown enters on his 88th.year 
before this paper goes to press. He 
has lived a long and useful life. Is 
still In fair health, and it is hoped his 
wishes to witness the development of 
truth during tho next ten years shall 
be fully gratified.

r

Would Hang Heretics.
A worthy disciple of the man who 

caused Servetus to be burned at the 
stake, for “Heresy," is found In the 
Rev. Robert M. Patterson, D. D., pas
tor of the Great Valley Presbyterian 
Church, Pa., who, according to the 
reports in the daily press, startled his 
brother ministers at their weekly 
meeting by advocating the death pen- 

. alty for the assailants of women, the 
despoilere of homes and heretics. 
“Every scoundrel, wealthy or poor,” 
said Dr. Patterson, “who7 ruins a 
young girl by force I would have him 
swept into eternity. I would hand 
over to the executioner the" despoiler 
of .the home, making a divorce un-

(
necessary, 
only crime 
Our penal 
Those who

Murder should not be the 
with a' death penalty, 

code needs revision, 
deliberately spread blas-

phemous heretical and immoral doc- 
trfnes should also be put to death.”

? 
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In a Rapid Decline.
' Religious news from Spain Is point
ed that Catholicism, after its long 
reign in that kingdom as the state re-' 
llglon, is in rapid" decline. A. late 
Spanish writer who seems well in
formed, says among many other 
things:

“That part of Spain which thinks 
and reflects on its mission and its 
future, afid Is educated, is no longer- 
Catholic. -A deep chasm has been 
made between educated Spain and the 
church. ThoseSpaniards who seem 
to be educated, and yet claim to be 
Catholic, have no religious training." 
The church is afraid to defend its" 
dogmas in the presence of thinkers. 
It is more a political than a Yeliglous 
organization, and the coming struggle 
SI ’ be chiefly against the falsehood

it Iles In Its claims and system/ 
It' vytll be a contest for the Truth in-
dependent, of any hierarchy 
church."- . . , .

or

Relievo or Be Damhed.
The Trpth- Seeker,'-in its Issue of

October ^, under the general head of 
‘.,How..(ihristian Morality "Works Out,”' 
has 26 articles, .filling' five columns, 

- delating'moral delinquencies of'cler
gymen, and oloBlng^lth an amount 

.of a Nunnery where, little gifts of 13 
and under were ;found infected with 
«‘loathsome disease priestly Imparted!

»,
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Our Fall and Winter Campaign The Grand Rapids Exposure.
Tho Fall and Winter Campaign of 

The Progressive Thinker will be espe
cially interesting. It is the ouly Spir
itualist paper published in the United 
States that furnishes a COMPLETE 
SYNOPSIS of current events. Those 
who do not read It weekly must re
main in COMPLETE IGNORANCE of' 
what is passing in the Spiritualistic 
and Occult field in connection with our 
Cause. ,

There is something—u latent oc
cult force, perhaps—that has caused 
for nearly twenty years The Progress
ive Thinker to PROSPER as no other 
Spiritualist paper ever has. It is now 
about the only avenue by which the N. 
S. A. and State Associations can reach 
this public. Such being the case, ITS 
OIROULATION should be largely in
creased, for just in the proportion 
that is done, just in that proportion 
its power to do good will be augment
ed,

• Mr. Bach, wúen he retired as edi.itualists, and charge them w(th taking : Mr. Bach, wden fie retired as edi- 
and giving nothing in return, In- r tor from the Sunflower, stated that
stead, Christians vyere found worship
ing the tribal god of a barbarian peo
ple, the creator of a little 7 by 9 
world, who, after peopling Eden,' set 
up the “tree of knowledge” therein, 
and forbid his creatures partaking of 
its fruit lest they should live forever.

Spiritualists have converted that 
diminutive god into the Sovereign 
Ruler of a boundless universe. They 
have kicked down the flaming swords 
set up to protect the tree from de
struction, and have.bid all the earth 
to eat of the fruit to their fill and be 
wise.

They have killed the devil who se
duced the first parents, with whom

wJtan he commenced the publication 
of that paper tliere wire thirty-five 
others in the field, whereas there'is 
only one now. We think he fias 
placed ’the figures a little too high at 
thirty-flve, but be that as it may, the

half-ceu|ury oifi Buuner of Light aud 
Religiq-FJulosopldcal Journal, mid 
tho Light, of ■ Truth, aud several 
luoucbltçs devoted to Spiritualistic 
and Ocerilt subjects have suspended 
publication, various causes leading 
thereto. • '
zlf wiqtout an orgau, what would 

Spiritualists do to disseminate their 
wants, their wishes or desires, in con
nection with tho advancement of our 
Cause. ;

The difficulty of starting and main
taining a first-class Spiritualist paper 
is now GREATER THAN EVER, and 
ni dollar paper can be started in this 
country at the present time that can 
possible approach The Progressive 
Thinker in size and influence. The 
pi-ice of paper has go increased that 
the varioiis journals devoted to occult 
subjects will decrease gradually in 
number, instead of increasing. Such 
being the case, .Spiritualists generally 
must look especially to The Progress
ive Tldnker, as the one GREAT" Organ- 
OÎ’ THE CAÜSE, lienee Spiritualists 
everywhere -should work unceasingly 
to increase^ its circulation. Not only 
renewjour subscription promptly, but 
send in an additional subscriber, thus 
enlarging our field of usefulness.

We give below, four communications, touching 
on the late exposure occurring at Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Mr. Fprbush, we have been in
formed, has left that city, evidently admitting 
that all his “spirit manifestations” were of 
earthly origin. Is it not really curious that 
this man, evidently possessing no mediumship 
whatever,should be intimately associated with 
and endorsed by, the prominent mediums of

Letter from Fred B. Terry. ।
To the Editor:—I am surprised at 

the attitude of Mr. Andre, the State 
president, is taking regarding the 
perplexing problems now before the... 
Psychical Research Society of Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

F

Jesus had so much 
swine are no longer 
ing drowned should 
tramp or worthless 
burden them with a 
little devils.

trouble, so even 
in danger of be
som^ wandering 
hobo attempt to 
large progeny of

Instead of robbing Christians of a 
Savior, Spiritualists have made each 
son of man his own savior. And In
stead of saving by belief, he is saved 
by doing good.

■ For many years we have labored 
to overcome the' instruction of one 
Jesus, who became a manufacturer of 
wine, and instructed his disciples, 
“Drink ye all of it,” so there_has been 
less Intemperance during the last 
quarter of a century than during any 
other period in history. -,

Aided by advancing knowledge we 
have nearly abolished the gaMows so- 
preachers, instead of suffering death 
for killing -their mistresses, can be 
shut up for life and repenj ot their 
crimes at leisure. ‘ x

Wo have done much towards sub-

Figures Tell.
The Chicago Presbytery, in session 

last week at the Fourth Presbyteri
an Church, Rush and Superior streets, 
Rev. Cochran, secretary of the Board 
of Education, said;

“While the population of the Unit
ed States has increased 7. per cent, 
candidates for the ministry decreased- 
43 per cent in 1906.”

Another startling statement was 
made that “the deceased members of 
the church gave more money for 
Christian education than Is given by 
living members.” *

Ecclesiastics 9:5, says: “The dead 
know not anything,” and the fact as 
stated that they give more money to 
do the living," 1b proof positive “The 
Preacher," as Ecclesiastes 1b defined, 
know what he was writing about.

Men who Jive, and think, and reas
on, have learned It is a waste of money 
educate persons foy the ministry than
to expend It in educating persons 
preach a superstition. .

to
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SOME N. 8. A. REQUESTS.

Important Facts Set Forth by the Sec
retary.

war, and have 
which Christians

contracted heav-
the clouds, with the

Jews’ Jahveh on an ivory throne, we 
have enlarged that heaven so as to 
be as magnificent as the universe, 
and as enduring as eternity.

And Instead of sleeping thousands 
of years in lonely graves, waiting a 
general resurrection, every child of 
earth has been assured the soul has 
never died, and hah never entered a 
tomb, but lives right on, and will be 
co-etfernal with God himself.

True, we have robbed the world of 
a flaming hell, but we will give it 
back to Christians; who know they 
deserve a good roasting in Buch a 
place to fit them for everlasting joy. 
We are not disposed to be parsimoni
ous in such matters.

--- ----------- 9, , -----------— 

Now the Nunneries. •
The gens d’artnes of France, by di

rection ' of the civil authorities, ex
pelled the Ursuline Nuns from their 
eonvent at Gravelines, on September 
27. A large number ot girls were Bent 
for their homes. The French govern
ment is in earnest in Ita determina
tion that Catholicism shall not rule 
France. Hisses, and the cry of 
“atheism,” don’t seem worth a cent 
in restricting the movement to dis
solve the union between church and 
state. •..■ ■ ■ ; ■ ■ ■ ■ .

Every civil.government sfiould prp- 
vide for semi-annual visits to church 
prisons for girls, usually known as 
nunneries. The Inmates' should be 
privately interviewed, and liberated if 
desired, with full protection -there
after from church interference.’ The 
title. “Brides of . Christ,'? should ..be; 
amended to read “Brides of a celibate, 
clergy.” . ?

■ ‘ There is Still Hope. . j , 
The author of Ancient Britain de

clared a great fact when he Bald:
"It is not within the power of man 

to fabricate an imposture, that shall 
square with the' centurles. ' TIME 
WILL ONLY TALLY WITH THE 

"TRUTH.” . '.

The Bride of Christ Injured.

A'nun, agqri 17, in a late attempt 
to escape from a-convent at Carthage, 
Mo., leaped from the third story win
dow, add .was seriously injured. Miss 
Von Tilborze, because of,the severity 
of her injury, and inability to-make 
a successful escape, will doubtless, bo 
Upturned to the convent, and com
pelled to submit to a degrading pen
ance.

The public at large have little con
ception of what transpires,within con” 
vent walls. Only those who break 
their vows, and secure their freedom, 
have the ability to neveal the whole 
truth, and most of them are re
strained by modesty from telling what 
they know. Enough comes to light 
when we learn a celibate priesthood
is at liberty to visit these “brides 
Christ,’*- at all hours; day or night 
receive their “confessions.”

Of 
to

A CALL TO' ARMS AND BATTLE.

Stirring "Words from the President 
of the N. 8.’ A.

Pause awhile, gentle reader, and 
listen! This may spme day, if not 
now, be of'much interest to you. •

Tbe N. 8, A, 1b using'considerable 
money in defending and supporting 
me4iums, defending wills in behalf 
of some auxiliary societies, sending, 
forth literature, preparing a history 
of Spiritualism, assisting' in propa
ganda, encouraging organization, de
fending. the cause from unjust at
tacks, and in many ways doing a 
liberal and earnest work for the ad
vancement of Spiritualism for your 
good an'd profit. Hence, it needs your 
assistance. The treasury should grow 
Instead of being gradually depleted. 
The general fund and Mediums’ Pen
sion Fund need replenishing, and the 
Endowment fund must grow until its 
annual income,will support the N. S. 
A. work. NotJi dollar of the Endow
ment Fund is working capital, except 
as its accruing interest shall be ap
plied.

You have' wanted some new blood 
in the executive effort of the N) S. A., 
and now it needs an army of hew con- 
trlb.utorB, and,(tlie ,older and regular 
ones are desired io continue. What 
can ypu each,do NOW? I will not 
exhort you, but wltk faith, in you 
await your early response’, which' 
some silent meditation will urge you 
unto. t , ri ’

Ydu are each and all welcome to 
some exnellent-essays on Spiritualism, 
if you will setid a small amount of 
postage. There are a ¿timber of hun
dreds of dollars worth of these essays 
lying In this office awaiting your re
quest. Send, for them and distribute 
liberally. I will malj these to. any" 
names and addresses anyone m&y 

-send to this office.
If every society of Spiritualists will 

send the names and local addresses 
of their officers to the N. S. A., the 
same will be a mutual, benefit. .

I would like to hear the' partlc’ti- 
lars of each edifice owned by socie
ties of Spiritualists. K

The N. S. A. desires to have the 
addresses of each , local medium in 
the United States, in whom the local 
society, has confidence.

Co-operation Is in the air, and you 
must co-operate, or that part of the 
public work tails. A hew era of Spir
itualism is proclaimed as having 
dawned. Who will be a helper in that 
era to make it a useful "bne? Do-not 
hesitate-to write to me,, for I grow In 
grace and zeal as my mail grows 
larger.

i / '■' ...... "
Letter from Effie F. Josselyn,

To the Hditor.'r-I' was surprised 
this morning, on opening the White 
pages of .The Progressive «Thinker, 
to find Its columns sullied: by an 
attack on the mediumship of Mrs. 
Belle Fuller. The writer of the same 
I had never heard fit, but who among 
Spiritualists and liberal thinkers of 
this city has'not heard of, and fav
orably, of the true womanly ^woman 
and medium, living. quietly, doing 
her work for the spirit.world, serv
ing the" interests of those who Beek 
communication from across the bor
derland. -AU this she has faithfully 
done for years, always ready with a 
kind word and a helping hand to 
the needy. Is this her reward—to 
be relegated to' the ranks of frauds 
in mediumship, the most contempti
ble business a person can engage in?

I have known Mrs. Fuller for 
years,-and have eat in many of her 
seances. It is incomprehensible to me 
how anyone ean do bq and doubt the 
validity of the phenomena that oc
curs in her presence by use of the 
trumpet, conveying- intelligence and 
identification of the spirit giving the 
message. . Her work has given gen
eral satisfaction, and I am sure this 
attack will cause her friends aud ac
quaintances the surprise it doe^me— 
not because of pur gullibility, but 
because of common sense and reason; 
yes, there arezmany in this city who 
will stand by such a character as 
Mrs. Fuller has; grand aud noble 
we know it. to be, hence being sus
ceptible to spirit influence gives ub 
mediumship that 1b reliable. At this 
writing I can form no opinion of 
why the attempt to destroy Mrs. 
Fuller's mediumship has bepn made. 
That it is wholly unjust I am con
vinced from observation of the me
dium as a medium and as an indi
vidual. I have never believed that 
the end justifies the means, when it 
means to connive at fraud, posing 
as a medium fraudulently that good 
might 'come—that truth might be 
brought to light. I don’t think truth 
needs such aids as that.

EFFIE F. JOSSELYN.

The Official Board of the National 
Spiritualists’ Association Is anxious 
to strengthen, by every means at its 
command, the efforts of its_Auxiliary, 

, State Associations,' as well as of all 
local societies, who through direct 
charters are dependent upon it for 
organic existence. It stands ""ready to 
lend -assistance in perfecting State 
organizations in territory where none 
are now found. ’ - •"

Because of its financial limitations 
its activities must be largely confined 
to sections and States where Spirit
ualists show by substantial effort a 

■ disposition to first1 help themselves. 
United in endeavor; the local, State 
and National workers can achieve re
sults impossible to the unaided strug
gle of each alone.
- Work is done' well when IC is done 
with 'a will. Effort to OUR business;' 
its success is the'spirlt hosts’. The 
winter months, freighted,'with the 
greatest possibilities of - the entire 

• year, are upon us. Let jis avail our- 
sel?es of them to push 'our cause, to, 
the uttermost limits in all sections1—’ 
supplement"stated Sunday services by 
mass meeting rallies at the most pop- 

. ujar centers. Advise Secretary JCates. 
■ dt the Washington .headquarters, or 
; the undersigned at 4203 Evans Ave- 
; nue, Chicago, whaj you are willing 
' to undertake and what asslstance:you 

>need. Vo "not seek to lay the ¿fruit?
. ag4 of your own Bupineness and in

difference upon others... ' ■ ■
- The widespread interest "of the gen-

■j Again he says: ’
“It must never be iorgo’tteh that 

the -written records, of. tho past frfr 
twelve centuries were in the keeping 
of men who'saw in them only the 
•instruments of- their own elevation, 
and who ^ever hesitated to mould 
them tq • their ambitious theories. 
These records must therefore be re
written, and, although the paucity of ■ 
materials may-render incomplete-or 
unsatisfactory , all present efforts to 
restore the entire truth, the dignity, of 
the subject and value of the achieve
ment will doubtless>stlmuJute others 
and.still others to the task, until it 
is successfully and completely accom-. 
pllshed." ' 1

eral* public in Spiritualism and its 
kindred. subjects should spur us all 
to a renewed effort to-present Its ver
ities in their most attractive forms. 
Let us dare to do our 'duty every
where, firm in the' convlctlph that' 
Right eventually makes Might';

GEORGE B. WARNE, , (
■' • President N. S. A.

On earth discord!' A^gloomy Heav
en above opening its jealous gates to 
the nineteen-thousandth part of the 
tithe of mankind! And below an In
exorable Heir expanding its levia
than jaws for the vast residue' - of 
mortals! O doctrine comfortaye and 
healing to the weary wounded soul of 
man;—Robert Burns.- - •

' Hold your ’ thoughts, your- mind, 
your will to principle and you will 
succeed.^Hultog, .

600
GEORGE W. KATES, 

' Seorefary N. S. A^ 
Pennsylvania Ave., 8. E., 

Washington, D. 0.

GRATITUDE OFFICIALLY VOICED.

A Donation of 81,000 to the Morris 
Pratt Institute.

Mr. and MrB. Allen Sanders, 
Elyria, Ohio.

Dear Friends:— 
Although personally a stranger to' 

ex-you both, I take th% liberty of 
pressing my heartfelt gratitude. for 
your unexpected donation of one thou-
sand dollars to promote_the work of 
the Morris Pratt Institute of White- 
water, Wisconsin. ■ '

•You have’thereby, given substantial 
cheer to the Sacrificing workers 'who 
are guiding-that "enterprise, while you 
have, at the same time, greatly aided
.the" noble student band of young mdn" 
and-young *w5men there enrolled, to 
securing an' education unharnessed to 
dogma, jfnfe^ptad.. by cfeed, and 
which 'Shall be, as; all-eipbracing as 
Truth Itself, jr ■ '
- !May^jiea.^h know ..the 'abiding 
pedce'bf satisfaction which, flows from" 
- generis d^. worthily done. -

Fratennally^aurs,;- a-.
' GEORGE B.- WARNE,: ;

President of the Morris 
A : .r I' 'PPitt Institute.
NovemW l!/<-1907,: - .

a

. -' '•'libV^^N'.OF^ $

A tiny’hfiad,'¿dimpled hand)!-.. :: 
A steady SoDt;nn which to stand,
A laughing boy: q face of brown, ' ?
A terror lo all m one small town; ;
A cdilega_maUH»an earnest.youth, : ' 
A struggler after Eternal' Truth.
A man of State, a lofty’ station)'1 . 
A power of strength to-all the nation,
A man of eighty, a parting of ways; 
'A solemn farewell---thuB end, his days.
A nation in Borrow, a -great jnan gone, 
■A world made better in its journey on.

ALICE LUELLA HOLBROOKE.
40% CheriyStraot, 

West Somerville, Mass.

lk-^f

1 Letter from J. O. Andre.
To' the Editor:—I wish to write 

a word in defense of a good, honest, 
conscientious woman. In the last 
issue of The Progressive Thinker I 
notice a so-called expose of several 

'of our local mediums by a Mr. Fau
rot, bringing in the name of Mrs. 
Belle Fuller, of this city. Mrs. 
Fuller 1b a quiet, unassuming wo
man, who possesses a rare gift of 
psychic power. I have known her 
many years. She- has the confidence 
of our local society, and stands high 
as a test medium. When the motive 
of the so-called exposer is known, 
little weight will be attached to'what 
he says. Mr. Faurot attempted to 
gain attention of the people of Grand 
Rapids with his sp-called medium
ship, which he now says is all fake 
work. I think that we can all in
dorse that statement. He says. he 
carried, on this work so as to gain 
the confidence of the iped|ums, in 
order that he might expose them. 
Was it necessary totaollect money 
from poor, Innocent people at his 
seances tri order to carry out his 
plan? The truth of the matter Is, 
his faking was discovered, and now 
to set himself right he wants to 
pose as an exposer of mediums, but 
we do not take him seriously as a 
fake, or anything else. "Our society 
last April adopted a clause in their 
by-laws which prohibited mediums 
and public workers from serving on 
the Board. ; Mr. Faurot took up the 
fight for the poor mediums, and, ac
cording to his own statement, he 
knew tat the time that all mediums 
are fakes; he even threatened us 
with the dire calamity of withdraw
ing his name. J. C. ANDRE.

Pres. M. 8. 8. A.
220 Jefferson Avenue, 

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Reply. to Andre and Mrs. Joselyn. 
’■ Under the cloak of false statements 
Mr. Andre is trying to shield my ex
posure, and belittle me in my effort 
-to do what I feel to be my duty to 
thp public. , ■ |
- I understand'that he" has said that 
I attempted to gain public attention 
as a “medium.” . This I brand as 
absolutely false. ~Mr. Andre cannot 
cjte Ohe Instance where I ever claimed 
to. be~.a ‘‘medium.” I never wd; 
neither did i- cater to "the “trade.” 
Tfiis' is-one of Mt. Andre’s-stories, 
made up of . “all wool" and a yard 

■„wide." ■' ,
. ‘Here, is' another.: He .says, “The 
‘truth’ ’ ot the matter Is, his' faking 
was discovered." Put ' a -tag Mf the 
same ■ kind on-this? and I-dqfy him 
to prove that 4 was ever discovered 
;in' faking. A Mr. Reed lighted a 
match in my, circle once, '"but àttér- 
-warebstatqd that"" he saw nothing. If 
-discovered, I want to'ask the dis
tinguished M.S. 8. A. gentleman why 
(after May 2, 1907) did Mr. Reed, 
Mrs. Cornelius, and a number of oth
ers, conta to me for readings? Nò 
one' doubted my work, and I could 
have gone on Indefinitely, !by choosing 
my sit'ters, and to-.day ,he raking in 
the coin from the “poor Innocents” 
like the' gentleman. Yes, he paid, 
me fifty epnts, and said he was, per
fectly satisfied with the reading he 
got. ¿‘Poor innocent!" However he 
does not realize the fact that he 
might have spent a great many dol
lars and then' never learned whether 
he was being bamboozled or not; but 
the fifty cents spent with me in aid-.

»

---- 1 
tog my exposure—-oh! that was ter
rible. '

What benefit or profit is it to me to 
expose, this illegitimate work? Do you 
suppose I woqld suffer the humilia
tion in acknowledging my work to 
be fraudulent simply for the purpose 
of righting myself? Do you see 
where I receive any great honor? 
Then-where the motive?

Brother Andre says: "I will tell 
you.” He knows. He has been be
hind the scenes and makes a blun
dering stagger at a scarecrow cre
ated by his own h^nd and mind. For 
years the “spirit” manifestations oc
curring in the presence of these “me
diums,” being wholly of earthly ori
gin, have sapped upon the public sen
sitiveness—that which is Incorporated 
In the most divine and Bacred: the 
sensibility of love for those who have 
gone beyond. Not alone do they 
delve into the sacred portals of the 
heart, but also the fireside. Wives 
and husbands have been separated 
under the_damnable ruse of “soul- 
mating,” right In our own city. This 
1b done by Uiq “guides.” -

Knowing this, together wjtlr the 
fact that many hard-earned dollars 
were passing into their own coffers, 
when there was reujly suffering in 
the home for want; knowing that it 
was within my power as a man to 
cause a portion ot this to cease, 1 
ask in the name of ail sense of 
honesty, in the name of manhood and 
all that is right and honorable, did' 
I not do my duty?

I do not care whether Mr. Andre 
takes me seriously or uot, as 1 atu 
not sure he Is capacitated for receiv
ing or accepting anything except that 
which bears the earmarks of decep-. 
tion. '

In April the society adopted the 
resolution excluding “public meal- 
urns” from the board of control. I 
fought for the mediums. What was 
the result? On May 1 Mrs. Belle 
Fuller gave me information known 
as “Generals.” Prior to this fight sho 
would not recognize me for exchange.

Yes, I threatened the ‘Idire calam
ity" of withdrawing mp kame. I did. 
I left the soapty governed by Mr. 
Andre, but unlike “"Mr. Andre, I did 
not organize ''another society, and get 
behind the fence a,nd expound epi
taphs not heard in Sunday school.

Further I will say tljat the public 
does not- talte Mr. Andre “very seri
ously,” and outside of Spiritualistic 
circles he Is'liardly known.

I do not attack Mrs. Fuller for 
any personal reasons, becase I bear 
her no ill will as a woman. I merely 
state what IJcnow—nothing more nor 
less, and as she said a short time 
ago, when she called me'-a “fool,” 
"if the shoe fits, put it on and lace 
it up.”

I am not at all surprised that Mrs. 
Josselyn takes the stand to testify 
in "behalf of her sister and “educator,” 
Mrs. Fuller (I believe she developed 
under MrB. Fuller-^—at least she was 
in the class with me). I am also 
elated with the eloquent 'plea, the 
rhetoric of which would be a splen
did study for a “prep.” class in some 
female academy. However, I am sur
prised- that her memory, has failed. 
Why, I have been to Mrs. Josselyn’s

As president of the State Associa
tion, it is his duty to unearth,-as 
far as possible, the FRAUD, ROT
TENNESS AND CORRUPTION that 
exists, and has existed so many years, 
under the cloak of Spiritualism and 
supported by the Spiritualists of this 
city; but instead of standing by those 
who are now trying to cleanse the 
conditions here, he. is using every 
effort in his power to block those who 
are doing |their uttermost to purify 
existing conditions.

After I had denounced Mr. For
bush and offered him money to pro
duce anything under test conditions, 
Mr. Andre In conversing with me re
marked he had had doubts regard
ing the genuinehess of Mr. Forbush’s 
mediumship for some time; but Mr. 
Andre continued to attend seances 
given by ■ Forbush and was also a 
member of his developing class.i

I hold it was Mr. Andre's duty as 
a true Spiritualist to determine by 
thorough investigation as to. the truth 
or falsity of Forbush’s manifesta
tions. x

Now as to the question of the 
genuineness of Mrs. Belle Fuller’s 
mediumship. Mr. Andre, as the rul
ing element in the P. R. Society, has 
made no effort whatever to prove by 
tests as to the truth or falsity of 
this medium's work; , but on the con
trary is championing her cause, and 
has endeavored to delude Mr. Faurot 
into an unfair and unjust hearing in 
order to determine what evidence is 
in his possession, which act I would 
consider an insult to Mr. Faurot's 
intelligence. There is only one way 
to prove the genuineness of any me
dium. it cannot be done by hot air 
or backbiting, but only by an abso
lute test, precluding all possible 
chance for fraud, thereby settling all 
arguments beyond a doubt, and a 
genuine medium will not object to 
giving su.cn a test.

If Mrs.' Fuller can prove her genu
ineness by absolute test, I will gladly 
worship at her shrine and apologize 
publicly for the stand 1 am now tak
ing.

Apparently the majority of pro
fessed Spiritualists prefer to live on 
a spiritual diet secured in immense 
quantities from questionable sources 
rather than to partake of true spir
itual food in amounts small enough 
to be digested by the masses.

Forbush is down and out. I under
stand lie has left the city quietly 
for the west.

I admire the noble stand taken by 
The Progressive Thinker. Truth will 
conquer. Yours for truth,

FRED B. TERRY.

T
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West Bridge Street, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

RELIGION IN THIS SCHOOL.

Philadelphian Provides for a Female 
Girard Institute—Founder Died in 
Theater — Preachers May Enter 
Buildings, but Must Leave Tenets 
Behind.

home ' and took a “subject” I 
once, and, do you know, “little 
tie," her “guide," talked to 
through a closed door. Oh! no; 
never heard of me. I sat on

there 
i Net- 
I me 
; she 
i one

side of Mrs. Fuller and Mrs. Gordon 
the other. .Mrs. J. was not a regu
lar sitter, because she submitted to 
an operation in this city and after 
her return was not present but a few 
times.

I do not hold that those who do 
not know the truth in the case are 
wholly to blame for defense, but I 
do say that, when a man knows the 
facts, and does not heed them, he 
is a fit subject for a lunatic asylum.

The Test. '
I would require her to sit under 

wire screen of a fine mesh; the screen 
to form a complete cage with top all 
ceiled and tacked securely to the floor 
with the medium inside 'and the 
trumpet outside. In this case the per
son of the1 medium should be searched 
thoroughly for paper tubes, etc., that 
might be used in producing voices: 
also it should be a select audience 
excluding, all the-old members to the 
circle or class.

To the Editor:—It has been lately—Wi 
announced that the will of Robert'N. V' 
Carson, the millionaire, who died J 
suddenly in a theater in Philadelphia, 
Pa., provides for a ?5,000,ODD insti
tution for orphan girls, patterned ; 
after Gijard College, which is exclu
sively for boys. . ,

The bequest becomes effective-nfter X 
the death of the widow, Mrs. Frances Z -! 
Carson. The institution will be lo- . 
cated at Flourtown, just over the city < 
line in Montgomery county.

The will is almost identical with . 
that of Stephen Girard, and, like .'d 
the latter, provides that the proposed < . 
school shall not be controlled by any ' 
religious denomination, and that no 
religious services that are peculiar or 
exclusive to any church shall be held X 
in the institution.

The girls are to be carefmly in- ’ 
structed in the fundamental doctrines - 
of Christianity, and no clergyman .of ,;i 
any sect is to be excluded from tho 
grounds, but. there is to be no prose
lyting or reference to their own pecu- < 
liar tenets of belief expressed before 
the pupils. .

The management of the college is I 
to be- intrusted to a board of seven I 
trustees, who are to be appointed by | 
the executors and trustees of the will. I

The college will be open to all poor S
white girls, both of whose parents are 1 
dead. Preference is to be given to /1 
girls born in Philadelphia or in Mont- 1 
gomery county, which adjoins this K
city. After .that the privilege is'toi>- 
be extended to those born in Pennsyl-f 
vania, and lastly to those born any-j 
where in the United States. I):

The age of admission Is betweesr ’ 
6 and 10 years and of graduation 
at 18 or earlier, if the trustees det/m 
it for the best interest and advaut- - 
age of the girls. '

You do not know how great is the 
value of friendship, if -you do not’ 
understand how much you give h,m-.’ 
to whom you giv^ a friend—a comodi- 
try which is scarce n<it only in men’s X 
houses, but tn whole centuries, and 
which is nowhere scarcer than in the. E: EDWARD FAUROT. . ,

43 Dudley Place, *---- places where It is thought to be most
Grand Rapids, Mich. plentiful.—$5eiteca.

Pension Fund Gratitude Day
I am glad' that my first official 

appeal, or communication, to the 
Spiritualista of the United, States is 
in the interest of the Pension Fund, 
that is of such great importance to 
the cause all of us lore so well. Our 
indigent mediums mfist not be. per
mitted to softer. The noble-hearted 
donor, Brother.Mayer, has, given it 
a perpetùal help that will partly sus
tain the present pensioners, but . the 
fund is now .bo exhausted that there 
will soon be an impossibility to help 
these needy ones in a material'man- 
ner, unless; there is an; immediate in
crease of donations. To that-end the 
Board of Trustees has: instructed,me 
to make a call to all auxiliary so
cieties of the N. S. A.,.and all other 
societies of Spiritualists, and persons, 
to take a public collection and solicit' 

.personal contributions, on the, LAST
SUNDAY OF NOVEMBER,

Each society and person can make 
. that day a memorable one for the.

cause of Spiritualism by a generous 
response. ’ '.¿5/

Please remember that it is desired
to make

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1007, A 
' DAY OF GRATITUDE TO THE - 
SPIRITS AND -THEIR MEDIUMS 

FOR THEIR HELP AND - - 
COMFORT TO HUMANITY.

If you fab! that thé new officers v 
of the N.' S. A. should be encouraged - * 
In their earnest efforts that they shall' 
make for the cause of Spiritualism, ! 
then respond to this needed call, and 
show that you are willing ’to jota f 

-hands in CREATING A NEW ERA
FOR OUR MUTUAL CAUSE. •

■'Make all remittances to the N. S. A. 'Vj 
office,*600 Pennsylvania Ave., .S. . 0., ' : 
Washington, D. C. ;•• i .

Fraternally, 7 *, f
/ GÇORGE W. KATES; Sec’y. Y »
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’ The Recent National- Convention
/

The Retiring President, Harrison D. Barrett, Has Something Interest
ing to Say in Regard to Our Great Movement. He Has Given Fif
teen Years of the Best Part of His Life toythe N. S. A., and Should Be 

.• Rewarded Therefor. He Retires Gracefully, and will Continúo to La-
bor Earnestly in the Fields of Reform

The Fifteonra National Convention 
of Spiritualists, has passed into his
tory. Its-comlng and its going made» 
the usual ripple upon the spiritual 
sea, but the calm, steady, inflowing 
tide of, progressive thought has 

•smoothed out every wave and left 
the ocean of being as if the Con
vention' had not been. No doubt its 
psychic impress is beating in.- upon 
the farthermost shores pt the infinite 
sea of mental action, to be reflected 
back as a power for good upon the 
lives qf all who ■ are susceptible to 
the touch of invisible forces. It re
mains with each individual to show 
by that which he may do during-the 
coming year, whether or not he has 
been affected by this unseen yet po
tent influence from over the ocean 
of life. '

It was a representative convention 
In every essential particular. Twenty1- 
six States had delegates upon the 
floor, all of whom seemed to Ee im
bued with the determination to serve 
well the constituents who had sSht 
them to the convention. In round 
numbers, one hundred devoted, en
thusiastic and, Inspired men and wo
men labored with singleness of pur
pose for five full days to do the work 
of the great organization in whose 
interests they had been chi led to
gether. Among so many, there were,
and of necessity must baye been,

over whom I had the honor to pre
side. It is not unlikely that some 
of them had, axes to grind, and it 
is. moré fhan probable that, in some 
instance^ they succeeded in having 
a good sharp edge placed upon said 
axes. On the whole, I feel that they 
acted unselfishly a^d for what they, 
considered to be the best interests of 
our cause. When it came to concrete 
work, not a few of them failed to 
respond, but this is not an exceptional 
thing in heterogenepus gatherings, 
such as was this one of ours. 'Some 
of them were afraid of hurting other' 
people’s feelings, while others did not 
realize the full import of their, fail
ure tp act, or, in some instances, of 
what they di4 do, I do not think 
that they were moved as much by 
emotipn this year as has been appar
ent at some other conventions in past 
years.

Trustee Evans brought forward an 
important measure bearing upon the 
financial question. It was unani
mously adopted and, 'the incoming 
Board of'Tyustees’was Instructed to 
carry. It into effect. This is one of 
the most vital pleasures that received 
the sanction of- the convention. Un
der Its provisions the Board is em
powered tozippoiut special financial 
agents whose sole duty It shall be 
to solicit contributions to the “Theo-

needed. Beyond all.-questions the 
need. of . an endowment fund is now 
apparent to all. While It is true that 
Washington is not a good convention 
city In some respects, it is not to 
that fact alone that our small con
tributions are due. The N. S. A. 
needs a- fund that rihall be safely 
invested, whose income can be ap
plied at the close of each year to 
its needs’. .
, The message of the president was 
a voluminous document, too long to 
'hold t)ie interested attention of 1;he 
'delegates and, visitors during its 
reading? The change in the office of 
president will, without doubt, giVe 
relief in this respect. It contained 
some valuable matters of fact for the 
use of th? • future historian 'of our 
ipoveínent,’ ’ and. possibly of moment, 
to the thoughtful Spiritualist of’to- 
day: ’ J am aware of the fact that 
such Jong documents/give the com
mittee on the President’s Report a 
great deal to do, but that is to be. 
expected when .legislative matters are 
to be'considered'as they should be, 
calmly, quietly and thoughtfully,

The committee -which had this re
port In charge this year did excels

dore J. Mayer Endowment Fund,

idnt 
the 
and 
had 
tors

work. I was much pleased with, 
recommendations it brought in 
forgot my disappointment, if I 
aiiy, with respect to those mat- 
which were not mentioned; L.UllU Ul ilCL-vDDXUy UlUOU UA|U ijcuu, ♦ »»^. *

somo few whose chief aim was to • upon the percentage >plan. These 
hear the ¿found of thelr-own voices | agents are to give bonds and shall 
in impassioned speech upon some es-' submit to such requirements as the 

'Beutial or nonessential that chanced ; Bpard may impose in order to safe- - -- ¿ditor’s 'valuable snace Thereto be before the Convention SUU guard thip important activity. I be- the editor s valuable space, mereio ue oeioic uie umveoura. ouu,|b x . it were spine things passed over, some
I do not think there was quite as . !R\e that those agents, it selects a ।... Y.enorte(i adversely unon somemuch “hot air” on this occasion as with care, can do the N. S. A. a ; reportea auveiseiy upon, somemucn not an on hub oucasiou as, ’ doioeatM! things referred to the incoming1 has been noticed in previous Conven- great deal ot good. All tne delegates „„„aitim,,. normtions Some time was-wasted as a "’ill watch with interest the appoint- B°a d- These conditions must necesuqiiB. Doxnt Lime was- nasreu, us n .   sari v obtain in any legislative body.

need not dwell upon the legislative 
| work of the Convention, for to do 
< so would require several columns; of

matter of course,
expected in a

was. wasted as a "in wnt.cn witn interest me appumt- —
se but thte is to be' meut of these agents, and will look . ™rily obtain in any legislative body, 
delegate Imdy whose forward to their reports at the next' 7d, 80 d° not Eivef occasion for pes- 
umegme oouy nos couventJou wlth pleilBU1.al)le (slmism on the part of any delegate.

। anticipation. The present Board of ■ Trustees of
I The action of the* convention In I the N. S. A. Js made up of earnest, 
regard to the history of Spiritualism > honest men and women, Jn every one 
...... .... ---... ()f whom I have full confidence. They

constituencies are widely remote one 
from the other.

First of all, this convention dem-

=======5======^^
MEMORIAL SERVICES.

L
To the Editor:—-Sunday- afternoon 

memorial services at the Temple, for 
the late Solomoj| E. Oviatt, who 
passed to the higher life July 7th, 
1907, were held ¡under-1 the auspices- 
of the First Society oil Spiritualists 
of Lansing, Mid,.,., of which fle was 
a member. The Tempie was taste
fully decorated b^‘Mrs.‘JBhipman. An 
excellent program nvas presented.

The tribute paid to Mr. Oviatt by 
S. B. Parsons is as follows:

“As he once wall, Solomon E. Oviatt 
will be with us noi more forever.

“In obedience to i-resistible law, 
the fingers of Nature have loosened 
the- fragile cord that bound the spir
itual to the material; aud while it 
has been our sad duty to give back 
the material to its own, we trust 
that the spirit, tbs real man, has 
found congenial associaion in; realms 
especially adapted to, the joyous un- 
foldments of the soul’s, wonderful 
powers.

“We, the members of the First 
Spiritualist ’ Society- of Lansing, aud 
tjie friends who cherish his memory, 
talte this occasion to give expression 
to, and place on record, this testi
mony of our sincere appreciation of 
our departed friend>an4 brother, and 
to extend our sympathy to those 
whose relationship to him" were closer 
than the bonds of friendship, stronger 
than the'’tles of fraternity. •

“We feel deeply .the loss of our 
friend and brother’s wise counsels, 
his hopeful 'words,- liis love-kindling 
and purity-inspiring presence.

“We fully realize.that bls unfalter
ing faith in what he ^egepted as truth, 
his-earnest and pónstant labor and 
sacrifice'for the’betterment of the 
great family of nmn, and the bring
ing into lifq purer, social conditions, 
has been a powerful influence for 
good to the societies tp which he 
belonged, and an Inspiring, strength
ening and energizing force to his 
friends and companions everywhere.

“In the passing Of our brother there 
is left a vacant seat in our temple 
of worship; a vacant place in our 
social gatherings; -a vacant chair in 

-his family circle, and In the great 
army working for the universal' good 
a vacuum is formed that will .not 
soon be filled.

“This Spiritualist Society has lost 
a most worthy, helpful and beloved 
member, his family a good husband 
and affectionate father, and the earth- 
world- bps lost one of its true no
bility.”

MISS INEZ GLUDEY, ’
Secretary F. S. S. p.

Lansing, Mich.

0

Paul McArthur, President of the Missouri State 
Association of Spiritualists, Touches Upon 
Many Interesting Points Connected with the 
Late Convention. ' ' \

To the Editor:—The fifteenth an-1 to-day of Spiritualism has been re- 
nual convention of the N. S. A. has | jected and cried down a? radical, in 
closed. The, delegates have returned
to their respective homes, some 
pleased and happy, others, perhaps, 
disappointed and sad. Differences of 
opinion were bound to arise, for no 
cult on earth differ so widely in their 
views as we Spiriualists. - As a natu
ral consequence the debate at time?, 
waxed hot, yet I believe that not one 
delegate can fail to see, now that the 
din of ths battle is over and the 
clouds of persona) differences and 
disagreements have cleared away, the 
dawn of a NEW AND GLORIOUS

-EPOCH TN THE HISTORY OF MOD
ERN SPIRITUALISM.

I regret, Brother Francis, that ow
ing to a lack of ability, as well as 
not having a. record of the many, 
wise and necessary changes made in 
the Constitution and By-laws, also 
Ordination Usages and Other Rites, 
that I cannot, as per your request, 
review the proceedings of the fif
teenth annual convention in an intel
ligent manner. I can,' however, state 
to the Spiritualists of the United 
States- through the columns of your 
paper, that every measure proposed 
was carefully epnsidered, thoroughly 
discussed, pro and con, and in many 
instances objectionable sections were* 
stricken out and amendments substi
tuted that satisfied all. There was 
very little haphazard work done, and 
an earnest desire was manifesed to 
sink personal feelings and sectional 
differences for the good of the cause 
as a whole.

I do not think I can better illus
trate the tendency in this direction
than to mention two incidents that

J

onstrated the fact that five days are - • • • ..
none too many for the transaction of a”d tlle *^eat Work of the edltoi .. . . . . ... will nrnhflhlv nntipnl tn tillthe legitimate business that neces- - 
earlly comes before our annual gath
erings As a matter of fact it proved 
that more time is needed for a full. ■ 
free and frank discussion of all ques- . 
tions of moment that enter into our 
national work, and hints strongly in 
the direction of au extension to one 
full week s time for out- future con
tentions. I am convinced that it 1 
would be a wise step on the part of . 
the Spiritualists of America to make 
this change. Hie Uuiversalists open • 
their National Conventions on Red-: 
nesday,and continue in session eight, 
d i^s. They find that they have none 
too much time-even then. . |

We could Imitate their eShniple i 
with much, profit. There are ques
tions that should be considered ration
ally and with calmness of spirit for 
several davs. ere a decision is reached. 
Instead of the one or two hours that 
we usually devote, to them. The ly- 
ceum question. State and local socie
ties. the fraud question, educational 
work and kindred topics, to say noth
ing of humanitarian efforts, are mat
ters that should not be passed over 
In haste, or -referred to the incoming 
board. ’ with or without power to act. 
It may. be urged that some of our 
speakers would lose their Sunday en-

at-)nrge will probably appeal to the , may make mistakes, but I do not 
majority of the Spiritualists of Amer-1 know of any one man, or body of 
ica as a step in the right direction. I men, or women, free from proneness 
If this work is done, ¡js it should to err sometimes in judgment: Hence 
be done, there can be no doubt of the it is true that all mortals sometimes 
wisdom of the Convention’s action. I make mistakes. Our present Board
As I am personally involved In this ’ will correct all errors as soon as they 
matter. 1 cannot with propriety say I are made known. I have faith to 
anything further regarding it.» (believe that each and every member

i The selection of Mrs. Elizabeth I will do his duty to the best of his 
Schauss. of Toledo. Ohip. as National! ability, and labor for the best good
Superintendent of Lyceums, was, to 

i my mind, a most excelled one. She 
: will do something for the lyceums. 
and that is what the Spiritualists of 

I America naturally expect of this offi- 
cer. . The appointment of Mrs. M. E. 

I Cadwallador und Mrs. Emma Rood

of the N: S. A. and our -eause. Good
work will be done ^throughout the 
next twelve months, and the Sixteenth 
Annual Convention in Indianapolis 
will And us many steps in advance of 
what we are to-day.

President Warne, Vice-President
l Tuttle as assistants -to Mrs. Schauss Schirm. Treasurer Stevens andiTrus- 
| makes good results doubly sune. No tee Maxwell were all unanimously 
: division of our work has been so I elected to their respective positions.

gagements. This is true, but they 
would gain far more from the con
vention in the wav of suggestion and 
instruction than they -would lose In 
dollars and cents. Again, were the 
conventions to be thus extended, a 

• fund could be raised, from the income 
of which those who could not af
ford to lose even a- single Sunday 
could 4>e compensated for their losses. 
As the average speaker of to-day 
does not receive more than $10 per 
Sunday, this Speakers’ Fund would 
not.have to he a large one in order 
to meet the expense in question.

The second great fact demonstrated 
. by this convention Is the necessity of 
changing the Constitution, lengthen
ing the terms of office of the mem
bers of the Board of Trustees. Busi
ness men have said to me repeatedly 

. that they could not be expected to 
make large contributions to any or
ganization of an impermanent char
acter. They cited the fact that it 
is now in the power of any conven
tion to remove all the members of 
the Board of Trustees and completely 

। change the policy of the Association, 
a -That this has not been done hitherto 
It is due more to what might be called 

• good luck ¿han to any lack of wish 
on the part of the delegates at some 
conventions to take such a radical 
course. Up to the present time a 

. conservative policy has prevailed. In 
1898 and in 1907. nearly all the mem- 

. bers of the old Boar^ were removed, 
two being retained in the former year

shamefullv neglected, since the early 
eighties, as has the lyceum.

I was very much pleased with the 
report of the Committee on Resolu
tions. even though its members did 
not see fit to recommend any change 
in our present Declaration of Prin
ciples. nor yet to speak at any length 
upon some of the leading Issues of 
the times. Taken as a whole, thq 
report was an able one. statesman
like in character, and contained noth
ing to wound the tender Sensibilities 
of anv Republican or Democrat In any 
section of the United States. -

The report of the Committee on 
Rules, early In the session, clearly 
showed the temper of the Convention. 
No dispute arose until Rule^. relat
ing to the election of officers, came 
to be considered. It was then and 
-there made apparent to all onlook
ers that the election of officers was 
the one desideratum in the minds of 
all delegates. It wSn finally fixed for 
three o’clock on the afternoon of the 
last day. The hour gave general sat
isfaction to the great majority of the 
delegates.

I was much pleased with the Con
vention s action regarding mission
ary work. It was recommended, that 
this important work,„«be left, as far 
as possible, to the State-Associations, 
and not undertaken without plan or 
purpose on the part of* the fl. S. A. 
In those States where no State Asso
ciation exists, the present Board of 
Trustees call be depended upon to 
do the right thing whenever they are 
requested to send missionary work
ers to those sections. Mass meet-

This is a happy augury of the faith 
that Uie delegates had in them and 
a pledge of loyal support on the part 
of each and every one. Secretary 
Kates was chosen by a vote of more 
than thjee to one. which fact Is an 
index of trust on the part of the 
delegates. Trustees Evans. Longley. 
Harlow and Belden were all chosen
by safe majorities. This 
they have the confidence 
of their fellow workers, 
question their integrity
nor impugn their motives. 
S. A. is safe in their hands 
of their fellow trustees, 
now I renew my pledge

proves that 
and esteem 
No one can 
of purpose.

The N. 
and those 
Here and 
of hearty

BEAUTIFUL THOUGHTS. 
, -.- fr

Impromptu Verses by W. J. Colville,

From forth pur spirit a hidden depths 
Let gracious Influence ever flow.

Let waves of kindly purpose guide 
Blessing the earth ylth heaven- 

born glow.
We may not stand on sun-crowned 

heights.
To which ambitious niinds aspire. 

We may abide lij ijhlet haunts,
Lit only by loves fadeless fire;

%Bût low or high in man s esteem, 
It matters not iwhererer we dwell, 

The beauty of pure radiant thought 
May cast o er fill Its vpotent spell.

We speak of beauty In the flowers.
Which gladden"»!! the ways of 

earth:
We tell of beauty in the song

Of plumaged bird which wakes to 
mirth. \

■the tq-morrow of the movement may 
be adopted as the one thing, yet to 
be done in order to complete the 
wqrk of purification now on. '

Perhaps no one left Washington
feeling sadder than myself. The one 
thing which I believed (and still be
lieve) would settle the fraud and im
moral question was rejected by the 
delegates by a majority of, J believe, 
five; The measure was as follows:

3VE RECOMMEND THAT AN IN
DEX BOOK BE PURCHASED BY 
THE SECRETARY OF EACH STATE 
ASSOCIATION, ALSO THE INCOM
ING NATIONAL SECRETARY, IN 
WHICH SHALL BE KEPT A REC
ORD OF ALL SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS FOUND GUILTY OF IM
MORAL CONDUCT OR FRAUDU
LENT PRACTICES, WITH THEIR 
NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS, AND ALL 
INFORMATiON'xdBTAlNABLE CON
CERNING THEM; "AND THAT THIS 
'INFORMATION BE EXCHANGED 
ONE WITH ANOTHER TO THE END 
THAT AN UP-TO-DATE RECORD 
BE KEPT FOR THE PROTECTION 
OF THE PUBLIC AND THE GOOD

occurred on the floor the first day. 
Just after the appointment of a Cre
dential Committee by President Bar
rett, the grand old war-horse, Mr,- 
Maxwell, president of the Minnesota 
State Association, rose to hi^ feet and 
pledged his word that proxy delegates 
would not be appointed, by him to 
represent Minnesota societies if other 
State Associations would d<T likewise. 
He declared “that he |iad come to 
Washington to do no wire-pulling; 
had no favorite candidates to boom, 
and was for the man or woman who 
could be of the most service to Spir-
ituallsm. irrespei of who that in-

NAME OF ORGANIZED 
UALISM.

This recommendation was 
myself and was based on

SP1H1T-

made by 
my two

years’ experience fighting for clean 
Spiritualism here in Missouri. It had 
beeyi adopted at our State annual con
vention held here last February, and 
the Incomplete list which we'have 
compiled so far has been of untold 
service to us. On two occasions it 
has been the means of driving from 
our State vampires who were about 
to locate, but who, because of the 
data we were able to place in the 
hands of the authorities, were com-

dividual was or where he or she 
hailed from. •

Every word came from the heart, 
and rang true, and amid the Jieiuty 
bursts of applause. State Association 
after State Association swung in line 
and made like pledges. These 
pledges were (with very few çxcep- 
tlons) kept.

The second incident occurred 
shortly after. Hon. Chas. R. Schirm, 
of Baltimore. Md., arose and said 
that he believed in past conventions 
much of the inharmony and 111 feel-
Ing that had arisen was because of

Wea lack of proper understanding,
had not known and 
other as we should; 
a lack of fraternal 
said he ’ believed

understood 
there had 
frankness, 
that all

each 
been

He 
dele-

pel led to 
fore, the 
I confess 
taken by 
delegates.

move on. Knowing, there- 
benefit it had been to us, 
I felt keenly the position 
the majority of my fellow 

It seemed to me, and I

support, which I .gave them on the 
floor of the convention.

In conclusion, let me sav that re
tirement from office does not mean, 
in my case, any loss of interest in 
the N. S. A., or in that higher Spir
itualism to which I have devoted the 
best years of my life. I said one 
year ago that I would .not- be a can- 
didiate before this convention, and I 
have consistently held to that state
ment throughout the year. I was 
asked by a large number of dele
gates to reconsider my determina
tion. but I requested all my, friends 
to refrain from voting, for me. and 
am plehsed to state that my wishes 
were respected by them on the floor 
of the Convention. The time. had 
come for a change and no one real
ized it more clearly than I did my
self. It has been made, and my suc-

The beauty which we inly sense. 
The beauty we intensely feel, . 

Flows not from any outward source.
The every outer ill twill heal.

When medicines and instruments 
Have done their- work and'« passed 

away.
And higher ministries obtain.

To bless mankind with genial ray,
The power of thought will then tfe 

known.
And all the fulness of Its grace, 

An unseen but a much-felt power 
Confined by no bounds of space.

A friend Is traveling far o er sea, 
"Another lingers on the land;

One dwelleth still in earthly garb. 
Another, dwells.In spirit land.

The subtle might of loving thought 
- is felt and known those friends 

between.
And decks their elsewise barren lives 

With love s immortal radiant sheen.
Each kindly thought a beauteous - 

form
. Doth in the psychic realm appear,

gates had at heart the cause as 
the first thing to be considered 
above all else, and that he trusted 
in the differences of opinion that 
were bound to arise, no one could be 
so narrow as to permit a feeling of 
animosity against a fellow delegate 
to lodge In his heart. It took the 
big man or woman to go to. a 
brotjier or sister after a disagreement 
and endeavor to clear away the mis
understanding that existed, perhaps 
because they did not properly under
stand one another.-; These frank, 
manly sentiments aroused a Reeling 
of fraternal love Impossible to de
scribe.

I want to state as a matter of sim
ple justice right kete to a brother 
whose actions and methods I disliked 
and opposed'in the 1906 convention 
held at Chicago. \hat. Charles R. 
gchirm loomed up this year as.an 
Intellectual giant, whose Services to 
our cause at this particular time can-
not 
tory 
veal 
him

Woderful Success of
“Actina”

IN THE TREATMENT OF
AFFLICTIONS OF THE EYE. .
Every yer&on with impaired eyesight or suf* 

feriiig from weak or diseased eyes should write 
ior our lawst free booklet, entitled “Positive 
Eviu^nce.”

The ’ records of phenomenal euros by the 
“Avtlua” treatment’, us described therein by 
grateful patients vhmsolves—name» and aft* 
dresses glruu—will satisfy the moat skeptical 
that ‘•Actina" is not only a remarkable, mmole 
and harmless invention, but restores eyeRliJht 
even after specialists have pronounced casefl 
incurable. -

hollowin^hre a f^wof 
the successes produced by 
■ Aetina,” but more fully 
described in our free boak-

A Chicago gentleman, 
after sudoriug 12 months 
wit a Inflammation of the 
iris, uged “Actina’’.a few .

•»ee^o. IauSH/o ho can now see as well and as 
far as anvuouy. *•

Auiuwumuy writes that after being under 
ireatmemoi speoiulkts for 15 years, •‘Acilua” 
uwwiywi.ev lusuvxod her eyesight and sho no» 
longer uses glasses.

Asiigiuuixsm*und granulated lids impaired 
the eyesight of a Hartford (Conn.) lady. Spe
cialists failed to c^re. As a last resort, against 
advloe of friends, she tried “Aetlua.” She' 
wltes;^“For many months I have written al
most daily without glasses, No more pain in 
my eyes and drooping eyellq is restored/’

“Actinaw removed a cataract frowthe eve of 
au Oklahoma lady; relieved the closure of a 
tear duct (kr a well known Chicago lady, an I iu 
scores of Instances people have booh able to 
discard eyeglasses through the faithful use of 
“Actiua.“ To get an idea of the enthusiasm of 
our patients the entire letiurd as printed in our 
book should te rewt

“Actino is ma le on common senso principles. 
Its simplicity, effectiveness add lasting quail* 
ties will appeal to any one that will Invest IgAte. 
Let us send you one on t wp weeks’ trial. it
as often as you please and if you are not bene
fited, or for any other reason we dissatisfied, 
send it back and no charge will bd made- Write 
today. Address Aciiua Appliance Company, 
Dept. 842 M-, 811 Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo,

Psychic Ught
BY MAUD LORD DRAKE.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. Ehe has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT-rTHE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." it is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the end, 
It Is cliockful, of stirring incidents. 
Price of this largo volume, only $L50, 
postpaid.

aroso and told them so (for frank
ness is a failing orniine, and may it' 
ever be my grenesl), that they had 
placed themselves and the cause on 
record before the world as being op
posed to doing the practical thing 
necessary to eliminate that which 
they had denounced and denlored. \

I asked those who had opposed the 
measure when they returned to their 
rooms to face themselves In the glass 
and "honestly and soberly ask them
selves the question. Why;

The convention was in au uproar. 
Quite a number of delegates. I under
stand. felt themselves insulted, and 
that radical fellow. McArthur, killed 
himself In the estimation of many.

I want to say now. as I stated then, 
that no insult was intended to those 
who honestly opposed the measure, 
believing It to be dangerous to the 
cause. To those who opposed it be
cause criminal fear, I have no 
apologies to make, not one word to 
retract.

As I sit hero and review the result 
of two years’ fight for clean Spiritual
ism by one small man standing al
most alone. I fee! more than ever 
that, I was right, and that the time 
will come In the history of the Na- 
ional movement as it has come in 
Missouri, when radicalism (so caNed) 
for purity and cleanliness will be en
dorsed and supported. Pin that down 
as a prophecy. Whether it does or 
does not. as long as I can hold to
gether I shall continue to stand for 
and advocate by deed as well as mere 
words practical and sure methods for 
the elimination of fraud and<immor
ality in our movement. My plain 
speech placed a club in the hands 
of people who. for reasons best known 
to themselves, have SECRETLY been 

.my enemie?. I was repeatedly

be overrated. The future his- 
alone of our movement can re- 
the value of the work done by 
in the, defining of terms, etc. It

*

$10.00 BOOK for $1.00.

51,000

Sold,

408

Illustrations,

Wil! mall on receipt of $1.20.

PROGRESSIVE THINKER, PnbS.
40 Loomis Street. Chicago. Ills.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life, 

With Character Readings ol Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

(¿J

and three this year.
In both instances the choice of 

■trustees fell upon people who were 
amply qualified to fill the positions 
to which they were called. Such good 
fortune mar not always be ours, and 
when an-entire Board is once re
moved. and a new am^wholly. inex
perienced one is chosen, then comes 
the danger. The Board chosen the 
present year is composed of earnest 
men and women who will faithfully 
discharge their several duties. I have 
no fear of them, but they may all 
be removed from office next year and 
a Board composed of parties who are 
totally ignorant of the work of the 
N-’S. A. and Its previous history may 
succeed them.. It is to obviate this 
danger that I have ukged that the 
Constitution be changed so -that not 
more than one-third of the members 
of any Board can be retired at an 
annua! convention. The fact that 
some of the members of the new 

■ Board did not know one-tenth of the 
activities in: which the N. 8. A. is 
involved until after' their final ad
journment Is good evidence that this 

.. constitutional ohhnge shOuld be 
'■ made. . j
- . • As to the personnel of the late con- 

■ ventfon. I can-- only Bay that I /was 
- more than favorably impressed by'the 

■ earnestness of spirit and- devotion’¿o 
prlnciple manifeBted bY the ¿delegates

ings were also wisely left to the dis
cretion of the officers of the State . 
Associations.

The dommittee on Revision of our 
Usages of Ordination) did excellent 
work. To use the language of one 
of the delegates. "Dead matter was 
eliminated^and al) Jive matter was 
retained." By this action the Usages 
were» greatly simplified and speci
fically fitted to the needs of our de
nomination. The members of this 
committee have good reason to feel 
proud of their work. I believe the 
country at large will likewise-approve 
of the labors of this- committee:

The Committee on Finance, Ways 
and Means, was composed of some 
of the best men and women on- the 
floor of the convention. They did 
their level best to replenish the treas
ury of the N. 8. A., and the failure 
of the people to respond with large 
sums of money to their appeal for 
aid was not due to the fault of any 
member of th? committee. The dele
gates. on ¿he whole, contributed lib
erally. some of them more generously 
than they could really afford. The 
financial returns, however, were 
small. There were few visiting Spir
itualists upon whom to draw for .con- 
•tributions. while the Spiritualists of 
Washington felt that their donations 
should go -to their local society.

The meager financial returns ob
tained at this Fifteenth National Con
vention clearly prove that a change 
of method in respect.to raising funds 
is an absolute necessity. Dues and 

. collections from local and State Asso
ciations.: together with impassioned 
.appeals to delegates and visitors., and 
•begging letters in the Spiritualists', 
papers, will not bring la the money

cessor is the one whom 
desired to see in the 
chair.

Vice-President Schlrm

I have long 
Presidents

and myself
"have been- friends for many years, 
and < he brings- a needed element of 
strength to the present Board of 
Trustees. He is a lawyer of emi
nent talents and has the- courage of 
his convlQfions on all occasions. With 
him and President Warne harnessed 
together, a very strong team has been 
formed having plenty of strength to 
draw the spiritual ¡pad. up the most 
difficult hill- It remains now for the 
Spiritualists to say by their actions 

"Whether they will add to that load 
by persisting In trying to ride in the 
wagon, or remain in the road to push 
with might and mjin the vehicle up 
the steeps. - .

The- good-things .done far outnum
ber the mistakes that were made by.
the.late Convention. I have spoken
strongly regarding the two ymost
promiuent blunders.
are. of minor importance and ■ need

All tlffi others

no special attention at this writing.’ 
I am optimist enough to- believe that 
the two errors will be corrected} by 
our present officers, hr by the next- 
convention. The great majority of 
people are always anxious to do that 
which is right, and at heart- this Is 
true of the Spiritualists of America, 
although-they may be misled by emo
tions. or by their failure to perceive 
the imminence of danger, on certain 
occasions. On the -whole I am 
greatly pleased with the outlook for 
the N. 8. A. and with the personnel 
of its present official board. I need
sqy no more with'1 regard to what 
I have called, the blunders of
Convention. I- have faith in the 
mate triumph of the good, and 
to see the right come uppermost

this 
ulti- 
look

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

/

As a sweet silent 
That shape to 

near.
And as we culli.

messenger '
inner sense draws

each day
Pure thought, and gracious thought 

alone.
Thé fair result of secret life • 

Makes outward beauty truly known.
The beauty of the soul that shines 

Thro’ loveliest eyes -in mystic light 
Transfiguring the .common things.

Ä

Of life, and making all scenes 
firigET, ■

•beauty which no outward eye 
Can fully see or understand.

As poets faithfully have told .
IS not discerned. on sea or land.

Let us- wherever we may dwell. 
Send forth thbught-fdftns of beauty

rare m nu
To-cheer despondéìtt hearts, and Win 

The sick -and Bad fflöm, grief and
care.

Thus in -the garden of the. mind .
’ Fair -flowers shall? blooim'-glad birds 

■ shall Bing _—___
And fhro’ the power of .holy thought 

■Good-will to every soul well bring;

There are noJlmltsi.töB)ihe sway 
Of■ righteous thought xelestial love

Inspires its mission; thro- its power 
Links earth wl& Whest spheres 

above. •

is possible that again in the future, 
as in the past, we shall differ in 
opinion as to the proper things to 
be done, but I shall never fail to 
honor and respect my brother for the 
noble work he has done without 
money or price for the cause we all 
so love.

As for the new- Board. I believe 
it contains some of the strongest men 
and women in our movement. Sev
eral are people who are not depend
ent upon lecture engagements and 
readings for a living, hence are less 
liable to be swayed by personal in
terests. I believe that each-amTevery 
one will stand for equal justice to all 
and special privileges to none. Each 
worker, each Individual Spiritualist, 
MUST in the future be measured not 
alone by what they have taught, but 
by what they have practiced.

We are evolving, up and down;, 
we are demanding cleaner, purer/and 
more capable leaders and workers, 
and. that demand will bring, and. is 
bringing, the supply. We are sow
ing better seed: we shall reap'better 
harvests. -We have'been criminally, 
lax in the-past in allowing those on 
ojjr platforms whom we would not 
tolerate In our homes- As a natural 
consequence we have REAPED- IN 
THE PUBLIC EYE AND IN THE 
COURTS OF JUSTICE THAT WHICH

■■Continuity oi^ Llíe’' a . Cosmic 
Truth." x By Prof. Wtn..M, Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker.' 
on a deeply ¿Important subject. Price, 
cloth. ?L00., n

. "Worry. Hurry. ¿Scurry.’ ¿'Flurry 
Cured." By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
away-wqrry. anxieties, needless cares, 
etc. Price 25 cents. /

"The Truthseeker. Collection of 
Forms and Ueremonifes for the Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents. ■

?-a.L

Bagassa!

WE HAVE SOWN.
This truth has been recognized

warned by friends that certain par
ties were moving among the dele
gates warning them to beware of 
what they did with that shallow, hot
headed radical McArthur. As I had 
no axes to grind and wished Tor noth
ing- their energies were wasted. I 
desire th Sav simply that if what all 
have conceded to be desirable results 
have been obtained In one State be
cause of the radicalism of one shal
low. superficial fellow, let us trust 
that the time will come when such 
radicalism as has proved beneficial 
through results obtained will be 
adopted and advocated by our more 
able leaders. I believe that it will. 
I am optimistic as to the future of 
our beloved religion. I believe' that 
the time is almost at hand when 
fraud, immorality, greed, selgshness 
and envy will be superseded by fra
ternal love, by co-operation and conse
cration- when the things tolerated and 
condoned by many in our ranks will 
be tolerated and condoned no more. 
Then will our secret Spiritualists, our 
wandering brothers and sisters, who 
have left us because of these things, 
come honie rejoicing with us that 
Spiritualists and Spiritualism have.at 
last beeil vindicated and we shall 
be known and RESPECTED for whaf 
we ARE as well as for that which
we advocate. God and the angel
world speed the day, is the prayer 

Yours very sincerely,
of

ia
part, at least, by the delegates of
the convention just- closed, and a
great step has been taken toward the 
reihedylng-of this defect. A higher 
standard of mental and spiritual at
tainment will be required from those 
who will in the future aspire to’the 
;hlgh 'and sacred calling of minister 
of the gospel of Spiritualism. The 
bars are up. and up to stay. Pro
miscuous ordinations are a thing of

«the past. .
We have not solved all the great 

problems that confront uu as an or
ganized movement. Perhaps some of 
us are unreasonable in expecting too
much all at once, 
growth, a hurdlv 
tlon. and perhaps

Life 1s a gradual 
perceptible evolu-
that which In the

1

St.
Paul mcarthur.

Louis. Mo.

A PETITION. -

These are the gifts I ask of thee,
..Spirit serene:.

Strength fov the’ daily .task. 
Courage to face the* road. 
Good cheer, to help me bear the. 

. eler s load. ...
Aid for the hours of rest that- 

.’between. ,

trav

) are both 
an.! a far 
olanets as 
: liability

1 it 
•ta lu pain-

The principles found in tbAfc vohu 
a science ana a religion. lorabeUv 
happier humanity It points to th' 
an Index to the human character ui 
to diseases: also gives the gems and 
ed to temperaments evolved under c---------  
ets. But the author, ELhAi'JOR KIRK. 1;
special stress upon the fundnm 
that “All maladies known to ma

>le

ioly dominated, forever cast out. by th 
realize that mind is the master and body ths
servant.” Price, cloth. $1.00.

New and Enlarged Edition of 
O. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs,

Containing ninety cnarimug songs lor 
home, camps, circles and meetings—. 
words and music, including ’ Oeiv a 
Thin Vail Between Us. and its com-
panion piece: also beautiful wor set
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian IVkiting. Of the lat
ter. Miss Witting writes Prof. Long
ley her pleasure at ms setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ae has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. 8. 
A- writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung "at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longleys 
musical compositions have ennobled' 
the world. Price per copy. 50 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to . socleties
and dealers.

*

come

An inward’ joy in all things heard 
and seen. i

-Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos. Duets, Quae, 

tets, Also SiiPoems.
This Is a songbook adapted to the popnlitt 

spiritualistic tsste. and Is emlnedtly fitted to do 
good service In the lecture hall or family circle. 
Price. 15 cents.

These are the, sins ! fain 
Would have thee take away:;. 
Malice and cold- disdain. 
Hot anger, sullen hate.
Scorn of the lowly, envy of the great.
And discontent that casts a shadow: 

gray ।
On all the brightness of the common 

day 
HENRY VAN DYKE

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattlo E. Hull. Thlrtyright of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest BCpgs. adapted to popular music, for 
,the use ot congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price. 10 cents, or tf per hundred

"The Jesuits.-; 
Austin. A. M;. B. 
pamphlet. Price.

By Rev._B. r
: D. An excellent 
15 cents.

COSHIRN HYUN BOOK
■_ A collection, of original and selected Hymns 
tor Liberal- and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Homo. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume moots a nubile want. It oomnrlses 
263 choice selections of poetry and ninsia. em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
tram all sectarianism. Price, f 0 cents.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workerst Its Work
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART’- 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO I 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME 
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT TH( 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WIL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVi 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THA’ 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poem« «ent t 
(hie office, tor they will not be return« 
It we have not space to uee them.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. He may or may not, 
•gree with their respective views.

November 9, 19<tf^

The Song Cards for sale at this offici 
at |4 per hundred, by .mail |4.60, arc 
the help you need in society work, .

The text regular meeting of the 
Band ot Harmony will be helddh hall 
309 Masonic Tempi®, November 14^ 
Will the friends please remember' the 
date of the Bazaar, December 12. 

' There will be many useful articles on 
sale; others which will be neat little 
remembrances for the approaching 
holiday. Meals will be served from 
JI until 2, and from 6 until 7. Some 
oc Chicago’s well-known mediums will 
be present to give messages. Send 
your contributions -in early. Hall 
\vlll be open at 8 o’clock in the morn-

We publish this week several highly 
ateresting and suggestive articles 
rom those who participated in the 
ate N. S. A. Convention. One, from 
1rs. M. E. Cadwallader, came too late 
or this issue. It wil appear next 
reek, and will excite great interest, 

’.a no one in the whole ranks of Spir
itualism is better qualified than she 
Is to make suggestions that will lead 
mr'Cause on to a higher plane of 
•rhdught and action.

A correspondent writes from Dux
bury, Vt.: “Mrs. Laura Cummings of 
Hardwick, has been serving the socie
ty here the last two Sundays -with 
good satisfaction, and we hope to 
have her with us another season. 
This society owns its (hall, together 
with considerable adjdining property 
free from debt. Its President, F. M-

ATTENTION, LYCEUMS!
HAVING BEEN ELECTED “NA

TIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF LY
CEUMS" I DESIRE TO CORRES
POND WITH CONDUCTORS AND 
LEADERS OF LYCEUMS, THAT WE 
MAY WORK TOGETHER FOR THE 
GOOD OF THE CHILDREN GENER
ALLY. “THE SPIRITUALIST LY-" 
CEUM QUARTERLY” WILL BE IS- 
SUED IN THE NEAR FUTURE, AND 
WILIj BE FURNISHED TO ALL 
WHO WANT IT AT COST. WE 
URGE ALL LYCEUMS TO SEND IN 
A REPORT OF THEIR MEMBER
SHIP AT ONOE IF POSSIBLE.

ELIZABETH. SOHAUSS.
617 Congress St., Toledo, O.

TAKE Correspondents
are requesteq when writing for tliis 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the piper, and in a plain, 
legible hand; and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

ance of the season are as follows: 
November, Mrs. KateM. Hain, Haver
hill, Mags.; December, Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, Columbus, O.; January, Mrs. 
Antonnette Pettingill, Malden .Mass.; 
February, MrmC.Fpnnie Allyn, Stone
ham, Mass.; March and April, Mrs

nine-hundred-dollar lot just one hun-¡It'S ww 
dred dollars. • We expect to close Äü w BB® <B wFwW
that shortly. We will then own a gf.oai • 
four-thousand-dollar property. e Troatmoat
have been organized seven years 
next May.”

FREES

TO KANSAS SPIRITUALISTS,
■J —-

An Important Work Contemplated by 
the President.

In fulfillniént of my work as Pres
ident of the’Kansab State Spiritualist 
Association, I'am ¡arranging to make 
a tour of the State, lecturing on the 
principles of Spiritualism. To the 
end that the greatest number of peo
ple shall be reached at the least ex
pense to societies and individuals, 
please write me at once so the route

Lucy S. Carroll writes from Wash
ington, D. C.: “We wish to let the 
readers of this paper know how we 
are flourishing. We are holding our 
meetings.in a private, parlor oh 
Church street, with good attendance. 
Our first hour is devoted to reading, 
followed by a general conference;

shall be mapped out.
good report to tur nin next

Let us have a
June.

Yours for progress.
BESSIE BELLMAN, 

Winfield, Kan.

Ing.
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, who took . 

an actlvve part in the last N. S. A'l : 
Convention, was in Chicago last week 
attending to business matters of im
portance. Mr. G. W. Kates, Secreta- ' 
ry ot the N. 8. A. writes to her as ; 
follows: "I take pleasure in inform
ing you that the Board of Trustees of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
in executive session, duly elected you 
as a member of the editorial commit
tee, in association with the Superin
tendent of Lyceums, whose duty it 
shall be to issue a Lyceum lesson 
sheet quarterly, as a help to the Chil- 
dreu’s Lyceum Work. I trust you will 
cooperate in this movement, and en
deavor, with the committee, to devel
op the Lyceum cause in the United 
States. Reposing full confidence in 
you, aud trusting that the beloved 
work of educating the children in the 
truths of life will continue to have 
your devoted energy.'”

John Markley writes from Elwood 
Ind:'“The First Spiritualist Church ot 
Elwood has had two lectures by Miss 
Florence Wattles, one of our most Jal- 
ented speakers. She held her audi
ences spell-bound, and aroused the 
most intense Interest and enthusiasm 
by her explanations of the Spiritual
istic philosophy, and her direct ap
peal to the hearts of the people. As 
a result of her two Sunday night lec
tures, thirteen people joined our so
ciety, a larger gain thati any ortho
dox church of the city can show so 
far this season as the result of their 
protracted “revival” efforts. We 
shall have Miss Wattles with us again 
shortly, and advise all societies who 
wish to build up the cause in their 
communities to secure this brilliant 
young speaker, whose eloquence ri
vals that of Robert Ingersoll.”

S. A. Huntington writes of the Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society of Mal
den, Mass.: “The meetings are still 
growing in interest, and popularity. 
Last Saturday, the 27th, we had the 
pleasure of listening to one of the 
brightest mediums in New England, 
Mrs. Ruth A. Swift. She chose for 
her themes, “Where there Is Love at 
Home, and the Sacred Things in Spir
itualism,” giving a beautiful and In
structive address, after which she de
voted one-half an hour to fine mes
sage work. At the'praise service, 
brother W. A. Robbins, now of Stone
ham, Mass., rendered several solos in 
a beautiful manner. Miss C. Fannie 
Allyn of Stoneham, will be the

Hunt, is a wide-awake, stirring man, 
who, w}th his estimable wife, had 
charge of the hotel the last two seas
ons at Queen City Park, and gave fine 
satisfaction, and the association hopes 
tb secure them for the next season.

Mrs. L. B. Warren writes from 
Houston, Texas, 10 29, 1907; “Mrs F. 
V. Jackson of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
is In the City, at work in the Grand 
cause of Spiritualism. Mrs. Jackson 
is at present engaged by the local so
ciety, which is highly pleased with 
her work, both as a speaker and mes
sage bearer. She is broad-minded, 
enthusiastic, and an earnest worker 
for the great cause. Her magnetism 
inspires a feeling of trust, and a de
sire to seek the truth.”

Correspondent writes: “The Metro
politan Spiritual Society, on Sunday^ 
evening, October 27, had the pleas
ure of listening to a very able dis
course by Dr. J. H. Randall, at the 
new Hall, 766 East 47th street. All 
were pleased with the ideas set forth 
and hppe to secure his services once 
a month. The lecture was followed 
by messages from the spirit side of 
life, giving through the pastor, Mrs. 
Maggie Waite. Sunday evening, No
vember 10, she will by request, give 
the story of hpr life, or why she left 
the Catholic Church to become a Spir
itual Mediums following her talk she 
will give some demonstrations of spir
it presence. On Sunday evening, No
vember 3rd, Mr. J. R. Griffiths, of 
London, gave the discourse, followed 
by messages by Maggie Waite and sev
eral mediums. All are welcome at 
the new Kenwood Hall. Services 
every Sunday evening. It is one of 
the largest and handsomest Halls in 
thè city, is on the first floor, and is

winning friends and favor by her 
sweet singing and. engaging manners, 

then the last half-hour to the phenom- I Mrs. Henrietta Lichtig, as speaker for 
ena. At present, in Washington, we the evening, impressed the congrega- 
are not strong enough financially to- Hon favorably. Tests and messages 
keep up the public meetings, yet we I followed, and were a source of much 
are working along a line of sociaj re- satisfaction. A number of new 
form, recognizing all as brothers and hanaes were added to our membership 
Bisters. Last Wednesday evening} sgain on Sunday; and we will have, 
Mrs. Emma Lowrey entertained the On . Noveinber.
Spiritualist Society In an estimable Mrs R. B. Lil le speaks for ub on the 
style, / After our usual meeting at A. J? 7°Ur frleads'
10 p, m„ Mrs Lowery ' announced I HyB«ia Hall, 406 Ogden avenue, cor- 
luncheon, with all the good things of rhor Robey, Top floor.
the season. You see we are yet The Ladies of the Sunflower Club

steam heated. All cars transfer by. 
the door opposite the South Side Ele-
vated Station."

Ella D. Palmer writes from 
James, Minn.: “We have just 
turned from the M. E. Church, 
forenoon. The pastor preached

speaker on November 3rd, and Dr. C. 
E. Huot of Onset, Mass., on the 10th. 
Circles every- Thursday evening and 
11 a. m. and 3. 30 p. m., Sundays.”

A.Booth writes from Rockford, Ill.: 
“Mrs. Dr. Caird has just concluded 
her engagement with the society, she 
Having been with us two Sundays, and 
her work, was entirely satisfactory, 
giving readings from sealed envel
opes; clairvoyant, clalraudient, also 
physical manifestations, through rap
ping on a table in answering and veri
fying questions. Those who had the 
pleasure of attending these meetings 
were highly pleased with the results 

' obtained. On Sunday, November 3, 
Dr. Warne and Mrs. D. L. West of 
Elgin, will be with us and we hope to 
have a royal time. There is also a 
delegation of the Elgin Society com
ing over to visit us, and we hope they 
will be amply rewarded for their jour
ney. We expect Mrs. M. E. Weaver, 
H. D. Barrett and Mrs. M. A. Helyett 
to work for us in the month ot No
vember.”

Ruth McMenamin writes from Buf
falo, N. Y.: "The First Spiritual Tem- 
plfi has opened meetings for the year 
1907 and 1908. Dr. Lockwood has 
been engaged to give us more ot his 
elegant lectures, which draw an ex-, 
ceptionally intelligent audience. Mrs. 
Lewis Chase and your humble servant 
figve been engaged for an indefinite 
time to act as message bearers. Gur 
meetings are well attended, and

St. 
re- 

thls 
his

tainted enough wl(li orthodoxy to will give a reception in honor of the 
like chicken, and thé trimmings, At- new President of tho National Spirit- 
ter luncheon games, singing and danc- ualjsts’ Association-, our beloved 
ing for the mery-go-round people. I brother, Dr. George B. Warne, on Sat- 
Mlss'Hella Berg, from Canton, Ohio, urday evening, November .9, at their 
entertained us with fine music and hall, 70 East Adams street, Invl- 
dancing. ' tatlon is hereby extended to all who

Mrs. F. V. Jackson writes: "I am feel .interestedjn. thls important occa- 
serving the First Society of Houston ®Jon
-Spiritualists. I would like to make «es that have ^ee^prepared by the 
engagements for the winter months, .ad eP; w?° pa nB ln •
and also for camp work. Terms 
reasonable. Address me at Hotel
Houston Texas'^ “’ of oùÎ ^el^-eltïien

id m n ’ u , n position in the ranhsAda M. Came writes from Cam- and the occasion will  
bridge, Mass.: “The Cambridge Spir- note and Interest to all 
itua] Industrial Society held its reg- . •
ular meeting Friday, October 26. „ Mrs. Dr. Dobson Barker writes 
Mrs. Anna Chapman was speaker and 
message bearer, and proved herself San Joa.e’ i
fully equal to the occasion. Novem- ^ua' Helpers and Sunset Lyceu , 
ber 8 a sale will be held. Doors open ^oth auxiliary Societies of the F. S. U., 
at 2:30 p. m. Mediums will be pres- have just closed a three days mass 
ent to give readings.- The public meeting under the. management o 
supper will be given at 6:3.0 p. mr, ^rthu,rr S’raH°ne’state 
and a prize will be drawn on the ad- Mr®' JJ- B'
mission tickets.” ■ and Missionary, both of Los Angeles.

Rev. J. H. Demby, pastor, writes: “Me
hlidB ^eBresBlve Spiritual Church cause In our ,oljy add eisewhere. Wo 
«!>dqS vtB Berv ceB ev®ry Slin?ay„ at held three sessions each day during 
™niT t £ a our convention, which were well at- 
m. Special services will be held Sun- tended Sunday evening the large 
day, November 10, at which time haU waB fuU-t0. oierflOwing. The 
there will be a program consisting of pregg of the clly gave a very favorable 
a poem by Dr. T. WHltins, secretary report showing us all the courtesy we 
of tlie State Assoc ation. an address agk- The Times, of the city, 
Ky ^?eOr.Ec ‘The mass mating now being
the National Spiritualists Association J In Halljs : Hail, under the aus-
and Illinois State Association;also a njCea of the I local .Spiritualist socle
paper will be read on Spiritualism by £eg of San Jo86 the California 
Mr. B, B. Johnson. There will be state Spiritualist Association haVb 
music, vocal and instrumental, and been weU attended. ¿ The reception to 
fine service of song, and readings will the-State President; Arthur S. Howe, 
heaven by some of our prominent a*d his wife-on ' Friday evening was 
mediums. All persons interested are a mogt enjoyable affair in spite of the 
cordially invited. stormy, weather. Musical selections
_ Dr. J. A. Briggs writes: “Mrs. by the famous Gibson orchestra were 

Spalding, inspirational enthusiastically received and en-

Everyone who 
at heart seems 
this promotion 
to the highest 
of Spiritualism, 
be made one of

Frances
farewell sermon. I never heard such 
words fall from- anyone’s lips. Spir
itualism! —Why, Miss Harlow, with 
all of her grand eloquence (and we 
love her) could not have portrayed 
our belief more than he did. I say 
“Hosanna,” when a Methodist minis
ter can stand before his congregation 
and state to his people that he will 
shake the dust from his sandals, and 
seek newer and broader fields "Of 
labor.”

Mrs. May A. Price writes: “Will 
you kindly let me ask, through your 
paper for phenomenal experiences 
from the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. I find truth appeals to dif
ferent people in different ways. Many 
will read a story in, a secular paper, 
who never read Spiritual literature. 
I am writing short stories for'secular 
papers, illustrating spiritual phenom
ena in fiction. Editors are pleased 
to get them. - Facts and fiction go 
hand in hand, seeds of thought are 
sown and some will fall on fertile'soil 
and lead to greater knowledge. If 
you have had a peculiar experience, or 
can tell one that has come to some 
one else, please write it out and send 
it to me anfl I will weave it into a 
story. It may be just what some one 
needs to help them, yet can only get 
the needed help that way. We can 
all become missionaries. Address me 
at No. 234 First street S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.” .

Mrs. M. L. S. Chase of West Pull
man, reports excellent success of the 
Spiritual .Culture Society at-Block’s 
Hall, 116th st and Michigan avenue. 
Sunday eVenlng_.there was a --large 
and appreciative audience to enjoy 
the very able platform workers. . Dr, 
C. A. Burgess of 64 Pearce st., gavve

meeting with great success. We ex
pect to be favored during the month 
pf December by having Brother' and 
Sister Sprague with us.”

Mrs. Hattie G. Webster writes from 
Columbus, Ohio: “The West Side 
Spiritual Church, McDowell street, 
near State street, has been holding 
large and enthusiastic meetings every 
Sunday evening. Mrs. Edith Mc- 
Crosson, of 1469 N. High street has 
been our lecturer and message bear
er for the past month, and has served 
us well, with the help of her angelic 
forces. As lecturer she grows bet
ter all the time, and- as message bear
er she has few equals and no superi
or in-our city. We are very fortun- 

. ate in having this fine appearing little 
lady as, a member of our. church, 

’ Our society was never more prosper- 
■ ■ ous- than at present. . We'fiad- a HaH 

■ loween Social, -October :29,’ and - rep- 
- - resented, "Ye Olden ■ Times" - In eos- 

- tume. Singing; recitations, and lunch.;

speaker and test medium of Norwich, dorsed. The vocal selections by So- 
Conn, during the month of October, prano Vocalist Mrs. Bock and Mrs. 
has served the First Spiritualist Cromatarle were also well received, 
Church of McKeesport, and Ladies’ as Was the bass- solo by Mr. Howe.

Kate M. Ham, Haverhill, Mass.; May, 
Prof. Macurda, Lynn, .Mass."

C. Hand, secretary, writes from St. j 
Louis, Mo.: “As our leader, Laura M. ( 
Jones, has returned, we have started ( 
in our winter’s work with an earnest
ness, and her lecture Sunday after- . 
noon was an Indication of what will , 
follow. We predict much success for 
the Third Spiritual Society of St. 
Louis. An invitation is extended to 
all visiting St. Louis to make them
selves at home with usv

Oscar A. Edgerly writes from Co
lumbus; O.: “On Sunday, October 27, 
I concluded my first month of a three- 
months’ engagement with the .First 
Spiritualist Church (corner Fourth 
and State sfreets), Columbus, Ohio. 
The attendance has been good, I find 
my audiences In this city composed 
of a class of people who appreciate 
scientific and intellectual discourses. 
The church building In which our 
meeting^ are held would bo a credit 
to any denomination, I think this1 
society can well be proud of owning- 
such a building. The success of my 
efforts here are largely due to the 
unselfish and untiring co-operation of 
a faithful few, prominent among the 
number being Mr. Joseph Slater, Mr. 
John Arras, Mr. Parsons, and Mrs. 
and Mr. Salley. Miss Elizabeth Har
low is also serving a society in this 

। city, which gives me the opportunity 
of much pleasant fraternizing with 
her, which I greatly enjoy. I always 
take a deep interest in her work, and 
I feel that she does in mine. I at
tended the N. S. A. convention in 
Washington, D. C. , I think thqt it 
was.the.most practical and efficient 
ever'held-by the N. S. A. One of 
Its features that I thoroughly enjoyed 
was the report from The Hague Peace 
Conference, as given by Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond. To me her report 
was Intensely Interesting and wonder
fully comprehensive. I think we Spir
itualists of America were greatly 
blessed in having such a capable rep
resentative at that great convention. 
Address, until January 1, 1899, Room 
28, Norwich Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.”

Mrs. Emma Snow Hoyt, secretary 
of the Michigan State Spiritualist As
sociation, writes: "Once more I will 
ask you to favor me by inserting the 
following in your most valuable 
paper, which is a constant caller at 
our home, 64 Division street, South 
Battle Creek, Mich: As the constitu
tion and by-laws of the Michigan 

.State Spiritualist Association were 
amended at the last convention, and 
consequently have to be reprinted, we 
will- include names of all ordained 
speakers—that is, those ordained by 
the Association; also chartered socie
ties; and also a list under the head 
of "Resident Workers”—those In 
Michigan capable of attending wed
dings, funerals and lecture calls; will 
those wishing to be represented-In the 
above list kindly forward name and 
address, plainly written, to me at 
once, and oblige, Mrs. Emma Snow 
Hoyt, secretary.”

Mrs, H. L. Bigelow writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Our rainy season set in 
in earnest on the 26th ult. On the 
same day the first session of mass 
meeting of Spiritualists of California 
was held in this place by the State 
Spiritualist officers. The meeting con
tinued until Sunday evening the 27th 

' Inst. Unabated interest and good at- 
■ tendance at all sessions. Further re

port will be forwarded to The Pro
gressive Thinker.”

Meeting nt Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tn "Evu Send your tame nrÿ aAlfea lor 
our $1.00 UcaUaeol. ike giexl- i 
cri cuic in iho. world lor Ec-/ 
zoic» and all Skin and Scalp Æ

The M. S. S. A. held a very delight-b3S KadSl.O 
ful as well as profitable meeting in K" 
Grand Rapids, October 26 and 27, un-^?—■ “ — 
der. the auspices of the Psychical
Research Society. The meeting was 
a success, both socially and finan
cially. .. •

Opening Saturday evening, at 7:30: 
Address of Welcome, Dr. J. 0. Bat- 
dorf; -response, J. C. Andre, State 
President; addresses, Dr. Edson Titus 
¿nd E. W. Sprague; messages, Mrs. 
Carpenter, Mrs. Fuller, Mrs. Sprague.

Sunday, 10:30: Conference led by 
Dr. Spinney.

Sunday, 2:30: Addresses, Dr. Spin
ney and Mrs. Jennie Martin; solo, 
Mrs. Emma Hoyt; messages, Mrs.
Carpenter and Mrs. Belle Fuller. 

Sunday, 7:30: Addresses by
Carpenter and E. W. Sprague;.

Mrs.
vuipuuiv, „mu u. ■ mes
sages by Mrs. Carpenter and Mrs.
Sprague..

It was a spiritual feast from start
to finish; every speaker being in the 
best of condition and spirits, and 
Grand Rapids people are to be con
gratulated on their generous hospi
tality, for every one was made to feel 
comfortable and nothing was left un
done by them. Some strong pleas 
were made for honest mediums, and 
in defense of wronged 'mediums, 
which were heartily encored, and 
showed the kindly feeling between all 
workers present, and sympathy for 
those wronged by unreliable and igno
rant people. Every lecture presented
was a strong one. 
took for his subject,

Co., 10$ PLUlip» Clock. Dey BehMS Í*.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
THIS ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 

Manual at Spiritual Science and PHI- 
osophy. Price, «X-¡Si poetase, 10 cia. 

THE EVOLUTION OF -THE GOD and 
pbclet Ideas. Price, (1.33] poetase 
10 renta.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE
THE LYCEUM GUIDE. :

For the use ot Societies, Lyceum«, 
Sunday Schools and the Home. A man
ual at physical, intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection ot 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Response», 
Funeral Services, Programs for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Rules, Instructions, for 
organizing and conducting Lyceums,, in
structions In Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band of'Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be' organ
ized and conducted without other assist- 
.ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.

from soul to soul.
Contains One hundred and twenty pt 

the author's best poems, embracing a 
wide range of subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet^ 
Ie, humorous and descriptive. They are 

i admirably adapted for recitations. Ths

reason together.” It was a masterly 
effort.

The message bearers simply outdid 
themselves, every message being 
recognized.

I wish to extend to the Psychical 
Research Society the heartfelt thanks 
of the M. S. S. A. for all courtesies 
extended, especially for the serving of

i? wr »oupiea zor recnaiion». wi
L. W. Sprague I book also contains live songs, with mi 

^Collie let US hv th« omlnont mmnnaAr T#™«« i
--------------------- - „. - with mu- 

alc by the eminent composer, James Q. 
Clark. 260 pages, beautiful)» bound, 
Portrait of author. Price |1.0t>, post
paid.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER 
OFFERINGS.

THls volume is dedicated: “To thos« 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land ot Souls this handful
of Asphodels, mixed with common flow- 

I era Is offered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta- 
lion on the iourney thither." It con-a bountiful supper Sunday evening, ! tains one hundred and thirty-nine po

und their kind hospitality extended to a ?.art oi lh.!,, i a zu x n .i j latter by Clair Tuttle, in her most all menibors of the State Board and charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
visitors; to all speakers, mediums and Illustrations, among which are llkeness- 

. es of tho author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound In blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 11.00. prepaid.

workers who assisted in the meeting
and helped to make it the glorious
success it was; to all friends who 
assisted financially, may they live to 
see the rewards of their efforts.

It is the intention of the M. S. S. A. 
to hold these mass meetings often, to 
arouse interest through the State, and 
call 1907 the banner year of State 
work done.

The State Association has accepted 
an invitation from Detroit, and ex
pects to hold a mass meeting there 
the first part of November. Any so
ciety which thinks the M. S. S. A. 
could arouse interest and help it 
grow, and will write the secretary, we 
will be glad to hold a mass meeting 
for it, and furnish good speakers and 
message bearers.

Once more we extend our sincere 
thanks to the Psychical Research So
ciety and the friends in Grand Rapids, 
and all who- assisted.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
Secretary M. S. S. A.

Battle Creek','. Mich.

A CORRECTION.

’ q

fl

1

Aid. She is à forcible and pleasing short speeches by President Howe, 
speaker, taking her subject from the Mrs. Howe, John Harker, Job. Mur- 
audience. Her message -work was ray( Dr. George Bailey and Mr. Le- 
very satisfactory In bringing com- may Of Los Gatos, were marked with 
fort'and consolation to many.” applause and interest. The sesslôns - - - -........................- - 1 _ . —.. attended.Frank T. Ripley has the Sundays on Saturday were ■well
of February, March and April open The morning meeting was 
for engagements to lecture and give conference on the subject 
messages. Address all letters to him uallsm. Beside the State

C. L. Hatch writes from 9, Apple
street, Appleton Hall, Boston,!Mass.: 
“The First Spiritualist Ladies’ Aid 

■ 'Society- met as usual, with the presi
dent, Mrs. E. A. Allbe, in the chair. 
The business meeting was held at 6

a general 
of Spirit
president 
The vice-in care of General Delivery, Cleve- and wife of Los'Angeles.

land, Ohio. . president, Mrs. Salome Cowell of
The Fraternal Daughters held their Oakland was present. Visitors are 

weekly meeting October 30, in. Atlas present from San,Francisco, Oakland, 
Hall. The' afternoon was givein Santa Cruz and. Mountain View. Spe- 
over to readings, and in the evening cial Lyceum session on Sunday at 10. 
.we had our ghost party,-as announced a. m. Lecture and messages by the 
previously. The Hall was decorated -well known and able workers, who 
properly, and when It came time to will take part in. the afternoon .and 
turn down the lights the ghosts ap- evening sessions.. All are cordially 
peared in goodly numbers, and looked welcomed'. Special musical program, 
so real that it made the nervous ones including the GilJBon Orchestra, which 
think of looking for their hats and will be present at each session.’ ’’

a good talk on organization. Dr. Wil
kins,. 40 Loomis street, spoke sub
stantially on the same subject and 
read a poem as an invocation at the 
opening of the meeting. Mrs. J. L. 
Longstaff, Mrs. Barbara Hilbert, Mrs. 
Harpep and Gustav Tampel gave mes-. 
sages of love from the other side of 
lifer After the meeting luncheon 
was served In tha^ijte-rooms and ar
rangements made for next meeting, at 
which Nora E. HUI will preside as 
lecturer and message bearer.”

Gebrge 'H. ■ Brooks spoke Bunday 
evening, October 20, in Meadville, 
Pa., to a large audience. He Is to. 
.speak there.again on the 27th; then, 
he goes to Pittsburg, Pa., to fill a ten-' 
months engagement with the First 
Church of Spiritualists. Address 

-while there will, be 206 Bouquet st. 
He will respond td calls for funerals 
also. All mail and telegrams should 
be sent’to the above address.

J. Goodwin writes from Hamilton, 
Canada: “We are on the onward.move 
here.» There are many people" >vho 
are inquiring. after truth, the truth 
that-makes them free. 'Mrs. F. Spald
ing of. Norwich, .Conn.; served the so
ciety for September. -We enjoyed her 
lectures very much, also the messages. 
Mrs. Griffen of York, Eng., Is serv- 

•infe 'ili for October. ; She Is a'very in
teresting- lecturer and- Inxerests the

■ people very much.- What vy.e need is 
more earnest workers in thb lleld.

wraps; even his Satafiic Majesty was w F gollUmacher writes: "The 
there, as large as life, and as natural ch ' h 'of the Students of Nature at 
looking as ever he ' was painted. “ Buren Opera House, had a~targe 
Our meeting came to a close with . lntelUgent audience. After the 
games, and a real Halloween supper, “ llfUne d|8Course of the pastor, 
which was enjoyed by the largest BrOther e B»“ks eave tests' Sls" 
number of young people who have I . Schumacher gave the flower read- 
met with us this season, and the [ £ An were appreciated. and rec- 
meeting was one of the most success- . We hope t0 see all those 
ful every way-that the Fraternal mediums each Sunday at 7:30
Daughters ever had. Our next meet- h »
Ing is'November 6, 2:30 p. m„ 406 at our nau- phI1nOcden avenue. Correspondent , writes. ‘The Phlla-

Ferd C. Suhrer writes:'“Vice-Presl- deíphjá, Society o£n
dent, A. W. èloom of the Fraternal opened -the fall j“1?, V^nk 
Order of Spiritualists gave us-a brief, day in ä®Ptanlber>she te 
but helpful talk on Sunday afternoon,. Luce aa B»eaker a^“*^ if-vPrv 
October 27. It Is gratifying to see A local medium ^hose work is v^^ 
bo'many bringing their sealed letters ! creditable. FollowL g ' Professor 
to get readings from, and a pleasant | first.Sündig
sight to witness the consolation af-I Macurda of Lynn, Ma . t
forded the bereaved 1>y receiving a Ms Afst engagement with th s 
communication from some loved one and he was greeted wl u l g d 
passed to the otheAjdde. There is intellectual audience. A first .“M 
one important feature connected with week- meeting was field at he 
our services, about which nothing has Thursday ®venln8'.ific.1 . '
yet been .mentioned in. The Progress- Ma«"rtó was wwt^ by a large and 
Ive Thinker, -and that is our Flower appreciative au^iençe. His work was 
Fund. For those who wish to have of a^ different Dha^.lhan evey e- 
a flower or two purchased in memory, fore
of some loved oner there IB à recepta-1 dience, £7
cle at the'entrance Tn which - they -with demonsti^ n,

•may'deposit a few cents for that pur- MrR°Har^posé, and at thé conclusion'of. the A-Chlldren s L^eu^.^
services the bouquet is either given to. I shope as condgCtor^ld its first^ses 
some sick member, or .taken to onejpf sion Oçtober ff,„ R wps well atte ded 
the h'ósiiltals. 'Imagine,' if; yóuvcan, and a marked.Âterèpt is fieing mani- 
the wonderful-'eloquence tof these Bl- tested

•lent -messengers, as by their beauty the Airectipn ¿tone bf lfie ^ 
and fragrance they convey to the suf-, dies of th®¿ywfeb£ 
ferer the thought that they are not is being
forgotten. We are pleased to -make Pjäyed ’Mer fMftte benefit of the ly 
the acquaintance of the new mediums ceurn. Each StodaY a nice musical 
nearly every Sunday, some of whom program Is rendered-hy Mr. and Mrs. 
preside over th different circles. Our Harry Shope. There is a ^£5 
supper committee is showing improve- movement on fodt among the 
ment under the, changed plans, which of the society 'td^ purchase a building 
is duly appreciated. The song ser- on one of the principal streets, and 
vice at 6:30 is also receiving more convert; it into stores on the .first 
'support, and Mr. Hadley Is leading in floor, and using the second story for 
thé right direction. More male voie- | an audience room; ‘the third story to 
es aré needed, and we ask your. help.
Mrs. Frances E. Finch of Evanston,

be uséd for rooms' to entertain speak- 
’ers in. At the recent convention of

contributed largely to the enjoyment 
■'of "those present nt the concert, by 
reading an original poem. ; Miss 
Clara Sommers • favored us with a 
reading, and received a hearty en- 
cord. Miss Johnson, our soloist, 1b

the N. S.-A„ Mr. Harry Shope repre.- 
sented the society as a, delegate. 
Professor Macurda’s work pleased the 
society so much that he was engaged 
for the only .month remaining, that of 
May, 1908. Thq.speakers for the bal-

p. m. The meeting in the evening 
was very Interesting, many speakers 
being present; among these were Dr. 
Stiles, Mrs. Waterhouse, Mrs. Mason, 
sir. Sampson, Mr. Bakstram, and oth
ers. Preparations are being pushed 
for the golden jubilee, on the after
noon and evening of November 16. 
The best of talent will be present on 
this' occasion. AU are invited to be 
present. Reception from 3 to 6:30 
p. m. Grand celebration in the even
ing—all .free.” . ,

Hattie F. R. Peet, secretary.writes: 
“The ladies of the'Illinois Sunflower 
Club are busy with preparations for 
their approaching - bazaar, which is 
to be held at Jefferson Hall, No. 70 
Adams street, on Saturday afternoon 
and evening, November 30. The 
following committee is appointed to 
serve at the bazaar, and contribu
tions to the different'booths are so
licited from our friends and patrons: 
Mrs. Isa Cross, general manager; 
Mrs. A. W. Bloom, on supper; Mrs. 
E. J. Bloom and Mrs. Myer, on ap
rons; Mrs. Nash, on handkerchiefs; 
Mrs"? J. W. Howes, chairman Psychic 
Committee;. Mrs. B. Hilbert country 
grocery store; Mrs. Keller, on candy; 
Mrs. Goodrich, toilet articles and cos
metics; Mrs. Kirchner, on dolls. 
Other booths will be added. A fine 
supper'will fie served at 6 o’clock. 
Come and bring your friends. 
Friends will please send their co«- 
tributions . to the. bazaar to No. 40 
Loomis street, care of Mrs. J. R. 
Francis^ President.”

Correspondent writes: “The meet
ing, Sunday evening, November,^, of 
the Society of the Psychic Forces (Mr. 
and Mrs Cleveland managers) ,was 
well attended bÿ à deeply interested 
audience both in the short address 
by Dr. T. Wilkins, and thé messages 
by End! Heyman and Mrs. Cleveland; 
Thip Is a splendid meeting at which 
to find good message work and educa- 
tïvéTectures.'/. Thé : enthusiasm is 
•good and 'much -interest is being 
awakened upon the minds of skep
tics. ' They hold regular Services .at 
Wilcox Htdl, 361 B. 43rd street, each 
Sunday. evening,- beginning at 8“ 

.o’clock.” '
• Hattie G. Webster writes from Co
lumbus, Ohio: “The West Side Spir
itual Church Is noted for large gather
ings on any occasion, religious or b«- 
cial, and Monday evening was-'no ex
ception to*the rule. -The -member» 
and friends turned out .en masse to 
qelebrateTn'‘ye olden time fashion In- 
costume,-music, etc., Halloween1: It 
was a most joyous occasion. Our 
socials are an important factor in our 
organization, and a- very . profitable 
feature, 'giving ms a chance -to meet 
with’ the general public and gain 
their good iWHl and confidence. The 
social netted us twenty-one dollars, 
and five cents. We are now-able to 
lift’.one of the one-hundred-dollar 
notes, leaving no in debt on our

afe

A5GKLL P1UZ1£-CONT1£ST IIECITA^ 
T1ONS.

To Advance Humane Education.—For 
use In entertainments managed by So« 
cletles, Lyceums, bands of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong,, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this: Some large church 
or public hall is secured; several socie
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for- the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens act as the 
committee of award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 25 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights/).
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SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They miist be brief 
w ----——

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services In Hall

From the Secretary of the Michigan 
State Spiritualist Association.

Under date of October 12, you pub
lished a letter from H. L. Chapman of 
Marcellus, Mich., in which he states 
he had been informed by Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, that I, the secretary of the 
M. S. S. A., had informed him (Dr. | 
Warne) that we, the M. S. S. A., 
would, or rather had repudiated our 
agreement with the N. S. A., in re
gard to the Goff Will Case.

I wish to state most emphatically 
that such is not the case. I have 
never made any such statement, and 
Dr. Warne surely could not have in
formed Mr. C. of any such thing. I 
have all correspondence with Dr. 
Warne in'the copy book, and I fail to 
find where I made such statement. 
We, the M. S. S. A., intend to stand 
by our-agreement, or rather an agree
ment made by a former board, to a 
letter, but want a little time to look 
up a few Items that seem hard to find 
record of. ■

Mr. Chapman also says, to send 
money for the Goff defense to him, re
gardless of the M. S. S. A. I his cer
tainly looks bad for the honesty of 
the M. S. S. A. ' However, all friends 
who feel disposed to help in the Goff 
Will Case can forward all money to 
the secretary, and I assure you it will 
not only be thankfully received, but 
used for just what it is sent for, and 
placed on record correctly, as Mr. 
Chapman has no authority to accept 
money for the M. S. S. A.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT.
Secretary Michigan State Spiritualist 

Association, 64 Division St., So., 
Battle Creek, Mich. -

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

309 Masonic Temple at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Rich
mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church ot the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

Central Spiritual Church holds ser
vice, Trimble Hall, 1 977 West Madi
son street, near 40 th avenue, com
mencing at 7 o’clock, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Students of Nature, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van 
Buren Opera House, corner Madison 
street and California avenue. Service 
at 7:30 p. in.

First Church Psychical Research 
meets in Kenwood Hall, 4308-10 Cot- - 
tage Grove avenue; meetings every 
Sunday from 3 to 10 p. m. Dr.

[Obituaries to the extent ot 
Unes only will be inserted free, 
in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

ten 
All

..Passed to spirit life, October 26, 
Miss Lilian Borgerman, aged twenty- 
one years. Hers was a beautiful life, 
refined and gentle. She was a sreat 
lover of music and- flowers. That 
dread disease consumption, or the 
white plague, fastened UP01} her 
about one year ago, since which time 
she had been a great sufferer. Fu
neral was held at the home of her 
father. A largo number of sympa
thizing friends were present. Servic
es conducted by I. W. Pope,

Schaeffer, president,, 2003 Indiana 
avenue.

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 6; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m„ at But
ler's Hall, 67 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence' 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3614 Vincenpes Avenue. 3 b. m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

The First Spiritual Temple, New 
Grove Club Hall, 40 East 31st st., 
meets every Sunday night at 8 p. m. 
Messages for all. All welcome.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall, 756 E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J.'H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
.also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320. 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

. The New Life. This hook deals 
With the principles and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates of infl-; 
nite creative power, and put him Into 
conscious possession of ids birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Price, 
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 60 cents.

Mr. Berrter-has long made a study 
of magnetism and the occult power of 
mankind. His books'are well worth 
attention and study.

The Power of Self-Formation, De
voted to the science of Human Culture, 
teaching us how to think so we can 
control our thought. • Price Cloth, 8 0 
cents; paper, 60 cents. - < <

"Handy Electrical Dictionary?’ A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical terms or phrase. Price,.35cts.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a lellglon which all may ad
miré and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present, pajntily printed and 
bound, In a case. Price 60 cents.

THUMBSCREW ÍND RA0K1
Torture ituplomonts employed in tho IE th »SA . 

Hth.oenivii.cs Ibr the promulgation ol Chris- v 
tlanlty. with pi,storiai Illustrations. -By Georg« 
B.Macdosat Price. 10cents.
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Commonly called Um "ir -j.
¿oran of Muluunmed.’1 ,
Tho standard Arabian nt - - i re.il. ■« M •' P
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Analysis and Synthesis

' This department is under the man
agement ot

k HUDSON SUTTEE.
: Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes tn0r®" 
by assertive, which of all things le t 
be deprecated. Correspondents often 
weary with waiting for the nppeai' 
•ance of their questions and writejet
tera ot Inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is always several weeks ahead P 
space given, and hence there is una 
voidable delay. Every-one has jo 
wait his time and place, and all are 
treated witfi equal favor. \

NOTICE.—No attention Will oe 
given anonymous letters. Full nam 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. If the re
quest be made the name Will pot 
published. The correspondence 
this department hasjjecome excessive 
ly large, especially letters,ot inqu y 
requesting .private answers, and ’»nue 
I freely give whatever information x 
am able, the ordinarycourlesy or 
correspondents is expected. _

HUDSON TUTrLM-

The Proper Way to 'Thoroughly Study a Materi
al Thing, as Well as a Proposition.

CHEERING^WORDS.
i-ja.

—nrr'wlAs They Emanate,,Jiomj Mv. Grim- 
sliaw, Touching the N, $•. A.

ConveRtlOiLÍ'-1'

SIGNfa ALONG ' THE WAY.

As Observed by Mrs. Elizabeth Hur- 
, low. / k-

Once more I am back in Columbus,.; 
Ohio, with my people, and we are all : 
"hard at work. AB I look back over

VftUUftBLE. LIBRftRYj 
...OF...

' ■ John Whitworth requests an ex
planation of the following,' which 
really explains itself, and we present 
It as reported for the readers to an
swer:

z “On returning last Tuesday from 
an evening visit, my wife was startled 
by finding that she had lost her coral 
pin. Her daughter told her the next 
day that she would find it, and not 
to worry. This proved true, for last 
Friday evening we attended a public 
card party, and after we had been 
there an hour or so the chairman 
announced that a lady's breastpin had 
been found on the floor, and desired 
the owner to come for it. My wife 
at once recognized the pin as the 
one she had lost.”

Mr, Whitworth inclines to the be
lief in spirit interference, and it may 
be asked, by what other force could 
the feat be accomplished? The only 
other supposition is that the pin 
caught in the folds of her clothing 
and fell out after she had lafl aside 
her wraps. It is improbable, well 

-nigh impossible.

By analysis or« the separation into 
its component parts, the chemist sepa
rates a compound into distinct parts, 
and shows exactly what the substance 
is composed of. Not only does he 
show what it is composed of, but he 
is also able to show the' amount and 
arrangement of each element that en
ters into'the compound as well as the 
conditions under which the union oc
curs. -

By -analysis the expert assayer 
takes a crude, yough-lpoking ore and 
separates it into..its component parts, 
and shows exactly the kind, amount 
and quality of each njetal that it 
contains.

By synthesis, or' the putting to
gether of elementary substances, the 
chemist Is able, to construct a com
pound that cannot be distinguished 
from an original substance,

It was thought, however, that 
there were substances that only Na
ture could produce by organic growth, 
and therefore many substances were 

-called organic. JThus it was thought 
that urea was an organic product that 
could only'come fronrthe retrograde 
metamorphosis or the breaking down 
of living tissues; but in 1857 Wohler 
demonstrated that urea could be built 
up by chemicals^ and later on it wa§. 
discovered that practically all the 
compounds of caption could be manu
factured in the laboratory; hence to
day the term “organic chemistry" is 
a misnomer, and practically so recog
nized by the chemist. J
- What is true of .chemistry must 
also sooner or later enter into the 
religio-philosophlcal life: ;

For a long time, and to a large ex
tent it is yet believed by the greaz 
mass of the people, that a so-called 
miracle, or wonder, or apparent un
natural manifestation that- could not. 
be explained from any known, laws, 
was tpo complex for any laws to apply

that within the past few years every 
scientist in Europe has turned preach
er; 'no _wonder that materialistic 
Lombroso had to change his mind and 
become a Spiritualist.

Truly, the more the thinking Indi-, 
vidual sees of the former cause of 
religious outbursts, the more truly 
he becomes religious; only he strips 
It of all its superstition and places it 
where it rightly belongs: among, the 
sciences that are, controlled by true 
and just laws, that If broken bring 
their own penalty.

Not only the wonders of 'these, as 
yet, unknown laws lift him up, but 
the fact that he is directly concerned 
with those laws, makes him at once 
studious and deeply religious, and he 
reasons thill if he has within him a 
personality that survives the death of 
the body, that there must be reason 
for that personality to have.posses
sion, for a time, of this ’ body, and 
that perhaps the longer he stays in 
the body the better it is for his future 
development, apd the analogy that 
the PPPle which hangs on’the tree un
til it is r|pe has the best, aroma, flavor 
and color and is the moat luclous,

To the Editor:—Now— that I am 
no longer a “bloated” officeholder, 
but a mere laymaxfjxl • cliff with pro
priety respond to your kindly invi
tation to give my impressions of the
late convention. .Hl

The personnel of-the convention 
was very gratifying. ..1 dtyjbt whether 
a more representative Ijedy of Spir
itualists ever assembled than that 
which met in Washington during the 
late convention; but to be candid, 
I must confess that qs legislative bod
ies our conventions are a total fail
ure; the work done’is not commen
surate with the time and money ex- ‘ 
pended In coming together.

On,my return home, an old vete
ran "asked me what we had done, 
and I, without giving th,e mater much 
thought, responded: ph! we did 
some good work.' Wo elected a new i 
Board; perhaps that was an insplra-' 
tion. for one delegate remarked that 
one of the great needs lof our organi
zation was the injection if new warm 
blood |n the Board, and this operation 
was successfully performed before 
the close of the convention; there 
was so much new warm blood in evi
dence that the whole board was be-
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to it, and therefore1 it was 
duct of a deity.'

Recent investigations by 
men into the realm of the

the pro-

scientific 
so-called

E. W. Wissendanger:—Q. "To the 
question, ‘Why are there contradic
tions in communicatifs,’ which was 
felicitously answered In a late num
ber of The Progressive Thinker, I 
wish to add from my own exxperf- 
ence. Conditions may cause imper
fect answers, but there is more than 
this: tlffere fs a law-^-lt is the law 
of compensation, by which every de
tail of human conduct is squared and 
balanced, one against another. There 
will never be peace on earth or in 
heaven until this harmony is brought 
about l5y this balance of good and 

'bad deeds. If wo are false and un
true,- -the messages we receive show 
us the harm there is from departing 
from the truth, and that such will 
come to us until we have only the 
peace of perfect truthfulness our
selves."

A.—In other words this correspon
dent re-states the fundamental prin- 
pipk, that like attracts like, and car
ries tills to the extent of the claim 
that to those who are absolutely 
truthful and pure, nothing but truth 
and purity can come. Yet the story 
of the devil tempting by falsehood 
a Christ, illustrates how near the evil 
may approach and persuade the most 
righteous, and inculcates the more 
notable lesson, that if the pure soul 
receives, it receives such messages at 
their worth, and is not affected there
by.

G.W. Goodman:—-Q. “What is the 
meaning of the term ‘celibacy was 
one of the canonical vices,’ used by 
a writer in a recent number of The 
Progressive Thinker?”

A..—When the provision of the 
nunnery and convent is considered, 
and the ease with which a priest may 
Induce a woman moulded by super
stition and believing in the holy 
father, to renounce the world and 
give herself to Christ, it would seem 

1 the meaning of the term “canonical 
vice” should be transparent.

■ Through all the middle ages the 
-Vices of thé priesthood were almost 

Incredible, and although not sanc- 
i tioned by a council, they were, by 
\ tacit consent and understanding, and 
Xthus by the unwritten law “canon
ized," or made the rule of conduct.

f Against the horrible debauchery of 
(the priesthood there was no reproof, 
juntil the protestations of Luther. The' 
iwhole scheme of celibate priests, and 
nunneries^and convents—barred like 

. prisons against the entrance of any 
outsider but the priests—even against 
government Inspection—is vicious, 
and however veiled under religious 

■■pretense, shows with a clearness that 
. makes its object unmistakable.

miracles has shown, however, that 
by eliminating the element of super
stition and that natural credulity that 
surrounds all matters of this kind, 
there yet remains residual pheomena 
that cannot be Explained by any pres
ent known laws. They will as surely 
keep at trying to unravel this as they 
are now trying to, unravel many othe^ 
of Nature’s mysteries.

Nothing has ever occurred that can
not occur again under exactly similar 
conditions. The genuine -Spiritualis
tic phenomena of the Old Testament, 
and also that of the early Christian 
times, can be and are duplicated to
day, and here the trained mind Is 
now beginning to be attracted in try
ing to establish law and order out 
of chaos, bigotry and superstition.

. Why, then, do the Jews and Chris
tians make so much ado about what 
ancients had, and say nothing of the 
wonderful phenomena that we have 
here and now?

It is well know that legends and 
superstition hang a halo around times 
and places that make them an object 
of veneration and fear; but barring 
all this, there is yet the effect of 
environment to be taken into con
sideration. Thus the effect on the 
Jews and early Christians of the envi
ronments of the Greeks, Romans and 
Egyptians, must be taken into con
sideration. It is well known that 
these nations personified every force 
of Nature, and attributed God-given 
qualities to them, and as the Jews, 
through encouraging the office of 
prophet, had the Spiritualistic phe
nomena well developed, it Is but right 
to think that they personified it and 
called it God. Rightly they claimed 
for their supreme deity powers far 
superior to the other nations’ Gods.

Thus by a process of analysis, or 
investigation by the modern scientist, 
all the elements that enter Into the 
Jewish conception of a supreme de
ity are proved to exist to-day, and 
by the same process it Is proved, as 
well, that the phenomena personified 
and called Holy Spirit by the early 
Christians is exactly the counterpart 
of what we have to-day; only to-day 
we do not personify, and our environ
ment is that of critical investigation, 
so matter where the path .leads to.

By the process of synthesis the

R. S. Bell:—Q. “Walter A. Hall, 
president of the First Spiritual So
ciety of- Seattle, has evoked the ire 
of Rev. Matthews, of the Presbyterian 
church, by attempting to bring him 
out in a debate on Spiritualism. 
‘There will be no debate,’ he angrily 
exclaims. ‘I would not condescend 
to dignify any such discussion by the 
name of debate. ♦ * In this case 
there is nothing to argue about.’ To 
the claim that the foremost scientists 
believe in the manifestations, Rev. 
Matthews says: ‘That is a, mistake. 
* ♦ In a great majority of cases 
whore scientists have investigated the 
BOtcalled mediums, they have discov
ered them to he frauds.’ Is this 
true?"

promptp hinj, to take better care of ( 
the body, and he studies the needs , 
and usés of the same Instead of the 
abbses to which he has formerly , 
subjected it. This, then, becomes à ; 
social question, to him, for he will no 
lopger overwork to grab wealth; he 
will no longer dissipate his time in 
idleness and gluttony, nor destroy 
his body with alcohol and tobacco.

Well, then, can the trained m|nd 
continue to studw and classify these 
laws that surely control this wotf&er- 
ful phenomena?

Can the honest medium afford to 
help by aiding and encouraging in 
every way; although at times, it may 
be hard to be subjected to such severe 
■tests, but in the end only good will 
appear, and the dross (and tares, will 
disappear, and the true, honest me
dium will come , out with honor and 
glory to,the cause.

Th£/Spirltualist should encourage 
in every way possible the investiga
tion by thé trained minds of to-day 
of the phenomena that are so much 
ignored, for what is true must sooner 
or later be openly accepted by sci
ence, and the more the investigation 
the sooner it will be accepted.

The threshing and winnowing pro
cess may be severe at times, but in 
the end the wheat with its golden 
color and intrinsic value will shine 
the brighter.

Thus as the scientist analyzes more 
the phenomena, he will show the Jew 
as well as the Christian that the phe
nomena they worship Bo much are ex
istent to-day, and that it 1b the re’al 
basis of their religious ImpulseSr-and 
when they see this clearly, they ■frill 
meet you not as heretics or one that 
is doing an awful wrong by your be-, 
lief aqd knowledge, but they will 
meet you as a brother; for In all 
things to-day the people all over the 
world attach their faith and con-, 
vlctions to the Impartial work of the 
Bdentfet, whom théÿ bavé learned to ■ 
kpowand respect as an Impartial 
seeker after truth, regardless of for
mer convictions. i

The next thing that will be done 
In the evolution of the religious qués- 
tion, then, is to show^the Jew as well 
as the Christian that science is build-<• 
ing up for them that strong founda
tion that they so much need, while 
they, themselves, are worrying about 
the chafT that higher biblical criti- 
clsnj is brushing away. Perhaps sci
ence will show the Christian that the 
great law of love that Jesus so earr£ 
estly advocated Is a basic principle in 
the evolution of self. To show this 

1 properly under scientific conditions 
is equivalent to making a believer out 
of him, for all humanity to-day. is 

, respecting science and scientific meth- 
. ods. DANIEL S. HAGER, M. D.

Chicago, Ill.

scientist removes some of the halo 
and glitter of the phenomena of by
gone days and transfers them to our 
age so all the world can compare 
them here and now with what we 
have with our mediums to-day.

Truly the scientist stands with awe 
and wonder at the display of forces, 
as yet comparatively unknown to him, 
and frequently In apparent direct con
flict with those forces with which he 
is familiar. Indeed, if he were less 
of a scientist, and if he had other 
than a scientific environment, and if 
ho had more of the element of fear 
and superstition in him, and if he 
were living in the age with the 
psychological environment of personi
fying everything that he did not un
derstand existed, .no doubt he would 
also call it God; Instead, however, 
it opens out to his view a world as 
yet unexplored, and with true and 
sincere regard he stands amazed at 
the vista that opens up before him, 
and the effect is to make the hardest- 
hearted skeptic truly religious.

No wonder Sir Oliver Lodge stated

A.—About the antipode of truth. 
The names of scientific men, enough 
to fill half a column, might be given 
who have, investigated and ac
cepted the spiritual theory as the 
only adequate explanation. Sir Wil
liam Crookes, Alfred R. Wallace, 
Lombroso, Eichet, Prof, Hyslop, "Fred
erick Myers, assuredly are in-the van 
of progress. •/

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

spotted with it. Now we shall see 
what we shall see. .

This is' not intended as a knock 
against the new Board, for nearly 
all of theip are my personal friends, 
y/e. might have searched' the country 
over without finding a jnore able man 
to succeed Brother Barrett than my 
friend Dr. George B, Warne, We

NO COLOR LINE ABOUND 
THE-MANSION DOOR.

the summer and early fall’s work, 
I ask myself, “what are the hopeful 
signs, and have’ we gained ground?” 
I can truly say we have, and in the 
right direction.

There Is a strong and determined 
effort being put forth by the intelli
gent people in-our ranks for a clean, 
comprehensive system of work. This 

■fs our only safety. It has gotten so 
that. no médium of the phenomenal 
side is willing to go under test con
ditions, or at least those that have 
made the greatest sensation In the 
immediate past. The first mediums 
of Spiritualism all had to, and won, 
and I say they should now.

The /uediumship of early days was 
produced along very simple, and primi
tive lines, and these methods were 
the ones that established the Cause. 
But we have carelessly drifted away 
from the simplicity of- the spirit and 
its ways and haye been following the 
phosphorus paint and'trumpet blasts, 
that have ASSUMED to be the real 
article, until, when a genuine medium 
appears In the simple primitive way 

. of honesty and truth, we have turned 
up our nose, not realizing, that we 
were the fools. But in the last yeay 
the officers and best people have been 
waking up to these things as'never

know .that bo Ipng as he is at the 
helm the N. S. A. will stand for a 
clean, unadulterated'. Spiritualism, 
Brother Schlrm, too, ought to prove 
a tower of strength'with his earnest
ness and legal ability. Brother Kates 
is sure to make a good secretary, and 
with his good wife as social leader 
at headquarters, we.may expect to 
hear of great doings doWn on Penn
sylvania Avenue, The' convention 
Honored Itself by re-electing Brothers 
Stevens and Evans, and. our good Sis
ter Longley; the otheb members of 
the Board are all good people.

But to return to the convention. 
What was actually accomplished?

The first day was spent in the pre
liminary exercises, and the reading 
of the excellent but lengthy reports 
of our president and secretary. These 
reports,full of suggestions for the 
welfare' of our Cause, were, accord
ing to regular procedure, placed in 
the hands of committees to be pruned 
(Brother Barrett would say “emascu
lated.") and presented ip. more con
cise form. In due Bourse .these com
mittees made their > reports, ahd the 
convention accepted, most of their 
recommendations without, dissent or 
comment. q-.

The convention placed itself em
phatically on record as faYoring me-, 
dlumshlp qf every • reputable phase, ’ 
and as determined to wage relentless 
warfare against the- fakes who, like 
barnacles, have become .attached to 
the good ship of Spiritualism.

The convention manifested a splen
did spirit in its ready acceptance and 
hearty endorsement o£-:the revised 
Usages; Usages from .which much of 
the...dead matter of the:xJld.form has 
been eliminated; •>Usages - which,' if 
the N. S. A. Board Insist upon being 
lived up to, cannot fail to accomplish 
much good, in demanding a higher 
order of intelligence among our Or
dained Ministers, and limiting the 
endorsement of mediums to those 

■ who are worthy of recognition.
The work of raising an endowment 

fund for the N. S. A. met wjth hbarty 
endorsement, and I sincerely hope the 
example set by our good friends, Mr. 
and Mrs. Spnnders, of Ohio, will 
stimulate many others to give to this 
worthy fund, because it matters not 
who may be elected to office, without 
funds little can be accomplished. >

The lyceum work met with scant 
courtesy. The Spiritualists of this

Written For and Read to the Church 
Of Progressive Spiritualists (Col
ored), of Chicago, by the Author.

Some white folks are good Christians, 
and some colored folks as well,

But they each have lost their Devil 
and their brimstone fiery hell,

And no corner will be granted on re
ligion any more, 1

Nor do spirits draw the color line 
around the mansion door.

The modern Christian vanity just fits 
the modern creed,

Where religion builds big churches 
with, the money people need.

They can worship God in fashion and 
with diamonds covered o’er,

But they cannot draw the color line 
around the mansion door.

All the gaudiness and tinsel, all the 
steeples large and high, 

Cannot pave the way to heaven 
when a person comes to die.

All the pomp of human beings, who 
are selfish to the core,

Will not, cannot draw the color line 
around the mansion door.

All religions ever fostered or estab
lished on the earth,

Have been given through the beings' 
of a meek and lowly' birth, 

And no God of love can sanction, on 
that bright, celestial shore, 

And no Master draw the color line 
. around the mansion door. . ,.
Oft in dingy, lowly hovels are more 

Chrlst-llke Christians found
Than in palaces, and mansions on the 

. earthly plane abound, . ■
And while all allke are favoted With 

, .the -things for them in store, -
They'can -never draw the» color line 

around,the mansion door. * - 
DR. T. WILKINS. ,

SPIRITUflUSTlG UTERflTURÊ,
• JUST MOW TO WAKE THE SOLA* PLEXUS.—By Mrs; Towne. A book 

On concentration. Price, 26 cents.
KINGDOM OF LOVE, »nd Other Pp- 

emis.—By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price, 
51.UU. . -p

KORADINE.—A prophetic story. anA. 
a valuable book tor girls-to read. Writ
ten by Dr. Alice B. Stockhanrand Lida' 
Hood Talbot. Price, 51.00.x

LANGUAGE OF THE STARS.—This 
Important work is the-Jlrst practical ex
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces 
of Nature^—In relation to man—yet is
sued. Price, 60 cents.

LONGLEY’S CHOICE COLLECTION 
OF BEAUTIFUL SONG8.—Price, board 
covers. 50 cents; cloth, 76 cents.

LIFE AND MATTER.—An answer to 
-Haeckel’s “Riddle of the Universe.” By 
Sir Oliver Lodge, Price, 51; postage, 12^ 
cents ”

LIFE AND MJMINISCKNCES OF 
BOBERT G, INGERSOLL.—The work, is 
welt written by his life-long /friend 
Edward C. Smith. . Handsomely bound 
In cloth. Price, postpaid, 12^00.

before, and are making effort to steer 
the ship back to a wholesome course; 
and I hail it as a most glorious sign. 
The Progressive Thinker has stood 
like the North Star in this work, 
pointing us aright, while the unthink
ing and rascals have tried to annihi
late it by their abuses, BUT INSTEAD 
WE HAVE BEEN THEM FALL ONE 
BY ONE, WHILE IT IS SHINING 
BRIGHTER THAN EVER,

This fall I was in attendance at 
the Minnesota State Convention, and 
I want to say that this' Ib one of the 
banner States in our organized move
ment. I wish more of the States 
would adopt their methods and en
ergy. The State itself realizes and 
appreciates the efficient workers at 
its head, and have been unanimous 
in keeping them in their respective 
places. President Maxwell is a bun
dle of energy and determination. 
Vice-President Whitwell is a silent 
well from which can be drawn 
strength- and counsel at all times, 
and Secretary Irvine is a man thpt 
lets none of the details go wrong; 
and these officers that have been sev
eral times re-elected are well sus
tained by a board of trustees that are 
a credit to the work and State. All 
hail to Minnesota!

Our National Convention is now 
a thing of the past, and there were 
many vital changes made; yet I feel 
they are for the wellbeing and pro
gress ef the work. Each officer 
elected is a man or woman of ex
perience in our work, in some of its 
lines, and they are of ONE MIND: 
that we must bring our Cause to the 
standard of intelligence and honesty.

The whole convention was most 
earnest and interesting. All the dele
gates proved themselves there for

LIFE BEYOND pEATH.-riBefng a re
view ot the World’s Beliefs on/tne sub
ject a consideration of present condi
tions of thought and feeling, leading to

PSYCHIC LIGHT.—Continuity of Law 
and Life.—By Maud Lord Drake. This 
book is from the pen of an acknowl
edged leader in psychic philosophy aqd 
a successful demonstrator of Its phe.F 
nomena and one of the oldest advocates 
of New Thought and Higher Education. 
Cloth bound: crice, 51.o0.

PSYOHOMETliY.—Its Science and 
Lnw of Unfoldment.—By J, C. 1<. Grum- 
blne. Price, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.—Sec
ond paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads “Christianity is one thing for

• grown men. It is quite another thing 
For women and’ children. By Helen H. 
Gardner. Price, 10 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY AND ITS ANAL- 
YS1S,—Its Relation to Modern Astro- 
Physics.—By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, di
rector of Lowe Observatory. Contain
ing numerous illustrations and dia
grams. Price, 51.76.B RATIONAL MEMORY TRAINING.— 
By Rev. B. F. Austin. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION.—A course of lessons 
upon the “Inner Nature of the Self.” 
By Loraine Follett. Price. 50 cents.

RELATION OF THE SPIRITUAL TO 
THE MATERIAL UNIVERSE, and the 
Law of Control.—New edition, enlarged 
and revised and greatly improved. By 
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

REINCARNATION, or the Doctrine of 
the .Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and con 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen 
Densmore and J. Colville. Paper 
cover: price, 30 cents.

REINCARNATION.—By Walker and

bull of mqst helpful idc^8, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral de- •

WHiam George Jprdam Price, 50 cents. r
„ 'WIE life OF JESUS.—By Ernest! " 
Henan. Translated rrem the original 
1 cloth- t0P. ’6 cents.

THE LIFE KADIANT—For everyone 
H Jlie- „“y Llllan whit

ing. cloth binding, Price, il.oo.
TS,E VING DECALOGUE.—F«m SU 

mil to Zion.—By W. J. Colville. Price. 60 cents.
HYPOTHESIS OF “AyVRE.—Demonstrates the continuity 

of life and our environment of spiritual 
influences. Free from all theories' oC 
superstition. ByzProf. W. M. Lockwood. 
Price, 26 cents.

THE LOVER’S WORLDS—A Wheel of 
Life.—Treating on the subjects of love, 
marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice 
B. Stockham. “The Lover’s World, gar
nered sheaves from the wisdom of books 
and life's experiences, is now returned 
to the heart of humanity.” Price, elite 
cloth, »2.25.

THE MAJESTY OF CALMNESS.—Bh 
William George Jordan. Price, 80 cents, 

THE NEW LIFE.—By Leroy Bonier. 
Price, 60 cents.

THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
THE CONFESSIONAL,—This is a knost 
valuable book. It comes from an ex- 
priest, whoso character is above re
proach. By leather Chiniquy. Price. 
fl.00.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL.—Popu
lar sketches from the Old Testament 
History, than which no branqn of sci
ence in tiie l&.st generation, has under
gone fnore profound revolution. 
Cdrl Heinrich Cornell. Price, 25 cents.

THE RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO 
THE PHENOMENA OF LIFE.—Ideas of 
life scientifically expressed In contradis
tinction from the old theories. By

WORK, and much 
done.

I feel the signs 
hopeful or healthy.

GOOD work was

were never more 
We have a long

road yet to go to get everything where 
we want it, and there is much hard 
work to be done, but we have made 
a good beginning. Let us press for
ward to the end, without flinching. 
Every Spiritualist in America can do 
something to help It along. Let each 
of you feel yourself a committee of 
one to help do this. We need coun
sel, sympathy, MONEY and your en
dorsement.

From now until December 1 I will 
be here, 'for December and January 
I will be In Philadelphia and Pitts
burg; February back here for the 
rest of the season. My address is 
345 East Long St., Columbus, Ohio.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.

country are slow to Wake up to the 
necessity of doing something for the* 
children; some little "concessions were 
made and a Quarterly -Lesson Leaflet 
is to be published.

fhe foregoing'was practically all 
the business done at the late con
vention, if my memory serves me 
right, except talk; perhaps this inter
change, of ideas is a good thing; but 
I am inclined to believe with Brother 
Barrett, who-declared that the speak
ers' dodged the main issue. The ques
tion is, what can we do to strengthen 
our weak local societies? Spiritual
ism in the abstract is growing rap
idly, BUT ORGANICALLY IT IS ON 
the decline;.

What shall we do about it?
I believe much good might be ac

complished by the Board appointing 
a committee Who should make It its 
business during the year to get in 
touch with societies everywhere, and 
note the conditions ' favorable to 
success, and' the causes of failure. 
Let this committee be given all the 
support and informàtlon possible 
from headquarters, and then when 
It reports at the next convention'we 
shall have something definite to dis-1 
cuss. This same policy might be fol
lowed with regard _ to other vexed 
questions, and then "convert our con
ventions more into the form of con
sultative conferences.
"1 may be mistakeii in my Impres
sions and findings, bîit I present them 
for 'What they are -Wrml

^conclusion, let.'Se ¿aÿ I am just 
as loyal as ever to théjN. S. A. I 
ant optimistic as to .Its /future, as I 
believe the spirit wotld nas more to 
do with shaping its destiny than most 
of us are. aware, amr I mn convinced 
that eventually the w. S/A. will save 
our movement fronOts. present state 
of chaos, and place',i£ wflere it right-, 
folly , belongs: in thé'tordront of the 
world’s great rellgiduB;.mqvements.

Yourq for'trutS and-profcress, 
■ ‘ ~ .GRIMSHAW.

1536 Bacon St., Sr. XxjjUB, Mo.

TRENCHANT SUGGESTIONS

With Reference to Materialization 
Tests.

Wood.—Price, leatherette, 76 cents; pa
per, 60 cents.

RELIGIOUS AND .THEOLOGICAL 
WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE.—Here is 
a book that should be in the library of 
every Spiritualist and Freethinker in 
the land. Price, cloth, 51-00.

RELIGION.—A profound philosophical 
treatise on this world-wide subject of 
contention. It is a good book for stu
dents preparing for (lie spiritual ros
trum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth, 
|1.00; paper, 60 cents; postage 10 cents.

RIGHT LIVING.—Thfs book gives an 
admirable course of study in ethics, and 
supplies a long fell want of an ethical 
text-book adapted to the compiehen- 
slon of children. By Busan H. Wixon. 
Price, cloth, 51.00.

RIGHTS OF MAN.—Being an answer 
to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 
Revolution. By Thomas Paine. 27G 
pages. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 
cents. _RITUAL for Spiritual Service. Con
taining responsive readings, marriage 
and burial service, and poems for all 
occasions, price, paper cover, 20 cents.

ROMANCE of two worlds-By 
Marie Corelli. Price, 50 cents.

SCHOPENHAUER’S ESSAYS.—Trans
lated by T. B. Saunders. Price, 75 cents.

SCIENCE AND A FUTURE LIFE— 
By Prof. James H. Hyslop. Price, post- 
nald. 51.60.SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN.—By 
one of the scientific minds of The Pro
gressive Thinker corps of contributors. 
Rich with profound thought. By Chas. 
Dawbarn.. Price, 10 cents.

six Historic Americans—By
John E. Retnsburg. Price, 5126.

SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOK OF 
MOSES.—Translated from the ancient 
Hebrew. Price, yi.00.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, includlug Co
operative Systems nnd the HappineuM 
and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D. Price, paper, lb cents.

SOME GLIMPSES OF OCCULTISM. 
ANCIENT AND MODERN.—A series or 
lectures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, 
51.60.SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.—By Mattle 
E. Hull, containing 33 songs. Price, 10 
cents each, or 57.00 per hundred.

STARTLING DEEDS OF DARKNESS 
DISCLOSED, Relative to Auricular Con- 
fesMlou, and Its Relation to Sacerdotnl 
Celibacy, Convents, MonaNterien, Mor
ality, and Civil and Religious Liberty.— 
By Rev. J. G. White. Price, 75 cents.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELD 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.—How to inves
tigate, form circles and develop medi
umship. A tost of genuine mediumship. 
By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 76 
cents.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or 
“Lo Bona Sen«.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian

Kpirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 
cen Ls

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH_By, 
C. W. Leadbeater. Price. $1.50.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS. 
By Sara A. Hubbard. Price, 50 cents.

THE PATHWAY OF THE HUMAN 
SPIRIT__ By J. M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 
75 cents; postage, 12 cents.

THE ROMANCE OF JUDE—A eCory 
of the time of Clirlet, given through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth 
bound. Price, 50 cents.

THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE 
at the close of the Nineteenth Century. 
By Prof. Ernst Haeckel, of the Universi
ty of Jena. Bound in cloth. Price, 
$1.60.

THE SELFISHNESS OF GRIEF.—By 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. Price, 10 cents.

THS SOUL.—Its Nature, Relations 
and Expression In the Human Embodi
ments. This Is clearly a book on re- 
einbodlment, or tho principles of reln- 
.earnation. By the guides of Cora L. 
V. Richmond. Price, $1.00.

THE SOUL’S SONG OF TRIUMPH.— 
A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett, 
Price, 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS AND HOW 
WE ASCEND THEM.—A tew thoughts 
on "How to reach that altitude where 
spirit Is supreme and all things are 
subject to It." By Moses Hull. Price, 
cloth, 40 cents: paper. 25 cents.

THE DIVINE PEDIGREE OF MAN, or 
the Testimony ot Evolution and Psy- 
eholouy to the Fatherhood ot God.—By 
iDr. Thomson J. Hudson. Price, $1.60.

THE OUTLOOK BEAUTIFUL. One ot 
Miss Whiting's latest books. Helpful 
and courageous in thought. Nicely 
bound In cloth, with gilt top. $1.00.

THE SELFISHNESS ot Grief. By 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. A valuable pum-
phlet. . Price, 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR DEATH 
AND ITS TO-MORROW—The Bulrllu- 
allstlc idea of Dentil, Heaven and Hell, 

proven both by 
By Moses Hull.

A logical statement, 
tacts and Ilie Bible. 
Price, 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL, 
By Lilian Whiting, 
that Ilie name Implies-

SIGNIFICANCE---
This book Is all 

i—a spiritual book.

It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,’* by Hud- 

' soh TuU^b Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Bights, Oido

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
. FJLURRY.«—

By William E.; Towne. Learn how to 
cakt «way unnecessary care. Thia 
book pointe the way./ Price, 25 cents.

- “Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts and Political Pin-Points.” 
By J. S. Harrllgtpn. A pafnphlet 
containing 79 pages ot racy reading. 
Price, 25 cents.

,'..“Right,Living." on JfeqSusan H. 
Wixon. The authqr ,s&pws. a wise 
pi;aciiqallty. in her'method of teach
ing tire principle of ethics. She il
lustrates- het subject with brief nar- 
rntives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more interesting and. more 
easily comprehended. ,It is especial
ly adapted for ■ use in Children's Ly- 
Ceum. In the hands of mothers and 

1 teachers it may. be made very use
ful -Young and old will be benefit1 
ed by it Price, ■ , , -

y

i

VWJTrtlii&S

To the Editor:—Here is a simple 
proof of spirit power being present 
In a circle, that It would be im
posé! ble to gainsay.

Get a blacksmith to provide sew 
eral solid chain links or solid iron 
rings (which can be bought at a 
hardware store). Let them be ex
amined and let members in the cir
cle write or scratch their identifica
tion marks on t'hem.

I think spirits who give demon
strations of materialization phenom
ena ought to be fully able -to pass 
these rings or links through one an
other and make a chain of them ; also 
they could take apart a solid chain 
provided by one of the sitters.

There is nothing impossible in this 
test, and I fail to see how fakers 
could imitate it. '

One of the most interesting of all 
tests is to have a bucket of hot 
water, on which pour a layer of 
melted paraffine'. Invite the spirit 
forms to dip their hands or faces 
in'this melted wax and then harden 
tire mould thus made, by. dipping it 
into a bucket of cold water, then 
again into the wax and once more 
cool off in the cold whjer. In this 
way the sitters get permanent and 
tangible results that they can take 
away with them and show to their 
friends—something to show, instead 
of a mere memory.

• In order to counteract thé possible 
explanation, of the all-wise skeptic, 
that'"the medium had- a mask or 
a falsè ¿and, and dipped it- into the 
wax/’ of-course a thorough search 
Is a nqcessary preliminary. I know 
no more interesting scientific test 
than this. F. A.'BINNEY. -
>. San Diego, Cal.

religion and asked God's pardon for 
having taught it. Price, cloth, >1; post
age, 14 cents.

TALLEYRAND'S LETTER TO TUB 
POPE.—This work will bo found espe
cially Interesting to all who would de
sire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 26 cents.

" TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not Adapted 
to Modern Civilisation.—With the true 
character of Mary Magdalene. A book 
full of truth. By Geo. W. Brown, M. D. 
Price, 15 cents.

TEN COMMANDMENTS ANALYZED. 
By W. H. Bach. Price 25 cents.

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM— 
A Manual of Spiritual Science and Phil
osophy. A splendid work by the seer 
and philosopher, Hudson Tuttle. Price,

THE ARISTOCRACY OF HEALTH_ 
ot.vk'i?/ i1 Culture, and Our
Favorite Polsons. A masterly work on 
M.« ijy \he sitted Tner, Mrs. 
Mary boote Henderson. Price, 5150 
TinvE B’ Z’ 0UR 0WN NUTRI
TION—An excellent work and guide 
PrmelfxiCf>nlea th' By Horace Fletcher, x rice, yi.uv.

.By John Remsburg. 
1 his Is a valuable bools'of 480 pages on 
the authenticity, credibility and morali
ty of the Bible. Price, $1.25.

THE BIBLE OF BIBLES. By Kerscv 
Graves. Price, $1.75.

THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN—By 
Elizabeth Towne. Price, 50 cents.

THE CRISIS.—By Thomas Paine. 
Price. 25 cents.

THE DEMONISM OF THE AGES_ 
Spirit Obsessions so Common In Spirit
ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. 
By J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price 
$1; postage, 19 cents.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT_ 
After Transition.—The origin of relig
ions, and their Influence upon the men
tal development of the human race. By 
the late M. Faraday. Price, 10 cents.

THE DREAM CHILD—Reads like ah 
Inspiration. Treating clearly upon the 

-laws of affinity, love and the attendant 
pain and sorrow invariably experienced 
therewith; By Florence Huntley. Price, 
cloth, 75 cents.

Pi-ice, 51.00.
THE STRANGE STORY OF AH1UN- 

ZIMAN, THE PERSIAN EMPEROR.— 
A wofiderful and Interesting occult sto
ry, -written by the author of A Wan
derer in tiie Spirit Land.” Beautifully 
bound. Price, ?1; postage, 12 cents; 
paper. 60 cents.

THE TALMUD.—Selections from the 
contents of that ancient book, its com
mentaries. teachings, poetry and le
gends. Also sketches of the men who 
made and commented upon It. By H. 
Folang. Price, cloth, 51.00.

THE UNKNOWN.—By the scientific 
writer, Camille Fiamtnarion. Price, $2.

THE WIDOWS MITE AND OTHER 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA—A 
now book of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. 
A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price 5Z.0(K 'THE WONDERS OF LIFE—A popu
lar study of biological philosophy. By 
Ernst Haeckel, author of The Riddle of 
the Universe. Bound in cloth, i’rlco, 
* 1TI1E WORLD BE A UT1FU L.—Series 
One, Two and Throe. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting 
the Ideal and the real in this life. By 
Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume 51.

THREE JUBILEE LECTURES^—By 
Dr J M. Peebles. Price, 36 cents.

TUOMAS PAINE’S EXAMINATION OF 
*THE PROPHECIES.—A consideration 
of the passages in the New Testament, 
quoted from the Old and called Prophe
cies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 
15 cents.

TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA.—By 
M. M. Mangasarian. Price, 10 cents.

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM.—This 
book narrates many of the, striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and 
test medium in the earlier days of Spir
itualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price, 51.

TWENTIETH CENTURY GUIDE to 
PnlmlMtry. Containing numberless dia
grams, making the science of Palmistry 
as simple as possible. Price, cloth, 
gilt top, 75 cents.

TWO IN ONE.—A compendium of Bib
lical Spiritualism. A combination of 
■‘The Question Settled“ and "The Con-
trast” Into one 
Price, 51.00. 

UNCOOKED

volume.

FOODS
LIVE ON THEM.—By

By Moses Hull.

AND HOW TO
Mr. and

Eugene Christian, illustrated, 
cloth, $1.00.

VACCINATION A CURSE.—By 
M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
tai importance to everyone.

Mrs. 
Price,
Dr. J. 
of vi- 
Prl.ce,

$1.25.
UNIVERSAL SPIRITUALISM.—Spir

itualism In all agei and among all na
tions. By W. J. Colville. Price, >1.00.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.—By Swami 
Vlvokananda. Price, 51.50.

I

• *

.“Life and Moral Axioms of Con- 
.'fuclus," is the title of ,a ,62 page pam
phlet,, which contains many- of • the 
..moral .aphorisms and terseologlcal 
teachings Of the ancient Chinese phll- 
osbpher, who^fed 551 .years before 
the-Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a. lasting impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25c.

“Harmonics of Evolution. The 
Philosophy of individual life. Based 
Upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modctn ■ Masters of the Law." By 
Florence Huntley. A work of deep 
thought, carrying the principles of

THE ETERNITY OF THE EARTH. 
By Daniel K. Tenney. A book well 
worth reading. Price, 75 cents.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CHRIST 
IDEA.—By Hudson Tuttle. Price, 51.25. 
\ THE FAIRY LAND OF SCIENCE.— 
This beautiful book'flHs a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum 
Library Literature. 'Ey Arabella B. 
Buckley. Price, 50 cents.

THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL 
CRIME, which claims that subjective 
mediumship is Injurious, is edited by 
Florence Huntley, author of /'The 
Dream Child” and ’’Harmonics ovEvo- 
lution.” Price, 52.00. . '

THE GREATEST THIXG EVER 
KNOWN.—A dainty, helpful book. By 
Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.

THE GREAT WORK,—The Construct
ive Principle or Nature in Individual 
Lite. By the Author of .“The Great Psy
chological Crime,” Price, 12.00.

THE IDEA OF GOD.—By Dr. Paul Ca
ms. Fourth edition. 32 pages. ’’An' 
effort to purify our ’Idea of God’ that it 
may be greater, sublimer, and more 
awe-inspiring to future generations 
than it ha^. ever been yet. —Literary 
World. London. Paper cover, 15 centa-

evolution into new fields, 
doth; |2,_ ,

> “-s' Axed, ’''jwsî«

fs<

THIS MYSTIC THESAURUS.—By Wil
lis 1-'. Whitehcaa. Leatherette. Price, 
$1.09.

WORLD MAKING.—A scientific ex
planation ot the birth, growth and death 
of worlds. By Samuel Phelps Leland, 

| Pb. D- LU-. D. Nicely bound In cloth:Price, i ph. d„ £,u. D. 
. , / Price TO capta.

VOLNEY’S RUINS AND THE LAW OF 
NATURE.—Thia is undoubtedly one of 
tho best and most useful books ever 
published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests or mankind. Price, cloth, 
75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES_A new 
edition, profusely illustrated. A de- 
Bslittul reproduction, unique and re
freshing. 480 pages, with portrait and 
82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; 
postage, 15 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS_Composed ot 
Essays, Skefehes, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-rsays 
and hedges of lite, from tho inspiration
al pen of Mattle E. Hull. Price, 75 cts. 
’ WERE YOU BORN Under a Lucky 
Stnr? A complete exposition of the 
science of Astrology. Price, $1.00.

WHAT ALL THE WORLD’S A-SEEK. 
ING—By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 
$1.25.

WHAT SHALL WE EATt By Alfred 
Andrews. Price, leatherette, 50 cents.

WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, 
AND WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?—By, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; 
paper, 35 cents.

WHY I AM A VEGETARIAN—By H. 
.1. Moore. Price, 25 Bents.

WOMAN.—A lecture delivered to la
dles only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on tho 
present status ot woman, physically, 
mentally, morally and spiritually, mar
riage and divorce. /Price, 10 cents.

WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THE
OLOGY.—Information not procurable In 
the libraries of the World In a halt cen
tury, showing the opposition ot tho 
church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. 
Price $6.00. -

AVORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL.'DH 
M. D.—"Human Culture and Cure." 
Part 1< Irst—Tho Philosophy ot Cure. 
Price, board cover, 75 cents. —

“Human Culture and Cure.”—Part 
second. Marriage, Sexual Development 
and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents. 
_.“,HPuu,n Culture aud Cure?’—Parts 
Third and Fourth. In one volume. 
Part Third being devoted to Mental and 
Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth 
to the Nervous System and Insanity. 
Price, $1.00. x
. Cnltnre - and Cure.”—Part
1’lfth. The Bodily Organs, Their Dis
eases and Great Natural Methods tor 
Their Cure. Price, $LQ0. - • , ■

"Social Upbuilding,” including Co-op- 
cratlvci Systems and the Happiness tad - , 
Ennobling - ot-.Humanity,‘ Fries, paper, x 

15 cents.
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HYPNOTIC MEDIUMSHIP.

see The Progressive Thinker asÏ
new-modeled ship, capable of sail-a

Science and a Future Life
2

NAME THE BABY,

J

THE SELFISHNESS
Jenkin Lloyd Jones.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
S9SS9E

edge given him from the living UHUAUET 
friends passed to. the life beyond. HI« - Birth, Char.-wtcr and

I»

into 
into 
cen- 
sllly

In- 
de-

ings, organizing boys and girls 
mission bands and the babies 
cradle rolls strike the twentieth 
tury man as a transcendentally 
way of converting the world.”

J

It 
Mr. 
and

Or Give the Charge, 
solo, duet and chorus, 
Ring, arranged by M. 
Price 35 cents.

t; ' • >

AVery Suggestive Work Which 
Beams With Spiritual Truths.

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 190S. A' 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

!■ !

A song with 
bv John W.

H. Bauer.

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interviews dally from 10 to ». Ra&dinra andda- 

velopmont by mall may bo obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans for partloulara. Famous book on 
Blate-wrltlnr, (1.20, while they Inal. Address. 

FKEO P. EVaXs.
5858 saoramento street, Bon Franclaco. Oat

GBNU1.\E PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

kJ of Grief, by ; 
One of the best I

"What did the spirit say to you?” 
"She was pleased to see mp

“AS IT ß TO BE”

6 West 107th street New York, 
telligsnt clients appreciate his 
pendable counsel. Communications 
by mall, one dollar.

are u revelation." W. Iler, Berlin, Can. 
"Course Is great for spiritual develop
ment." «. H. Smith, Box «7, New York 
City. Sand stamped addressed envelope 
for circulars, etc., to J. C. F. ARUM- 
DINE, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline. 
Mass.

fe'

friends passed to. the life beyond. HinnUrnEl Doctrine. By Edward Gib- 
. ^tr , . j bon. Thia fe N0;0 of tho Library of Liberal

_ ■ , „ , _ , , । Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor-’The Truth Seeker *-€ollection of wet, and so exact and perfect in every dstailaa
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use,•• UhIm nt . criticism. This work, will be found intenselyof IdberaiB' Pnoe, 25 cents.: . |fcurwting.-'Price.2&cents.►

THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
of the "Harmonic Series," It makes Ib the Constructive Road'to Spiritu^ll 
clear the Way of Mastership. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to all 
4s the Way that leads to Individual ‘ '
Liberty here apd hereafter.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Readings by Mail, $1.00.

Business Advice a Specially.
2805 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, III. / 

Sittings Daily.

Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.

23 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.
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The Strength of Faith.
As Sublimely and Beautifully Presented by the Los Angeles Record, 

of California.

Did you read .in The Record the other.day that article about the De
troit woman who preached a funeral sermon over her husband’s body?

She said: “Why should we mournt He has entered into a larger hie. 
It is like n brief separation between friends when one goes on a jour- 

■ nev; We say good-by for a little while.”
Isn't this sublime faithV Isn’t it the sort of faith we re all after?
When young, we go striving after jobs or money, or~home runs, ox 

' some girl’s smiles, or.something, that’s a little better than what the 
the other fellow has, as if this life were all and would run on forever, 
Then death takes our mother, father, sister or some other dear one, 
and we turn from oui' heedlessness and begin to ask if tlus life is really 
all, if we are nevei’ again to see mother’s ..dear face or feel father s kind 

- hand on our shoulder. ■
wi.„„ ,u,i iife jR short. The years, since, youth, have

: fairly whirled by. Life seems to have been pretty much made up of 
luird work, losses, disappointments. We ask IS'THK ALL? .

Sooner or later, no matter ho\v great or small a success of living we 
have made, each one of us makes for himself or herself a faith.- We 

; say to ourselves, if this life-is all) then it js a joke and fraud on the 
- human being, aud-we reach out for ^hat eternity may hold and yearn 

to know its secrets. _ We have seen mother close her dear eyes forever. 
We have put flowers in little dead hands that only yesterday were 
warm upon our face. We have taken, perhaps, our sweetheart wife in 
our arms and clung to her and held her dying body tight against our 
heart in vain combat with death, And then we have gone back to this 
life’s-routine to build up’and live upon faith that we shall again have 
those whom we have “loved and lost awhilej1' I’his is faith’s birth, in 
many eases. It is the Creator’s,best, most merciful gift to mankind. 
Without it, what is life and all the material things which we can gain? 
We all die to-morrow. . .

“Why should we mourn? He has entered into a larger life.’’ True. 
Much grief is but expression of selfishness. It is hard to tear from the 
mother’s neck the arms of her dead child and make her satisfied with 
the faith that the babe is safe and happy on the breast of the Great 
God who made her-and who was not cruel enough to make the GREAT 
PLAN end with this life.

How it wrenches the heart to come home fivnn the cemetery and look 
upon the empty ehair I Even when gray hairs come to us and we look 
back over the long years, a smile or a handclasp that was missed all 
through the long struggle come again to us, and.we mourn. We for
get the “largeT life.” We forget that to the dead the tiwe eneompassesd 
by our lives is but a breath; that the separation is brief indeed, save as 
viewed from our own selfish standpoint.

“We say good-by but for a little while.” Such faith is really all that 
religion 1ms to offer, and it is enough. Blessed is the life of which such 
faith is the inspiration!

A little while, weeping mother, bowed father, mourning husband, 
wife, sister, brother, and you shall again have your loved and departed 

. ones, under the plan of a Creator who is all merey. and love. We say 
good-by for but a little while. The reunion is for eternity!

Proof Positive of Spirit Return and Communion With Earth Friends.

To the Editor:—Herewith are presented phenomena which utterly 
preclude the possibility of subjective telepathy or mental collusion.

Although similar to much of . the invaluable scientific data obtained 
by the Psychical Research Society, and the conditions,may appear friv
olous to the fastidious, their importance must be obvious to the investi
gating mind. In this particular insstance I have been positively as
sured that an excarnate human .intelligence has communicated with- us ■ 
mortals, so much so that I havfl^nt ¿etailstoPrSfeasor Hyslop for .Kis 
consideration. ’ "' ' >

Having forwarded to The Progressive Thinker an essay on “The 
Dynamic and spiritual power of the sunbeam,” weeks elapsed before 
the editor could find space for its insertion, and I had arrived at the 
conclusion that the article was too speculative for recognition.

In the meantime my .subscription had expired. So convinced was I 
of the rejection of my communication that I wrote for yéturn of the 
essay, if not available. No reply had been received up to that particu
lar time.

My wife was. absolutely assured in her mind that the matter was re
fused admission, and we had both put the detail^ altogether out of. 
our minds. In fact, I did not purchase from the local dealer the cur
rent issue. ' '

Just before lunch hour, my wife being clairaudient, distinctly heard' 
the voice of one of her spiritual attendants say: “Go down town and 
get a Progressive Thinker.” Mrs. O. impatiently remonstrated with 
the spirit, as she saw no-reason why she should get the paper. She then 
saw the spirit who deliberately pushed her across the floor.

Thinking that issue might contain something about Mr. Colville’s 
announcements, whom we were expecting as our guest during his forth
coming visit to Seattle, as we had received no reply to our letter, she 
complied with the request, but did not open the paper until she arrived 
home. •

The article referred to was there, published over my signature. Dr. 
Hudson is here placed upon the horns Of a dilemma. ‘ •

No mortal had directly or indirectly imparted the information. It 
couldn’t be telepathy or thought transference from the editor, because 
he does not know of my wife’s existence.

No friend here in Seattle ever intimated the fact. Even if they did 
mentally they would think of me—not my wife, and I solemnly swear 
on my sacred honor that such a suggestion never entered my mental 
sensOrium.

A Father Visits His Son in Spirit
About, three months ago my friend, Joseph Alonzo Scott of this city, 

passed on to the higher life. His sister-in-lajv, who is not' a Spiritual
ist, distinctly saw him immediately after his transition, open the gate 
leading to her home, and smilingly disappear from her view. Some 
weeks afterwards this same lady, having occasion to go east of the Cas
cade mountains, took with her the child of the deceased, a boy about 
six years of age.. Being much afraid of.coyotes, he left his crib one 
night and begged bis aunt to take him into her bed. She did so, when 
immediately there appeared the spirit'of the father, who soothed the. 
child with his magnetic manipulations; held up his hand to Mrs.. Scott/ 
to implore silence, then smilingly withdrew. Just after the passing 
over the mother of this same spirit saw him in a dream, andhe told her 
that the trouble in lus eyes did not affect him now........... . •>-” ~

My wife has seen him repeatedly, and held a long conversation with 
him. ■■ -■ - .

Two Clairvoyants, Abssolutely Strangers, Have the Same Vission.
While attendin'^ service in the “Unitarian meeting held in Druid’s. 

Hall, Wellington, New Zealand, on Sunday morning, June 3,1906, iny 
wife was interrogated by a stranger, thus: “Are you clairvoyant?” -

“Yes,” she replied. ?
“What do you see round Dr. Jones while he is preaching?” contin

ued _the stranger.
“I see an Oriental spirit; dressed in a turban; also a middle-aged 

. lady, and an old, gray-haired man who looks like a Qerman Professor,” 
returned my wife. ' s <

^This, ” said the interrogator, “is exactly aCcording to the descrip
tionof a lady friend of mine who is also clairvoyant.” ■

The lady referred to was absolutely unimown to Mrs. 0., therefore 
there could be no collusion , or mental telepathy in the manifestation,

• A spirit Appears to a Friend Six Thousand.Miles Away With Flowers 
Emblematical of Her Transition. v "

•’ While we were in.New Zealand/in the month of May, l?06, there 
passed away-bne of tlie sweetest spirits that evere.wore flesh I a person-

THE NOTORIOUS HOWLANDS.

They Appear in Court and are Com
mitted for Trial.

Clarence Howland and his wife 
Elizabeth, and Samuel Ryuex and 
Mrs. Rynex, Spiritualists, appeared in 
court this morning before a very ma
terial magistrate, and were Com
mitted for trial on charge of hav
ing conspired by deceit and false
hood to defraud the public. "

Mrs. George W. Low appeared first 
in tlie Xvitness box.

Mr. Price, for the crown: ’ "You 
went to a meeting at the house of
Mr; and Mi’s, 
street?"

,fYes ” • 
“What kind 
“A spiritual

Ryuex, on Bathurst

of meeting?” 
meeting."

"Did you believe you were going 
to eee a spirit?”

"Yes. But I've changed my mind 
now, because they were cheating me.”

"Did you pay any money?”
“Yes, a dollar.” ,
“What was to be done for the dol

lar?”'
“Spirits of dead friends were to 

be produced,"
"Did. you eyer Bee^ny?" >
"One ’ was • brought out—my hus

band's mother." : -

kissed me on the cheek.>• ,j.
’ "Did you etir see another?!’ 

"Yes." X .
"Whose?"

• “One supposed to be granny, ;but 
gowny and my mother-in-law were 
the same.” ’ ' 7 >

■ "How many spirits have you seen 
altogether?" v , • !. v-

“Five.” '/ ' • .
Magistrate—"AW you paid a dol

lar each time, What had the others 
to do with it?”
’•“They attended the meeting?’ 

Mr. Price—-“What was Mrs. How.- 
land?”

“Materializing medium.” •
"Did she materialize your mother- 

in-law?”
“She was supposed to be Indepen

dent."
“Before you went did you consult 

Mrs. Howland or Mrs, Rynex?”
“Yes. Mrs. Rynex said I would be 

throwing money away.”
“Did you see Mrs. Howland?”
“Yes. She said^she hoped to con

vince me that materializing was
true."

"What did you see?” 
u “A white spirit in a cabinet, 
said Granny, Granny is here. 
Howland led me to the cabinet 
the splrlfsaid ‘Lena.’ "

“Then what happened?”
. “The curtains closed again. ’ Then 

Mr. Howland said ‘wait a minute.’ ”
“Then what happened?”
"The curtains opened again and the 

spirit kissed me, gave me a chryBan- 
themum.-nnd a message."

"What was the message?”
“It told me to be good to Willie.”
“What did the spirit say when you 

grabbed it?”
“It squealed and hollered.”
“What did you think the flower 

was?” .
“I. thought it was from the spirit 

world, took it home and tried to wax' 
it.”

“Were you deceived?”
"Yes; grossly.”
Mr. Godfrey, defending—“Are jou 

a Spiritualist?” ! ,.
“I was an investigator. “Taint-Wdt 

I am going to be now.” . *
"Doesn't your husband go off in a 

trance? Didn’t he go into a trance 
and tell you to go to the house of 
Mr. Rynex?”

“No; he does not go Into trances.”
Magistrate—:“Perhaps he uses an

other kind of spirits.”
Mrs. Low resented the insinuation.
Mr. Godfrey—“What did.Mr. How

land say to you when you went?”
“That anything might happen from 

an impersonation to a materializa
tion.”

"Mr, Howland always got the dol
lar." ■

Magistrate—"Yes, that seems to 
be the only material part of the busi
ness.”

Mr. Godfrey — "That night you 
grabbed the spirit you were not de
ceived?” .

"No.” • ,
"What took place?”
"Mr. Howland came into the room. 

All the doors appeared to be closed. 
Mrs. Howland went into the cabinet, 

"and we all joined hands. Then the 
cabinet doors opened, and there were 
flowers here.”

Mr. Godfrey—"How did they get 
there?”

“Don’t know. I didn’t examine 
her.”

“Then a white figure "appeared?” 
"In lace, which could be used as a 

turban or as sleeves."
' '"What did you do?”

“I grabbed Mrs. Howland, and the 
lights went up.”

. “What had Mrs. Howland on when 
you grabbed her?” -

"A skirt. The lace -was torn off by 
Mrs. Rynex while I was holding her."

“Why didn’t the police get it?"
“She ran into the kitchen.""
Mr. Price—“When you grabbed her 

what did she say?"
“She screamed and said:: “For 

God’s sake let me go. You’re a 
mother, so am I. My mother is dy- 
ing in the States’.”

Mf-G. W; Low, husband of the pre
vious :witness, corroborated his’'wife’s' 
story. He had been twice to Spiritual^

-ist meetings, and- paid JI each .time. 
On the'.first occasion he saw a spirit 
he believed to be-his mother. '

Mr. Price—-“What do you think 
now? ”

'¡That It is all a humbug and a 
fake.”.-.-- ■- .- '

= vHe saw-his wife grab Mrs. How- 
land, and< heard .her scream.

Mr. Price—“When -you : saw the 
spirit you thought to be your mother, 
what happened?’.’. -

- .'.‘She .called me her boy, kissed’me, 
and told me to be good to Willie."

"Any other spirit materialized to

NEVER BEFORE IN THE WHOLE 
HISTORY. OFMANKIND HAS SUCH 
A REDUCTION BEEN MADE IN 
THE PRICE OF PREMIUM BOOKS. 
IT IS THE DIVINE PLAN CARRIED 
OUT TO« PERFECTION. WE ARE 
PAYING OUT THOUSANDS OF DOL
LARS TO THE POST OFFICE DE
PARTMENT TEACH YEAR TO CAR-

RY TONS OF THESE BOOKS.TO 
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
EVERŸ' ONE SENT OUT COSTS US 
FROM SIX TO TWELVE CENTS IN 
POSTAGE/' SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, AND OB
TAIN THE WHOLE SET. THE 
WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN THE LIKE.

RHEUMATISM CURED.
Dr. Caird will send postpaid, THE HERBS—a 

mula and full directions for preparing his RHEUMA
TISM CURE—enough for a montas treatment for. 
$1.00. Address ALEX CAIRD, M. D., 598 Mon
roe Street, Chicago, Ill. $1.00 per bottle, by ex
press or at office.

Have You Read

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER?

;

: Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir- 
ittiallsm; . look here and there, in' 
every nook and corner of the world, 
And you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer, made in reference to these 
THIRTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 

-bound and. neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM,

We. have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select froftx.

The price-of the UNKNOWN LIFE 
OF , CHRIST hereafter jwlll be 15 
CENTS, in consequence of the great 
rise in the price of book paper. It 
is our last premium book, and has 
THIRTEEN illustrations, and is very 
valuable. The. paper one year and 
this rèmarkable book, $1.15.

Any one ot the other Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the Price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with A yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium. 
Book, 81.15 or- $1.25, depending oh 
the book you order.

No premium hooka will be sent out 
unless thétirder is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; hut if you order more 
than one book, the price is as follows:

Any twovnf the Thirteen-Premium 
Books yon:may.X)rder, price 70 cents.

Any three of -the Thirteen Premium 
Books you .may- order, pçlce $1.10,

Any four.- of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you mayi order, price $1.50,..

Any five; of Jhe Thirteen Premium 
Books you« nuiyi order, price $1.75.

Any six! .«of the Thirteen Premium 
-Books yon-may .order, price $2.05,

Any seven of «the Thirteen Premium 
-Hooks you« may'order, price $2.35. 

. Any eighti of the-Thirteen Premium 
■ ^ppkjstyou may order,-price- ,

Any nine oi the Thirteen Premium 
Books you . may order, price $2,00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these Thirteen Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15— 
something never before equalled in 
this country or FUI,°Pe-

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of It before.
OUR THIRTEEN- REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.L5.
The following Is the list of titles of 

•the Thirteen Premium Books;
1—Tile-Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, ’Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death,-and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
8—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the. Spirit World, Vol. 8. 
’ These three volumes have been pre
pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4 .-—Ghost. Land, • Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. EmmaHardinge Brit
ten.

5 .—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrp. S. G. Horn, a most remarka
ble medium,

6 .—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium otrare 
gifts.

7 .—Wanderer' in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8 .—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

;9.—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles

10.—The Great Debate- Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11.—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12.—Gems of ‘¡’hought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18.—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen Illustrations.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
If you want ONLY ÎÎNE Premium 

Book, the price of Thè Unknown Life 
of Jesus is 15 cents. The price of 
any one “of the others is 26 cents. 
After paying postage thereon, the 
books at that price arq practically a 
gift to our subscribers. At those 
prices only one book will be sent out 
All orders for one or more Premium 
Books must be accompanied with a 
yearly -subscription for The Progres
sive Thinker. Whqye more than one 
Premium Book Is desired, see the 
.terms mentioned above.

“fl DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS.’’
THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS,, and the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general 'reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the many topics of. which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world’s his
tory.' This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present-age. 
Address MRS, M, E. M, OLIVER, No. 416 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00.

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY.

Every Intelligent man- and woman 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which' prove that

wbo elect to travel it.
4; Its author speaks from the 

standpoint of òhe who has "had the 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration." ,

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address,

THE JULO
Positively an- extraordinary discovery 

for cominuulcatlng with Hie other 
world intelligently. Tills seems so un- 
natural to some people that It is naia 
to realize what this really means. 
However, it is .absolutely leglthnate 
and all we claim. It Is strictly a Mffh“ 
class article and was tested carefully 
before being placed upon the macKcl. 
Those who have had experience with 
It declare it “Simply Wonderful.” write 
for interesting booklet free.

THlfl MAGNHTO COMPANY, 
Dept. 7, Sycamore, III.

YOUR FUTURE.
Astrological Horoscopes, Delineations 

and Forecasts showing “What to do,”’ 
“When to do it,” and “How to do It,” 
by Captain Geo. W. Walrond, 1512 Glen- 
arm St., Denver, Col., or Lock Box 201. 
His forecasts are always accurate and 
reliable. Over 40 years’ study and prac
tice. Thirteen years In Denver. The 
Most Reliable Advisor In America. 
Terms and Testimonials Free. No 
’’Free” or ‘•Trial” Horoscopes«

SPRITUALJSTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. y., will find Pleasant Rome Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 728 
Prosper? Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.

Spirit util Medium uud Fay chome triât»
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mes

sages (names often given), character 
délinéations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, $1.00; two 
Uesilons answered. 25 cents. Mra. Ella 
Itoynl Wilihims, 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon.

your knowledge?”
“Well, someone, supposed to be a 

schoolgirl friend of mine was, but I 
knew no one of the name given.”

Magistrate—“You paid, and believe 
you were defrauded?” '

Mr. Low—“I'll give Mrs. Howland 
$500 if she can produce the spirit of 
my mother, and give her a week to 
do it in.”

Mr. Godfrey—“When you saw what 
you believed to: be -your mother, did 
it look like her?"

"Yes; I could not identify the voice, 
though. It was-muttering and weak.”

Magistrate—“That's eiiough. The 
evidence proves that the business is 
a perfectly absurd fraud, and can only 
deceive the must ignorant. I’ll com
mit the four for trial, and if they go 
on humbugging: people in the mean
time, the police must bring them here 
and I’ll deal with the'm."—Evening 
Telegram, Toronto, Canada, October

new church methods urged
BY DR. PETERS.

Dr. Madison Peters, in bls sermon 
in the the Majestic Theater, in speak
ing of the kind of a church needed 
for the present time, Bald:

"The most conspicuous thing about 
the walls of New York City churches 
to-day is the sign of the undertaker, 
giving to the world the Impression 
that Christianity is a hearse to carry 
but the dead.

“One of the first steps that should 
be taken to give the world the im
pression that religion.is a thing for 
life should be the tearing down of 
the undertakers’ signs. To win the 
confidence of the world we must con
vince the world that we are serving 
a practical purpose.

“Sweet, baby talk in prayer meet-

i OPPORTUNITY.
-Give yoyr alge, how long you have worn spec- 

fades: I win mall One Pair ot $1.10 Melted Pot>- 
ule Lens tn a good straight temple steel trama. 
Kan teed to fit your eyes- Also a Vegetaole

Bry. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eve-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11.10; If only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
Battery 60 cents; Magnetized Compound, 10 cts. 
end p For your address on a postal card, a 
I KLL beautiful photo of Yermab, chief of 
the Atlant tans; lived on earth 16,000 ve^rs ago; 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about my Melted Pebble Lens 
spectacle, ana my method ot fitting EYES as 
perfectly at your own home as if you were in 
my office. B. P. POOLB, 157 Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. 11L

At th!» time of willing there ure over 
100 student« enrolled on the College 
Books, studying the great work, "The 
»System of Philosophy Concerning Di
vinity.” Why*? Because the many who 
have received practical results have told 
others and so the good work goes on. 
A long list of names, sworn to by a Bos
ton notary will soon be ready, telling 
you who's who in this endorsement of 
my »System, and how many have re
ceived psychical proofs of unfoldment. 
The endorsement of these representa
tive men and women will appeal to you. 
Please lay prejudice aside and take up' ” JV / 
my work. Will you stiH be a Spiritual
ist? Yes, and why? Because, you will 
know that it is true and can have evi
dences within yourself. “Your lessons

Ing In the air, or on water. I see 
spirits and mortals co-operating In the 
management . of this, new-modeled 
ship- Its managers are all progres
sive thinkers, ’therefore will -progress 
through the hypnotic sea òf priest
craft that Spiritualism is now floun
dering, in and come out on the flowery 
plane of pure. Spiritualism, where the 
true light of eaòh one’s own unfolded 
spiritual senses will be the spiritual 
searchlight of the soul.

Then mortal will not become a 
slave to spirit; nor spirit a-.-slave to 
mortài; but ; hand in hand, they will 
climb,- the golden' stairs of Nature's 
evolutionary laws. True ministering 
angels will take the place of controll
ing, earth-bound spirits and fakerlsm 
will not be identified with Spiritual
ism, for self-control will take the 
place of spirit control.' • "

Spirit control isthe’las.t effort made 
by priestcraft-ta'enslave the human 
mind. When Spiritualists wake up 
to the realization' that spirit control 
Is of priestly! origin, and self-control 
Is true Spiritualism, then the true 
line between'Spirltualism and priest
craft will be drawn. This is the 
work òf progressive thinkers, and The 
Progresslve'cThiaKer is the leading 
■paper on-tbit line . of progression.

v "l A. C. DOANE. . 
Summerland, Gal.

Makes Wrinkles
Disappear in a Night

In many instances. .No face mas
sage, no steaming, no masks or roll
ers, nothing to Inject, but a'marvel
ously simple process that works sur
prising wonders IN EIGHT HOURS 
BY THE CLOCK.

I FOOLED THEM ALL. 
and took my own wrinkles’ out by my 
own secret process after massage and 
beauty, doctors had failed. My face 
is how as free from wrinkles as -when 
I was eighteen. For further particu- 
-lars address HARRIET META, suite 
290, Syracuse,- N. Y. Before;! give 
full information I require promise of 
secrecy for my own protection.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street-, 

San Jose, Cal.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit painting.

"Three things that make this book remark., 
ble. Ite authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth In IL and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life It contains. "-B. O. Flower, In i 
the Arena.

"It will give us courage to pass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit cllmeof 
the World Celestial."—Her. H. W. Thomas.
Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price ,1.91

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L Loucks, one of the r/emest osych:? 

wonders Uvinf. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal disease* A trial will convine 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost viror of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can to? 
tlfy. Sead name, are, sex, complexion, one load 
inr symptom, and ten cents In stamps, aud you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case freo, 
worth dollars to you.' Bs sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed ox 
continues to treat the sick throurh my medium* 
ship. Address all etters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
- " Stoneham, Mass.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOIKB,

Author of "All’s Bight with the World." Cloth 27t 
fisgea. Mr. Newcomb made sdlsttbct success with 
“All’s Right with the World." which continues In the i 
front rsuk of the Metaphysical books that ore now m I 
popular. Thereat number who have Aeon cheered ( 
and strengthened by him wit! welcome another book I 
by th.8 who teacher whote words of help are doing to / 
much to aako the world ber.er py making men and ; 
Women better able to understand nnd enjoy it. y

•‘Discovery of a Loot Trail** .
Us simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
•ailed life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. I£ 
will ba In demand by many who have notpronousW 
readmetapbyaloal writings. Frico iLsq, Foraaleai 
felsafflco. •

ORTHODOX HEUa j
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. . 
To say that this book is a production 1 ■ 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles is sufficient to ’ 
explain the interesting features of It, ' 
and recommend it. to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 14 cts. I

al friend, who-resides hero in Seattle, and. waff IfreUl and strong when 
we left for the Antipodes. - - :
• One morning my wife said'to me: “Either Amia¡Sauer or Mrs; San- 
dahl is dead. . Anna appeared to me with flowers Baid over her arm, 
which were evidently symbolical of the spiritual-change. She did not 
speak, but pointed to the flowers, which she evidently, wished to "convey 
a spiritual message.

Months elapsed, and eventually we received a letter from Mrs. San- 
dahl, giving.particulars of thepassing away.

These< particulars exactly coincided tiia time of the spiritual 
vision. < \ft ftCfESTON.

■ Seattle, Washington. "* .

This 1b a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought An.Jdea of 
this work-can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; 'What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price 81.00.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. RevfSed 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The. Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and other . allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred illus
trations. Cloth, |1, 
.WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER.

By Lois Waisbroker.
Mrs.. Waisbrokerhas been known as 

a writer on- the question of sex and 
this, her. last book Is worthy of'care- 
gal study. Price, paper only, 2 5 cts..

By Prof. James H. HYslop. Price 
~$1.50_; Postage 10 cents.

This work Is one of the most valu
able acquisitions to the literature of 
Modern Spiritualism that has appeared 
of late years. It is scientific in Pa 
method, profound in Its ethical deduc
tions, unanswerable In its logic, and 
hbove all sympathetic -to-the truth 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. For sale at this office.

"There is no death; there, are no 
dead.’.’ - . •
/ These-words stand out on-the cover 
of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
woiM, and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl-

pamphlets written. Every one order- । 
ing the paper or books should put In 
an extra dime for this valuable little । 
book. Price 10 cents.-

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions -with reference to the Use 1 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as-to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which is added an Ap-- 
pendfx on Vegetarianism. By Daniel . 
W. Hull, M. D„ M. H. Price 25 
cents.
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THE REASON WHY.

The Necessity for Earnest, Honest, 
Patient Study, in Order to 

Guin Knowledge.

Many fellow beings whom one re
spects and whose comradeship/ intel
lectually, if not in the close relation-' 
Ship In the affairs of life, one enjoys 
because of sturdy and sterling quali
ties recognized and appreciated, fre
quently say: “I don’t understand 
what you mean.” This • statement 
usually comes upon the presentation 
of some occult natural law’ fact 
brought out in the course of exchange 
of thoughts upon the great prob-
lem of life. ft

nnn
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Having met with such a statement 
• time and again, in the course of later 

years, one is naturally thrown back 
on self to ascertain, if possible, what 
is the reason for this, and whether 
the fault lies wholly with one side 
or the other, or what really is the 
cause.

■ As a general proposition, one is 
Struck with this: That knowledge 

' does not fall upon the individual un
invited and not invoked? that every 
individual has to dig for himself for 
Whatever is to be of any lasting

The Maid with the Golden Huir. .

’T’was night! the moon was. shining 
■ From her golden throne above,

And the soft flow’r-scented zephyrs
Breathed of hope and peace and 

10¥®l
The night-birds softly twittered 

In a garden passing fair, 
Where sat a man with hoary locks, 

And a maid with golden hair.
“Grandpa,” said little Elsie, r

With her head upon h|s knee, 
“I Bee bo many things each day

That seem bo strange to me. :
“I’m but a little child, you see, • ' 

And knowledge combs' so slow, .
But you are older and wiser, dear. 

And surely ought to know.

“I want to know, dear, grandpa, 
So many, many things;

Why the pretty roses blossom, 
Why my pet canary sings;

Why the dew falls on the flowers. 
While the moon shines bright and 

fair,—
All this, and more, I want to know,” 

Said the maid with the golden hair.

STARTLING DISCLOSURES! GIRL IS RESTORED BY MEDIUM. HUMAN REDEMPTION. TRENCOHANT REFLECTIONS, PECULIAR EXPERIENCES.

ÍX

\ benefit.
Again, this digging, in the intellec

tual and psychic realm, has in very1 
great part got to be done in written 
records left us by those who have 
¿one before.

The farther back we search In very 
earnest for natural law facts and his
toric facts, no matter in what line 
of investigations, the more are we 
dependent upon such records as the 
world affords us, and which were 
written in the past century or any 
number of thousands of years back, 

. and the older the record now to be 
found in print, the more must one 
also deal with traditions and folk- 

• sagas antedating the art of printing 
or other definite and certain method 
of preserving a record.

Not only this, but as we tracts 
y back, more and more, and especially. 

■ us ‘“western barbarians,,—for such 
we are in spite of all our boasting 
and self-sufficiency—pne must learn 
to enter -into the spirit of the times 

\ in which the record was written; with 
■K all the peculiarities pertaining there- 

4.0: the mode of thought, the customs 
A and habits, the need of secrecy as 

' n matter of self-preservation from the 
bigoted unlearned who would destroy 
bodily any sage or scholar ahead of 
bls time; the style of language, es- 

' . pecially of the Orient, differing bo 
much from our mode of thought ex
pression as to imagery, word-paint
ing, allegory and parable, as to ad-

“I wanLto know what makes the moon 
Stay up in heaven bo high;

And why such myriads of stars 
Keep endless watch close by;

What makes the glorious rainbow, 
With its beauteous tints so rare,—

I’m sure you know, dear grandpa,” 
Said the maid with the golden hair.

"I often have such happy dreams 
While sleeping in my bed,

I Jjincy heavenly angels
‘ Are hovering o'er my head;
But when I try to reach them,

I clasp the empty air,—
Why do they leave me when I wake?" 

Asked the maid with the golden- 
hair.

Pernicious Effects of Christianity 
Comprehensively Illustrated,

It is the opinion of Mr. V. Stefans- 
BOn, ethnologist of the Longwell- 
Mikkelson Polar expedition, who has 
just .returned from the far north, 
that the-'pernicious. effects' of. Chris
tianity are more plainly : evident 
among 'the Eskimos of Alaska anti: 
the region of the Mackenzie river 
than, elsewhere. : . '

- . Divorce, family troubles and dis- 
' qord are unknown th .the Eskimos, 
except in some localities where mis
sionaries have instilled' the . idea of 
Christianity, in every Instance, de- 
clares Mr. Stefansson, those farthest 
away ' from • religion • have a much 
higher’moral and physical standard 
than those who have been Christian
ized,

The observations of the eminent 
ethnologist are convincingly sup
ported by ail the traders as well as 
the Canadian mounted police who 
have penetrated the wilds of that 
country. These men also unhesitat
ingly corroborate the statements of 
Mr. Stefansson when he says: “The 
Christianized Eskimos compare un- 
favoj'ably with their so-called ’savage’ 
brothers. Where Christianity has 
’tamed’ them, they are selfisli and 
unwilling to share. On the other 
hand, if a family living in the. re
mote regions have food enough to 
keep it only one day, and starvation 
la staring it in the face, it would 
no more think of refusing to share 
its food with anyone who came along 
than an American citizen would think 
of refusing a stranger a drink of

Parents Declare Spirits of Unseen 
World Brought Back' Daughter.

How to Redeem the World from 
Wrong Conditions.

Selected from the Writings of Dr.
• Andrew Jackson Davis.

mit of no literal interpretation ac- 
. y.- cording to our language of to-day in 

i America and Europe; and many other 
—’A_j_thlngs peculiar fp time, place, people, 

’ anif the state of intellectuality' and 
TS ' spirituality governing.

1

There is a certain GRADE of so- 
called thinkers who pride themselves 
on their self-sufficiency, making all 
ANCIENT thought superfluous to 
them, but who do not even stop at 
that either, but sneer at and con
demn, in terms of harshness equal 
to their arrogance, all who go be
yond their little line In retrospection. 
That this position is taken by these, 
more because of their own limitations 
and amoral laziness peculiar to them, 
making it burdensome for them to
work with brain and mind and 
may well be believed.

Again, this clar-s, having with 
nary, reasoning (and 1! would

soul,

ordi- 
seem

such reasoning ought to be sufficient 
for that occasioiO, determined that 
the literal interpretation of the Bible, 
with Its falllblltles as well as its 
adroit Jesuitical mistranslations and 
interpolations-now the avowed un
questionable God-given basis for all 
that CHRISTIANITY or "Churchian
ity” stands for to-day—Is a reflec- 

.tion ou the ordinary common sense 
of an average free-thinker, Buch a 
class, swinging to tlte other extreme, 
like a pendulum held to one side and
suddenly lands itself in

' uitra-materialisni, and there revels 
HW a child released from primitive 
bondage - some for the balance of 

■ their natural lives, and others till 
the intoxication of sudden release and 
seeming non-responsibility has had 
time to wear off.

This class, within its natural limi
tations of iiiodioecity - -superinduced 
and perpetuated by their moral lazi- 

l ness—have an unconscious, at least, 
1 antipathy toward' all who will not 
: stop at tin ir line and bo satisfied as 
they claim to be. Why tit’s should be, 
is again sonicthing of a problem, lest 
it bo ignoble jealousy, a ready upshoot
from such 
and m.'r;

:;< ¡I of non-yrogressb'eness 
"That man is

rance, is no mori
Lytton ;

m t ion to bis igno- 
e true bo' o se said 
in his Z;..,oni. but

1

“Dear heart,” said grandpa, gently, 
1 “These questionings of thine

Have long been the theme of sages 
Of every land and clime,

But we may not hope to know all 
things

Till we reach the mansion fair," 
Said the old, old man with the silvery 

locks,
To the maid with the golden hair.

“When we cross the rolling river, 
And reach the other shore;

When the weary, fitful fever, 
Of this mortal life is o’er,

We shall meet those gone before us, 
And their joy and wisdom share,” 
Said the old, old man with the snow-

white locks, 
To the maid with

“But this we know, 
That angels point 

To hope, and peace,

the

my 
the

golden hair.

Elsie,, 
way

and knowledge,
And a fairer, sweeter day;

If we heed their loving voices 
They will lead us safely there,”

Said the old, old man with! thé
snotty locks,

To the maid

'T’was night! 
moon

Her rays of
And

For

with the golden hair.

Once moré* the fairy

glory shed,
touched, with pitying fingers, 
bowed and aged head;

the thirsting soul of the one 
loved

he

Had soared to realms afar, 
And only the lifeless clay was left 

Of the maid with the golden hair.

But hark! a stream of music, sweet, 
A white-robed i.ngel, bright, 

Pointing with fairy fingers
To her hopie of radiant light; .

A beckoning hand, a silvery voice, 
A face divinely fair, F

Calls the old, old man with the hoary 
locks,

To the maid with the golden hnir.
LOA N. RECK.

Toledo, Ohio.
413 Thirteenth St.

water at a public 
communistic idea 
where missionaries 
Eskimos.”

This information

fountain. This 
is absent only, 
have taught the'

does not surprise
us when we remember that it was 
the work of Christian missionaries 
that constituted the primal cause of 
the Boxer uprising in China not so 
very long ago. We have only to 
refer to history to substantiate the 
statement that Christianity, whisky, 
murder and War are closely allied and 
follow each oher in the order named 
in so-called “uncivilized" regions.

It was only a few days ago that a 
body of good Christians (delegates 
from a prominent denomination) 
wept on” record as opposed to laws 
meant to prevent the employing of 
little children in coal mines and fac
tories. This bunch of Christians by 
their expressed opposition to a hu
manitarian series of laws showed 
themselves to all the world as being 
slavedrivers at heart. These sancti
fied gentlemen want little children 
to waste their- babyhood years in un
derground hells and cotton-spinning 
infernos in order that the well-known 
Christian' greed for dollars may. be 
fed. I refer to the recent action 
of the Congregational National Coun
cil. This council declared against 
an endorsement of the Beveridge- 
Parsons national child-labor bill, the 
members of this council thus evidenc
ing the greed that Christianity had 
taught them.

Think of a body of church members 
being opposed to giving poor little 
half-starved child slaves a decent 
chance to get fresh air, healthful ex- 
ercise, proper food and the rudiments 
of a common school education!

The foregoing instances of the per
nicious effects of Christianity are, of 
course, only a few of the thousands 
that come under the observation of 
broad-minded men and women who 
daily witness the hypocrisy of the 
Great Fraud Religion’s deluded fol
lowers.

FRANK XAVIER MITCHELL.

Mr, and Mrs. John L. Nordheim, 
of Tacoma, Wash., believe that spir
its from the unseen world assisted 
them in agalns obtaining possession 
of their daughter, Miss Tillie Nord
heim, the 16-year-old girl who claims 
to have been kidnapped ; from the 
Berlin'lodging house herq by a wo
man and five men and taken to Seat
tle and thence to Bellingham, from 
which place she was . brought back 
to Seattle, where she finally escaped 
from her captors. ?

Thé Nordheims are well-to-do peo
ple living at Rigney, south'of’Tacoma." 
They told thé Post-Intelligeneer some 
very freaky things th at. happened co
incident with the absener of their, 
child, Miss Nordheim, who is but' 
16 years of age, and unsophisti
cated country girl, disappepred from-- 
the place where she ,wtm>stbppiug àt- 
Tacoma. .At the time My, Nordheim 
was in eastern Washlngtonr. where he 
has property interests. < : 
~ Mis. Nordheim asked the police 
here to_. aid. in the ■ search for her 

’daughter, and then, beside herself 
with grief, she sought t)ie' aid of a 
Spiritualistic medium, plews from 
Miss Nordheim's associatjes indicated 
that she left the city Jin company 
with two men and a woman, the four 
taking the' train for Portland.

A city detective with 'tj photograph 
of the.girl went to that-city, but no 
trace of her could be found. The 
medium consulted informed Mrs. 
Nordheim, so Mr. and Mrs. Nordheim 
stated, that the girl hati been taken 
north instead of south, and minutely 

‘ described the people whom the me
dium declared had kidnapped her. 
The descrlptidh given; Mr. and Mrs. 
Nordheim say, exactly tally with the 
appearance of the people, whom Miss 
Nordheim declares carried her away 
to Seattle and Bellingham and kept 
her Insurance. !

The medium also told Mrs. Nord
heim that the girl would finally be 
restored by the hand of a friend, 
which was fulfilled in:the fact that 
Mrs. Crosswalte, of Seattle, 'a friend 
of many years’ standing of the Nord- 
helms, as she, was coming to Tacoma, 
accompanied by her husband, by ac
cident saw MIbs Nordheim on the 
street and brought her on to ¿her home 
in Tacoma. There ate things about 
the meeting of Miss Nordheim on the 
street in Seattle that are. very puz
zling and peculiar to Mr. 'and Mrs,. 
Nordheim, and also’to the Çross- 
waites. For. instance, i-Mrs, Cross- 
waite asserts that she -felt an un
common impulse drawing her in the 
direction of Tacoma, until finally, to 
rid herself of the opiiressive psychic

perrons, let It bn said that he who 
has rend and studied Roslcrucian- 
ism, Masonic Writings, the Secret 
Doctrines covering all historic past, 
Arthur Jennings’ book on Phallicism, 
Sun Worship and other worship, etc.,, 
etc., knows something of what an 
ocean of causes and revelations lies 
back of us, out of which sprang, and 
from which is still being watered, 
all that concerns us to-day, in any 
domain, in any walk of life, relig
iously or any other way that may 
be mentioned.

Such a reader will know, especially 
if himself an Initiate, too. and hold
ing In common with his Elder Bro
thers of The Occult Order, at least 
SOME of the higher teachings with

Well
deeper meanings, and will fairly 
comprehend what was meant

in this latter having special reference 
to laws and conditions governing all 
the heavenly bodies, with equinoxes 
and astronomical facts, then one be
gins to see how WESTERN LITERAL
NESS and "God’s every word of it, 
commas and all” of Churchianity, 
makes of the whole thing but a bur
lesque and a farce. .

The Biblical Revelations, when 
viewed astronomically, with due re
gard for Oriental mode ot expression, 
and Imagery peculiar thereto, can be 
read w’lth some degree of satisfying 
understanding by an occult student, 
and perhaps clearly by .an initiate, 
whilst to an average non-readlng-too- 
lazy-to-work negationist, and even to 
the orthodox Christians themselves, 
it. may reasonably seem a crazy-quilt 
of absurdities.

The foregoing Is but a slight shad
owing why 'a negating disbeliever 
in orthodox Christianity, when he 
meets real occult students at once

call, she determined io some at once 
to Bee her friends hero J >.■ , ,t

She says that in gota;, Joi/ie Flyer; 
dock from her home/she. invariably 
took the shortest roti té, taut that yes
terday morning some uncommon in-' 
fluence took her off her route and 
she went/down a streét that she bad 
never traveled before ‘tangoing to the 
wharf. It was while'walking down 
this street that she ran into Miss 
Nordheim. Miss Nordheim appeared 
to be overjoyed to find herself under 
the protection of friends again, and 
glad to come on to her home In 
Tacoma. ; '

Mr. Nordheim Is ■ flrnily convinced 
that the gang that he declared cap- 
tuured his daughter did bo in the 
hope of eventually securing a ransom 
for her. return. He Is confirmed (n 
his belief by a conference Mrs. Nord
heim had with the medium. The me
dium declared that if Mr. Nordheim 
would insert a cut of Miss Nordheim 
in the daily papers and Announce that 
he would give a reward of $60 for 
her safe return home/ that his child 
would be immediately brought to him 
by a friend. After searching all the 
week for his girl, Mr. Nordheim yes
terday morning decided to do as di
rected by the medium, rend was get
ting ready to come to: Tacoma and 
place the advertisement in' the papers 
when Mr. and Mrs. CroSswaitc came 
with his daughter.—TaçOma (Wash.) 
Reporter, Oct. 20.

This subject 1b one of vast import
ance. How shall we redeem the 
world from so-called diseased con
ditions, physically, mentally, morally 
and socially, and lead all (mankind 
into harmony, health and peace?

’ First, educate man and woman to 
know themselves; the sin of igne- 
rance cannot be'ignored, it is winked 
at; all there is of sin is broken laws; 
How can one- obey the.laws of his 
being when, he is' ignorant of the 
laws? Then, first of all,- know thy-. 
self, in every department of your 
body; brain, heart and. soul.
: Second,->make thy.- jio.ily fit for the 
indwelling of the spirit; next culti
vate the brain with al! that science 
cap give or do for you—read, thjnk, 
and .in a broad, liberal manner take 
truth, wherever found; on sacred or. 
.heathen ground. ,
' Third, unfold the spiritual being, 
the real map or .woipan that acts 
through thy brain. - It is this rego, 
thia divine Ip us, that part of the God 
manifested in the universe, that has 
moulded and made us recognize this 
divinity in ourselves,, and obey the 
laws of thy spirit; Tnake thy body, 
with all its members, appetites and 
passions, subject to this divine within 
thyself. Science, knowledge, educa
tion, all aid to give us this light, the 
truth and the way, yet none of these 
alone can.redeem the human race. It 
1b the spiritual lighj; beaming upon 
your cultured Intellect that points 
you to the heaven of rest and peace. 
It is this God manifest in the flesh 
that lifts pp and cures the diseased 
conditions, and it can give you power 
to heal, and prevent physical changes, 
Bo-called sickness and death.

This light that Ughteth every man 
that comes into the world Is not faith 
without knowledge, but with knowl
edge as clear as day. It is that faith 
that takes bold of all things in this 
life, and gives us a perfect vision 
through our spiritual senses into the 
life beyond.

It does not leave ub to walk in 
this earth in darkness, fear, anxiety 
and feebleness; but opens up to us 
the highway-of truth, joy, courage, 
peace, harmony and success. Choose 
this day whether you will serve God 
or mammon. First seek the kingdom 
of God and its righteousness, and all 
these things Bhall be given. What 
shall it profit a man if hq gain the 
ydiole world, and lose his own soul? 
or what shall a man gain in exchange 
for his soul? Who seeks to save his 
life from a sensuous standpoint shall 
lose it, but who lose0 his Hie for 
the truth’s sake, for the Christ-life 
ahd,prtaclples, shall find It. These 
things are no miracles; it is the un- 
foldment of the real BpiriUial life for

Progress, my friends, is a law of 
Nature, “That was'not first which is 
spiritual, but natural, afterward the 
spiritual.” The fair and, beautiful al
ways unfold from the rudest begin
ning. The first developments of min
erals, of vegetables, and animals, are 
universally low and imperfect. The 
ANGULAR form is first; then suc
ceeds the circular; then the ascend
ing circular, which is the spirai, and 
this form merges into the spiritual. 
For example, the child is first, which 
is angular; then the youth, which 
is hasty and impetuous, because 
changing from the angular to the cir
cular in character; fhep comes-man- 
hood, which is the perfect circular; 
then the period of maturity, which is 
the ascending circular, but which soon 
becomes a spiral, and glides away into 
the,spiritual realm of life! There is 
a regular chain of beings from the lit
tle insect to the HIGHEST form of 
matter.

The time hath been when this plan
et was but a dark and barren desert. 
Frequent convulsions of earthquakes 
Bent into the air black and grotesque 
rocks, creating, in a moment’s time, 
channels for the roll of oceans, and 
forming deep valleys and ravines— 
dark and dismal as the fabled domin
ions of Pluto. No bird of song broke 
the silence; no creeping thing ani
mated the dust. Thus was it once 
with our earth.

But the eternal principle of Pro
gression continued still to exert its 
mighty power upon the physical ele
ments, and soon there came forth 
green leaves from the mountain cliffs, 
lofty palms from the valleys, and 
sea mosses quickly gathered in rich 
profusion upon the craggy acclivities.

Another long era passed, and ocean 
was peopled with living forms—even 
the earth became animated with 
mighty saurlaps; and so, in due order 
of progression, animals came forth, 
improving in their type and character, 
in harmony with the advancement and 
yefluement of the elements of food, 
light, air, and the surrounding geo
graphical conditions. And, finally, 
the crowning issue of all, as a coro
nation of the mineral, vegetable and 
animal kingdoms, there came forth

m^n.and women. v
■^jWheji living thus .true to that-di/ 
‘vliiity within us, this spiritual’ un- 
foldment which comes'to those who 
ascend the spiritual Alps to redeem 
yourself and to reach your own pos
sibilities.

For those who reach that place aim 
those conditions, they are laws unto 
themselves. You are In possession 
of that, the so-called world that lives 
on the sensuous plane of life cannot 
destroy you nor take you from your 
heaven where It is peace, harmony, 
great power and health. It will put 
you where you have mastered your
self-in 9II departments of your be
ing, then you can become savior to 
others, to teach, lift up, unfold and 
heal them.

These truths are 'not reached in a 
day. You have went through what 
the world calls suffering, thus you 
have attained to these spiritual 
heights, yet these sufferings should 
be taken with ¿patience, for they are 
outgrowths of true growth; it is 
the leaving of minor-things for the 
greater ones; it is the leaving your 
Idols, which are earthly toys and 
sense pleasure, behind you, and tak-
Ing on and into 
better "and more 
following in the 
vine man. It is

life higher, sweeter, 
noble things. It is 
footsteps of the di- 

taking into your life

MAN! And 
itually, has 
the earliest 
the present

man, physically and spir- 
steadily advanced from 
dawn of human life to 
day. Still his course is

An Interesting Statement by One who 
is Highly Medluniistic, and In 
Whose Presence Remarkable Spir« 
it Manifestations Have Occurred—« 
Digging for Money.

being seemingly true per sc, I! be
came no less so by Bulwcr’s reiter
ation.

This, then, perhaps, accounts for 
the harsh, positive and condemnatory 

x negations so lavishly bestowed upon 
all true occult students who offer a 
positive new and higher truth, or sug
gest a possibility thereof.

Such critics then, having perhaps 
not even read one chapter of the 
Secret Doctrine, of the three large 

. volumes of which it is composed, a 
work so far-reaching, so profound, 
such a citation to all olden person
ages and doctrines, with comparisons, 
provings and disprovings, such a his
torical array, such a delver into the 
root of all languages, and the mean
ing of words,such an expose of the 
juggleries of false-religion makers

nd

Ca. 
oiir

the motive for the perversion 
on our people, notably the so- 

istian religion dominant in 
7 free United States,—such

critics,"knowing nothing of the pro
found and startling facts revealed in 
the Secret Doctrine, are not to be 
wondered at for running around and 
around In their little circus ring and 

. making faces at a same-sized orthodox 
' ring from which^ey escaped.

1 They need being held up to the 
light, however, for just what th$y are, 
lest, like their orthodox brethren, 
whose noise they are trying to out*

, thunder, they may deceive some as 
' though being the real thing. ,

Recurring to ancient writings and

whi n Jesus (himself an initiate of 
highest order) said: “Cast not pearls 
before swine lest they turn about and 
■end you."

He will know that all the noted 
teachers, specially mentioning Moses, 
Khrisna. Buddha, Apollonius of Ty- 
ana (who perhaps outranked Jesus 
as an initiate in his powers), Jesus, 
Paul, and scores of others whose 
names might be mentioned, were in
itiates and adepts, who, having passed 
through afid taken an initiatory or
deal such as has perhaps no ' known 
counterpart for severity and test, and 
that the language used by earliest 
writers regards these, as well as the 
sayings attributed to these noted his
toric characters, has reference to and. 

. is -identical in major portion perhaps, 
with the very text, ftmblems, symbols 
and ceremonies, embracing physical 
endurance as well as that of mind 
and soul, and leading to highest pos
sible conceptions and pyschlc powers 
taught the neophyte in the initiatory 
ceremonies and lessons—all • .based, 
too, on occult science, higher mathe
matics and astronomic signs with 
meanings, embracing /the -very posi
tioning of the pyramids, etc., etc.

Further, when the very names of 
these initiates of early holy, add pro
fane history, whether occurring in the 
Bible or in any of the Folder writings' 
occult and'philosophic, have a double 
meaning in that they stand for the 
character as a man and are represen
tative of the Initiative character as
sumed when passing through the or-' 
deal of admission to the order, and

has to say, 
you mean.

T don't understand what
Of course he does

understand, and he never will, 
cept two things happen, first, a 
thirst for more knowledge, and

nbt 
ex- 

real 
sec-

ondly an actual getting out into the 
field and digging It out for himself, 
tiie same as anyone must do to ac
quire any knowledge.

It Is suggested, too, both to Spir
itualists and other liberal-thought 
people, that a thorough reading of 
Oahspe, especially its Cosmogony, 
without necessarily thereby taecom-' 
ing wedded to it, may be something 
of an eye-opener.

• P. O. CHILSTROM. .
Crescent, Lincoln Co., Nevada.

A NEW RACE,

One Not Corrupted by the Presence
of the White Man—Philadelphia 
Archaeologist First . White to - 890 
Kuskwagamntes—Theirs, the Sim
ple Life—Skins Of Birds Furnish 
Clothes and Vice is Unknown-

Dr. George B. Gordon, curator of 
the University of. Pennsylvania’s 
archaeloglcal department, who re
turned to Philadelphia after a six- 
months’ expedition through the wild
est regions of-the far northwest, an- 
hounces-the discovery of a new'race 
living along the Koskowim river in 
Alaska.

Dr. Gordon brings back a strange 
tale ot this new race, which had never 
before seen a white man, and which

differs from all other ti-ibes- of Alas- 
k-an Indians.

Dr. Gordon heard rumors ot the 
race In 1905, and after innumera
ble hardships, he reached the terri
tory in which those aborigines live 
in Adamic simplicity. TJfiey are called 
by the Eskimos “Kuskwagamutes,” 
and show strong traces of Mongolian 
ancestry. Crime and vice is utterly 
unknown among them, and their relig
ion is natural pantheism.

Live Cleanly- and ¿Morally.
They 1 know absolutely nothing of 

corruption and degeneracy with which 
the' whites have infected the Atha
bascan Indians and Eskimos. Dr. 
Gordon ■ lived for several months 
among them.. • .

“Though they are dying taut,” Dr. 
Gordon said,“tliey aye» strong and 
clean physically' and-lntelligent. They 
have retalne'dltike most ancient .char
acteristics of -dress : and .speech, in 
clothiii'g. i'nsteati of wearing' fürs, they 
sew skins of birds :4ntö .robes, using 
the breasts of ioon- an’d various sj>e- 
cies of ducks which abound In the 
river.” ■ ■ , F a. i -F/’ . .

Of their clothing,- Utensils, arms, 
etc., Dr. Gordon gathered,collections, 
and when they. an’lte/ hB'ahd other 
ethnologists will ;try ' to discover 
.whether the trlfie-isdof Asiatic origin, 
or whether It mlgrg^ed/from Lower' 
California.. - •

.They are'monogamlBts.iand no such 
thing as vice is .kriojni.Among them. 
They ¿re’ permitted"by their priests 
to - have more , than?-one wife,f but 
never do' se. They have no laws'at 
all, but . are governed tay patriarchs. 
They are tall, and the'women grace
ful and beautiful. x

: "There are only 400;of them left," 
said Dr. Gordon. '“It is to be hoped 
for their sake that .they die out be-, 
fore the white traderi get to them. 
Then: they’ catr die afe cleanly and

I happily as they live.” J

a true Chrlst-spirit——what often 
has.bSen called “born again;” this 
is the redemption of the whole land 
and the whole world.

When you have thus lived life here 
In all these departments, it becomes 
a hundred-fold more beautiful, and 
while you are living you help to lift 
all mankind up as well as yourself, 
and when that change called death 
shall come It will be a sweet tran
sition to planes elysian.

A. B. SPINNEY.
Belding, Mich.

DREAMREVEALS RELIC SECRET.

Substitntion of Historic Rcgnlia in 
- Russian Museum—Phantom Visits 

a Clew—Mystery Hides Replacing 
of Royal Jewels by Imitations.

€

eternally onward, and the once bar
ren and dismal earth is rapidly be
coming an incipient paradise.

Old theology complains, through its 
popular devotee, that "Nature is too 
much praised!” Nay, it cannot be. 
He who would study the works and 
ways of God (Nature), must contem' 
plate Nature; and the creation cannot 
bo examined without inspiring In the 
tYiie mind .gratitude, delight, and re
ligion."'Nature teaches that low and 

- imperfect forms always precede high 
and beautiful creatures. But Nature, 
my friends, IS NOT LIMITED TO 
THIS LITTLE PLANET; it is the 
boundless universe, and, "beautiful” 
as the Living God!

Love-streams break forth from the 
deep depths of Deity like the Impetu
ous gushings of mighty fountains, in 
Its deep harmonious it sends its start
ling energies through myriads of 
"plauets at the same moment, arousing 
the little germs which He hidden and 
slumbering in the earth, into the joy 
of being; yet there is no discord, for 
Wisdom describes the method of the 
vast accomplishments. As progress 
is the law, so the development of 
everything is graduated upon an in
finite scale. Trees grew from the 
earth upward, and there is a harmony 
th,ore or less perfect in everything. 
The coral works with harmonious 
skill, and builds the mighty reefs 
against which the ponderous waves of 
old ocean may perpetually roll; and 
upon these islands cities might stanti 
secure for ages. The song of birds, 
too, and the waving willows, blend 
in harmonious motion. Sweet foun
tains gush forth musically; melodies 
break forth from rippling lakes; the 
sunpner winds breathe joyfully over 
green fields, and the distant valleys 
murmur’forth a peaceful hymn!

But this NATURAL HARMONY is 
more and more perfect as we ascend 
the spiritual scale of being. The songs 
of birds foreshadow the perfections 
of the human voice. The sweet har
monies of the mid-summer season 
faintly typify the diversified beauties 
of the Summer Land! The Universe 
is beautiful as the Living God: be
cause it Is his temple.

Transcribed by
E. T. DICKINSON. 

Palmetto Place, Limona, Fla.

« ST. PETERSBURG, Oct. 29.—The 
remarkable substitution of certain 
Historic relics of considerable intrin
sic value in the Hermitage museum 
lii ‘this’city ■ has been revealed, ac
cording to a current story, by means 
of a dream, and the matter has at
tracted much attention from super
stitious lower classes of the capitals

_Visited- by “Phantom.”
- A subscriber td the Russnoe Zna- 

mya wrote to the paper saying that 
for three nights in succession he was 
■vislfed' by the i’phantom” ol the early 
custodian .of the treasures, who com
plained of theif disappearance. The 
treasures consists of a collection of 
golden medals struck off by the vari
ous emperors of Russia in memory 
of "great .historical events, as well as 
a number of antique golden coins 
found during excavation work In 
southern Russia. , "

The ’’phantom” complained that 
-these had been replaced by copper 
replicas, and it declared further, ac
cording to the writer, that a number 
of the diamonds belonging to the 
crown regalia stored in the Hermi
tage museum and valued at $10,N>00,-

I never believed in Spiritualism, 
although when a child I could do 
some things, and could locate lost 
articles and find anything stolen. 
Once a little girl was drowned in 
the Ohio river on her way home from 
school whilp playing on a boat land
ing. The police searched everywhere 
for her, but could not locate her. 
However, at last, some children found 
her shoes on the landing, and the 
search begaif in the river, but no 
success. Like all children I went 
to see them hunt for the little girl. 
The officers were dragging the river, 
dynamiting, etc., and'at lasV’gave up. 
I instructed the chief policeman, who 
knew’me well, to put just one more 
charge in a certain spot in the river, 
but he said it was no use and wanted 
to go, but as I begged him so hard 
to put off one more charge he con
sented, and to the surprise of all they 
got the body of the little girl.

I found several valuable papers 
which were stolen from the court 
house, after all the efforts of the 
officers were unrewarded.

At the age of 22 I lived in Erie, 
Pa. There we lived in an old house, 
the owners having died years ago. 
Behind the house was an old wood
shed. This old shpd was full of old 
wood of all descriptions to the roof. 
Every time I went past this particu
lar shed something seemed to want 
to lead me in. This occurred several 
times, and at last I told my grand
mother what feelings I had when 
passing this shed. She told me to 
do as my impressions desired, as 
the spirits wanted me to do some
thing for them. I laughed, as I did 
not believe in Spiritualism, although 
my father is a great Spiritualist. So 
some few days after this 1 went be
hind the shed to get some apricots 
and plums. While there something 
seemed to drag at me, and before 
I really knew what I was doing I 
was in the woodshed throwing the 
wood out in the yard. Grandma saw 
me and never said a word, but 
watched me all the while. After a 
while 1 had a hole to the floor, or 
rather the ground. Then I cleaned 
away all the rubbish about an old 
wooden step, and before long 1 was 
digging under this step in the dirt 
and rubbish. I worked for some 
time and at last Grandma could not 
stand the strain any longer and 
asked mo what I was doing. I got 
up off my knees and said, "I don’t 
know." I was ashamed of myself. 
She told me to go on and she would 
go in the house. 1 sat down. She 
left and soon I was at work again. 
Soon I found a flve-dollttr gold piece; 
then several silver coins; then an
other five-dollar gold piece; then I 
went in the house and showed them 
to grandma. She went out and found 
pome silrep»"also. She said the spir
its toqk/me in there. I asked her 
whose spirit, and she said, "the folks 
that 'owned the old house.” 1 did 
not believe in it yet, but. always said 
they must show me before I believed 
in it.

Now I do believe, am convinced 
and am satisfied and at rest.

In September last 1 was asleep in 
the hotel where I was boarding, and 
one night about 2:30 I was awakened 
by an Indian lady who told me to 
go and get the broom. I was seared 
to death almost, but somehow went; 
and got the broom and brought it 
to my bedroom. My room-mate was 
awakened by my being up, but I did 
not think of him; I sat on 11 chair, 
held the broom out in the air, then 
she commanded me to let go of the 
broom, but 1 could not nt first; how
ever, at last 1 did get loose and tho 
broom stayed in the air. Next she 
told me to stand it on the end of 
the handle straight up. It remained 
there three or four minutes, then fell 
toward me. Next I put one end on

N

&

s
:

the back of a 
in the air, and

1 did not go 
and when my

chair, the other cud 
with the same results, 
to work the next day, 
room-mate cainc to

000 had been replaced by glass imita
tions.

Skeptical ot Denials.
The publication of this dream was 

followed at once by semi-official de
nials, but today it was admitted that 
the medals and coins had been sub
stituted because of the danger of their 
being carried away during some ex
treme revolutionary disorder. The 
originals, it Is declared, are stored in 
safety.. The disappearance of a jewel
headed cane which belonged to Peter 
the Great, reported by the "phan
tom,” also is admitted, hnd many per
sons believe that the “phantom” may 
be right regarding the regalia dia
monds.

dinner they all began to look at me 
and laugh. My room-mate then said: 
“Well, you've got over your night
mare, have you?” Then I knew he 
saw me and I said nothing. That 
evening I took him to the room and 
he told nte all I did, and asked me 
what made me get up that time in 
the morning and do that.

I can now make a table, chair, log 
of wood, or anything, stand up 
straight or lean out, and some of 
my friends here come to see mo do 
these strange things. 1 can make 
these articles fall in any direction I 
wish, at will, and I don't care how 
heavy they are. If I can lift, them 
on end I can make them stand there 
straight, leaning any way at will. I 
can also cure headache- by the tench 
of my hand, and the object of my 
letter to you Is, I would like for vou 
to put me in touch with some suit
able medium so I can develop myself. 
I am now 29 years old, weigh 185 
pounds, have medium dark hair, bine 
eyes. If you will please write to 
me and send me the address or your 
advice of a good medium I will feel 
greatly indebted to you for your
kindness. JAS. A. ENGLE.

Marlefiville, Fores^ Co., Pa.

I

There is not the least necessity in 
trying to prevent people from-think
ings They are quite ready ehough to 
be stupid or indifferent without any 
external inducements. The huge dead 
Weight of established prejudices is 
amply sufficient We may say that 
free thinking Is not only right, but a 
duty. A man, that is, is bound to be 
as reasonable as he can.—Sir Leslie 
Stephens.

1 We are so vain as to set tire highest 
value upon those things to which na-. 
ture assigned the lowest place.— 
Seneca.
whence it follows that nothing is so 
firmly believed as that which a man 
knoweth least—Montague. -

You do not know how great is the 
value of friendship, if you do not 
understand how much you give him 
to whom you five a friend—a comodi- 
try which is scarce not only in men’s 
houses, but in whole centuries, and 
which Is nowhere scarcer than In the 
places where It is thought to be most 
plentlf ul.—Seneca.

The ghosts told us there was no vir
tue like belief and no crime like 
doubt, that investigation was pure im
pudence and thé punishment therefor 
eternal torment They not only told 
us all about this world, but about two 
others ; 'and if their statements about 
the other worlds are as true as about 
this, no one can estimate the value ot 
their information.—IngersolL ■
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Charles Bailey allows Investigat
ors to subject him to any'test condi
tions they may desire^ and excellent 
results always' follow. Not a single 
jnaterializing medium ip the United 
States will allow that. ,

THAT MOST WONDERFUL MEDIWM.*

Mr. T, W. Stanford’s Seances with Charles Bailey, the 
Spirit Manifestations Beiug ^ost Remarkabler-Re- 

; ported by ^irs. Charles Bright for the Harbinger pf 
■Light, Melbourne, Australia,

. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER November 16, 191)7.

said Dr. Whitcomb, "is a very fine specimen.’’ .This 
closed a most interesting meeting.

50th Seance. July SO. Address by John B. Gough, 
entitled "Am I My Brother's Keeper?” Medium, al
though : searched by Mr. Stanford and a gentleman on 
the press, had his coat removed and body thumped all 
over when in the trance condition, and controlled by 
Dr. Whitcomb, as It was announced, that a live creature 
was to be brought. Medium controlled by. Abdul, then 
wAlkcd to the other end of the room, sat at tho. end 
of table near Mr. Stanford and produced a small bird, 
the mate of one brought some time ago. Lump of clay 
with with mosaics, 8% pounds in weight.- Bird's nest 
of\ perfect icjnd which it would be impossible to hide 
without injury. '

51st Seance. August 2. Creswick Evening. The re
cital, a 'hpmposifion of Mr. Creswick's In spirit life en
titled “Vengeance js Mine," in which several characters 
were introduced,' was one of (lie best ever given, The 
pliiy occupied nearly two hours in delivery, equal to 
about four columns of oqe of the morning dailies. It 
was a superb piece of composition: 'and acting, and left, 
au impression on those priviliged to be present, which 
surpassed anything obtainable in the sirnpe of I'tesfe.”

It is a matter of satisfaction to find that the account 
of the seances, with illustrated supplement, whi<4h ap- 
peara each month and in which the scientific side of 
Spiritualism as shown Jn “The Passage of Matter through 
Matter” is so wonderfully allied to the high' spiritual 
teaching contained in the addresses, has met with such 
favor everywhere. Not only in these southern lands, 
but in the great centers of Spiritualism all the world 
over are these articles looked for. Some are quoted 
in full- in American papers, while the leading French 
journal, Revue du Spiritisme, edited by Gabriel Delanue, 
gives its readers each month a report of the proceed
ings at this unique seance. This is'the more important, 
as at the present, time there is anxious questioning among 
its old-time adherents as to the future that awaits Spir
itualism. ' One of the most striking signs of the great 
unrest in America is .found in the latest American papers. 
The Light of Truth, which for the last 3 9 years has 
been in existence, and since 1905 under the editorship 
of Mr. Willard J. Hull, and with Mr. James B. Townsend 

-as financial supporter, “goes out of existence,” says the 
editor,” and I, as its manager, take rny departure for 
broader fields of endeavor.” Willard J. Hull changes
the name of 
is to include 
tends io his 
aient below

his paper to "The Journal 
everything in religion and 
elevation, it will be seen 
that Willard J. Hull has

of Man,” which 
philosophy that 
from the state- 

surrendered the

Address by Dr. Robinson s

“SITRITUALISM AND SPIRITISM."

An Inquiry info Chaldean Magic and the Origin of Spir
itism, Fortune-telling, Incantations’.*

—"5—ns'"'"'"- 
cern thai=they=were the spirits of departed friends or 
relatives, hence, they, believed that every stone, every 
tree, auqjindead' every thought and every word had hp- 
hlnd it either 'a good demon or a bad demon.

Incantation Against the Evil Eye.
Here is a magical incantaion to-avert the Evil Eye. 

It is strapgej^t even down to sixty years ago . a great 
number of people believed in the influence qf the Evil 
Eye, and at the present day in Italia they have charms 
to avertJts influence. The incantation tablet says: “The 
baleful demon, the mighty one, cometh like a rushing 
wind and take!1 possession. When the sun shines the 
spell' is cast, ii!6 evil is wrought. May he be cast out, 
may he g^ss ^yay into the dark places and returq no 
more.-- Hig poiyer is great,-his influence-lsKmighty, . Oh 
spirit of - the /heavens, conjure him! Oh spirit of the 
earth, conjure him!’’ Note that when Jesus, the great 
Teacher, came in’ pontact with men obsessed, He said: 
"I sqy unto thpe, conje out of him!” Ttye Chaldean ma
gicians were held In great respect by the people, and 
they received support from the State, To insult ime 
of these hojy men ■Who had power over these potent 
evil influences would assuredly bring about the death 
of the person who was bold enough to do so. One in
teresting tablet,' now in the Museum in France, declares 
that certain, persons having spoken disrespectfully of 
one of the magicians wh<? practiced the White Magic, 
there came in the night time a great tempest, and on 
the following morning five of these persons were found 
dead. The tablet goes on to declare that the great

[Specially reported by Miss M. Wilson, shorthand writer 
and typist, Premier Building?, Collins 8t„ Melbourne.]
After drawing a diagram on the blackboard, giving 

the early Chaldeans' idea of the earth and the universe, 
Dr. Robinson said he proposed to speak of Chaldean 
fiiagic and its relation to present-day developments in 
spiritual matters. .

The ancient Chaldeans, he began, scanned the face 
of the heavens, and took note of the appearance of com- 
•ets* eclipses; positions of the stars, and other heavenly 
phenomena. These were duly noted down and written 
upon terra cotta tablets, many of which hlive come down 
to our day. Some of them have been placed by occult 
power upon this table. We do not gather from the- 
early Chaldean tablets that they held the belief that 
a Qotl or gods had created the world. They believed 
in two opposing forces—spirits of the good and evil 
spirits—which were responsible for everything. An an
cient writer tells us that the early Chaldeans’ idea of

flag as a result of the absence of spirituality in its pro
fessors.

"I am assured now,” he says, “that my perception of 
the possible failure of Spiritualism as a movement con
ducted on promiscuous lines of communication between 
finite spirits in and out of the flesh, was correct. 1 have 
jlways looked disparagingly on the uses of mediumship 
that place it in the category of other commodities of 
exchange and barter. We see the effects of this esti
mate of medlqmship everywhere in the degrading prosti
tution to which it is now subjected, and the precarious 
situation of those mediums who have sought to keep 
their mediumship unsullied by the contaminations of 
barter.

“During my career as a public character identified with 
Spiritualism, F have made it a rule to magnify the essen
tial principles of the spiritual philosophy, and so far as 
the average mind Plight be able to' grasp and make use 
of it in-life, I have advocated an intelligent and discrim
inative recourse to phenomena. Unquestionably many 
thousands of persons have become interested in the ordi
nary thought, nomenclature, etc., of Spiritualism through 
these phenomena, but I am prepared to affirm that not
more than one in a hundred of them has 
phenomena as stepping-stones leading them 
summit.of the spiritual pyramid.”

Hut this possibility exists in every other

used these 
toward thé

department
of life as well as in Spiritualism. To choose the good 
and eschew the evil is the secret of the soul’s progres
sion in spiritual things, and this has been the conten
tion' of this paper from its outset. It becomes more
necessary than ever 
lands to uphold this 
as are produced at 
scientific proof. It

for Spiritualists in these southern 
higher teaching. Phenomena, such 
the Bailey circles, are capable <Jf 
is the great hope for Spiritualism

in the future that scientists are giving serious attention 
to the study of psychic phenomena. To find that the 
laws of vibration stretch indefinitely beyond the con
fines of our mortal senses is to grasp the meaning of
the universe—to give 
to Spirit. It is seen, 
necessary and logical 
(lie interbiendlng of 
spheres is to take us

us something that takes us close 
then, that the psychic world is a 
sequence to this, and to realize 
the mundane and the spiritual 
to the heart of the spiritual phi-

the earth and the 
gram I have just 
verted boat. This 
fixed stars, which

universe was something like the dia- 
drawn. The earth was like an in
zone at the top was the place of the 
were ruled over by a good spirit.

Underneath were the planets and above this zone were 
the celestial waters. Coming down to the space between 
the earth and .this zone they believed that here dwelt 
the-atmospheric spirits, the spirits of the storm, the 
wind, the hail, the rain, the lightning and the thunder. 
This space .represents the earth and underneath it was 
au abyss ruled over by an eyil spirit. Underneath this 
abyss was the great reservoir of water. 1 have no doubt 
that the Jews got the idea of Hades or the under-world 
from this Chaldean conception. Here are the great gate
ways—-seven of them—to the under-world. This pin
nacle is the great and high mountain, the pinnacle on 
which tho heavens revolved. At the sides you can see 
the foundations of the heavens resting at the side of 
the earth-plane. Underneath were the storm spirits. 
The Chaldeans believed that every object, every stone, 
every tree, had behind It a spirit, and, as I said, they 
were divided into good and evil spirits.

From the earliest tablets we gather that the univerge 
was the outcome of perpetual warfare waged between 
the good and evil powers. You can easily understand, 
looking at the diagram, how tho Chaldeans believed 
that the spirits of heaven’ and earth were more power
ful than the/evil spirits. The latter dwelt in the 
under-world, in high mountains, aud in marshes. They 
firmly believed that evil desire was caused by obsession 
and baneful influences. Hence it.became necessary to 
have certain spells, incantations, sacred words, which 
the magicians alone understood. I am going to try 
and show you this evening that modern Spiritism may 
be traced back and no doubt had its foundation in the 
necromancy of the Chaldeans. Recent excavations in 
Mesopotamia haVe brought to light a vast number of 
tablets, and many .now in. the British Museum, and 
other collections of antiquities are magical or incanta
tion tablets. They were formulas used by the magicians 
of those days to dispel disease and to cast .out the 
obsessing spirits. ' The poor Chaldean believed himself 
obsessed by a number of enemies. During the night 
time the fneubae'eame upon him and disturbed his 
sleep; in his waking momeuts the evil eye, the curse, 
and the bann had to be avoided; so it was necessary

losophy and to the central truth of Christianity. So it 
is gratifying to find that these circles are doing much 
that has been craved for them. A gentleman, Rev. 
Joseph Taylor, of Nelsou, N. Z., who has lately been lec- 
urjug for the Christchurch Spiritualists, and whose able 

fipmphlet,*“Principles of Absolute Philosophy,” should 
be widely read, writes’ “I have been able to make ex
cellent use of the supplements containing remarkable 
'apports' brought (¿trough the mediumship of Charles 
Bailey. I have often exhibited them and found them to 
constitute objective lessons of more value than much 
talk, being, moreover, convenient for carriage and for 
striking the attention of tho outsiders.’”

Among the many instructive addresses given, the fol
lowing, by Dr. Robinson on Spiritualism and Spiritism, 
drawn from researches into Chaldean Magifc, is given as 
especially apt at the present juncture. These two oppos
ing forces—good and evil—White and Black Magic- 
have existed throughout the ages. As will be seen from 
Dr. Robinson’s able address, they are part of a natural 
law inherent in the universe.

to have a large number <5f incantations as'well as 
gicians who knew how to dispel the evil influence 
cast out the obsessing spirit.

Incantations Against Disease.
Before proceeding further I will recite the text

A brief account of the
be found below.

48th Seance. July 4. 
on “What and Where is

phenomena since last issue will

Address by Professor Denton 
Heaven?” Phenomena. Small

eJay tablet, tiie first of its kind brought to these meet
ings with two writings on it. Bird’s nest with two dif
ferent-sized eggs. Dr. Whitcomb said it was the nest' 
of the Buhl-Buhl, in which the Bell bird, which lays a 
long, narrow, white egg, often deposits an eggi the 
other egg is that of the Buhl-Buhl. The nest is mad!e 
of feathers and cocoanut fibre. CJay with Mosaics. Con
ditions not good.

July 12. No sitting.
49th Seance. July 19. Address by Signor Valetti, en

titled “Does God Care?" It was mentioned that two lots 
of “apports" were to be brought instead of three, as 
one would be very large, and procured specially for pho
tographing purposes and the Museum. Before the ad- 
dress a, lump of wet clay with mosaics fen heavily on 
the table. After the address, the conditions being pro- 
qdiinced excellent, the sitters were requested to join 
hiSMs and to have special singing, when to the surprise 
of all present the dress of a cannibal was found on the 
table. It is fully described in supplement. “This dress."

they are under condemnation. Evil spirits as-well as 
good have power to approach your earth plane, and they 
do so, and if they find congenial company they will 
come in and take up their abode with that man. There 
cannot be any doubt about'that. The Great Seer taught 
the people that if, after an evil spirit had been cast out 
and that man returned to his old habits, his former way 
of living, the evil spirit might return and bring with 
him other spirits, and they would take up their abode 
with him, and "the last state of that man is worse than 
the first.” So, to-day, Invoking spirits;may be :a very 
dadgero.ua practice. - Communion with your departed 
friends and relatives is most sat red. You are drawing 
nigh to the invisible world. It is solemn, serioub and

lords and .the .great gods fought against the evil ones 
and the men in the flesh who had dared to insult the 
old magician. You will remember in reading Roman 
history that the Augurs inspected the entrails of beasts 
and birds, they watched the feeding of the sacred chick
ens, and drew their prognostications therefrom concern
ing the welfare of the Roman people. In the same way 
nothing was done in Chaldea without consulting ma
gicians. We find from a broken tablet that on a cer
tain day one; of the early Chaldean kings was about to 
opfen a battle with an Amorite king. The tablet declares 
that on this particular day, at a certain hour, it thun
dered several times, but a break in the tablet prevents 
us from knowing how many times it thundered. The 
omens were considered auspicióos, and the Augurs gave 
the wordsthat the king would be victorious. Under
neath it is added that he followed the bidding of the 
magician, and the omen was true. He took great men 
captive, cut off their heads and placed them on the 
gates of the city. The writing on the tablet Anishes

' up with praise of the benevolent spirits. It would ap
pear that th? Chaldeans had no Bystem of medicine like 
unto the ancient Egyptians. Even in Babylon it was a 
common practice when any person was sick or ill of a 
disease to bring him on a bed into the open court, there 
to He al| the day in case some passer-by might recog
nize the disease that he was suffering from. A man 
might have had the same disease himself and: in passing 
would tell 'the sick man just what cured him. . There 
are evidences, however, that they understood the- prop
erties of;,herbs and sometimes used them. But they 
placed their supreme faith in good or benevolent spirits, 
who, at the command or solicitation of the Chaldean 
magician^,,.invariably cast out .the dbsessiug spirit or 
dispelled .the disease.
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The danger is in drawing around you evil in
In France some years ago a number of peo- 

were called “devil worshipers/ used to congre- 
a tavern and there invoke the devil and his 
Though the prince of the devils does not exist

as a personality, tirif« are any number of demons— 
devils if you choose—atnd many of these evil spirits came 
around about these devil worshipers, and on one par
ticular evening two of the company, wjio slept at the 
hotel where the meetings were held, were found dead 
in their beds with their tongues protruding and their
faces black. Notwithstanding every effort was made to
trace the murderers, they failed to do so. If they de
sired to find“the murderers they would have to look 
away from the mundane sphere. I wish you good night.

Further Particulars with Reference to Mr. T. W. Stan
ford’s Seances with the Medium, Charles Hailey.

There have been several remarkable occurrences dur
ing the month, both as regards addresses and “apports.” 
On August 30 Dr. Whitcomb said that he wished to 
thank friends for “the increasing harmony. We expect,” 
he went on, “to perform great things in the future, 
leading you up to something great." He said that in 
an old place in India were some excellent “apports" 
which would certainly excite the wonder of persons in 
this city. "One that I have seen myself,” he went on, 
“and should desire to be brought, is a large Indian tap
estry with a border of scenes from the lives of the 
Brahmin gods." This was brought on Friday evening,
September, 13, and proved of exceptional interest.
very strong power was manifested 
hands of the Bitters were jolnpd by 
singing asked for. Abdullah, who 
medium, was found, when the light

in the circle;

,j Spiritualism Not Spiritism.
Modern'Spiritism—and I must speak plainly on this 

subject—fa not,|,io be confounded with modern Spirit
ualism. - One of the Chaldean coremonies has its 
counterpart in some spiritistic practices. A great fire- 
was lit and the magician or magicians-j-somethnes 
more thqn qne,„for the king had a number of these 
asttologejp and.«: magicians-—squatted , on their hands 
around thotfite and cast' ifito it a prepared powder. In 
tfie black’smoke—something like the smoke of burning

now In Jhe British Museum. In case of disease, 
sick man was placed on a couch, and in front of 
couch the magicians lit a fire. He then took in 
hands the hair of a goat, a bunch of dates, and the

leaves of a tree, and, after muttering the, following
Words over theln, they were 
Said the magician: "The 
down upon this poor man. 
his goods he despoileth, his

handed to the sick man. 
baleful demon has come 
He destroyeth his house, 
health fleeth away. 'Like

a hurricane cometh the baleful demon.” Then handing 
a bunch of dates to the sick man he had to repeat those 
words after the magician, who then added: “And may 
he depart into another place; may he never return; 
may he be destroyed like these dates,’-’ which he then
cast into the fire. Then he took th^ hair of the goat
and said, "May the baleful demon depart ’ from me; 
may he never return; as this hairris destroyed by the
Are so may he pass 
leaves of the tree, 
posed to get well, 
cause of some fault

pitch—that arose fyo/n it they read 
the horoscopes of kings and other 
modern Spiritism, 1 must reiterate, 
founded with modern Spiritualism.

away from me.” And so with the 
After that the sick man was sup- 
If he did not get well, it was be-' 
in. the man himself or dn uttering

the formula and incantation—or perhaps the evil spirits 
were more powerfill just then than the benevolent ones.'

And here I would like to say that the ancient 
Chaldeans undoubtedly practiced what is so well known 
in India as White and Black Magic. The magician who 
was in favor with the good spirits practiced White Magic, 
but theme who invoked evil spirits» as they sometimes 
did, for the purpose of putting a bann or curse upon 
their enemies, were those who practiced Black Magic. 
If we had time it would be interesting' to trace how 
these people first became acquainted wltli the'fact that 
spirits, good and bad, were able to commune. Stripped 
of all its ^mummery, there cannot be any doubt that 
they were acquainted with the fact that good and evil 
spirits approached unto-them, and that they could and 
did communicate with thpm. -In those daya spirits of 

^course came down to the earth. They were around about 
men In the flesh as they are at the present time. But 
the crude minds of the Chaldeans were not aide to dis*

the future or 
dignitaries.
must not be

cast 
But 
con-

.Modern Spiritual
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Lire A
TRUTH__ By Prof. W. 1 
the well-known lecturer.

veloped from head to foot in the piece of tapestry, meas
uring 11 feet In length and 5 feet ip width. Walking 
dowg to the room he sang a Vedic hymn with great 
fervor, and then, disrobing himself, explained the vari
ous scenes depicted on the tapestry of Indian workman
ship, which was stretched full length in the hands of 
some of the sitters. .

Some people, who do not see the trend of spiritual 
development going on the world over, are apt to decry 
the utility of these marvelous phenomena. But on every 
hand comes evidence of the potent impression being 
made both on the scientific and lay mind by psychic 
facts, which can alone prove- the spiritual origin ot mat
ter. Many are the people whose eyes have been opened 
to the fact of a spiritual universe all around with its 
unseen and mostly unsuspected potencies through the 
phenomena witnessed at these circles. They literally 
"came to scoff and remained to pray.” In an address 
given by Professor Denton on “Spiritualism from a Sci
entific Standpoint,” on August 16, he said: "Spiritual-

ism is a blessing to man, sent to teach him the way 
of life and to assure him of immortality. That there 
are signs and wonders following the teaching of the 
truth in the présent day we know, and bo there should 
be. It was so with Jesus of Nazareth, and in the first 
centuries. But modern Spiritualism was never intended 
to forecast the future, or to’ tell fortunes, or to utter 
anything that would be injurious to the spiritual or 
physical welfare of any. man or woman on the earth. 
Modern Spiritism is undoubtedly a curse to -mankind, 
and it is only the necromancy of the Chaldeans under 
ano'ther name. I gather from tht? tablets that many 
of, those old magicians led evil lives. They were un
scrupulous persons, and I have no doubt that they be
came very rich by their practices. It is a fact, how
ever, that Chaldea as a natlpn occupied a position of 
pre-eminence that she "could not have attained if she 
were not renowned for her magicians and her magical 
arts, and so at the present time we find numbers of 
persons practicing necromancy in the name of Spirit
ualism. But- it is Spiritism pure and-slmple. There 
is a vast -difference between Spiritism an^ Spiritualism. 
A forecasting of the future, telling of‘events connected 
with the private lives of persons, pretending to cast the 
horoscope of those who come unto them, or the practice 
of Black Magic, is Spiritism. I am sorry to have to 
say that I have known some Spiritualists who, for filthy 
lucre’s sake, have told their clients that they would 
prevent certain people from doing certain things. If 
they were able to accomplish this It would undoubtedly 
have caused a great deal of troùble and mjsery. ' They 
invoked the undeveloped spirits; they invoked the spir
its that dwelt in the marshes and in the' high moun
tains, as did the ancient Ctialdeans, and I have heard 
—horrible to relate—of them pretending to put disease 
on certain persons just out of pure malice. That is 
Spiritism. It does-not alleviate mankind; a man’s spir
itual life'gets no support or food from Spiritism. But 
Sprltualism is the bread of life which cometh down from 
heaven, and a man having once tasted of that bread 
shall not ^ungèfl again. I desire to make this plain, 
because il|^e are hundreds of thousands of Intelligent 
people at (the pjesent day who mix they two together. 
A large ndtaber“Of -those connected with orthodoxy are 
doing so a^ it ik for this reason that much odium has 
been cast ^n trpe Spiritualism. Don’t make any mis
take—Spiritism is simply Chaldean, Babylonish necrom
ancy undeivanother name. .- -

There iff 'jnuctu'to say on this subject,and I wish to 
show you ftyaejfirst place that it is this Chaidean nec- 
romancy that was-forbidden to the Jéws, as you read 
in,the Old Testament. And I desire to make' it equally 
clear to yoit that real communion with departed spirits 
was never forbidden under the Jewish dispensation.- That 
the Cfraldesui magical incantation^ and ceremonies were 
sometimbs-Stupidsiwe admit, but at the back of it was 
a foundation of .truth, and these evil spirits when In
voked undoubtedly came to the assistance of the black 
magicians. A question once asked me by a’ gentleman 
in an audience like this was: "Why are the evil spirits 
permitted to approach’: men in the flesh?” There Are a 
great many things permitted, let me observe, that are 
not approved of in the ; spiHt world. Men lie land 
thieve-and murder. They are~permlttëd to do this for 
a-season, but ‘undoubtedly, they" are’-not" approved of;

have had the privilege of hearing Prof. 
Lockwood lecture will understand and 
appreciate the character of this work. 
Price, $1.00.
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OF PSYCHICAL HE-

ism becomes moro than interesting under these aspects. 
It opens up another view of life—a glorious view, a 
wondrous view. Man has had too narrow, too cramped a 
view in the past. But the moment a man is convinced 
of the Immortality of the spirit and its potencies a new 
view of the universe is opened to him. . . -. Science 
desires to Investigate and demónstrate. The scientific 
world is in tho waiting attitude at present—watching 
the efforts put forth by a certain number. . . . You are 
heaping up in this circle such a mass of testimony Ihat 
the fraud theory Is now dying away, and men are look
ing tor some other solution. Go on with your good 
work-.”

On the evening of August 23 the Rev. Gilbert White, 
who gives the opening hymn and invocation, said through 
the medium: »This work must go on, and will have 
the great and grand results intended. May each and 
every one of the sitters remember that these phenomena 
are but a demonstration of a superior power, and may 
they not fall into the error of com/ing from time to 
time just to witness the production of phenomena, lest 
their faith be in vain. In the old gospel times the teach
ing of the-truth was followed by “signs and wonders," 
and these also are the signs and wonders phophesied. 
(In the last days, saith the Lord, I will pour out my 
spirit on all flesh; and your sons and daughters shall 
prophesy and your young men shall see visions.) These 
are the times prophesied; the slfcns and wonders are 
in evidence, and they call humanity to serious thought 

^end consideration. It is necessary to show the high 
motive underlying these phenomena, especially as these 
circles are attracting attention all over the world." In 
a letter received by the last mall from Ven. Archdeacon 
Colley, mentioned in another column, he says, after ac
knowledging the receipt of the monthly copy of the Har
binger: “It is well used and lent about, and the val
uable supplements are all framed, and handed around 
at my meetings In my hall and at parlor lectures in Leam
ington, and shown to visitors here at the Rectory.”

Truly the work is a great and far-reaching one. The 
following is a brief account of the seances since our last 
issue:

62d Seance. August 9. Address by Rev. John A. 
Dowie on the most important events in his life. Phe
nomena. Clay with mosaics from Central America. It 
was : explained that the mosaics would be brought for 
another six months, and would eventually be arranged 
so as to show the pavehient with flowers and border 
they formed originally. Seed about 1K inches long, 
brought and planted by Abdul in pot. It grew several
inches during the sitting, and after 
Stanford’s conservatory, would, in 
was said, bear beautiful flowers, 
offered to Brahm in the temples by 
with three spear heads.

being placed in Mr. 
the hot weather, it 
In India they are
the Brahmins. Clay

I
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world. By Ralph Waldo Trine.
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or a 
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Cloth,

FUL-
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nancr. 25 cunts; cloth 50 cents.■fifty years in the church of 
no ME.—A book that has done more to 
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any other two published. By Rev. Chas. 
Chlnlquy. ex- priest. Price, |2.25. ’
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cloth. $1.00.
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Written In Miss Whiting’s most charm
ing stvlv. Nicely bound with gilt top. 
I’rlce. $1.00,

FROM SOUIi TO SOUL.—This beauti
ful book of beautiful poems is all that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime 
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variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, cloth. SI.00.FROM DREAMLAND SENT.—A book 
of poems. Vmsi-s of life to come. By 
Lilian Whiting. Price, |r. White and 
gold. $1.25.

FUTURE LIFE.—In tho Llghf of An
cient «nd Modern Science. A wqrk of 
immense importance. By Louis Elbe. 
Price. $1.20.

GERMS OF MIND IN PLANTS.—Bv 
R. H. France. Translaled by A. ht. 
Simons, (’loth, illustrated, 50 cents.

GOSPEL OF HUDDHA.—According to 
old records. A translation from Japa
nese. made under the auspice« of the 
Rev. Shaku Seven, delegate to the Par-
Hament of Religion». By 
Carus. Price, >1.00. 

GOSPEL OF NATURE.—,

Dr. Paul

book filled

53d Seance, August 10. Address by Professor 
fbn oh "Spiritualism from a Scientific Standpoint." 
nomena. Lump of clay with mosaics. Small bird

Den- 
Phe- 
front

India brought. Nest of the same beautifully made of 
small roots of tree. A quantity of red dust called sacred 
earth. It half filled a good-sized \dish that was asked 
for; is held sacred in India, and only to be obtained 
in one pla'ce. *

54th Seance. August 23. Address by Dr. Robinson. 
First part of a remarkable lecture entitled "When Rome 
was Mistress of the World." .It was replete with histo
rical facts and deductions therefrom, occupying nearly 
two hours In delivery. Phenomena. Clay with mosaics. 
An “apport" 'from China, the first of its kind. A bag 
of Chinese silk containing 144 pieces of Chinese money 
(brass coins)- Other apports could not be 'brought, as 

-the power had been exhausted by the long address.
55th Seance. August 80. Conclusion ¿f address-by 

Dr. Robinson "When Rome was Mistress of^ffle World," 
the^vhole forming one of the most remarkable deliver
ances given through the medium, full of historical events 

> ’ - (Continued on page 8)

from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul- 
stirring character. In touch with ail 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Win. F. 
Lyon. Price. $1.00.

GREAT ROMAN ANACONDA, or Thlr- 1 
ty-aeven and n Half Ycnra In the Church I 
of Romo,—A 32-page pamphlet. By ( 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D. Price, 
15 cents.

HAPPINESS AND MARRIAGE_By 
Elizabeth Towne. Price, 50 cents.

harmonics of evolution_a 
valuable work, by Florence Huntlev 
Cloth. Price. $2. ' ”

HEALTH AND POWEIL—A handbook 
of cure and human upbuilding by aid 
of new, refined and powerful methods 
of nature. By E. D. Babbitt. M. D 
Price. 30 cents.

HEAVEN REVISED.—By Mrs E. R 
Duffey. Price. 25 cents. '

HELIOCENTRIC A.STlloLOGY, or 
Solar Molality, with Illustrations and 
ephemrns. By Verno ' Vedra. Cloth, 
price, S1.50. '

HERESY. OR l.ED TO THE LIGHT. 
By tao well-known writer. Hudson 
ruttle. Paper cover only. Price, 80 
cents.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP.—. 
By Thomas Carlyle. Price, 50 cents

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL Life In 
the Sionr Aire,—Written through U a 
Flgley. It Is very interesting Prfio. 
30 cents. z

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED. 
By M. M. Mangaanrlan. Price, 10 cents

HOW TO GROW SUCCESS_By KHz-! 
abeth Towne. Price. 50 cents

HOW TO TRAIN CHILDREN AND 
PARENTS.—By Elizabeth Towne. Price 
25 cents.

HYPNOTISM In Meatal and Moral 
Culture. By John D. Quackenbos. Mem
ber ot tho New York Academy of Sci
ence. Pflce, 11.25 ,

HYPNOTISM, ITS HISTORY AND 
PRESENT DEVELOPMENT.—BV Frio- 
rlk Bjornstrom, M. D. Price, 75 pents.

HOMAS PERSONALITY, and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death. By F. W. H. 
Myers. 470 Pages. Price, $3.00.

KARMA.—By A- P. Sinnett. 'Price, 
50 cents.

HYPNOTISM.—By Albert Moll. Price, ’ 
$1.50.

HYPNOTISM.—By L. W. DeLaurence.' 
Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00.

HYPNOTISM .AND .SUGGESTION.— 
By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.00.

HYPNOTISM. — An Experimental 
Study.—By Dr. R. von Kratt-Eblng. 
Price, $1.25.

INFLUENCE of the zodiac upon 
human life.—This book states the 
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'foresting and Instructive. By Eleanor 
'Kirk. Price, doth, 1LO0.
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48th Seance. July 4. 
on "What and Where is

Address by Dr. Robinsons
.■ - T . Z i. . 1 :

‘‘SPIRITUAUB^ AND SPIRITISM."

more than one in a hundred of them has 
phenomena as stepping-stones leading them 
summit of the spiritual pyramid."

■ But this possibility exists in every other

leaves of a tree, and, after muttering the, following 
tvords over thetn, they were handed to the sick man.

the universe—to give 
to Spirit. It is seen, 
necessary and logical

An Inquiry into Chaldean Magic and the Origin of Spír- 
, Itism, Fortune-telling, Incantation^. ‘ /' j

Mr. T. W. Stanford’s Seances with Charles Bailey, the 
Spirit Manifestations Being tyost Rdmar^Wm-^Re- 

; ported by Jfrs. Charles Bright for the Harbinger of
-.Light, Melbourne, Australia.

to have a large number of incantations as'well as 
gicians who knew how to dispel the evil influence 
cast out the obsessing spirit.

Incantations Against Disease.
BeMre proceeding further I will recite the text

elevation. It will be seen from the state-

magical tablets which have been discovered—two 
now in JJie British. Museum. In case of disease, 
sick'man was placed on a couch, and in front of 
couch the magicians lit a fire. He then took in 
hands the hair of a goat, a bunch of dates, and the

Hi' «fi'

Said the magician: “The 
down upon this poor man. 
his goods he despolleth, hiB

Charles Bailey allows Investigat
ors to subject him to any test condi
tions they may desire, and excellent 
results always" follow. Not a single 
materializing medium in the United 
States will allow that. ,

said Dr. Whitcomb, “is a vqry fine specimen.” .This 
closed a most interesting meeting.

60th Seauco, July 20. Address by John B. Gough, 
entitled “Am I My Brother’s Keeper?” Medium, al- 
tliough ■ searched by Mr. Stanford and a gentleman on 
the press, had his coat removed and body thumped all 
over when in the trance condition, and controlled by 
Dr. Whitcomb, us it was aunounced.that u live creature 
was to be brought. Medium controlled by, Abdul, then 
walked to the other end of ,the room, Sut at tho. end 
of table near Mr. Stanford und produced a small bird, 
the mate of one brought some time ago. Lump of clay 
with with mosaics, pounds in weight. Bird's nest 
of a perfect kind which it would be impossible to hide 
without injury.

61st Seance. August 2. Creswick Evening. The re
cital, a composition of Mr, Creswick’s in spirit life en
titled “Vengeance is Mine,” in which several characters 
were introduced, was one of the best ever given. The 
pldy occupied nearly two hours in delivery, equal to 
about four coiumus of one of the morning doilies. It 
was a superb piece, of composition, and acting, and left 
an impression on those priviligcd to be present, wldch 
surpassed any thing obtainable in the slutpe of “teste-”

It Is a matter of satisfaction to find that the account ■ 
of the seances, with illustrated supplement, whi<!h ap- 
pears each month and in which the scientific side of 
Spiritualism as shown'jn “The Passage of Matter through 
Matter" is so wonderfully allied to the high' spiritual 
teaching contained In the addresses, has met with such 
favor everywhere., Not only in these southep lands, 
but' in the great centers of Spiritualism all the world 
over are these articles looked for. Some are quoted 
in full" in American papers, while the leading French 
journal, Revue du Splrltlsme,. edited by Gabriel Delanne, 
glved'its" readers each month a report of the 'proceed
ings at'this unique seance. This Ib'the more important, 
as at the present, time there is anxious questioning among 
its old-time adherents as to the future that awaits Spir
itualism." One of the most striking signs of the great 
unrest in America is .found in the latest American papers. 
The Light of Truth, which for the last 39 years has 
been in existence, and since 1905 under the editorship 
of Mr Willard J. Hull, and with Mr. James B. Townsend 

-as financial supporter, “goes out of existence,” says the 
editor,” and I, as its manager, take -my departure for 
broader fields of endeavqr.” Willard J. Hull changes 
the name of his paper to “The Journal of Man,” which 
is to include everything In religion and philosophy that

jilent below that Willard J. Hull has surrendered the 
flag as a result ‘of the absence of spirituality In Its pro
fessors.

“I am assured now,” he says, "that my -perception of 
the possible failure of Spiritualism as a movement con
ducted on promiscuous lines of communication between 
finite spirits in and out of the flesh, was correct. I have 
riways looked disparagingly on the uses of mediumship 
that place It In the category of other commodities of 
exchange-and barter. We see the effects of this esti
mate of mediumship everywhere in the degrading prosti- 
tutlofi to which it is now subjected, and the precarious 
situation- of those .mediums who have sought to keep 
their " mediumship unsullied by the contaminations of 
barter.- '

“During my career as a public character identified with 
. Spiritualism, Tirava made it a rule to magnify the eisen- 
tlal':pvlhcipïe0>qf'tlîe''Bpiritual philosophy, and so far as 
the • average mind; pTgh.t be able to* grasp and make use 
of it I&'iifé.iji'hkyw^ an intelligent and discrim
inative recourse to phenomena. Unquestionably many 
thousands of persons have become interested in the ordl- 

'nary thought, nomenclature, etc., of Spiritualism through 
these phenomena, but I am prepared to affirm that not

SPIRITUALIST BOOKS.fluences.

M.

In France some years ago a number of peo
ple yho were called “devil worshipers?" used to congre
gate'in a tavern and there invoke the devil and his 
angels. Though the prince of the devils does not exist 
as a personality, tWe are any number of demons—
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earn thafcrilME=iwere the splrita of departed friends or 
relatives, hence they believed that every stone, every 
tree, audjlndeéï every thought and every word had hg- 
hind It Mtber'a good demon or a bad demon.

—— I.
Incuntatidu Against the Evil Eye.

Here is a magical incantaion to avert the Evil Eye. 
It is Btnifige Jbfit even down to sixty years ago a great 
number of people believed in the influence qf the Evil 
Eye, and at the present day in Italia they have charms 
to avertlits influence. The incantation tablet says: “The 
baleful demon, the mighty one, cometh like a rushing 
wind and takèà'possesBion. When the Bun shines the 
spell' is cast, Î11& evil is wrought. May he be cast out, 
may he p^ss a^ay into the dark places and returq no 
more. His power is great, his influence is mighty. Oh 
spirit of the heavens, conjure him! Oh spirit of the 
earth, conjure him!” Note that when Jesus, the great 
Teacher, came in contact with men obsessed, He said: 
“I say unto thee, come out of him!” Tlje Chaldean‘ma
gicians were held in great respect by the people, and 
they received support from the State. To insult one 
of these holy men Who had power over these potent 
evil Influences would assuredly bring about the death 
of the person who was bold enough to do so, One in
teresting tablet, now in the Museum in Frànçè,' cleclares 
that certain^ persons haying' spoken disrespectfully ? of 
one of the magicians whq practiced the White Magic, 
there came ifi' the night time a great tempest, and qn

they are under condemnation. Evil-spirits as well as 
good have power to approach your earth plane, and they 
do bo, and if they find congenial company they will 
come in and take up their abode with that mau. There 
cannot be any doubt about* that. The Great Seer taught 
the people that if, after an evil spirit bad been cast out 
and that man returned to his old' llablts, his former way 
of living, the evil spirit might return and briqg with 
him other spirits, and they would take up their abode 
with him, and “the last state of that man is worse than 
the first.” So, to-day, invoking spirits may be a very 
dahgerous practice, • Communion with your departed 
friends and relatives is n;ost salted. You are drawing 
nigh to the invisible world. It is solemn, Berlpub and 
sacred. The danger is in drawing around you evil in-
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After drawing a diagram ■ on the blackboard, giving 

the early Chaldeans’ Idea qf the earth and the universe, 
Dr. Robinson said he'proposed to .spegk of Chaldean 
tnagic and jts, relation to present-day developments In 
spiritual matters.

The ancient Chaldeans,, he begun, scanned the face 
,of the heavens, and took nóte of the" appearance of com- 
•ets» eclipses; positions of the stars,, and other heavenly 
phenomena. These were duly noted "down and written 
upon terra cotta tablets, many, of which hâve come down 
to our day. Some of them have be'pn placed by occult 
power upon this table. We do 'not gather : from the, 
early Chaldean tablets ttyat they held the belief that 
a G,od or gods had created the world. They believed 
in two opposing forces—spirits of the good and evil 
spirits—which were responsible for everything. An an
cient writer tells us that the early Chaldeans’ idea of 
the earth and the universe was something like the dia
gram I have just drawn. The earth was like an in
verted boat. This zone at the top was the place of the 
fixed stars, which were ruled4 over by a good spirit. 
Underneath were the planets and above this zone -were 
the celestial waters. Coming down to the apace between 
the earth and Jhls zone they believed that here dwelt 
the • atmospheric spirits, the spirits of the storm, .the 
wind, the hail, the rain, the lightning and the thunder. 
This space „represents the earth and underneath it was 
an abyss ruled over by an eyil spirit. Underneath this 
abyss was the great reservoir of watpr. I have no dopbt 
that the Jews got the idea of Hades or the under-world 
from this Chaldean conception. Here are.the great gate
ways—seven of them—to the under-world. This pin- 
ftpcle Is the great and high mountain, the pinfiacle on 

' which the heavens revolved. At the sides you can see

pie following morning five of these persons were found, 
dead. The' tablet, goes on : to declare that the great 
[ords .and,,the.,great gods, fought against the ,evil ones 
aqd the inen in the flesh who' had dared to insult the’ 
old magician. You will remember in-reading Roman 
history that the Augurs inspected the entrails qf beasts 
and blr.ijs,- they patched the. feeding of the sacred chick
ens, and drew their prognostications therefrom concern
ing the-welfare of the Roman people. In the same way 
nothing- -was done in Chalfiea without consulting ma
gicians. We find from a broken tablet that on a cer
tain day onei of the early Chaldean kings was about to 
opfen a battle' with an Amortie-king. The tablet declares 
that "on this ’particular day, at a certain houi’, it thun-- 
.dered several times, but a break in the tablet prevents
us from knowing how many times it thundered. The 
omens were.eonsidqred auspicidus, and the Augurs gave 
the wordSthat the king'would be victorious. Under
neath it is added that he followed the bidding of the 
magician, and the omen -was true. He took great men 
captive, cut oft their heads and placed them on the 
gates of the. city. The writing on the tablet finishes

' up with .praise of- thé benevolent spirits. It would ap
pear that th$ Chaldeans had no system of medicine like 
unto the ancient Egyptians. Even In Babylon It was a 
common practice when any person was sick or ill of a 
disease to .bring .him on a bed into the open court, there 
to Ue al| the. day iq case soufe passer-by might recog
nize the disease that he was suffering from. A man 
might have had'the same disease himself andfin passing 
would tell 4he,sick man just what cured him. . There 
are evjdcqces, however, that they understood the' prop
erties ofo herbs and sometimes used them. But they 
placed their suÿbeme faith in good or benevolent spirits, 
who, at tfie command or solicitation of the Chaldean 
magleian^lnva/lably cast out .the Obsessing spirit or 
dispelled ¿he disease.

xi Spiritualism Not Spiritism.
i Modern1 ^Spiritism—and I must speak plainly on this

subject—^.'notj^o be confounded with modern Spirlt-

devils if you choose—and many of these evil spirits came 
around about these devil worshipers, and on one par
ticular evening two of the .company, wjio slept'at the 
hotel where the meetipgs were held, were found dead 
in their beds with -their tongues protruding and their 
faces black. Notwithstanding every effort was made to 
-trace the murderers, they failed to do so. If they de
sired to flnd*"the murderers they would have ..to look 
away from the mundane sphere. I wish ypu good night.

Further Particulars ivith Reference to Mr. T. W. Stan
ford’s Seances with the Medium, Charles Bailey.

There have been several remarkable occurrences dur
ing the month, both as regards addresses and “apports.” 
On August 30 Dr. Whitcomb said'that he wished to 
thank friends for “the increasing harmony. We expect,” 
he went on, “to perform great things in the future, 
leading you up to something great.” He said that in 
an old place In India were some excellent “apports" 
which would certainly excite the wonder of persons In 
this city, “One that I have seen myself,” he went on, 
“and should desire to Yie brought, is a large Indian tap
estry with a border of scenes from the lives of the 
Brahmin gods." This was brought on Friday evening,

CLAIRVOYANCE.—A book Of 109' 
neatly printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, * 
its law, nature ana unfoldment. By J,-,. 
C. F. Grumblne. Price, cloth, (1-50, 
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COMMON SENSE.—A book of tho 
Revolution, and yet adapted tq the pres
ent day. A book to inspire the reader 
to love his free America. By Thomas ■ 
Paine. Paoer, 16 cents, 

CONFUCIUS.—The^noral aphorism» 
and terseologlcal teachings of the sa
pient Chinese Philosopher. To which 
Is added a correct-likeness of the great 

.philosopher and a sketch of his life. 
By Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25

September, 13, and proved of exceptional interest. A 
very strong power was' manifested in the circle; the 
hands of the sitters were joined by request and special 
singing asked for. Abdullah, who had control of the 
medium, was found, when the light was turned up, en
veloped from head to foot in the piece of tapestry, meas
uring 11 feet in length and 5 feet in width. Walking 
dowq to the room he sang a Vedic hymn with great 
fervor, and then, disrobing himself, explained the vari
ous scenes depicted on the tapestry of Indian workman
ship, which was stretched full length in the hands of 
some of the sitters.

Some people, who do not see the trend of spiritual 
'development going on the world over, are apt to decry 
the utility of these marvelous phenomena.' But on every 
hand comes evidence of the potent Impression being 
made both on the scientific and lay mind by psychic 
facts, which can alone prove, the spiritual origin of mat
ter. Many are the people whose eyes have been opened 
to tire fact of a spiritual universe all around with Its 
unseen and mostly unsuspected potencies through the 
phenomena witnessed at these circles. They literally 
“came to scoff and remained to pray.” In an address

cents.
CONTINUITY OF LIFE A COSMIC 
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cents.
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CRIMES OF PREACHERS.—This book 
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Price, 35 cents.
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NETISM.—By LeRoy Berrler. Pricp, 60 
cients.
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RY, FLURRY.—By "William E. Towne, 
Price 25 cents. , , „ „ ’.

DATA OF ETHICS.—By Herbert Spen
cer. Price 60 cents.

DESCENT OF MAN. By Charles Dar
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■^cents'DEVELOPMENT Op SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS.—How to receive Healing from 
the Unseen Helpers«—By Carrie Fuller 
Weatherford. Price, paper, 60 cents.

DIALOGUE ON RELIGION, between 
Rev. John Jutz and Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price. 16 cents. - _DICTIONARY OF DREAMS.—One 
Thousand Dreams and Their Interpre
tations. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price,
^^duscovery of a lost tilail-- 
By Charles B. Newcomb. A book that 
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the principal passages of the Old and 
New Testament Scriptures, which prove 
or Imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. 
PENiGMAS OF PSYCHICAL RE-

of life as well as in Spiritualism. To choose the good 
and eschew the evil is the secret of the soul's" progres- 

,Bion in spiritual things, and this has been the conten
tion' of this paper from its outset. It becomes more 
necessary than ever for Spiritualists in these southern 
lands to uphold this higher teaching. Phenomena, such 
as are produced at the Bailey circles, are capable <ft 
scientific proof. It is the great hope for Spiritualism 
in the future that- scientists are giving serious attention 
to the study of psychic phenomena. To find .that the 
laws of vibration stretch indefinitely beyond the con
fines of our mortal senses is to grasp the meaning of

"the foundations of. the heavens resting at the side of 
the earth-plane. Underneath were the storm spirits. 
The Chaldeans believed that every object, every Btbhe, 
every tree, had behind it a- spirit, and, as I said, they 
were divided Into good and evil splrltd. ' •' 1 ■

From’the earliest tablets we gather/that the .«nlvesfiO, 
was-the outcome of perpetual warfare waged between; 
the good and evil powers. You can easily understand, 
looking. at the' diagram, how the Chaldeans believed 
that the spirits of heaven' and earth were more power
ful than the^'evil spirits. The latter dwelt in the 
under-world, in high mountains, and In marshes. They 
firmly believed that evil dehire was caused by obsession 
and baneful influences. Hence it.became necessary to 
have certain spells, incantations, sacred words, which

the Interblending of the mundane and the spiritual 
spheres is to take us to the heart of the spiritual phi-

*Iosophy and to the central truth of Christianity. So it 
is gratifying to find that these circles are doing much 
that has been craved for them. A gentleman, ReV.

-Joseph Taylor, of Nelson, N. Z., who has lately been lec- 
urlng for the Christchurch Spiritualists, and whose able 
pamphlet, “Principles of Absolute Philosophy,” should 
be widely read, writes' “I have been able to make ex
cellent use of the supplements containing remarkable 
‘apports’ brought through the mediumship of Charles 
Bailey. I have often exhibited them and found them to 
constitute objective lessons of more value than much 
talk, being, moreover, convenient for carriage and for

^striking the attention of the outsiders.’”
Among the many Instructive addresses given, the fol

lowing, by Dr. Robinson on Spiritualism and Spiritism, 
drawn from researches into' Chaldean Maglb, is given as 
especially apt at the present junctuté. These two oppos
ing forces—good and evil—White and Black Magic— 
have existed throughout the ages. As will be seen from 
Dr. Robinson's able address, they are part of a natural 
law inherent in the universe.

the magicians alone understood. I am going to try 
and show you this evening that modern Spiritism may 
be traced back and no doubt had its foundation in the 
necromancy of the Chaldeans. Recent excavations in 
Mesopotamia have brought to light a vast number of 
tablets, and many,now in, the British Museum, and 
other collections of antiquities are magical or incanta
tion tablets. They were formulas used by the magicians, 
of those days to dispel disease and to cast .out the 
obsessing spirits.' ' The poor Chaldean believed himself 
obsessed by a number of enemies. During the night 
time the fncubae “came upon him and disturbed his 
sleep; in his waking moments the evil eye," the curse, 
and the bann had to be avoided; so it was necessary

uallsm. । One of the Chaldeap, coremonies has its 
counterpart in Otome spiritistic practices, A great fire- 
was lit (and : (he magician qr maglclans-j-Bometimes 
more the king had a number of these
aaltojpgejp an<i.l; maglc!ahs •—squatted !. on their hands 
abound."tholfiré and cast iiîto" it a prepared powder. In 
the black 'smoke—something' like the smoke of burning 
pitch—that arose, fyqm it they read the future or cast 
the horpscopes of kings and other dignitaries. But 
modern Spiritism, I must 'reiterate, must not be con
founded with modern ' Spiritualism, ^iodern Spiritual
ism is a blessing to man, sent to téàch him the way 
of life and to assure him of immortality. That there 
are signs and wonders following the teaching of the 
truth in the présent day w,e know, and so there should 
be. It was so with Jesus of Nazareth, and in the first 
centuries. But modern Spiritualism was never intended 
to forecast the future, or to'tell fortunes, or to utter 
anything that would be Injurious to the spiritual or 
physical welfare of any. man or wojnan on the earth. 
Modern Spiritism is undoubtedly ’ a curse to mankind, 
and it is -only the necromancy of the Chaldeans under 
another naine. I gather from th# tablets, that many

eJay tablet, the first of its kind brought to these meet
ings with Two writings on it. _ Bird's nest with two dif
ferent-sized eggs. Dr. Whitcomb said it was the nest' 
of the Buhl-Buhl, in which the Bell bird, which lays a 
long, narrow, white egg, often deposits an egg; the 
other egg is that of the Buhl-Buhl. The nest is made 
of feathers and cocoanut fibre. OJay with Mosaics, ¿or- 
ditions not good. ’

July 12. ■ No sitting,.. ■.
49th Seance. July 19. Address by Signor Valetti, en

titled “Does God Care?” It was mentioned that two lots 
of “apports" were to- be brought instead of three, as' 
one would be very large; and procured specially for pho
tographing purposes and the Museum. Before the ad
dress a lump of wet clay with mosaics fell heavily on 

' the table. After the address, the conditions being pro
nounced excelleiit,. the sitters were requested to join 

• hands and. to have special singing, when to the surprise 
. of all present the dress of a cannibal was found, on the 

table. It is fully described in supplement. "This dress,"

a hurricane cometh the baleful demon." . ’ Then handing 
a bunch of dates to the sick man he had to repeat those 
words after the magician, who then added; "And may 
he depart into another, place; may he never return; 
may he be destroyed like these dates,” which he then- 
cast into the fire. Then he took th^ hair of the goat 
and said, “May the baleful demon depart '"from me; 
may he never return; as this hairris destroyed by the 
fire .so may he pass away from me,’’ - And so with the 
leaves of- ,the tree. After that the sick man was" sup
posed to get well. It he did mot get well. It was be< 
cause of some fault iq,'. the man himself' or dn uttering 
the formula and incantation—or perhaps the evil spirits 
were more powerful just then than the benevolent ones.'

'And here I would like to Bay - that, the ancient 
.Chaldeans undoubtedly practiced what id so wall known 
in India as White .and Black Magic. The magician who 
;was in.fayor with the good spirits practiced .White Magic, 
but . thoSe who Invoked evil spirits^ as they, .sometimes 
did, for the purpose of putting a bann or curse upon 
their-enemies. Were those who practiced.Black Magic. 
If we had .time it would be interesting-to trace how 
these people first became acquainted with the fact that 
spirits, good and bad, were able to commune. Stripped 
of all its ^mummery, there cannot be any doubt that 
they were acquainted with the -fact” that good and evil 
spirits approached unto-them, and that they could and 
did communicate with them. - In those days spirits of 
.course came down to the earth. They were around about 
men in the flesh as they are at the present time. But 
the crude minds of the Chaldeans were not able to dis-

oL'tbose o[d magicians led evil lives. They were un
scrupulous persons, and I have no doubt that they be
came very rich by their practices. It is a fact, how
ever, that Chaldea as a nation occupied a position of 
pre-eminence that she 'could not have attained if she 
were, not renowned for her magicians and her magical 
arte, and so at the present time we find numbers of 
persons practicing necromancy in the name of Spirit- , 
uallsm. But? it is Spiritism pure and'slmple. There 
is a vast'difference between Spiritism an<| Spiritualism. 
A forecasting of the future, telling of ‘events connected 
with the private lives of persons, pretending to cast the 
horoscope of those who come unto them, or the practice 
of Black Magic, is Spiritism. I km sorry to have to 
say that I have known som'e Spiritualists who, for filthy 
lucre's sake, have told their clients that they would 
prevent certain people from doing certain things. If 
they were able to accomplish this it would undoubtedly 
have caused a great deal of trouble and mjsery. ' They 
invoked the undeveloped spirits;, they invoked the spir
its that dwelt in the marshes and in the* high moun- 
talnB, as did the ancient Chaldeans, and I have heard 
—horrible to relate—of them pretending to put disease

■ on certain persons just out of pure malice. That 1b 
Spiritism. It does not alleylilte mankind; a man’s spir
itual life'^gets no support or food from Spiritism. But 
Spritualism is the bread qf life which cometh down from 
heaven, and a man having once tasted of ■ that bread 
shall not 'ftungefi again. , I desire to make this’plain, 
because tlpfe'are hundreds of thousands of intelligent 
-people at i&e pnesent day who mix they two together. 
A large nutaber‘»df -those connected vritli orthodoxy pre 
doitig so aijtl It for this reason that much odium has 
been cast ^n trye Spiritualism. Don’t make any mis
take—Spiritism Is? simply Chaldean, Babylonish necrom-

given by Professor Denton on “Spiritualism from a Sol- . OK psychical
entitle Standpoint,” on August 16, be said: “Spiritual- siJ*rch.—By Jas.JI. Hyslop, author of 
ism becomes more than interesting under these aspects, and a 1,ulu,e e" 1
it opens up another view of life—a glorious view, a
wondrous view, Man has had too narrow, too cramped a philosophical analysis of His Satanic 
vjow in the past. But the moment a man Is convinced I the independent Preacher
of the immortality of the spirit and its potencies a new Newark ^ty.^c^
view of the universe Is opened to him, . . - . Science I book by Saratr^Stanley ^Grlmke, -Pl>. B.>
desires to investigate and demonstrate. The scientific <'1EvKp?YeLiviNGt'cREATURE, or a
world is in the waiting attitude at present --watching ^oaqu/rBy'imiph Wafdo Trine. Cloth, 
the efforts put forth by a certain number. . . . You are pi i«.,^ '^tered, destiny ful-
heaping up in this circle such a mass of testimony that filled.—Ry w. J„coiv*iie. 3» cants.tr , I ifatIIER TOM AND THE POPE, uudthe fraud theory is now dying away, and men are look- tbp H^tory of ihc Pope’s Mule.—Prlcu, 
ing for some other solution' Go on with your good pa^K cMta^ctothj^^ 
„—I. » I ROME.—A book that ba» done more to

, „ I enlighten the world of Catholicism thenOn the evening of August 23 the Rev. Gilbert White, I any olber two published. By Rev. Chas, 
whs gives the opening.hymn and invocation, said through chF”,'I<1lLy andPmati’Eh'or’tbe’jsatumi 
the medium: ’’This work must go on, and will have 
the great and grand results intended. May each and uiar scientific exposition. . By Prof, 
every one of the sitters remember that these phenomena pouty-pour lectures. By Col. 
are but a demonstration of a superior power, and may ea
they not fall into the error of coming from time to clota^.o».^^ 
time just to witness the production of phenomena, lest 1 written in Miss Whiting's most charm- 
thelr faith be in vain. In the old gospel times the teach- £'rVty$r.ooNleeIy b°Und Wlth h’"1 t0P' 
ing of the-truth was followed by "signs and wonders," I from sou^;rofsotrL.-^ 
and these also are the signs and wonders phophesied. th0 title indicates—profound sublimo
“ i nnd tunefully noetic and restful in Its(In the last days, satth the Lord, I will pour out my | vartat.ion. By Emma Rood Tuttle, 
spirit on all flesh; and your sons and daughters shall Pr ‘̂0#°ftft&AMi^^ sent—a book 
prophesy and your young men shall see visions.) These
are the times prophesied; the s^ns and wonders are gold, An_
in evidence, and they call humanity to serious thought I plont nnd Modern science, a wqrk of 

^and consideration. It is necessary to show the high ^”“"n|L2omportance' By Louls Elb°' 
motive underlying these phenomena, especially as these ^ GEhMs^ of mind ^n^plants—Bj

■ circles are attracting attention all over the world.” In I Simons. Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents, cucco GOSPEL OF BUDDHA.—According toa letter received by the last mall from Ven. Archdeacon 01d records. A translation from Japn- 
Colley, mentioned in another column, he says, after ac- n^.
knowledglng the receipt of the monthly copy of the Har- tat By Dr" Paul
blneer “It is well used and lent about, and the val- gospel of nature—a book nnod

® , .. . I from beginning to end with «plritualuable supplements are all framed, and handed arouna I truth of the most sublime and soul- 
at my meetings in my hall and at parlor lectures in Learn- I ^.rlnjfv CMarLCl"imrma>?an^ Wm. f! 
tagton, and shown to visitors here at the Rectory.” ^'ea^Vo^'n a^^ nr Tmr-

Truly the work is a great and far-reaching one. The I ty~«even nmi a Half Years iu the chureu 
following is a brief account of the seances since our last I profR°Geo. p. Rudolph, i’m” D’.Ietpric^ '

ancy underv another name. ' " .- / 1
There i^’^nnch^to .say on this subject,and I wish to 

show you i^thejfirst place that it is this Chaldean nec- 
romancy that was* forbidden "to thè Jéws, as you read 
in„the Old Testament. And I desire to make it equally 
clear to you that real communion with departed spirits 
was never forbidden under thè Jewish dispensation.' That 
the Chaldean magical incantations and ceremonies were 
sometimbs tetupid-We admit, but at the back of it was 
a foundatlótì of .truth,- and these evil spirits when in
voked undoubtedly came to the assistance of the black 
magicians. A question once asked me by a gentleman 
in an audience like this was: "Why are the. evil spirits 
permitted to approach men in the fiesh?” There Sre a 
great many things permitted, let me observe, that are 
not approved of in the spirit world. Men lie and 

' thieve and murder. They are-pennitted to do this for 
a- season, but .undoubtedly, they are not' approved of;

. 1 lb cents.
issue: I HAPPINESS AND MARRIAGE_____ By

62d Seance. Augusto. Add«»» by John A.
Dowie on the most important events in his life. Pho- | valuable work, by Florence Huntley,
nomena. Clay with mosaics from Central America. It I health0and power.—a handbook
was explained that the mosaics would be brought for of cure an^buman 
another six months, and would eventually be arranged I E. D. Babbitt, m. D.
go as to show the pavetoent with flowers and border 1 heaven revised.—By Mrs. e. b. 
they formed originally. Seed about 1 Ji inches long, I B heliocentric C°'astiIology or 
brought, and planted by Abdul in pot. It grew several soln^MentaH^ wHh“«raHoni and 
Inches during the sitting, and after being placed in Mr. 1 price, n.50. '
Stanford's conservatory, would, in the hot weather, it I ¡jy well-known*. ^vrluu.E nVdVon 

-was said, bear beautiful flowers. In India they are I buttle. Paper cover only. Price, so 
offered to 6rahm in the temples by the Brahmins. ’ Clay I heroes and hero worship,-.

_ | By Thomas Carlyle. Price. 50 cents^
with three spear heads. < I history of atharael Life in

53d Seance. August 16. Address by Prafessor Den-PFh1^«n<jtA«"7WyrttU"n^
ton oh"Spiritualism from a Scientific StimdpOinL’’ Phe- BiBtE was
nomena. Lump ot clay with mosaics. Small bird Trom | By M. M. Mangasarian. Price,..10 cents. 
India brought. Nest of the same beautifully made of ftb?th^™n£,l^Ce,l,50Cc®s^—By Eiiz- 

small roots of tree. A quantity of red dust called sacred a^d
earth. It half filled a. good-sized wish that was asked I 25 cents. f
for; is held sacred in India, and only to be obtained
fa one pla'CC. ' • ence.°f Pflcer»L25?rk Academy of pcl-

54th Seance. August 23. Address by Dr. Robinson. I hypnotism, its history and
First part of a remarkable lecture entitled “When Rome *££
was Mistress of the World." .It was replete with histo- 1 human personality, and its Sur- 
rical facts and deductions therefrom, occupying nearly | Myera°^T»^^eB?eaprtce^ ,W' 
two hours fa delivery. Phenomena. Clay with mosaics. I p" SInnett- 'Price,

An “apport" 'from China, .the first of its kind, A bag I hypnotism.—By Albert Moll. Price,' 
of Chinese silk containing 144 pieces of Chinese money I ^hypnotism.—By L. W. DeLaurence,' 

(brass coins). Other apports «mid not be‘brought, as
-the power had been exhausted by the long addrbss. I By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price. |3.oo. 

53th Seance. August 30. Conclusion of address-by I stndr.—By Dr. R. von Kraft-Ebing.
Dr. Robinson “When Rome was Mistress of tKe World," ^infliience of the zodiac upon 
thewholo forming one of the most remarkable deliver- I HUMAN life.—This home states

v . . . , „ ......... "I simple principles of the Zodiac In sln-
ances given through the medium, full of historical events IdIo te.yir. and in a manner highly In.

ex' vterestbiR and Instructive. By Eleanor(Continued on page 8) -Kirk. Price, cloth, »loo.
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bad."
"Well, 

find your 
a girl, I

Moan tain 
Park,Okla.

’'Dear Friend 
—By you giv
ing me ’lucky 
dates' I bavQ 
been able to dis
pose of some' 
property, great- fl 
ly to my ad- f 
vantage. Every 
hue of my Horo- 
Ktope -wa» of 
value to me. I 
aboil consult 
you agulu lutbe 
future. I wish 
others might 
understand 
what great as
sistance you 
could be. In 
trouble of any 
kind." Most 
sincerely.
Mbs. Annu M.Hnv»v • »-n
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As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle Petersilea. ; Given
Through the Mediumship of Amelia Petersilea

Acts «nd Scenes in Spirit . Life. and you will understand more about I the child is.” ' ” - . ’ ’
The minister looked eager and fol-

“Will you serve a slight repast?" 
I . asked. She bowe^ and withdrew. 
Shortly after she brought in a silver 
salver, together with a dish of fruit, 
and placed them upon the table.

"Come, let us be seated," and I 
placed a~ chair for the minlser.

"Really, Petersilea," he said, “I 
am hungry; . but it seems preposter
ous that spirits should be hungry and 
eat.”

“Take a slice of this dainty bread," 
I said, as I passed It to-him; and. 
there being a carafe, I poured out a 
glass of the sweet elixir of life'— 
Immortal life!

“Help yourself to some of thta-fruit 
—spiritual fruit, it is. Could any
thing be more perfect and beautiful?”

The minister’s eyes sparkled as he 
looked at it, and he sipped from his' 
glass the red wine of- life.

■ Now, I want to say right here, that 
a this elixir is not an intoxicating 
J iiqpor, but- an elixir of life, which 
r represents the spirit; for there are 

other beverages besides water, which 
are harmless and refreshing.

“How incredible It seems,” he said, 
, “that I, as a spirit; am eating and 
»drinking."

“How Incredible,” I said, “it used 
to seem to me, that spirits could 
stand before the throne of God, sing
ing his praises, and playing the harp, 
with a heavy crown of gold upon their 
heads—by the way, that crown would

it. The book was written long before 
a telephone existed on earth. Yes; 
spirits have telephones; but we do 
not have any wires connected with 
our telephones; ’they are worked on 
the same principle as wireless tele
graphy.

J could speak to Abby by thinking 
of her Intently, holding the thought 
of hef firmly in my mind until I had 
attracted her ■ attention and she had 
responded. These thoughts back and 
forth vlbratpd witbin the ether.

"Abby Judson!” I called forcefully 
and distinctly;

"Mr. Petersilea,. did you call me?" 
came the response.

"1 did. If it Is convenient will you 
come here to the conservatory. I have 
something of importance to communi
cate."

“AU right," came the response. "I 
will be there, shortly.’

I had not long to wait, for spiritual 
beings can accomplish whatever they 
wish in a very-short time.

When Abby stood before me, after

•n

As They Emanate1 from the Pen of Henry Mor-
‘rison Teffth

THOUGIITS^QUARIIIjip b
FROM AfANKr-MINES.

become pretty weighty and tiresome 
after awhile. My head was _always

I couldvery sensitive, and still is.
scarcely bear the weight of a light
hat. I think I should want 
that crown off and throw it

to tear 
down—

and, then, to stand, throughout eter
nity, without food or drink! What 
do -you think of it now, my friend? 
That is what you have preached to 
the world since you were a very 
young man. Now this is more natu
ral—more as it should be.” The 
minister looked at me pleasantly.

"Really,” he said, "I feel glad that 
I was in error.”

"But it would have been better to 
have known and preached the truth 
would it not?”

"Yes, if I could have known."
“Well, now, sir,” I continued, “la

bor with all your might to teach oth
ers, who are yet preaching such non
sense, the truth; for he who works 
will surely win. But you are. weak 
yet, We will make you happy and 
Strong first. Have you no near rel-
atives here in spirit life?”

''None that are very near,” he an-
ewered. “My father Und mother are
still on the earth. I never had 
one sister. ' She is still there.

but 
One

brother, and he went, as misionary, 
to-China. I have not yet visited my 
father, mother, or sister; nor searched 
out my brother; for my mind has 
been so intent-on my own little fam
ily, I have scarcely thought of any
thing else.”

"Have you no children here in spir
it life?"

“No—why, yes; I must have. I 
lost a little babe, scarcely a month 
old, some six years ago. O! it can
not be possible, Professor. Have I 
really a child here?”

“You certainly must have,” I re
plied, "and we will make it our busi
ness to find it.”

"How are we to do that?” he asked. 
“Such a little babe as it was, but two 
or three weeks old."

"Now, brother,” I said, "as you 
have been telling other people, for 
so many years, all about these things, 
you ought to be able to find your own 
little child. As a Wesleyan Method
ist, I suppose you did not preach that 
hell’s floor was paved with the skulls 
of these little ones—not quite bo bad 
as that, brother; but as you were, a 
minister of the so-called gospel, I sup
pose you thought your little one was 

■ la heaves, swinging the harp, and 
singing praises to God; but, how 
could such a babe possess understand- 

. Jng? Do you play- and sing yourself, 
my brother?”

lowed mo with alacrity. Abby had 
taken a seat, and the child was upon 
her lap, resting its synny curls against 
her breast, one little arm about her 
neck. Abby arose as we entered, hold-
Ing the little girl by the hand.

Individuals die, natibns dfi, worlds 
die. Everything is mortal:' * Life is 
full of suggestions, but few fulfill
ments.

Mankind will never falter in look
ing after the “fountain of youth,” the 
“philosopher’s stone,” and the ideal 
society. There are certain instincts

(Advertisement.)Ilie same wondering eye (hat we do 
upon a man.

Nature is not just; she knows noth
ing about morality, or what Is right 
or what is wrong. Both the animate 
and inuniniato world are built up on 

ttho law of sacrifice. One species of 
animals has had to die so that a 
higher type might live. One order 
of plant and vegetable life has given 

'way to make room for others. Every 
animal and ''plant has its parasite. 
Whatever benefits mankind comes 
through sacrifice. It is the -taw of 
life. "Out of sorrow have the worlds 
been built; and at the birth of a star
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Do you want to know about your Bus« 
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Love Affairs or how to improve your 
Condition financially and socially?
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FREE READING
FROM

America’s Reliable Astrologer
For many years I have been advert 

rising in'American and foreign news
papers and magazines; perhaps your 
nextdoor neighbor knows me or has 
consulted me for • advice. I have 
built up a reputation by giving honest, 
accurate and conscientious service to 
my patrons. The editor will tell you 
I am America’s Reliable Astrologer. 
I do not ask you to take my word for 
any statement made here, but I do 
ask for an opportunity to demonstrate 
my ability. Rear what three of my. 
patrons say about their horoscopes:

Newark,N.J. 
°My marriage 

took place as 
you predicted, 
and I am tbe 
happiest woman 
In tue world. I 
feel tbut you 
are the one real
ly great As
trologer to 
whom the Amer- 
Ican people 
should turn for 
advice and coun-

and matter of his Oomposition, and 
the orator in the manner of his ora
tion.

Each man sees in an object or in 
a thought just what he is capable of 
understanding, and no moye. Nature 
speaks a distinct language to each in
dividual. A beautiful'landscape, a 
gorgeous sunset, a song, a melody, 
a picture, a statue—all bring differ
ent messages to different souls. No

there is pain.”
Every event is eternal. There is 

no past, no future; all is present. 
•Divisions of time, and space are of - 
human invention. Much that we call 
instinctive in man comes from habit, 
education and environment.

To get a broad view of mankind 
we must read all history, study all 
peoples, times and conditions. Many 
things that we have been taught were 
of divine origin, or miraculous origin, 
are nothing but natural evolution—- 
living history and experience. In pro
portion as knowledge Increases, mira
cles diminish. The story of Moses 
being rescued in the basket of bull
rushes; the sory- of the deluge; the 
incident of Aaron turning the rod in- 

-to a serpent; the immaculate con- 
, ception, are all echoes of similar facts 
that have floated down the stream 
of time in the current of tradition.

All theories must finally stand or 
fall on the verdict of science. The 
mind of man will In time figure out 
much that'is now deemed supernatu
ral. Abraham Lincoln was as divinely 
sent into the world as Jesus Christ, 
and had as important a mission. To
day the spirit of his life is being felt 
in every part of the globe. Some 
men's fame increases with age, oth
ers diminish. The preface of a book 
is always written last. Mozart, the 
great musical composer, was burled 
in an unknown and unmarked grave, 
but later on, eulogies have been pro
nounced to his memory’, and monu
ments erected and societies named in 
his .honor. Ruskin is quoted as say
ing that “A house is not in its prime 
until it is five hundred years old.” 
Time adds luster to great characters, 
and blots out the small ones. The 
judges who condemned Socrates are 
unknown. Few men can tell the 
name of the judge before whom John 
Brown was tried, yet the name of 
Socrates has come down through all 
the ages, and the name of John Brown 
will be known until the word liberty 
shall perish. Time is the crucible 
through which all characters, opin
ions and doctrines must pass. Con
temporaneous events are but little 
noted. The panorama of life moves- 
swiftly. We only get a glimpse of 
a picture before it is gone and others 

J take the place in too rapid succession 
for us to fully comprehend the mean- 

; ing.
' The biography of a great man can- 
1 not be properly written until he has 

been dead a thousand years. To get 
; a correct view of history it has to 
J be seen over a'large field. We are 

utterly incompetent to justly estimate 
’ the present. The critic is bounded by 
1 his horizon. He judges the world

___ _ _ .... ____! two persons live in the same world, 
páre certain characteristics which are - have the samo thoughts, the same

IUU JH.L1C Kill UJ LUU UUUU. Ill 1.“And you are she who was oncep'111^ we common to all men; there
called Miss Judson?” asked the min
ister. ■ ' -

Abby bowed, together with hqr old-, 
fashioned courtesy.

The minister’s ■. eyes flashed forth 
admiration. ■

"Yes,’.' answered Abby, : “I am that

greeting each other warmly, I said: 
“I have need of your assistance, and 
so sent for you io come here, as I 
thought the work could thus be bet
ter accomplished." 4 then old her 
all that has been related to the reader. 
“And now, Abby, can you help me 
to find this child? She would not 
bp taken very far away from her tor- 
our home on earth—not far away 
from her father, mother, brother and 
sisters."

“No, Indeed,” Baid Abby. .
“You will be able to find this child 

much better than I can.”
“I shall discover her whereabouts 

if possible,” she replied. “It may b’6 
that I shall be able to have the child 
here by the time the father awakes; 
so I will be as expeditious as possible. 
Adieq, but expect to see me again 
very shortly.”

We have little time for idleness— 
no more than those of earth life have. 
We do not look to, nor pray to God, 
to give us everything here, while we 
remain idle. An idle person here 
would be as unhappy and full of mis
chief as one of earth would be; yet 
there are idle spirits, plenty of them, 
who care to do no good works; they 
wander about somewhat as tramps of 
earth do, finding fault with everybody 
and everything, envying those who 
are Industrious, and trying to destroy 
all that may be orderly and beautiful; 
for the mind must work in some 
direction. There are those who would 
like .to destroy Abby Judson’s school 
and scatter her pupils and little home
less ones in all directions, although 
they, themselves, would not be capa
ble of teaching or caring for any of 
them. There are -others, just as of 
earth, who envy me my powers as a 
musician, and would like to tear down 
and destroy our large and elegant 
conservatory of music; yet they could 
not play, and musical harmony Is not 
yet developed within their souls.

Andrew Jackson Davis is right 
about mischievous spirits—in other 
words, Idle bouIb; but I was-never an 
idle man on earth, and I certainly 
may not be idle here.

Bo, while I awaited Abby's return, 
I gave lessons to waiting pupils, while 
the minister still slept on, poor soul. 
He needed rest just now. Neither had 
he been an Idle man on earth; but 
now, in a short time, as I well knew, 
he "would be at work for the truth 
with all his might. In the old-fash- 

. ioned heaven these idle ones were 
taught that there was nothing.to do 
throughout eternity but shout the 
praises of God, and God was expected 
to do fill the work, and whatever was 
done .that seemed wrong, why, God 
did it. His ways were mysterious and 
past finding out; man was wholly 
irresponsible. That is one great rea- 

, son why we have so many tramps 
11 here In Spirit life. They would rather

“No; I never could play; sing a 
little, 1 did,'sometimes.”
■A“‘Then you 
nven here?”

“No.”
“Well, we 

have a very

could not play the harp,

must find that child. I 
dear friend here in the

spirit, who lias a large school. Per
haps she may find out something 
¡about your little one, for she is filled
'¡with good works: Abby Judson, 
sibly you have heard of her?” 

"Indeed, so," ho answered.
where is the minister who has

Tos

And 
not?”

“Well. Abby is a grand soul." 
"Our fraternity have always looked

.upon her as a 
the church of 
son’s daugher!

sort of renegade from 
God—Adoniram Jud
it really seemed too

that same daughter shall
daughter for you. It was 
think?”

“Yes, a wee, little creature, of three 
weeks.”

“After you have rested thoroughly, 
the remainder of what to you may 
.be called night, we will pay Abby 
a visit, and see what she can do for 
us In that direction. Have you slept 
yet since you hare been in this 
world?"

“Not yet,” answered the minister; 
but, J have been weary and worn 

. with care, worry, and perplexity, not 
finding things as I expected, and not 
knowing just what to do.” j

“We do not have real night here, 
but to the weary soul, lately from 
earth, there is a correspondence.. 
Now, come with me, and I will con
duct you to an apartment for just 
such souls as yourself.”

1 took the weary minister to a beau
tiful room Jn the building, and mak
ing it dim like a soft twilight, I 
pointed to a pure, white bed, within 
gauzy curtains, and left him to rest; 
meanwhile I would see what could 
be done- for him. I telephoned to- 
jny. friend Abby. - ' . . -

“Telephoned?’’ you ask, surprised- 
ly. “Do spiritual beings have tele
phones?’.’ ■ . .

"Well, my dear sin or madam, tele
phones originated withip-the Spiritual

common to each nation, to each time i enjoyments or the same sorrows, 
and age. The man who said, “The | Every Individual Ute stands alone;
love of money is the root of all evil” 
uttered the most complete truth ever ’ 
spoken. Why should we censure a I 
person for using every means that 

person whom you once called a rene- ,conies to his hand, whether right or 
gade and apostate. You perceive that t0 money,
nothing can be hidden, and I,»m well . The, world puts a premium upon . 
versed In all that has been said, of upon stealing upon hypocrisy 

„ upon leading immoral lives/ The man
“Madam, I humbly beg your par. who has no money, whatever his char- 

don „ ’ - acter may lie, loses caste. ’ By fair
"it was granted, even before the means or foul you must get wealth, 

asking," she said, with a sweet smile. A. criminal is more:respected that a 
"I must have seemed such to you, pauper.. No man can now run for 
at that time;<-but time makes all office. without, money; >rtte wecess 
things right and straight at last, and of any party must be Purchased. Can 
the apostate and renegade restores to a Eovernment be purified If the elec- 
you your Jost child.” She led the torate'ls bought? Carnypu draw pure 
little creature forward. "What is water from, an impure fountain? 
your name, darling?’’ she whispered, Each individual-to a certain extent 
as she did so, is responsible for, aqd a sharer in, the

“Hope," answered the .child; - "but sins of the people_ which whom he 
they call me Daisle at the sfchool. Is a??oc*atos- ^he effect of one Indl- 
thls my papa?” yldual life may be but little noted

“This is papa,” said the minister, to the world in which it moves; but 
as he caught up the little one. in his sometimes a single family have the 
arms, hissing her sweet face a num-. Power to elevate or debase the whole 
her of times. She stroked his, head, community 4n which it ,Hves, Yea, 
his face, his beard, with her little It is no stretch of the Imagination to 
hands; and, with each stroke, new say that a dozen men could be named 
beauty appeared, as though it had to the United States whose combined 
been concealed beneath a covering of efforts would do more :to cleanse the 
care and helplessness, which the lit- morel and political standing of the 
tie hands deftly removed. . P00»16- ,r0Sulato their living and give
’ “O, how much she resembles her economic dlrectiontto their habits and 
mother," said the minister. "I should customs of life, than all the preachers 
know her among a thousand other to the land.- , .. ,
children; and she is the counterpart One generation plants the seed that 
of what Nettie was at this age. How «8 to ftuctify and bear fruit in the 
much I thank you, and the Professor, Hext. The people are fooled, cajoled, 
for your kind interest in my welfare, flattered, led - sometimes driven; 
But what shall I do with the child, there Is no other way to control heir 
now that I have her? I do not feel ReaBoa will notdo it, neither
myself competent to care for her prop- will argument. . .
erly, and yet I would like to see her There are all . kinds of slavery; 
every day—would like to be very near moral, religious social inttllectaal, 
her, and have her with me much of and Physical bondage.. The! one is as 
the time " authoritative as the other. drA prece-

"That can easily be arranged," said d0nt, a custom a habit, is as binding 
Abby. “I will take the little one in- on a community as a statute is in 
to my home, care for her tenderly, proceedings at aw Fdr blind obedi- 
and teach her as rapidly as she 1b able ence to authority thealordinkry m nd 
to learn. But you, my dear sir, must seems to be well adapted- Nothing 
enter into some good work that will is ridiculous, absurd or out of place 
occupy your mind to the exclusion when fashion once flets the pace, 
of sorrqw and despair. You were, on Nothing 1b regarded as sinful or 1m- 
earth, a minister of the so-called gos- moral that public opihlon «¡dorses or 
pel,'Which means good news. Why tolerates. - o ’• 
not be a minister now of good news— . toe .savage tribes on ac-
the good news of immortal life, and. count of their, dress,their, indecent 
aid those who are hopeless and de- exposure and practices, but they are 
spalring, as you have been?" -«“'Y following ImmemoriaFteustoms,

"If I have no hope,” said the min- formulas and social laws, the same 
Ister, "how can I aid those who are as civilized nations dq. I ¡Humboldt,'’, 
hopeless’” BayB Herbert Spencer, “tells ,us that

"What would you hope to attain?” an Orinoco Indian, though quite re
asked Abby gardless of bpdily comfort, will labor

"I had hoped to remain with my a fortnight to.' purchase pigment 
family on earth for many years. That wherewith to make himself admired; 
hope is now taken from me. I had and that the same woman who would 
hoped, when I should come to die, n<5t hesitate to leave her hut without 
I should see God and his beautiful a fragment of clothing on, would not 
Christ; that I should enter the pearly dare commit such an act of indecorum

, gates of heaven and sing God’s praises as to go unpalnted.”
forever more. This, I now find, was Someone quotes a certain phlloso- 
all an illusion. My wife and little Pher as saying that “every child Is 
children are filled with sorrow at my born into the world like a piece of 
loss, and I am powerless to comfort blank paper, that you may write 

[ them, or provide for their material thereon whatever you .will.” There 
wants. Indeed, although happier than -Is nothing as inconsistent in its action 
at first, still what Is there to, hope as a human -being—civilized or un- 

' for?” civilized. Brute Instinct Is
“If you are happier than you were be relied upon than reason; 

at first, then there is good reason former, upon a given state

What is pleasing to one is torture 
to another; what is beauty to . one 
Is ugliness to another, 
“The thoughts that stir the poet’s 

heart : . .. ..
Are not the thoughts that others 

feel;
From the world's creed they're all 

apart,
■' And oftener .work his woe than 

... weal,

"They are born of' high Imaginings, 
Kindled to life by passion’s fire,

As o’er earth’s dross his fancy fling? 
The golden dreams that wrap his 

lyr§.” ■ ‘ .
• Beauty comes from within, and not 
from without. We appreciate and 
understand just what Nature, educa
tion and environment have-fitted us 
for, and ng'more. Emerson says: 
"The profit of a book is according 
to the sensibility of the reader. The 
profoundest thought or passion sleeps 
in a mind until an equal mind and 
heart finds and publishes it.”

Life has no value unless we study 
its lessons. There, is no point from 
which the universe can be viewed as 
a whole.’ We see a part, add prophesy 
In part. Our noblest and deepest con
ceptions must be expressed in figures, 
types and symbols. What to us seems 
actual and real are simply shadows. 
There is no such thing as color as 
a/physical entity; it is only a mental 
conception. —There is no such thing 
as sky. -

Every atom., of matter contains all 
the possibilities of life, morals, re
ligion, philosophy, poetry and song, 
ft only requires time'tearing inor
ganic substance to full fruition in 
all the nobler qualities of mind and 
heart. Life is a development, a natu
ral process; yet there are scientists 
who say it may be a creation. “We 
learn," says Axel E. Gibson, “to be
lieve in a universe that, with all its 
motley array of life and form, has 
one single source and origin. * * Ad
mitting this, every substance must 
necessarily consist essentially of the 
same basic elements, stnci ,»a unity 
of source Implies a unity of essence. 
Man is then not the only being on 
our planet endowed with mentality; 
in every physical molecule must like
wise inhere mental and physical attri-

sei. Everything 
you predicted 
iumyfioroscopo 
came to dobs aa 
accurately as 
clock work.”

Bsbtha Axt.

Brandon,Can.
"My Horo

scope 1b tbo 
bent faBtrumeut 
of guidance that 
I bave ever bad 
Eut Id my 

twills, ♦ • •
I would not 
toko a hundred 
dollars for tbo 
information you 
have given me, 
notes» 1 was 
euro that I 

’Would get an
other omj as ac- 
curate bb thia 
one." Youra 
very truly,

X A. Broad, 
Beal Estate

Agent.

more to 
for the

at. mbL, men luviu to icaouu i -—. —o*.— — Of facts,
to suppose-that you. will attain to always acts tho same; not so with-------  •_ _ ----- .— oj time,greater happiness as you go on. You reason. Man is a creature 
have.been in this lite but a very short place and circumstance. He varies
time now, and yet considerable has with every climate, Whether frigid,
been brought to pass in that short torrid or temperate. The pronuncia- 
perlod of time; and, really, you are tion of a word is often a matter of
already looking five years younger geography. In giving testimony "the

shout than work. But thanks to the 
good that naturally exists within the 
larger half of humanity, they like to 
work, and are filled with good works.

Early in the, what would be to the 
minister, morning, Abby returned, 
bringing with her a little girl of some 
six years, as pretty and dainty a lit
tle creature as one would wish to wish 
at.

“And so you were successful, and 
found her?" I said.

"As you see,” she replied. /'But 
it required quite an amount of per
severance on my part. Once or twice 
I came near giving up the quest, but 
my soul commanded me to go on, and, 
at last, I was rewarded. Ybu see, 
the child passed into spirit life so ex
ceedingly Young, and having no very 
near relatives that cared to take care 
of such a little creature, she was 
placed with a kind spirit who had 
passed to this life in giving birth to 
a babe. The babe lived and is still 
on the earthly plane. The mother 
bad taken this little creature; but, 
after it became older, .it was placed 
in a school where, by making many 
inquiries, I was at last able to trace
her, and here she is—a 
tie creature, is she not? 

"Beautiful, indeed!

beautiful lit-

Recelve my

than at first, showing that the soul Hindu swears by the waters of the 
has already advanced quite a little. Ganges and the Christian by the
If you have not seen God, I have Bible. It depends in what age and
brought to you your own sweet, little under what conditions a person is 
baby girl. If you have not entered born whether he is a saint or a sin- 
the pearly agates of heaven, you have ner, a misionary or a warrior, a revo- 
entered a grand conservatory of mu- lutionist or a conservative, a reformer 
sic, where the simple twanging of a or a mountebank. .
harp Is considered quite primitive, “Had John Alexander. Dowie lived 
and where music is carried Into tho a thousand years ago,” Bald Rev. 
heights of exquisite sublimity; where Thomas B. Gregory, "he would have 
one may get in touch with all the been an emperor—a Charlemagne or 
grand, harmonious souls that have a-Hildebrand.”
ever lived; for music is a wonderful Consistency is not the trait of a 
vehicle; and whbre you may become master mind. Time fades out the 
a pupil if yon like; there is no end faults of men and brightens their vir- 
of hope in that direction, for eternity tues. Greatness wants’ room, dis
is before you, and what may ypu not tance, perspective, to give It value, 
be able to accomplish?” Some people's view is ..microscopic;

“I think preaching, and teaching they take more pleasure in viewing 
others, would be more in my line— the brain of an ant" than in look- 
more like that which I have been ac- Ing at the most brilliant, star. A 
customed to do." . . - three-cent piece held close enough to

“But how can you teach others un- the eye is sufficient to ¿obscure the 
less you are first taught yourself? light of tho sun. The great reform- 
You do not desire to go on prop a- ers of- the world were first dema- 
gatlng errors, do you?" gogues, then batriots.

“No! no! I think not.” No man can estimate the value of
“Then you cannot preach the truth bls own life. Often-j the--most un- 

unless you first know what' is true, promising child, becomes tha head of 
You now know that yon survive the the family. The wisest writer cannot 
dissolution of the material body; all tell which of his w8?ks 5?ill perish 
others here know that as well .asjrou and which will be ifflttiorfell. SomO-

butes, though latent and to a large ex
tent as yet unavailable.”

Mind controls matter and directs 
energy. Fjrst the thought, then the 
visible expression of it. Spirit Is con
stantly taking on form; there is np 
permanency in material things. The 
fundamental substance out of which 
all phenomena occur has not yet been 
located or named. x

No one can explain, while the sub
stances that compose our bodies are 
continually changing, our personality 
and looks remain the same. Con
sciousness is steadfast though the 
body is constantly departing. Sorne- 

| where there Is a living fountain of 
knowledge and life from which all 
thought, wisdom and force proceed. 
It is confidently believed by some that 
It will yet be possible for peopl'e to 
communicate with each other without 
the use of language, voice or words. 
Is thought substance? Can it be con- 
centrated^into form? It is claimed 
that it can. "Thought,” says one 
writer, “Is a wonderful power when 
there Is a persistent purpose behind 
It. f- * Persistent thought, with the 
Image of that which hhs form and size 
well defined in the mind, and directed 
to that end, can be photographed, the 
vibrations of the clear-cut thought 
taking form in the atmosphere of 
that which Is in the mind of the 
thinker, are carried through the lens 
of the camera to the sensitive plate,"

Science Is not only teaching us the 
kinship of all peoples In blood and 
the identity of all languages and 
tongues, but it is pushing the lines 
still farther and holds to the oneness 
of Nature, the sameness of mind, mat
ter and spirit.

Nature furnishes the pattern for 
our art, for our mechanism. ..There is 
nothing new but discovery. Whether 
our inventions, or our philosophy is 
new or old, we know not. How many 
times they have appeared and disap
peared upon the earth Is unknown.

Much that passes for new. thought

from one particular standpoint. Out
side of his environment his calcula
tion is worthless. It is Impossible to 
deeply sympathize with a person we 
have never seen, or with a situation 
we have never experienced.

Has vice any knowledge of virtue, 
coarseness of refinement, ignorance of 
learning? Does the miser know any 
of the enjoyments of the spendthrift? 
There is no affinity between any of 
the two conditions. The dividing line 
is marked and distinct—each living 
and moving in a different sphere. 
Sight is not light. But “all of us 
are playing some part in the pro
duction of life’s harmony."' Buzzards 
and vultures act as'Scavengers on the 
land; sharks and dogfish act as scav
engers of the sea. There Is nothing 
more useful than a microbe.

The world is a great machine shop. 
Every force, power, passion and cre
ated thing.forms a necessary part in 
its complex machinery. Who Is pre
pared to say that a single individual 
life could .be spared to the universe 
of God? “Ail things somewhere 
touch infinity. To the seer no life 
1b common or empty. To him the 
meanest life may come freighted with 
tragedy, with pathos, with beauty. 
* * It all depends upon the soul that 
surveys. ♦ *'Tho discerning man sees 
the great In the little, the uncommon 
in the commonplace, the abiding In 

"the fugitive. To Keats a moldering 
urn calls up an hour of buried Hellas 
to live in immortally in the memory 
of man. To Blake a fly upon a leaf 
touches him- with kindly sympathy 
and sends upon bls heart a vision of 
the oneness and the wonder of all 
life. To Lowell the aimless circling 
of a goldfish in a globe calls forth a 
lyric scripture on the meaning and 
mystery of existence.” -

HENRY MQRR1SON TEFFT.
Norwich, N^Y.

letters similar to
the above. Many write that they can
not find words to express their thanks 
for the benefits derived from my ad
vice. Many have followed my advice 
and gained wealth, happiness, love 
and popularity. I believe I can be of 
help td you. It costs you nothing to 
test my ability. I will send you a 
reading in which I will tell facts 
about yourself and your life that will 
cause you to marvel at the wonders 
of Astrology. My Bystem has stood 
the test of time. People who consult
ed me years ago acknowledge that no 
other Astrologer is as accurate. It 
you wish a free reading simply send 
me your name (whether Mr., Mrs. or 
Miss), the date of your birth and a 
2c. stamp and I will send you tho 
reading at once and will also send you 
a copy of my Interesting booklet 
"Your Destiny Foretold.” Address 
Albert H. Postel, Room 795, No. 12G 
West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

is as old as the Vedas or theZend 
Avesta. Neither history nor tradition"

thanks. I am very grateful, Abby, 
for your kindness. - You will remain 
and help me to make her known' to 
her father?”

“Indeed I will,” responded Abbyr
As I thought the minister had, by- 

this time, rested sufficiently, I went 
to the -room to' wake him. "He lay, 
cal wily sleeping,'- his face gradually 
losing its hopeless, despairing expres- j 
sion, loking more youthful, even al
most boyish, as he peacefully slept. I 
I gently awoke him. He .opened- his 
eyes and looked at me surprisedly.

“Ah, I forgot,” he exclaimed—-“for
got that I had left my material body; 
thought I was still with my wife and 
little ones.” He gave a slight groan,, 
and his face began again to take on 
a hopeless look. .., d

“Cheer up!” I said. “All will yet 
be well; . besides, -1 have - a pleasant 
surprise for you. Make yourself pre
sentable,’for Abby Judson is in the 
music room. -She wants to see you, 
and she-is not alone."

“Has;she found my child?” , he

do; but those of earth do not. You times a single character iniflctlon will 
are fitted to teach that great truth to brand a whole nation. - iShakepeare 
the earthly world. You know that, you stamped the character of ’Shyiock on 
can communicate with those ofearth; eVery jew -that has.^eenTorn1 since 

-you can also teach that. You have "The Merchant of Vodice’lttwas writ- 
not seen the God that you .used to ten. A man, a bookn'a;work of art 
teach about on earth; neither the njay represent the history.of a:.time, 
heaven, nor the hell, nor the devil. a face, or a civilizatiem. What Napo- 
You can tell the: people the. .truth leon spoke, Ff^ The ge-

You have tnetyom oyrn . nius of-Bufns. made itSie ffillguage of 
little child, and she has, from a tiny Scotland classic. Angingte sentence 
Infant, become a child as-large as written , that will be read .for a cen- 
one of six years ought to be; You tury outweighs a vofume -That lasts 

also tell that, and her-mother only for a day: It IStoot^ords that 
and Nettie would be glad to know4t, count, but ideas. EMchaM Watson 
I am sure. Now, J shall take you to. Gilden says of Napoleon, jIHis words 
.my nome, and introduce,,.vputo viy went-to their markkas quick as a 
husband—-my. other half—andl; you stroke of-lightning.: WlrenHhe speaks, 
shall visit my school, and, if you r js as,if an earthquake had passed 
would like, you. shall be,- a teacher, -under one’s feet.” — - .....
therein, teaching such branches as Every person possesses a mental and 
you are.qualified to teach. Bee, what spiritual individuality'^ his own; difl 
a grand vista of hope opens up before fering from all others, as clearly 
you; but, I think, according to your marked and outlined’as his physical 
former ideas of heaven, after-getting form. This characteristic manifests 
there, hope would have been at an itself in every department of life.

spheres. Read, "Mary Anne Carew” । . “She has, and a lovely little creaup#

penetrates far into the past. ‘ We talk 
of the beginning and the end of time 
without knowing the meaning of our 
words. We are lost when we speak 
of the “First Cause,” the “Absolute,” 
the "Eternal,” Rollin in his "His
tory,” relates that when Hiero, king 
bf Syracuse, asked Simonides to define 
God, “The poet desired, a day to con
sider the question proposed to him. • 
On the morrow-he desired two days; 
and whenever he was called Upon for 
his answer, he still doubled his time. 
The King, surprised at his behavior, 
demanded his xeason for 'it ‘It Is,’ 
replied^Simonides, .'because «the more
I coñ the'question the more ob-

end—-that is, such a heaven would The sculptor voices it in his statue, 
slay all hope.” _ the painter in his picture, the singer

(To be continued.)

“Materialization.” By Mme. E. d- 
Esperanco and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 1(F cents.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who* lived 651 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting Impress
ion upon all-subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright, Price 25c.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con- 
tainlng'definitions of every used elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, 35cts.

It will write in full sight 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more; write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other '--mewriter.

KME MONARCH TYPEWRITES CO, 
EOO «nd 203Wabpsfij Ave.. Ch!r-~->, HL

Molecular Huoothesis. of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex» 
istenco and to the Philosophy of Spirit ualism 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

RHEUMATISM CURED
scUK^?becpmes.’," C ; '. > . ■ 

look backward or forward 
(^sg^ion is soon bounded. There Is 
5?2iSrfnt in the moral world beyond 
which we cannot see. The problem of 
good and evil can never be solved. 
If It were impossible to Bin, there 
would be no virtue in goodness. What 
we call ugly and .deformed, in tho 

^Infinite mind is beauty and symmetry. 
„. ISj. not-Nature constantly bringing 
order out of chaos, beauty out of 
ugliness, incorruption out of corrup
tion? Does not the fragrant flower 
spring up and grow- out of the foul 
and noisome dunghill? It.has been 
said that the laws of disease are as. 
beautiful as the laws of health. Oiir 
faculties are not perfectly-developed

to hT^g, tl^^ii^ - “n look upon a worm with

MINNESTOLA,
H.D. C. MILLS.

Opposite 8L Joseph Çanltarlum and Batti House, ML Ciemmens, Mich.
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As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle Petersilea. Given
■■■... - „I ■ '...■.

As They Emanate'from the Pen of Henry Mor-

fe»
[zÄ-

Through the Mediumship of Amelia Petersilea
Acta aud Scenes in Spirit. Life.

“Will you serve a slight repast?” 
T asked. She bowefi and withfirew. 
Shortly after she brought in a silver 
salver, together with a dish of fruit, 
and placed them upon the table.
.' "Come, let us be seated,” and I 
placed a~ chair for the mlnlser.

- “Really, Petersilea," he paid, “I 
am hungry;., but it seems preposter
ous that spirits should^e hungry and 

“Take a slice of this dainty bread,” 
I said, as I passed it ter him; and 
there being a carafe, I poured out a 
glass of the sweet elixir of life— 
immortal life!

“Help yourself to some of this-fruit 
—spiritual fruit, it is. Could any
thing be more perfect and beautiful?"

The minister’s eyes sparkled as he 
looked at it, and he sipped from his 
glass the red wine of life.

■ Now, I want to say right here, that 
v this elixir Is not an intoxicating 
/ llqpor, but an elixir of Ilie, which 

represents the spirit; for there are 
other beverages besides water, which 
are harmless and refreshing.

“How incredible it seems,” he said, 
“that I, as a spirit; am eating and 

.drinking.”
' ■ “How Incredible,” I said, “It used 
to. seem to me, that spirits could 
stand before the throne of God, sing
ing his praises, and playing the harp, 

■ with a heavy crown of gold upon their 
heads—by the way, that crown would 
become pretty weighty and tiresome 
after awhile. My head was always 
very sensitive, and still 1b. I could 
.scarcely bear the weight of a light 

• hat. I think I should want to tear 
• that crown off and throw it down— 

and, then, to stand, throughout eter
nity, without food or drink! What 
do -you think of it now, my friend? 

.That is what you have preached to 
the world since you were a very 
young man. Now this is more natu- 

. ral—-more aB it should be.” The 
minister looked at me pleasantly.

“Really,” he said, "I feel glad that 
I was in error.”

“But it would have been better to 
have known and preached the truth 

' would It not?”
"Yes, if I could have known.”

•: "Well, now, sir,” I continued, “la
bor with all your might to teach oth- 

- ers, who are yet preaching such non- 
•Bense, the truth; for hq who works 
। will- surely win? But you are. weak

. -yet. We will make you happy and 
.. . Strong first. Have you no near rel-

and you ..will understand more about 
It. The book was written long before 
a telephone existed on earth. Yes; 
spirits have telephones; but we do 
not have any wires connected with 
our telephones; 'they are worked on, 
the same principle as wireless tele
graphy.

I could speak to Abby by thinking 
of her intently, holding the thought 
of he? firmly in mymlnd until I'had 
attracted her attention and she had 
responded.; These thoughts back and 
forth vibrated within the ether. .

“Abby Judson!"-1- called forcefully 
and distinctly; <

“Mr. Petersilea, did you call me?” 
came the response..

“1 did. If it is convenient will you 
come here to the conservatory. I have 
something of importance to communi
cate,”

“All right,” came the response. "I 
will be there, shortly.”

I had not long to wait, for spiritual 
beings can accomplish whatever they 
¡wish in a very short time.

When Abby, stood before me, after

the child is." ' I
The minister looked eager and fol-1 

lowed me with alacrity. Abby had 
taken a seat, and the child was upon 
her lap,, resting its sqnny curls against i 
her breast, one little arm about her 
neck. Abby arose as we entered, hold
ing the little girl by the hand.

“And you arc she who was once, 
called Miss Judson?" asked the min
ister. ■ ■ ; " ' _

Abby bowed, together with hqr old- 
fashioned courtesy. . "

The minister's eyes flashed-forth 
admiration. «. ' .

“Yes,’.’ answered Abby, “I am. that 
person whom you once called a rene
gade and apostate. You perceive that 
nothing can be hidden, and I. am well 
versed in all that has been said , of 
pte.”

“Madam, I humbly beg your par
don.”;

“It was granted, even before-the 
askipg," she said, with a sweet smile. 
“I must have seemed such to you,

’rißon Tefft »
THOUGHTS^ QUARRIED f)

FROM MANYn-.MINES.

Individuals die, nations dl£, worlds 
die, Everything is mortal:'! Life is 
full of suggestions, but few fulfill
ments.

Mankind will never falter In look
ing after the “fountain of youth,” the 
“philosopher's stone,” and the ideal 
society. There are certain instincts

and matter of his composition, and' 
the orator in the manner of his opa- 
tion.

Each man sees in an object or in 
a thought just what he is capable of 
understanding, and no more. Nature 
speaks a distinct language to each in
dividual. A beautiful 'landscape, a 
gorgeous sunset, a song, a melody, 
a picture, a statue—all bring differ
ent messages to different souls. No

the same wondering eye (hat we do 
upon a man.

Nature is not just; she knows noth
ing about morality, or what Is right 
or what is wrong. Both the animate 
and inanimate world are built up on 

vtho law of sacrifice. One species of 
animals has had to die so that a 
higher type might live. One order 

_of plant and vegetable life has given 
wgy to make room for others. Every 
animal aud 'plant has its parasite. 

^'Whatever benefits mankind comes 
through sacrifice. It is the taw of 
life. “Out of sorrow have the worlds 
been built; and at the birth of a star

(Advertisement.)

^whieh are common to all men; there | two persons live in tho same wprld, 
-are certain characteristics which are : have the same thoughts, the. same
common to each nation, to each time 
and age. The man: who said, “The 
love of money is the root of all evil” 
uttered the most,complete, truth ever, 
spoken. Why should we censure a- 
person 'for using every means that 
comes to his hand, whether right or 
wrong, to get money? ।

atlves here in spirit life?” 
, '"None that are very near,” he 
swered. “My father and mother áre 
•Still on the earth. I never-»had

an-

one sister. ' She Is still there.
but 

One
brother, and he went, as mlslonary, 

China. I have not yet visited my 
father, mother, or sister; nor searched 

! out my brother; for my mind has 
been so intent-on my own little fam
ily, I have scarcely thought of any
thing else.”

"Have you no children here in spir
it life?"

“No—why, yes; I must have. I 
lost a little babe, scarcely a month 
old, some six years ago. 0! it can
not be possible, Professor. Have I 
really a child here?”

“You certainly must have," I re
plied, “and we will make it our busi
ness to find it.”

“How are we to do that?” he asked.
. “Such a little babe as it was, but two 
or three weeks old."

“Now, brother,” I said, "as you 
have been telling other people, for 
so many years, all about these things, 
you ought to be able to find your own 
little child. As a Wesleyan Method
ist, I suppose you did not preach that 
hell’s floor was paved with the skulls 
of these little ones—not quite so bad 
as that, brother; but as you were, a 
minister of the so-called gospel, I sup-

greeting each other warmly, I said: ■ 
"I have neid of your assistance, and j 
so sent for you lo come here, as I : 
thought the work could thus be bet- 1 
ter accomplished.” -J then old her 
all that has been related to the reader. 
“And now, Abby, can you help me 
to find this child? She would not 
be taken very far away from her for- 
our home on earth—not tar away 
from her father, mother, brother and 
sisters.”

“No, indeed,” said Abby.
“You will be able to find this child 

much better than I can.”
“I shall discover her whereabouts 

if possible," she replied. "It may be 
that I shall be able to have the child 
here by the time the father, awakes; 
so I will be as expeditious as possible. 
Adley, but expect to see me again 
very shortly."

We have little time for Idleness— 
no more than those of earth life have. 
We do not look to, nor pray to God, 
to give us everything here, while we 
remain Idle, An idle person here 
would be as unhappy and full of mis
chief as one of earth would be; yet 
there are idle spirits, plenty of them, 
who care to do no good works; they 
wander about somewhat as tramps of 
earth do, finding fault with everybody 
and everything, envying those who 
are industrious, and trying to destroy 
all that may be orderly and beautiful; 
for the mind must work in some 
direction, There are those who would 
like .to destroy Abby Judson’s school 
and scatter her pupils and little home
less ones in all directions, although 
they, themselves, would not be capa
ble of teaching or caring for any of 
them. There are -others, just as of 
earth, who envy me my powers as a 
musician, and would like to tear down 
and destroy our large and elegant 
conservatory of music; yet they could 
not play, and musical harmony is not 
yet developed within their souls.

Andrew Jackson Davis is right 
about mischievous spirits—in other 
words, idle souls; but I was.never an 
idle man on earth, and I certainly 
may not be idle here.

So, while I awaited Abby’s return, 
I gave lessons to waiting pupils, while 
the minister still slept on, poor soul. 
He needed rest just now. Neither had 
he been an idle man on earth; but 
now, in a short time, as I well knew, 
he "would be at work for the truth 
with all his might. In the old-fash
ioned heaven these idle ones were 
taught that there was nothing to do 
throughout eternity but • shout the 
praises of God, and God was expected 
to do till the work, and whatever was 
done that seemed wrong, why, God 

| did it. His ways were mysterious and

at that time;- but time makes all 
things right and straight at last, and 
the apostate and renegade restores to 
you your lost child.” She led the 
little creature forward. “What is 
your name, darling?” she whispered, 
as she did so,

“Hope,” answered the child; “but 
they call me Dalsle at the sbhool. Is 
this my papa?”

“This is papa," said the minister, 
as ,he caught up the little one in his 
arms, Itlssing her sweet face a num
ber of times. She . stroked his, head, 
his face, his beard, -with her little 
hands; and, with each stroke, new 
beauty appeared, as though it ” had 
been concealed beneath a covering of 
care and helplessness, which thé lit
tle hands deftly removed.

“O, how much she' resembles her 
mother," said the minister. “I should 
know her among a thousand other 
children; and she is the counterpart 
of whaVNbttie was at this age. How 
much I thank you, and the Professor, 
for your kind Interest in my welfare. 
But what shall I do with the child, 
now that I have her? I do not feel 
myself competent to care for her prop
erly, and yet I would like to see her 
every day—would like to be very near 
her, and have her with me much of 
the time,”

"That can easily be arranged,” said 
Abby. "I will take the little one in
to my home, care for her tenderly, 
and teach her aB rapidly as Bhe 1b able 
to learn.. But you, my dear sir, must 
enter into some good work that will 
occupy your mind to the exclusion 
of sorrow and despair. You were, on 
earth, a minister of the so-called gos
pel, -which means good news. Why 
not be a minister now of good news— 
the good news of immortal life, and. 
aid those who are hopeless and de
spairing, as you have been?”

“If I have no hope,” said the min
ister, “how can I aid those who are 
hopeless?”

“What would you hope to attain?” 
asked Abby.

“I had hoped to remain with my 
family on earth for many years. That 
hope is now taken from me. I had 
hoped, when I should come to die, 
I should see God and his beautiful 
Christ; that I should enter the pearly 
gates of heaven and sing God's praises

The, world puts a,premium upon 
fraud, upon stealing,.'.upon hypocrisy 
upon leading immoral lives. "The man 
who has no money, whatever his char
acter may be, loses caste. By fair 
means or foul you must get wealth. 
A criminal is more;respected that a 
pauper. No man can now run for 
office, without money. The success 
of any party must be purchased. ' Can 
a government be purified if the elec
torate's bought? Can you draw pure 
water from an impure -fountain? 
Each Individual.to a' certain extent 
is responsible for, and a sharer in, the 
sins of the people which Whom he 
associates. The effect of one indi
vidual life may be but little noted 
In the World In which It moves; but 
sometimes a single family have the 
power to elevate or debase the whole 
community -in which, it .lives. Yea, 
it is no stretch of the imagination to 
say that a dozen men could be named 
in the United States whose combined 
efforts would do more .to cleanse the 

i moral and political Btpndlng of the 
people, regulate their living and give 
economic dlrectiom-to their habits and 
customs of life, than aH the preachers 
in the land.- . ~

One generation plants the seed that 
Is to fructify and bear fruit In the 
next. The people are fooled, cajoled, 
flattered, led-—sometimes driven; 
there is no other way to control their 
minds. Reason will no^ fio it, neither 
will argument.

There are all kinds ' of slavery; 
rnorq), religious, social, inffeHectual, 
and physical bondage.. The!one is as 
authoritative as the offier. prece
dent, a custom, a habi^ Is binding 
on a community as h statute is in 
proceedings at law. FVir bllrfd obedi
ence to authority theiiordlnbry mind 
seems to be well adapted. Nothing 
is ridiculous, absurd or out of place 
when fashion once pets .the pace. 
Nothing is regarded as sinful or im- 

' moral that public òplhlon ibdorses or

enjoyments or- the same 'Borrows, 
Every Individual lite stands alone, 
What. 1b pleasing to one is torture 
to another;, wjiat is beauty to one 
is uglfn^B to another,".
"The'.thoughts that stir the poet's 

heart ' ,., ’ . '
Are not the thoughts that others 

feel;
From the world’s creed they’re all 

apart,
; And pftener work his woe than 

. weal.

"They are born of high- imaginings, 
Kindled td life by passion’s fire,

As o’er earth’s dross h|s fancy flings 
The golden dreams that wrap his 

lyrg.” - ' '
Beauty comes from within, and not 

from without, We appreciate and 
understand just what Nature, educa
tion and environment have -fitted us 
for, and np more. Emerson says: 
“The profit of a book Is according 
to the sensibility of the readpr. The 
profoundest thought or passion Bleeps
in a mind 
heart finds

Life has
its lessons.

until an equal mind and 
and publishes it.” 
no value unless we study 

There, Is no point from
which the universe can be viewed as 
a whole. We see a part, arid prophesy 
in part. Our noblest and deepest con
ceptions must be expressed in figures, 
types and symbols. What to us seems 
actual and real are simply shadows. 
There Is no such thing as color as 
a/physical entity; It Is only a mental 
conception. -There is no such thing 
as sky. ■

Every atom,of matter contains all 
the possibilities of life, morals, re
ligion, philosophy, poetry and song, 
ft only requires time toAbrfng inor
ganic substance to full fruition in 
all the nobler qualities of mind and 
heart. Life 1b a development, a natu
ral process; yet there are scientists 
who say it may be a creation. “We

there is pain."
Every event is eternal. There 1b 

no past, no future; all Is present. 
'Divisions of time and space' are of 
human invention. Much that we call 
instinctive In man comes from habit, 
education and environment;

To get a broad view of mankind 
we must read all history, study all 
peoples, times and conditions. Many 
things that we have been taught were 
of dlvjne origin, or miraculous origin, 
are nothing but natural evolution- 
living history and experience. In pro
portion as knowledge Increases, mira
cles diminish. The story of Moses 
being rescued in the basket of bull
rushes; the sory of the deluge; the 
incident of Aaron turning the rod in
to a serpent; the immaculate con
ception, are all echoes of similar facts 
that have floated down the stream 
of time in the current of tradition.

All theories must finally stand or 
fall on the verdict of science. The 
mind of man will In time figure out 
much that-is now deemed supernatu
ral. Abraham Lincoln was as divinely 
sent into the world as Jesus Christ, 
and had as important a mission. To
day the spirit of his life is being felt 
in every part of the globe. Some 
men’s fame increases with age, oth
ers diminish. The preface of a book 
is always written last. Mozart, the 
great musical composer, was buried 
in an unknown and unmarked grave, 
but later on, eulogies have been pro
nounced to his memory', and monu
ments erected and societies named in 
his . honor. Ruskin is quoted as say
ing that “A house is not in its prime 
until it is five hundred years old.” 
Time adds luster to great characters, 
and blots out the small ones. The 
judges who condemned Socrates are 
unkhown. Few men can tell the 
name of the judge before whom John 
Brown was tried, yet the name of 
Socrates has come down through all 
the ages, and the name of John Brown 
will be known until the word liberty, 
shall perish. Time is the crucible 
through which all characters, opln-
ions and doctrines must pass.

tolerates. . a

pose you thought your little one was : 
lu heaves, swinging the harp, -and 
singing praises to God; but, how 
could such a babe possets understand
ing? Do you play and sing yourself, 
my brother?"

“No; I never could play; sing a 
little, I did,'sometimes."

• ■ "Then you could not play the harp, 
even here?”

"No.”
"Well, we must find that child. I 

have a very dear friend here in the 
xspirit, who has a large school, Per
haps she may find out something 
¡abort your little one, for she is filled
'¡with good works: Abby Judson, 
elbly you have heard pt her?” 

“Indeed, so,” Iio answered.
where is the mlnir.ter who has

ros-

And 
not?”

"Well. Abby is a grand soul.”
“Our fraternity have always looked 

upon her as a sort of renegade from
the church of 
son's daugher!
bad."

"Well, 
find your 
a girl, I

that

God—Adoniram Jud
it really seemed too

same daughter shall
daughter for you. It was 
think ?"

"Yes, a wee, little creature, of three 
weeks.”

“After you have rested thoroughly’, 
the remainder of what to you may 

.be called night, we will pay Abby 
a visit, and see what she can do for 
us In that direction. Have you slept 
yet since you have been in this 
world?”

“Not yet,” answered the minister; 
but, J have been weary and worn 

. with care, worry, and perplexity, not 
finding things as I expected, and not 
knowing just what to do."

“-We do not have real night here, 
but to the weary soul, lately from 
earth, there is a correspondence. 
Now, come with me, and I will con
duct you to an apartment for just 
such souls as yourself.”

I took the weary minister to a beau
tiful room Jn the building, and mak
ing it dim like a soft twilight, I 
pointed to a pure, white bed. within 
gauzy curtains, and left him to rest; 
meanwhile I-would see what could 

"be done-for him.- I telephoned to 
jny. friend Abby.

past finding out; man was wholly 
irresponsible. That is one' great rea
son why we have so many tramps 
here in spirit life. They would rather 
shout than work. But thanks to the 
good that naturally exists within the 
larger half of humanity, they like to 
work, and are filled with good works.

Early In the, what would be to the 
minister, morning, Abby returned, 
bringing with her a little girl of some 
six years, as pretty and dainty a lit
tle creature as one would wish to wish 
at.

“And so you were successful, and 
found her?” I said.

"As you see,” she replied. /'But 
it required quite an amount of per
severance on my part. Once or twice 
I caqie near giving up the quest, but 
my soul commanded me to go on, aud, 
at last. I was rewarded. Y6u see, 
the child passed Into spirit life so ex
ceedingly young, and having no very 
near relatives that cared to take care 
of such a little creature, she was 
placed with a kind spirit who had 
passed to this life in giving birth to 
a babe. The babe lived and is still 
on the earthly plane. The mother 
had taken this little creature; but, 
after it became older, .it was placed 
In a school where, by making many 
inquiries, I was at last able to trace 
her, and here she is—a beautiful lit
tle creature, is she not?”

“Beautiful, indeed! Receive my 
thanks. I am very grateful, Abby, 
for your kindness. You will remain 
and help me to make her known to
her father?”

“Telephoned?” you ask, surprised- 
ly. "Do spiritual beings have tele
phones?’.’

“Well, my’dear sir, or madam, tele
phones originated withip the spiritual 
spheres, Read "Mary Aime Carew”

forever more. This, I now find, was 
all an Illusion. My wife and little 
children are filled with sorrow at my 
loss, and I am powerless to comfort 
them, or provide for their material 
wants. ’ Indeed, although happier than 
at first, still what is there to, hope 
for?”

“If you are happier than you were 
at first, then there is gopd reason 
to suppose-that you. will attain to 
greater happiness as you go on. You 
have.been in this life but a very short 
time now, and yet considerable has 
been brought to pass in that short
period of time; and, really, you are 
already looking five years ---------
than at first, showing that 
has already advanced quite

younger 
the soul 
a little.

We abhor the savage tribes on ac
count of their dress,p their,, indecent 
exposure and practices', but they are 

-only following immemorial'''customs, 
formulas and social laws, the same 
as civilized nations do. ifHum,boldt,” . 
says Herbert Spencer, “tells ,ua that 
an Orinoco Indian, though'quite re
gardless of bpdlly comfort, will labor 
a fortnight to " purchase pigment 
wherewith to make himself admired; 
and that the same woman who would 
ndt hesitate to leave her hut without 
a fragment of clothing on, would not 
dare commit such an act of indecorum 
as-to go unpainted."

Someone quotes a certain philoso
pher as saying that “every child is 
born into the world like a piece of 
blank paper, that you may write 
thereon whatever you .will.” There 
is nothing as inconsistent in its action 
as a human -being—civilized or un
civilized. Brute instinct is more to 
be relied upon than reason; for the 
former, upon a given state of facts, 
always acts the same; ,not so with 
reason. Man is a creature of time, 
place and circumstance. He varies 
with every climate, whether frigid, 
torrid or temperate. The pronuncia
tion of a word is often a matter of 
geography. In giving testimony the

If you have not seen God, I have 
brought to you your own sweet, little 
baby girl. If you have not entered 
the pearly .gates of heaven, you have 
entered a grand conservatory of mu
sic, where the simple twanging of a 
harp is considered quite primitive, 
and where music is carried into the 
heights of exquisite sublimity; where i 
one may get in touch with all the 
grand, harmonious souls that have j 
ever lived; for music is a wonderful 
vehicle; and whCre you may become 
a pupil if you like; there is no end 
of hope in that direction, for eternity 
is before you, and what may ypu not 
be able to accomplish?”

"I think preaching, and teaching 
others, would be more in my line— 
more like (hat which I have been ac
customed to do.”

"But how can you teach others un
less you are first -taught yourself? 
You do not desire to go on propa
gating errors, do you?”

“No! no! I fhink not.”
“Then you cannot preach the truth 

unless you first know what’ is true. 
You now know that you survive the 
dissolution of the material body; all 
others here know that as well as,you 
do; but those of earth do not. You 
are fitted to teach that great truth to 
the earthly world. You know that you 
can communicate with thoseof earth;

Hindu swears by the waters of 
Ganges and the Christian by 
Bible. It depends In what age i 
under what conditions a person

the 
the 
aud

is
born whether he is a saint or a sin
ner, a mlslonary or a warrior, a revo
lutionist or a conservative, a reformer 
or a mountebank. .

“Had John Alexander. Dowie lived 
a thousand years ago,” said Rev. 
Thomas B. Gregory, “he would have 
been an emperor—a Charlemagne or 
a - Hildebrand.”

Consistency is not the trait of a 
master mind. Time fades out the
faults 
tues, 
tance, 
Some

of men and brightens their vir- 
Greatness wants' room, dis- 
perspective, to give it value, 

people's view is .microscopic;

r larner: —*------------ , T *. . _T“Indeed I will,” responded Abbyr Ton can also teach That._ _ . . M a'4. r* ÄS 7-1« trzx firvrl TnnT T You have
As I thought the minister had, by 

this time, rested sufficiently, I went 
to the Toom to' wake him. -He lay, 
calmly sleeping,1 his face gradually 
losing its hopeless, despairing expres
sion, loking more youthful, even al
most boyish, as he peacefully slept. 
I gently awoke him. He opened: his 
eyes and looked at me surprisedly.

“Ah, I forgot,” he exclaimed—“for
got that I had left my material body; 
thought I was still with my wife and 
little one?.” He gave a slight groan, 
and his face began again to take on 
a hopeless look.

“Cheer up!” I said. “All will yet 
be well; . besides,; I have' a pleasant 
surprise for you. Make yourself pre
sentable, “for Abby Judson is in the 
music room; -She wants to see you, 
and she is not alone.”

“Has, she found .my; child?" he 
Asked. -

“She has, and alovely little creauet

not seen the God that you used to
teach about on earth; neither the 
heaven, nor the hell, nor the devil. 
You can. tell the-people the .truth 
about that. You have met-your own 
little child, and she has, from a tiny 
infant, become a child as large as 
one of six years ought to be.: You 
can also tell that, and her mother 
and Nettle would be glad to know it, 
I am sure. Now, J shall take you to 
.my hotne, and introduce ypu to iny 
husband-—my. other half—and. you 
shall visit my school,. and, If you 
would like, you' shall be -a teacher 
therein, teaching such branches as 
you are qualified to teacE. See, what 
a grand vista of hope opens up before 
you; but, I think, according to your 
former Ideas of heaven, after getting 
there, hope would have been at an 
end—-that is, such a heaven would 
slay all hope.” _

(To be continued.)

they take more pleasure in viewing 
the brain of an ant' than in look
ing at the most brilliant star. A 
three-cent piece held close enough to 
the eye is sufficient to ^obscure the 
light of the sun. The great reform
ers of-the world were first dema
gogues, then patriots.

No man can estimate the value of 
his own life. Often-« the -most un
promising child becomes the. head of 
the family. The wisest writer cannot 
tell which of his wdrks Wil perish 
and which will be iiMnorddl. Some
times a single character inifictlon will 
brand a whole nation. ¡Shakspeare 
stamped the character of ‘Shyiock-bn 
every Jew'that has .^Seen1 born’since 
“The Merchant of Vedicfe'DWas . writ
ten. A man, a bookdAiWork of-art, 
mhy represent the history, of a- time, 
a race, or a civilization, "what Napo
leon spoke, France tHoughi? The ge- 

■ nius of ■ Burns, made dhe Ifidguage of 
Scotland classic. ‘"AnpinglB sentence

learn,” says Axel E. Gibson, "to be
lieve in a universe that, with all its 
motley array of life and form, has 
one single source and origin. * * Ad
mitting this, every substance must 
necessarily consist essentially of the 
same basic elements, slnclya unity 
of source Implies a unity of essence. 
Man 1b then not the only being on 
our planet endowed with mentality; 
In every physical molecule must like
wise inhere mental and physical attri
butes, though latent and to a large ex
tent as yet unavailable.”

Mind controls matter and directs 
energy. FJrst the thought, then the 
visible expression of it. Spirit 1b con
stantly faking on form; there is no 
permanency In material things. The 
fundamental substance out of which 
all phenomena occur has not yet been 
located or named.

No one can explain, while the sub
stances that compose our bodies are 
continually changing, our personality 
and looks remain the same. Con
sciousness is steadfast though the 
body is constantly departing. Some
where there Is a living fountain of 
knowledge and life from which all 
thought, wisdom and force proceed. 
It is confidently believed by some that 
It will yet be possible for people to 
communicate with each other without 
the use of language, voice or words. 
Is thought substance? Can it be con- 
centrated-lato form? It is claimed 
that It can. “Thought,” says one 
writer, “is a wonderful power when 
there is a persistent purpose behind 
ft. -*• * Persistent thought, with the 
Image of that which hhs form and size 
well defined in the mind, and directed 
to that end, can be photographed, the 
vibrations of the clear-cut thought 
taking form in the atmosphere of 
that which is in the mind of the 
thinker, are carried through the lens 
of the camera to the sensitive plate.”

Science is not only teaching us the 
kinship of all peoples in blood and 
the identity of all . languages and 
tongues, but it is pushing the lines 
still farther and holds to the oneness 
of Nature, the sameness of mind, mat
ter and spirit.

Nature furnishes the pattern for 
our art, for our mechanism. There is 
nothing new but discovery. Whether 
our Inventions, or our philosophy is 
new or old, we know not. How many 
times they have appeared and disap
peared upon the earth is unknown.

Much that passes for new thought 
is as old as the Vedas or the Zend 
Avesta. Neither history nor tradition 
penetrates far into the past.' We talk 
of the beginning and the end of time 
without knowing the meaning of our 

’ words. We are lost when we speak 
of the “First Cause,” the “Absolute,” 
the "Eternal.” Rollin in his "Hls- 

: tory,” relates that when Hlero, king 
of Syracuse, asked Simonides to define 

■ God, “The poet desired a day to con
sider the question proposed to him. 

। -On the morrow-he desired two days;
And whenever he was called Upon for 

> his answer, he still doubled his time. 
■ The King, surprised at his behavior, 
, demanded his season for it. ‘It is,’ 
, replied . Simonides, ’‘because the more 
• I consider the'question the more ob- 
■ scare i^ becomes.’' s 
t As we look backward or forward

written that Will be te,^ ^r a cen
tury outweighs a vofume.fliat lasts 
only for a day. It ISmot1 words that 
count, but ideas. - EBchafld Watson 
Gilder says of Napoleon; jlHis words 
went to their mark/a^ guick as a 
stroke of- lightning, 'when ne speaks, 
it is as. If an earthquake had passed 
under one’s feet.”

Every person possesses a mental and 
spiritual individuality of his own, dif
fering from all bthefs, as clearly 
marked and outlined as his physical 
form. This characteristic manifests 
itself in every - department of life. 
The sculptor voices it in his statue, 
the painter in his picture, the singer 
in his song, the writer in the stylo
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FUTURE?

Do not be deceived by oHci'b of 

YOUR FORTUNE W 
Do you want to know about your Bus* 
luess,' Health, Speculations, Marriage, 
Love Affairs or how to improve your 
Condition financially and socially?
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FREE READING
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America’s Reliable Astrologer
For many years I have been adver* 

tlBing In ’American and foreign news
papers and magazines; perhaps your 
nextdobr neighbor knows me or has 
consulted me for ■ advice. I have 

■built up a reputation by giving honest, 
accurate and eonscientious service to 
my patrons. The editor will tell you 
I am America’s Reliable Astrologer. 
I do not ask you to take my word for 
any statement made here, but I do 
ask for an opportunity to demonstrate 
my ability. Rear what three of my. 
patrons say about their horoscopes;

Newark,N.J.
“My marriage 

took place uh 
yoo predicted, 
and I am tbd 
happiest woman 
in tue world. I 
feel tbnt you 
are the one real
ly great 
troioger to 
whom tue Amer- 
Ican people 
should torn for 
advlceand coun
sel. Everything 
you predicted 
In my Boroacopo 
came to pass as 
accurately as 
clock work.”

Bsbtha Axt.

»

»
■Í1

Con-
temporaneouB events are but little 
noted. The panorama of life moves- 
swiftly. We only get a glimpse of 
a picture before it Is gone and others 
take the place In too rapid succession 
for us to fully comprehend the mean
ing.

The biography of a great man can
not be properly written until he has 
been dead a thousand years. To get 
a correct view of history if has to 
be seen over a'large field. We are 
utterly Incompetent to justly estimate 
the present. The critic is bounded by 
his horizon. He judges the world 
from one particular standpoint. Out
side of his environment his calcula
tion 1b worthless. It is impossible to 
deeply sympathize with a person we 
have never seen, or with a situation 
we have never experienced. .

Has vice any knowledge of virtue, 
coarseness of refinement, Ignorance of 
learning? Does the miser know any 
of the enjoyments of the spendthrift? 
There is no affinity between any of 
the two conditions. The dividing line 
is marked and distinct—each living 
and moving in a different sphere. 
Sight Is not light. But “all of us 
are playing' some part in the pro
duction of life's harmony.”' Buzzards 
and vultures act as scavengers on the 
land; sharks and dogfish act as scav
engers of the sea. There Is nothing 
more useful than a microbe.

The world is a great machine shop. 
Every, force, power, passion and cre
ated thing.forms a necessary part in 
its complex machinery. Who is pre
pared to say that a single individual 
lite could .be spared to the universe 
of God? “All things somewhere 
touch infinity. To the seer no life 
is common or empty. To him the 
meanest life may come freighted with 
tragedy, with pathos, with beauty. 
* * It all depends upon the soul that 
surveys. * ‘'The discerning man sees 
the great in the little, the uncommon 
in the commonplace, the abiding in 
'the fugitive. To Keats a moldering 
urn calls up an hour of buried Hellas 
to live in Immortally in the memory 
of man. To Blake a fly upon a leaf 
touches him- with kindly sympathy 
and sends upon his heart, a vision of 
the oneness and the wonder of all 
life. To Lowell the aimless circling 
of a goldfish in a globe calls forth a 
lyric scripture on the meaning and 
mystery of existence.”

HENRY MQRR1SON TEFFT.
Norwich, N^Y.

our vision Is soon bounded,' There Is 
a point hi the moral world bgyond 
which we cannot see. The problem of 
good and evil can never he solved. 
If it were Impossible to sin, there 
would be no Virtue In goodness. What 
we call ugly and deformed; In the 
Infinite mind is beauty and symmetry.

Is not Nature constantly; bringing 
order out of chaos, beauty oift of 
ugliness, incorruption out of corrup
tion? Does not the fragrant flower 
spring, up and grow out of the foul 
and noisome dunghill? It has been 
said that the laws of disease are as 

। beautiful as the laws of health. Oiir 
faculties are not perfectly-developed 

[until we can look upon a worm with

ft 4

»
Brandon,Can.

“My Horo
scope Is tbo 
beat instrument 
of guidance that 

L 1 bave ever had 
Cut lu my 

antis. * • • 
X would not 
take a hundred 
dollars for the 
informatl”» you 
have given me, 
unless I was 
sure that I 
would get an
other one es ac
curate as this 
one.” Yours 
very truly, 

A A. Broad, 
Beal Estate

Agent.
Monntaln 
Park,Okla.

“Dear Friend
—By you glv- jgy 
Ing me ‘lucky 
datea’ 1 have
been able to dis- 
pose of some 
property, great- 
ly to my ad- E&nBB 
vantage. Every 
line of my Boro-
scope was of dkhbMb| 
value to me. I HEssnB| 
shall consult BbKSMm you again In the BMByWI 
future. I wish 
others might 
understand WSfiSH 
what great ns- UwHB 
sistance you* vHN 
could be. in
trouble of any VVB
kind.” Most VC
sincerely, 
Mbs. Annie M.

I have stack- ef letters similar to
the above. Many write that they can
not find words to express their thanks 
for the benefits derived from my ad
vice. Many have followed my advice 
and gained wealth, happiness, love 
and popularity. I believe I can be of 
help t<J you. It costs you nothing to 
test my ability. I will send you a 
reading in which I will tell facts 
about yourself and your life that will 
cause you to marvel at the wonders 
of Astrology. My system has stood 
the test of time. People who consult
ed me years ago acknowledge that no 
other Astrologer is as accurate. If 
you wish a free reading simply send 
me your name (whether Mr., Mrs. or 
Miss), the date of your birth and a 
2c. stamp and I will send you the 
reading at once and will also send you 
a copy of my interesting booklet 
“Your Destiny Foretold." Address 
Albert H. Postel, Room 795, No. 126 
West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

»
Ira» JI

K

“Materialization.” By Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10-. cents.

“Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseologfcal 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who" lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon all-subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25c.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con- 
talnlng-deflnitions of every used elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, 35cts.

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more; write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other '--mrwriter.

SEE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO, 
BOO ^nd203WabcBh Arc..Chie---. HL

Molecular Hupothesis. of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

RHEUMATISM CURED

9

%®
*

MINNESTOLA,
H.D.C. MILLS.

Opposite St Joseph Sanitarium and Bath House. Mt Clemmens, Mich.
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THE TEMPLE FUND SOCIETY.

GOcts 
25cte 
Sota

tills office, 
the public 
The Iluan- 
more activ-'

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
Safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 

1 /ou are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance' and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
tritle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

This distinguished Spiritualist, auth
or anfi lawyer,, passed to spirit life 
a few days ago. Full particulars will 
be given next week.

TERMS OF SUUSURIPTIONi
The ProgreMwIve Tliluker will bo fur

nished until further notice at the tal
lowing terms. Invariably In advance; 
Ono Year ......................................... 41,00
Six Months ....
Thirteen Weeks 
Single Copy ..,

which was to be paid for out of the 
treasury of the N. 3. A- • Here is a 
good chance for some who really ap
preciate the ne

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Published Eyory iuturday at 40 Looruls Street 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 
Ealltti il Hit Chlcw Fiililflo n Secoad-Claai Haller

the progressive 
the delegates honored 

themselves by placing him upon the 
official Board.

REMITTANCES;
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New/ York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so-do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount, sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, 
Chicago, 111.

: TAKE NOTICE,
'At the expiration ot eubeerlptlon, If 

. not renewed, the paper le discon
tinued. - No Mlle will be sent tor 

extra numbers.U yoo do »ot receive yopr paper 
promptly, write Us, and any errors in address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the; address ót 
your paper clmnaed, always give the 
address ot the place to- which it has 
been going or the change cannot be 

made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is $2. 
WWuasusRflMeaKssaMusaeaassaaaaManBBSSs 
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A Close Resemblance.
There Is a close resemblance be

tween the clams and Christians. The 
former seclude themselves in their 
shells, and when approached every 
avenue to their Interior is closed, and 
thus remains so long as the intrusion 
lasts.

The - Christian, when approached 
with facts, shows the fallacy of his 
creed by imitating a clam. He shuts 
his eyes and ears to truth, will not 
listen to reason,, but contracts his 
shell more closely. The priests do 
the thinking for Catholics, and lay
men must follow their direction under 
threats of excommunication and dam
nation if they disobey. Certain Books 
are prohibited from being read by the 
Pope, while ignorance on scientific 
subjects seem enjoined on every com
municant. Protestants have no index 
prohibitions, but the works of the 
world’s great thinkers are as effectu
ally excluded from many Protestant 
libraries and from being read as is 
accomplished by the positive Catholic 
prohibition.

Says Dr. Inman, In his “Ancient 
Pagan and Modern Christian Symbol
ism:" “The greatest curse to a na
tion Is hot a bad religion, but a form 
of faith which prevents manly in
quiry.”

A Great Mau to the Front.
Great-men, leaders of the people 

and of great achievements, have been 
common to'all ages. We njust not 
think that Paine with Jfls pen, Wash
ington with his sword; or Lincoln 
with his emancipation proclamation, 
are the- principal men to be honored 
for noble deeds; - but wherever we 
trace the footsteps of the race we find 
heroes whose7 fame is preserved in 
story and in song, .and are all: worthy 
of en'dless' preservation. There was 
Leonidas, at the bead'of the brave 
three hundred, who defended the nar
row pass at Thermopylae against the 
Persians, whose memory will survive 
while worthy actions are glorified. 
And there were persons in private 
lite whose deeds have been-long for
gotten, were they known would be 
equally deserving of remembrance 
with the most renowned.
• B^t recalling a Wellington, a Na
poleon, a Caesar, and many others 

■'whose names are covered all ovqr 
with glory, there is one that rises 
superior to all. There Is no fiction 
associated with his wondrous-doings. 
The Holy Scriptures inspired by God, 
and many suppose, written by his fin
gers, tells the story; while priest and 
prelate join In rivalry In harrating 
the event, each laboring to excel in 
wordy description, and In vain at
tempt to magnify that which was al
ready too magnificent to be properly 
understood by the most advanced of 
mortals. ,

The honest, conscientious inquirer 
will find a recital of the event in 
chapter ten of Joshua. Now Joshua 
was the son of Nun. He succeeded 
Moses as leader of Israel. Don’t con
found the name Nun with the word 
none, and imagine Joshua merely 
"growed,” like Topsy, in a romancer's 
brain. Joshua succeeded to Moses 
who mouthed the will of the Lord, 
otherwise Jehovah, the tribal god of 
the Jews. Joshua acquired" great 
fame at the siege of Jericho; for he 
led that noble band who seven times 
marched around that walled city; 
then all shouted, with an immense 
shout, and seven priests with ram’s 
horns blew a tremendous blast, when 
the walls of the city fell /flat, then 
the assailants marched in, and slaugh
tered all, men, women, young and old, 
ox, sheep and ass, leaving nothing 
alive save Rahab, the harlot, and her 
father’s household. '

Well, this Joshua became involved

. Bible Spiritualism.
They who want Bible Spiritualism 

will consult 2 Kings 6:8, to sequel. 
The king of Syria warred on ancient 
Israel. Ho was informed that Elisha, 
the prophet, told the king of Israel 
the words ho spoke in his own bed 
chamber. Convinced that Elisha pos
sessed such power he determined to 
gain control of his person. Learning 
the prophet was in Dothan he sent 
horses, .chariots and a gr^at host to 
capture l|lm.

When EIjsha's servant arose parly 
in the morning he saw they were sur
rounded by the • Syrjatt" army.. With/ 
great alavitf he reported to his mas
ter, and inquired: "What shall we 
do?” El|sha replied: ;

"Fear not; for they Who are with us 
are mp're than ar? with them.” The 
servant’s eyes were opened in conse
quence pf a special prayer by Elisha- 
to the Lord, and he saw the mountain 
was full horses' and chariots, of 
Are, completely surrounding the man 
of God. The Lord came to Elisha’s 
relief in answer to prayer, and smote 
the Syrian, forces'with blifidness.

The reader should be informed 
this point that in those times the 
Lord always fought with his friends. 
He has changed his tactics—it seems 

; so at least—for In modern times he 
I gives victory to the strongest battal- 
' Ions, provided they are well offiepred.

Then a Uttlq lie *on the, part of 
Elisha, which the Lord must Jiave 
winked at: Though the enemy1 lyas 
in Dothan, yet Elisha told them—we 
quote hiq very words as recorded by 
inerrant wisdom; “This is not the 
way to the clty.\ Follow me, and I 
will bring you to the man ye seek.” 
Instead he led them to Samaria.

It matters not by whom or when 
the book of Kings was written, so- 
far as our present purpose is con
cerned, it shows that what is now 
called clairvoyance was then In vogue, 
believed In and practiced. I'he larger 
host with Elipha was not seen by the 
servant until his abnormal vision was 
given him.

It is to be regretted that the writer 
of this narration, even if it 1b wholly 
•fictitious, had not a better conception 
of ethics, than to make a “prophet 
of the Lord" guilty of practicing a 
falsehood, and at the samp time com
plicating the “Lord in his Ue. It is 
true the sin of deceit was a very 
common occurrence with the patri
archs, whose characters are presented 
us as worthy of emulation; but it 
is difficult for a people to rise above 
their ideals.

h, -, u  ----- 1—
AU is moving well at 

The vyprk „is active, and 
interest la encouraging, 
cial iheome needs to have
ity, Mr success depends upon ability 
to achieve,^'and money is tho basis 
of all ,uccoiRplishment,

Thn neqi^ to . assist worthy medi
ums is becoming more and more nec- 
essarÿ.1 Henice,'.’as that fundi is hav
ing steady ’ drains, the convention 
asked for

AjGratitudo Day Testimonial.
To that vend I made the .author

ized cftll for u public collection and 
personal donation to be made on 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER '24th, next.

That call has been published for 
November 20/ which is an error. ■ -

Renjember, the date set Is Novem
ber 24th, j Let all true Spiritualists 
make that truly a day of gratitude 
to mediums for their labors of love 
to us al|/

Endowment Fund,
. This fund hah'had splendid help by 

the munificent gift of $2,000 by Mr; 
and Mrs. A. Sanders, of Elyria, Ohio. 
The N. S. A. thanks to this worthy 
couple was proudly given by-the con
vention, and has been' supplemented 
by thé Official Soard’s appreciation.’ 
I add my own and that of the,for
mer secretary, as personal tributes 
to such liberality. May others do 
likewise, is surely a hope of all who 
want to see Spiritualism make- pro
gress toward greater public utility.

Collectors of Funds.
No collectors of money for the En

dowment Fund,' or any other fund 
of the N. S. A., are as yet appointed. 
If such .should be appointed, they will 
have proper credentials, under the 
N. 8. A. seal and official-signatures. 
This Is Important to know, for all 
donations should be made direct to 
this office or with positive surety to 
a person whom you know to be trust

-worthy, and who will agree to pro
duce a N. 3. A. receipt. All dona
tions coming to this office will be re
ceipted for.

i General Fund.
14118 Is an important fund to con

tribute to, for it is the only working 
fund for the N. 3. A. Do not forget 
this and fail to assist our working 
power. Help NOW, for the N. S. A. 
has" immediate need.

Fraternally,
GEORGE W. KATES, 

Secretary N. 3. A.
600 Penna. 'Ave., 3. E., 

Washington, D. O.

Interesting Particulars With Reference to Same^ 
i by Mrs. M. Cadwallader,

to its requirements? It'certainly Is 
due to negligence. Not a delegate 
was present, who could not havo ac- 
qualnted'hlmself or herself with- what f 
was required of each auxiliary socie
ty before being entitled to a seat 
upon the floor. And it js certainly a- 
matter of , duty for each society to 
know to what it Unpledged beforo 
sending a delegate to he Convention.

Yet strange as it may seem; there? 
is scarcely an auxiliary society that 
complies strictly with the Constitu
tional requirements. A representa
tive of one of the strongest auxilia
ries, a man noted for his devotion to 
organization, and his practical work 
In every way, put himself on record 
as against the adoption of a By-Law, 
because it required a report to be 
sent into the"N. 3. A.. If the auxil
iaries do not feel that it is one of 
their privileges as well as their duty 
to send in a report of the work ac
complished each year, how can the N. 
3. A. be what it was organized for: 
viz, The objects of said Association, 
shall be the organization of tho 
various Spiritualist societies of the 
United States into one general associ
ation, for the purpose of mutual aid. 
and co-operation In benevolent, char
itable, educational, literary, musical, 
scientific, religious and missionary, 
purposes, and enterprises gerpimto 
to the phenomena,'science, philosophy, 
and religion of Spiritualism.

It is the duty of every society to 
send in a report, and it should be 
a pleasure to have on file at the head
quarters of the N. S. A. a complete, 
statement of what was accomplished 
during the year for the information i>f 
the Board of Trustees, who ,by thfs 
means are kept in intelligent touch 
with the progress and needs of their 
constituents.

If the rules of the N. 8. A. are not 
right, make them right. They sbogld 
be lived up to or abolished.

An amendment was voted down to 
^ajier the terms of the Trustees of the 
'N. 3. A. with the intention of finally 
making them «four years each. This 
is not feasible as long as there are 
salaried officers. Should a salaried 
officer be elected for a term of years, 
It would create a contract tor which 
the N. S. A would be liable, and if the 
officer was found inefficient, the diffi
culty would be to remove him or her. 
A way has been suggested to over
come this difficulty; viz: to elect the 
officers each year, and elect the five 
trustees for two years each, when 
they would not be eligible for re
election until two years had elapsed. 
In this way there would be some 
changes every year, and it would do 
away with much of the feeling on the 
part of those who' were removed.

Everyone seems to feel that Mr. 
Grimshaw should h^ve been re-elect
ed. He ha^ donotvaliaiR service for 
Spiritualism and will continue to do 
It even though ub longer a member 
of the official Boiird.

From the no'rth, south,: east and 
west gathered the delegates to the 
Convention just passed into- history.

• From the Pacific slope to the’Atlantic 
coast, from the lako$ of the north to 
the Gulf stream they came to do honor 
to .the cause of organization. It was 
a memorable gathering of representa
tive men apd women, seeking to 
evolve a better and stronger National 
body. ■

What was impressed upon the on
looker was the determination on the 
part of the delegates to legislate the 
business before them and not throw 
the burden of it upon the incoming 
Board ot Trustees as has been the 
case iff former years. For this reason 
much|ptactlcal work was accom
plished. It is to be regretted that a 
full account of the actual work done 
cannot be published, as in former 
years, owing to the fact that the 
Board of Trustees, from methods ot 
economy, no doubt, has done away 
with the office of Assistant Secretary, 
to the convention, who used to furnish 
the reporters of the Spiritualist Press 
With a concise account of the Conven
tion work, and thus create interest in 
the National body through the Spirit; 
ualist papers. We hope that this 
want will be supplied another year. 
Now. the only copy of the proceedings 
is at National Headquarters, and the 
Spiritualists generally know little of 
the important matters that came up 
before the delegates for action.

Atoong tfie many were the Temple 
Fund Society, The Morris Pratt Insti
tute, The Mediums’ Pension Fund, 
which ought .to be re-named the 
“Gratitude Fund,” The Endowment 
Fund, Tbe Lycfium Fund, the Local 
and State Societies and Missionary : 
field.

These and kindred matters claimed 
the earnest attention of the delegates 
for five days, while the evening ses
sions were rgplete with good things 
both phenomenal and philosophical. 
Those who were convinced of the 
truth of Spiritualism, listened to the 
old, old, story with grateful hearts, 
while' those to whom the truth had 
not become a reality listened earnest
ly and to many came a new hope, 
that what was said might be true.

That this convention was different 
from any other was at the outset felt 
by everyone familiar with other Con
ventions. The bodily presence of the 
big-hearted, whole-souled Theodore 
J. Mayer, our late Treasurer was 
missed by everyone who had known 
him, and he was spoken of many 
times in loving remembrance before 
the session closed. Then again the 
announcement that President Barrett 
would not again be a candidate for 
office, as well as the knowledge that 
Mrs. Longley would no longer act as 
Secretary, brought about a condition 
to be met only by careful considera
tion on the part of the delegates.

It Is no easy task to fill acceptably 
the place held by Harrison D. Barrett 
since 1893. Then organization had 
few friends. The Spiritualist Press 
teemed with articles as to why “Spir
itualists should not organize”, and its 
opponents were the vast majority. 
At the close of the first yearrs labors, 
the report showed only $98.60 In the 
treasury. At this Convention, the 
report shows a cash balance of over 
$12,000 and property value of at least 
$25,000, the greater part of which is 
due to the munificence of M^. Mayer.

What is due to Mr. Mayer as a fi
nancial benefactor is due also to the 
faithful work of Mr. Barrett, who in 
the early days’ struggled to gain for 
the N. S. Ar its foothold, by his ardu
ous labors. And now when he has 
retired from his post of duty, to take 
up the pen ot the Historian, he can 
look back with pride to what was 
accomplished while he was at the 
helm.

As Historian, a grave responsibil
ity is placed upon hlB shoulders, as 
he follows the footsteps of Emma 
Hardinge Britten, and the 'Convention 
was unanimous in voting that- Har
rison Barrett stood alone at the pres
ent time, as the one best fitted for the 
honorable position.

Mrs. Mary T. Longley had filled her 
place so acceptably, that at first the 
delegates could not be persuaded that 
they must choose a successor. Every 
one had a good wish for her. Both

eum
ce-Iwork, to donate money to the 

um fund for carrying it on.
Among the many important things 

passed by this Convention was th? re- 
'port of the Definition of Terms, under 
the able management of Charles R. 
Sehirm, now Vice-President. Every 
delegate present took a deep interest 
in the discussion, and their action in 
placing the whole matter in his hands 
with< instructions to act as his judg
ment dictated in selecting a commit
tee to push it to completion, was a dis
tinct acknowledgment of their appre
ciation of his work. I

The Ritual and Usages also came in 
for their share ot earnest discussion. 
This matter has been before the con
vention for several years. Rev. 
Thomas Grimshaw, than whom no 
ope has rendered more faithful serv
ice, was chairman of the committee. 
Under his able leadership, final ac
tion was taken and It was voted to 
have both published by the incoming 
Board. The same action was taken 
in regard to the Definition of Terms, 
which was ordered'printed in pam
phlet form for distribution.

The State Association work was 
carefully discussed by many interest
ed ones. Some were of the opinion 
that no new. State Association should 
be chartered unless there were at 
least ten active societies in the State. 
The discussion on this point waxed 
warm, and. some of the delegates^ 
were in favor of any method of cre
ating State Auxiliaries so they were 
organized- But the statistics show 
most clearly that many so-called State 
Associations are so but in name. They 
neither do anything for their own । 
state nor for the cause in general. 
Such are not entitled to have the 
privileges granted by exclusive jurisdiction.

work, and

where the outcome was

M. E. CADWALLADER.lion.
for

Pension Fund Gratitude Day
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cause of Spiritualism by a generous 
response.

Please remember that it is desired 
to make

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1007, A' 
.DAY OF GRATITUDE TO THE

SPIRITS AND THEIR MEDIUMS 
FOR THEIR HELP AND 

COMFORT TO HUMANITY.

which will give expression to 
knowledge of spirit communion, 
soulful rendering of "Only a

. __ not more
promising. Some delegates took the 
ground that before such charter was 
granted by the N. S. A. a canvass of 
the entire state should be made and

Genius always gives Its- best first; Correction does much, but encour- 
prudence at last—Lavater. ,L_ ; agement dOM

was a

On the other hand, Minnesota has 
done more for organization than any 
other. Tbe business-like principles 
upon which its missionary work is 
planned attracts to It adherents. In 
fact the future of organization among 
Spiritualists would be an assured one 
If every society, both state and local 
was conducted with the business-like 
ability shown by this State associa
tion. More business and le>$ senti
ment should be our watchword. Mr. 
J. S. Maxwell, the president 
leading figure in

Having been re-elected as president 
of the. Temple Fund Society, previous 
to being elected secretary of the N. 
3. A., which, latter position- will con
flict with giving much attention to 
the Temple' Fund 'Society effort, I 
must ask that the associates on that 
society's board of officers will give 
their special, activity to its enterprise.

The (ievelopment of a Temple fund 
is very dear to my desire, and I have 
entertained hopes that I should be 
able to see its growth and usefulness. 
There áre soimany enterprises In the 
public pause of Spiritualism that each 
of the'se will have only a portion of 
the help that so many desire to give. 
Great and momentous affairs require, 
that we rally to the public support 
of the N. S. A. and each of Its aux
iliary affairs. The whole’ cause de
pends upon the support of, its units. 
No more worthy enterprise for pub
lic good is instituted than the effort 
to gain edifices for the Spiritualists 
to hold meetings therein, and have a 
home center. To that end I trust 
that the Temple Fund Society will 
have some support this year, and that 
my duties In the N. S. A< office will 
not Interfere with prosecution of said 
society, for the •vice-president and 
secretary, especially, will take up the 
activities that otherwise I should have 
made.

All who can; will aid this fund by 
becoming personal members, the fee 
of which is one dollar per annum. 
Swell Its working force, and then seek 
for liberal donations to make a fund 
now needed to assist in temple or edi
fice extension.

Address Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, sec
retary, 415 S. Franklin street, Mun
cie, Ind.. Fraternally,

GEORGE 'W. KATES, President

Last, but not least, the evil effects 
of the proxy system seem to havo 
taken hold of the thinking delegates. 
Mr. Maxwell is credited with blazing 
the way for their abolishment. That 
they cannot be absolutely done away 
with at this time Is certain, but t]iey 
can be regulated. No one should 
serve as a proxy who lives within a 
certain radius of the place of holding 
the Convention, say two hundred 
miles. That will do away with the'। 
local element, and It Is certain to / 
prevent much discontent on Ute part 1- 
of far-away societies who feel they .
have no voice. There are often those t
who come from a distance, and who 
are recognized workers in Spiritual
ism who could act for far-away so
cieties, as the needs of Spiritualism 
are the same everywhere, but the 
filling up of proxies by local Spirit
ualists is to be deplored.

The need of uniform music books 
for tlie Spiritualists was taken up and 
a committee was appointed. Solo
mon Dill, and Mr. G. Tabor Thompson 
are members of It. Mrs. Longley pre
sented several hundred copies of 
Mr. Longley's song books to the ft. S. 
A. So we hope to accomplish some
thing this year. It is near time for 
the Spiritualists to stop singing tho 
songs which Interpret the religious 
teachings we have grown away from, 
and in their place substitute songs

Illinois, California, New York, In
diana, and Ohio, are among the strong 
State Associations. While Texas, our 
largest state in aren, was the weakest 
in its report; Maine, Nebraska, and 
Oklahoma .are up better. Their or
ganization as state associations seem 
premature, which caused considerable 
discussion on the question as to 
whether it was advisable to grant 
^barters with exclusive jurisdiction

Nobld .Experiences.
Wrote Ernest Renan the learned 

French scholar and author:— 
. “In childhood and early youth I 
tasted the purest joys of the believer, 
and from the bottom of my soul I 
say those joys were naught compared 
with those I feel in the pure contem
plation of the beautiful and the im
passioned pursuit of the true. I wish 
for all my. brothers who have re
mained orthodox, a peace comparable 
to that in which I live since my strug
gles came to an end and the lulled 
tempest left me in the midst of a 
great, still ocean, a sea without bil
lows and without shoals, where there 
is no other star than reason, and no 
other compass than one’s own heart.”

Brave words, worthy the great 
mind who wrote them. Renan had 
traveled in the holy land, and become 
fully conscious of the great frauds 
priestcraft had woven around the be
ginnings of Christianity. He saw 
with his own eyes the devices still 
employed to sustain the ancient false
hoods. He broke away from- all 
creeds, and wrpte hi^ own views of 
what he knew and thought.

If unbelief gave Renan such joy, 
how much greater his pleasure had 
he lived a generation later, and be
come familiar with the evidences, now 
Incontrovertible, that there is no 
death, no sleep in the cold grave, no 
general judgment, and that no belief 
in an imaginary demi-god is required 
to save an immortal soul from eter-

in a war with five kiiifs. He met 
their forces at Gibeon, a great city, 
whose people the inspired penman 
•says, were mighty. The opposing • 
armies met In mortal combat, the 
Lord fighting with' Joshua, and prom
ising victory. The enemy was dis
comfited with great slaughter; but, 
sad to relate, while the enemy was 
in retreat, the Lord showering hall-’ 
stones, and Israel killing with the 
sword, it was discovered the sun was 
in its decline, and the slaughter was 

rfar from complete. It was then, on 
the plains of Gibeon, the great armies 
still in deadly strife, when Joshua, 
with more blood in his eye, took in 
the' situation. After a brief speech 
to the Lord, our hero turned his at
tention aloft, and in the commanding 
tones of a conqueror, in the sight of 
all Israel, he adressed the great orb 
of day, saying:

"Sun, stand thou still on Gibeon, 
and thou moon in the valley-of Aja- 
Ion.” s

Whether it was love or fear that 
influenced those great luminaries the 
historian failed to tell.
- Had the incident occurred in these 

modern times, and an army chaplain 
acting in the premises, he would have 
asked the Lord to hold the sun and 
the moon in their course; but Joshua, 
with a stronger arm and greater 
faith, addressed his command to the 

'sun and moon direct, and they stood 
still for about a day, and allowed the 
killing to go on.

The five kings fled into a cave, 
while the conqueror rolled great 
stones into its mouth and barred their 
escape, until the strife was over. 
Then he brought out the kings, tram
pled, on their necks, smote and slew 
them, and banged them on five trees.

No other person in all the history 
of the race, has had the ability to 
arrest a planet in its movement; and 
the meteors in their flight, trifling 
as they- are, will not change their 
course at the request of any one. 
Phaeton, in classic story, gained per-’ 
mission to guide the chariot of the 
sun for one day. No sooner had he 
grasped the reins- than the flame- 
breathing steeds sprang forward, con
scious a new hand was In charge; they 
took a new course, and all would have 
been consumed, but Zeus launched 
his thunder, and hurled the terrified 
rider from his seat, and he was finally 
changed Into a swan. And then we 
have the case of the comet- In the 
16th century, was It? that was rush
ing earthward. The Pope graciously 
arrested It, and commanded It to de
part, and It obeyed him, all of which 
good Catholics believe; but the good 
Joshua stands alone in stopping the 
sun In its course, he' shall have 
all Ike honor for performing - thfit 
wonderous miracle,. an infinitely 
greater task than that of Moses In 
temporarily Opening a highway 
through the Red See

■ The will of man is by his reaso* 
gwayed.—phakspeare.

1^;

Without Authentic History.
The Encyclopedia Britannica, arti

cle Israel, p. 431, Vol. 13, says of 
the Historical Sources of information 
relating to the Jews:

“For all that precedes the time of 
Alexander [B. C. 356—323] the Old 
Testament is the only native author
ity. Among the foreign sources, be
sides the stone of Mesha, the Assyrian 
inscriptions held the first rank; for 
the chronology they are of decisive 
impbrtance. The Egyptian inscrip
tions on the other hand are of slight 
value.”

The inscriptions on the stone of 
Mesha are clearly a comparatively 

' modern Christian forgery, as are the 
productions of Jerome, Eusebius and 
JóSephus. The coins, every one of 
them pretending to be genuine, other 
than those issued by the Maccabees, 
have been proved to be fictitious, and 
modern.

And that Old Testament history of 
the Jews proves to have been prin
cipally copies of Babylonian records, 
adapted to the Jews.

A Grand Project.
The Evangelical General Confer

ence, late In session in Milwaukee, 
took steps toward forming a union of 
all evangelical and unevangelical 
churches. It is proposed to rope all 
Christian denominations together for 
the upbuilding of the faith, and of 
course, with the hope of crushing all 
opposition. The latter is probably 
the main object of the movement 
It looks to us like an attempt to group 
the thought of the barbaric past into 
one mighty mass to crush the expand- 

-ing knowledge of the wonderful pres
ent.

z Antiquity of the Cross.
"The devout Christian believes all 

who venerate the Cross may hope for 
a happy eternity, "without ever dream- 

- Ing that the sign of his faith' is as 
ancient as Homeric Troy [900 years 
before our era], and was used by 
the, Pheniclans probably before the 
Jews had any existence as a people.” 
—-Inman on Christian Symbolism. .

A CORRECTION.

nal tortures, of which those of 
Infernal “holy Inquisition” were
rude imitations.

the 
but

A Good Story.
The Woman's National Daily tells 

this good story:
A member of the Illinois legisla

ture had allowed a session to near- 
its close without making a motion. 
He was anxious to do something' to 
let bls constituents know he was not 
asleep. He communicated to a fellow 
member his desire, and was advised 
to move the appointment of a com
mittee to revise the twentieth chapter 
of Exodus. He was Instructed to pre
pare a brief speech in support of his 
motion. The ambitious member 
watched his opportunity, made his 
motion, urged the necessity of thé re-' 
vision of the chapter to bring It up 
to these advancing times. Sa^s the 
Woman’s National:

“He had hardly begun when the 
house was in an uproar. He took It 
for enthusiastic approbation, and 
plunged ahead fairly tearing a pas
sion. All the ardor of his school'boy 
days came back to him, and he was 
exhausted with his own oratory, and 
In a profuse perspiration he dropped 
into his seat It was a grand effort. 
In a glow of self-approval he wiped 
his brow and whispered to his fellow 

I member: ' “By the way, what is the 
twentieth chapter of Exodus, any- 

Jhow?’ ” /
That is the chapter containing the 

I ten commandments. They need re- 
vising^-

The idle man isthe devil’s cushion.
«—■Bishop Hall/ '

¥

To 
that 
with

the Editor:—I write to state
I am not Mrs. Julia Josselyn, 
a guide “Nettle.” That lady.

after a residence of five years, moved 
from the city nearly two years ago. 
She was quite well known at that 
time in al! the societies here. I have 
lived here much longer, and am a 
distinctly different Individual, known 
by the majority of the workers. No 
wonder people retire within them
selves, fall to stand up to be counted, 
or say a word in defense of truth 
when to do so places them, or is lia
ble to place them in such a light as 
my humble effort has me, namely, 

..that I falsified in my statements.
The Mrs. Josslyn that your corres
pondent refers to, did sit In Mrs. Ful
ler’s class, did have a guide named 
Nettle, and may have received him 
at her home for aught I know; but I 
never sat in the class. I was not so 
unfortunate.

MRS. EFFIE F. JOSSELYN.. 
Grand'-Rapids. Mich.

- VI \
'■■c'CAjf I FORGET?

Can Su’mmer’B sky grow dark 
.cold? il

and

Can azurg blue turn into gold, v 
And rivets cease their endless flow? 
The sun e’er lose Its wondrous glow?. 
Can oeewl "waies grow calm In rest, 
Aira pulsing llfd In Nature’s breast 
Forget-ita sttoand know Its own?

If this can.be, 
Perhaps'‘whetf T am older grown

I majr’-fijrget.

Perhaps wherunight turns into day, 
When all life shows another way. 
When all'the birds forget to sing, 
When ntolnoryis bee has lost its sting. 
And in man’s heart no serpent dwells, 
But Dove the one'true story. Yells—
Perhaps when all this comes to pass, 
‘ * hands crossed on my breast atMy

last— ;
If death ends all
I may forget.
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

Much of the religion to-day Is only 
respect for the religion of the past- 
investigator

a

in her official and personal 
she had endeared herself to 
her determination to not be 
date was hailed with regret.

The. election of Dr. George B. 
Warne as President, was a fitting rec
ognition of his services In pther de
partments of Spiritualism. As Pres
ident of the Morris Pratt Institute. 
President of the Illinois State Associa
tion, and as official scrapper, in the 
Crumbaugh Will Case and the Goff 
Will Case, as well as in the legislature 
when it was necessary, and other 
places too numerous to mention, the 
delegates felt the Importance of hon
oring him with the greatest office 
within their gift. A personal friend 
of Mr. Barrett, with whom he always

mass meetings held with a view of 
creating enthusiasm in different parts 
of the state. Then the result would 
be a better state association.

As usual, the needs of the local 
auxiliaries were passed by with only 
their mention in the President's re
port, and what came through the 
Auxiliary Committee reports. It was 
suggested that an hour be set for the 
discussion of this branch of the work, 
but nothing was done. This is one of 
the vital points overlooked. The N. 
3. A. body can never be strohger than 
Its weakest link, and unless some
thing practical is done with a view to 
strengthening the Local Societies, 
there Ib a possibility’ that the financial 
support of the N. S. A. will have to 
come largely from Individuals in the 
future, and not from its local and 
state auxiliaries.

When the statistics show that so- 
called state associations feel no re
sponsibility to contribute to the sup
port of the N. S. A except the fee of 
$2.00 necessary for a delegate, there 
is something radically wrong.

This brings up the subject of Con
stitution and By-Laws. The dele
gates to the various conventions seem 
to think them a side issue, and may 
be ignored, set aside, or not lived up 
to, as suits their individual conven
ience.

No other delegate body would take 
this stand. Why do we have them 
at all. If the Constitution and By- 
Law does not agree with what is the 
delegates' convenience then they must 
not be lived up to. seems to be the 
position taken by many of the dele
gates, even those who know better 
and would not attempt in any organ
ization of which they were a member, 
to violate the rules. Why cannot 
Spiritualiste, after they have adopted 
a Constitution and By-Laws, live up

Vei) Between Us,” by C. Payson Long
ley will do'more to sing Spiritualism 
Into the hearts of the people than will 
a thousand renderings of "Hold tho 
Fort.”

The Spiritualists at large can con
gratulate themselves on the person
nel if the new Board. Everyone will 
strengthen the chain of organization. 
Mr. Sehirm, with his legal ability, 
Miss Harlow, with her splendid po'iSpL 
and sound judgment, Mr. Evans, thèf 
official stenographer, Mr. Maxwell,! 
the war horse of the west; Mr. Stev-1 
ens. the financier: Mr. Belden, wh/o 
unites the Atlantic and the Pacific 
with our dear Mrs. Longley, beaded 
by the Illinois statesman, George D. J 
Warne, and not forgetting the His
torian, Harrison D. Barrett, nor Mr, 
George W. Kates, the one-time N. S. 
A. Missionary, are all representative 
S|«iritiialists, and if organization 
does not take forward strides this 
year. It will be no fault of the mem- 
b<>TK of the Official Board, . but of . 
those who withhold their co-opera-

worked in harmony, we 
great results.

The election of Mr.

look

George
Kates to the important office of
retary brings, to that office by 
means an untrained Spiritualist. . For
organization always, as a former; 
member of the Board of Trustees, and 
as a missionary for the N. 8. A. there 
can be no doubt in the minds of any
one that he is a worthy successor of 
Mrs. Longley. • Both Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates are well known to all Spiritual
ists, as earnest workers. In the elec
tion of Dr. Warne and Mr. Kates the 
delegates felt they chose wisely.
- Those Interested in the Lyceum 

movement, will be pleased to know It 
had more than usual attention. In 
previous conventions, it alWays 
seemed a side issue. This year the 
Lyceum Committee created unusual 
interest through its recommendations, 
and the delegates unanimously voted 
to have published a Lyceum Lesson 
Sheet, Issued by the N. 3. A. for dis- 
tribution-among the Lyceums. Mrs. 
Elizabeth Schauss,’ Mrs. M. E. Cad- 
wallader and Mrs. Emma Rood Tut- 
tle-were elected by the Board of Trus
tees as Editorial Committee to take 
charge" of this work in accordance 
with a resolution passed by the con
vention. Mrs. • Elizabeth Schauss 
was elected National Superintendent, 
and $100 was appropriated for Lyce- 
CK expenses outside the Lesson Sheet,

■ I am glad that my first official 
appeal, or communication, to the 
Spiritualists of the United States is 
in the interest of the Pension Fund, 
that is of such great Importance to’ 
the cause all of us love so well. Our 
indigent mediums must not be per
mitted to suffer. The nobler-hearted 
donor. Brother Mayer, has given it 
a perpetual help that will partly sus
tain the present pensioners, but the 
fund Is now so exhausted that there 

_wIU soon be an impossibility to help 
these needy ones in a material man
ner, unless there is an immediate in
crease of donations. To that end the 
Boat'd of Trustees has Instructed me 
to make a call to all auxiliary so-z 
cieties of the N. 8. A., and all other 
societies of Spiritualists, and persons, 
to take a public cbllectiqn and solicit 
personal contributions, on* the LAST 
SUNDAY OF NOVEMBER.

Each society- and perspn can make 
that day a memorable one for the)

If yon feel that the new officers 
of tbe N. 8. A. should be encouraged 
in their earnest efforts that thpy shall, 
make for the cause of Spiritualism, 
then respond to this needed call, and 
show that you are willing'to join 
hands in CREATING A NEW ERA 
FOR OUR MUTUAL CAUSE. < .

Make all remittances to the N. 3. A. 
office, 600 Pennsylvania Ave., 8. E., 
Washington, D. C.

Fraternally, ■
GEORGE W. KATES, Sec’y. .
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% to the mind. or i

speakabl« name, like that' Egypt, Is only known in'•

The worship of a human being is also I of worship. One Svas going back to India from whenceRoman symbol.
borrowed from

It - describes

is the Silence of 
the Parsee) form 
changes than any 
world, since even 
worship; the fact

human life that was not a manifestation of the 
There can be no religion unaccompanied by the 
So what the spirit needs and craves is an oppor- 
What the soul wishes is that this knowledge of

A Remarkably Successful Homo Treat- 
meut That Seldom Fails, .

.■ ! ' Oil .
or ideas, you have that which appeals more and more

spirit of man. I spirit.
But these symbols are only valuable as expressing the I spirit, 

ideal. So when people call the Egyptians and the Par- j tunity.

only tell you in 
Mason. But if 
most secret and 
that it was the

names of deities, the essentia! substance of all tBeSt I ideas—ideograpbB, tnat are tne Beginning or language. I what their occupations 
things is the same. It is true the symbol may be I When sound takes the place of sight, when words take 1 of homes they have, 
carved'differently, it may take the term'of an egg, the [the .place ef emblems that ate expressive ot thoughts | ^tionlVand otW instit^ thdr

wnvwu the Orient; and the crown is the sym- I he had wandored'gjanqffy 
bol of triumph, and is from the Orient—the crown with I sake of the prop^qt M^i 
which Osiris is crowned: the crown of goM. He who I ~ 411 AIM

THE FROGRBSSjyjB (THINKER . ’

This question was asked by a friend who had Ijeen 
.interested in the parliament, or cohgress,' of religions.

“There are gods many and lords many,’’-but there is 
only one Eternal Ruler. - . ' ■

We have said to the Congress of Religions, and to the 
New Thought people, .and to tho Spiritualists, and to a 
great many people; There are many kinds of BELIEFS, 
but there Is only one RELIGION, We do not mean by 
this that It is labeled, by any especial name; blit when
ever and wherever RELIGION is found, it ifi always the

to Jerusalem for the sake of the arisen Christ—who 
was not in Jerusalem at all; another was going to the 
ancient shrine of Buddha. All of these met and they 

"Blscussed their various beliefs. One said hit? was the 
only way; another that his was the only way. Then 
there came a great storm upon the desert; the breath 
of the simoon was there, and the sand-clouds were stead
ily approaching. Those who were accustomed to .cross
Ing the desert prepared their camels, prepared their 
goods, prepared air things, that they might be ready 
'in body' to meet the storm. When t£ie Mohammedan, 
the Christian, and. the one who was called * Jew, went 
out to their various places to pray,-the’’guards and guides 
said-; ‘‘Come here!. There is no'safety there, even with

/ Theologians there are without number, It you visit 
China yoij will find tomes centuries bld,'many , more 
thousands of years old than the Mosaic record says that 
the earth has been in existence), and they are actual his
torical records and sapred volumes dating back more, 
than one hundred thousand years. If you accompany 
any of the exploring expeditions that are disentombipg 
the ancient cities of Egypt and other portions of the 
East, you will find strata upon strata of civilizations, 
temple upon temple of religions, so called, every one 
Of them dedicated to the especial god or especial deities 
of that particular age of worship. If you visit some 
portions bt England and Scotland to-day you will find 
remains of ancient Druidic temples, built upon by the 
Normans and Saxons, temples built by the Roman. Cath
olics and dismantled by Cromwell' and rebuilt by the 
Protestants. If you go to Central America and to some 
of those interesting places now being excavated In Mex
ico, you will find that thousands of years before the 
present growth of vegetation there were cities, pnd these 
cities have temples, and in these temples there was some 
form of worship, and the name; was sacred to which

- they bowed in worship.
- If you go to the sources of the river Nile you.will 
find in the most ancient regions of the earth religion 
has its origin far up on the mountains,. for wherever 
rivers run, men follow the course of rivers, and they 
worship the sources of waters because they we.re pro

- ductlve of beauty and bring forth the vegetation. If 
you travel along the mysterious seas that lead to the 

' sources of human history you will find, overlaying one 
another, all the'wonders of each .succeeding form of wor
ship and human belief.

- Religion is not, as many secularists and mateHalists 
will say, the result of human fear or human Instruction.

■ Some one must have had the first idea of God, and 
that idea must have sprung from some great INWARD 
KNOWLEDGE of Deity. Some one must have been in

- spired for the first time to speak the perfect name of 
, Truth, whatever it is. However broken in fragments, 
A by whatever nanjes the different deities have been called, 
■- however many tutelar divinities there are, we find in 

the world five great primal religious beliefs. We find 
'• that one has its sources originally far down in ancient 

• • Egypt; long before the religion of Osiris and Isis there 
xtere were veiled images of tutelar and other deities;

'before the three-fold Isis, Osiris and Horus we find One 
dreat primal Name, veiled or burled in the sanctuary 
of ancient Egyptian lore, and the Kaballstic symbol is 
the sphere with its wings of light being invulnerable 
and unmeasurable, being Infinite, but resolved into the 
original meaning that Deity is OM. We ‘find far back 
of all that is known in India of the modern Buddhists, 
the modern Brahmins, that the ancient Vedantic religion 
first expressed in the Vedas, has been more or less 
handed- down to every succeeding Hindoo religion.

The great primal religion of India has a deity that 
is formless, that 1b Immaterial, that has no attributes 
of time and sense, but must be broken to the under
standing of man. So, being broken to the understand
ing of man, the great Brahminical religion Itself is born 

- of the-Vedantic religion, and the name of the deity is 
Brahm. Brahm is not material. Brahm has no tem
ples, forms or offices of worship. Brahm issues no com
mandments. Brahm is infinite life; but for the com
prehension of man there is BRAHMA, the good; VISHNU, 
the preserver, and SIVA, the destroyer, meaning that 
these three-fold powers in Nature prevail as the expres
sion of Infinite purpose and law. The Buddhas are the 
visible expression of Vishnu, who come to preserve and 
bear forward the great records of this supreme love, and 
make it adaptable to human needs. So out of the great 
Hindoo religion has sprung all those-¿wonderful marvels 
of that transcendental spiritual worship that has pre
vailed in the Orient. And this deity, Brahm, not Brahma, 
is also traceable to the same root of ancient language, 
to that OM—All.

Whether you go to Persia, and whether- you worship 
at the shrine of Ormuzd and Ahrimanes—where it is 
said they still worship those flames of fire that are sym
bols of the living light of the soul—you wilt find there 

: the inspiration of this wonderful lore; you will find 
there the supreme good of .tvbich Ormuzd Is the mani
fest spirit, and the dlslntei- Jn or the shadow of which 
Ahrimanes is the manifes “-<)iilt. But the great, un-

] the Silence of the Temple^^jd that 
I the Soul. Perhaps the Persran .(i. e., 
/ of worship has passed through fewer 
/ other of the so-called religions in the 

to-day there is the same simplicity of

' IlVTi IiIlCIbI J lyvlliilvliv « lai V 1 11 vi V I ' So, when words’are Known to express ideas, you have 
v O . . , I PPrteot warrant. f<irf th^coinlng of any new words that "

” . - .“-f ; will best express ,your .J^eas. .

Discourse by. Mrs. J Cora L. V; Richmond, Chicago, Oct ÍJ, 1W.^
•zavyv*» v v . . J ' ; . ' 4 n' 7 . 1 who says, "I cannot fincl words to express*my ideas,”

' “ ' —————X.—„ : . ' . • < gimpjy means th^ther^ is not a sufficient knowledge
, , 1 ,/ x. ’J ' • xu - I oi words, or. that thejideas are not well formulated.

uplyergal-ovum, or It may -take You Jó e d idraw crude outUneB o£ a"Wrd'
overbrqotog He,.or the sphere upoi^ which w a hujfea to expreBa what

tje great' po^qf thp Infinite Life brepthed, w the-seasons or what ghalPcome
heless the traditions.^ and * qu o u

the name^f great Fathe^Mother Of th^ the bo]8 tbat tUe Indlans UBed when they
A u° X n ^t tjie Cómanches are on the warpath,

concerning tonfinIte. Th s infinite Oneness, this Pqwer a¿d that the Á are ha8tenlng t0 h<ijp them de- 
of .Life, thie Love^nd ^om, constitute ghe. primal ltroy . Here 1B';e¿rpent, that xmns the. Aches; here 

rce ,.o a rel g oug e le s. • , ■ . I jB an grrow, thpt means-the warpath, and whatever posl-
Jrue religion has ever, been defined as being he s^;. üo’n ttoB0 Bymbols arp> the meaning may be Interpreted 

The love of God and the Jove of humaiil y;. the doing L tbe oue wh¿ ls sJmed ln the "laneua6p Of the red 
of good to mankind and that worship ^hich^oes spon-1 >ho used symbols in place of words fipse sym- 
taneously from the humnfi soul unto the Infinite. The*! b worBhl ' f THINGS,
reason that this is brokentato sd many fragments o TWngB ’^re for their úse, for their
forms of beliefs is owing to the imperfect conditions of I , . . A. ' - . . ,, «x jvalue, save what they meant for ideas. Streams, and the human race and to'the needs of humanity. It is not and blrdg and ob]ect8’of Nature werB valued. 
possible for all people in their states of infancy of ex- ag gymbolg of ldeag -ben tbere wag no language. At 
pression to. conceive of the Infinite Presence. It is not lftgt tbere came tUat wMch ls traced to Memnon, the 
possible for all people to realize that worship nuans the B Uan< tbe wonder£ul dlsc0very 0< ^nguage, and for 
aspiration toward the Infinite, keeping the bodily tern- whlch OadmSi Gtee]G went Jnto Egypt t0 aoquJre 
Pie pure and doing good to humanity. It Is not pos- mor0 and came bat¡k wlth Wr worda a¿d ietters alr 
Bible for all people, to go on from day to day without belftg but methodg o/ eapr0B8lon*f tbougW8 and ldea8. 
being bolstered up by smaller conceptions of the deity. We no mor0 bIame people £or the 8ymbol8 that they 

Tutelar deities are nothing more nor less than guard- d ug0 for tb0 expr08 lon th0 delty and th0 BOub and 
lan spirits and angels, who. were known hr were ap-1 thelr ldea8 o£ Jnimor‘tallty, than we blame you for using 
pointed to have charge of human lives, just as many (perhap8) crnde and imperfect words to express your 
of you think they do to-day. The guardian spirita of Wea8 Wh0n ld0ag £row tber0 wm b0 b0tt0r languag0 
Modern Spiritualism, the guardian angels of the Roman lUB0d by afl peopl0, Wb0n tb0y BhaU b0 conclfl0i wb0n 
Catholic church and the Protestant church, or the varl-J tb0r0 Bhall b0 p0r£e¿t £ormatlon o£ the tboughti there 
ous Divas and deities of oriental philosophies and forms wln b0 no dlfflcu.ty In formlng or 0xpreB81ng or flndlng 
of religion are none other than those spiritual assistants ,language ln to CQnvey that thougbt. So th0 pow0r 
who, because of human needs, minster to and assist in wblcb lg ln -th0 bumaji BpWt of worgblp and 10V0 
the daily conditions of human life.' Therefore when in God loV0 o£ the Inflhlt0 may b0 BymboHzod ln the ^08t 
Egypt almost every act of daily lite was a part ot their I £om Qf bumW spe0cbi wb0n tb0 id0a Jg tb0r0 
worship. If you . performed your morning ablutions at and wh0n Ua £omulatlon jg per£ect> Yet we do not 
the river side, the deity that watches the streams has o]aJm that alJ tto may know CQncernlng God 
charge -of you as much as when you sow your seed can be expressed «in human speech; it does not need 
you are under the charge of the goddess of the har- I be.
vest, Ceres'; and when you plant your vineyard, then I „ ' ___ ___ . , . , , ..................... . .. .. .. . . „1 Your BELIEF may be what you have been taught, butthere is also a divinity there, or if you are doing any „ , , - „ ., ,, ... xx , x * xx„-„ your religion is your soul's perception of God; that isparticular thing, those ancients would ascribe to these ' _ x T, . .... .. . .. different. Just as soon as you become aware that yourdeities, these gods or guides, an especial ministering I , . .x ...., xu x j. x. ..... . J soul-perception is greater than your belief, you outgrowpower in that direction. This Is not very different and . „ . „ , . , „ , ,x , , . „. ■ X. t y°ur belief. People change around from one church toa great deal more reasonable than calling upon the In- .. . ., . ■ . ,, , , ;_ “ _ „ ,. ,,, , „ another, .not because they change their religion, butfinite God to do all these things in person. Because, if .. , , , . ,. x , , . , „1 they are looking for a resting place for their beliefs,there are ministering intelligences, as all forms of rellg- . ... .. . ', . , . . , , ’ . We do not blame them, for any form of belief is betterion teach, and as you help one another herq, why should . ~ x .. „ .. , . ... , , ,.,x, than none. The only people in the world that we actu-you not call upon these intelligences to help y,ou? Why ,, .. ., , . ,, . „ . , xx ,x -X ■ x x , x 5 , „„xu „ xu. »«y P*ty are the materialists. Yet, it is a solemn secretshould they not-help each other? With all this great „x ____ _ x . .. , . , , , , x, ... j ... .u that we will declare to you, there are no materialistsuniversal helpfulness of these tutelar deities they were | , ,, _r ■ , ’x x. x. x. . . j. xu after all. We do. not, know of a human'being, evennot regarded as objects of WORSHIP superseding the I ,. .u * . . .u x .u j x , „ , „ Z x, ., „ ,x , x xu .. X. x- . . X X X u J .1 those that claim that they do not believe in God; that Infinite, but rather attendant ministrante to whom daily . . . ' xu x xu j x„ ,,x, _ xu„ they uo not believe in immortality; that they do notrecognition and daily petftione were given for the daily , . „„„ . . x x x.. believe in any hereafter, ;but what at some time or other
ne® S' x . ' i betray unconsciously to itheir belief tbat they- are ma-

Of course out of ancient Babylon came all the knowl- * ,u u„' xu x x ’ ..., x. x x xu x x." . . xu u . x teriall^ts, that they have the utmost confidence in theedge that up to that time was known in the world, and, +u„„_ _ x^„ . x . x. „ . » „.u x ,x xu , „ xu ... it. u' "x Infinite. Do they not talk about infinite law? What isaccording to the Jews, all the sinfulness. We have not ,_ . x . « , , . , „ ,, ........., x 7. x , . , x. , .. . .... I infinite law If it 1b- not Infinite knowledge, infinite intelli-touched that Jewish theology or religion, which 1b a com- , *uA' x. r> . .\ .„s., x, x. «X. „ J. j xu . gence? When the, great agnostic Robert Ingersoll stoodpilation or continuation of the Egyptian and other orlen- . . , , ,x , , , . x, „ ... . by his brother’s grave and uttered words that made allta countries combined, mostly Egyptian. We think a . x« „ x, x ., x, * x. - < u xu , x . , the world shed tears, partly of sorrow and partly oflarge proportion of he Jewish theology was taken from ]oy> dM bg not „we to ?
the temples of Egypt. Moses and Aaron were both edu- bag a matórlall8t' tbat? Wag R 
cated in those temples. Aaron in the more external sense , „x . .. „’.i, „ , u . . u. ,X., , xu . . . xu x .. x llef .“út death ejaded all? But he.spoke from his soul,and Moses in the inner sense before they went “up out . „u „ n .u „, „ x „ mu « J . .. . r j t u . „ where religion abides. • So when a Roman Catholic woof'Egypt. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob--was __ j<. — i. A xu j. x.. , xx ■ , . x x.„ x man went to a medium, and the medium said there aremeasureably forgotten, belonging to a still more remote I .. u„. „..xu , x „ . . ,, , x 7 ... x x x. . x> xu x I three children here with you, one named Patrick, oneperiod, and m/re allied to the re igion of the then past Jameg and
But races of this Egyptian religion fastened ar0 on]y tw¿) „ feut medlum lnslsted that
the Jewish temples. Their one symbol in "the Holy of. av . rx t A» a [there were three. Thfen the woman broke down and Holies’ is that wonderful, mathematical, Kabalistic and.t. . . , t m n u A,, , . , ai . i a j i vi u I burst *nt0 tear» and said, "Why, I thought BridgetMasonic symbol, the six-pointed star, which means a . ... . „- • „ , Av* waB ln because she was not baptized.”thousand times more than any Mason knows anything HM told b0r tbat tbQ qhud ba<J £or0V but th0 
about;, a thousand times more than the present Jews motber.beart recognlzed the child after all.
know anything about. But whatever it does mean in goul o£ 80ul tbat 0V0ryou0 b through all
the Jewish synagogue, it means a thousand times mor. tbeg0 yarylng bellefg( tbegQ tbeo) tbat are Bo ln.
in the Egyptian temples This symbo has been handed Lglgtlng Md go compllcated that bave made „ g0 
down from Judea into Christendom; 1 is the very key- antagonlBtlc that frow at 0acb otber „ tbey do
stone, the key-note mathematically of all that was known not bellgve thg gam0) Jg a tblng that doeg Mt n
concerning science and religion. I t0 tb0 b01ie£ o£ th0 mind

Every point in tho six-pointed star has a Kaballstic .
name and meaning, and, as a whole, the figure is the n ™a ba'ie[ b something that has, been taught you. 
Kaballstic solution of the Infinite Circle or OM. To- B,ut as aald before, religion is deeper than that, or peo- 
day if you ask any Freemason what it means, he could ple 'would not thefr beliefs. So, when you look

' a very broken way-even if you are a at the P^tant reformation and see in this great move- 
he knew that it remains forever the ment that k dld not o^ow religion, it simply outgrew

sacred symbol In the temples of Egypt, the form of ths «burclr that had, measurably, crowded
symbol ot the innermost knowledge of out religion’ and came anew into the enjoyment of that

the earth and the heavens, that it was the symbol of with the Father. Then In turn the Protes-
the Infinite as that Infinite meets the finite, asrit was, ant cb“rcb becaln0’ formulated and persecuted others 
also, the key to the solution of all mathematical prob- °plnío,n 8 8ake’ the Dissenters outgrew that; finally 
lems, he would even-then only know a fragment of Its Dr' outgrew those Dissenters,
original meaning and tbé Unlvorsallsts aIso came. and at last the.liberal

In these various symbols and traditions, however, there ^y011®8 7®re a11 tbe re8ult of tb® outgrowing of be
are primal truths that have never changed. As any 1‘^8’ But a freat Preachers, in outgrowing the 
mathematical figure Is as perfect mathematically to-day I ® ® 8 av® orgotten their religion, their souls, and 
as when it was discovered, so the truths of this star preach <U8t 88 near n°tbInB as it is possible for people 
(the sexagram) in all ideas that it symbolizes are as ° pr®acb a“daay n°thln8- Simply in forgetting creeds, 
perfect as when they were discovered. It symbolizes orgetting their beliefs of the past, they have not listened
Infinite Love, Infinite Wisdom and Infinite Knowledge c e '°c® ° tbe splrit. .
blending with that which is finite here upon the earth, 'Friends, there never was a manifestation ot religion 
and blending, also, with every quality ot the mind and I ln any

your gods," And each one waq so awed with fear they 
alj. came together, and knelt praying behind the barri
cade, i» thezplace arranged for those who were accus
tomed to crossing the desert. When at last the storm 
cgme there was great terror, and they bowed their heads 
in the sand. At last the storm was over and there was 
not much destruction. Then the Jew, the Mohammedan, 
the Buddhist and Christian, all faced one another, and 
they asked the question Inwardly, “Whose god- was It 
who saved us?” Then the light broke through their 
countenances. Silently they clasped hands, tor they said', 
"Whatsoever be the’ NAME we give, it must be the ONE 
God over us all, or we all would not have been saved.”

So the meaning and thè narqe became one. The great 
solvent of human experience under the great light of 
crossing the desert of human existence in,the1 storm, -un
der the wonderful stress and strain of material life, is
because"none are lost. When you at last 
journey’s end and the storm Is past you, 
Parsee, Mohammedan, Brahmin, Buddhist, 
all worshipers beneath the sun, Christians

arrive at the 
Jew, Gentile, 
Chinese, and 
of every de-

nomination, and even the materialist, cross over the bor-
ders and say:. “It must' be one God, or we would not
all be here."

AUTUMN: THE MORNING

Her be-

So this

I-

(Impromptu poem given through
• subject being suggested by

««ra

that the flame of fire symbolizes the aspiration of the 
soul that goes out to meet the Infinite Love. Unques- 
tfonably the Magians, who came, knowing the child Jesus 
was to be, were from the Persian "wise men of the 
East."

If you go to China you will not find any national 
religion especially; you will find part Brahminism, part 
Buddhism, a part that is traceable to the ancient Vedic 
religion, and a great deal of philosophy, because the 
Chinese nation has been so long in existence, and its 
records are so numerous and it has the scholarship of 
all past ages, so that one form of religion has not crys
tallized above it, around it or through It. Therefore it 
is simply Orientalism »modified by all these different 
forms; Confucianism is a compilation of all.

More hricient still, that which has at the present time 
no record upon the earth, and which must have been 
born in those past ages that are now obscured because 
of the Intervening glacial periods of destruction, in for
mer civilization was that which symbolized Itself in the 
form of worship of the primal elements—earth, air, 
fire and water. The Rosicrucians restored somewhat 
the secrets of that worship. But the ancient Hermetic 
mysteries and rites were held in the caves and in their 
secret and sacred revealments that are supposed to be 
the foundations of religion, and that was simply the 
response- of all life to the great Infinite Life of the 
universe; not '•‘Pantheism," exactly, in its modern inter
pretation, but the Immanence of Infinite .Life as manl- 
tested" in these four ’’primal” elements of^Nature.

But whether thefe "be deities or whether there be

sees and the Brahmins and the Buddhists “pagan” and I God and knowledge of the soul shall more and more 
“heathen,” we deny it if the word is used in any sense I pervade the mind, and therefore the life of the indi- 
of opprobrium. It is no more a term or epithet of I '’•dual. That is why mere belief does not satisfy. That 
blame ter be a Parsee, a Brahmin, a Buddhist, a Vedanta, I la wby mere form does , not please. But the form of 
than it is to be a Roman Catholic, a Jew, or any of the I EPeech and the form of action that springs spontaneously 
various Protestant denominations of Christians, for, re- I from 'within the soul causes the manifestation of glori-»' 
member, there are symbols employed in the Christian fied Eel,S,on whenever aqd wherever it may be. ~ 
worship, and if there is any paganism in the worship Four pilgrims were-crossing a desert They joined 
of or employment of symbols, why! it is just as much I a large caravan oj merchants who were also crossing 
pagan to worship the symbol of the cross, which is bor- I the desert with va,riouentrea6ures for the markets of the 
rowed not only from the Egyptians, but is also an ancient I world. These pilgrims Were going to, their various shrines

¡er was going to Mecca for the 
lomet; another was Journeying

walks the earth in trials was said by the ancients to I '
bear the “crown of thorns.” So we must not say that I - A POPUL^ii l^OOK* 
these worshipers of other forms of religion are “pagans” I ' —Tn—BI ' ■
and “heathens” while we have these symbols. But we | A Book That Will Well Repay Read- 
have them properly and justly if they express what we I ' • ,
mean. . ' . I The fifth edition of¡1 Dr. Rland's

Language in itself Is a symbol. It has grown to meet I book, . “In the World (Celestial,” has
the demands of the human thought for expression., It I Just been issued-.-’ .Very few'books 
has tome from th? roots of an sounds and symbols that
the>world has ever known.. These characters that Your phenomena as has- this. Ite popu- 
stenographer is writing here are many of them bor- I larity is due to the fact that it is a 
rowed /from the ancient symbols and hieroglyphs of wonderfully realistic revelation of the 
the Egyptian temples. In the various temples or entab-J ^5,1 'Vs
latures of ancient Egypt you.find symbols of various I have passed from”earth, now live'in; 
ideas—ideographs, that are the beginning of language. I what their occupations arc; what sort

« «
OF PEACE.

Mrs. Richmond, 
the audience.)

the

.The fruitage of the year on vine and Tree;
The golden grain already harvested;

Tha leaves, splashed here and there with tracery 
ot red and gold, sun-embroidered; ,

What can be more mellow and golden, 
Or beautiful than the perfect time, so dear, 

When all things have been the best beholden,
And most beautiful, yielding the 

year?..

What time of life can ever better 
Than when air the passion-ardors 

still? -

harvest for

be 
are hushed

And when, at last, to make complete, .we see 
That which the lines of life must ever will?

You bring your life-fruitage unto God’s feet
And say: “All is Thine—all: of the life that 

, mine, •

the

and

was

For thou .who has made the springtime and summer
- sweet, ' - ■■■ ■■■ : ■' ’ ■ ■■■ . ■'
Hast also made the ripening harvest time.

Now It may be that through neglect or sloth,
Or weakness, 1 somewhat have failed to see, 

But whatso’e^ life gave ’tls Thine; Thou doth
Know in what time and place the crown shall be.

Complete and fair, the fruitage ready to hand; 
Or when one finds a welcome over there

And the great growth of Life and Love’s command.
If one’s hands were over trained to do their share;

If one’s feet willingly have ever'trod 
Along the path, or if the heart has gained, 

Though pierced sometimes with thorns, nnd if 
- rod. ■ . . . ■ ■:

One passes under, leaves something attained; 
There is nothing that will not be used there 
To make that life more beautiful and fair.

Costs Less TIjuna Single Fee of a
First Class Specialist. -

Cold printed, words cannot describe 
the wonderful merits of-the “Aettna,, 
treatment for all forms of eye troubles. 
You must see it, examine It, and uso 
it, for a. time before you can form a 
Just opinion of its true value, -

We can supply you with all the evi
dence the most skeptical person could 
exact that the “Actlna” treatment has 
and does remove cataracts, granula
tions, and most all other causes of oyi' 
disfigurement and Impaired eye sight 
We can also show you plenty of evi
dence from former patients that the 
‘Actlna" treatment has cured many 
stubborn eye diseases of ten to fifteen 
years standing, even after prominent 
specialists had pronouncedXhem as be
ing Incurable.

Besides all this evidence wo will 
gladly send you our treatment, with 
full directions, which you can thor
oughly tost for two weeks. If at the 
end of that time you do not feel that 
you have been benefited, or If for any 
other reason you do not wish to take 
the treatment longer, send It back and 
no charge will bo made.

The "Actlna” treatment Is bo simple 
and so logical In construction and ap
plication that it at onco appeals to the 
coinmon-BenBo mind, as well as to tho 
scientific. There Is no cutting nor 
drugging—simply apply to the afflicted 
parts and the scientifically produced 
vapor currents will relieve the conges
tion, perfect the circulation, bo that 
Nature may euro the disease. Not only 
will the one "Actlna" appliance re
move the cause of trouble, but It will 
strengthen tho eyes so that spectacles 
may be entirely abandoned in many 
Instances. One Instrument can be used 
by tho entire family and will last for 
years. .

Tho genn-dostroylng and health-pro
ducing vapors generated In the "Ac
tlna" will penetrate the Innermost or
gans of the head; therefore, as a relief 
for catarrh, hay fever, bronchitis, deaf
ness and all other aliments produced 
by cold and catarrhal deposits "Actlna” 
has no equal.

Permit us to send you a copy of our 
C4-page book,, which Illustrates and de
scribes the cause and relief of diseases 
ot the eye, ear, nose, throat and head. 
It will Interest you and Is fully worth 
the postal card that will bring It. 
Aqdress Actlna Appliance Co., Dept. 
342P, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

SPIRITUALIST BOOKS

the

Oh, golden autumn sunsets, and wondrous shades 
Of crimson, purple and amethystine clouds!

Great light of suns that glint down the glades, 
And weave the warp and woof of mist-like shrouds!

What wonder, in life’s autumn, if you and I, 
And all, shall in that season seo

The best of life—the glory of earth and sky— 
A portion of God's blest command: Life's victory.

That after all the scorn and striving here, 
After the struggle we shall understand, 

That ’tie completeness of His will made clear, 
The glorious ripening for the "Better Land.”

We have gleams of the morning sky: we know the 
day is here, •

Though sometimes, after the morning rays have 
shown so clear, 

Dark, threatening clouds arise In the sky, .
Veiling the brightness that was nigh.

Great storms of thunders are whirled afar:
We know that the day of peace is not far away, 

For we know the rays of the morning star
Wquld not mislead us so, unless there were the day

That had come to bless. So do we know -
That the morning’s light of the great Day of Peace 

Hath given its gleam. We know that far the- glow 
'. Along the heights of the eastern hills gives release.

The rays have lighted the way of prpphets and seers, 
For the- fulfillment of that perfect da's’;

We bide our time;
We will see the

We know that the

through the clouds of dark years 
light shed that lighteth the way.

gleaming from that blessed home
Will guide us; that Peace as a shining morn 

Will light the way whence prophets shall come, 
Until at last the full, perfect day will be born.

modes of traveling and their domestic 
life.. There love" reached its full fra-' 
ition; there "martial inharmony Is un
known.

The history given in this book, of 
the love of the hero and heroine Paul 
and Pearl, which budded on earth and 
Bfossomed in heaven, is a .romance 
which excels the best efforts of our 
most sentimental novelists. Paul 
told Dr. Bland the'story of his visit 
to his long-dead sweetheart In her 
Celestial honje, and the Doctor gave 
It to the world in his most delight
ful style. The new edition of this 
book has a photo of Pearl from a 
painting , by a spirit artist, and an 
account of how that portrait came 
upon a white canvas without the 
touch of a visible brush or pencil in

the presence of Dr. Bland and his 
wife. The painting is life size, in 
full colors, and artists.who have seen 
It pronounce It the work of a master.
/This book, in cloth and gold, for 

sale at the office of The Progressive 
Thinker. Price $1. READER.

Chicago, Ill. - ’

“After Her Death.’«. The Story of 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 

No mind that-loves spiritual thought 
can fail to be fed and delighted with 
this book. Beautiful spiritual

a

thought, combining advanced Ideas 
on the finer and ethereal jhases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. A book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, irnn.

IMMORTALITY.-— It» NuluralnexK, III 
Ponall.lUtl.n and Proof». —Gy J. M. 
Peebles, M. D.. Price, 10 cents.

INGERSOLL’S LECTURES.—Forty- 
four addroKseR and answers to his crit
ics. A portly volume containing an Im
mense amount of matter. Price, nost- 
pald, $1.00.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.—A 
real visit with friends on the othir sldo 
of life and a familiar talk. An inter
esting book. By Carrie E. 8. Twing, 
medium. Price, .30 cents.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.—A sto
ry of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth, price, $1.00.

IN TUNE WITH THE INFINITE, or 
FulIncNN of Peace, Cower and Plenty. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

INVISIBLE HELPERS.—By C. W. 
Leadbeater. Written in the author's 
charming style. Cloth, price, 65

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.—By M. M. 
Mantfasarinn. Price. 25 conts.

JIM.—A story for young propio, 
teaching spirit guidance. By Carri? E. 
8. Twing. Price, $1.00.

JOAN THE MEDIUM, or Hie Inupired 
Heroine of ’ Orleans.—Thjs Is the most 
beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever 
written. Thrilllngly interesting and 
convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, pa
per, 26 cents.

JUST HOW TO CONCENTRATE.—By 
Elizabeth Towne. Price, 25 cents.

JUST HOW TO COOK MEALS WITH
OUT MEAT.—A small valuable book on 
vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth 
Towne. 25 cents.

JOURNEYS TO THE PLANET MARS, 
or Our MlKidon to Enfo.—By Sara Weiss. 
Cloth bound, price, $1.50.

KORAN.—From the original Arabic.
Price, cloth, $1.00. ,

KATE FIELD_A RECORb —By Lil
ian Whiting. Price, $2.00.

LAW OF PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.— 
By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price, $1.50.

KAREZZA Ethic* of Marriage.—A 
pica for a better birthright for children 
and a higher devvlopment of parentago 
through the most sacred relations. By 
Allen B. -Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, . 
$1.00.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle, ims volume 

contains the best peonu ot the author, 
and some of the beet popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted tor recite 
tlons. S25 pages, beautifully bound.

ANCIENT EAGAN AND 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas 
and enlarged, 
Worship, on 
Grove," and

Inman, M. D. Revised 
with an Essay on Baal 
"The Assyrian Sacred 

other allied symbols.
Third edition, with two hundred illus
trations. Cloth, fl-

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
a writer on the question of sex and 
this, her last book-Is worthy of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 cts.

THE RELIGION OF CH EERFULN ESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth Inter
estingly a leliglon which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 

/body and'spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Dainttiy printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength end 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cent*. .

----- ---------- L Spiritual Songs.
•■We Are Passing But Once Thll Way. - Sou 

ana retrain, py p. o. Hudson; prle». IS cents.
“S*asflea." A reverie. By A J Maxham. 

Price 25 cento.
Lighter Reason." English and German 

“-ESP to the tune ot "Lead, Kindly 
Light" Price SS Cents. 1

NAME THE BABY, 
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 

Price 35 cents. _______ _
' “The TTuth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Usa 
of Liberals." Price. 25 cents.



REPEAT IT! .REPEAT IT!

and

vol-

J

con- 
and 
has

is the synthesis of all heresies 
must lead logically to atheism.

It is unbridled curiosity and 
tempt for true Catholic science 
loyal Catholic discipline which

“Longley’s Bèautiful Songs.” 
new edition comprising In one

Fopo Bans Modernism-—Declares, in 
Encyclical, It Must Lead Logically 
to Atheism—Makes Various Pro
visions—Philosophy, Positive The
ology, Etc,, to be Taught Only in 

' Christian Spirit—Censorships Or
dered,

■

’ ' TO KAN^S ^hutuausts.
An Important Work Contemplated by 

the President.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondent.' 
ire requested'whUn writing for tl»i: 
paper to nBOBfeitlw a typewriter or a 
pen, with bjaek laic. .. Write bn only 
one side of the papei, and in a plain, 
legible hand, amr thus avoid the ne
cessity ot preparitig your copy for the 
printer. Pl©©se bear this in mind.

\ . '*• - * • 1
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over. I

THI8 GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
MENT 19 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT TH£ 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

The Song. Cards for sale at this office 
at |4 per hundred, by mail 64.50, ar© 
the help you need in society work.

The next regular meeting of..'the 
Band of Harmony will be held in hall 
809 Masonic Temple, November 14. 
Will the friends please remember the 
date of tbe Bazaar, December 12. 
There will be many useful articles on 
sale; others which will be neat little 
remembrances for the approaching 
holiday. Meals will be served from 
11 until 2, and from 5 until 7. Some 
oc Chicago's well-known mediums will 
be present to give messages, Send 
your contributions in' early. Hall 
will be open at 8 o’clock In the morn- 
ing.

Hattie F. R. Peet, Mcrctary wrltes: . 
“The ladies of the Illinois Sunflower ’ 
Club are busy with preparations for 
their approaching bazaar, which is 
to be held at Jefferson Hall, No. 70 
Adams street, on Saturday afternoon 
and evening, November 30. The 
following committee is appointed to 
serve at the bazaar, and contribu
tions to the different booths are so
licited from.our friends and patrons: 
Mrs. Isa Cross, general manager; 
Mrs. A, W. Bloom, on supper; Mrs. 
E. J. Bloom and Mrs. Myer, on* ap
rons; Mrs. Nash, on handkerchiefs; 
Mrs. J. W. Howes, chairman Psychic 
Committee; Mrs. B. Hljbert country 
grocery store; Mrs. Keller, on candy; 
Mrs. Goodrich,.toilet articles and cos
metics; Mrs. Kirchner, on dolls. 
Other booths will be added. . A"Hne 
©upper will be served at 6 o’clock. 

.Come- and bring 'your friends.
- Friends will please send their con- 

trlbutlonB to the bazaar to No. 40
JLoomis street, care of Mrs. J. 
Francis, President."

R.

Dr. T. Wilkins writes: “At a recent 
meeting of The Chicago Spiritualist 
League, it was voted to take steps to 
make-the organization a religious 
body, in the strict sense of tbe laws 
of Illinois regarding religious bodies, 
and therefor the secretary, Dr. J. H. 
Randall, was instructed to proceed, 
under the instruction of A. M. Griffen, 
attorney, and member of the League, 
to file the necessary papers with the 
county recorder, under the general 
name of "Society of Spiritualists.” 
The instructions were reported com
plied with at the last meeting of the 
League, and the Chicago Spiritualist 

, League is now a religious body in the 
true sens© or interpretation of the 
statute of Illinois.”

Mrs. G. Partridge has been very ill, 
at 15 Park avenue, this city, for a 
time, but ifi now convalescing, and in 
a fair way to complete recovery.

W. D. Noyes writes: "Our meetings 
at the Temple are well attended. 
The society is very harmoiilous. Mr. 
Price is the right man in the right 
place, and all strive to make it as 
pleasant as possible. We will be 
with thi© society until the last Sunday 
in December. We have open dates 
for January, February and March, of 
1908. Societies wishing a good lec
turer, and message bearer will find 
it to their advantage to correspond 
with me, for our terms are reasona
ble. Address me at the Spiritualist 
Temple, Galveston, Texas."

W. F. Schumacher writes: "The 
Spiritualistic Church of the Students 
of Nature had a large audience last 
Sunday evening. The pastor, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, was assisted by Rev. T. 
Warner, and his discourse held the 
audience spellbound. The pastor 
with Sister Ricked, gave several spir
it communications.”

Mrs. Francis Spalding writes from 
Norwich, Ct.: “I have been obliged to 
cancel my engagement with tiie Spir
itualists of Bradford, Pa., and have 
returned home. 1 served the First 
Spiritualist Church ot McKeesport, 
I’a., the month ot October, and the 
First 5|flritnal Church of Hamilton, 
Ontario, the mouth of September. I 
am engrged in Ely ria. and Cleveland, 
Ohio, tor February, March and April 
of 1908. I have some open dates in 
the season ot 190S and 1 909, and 
would like to correspond with socie
ties wlsliirg my services as speaker 
and tetfinedium."

Mrs. A, A. Averill writes: "The 
meei.ir.gs of the Lynn, Mass.. Spirit
ualism Association are being attended 
with n fviir degree of success. Those 
serving as speakers during the past 
monl’i have been Mrs. A. J. Petten- 
piB, .1. A. ScarRlt. W. A. Hale. M. D., 
editor of the Herald of Truth, and 
Mr. Thomas Cross, all of whom have 
rendered good service for the cause. 
W. A. Estes, Mrs. Hattie E. Lewis, 
Mrs. Carrie Hare. Mrs. M. C. Chase, 
Mrs.. L. A. Ward and other mediums, 
have assisted by giving messages and 
In other ways. The services have 
been made interesting by dramatic 
readings by Miss Mona Belle Welch, 
and Albert E. Meader and vocal solos 
by William Boomhover and Fred A. 
Baker. Rev. F. A. Wiggin of Unity 
Church, Boston, is holding a series of 
week night meetings, and attracting 
large audiences. The speakers for 
this- month will be as follows: No
vember 10, Mrs. N. E. Abbotbof Law
rence: the 17th. Mrs Nettie Holt 
Harding, and Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn 
on the 24 th.

Mrs. E. Danelson, President;writes 
from St. Louis, Mo.: “The Third Spir
itualist Society of St. Louis, gave a 
reception at the home of Mrs. Effie 
Danelson, in honor of our beloved 
leader. Mrs. Laura M. Jones, on the 
■evening ot November 1, and a most 
enjoyable time was spent- The par
lors were filled to overflowing. The 
features of the evening were recita
tions and musical, selections ¡by Mr. 
Claud Roek. After a dainty repast 
had been served we parted for th©
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BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressedby 
contributors, He may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

I night with the hopes of having many 
more enjoyable times. We are hap
py to have our pastor with' us again, 
and glad to'know that she is much im
proved' in health. . We anticipate 
much good-work for the cause of 
Spiritualism during the coming win
ter. The Third Spiritualist Society 
meets Wednesdays at 2:30,. and Sun
days at 2:45, at-Victoria Hall, Garri
son and Easton ©venues, and Invita
tion is extended to all' -visiting Spir
itualists to meet with us. I am a sub
scriber to your valuable paper, and 
would not think Spiritualism was 
complete without it.”

Persons or societies desiring the 
services of Virginie Barrett as speak
er and test medium for the coming 
winter and spring in Canada or Unit
ed States, "Will please address a,t Bon
field, Ontario, till farther notice. 
From here it Is easy to reach the east
ern states, or direct south.

Dr. Schaeffer, president, writes: 
“The First Church Psychic Research 
has gotten off of its high perch in 
Kenwood Hall, and has secured a 
place on the ground floor; no stairs 
to climb, or dark passageways to 
wander through. We are located in

I ATTENTION, LYCEUMS!

HAVING BEEN ELECTED "NA- 
1TONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF LY
CEUMS” I DESIRE TO CORRES
POND WITH CONDUCTORS AND 
MUDBRS OF LYCEUMS, THAT WE 
HAY WORK TOGETHER FOR THE 
GOOD OF THE CHILDREN GENER
ALLY. AthE SPIRITUALIST LY
CEUM QUARTERLY" WILL BE IS
SUED IN THE NEAR FUTURE, AND 
WILL BE FURNISHED TO ALL 
WHO WANT IT AT COST. . WE 
URGE ALL LYCEUMS TO SEND IN 
A REPORT OF THEIR MEMBER
SHIP AT ONOE IF POSSIBLE.

ELIZABETH SCHAUBS.
017 Congress St,, Toledo,' O.

S3
W. J, COLVILLE.

An Account of His Work on the $i,QO 
- — - Tnatsient ¡Pacific Coast.

Grove Hall, 40 East 31st st., corner 
Cottage Grove avenue._ . Service every
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Mrs Vlc-
torta Vaughn has been chosen pastor.
She resides at 44 East 31st st. Miss
Gordon w|U preside at the piano on 
which she is capable of performing, 
as all will attest who have heard her. 
Dr. D. S. Hager, president of the Psy
chic Research Society of this city, 
will lecture for us Sunday, November. 
10, at 3 p. m.; subject, "The Truth 
About Religion." This is the Doc
tor's first appearance on the platform 
in his official capacity. Come and 
hear him. On Sunday, December 1, 
that venerable and highly esteemed 
Brother; Dr. J. M, Peebles of Battle 
Creek, Mich., will serve our society, 
morning, afternoon and evening. He 
will dedicate our hall at the afternoon 
service. The morning service will 
give -all mediums engaged in their 
own work an opportunity to come and 
hear him."

Sarah Stone Rockhill writes from 
Alliance, Ohio: “Frank T. Ripley will 
occupy the rostrum during the months 
of December and January of the Inde
pendent Christian Church, giving 
tests after each lecture. We would 
like to continue the meeting two or 
thrde months longer, and would like 
to correspond with speakers who have 
those months unengaged, or who 
might be going through here and 
could give us a Sunday or two. I 
think there would be a good opening 
here for the right person to do an Im
mense amount of good, as we own our 
house, and there is a very libera! ele-
mdnt here as there is almost 
where in this advanced age of 
world, when people are asking 
something more substantial 
mere faith."

any- 
the 
for 

than

Mr. and- Mrs. Geo. V. Kenworthy 
write: “All Spiritualists living in or 
near Maywood, Ill., are requested to 
call at 1706 South Sixth avenue, for 
the purpose of making arrangements 

•to form a society here.”
H. D. Morgan writes: “The First 

Association of Spiritualists of Wash
ington, D. C., resumed its Sunday 
meetings in Pythian Temple, the first 
Sunday in October. Mrs. Mary T. 
Longley and Harrison D. -Barrett, 
speakers for the month. During the 
N. S. A Convention many of the 
Board .and delegates were'with us,

Ferd Buhrer writes: “The services 
of The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists are always attended in large 
numbers, and Sunday, November 3, 
proved to be ©profitable one to. many, 
A great many come at 2:30 and 
stay the entire day, taking advant
age of the circles at 4, having supper 
at 5,.after which song service is con
ducted until 7, when the concert com
mences. The day is so quickly and 
pleasantly passed that one scarcely 
realizes the. flight of time until the 
evening service gt 8 o'clock is an
nounced. Sunday was Medium’s Day 
and the guides did excellent work 
through their, instruments in reading 
•from sealed letters. .The circle 
claimed attention as usual, Th© 
march to supper at 5 was of .goodly 
proportions. Quite a number re
sponded at 6:30 for song service;.and 
our chorus occupied the' whole time, 
the audience ’ liberally assisting. 
Male voices are still, scarce, as are 
'Gospel Hymns’—please help us to 
get some of both. Our concert was 
one of unusual merit. Mrs. Edith 
Hill's reputation at .the piano is too 
well known for any comment. Her 
playing is always splendid. The 
singing of Miss Bess C. Johnson 1b 
winning favor. She ^gracefully re
sponded to the second'encore with a 
select reading. We were surprised 
by the announcement that Mrs. M. E. 
Cadwallader of Philadelphia, would 
favor us with a short address in the 
evening, and the surprise was indeed 
a pleasant one as this gifted lady gave 
us many quickening thoughts as to 
our duty and privilege to do for each 
other now while in the body Instead 
of waiting until th© bou! had taken 
its flight, Mrs. Cadwallader was 
pleased to learn of our negotiations 
with Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn of Mass., 
with a view to establishing a lyceum. 
She was proud of the ’.fact that she 
had been a pupil of Mrs. Allyn, and 
gave us encouragement In our pro
posed undertaking, as her methods 
ar© always successful when followed. 
There may bd others interested in 
Lyceum work, and if so we would be 
pleased to havve them visit ub, as we 
may mutually be benefited. Mrs. R. 
iS. Lillie will address us again next 
Sunday evening. Hygela Hall, 406 
Ogden avenue,' corner Robey, top 
floor."

M. Lizzie Beals writes of the Wor
cester, (Mass.,) Association of Spir
itualists, G. A. R. Hall, 35 Pearl St: 
“The first Sunday in October Mr. AL 
fred H. Terry of Washington, D. C., 
occupied our platform. His lectures 
are forceful and logical, ably present
ed and defined. We hope to again 
welcome him to our platform in the 
near future. Sunday, October 13, 
Miss Susie C. Clark of Boston, served 
our society. No words. <K praise can 
do her justice, but a spiritual and in? 
tellectual feast awaits all who are 
privileged to attend h©r services. 
The last two Sundays in October Rev. 
Juliette Yeaw of Leominster, occupied 
our platform. She gave ub an excel
lent course of lectures which were 
well received and appreciated. Rev.- 
F. A. Wiggin of Boston, served our 
society Wednesday, October 23. W© 
ar© privileged to secure fits-:servlces 
for a course of lectures for the sea
son of 1907-08. For th© month of

In fulfillment qi-my work as Pres
ident of th©'Kansas State Spiritualist 
Association, I am 'twanging to make 
a tour of tile State, lecturing on the 
principles of Spiritualism. To the 
end that the greatest number of peo
ple shall be reached at the least ex
pense to societies and individuals, 
pleas© write me at once so the route, 
shall be mapped out. Let ub have, a 
good report toi tur ntn next June.

Yours for progrès©.
. BESSIE BELLMAN. 

Winfield, Kan.

and helped in our services.
had two social events during

We have

November, Edgar W. Emerson 
Dr. George A. Fuller will be 
speakers."

J. S. Mitchell of 246 No. State

and 
our

month to honor our Mrs. Longley, 
who, with her good husband, have 
left for the Pacific Coast for a much 
needed rest, and while we shall more 
than miss them, we are looking for
ward with pleasure for their return 
in April. Mrs.. C. D. Pruden of Bal
timore, Md., Is with us for the first 
Sunday in November. Later in the 
month we expect Harrison D. Barrett 
to be our speaker and leader for- 
some time to come.”

Alex Lebeau writes: “On Sunday, 
November 3rd, we, had such a crowd I 
of people as overflowed Vincennes 
Hall. Messages given by Mrs. Brock
way were grand and convincing to the 
most skeptical. We had a solo by 
Mr. Morgan, and there was a spirit
ual wedding, which no doubt was 
something new to most ot the audi
ence present. It certainly goes 
without saying that Vincennes Hail 
and Mrs. Brockway as the message 
bearer will become a grand and beau
tiful place for those who are seeking 
the truth of spirit return.”

T. J. McFeron writes from San Die
go, Cal.: "Dr. Ada Shehan-liorman- 
Patterson of Los Angeles, Cal., has 
just ended a very exceedingly satis
factory .engagement of six weeks 
with the First Spiritualist Society of 
San Diego. Her audiences were large 
and appreciative, growing In numbers 
and enthusiasm through the entire 
engagement. Our dearly beloved 
brother, John W. Ring comes back to 
San Diego this week for a five months 
engagement with our Society, and we 
know that he will take up the thread 
where the Doctor left off, and go on 
with the good work as no other could.

T. Middlemist writes from Cottvllle, 
Cal.: “I think Thé Progressive Think
er is getting more Interesting. I am I 
pleased to see Abby Judson and Car
lyle Petersllea writing again'; that 
was a good letter from May Pepper- 
Vanderbilt I would-Jike to ehake . 
hands with you. Have the courage 
of your convictions. I am 7 6 years ’ 
old. In the nature of^thingsT can’t 
stay on this side muci longer. I 
want my occult library to do good 
after I pass over. With best wishes; 
also the "big-stick” for a few, and a 
square deal for all." ■

Lillie Shultz, secretary, ... writes: 
"The Flint Research ‘Society meets 
the first Sunday -of each, month'at 
the home of Mf. Edd-Golden, one-half 
mile south of Flint, Ind., at half past 
J;0 a. m. We would be pleased to 
welcome anyone who wishes to meet 
with us.”

theTBives an account of some
St.,

excellent
trumpet manifestatfòns of spirit pow
er, through the mediumship ©f Mrs.
E. Nickell, given under 
tions.

Mrs Annie Throndson, 
the Progressive Spiritual 
Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

test condi-

pastor of 
Church of 
T look for-

ward to the coming of The Progress
ive Thinker; It is a good old friend. 
We are doing an excellent work here 
in Indianapolis, and hope to be in 
good shape for the Convention. W© 
feel great pride an$ joy that it is 
coming here." . ■

Reporter writes: 'iJirA-M. E. Oad- 
wallader of Philadelphia, was an ac
tive visitor during Sunday, November 
10,.in the city. She filled the engage
ment left open by the absence ot 
Dr. Warne, at th© Progressive Spirit
ual Church (colored). Dr Warne- 
was called to Grand Rapids, Mich., on 
the Goff Will Case, and right well did 
Mrs. Cadwallader entertain that en
thusiastic audience for about 45 min
utes. Dr. Wilkins read an original 
poem, ns a prelude to the proceedings. 
Following Mrs. Cadwallader a young 
medical student (colored), gave a 
good short talk, followed by a paper 
prepared by him for the occasion. 
Mrs. B. Hilbert also did herself great 
credit with a pleasing and entertain
ing talk of about 30 minutes. Great 
inspiration was manifested throughout 
the entire meeting,'greatly due to 
their beautiful singing and general 
harmonious conditions. As this item 
is a continuation, of the sojourn of 
Mrs. Cadwallader, and gives an ac-' 
count of her conduct while in -the city, 
during this partitular Sunday, we also’ 
Include her visit to the Hyde Park oC- 
cult Society. Mrs. Wilson, the New 
Thoughtist, was the engaged speaker 
of the evening, afid entertained the- 
audience for about 35? minutes. Dr.. 
Wilkins read a - poem to. open the 
sendees. Following Mrs. Wilson,.Mrs. 
Cadwallader talked for nearly 35. min
utes on “Does it pay to be a..Spirit-, 
ualist?” She is certainly leading out 
Into the realm of oratory very rapidly, 
and our people all express themselves 
as being ready to welcome her to their : 
meeting again.” -

Secretary writes: “The dance and- 
card partyLas well as the supper given 
under the auspices of the Golden Rule 
Society, at their hall, 378 So. Western 
avenue, Saturday evening, November 
2, was a success in every way. There 
was about 50 couples on the floor at 
a time throughout the entire dancing 
session, during which time those who 
did not dance played cards and visit-

ed and made th© evening a pleasant 
one for each other. . Dr. T. Wilkins 
is billed for a poem and talk to this 
society on th© Sunday ©vening- of No
vember 17, and a full house is expect- 
©d to hear him."
. Reporter writes: "The reception 
given-in honor of our new National 

, Association President-and his’ new 
and accomplished wife,.Saturday even
ing, November 9, was an event long 
to be remembered, and the ladies of 
the Sunflower Club can justly feel 
proud of their success. The hall was 
well fllled—and bo were the people, 
with th© inspiration that makes folks 
smile. Such a tvarm-hearted, harmo
nious crowd of Spiritualists seldom 
assembles anywhere, unless for an oc
casion like this, and the windows to 
all souls were ablaze with brilliant, 
illumination. Al! were there with 
their various, yet universal expression 
of delight. Mrs. J, R. Francis, the 
President of the Sunflower Club, 
opened the meeting with a few pleas
ing remarks; and Introduced Dr. T. 
Wilkins, who was billed ■ to read an 
original poem—written for the occa
sion. The poem made quite a hit 
with the appreciative audience. Miss 
1'Hommedleu sang a beautiful solo 
was called back for another, and from 
the expression of th© audience . she ' 
would have been appreciated as .long 
as she could slng. Appropriate re
marks were made by the guides of 
Mrs, Richmond; also by Mrs, Cadwal
lader, Mrs. Fixen, Mr. Wm. Richmond, 
Mrs R. S. Lillie, another lady whose 
name the reporter lost, but who said 
she gave Mr. Warne his Initial test in 
spirit return, and Mrs. Jennie Adams. 
Dr. Warne followed with an earnest, 
enthusiastic ©qd appreciative response 
for himself and hie wife. The punch
bowl was then patronized, and al
though it had not been a dry time or 
dusty occasion, thel-© was a liberal 
run made on tbe tub, but with all the 
punching there was punch left when 
all were done punching. The recep
tion was all that Was anticipated—a 
grand feast of soul and flow of wit and 
love—and Mr©, Warn© is now thor
oughly installed injto the hearts and 
lives-of the Chicago Spiritualists, with 
a welcome thlat- is surely indelible."

Mtb. C. H. Thompson writes: "The 
Fraternal Daughters held their week
ly meet|ng Wednesday,. November 6, 
when quite. a goo<i number of the 
Sons and DaqglnerB met with us. In 
the afternoon we gave readings, and 
in the evening a few remarks by Bro. 
Weir and messages by . Mrs. J. S. 
Adams and- Mrs. M. Helyett. Our 
next meeting will be held November 
13, at 406 Ogden Avenue. All are 
cordially Invited to attend.”

Samuel A. Huntington, of Malden, 
Mass., writes; "Our services on Sun
day last, November 3, seemed' more 
interesting than ever, if that were 
possible. We have for speaker that 
brilliant orator and poet, Mrs. C. Fan
nie Allyn, of Stoneham, Mass. Mrs. 
Allyn prefaced her work/ by reading 
a fine poem entitled' “Fisherman 
Jim/’ by Eugene Field, then asking 
for-subsets from the audience, choos
ing “Our Duty as Spiritualists," 
^‘Knowledge of> Progression,” etc., 
giving a inost brilliant and interest
ing address. Too much cannot be 
said in praise of this gifted lady. 
Speaker for November 10,’Dr, C. ,E. 
Huot, of Onset, Mass., and Harry A. 
Stickney, of Everett, Mass., on the 
17th.”

G. H. Brooks writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “I opened my two months’ 
engagement with the Pittsburg so
ciety the first Sunday in November. 
The day was extremely bad, but the 
attendance was fine. The outlook 
her© is good for a spiritual awaken
ing and upliftment. The society is 
moving on harmoniously, and there 
will be, I trust, aq awakening that 
will be for the good of all. Send all 
mail and telegrams to my present ad
dress, 205 Bouquet street, Pittsburg, 
Pa."

The business meeting of the Sun
flower Club will 1)6 held on Tuesday, 
November 12, at 70 ’ East Adams 
street, at 2 p. m. All members are 
requested to be present.

A week of meetings is to be held 
in the First Spiritualist Church In 
Pittsburg, Pa., commencing Sunday,' 
December 1, and closing Sunday, De
cember 8. - There will be a .variety 
of speakers and mediums present, 
and a most cordial invitation is ex
tended to all. p ,

Carrie L. Hatch writes from Apple
ton Hall, 9 Appleton street, Boston, 
Mass.; "The EJfst Spiritualist Ladies’ 
Aid Society met as usual with the
president, Mr©j M.^E. Allbe, in the ! 
chair.- Great ,prep^ations are going 
on for the cmebr^on of the 50th 
Anniversary ot ihtetsoclety. Some of 
the members wpo h^ped organize are. 
still active member©, and’ the his
torian will wlljjtell' pf the good work 
that has beenJtpon$¡jduring the past.' 
The evening meeting of to-night was 
of an interesting, cg^racter. We Im 
vite all tp come to,us on the 15th. 
Meetings ate f^e Wj all.' .Reception, 
3 to 5. p. m.jj enjgrtalnment, 7:45 
p. m.;. supper, from 5:30 to 7 p. m., 
20 cents.” , EJ tn; ' -

“The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty Of Form and Features, ,. The 
Cultivation of Personal - Beauty, 
Basel on Hygiene jand Health Cul
ture. By twenty, physicians and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner.” 
Of special interest and value. Price, 
61.00.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a-deeply important subject. Price, 
Ctoth, 61-00.

The Gssorvatore Romano, organ of 
the Vatican, issued September 16 an 
important encyclical of Pope Pius X 
on “Modernism," which really is a 
completion of his recent syllabus. The 

; document sets forth that modernism 
Is a serious danger to the church; 
refers in detail to thé various feat
ures of modernism; condemns it as 
dangerous In philosophy, faith, the
ology, history, criticism and reforms, 
and arrives at the conclusion that 
modernism is a- synthesis of all her
esy and must logically lead to athe
ism. . ' '

The encyclical makes the following 
provisions: .

First.—The teaching of philoso
phy, positive theology, etc., Is to be 
carried on In the church, schools and 
universities, but in a Catholic spirit,

Second.—-Modernists ar© fo be re
moved from professorships and the 
direction of educational Institutions.

Third.—The clergy and faithful are 
not to lie allowed to read modernist 
publications.

Fourth.—A committee of censor
ship, is to be established .in every dio
cese to pass upon the publications 
which the clergy and faithful shall 
be permitted to read,

Fifth,—The encyclical of the late 
Pope Leo XHI prohibiting the clergy 
from assuming the direction of pub
lications without their bishops’ per
mission, and providing for supervis
ion of the work of ecclesiastical writ
ers. is confirmed.

Sixth. — Ecclesiastical congresses, 
except on rare occasions, are prohib
ited.

■ Seventh.—A council is to' be consti
tuted in every diocese to combat mod- 
,ern errors.

The encyclical points out that mod
ernism has become a grave danger 
to the church, and says it is the 
Pope’s special duty to provide against 
it. By detailed analysis the encycli
cal examines into the different aspects 
of modernism. In philosophy, agnos
ticism and immanentism; In faith, 
subjectivism and .symbolism; In the
ology, the application of precedents 
in history and criticism of the agnos
tic, the immanent and the evolution
ist, and in reforms, radicalism which 
Ib undermining the base of dogma, 
hierarchy and discipline.

It must be concluded from all this, 
says the encyclical, that modernism

caused the spread of modernism 
among a large number of Catholics, 
even among the clergy.

Pope Pius ordains that bishops 
must counteract the influence of the 
moderntsh press on the faithful and 
the clergy. Bishops are to send their 
reports to the Holy See on these 
matters.

Have yon Read Dr. Biand's Book? 
"In the World Celestial.”

If not, there is a great treat before 
you. It is a realistic revelation of 
the spirit spheres, and a charming ro
mance of two worlds; being the story- 
of a man whose angel sweet-heart had 
him put into a trance by spirit scien
tists and visit her in her celestial 

•home. That man gave Dr. Bland 
permission to put his story into a 
book, and the heroine gave the Doctor 
the title through a medium—Edgar 
W. Emerson—and assured him that 
the book contains a true revelation ot 
scenes and conditions in the Celestial 
realms. It is a charming book and 
its popularity is so great that edition 
after edition has been printed and the 
demand for ft continues unabated. 
■ In elegant binding with gold title 
and a full page photo of Pearl, the 
heroine, from a spirit painting. 
Price |1.00s

Restored His Eyesight.
The following copy ©f a letter re

ceived by a prominent advertiser will ’ 
doubtless be of interest to many of 
The National Tribune readers.

Lebanon, Ark., Sept. 15, 1907. 
Actlna Appliance Co..Kansas City,Mo.

Gentlemen: About three years 
ago I discovered that a cataract was 
growing over the sight of my right 
©ye. Within one year it had entire
ly covered the pupil of the right eye, 
and had so affected the other eye 
that I could not distinguish one per
son from another ten feet from me. 
My voice was also greatly impaired, 
and I was bothered with a severe pain 
in my head at night. Having no- ! 
ticed “Actlna" advertised for eye 
troubles, I decided to give it a trial. 
Accordingly, I sent for the treatment. 
I used It four months with the follow
ing results: I can now distinguish 
any person' at a distance of fifty 
yards; the pain in my head has entire
ly ceased; my voice has become clear 
and strong; and in addition my hear
ing, which wras greatly impaired, has 
been greatly improved. I am now 
Seventy-two years old, and I heartily 
and confidently recommend “Actlna" 
to all who are suffering from impaired 
vision, voice, hearing or any pains In 
the head.

Hoping that this, may be of benefit 
to some, fellow-sufferer, and wishing 
you every success, I am, sincerely 
yourj, ' - z G. ,H. VANCIL.

The Actlna Appliance Co., Kansas 
City, Mo., 1b one of the oldest Ameri
can Advertisers. They have been lib
eral patrons of the press for seven
teen years. -

; They are reliable and financially re
sponsible, They send their , treat- 
ment_pn two weeks’ trial and guaran
tee satisfactioh-Or will refund!' all 
money paid in. ’ ,

ume the four parts heretofore ‘pub
lished, to which is added part five, 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, Including ^ "Only 'a 
Thin Yell , Between Us,” ani Ite "Com
panion Piece.” Cloth,' 75 cents. 
Boards,50 cents. ■ ' ;

* "Spiritual Fir© Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points.” 
By J. S. Harrington. ’ A pamphlet 

-containing 79 pages ot racy reading. 
Price, 25 cents.

"The Jesuits.” By Rev. B, F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.

---------  To Trv w “I®0 Permit me just a few indies of^i.oo^,^, 
your crowded ©pace in which to rC-«t emo in dwworfdiotr 
port a few items ot news from dmajd
Pacific Coast, where, as far as I canuieliS ji.oq' h i 
see, I am settled for’the winter. I mi owe w »«Mog. 
have just been lecturing in Seattle, Blm* * 
where the First Association of Spir
itualists is holding regular meetings 
in Pythian Hall every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p, m., with Mrs, Loie Prior, 
as regular minister. This gifted‘lady 
is as highly esteemed on Puget Sound 
ub in Australia and New Zealand, 
where I met her apd learned of her 
great and successful work. ., 

On Sunday, Oct. 13 and 20, I was 
cordially Invited to lecture on her 
platform. Mr, Hall, the president, 
Is a very prominent city, official, and 
the functions ar©’ attended by-' the 
most influential peopl© in, the city. 
Mr©. Prior -gave most convincing 
demonstrations of clairvoyance after 
my'dlscaurses. The four audiences 
which I addressed fllled the large hall । 
to its utmost capacity, and manifested 
enthusiastic interest in the entire pro
ceedings. On other days I lectured 
to very fine assemblies in Theosophi
cal Hall, Second Ave., and on Wed
nesday, October 23, I was speaker 
for the Progressive Thought Society, 
which, insisted on my dealing with 
the much-mooted question of the 
coming relations between America 
and Japan. An expert stenographer 
reported the entire lecture, which was 
received with hearty applause. Mr. 
and Mrs. C, G. Oyston are very active 
in literary work and church life In 
Seattle; they are very earnest and 
outspoken Spiritualists. The intense 
opposition to Spiritualism often mani
fested by the press of this city has 
of late so far modified that the Post 
Intelligencer and Times—the ft»o 
largest dally papers—now give re
ports favorable to our cause when
ever they are furnished by well- 
known citizens.

thmmlnt

not
TOR FhlIUns RlorV. »««Wnlaefl. I«.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM' A 

Manual at Spiritual Science and P1>11> 
oaouhy. Price, Sl.US) poatusc, 10 eta. 

cuts EVOLUTION OF THE GOD and Christ Idea«. Price, SLZBi poataca 
10 centa.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE/

I inclose an interesting clipping 
from the Post Intelligencer of Octo
ber 21.

A very line work is being done by 
Wilson Fritch, a splendid orator and 
a man who fearlessly stands up for 
its most radical convictions.

Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Hubbard have 
also just appeared in the city, and 
have given some stirring addresses 
on Intensely vital topics.

I hear news of progress in spir
itual work in Tacoma. I regretted 
my inability to pay that enterprising 
place a visit on my way back to 
California.

Friends in Portland, Ore., Insisted 
on my speaking there Ocober 27, 28 
and 29, where Interest and activity 
are decidedly great. I am now pro
prietor of Parrot Hall, 2309 Santa 
Clara Avenue, Alameda. Dr. Coul
son Turnbull and other gifted speak
ers frequently occupy the platform. 
I am compelled to fill an engagement 
in Los Angeles during November.

My Immediate address is care of 
Metaphysical, 611 Grant Building, 
Los Angeles. W. J. COLVILLE.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the use ot Soctetiee, Lyceums, 

Sunday Schools and the Home, A man
ual ot physical. Intellectual and »Blrlt- 
ual culture, containing a collection pt 
Music and Songs. Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
Funeral Services, Programs for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Rules, instructions for 
organizing and conducting Lyceums, instructions In Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. A bool», 
by the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ized and conducted without other assist
ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid. •

FltOM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

the author’s best poems, embracing a 
wide range ot subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. Ths 
book also contains five songa with mu
sic by the eminent composer, Jamas G. 
Clark. 260 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait of author. Price 91.00. post
paid.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER 
OFFERINGS.

This volume is dedicated: “To thosa 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
of Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither." It eon-- 
talns one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part ot the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in ner most 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are likeness
es of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound in blue, with stiver em
bossing. Price. 81.00. prepaid.
ANGELL FHIZE-CWNTEST HEC1TA- 

T1UNS.
To Advance Humane Education.—For 

use In entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands ot Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan Is this: Some large church 
or public hall is sccuredi^aoeraJ socie
ties are Invited to send therrbest speak
er or reciter to compete fpr the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens acts - as the 
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee. ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 26 cents, postpaid.

Address all order© to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights,O.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

A
CHRISTENING.

very Unique, Yet Beautiful 
mony.

Cere

At the First Christian Spiritualist 
Church, of Cleveland, Ohio, there was 
a very unique, yet beautiful ceremony, 
the christening ot an Infant son of 
Mr. and Mrs, James Denny Sandham, 
with Mr. John W. Lendrem as God- 
Father, Miss Flora Bruce as God- 
Mother. The baptism was performed

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services in Hal!
309 Masonic Temple at 
Sunday School at 10 a. m.

ri a, m.
Mrs. Rich-

mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

Central Spiritual Church holds ser-
jnoiner. The baptism was performed ¡vice, Trimble Hall, 1977 West Madl- 
by the use of pure white carnations, son street, near 40th avenue, com- 
symbolic of th© pure white spirit of mencing at 7 o’clock, conducted by 
the darling baby. I. W. Pope, the ^r- nn^ Mrs. Howes.
speaker of the evening, spoke of the | The Students of Nature, Mrs. M. 
©nclent custom of dedicating or chris- ' Schumacher, V^tor, n>eete at 
tening certain ones for a special pur-! Buren QperaHow, c n Sarvice 
pose, or work in earth life, mention- street and California avenue. Service 
ing the fact that modern thinkers dif- at h pBychIcai Research
fered somewhat upon its utility, some | KenwOod Hall. 4808-10 Cot-
clalming it was a part of aw ent Pa-1 ™ets« aven meetings every 
ganlsm, and should be abolished L6 q tn io n m ~
from modern forms of religious teach- ' __ «««’« 7
ing, while Mrs. Anna Besant main-1 
talned the ritualistic forms of dediea- ; 
tion oi- consecrating churches, or 1 
christening children conveyed a power : 
for good by the centralizing forces of i 
the unseen becoming interested In the 
lives of children so consecrated, who, 
acting in conjunction with the Inter-1 
ested ones of earth, could the bettor 
Influence the child and guide them 
along the path of life with more no
ble purposes. After these few re- : 
marks by Mr. Pope, the president of j 
the society, Mr. Homer 9. Saxe, as
sisting him, they' read that beautiful 
little poem of George MacDonald, en
titled, “Baby Dear,” being read al- „ p. mumv uuu niemsases.
ternately by Mr. Pope and responded Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi- 

•to by Mr. Saxe in a very impressive ’dence 2962 Prairie Avenue, 
manner, after which the baptism by :

Schaeffer, president, 
' avenue.

2003
Dr.

Indiana
The Fraternal Order of Splrftual- 

' lets, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser- 
- vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave..
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every
: Sunday at. Vincennes Assembly Hall,
¡3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
' mediums’ meeting and conference. 

8 p. m.. lectures, music and messages.

use of flowers and the naming of 
Gordon Walmsley Sandham, who was 
consecrated to the cause of love for 
humanity and for the dissemination 
of truth. After which Mr. Pope 
spoke upon the subject of the evening, 
it being “Eternal Progression,” to a 
very appreciative audience. Mrs. R. 
S. Lillie is to speak for the society 
next Sunday, November, 3."

COR.

The First Spiritual Temple, New 
Grove Club Hall, 40 East 31st st., 
meets every Sunday night at 8 p. m. 
Messages for all. All welcome.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas-

A Letter to the Spiritualists of Wis
consin.

Having read the many reports of 
the N. S. A. Convention, also having 
a personal report from our President, 
George H. Brooks, I make an earnest 
appeal to our local societies as well 
as to the many friends throughout 
the State, to come forward and help 
this Association by contributing to
ward our General Fund.

Our president was obliged to leave 
the home field, and seek labor in the 
East because we were unable to keep 
him employed enough to take care of 
his family. _ ' '

You see the cl-y. is all over the coun
try for .help financially, and if Spirit
ualism as a whole is. of interest to 
you, then be inspired with the great 
need, and help, raise the standard 
where we all wish it to be.

I am now endeavoring to raise ! 
enough money to pay Mr.Koblitz, who 
has been so patient, and yet needs the 
money very badly; it Ib not more than 
one hundred dollars.. ; Who will- be 
the first to help this bill to be raised? 
No matter how small the amount-may : 
be, send it, and you shall receive 
credit therefor.: '

Send all contributions tn the Becre,

tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Ball. 756 E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored I holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. nt. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. .1. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Service© every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30, 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION,
“There is no death; there are no 

dead.”
These words stand out on the cover 

of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are n challenge to the orthodox 
woi^u, and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to . those whose 
Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in. 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond, 
Price 61.50.

tary. LOUISE G. LOEBEL,
.3680 Wells Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

AConspiracyAgainsttheRfipuWic 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., autnor ot "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Yeai M, ' etc. 
Price, paner, 25 cents.
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Most Excellent Results on the Part of an investigator,
To the Editor'.—As an old subscriber may I claim 

pome of your valuable space to relate some experiences 
i hud on tlio 15th day of August lust (1906) at Lily 
Dale, N. Y. Many ..of your readers have visited this 
beautiful splritualiBtlc camp, or "Spook Town,” but the 
majority have not; and it would well- repay all those 
who eau to do so. Lily Dale is situated near the west- ( 
ern end of the State of New York, fo’urtoen miles south I 
of'Dunldrk, which is on Lake Erie»., It Is some 800 feet i 
above the level of" the lake, among and surrounded by i 

•shady maples, with a couple of plaejd pools'or mountain 
lakes in close proximity. The air is cool and bracing, 
and the hospitality ot the tampers is charming. There 
is no religious fanaticism displayed; like I have, seen at 
the old-time camp meetlpgfl and other religious gather
ings. The visitors to Lily Dale are. up-^o-date twentieth, 
century sensible seekers after truth,

The phenomena of Spiritualism ape so marvelous that 
to most minds-they are incredible, especially when not 
personally witnessed; and we hear so much of trickery, 
and fraud, that we are'Inclined io doubt the-evidences 
even of opr own senses; but the circumstances under

“I suppose you aro a fluo young lady now?”
"Yes." 
“What 
“I am

is your appearance? 
fair,”

Woll, I remembered my sister, the younger of the fam
ily, who died in infancy ot whooping cough, as I sup
posed, twenty-five years ago. She was a beautiful child 
of fair complexion.

After this the trumpet seemed to be floating near the 
ceiling from side to side of the room, mid voices in it, 
with a receding, far-away and solemn sound, kept pay
ing “Good-by, Good-by.” Then suddenly the trumpet 
struck the floor with a' rattling sound, and the seance 
was ended. The medium uroso from my side where she 
had remained-all the time conversing with me, answer
ing questions and speaking to the voices. in, the horn,’ 
opened the door and the trumpet’ was'lying on the floor 
some little distance from the place where It-stood-up-1 
right when the-seance/commenced. •

another sitting for trypip^, speaking, .with a different 
medium. The horn wta jdaeed on the floor in the mid-« 
die of the'room. The?1 m^iqm took_tho opposite side, 
and during the seance^onvoped with me in her natural 
voice,: which was distinctly)-different from any of . the 
voices in the horn. 1 iPhe voices were so clear and the 
answers so definite that-I remarked to the- medium, "Isn’t 
this good?”

“Yes; you bring good'conditions; keep asking ques
tions it helps, them.” was no delay. In a minute 
a- voice, loud and djatinctjj said, “James Aykroyd, <Jo 
you know me?"

“No.( I have heard the Bimo. You belong to the old 
English family-don’t j>*6u? j - >■ '

"Yes. I am your gpeat Uncle.” ■ ■•../;< ./-
- "Do you know anything about -the property in Eng

land?”

which J received some evidences of life after death on 
this occasion compel me to believe In the genuineness ot 
Spirit Return. »x • • ' „
Tl arrived at Lily Dale alone on the evening pf ’the 
u4th of August, from Rochester, N. Y., where r had 
been visiting a few days, a perfect stranger to the place 
and people. Early next morning I struck out to make 
engagements with some of the noted mediums on the 
grounds I found the cottage of a trumpet piedium. A 
farmer-like looking gentleman Bitting on the. piazza In
formed me she, the medium, was at breakfast at the 
hotel, a few rods away. I sat down with him and waited 
her return. He did not a^k my name, nor did I tell 
him who I was or where I came from, and I feel sure 
there was no way of his knowing.■ In a i few, minutes 
the Iqdy ■ came, and I went into the seance room with , 
her:alone, without giving her any information about 
myself.. She asked none—not even my name. A small 
lamp was burning, the window and door darkened.’ A 
trumpet, an aluminum horn about three feet long, five 
or six inches in diameter at the large end and one-hhlf 
Inch at the small end, was placed upright on the floor. 
In the center of the room. After extinguishing the light 
the medium sat by my side at the end of the room and 
placed her hand’s on my knee, requesting me to put, my 
hands- bn hers. This may not be called absolute test 
conditions, biit"the results cannot be referred to fraud, 
because I was an. absolute stranger in the house. We 
sat-a few minutes,, then I heard a child’s voice at my 

\ltnee, apparently saying “Sybil." I asked, "Whose little 
¿Irl'are you?” ,

. ‘ "Aunt Etta's.” '
"Who brought you here?”

: "Anna. Tell papa, tell mamma I was here. Tell grand
ma, and tell Aunt Bella and Aunt^Annie." Then re
peated: "Tell papa, tell mamma. Good bye, Uncle Sam.” 

: NoWr^Sybl” was the name of my sister’s little girl 
who died five years ago at or near the tige of five years.

.-Her, mother’s name is Etta. We all speak of her as 
i ?Aint • Etta.” The other names given were also cor- 
Sreet. ■ The medium was in her normal state and-de

scribed the person whose name, was given as "Annie” 
bo. cofroctly that I had tio ’ difficulty in recognizing her 
as an old school friend and sweetheart, now dead some 
twfenty years or more. The medium said: “Is she your

. wife? She looks as if she belongs to you?”
After this conversation the horn tapped me on the 

forehead very lightly. The room was pitch dark,, and 
'I don’t, seo how this could have been done so gently by 

physical hands or persons in the flesh. Then a voice

• Now"! think we had in this seance some evidences": 
of personal identity of. deceased-friends that cannot be. < 
accounted for .on-any . otjier theory than the spiritistic. 
To say the medium Was a ventriloquist, and that she got 
the "communication” fyom me telepathically, Is ■ an ex- : 
planation that does pot explain to any one.-wjid knows, 
anything about telepathy. • ■ • ■ - :>

I next made an engagement with a medium’ for slate 
writing. I asked him It I could bring my own slates. 
He said "Yes." I had a pair of new marked slhteS wjilch 
I brought with me from Rochester, .and at the appointed 
hour I was on hpnd. The medium asked me, If they 
had any metal on them. I showed them to him, and 
he said,, “They will do. Metal1 sems to attra'ct the mag
netism and the results are not so good.”

I had never met this man before. He-' did not usk 
my name.' We sat down on opposite sid^e of a small 
table by a window, through which the sun was shining 
brightly. (This was no dark seance, to which so many 
people object) I laid the slates on the,table, and never 
for one moment did they get out of my sight, or teach. 
They were not placed under the table or manipulated 
in any way. The. medium snipped off a snjall piece of 
slate pencil which I placed between-the slates. It was 
too thick; the-slates would not lie flat together? Ire-

in the horn said: 
children ?”

„“They are well,” 
“Charlie Wamp.

"Hello, Sam. How is Jen and

I replied, “Who are you?” 
How is' mother?”

. “Oh, she'is not very well, Charlie. J guess you 
soon have her over there with you."

“I know that,” he replied. "How is Bella?”
“She is not very weil, either."
“She has been sick a long time, but she will

ter,” replied the voice In the horn.
Charlie Wamp was'a cousin of my wife, and 

to call her Jen, and Bella Is my sister, who has

get

the

■will

moved it and he shaved some off the side of the'piece' 
of pencil, which I again placed, between the slates.' I 
then shook the slates to see if t,he bit of pencil was 
free, and It was.' The medium then slipped ® rubber 

‘■band, about three-quarters of fin Inch wide, ardund the 
skies and laid them down on the ^able. He asked; me 
lr I Had any questions prepared, and as 1 bad not, he 
told mo to write the-names .of five or six persons,not 
children’, but those who couljl write In life, asking any 
question I wished. I dijl so on separate slips of paper 
and signed my name to each, lyhile the medium leaned 
back In his chair on the Opposite side of the table. I 
folded these ballots up tightly and placed them On the 
table in a heap at the right hand and awaited develop 
ments. We sat ten or 'fifteen minutes and nothing hap
pened. The medium remarked that It was rather' un
usual to have to »wait so ..long, and addqd, “You are not' 
opposing it,-are you?” ’ '

I replied, “No, I am not; I'want to get the writing, 
and believe we will get if; others have in your pres
ence, and I don't see why I should not. I am'willing 
io sit longer .If you have the time.” ' • ' - ‘ ’

He glanced at the clock on the wall, and said, “No 
hurry; plenty of time yet.” Just then he said, “There 
Is some one here now," and the 'medium picked up the 
pencil from which he had broken off the piece which 
was between the slates, and reached over and wrote 
across the top slate the name “Akyroyd.” He pushed 
the slate around to mo. and said: "Can you. read it?”. 
I told hint. He said: "That- Ib a strange name; not 
many by that name in this country, are there?"

"No, none that I know of. There are some, but thqy 
spell the name differently." . -

"Difi you ask for anyone by that name?”

"Yes.” - , / - • pl
“How much is there^", . -
“Quito a bit.” ’

- "Is there any chapce'of getting it?" / ,
. “Yes; . put in your claim."

“Where''is it?” ’ > , x
“In the'Court of Chancery."

. “You’know IMs-difUcuijt to prove heirship so far back. 
Hrfw will I'proceed?” i ' , - - ,

“Cpn’t you ^mploy a^lawyerthereon-ctimnusBion with; 
the understanding that If he does not succeed he gets 
nothing?? • .* '

1 . “Yes, -perhaps J- could.."
"You haven’t done b,oj"/■ . - f '
I might here, explain dhat I -had been making inquiries 

about the "property: in ^Englapd, and ’James ‘evidently 
knew about It from hls.lapt remark. Then he turned 
the conversation ai}.d said,-*'HowTb your father?" -

"He-is not very well. He is a pretty old man now,' 
you know.” ■ -■ - ■- , .

"Not-wery old; qighty-pne." .
. "No/he is not eighty-one yet."
'file is In his elghty-firstlyehr.’’ '■ - .
"Yes.” ’ - > '
“No, he.isn't very we’ll. His heart’s action-is poor; 

his back bothers him, also, and his kidneys; and your 
mother’s feet trouble her/’

“Yes, that Is all correct.? •
“We know, we'hate“ been there and seen them"?

’The physical condltiom.ot..my father and mother were 
«o accurately stated that there • Is- little room • left for 
doubting that the statement “We know, -we have been 
there and sedn them” must have come from Spirit intel- 

yligences. ’
' D. J. Jones, a/Chicago.dentist. was' next heard, ahi he 
continued, saying: :“I have been attached to you* for

"Well, then, you take utter your mother’s side of the 
house, as I do.” '

“Yes; but I look more like father than like you."
Now I may-add that I have since had a spirit photo

graph taken, and one of tho faces of the picture (whom 
the spirits say is my brother) has a decided family re
semblance. Every oire- who has seen the picture says 
t^ls face, of which there are four on the card, looks like 
a member of /our family.

What struck me the most forcibly in this message were 
the words, "You like astronomy,” for I have always been 
fond of reading astronomy. It is to me a fascinating 
■study, but the study of psychic phenomena is more fas
cinating still, and Just here 1 feel like quoting Sir Isaac 
Newton’s reply to some one who was complimenting him 
on his great knowledge: "It may seem so to you,” said 
he;, “but as for me I am asa little child playing on the 

। seashore; occasionally I find a little more varje-
gated, than another, while the great ocean of truth 
out before me all unexplored." - ’ ■ .

"You i like astronomy, don’t'you?” was to me a 
ished pebble on the" shore of the great unexplored

lies

pol- 
sea

bet-

he used 
behn in
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of psychic phenomena; and caused me to do some serious 
thinking. . Some other names of deceased friends were 

i given: Elizabeth! my wife's mother;' and Mqry Ann 
(.’Hamilton, jthe maiden name of my grandmother, on my 
mother’s side, < j ,
. A voice in the horn said: "Grandfather Aykroyd.” 

"Yes,^ pleased. to hear from you, grandfather."
"I should have looked after that property before I 

died." ■. \ ■
“Yes,. I know that, grandfather." -
“Does your father speak of me often?"

■:"No, not often now. I have heard him speak of you.”
"Do y^ou know Jane Aykroyd?”
”1 have heard of her. She is here, and she is a 

happy: spirit.”
My mother has since told me who Jane was, and 

she was a most excellent woman. • '
"Grandfather, w|lj/ you tell me the cause of 

death?"

very

says

your

“Yes.”
“Find the
r did.so.'

Mack?”
I replied,

poor health for a number of years, her first serious Ill
ness taking place some time before Charlie died. His 

■ manner ot speech was so characteristic and life-like as 
to be almost startling.

Following this conversation I felt something like a 
-breeze passing through my hair, and a cold touch on 
my forehead, not comparable to anything physical I ever 
felt» and I saw one or two small red lights near the 
floor to the right. I asked the medium what they wese, 
and she said they were the lights of «spirits trying to 
manifest to me. -

. The truth of this statement we may have our opln- 
itons about, but these physical phenomena were not like 
anything produced by ordinary means. Next, the me
dium said: “There is a man here connectedyto you, not 
a{relation, who was killed by accident," and a voice in 
the horn said: “William Wamp. I showed myself in that 
way so you would know who it was." .

"Yes, I know you were killed In a,railway accident 
at Georgetown, Ontario."

“Yes, I never had the pleasure of meeting you In the 
ftesh,” the horn said, "but I am pleased to meet you here 
to-day. z Will you tell your wife I ha^ a talk with you?”

Yes, I will." ”
"You were with us the other evening in Rochester and 

wrote A message through my wfte's hand.?”
"Yds. How does she do?” I asked.
“She gets along well,” waa the reply.
William Wamp was a favorite uncle of my wife, and 

he met his death at Georgetown, as has been stated, in
What purported to be he, had come to us in pri

vate at our own home, and it was a great satisfaction 
to me .to have him thus identify himself and speak .to
me so distinctly Without being thought of 
uked for at this time, through this strange 

A voice said, “Sister.” 
“Yes, I have a sister dead. What Is your 
"They call me,Lily here."

Why! that is the name of my daughter, 
not named before you died?”

the pgst six months, trying to impress you. with'a 
material for filling teeth. Gold and silver are nice 
good, but I know ■ something b’etter and cheaper, 
something for making Opiates, not rubber. Would 
like to have,-it?” ‘

ballot and put It on the. slate.” ’ , 
Then the medium said,'"Mack,—Who is

“I know.” I had asked-for J, B. McKay,

new 
and 
and 
you

11 Yes, what.is ' -
“I can’t give it to you through the horn, but think I 

can impress it. upon the tablets of your brain."
,‘‘How soon?” ’ ‘ !'^
“Inside of six month's,' if you will give me the oppor

tunity. You know I have.ilost my trade.”
“No teeth to fill ovtff there?”
“Nó." et ■ oí

“What is your nam^ again, please.”
'"D. J. Jones, Chicago. .3 You can write and find my 

name among the recoils Chicago dentists.”
I haven’t done so ’ (/¿cau$ if it were verified it would 

prove nothing; nelthg^ hayje I .been impressed yet with 
the composition of-th? filling material; but the Inter
esting point to' me tas:a/psyChic researcher, is the fact 
;thaf;Mie knew’ I'was ^d^tik, and' seejned to, know that 
'l wanted BomVoilier ma^b^l for'fining teeth; especially 
have i become tired ,af gold as a filling material, and 
have been looking for something to take its place, bet
ter. cheaper, and easier to Insert. .

Following this'message from the decarnate dentist, a 
voice said, “Brother, tour brother.”

“Yes; what Is your name?”
“They call me Starlight or Starley here.”
"My brother died in infancy, before I was born, with

out "being named,. •'
. Then I asked, “What'is your occupation?".

"I study muslq an^ astronomy. You like astronomy, 
don’t you?" - ।

who was familiarly called '’Mack,” although I had not 
been in the habit of doing so, and had not thought of 
him by that ,name at this t Intel I found his ballot and 
placed it on the slate. We kept on till we got five bal
lots on the slate, thin the medium said, “The control 
Eays-^ttrat Is all he can get! (There were two ballots 
said, “They are done; open the slates."

I (did so, and he took hold of the opposite side of 
them and immediately the pencil between them began 
to write. He said: “Do you hear the pencil?"

I could distinctly hear 'the pencil scratching away be
tween the slates, while 'they Vrere thus held tightly to
gether by us, and in less than a minute three raps were 
heard apparently between the slates, and the medium 
said, “They are done; open theslates." .

I did so and on the Insl&o of the bottom Blate were, 
five messages In five distinctly different hand writings,' 
signed by the' five people whose ballots I had placed on 
the slates. These messages were written In three direc
tions:- two from my side of- the slateg, two from the 
medium’s, and one diagonally, In red-pencil, across the 
face of the others. Moreover, they were written in the 
handwriting _ot those .people while In the flesh. The. 
message by J. B. McKay, who was the writing Instructor 
for the public schools of the city Of-Toronto at the time 
of his death in May of last year, I showed to his business 
college partner here, who says it Is McKay’s hand writing 
and characteristic’ style. ■
, on the ballot I asked him to give me a message In his 
own fine style of petfmanship for purposes; of Identifi
cation. He did the best' he could, I am sure, with a

by me, «r 
medium.

name?”

You were

Did you know I had a name picked out for you?” 
What were-you going to call me?” 

‘I was going to call you Ethel.
’I like Lily better,’ was the reply) •

^Do you know what'was the cause of your death?" 
'Spinal Meningitis.'
I did not know that Was. there-any Other cause?”. 

"I had whooping cough, -but the meningitis was the 
cause of my death." '

“Principles of Light nnd Color,"—Ono 
ot tlie greatest books of the age. Price, 
16; by mail,! 32 cents extra. ।

“Rellgi<m.,!—Most thoughtful, splrltuHl 
and excellent. ■ Price, doth, JI; paper, 
60 cents. Postage, 10 cents.

WOMANLY BEAUTY OF FORM AND 
FEATUHE.—By Albert Turner. Price, 
JLOO. - ’ , ■ r

WOMAN’S. BIBLE.—Purls I. and II. 
The Peututeuch.—A galaxy ot scholarly 
comments hy many ot our brightest 
minds regarc.ng' much of tho Old Tes
tament, and the slight given the women. 
Price, 60 cents.

WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE— 
A historical account of the status ot 
woman throughout the Christian ages, 
with reminiscences of the Mulrlurchute, 
By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth;, 
J1.60; paper, 76 cents.

WOMAN_FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PItOGRESS.—Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient 
times. By Susan H. Wixon. A lecture 
ot great value. Price, 10 cents.

A CONSPIRACY AGAINST, THE RE
PUBLIC.—By Judge C. B. Wa»to, author 
of “History of tho Christian Religion to* 
the Year 200." Price.25 cents,

ZANONI,—By Bulwbr Lytton, Prlca - 
60 dents, .........................

I A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE DEVIL.
I —By Chas. Bradlauglg the great Eng
lish- Freetliought leader, with a story ot 
his lite as told by himself and a history 
ot Ills Parliamentary struggles. Price, 
60 cents.

AFTER HER DEATH—-The Story ot 
u Summer.—Pervaded witli pure and sub
limely spiritual thought. - Something to 
make tba.-reader pause and.-reflect al
most to entranpement. By Lilian .Whit

"I had paralysis in my lower limbs for about tliree 
years, and when it reached my heart I died'suddenly." 
' This.I considered an excellent .proof of identity, for 
it was exactly correct. It seems to me a very remote 
possibility that anyone- in this strange place could have 
known the cause of my grandfather’s death, which took 
place in a foreign country forty-five years before. i

The last to speak to me in the seance was my Uncle 
Andrew. He said: "I let the others speak first for 
fear the forces would be used up. You know we have 
to take bn a seml-physlcal state to speak. It is a great 
study." ■

“Yes, you kuow, Uncle, I was interested in this study 
: before ypu died." ।

'I know you were. I wasn't much. I thought it might 
■be a delusion. We will not detain you. You have got 
to get down to the depot. We will all go home with 
you. Good bye.” -

My uncle never was a man to push himself forward, 
and'I thought his consideration of others, in giving them 
precedence, was quite like him. I was sorry, though, 

■that he terminated the sepnee so abruptly, as I -wanted 
to ask him some questions so as, to identify him more 

! Clearly. I have reported t se seances pretty fully1, 
thinking it might be of interestVo some of the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, w have never had the 
privilege of like experience The skeptic may say it 
was all trickery and fraud/and the critic may see much 
that proves nothing, b if they will consider all the 
facts and the circumstances, what conclusion can be 

 

arrived at othfer than the presence of decarnate beings; 
and if decarnate beings, then Mr. Dawbaru’s thteory of 
“Fogland" Is disproved. The answers to my questions 
were as clear as the noon-day sun, without a trace of 
fog in them. My experiences go to show that when we 
have fog in psychic phenomena, it is 'always in the me
dium’s brain. When spirits write on slates or speak 
through a trumpet, and not ‘through the organism of a 
medium, they are as bright as the/ were in earth life,
and sometimes apparently a 
elder trumpet speaking the 
mediumship yet developed.

."Yes. 'What is your appearance? Do you look like 
me?” >

“No; I resemble father more than I do you."
"Are you tall br short?’
“I am tall." • ‘r

INTERESTING DETAILS.

Whnt Converted Her to- Spiritualisih 
—She Could Feel the Loving Arms 

* of Her Darling Around Her.

stub -of a slate pencil l^lng flat between two Blates. H1b . 
signature-was finished with a flourish, and dotted. as 
was his custom. If it was not ’J. B'. McKay who wrote 
that'message) then-there was sohie'clever forgery some
where. This. Is the message: "Dear Aykroyd: Does It 
surprjse you to-receive a Tetter or hear from me? I 
assure you I haven’t just come from the cemetery. I 
am no spectre,- neither am I, ft resurrected body out of; 
the valley ot dry bones. I am a* natural person- from a 
real state- of substantial Htej and I see and know ybu. 
Help me to comb to those who think I am dead and 
buried. I am, । J. B. McKay.”' — ; .

For some time I. Had felt the suf
fering of some unseen grief that I 
could not account for. One morning 

,1 awoke to the sensibility of some 
great trouble. I felt It would dawn 
before night. ■ I dreaded, the hours 
to pass in case my fears would be 
realized.

Previous to that time I had lost 
three little children, two little boys 
and one little girl; one after the 
other pased away,

I thought my life was then with
out hope. Time passed oh and a 
dear little boy came into 'Otir home 
and I grasped at the' silken- cord 
which ip called Hope once more. We 
were then a family of four—my hus- 
,band, my eldest girl, the 'dear lit
tle bby, who came to comfort us all, 
and myself. I lived- happily for seven 
short years; then this terrible fear 
dawned upon me, the' terrible Mow 
that I dreaded so much, biit could 
not foresee, came at last, My darling 
boy that we all loved so much was 
hurled from me.z Lift, h(j'ne and joy 
went out at last) as Fthiukht.'never 
to return., ,SI

I had nothing to clln^ td." *1 could 
not accept the, orthodox "Religion. J 
suffered, intense agohy.—hot in body, 
but in mind, or spirit,' as l now un
derstand. I felt th&'t jtny' life was 
void -ohi-earth, and Without, hope tor 
the world to come, aS I thought then, 

; the darling that I had ‘burled was 
taken from me Yorcyer, i®r I could

I will not take Jha space to give the other, messages 
or comment on them more, than to'say each was char
acteristic, of the person whose signature wad appended,' 
and some of my questions were'definitely answered.

I might add one other message as an example.- I asked 
my grandfather if there was any property in England 
belonging to me. ■ r

“There is property in England, and you should have 
received part of it. Grandpa Samuel Aykroyd.”

Late in the afternoon of this remarkable day I secured

ing.—Price |1. . »
AGE OF REASON.—Being an investi

gation of true and fabulous theology. 
A new and complete edition, from new 
plates "and now type; 180 pages. By 
Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 26 cents; 
cloth. 60 cents. "

MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE.— 
A complete and overwhelming refuta
tion or the Bible story of the Deluge. 
A very Interesting pamphlet. By Jas. 
M. McCann. Price 16 cents.

NEW TESTAMENT STORIES COM
ICALLY ILLUSTRATED.—By Watson 
Heston. Price, cloth, 11.60; board cover, 
11.00. .

NO BEGINNINGS.—By W. P. Maple. 
Price 76 cents.

QBSESSION.—How evil spirits Influ
ence mprtnls. and how to guard against 
the same. A very necessary and inter
esting study for sensitives. By M, Far
aday. 23 pages; price, 10 cents.

OCEANIDES.—A story of spirit life, 
hy Carlyle Petersllea. Price, paper cov
er only, 50 cents.

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES,—By 
Watson Heston. Price, boards, J1.00; 
cloth, J 1.50.

origin OF SPECIES.—By Charles 
Darwlii. Price, cloth, 60 cents.

OUR CHILDREN.—Hints from Prac
tical experience for parents and teach- . 
ers. By Paul Carus. Price, J 1.00.

OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THU 
LIGHT.—This little book will be read 
with" intense Interest by thousands. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twing medium. Price 26 cents.

OUR BIBLE, WHO WROTE ITf and ’ 
a Few Thoughts on Other Blblea.—By 
Mom's HuU. Prims Jl/'O.

PAST AND PRESENT.—By Thomas 
Carlyle. Price, 50 cents. .

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD, Or Mabel 
Haymond’« Resolve.—Dedicated to wo
man everywhere, that children may 
cease to be born accursed. By Lois 
Walsbroker. Price, cloth. JI.00.
. PHILIP CARLISLIE—By Carlyle Pe- 
tersllea. Price, JI. 10.

PALMISTRY—By Comte do "Saint 
Germain, A. B., L. L. M. Practical palm
istry, or hand reading simplified. Price, 
76 cents.

PHILOSOPHY 'OF PHENOMENA— 
Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and Ute phenomena. Objective 
and subjective phenomena. Hyperbole 
metaphysical. By_J>eo. M. Ramsey, M. 
D. J-Tlee, cloth, J1.00.

PIONEERS OF PROGIIESS.—Dr. T, A. 
Bland. Price, JI.00.

POEMS OF PASSION—By Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox. Price, JI.00.

roEMS OF PLEASURE_By Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox. Price, $1.00.

POEMS OF POWER—By Ella Wheel
er Wilcox. Price, >1.00.

POLITICAL WORKS OF THOMAS 
PAINE—Containing the throe volumes, 
"Common Sense," "Tho Crisis/1, and 
"Kights of Man,” three volumes IrCone. 
Just the book- for patriotic Americans.
Price, cloth, JI.00.

POWER OF SELF-FORMATION,— 
By Ixtroy Berrler. In two styles of 
binding; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth 
cover, 80 cents.

PRACTICAL BUNGALOWS AND COT
TAGES for Town and Country..—By 
Fred T. Hodgson. Price, J 1.00.

PRACTICAL METHODS FOR SISLF- 
DF.VELOPMENT. — Spiritual, Mental, 
-sychlcal. By Elizabeth Towne. Price,y 

I
good deal cleverer. I con- 
most satisfactory phase of 
If the scientists who* are

i.oo.
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE

trying to prove “life after death” could engage the ser
vices of good trumpet mediums, their task would be

। easy and sure of accomplishment. The Spiritualists of 
the United States and Canada should aid Prof. Hyslop 

•in this matter, and if a goofi trumpet medium can be 
found who is'willing'to sit under test conditions, the« 
means should be prpyided to bring such medium in 
touch wltij^ the Psychic Research Society of New York 

-for scientific experiment. S. A. AYKROYD, D; D. S.
Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

me onward and upward. They 
brought me the sweet assurance that 
they wop1d meet me on the other 
side of life, with wide-open arms and 
loving hearts. -»

- Is it any wonder that I became a 
Spiritualist? In time I began to re
alize that life was worth living, if I 
lived in the proper way.

cause I have the assurance.that Jesus 
was my brother. He did not die to 
wash away -my sins, nor to redeem 
the world. He-died as a martyr; was 
put to death because he upheld, the 
truth, fought for what was right, 
and for so »doing was put to death 
by those who were more physical than 
spiritual.

I can fully understand that the

SUCCESS.—A valuable little work, full 
of practical Instruction In matters per
taining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its 
cost. Price, 10 cents.

PSYCHIC RIDDLE, THE,—By I. K. 
l-’unk, D. D., LL.D. A book full of psy
chic suggestion. Price, >1.00.

rilORHETS OF ISRAEL.—Comprises 
in Ilie main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl H. Corn- 
111, Doctor ot Theology and B-*rf.issor o£ 
Old Testament History. Pril W5 cents.

RESEAUTHlilS INTO TUB? '."UENOM- 
ENA OF MODERN SPIR( -i^LISH.— 
By Sir William' Crookes. Illustrated. 
Price, 50 cents.

ANCIENT INDIA.—Hu Language and 
Religious.—Translations of the articles 
"Religion ot the Veda," and "Buddh
ism." Thfc Study oC the Sanskrit. By 
Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 26 cents.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND MODERN 
CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM—By ThomkS 
Inman. M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

A NEW CATECHISM.—By M. M. Man- 
gasarian. A book suited to express tbe 
thoughts ot men, women and children 
living in tlie new times Price, cloth. 51.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA
TIONS.--To advance Humane Education
in all its phases. . 
adapted to Lyceums.

A book especially 
. Full of enthusing

Ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price,

“Do unto others as you would they
should do unto you. Know thyself. / Christ teachings, as 
Look within for everything, and by I
so doing you will find all things made 
plain. Come with light in hand, and 
God will guide you in all love and 
,fruth.” The angels will walk by our 
Bide to guide us over all Btumbling- 
blocks and the rough ways of life. 
Let all, through our lives, be "Nearer 
my God to Thee." May we be able, 
by the help'of the higher» angels, to 
express pur thoughts to others 'so 
they may've able to re?ch the light 
also. So as I grew out of ignorance 
into the knowledge , of truth and wis
dom, my mind expanded by the help

not see,- by the orthodox teachings or | 
studying the Bible ah I ‘hnderstood I 
it then, that it could bd1 otherwise, 
for it seemed to me at: that time 
that both ministers hnd' the Bible 
could take you as far.as the grave, 
but no farther. -

' I often sat and pondered, is life 
Worth living? But I was not des
tined to grope in darkness, for the 
Angels of Light appeared, to me, 
spoke In tones of loving kind
ness, brought my darlings—whom I 
thought lost—to my side, so that I 
could feel their loving arms around

of' those who have gone before. I 
grew out of. darkness into light.

I was converted to Spiritualism be
cause I knew that GodTis in all-Na
ture, in everything thqt grows.' God 
is a part of you, a part of me. I 
know that I have, guardian angels be
yond the veil that hover around me, 
help me in all J undertake to do, if 
t only ask them in all good faith and 
earnestness. . **

I was epnverted to Spiritualism, be
cause I know that I’have dear little 
ones waiting on the other side of- 
life for their mother and dear tines' 
on earth, for they have come back 
and told me bo. . .

I have'heard their-dear voices in 
space, really speaking to me.

, So, after knowing all this to be 
true, I could not accept niy other re
ligion. This Is the religion of all 
religions to me. I pass each hour 
of the day with the wonderful knowl
edge of peace. I sleep at ni^nt with 
the sweet consolation that if I should 
pass out before morning all would 
be well. I am filling to live by 
it and I am’more willing to pass 
through the shadow of the so-called 
death, which I know is not death, 
but life; for I know that the dear.

me. They told rae not to
they would never forsake 
would always be .with me

fear, for 
me, but 
to guide

spirit 
babes 
there 
over.

friends and the little angel 
that have passed on will be 
with loving arms to guide me

* ?» converted to Spiritualism be-

I understand
them now, are perfectly clear, true 
and good to live by, and if we follow 
Jesus’ teachings we will never ■ go 
astray, but will keep in the right 
path of life. The angels will guide 
us and all tjiings will be made 
straight.' We will then be ready to 
enter the other side of life without 
fear or trembling. God is good; he 
will never forsake us if we will prove 
true to Nature. The guarding angels 
will always walk' by our side, guide 
us in all we undertake to do, If we 
do it in all good faith and righteou’s- 
ness. God is full of love.

The angels who have gone before 
to prepare a home for us are a part 
of God. They have grown most beau
tiful to beholfl, both in spirit and in 
mind. We cannot conceive the glo
rious welcome waiting for us beyond 
the veil, if we only live to jdo the 
bidding of the God part—truly speak
ing, the God part within, or, in other 
words, the spiritual' part of us. If 
we only live to be able to realize 
that we are' entitled to that wel
come, we will grow happier every 
.day. The Angels of Peace will ^end 
comfort and Joy to all who aTe weary 
and. heavy laden. Scatter seeds of' 
kindness, and then love ^ill Cqme in- 
,tb your lives, and j-ou will .go on 
your way rejoicing through eternity. 
- Fear not,-for there is no death. 
This is the beginning'of life, but as 
we sow so shall we reap;, as we 
leave this life so shall we enter the 
life to come. Out spirit' is the real 
part of us; the- physical part the 
house or shell in whicl^we dwell. 
Look well to the spiritual; sow seeds 
of kindness where’er you go, for with 
the help of the angels they will take 
root and grow and you will be,a 
blessing -to all humanity forever and 
ever. '

I hope this will explain how I was 
converted to Spiritualism, to all who 
may happen to read these true lines. 

mrs. a. r. McDonald.
Campbell, Cal

25 cents.
ANTIRUITY- .^UNVEILED. — Ancient 

Voices from the-Spirlt Realms. An In
tensely Interesting work, carrying one 
deeply Into the mysterlhs of the past. 
By J. M. Roberts. Price, JI.50.

A. P. A. MANUAL.—A complete expo
sition of the principles and objects of 
the American Protective Association, 
with a vivid description of Romanism 
as it Is to-duy. Price 15 cents.

APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT— 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and 
other pieces now extant, attributed In 
the tlrst four centuries to Jesus Christ. 
His Apostles, and their companions, and 
not Included In the A'ew Testament by 
Its compilers. Translated from/ tho 
original tongues, and now collected 
into one volume." Price, J1.60.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA—Identided 
as the Christian Jesus. A wonderful 
communication, explaining how his life 
and teachings were" utilized to formu
late Christianity. Price, 15 cents.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX—By Ella Ruddy. 
Price JI.

A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION OF 
THE FUTURE LIFE—By Dr. Thomson 
J. Hudson. Price, J1.50.

A SEX REVOLUTION—By Lois Wals- 
brooker, author Of 'Helen Harlow s 
Vow,” Perfect Motherhood," and many 
other works. Price, 25 cents.

AS IT IS TO BE—By Cora Lynn Dan
iels. This is a most spiritual book and 
gives a beautiful account of the process 
of dying. Price, $1.00.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER 
OFFERINGS.—»-A book of short poems. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound In 
blue elbth with silver letters. Price, JI.

ASTRAL WORSHIP—With a chart in 
the front cover with signs of the Zodiac. 
By J. H. Hill, M. D. -Price JI.

ATLANTIS, THE ANTEDILUVIAN 
WORLD.—By Ignatius Donnelly, is a 
book of rare thought, proving the ex
istence ot a continent by the name ot 
Atlantis years ago. Price, $2.

AURAS AND COLORS_An Esoteric 
System, Of Teaching Concerning Halos, 
Aureolas and the Nimbus. -By J. C. F. 
Grumbine. Price, 60 -tente.

BABY CRAFT, OT Just -What to Do 
tot the Baby..—By Alice B. Stockham, 
M, D. Price 25 cents.

BEHIND THE VEIL—Written by a 
spirit in a most interestlng_manhe& and 
describing his life In the spirit world. 
Price," 76 cents.

CAN TELEPATHY EXPLAINT—By 
Minot J. Savage. Price $1.00.

CELESTIAL DYNAMICS—A normal 
course of study tn the Astro-Magnetic 
Forces of Nature. Just the book tor 
Mental Healers or students in the sci
ence. 107 pages. Price, $1.00. • .

CHARACTER BUILDING, THOt'Girr 
POWER__ A dainty little book and help--, 
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, S5 
cénts,

CHRISTS OF THE PAST AND PRES
ENT. Pv Rev. Moses Hull, A valuable 
book. Price, paper. 25 cents.
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THE BAILEY SEANCES.
I (Continued from page 2)j

mid erudite comments thereon. Phenomena. Quantity 
of magnetic earth, said to be from un island in th<j. Pacific 
Ocean. Clay irith mosaics. Some ot tliiferent color prom
ised. Dr. Whitcomb said that the power had gone untl 
the time up, but a bird was caught in the ligjit by Abdul, 
who explained that Selim had just brought it. It was 
remarked by Dr. Whitcomb that this wus a remarkable 
test. The medium hud been searched, und no sitter could 
possibly conceal that bird for an hour and .a half, The 
medium entranced'left his chair, went half .down the 
joom, and lifting his hand in full light caught the. bird 
out of jvacancy, as it wpre. .

'Address by Dr. Robinson; , 

“ATLANTIS: THE LOST CONTINENT."

y
P

Delivered on the Evening of Juno 4, 1007.

[Specially-reported by Miss M. Wilson, shurthgud writer. 
A and typist, Premier Buildings,-Collins 0t., Melbourne,]

• I have been asked to speak to you this evening about’ 
“Atlantis: The -Lost Continent," and it gives mo sin-' 
cere-pleasure to do so. Plato has given us some account 
of Atlantis. In ills day the people believed that at one 
period of time there existed in the Atlantic-Ocean a vast 
continent which had disappeared. I would like to say 
rfit the outset that the- time stated—4,000 years before 
Plato’s day—is wrong, I cannot fix the exact date,, but 
I should say. that 12,000’ or 13,000 years before Christ 
the continent of Atlantis was in existence. At the pres-
ent time there are only a few persons who believe 
such a continent existed in the Atlantic Ocean, 
that is not strange, when it Is remembered that for 
dreds of years, right down through the midle ages, 
few persons believed tliat Pompeii and Herculaneum

that 
But. 

hun- 
very 
ever

pi

r

existed as cities. They were referred to as the myth 
or legend of certain Italian cities. You know to-day that 
Pompeii and part of Herculaneum have been uncovered, 
and that the visitor to Italy can walk through the old 
Roman streets just as they were over eighteen hundred 
years ago. >

The continent of Atlantis extended from off the coast 
of France and thd^west coast of Africa right across to 
Yucatan, which is east ot Mexico. The Canary. Islands, 
which are northwest of the coast of Africa, were, I be- 

“lieve, a high portion of Atlantis that was not submerged. 
A very interesting- manuscript was not very long ago 
found in Mexico burled among the ruins of the Aztecs
and 
and 
who 
that

other primitive races who once lived in Mexico, 
it has been translated by a distinguished scholar 
went out to Mexico to study' the helroglyphs of 
country, which are different from the hieroglyphs

of Egy$t, He tells ub that this manuscript .contains a 
clear statement concerning tjie continent of Atlantis. 
Travelers in Yucatan have recorded that they have 
found roadways laid down with huge blocks of stone, 
and- following these roadways they have come to the. 
seashore. A little way out from the shore there are 
certain islands. Crossing over these they have again 
found these roadways, and, on clear days, at low water, 
they have been able to see portions of these ancient 
roads imbedded in the sand under the water. It is 
claimed by certain people that these were the roadways 
laid down by the Atlanteans, who crossed from Atlantis 
into Yucatan and thence on to Mexico. While I hold 
the opinion that the primitive tribes inhabiting Mexico 
originally came from Asia, which, in my lectures on the 
Aztecs, I sought to prove, I can quite believe that they 
were able to cross from South America- into Atlantis. It 
has been shown, moreover, by certain Investigators, that 
many of the hieroglyphs and symbolic pictures are very 
much like certain hieroglyphs and pictures which have 
been found in the Old World. ' Some of the modern 
scientists who have taken soundings of the bed of the 
Atlantic, notably in the U.S.A.S. Dolphin and H.M.S.S. 
Challenger, declare that undoubtedly the soundings show

ry, you will find that they, too, have preserved tire tra- 
litlon of n great flood or cataclysm which destroyed a 
urge number of people. Similar accounts may be found 

;n India, Persia, Africa, mid, I believe, right throughout 
America. Certainly the Aztecs and other primitive peo
ples have preserved a tradition concerning thin terrible 
:atastrophe, Now, if it can be established that the con
figuration of the globe was altered at that time, and 
ill geologists are agreed that there lias been a great 
alteration in the conformation of our globe even in his
toric times, a great fact has been established. ■ I ask 
vou to remember also that a few years ago certain islands 
near to Java disappeared, while others have come in 
sight, having apparently risen from the bed of the sea. 
In early Roman times there existed a lake not far from 
the city of Neapolis, or Naples; to-day it is a mountain, 
or, at all events, a low hill. We may assume, then, 
that., this tremendous convulsion of Nature ■ broke up 
and submerged this large continent. Mark, it may not 
have happened suddenly—alj at once; It may have been 
some time in operation. The northern portion may have 
been submerged before the southern portion, or it may j 

-hdve been submerged all at oncef We; do not know, i 
On such a; continent there would be dwelling large num-1

¿hers-of people; and I am inclined tp.the belief, drgwn 
from evidences which I find presented in the growth ot 
language, in the manners and customs of certain prim
itive peoples and in their hieroglyphs, - that there must1 
have existed somewhere on your earth plane-a civiliza
tion which led up to the higher civilization of the an
cient Egyptians. Professor Petri, of the Egyptian Ex
ploration Fund, was; ten years digging in Egypt, and 
lie declares that we can go back iu Egyptian history for 
at least; 9,000 years. I say that we can go back .1970.00 
or 11,000 years, because ip- the-British Museum to-day 
may be seen a mummied body of a pre-historic Iinan. 
The hair, even, has bepn preserved all this time, but the 
body was not mummied as the ancient Egyptians, muni-' 
mied their dead.' It was preserved after the manner of 
the Aztecs, and that was by drying the., bodies in thd* 
sun after having extracted all the viscera. ‘' We can go 
back in Babylonish history to-8,000 B,C. Some of the 
tablets unearthed at Nippur by Professor Hillprecht, of 
the expedition sent out by the University of Pennsyl
vania, go bock to that date. Row many long years, we 
may well ask, must have passed before they attained 
this high state of civilization wherein they had gotten 
a written language, for they had by this time invented 
this cuneiform writing. How long a period of time, I 
repeat, must have elapsed from the state of savagery 
in which man once dwelt to this high state of civiliza
tion?' We know that man commenced his career upon 
the earth plane as a savage; of that there cannot be 
ahy doubt. I say that thousands,of years must have 
elapsed, and that would carry us back to 12,000 or 
14,000, perhaps 15,000 or 20,0007 B.C. It would bring 
us to the Atlantis period. -

All the legends that' have come down to us, stripped 
of the fanciful and the fabulous, cleaHy declare that 
at one period an awful catastrophe, or cataclysm, took 
place, and drowned at least the majority of the people 
who lived on this continent. The idea of a universal 
deluge cannot be entertained. I think that is conceded 
by even liberal-minded Christian scientists. It must 
have been a local deluge. Common ■ sense would, of 
course, lead us to suppose that it could not have been 
universal, and on this continent of Atlantis, with its 
volcanoes, its mountain peaks, its valleys, and its civili
zation, there would, be found a gifted and intelligent- 
people. Many, perhaps a large number, escaped, and 
they dispersed into various lands and carried the news 
of this awful event with them, and that is how so many 
nations have some tradition concerning this terrible 
event. I think you will agree with me that this Is ii'; 
reasonable view to take in the matter, and I am now 
viewing it from, your standpoint in the flesh. I will 
give a few facts acquired in the spirit world before I 
close. -

“fl DWELLER ON WO PLANETS.”
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Traces of the Atlanteans in Other Lands.
believe that the Atlanteans were an intellectual race 
great builders,- and if a survey could be made of 

bed of the Atlantic Ocean, right opposite the Straits

to exist by the soundings taken from these ships.

Ancient Myths Concerning Deluge.
I must now for a short time speak to you of certain 

myths or legends which have been believed in by vari
ous races and tribes In the past and point out the proba
bility that they got these myths anjl legends from the 
old Atlanteans. In the book of Genesis we have an 
account of the destruction of the world by water, which 
is known as "The Flood.” There cannot be any possi
ble' doubt, and I believe 1 have the scholarship of the 
world at my side, when I affirm that the account in
the book of Genesis uas liofrowed by the Jews 
the Babylonians and the Chaldeans. The Jews 
carried captive into Babylon, and 1 think it is now 
orally admitted that the first books of the Bible

from 
were 
gen- 
were

not written until after their captivity. They borrowed 
or brought out from Babylon certain myths and legends, 
and the legend of the flood is one of them. But 1 would 
draw your attention, my friends, to this fact, that among 
nearly every nation there exists, fragmentary or other
wise, some account handed down from generation to 
generation, of a great cataclysm or flood, and orthodox 
teachers generally boast of this universal belief in a 
flood as substantiating the Biblical account. Now, what 
1 want to prove is this, that, a great cataclysm, 12,000 
or 1 4.0000 ll.C., submerged the continent of Atlantis. 
It is quite possible that many escaped to other conti
nents, possibly only a few—we do not know. The old 
Atlanteans in the spirit world have gone on so far that 
we who have not reached unto the highest places, do 
not come In contact with them. It is quite possible for 
those spirits who are Interested in certain, inquiries to 
gain some Information through spirits in other spheres; 
but as 1 have not done so, I must speak only of what 
1 do know. The continent of Atlantis was vast, and you 
will underqtand'that when I say that it stretched from

of Gibraltar, I know that remains of gigantic stone build
ings would be found. A certain writer has put forward 
the idea that some of the Atlanteans, escaping from the 
submerged continent, found their way to England, and 
there built the Monoliths of Stonehenge on Salisbury 
Plains; others to Egypt, who. erected the Great Pyra
mids, and 1 am inclined to this idea myself. It is absurd 
to think that the Druids had any hand In bulldingzthe 

'stone temples on Salisbury Plain. From what we know 
of the Druids, both on your plane and in the spirit 
world, they wore incapable of erecting such buildings. 
That the Atlanteans built the Pyramids I am not so sure, 
but the huge Dolmens found in Norway and Sweden may 
have been the work of the wanderers from the Lost 
Continent or their descendents. They would have a lan
guage and a writing of thoir own. They held inter
course wih the inhabitants of the adjoining continents. 
If, afe supposed, they passed over this stone road into 
South America, we can then account for certain pictures 
and symbols to be found in Mexican temples which have 
up to the present remained undeciphered. A learned 
doctor, who has made a special study of some of these 
pictures and symbols, leans to the idea that they were 
borrowed—I think I may use that expression—from a 
primitive race now extinct. This would fit In with what 
I have been stating, that the Atlanteans had intercourse 
with the inhabitants of South America. I believe the time 
is coming—perhaps a long way ahead—when science, 
assisting man, will yet survey the bottom ot the Atlantic. 
At present it is impossible. What is possible .now Tiafl 
been done in taking soundings, but I believe' a scientific 
survey by appliances yet to be invented will open to
man's gaze the bed 
and valleys of that 
Atlantic Ocean.

of the Atlantic, 
continent which

disclosing the ! 
once existed in

hills 
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What I Have Learned in the

Primitive races, especially those 
Pau) called "times of ignorance,"

off the coast of France 
on the coast of South 
coast of Africa, and I 
parts of North America, 
dences on the continent

to Yucatan, or possibly beyond, 
America. It extended to the 
have no doubt joined certain
Now, there are geological evi- 

of America of a break-away at
some time in the past history of the world. I would 
draw your attention to a similar fact in connection with
this land 

.sured me 
mainland, 
mainland

in which you live. Professor Denton has as- 
that Tasmania was at one time joined to the 

You have a number of islands between the 
of Australia and Tasmania. These were left

when the submergence or. cataclysm, or whatever it 
was, that broke asunder and submerged the land that 
existed between the two took place. And so we believe 
that the Canary Islands were just a- portion that was 
left, and I believe that on the mainland of the conti
nent of Atlantis there existed volcanoes, because cer
tain parts of the Canary Islands are volcanic. Now, re- 

—garding this legend of a universal .deluge. How hap
pened it -that nearly all nations have preserved some 
tradition or legend [n connection with that great .cata-t 
clysm which we find recorded in the Ancient Babylonish 
books and* copied -into the Jewish Pentateuch. And M 

' icn go among the North American .Indians-in my corm
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Spirit World, 
who dwelt In 
have had a 
These simple

what 
long 

soulsperiod wherein to gain knowledge.
were charmed, delighted, with the teaching on the spirit
side of life, and readily received it. Their progress was 
much more rapid than that of evil men who. had light 
and knowledge while in the flesh, and they have now 
passed -into the seventh sphered That is the reason they 
do not come down through the other spheres- to your 
earth plane: But certain high intelligences with whom 
we cotne in contact, who also are in communication with 
the angelic Tnessengers, have received from them cer
tain^ information concerning primitive races, and I have 
been able to gather a little knowledge from-these intel
ligences. About that period ot time there came into* 
.the spirit world thousands, hundreds of thousands—I 
suppose millions—of spirits who were In the low spheres, 
the schoolhouse of heaven, for a considerable period of 
time. Some of thesq were refractory spirits, while the 
majority were only ignorant as regards truth. The re
fractory spirits were placed in the prison-house, where 
all such are detained. If this be true, and I know that 
it is, then I understand more clearly the passage in the 
1st Epistle of Peter, 3d chapter, 18th and 19th verse, 
which declares that the Nazarene, "quickened by the 
spirit,” went ant "preached unto the spirits in prison; 
which sometime were disobedient, when once the long-
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NEVER BEFORE IN THE WHOLE 
HISTORY OF MANKIND HAS SUCH 
A REDUCTION BEEN MADE IN 
THE. PRICE OF PREMIUM BOOKS. 
IT 18 THE DIVINE FLAN CARRIED 
OUT TO PERFECTION. WE ARE 
PAYING OUT THOUSANDS OF DOL
LARS TO THE POST OFFICE DE- 
PARTMENT EACH YEAR TO CAR-

BY TONS OF THESE BOOKS TO 
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
EVERY ONE SENT OUT COSTS US 
FROM SIX TO TWELVE CENTS IN 
POSTAGE. SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, AND OB
TAIN THE WHOLE SET. THE 
WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN THE LUCE.

THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
map and description thereof, its wonderful turd advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the llghUand lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient, to interest 
deeply every schoorof thought in this momentous time of- the world's his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00, '•

MASTERSHIP IS iHE RIGHT WAY
Have You Read 

oun i
I PREMIUM

BOOK' 1
OFFER ?

• Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the-like before. Search, the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically, examine; the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, In 
every nook and corner- of the world, 
and you • CANNOT. find a parallel , to 
the offer made in reference to these 
THIRTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS, ..They constitute a wonder-, 
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who.purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

' -The price of the UNKNOWN LIFE 
OF CHRIST hereafter will be 15 
CENTS, in consequence of the great 
rise in the price ot book paper. It 
is our last premium book, and has 
THIRTEEN illustrations, and Is very 
valuable. The paper one year and 
this remarkable book, $1.15.

Any one of the other Premium 
Books you .may order, price 25 cents. 
This-is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con- 
nectlon with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.15 or $1.25, depending on 
the book you order.

No premium books will be sent out 
unless the,’order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; Ebut if .you order more 
than one book;'the price is as follows:

Any two of tithe Thirteen Premium 
Books you • may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you> may order, price $1.10.

Any four'ofcthe Thirteen Premium 
Books youi may order, price $1.50...

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books yowmay order, , price $1.75.

.Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books yon- may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you- may. order, price $2.35.

-. Any-Ciglrt ofi the'Thirteen Premium 
Bopke you.nmy -ordler, prite $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.01)^

Ai.j ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price S3.10.

Any eleven of the Tliirteen Premi
um books you iniiy order, price S3.40.

Any twelve of the Tliirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these Thirteen Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15— 
something never before equalled In 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinkdr, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The following ib the list of titles of 

tkp Thirteen. Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia "of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
. 'll—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

.8—The Encyclopedia ot Death; and 
Lite .In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

These three volumes have been pre
pared by J. Rr Francis. They con
tain Invaluable data.

i.—Ghost'Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. EmmaHardlnge Brit
ten.

6.—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarka
ble medium.

6.—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium ot rare 
gifts.

7.—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8.—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
ot Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9.—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10.—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W: F. Jamieson.

11.—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12.—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

13.—The Unknown Life ot Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price of The Unknown Life 
of Jesus is 15 cents. The price of 
any one of the others Is 25 cents. 
After paying postage thereon, the 
books at that price are practically a 
gift to oiir subscribers. At those 
prices only one book will be sent out. 
All orders for one or more Premium 
Books must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progres
sive Thinker. Where more than one 
Premium Book is desired, see the 
terms mentioned above.

THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. III., 
Of the “Harmonic Series.” It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This 
is the Way. that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
who la seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a now array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Unfoldment, and that it is open to all 
who elect to travel it.

4. Its author speaks from the 
standpoint of one who has “had the 
personal experience and made the 
deinonstration."

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may bo understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands ot 
tue human soul. ; •

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK CO,

23 N. Kedzie Ave., Cliicago,

TBUMPEiS ^0: 
With instructions for development 
and seances, $2.00. Special terms Io 
mediums. Chas, Halstead, 21 
Grand avenue, Portland Ore.

THE JULO
Positively an extraoidlnary discovery 

for communicating with the othei 
world Intelligently. This seems so un
natural to some people that it Is lac 
to realize what this really 
However, It Is absolutely legitimate 
and all wo claim. It is strictly a mg*1' 
class article and was tested carefully 
before being placed upon the mui'Kat. 
Those who have had experience wnn 
It declare It "Simply Wonderful.' Write 
for Interesting booklet free.

THE MAGNETO COMPANY, 
Dept. 7, Sycamore, Hl.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, Jock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street-, 

Sun Jose, Cal.

YOUR FUTURE.
Astrological Horoscopes, Delineations 

and Forecasts showing “What to do,”’ 
“When to <lo It,” and “Hun to <lo U,” 
by Captain Geo. W. Walrond, 1512 Glen- 
arm St., Denver, Col., or Lock Box ZUl. 
His forecasts are always accurate und 
reliable. Over 40 years' study and prac
tice. Thirteen year« in Denver. The 
Moat Kollable Advisor in Amerlcti. 
Terms nnd TrfttimontalM Free. No 
“Free” or “Trial” llorOMCupea.

Sl’IllTUALTSTS VISITING, Buffalo. 
N. V., wllimrU Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat. 723 
1 respect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.

Clarisse Humphrey Mullins
Will give clairvoyant by mail. Full
rea'lmg-il. Send h cu of luj.-. Address her al 
Whitewater. Wis.

S'pIrKanl Medium Psycho.
Clairvoyant deKcriptlons, spirit mes

sages (name« often given), character 
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all nfialrs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, fl.00; two 
uestlons answered. 25 cents. Mra. Ella 
Itoyal Wllllunis, 412 N. 21st St., Salem. 
Oregon.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Readings by Mail, $1.00.

Ruslne.ss Advice a Specialty. 
2805 Indiana Avenue, Cliicago, Ill.

Sittings Daily.

Prof. George Plummer
PSYCHOMETRIC MEDIUM.

Endorsed by Florence Marryatt In 
1 here Is No Death.” Headings by 

mail, written, One Dollar; address P 
O. Station ''A,” Boston, Mass, U. S. A.

J. H. FLETCHER, 
Consulting Psychic, 

G West 107th Street, New York. In
telligent. clients ¡ippieriatc his de-
pendable counsel.
by tuail, one dollar. Cjiuiuunicatluns
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suffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while the 
ark was preparing." These were the refractory spirits 
of antediluvian who lived not according to their light 
and conscience. No matter how little light they had, 
they should have lived up to it. So you see, my friends, 
this is a -confirmation—to me at all events—of the truth 
recorded in the Epistle of Peter. That much truth have 
I received myself as an archaeologist looking abroad on 
your earth plane. I know that I am not overstating The 
case to-night, and the future yet remains.for you who

are in the flesh, or those whom you will beget, to 
vestigate this very interesting subject. As 1 said at 
opening of my address, you must not brush aside 
story of “A Lost Continent" with an airy wave of 
hand, because, as I have shown you, thousands of j

In- 
the 
the 
the

pi*O-
pie during the middle ages, and hundreds of years be
fore, did the same, disbelieving that Pompeii and Herci:- 
laneum ever existed. My time has expired. 1 thank 
you for your attention.
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- IV. B. BACH WITHDRAWAL.

Some Time Ago Mr. W. H. Bach Sev
ered His Connection With the Sun
flower, a Weekly Spiritualist Paper 
Published at Lily Dale, N. Y., and 
Founded by Him. In >His Last 
Issue, of September 7, He Presents 
Some Un;>alatnblc Statements for 
Spiritualists to Consider.

"With this issue of the Sunflower, 
the undersigned, who started it, sev
ers his conection with it.

“For nine years it has made its 
regular appearance, bearing on its 
sun-kissed face tke message of life 
and hope to humanity, that have 
emanated from the pens of some of 
the brightest • and most prominent 
workers in this field of action, under 
my management; but the continual 
strain of the work, being general 
manager, editor, proofreader, mail
ing clerk, shipping clerk, book-keep
er, and doing part of the mechani
cal work, was too much for me to 
stand, my head has given way un
der the strain,- and complete mental 
rest is necessary if I am to remain 
on this side of the ‘“great divide.”

“In closing my conection with this 
venture, I wish to say a few potent 
words, to the Spiritualists:

“SPIRITUALISM IS THE GRAND
EST^ TRUTH THE WORLD HAS 
EVER KNOWN.

■ “It is too bad that there is such a 
lethargy, among its professed advo
cates that itr does not receive a 
proper a support In order to spread 
its propaganda. But while Spirit
ualism is .such a success, while' it is 
honeycombingfi the . churches, carry
ing its truths inf immortal life evefy- 
where^ driving' away the bats of su- 
perstlfionolnta the dark comers of 
oblivlohi jit seems to have failed to 
Inspire it» advocates with a Sense of 
their duty, to the .world, and for that 
reasdn ita -higtory records too large a 
proportion of failures.

“A cause eahndt progress unless 
Its Institutions are supported. If 
the advocatesuof ahy system act fis 
though their whole duty is done when 
they dropia penny in the contribu
tion box. or pay a dime at the door, 
that system is doomed as an inde- 
pendent movement.

“Of all the cults of receht years, 
Christian Science is the only one in 
which its advocates back their be
liefs with their pocketbooks. -Look 
at the fine churches, free from debt, 
that are owned -by that sect, and 
then compare them with the halls in 
which most of the Spiritualist meet
ings are held, and It is easy to see

why the public movement of Spirit
ualism languishes.

” 'Am I my brother's keeper?’ asks 
the. delinquent one. Yes! . We are 
all keepers of the destiny of our as
sociates in this world of existence. 
We must co-operate if we wish to 
secure results. In our ranks, while 
co-operation and harmony has been 
talked, it has not been so thoroughly 
practiced as it should be. There 
has been too much fault-finding, 
bickering, back-biting, and, unfortu
nately, slander and scandal-mong
ering and jealousy in mediumship and 
leadership.

“Thé N, S. A. has been supported 
by a very few,, as are also the ma
jority of the public meetings. How 
many efforts have been made to 
that end, but to-day Spiritualists do 
not support a. Single school, chari
table institution, home for aged and 
indigent mediums and Spiritualists, 
have no charity organizations, and 
do not-even take care of their own 
subjects of charity, with the excep
tion of a few who are paid $3.00 a 
week from the treasury of the N. S. 
A., and that fund is being so stead
ily depleted that unless a substan
tial addition is soon made of it, «that 
too, will have to be discontinued.

“After 27 years’ work in Spiritual
ism, most of that time In a public 
capacity, I am withdrawing from 
the PUBLIC work. Its basic prin
ciples are as true and as sacred to me
as they have ever been. I can 
leave them behind me—nor 
wish to. Several of . my loved
both relatives and friends,

never 
do I 
ones, 
have

gone Into the silence in Its knowl
edge; and it has, stood the test of 
the grim visitor, in every detail. 
When the message came it round 
them waiting, not a grim monster, 
with sickle keen, but a messenger of 
light, and the change was made 
without fear. When, two years ago, 
I stood on the brink, scarce expect
ing to see the light of another sun 
on this side-pi the line of life, it left 
no fear, and;: the last thought was 
not of an angry God; but 'Who will 
be the first to greet me in the hew 
'life?’ ~ '

"ItIs my hope that the Spiritualists 
will see-the signs'of the times , and 
wake up to the fact that they 
must be up and doing if they wish 
to continue an individualized exist
ence. 'As fer- the papers-...when the 
Sunflower was launched on the sea 
of existence, there were some thirty 
to thirty-five published, of which but 
ONE remains. , .

“Under Its new management I wish 
the Sunflower continued prosperity, 
and commend it to' its old pat
rons. Its new. editor, Frank Walker,

| FRED P. EVANS,
Noted Medium for

is a thorough Spiritualist, and is too j sifttewi'it jnx, Clairvovanee. Etc. 
well known to require special men- .... v
tion here. I believe bo will continue I vfc'S’wS
4^-. ,1 .. a) 14 .ri <r 1 I .. z, r. 4 1« z . 4 .«.Ill I t* P V II 11 A fzte re. i- 11 >, .1 K. t.a V* . .. . t »to conduct it along lines that will
appeal to those who arc interested 
in the higher development, of Spirit-
ualism and the influx of new 
will prove of great advantage 
to the paper and its readers.

"The Sunflower has had

ideas 
both

many
good friends during Ils existence. 
I have tried to keep from Its col
umns anything that would not tend 
to make humanity wiser, happier, 
and better. If it has succeded in
doing so to one person, its 
has not been in vain.

“With these words I bid
to those whom I 
the Sunflower 
years, thanking 
many courtesies

have visited

Slate-writing. ji.W, w:calara Famous book or 
hilo ihev hist. Addroaa,

2128 Sacramento Mrcot. San Francisco. (Jal

mission
farewell 
through

for the past nine 
al! friends for the 
that have been ex-

tended, and wishing all a happy and 
prosperous life. W. H. 1LÎCH."

“JULOETTE”. 
A scientific won
der for comtnuui-
catlng 
unseen 
gonce.

with an
Intelli

lt gives
long distinct mes
sages of an ex
ceedingly inter
esting character. 

Church people and agnostics alike de-

Be Sure 1o Read This,
Franes L. Loucks oir* o. iho -/e.wst osyohlo 

wonders I’vhir. 1 use the hpiri;ua; X-ray to b 
cate ah internal CiHoases. A trial wlh cunvlnoa 
you htTVuub ex liauHilu:» mid n vigor of Doth 
sexes sncceAsfohy iruatod, as hundred« can tag- 
Ury. bi nd name, are, m-x. complexion one lead- 
Iny symptom, and ten ceuw hi stamps, and you 
will rorolvo a «'orrect dincuods ot your caB« free 
Wurth donan» to you. lie hans io write your own 
Jettor, Dr.J.s Loucks who lately passed ox 
coii'.Iudoh to trua'. the «lek throiu,’h uiy no'dluiQ’ 
Snip. Addn?b«Ni> < tiora to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
.Stoneham, Mass- “

AN OPPORTUNITY.'
Give you»- age, lunv hum you have worn spoo- 

taeles: 1 will mail One Pair of ¡H.io Mellod Peb
ble Lens in a wmI srralRh' temple steel frame, 
guarauu-ed u. nt y<»urey<>. Also a Vegetable 
Batiery. Pun-s c.Ltarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized c<i)’d*ound. f >r 4 oz. Eye Water 

' that will cure son* eyes. All for li.W; if only- 
one is ordered. sent for sixty cents.
Battery 50 reins: Mauneti?,(sl Coroponuif, Mots. 
¡-DPR For your address on a postal card, a 
I nLL. l»vantiful-photo or Yermah. chief of 
the Atlant Inns; lived on earth I6JMKJ years ago: 
also illustrated circulars showing styles andclare it "-Simply Wonderful.” Posi-1 prices, telling ail abeui my Melton iS’.’b'o Gons 

tively legitimate and all we claim. If , metim.i or nttiug eyes as.- - 1 perfectly tit your own borne us K you wore in
myofneo. B, F. POOLE, 15? Winthrop avonue, Chicago. Lil.

directions are observed that accompa
ny each outfit good results will fol
low. Postpaid by mall 75 cents. The 
Magneto Co., Sycamore, III., Dept. F.

' THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or books should put in 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 1908. . ’A’ 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

é

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

By William E. Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. This' 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions with reference to the use 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which is added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By Daniel 
W. Hull, M. D„ M. H. Price 25 
cents. ; -

A MASTERLY WORK.Gan Telepathy Explain? Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 
Results of Psychical Research.

Pr Minot 1 Wororm Jfct. A powerful »rtrument alone new amfeolen--Uy Aunvc </• Octva^e» tificlIncR, eMabllBbinr on a ecientlfia basisUn(
Dr. Savage, in thia book ot £43 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed InteUigent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious lUe. Be states a 
great number ot well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is trank and tearless, and merits the 
Widest reading, tor he deals with tacts and ex- 
Wsricnoe*. Price, cloth. U.0L

irnew and eoien« - ■ 
tifieNneR, ettiabMebiiir on a eclenUCe basis W* A 
fact of the continuity of personal individual owVi'- 
Reloue eelfhood after laying* the 
body. A boote of rare raJue. With osraHU > 
fine illustrations. Cloth. RM z

Commonly called the ”3^ 
koran of 'MohammeAA 
Tbe standard Arabian 
Cloth. M.oa

»
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Judge Dailey Arisen REINCARNATION CRUMBS.

V He was à victim of pneumonia—He was a Law- Those “crumbs of knowledge" on

CLAIRVOYANT AIDS

received by the.,victim the day before

■I

Í

University of Chicago Divinity Pro
fessors Assert Resurrection and 
Day of Judgment are Simply Sym
bolical,

through organization from matter, 
and so far as the. wisest spirits can

SAY BIBLE TEACHING» 
ARE ONLY IMAGINATIVE.

Thcre’would be more happiness In 
the world if we would rejoice more" 
with others, instead ot*feifening sym
pathy with their' sorrows.—Max 
«•war.-. , i

This Writer. Does Not Find Thein 
Palatable, nor Assimilable, and 
Succinctly Gives His Reasons Why.

mlBsion in lunacy. — of some prominence. He was a thirty- .^votjnci as. jo 1.
■For forty-nine years Judge--Dalley secqnd-degree Mason and a member I preference. Will pur

ing photographed .copies of postcards can look upon the, little, Jielplegt 
................................. ’ ‘ i babe,'With scarcely a a spark of intel'

gPII^lTUALIgM—Progress, Universal Lav) oí J^afáre

'■ ' ' tx ! 1 ri- • - «x 1« £ TT L □ I reltfcarnation served by Jessie S. Pet-
;yer, Pohticiakfeet
been a loyal supporter of the 'Spiritualist
church—A founder of Lake Pleasant Camp™ 7.’¡SU1’ beou („mg more dm rou, 

■ .,:. ■;■ , »’ months to obtain some -nourishment
A most exoellent uiaii throughout

■■ ?■" : . '.-I :,''-T 1 ' ■" ~ ■ do SO,
. Former Judge"Abram H. Dailey 

filed at 3:45 o’clock yesterday after-
; noon at His home,-676 Si. Mark’s Ave- 
; nue, Judge Dalley’s death was- not 
^expected, except by - his Intimate 

friends, as. members of his family, had 
denied publicly a few hours before his 
death that he was so' ill as had begn 
announced. Mrs. Dailey said that he 
was much better yesterday morning 

. after passing a comfortable night.
Soon after noon yesterday, he-grew 

much weaker and his heart action be^ 
came very low. He rallied sllghtlyi

. V but was soon worse. His age and his 
.weak heart made.lt_imposBlble for. 

z .. him to contend against his illness, and 
after the. brief rally he grew steadily 

■ ' worse until he/djed.
’• Pneumonia was the cause of death. 

A slight cold, contracted last Mon- 
’ flay, developed Into- pneumonia, and

1 by Wednesday he was quite ill. Dr.
Chgrles M. Bellows and Drs. Butler 

■ -> and Delatour were in attendance from 
. that time up to the hour of his death.

. Judge Dalley had .been weak and 
In poor health for almost three-years. 
With the exception of his appearance 
for Mary Ann Scaunell-Pepper-Van- 

. derbilt he had kept out of the courts 
/ -for'two -years, although he had dope 

■ - considerable work in his law office 
■ ab head of the firm of Dailey, Wll- 

Hams &. Richardson. - t
:. Hardly more than a week , before 
his death Judge Dailey went before 

' ? Justice Aspinall to fight fbr Mrs. Pep- 
per-Vanderbilt in the celebrated case 
wherein she was accused of getting by 

'■) trick and device a house and lot from 
< Mr, Vanderbilt, Judge bailey’s per-
' sonal interest in this case .was so 

¡great that he risked his health to ap-
" " pear for his client and friend. His 

¿.partner, George V. 8. Williams, did 
all in his nower to keep him fronf 
-going into court, but Judge Dalley 
•would not be prevented from taking

■- personal charge of-the Vanderbilt de- 
> -fence; ......

/Loyal' Friend of Mrs. Tepper.
. Judge Dailey was a devoted Spir
itualist and was bne of the truest

first round of fighting in the courts. I , No» i. cannot “eat at your 
Backed by theDemocratic political | ihe crumbs -do not assimilate with 
bosBes of that day he secured posses- my organism., To one who is 
Bion of -the office and held it for turned to taking three square meals 
nearly. three. years. Mr. Livingston * day, such d et will hot maintain 
succeeded in obtaining, a new trial, lifewnd strength. _
and Judge Dailey decided to come to - It is very-evident that .the leaders, 
ah'underBtandlng with Livingston and in-reincarnation Haye prepared a thd- 
retire from office rather than continue dry to suit their _fancy, as authorities 
a.<.legal'fight. Since that time he 0,1 JV« subject,admiLthafi there ft 
had devoted himself to hft law iprac- evidence io sustalm
•tlce and to tUgi study bf occult science ?Pe teacher-says, /Hs. from the na- 
And the phenomena of 'the super- ture of the. caser. impossible, 
normal. duceidlreetBensovyevidenceorteB-

Judge Dailey .was one of the found- tlmopy to the truth .of. such a doc- 
ers of the church of Spiritualism. He trine. . _ , ¿un
was the chief mover in founding the kf
first Spiritual .church, called the New ~
Spiritual Dispensation. ‘ This was npt H0*'the first organization of Spiritualists, I Who. would be s^Spiritualist, with 
but was the first spiritual church tod to
be Incorporated. In-connection with this Investigation- of Spiritualism J PrMd®nt Q+f,the S?Tnain’
Judge Dalley • became a member of who recently returned from ■India, 
various'societies for’ psychical^ re- ??ys: n] 1Boar„h ; ■ • Mme. Blavatsky has been transferred

• " - ' to me, and that I ami-jo tpllow in
Had Intense Love of Poetry. , -the. footsteps she marked out for. me. 

Like most Spiritualists, Judge I ?m satisfied tha,.f I.had.a, fprmer .hu-. 
Dailey had an intense love of poetry, “eh existence, but I WQuId-rather not 
He wrpte many poems,-some of con- J J? -thp -past.’ .1 am
slderable literary-merit;. He pub-1 80 positive of itthat lxmfinptunder- 
lishe A several books and''essays, He stand why anyone sho^ld^ doubtr it. 
was a- member-of the Writers Club. BuLI prefer not-to spy wh° I, 5v.as.In~ 
His essays were chiefly on hypnotism firmer existence,. tof' tlm-yeason 
and .Spiritualism.. ‘ ■ ■ pt association. ,

■The Lake Pleasant Association of I -Will someone please< toll, me, whaf. 
Spiritualists was practically“ founded became pf, HER soul wii.en number 
by Judge Dailey. He was its Brest- I two. took possession? It seems one 
dent for many years. It was at Lake ft Hable to’be pushed; put of the body 
Pleasant that he' started May S. -Pep- at any time by. a selfish:. soul who 
per on the road to wpalth and to high waJ’tsr to exploit itself -, ., , 
position, in her church. • L Mrs. Tlpgley dn her work on rein-

;judge Dalley was married twice, carnation says:. ‘‘It. is only nytpral 
He married his second wife, twenty-1 that, considering the.vanity and;Weak- 
seven years ago. He had no children ness of humanity, tbe^ehpuld'hhuas- 
by his second, marriage. He had one. I°na'lX bp found'persons .-.who claim 
child, a daughter, by his first, mar- W
riage. That' daughter is now Mrs. I Hv^A, The characters chosen,by them 
E.-J. Grant, of Brooklyn. - are, of course, the great figures pf 
; Judge Dalley’s wife fe-a Spiritualist history, .such as Napoleon,.and. Mary 
find a medium. Many of the amazing Queen "of Scots; but there are, .too 
experiences -related by Judge Dailey inapy competing candidatos ,fpr the 
were.gained.through the mediumship same character., yafifty ft.thg gpaft 
of-Mto. DaHey-,:

IJudge Dailey (hafi other intellectual ajiy'ond sumtiepUy advaqcea 59 ihave 
interests outside of'Spiritualism. Hol a'geiiulne knowledge would certainly 

l was one of the directors of ■ the n°t air.it in this way.. . . . •-,
- - I When there ft an exceptionally de-

'.frfehds Mrs. PepperpVandOrbilt ,!ever
" 'had. He stood as her .sponsor when

• she came to Brooklyn; he' supported ,__ — „ — ------- __ ----
her^ through all the scandals that ■ Medico-Legal Society of New York. When there ft an exceptionally de- 
made her name notorious, ! and he1 He belonged to the Brooklyn Club ^rable 'opportunity to reincarnate, 
s|opd by her even after the -recent and one or two other qlubs. 
action before the courts .and. a com- - *------ ' “ ’"

Ring the bells of Earth and Heaven—notes of gladness

from shining sphere

let thy joyful earth

come, the truth has

JAMES a UNDERHILL.

Let us play fair and always give— ’ . - xjv v uo xcaai unu ui n uj o i v vj
tragedies of life, seeing nothing good others the benefit of the doubt. Many

have .been hanged for murder who

ter-

THE SWEETHEART.

cgn read about sweethearts fond

this 
nn- 
the

Heaven is with us in our sadness—we behold with clearer 
. sight: ■■ ■ . ■ - ■' ■:

Death’snot sinking into darkness, but a rising into light.

Set the bells of Heaven ringing—echoing over land and 
sea, ■ ■

Ringing out the night of sadness—ringing joy that man’ 
is free.

- sweet and clear,
Till' the echoes of the chorus float 

to sphere.'

Set the Sells of Heaven ringing—echoing froi/i , shin
ing shore, V

Death is but a passing onward—we shall live forevermore.

Ring the joy-bells of the heavens, 
■ . agree, '
For the Christ of love and light Is 
, made man free.

Angel friends have built a ladder from the mortal to the" 
skies, -i- -

And descending and ascending, fill our souls with glad 
' surprise. - ,

Sot the bells of Heaven ringing, echoing from the shin
ing shore,

For the. Christ of love and light is come, to reign for
evermore. ’ - ’ • ■

Lo, the night of gloom is ended, banished by the light 
of Day, ..’ . /■.

And the brightness of. the glory melts the shadows all 
. ■ away., / — ■

Lo! the angels are around us, and we hear their song 
1 again:

Light is come with joy and gladness—peace on earth, 
good will to_men.

For the angel hosts ard with us, In bur homes and In our 
hearts

O, the glory of their presence! the sweet joy their love , 
Imparts!

Lo! Kin.d Nature's voice is .calling to the spirit: Come 
away,

Let the dust return to dust—the clay return to kindred 
clay.

Now a light is shining round; us—-Io! the angel world 
' is here! .
Dggfh is shprn^Qf'.'DfimelesB terrors—spirit loved ones 

• now appear;'

assert themselves under the most 
rlble of temptations.

It is terribly hard to live in 
old world and keep our lives 
tainted. We have the world,

With our Vision now epllghtened, look w/) o’er life’s, pass- 
.Ing'yeers—■: ■ .. '

Now no,more.fhe King .of Terrors—Death the Beautiful 
appears. —

dom think seriously of, or try to - men all(j women of upright character; 
reason to any conclusion. Is it be- 
cause we are too- selfish,’ or only too

—!—— | then the lurking devil In her asserted
The Writer Desires to Have Evil । itself and she said: “There is a man 

Ignored, and Thinks the World advocating absolute chastity of living, 
Would Bo Made Better Thereby. ftnd ,he does not Practice what he uroonhne "

Error’s night.

our

our

can

_ Hammond,. Ind.

SEEING ONLY EVIL.

preaches.”

in anyone or in anything?

You

and yet, is it not a great mistake 
to be constantly looking for the evil 
in others, harping upon the evils and

The old saying is that "Ittakes a 
rogue to catch a rogue.” There is 
much truth in this, for evil-minded 
people.;.cgn,- much more readily de
tect the evil In their fellow-men than

WHÒ^dyóws?-

A-ßerious Rlhbíem Under Discussion.

Tboûgfyt, tfye gol\)e^^ of fiep Problenos.—gPipiTUALIg]VI

Set tbc Bells of Ibeaven IRinging
• • • ■- - ' I

To the Editor:—Accolti Ing. to a 
late Chicago Record-Herala, the Uni- 
verBity of Chicago ¿Divinity profes
sors dispute the-'literal-tri)th of the 
biblical teachings pt the second com
ing of Christ, the' day of ¡judgment 
and the resurrection, in :ati editorial 
published in the current’.¿umber of 
the Biblical World issued yester
day from the University Press.

, The unsigned article, Written by 
one of the editors of the { magazine; 
declares these doctrines; to be “of 
a purely speculative and'imaginative 
character,” and only , simbolica! of 
processes in world'development, ,

The author of the article commends 
the recent book on. "Biblical Dogmat
ics” by Professor. Milton.'8'ferry,.of 
the Garrett Biblical Ipstlfute, which 
urged the same interpretatióm'ot the 
Biblp. . Belief in .f.'a ¿kingdom ¡of God 
on carpi" Ib declared- tb -be .‘a nobler 
motive toy morality thap hope of a 
■future world, and jmiportpllty. , The 
opinions expressed in 'tèe editorial 
are similar to thope, published by Pro
fessor George B. Foster,; bf'The Uni
versity of Chicago, - ini bfhibook on 
“The Finality of the Christian Relig
ion.” . - - ■: i -

Among the- efiltqrsrof. the Bibli
cal World are Professori; Ernest D. 
Burton, Professor George.-'B. Foster,

Set the bells of Heaven -ringing, echoing from the shin
ing shore, - ’ •

For the Christ of. Love and Light iq come, fey relgd for
evermore. ■ " v... ■ '

Long : has man in^arkness wandered; groping anxiously 
'for light,

Scarce a ray of hope-to guide him- from-the gloom of

Look we far among the' peoples, viewing scenes1 of hu-. 
man life, ;

All the-sa/dness of existence/all. ljs bitterness and strife.
.... A' ‘'• '-i’.V.-*f. A’/’ • • ••

Troubles press the/Wb$i£an|r^eary, anguish wrlnga men’B 
hearts with’pain, ‘ .’ .”

And. the will pf souls''^flJicted( sweljB to heaven In sad
-jreftain; ••' ..... .-I"" ,

Sickness,, sorrow; palmrof parting, from the dearest opes 
we love, ■ '

.FIR pur hearts with--keenest anguish, add our wall Is 
, sent above. .*<. -

IjOved and lovlfig—hated/hating—all allke'In death must 
fall, ' '

Over each—the high, the lowly—spread's the mantling 
mortal pall,' *

«H UMIC AjppUi UUUHJ LV X U1UVUIUUIC, 
? ” 1 I there must nafuraljy be/a great deaj 

•As # freemason. Judge Dailey was °[ fitrlfs among the yutoy .souls.gat’Jt- 
.............. 1 eted aroqnd 'as .to wpo BhaU Ijay.e 

___ _ ojirwond please 
was one pf the picturesque figures ' of Hyatt Lodge...................................... I tell us tiow the matter ,1b settled? -Is
of Brooklyn.1 He was a man of con- His funeral will be held with Ma- there a pitched battle and. the victor 
slderable force of character, and of sonic, honors. The funeral services I take the plum, or do .they nip the 
positive'beliefs. He-searched into all ‘ will be held in the Aurora Grata c°bPer’ abakatfie dice, or pull straws? 
the1 accessible depths of the super-1 Cathedral, where Judge Dailey had soul does not exfttjas a con
natural and was an authority on sub- appeared many times in Masonic cere- BC*0118 entity until It' is developed aB 

monies, as well as in the church ser-1 8UCb to contact with mattep. . . 
vices of Mary -Ann Scannell’s church, H "Immortality is dependent upon 
which had a lease on the cathedral, rebirth and. continuous rebirth, . as 
The burial will be in Cypress Hills our to'end states, total annihilation 
Cemetery. The time has not been set. 's 1!,,,reler,a|)^' . ,,, „ ,. ■ ■ , , .

Judge Dalley has three sisters, all , Infinite Intelligence ft very kind 
quite aged, living at his country home and benevolent to establish such a 
at Sea CUff, Long Island. system for the happiness of his phil-

Judge Dalley’s law office has been dren. • .
a school -for several lawyers of dis- JL4 T^ry unsatisfactory- tp Quote 
tinction. His first law firm was fiPlrlt testimony as authority on this 
known as Dalley & Perry. He moved aubject, as there is a wide difference 
to 16 Court street about thirty years °? those who arb sup-
ago and occupied the same law offices I Posed to be far advanced. .My posi- 
from that time until Hft death. Jus- tlon, 18 Bnstained,. hqwever, by those 
tlce Maddox and Justice Crane were ?nc.?n^ philosophers, who gave much 
both graduates of his office. Assistant t*1® world that is highly instruct- 
Corpojatlon Counsel Bell was one of *ye’ through- the mediumship pf M. 
his partners. For some time the firm FAre^y, a noted electrician and 
has been composed of Judge Dailey, of ^e Itayal Institution,
George V. S. Williams and-Albert E.. England. In referring to tfie devel- 
Rlchardson.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle. | 0Pmcnt of the soul or spirit, he 

says.: It enters upon, individual life

jectB of a metaphysical nature. j 
.‘•Best known as a Spiritualist, Judge 
Dailey was still a devout member of 
Plymouth Church. He had held a 
pew -there .since the early days of 
Beecher, and had taken an Interest 
in^the church through the pastorate 
of Dr. Hillis. He was one of Henry 

1 Ward Beecher’s intimate personal 
frlendsr They had many beliefs in 
common and were closely associated 
.at the time of the Beecher trial, al
though Judge Dailey was nofengaged 

■ in the trial, -asJias been stated er
roneously.

Judge Dailey's full name was 
.Abram Hoagland Dalley. He was 
born-in Sheffield, Mass., on October 

• 21, 1831, and was just a week oyer
, 76 years old at the time of his death.

• His father was William Dailey, and 
his mother was Eliza O’Brine. His 

' grandfather, Hugh Dailey,* came to 
America in 1720 and settled in Mas- 

i ¿sachusetts. Judge Dailey was of Eng- 
lish-Jrlsh and German extraction. He 
went through Williston Seminary and 
was just about to-enter college when 
he w’as prostrated by a serious illness, 

hlch wis of such long duration that 
e gave up his college plans.

," After his recovery he began the 
, sfpidy of law in the law office of for

mer Governor George M? Briggs, at. 
Pittsfield, Mass. He was admitted to 
the bar in ] 855. He practiced law 
in Great Barrington for three years 
and moved to Brooklyn, in 1858. He 
established a law office on Broadway 
In the Eastern District, and at the

ProfessoyRhailer 'Mathews, professor 
"Herbert L., Willett! Professor Charles 
R, Henders'qn-aiid Professor Theodore 
Soares. The-editors Bliatq;.thp responj- 
sibijity for all editprlalsS'f'lthbut an
nouncing the authorship -of Any arti
cle,.-according -to ProfeBamf Shniler 
Mathews. • L.'/.---'

“In the largo icirdlps .pf Christian 
thought the'pld e's.phdfoibgy is 'gone, 
probably never to return,declares 

,the writer/ “The. XpoStledP/iuLlooked 
for an appearance qf .jMfi's. ln the 
clouds of heaven, and-wpa flot with
out-hope" ip the egrly- years' of his' 
missionary activity •that'lfjiis., return 
might* come within, bis- own^ffetlpie.. 
It must.be an ever-'dlmjnjR^int circle, 
pt 'Christians whose fiilhtwill find 
nourishment and. inspiration in look
ing-fbr the fulfillment- Ip- th-eir day, 
of the'hopes which' history, ilias long 
since shown the early,(ih'iireli;to have 
mistakenly, cherished. \ . ...

“The 'Society - of Psychic Research' 
hjis done; valuable pelSlce, but per-,’ 
hap^n^ne.more'valualSlUvth'ah by all 
Its volumes of j'eports"'to;- ded’pen the ’ 
conylctidp that'not only. ¡botsM-en the 
gbp'd mid the evil ip thelunae'e'ft'wprld, 
but al^o between that ^Mldsan'd ,us; 
there is a rgreat.lgulf 'fikliji. And-that 
we. must. walk; -by,. faltil not' by 4
eight. , ’

“The continuance aftetweatii. of a 
life 9$ough like -the -p^seri^ 
be comprenehBlble -(tp film With is In 
the midst of :thls ll/e. is. mobably be
yond the possibility of scientific dem-- 
onstratldp.’' . . \ ,

“Certa|n]y'H ’W.ould noli be..-wholly 
a loss.if the temper anil tot>A.of ouy- 
age should compel us' tp traiisfer our 
hniphasis .from the warning' cry to. 
men to flee from the wrath to come 
and lay hold upon eternal life for 
themselves, to the Appehl id^ibem to' 
cast their' lives likp,'''seod’W the 
ground that they mgy sprjifgcnp and 
bear fruit in the wbn-being,'Ti>hyslcal, 
morail and religious,, iff their-fellow 
men, both .those noWjfeifig,,and all 
those who. we -'know¿4°^ W’ .how 
many generations orl^aitmies, shall 
live their lives herp. upbil this, eartik"

While th? .above ¿chDiltBiih part 
great wlsdp.m and iitetaHt3U.-on'the 
part of the writer^ exhibits 
great ignorance In sfi|i^MD£ .that 
there is an impassabi$&uli<£etwe'en 
the material and spiritual' worlds. 
Spirit Return:ft a 'dentohswited fact 
and ihe University .bf/Chjcagh ft bht 
hind the times in not recognizing it.

„ . T. RUTH.

Death appear^ as robed in blackness, hurling his' unerr
ing dart, - ..::

Striking down, Alas! the dearest and the nearest to 
heart. Z .

And by. Error’s teaching blinded^ we cry out against 
■ -fate, , -■■■•',-■"., .••■■<"?,
Viewing Death'as fearful monster whom no sacrifice 

sate. • .

In our haste and in.our blindness, oft In sadness we have 
said: ' “y1 . ." z

Better we had ne’er.-exigted, than be numbered with the 
dead. / 1 -

Hr the sadness of our being-we have raised .the sobbing 
cry: ' x - - ’ ' .

"Life Js full of pain and trouble, and ’tls terrible to die!

Brightest joys were-mixed with shadoWs, and we spoke 
.with bated b'reatK

And we shrank-iiT namelehs terror at'the. very thought 
of Death. *

Wempstly go through lite wonder-1 
ing more than investigating. Much! 
we see and fio, -we -do not under-1 

.stand, .and with nn . Indifferent shrug 
and a "viho knows?” we lèt it go at 
that. ’ ' ’ . -i

Causes, conditions, results, we'sel-

(he-probably can’t help that), and

LONDON SLEUTHS. I Percelve, had no "Individual existence 
_____ * ' - ' previous to conception,, the peculiar

_ . „ . __ . . „_  ■ vito-ehemical mingling of 'Rhe pie-,
Scotland Yard Officials Try to Pene- ments in the protoplasmic condition.” 

trate Mystery of Murdpr by h is claimed by relncarnationlsts 
Unusual Ways. . _ that if the soul had a beginning in

--------- I this manner, it must have an end;
LONDON, Eng.—ifee so-far. Impener therefore It ls-no£ .immortal'. — Very 

trabie mystery which surrounds the [.well, so let it .be. I do not KNOW 
savage murder of a woman named | that the soul exists in an indlvidual- 
Dimmock, or Shaw, at, her home in ized form forever, and I know,of no' 
St. Paul’s Road, Camden- Town, has way of arriving atthe truth of, thg. 
driven Scotland Yard to the employ- I matter. I must be shown.that reln- 
ment of novel, expedients. ,'. ' I carnation is possible ,by comparison

For about .the first tlrite In a big with a similar process In. some de- 
.crime sensation the detectives have partment of Nature, before ! can- ac-' same time became active in Republl- (. ____ ___

can politics. He had been ip Brook- sought the aid of the press by send- cept it-.. I 'will ask our’ friend, if She 
Jyn'five years when he was elected . ing photographed .copies of postcards | can look upon the, little, Jie)ple§s
Justice of the Fourth District Municl- 

■ pal, Court. He held that office for 
nearly, four years, resigning to go 
back to.-private practice. In 1871 he 
was nominated by the Republicans for 
the‘Office of district attorney. He 
was opposed by Winchester Britton. 
The returnkshowed Britton's election,' 
.but Judge Dálley claimed fraud and 
always declared that he had . been 
elected.

Drafted First Registration Pill. '
Hft . experience In that ¿election led 

him to draft a registration bill, which 
he said afterward was the foundation 
for the present registration law and 
the pioneer of all measures to safe
guard the suffrage of the country.

The year after his defeat Judge 
Dailey left.pie Republican party and 
became a Democrat. Hugh McLáugh-. 

■ ■ Un was then rising rapidly to the 
absolute political rule that was his 
to later years. The change of party 
was fortunate for Judge Dailey. He 
had been in Democratic ranks less 
than four years when he. wasjiomi- 

C nated for surrogate of Kings County.’ 
His opponent was "Walter H. Living- 

' '■1’ «ton. •
’ The election returns showed that 

Livingston whs elected. Judge Bailey 
and his Democratic backers made a 

.contest. Judge Dalley .won in the

her terrible-death. ' " .
An even stranger development has 

now to be recorded—e-no less than the 
calling Ir.-of a famous clairvoyant who 
had volunteered to do his best -to 
discover" the murderer. -;. .

All . arrangements having been . ; 
made, the clairvoyant called at , the 
police-station to meet the detectives, 
who are specially devoting thems.élves 
to the unravellfig of the mystery/and 
went’with them to the.murdered.wo
man’s house. A

Here a weird scene was' eriacted.
After a Bhort Inspection of the room, 

the clairvoyant-Jay dotyn òn the bed 
where the dead: body ."Was found and 
apparently sank Into A trance. Soon 
he .began to speak ln rapt, tense yolci. 
He described several Tcfsons^and he 
mentioned their-¿Arnes/

.Then he-proceeded to give a start
lingly vivid description'of £he actual 
commission of the ¿rime, pictured in 
detail the appearance of a certain 
man, and concluded by exclaiming, in 
answer to a question: “The man you 
want is on his way to Melbourne.’f-

Altogether it was an- astonishing 
episode, which impressed even the 
usually impassive detectives with its 
seeming quality of reality. .What

I actual value It may have remains to 
be seen.—Chicago Sunday Examiner.

ligence,. and say .she. fully believes 
the little soul is that. of .a mature 
man or'woman?—perhaps a .philosO- 
pher-or scientfct, a. king or queen, a 
miserable, sot or vicious villain! . ■ 

■: Such-a,theory is top far-fetbhed for 
me,; and has no parallel in Nature.

.'Can' a mbtheruwbby believes • this 
have that tender,-sincere love for her 
child ‘that one-has who believes other- 
wlse? ’ ' ■ L.-P. WHEELOCK-.?
■ Madison, Wis. ' > S .

.. CHILD’S;HLYAIN ;

Of a Hundred YAaVs Ago.'' '

There is beyond the sky * ‘ 
A heaven of joy and'iovetr’>

And holy children, when they'dldl'T 
Go to that world above.:

-There, ft a dreadful hell. ' . -.
. Ofjeverlastlng pains;
Where sinners must with devils dwell

■In, darkness, fire and chains.
Can such a wretch as I - 

Escape that cursed end, r --
And may I hope whene’er I die' . — 

I shall to heaven ascend? rr: • -

Then I for grace will pray • 
Whilst I have life and breath

Lest I shall be cut Off tcwdaV-
And sent to endless death, _ ,

FIRESIDE FANCIE84 ■ 
. ---- .%

Come, Mary, my wife; let' uB.sit by the 
- - fire, -

And gaze as the flames íépart;
For the nighl.ls ■

' Arid we’re.grojvlngJold, ;
.Yet we’ll ever bè'yóimg^É heart.

And Mary,'my dear(; fis a »'¿y on the 
farm, . v-,. ’-'

When the labor of day was-o’er;
.» By the jjrqri.’iiÿfes^d*" --'- 

Ah! how.cosy ’twould seem,'-
As the rain heat-OntureXooy.- - 

< " ' * - •' > ...
Ah 1 then,' _tny - wjfó," LyWQuId "dream

- ' suçrif*dreams,4-‘,,;^. x’-,'.'. '. '
. As I’d' gaze at; the -'jddlaìtìigh’t, •
' For a ypüng'gh;! capitò • <

• And went,’ in the fiàtnèjvri- ' 
She seemed, such.k dainfc.sprite. '

i ■ ■ ■. ' ■-•■■■>■ ■-■ ’
!Apd Maxy». niy love; • when T-first, saw 
j. ■ your face, ’ >< i t ' . >■ >
1- Iknewl-had seen'it before, -

I - <And.gatod at-'ihy fatsC’’ ...
4 On the farnijn d’ay^ht.yQi«. -
4 ¿. ■ ■ ‘V'j-i-tr —J-
fe, "wife, my ovai; AetiuBldÙ^br the
;' fire, ~

As the sparks-and fiama do -fly;
: . -> tVhat ’if itliscbiicr -■
■ .. .. . And we’ruigroÄk
< Our Jóve càttTnèvot^é^V' ^ ■
Yes,. Mary, jnj^wife; Wfi'- can. stilb 

dream-.qnj-; ' v;- ■ '■
. For lsé^thé' fire toinlah^ - 

Our 'home^
’ / Filled- wifi ■ \\averily love, 

■ i-And-iLbringk)^^

Bó-’déar. ns wel~gaze at-the dying fire. 
’■-Dot our thoughts “wifh pleasure 
-, - teem; ■ . —- « '

_ < For it’s good to be here 
By the fire s ruddy cheer, ■;

■ Just to sit by the fire and dream. 
ALICE L HOLBROOKE -

'West Somerville, Mass.

indifferent to bothdr- about what does- 
not intimately concern us? or, as we 
do not know ,it will pay us in any 
way.'do we care nothing for w.hat con
cerns, others? ’

To-night two women and two men 
are at_:the corner of Elm and Main 
streets with a musical instrument, that 
looks like a: cross. ■ between a small 
organ and a saWhorse. They were 
in-the street, playing, singing, praying 
and? exhorting sinners to come to 
Jesus. When I caine up they were 
taking up a collection—a scanty one! 
What is their object in singing, speak
ing and praying in the cold: and dis
comfort, interrupted,'snubbed, chaffed 
and ridiculed?- Wiser persons would 
hot dO“it.' What good do they do in 
seeking converts to their' religious 
creed?... Ab they dp not get the con
verts, they will see ho grain from 
their sowing, and vyill grow discour
aged maybe? ,

. But few of ps jcally know what 
we do in the :world, and sometimes 
build better than we know.

While not-many doleful faces pass 
along, and most have-a smile to hand 
out,still there are many aching hearts, 
under the smites we. see, and a little 
music may 'flhd its mark there; a 
soothing thought.-anay find a home, 
and, growing, become an impetus up 
to truth and goodness that may glo
rify a life; .:
- How.'many of us-desire, If it were 
possible; thaf we-might do some great 
work in life» that -words f?om our 
tongue -or pen might sweep over^he 
earth,' reaching all’- humanity to draw 

"men upward to higher lite." And why 
would we wish this? Is it because 
we Jove, our brother and wish to bless 
him1 or. see him ^blessed,. or because, 
we . would be-honored ourselves? ' 
.'.’ -Many times we may only be pre
vented. from doing the great „work 
that we dream-of because we . GET-IN 
OUR OWN WAY; we know so little 
and desire bo .much, -and dare not 
trust the powers'that be until we are 

-wholly Trustworthy, and dare to trust 
ourselves. We are here to learn and 
to prove ourselves, perhaps, and What
ever the measure of 'our worth, so 
far we will be trusted. -We are all 
workers.; We-like to work, but we 
lose - the best when wb consciously 
work for self". •
. Alexander Dowie ■was n fair sam

ple of this. Having great power, he 
used It selfishly and lost bls reward 
for his labor. d
_■ If I wish to grind my axe I entice 
a ■ neighbor to- my grindstone. If I 
«•ish to help my neighbor I go to 
him, and it he wish to grind his axe, 
‘urn for him.

It !b ndt always easy to do the 
"ork our hands find to do; It is

Looking her squarely in the face 
I asked hey.: “How do you know?" 
She could- not answer me, and was 
angry because she could not do so.

Now, if this woman was not crimi
nally intimate with that man herself, 
and she surely" wasn't, then how in 
the world did she know that he was 
not practicing what he preached?

If thoughts are tangible forces, 
then we hold others down by the 
wicked thoughts we-send out to them. 
As a Christian Scientist said to me: 
“You could hot be a success if those 
around you held the thought of fall-1 
ure for you.” ' Another Christian 
Scientist made this remark, in an ad
dress some years ago: “When the 
women crusaders went through Chi
cago haranguelng against the saloons, 
praying In the saloons and on bended 
knees pleading with the’ saloon-keeper 
to closeup his business, saloons sprang 
into prominence, and many new sa- 

Joons were opened as a result.” This 
is why Christian Scientists never at
tack the so-called evils of life. Christ 
backed up the claim of the Christian 
Scientists when he said “Resist not 
evil.”

There is a lurking devil In every 
one of us,—a proneness to “knock,” 
a proneness to say brutally harsh 
things of others, and often we say 
these things without any warrant 
wabtever, or without being able 
to back, up our claims. Only re
cently I* had a little tilt with a wo
man who holds her head in the air 
■with an expression on her face as 
much as to say: "I am holier than 
thou”—one-of those persons who are 
constantly patting themselves oh the 
back for righteousness, and. who, if 
they never commit any great crimes, 
yet do an Incalculable, amount of 
harm by the ‘ bitterness of’ their 
tongues, and their nasty, little, petty 
meanness.es, .

■This woman asked me if I bad ever 
met a Mr. Blank, who is at the head 
bf a colony where the meh and wo
men do* not marry, and where abso
lute chastity of living is taught.

.” ” I told'her I had never met the man, 
but that I had read some of his pub- 

• lications. ’ She said that she had heard 
him speak, and that he.was the most 
scholarly mhh she ever met; but she 
did not stop there; she went »further, 
and Skid that he- had the snakiest 
eyes she ever, saw in a man's., head

were afterward "proved innocent. Men 
and women may be led'to the very 
brink of the precipice overlooking the 
bottomless pit of soul-degradation and 

। lost manhood and womanhood, and 
then draw back from taking the fatal 
leap.

The. soul came out from God, and 
its Godlike attributes will sometimes

flesh, and the devil—or unseen forces 
-—to fight, and if the world is better 
because of our having lived, we have 
not scored the victory' without many 
scars, many terrible temptations met 
and overcome, and many temptations 
that we have met and have not over
come. We may pull through with the 
score heavily in our favor, but we 
did it, no doubt, largely through the 
help of unseen forces whose aid and ' 
direction we sought through prayer.

KATHERINE A. DRISCOLL. 
3241 Indiana Avenue.

Phone Doug. 6593.

seldoni pleasant to do It; .but if we 
wish to do our. best, we have no time 
to wait and ponder too long as to 
'What it will be,or how we will do 
it. There are plenty who know, but 
not so many to do.

“Just do our best, and then trust,'.’ 
is a pretty sate.motto to stick to, and 
do what we can, not in’ our way, but 
InJJbd's way, and who knows what 
a grand work We may do unawares!

. E. C. CLARK. 
Brockton, Mass.

and true;
I have one also, but I dare not tell 

you.
Her name, the Initial is capital “P,” 
And she is the dearest of all things 

■ to me'.
She came to my bedroom and stood
' in the door— । ~
A sweet Spirit Child—nothing less 

. nor -more _ "
Than, a guide to me thrbugh. this
• .World shall be. . •
What a blessing ’twould be it we all 

could see
Our dear ones and others from that' 

beautiful shore;
They are only ahead of us, just gone 

before. . '• '
But may God. give us strength to be

lieve in the power-
That our dear spirit friends are about 
\ us each.hour. ‘

A FRIEND FROM OLDTOWN.

’Ypu'ilo nbt know .how-great is the ' 
value of-, friendship, if you do not 
understand how.. muclL. you giVe him 
to .whom you give a friend—-a tomodi- , 
try which is scarce not only.in men’s 
houses, but in,whole centuries, and 
which is nowhere' scarcer than in the 
places where .it is thought to be most 
plentiful.—Seneca.- _ .

must.be
meanness.es
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deeds, not 
pulsion or 
litigation, 
merely to

{This instrument' la substantially tbe 
Mme as that employed by Prof. Hare in' 
hla early Investigations. In its 1m-
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ation of all the enlightened peoples of the' world. If the Peacg, 
Conferences of 1899 and" 1907 did not accomplish as much as 
their most ardent supporters had desired;, if still .the war-dogs 
may,be heard barking (though chained to'their kennels); if 
still thick clouds may hang over some of the nations of' the

"The. Religion - of : Cheerfu!n.m."- “Worry, Hurry,' Scurry, Flurrv 
By Sara A. Hubbard- 'An. excellent Cured." By the Blissful'Prophet and 
book for tie'Culture of health nndWm; E. Towne. Tells now to cast 
spirituality..- None, can read it -i ri th- away worry, anxieties, needless ckres 
oat pleasure «nd-.profit Prite 60a*eta Price 25 cents. - ■ «

The Spirit World’s Views.
(Continued from page'6.)/ .

' T-W PRO^WSSJVB. THÏWKBR
SiÇSBSSÎSiîSÂSÂ-ÎÂ—=S==^^

November 28, 1807.

one of the most prominent of all:, their internal uqity. They 
i Jove their Mikado, are loyal to their rulers, believe in the divin- 

/ ity pf those who rulé over them. They are in a sense ancestor-
worshipers; not. only so, but they believe that the debt they 
owe to their ancestors they must pay to posterity. How many 
people exclaim: “What has posterity done for me!” Why, of 
course, nothing. The burning question is, What are we to do 
for posterity! The Japanese answer this question simply by 
‘replying, What our ancestors have done for us. When our 
aiicestors were living we were posterity. Now we look back 
to our ancestors they were heroes, they are our very divinities; 
and when we look backward and glorify them and admire them, 

■ let us emulate them, hnd as they have opened tho way for us,
so let us open the .way for those, wild* come after us. Work, 
that Ihose who are our posterity be as deeply indebted to us 
as we are to our ancestors. Thus do the Japanese foHow in 

„ the grand old way of looking backward in order to look for- 
, I ward.. They glorify the herpe» of old in order to become heroic ,

• themselves in thé present and to do as much for posterity Rs 
their ancestors have done for them. Many of them are Spir
itualists; many acknowledge spirit cpmnluüion; many declare 

■ that the spirits of, their ancestors with them in thpif times
of war, aiding them in their, battles, and in pe^ce. They pray 
tp their household divinities;, they; bplmYg^thRt,those'ancestral 

- ; angels are the guards of their llouspliiylds; they believe that '
the ancients are -still in touch with the present generations, A 

- summary of their teachings is: So live to-day, in the living 
iresent, that yoü'-may make the future noble and sublime. Live

>jjn to-day and'for to-niPrioW so that- yoi> may make thé futhre 
better; remember ÿbsterdâÿ only so- far as it inspires you to 
ive more nobly to-day and mKkes you contribute more' glo

riously to to-morrow. These are the inspirations that have made 
of Japan what sheds to-day. - y * z

Japanese students come to America; the/ attend American 
col logés; they gb tô Harvard and Yale, and they mingle with 
Americans in boarding houses in'New York and Boston. We 
find Japanese students wherever we turn, fand their eyes and 
ears are wide open. They are not.in tiro-least deaf or blind— 
quite the- reverse. ' .

They have very sharp eyes and very keen ears, ana they are 
eVer on-the alert to observe everything you do and listen to 
everything you say. They are watching all your manners and- 
customs, and they are.'rejecting and -crjUcising many things, 
while- adopting many others. Théy see a great deal to- admire 
and they take that home with them and adopt it; they see also 
a great deal to avoid,’and they talk about it when they get 
home and recommend that it be eliminated. They see a great 
deal that shows them that yod are a highly progressive peo-' 
pie and they want to take that to themselves, and they see a 
great deal that is limiting your progress and they are learning 
what to avoid. That iá why tho Japanese of to-day are’ such' 
wonderfully strong and seemingly irresistible people. Are they 
conceited! Yes. I suppose a phrenologist examining a typi
cal Japanese head would say that the organ of self-esteem is 

’ very large indeed.' ■ -
The Japanese usually admires himself; he thinks he is very 

nearly right, but he does not make the mistake of thinking that 
he is quite right. There is a vast difference between the two 
conditions.' He has large self-esteem, a great deal of self-admi
ration. The J&panese 'nation may constitute a mutual admira
tion society, for they are very fraternal and admire one another 
greatly; at the same time they are always ready to learn, and 
therefore don’tl imagine that they know everything. It is very

rose not .willing imr them to come tb my nativeJand. Why 
hould^ypu expect to go to Japan whenever tyou want to, and 
nevent the Japanese from coming to.Rattle when they wigh! 
1-wo cap. playj'atjhat gaine, and you .will &ve to settle tRut 

; question at Washington in the District of Columbia., ps well as 
in Washington State, You cannot make any>nation your foot
stool without that nation trying to ydi' its fpotstool.

I'dpn’t behove there will be war between America and Japan. 
The war scare is only the fanatic gush of yellow journalism, I 
don’t believe for one moment that ther^1 will^e any dangerous 
hostility between two such progressions countries as America 
and Japan, but I do consider that th.eje catp be no trade, no 
commerce, no free intercommunication :on-t^ one side without 
equally free trade, commerce and-intercommunication on the 
other. ; ; , ' ' ■ r ,

Now, are you going to be overrun by the “brown peril!” 
Haven’t the Japanese an equal right to ask, Are we going to 
be overrun by the “white peril!” If a bad name cad be called 
in one direction itban in another. . This use1 bf abusive epithets 
can only resultan 'abusive epithets in return, • A man is no bet-1 
ter and no w^rse for speaking a particular language or being 

a particular country, and o'nee Sbu endeavor to 
draw tfie jine on race or color, other people will endeavor to 
excludfe you mid draw the line on .you; the’pit into which you 
try to dead others; into that pit you yourselves must fall.

How,Tnajiy people there are who like to «¿slave 'others, yet 
they are the very loudest in tiin otttcry'for1 their own liberty. 
Let there be. the slightest attack made upon tliem and they cry 
out bitterly'against injustice; yet, ‘white'they protest vocifer
ously against'any form of'slaveiy for themselves, they are en- 
deavoring tb enslave^bthers. j '

Now, the Diyme Power that works in qll and through all, Jhe 
Great MasteF'of human 'destiny, the bidst ^gh who superin
tends all human affairs, never intendeththat you should foster 
a spirit of conflict or-resentment. Yo.u jyi^. have to takd the 
Japanese by the hand and let-them take you by ytmr hand; and, 
.you will have to mingle with them anti they with' yoh-, and 
they will not overtun you and you will not ,overrun, them. If 
you live up faithfully to your own duty .you wijl be th^light 
of the West and' the- Japanese will be the light of the East.

Pension Fund Gratitude Day
I 'am glad- that my first official cause of Spiritualism by a generous' 

appeal, or communication, to- the reapouse. v- A .
Spiritualists of the United States is 
in the Interest of the Pension Fund, 
that is of such great importance to 
the cause all of us love sp well. Our

Please remember that it la desired 
to make

indigent mediums must not be per
mitted to suffer. The noble-hearted 
donor, Brother Mayer,. has given it 
ci perpetual help that will partly sus
tain the present pensioners, but the 
fund is now so exhausted that there, 
will goon be an impossibility to help 
these needy ones in a material man
ner, unless there ip an immediate in
crease ot donations. To that end the 
BoaJ'd of Trustees has instructed me 
to make a call to all auxiliary so
cieties of the- N. S. A., and all other 

'societies of Spiritualists, and persons, 
to take a public collection and solicit 
personal contributions, on the LAST 
BUNDAY OF NOVEMBER.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2-1, 1007, A 
■ DAY OF GRATITUDE TO THE 

SPIRITS AND THEIR MEDIUM^ 
FOR THEIR HELP AND 

COMFORT TO HUMANITY.

If you feel that the new officers 
ot the N. S. A. should be encouraged 
In their earnest efforts that they shall 
make for the cause of Spiritualism, 
then respond to this needed call, and 
show that you are willing to Join 
hands In CREATING A NEW ERA 
FOR OUR MUTUAL CAUSE.

Make all remittances to the N. S. A, 
office, 600 Pennsylvania Ave., S. E,, 
Washington, Di C.

RHEUMATISM
Let us Send You a Dollar Fair of

Drafts Free to Try. .They Are
Curing Thousands' in Every 

Stage of This Cruel
Disease. - <

SEND US YOUBNAMETTO-DAY. '

Don’t take medicine for Rheuma
tism, but send your address to the ’ 
makers ofTMagic Foot Drafts—the 
great Michigan External Cure. Re- 
tujn mail will bring you, prepaid, a 
regular dollar pair of Foot Drafts «to 
try free. It you are satisfied with the 
benefit received from them, you can 
Bend us One Dollar. If pot, we take •

•MMMMK

Each society and perslm can make Fraternally,-
that day a memorable- one for the , GEORGE W. KATES, Sep’y.

* ' '

ROOSEVELT HÌTS USE OF
' “IN GOD WE TRUST.1

\

difficult, indeed, to get ahead of them, and it itTnot particularly 
easy to keep abreast with them. k

The Chinese to-day are held down on account of their exr 
treme conservatism. There is a kind.of conservatism which 
we fnay regard as beneficial, and another kind of conservatism 
that we may well look upon as distinctly injurious. People 
have said to me, “Are you a conservative, or a radical!” I 
answer, I am a radical conservative and a conservative radical. 
A radical is, according to the true meaning of the word, one 
who goes to the rooUof things. A~ conservative is one who 
endeavors to conserve everything that is worthy of conserva- 

í tion. Now if I were to go to Japan and see the splendid chrys- 
'anthemums blooming in their beautiful gardens, and various 
flowers that I have not seen in any other land, I would wish to 
take home some chrysanthemum seeds;-and cultivate the same 
flowers in my own garden; but were I to go to Japan and see 

, there certain things that were inferior to what I had seen in 
another country, I should "say that, though Japanese, they-were 
not admirable, and we are a great deal better off without them. 
I should tell the Japanese that I do not approve of their faults, 
as freely as that I approve of their successes. ■

The Japanese arqthe most discriminating people I have ever 
net. I had at one time two Japanese students in one of my 
classes in Mental Science in New York City, and those young 
men asked j-he most searching metaphysical questions, which 
I. endeavored to answer correctly for them. They^asked me 
every imaginable question about what to eat, and what to wear, 
and what not to eat, and what not tef wear. They asked me 
questipns about sanitation. They wanted to know what were 
the best plans and latest improvements for the general better
ment of human conditions, and’I never found any young men 
anywhere who were quite so willing to think certain things 
qjit without any prejudice, whatever. Those young men said, 
when they were ready to leave for home, “ We have learaedjnuch 
in America, and that is what we came for.” Now, then, if they 
thought they knew everything in Japan* they would not go to 
New York to learn. The very fací that they.aré willing to 
cross the ocean and that they are determined to cany back tn 
thpir own country all they have learned in another land for 
the betterment of their own. country, proves conclusively that 
they do not think themselves omniscient; intellectually it will 
be a hard matter to beat them. /

You never can keep the Japanese back, for they are an irre
sistible people. They are not too conceited to learn mOre, and 
they are rapidly learning. There is no question,, however, oi 
their superseding you, or of yoür superseding them. The very 
idea of superseding shows that there are a large number of peo- - 
pie who do not understand the world problem, and the relation 
of one nation to another., '

Do you wish to visit Japan! If you do, then yon must let 
the Japanese visit you. If you object to the Japanese naming 
t» America, they can object to your going to Japan. It is aim, 
ply tit for tat. You keep out of our country; you keep out of 
oureountry. Two can play at the same'game. Why not!- Now 
settle it amongyourselves: Keep the Japanese out of your coun
try, if you like, and they will keep you Out of theirs. Let the 

- Japanese in, if you like, and they will let you in. The ¿gná 
of the times distinctly reveal that if you keep them out, you 
will be kept out» There is the issue. Personally I do noi care

go Jo Japan. I haven’t been there, and I can live quite Hap
pily out of Japan; therefore, so far as I am concerned I don’t 
care, whether tljey come iaorjitay out, because I don’t care 
whether I go m or stay out. JBut if I should want to go to 
Japan, 1 would know that I could not do so reasonably jf I

They in the farthest East and yon in ¿he, f artbest -West, with 
the ocean rolling between, across which you may take delight
ful voyages, passing freely from one country to the other and 
be one month in America and the next month in Japan-

Now, lej us loob for a moment at\tho actual solutipn/of the 
probleip. Sir Edwin Arnold, the eminent poet apd distinguished 
man of letters, married a-Japanese woman, and lived very hap
pily with her. Sir Edwin Arnold has passed into the spirit 
world. _ Lady.'Arnold lives to-day an ornament to English so
ciety. Many predicted that he would not live-happily with- a 
Japanese woman; many thought that she w^d be totally unfit 
to be introduced into jiigli society; but many now maintain 

.that all their prejudices have been utterly disarmed, pnd that 
Lady Arnold is one of the most brilliant ornaments of English. 
society^ and one of the most interesting women, on the most 
distinguished British visitipg list. n.” ' '
, The widow of an eminent English poet and man of letters is 
a Japanese woman. I don’t say that every Japanese woman 
would be a suitable wife for any .British op, American man of 
letters. I don't say that every British or American man of let
ters would be a suitable husband for atty Japanese lady; but I 
affirm, that loye is not blind, for true'jqve far deeper than 
the color of the skin or the language spoken; it looks into'the 
spiritual character. To say that love ig¡tiling,is utterly foolish; 
tije love looks lightly at the skin ana wearing apparel, "but 
deeply into the heart, and through loving tye find divinity jn 
the beloved souJ,Ja,Emerson says, “ AlJ.,f|ie..wQvld loves a lover,” 
and Emerson’s saying means that we1 and, when we'love'truly, 
tlie same divine light working in and through all. Outward 
nationality does, not count where true affection rules.

Remember the whole East is rising. India is rising.. China 
is rising. Japan is rising. Instead of the East continuing 
humiliated and degraded, instead of the ancient temples Remain
ing spiritually deserted and. under the heel of foreign op
pression, the time has come now when a new East will burst 
from ancient fetters into the resplendent jnajesty of the morn
ing of the newdjy in which East and W,ost will unite ind-join 
hands as never previously.
z Before the-discovery of the islands of thejea, before the day 
of easy transportation facilities so that man could go swiftly 
from one part of the world .to another, before ocean greyhounds, 
express trains and air ships were dreamed of, it was very easy 
for one part of the world not to know practically of the exist
ence of another; but w6 are entering to-day upon a glorious era 
of general enlightenment;; we are entering to-day upon the age 
of man and woman uniting, intellect and emotion blending; we 
are entering upon a glorious age when East and West will be 
-truly one. I predict that the next move will, show 'that neither 
West alone, nor East alone, can hold the scepter of supremacy, 
but that, in the; days to .come there will be a great anti glorious 
civiliaation in America, and another equally great and glorious 
in Asia; that farthest East and farthest West will be united 
in the bonds of genuine friendship; that those who, can live 
best in any one continent* will live there, and others who can 
live better in some other continent will live there. Thfere will 
be some place found for all hum'anity. . 1

In the days to come, in the new age of enlightenment upon 
which we are already entering, there will be ¿manifested feder-

“Close to Sacrilege" He .Tells Critics 
of Motto Omission from New Coins. 
Excites “Spirit of Levity."—With
out Legal Warrant, He Holds, but 
Uhicagoans big Up bld Law on Sub
ject , ' ,
In answer to one-of the numerous 

protests which have been received at 
the White House against the new 
gold coins, which have been coined 
without, jvords "In God We Trust,” 
President ROosevelt'has written a let
ters, as follows:
- “When the question of the new 
coinage, game up swe looked into the 
law and found tUtt». was no warrant 
therein for putting 'In God We Trust'

■ on the coins. As the custom, although 
without legal warrant, had grown up, 
however, I might have felt at liberty 
to keep the inscription, -had I approved 
of its being oil the coinage. But as 
I did not approve of it, I did not di-" 
rect that it should again be put on. 
Of course, the matter of the law is 
absolutely in the hands of .congress, 
and any direction of congress in the 
matter will be immediately obeyed. 
At present; as I haye said, there is no 
warrant in law* for the inscription.

Action Close to Sacrilege.
“My bW (feeling in tho matter is 

hue to my fiiun conviction that to put 
such a motto on coins or to use it in 
any kindred manner not only does no 
good, but does positive harm, and is 
in effect irreverence which comes dan
gerously close to sacrilege.. A beau
tiful and solemn sentence such as the 
one In question should be treated, and 
utteyed .only with that fine reverence 
which necessarily Implies a certain 
exaltation of spfrR. Any use which 
ends'*to' cheapen It, and, above ..all, 
any use which tends to secure its be
ing treated In a spirit of levity, is 
from every standpoint profoundly to 
be regretted.

“It Is a motto which it is Indeed 
well to have inscribed on our great 
national monuments, in our temples 
of justice, in our legislative halls, and 
In buildings such as those at West 
Point and Annapolis—in short, wher
ever It Will tend’ to arouse and inspire 
a lofty emotion in those who look 
thereon. But it seems to me emi
nently unwise to cheapen such a mot
to to use on coins, just as It would be 
to cheapen it by use on postage 
stamps, or in advertisements.

Incites “Sneering Ridicule."
"As regards its Use on the coinage 

we have actual experience by which 
to go. Hl all -my life I have never 
heard any human being speak rever
ently of this motto on the coins or 
show any signs pf Rs having appealed 
to any high emotion In him, but I 
have literally hundreds of times heard 
it used as an occasion of and incite
ment to the sneering ridicule which 
it is above all things undesirable that 
so beautiful and exalted a phrase 
should excite. For example, through
out the long contest extending over 
several -decades on the free-coliiage 
question,' the existence of this motto 
on the coin was a constant source of 
jest and ridicule; and this was una
voidable.

Instances Are Cited. * -
'"Everyone'must remember the in

numerable cartoons and articles based 
on phrases like 'In God we trust for 
the 8 cents.' ‘In God we trust for the

MRS. PEIU’EReVANDERBILT 
RETURNS^ HUSBAND'S GIFT.

Deeds Back to Him- the*Propeity She 
Was Accused of Stealing—News 

• from the Grand Jtlpy—Lawyer for 
. the Medium Says She Made the 

Transfer of Her Own Free Will,

When the November Grand Jury, 
which was sworn in this morning by 
County Judge Fawcett, takes up the 
investigation of the charge that’ Mrs. 
May Pepper-Vanderbilt stole a house 
and lot from Edward Vanderbilt, the 
man that she afterward married, It 
will be confronted with a remarkable 
situation.

It was learned this afternoon that 
Mrs. Vanderbilt had re-conveyed all 
the property which Mr.-Vanderbilt 
ever deeded to her, Including the St. 
Mark’s Avenue house, to her husband 
and had given the deeds to William 
B» Hurd, Jr., committee of the per- 

,son and property of Edward Ward 
Vanderbilt, who has been declared an 
incompetent by the court. These 
deeds were executed this morning' in 
the offices of Messrs. Williams & Rich
ardson, 16 Court street, her predent 
attorneys, and this afternoon were de
livered to Judge Hurd, who 1 mme- 
dlately filed them in the register’s 
office.

Mr. Williams, who succeeds Judge 
Dailey as senior counsel for Mrs. Van
derbilt, when seen this afternoon ad
mitted that the deed for the St. 
Maik’s Avenue house had been pre
pared and delivered, and said that'he 
desired to have it understood that 
Mrss,Vanderbilt, by deeding back this 
property which Mr. Vanderbilt had 
givpn'her, did not do so in fear of 
the outcome of any action, either 
criminal or otherwise.

"Mrs. Vanderbilt told me before 
the commencement of the- proceed
ings to declare Mr. Vanderbilt incom
petent,” said Mr. Williams, "that she 
had never seen the deed by which 
Mr. Vanderbilt gave her the real es
tate, and that she had repeatedly told 
him that she desired to deed the prop
erty back to him, and had a deed 
made out and in the house'for a long 
time. s When proceedings were com
menced before Judge Maddox, she 
again wanted to, deliver the deed to

your word and -the Drafts cost you 
nothing. You' can see that . we 
couldn’t afford to make.such an offer 
it the Drafts didn’t cure. Our Free 

■Book explains how the Drafts cure 
and contains many grateful ,letters 
about the wonderful qures they have 
accomplished. Don’t, puy it off, ' but 
write to day to Magic Foot Draft Co,, 
X047 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Midi. 
Write now, -

939
The above 1» the number ot the pres

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
u printed at the top of the first.page, 
right hand corner. If thia number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- ' 
per, then the time you have paid to? has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number ’ 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Ksep watch of ths 
number on the tag of your vyrapger.
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proved form it has been before the pub- 
.. ______ _ Ho for more than twelve years, and In

Mr. Vanderbilt, but she was advised the hands of thousands of persons'haa
proved l(s superiority over the Plan- 
chetto, and all other Instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct; ' 
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

short weight.' 'In God we trust for 
the 37 cents we do not pay," and so 
forth, and so forthv Surely I am 
well within bounds when I say that 
a nse of the phrase which invites con
stant levity of this type is, most un
desirable. If congress alters the law 
and directs me to replace on the coins 
the sentence in question, the direc
tion will be immediately put into ef
fect; but I very earnestly trust that 
the religious sentiment of the coun
try?, the spirit of reverence ta the 
country, will prevent any such action- 
being taken.”

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

by friends and other advisers thflt it 
would only complicate matters at that 
time.

"On the hearing before tho com- 
mislon she testified that she expressed 
a willingness to re-convey the prop
erty to Mr. Vanderbilt at any time, 
and .that sho stood willing then to 
quit-claim the property back to him, 
and her testimony in that respect is 
a part of the court record, and can 
be referred to readily if there is any 
doubt on this subject.

"Shortly after the court declared 
Mr. Vanderbilt to be incompetent, and 
before any action was taken to ap
point the committee, or against her as 
the owner of the fee in the St. Mark’s 
Avenue property, she again ap
proached Judge Dailey and myself 
and .requested that she ^e allowed 
to deed the ifroperty to Mr. Vander
bilt, but as no committee had been 
appointed at that time, we counseled 
her that it would be as well to wait. 
On the settlerfient of the final order 
before Mr. Justice Abbott, I stated to 
him that Mfls. Vanderbilt would deed 
the property to the committee as soon 
as it was appointed. Ab soon as 
Judge Hurd qualified, we immediately 
sent word to him that that was our 
intention. i

’’Mrs. Vanderbilt came to our office 
this morning and executed the proper

expressed desire to do Sb, which, had 
she been otherwise advised, would 
have been done immediately after she 
was -told that her deeds had been 
executed.^ to her.’’-—Brooklyn Eagle,- 
November 11, J907. ,

earth, war is dying out. ■ •
Universal federatibn is the key-note of the coining age; 

and while some people, through false views of ’patriotism, 
may say “you are going down and we ¿re coming up,” ;I am 
convinced'that we are all going up together!, I am thoroughly 
assured that East andJVest, that Asia-and Amerita, are the 
great centers about which the enlighte^aeii^f the coming age 
will cluster. jDnce take'that View and you. will -quickly see yojir 
way out of present difficulties lo a sblétioií' of pressing-prob
lems. Once see your way clear to the¿gultisation of,the possi-. 
bilities of the Whole earth and you wilL witness an upbuilding 
of all industries; once see the way to tffe the
entire population of the globe, by knowledge of what the. opu
lent earth contains, and .you áre enterihg xr^bn'an age of true 
philosophy.? Let there be no rivalry, 'n^ qu^tioti of one goi^g 
up and another gqihg down, but all goitíg up together and work
ing together for the highest welfare and enlightenment of all 
humanity. * ■ . bi ■ u

SUCH ALONE IS THE TEACHING QE A SPIRITUAL 
PHILOSOPHY, WHICH BIDS WARS >0 CEASE ON 
EARTH AND PROMISES IMPARTIAL BLISS TO FEDER
ATED HUMANITY. . . .

the second mass meeting bf the 
Michigan State Spiritualist Associa
tion was held in Detroit Npv-enji>er 

■ 9 and 10, Saturday evening session 
. and three sessions Sunday, at 46 

Grand RiVer Avenue, with an excel
lent program. ?

Thè invitation to the State Asso
ciation caine alt unsolicited, and from 
the First'Church of-the Soul, through 
Its worthy pastor, Mr& Laura Craw- 
fórd.;--It was accepted, and the meet
ing held under, thè name of the State 

• Association. "Alt.societies in Detfoit 
were Invited to join hands and make 
It a glorious meeting, one of harmony 
and good will. ■ ’

Dr. George-B. Warne, the'National 
President, was a guest, and gave the 
Ipcture Sunday evening, as well as as
sisting at each service. He is a fluent 
speaker and his thoughts helpful and 
uplifting, and all present Celt it a 
great privilege, to listen to'hita.

Mrs. Marion . Carpenter held her 
audience spellbound, and her- beauti
ful. and sweet Ways and lusfiratlotal 
singing-was a rare- treat. & W. 
Sprague was at his best; and his lec-

eage giving.and many hungry souls 
were fed with spiritual food by all 
workers present. Sorry Indeed am 
I to see the discord In Detroit—a 
beautiful city with^so many Spirit
ualists, who, If they were bound to
gether in love and harmony^ could 
be a mighty force. The societies that 
are so faithfully’pushing along, all 
working for one great cause, and 
which extended an invitation £o the 
.State Association, is to be. com
mended for Its work. Long may it 
live and grow, for it seems to have 
already outgrown discord and conten
tion* , •

Everything was done by the mem
bers of the First Church ot the Soul 
and its worthy pastor to make all 
feel comfortable, and the State Asso
ciation extends its heartfelt thanks 
to tfie faithful workers, and to'all 
speakers, musicians, lyceum children, 
and especially to the N. S. A. for the 
efficient advice and help .extended- 
through its executive officer, George 
B. Warne.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
Secretary M. S. S. A. 

Battler Creek, Mich. 
-

■ "The Attainment' of - Womanly 
Beauty-of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal -Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. - By twenty physicians »nd spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner.”

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you deslrs to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph Is an invaluable as.

Blatant A pamphlet with fuU 
directions for the 

formation of circles and cul> 
,.UTIVAT|ON OF MEDIUMSHIP * 

with every instrument Many who were 
not aware of their medlumistlo gift 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory • 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient N. Y., 
writes: "I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
indeed true, and the communications ' 
have given my heart the greatest com-- 
tort In the severest loss I have had of i 
son, daughter, and the|r mother."

Dr. Eugeuo.CroweH, whose writing» 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as \ 
follows: "I am much pleased with the/ / 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin^ 
ctple and construction, and I. am sura' 
must be far more senslUve to spiritual '' 
power than the one now in ude. I be
lieve It will generally supersede the lat> 
ter when Its superior merits becoma 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00, 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
..Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Never-Ending Life, ' ~
Assured by Scietce...................   Price, 6 eta»
The best scientific argument in favor of afaw 
lure life that has ever before been made.

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from fleadqwrters-. • PrjCB. 6 ett. 

A newspaper reporter goes up to beaveff end la 
terviews Jehovah.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, io cts.

Susan B. Wixon says: "I have read, first and 
last, manyaccottDtf of Pauline, or «the Holy. 
Land,' but have never Men anything in that liue 

so^well as thia description by

Modern Tteologfy and Its Ideal Jesui 
% Price, 10 cU.

The absurdities of the reputed teachings of /«us 
are here sho^h up as do other. v?riter 6« ever 
Eresented them before, ^Eich win convince a»,* 

onest reader that the meit of them are con« 
«tmntatt nohteMe. -iw-.
Preacfcors ¿ta Cre$d£ Mt. Tn* _ 

Predestination ot Preachers. By Daa; 
iel K. Tennsy. »2nd. The Passing ot 
the Crehds. By David a Pag». Frio*- 

-6 cental
' The Love of God an Impossibility.- 
By Daniel K. Tenney.-' Price-10 cents.

The Earth Not- Boot of tbfe Sum Fal
lacy ot All Cosmic Theories. Sy D. Ka 
Tenney- Price 30 cents.
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As Witnessedby Abby A. Judson and Carlyle 
'Petersilea Given through the Medi- 
; r' umship of Amelia Petersilea.

rliage, which will be forever severed 
when either one or the other de
parts for the spirit world. And yet, 
how many say that no one'should 
ever teach of soul mates; that there 
1b no such thing, No; to. such hus
bands there is no such thing la their 
present state of development; but if 
their young wives had been taught 
how to marry rightly before entering 
into the legal marrjage, they might 
now be happy wives and mothers. 
They, did not marry these old in$n 
for true, conjugal, love; they had 
been taught to marry for. wealth and

=3=== --------- -r

spiujt-uuRe, or ‘n r 
dwinïî Ui wing.

»-—XSa..

À Scientific Magnetic

. “Must ■ Ï, then, take such a subordi
nate position here?” ' .

■•’■’• “0, not at all, unless you feel in
clined. Nothing ’h^iB^compulBPiyj

■ There are ministers here who are still 
- , preaching all the old errors, althougb- 

' ' ' they are well aware that what they
Bay is not the truth; but they like to 
keep their old.standlng; they like to 

' receive homage from the people; they 
like to be worshiped something like 

I /" ' the popes and prelates of Rome; they 
tell the spirits1 that have, lately.come 
to the spirit world that it was simply 

<; arslight mistake; that it is a proba- 
. ' tionary condition; and so they go on. 

i, lust as they did on earth—some that 
■ the old body will be resurrected at 

the day of resurrection, and then they 
1 i • jwlll re-enter their bodies, Gabriel will 
U / now his horn, the day of judgment 
k will come, the earth will be burned 

and completely renovated by. fire, and 
afterward they will take possession 
Of it." These preachers have a large 
.following. You were a Methodist, I

1 .believe?” ~
■ “Yes.” ’ •

as when' born Into earth life, they 
are born Into spirit life. To be sure, 
the soul ’ takes' on .a light /covering, 
according to its spiritual advance
ment, or, perhaps, a semblance of 
the garments it once wore oh earth; 
otherwise the spirit, for the time be
ing, is precisely as it was’ when it

. “Well, how could you make your 
' ■ ' former ideps fit the truth, .or were 

you not very clear on such subjects?” 
“j became considerably confused 

M after my theological stud-
- les were over.”

./ ' “And so you preached that which 
. i was not clear to you?”

“Somewhfit that way.”
■ " “Perhaps you do not care to tpke 

< advice from one whom you considered 
I’an apostate—a renegade from Christ; 

■ - but, nevertheless, I would say that I 
I. ‘ ■ would not advise you to preach any- 

thing but what you know to be true. 
. -Go slowly, and teach nothing but what 
I , . you absolutely know to be the truth, 
I ' and nothing but the truth.”
I -. . “How can one positively know but 
| -that our lxidies may be raised at the
I-b; -resurrection morn?”
lyS;, - - “By this, fo/one thing,” said-Abby,

little, no-year-old child, 
there by your Bide, once more reani- 

|’:4?:\Wta;that little, tiny body of three 
r-. / weeks old, that has long since gone 

to jitter decay, bones and all? Go 
bivXyou back to earth, and look into the 

: ¡graves where the • bodies of the so- 
';■ . called dead wore once placed; in many 

' ..you will not find a vestige of anything 
I ' ,- ■remaining— not even the bones or 
L • _6kull of those long dead, and then 
L k See what you may think.”

'“0, it will not be necessary. I 
If ' ' must take the position you offer me." 

iSj ;> .‘‘No, you-shall not take it unless

left^the earth. - You find that you 
are 'precisely 'what you were when 
you left the 'earthly, life?"
- - The'minister sighed deeply; .

.“I, think,” said he, “that I had. 
better do a? you advise. I will take 
my child and go with Abby Judson 
to her home, as. she has invited me 
to dp; and.afterward bngulded more 
or leas by what . she. Jhinks -best.i 
Adieu, for the present; but I shall 
whnt to put this little one in one 
of your infant biases for musical in
struction,”

“Good ¿ay, sir,’’ and'the minister, 
together/with hid child find Abby 
Judson, departed. .

Now this is about up to the pres
ent time, but all can see how it 
will be in the future. He will find 
in Abby and her husband true and 
sincere friends. I shall also be his 
true friend and helper. He will foi-m 
for himself a nice-little home, be
sides visiting his dear ones on earth 
whenever he so desires. He will 
teach in Abby’s school, which is al
ready founded, until he has pro
gressed in wisdom far enough to 
either preach to the spirits in prison, 
In other words to spirits who are 
in the bondage of error,' or form» a 
school of his own where, together 
with his little girl, be will take those- 
who need his instruction.

Yours for truth, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

position. The wealth and position 
they have, but it' turns to gall and 
bitterness on their tongues; they 
know , nothing of true 'marriage or 
the happiness it brings.

Now, let me say to such one, if 
you can-be patient,-true .happiness 
at length awaits you, if not on earth, 
within the spirit spheres; for a true 
soul companion will yet be.'yours, 
as.. sure as the earth revolves, bring
ing with it sunset and sunrise; and 
let me-give to such as these a little 
advice; . If the old husband nears his 
sunset first,- do not, pn any account, 
marry a second time, unless you are 
sure that your soul is mated, regard-» 
less of wealth, honor, pr position, : jor 
these are naught, to the spirit and 
soon turn to bitterness' even on the 
earthly plane, . Such as these can be 
good, true and faithful wives, to all 
.outward observance, as -the most yf

An Interesting JSducation.nl Essay on 
».Very ImporUmrgubjCW;

To the Editor:—As yop aremware, 
I am a Spiritualist, and ^ipretyye con
scious of-, the divine fn Nature, and, 
incidentally, a believer Jin splrX cure, 
or divine healing. -..fj

Fifty years’ intimate.. connection 
with Spiritualism enables'me tA know" 
that spirit cure, or dlvWw healing, is 
true—absolutely true. ,t. ...

I have, myself, been thp, subject of 
its cures, and I have kifown otlieiH-— 
many others—cured by Raleix - ;

For some time of late I have been 
impressed to write something on spir
it-cure, or divine healing, from an 
educational standpoint, for pqblica- 
tlon in The Progressive Thinker—the 
foremost" Spiritualistic journal of the 
wor.u, and"! believe I liaye, in the 
following, written that- “something.”

I have written it expressly to awa
ken sleepy church people to the fact 
that spirit-cure, or diyinq pealing; is 
not among the lost arts, jior dead in 
the world, but is an actual, living, 
vital force, as much alive.; as ever, 
dnd an exact reproduction pf the orig
inal ; and those, in the church or out 
of the churclLiwho ignore it. are cut
ting themselves off from the most 
beautiful and beneficent possibiUtieB 
ta lite or Nature, jI’' • ■

According to Scripture, .the «original

Save Life!
H ' Put one of Prof. Wilson’s Magneto-ConaervuUve 
■ GarmentSvOn ¿.'three inch oak plank, Under the 
Sa plunk ordinary Bo poxv^rful is- th©
8 magnetism developed that. the needle fluctuates 

madly, These garments, as hundreds of wearers 
attest, conserve' the forcer Wy prevent that 

vlk■' dragged down feeline and give the 
wearer a'steady sense of bpoy- 

ancy and vigor, health, cheer-
fnitieafl/ energy» Increased

resolution are the Im- TBMfcfrtMar 
mediate results of this

scientific method. . Vr
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for FREE '
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describes fully 
how health denends 
upon circulation r 
of the blood.’ ■

them are, but are their souls mated? 
Are they even mated on. the earthly 
plane? Kaise up your hands, ph, -----— ,
you who go against such reform, and talnly exist, anciently. It does cer- 
swear to theiruth: Are they matedff l talnly exist now. , .And why. shouty! 
Are thelb. spiils mated?' Now, sup» I It hot? Why. shouty! jjVt. tbe sanie 
pose this ypung wife enters the spirit divine order pf healing-exist new'as 
world—or as you .there -call - it; she I anciently? Is: there .pot for;it the 
dies. Is she to be denied the hap- same distressing need?, And is there- 
plness of true love,.’the joys of a not .the same Divine -eotapasslpn in 
true union? Is she to exist through- Nature now as anciently? ।
out all eternity and never know any- - Some may ask yhy phurch.es do» 
thlng-of a happy home, and a. true, I now Possess any pew added Scrip
loving companion» simply because she' tere or Divine Revelation.- 
made a mistake' on earth, through I . Splrit-cure, or divine healing, in the 
youthful ignorance and wrong teach- I churches has been shamefully neg- 
ing? If you think thus you are mis- I *ec„ ". - J ' ’ „ _ v
take_n. Nature is true tp itself; andT. Pastorar you kdow. lgnbre all such 
all things balance in time. No; • that , unorb< angel warpings and angel 
wife will find a true union here in I **rits. ^AugeIs, .they pay, cpme no 
the heavens, "'and her' soul will be ®0;6- But Spiritua lists know ■better, 
rounded out and completed. , * majority of.ecclesiastics in con-

Yours for all that is "good and true, trol—bishops, arch-bishops., apd lord 
CARLILE PETERSILEA. »¿Sh°i!,S'7d0 “Ot’ tbem^
iTo ba continued.) - 1 tb® healing ..power, and those who(lo be continued.) _ would they Wader; They did not,

existence of spirit-cure, or divine heal
ing, admits of no dispute; 'it did cer-,

an. immediate fulfillment among all 
.legitimate spiritual healers.

“This hew order of"healing comes 
in answer to the demands of the age, 
an age of progress and Of great men
tal strain; an age, ^Iso, of unexam
pled» competition, avaricious greed 
and monopoly, resulting hot only in 

-the unequal and unjust financial con-

they?

Application 
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Force

"Wilson’s Magneto-Conservative vests, waist, 
and other garments for mon and women envelon 5381 
tho vital organs, conserve the vitality of the.body 
and Impart a mlld 'mattiLetlo current which «tlmulatos » 
the epergy and at once prevents that dragged down Væ 
feeling. They should be worn tor rheumatism, neuralgia, « 
weak.lungs, kidney disease_and all forma of nervous- 1 
trouble or weak vitality.
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WAISTS AND VESTS

The body is a storehouse of electrical energy. The _ 
supply depends on the circulation of the blood. Poor cir
culation means'a loss of vitality. Prof. Wilson’s garments 

-improve the circulation’and prevents congestion. Wo 
have prepared a most interesting book on the subject. Lot 
us send it to you without charge. It contains the famous 
treatise ot Prof .Wilson on “Magnetism as a Curative Agent.”
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The are all co-workers, but
on different lines. Medical bealera

you desire to, but »you shall dome 
. . with me, If you like, and see what 

can be done to make "you happier. 
A. You must have an abiding place. You 
w.'Shall make for yourself a little home 

■• near mine, where your child can see
you -every day.” ........ ,

“Could you have been happy,” I
interrupted, "if you had found such, 
a. God and heaven as you expected, 
where ypu could have known nothing 
of your wife and little ones—never 
could have seen them again. How 
much better, it seems to me, that you . 
can visit them, know just how they 
are getting along, read the fond lovo 
for you that dwells in your wife’s 
heart, watch your little ones as they 
grow and develop in wisdom, and 
take care of them as much as you 

■ are now able; and, allow me to tell 
you, sir, that you can yet do a great 
deal for them, much more than you 
now think, but you must first learn 
how to control the spirits of your 
wife and children, for now you must 
control the spiritual, and- through tho 
spiritual the material. Is -this not 
better than to be entirely separated 
from them? Why, my dearest sir, 
the heaven you have come to is far 
superior to the one you expected to 
find. The heaven that you have told 
the people so much about would nec
essarily be mostly filled-by undevel
oped souls, those that had no wis
dom whatever, for the larger part 
of humanity die to earth while'they 

- are children, infants, youths, and 
very ignorant, undeveloped people;

»■moreover, sir,” I continued,- “your 
children . will now learn much more 
of- the real truth than they would

<Ahid you remained on earth to teach 
(them, and keep their expanding minds 

' (down in the old ruts. of. error.
^Through your little Nettie will the 
tituth be made manifest; and they, 
together with your wife, will know 
of à surety that you can be still near 
thein, guard and care for them, and 
giVe them loving, comforting mes
sages—in fact, talk with them daily 
if you wish. It is better to teach 
your own little family the truth than 
to preach error to a multitude, and 
you are not as yet fitted to preach 
the truth to the spirits here.”

The minister groaned.
- “My condition Is a most unhappy 

one,” he moaned; “separated, in one 
way, .from my wife and children, 
finding my former ideas all erron
eous, I must step down from my pin
nacle and - become as one of little 
account.” -

/

." they say, find in the churches before 
“EVOLUTION OF TIRE GOD AND I them the healing power/ and do not 

CHRIST IDEAS.” • I propose, they say, to leave It in the
How to Avoid Divorces.

Since -coming to the spirit lite I 
have learned a great deal about mar
riage, and the true law which gov
erns it; and if the lower world will 
but listen to wl;at I have now to 
tell- them, very few divorces will ever 
take place—no ope will desire to .be 
divorced. First, then, above all 
other considerations, marry the right 
one,
, "Well,” you ask, “how can one 
know .who is the right' one?" By 
telling you -who are the wrong ones, 
I may be able to narrow things down 
until we can very readily find who 
are the .right ones.

■ First of all, let no young .girl 
marry an old man, neither an old 
woman marry a yonng man, There 
should be no great disparity in years 
either way. You may say, "Who did 
not know that before?" If you all 
know, then live up to that which 
you knoW; but as I look down onto 
the earthly plane I find thousands 
fhus married, to their great uphap- 
pinness. The man is usually hap
pier, in such cases, than the woman. 
She, although smiling outwardly, es
pecially if her husband is very 
wealthy, for it was for his wealth 
alone that she married him, carries
a vulture within her 
ing at her vitals; *bi

breaat, gnaw-
ut she is

careful that this bird of prey 
never be seen by human eyes, 
shines in society, for her' old 
band is proud of his young

very 
shall 

She 
hus

wife,

“Yes; when one takes a wrong 
road to arrive at truth, he muit re^- 
trace his steps and find the .right 
one.”

"But I followed that road for 
many years—such a fearful waste 
time!”

60 
of

'Wel^ we have this to comfort us 
here,, that eternity Iles before us, and 
there is .no need to hurry ; and really 

’ we have no time here. Thé earth 
Is comparatively small compared with 
some others; as-it measures its own 
time or makes its own time, being 
small, its time is comparatively sTiort; 
cpnsequentyl many on earth leel in 
a great hurryvto accomplish this or 
that, but they need' not. You have 
often heard people there , say, “We 
must hurry to get rich, lor life Is 

I very short.” But they do not stop 
I - to think that by the time they are 
I Vich In material goods, they must 

jAeave every vestige .of those riches
T behind not a foot_pf land, not a 
■house, not a «

and usually gives her plenty of money 
that she may so shine; but some
times it is the reverse, and he will 
give her barely enough to sustain 
life; yet he will usually keep up a 
grand appearance outwardly—that is 
he will live In a great mansion that 
looks lifeless, cold and desolate, but 
very.precise and trim. His gardener 
must keep the lawn in perfect order, 
a few tall trees trimmed up straight 
and prim, a clean, graveled drive
way around’ the- cold, gray mansion, 
a few flowers of c pattern that will 
not straggle; but he will not have'5 
many, for flowers, to him, are use
less things. He-usually keeps a hos
tler and coachman, a couple of docked 
horses, and a shining carriage-.

Inside the mansion the wife Bits, 
cold, half starved and forlorn. Her 
husband has very little for her hut 
crisp words and frowns, scarcely even 
speaks, except to find fault.

The wife has a few jewels, cold 
and sparkling; a few elegant dresses, 
that she may shine on occasions when 
her husband desires to give a ban
quet or fete, tha,t he may climb in" 
to some higher position; but- the 
everyday life of the wife is cold and 
desolate.
' Children do not usually gladden 
the mansion—we will not call it a 
home; there is often a nfiddle-aged, 
dominant housekeeper, employed by 
the husband, fully'as much 'to watch 

-the young wife as to look” after the 
house; one or two - under-servants 
that never stay more than a. week 
or two at a time—their pay 1b so. 
small and their fare so meager. The 
gardener is an old man who lives 
by himself In a little cottage not-far 
from the entrance to the grounds.

Now, friends, I am describing a’ 
home that I havb lately visited. 'The 
poor young wife attracts spiritual be
ings, for in secret she Is being de
veloped as a writlng_medium. But. 
she dare not let this be known." She 
is also very, musical, and her sweet; 
playing often'attracts me. to her side.’ 
I feel a great desire to aid her. Ih 
one sense she is my. earthly pupil, 

•although she knows.lt not" She .has 
sometimes sensed my' presence and 
has seen me clplrvoyantly, but of 
such things she dare not speak. If 
her eyes should chance to light on 
this message, let it be a test to- her. ■ 
I piay not thus publicly give names, 
but she will know. Of course The. 
Progressive Thinker; Is • never allowed 
within that house, but if some friend, 
who- feels that she knows'this lady, 
will- take It to her, she will oblige 
me greatly». ■
■ Now, friends, here are two sample
cases where, if Hlvorces jirè not ob-kXlO-39 • x. IXx?IC,IL UL1 vl ^li w Uv V V

cent of money; not a tained, marriage- should • never have 
thread of any earthly thing, cap they.! taken place; in fnr.ty. there is-no mnr- 
take with them. Naked and bare, ? riage except the legal, earthly mat-

* „„ -¿y.. Ï churches after them.- .
it is a Masterly Review and Valuable TUese churphcs toe Scriptures warn 
; work I aga'nst; churches having a form of

‘ work. I godliness (religion), -butii<|enying the
■y - 1 power thereof.” From I such, we are

. “All matter 1b God’s tongue, • | told to'“turn away.”
And from its motions Modern ChriBtianltyr'-'wlthout the
God!s thoùghts are "sung.- ( ] healing power. Is sadlyalacktag, and
The realms of space . •- " I ip far from being its normal self. An
Are the oatave bars | emasculated Christianity, or a Chrls-
And the music notes • I "tlanlty without the heiling^power,
Are the suns, and stars.” -. will not commend itself to the higher

When men learn that tfo(p)d Is,—t cr^lclsln .
and ûs finite beings we.may cómpre- t intelligent subordinile pas- 
hend but relatively.-kindness to..all ^:knowB, however,. itûis 
life expressions will increase; fpr wor- I isnnre spirlt-cpre, or diyine ljealing 
ship of the Creator is. service to the I “? subordinate paster, fearful of 
created ' . offending thçsé who lord ovdr them,

Man’s concept.of Deity» when staci- will dare Bay sp, lest he;be unlocked 
led, indicates the" condition pf , the I f ,i?r heaesy. Pastors,.there- 
ràcé; and Its eVBlutipp, when under- Wd‘/ t0 b'a“e; “'ey are
stood, places plan higher in his enti- ’wwv* r nwra Ar
mation of humanity as it has strug- I MARK,r- LUJÇE - or_
gled In its growth. The enmity which ™HN’,Yhat 
has possessed the old, when thé new, I 
and broader »ought to manifest, is I y 8,’ POW'ur 'dn
Illustrated in the prçsent conflict be-I our W0^Ìa, Ìay largely exist, 
tween the narrow creeds of Christen- I emong Christians, as now among Spir- 
tendom and Universal Spiritualism-, itoalists. In fact» the healing power 
which under various guises and by I Bie c®a^raJ early
many names Is moving the race to Christian church, and simply because 
enllghtenmeu;. Only the thoughtful it “Heved ub of our bodily Ills. No 
will be impressed, and surely- they other remedy proved so useful or ,was 
will be most favorable to that move- I upended wit such satisfactory re
nient which points out the compari-- ®ults. For this reason we magnified 
sons which indicate the growth of the u “or® ^an.,we 'VM?7 other feature 
ages 1 of the .Christian doctrine.

The darkness is best removed by 1“1‘?e'leve aad be T6/1’ thought 
placing the light where it is full re- “‘^t he good enough for the future 
vealed. The age of combat was not hut arise and be healed wp thought 
possessed with the degree of human- £or the present.
ity which is ours to-day: and -we We did not regard without interest 
should be in a position to show by a¿Uture salvation, but while a future 
comparison the ONENESS of Go(0)d salvation of soul did interest us, a 
as manifested in the past. How valu- Present salvation of bpdy djd interest 
able, then, a work which systemati- more, and why not. The princi- 
cally arranges the “ideas” of gods, P^ Puiut ia human life is hpa th.- 
christs, messiahs and saviors, impar- I Without It life Is scarcely worth llv- 
ially quoting the -teachers of various 1 nf=' tor yltb?u^. be,a!tb ihpre Is no 
ages; and with inimitable klndlyJ ®D °y®ent- ' A healthy person Is a 
logic showing the points of C0M-1 Good health pure love
PARISON. To emphasize the. spirit' aad wisdom are akin Bodily infirm- 
of qpr movement we may profitably tiea caa never admit of happiness; 
occupy all our time with points of bodlbea’la8;,;i^ dlvl-ne 
comparison, rather than conflicting 8ery.ee and bodily health the very es- 
with the concepts of others; for peo- I ,enV,i. °/ happiness. Tp be ..perfectly 
pie must evolve In thought, leaving bealtby ln body, mind and spirit, you 
behind the dead dogmas of the past, canot have-too much healing power; 
only as they see certain stepping you cannot have 100 many divin.e heal" 
places to lead them on to -fields of I ers,",. . , i . ;■„■Ï In our mortal day, .we, like you,

The unprejudiced—and they are had the hateful bigotry of the church 
the only ones we may hope to impress J° “ntead 7ith; V} fol'ow'
—will read Mr. Tuttle’s book and be _ng the M^ter, and w thdrawtag from 
led from the earliest concepts of de- their religious associations the prlest- 
ity, through the-mists of narrownese b°od’ \ot content with , denouncing 
and clouds of sacrificial offerings, to and “ as apostates apd .spread-
the plane of investigation wherein the 1 ab0,rt us fajse reports, angrily
Universal Light and Life shows forth clalm.ed our wondrous healing ^power 
the HARMONY of all life expressions. °m J?® d?y1}; „ uckl}î 
The age of destruction Is fkpidly giv- I £or them, When challenged they could 
ing place to that of growth» and we "°lprtT±. F£°eT °ld “V1’. 
need to indicate'th§ manner in which I c®®® to their defense, and our only 
we have, evolved these “ideas.” So and a
Mr. Tuttle carptully-^and what eff-. tea.^ ^el^^^ _ .
tensive patience- .and study it must I V1? of^t, what
have required—braces the‘evolution I m ,s,bb i?°u,(m?yd®s^end P1®
of men’s “ideas” through their vari- subject? “This only: From tlmeJm- 
ous forms of expression,". leading the “®“ori^ tb® beall“g p°weF has ,®x’ 
reader to That height-Yrom which Ke 
can see the growth which has been;-! 
only indicating the vast, development 
yet necessary. Thé horizon Is bright- I _ ' D'J,r
er, the way-clearer; tand we anUcl- ■ The bea’ing power I.pqssesBç.d, the 
pate the bursting of our “ideas” vitn same my. disciples posseted.'¿nd the 

-greater breadth and fullness. •This -inspired teacher and hls help- [ MEI?TALLY A^D SflRIT-
fnl ' companion will-1 -find- material I „ r \ .
for their “Golden Sheaf” scattered 
through many lives,' for surely. read- " 
era of-The Progressive Thinker, and. a^ m%
their, works,, riiave -so profited by the uplifting and- inspiring . messages ap^it force the-healerJ^eceitos dl- 
whlch have come, from 'thèir pens, 
that "the benefit, derived rises a- con- enFrit
w™ 1«^. «. the« W|ms,pn.

Iproud to say, occupy In the'religlous 
and his faithful ^ngmrion..^ • . ^rU an

' twa W"- - "They are familiar witff spirit pow-ShelbjwIUe, Ind. . . . .. - „ and 8pIrlt presenco, ^ -^e the
.. —' ■ ■ I early Christlans>-hence,'Spiritualists 

“How " to ’Train Children • and pa-1 o£ to-dày are the sole sürvivors óf the 
rents." Mrs. - Elizabeth "Towne ■ takes ear'y Christians. . .
the position. that In many cased it is "To them belopgs the honor of be-, 
the-parents that-need- the1 training teg the-most moral people of the 
more than the children, and advifees I’world.
parents to look to themselves. Twen-j “And to them belongs also the 
ty-flve cents could not be better spent promise of- a new extraordinary heal- 
than In buying the book, - Anyone I teg power to meet the requirements 
that -has the care of children-Bhould | of. a new extraordinary .psychopathic
read it. -Price 25 cents«

ditions of the race; but in grave men
tal maladies, brought on through ex
citement- and irritation’ ot brain. An 
age, tob, where many overburdened 
by mental; labor’ are behind In the 
rape and struggling to come to the 
front,' but canot for want of a more 
normal mental energy—the essential 
elements of success. .

“These grave, mental maladies are 
increasing in both sexes and are great
est in-the people of America. In child-, 
hood the mind is crammed with too 
much learning, the pleasures of so
cial life then follow closely, Overtax
ing' the already strained psychic na
ture. Overwork, anxiety and worry 
—no one knows repose; irritability, 
morbidness, everywhere are resulting, 
showing the strain on the mind. to 
keep up the rapid pace of your so- 
called civilization. ' ' .

“ The ‘pace that kills’ has become, 
a part of fhe "daily life of this great, 
much-achieving nation; and.while the 
vigor of the American people has eri- 
able’d them thus far to meet and 
surpass other nations on their own 
ground, yet there is no disguising the 
fact that it tS the pace that kills, 
and sooner or later you pay the pen
alty.

“I will add, I love all people who 
love to be In touch with divine intel
ligences. Such- people cannot help 
being spiritual and good.”

The above is a vivid and unsparing 
picture of American. life to-day, and 
unless we reform, stop our money- 
madness—^our worship of Mammon— 
and return to simple life, we, as a 
nation, will go. under.

Despite, however, all unwarranted 
denials on the part of -ecclesiastics 

•to spirit power or spirit presence,’here 
lies invulnerable proof to the con
trary. _ ■

Spiritualism—modern Spiritualism 
—in giving, In its early and later 
stages to the world, Its divlnest gifts, 
gave also-to the world its divinest 
healers, whose cures bordered on the 
miraculous, and who thereby-created 
many converts to Spiritualism.

Two of the early healers I- hap
pened to know in New York City, in

on- physical lines, spirit healers on 
psychical lines—insanities, obsessions 
and such like—which medical healers, 
with their materialistic armaments 
are unable to cope with.

I often think it .medical healers 
and spirit healers were each to con
fine themselves to their own particu
lar specialty or department—the one 
to the physical, the other to the meta
physical, there would be fewer medi
cal disappointments.

Right here let me try to say a 
good word for both classes of healers 
—the psychics and. the medics.

Both are doing- their duty nobly.
The medics, who, for their, philan

thropy and general usefulness in their 
own domain, are progressing. With 
their, increasing knowledge they are 
employing- less old-time remedies, 
fewer poisons and fewer ’-.nives, re-
lying more on hygienic living, 
increasing knowledge still lies 
Ing for them to gather, and 
gathered, will enable them to 
more lives than even now.

More 
wait- 
when 
save

However‘each may differ as 
methods, each should honor

to 
the
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It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so . longer th?.n any
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other, the Interest being the same: 
bringing to homes health and happi
ness.

Divine healing should be inexpen
sive—absolutely free. Under no cir- 
cumBtances should healers exact trib
ute in^advance for cures. Healers 
who who do so, forget that it is the 
spirits who do the cures, and not 
the healers. Better for healers to 
await results and have their compen- 
pensatipn in the form ot voluntary 
“thank offerings.”

Healers may, themselves, hire out 
to patie'hts, but healers cannot hire 
out the spirits.

Reincarnation, SÂÆ 
bpdiincnts, examined and discusseti pro ami eon, 
by br. J. M. Pe?bles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
ami W. J. Colville. Price 30 cts.

Ik Liràiï DîsalM»
HyW. J. CUlUIJiK A series of ftwlw ;ec- 
lures, biU’iiiiud nssimp]«-, pruetirai expositions 
oftbüTVn í'uniiininJlneBU la tho spiritual as- 
poet. Price. 5D cents.

Tho Ibciiitc Containing clmpurs on Or 1116 JudUIUU Igiuimd Hl'i-.i'y o; ih« Jos 
nils; Piiucip es asd Aim of iho "<'ompauy ot 
Jesu>;” 1 in mo. al T« Hchings of th'i Jesuits: Con«
deinnatioii of tue Order: Expulsion of ihujes-

.. . j | ultaibuH ot Pot c Clchicnt Xi’/.. AboHshlngthcThese precautions, however, need tiu-Estau» Act; an uppamHx
of valuable inf 'By B. I’1. Austin. A.
M.. 11 D. Price 13c

■not deter healers accepting donations
—voluntary donations—any time
after a cure, as evidence of gratitude, 
or before cure as evidence of good
faith.

These precautions, too, need not
* THE NEW LlfE

These precautions, too, need not Uy Leroy Borrier. An eminently Miggostlvo 
binder honlnrR malrlnrr n mi mna bio Work, Ot- excell-Ul tan<l>>nch». treating of the ninaer neaieis nwKing a reabondbic reintlons 10 tb« physical nrganBm, and 
charge for diagnosis, consultatiou and u1(- power or thought.in tho upbuilding or 
advice, but never charge for a cure, health and ehtu-aeu-r. Cloth, ft.

were Dr. J. R. Flamx
mer and Dr. J. R. Newton.

Two of the later ones I also hap
pened to know, up to. a little while 
ago, in Chicago. ' These were Dr. 
Louis Bushnell and Dr. Emma Nick
erson Warne. ' ■ '

All these ¡food people were, in their 
day, captains and magnates..of a won
drous healing power, and.»11 made 
dignified the office of divine healer. 
Spirits, of course, were nt their ser
vice, and spirits did their biddings.

These noble and lofty souls are now 
gone to their eternal reward—a re-, 
ward of exaltedJiappiness.

Others of like spiritual attainments 
must have taken their places or taken 
'up. the work where they left off, for 
■the same good work is still going on, 
just the same, in New York and Chi
cago.

There are many healers In the field, 
but as this writing is intended only 
for educational 'purposes,-no names 
can be given here. ' ’ '

Dear reader, if you are a Chtls- 
tln and not a Spiritualist, and yotir 
church not possessing the healing 
power divine, then you should stand 
up and ask the reason why. There 
is ample proof in Scrlpturb, showing 
that the healing-power was to con- 

'tlnue and not to be ruled out by

Some may ask, "What is the heal
er’s modus operand! for the trans
mission ot the healing power from 
healer to patient? I wil answer:

“Not unlike the sun in radiating 
heat; not unlike the’ rose emitting 
its fragrance; not unlike the static 
battery in transmitting healing cur
rents of electricity,' and not unlike 
the transmission of force in wireless 
telegraphy, nor 1b it unlike, in going 
wherever sent; for let me toll you, 
the well-trained healer, having charge 
of this wondrous borrowed farce— 
this accumulated energy—can, for 
the purposes intended, utilize It at 
will; like the wireless electric dis
charger, can discharge a volley of this 
element of force, direct it at his will, 
and with an effect upon the patient 
as perceptible as that of a cannon, 
ball—only not so killing. 1

But the healer’s modus operand!— 
not the least among the charms of 
the healing power—:wll] be given in 
another- issue of The Progressive 
Thinker. - DR. R. .GREER.

Maywood, Ill.

ecclesiastics?
If you, as a Christian, are inter

ested in having your Christian'rights
and privileges, you will do this, but! 
if not', you will continue to give to j 
Spiritualists the, exclusive r^ht of

RUSTLING WINGS.

condltion, which promise is to have

way.
Some may ask how to become di

vine healers. I will answer:’. “Any- 
moral man or, woman " with average 
brains and ability,- with fair under-, 
standing of the laws of-physiology, 
sanitation and hygiene—spiritually 
inclined—and a desire to be in touch 
with the Divine . in Nature,- mby be
come a healer,, a Spiritual, or Divine, 
Healer. ’ ’ '

Persons aspiring to thé office of 
healer should enter ..only with rever
ence and ,.’humility," realizing • that 
there is- no more • sacred work .than 
that of ministering to mind's diseased. 
-• Such' must be honestr - earnest, 
straight and straightforward; must be 
clean inside and clean outside; must 
be temperate, having no bad habits; 
must be modest,'courteous and polite; 
must not look up to the' rich nor 
down upon the poor; must have sym
pathy for the rich'as well as com
passion for the poor. Healers must 
be dignified, honorable and devout. 
Healers must have faith in Divine in
telligences. ;■ _ -

Here, I will remark, the demand 
for healers is great Never. In the 
history of- modern Spiritualism has 
there been, greater cry or greater 
need for healers than now, and never 
before .was-there such "Widespread in
terest in Spiritualism as just now. 
‘ - Spirit healers ■ hate no fight with 
medical healers, and . why should

-/i. /
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Materialization wi-AUUlUl IUHDUUUh anco and Materialization a
Fact In Nature, by B-F. Austin. These two lec
tures In one book’of 48 page will be of Interest, 
to all believers In this phase of mediumship 
and may serve to slavt many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents.

THEWORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiling.
Three choice volumes, each com ■ te in Itself, 

in which spirituality is related lo veryday lite 
bi such a way as to mane the world beautlf uh 
Price. 31D0 each.

Molecular Hypothesis of Nature ;■ 
TUe Keimlon ot Ils Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy ot Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 21 cents.

1HE PRIEST,THE WOMAN

I stood by the form of a dear one 
Whose spirit had just passed away, 

And i mourned as one without com
fort, '

O’er the soulless, Inanimate clay— 
When lol a bright light was shed o’er 

me,
I heard the soft rustle of wings. 

And I knew that the dear one was 
living

In the life that Eternity brings.
Don’t think when you ¡Stand by the 

casket,
Your loved one has left in its flight, 

That the souL you have loved Is In 
. darkness,

Or wrapt in the fnists of the night. 
Ah! no, hope bids me see ever

A glistening star above, _
And my soul can.hear anthems of 

spirits
In. their glorious realms ot Love. 

"LOA. N. RECK.
Toledo, Ohio.».

—AND —

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY. -

Thia la a moat valuable book. It comes from an Hr« 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, aud ubo 
koowa. wba^ Uc is talking about. Everybody hbotild 
re&dlt* I'rice, 11.00. it coutaiua the fuilowiug chop* 
Ura: CHAPTER T.
The Strugflc before the Surrender ot TVomauly Self« 

reaped iu the ConfeMluual.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Corifcastuu a Deep Pit of Pcrdltlou for th< 
Priest. CHAPTER III. z

Tho Confcasloual la the Modem Sodom.
CHAPTER I.V.

How tho Vow of Celibacy of the Prioata Is made eaaj 
by Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER V.
The htahly-cducated and rchned TVoman in the Con« 

feaalonal—What bcoomes uf her utur uucondltloof 
al surrender— Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confcttiua deatrovs all the Sacred Ties 01

-Marriage and Human 0c jety.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular ConleaMon l>o tolerated among ClvU> 
lied Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular CvnfesMdn bring Peace to the Soul?

- CHAPTER IX. *
"The Dogma of Auricular Confebslon a Sacrllegloui 
x Imposttire.

CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
. CHAPTER XL

Auricular Confeialou In Australia, America, and 
France,

CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Conaideratlon of Legislators, Hve- 

bands and F&tUen-8ome vf the matters on wMcU । 
Ihefrieat of Rome must Question Ills Penitent.
'Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
—*----

The POSTAGE on •paper« has been 
increased to all the British posses
sions on tills continent. On a single 
paper wo are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT' each week, amounting to 52 

year, wjiereas previously we 
only paid the jiound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 

, hereafter will bo $1,50 per year.

Novel Positions for a London Bishop.
All truthful notions of Ute seem 

misrepresented by the priesthood. We 
read’ the other day of an address by 
the Bishop of London, on a visit to 
America, while at Yale University, to 
an audieneb of 2,000 persons. Dur- 

. ’ ing his discourse the Right Reverend 
Wlnnlngton-Ingram said:

’We bask in the sunshine simply 
because the Supreme Being, God, 

'Let there be light!’ I defy 
any person to find any other reason 
why we are alive than that the Eter- 
nal.God said ‘Let there be light!’ ”

Light is but an incident of motion, 
illustrated, if the reader please, in 
the dynamo/ Its rapid revolution pro
duces electricity, which is an illumi- 

The human invention of the 
dynamo was perfected to produce mo
tion and power, not light. Light was 
only an incident that came of'itself 
unsolicited—not sought after. It 
could not be avoided.

Planets wheeling inxspace are bdt 
magnificent dynamos, and revolution 
on their Sxis is necessary to preserve 
their poise and position as to other 
planets, while electricity, otherwise 
Ilght^is an accidental product.

The preacher represented this by-, 
product as the all, whereas it is a 
very insignificant part, though to mor
tals a very useful one, to the mighty

A fellow clergyman of the “Right 
Reverend” once declared: “It ,1s an 
evidence of the wisdom of God that 
he ^caused large rivers to flow past 
large cities.” And there is that apo
thegm right to the point: "God tem- 
ters 'Ute wind to the shorn' lamb.1 
According to this the shearer does not 

-- adapt his sheep-sbearing to the 
warmth of the summer, but God in his 
kindness heats up the universe to 
keep the lamb from freezing. The 

■ sheep ought to be thankful for his 
goodness.

Rut our London Bishop, with his 
great learning, explained all these 
matters to his vast audience, when he 
said, as we copy from the New York

Again Up to Mischief.

A self-appointed committee of cler
gymen, lateTy walked on a legislative 
committee and urged more stringent 
legislation in regard to Sunday ob
servance. Asked why they deemed It 
necessary, the reply was: "To give 
laboring men rest from fatiguing toll. 
Many of them have no day of rest, 
but are compelled to work seven days- 
a week.” > ' *

•Have-the laborers, appointed you 
. a committee,.to present this commlt- 

a committee to present this matter to 
- us?” Inquired the legislative eommlt- 
tee. ■''■■■■■

“No, we are h Volunteer commit
tee.”

- ‘ “The grievance of which you com
plain is one that affects them, not 
you. If they need relief they are the 
proper persons to apply for it.”

Why were the preachers, so’anxious 
to have more rigid legislation to pro
tect the day sacred’to the sun from 
desecration?^ 
■ The Conneautville,- Pa.,' Courier, 
founded, by our venerable friend. Dr. 
G. W. Brown, of Rockford, III., sixty- 
one years ago, and published by him 
until he went to Kansas ip 1854, 
with a press to aid in rescuing Kan
sas from slavery, furnishes the key 
to this new clerical movement. The 
editor of the Courier, ■ of Methodist 
parentage, in a leading editorial says:

“At the session of the Presbyterian 
Synod of Pennsylvania, at Philadel
phia on October 19, ,ln a report 
detailing the spiritual state of the 
churches, it was shown that 85 per 
cent of the Philadelphia Presbyteri
ans failed to attend the' midweek 
prayer meetings, while for the rest 
of the synod about 75 per cent was 
a fair average of those who .didn’t 
think It worth while to turn out.

“It was stated there are 1,153 
ministers in the synod and 1,085 
churches, and that 143 churches ate 
without pasters. . '

"The synod took a whirl at Sab
bath observance, resolving to send a 
communication to President Roose
velt requesting that base ball playing 
on Sunday be stopped at the navy 
yard and at other national barracks. 
It was decided also to petition Con
gress to discontinue all unnecessary 
work in the postoilice on Sundays; 
to close the money order arid regis
tered letter offices, and wherever pos- 

। ’ slble to let the employes of the postal 
department have their Sabbath. Con
gress ,wlll likewise be requested tb 
turn Its attention to the railroads In 
the effort to limit the amotfnt of 

, Work done on Sunday and to compel 
the companies to give a full secular 

' day of 24 hours lo air employes re
quired to work on the first day of 
tb§ week.”

Now this great anxiety for more 
stringent Sunday laws comes from 
the fact that there is a terrible fall
ing off in church attendance. The 
preachers discourse to empty pews, 
and they want to fill those pews by 
prohibiting ball-playing, Sunday ex
cursions, and other open air exercises 
which health demands. Shut up six 
days' a week in stores, workshops, 
offices or the school room, etc., they 
have need for outdoo}' exercise, and 
woe to that -member of the Legis
lature who tries deprive them'of 
It. , .

The preacher should know, if he 
has brains to know anything, that 
our Sundays are crime-breeding days. 
"An idle brain is the devil’s work 
shop.” Consult the reports of our 
police magistrates» and it will be 
found the domestic feuds, leading up 
to divorces, are the products of Sun
day Idleness. The employed have not 
leisure to plan and execute crime. If 
the qlergy had fewer Idle days the 
criminal records would not show so 
many "Reverends” doing penal ser
vice to the State.

A Leaf of 'the Past with a Thought 
of the Present.

One of the marked events in Syp- 
rian histovy'is preserved by lUustrh- 
tlons on rocks, which have survived 
the mutations of time, and have come 
down to us clear and distinct as are 
similar 'mural scenes depicted in 
Egypt. Assurbdnapal, a reigning king, 
•who lived from 668 'to 626 years 
before our era, was something of a 
Nimrod, after the-manper of our' 
President Roosevelt, though the for
mer had -no brass band to announce 
hii advances; no retinue of retainers 
to applaud his successes; no camera 
to accurately picture scenes; no her
alds to connect him; with a telegraph 

^station, to announce to an admiring 
world his.Successes, In fact he was 
not favored with modern fire-arms; 
on ' the 'Contrary we see the king 
mounted bg his fipry charger,' ajlon 
attacking him. In front-,'another In the 
rear, while his majesty is thrusting 
a javelin down the brute's throat; 
The Hon In the rear has his powerful 
pawb on the hips of, the flying horse. 
It Is a. grand picture, depicting an 
exciting incident of the remote past, 
which the historian of the President's 
late bear-hunt should consult before 
completing* his record. '

Assurbanapal must have been some
thing of a sport, as well as hunter 
and a warriot; for it is record^ of 
him that "he ordered four captive 
kings,- whose names are given, to be 
yoked to-his ^var-charlot, and he was 
drawn by them In state to the gates 
of’the templg, where, having alighted, 
he lifted up his' hands atfft praised 
the gods before the assembled army. 
Teddy, or a modern preacher, could 
not have done better.

It is hoped our President will not 
have occasion to repeat this triumphal 
war scene, and many will wish he had 
acted upon Uncle Tobey's address to 
the fly, In regard to the bear. Said 
our uncle: -"Go thy way, poor devil. 
There 1b room enough In this world 
for tfiee and me.” '

The Äpotheosh of
r»i Hi............. •
11 : Hon. Abram H. Dailey.

“HE FREQUENTLY SPOKE OF THE SPIRIT FRIENDS 
SURROUNDING HIS BED. HE CALLED MANY OF THEM 
BY NiSME '/LND GREETED THEM IN THE MOST AFFEC
TIONATE TERMS. HE NEVER FAILED TO RECOGNIZE 
THOSE WHO WERlf PERMITTED TO ENTER THE SICK
ROOM, AND HELD LOVING CONVERSE WITH'THE 
DENIZENS OF B0TH WORLDS AT ONE AND THE SAME 
TIME. AS THE HOUR OF TRANSITION APPROACHED, 
HIS SPIRITUAL VISION GREW CLEARER AND HIS 
MIND KEENER; A SMILE OF UNSPEAKABLE JOY SET
TLED OVER HIS COUNTENANCE AS HE LOOKED INTO 
THE EYES OF HIS MORTAL FRIENDS, /THEN UPWARD 
INTO THE EYES OF THE INVISIBLE ONES WHO WERE 
MORE THAN VISIBLE TO HIS INTERIOR VISION: *1 
AM GOING NOW,’ HE SAID, TO THOSE AROUND HIS 
BED, -GOOD-BY; GOD BLESS YOU.’ ”

“You will find the Christian relig
ion a matter for the imagination 
•rather than for the 'reason.”

And that is just why The Progres
sive Thinker repudiates Christianity.

-Ours is a matter of fact paper. It 
takes no stock In air castles. It wars 
on frauds. It has no faith In a re
ligion whose principal factor- in its 
bounding was an over credulbus imagi-

A Tale-Telling Telegram.

A telegram from Fort Wayne, Indi
ana, of October 20, published In the 
Woman's National Dally, says:

'Nearly half the membership Of the 
. First Baptist church of Fort Wayne 

Fill be asked to tender their resigna
tion, according to Rev. J. V. Vichert, 
pastor." This half includes 450 mem
bers, who are such only .in name, as 
they do not attend services, nor con
tribute to the finances of the church."

Is there a church of any denomi
nation whose membership is not 
largely made up of deadheads? Dur
ing an excitement large acquisitions' 
are made to the church roll, and In
active members ¿re seldom elimi
nated. Thus the numbers are swollen, 
anil the church appears larger xthan 
the facts warrant.

1 A Worthy Act.

And now the announcement that 
President Roosevelt, in directing a 
new star to be added on the $10 gold 
coin pieces, to represent the forty- 
sixth Stale In the federal union, has 
also directed the omlssjon of that very 
unwise legend, "In God we Trust,” 
added by order of Secretary of the 
Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, during 
the war of the Rebellion. It'had no 
business there py begin with; It was 
in violation of the Constitution which 
provided for, a non-sectarjan govern
ment; it was designed by its project
ors as an^advance step towards unit
ing' church and state, doing in detail 
what they dated not attempi as a 
whole. The President, for this act, 
deserves well of the country; but the 
priesthood are on his-trail: "It will 
cause. profound regret ’to the Chris
tian patriotism of America,” declared 
a ..prominent clergyman when he 
learned of'll. Whilst In our opinion 
it will be a source of joy to all loveR- 
of a secular government. . -

THE MISTAKEN IDENTITY, 
, -—.

. To the Editors—I wish to'acknowl
edge that I was mistaken in the Iden
tity of Mrs. Joselyn. I only knew of 
one lady by that name in the pity, and 
regret very much that F have caused 
unconsciously, anyone needless hu
miliation. I have endeavored tn all 
cases to speak THE* TRUTH, And as 
applied to the other <Mfb. ’Joselyn, I 
did not make false statements.

Yours for the right. < 
E. EDWARD FAUROT. 

AS Dudley Place, Grand Rapids Mich.

' .Man-alone 1b and atali be out godi 
Feuerbach. ..

Borne Impose upon the world that 
they , believe that which they do not; 
others.more in number, make them
selves believe Uiat they believe, not 
being able to penetrate into what ltda 
to believe.—Montaigne.

Spiritualists Not Responsible.
It is positively unjust to <iold Spir

itualists responsible lor the Iniqui
tous fraud's of fakir mediums, otHer 
than too many patronize them, and 
attempt to apologize for their deviltry. 
No genuine Spiritualist can resort to 
fraudulent methods in th^ propaga
tion of his faith. He knows the 
spirit will will repulse such’ action, 
and if previously a medium the power 
will be withdrawn.

Some thoughtless persons hkve at
tempted to excuse -frauds, by alleging, 
the mediums practicing those vile 
methods are obsessed by evil spirits.. 
This obsession theory is a survival of 
Christianity, and was borrowed by 
them from Roman paganism, with Its 
endless hell, a roaming devil, and 
damned spirits. Spiritualists inherit 
the shallow teaching .which Chris
tians intruded into modern thought, 
and the sooner It is discarded the, 
better for the cause we all love. ■

The vices and crimes of humanity 
are common to our mortality; but are 
laid asidv with the rude tenement We 
inhabit. A few mediums have at. 
teempted to furnish'proof-that obses
sion by undeveloped spirits is a-fact; 
but we prefer to believe those me
diums are misled by. errors in their 
own organizations.

If fal^&ood and vice survive the- 
tomb then there is a terrible defect 
in the Immortal state. Better that 
state thus was clouded was an eter
nal sleep.

A Worthless Foundation.

Who would content himself to base 
belief in an Important historical event 
on a reputed dream of two thousand 
years ago by a jealous lover? It that 
suspicioned lover gave evidence pt an 
InTraction of a moral law, and the 
dream ..was offered to exculpate her 
from guilt, who in these modern times 
would accept'that dream as any evi
dence in the premises?

An ancient dream passing down 
three generations before it was writ
ten, and then transcribed and trans
lated into distant tonguys for fifteen 

'hundred or more additional years, 
who would be willing fo acqdpt It 
as anything but a meaningless dream?

* Are not the dreams of Joseph the 
only evidences we have that Jesus was 
begotten by one df the members Of 
the Christian godhead?
‘ Consult, good reader, Matthew 1: 
2<);'>13, 13, T9, 22. ,
'Christians oondemn Spiritualism, 

sayfag it is based On tiny raps’that 
rfay have been made by fraud; But 

-the ablest minds of the last -.fifty 
years who have investigated the phe
nomena, declare, t^ym genuine and 
not of mortal brifln..

DreamB.’. vety generally, ar® the 
products of impaired digestion, else 
of disturbed fileefi. They/ are wholly 
unreliable as matters hf fact,'and have 
no standingzwith thoughtful* peSpie. 
But Christianity bases its hopes of 
Immortality and its creed on this 
wholly, worthless foundation,

- A Great: Truth.

✓ That learned and-voluminous Eng. 
Mkh author, John.-Ruskin, declared' 
a great truth, when he Wrote:

."We are never appreciated except
ing by* our equals dr our superiors.' 
Our ^inferiors will either extol us to 
the skies, else degrade us.”'

Hòn. Abram H. Dailey has taken leave of earth. This will 
be sad news to all the Spiritualists in’America; particularly to 
those to whom his was a familiar figure at Lake Pleasant Camp 
Meeting for many years. He was born in Massachusetts Octo
ber 21,1831, hence had rounded out an earth joúrney of seventy- 
six years and a fewvdays. On November, 2, after an illness of 
only, three days, he went back to the home whence he elected 
to come when he entered upon the earth visit that he has so 
recently closed with so much credit to himself, and glory to the 
Cause to which he had- devoted the last- twenty-seven years of 
his lifè. ' -

While fitting for college at the Academy in Williston, Mass., 
he was prostrated by a serious illness and three years passed 
before he succeeded in regaining his health. He then completed 
his education, removed to Brooklyn, N-. Y;, fitted for the bar 
and entered upon the practice of law, which profession he fol
lowed down to the close of his earth life. He won his first 
case, and all his efforts as a lawyer have been croyvned with 
success. He never undertook a case that he did not believe to 
be just-and right; having entered upon a contest, he threw his 
whole soul into his work, and bent every energy tô win the. 
victory which he believed was deserved.

He was a Republican in, politics and took a foremost place 
in the councils of his party. Notwithstanding the fact that 
King’s-County was normally. Democratic, he was elected presi
dent-judge by a very large majority. He served one term, then 
returned to thtf practice of his profession. Subsequently he 
wàs elected Surrogate, overcoming a popular Democratic oppo
nent by1 a very gratifying plurality. Office holding was not tó 
his liking, and’he never again consented to the use of his name 
as a candidate for any political position. He took active inter
est in ¡polities and endeavored to secure the nomination and elec
tion of good men to places of trust and honor.

Early in life he became a member of the Plymouth Church, and 
his name remained on its books down to the dayrfif bis transi
tion. He enjoyed, the personal friendship of Henry) Ward 
Beecher, and was*greatly attached to both of his successors, 
Dr.. Lyman Abbott and Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis. Dr. Hillis 
sent a letter of condolence, breathing a spirit of brotherly love 
tenderness of soul to Judge Dailey’s .family upon learning of 

■his departure from earth. Judge Dailey held many thoughts 
in common with the distinguished men whose names we have 
mentioned, but never hesitated to avow the faith that was in 
him in his many friendly controversies with them.

The transition of his first wife, about thirty years ago, led 
him to look into the claims of Spiritualism. Late in the autumn 
of 1880 he became a convert to the sunny gospel of the min
istry dì the angels, and from that day to the present hai been 
an outspoken Refender of its principles. About twenty-five 
years ago he was united in marriage with Miss Rosalie Schauer, 
who, with one daughter by the wife of his youth, survives him. 
Six sisters also mourn the loss of a loved and devoted brother, 
four of them being his senior in years. He was the only son in 
a family of eight children, his youngest sister having preceded 
him in-her return to the world of souls.

He succeeded the late Dr. Joseph Beales as president of 
Lake Pleasant Camp Meeting, and held that office for fourteen 
years. He retired in 19Ô5, and was succeeded by Mr. R. ,F. 
Churchill, thè present incumbent. He served a single term as 
vice-president of the National Spiritualist Association, and was 
the president of several local societies in Brooklyn of ephemeràt 
existence during the past twenty-seven years. •

It was thé remark among his associates in the legal profes
sion that Judge Dailey w’as ever on the alert in the defense 
and advocacy of his-religion. He frequently said to his part
ners: “You may believe,or not believe; I know.’’ No one 
of them questioned or sought to cast aspersions upon that 
which was'so true-to-him. HeTwas a man who commanded 
the respect alike of his'friends arid his foes. He enjoyed the 

,personal friendship of Robert G. Ingersoll, the great agnostic; 
likewise of many of Clie distinguished scientists of the past 
fifty years. He was president of the Medico-Legal Society of 
Greater New York for a number of terms, and took an active 
interest in everything that pertained to the advance of science.' 
He was a* liberal patron of the arts, and “many-5 struggling 
student found in.him a sympathetic friend. This is true also 
of those who were seeking education to fit themselves fot other 
activities in life. ' .
¿He was a member of the Masonic Fraternity, 'also of the 

Eastetfi Star, and made himself perfectly familiar with the spir
itual téachihgs of both orders. Both fraternities were largely 
represented jat the funeral services which were held in thè 
Aurora Grâta CáthéSraL in Brooklyn November 5, af^which 
Harriitìn D. Barrett- officiated. >

DesVSte his riumy activities. Judge Dailey found, time to de
vote filmseíf to literature, and his* library iá filled with the 
choiccât boéks from the pens of'the leading authors of all con
tinents? ‘Éter wrote several works, thè besti known to Spiritual- 
isl/bShg ?$The Life of Mollie Fancher.’* ‘Another work from 
his fabile pen,"relating to The^Medico-Legal Society, of yhiefy 
he w&r long president, is accepted as authority’ ip/-scientific 
circles?11 fíe was a contributor, to many scientific journals, jilso 
.to vanousípiritual. papers, 'his. words being always read with 
great Wiafty as coming from one .Who spoke with authority.- 

.. Judge Dailey had the courage of a thousand heroes in the 
defense .of that, which he believed to be right. 'Any person or 
friend whòài he felt to be unjustly persecuted never appealed 
to hinrin vain for aid. 'The.wealthtof his legal mind and of; 
his purse was at the service of the óñe in need. He felt him, 
sei? amply repaid if he succeeded in freeing the one .in distress * 
from trouble. The poor and needy Lound in him a friend in
deed, and he was one of whom it can be trulÿ-said that his

¥ 

right hand never knew what his left hand was doin^. Hit? 
charities, were many and generous, but he made no display of 
his offerings and sought by every means in his ppwer to. re 
lieve the one whom he aided of any possible humiliation, 
i He urijoy^d open comriiunion.with the denizens of the spirit 
world through the mediumship of his devoted 'wife. His home 
was a veritable mee'ea for, mediums, and in his spacious par
lors the leading legal and literary lights of Brooklyn were 
ualismnVlte<1 t0 a6Sem^le to listen tlie Cachings of Spirit-

Jife. and work completely refute the oft-repeated state
ment that »ri'belief in Spiritualism unfits'a man for lousiness. 
His ample fortune was earned solely in the practice of- his 
profession, for he religiously eschewed all speculation and in
vestments of a doubtful character. .He was held in the highest 
personal esteem by clergymen of all denominations, likewise by 
scientists, philosophers and" theologians. ■ His religious belief 
wqs respected by all who knew him and he lecTscoresvbf, the 
ablest minds of the United States to a quiet investigation of 
; i111 Tu-a 18m’ °f his home, his closest friend jvas-prob-

ably Mrs. May 8, Pepper-:Vanderbilt, whose counsel he has 
been during the prolonged contest through which she lias been 1 
compelled to pass by reason of the ingratitude of others.** It 
was through his influence that Mrs. Vanderbilt,’ then Mrs, Pep
per, was brought into association with Rev. I. K. Funk aRd 
Prof. James Ilyslpp, to whom she gave indubitable proofs 6f 
the continuity of life beyond the grave.
. He was taken with pneumonia ou Tuesday, October 29, while 
in the court room-in connection with the now famous Van
derbilt case. He seemed to realize from the first that his time 
to go had come. He retained possession of his faculties up 
to the very last. He seemed to remember everything—all his 
fiiend^ relatives, associates, business matters, as well as his 
love for his mortal and spirit friends. He outlined in detail 
what he wished done with his body, and made arrangements 
fot his funeral services.

■'lie frequently sjioke of the spirit friends surrounding his 
bed. He called many of them by name and greeted them in 
the most affectionate terms. He never failed to recognize those 
who werq permitted to enter -the siekrroom, and held lovinq 
converse with the denizens of both worlds at one and the same 
time. As the hour of transition approached, his spiritual vis
ion grew clearer and his min'd keener-------- ii smile of unspeakable 
joy settled over his countenance as he looked into the eyes of 
his mortal friends, then upward into the fives of the invisible 
ones who were more than visible to his interior vision. _ __  
going now ” he said to those around his bed, “good-by; God 
bless you.

With these words Abram H. Dailey took leave of edilh. The 
trite old sayin

“I am

/

his sojourn here
lie has made this world better- IK- reason oi
is more than true of this good man who 1ms 

left us. Spiritualism has lost a devoted friend in the departure 
of Judge Dailey, while 
laity have lost an_honored leader and i

workers, mediums and

“This carili of ours is
jiarture from it;

While s])irit life is all

much the poorer because of his do

tile TJélier-because of his entrance

HA1ŒISON 1). BARRETT.

DEFINITIONS OF CLAIRVOYANCE, FORMULATED BY

CLAIRVOYANCE, literally, means clear seein 
itualism it has a technical meaning and refers 4o a phase of 
mediumship. Clairvoyance may be either subjective or object
ive, and it is often difficult, if not altogether impossible, for 
the clairvoyant to distinguish between the two.

SUBJECTIVE CLAIRVOYANCE is that psychic condition 
of a human being, who thereby becomes a medium, which en
ables spirit intelligences, through the manipulation of the nerve 
centers of sight, to impress or photograph upon the brain of 
the medium pictures-and images which are seen as visions by 
the medium without the aid of the physical eye. These pic
tures and images may be of things spiritual or material, past 
or present, remote or near, hidden or uncovered, or they inily 
have their existence simply in the conception or imagination 
of the spirit communicating

OBJECTIVE CLAIRVOYANCE is that psychic power or 
function of seeing, objectivly; spiritual being 
things by and through the spiritual sensorium which pervades 
the'physical mechanism of vision, without which objective-clair
voyance would be impossible, 
this power; in some it is developed, and in others it has but 
a casual quickening. Its extent is governed by the rate of . 
vibration under which it operates; thus, one clairvoyant may< 
see objectively spiritual things which to anotherunay be invis
ible, because of the degree of difference in the intensity of the 
power.

X-RAY CLAIRVOYANCE is a foi■in orclairvoyan.ce which 
partakes of the characteristics of the X-ray, and seems to be 
objective. The clairvoyant who possesses this power is able, 
to see physical objects through intervening physical matter, 
can perceive the internal parts of the human body, diagnose / 
disease and -observe the operations of healing and decay.

CATALEPTIC CLAIRVOYANCE occurs when the body is.

but in Spu>

objects and

A few persons are born with

sleep, induced by hypnotic powerin a trance state, resqmblhig
exercised by an incarnate or d^carnate spirit, or it may be self
induced. When in this state the spirit leaves the body and is 
able, at its own will or the suggestion of the hypnotist, to 
travel to remote places and to gee clearly what is trauspirin 
in the places it visits, and to observe- spiritual as well as ma
terial things in its environments. While in this state it some
times happens that the thought expressions of the spirit in 
its travels are expressed by the lips of the physical body, and 
"that thought'waves are conveyed to it through the physical 
body. This may be due to the fact that there is a spirit cord 
yhich connects the body and the spirit and transmits vibra- 
flons between them. As long as this cord is not severed, the 
spirit may return to the body; but should it be severed; then ' 
what we call death would at once ensue. Under this form of' 
clairvoyance thére is an interblending of subjective and object
ive spiritual sight.

TRANCE-CONTROL CLAIRVOYANCE is that psychic state 
under which the control of the physical body of ihe medium » 
is assumed by the spirit intelligence and the consciousness of 
the medium is, for the time being, dethroned. In this case 
the controlling spirit is really the clairvoyant and simply uses 

 

the-mèdium t body as a means of communicating what the 
SpinLrieeS, and therefore the question -of subjective or object

 

ive -spiritual "sight, in so far as"the medium is conceraedjrcan

 

not be raised. To, some persons who go to mediums for read
ings and who may become witnesses in trials at law, it ma 
not Be known that under trance control the medium is/ 
intents and purposes, absent; therefore, in dealing rinth defini
tions of clairvoyance to be used for the enlightenment of judges 
and jurors, it seemed necessary, for thg protection of mediums; 
to explain what is here teiìàéd trance-control clairvoyance.

. TELEPATHIC CLAIRVOYANCE is thè subjective¿percep-.’ 
tion, in picture fórni, of thought transmitted from a distance.
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MEALS WJTHOUT MEAT.
The Multum In parvo of cook books 

up to date. It you want to know how 
to live without using animal food ihis 
book will help you. It Is the resulf of 
the author'd own actual experience in 
adopting a vegetarian diet Space is 
devoted to the consideration of Soups, 
Salads and Deserts and-several practi
cal menus are given. A booklet for 
every-day ppople. ' It does not tell how 
to cook elaborate course dinners, ±ut 
for every-day living it is just the thing; ’ 
You need the book whether you are a 
vegetirlan or not Price. 25 cents.

t 
»

not an introduction to, 
ment of a larger work. 
Itself the full teachings 
upon the subject of the 
Price, 25 cents.
JUST HOW TO COOK

w'b Ihtaniatlotial Congress, Chloavo.

JUST HOW TO CONCENTRATE.
N ?ool£ teIls ho'v to usa Ilie Won- 
nerful forces of being tn promote a 
nappy, harmonious aud fit al thy nf0. It 
Is practical, helpful. Tells how»to de
velop ahd practice concentration, train 
the emotions, improve the memory and 
direct all powers for the betterment of 
conditions. The very , thing for those 
who feel tied to a lite of barren drudg
ery. Contains the key to better condi
tions of nilnd, body and • environment. 

, Bound in dove color and green heavy 
paper; 31 pages; Price, 25 cents.

What All the World’s a-Seeking, 
RALTH WALDO TRINE.

BMb?t bonding hl* world from wjthin; thought II 
thebulldir; for thought* arc force*.—«obUe, vital. 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and According os used do 
tterbrUg power or impotence, peace orpain, bucccb* 
•r failure.—From Title-page.

The Above books aro beautifully bound in gray-grocn 
raised doth, «tamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
gftetop. Price, tl.KU For sale at tbb office.

OULTIVATIOV OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

A treatise on HUMAN CULTLRE. 
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and in? 
stfu,ctive book. Price $1.00.

FATE MASTERED.

And Destiny Fulfilled. By W. 3, 
Colville.

A dainty book of 62 pages, bound 
In heavy wiilte cover, with cat-tail, 
decoration. . . i .

Contents: Fate-Mastered. Interior 
Force. Its : Practical »Evolution.- 
Thought as a Shield. Thé Human 
kura.. . For sale at.this office. Price 
)Q cents. ■ . ■ ....

mrmnber 2-3, 1907.

The SpiritWld’s-Views.’
'Given through the Mediumship of W., J. Colville 

A Lecture delivered at Seattle, Washington 
October 6^1907, on the Question: “ Will Amer
ica Maintain Hei- Position in the Vanguar^of 
Progress?. Will Japan Supersede Her?”

The-subject announced for this occasion,is awery extraordi
nary oñe, and I will .say to all present that Thad no choice in 
its seipction, , and when I saw that it had been announced, I won
dered 'why it had been chosen. I will say something about it, 
although I do not feel that it is a subject to which we can dp 
anything like full justice. y . ..
' Our subject;now is; “Will America Maintain Her Position in 
the Vanguard of Progress, or Will Japan Supersede Her?”

I do not'believe it possible that any nation can ever super
sede any other 'nation until the work of the one nation‘is com
pletely done, therefore whenever I speak upon the lost Atlan
tis, or upon the rise, gradual decline and ultimate fall of Egypt, 
I endeavor to .point out as clearly as l ean that instead of one 
nation having superseded another prematurely, instead,of one 
nation being cast down by the hand of Fate, ór even by the 
action of Divine Providence, which is a very much aptér and., 
far more satisfactory statement, I take the ground which I now1 
wish td reiterate, that when any country passes away, it passes - 

' away from two causes; 'one cause being that it has become cor- 
- rupt—that is the minor cause; the other cause being that it 

has finished its work—that is the major cause. Thevminor cause 
, I am willing to call quitq necessary, but the major cause I re

gard as being, in the course of expression, inevitably neces
sary.

Now I want to take, as text this Afternoon, words from, the 
book of Ecclesiastes: “To everything there is a season, arid 
a time to every purpose under the heaven: A time to be born 
and a time to die;& also “A good name is better than precious 
ointment,” and “The day of death is better than the day of 

• birth:” ■’ '
To my mind these quoted wirds can be translated' very sim- 

'ply iQ the following manner: Everything lives as long as it is 
useful; and when it is no longer useful it passés away, fet
ter is the end of one’s collegiate course than'the beginning of. 

.it; better is the moment of graduation from a school than the 
J * moment when à boy or girl enters an academy, and in a better, 

condition must tiie..worid bo when some age or cycle has come 
"to a close than when than age or cycle began. - 7
' Now,'why do nations rise, and why do nations fall?' How 

■ do nations rise iyid how do nations fall ? These a're great ques- 
\ tions which ever demand answer at our hands. We see that 

■v in the rise and fall of nations and republics, one.succeeds an
other, and'that in turn is succeeded by still another, and so 
on in continuous succession. We fiqd very often centers of in
dustry shifting their places'; at one time eastward, at another 
westward, at another northward apd at 'another southward'the

• 'tide of empire floats, and while Horace Greeley used to say.r 
“Youngpian, 8° west y°u A*38“’6 to make your way.in the 
world,” at another time an equally wise, exhortation might

-1 have ' fallen from the lips of an equally intelligent adviser, 
'“■Young man go' east.” At''one time you- say, “Go north,” 
and at another, “Go south.” .

Now the whole planet is undoubtedly intended by the Divine 
Intelligence which directs all, to he inhabited. All thé rçmains 
which we can find of ancient civilization, go very far to prove 
—indeed prove.absolutely ’and conclusively to our tnost learned 
archaeologists—that the very bed of the ocean to-day has been 
fruitful land occupied by numerous people; that the great Sa
hara Desert, the Libyan Desert, and many others, must have 
been at some time the bed of the sea, for every sand grain is 
perfectly rounded, evidently by the action of water. The very 
land on which we stand to-day has been the bed of the ocean, 
while the bed of the ocean as we know it to-day will, in ages 
to come, be fruitful land. Thus it is that the land rises and 

, subsides, and thus it is that ages come and ages go and every 
’ age has its period of birth, of adolescence,-of maturity, of de

cline, of senility, and finally of extinction. But, as the ancient 
parable of the phoenix''shows us, out from the very ashes of 
the dead parent a new and more glorious bird arises, and thus 
the American eagle of to-day may be, in a certain sense, the 
lineal descendant or successor of that glorious eagle of ancient 
hire. . -

This great continent has been prophetically called Eagle 
Laud. We know that in the book of Beelation thef^are cer-', 
tain statements made with regard to the wings of a’great eagle, 
which ninny commentators have thought referred to ancient 
Rome, but others to modern America. ' :

(t is interesting to note that about every 2,000 years we wit
ness a mighty change in the conditions of human life on this 
plane. We know that the year of our great sun is equal to ; 
nearly 26,000 years as we know Jhem; that the solar months 

• are ea^h over 2,100 of our years, the year of the greafsun be- 
' ing equal to 25,800 of our years; and it is interesting In'know 
that at the close of every one of .these grand cycles ther^ is a 
very great upheaval like that which caused the ocean to .claim : 
Atlantis. At the end" of about every 2,000 years we trace the 
conclusion of one^age or cycle and the beginning of( another.

Now we cannot say, speaking here, oh Puget Sound, that we. 
are in the midst of an old civilization going to decay; we can-. 
not say, when we witness the growth of California, Oregon 
aufl Washington during the past few years, and the. growth I 
and development of the whole Northwest, that this is^the END 

-of a cycle; we cannot say when we look across this vast coun- 
try to the Atlantic seaboard, whether it be Ameriran or Cana
dian, that we are living at the end of a cycle, for we are living 
here in the very beginning of a new'age. It would seem almost' 
incredible, therefore, that anypne could imagine that an old na- ; 
tion like Japan could supersede a young'nation like modern 
America. But it is not a question of one superseding the other. 
The very question-of supersession must be founded upon some- ; 
one’s misconception, for no keen logician could have imagined 
that a nation such as Japan could possibly^ supersedè such à 
nation as America. ' Brown and white'wilTrise together; Amer
ica and Japan will flourish unitedly, the/f air Pacific Ocean roll
ing between them. . j. /

Why should there not be, in this new age, a dual civilization? 
We are all interested-in seeing men and women acknowledged 
as equals before the law; we are advocating equality in all de
partments of . life and industry} we are finding ourselves called 
upon in the’religious and scientific and artistic worlds to de
mand that there shallhe a perfect blending of head and heart, 
intellect and emotion, of all in Nature that we term masculine^ 
with, all that we term feminine, individually and collectively; 
and here, amid this great world-wide movement foç the equal 
recognition' of male and female, for the blending qf head and 
heart, the artistic with the scientific, we'find the extreme East

and the extreme West blossoming forth together in all the ex
quisite glory of a new-bpm civilization. > Y' -

Now, just at this time, Japan is in the. thrill df renaissance— 
a new birth. And weoan say of America that this geologically 
ancient land is noW the seat and center of a growing modern 
civilization. Whether we will or not, we must all come out of 
the narrow enclosures in which we were formerly able to live 
comfortably; we must to-day acknowledge that'the woïld is 

•ready to shake hands across continents and oceans, and we can 
no longer afford to encourage our ancient prejq^iceg.or to sub
stitute narrow patriotism for a large cosmopolitanism. As we 
gather in this hall we read the adjective “TheQsqjfliic^ on 
the door, and all wé need to remember is that Theosophy stands 
for universal brotherhood and sisterhood; that is all; and that 
is quite enough.’ The majority of people are content to fetand 
for very much less. We all feel that loyalty tp ouv own par
ticular flag is both a privilege and a duty, but when you sing 
“Columbia the Gem of the Ocean,” and .wave and salute the 
Stars and Stripes, and then you cross the water, spend one 
nig'ht in a steamer, and the next morning you aie in British 
Columbia, whelp you find the Union Jack, you realize that 
these two nations at least must be united. A few hours takes 
you from King Edward’s domain to-Uncle. Sam’s; ,you sing 
“God Save the King” and “My Country ’Tis of Thee” always 
to the same grand tune. You may be one hottr under one flag 
and the next hour under another. "We are remifided (so far as 
thb title is concerned, at, least) of Ouida’s' celebfated story 
“Under Two Flags,” ipid in this part of the' world, the two 
flags, the American and thé British, certainly must wave together 
(Applause.) Now, though these two flags, are equally, dear, 
those who are born in British Columbia may rightfully feel th 
greater affection for the Union Jack than for the; Stars and' 
Stripes ; while those who were born in the State of Washing
ton, may justly fegl a greater love for the Stars and Stripes 
than .for the Union Jack, while those! who have lived under 
both, and .those who “have equal reason to be proud of hbth, may 
hold one in each hand and__say, God bless America and God 
bless'Britain, and then say God bless the entire wprld.

$iow_I will tell yqu what my flag is." My flag is » white flag, 
which contains the inscription, “Peace to all Nations,” and on 
the white background of the flag are all the flags of the differ
ent nations of the world. When I am living in America I put 
the Stars .and Stripes in the center; when I am living in the 
British Empire I put the Union Jack in tne center; when in
France, the tri-colored emblem of 'the Ejencli .Republic in the 
center. Wherever I am living I put the nag in the center whicl^ 
is the flag of the nation that is then entertaining me hospitably, 
and I would be a loyal subject or a faithful citizen wherever 
I might be. Whenever I am enjoying the privilege^ and pro-" 
tection of any flag, then do I salute that flag with special honor; 
but I place ail the'flags together on the white background and 
say “Peace to the entire world.” That is my religion, my phi
losophy, and that is what I deem quite cosmopolitan. While 
I claim the British-flag-as my own, the world is my country, 
and I trust I may faithfully perform my duty^ to 'do good io 
all my fellow men; that is my religion. I still hold.¡that every 
individual has a right to a, special flag and a special country, 
and I agree with Howard Paine’s-immortal, words, “HoiAe, 
sweet home; there is no place like home.” J
' It is perfectly right that you love America more.than Japan, 
and it is equally right that the Japanese, the German, the 
Frenchman, loves his country better than any other, j It is per-' 
fectly right that the Japanese love Japan more, than Germany, 
and that the German loves Germany better than, J&pan. ■- It js 
right that the Frenchman loves France more (than -Germany, 
and that we all love our own particular land ascthe dearest' 
place in all the world. It is perfectly right that .the husband 
loves his wife ahd the wife loves- heNhusband; that parents, 
love their children and children their, parents more than any 
other man or woman-on the face of-dhe planet; yet iff is righty 
that there should flourish that universal love which is. embod
ied in the angelic song, “Peace bn Earth, good will to-all 
humanity.” . .'

There are' two translations of the angelic song. One ,1s the 
King James vision, the other is the Vulgate. One is expressed 
by.“Peace on earth, good-will to men;’-’ the other is “Peace 
on qarth to men of good will.” Both statements' are correct. 
The original Greek is so ricK that it perfectly' justifies-both 
these translations in our vernacular. From the angelic stand
point, it is peace on'earth, good will to all humanity; from 
the standpoint of men on earth it is peace on earth as widely1 
as good will extends; for further than good will extends there 
can be no peace. Until we learn to love each other'it is all in 
yain that we send delegates to the Hagae Conference; all in 
vain* that we discuss plans for arbitration or conciliation,-and 
the only way th bring about right feeling between nations is 
to cultivate right feeling between individuals. ‘

Some people tell me that whenever I touch upon a subject 
such as this that I speak on bo(h sides of it. Well, I hope I 
do. ‘They tell me I take both sides at once. It is my desire’to' 
stand in the middle of the road.and to extend my.hands to the 
Orient and the Occident with friendly feeling toward both. 
Now if there is an inhabitant of Japan here, I shake hands 
with him,' and if there is an American here, I Shake hands with 
him. I say heartily, my-dear brothers, Hove you both, and I do : 
not love one less because I love theother also. I desire to be an 
arbitrator, a conciliator, to stand between the two and say: 
You are both good,^and you Jove me and I love you, and we 
love each other and have mutual interests to serve. .

We must learn .to take thid-same position with.regard to 
Japan and America that we take with regard to Jew'and Gen
tile, to Catholic and11 Protestant, and with regard to all the 
.races and creeds which we must mingle with in our daily inter
course ip any metropolitan center.* Here we are living in a 
country capable of sustaining an enormous population, and the 
present-population of Anlerica is distinctly polyglot.

Where did we aU'jeome from?« ~ '
Lobk over anyjrepresentative audience tmd yqu wj^l find peo

ple of all nations intermingled. I vyas once addressing an audi
ence of about .500 people,-and I fdmqd 33 distinct ^tionafi^ 
represented, yet all those people said. *“We ^re Xmeri 
and it was quite true. One person shid, “I yras djprn hrGer: 
many,” another said, “I was bom in France^ another came 
from' England, another Horn Scotland, others', frtah Ireland, 
Russia, Poland, Roumania, yet they all were. American citizens.

Isn’t America to-day a great cosmopolis?. Sn’tifhe Amen., 
can people of to-day made up of many different nations of the 
florid? • Don’t we have newspapers published,in '^e 'German, 
Italian and Scandinavian languages, and are ffie^notta great 
many people who are unable to speak English ^iiently who are, 
nevertheless, excellent citizens? Do we not nnd^-people con
stantly.■coming here from all parts of the world uniting their 
forces? 'This isn’t a country where race prejudice can thrive. 
There isn’t a country where .antagonism toward any body of 
decent people can long continue, and why? Because so many 
races have intermingled in the upbuilding of the nation. We 
might understand people living in a little country entirely of 
their own sustaining racer prejudices; we might understand 
people living in a narrow, restricted territoryt apart from- every 
other country, not knowing the ways and customs of people’

outside of their own country, sustaining race prejudices; but 
now that wecaa travel in a few days from New York to San 
Francisco or Vancouver, and people who are to-day under the 
American flag, to-morrow are under the British; or aro òne 
week under the Italian flag, and'«the next*week .may be in 
Africa; when people pride themselves on their excursions all 
over the world, who go first to Egypt and then to sAlaska, who 
are one summer in Palestine and the next in Brazil, who go .one 
year to Mexico and another to Norway, people who see the 
“Land of the Midnight Sun”-sometimes in Europe and some
times in Alaska—these are surely people who cannot believe 
that their nation is going into decline, nor can they afford tp 
hold* race prejudices of any kind whatsoever. And why should 
anybody be afraid of our charming little brown neighbors— 
the Japanese? These, singularly intelligent people ..have proved, 
tlíemselvés within the làst few years to be among the greatest 
and noblestr of all the families of the earth! 1

How came it that the Japanese’defeated the Russians again 
and again by land and sea? They have proved/the words of 
the ancient proverb, “Not by might and not by power, but by 
my spirit”. There was more of the spirit of God in the Jap
anese than in the Russians. Why? Because there was more of 
the spirit of humanity, and wherever there, is, tl^e spirit of hu- 
mapity, there is the Divine Spirit. Wherever there is disunion, 
there do we noté the absence of the Divine Spirit. ,

God is unity. God is one, and where humanity displays 
unity, there humanity displays the Deific spirit.

Deity is the God of all the earth, not of any section of. the 
planet; the parent ¿f all humanity, not of one particular race, 
Thus, wherever people are. living together in unity and har
mony, “united^ they stand; divided, they fall.” A house di
vided against itself would, of necessity, be brought to dissolu-' 
tion; any house-mnited must necessarily stand. We note that 
Japan was united, Within its own borders, while the Russians 
were divided amongst themselves during'the recent conflict.

The Japanese arq the little brown people about whom, until 
comparatively recently we heard but little. t They were regarded 
by many as about like the Chinese. We know that th^ Mongo
lians inhabiting the “Celestial Empire” are' the most conserva
tive'Of the races of the earthy yet even in China to-day there 
.is a great awakening.

When J was in-California last February I met Baba Bharata, 
who has established a Hindoo temple in Los Angeles. Hp in. 
vitad me to speak before his people, and to take dinner witl) 
him. I partook of food that he cooked himself, but he never 
mistook mè for a Brahmin? He presented me With his book en
titled “KRISHNA,” Which is an explanation of ancient Hin
doo religion. Baba Bharata attended my lecture on it when I 
said everything I wished to say regarding his religion. At its 
close he said, “May I say a word to your audience?” and I re
plied, “I will esteem it a great favor if you will do so.” Then- 
he told my audience that I had given a true .interpretation of 
Hindoo philosophy. I had said that the Brahipin who speaks 
of Krishna anil the Christian who speaks of Christ, when they 
áre both sincere, mean exactly the same thing, and that they 
hfe all alike endeavoring to find the One Life in its infinite and 
manifold expressions, and all acknowledge the fundamental 
principle that all souls aré Divine manifestations. When one 
takes that view there is no room-for quarreling or dispute.

We may speak in different languages, we may have diverse 
customs,' we may be different du appearance, but we are all,' 
within our swuls, one—a‘ unit.

Why should we object to the Japanese because they are brown, 
when, forsooth,.we are white? Why should.we speak slightingly, 
of the N°rth American Indian because his skin is red? _ Why 
should we object to the negro because outwardly he is black? 
Why should we object to the Chinamán because his skin is yel- 
low?-. It is not the color of the skin, but the’condition of the 
'individual so far as character is concerned that we must up
hold. .

I will never degrade my position before the public by con
descending to cater to that most uncivilized fanaticism which 
discriminates and criticises and makes péople devilish by throw
ing firebrands in our midst, when I know that it is my duty to 
throw aside all prejudice so fap as the physical is concerned and 
draw a character line instead of a color line in all instances.

You can never make a wicked person the equal of a righteous 
person unless you persuade the wicked person to becoine right
eous, and then'he* is no longer wickbd; you cannot make an 
idler the equal of an industrious person unless -you make him < 
a worker, and then-he has Ceased to be an Idler. Neither the 
Japanese nor the Americans are the chosen people of God—all 
the races of thè egrth are God’« people equally.

Now, are the Japanese a particularly righteous people? In 
one sense, Yes; in another sense, doubtless No. The Japanese 
are not ,an ideal people. They must not be placed i>n a pedes
tal an&worshiped as idols. We always make a great mistake
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when we place any nation or ahy individual-too high, because 
ideal1 humanity is not to be found in one nation alone, but in 
the exceptionally developed among all nations, Wq find one 
great and glorious characteristic in one people; 'another equally 
gffeat and glorious characteristic in another people. In the fam
ily of nations, as in the many boys or girls who are numbers 
of one family, one boy is_very brave,-another very-gentle; one 
very artistic, another highly scientific; one girl is a splendid 
actress, another a most excellent housekeeper. So, if we go to 
find the ideal woman,mentioned in the Proverbs, we will find 
hej in- sections—»probably never in one individual? no matter 
how widely we search among your most gifted friends. If we 
endeavor to find the ideal man, we find him in sections also; 
yon will probably never -find him in any one gentleman of your 
acquaintance. When we find the ideal nation, or “.God’s Chosen 
People,” we'shall not find it in any particular race, but in sec
tions, scattered over the different races upon the earth.

All jiattions will yet become federated into a‘ glorious union, 
when all will be like so many stars in one. great cluster—like 
so many worids federated into one greiLsystem revolving around 
a central .sun. , x . - V /

The: great astronomer JHammarion tells us that the central 
suns in the univejse shiife with different-colored radiance. One'- 
is orange, another.blue, another green; and so it is .with dif
ferent nations. They are like the notes in the .scale,'or the col
ors m the rainbow; - Now Russia seems tp be' waning in power— 
seems almost to have spent its day—yet do J-predict that the 
Bear will’ recover; there is life in the old Bear yet. I believe 
that before very long there will be a great revival among, the 
Russians, and as Couqt'Tois'toi—a man who can look truly into 
the future and see the possibilitieSYhat are,in store/for them—- 
says, his people will yet rise into majesty and glory. - Yet'we 
have heard te^fently that Russia has been most certainly humil
iated and bitterly defeated in its.encounter with Japanl
. Russia, so far. aS the closing cycle i^concerhed, is going down, 

and-Japan is coming up. Japan has been asleep for cenfories, 
practically has had a Rip Van Winkle sleep, not only'for 100” 
years, but lasting through many centuries—erven a few millennia 
ums. Now Japan is rising up like a giant refreshed and strength
ened after a long sleep- m which -its forces have been recuner- 
ated. ■ - - ’ r

What .are the' characteristics of the ’Japanese to-day which 
-practically demand our attention? I have already mentioned

- (Cfenthus&a «p page

HAPPINESS AND MAR&JAGE.
' If you are looking for cut and dried 
advice on marriage and harmony In the 
home you won't And it in thia book. ■ 
Most books on marriage are about as 
much aiive as salt codfish. This book 
isn t that kind. “Happiness and Mar
riage is alive, and deals with life It 
treats of the every-day problems that 
confront all married people, and tells 
how to solve them successfully It is 
not a book 6f theory, but of practice- 
based on practical experience. Alto
gether this is one ot^the most original 
and striking books the author has yet 
produced. "Happiness and Marriage" ■ 
is well printed on heavy laid paper, and 
contains a portrait of the author. Pa
per covens, 80 pages. Price, 50 cents.
JUST HOWTO WAKE

THE SOLAR PLEXUS.
This unique booklet teaches that the 

Solar Plexus is a_ Center or Storehouse 
of Energy and Power. When this cen
ter is normally active it Radiates Life, 
Health and Strength to the whole body, 
as- the sun radiate^ warmth and life to 
the vast system of worlds of which it 1? 
the center. The Bolar Plexus may be 
called the Sun Center of the Human 
Body. The Hindoos of India say 
that the soul functions through this - 
center The book gives deep breathing 
exercises of great value, and teaches 
how to awaken the Solar Plexus .to 
fuller life and mortal activity. Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox, the most famous wo
man author in America, says of this 
book: ‘‘It contains a fortune in value 
If you practice the simple exercises 
given. It is complete in itself, and is
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Mr. W. .Lynch, Mr. J. Newton, 
M. Schmidt, Mrs. Lucy Travis 
Mrs. Kate Schmidt.”

Dr, C. A. Fuller will lecture 
Worcester,'Mass.-, November 17

November 23, ISO/

O

?.Trs. Loa N. Rech; Board of Trustees,

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.'
will be glad to see ■ all the friends

on Sunday evening, December

HEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho' may or- may not, 
agree with their respective views.

pre requested when writing tor this 
paper to ugg .^thest a typewrite? or a 
pea, with black Uk. Write on* only 
one aide of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, .and.I&us avoid the ne
cessity of progpring^your copy tor /he 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

HUDSON TUTTLE
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Mrs. Kate Lowber writes: 
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What It Means-:to ¿the Cause in

Katy didn’t;
r>” --o;

;d question—
• e so.

lecture 
Society, 
Burling

We no longer in the thickets 
the voices of the*crickets and

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

Southern- Cassadaga Camp, 
Lake Helen, Florida.

N. 0. A. NOTICE TO AUXILIARY 
. ' - SOCIETIES. ’

house upon alFpccasions. 378 
'Western avenue." ' - ~

On another tree his neighbor 
Echoes the refrain,

With a funny little “didn't,” 
Cutting it in twain.

a. m.

our cousins the trees shake their's 
off, and defy thè winter winds in their 
pristine nakedness. The squirrels and 
ants are busy, but the fish are get
ting lazy; from the fisherman all hide.

Dame Fashion is not in it, compared 
with Dame Nature, 'in graceful, artis
tic, magnificent dress. Every tree,' 
bush aud weed displays individual 
aural tints; and such a carpet-of raln-

A very dear-friend'and Bister,.Mrs. 
.Alzina Horton-Jones of. Chittenden, 
Vt., passed toBplrit life oír September 
4,-1907. ‘MARY J; WINTER; J?

Burlington, Vt/,- ■ .

2 until 6 o'clock;./,Mrs. Alice- Ware 
presiding at the-urm A special meet
ing 1b called .at 1o’clock,,all /nenjbers 
of the Club áre «requested to’ be pres
ent.” ‘ ’

State Of Illinois,- and Something 
About Its-bazaar. ’

ARcAhA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 
• Manual of Spiritual Science’ and IT.U-
T “P TUE ,ÜÜD atad

10 ce^taW“*' U^l »"«««

W. Brockway, pastor; resi-

p. m. Dr. Schaeffer, presl-

THE- FROjSRBSSIVB THINKER

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mall *4-80, are 
the help you need in-society work.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS ANO ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THfe 

-VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Sts Work, 
and Oeneral Progress, the World Over

F’

Hattie F. R. Peet, secretary.writes; 
“The ladies of the Illinois Sun^oiyer 
Club are busy with preparations for 
their approaching bazaar, which is 
to be held at Jefferson Hall, No. 70 
Adams street, on Saturday afternoon 
and evening, November 30. The 
following, committee is appointed-to’ 
serve at-‘the bazaar, and •contribu
tions to the different booths are so
licited from our friends and patrons: 
Mrs, Isa" Gross’; general manager; 
Mrsr A. W* Bloom, on supper; Mrs. 
E. J. Bloom and Mrs. Myer, on ap- 
rbns; Mrs. Nash, on handkerchiefs; 
Mrs. J.' W. Howes, chairman Psychic 

’ Committee; Mrs. B. Hilbert-country 
grocery store; Mrs. Keller, on candy; 
Mrs? Goodrich,- toilet -articles and cob- 

. mettes; Mrs. Kirchner, on dolls. 
- ’ Other booths will bè added. -A flnè 

Bupper will be served at 6 o’clock.
. .Come and bring yoüy friends. 

*■ Friends ,wilj please send their con
tributions \to the bazaar to No. 40 
Loomis street, care of Mrs, J. R.

' ». Francis, President.”
Dr. Schaeffer writes: “The initiatory 

meeting of the First Church. Psychic 
Research, in its new Hall, 40 E. 31st/ 
was a success. All received messages 

- and were well pleased. Dr. Hager 
/vill lecture again for the society 
Sunday, November 24, at 3 p\ m. 
He has something good for you along 
the line of psychic research thought. 
We are making preparation for that 
esteemed brothel- and co-worker, Dr. 
J. M, Peebles,/>f Battle Creek, Mich. 
He will be witfi our society, -December 
1; Sunday morning at 11; dedicatory 

. service at 3 p. m., and one of those 
. interesting lectures of his on his trav

els, and. especially about Melbourne, 
Australia. One o’clock luncheon 
will be served in the room adjoining 
the hall for all who may wish to re- 

_ main for the entire service. The la- 
' dies of the society have this in charge.

Preparation will be made to accommo
date all.”.

A, N. Hulburd writes from Buffalo, 
N, Y.: “I have read"The Progressive 
Thinker, I think, very near from the 
first number printed, and cannot pos
sibly think of losing a single copy-. 
I am In my‘‘ 83rd year, and want to’ 
learn all I can about the next world 
before I go there. At the First Spir
itual society of Buffalo, we.have Dr. 
Lockwood to dispense the' philosophy 
of Spiritualism, and Mrs. Chase, ene 
o(, the best of mediums, to demon- 

■strate the phenomena.’ .
George Waterman writes from 

Grand Rapids, Mich.: “I would like 
to inform your readers that this a 
good point in which to do some mis- 

• sionary work. There are lots of peo
ple here In Grand Rapids who would 
like to hear SOMETHING OF THE 
GENUINE in Spiritualism—I among 
the rest.”

M. K. C. writes from Pittsburg, 
Pa.: "Saturday, November 9 was a 
day ot rejoicing at the Pittsburg Ly
ceum. Miss Claus, the conductor, 
gave a party for the children, thirty 
in all, including Mr. Brooke, Mrs. 
Stevens, Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Lomack, 
who-assisted in the pleasures of the 
day. Part of the time was spent in 
singing. Sometime in the near fu
ture we hope to have a children's

24. He will also lecture at Manches
ter, N. H.,-December 22, and at Marl
boro, Mass., the 2 9th. Can take a 
tew engagements near ’ home. Ad
dress him at Onset, Mass.

Dr.-Rosa Conger Dailey writes from 
San Diego, Cal.: “The G. A. R. Hall, 
situated in the heart of the city, has 
.been dedicated to spiritual work, and 
wh|ch tourists aud home-seekers 
readily find. At present the society 
is unorganized-under the leadership 
of Dr. W. T. Parker, formerly òf 
:youf .city».and well known as a leader 
in’spiritual work. With his genial 
harmonious nature, he commands 
the situation, and overcomes, difficul
ties that sometimes arise. - Sunday 
afternoon a conference and medium’s 
meeting is held, with occasionally a 
short lepture,. In the evening a lec
ture, followed by messages from the 
unseen woi-ld, I must speak of our 
talented Brother Sketch,"whose meta
physical teachings are invaluable; of 
Brother Will O. Hodge's ; lectures, 
which are full of thought, and vigor. 
Among thq mediums is Mrs. Charlotte 
Johnson, à vprjr fine speaker and mes
sage bearer. Mrs.‘Bryan Cooke of 
Los Angeles was with us a few weeks, 
and Mrs. Mallory of our own city.

Julia H. Johnsdn writes from West- 
Pittsfield, Mass;: "The Progressive 
Thinker’ is a wonderful paper, filled 
with all manner, of go.od reading. I 
enjoy its perusal above all others, 
either secular or spiritual."

Mrs. B. Hilbert wishes to announce 
that Dr! T. Wilkins will give a short' 
discourse at the hall of the Progress
ive Spiritual Society,-Sunday evening, 
November ' 2 4. . 1.8 3 North' avenue, 
corner Burllng-st, She will be the 
message bearer on the occasion.

S. A. Huntington. writes of the Pro
gressive Spiritual Society of Maldenl 
Mass.: “Dr; C. E. Huot of Cllttqpdale, 
Mass.,»was the speaker and message 
.bearer*on Sunday evening, Npyembur 
10. He chose for his theme, “Whith
er Are We Drifting,” giving a very 
pleasing and instructive address. Af
ter the conclusion of the address he 
occupied three-fourths of an hour in. 
giving fine message work, from the •

EDWIN F. BEARS® WRITES 
FROM NEW YORK: “I THINK THE 
UIJEHAL-MLWÏD PEOPLE, of 
THIS COUNTRY', ALSO THE THINK
ING CLASS OF ANY AND EVERY 
ÔREEDAL SYSTEM,. APPRECIATE 
AND ADMIRE YOUR LABORS IN 
BLAZING A WAY THROUGH MOUN
TAINS OF IGNORANCE AND SUPER
STITION IN YOUR EFFORTS TO 
BRUSH AWAY THE CHAFF, SO 
THAT THE WORLD MAY BE BENE- 
FilW BY THE MOST IMPORTANT 
REVELATION OF VITAL TRUTHS. 
IT IS A MOST THANKLESS PROPO- 
sition to be Laboring for the 
EMANCIPATION OF A RACE FROM 
MENTAL BONDAGE. WE SEND 
Y'OU WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT 
IN GREAT' EARNESTNESS, AND 
HOPE YOUR LABORS MAY BE 
FRAUGHT WITH AS GO'OD RE
SULTS IN FUTURE YEARS AS 
THEY, THE RESULTS, JIAVE BEEN 
MARKED IN THE PAST HISTORY 
OF THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Mrs. Ceiia Hughes of 120 Blet st., 
will leave for the East Sunday, the 
17th, and return the 29tli, when sho

1, Followed by messages by Mrs. B. 
Hilbert, the pastor; assisted by Mrs. 
Mary Weaver. Everybody invited.

W. V. Nlcum Is open for engage
ments on reasonable terms for a 
part or all of the month of December. 

.Address him at No. 1551 West 2nd 
street, Dayton, Ohio. ’

Mary E. Ward, platforp test medi
um, has a few open dates, and can be 
adressed at Ashtabula, Ohio. R. F. D 
No. 1, Box-116. She also can be en
gaged to officiate at funerals.

Correspondent writes: “On Sunday, 
November • 10, the Metropolitan Spir
itual Society was crowded to listen to 

"the; story of ¿it’s pai/br's/life, Mrs. 
MaggiC Waite. She talked for an 
hour and -a Half apd then followed 
with demonstrations of immortality, 
given in her own' original manner. 
Sunday evening/November 17, Dr. 
Sheldon Leavitt deliV^ed/lie address, 
and it was appreciated by every mem
ber of the socitey. One wjio represents 
as scholarly appearance as thè Doctor 
commands attention from the begin
ning,. We hope he will favor us 
many times. This society has. always 
made an effort to present the best 
talent obtainable in the past,« and is 
also doing it now. The:solo singing 
by the. noted singers, Mr.. McKinsey 
and Mrs. Jenkins, brought forth, a 
storm of applause, which- was grace
fully responded to ’;by encores. All 
are pleased With the--new..home of 
this society as Kenyvood Hall, situated 
as ttls, at-756'East 47th.St., 1b cen
trally located, And easily' reached bÿ. 

■surface and elevated cars,”

Secretary writes-i (-“The Progressive 
Spiritualist Chtireh/-8329 Vernon ave,/ 
held their regular Services on Sunday 
afternoon, fròlli 4 to! 7 p. m., with the 
pastor, Rev.- J. H.-FDemby in full pos
session of the attlmtion of the audi
ence. < Ills‘discourse indicates cul
ture and siadèrlty?1 • He is gradu
ally leading iiis-itoek of 108 members 
up out of the darkness of old super
stition into the brighter’ spiritual 
light, as Iiie guides are leading him. 
He has been a Methodist preacher for 
25 years/and it is’not to bo supposed 
he can got entirely away from the old 
ideas all at one bound, but he certain
ly awakes the enthusiasm of his au
dience, by his earnest entreaties.”

Carrie L. Hatch writes from 9 
Appleton street,'Appleton Hall, Bos
ton: “The First Spiritualist Ladies’ 
Aid Society celebrated their 50th an
niversary at the aboyé place. Mrs. 
E. A. Allbe, president, in the chair. 
A full account of the celebration will 
appear In the next issue of The Pro
gressive Thinker. ’ This paper is al
ways on sale at thé above Hall.”

Correspondent 'writes: “Dr. T. 
Wilkins is booked for the Progress
ive Spiritualist Society, Sunday even
ing, November 24, and the pastor pf 
the /oclety, Mrs. B. Hilbert, will be 
the message bearer of the evening— 
-the “parading, medium,” as she has 
been very kindly called—pud the 
term has been accepted by her in her

J. L. Mussina writes from Wllliams- 
qiort, Pa.; -“Mrs, M. E. Cúdwallader/ 
of Philadelphia, J?a. a member of the 
Editorial- Board and one. of the com
mittee on Lyceum Lesson Leaves, on 

■her way from the West, last Thurs
day, gave a brief, call at the office- of 
the Informer^-the Spiritual Educa
tor. She algo met some of the prom
inent members of the First Spiritual
ist Church in the evening, In a most 
congenial manner. Hér'Vir. t was fdl- 
ly appreciated;, and, on her departure 
all said, “Come again, and stay a lit
tle longer//' , ; ,

The Sunflower Club wlll hold a Tea 
Party on Tuesday, November 26, from

As your annual j reports are often 
incomplete in giving names and local 
addresses of your officers for the cur
rent year, this office ‘desires that you 
shall forward the complete roster in 
order that we may properly- comunl- 
cate with each one if necessary, or 
give Information to inquirers. It Is 

’ important to have a list of your local 
mediums in whom you find the spirit 
of co-operation:

Societies needing some reliable 
speaker or.medium, and the latter 
persons needing-engagements, might 
often be helped from this office if 
each of these would comunicate their 
need here.

This is an executive office, and yet 
it is a bureau of information to a 
great extent. It is important to make 
our service to the public as valuable 
as possible. We have frequent calls 
for addresses of society officers and 
the speakers and .mediums, hence con
stant information to that-end, espec
ially when changes are made, is to 
the interest of all. Send to this office 
for essays on various topics connected 
with Spiritualism by well-known,auth- 
ors, aud distribute these for propa
ganda. . Remit for postage, and what
ever donation you can afford. Keep 
in frequent communication with this 
office and let us co-operate in all pos
sible ways. The time is ripe for 
work alWalong the line.

Localities not organized should at 
once get into action, and let ub have 
a-chartered society everywhere.

States not organized should do-so 
soon as possible and develop the com
monwealth into a working force. 
These associations of States “have 
greater opportunities than heretofore 
for co-operative effort, with more 
ability to do missionary work that the 
N,’S. A, can. do.

. Trustworthy mediums connected 
^Ith chartered societies, who siiall be 
properly indorsed, can obtain a mis- 
siopary certificate of .the N .S. A.. for 
the sum of five dollars, and the same 
will give them much protection and 
assistance.’ But remember, an auxil
iary society, of the N. S. A. must en
dorse thé applicant.

Fraternally, .
GEORGE W. KATES, Sec’y.

600 Penna. Ave., S. E., 
/ -" Washington, D. C.

ITEMS FROM LAKE BRADY.

To the Editor:—At a recent meet- 
Ing of the |Lake Brady Spiritualist 
Camp Association the following oill--»-, •»- , c^i ' 
cers were elected: »O

President, E. G/ Morledge; secf^‘”*,-W.WR«>>. 4? «£«• 
tary, Ferd Myers; treasurer, A. Has-S^M&W^^ 
lock; vice-president, ^Irs. Muy Hoyls; Uw a» ¿rected/a 
manager. A. G. Keck. ■ Uacfitcd «xd $1^00;

Lieven or tue twelve board \ ios ««80^ u.
bets were present, Brother Roberts 
being the only one absent, owing to 
a recent stroke of paralysis from 
which he is now suffering.

The new Board promises good 
things for the coining season.

Electric lights no longer rival the 
moou aud stars reflected in the calm 
bobom of Lake Brady. Only a few 
remain back in the woods making 
darkness more noticeable in the dense 
shadows where the primitive lantern 
twinkles every night. Only a few 
hardy souls remain here to enjpy this 
glorious autumn. .

rUBLIGflllONS
’ OF

THE LICEUM GUIDE.
t*.1.“. al booieues, Lyceujna 

_______  * V ^cHopIs und too Horne. A man*

S.“1018while we chase the festive cnestnuts Music and tongs, Golden Chain Roclta- 
in their flight from their dizzy boughs J FSneraV »?k eiwa* ^Response»When the eyes grow weary of its Pa&^ry %^87ri^
beauty, this brilliant panorama will “Jyailrin« and conducting Lyceum’s, In
fade, and the bare-limbed trees will thenics“and culture, cuijs-shame the prudes. Strange anomaly! ard".‘c^5n^darof'^c^^
As we poor mqrtals pile on clothing, al5.Pf which a Progressive Ly-

• • - f®“?1' °/ Liberal Spclety may be organ-
and conduqted without other assist-

anc©. Price. 50 cents, postpaid. ‘

choir in the church. Gaines were
then played and prizes awarded. The 
first was a bqautif ul silver pencil given 
by our good M. Gaule, the second and 
third prizes were pictures given by 

. Miss - Claus. Refreshments were 
served, and before leaving the chil-. 
dren, headed by Mr. Brooks, gave 
three cheers for Miss Claus. We 
Wish you could have been with us.”

Dr. C. A. Burgess writes from Jack
sonville, Fla.: “I am taking in South
ern Florida and Georgia. I meet a 
great many inquiring about our work 
in the State of Illinois, and everyone 
seems to be quite interested in the 
progress we are making all through 
the country. I expect to attend sev
eral meetings in this part of the U. 
B.’ at Tampa, East Lake, St. Augus
tine and Jacksonville, particularly. 
I hope and trust that we will get 
things to running smoothly now that 
we have a leader. I appreciate very 
much to be able to speak "of Dr. 
George B. Warne, and I also- am 
proud that he is the president of the 
N. S. A. When I get back to Chicago 
1 hope to be able to «make a showing 
of the Society I represent. The so- 
cigty has a big work to do in the next 
few months, and if they will all work 
in conjunction . with the Illinois 
State Association there will be 
no difficulty in making ourselves felt 
throughout the State. I am quite 
busy, attending to my special line of 
business in this country, but I will 
devote some of my time to our cause.' 
There seems to be a feeling existing 
with a few I’ve talked to that we are 
going backwards. Those sâme peo
ple have got to be convinced that they 
are wrong and brought back Hito line.

Mrs. L. N. Rech writes from De
troit, Michigan: “Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter of Detroit, Mich.,, is serving the 
Independent Association of Spiritual
ists of Toledo, Ohio, as lecturer and 
message, bearer, for the p?esent 
month. Mrs. . Carpenter is well 
known In splrltual'circles, and her 
work speaks for Itself. The attend
ance- has been good, the audience 

- showing great, interest and apprecia
tion. -On the 6th of the month, the 
"“society held Its annual election of of

ficers. The officers elected for the 
•<ensuing year are as follows: Presi

dent, Mr, H. E. Dowd; Vice-President, 
Mr. P..Llndersmlth; -Treasurer, .Mrs. 
•Elizabeth Dowd; Financial Secretary, 
JIr. W.- Travis; Recording Secretary,

astrological ■ plane. Brother Robbins 
rendered two solos in .a very pleasing - 
manner. .Mrs. Harry"A. Stickpey ot. 
Everett, Mass., will be the speaker on 
the 47th, and Mrs- Nellie E, Abbott 
gt S. Lawrence, Mass.; ou the ’24th. 
Circles every Thursday evening and 
10:45 a. m., and 3 p. m^Sundays.”

S. J. Mallory writes from Delmar, 
N. Y.: “I have taken The Progressive 
Thinker for at least 15 years. It is 
about all the spiritual enjoyment I 
have. ,-/f some good mediums would 
.come, to Albany, N. Y„ and lecture, 
I would try hard to get to hear them, 
although ! am over 70 years old and ■ 
live six miles from there. I . have a 
number of your ^ooks, and find them 
very interesting./

Mrs. M. L. B.l Chase reports the 
meeting at Bock’s Hall,.1152 6 Mich
igan avenue, as being'well attended. 
Chaplain- Randall^ Post 28, Washing
ton Blvd:, gave a good Bible explana
tion of Spiritualism to show the foun
dation of the Bible was from Spiritu
alism. Mrs. Nora E. Hill, Mrs_Hughes 
and Mrs. Longstaff, all gave messages 
which were well appreciated. Next 
meeting night, November 24, Mrs. Dr. 
Caird, Mrh. 'Adams and Mrs Longstaff 
will be message bearers.”» -

Miss Ada Came writes: ‘.'The Cam
bridge. Spiritual Industrial Society 
held, its rejgdlar -meeting Friday, No
vember 8. ' Instead of-a speaker, the 
society held a sale of fancy articles, 
candy, cake, etc. A fine supper was 
served? and later in the evening Ice 
cream was for sale. The next meet
ing will be November 22. and a first 
class speaker will be present to en
tertain the audience.”
• W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture, at Van Buren Opera House, Hs-

Mrs. Susie R. Thompson, '348 S. 
Oakley Blvd., Chicago, writes: "My 
dear mother passed to spirit life, Oc- 
tober'.18, at Columbus, Ohio., My 
knowledge in spirit return.and eternal 
progress make me ’ believe that the 
parting is only a brief one. Having 
returned to the City, I will, hold my 
spiritual meetings ev^y Wednesday 
evening at. 8 o'clock. Phone, ’Ogden 
50W.” . ' ■’

tened- to a very interesting le'cture -
from the pastor. Tests by Professor 
Banks, assisted by Sister Smith. Sun
day evening, November 24, there 
will be a dedication, or christening of
the child of Mr., and. Mrs. C. Devool, 
by the pastor, M. Schumacher,”

Mary B.,HH1 writes: “The Band of 
Harmony held November 14, was one 
of the most interesting of the season, 
each member seemed at their best,, 
and all fell- in line.to do the -befit ser- 
vice^posslble. Since her trip to The 
Hague, Mrs. Richmond has'seemingly 
more enthusiasm and more-.work’to 
do than any previous time since her 
ministration: began. The .- hall- was
filled afternoon 
were -filled and 
the pleasure In 
several visitors...__  who seemed to join
most heartily in the good fellowship
and harmony which prevailed. 0Mrs. 
Chandler was in her usual place, and 
gave a talk on some vital questions of 
the day. Dr. and Mrs. Caird were 
with us for the evening,-also Mrs. Hel- 
yett-of Boston, and gave some mes
sages. We,were favored with.singing 
of A solo by Dr. Anson Bushnell and 
Mrs.: Nichpls. Mrs. Turbet, who nev
er falls to -be with us/ delighted all 
with the most convincing-spirit mes- 

‘sages, and the crowning point came 
vihen Mrs. Lillie of Montecito; Cal:, 
and Mrs. Richmond wove a most' 
beautiful garland in poem form from 
three subjects given by the-audience, 
each giving the alternate verse. The' 
time was by far too short for-the- 
gigat flow of inspiration, as Mrs. 
Richmond was obliged to hurry from 
the hair to catch the train to minis
ter to other people in other directions,, 
and all for the good of the Cause she 
so. ardently, adheres to, and the good' 
of mankind. Everybody is invited to 
join us-In these happy meetings. The 
next will be November 28, Hall 369 
Masonic .Temple. -Please send in your, 
contributions for the Bazaar early.”

- Tile Katydid.
There’s a.funny little’elfln '

In his corsage green:
Every summer at Lake Brady

Heard, but seldom seqn;
On a tree he sits astraddle, 

From our, vision hid,
Chirping out his funny message:

“Katy did, she did!”

Alice Baker writes from Lawton, 
Okla.: . “This writing finds us very 
busy in our'present field of work. 
There is so much tilling of ttieipcHl;, 
bo much- prejudice against piirtQause., 
The financial panic has Struck, this ' 
part of the .country bo hard that it 
is-causing almost insurmountable dif
ficulty for us. The Church -of Spir
itual Light is composed of true Spir
itualists who are willing, to make 
great sacrifice for the upbuilding of 
our pause. November 7 th we held 
a “Gypsy Queen Social” that proved 
to be a marked success. The Gypsy’s 
warning and answer was pathetically 
acted, the Queen and her subjects all 
doihg their parts well. "Refreshments 
were served by the ladies, who de
serve unusual credit for the expendi
ture 'of time and . money, made by 
them to make this feature of the 
evening a success. We concluded 
with a social dance. As the night 
advanced and we all began’ to think' 
of going home, the general expression 
was: We have had amdstenjoyable 
time, and all’expressed a willingness 
to come tp 'our next- 'social, which 
will be of a literary nature,. and is 
to take place December 5th.. I will 
answer calls for transition services, 
or to perform marriage, ceremonies. 
I would like to correspond with camp 
associations with • a view to lecture 
engagements for the season o£1908; 
especially with Northern and Eastern 
cajnps, as -I am arranging for^ an 
Eastern /rip for next summer. Ad
dress all' comunications to Rev. Alice 
Baker, 416 Avenue B,'Lawton, Okla.”

E. W. Sprague and wife will serve 
th® Temple Spiritualist Society of 
Buffalo, N. Y., during the month of
December. Following • that month 
Mr. Sprague will answer calls for Sun
day meetings not too far from Detroit, 
as he wishes to return to -his-home 
-after each Sunday. He.-wlll follow 
his lectures'-with spirit messages and 
tests. He-will also answer calls for 
funerals. Mr, and, MrA Sp/ague have 
some time ‘not yet' taken for' camp 

. meeting-work next-season. Address 
No. • 1082 Trumbull Avenue, .Detroit, 
TJich. . ~

Nora E. Hill writes: “The'Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held its usua^ 
good crowd in afternoon of November 
10. Our veteran Brother, J. E. Coe, 

-gave a short address, which was well 
received by those.that gathered. Mrs. 
Addie L.*Clybourn gave ipessages and 
we will say that for a new medium 
she has a promising outlook to be 
one of the best. The evening brought 
our Sister, Mrs. Alice. Sexsmith, whose 
work needs no praise of mine to con
vince the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker of her convincing eloquence?

Addie Clybourn,and last, but not least 
Mrs. Alice Sexamith. Too -much 
praise cannot be given these noble 
workers who stand "for Spiritualism 
of the highest order and truth. Sun
day evening, November 26, afternoon 
will be as usual, short talks and 
messages. The evening„Hon. Charles 
Hughes will speqk and,..followed by 
the christening, of 3 children, -by the 
guides of the pastor, Mra. Hill. Our 
music is good.. Our pianist.-is giv
ing us fine Instrumental selections, to 
the edification of- all,, and .makes It 
a pleasure -to. secure-.outside- talent. 
We certainly prize the services of Miss 
LolaM. Day,->who Is also: an accom
plished teacher.”

O. Hand writes from St. Ebuls, Mo., 
of the society /hat meets at Victoria 
Hall, Garrisortland Easton avenues: ’" 
“This society ^eetst-at 2 p. in.; Lyce
um at 2:45. (Rev. Laura M. Jones, 
pastor. Statel‘electf'6n'’of officers re
sulted as folltfwi: lEffa. E. Donelson, 
president; Mi.wGeo,¿Donelson,- vice? 
president;;~C. Htrndbfcorresponding sec
retary;, Earl ’Sirod'6/ secretary and 
treasurer; Mft|l'M8»tha Feldman, E.- 
L. Jones and Mr. GeU. Johnston,, trus-’ 
tees. A soolil -washgiven on Novem- 

“ her, by our ^risident, - at her home, 
in honor of ouWsociety,' Such a splen
did time was<had tifat-'-We havei’con- 
cluded' to have*ohe Svery two' weeks; 
so,’ omNovemfer Mth, there wil) be a 
social at Mrs.“ Laura M. Jones, ’4147 
Lee avbnue.", lA|t'‘oul' hall<on Sunday, 
;Noyeiiibert24, m.pin-place
of out' regular-' 86‘rvliie;: we wilPhbld "a 
Spiritualist rally. We "'promise- an 
interesting program. • Our society is 
growing in numbers and strength." 
< Correspondent writes : ' "At The" 
Golden Ririe Spiritualist Society' meet- 
ing, Sunday evening, November 17, 
Dr. -T. Wilkins delivered a Short ad
dress in his usual pleasing, and good- 
natured-manner, and. was followed by 
messages' by Mr. Traver and Mrs.-Ad
die Glybourn. ■ The-music was good, 
the audience an-intelligent one, the 
attention and interest close, the mes
sages well, received, as was the dis
course. .Mr. and Mrs. Hill are:doing 
their work in a pleasant and harmoni
ous manner, and'Should have a full

The Sunflower Club should need no 
explanation at this time as to its aims 
and objects, nor to Its-work. -It is 
a Ladies' Auxiliary to the Illinois 
State''Spiritualists' 'Association, and 
might justly be considered a State In
stitution—as it has - always been the 
best helpmeet thé I.-S. S. A. has had— 
performed more actual service at the 
annual meetings of’ that association, 
made-larger and:more fredUent'do
nations to its treasury in all emergên-- 
cies, and can.truly, be called flK"Wife 
of the-State Association,” and having 
accepted the position and title- thus, 
in /common law” Is the companion 
In fact, • ' » . : / ■

. So much -for the Sunflower Club; 
and the point ât Issue with thé ladles,’ 
undèr thé" leadership df Mrs; J. R'. 
Francis and her group of assistants, 
is a. Bazaar—a Fair/ to be held at' 
their hall,-'70 Adams street; Saturday' 
afternoon and evening, November 30. 
If-you.wish to-aid the Cause, you will 
fill thafhall from,opening to closing 
of the. Bazaar. There- will -be such a 
variety of things fq buy as only a 
first-class depqr/mept- store- can diP 
plicate. s Thêrç cwiUii be fun, frolic,- 
and food servpd-to>your relish, and 
smiles for all- o-Thi^ls no joke, but' 
a .real Bazaar, ¿'nd/gvery falrmlnded 
Spiritualist in the -.olty- and-suburbs 
should .attend. - ¡, / .yT.. WILKINS. ’

-nnSec’y. I. S/S. A.

PARSED.TO SPIRITJJFE. -

[Obituaries to the extant of ten 
lines only Will be inserted free. All 
in excess of ton lines will be charged 

■at tho jate of fifteen cents per line.
About 7 Words constitute,a Une.) 
. ' Passed to higher life from her 
home'in Fairfax, Vt., October ,27? 
1907, Miss-Fl,oy L. Wilkins, aged 25 
years. "She was the -daughter of H. 
O. and Agnes Chapman Wilkins. She 
had'been a Spiritualist from her 
childhood, She ha'd rare gifts, was 
far ahead of her years in spirituali
ty. The services were conducted by 
Hon. Alonzo, Hubbard, president of 
Quueen City Park Camp-meeting.

' MRS. A. L. CHAPMAN.

Passed1 to spirit ' life from Onset, 
Mass./Ndvemb’er 2, ’Mr. Amos Jaq'ua, 
aged '81 years. He was a pensioner 

;of the'N, S. A. In his earlier years 
he waa a most remarkable me jium, 
-wa^ a)w£ys /nteresteA in all reforms 
Snd a.n earnest advocate of dur Cause. 
He was a thoroughly honest and good, 
man. He'leaves a wlfe'in a very fee
ble state of health,.'The wjlter of
ficiated at jils funeral and tried his 
best to give td‘ the wife, left alone In' 

• the woilii, all that Spiritualism had 
to offer'by way of consolation.

GEO. A. FULLER.
Onset, Mahs. .

/ Passed to spirit, life, Mr. Stephen 
McGill of Easton, .Mass./ at his late 
.Summer-home at Onset, Mass. Mr. 
McGill was a well-known and highly 
respected, visitor at this place, having 
been here every season for over twen- 

'ty years. He was a fine private me
dium, and most excellent healer. 
Above all, he was a man that alf loved 
and respected for his many sterling 
qualities.'. He was-a member of the 
G. A. R., and L. O^O. F. Brief ser
vices were, conducted at Onset, Octo
ber 16, by the writer; then his ,body 
was taken tp So. Weymouth, wheri 
the writer officiated in the Universa- 
liet Church the pastor reading Scrip
ture and offering prayer. Services 
.were also, conducted at the grave by 
the Odd Fellow's. May the wife and 
Bon be comforted by all the consoling 
thoughts Spiritualism has to offer.

GEO A. FULLER.
Onset, Mass.

Passed-to. spirit life, October 20, 
Joseph^ Hogue of Sherman,' Texas. 
Brother Hogue was an old-time Spir
itualist and a good tfian.

C. C. BRYAN.
Sheriffan,“Texas.

Passed to spirit life, age 92, Will
iam-Grimes; , Born in Keene, N., H., 
December 26,-1819. In 1846 he lo-» 
cated In Avon, Wis. '~He was one of 
the very oldest settlers in that part 
of/he country, and at his funeral on 
Tuesday, November .12, tlfere were 
morethan 30 carriages in the proces
sion. -He -was a strong Spiritualist, 
and-especially requested - that he 
should have the.services of his philos- 

-ophy when-buried.- His motto, which 
»he .had hung- for years over -his- door, 
. read, ‘Bound to no Party,'to no-Creed

- confined,-
The. world, our home, our-.brethren all 

■mankind; -j...
Love trtith, do good,-be just and falr 

. with all; ; - -.
Exalt the . right, though every Ism 

fall."
■ Services-were conducted by Laura’ 
G/Fixem". ,■■ \ -

. .The Michlg^ji ‘ ^te . Spiritualist- 
Association extends ^o-the N. S. A. 
its . thanks nn^ .appreciation for the 
valuable aid expended‘to it by Dr. 
George B.- Wa/ne, jiis advice being 
mostzhelpful ap^'ne^ed. The Doctor 
attended the bq%rd speetings -as well 
as assisted at tijf mqss meeting, and 
the M. S. S. A. was-greatly’helped 
by. his knowledge and advice.

. mrs. Emma Snow hoyt, 
Secretary M. 8. S. A.

Battle Creok/Mfch.

. “Religious and ‘Theological Works 
of -Thomas'Paine,” contains his cele
brated "Age of Rdason,” and a num
ber of letters and -discourses qn toltg- 
ions and theolbglcil Subjects,.' Cloth 
bidding, 420 pages. Price $1.

. “Life and Moral- Axioms of Con- 
fuclus,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many- of the 
moral,'aphorisms and terseological 

•teachings of the ancient Chinese-phll- 
osopher, who. lived 551 years before 
the Christian Ern, and whose wise 
precepts have. left a lasting impres
ión upon all subsequent nations. ‘By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright Price 25o.

/.'Spiritual. Fire' Crackers,. Bible 
Chestnuts':antd Political. Pin Points." 
■By. J. S. Harrington^ ' A pamphlet 
containing 79' pages of racy reading.

" canta, ■

Katy did andJCaty -didn’t, 
Strove to proselyte;

Though each one just like the 
other,

Might be wrong or right, 
■ But the elfins now no longer

Twitter into speech,
- For the autumn days have fallen 

Over Brady’s beech.

In the silence comes an answer 
To each plaintive moan;

First “sho did,” and then “she 
didn’t”—

Now the truth is known. - 
Mortals, too, have such dis

cussions,
Doubt, dispute and strife;

. May we hope they never enter
Into spirit life.

MATTIE McCASLIN. ‘

been for the strenuous efforts, of the 
people hère, a fire would have wiped 
us out.

“Several of us were attending a 
seance at Mrs. Bartholomew's cottage, 
at 7, p. m., when, just as it began 
and Mrs. Bartholomew was going un
der control, Mrs. McGarvey spied a 
light in the cottage next west of the 
Bartholomew cottage.

“All jumped- up and in a few min
utes the new cottage was in flames.

“Mr. Eccles, a plumber from De 
Land, rushed out first. He said the 
back dopr was open; and it looked as 
though’ the house was set on fire.

"The-Bartholomews, by heroic ef
fort, saved their cottage; otherwise 
we should have been .burned out. 
Luckily there was no wind. Some of

FKOM SOUL TO SOUL.
Lontalne^uue hundred and of

toe author's beat poems, embracing a • 
wide range of subjeclu tend versatility ' 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. Th« 
book also contains five soui-e with mu
sic by th© eminent compose, lames G.

' ..26<k Pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait of author. Price Î1.0U, post- ■ 
paid.

ASPHODEL blooms and other
OFFERINGS.

This volume is dedicated. To those 
whose thoughts and luuglngs reach Into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
or Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers Is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither.’’ It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems. and twenty storiettes, a part of Ilie 
latter by Clair Tuttle, In her most 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are Ukeness- 
ae, of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound In blue, with silver em
bossing Price. J1.no prepaid.
ANGELL 1U1ZU.-CUMES T REC1TA- 

T1UNS.
To 'Advance Humane Educa(lone—For 

use in entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Hands of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan Is this: Some.large church 
or public liall Is secured; .several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete tor thé prize 
medal; some prominent*citizen presides; 
other prominent »citizens act as the 
committee ot award, and admail admis
sion fee. ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal- 
ahce. Price ?r. cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights.O.

mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

. The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 -Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of e'ach month. 
Supper served at. 6 p. m.

i Central Spiritual Church holds ser
vice, Trimble’Hall, 1977 West Madi
son street, near 40th avenue, com
mencing at 7 o’clock, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Students of Nature, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van 
Buren Opera House, corner Madison 
street and California avenue. Service 
at 7:3 0 p. m.

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird,president. Ser
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., 

lai 2/30 p.-m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; 
1 Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at-But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets.

the. trees and some grasses took fire, 
and there was some danger that 'cot
tages on Prospect Heights might take ■ 
fire, but the people fought hard and 
saved the rest of the buildings.

“The cottages burned were the new 
one belonging to Kellogg & Johnson, 
and the one owned by Mrs. Irwin 
(formerly Miss Johnson)."

Mr. Frank Johnson, the builder, 
fell from a ladder recently and col
lapsed from heart failure; also Mrs. 
Johnson had a similar attack. By
great effort they were made convales
cent. <

Mrs. Elise Stumpf has arrived; also 
the Underhills, who, after stopping 
for a day, went on a trip to Cuba, 
in which trip they were joined by the 
Slater family; both families are soon 
to return and occupy their cottages.

Much painting has been done. The 
Spencers häve painted their house, 
Mrs. Palmer has had hers-painted, 
Mr. Bartholomew is painting hia. cot
tage and putting, in some fine plumb
ing. '

Mr. and MrS. J. D.. White are here.
Several cottages have been rented 

and all the rooms in the Apartment 
Building have- been engaged. The 

"lakes are very low; rain yis • much 
needed. ' . .

Oranges and grape ' fruit adorn 
many of the. yards of the campers.

My excursions for December will 
sail by Clyde line from-New York 
City about December'6 .and 19. It 
is best to engage staterooms-of me 
.as early as possible. Write me Ipr 
-special low rates -and other: informa
tion,, enclosing, four cents in’ stamps

-for postage on 'Clyde folders, etc.
H. A. BUDINGT'ON. .

91 Sherman St., Springfield,--Mass.

A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every ■ 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall.. 
3514 Vincennes Avenue: 3 p. m., 
mediums' meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages.

dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.
Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas

tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m„ at Kenwood Hall, 756 E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colpred) holds services at 
3329- Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m.' No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at ÌTp. in. every Sunday. 

.183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by lea 
Cleveland.

Services every Sundav evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320

dent, 2001 Indiana avenue.
The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie

ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p. 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas? 
tor.

;’’Materialization.'” By-Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin; 
Excellent Price 10 cents. /

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs. By J. M. 
Peebles,‘M. A., M. D., Ph, D., Contains 
the address rejected brthe Philosoph
ical Society 'of Great Britain; with In
troduction and Explanatory. Letter. 
Price, 10 Cents.

"The Jesuits." .By Rev. F. 
Austin, A. M., -B.- D. An excellent 
pamphlet. . Price. 15 cents.
..“The Truthseeker Collection of 

• Forms and Ceremonies for. the Use of 
Uberals.” Pries 25 cents.

-"There is no death; there are no 
dead.”

- These words stand out on the cover 
of Edward C. ■ Randall's new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
woiAi,. and through.all of its pages, 
runs this challenge to those - whose • 
Ideas of-God, of heaven, of hell, of a- 
future life are based strictly upon the- 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive know!-' 
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to. the life -beyond; 
Price $1.50. ' .

- AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story ot 4 Summer» Py Llllhn Whitin# . 

Pervaded wl'-h pure «nd beautiful -spiritunity ■•- 
ot thought. . Inatructlvo and helpful to all who 
love and -ieek Ike higher and Mner Way« ot . 
Spiritual experience. Price. 11.00. ; "
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Heroes and Hero Worsldp, and the 
Heroic in History. Thp Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The-Hero

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE. , 
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio,

“BOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM ?”

llvered by Dr.1 Noyes are Instructive 
and interesting, as Ate also .Mrs. 
Noyes’ remarks.

Êfoveiahsr iS.Jmî, THINKER ■

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host ot re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forckd brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things Ie to 
be deprecated. Correspondents oiten 
weary with waiting tor the appear
ance of their questions and write let
ters of Inquiry. The supply of mat
ter Is always several weeks ahead 
space given, and hence there, is 
voidable delay. Every one has to 
wait his time’and , place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No attention , will be 
given anonymous letters.- Full name, 
and address must be given, or tne 
letters will not be read. If ths re
quest be made tbe name will not u« 
published. The correspondence 
this department has become excessi 
ry large, especially letters of 1BQ » 
requesting private answers, and w 
I freely give whatever lnforn»B«OB“* 
am able, the ' ordinary courtesy oi 

j correspondents Ib expected.HUDSONTUTTLB.

Geo.B. Derr:—Q. Is It “sheet” or 
’’sail?’* j

A—I am gratefully thankful to 
Sir, Derr for hid" intended correctlon.- 
He bad a laugh at my expense, and 
was bo tickled Jie set -himself At ln7 
forming the. large clientage of The 
Progressive Thinker, of the blunder, 

■ that they might all laugh, ,for he 
did not want “them fe laugh'/ at me! 
Mr. Derr says: “Mr» Tuttle makes 

-. use of the word 'sheet' for ‘sail;': 
■ this is" no name for a sail, hut 'sail,''' 

- etc.
This is a positive, unqualified asser-1 

tien; is it supported by any author- 
’ Ity ? The writer of the atoity “Mis

sionary Effort," etc., knew the mean
ing of words quite as well as Mr. 
Derr.' I presume he, nor any one 
else, will' dispute the high authority 

. of the Century Dictionary. If he will 
please turn to the word “sheet,” he 

■ Will find under the fourth definition:
“A sail,” apd the following passage 
illustrating 'from Heywood's Anna 
and Phyllis:

•'\ "A-deeper. Be^-J now perforce must
'' sail, ' >

And lay my sheets ope to a freer 
gale."

T ask pardon of tfie reader for 
bringing up a matter of bo little mor 
meat. If it only involved i my igno- 

■ 'rance ofe nautical terms, I would let 
. It pass. But as the reader must at 

> once see, the thrust is aimed at tbe 
•-^spiritual authorship, which fijr. Derr 

■. quite ignores. '

The Evening Lights is a »ew de
parture from the Church of God, 
which was organized by John Wine- 
brenner.ip 1830, at Harrisburg, ru., 
splitting off from the-German Re
formed Church on the vital issue of 
washing the feet as a church ordi
nance; and this “ordinance” in the 
ancient days bad a meaning, as a do
mestic custom. When a man had 
tramped all day barefoot in the dusiy- 
flelds of Syria, it was grateful tor 
his wife or slave to wash'his feet.. 
But it is quite another thing for a 
deacon to pull ofi bls number ten 
cowhide boot? to have a brother or 
eister church member bathe his be- 
corned toes! In the latter is more 
repulsion tban poetry; more pretense 
than religion.

Baptism, whether by sprinkling or 
immersion, was a rite belonging to 
the ancient pagan religion, and con
spicuous in the splendid faith of the 
Grecian world. It was appropriated 
by the Christian fathers, with Its full 
significance as an emblem of purifi
cation. I

Van Willits:—Q. How can I place 
i.n the hands, of the high rulers of 
Japan and China certain manuscripts 
which I feel the acceptance of would 
be of great service to ‘them and the 
world?

A.—The only , method is through 
the American Ministers these're
spective courts. They will first have 
to be interested and assured of the 
value of the communications.

Margaret Harold:—Q. Will you 
give at list of ¡debates that hat^ been 
held on the Subject of Spiritualism 
anff. which may .be Secured in print?

A.-^-There are no reports Of debates 
on this subjects now in prftrt. Joel 
TlffanV, fin eloquent member of the 1 
bar, in the■ early” days held several 
debates, and Moses Hull- was a chyn- 
plon. ' His debate with Jamieson was 
reported and, published,, and is npw- 
offered as a‘premium to subscribers 
of L The Progressive Thinker, at the 
nominal cost of 25 cents in addition 
to $1 fpr a year’s subscription fqr 
The Progressive Thinker. »

W. R.:—Q. How'did the verdict 
rendered in the Vanderbilt case affect 
the personal liberty oTthe defendant?

A.—Mrs. Pepper was not prose
cuted criminally nor in fact prose
cuted at all. The cast In court was 
simply Hto prpve Mr. Vanderbilt in-- 
pane, and-the verdict rendered turned 
on the evidence that he was a •Spir
itualist and hence insane,^

Joseph M. Bare:—Q. What has 
become of the Banner of Light?

. a.—The “good old Banner” has 
gope the way of innumerable Spir
itualist papfers. Those who have re
ceived the heritage hope to resusci
tate it, and are wilting for some of 
those who hold the Cause dear txS 
come to their aid.

THERE MAY BE SO»iE FRAUDS.

In Fact, I Belieye There are Many
~ Frauds. ™

THE N. S. A. QONVENTIPN,

John W. Ring Does Some Thinking.

Truly, thinking Ib a dangerous (?) 1 
habit; but when once it possesses us, 
like other habits, it will remain. The ' 
N. S. A. Convention which has just: 
passed into htetory can but make us 
all think. President H. D. Barrett 
has been promoted, JJr. Geo. B. 
Warne gracefully assumed the pres
idency, Charles R, Schirm, by actual 
service proved himself worthy tbe of
fice of Vice-President, George' W. 
Kates, a long and tried worker along 
with” hifl wife, will certainly fill the 
office of Secretary, and make ' the 
Washington headquarters represen
tative, while faithful Sister Longley 
and her life-long companion will en
joy a well earnejl rbst- -like all of 
ub, working the while; C. L. Stevens 
is truly the proper man for Treasurer, 
and so each of the Bparji might be 
personally mentioned, as a suitable 
person selected from the uaauy coudl- 
dates, each of whom was also compe
tent. T|ie extreme West 1b repre
sented In the person of As W. Belden, 
who is well known to the Spiritualist 
public.

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss and her>able 
helped, Mrs. Tuttle and Mrs. Cadwal- 
lader, will most surely make the Ly
ceum work move forward. After 
four years’ experience I declare this 
the MOST important department of 
eur cause. Converted people back
slide, but convinced people—’properly 
educated children—will stand loyal to 
principle. .

JThere-is a Declaration of Principles, 
extensive Usages, and apparently ev
erything necessary to make the N. S. 
A. a Religious Organization—aye, 
there is the rub. Ib not Spiritualism, 
which has been the corner stone of all 
religious cults of history, vet attained 
sufficient strength to declare its uni
versal attitude to all religions? Do 
not spiritual concepts of TRUTH go 
to make up ALL of SPIRITUALISM?

The people of aH'reJigions have be
lieved in spirit communication; the 
only distinction—and that without a" 
difference—in ancient and modern 
Spiritualism, IB that the former looked 
upon air communication as special 
providence, and the latter declares the 
naturalness of all communion. The 
Christ (Light that shone in Budaha, 
Mohammed, Confucius' and. Jesus,' is 
the light that shines through modern 
Spiritualism, aye, shines through the 
life of every man who cometh into the 

“world. Step by step the concept of 
this mighty truth has evolved, until 
to-day-4t burns on the shrine of Chris
tian-Divine—mental and. Spiritual 
Science, New Thought, Unitarianism, 
Theosophy, and various other cults; 
.is it pot possible to make the organi
zation of Spiritualism Itself bread 
enough to compass all these? 1 
- The physical presence of many stal
wart workers'caused me to’look for 
someone to take up the work sb glo-

I 'J. W., Bassinger, Fla.:—Q. We 
promised a treat in December.

It is a discussion between a Baptist 
minister a'nd ah Evening Light. Tbe 
Evening Lights are perhaps the 
youngest dénomination in the coun
try. It 1b also known as the Church 
of God,-and had its origin at Mounds
ville, W. Va., about 1880. Present 
headquarters is Anderson,. Ind. In 
this discussion the Baptist will insist 
that his church was ordained and es- 

.“tabllshed by Jesus Christ, and 'iVhen 
the ;8avlor was translated into heaven, 
he"left the Apostle Peter in control 
of the organization, and the Baptist 
ministry has descended rigiit down an 
unbroken line from Peter to the pres
ent. The Evening Light win deny. 
To be prepared, we'desire to know 

- what is the origin of the Baptist 
/-church. Has it always held to immer- 
' sion?

A.—The Baptists received that 
name about 200 years ago. Pre- 

’ ylously they were called Anabaptists. 
. This name became current during the 

sixteenth century, among tbe Swiss 
and Germans. The prime difference 
between the Anabaptists and other re- 
formers was ton the point of baptism,- 

' they holding that infant baptism was- 
;; .of no value, and every person must 
?. -he baptised on'entering the church. 
jBut at that time the devotees could 

; 'have their choice between sprinkling 
; and immersion. The centering on the 

¿„ latter form was the outgrowth of 
¡years. The preacher makes almost 

X precisely the claim for his church 
that Is made by the Catholics. It 

\ happens that Peter (Petra) ¿leans 
rock, and from this has grown the 

ytt of Peter being-the "rock” on 
vhich .the church, is built, the Cath

olics have an unbroken list of popes 
from Peter, although history malees 
no such record. Jesus founded .no 
church. There was nothing resem
bling a church as the word is now 
understood, in the Apostles’ time. 
There were no Methodists till Wes
ley; no Reformers till Luther; no 
Presbyterians till Calvin; no Baptists 
till the time of the Commonwealth 
In England.

The Baptists have from the^begin- 
ning advocated an uneducated min-' 
tetry, and some of their ablest lead
ers point to this as a cause of weak
ness and decline in their ranks. The 
Florida minister is an object lesson 
of an uneducated minister, if not of 
ministry. His assertion shows an ut
ter ignorance of ancient history and 
passing events, and is sublime in its 
audacity.

From the Apostles’ time "until the 
Reformation there was only the<Catt- 
olic-church, with the Greek branch 
thrown off at the Yuin of the Empire 
of Rome.

And yet it is difficult, if hot im
possible, to determine when the Cath
olic church "began or when it reaclfed 
a consolidation worthy the name. /

, 'Yes, positively, there are frauds In 
everything, excepting politics’.

No physician will question the fact 
that there are quacks In everything 
blit medicine. All merchants actept 
the fact that’ there are cheats‘In 
everything but business. No minis
ter of the gospel doubts the fact that 
there are hypocrites In . everything," 
excepting religion.

All politicians are satisfied that 
fraud exists In everything but poli
tics, and some reluctantly (?) admit 
that a title fraud has sometimes crept 
into the ranks of the opposing politi
cal party. .-

Spiritualism is not an"exception to 
the rule. It may have quacks, but 
it has very few hypocrites. It has 
not yet become popular enough to 
attract hypocrites. The church is 
more attractive to that class, because 
of its wealth and popularity.

There may be a few who have 
brought their “business acumen" in
to Spiritualism to ’ its detriment; and 
their . downfall — for . unprincipled 
methods cannot stand or flourish long 
in Spiritualism,'.because the clairvoy
ant eye soon discovers them, and be
sides the Spiritualists put their me
diums under “test conditions," and 
make them “prove up.”

If all the ministers of the, gospel 
and prdfessors of Christianity could- 
•be placed under “lest conditions,” 
what proportion of them would prove 
to be full believers in such doctrines 
of the true churph as follows: “To
tal Depravity,”- “Election,” “Atone
ment by Blood,” "Forgiveness fpr 
Sin,” ‘Salvation through Faith,” “Re
generation through Baptism,” the 
‘Efficacy of Holy Water," an ‘Infalli
ble Bible,” “Personal Devil,” “Eter
nal Punishment,” “The Sacraments," 
etc. ' / ■

That “consecrated” bread and’wine 
are the genuine “body” and;-“blopd6' 
of a crucified Jesus would be''hard^oi 
Trove is true,, .but if rthe 
in this scientific (?) mystery could be: 
placed under “test” conditions' and 
made to prove hlB 'belief in.¿Kias' 
we test bur mediums by making rthem 
prove their genuineness, might it hot 
be shown that all the frauds,' de
ceivers and mountebanks were ‘ not 
concentrated- in. Modern Spiritualism?

If all merchants, doctors, poli
ticians, etc., etc., could be'placed un
der'tpst conditions, would there’ not 
be as much fraud exposed-in these 
several, realms of activity ■as we Spir
itualists are exposing in -our ranks? 
Methinks there would be.
Let’s clear the fraud from every place. 
It breeds but. curses and disgrace.

E. W. SPRAGUE.

riously begun by them; but I found' 
very few young workers. /Thera is a 
reason for this. . Every year-there are 
many bright minds who grow into the 
•light of Spiritual Philosophy, They 
desire-an opportunity to. express their 
thought and Inspiration.’ The laborer 
is worthy rof his hire; and blit few lo-

ST. LOUI&JÇEWà 
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Anniversary of the Eirst iSeraxan SpK- 
- itualist SeAitjia > 

. ...   bj a 1
To the Editor:—Btaday, November 

3, the First German S^lritiMHst Socie
ty of St. Louis, Kiara T.
Hary, pastor, celebrated -its seventh 
anniversary at'Debrecbt’s Hall, cor-: 
ner Lynch' and McNals struts. This 
(b the third yqar it hp^ ke^H my privi
lege to assist ’ in tte^annly^rsary fes
tivities, and in my o^nto^Jhis year’s 
celebration far exceeded past meet-; 
Ings held by the soc|pfy. a?

The hall was, gaily deccd'ated with • 
flags, bunting and beautiful flowers, 
while over the rostrum hung a large, 
banner on which "was inscribed the. 
word “Welcome,” and everybody was 
certainly made to feel that it was not 
placed there for sho\ÿ.alpne. The af
ternoon , exercises were opened with 
congregational singing, followed by 
an invocation by the pastor. Next in 
turn came au opening address made 
by your writer, the subject being 
“Spiritualism, a practical, religion.”

We were followed by” Mrs. M. E. 
Woodward, who to^d • in an eloquent 
manner tbe. beauties of ; Spiritualism.

We were then favored, with a musi
cal selection by Mrs. Katie Klein, the 
beautiful strains of which placed ub 
In the proper condition to receive the 
messages from our loved ones across 
tbe way, given through* the medium?- 
ship of Sisters L. Galls and Rlara T. 
Hary. Both were unusually 'good, 
and many a heart was made glad 

-through the proof thus given, that 
their so-called dead still live. At 
tbe completion of the pierage work 
Mi's. D. Podmah, a jQcal^ medium, 
known and loved for her humanitari
an work among the poor, and-Mrs. M. 
Greenameyer, a worker from Cincin
nati, were recognized among the au
dience and called on for remarks. 
They -responded in a ‘ manner that 
called forth a hearty applause, and 
tbe audience was dismissed • with a 
benediction by Mrs^WOodward, feel- 
in good condition to do'juetice to the' 
ample spread served by the ladies of 
the society. The; evening meeting 
wffs packed, and yoùr writer acting as 
chairman,, introduced the speaker-of 
the evening, Dr. Herman W. Faber. 
The Doctor is one of those keen, witty 
talkers who, between or rather under 
cover of comic illustrations deals ent 
some good sound wholesome phlloso 
phy. Doctor-llke, he sugar-coats his 
pllte, and his audience certainly liked 
the medicine and wanted more.

The beautiful singing of Misses 
Bertha and- Lizzie Price and Mr. 
Burkhardt was another attractive fea! 
tqre of the eveulng.'s eitertalnment. 
Tbe address of the pastor, Rev. Mrs. 
Hary, was eloquent, retrospective and 
brimfull of \ optimism. She praised 
the work thus far accomplished, bit 
called for still greater effort, a still 
higher unfoldment. She was fol
lowed by the Rev. Mrs. •. Laura M^ 
Jones, who gave test after test In 
rapid succession, .all .pt ¡which were 
fully recognized. She was in turn

KIGHT BACK—SIDES MOTHER.

"It Seemed as if I Were1 Uviug iu 
. Another World, nnd Caught

Sounds From a Long Dis
tance Away. •

. The ■careworn taef ’ her mother; 
was the first object/ Monah Mc
Kenzie beheld on Novemoer 13, when 
her sight was restored as suddenly as 
it bad been taken away nine days pre
viously and, according to the young 
woman's story, she says she never be
held anything mq»e beautiful in her 
lifetime. AfteFhavlng been in dark
ness since the. early part of last week. 
Miss McKenzie was on the verge of 
despair and had begun to resign her
self to her fate, when a streak of 
light crossed her. vision and in the 
next instant site saw her mother, who 
had pean at her side almost constant
ly since' her atiliction. From the mo
ment that her sight left her while at 
Work in the plant of Sears, Roebuck 
& Co., tbe young woman was under . 
the care of the oculists, but they 
were unable to discover the cause of 
the blindness which bad overtaken 
her.

When Mrs. McKenzie entered her ' 
.daughter's room in the family home at 
2223 Wdeff”paylor street, pnd raised 
the window shade to ^ee" whether or 
uot the girl was asleep she. was star
tled when Monali asked her to lower 
the shade, as the light hurt her eyes. 
Before she could comply the girl 
cried out in joy, “Mother, I can „see 
you,” and at once approached her anfi 
embraced her. Then she told her pa
rents of her feelings .during the nine 
days of her blindness an experience, 
she bays, that will remain in her mem
ory foreves, / .

“Now that my sight has been re
stored,” said MIbs McKenzie to-day, 
“I can review calmly the experience 
I have gone through. IT SEEMED. 
AS IF I WERE LIVING IN ANOTH
ER WORLD AND CAUGHT SOUNDS 
FROM W>0NG DISTANCE AWAY. 
In the beginning I was so startled at' 
the.suddenness of my affliction that 
I did not really Bettie down to worry 
but as day after day pasped and tfie 
doctors offered no consolation I began 
to lose hope, although one of the oc- 
ulibte told me that there was a possi
bility that my sight might be restored 
as suddenly as it had been taken from 
me. J-slept/well for which I" was 
always thankful.

STñrNDWD BOOKS
Cloth Binding, 50 Cents. '

7 he following books by well known well us old cun understand it. Ilins- 
and popular writers, wo have selected-trated, gilt top. f
wit&i the thought thut they will be of Origin of Species. By Charles Day- 
interest/to our readers. They are wm. 
planted on flue paper; perfectly clear, ~ 
readable type; cloth binding. Good 
home.llbrary edition.

. Descent of Man. By Charles Dar
win. These,two books by.Mr. Dar.win 
should be in every hofne.

-Karma. A Npvel. By A. P. Sen
nett.

A Romance of Two Worlds. By. .
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The _____ __________________ ________
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 359 pccult story. , •■

Zanonl. By Rulwer Lytton. A 
romance ¿y that most wqnderful and

pages.
I Past and Present. ■ By Thpmfis Car-

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spen
cer.

Fairy Laud of Science. By Arabella? 
B. Buckley. This book Is written in 
puck a pleasing manner that young as

Marte Corelli. A most wonderful

mystic writer, after a' long residence 
In the East and an exhaustive study of , 
occult lore.

Any one of the^ above valuable 
books can Ue obtained tor 50 cents—• 
a miracle of cheapness.

CELESTIAL DYNAMICS/
Being a formal Course of Study in the Astro-Maanetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF '‘THE LIGHf OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN« 
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and ccjnplete course of Astrometarlrvsical study, em> 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force. Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the'sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians,* and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics’? a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failutes.

No. Aatro-Stpdent can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to qieet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay 'or a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can affo.d . 
thia Drivilege will find the-work an invaluable text-book to their ntudjee. •»’

THE LANGUAGE Of THE STARS."
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

“Just How to,Wfike the Solar Plex
us."- By Elizabeth-Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 26 cents. -:

“The ’ Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment bf epirlt- 
'ual-influences.: Free from all theo
ries ot superstition.' By Prof.-W. M. 
Lockwopd. Price 25 hents. ’

It is fW answered in “Mediumship. and Its 
Laws. Its Conditions and Cultivation/ by Hud
son Tutti*. Price 86 cents. Address hm q* 
Bsrim Hwghte,Ok» , .

callties can guarantee a living to a 
worker.' Such'' workers, are entering, 
the ministry of liberal .chprehes, ap-‘ 
pearfng on lecture courseh and start-’ 
Ing free-lance meetings. The ALt 
INCLUSIVENESS OF SPIRITUAL
ISM snoul'd recognize' $nd fosfer.B^ch, 
Organization Is proper And1 hecpBfiary, ; 

•but such measures as restrict,'to th# 
degree of narrowing.the foundation of' 
a movement will make a simple ism 
of any great undertaking. -' '■

Let us remember thbt SPIRITUAL
ISM has spoken in the cloud on SfnUl’s 
summit, has manifested on the Mount 
of Transfiguration, and through the* 
isms of the ages wherever history has 
been recorded. SPIRITUALISM is a. 
FACT. Our acceptance or rejection 
affects ue, not the principle. So” 
Spiritualism is to each person just' 
what he 1b able to comprehend. We 
need an'organization Which will per
mit the free and Inclusive expression 
of Spiritualism to flood the.liffe of 
each individual according Ad his de
gree of development. •

These thoughts are sent ’’ from’ 
Spiritualist Temple, Ban Diego, Cal.,, 
where I am located for.'flve or six 
months. Here a prosperous work'is 
being done by a strong and tfealthy 
co-operation of- forces. The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary (Busy Bees).) hold" a ba
zaar early in December, and I hope 
that the friends will kindly-send ar
ticles to the Secretary, Miss Louise 
Barton, 1228 Grape St.>■ San Diego, 
Cal. ’ —

The Lyceum is a prosperous depart-^ 
meat of the work—hoping', for ’ the 
“Spiritualist Lyceum.. Quarterly’!.- 
Mr. WIH C. Hodge and Col. John L. 
Dryden, veteran workers, are located 
here, and their presence is a constant 
benediction, The various phases, of 
mediumship are, well represented -in 
the. city, by mediums'of integrity and 
worth. -

iThe officers of the society, ‘ with C. 
'A.tBuss as president and T'J. McFer- 
'Ok,; -secretary, both earnest- devoted 
‘workers for many years, nobly helped 
liy a" large 'membership, make the- 
.work merge forward nieqiy.
’" How mpch we can do to take’the 
message to those into whose lives the 
light has not yet -gome,* in Apprecia
tion of the great strength -- and joy 
which it has brought to ufi. Surely 
the Light of-Spiritualism, like that'of 

‘tbe sun smiling at the attempt of a 
cloud to cover its; brightness,' must 
•smlle.at the feartOf some that Spirit- 
ualism ls to be corrupted and the at
tempts of fitters to. copyright Spirit
ualism, when its light ip as far-reach» 
'ing as human necessity..

followed by. Rev, Mr#i Ei&B. Price, 
whose psychometric readings were a 
source; of much interest, ijffhls good 
slBter's^work ln South BFLouIb, her 
harmonious worklng1fsoclety, .speaks 
volumes tor het., mediumship.

Mrs. M, Greenamqypr.uour visitor 
from Cincinnati, then, gave ¡a stirring 
talk, followed With tests, nlj of which 
were Acknowledged.«•> Sister Todmaw* 
closed .the exercises oLtte/day ¡wltt * 

. fewi well-Bb,osep words and the -audi-- 
- ence went away feiling-tbat.it was in
deed-good Jo be there. v

PAUL McARTHUR.
St. LouIb, Mo..

' DEY ICAINT RE NO HELL.

The following poefa was Inspired by 
listening to p, talk to hie audience 

■one Sunday morning, by M. M. Man- 
.gasarlan, upon his tilt with the Rev.
Dr. Torrey, the English Evangelist:
Dey use to tell us Splitfoot would 

Bho’. git us ef we lied,
Ef we swore, er stele a chicken er a 

melton, when we died,
An* dey pointed to de 'nolnted in dat 

manshun 'cross de way;
But de einner am de winner, ef he's 

. smart enough to play; •
Fur he gains de bigges' slices ob de 

pleasures dat’s to- sell,
An’dis life am jus' bisHebben, kase 
, dey kaint be no Hell.

♦ -
Dey use to draw de curtain ob de 

sinners feeble mind
(£111 de furnace ob dpt hot place wid 

its white heat fairly shined,
'An' de flurry an’ dq worry at de steep

ness pb de hill
Right befdfe ’em; often bote ’em ttf 

dlsgorgln ob de till;' ?
■But dey’s. ipjlt dat kin’ of preachin’

Under Good Test Conditions.
To the Editor :■—Kansas City is 

keeping up with the general progress 
of Spiritualism. We. have not been 
cursed with fraud aS' other places 
have, and if It makes its appearance 
here it will be dealt with’ in a severe 
manner. If the people knew that the 
practice was instigated by the money 
that is in it, they would see that-the 
object is rather for gain than to bring 
disgrace upon our cause and that con
sideration would ameliorate- public 
sentiment, though I am sorry to notice 
that some good Spiritualists suffer 

-their zeal to outrun their discretion..
The Society for ¿Spiritual Truth is 

holding Its meetlngsAt Evanston Hall, 
with a large and deeply interested au
dience. Mrs, Inez Wagner is the in
spirational q^aker, . and-at the close 
she gives platform ...tests by reading 
ballots blindfolded, with great rapkii- 
ty, often reading 70'or 80 at one sit-, 
ting, giving names not written oiv 
the ballot and describing events not- 
wrltten thereon.

Recently some prominent men Of 
this city visited her, and obtained ex
cellent tests, and suggested the. idea 
that If she Would submit to having 
her wrists handcuffed, and locked, and 

rthe-key retained in some one’si hands, 
and a leather strap. enclosing’ the 
handcuffs an^ fastened:.ground her 
chair, and the. jceyholes seated ~ with 
postage stamps, 'it woUIdj.be to her 
advantage. ‘■.•■; ’-r , ...■■••

All this was done on‘ last Tuesday 
afternoon In the presence'of about 
fifteen persons. just as usual, the. 
trumpet went to,each' sitter* and gave 
good and satisfactory rijesssiges to.all., 
At the'close everything^ was found . 
just as it was when the seance;began. '

Other societies are prospering as 
usual. E. J, SCHELLHOUS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "TEE LIGHT OF EGYPT.

This important primary work is the- first practical exposition of ths 
Astro-Magnetic'forceq of Nature—in their relation to mah—that has yet beeq 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, em
bracing each department oFhuman life, in such plain, simple language that a 
onild can understand .the elementary principles laid down. And in addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical
«nd Bcientiflc terms in general use upon the subject, thus foi a brief, yet
practical Astro Dictionary., This work is illustrated with special plates.”

For Sale at Thia Office. Price. Fifty Oente.

LIGHT OF E.GYPT.
A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis

mans,the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Perietrâiia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. 1., cloth, $2; 
paper, Vol. II., cloth oniv, $2. -fi " *

‘’Sect, clan , and nation, oh, strike 
’. down • ■

' Each mean partition wall; ' 
/Let LOVE tfie,voice of ¿liscord drown;

• Are we not brothers “all ?. ’ 
■ : - V . JOHN W. RING. 

’• Spirltualisf Temple; San Diego, Oal.

; The; Cause in..G^lveston, Texas. -
To the Editor:—As you know, our 

Temple was closed for five months. 
On the 1st of October Dr. and Mrs.' 
Noyes caine1 to fill*a three-mohtts’ en
gagement, .and ate pleasantly located 
In the Temple.- Since' they4 came our 
society has felt more encouraged, and 
each one has taken hold wlth renewed 
activity. - The Lyceum meets ¿every 
Sunday morning, and it is growing 
•rapidly. The ■ Sunday • night services 
are welt attended. The lectures de-

satlsfactbry, and 
«deed As correct.

Her tests are very 
generally aokitoWl- 
On.ThurSday.evsry

-an’ dey now.begin ter tell, 
Dat yo’ Hebbin’B as you make it, an’

dey'kaint be no Hell. "
Dey's’still fearin’ of de Fadder, who 

dey say am kin’ an’ true, -
An’ is. allers fond ob grantin’ to each 

pusson- eb’ry due,
I feel sorry, Massa Tofrey; an’ I felt 
. so from de fust

• Dat you lay yo’ sins on Jesus ah’ in 
"proofless faith'you trust: '

While de world am full ob knowledge 
. you am gittin’ but ah smell,

An’ de ancient creeds am croakin’ 
kase dey kalnt be no. Hell.

It am awfully confusin’ to de igner’nt 
. ones ob earth, ' . .
Td be fooled an’ fleeced by preachers 

out ob all,de sweets dey’s worth, 
All de measure ob der pleasure, an* 

de good thoughts .killed wld fear;
But dar’s alters little callers in de 

fohm ob love and cheer, -
For de wise men—by deduction—ami 

■ a changin’ob da spell'
Dat surroun’ de Christian pulpit so's 

dey kalnt be no Hell.
DR. T. WILKINS.

weèk we; hold a. conference’' meeting, 
where each one can give experiences 
along the lines of Spiritualism. On^ 
Friday night Dr. Noy%s' h'Mds a De- 

.veloplng-.Circle. Eighteen fire In the. 
class. All express tlïèmseWbs as well 
pleased ijith the'progress they are 
making- On Thanksgiviiftr thé ' aux- 
iliary'will give a ddûcé;“ At night, 
the Lyceum- will have an entertain
ment consisting ofreinging, tableaux;
recitations; and in connection with 

Ibis will be a Measuring. Barty, which.
is .Bomettlng new tq_us Jaefe. We 
hope'to.have a Christmas Bazaar. We 
have'a' noble band Nr wWkers who 
haye steadily neld ‘toget'llir. ' Since 
Mr. Ring left us we9bave. nad -much 
to discourage us, btieiMiPand Mrs. 
Noyes are energetlc.tjkncFWitt their 
able assistance we hO^e' td’ineet with 
success; ’We hear th'ift 0'14? Mr. Ring 
1b riow in San Dlegdp* OfilJj'and our 
best wishes follow hint;1 >

' . MRSr J. C. MUNRO.
. Galveston, Texas.

» 'to1 ■ ।
The New 'Idle. This 'book deals 

with the principles and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates'ot infi
nite creative power/Und puLhlm Into 
ConscIouB possession of his birthrightr 
the iqaBtery' over all things. Price, 
cloth, 80 ce^te; papr, 6^ osato.

“THE UNKNOWN”
V -BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION,
“THE UNKNOWN" created a great 

sensation in France when first pub- 
Jished and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the-greateet interest in this country. 
It is an eminent scientist’s study of 
the phenomena of the spirit world. 
In touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely .authentical instances, and 
chapters of bls book are as weirdly

fascinating as the most fantastic of 
Poe’s tales. It treats on Incredulity, 
credulity, hallucination, psychic ac
tion of one mind upon another, trans
mission of thought, suggestion, the 
world of dreams, ¿erebral physiology, 
psychic dreams, distinct sight In 
dreams, actual' facts, premonitory 
dreams and divination of the future. 
487 pages, cloth bound. Price $2.00.

SPIRIT PHOTt/oF
QLD MAN ON KERCHIEF.

Dead Man Had Oftefi Said He Would 
Appear After Death.

• A message from the dead under 
•the most .dramatic circumstances Im
aginable Ib1 whàt Mrs. Jefinie M: RusJ 
believes she has received at Owosso, 
Mich. This message is in the shape 
of the picture pf .,gn aged man"- in, 
whose home'She had been living.
. 'The'man Whose "spirit picture" ap
peared to her. waa Osber D. Lambert, 

-70/ who died in Petoskey; Novem
ber" 3~ Lambert’s hobby was . the im
mortality of the soul and he frequent
ly declared to Mrs. Rust that he would 
reappear Jo? her after his death.

The day of ’ the funefal, when she 
was ironing? she an'd her sister-in-law 
were’ discussing Lambert’s oft-repeat
ed statement that he would reappear.

■ “Well, Uncle Os hasn’t showed up 
.yet," Mrs. Rust had just finished say
ing, when suddenly there .appeared’ 
dimly outlined on thé handkerchief 
she was pressing the full-bearded, 
melancholy face of her old friend 
Lambert. ,

With a scream Mrs. Rust fell in a 
faint. ’ ' ?■ \ ’ ’ • .
>■ Nelghbors--came flocklng'in When 
tte news was spread. '■

AThe picture iiah been“ viewed/ by 
hundreds, Including Edward Lambert, 
the old man's son. All agree thé: pic
ture in a general w^y strongiy^resem- 
bles .the old man; • ■ -’
' And thus it Is that Spirit Return 
Is marching on. ■ ; — T. RUTH. -

• *'A|ter Her Death.” The Story .of 
a Summer." " By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thqfight 
can fail to be fed'and delighted, with 
this book..' Beautiful-.. spiritual 
thought, combinings advanced ideas 
on the finer : and' ethereal phasei of 
Spiritualism/ leadlfig tho mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual < truth; - A - book ■ for th« 
higher life, ' Price, ;cloth/ $1.00. ' .

LIFE. BEYOND DE/YTH
' ' Being a^Review of

The World's Beliefs on Ilie Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought - 

■ ' and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Oan Be Demonstrated as ( 

Fact—To Which Is Added an,Appendix Containing Some 
' Hints, as to personal Experiences and Opinions. .

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
« Svo. Cloth, 842 Pageas

After a review "of the beliefs held in the past concerning life b( 
yond death, Dr. Savage, takes lip the presept conditions of belief ant 
considers-the agnostic reaction.from the extreme “other-worldliness 
which it replaced, which was in turn followed by' the Spiritualistic 
reaction:against agnosticism. He points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine Of immortality held by the churches and the w^akne^s of the 
traditional creeds'and the loosening of them hold upon the people.; H< 
then considers the probabilities which, as he admits, fall short Ji.dem- 
ohstratiom The volume includes a consideration of the work ortjie So
ciety for.Psychical-Research and algo an appendix giving some of ths 
author’s own personal experience in this line.. Dr. Savage holds, as 
a provisional'hypothesis, that continued existence is demonstrated, and 
that there have been at least some well authenticated communications 
from persons in the otl^ life. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

— ----- - . ............. —;—

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE, IT? WHEN ? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible? ■
A Voice from the Higher Criticism/' -

» z A Few Thoughts on-Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

: ' Bioellent m an exposition of the Higher CritVoi8m>pd' ^n' an&l^is 
the Bibi« from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit 
talirt* .For sale at this offloe. Price 11.00. .- . '
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ANOTHER EXPOSURE IN CALIFORMIA. COURT ÇTVES CULT ESTATE OF 
$250,000.

F

Robert T. Hale sends an account to "this office of another ex
posure in Los Angeles, Cal. The Los Angeles Herald of No
vember 3 gives the following "head” to the exposure:

"SPOOKSTHRS RAIDED BY DETECTIVES—FAKERS 
CAUGHT DECEIVING THE GULLIBLE—WHITE ROBE 
WAS SNATCHED FROM A SPIEIT-C. F. BAXTER AND 
WIFE LOCKED UP AFTER EXCITING STRUGGLE, EX
POSURE AND CAPTURE OF PARAPHERNALIA.” 
. And thus the exposures continue, and every time the "spirit” 
is caught, the same proves to be the medium or a confederate 
dressed in artificial toggery.’ .And we here assert most emphati
cally that if you will grab the "spirit” 999,999 times out of 
1,090,000, you will simply grab a mortal decked in an artificial 
dress to deceive the public. If the history of Spiritualism is 
to be writteny it should contain one long chapter devoted ex
clusively to the rotten element that has afflicted our ranks 
from the start, with illustrations of the artificial toggery used 
to make up a first-class "spirit.” ■

MATERIALIZING SEANCES. ,

We devoted considerable'Space last week in giving an ac- 
, count of the seances, held at Melbourne, Australia, Charles 

Bailey, medium. Mr. Bailey is entirely different from the ma- 
teria^ipg mediums of this country—he will allow any test 
conditions that the ingenuity of the sitters can suggest. In 
the United , States the only condition that the materializing 
mediqms will sit under, is one wherein fraud or deception is 
possible; and heretofore—not a single.’exception—when the 
"spirit” has been grabbed, the form proved to be that of the 
medium or a confederate dressed in artificial toggery/

You take Forbush, for example, of Grand Rapids, Mich. He 
was in no sense of the word a medium, yet the "spirit mani
festations” occurringjn his presence received the cordial en
dorsement of other mediums, and prominent Spiritualists who 
frequented his seances. .He was well posted in "tests,” was 

.a close'observer of human nature, and was patronized by a 
large and influential class who did not seem capable of judg
ing' as to the character of the manifestations presented to

te.

-

them. „ „
One medium in this city-wore a . miniature electric light in 

her hair, which passed for a "spirit diamond” amongIhe gul- 
libles. , • / -

But Forbush presents a very brilliant example of one in 
whose presence the "spirit” manifestation? were wholly of 
earthly origin, and who was cordially endorsed by other me
diums in.Grand Rapids—a reflection on their honesty,„from• 
which they cannot soon recover. , - ’

Another extremely brilliant representative in the materializ
ing business was a man by the name of Clifton, at one time 
a resident of Chicago. He could make an excellent address; 
his appearance on the rostrum was angelic; his "tests”-were 

-most remarkable; he received the cordial endorsement of the 
Illinois Association of Spiritualists, Mr. Jenifer then1 president, 
and his seances were in great demand. His friends and en
dorsers, of course, boycotted The Progressive Thinker. But 
at last, like Forbush, the exposure came; all the "spirit” .inani- 

; festations occurring in his presence were wholly of earthly ori- 
gin, yet one exceptionally prominent medium asserted that he 
recognized his "materialized guide.” .

Oh! shame on you, the gullihles that bnng/dl^&$‘MPon o®. 
Cause!' You are a dahgerous factor injiwr^b^ Aof Spirit-.
ualism. -

i
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' THE FINANCIAL FLURRŸ.

Upholds Will of Eccentric Leroy Bank
er Who Believes Dead Sou Advised 
Him and His Wife to Leave Fortune 
to Spiritualism.—Luige Sum Will 
Build Church and a Library.—Muu 
Believed That Dead Son Directed 
Deeds and Had a Phantom Picture 
Printed of Youth and Placed in the 

■ Palatial Home.
Bloomington, Ill., Nov. 9.—The 

Crumbaugli will litigation came to an 
end in the McLean County court 
this week, and the last testament ot 
James T*- Crumbaugli, Leroy, this 
county, and the will of his wife, Mrs.. 
Elizabeth Crumbaugli, both of whuh 
were attacked by dissatisfied relatives, 
have been declared valid, and the 
unique bequests will stand. The lit
igation has been in progress for two 
years, and the Suprgme court Jias 
passed upon one phase. The bulk of : 
the fortune of $250,000 is left foi 
the founding of a church for Spirit- 
ualistsrand- a public Library in Leroy, 
a city of 4,000 people. It isintended 
to use about’$50,000 for the'erection 

.of the. church and $25,000 for the 
Library. /. , .

Forttune to Spread the Cult.
More than $100,000 will be • left, 

the earnings to be atilized in covering 
the cqst of conducting the church and 
also of disseminating tfie tenets of the 
cult. - . .. . ; ■ .. , ■

Mr. Crtimbaugh, was - .a wealthy 
banker, and wqs a,convert to Spirit 
ualism several yeprs before hip death.1 
He becapie enthuBlqBUc cqnceruing 
thq. belief that communiqatiop could’ 
be maintained with spirlta-pf the un
seen world, and was led to believe 
that his bab^’son, who died’^’hen a 
few months óf age", had .become-an 
adult and: was constantly by. his side 
and advising hlrn^pn, various subjects. 
He directed a portrq|t painter.to iie- 
Uneate an imaginary’’picture of the 
grown son as he n.iifvlit have appeared 
had he survived ai^d attained man
hood. This picture showing a bgard- 
M man, was labeled;‘“Brlght^fiyes"., 
and was hung in thq library., in the 
Crumbaugli mansidn. '

■ Found San/by Courts.
After tlie death of.Mr- Crumbaugli, 

’and when dissatisfied relatives sought 
to break the will on,the"ground that 
tfie testator was In,sane,' this portrait 
was placed Jn evidence,. It was ar
gued that no man pquld. Indulge in 
such fancy and be in his right mind. 
The courts decided, however, thiat Mr. 
Crumbaugh was, sane and that me
diums had not exercised an undue in
fluence over tlie couple.-^-Chlcago In
ter-Ocean.

O
RH-EÜM/VTIS/n CURED.

It has created a great deal'of trouble in the financial world" 
as well as among all who are engaged in any kind of business, 
the banks in many cases refusing to receive checks,-’although 
thousands of dollars on-credit to the depositor; and thus, it is 
that every line of business has-its troubles in connection with 
this financial crisis, and The Progressive Thinker office no less- 
than others. Checks intended for collection in the bank in the

NEVER ßEEQBE IN THE WHOLE 
HISTORY OF MANKIND HAS SUCH 
A REDUCTION BEEN MADE IN 
THE PRIOR Q? PREMIUM BOOKS. 
IT IS THE DIVINE FLAN CARRIED 
OUT TO PERFECTION. WE ARE 
PAYING QCT THOUSANDS OF DOL- 
LARS TO THE POST OFFICE DE
PARTMENT EACH YEAR TO CAB-

Have You Read 
i OÜR I 
I PREMIUM 

BOOK 
OFFER? j

LETTER FROM GW A., LETFORD.

prominently’Knouii os the Drummer 
- Medium. *. ■

... / . ■: .* '

To the Editor:—I/«n.- again at 
work in the South;- -and scattering 
seeds of sunshine to.,the many friends 
and skeptiOK'.>.->i ;■ ■«•«>•■........... : -

While at> Greensboro,-N.’e., I was 
invited out, and held two circles, and 
the guides’did Some; wonderful' work'.

. One' gentleman -Vas- very certain 
that- all tests Wefé -telépathlc^inlnd/ 
reading/ find. tried’ to ififlilence '/ me,’, 
but’the spirits watched1 ¿nd'kneyer 
gave, hlntto’tfitnig fie Ws-tfilnkln^’or? 
After he saw-the wdrk was. geaulne^-. 

•not mind-reading—he thoS' got” some 
-messages. :■

.The people .tbeye^.yyera. convinced, 
and went away from the circle our 
friends. . ... , :

At Asheville, N'. -C.„It waq invited to 
hold a circle, at a1 hotel run by Catho? 
lies, with’ .wonderful ; results. Qne 
gentleman—a skeptic-,—received the/

regular order of business are refused, and no end of inconveni^ 
. ence arises. ' u

In .view df all the facts we ask our subscribers not to send 
checks or drafts at present, but to send postal or express orders;

. or money in registered letters.
For nearly twenty years this is the first time that The Pro

gressive Thinker has in thé least been inconvenienced -by any 
. financial flurry that might occur, and we hope that soon affairs 

generally will settle down to their normal healthy condition^ 
and thus end all- trouble/ ' - -

In the meantime we wish to assure our subscribers that the 
firice of all kinds of print paper is gradually advancing, and, 
t has been predicted by leading dealers that common news

paper print will, within two years, reach six cents per pound, 
. whereas a few months ago it could-be purchased in large quan
tities for two cents/ Such-being the case, expenses gradually 
increasing in getting, out each week a paper the size of The 
Progressive Thinker, we ask our subscribers, in^he interest of 
our glorious Cause, to promptly renew their subscriptions, and, 
if'possible, send in an additional subscriber. Our circulation 
has not, up to date, diminished, but increasing expenses ren
der it necessary for greater activity on the part of all our- 
patrons.' ■ -

The Progressive Thinker is the one Spiritualist paper that 
leads in circulation and influence in this country. We" are now 
publishing a paper far greater in size than wore the Banner of 
Light and the Religio-Philosophical Journal in their most pros
perous days, they being-$3.00 per year while The Progressive 
Thinker is oqly $1.00.^ Now is the time for action on thé part 
of every ^Spiritualist who has an interest in the causé of truth. 
ReneW^our own subscription promptly, and-send in an addi
tional: subscriber if „possible.

MRS. EXTON PREDICTED THE EX- 
PLOSION TÙ'O MONTHS AGO.

Over three months ago a party of 
fifteen people in a seance a.t the home 
of Mrs. Charlotte Exton, 821 Reid 

, street, Lorain, Ohio, heard of an ap- 
— ' proaching disaster in Lorain. It was 

at that time stated that the disaster 
. would be in the form b£ an explosion 

✓and one fatality . would result.
Mrs. Charlotte Exton seems pos

sessed of a wonderful power and pre
dicted the river accident occurring 

< here recently, as. well as several oth- 
' ers, all of which have become a.real- 

?■_ , Ity. Mrs.' Exton stated that she cau
tioned all her clients, to be perfectly 

’. quiet'.on the subject until after it 
■ occurred. She further stated that tjie 

vividness of“the affair has been in 
her mind some weeks. A gentleman 
who was at the seance; when the ex- 

. plosion was first predicted;-testified 
< _ . to a Times-Herald reporter this after- 

rioon thatrall'Baid waB perfectly true;-

and that he knew of the approaching 
accident. A, lady_ residing In the 
southern portion of the’city also was 
present when the prédiction was mqde 
and vouches for the-fact. ; ■. -■ ■

It-was also stated that another dis
aster of the . same sort as "Saturday’s 
would take-placé in the . near future, 
and that ;it ■ would be far .more se
rious. As ,to the: locality in which 
it was' to occur, no statement was 
made.—Times-Herald. ' y

. "A.Discussion on1 Reifffcarnatlon. or 
the/Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit;" Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine ^>f the Soul's successive 
embodiments.'' Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus. Dr.-Helen Densmore and 
W.'J. Colville.' -Price 80 cents.

> “The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant'Damnation," ,by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. . Dedicated . to Preachers, 
Missionaries .and. Church. Members. 
Price, i0 cents; '•: is:-:■■ v ■/■

e-.

RY TONS OF THESE BOOKS TO 
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
EVERY ONE SENT OUT COSTS US 
FROM SIX TO, TWELVE CENTS IN 
POSTAGE. SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, AND OB
TAIN THE WHOLE SET. THE 

I WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
[seen the like.

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
thq like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critjcally examine the history of Spir
itualism;: look1 here and there, in 
every nook aud'eorner of the worldi 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
tfie offer, made -in reference to these 
THIRTEEN reniarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a'nominal sum. All are substantially 
bounq'an.d neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. ’

We have-now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM: BOOKS which you 
can select from. •

- The price of the UNKNOWN,LIFE 
OF CHRIST hereafter /will be 15 
CENTS, in consequence of the great 
rise in,the price of book paper. It 
Is . our last premium book, and' has 
THIRTEEN^ illustrations,-and is very 
valuable. The paper one year and 
this remsqltable book, $1.15."

Any one of the other Premium 
Books you may order, price 35 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con- 
.section-with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium : 
Rook, $1.15 or $1.25, depending on 
the book you opder.

No preçi|um hpoks wlll be-sent-out 
unless, thq. girder -, is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; hut if you order more 
than one.hook,She price is as follows: 
„ Any twniof tfie Tiiirteen Premium 
Books y oq.may/order, price 70 cents.

. Any ttiree of ¡»be Thirteen Premium 
Books yoq mayi.order, price $1.10. ‘ 
; Any foq£) of the Thirteen Premium 
Books yoq inayiçrdor, price $1.50...
. "Any. flvp ¡Of .tlie Tiiirteen? Premium 
Books.yon mayi.order, price $1,75,

Any, niX iOf: Bib ■ Thirteen Premium 
Books yoq mayi.order, price $2,05.
..'Ally sew ofAlie Thirteen Premium 

Books yoq may: order, price $2.85. - 
,,^Any eight of ,$e Thirteen Premium

WT1 fader,’qirfie' $!?ffliS.. „/
xssasss^^i

Dr. Caird will send postpaid, THE HERBS—a for^ ) 
mula and full directions for preparing his RHEUMA- / 
T1SM CURE—enough for a month’s treatment for 
$1.00. Address ALEX CAIRD, M: D., £98 W. Mon
roe Street, Chicago, Ill. $1.00 per bottle, by ex
press or at office.

"fl DWELLER ON IWO PLANETS
Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price 82.00.
Any ten of the Thirteen Premium- 

Books you may order, price §8.10.
Any eleven of the Thirteen Premi

um books you may order, price $3,40.
Any tivelw of the Tiiirteen Premi

um books you may order, price $3.85.
Lastly, all of these Thirteen Pre- 

■mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15— 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

-Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The "Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1, We repeat that the worl$ has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS-FOR $1.15.
The following is the list of titles pf 

the Thirteen P.remium Books:
1—-The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life' in the Spirit World, Vol. 2;
3-^-Tha Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life' in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J; R. Francis. They con- 
thin Invaluable data.

i.-^/Qhost -Land, Spiritualism. Oc- 
cultlam, by Mrs. EmmaHardinge Brlt- 
fen. / '

5.—The Next World. Interviewed, 
hy.Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarka
ble medium. ' N .

• .6.—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander' Smythe, a medium of. rare 
gifts.

A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a

THE STORY "OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the, historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the mat>y topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world’s his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2,00. .

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY.
THE GRRAT WORK is Vol. Ill,, 

of the '’Harmonic Heides." F ■ 
qlear the Way of Mastership. This 
.is the Way that leads to Individual

vol. ill., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship. 
It makes is the-Constructive Road to Spiritual

Untoldment, and that it is open to all
who elect to travel it.

4. Its author Bpeaks from, theLiberty here and hereafter. .. _____ ___  ____
• Every Intelligent , man. and woman standpoint of one who has "had the 

Who to- seeking for Spiritual /Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK.
Why? Because: s .

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual 'Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends -without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explain^ the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena ot human 
life simply and clearly.. '

37 It presents a new array ot dem
onstrated facts which prove that 
y-a, , , , —

personal experience and made the 
demonstration.”

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.

28 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago,

Trumpets Light, durable Fi
bre-board. Tele-

wonderful'-Ehglish „medium.
•8./-Thè Religion of Mäh and Ethics 

of. Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
- 9.—Béërs 'of the Ages, or Spirlt- 

uallBtn Past and PreBent, by Dr. J. M. 
Peéblësr

lOi—iThe Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

■ 11.—Letters from the. Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea. .

12 .-—Gems of Thought, by Seven- 
teen.leadUig authors’., ’

13 .—fhe Unknown^Llfe of Christ,- 
wliih thirteen’iliustràtions. '

».SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you’whnt ONLY ONE Premium. 

Rook, the price of Tfie Unknown Life 
of Jesus 18/15 cents. The price of 
any-one!,of the-others is’25 cents. 
Atteri paying, "postage thereon, the 
books at that price áre practically a 
gift to .our-subscribers. At those 
prices Only one bbok will be’sent out. 
All-orders for-One or mòre Premium 

■BookS'. must be accompanied with a 
, yearly subscription for The Progres- 
ç|vé..Thinker; Where, more thhn onb 
Premium -Book i ls desired, see the 
Jerm mentioned aboye.

— _ scope 30 inches.
With instructions for development 
gnd seances, $2.00.- Special terms to 
mediums. Chas. Halstead, 21^, 
Grand avenue, Portland Ore.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and yqur disease will be diag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth street., 

San Jose, Cal.

SPRITUALIST3 VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y., will find Pleasant Homo Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 723 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane^

Clarisse Humphrey Mullins
Will give clairvoyant readings by mall. Full 
reading, H. Send look of hair. Address her at 
Whilewater, Wls.
---------- J________ ________ _
Spiritual Medium and l*»yehon|0trl«t«

Clairvoyant descriptions» spirit mes
sages (names often given), character 
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, two 
uestlons answered, 25 cents. Mrs. Ella 
Royal WUHams, 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon.

MRS. MAGGIE WARE
Readings by Mail, $1.00.

Business Advice a Specialty. 
2805 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Sittings Dully.

-_~X-4.1 > .
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most messages, and-bafpre: I .eloped 
fie said' hp had bellevad there was 
nothing to Spiritualism, but he want
ed to thank me, for th«' • wonderful 
messages we had given him.

At Goldsboro I held .circles and had 
the best people in the city attend.

/ When at Wilmington, iast'year, I 
-made friends with the Chief and Ser 
geant of .police,, by -giving them mes
sages; so' this year, .when' they heard 
I had come to. the .city they phoned me 
about ten -b/clock' ati night, saying, 
“Please .come up and.give us some 
tests.”. Sp I went tothe-city hall and 
met the night./force, and’ the guides 
gave them some; beautiful 'messages, 
and brought : tears to a number of 
eyes. ’ They said they had'heard from 
their. “loved ones.-.' from; the • other 
side. From thaf- time on-the guides, 
and myself have a. welcome at the 
city hall whenever we are-there." •

I afterwards met another policeman 
on the street, and he? skid, “What 
kind of a man,are you? .' I heard' tHe 
captain, chief ands.sargeant, and oth
ers speak sp: highly tof . what you do, 
.and I want to. know if you can tell 
me anything.” . ... •

. I asked the. dear Spirits to do so,' 
and they. gave, him .communications 
from hid..two,-children,.-father and j 
mother, and other friends’ of .his, who j 
were InLsplrit life-.- - Hpitrled to keep 
.back, tfie tears;- but could’-not; and 
the messages left ■ a deep impression j 
On his mind- .that, be never, can forget.

I find one ;can do. a lot for the goo'd, 
of Spiritualism, to give when ..and'- 
where they, think-it will do good—’ln 
hotels, street, or even city halls and , 
parlors. - ;

I afterwards follow up mosj;. of 
the readings by sending The ' Pro
gressive- Thinker.to- them: for three: 
months, and. .then .they read it and 
get their knowledge of what Spirltual- 
Ism-ds really doing in the world. ■

- I .have always .given the readings 
as' well as-the subscription to The 
Thinker free;-as my heart.1 and soul 
Is In the work;.and-the..pebple cannot 
say,-“He is out for the money, and 
may be faking us.” By. doing so I 
am getting the best people Interested 

■In the-work." I am-thankful to the 
dear spirits that, they are"* able to 
use me as an. Instrument' in making 
thp world happy- and? closer to the 
real heaven.’: ’ ■ ’ ’ : ’

, - GEO. (A’. 'LETFORP. ' 
_ Hamlet, N. C. / " 7 .. .

“Longley's Beautiful Songs.” A 
new edition comprising .in' one : vol
ume the" four-parts heretofore pub- 
'lishod, to which Is, added part five, 
also a number of-the -author's most 
popular songs, including “Only • u‘ 
Thin’Veil Between Us," and its '.‘Com
panion Piece." Cloth, 75 cents. 
Boards,50 cents. '.

"Continuity ' of ¿Life -. a . Cosmic i 
Truth.”' By Prof. win. M.- Lockwood.
The work of-a strongf logical thlnkèr,

. . The Cause ih Pennsylvania. I Mr. Thompson gave us an echo 
O* » recent Wednesday evening, I Previously.. 'unheard from The Con-

Rev. |G. Tabor Thompson gave us i ve”^°". Washington: 
something to think about on the line I , "Retiring President Barrett,-in his 
of ^advancement for our’ cause in the. ®'08 remarks offered the sugges- 
State of Pennsylvania.’ Condensed, tion that it wquid probably be better 
It follows- • , _ j for. the-cause In*this Country if we

“past Sunday morniii^ we discussed ’'Bhould^Mniinate all the 'summer 
the good points >of- Christian Science, i camps; with perhaps three or four ex- 
We have one legson still which we’ can . ceptionsy- in the who ? United States.
learq. from thàji. It ■ is noticeable 
that they are pot content with having 
meetings at thglr Broad Street and 
Chestnut Street churches in this city 
and at. other recognized regular meet
ing places, throughout the Slate and 
coqntryr 1 Every little’ while you hear 
of them renting ,arthèafér and having 
som,e learned:person who Is a leader 
In their .cult give a lecture on -their 
religious- ideas f no "admission fee is 
charged. , -,

: "Are -we'as'SplrlhialiBts (b lie- inert 
in thege thlngB; or ’shall wé endeavor 
to re-erect-a--State Organization for 
Spiritualism, ot which We in Pennsyl
vania may be proud?

“Jf all who aretrûe Spiritualists in 
thé State, would assoclate 'às a nucle
us for truth’B sake, would’ it/not serve 
.to let people know that we are of 

- some -Importance • in the religious 
'world?' Further, if we1 hays tfie 
■truth, is it notour duty todo this for 
its sake andfof thergbod :it Will do hu
manity in* shaking oft the fiigotry- 
to-religlous-tenets -shackles ?

“■We could have oür ’Çachers and 
psychics.go- to yariouB: Isolated cities/ 
towns or'sectipns qt 'the’ State where 
Spiritualism, .iqky .’inbt- ?be; knowh. or 
understood, outlining to the -people 
our'truths.iancL convincing them of the 

'continuity ■-.of . ’life, whereas they 
might, never be. so Convinced by hap- 

■'hazard leaders. vU'T ■-' '. -1’-'
, “.Co,uld. Jve not, by- âff Organization 

of- all our. brethren in the -Stàte, give 
Spiritualism strength: to’ protect us to 
the extentof givlng us récognition in 
the .courtsiqf the State, and thereby 
to protect our /mediums ; (honest 
ones ) *i^hen arrested as.„they, are-like
ly to be at any time; and’ thus elimi
nate all who are -frauds ,by licensing 
none who nre djhhoneBt. Should we 
not have the same recognition which 
is accorded all other, associations for 
religious pnopagandism in the Com
monwealth?-»’ Wa could have the in-, 
corporation Bf all.these honorable so
cieties which are not now supplied 
with charters under the National As
sociation; thia, would have7 tlie effect 
of doing away ;with all fraudulent 
mediums and Impostors as-well as.i 
teachers .of (alseKphilosophy,' for if we 
did not recognize any outsidle the I 
ranks as opr, own flesh and blood,: 
Mother Grundy .could not, give their i 

■actions as .at?sample of Spiritualism. | 
. - “In Co-operation is to be - found ' 
strength, apd iif> that alone. Shall i 
we have it?-Ifihàlï we place' Spiritual-: 
tsm where it. sthod. twenty-five „or 
more years ago fet Pennsylvania? We’i 
would like to hear from all societies I 
or individuals in the state, that- we : 
may know how we will stand for back
ing -in ■ this.great undertaking. One 
society could not bring .it, about. It: 
must be carried by all:” /
. Everyone who listened to -these re- 
markB ..voiced their approval of State

He made’the statement that to his 
view these camps did more harm than 
good. They were Often started not 
with an idea of spiritually benefiting 
those who should attend, but rather 
for the-pecuniary advantage of the 
promoters, Who made money from real 
estate sales, and who .often received
dividends from ’ the profits of the

----------------- ------------organization:by voting in favor of it 
on a deeply Important subject. .Price, when asked.. Are those -of you who 
^oth, $1.00; .----------------------------------- .lead this In'harmony tbr It? -

“JUWETTE”. 
A scientific won
der for communi- 
.catlng _wlth an 
unseen" Intelli
gence. It gives 
long distinct mes
sages of an ex- 

—1 ceedlngly inter
esting character. 

Church people and agnostics alike de
clare it "Simply Wonderful.” Posi-

J. H. FLETCHER, j
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th Street, New York. In- * 
telllgent clients appreciate his de- 
pendable coumsel. Communications' r V< 
by mail, one dollar. . .. .
GBNUINIS PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. • '

At this time of writing there are over 
100 students enrolled on the College 
Books, studying the grout work, “The 
System of Philosophy Concerning Di
vinity." Why? Because the many who . 

. j have received practical results have told tlvelv leKitlmate and all we claim, it ■ others and so the good work goes on. « ■ <iX. uro observed that accornpa- ’ A long l|st of names, sworn to by a Bos- ” 
directions 0bse7 = ton notary will Boon be telling ,
ny each outfit good results wui y0U wj1O’g Who in this endoYsemoni of 

'low Poatuald by mtlll 75 cents. IM my System, and how many have re- iuw* - - t celved psychical proofs, of unfoldment.

I The endorsement of these representa
tive men and women will appeal to you. 
Please lay prejudice aside and take up 
my work. Will you still be a Spiritual
ist? Yes, and why? Because, you will 
know that it is true and can have evi
dences within yourself. “Your lessons 
are a revelation." W. Iler, Berlin, Can. 
"Course Is great tor spiritual develop
ment." G. H. Smith, Box 97, New York 
City. Send stamped addressed envelope 
tor circulars, etc., to J. C. F. GtVCM- 
BINB, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline.I Mass.

Magneto Co., Sycamore, Ill., Dept. F.

■ Mrs. Frances Woodford, 244 W.
Newton St., Boston, Mass., Spiritual 
Healer. AU diseases treated success
fully. Aiso Clairvoyant Readings. 
Business, Present and Future. Six 
questions answered, $1.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best

.cfimpB* vtkat the moral standard waa • pamphlets written. Every one order- 
nometimes far too low; that.dishonest1 ^e paper or books should put In
mediums» were’permitted’to officiate 
and -false1 /philosophy was - often 
taught; that they-did nd lasting bene- 
Rt,-since ‘the-people who . attended 
werq not .willing to let-the fact of 
.their , attendance be known among 
their, .-.friends and .relatives, and so 
fiid not become bona-fide Spiritualists; 
that it- used up the energy of those 
assisting;/who Could put it in itb- en
tirety -In one home society and, thus 
make the latter much stronger.

Many.ln the service felt the "camp 
meetings.^were..good to have. Some 
approved -of thelr abolition'. • What

an extra dime for this valuable little
book. Price 10 cents.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY. ’

By William E. Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. This 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium for 

Slate writing;, Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Znlerrlovrs dsllv from 10 to *, Beadlnrs andd«« 

velopment by mail may bo obtained Dy writing la 
Mr. Erana for particular«. Famous - book oa 
Blate-writing. 11.30. while they ImU Address, 

FBED p. EVANS.
»28 Sacramento street. Ban Francisco. Cat

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book Is a. production 
ot Dr. J. M, Peebles is sufficient to 
explain . the interesting features of it, 
and» recommend it to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

6OUL TO 80UU

shall we«decide on for Splrltttallem’s 
greater'benefit in the Keystone State? 
It ¿his ¡Estate has the credit of Idcklng- 
the others, securely together physical 
ly, should it not be likewise an lift, 
portant“ ohesin the arch spiritual^ 
making-; strides In throwing . abfoMj 
such ■inod.ernlenis- as will - awe uie oesp popular songs wiu writing.
Who: would return to the dark qgestof!- jjjg-Sqslo by eminent .composers. Ths 
Catholicism; disseminating -tfuthsito "joen&admirably adapted for recite 
Its Unni hnnkwnAdo nf ftn -mnor la^-1 ~'2t5 peg«*, pBaiulfuUy bound.

Be Sure to Read This.
Francos I* Loucks, ono of the Dsyohta 

wonders 1 ubo the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all Internal diseases. A „trial will convince 
you. Hervoua exhaustion and lost virororoolh 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Sead name. are. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents In stamps, and yon 
will receive a correct dlaffnoslsxif your caso tree, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your owu 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on« 
continues to treat the flick through my medium« ■hip. Address all otters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham; Mass.

-RPPd Tuttle, mis volume 
best peoms ot the author, CHART FREE By,a Bohemian bypsy Aa-, yiirtKi CKCE troloyer and Clairvoyant.'' QAnñ ntrn /’nlnn A/ nr<rt __ >*.. -*... -. , ------„£• Send aye, color or cyan and hair. In ownbanil.’

■and’zpme of the beat popular songs with writing. Address, geo. wells, box iso/now-

Its Just backwoods of. the most Iso-J 
lated or. remote county. ■ . . ' i

- RALPH G. STOVER, Jr.' 
Secretarytof. the First . Association.

Frioe».

WHAT IS' SPIRITUALISM? - 
• - . AND WHO ARE THESE ' 

7... SPIRITUALISTS?I { •' ' -  5
i . "Having been tout‘of print for the 
I past year, and .longer, Dr. Peebles has 
Just-.issued the .third.edition of'the 
above-titled booklet, 133 pages,„-on

I tinted-paper, and, a heavy, gilt-lm- 
i pressed paper cover? It contains the 
i.names . of B24 of-the world’s dis-' 
I tlngulshed • Spiritualists, including 
I those. sympathizing with spiritual 
i‘truths and- angelic ministries. ’The 
bodies of spme of these names .have 1 
fallen- asleep, Buch as Professor Hare, 
Judge Edmunds, Prof.- Buchanan, and 
others; but the vast majority of these I 
hundreds tof . illustrious Spiritualists I 
are in the field; as writers, authors, 
scientists,, phllosophefs, and univer-1 
slty. professors; beginning with Siri 
William Crookes, of London, and end
ing with. Prof. Hyslop, of the Colum-1 
bla University, New. York. >

Some Cuotations.from the writings 
of many of these most eminent Bpir-- 
itualists are given In this book, thus 
forever closing the lips of those Who 
sneerlngly .ask, “Who are theSo. Spir- 
ituallsts?'!-;: I

Price 85 -cents;?postage 3 cents. 
For sal» by The Progressive Thinker;

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship', on - “The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,'* and' other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred illus
tration». . Cloth, $1. ;

Help th® Honest Mediums by / 
Exposing the Fraudulent.

“Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
"book that is opening the eyes of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time. 
It 1b written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will soon be out of print. Se
cure a copy NOW, tmd learn what 
dirty swindles are perpetuated in the 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 

i and a red stamp brlpgs it. Adress

' .WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has'been known as 
a writer- on the question of sex and 
this, her last book' is worthy of ca?e- 
Xul study. Price, paper only, 25. cis.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly” a lellgion which all may ad-, 
mire and’experience with” benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

HEROES ANO HERO WORSHIP, ANO 
. THE'HEROIC IN HISTORY.

.; By Thomas Carlyle. • ■.
' A remarkable book by a remarkable 
nan. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep tho'uglit, philosophy and dra
matic tensity ot earnestness... A’ notable 
Ktenry effort A fine edition la ototk. 
fma 10 cento, v

i

Silverton, Ore.
ED. LUNT.

। AN OPPORTUNITY.
i Glvff your age, how long you have worn spec- 
tncles: I will mall One Pair of ft. 10 Melted Peb
ble Lene In a good straight temple steel frame.

। guaranteed to at your eyes. Also a Vegetable 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold In the head.

I Magnetized Compound,* for 1 oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 81.J0; If only

I one Is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
hBatteiy 50 cents; Magnetized Compound, 10 cts.
I PDFr For your address on a postal card, a 
11 ALL beautiful photo of Yermah. chief ot 
: the Atlanilans; lived on earth IC.OoO years ago: 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about my Melted-Pebbio Lons . 
spectacle, and my method of fitting EYES da 
perfectly at your own homo as If you were la 
my office. B. P. POOLS, 157 Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. IU.

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought. Calendar for-1908. A! 
dainty little calendar,-7 with' a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents,

fl
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POLICE DISCLOSE A 
FAKE MEDIUM'S TRUST.

Search for “Martel,” Accused of Swin
dling Widow of Farm, Reveals 
Strange Facts—They Are Led by 
“King"—Clairvoyants, With Head
quarters Here, Have a Language of 
Their Own—A Case Illustrating 
How the Barnacles, the Fakes, and 
and the Swindlers Have Attached 
Themselves tc^irltualism, as They 
Have to No Other Sect on Earth, as 
Set Forth in the Ledgeri of Phila
delphia, Pa.
Fortune tellers in Philadelphia and 

in Camden have a perfected organi
zation, with headquarters in Philadel
phia, for mutual protection. They 
have a' language of their own to hide 
and communicate trade secrets and 
a "King” to rule them.

These facts were disclosed in the 
course of an investigation by Detect
ive Smith, of Camden, which resulted 
in the arrest of “Martel," who makes 
his livingmy peeps into the future 
that would have sent him to the Sa
lem wltqhes' stake if he had lived a 
few hundred years ago. He has been 
accused by Mrs. Margaret Josephs, of 
827 North Fifth street, this city, of 
taking her $5500 farm and $400 in 
cash ip payment for clairvoyant pre
dictions that didn,t come true.

, .The medium who, until recently, 
hel4 forth In Camden, where Mrs. Jo
sephs, who Is a widow, interviewed 
him for knowledge from the spirit 
world, was arYested in Lancaster, Pa., 
on Friday night, and was yesterday 
arraigned in Camden on the charge 
of obtaining money under false pre
tenses. It was the report of Mrs. 
Joseph's losses that led County Prose
cutor ScoveJ to start a crusade agajnst 
Camden clairvoyants several days ago, 
and several of them are now languish
ing in prison as a result. ,

“Martel’s” real name is Daniel T.
Keller. Besides the criminal case 
against him, an action to recover Mrs. 
Joseph's farm, at Williamstown, N. J., 

• has been begun by G. Dore Cogswell, 
her attorney. Keller’s whereabouts, 
were learned through a woman In 
Camden, who said that Keller’s chil
dren were living in the vicinlfy of 21st 
and Fairmount avenue, Philadelphia. 
The children were located by Detect
ive Smith, of Camden, and he learned 
from them that their father was in 
Lancaster. Keller was going under 
the name of Kindall. His wife was 
with him at the time of the arrest.
. Smith learned that the mediums 
have a remarkable organization, with 
headquarters in Philadelphia, and the 
man in charge is known as “King.” 
He also learned that they have a reg
ular code. He learned that Camden 

-^as set down as "trouble” and was 
marked “3”. This, interpreted, means 
that in Camden the mediums are in 
trouble, and that the officials indicat
ed by "3" are on their trail, it also 
developed that "Caronna” bad made 
a "grand.” In their vernacular a 
"grand” means $1000, a “leaf” $100. 
J. Snell, who was arrested lust week, 
In Camden, is ,known to the society of 
clairvoyants and fortune tellers as 
"Caronna,” and that his securing of 
a “grand” meant that he had gotten 
$1000.

Mrs. Josephs sought tho advice of 
“Martel," who was in business at 
416 Broadway, with the object of get
ting rid of a tenant. The man, it is 
said, prevailed upon her to dispose of 
the property, and as a mark of special 
favor he agreed to purchase it him
self. .After obtaining the deed for 
the property he told Mrs. Josephs, it 
is charged, that he would send her a 
check for what was due her. Nothing 
was forthcoming, she declares. Then 
in the meantime "Martel” persuaded 
the widow, she says, to permit him to 
Invest $40p of her cash, which was 
all she had of her estate. He is said 
to have agreed to increase this to 
$1000, and Mrs.’ Josephs declares she 
was to get a monthly dividend of $12. 
This was in July last, and the woman 
says she did receive her first Instal
ment, but never a cent after that. 
Then "Martel” suddenly disappeared. 
—-Ledger, Philadelphia, Pa.

“ANGEL LOVE.”

Oh! weary, half-famished, and pining 
for Love

In this world that might list to the 
angels above,—

And learn how they live, how they 
labor and love.

Ever calm, ever patient and teiider of 
speech,

Their thoughts flow in ’ union, as 
waves to the beach,

And pure are the lessons they joyfully 
teach.

They pity earth’s children, 
starved from their birth, 

For love that would brighten 
homes and their hearth, 

For the love that would make 
. bright jewels of worth.

half-

their

them

“PROVE A HELL."

Torrey, the Revivalist, is Defied!— 
He DecUnes to Discuss the Prob-

- loms Now Confronting the 
World.

; Two .challenges [as set forth in the 
Record-Herald] asking that he par
ticipate in a public debate upon the 
existence of God, heaven, add hell 
-were sent to Dr. R. A. Torrey, the 
evangelist conducting a series qt ser- 
vices in-a large tent at Clark and 
Chestnut streets. ■ One he has already, 
declined, and it is expected that, as 
the second was issued by a meinber 
of the same sect,- It will meet wi^h 
similar treatment in a “private Tf- 
ply” to-day.

Both originated in the Independent 
Religious society, which holds its 
meetings Sunday mornings in Orches
tra hall. M. M. Mangasarian, head of 
the society, te-- response to an, adver
tisement in which Dr. Torrey asked 
all skeptics to “meet” him, requested 
a public, discussion rather than a 
private interview. A brief reply set
ting forth the evangelist’s reasons for 
declining the invitation will be read 
to the Mangasarian congregation on 
Sunday. ;

The second challenge forwarded by 
H. H. Baker, 337 East Ohio .street, a 
member of the Independent society, 
mentioned several of the subjects 
which should be discussed.

“Would Be Printed in Papers.”
"If Jesus, whom you worship is a 

God,” read the letter, "it is incredi
ble that he would not come to greet 
us and say much that would be inter
esting, not alone to us but to -the 
whole world, who would hear of what 
was said in the next day's press. 
Paul, likewise, would surely accept 
the offer to meet us. That is what 
their mission was, that Is what your 
mission is. That 1b the mission of the 
clergy who turned~ia.il heretofore.

“We wish to impress upon you that 
we are just as sincere as ypu in our 
belief that Jesus (the God) is a myth; 
that prayer is a superstition; that God 
(he, she, it or them) is a possibility, 
but in any case beyond human com
prehension; that the bible was in
vented by the clergy; that it is Idle 
to try to pick out .the true Christian 
religion, or any other true religion, 
because all religions and many of the 
Christian religions Kaye fought each 
other like hawks in midair.

"You hold your own religion sa
cred, but scoff at, ignore, or denounce 
the religion of others—as they do 
yours. Here is an opportunity to 
meet a vast friendly, calm, kind, con
siderate, truth-seeking audience, well 
versed in history, science and logic, 
which would gladly listen to your side 
ol” the problems we study, without 
hysteria, self-hypnotism, collective 
hypnotism, or Suggestion.”

Dr. Torrey stated his reply to this 
letter would be private.
. Torrey Describes Hell.
; During his evening address the 
evangelist followed up his assertion 
that "there is a hell," with an express
ion of his conception of the infernal 
regions.

“Hell is a place of Insatiate desires 
and appetites,” was his definitions.

“For you who have cultivated appe
tites, for which there is no gratifica
tion in heaven,” he continued, "heav
en would be hell. There Is nothing 
you could desire and everything is 
there that you dislike. Hell Is a 
place where all are dishonored and 
disgraced, a world of vile companion
ship, endless, absolutely without 
hope.”

He closed his adress with a figure 
comparing those who would not re
pent with men who, through ’false 
ideas of bravery and cowardice, would 
not leave a burning building or jump 
from a railroad track as a train ap
proached.

“The building’s afire! Save your
self while you may!” he shouted as 
ho asked the repentants to stand. 
The effect of his call was shown -by 
the presence of several score'of peo
ple who at the cloSe of the meeting 
went to the front benches to pray 
with him.

Deep, darlc and mysterious, wild gorg
es of gloom

They seem, and yet in them sweet 
. wild flowers may bloom,

And gems and fine gold in their cav
erns find room.

No depths of man’s nature are barren 
of good,—

Over desolate rocks swept , the winds 
and the flood,

And the forests arose that for centu
ries have stood.

Over all their fair tresses the Summer
had care,

Her soft breezes fanned them, 
birds of the air

Made nests in their branches 
warbled love’s prayer.

and

and
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EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATION
A Room Illuminated with Spirit Lights.

To the Editor:—In these days of charlatans and itricksters 
it is most pleasing to find a real) medium, and buck' I found 
recently, by accident only (not through a two-cblifem adver
tisement of the “world's greatest”), and. I would like to tell 
you something about if space will permit. ' i
I have always desired to be a Spiritualist, if I ¡could find 

propf enough to make me one. Haviug been engaged in can
vassing and agency work for several years, I have ¡had ample 
opportunity io investigate spirit phenomena. I have visited 
some of the best mediums, so called, but I usually came away 
disgusted with flie makeups, the sleight-of-hand and; the graft 
of the “medium.” Now I doRnot say that I have-never re
ceived any proof of Spiritualism, for I have; tqt when one 
has to search through a heap, of rubbish as high- as the house 
for a gold nugget so small that it is hardly perceptible without 
the aid of a magnifying lens, we are pretty sure to-conclude 
that gold nuggets are indeed scarce, and hardly, worth the 
finding. '

While working my territory in North Sppkape ^e, present 
week, I called at 1108 Twenty-second Avenue—a v^ry pretty, 
well-kept little home—and when theJady of the House, Mrs. 
M. F. Beetz, answered my knock and greeted j&P ^itfi “How 
do you do, will you come inf” and held the door open for me 
to enter, I did so, for she attracted me, and'her welllmodulated 
voice thrilled yet rested me. ' ’ .

The fact is, I was having a fit of the “blues” when I stepped 
up onto the porch, for I had made just one sale that afternoon., 
It had been a cloudy, dismal day, and trying to those who 
find their daily bread -by working the susceptibility of stran
gers; but while I/sat there and talked with her,7I forgot the' 

. weather and my hard luck. When I made a movAto go, it was 
'much later than I supposed, for it was growing dark, ¡and the 
sky was overcast with clouds, and it had beguh^fo raip. It 
was three blocks to the car line, and I tad jnp\ umbrella. 
I feared that I had intruded on the time and gdpd^liatpre of 
my hostess, and said so, when she pressed me tdigtpy till the 
rain ceased, “and if it does Rot stop before lon$,’| she said, 
“you are welcome to remain with me over night^nd^ihe sun 
always shines in the morning.” And what folloW^rt psoof that 
there is always sunshine where there is such a ^imci,fi0ul to 
reflect it. I was about to accept her invitation^andjgladly, 
too, when she said to me: “I ought to tell ybii-ithW' I am a 
somnambulist and might disturb you, should I w^Jk:about the 
house during the night. If I should, do not be fri^i^mBd, that 
is all.” I answered that I would not be afraid-liny ¿at time 
or in any place if she were with me. And it is wo, ghosts, 
goblins, and all kinds of scarey ^eitigs, would bepf&K^ 
fairies in her presence. - : ' ' ’ —«,
“Are you a Spiritualist, Mrs. Beetzf” I asked’.
“Yes; I could be nothing else, and so would;y/a-agree if 

I should tell you why.” :"'v
But I found out why without being told. I had often said, 

when reading some marvelous spirit manifestation, “They’ll 
have to show me;” and they did,'that night, without doubt.

After we. had retired and had ceased talking, and Tlay there 
thinking of the day’s incidents (I don’t know whether I had 
closed my eyes or not), I saw a ball of what seemed ;to be elec
tricity, about aS large as the palm of my hand, pass across 
the room close to the upper ceiling and over opr bed; then 
another, and another. Mrs. Beetz placed her hand oil my arm, 
and again I experienced that same thrill pass through me just 
as I. did every time she touched or addressed me, {and there 
burst on my vision a scene too grand to describe.' Other beauti
ful lights blazed out large and brilliant, here apd.ijiere like 
huge fireflies; then the room was made light by* a. thousand 
little lights, of rather a shower of sparks; then.lafger lights 
and flashes of lights like a grand display of 'fiieworks, and 
thus she described it. •. i V.

When I found my voice, I asked, “Mrs. Beetz) are you awake? 
Did vou-see that?” " ' \

hell and damnation.
There Are Better Motives for Rigbt 

Actions Than Fear of 
Punishment.

। There are better motives and In
centives for good actions than fear 
of punishment. The damnation in
ducement is a poor incentive to keep 
men on their good behavior, and not 
necessary to our welfare. The best 
people are not those who believe in 
endless punishment, and need to be 
frightened into rectitude and duty. 
Truly rational moral people are will
ing to do their best in thinking right,' 
doing right, living right for the love 
of it, because it is right; because 
it is most desirable, satisfactory, and 
yields the most happiness.

Religious leaders should be pitied 
for their ignqrance and confident 
arrogance; always harping on the 
old string of. popular delusions, de
ceiving credulous people by the story 
Of Satan, hell and damnation—a bug
bear to frighten grown-up children, 
io keep them in the faith, in sub- 
jection to church and authority. The 
.fires of theologic hell are burning out, 
losing their terrors for sensible peo
ple, who do not care to be driven 
into goodness by sheer fright. If the 

- goqdqess is not agreeable and ^accept
able for its own sake, it is^good to 
be avoided.

We do not say there is no hell, no 
consequences following upon trans
gresión of laws; it is the logical hell 
and mythical dev|l we oppose and 
deny. We make our own heaven and 
hell, generally. Hell |s the comhUon 
of a person suffering pains of remorse 
or reproaches of an accusing con
science. it is that condition of mind 
in which we are made conscious of 
wrongdoing; and the fifes of hell are 
fires- of cleansing and purification.

There is no scapegoat of pardon. 
Punishments, slight er intense, in pro
portion to the evil, must come; yet 
these are remedial, not arbitrary. 
From pain and discord there is deliv
erance by progression in moral con
duct. The hells will cease when mor
tals cease to create them. They can 
be overcome, overthrown, put out of 
existence.

Instead of laboring to get people 
into heaven and keep them out of 
hell by-and-bye, we should try to get 
hell out of them by teaching right 
ways of living. The laws of Nature, 
of causes, and effects, we may learn; 
and tailing to heed them, we are ad- 

_ monished .through pain to be obedi
ent. Nature’s? penalties are always 
Just, and as necessary as just. They 
.teach the ignorant and recall the 
careless to, a sense of right and duty. 
They are educational,7 redemptive, 
.reformatory; operative now and here
after, and every man will reap what 
Jie..sowfl^ , ■ ,

This is a work of progression in 
all that is good, true, just and wise. 
The power that knowledge brings 
strikes off the fetters forged by fear 
and Ignorance, and frees man from 
the bonds of creedo-theology. It 
casts out the fears regarding the 
future state by showing that each in
dividual possesses and must exercise 
the power that determines present 
and future conditions; and that we 
cannot escape the consequences of our 
lives. It shows us there is no savior 
to bear the consequences of our 
wrong acts, evil deeds, and no angry 

"God to condemn and punish sinners.
To our own conscience are we to 

look for judgment, It’ls a vain and 
useless thing to set up a higher auth
ority than man’s own conscience, for 
that is the final tribunal at which he
is judged.

The work 
less .perfect 
foldment of 
butes. The

Problems.—SPI^ITUALISJVI

SPIRITUALISM'S TRUE FOUNDA
TION—WHAT IS IT?

Judging from remark of many 
writers on the subject, one would be 
led to believe that the very life of 
Spiritualism depends on successful 
resistance to legislation inimical to 
mediumship practice, and in the mod
ern sense of this latter term.
, Is this true? Does Spiritualism 
'depend on modern mediumship prac
tice? If so, then the “ism” is 
doomed. .

Any so-called phllosppby having no 
other or greater foundation-stone 
tjijxthls, wtjl surely go down. This 
'fiddling on "but one string has about 
run its course.

Any talent, gift, higher soul power, 
reduced to a commercialized commod
ity in the market, at a general 2 5 
cents to a dollar per, hawked and ad
vertised on par with cheap jewelry 
and other gudgeon-baiting stuffs, has 
reached a prostitution indeed!

The logic of the whole thing is 
plain and the finish is inevitable. Me
diumship as a commercialized com
modity in the market must go. Not 
only are, and will be, the ordinances 
and laws of man, made and enforced 
against it, but divine law is against.

Put on your thinking caps,' you 
who so strenuously defend present 
mediumship, taken ordinarily and on
the average, and 

-sistency you can 
intelligent court 
exemption under

see with what con
appear before any 

or jury and claim 
the Constitutional

right of free conscience and right to
RELIGIOUS liberty.

Under the moral law, 
occult law—the very 
soul-powers—think ye

the divinely 
life-giver of 
that black

magic, sorcery, the selfish, adroit use 
of medlumistlc gifts as a commercial 
commodity, sanctions and upholds 
this?

What is ordinary commercialized 
mediumship on the average but black 
magic, hypnotism, or outright rank 
fakery and fraud?

Why should not such Iniquitous 
practices, seeking to shield Itself un
der the cloak of RELIGION, be sup
pressed by criminal statutes?

The mistake of Spiritualists is to 
apparently base their philosophy on 
this: SPIRITUALISM, in its true 
sense depends on nothing like this, 
nor do the sensitives, those really 
having the SIXTH SENSE—the God
given attribute of trance seership— 
depend on this. Clean out the whole 
nest of vampires, fakers and black 
magicians, and restore the "ism" to 
its spiritual purity and CORRECT 
PRACTICE, and there need be no 
fear of criminal statutes levied 
qgainst the most unconscionable spir
itual prostitutes that ever damned a 
cause. P. 0. CHILSTROM.
' Crescent, Lincoln Co., Nevada.
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SEX EQUALITY—A SOLUTION OF 
THE WOMAN PROBLEM,

By Emmet Densmore, M. D.

[Funk & Wagnalle, Publishers, New 
York.]

The discussion of Woman’s Rights 
has hitherto been from social apd 
political standpoints, or if science has ' 
been called to aid, it has been to 
prove woman’s essential difference 
from man, and Inferiority. It has . 
been reserved for Dr. Densmore to 
bring the latest and most unequivocal 
conclusions of evolution to the sup
port of- the claim that woman—given 
equaUopportunlties—is capable of be- 
coining the equal of man. If they 
are .now different, it is because of 
ages of growth forced in certain di
rections.

The force of this contention may 
be appreciated when contrasted with 
the theories put forth by Geddes and 
Thomson, of the fundamental char
acters of “maleness” and “female
ness.” If this be granted, equality 
is impossible, for the comparison is 
of two things absolutely unlike.

With thorough knowledge of all 
that science contributes to the answer 
of the question, the author shows
there are no such fundamental 
tinctions, and thus destroys 
hitherto strongest argument of 
opposition.

Not that man and woman are

dis- 
thls 
the

not
different, for the man Is superior in 
certain qualities, and the woman in 
others. These differences, hdwever, 
are not inherent, but the result of 
evolutionary growth along lines pre
scribed by demands made by the sexes 
on each other. The present Inferior
ity of woman to man in strength is 
not Inherent, for among savages she 
is as muscular as man, and the two 
sexes closely approach each other in 
appearance. In the savage life began 
the differentiation between man and 
woman. The author says:

"In primitive times the woman did 
much the greater share of the neces
sary work. The men killed the game;
the women skinned the 
tanned the hides, cooked 
pared the food. The men 
tid-blts and most nutritious 
leaving the women the less

animals, 
and pre
took the 
portions, 
desirable

S

done by man is more or 
in the ratio of his un
mental and moral attrl- 
great school of mortal

They tenderly pity the offspring of 
shame,

But their hearts qever censure, their 
lips never blame,

But In love for the lowly, they hallow- 
God’s name.

So pity and' love them, oh child of the 
earth! ; K

'And thy heart shall have gladness, 
thy soul shall have mirth,

'And thou’lt know where the fouptains 
of joy have their birth.

Some minds are like streams flowing 
on the sea,

.Thro’ fields where the sunshine lies 
placid and free,

Where the clover, wind-wafted, co
quets with the bee.

Some'are like mountain rills, dashing 
along

Over rocks and through valleys with 
laughter and song,

But- checked, they plunge on down 
abysses of wrong.

But some, like great rivers, too close- 
- ly confined,

Fret the rocks that oppose them, and 
silently find,—>

^r make in their progress grand can- 
., one of mind,—

So over men’s hearts let the sweet 
waters flow,

And the rocks shall be melted now 
hard’ning below,

And the vine and the roses will cling 
there and grow.

BELLE BUSH.
Weymouth, Mass.

autuMn.
Here comes Autumn, like a bride,
Standing by her sister’s side;
Leaves are twined about her head, 
Crimson and gold, green and red;
And in her hand' she holds the Key 
That unlocks earth’s mystery.

She Is more stately in her misiL. 
More proud is she than any\queen; 
And well she may be, at her feet 
Are all the good things we eat,— 
The fruits of all the earth are there, 
And may each creature have its share.

HARRIET A. CHASE.

- When a man finally does graduate 
from- the school of experience,' the 
flowers he receives are hauled to their 
destination by the undertaker.

The World-is continually growing 
better to all who are honestly trylns 
to make It better.—Everett McNelL

“Which, the people or the lights? or both?”. ' /i 
“People!” I gasped. “I don’t see anybody;” , i > 
“Just be quiet and wait,’’ she said, “and I think'you will.” 
“If we talk, does that make them go away?” ‘ ,
“No,” she answered, “but the door through which we 'see 

them closes.” ? *
After we again became quiet I heard someone inking, in 

the adjoining room, which I knew must be a spirit.ipanifesta- 
tion, since theré was no ’person-in the house hum our two 
selves. Then it sounded like two persons, walking,, and I can’t 
say, but I felt that soiheone came in' where wèiwère and 
stopped close by the bed. While I lay there breathless, but 
not afraid, I heard Mrs. Beetz say: “We heardjytìu coming, 
and are very glad, for.we must cure this lady oYthq. pain in 
her back frodi-which she has,.suffered, so long. '¿^Ije will be 
well to-morrow.”

. Let me state here that just after we retired I told her of an 
ailment I had had for. a number of'years, but felt;'much: better 
of it since I came. ‘‘ Give me-yo;m4eft han<^^^ pas
sivò a little while and you. will feel much ;better infthe morn
ing.” Then a light, something like moonlight, appeared just 
above us, and in that light'a lady’s face, 
smiling and sweet. Then.I heard paper.tearing,'{and^nndpw 
shades, roll up and down, and^doprs open ànd shut.: : I ^as jyit. 
in a trance. I was not asleep,.but.as wide”awake7and as much'. 
in possession of my senses as at any othéritime, but Ì lay there 
and heard all this—even more—without fear or ¿a . desire tp 
break the spell. I saw shadowy forms by the béd/$eit some-.. 
one against the cover, and more than thaj, I felt; aL of I was 
being lifted gently from the bed. After all this frànge phe
nomena had passed I was' almost thankful that I was not sleep- 
ing on the front of the bed, for what more migtitj have ex
perienced if I had? T certainly had the .choipe^places, for 
I was next to the wall. ; ' • rV — . '

.1 moved over and.whispered to Mrs.'Beetz- :' you
talk aloud to them?' Does it keep one from beingjàfraid?”

^Possibly, 'though I never „was afraid;- I thlk to: them be?, 
cause^tliey, are people,’ thè same as.you and I, mid ,-because 
they are our friends -and loved ones.” ■ \

During these -manifestations I heard : rap's evpry^here—or 
the. floor, the ,window, the wall, etc. ; . After ,the noises !4ad -ceased 
and the room grew as dark as pitch,, I -seemed to -swig gently 
to and fro and downward, imdl heard.Mr^ afar

life is but the infant school of eter
nity, and the pupils go on learning 
forever. We may not reach the abso
lute, but there is ever something 
ahead inciting to attainments toward 
the majestic heights of truth, knowl
edge. All human kind will finally 
progress To a pure and happy state In 
the spirit world. A. H. NICHOLAS.

Summerland, Cal.

Saviors,
Man has been looking for some 

power outside of himself that will 
save him in his undeveloped state of 
mind; in the place of obeying nature's 
divine law and unfolding the saving 
power within himself. This has 
called forth the man-made gods and 
saviors, and the “thussalth the Lord” 
from the writers of the creeds, to 
make the people believe the words 
came from the Lord, so tho people 
would obey the priest, through the 
fear of this mysterious power, they 
told him about. So the people have 
been controlled by fear to disobey the 
priest, supposing it came from some 
higher power than the priest. This 
is why our present so-called civiliza
tion is so full of crime, It holds the 
people on the animal plane of fear 
and worship in place of unfolding 
their moral and spiritual senses, so 
they would love to do good through 
the development of their own spirit
ual or love nature; for fear belongs 
to the plane of the finite animal sens
es, while love belongs to the plane of 
Infinite or spiritual senses, above the 
plane of fear, therefore above the 
plane of creeds and man-made gods 
and saviors, whele love to do right 
conquers hate and fear.

A. C. DOANE.
Summerland, Cal.

Heart keeping is the secret of happy 
housekeeping.—Anon.

of; “I am getting sleepy now. Heel dear gentle hands strok
ing my forehead. ”-

I had a refreshing sleep, and did not awake till late. The 
sun was shining brightly in at the window, and the strange 
occurrences, of the night seemed more like a dream than a real
ity. My hostess tfeked me if I slept well, and I answered 
“Fine! I feel like a new woman.” And I was, for the pain
■which had so often kept me company during a hard day’s work 
had left me. ‘‘How’ did you do it?” I asked her.
“I didn’t,” she replied, smiling. “Our friends in heaven 

charmed'the pain away, and through me they were able to 
come close to you.”
I stayed to breakfast, of course, and she told me many 

things, and I learned that she had seen more the previous night 
"than had L Mrs. Beetz is an educated, gifted-lady, and her 
poems are .among the best I ever read, while the miraculous 
cures she has performed—some. of them when but a’ child— 
and the fact that some of her patients were many miles away 
St the time, make them even more wonderful than those per
formed by Christ.

A new feature of Mrs. Beetz* mediumship is portrait drawing. 
.Thia, <she told me, is something she has always wished for, 
but knew nothing of the art. The subject for her sketch ap
pears before^her- clairvoyant visipn until she secures a com
plete outline; and the rest she finishes from memory. She says 
that for some years people and objects would appear for just 
a moment, but hardly long enough for an accurate description; 
but now they appear and often re-appear so she can describe 
or ,sketch them. •

There is much more I would; like to add but space forbids. 
I went away that morning leaving a blessing with her who 
had so blessed me, and brought me the best of luck. Before 
I went there I had never “ seen things;”, and was not a Spirit
ualist, When I came away, was! a^piritualist? YES., 
/ Spokane, Was1, , _. MBS. SMITH WADE.

IM* ; f

and less nutritious. The women un
derwent the confinement of child
bearing, the care of the children and 
the work of the shelter. They were 
underfed and overworked. The men, 
when not at war, had a relatively 
easy time. They bunted the woods 
for game, the rivers for fish, and 
often met for recreation. These dif
ferent conditions between the sexes 
were well calculated to maintain the 
physical development and mental 
vigor of the men, as well as the rela
tive weakness of the women.”

Woman being no match for man 
in physical strength, had to protect 
herself by management and craft. 
She had to become an actor. As a 
mother, to entertain her children she 
became a story-teller. She, by the 
environments of her life, cultivated 
patience, ability to endure suffering, 
and tenderness. These by heredity 
have become qualities distinctly femi
nine.

The inference is that by the right 
culture the sexes might be brought 
to equality in mental endowment. 
Dr. Densmore gives the key to his 
contention as follows: "The under
lying purpose and central thought of 
this book is the affirmation that it 
is the human ego -which is all-impor-
tant. I wish also to urge
that the Inequalities from which wo
men suffer constitute no argument in 
favor of the assumption that such in
equalities are natural and inevitable.

Hence “when each sex is fully de
veloped there will not be, as now, 
masculine traits, and feminine traits, 
but simple human traits; that wo
men will be as mathematical, logi
cal, philosophical and inventive as 
the men, and men will be as intuitive 
and spiritual as women.”

It is in this equality that Dr. Dens
more with prophetic eye sees the 
grand civilization of the future arise 
in its perfection.

It would seem impossible for an 
Intelligent, impartial person to arise 
from the reading of this book with
out being a complete convert to the 
doctrine of Woman's Rights. It is 
more than wordy argument; it pre
sents the unimpeachable facts of sci
ence as stated by Darwin, Spencer, 
and others, and these facts all glow 
with the force Dr. Densmore Imparts 
to them. HUDSON TUTTLE.

THE INFORMER. '

A Paper for Young Spiritualists.

• One of the surprises that has come
to us this week is a little paper pub-
llshed by Mr. J. L. Mussina, of Wil- . 
liamsport, Pa„ for the young people 
of Spiritualism. It fills a need, and 
ought to have the support of all who 
are interested in lyceum work and 
societies for'young people. It is brist
ling with points, all of which are edu
cational, which suggests that “The 
EDUCATQR” might be used as the 
title with' better effect, especially if 
connected with the word Spiritualist. 
The lesson matter for the lyceums 
is simplified so as to reach the un
derstanding of the smallest iyceumist, 
while the’ whole purpose of the paper 
seems to be to present the principles 
and truths of Spiritualism in an at
tractive form to the young people. 
This is one of the important Issues 
that came before the recent National 
Convention. Send for a sample copy, 
then you will be sure to subscribe, 
and you cannot fall to be benefited. 
$1,0.0 per year weekly. Together 
with a good lyceum guide, anyone 
interested will be able to organize 
and conduct a lyceum. I heartily 
congratulate the Spiritualists that 
this lyceum paper has come to their 
aid; This, With the lesson sheet pub
lished by the N. S. A. ought to re
new the old enthusiasm in the lyceum.

M. E.-CADWALLADER.
Philadelphia, Pa. . ' •

Soft te the music that would charm > 
forever.—Wordsworth .
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This Book Has Been Enthusiastically Received 
by Many Leading Minds Among Spiritualists as 
well as others, Who Are Attracted by Its Ethical 
Formulary, through the Instrumentality of Which 
an Evolutionary Process Brings One in Close 
Touch with the Spirit Realms.

This is the title of a book that has created a new vibration 
in regard to occult matters. Nearly 3,000 copies of the same 
have been sold since its first publication this year, and it has 
received exceptionally favorable notices from the press. Many 

' leading Spiritualists have accepted its teachings, among them 
Mr. Willing, a prominent lawyer of Northwood, Iowa, and for
merly president of the Iowa State Association of Spiritualists.

We make mention of the book from the fact that the author 
not only believes in SPIRIT RETURN, but is in close touch 
with the Spirit World in harmony with the Ethical Formulary 
promulgated in THE GREAT WORK. He is a clairaudient 
and clairvoyant, and is in daily converse with the members of 
the Great Brotherhood on the spirit side of life, and\ yet he 
claims he is NOT A MEDIUM, and from evidence we have at 
hand, we believe he states the exact truth. The following ex
tracts from The Great Work, and a review in the Boston Herald, 
Will be read with deep interest:

In answer to his skepticism, all that can be said at this time 
Is, that the Ethical Section of the Great Work of Independent 
Spiritual Unfoldmentiwas discovered and wrought out by the 
Great School on the basis of actual experience. It constitutes 
a complete and definite system. .It is the basis for all their 
work of Spiritual Self-Development. Thus far it hap proven 
its entire sufficiency, in that it has never yet failed, to sustain 
the superstructure of Constructive Spirituality "upon which their 
Spiritual Independence and Mastership rest.

; In other words, every student of Natural Science who has 
taken up the work in its established sequence; completed the 
Ethical Section as it has been wrought out; conformed his life 
to its requirements, and upon that foundation completed what 
is known as the “Technical Work” of the second section, HAS 
BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIS 
OWN SPIRITUAL FACULTIES, CAPACITIES AND POW

DERS, AND HAS THUS DEMONSTRATED THE GREAT 
PROBLEM OF ANOTHER LIFE BY THE INDEPENDENT 
METHOD OF SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT.

On the other hand, every "student who has endeavored ttf 
evade the requirements of the Ethical Formulary, or who has 
refused to conform his life to its ethical demands, has failed 
in his effort to DEVELOP- INDEPENDENTLY HIS SPIR
ITUAL FACULTIES, CAPACITIES AND POWERS, and 
has been unable to make the demonstration by the Independent 
Method,>

And finally, every student who has taken the work in con
formity with the Ethical Formulary; who has been successful 
in the independent development of his spiritual faculties, capac-' 
ities and powers: who has completed the demonstration, and 
who thereafter knowingly and intentionally, and of his own 
free and independent choice, has turned from the Moral Prin- 

- cipies of the Formulary and entered upon a life of immorality, 
dishonesty, trickery or fraud,1 has inevitably “LOST HIS SPIR
ITUAL DEVELOPMENT AND FORFEITED HIS SPIRIT- 
UAL POWERS.” >

• But there have been many who have completed the Ethical 
Formulary, and established their fives upon it, and who, by 

-reason of environment or circumstance, have not been able to 
take any part of the Technical Work. The question naturally 
arises as to what effect, if any, the Ethical Formulary, and the 
living of a life in conformity therewith, has upon such as these.

The result is that by conforming their lives to the Ethical 
Formulary they align themselves perfectly WITH THE CON
STRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE OF NATURE and thereby enable 
Nature to carry forward her work of individual evolution as 
far as possible without their technical co-operation. Under 
these conditions Nature, in her own time, will carry forward 
the work of INDEPENDENT SPIRITUAL UNFOLDMENT 
UNTIL SHE WILL BRING THE INDIVIDUAL TO A 
CONSCIOUS REALIZATION OF SPIRITUAL LIFE.

In other words, no effort of the individual to “Live the Life” 
is ever lost. It all counts. Every day he squares his life by 
the Ethical Formulary brings him that much nearer the goal 
of Spiritual Illumination and Mastership. Many there are who 
have thus grown naturally into perfect Spiritual Consciousness 
Without the aid of the Technical Work. The only important 
difference in the case of such as these is the element of time.— 
Extracts from the Great Work.

GETTING THE PROOF HERE OF A WORLD BEYOND.

The “School of Natural Science’’ and Highest Purposes of Life; 
Trained Minds Follow New, Strange Teachings.

____ ■____ -- X

Books that change the course of human lives by stirring, hu
man consciousness through a new presentation-of old truths are 
not many, and when they appear they are not loudly greeted. 
They slowly make their way to recognition through the familiar 
stages of neglect, ridicule and attack. They may in time become 
much talked of, but they are seldom widely read, and they are 
never popular. Their value does not rest-upon a general circu
lation, but in the instruction they convey to isolated individuals 
through whose minds and lives their teaching filters into other 
lives here and there, reaching, by and by, scattered groups, 
and gradually,- by ever-widening circles,'-touching the masses of 
mankind.

", What is new is not the truth, but the- discovery which- pene
trates its covering, the revelation which unfolds it. Sometimes 
the revelation is not new; it may have been a thousand times 
unfolded and a thousand times forgotten, yet always there has 
lingered somewhere in the chain of history, the key to the for
gotten treasure.

7

A

In all races and ages this holds: No >mind receives a truth 
until it is prepared for it. The simplest.teaching will glance 
off from the unprepared! :mmd; leaving*no impression there. Tn 
religion and politics, in science and commerce, in the most ordi
nary, relations of daily living, there is so much proof । nf this 
assertion1 thatino riecessity; arisen for. Questioning it. We Iiave 
only to apply the fact;. Hence, itanatters nothing how many per- 

i. sons, nor how few,'may, at ¿ny 'time; recognize any particular 
, truths The truth remains, whether all men perceive it' or hone 
' at all.' " • - ; 3 ‘ ‘ ’

r In London, a little -while- ago, I met..a-, man of worldly expe
rience and scientific training and achievement; who is now more 

, interested, in the. subject of 'human immortality than any theo* 
. legion I ever,knew. Although had known him many years, 

7 had not ki^iwn him as a man given to spiritual thinking 

one who had any concern* with the pro-am: =What happens 
after death? On the contrary, 1 previously Rad reason for 
assuming him to -be a follower of Haeckel, who has stultified 
his belief in evolution by declaring that evolution stops at the 
grave. But I found him deeply contemplating ^le probabilities 
of Man’s Place in Nature on the assum^ou niât science will 
justify the belief in the continuity of e^steqee, in life after 
death; that, in short, the evidences of a^vorl^,beyond will be 
scientifically demonstrated; that, indeed, s^encgfis already grop
ing along the borderland which separates what ^e call the physi
cal worlddïom what we vaguely imagine i$ ormiay be, thè spir
itual world.

Both of us, it happened, had within ten days read three vol- 
ufties by. men to whom the scientific world1 listens with respect. 
These volumes show how science is recasting, its ideas of the 
••material universe,” of “matter,” of natural laws and their 
operation. The first of these volumes was “The Evolution of 
Matter,” by the eminent French scientist, Gustave Le Bon; the 
second was “The New Physics and Its Evolution,” by Lucien 
Poincare, inspector-general of public instruction in France; the 
third was “Some Problems of Existence,” by Norman Pearson, 
of London. But what interested me even more thaï) these books 
was the fact that a great influence upon the mind of my friend 
had been exerted by certain other-books to which I shall pres
ently refer, books of which the world—scientific, religious or 
profane—has scarcely heard; -books to which .this’ article now 
draws public attention, and that he regarded certain recent dis
coveries in physical science, recounted’’ by the; eminent men I 
have mentioned, as confirmatory of the teacliing of these more 
obscure books, also three in number. - ,

Nor was he alone in regarding as of_higli importance to hu
manity the three -other volumes which Liam-about to name, 
and in believing that the time will come when we shall scien
tifically demonstrate the continued and progressive existence of 
Individual Human Intelligence beyond dhe-grave, In America, 
Norway, in Germany, in Japan, in Mexico, -t|iese certain other 
books which assume to expound the teachings of what is called 
“The School of Natural Science,” books—to use-Dr. Johnson’s 
phrase—“not yet subjected to the unapthbrized-loquacity of 
common fame,” appear to have had a direct influence upon hu
man lives, a spiritual uplift, a revelation of self-boo'd; and they 
are'said to have opened the. road to knowing as distinguished 
from merely believing. • . 7

Curiously enough, it is from America that this influence has 
radiated, in three clearly written books published in Chicago. 
Here andjhere I have found persons who have read them. In 
New York some half dozen; in Chicago as many more; in Cin
cinnati more again; a few in Massachusetts;, one in Wash
ington; one among the western mines. Aboard ship last month 
I found a German chemist reading one of theM. In the south 
of England they were quoted to me by a friend at whose house 
I was staying. I first heard of them on a railroad train in Ohio 
when another friend gave me a copy. It is .tfii&s they have got 
about without the usual processes of publicity, from friend to 
friend. And so it happens that the publi^ is riot familiar with 
the titles of these books, which comprise tW “harmonic Series” 
and which are named “The Harmonic^»of Evolution,” “The 
Great Psychological Crime,” and “The’^Gre^ Work,” which 
bear the imprint’ of the Indo-American Book-Company, 19-27 
North Kedzie Avenue, Chicago. - ™ '

* It is astonishing that such books can appear $1 the world with
out causing some large flutter of public attention. But the gen
eral public-does not even know of their éiisteüiie, and I am not 
aware that thé press has ever mentioned th^n or that it has 
ever heard of “The School.of Natural ScleHc«?’^
“The School of Natural Science,” I read, “-is composed of a 

voluntary association of men whose live's“ânçTjaborg are dedi
cated and .devoted to the acquirement and .perpétuation of 
knowledge in the broad and unlimited field ofii'Science—physi
cal, spiritual, psychical and ethical—and to.,its application to 
the development of individual life, individual intelligence, indi
vidual conscience, individual liberty, individual morality and 
individual happiness.’-’ It has existed, one is told, for many 
thousands of years. It has proved to its initiated members the 
power of the trained individual intelligence to penetrate, while 
still incarnate in this earth life, and still in, the full possession 
of every faculty and power of self-consciousness, the mysteries 
of the world beyond .and the life beyond. It has no kinship 
with Spiritualism and is antagonistic to every form of “medium
ship”; it is not Theosophy,, and is unrelated to Christian Sci
ence. It 'is deeply religious without sectarianism; it touches 
life at all points. f ' •

Never until now, I understand, has there been within this 
“school”.an effort to publish its teachings to the world. Now, 
the time being ripe, such efforts are begun in the three books 
of the “Harmonic Series,” published in Chicago. The churches 
are not expected to look with favor upon these teachings be
cause the effort, is to make men-independent of clericalism, and 
to prove to them that each individual has within him the 
capacity to become his own savior. One church, at any rate, 
the most strongly organized church in christendom, will oppose 
this teaching, because thé school makes no concealment of its 
differences with that church.- But with that fact I am not at 
this moment concerned. As a chronicler of events, I am how 
recording merely certain facts which havp conte under my ob
servation in the course of travel. And these facts are:

(1) The announced existence of “The School of Natural 
Science.” ~

(2) The three books which expound the teachings of this 
school, and which are published in Chicago.

(3) The strong influence which the scientific and' ethical 
teachings of this school are exerting thrbugh these books, 
upon trained minds in several countries. .', f

(4) The fact that astonishing, or even incrédible, as we may 
'think the assertions of this school, reéerit discoveries by sev- 
eraFof the most eminent scientists of Europe seem inde
pendently to substantiate some of its claims; and to point 
to the possibility of demonstrating others. ■ .

Thus Lucien Poincare, who probably'“'¿ever Heard of this 
school, or of the books which outline .;its teachings, says, in 
the closing sentences of““The New Physics and'its Evolution”:
“There are no limits to progress, àndjtheJjgld of investiga

tion has no boundaries. Evolution will.j continue with invinci
ble force. What we to-day call the ‘unknowable’ will retreat 
further and furiher before science, whièh will never stay her 
onward .march.’- " ■ ,;A-.-ov : i0 •■ 7

Very well, them Whatever may be t^ coj^icting claims of 
churches and theological doctrinaires isriaoFnow to , the ^point. 
The majority of mankind is likely to differ ¡dii -these’ matters 

• for an indefinite time. But.it is a cujjioiis',^acty|liat .while Chris
tians, for example, believe in a future lire; they usually reseut 
any ^effort that attempts to speculate up^fi oF'demonstrate the 
actualities of that life. That is one. reason. .wiiy the teachings 
of “The School of Natural Science” arc«unlikely to become 
popular. There is another reason:, Few oitt of the myriads of 
honest men and women have .the mental balance, thé patience, 
perseverance and courage which the formulae of this school are 
said to demand of all who seek its instruction.

What is new about this instruction? ,■■>■ ...
It is nothing, new that men teach us to> brieve in a life after. 

I death. , g

ir &M
It is nothing new that men teach us to believe that, life on 

earth is a preparation for a life elsewhere, and is, in some sort, 
a regulator of it.

But if a mpr were to teach that you can prove all this here 
on earth, in this present life, what would you say? You would 
say “humbug”; if he persisted you would ask for a commis
sion, of alienists to prove him insane. You would not wish him 
proved, .sane, because you know so much that you are certain 
of another’s 'insanity if he differs with you on so important a 
matter. You would say either that he is insane—or a Spirit
ualist. -

But if he were to oppose Spiritualism as degrading on the 
ground that the processes of “mediumship” are SUBJECTIVE; 
if he led you away from Theosophy; if he were to say to 
you: “You can prove for yourself that there is a world beyond, 
a spiritual world, finer, nobler, more wondrous than any in 
which any organization of theologies asks you to believe; you 
can prove this in this life—prove it yourself, without the aid 
of any medium or prelate, without the intercession or permis
sion of any church; you can see that world*yourself, commu
nicate with it yourself—even enter it yourself, in this life, in the 
full possession of your faculties, by the exercise of your own 
enlightened will; you can prove this yourself”—what then 
would you say?

You.would probably say; “The man lies,” or “he is mad,”, 
and if hoodlums stoned him in the streets you would think it a 
fitting, if temporary, retribution. What, meanwhile, would you 
liave^p^jved? .That you were not duly and truly prepared, 
Worthy and well qualified to receive the instruction.

But suppose that there were such a» man, and suppose that 
he had given 25 years of his life—literally given them without 
any material compensation of any sort—to the distressed; sup
pose you were to discover that a dozen persons known to you, 
persons of worth and.repute, persons whose word you respect, 
whose word is aS good as their bond, had studied, worked with 
this man, and had avowed not merely their belief, but their 
knowledge, that “what he says is true; and, as far as we have 
gone, we have proved it ourselves; we have demonstrated it be
yond the possibility of doubt”—what would you do? You 
would pity them, and you would go your way rejoicing, that 
you are not as they are.

Or you might be inclined to try for yourself; to demonstrate 
for yourself these amazing claims. In that case you would take 
the first steps of inquiry. Then you would discover that it is 
easier to believe than to prove; easier to believe any dogma, 
any creed—no matter how amazing and complex—than to sub
mit yourself to the ordeal by test, to truly prepare yourself and 
well and worthily qualify yourself for initiation into the great
est mystery of Nature. Study would be demanded of you, 
work, and the living of a life. Out of a million seekers, all but 
one might retire from the effort. You might be the one to per
sist and win. You, and you alone, would determine that— 
determine whether or not you would become master of your
self, and acquire an as yet.undreamed-of knowledge of Nature’s 
laws.-

This, then, is the hint of an outline, crude, of course, and 
not inadequate, of. the line of thought which is attracting the 
ripest devotion of my scientific friend in London, and of other 
men I have encountered in other lands and cities—trained men 
all, lawyers, physicians, chemists, workers in one or apother 
field of science. And underlying all this thought, and strength
ening it, is a school of ethics, of philosophy—not the invention 
•of to-day, but which, they say, has come down through the ages, 
and which, when understood, gives a new meaning to life, and 
makes life a joy. /

How dreamy all this is, how vague, ill-suited to our strenu
ous twentieth century, you say. But then it does* not matter 
what you say, or what I say. We do not alter the facts, if 
facts they are; we do not even affect them. It is another de
lusion, you say, another new religion furrnished for the credu
lous But the “school” says no, nothing of the kind. It. seeks 
no followers, it makes no proselytes, it takes no money, it 
makes no drafts upon anybody’s faith. If you were to ask its 
adherents what they are, they might tell you that they are stu
dents in the “school of natural science.” If you were to ask: 
“What is this school? Where is it established?” they would 
refer you to the book called “The Great Work.” The rest 
they would leave to you, to demonstrate for yourself if you 
have the patience,) the perseverance, the courage.

tfyou went far enough you would know what is meant by 
the saying of the Master: “Many are called, but few are 
chosen.” You would yourself -be another demonstration of the 
truth of that saying. But if you are curious merely, stay where 
you are; if you seek phenomena, merely, stay where you are; 
if you look for a new fad, or a short-cut to any kind of heaven, 
stay where you are, for not one wish of this sort will be grati
fied. They will tell you so much at the outset.
“What is the good of it all?” you may ask. A wiser man 

than you once retorted to a similar question: “What is the 
good of a baby?” Suppose you make a beginning by answer
ing that.

It is part of a journalist’s duty to know and record the good 
that is thought and-done in the world. Perhaps that is my 
reason for writing of this subject to-day. By some curious 
chance I have lately been brought into contact in various and 
unexpected places, on both sides-of the ocean, with well-rounded 
individualities that are shaping their lives by the teachings of 
the School of Natural Science. They are not dreamers, nor 
eccentrics, nor long-haired devotees, but practical men of affairs. 
And they are extraordinarily cheerful and helpful men. Have 
they, then, discovered something that you and I lack? One 
thing is clear: they are living not by faith, but by works. They 
aie learning the lesson of self-control, of personal responsi
bility, and they claim to have a higher and more practical sys
tem ef moral philosophy than any which is otherwise known 
and practiced.

The subject, tien, seems to me worth writing about to-day. 
If thus you are introduced to“ the three books of the.. “Har
monic Series,” published in Chicago, so much the better. I 

-amt at a loss to know how otherwise you would have heard of 
them, unless some friend had passed them on to you, r as my 
friend-did on the “Twentieth Century Express.” If you dis
agree with the'books, no matter; the thought will remain. In 
any case, you will get some helpful-service from them—if you 
are ready for it. If you are not ready, that is ^our affair.

A, little thought stirred in our upper works can harm mo 
one. It is. the lack of thought that hurts. And some of us are 
apt to learn more by reading what we disagree with than by 
what we. subscribe to. That way will never be popular, which 
is fortunate, for popular beliefs have a way of degenerating 
into superstitions. But here, we are told, is something we can 
prove for ourselves. That is better than having somebody else 
prove it for us. Do you think somebody else could do so? It 
would be easier that way, and ease fascinates many of us. 
Some folks would like to have others Jireathe for them, but as 
that is impossible, they have a preference for predigested food. 
A good many like to have their thinking done for them. To 
these, these thoughts will not appeal. ,

What do. I believe about it all? That .is neither Jiere nor 
there. The thing that matters is. what each man himself kno,wa 
and does., And if a man strive to unfetter truth, ahd Wprk for

Intellectual liberty, religious freedom, 
and the practice of fraternity, he will 
have gone far toward fulfilling the 
highest purpose of human life. 
Knowledge never comes unasked, 
nor by mere invitation. It Ib ob
tained only by labor.—Arthur War
ren, at Now York, in the Boston Her
ald. /

THE GREAT WORK, so vividly 
portrayed in the above, can be ob
tained at the office of The Progressive 
Thinker. Price $2.

940
The above la the number ot the pres

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
•• printed at the top 01 the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per. then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page Is advanced eaete week, showing 
the number at ProgNfeive Thinker* 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag ef your wrappm

Books for the Holidays
Nothing equals a good book as a 

gift. It is better than gold or dia
monds. When thedmok is. once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
tilerein away from youj they live in 
tlie memory. .The following books 
will make beautiful as well as in- 
structive presents; . .

•‘Asphodel Blooms and Other Of. 
ferings." A choice collection of po» 
ems on everyday subjects, by Emmti 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul.” Poems of 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
11.00.

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu« 
man Life.” By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas« 
slon,” “Poems of Pleasure," “Poeml 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love'anfi 
Other Poems.” She Is one of thO 
grandest poets of the present agq.

“Around the Year." A .birthdap 
book, compiled from the poetical anl 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil« 
cox, with half-tone illustrations pre« 
facing each mouth of the year. Price 
$1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

“The Psychic Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience, Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev. 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

^''Universal Spiritualism." Giving 
a‘view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, Hird in all nations. By W. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it.” Can it leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c, 

“This Mystical Life of Ours.” Se
lections from the writings ot Ralph 
Waldo Trine, tor every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World's A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waljio Trine. • Price $1.25.

“In Tune with the Inlinite,” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor's best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

“Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
colored Illustrations of the Aura of 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“Tlic Other Side of Death.” Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- 
cient and Modern.” By C. W. Lead- 
heater. Price $1.50.

“Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and Life.” By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof, W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.

“In the World Celestial.” A Spir- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Sciencq With The
ology." By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
Tl;e two large volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price $5.00.

“Tlic Bible.” By John E. Rems- 
burg. Its authenticity, 
and morality. A large book 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans."
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1,25.

“Tlic Evolution of Man.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20c.

Germs of Mind io Plants
By R. H. France, Translated by A. At.

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated, 
SO Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes Is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animate, but also plants 
receive Impression^ from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movemente’for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told In this book 
In so charming and entertaining 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts. 

Discoverf of a Lost Trail
BY ¿HARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All's Right with tho World." Cloth 2ft 
Mgea. lir. Newcomb made 1 distinct aaccouwltli 
“All’fl Ittebt with tho World,” which continue Ln tho 
front rank ot tho Metaphysical hooks that aro now so 
popular. Tho great number who have Jeen cheered 
tad itronskhcned by him will welcome another book 
by th>8 wise teacher whoso words of help are doing en 
■nohto nake tho world beUor by maKt»i:mcnautl 
Vpmn bettor ablo to understand «nd enjoy ft

■ “Discovery of & Lost Trail 
frtftmprostady oithat strange and beautiful thing 
•ailed life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
frill bo tn demand by many whobavo not previously 
•tad metaphysical vrtttQi». Price eLW. For sain ol 
fett tita*

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepuMia 
By ChartM B. WMta-A> M„ author ot “History 
of th« Christian Religion to th« Y«tf SOO/'otc. 
niM, paoer. »oenu.
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A.S Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle 
Petersilea. Given'1 through the Medi-

umship of Amelia Petersilea,
Within our own school we have a 

class for the hopeless and despairing 
Bouls that come here, and there are 
also very, very many others; but this 
class is not so much for cliildreu as 
for those who lived on earth to mature 
or even old age; 'and 1 must, regard- 
lesy of policy or the feelings of the 
clergy, say that some of our most 
hopeless cases are from the ministry, 
and especially from the Catholic 
priesthood.

A priest has lived all his life on 
earth unmarried, unloved, and he has 
no children. He 1b usually gentle and 
auave in manner, and as a rule wishes 

« all the world well. My mother, when 
on earth, had been a Roman Catholic, 
and the mother church often laid 
claim to me as, being born a Cath- 

- > olie always a Catholic.
. Many of the priesthood were also, 
' on that account, deeply interested in 
i me; but my father was a German 
■ materialist, consequently I was a lit

tle outside the pale of the church, 
and in my early days on earth joined 
the Episcopalian, that being very sim
ilar to the Catholic. There had been 
a priest, such as I have described, 
who often visited me when we were 
both in the earth life. He had said 
everything he could well say to turn 
my wayward feet back to the mother 
church, and I had answered him by 
Baying that I was worse even, in his 
sight, than an Episcopalian, for I sin
cerely believed in Spiritualism.. At 
thTs he would hold tip his hands add 
close his eyes in holy horror; yet I 
felt telepathically that his ears were 
itching to hear something about it.' 

“A Spiritualist!’«’ he exclaimed^ “O!
It cannot be that your feet, have 
strayed into such wicked and forbid
den paths!”

- “Father,” I said, “suppose I should 
tell you that I have really had reliable 
Comunicatlons from my own fajhqr, 
who, as you know, is in thé spirit 
life?” *'

“0, my son, my son!”
1 "Well, such I believe to be the 

\ truth—also from my mother. Father, 
, \I will give you two books, will you 

read them?”
"That depends, my Son.' If they 

. .are good, and excellent books, I may 
: look them through."

I then took down from my shelf 
two books, written as I then believed, 
and now know, by spirit power, and 
presented them to him; one entitled 
The Discovered Country, the true ex- 

| perlence of my own father in spirit 
1 life; the other, Maty Anne Carew, 
l—,tho true experience of my mother in 
J the spiritual realms. He took them, 

shook my hand warmly, and with a 
low bow departed. This, aS before 
stated;' -was in' thé mortal-life; and 
happened to be the last time I saw 
the father on earth. I traveled, and 

. we met no more. ,
CHAPTER IV. r

What was my surprise, then, when 
there entered the conservatory my 
old friend the priest.

spirit had appropriated them, and now 
they were io his spirit as real books:
and, as a spirit is'able to clothe 
which exists within the mind 
spiritual substance, thus had 
priest clothed these books, and

that 
with 
the 

they

I was 
took him 

... tuary.
“Well, 

see you;

delighted to see him, and 
at once into my inner sanc-

Father, how glad I am to 
and you are in this “world

now as well as myself.”
I clapped him on the shoulder after 

the old earthly style. I noticed a 
parcel in his hand, and lo! there were 
the two books which I had presented 
to^him on earth. He pressed them 
to his breast.
_ "My son," he said, "I need not now 

be ashamed to tell you that these two 
books gave me more comfort and conr 
solation than all the other books that 
I ever read, put together.”

"Father, you find that they describe 
this life just as it is, so far as they 
go?”

"I think yon^Sare right, my son, 
. at least they cleared the way for my 

/.«ntjance into this life; otherwise I 
./¿do not know where I should have 
'■-.been. KnowiS^ what I now know, I 
./. cannot remain with the church longer.

. I think you cannot fail to know, my' 
son, that there are many churches 
here as well as on the earth.”

“I know there, are,” I answered; 
. “but how do they reconcile their for- 
Y mer teachings with the truth as they 
r find it?” '
{ “That is quite easily done," he an- 
> swered. “They call this intermediate

’-state—purgatory, if you will-7—A state 
of probation; that as yet they have 
not been found worthy to enter 
heaven and behold the face -of God, 
the Almighty Father of all. But if 
they are, after a period of time, found 
worthy, then they will be received in?

' ■- to his presence. And thus there are 
7 thousands of Catholics in this life as 

well as on the earth. But I have 
at last broken loose, my good pro
fessor, and I wish to join you in work- 

- Ing-for. that which we both believe 
to be true.”

“Which we both know to be true,” 
I said. :L“It cannot now be a .matter 
of belief: with us.”.

“Well, those here of the church 
think differently; but, as I said, I 
have broken loose, and these books 
first loosened the cords that bound 
me.” - '

■ : “I shall take“ ypu to see my father,’-’ 
I said, “also my mother, and then 
ydur doubts will all vanish,'and a 
.great and good work shall, be. ap
pointed to you. Teach the truth, 
father, to all men and spirits,, as you' 
ilnd 'it." < - ■ .

"This,I shall endeavor to do/' he 
said, and then, we departed. « ’

I took lilm to Abby Judsoh's'school, 
then to my father’s i abode, and lastly 
to my mother. ■ : .

At this;point some may.ask: - How 
is it that a spirit can have books in 
the spirit-world, more especially the 
very books that- were: in the earth 
life? How could ¿'spirit have “Mary 
Anne. Carew”' and The Discovered 
Country, in the splrlf-world? ■ This is 
more than we can believe." ■

Well, my friends, I, will tell you. 
Those books had been read :by the 
gentle priest, until- they, had .become 
indelibly fixed within his mind.- They 
wer« imprinted upon his-soul. His

were now objective to him, and could 
also be seen and read by other spirits 
as well as himself.

While we are on this subject, we 
would like to call attention to the 
phonograph of earth. You no longer 
think it strange to hear through the 
phonograph the voices of men, women 
and children, together with musical 
instruments; you hear them talk, 
sing, laugh, play; ybu can hear actors 
recite plays—actors who have been in 
the spirit^ world for years—you can 
hear' singers sing their songs, who 
have also been here many years; you 
can even hear the audience applaud,, 
at the theater, after something pleas
ing has been given from the .stage, 
which you have also heard, and can 
hear the breathing of the singer, and 
perhaps, then, this that you hear 
really transpired years ago; then, 
think it not strange that the good 
father brqught his two books with 
him, and that they existed within his 
mind, reproduced" by his spirit. Call 
it vibratory action, if you like, stored 
up by -his mind te be reproduced at 
any desirable moment.

The priest went, back with me to 
■the conservatory, “Now, father,” I 
said, “you bad best work here for. 
a while. Suppose you «help us with 
our class of the hopeless and despair
ing?”

■ 1 "That I -will most gladly do," said 
the father. “It I have heretofore 
been mistaken, I will do -all I can 
now to rectify-my former mistakes) 
and, Professor, I shall rely upon you 
to teach and help me to find and 
understand truth.”

“I will teach and help you all that 
I am able,” waq iny reply.

I was quite; busy with my senior 
class In music; When I heard a com
motion at the-far end of. the exceed
ingly large room, and looking over I 
saw a disheveled woman gesticulating 
wildly; and apparently scolding with 
all her might; so I thought I'would 
go over and see what It Was all about. " 
Many in that class were smiling,7dth-, 
ers were looking sympathetic, but the 
padra, as I shall now call him, was 
looking downcast and sorrowful.

“An’ Pve been lookin' fur ye's this 
mony a day,” I Heard her say;, "an'' 
now thet I’ve found ye’s,. yer’ll answer 
to me fer the lies ye toit me, an’ the 
money ye robbed me pf. ■ O, yer a. 
wlllian, ye are,” and she shook her 
fist in his face.
. “Where’s me girl, an’ me poor poy, 
that ye’s tolt me ye’s prayed out’n 
purgatory? ’ An' I washed, an’ 
scrubbed, an’ starved, thet I might 
gie ye my little earnings, thet my 
poor boy, an’ my sweet' girl might 
be at rlst in heaven with the Savior. 
Yes, I would ha’ worked me hands 
to the bone to save their sweet souls 
an’ gie ye the money that ye’s might 
do it; an’ they are no’ in neaven at 
all, at all, but here, stragglin’ aroun’. 
Come here, Teddy! Come here, Mary! 
an’ let the praste see yer an’ that 
yer mother teltes the truth.” TShe 
beckoned to two others that stood 
near the door—a boy ahd a girl. They 
came and stood by her side. The boy 
was a woful-looking sight and the 
girl not much better. .One could see 
that the boy, on earth^ had lived 
mostly in the gutter. He was un
kempt, ragged and dirty. The gljTs 
hair hung down over her shoulders in 
a shining, tangled mass; her blue eyes 
looked eager and sorrowful. She was 
thin to the verge of a skeleton, and 
seemed to have on but one ragged 
garment. .
/‘Look at him, look at him!” she 

exclaimed, pointing her finger toward 
the priest. “Don’t think, me poor 
dears, that yer mither didn’t pay her 
last cint for the repose of your swate 
souls, an’ that ye might be happy an’ 
in heaven; an’ this is the way he has 
prayed for ye’s; an’ I prayed an’ 
counted me beads all the time I could 
git from the washln’ an’ ’strubbin’, 
an’ here’s ye are, wanderin’ about, 
tryln’ to find the way into heaven. 
Och! Och! Och!” And she gathered 
the children into her motherly arms.

"Ah! I had better have «'kept me 
money, an’ gie ye more to eat, an’ 
more to wear« OclL me .poor dar- 
lints!" " - -■

The!;poor padra did not . seem to 
know ¡what reply to make.

“My-good woman,” he at last said,' 
"do no.t blame me. I did not kn6w ’ 
any better myself. I thought the' 
masses said for your children would 
save them from an unhappy condition: 
You must now pardon my 'ignorance, 
for I meant you well. We have both 
been in error, and noW/let us try-to 
retrieve the past. Really,” he -con
tinued, "it Is not bo much the fault 
of single .Individuals; but the - fault 
lies at the door of the enormous' 
errors and power of the church.”

“Precisely," I ejaculated.. “My., 
good woman,” I continued, turning 
to her; “you were a little at fault 
yourself,. Why did you not do some: 
thinking on your own account? You 
gave most other subjects a consider^; 
able amount of thought; why "did: 
you not think a7iittle f^
She stared, at .me in operi-moiithS®.; 
astonishment.' 7'7 '' - ' 7 / ? ' 

“I could not fly into the face-of :
God Almighty and his Holy-Church,” 
she at length said. j. '

I turned away a little disheartened., 
Ah! the chains are powerful, power- 

ful Indeed! Will they ever be broken?
?Welli my good ,woman,” I said, 

■‘-‘this is not purgatory, as you under
stand it, but a spiritual life, within a 
spiritual realm. Tt-is the next step 
in life after the earthly life is over; 
and far better indeed than the heaven 
'of rest you so devoutly believed in. 
Now, look-fit yourself, and your chil
dren: Do , you think you would 
adorn a,golden heaven, with gates of 

■pearl?: Don't you think it would be 
■■better: to■ see :.what you could do to-- 
Ward making-a little heaven right 
here and now? and, my good lady,

there is no heaven except that which 
each and all make for themselves and 
for each other.*’

‘Au’ how can I make hlven?” she 
aekid. “God has made a hlven for 
such as believe an’ lead devout an’ 
holy lives.”

“Therein you are mistaken,” I said. 
“God leaves heaven--to be made by 
man. He gives to man material 
worlds, and then men are at liberty 
to make their own heaven or hell as 
it pleases them. When on earth you 
paid the priest and the church to do 
your thinking for you,- consequently 
you lived within a hell of poverty. 
You should have kept your hard- 
earned- dollars, and with them tried 
to make a little heaven on earth.”

'•‘An’ how could I do that?” said 
she; “an' Patrick drunk all the time, 
an’ blackin' me eye, an’ strikin’ me 
gurl, an’ batin’ the boy? Hlven! 
Och, och! but it were worse nor a 
hell, an’ no wonder I wanted to pray 
me darlints into liiven when they died 
wid the hungerin’ the cold.”

“Well, we will let by-gones be by
gones,” I said. “But, tell me, my 
good woman, what would have made 
you happy on the earth?”

“A nice little home,” she answered; 
“an' Patrick good an’ steddy, an’-me 
gurls wid their beautiful hair all 
combed nice, an' dressed like leddys, 
an’ have a peanner, like other young 
gurls, an’ a grand professor, like yer- 
sel’, sir, to teach them music; an’ 
me boy, me purty blue-eyed baby that 
was, sir, he loves music, sir, does the 
boy. • Don’t you, Teddy' darlint? an’ 
some day I could think he might be
come a great man, like yersel’, sir.”

The Irish woman had not forgotten 
the - blarney stone, it seemed. I 
glanced at Teddy. His blue eyes were 
shining.

“Well, now,” Tasked, “would you 
not be happy if you had all these 
things here, barring Patrick? He is 
not here yet, you say.” -•

“No; bad cess.to him! an' may-he 
niver come; me eyes .nea’r want to 
look upon him more. An’ how about 
me giirl that is not dead, but 4s a 
servant in a nunnery, washln' dishes, 
an’ scrubbin', an' the like? An’ me 
bfot-h of a Jjoy, me eldeat. ithat run 
away an' went to the. mines?”

VWell, we will think about them 
when you are fit to hejp th^m. You 
could'not do them inuch good noW. 
And now let me tell you what you 
can do, You can go, you and Teddy 
find Mary, and make a nice little home 
for yourselves. L-wllI send with you 
a teacher, to show you how to build 
it, and how to dress .Mary and Teddy, 
all neat and nice, and comb out her 
beautiful hair; then they Shall both 
come here find join a music class, and 
other classes for instruction; and who 
eftn say that your wishes: of what 
would constltute^a heaven on -earth 
may not all'be realized, after all? 

.This Is not earth, exactly; hut that 
makes little' - difference. All these 
things' can: he accomplished here, per
haps; better Than on the. earth.”

“But J have ho inohey," said she,? 
for a home, nor to pay ye's tot teach- 
in’ me darlints; an’ as,for the nice, 
clo’es for me bpy an’ gurl an’ mesei’,- 
where am I to buy thlm?" ,

“You do not heed any-money-here. 
There is . no such thing as money in 
the spirit, life. The teacher that I 
shall send, with you, will show you 
how to constrhct your-home yourself, 
also how to clothe-yourself in beauti
ful and becoming garments, and you 
will not have to pay anything for be
ing taught, nor anything for that 
which, will bp. taught your children 
here at this conservatory.” t:

"Och! hlven bless you* sir." *
"Yes; that is all the pay neces

sary.” -
"But where are w» to git the bite 

to eat?”
“That will be shown you also, and 

your food will cost you nothing ex
cept to gather and prepare it.”

“An’ that will plase me to do,” 
she said. Och, but I wish me other 
boy an’ gurl was here wid us top.”

“No; |t is best they retnai.fi where 
they are, for the present at least; 
but the teacher will also show you 
how to go to them, and you may be 
able to Help and comfort them a great 
deal.” -

“Ah; but ye’s the gentleman, yeto 
is; an’ you, ye dlrthy blaggard, bad 

' to ye’s, wld all yer lies!”cess

I

ye's, wld all yer lies!”
(To be continued)

WHERE IS HEAVEN.

wandered far in the gloaming, 
Just as the sun was going down,

Away from,the noise and the bustle, 
And the strife of the busy town.

Out where the-hills are uplifting, 
Up where the wild vines cling, -

And the air was full of music, 
As the trees in their gladness sing.

And there awoke in me a splendor 
Like the glory of the morn.

When Christ in the -stay of Bethlehem 
To the darkened world was born.

And a peace that surpasseth' pleasure 
And a love that .1 know dtvihé, 

Broke inTipon my spirit .
And raised me to heights'sublime.';/ 

• ■ ’
And the angels of God came about me, 

Those spirits of «long ago; _
Who have wrought in the great eternal 

Till their robes are" white as snow.
I'couldjsense with'a stränge ideal.- 7 

The. touch of their unseen wands, 
-And their presence to me wàs rèa? '

As thé-clasp of a lover’s Hands.- '
And hence of these clayish fetters ' 

My soul,took an-outward.flight, :/■
And the angels of God bore me onward 
- To the fountain of infinite light, 
And the glory of life eternal, 7- 7 -7 
' With its endless joys and bliss,' . -

Made me glow, with those .thoughts. 
' supernal 11 ■ ,
Till I hated a world like this. 7

Till I hated its pride and its' passion, 
.-• Its vanity, and its conceit,. : • 7 ' 
And the strife of its foolish, children. 
.Who rear in-.the crowded street; ’ 7 
Tiirï'hâted thé vaih ambition' :^
' That strives.-for the world's renown,; 

That is proud' of'.the symbol of power 
7 And the"wearing of a'crowm \ ; 
There was only one tie that ■recalled 

me— ’.7'"/.'' <7/'/77''->b'/'': «
One link that, was 7 .stronger in 

worth,: . ' < ’ j77 ■'
And it made.-me uneasy in heäveh' 
• And long for the sorrows òf earth. 
'Twas' thé love of my Nelnaf, my idol ;'

All llfe were a void and decay ; 7 - 
With her arms never folded about me,

And her smile never lighting my
•way. B. F. .SLITER.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” • A 
practical handbook of reference; con
taining definitions of'every used elec
trical terms or phrase. -Price. 35cts.

TINY HAND BELI^ SAVED TWO
LIVESii la:

Early Sunday Morui^ Firp Destroys 
Homo of ^|r. and'^in. Brin
dle, at Mount Pleasant Park.—The 
Aged Couple Hud a Nurrow Escape 
from Death.—Ringing of the Alarm 
Bell Summoned Aid, and the Old 
Couple, Who are 'Betweeh Eighty 
and Ninety Years 1 of Age, Were 
Saved.

Mr. and Mrs. S., Ç. Pdpdie, an 
aged couple' who have made their 
home for several years at Mount 
Pleasant Park, have been« placed in a 
sad plight by the destruction of their 
home, Sunset Cottage( by fire early 
Sunday morning. Mr. and Mrs. Prin- 
dle, who are between eighty and 
ninety years of age, bayely escaped 
with their lives; and their house
hold effects and clothing were com
pletely demolished.

The fire started between six and 
seven o’clock Sunday morning, in 
the chimney, it is thought. The aged 
couple, who are nearly, helpless, the 
woman being blind, were in bed at 
the time, but were awakened by the 
smoke. Some time ago their neigh
bors at the Spiritualist camp grounds 
gave them a bell instructing them 
to ring it in case they required aid 
for any cause. This bell was placed 
on a table near their bed.'

Awakened from his sleep yesterday 
morning by the smoke and flames, 
the aged man seized the bell and 
rang it vigorously. William John 
Ward, who occupies a near-by cot
tage, heard the alarm and ran to 
the cottage, which was by that time 
a mass of seething flames.-’ He ran 
Into the burning building and suc
ceeding in getting the aged man and 
woman out before they yore Injured. 
But there was no tlnje to get even a 
particle of their clothing, and Ina 
few' minutes the frame cottage tkey 
had pccupied was burned to the 
ground with all its contents. A small 
sum of money, amounting to about 
$35 in all, which the couple had 
stored ip the drawer ¡of a, bureau, was 
burned, only three .or-four silver dol
lars, blackened py the • flames, hav
ing been found in the debris' after 
thejje. ' ' -

■ The flames spread to -the adjoining 
cottage occupied-by Mrs. ..Fisher, of 
El Paso, Texas, , apd b^jUy. damaged it. 
One part of the roof “was destroyed, 
and7the flames and Water damaged 
the household , effects j-badly. These 
were removed to the pavillQn,

Thé Central and-Fourth street fire 
companies made fasKruns to the' 
scene, and a line p|, hose was run 
from the Hemingway/factory. The 
good work-of the aépartm’ënt pre
vented a further sprqi® of;the flames 
through the city of the. Spiritualists 
at Mount Pleasant Park. "
■- , ' ■ ■ ’. LX

To the Editor:—The above clipping 
from the »Dally Herald« may. be of in
terest to you and yoii'r réa&ers, and 

'I hope it will bring aflfew-dbllars for 
the-support of .the .poor old couple. 
Will Spiritualists respond?:"

. WM. JOHN ward;
Park Superi 

Clinton, Iowa, BoXjl.67.

THANRSGH^G.

The Old Turkey^ Regrfct.

I regret-I am tfo fatter,, for I know the 
; z -'human greed, ' ■ >
And upon spnierrlch man’s platter, I 

.will be a fright indeed.
I have swelled my breast and strutted 
- , with a vast degree-of-hope 
That I might become a martyr, for 

. some president on pope,
But my chances are11 quite slender, 
— since the crisis has come on, 

And I’m not so young, and tender for 
this next Thanksgiving dawn.

I regret the axe passed o’er me in my 
aspirations’ height,

In the years long gone’before me, and 
when I was in good plight;

I regret that, no one bought me and 
prepared me for "thé feast, 

For the worry it has brought me is 
quife painful at the least.

Aye I the long suspense and thinking 
of that cruel fatal, blow,

Are the dregs that I’ve been drinking 
to my spirit’s everflow.

I regret I am a being with a soul so. 
■full of pride, , 

And too poor to be worth seeing, so
I wish that I had died

While I looked, my best in stature,, 
an^ the world admired me;

And I now regret that nature has so 
ruled that I must be

By the Christian world rejected and 
by no one loved for food, 

For I hate to be neglected' while I 
feel so great and good.

There are those to be beheaded who 
are full and plump and round, 

And the time is to be dreaded when be- 
; tween Sian’s teeth-they’re ground’ 
But the God who “sees the sparrows” 

will most .likely (flnd* the, soul
Of the being hard and harrow,"as its 

aims and deeds unrèll, - --
And. the* victim'ahd.ithe.,vulture swill 

be questioned'face to. face, '
And the .Christian human /gourmand-' 

. will be given- hisifi'ùe'placé. > '/ :.
_ ,DR.T./WILKINS.- ■

, - '“IN GOD ' WE rTRUST." ■''

“High Time Some"0fie Shbuld CaH
-- - -a, Haiti«, -,9b ‘

. .-.To_the, Editor:-^Mkny
-We- ali'he^rd :tiie cheaS.ifhiipttie' ribald- 
7jest OVerj the ebiri'ih^ “In God 
We Trust.!-’■' High.time ,spme one 
shbuld call a halt. 71'
7The story-is told of a’ young man 
in Chicago who, at m. great revival, 
was'-s'wept into the fora." That .winter 
he ;weht up into -WiSconsfn to work 
among those tough lujnberttien in the 
woods. When he returned,, the good 
folks said: ■ “How aid you,' a Chris
tian; fare In such aroordeal?”
' ‘‘Oh, first' rate!” hp replied. “No 
one ever suspected I was' a Christian.1’ ■

So let us keep the ’bn8t!to ready to 
show; for only in thj^ v/ay will peo-, 
pie know in whom.or what we trust!

C. F. SHORT.
New York, Nov. Im '::

ABRAM H. DAILEY. DR. 3. M. PEEBLES.

Harrison D. Barrett Makes u Cor
rection.

In His Eighty-sixth Year Ho Is Still 
Strong Intellectually.

OF INTEREST TO 
AFFLICTED WOMEN

In the interest of fact, permit me 
to correct a statement found in my 
article in reference to the late A. H. 
Dailey. I find that the Judge was 
elected to his first official position as 
a Republican; that he then made a 
cqnvass for District Attorney of King’s 
County as a member of that party; 
that he was probably elected, but wgs 
counted out. Circumstances arose 
shortly after this which led Judge 
Dailey to align himself with the 
Democratic party. As a Democrat he 
took the same active interest in poli
tics that he had manifested in the 
earlier years of his lite. It was as a 
Democrat that he made his canvass 
for Surrogate of King’s County, and 
was elected to that responsible office. 
He narrowly escaped his former fate, 
and had to resort to the courts to 
prevent another count-out. He served 
but a single term and then retired to 
private life. He was frequently im
portuned to allow his name to be used 
in connection with various offices in 
Brooklyn and King's County, but in
variably declined to do so.

He has left a splendid record in his 
noble life and well-known devotion to 
principle. His home life was most 
beautiful in its every aspect, and it 
was there that the soul of the man 
shone forth in all its beauty and 
glory. He was a dear lover of poetry, 
and had the works of the Masters 
of al ages at his command. As he was 
passing from earth he repeated that 
beautiful poem of Elizabeth Do ten's, 
“Gone Home,” which I read at the 
request of the family before the body 
was taken to the church. The sym
pathy of his thousands df friends goes 
out to his brave wife, who is left to 
continue the work that he was unable 
by reason of his sudden illness to 
carry out to completion. She feels 
the loss of his physical presence most 
keenly, but has the assurance of reali
zation of his'spiritual presence to sus
tain her in her trouble. His daughter 
and aged sisters, will not be forgotten 
by him, nor by those who loved him 
as a friend and brother. To them we 
all say “Be of good cheer, look up to 
meet the smiling faces of the angels." 
To him we say, “All hail! and love 
forever more.!? . >

HARRJSON D. BARRETT.

The veteran and venerable worker, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles, has appeared be; 
fore our local society, delivered a sef- 
les of lectures, and gone again.

He brought with him the spirit of 
harmony and good will, and this he 
left with us.

It certainly is remarkable how a 
man of his great age retains the vigor 
of all his faculties. Ask him how 
he accounts for his mental and physi
cal preservation, seeing that he is 
about to enter upon his eighty-sixth 
year, and ho will reply in a jovial 
mood that dying 1b a bad habit which 
we need to forget. But in a more 
serious strain he will say: “You ask 
why 1 could never do so much mental 
work and do it so easily as now? It 
is because of help and guardianship 
from the higher spirit world; from 
obedience to Nature’s laws, and from

THE VENERABLE DK. PEEBLES, OE 
BATTLE CREEK, RAISES HIS VOICE 
AGAINST NEEDLESS OPERATIONS.

Say« That Woman'« Ills Cun bo Cared 
Without an Operation.

i*-

w 1

«VA E

JUDGE DAILEY.

A good man has gopehome to rest, 
Laid down are* thegarments of care, 

The old world' goes on, but one of 
,lts best . - .-■■■-

Will be missed from his ’vacant 
chair. .

’'Was shall fill it with' his wonted 
grace? • —

Who will take up the staff now laid 
■ low?

'Mong the world's gifted men, he has
... . jun his race,

And few knew as he passed to and 
fro,

Of the kitidly deeds, of the wordsxof 
Cheer, 

Dropped like pearls beside the way, ■
Qf tiie loving, heart that knew no fear, 
; Of the mind that no art could sway.

We shall miss him, the Judge so just;
We shall miss him, the man so true, 

Ever ready to stand for the highest 
trust,

And. to help weak humanity 
..through.

And'justice prevailed where he 
walked,

At home, or abroad,'twas the same, 
Men listened with awe as he talked, 

And the ages will honor his name.
M. H. WRAY. • 

1508 Bedford Avenue, 
Brooklyn,- N. Y.

A BEAUTIFUL TRANSITION.

An Excellent Psychic Passed to Spirit 
Life.

“A Discussion on Reincarnation-or 
the, Successive/ Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit.” Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

avoiding meats and 
fee, tobacco, liquor 
kinds." All these, 
necessary and, as

fish, tea and cof- 
and wines of all 
he says, are un
used, injurious,

The transition services over the re
mains of Mrs. Martha A. Emery, wife 
of Cyrus Emery, were held in the 
beautiful little auditorium at Proph
etstown, Ill., November 5.

Mrs. Emery, a fine psychic, was 
both clairvoyant and clalraudiant, 
and through all the Intervening years 
husband and wife walked hand-in
hand as devoted Spiritualists.

On July of the present year, 
and Mrs. Emery celebrated their 
den Wedding anniversary.

Mrs. Emery's transition to 
higher life'was a beautifu) one.

Mr. 
Gol-

the 
Dur-

ing the last week of her illness she 
lay upon her white couch as though 
in a peaceful'slumber. Upon her pil
low and all about her’ rested sweet 
flowers, brought by loving friends, 
while she, loveliest flower of all, was 
quietly drifting out to the soul’s Sum
merland. ■ ■

The transition service was. in per
fect keeping with thei- family’s, knowl- 
edge.that death is but a little journey 
but to a more beautiful country.

There was nowhere tb be seen any 
of theArappings of woe. - '

Everything, was in harmony with 
the itire white life of the one who. 
had just drifted out a little way be- 
yond.{he golden bars. 7'. -

Mrs. Alice C. Barry, pastor of the 
Spiritualist. Society of Clinton, Iowa, 
officiated, saying~in part, that death, 
“if ..properly, understood, is not a 
misfortune,« but" merely a beautiful 
incident in the evolution of life. It 
is 'the expanding of the flower, a 
bursting of the chrysalis, the unfold? 
tag if the soul in a new and more 
ethereal world, It is not a condition 
over which to sorrow and grieve, but 
rather something over which to re? 
Joice and be glad, for it means life, 
freedom, added powers, and opportu
nities. It means a breaking away 
from the things that bind and ham
per, a drifting away of the hitherto 
imprisoned spirit into a realm of beau
ty, light and love. It means to leave 
the thralling conditions of the physi
cal senses for the untrammeled free
dom of the spirit world. We have 
learned that death (so-called) is only 
a natural event, in the larger life of
the spirit. A. C. B.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” 
-new edition comprising in one 
nine, the four parts heretofore 

’ifshed, to which is added part 
also a number of the author’s

’ A 
vol- 

pub- 
flve, 

most
popular songs, including “Only n 
Thin Veil Between Us," and its ‘‘Com
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cento; 
Boards, 5 Ocents. -I . » '----'f" 1 • -.

shortening human life.
His lectures are not only bold, soul- 

stirring and eloquent, but they are 
filled with'an abundance of first-hand 
knowledge of peoples, countries, and 
their ■ marvels—more, in fact, than 
usually falls to .the lot of one man 
to gain in this, life,

We seem to feel better acquainted 
with the people and the religions of 
India, in particular,’ from having lis
tened to .him. The chief doctrines of 
the Mohammedans, the Parsees and 
the Brahmins, together with some of 
their interesting religious customs 
were described.

We were told of the marvels of 
white magic in India, which, seem,to 
be exhibits of the power of mind over 
matter; moreover that the yogi not 
only has power over his own person
ality to master i.t, but this power 
gradually extends by culture to the 
things _ around him. The Doctor 
asked a yogi how he performed these 
marvels, and he replied that “Brahm 
moves all the starry worlds by the 
power of his will- Now in proportion 
as I crush out the lowfir part of my 
nature and live in the higher, elim
inate the coarser elements and live 
in the more refined, I find that I can 

. move things , in the same way as
Brahm moves them.”

We were told further that many of 
these yogi admit that they are con
scious of the assistance of exalted in
telligences, and therefore in some 
phases of their work can legitimately 
be called great mediums.

Some'personal experiences with the 
great Australian medium," Mr. Bailey, 
were related, and it would seem,-after 
comparing his work with that of the, 
yogi,' that all these, phenomena are 
fundamentally mind power. This 
power is exercised directly by a mor
tal, or indirectly by a spirit thf-ough 
a mortal, and from this the interest
ing inference may be drawn that 
whatever power spirits may attain, 
give man sufficient time and oppor
tunity for development, and he him
self may attain to the same powers.

With regard to Spiritualism, -the 
Doctor said that like all other truth 
it helps to set man free, instead of 
walkitfg by« faith alone, we are able« 
to ad^ to our faith knowledge. Often 
knowledge can bring comfort to the 
aching heart, where faith fails. And 
what greater treasure can be found 

. than the knowledge that we will meet 
our‘loved ones on the other side; 
that we will know one another, and 
that the great heights of spiritual and 
mental progress still lie before us? z

The Doctor’s lectures are certainly 
more impressive now than they prob
ably will be later -when he will be 
obliged to lecture through some trance 
medium. But .mgy he npt feel this 
necessity for many years yet, and may 
he long continue i^ the sunset glory 
of his life to abiihdantly bless hu
manity. r»B. W." MORRISON.

Meadville, Pa.

Thousands of lives . _ _ _ . _
th? operating table every year to satis; 
fy the oreed of heartless surgeons wno 
operate for every little Irregularity, 
seeming to- care nothing for the well- 
being or even the life of the patient, 
iour-flfths of the operations are un
necessary, and in the majority of casés 
they make a semj-lnyalid of the pa
tient for life.

Dr. Peebles has perfected a treatment 
which he says will almost do away with 
operations and female sufferings. It 
has been given an exhaustive test in 
hundreds of serious eases and has ful
ly, come up to all expectations.

Mrs. Willis, of Bruce, Ind. Ter., says: 
"When I look baek/two months and seo 
myself a complete wreck and unable to 
walk more than a few stops without 
collapsing, 1 fully realize how wonder
ful has been my gain. I am doing all 
my own work, washing and all, some
thing I have not been able to do be-

are /sacrificed on

fore for a long time. 1 would not take 
>1,000 for what your treatment lias 
done for me."

Dr. Peebles agrees to send a sample 
of this Wonderful remedy'free to every 
woman reader of The Progressive 
Thinker for the asking. All you have 
to do Is to send your name and address 
and the sample treatment, together with 
a beautiful little booklet giving the full 
history of the remedy and how It accom
plishes Its mighty healing work, will 
be sent you by return mall, free of ali 
cost. Address, Dr. Peebles’ Institute of 
Health, Battle Creek, Mich., Drawer 
4 88 A. 1

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 

. doing. s<y longer than,any,,.
other ♦vnewriter.

SHE MONABCH TYPEWRITER Oft, 
■OO Mid 20SWabash Ave.. Ohlcr-n, HL

Books for the Holidays
“Evolution of the God and Christ

Ideas.’ By Hudson Tuttle. 
$1.26.

“The Arcana of Spiritualism.'
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.26.

Price

By

TRUTH.

Truth is that principle which bears 
with it that indisputable evidence of 
demonstrated facts, which cannot be 
refuted. This as pertains to all
things. Truth is truth to every mor
tal being, but not recognizable to
with the same understanding.
Soul, mind and inspiration, love 

vine,

all

di-

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena." By Rev. I. K. 
Funk. Price $2.00.

“Human Personality and Ite Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold Hamilton Myers. 
This is an invaluable work on the 
subject of Spiritualism. Price $3.00.

“Harmonics of Evolution.” By 
Florence Huntley. Volume 1 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.

“The Great Psychological Crime.” 
The Destructive Principle of Nature 
in Individual Life. Edited by Flor?

Truth unto mortal’s heart, thy force 
entwine;

With kind and loving thoughts, fill' 
all Earth’s space,

Blessing each brave soul of the hu
man race.

Soul unto soul can-inspiration send, 
Then mind to mind with its keen 

truth shall blend.
Truth to weave mighty fabrics in life;
And with a love divine, to conquer 

strife.
Truth firm- indeed with air its con

quering poWer, '
Gives to each soul a lasting strength 

for dower.
Search- for Truth's gems, with honest, 

high desire
To crown life’s high unfoldment still 

the higher.
110 Prospect Ave., N. H. EDDY 

Buffalo, N. Y.

"Religious , and Theological Works 
of Thomas Paine," contains his cele
brated “Age of Reason,” and a num
ber of. letters and discourses on relig
ious, and theological subjects. Cloth 
binding, 420 pages. Price $1.

enee Huntley, 
monic Series.

Volume 2 of the Har- 
Prlce $2.00.

“The Great Work.” The Construct
ive Principle of Nature in Individual 
Life. By the author of “The Great 
Psychological Crime”. Vol. 3 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00;

“The Dream. Child.” By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 75 cents:

From Dream to Vision of Life
By Lilian Whiting, Author of "The 

World Beautiful,” “The Spiritual Sig-
nificance,” “The 
etc.
This book finds 

question asked by

Outlook Beautiful/’

its keynote in the " 
the Archbishop of

Canterbury—“The Life Beyond,—what 
it it? What Is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research and' that ‘ peculiar .spiritual 
clairvoyance which’has been remarked 
in “The Life Radiant” and some.of her' 
other books. It-is written with a cer-< 
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader In a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price 
$1.00 net

RHEUMATISM ¡CURED

■1

æ

minnestola,
H.D.C. MILLA ■

Opposite St. Joseph Sanitarium and Bath House, Mt. Clemmons, Mich.
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REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or Now York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 LoomU Street, 

Chicago, Ilk

TOE PROGRESSIVE THINKER I 
Published Every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
Eohttd at ths Chicago Psiblflc« aa 5«s»a4Jla» Matter

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. i 
The Prog-reaMve Thinker will bo tur- 

nlshod until further notice at the fol
lowing terms,-invariably iu advance: 
Ono Year . ............................................... $1.00
Six Months ................................. OOcts
Thirteen Weeks ..........................  25cts
Single Copy ...........  Bets

TAKE NOTICE. .
At the expiration ol aubicrlptio»,' it 

not renewed, the paper is discon
tinued. No bills will be sent for 

extra numbers.It you do not xecetve^ your paper 
promptly, write us, and any errors In address will be promptly corrected, 

. and tuleslng numbers supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the addrexe ot 

your paper ebanxed, -always give the 
. address of the place to which.it ha» 

been going or the change cannot be 

made.
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progreaaive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries Is >2. 
----------------------- ‘ -r - - • I I I : .IT1 —i ,’|

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 10OT.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not^send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cento, and then 
you- are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

- The POSTAGE on papers has been 
increased to .all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting' to 52 
centp a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence,, to all the British pos
sessions on this Continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

of years. Confinement within prison 
walls seems a mild punishment for 
such a barburohs offence.

~A Lesson for the Thoughtful.
It is gravely urged against Spirit

ualists that mediums, through whom 
spirits comunlcate with mortals, are 
of ill-repute, and the complainants are 
sure pure spirits cannot come through 
corrupt channels.

It Is not the province of The Pro
gressive Thinker to defend the char
acter of mediums. They do not need 
it at our hands; for in all that con
stitutes real worth they are the peers 
of any Christian, whatever his profes
sion. The fakir mediums, they who 
resort to frauds, who practice to de
ceive, are not of us; they are only 
tricksters for, the money there is in 
jt; and are doubtless Christians in 
disguise.

But If all mediums were what 
churchmen allege, the point is not well 
taken by those who accept the Bible 
as inerrant authority. Here is a les
son for the thoughtful:

The patriarch Isaac had two sons, 
Esau the elder, and Jacob. The 
father .was bliq.d. He determined to * 
bestow his blessing on Ms ff?st born; 

but Jacob conspired with his mother 
to deceive the old man and get the 
honor for himself. Passing the de
tails, and coming bo Gen. 28:18—-

“And he [Jacob] came unto his 
father, and said, ‘My father.’ And 
he [Isaac] said, ‘Here am I; who art 
thou my son?’ And Jacob said unto 
his father, ‘I am Esau, thy ’ first 
born.'"

It seemed Isaac suspicloped fraud, 
for verse 21: “Art thou my very son

Still ïhey Còme.
Where one .minister is frank and 

expresses himself boldly on the er
rors of his church creed «there are, 
probably, a hundred others of similar 
views, who dare riot declare their hon
est convictions, because should they 

' do sÔ they would be forced to vacate 
their prilpits and sacrifice their means 
of family support; so they keep silent, 
avoid discussing questions peculiar to 
their religious faith and struggle on 
to the end, hypocrites by force of un
controllable circumstances, ft is’ al
ways a pleasure to note, the evidence 
the pjess brings of clerical emancipa
tion, seeming to grow more frequent 
With each changing moon.

The case of Rev. Dr. Wm. Selleck, 
a Baptist clergyman of Providence, 
R. I., is ous.In point. The Reverend 
Doctor has published a book on the 
Bible in which he says:

“By false methods of interpretation, 
or the absence of method, the Bible 
has been made to teach almost every 
conceivable doctrine and support 

. many a terrible wickedness—slavery, 
polygamy and the subjection of wo
men; and the tap root of all these 
erroneous teachings, darkening coun
sels and unholy 'sanctions has been 
the idea of the plenary inspiration and 
Infallibility of the Scriptures.
ç “When this idea shall fade out of 
the popular mind, being replaced by
the more valid conception, some of i 
the perversions and absurdities of re
ligious doctrine will pass away which 
have claimed, and still claim, their 
tens of thousands of adherents; some 
hoary superstitions and crudities 
which have darkened our world will 
disappear, and opportunity will be 
offered for the upsprlng of a fairer 
and more beneficent type of 'religion 
and civilization.”

This learned author concedes the 
Bible is full of inaccuracies, historic 
and scientific; that the story of cre
ation is incorrect; that nearly any
thing can be proved by the Holy- 
fiook; that .the authors of many of 
the books of both the Old and New 
Testaments are unknown, and that 
Jesus was not quoted until a genera
tion after his death.

This last fact being true, tell us, 
gentle reader,how-Hiuch trust can be 
placed in any statement credited to 
Jesus? Attempt to report to-day the 
doings of any actor, however promi
nent, on the world’s wide stage of 
a generation ago, of whose history 
there is no written reeprd, and how 
much truth will it .contain? Speeches! 
colloquial remarks, and even billings
gate in which Jesus is reported to 
have dealt largely, would be forgot: 
ten, his older auditors all dead.

Esau?’’. And he [Jacob] said: ‘I 
am.’-” The old man, deceived by the 
shameful1 lie, blessed his villainous 
son, and told him how nations would 
bow down to him; that he should be 
beloved over his brethren. He cursed 
his deceitful son Esau, and repeated 
his,blessing on Jacob.

No fraudulent medium7 was ever 
more false (han this patriarch Jacob, 
or baser in his rascality. And the 
Lord God, of course fully conscious 
of this deceptive and vile act, is rep
resented,' Gen. 29:J3, as saying to

A. Tower to the Sky. .
It is reported that a hundred and 

fifty story building has been pro
jected for New York, and has been 
pronounced practical by an eminent 
scientist. Material indestructible by 
fire for walls, floors, partitions and 
ceilings will be used, if built, and 
will be braced to resist wind pressure 
of 125 miles an hour. The bight of 
this proposed sky-scraper, from base
ment to pinnacle of flag staff will be 
more than a third of' a mile. Real 
estate above that altitude should not 
have ri large value.
-¡.The projectors of this grand struc
ture should not forget the attempt 
of the people of Shinar, to construct 
a tower “whose top would reach unto 
heaven." Says the holy record, Gen.
11:5 to 8-r

“The Lord came down to gee the 
city and1 tower whfth the children of 
men builded; and the Lord said, ‘Be
hold, the peqpie is bne, and they -have 
all one language; and this they begin 
to do:' and now nothing will be re
stricted from them, which they have 
imagined to do.’ ’’

So, addressing’his associate Gods, 
the Lord; arias Jehovah, went on to 
say: ’

“ ‘Go to, let us go down, and there, 
confound their language that they 
may not understand one' another’s 
speech.’ So the Lord scattered them 
abroad from thence upon the face_of 
all the earth, and they left off to build 
the city."

This confusion of tongues.was the 
way the multitude of languages came, 
on the earth—at least the infallible 
Bible so instructs us. * ,

It is'hopeful the good Lord, during 
his lon^ reign, has become so .firmly 
established in power he has no fur
ther cause to apprehend his throne 
will be usurped by mortals, and, 
hence, ’will not again confound the 
tongues; for should do so It will 
still more embarrass hts missionaries, 
and, probably, prevent the reading of 
his lioly Word.

s SENT BY OCOULT ROUTE.

Weird Experience Wrecked Crew of Ship Rainier, on Which 
Capt;';0mar J. Humphrey Was Mate.—Manner in Which 
Relief'Would Come to Victims Foretold by Spirit of Cannibal 
Chief’s Dead Wife.—Even Among Savages Spirit Return is 
Manifested"’ as Well as in the Ranks of Spiritualism, as Set 
Forthi in tjie Seattle Times. .

Jacob:
''I am the Lord God of thy

father and the God of Isaac; the land 
whereon thou liest, to the will I give 
it, and to thy seed, And thy seed 
shall be as the dust of the earth; and 
thou shalt spread abroad to the west, 
and to the east,-and to the north and 
to the south; and in thee and In thy 
seed shall all the families of the earth 
be blessed.”

In Gen.’“33: we find this'gay de
ceiver, Jacob, wrestMng with God, and 
declaring, verse 30:

“L have seen God face to face,.and 
my life Is preserved.”

’ Now if God Almighty could leave 
his celestial abode, and condescend to 
engage in a wrestling match 'with 
Jacob, and show him his face, having 

^pnly shown his backside to the mur
derer Moses, and having never been 
seen in front or rear by any other 
person, churchmen should not hesi
tate to believe spirits can and do’come 
to their loved In earth life, even 
through fraudulent p’ediums and the 
most vile, their \bject to teach the 
certainty of a continued life, not to 
inculcate morals or fashion a creed.

A Hopeful View.
The late lamented Richard B. West

brook) D. H, of Philadelphia ih his 
“Man, Whence and Whither,” wrote:

“Let not the friends of true relig
ion and morality be disquieted by 
the loss of the Garden-of-Eden and 
the Adam and Eve story as literal 
history. The foundations stand sure; 
and, though the dreams of childhood 
vanish, the rising sun will dispel the 
mists of . error's' long night and gild 

i with glory the dark places of this 
improving globe,

“When church, creeds are revised 
and made to conform to the light of 
to-daÿ—when ministers cease to stul
tify themselves by defending hoary 
■absurdities, and no longer' raise the 
odious.cry of 'infidelity’ againrfVin,de-; 
pendent and progressive thinkers— 
whbn men learn to apply reason and ' 
common sense to religious questions, 
as they do to political ones,—true re
ligion will shine with mrire effulgent 
flame, and practical morality will be 

recognized as the highest wisdom. It 
is the teaching of ancient fables for 
divine verities that brings the whole 
subject of religion into dispute, and 
drives the more thoughtful men and 
wo'men Into scepticism and agnosti
cism. -The real infidels are those who 
for any reason are disloyal to truth— 
who sacrifice reason upon the altar of 
dogmatic creeds and a sickly sacer
dotalism. We have too long been 
hampered by Jewish and heathen 
shackles, and many'men have deter
mined henceforth to walk with free

Blind Faith.
“If every scholar dn earth should 

say one thing, and the Bible and. Jesus 
should say another, I would believe 
Jesus and the Bible against the whole 
pack of them.”

Thus Rev. R. A. Torrey, the dis- 
- tinguished revivalist, whose bread arid 

butter come from the converts he can 
make to his creed, and whose success 
comes from the practice qf hypnotism.

! ' . A Righteous Verdict.
Harold Mitchell, a Dowleltc, late on 

trial in Waukegan, III., for murder 
of Mrsv Greenhaugh, an aged devo- 

' tee. of the late .Rev. Dowie’s teaching, 
at Zion city, by twisting arms and legs 
With other horrible and torturous cru
elties to drive out obsessed spirits a 

. la Jesus ending in her death, has been 
:. cpnvlcted and sentenced -to. conflne- 
• mont in the penitentiary for a term

The Inquiry of a Tenderfoot Presby
terian.

At a late session., of the -Presby
terian Brotherhood, In Cincinnati, to 
advance the faith of the saints, a gen
tleman from Albuquerque, N. M., rose 
to his feet aqd said:

“I want to find offtTlf I can, how 
a man may be a Christian and at 
the same time earn a living. I do 
not see how a man can be a Chris
tian, and earn his living working for 
great corporations whictf practically 
force him. to steal and-He.” "

The poor innocent must be very 
ignorant of the fiible, else he would 
never have sprung such a question on 
a Christian organization. In another 
article in these columns we»show'Iiow 
Jacob STOLE his brother’s birthright, 
then LIED to his father, by which he 
gained a blessing. Then the good 
Lord, because he had gained that 

i blessing, made Jacob the head of a 
great nation that was to be, and prom
ised all the families of the earth 
should be blessed in hint. The Lord 
must have known of the trickery of ., 
his Hege subject, by which he gained 
that blessing.

Then we learn, 2 Chronicles 18:22, 
"The Lord hath put lying spirits In 
the mouth of his prophets.” And 1 
Kings 22:22, tells how a lying spirit 
stood before the Lord -and tendered 
his -Supreme Majesty hie services to 
deceive Ahab for his destruction.. And 
the Lord said: % “Go forthand do so.”,

Then the good Paul, Rom. 3:7— 
“If the truth of God hath more 
abounded through MY LIE unto his 
glory, why yet am I also judged a; 
sinner.”

' Had our tenderfoot Albuquerque 
brother been,-acquainted -wlth these 
Inerrant Bible- facts, he coixid .riot 
have shown such gross Ignorance as 
to inquire how to be' a Christian 
while acting the part of a «THIEF and 
a LIAR! -yl.--.- !

S Who plays for more than he can lose 
with pleasure stakes his heart-TrHen 
bdrt.

. In wonder all philosophy [say rellg-. 
Ion] began, In wonder it ends,,, and 
admiration fills up the Interspace; but 
the first-wonder is the offspring of Ig- 
aqrance, the last is the parent of ado- 
ration.—Coleridge.

limbs on the broad highway 
Truth.”

'j

/

efforts, It seems now time to estimate

In their orders. The price will be: 
cloth,,31.00; paper, 50 cents. I am 
sure there are many who will. send 
not only for a copy for themselves, 
but some will want extra copies to 
lend, and as holiday presents for 
friends. Liberal discount to dealers. 

DANIEL W^HULL.
Olympia, Wash. - •

■ November 30, 1007«
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Defeat In the Goff Will Case
An Object Lesson for Spiritualists—Facts by President Warne 

of the N. 8. A. .

‘‘There ara more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt 
of in yours or my philosophy. I do not say that I Relieve or 
disbelieve in spirits, second sight, or thought transmission. I 
simply know the facts as I saw them, along with your .other 
men, and you may draw your own conclusions.”

This remark by Capt. Omar J. Humphrey, of the Alaska Com
mercial Company, was galled forth by a query regarding things 
occult. Coming from one of the most capable mariners in this 
port and one whose twenty years’ experience as'ship master 
in Alaska would drive anything but the hardest common sense 
from his head, it is of unusual interest in the light of the facts. 
Capt. Humphrey was first mate of the ship Rainier, Capt. 8, 8« 
Morrison, from Philadelphia to Kobe in 1883, when the vessel 
was wrecked on Ujea reef, latitude 9 degrees north, longitude 
130 degrees west. The crew of thirty-one men was rescued by 
cannibals from an island ten miles away and treated kindly. 
It was a puzzle to the seamen for some .time why the natives 
w^re so far from home and at such an opportune time.

. Chief Acts as Medium.
Teh day's after the wreck the long boat of the Rainier, in 

charge -of sécond mate W, _H. Drohn, and four men, left for 
China. Capt. Morrison built'a schooner and two months later 
started away, .Jeaving behind the first1 mate and ten men. 
About a month after the captain’s departure, the chief of the 
cannibals came to mate Humphrey ;and gave him some startling 
information. . - ;
“His wife had,' died some months before,’’ said Capt. Hum

phrey, in relating the incident yesterday, and while asleep on 
the mats in.'his hut, her spirit appeared to him in human form, 
he said, and after-awakening him, tpld-'him that a ship was 
wrecked, at th® coral reef where we struck. This waa the reason 
why the savages put out ten miles from their home and rescued 
us, The wife appeared again to the chief and told him the long 
boat of the white ìuen hai been picked up at sea a long ways 
off, and that one was deaa and the other crazy. The schooner 
with the captain had òailed to a small trading station, where 
the captain was sick and could not go farther. In a few days 
the chief said the big canoe with savages would come to the 
island apd kill the white men if they had thè opportunity. In 
ten weeks a’^hip would corrie with the second mate and all would 
be taken away on' this ship. The story was told on a Saturday 
evening! ana. I remember it as vividly as if it we^-e only yester
day. y^e waited with great anxiety to see if the story of the ' 
wife’s spirit,would prove true.
“Onrthe following Sunday about 2 o’clock in the afternoon 

a large, canoe loaded with savages from an .island, thirty miles 
away lapded, and but for the chief they would have attacked 
us. They told of a large ship, wrecked on their island, the 
crew of (whiqji they had killed, aid showed pistols and a musket 
with Japanese characters cut in the' barrel and stock. There 
is likelihood that the ship mentioned by them was a Japanese 
treasu^jShi^reported wrecked on the Marshall group of islands 
and for'which there have since been parties of treasure hunters

, outfltt^ San Francisco to recover the gold.
‘ . “On tie following“ Sunday the United States sloop of way- 

Essex,.with'Capt.-A. H. McCormick (now admiral) in charge, 
came to the island with-second mate Drohn aboard. After 
cruising about for_fourteen days in mid ocean the long boat had 
been picked up, as the savages had described, by the British 
ship Catalina, Capt. Williams, from Sydney, N. S. W., for Saigon. 
One of the crew was dead and the other three insane from 
hunger and thirst. They were forwarded from Saigon to Hong 
Kong, where through the American consul, Col. John S. Mosby, 
the Essex was sent to our assistance; ।

oil

Moses the Murderer. .
Miscigenesls, otherwise the Inter

mixture of races, as marriages be
tween whites and'blacks,' seem not to 
have been prohibited in barbarian 
times as now. ~-

Numbers 12:1 Informs us that the 
meek-eyed Moses, the intermediate be
tween the Lord and the Jews, married
an Ethiopian woman. His brother

“Commander McCormick had orders to proceed direct to 
Yokohama, but on hearing the remarkable results of the pre
dictions, he changed his course and proceeded to the place 
where it had been foretold Capt. Morrison would be found. At 
the trading station we found the party exactly as predicted, 

I after which the Essex took us all to Yokohama. Capt. Morrison 
I lived for years in Sarita Clara, while Capt. Drohn was port cap- 
I tain at the,United States shipyard at St. Michael, Alaska, for 
a long whilri. ”

The above is’ most reiparkable; no more remarkable occur
rence ever took place in the ranks of Spiritualism. With spirit 
■return manifested everywhere, the whole world accepting it—

About 3 o’clock on Saturday afternoon, November 16, 1907, 
a jury in the Circuit Court of Cass County, Michigan, dosed 
a five-hours’ secret session by returning a verdict refusing to 
sustain the validity of the will of John Goff, an aged Spiritual
ist, who died February 18,1904, leaving the bulk of.his $43,000- 
estate to the’ Michigan State Spiritualist Association. A simi
lar verdict three years ago by another jury in the same Court 
was not allowed to stand by tie State Supreme Court,, which 
ordered the case back for this re-trial. x

The Official Board of the N. S, A. was advised, at its session 
last October, that if the re-hearing must be had in Cass County, 
it would be an up-hill contest, with small chance of sustaining 
the will. A skilled attorney failed in every effort to. have the 
case transferred to another Circuit.. Scarcely was this second 
trial opened before one of the attorneys fpr the will, when greet
ing upon the streets friends who were residents of the county 
seat, was told: “You are upon the wrong side of the Goff case, 
and can never win it.rt

During th^trial one of the jurors eating dinner at a restau
rant heard the following remark by a citizen of the county: 
“No one at Wakeley, outside of the Spiritualists, wants the will 
to stand.” Seated near me when the jury’s decision was an
nounced was a lady from a nearby prominent office, who with 
difficulty restrained herself, in her delight, from breaking out 
into hand-clapping, while her “good” was distinctly audible 
to me. So ready were the attorneys of the contestant to appeal 
to local prejudice by hints pf what they had no proofs to siis- 

■ tain, that it looked for the time being as if an American citizen 
! would be denied the honorable exercise of his rights unless he 
were a resident of Cass County.

The struggle was fought around three issues, viz.: Was John 
Goff laboring under an insane delusion in his claim that Leslie 
Goff, the contestant, whom he mentioned in his will as “my 
reputed son,” was not his child; secondly, was Jie under undue 
influence when he made his will; lastly, was he a monomaniac 
upon the subjeet^f Spiritualism?

I firmly believe that a mind of judicial mould, upon full con
sideration of all the evidence, which neither attorneys nor jurors 
could keep entirely in mind, would answer “no” to the first- 
two questions. \

Without entering upon the consideration of. the reliability 
of some of the contestant’s principal witnesses—simply noting 
that either the local climate or the lapse of periods of time 
varying in extent from ten to fifty years, give to certain Cass 
County memories a most perfect precision in reproducing re
mote "conversations and far-away events, I will say that the 
contestant had testimony to the following utterances and acts 
by John Goff:
“The spirit of- a man who at death owed him five dollars 

came at a sitting with a medium and handed him a new crisp 
five-dollar bill.”
“That his father’s spirit came into his room in visible form 

and often smoked a clay pipe with him.”
“That hp wanted a yellow dog to sleep in his room to keep 

away evil spirits.” -•
“That a spirit tried to kill him with a butcher knife in bed; 

and would have done so if he had not dodged, and the knife 
went through the pillow and was left in the bed.” ,
“That spirits pulled off the bed clothes, piled them in an

other place, and took up one of the chairs and broke it.”
“That he kept a glass jar of decomposed urine under his bed 

saying it must remain a stated time, for he was doctoring with 
the spirits.”
“That he would jump up and run around the room dr the 

outside of the house, saying: ‘Here he comes! There he goes! 
Do you see him?’ believing the spirit of his wife’s father was 
trying to hurt him.”
“That he had been able to teach Abraham things he had 

never known, which Goff had learned from more ancient spir
its than the father of the Hebrew race. ”

■what next? JUS TICE.

'Aaron rebelled'at the outrage, and 
“spake against Moses,” probably bit
terly on account of it. And his sister 
Miriam also opposed the union. Mar
rying a negress in those olden-times-, 
was not esteemed the-right thing even 
at that distant period.

Our prejudices were first aroused 
against Moses when we learned he 
was a murderer. “He looked this way 
and-that way, and when he saw there 
was no man, he slew the Egyptian 
and hid him In the sand.’’—Exodus 
2:12. Then- his crime was hinted 
at,—verse 14,—“Moses feared, and 
said, ‘Surely this thing is known? " 
Verse 15: “When Pharaoh heard of 
this thing’ he sought tci slay Moses, ■ 
But Moses fled - and dwelt In 
the land of Midiari," where, v-., 21, 
“he married; the priest’s daughter.”

After-40 years sojourn in Mldlan, 
and learning the reigning Phtiraoh 
was dead and believing his crime was 
forgotten Moses -returned to Egypt! 
when Gwl called him out .of a bim- 
ihg bush, ;'ari^^ “Mdses!
-Then God;’ [ introduced himself, told. 
Mdses .what he wanted,.and ien,t him 
on a mission to Pharaoh. ■ ; . ; < \

And'Christ Ians callus infidels, and. 
propose to send us to an eternal heli. 

; if we ‘won’t believe this 'priestly 
'fiction. C ~

. ;
True politeness is perfect ease and 

freedom. It-simply consists in treat
ing others, just as you love to be 

, treated yourself.—ChesterfleltL.
I would rather be a poor man In a 

.garret with plenty of books than a 
[ king, who did riot love reading.—Ma
caulay. -

Nothing in the past is dead to the 
man who would learn how the present 
comes to be what it is.—Stubbs.

-Lv» Sra

Mrs. Rissegïe’s Lecture.
(Continued from page 5.) [

tiplication, any mope than you do" to the evidence of worlds, and J 
it is for inan to learn these manifestations for himself. -They । 
are divine laws; they_are the works of the law that shall bring 
to you knowledge instead of faith. «

The phenomena of Spiritualism are the“ phenomena that are 
everywhere about you. You have been given to the thought 
that this is not spiritual. The man who planned, the powers 
was the man who perceived the spiritual long before it was in
carnated iniriatter; long before it brought'iorth the melody, 
and harmony of music. Received -ye the spirit by the works 
of the Jaw? They have demofistraied it, and that is what these 
spiritual fprees are doing , through the varied phenomena of 
mediiimshiii that prevails in the land. Prove them, every-one 
of you. \ Receive, no confirmation without the evidence, and 
when wji hjiye demonstrated the truth, let it become a pari; of 
your innerent life,-until?it lives: in your conduct, broadens your 
spirit, and iweetens..your relationships-to your fellow man.

Frieicis; these things are what Modern Spiritualism means. 
These. Sre tfce tilings ’.that are demonstrating themselves daily 
and hoiirly in thé world.. They need no creed to. protect them; 
-they<n^d Ü8 temples to shelter them; they need no key to; 
hold-'them fast in mail’s belief. They are-polished by thé great 
laboratÉiÿ éf 'human life, that shali apply them to human con- 
ditionsj^to Stake them “brighter and more divine. <Make them' 
all “that 'th#, are, for they àré to shine in “and t^ 
thus miin biomes the image of God, and God is the image of: 
man. r ' .. y >

' '"QU i0( - '. .. - [

Benediction: May .the spirit of;divine love crown all your 
lives, make bright your pathways, ennoble your thoughts,,that 
you may discover heaven as ÿour own; and peace forever.

“That he released a certain mortgage because spirits placed 
a letter under his pillow saying his life was in danger unless 
he did so.”

Who can determine how much of the foregoing is fabricated 
by mortals In hope of future financial reward?, How.much that 
was actually seen clairvoyantly, or heard clairaudiently, was 
misunderstood by the intelligent listener, or deliberately dis
torted in its repetition?’ What portion of it was due to the old 
gentleman’s own partially developed mediumsjfip? Did so- 
called mediums seek to “work” him financially by pleasing his 
whims, or preying upon his fears? What proportion of it did 
he actually discard after testing it by trial and raison, and it 
thereby passing as transient illusions before ripened into im
movable delusions? *

Noble old man, your life was a heart tragedy ; rugged in intel
lect, honest and successful in business, helpful to neighbors, 
generous to persons of any or no beliefs, respected in financial ; 
and fraternal circles, sincere in your faith, some who now seek i 
to besmirch your character, fatten upon your fortune and ridi- ■’ 
cute your religion, once fawned upon you for favors and dared I 
not assail you in Court, or the ordinary walks of life while you 
were in mortal form. Right-will finally come uppermost. There 
are no mistakes in thiTenduring outcome of men’s affairs.

Attorney A. Lynn Free, of Paw Paw, Mich, was courteous in 
demeanor, loyal in his efforts, forceful in reasoning, and elo
quent in his words. Scorning braying blatancy, he at all times

I commanded respect from Court, jury and listeners.
--- Judge A. J. Mills, of Kalamazoo, associate counsel, -brought 
to the trial the fruitage of,his wide experience at the bar and 
upon the bench, and by his grasp of legal precedents and incis-, 
ive mental alertness aided in fighting a battle royal for the will.

’ ' . GEORGE B' WARNE.

BIOGRAPHY OF MOSES HULL. ।

After unavoidable delay the life 
and works/of moses Hull; has been 

Sprlnte^, and when the reader sees 
this It will be neatly ready to deliver 
to’all- who wish avcopy of it This 
book Of 112 pages1 contains an ac
count of his life from childhodd until 
his transition; his experiences'aa an 
Adventist minister; his struggles'for 
the upbuilding of the' cause of Spir
itualism, and the hardships he en
dured and, above all, his faithful 
work and sacrifices In establishing the

Misforturib and experience are lost . The glory of science is that It Is 
on mankind, when they produce freeing the soul, breaking the mental; 
neither reflection, nor reformation.—• manacles, getting the brain out of; 
Thomas Palpe, in Crisis. . . bondage, giving courage to thought-—1

Reason mastbe our last guide and filling the world .with mercy, justice 
judge In everything.—John Lock«. and joy.'—Rbbert G. IngereoH.

For fifteen centuries the pilot of the 
church lured our forefathers to a 
whirlpool of mental and physical de
generation, till the storm of " the 
Protestanf revolt enabled them to 
break the spell of the fatal eddies, 
and, like a swimmer saving his naked 
life, mankind has struggled back- to 
the rescuing rocks of our mother 
earth. Lured by the twinkle of «re
flected stars, we have plunged into the 
maelstrom of Antinaturalism, arid 
after regaining the shore, by utmost

Morris Pratt School. - .
His faithful companion, wlio so 

patiently struggled with him in. his 
lite work, and encouraged him so 
often In the hours, of his bitter trials, 
Was much embarrassed flnanclally'~6y 
the event of his passing over, and the 
presentation of this work tj^ his 
friends and her friends has been • a________ ___________
moat difficult undertaking, and it is the expenses of the advenure.—Felix 

; hoped that they will speedily send L. Oswald^ Bible of Nature.

which.it
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shajl take for my subject the second verse of the thirdI

of his labor; the musician before he has manipulatedtthe keys 
of his musical instrument has faith in the sounds he may pro
duce. The mechanic has faith in the knowledge' that ha pos-

activity, and thus man is climbing the hill of progress, and 
leaving along the way the evidences of his progress, by good 
deeds and better living. True Spiritualism: Does it depend 
upon what you may learn by faith. Not at all;<: but no man 
thinks that has not faith. The artist has faith in the product

The Work of the Law, 
or the Hearing Df Faith.

A. Lecture Delivered by Mrs. H. L. P. Russegue,.< J ® ’ liue propelling force; it is the road to knowledge,:tlie inspiration

I will read a poem' by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, which I think 
pou will all appreciate.

. I think of ..death as some delightful journey . 
That I shall take’when all my tasks are* done;

Though , life has given me a heaping measure 
Of all best gifts, and many a cup of pleasure;

Still better things await me farther on. .

This little earth is such a merry planet, .
■The distances beyond are so supreme, 

I have no doubt that all the empty spaces 
Between us and the'Btars are filled with faces 

More beautiful than artist’s dream.

I like to-think that I shall yet behold them, 
When from this waiting-room my soul has soared;

Earth is a way-side station where we wander, 
Until from out the silent- darkness yonder, 

■ Death swings his lantern and cries “All aboardT”

I think Death’s train sweeps'through the solar system, 
And passes suns and moons that dwarf our own, 

And close beside us we shall find our dearest, " 
The spirit friends on earth we held the nearest, 

Ana in the shining distance God's great throne.

Whatever disappointments may bdfall me, . • 
In plans or pleasures, in this world of doubt,

I know that life at worst can but delay me 
From that grand journey on the Great Death Route.

: chapter of Paul’s Epistle to the.Galatians: .
' “This only would I learn of you: .Received ye the spirit by 
the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith.”
7 Friends, Spiritualism stands for something, and in our in
vestigations of its principles do we weigh the law, or are we 
governed by our senses zalone for the inspiration of our -faith. 

> The question has been asked, and inadequately answered: For 
\ what does Spiritualism, as a cult, stand? It stands for so 

■ much that it requires more than one day or month to define 
its' interpretations.^ It stands for so much that the whole 
.world is enveloped in its laws, and-it requiresjjie whole world 
to define its uses. If I ask if the spirit lias been received by 
the works of the law, I mean do we accept simply the affirma
tion, or do we question in faith? Dp we seek to convert? oiir 

- faith to fact? - Do we endeavor to sift the manifestations of 
spiritual forces, selecting or dividing or separating those that 
jnay come to us that are best adjusted to our needs? Do we 
open-mouthed accept the affirmation of the conscious existence 
of the spirit beyond 'the grave, and its power to. mal^e itself 

. manifest to the consciousness of man upon the earth, or do 
we require, as the scientist does, the demonstration of those 
forces, and then do we depend simply upon that demonstra
tion that it shall imply.nothing save the inscrutible manifesta
tion of the presence or existence of a law?

There is no law ip Nature but that embodied in all Nature; 
there is no law in mind that does not embody all minds;, there 
is no law in the universe that does not embody the universe, 
and is a component part, the center and circumference of all 
universes.

Bishop Colenso could not believe in the narrowness of creeds. 
He decried their uses; he defined their injuries because they 

. stultified progress.
What was the result?
Just what ignorance always’visits upon such manifestations. 

He was turned out of the church. He was scorned and sneered 
■at. He was turned away and denied by those '’who had been 
to him nearest and dearest as friends. The church in a most 

■ unchristianlike manner repelled all the usefulness of his giant 
• intellect. This spirit prevails to-day, and what of that in the 

land where religion is proclaimed as free—a light that shall 
shine on all mankind. It is preached fronr'your highways and 
churches, and even from your saloofis, that it is the gift of a 
gracious God of all, and yet it -is withheld from the man who 

.-v. dares to think for himself; ^id it is withheld with the giant’s 
grip from the world who are clamoring for truth with all its 
wide'-.spread uses, with all its higher relationships, with all its 
advanced implications. ’

\ When Dr. Grapsey proclaimed his belief in the abiding spirit 
( of Divinity in man, and that God was everywhere, that He is 
' enthroned upon human reason, the church assailed him. When 
’ Bishop Cox declared “Tbelieve with him,” what was the result?

They dared not expel him, but because creeds held a man in 
chains, because they confine the intellect within the narrow bar- 

..riers of prejudice, and doubt, and ignorance, and superstition,,.
and. fear, he withdrew from the church, and declares to the 
world no man can be free who believes in creeds.
-To-day Spiritualism has come to the front, and.declares to 

the world a religion for all, and with it it brings the testimony 
of its verity; it appeals to the reason, to the intellect, of a com
munity; it reaches the heart iff the sorrowing; it appeals to

-the hungry, to the poor, to the cqlcLzto tlTe ignorant, to those 
who are downtrodden—it is for them; but it is an inspiration 
for the man or woman who receives its injunctions and who 
receives its influence. Spiritualism has come to the world a 
redeemer from the thral<jpm of superstition; .it has come to 
the world a redeemer from ignorance; it points the way. It 

¡■means to the world a higher morality; it opens to the world 
' J .a larger vista of thought; it unfolds the relationships that bind

man to Nature, and that hold him in the close 'embrace of the 
i spirit. It endowshim with a diviner gift of-heaven; it makes 
! of man a God, because he is co-existent and co-eternalwith 
I the Divine spirit, and therefore cannot bo alone in the great 
‘' unfolding of that spirit.

Spiritualism stands for practical life, for practical .felatfen- 
' ships, for practical development, for practical unfolding of 
. wisdom, of intelligence. It means that there is no truth on the 
earth or in heaven that does not belong to man. There is ho 
mystery in divinity, but that man is entitled to its higher inter
pretation. There is no law in the universe that is denied 'to the 
intelligence .of humanity, therefdre it belongs-to humanity ; it 
is divine, and it is enshrined in the divinity of man.

.Thomas Paine, in his teachings of religious truths, brought 
man akin to the divinity of human intelligence. Spiritualism 
brings the inspiration with the divinity that quickens it in its

to activity; it is the key to the kingdom of God; Faith is the 
inspirer; it is what the light is upon the mountains top .that 
points the way to the shepherd that is climbing its heights. 
But it is not the light; faith is only the inspiration that quick
ens man to action, that he may convert it to knowledge. I be
lieve that down in the earth lie mines of great wealth; I have
faith that it is there, but with pick-axe and shovel I uncover 
the wealth; I find the knowledge that gives me strength; I 
bring forth the product for my uses. I believe I have faith in 
the kingdom of heaven. I do not mean a kingdom that is paved 
with gold, whose gates are studded with precious stones, where 
the throne is made of alabaster; but a kingdom of larger wis
dom; a kingdom of greater happiness; a kingdom of larger, 
more fully developed laws. I have faith that that condition 
exists',, but when I have penetrated the mysteries of wisdom; 
when I have acquired the knowledge incident to its manifesta
tions, then my faith has grown into fact. Thus Spiritualism 
hasjcome to the world as the fulfilling of the faith of all the 
ages that have passed, This faith has been pounding on the 
door of human consciousness; it has been rapping on the altars 
of human life; it has been whimpering to hungry and grief- 
stricken souls; it has been proclaiming the hope -that some
where there was a practical consciousness of answer to prayer.

Spiritualism.has come to the front, and has' brought that 
Janswer, and has proven that faith was founded upon truth. 
It may seem strange, but in theX-hristian theology faith has 
proclaimed a hope and belief th ar some where there is a place 
of happiness. . Received ye the spirit by the works of the law? 
No; you have not reached the law until the evidence has come 
home to your senses, and Your faith is endorsed by reason, and 
fired by knowledge. \

The Chinese-have boasted that because of the influence of 
Confucius they have not entered into discordant war for more 
than 4,000 years. What was this influence? It was the .influ
ence that taught a high morality for individuals, Und the neces
sity for the uses of that morality here on earth, making for 

• man a law of justice, that here he could receive the consequences 
of his knowledge. They have believed in this, ¿nd they have 
reduced theinfaith to practice; it has entered into their govern
ment; it has entered into the laws of relationships with other 
nations. They have not made an aggressive war with any 
nation for moi;e than 4,000 years, and the result has been, 
when compared to the Christian religion, that ¿long the way 
the foot-prints colored with-the blood of^ martyrs, and those 
slain in warfare, have been left along the journey5 pf human life 
since its reign upon the earth because faith has not come home 
to human hearts and made itself a part of hum'an n’ature, be
cause it has been something far out of the reach of man, and 
has not been brought home to human consciousness 'to become 
a-part of man. Thus-the difference between ttye religion of 
faith and the religion of. fact is in the one case We knbw noth
ing of death. ‘ •/' -

Savonarola believed in the existence of a conscious future; 
he preached that conscious future to his followed; Jie gave to 
tlie world the evidences of his faith. All along .the way there 
have risen monuments- like the minds_of. men who -believe that' 
they catch glimpses of the eternal life Beyond the ¿rave. But 
Spiritualism has spread the table around which all may gather 
and partake of the viands the angels bring, that tell of eternal 
life of activity, the perpetuation of the human characteristics, 
of the perpetuity of all the traits that individualize him are pre
served and in the spirit world are made manifest there have 
been proved by Spiritualism. Through Spiritualism you have 
received the spirit by the works of the law in Spiritualism, not 
because you have faith,but because you can know its truths. 
You know if you meet your brother or your friend upon the 
street, or ifrhe enters your home, you might be blind, yet by 
the tone of his voice, the expression of his thought, he can iden
tify himself to you; although your eyes cannot see, your soul 
can feel, and you can listen to the message of brother-or friend, 
and he can bring you the evidences of his identity that, are 
unmistakable.

The world is clamoring for facts; it is asking for evidence. 
Its laws are as clearly defined as the laws of mathematics, geol
ogy, chemistry, or any art. It matters not what phase has proven 
itself, spirit communion is proving itself, through every avenue 
that human consciousness has demanded. When it first came— 
the tiny rap in Modern Spiritualism—skeptics affirmed: If I 
could see writing upon the. wall,, or if my friends could identify 
their presence, I would 'believe. Soon mediums were unfolded 
in the great power of the spirit, the messages were written to 
friends that could not be ignored. Later on other demands have 
been made, and he who runs may read the message that is 
written everywhere in life, if he is spiritually attuned to its 
reception.

But the world sees$not, hears not, knows not the glory until 
there is something thht touches the consciousness of the soul 
of man. Grief is the spring that needs to be touched in human 
consciousness that causes man to ask,-“where is the evidence 
of human life; what is the testimony of the perpetuity of human 
consciousness?”. ' ■--

No religion that has ever been preached or taught has ever 
brought the answer to that appeal but Mpderh” Spiritualism. 
Everywhere its sighs ate being made. But, says ‘the skeptic, 
here and there are exposes. They are . exposing' this medium, 
„and that medium. Alas, was there ever a truth that was not 
counterfeited? Was there ever a- laW that was not transgressed? 
Was there ever a-po'wer that some man did not attempt to be
little it? Was tkere ever a law that was fibt /flisokeyed? I 
doubt not that those who have been exposed the mosL although 
they may not have recognized the fact that thefe wqs a high 
morhl and spiritual application attendant upon that manifesta-;. 
tion, that they possessed some powerf fhat the^ manipulating 
fingers of the spirit, world might, use to bring f^gth^me ines-

. You do not ask what is the character; or m^jal^'b^ 
operator in a telegraph office who. transmits yourf(piessage. We 
go in and write our. message^, and if he transmits’it porrectly, 
he has obeyed our behests. The spirits often ^pdagn. instru
ment, SO far as .the concentration of his or her thought upon 
that organism, to transmit his-message? He does not stop , to 
consider 'the Status of that instrument. Nevertheless the spir
itual stream of God’s truth is shining through that organism; 
it must sooner or later percolate that organism, 'until morality 
is enthroned and Spiritualism is unfolded. -

There is always .something in the human organism that some 
spirit may touch, and kindle upon the altars of that organism' 
the fires that time nor change can ever extinguish! Spiritual
ism stands not only for the manifestation from tjie spiritual 
world, but it stands for the spiritual manifestation here on 
earth; it stands for the divine helpfulness that exists between
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man and man—between nations; it stands for the influence that 
is going out from every human nature. Spiritualism stands for 
the divine growth of mankind. Its teaching has ever been a 
better and higher and purer standard of living; an honorable, 
true and pure conception of what divinity implies when applied 
to human life. Spiritualism stands for the best in the universe, 
because it means the spiritual life of mankind.

Saint Paul said, and very truthfully, if you would discern 
spiritual things you must become spiritually minded. What 
does “spiritual things” mean? It means spiritual law, and you 
cannot discern spiritual law without a spiritual conception of 
the law. You cannot discern a spiritual force unless there is 
a spiritual response in your own being;.- you cannot discover a 
power or force to be utilized by yourself unless there is some
thing, in you that adjusts itself to that law; therefore it is 
true, if you would discern spiritual things, you must become 
spiritually minded; you are to receive tjie spirit by the works 
of the law.

Saint Paul’s epistle to the Galatians was so true that it is 
true to-day; it will be true for eternity; it is true always. 
“Received ye the spirit by, the works of the -law?” If not, 
then you do not comprehend its uses.. It is to you something 
that may fall from your shoulders like a mafitle; it does not 
free you from the slave of any habit; it does not free you from 
the ,thralldom of any influence; it does not uplift and purify 
you; but by the law of divine adjustment you make it your 
own; it is the purifier, the;ennobling force that makes the 
world better. Spiritualism stands for a finer, cleaner and bet
ter wirld, a betteriand higher life, a holier trust one in another, 
a.sweeter charity, a nobler and more uplifting power for man
kind that prepares him for a higher .world-bèyond the. threshold 
of the grave. '

Spiritualism stands for redemption for you and for me, for 
everyone, for all the wide world, for every nation, for every 
person, for every individual; it stands for the religion of prog
ress, the unfolding of wisdom. Spiritualism stands for a larger 
power in religion; it stands for a larger and sweeter humanity; 
its forces are here—they are everywhere about you. The world 
without these laws would be bereft of many blessings. Look- 
back a hundred years, it you will, and a little, mo re, and see 
the mother performing the duties of home by the light of the 
tallow, dip. She sits by its dim light, making the garments for 
her children, her husband, her family; she is preparing the bene
fits that they need. Behold the man migrating from one part 
of the land to the other; what w,as the result of this observa
tion? Then he was obliged to travel with a caravan of covered 
wagons. There was no such thing as the luxuries that are now 
dominating domestic life.

To-day the world has developed, and why? Because the in
telligence of man has become adjusted to the spiritual forces in 
Nature, and has been able to grasp them; they have surrounded 
him with their benefits. Then he was blind, and would not see; 
deaf and would not hear; and his consciousness had not been 
awakened, because his spirituality was not opened. To-day, com
pare, if you will, the message that is sent across the sea, and 
over the earth, over. mountains and valleys, over lakes and 
streams, by wireless telegraphy, by simply coming in harmony 
with the undulating, waves of the air, and what is the result? 
It is simply the spiritual perception that has become awakened 
in man, that has come in closer adjustment with the spiritual 
laws of Nature; therefore he has been able to utilize these spir
itual, forces; and so it is in every department of life. 7

A hundred years ago when man was given a glimpse of the 
future, and told that a larger light was shining for the future 
generations, he who uttered this prophecy was persecuted. Less 
than, a quarter of a century ago, when your sainted William 
Austin was on earth, and proclaimed that the time was near 
at hand, and the spirit world was to discover that your streets 

.would be lighted with electric power, that your homes would 
be warmed and your food cooked, and your needs would be 
supplied by this potent force that was then so latent and only 
recognized as-the means of transporting thought, the learned 
judges declared that he should be imprisoned. Fifty years ago, 
when the telegraph poles were to be set through the land; even 
the clergy in the pulpit said: “Do not permit them to plant" 
those'poles;” but they were erected, and why?"Because the 
power of the spirit was behind it. To-day all these unfolding 
powers have been brought to the consciousness of man because 
of a larger spiritual perception, and let me say right here that 
Modern Spiritualism has had much to do with this develop
ment—more than any other religion, and to-day religion means 
more in everyday life.

The Savior is the man who accomplishes the greater good. 
Suppose ah.epidemic visits your city; who by prayer alone can 
remove its ill effects? Who by prayer alone, or by the applica
tion of religious belief can destroy its results. No man—nqt 
eyen Jesus—can accomplish it. You may pray, and pray, and 
pray, but he who understands the laws of sanitation gives to 
you a better system by which your city shall be made more 
cleanly, by .which your air shall become more pure, by which 
disease germs shall be removed from your midst. These things 
are the works of' the law; they are the works of divinity; they 
are the works of the spirit, and they are the ones that we 
should adjust, ourselves to for the redemption of the world.

It is time we take these lessons home and make them our 
our own; it is time that Spiritualism should mean something. 
It does not mean the tiny rap, but that is the welcome that the 
angels may give you. You may hear the voice, or you may see 
the manifestation that they may be able to give you. All are 
helpers, the quickeners of faith and thé inspirers to a higher 
.knowledge. ;A11 these laws are God’s laws in man. Every one 
■of them inhere your lives, your relationship to yourself; there
fore what can its effects be? Only that you shall grow better, 
larger and nobler specimens of divinity. One acts no longer 
the graven image, but the living spirit.that shall quicken you 
all to higher activities. '

Spiritualism means so much. It means so much that it Shall 
.bring peace to all discordant souls. It lifts ybu above the 
clouds of ^despair'and darkness.' It plants your feet-upon the 
roc^ of eternal -life. It cannot destroy your hope, but it is for- 
ever pointing to that new glory that is unfolding its brightness 
ever on and on up the heights of time; aye, received ye the 
spirit by the works of the law, .and not by the hearing of faith?)

Leam for yourselves, the divine powefs that belong to you, 
that you possess^ They aye yours. God is enthroned in you. 
Take awhy. your idolatry of idols; aye, take away, your belief 
iifthe personality.in your own forms that are blended in yon
der skies; bring it home to yoiir lives, and live the godliness 
of those lajvs, and then you are spiritually minded; then you 
are spiritually discerning thé truth; you are spiritually observ
ing the powers that'arq awakening withiri you the-diviner ele
ments of your natures.
' Modem Spiritualism brings its. phenomena to you, and it is 
confirming the truth of them. The chemist needs the laboratory 
to produce the result of an experiment for. the benefit of man. 
He knows its use, but it is of no use to the world until it. is 
applied to man and his necessities. The astronomer'may know 
there is a new star in the sky,’but it is of no use to the world 
until the eyes .of the seekers shall behold for themselves. Why; 
every principle that inheres the laws of mathematics is as lash 
ing as eternity. He may know no limit to the boundary of mul-

: (Continued on page 4.)

AFFLICTIONS
OF THE EYE 

successfully Treated By 
“ACTINA”

Eyeglasses May Be Abandoned,
Thoxo Is 1x0 need for cutUng.dru^glng or prob

ing tbs eye ‘tor the relief of most forms of dis 
ease, as a new method—the Actlua treatment— 

has been discovered which 
eliminates the necessity of • .

^former torturous methods 
There is no risk or neoes* 

; slty uf experimenting, as 
® s many People report having 

bo u cured of railing eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflio- 

aUer Pr°hounced iuoua- 
hie, thi ough this grand discovery. 
r'hiLy.\.C-T>I?t;uuuer' Pastor ot the Betorined
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ills **0?e 1110 good and my eyesight s 

bv!J^in,,V“I>rovea an? I havo 50<K1 bop0 '“at 
byeontinuiug, my eyesight will be restored.”

atoyio. Watertora, Win., writes;— 
yoaJd a8?1 was taken with Iritis in both eyes and nearly went blind and It was 
operation would be necessary. I 
Aotjna last April and It has taiten 

well 'a^amatlon out and my eyes are now

9; T- Pennington, special agent Mutual 1 
uo® fo’orance Co., Kansas Oity, Mo.. 

writesHaving used Actlna for several rears 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye 
0“ Maracts."’’ aB®’tlous- n our®4 W mother, 

■ Hundredspt other testimonials will be sent 
on application. “Aotina" Is purely a home 
treatment and self-administered by the natlent. 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name ana aaaress to the Actlna AnpU- 
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sas City, Mo., you will receive absolutely ti'M 
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Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LUJAN WHITING,

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to 
Come.

"Tlie World Beautiful." Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un- ' 
seen World.

"Tlie World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradlsa Gloria.

"After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por 
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe- after her death in Honolulu.

“Tile Spirit mil Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and. Achievement; Between' the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of Now Life.

"From Dream to Vision of Life."
AWhe title implies, itcarrles one 

from The mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual- thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful.” Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

"The Life Radiant." The motto o( 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Vernes 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting's only hook of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 centis.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“'Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians.” By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpeiitry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Praotk-al Carpentry or the Build
er’s Stanom'd Library." Four books 
in a box, mcluding1—’’Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square.'’ Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50.

These and many other good books 
can be found In our Catalogue.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, its Work;

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPARTE
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS- A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVc 
HOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

- The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at *4 per hundred, by mall *4,5.0, are 
the help you need in society work.

Hattie F. R. Peet, secretary.writes: 
“The- ladies of the Illinois Sunflower 
Club are busy with preparations for 
their approaching, bazaar, whioh is 
to be held at Jefferson Hall, No. 70 
Adams street- on Saturday afternoon 
and evening. November 30. - The 
following committee is appointed to 
serve at the bazaar, and contribu
tions to the different booths are so
licited from our friends and patrons-.
Mrs. 
Mrs. 
E. J. 
rons; 
Mrs.

Isa Cross, general manager; 
A W- Bloom, on supper; Mrs..
Bloom and Mrs. Myer, on ap- 

•■Mrs. Nash, on handkerchiefs; 
J W- Howes, chairman Psychic

Committee: Mrs. B. Hilbert country 
grocery store: Mrs. Keller, on candy, 
Mrs Goodrich, toilet articles and cos
metics: Mrs. Kirchner, on dolls. 
Other booths will be added« A fine 
supper will be served at 6 o clock. 
Come and bring your friends. 
Friends will please send their con
tributions to the bazaar to No. 40
Loomls street, care of Mrs. J. 
Francie. President.

J. C- F. Grumbine'B lectures

R.

in
Faelten’s Hall. 30 Huntington ave., 
Boston, are calling out many of the 
old guard Spiritualists, who are now 
rallying to his standard. He speaks 
at 11 a. m.. only, each Sunday. See 
his new advertising on last page.

Mrs. G. A. Cowen writes: "Novem
ber 6. ‘Gray Eagle- and I took the 
trail In the mission of Spiritualism, 
and Thursday morning we arrived at 
tho Wigwam of 'Bright-Eyes.-- Her 
medium. Mrs. H. Muir, permitted me 
to camp and join her evening circle. 
The result was. we were engaged to 
open the winter meetings of the Elk
hart Spiritual Society, We remained 
at the home of Mtb. H. Muir until 
November 18. At our Wednesday 
evening open circle. Mrs. SmilS, - a 
very highly esteemed lady of Elkhart, 
gave a select poem, and Mrs. Grady, 
under control, sang a beautiful tenor 

' solo, the writer giving psychic and- 
-spirit messages. Sunday evening, 
November 17. Dr. Knowles of Grand 
Rapids, lectured to an audience seek
ing the truth of Spiritualism. Mrs. 
Muir is a fearless representative ot 
our cause, and the president, Dr.-'Man- 
ping and Secretary. Mr, Rayber, are 
the right men in the right places. 
Permit me to return thanks to the 
Elkhart Spiritual Society for the 
hearty welcome extended to me, a 
stranger in a strange land.

The Occult Scientists meeting at 
3514 Vincennes avenue, is meeting 
with grand success: audiences being 
large and appreciative. Sunday, No
vember 17. the only Max Hoffman, 
who is known far and near, gave a 
very interesting talk on Spiritualism 
from the standpoint ot the bible, clos
ing with some very convincing mes
sages. which were all recognized and 
convincing. Mrs. Brockway, the paBr 
tor. followed with messages and tests. 
After giving about 40 messages, she
asked her audience if she should
continue, as it was past 10 o clock.
The -audience said. Go on She
then proceeded, giving about twenty- 
five more. All were given with full 
names and facts which were convinc
ing to the most skeptical. On Sun
day. December 1. Mrs. Brockway will 
give her experience as to how the 
spirit world forced mediumship upon 
her: how she developed the same, 
and how others may develop or im
prove their mediumship, following 
with the usual messages. /The Sun
day afternoon conference Isbell at-
tended.
Ive."

The 
says:

being interesting and instruct-

Raleigh Enterprise. N. C..
•Probably every newspaper

man in North Carolina and several 
other Southern States knows Mr. 
George Letford. He is a representa
tive of H. E. Bucklen & Co.. Chicago. 
He sells goods and makes newspaper 
contracts. The druggists also know 
him. Mr. Letford is one of those 
quiet, dignified men. who do not at
tempt to talk you to death. But he 
says a great deal in a few words- and 
you always feel, when he departs, 
that you regret that it will be at least 
another year before you will see him 
again. Plain, kind, pleasant, busi
ness George Letford—a gentleman, 
business man. a friend, if he thinks 
you are worthy—here to-day. gene 
to-morrow, but performing his du
ties systematically. If he lives, he 
will be here about the same day next 
year that you saw him this year, 
showing regular habits of business, 
steady work, hard work. That is 
George Letford. the efficient drummer 
and newspaper advertising contract
or." *

Sunday. November 24. Mrs. Eliza
beth Schauss lectured at Findlay. O.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes from 181 
S. Hoyne avenue: . "Thinking my 
health wduld improve in a warmer 
climate. I have concluded to leave 
Chicago the early part of the New 
Year- for Tampa. Florida, where I 
will engage in Spiritual work, assist
ing whatever societies there are in 
that vicinity. I appreciate all court
esies that have been shown me by 
my friends In Chicago, andfrould be 
pleased to see them at any time at 
my home before I leave for the south. 
Thanking you .also. I am yours for the 
Cause."

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley-writes- 
from Yokahama. Japan, under date 
of October 28. 1907: ”1 arrived here 
yesterday.. I.had a very fine voyage: 
not- sea-sick. ; F remain here a few:
days, and will then' start my-tour of 
Japhn and-- China. You
from mo from time to time.

will heap

,s, the World Over
Í4ÜW5K

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of
The Progressive Thinker is iu no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

- Samuel Huntington. 
Mass., writes of tbe 
Spiritual Society: "Mr

of Malden.
Progressive 

. Harry A.
Stickney of Everett. Mass., was our 
speaker and message bearer on Sun
day evening. November 17. He 
chose for his theme. ”^m I My Broth- 
ers Keeper?” giving an interesting 
address. After the conclusion of his 
address, he occupied about 45 minutes 
in interesting message work. Mrs. 
Nellie E. Abbott of South Lawrence; 
Mass., will be the speaker on the 24th. 
and Mrs. Carrie H. Tainter of West 
Derry, N. H.. on December 1.

Dr. Schaeffer writes: "The officers 
of the First Church Psychic Research 
are well pleased with the results of 
last Sunday service. Dr. Hager 
served our society on Sunday. Novem
ber 24, at 3 p. m. Subject. “The 
truth about Religion.” He >js pro
gressing along the lines of Psychic 
Research. Do not forget that on 
Sunday, December 1. our good broth
er and co-worker in the Cause of true 
science and religion. Dr. J. M. Peebles.
will serve our society all day. 
Morning subject at 11 a. m.

The 
‘The 

m.. 
'The

World s Seven Saviors.” at 3 p 
Dedicatory address: at8 p m ' _ 
¡Mighty March of Spiritualism. Its Tes
timonies and Teachings.” Every 
preparation has been made to enter
tain our good brother while in the 
city. The morning service will give 
all an opportunity to see and hear 
him. We have extended him an in
vitation te remain one week with us. 
■of which we await reply: 40 E 31at 
street, corner Cottage Grove avenue.”

X. Rich Roblsbon writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: --I have received my 
14 premium books in due time, and 
In good condition. A thousand thanks 
to you for this fine set of books, which 
1b really to me better than a college 
education and comfort through my 
whole life. How you are able to do 
thld at the very low price is really 
a mystery- to me. Thanking you 
again, I am yours sincerely."

Caharine McFarlin, the lecturer, 
writes; It haB been a long time since 
I have written a word for the dear 
old Progressive Thinker, to tell Its 
readers of my whereabouts, and do
ings, and as many are writing me 
still at my old address. Plainview. I 
feel this will be the best way to let 
them know just where I am. and what 
doing. I am in LaCrosse. Wis.. lo

cated here over the Spiritualist So
ciety for the winter. I think, unless 
something unforeseen sweeps me 
away to greater duties. The Church 
Society here is small, but what they 
lack in numbers they make up in 
.earnestness of spirit and devotion to 
the Cause, as they let their light Bhlne 
so they are known as Spiritualist^. 
They all take hold and work with a 
zeal that must eventually mean suc
cess. They hold rummage sales and 
card parties to help keep up the 
financial part of the society, as they 
have no members as yet who can pay 
a very high tax to support a minister. 
But "where there s a will there’s a 
way,-- has been said, and no doubt 
tls true, and I anticipate success for 

the LaCrosse Spiritualist Church. I 
am open to engagements for camp- 
meeting work in the way of public 
speaking and entertainments, for the 
coming^eeason. I will also officiate 
at fturSrals and weddings or mid
week lectures within the radius of
50 or 75 miles of LaCrosse. • 
further information I can be 
dressed at 124 North 10 th street.

For 
ad-

I. S. Ball writes: "I herewith send 
one dollar to renew my subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, which I 
cannot do without. Many times I 
get the worih of the dollar in a single 
Issue. The article in a late one. "A 
Day at Lily Dale, is almost a dupli
cate of my experience there: then 
sometime a few words from the pen 
of my old neighbor and esteemed 
friend. G. W. Brown. M. D.. of Rock
ford, Ill., I read with much pleasure. 
You may put me down as a life sub
scriber, which will not be long, for 
I am now well up In my 83 rd year."

E. R. Fielding writes from Wash
ington, D. C.: A farewell was given 
at the home of F. A. Wood. President 
of the First Association, in honor of 
Mrs. M. T. and Prof. Longley, before 
their departure for the pacific Coast. 
Mr. and Mrs. Longley favored ub 
by several of their beautiful songs. 
Harrison D. Barrett recited that beau
tiful poem entitled "Palestine." Mrs. 
M. E. Cadwallader of Philadelphia 
and Mr. Geo. W. Kates made some 
interesting remarks. Mrs. Stephens 
then introduced Mrs. Longley who 
spoke feelingly and happily of the 
burden she had laid down, to-be taken 
up- by another. Mr. Barrett spoke 
words of cheer and of early reminis
cences, in the cause of Spiritualism. 
A bountiful repast was served. Af
ter good-bys were said we all depart
ed to our homes. The Ladles' Aux
iliary has planned musicals, dancing 
and card parties for the coming win
ter. Mrs. Kates gave a benefit se
ance at the home of F. A- Wood, on 
the 19th. The Temple League meets 
every other Wednesday at Mrs. Far
rows, the President. No. 50 M- St- 
N.-W. Mrs. Farrow is president of 
the Temple League. Mr. A. Blase; 
secretary, M. Robert Potts, treasurer. 
M. Livingston of -England, spoke for 
this association at Pythian Temple 
followed by -Mr. Brown and Mrs. 
Price, reading-articles laid on the ta
ble.” .-

Mrs. Flora W. Fox. at one time, 
living , in the Eaqt. and - well known 
and favorably .known as a lecturer: 
writes from, her home in Los Angeles 
Cal.; Thu-Progressive Thinker makes 
people think more .and more of it- 
it has certainly blazed a-path for itself • 
Where--'nearly nil • others .have failed- 
The letters from Mr.. Petersllea - and 
Abby Judsbn have a fascinating power 
to attract this: attention of-those " just 
a-hankerln ■for goodz-pure food 
.and its -laws spiritually! . Long live’ 
,T!ho . Progressive Thinker and Its 
thinking, progressive- editor aid help
ful wife "

Hattie F. R. Feet, secretary, writes: 
■The ladles of the Illinois Sunflower 
Club are busy with preparations for 
their approaching Bazaar, which is 
to be held at Jefferson Hall. No. 70 
Adams street, on Saturday afternoon 
and evening. November 30. The 
following committee 1b appointed to 
serve at the bazaar, and contribu
tions te the different booths are so
licited from our friends and patrons: 
Mrs. A. W. Bloom, on supper; Mrs. 
B. J. Bloom and Mrs. Myer, on ap
rons; Mrs. Nash, on handkerchiefs: 
Mrs. J. W. Howes. Chairman Psychic 
Committee; Mrs. B. Hilbert Country 
Grocery Store: Mr. Drullner. Jr., on 
Candy; Mrs. Goodrich. Toilet Arti- 
cIcb and Cosmetics: Mrs. Kirchner, on
dolls; Mrs. Iu. A. Drullner. 
Work; Mrs. Belle Curtis and 
B. Wilson. Home Bakery. A 
supper will be served at 6 
Come and bring your friends.

Fancy 
Mrs. O. 
chicken 
o clock. 

:. Con-
trlbutors will please send their sup
plies to the Bazaar to No. 40 Loomis 
street, care of Mrs. J. R. Francis. 
President.”

Mrs. Mattie Woodbury- writes: 
Ihe 29th of August. I lost my spec

tacles. I wrote to Mr. Bert Mann, 
of Hint, Mich., and he said they had 
fallen over behind a shelf, near some 
steps. I looked, as I supposed, every
where. I failed to Jind them. No
vember 2, as I was leaving home. I 
saw something glistening under a 
bench, which proved to be my glasses 
in the grass. What he thought was 
a shelf was the bench near thojsteps. 
I think that is pretty good. 116 Is a 
new medium, honest and true in 
home life and business. At one time 
I had in my band a spirit who did 
some wonderful work in thin line, 
but as people would not pay me the 
small sum of »1.00 for my services, 
he left me. Many know I was clair
voyant -when a child. I had never 
beard of spirit work, and for many 
years refused to use this gift. I can
not find words to tell what I think of 
the power behind the throne, and of 
the unparalleled work done by The 
Progressive Thinker.. It comes to 
me shining with spiritual truth."

Mri-E. H. Thompson writes: "The 
Fraternal Daughters held tffelr weekr 
ly meeting Wednesday, at Atlas Hall, 
and notwithstanding the very stormy 
day, we are pleased to say a goodly 
number came out. . The readings 
were given by Sister Dr. Caird and 
Sister Jennie S. Adams. The evening 
was given over to a members- meet
ing of the F, O. O. S. . Our next 
meeting will be Wednesday. Novem- 
er 27. at 2:30 p. m.. 406 Ogden Ave. 
All are cordially • invited to attend. 
Come and hear what your spirit 
friends have to say about our coming 
Thanksgiving.”

Correspondent writes: "The Golden 
Rule ’Spiritualist Society will hold a 
Thanksgiving Social on the evening of 
November 28. Thanksgiving night. 
AU are cordially invited. We are ex
pecting to fill the minds as well as 
the Inner man. A good program has 
been arranged for that evening. 
Come, join with us on that night, and - 
have a peace-offering with the Spir
itualists. and among them, to be held 
at the home of the - President. D. G. 
Hill. 705 W. Madison street. On 
Sunday last there wae one of the good 
meetingB. long to be remembered. 
Dr. T. Wilkins ceVtalnly gave us some ; 
grqnd truths. The messages were 
aleo good. One of the pleasures of 
the evening was a solo rendered by
Dr. Tromaley. We hope to 
him again soon. On Sunday, 
cember 1. Nora E. Hill.- pastor, 
be the speaker in the afternoon.

have 
De- 
wlll 
The

mediums will read from flowers. 
Friends will bring those for the loved 
ones from the other side. Put some 
mark by which you will know the 
Initials or Figures. Thanksgiving 
night.”

Mrs. Elizabeth Schwlzer will open
her circle November 30. at 
home. 28 DeKalb street, 
block west of Ogden avenue 
by street. No charges on 
night.

her new 
one-half 
and Ro- 
opening

Correspondent writes: "The Pro
gressive Spiritualist Church (colored) 
at 3329 Vernon ave., held a very 
interesting and instructive meeting.
Sunday. Nov. 24 under the direction
of the Rev. J. H. Demby. pastor, and
his enthusiastic band of helpers.
These meetings are attracting a 
goodly number of white people who 
are hungering after the spiritual 
truths. Meeting every Sunday after
noon from 4 to 7. The doors are 
open to everybody. No door fee 1b 
charged. Everybody invited;--

Secretary writes: "The Progressive 
Spiritual Society held one of the most 
enthusiastic meetings. Sunday. No
vember 24. of its life. A delegation 
of the colored people from the 
South Side society dropped in on Mrs. 
Hilbert s people and all being Bing
ers, they literally furnished the mu
sic for the evening, and everyone 
who was at all sensitive felt the wave 

-of enthusiasm brought by their pretN 
ence and music. Dr. T. Wilkins 
was the speaker of the evening, and 
showed the spirit of the occasiqn in 
the enthusiasm of his words in rhyme 
and plain prose. He was followed 
by four colored mediums: Mrs. 
Spaights, Mr. Hampshire. Mrs Glover, 
and a lady whose name has escaped 
from memory. Mrs. Hilbert also 
gave a few messages.-all of which, as 
well as nearly all given-by the colored 
mediums, were recognized. It was; a 
wide-awake meeting from start to
finish. 183 North avflnue.

Mrs. Henrietta L. Llchtig 
urday. November 23. for 
Mich., where she expects to 
mother and sister for a few

left Sat- 
Dotroit. 

visit her 
days, af-

terwards going to Cleveland. O.. to-fill 
her engagement for the First Spiritual 
society there during the- month of 
December. Shells open for engage
ments after December; as a lecturer 
and message bearer. Her permanent 
and message attosvO.ProgresslvKdw 
address -Is 4746 Calumet avenue. Chi
cago n.
. A circle will be held at the resi
dence of Mrs. A. W. Bloom. 1113 Lin
coln avenue, on the evening of Decem
ber 3;. The proceeds are for the ben
efit of a lyceum in connection with 
the Fraternal Society.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a leligion vhich all .may. ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed - and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work, of a. strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply important subject. Price 
cloth. »1.00.

.. -=as:
STAKE ‘"liOTK^I.—OoiregjMMaAsai« 

are requested w®ea writlug for this 
paper to m3 elttesr a typewriter or a 
pta, with h^ck'^uh. write ou only 
one side of the MW«r, 1b a plain, 
legible hand, ana thus avoid the no* 
ceaMty of preparing your copy tor the 
printer. Ptease bear this in mind. .

THIS LONÖLEYB1 IN CALIFORNIA,

Their- Doings 
N.tS.

■We flatter

and Travels Since the 
A. Convention.

ourselves that perhaps
you and our host ot friends who read 
your valuable journal will be inter
ested iu elarning of our doings since 
the close of the great N. 8. A. con
vention just one month ago.

While busy with our preparations 
for travel, and in finishing up my 
work for the N. S. A., kept over by 
convention. I received your kludly in
vitation to contribute to your col
umns my impressions of the conven
tion and of its personnel, but as 
many duties weighed upon me. and I 
had not an hour in which to so em
ploy my pen. I felt that such work 
could be safely left In other bunds 
and that the dear l liinker would not 
suffer by not receiving, an article of 
that Bort from me. From the fine 
contributions that you have since 
printed from many prominent dele
gates that convention. I am sure 
that iny conclusion was sound.

The N. 8. A. convention of 1907
has passed into history: 
me to dwell upon it. 
that it was a notable 
sincere and earnest

-no need for 
All concede 

gathering oi 
minds. The

good work will live and blossom Into 
noble action for the blessing of hu
manity.

Immediately after convention! pro
ceeded to finish up my work as sec
retary—engagefl In during the five 
days of that aasembly^-and tq g£e 
office and home into the keeping*! 
my able successor; Mr. George W; 
Kates. The nev secretary is so well 
known to the Spiritualists at large 
as a lifelong worker in their ranks, 
no word of introduction or commen
dation of mine- is needed for him. 
The same may be said of his hospita
ble wife, who promises to make the 
National Headquarters a place ot wel
come and centeV ot sociability tor our 
people. - - . ■<-

Nine years of active work at that 
■ home office of the N. 8. A. seems to 
have entitled me to a change of scene 
and affairs for a>t!nie. and the same 
Is due to Mr.- Longley, who has- also 
been a quiet bub helpful worker at 
headquarters. Hence it was with 
much pleasure! that we found we 
could Bhape circttinstanceB sufficiently 
to enable us to 4fiake a long-wlshed- 
for trip to Oalifornla.

Before 14&vlng Washington, both 
of our good'’frle&ds there gave us 
greeting arid IdVIng good-by—also 
tendering tci his blight receptions and 
valued menidiitodd of their friend
ship and IcW-®.

On Octobbri ’36;' in company with 
Mrs. Agnes -0. Fugltt—noe Wink— 
and her lovbly baby boy. Payson, the 
venerable coftiposi?. C. Payson Long
ley. and your .scribe, started on our 
westward trip. TjhiH proved long in
deed. as our ^trpin was- thirty hours 
late in reaching Oakland- at 8 a. m. 
November 6. .There we were met by 
our friends G. F. -Wink, of ¿an Fran- 
olsco. and-Mb charming eldest daugh- 
teij. Mrs. Homr, of San Jope. both 
of whom walked the station all 
night in order to be at hand when 
our train arrived.

Such loving welcomes, such warm 
hospitality, such unbounded express 
sions of love and friendship as we
received! No pen can give descrlp- 

thâltion of the spirit of affection 
encompassed ub.

An early morning ride to the 
Francisco home of Brother Wink.
another cordial, welcome 
beaming wife, and we 
HOME.

I would like, to depict

from 
were

San 
and 
his 
AT

the joy
reigning there, in. not only having ub 
two present, but In special because 
of the home-coming of daughter and 
sister Agnes and her baby boy. whom 
the fond California relatives had 
never seen, with the anticipation, too. 
of baby s papa coming by and by: but 
this I .will leave to the imagination 
of our friends.

Three days, of unalloyed pleasure 
and rest at the Winks- and then the 
"music man-- and I came to Bouth- 
ern California to be the guest of 
and- make our headquarters at the 
home of Mrs. B. C. Rogers, our dear 
friend, in beautiful Pasadena, sur
rounded by the stately palms, fruit
ing orange, rose bushes, beds of 
blooming violets and other flowers of 
our hostess and her neighbors, and 
overlooked by the sun-kissed sides 
and cloud-capped crests of grand old 
moutains. including Mount Lowe and 
Mount Wilson, with snow-crowned old 
Baldy and others, not far away.

Here we are at this writing, and 
growing strong and youthful already 
in the balmy, cle^r air/Of the molin’- 
tains, and upon the tasty vegetables 
and delicious fruits pf the clime. 
Mrs. Rogers is a. refined, genial, per
fect lady of culture and of advanced- 
thought: once the . wife of /that 
staunch and intellectual Spiritualist 
of early days. Judge A. G. W. Carter, 
of New York -and Connecticut, the 

. intimate friend of Dr. S. B; Brittan. 
Judge Nelson Cross. Luther Colby, 
and a host of prominent workers in 
our ranks, all of whom I knew and 
loved, and afterward, as his widow, 
coming to Calicorjjia to make her 
home. -io-

For twenty-five, pjjears I -have held 
the friendship of [¿this lady, and It 
was because;^ her residence here 
that Mr. Loijgley nnd I moved our 
goods and ch§.t£el^o lovply Pasadena 
in-1895, expegting|^p make ou^home 
in this vicinity. - Why. after three- 
years- ■ of, lifenher$j and in dear . Los 
Angeles wp impended to the call to 
Washington apd tjie N. S. A.—there 
to remain for nine-jvears. may be told 
at another tipie: itt shows the value 
of wise spirit aid ¿punsel. but Is too 
long a story0jto hft. considered now.

Mrs. Carter_a number of years ago 
became the. cherished wife of Mr. 
B. C. RogersTilin-intellectual man of 
wide learning, lonce mayor of Beloit. 
Wis.. and fortimanyr years head of the 
school board of-that place.- All who 
have visited-the-.home office of the 
N. S. A. during.the last,sevcn years 
have noticed over the mantel in the 
secretary-B office-the portrait of a 
man of prominent features-and mas
sive brow—an Ingersollian type of 
manhood, Thli portrait, richly 
framed in dark wood, is that of B. C. 
Rogers, humanitarian and thinker, 
■benefactor to the N. 8.. A., to which 
he contributed five hundred dollars

at my solicitation when we were rais
ing the fund for its treasury at the 
time our dear Theodore J. Mayer 
promised .the gift of its headquarters.

Mr. Rogers passed from earth sev
eral years ago. It is in his beautiful 
home, endowed by evidences of his 
taste and practical good sense, en-
riclied by hïs flue library of
tini books, 
these lines, 
tured wife. 
Ing.

• But we

amid which I am 
presided over by 
that we are now

Angeles, too: 
takes us there, 
us welcome, 
entertained in 
Mrs. Memory, 
and Mrs. Chas.

are giving days

substan- 
peuning 
hia cul- 
sojourn-

to Loe
a pleasant trolley ride 
and many friends give 
We have been royally 
the homes of Mr. and 
Mrs. Esther Dye. Mr. 
Wright. Mrs. Wiggins.

and others, and have many more 
friends to visit. By and by there 
will be more to say of our journey
ing. Last evening — Sunday — we 
were at the Trutliseekers Meeting in 
Ijos Angeles, invited by its officers. 
Mib. Nickless Lobes is its present
speaker and 
deale kindly 
good work, 
comfort and

message bearer. Time 
with her. She is doing 
Her mediumship brings 
instruction to countless

souls. Mr. Longley was unable to 
sing—as had been promised—because 
of a bronchial cold: the writer was 
Invited to open and close the service 

- by Invocation and benediction. We 
met many old-time friends there, and 
invitations pressed us on every Bide: 
to accept them all would be to keep 
us In this section for months.

But our time is limited: two weeks 
more here, then a stay with loving 
friends in charming Pomona and a 
flitting to San Francisco and other 
points north.

But I must draw this lengthy let
ter to a close. I am pleased to here
by greet all our friends and tell them 
where we are. Those who do not 
take the Thinker must be content to- 
remain In ignorance for the time.

To the many who ask if I have 
retired wholly from the active work 
of our Cause. I say NO!—a thousand 
times, NO! It is too dear to me. 
and I revere my angel helpers too 
much to wholly withdraw now. This 
Is a brief resting time. Later I shall 
be in my field of old-time work: that 
of some lecturing, and of gjvlng read
ings by mall; it is a work in which 
I have been successful and which my 
guides love. I left the N. S. A. office 
because those same spirit helpers and 
I believe my work there has been 
accomplished. - Someday, when at 
home again, and with my typewriter. 
I may tell -you the wonderful history 
of our past in the N. S. A. for nine 
consecutive years.

Our address at any time this win
ter IB care of G. F. Wink. 829 Clem
ent street. San Francisco. Cal. Our 
mail will reach us from there. Our 
loving greetings to all friends and co
workers.

Mr. Editor, we salute thee and
thine with 
friendship, 
have shown

Pasadena.

the tender greetings of 
We prize that which you 
to ub. Fraternally. 
MARY T. LONGLEY.
Cal.

N. S. A. PROSPERITY.

Spiritualists Everywhere Should Re
spond to the Call for Funds.

I take it for granted that all Spir
itualists are interested in the pros
perity of the N. 8. A. Many L have 
prophesied its end. but that seems to 
be a long way bff. Indeed, the Spir
itualists who are workers are in earn-
est to make it more and 
and prosperous. And. 
Francis_contlnues at the 
■■Progressive Thinker" I 
that he will not grow

more useful 
if Brother 
helm of the 
feel certain 
weary of a

weekly application from this office 
for co-operation by all.

That paper and this association 
are workers for co-operation, and it 
is the surety to success. Only pros
perity is in the air! But the N. S. A.
treasurer thinks money goes 
pretty rapidly, and the public 
large wonder what it goes for. 
me tell you: It all goes to help

out 
at 

Let 
the

cause of Spiritualism. Watch us. and 
tally it!

The Gratitude Day call for dona
tions and collections has commenced 
to materialize. The first response 
was a liberal one from A. J. Davis, 
who realizes the need to sustain me- 
diumB in days of trouble.

Two of our pensioners. Mr. and 
Mrs. Jaqua. of Onset. Mase., have 
lately passed on. and the N. 8. A. 
-has tried to render needed assistance. 
These two souls were not long sepa
rated by earth bondage.

Another medium is asking for help. 
Baying that she is actually without 
food. Why not make Gratitude Day 
a day of rejoicing to these weary and 
worn workers?

All our funds need help, and the 
working fund should not be allowed 
to diminish; it should increase, for 
the need grows apace for financial 
ability at this office.

The Endowment Fund will bring 
the needed - income when it grows 
sufficient for Its Increment to be a 
sustenance. That Is a perpetual in
vestment for Spiritualism. Do you 
realize that?

The first response on the blue slips 
I have, sent forth, came from Kan
sas. and contained a donation to 
EACH OF THE FUNDS. Is that not
a good act? Will you do likewise? 

Fraternally.
GEORGE W. ¿KATES.

Secretary N. S. A.
600 Penna. Ave.. S. E..

Washington. D. C.

Rockford Psychic Research Society.
On Sunday. November 3. the socie

ty held-two meetings. The afternoon 
meeting-was fairly well attended, the 
meeting being given over to the local 
mediums. The society feels that it 
ought to do something towards the 
development of the mediums in the 
society, so have set apart the-first 
Sunday afternoon of. each month, 
which will be devoted to the interest 
of-those who work locally for us. 
The mediums , for the afternoon were 
Mrs, A. Booth, and Dr. W. E. Ham
mond. and was a success. After the 
session the ladies prepared a light 
lunch.

In the evening Dr. Geo. B. Warne 
President N. S. A., occupied the ros
trum. giving us a yery highly in
structive lecture. Ho touched on 
the topics that had been before the 
late convention, and what the new of
ficers proposed to do for the ensuing 
year; he also gave the society some 
sound advice as to the duties of each 
member. The lecture was highly ap
preciated. We are always glad to 
have the Doctor with us.

Mrs. D. L. West of Elgin, was the KTm w«««. »aa 
message bearer for the occasionBea tss 
Her guides brought words of cheer. 
hope and comfort to many hearts.TmataaatsSSkS“. 
and the audience, listened attentivelyT™-- i to her aa ahe gave each message. ® »»d J
Sistei West had to close her own““*'-'^1“'*1““1'-1^zg*1'« 
meeting to sene our aoclicty andScMtrt^J  ̂
the biou^ht a delegation of her owiiMk Ue ¿rectal / ^sjs 
people along to visit us. We were-00’1101 
aWpbto tl fcXteUd taUd Of loo rump-sua

On Sunday the 10th we had Mrs 
J. Stainer Adams for the worker of 
the evening. We were pleased to 
see hei and considering the strenuous 
week she had put in. she did fairly 
well in her work.

On Sunday, the 17th. Mrs. Alice 
Sexsmith was our speaker, and we 
weie highly pleased at the address 
she gave, and her messages were all 
readily acknowledged. .Spiritualism 
is gaining ail around us. and we -see 
new faces coming and getting inter
ested at each service, and our aim is 
to present the truth as we see it

A. BOOTH. Secy, and Treas.

A PROMINENT PIONEER PASSED 
TO SPIRIT LIFE.

To 
early 
gone

the Editor:—Another of .the 
haspioneers of. Spiritualism 

home. The old-time workers
will readily'recall Melvina Townsend 
Woqd, whose platform eloquence, 
both in prose and poems, gained her 
friends and fame. She was one of 
the first to become an apostle of truth, 
and for thirty years, from the Atlan
tic coast to beyond the Mississippi, she 
comforted the saddened, uplifted the 
weak, and brought the knowledge to 
many that there is no death. Logi
cal, broad in thought, reformatory in 
purpose, she brought many gleams of 
sunshine. For the last few years she 
has Buffered, and when two years ago 
her husband passed on. she felt that' 
her work was done. She kept an in
terest tn all that helped humanity 
and in the philosophy and phenomena 
of Spiritualism. Looking upon-death 
as an angel of release, she met it 
calmly and fearlessly as a child its 
mother, and was anxious to meet the 
ones gone before. .

Here in the town where she has 
lived for a few years, there are many 
who will miss her living, loving pres
ence. She made arrangements for the 
services that was to bld farewell to 
the form. The writer was selected 
and although a sad privilege. It was 
comforting to speak of one who first 
predicted the writer s public work 
To those few who remain of tbe veter
ans of the advance guard of auid 
Jang syne, let me say: We must close 
up the ranks and march on. doing all 
we can, when we can. as we can 
where we can. for the truth that 
makes man free.--

C. FANNIE ALLYN. 
Stoneham. Mass.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten
line? duly will be Inserted free- All 
in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line 
About 7 words constitute a line ] •

Passed to spirit life from her home 
in Oakland, Cal.. October 25. Laura 
Hare Gamber. beloved wife of John 
Gamber, mother of Thelma Leech 
Gamber, daughter of Andrew J. Hare 
and Ella R. Hare, and sister of Mrs 
Emma Gordon and Charles A. Haré

Many friends and relatives were 
present at the Impressive services 
held in the Chapel at the Crematory 
where the remains were Incinerated 
Mrs. Phelps, a teacher of the religion 
of Truth, spoke loving words of com
fort, and another friend. Mrs. Maj. 
Chas. Poulter, raised her glorious 
voice in song to the spirit who loved 
music better than all earthly things

PUBLICATIONS
OB’

HUDSON TUTTLE
THB ABOANA. OF SPIRITUALISMI A 

“L gpMtual Science and PhU- 
W128! »«»Use. 10 cU.1 rx “VOLUWOA OF THB GOD and 

lOc^u ’“-

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE
THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

c..T_Sr t"®.of bocietietf. Lyceums- 
uil and th® Ho,no- A
nil if.PAy*10*!, intellectual ana »plrlt- 
Mual- iina®« contBln,nS a collection ot 
tloni & lbon5?' Gowen Chain Reclta-

-' .¥^-mory Seine, Choral Responses. 
Pa-nl- ^?rv*teai Programs lor besslons. 
o-Ji-‘inie^Ury- *ulee- Instructions foi 

and conducting Lyceums. In- 
thenP« i *n Physical Culture, Calls- 
a-d» tu n Marching; Banners. Stand
by of Mercy, etc. A book
caum "iMeh a Progressive Ly-

L,b.eral Society may be organ- 
and conducted without other assist

ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid -
THOM SOUL TO SOUL-

Contains Ono hundred and twenty ot 
wH. -if8 - ®8t poems, embracing a P-® Be. of subjects and versatility 
In composition, historic, heroic, pathet- 
.%Aum.°.rou®. ttnd descriptive. Tney are 
bo?kr!tuA adapted for recitations/The 
si-bv -,0 contains live songs, with mu- 
cia-V ®- e,nlnent composer, James Q. 
Clark. 260 pages, beautifully bound- 
paldralt Oi author. Price |1.0t>. post-

AS1 MODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER
. OFFERINGS.

Ihls volume Is dedicated: "To those 
wfloee thoughts and longings ’reach Into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
aLAi pl mixed with common flow
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither '• It con- 
tains one hundred and thirty,nine po- 

' 911??’ and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by ciair Tuttle. In her most 

4!1,}?r!nln8: Style. 286 pages, six full page 
nnustratlons, among which are Ukeness- 

■ lh® author and Clair Tuttle: beau- 
. tifuliy bound in blue, with stiver em- 
| bossing. Price. 11.00. prepaid.
I ANGELL TlilZE-CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
| lo Advance Huiuuue Education-—For 
use in entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Banda of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl- 
e“.S’ over ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan Is this; Some large church 
or public hall Is secured: several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presides* 
other prominent citizens act as the 
committee of award^and a small admis
sion.fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, gnd leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 2r> cents, postpaid

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE. Berlin Heights.O.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings iu Halls arc requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church of the Soul. Cora L V- 
Richmond, pastor: services in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 a m 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mrs- Rich
mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, I- rlday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

Central Spiritual Church holds ser
vice. Trimble Hall. 1977 West Madi
son street, near 40th avenue, com
mencing at i o clock. conducted by

। Mr. and Mrs. Howes.
She was young, but the Great Over-1 Tl10 Students of Nature, 

Schumacher, pastor. - meets 
Buftn Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. m.

Soul called her. and she had to obey 
the summons, though her loved ones 
would fain have kept her here on 
earth, a little while longer. She suf
fered patiently through a long illness, 
ever ready with a cheerful word. 
Though her sphere in life was hum
ble. she performed her tasks cheer
fully and was always a faithful wife 
a devoted-mother, a loving daughter 
and Bister and true friend, ever ready 
to give rather than to receive.

E. H. G.

In the home of Nelson Goucher. 
438 Vermont street, passed from
earth.
months.

Ira E. Knlffln. aged eight

1

Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison 
Service

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists. Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygeia Hall. 406 Ogden ave. 
at 2:30 p. m.: circles. 4: supper. 5:
Song service. 6:30: concert 
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual 
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m..

7: even-

Revela- 
at But-

ler s Hall. 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes. conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall.
3514 Vincennes Avenue.

The funeral -services were 1 mediums’ meeting and
conducted by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, 
and E. W. Sprague, whose inspired 
words assured the bereaved family 
that deathJs the door of immortality. 
They truly brought the ministering 
angels to comfort the mourners. 
Nothing bo inspiring and uplifting
as Mrs. Carpenter s improvised song 
-----------heard by the writer.was ever

Passed 
66 years.

J. G. P.

to spirit life, at the age of 
Mrs. Amelia Cooper, the

highly gifted trance medium who was 
well known at Lake Brady Camp- 
Meetings. and Akron. 0. She had been 
a subscriber to The Progressive Think
er for many years, and while reading
it she said: - 
read in this 
friend to all 
in England.

It is the last one I shall 
life. She was a true 

Mrs Cooper was born 
She had lived in Ameri-

ca over 50 years. While In 
she lived in a house that 
longed to King Henry VIII. 
the mother of 11 chlldrdh. 
whom are living. Services 
ed by the writer.

England 
once be- 
She was 
eight of 
conduct-

FRANK T. RIPLEY.

"Immortality. Its Naturalness. Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.-" By J. M. 
Peebles. M. A., M. D., Ph. D.. Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and - Explanatory Letter- 
Price. 10 Cents. -

"The Jesuits. 
Austin, A. M., B.

By Rev. B. F. 
D. An excellent

pamphlet. Price. 15 cents.
-The Truthseeker Collection of

Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents.

"Life and Moral Axioms . of Con
fucius." is the title of a ,62 page pam
phlet. which contains many of- the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher. who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era. and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
Maecenas R. K. Wright. Price 25c.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers. Bible

3 p. m.. 
conference.

8 p. m.. lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor: resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society. Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall. 756 E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No floor fee. All 
Invited. Rev. J. H. Demby. Pastor

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager

Society of the Psychic Forces holds
services at~Wilcox 
street, at 8 p. m. 
Cleveland.

Half. 361 E. 43rd 
conducted bv Isa

Services every Sunday evening- 
also Wednesday evening, at 7-30 
Lecture, music and messages. 320
Flournoy street. Mary B 
tor.

Hill Pas-
First Church Psychic Research

meets in Grove Hall. 40 E. 31st.. at
3 and 8 p. m. Dr. Schaeffer, presi
dent. 2001 Indiana avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p. 
m. and 8 p. m.. sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas
tor. *

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at' 8 p. m.. 
at 239 Lincoln avenue Conducted 
by F. E. Lower

LIFE’S PROGRESSION
. "There is no death: there are no

dead."
These words stand out on the cover- 

of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are u challenge to tho orthodox 
wotAa; and through all of its pages 
runs-this challenge to those vyhose 
ideas of God. of heaven, of hell.-of a 
future life are bnsed-strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Rajadall believes in

Chestnute and Political Pin Points " jUI® hereafter, based on -positive knoivl- 
By J- 8. Harrington. A pamphlet' ®dEe . given him from the living 
containing-79 pages of racy reading : ^9nds Passed to the life beyond.
Prlce~25 cant» Price $1.50
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With Theology,

successive geological ages, each, un
duration,measured eous of time in

The Weather
whole country under its eye, cannot

has meteorology addo this. ; Nor In

Louis Post

I

NOTES FROM MRS. JAQUET.

WHEN WE ABE JUDGED. ’

will be

at E.~d-

Excellent. Price

the great 
Through

of 
a

faces. They 
ing me as I 
Grandfather, 
but none of

was the region in which 
chain of lakes is situated.

I was 
charge 

Mrs. 
horror

all seemed to be watch- 
walked through with 

I saw many angels, 
them had wings. They

And ne’er accomplished 
placed

will come to you." '
"But how will I knöw it is you?’’ 
“I will say ‘so and so.’ ”
So in the reading ' by automatic

here in the Station house in 
of the matron.'’’
Reese could tell no more. The 
of the position completely

Dispatch, of November 14, sounds a 
solemn warning against the use of 
drugs that induce mediumship. They 
may lead to obsession or insanity.
- ■ T. RUTH.

but it was refused, and 
case against him will be 
the limit.

The above from the St.

the case 
pressed to

ism was tp take its proper place 
the world.

Last year, in reading the doings 
the N. S. A. convention, I saw

æ

When we are judged at last, when all 
Our- little faults are set aside,

When kindly Charity lets fall 
Her mantle o’er us, what we tried

With honest earnestness to do

An Excellent Test Tlirough Automatic 
Writing.

Strikes a Responsive Chord ‘a; 
Bprln¿fleld, Mass.

“The Orthodox Hell, Ohurch'Creeds 
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. ■ Dedicated--..to- Preachers,- 
.Missionaries , and Church Members; 
Price, SO cents.

to me, Mr. J. had- a friend pass out, 
who said to him: "If I can return,

one day week In a certain locality. 
Bureau, having the

THE FRATERNAL ORDER OF 
SPIRIT# ALISTS.

A GIRL AFTER FOUR DAYS' 
TRANCE DESCRIBES A 
< VISION OF HEAVEN.

sited spiritual truth. A book for the 
higher life. Price, c]qth, $1.00. ■' 

"Materialization.” By Mme. IE..’d- 
Esporance. and • Rev. ,B. F. -Austin.

10 cants.

íáif-

■' This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. 

---------------------
NOTE—The Questions and Answers 

have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things is to 
be deprecated. Correspondents often 
weary with waiting for the appear
ance of their questions and write tot
ters of Inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is always several weeks ahead or 
space give», and hence there is una
voidable delay. Every dne nan w 
wait his time and Place' an^ a11 are 

_ treated with equal favor.
NOTICE.—No attention will oe 

jglven anonymous letters. Full name 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. If the re
quest be made the name will not ne 
published. The correspondence or 

\.thls department has become exceSslye- 
k. )ly large, especially letters of inquiry 
X- requesting private answers, and while 

I freely give whatever Information 1 
am able, the ordinary courtesy of 

P> correspondents is expected- 
< , .< HUDSON TUTTLE.

sllght change mentioned.
Then, again, u geology has deter

mined anything,' it is that„the deep 
trough of the Atlantic was otie of 
the first great wrinkles, in the earth’s 
cooling crust, and has not been mate
rially changed- There never was a 
continent stretching across its bed, as 
claimed. The present relation of con
tinents and oceans represents the 
equllbrium worked out by the ages, 
between land apd water, and the con
tinental forms were outlined by'the 
mountain chains, which were formed 
by the upbendlng of the crust, and 
the_ opposite down-curving for the 
seas. There have been changes, but 
al) have tended toward the present 
forms. '

Dr. Buchanan, usually sane on all 
subjects, prophesied, as communi
cated by spirits, the coming of flood 
and volcanic ruin; the overwhelming 
of the eastern seaboard, with its fair 
cities; plague, wars, and general dls^ 
aster. He fixed tbe time, which has' 
long passed- His wail was that of 
the prophet of evil things, which has 
frightened the Ignorant and supers 
stltlous since the history of man be
gan.

Let us be sane, having knowledge. 
Some things are known, tjelnS demon
strated, and the best known is that 
the order of things is fixed.. Such 
predictions are amusing from one 
viewpoint; from another, pitiable. 
A year or so since many of the 
pegro population of Cleveland fled the 
city because an Ignorant exhorter In 
a frenzy of excitement told them that 
Lake Erie would be tilted over its 
southern Uhore. Even the school
children laughed at their going. 
Why? Because the howling, walling 
prophet has been outgrown. Among 
4he first lands above the Silurian Sea

Student:—Q. It is reported in the 
y press that the party sent out by Am- 

brjst College to search for fossils on 
Uh border line between the States of 
/^iybming and Nebraska have found 
Jhe skeletons of camels, and claim 
that these animals lived In the coun
try one million and a half years ago. 
How is this period calculated?

A.—It is not “calculated” at all; 
it is simply a guess. There are no 
known data on which to base even 
an approximate estimator- The won
derful collection of skeletons of ex- 

. tinct animals gathered in this sec
tion investigated, are of beings which 
lived so long ago that their country 
sank and became a sea, and has since 
been greatly elevated. In geology, 
the only certain calculation that can 
be made Is the ORDER of events, the 
duration of periods cannot be con
jectured — even approximately. A 
million years is as a moment in the 
vastness of the duration which must 
be given to Ball world events.

The report is misleading as to bones 
’■xof camels being found. The fossil 

■camel was not like the present “ship 
'of the desert.” There were many 
species, but the prevailing type was 
much smaller. The llama represents 
the last descendant of this ancestral 
Stock. The camel of the East, prob
ably, Is a descendant from an ancient, 
common parentage, and under the in
fluence of different environments has 
evolved its superior strength and en
durance. The exceedingly slender 
legs of the fossil camel were for fleet
ness, and would not have served for 
■tile carrying of heavy burdens, or 

-lofig continued journeys. It is prob- 
_able that the Oriental camel is a 
product of man’s selection, as Durham 
or.-Angfis cattle are ot the breeder’s 
art. Countless generations of selec
tion for strength, fleetness and endu
rance have produced an animal adap
ted to the desert.

it has remained. Over the Lauren- 
tian group of rocks which form 
this territory, only the glaciers of the 
Drift covered and smoothed the sur
face. Hence the crust is stable, as it 
is along the eastern seaboar^, and 
there is remotest probability that tne 
established order will change. There 
will be, earthquakes and change of 
level in the earth’s surface,-but these 
will be where the equilibrium has not 
been gained, as along the Sierras and 
Andes, and the vast fissure that ex
tends from the Philippines to Japan, 
northward. These are the points 
where the contraction or expansion, 
of the crust is-taken up, and the 
strain taken from other regions.

Such predictions are like those of 
the weather prophets. It is safe to 
say that winter days will be cold 
and summer days warm, and “prob
ably snow” in January and a thunder 
storm in July; but there is not one 
of these self-appointed “weather 
men,” who pretend to calculate by 
their wonderful discoveries, who 
dares say what the weather will be

vanced to that- certainty as to enable 
the most diligent observer to do so.

The assumption of prophetic power 
has been the shield of rascality since 
time began, and prophecy has been 
one of the causes which have de
graded mankind. The divine mission 
of the fakir was proven by this pene
tration of the future, but from be
ginning to the end the claim was 
and is a lie, and it is time in this 
age that knowledge quietly cover the 
graves of the weeping Jeremiahs and 
terrific threatenings of Isaiahs in 
never-to-be-broken rest.

, S. Aldrine:—Q. There have been 
spirit prophecies of great volcanic 
changes, and it seems that according 
to Chinese writings one of the great
est occurred 25,000 years ago, when 
thé sun and planets were in the same 
constellation as at present. A me
dium I consulted, under control said 
he saw the north pole change to 
some point in Russia, either the Cas
pian or Black Sea. He saw immedi
ately the old continent Atlantis come

E. Fischer:—Q. JWhnt does the 
"S" stand for in thename of Ulysses 
S. Grant: the ”B” in Rutherford B. 
Hayes; the ‘A” in James A. Garfield; 
the "A” in Chester A. Arthur?

A.—Simpson, Burchard, Abram, 
and the "A” in Arthur’s stood for 
Allan.

up. Then there were tremendous
tidal waves. Western Europe sank
and a sea formed over Texas and east 
of the Great Lakes. Mexico and Pan
ama became a sea, and mountain 
chains arose between Los Angeles and
the Hawaiian 
urns confirm 
Only one-fifth 
Hants survive,,

Islands. Other niedi- 
thls awful prophecy, 
of the entire inhab- 
and this is to happen

in a few years. All modern inven
tions and arts would be lost, and 
would it not - be well to promptly 
convey to a place of safety descrip- 
fons of all classes of machinery, 
\oks and charts, for the use of ^he 
flrvivors?

A.—I have condensed the substance 
of.a lengthy dissertation in the above, 
for space could not be given to the 
whole. When spirit or mortal in
dulges in such horrible prophecies, 
we should treat them alike, with calm 

/ reason. '
In the first place, receiving a com

munication through a medium, and 
the same through another, or a dozen 
others, does not confirm. The investi
gator may only receive an echo of 
his own mind. The question always 
comes to the point: Is the spirit 
qualified to answer? If you do not 
know, and you can only know by the 
merits of the answer, the communi
cation has no authority.

Whoever or whatever gave these 
prophecies had no knowledge of the 
laws of the world, or of history. 
There Is not the least evidence that 
the position of the sun and planets 
in the constellations has any influence 
on the earth. There is every evi
dence that it has not. As for a Chi
nese history, it is known as a child’s 
story, without reliability as to dates. 
As for the. north pole of the earth 
changing, it passes over a small cir
cle, constantly returning. The mo
tion is like that of a gyroscope, which 
“wabbles” to preserve the equilib
rium. But if anything can be, or 
has been, demonstrated by mathe- 

' matlcB, it is that since the earth first 
revolved, its poles have been fixed, 
and its oblate form prevents only the

J. F. H.:—Q. Whefi a patient has 
a leg or arm removed, he often feels 
pain in the hands and toes of the 
lost part. Now does that Indicate 
that the spirit feels the sensations of 
the body? "-I have In my will to be 
cremated, but if this is so, it would 
be terrible. Can you tell me?

A.—It is welL-understood that 
the imitation of the severed ends of 
tlie nerves leading to the last part, 
produces the sensation which is re
ceived by the brain as coming from 
that part. When the body is dead, 
it has no influence on the spirit, which 
would not necessarily be conscious 
even of its cremation.

C. M. Huyck, Oklahoma:—Q. As 
you testify that darkness is not es
sentia! for spirit manifestations, in 
which I agree with you—-for I have 
seen the best tests and manifestations 
in the clear light—why not discard 
dark seances in toto, and demand the 
light at all timed?

A.—It would have been, indeed, a- 
blessing if this had been done from 
the beginning. The dark seance is 
responsible for nearly all the scandal 
and sneers Spiritualism has received. 
Exposure of frauds has destroyed so
cieties, and broken the zeal of the 
ranks. It has cast doubt over all 
manifestations. We agree fully with 
thiaXorrespondent, and believe that 
it wotild end all this Intolerable decep
tion. I have, from the beginning, 
urged this supreme test on the at
tention of investigators. _ The splen
did series of manifestations through 
D. D. Home, in England, France and 
Russia, were given in the light. They 
were etherlalizations, levitation, and 
message-giving. This clearly shows 
that darkness Is not an essential 
factor. As. a test, a seance jn dark
ness has little value. ,

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.’’ By Elizabeth Towne.. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirit
ual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition.. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

“BOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation/^^ 
eon Tutti«. “ Priœ 35 cenU Address him 
Serim H«ghte, Ohio

To the Editor:—Will you allow a 
stranger to tell your readsss the'ex
perience of a Spiritualist “convert”?. 
When quite young I was brought in 
touch with some of the phenomena 
of Spiritualism, but having no one to 
explain the philosophical or religious 
side, and being a staunch orthodox, 
I condemned it as the work of the 
“devil," and for many years contin
ued to refute it by every biblical, 
church, or other' means which it was 
possible to use or misconstrue into, 
an argument against it, so that, al
though almost constantly brought in 
touch with its phenomena, I remained 
a bitter enemy.

About twenty years ago I unex
pectedly saw two spirits, on separate 
occasions; and while I was dumb
founded by the experience, I yet per
sisted that it was a delusion and a 
f’peculiar” condition of my mind or 
brain at the time that produced the 
phenomena; still I was forced to 
acknowledge that the-message given 
by one''of the spirits on a matter of' 
which I had npt the slightest Jntlnnt- 
tlon was a rock that would not move' 
out of the way.

About eight years ago I mek Pr. 
Alex. Proctor and wife, Spiritualists; 
and finding them conscientious peo
ple, I listened to the PHILOSOPHI
CAL side of the question, and a 
REASONABLE exposition of my ex
perience. Suffice it to say that I be
came “converted” thoroughly to Spir
itualism. I comenced a thorough 
study of the subject, and to gjy sur
prise discovered that I had strong me- 
diumistic abilities, which I have since' 
slowly and carefully sought to culti
vate, until to-day the spirit world Is 
as much a reality to me as this ma
terial world, and Spiritualism is a 
sweet, sacred, and the purest religion 
in existence.

Previous to my acquaintance with 
the friends who revealed its real 
truth to me, I had been drifting by 
my theological investigations out of 
orthodoxy, so that Spiritualism found 
me in the Universalist church, and 
thus well prepared to receive the ■ 
higher and broader truth.

At this point I began to look about 
me and see what Spiritualism was 
doing for the world, and I- was sur
prised to find Its platform, teachings 
and work had not kept pape with the 
onward march of modern thought.

One day, in conversation with a 
lady who had been in close touch 
with a Spiritualist society (but not 
a member) for several years, I men
tioned the subject of the religious 
side. She turned to me and, with 
her eyes expressing astonishment, ex
claimed, “Religion! I didn’t know 
there was any religion in it.”. To say 
I was shocked expresses mildly my 
sentiments at that moment. On fur
ther investigation I became convinced 
that something different from exist
ing methods was needed if Splrltual-

STRANGE OCOUlM^SiUENOE 

I Drug So - Acted ì^p^.the Victim
That She BecamgL' Hazed, and 
Looked upon the' WirHfahd Eevery- 
one in it From tlta^Efes of a Chi
nese—She1 Wàs p ^{tiiue Ob
sessed—AH Drug^ Tji^t* Open the 
Senses of the Spirit Are Danger
ous, and May Lea^-to Jpsanity, or 
Obsession. __/
Pittsburg, Pa., N<xii. lAjt—Still un

der the influence of $oiga powerful 
drug which had been, given her be
fore she was kidnmmed, ,Mrs. W. L. 
Reese, the beautiful ybiin^', wife of a 
.rich boiler manufacturer, of Altoona, 
was pictod up by the police' in Fourth 
avenue, this city, uboqt 8 o'clock 
yesterday ixiorning .iu company with 
Al Sing Dean, »ii Chinaman, who had 
been a member of her Sunday school 
class. After a desperate .fight with 
the police, Dean was arrested.

Mr, Reese" took hià .wife back to 
Altoona last night. Al Sing Dean 
was taken bgck manacled, to be tried 
for abduction. .

When Mr. Reese learned of... his 
wife's disappearance with,the China
man he started ’out in hie automobile 
to hunt for her, intending to c.ajne on 
to Pittaburg, but lost, ,his w.ay, and 
had'to spend the night in the moun
tains. This morning, he found* his 
way again, and, having learned bf his 
wife’s whereabouts, Jtbbk the first 
train for this city. '

Mrs. Reese is abpiit 30 years of 
age, and "moved in thè best society 
in Altoona. She is a ’member of the 
First Lutheran Church' of that city 
and gome time ago she became inter
ested in the Chinese’ Sunday School; 
Just formed. She had a class'of Chi
namen and was finally elected as 
superintendent of the phlnese Sunday 
School. Mr. Reese Approved and did 
everything to encourage her.

Helped Her in Sunday School.
About two mouths ago Sing Dean 

came, to Altoona from New York. He 
spoke good English and entered Mrs.- 
Reese’s class and volunteered to act 
as interpreter.

“He made himself so useful to me 
in our work,” said-M^s^-Reese, “that 
I^soon found him invaluable.”

Sing told her he-was-in the employ 
of Mock Duch of Newj.York, who was 
organizing the "Little Hatchet Men" 
to right the wrongs inflicted on the 
Chinese, and she was very much in
terested in it.

Yesterday while Mrg. Reese and her 
mother were at luncheon at their 
home in Altoona, Sing called. He 
had frequently been at the house and 
was welcomed. Soon? after his arri
val the telephone rang gnd Mrs. 
Reese’s mother-wentuto, answer.

While she was away Dean intro
duced the subject ofaopium, and told 
Mrs. Reese that the reports that the 
Chinese were opium fiends svere false; 
that the Americans mUtogk some lit
tle white crystals which,,tlje Chinese 
frequently took as gn appetizer for* 
opium. He produced gpme of the 
crystals and teqk one rhlmaelf and of
fered one to Mrs. Jtpesq, which she 
accepted. She say^ shqijemembers 
but Ijttle of what happcaèd,after tiat.

Looked at World as Chinese.
I do not remembei'^eavltm my home 

with him,” she gayB.^bùtT distinctly 
rememb.er being at1 t)id'’uepot and 
boarding a train wltE'hlm. It sepmed 
to me the mosj natural tiling in the 
world.for me .tb 'd:^.’1 'ln^d forgot1' 
ten’ my holhè, my huehahrn'iny tupth- 
er an everyone else, And 11'rfoked upon 
the world and everyone In it from 
the eyes of a Chinaman. I can I e- 
lieve nothing else than that I was 
hypnotized. [She was, probably, for 
a time obsessed.]

“What happened after wo got on 
the train or after we reached Pitts
burg I do not know. The first re
turn of my memory vias this morning, 
when I discovered, to my horror, that

Brlde-to-Be Awakened From Her 
Long Slumber, Tells Her Impress
ions.—Gatea Open to Her.—Her 
Relatives Long Dead Were Her. 
Companions on Spirit Journey. 
Heaven is a place of wonderful 

whiteness, melodious music and in
tense peace, the home of uncounted 
souls and angels who wear white gar-; 
ments, but who are without wings. 
Lydia Bridges, the East St. Louis girl 
who wakened Thursday afternoon 
from a four days’ trance, so describes 
it. There is no fragrance of flowers, 
no glint of gold, no bluevaulted skies, 
only soft, white mistiness, such as one 
$ees fn the Western mountains in the 
mornings of summer.

She had no consciousness of being 
awake for several hours Wednesday, 
although she talked with her mother, 
Mrs. Edmund Bridges, and her be
trothed, Rolla, Taylor, and portook of 
food.

Says She Has Seen It.
“I did not believe there was a heav

en and I often said so,” she said as if 
she were desirous that the listener 
should have a clear understanding of 
conditions, “but I have seen It now 
and I know. There is no Hell. AH 
the time that I was gone I did7 not see 
one bad or unhappy place.

“The only hell there is 1b the one 
on this earth.”

“I knew I was lying on tbe bed. 
Above me, in midair, I could see 
Grandfather. About him was the 
white of heaven. He wanted me to 
go to him, but I couldn't. They tell 
me that I sat up Wednesday and 
talked to mother and Rolla and told 
them all that I had seen. I don’t 
remember that. All that I, know is 
that the second time I saw grandfa
ther I was able to go up to him. I 
saw the gates of heaven, They were 
closed like this (interlocking her An
gers, until they formed a V), but they 
opened outward and grandfather took 
me in. -

“I saw no gatekeeper. The gates 
were white ones, not gold ones,' and 
all qbout was a kind of white 'haze.'

Saw Oceans of Faces.
“On the other side werq oceans of

The Warfare of Scíew

A History of the Warfare or Science with Theology to OhdsftfnitfB«» 
By ANDREW D. WHITE, JUL. D., late President and Professor' 
of History at Cornell University'. In Two Volumes. 8vo, Cloth/ ' 
Five Dollars, For Sale at This Office. '
Jn these two largq volumes are oombiuetl -information that the reader-- 

could not find in the libraries of the in fif Jy years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of to the advancement that has- 
been Basde jn every branch the Student it is iudispansible.
Every Free Thought Speatej-shMl t should circulate in every
community. It goes into 
showing the persistency 
Science.

“THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY" is undoubt
edly the-most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 
is amazing. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent td 
any address on receipt of the price, $5.00.

44 Addresses, and Answers to liis Critics,
A portly volume containing reports 

of the noted Colonel’s lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, ¿nd will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and instruction combined in bis in- 
comparable presentation of the truth 
as it appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter, 
and is sold at a m?re nominal price.

Price, postpaid, only I LUO.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

recommendation from Dr. Alex. Caird, 
of Chicago. Carefully looking over 
the matter, I said to myself, here 1b 
just the thing. I was much surprised 
to see that that body turned the sub
ject "down,” but later saw the wis
dom unwittingly .-shown, as I became 
convinced that putting^“new wine 
Into old bottles" is just as applicable 
to-day as ever. So later when Dr. 
Caird organized the F. O. 0. S. in 
Chicago, I hastened to give my ap
proval of new methods by joining.

I then commenced the agitation of 
the subjqst among some of my 
friends, with the result that on the 
evening of October 21 we organized 
Springfield No. 1, F. 0. 0. S, of this 
city. Fourteen were initiated; two 
others paid dues who could not be 
present, and will be initiated on the 
evening of November 11. Quite a 
large number of applications are out 
which will probably be brought in at 
the next regular meeting. We are 
holding meetings weekly, and a great 
deal of Interest is shown in this new 
movement, and much is hoped from 
it. We. have elected officers as fol
lows: President, John E. Darling 
(the Massachusetts legislative cham
pion of equal rights for mediums and 
all classes of healers); vice-president, 
Mrs. M. E. Glover; corresponding 
secretary, Miss C. V. Woolsey; finan
cial secretary, Mrs. M. E. Proctor; 
treasurer, Mr. Chas. Holley. ¿We 
shall have a public installation at an 
early period. Just now we are work
ing on the construction of a Consti
tution and code of by-laws which we 
are anxious to get out 4s soon as 
possible, so as to have something de
sirable to place in the hands of those 
whom we desire to interest in the 
Order.

There will also be an auxiliary M 
the Fraternal Daughters organized 
as soon as is desirable. We are work
ing steadily but busily to plant our 
branch of the F. 0. O. S. on a firm 
and sure foundation, so as to com
mand the attention and support of 
the general public, confident that in 
this Order we have that which can be 
made of lasting profit and advance
ment to the cause of Spiritualism.

MRS. M. E. GLOVER.
Springfield, Mass.

I now seem Settled after 5n/ en
gagements at the close of camp, and 
am again in the beautiful city of 
Cedar Rapids.

My visit to Clinton camp was not 
only very pleasant but most profit
able, as well as being made more 
pleasant by the many old and new 
friendships that made my stay there 
so sweet and enjoyable. All on those 
beautiful grounds were in perfect har
mony.

I journeyed from Clinton to Moline, 
HL, to spend a week wjth .friends 
whom I met in Clinton; then ' to 
Joliet,*where I-had been engaged, and 
Where I did, good work. ~

I must “blow, my own horn” in 
this case, and tell'you of a gentle
man who called, on me’while there, 
for h reading. He was very reserved 
and Unassuming, but searching for 
the truth. When he came in he said: 
.“Madame, I have.never been success
ful yet in obtaining any truth from, 
or through, a'medlum, but I am open 
for conviction.”

Two’’weeks previous to his coming

From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 
Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressiva Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are Intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end.

OGEANIDES MARY ANNE GAREN
A Psychical Novel.—Price 

Cover, 60 Cents.
This great novel is written 

distinct purpose, to set’ forth

Pape\ Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat

with a 
certain

phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspiied 
author. The question of soul matea 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel,
is advanced as a vital truth of 
experience in the higher realms, 
¡work radiates a good spiritual 
ence, and is very interesting.

spirit 
The 

influ-

overwhelmed her. She declares her 
loathing for the Chinaman in whose 
company she was found.

Mrs. Reese believes, and so do the 
police, that the Chinaman proppsed to 
hold her for ransom.

The Pittsburg police did everything 
in their power to keep the matter 
quiet, at the request of friends of 
Mrs. Reese. During the day scores of 
Chinamen visited Police Headquar
ters and offered cash ball In any 
amount for tbe release of Sing Dean,

writing, which Is my' method of giv
ing private readings;'Mr. J.’s friend 
wrote the words he Had promised to 
say upon his return' to ' him. Now, 
this is not a very remarkable occur
rence among our good’ mediums. I 
merely speak of it, and for this 
reason: It Was proof beyond all ques
tion to unbelievers that onr loved 
ones do return.

T am so pleased 'to; read in the 
August number of tHb' Pearsbn Maga
zine the truth as spoken by-so many 
of our learned profdssow’Gf the dif
ferent universities ind 'iblleges; ft 
proves again thaP^tnith, though 
crushed to earth by igifift-anca, will 
rise again. The college^'till over the 
land have been studyiflg’aidng occult 
lines. ■' * . U”

The day 18 not fir Instant when 
our religion will ife1 BlfSilted from 
many pulpits, and leHs ¿Sly the truth 
that will set them free.u ’

. EIjIZABSTHWAQUET.
522 Fourth Aventfb, ’ « ?

Cedar- Rapids, 'Iowa.

“After Her DeathA' sithe- Story of 
a Summer.” - By KLilita Whiting. 
No mind that loves Kplrltaal thought 
can fall to be fed an^idellghted with 
this book. . Beautiful spiritual 
theaght, combining advanced ideas', 
on the finer and ethereal, phases of 
Spiritualism, leading .the mind on
ward Into the purer atmosphere, of ex-

were dressed in white with veils over 
them, but grandfather was dressed 
as he .was the last time I saw him. 
All the people and all the angels sang 
‘Nearer, My God, to Thee.’ It is the 
hymn I love best, and they sang it so 
sweetly. But Grandfather did not 
take me to God.

“He led me through heaven. It 
was not like any other place I have 
ever seen.”

"There were no flowers, only that 
soft whiteness everywhere. You can
not think how beautiful it was. We 
went everywhere without effort. 
Nothing worried me. I forgot my 
home folks. I forgot all about my 
sweetheart and that I am to be mar
ried to him some day. Everything 
was so beautiful and so white that I 
was just happy.

"After awhile we reached a place 
where there were no crowds, only 
those who belonged to me—my little 
brothers and sister. She was Ida, 
the boys were Walter, Jesse and the 
baby who died before he was named.”

Girl Right About Family.
Just then Miss Bridges’ sister con

tradicted her, saying, "We have two 
brothers and two. sisters dead, not 
three brothers and one sister.”

"No,” she said decidedly, but with 
no raising of the voice. “It 1» as 1 
say. Ask mamma if it isn’t.”

Her mother replied that Lidia was 
right, saying, "She has made no mis
take."

“I saw two of my girl friends,” she 
continued, "Sadie Anderson and Mag
gie . They were all in white and had 
veils over their faces as the angels 
had. I don't remember how I was 
dressed. I never thought of such 
things all the time that I was there.

"There came a feeling as if some
thing heavy either had fallen on me 
or from me, and then I was awake 
and sitting up in bed. I spoke to 
those about me and they were sur
prised to think that I could talk.

“The earth time seemed long when 
I became awake, but I couldn’t under- 
sfand why. they had tried so hard to 
bring me back when I was having 
such a pleasant time.

Her Parents Were Alarmed.
"I wish I was there now, but I 

don’t want to go until I can go to stay.
“I am not a church member, but I 

intend to go to church from now on— 
to thq Methodist Church.

“I do not read much, neither do I 
do much fancying. I am nervous and 
like to do things.”

Miss Bridges went to sleep Sun- 
’day while her family was away from 
home. Her continued slumber 
frightened her parents and they sum
moned to their home, 804 Pennsyl
vania avenue. Dr. L. D. Applewhite, 
whe said her condition was due to 
nervous hysteria.

She became conscious Wednesday 
and remained so for several hours, al
though she says she does not remem
ber that fact. She again became 
conscious Thursday morning. So 
alarmed were her parents that they 
exerted themselves to keep her from 
going to sleep again . until bedtime 
Thursday night.—St. Louis (Mo.) 
Post Dispatch.

Among the triumphs that we knew 
And that our useful efforts graced.

When ware judged the boasts we 
made

Of strength we had, but always hid.
Of worthiness we ne’er displayed, 

Of things we might do but ne’er 
did -

Because we never bravely tried 
For fear that failure might ensue—

These tbihgbAvill have no place be-
\ side -. ' '

The honest triumphs that we knew.
; ■ S.E. Kiser.

It is a spiritual book for Spiritual
ists, and interesting for everyone, x

k Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.
'Thla^great work relates the experi

ences of a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative • 
is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that o"’.er world very near to us; tne 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
of the detpt ones of the homo and fam
ily, is beyond one's power to describe. 
All readers will be charmed with it 
as well as spiritually aided and up
lifted. '

A Work of Immense Importance.

® FUT URL LIFE. =
In the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science.

BY LOUIS ELBE.

This is the authorized translation ot 
the famous book which has been cre
ating so wide a stir in scientific and 
religious circles throughout France, 
under the title "La Vie Future.” Il 
will be received with equal interest 
here, and will arouse very general dis
cussion, as the subject is one engaging 
not only scientists but laymen in ever- 
incredslng numbers.

The fundamental question of the 
"Immortality of the Soul” has dis
turbed the great thinkers of all ages, 
and for the solution of this eternal 
enigma humanity still seeks in vain.

This volume qffbrs for the first time 
a complete presentation of all the

avallaole evidence hitherto to be 
found only in the most scattered and 
inaccessible forms. With great care 
and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
a plain statement of the discoveries, 
theories, and ideas of the greatest In
vestigators together with his own Illu
minating views and comments, and a 
mass of authentic information regard
ing the beliefs of the primitive races.

The book is divided into two parts, 
the first part being devoted to the 
Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
the Primitive races, and the second to 
Deductions drawn from the Funda
mental sciences. With Portrait of 
the author. Price 11.20; postage 10c.

PIONEERS Of PROGRESS
BY T. A. BLAND.

"It is a historic review of the pro
gress of the nineteenth century on all 
lines. But the element that makes it 
universally popular is its human in
terest.”—Chicago Record-Herald.

‘‘A broad-minded lover of his fellows, 
Dr. Bland delights In giving credit to 
those men and women who have said 
things or done things to help forward 
the Welfare of mankind.”—Chicago 
Post.

"It contains biographies of some for
ty men and women whose live thoughts 
and heroic deeds gave character to the 
most wonderful century of the world’s 
history.”—Farm, Field and Fireside.

“It is just such a book as One might 
expect from a man who looks back over 
seventy-six years spent in tireless pur
suit of high ideals.’’—Rev. Jenkin 
Lloyd Jones, infinity. • -

"The work is written in an easy, 
pleasing style, and is so interesting 
that we doubt if one reader in a score 
who commences one of the sketches 
will lay the book down until he has 
finished it’*—Tne Arena.

It has 254 pages, is bound in best 
doth with gold title. Price $1.00.

ETERNITY OF THE EARTH.
Electricity the Universal Force. By 

Daniel K. Tenney. A valuable book 
of 10S pages. Cloth, 76 cents.

HAECKEL’S LAST Great Work. Jiut Published.

PROGRESSIVE THINKER, Pabllshm 
a t*«1* W» CMw.ni».

The Psychic Riddle.
By 1. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Editor-In. 

Chief of “The Standard Dictionary”; 
Author of “The Widow’s Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “Tho 
Next Step in Evolution," etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s previous 
publication of this subject:' "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: "There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, $1.00.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Trntli

By Prof. W. M. Lookwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub

ject A powerful argument along new and eden- 
tlflo lines, establishing on a scientific basis ths 
fact of the continuity of personal individual oon- 
soious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body, a book of rare value« With several 
fine illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

UAH A MET Birth, Character andmnnUmL I Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. (J of the Library ot Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found Intensely 
Interesting. Price. 25 cents.

Selections from the con. 
tents of that ancient 
book, its commentaries, 

teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brlet 
sketches ot the mon who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Bolang. 859 pp. Price, cloth. 81

RADIANT ENERGY «« 
to Modern AvtrqpiiyilM, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Dowa Observatory. Echo Mountain. 
California. This book treats upon.anew branch 
ofresearoh into ths lavra ot nature, and to th» 
student' or even an admirer otthe aiodsrn as
trological llteratur» will surely coma-wlth great tnureat.' Price.doth. U.n.
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GOOD WORK IN CALIFORNIA.
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those who suspected favoritism 
one side or the other.

The Flower Trick.

Letter from Mrs. M. E. G. Howe, 
State Missionary.

from, will hold mass meetings of from 
one to three days, will aid struggling

TJje first demonstration was the 
flower trick, which everybody has

RY“ . TONS OF THESE BOOKS TO 
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD; 
EVERY ONE SENT OUT COSTS US 
FROM SIX IO TWELVE CENTS IN 
POSTAGE. SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, AND OB
TAIN THE WHOLE SET. THE 
WORLD HAS NEVER BEEORE[ 
SEEN THE LUKE. ; 1
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE OFFICES OF INFAMOUS 
FRAUDS.—JOURNEY NO. 2.

!A stubby man, nine stars and a comet adorn the upper left
hand corner of the illustration used by a fraudulent “medium” 
I visited this week. An anaemic angel in a sleeveless night-’ 
gown holds at arm’s length à black-and-white drawing of the 
fake’s face, done crudely on a white paper-filled hoop. It is a 
hoop similar to those used by clowns when training dogs to do, 
the’“hoop jump.”
■.. The angel holds the hoop as though she were about to say, 

•“Come, Carlo, Jump! Jump, I say!” -
Her left arm is elevated to the position held by a fencing mas

ter’when making a “pointe” thrust. Probably it helps to keep 
her properly balanced, as she appears to be in grave danger of 
toppling over onto the tops of the houses that rear themselves 
from the intense darkness at the bottom of the illustration. She 
wears a'bead ftecklace. Maybe that’s in accord with the heav
enly fashion among all really up-to-date^angels; I do not pro
fess to be an authority or that.subject. Her feet are probably 

' tucked up snugly in the tail of her voluminous nightie, so I 
am unable to state positively whether or not she wears rings on 
her toes.- . / , / -

Below this remarkable illustration is a street address alid 
“50c—50c—LOW FEE—50c—50c.”

“Spirit Medium—Great Reduction. -Readings 50c. Bring this 
adv. Call to-day. No-charge unless satisfactory. You'

• can be the judge. Tells your full name. Tells _ 
whom and when you will marry. With- - 

out asking a question.”
These come-on lines are followed by other bombast, equally 

if not more misleading and untrue. ' The advertisement occu
pies nine inches of space, single column,

I called. The door swung open before I had reached the 
bell. The “occult wonder”¿iad evidently been on the lotik-out 
for suckers. I saw before me a dissipated individual of per
haps forty years of age. Bowing elaborately he said in a coarse 
voice: “Come in.” Following him I reached his reception 
■room. Business seemed dull. No dupes sat patiently there. 
I was conducted straight through to the “Professor’s” consul
tation parlor—a small room reeking with stale tobacco smoke. ¡

Here the fake seated himself near a small table, removed a i 
short stub of a cheap cigar from hi^ lips and grunted: “Hev a 
seat.” _ i

The sunlight, coming through the one dirty-paned window, I 
fell full on the “Professor.” It revealed an unwashed bald 
head, beady eyes (eyes that the negroes call “possum eyes,” । 
and indeed these seemed well deserving of thdt name), a bulb- i 

. ous nose (painted a vivid hue by Mr. John Barleycorn) stood । 
forth even as does a red lighthouse appear where reefs abound. 
A weak mouth and a retreating chin completed the physiog- j 
nomy. I

Seized with a sudden thought, this corrector of ’ destinies 
reached jjito his vest with fingers that trembled and extracted i 
a match. This he scratched noisily on the -under side of the 

‘.chair seat and-applied to the’ cigar stub that distorted his 
mouth. Blowing out a cloud of vei'y bad tobacco smoke, he/ 
reluctantly laid aside the stub, and inquired, “Well, what’ll 1 
ye hev?” This last spoken in the .tone of a Bowery barkeeper.
• “.First,” I-replied, “you may tell me my name.” i
“My readin’s are two dollars, one dollar, and Iqw fee fifty I 

cents,” chanted the Professor, - ignoring' my request;.
“Very well,”.said I, “never.mind the.fees. I will trouble 

you for the first test. My full name, please.”
“Well, I. kin give ye a good readin’ fer a dollar—” > 

• . ' “I.understand, but you will first tell me my name, after which 
you may proceed with the remainder of the reading,” l inter- 

• rupted.
“Yuh gets yer name in the readin’. .What one do ye’want? 

One-dollar reading, two-dollar readin’, or mebbe th’ fifty-cent 
readin’s what yé want!” inquired the “’readin’ ” individual, 
bending forward, anxiously. '
“Give me all three—but the name first,” I hastily added. .
The Professor settled back in his chair. In doing s¿ his elbow 

swept the cigar stub off its resting place, and it fell to the 
dirty floor. Quickly recovering it, the “occult wonder” care
fully brushed off the adhering lint and dust. Gazing at it lov
ingly he laid it back on the table, changed his mind, arose and- 
placed it on the mantel behind him out of harm’s way.

All this seemed to divert the Professor’s mind from the main 
issue, and be aaid, “I’ve got a system tha’ll fascinate anybody 
.rr-anybody, I say!” impressively. "And I’ll teach yhh. how to 
do it fer only fifteen dollars. It’s a good thing to know. Yer 
girl sometimes gets fractious, and—”
“No, no,” said I, hastily. “My wife might object. Have 

you received my name yet, Professor?” I encouraged by way 
of diverting his mind to what I really desired to know.
“Nother thing I kin do,” calmly disregarding my query; “and 

that is, tell yuh where yuh kin find gold— ”
■ “That will be all from you!” I exclaimed, rising. “You are 
utterly unable to fulfill the conditions of your advertisements, 
so further talk is quite superfluous.”

This sudden announcement seemed to startle the “medium,” 
and he arose hastily, recovered his cigar stub, and wheedled, 
“Only fifty cents, and I’lJ tell ye somethin’ that’ll be valuable, 
and it—” ’ ✓

But I had already peached the door, and did not stop to hear 
more.

While waiting for a car, I glanced across street, and ¿aw three 
more “medium’s” signs, some of which covered almost all the 
available space on the windows of their respective front rooms.

Like the San Jóse scale, the fakes seem to cluster in bunches.
This clustering habit reminds me of the remark_of a cattle

man friend of mine. Seeing a rattlesnake qne day, he said 
“There’s a rattler! Look out fer his piate! There’s alius two 
of ’em.” . .

So with the frauds. There’s always two of them—more often 
a half dozen—within a block of each other. w/

And this is the end ofmy second journey to the dens of the 
dupe-masters. \ -
I am yet desirous of learning my name. The fake'who can 

, mentally rope that name of mine can have my check for' all 
damages sustained in the process.

FRANK /XAVIER MITCHELL.
St Louis, Mo,

A PETITION.

These are- the gifts. I ask .
. Of Thee, Spirit sareqe: 

Strength for the dailyTabk, 
. Courage to .face the road, ' ' 

Good cheer to help me bear qfe trav- 
v eler’srioad; . . . '■ --,. ' -.
And for^the hours of r^st that-'come 

between . .. t ' \ < '•
An inward joy in all ihin'gg^heard and 

.'/^
- These are the sins^I'fain ■'‘/'■j

• Thee take away;:
. Malice ana cold disdain;'

. - * HoLanger und sullen hate, -

Scorn of the-lowiy, envy'of the great, 
And' diecontent'that casts a shadow 

gray ’
On AU. the .brightness of a common 
day. ; ' ... ' * ;

. i .- ' —Hehry-.Van Dyke.

I HEROES ANO HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

I ■r‘y- !
, 1 < ■■ By Thomas Carlyle.

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
। mau.. Marked by-terse -strength . and 
yjgpr.'deep though t,/philosophy andTRa- 
mafic tensity ot earnestness. A notable 
litertry eflort. A fine edlUon ia clotk. 
FrioetOoenta. j

Their Work Duplicated ii. 
a Hail, c

All their "spirit" manifestations' 
are simply the result of legerdemain 
-—that and nothliig else. Mr. Howland 
writes to .the Sunflower as follows:

“WE HAVE NEVER CLAIMED 
TO MATERIALIZE ANYONE’S DE
PARTED LOVED ONES, NOR DO 
WE AFFIRM OR DENY THE EXIST
ENCE OF OCCULT SPIRITUALIST
IC, OR SUPERNATURAL POWERS, 
THERE ARE OTHER WAYS OF 
PRODUCING AND DEMONSTRAT
ING THINGS BESIDES BY SPIRIT 
POWER OR LEGERDEMAIN. 
THERE IS NOT ONE MATERIAL
IZING MEDIUM WHO CAN DO OUR 
WORK. WE NEVER POSED AS 
MEDIUMS OR SITRITUALISTS.”

Howland’s “spirit” manifestations: 
are simply tricks calculated to de-' 
celve the gullible, His cabinet tricks- 
are not as good as those performed 
by the great magician, Kellar; in fact 
Howland cannot approach him in that 
respect.

The following from the Toronto 
Daily Star, of November 14, illus- 

’trates how easy it is to duplicate 
Howland's performance:

There was a “ghost dance” up at 
Broadway Hall last night that would 
have made any of Tom Longboat’s In
dian ancestors green' with envy,. To 
begin with, thei;e was the regular Jine' 
of ghpsl&^hat Toronto, has, got used 
to, Gfe ghosts that Mr. and Mrs. How-. 
lana have been calling up for the last 
month; and there was into the bargain 
an opposition Une which was quite as 
effective and considerably more novel 
and popular.

Last Wednesday night a mere mor
tal giving his name as Bert" ¡Walton, 
gst up and challenged Mr. and Mrs. 
Howland to a ghost raising bee. He 
said he could raise just as many spir
its to the square inch as the Howlands 
could, or words to that- effect, and 
last night he actually did it.

Hull Was Crowded.
Broadway Hull was crowded when 

the seance began last night. The 
temper of the crowd was evidently a 
source of . uneasiness for the How
lands, for the Toronto police force 
was well.repreBented. and Mr Howland 
took considerable pains, to -impress 
everybody with the dire consequence 
that was sure to follow upon any ex
uberance of the spirit on their part. 
This added a pleasing trick of ex
citement to the proceedings.

Olióse a Jiiry.
The first thing to be done was to 

empanel a jury. Volunteers were not 
lacking; indeed, the platform was 
crowded with enthusiasts in a 
moment. It took a long time to se-^ 
lect twelve “good men and true” who’ 
would be above a breath of suspicion;-, 
there were also' six.Jadies who looked ¡ 
after Mrs. Howland.

They got started at last, hpwevor, 
after a great amount ot trouble about 
clothes. It would never do to let a 
medium- go into a cabinet with his'br 
her own garments on. There might 

'be all sorts of mysterious pocketsand 
things In which to conceal ghost-pro-’’ 
during apparatus, so a contribution

• was taken up’ and a1 complete ontfif-' 
for the'rival magicians was collóc'téd?' 
This took a lot of time and caused 
an enormous amount of noise from

thoroughly examined by,the jury, the 
music plays vigorously, the curtains 
are drawn back, and, behold! a great 
bouquet of flowers in a vase on the 
table. This has been done bo often 
by the Howlands that last night it 
did not cause any particular enthusi
asm.

The Real Spooks Appear.
Then came the ghosts proper. The 

lights went down, the piano tinkled 
tremulously, and all was still. Sud
denly voices came from behind the 
curtains, where Mrs. Howland was 
holding communication with “them.” 
What “they” said is not known? it 
sounded suspiciously like the solilo
quy of a persecuted’heroine at the 
Majestic. One ghost roared in a fog 
horn voice. “Nobudy. ’ere ort ter ob
ject ter nothin'.” Then there was a 
French one with a down-east accent. 
That ghost ought to study dialect 
from a Frenchman; it's suspiciously 
"American” as it is.

A Lively Apparition.
Suddenly the curtains parted and a 

sheeted figure appeared. Sensation! 
It dodged back and came out somer 
where else, and behaved in an alto
gether flighty and irresponsible man 
ner. Then there was a rush of a very 
tangible body across- the stage Into 
the dressing-room,' the lights were J 
turned up, the cabinet opened, and > 
Mrs. Howland was gone. Mystery! I

Rival "Spirit. Produced.
Bert Walton, the rival spirit pro

ducer, was greeted with, thunderous 
applause. -

“What I am going to do I shall do 
by trickery. I am just a laboring 
man, no communicator with spirits. 
Let me tell you something about these 
mysterious things, you'se'e- in’ Spirit- 
ualistic seances. There are manu- 
facturing houses which make all this 
apparatus. I can buy a ghost robe of 
gauze which will. envelop me 'from 
head to foot, and which' Fcanu-oll up 
into a’ watch' case. It costs/|12'.50. 
It’s fraud, I tell'you.” (Roars , from 
the audience.) •

Cheers for Walton.
Then he was searched'and put into 

'the cabinet.' 'In less than a mlnute 
he. had . his little bouquet, too. It 
was of less generous' proportions than 
Mr, Howland’s, but it was there,-and 
'the joy ot: the audience knew no 
bounds.: . They roared? shouted,and 
stamped, got up oh thieir chairs, wav
ing hats and handkerchiefs.
.. “It’s a pretty poor sort of a bou
quet,” shrieked a female Spiritualist.

"Well, if. I could product a little- 
bud it would prove this thing a fake, 
and I've got six roses here,” replied 
Walton, with some -point.-

Made, a Ghost Appear.
Now it was up to him to raise 

ghosts in ’earnest.- ’Amid breathless 
silence he got Into the cabinet, a truly 
diabolic laugh -pealed ■ forth, .and an 

( instant later. pandemonium brBke

NEVWWWREIN the whole 
HISTORY MANKIND HAS SUCH 
A REDIWIW BEEN MADE IN 
£HE PRim OF PREMIUM BOOKS. 
IT IS W DIVINE PLAN CARRIED 
OUT TO SfEBKROTION. WE ARE 
PAYING BOW WOUSANJOS OF DOL
LARS TO ’THE POST ¿FFWE DE- 
PARTMEO EACH YEAR TO CAR*

RftEÜMÆTISM GORED
Dr. Caird will send postpaid, THE HERBS—-a for

mula and full directions for preparing his RHEUMA-? 
T1SM CURE—enough for a month’s treatment for 
$1.00. Address ALEX CAIRD, M. D.r598W. Mon
roe Street, Chicago, 111. $1.00 per bottle, by ex
press or at office.

OPR
PREMIUM

BOOK 
OFFER?

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the llke before/ Search the annals of 
history,: ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the historyjaf Spir
itualism; look here and there, in 
every -nook and corner of the world, 
and- you CANNOT find a parallel to 

• the offef made in reference to these 
THIRTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
hound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH.THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select .from.

The price of the UNKNOWN LIFE 
.OF CHRIST, hereafter will be 18. 
CENTS, In consequence of the great 
rise in the price of book paper. It 
Is our. last premium book, and has 
THIRTEEN Illustrations, and is very 
valuable. The paper one year and 
this remarkable book, $1.15.

Any,.one :of the other Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection . with -a" yearly subscription. 
The paper oneryear' and one Premium 
Book, $1.15 or $1.25, depending on 
the book you order.

No premiumihooks will be sent out 
unless the-order is accompanied with 
a yearly iSRbsertptlon to The Progres
sive Thinker; «but if you order more 

• than onetbook?the price Is as follows:
Any two of the Thirteen Premium 

Books yquvmuy order, price 70 cents«-
Any three otthe Thirteen Premium 

Books.you^may order, price $1.10.'
Any four ofjthe Thirteen Premium 

Books yon.;may, order, price $1.50. ..
Any five" of the Thirteen Premium 

Rooks you, may-order, price $1.75.
• Any stx.f of the Thirteen Premium 

Books yeu may order, price $2.05.
Any seven of-the Thirteen Premium 

j Books yqu; may ordmo $riee $2.35. 
: .-Any eight of «the Thirteen premium 

■ Roops -yonwnmy order?price: $2.65,

Any nine of the‘Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $8.85.

Lastly, all of these Tldrteen Pre
mium Books here announced are sent, 
out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15—' 
something never before equalled in ' 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen »a like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
■The following is the list of titles of 

the Thirteen Premium Books: ■
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3-—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain Invaluable data.

4 .—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. EmmaHardinge Brit
ten.

5 .-—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarka
ble medium.

6 .—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium ot rare 
gifts.

7,~A_yranderer ,n the Spirit Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8 .-—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
ot Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9 .—Seers ot the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. j. M.

10,—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11.—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12,—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

13.—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price of The Unknown Lite 
of Jesus is 15 cents. The price of 
any one of the others is 25 cents. 
After paying postage thereon, the 
books at that price are practically a 
gift to our subscribers. At those 
prices only one book will be sent out/ 
All orders tor one or more Premium 
Books must oh accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progres
sive Thinker., Where more than one 
Premium Book' is desired,* see the 
terms mentioned above.

“fl DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS.”
' THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and ' advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of. the book—to 
say ;nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world's his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist,- he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00.

MASTERSHIP IS 1BE RIGHT WAY.
THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., MASTERSHIP, and not Medlupiphjp, 

of the "Harmonic Series.” It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
clear the Way of Mastership. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to oil 
is the Way that leads to Individual who elect to travel it.
Liberty here and. hereafter.

Every Intelligent man and woman 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the . Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums. -

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

4. Its author speaks from the 
standpoint of one who has "had the 
personal experience and made ...the 
demonstration." • /

5, It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department 1’. T.
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.

23 N. Kcdrie Ave., Chicago.

ualists who wish to have them in 
their locality should write them at 
once, -and address them at the head
quarters, 323 Temple street, Los 
Angeles, Cal;; so that' they fan plan 
for a visit with thè leastAexpense. 

MRS. M. E. G.'.HOWE.
State Missionary for C. S: S. A.

TRUMPETS Light, durable Fi
bre-board. Tele-

____________ scope 36 inches. 
With instructions^ for development 
and seances, $2.005 Special terms to 
mediums. Chas. Halstead, 21^
Grand avenue, Portland Ore.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-ceut stamps, lock of 

hair;age, ¡name and the leading symp
tom, and ydur disease will be dlag- 
-nbged free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street*, 

____ San Jose, Cal.

SPR1TUALISTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y., will find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 723 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.

Clarisse Humphrey Mullins
Will give clairvoyant readings by mail. Full 
reading, fl. Send lock of hair. Address her at 
Whitewater. Wis.

Spiritual Medium and PaychumetrUt.
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mes

sages (names often given), character 
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
When desired. Full reading, |1.00; two 
uestions answered, 25 cents. Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams, 412 N. 21st St’., Salem, 
Oregon.

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Readings by Moil, $1.0(1.

Busines-j Advice a Specialty. 
2805 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Sittings Daily.

loose, for Walton'had “made good." 
A ghostly figure swathed In floating 
drapery had appeared—even such as 
Mrs. Howland had called up, and it 
did the same stunts, appearing, dis
appearing, posing. Everybody yelled 
with delight, and the noise trebled 
when, as the lights went up. Walton 
appeared, ’’clothed and in his right 
mind,”, and wearing over his shoulder 
a few yards bf white gauze.
x “I bought this at Simpson's this 
afternoon,” said he. “It’s mull, four 
yards of It, and It cost me 12 % cents 
a yard.”

There was nothing more to do. 
Rev. Mr. Howland lost a little of his 
philosophic calm, .and called on the 
audience to await the finding of the 
jury. But the appeal was In vain, 
the audience was-“wise,” and profess
ional ghosts- will be away below par 
for some lime; to - come, at least, so 
far as-Toronteris concerned.—Toronto 
Daily Star, Nov 14, 1907.

To the Editor:—It is now some 
time since I have reported any of the 
State work of the California State 
Association. However, as the-State 
Missionary . I would like to have the 
readers, of your paper know what we 
are. doing.. On September 6, 7 and 8, 
we held our. 12 ttx Annual Convention 
at Santa Barbara, with 85 delegates 
on the_floor, representing 40 societies, 
and for- which verbal reports were 
given. Six societies had no represen
tative present?and no' report. At the 

■time, of Convention we-had a list of 
46 societies. -and many places asking 
that societies be formed. Several im
portant resolutions were adopted, 
among which was that the president, 
A.i-S. Howe, be placed: in the field 

i as the .General Organizer,, and' that 
ho appoint district organizers through
out. the-.State,} that the' work • could 
be made-more uniform. -Also.'that 
a .plan beudraym. for the division ot 
the' StatOatoljlfi-districts,' so as to 
make a mare effective work. Another 
reBOlutionrwaefipresented and adopted, 

: to -..the ■. MfecWiithat anyone’ holding 
, papers oi.ithlsiassooiation, neglecting 
to make ¡ay report to -this association 
for two_yearsiiin succession, in case 

r of•.-■■persemtlbafior- ’Otherwise, should 
I not expectjthelflupport of this organi- 
i zation.:- Several: other good rules^and 
: regulations: were: made, and we are 
looking foBward to this year as a ban
ner year. “ ■

Our next Ghnventibn will be held 
in -San -Etianaieco September 1908. 
One: of- th® best Ways- of awakening 
interest,,»asweR;as1a financial benefit, 
is by-holding .mess meetings. Several, 
werc held It MfiT and-.were very suc
cessful,. >We have already held one 
in. each-of the “following cities: Los ( 
Angeles,-Pasadena, ' Sah Pedro, San 
Jose, and ore -arranging one for Santa i 
Cruz. Meetings Jin the interest of the 
State, work have/been held in Sacra-1 
mento, where tye : organized a- new ! 
society of 2^ members. At Fresno, I 
where a..struggling society exists, we I 
find-the peqple are anxious for the | 
organized, movement to. show its col
ors and takepts stand; and wherever

we have been, we find a hearty wel
come from those who are investigat
ing our TRUTH. One of the greatest 
difficulties we have to contend with 
is 'the Self-styled "Spiritualists” who 
are out after the dollar,-'and will get 
it howeverlhey may. And these peo
ple flee where there are organizations 
strong enough to place them where 
they belong. But California is a large 
State, and the cities are from 50 to 
100 miles apart, and in most cases, 
plan as we will, we have from three 
to seven hours’ ride on the train be
tween different points. This means 
much in carfare as well as time. 
There are but few workers who are 
free to do missionary work, and there 
are but few societies that can afford 
to pay a speaker or medium living 
wages, and in consequence many of 
our ablest workers are engaged in 
different occupations during the week, 
and on Sunday do not feel like tying 
themselves down to a society, for they 
realize that their best cannot be done 
under such conditions. With a more 
systematized work on the part of the 
local as well as the State officers, this 
can, in a way, be remedied.

Officers elected at Santa Barbara, 
Cal., September 8, 1907, for the Cali
fornia State Spiritualists’ Association, 
for the year ending September, 1908 :

President, A. S. Ho.we, Los Angeles, 
"third term.

Vice-President, Mrs. Salome Cowell, 
. Oakland," second term.
Secretary, E. E. Campbell, Los An- 
, geles..
Treasurer, Dr. Adah H. Patterson, 

.Los Angeles.
State Missionary, Mrs./M. E. G. 

Howe, Los .Angeles, second terni.
Superintendent' of Lyceum Work, 

Mary C. Vlasek, Los Angeles.
Directors—A. W. Belden, San Di

ego; F. H. Parker, Santa Cruz; 
W. C. Bowman, Los Angeles, 
third term.

Official headquarters at 323 Temple 1 
street, Los Angeles. Executive ses
sion, firbt Saturday in each month. 
Regular Quarterly ^-Board Meeting, 
September,' December, March and 
June. • :

Our societies are much stronger 
than, they'were three years ago. At 
the'convention held in San Diego, in. 
1905 there were but fifteen societies 
affiliated with the J3tate Association, 
and thirty-six delegates were present.

In spite of the great fire- which de
stroyed all papers except the treasur
er’s receipt books, and necessitated a 
change of headquarters to Los An
geles, we. have, ■ as an association, 
gone froin fifteen societies to forty- 
eight, and" forty-two of them are alive 
and in good standing, and most of 
.them are- in fairly prosperous con
dition. / /.
;; With six lyceums, seven Ladies. Aid, 

.and -six-Temples in the State, we" feel 
proud of California. But we are. hot 
going, to rest there. Mr.-Howe, the 
president of . the State Association-, 
and Mrs. Howe, will visit every city 
in the State where a call will come

"JULOETTE"
A scientific won-
der for 
eating 
unseen 
gente.

coiuniuni- 
with an 

Intelli
lt gives

long distinct mes
sages of an ex
ceedingly Inter
esting character. 

Church people and agnostics alike de
clare it "Simply Wonderful.” Posi
tively legitimate and all we claim. If 
directions are observed that accompa
ny each outfit good results will fol
low. Postpaid by mail 76 cents. The 
Magneto Co., Sycamore, Ill., Dept. F.

Mrs. Frances Woodford, 244 W. 
Newton St., Boston, Mass., Spiritual 
Healer. All diseases treated success
fully. Also Clairvoyant Readings. 
Business, Present and Future. Six 
questions answered, $1.

FOR 25 CENTS and stamp I will give 
reading, and answer questions by mail. 
Mrs. Pond, 570 Sierra St., Los Angeles, 
Cal.

STANDARD BOOKS ON
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—^Cloth bound. 160 pages. 
Teaches how tô see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. The first book ever written 
on the subject. A great revelation of 
the mysteries. “An inspired book”— 
Progressive Thinker. “A revelation.”— 
Light, London. “Clearest view of Clair-

' J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

Vvcst 107th tit., New York.
Intelligent •clients appreciate hl&- 

dependable counsel.
Consultations by mall, $1.00.

GEAL1XIC PSYVHJC DEVELOPMENT.
At this time of writing there are over 

100 studcnis enrolled on the College 
Books, studying liir great work, "The 
System, of ;Philosophy Concerning Di- 
vinity.” AV by? bct aiise the many who 
have rvrvlyed practical results have told 
others and so the guod work goes on. 
A long list of names, sworn to by a Bos
ton notary will soon be ready, telling 
you who’« who in tl.’« «»»»a..».... _ . -......... ... khuu)armeni Of iny System, and Jiow ma/iy have re
ceived psychical pi oofs of unfoldment. 
The ('ndorN'um nt of these representa- 

I!(j V;oinvn will appeal to you. 
prejudice aside and take up 
Will you still be a Splritual- 

nnd why? Because, you will 
It is true and can have evl- 

thln yourself. "Your lessons 
arc n revelation." W. Iler, Berlin, Can. 
•'Course is great for spiritual develop
ment." G. H. Smith. Box U7. Now York 
City. Send stamped addressed envelope 
far circulars, etc., to J- C. F. GUTJM- 
niNE, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline.

my work.* 
1st ? yrs,

Mass.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium for

Slat ewrit ini, Clairvoyance, Etc.
InteTTiews'daHy from 101o L Roadlnw nndde- 

velopment by raatl may be obtained by wrlllut lt> 
Mr.; Evans for parttcu1nr$. Famous book oj 
Slate-wrhtur, |L2U. while they last. Address.

FHKDF. EVANS.2928 Sacramento street. San Francisco.Cal

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Loucks, one u! the tre neat ujyc.x 

wonders llvlur. 1 use the spirl.uai X-rajr to lo 
cate all internal UHombr. A trial will convince 
you Nerroue exhauailvn aadictl viuor ot both 
eexos aucceaefulij treated, an hundreda can tes« 
lily. Send name. ake. aex, complexion, one lead* Inp symptoiu, and ten cents Ln stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars io you. Ue sure to write your own 
letter. Dr, J. S. Loucks, who lately passer on. 
continues to treat the sick through uiuxtfulaur ship. Address all ettora to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass.

voyance yet presented.”—W. J. Colville. --------------------—
“Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting in (
?rhnn,asi°21 W00“"’ PriC0 (redUCed I Send are. color of ey^ ’aSd' tai" In“ owTtaJd'.- 
^Aur^’’ Colorn-A fascinating Gaj' "r’KLt,S, Box 1». New-

subject brilliantly treated, with a lexi
con ot color meanings. A three thous
and edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 60 cents.

CHART FREE ,%a *«-Send are calm-' nt Ârfc!ü? 0‘alrvtaant,

Easy Lessons In Occnlt Science.—The 
book for beginners. Covers everything 
that larger books cover, but with prac
tical experiments which none nave. 
Price 50 cents.

Pnychometry—Still the winner. Price 
50 cents.

Renllr.atlon—The Hindoo teaching in 
a nutshell. Price 50 cents. •

The Great Secret—Here Is a book of 
Psychic Mysteries. Stories that make 
your hair stand on end because founded 
on facts. You will not put down until 
finished. Price 50 cents.

Graplio-Psycbology—Cloth bound; by 
Julia S. Sears, M. D.-- Price $1.00.

Crystal for Crystal Reading—Import
ed. Price $2.25.

All these books, If purchased at once, 
will be mailed for the reduced price of 
$4.00. Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUM- 
BINE, Strathmore Rd., Brookline^ 
Mass. \

Help the Honest Mediums by 
Exposing the Fraudulent. 

"¿Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
book that is opening the eyes of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time. 
It is written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will soon be out of print. Se
cure a copy NOW, and learn what 
dirty swindles-are perpetuated In the 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 
and a red stamp brings it. .Adress

Silverton, Ore. ED. LUNT.

TRUMPETS: 
. Infallible FHbre Trumpets! Better 
than metal; Insulated top and bottom.
EnameU Color S&drk f seance C^dl pal- i hie Lens in a good straight tempie swol frame.1 
11 K«“ iteh? T PM no Raw guaranteed to lit your eyes. Also a Vegetable I

¿¿a PhJ.iSii . Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold In the heal
Magnetized Compound, tor I oz. Kye-Wator hnlti I‘hat will cure sore eyea All for ,l.ld; If only

book governing ®very phase of I one Is ordered, spectacles sent tor sixty canti
Batten 50 cents; Magnetised Compound, 10 cts. 

k ppPR For your address on a postal card, a
I l\LL beautiful photo ot Yeruiab, chief ot 

h iheAtlanilans; lived on earth Id. HO via-sago: 
. also illustrated circulars showing mvlcs and 

prices, telling all about my Molted P,Kbi * (<ons 
b; ectActe, and my mofboJ of fitting H.YJdris 
perfectly at your own homo as it j on

* I Chl^^ilL5 107 Winthrop
By Thomas Inman, M; ¿p. -' Revised I ■ _

ment. A to Z Truthpot and Cabinet 
work in full. Book postpaid, „17 cents. 
Write for circular. ,
JAS. NEWTON. «3 Dorr St..: Toledo, O.

ANCIENT PAGAVANO 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
your ago, how long you hare worn speo« 

Jacles: I will mall One Pair of 11. io Melted Feb-

------ --—■ xvunseu : societies to -grow stronger, and will and enlarged, -with an Essay on Baal | 
do/all In their tower- to place the j Worship,- on "The Assyrian Sacred' 
organized movement and the true phi- l Grove,": and.. other ■ 'allied' sfmbola. . 
losdphy of Spiritualism In its right Third edition,-withi two huudred lUu» 

light before the peoples All Spirit-?: trations. Cloth,«1-, .

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar ..for 10 OS. A 
dainty .little calendar, with a. quotas 
tins for each-month. Price, 25 cents?
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lion shall lie down with the

I at
shall serve;and

CONSOLATION.

A
right lines.. T. RUTH.

No. superficial judgmentnite will.

loved ones

think they
DANIEL S. HAGER, M. D.Chicago, Ill. in a much

this earth can con-

Surely the thought that they are not

many sad, aching

A PROPHECY.

in a Spiritual

hearts sweet

in truth such

Is anything sweeter or dearer?
to know the

will seem so

RICHTER.

ner from the scene of 
The men, who were oh 
home from work, picked 
frame of the boy before

The language of 6tIP gl’-CWit 
Is replete with maxims and trite

superior 
inherent 
through 
is to be

the 
the 
we 
the

will 
for

still live 
world

^S^'are returning to earth to 
^thélr pilgrimage to the spirit

age 
say-

nidn.
"The 

lamb.”
"God
It is

dwell with his people." 
us to decide whom wo 

we can blame no one

wounded boy were Charles Ullman 
and Michael. Brozier, who room at 
260 Ohio street, just around the cor-

grlm Death takes 
form, 
worn-out spirit de-

Some'Spiritsare Finally Dissipated, 
Their Consciousness Disappears, 
and-They are Lost to the Spirit 
World.

the 
ex- 
bis

To know they 
grander 

Than we on 
> ■ ceive;

accurst."
Physical life is typical of the infi

nite life,and the unseen and , potent 
forces are silently constructing the

doom of his disappointment, 
this;
“That what began best, can’t 

worst,
Nor what God blessed opce

breast both men men escaped. 
The first persons to reach

5VOL.37

What consolation when 
depart,

When it seems sad to 
must leave,

JESUS A TEACHER OF NATURAL 
SCIENCE.

the attack, 
their way 

up the limp 
they discov- 
was uncon-

and permanent by means of 
laws vested in the soul 

our common dally life, that 
eternal. As Whittier beau-

Every Event- and Condition the 
suit of Spiritual Forces.

laws of. Nature;” for the sake of 
parents in those future homes 
need to teach to-day, “Thus salth

If We Desire Heaven, We Must Cul
tívate That Which Will 

. Produce It,

New York School Trustees Rule that 
Word Cannot Appear in Books-— 
Famous Old Song Ousted—Pro« 
hibiting Music that Might Be Called 

■ Sectarian Dulls Christmas Exer- 
\ cises.

1st inquire.
, “We arc between earth 
haven,” my guide replied.

It Is At Last Openly Admitted to the Churches—The Oift b| 
Tongues Nightly Manifested in Many of Chicago’s Ortho} 

dox Meetings, . ' >.

-Bethlehem.
The Palms.
Oh4 Comp.-Eipamiel,
Nazareth, ■

ered his condition. He __ ___
scious and blood was pouring through

parts.
What beauty there Is in that one lit

tle thought—
That one little beautiful belief,— ■

ing out of the future homes we need 
to’learn to teach, “Thus salth

¡oaning cries of many coming out 
join the darkness.

“And pray, where are we?"

IMMORTALITY DOESN'T APPLY 
TO ALL.

- — . • j • s - v" ' ? matter of fact, Mr. Rix instructedthe propter harmony by prayer and singing, she ^w,^|cd^j-jhis thirty-six special teachers of mu- 
;Elc some time ago to beware of teach-

Tb2É2ÍÉdíl2íL§2^^ S JÆ
f

I appeared to be sudL ¿LaW6k' 
’4d by a rap upon ml'
□king in the directlop of i - .Bound 

beheld a white-robed flgure*gazing
me Intently. He now stepped into 

k room and bade me arise and pre- 
jl-e.for a journey into the realms 
Uthe unknown.

‘But where are we to go?” I ln- 
fjred of this strange guide.
¡r’To the region where the suicides 
helve their punishment,” he replied. 
^We now pass out into the night. 
: we advance a chilling' sensation
sses through me. I now hear weird 
inds coming from the direction in 

Acch we are going.
„’What are these mournful sounds?” 
’inquired of my guide.
U‘Those are the souls of the suicides 
iiientlng their rash deed.”
" now? approach one of the suf- 

- ¿E Spirits who, when he observed 
out in a voice full of an-

Tt/ “OiL kind ange), give me, I 
«Sou, of the bread of life to ap- 
[!ise mj; hunger, and of the water 

eternity to quench my thirst. I 
-Iver- in the cold of winter, while 
iwejter in the heat of summer, but 
n find no relief. How long, I pray 

hi, must I remain in this terrible 
rght?”
iListen, suffering spirit: When the 
.eator placed you upon the earth to 
l)joy its many beauties, he placed 
■ur years at three score and ten. 
nt you, tiring of the battle for ex- 
.ence, destroyed your own life at 

ip age of forty. So for thirty years, 
38* the time you have been here, 
[ii must remain before your soul can 
’.ss into the spirit life, as if you 
[id lived your allotted time.” 
■Then we pass on to where we Bee 
■e spirit Of a woman crouching in 
pfror and crying in a beseeching 
vice: V “Oh, give me light! Sweep 
iom my eyes that which obscures my 
rsibn! This utter darkness is more 
»■an Lcan bear.”
,-My guide, now stepping to the side 
Ji the suffering soul, softly replies: 
filter, have patience. The term of 
pur 'exile will soon end. The two 
id twenty years of your penance is 
pout -to expire. To-morrow your 
Irit will be called to earth to be- 

'n its . passage to the spirit world, 
i! though you had just passed from 
‘ebody.”'

(!V‘Will. I soon.be where I can com- 
' pnleate with my spirit friends?"

Ty eagerly inquired.
1 -<Yes," replied my guide. , "Your 
h Sl ’htotlier will meet you when

. ;oul Is released on earth. She 
vmen show you the way to reach 
Djlrit habitations.”
•p3tt^7;Cry ’ now escapes the lips 
‘is"suffering soul, as she cries 

['it: "Oh! look, there Is a light. It 
doming toward me and new I can 

pice more bdgin to see.”
I’We now proceed upon our jo .,-ney, 
'id. as we pass along we hear the

J “These poor souls are isolated from 
T1 communication with either earth 
4 heaVen/ Their days and nights 
re ; passed in solitude, while their 
vlhdB are continually dwelling upon 

i Aelr rash act of taking their own 
' jfe. It they left the earth in a fit 

angry passion, they must remain 
A that,state until they have staid 
heir - knotted time, and their spirit 
j called to earth to begin its prepa- 

t atlon to enter the pearly gates' of 
■ .’eayen.” 
\L “But Is there no way by which 
jieir earthly friends can mitigate 

suffering?^ I Inquired.
,• “No. When man undertakes to 

I iofeat the designs of his Creator, he 
bust suffer the full penalty of his 
yunsgression.”

We now meet several angkls who 
Ijjgp leading black-robed spirits earth- 

yj;-.\\where are they going?” I in-

Ings that point to some secret truth, 
and they frequently convey a fact of 
ethical science, as in the common 
saying: “Birds of a feather flock 'to
gether.” ' : ,

. Because thoughts are magnetic and 
attract through the atmosphere the 
secret elements that build up a cer- 
taln charm and beauty of human char
acter, or. otherwise.

Thé saying a that “Thoughts- are. 
Things," has Bn inteljigenfand defi
nite meaning to-day, especially ^o 
those who are reaching, out into the 
vistas of spiritual life and the Taws 
and forces beyond the, boundary of 
the mere physical world and senses. 
Every event and condition in thé 
physical world is the result of spirit
ual forces, aq much so as the law of 
gravitation on the ponderable ele
ments of matter.

The law of mind over’matter is in
herent in man, and let him desire 
beauty and sweetness of character, 
and all things that are In harmony 
with ideal manhood are his ¿b he 
places himself in the right current of 
soul-wealth and noble Selfhood.

The powers of the air and earth 
are at,the command of the man who 
uses his divine soul gifts to find the 
key that unlocks the door to the se
cret knowledge of right living and 
right seeing.

Man as an organic being has the 
inherent quality of change and growth 
according to the degree of spiritual 
aspirations, and the spiritual potent 
forces within determines the power 
to overcome matter and the slavish 
fear Incident to the ungrown state of 
the human mind and environments.

The sect called1 Christian Science 
is built upon new lines of,dogmatic 
thought in religion, and places spirit 
before matter, and,lgnores cause and 
effect, making human organization 
outside of natural law and one of 
miracle and supernaturaHsm, instead 
of the result of ordinary processes in
nate in nature, and divine. Paul 
wisely states the fact when he says, 
First the natural body, and then the 
spiritual body.”

Man has not only a soul, but he is 
a soul with human weaknesses,, to 
overcome, and through the organic 
body_to build in the material life the 
Immortal now.

The doctrine Browning teaches 
may well be adopted by Spiritualists, 
and every man who would escape the

Sire they not already dead?" 
ly friend. There is no death, 
lied death is but a return of 
to the dust whence it came, 

■ hlle the spirit is then set free. It 
,i raihpf a new birth ot the soul.” 
* “But;” I afain Inquire, “is there 
(0 excuse for suicide? Are all who 
ake their own life punished the 
Tme?”
1 “Each is dealt with according to. 

f ;aeir misdeed. They must all serve 
riut their allotted time in solitude and 
- prrovL".

“But' how if they are Insane or 
atoxlcated when they commit the 
eed?” ->

- “Then,” he replied, “they remain 
■:i the same insane condition until 
Iley are again caled to earth.”
1 “But is that justice?” I inquired;
'a sick, suffering, and insane soul to 
;e punished for a deed for which it 
•’as not accountable?”

. 1 “But they are accountable,” he re- 
‘ ¡lied, “for the cause of their sickness

T insanity. All human beings are 
ndowed by their Creator with a con- 
fclehce to guide them through life

. j. the right path. - If they follow out
Jtrlctly the law ot Nature, there is 

‘ o sickness; but when man delib- 
rately- breaks the commands of his 
]ll-wise Creator, he must not only 

I uffer, but pay the consequence as 
I veil, Many a mother’s reason is- 
L [battered upon the rocks of sin, be- 
I ause she is the murderer of her 
I vould-be offspring. When a man 
l ''.eliberately becomes so intoxicated as 

. o make himself insane for tfie time 
■ Bing, he is accountable for any crime 

L ommitted against himself or another, 
must pay the penalty.”

now come to a spirit who seems 
in. the greatest terror, as. he 

take the shackles from 
I ay’feet, and the manacles from my 
I innds, that I may flee from this ter- 
I ible, sight. Those staring eyes and 
I ‘hat gaping wound, is more than a hell 
I o me." ■ ■

’’That poor aoul,” explains my

tlfully expresses It: 
"Through the harsh noises of our day 
A low sweet prelude finds its Way; 
Thro’ clouds of doubt and creeds of 

fear
A light is breaking calm and clear.”

No one need fear to give his last 
dollar if it Is right for him to give 
it. He may bestow it in perfect con
fidence, knowing the unseen potencies 
will make provisions for his own 
wants and needs, as the laW of gen
erosity is predicated in Justice, and 
the generous giver need have no more 
fear than he would in working out 
a problem of mathematics. It is this 
primary movement of the soul towards 
justice in the world with the associa
tion of the sinners, as impelled in the 
religious missionary of the Salvation 
Army individuals in the field ot hu
manitarianism, work without spe
cial badges or uniforms, and uncom
missioned, save by the Instinct of 
their own nature, who fearlessly go 
forth to do good. .

To see this age in a broad and prac
tical sense, one must go to some lofty 
elevation removed from the turmoil 
and strife of party interests and relig
ious sectarianism, and from such ele
vation watch the unseen potencies 
that are at work, guided by the infi-

based upon outward observation will 
satisfy the true scientist or philoso
pher to deny as he clairvoyantly and 
meditatively views the growth of nt 1 
tions and peoples to’the more pt 
gressive and spiritual civilization.

BISHOP A. BEALS. 
Summerland, Cal.

Spiritualisj^h^s at last openly broken out among the church^, 
and because of the awe ,and wonder it inspires, has' become a 
great advertisement to impress the scoffer with the superiority 
of certain sects over their rivals, because they now “possess some
thing that is demonstrable, and of-which tlie other sects canp^t 
even boast. s ■ .

It has broken out in various sections of the United States, 
but as yet its principal seat is in the larger cities, ¡like Los 
Angeles and Chicago. In the latter city there are demonstra« 
tions of these manifestations nightly.

Of course to awe and inspire an ignorant class of people fhe 
manifestations are not only a great success, but they are also 
a great advertisement, as many people flock to. the mectin^sjr 
attracted by them.. .»I7; h

The peculiar part to the student in psychology iâ that tjjd 
voices all*bring warnings and help characteristic of the, ¡class' 
of people from which they spring; and when interpreted inva
riably refer to the near approach of Jesus’ second coming, apd 
warnings to be prepared for death,-ptc. ’ • .. ; . $

Of course these people call it by another name; "This wely 
is a manifestation of the Holy Spirit, and is what the New Testa
ment teaches as the ‘gift of tongues.’ ” Not only that, but it 
is surelythe sign of the latter days, as warned, by tlie prophet 
Joel. Surely they now possess 'a cudgel that will ,fright^the 
ignorant and bring an influence- to bear, upon the publu^ thht

: According to a telègràm ÎTRS-NSS1 
•York to the Chicago Record-Herald, 
the board of education, In its sweep
ing efforts to rid the schools of New 
York ot any suggestion of sectarian
ism, has not only barred all Christ
inas exercises for this year in which 
¡there is any mention of Christ, the 
birth of Christ or the Star of Beth
lehem, but has issued tlie prdèr to 
throw out of the schools forty-seven 
text-books-in which any reference to 
the Christian religion is made,

This will mean the revision, at an 
enormous expense,' of practically all 
the' text and song books in the pub
lic'schools. The committee on ele- 
mentary schools, which reported in 
favor of the elimination of sectarian 
references in song books, is headed 

,by Abraham Stern, a lawyer,-of 31 
Nassau street. Mr. Stern said to-day 
that his committee, which had taken 
up the protest of Jewish parents, had 
been asked to eliminate all character
istic Christian hymns, all references 
to" Christ, the Trinity and the cross, 
tfie birth of Christ, the use of all pic
tures of a religious character and 
also any reference to Santa Claus or 
SÏ. Nicholas in Christmas celebra
tions.

< ' Christmas Trees to Stay.
? The committee was furttier urged 

to set aside the ceremony of having 
Christmas trees in .the kindergarten 
oY primary grades. /
, “We have reported favorably,” said 

Mr. Stern, “on all these suggestions 
Except those relating to Santa Claus 
or St, Nicholas, and we. have decided 
tP allow the children In the kinder
gartens to have the tree.

“There will be no singing of hymns 
of a sectarian character, however, and 
Frank R. Rix, thé general musical 
director of the schools for the greater' 

yrity, will see that, no ; program of 
“sectarian music will be arranged. As

To the Editor:—As set forth»in the 
Chicago Tribune of late date, because 
jig HO money dr valuables with 
hinl Wiie5%si^tj?-by tyo well-dressed 
young men at Ohio street Dear
born avenue early last evening, Henry 
Baumgartner, 16 years old, a private 
messenger, probably was mortally 
wounded with a knife by one-of the. 
men. While their victim lay bleed
ing from a knife stab in the left

ought to again fill the churches.
A rose smells just as sweet, however, no matter by what nQine. 

it is known. j,' '
At a leading church on a south-side boulevarfl there? af^ 

manifestations at each meeting. ,
The wife of the pastor of the south-side congregation« hasj, 

had remarkable manifestations in her home. After, seeing

his outer garments.
Revived and Falters Out Story.
The police were notified and the 

wounded lad was hurried to the Pas- 
savant hospital. He 'was soon revived 
with stimulants, and In a faltering 
voice, which every moment threatened 
to stop forever, told the story of the 
futile holdup and the subsequent 
stabbing.

He said hd was employed by the” 
Illinois Dental Laboratory, 67 Wa
bash avenue, and was walking to his 
home, 756 West Chicago avenue, 
when he was attacked. He had just 
reached the corner of Ohio street, on 
Dearborn avenue, when he was seized . 
from behind and thrown to the side
walk.. '

While he was held in this position 
by one of the men the other searched 
his pockets. Finding nothing of val
ue, the thug that held him jerked
him violently to his feet, when 
companion, without a word of 
planation plunged a knife into 
breast.

Calls for His Mother.

also a friend who was with her, A MATERIALIZED HANpj) ; 
and later a lily over her head. It is needless to say th^j^Hi^ 
lady is highly resptected by the members of the congreg^bfiiii ■ 
and that it has left a profound impression,, and as the pgst^rj; 
sees that this and the gift- of >the tongues has already .made 
favorable impression, he, of course, does all he can.to keep- the;. 
good work developing. ’ r.

In Zion City a sect of Dowieites has wonderful
tions of this power. In the family of one of the.jading : 
bers, a man well known to the public at large, and furthermore ■ 
one who is known as a just and upright man, whose word^dnd,. 
character is respected everywhere, told the .writer thawing fiyq; 
children, ranging in age from four to,sixteen years-(t^e mother 
is dead), had this gift of tongues. The older one, a girl of sixr 
teen years, had spoken as many as twenty-two. different lan
guages. The child four years old, also has.spoken..a number.

The peculiar part of the manifestations is, that when one«of '- 
the children is speaking in an entirely unknown tongue,«at the ■ 
same time another child, apparently influenced, will interrupt 
what is said. Many of these tongues have been identified! iby« 
those" who understood the language, and found to be Cprrect.'

These manifestations come only during the spell of,religujua 
excitement, or when there is religious harmony from murib and -

“Ing the children any Christmas songs 
this year." . . '

-1' Among the-, famous hymns barred 
;Trom the schools by the new rule are 
;the following:

The Doxology. , .
i Ave Meria.

If With AU Your Hearts,
,, Jerusalem. ‘ •

exhortation. ■ ?
The individuals’through wjiom these manifestations are.jgiyea 

are not entranced, or unconscious, although they undergo spami^l ' 
of the muscles of various parts of the body before the gif^ is 
manifested. , _ • 0 .

The messages given are entirely those which are character
istic of this class of people, and are mainly along the lines;of 
religious exhortation, and are constant warnings about the.Bec; 
ond coming of Jesus, etc. . /

In the homes of the family above referred to ther# is;wi- 
dence of the care and industry of a second wife, and the-chil
dren of the first wife were in the yard at pldy when the writer 
investigated, and a healthier, happier and more contented lot 
could not be found anywhere., ■ ’ )
“A little leaven shall.leaven the whole lump.”. Now thatat. 

has started out, and that it has been shown that it is a gdod 
method to inspire awe and leave a strong impression, you-ban. 
safely prophesy that ere loug it will spread rapidly, and under 
the developing conditions, before long other manifestations will 
be sure to occur. ' . .... -> ‘

Of course this is fr6m God, and Spiritualistic manifestation^ 
by those who do not belong to these sects are from his Satanic 
Majesty—according to the dwarfed and bigo ted, minds. Of the. 
adherents of this class of orthodoxy.

Hark, tfie .' CJiristmas Bells are 
.. Ringing. •

- , Sing, O Children, Slug-with Glad
ness.

Wake and Tune Your Cheerful 
7 Voices. '

.- The Christmas Tree.
Peace on Earth.;
The Blrd'korig.'
Watchman, Tell Us of the Night. 
For Thee, 0 Dear, Dear Country. 
Aurelia.'
Hark, Hark, My Soul.
Nearer My God to Thee. 
Christmas’ Time. ’

1 Coronation. ‘
Olivet.
In Heavenly Love Abiding. -. 
Onward Christian Soldiers. 
While Shepherds Watched.

; -rWhen Mr. Stern was asked if patri
otic songs in which reference to the 
Christian religion were made had also 
been eliminated^he said that It made 
no difference whether they were pa
triotic hr religious, if there was any 
sectarian reference in them they 
Would be eliminated.

The above is a inove in the right 
direction. . Indeed, the world is ad
vancing in some respect along the

Occasionally young Baumgartner 
would stop in the narrative to .ask 
for his mother. The latter, with her 
husband and little daughter, had been 
notified and was then hurrying to 
the side of her wounded -son.

When Lieut. Doherty had heard 
the story he detailed every available 
man in the Chicago avenue station 
to search the neighborhood for traces 
of the men. All the other stations 

. on the north side were notified and 
furnished with descriptions of the 
two men obtained from the boy.

Early Ibis morning.Lieut. Doherty 
apd policeman1 Coyne arrested Charles 
Granath, 18 years old, 88 Sedgwick 
street, in an alley near the scene of 
the stabbing, and when taken to the 
station the boy admitted that he had 
been present when Baumgartner was 
wounded.

In the above, the degenerate who 
stabbed the boy because he had no 
money, lost to all feelings of human
ity, their spirits will be finally dis
sipated. They will live in the spirit 
world for a time, and then disappear 
forever. No one can have immor
tality unless they earn it. It is not 
forced on anyone, and I agree fully 
with the spirit who says such is the 
case. So look out.

DIVINE WRIGHT.

An up-to-date physician will give 
his first attention to the causg of an 
illness before he will prescribe* a rem
edy.

A just judge will seek to ascertain 
the cause of a crime before inflicting 
a punishment, 
, .jhe natural and first query that 
comes Co th“ mip^ when anything 
of a startling nature Is p?0"?atvd to. 
it is to ask: What is the cause?

These and similar instances go to 
convince one of a natural law, recog- , 
nized instinctively and intelligently 
by all, that there is an inseparable 
connection between cause and effect.

Men also deal honestly from tear 
of being cast into hell after the death 
of the body.

Men deal honestly because the di
vine within has been recognized and 
developed to that degree where a 
love for truth and love for man is 
so great that there is no desire to 
be dishonest or in any way to do 
aught that would offend a fellow 
being.

Love and hate represent opposite 
conditions of. the mind, and if we de
sire heaven we must cultivate that 
which will produce it here on earth, 
and thereby prepare us for that fu
ture plane of existence in the Sum
merland of the Spirit realm.

With love as the motive for our 
actions, mankind cannot long remain 
in Ignorance of that divine principle 
which, when universally put into 
practice, will bring order out of 
chaos; peace, happiness and good 
will will take the place of the present « 
disorder of things and man will then 
realize the purpose of his existence 
on earth.

Some will say that this sounds nice, 
and would like to see It materialize, 
but assert that as long as we are 
human we cannot bring such a con
dition about.

It is that very thought which ties 
man to the earthy condition and pre
vents his entering into his Inheritance 
of a more abundant life.

The capabilities of the mind are 
measured by its conception of its 
abilities; “as a man thinks, so is he.”

Thoughts are things, and it is for 
us to materialize • the ideal thoughts 
many times Impressed by our spirit 
friends, so that by action we can give 
convincing expression to the divine 
principle which dwells in every Indi
vidual, and is constantly striving for 
recognition.

The critical period in the evolution 
of man has arrived; the Master is 
beginning to assert his power and the 
mind is to be directed by the divine 
principle which makes man the tem
ple ot God.

The base motives of the earthy man 
can now be dominated by the Titvine

for our'failure to obtain this pearl 
of great value.

Our environment may seem an ob
stacle to our soul’s progress, but it 
lies in our power to bring victory 
out of seeming defeat.

F. E. DONALDSON.
6552 Paulina Street, Chicago, ill.

guide, “not only took his own life, 
but the life of another as well.' He- 
must stay in his present condition, 
confronted by the memory’of his vic
tim until the unlived portion of. both 
their lives “has been passed by him, 
as you now see him.”
“ "But will there at last be rest 
for these poor wretches?” I inquired.

“Yes,” replied my guide; ''after 
they have fully paid the penalty for 
their wrongdoing their souls will bé 
released from this terrible bondage.”

“And will they pass directly into 
the spirit world?” I inquired.

”No!” -replied my guide; “They 
will then be earthbound,- which Is the 
first sphere of spirit existence, . until 
they have atoned -for ' their other 
earthly wrongs; Nvhen they will enter 
the second sphere of spirit life, where 
theirtrue spirit development begins.”

“Then there is no punishment after 
the second-sphere of-the spirit world 
is reached?” I inquired^

“No, my friend,”’replied my guide. 
"Thè Creator of all things is a kind 

.but exacting Father, who dearly loves 
his children. The sins of the world 
rest heavily upon-, him,. In the end; 
heaven will be a place of great re
joicing,-when the whole human'race 
will be united in spirit to form one 
great and -glorious family to. bask in 
the -radiant smiles of the Creator of, 
the heavens above and the ear Urbe--

-neathJ’ -i .. . E. J. De CAMP.
14 Chapel St., Auburn,- N. Y.

Why Mediums Are . Controlfed by 
Indians. ' ’

■In The Progressive Thinker of Oc
tober 26, in the Qüéry. and .Answer 
Column, Ludwig Wrangell asks, “Why. 
is It that«most test mediums are con
trolled by Indian.spirits?”
.1 would like to give the way the 

question has been answered for me 
from the spirit side of Ufé; . *

1 was one of a circle of several per
sons who were sitting with Mrs. E. J. 
Hanson as the fliedium, in-myrhome, 
some three., years ago,-.and it .occurred 
to me tó ask' the question-of-littte: 
."White win’gs,” a little Indian guide 
of thé medium. It was suggested to 
me because . the evening,' before $ 
man in a sneering sort «Ï a manner 
had said to me: "I don’t" see why 
these mediums have so much to? do 
with Indians. I don’t "take müch 
stock in their Indian jabber! ” ■ ? -

At the first opportunity I asked. 
“White Wings;” "Will you telFme 
why the/médiums nearly all fiave^n- 
dian controls-?'’ . .

The answer came without hesita
tion: ’’Why, Squaw, don’t yon-know 
that each nation of people', on- earth, 
possesses some quality differing : from 
all others, or in a ; different degree? 
Now the Indians -are the. - electrical 
people; the negroes, or: dark people 
are the electro-magnetic people, and

so on throughout the’ 
earth; different qualities in different 
combinations to produce different 
power,”

I know that when, sluing in ^ circle 
for spirit manifestation; we Ajere 
ways told that a certain Indian call
ing himself ‘'Oweeka” woul<L;inforp 
us through'our automatic wri§&i5 mg4 
dium, that he Was ■ there .ready to 
handle the electricity । necessary for 
our wbrk, and he woqld; demonstrate 
that it was being dOne.itoo. :

We. had, af fire he’re last ,pyeek;.<a. 
cottage whs. burned,■’ Wlilchrin itifelf Is 
not strange, but the part is l^at^i.' 
young lady living next door, dreamed 
Three times that she" saw it qUrnwl 
just as it was. She has told previous 
to this other things that have conte 
true, MRS. G. POOLER;-;

Sheridan, Ill. - ■ '

TO-DAY AND YESTERDAY.

But yesterday there, went » with, iae, ■ 
So Bwift l scarce fcould edpe^

Aosinging,. swinging,: spirit, maid—-
;; Her name; .she said,: was >Hop&- . .
To-day she drags, upon'fny keel; ’

AU sour and dull with cafp, -1
And*, though I know-the maid’s.-the 

same,
. She calls.- herself.-Despair.'. cl 

»-rEthelyn De Voo.

Fear Him, which after he hath 
power to kill, hath power to cast into 
hep. Yea, I say unto you, fear Him.

“Are not' five sparrows sold for two 
farthings and not one of thepi Is for
gotten before God.

“But even the very hairs of your 
head are numbered. Fear notT there
fore, ye arq-of more value than many 
sparrows?!' ,

The lesson 'is plainly one of natural 
laws, telling not only what to fear 
but what not-to fear. As he taught 
that it was not all.of life to live, that 
mortal life is only the beginning o{ 
immortal life, that death to the mor
tal body is not all of death, that it 
is but the ending of the opportuni
ties of mortal life, but'a continuation 
of the results. We live after death 
in the influence of our- life’s work. 
We find heaven-or hell as-we have 
made it, through the laws by which 
God rules the universe. Therefore 
we must féar the law of Nature. 
Fear not the man who may strike the 
blow, may, speed the bullet, but fear 
the death-dealing disease which may’ 
destroy your-; 6wn< physical -temple, 
and through'the law of heredity taint 
the’ lives of descendants and bring to 
you’a condition of regret, a-mental 
fire consuming your happiness.

Fear the; influence you may exer
cise over another, .to degrade ,the 
physical; mental or moral life, for’the 
law of Nature will condemn and pun
ish you, when you stand face to face 
‘with eternal laws, and no longer see 
thro'‘/áh a glass darkly.

The'minutest life is governed by 
-the law; the sparrow must exist or 
perish through the law; it is un
changeable, it is God. Even the hairs 
of" your head-are all numbered; ;á 
separate principle of life, a separate 
expresión of law develops each. A 
higher power is given to you than 
to the sparrow: the power to be the 
creator of your own-happiness. The 
God-likeness of reason and will power 
to work with God—with Nature, and 
bring perfect results, and peace and 
happiness to follow u'z natural re-

suit, and crown your efforts with the 
benediction of "Well done,”

"Consider the lilies; how they 
grow.” The law, the power which 
we call God-, gives the needed ele
ments of food. The life in the lily 
forces it into an acceptance of the 
rays of sunshine; it pushes upward 
out of darknes into light, and draws 
to itself that which builds the-per
fect expression of life. God cares for 
it through the laws that give it per
petual life in seed and root; in the 
powers that enable it to drink of the 
dew or rain drop, ^o feed upon earth’s 
elements, to breathe the vitalizing 
air. It gives to the world its beauty 
of form and color, It radiates an In
fluence of sweetness. It lives within 
the law and grows perfect. Cannot 
man do as much? God gives to him 
the same opportunity. If the laws 
are so perfect for these shortlived 
children of the Father's care, are 
there not the same perfect conditions 
for”man’s attainment?

For the sake of the children com-

laws of Nature.” If we would find 
the heaven with its pearly gates and 
streets of gold, we must seek It In 
our own soul. We must leA-n that 
a pure, heart is the pearly gate, that 
Wisdom that lightens the footsteps, is 
thé golden pathway.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE. 
Washington, D. C.

And he .who will not form a link 
Of new conditions soon to be, 

Ere long must stand aghast to see, 
s. Old systems toppling down the 

brink.
.Theycannot and they shall not last. 

Thé bïoader impulse of the day .
Will gaiii and grow and sweep away 

The rank Injustice of the past.
•—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Conscience looks backward and 
judges past actions. * * Man thus 
prompted will, through long habit; ac
quire such perfect self-command, f 

;* . * He will feel himself impelled, 
independently of any pain or pleas-, 
ure felt at the'moment, to certain 
lines of conduct. He may then say: 
“I am the supreme judge of my own 
conduct, and, in the words .of Kant, 
I will- not in. my own person violate 
the dignity of humanity,”—Charles 
R. Darwin.

Where in this world Is a belief more 
sincere, 

Than ours of Spirit Return?
Where could there .be a’ more beauti

ful faith,
With more helpful lessons to learn? 

To know there exists a spiritual
world—•

A home where our loved ones find 
peace, v

refuge for souls that have left this 
old earth,

And gained from its cares their re
lease;

Where trouble is ended and happiness , 
reigns, 

Good will and loving content— 
Should not this thought ease that bit

ter regret ....
That makes many poor hearts la

ment?
For there is no death! What seems 

so is not
- The meaning of Spiritual dying;, 
When the soul leaves the body, it 

lives just the samp, .
Triumphant in life glorifying.

dead 
Should soothe 

hearts, 
Than pain when 

the bodily 
When the poor

Does not the faith 
world

Bring to sorrowing 
relief?

Grandeur and beauty 
as this—

Prepared in this world 
sweet truth. 

And the next world 
hearer.

BERTHA M. 
Napoleon, Ohio.
Religion must always be something 

emotional,; pnd the culture of emo
tion Is not carried on advantageously 
in ordinary- school-teaching. The 
system-that is best for securing the in
tellectual element is not best for se
curing the emotional element.-—Bain.

A well-governed miud learns in time 
to find pleasure in. nothing but the 
truth- and the just.—Anon.

soon.be
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As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle
Petersilea- Given through the Medi- 

unwhip^f Amelia Petersifea.

“Now,” said I, ‘ypu cad >eVer con
struct this beautiful home- and . (be 
happy with your children while, you 
have that feeling toward Ihe^padra, 
or Upward inyone else. ^.If you .-con
tinue to' cherish revengeful. feelings 
toward anyone, you and your borne 
will look just like a ’dirty black
guard,’ and ‘bad cess’ “Yvill be your 
own, and not the padra’s.”

- “I taught ynjj ipinre-TJiSt b! my 
ablffty/' fall the father. “I believed 
those things tq be true, myself/ and 
now that'I find that they are not so, 
I B^g your pardon.”

The woman still looked glum.
“You must forgive the father,” \ 

laid, “before you can do any good 
thing; before you can make yourself 
or your children happy. Now, shake 
hands with the padra,eand freely for
give him, and love him as you would 
a brother; for all men and women 
are brothers and sisters.”

“An’ ye’ll not go back on yer word 
to me about the home an’ the music?”

“No; but the home must be con
structed more or less by your own, 
soul; and how can you construct a 
beautiful and lovely home while your 
Soul Is filled with revengeful feelings? 
You do not want to weave bad cess 
and dirty blackguard into your home, 
do you?”

“WallK thin,” she»said, turning to
ward the priest, “I forgive ye’s, an’ 
will try to love ye’s like a bfothpr, 
an’ whin the home ^js blit, .ye’s will 
come an’ pay me a visit, an’ I’ll try 
to make ye’s welcome.!’

I now selected one of my best, most 
competent teachers, and sent them 
forth to build their little home'and 
make themselves tidy and present- 
xble.

■After a reasonable length of time

^‘Do you need those old-fashioned 
blinds?" . ' , • ;

“Ah, but they’re purty, sir; dn 
when I lived in a dirty room, in a 
tenement house, / I thought it would 
be a hlven on earth io live in a white 
house, wid green blinds to It,” '

We entered the house and rile ush
ered me in^ the farlpr with great 
vridi ana intense pleasure. Thé 
teacher stood with a bland_smile and 
knowing leok. }

"An’ now, sir, what do you think

words to4remove error and wrong 
Idea», ripp!6 on until they roach the 
great fount of wisdom and help to 
make up ttiat>whlch some call God.

;Now, in doing a good deed, or re
moving an error, one not only makes 
the recipient happlert but oneself 
as well. Two are made happlw, and 
then the ripples spread, ahd none can 
say that they ever stop, and they 
strike, or' are received by this one 
and that one, and thus go on forever. 

. Music and poetry are twin sisters. 
This book of Tennyson’s had been set 
to a beautiful rippling piece of music 
by'.a lady, a musician of rase ability; 
and as everyone loved and admired 
it, I was called upon to play it. In 
seadoii and out of season; and of 
course I had played it thousands of 
times; beside3, no pupil was satis
fied until I had included it their 
Jessops, Thus^ little brool; of 
TetmyfiSh's went rippling on all over

of this?”
“I think it very fine,” I replied.
Here was a,pretty parlor, with such 

things in it as the poor woman had 
always longed tor, but, could never 
have until now. A sofa, nice chairs, 
marble table, and—grandest and best 
of all—a piano. Hanging on -the 
walls were some portraits and a scene 
among the wild cairns of Ireland.

"Why, where did you get these?” 
I asked.

“1 had thim in me mlnd^ sir, an’ 
the teacher tolt me how to make thim 
appear on the walls, sir. Thim pic
tures are me father an’ me mither;/ 
one, me boy on earth, an’ the other 
the gurl.”

“Are your father and mother 
this world?” 1 asked.

“0, yis, str; long ago."
“Have you not seen them yet?”
"Not yit, sir. I wanted to git 

coinplate before I sint for t)iem.

In

aji 
I

had felapsed, there came into the cpn- 
lervatory the teacher, together with

panted me home, an’ me chllder 
takin’ lessons, before they came. I 
would be ashamed, sir, to have thim 
see me an’ the chllder as we ware 
whin you first see us; an’ more thin 
all, they did not want me to marry 
Patrick, an’ I run away, an’ married 
wid him, to America.” /

She now took us into a neat sit
ting room, then into a kitchen, then 
into Teddy’s room.- She. opened a

her group of proteges; and what a'"door that led Into a
jhange had taken place in their gen- 
iral appearance. The mother rushed 
forward and grasped both my hands
within her own. • .

“Ye’s a blissed glntlemafl!" she ex
claimed. “Ye have given me all I 
Iver wanted. An’ may the Lord bliss 
yer swate soul. Look at Teddy, will 
ye’s.? an’ at me gurl? Is not she 
the purty young leddy?"

And truly she was. Her beautiful 
burnished hair was plaited in two 
large braids, and confined by “bonnle 
blue ribbons,” the ends being left to 
curl at their own sweet will. The 
girl was about fourteen years of age, 
but looked even younger than that. 
Her eyes .were as blue as the summer 
skies and her face very much like 
a blush rose. She was yet shrinking 
and very modest. She was dressed 
in cream-colored lace and blue, rib
bons, and carried in her hand a roll 
precisely like those which one often 
sees in the hands of young ladies on 
the earth, strapped around and buck
led together with a black water-proof
covering resembling leather.
at the roll with a ^mile.

"So you are all prepared 
lessons, I see?” '

"Ah! there was nothing

I glanced

for your

on earth
thet me gurl wanted so much as that 
same roll of music, thet all the ginteel 
young leddies carried. An' isn’t she 
the purty young leddie, now?"

"She Is, indeed," I answered. ‘And
how about Teddy?" . 

“Teddy’s the man fer ye’s. An’

larger
which shé said was her own

room, 
and

Mary’s; for she could not spare Mary 
away from her, not yet.

'Now,” I asked, “don’t you like 
such a heaven as this, where you can 
have all that you so much wanted 
on earth, and grow in wisdom and 
knowledge every day of your life, 
than such a heaven as the priest used 
to tell you of?”

“O, sir, this is a betther hlven, ten 
thousand times betther thin that one; 
an’ look at Teddy's little boat, sir. 
He takes Mary an’ mesel out satin’ 
mony’s- the toim." ,

You, in the earth life, speak of 
heavenly bliss; that, of course, means
heavenly 
you all

Tennyson’s brook at length reaches 
the ocean and helps to make that 
groat body of wtter. So, the little
' ' of kindness, or little acts and

Jts&ses and Functions, as Suggested by Charles

i Èawbarn—Suggestive and Interesting Views
îÿhich Every One Should Read.
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the .habitable globe, but did not stop 
with the material globe; it »till went 
rippling on throughout the spiritual 
spheres; su'd when I arrived here,' 
it was rippling more musically than 
ever. As .pur conservatory here had 
now become more popular than even 
the ohe on earth had been, Tennyson 
himself was attracted to it. As Long
fellow and myself had been old 
earthly acquaintances, and Tennyson 
and Longfellow were attracted to
gether, as fate or chance would have 
it we were playing Tennyson’s brook 
jh chorus. I had never played it, on 
earth, in hhorus; but here, now, we 
were playing it as though a thou
sand little brooks were all singing 
in unison.

O! you do not know how grand and 
beautiful it sounded.

As the two gentlemen entered, 
every eye was turned upon them, and 
many knew who they were. I greeted 
my old acquaintance, Longfellow, but 
as I had never met Tennyson In the 
earth life, Longfellow said:

“Allow me to introduce to your no
tice the erstwhile Poet'Laureate, Ten
nyson;" and still the brook, like a- 
thousand voices in one, went rippling, 
on, tor no one but myself had paused 
in the playtpg. '

Tennyson smiled a glorious smile 
as he'heard it, and he murmured:. 
“But the brook goes on forever, 
ever.” „ ■

We clasped hands with great cor-, 
dlality. Surely, I was glad to see him 
here, and was-pleased that it happened 
we were playing the brook.

The poets took seats to listen; and 
thus it was that one of Tennyson’s 
poems, at least, met him in the face.

Ah, my readers, do something good; 
do something grand, if you can; and 
thus it will meet you, not only on 
earth, 'but here as well.

1 Science in the discovery and organ- j 
dzlng^of facts is adding truth to truth, , 
rill mapy a mystery is being solved 
.that io our ancestors seemed hidden 
in dignity. The greatest mystery of 
all is man himself, and here, too, the 
scientist is not only convincing him
self' that man lives after 
is iiegtapiinj to aicmjt Spirit feturn 
a? gfiathrai iact; »
' It seems to the 'writer that the re-, 
cent, -discoveries in brain functions 
reaiiy teach something more than 
science claims for them.’ The student 
reader wlU. recall that in'recent arti
cles we have sought to follow the sci
entific lead, and learn the lessons 
nof taught as,to the relation between 
mam and his mortal brain.

While this article is to be an at
tempt to advance another step, we, 
must 1 first recall some of the facts 

,and inferences updh which our pres
ent belief is founded. "

Every planetary form is built up 
from planetary material. Nothing 
will be found in any form that is 
not derived from the mother planet. 
We briefly sum this up when we 
assert that every unit has a threefold 
nature. Its energy, its intelligence 
and its substance are planetary. And 
since .units, atoms and molecules are 
each planetary form3, and every form, 
is alive—that Is to say, has its own 
expression of life, we may fearlessly 
,assert that Mother Earth can claim 
every form as her own planetary ex’- 
pression of life. That every form, 
whether mineral, vegetable or animal, 
contains» energy, intelligence and sub
stance, and is thus an expression of 

• life,.has been asserted and proved by' 
, the present writer in many previoub 

articles,' Many scientists are now 
ackicrtriedgtng this ’truth. But to 
this atatement of fact there 1b one

ho fragment of Mother Earth, we can 
only’think of it as COSMIC. It un-’ 
doubtedly has Cosmic limitations, but 
they are not those of the planet. 
Everything Of planetary origin will 
repaln planetary so far as the planet 
Itself outreachgs. BuJ berg; we iQBte 
IU £Qntact^vW Something that is not 
planetary, but is, notwithstanding, 
manifesting in earth life.

Now let us remember that apimal 
life consists of animal intelligence 
manifesting through animal energy. 
Row. that Intelligence impresses Itself 
upon patter remains an unsolved mys
tery. But we discern its method, and 
have discovered some of tha locations 
of the brain through which this intel
ligence talks and acts. So much is 
just' the manifeBtation of planetary 
Intelligence through planetary sub
stance. But. the SELF is also break
ing its way into earth life, coming 
as a Cosmic force, that surely de-

a real advance and growth leading 
out and beyond the mere planetary 
Influence, it will express itself by the 
use of the psychic lobe of the mortal 
brain. 1

Spirits seem so largely unconscious 
Of the method by which they reach 
mortals, that we canpot hope for much 
enlightenment from that source. But 
as a point of interest to thé psychic 
student this suggestive thought that 
the so-called “unused lobe“ U-really 
a natural link between the higher and 
lower levels of human life, is worthy 
of careful examination; at least it 
seems such tb' the present writer. ■

. CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro.- iCal.

JAPANESE AND CHRlSTIANI'jfX.

What the Japanese ’protest . against 
is that the Western world advances 
Christianity as ' the one and only 
way,” says Harold Boice, in Apple
ton's magazine. '

Since our denominational represen
tatives in (he Sunrise kingdom con
tinue to insist upon the complete or
thodox conversion, the Japanese have 
not been reticent in pointing out what 
they regard as the fallacies of the 
Christian religion.

“Ah,” said Tennyson, with a sigh,
‘I thought that little poem one of my 
poorest; and, surely, one of the sim
plest, I never expected to meet it 
like this." “And thus it goes on for
ever, ever,” repeated the chorus.

mands organs’ of its own 
sion.

for expres-

I
I could emphasize this 
do not' for a moment

Cosmic intelligence could

distinction, 
assert that 
not use the

happiness. It. means that 
desire great, blissful and

heavenly happiness; and you all 
struggle and, strive to attain .to it;
and yet you do not seem\to know,
any of you, what would make you 
exceedingly and blissfully happy. To 
prostrate yourselves before an Ideal 
God, of the male gender, and wor
ship and praise him forever and for
ever, would not, we think, make any
one happy; we are -afraid that you 
would all like to share a little of 
that praise between you. Every man, 
woman and child likes to receive some 
credit for the good, which they do, 
and for making themselves more 
worthy from day to day. Even ani
mals like to receive praise and credit.
The dog wags his tail and gamboTS 

that he has
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lie’ll soon be a folne glntleman like 
yersel', sir.”

Teddy’s bright auburn hair was cut 
and combed after the usual fashion of 
the earth; but it would curl and 
crinkle in all directions in spite ot 
all. His large eyes flashed with a 
feeling of manly importance. He had 
on a brand-new suit of fashionable 
r.lpthes. He was aboyt sixteen years 
of age, rather small, and was already 
beginning to show a little plumpness. 
His thin, scared, squalid look had en
tirely disappeared. 1 placed my hand 
on the bey’s head: "Now, my lad,” 
I said, “I am,going to make a great 
professor of you; and you shall yet 
>e a teacher in this conservatory.”

The mother could not contain her
lelf for joy.

'Och! but ye’s the blissed. one!” 
«he exclaimed. An’ where s the 
praste? ’I forgave the praste long 
ago,” she continued; “for the teacher 
toll me thet all things worked to- 
glther fur good, an’ but fur the praste 
I might nlver have met ye’s.”

"My good woman,” I said, “you are 
looking much better yourself, than 
when you were feeling antagonistic 
toward the good padrb."

"Yis," and she turned herself about 
that I might Bee just how she looked; 
«nd Bhe was not far from beautiful 
{eraelf. Her curly, reddish, Irish 
air, was parted smoothly over a 

brow that was fast losing its care and 
wrinkles, knotted in a large knot at 
the back of her head, and confined 
by a gold ornament. Her dress was 
sf sheer muslin, covered by figures 
ind sprays of green, and flowing all- 
ibout her In fine style.

“Well,” I said, “what work are 
rou going to take up? or do you find 
L enough to take care ofvthe house, 

Teddy, aud^the girl?” ■ ■
“But ye’s’ll come an’ see me home, 

will ye’s, sir?”
“Yes, let us us go now;” and we 

went forth; but first I placed the girl 
In a class, and,the boy under a pro-' 
lessor.

CHAPTER V.
We soon came in sight of the little 

home, a beautiful white-cottage, nes
tled down in a green ineadow, a placid 
lake lying not far from. lt, There 
were many flowers and much shrub
bery near the house, and a little boat 
dancing on the lake. A silvery white 
road ran in front of the house down 
to the lake, the lake being at the 
farther end of the house, a little Jn 
the distance. The house was .white,' 
the windows being covered, by green 
blinds now. belitg somewhat out of 
date on the -earth». -I -smiled- M‘--I 
noticed tire blind», and-said:

when praised and told ___ _____
done well. The horse manifests his
pleasure when kindly treated and
praised; and so of all living crea
tures; but that which constitutes the 
happiness of human beings variés in 
quality and degree; and that>which 
would constitute the happiness of one’ 
would not make another happy; so 
that blissful happiness is as varied as 
there are human belngs"fô enjoy it; 
consequently each one must seek or 
make his or her own happiness.

Now there is one great universal 
law that all should understand. There 
can be no perfect happiness on earth, 
or in heaven where there is the least 
unhappiness existing, either on the 
earth or within the heavenly spheres; 
consequently, if one human being is 
unhappy, all must be so, more or less. 
Then, how necessary that all should 
strive to remove all cause for un
happiness from the earth and within 
the spheres. How horrible the 
thought that the angels In heaven 
could’be happy wjille some other hu
man beings were enduring the' tor
tures of hell. Would not millions of 
angels band themselves together and 
destroy such a hell, take their broth
ers and sisters therefrom, place them 
in schools and other places of in
struction, and teach them how to,be 
good and happy? Such a course 
would be commendable and praise
worthy; such a course would make 
the angels far happier than to fall 
on their faces, praise and worship a 
God who could be capable of con
signing human beings to such a hell 
as has been.held up "to view.

Each cause of unhappiness removed, 
makes every human being, on the 
earth or in the heavens, happier; and 
as before stated, there cannot be per-

I am selecting the scenes which X 
tlrink will be the most instructive and 
interesting to the earthly world.

■ I have been in this life now, for 
nearly four years of earthly time, and 
have, probably, learned and experi
enced more within that period of time 
than I should have done on. the earth 
in twenty years. Thus, my soul .has 
been able to accomplish four times as 
much as it would have been able to ' 
do on the earth; and yet I have 
worked much during that time for 
the people within the material.

Our conservatory of music is a very 
extensive one, and we keep adding to 
it according to its requirements. Now, 
connected with it we have a grand 
auditorium, .and also a theater. We 
soon fit pupils to play before large 
and critical audiences; 'we'also have 
prominent men and women to come 
and lecture for us. We have grea't 
masters to come and play for_us. We 
often have such men as Henry Ward 
Beecher, Robert G. Ingersoll, William • 
Denton, and we expect to have Moses 
Hull, as soon as he feels that "he can 
spare us some of his time from his 
own particular work.

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore loves to 
come; and I must tell you that she 
and Abby A. Judson are {a100113 
friends. Mrs. Livermore is gathering 
together a large band, who Intend to 
work for the enfranchisement of th^ 
women on the earthly plane.

You ought to see Abby's face 
wreathed In smiles, and her beautiful 
eyes sparkle>when she and Mrs. Llver- 
morMtart off on some mission of love 
and mercy to earth. 0,»my earthly 
friends, it is glorious to meet here all 
these grand souls that have once lived 

on earth;, and they all love to join 
forces, whenever it becomes neces
sary to do so, to do a great and good

most-notable exception, to which the 
present writer will now call attention, 
and: by learning its lesson try to ad- 
vahce janother step In our comprehen
sion of manhood as distinct from other 
forms of planetary life. '

It was a memorable advance when 
Dr. Bpca discovered that one little 
spot In the human brain had speech 
for Itk function. Many another func
tion has since been located with such 
accuracy that the .'skilled • surgeon 
Knows where he must operate to aid 

’a patient suffering from brain Injury 
/or disease of which there is no out
ward sign. But the remarkable fact, 

lof startling Import, was the further 
I disco wry that almost all these special 
I functions through which manhood ex
presses. itself are located in but one 
of thd'two lobes of the brain. The 

j particular lobe so .used is apparently 
• determined by the almost accidental 
use of the right or the left hand of 
'the little infant; and, as a' conse- 
/quencft the right-handed child' uses 
.¡to lett, lobe, and the left-handed child 
¿finds-it's expression.through the func-

same lobe as planetary intelligence, 
But science has already taught us that 
the use of the brain lobe by planetary 
intelligence increases its 'convolutions. 
Elmer Gates has proved this by edu
cating puppies. A farther fact is that 
as we advance from solid up to in
visibility the vibrations of matter con
tinue to Increase. Beyond a certain 
point they no longer impress plane
tary substance—at least within our 
sense limit. Cosmic vibrations will 
thus be still more Intangible when im
pressed on mortal brain. I mean In
tangible to mortal man’s sense and 
instruments-

■ We all know that a well developed 
lobe will have more and greater ex
presstons of planetary Intelligence 
than one dwarfed by Ignorance and 
neglect. But those added cells may 
be of no service to Cosmic intelligence 
which works amid higher vibrations, 
and would thus add cells invisible to 
normal human ken. It would thus be 
most convenient for .the Cosmic SELF 
to use the lobe that was least used 
by,tne mortal man. At the same time 
such use would remain invisible to 
the scientific student. This seems to 
the writer a most natural explanation 
of the service to which our unused 
lobe can be put by our Mother Na
ture. But, of course, the method by 
which any intelligence, whether cos
mic or planetary, can mould or Im
press matter remains as much of a 
mystery as ever. All we claim is that 
if planetary Intelligence makes use of 
planetary matter, cosmic intelligence 
with its cosmic. energy may do the 
same, but it will necessarily have a 
more delicate manifestation.

When we study the manifestation 
of intelligence through medium 
brains we find that almost always It

work, 
great 
of an 
teach

Our conservatory attracts the
and good to us. Our 
extremely high order; 
elocution, languages,

and as we now have an

feet happiness on earth or inMieaven 
while there is any unhappiness ex
isting.-

Now’, dear friends, try to discover 
all causes for unhappiness and remove 
those causes as quickly as posilfile.

One great and fruitful cause of un; 
happiness is a false and wf-ong idea 
of God, heaven, hell and death. To 
teach true and. just.idpas of these 
things will remove nearly all the-un
happiness that exists on earth or in 
the spheres. The nearer one arrives 
at truth, the happier all become; and 
if one has done but one good act In 
one’s life, ,1t goes rlp'pjing on forever. 
Then, think If you do a great many, 
how they go- rippling on forever, ajd 
a great many at length - become 
great waves' that dash - and beat 
against error and wrong’ until, at 
length, they are removed. . .

Now this is not figurative, but real. 
Everything ripples or vibrates within 
the ether. Nothing is lost—no, not 
even one thought, but like Tennyson’s 
'brook-, goes rippling bn fgfever;' but

’ííSÁíiíus

music is 
then, we 
and art;

elegant
theater, great aptors are attracted to 
,us, also men of learning of all na
tions, for/we must have some of them, 
as teachers; and then we have-an im
mense gallery of art; so we attract 
great artists; and multitudes come 
to be taught.

Ah, we aré getting on gloriously, 
and we put all to work who desire 
to do so, doing that kind of work 
which they are best qualified for; and 
none need remain idle here. How de
lightful It Is to think that ‘ we are 
not obliged to earn money. No one 
is paid anything. All work and teach 
for the love df it; so, there are no 
grafters, or robbers, fo? there is-no 
money to be stolen, and no one can 
rob 'another of that which he has, for 
if he- has knowledge and talent, he 
graciously and gladly imparts such to 
others who desire to be benefited by 

.it. No one can rob another of his 
home; for each home is constructed 
within the mind of tne possessor, and 
then clothed Upon outwardly, or be
comes objective to others, so, that all 
have homes according to what they 
themselves really aré. No one can 
be jealous and try to pull another 
down that one may rise upon an
other's downfall, for each and every

'tlons of-the right lobe. If by accident 
¿or;disease that lobe Is .injured,, and 1 
.its expression lost in any particular 
’function, a child can usually begin, 
as It were, all over again, and learn 
to express itself through the other 
and uninjured lobe. This becomes 
impossible to mature manhood. It Is 
at this point we meet what seems a 
most remarkable departure from the 
usual custom of Nature.

Man is provided with two lobes to 
his brain, yet almost throughout his 
whole life one of these lobes Is, in' 
-most of Its functions, to remain abso
lutely unused, and Indeed incapable 
of use by the mortal who owns it. 
There are certain organs in the human 
frame that are now disappearing be
cause no longer of service, such, for 
Instance, as the appendix, and several 
others, but most certainly the unused 
lobe of the Drain is as much alive 
aa in days of yore. There are certain 
ether organs that are dual. But man 
uses both his ey8s, his ears, etc., 
though one may have to 'do double 
duty in case of injury to the other. 
Tpis is not the case with the second 
Ibbe of the brain, which, as we have 
seen, remains unused throughout the 
man's life,, although it shows no sign 
of loss through its prolonged inactiv
ity. And when we recall the further 
fact that Nature does nothing without 
some good reason, If It be only by 
way of experiment, we may rest as
sured this unused lobe is as active 
in .her service as any other portion 
of the human anatomy.

We will now for a few moments 
turn back to Mother Earth to try to 
discover if she has any special use 
for this brain lobe which man carries 
around with him during his mortal 
life. We know that planetary intelli
gence, peeps'out through planetary 
substance and energy in every mortal 
form,' and every form is mortal In 
tine sense that some day it will dis
appear as a form, so far, at least, as 
mortal sense can follow It. But that 
qualification is all important as a limi
tation! for mortals sense but a small 
portion of any form, including that 
of our Mother Earth. Everything 
solid and tangible to opr sense soon 
becomes both Invisible and • intangi
ble to the mortal.' But the fact that 
IiB presently outside our limitation 

ies pot affect its relation to our 
irth. “if'the substance of the planet 
icomi§ more and more refined, the 
tel)lg$nce and energy inhering' to 
ery ynit will still continue its mani
station. And this will last as long 
; thoj'planet -itself.' So everything 

cohipojfld of planetary material will 
Remain.planetary; no matter whdt may 

-ink tliirthange. Every thing on this 
nlanetithu's belongs to the planet. It 
may^ny will change, , for that is 
Nature's law, but only into another

one must pass’for just what they are 
themselves ; but a spirit of emulation 
all do and ought to have, .for by try
ing to. emulate the great and good 
they grow.and become more like them., 
Moreover, the great and good will give 
their time and services to’those who 
ask. of them,,It they are eager and 
willing to learn. . , ■

(To bé continued.)
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is planetary. It belongs to the sphere 
existing within the aura of the planet, 
although beyond the scope of our 
sense and instrument. This is the 
mediumship that exhibit^ tests and 
physical phenomena, and is the foun
dation of Modern Spiritualism. Such 
vibrations will be quite at home .in 
the brain lobe that is in every-day 
use. Being planetary they will help 
it to add cell to cell up to a certain 
limit. Beyond that it seems evident 
that an unused lobe will offer less 
Impediments to the use of intelligence 
that has become cosmic.

We all recognize occasional com
munications and inspirations that are

In the first place, then say West
era theology concedes rue creation 
of the human race on the part of 
Jehovah has thus far turned out to 
be a colossal failure. The Japanese 
even go further and say the belief 
that the vast majority of mankind 
are doomed to eternal torment, and 
only a fortunate remnant are saved, 
renders pie creation of man not only 
a vast failure, but an unthinkable 
horror. A .Japanese professor said 
to me, if he could be converted to 
Christianity he would make his peti
tions not to God but to the evil 
spirit, inasmuch as the devil, accord
ing to our theology, controlled the 
majority and was altogether the dom
inant power in the universe.

He said he realized that, we regard 
man as a free moral agent, while 
the road vis wide that leads to de
struction, and is always crowded, the 
individual had the privilege of choos
ing the narrow way, up which the 
few, the select, the preordained, 
climbed to felicity. The trouble was, 
the Japanese critic pointed out, that 
man had been so created he would 
not choose this way to eternal life. 
Christian theology, therefore, accused 
the Creator of bringing into exist
ence a race of- beings of such moral 
bias that the countless majority would 
not accept His method of salvation. 
In other words, Christianity, It is 
held in Japan, charges the Creator 
with having fashioned billions of hu
man souls although He knew before
hand most of them would plunge 
headlong Into everlasting torment.

The doctrine that the God of Chris
tianity, in order to avert from man
kind th^" doom toward which they 
were otherwise hopelessly Hocking, 
sent His only begotten Son to be 
crucified in a remote corner of Asia 
is totally rejected by the Japanese. 
They say, 'if that sacrifice had been 
effective ¡X any large way, the argu
ment in regard to the mission of the 
Nazarene might be more effective, 
but out of the billions who have lived 
since the ministration-of Jesus, 2,000 
years ago, only a comparative hand
ful have believed and been saved ac
cording to the plan elaborately de
signed by the Creator. -

The Japanese look at this Import
ant subject from another standpoint: 
They stry If Jesus was a god He was 
more than man can ever possibly be. 
They do not believe the race should 
be grateful to the Creator for send
ing us a god who set up- an ideal 
impossible of human attainment. 
According to our theology, Jesus was 
a man In outward form only; the 
Japanese insist, Inwardly He had the 
advantage of being a god, and came 
to tantalize unfortunate mankind by
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tire memory. The following books 
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By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.(

“In Tune with, the Infinite.” An| K 
earnest and sincere work, in the au- ® 
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25. .
' "Man Visible and Invisible.' By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It .contains 22’ 
colored Illustrations of yhe Aura q> . 
the Human Body as seen^by a Cla!y ' 
vovaut. Price $^.50. '• -
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By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $l„;>

“Home Glimpses of Occultism', ^xfi- 
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead-,' 
beater. Price $1.50. " ”

"Psychic Light, or (kmtinutty1 of,, 
Law and Life." By Maud Lord’ 
Drake. Price $1.50. ./

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
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Wood. Price $1.00. . ;

"In the World Celestial." A SpirJ> 
ual Romance. • By Dr. T. A. Bland.!; 
Price $1.00. . 1

tar above 
would find 
the unused 
a probable 
has hours,

our normal level. Such 
easier entrance through 
lobe. We may take it as 
fact.that eveny sensitive 
or perhaps only minutes,

showing them how good a god 
be. Such teaching, the Japanese 
is of little value to the world.

If Jesus, on the other hand, 
Japanese say, was truly a man, 
His life an lllustratiou of the

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.
say,

the 
and 
pos-

iorm of planetary expression. We 
1 aay‘thps'say; of every unit that it 
iijmmortal as the planet. Beyond 
thht^clence and reason will not per-, 
uft uB fo go. .

jBut ¿there is something more than 
.¿lanetary units in. mortar man, and 
pbssibly also in the higher forms most 
closely assoclated-<with man. Those 
who read my recent articles on Iden
tity '¿nd' Personality will recognize 
that' tfie SELF in man is not'-a child of 
the planet, but comes and goes~lnde- 
pendent of every known law.- It uses 
a certain personality for a few hours 
a^day, after which It retires and the 
form - resteZ-Since Allis SELF is thus

when his little-used brain is voicing 
a thought that is not born of plane
tary limitations. But of course it the 
sensitive live almost altogether on the 
planetary animal level, his unused 
lobe will have small use by the ad
vanced spirit. The broken-up person
alities such as that of Mollie Fancher, 
Miss Beauchamp, and the many others 
now recorded, seem to be just frac
tures of the planetary Intelligence 
whereby new personalities claim 
recognition. But it is in" the higher 
manifestations that we realize some
thing of what we may ourselves one 
day become under cosmic progression. 
And just as we shall then have finer 
vibrations for our selfhood, so if we 
return at all to earth life w*e shall 
need the least-used lobe for our ex
pression.

This is, we admit, merely deduction 
from established facts. Those facts 
have been astabllshed largely from the 
result of physical injuries that have 
been traced as cause of brain lesion. 
Centers of speech, hearing, and many 
a detailed function have thus been 
already located, each in Its own nerve 
center in the active organ of the 
brain. And when some day such ac
cidents to jnortals who rise above 
planetary limitations in their lives, 
studies and teachings, are treated by 
psychical anatomists, it seeihs prob
able that such accident or disease will 
be found affecting chiefly the unused 
lobe of that mortal’s brain. For any 
proof of this we must wait until the 
scientific anatomist has at least ac
cepted the possibility of spirit return. 
But that such use of our other brain 
lobe is at least a probability may be 
safely assumed in the present state 
of our knowledge.

We recognize that almost every pub
lic sensitive has been working under 
planetary influence and conditions. 
Imagination is the base of such me
diumship, and aspiration for a higher 
and' more spiritual life is usually con-, 
spicuous by its absence. The writeri 
In Jiis thirty-five years of experience 
does not recall half a dozen exceptions 
where there has been true spiritual 
growth, such as would—if dur theory 
is correct—demand the service of the

sibllities latent in humanity, then His 
life Is more Inspiring than if He were 
a gpd. Viewing the sayings and ser
mons of the Nazarene as the lofty 
expression of a superior man, they 
have already adopted much 06 His 
gospel in .the new thought in Japan. 
But they place His teaching upon the 
same level as that of Confucius, and 
along many practical lines subordl-

“The Warfare of Science With Tho-i 
ology." By Andrew D. White, LLfD.j 
The two large volumes of about 90u • 
pages are indispensable to the student.; 
and no Library is complete without'! 
them. Price $5.00. .1

“The Bible." By John E. Rems-
burg. Its
and morality.
$1.25. '

authenticity, credibility
A large book for,

medium’s unused lobe. As we have
said, there may .have been many a 
flash of . supernal wisdom using for a 
brief foment this' special . instru
ment. But, as a whole, individual 
mediumship has been unprogressive.. 
Almost the same phenomena ' with 
their limitations year.after year tell 
the tale that there had been .little de
mand for any intelligence beyond the 
planetary. But it ls the, belief of.the 
present writer that whenever there la

nate both to the philosophy of 
bert Spencer!

Her-
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ume the four parts heretofore
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vol

pub-
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■ 50 Cents.
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something unique In the ur 
governed by laws of lté own thi 
no particular connection with
cal laws. Modern science hasi proved^ 
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brated “Age of Reason," and a num- that not only animals, but also plant»' 
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binding. 420 pages. Price $1.
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“A Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the
Human Spirit." Reincarnation, or
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive

modify their movements for their own’ 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this bopk 
lh bo charming and entertaining a

£

embodiments. Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and i 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents. I

“The Religion of Cheerfulness.” I

style that the reader is carried along ft 
and does not realize until later the J, 
revolutionary significance of the facts. ‘‘

By Sara À. Hubbard. An excellent
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viva! of Bodily Death." By Frederic 
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his son, Leopold Hamilton Myers. 
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“Human Personality*-and Its
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AND LOST; DOMESTIC RELATIONS SEVERED AND

TRUTH' LOVER.

à

t

' i

IN LASTING SUFFERING AND SORROW, AND ONLY RE
MAINING FOR THEM THE VERY ASHES OF LIFE; THE 
WISE SPIRITS SEEMINGLY HAVING ENTIRELY FAILED

Now, there is another page, or side, to this Modern Spirits 
ism, which I never hear, or see mentioned in print, nor in Ij

that man survived death and the grave; the further fact that 
he could commune with his loved ones on earth; the splendid 
system of ethics that these excamate beings set forth; the noble 
concept of God .as the Father-Mother grinciph of life—were

declaration made by that deservedly honored seer, Mr. I) 
in one of his volumes, that FULLY NINETEEN.-TWENTIE'_„ . 
OF “MESSAGES” RECEIVED FROM THE SPIRITS’

writer’s purpose. How many Spiritualists were satisfied’frith, 
these “good things” and their^Concomitants? Why were they 
¿Jt content with the sweetest, holiest,-purest and most inspir
ing revealments to their consciousness? That they were mot, 
‘ ‘ Truth Lover’s ” sad narrative abundantly proves. The fact

V-’* ì?-.1-'

| UNE SPIRIT RETURN DIVESTED OF ITS “ISM^J^AMILIES SCATTERED; TOTAL FAILURE AND W&QV- 

Hiq DISCLOSING TO MORTAL EYES THE DARK SIDE ERISHMENT ON EVERY HAND, RESULTING, OF COURSE, 
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i < Pitiable lllustratio of Its Dark Side.
If IS KALEIDOSCOPIC ^ AND MUST

5 CRITICALLY EXAMINED FROM THAT STANDPOINT. 

IRIT RETURN WITHOUT ANY “ISM” ATTACHED 

[ERETO BECOMES AT ONCE A SUBJECT FOR CRITI- 

L SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION. FROM THAT STAND- 

>INT ALONE IT CAN BE CONSIDERED WITH REFER- 

i ICE TO ITS KALEIDOSCOPIC CHARACTER WITHOUT 

kVING SOMEONE HALLOO IN YOUB EARS, “YOU ARE 
¡JURING THE CAUSE!” ' ‘

¡ DIVESTED OF ITS “ISM,” SPIRIT RETURN STANDS 

DE BY SIDE WITH ANY OTHER ASSERTED TRUTH, 
L BE SCIENTIFICALLY EXAMINED. FROM THAT

ANDPOINT ALONE PSYCHICAL SOCIETIES AND SCL 

[TISTS ARE EXAMINING ITS CLAIMS ALL OVER THE 
h/ILIZED WORLD,

K 7E “ISM” TENDS TO MAKE IT “SACRED,? A SORT 
fcdOLY OF HOLIES,” THAT MUST. BE APPROACHED 

pHl A “GLORY HALLELUJAH,” EACH ONE TO GLOSS 

ER, OR APOLOGIZE FOR, ITS DARK PLACES, AND 

INK IMPERFECTIONS, AND ROTTENNESS, tlNDER 

HF. pt.EA THAT TO DO OTHERWISE “YOU WILL IN-

RE THE CAUSE!”
I ¡VE PREFER, FOR OUR PRESENT PURPOSE, TO EX-

ture; A SIDE SO ENVELOPED IN WHAT SEEMS A SAD 
MISTAKE, RESULTING IN DEEP SORROW, AND IN LIFE
LONG DISASTER AND SUFFERING. .. U

Puring many years’ acquaintance with the investigation 
the subject, I have repeatedly been brought in contact frith 
cases where people of good average capacity of mind and 
thought, and fearless reasoning'powers, who after years 
struggle in acquiring a little competence, by giving ear to some 
of the good things.you refer to HAVE BEEN REDUCED 
COMPLETE PENURY AND IMPOVERISHMENT. '

They had become possessors of happy homes and family. k|p’- 
roundings, and with ample means through long and strenupps 
effort. ' ■■ - '

They had-beebffie^established in business. Then by the Fates 
or some chance, were brought into contact with, what is termed 
“Modern Spiritualisin,” and receiving “messages” from some 
unknown world, through “mediums” said to be of the most 
cultured, developed and reliable known to the public. And in' 
this way they become informed that, they have been chosen by 
a “band” of ‘‘high.and wise spirits” to aid in a particular 
beneficent work for humanity, which work, as outlined, seemed 
reasonable, possible, and,.desirable; so they gradually enlisted 
therein, giving of their best, capacity of mind and means, feel,i 
ing that they were engaging in one of the “sacred things” of 
life; viz.: In a work designed, as claimed by some of the wisest 
of beings, to aid in the uplifting of humanity to increased knowl
edge of the true brotherhood of the race, which is tp be as last
ing as eternity; and consequently to increased happiness of the 
race both here and hereafter; but the necessary means, prom
ised by thejn, to aid in such work, NEVER—NEVER MATE” 
RIALIZED! % '

I herein refer to one only of a number of like instances, of 
people making the sad mistake of their lives. The entire scheme 
and its.manner of revealment through the “mediums” being 
and composing a genuine page of the same “Spiritualism” 
referred to by you. Years have been spent in following and 
waiting for further instructions, and O, sad to tell, with what 
result? They found the giving of the willing ear to this “oracle” 
to have been the greatest bane of their entire lives, THEIR 
HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS HOME NOW DESTROYED

not enough for the majority of the Spiritualists. They were nr Tft
doo trivial (?) in character to be thoughtfully considered by llilLn-LJl lv

hem!
Y Material prosperity, material gain, .material pleasures, were 
lof more importance to the rank and file than1 were’the spiritual . 
truths involved in (their "religion. It is a sadlfact that the vast 
majority of those who- accept Spiritualism as their religion 
seek to use it to advance their material interests, to add to i 
their, worldly possessions, and not as a spiritual teacher, in
spirer and guide. Cupidity, not spirituality, is the primum - 
mobile in all such instances. In view of the foregoing facts, 

:ino intelligent person can wonder that conscienceless men and 
‘women hastened,to avail themselves of this special weakness' 
in their mortal brethren. It meant financial gain to them, and* 
they cared nothing for the heart agony and soul-sorrow of their 
victims. “Truth Lover’s” description of the methods used by 
these harpies to gain the confidence of the people they were 

-plaopung tp„rob is familiar reading to everyone who is at all 
inf0rmed*with regard to the history of Spiritualism.- His story 
conveys its own sad lesson; and it is to be hoped that all who 
read it will profit by it. -
; Let us be impartial iirôur review of “Truth Lover’s” words. 
There are two classes of people involved in this narrative. One
class consists of those who were prompted s®ly by cupidity 
in their appeals to mediums, while the othe
who really wished to do good with the means might gain 
through the aid of the spirits. Having an un .
ow, despicable incentive, the first class of dupSs/only received 
hat which they Reserved when they met with heavy losses 
through the venality of pretended mediums. .The lesson was 
a painful one/but it was a necessary part of their education, 
pence the price paid was none too high. Whenever men and 
women attempt to, use the things of the spirit for base and 
selfish purposes, they deserve only disaster and defeat.

The class represented by “Truth Lever” deserves more sym
pathy. He and those whom he typifies were misled in the 
■sacred .name of humanity, deliberately duped through appeals 
to their hearts, ostensibly made to them by their sainted dead.

pjiy motive, a

AFFLICTED WOMEN
THE VENERABLE DR, PEEBLES, OR 

BATTLE CREEK, KAMES HJS VOICE 
against needless Operations.

Says That Woman's Ills C4n be Cured 
Without An Operation,

lives are sacrificed onofThousands _________ ___
®Perating table every year to satls- 

ry the greed of heartless surgeons who 
operate for every little Irregularity, 
seeming to care nothing for the well- 
g,eing„or even the life of the patient, 
rour-nfths of the operations are un
necessary, and in the majority of cases 
they make a semi-invalid ot the pa
tient for life.

You will so make glad the

THE SPIRITS OF JESUITS.

[EREOF, THE PESTILENTIAL SIDE, THE SIDE OF 

,IME AND DEGRADING PESTILENCE; BUT^YOU ARE 

’VER TO LOSE SIGHT OF ITS ANGELIC SIDE, THE 

DE OF ILLUMINATED TRUTH, THE SIDE OF POESY, 

TL OSO PHY, PHILANTHROPY, THE SIDE THAT IS 
^ÀÎ^DLY ILLUMINATING, SOUL-INSPIRING, SOUL-ELE- 

iTING, REFINING AND PURIFYING, THE SIDE THAT 

-YES YOU A FORETASTE OF THE HIGHER'SPHERES. 

,;n the communication of truth lover, which 
PEARS BELOW, YOU HAVE A SPECIMEN ONLY OF. 

t E FREQUENT. OCCURRENCES IN THE KALEIDO-

¡^0 CHARACTER OF SPIRIT RETURN, AND WE 

THF, SPECIAL ATTENTION OF SPIRITUALISTS

.EÉETO, AND WHO CAN DEVISE A REMEDY?

TO “MAKE GOOD” ANY OF THEIR OFTEN REPEATED 
PROMISES.

Are we to suppose these 'wise spirit-sages could not see frbin 
the beginning the utter failure and resulting sorrow of the out
come 1 Then why enlist trusting human mortals in such schemes, 
or in any of the many varied plans from time to time so’t'e- 
vealed, the-fruits of which are'uniformly desolation?.... .-
■ Thero seems much that goes to prove the correctness of 'the

This is the acme of crimes, yet the malefactors are seldom, if 
ever, brought to justice. Their victims fear public opinion, and 
prefer to suffer in silence rather than be made th'e butts of ridi
cule on the part of their friends and neighbors. But this class 
cannot be said to be entirely free from blame if losses ensue 
through trust in the smooth-tongued rascals whose business it 
i§ to live by their wits. In-the first place, these Spiritualists 
are ruled more by their vanity than by their reason. The 
scoundrels whom they patronize make them think that they 
are great philanthropists, and can make their names live in 
History, if they?will do such and such things with their money% 
Qf course, the love of doing good is also in their minds, but 
they áre dazzled by the glitter of the great things that they 
"can do, if possessed, of great wealth, and philanthropy per se 

really a secondary consideration to them. In nearly every 
^instance, sd^far as the writer’s experience goes, the would-be 
eaoér of great things for his fellow men, is going to do them 
■'with the money he will gain through the aid of the spirits—

Dr. Peebles has perfected a treatment 
which he says win almost do away with 
operations and female sufferings. It 
has been given an exhaustive test in 
hundreds of serious cases and has ful
ly come up to all expectations.

Mrs. Willis, of Bruce, Ind. Ter., says: 
When I look back two months and seo 

myself a complete wreck and unable to 
walk more than a few steps without 
collapsing, I fully realize how wonder
ful baa been my gain. I am doing all 
my own work, washing and all, some
thing I have not been able to do be
fore for a long time. I would not take 
11,000 for what your treatment has 
done for me.”

Dr. Peebles agrees to send a sample 
of this Wonderful remedy free to every 
woman reader of The Progressive 
Thinker for the asking. All you have 
to do is to send your name and address 
and the sample treatment, together with 
a beautiful little booklet giving the full 
history of the remedy and how It accom
plishes its mighty ’ Ulng work, will 
be sent you by ret. mail, free of all 
cost. Address, Dr. Peebles’ Institute of 
Health, Battle Creek, Mich., Drawee 
488A.

eir Insidious Efforts to Bring Disgrace Upon Spiritualism, 
jy First Getting the Confidence of Their Victims by Mak- 
ng Wonderful Prophecies that Prove True, and then Lead- 
¡ng Them On to Ruin—A Sad Case is Given by Truth Lover, 
i Reply Following by Harrison D. Barrett.

¿Spirit Return, demonstrated in a great variety of ways, is 
) of the grandest truths that ever came to the world, for 

''establishes the important fact that one lives on after the 
ith of the body. The DOORS between the two worlds are 
.in—vwide open as it were—and tbe good and bad alike have 
press."
'.Che following narrative by Truth Lover is only one of a 
Sat many whiclr have come under our immediate observation, 

j ere humanitarians have lost all in ruinous investments’ under 
-advice of spirits claiming to be “philanthropists” desirous 
doing some great good to the world. The medium’s controll- 
• spirits under such circumstances SECURE THE FULL 
NFIDENCE of their victim by making some WONDER-

.PROPHECIES that are fully realized, and then leads 
‘' '.^der the pretense of a high and holy purpose to bene-

^aity, to make investments that prove ruinous in the 
tome- There are those in Chicago, and in fact in every large 
ov|o have had a like disastrous experience. One man from 
, W^t, well to do, was engaged in mining, his sole unselfish 
ect being to benefit humanity. He would talk over his plans 
us, and in so doing his face would become illuminated with 
living radiance, and he seemed angelic—he wanted to sell 
ek in his mines—spirits had told him great profits would 
realized. Alas! he lost all in following the advice of “philan- 
opic” spirits. Hundreds have been made victims like him—

;; a few in Chicago, but many.
Truth. Lover, who writes the following article, is well'known 
'reputation by us. At one time he was an exceptionally 
>minent contributor to the Banner of Light. He now lives 
Arizona'in poverty, a victim of Jesuit spirits who are doing 
■ir utmost to bring disgrace upon Spiritualism by first con
ning the medium and getting the confidence of their intended 
tim, then advising an investment that in ninety-nine times 
; of a hundred leads to financial ruin. We could narrate a 
I personal experience along this line, illustrating "the insid-

! .s, treacherous, venomous work of Jesuit Spirits, who are 
king through various avenues to overwhelm'our cause by

. ding people astray. 5
lecturers rarely speak of these cases; so heart-repdingly sad, 

r ring “to hurt the Cause!” If a cause has to be sustained 
concealing the truth, then it is certainly in a bad condition, 
I needs reconstructing. But these cases should.all[.be given 
ci al prominence, because they are integral, parts ¿of Spirit

; turn. Read what Truth Lover has to say, and the-,comments 
reon by Harrison D. Barrett: < ' ’ ';T-;

THROUGH “MEDIUMS,” IN WHAT IS TERMED M^D-i 
ERN SPIRITUALISM, ARE ENTIRELY UNRELIABLE, c .

Not all things so handed down are “good things”—far ffpm 
it. . Why are we not given from the gifted writers and speak-: 
ers more light upon this darker side of this modern ism? There 
are some people in this “neck of the woods,” , having been ^it-. 
nesses to the many and varied failures, and-resulting desolar. 
tions by reason of giving the willing eaiio the so-called “good' 
things” handed them by the angels, that the question whether,! 
in fact this new ism is of more benefit or of sad and lasting 
injury to poor trusting humanity, remains to this day unsolved/

Will you not kindly give, through The Progressive Thinker, 
of your light’on this sadly realistic page of “Spiritualism,” 
so that the readers may clearly see whymll this is thus?

’that which hé gains from others.
j He risks a portion of what he has and is led on step by step, 
juntil he has lost his all. The pretenders who robbed him were 
■rascals—wé will -grant that fact—and deserve exposure and 
'restraint.. Their victim is punished’ enough through his loss 
■of fortune and'betrayal of his trust. When reduced to want 
and poverty, he finds time to study Spiritualism from'the text- 
¡book of Truth, and, when too late, realizes that he mistook the 
Shadow for the substance. ' He sought to reduce spiritual things 
,to the level of sordid material gain, and met the inevitable con
sequences. There was a noble purpose in his mind, and he

A Reply by Harrison D. Barrett.
“Truth Lover’s” pathetic story will go straight to the heart 

of every- person who reads it, provided he be capable of feeling. 
It is only one out of many sad tales of deception and knavery, 
with this difference: “Truth Lover” has the courage to give 
the facts to the world, while liis comrades in.misery have iiot. 
It is the persistent covering up-and apologirmg for thievery 
and duplicity on the part of pseudo-mediums by the Spiritual
ists of the nation that have given Spiritualism its present low 
standing among self-respecting people. It would be better for 
bur movement as a whole, and'for Spiritualists as individuals, 
if all such stories as the' one related by “Truth Lover” were 
published in detail accompanied by the names of those who,, 
in the sacred name of mediumship, have so cruelly misled them. 
These narratives, in every instance, should be accompanied by 
the photographs of The pretenders, so. that other innocent peo
ple may be on their guard against them. The recent National 
Convention, by a decided majority, refused its assent, to this 
proposition, evidently having a soft spot in its heart for the 
frauds who would thereby be absolutely exposed. The writer 
presents the thought, without 'argument, believing.(that ’the. 
statement in itself, being true, is argument enough. . • . :

In regard to the “good things” to which-the writer referred 
in his article of July 6, 1907, very little need be said. ‘When 
it was proved that the intelligent part of nr i,_or man the soul, 
survived the change called death, no rational being can deny 
that it was a “good thing.” It. took away the fear.of death 
from thousands of suffering mortals and gave th^m courage to 
live. The trite-old adage “it gives them joy for sorrow, pleas-

■should be given credit for his every worthy impulse. Vanity, 
ambition, a pseudo philanthropy, and concealed self-interest 
were the overwhelming influences that controlled him. When 
the iron of overwhelming disaster enters his soul, he realizes 
that the “wisdom spirits,” by whom he thought he was guided, 
had nothing whatever to do with the matter in hand. Only 
sordid m^nà'ane influences were the forces that dominated him 
through the counterfeiters who misled him. He is crushed to 
the egrth in spirit, and-questions why all these things came to 
HIM, without realizing that he himself invited them!

Spiritualists should understand that the advanced minds in 
the other life h^ve little interest in material affairs. They are 
more concerned with principles, with the establishment of 
truth, than with the glorification of mortals. When Jesus of 
Nazareth is alleged to advise any human being with regard to 
financial matters, that being should at once appeal to his own 
common sense, and refuse to be exploited out of his little all 
in the name of the gentle son of the carpenter of Bethlehem. 
Again, if these mediuums (?) really have the power to locate 
mines, to give absolutely trustworthy advice in business mat
ters, WHY DO THEY NOT FOLLOW THEIR OWN ADVICE, 
locate some mines for themselves, get rich in their own names,

ure for pain, life for death,” is merely a mild statement of hon
est fact. The second “good thing” that Spiritualism gave this 
sorrowing world of ours was the demonstration that it was .pos
sible, under certain conditions, for, mortals tb commune .with., 
their loved ones'who have taken leave of earth. This bleSSed?, 
truth saved many a person’s reason, and inspired untold

and then become philanthropists, as they urge their victims to 
do?.. Not an instance is on record, so far as the writer knows, 
where one-of these “business mediums” (?) ever made a for
tune for himself or herself through the legitimate use of me
diumship. A few women have secured wealthy husbands, to 
be sure, but all such unions have proved one-sided, and even 
questionable morally, in their results. The final decision must 
be that these so-called mediums possess no power to add to 
mai:?-7 material wealth, and that he who seeks the spirit world 
for no higher purpose does so at his peril.

Wise spirits in the supernal spheres have all they can do to 
attend to spiritual things. .They seek to unfold man’s spiritual 
nature;- and have no interest in any plan that will- give one 
man power over his fellow men at the -expense of their free
dom, by reason of his wealth. All business mediums, who adver
tise as such, are, to the writer, open to suspicion as to their 
genuineness, and should be let severely alone. When Spiritual- 

। ists cling to the things -that are really good—i.e., the spiritual—
(they will never become the victims of wicked tricksters and 
i professional thieves. Right here is a good'time to clinch an- 

bers to live and act ndbly for the sake of the deUrones (gone nt other point. The people who lose through pretended business 
beforq. The third “good thing” wrought by Spiritualismc^a^(mediums are generally extreme individualists. They belong to 
the establishment of a higher and nobler code of ethicsfor ipan’s?; no organization of Spiritualists and seldom giv6 a dollar to thetlie establishment of a higher and noblercode of ethicsfor ipah’s?; no organization of Spiritualists and seldom giv6 a dollar to the 
guidance while a denizen of-earth, through the revelation of0'State or National Associations. ?When asked to aid any one 
the immutable law of consequences.. The fourth “good tiftdg’^'bf these really worthy activities, they answer, “When we sell 
was the mathematical demonstration of the supremacy-of m&i-.t ¡ our mines, or find the .millions in gold that the spirits are try- 
ite Life, Infinite Love, Infinite Inyehigence-^-the Theistic ! nig to locate ior us^ we will do something handsome for Spir- 
ciplq—in^a.rational Universe. ' ioiitualisml” They invest thousands.in shifty uncertainties, and

Many other “good things” could, no doubt, be added toothed' " " ** ’ ’ "
four above enumerated as Spiritualism’s { jsentmenfs\t<j^

Letter Addressed to Harrison D, Barrett. . / 
he Hon. Harrison D. Barrett-^- ' = r-- / ;
Lt Esteemed Sir:—hi The Progressive Thinker,, at one 
' der “Sacred Things,” you mention? among other things, 

* (the Spiritualists) have had so Yaany ‘good things’ 
ided them by the angels that they, take it as a matter of 
irse that all of their brethren are equally favored^ •and so on.

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other tvoewriter.

UH MONAJ1CH TYPEWR1TEB CO* 
BOO and 209Waba«H Ar«.. Oblcnn, Hl 

Bookifofthe Holidays
"Evolution of the God aud Christ

Florence Huntley. Volume 1 of tho 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.

"The Great Psychological Crime." 
The Destructive Principle of Nature 
in Individual Life. Edited by fWr- 
ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har
monic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Great Work.” The Construct
ive Principle of Nature In Individual 
Life. By the author of "The Great 
Psychological Crime”. Vol. JI of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Dream Child." By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 75 cents.

By Lilian Whiting, Author of “The 
World Beautiful," "The Spiritual Sig
nificance," “The Outlook Beautiful," 
etc.
This book finds its keynote in the 

question asked by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury—“The Life Beyond,—what 
it it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To tbe discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
In “The Life Radiant” and some of her 
other books. It 1b written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader In a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price 
$1.00 net

M Misan~ 

_______________ opinuiai bongs.
“We Are Passing But Once This Way." Song 

and retrain, by P..O. Hudson; price, »cents. '
■'Satisfied." A reverie. By A J Maxham. 

Price SS cents.
“The Light ot Reason.1! English and German 

Words; sung to the lune or "Lead, Kindly 
Light." Price 25 Ceuta

refuse even one ^dollar for practical work. The writer recalls 
tour ttuuve unumciavtu us »¿.xxxvuuusux « , vosuvulsuvs vYj.''u<5rji one man who gave forty dollars per week to the most noto- 
ch-ildren .ôf men. The four named will, however, answer the; trious fraud who ever stepped in shoes, and only donated five 

. dollars per year to the struggling Spiritualist society in his 
town! Ask WHY people sneer at Spiritualism when such con
ditions as these are-known to obtain among us ? 'Nonsense I.

For one, the writer has never hesitated; either, as a speaker, 
editor or correspondent, to speak out in vigorous protest against 
the dark practices of .which Truth Lover” complains. Such 
object lessons as-“.Truth Lover” presents are sufficient for any; 
intelligent mind. But so-long as men and women seek me-1

_____ . ' (ConUnued on page 8.) ■

FATE MASTERED.

And Destiny Fulfilled. By W. J. 
Colville.

A dainty.book of 52 pages, bound»1 
in heavy white cover with cat-tall 
decoration.

•Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior 
Force. Its Practical Evolution. 
Thought as A Shield. The Human 
Aura. • For sale at this office. Prico 
30 cents.
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AN ENTflîELŸ NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
Increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to BÜ 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rate»—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to aU tho British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year. ,
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The Solar System.
k The following, is dipped from the 
• London Times. It .awakens a world 
. of thought, and exalts our conception 

of the Soul of the Universe. How 
very different, from the narrow ideas 
of the priestly author-of Genesis, in
deed of the Bible God wherever he 
1b presented to ub in the “Inspired” 
volume. The author ofjhis brief ex
tract wanted to know: “Whence 
came the solar system, an^ where Js 
It going?” During his. long article, 
too’voluminous for these columns, the 
writer says: '

“The solar system is well enough 
when picturesquely expounded, but 
when the solar system becomes a mere 
atom traveling some 400,006,000 of 
miles per annum toward some incon
ceivable goal, and when millions of 
similar systems have to be contem
plated, all pursuing some similar 
course, the lay imagination is com
pletely baffled.

"Nor is it easy to believe that the 
most'eager astronomer is not some
times perplexed and dismayed by the 
vistas opened up before him. For 
everything he learns merely opens up 
vaster problems, and when he has ex
tended his vision to stars from which 
light would take 2,000 years to reach 
this earth he is no nearer finality than 
the child who thinks the sky but a 
spectacle of revolving lights.

“We are told that the heavens as 
we see them are occupied by two great 
streams of stars moving in opposite 
directions. That suggests at least two 
centers of revolution at some unimagi
nable distance and adds to our aching 
embarrassment. We ask, Whence? 
Whither? And with all our science 
there is no answer.”

For Scholars and' Thinkers.
James* Anthony Froude, the eml- 

nent„and well-known English his- 
Iprlaji, after reading Prof. Johnson’s 
‘Antiqua Jdater,” oh November 7, 
1891, wrote that distinguished author,. 
published‘in the Literary Guide of 
London, from which we copy:

“I- have Iqng been convinced that 
the Christian Eucharist is but a con- 
tiuuation-of the Eleusinian Mysteries. 
St. Paul, in using the [Greek] word 
lelelols, almost jconflrms this.

“You do not seem to have noticed 
a curious passage in Cicero’» de Na- 
tura Deorum, where, with a special 
allusion to the Mysteries, he speaks 
evidently of a partaking of bread and 
Wine, and says: ‘Although bread is 
called Ceres and wine Liber, he sup
poses NO ONE CAN BE SO* FOOL
ISH AS TO IMAGINE HE EATS AND 
DRINKS GOD!’”

¿Cicero was born 106 years before 
our era, and died 4? years before our, 
era, or 76 years before the alleged cru
cifixion,-at which time it is claimed 
by Christians the Eucharist, otherwise 
the Lord's Supper, was founded.

A-strange fact, is it not, that Cicero, 
was writing critically of this the holi
est of the .Christian sacraments 43 I 
years before Jesus was born, and 76 
years before its founding on the eve • 
of the crucifixion? See Mark 14:22. 
But stranger still, is anpther fact, 
stated by-historian Froude in the same 
published letter, wimp he adds:

“THE CHRISTIAN EUCHARIST IS 
BUT A CONTINUATION OF THE 
ELEUSINIAN MYSTERIES.”

Investigation will show that this is 
the severest blow ever given Chris- . 
tianfty, for the most sacred of the 
Christian Sacramepts was positively 
observed by a mystical, oath-bound 
religious sect mor§/than a thousand 
years before there was a Jesus; be
fore he had a mother Mary; before 
there was a grandmother of this Chris
tian God, by the name of Anna, whose 
wrist bones are held in such high es
teem as curative agents by Catholics.

But what_of "the Eleusinian Mys- ■ 
teries? By whom were they founded? 
When? And for what purpose?

The Eleusinian Mysteries were ori
ginally celebrated at Eleusis, in Attica, 
In honor of Demeter and Persephone. । 
'The festival was founded B. C. 1356, 
and was celebrated every fourth year. 
Lempriere, in his Classical .Dictionary, 
says:

'The Eleusinian Festival was the 
most celebrated of all the religious 
ceremonies of Greece, where it is often 
called by way of emlnenoe, ‘The Mys
teries.’ It was so superstltlously ob
served, if any one revealed it, it was 
supposed he had called divine ven
geance on his head, and it was unsafe 
to live in the house with him. He 
was immediately punished with death. 

| Person? of both sexes and all ages 
were initiated. It was looked upon 
as a great crime to neglect this sacred 
religious rite. It was one of the heav
iest accusations against Socrates. The 
benefits were not limited to this life, 
but it extended beyond the grave, and 
its members were assured the first 
places in the fields Elysian, while 
those who neglected this great boon 
were allowed to wallow in perpetual 
despair. As the benefits of expiation 
were so extensive, particular care was 
taken in examining the character of 
applicants for initiation. Such as were 
guilty of crimes or witchcraft were 
not admitted.”

Was this the ' foundation of the 
Christian church, way back there 
1356 years before there was a Jesus,
or a 
close 
sect,

Jew was known? There Is a 
analogy between this Grecian 
Its future life, its baptism by

I

‘ J 
t

A Specimen Brick from an Orthodox 
Pulpit. -

Th« late distinguished Baptist cler
gyman, Rev. Charles H. Spurgeon, of 
England, preached a discourse at the 
Metropolitan Tabernacle, London, on 
the “Resurrection of the Body,” from 
■which is made the following very In
structive extract. It carries the mind 
back sixty years when like sentiments 
were common in every orthodox pul
pit. It is only occasionally we now 
meet with similar expressions, and 
then, generally, from a backwoods 
preacher, or a colored one. Nothing 
Is lost because of their rarity:

“There is a spot, whose only sights 
are scenes of fearful woe.

"Thdre is a place, I don’t know 
where it is, where the only music is 
the mournful symphony of damned 
souls. Where howling, groaning, 
moaning, wailing and gnashing of 
teeth make up the horrid concert. 
There is a place, where demons fly 
swift as air, with whips'of knotted 
burning wire torturing pool souls; 
where tongues of fire with agony burn 
the roofs of mouths that shriek in 
vain for'drops of water—that water 
all denied. When t)iou dlest, oh, sin
ner, thy soul will be tormented alone; 
that wlH b^ hell enough for thee, but 
at the resurrection thy soul will be 
united to thy body, and then thou 
wilt have twin hells;. body and soul 
Will be tormented together, each brim
ful of agony, the soul sweating in 
its inmost pores drops of blood, thy 
body from head to foo't suffused with 
pain; thy bones crackling in the fire, 
yet unhurt; thy pulse rattling at an 
enormous rate in agony, every nerve 
a string on which the devH shall play 
his diabolical tune of hell's unutter
able torment”

When we have but the will to do It, 
that'Very moment will justice be 
done; that .very Instant the tyrants of 

' the earth shall bite the dust!?—Peter 
Kropotkin. • ■ x

There is work that is work and 
..there is play ,thit is play;1 there is play 

- , . that Is work and work that is play. 
Arid in only, one of these -lies happL 

■ 'esk—Gelett Bnrgtea:,../•

of man, and drink his blood; ye have1 
no life in you. Whoso eateth my 
flesh, and dripketh my blood hath; 
eterna] life; and I will raise him up. 
at the last day. For my flesh W 
meat indeed, and my blood is drink 
indeed. He that eateth. my flesh, arp) 
drinketh my blood, dwelleth in- me, 
and-1 in him.” t(l

Continuing quotations from Smithfe 
Dictionary of Antiquities: . )il

“The Eleusinian Mysteries long suit 
vived the independence of Greece. 
* * The general belief of the ahj 
clents was, they opened to man 4 
comforting prospect of future llfs> 
* * They were the remains of 
worship which preceded the rise of 
thq Hellenic mythology. and its at
tendant rites, grounded on a view of 
nature less fanciful, more earnest,' 
and better fitted to awaken both phil
osophical thought and religious feel- 
ine.” -•

Now recall the fact .that Rev. Con
yers Middleton, of the Church of 
England, near 200 years ago, after 
spending six months in the Vatican ' 
Library, where he went for' the 
press 1 purpose of Investigating the 
facts about Christian orig(ns, an- 
nounced in a series of letters: home • 
that-his suspicions were fully con
firmed; that,„ Christianity is only a 
reconstruction of Roman Mythology. 
Very many pf pur ablest scholars who 
have made .researches in that direcJ 
tion have come to the same con
clusion. .We would suggest thht the 
sources from which the Christian draft 
was made not only embraced Roman 
Mythology but also Grecian, and both 
of-these systems made heavy grafts 
on Egypt and the Indies. ;

It is he whose education Is very Um-• 
ited, and who accepts -the Bible as a 
God-inspired -book, with no knowl
edge of Ite real origin, who will con
trovert the facts herein stated.

We Bhali Bhow In a short article 
next week that animal blood was used 
so late as A7 S. 1054, and probably 
much later, in the Christian 'festival' 
of the Eucharist, in place of wine as 
now used.

A Probable Electric Display.
A cablegram ' from Oxford, Eng., 

on November 17, reported Prof. Ajb- 
bau, of the Radcliff Observatory, as 
seeing “an Immense flame shot up 
from the Bjin at the rate of 16,000 
miles a' minute until, it reached ai 
hight of 325,000 miles. In about half.; 
an hour it broke into fragments and. 
disappeared.’’ . -

It must be remembered som^ 
ninety-two million miles intervene be
tween earth and sun, and telescopes 
may be deceptive as to the character 
of that sun-burst. Hé who has seen, 
a graphic display-of an aurora In i 
our extreme northern . sWes In midi' 
winter can well conjecture what the'i 
Oxford man saw, and the great alti
tude the seeming flame qscepdqd. Wo 
all know our "northern lights’’ are. 
but flashes of electricity. And It Ip I 
believed when the phenomena occas
ionally seen in the sun’s atmosphere 
—we write advisedly—are well un
derstood, thé two lights will prove to 
be identical.

- In a later notlcj of this phenomenon 
it is stated the ascent of this flame 
of sunburst equalled 166,000 miles a 
second. This equals the speed of ।

immersion, and the festival of the 
Lord’s Supper, as we shall see further 
on. And other analogies will develop 
as we advance.
. “As the candidates for initiation 
entered the temple, they purified 
themselves4>y washing their hands in 
HOLY WATER fwe thought this was 
an exclusively Catholic cerenjony,] 
and were instructed that they must 
come pure and undefiled, without 
which the cleanliness of the body 
would be unacceptable. The Holy 
Mysteries were read to them by a 
priest from a large book of stone. 
Then amazing objects were presented. 
The place seemed to quake, and was 
soon suddenly resplendent with Are, 
.to be quickly succeeded with darkness 
and gloom. Sometimes thunders were 
heard, while flashes of lightning ap
peared on every side.”

Omitting further quotation? from 
Lempriere, we next open Smith's “Dic
tionary of Greek and Roman Antiqui
ties,” article “Eleuslnia,” and quote;

“Sudias mentions two rivulets, 
called Reitoi [salt lakes on the road 
from Eleusis to Athens, sacred to 
Ceres and Proserpina] as the place 
to which the Mystics .were to be puri
fied [otherwise BAPTIZED.]”

Christians claim baptism by immer
sion was original with John the 
baptlzer; but here we have “proof 
from the pen of a prominent and very 
learned .Christian author, that it was 
a rite, preceded by washing of hands 
in HGLY WATER, one .and one-third 
thousand years before there was a 
forerunner John, or a Jesus to be bap
tized.

Well, let us go on and see what 
else we shall ■ discover. ‘There are 
•curious revelations in history, some of 
which play sad havoc with existing 
beliefs. Quoting from Smith:

“The third day after Initiation was 
given to fasting, and in the evening 
a festival In- honor of Artemis and 
Persephone -was held, wherein; cakes 
made of sesame .and honey were- 
eaten; and according to some author
ities sacrifices were made.”
\ And then again from Smith’s Die-; 
tionary of Afftrquitles: I
- “THE MYSTERIES OCCUPIED A ! 

PLACE AMONG. THE ANCIENTS 1
ANALOGOUS TO THAT OF
HOLY SACRAMENTS IN

THE 
THE

4

CHRISTIAN CHURCH.”
Under these terrible words:
"Except ye eat the flesh of the Son

light, and of electricity, and 1b 
suggestion of Itself that it was 
electric display. And when it

a 
an 
la

added: “There are Instances of solar 
flames shooting 500,000 miles,” a dis
tance easily attained by electricity,
but very improbable when applied
a gaseous explosion.

to
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A SPLENDID MEDIUM.

Child of Nine Years Startles Peo
ple with Die Wonderful Spirit Mani
festations Occurring in ^er Pres
ence.

A. New,- Premium Book
I 
1Í 
tí

I?

' y- ------- ---------- • \ : '• '

Spirit Messaoes from a Son to His Motth
We hike exceeding great pleasure in announcing anot'-1 

premium book,'with the above title—one that will deeply . E 
terest evety Spiritualist' who will read it. No other book 
lished brings ope in such close touch with the spirit realms” i 
this one. It will delight you with its revelations in regard | 
the spirit side of life. The details are; charmingly given, -t, | 
illustrate* the naturalness of the work in the realm of souls. t. E 
MILLION COPIES should be distributed broadcast amt | 
Spiritualists. Your interest in the work will not flag from v | 
first to the last page. - ' |
- The right to publish this remarkable book was given to; | 
by Mrs. Sarah Louise Ford, a prominent physician, and a It | 
of culture and refinement, residing at Dorchester, Mass. I- I 
she not done so the book would have sold for fit least $1 | 
per copy. i |

We are pursuing the Divine Plan, the Angelic Plan, a PL^ | 
which has resulted in establishing the ¡aucleu^of a library^! 
thousands of homes. Who, in the whole history of Spiritual^ | 
has done the like? |g
, Whor besides ourself, has sent out a dozen or more of sta^ | 
ard Spiritualistic or Occult Works at actually less t^ i, 
cost? B I

Who has the interest of Spirit Return at heart to the ' 
of doing such an extensive missionary work! . 1

-Divine plans require something behind them besides'; 
nation or vain talk. A LEVERAGE is required, and that 
age is money, and that has enabled us to do for Spiritualli 
what no other person in our ranks has ever done. .4

The new book which we now offer as a Premium, consists; 
short messages wherein the son tells his dear mother of exf 
riences and incidents in the spirit world, and which exhibit: 
laws, its beauty,yits naturalness, its intrinsic grandeur, and j 
grand and ennobling work in which he is engaged to raise .; 
manity to a higher plane of life and spirituality. 4 hi

We are sure that you will be delighted with the book. Ewl 
an orthodox Christian would be fascinated with the naturalfi; r 
of life in the spiritual realms, as presented by the,son, 
nothing therein would prove repulsive to him, and perhi'E 
would withdraw him from his own faith, which in this enligi R 
ened age ought to be obsolete.

f
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Yes, the above is the title of our New Premi- 
un| Book. “Interwoven,” meaning that Spirit 
Life is WOVEN into a remarkably interesting 
narrative for the use of those on the material 
plane. The Progressi ve Thinker stands alone in 
this world of ours in sending out books for less 
than actual cost, and in doing so, it has Had a 
heavy burden to bear, but it has borne it brave
ly and cheerfully—in fact, with actual pleasure. 
.This remarkable Premium Book will be sent out 
for 25 cents, for less than it costs us. In all cases 
the order for it must be accompanied with,a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

- o —  ——-W. . . Kg, 
, This new Premium Book is now in press, and all orders ™ 
it will be filled in the course of a few days. '[¡r

In view of the grand work which The Progressive Thinrg 
has done, and is now doing, it is certainly entitled to gi’ ® 
consideration on the part of Spiritualists. It is the only 
dualist paper in this country that can keep you thorough .fa 
posted as to passing Occult and Spiritualistic events. S,uch 
ing the. case, is it too much to,ask each-one to send in!® 
ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIBER, and thus extend the usefuln®! 
of the paper. Do so now; this is the auspicious moment, a st^Bi 
ing point from which great results may be made to flow. K

This Premium Book, “ Interwoven—Spirit Messages fror ™ 
Son to his Mother,” is nicely and substantiallyJmund in eV 
and will be sent forth for 25 cents when accompanied wjr 
yearly subscription to The Progressive Thinker. "We^dr. ’ 
send out ONE MILLION copies of this remarkable 
Send in your orders at once.
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EVIL SPIRITS.

According to Oahspe They Swarm, Like Maggots, the Oess- 
Pools of Vice in Xarge Oities, and-are Finally Blotted Out 
ofExistence.

While In Wichita, Kansas, a few 
weeks ago on business, I met a friend 
who teld me if business ever called 
me to Ft. Worth, Texas, to be sure 
to call on the family of Mr.. O. R. 
Norcross, living on Broadway street.

I have done so, and whs admitted,' 
and witnessed a most wonderful phe
nomenal seance given by their little 
daughter, who is a very frail child 
of nine years. • They arranged her 
for the seance by throwing a strip 
of black cloth over a pair of old- 
fashioned clothes bars, placing a 
small stand table behind the cloth, 
with an auto harp and a bell on It. 
Then they place<La small stand 'table 
in front of the curtain. The little 
girl sqt by the table in front of the 
cloth alone. The family and myself 
and several others sat in the room 
back away frdin her where we could 
watch every move the child made, 
with a bright light in the room; We 
all joined -in a verse of song, and! 
immediately the harp .began to play i 
very loud, and the bells rang at the.'

If there are spirits out of the earth, form whom mortals can 
and do have communion with, and who exercise and exert, in
fluence over .mankind, consciously or unconsciously to the lat
ter,-then it follows that these spirits are of all grades and char
acter, corresponding to those yet in their earth form, and rang
ing from those that are exalted, benign and of blessed qualities, 
doi^i to.evil, the malignant and those who seek to make others 
unhappy, and who delight in crimes and pollution.

This is certainly a logical proposition, which it would seem 
no sane reasoning can controvert or. upset.

Admitting the foregoing as a fixed premise, what follows!
That under the law of like seeking like, as naturally as that 

two globules of water placed in close proximity are attracted 
one to^the other, and finally coalesce, so' will "spirit be attracted 
to spirit, and these united and/Sustaining each other become 
an enhanced force for good or evil, as the case may be, exerting

In fact, I am sure none of tho “Galaxy” will for a mom 
seek to dispute that which is said above about wrongful a 
rightful use of psyohic powers and consequences following; :: 

This being certain, then what class of spirits are attrac- 
by the average commercial mediums of to-day. who use psyd 
powers as saith Schiller about the goddess Wisdom» t i 

“To some she la the goddess great; >
To some the milch cow of the field; !
Their care is but to calculate t
What butter she will yield.” I

Oahspe, if anything an inspirational production, calls 1 
lower class of spirits Druj or Drujas, saying they are so cal 
because they desire no resurrection (grades of advancement) 
spirit realm).^42:14, 15, note.

Wandering spirits of darkness and evil.—86,8. ' J
Spirits who have not fulfilled either a spiritual or corpori 

life.—230, 6. s I
Engage in sensualism and quarrels among mortals.—249)| 
Spirits that have not left the earth, and are bound to n/ 

tals.—758, 12. _ . |
A spirit who is below the grades,-who seeks to do evil, w 

seeks to make others unhappy, who delights in crime and pol 
tion.—760, 10. _ >

IV

SI

ti

influence proportionate to power.

z --r ’»1
Oahspe teaches that these evil .spirits .ABSOJ" K 

SWARM THE ATMOSPHERE OF CRIME-STAIK | 
POLLUTED GREAT OITIES, and are as natural to 
wholesome centers as maggots to decayed meat. A.“seneitivp 

 

then, ignorant or unheedful of this, attracting and suhtnitts 
to control of such, has then surely entered a way as sure.to® 
soul-destroying as are poisonou&Jumes destructive of life.|

Is it not about time, then, that the sensitives and medium

■The'Other day an 82-year-old friend (now waiting at the .should be taught and protected?
Soldiers’ Home at Sautelle, Cal., for “the man with the scythe”)
whom I visited there after a separation of twenty years, I found 
had, from an avowed'Spiritualist -Of perhaps forty years, lapsed 
into cold materialism, and an utter disbelief in anything exist
ing in Nature but matter.

lie advanced one of his reasons for change of thought as be
ing the fact that so many of the wqrld’s mediums, some of 
great note for a time, finally became broken down wrecks, physi
cally, mentally and morally, citing- names which if repeated 
here would be known to all informed Spiritualists.

. It is either this, or a continuation and greater growth of^i 
evil now attending and sure finally to destroy. R

The warning is given. Heed it or not, ye who profess gr|! 
concern about Spiritualism and mediums, but do not forget t K 
figs are not gathered from thistles, and that inevitable coni 
quence follows all human action—good or bad. v f

Crescent, Lincoln Co., Nevada. P. O. CHILSTROM^

A FUNNY OBJECT LESSON

same time, and the table behind the 4
curtain rapped and answered all tfle[ 
questions that were asked.

•The little girl also, gave psychic and 
clalratidient messages ’to all in the 
room, that , were wonderful and cor-; 
rent "Both' myself and. the other’, 
strangers in.the room have attended' 
many seances before In other large 
cities, and we all join tn the same 
testimony that thia little girl excels 
any other one we ever saw. I was 
invited by1 t® family >to attend an
other; circle Friday evening, but hav
ing to return. to my home in St. Louis,- 
I could , not attend,- but will-surely 
call on them again if I ever go to 
Ft Worth. - L. B. DOUGLAS.

Men are often capable of greater 
things ttjan they perform. They are 
sent into the world with bills of credit,, 
and seldom draw to their full extent. 
—Horace Walpole.

If you want to know the opinion of 
your neighbor, you wa'nt .his honest 
opinion. You do not want to be de
ceived. You do not want to talk with 
a hypocrite.—Ingersoll.

h This to thè writer appeared as odd proof in support of his 
imposition, to say the least, and was not sufficient “evidence” 
therewith to remove former convictions; rather it seemed to 
«confirm an Opposite theory^ in the light of such knowledge of 
the occult as I may possess, limited as it is.

.<: ’’As ye sow, so shall ye reap”! How often is not this saying 
drep6hted :and mouthed over and again, but how little under
stood or heeded, and yet it- is an axiomatic truth, as fixed and

^certain as the exact principles of mathematics. ■ ' ~ 
» Selfishness, ignoble purposes, gratification *bf desires, graft 
andvgreed, are prominent tendencies and inclinations of the 

Xloniinant Aryan or Anglo-Saxon the world over, and of these 
¡the American seems to hold his end up equal with any of them. 
v< Such qualities, all the religions and occult philosophies worthy 
of the name condemn and warn against as being VERY DEATH
TOTRUE SPIRITUAL GROWTH. Not only that,but if 
psychic or inediumistic powers be used WRONGFULLY, -they; 
Ure as sure to destroy the user as that they will exalt and build 
up those who. use these _RIGHTFULLY.. ' ' .

-I challenge the whole array of the “Galaxy of Prominent 
Spiritualists” named in No. 935 of The Progressive Thinke^

The Solution Is Left to the Sagacity 
of the Reader.

In spite of all that has been said 
and written about immoderate phe- 
nomena-huntlng, there are still num
bers of simple-minded, honest Spir
itualists who cannot see why onr phe
nomena. the base of Spiritualism, 
should not be of greater Importance 
than the “rather too-much-glorlfled” 
superstructure, “which could not exist 

; wlthout.foundatlon anyhow.”-
Last night, while 'Contemplating 

quietly the pro’s and Cen’s, of these 
questions, there came back to my 
memory gi scene of long ago. It was 
at Constantinople, the capital of the 
Turkish' empire. • One of our neigh
bors, a pale young Greek, keeping a 
grocery store and being ambitious to 
enlarge’ his trade, bought a good-sized 
lot across the street and dug out a 
■deep foundation. The job so far was 
done quite well; but right here the 
man’s means give out and he could 
not goon any further. Month after

basement became a public pond,® 
the great enjoyment of the nelghbfe 
ducks. At last the rains augment« 
the pond ran over at BeveralnhP 
and sent steady rivulets down-hill1R 
entered the cellars of sbtne nelghbfö 
doing much damage. The indlgrqf 
neighbors ceased to smile about 
Georgy’s artificial pond. They- th 
hold of the young Greek, and, K 
lynch-law existing in "barbarous IN 
key," they marchetihlm into theog 
of the nearest magistrate. Here B 
culprit received a sound scolding k 
the strict order to either finish. H 
projected house or level the grorj 
without delay. -This being the tg 
solution under existing circumstanK 
it was done forthwith. Comment® 

Ithis true little story are left to s 
sagacity of the reader. , *

H. STRAUli

taonths passed, but the contemplate^Spiritualists" named m INO. ydU 01 ine rrogressive xiumcer, I house Came to no beginning. The I 
or* any others^ to show the contrary to be true in the premises I rainy season set in and the walled-lq,

Shun passion; fold the hef g 
thrift; Bit still—and truth is S 
Emerson. ' -i f!

The law imprinted on the 
all men is to love the membeng 
society as themselves.—Roman; a 

Hold your ; thoughts. yov® H& 
your will In principle and youl 
«ncceed.—Haling; - . |

Si*
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chiques, 1893, p. 323!'- The narrator is Dr. Ermacora.

£
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to the middle one. Before I had grasped it, the flower fell. My

k

In Touch With the Spirit World
I *  ----------------- --—■— I. ■

IT~IS WONDERFUL HOW CLOSELY IN TOUCH MOR
TALS ARE WITH THE SPIRIT REALMS—NO LESS SO 
OUTSIDE OF THE RANKS X)F SPIRITUALISM THAN ON 
THE INSIDE THEREOF. IN DREAMS, IN VISIONS, AND 

’TN 'A GREAT MANY OTHER WAYS MORTALS COME IN 
TOUCH WITH SPIRITS AND OBTAIN INFORMATION 
THEY COULD NOT OTHERWISE POSSIBLY ACQUIRE, 
AS ILLUSTRATED IN THE ANNALS OF PSYCHIC SCI
ENCE, PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND, AND WHICH WE RE
PRODUCE BELOW, AND WHICH WILL BE READ WITH 
GREAT INTEREST. (

SYMBOLISM AND METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

By ERNEST BOZ^ANO.

Premonitory Symbolism.
1! This class is by far the richest in examples; -out of a total ' 
of seventy-nine cases which" I have collected, fiftyrone have a 
premonitory character, a fact which is not without significance, 
as I will presently show. ... *

Tn relation to the psycho-genesis and to the determination oi 
premonitory symbolism, I will limit myself to observing that 

■"the problem involved, although more complicated, is identical 
With that of precognitive manifestations in general. As .this 
is not the moment for investigating this problem, it will be 
sufficient to point out that, if it is true, on the one hand, that 
a large proportion of these premonitory cases may be reduced 

• merely to perceptions, subconsciously acquired, and projected 
into, consciousness in the form of a prophetic message (erro
neously supposed to be unforeseeable), on the other hand it is 
true that this explanation does not explain all the facts, just 
as the law of psychological association and the hypothesis of * 
telepathy do not suffice to explain certain symbolical represen
tations which bear tokens of*intention.

But we will return to this later on. Let us turn to the cases 
before us. I would point out also in this class that the rep
resentative forms which most frequently symbolize imminent 

■ death are those most' familiar, and among them visions of biers 
and funerals take precedence.

ItTs-mnly possible for me to select a very small number out- 
of the great abundance of cases at my disposal, although this 
restraint necessarily detracts from the weight of the evidence.

Case L—“Neera” (the/pseudonym of a well-known charm
ing Italian writer), in relation to the death of a friend, writes 
as follows : - •

" . “It.was in 1893. One night I dreamt that I was in a dark 
enclosure, and whilst I was looking round about in order to 
find out where I was, I saw rise up before me a bier, bearing 
this inscription in clear characters: ‘Alberto Sormani.’ Noth
ing else. But a few weeks later Alberto-Sbrmani, who. waS 
young, strong and happy, who never spoke of death, who walked 
courageous!}7 forward to conquer life, died.
“I own that at the time the dream scarcely made any im

pression upon me, because anyone knowing Alberto Sormani, 
whatever else one might think about him, would never have 
thought of his dying at twenty-six years of age. I was even 
going to tell hjm of it in fun, but it seemed to me too puerile 
and uninteresting to be worth relating. Later, however, when 
thinking of this mysterious warning, I was profoundly im
pressed.” (Nuova Paroliv 1905, p. 482.) .

Case II.—Thia case was collected by the Rev. P. Ai Wood, 
Rector of Newent, Gloucestershire, a member of the S.P.R. The 
narrator, Miss H., wishes to withhold her name from publication.
“My mother and I were once driving in Somersetshire with 

an old lady of nearly 80 years of age. She suddenly called to 
the servants to stop the carriage and draw up to the side of 
the road, which was done, though we wondered at such an un
accountable order. ‘Now you can go on,’ she said presently, 
and added, turning to my mother: ‘I always like to stop while 
a funeral passes.’ The road was a long straight one, and quite 
empty of even a foot-passenger, so we laughed at the old lady 
and told her so, and she repeated : ‘Well,, it is very odd, I cer
tainly thought I saw one. How foolish the servants must have 
thought me.’ The next day occurred the perfectly sudden death 
of her most intimate friend and nearest neighbor, an old gen

Several nights before my brother’s (Rev. J. R. Jamps)

Thiacare.door, -with white horses hitched' to it. Tlìis made such an im- book points the way. 'Price, 25 cents.

(A few days afterward Mrs. Sauddersy brother died, a vic-

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or books'should put in 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

By WiUIam E. Towne. Learn bow to
cast away unnecessary

Ö

bo-’ î ily are going To die very soon.

of going t® my father’s room (who was notü\vell at the time) i wife was in bed when she read them. . , No, dear mad-
to give him tea, and then reading to him ; until about J,- 1 urn, it is not funny; it is not a burlesque, alas! It is strange, 
asked her one day if she Wbuld call me sometimes, that I should | ¡t ¡s impressive, it is amazing—your dream of the 10th—22(1 
like to get up at 5. She refused, saying she thought I ‘ did quite I of December. Mme. Nitchinoff—poor dear Mme. Nitchinoff— 
enough in the day and had better be in bed/1'.,The next morn- I indeed left the Institute on May 17th never to'return to i£. 
ing, however, Thursday, to my surprise I a$pke and saw her I Scarlet fever accompanied by . diphtheria took her from us in 
standing at the foot of my-bed, looking very bright indeed, and three days. She died on the, 16th at 11.45 p. m., and at 2 p. m. 
I fancied iç a white drpssing-gbwn. The curtains were drawn on the 17th (is it not strange!) her bodyjwas taken to the-ad- 
over the windows and the light seemed somehow only to._strike I joining chapel. They were afraid of infection at the Institute,, 
her figure.-She;said : ‘Remember I have called you; it is 5 that is why "this was done so quickly.”
hoi* ’ T fol]1 oqIoov. jj Tini —i-o mil'll Æ1" livoakfast II. ^^ase .1711.- This is a rare instance of premonitory symbol-1

• 7 &sleep not wake until 8, -At jsm of an auditive „kind. It is taken from the.Proceedings of
said to my sister : ‘So you did come and call me after alii a p r> Vni v « wk ' > ’
She looked astonished and said; ‘No, I.did n!ot ’ ' ‘I faidr'Do -a'’Morrison, with whom*Gurney dis-
you mean that you did not come at 5 o’^ock and say. Remem- cugged * J happened in the month 3 May,
ber 1 have called you, and now I am going away!” ‘No,’ she 1Q71 . - -nr -said, ‘I never came near your room,’ ShX however, questioned m the East Indies, m the province of Wellesley.
me in rather an agitated way, and to # surprise said ‘I do hW8^enof the many misfortunes which hadhap- 
not like those sort of dreams.’ I never heard her say anything ^rs. Morrison, spoke thus concerning the
of the sort before, and was rather surprised at her thinking °1 1 dau£hter: , T , . ,
aboutit. < - “Some days prior to the child’s illness, I was. lymg awake
“The next day, Friday, having been in perfect healthzand W morning when I distinctly heard a voice say: ‘If there is 

spirits, up fo that morning, she was taken ill .whilst sitting by e^eventh hour there will be death,’ In alarm
my father’s side,' at about 6 o’clock, and she died, at 5 o’clock I started çp in bed and the same words were slowly and delib- 
>the day week, Thursday, of my dream or vision; and a curious lately repeated.
coincidence was’that she had on a white muslin dressing-gown I Naturally enough, when, about a week after, the child was 
in which she sat up during part of the night; I do not recol- taken seriously ill, I watched with perturbed feelings and grave 
lect that during the-'fluctuation of this short illness, from' anxiety the aspect of the sky day and night, the moon being 
which at first no danger was apprehended, this strange incident I at the fpll just then. Ti^o or three days passed; thé little one 
occurred to my,memory, but as the clock strück 5 on that sàd I hovered between life and death; above, the sun blazed with 
moriiing f reTnémhi>red, ' ' A unmitigated fervor, relentless heat, no sign of cloud or disturb-
“ There is another dream connected with that sad short ill- auce of the-atmosphere in any way. Twice in the course of 

neaj, ■ * ' ”, - . I every twenty-four hours was 11 o’clock looked for with trem-
“MyTather, the second night before my sister was taken ill, bling apprehension. At last? after more than a week of this 

dreamed that he asked her to go on with the Life of Charles cloudless weather, a few minutes before 11 in the morning, a 
James Fox, the second volume, of which was not then in the squall arose with extraordinary suddenness; servants flew to 
-house. He dreamed"that she said: ‘Ôh, there is no more to close the Venetian shutters, making the inside of the house ex
read,, that is the end,’ and she held.up the volume she had tremely dark. The sky became black with clouds, and my heart 
read io him, open at the last page, across the half of which he pank- That day, soon after one o’clock, the child’s spirit quit
saw printed in very large plaak, thick letters, filling the page ted its little mortal frame to entera life of never-ending joy;. . ” 
quite across: THE END. He,said it gave him a sort of shock Case VIII.—This is one of a series of premonitory and tele- 
which awoke him, and he still fqlt a painful shock,, he could | pathic incidents which occurred with the same person, who had 
not say why, when he awoke ànd remembered it. ... The I received from her dying mothei’ the promise that, if she could 
strange thing was that it was the same night, or rather morn- do so, she would give hen a warning every time that important 
ing, and about the sam^time that I thought I saw her; for events were about to occur in the family. The percipient, Eyau- 
soon after he awoke he saw her come in with his tea, but did .ieia A., is by profession a schoolmistress.

I believe, tell her the dream. It was strange that she fin- “In December,'1890, I left Switzerland and went to London,
ished that book, and that it was the last time she ever read an(j tpence f00p a temporary engagement as governess 'near 
t° J}“’ .a^ that that mght. was the end of one phase of fam- Selwyn. In February, 1890, my mother appeared to me in a
ily life m many ways My father never recovered her death, dream. " She held in her hand three small nosegays, each of
and everything changed soon after. . . -them consisting of a bunch of green leaves and a primrose, and

Case V.—I quote this from thé Annales des Sciences Psy- signed to me to choose one of them. I stretched out my hand

- Woderful Success of.
“Actina”

' IN THE TREATMENT on 
AFFLICTIONS OF THE EYE. 
Every person wKU Impaired eyesight- or suf

fering from weak or diseased uyos should 
tor our latest free booklet, entitled “Positive' 
Evidence.1’

The records of phenomenal cures by tho 
'“Actluu" treatment, as described therein by 
grateful patients themselves—names and ad
dresses given—will satisfy the most skepthnl 
that “Acthia” is not only a remarkable. simDb- 
and harmless invention, ■ but restores eyesight * 
even after specialists have pronounced eases

, Incurable.
Following are a few of 

the successes produced by 
“Actina,” but morefuliy - 
described In our free book
let.

A Chicago gentleman, 
after suffering 12 months 
with inflammation of the 
iris, used /Actlua” a few

-weeks. He says he can now see aswcllaul as * 
far as anybody.

An Iowa lady writes that alter being under 
treatment ot specialists lor 15 years, "Adina" 
completely restores her eyesight and she no 
longer uses glasses.

Astigmatism and granulated lids impalrad 
theeyesJgbt ot a Hartlord (Conn.) lady. Spe- 
cUlUts failed to cure. As a last resort, uxalust 
advice of friends, she tried “Actlna.” Sha 
writes]--“For many months I have written al- 
most daily ^thout glasses, No more pain in 
my eyes and drooping eyelid is rostprod.'’

"Aottna" removed a" cataract, from ths eyo of. ' 
an Oklahoma lady; relieved the closure ot a 
tear duct for a well known Chicago lady, an 1 In 
scores of instances people have been able to 
discard eyeglasses through the faithful use of

‘Actlua." To get an idea of the enthusiasm of 
our patients the entire letters as printed in our 
book should be read;

“Actlna is made on common sense principles, 
Its simplicity, effectiveness add lasting quali
ties will appeal to any ope that will Investigate, 
Let us send you one on two weeks' trial. Use It 
as often as you please and If you aro not bene
fited, op for any other reason are dissatisfied, 
send it back and no charge will be made. .Write 
today. Address Actlna Appliance Company. 
Dept. 342W., 811 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo,

“Mme. Virginia Castellani told me, in the-: presence of .her mother pointed to the fallen flower, and turned sadly away, 
sister Elisa, that in 1854, when she was living with her father, The dream impressed me strangely, and as I had three brothers, 
at Padua, a student, in his second year, called Biagio Verzeg- of whom the middle one had been specially recommended to 
nassi (21 years of age) was lodging witll'them, and one morn-1 my care by my dying mother. I inquired .at once after his 
ing in Lent he got up much depressed by ¡a sa'd and Very vivid 1 health; but he was quite well. '
dream. , , • “In the following June, 1890, I saw my mother again in a
“He,had dreamt that he had been calling ion a friend who dream, as though on her deathbed. The dream was repeated, 

was then .a student at-Vienna (Austria); whose name neither After the second dream I woke, and again slept and dreamt. 
Mme. Virgnia nor Mme. Elisa could recall. This friend showed This time I saw my brother, already mentioned, his clieeks red 
him, in one of the rooms of his houses three coffins, saying: with fever. Alarmed by this dream, I wrote home next day, 
‘This one, the first, is for me;" I died of typhoid fever. That but could hear of nothing unusual. I was assured, and dreamt 
one, the second, is for thee, and the thifS is for Melchior Cas- no more until some months later I dreamt of my brother as 
tellani’ (Mme. Virginia and Mme.' Elisp/s brother). .... dead. It was only after his death thnt I learnt that at the
“Then Verzegnassi saw Melchior arrive, aud’it was explained time when I dreamt of him as in a fever he actually had influ- 

to him for whom the three coffins were destined; on hearing enza. He recovered, but died some months later'from a sec-

tieman who used to read to her every day.” (Proceedings of 
the S.P.R., Vol. V., p. 303.)

Case HI.—This is taken from the Annales des Sciences Psy- 
chiques, 1893, pi 279; it is reported by Engineer A. Goupil, a 
name well known to all students of metapsychisnL It is an in
teresting case of premonitory symbolism perceived by'a child 
of 11 years of age.
“At Tunis, between the Post and the Cafe de France, lives 

a French hair dresser, whose name I forget. One morning in 
the summer of 1891 he and I had a game of billiards; when 
the game was over I suggested to him that we should Have 
another; ‘No,’ he replied, ‘I am expecting the doctor and I 
want to know what he has said.’ ‘Is anybody ill at home!’ 
‘No, but my little nephew, aged—(eleven years, I think) had 
an hallucination yesterday evening; he got up suddenly, crying 
out: “Thdre is a woman who wants to take my little_cousin 
(my little daughter who is a few months old); I don’t want 
her to take her away.” This lasted quite a long time, and we 
could-not persuade him that he had been dreaming.’ ‘Hap he 
been subject to hallucinationsV ‘No.’ ‘Is he in good health!’ 
‘Yes, but I am afraid this is a symptom of fpver.’ ‘Your lit
tle girl is well?’ ‘Yes, very well.’ I asked the last question 

, because it had just occurred to me that this vision might mean 
■ that the child was going to die shortly. I said nothing about 

my thought to, my interlocutor, who left me. On the following 
day I put the same question and had the same reply. He seemed 
surprised at the interest that I appeared to take in these chil
dren whom I did not know. Three days passed and I did not 
see him.. On the fourth day, Meeting hiin in the street, I asked 

- him if the children continued well : ‘You know,’ he said, ‘that 
we have lost my little girl; she was carried off in a few hours’ 
(I think he added by an attack of croup). ‘No,* I replied, ‘I 
was not aware of it, but I expected to hear of it.’ ‘Why so!’ 
‘Yes, it was the woman who took her away.’ ‘What woman!’ 
‘Well, the woman your nephew saw: she represented death or 
sickness, <5T whatever you like^to call it. It must have been 
a- prophetic hallucination.’ I leffthe man much amazed^ he 
could confirm this account, .at least in its main outlines, for he 
was greatly surprised at my remarks, and he must remember 
them. v
“This is the only fact of the .kind that I have come across.

“A GOUPIL.’*
Case IV.—The narrator is Mrs. M., daughter of Field 

shal Lord S. The case is taken from Proceedings of the S.P.R.,- 
Vol. XL, pp..442443. ' ■ ‘ t

• “My sister was in the habit of getting jip at 5 a. m. and

Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY. LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful,’’ First Se
rios. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eatiug; That Which is to 
Come.

“Tlio World Beautiful.’’ Second- 
Series. Comprising The WorlfLBeau- 
tlful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen Wrtfld.

“The Worlddleautiful.” Third Se
ries. Comprising The World. Beauti
ful; The Rpse of Dawn; ThœJSnclr- 
cling Spirit.World; The RingX? Am- 
olliyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“Alter Her Ileuth, a Story of a 
Summer.” Tills book contains a por
trait of Kate Field aud it sketch of 
how she made heiself Jcnowu in 
Europe after her death iff Honolulu.

“The Spirituul Significance.” Con- ‘ 
tains the following interesting chap
ters: Tlie Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life.”
As the title implies, llcarries one 

from the mortal to the Immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought. ,

that the third was intended for him he fled in affright. ond attack.” (Proceedings of the S. P. R., Vol. VIII., pp.
“The impression this dreamjnade on Veizegnassi was so 233-4.)

great that he could eat no breakfast, in spite of the efforts of Cases in which symbolic visions are repeated in the same 
the Cqstellani family to cheer, him! form with the same individual are interesting and curious.
“On the same morning Verzegnassi received -a letter from Although they are somewhat rare in the class of telepathic svm- 

Vienna announcing the-death of .the friend of whom he had holism, they are on the contrary relatively frequent in that of 
dreamed; the death was,the result of typhoid fever. Although premonitory symbolism. From the point of view of their psy- 
the two friends were in correspondence,- Mme. Virginia was chogenesis I have nothing new to add, as they do not further 
sure that Verzegnassi had not been informed of Jjis illness, and complicate the problem of symbolism, because the fact that 
that she remembers this clearly because thé fact that an unex- tliey recur constantly under the s^me hallucinatory form with 
pected event, seen in the dream, was so' soon and so exactly the same individual finds its natural explanation in 'the psycho
realized, made her very anxious concerning that part^of the logical law,of association.
premonition which concerned herself. I jt is rather the problem of the origin and purpose of the pre-

Ju116 of the same year, 1854, Verzegnassi monition itself which becomes in this connection increasing!v 
fell ill with typhoid fever, and died m August in the Castel- COnjpHcated ' ■ '
lanis’ house. 1 , . . .
“In August, Melchior Castellani, in the flower of his age (32), I ®ase IX. Here is a strange ease of _this kind, in which the 

full of health and strength, died a violent death, assassinated same symbol of flies invariably preceded unpleasant circum-
by brigands in Calabria, where he was working as railway en- stances. The percipient, Mrs. Effie Johnson, gives- a full account
gineer. in an article published in Light, 1901, p. 148. z
“ . -. . Verzégriassi, to reassure the Castellani family, often “The very first visional experience I can remember was un-

sad that the prediction concerning Melchior would not be ful- pleasant. It was the precursor of discord and disagreement,
filled, because in the dream he escaped, anif because he was so I Sometimes such an experience would come a day before, or 
particularly healthy. And when they remarked that he, Ver-1 half a day, or even an hour'before the unhappy event it fore- 
zegnassi, was also in good health and ought not therefore told; but it was always the same—the disagreeably real rep- 
to have apprehension, he replied: ‘As for me, I have the mal- resentation of a swarm of flies fifing upward into my face! 
ady of depression.’ . . (DR. G. ERMACORA.) Whatever I might be doing, walking in the"house, or out of

Case VL-This will be found in the Annales des Sciences door8> or from one occupation to another 1- 
Psychiques, 1904, p. 300; it'was'first published by Prof. Flour- L e? whûle œnsciousness-would suddenly be arrested by 
noy in the year 1904,In the Archives de Psychologie of Geneva, an impression-just the impression which an actual swarm of

The cases deserve particular attention, in rélation to the psy- fl’es would make upon he sense of sight if suddenly hey flew 
chology of human testimony. The narrator,. Mme. Buscarlet, UP the Sround f«P ’Vn,e.s ace; V the s^ ]t these flies 
had preserved no written record ofc the dream, which occurred always abnormally and objectively clear, and to the nerves 
as far back as the yeai- 1883, and she gave a verbal account of as disagreeably apparent as such a swarm usually is. And the 
it to Prof. Flournov in the year 1901. But Mme. Buscarlet in- effect they had upon me was also always the same-a disa- 
formed the Professor that she had written at once to a Russian greeable degree of shock. When I-found, upon repeated repeti- 
lady who was likely to be interested in this dreûm, and he, plon> that this vision always preceded another shock, mental
therefore, knowing how unreliable is the memory in relation or morak became very unwelcome indeed.
to distant events, suggested to her to ask her friends to send Case X.—This case is one in which a vision of a funeral ear
lier this letter. Happily it had been kept, and was returned riage was repeatedly seen at the door of the house of the per-
to her. It was thus made apparent that,the ¡lapse of eighteen'! son whose death was imminent. The percipient, Mrs. E. J. 
years had certainly introduced a few ingignpicank' alterations I Saunders, sent a written account of it to Dr. Hodgson, who 
in minor points .of detail, but that the essential contents of the published it in the American Proceedings of the S.P.R., p. 504.
dream were identical in both accounts.. ttl will confine myself “Several nights before my brother’s (Rev. J. R. Jamgs) 
to reporting the case as it is related ijfl.the above-mentioned death, in-my dreamy I .plainly saw the hearse drive up to our 
letter and commented on in the reply, o , L door, with white horses hitched' to it. Tliis made such an im-

In the letter of Mme. Buscarlet to Mmit’Moratief, after, wisfi-1 prSssion on my mind that I repeated it the next morning at 
ing her a happy Christmas andNeiy Yeaj^ths following para-1 the-table, and remarked to the family that ‘some of our fam-
graph, occurs:
“Last night I had a strange dream, jsrhio i I want to tell D

yon qf, not that I attach any par ticular^mpi rtance to it, but I accidefitj
only because it is-strange. You and I wire............- 1 
country when a carriage passed and a itoiqe ..
called you. When we came near to the ¿carriage we saw Mlle. 
Olga Popoi lying across it dressed in white ___ ;

“The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship a» a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“Tlie Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.1’ Contents: Tlie 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Mies 
Whiting’s only book ot poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GII'T BOOKS._
“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 

By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
bpok for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price bfle.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” ' By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. .“Tlie Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 3 0c.

"Every Living Creature;" “Tho x 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” “Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them.” The Traction Engine; Tho 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price »1.-50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricinns." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpentry nn,l Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot
tages." One Hundred and Twenty ' 
Fine Designs. Bv Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library." Four books 
in a box, including—' Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square, Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

"Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are bv Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
tour for $3.50.

These and many other good books 
can be found In our Catalogue.

from°in Ja Ì “This same thing I had dreamed before my husband’s death,
■ e VI which occurred in two days aftqr the dream. Also dreamed the 

with a bonnet l same ^efore 5115 mother’s and sister’s death A
trimined’with yellow ribbons. She said tó yen: ‘I called you , suppose this is why this last, dream made s^h an impres-. 
to tell you that Mme. Nitchinoff is leaving the Institute on the I s*on 0,1 mind. ... . I ani not one bit superstitious, and 
17th.’ Then'the carriage continued on its way. How funny I only , send this, thinking by Bo doing I may confer a favor on 
dreams sometimes are!” . - you.- I' had not only .told this to my own family -before.his

_ t -»r -o' 4- ir m „ death, bnt.had repeated it to several of the neighbors.*’
Two weeks later Mme. Buscarlet receives from M. Mòratief ' j > e n. c a , -,a letter which began thus: - - Saunders’ father confirmed this statement of his daugh-

; “We have'just received your letters, de^ , ■ ¿continued on page 8j£

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Kool TutUe. mis volume 

contains Ute beet peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the muslo by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted tor reclts. 
Uona. 1X6 pages, beautifully bound.
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THI8 GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THt 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, A8 WE HAVE 
HOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems »ent to 
thia oifleo, for they will not be returned 
if we have not.epace to use them.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of
The Progressive Thinker is in no-wise 
responsible for tine views expressed by 
contributors. . He may or may not, 
a^ree with their respective views.

The Song Cards for said at this office 
nt $4 per hundred, by mail $4.50, are 
the .help you need in society work,

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, presi
dent, of the Band of Harmony, writes: 
“Don’t forget the annual Bazaar 
(Church of the Soul) Under the aus
pices of the Band of Harmony, De
cember 12,-Room 309, Masonic Tem
ple, All kinds of useful things and 
presents for Christmas! Lunches will 
be served from 11 io 1:30, and from 
5 to 7:30.

The President of the Psychical Re
search Society, of Sandusky, Ohio, 
Writes as follows: “Mrs. Edith Mc
Crosson, of Columbus, concluded a 
two weeks' engagement with our so-

The Golden Rule Thanksgiving 
Social, good time and luncheon, at the 
homo of the pastor of the society, Mrs. 
Nora E, Hill, 705 West Madison, was 
a splendid success in every way. 
The entertainment feature consist
ed of a short talk and the custom
ary poems by Dr. T.^Wilkins, followed 
by touching words by Brother Coe, 

'Mrs. Sexsmith, Mrs. Susie Thompson, 
Mrs. Harkey, each of the ladies giv
ing a few messages, and a short talk 
by Mrs. Hill. Singidg by. Mrs. Hill, 
Mrs, Sexsmith and the pianist, whose 
name has gone from the reporter, and 
good Instrumental music. A general 
good feeling prevailed throughout the 
evening, and all seemed .to-feel very 
thankful they Were there, and touched 
the midnight hour ere retiring.

H. E. Boerstler writes of the West 
Side Spiritualist Church, Columbus, 
Ohio; “We have just closed’one-more 
very. successful month. 'The first 
Supday the Writer delivered the lec
ture with MrS. Sousaha Harris as the

clety, last Sunday, November 24, as 
lecturer and message bearer. The 
audience at both evening meetings 
was only limited by the size of the 
hall, many standing throughout .the 
meeting, and others were unable to I 
gain admission. Mrs. McCrosson ■ is ■
certainly doing a good work for the' 
cause of truth, and she Is so winning 
and pleasing in her .manner thaj. she 
makes friends and converts at every 
meeting. Previous engagements 
take her elsewhere for a time, but 
She is sure of a hearty welcome at

message bearer. On the second Sun
day thq president’ of our State Asso
ciation, Rev, F. ' D. Dunakin,’ visited 
us, and the good-sisters of the'Ladles' 
Auxiliary)- 'Mi-s. Webster, Mrs,-Lucas, 
and Mrs. Shaw, decorated thé church 
beautifully with autuMn/Kaves, plac- 

i ing over the rostrum Âhe lettehs O,
S. A., In honor of the President's vls-

Prof. Ransby, test and message 
platform medium, 55 Duke street, 
Toronto, Canada, wishes tp hear from 
societies in the Eastern part of the 
Otate for platform work, as to test and 
inJessage medium. His work was 
highly spoken of at Lily-Dale. Camp 
In 1904, 1906, and 1907. He Is well, 
recommended by those who know 
him. He has been doing spiritual 
work In Toronto for two years.

Secretary writes from Louisville, 
Ky,: "Mrs. T. B. Grunwald is pastor 
of the Cbureh of the Soul here, It 
is growing, end everything is moving 
on harmoniously, Mrs Grunwald Is 
improving all the time in her work." 
■ E. W. Sprague, In sending a sub
scription, writes: "We are well and 
feel fitted for the- month’s work 
awaiting us in Buffalo. The dear old 
Progressive Thinker ' is brimfull of 
good thlngss, I would not like to be 
deprived ot it. I wonder if .you and 
your royal helpers realize the mag
nitude of the work you are doing. I, 
believe it is impossible for a mind to 
measure it. So many áre led to the 
light, great numbers comforted in 
their sorrow, and untold numbers as
sisted in breaking the mental shack
les that have held them in bondage. 
Long live The Progressive Thinker."

Mrs. James Dunlap writes from 
Franklin,, Pa,; “Not quite a 'year ago, 
I called on a successful medium in 
New Castle, Pa„ and I began telling 
her my views of religion and my ways 
Of thinking, and to my astonishment, 
she told me I. was preaching the plain 
truths oL Spiritualism, and did not 
know It. Since then I have investi
gated Spiritualism, and the more .I 
read the more-I find I have been a 
Spiritualist and did not knpw It,” 

. An Octogenarian, Mrs. O. A. Stev
ens writes from h^ilton, Wls.: “I wish; 
to renew my subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker, as I see the time'Is 

.most Up, and I don’t want to do wlth- 
.out lt. I have papers and magazines’ 
in plenty,- biit pone that-Compare with 
The' Progressive Thinker. I am al»

TAKE NOTICE,—» Correspondents 
aro requested wheferarSgtea! tor this 
paper to use either js tsf&riter or a 

with black IbSh Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible luuid, and thus avoid« the ne» 
cesalty of PreporlngiyouH copy for the 
printer,. Please boo Mds in mind.

LETTER FROM LOS ANGELES, 
' OAL./ ■

any time she 
ky."

JMrs. M. L. 
man, reports

may 'return to Sandus-

S. Chase of West Pull- 
very successful meet-

in^s in Bock’s Hall every two weeks. 
The last meeting, Sunday night, No- 

. vember 24, was largely attended.
Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Caird gave good 
tests, reading sealed questions. Next 
meeting, December 8, Mrs. Sexsmith 
and Mrs:' Longstaff will assist, Ar
rangements are being made to have 
private meetings go. on at the same 
time In parlors. Luncheon is always 

■ served the mediums. Remember the 
? place, Dock’s Hall, 11620 Michigan 

<-.avenue, December 8, in the evening 
at 8:30.”

. Louis G. Belllngton writes from 
. Newark/ N. J„ that the meetings held 
at Hall on West Bark street, H. C.

-Dorn pastor, are well attended. Tests 
are given with good results. The 
lectures given by Mr. Adams are very 

.. interesting. Brother Dorn has done 
a great deal of missionary work of

it. The chiirch was filled to overflow
ing to hear the most masterly address 
of President Dunakin. The third 
Sunday Mrs. Harils delivered 'a lec
ture and gave spirit messages. The 
last Sunday we celebrated Thanks
giving service jvlth many speakers 
and workers present to assist in the 
services. Mrs. N. A. Bean, one of our 
workers, opened with some most beau
tiful remarks, follpwed by Dr, C. S. 
Garr. Mrs. Edith..McCrosson will be. 
the speaker and medium for Decem
ber. '.Tuesday, thp 26th, our mas
querade social was-a grand success, 
surpassing our social ,ln October..”

Dr. C. A. . Burgess - writes from 
Tampa, Fla.;- “The Spiritualists, Jn 
Tampa are just starting In thelr-wln- 
ter campaign, and I spoke for them 
last Sunday night, and gave readings, 
which I will write to you about later 
on. They have with them- next Sun
day, Mr. Copeland' and Dr. Peebles 
will be with them the first of Janu
ary, There is no reason , why they 
should not make a good showing here 
In Tampa, before spring, because, they 
have the Cause at heart.”

Correspondent writes: “The Golden 
Rule Society held a very* Interesting
meeting Sunday afternoon, withlate, and through his efforts-has raised__ah0rt talk by the pastor, followed 

quite a sum towards our Home for” -
aged Spiritualists, which we Bhali~try 

"* .to build in the near future. I be
lieve the city of Paterson, close by, 
has taken out a charter, and has the 
Support of the N. S. A. in the cause 
in that city.”

Louise E. Barton, Secretary of the 
“Busy Bees,” writes from San Diego, 
Cal.: "Mrst E. L. Nicholson, our wor
thy president, who was compelled to 

• go East last May, for special treat
ment and who, we are pleased to say, 
returned much improved in health. 
She was a delegate to the National
Convention in Washington, D. C.
She arrived home the last week in 
October, and was given a reception 
by the “Bees” on Tuesday afternoon, 
November 12, in the Assembly Hall, 
which was beautifully decorated with 
chçlce cut flowers of many kinds, as 
only California at this season can pro
duce outside of hot-houses. There 
was a large attendance to welcome 
our sister, and congratulate her on 
her Improved state of health. Ad
dresses of welcome were made by a 
çember of the "Bees,” also by mem
bers of the First Society, of which 
our president 1b a staunch supporter. 
After the addresses of welcome, Mrs. 
Nicholson's response, delivered in a 
few well-chosen words, touched the 
hearts of her hearers, and all felt 
more endeared to her than ever. 
Later, dainty refreshments were 
served. The hostesses for this ses
sion were Miss Laura M. DeLano, 
Mrs Martha Bubs, and Mrs. C. M. 
Dodge. The “Busy Bees,” the La
dles’ auxiliary of the First Society 
of San Diego, will hold their annual 
Bazaar, December 6 and 7, and would 
bo glad to receive donations of ar
ticles or money from and friends or
well-wishers of our 
such donations to 
the secretary. Miss 
1228 Grape Street,

noble cause. Ali 
be forwarded to 
Louise E Barton, 
San Diego, Cal.”

Mrs. J. M. Case writes from Fredo
nia, N.'Y.: "I am 91 years of age, 
and my eyesight has failed me so 1 
can’t see to read or write, but little. 
My husband is 94. His eyesight Is 
very good, so he reads for me. 54 
years I have taken Spiritualist pa
pers. I have tried them all, but 
rhe Progressive Thinker excels all 
the others. I would not live without 
It. When I cease to renew, you may 
know I have passed on to the higher 
life.”

Samuel Huntington writes from 
Malflen, Mass.: "That Interesting me
dium, Mrs. Nellie E. Abbott, of So. 
Lawrence, Mass., was our speaker 
and message bearer on Sunday even- 
inb, November 24.’ Mre. Abbott pre
faced her work by reading a beauti
ful poem entitled "Who Is a Chris
tian?" and chose the Bame subject 
for her theme—giving a very fine in- 
apiritual address. After the con- 

'' elusion ot her address she occupied 
over three-fourths ot an hour to fine 
message work. Mrs. Carrie H. Tain- 
ter, of West Derry, N. H., will be the 
speaker on December 1, and Mre. B. 
W.. Belcher, of Marlboro, Mass., on 
the 8th. This will^jrobably be my 
last report to your grand, interesting 
and valuable paper.”

Mr. Terry writes from Allegheney, 
Pa.: "Tbe German Spiritualist church 
held a meeting here November 15.- 
We had Mre. S. Snyder, of Philade'l-
phia. She aroused 

-.Spiritualists with her
tests. ,Our hall was 
forested people. We 
ker with us again.”

our German
many accurate 
filled with In- 
hope to have

with messages by Mrs. L. Gold-
en and Mrs. Harper. In the evening 
Charles Hughes lectured, followed by 
the christening of two beautiful chil
dren. Their happy faces shone with 
more than usual brilliancy, and not 
a murmur from the little angels of 
earth. The rostrum was neatly dec
orated with ferns, flowers and bunt
ing. The speakers for the month of 
December will be Mrs. Alice Sexsmith 
and Mrs. Nora E. Hill. These speak
ers and médiums will work as fol
lows: Mrs. Hill December 1; Mrs. 
Sexsmith, December 8; Mrs. Hill, De
cember 15; Mrs. Sexsmith, December 
22; Mrs. Hill December 29. On De
cember 31st, there will be a watch
meeting held at our hall, 373 So. 
Western avenue. Every Spiritualist 
and their friends, are cordially in
vited to all our meetings.”

Elizabeth Harlow is now lecturing 
in Philadelphia, Pa. Her address 
while there will be 2013 Brown st.

On Sunday, November 24, W. J. 
Colville lectured before the so
ciety of Spiritual Progression, 337 
South Mill Streep Lob Angeles, Cal., 
and was announced for December 1, 
same place. This society is very ac
tive and doing excellent work. It 
holds four regular meetings every 
Sunday. Great variety Is given to 
the audiences, which usually fill the 
commodious hall to its utmost ca
pacity. The regular speaker and all 
the officers are earnest and effective 
workers. A fund Is steadily increas
ing for the erection of a temple.

Oscar A. Edgerly, acting pastor of 
the First Spiritualist church of Co
lumbus, Ohio, writes: “On Sunday, 
December 1st, I shall begin the third 
of our three months’, engagement 
with the First Spiritualist Church of 
Columbus, Ohio. I am pleased to re
port that our meetings have proven 
very successful, particularly during 
the last month, when we have had 
the phenomena and philosophy both 
well represented on our rostrum. 
Mrs. Carrie Stuart, of this city, has 
given the messages, while I have act
ed in my capacity.of trance speaker. 
Mrs. Stuart’s work has been particu
larly good, and our audiences have 
been large and seemingly much inter
ested. It is the*, general regret of 
the people of our Church, that owing 
to the continued Illness of Mr, John 
Arras, he has been unable for the last 
few weeks’ to be with us. He has 
been one of our most faithful and 
diligent workers, and we miss him 
much. Mr. Joseph Slater, another 
“pillar” of out organization, will 
leave with his family for Florida 
next week. We shall also miss his 
presence with us. His munificence 
has given the Church its financial 
standing this season. Spiritualism 
can Indeed value him as a man ever 
generous in its support. - The first 
Sunday in January I shall begin -an 
engagement with the Ladles’ Spirit
ual Temple Fund Society, of Cleve
land, Ohio.” ■ .

Mrs. Holland wrles: “I wish to give 
notice of -the. meetings held in Mrs. 
Squire’s little church of AU Souls, 
220 So. Western 'ave.* every Thurs
day afternoon. ■ First and third we 
have cup readings by different me
diums; second and fourth, spiritual 
lecture;, messages by our Indian 
friend, Sweetheart, and others.- We 
all agree there IfF'no better in the 
city. Come-and/spend an afternoon 
with us and be made glad." '

most 81 years old, and have to work 
hard for my living, but I will hove 
8omethifíg•' ¿ood. to.jgad’^ihough my' 

-income is only $9 6 “dollars - a year 
This buys my coal and wood,, pays 
my taxes and leaves a little for nec
essaries. I wish spine missionary 
could come this way and lept’ure- on 
Spiritualism in our town hail, which' 
is free for'everything that comes.”

Ferd. C. Suhrer writes: “Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie of California, addressed the Fra- 
ternal Order of Spiritualists on Sun-’ 
day, November 10, and again Jn‘ the 
17th. Mrs. Lillie is one of the most 
enlightened public speakers we haye, 
and her remarks are decisive. Im
provising poems was a pleasant fea
ture of both lectures and won the 
■admiration of the entire audiehpe.; 
We take’pleasure in announcing the 
engagement' "of Brother .' Thomas 
Grhnshaw of St, Lpuis, who will be 
with us on Sunday, December 8 and 
15. Brother Grimshaw has'a host 
of 'friends in Chicago, who will be 
pleased to learn of his return. He is 
one of the few trance speakers enjoy
ing a national reputation. It you 
want a rare treat from thp- spirit 
realms, be. With us and tell your 
friends. Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden 
avenue, corenr Robey, top floor.

Correspondent writes: “The Sun
flower Bazaar was a success, after all 
the work and worry. Everybody had 
a good time (except those who were 
so tired they could not enjoy any
thing) and all wore just their' Sweet
est smiles. The entire stock of the 
Grocery, under Mrs. Hilbert’s charge, 
was solt out; the supper under the 
management of Mrs. and Mr. A. W. 
Bloom netted enough to pay the 
expense of the hall, and a* dollar or 
more. Something like $70 was said 
to be the gain, aside from the stuff do
nated and left over for another sim
ilar ’occasion. Many of the promi
nent workers In the Club were ab
sent, buf the affair was pushed to a 

/Success by those who were on deck.” 
Correspondent writes: At the ded

ication services of the new hall of 
the Church -of Psychic Research, Sun
day, December 1, the program con
sisted of-congregational singing, an 
Invocation by the pastor,Mrs. Vaughn 
a piano solo by Miss Byron, a dedica
tory poem by Dr. T. Wilkins, an en
thusiastic lecture by our veteran 
worker, Dr. J. M. Peebles, the world- 
renowned lecturer and traveler, an-. 
other piano solo by Miss Byron, a few 
messages by Mrs. Vaughn. It was an 
occasion that should have overflowed 
the little hall, but as there are so 
many meetings over the city at that 
time of day,'3 p. m., it was hardly ex
pected thero would be the crowd that 
should have greeted the Doctor. His 
lecture was enjoyed to Its fullest by 
all who heard him."

Dr. T. Wilkins did the talking for 
the Hyde Park Occult Society, Sun
day, December 1, followed by mes
sages by Mr. Thompson, the' West 
Side psychic, and Dudley Dudd,.a 
reqent addition to our platform work. 
Each did real good work.

The Progressive Spiritual Church 
(colored) was visited for a few min
utes by correspondent, Sunday, De
cember 1, and found Mrs. Lyons again 
at the helm. She has been ¿pending 
the past month trying to-recuperate 
from a spell of heart trouble, and It 
seemed good to see her again at her 
post of duty, Instructing her audi
ence in the truths of the - spiritual 
religion. s

Carrie L. Hatch writes from Bos
ton, Mass.: "The First Spiritualist 
Society met as usual at 9 Appleton 
St., and held a business session. 'In 
the evening tie following talent-took 1 
part: Mrs. A. S. Waterhouse, Mrs 
Moore, Mrs. Daniels and -Mrs. Shirley. 
Mrs. Hall sang several . selections 
during the evening, and congregation
al singing was also had.' Mrs. Mary 
F. Lovering was the pianist. Next 
Friday we hold an apron sale, and 
this will give a splendid opportunity 

'to all to buy Christmas aprons."
Ferd C. Suhrer writes:- "Sunday, 

December 1st, being Medium's Day 
with the Fraternal Order of Spiritual- • 
Iflts, our mediums found a larger num
ber of letters to read from than usual, ; 
and that they gave satisfactory read
ings was plainly in evidence.- Mrs. 
Caird, Mrs. A. W. Bloom, Mrs. Ad
ams and Mr, Wm. Traver did excel- 1 
lent work. The circles at 4 displayed 
new and efficient talent who 
ways welcome. Our suppers 
praised for their qualityA-'i.-Ori'- 
friends are realizing the excellence 
ot our concerts every' Sunday evening 
and our soloist, Miss Bess Johnson, ' 
never fails to receive a hearty and ■1 
deserving encore as also does our 
pianist, Miss Edith Hill. Mre. Alice 
Sexsmith did remarkably well in a 
brief address in the evening, which 
called tor repeated and sincere ap
plause. - Sealed letters were aleo i

I

read from by Mrs,. Caird; Mrs Sugie 
Dill, and Mrs. Mamie A', Wolfe, On 
next Sunday we wifi agalh have the 
plenum» of hearjnè froA1 the guides 
of Rev., Tho» Grlidshav/,1 the noted 
trance speaker of ’bt. Ildbls.' Come 
and bring your frfenda”‘and come 
early. Our propoi&d LÿHeum is at
tracting attention Tiom-till parts of 
the city, and wé'WWPsofeà be giving 
the little tots an opportunity they 
have never before had, as Mrs.’ C. 
Fannie Allyn of Mass., is 'known as a 
most successful worker 'among chil
dren, and we 'inténd witW her help and 
yours, to make our Lyceum the fea
ture of the F. O. O. S. Those who 
want a Spiritualist Sunday School or 
Lyceum should Bend their names to 
Alex Caird, M. D„ 598-W. Monroe st. 
We know that with your help we win 
be successful. Come up anyway to 
the big meeting in Hygela Hall, 406 
Ogden avenue, corner Robey st., top 
floor, and don’t keep the goodness to 
yourself, but tell your' friends.” '

“School of Applied Philosophy and 
Oriental Psychology.” :— Sakharam 
G. Pandit, B. A,, of Behares, India, 
will lecture on Thursdays, Fridays, 
Saturdays,' and Sundays at 3 p. m.‘, 
and 8 p. m.; on ‘‘The Science -ot Self
Control and Self-Mastery*;” on “Psy
chology,” on “Yoga and Vedanta Phil
osophy,". and on ‘‘World Religions." 
Courses - commence on January 2, 
1908. For further particulars ap
ply to N. L. Rhodes, Secretary of the 
school, 18 08 Melrose ■ St;,-Apartment 
I; Chicago, Ill., 'or Telephone Lake 
View; A741,-' -

. -THE DRUMMER MEDIUM. '

He ls in the South, Interesting the 
' 'People. t . .

Some of the “bqys” are a little wor
ried, on account of’ the annual. visit 
to the town_of Letford, the Spiritualr 
1st, He Is .a traveling .pgl^man'apd 
incidentally doqs ..toe '.Spiritualistic 
stunt, much to toe/wonderment of Ills 
subjects. While, here last week, toe 
read the, destiny fit quitp a 'number, 
and in addition; gave thbin some in
teresting- messages iron);’ tite spirit 
world, from friends whq have gope 
to the mysterious realm./

For instance;, one'of-t|iq town’s gal
lants, was delighted to know-that tbe 
little affair. 4®. Coeur.'wltg¿that pretty 
dark-eyed glrL weighing about' 120 
pounds, would be consummated In a 
very short time just, as nq; desired It. 

• ‘‘Uncle ;Dlck" Honfe is troubled be
cause the figures “69” were said to 
be plainly written on liia forehead.

One'prominent citlziqn, after being 
told that his .deceased unple’s estate 
was settled very uniffiwfMtbrily, was. 
further, informed'. that - 'tois uncle 
wished.hiin to kndw’tyiat.Be' regretted 
very much'that he had left toe entire 
property to a singled‘heir/ Thereup
on, the gentleman .whe<l‘!fq know if 
a change could be Effected, sJnCq the 
dead relative wlsheftt so "mucin

One young man, Sbelqg1 'the crowd 
gathered about, walked up tp Inquire 
the cause, SuddeAT^ the11 Spiritual
ist turned'to him and toma/ked, “Thai 
legal ■ p^per you ‘in jplif. pocket 
1b go'od, arid WRI result as ybd: wish’ 
It.” Fearing lest • soifie ‘private' mat
ter might be ventilated,' toe new
comer got away at once. He after
wards admitted having In his pocket, 
the last wlll-of a person who had left 
considerable property.

Quite a little amusement tvas fur
nished, and many seemingly startling 
things were told.- Sometimes a fel
low'would step up and Remark that 
he did not believe in thle 'dommunlca- 
tion with the spirit world, but as a 
rule, he remained to hear the last. 
Mr. Letford Is prominently connected 
with the Beet in the United States 
which holds the doctrine of commun
ion with spirits 'and from' all appear
ances, he might add-some awlent be
lievers in these parts. At least; quite 
a number are asking the question, 
“How can these things be?"

The “Drummer Medium” Ss he is 
known, has been coming to this town 
for 23 years and when" ft 1b known 
that he is here, a crowd usually finds 
him as his medlumistic -work has be-- 
come'so ’(veil known. Not even his 
room at the hotel is private, so anx
ious are his, acquaintances to see and 
hear him talk. He is an unusual 
man in many respects, -besides being 
a straightforward business man*df the 
first water.—The Ansomlan,' Wades
boro, N. C. 1

To the Editor;—The Progressive 
Thinkers arrives promptly, and are 
rapidly taken by those eager to read 
the truths advocated through their 
columns, and I know of no better me
dium for advancing the cause of Spir
itualism than your paper.

■ Notwithstanding all the obstacles 
placed in the^way to hamper ond dis
courage our workers we have severaf 
prosperous societies In the qlty. It Is 
a little. more than a year ago that 
our beloved Bister, MrB. J. J, Whitney, 
organized the People’s Psychic : So
ciety, which under her management 
for the first six months grow rapidly, 
and the Spiritualists of our city owe 
her a debt of gratitude for her faith
ful labors among them, and the suc
cess of the society is dueto her un
ceasing efforts. After her return to 
San Francisco the meetings were con
tinued, and have prospered to a won
derful extent; In fact,' it is the largest 
and strongest Spiritualist organization 
in the city. In connection, with the 
society a Relief Association has been 
organized, and although less than six 
months has elapsed since its' forma
tion, the society has secured two lots, 
on which, to erect on, pid- people’s’ 
home, besides assisting several deserv
ing persons. '. \

Many of our leading people have 
heartily entered into the relief work, 
and by their harmo.nious pnd ener
getic work accomplished much good.

Among’those who have given their 
tiipe and money to forward the good 
work ,1s Mrs. Althea Briggs,, president 
ot the Association, a woman, ot refine
ment and scholarly attainments. One 
of. the faithful ones, who “lets not 
her right hand kpow what.her left 

„doeth," is Mrs. Rose.. Bushnell Donn
elly. She is'a true Spiritualist and 
an acquisition to any community. A 
sweet apd lovable character, who has 
done much to .forward, the cause of» 
/Spiritualism and pur relief work, is 
Mrs, Adelaide K.-Brooks. There are 

.many others, equally ■ deserving of 
•praise, of whom I would like to speak 
did space permit.

I would like to Bay Ip, connection 
with our relief work, that If'any per
son wishes to become a member or 
desireH to. be fully informed in regard 
to the workings pt same, can receive 
full information' by ■ ' corresponding 

, with the writer, NETTIE HOWELL,
542 S. Main St,, Los Angeles, Cal.

RHEUMATISM CUBLICrtTIOUS

' THANKSGIVING.

L
You have troubles—plenty of them— 

So have I; - '
Only babes and fools have freedom 

from all- care; • - ■ -
There's a pit where shattered hopes 

are left to lie
And many that you- cherished once 

are there, r-
. But we still may gladly name 

Blessings each of us may claim, 
Ills we never have been called upon 

to bear—
Let’s be thankful for the woes that 

. never came. I .

- n. 
They: alone are free fronvtroubles'who

at birth dl
■ .. Were.'doomed .to. walk to unevent- 

- ful ways, o; Us.
Who never, had exhibited, the worth 

That causes .e/svy And that kindles 
praise; . < - .

Why sit down to.BlgHNor moan, 
Thinking of your woes alone, 

Thinking only of tS? gloolny,' drea
ry days? 1/ 

Let’s be thankful formthe ellls we’ve 
- . never known. 9 rv vi . < -

'in-nr ? L
Care was never made to rest upon- the 

weak, . t < b:
And troubles were‘invented for the

strong; 1
The wind blows coldest round . the

highest peak, n i
The mighty river slhgs no tinkling 

song; - — • —
Why In bitterness rebel, 

- Or with sorrow pause to tell 
Others of the cares we hate to bear 

along? . . -
Let’s be thankful for our strength to 

bear them well.
S. E. Kisef in Record-Herald.

"The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet.- Price, 15 cents.

Let Us Send You FREE TO THY, 
Dollar’s Wortli of the Great 

Michigan Externa! Remedy 
That Is Curing Thous

ands.

OF.

HUDSON, TUTTLE..

Let Uh Have Your Address To-day.

AI‘°ANA of bpibitualiimi ji 
«t Spirituel Scleacaud FMI-

OF THE GOD mi 
io

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

• [Obituaries ,tp; the extent of ten 
Unes only will be inserted free. Al) 
in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the.rate pf .fifteen 'cents per Jine. 

■ About 7 words constitute a line.]

Passed to. spirit life from his home 
in Mayfield township, Cuyahoga Co., 
Ohio/ my beloved husband, aged 69 
years.,. B.. Bond of Willoughby, con
ducted services. — -
beautiful words:

■ He spoke some
... ....— He left a widow 

(myself), and I am all alone. For 
him the mystery is solved,.and there 
is rio blank wall.

ANNIE E. ROCK.

Passed to ' Wither life from her 
home in Prophetstown, Ill., Novem
ber 3,' 1907,.Miss Martha A. Emery, 
wife of Cyrus Emery, aged 75 years. 
Mrs. Emery was well known to visi
tors of Clinton Camp meetings, hav
ing been’‘a Spiritualist for about 40 
years, being a medium herself, both 
clairvoyant and; clalraufliant. The 
services -were .conducted by Miss Alice 
Barry of Clinton, la.

DR. CORA EMERY REED. 
Rock Island, Ill.

Passed .to spirit life, November 25, 
at the home of her daughter, Laura 
Hansen, Martha A. Stewart, wife of 
John Stewart of Crighton, Mo. She 
was an earnest reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker, and an ardent Spir
itualist, being at the time of the pass
ing out 70 years old. She had many 
beautiful experiences, and knew and 
recognized her loved ones coming for
her.

Kansas City, Mo.
REV. INEZ WAGNER.

Passed to spirit life, November 18, 
Allen McDougall, aged 59 years. De
ceased was a firm believer in Spirit
ualism. He formerly lived at Che
saning, Mich., but came to Idaho in 
1902, where he engaged in mining. 
He leaves a large number of friends, 
to mourn his departure.

Mrs. H. Rickert, 453 N.. Harding 
avenue, holds a public circle every 
Thursday afternoon. She will give 
the entire proceeds for December to 
help establish the Lyceum to be start
ed In the near future at Hygela Hall,
by the 1st society, F. O. 0. S. 
the cause by helping yourself.

Help

'BECAUSE THERE WERE 
f NO PRIESTS OR CREEDS.

, To the Editor:—-Because there were 
no priests or creeds:.that came- with 
Spiritualism when I had my eyes 
opened torits beauty, was almost half 
the reason it came at all. Anyhow 
it made the other half come easy, 
and, oh! how glad and happy I was 
With the God’s coming to me without 
a priest between to dictate or lead 
me off and be - guided by his under
standing.

I want no priest nor writtne creed; 
I don't fit In any such groove.

My-Spiritualism grows day by day, 
always sweeter and better. It's mine, 
just such as I can understand gnd en
joy. ■

I need no medium. It 1b always 
best when I am alone with those who 
come In the silence. So leave me out.' 
Nothing that resembles Dowielsm can 
come-into my temple with my con
sent, and little danger there Is that 
any reverend can come; the door is 
so well guarded, and the path so hard 
to find by such. If you want to 
organize, do it this way: The salobn 
keepers and butchers who seek elec
tion as law-makers and enact such 
laws against our philosophy aS the 
church people suggest, just knock ’em 
out with your ballot when the chance 
comes, as nothing intimidates a bru-. 
tai mind as a well-directed punch on 
the head; and as for the churctr peo
ple, there is only one good thing 
about them. They don’t like one an
other, .but will quit fighting among 
themselves at any time to throw mud 
at the Spiritualists.

JAMES LAWRIE.
Chalmers, Ind.

.“The Truthseeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use ot 
Liberals.” Prie» Î5 cents.

■

We have found a quick-and-posi
tive remedy for Rheumatism. Wo 
aie proving this fact day in and day 
out by thousands of cures, including 
old chronic cases of 30 and’40 years’ 
Buffering fyom this cruel torture. We 
know this;” and iranyone doubts, we 
will introduce him or her to hun
dreds we have cured. We will let 
everybody know/ as we know, that 
Magic Foot Drafts are a real, genu
ine cure for this disease,

tRAfi|kuuiK

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE
.5

Ma'gic Foot Drafts are so sure to 
cure that we gladly send them to any1 
body Free on Approval and wait for 
our pay until the work is done. Send 
us your name to-day. Return .mail 
will, bring you a regular dollar pair 
of Drafts, prepaid, to try free. 
Then if you are satisfied with tHe 
benefit received^-you can send us One 
■Dollar; if not, they cost you nothing. 
You decide. You can gee that -we 
couldn’t afford to make such an otter 
If the Drafts didn’t cure. Address 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X049 Oliver 
Building, Jackson, Mich. Write to
day. '

LYCEUM ANNIVERSARY.

At Floral Heights, Parklaud, Pa.

Two years ago on the 29th of Octo
ber, a Progressive Lyceum, for young 
and old, waq started at Floral Heights, 
having for its object the. spiritual, 
mental and physical development of 
the individual, its promoters realiz
ing that these must all work in uni
son if we would unfold into the har- 
monial man, the harmonlal woman. 
This lyceum is still going on with its 
work at the same place, and is very 
much alive, as was evinced on Satur
day afternoon, October 26, when a 
special session was held, in commemo
ration of the second anniversary of 
its birth, continuance and growth, at 
which, a veritable feast of good 
thoughts'was served.

The session opened with an invoca
tion by the conductor, followed by an 
excellent program.

Jn answer to the roll call many 
beautiful and inspiring thoughts were 
expressed, the visitors also freely re
sponding. On invitation from the 
conductor, Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings 
—who was the guest of honor—spoke 
to the children in such a' pleasing and 
delightful-manner that' all the grown 
children, too, were charmed. Alfred 
B. Wilkinson, of Camden, N. J., spoke 
helpful and encouraging words. An
drew Gideon also spoke a few appre
ciative words.

In a few earnest words the con
ductor thanked all for the interest 
manifested in this work, which is a 
sacred work to her, and very dear to 
her' heart,' and in the name of. the 
lyceum presented to each of five of 
the children, for attendance, a copy 
of “Koradine Letters”—a most help
ful book to inspire to more noble liv
ing« by Alice B. Stockham.

-The day also being the anniversary 
of the birth of one of our members— 
Seftee Vrabac—she was presented 
with a Lyceum Flower Basket, as 1b 
the custom of this lyceum.

Several of the members who at
tended during the sumer had returned 
to their city homes, but twenty were 
still left to be present, beside several 
visitors, three of the latter joining our 
band at the close of the session, when 
all V'ere served with refreshments. 
Love and harmony pervaded the at
mosphere, and all felt it good to be 
there. ELIZABETH M. FISH;

Floral Heights, Conductor.
" Parkland, Pa.

SPIRITUALISM IN MOBILE, ALA.

A License of $100 per Week.

I have been here ten years, and I 
find it the most priestly-ridden citj* 
I ever was in. Spiritualism has been 
trampled under the foot here. One 
of our editors Bays, "Every medium 
should be licensed out of the city.”

I will give the readers tho city code 
as It is for 1907: “Clairvoyants, for
tune tollers, divine healers, astrolo- 
gista, palmists, phrenologists, or like 
pursuits, per week one hundred dol
lars.”

Yet we are supposed to be living 
in a free country. Is it not time for 
us to begin to pul! together, and look 
after our own interests? The trouble 
Is, the majority of Spiritualists are 
too easy. I Tnd many who do not 

jeven take a Spiritualist paper. I am 
a medium, and can get a communi- 

-catlon almost any time I sincerely de
sire it. I do not need a test from- 
others to make me believe that our 
dear ones are around us, and aid us, 
yet I like to know how others are 
getting along In the good work, as 
it Inspires courage. Yes, we need all 
the light we can get, and we should 
let ours .shine also. We should add 
to our faith virtue, knowledge, love 
of truth. We should grow spiritually. 
We should all try to elevate ourselves» 
We are just what we make ourselves, 

-and according to our aspirations, so 
will our inspirations be.

DR. Dr WINEGARDEN.
1062 State St., Mobile, Ala.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
“There la no death; there are 

dead.’*
nò

These word» stand out on the cover 
of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
woiW, and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future lite are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price $1.50.'

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points.” 
By J. S. Harrington. A pamphlet 
containing 79 pages of. racy reading. 
Price, 25 cents.

Si

THE I/YCEpM GUIDE.
R„nSr. U8U °* bocleilen, Lyoeumv, Si »7 8«.ch<i01? and tl,e Home. Amu. 
Ki ?ulníz*■lca,’ .totellectual and apiriL 
Mualp ÎVho, containlujf a collection ot 
Uni. t1*“ o0,‘k?- Golden Chain Recita- 
Funera? aem». Choral Reeponaea, 

Programa for Seealona, Farliainentary feules Instructions for 
org^nlzinif and, conducting Lyceums, in- biture;
aid» ?h n Marching; Banners, Stand, 
bv the Aiercy' «te, A book

na,T.»f wlijtch a Progressive Ly- 
‘Y Liberal Society may be organ- 

MW » “'““iucted without other assist
ance. Price. 60 cents, postpaid.

from soul to soul.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

w<a«aïihor “ Vest. poe™». embracing a 
Wide range ot subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet- ;

„humorous and descriptive. They are 
hnMrl?!,ly &daPtod recitations. Tha 

oontaiha live song», with mu» 
nio-v H1?, «minant composer, James O. 
p’Æ.,26’, P“%«’ heautlfulb bound.

I °* author. Price 11.00, post« 
paid.

ASPHODEL I1LOOMB AND OTHER
. ’ OFIi'EIlINGS. , -

J01utï? 18 ded'eated: “To those 
h.»°ar?‘‘“oughts and longings reach into açn-üand ot Souls this handful 

“I1*8? with common flow
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and • 

Xhl ? waiting at the way sta- 
i thu J“urJey thither." It con

tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part of tho - 
latter by Clair Tuttle. In her most 
HI,tyle- 285 pages, »lx full page 
illustrations, among which are Hkoness- 
Î? 8f.J”8 author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound in blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 41.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITA

TIONS,
To' Advance Humaæ Education,__For 

use in entertainments managed by So- 
oleties, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or In
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl- 
e?A8 over ignorance, and justice ovir 
aIL The plan Is this: Some large church 

•or public hall Is secured; several socle- 
ties are Invited to send their best speak*» 
er or reciter to compete for the prlso 
medal; some prominent citizen presides: 
other prominent citizens act as thô 
committee ot award, and a email admis
sion fee, ten or twenty-eents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 26 cents, postpaid.' 

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Helghta.O.

1

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding meet» 
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church Of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services in Hall
309 Masonic Temple at 
Sunday School at 10 a. m.

11 a. m.
Mrs. Rich-

mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard» Friday afternoons, ’ to 
receive callers. -

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary ot 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

Central Spiritual Church holds ser
vice, Trimble HaH, 1977 West Madl- 
Bon street, near'40th avenue, com
mencing at 7 o’clock, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Students of Nature, Mrs, M.
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van
Buren Opera House, corner Madison
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. m.

Service
The Fraternal Order of Spiritual

ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser- 
'.vlces at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:3 0; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue.' 3 p. m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

MetropolitanJSplrltual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall, 756 E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

First Church Psychic Research 
meets in Grove Hall, 40 E. 31st., at 
3 and 8 p. m. Dr. Schaeffer, presi
dent, 2001 Indiana avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p. 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 p. m., 
at 239 Lincoln avenue. Conducted 
by F. E. Lower.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tion holds services everv Sunday even
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

UNCOOKED FOODS, 
And How to Live on Them—With

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Hlustrated.

No one can afford to be without thia 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation Increases the palatabillty of 
food. Learn how and wbat to cook la 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle Iho servant question and- 
tbe financial problems as well a? point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Pries 11.

Ooramoniy callea the "Jter 
koraa of - MobatnmML* 
The standard Arabian SC 
Cloth. 114»
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THE N. 8. A. CONVENTION,

Cho Irrepressible Mrs. Clara Wateoa 
Contributes One of Iler Char

acteristic Spicy Letters.

To the Editor:—Now that every
body has had their say. about the 
N. 8. A- cbnventlon, may the!writer, 
express a few, thoughts thereon?/ ,

Everything about .the convention 
has been written up, pro and con, ex
cept upon one point everyone has been 
as silent as the grave, and from foe 
N. S. A. standpoli^ quq of t^e most 
Vital;, and foct ts its “religious” side.

strange, that as the N. S. A.-de
clares Itself a religious body, the va-

NATURE A SPIRITUAL
AUTOMATIC’INFINITUDE. 

^Tho First Spiritual Society of Buffalo 

Steps to tlie Front with a Revised 
■ Constitution and By-Luwa, and a 
1 Ringing "Declaration of Princi

ples, Placing Spiritualism and Ite 
Phenomena Squarely ou a Scien
tific Hasis ¿nd the Eternal' Prin
ciples of Nature—It Will CoilMUaml 
SfeiX +iiought.

rious writers upon its proceedings 
should have forgotten this most im
portant feature, and the one irrelig
ious attendant joust needs set forth 
its “pious” features. It ’was my first 
attendance at the annual meeting of 
this representative body and I wap all 
eyes and ears and interest, and de
sirous of learning from the wise ones . 
there assembled. ~

The convention opened with 
“prayer," and the audleiice requested' 
to rise and join in prayer with Rev. 
-----—, who would lead in suppli
cation; mnd everybody arose, and a 
very few stood with bowed heads, pud 
the prayer was a fine type of'ortho
dox style and expression, glibly ut
tered and fittingly ended with the 
accustomed Amen. Each evening ses
sion was opened in like manner, the 
chair requesting the audience to 'rise

. and join in prayer with Rev.--------  
and the sessions closed with the bene
diction; but between these two forms 
of devotion the religious aspect 
seemed wanting.

..The chairman tried hard to Impress 
upon the people that the’ entertain
ment was a religious meeting, and. 
begged the people to be quiet and not 
leave the hall until the close, etc., 
but all to no avail. The customary 
applause before and after the speak- 

- ing greeted the speakers, and they all
Jlked it, too, forgetting that such dis
play of appreciation was not rdllglous. 
Love songs and other songs were sung 
and greeted with appreciative clapping 
of hands.

People left the hall If they wanted 
. toand a good' many of those who had 

business on thqir hands went out and 
came in, went to the committee room, 
moved about, etc. From the vantage 
ground of the rostrum, delegates— 
tired and weary with the day's pro
ceedings—every now and then con
sulted their watches, forgetful of 
religious devotion—only , anxious to 
go home to rest.

And really, to the writer, there was 
something incongruous In the effort 
made by the chairman to appear re
ligious, and the attitude of those who 
composed the conventlon'and the peo
ple tn general In attendance.

Now, kind reader, don’t misunder-

THB FROGÏUâSBIVS TMÏNKBH

The Oldest ’ Spiritualist Charitable 
' Society in Existent^,

OODDBN ANNIVERSARY.

~ , we .«ill . ■ •

Hàs Madame Blavatsky BeenlBtafnated?

We affirm The'Eternal Existence of 
Time rind Space, and of The Elements. 
Energies and Forees^f Nature; anq 
that the manifestation of the phe
nomena of these in their infinite rela
tions and Inter-relations,affords us the 
only source of knowledge we have.
We Do Not See the Invisible Life of 

Tilings.
• Inasmuch, as we paly see the phe

nomenal side of the yarlpup forms und 
types of existence around us, we affirm < 
that the universe in its primordial 
character, Indicates an automatic spir
itual infinitude, where all of its ener
gies and elements are. psychically re
lated by Invisible modes of motion; 
which truth and jiata in Natural Phi
losophy establishes a consistent and 
sclentifls basis for Modern Spiritual
ism and its physical and Medlumlstic 
phenomena.
Matter 'Material in Its Visible Aspect
' ' , Only.

Since elenfonts of tnvislble'spt ritual; 
character 'comprise the base and are 

. the factors of all organization in 
Nature; we affirm matter io be mate
rial only in its visible aspect.

No First Cause to Infinitude.
Ab in fab department of cosmic 

process de w6 find that ONE CAUSE 
by itself can evoke form or matter, 
we deduce that what is called matter 
in all of its types and expressions, 
whether molecular as. an . element, 
plasmatic as in plants, or bioplasmatic 
as in sentient existences, is the phe
nomenal result of ihany'causes in com
bination; -each; and all of which, are 
mathematically potential.and pmnlpb-, 
tent In • their- respective ' spheres of 
action and combining. -
Continuity of Soul Lite, a Cosmic

( Necessity.
Inasmuch as ell .forms of- matter 

and life are developed and perpetu
ated-in cosm|c gestation by a contin
uous change of chemlcalzBpectrum, in 
which the Soul or life principle is 
the real and only- continuous entity 
that unfblds, and which, in man, lies 
at the base of the sense of personal 
identity, comprising the thread of in
dividual consciousness, connecting and

Laura G, Vixen, lu Thg PrôgréBsive 
TlilW^SF-M bofober 6, quoting Mrs. 
Anna Besgut, the leader ot the The- 
PBophists et the world, said; . ! .

“On Wednesday evening she deliv
ered her final talk to her own, and 
answering questions, admitted that 
Madame Blavatsky had returned to 
earth in a new incarnation.”

Theosophy la much less objection
able fo me than so-called orthodox 
Christianity, and I have only good 
will for it. Were it not for the 
teaching of reincarnation, I could, I 
think, accept it iu its entirety. Now,, 
reincarnation may be tiaie, but I can
not harmonize It with any known laws 
of Nature, nor with my idea of the 
eternal fitness of things. Here are 
some of the questions that arise in 
my mind, the answers trf which have 
never been made' by Theosophlsts to

—Star-æÈW-* • J
. r i»

limited .. Tho
first earth ePAW ¿rudely represents 
-what exists Jww spheres. 8plr- 

d</: «pace
nor pit on vapoiy -They
must. bave/^Qp'ut^s, and eeas, &nd 
fountain?, a^d $n>ves, and? flowers, 
and birds, an4 .apvnals, and schools, 
and teachers, ^nd music, and social 
intercourse, $nd all these and more 
shall they h$v.e. s . .

The ahov^ jie .a very brief and Im- 
'perfect outline -of' the teaching of

iny,satisfaction,'so far as I know:
How qan ’Madame Blavatsky or 

any other adult be bbrn again? Did 
she pass through the father, of the 
child -whose body Bhe how Inhabits, 
as asserted by ’ some reincarn^tlon- 
iBtB? If not, arid children can be 
born-Independent of. a male, then is 1.1 
not this “ihlraculqus conception," and 
could not the- world be populated by '

Petersllea. If. he is right, the reln- 
carnatioulsts are wrong. To the argu
ment of the reincarnationists, that “if 
man had a beglpning, he must there
fore have an ending,” can the reply 
riot be made that he had no begin
ning? Being a part.of God, he al
ways, existed as an elemental-r-an un
folded seed. . He came to conscious
ness .only when planted in matter. 
Prior to , this time he was not sub
ject to the law of evolution and un
foldment, for the law does not be-

one sex alone—.the female? > If, as 
held by other Theqsophists, that both 
a father and a mother are necessary 
to give life tp a child-body, and the 
mother continues''that life until at 
birth or 'before the Madaipfi 'enters 
into the Infant,''what kind of life 

-existed in the child before the Mad
ame entered its body? Did the child 
have.a soul? If sb, Wh^t becomes 
ot that child-soul while'the Madame 
controls the body, Ilves in it, and 
gets additional earth experience? 
Wouldshe net be an intruder in that 
body? , What right has Bhe to take 
full possession of a body belonging 
to another-soul? If the infant bad 

'rib aoul, but possessed life only be
fore the Madame took' possession, 
then I ask what 18 life? Is not all, 
life the same in different degrees of 
manifestation? Does a-human body 
possess life, aqd does it grow up to 
a certain point, and then dlslntegjate 
and go back Into elementary form, 
unJess a dlsenbpdled Belt-conscious 
soul steps brand Inhabits that body? 
If so, whence came the myriads of 
disembodied personalities? Were

gin to work until the seed Is properly 
environed. Th? work of evolution is 
not to CREATE, ¿but to unfold—to 
awaken to. cppsclousness^the Infinite 
'God-powers hidden away'in the self- 
existent spirlK-germ which 1b pure 
spirit, and which was never created, 
but 1b as old aS jGod, v

Matter must exist, to Inconveivable 
heights, In -different degrees of- re
finement. . Its, ladder must reach from 
solid , earth to the highest heavens. 
Zones towering above /zones, spheres 
above spheres, all under the reign of 
the law of evolution. . It must lie that 
on-the level of each rung of that lad/ 
der the unfolding .soul shall find, qn; 
arrival, 'all' tangible things, -environ-' 
meats and conditions, suitable and

Thlii proud .Is given tp 
foa.^fm.Bpirltqailat Ladles’ Aid So
ciety pf Boston^ Jt was truly a gala 
day with the society, The-ball wtm 
tastefully „decorated with atreamerp 
of gold and white, aad the back of 
the platform was. a. solid mass of these: 
colors, with dates 1857-1907. This 
work was artlsilqally done by1 Mr. 
J, B, Hatch. The altar and desk 
were profusely covered with golden 
chrysanthemums, and the whole effect 
was one- of beauty.

At 4 p. m. Wp,. Mary F. Lovering 
(pianist) played a march to the time 
of which the line of guests and offi
cers marched to the platform, headed 
by Mrs. A. F, Butterfield and Mrs. 
C. 0. Shaw, two of the original mem
bers of the society, the latter hav
ing fteen the first secretary, the for
mer a continuous member for fifty 
years. Wp? were proud of. their rec
ord. ' The ladles took their position 
in front pf the', altar, and the recep
tion of the afternoon wai held. Many 
of cnir worthy .old-tSplrltuallBtB took 
occasion to bo present to congratu- 
la{e the ,society on its’ , success. A 
social. lipur was then enjoyed, and 
a fine supper was served in the ban
quet hall. The tables were beauti
fully, decprated’with gold and white, 
and candles of gold were burning pn 
each table, After supper the presi
dent, Mrs, Mattle E. A. Allbe, called 

tthe meeting to order, welcomed the 
friends, and then introduced Mrs. 
Butterfield and Mrs. Shaw. They re
ceived a rousing welcome from all 
present, and each made a very neat 
Ilttie speeclj. MTsb Ethel Palmer 
then rendered a vocal selection, which 
was yery fine, and received a deset-ved 

- encore. Mr. Simon Butterfield then
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KINGDOM OF LOVE, and Other Po
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etand me. I am finding no fault with 
the people. The convention was all 

. right, only the effort to impress re
ligious devotion upqn the people 
seemed' out of place.

The attitude of the delegates and 
workers, to this writer, seemed.to be 
the natural expression of feeling and 
npt an assumed religious condition. 
It Is to be hoped that the new admin
istration will make the humanitarian 
effort prominent, keep the- cause ot 
humanity in the forefront, and not 
waste valuable time in useless forms 
ot worship.'--God doesn’t need a whit 
of.,spiritualistic adoration and praise.

I am glad I went to the convention.
I am glad the official board honored 
me with the invitation to address the 
convention. I am glad of the kindly 
reception accorded me, and the gen
erous appreciation with which my lec
ture was received.' One of the friends 
said, “I thought you would give us’ 
an awful blast, but your lecture was 
all right,”■—but fellow Spiritualists, 
there wasn’t a particle of religion 
about it.

I was glad to meet and greet many 
• friends, some of whom I ’ know only 
through correspondence and the press, 
and it was a pleasure to meet them 
face to face. I am glad theN.S.A. 
Is still in efficient hands, and glad 
for all the good work it is doing, all 
of which I fully appreciate.

Respectfully,
CLARA WATSON.

co-relattng thesp physical changes 
from pre-natal forma^on to the boun
dary of earth-existence, we affirm, 
that.without the continuation of this 
Soul Life In spheres invisible to hu
man vision, Nature would cease to be 
omnipotent in power, or infinite in 
functional capacity, thqpeby making 
obsolete and nullifying the axiom that 
"nothing is lost in Nature’s labora
tory of process," since the annihilation 
of the Soul of things would sequence 
all visible existence. Continuity ot' 
individual Soul Life Is therefore seen 
to be a cosmic necessity, hence is the 
natural inheritance of every son and 
daughter of mankind; which truth Is 
demonstrated by the Intellectual men
tal relation existing between mankind 
In earth life and conscious life be
yond the grave, the data of which Is ' 
found to be In mathematical and 
rhythmic accord with the psychic re
lation of all things.
The Scientific Aspect of Modern Spir

itualism.
We affirm that the philosophy of 

Modern Spiritualism, In its ethical and 
intellectual sense, transcends in the. 
data of its truths, In the demonstra
tion of its physical, mental and psychic 
phenomena, in the eloquence of its

they first created intelligent, self-con
scious, fully rounded-out egoes, or 
did they start as. life-germs? Have 
they been conscious souls in the spirit 
or the astral world from all eternity, 
who could acquire no knowledge or 
wisdom until they found an infant’s 
body which they might enteT? Have 
there always .been enough physical 
bodies available to supply the,demand 
for them? The population of the 
world Is estimated at about two and 
a half billions now, but in the Infant 
age of the earth It was several mil
lions less. It is obvious that there 
was a time when there were many 
millions ot souls in excess of bodies 
in which they could incarnate. The?, 
osophlsts say all souls started even; 

-then, *d|d a small number of thei^ 
out-gerieral the majority by capturing 
the first few hundreds of available 
human bodies and thus get a good 
start ahead of all the others because 
there were not enough bodihs to go 
around? If so, wari^hat a “square 
deal?" Is that the reason that some,

' necessary for hlB further instruction, 
experience ’and: development. Con? 
scious personalities.cannot exist lhj£ 
realm af 'notlifngaeBS—-in a world-or 
state that is empty And void. Jesus 
said “In the Father’s house are many 
mansions." From ancient days down 
to the present, unnumbered clairvoy
ants, prophets, mediums and seers, 
whose spiritual eyes were open, have 
seen into th^ spheres beyond, and 
have beheld mountains and valleys, 
and -rivers and seas, and fowls and 
animals, and forests and flowers, and 
vast multitudes of people—some still 
ignorant, Bomb more Intelligent, oth-
ere* whose countenances radiated pro
found wisdom'Arid love, an’d each and 
all Were busy in .foe work of further 
unfoldment. .Thgre were great uni
versities qf 'foarmpg, conservatories 
of music, grind jjibraries, halls of' 
art, etc., etqj Enchanting music en
raptured thpnsouE; and the glorious 
tidings of gfoatqr joy came down 
frojn zones more exalted to “come up 
higher.” , Irithm is true, then the 
unfolding souLhas^no need to be re-

EXTRAORDINARY.

Remarkable Evidence Outside of Spir
itualism, That Spirit Re

turn Is a Fixed Fact.

My little boy, Herbert, passed to 
spirit life October 21, 190§, at the 
age of five years and seven months.

■ During the year previous to his death 
I employed by the day a Swedish 
workwoman named Louisa. She and 
Herbert were very good friends. 
Early In July, 1906, Herbert accom-

• panled by bur . maid, Delia went to 
pass the afternoon at Louisa's- home.

The following January, about three 
mpnths otter Herbert's death, Louisa 
was awakened in the night by hearing 

’someone call, “Louise! Louise!” 
She answered “Yes,” and recognized 

,—the voice and call of little - Herbert. 
' He went on tq say, “Do you remember 

the time I went to your house last 
summer with Delia? I played with 
your little boy’s automobile and I left 
It in the front yard at the corner of 
the fence.”

After this Louisa was unable to go 
to sleep. She awakened her hus
band and told him what r she had 
heard. He could-hardly believe her, 
and said she must have,.dreamt it

The next morning she fook a shov
el, went to the fence corner, dug away 
the snow, and leaves, and found the 
little automobile where it had lain, 
forgotten bo many months.

Is it not remarkable that a child 
of five should remember after death 
where a toy had been left six months 
before?

Does It not seem to show that the 
soul- memory 1b Stronger in the spirit 
life than It naturally would have 
been In-the earth life?

thought, and in the sequences of its 
philosophical realities, all systems of 
religion ever known to the page of 
history; tfierefore, cannot be success
fully Interwoven into any’ of them, 
since as a special system of modern 
philosophy it affords a concise and 
scientific analysis of Nature and her 
phenomena, extends the boundary' of 
the 'Soul’s moral consciousness, lays 
the foundation for greater social har
mony and equity in the commercial 
relations* of the civilized nations of 
the world, and establishes the progres
sive welfare of the individual, jhereby- 
promoting the happiness of all man
kind.

THE FRAGRANCE OF THE 
FLOWER.

Deep nestling in the velvet moss, 
A tiny floweret grew;

Protected in its waxen gloss, 
And almost hid from view.

"Please tell,” I questioned,'"why you 
came?

Who brought you to this bower? 
Do people call you by a name?

Pray- answer, little flower.
“Tell me, your mission’s Secret give;

I long to hear you say 
Why in this lonely spot you live,

In quiet all the day?”
A gentle breeze? In passing by, 

With fragrance filled the air—
It was the floweret’s answering sigh— 

Ecstatic sweetness rare.

of us, although existing as full-orbed 
conscious personalities from all eter
nity, are no further advanced that we 
are, while those souls who hustled 
foy bedies have long since, by thou
sands of reincarnations, attained to 
the high stations as angels, and 
prophets and saviors? But was It our 
fault that there were unnumbered bil
lions of souls more than there were 
bodies in which they eoiild reincar
nate? Or, have some of us fallen 
way back to the rear in the race, be
cause we did not rustle hard enough 
for bodies?

Reincarnationists teach that a soul 
can acquire no knowledge or wisdom 
except while he Is Inhabiting a physi
cal body. Is not that narrowing down 
the schools of Infinite Intelligence to 
but one grade or department, and 
that one the primary or kindergar
ten? Is the whole illimitable ' uni
verse a dreary void, an Infinite vacu
um where nothing can be learned, 
and where there Is nothing for spirits 
to do but hover over the earth 
watching for an opportunity to enter 
into the body of some Infant about 

-to be born? or to shrivel down to 
a life-germ and enter the body of a 
prospective father? Has Madame 
Blavatsky, and the rest of us, been 
doing that throughout all the past 
eternity, and are we to be compelled 
to go through that monotonous tread
mill for unlimited centuries to come?

Do the Theosophtsts KNOW that 
their doctrines of reincarnation are 
true? No; the whole system Is but

Incarnated and’s'e^t back to the low
est rung of ^e j^tlder again, for he 
can gain all’peeded experience in the 
respective spqer^ms he advances up
ward. . [

But In opposition ,to this, to me 
a most reasp^abi^। and cheerful phU 
lOBop^y, come foaY^lscip^s, of Mad: 
ami Blavpis^y, rvfoo tell me thjs is 

. alrA delusion, aifo jhat.all tjie knowl
edge I shall ever gain shall be while 
I am inhabiting a physical body on 
this earth plane, and that I shall 
have, to be born and. reborn hundreds, 
thousands of times. Which one of 
the;two systems is the true one, if 
either 1b true?_ J do not know, but, 
making* the best possible use of my 
reasoning powers to decide, I have 
brought in a verdict in favor of Peter
sllea, and against Annfo Besant. I

arose, and by request of his wife, 
Mrs. A. F. Butterfield? presented to 
the society (for her) the sum of fifty 
dollars—making one dollar a year for 
the fifty years she had been a mem- 

•ber. Of course this donation was re
ceived with great applause and calls 
for speech from Mrs. Butterfield, but 
the lady in question is very modest 
and retiring, therefore she 'did riot 
respond. Mrs. Moore, historian of the 
occasion, then read a brief history of 
the work of the society, of Itstotrug- 
gles and its successes. She wove into 
the paper many of the names of those 
who had Deen benefactors to the so
ciety, and of those who had assisted 
by their Work. When she read “1031 
Washington St, Ladles' Aid Parlors," 
I could not but think what memories 
this number and name must Bring to 
the many Spiritualists throughout 
the country. This hall, or parlor^was' 
the open sesame to so many of our 
noted platform workers; this was 
their starting point, the place that 
was hoifae to them, the place where 
they received encouragement to con
tinue in the work. It was shown that 
all speakers and mpdlums were ever 
ready to Assist this society whenever 
called upon, and that the work of 
tho last fifty years had been one of 
aid and comfort to the needy ones.

Mrs. A. E. Barnes, who had been 
president of the society for eleven 
years, was then Introduced. She was 
very graceful in manner, was pleased 
to be able to be present upon this 
auspicious occasion. Mrs. C. Fannie 
Allyn then spoke briefly, ghe said 
the society always appealed to her, 
because she,believed in deeds, not 
words, and this society had proved 
its loyalty to the Cause, because of 
the deeds of good- accomplished.

Mrs. Haidee Hall sang one of Mr. 
Longley’s beautiful songs, which was 
much enjoyed. Mrs. N. J. Willis, 
another of the pioneer members, 

■ spoke next. Slie spoke of the band 
, of six women who formed the society, 
. amidst all opposition, and how
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supplies a long telt want ot an ethical 
text-book adapted to the comprehen
sion ot children. By Susan H. Wlxon. 
Price, cloth, ,1.00.

RIGHTS OF MAN—Being an answer 
to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 
Revolution. By Thomas Paine. 276 
pages- Price, paper, 26 cents; cloth, 50 
cents. . „ _RITUAL for Spiritual Service. Con
taining responsive readings, marriage 
and burial service, and poems for all 
occasions, price, paper cover, 20 cents.

ROMANCE OF TWO WORLDS.—By 
Marte Corelli. Price. 50 cents.

SCHOPENHAUER'S ESSAYS.—Trans
lated by T. B. Saunders. Price, 75 cents.

SCIENCE and a future life.— 
By Prot. James H. Hyslop. Price, post- 
PasciENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN.—By 
one ot the sclentltlc minds ot .The Pro
gressive Thinker corps of contributors. 
Rich With profound thought. By Chas. 
Dnwbarn. Pxjce, 1« cents.

SIX HISTORIC AMERICANS.—By. 
John E. Remsburg. Price, ,126. J

SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOK OF 
MOSES.—Translated from tho ancient 
Hebrew. Price, ,1.00.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING. Including Co
operative Systems nnd the Happiness 
und 'Ennobling ot Humanity. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D. Price, paper, 15 cents.

SOME GLIMPSES OF OCCULTISM, 
ANCIENT AND MODERN.—A series of 
lectures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price,

THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE - 
at the close of the Nineteenth Century. 
By Prof. Ernst Haeckel, ofjhe Untversi- 
ty of Jena. Bound in cloth. Price; * 
>1.50.

THE SELFISHNESS OF GRIEF.—B/ f 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. Price, 10 cents.-

THE SOUL^-ltu Nature» Relations 
and Expression in the Human Embodf? ’ 
meats. This is clearly a book on re**., 
embodiment, or the principles of rein
carnation. By the guides of Cora L. ' 
V. Richmond. Price, >1.00.

THE SOUL’S SONG OF TRIUMPH.—- 
A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett.;* 
Price, 10 cents. . /

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS AND HOW 
WB ASCEND THEM.—A few thoughts ’ 
on “How to reach that altitude where . 
'Spirit is supreme and all things are • 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, 
cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

THE DIVINE PEDIGREE OF MAN, or. , 
the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God.—By 
Dr. Thomson J, Hudson. Price, >1.60.

THE OUTLOOK BEAUTIFUL. One of 
Miss Whiting’s latest books. Helpful 
and courageous in thought hQpely 
bound in cloth, with gilt top. >1.00.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief. By 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. A valuable pam
phlet. Price, 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR DEATH' 
kND ITS TO-MORROW.—The Spiritu
alistic idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. 
A logical statement, proven both by . 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. , 
Price, 10 cents. /

TUB SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE.— 
By Lilian Wliltlng. This book Is all 
that the name Implies—a spiritual book. 
Price,'»1.00.

TUB STRANGE STORY OF AURIN- 
ZIMAN, THE PERSIAN EMPEROR.— 
A wonderful and Interesting occult sto
ry, written by the author ot "A Wan- 
dererHn the Spirit Land." Beautifully 
bound. Price, »1; postage, 12 cents;

Lowell, Mass.
t. L. M.

WIFE SAW DEATH IN DREAM.

Missing Husband Believed by Many to 
Have been Drowned.

So may our lives, although obscure,. 
Find joy In friendship’s bower;

Trusting, and loving^ we secure 
The fragrance of the flower.

JULIA GOODRICH BISHOP.
Chicago, Hl.

' Word comes from Dayton, Ohio, 
that In the minds of many the theory 
that George Mendel was drowned in 
the' Miami River is strengthened by 
the fact' that, his wife dreamed,'he 
met such a fate shortly-after he jeft‘

PEOPLE ARE TIRED'OF RELIGION

Genera! Booth Sajd'2,<K>0,000 in.Lon
don Never Enter a Church.'

* ■ h ....... \
Berlin, Germany.—Gen. Booth, -in 

an address here to the Salvation Ar
my, said that people everywhere 
seemed^to be tiring of religion. He’ 
believed there were 2,000,000 per- 
feons In • London who liever entered a 
church. ‘It.,was the same in Europe 
and America, and even In heathen 
countries. - ,

the house. She Bays that her hus
band left'the house at 5:30 o'clock 
tn themornlng.in response to a num* 
was from- a night watchman. J

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church: Creeds and Infant damnation. 
To say that thia book Is a production
.of Dr. L M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain . the interesting features of It, 
(and: recommend it to 'every reader of 
rSplrit&aiistic Uterature, Price,*19 cte.

cannot believe that Homer, and. 
Moses, and Jesus,z and Galileo, and' 
Bacon, and Washington, and Lincoln, 
and Blavatsky, and all the illustrious 
characters who have lived in the 
world, were, ,after death, shrunken 
down to a siz< sufficiently small ta 
again become a human germ and com
pelled to enter .the fluids of earthly 
parents and be born again. This 
would be retrogression instead of pro
gression. Besides, no one has a mem
ory of any former existence. I ad-

pleased It must make the two ladies 
feel, who were one of these six, to 
see their efforts had grown. She 
Bpbke of the spirits who belonged to 
the society, and said they were re
joicing with those in mortal form.

Mrs. Kate R. Stiles spoke briefly 
of the work accomplished, and of the 
work to be accomplished, of the 
greatness of "caring for .the angel 
here upon the mortal side. Miss Etta 
Willis read an original $oem that was 
In the form of a history, eulogizing 
many of the workers, seem and un-

»1.50.SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.—By Mattie 
E. Hull, containing 38 songs. Price, 10 
cents each, or »7.00 per hundred.

STARTLING DEEDS OF DARKNESS 
DISCLOSED, Relative to Auricular Con- 
teaalon, aad Ita Relation ty Sacerdotal 
Celibacy, Coaventu, Monar "ea, Mor
ality, and Civil and Relluloua Liberty— 
By Rev. J. G. White. Price, 7b cents.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELD 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.—How to inves-

a theory. Do I know It is not cor
rect? No, I do not; but Carlyle 
Peterellea, the well-known Spiritual
ist, writing under Inspiration, has 
given the world a theory of the ori
gin ot life which seems more reason
able to me than does the theory of 
our “theosophical friends. It is, in 
substance,' that there -Is, and always 
has been, an Infinite,' inexhaustible 
ocean of spirit, of God, .existing in 
germs,' or life-points, or elemental 
seeds. These germs are too small 
to be discerned by the naked eye. 
There is «an elemental seed in the in
visible world from which every hu
man, fowl, animal, and every living 
thing on this physical plane, sprang. 
Each seed/produces its kind. The 
elemental -passes from ' the atmos
phere through' the lungs into the 
body and- fluids of the male Of the 
human'and animal races, and, by a 
law of Nature, they.'are transmitted 
to the female, and a child is born. 
Throughout eternity -the elemental 
existed, but was not-subject to the 
law of evolution or unfoldment un
til planted in matter. Each seed con
tains, and has always contained, the 
potentialities and powers of Infinite 
unfoldment This, of course; implies 
immortality- to every living thing as 
well as man. At death—so called— 
the elemental carries .with it into the 
next higher zone a body of refined or 
attenuated matter. The law of evo
lution operates ih every sphere above 
as well aS here. The supply of life- 
germs, or elementals,' can never be 
exhausted'because that which Is an-

mit that our relncarnationlBt friends 1 
say- they have the testimony of sev
eral persons'who'say they do remem- ' 
her when they were Solomon, or 
Moses, or Elijah, or Jesus, or some 
great king, savior, or "prophet. I ad
mit there are men and women Who 
claim this, for I myself know or have 
heard of Individuals ^wlio insist they 
are reincarnated great men or wo
men, -and I knqw one man who says 
he was “Almighty God,” and that 
"he did make the world in six days 
out df nothing,” but the poor fellow 
Is in" the asylum.

There are manyi very many, things 
I do not know; After nearly halt a 
century of earnest study-of the deep 
problems ot life, I haye become very 
modest. I freely admit that about 
all I know -is that what r do know 
about God, and life, and death, and 
spirit, and matter, is nn infinitesimal ' 
part of whaUI do NOT -know, about 
them. My creed is therefore very 
simple. It Is: be kind to my fellow 
men and do him all the good I -can. 
Having been taken out of,the body 
of the Infinite God where I had no 
personal consciousness, ot my exist
ence, and hairing been planted in the 
womb ot mother matter, and mycon- 
sclousness thereby* awakened, I BE
LIEVE I shall go on unfolding, and 
progressing.ioreiSer, In’ ■ foe upper 
mansions ofiitnyidather's house.

IL A. .DAGDB.
Tacoma, Wsh.o ' 

. S‘ - 7- .
? ■ 1 roo- ea
president, ..Mrs. Allbe, a large' bou
quet to t thefe ;&m'b flowers, ■ gold and 
white. Mrs. Moore gave potted plants 
of same, and others eohtrlbuted floral 
decorations; jg . oj ■' z - v
-' This closed onr fiftieth anniversary 
exercises;, Srerawie was wished God
speed. It would be Impossible to 
mention all owhesoWere present, • hut 
guests were there from,all over the 
State. _ -.nCAxRRIE L. HATCH.

"After Her Death.” . The Story of 
a Summer.”-. . By Lilian 'Whiting. 
No mind, that loves spiritual thought 
can fall to be fed and delighted with 
this book. - , Beautiful spiritual 
thsught, combining advanced ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on- 

■ ward into thefourer atmosphere of ex- 
’ alted spiritual truth. A book for foe 
■ (■higher life, ’l^nce,. cloth,: tl.fiO. ' r''

seen. Mrs. Carrie F. Loring spoke 
very feelingly of thé work of the so
ciety, of the efforts made by the 
ladies, qnd of their loyalty to the 
Cause.'

Mr. Harrison D. Barrett then spoke 
briefly. He was proud of the work, 
of ' the society, and said the record 
as read was excellent. He was 
pleased that he could meet with the 
friends of Boston on such an occasion 
as this. He urged all to unite with 
this worthy society bo as to help them 
in their good work. He spoke of 
many of the workers who had passed 
to the great beyond; but he believed 
they were present, helping us to cele
brate.
“Mr. J. H. Hatch spoke briefly, as 

did Mrs. Hattie Mason, who, though 
suffering greatlf, yet had a loving 
greeting to bring to each and every 

none present. ■
Musical selection Was then ren

dered by Samuel Graham (violin) 
and'Miss Alice Waterhouse (piano). 
Mrs. Allee Waterhouse, as usual, 
brought a pmlle and good '‘wjah to 
everybody's heart when she ^ipoke, 
and-told of the efforts of all the mem- 
bera to make the society' a success. 
She herself: an untiring jvorker, 
and much thanks are due her for 
her work In the society. Mrs. S. C. 
Cunningham, «aid this was a golden 
opportunity for all to come and join 
the Ladies’-Aid; qhe knew they -would 
never.' t,e..'6orrF ,for it. She said it 
was home to ner, and she was glad 
to be present Miss Bernice Abbott 
then gava a'fine whistling solo, ac- 
compânled on the piano by her b!b- 
thr, Miss ■ Elizabeth Abbott Mrs. 
Nellie . Abbott, of .Lawrence, then 
spoke briefly! and told of her inter- 
est in the Aid, Mrs. Annie Chapman 
said fifty, years ago there was a birth ! 
of sunlight which came to'-the world, 
.to never be 'extinguished, and- she 
knew ; that the. Aid would continue 
and' prosper. • ■
? The meeting closed with Binging 

, “Blest Be the Tie That Binds.” ' Mrs.
A. F. Butterfield, who had brought 

; fifty golden flowers, then gave them 
' to the friends and -speakers and me

diums; Mr.-Hayward,. of Braintree, 
; brought-also a large bunch.of chry- 

santhemumB, which were also distrib- 
uted among the friends. Mrs. M. 8. 

. Butler; who was an invited quest, but 
: wbo-.bad to leave early, -gave tl»( 
- -C^Unued in Fourth ColummJ

tlgaU*, form circles und develop medi
umship. A test of genuine mediumship. 
By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 
cents.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or 
4iLe Rons Sen«.” Testimony of a cath
olic priest who abjured tho Christian 
religion and .asked God's pardon for 
having taught it. Price, cloth, >1; post
age. 14 cents.

TALLEYRAND’S LEITER TO THE 
POPE.—This work will be found espe
cially Interesting to all who would de
sire to make a study of Romanism and 
tho Bible. Price 25 cents.

TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not Adapted 
to Modern Civilisation.— with the true 
character ol Mary Magdalene. A book 
full of truth. By Geo. W. Brown. M. D. 
Price, 15 cents.

TEN COMMANDMENTS ANALYZED. 
; By W. H. Bach. Price 25 cents.

paper, 60 cents.
THE TALMUD.—Selections from tho 

contents of that ancient book, its com- .’ 
mentaries, teachings, poetry and le- , 
gends. Also sketches of the men who 
made and commented upon It. By H. 
Polang. Price, cloth. JI.00.

THE UNKNOWN.—By the scientific 
writer, Camiile Flammarion. Price. |2.

THE WIDOWS MITE AND OTHER 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA—A 
new book of 538 pages by I.- K. Funk. 
A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.00. _THE WONDEJIS OF LIFE—A popu
lar study of biological Philosophy. By 
Ernst Haeckel, author ot Tho Riddle of., 
the Universe. Bound in cloth, Price, 
*'thE WORLD BEAUTIFUL—Series - 
One. Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting 
the ideal and the real in this life. By ■ 
Gillan Whiting. Price, each volume >1.

THREE JUBILEE LECTURES—By 
Dr J. M. Peebles. Price, 36 cents.

THOMAS PAINE’S EXAMINATION OF 
THE PROPHECIES’.—A consideration 
of the passages in the Now Testament, 
auoted from the Old and called Prophe
cies concerning; Jesus Christ. Price, 
15 cents.

TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA.—By 
M M, Mangasarian. Price, 10 cents.

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM—This 
book narrates many of the striking ex- 
jeriences of its author as a lecturenand 
est medium in the earlier days of Spir- 
tuailsm. By E. V. Wilson. Price, |L Twentieth century guide to 

Palmistry. Containing numberless dia
grams, making the science of Palmistry 
as simple" as possible. Prjce, cloth.
gilt top, 76 cent».

TWO IN ONE.—A compendium of Bib
lical Spiritualism. A combination of 
•The Question Settled” and "The Con- 
..................  ------ By Moses HulL

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM.— 
A Manual of Spiritual Science and Phil
osophy. A splendid work by the seer 
and philosopher, Hudson Tuttle. Price, । 
11.25.

THE ARISTOCRACY OF HEALTH_ 
A study of Physical Culture, and Our 
ravorlte Polsons. A masterly work cn 
the subject, by the gifted writer, Mrs. 
Mary Eoote Henderson. Price, 11 60. 
mJS® B’ Z’ PF OIUR OWN NUTRI
TION.—An excellent work and guide 
to perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, >1.00.

BIBLE...By John /’Romsburg. 
This is a valuable book of 480 pages on 
the authenticity, credibility and morali
ty of the Bible. Price. >1.25.

THE BIBLE OF BIBLES. By Kersey 
Graves. Price, >1.75.

THE CONSTITUTION OF By
Elizabeth Towne. Pice,^60 cents.

THE CRISIS.—By ^Thomas Paine.~ 
Price, 26 xients.

THE DEMONISM OF THE AGES.— 
Spirit Obsession* so Coinmen in Spirit
ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. 
By J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price, 

postage, 19 cents.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT— 

After Transition.—Tho origin of relig
ions, and their Influence upon the men
tal development of the human race. By 
the late M. Faraday. Price, 10 cents.

THE DREAM CHILD/—Reads like art 
inspiration. Treating clearly upon the 
laws of affinity, love and the attendant 
pain and Borrow invariably experienced 
therewith. By Florence'Huntley. Price, 
cloth. 75 cents.

THE ETERNITY OF THE EARTH. 
By Daniel K. Tenney. A book well 
worth reading. Price. 75 cents.
Ph. D., LU d. Nicely bound in cloth. 
Price 75 cents.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CHRIST 
IDEA.—By Hudson Tuttle. Price, 11.25.

THE FAIRY LAND OF SCIENCE— 
This beautiful book Alls a niche In the 
hearts ot the young people. Lyceum 
Library Literature. By Arabella B.

traet" Into one volume. 
Price. »1,00.

UNCOOKED FOODS AND HOW TO 
LIVE ON THEM__ By Mr. and —
Eugene Christian. Illustrated, 
cloth. 11.00.

VACCINATION A CURSE.—By 
M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
tai importance to everyone.

Buckley. Price, 50 cents.
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CRIME, which claims that subjective 
mediumship Ib Injurious. 1b edited by 
Florence Huntley, author of "The 
Dream Child” and "Harmonics of Evo
lution.” Price, 12.00.

THE GREATEST THING EVER 
KNOWN—A dainty, helpful book. .By 
Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 85 cents.

THE GREAT WORK—The Construct
ive Principle or Nature In Individual 
Lite. By the Author of "The Great Psy
chological Crime.” Price, >5^0.

THE IDEA OF GOD—By Dr. Paul Ca- 
TU8. Fourth edition. 81 pages. '‘An 
effort to purify our Idea of God’ that it 
may be greater, sublfmer» a.nd more 
awe-inspiring to future generations 
than it has ever been yet/'—-Literary

TOK MYYTIC TKESAUaUS^By Wil- 
11,. F.. Whltebua. -Leatherette. Frica, 
»LOS. ■ -, ' ~ '

WORLD MAKING.—A ectentiac ex- 
iplanatlon ot the birth, growth and death 
•I worlds. Bf Buauol Phelps Leland,

.pa / " • *

Mrs. 
Price,

Dr. J. 
of vl- 
Prlce,

91.25.
UMVBHSA.L SPlRlTUALISM.-^plr- 

itualism'ln a.11 ages and among all na
tions. By W. J. ColvtHe, Price, >1.00«

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.—By Swami ' 
Vivekananda. Price, >1,50.

VOLNEY’S RUINS AND THE LAW OF 
NATURE.—This is undoubtedly one of 

best and most useful books ever 
published. It eloquently advocates tho ■ 
best Interests of mankind. Price, cloth, , 
76 cents: paper, 50 cents.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.—A new 
edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and re
freshing. 4 80 pages, with portrait and • 
62 illustrations. Price, cloth, >1.50; 
postage, 15 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.—Composed of *' 
Essays, Sketches, Poems ana Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways . 
and hedges of life, from the inspiration-’ 
al pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price, 76 ct&>;

WERE YOU BORN Under a Lucky 
Star? A complete exposition of the ( 
science of Astrology. Price, >1.00.

.WHAT ALL THE WORLD’S A-SEEK- ’ 
ING.—By Ralph, Waldo Trine. Price,. 
>1.25.

WHAT SHALL WE EATt By Alfred ’ 
Andrews. Price, leatherette, 50 cent».

WHO. ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS. 
AND WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?—By 1 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; * 
paper, 36 cents. t.

WHY I AM A VEGETARIAN—By Hi 
J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.

WOMAN,—A lecture delivered to lad
dies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the. i 
present status of woman, physically, 
mentally, morally and spiritually, mar- • 
riage and divorce. Price, 10 cents. <

WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THE« 
OLOGY.-r-Informatton not procurable tn 
the libraries of the world in a half cen
tury, showing the opposition of the ‘ 
church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. 
Price >5.00.

WORKS OF E. D, BABBITT, LL. D- . 
M* D.—"Human Culture and Cbre? ■ 
Part First.-—The Philosophy of (Jure. 
Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.”—Part 
Second. Marriage, Sexual Development . 
and-Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Humnn Culture and Cure.”—Parts _ 
Third and Fourth. In one : volume. • 
Part Third being devoted to Mental and 
Psychological Force», and Part Fourth r 
to the Nervous System and Insanity. 
Price, IL00.
/“Hanum Cuitan Care.'”—Part
Firth. The Bodily Organs, Their Dla- 
eaiea and Great Natural Methods for 
Their Cure. Price, »1.00.

“Social Upbotldlag," including Co-op
erative Systems and'the Happiness and 
MnnobUng ot Humanity. Pnco, paper, 
16 cents
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Catan! Astea
CURED WHBLE YOU SLEEP

E C. C. Catarrh-Asthma Cure
i Will Cure Yoh. Two or Three Centra day if you are

MtUfied, aud uoibiug if you are not. Harmless, Coo- 
veuieut, Agreeable. Private, and MarTeloyaly Certain, 
betauM tbe Method 1b common Sense, and the MedUlne 
iaRi^ht. The Inhaled 1b the Recovery of an Swlueut 
Physician and has uo equal; the Inhaler is our patent, 
ana is best ever derJsed* Jta Cures of CATARRH caused 
patients to name It “TheXlt(le Wonder,” Ite Cures of
ASTHMA bare been nioet- astounding. For BRON- 
CHITM, HAY PCVBR, THROAT and CUNOS, It Is un- 

equaled. BAD BRBATH It has never failed to Correct. 'It Cures or presents DBAPNBSS, aud 
restorea LOST BENSB OP SMELL. Best Remedy for COLDS, and prevents Pneumonia. Does 
not binder the breathing, and can be regulated to any force desired, Lays the Healing Balm 
directly, CONTINUOUSLY on the sore spot, whether at top or bottom of the lungs. Change 
of climate without change of residence. Needs uo help from other medicines. SOLD UNDER 
STRICT LEGAL GUARANI EE. Pre-eminently TUB Remedy for .Catarrhal Disease In any 
form or stage. LONG TRIAL. Write for Information today, as you may not see this again. 
Address—E.C.C. Catarrh*Aslhma Cure, 1340 VanBuren St., Chicago

SPIRIT RETURN—SPIRITS OF JESUITS.
(Continued from page 3.)

diums for no higher purpose than that,of '‘getting rich,” just 
so long will fortunes be lost, .trusts be betrayed and penury, 
ensue, The writer’s deepest sympathy goes out to. “Truth 
Lover,” AND TO ALL OTHERS WHO HAVE BEEN MIS
LED THROUGH A GENUINE DESIRE TO DO GOOD. 
There is a remedy for the evils of which “Truth Lover?’ speaks, 
Patronize only genuine mediums. Seek them solely for spiritual 
truth. Use material wealth for spiritual ends. Co-operate with 
those of kindred tastes and intelligence in a search for wisdom. 
Combine to do good. Unite with .some locaTSpiritualist society. 
Support State and National Associations un^ there will be no 
more fortunes lost through bogus mediums, As a. means, to the 
'desired end, the writer urges the widest possible publicity for 
all cases of fraud and deception. Let the,facts be recorded at.

' N. S- A. headquarters in Washington, and every counterfeiter’s 
real name, plus his numerous aliases, be algo listed, there. When
ever possible, accompany every case with ohe or more photo
graphs of the rascal or rascals who committed the fraud or rob
bery. It is true that twenty-nine delegates at the recent Na
tional Convention went on record in opposition to this plan, but 
there were nineteen who favored it, and it is often true that the 

. minority is nearer right than thejmajority. In this instance, the 
writer takes his stand with the nineteen. When the pojicy advo
cated by the nineteen is established, “Truth Lover” and those 
whom he represents"will have less fear from those who have 
duped him in the .past. HARRISON D. BARRETT. ■

IN TOUCH WITH THE SPIRIT WORLD.
(Continued from page 5.)

Case XL—-This is a case contributed by Dn Hodgson, con
firmed by strict documentary evidence, even attested before a 
public notary; it relates to an incident of apparent death with 
an appropriate transcendental symboliealwisiou.. The following 
extract refers to - symbolical premonition recurring to the saíne 
person, with, however, important introductory variations of a 
significant and curious kind.
- The percipiéñt is Mrs'. Haydee Wiltse, wife of Dr. Wiltse, who 

in consequence of severe illness had-become quite insensible, so. 
much so that the doctor thought he was dead. The wife, how-, 
ever, persisted in thinking that he would recover, and for the 
following reason: - ■ .
“The reason I did not believe he was going to die was this: 

I have several times in my life*dreamed of seeing a white horse 
and a black horse harnessed in a carriage and running through 
the air over an open field ami disappearing in a forest on the 
opposite side. Some friend of mine Sits in the carriage and is 
recognized by me, who invariably dies a few days afterward. 
A few days before the doctor was taken sick I saw him in that 
carriage. But the dream varied in this, that I ran and caught 
the white horse by the bits, gust before they got into the wood, 
and so stopped them. So strangely had I come to believe, in 
this dream, that I kept believing in it clear through. I told 
the’dream to the doctor the next morning after I dreamed it, 
and he laughed at ine.” (Proceedings of the S.P.R., Vol. VIII., 
p. 188.) : . ; '

After cases recurring with the same individual come those 
which traditionally are said to recur in the same family. These, 
like the others, bring nothing new or complicated into the prob
lem of symbolism, because we cannot discern the associative 
genésis of tlie special forms, of the symbolism by which the 
ideas are in a general way conveyed.

The similai’ examples are relatively frequent among premoni
tions in general, but they are, on the contrary, rare in the form 
of symbolism, unless we consider as such cases in which the 
premonitory announcement is made by blows, inarticulate cries. 
or moans, or the vision of wandering lights, Which are tradition
ally, and perhaps quite truly, said to be reproduced at each 
approach of death. In any case, for the sake of brevity, I will 
not report these. As to cases clearly symbolical, I have only 
found three, and of thpse I have already recorded two in this 
journal, and will not repeat them. (“Animals and Psychic Per- 

.céption,” in Annals for August, 1905, p. 79.) Thejérremains 
the third case, in which three incidents occurred w the same 
person. I shall be obliged to epitomize on account.of the great, 
length of 'thé narrative. z '

(To be continued)- s

POWER OF THE PRESS ILLUSTRATED.

It Makes a Trickster Change His Name.

The power of The Progressive .Thinker, stanjiing, as it always 
does, for genuineness in mediumship,- was strongly shown re
cently when one of a series of articles dealing with exposures, 
of fraudulent mediums, caused a prominent fake to change his 
name. He had been duping a gullible public in St.' Louis, and 
had adopted the name of an author of a well-known work on 
palmistry. . > . - \

Recently, however, immediately after thè exposure of his 
despicable methods in our reliable and fearless' Progressive. 
Thinker, this “ medium’ ’ changed his borrowed alias. He, now 
uses the name of a flower for a part of it, but his reputation 
will not “smfell as sweet by any other name” in the^ nostrils

■of the general public. . - . '
-B-s- ve vx **^*uva uivvixiQ A U. -VUw IJLJ UL vA AvXxsz a J ।

and, chameleon-like, changes of name .will deceive no one who 
has read the full and complete exposure of the fake mentioned. 

Aliases constitute flimsy armor when the advocates of genu
ine mediumship are arrayed against the representatives of chi- 
canery who adopt such means io conceal their identity.

In the meantime the exposure of the fraudulent mediums in 
this city will continue. FRANK XAVIER MITCHELL.

St Louis, Mo. ’ ....... .

Nifi WS FROM PITTSBURG.

A Letter from Gr ILJIrookti.

Sunjay. Novinit'er 24th. closed my 
first month's engagement' ■ Wu& - 
First Church ot Spiritualists of 1’11*2* 
burg, Pa. I came not to: this society 
as a stranger, as I Jyave ¿been with 
them a goodly number of years;-hence 
when I know I am going- to Pitts
burg, I always feel like going home, 
and am always sure of. a warm wel
come. -Pittsburg smok$ does not dis
turb me, as In days of. yore,- and the 
conditions that once seemed to dis
turb me, disturb mb' no -more;. but, 
on the other hand, I enjoy the enter
prise and spirit of. the ' City, for in 
many , ways It is purely Western in 
its spirit.

Spiritualism is much-better received 
here than a few years ago; there Is 
less antagonism toward it, and the 
people are far more tolerant than In 
days gone by. People are better pre
pared to receive its thought and feel 
its uplift. -

The First Spiritual Church has had 
very much’ to do with this change. 
The work done by the various me
diums and, speakers has left an im
press here, and I should love to speak' 
of the different ones who have done- 
the work, but time .will not permit.

Mr. C. S. Stevens, the genial presi
dent, has had much to do, who with 
his efficient board .of managers have 
ever been alert to give to the public 
the great truths of Spiritualism. 
■ The month’s work has been most 
pleasant and agreeable, the audi
ences have been flhe, and I trust the 
work done effectual .for good. The 
Ladies ,Aid connected with-the society 
pieets every ( Thursday afternoon. 
They hold' their servieds from three to 
five. Their services consist of dif-. 
ferent mediums .who are in the city 
who give freely of their services In 
the exercise of their ' mediumship. 
This brlpgs, as a-rule, a goodly num
ber of people out, and a wprk is done 
that is helpful and-useful.
. , At the close of the afternoon meet- 

.ings theyi serve a supper, charging 
twenty cents ,for the same. 1A good 
many remain, and then attend the 
evening services in the auditorium. - 

'Last Thursday evening the ladies gave 
a dinner in which there were all the 
good things of earth for man to eat, 
and tjjey fed between two and three 
hundred people-—not far..ftom^three 
hundred; and as a result brought to 
the Aid/a' neat sum, to help in the 
work, of the church;
< Sunday morning; the .24 th, there'oc
curred one of the most interesting of 
services-in the history of this society. 
Mr. Robert C. Fischer, of Honiestead, 
a young man who has long been_con- 
pdbted with the .church, has .spoken 
for over a year.for. the ,McKeesport 
society, was ordained’according to the 
rules and usages of the N. S. A. The 
commission tcTordain was given to
Mr. C. L. StevenB and wife; Rev. G. O. 
Day and myself. -The services were 
inost Impressive. Rev. G..G. Day gave 
-the, invocation;' Mrs. C. L- Stevens 
delivered- the address, and It wae^one 
of the most spiritual addresses l ever, 
listened to. . It dealt with the deep 
spiritual signlflcahce>of the service, of 
the unfoldment .of the great .spiritual 
.truths,, and of the mednlng of the 
work that lay before him, .It was a 
discourse long to be rqrp^mbered. ,Mr. 
C. -L. Stevens 'and- inys'elt.'Were the' 
ones'-who asked- him the questions! 
that are laid down-- by UhtTN"'S.
Mrs. Stevens ordaiplng him add ex-, 
tending to hlni thertght httiii of fel
lowship, and glvinfmta words of help
fulness. All the irest followed, each 
wishing him the best of spiritual help 
and blessings. The occasion will-long 
be remembered by the large audience 
that was present The entire'1 service 
was marked by.a fieep spiritual -uplift 
that will last for many days to come.

. Jfr- Fischer.’ 1b a highly ' spiritual 
man, one yet to be heard from,-one- 
free from all bad habits, has lived 
in Pittsburg for years, and .loved-and' 
respected by. all who know him-. He 
will yet be heard and his influence 
will long be felt, and I am-Bure those 
whom he is called upon to .-labor with 
■will be helped In spiritual truths and" 
be bettered by his stay among them.

December 1st being. Sunday, the 
First Church opens with a series of 
meetings, continuing all the week, 
Closing in the 8th with three services; 
Thus Jou will see there 1b an uplift' 
along the lines of spiritual thought, 
and an awakening to 'these higher 
truths among the people.

Rev. G. C. Day, In Allegheny, hits 
a German society connected with his 
society, that recently closed a series' 
of meetings, having Mrs.- Snyder, of 
Philadelphia, to come and help them, 
and I-understand great good Was the 
result. There are various meetings 
being held In Allegheny. Those who 
hold them I do not know, only Mrs. 
McFarlin, whom I have known ■ -for 
years. She holds services ,every Sun
day afternoon and evening,, and has 
a good attendance, Thus the good 
work is going on, and the people are 
being enlightened along these lines. 
In niy next I will speaker my recent 
Visit to New CaBtlp, Pa., and of the 
band of earnest workers : V found 
there. My work will close here with 
the close of December," then on to' 
Columbus. Send all' mall and tele
grams here for this month, to .205 
Bouquet St., Pittsburg. Pa.

x ’ . G. H. BROOKS.
\ ANGEL MESSAGES. ' . .

Through gloom and earthly shadow, 
Sweet messages our loved ohes.bear, 

Smoothing the roughest road .-we 
travel, . /

Worn and tired with top and care.

¡They hover close'td comfort ub, '
When we.from;pqln.'and sorrow 

' shrink, ". . ,
And with loving; hands they snatch 
v? - -.. w;

■ When falling from some -earthly: 
brink. - "...

They come .su gently, whispering 
softly, r- .. - ' ; - ....

When grief-stricken we cry.and 
moan, ; - -'

As the shadows cross our pathway. 
Crushing our souls, so sad and Tone.

Oh,-how rich,' how dearly precious,' 
We must _be In their-dear eight, 

When they come'io" guard and keep 
us, -

From their realms of fadeless ■ 
' light - . -

Blessed messages, dally visions - 
Of a world so pure and fair, ’

Oft they tell us, soft aid sweetly. 
Soon, my loved one, you’ll be there.

< MRS.J. H. DALLAS.
Feri Worth, tmi.
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. NEVER BEFßO KN THE WHOLE Ry TONS - OF - THESE BOOKS TO 

MANKfflD has SUCH -all parts of the WORLD. 
A REDVtäifä IN EVERY ONE SENT OUT COSTS VS
THE PRICE OF* PREMIUM ¡HOOKS; 
IT IS THE DIVINE &LAN CARRIED 
OUT TO FERPWTION. WE ARE 
PAYING OW ®HbU®ANDSOF DOL. 
LARS TO THE t*OS^ OFFICE DE. 
PARTAIENT EACH TEAR TO CAR-

Have You Read 
OÜR ,| 

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER ?
Truly,.the world has NEVER SEEN 

- the like before/ Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND - MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; 16ok here; and there, in 

_every nook and corner of the world, 
and . you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the .offer made in reference to these 

.THIRTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS-. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and -neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.
'The price of the UNKNOWN LIFE 

hereafter will be IB 
CENTS, .in consequence of the great 
rise in the price of book' paper. - It' 

premium'1 book, and has 
THIRTEEN, illustrations,/and 1b very 
valuable. . The paper one year and 
this remarkable book, '

Any one of the- other Premium 
Books you may order, price SC cents, 
Thfels the price, remember, .when you 
ORDER ONLy ONE BOOK in con- 

JJoctlon.i.witlL a yearly-subscription.' 
The paper , one year and one Premium 
Book,, $1.15 or $1^1, depending on 
the book yon order, •-

No premium: boolcsowlll be sent out 
unless the order is accompanied With 
a yearly, subscription ito The-Progres- 
Blve Thinker; but if you order more 
than one book,!the'price is as follows:

Any two of -the: Thirteen Prominin 
Books you may order;! price 70 cents. 

- Any three Of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may Order,- price $1.10. -

. A^y four of the Thirteen Promihm 
Books yon inny ordeh^price $1.50./. 
- Ayo of the-Thirteen Premium 
Books you may lordcnt Price $1.75.

• ASI. ¡six of flic/ Thirteen Premium 
Books you may. ordei%- price $2.05. 

' ¡djay seven of rthe Thirteen Premium 
Books .yon may?ordefc(i price $2.85.- -

AhLiVlffht ¡.of¡tiusl Tljitctih ¡Premium 
Books/ypu mayj-oodeB? pried $2105." 11

BOGUS BUTTERMILK."

If Is Compared With the Invfestigh- 
tlon ,of Spiritualism Through Bo- 

^gUS Mediums»—One .Turns Skimmed 
AlUk Sour, and the Other Sours’ the 
Investigator.. •
To the Editor:^—As. set forth In the 

Chicago Reeord-Henld, • bogus but
termilk, chemically nxade apd sold as 
buttermilk In defiance ot the provls- 
ions of - the -state grate food law, is 
one-of the .substantial sources of rev
enue of the milk'dealers;.' ' .

'• - This fact was made plain' by -chemi
cal and bacterlologlaal tests-of varl-; 
ous bottles; of<. buttermilki'purchased 
from distributing, whgons.in Chicago. 
Samples of the compound sold as but
termilk-were-found to be preparations 
of skimmed milk,, artificially soured 
and prepared through the injection of 
cultures of the baclMl ot lactic acid.

The practice; which has continued 
for mahy years, has- not been Inter
rupted by the application of the Illi
nois pure food law, which has been In 
force since July 1. : • •

Convictions-for the misbranding of 
food products -under the pure food 
law, carries with it-a-penalty of a fine 
Of 815' to $100 or imprisonment of 
not more than thirty dayp In. Jail for 
the first offense. A^ second‘ convic
tion may subject the’’offender to im
prisonment for one year. . ;

City Sealer ^ Kjellander , .prepared 
his evidence In his dozen, suite he will 
begin against milk- ^dealers ' for the 
sale of short 'measure-milk «nd bot
tles bearing 'false ।capacity -stamps. 
Fines aggregating thousands? of dol
lars can lie imposed:; Shits' against 
the sellers of Imitation buttermilk 
will be inaugujatedi-very-soon >y H. 
E/ Shuknecht, assistant commission
er, and will be prosecuted by State’s 
Attorney Healy. . - '

■The manufacture of imitation but
termilk has become a-common prac
tice of the larger milk dealers, who 
have found it a highly profitable 
manner of disposing of their skimmed 
milk. The bogus buttermilk Is read
ily, prepared by the regular employes 
of the firm.
' Befdre its discbverycas a substitute 
for buttermilk iskim rmilk had been 
usetul only for>hogs;-, and was sold 
for 2 cents a gallon. c.-Now it is used 
largely as an ingredient in malted 
-milk; which is manufactured by sev
eral milk dealers..

■Dr. Joseph FaVlI Blehn, director 
of the municipal laboratory, »nd As
sistant ComtnisstonornSchuknecht de- 
-clared that the mixture sold as but
termilk was coagulated skim milk, 
ibemlcally “ripened’ and illegally la- 
tleled and sold. “

"This has beenrbrought to our no
tice,” said Assistants.'Commissioner 
Schuknecht, "but no specific com
plaints had been made’until recently, 
and In the multtpllcltj’ of duties at
tending the instanatioh of this de
partment we have not yet come to 
an active investigation of it

“1 know nt the practice and know 
that the compound is coagulated 
akira milk which has been "ripened’ 
by lactic acid-bacilli. It is not but
termilk in any sense. It is-not even 
artificial buttermilk. It is merely 
Imitation buttermilk, and should: be 
labeled so. and sold -under that name.

Dr. Stein, city bacteriologist, sold

:ü 
á

RH-EÜM/VTISM 6ÜRED.

iwiii £U TO TWELVE CENTS IN 
POSTAGE, SjUB0URi»H EQli THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, AND-OB
TAIN THE -WHOLE SET. THE 
WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN THE- LIKE.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.10.

Any eleven o(, tlie Tliirteen Premi
um books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premi
um. books you may order, price $3.85. 

. Lastly, all of these Thirteen Pre- 
inium Rooks here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15— 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.
_ Bear in mind that êv.ery ordor for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is 81. Wo repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR -THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The foilowing is the list of -titles of 

the Thirteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the’Spirit ¡World, Vol, ,2,
8—The-Encyclopedia of. Death, and - 

Life in the Spirit World, -Vol. 3. ~
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable, data. '

4.—Ghost- ¿and, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. EmmaHardlnge Brit
ten.- ■
,5.—The Next World. Interviewed, 

by Mri?.-.$. G.-Horn, a most remarka
ble medium, 1-
J 6.—The .Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander. Smythe, a medium of rare 
glfte. ... .

Wanderer In the Spirit 
Lands, Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful Engllsli medium.

8.—-Thé' Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science/ by .Hudson. Tuttle. ■
-9.—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit

ualism Past apd Present, bÿ Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. ,

10.—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11.—Letters from thé Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12^-Gems oF ThougHt, by Seven
teen leadlpg authors.

18.—The .Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen Illustrations.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price -of The Unknown Life 
vof Jesus is. 1,5 cents. The price of 
any one- of- the others is 25 cents. 
After paying postage thereon, the 
books at that price are practically a 
gift to- qur subscribers. At thpse 
prices duly one book will be sent out. 
AH orders for-one.'or more Premium 
Books must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Prpgres- 
elve Thinker. jVhere (pore (bin one 
Premium „ .Book is desired, see the 
terms mentioned above. -

that he had 'known of the manufacture 
of the imitatióii buttermilk for many 
years. ■
"It is a common practice,"-he said, 
“In fact many.'of the little fellows who 
have nò facilities for procuring real 
buttermilk have taken up the manu
facture of the artificial brand. The 
sample of- the" larger dealers, tested 
here, show plainly that their product 
Is soured skim milk prepared with 
lactic acid bacillus.'

The sale -of -bogus buttermilk is 
estimated at 10,000 quarts daily. It 
is sold ln^ thousands , of saloons and 
drug stores, as - a beverage and hun- 
dreds.of wagons have regular patrons 
In the residence districts who take 
one to three quarts dally.

Physicians J prescribe |t as a bev
erage.for invalids, believing that the 
genuine article easily Is obtained. 
The use. cf the .- imitation buttermilk 
Is known, to have worked serious In
jury to. many invalids and persons 
suffering from stomach ailments to 
whom It was sold.

In the-above we. have an object 
lesson. . For years the people of this 
city have -been swindled, and -their 
health Injured by drinking this bo
gus buttermilk. . Action has now been 
taken, and the fraud will no longer 
exist. Boguq 'mediumship, equally as 
great an evil, has SOURED hundreds 
Of investigators. Pure Spiritualism 
and honest mediumship can redeem 
the world, and furnish a panrcea for 
every gvll and every won* When 
will that condition exist?

' . x. cntsioR.

TRACKED IN A VISION.

Clairvoyant Reveals Hiding Place of 
Mutilated Body of blissing Girl.

Cape Town.—Considerable stir has 
been cajisëd in Cape Colony by the ex
traordinary powers of a clairvoyant 
as evinced lit a rëfcent case at Gra- 
hamstown. ■

A little time ago a young girl liv
ing in the town' disappeared'from her 
parents’ house, and, despite the 'most 
searching inquiries,- was not again 
heard of-. There' was nothing to 
prove that the missing girl had been 
the victim'of; foul play until the ap
pearance of à clairvoyant whose'ser
vices were called in., The clairvoy
ant declared that the girl had been 
murdered and burled at^a spot not 
far from the town, and that he was 
prepared to lead the police to the 
place.

A party proceeded Immediately to 
test the clairvoyant’s statement, and 
after digging-a few minutes, there, 
sure enough, discovered the dead 
body of the. girl in a terribly muti
lated condition. After the body had
been removed the clairvoyant gave

Dr. Caird will send postpaid, THE HERBS—a for
mula and full directions for preparing his RHEUMA
TISM CURE—enough for a month's treatment for 
$1.00. Address ALEX CAIRD, M. D., $98 W. Mon- 
roe Str^.t. Chicago; Hl. $1.00 per bottle, by ex
press or at offîôe. - ■

“ft DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS."
THE STORY Olf THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems Of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student,' - 
and even-the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to: interest 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world’s his- ■■ 
tory. This book Is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and . . 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2,00.

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY
THE GREAT WORK is Vol. HI., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 

of the ‘‘Harmonic Serie?.'* It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
clear the Way of Mastership. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to all 
is the Way that leads to Individual who elect to travel it. '
Liberty , here find hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
who' is seeking for Spiritual--Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:)

1. It teaches the '.'Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate • with 
bur spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the moat mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena oChuman 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

4. Its author speaks from the 
standpoint of one who has "hud-the 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration.”

6. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that It may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK CO.

28 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

V.

Í

uallste who wish to have them in 
their locality' should write them at 
once, and address them at the head
quarters, 328 Temple street, Los 
Angeles, Cal., so that they can plan 
for a visit with the least expense.

~ MRS. M.-E. G. HOWE. 
State Missionary for C. S. S. A.

TRUMPETSI HUHII UI V p„nn„ 36 inches. 
With instructions for development 
and seances, 82.00. Spetial terms to 
mediums. Chas. Halstead, 21%. 
Gyand avenue, Portland Ore.

SPRITUALISTS' VISITING, Buffalo, , 
N. y., will find Pleasant Home Accom- 
modatloix at The Spiritual Retreat, ,72S 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.

Clarisse Humphrey Mullins ■
Will give clairvoyant readings by mall. Full

Send look of hair. Address her at 
Whitewater, Wis. , . ’

Spiritual Medium and Psychometrlst«
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mee- 

sages (names often given), character 
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, f 1.00; two 
uestions answered. 25 cents. Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams, 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send tllfee two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be ¿lag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street-, 

San Jose, OaL

MRS. MAGGIE WAITE
Roadings by Mail, $1.00.

Business Advice a Specialty.
2805 Indiana Avenue, Ciilcago, HL 

Sittings Daily.

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., Npw York.
Intelligent clients appreciate his 

dependable counsel.
Consultations by mail, $1.00. ' ‘

/

Airs. Frances Woodford, 24 4 AV.
Newton St., Boston, Mass., Spiritual 
Healer. AH diseases treated success
fully. Also Clairvoyant Readings. 
Business, Present and Future. Six 
questions answered, $1.

FRED P. EVANS,
t ♦ Noted Medium for * .

Slate writ in", Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interviews dally from 10to 4, RetdinTA anti. Jol0Bmon, by mail mar be obtained by wrma??i

,or P»«loulara. Famous boot oi Slate-writing. II.»), wUn0 lhfty laBT AM,0., 
^Baeramonto str™ s" m*'.-Jo’ciL

FOR as CENTS and stamp I will give 
reading, and answer questions by mall. 
Mrs. Pond, 670 Sierra St., Los Angeles,

STANDARD BOOKS ON
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 
Tenches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. The first book -ever written 
on the subject. A great revelation of 
the mysteries. "An inspired book”— 
Progressive.Thinker. "A revelation.”— 
Light, London. "Clearest view of Clair
voyance yet pcesented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Enoch Making"—Lilian Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from »2), »1.50.

Auras and Colors—A -fascinating 
subject brilliantly treated, with a lexi
con of color meanings. A three thous
and edition Just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 60 cents.
_ JDasy I.csnom in Occult Science.—The 
book for beginners. Covers everything 
th(it larger books cover, but with prac- 
tlcal experiments which none have. 
Price 60 cent«

Psychomctry—Still the winner. Price 
60 cents.

llcnllsatlon—The Hindoo teaching In 
a nutshell. Price so cents.

The Great Secret—Here Is a book of 
Psychic Mysteries. Stories that make 
your hair stand on end because founded 
.on facts. You will not put down until 
finished. Price 60 cents. __

Grapbo-Psychologj—Cloth bound; by 
Julia S. Sears, M. D. Price »1.00.

Crystal for Crystal Heading—import
ed. Price »2.25.

All these books, if purchased at once, 
be mailed for the reduced price of 

Se.hd inoneys to J. C. F. GRUM- 
BINE, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline, 
Mass.

Be Sure to Read This.
eat. all Interafi ’dlaaaaoa. A ‘inal^wm onlink 
rou. Nervous extauaUoa and k“t vieOr of Mth uri0'hid^oi'a’Si 
tar ■vmotomt^l 5“' “ox’ oonlol®»lon, one lead- i®u cento tu stamp«, and you a diagnosis of your case fr£?

FRANCES L. LOL'CKS.
~~ Stoneham, Mass. •

CHART FREE Bobemtan oyPV a,.
S0”â^“-r''>r o'
r/k N J. dd"'6“' 0E0- WELLS. Box ISO. Now.

Help the Honest Mediums by
Exposing the Fniuduient.

“Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
book that is opening the eve's of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time 
It is written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will soon be out of print Sé-" 
cure a copy NOW, and learn what 
dirty swindles are perpetuated in th® 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 
and a red stamp brings it. Adress

Silverton, Ore. ED. LUNT.

CLAIRVOYANCE.
Easily learned at home. You can 
learn. Address Box 6, Station C. 
Milwaukee, Wis.

Infallible Fllbra Trumpets! -- Bette: 
than metal; Insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit torpes. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seatice, - T P 
»1.60; light T- P„ »2.00, Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Battery Com
bination Cabinet .Special - revised 
book governing every phase of develop
ment. A to Z Trumpet and -Cabinet 
work In full. Book postpaid, 17 cents, 
write for circular.
SAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr -St, Toledo, O.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how long you hare worn sneo- 

taeles: I will mall One Pair ofM.10 Melted Peb- 
We Lens-in a gpod straight temple steel Irama 
guaranteed to fit your eyes. Also a Vegetable 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, tor 4 oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11. IV; If only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents.

Weents; Magnetized Compound, 10 cts. 
Fi?rF foryour address on a postal card, a 
I iM-L beautiful photo of Yermah. chief ot 
theAtlaniians; lived on earth 16.000 verr.< ago; 
also illustrated circulars showing stvles and 
prices, telUnff all about my Melted Pebbie Lens 
spectacle, ana my method of fitting EYES as 
perfectly at your own home as If you were in 
mj office. B. P. POOLE, 157 Wlhthrop avenue,

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 1908. A’ 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 26 cents.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, AL D. Revised 
end enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The AssyrianSicred

Information to the authorities whichalLIea «nnbota. 
enabled them to make an arrest. The two inAdred lUo*.
details of the affair are eo well au
thenticated by persons of standing 
that anti-spiritualists are absolutely 
nonplussed.—Plain Dealer, Cleveland, 
Ohio.

tratioM, Cloth, IL

WOMAN'S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
a writer on the 'question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 cts.

NAME ¿¿E BABY, 
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
nolo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring," arranged by; M.. H. Bauer. 
Price 81 cents.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a lellgion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 60 cents.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con« 
fuclus,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and tersedlogical 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 651 years before 
the Christian Era; and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress- 
top upon all subsequent nations. By; 
parcenus R. Kt Wright. Price 26^
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the Writer Lauds President Roose
velt for tire Course He. Has ?

1 Pursued. ’

The Spirit of Madame Blavatsky 
- : Not Reincarnated in

Mrs Besant.

Is

IN DEFENSE OF PHENOMENA.

Mediums Should Receive Pay for 
Their Services,

SPIRITUALISM. THAT HOLY DAY. LETTER FROM UR. O. A. RURGESS. FROM SAN DIEGO, CAL. !

What-It Means to the Younger Gene. 
, ration. -

State Law in Missouri Against Work
ing on Sunday.

To the Editor:—I was greatly 
pleased as well as surprised while 
leading In the last week's Progressive 
thinker the article headed “Roosevelt 
hits use ot ‘In God We Trust,’” and 
1 felt like giving three cheers for the 
Host fearless and level-headed piest- 
lent that has ever occupied that posl- 
llon in these United States of Amer
ica, and my hope is that the people 
of this nation will put up such a 
strong protest against his retirement 
from the presidency that he will be 
vli tnally compelled to.accept the office 
foi another term, for It will require 
n man of the same firm and fearless 
chaiacter to carry on to their comple
tion the reforms which he Um inaugu
rated to their final consummation, and 
who so well qualified as the man who 
Inaugurated these reforms? ..

; I have often thought of the4ncon- 
gruouspess of this motto on our coins,. 

./ and have attributed it to some over- 
zealotiB churchman in his effort to 
make it appear that this is a Chrlstian- 

< nation.
Dr. Holmes said, on a certain oc

casion, that a half truth was the 
• blackest kind of a lie, and so of this 

motto. Just for the want of one lit-. 
tie word of four letters put In Its 

■ proper place, which would make it 
tell the whole truth, for It would then 
read, In THIS god We. Trust, for who 
so blind as not to seè that, what wé 
are pleased to call the civilized world, 
has gone mad after thé “almighty 
dollar,” from peasant to prince, and 
from beggar to king, using every de
vice that human ingenuity is capable 

■ of inventing for its accumdlation; and 
again, there is no crime mentioned 
iq the calendar but what is being com
mitted daily, from petit larceny to 
the most. • atrocious murders, to 

. gain, possession ot this almighty' dol- 
. jar, and’all this is what some pseudo 

' religionists are pleased to call a 
.. “Christian nation.” And What of'the 

churches? Are they not after the 
almighty dollar, too? Most speakers 

. want more salary so they can ¿lake 
■. a better show of themselves and their 

families, and when they have got this, 
thon they want a nice church build

ing to preach in, thus taxing (he 
efforts of the Bisters to their utter- 

. most to furnish the money to pay 
for all this superfluity, and the preach
ers all the time winking at the dev
iltry of the financial kings sp- long 
as they chip in lavishly to their, sup
port, as witness the pious old financial 
king Rockefeller and his satellites.

\ This is a pretty picture for a na- 
< . Hon claiming to be Christian, isn’t it?

I should think, the.churches in-thls 
i^éonritry wôûld' hide tliéir heads in 
> shame, and cease sending missionar

ies to convert those they are pleased 
■ to call heathen, until they had been 

the m.ans of correcting evils worse 
than heathen in their own land, and 
1S this state of affairs all the Chris
tian syptem of religion has to pre
sent to the world after a trial of 
more than eighteen hundred years? 
If so, isn't it about time to call a 
halt, and try some other method for 
the betterment of humanity in the 

, world at large?
. •_ 8. M. RICHARDSON.

Clear Lake, Iowa.

To the' Editor:—In your No. 939, 
L. P. Wheelock of Madison, Wls., 
refers to certain statements Mrs. An
nie Besant, the newly-elected presi
dent of the Theosophical Society, is 
alleged to have made, and others she 
declined to make, attempting to use 
such things as the basis of final con
clusions on the subject of reincarna- 
,tlon.

Mrs. Besant most certainly did not 
Bay that she believed the soul of 
Madame Blavatsky was transferred to 
herself, in fhe sense Brother Whee
lock sees it,to the crowding out of her 
own- soul, for Mrs. Besant Is sixty 
years of age, while Madame Blavatsky 
left the physical body only about fif
teen years ago. Madame Blavatsky, 
showed Mrs. Besant ihe light of truth, 
¿nd was her teacher for years, and it 
'may have been in that sense that the 
newspaper reporters* misunderstood 
her. Much of the enthusiasm which 
animated the teacher was taken up 
by the pupil, aS In all cases where the 
pupil fully enters into the' work of 
the'teacher in any line of work.

Brother Wheelock seems not to 
.have fully assimilated the good things 
paid about. Mrs. Besant by one of the 
best Spiritualistic reporters, as set 
out in a Progressive Thinker shortly 
after the Convention.

That the' crumbs’ of - reincarnation 
do not assimilate In the organism of 
Brother Wheelock is to be overlooked 
by reason of the fact that-many mem
bers of the Theosophical Society have 
hail the same difficulty to face. The
osophy teaches that our thoughts of 
the higher order, aspiration, etc., 
create for us, or are the basis of, our 
next and succeeding mental bodies; 
that our: desires and appetites of this 
life form the limitations of our de
sire bodies in the next and succeeding 
lives; our actions largely determine 
the conditions into which we shall 
come in our next life.

Can the brother, give or find any
thing that is a better incentive to 
clean, pure living and thoughts than 
Ujis certainty that we shall hereafter 
reap as .we .have sown, and at the 
same place. We, would not think of 

-sowing wheat lu'Minnesota and tak
ing à trip to Europe during the Inter
val between sowing-and harvest time, 
and then return to Egypt to reap har
vest. ' . ' ’ : ■

■ Brother Wheelock, makes objection 
mildly to the fact that Mrs. Besant 
declined to say publicly who she was 
in- previous incarnation. The world 
at-large does not appear.to be ready 
for such teaching to be given out 
broadcast. Those of the inner School 
know who she was, mot .oply In ,the 
lasti-but. Im .some lives, preceding the 
last.. It is a fact which "the Brother 
knows that even a pure-minded per
son is ridiculed and made sport of by 
the unclean and undeveloped souls in 
whose contact he Is thrown, his very 
purity alongside their Impurity thus 
showing up their character by com
parison. It is to avoid such things 
as would be similar to this that many 
teachings «re not made public yet.

THOS. D. DAWKINS.

To the Editor:—I have read arti
cles in your paper of late opposing 
mediums’ charging for their work, 
that I feel like saying a few things 
on- tho subject.

I should like to ask, if we had nev
er had any mediums to produce phe
nomena, where would the speakers 
get the foundation for their lectures?

How many Spiritualists would there 
be if we had no mediums? Do these 
speakers who object to mediums’ re-, 
ceiving pay, think they should have 
many people to preach the philosophy 
to, if there were no mediums to first 
Interest them In the phenomena?

I do not run after phenomena, yet 
it was reading-in The Progressive 
Thinker about the wonderful things • 
received, through mediums ai’oused 
my Interest in- Spiritualism, and^I do 
not think I am/pne of the few, for 
many others first became Interested 
in Spiritualism through hearing the 
philosophy .expounded? ’ ’ \

After becoming ’ Interested Pat- 
tended seances and received proof-of 
spirit return. .We had sittings at 
home, and I received inore evidence 
than when. I went where I could hear 
the philosophy .taught, and while I 
always enjoy listening to a'good lec
ture, I have always enjoyed receiving 
and hearing other people receive teqts 
and messages from our friends on 
the other side of the “Thin, veil.” I 

•don’t go to-a speaker to hear.from 
them, but to a medium.

Why should mediums not charge 
for their work, Is - ¿ot the laborer 
worthy of his hire?

My mothqr, Mrs. 8. E. DeLong, is 
a trance and test medium, She ls not 
strong 'physically, neither is she rich 
iq'this world’s-goods. .Why should 
shegive of the gift that God has given 
her to "people that aré -yòrth their 
thousands, have fine homes with ev- 
erything to make life pleasant? 
Why, .then, when they.wish to hear 
from their loved ones .In spirit life/ 
should they not pay her for giving 
them - that pleasure and,- consolation.. 
' I say that all true mediums should 
be. paid for .their work» be it either 
private or public, - ’ . ’ .

I once heard one of our: venerable 
workers, J..W. Dennis, say that one 
time he got In ' conversation with a 
Catholic priest, and the priest said: 
“We have médiums in our church, 
but ”we take card of them.". ,' -i ■

Now why should not Spiritualists 
take care of their mediums? Why 
would it not be a good plan for Splr- 
itúallsts fp pay the mediums ^ sala
ry that would enable them to live?,;.

I heard Professor W... F. Peck' of 
St Louis say he was always glad -to 
hayè.a good medium-follow,.him, for 

' he then had. ,the opportunity of firing 
the philosophy at ^ore people.

Our own Mias Harlow has a larger

FLASHES OF LIGHT,

Emanating from the Summerland.

May they brighten the pathway and 
strengthen the hopes of other weary 
and wayworn travelers in earth life, 
as ours have been Illuminated, and 
encouragement come to us, giving 
power to prevail against the giants 

Sof despair and faintheartedness that 
sought to Impede our pathway; and 

. by the illumination that beamed up- 
on us we were enabled to sing tlie 

- song of victory and march triumph- 
. _ . antly to the better land.

'; I recently had an interesting and 
Instructive experience. A friend who 
passed over some years ago came to 

\me with the following message. In 
■' /^gVrolllng along by the shed where the 

¡.carriages are placed, I noticed that 
^sY/’Se seemed to have just drove under 

. with a horse and carriage and was 
, in the act of tying tbe horse. I 
' stepped up, touching him on the 

shoulder, and he turned and greeted 
me very cordially. After a few mo
ments conversation on the mutual
pleasure in 
asked him if 
ovèr there? 
very slowly.

meeting each other, 1 
it was an improvement 
He replied, ^peaking 

as .if weighing every
.word, that "generally speaking It was 
nn Improvement ove'r conditions here, 
but it depended largely upon the con
dition of the individual whether it 

.seemed to them an Improvement.”
. ■ ~ . He did not say anything more on 

that subject, but Impressed us with 
the. Idea that to those who had sown 
to the spirit while in earth life, the 
harvest was what they anticipated, 
and’ they rejoiced in the blessings 
that came to them. And some were 
disappointed in the harvest and could 
not see much improvement. I accom
panied him on his leisurely stroll 
about the yard,’ but I did not seem 
tq go through the physical process 
of walking, but seemed more like be
ing carried along with the most de
lightful ecstatic feeling that I ever 
experienced. One curious fact In re- 
-gard to his coming with a horse and 

'• carriage was, there is one of the fam
ily, an aged lady, who is very feeble 
and Is eipected to pass oVer at any 
time, and be seemed to have come 
with his hoyse and carriage and was 
patiently waiting.to escort her over.

Another flash of light was when 
I seemed to be' In a large hall used 

' for lectures and religious exercises, 
and an old friend who had passed 

. over in his ninety-sixth year, came tn 
and greeted me very, pleasantly. His 
bearing, was erect, and he moved 

k about as one who was conscious that 
he bad triumphed in the -battle of 
life. In his earth life he had been 
through deep spiritual suffering and 
bad been-quite negligent of his dress 
and personal habits, but when I r«w 
him, what Impressed me was the dig-

nity of his bearing and the beauty 
of his dress, which reflected his spir
itual state, for he was one who had 
come up through deep tribulation and 
had made'his garments, white.

One night, shortly after retiring, 
the room being dark, so that objects 
a few feet distant were not visible, 
the room was Illuminated, the light 
being different from either sunlight 
or any kind of artificial light. I was 
facing the door, which was closed, 
when I saw an old lady friend who 
had passed over some years before, 
and although not related by the ties 
of consanguinity, had in my eariy> 
childhood bqen very motherly to me, 
taking great Interest In my welfare. 
She slowly crossed the room, came 
and stood by the bed, looking down 
on me with a. smiling face. The 
whole form was radiant, it being that 
which illuminated the room. She 
stood for a few minutes in silent 
contemplation, then seemingly dis
appeared and the room was dark 
again, but the benediction coming 
from her presence seemed to linger 
like the fragrance of sweet-scented 
flowers.

One night, after retiring, being 
awake and fully'cojiscious, 1 realized 
Die presence ot an Indian, who was 
anxious, for some reason,- to get con
trol of my organism. I was anxious 
to go to sleep and resisted. He made 
quite strenuous'efforts for a time; but 
it was all done in a pleasant spirit.- 
My writing desk stood in the center 
of the-room, and as he retired toward. 
It I heard the Indian grunt, and then 
two or three hehrty laughs, as if he 
would say, "Well, that fellow is too 
much for me this time; I will have 
to try again.” ' . . .

One Sunday morning, while attend'- 
Ing spiritual services, I realized very. 
powerfully the presence ot a sister 
who had been in spirit life nearly 
thirty years. I .was not clairvoyant, 
but her presence was sb -plain that 
I involuntarily turned several, times 
expecting to see her standing by my 
side. There had not been a word 
spoken by me to anyone about my . 
impressions, but several hours after. 
I met a medium who was at the meet
ing, she being a-stranger to jne, we- 
baving only met-two or three times, 
and passed the time of day. She 
asked .me If .1 -ever had a sister die,' 
stating what-she saw. I replied that 
I had, and related my., experience. 
She said nay impressions were strictly 
true, and that, my sister wlshed’-her 
to tell me that she would, whatever 
happened; stay by me through mortal 
life 'as'toy counselor, and protector.

Such experiences as what the me
dium saw and the message confirm
ing my. own experiences regarding 
spiritual impressions go a great way 
to prove the truth of communion 
with those who have passed over. 
They are beautiful flashes of light 
from the immortal shore, breaking 
through the; darkness of materialism 
that enshrouds the lives of many 
while here in earth life, and they

audience when she has a good medium 
to wprk with her. You will please 
notice I say .“good” medium.

I think It would be a grand thing 
if our societies could afford to em
ploy both a speaker and a test medi
um, and pay them a salary that would 
ipsure thorn a good living, and in re
turn let the speaker devote his or 
her time in building up the society, 
let the medium turn over all money 
received for private work to the socie
ty, the medium not to be allowed to 
give more than throe or four read
ings a day, so that they will not util
ize all their power or strength in pri
vate work, but save up so that they 
may give of their best at the public 
meetings. JENNIE DE LONG.

Columbus, Ohio. . .

should be sacredly cherished and re
membered in time of conflict with 
antagonistic forces, the soul realiz

ing that it is not alone, for “when 
mortals all fall to befriend us, the 
angels their loving watc keep."

One evening, while^ ting by the 
lamp reading, I re ed the presence 
of an old frle who had been in 
spirit life many years. He came with 
a message to a mutual friend who is 
very dear to him. He said: "Tell

It is not in the spirit of knowing 
it all that we say Spiritualism |b a re
ligion, the highest (to ,ub, and to 
many), in the face of opposition. 
We fall to seo the logic in comparing 
telephones, railroads, or steamboats, 
concrete objects, to Spiritualism, an 
abstract, all-embracing ■ principle.

It is noticeable that t)ie majority 
of the objectors to the: calling of 
Spiritualism a religion, mention hav
ing been Spiritualists for about half 
a century, and we of onf generation 
are taken to task, because to us Spir
itualism is a religion; for making the 
assertion we are accused of inherit
ing superstitions.

In our objectors’ younger days, the 
churches were hostile to Spiritualism; 
it meant warfare, and we might claim 
these objecting Spiritualists have be
come embittered. They, do not .seem 
to take Into' consideration that evo
lution has been going? on steadily. 

-Words as well as iqeus are subject 
to the law of changé. “If we read. 
Shakspeare, we find words, which, in 
use to-dày have a. different meaning. 
It Is-the Bariie'wltb the Idea of relig
ion. . ■ !
: In our daily paper, trie' address of 
the superintendent of public, schools 
contains this: j - -

“The times have surely changed It) 
many essential particulate. ' The re
ligious attitude of the j world has 
.changed. Creed and dogma aré pass
ing ¿way.. Practical- Chtistianlty, thé 
duty 'of man to bls. fellowmen1 is con
sidered of moré ' importance than 
the self-centered effort of saving one’s 
soul, .it is generally recognized now 
that'the measure of a man's love for 
God is his love 'forhis feilowman.” 
’ Once; religión ¿manti to'some to 
bind' in thè senso .of securing to the 
church .creeds; .¿¿W-we. understand it 
to have a different-¿ndÁ hroadpr jdef- 
inition—ás'tó'blnj,¿ia^ with love 
In ohe great brotherhood-,. ■ Many Pro- 
téstant'm|niateÌBÌpréach»’tha'.gpspel òf 
Spiritualism -rióW. L / ;

The.-trouble is, .Spiritualism ¿¿as 
bdefi narrowed by pome to. Just one 
of Its phases—-the fact bf demonstra
tion, of lite cpntlnuéd. í. 1 : 
.’ Spiritualism has' ¿eon defined as the 
science'of -life»- ' :' I

Alfred R. Wallace, ¡F» R. 8.', in 
“^Defense of'Modern Bpiptuallsm,” 

:Bays¿ ". •„ 7'1-f ' • :
■ “The.'.lessons whiqb- Modern Spirit

ualism -teaches, may^he ¡Classed under 
two heads. In thq;,-flrst -¿íace, we 
fihd that a rational; account of .va
rious. phenomena i¿,phuman history,, 
which^physical sclenpe bambeen una
ble ■to'.ejçbl'âip^ has therefore' re- 
jepted .or lgn,Óre4¡.,an,d, in thé second, 
tile derlvb'from It some défiñite jnfpr- 
mation as to. man’s natureiand desti
ny, and founded on.tfiis,can ethical 
system of great practical efficiency.

“Both the Q,ld and.-New Testaments 
arè fuir of' SplrRuálismi and: Spiritu
alists. alone., can read, the record with 
an enlightenë'd belief. '

. “The efficacy ot prayer receives a 
perfect solution .by -' Spiritualism. 
Pràyer may be often answered, 
though not directly, bÿ the Deity. 
Nor does the anpwer depend wholly 
on the morality or the religion of the 
petitioner; but aS men ’Who are both 
moral and religious, and are'firm be- 
lievers in a divine response to prayer, 
will pray more fervently, moré earn
estly and more disinterestedly, they 
will attract toward..them a number 
of spiritual beings who -, sympathize 
with them, and who, when nqcessary 
medlumlstic power is present, will be 
able, as they are often willing, to' 
answer the prayer,”; L'

Religion need no¿' pean theology 
in the old understanding of the word. 
But It may stand for Uiat-tyhlch we 
reverence and hold; highest, that is, 
love for the beautiful,/aspiration for 
pure and noble’ .feelings' and .acts— 
in one word "Spiritualism.

, , ELEANOR K. EAGER. , 
Waterford, Ct. . , ’

Section 2240.—-Sabbath Breaking 
—Any person who shall labor himself 
or compel or permit his apprentices 
Or servants, or any other person un
der bls charge or control, to labor or 
perform any work other than the 
household duties of daily necessity, 
or other works of necessity or charity, 
or who shall bo guilty of hunting 
game or shooting on the first day of 
the week, commonly called Sunday, 
shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor and fined not exceeding $60.

The above is Missouri’s State. Law 
against working on Sunday,'we are 
told by the wise lawmakers. We are 
not satisfied with It, however, for It 
Is not enforced. Take preachers, for 
instance, We fall to see why ..they 
should be permitted to “break-’ the 
Sabbath,” for they evidently do' so. 
'“by laboring” on that day,. .Their 
efforts cannot well be listed as “of
fices of dally necessity,” since right- 
minded persons do- not require the 
especial brands of religion dispensed 
by '‘doctors of divinity," ' ?

The Services of. pulpiteers Is far 
from being free of charge, so said ser
vices cannot be. truthfully termed 
"works of charity" and therefore ex
empt from the provisions pf’this law.

Most evangelists call themselves 
“hunters of souls." Souls, hot being 
protected by the” game law are par
ticularly .affected by this Sunday law, 
and all ' evangelists (self-confessed 
soul-hunters) should be prohibited 
from hunting on Sunday.

All priests, ..preachers, and their 
imitators '-'shoot off" their mouths, 
so they should be . promptly arrested 
when caught “shooting on the first 
day of the week. Yes, enforce this 
beneficent law by all means.

By the. way; according to the Chris
tian’s fetich book (the bible), Sunday 
is the- seventh .day of. the week, not 
the first day. Tn that book wé read 
that "on the seventh day God ended 

. his work which he had made; and he 
rested on the seventh day; * ' * 
And God blessed the seventh day, and 
sanctified-it.'.’. Right there,is where 
thé dear good’ Christians got their 
"sanctified” day, their Sunday—the 
se'vênth day. •'

You-see, the old man started to 
work onMonday (even as ypu and I), 
according to the 'Most; Worshipful 
Book; but if we take this Missouri 
law for a guide the dear old fellow 
began working Sunday • morning. 
That won’t do at .all. The legislators 
who made that law should have asked 
the barkéepey" down at-the. corner sa- 
ToonTor ’the loan of his Koran a few 
minutes so ns to get. this date busi
ness started right and. proper. As 
it is, they’.ye i^pçtïfied-Monday, ’cause 
that's sure'the-.fitstidhy offthe week; 
and T can prove' It by grandma’s bi
ble. . ' • ------- --------

None of tie would censure the hard 
working Missouri law-givers if they 
had made holy the sixth day, for that’s 
pay-day (Saturday), and we poor or
dinary dubs always feel strangely ex
alted on that day, especially after 
leaving the cashier’s window.

To the Editor:—I will state a few 
of observations pertaining to our 
Cause in this part of Florida. I 
landed in Tampa three weeks ago and 
found here a small but earnest band 
of Spiritualists working all for. the 
Cause. They have been holding meet
ings during the lastjtew weeks in par
lors, and Mr. E. E. Kates, president 
of the society of the First Spiritual
ists of Tampa; and they all seem to 
be as brothers and sisters, and I don’t 
know if I ever saw in my-experience 
-for the last twenty-five years a more 
harmonious meeting than this one. 
I think Mr. Kates, the president, with 
the assistance of his secretary, Mrs. 
M. E, Kirk, and the co-operation of 
the members, will make a big show
ing'of what Spiritualists can do in 
southern-Florlda before many months.

I .spoke for them at the home of 
Mr. Loeffler Sunday night and Wed
nesday night meetings, and they 
opened up in the Odd Fellows Hall 

-last Sunday night the 24th. Mr. Ir- 
land spoke under inspiration and hl's 
discourse was beautifully given. He 
is certainly a wonderfully Inspirational- 
speaker. I spoke for a few minutes 
and gave messages;, but, of course, I 
will make no comments. What I did 
seemed to be appreciated. Each one 
of the members that I have met of 
this society so far are earnest and 
devout believers in our Cause, both in 
the philosophy and phenomena.

I have been putting out some hot
shots to the Spiritualists in this coun
try to discriminate between the genu
ine and the Impostor, also condemn
ing all advertising mediums who ad
vertise what they cah do before they 
can do it, and I think that you have 
right in the city of Chicago, dear Edi
tor, a great variety of such mediums, 
that it would be the duty of every 
Spiritualist who is conducting meet
ings to condemn. My observations In 
this country, St. Augustine, Jackson
ville, Tampa, Plant City and. St. 
Petersburg, cause me to believe that 
three or four good, active, honest 
workers could reap a big harvest .for 
our Cause, because all that is lacking 
now is a liftle more agitation on the 
Une of our phenomena. Brother 
Kates and his society are certainly do
ing a good work and their hearts are 
In the right place.

DR.-C. A. BURGESS.
Tampa, Fla.

Good and Interesting Work Done bj 
the Societies.

SPEAKERS’ COMPENSATION.

Timely Hints as to Paying Them.

To the 
President 
the N. S. 
thing he

Editor:—In reading over 
H. D. Barrett's report at 

A. convention, there is one 
mentioned which interests

&
Ä'

Elder that if he could only
see the beautiful home that we have 
prepared for him he would be en
chanted.” With great pleasure I de
livered the message, and in the same 
spirit It was received. These spir
itual presences come in many varied 
forms when making their presence 
known. Sometimes they come from 
one plane ot spirit life," and then 
vary to Other ’ planes. Someone' 

. comes suffering 'to the hells of spirit 
,life’, desiring sympathy and-help; and 
in such cases it should ■ be - freely 
given, for no act gives such a power
ful impulse to spiritual advancement 
as-the act of rendering assistance to.' 
another soul who is down and is try
ing to rise.

One Sunday afternoon and evening, 
after attending- the meeting of -the' 
Spiritualist Association at Troy, N. Y.,, 
and on coming home after leaving' 
the trolley at* almost-midnight,-I had' 
some two miles to walk. -The night 
was very dark,” and'part of the Toad 
was thickly” w 
along I-reallzed a'spir.it.ptieienCe;- that 
seemed to; be by my -Side, accompany-^ 
Ing me on my walk, I did not realize 
who It was, but .it was some one with 
a strong individuality» I did not real-' 
ize any fear;, but walked; along with 
a pleasant feeling overshadowing me. 
The next day I related toy experience 
to a friend of minder« toedlum;' She 
paused for a moment and then gave 
me the name Of an -old gentleman , 
who passed out. when I was a boy, 
but whom I. well remember. The 
medium was an entire stranger to 
him,- not having any knowledge of 
him only What was given through 
spiritual sources. When I found out 
who was my. body guard I did not 
wonder at'my being so composed and 
fearless, for he was one of Nature’s 
royal noblemen, a man of sterling in
tegrity of character, one that the 
forces from the lower planes of life 
could not intimidate. While walk
ing along the lonely road the im
pressions were more like one would 
feel while quietly in their home enter
taining some welcome guest ''

Hoping that these flashlights from

the supernal realms'will do good In 
helping to prove th# truth of angelic 
ministry, I send greetings to spirit 
friends and all those in'¿arth life who 
are yearning for the trftth.

HAMILTON1 DE GRAW.
Watervliet. N; Y. -< \

A SERMON FOR -TO-DAY.
X ■■ r '

The Passing and'Permanent—Truth 
.is Ever Changlng-^Skepticism Mnch 

. Less Sinful than-'Crpdulity.

"Prove all things;!; ¿old fast that
. Which'is good?'—-L Thes., 5:21. ~ j* ' vWhen.the walls;¿re-.being rebuilt 

ft‘ Is easy to imagine that the' foun
dations are being: destroyed. :OLD 
CREEDS PAS&yAWAY'/bùt truth re
mains; if they.-were-true: in their day 
they do but glve place to 'the larger 
truth, of the new day. We need to 
distinguish between^ the-turmoil at- 
tendant to the process'bf-building and 
the beauty t>i thonnew -temple that 
arises; .■■x’.-. < ■:'■ : - .: - •

; ¿ . The old folks hear themew truths 
and’ ask WJiefe’ are^ the ^foundations 
gone? The young hear the discussion 
between the old and-the new and ask, 
is there anything .settled) any worth 
believing? What aieitha perrnànent' 
elements in religion -oh which the life 
may build while tfie things that are 
but (temporary are: adjusting 'them
selves?;

It would be the? height of folly 
to assert - .THAT iiCTHBRE ■ IS NO 
CHANGE. Some siy "that we must 
believe precisely .thè '•same things as 
our fathers believed:, ; To do so would 
be to be false-to our ’ fathers. for they 
refused to accept the- traditions of 
their elders. ’ Ths landmarks-we leave 
behind once .were far in. front' ol the 
seekers after truth..

■ TRUTH IS EVER CHANGING; our 
vision is ever enlarging. The road 
remains,, but the traveler moves on. 
With the living everj} nay-has some 
new light. Creeds dre crystallized 
statements "of truth:) trùtMìà vital and 
cannot , be contained I in unchanging 
forms. Credulity tilinflly accepts-yes-

There’s positively no excuse 
immortalizing Monday, however.

Why exempt'the sky-pilots,

for

why
grant special urlvlleges to pudgy 
priests, punk preachers and paltry 
palaverers? They make more noise 
on Sunday than an empty wagon. 
That’s the only day they were ever 
known to work, .and we rise to re
mark that thl^Sunday law should 
cover their casei.

Are the representatives of the Re
ligion Trust superior to the law of 
the land? Mr. Roosevelt, please tell 
Mr. “Trust-Buster” Bonaparte to in
vestigate this. disjointed and unfair 
state of things.

Either class thé ecclesiastic howl
ers with the rest of the world’s labor
ers, and make ’em obey the law (es
pecially with reference to working on 
Sunday) or adjudge the • aforesaid 
howlers nuisances and suppress them 
accordingly.

FRANK XAVIER MITCHELL. 
St. Louis, Mo.

me a great deal, and that is "Speak
ers’ Salaries.’’ The F. 0. 0. S., have 
Just-closed a two-weeks’ engagement 
with our sister and co-worker, Mrs. 
R. T. Lillie. In the first place it 
would be impossible for .th^SnSQciety 
or any other to have this talented 
Sister lecture for us unless we were 
able to pay what is termed a fair 
compensation for the services given. 
It pleases me very much to hear Sis
ter Lillie say that she was pleased 
to see that we were "trying to give 
to the Spiritualists of this city two 
Sundays in each month for the teach
ings of our philosophy, and that we 
were trying to make it worth a per
son’s trouble to come to us, by ‘otter
ing them what they thought- was 
right. I have not heard of any other 
society throughout the State of Illi
nois which is paying their speakers 
as this society is trying to do, and 
I sincerely think all the friends and

We are now drawing near to the 
close of November, which has truly 
been a very prosperous as well as a 
profitable month for the members and ' 
friends of tfie First Spiritual Society 
Of San' Diego, Cal.

The Sunday meetings in the Tem
ple, at 11 a. m. and 7..p, in., have ' 
all been conducted by our good broth»- 
er, John W. Ring, wljo, by his pleas- ' 
ant manner, logical illustrations, 
and deep reasoning, has drawp and 
held large and appreciative audien
ces during the entire month, and has 
proven to his many intelligent hear
ers, that he is an able exponent of 
our harinonlal • philosophy, thereby 
making many converts to the grand 
truths of Spiritualism.

On last evening, November 24, be
ing the last Sunday in this month, 
Rev. Ring’s subject was taken from 
the audience in the way of numerous" 
written questions, which were an
swered in a masterly manner, to the 
edification and instruction of all pres
ent. »

On Tuesday afternoon, November 
12, there was a grand reception given 
by the Ladies’ Auxiliary, "The Busy 
Bees” to Mrs. E. L. Nichelson, their 
president, and Mrs. Grace Malett, 
their vice-president, who had so faith
fully and ably 'filled the chair of tho 
president during her prolonged ab
sence In the east, she (Mrs. Nichel
son) having just recently returned 
from q trip to Chicago, Lily Dale 
Camp, and to the N. 8. A. Convention 
at Washington, D. C. A very interest
ing program had been arranged by 
their secretary, Miss Louise Barton, 
and a pleasant afternoon was spent 
in our temple.

• Then on Friday evening, November 
22, It being Indian evening, we had 
the grandest reception of them all. 
This was given by Brother Ring, to. 
members and friends of the society. 
Brother Ring, with the assistance of 
his helpers, had previously decorated- 
Lyceum Hall, on a most gorgeous 
manner with palms, ferns and pepper 
boughs, lavishly festooned with ta-, 
pestry, red and green being the only 
color used, and it was voted the most 
elaborate decorations that Lyceum • 
Hall 'had ever had.

There was an Indian Tepee and 
camp-fire on the rostrum, with here 
and there throughout the large hall, 
Indian relics of all descriptions, and 
the electric chandeliers being muflled 
with green and red tissue paper, made 
things have really a picturesque ap
pearance, and last, but not least at
tractive, three young men and a lady 
made their appearance all togged out 
in real Indian style, who looked and 
acted like genuine Indians. The only 
refreshment of the evening was pop- 
ci>rn straight, which was served by 
the four Indians. Surely J. W. Ring 
Is a host within himself when it comes 
to entertaining.

We have lately inaugurated for each 
week, a Friday evening service which 
Is to be conducted by one or more ot 
our local workers, either for lectures 
or messages, or both.

To-day Brother A. W. Belden and 
myself forwarded to Brother Geo. W. 
Kates our N. S. A. Secretary, 358.00, 
twenty-five of it to be applied as dona
tion to the general fund, by each of , 
our three organizations, First Society, 
the Ladies’ Auxiliary, and Children's 
Lyceum, ten from tbe Lyceum and 
twenty-three from the First Society 
as gratitude collections, on Gratitude 
Day.. J- M. McFERON, Sec. 
First Spiritualist Society of San Diego.

!
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co-workers who have come to the

terday’s picture ot truth; faith, with 
open eyes, seeks to-day's truth itself.

SKEPTICISM IS MUCH LESS SIN
FUL THAN CREDULITY. The Sloth 
of the man who will not examine 
things, will not prove them, who pre
fers to buy his garments of truth 
ready made, resultsjn. what is-worse 
than unbelief, and that is blind belief 
in the false. It Is a religious duty 
to question every teaching, to prove 
al! things. ‘

How may we find those things that 
are certain? How may we discover 
the truth for our day, the truth upon 
which we njay build?' Surely there 
are some things fixed and certain; 
there in somewhere polestar, and com- 

-pass. How may we find that truth 
which belongs to our day and in which 
we may have the confidence that our 
fathers had in their truth? ' .. ..

The test of the Vital truths Is a. 
practical one. Only those truths are 

"vital which ebneern the present busi
ness-of living, In all Its wide-isweep.

-It is_a matter of Indifference what we 
may think of the color of angels’ hair 
or the number of strings to their 
harps; it is a vastly ^different matter 
what we may believe.as to moral obli
gations, human-rights, and duties.
- THE TEST OF GREED IS AN 

ETHICAL ONE. ■ What things work 
out best in living; what are the 
ideals, doctrines, beliefs, that make 
the noblest characters and the most 
useful citizens, the best sons and 
daughters, . and parents, and neigh
bors? What-are the things that help 
me most in my life; the things that 
give me moral stimulus and bracing; 
the things that lead me to covet the 
best?

The way to find the truth is to do 
the truth; only the truth that we can 
do Is worth discussing. If you will 
give yourself to the business of liv
ing, the truth you have you soon will 
have the living truth for this new day. 
• Too many people are holding up, as 
saving doctrines, matters of philoso
phy and speculation; matters of child
ish curiosity, because it is easier to

front and helped us so faithfully, and 
especially those mediums who come 
onto our platform Sunday after Sun
day without any compensation what
ever and give the tests and messages 
to the aching hearts and send them 
on their way rejoicing. I feel that 
if it were not for our home-mediums 
we would have no Fraternal Order 
of Spiritualists.

The last Sunday evening Sister R. 
S. Lillie was with us her guides 
seemeid to have a specially prepared 
message for each, father and mother, 
son and daughter, and from the at
tention of her audience it seemed 
that every truth went right home,
and the seed which she has sown 
bring forth fruit a hundred fold. 
I stood at the door selling The 
gressive Thinkers and asking

will
As 

Pro- 
the

friends how they liked the lecture, 
I heard such remarks as these: “She 
is the lily of the valley!” “I would 
not have missed hearing her at any 
price.” Others said they had come 
fourteen miles, and would have come 
if it had been twice the distance. 
Every one seemed to receive a spir
itual blessing. We are looking for
ward now to Decerr|ber 8 and 15, 
when we are- going to have with us 
our talented brother Thos. Grimshaw, 
and ,we sincerely hope that every
body will outdo their last efforts in 
helping to fill every chair in the hall.

C. A. THOMPSON.

hold these things theoretically than 
to hold living truth practically. The 
truths that save men are the ones that 
■change their characters; the great 
authorized and' divine translation of 
the Bible Is its. translation into 
present-day lofty living.

BUILD YOUR .LIFE ON THE BE
LIEF IN GOODNESS, IN ETERNAL, 
INFINITE GOODNESS AS THE OR
DER OF THE UNIVERSE, ON THE 
SUPERIORITY OF LOVE TO HA
TRED, ON THE FINAL VICTORY 
OF LOVE AND GOODNESS, ON THE 
IDEAL OF THIS GREAT HUMAN 

■FAMILY OF’ OURS THAT SHALL 
COME TO LIVE IN UNITY AND 
BROTHERLINESS, AND SO FUL
FILL THE WILL OF THE INFINITE 
FATHER OF ALL. THESE THINGS 
WORK WELL. HENRY F. COPE. '

In stead of the workers of every na
tion trying to oust each other from 
the means of existence, let them know 
each other more Intimately, and war 
would soon become Impossible.—Hov- 
odem

HOW DO I KNOW.

How do I know my spirit friends re
turn

To comfort mo upon my gloomy
— way;
To hold my hand and lead me day 

by day,
And help me bear life’s burdens, hard 

and stern?

Think you I would not know my 
mother’s voice.

As in the days when kneeling at 
her feet,

The tones I loved, so-soft and silver 
sweet,

That made my rapturous heart and 
soul rejoice?

Would

The

- The

I not know the sunny, dimpled 
face, 
laughing eyes, the-'sheen ot 
golden hair, 
childish, winsome' grace, sur
passing fair,

The babe so early torn from my em
brace?

Tho’ time and absence 'twixt us inter
vene,

Should I not know my cherished 
ones—my own,

The radiant "faces to my vision 
shown,

My listening ears catch whispered 
tohes serene?

I know, because I know our God 19 
Love;

He has not left the gulf of Death, 
unspanned,

Nor closed the portals ot the Sum
merland,

Nor shut from sight the dwellers from 
above.

He has not taken from our anxious 
sight

The darlings over whom our loving 
’ hearts still yearn;

When we His Ways with tender rev
erence learn, 

His mercy turneth darkness into light.
V LOA N. RECH

414 13th

There is not the least necessity in 
trying to prevent people from think
ing. ’ They are quite ready enough to 
be stupid or indifferent without any 
external inducements. The-huge dead 
weight of established prejudices Is 
amply sufficient. We may say that, 
free thinking is not only right, but a 
duty. A man, that is, is bound to be 
as reasonable as he can.-—Sir Leslie 
Stephens. . —'
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member.

said that.’

Her

ing.
and thin almost to a shadow. Her

Don’t you know me—don’t you

As Witnessed by Abby A, Judson and Carlyle
Petersilea... Given through the Medi

umship of Amelia Petersilea
These scenes are not given In rota

tion, just as they occurred’, but each
one la selected from many others, as
conveying some important lesson to 
those yet remaining in the earth life; 
and'the one now selected impresses
me deeply as teaching a great lesson.

"-But, first, I wllUsay, that life here 
ip. the apheres'seems to be, In a meas
ure a repetition of the earthly life, 
one remove higher up the scale of
progress.

In this class, which has been formed 
for teaching and helping the dejected, 
forlorn, and hopeless souls who have 
joined it for the purpose of rpeeiv- 
nig Buch, aid, I noticed a face that 
somehow seemed familiar to me, yet
at the moment I could not recall it.

The face and form wap that of an 
eldeyly lady—In fact a very old lady. 
Her white hair was unkempt and
hung in tangled masses about ber
withered and wrinkled face.
sunken eyes were frenzied and star- 

Her form was wizened, bent

hands looked more like birds' claws
than like human hands. When my
eyes fell upon her she was staring
in a frenzied way, directly at me;
then, with a look of recognition, she
leaped forward and caught my hand. 

“Great God!” she exclaimed; "you
are Carlyle Petersilea, are you .not?’ 

“Yes, madam,” I said, "that is the
name I bore down below,” and I
ponited downward toward the earthly
sphere.

know me?" she asked, excitedly.
“It seems to me that I have met 

you before, but have forgotten where 
or when—that is, my memory does 
not serve me just at this moment" •

‘*1 am Mrs.---- and she spo"ke 
a name that I think it best not to 
give to my readers, for there are 
many on earth who would recognize 
her at once, and her immediate rela
tives would be very indignant. It is 
not necessary that she be recognized, 
personally, for 'that which I have to 
fell will convey the needed lesso.n just 
as well and perhaps better.;, then none 
will be offended or their . feelings 

-hurt.
It was my turn now to stare at 

her in amazement. ., “Mrs. ------ — ?"
I exclaimed. “O, can it be possible?”

I. shook the, little,’ cold talon of a 
hand, warmly. “O, I am- very glad 
to meet you once more, Mrs.--------- . 
Have you been in this life long?”

“Not • long,” she answered, “but 
long enough to be heartily sick and 
and disgusted with It. O, it Is an 
awful, awful life!” she said. “It 
is hell! Don't you-think so? I never 
thought I should be sent tò hell. God 
has been very unjust to me, but if 
I could only see him, and tell him 
all about mysblf. I think be would 
be more merciful. Have you seen 
God, Mr? Petersilea? How foolish I 
am' to ask that question, however, as 
this is not heaven, and .you are here 
just the same as I am."

Now I looked at this woman with a 
pitying eye, understanding, at once, 
just how it was with her.

"Madam," I said, not answering her 
question directly, “it has been many, 
many years since we met, and I wish 
to do now, what for many years I
have 
of a 
these 
your

wanted 
burden 
years; 
pardon

to do: relieve my soul 
that it has carried all 
I wish to humbly beg 

for leaving your house
so unceremoniously in the long ago. 

, I was scarcely more than a boy at 
that time, dear madam, but the 
wisdom of manhood came to me in
later years.

-■“O, yes! 
you mean.

I remember now what 
You were to play at my

uecciuber 14, 1907,

was very proud of my ancestral blue 
blood; but it doesn’t seem to-count 
here at all. . When I tell people here 
about it, they simply. sneer at me. 
When I tell "them that I was a lady 
of fashton. apd -worth millions of dol
lars, they laugh and say, ‘Go to, you 
old witch! .Tell that to the marines!’ 
0, Mr. Petersilea, they are so vulgar, 
and I was a lady, you know. But I 
have^ no Jiome, no -place, no money, 
no jewels, no love, no nothing! O, 
what shall I do—what shall I do?" 
and she ^ibung those poor- little claws 
Of hers In a hopeless, despairing way.

“You say you have no love. Where 
Is your daughter, and your husband?” 

“They, are both in the earth life. 
My daughter married a millionaire, 

She is now an exceed-just as I did.
You must, knowIngly g>an4 lady, 

that I, myself, took her to Europe, 
Where she was presented to Queen 
Victoria. , The Qupen is here now, 
somewhere, but I have not seen hqr. 
Perhaps she has got into -Heaven. I 
do not know; but I was just as good 
as she, if she was a ^ueen. I always

“But, where are all these blue-blood 
Will none ofancestors of yours?

them take you in?
"Really,” she replied, 

know where they are
don't

I have not
found them yet. It seems they do 
not care for me muA, otherwise some/ 
of them would, have come for me.”

“Your mother?" I said. “Where.
is she?"

"My mother died before I can 
She may be shut up

he'aven; I don’t know.

re
in

"And your father?”
"I disliked my father extremely; 

in 'fact, I absolutely hated him; and 
I had good cause. I do not remem
ber that he ever spoke a kind word 
to, nie In bis life; but he was very, 
very rich. . He died in India, many 
years ago. I don’t think 'he would 
care to look me up, wherever he 
might be. Perhaps ha has gone to 
hell; -I don’t know. What do you 
think?"

I looked at her earnestly, trying to 
think how best to help her.

“Look here!” said she; "I belonged 
to the most stylish church in. Boston. 
I gave thousands of dollars to help 
support it and the pastor. I said my

house, for a compensation, before a 
Iprge company of invited guests, and, 
right in the middle of a grafid sonata, 
you just got up from the piano, told 
us all, in a sarcastic tone, that you 
rrceid not interrupt our conversation 
longer; and then, with that ,very, 
very dignified bow of yours, you left 
the house. I am telling the truth, 
now, arn’t I?”
'“You most certainly are telling the 

truth; but the babel of voices drowned 
my music, until one could not tell 
where one was,” I said, smiling down 
at her as sweetly as I could.

“Well, I felt justified in never pay
ing you a cent."

“And I should not have taken it 
if you had offered it," I replied.

"But you were a poor young man 
then, were fou not?”

“Yes, so far as money was con
cerned; but, dear .Madam, there are 
other riches besides money."

“Just to think," she went on, "they 
told me that you had just come from 
Germany, where you had been play
ing before the king and the princes, 
and all that—that you had been giv
ing court concerts, and so forth, and 
then' to think you should treat me 
BO; I don’t know whether to pardon 
ybh, even now, dr not,”
3*0, ’ I beg you to pardon me, 

Madam. You will be bappfer If you 
dp; for, to forgive renderg the for
ever much happier. I had been play
ing before King Wilhelm, and the old 
man had listened -with rapt attention, 
then rose .in his seat to applaud my 
playing. I had been giving court con
certs to courtiers and princes, and I 
do not think a loud word, or even 
a whisper, was uttered during the 
time I was playing. Perhaps I was a 
little set up, and not yet quite accus
tomed to the American drawing-room. 
Once more, Madam, I humbly beg 
your pardon. This is all I can do 
at .present, for I cannot undo that 
which I did. And now .you have 
joined my class for. the hopeless and 
despairing, tell, me what I can do for 
you, moreover why are you among 
the hopeless ones'?”

“God knows!” she answered. “But 
What is there to hope for? My grand 
home, on Beacon street, Is of bo fur
ther use to me now, and strangers 
reside therein. I had many thousand 
dollars’ worth of jewels; they are of 
bo ftfrther.use-to me. - -1 h^ve tried 
tf> wear them, since I left'my body, 
but canhot even Utt. one of them.-''!

eidgmft in nature; a great many ser- 
vants, and plies and piles of mpney; 
a, beautiful turn-out,? with coachman 
and footman; thfen I want my own 
elegant p.ew in a conservative ortho-, 
dox’’church.’ I want jewels without 
number; beautiful dresses, and the 
costliest of furs. I want to give fash
ionable receptions to the elite. Noth
ing but things like these will ever 
make me happy.”, ■

A deep sigh escaped my lips. How 
could I help this woman? How touch 
her heart? How reach her Jietter 
nature?
. “How wqu^J.you Jlke.to go back 
to earth,” -I asked, “and visit your 
daughter?"

“I did not leave earth, nor my, 
daughter, until it was’ of no use for 
me to stay longer. I tried to make 
her seq me, tried to make her hear 
me, but all to no purpose) She cared 
very little, about me „anyway, espec
ially after I became' very old. Really, 
she was glad that I had /gone to 
heaven, as she'expresses It, for new, 
she could have all .my jewels,'and 
take h’er own daughter to Europe, 
present her at court, and marry her 
to an earl, if possible. She is glad 
I am out of the way at last. No, 
J shall not go to see my daughter 
.again very soon, you may be sure,”'

"^nd was there none ,pn earth 
whom you loved above'all others?.”.

"I' Iqved my house, my jewels, my 
position; what ¿Ise should I love" L 
took much pride in my daughter when 
she ¿was young, but-after she'married 
we were not much to each other.”

The tears gathered in my eyes, and 
a sob choked my utterance. It seemed 
to me my own heart was bursting. 
Reader, remember, I was acquainted 
with this lady on earth.

“Do you^lqve music?” I asked, at 
last. . ’

'*1 used to like the organ at church, 
and I sometimes went to hear the 
big organ at Music Hall, and once or 
twice I went to hear you play the 
organ at Tremont Temple: Yes, I 
did like to hear a good .organ well 
played; but a piano Ijiiways thought 
was too much fiddle-faddle." r

“Did your daughter- succeed well 
with he< music after leaving my 
school?” I asked.

“O, she could play a little. . You 
should have made a • great musician 
of her, an^ because you did not, I 
took her away from your academy.' 
We then went to Europe, but they 
were all like you; no teacher ever 
made her anything of a player."

94^ ;
The above Is the aumner of the prdi* ■/ 
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she had not the requisite tal-

"But it was your place to, have
made a great musician of her, as I

prayers regularly and never qjissed 
going to church when I could help It. J-

paid you well for doing so." 
“Music must -dwell within the

soul," I said, “otherwise it 1b of lit-1 
tie use.'~_

“Well, It did not matter much, after 
alj, so long as I could cover her with 
diamonds."

, The organ! The organ! Perhaps 
I might reach her soul through the 
organ. I motioped to a grand soul, 
who was now occupying the position

You must, yourself, remember ' my 
stylish to rn-out, together with my
footman and coachman; and we
owned the best pew in the whole 
church.”

"Have you never seen the pastor 
here?”

"Well, we had two or 
Ing my life there. The

three, dur
last one is'

not here yet, and I have forgotten 
all about the others. O, 1 remember 
now; one was at my reception when 
you played for me. and Ije said in
deed you were a high-headed young 
man, but lie hoped that religion would 
yet soften your heart.”

"Sorrow, disappointment, and ex
perience, have softened my heart," I 
said. "Perhaps these may be called 
religion. But, now, the question Is, 
Madam, how can I assist you to be 
happy?”

“Why, sir, I joined this Class with 
the expectation that you would know 
how to make me happy."

“Yet I must first know what would 
make you happy.”

‘Well,” said she, “first of all, I want 
a large and elegant mansion In ths 
best, most beautiful spot that this life 
can afford, providing I cannot, as yet, 
enter-heaven and be In the presence 
of God. I think It most unjust that 
I cannot find heaven nor God.”

“There Is no heaven," I said, “aside 
from that which you make for your
self; and God’s presence may be 
sensed within the soul at all times. 
The mansion, dear Madam, you will 
be obliged to construct for yourself.”

"Build a mansion!” said she. 
"Why, that would be lmposslblr\for 
any woman to do. Are theni yio 
workmen here that can be hired, for 
better still, perhaps, I could purchase- 
one.”

"There are many workmen here,” 
I answered, "but each must construct 
for himself or herself-. No man can 
be hired for money, and no mansion 
can be purchased.”

"Well, then, how did you get this 
beautiful bullding?"-

“By co-operating with others for a 
grand and good work.”

"Well, how did you, all together, 
get It?”

"It was first constructed by those 
who thought much as you do at the 
present moment; but, finding their 
ideas were erroneous, one by one they 
left, until the place was nearly de
serted; then my honored business 
partner sought that the'building be 
turned over to us. After we had fit
ted it up to suit our own souls, and 
the truths we wished to promulgate, 
we took entire possession of it."

“Can I go out and take possession 
of some elegant mansion In these 
parts, somewhere?"

“You may have some elegant man
sion, providing you wish it for the 
purpose of accomplishing some good 
and grand work; for, dear lady, these 
mansions are builded from'the soul— 
from the interior spirit—and pro
jected outward as visible places of 
abode. What kind of work would you 
like to engage in, my dear Madam?"

“Work! Work! Why, I never 
did any work in all my life. You 
must know, as well as I do, sir, that 
I had a great number of servants at 
my command, and here you are talk
ing to me about building a great man
sion and doing my own work.”

I felt somewhat at a loss bow to 
talk'to this lady.

“Is there nothing,” I said, that yon 
would like to do to make someone 
happy? j Examine your own heart, 
Madam, and tell me what yon would 
most like to do?”

“I would like to do nothings” she 
answered, ’“Mt just what l dH do 
such a little while ago. . i up*’n 
grand mansion ailed with Coktly «nd

as teacher of the organ. -He under
stood my thought without anything 
further, and soon the grand instru
ment pealed forth in clarion tones. 
I sat enraptured, forgettlnfe that I 
had ever had sorrow or trouble; for
getting all my deeds of omission and 
commission; forgetting this lady’s ob
tuseness, and holding to illy heart, in 
my thought, my.-darling wife, left on 
earth in sorrow and loneliness. Ah. 
yes; the time would not be far dis
tant. when our hands would once more 
be joined together to work for the 
world both material and spiritual, and 
our united souls would sing grand 
anthems as the organ was nOw sing
ing. My wife, who cared not for fash
ion, nor wealth; who cared not for 
jewels; nor earls, nor kings them
selves, could draw her love away from 
me; who would have willingly stood 
at the wash-tub. if necessary, and 
toil all the days as they went by, 
for my sake. Ah, the woman before 
me could never understand such love 
as this. The wealth of the world 
could not buy it.

O, how could I reach this woman’s 
heart and lead- her upward toward 
heaven? The organ ceased. I opened 
my eyes and looked at the shrunken 
form before me. She was trembling 
like an aspen and tears, like two 
Jewels, rested on either cheek. O, 
God, was her heart touched at last? 
She crouched down on a seat and 
wept.

"Yes,” she said, sobbingly, “I once 
loved an organist; but that was when 
I was very, very young and foolish. 
He was poor and had nothing ,but 
his talent to rd&ommend him. He 
visited me once „or twice at my own 
home,- but my father forbade him the 
house. The man who became my 

■husband afterward, was exceedingly 
wealthy, and the young organist soon 
faded out of my life and went out 
of my heart O, God! O, God! This 
love is coming back to me, I really 
believe. I thought I loved nothing— 
either on the earth or in the heav
ens, but the tonps of that organ have 
stirred and awakened that sleeping 
iove which I thought dead,” and she 
stretched forth her arms. O, Arthur!
Arthur! I believe 
all the time, but 
It is not wrong to 
I am dead to the

I have loved you 
did not know it. 
love you now, for

therein. Death has 
me, and I am free, 
silea, I should like

earth and all 
at last divorced 
Yes, Mr. Peter- 

te find Arthur.”
“Is he In the spiritual world?” I 

asked.
“That I do not know; but, think 

if I should meet him I should know 
what I ought to do.”

I glanced fit the organist. A great 
light began to flood my being. Yes, 
big ñame had once been Arthur. Some 
subtle, mysterious . law had drawn 
this woman here, and I was about 
to witness a denouement Arthur 
had been In the conservatory for many 
months. He was a grand player and 
a gentle, efficient teacher, an honor 
to the institution.- Of his earth life 
I knew but little, yet could sense that 
he had known sorrow and disappoint
ment like myself. He-turned on his 
seat at the organ, arose, and looked 
down upon us—looked at the thin, 
crouching form of the woman. A 
great llghf shot forth from his eyes. 
He slowly descended the steps and 
approached us softly. The lady, ap
parently, did not hear him, for her 
eyes were still covered by hd? hand?

•/•Arthur! Arthur!" she sobbed. 
“O that I might see him once more!*' 
-Arthur was now standing by her 

side. He laid his hand gently on the 
tangled gray head.

“Alice,” he said, "look up!"
She opened her eyes .with a fright

ened stare.
: ‘Altee, do you know me?” he aald, 
write

Suggestions from Minnesota
Ringing Letter from State President J. 8. Max 

weU, in Which He Looks for a Glorious
. Future for Spiritualism.

To the . Editors—Your request ^or 
my views of tne 'N. S. A. convention 
held In Washington In' October last, 
has been delays on account. of my 
not reaching home until lately. In 
the meantime th'd ground has been so 
completely cbveifça by the previous 
writers that-Jt fipes not seem neces
sary at this 'Jate date to dwell upon 
the work of.the ¿fenvention, except to 
say that ttijs. acknowledged by all 
to have bpep ona of the most suc
cessful convéntionBheld In the history 
of the N. IB. A.//The fact that this 
convention; pyove4 a success in its de
liberations, goes to show more fülly 
than ever,-; the, necessity of our 
National Conventions becoming a 
delegate b Jdÿ, and- the delegates being 
members oi - regularly.' organized so
cieties who, know, the needs and re- 
quirementsDf our movement.

Instead of taking up your space to 
dwell on vyhat was done at the con
vention, let. us-take a little time to 
explain WHY some things were done.

Why was it recommended that a 
histofy of Spiritualism, be written at 
this time? President Barretf In his 
annual report forcibly called the at
tention of the delegates to the fact 
that this matter had been dragging 
along for a number of years, with no 
decisive action peing taken and lit
tle or no results coming from the 
effort. The committee on President’s 
Report, realizing that those whojire 
familiar or had the facts pertaining 
to the history of Spiritualism were 
fast passing away, and if steps were 
not taken soon, those to whom we 
could look for informationz and data 
would have passed from our midst, 
and we would have no ground to build 
upon. The committee recommended 
that this work be taken up at once, 
and thby believed that Harrison D. 
Barrett whs the most-competent and 
capable man we had In our ranks to 
carry this history to a successful issue. 
After it had been laid before the con
vention in due and proper form, it

tQ lean upon. These old workers to
day are becomnig incapacitated, and 
have been compelled'to lay down their 
life-work and are nRW in need of help 
and assistance. It is our duty and our 
responsibility to see that they fire pro
vided for; hence the need of a Grati
tude Day. And in the convention just 
closed, it was carried by the entire 
voice of that assembled body that 
the fourth Sunday in November from 
now on be known as Gratitude Day. 
That on this day the subject, the 
thought, and everything given from 
the Spiritualist Rostrum shall ring 
out the gratitude that we as a relig
ious peoplh feel for the great bless
ing and light that has been given 
unto the world and to us, that there 
is no death and that we can communi
cate with our loved ones gone before.

Another important matter acted up
on by the convention was "Definitions 
and Terms,” and a committee in
structed to continue with this work. 
What do we want with a committee 
on Definitions and Terms? Any Spir
itualist who is familiar wtlh the atti
tude of unjust legislation ihat has 
been forced upon the Spiritualists in 
the past years, knows of cases when 
our mediums and workers have been 
taken into the courts, and the first 
question put to the accused or the 
lawyer for the defense was to define 
or give the definition for such words 
as clairvoyant, trance-control, clair- 
audience and all words bo frequently 
used by Spiritualists—questions that 
we never have entirely been able to 
answer. After this committee has fin
ished Its work, the N. S; A. will then 
be able to ppt into the hands of the 
workers within their ranks the deflni-
tlon of these words in book form.

CONCERNING WOMEN.

At the election just held in Eng
land, three women were ejected mu
nicipal councilors, for the first time 
in history.
“A woman gave the ground on which 

the first free school in America Is 
located; women held the first meeting 
to protest against the infamous stamp 
act; a women gave America her flag 
and her battle hymn,” said Mr. Geo. 
F. Rhinehart at the annual meeting 
of the Iowa Woman Sufferage Asso
ciation the other day.

Woman’s Franchise, published In 
London, is authority for the statement 
that the last general election returns 
in New Zealand show that the women 
of that country realize their duties 
as citizens quite as much, If not more 
than men do. The number of quali
fied men who failed to vote exceeded 
the number of qualified women who

Nothing equals a good book as s'" 
gift. It is better than gold or dla- •: 
monds. When the book is opee read, 
nothing can take the facta contained 
therein away from you; they live:in 
the memory. Tile following books 
will make beautiful us well as in
structive presents ;

"Asphodel Blooms and Other Of-, •: 
ferlngs.” A choice collection of po
ems on everyday subjects, by Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul, to Soul.” Poems of > 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price' ’ 
$1-00. r

“Influence of thç Zodiac Upon Hu-, 
man Lite/!, By Eleanor Kirk. Price ■ 
$1.00. :<"■

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox- V 
Price $1.00 each: “ POems of Pas- 
sipn,” “Poems of Pleasure," “Poems ‘ 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She is one of the 
grandest poets of the present age.

“Around the Year." A birthday 
book, compiled from (lie poetical and ; 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone illustrations pre
facing each mouth of the year. Price 
$1.00.
- “Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
Inspisatlon, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
Price $1.00. '

“Ahriuziman, the Persian Mystic- 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse- ■ 
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $l.ri,

“The Psyehlc Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich In Psychic Experience. Told.'
in a sensible, practical way, 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.’

"Universal Spirltfialisin.” 
a view of Spiritualism from 
Best time, and in all nations.

by Rev.

Giving 
the ear-; ■

By W. .
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spin
it.” Can it leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M.

became the unanimous wish and 
sire of the convention that this 
tory of Spiritualism be compiled.

Now let the Spiritualists of

de- 
hls-

the
United States and Canada understand 
that this is an important duty that 
has been placed upon Mr. Barrett, 
and that the co-operation and support 
of every loyal Spiritualist is due him 
In the way of answering any com
munications that may be sent to them 
asking for information. It is for no 
personal aggrandizement that this has 
been entrusted. to his care, but that 
facts and justice may be done this 
great cause.

GRATITUDE DAY!A-perhaps some 
will ask, “Why a ‘Gratitude Day?’ ” 
What need of a Gratitude Day? What 
does it-mean?”' By the time this 
has gone to print the first Gratitude 
Day, universally observed by all the 
aùxlliary societies affllliated with the 
N. S. A., will have passed into.hfs- 
tory, And I do hope the response will 
be bounteous. The year just closed 
by the report of the decretory shows 

'$2,087 disbursed for the Mediums’
Relief Fund. In former 
through the generosity of

years. 
Brother

Mayer, thisTundjvas kept to a fairly 
respectablejamount, but now that he 
has passed la^v&yiCit devolves on each 
individual Splritqglist to feel that it 
is his duty to help establish the Me
diums' Relief! Fumi. This fund is for 
the benefitidf those who have hewed 
the way a^ burnt the brush and 
stood on the firing-line in'days gone, 
by when it was harder to be a.Spir- 
itualist than it la' to-day, and when 
they had nd organization or friend 
_________ ’ ■ _________________

•QI Tf -She arose. ’With a shriek and threw 
her arms abdht hte neck.

“ArthurljJArtkjir!” she walled; “it 
is you—It 'is Arthur.^ O, I felt It 
must be-youlwhen I heard you play. 
How, beautiful you are; how grand, 
how noble you look. And you are 
not-old, as I am; your hair is not 
gray; your face and form are youth
ful, and your eyes shine with all the 
fire of noble manhood. But, Arthur, 
you were older, by some years, 
than L How is it that you look so 
young! - ■ ■

ST* be continued)

With this book In the hands of ths 
lawyers for the defense, the judge and 
the jury will sit up for once in their 
lives and listen and take heed.

There are many other equally as 
Important matters, such as the Ritual 
and Usages, the Lyceum Quarterly, 
the revising of the Constitution amj 
By-laws, which have been placed in 
the hands of competent and earnest 
workers.

It was a great convention and great 
work was outlined, and each one to 
whose care the work was intrusted 
went home with a firm determination 
to carry out the part assigned to 
him. We had the old workers there 
whose hair is beginning to show the 
glint of white. We had the Rich
monds, and the Russegues, and the 
Richardsons, and the Reynolds, to 
hold it steady and to hold it in line. 
We had the McArthUr and the Ring, 
and the Hale and the Brooks, and the 
Pruden, and many others who® faces 
are still before me.

I notice in Brother Grimshaw's let
ter on the convention, he says: “We 
shall see what we shall see.” He has 
got that wrong. It Ib, “We will do 
what we can do.” And while there 
has been stress laid upon the new 
officers elected, when looked at in its 
proper light, the old officers, through 
their association and efforts, are still 
there and a part of the working force 
of thia great machine; and the new 
officers elected are only a part added 
to and bound together with that same 
devotion which will make it stronger 
and । grander and bigger than ever. 
No officer who has in the past had 
the interest of the N. S. A. 'at heart, 
and has fought Its battles in the past, 
can be allowed to-day to be considered 
out of the race. New strength has 
been added arid by the united efforts 
of all when we meet next year In 
Indianapolis they will come rolling 
from the. West and from the East, 
and from the North and from the 
South, to that central point, a bigger 
and more united and a grander throng, 
than ever before.

Yours sincerely, ■ i 
J. S. MAXWELL.

“How to Train Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elisabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases It is 
the parents that need the training 
more than the children, and advises 
parents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-fire Cents court not be''better spent 
than. in.buying the-book. ’Anyone 
that has the care'of children should' 
«cad it Price 26 Peat»

failed to do so by 4,139.
In Holland, >a proposed revision 

the constitution has been drafted 
the cabinet ministers, approved

of 
by 
by

the Council of State, and placed J>e- 
fore Parliament for action. It not 
only gives them the ballot,- but 
makes them eligible to office. The 
annual meeting of the Adult Suffrage 
Committee, lately held In Rotterdam, 
was/the largest up to date, about 
20,000 persons attending. Thous
ands of women took part In the dem
onstration; the procession took near
ly an hour to pass; and of the twelve 
speakers at the great open-air meet
ing, ten spoke in favor of woman 
suffrage. *■

A LITTLE ADVICE.

What if life seems dark and dreary, 
What’s the use to worry so?

What if troubles make you weary,

If

You may make them worse, you 
know, 

you let your poor heart ponder
Over all bad l^jck you've had. 

Why not try once more to conquer? 
’Twould not then seem half so bad.

Face the world; call up your courage;
Battle hard to win again;

Let them know that you're in earnest;
See how matters straighten then.

Do not let your thought turn back
ward ;

To the future send your hope;
Success belongs to hlnf who labors—

Not to him who dreams and mopes.
Let not saddened fancies wander

To the darker side of life, 
Where there’s naught bijt gloomy 

trouble
Intermingling quarrels and strife. 

Discontent is sure to seize you, 
Make your life seem dismal, too;

Turn your thoughts from such dark 
channels,

They can only worry you.
Think of beauty, love and gladness;

Of the purer, nobler side.
Make the best of all your chances.

Let it be your joy and pride
To do all you can to 

That which does 
right;

Teach your spirit to

alter 
not seem just

grow stronger—
Battle hard and win the fight. 

BERTHA. M. RICHTER.
Napoleon, Ohio.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” 
new edition comprising in one

A 
vol-

ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which is added part five, 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs. Including “Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us,” and its “Com
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents. 
Boards,50 cents.

Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.—
“This Mystical J4fe of Ours." Se

lections from the writings of .Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in fhe 
year;.chosen by himself. Price $1.10;

“What All the World's A-Seeking." 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price Sl.2-5.

“In Tune with the Infinite.” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au- 
rtior’s best style. By Ralph, Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

“Man Visible and Invisible." By
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22
colored Illustrations of the Aura of 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“TJie Other Side of Dentil." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

"Some Glimpses of Occultism, An-' 
rient and Modern." By C. W. Lead- 
beater. Price $1.50.

"Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and Life.” By Maud' Lord- 
Drake. Price $1.50.

"Continnily of Life n Cosmic* 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. Bj' Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1,00

“In the World Celestial.” A Splr- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AN» SCIICNTHTC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Si lence With The
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are Indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price $5.00.

“The Bible.” By John E. Rems-
burg. authenticity, credibility
and morality. A large book

John E. 
for boys

Historic Americans.” 
Remsburg. J ust the 1 
and girls. Price $1.25.

for

-TJy 
book

“The Evolution of Man.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20c.

Germs of Mind in Ms
By It. H- I ranee, Translated by A. M, 

binions.—Cloth, Illustrated,
50 Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man' Is 
something unique in the universe,’ 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modeiu science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive Impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
ih so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facta.

MOLLIE FANCHER.
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts tn the life of 
Mary J. Fincher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable teat*, 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley, 

i With illustrations. Price, cloth. Sl.BO.

RHEUMATISM CURED

: MINNESTOLA, 
~ . 1 &D- EMILIA

Oppaalt/tL ¿Mtpb Sanitarium «nt Bath MôÔm. ML <JtftnmanK Mfeh,
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As They Emanate from the Pen of Doctor J. M. 
^Pecb ~—Thoughts, Theories and 

Suggestions.
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speaking communities. A-late London Light informs us that 
,he illustrious Dr. Alfred B. Wallace, author, naturalist, sci
entist, because of his great literary attainments, pensioned by 
Queen Victoria, has recently received his horoscope from that 
noted London astrologer, Alan Leo—and mark it Dr. Wallace 
approvingly acknowledges the general correctness“!’ the astro- 
ogical delineation; but if this transpired in Saji Diego, Cal., 
it would have been pronounced “unlawful,” anyone or both 
of these parties would, or might, have been fmedjor committed 
to prison. Who wonders that many liberal ists anfepiritualists, 
to avoid the icy winds of these northlands, are winding their 
way to Cuba, to southern Texas and to Florida,pn preference 
to illiberal San Diego ? Cities, like individuals, reap wlfat they 
sow. ?■ . * .

Aside from Pope Pius X.. none profess to be infallible. yEvery- 
thing this side of infinity is imperfect. Though welMntended, 
mistakes will happen. If memory serves me, some time ago I 
was accused by a reporter of saying, in a lecture, that a “sub
ject in India was ‘hypnotized and burned’ and flowers planted 
on the grave. Four months later he was brought back to his 
natural state.” Kindly read “buried”.for “burned’? and you 
will get the main facts of the case; ? • • - ■ ; : .

Inquiring of a noted Brahmin if he believed this statement,? 
booked by those who actually saw the phenomenon, his reply 
was, “Sincerely I do.” I then asked him where was the atma, 
the indwelling'spirit, of this man during these four jnonths, 
His prompt reply was, it had left the body and. was function-, 
ing in the surrounding astral world; ; ailT 
illustrate thé point was this:- “Stop.a ¿jock, remove;the weight, • 
and it ceases to keep time. There is no destruction at the time 
of the machinery of the clock. When you choose, just adjust 
the weight, give the pendulum a jog and the machinery of the 
clock all moves on”—a very reasonable illustration.
“Impossible!” does someone exclaim? Pronounce nothing 

.impossible until, the" minutest nook of this vast universe Fas 
been explored, its forces fathomed and its law's tabulated. The

- Tasmanian dormouse and the American housefly can hjber- 
' . mate, and cannot man, under certain psychic conditions, do or 

be made to do what a dormouse and a fly cun do? Upon this 
■ point I am an anxious inquirer.

There have been some marvelous mediums in India. Spir- 
-itualism is not and never was limited to any locality or pwiod 
of time. It was and is cosmopolitan. Two very'distinguished 
mediums for physical manifestations and various oebub; powers, 
bewildering the .people of Bengal in the dim past, werq Ganga 

’ Moira and Hossein Kahn. The latter was a Mohammedan 
' residing some distance from Calcutta. At first he used his in
disputable powers for human good, but later he employed 
them' for base, selfish purposes, and so his end—deserted by 
his heavenly, invisible intelligences, he was wretched. It is 
needless to publish it. The abuse of mediumship, like the abuse 

- of all good things, is decidedly dangerous. His Highness, $ir 
Maharaja Jotendra Mohun Tagore Bahadun, who.honored me 
with the use of his splendid palace-hall for a lecture in Calcutta,. 
informed me that he had witnessed many, very many, marvel- 

' ous manifestations. Though a religious Hindu, paying the 
? priests of the temples liberally, hé is a firm believer in psychic 

^phenomena.- . ? ' x.
N Super-Pious San Diego, California.

A well-known Spiritualist of this beautiful and thriving Cali-; 
fornian city informs me that the City Council passed an ordi- 

. nance, signed ,by the mayor, making it “unlawful to practice 
or carry on the work of the astrologer, the'seer, the sooth-sayer, 

x the mind-reader, ” etc., etc.—a covert blow aimed at liberalism, 
whether it be Spiritualism, Theosophy, New Thought or Mental 
Science, for all these classes study the occult. But here comes 

t in the amusing part of this political scheme for adding to the 
"^city treasury (mark it!):' Though the practice of seership, 

■astrology, mind-reading, etc., are pronounced.and declared by 
the Council “unlawful, wicked,” yet by paying $25 a quarter, 
and “going to some fixed place”—a kind of an Auto da Fe— 
Sensitives, seers, and astrologers may practice their “unlawful 
wickedness,” for the‘Council permitted—licensed—them to do 
this “unlawful” business for a fee. But if this licensing, Or 

selling-indulgence” fee for this pronounced “unlawful” prac
tice is not paid, then they are subject to a hundred-dollar fine 
or imprisonment in the county jail. “Sic transit gloria mundi.” 
Thus passes away the liberalism, the glory of San Diego, praised 
originally not alone for its bay and climate, but for its enter
prise, its freedom of thought, of speech and of worship. How 

-> fallen! There is more freedom to-day for Spiritualism and its 
adjuncts—trance, mind-reading, astrology, etc.—in India, Aus
tralia, New Zealand and Canada, under the folds of the British 
Union Jack than the American flag of stars and stripes. I am 
deeply interested in San Diego. I there spent happy days and 

: years in sanitarium work, and while abominating mediumship 
frauds—all frauds, whether in spirit seances or churches—I 
regret that the city, making no distinction between the genuine' 
and the fraudulent, has taken this downward step toward/the 
persecution of the old medieval times in Europe.

What Is a “Sensitive,” or “Seer?”
Councilmen of San Diego, listen! Samuel of Biblical men

tion was called a “seer”—that is, a prophet, a' spiritual inter- 
gi^mediary. “Then Saul drew near to Samuel in the gate and 

said, ‘Tell meL I pray, where the seer’s house is,’ . 4. . And 
Sgmuel answered Saul and said, ‘I am the seer . . . To- 

will let thee go and tell thee all that is in thine heart.” 
(I. Sam. 9:18, 19.) A clear account is this of spirit medium
ship. There were no license shekels facing Samuel in those 
days; but in this ever-boastful progressive age, if a modern 
Samuel with the gifts that Jesus said should follow those “who 
believed on Him,” should practice seership, or the starry sci
ence of astrology, in San Diego the City Councilmen—this holy 
Synod of pecksniffian politicians, would charge him a fee of 
$25 a quarter, or imprison him. And further, if Jesus Christ 
the Jew-despised and Roman-martyred, should reappear as o; 
old, in San Diego, sandal-footed and Syrian-clad, prophesying 
healing the sick and conversing with spirits, something ns Hé 
did with Moses and Elias, both long in the spinLworld, the 
city authorities would demand of Jesus to pay the $25 license, 
and if too poor to raise the $25, they might imprison Him' in 

• a city cell.
Spiritualists and.liberalists are thinkers. They demand fair 

play and equal rights. A proper spiritual seance, opened with 
a reading, prayers or invocation, is just as religious as a church 

■ prayer-meeting. The San Diego citizens are not imbeciles, and 
are quite as capable, of detecting frauds—these wretched tramp- 

- - ing frauds professing seership—as they are of distinguishing 
;a counterfeit five-dollar gold-piece from a genuine one. T-KT 
FRAUDS BE EXPOSED. I EXPOSED TWO HERE IN 
BATTLE CREEK. TRUE SPIRITUALISM DEMANDS IT. 
AND LET GENUINE MEDIUMS BE MORE TTnNnRF.n 
AND TRUSTED-IN THE WORK OF ANGEL MINISTRA
TIONS. <
' What is “unlawful,” howev.er, should not be licensed nor per
mitted. The practice of a true medium,-.of an- astrologistj or 
of a seer, is rational and religious'in the broadést sense'of tile 
word' S^ers and- sensitives, are .synonymous. Saving nothing 
of the Orient, one of thé greatest men-that ever graced Eng
land was Roger BaconU214 A. D., and to Lord Bacon of the 
fifteenth century, down along the nineteenth century to the 
present, astrology was not .only, permitted,-but-.was and is ex- 
ceedmgly popular in many of the most enlightened English-

A Letter from the Hom E. A. Doty, Albany, N.' Y., tg Dr, Peebles,
“Dear Doctor:—In the month of April, 1892,1 visited Wash

ington; D. C., and attended a Spiritualist, meeting in Wann’s 
Hall, the speakers being Misp Margaret : Gaule and Mr. Geo. 
Perkins.

; “Among the good Spiritualists whom I met on tins'occasion 
was a refined and wealthy lady, Mrs. Best, the onef spokeh of 
in Nettie Colburn Maynard’s book entitled .‘Was Linèoln a Spir-. 
itpali8tl’:,In speaking of.h^ ‘Nettie Colburn! Bless
lied heart !Many, many times I sat with her ini circles at the 
White House for Mr, and Mrs. Lincoln, and General pan Sickles 
is a living witness to what I tell you.’
“On the 18th day of March, 1902, General. accorded 

me an interview at the Ten Eyck Hotel in tilts city . I intro
duced the subject by saying: ‘General, the material is being 
collected for a history of the movement known ^s Môdara^Spir- 
itualism, and if I am correctly informed you are familiar with 
interesting facts regarding seances held at-the tyhjte House 
for Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln.’ ; L
“General Sickles replied substantially as follows;“
“ ‘During the early part" of the War I was frequently at the 

White House. Mrs. Lincoln became very much interested in 
Spiritualism after the death of their son. She invited me to 
ride With her one afternoon and we went to Georgetown, where 
we witnessed some peculiar manifestations which iseemed to; 
greatly interest her. ' L »v “■

“ ‘A lady was playing the piano, and the piano danced about 
while being played upon.- Pictures were shown us which, it 
was claimed, were painted by spirit forces, but; of course, we 
could not verify this claim. - ; , ; ,
“ ‘On our way back, Mrs. Lincoln invited me to have tea 

with the family, which I did. Being the only guest at the table, 
during the meal I spoke of what we had seen in the after
noon, and I noticed Mrs. Lincoln seemed a little annoyed, Mr. 
Lincoln was inclined to joke mildly, not seeming td ;take the 
matter seriously. After tea we retired to the Bed-Room,, and 
Mr. Lincoln sat down to the piano and began running 1rs fingers, 
oyer the keys; having , his knees under tÿe frôni^ï ipgtru- 

. ment, which enabled him to move the piano slightly. I shall 
never forget his grotesque appearance, with'hislbng’Jegs and 
long. arms, playing the. part of a, ‘medium. ’ j^aljy, turning 
to Mrs. Lincolnrhe said, ‘Mother, I-dbn’t^khow but tbht I’m a 
spirit; what db you think?’ At tliis we laughed^he^ily, and 
Mrs. Lincoln’s good humor was fully restored. I was impressed 
that Mr. Lincoln was inclined to humor his wife In the matter,

“ ‘ Some time . after. this, Mrs. Lincoln invited, me ( tp attend 
an evening gathering at the White House,', to nïqpt sopie Spir
itualist people; andkrequested me to appear in full uniform. I 
inquired if Mr. Lincoln would be present and was' assured that 
he would be, so L accepted the invitation. > ' IF ,' IO- ..

“ ‘I iecall that a young lady about fourteen years old passed 
into a trance or hypnotic condition and addressed Mr. Lincoln 
in a very impressive manner. I had heard Daniel Webster in 
his lifetime, and'I will say that her language, logic and style 
of delivery closely resembled that of the great statesman. She 
also impersonated George Washington, the language and style 
of delivery being eloquent and impressive, but differing ma- 
tefially from that of Mr. Webster.

“.(The young lady spoke to me, claiming an Indian intelli
gence, differing'in every way from the other contrqjs.’
“ ‘Continuing, the. General said; ‘At the close of the seance 

Mr..Lincoln said to me: “General, as you are the only invited 
guest this evening, I .have, a favor to ask of you,'and it is this: 
Providing you should again receive an invitation to attend a 
seance here I wish you to decline, as I do not think the general 

; public would approve of such gatherings here, and I am afraid 
the Newspapers will get hold'of it and misrepresent and mag
nify the matter.” “I heartily agree with you, Mr. President,” 
I replied, “and shall decline any further invitations in this 
line.’ ”

“To my mind this is valuable evidence and corroborates,the 
statements of Mrs. Best. While chatting pleasantly with us 
about the seanefes at the White House, Mrs. Best stepped to 
the mantel and took from it a photograph of a bust of. Socra
tes, exhumed from the ruins of Herculaneum, and gave it to 
me, saying: ‘Dozens of people have asked me to give them 
this picture, but someone tells me to give it to you.’ -I hâve 
this picture still and prize it highly, as it was obtained by you, 
Dr. Peebles, in one of your trips around the world, and on Thè 
back is a poem entitled ‘ What I Once Thought.’- >
“I have given you this account just as I wrote it for our 

mutual friend, Mr. Lyman C. Howe, three weeks after my, inter
view with General Sickles, while it was still fresh; and clear 
in my mind.
“While I do no't think it necessary.to make affidavit to the 

truthfulness of this account as-far as you are-concerned, stil 
I will do so if it will be of any value to others;-”

/ (Signed) EDWIN A. DOTY.

ing, be spoke of the recurrence the night before of a dream 
which, he said, had always forerun something of moment in 
iis life. In the dream a ship under full sail bore down on him. 
At the time he spoke of it he was anticipating some good for- 
;une to befall him. He was anxious for his term of office to 
ie over, and he was eager for rest and peace. As the day wore 
on, the strong prescience of coming, change darkened into an 
impression of coming evil. He had what some men call fatal
ism; others, devotion to duty; and others, religious faith and 
prophecy. Therefore he went to the theater—the place to 
which he would rather not have gone.”

'Mr. David Homer Bates, in the Century Magazine, corrobo
rates what JÆr. Grook says about the President and his dreams.

It is a firm conviction of mine that certain men are guarded 
from birth—selected and raised up by the spiritual hierarchies 
of the heavens to initiate and direct.national movements, and 
Lincoln, a mediumistic sensitive, was one of these inspired men. 
Blessed be his memory. A signature freeing 4,000,000 slaves 
Would make any man immortal on earth. _

Are There Atheists? . , . » ► ’

,There are those who'do neft believe in the existence of Jeho
vah, the jealous tribal god of the Jews, but this does not con
stitute atheism. Lbelieye that .all ineii, under all skies, with 
¡fair cranial developments,;believe in some Mighty Presence, 
Power or Powers, superior to,themselves.

Huxley, in his “Physical Basis of Life,” says:— •

“Individually I am ho materialist^ but, on the contrary, be
lieve materialism to involve grave philosophical error.’’ He 
continues: '“Looking at the matter from th$ most rigid scien
tific view, the assumption that amhjst the myriads of worlds 
scattered through endless space there can be no intelligence 
as much greater than man’s as his is greater than a black 
beetle’s, no being endowed with powers of influencing the 
course of Natufe as much greater than his is greater than a 
snail’s, seems to nié not merely baseless, but impertinent. With
out stepping beyond the analogy of that which is known, it is

to people the cosmos with entities, ih an ascending scale 
up to Omnipresence and Omnipotence“

The earnest, able and eloquent ex-president of the N. S. A., 
Harrison D. Barrett, writes thus:—

“State éf New York,) : ' . ,
f )ss. ■

“County of Albany,) ’ . ~ ' -
“Oh this 8th day of November, 1907, personally «appearer 

befare me, a Notary Public, in and for the Coi&ty 'bf Albany 
and State of New .York, Edwin A. Doty, to me pefeppajly knownj 
who deposes and says that the above account as^writteh by him 
this day is true in every respect as to matters ¡pf fà'et.
“Subscribed and sworn to before meqn dateras above.

(Signed) “V. P.^DOUW LEE, Notary‘Public,
(Seal) - ~ : “Alban^fPo.^. Y.”
The above (testimony, recalls that years ago, ¿hiléolecturing 

in Washington, I attended several seances at the residence o: ' 
the Lauries. This gentleman, Mr. Laurie, was in government 
employ, and his daughter was an excellent pl^gic^j medium. 
By putting the tip of, her fingers upon‘the top-’of the' piano i; 
would rock and move about. L was credibly iîçbnffed in this 
residence that President Lincoln had attended some of these 
seances. - ’ ?.

And further, in Harper’sMagazineidr .September, Mr. W. H. 
Crook, of-Lincoln’s, personal bodyguard, telling of the day on 
which Lincoln was murdered, says:— ;;

“The President often spoke of the possibility of assassina
tion, but, with theexceptionof-the last,time, never-treated it 
seriously. On the morning of the fatal day, at a Cabinet meet-

(Ad vert tuemei) t.)

THE STORY
Of Your Life
New York Astrologer Perfects System 

by Which He Quickly Reads the 
Secret Characteristics and 

Lives of People Though 
Thousands of 

■ . Mijes Away.

Men ¿.>41 Women in All Walks of Life 
Receive Letters From This Great 

Astrologer in Which He^Ad- 
viscs Them on Im- X 

. portant Affairs, i

GFFBRS FREE REAPINGS TO ALL 
WHO-WHITE AND SEND 

DATE OF BIRTH.

. Mr, Albart Ppsteh author, lecturer 
and traveler,’Nias completed arrange
ments by. which he hopes to render a 
great service to-humanity. Thousands 
of men and women in all walks pf life 
are seeking the advieo of this eminent 
astrologer, and many voluntarily send 
thankful letters, *highly praising him 
fpr his kind and helpful services. The 
following are samples of letters re
ceived by Mr. Postel: .

William Payno Cole, of Grange, Md„ 
writes: “I do, Indeed, thank you for the 
grand work you have' done; things of 
which you spoke have already come to 
pass, I fee) that if I had bad this read
ing two years ago I would have been . 
better off to-day. May God bless you 
and your good work.”

From Allie Wardwell, Converse, Ind.,; 
”1 received my Horoscope and am well 
pleased with it.' You have a wonderful 
knowledge of human life; It is the best 
Horoscope I ever had. Please accept 
my thanks.”

While Mr. Postel is modest and unas
suming, it Is clearly seen by a glance at 
his features that he Is a man of keen 
Perception, open-hearted, generous, and' 
jus a kindly feeling toward humanity. 
The writer has received one of the read
ings similar to those which Mr. Postel 
is sending to all who write to him, in
dicating the month and year in which 
they were born, and it. is truly amazing 
how accurately he describes the life of 
an individual with only the date of 
birth and his superior knowledge of 
astfology to guide him.

If you wish a free reading sit down 
and write at once, stating the date of 3

“Scientific theism;is forging to the front despite the assaults 
of atheism, gross ignorance and purblipd self-conceit. ‘Demon
strated knowledge of life’ is a phrase of rare beauty and spir
ituality. Thomas Paine was not afraid of the word ‘God.’ He 
says, ‘Age of Reason,’ p. 26: ‘The word of God is the creation 
which we behold.’ On p. 29 he says: ‘I know that I did not 
make myself, yet I have existence............. Other things exist. 
. . . There is a power superior to all thèse things, and that 
power is God.’ ¿Good, sound sensei Thomas Paine was a deist, 
theist, a reverent believer in God. It takes men of little minds 
to assault Thomas Paine—men who believe théy made them- 
selvés—who believe in life beyond the grave, yet who dp not 
believe’in Life;' men wFo not only worship enlarged editions 
of themselyes, to make arrogant assumptions and to. proclaim 
their alleged superiority over their fellow men. Such men, to 
quote a Spiritualist orator of ten years ago, ‘are soaring in the 
sublimé .ooze of their own littleness,’ and are content to wallow 
in the.filth of ignorance.” ’

That brilliant and exalted spirit IMPERATOR, controlling 
Stainton Moses (M. A. Oxon) so long, says in the volume 
“Spirit Teachings”: ' -
“We in the heavenly life know nothing of that . cheerless 

futile nonsense'that denies the existence of God, whose pres
ence is everywhere, and whose laws of wisdom are palpable 
to all, even to the meanest comprehension. . . . We tell 
you of a loving, holy and pure God, a self-existent being, who 
governs and guides the universe by unchangeable law.”

God Found at Last.

Some twenty-five years ago I read in the old Religio-Philo- 
sophical Journal a series of able articles entitled “A Search 
After God.” They were thought-provoking, and portions of 
them were really brilliant. The search was not booked, how
ever, as a finality.

But Henry Harrison Brown.; formerly Capt. H. H. Brown, 
Spiritualist lectqrer, whom I once heard portray the truths and 
beauties of Spiritualism, has made such colossal strides as to 
not merely find God, but to literally become God. Listen to 
the following assertions and direct statements from his pen 
(with no accompanying modifications) appearing in the Denver 
(Col.) “Balance”:—
“Man is his owni creator. I was never controlled, for I am 

controller. I always was all that is. I am all. I am, and I 
.express that which I am. I am neither a petitioner nor a pen
sioner in the universe which I am. It is all God or all man, 
and it matters not which premise we reason from, for God and 
I are one. . . . Mind, soul and Spirit—I am all these. They 
are all, and wheré I am, they are. And there is naught be
side. ... I am eternity. . . . God and I are one, and 
I am the one. He is the affirmation of this latest century. . . . 
I need no-God to create me^ since God is me, and I am God.- 
God made himself Henry Harrison Brown. . . God is not 
in .fish and bird, for God IS fish and bird. . . . I do not pos
sess, but I am. As an expression of the one mind, I am always 
where I should be, and always what I should be. God, the 
unconscious, made itself self-conscious,' as me. . . . We will 
not close the book until the last human being has become anni
hilated. God made himself Henry Harrison Brown; can I, 
then, want,anything? As God, I am Life. Can God, as Life, 
need-anything to maintain Life? Can I, as God, lose my life? 
Thus Henry Htírrison Brown is but another name for life. 
Where God is, is. Life, .and God and I are one, and I am the 
one.” .

These staggering assertions constitute their own comment. 
I. will onjy venturously humbly, add that it is interesting to 
be informed that “God is not in fish'and bird,” but that “God 
is fish and bird;” and that “God made himself Henry Harrison 
Brown,” and the said Henry Harrison Brown “is always where 
he should.be and what he should be.”
-California is a magnificent State. It $rows not .only lemons, 

orangés and figs,.but a “God who is just what he should be.”- 
Evolutioh, farewel|! . ' '

- ' Sir William Crookes and thé Prize,

It is afirong the pleasant memories of my eventful life-that 
I attended two of William Crookes’ seances in the long ago 
past, and was honored with a seat at his table. - He has never 
denied his Spiritualism. It will be remembered, that he dis- 
covered Thallium"in 1861 and invented the radiometer, show
ing the force of light, in 1874. He was knighted for his scien
tific knowledge ànd'discoveries; in 1897. He recently discov
ered the process of attracting nitric acid from the atmosphere, 
which it is believed will soon be available for industrial and 
agricultural purposes, and may, it has been said; revolutionize' 
the industries of the world. See the following;, _

IQanUaued on gag» 84 ? ' r r -

your birth, and you will receive by re
turn mall your reading and a,cony of 
Mr. Posters Interesting booklet, entitled 
"Your Destiny'Foretold," Address your 
letter plainly to PosteL the Astrologer, 
Room 859, No. 126 West 34th st., New J 
York, N. Y. Xf you wish you may en
close IO cents (silver or stamps) to I 
pay postage and clerical work. How- 
•ever, the reading will be promptly sent, .. 
whether you enclose the 10 cents or not.

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so linger than any . 
other tvoewriter.

EKE M0NAB0H TYPEWRITER CO, 
BOO and 20fiWabMfi AvaM Cblcn,ro, HL

Books for the Holidays
“Evolution of the God und Christ 

Ideas.’ Hy Hudson Tuttle. Price 
$1.25.

“The Arcana of Spiritualism." By 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.25.

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena.’’ By Rev. I. K. 
Funk. Price $2.00.

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” . By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
bis son, Leopold Hamilton Myers. 
This is an Invaluable work on then 
subject of Spiritualism. Price $3.00.

“Harmonics of Evolution." By 
Florence Huntley. Volume 1 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.

“The Great Psychological Crime.’’, 
The Destructive Principle of Natures 
in Individual Life. Edited by Flor
ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har
monic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Great WorkJ.’ The Construct
ive Principle of Nature in Individual 
Life. By the author of “The Great 
Psychological Crime”. Vol. 3 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Drram Child.” By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 75 cents. ' 

From Dream to Vision of Life
By Lilian Whiting, Author of «The 

World Beautiful,” “The Spiritual Sig-
nlficanoe," “The 
etc.

Outlook Beautiful," i

This book finds its keynote in thei 
question asked by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury—"The -Life Beyondwhat, “ 
it it? What is its bearing on these pres^g 
ent working years?” To the discusslog,; 
of thia vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientifioj 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance whlch^Bas been remarked 
in "The Life Radiant" and some of het. 
other books. It is written with a ce$ 
tain Joyous vitality that communicate^, . 
itself to the reader In a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price 
|1.00 net.

8WIiikt>^^
.. “We Ara Pissing But Once ThU Way.'-’ Soni1 
and retrain, by P. a Hudson; pries. 85 cents. ** 

"SaUsfled." A reverie. By A. J Marham.?
Price 25 cento.

■■The Light of Reason." English and German 
worts; sung to the tune of "Lead, Kindly 
Light " Price 25 Cents. '

FATE-MASTERED.

Ahd Destiny ' Fulfilled, 
Colville.

By W. J.

'A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
In heavy white covet with'caLiall 
decoration. '

• Contents:. Fate Mastered. Interloj 
Force. ■ Its -Practical; Nvdlutiorf, 
Thought as a Shield. ¿The Human 
Aura. For sale at this office. Pries 
SO cents. - ,

should.be
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
PuMUbcd Every Saturday at 40 Loofuls Strwt 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
Entertd at tha Chicago Fcstolllca aa Stcwl-Clm Nattai

TIDHMS OF SUBSCRIPTION)
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REMITTANCES;
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
pr New York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letter 
to J, R. FRANCIS, 4Û Loomis 1UNet> 
Chicago, XXL /'

TAKE -
At the expiration' nt* iubneriptlon, It 

. not renewed, the paper . » discon
tinued. Nd bille will be sent for 
extra numbers. : ■ :

It you do not receive your paper 
promptly, 'write us, and any- errors 
ip address will be promptly-corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied-gratis.

‘Whenever’.you desire the addresa ot 
your, paper changed,. always give the 

■ address of the place to which it has 
: been 'going or the change cannot be

made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The ProgreMtve Thinker 

per year to torelgn countries Is 43.
twnrw».«iliTnii ,» nw n. we—n—»» 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1007.

WORDS . OF CAUTION.
You 'should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
.safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal -order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL,

The POSTAGE op papers lias been 
Increased to all Gio British posses
sions on this continent. Ou a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE’ 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle.' Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Collection. •
In our issue.of last week there was 

an important omission, in the article 
headed, "For Scholars and Thinkers.’’^ 
At the close of the last paragraph in 
capitals, 4th page 2d .column; oinit 
"Under,” etc., and add:

John Potter, D.D., Archbishop of 
Canterbury, in his account' of the> 
Grecian religions and its festivals in 
honor of different demi-gods, pub
lished in hia Grecian Antiquities in

■' 1697, a copy ot a later edition Is 
before us, says, In substance:

There was a festival in honor of 
Bacchus, where eating raw flesh and 
drinking the riilood of the sacrificed 
victim was required." He adds:

“The Eleusinian Mysteries were 
transplanted to Rome by the Emper
or Adrian.” This was sometime near 
the close of the first century of our 
era.

Now remember, Jes was one of the 
many Grecian names applied to Bac
chus, the God of the vine, which 
literally transforms water into wine, 
by one of Nature's miracles.

The transference of Bacchus’ flesh 
eating and blood drinking festival to 
Route occurred about the close of the 
first century pf our era, when the 

' Grecian name Jes was Latinized by 
the addition of the Latin terminal us, 
forming the name Jedus, which our 
erudite Christian scholars, to deceive 
the unlearned and unsuspecting, claim
to have been the Anglicizing 
Joshua.

Electric Theory Demonstrated.
A balloon was recently sent up

of

by
Prof. Rotcb, of Blue Hill Observa
tory, near Boston. It contained a self- 
registering Fahrenheit thermometer. 
!At a height of 46,680 feet, nine miles, 
the balloon exploded, and the ther
mometer descended in a parachute, 
and registered 1U degrees below zero.

Singular) is it not, accepting the 
common theory, the nearer we ap
proach the sun the colder the tem
perature.

Some one recently urged the 4'8‘ 
play of what may be called fireworks 
with seeming flame belching from the 
sun, as evidence that it Is a man ot 
fire? Is not the same phenomenon, in 
a lesser degree, common In our north
ern skies? ’the aurora of the upper 
atmosphere is an electric display with 
us, as it doubtless Is with the sun, 
and Instead of proving that great 
luminary Is a heated body, it seems 
to demonstrate the electric theory of 
light and heat by friction In its rapid
flight through the atmosphere’ to 
caiÿh.

the

|" What Else is Expected?
Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, at Sinai Tem

ple ot this city, the other Sunday, 
(J said naughty things about the clergy 

. to his morning discourse. He de
clared, “Religion is served a la made 
these days; that the ministers spend 
most of their leisure having a -pleas
ant time at religious gatherings; that 
hè is ever at the call 'of Mr. Money 
Bags, and all the little Money Bags. 
,What they wish we must do. Lobb of 
a job is thé .penalty for neglect The 
principal work of the pastor now-a- 
days is. to officiate at weddings, and 
say nice things at funerals." _ . . 
'! Well, since he has ceased to blow up 
the fires of béll. and hurl billingsgate 
at the Devil what does ' the' good 
Rabbi expect of an orthodox preacher?

To Scholars and Thinker», Continued.
It is u fact that Paul, who lived 

and was In active life 64 years befoie 
the birth of Jesus, and 97 years be
fore his alleged crucifixion, while Are- 
tas was on the throne of Damascus 
—See 2 Cor. 11:32—and In 1 Cor. 
10:23 to 26, wrote as freely of the 
Eucharist, otherwise Lord’s Supper, 
as has any subsequent writer. Then 
the word (Eucharist, a Greek name, 

! applied more than thirteen hundred 
years before the commencement of 
the Christian era to human sacrifices 
made to a Grecian Goddess, with eat
ing of the flesh and drinking of the 
blood of the sacrificed victim, after 
the manner Jesus directed his disci
ples to do with his body and blood, 
a rite claimed to have been founded 
on the qve of that crucifixion. Just i 
as mentioned by Paul and In the Gos- 
pels, raises a violent presumption that 
the-latter. Is a rite stolen from the 
Eleusinian Mysteries, And. though

• “bread and wine" are mentioned -by 
; pretendedly early Christian writers as 
1 symbols ot the flesh and blood of the

dear Jesus, saprificed to Gbd for the 
sins of .the world, yet they prove, 
as we shall show further on, to be 

-only modern substitutes for the flesh 
1 'and blood formerly used on like oc

casions, as related in Grecian history.
Criminals are usually-detected by 

some trifling clue, which leads the 
way to the arrest, conviction and pun
ishment ot the offender. ■ A case is 
recalled which came under mir per
sonal observation, wherein three per
sons were convicted pf a burglary, the 
stolen goods and money ‘wese recov
ered, and the culprits were made to 
do service to the State for a term 
of years, the entire evidence, to be
gin with, restlug on a button which 
was accidentally torn from an over
coat while one ot the guilty party 
was making his escape from the build
ing. • ’ \ . • •

Our currency furnishes a multitude 
of illustrations of the seeming impos
sibility of perfect imitation in the 
engraver's art,'in consequence of 
which, in the' days of State banks, 
counterfeits were known. One'case- 
•will serve as an, example; for the 
notes of all the- best banks were 
qufckly-counterfeited. The five dollar 
bills of a bank in Cincinnati were per-' 
fectly Imitated, save two tt’s were 
used in spelling Cincinnati. That 
single -trifling, error was quickly 
known to the business world, and the 
fraudulent circulation was soon lim
ited to the rural districts.

The late Hon. A. Bl Richmond, of 
Pennsylvania, was for many years a 
very successful prosecuting attorney 
of Crawford county. In his “Leaves 
from the Diary of an Old Lawyer,” 
an account is given of a conviction 
of a burglar, the'principal evidence: 
a thread In a bolt of cotton fabric 
which was carried away and found 
in the possession of the defendants. 
A piece detached from the roll be
fore the burglary was committed 
showed, when examined under a mi
croscope, it was torn frhm the stolen 
bolt. The jury found the defendants 
guilty and gave them-a term In the 
penitentiary.. Only a thread between 
the prisoners and liberty. (

Son^e 16 to 18 yeai^ ago a party ( 
was on trial in California for forgery. 
He had claimed one of thdse princely 
grants of public domain from Mexico, 
before the territory was ceded to the 
United States. The area claimed was

clam, wlibse turbid and bitter waters, 
lashed into foam by priestly guile, 
have circled the globe. Besides civil 
authority it has drawn,to Its aid all 
the unseen forces of Nature, aided 
by imaginary purgatorial fires, an 
endless hell, with a frowning God to 
execute its sovereign will. Estates 
have been confiscated, families ruined, 
their protectors burned at the «take 
for heresy. Books hflvo been forged 
and Interpolated, libraries destroyed, 

■ all have been- aids to the develop
ment of this great?sea whose desolaf 
Ing waves have left no country undis
turbed. .

But Argus ha^ a hundred eyes,And' 
only two were allowed to .sleep at 
one time,. >

-Now, good reader, ad we were near- 
Ing the close of last week’s article, 
“To the Thoughtful,” we opened the 
"Encyclopedia of Religious Knowl
edge,’-’- a work presumed toxje; In 
every' clergyman’s library, when, in 
an article under the head ot “Church 
Grdek,” the eye accidentally fell on i 
the statement; that in A. Di 1064, 
there arose a bitter contest between 
the Greek and Latin Christians; the 
West headed by the Pope; the Bast 
by ! the Patriarchs., Photius, at the' 
head of the latter, charged the,Ro
mans -with haviqg made arbitrary ad
ditions to the creed, altering church 
usages, and the assumption of the 
Pope as the sovereign of all Chris
tendom, Now, quoting verbatim:

“Michael Cerularius. added to the 
charge 6f Phptius against the Latins, 
an accusation- of heresy in 1Q54, on 

’ account of their use of' unleavened 
bread at their cOupnunlon, AND OF 
TUB; BLOOD, OF ANIMALS THAT- 
HAD DIED BY STRANGULATION, 
as well as an account of the immoral
ity of the Latin clergy."

Though, the words “bread and 
wine” have been falsely injected into 
all accounts, of the .communion ser- . 
vices by the copyists and. interpo-
lators o/ early- Christian writing,sthia 
quotation exposes the fraud, that the 
.communion cup was originally filled 
with real animal blood by both the 
Latins and Greeks, and continued in 
use till so late as 1054.'' And Itdden- j 
tlfies the Eucharistic festival of Chris
tians with the ’Eleusinian Mysteries.^*
of Greece, and develops one 6f those 
“mountain streams” -from which 
Christiana probably derived their bap
tism, ttelr holy water, their festival 
of' th'e Lord’s Suppe^; -clues tar 
greater than the .button; the adding 
of an extra letter by the counterfeiter; 
the defective thread in the warp run
ning all tlie way through the bolt; 
and the difficulty, ot uncovering .the 
foot-prints of the ecclesiastical ras
cals who committed the church 
frauds, and in' a small way Is more 
largely exemplified in the case of the 
land.grant.

Instead of stealing from one source, 
the fathers of the church frauds made 
drafts in every direction, and all were 
merged Into a common system, which 
has been doing service for probably 
a thousand years. Clues are being 
rapidly discovered, by which the en
tire fabrication will be ultimately ex
posed, and finally crushed, notwith
standing they are filling the ^6rld 
with 'Bibles, which is being used as 
the organ ot those frauds, pad, with 
the aid of disguised hypnotism, are, 
seemingly, rapidly magnifying their 
numbers.
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is the title of our new 
Premium Book, 

and wp wish to GIR
DLE the whole globe 
with it. It is sent out 
to all subscribers for 

25 CENTS - 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription . < 
for The Progressive 
Thinker—practically a 
GIFT, as we hhve to 
pay the postage and 
expense ot mailing.

Send for it. 5 :

Spirit Return Manifested in Various W-
<?AI’TAJN’S DREAM WAS TRUE.

Foretold Tug Disaster—-Captain of the 
Harrison Saw Fatal Race Between 

’, Tugs in. a Dream, and Told Story 
to the Crew. ; ■

- T--------

THE N. S. A. GRATITUDE
A Comprehensivo Statement by the 

Secretary, —

I am pleased with the wide-spread 
Interest takeq. In Gratitude Day, as 
appointed by the N. S. A. Its first 
observance was held on Sunday, No
vember 24.’ The call was made for 
a collection that date in aid of the 
Mediums’ Relief Fund, Circular let
ters were sent’to most all societies 
through their officers. Perhaps some 
official names were, not correct, and 
the societies did not receive the re
quest- That omission, should be'rem
edied by having the N. S. A. secre
tary accurately Informed of such 
officials. - If you are not an auxiliary 
to the N, S. A., we want your names 
Just the same. And we want your 
help, too, All can help, if they will. 
Thero are some helping all the timé, 
and others helping occasionally, and 

. some, help never.
I We want to see all helpers all of 
j the time; and we want the N. 8. A. 
- to be such a helper!

The Mediums’ Relief Fund Is doing 
great good for several needy persons. 
There are others applying for assist
ance, and we want an adequate fund. 
We hope for a grand rally on Grati
tude Day, for that fund. Only a com
parative few of the societies and Spir
itualists in the United States have 
responded to the call. And that call 
was put before all in the Spiritualist 
papers, in several issues, by the great 
generosity of the editors. The re
sponse is feeble compared to the need, 
and not very complimentary compared 
to the number of Spiritualists and 
societies. But we expect to hear from 
many others yet. Some could not 
take the collection on the day ap
pointed, and there is no objection to 
getting the eame at any time.

I report about three hundred dol
lars, so far, as^the remittances re
ceived in response to the call. We

EXTRAORDINARY
MANIFESTATIONS, ■

large enough for a European empire. 
While an action was pending in a 
United States court to establish the 
claim, it came out in evidence that a 
syndicate, representing great wealth, 
furnished the finances to defend the 
false title; that agents had visited 
Spain; had secured a counterfeit of 
the Great Seal of that kingdom, with 
which forged grants were authenti
cated; that the same thing had been 
done by forged extracts from Mexi
can records, to which the simulated 
seal oUthat country had been affixed.

The United States government, wltp 
all Its vast resources, and great legal 
ability, consumed several years in 
heading off this imperial fraud, and,, 
finally, in punishing the scheming 
criminal, who, if still living, is serv
ing the State as prisoner.

With all these facts in mind, then, 
recall the additional one, that the 
present ecclesiastical power which had 
by artifice gained civil control co
extensive with civilization, set out to 
reconstruct the pagan religion. Su
preme in authority, with command Of 
every avenue of governmental manage
ment, both as regards legislation and 
punishment for violation ot official de- 

I crees; the prison, the dungeon, the 
| torture chamber, the stake and fire- 
i brand as instruments of punishment;
It win readily be seeiffow easy the 
task of drawing upon every source' 
of knowledge tn reconstructing the 
new.faith, and how difficult to expose 
that villainy.

• The learned George Heber, author, 
of a “History of thd • Therapeutae,” 
well expressed the Idea on p. 40, 
when he said:

“Like the source ot some river, 
often traced to, a fountain rill, or 
the oozing Waters of a morass, so 
the beginning of the church, or 
churches ot bur day, is to be looked 
for to some obscure corner of his- 
tory, covered by the debris of ages."

For 30 years this writer has dili
gently fought to find the riB, the 
mountain stream, the waters of the 
morass, which, united in their flow, 
formed th» mighty tea of EccleslasU-

DRUNK—NOT RESPONSIBLE!

St. Catherines, Nov. 29.—In-connec
tion wrtlTijje loss of the tug Escort, 
the following et^ry is related by a 
Port Colbome man:—

“On- the .nightj, before the tragedy, 
,and whlle Cipt.JHovey, of the Ben 
Harrison, '(Was steeping, he had a 
dream. XMiis slgep he saw two tugs 

‘ coming out'of the night and, toward 
I his barge. * Streams of fire shot from 
either stack, andi sparks floated sky
ward.' Leader ^qd . louder grew the 
roar of thg exhausting steam, as the 
racers neardd thefr goal, the lake sur
face alighfc.ijrithltho fires from the 
boat's thrqbbing furnaces. The.Aa- 
chfnery sla'cltened as the phantoms 
of the night'dame alongside. For an 
insttot the two boats ran close to the 
barge’s rail, but in a twinkling of an 
eye one boat disappeared. The Cap
tain ran to the bow and sings out: 
‘she's gone to the bottom.’ Slowly the 
second phantom boat passed out of 
Bight. .

Told Next Morning.
“AH of this the captain told to his 

mates at. breakfast on the morning 
of the fatality, gave the graphic de
tails as above, and so impressed .with 
the story were his- mates that when 
the two tugs actually did appear that 
evening with -fire leaping from their 
stacks, members of the crew sang out: 
‘Here come your fiery smokestacks, 
captain!’”—Toronto Evening Tele
gram, Nov. 29.

melancholy face of her old friend 
Lambert,

With a scream Mrs. Rust fell in a 
taint.

Neighbors came flocking when the 
news spread.

The picture has been viewed by 
hundreds, including Edward Lam
bert, the old man’s son. Al) agree 
that the picture,* in a general 'way, 
strongly resembles the old man.— 
Cleveland Press. '

SEES HEAVEN IN SLEEP.

I oung Man, Victim of Strange Trance, 
Tells of Visit to Realm Above.

I Physicians and psychologists are 
greatly interested in the case of Ed
ward Shea, a well-known young man 
of Montclair, N. J., who has been in 
a trance for ten days. Shea, who is 
29 years old and resides with his 
father, went to sleep November 26 
and since that time he has been un
conscious except at short Intervals. 
When he awakens, young Shea, in a 
strange voice, tells the members ot 
the family, who are constantly watch
ing at hiß bedside, that he has been 
to heaven and talked with many of 
bis relatives and friends there.

For two days Shea remained un
conscious. Then he awoke and told 
a strange tale about going to heaven 
and meeting his mother, who died a 
year ago. She said his mother had 
spoken to him of her great happi
ness and sent messages to various 
members ot the family, which he de
livered in phraseology that all recog
nized as typical of her.

A GOLDEN SHEAF NOW READY.

I are very grateful, and the response 
has come in small amounts from many 
societies, from one dollar to twenty
eight. Our gratitude is great, as your 
national officers, and we feel surp that 
next year Gratitude Day will be a 
great testimonial to the spirit helpers 
and their mediums.-

And now, let us rally to the in
crease of the -General Fund and En
dowment Fund, each so necessary to 
the usefulness of the- N. 8. A, for 
funds.

The public cannot appreciate the 
need of the N. S. A. for funds.

It is too often very hypercritical. 
The Goff will case, alone, is taxing 
our treasury, and we must win that 
it-money cun do it, for a great prin
ciple involving the rights of Spiritual
ists is at stake, and the estate as 
willed to Spiritualists should 'be so 
devoted.

Defense of as well as protection of 
Mediums needs funds for such.

Printed matter is in constant de
mand for diffusion, and is sent forth 
freely. Postage account at head
quarters to attend to public requests, 
is no small tax. There is work in 
plenty at this office, but we are will
ing to take on all that comes.

The Endowment Fund will grow 
slowly, and after a while each Spir
itualist will awaken to the fact that 
such a fund means perpetual pros
perity. Rally to it and to the N. S. 
A., and you rally to the interest of 
Spiritualism before the world.
us al!

600

Not 
learn,

be grateful.
GEORGE W. KATES,

Secretary N. 
Penna. Ave., S.-E., 

Washington, D.

one society, as far as

S.

C.

Let

A.

we can
in Chicago, has expressed any 

’GRATITUDE" In the direction indl-
rated by Mr. Kates. Will the various 
secretaries, presidents, or mediums, 
inform us why it is that- there was
no expression of ‘‘GRATITUDE’’ 
November 24th, either in words 
deeds?—Editor.

SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT.

on 
or

Instructive Home Circle Experiences.
A municipal judge of Chicago has I 

decided a peculiar case In 'a very 
peculiar manner. As stated in the 
Record-Herald:

"A white girl was asleep in her 
room.

“A negro entered, brutally choked 
her, and was prevented from commit
ting any further crime when fright
ened away.

“In court the negro admitted the 
assault, but pleaded that he had been 
Intoxioâted at the time.

“The court promptly discharged the 
prisoner, holding that he bad not been 
responsible for his action, and failed 
even to rebuke or fiife him for in
toxication.” <

In accordance with this decision, it 
would seem that all that wpjild be 
needed to clear a burglar or t|ie per
petrator of any other species of crim- ' 
Inal deviltry, from “responsibility” 
for his crime, would be to load him
self up beforehand with whiskey un
til he became jolly drunk—and the 
'judge would discharge him scot tree. 
A v.ery satisfactory and helpful, de
cision—to the criminal class. Blit 
how eboul their victims?-

One wonders whether. the decision 
would have been just the same, if 
the girl had been the Judge's own 
daughter. ' 1

EXPLANATORY.

Prof. J. H. Hyslop Corrects » Mistake.

To the Editor:—A friend has called 
iny attention to the statement of Mr. 
.Harrison D. Barretfin The Progrea- 
síve Thlnker. thát I had received 

1 through Mrs.* Pepper-Vánderbllt 'in
dubitable proofs of the continuity ot 
life'beyond* the grave," and I write 
to say that Mr. Barrett Is. entirely 
mistaken about the- matter. I have 
never received one iota of evidence 
or proof from that I was
willing at one Umej®5®Sk experi
ments .with her, bur$j^^^^pd not 
permit me to "do bo. AWÍ®g«tly Mr. 

■ Barrett has confused my work with 
Mre. Piper with-Mrs. Pepper,, a mis
take which seems to have been, made 
by very many people. I have never 
had the experiments that would jus
tify an opinion regarding Mrt. Pep
per, and do not expect tot have.

JASIES H. HYSLOP.
519 W. 149th St., New York. ¿
The will of man is by his reason 

swayed?—Shakspoare, j

OCCULT WARNING 
RESCUES LIVES.

Swltchinap Stops Train Without Any 
Reason—A Moment Later the Crew 
Found a Washout Had Removed 30 
Feet of Track Just Ahead of the 
Pilot—Also Saved Fast Passenger 
Train—Felt Cold Chill of Appre
hension.

Tacoma, Wash., Nov. 27.—Instinct
ively obeying what he now firmly be
lieves was a danger signal from the 
occult world, Edward Trew, a North
ern Pacific switchman, signaled a 
freight engine to stop last night as 
it was speeding through the yards of 
South Tacoma. It was learned a 
moment later t|iat a few yards'ahead 
of the halted pilot was a washout 
over 30 feet long. Undoubtedly the 
action of the switchman saved the 
crew and thè-; train from death and 
destruction. ’ '

They were riding on the pilot when, 
he states, he suddenly felt a\ chilly 
wave of apprehension sweep over 
him. He Immediately signaled to the 
engineer to stop. His discovery prob
ably saved thè Portland-Seattle train 
whlfch was due on the spot a few min
utes later.—La, grande Weekly Ob
server. 'ic .a-. . __

■SPIRIT PHÖTO >OF OLD MAN \)N 
riKERCHIEF.

. _____ .
Dead': Eton Said He Would 

tier Death. ", *

A-message front the dead under the 
most dramatic circumstances Imagin
able Is what Mrs. Jennie M. Rust, of 
Owosso, MKh., believes she has re-' 
celved; Thift message is in the shape 
of the picture of. an aged man in 
whose home'she had been living.

• The manfSWhose spirit picture ap
peared to hw wag: Osber D, Lambert, 
70, who died, in^etoskey, November 
3. Lambert's hobby was the immor
tality of the soul; and he frequently 
declared to Mrs. Rust that he wquld 
reappear to he?'after his death.

The day of the funeral, when she 
was ironing, she and her. sister-in- 
law were discussing Lambert’s oft- 
repeated, statement that ie would re
appear. . '

“Well, Uncle Os hasn't showed up 
yet,” Mrs. Rust had just finished say
ing, when suddenly there appeared, 
-dimly outlined: On the handkerchief 
aha was pressing,. the full-bearded, -

To those who generouslr responded 
to our announcement that we would 
take the occasion of our 50tli anni
versary to publish ,a commemorative 
volume, we are now able to say that 
it is ready for delivery. It has been 
somewhat delayed by our desire to 
have it as attractive as printer's and 
binder’s art can make it for the 
price. ,

The large page and condensed form 
have allowed of nearly one-third more 
matter than was at first intended. In
stead of one song with music, three 
have been Inserted, the music by Prof. 

। Felix Schelling, ot Lacarno, Switzer- 
I land, and James G. Clark. There are 
। seven full-page engravings. The bind
ing is purple silk, embossed with a 
golden sheaf, with gilt top.

The price, $1.00, was not intended 
to include postage, 10 cents, but some 
subscribers seem to have understood 
differently, and as the cost of the 
book has been so great we are almost 
Compelled to ask for this additional, 
but leave the matter with the sub
scribers, who may do as they think is 
right.

So many'subscribers have requested 
the privilege of duplicating their or
ders hfter seeing the book, that a few 
extra, copies have been added to the 
edition, and these will be sent to 
those who first order.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Marble Bible.
in 1867 Mindon-min, king ot-Bur- 

ma, erected a monument near Manda
lay, (Ailed the Kutho-daw. There he 
built 70$ temples, itf each of which 
there Is a slab of white marble. Upon 
these ■'7 00 slabs Is engraved the whole 
of-the Buddhist Bible, a vast litera
ture in itself, equal to about six cop
ies of the Holy Scriptures. This mar
ble Bible Is engraved In the Pali lan
guage, thought to ba that spoken by 
Buddha himself 600 B. C,

I Things unknown are the true scope 
of imposture and legerdemain; • » 
'' We live in a world which is fall of

I mise'ry .and ignorance, and th? plain 
: duty pl each of us is to make the little 
corner he can Influence somewhat less 
ignorant • • ’ If wife and
child, the name and. fame, were all 
lost to me, one after another, still I 
would not lie. The most sacred act 
of a man’s life is to say and to feel, 
"I believe such and such to be true.— 
Suxler-

I once was taking aim at some 
antelope in Kansas, when a com
panion shot at a passing crow and 
scared the larger game. Many ‘‘guns 
of doctrine” have been loaded to thft 
muzzle and. valuable time wasted 
shooting crow.

‘Seek ye first the kingdom of God 
and his righteousness, and all these 
things shall be added unto you.”

‘‘The kingdom of God is within.” 
Man can so develop his spiritual na-
ture that ha feels Invincible, inspira
tion,' illumination, peace, power, 
health and a sense
Divinity, a heaven

of oneness with 
here and now—

eternal riches, the greatest possible
goal! This Is the key to tbo cure
of greed, Selfishness, and all the 
wrongs in society. It makes me feel 
that all trials, mistakes, and aven our 
sins, are stepping-stones for our good. 
It produces excellent conditions for 
spiritual communion, and enables one 
to forget wrongs and think of the 
good.

Would it not advance o<lr civiliza
tion if men would cease shooting 
crow, and cast all dead theological 
crows into the sea and each develop 
the finer forces witBin? It might be 
named “Desirable Citizens' League," 
with the creed, “Believe what you 
please."

In our home circle recently we wpre 
very much surprised at a statement 
made by the control, as follows:

“Friends, we baye met with new 
obstacles In our work. There are 
many wicked, lying spirits who once 
lived on your earth, and who have 
no desire to progress; who see a 
chance to reach earth through this 
wonderful medium. It requires all 
out forces to keep them back. Sit 
only at times stated, and each Cóme 
in a prayerful attitude, and have 
more singing, which will help ha In 
thé premises.”

This explains how fake communi
cations are sometimes given where 
undeveloped spirits succeed in break
ing through the Unes.

At the next meeting we compiled 
with the "request and felt the forces 
for good with such power aS never 
before experienced. - ,

W/H. ANDREWS.
Pension Bureau, Washington, D. Ci

•---- -------- ♦Lk.------ „
"To make war with those who^trade 

' with ns. Is like setting a bull-dog 
oncustomer at the .shop door.’.’-— 
Thomas Paine, tn Crisis. -

The only-time when a person Is too 
old to learn Is when he Is on his 
death bed.—Woman’s Dally,

, Further Particulars in Regard to tiw 
• Phenomena Produced-Tiyqugh thn 
»Mediumship of a Little Girl at Ft.
Worth, Texas, 

i' ■ ’ ----- - ■ ■ •
To the Editor:-—Your welcome let

ter just received, concerning our lit
tle daughter Helen find -the 'Spirit 
manifestations given ip her .presence.

Mr. Douglas and his friends called 
on.us a few days, ago, saying they 
were advised! to do' bo by an acquaint
ance ot their’a In Wichita, Kah., to 
witness the phenomena given in the 
presence of our little girl. She has a 
gift, or, as far as we know, was born 
with the psychic power of seeing spir
itual beings, objects and things, by 
and through the spiritual sensoyium. 
We have never had her sit for devel
opment, or given her any instructions " 
on the subject. Besides her clairvoy
ant power, she has another /phase of 
the phenomena that we are ^t a loss 
to name, account for, or comprehend. 
We take a double clothes bar that 
opens in a V shape. In,that we put ( 
a little old stand-table, and ‘on that > 
we put an auto-harp and a little, string 
of Bjeighbells. Then we wrap a strip 
or shoot of cloth around the bare, 
which conceals the little table, harp 
and bells from view. We- then plhce 
another small stand in front 'of-the 
little cabinet we have arranged, and 
little Helen sits by this outside table 
alone, no one being nearer than eight 
or ten feet. Immediately the harp 1b - 
played very loud, and can be heard 
in other rooms^-and the bells are 
ringing at the same time.

Various other things are done at 
her request, in the cabinet. /Some un
known force will wave-Tir shake the 
cloth that Is wrapped around the bars, 
the same as though some person was 
in there doing It. Then, at her re
quest some power will pick up the 

I cabinet bars and table, move them 
around, and put the harp and bells 
out of the cabinet.

We often tie her feet together with 
a strip of cloth very tight, in . hard 
knots, and they are -always untied, 
while she sits there almost motionless, 
by some power unknown to us. All 
this is always GIVEN IN A BRIGHT 
LIGHT.

We are conjident there are many 
other phenomenal tests that might be 
given through her mediumship, but 
she is so young that we do not ask 
her to subject herself to anything ex
cept in a simple way.

We have often been asked to allow 
her to appear in public, but we always 
refuse. She has a Guide, “Bjg Buck,” 
the disembodied spirit of an old In-' 
dian chief, who, she says, always 
guides and guards her from all for
eign and bad influence.

So far, with all the sittings we 
have ever had with her, we have 
never had the least interference 6f 
any bad influence.

Helen’s older brother, Lee, Is also 
a clairvoyant, possesssiug most won
derful psychic power, and is often 
under trance control. Their mother 
is also a trance/medium.

We never have anything to do with 
“fortune telling."

We claim nothing except Bible Spir
itualism. Helen and her brother Lea. 
are members of the Presbyterian ■ 
church, and it is a wonder to their 
pastor and Sunday school teacher 
how easily they learn and comprehend 
the Bible. I

One thing more about Helen: Ap 
most every day when we are all at 
our dinner table the spirits of our 
departed friends come and rap loud 
on our table, and answer all ques
tions we ask.

We formerly lived In Buffalo, N. Y. 
The last five years we have lived in 
Wichita, Kan. At Wichita a great 
many people at different times came 
to our house at the noon hour, ex
pressly to witness the phenomena that 
always took place at our dinner table.

We have only been living in Fort 
Worth about three months, and have 
not yet formed many acquaintances. 
We take great pleasure in our home 
circles, for we know positively that 
all we get is truly genuine.

E. R. NORCROSS.
709 Broadway, Fort Worth, Texas.

"GOING DOWN."

Man may be a millionaire or share the 
peasant’s fa to;

He may swell up with ambition, greed 
and egotism—wait;—

He may be an orator, an actor or a 
clown;

But soon comes Time with cycle sharp
—just calling—“Going Down!”

He may lie a kind of Savior, with the 
key to Paradise;

Or a preacher, or a lawyer, with a lot 
of cheap advice;

He may be a mighty monarch, with 
a scepter and a crown,

All the same, he’ll hear the Reaper 
kindly calling—“Going Down!”

He may be a sun-kissed Cow-Boy, or 
an honored^Presldent;

He may be a “goody-goody” ora wag 
on mischief bent;

He may be a mighty warrior, or ,a
But

She

She

She

mayor of a town, 
some day he’ll meet, the Reaper 
loudly calling—“Going Down!”
may be a jewelled damsel, or a 
girl of poverty;
may be a pure young mother, or 
a fallen woman be;
may be a truthful mother, or a 
shrew whom all would drown;

But the same old patient Reaper will 
be calllrife—“Going Down!” .

She may be a city beauty, or a beggar 
of the street;

She may be a real Countess, with men 
bowing at her feet;

She may rule a mighty kingdom, wear 
a bright robe and a crown, 

But that pleasant-faced old Reaper 
will be calling—“Going Down!”

It is sometime such a pleasure to be 
watching brother man,

Who has raised-himself to thinking 
there Is naught can foil his plan;

Who is lording over others with a 
vain, sarcastic frown, - .-: 

Just to hear that dear old Reaper 
calmly calling—“Going Down!? 

DR T. WILKINS.

On earth dlsoordl 'A gloonyy Heav- 
en above opening its jealous gates to 
the niueteen-thousandth part ot' the ■ 
tube of mankind! And below- an In- , 
exorable Hell expanding Its levin- ' 
than jaws for the vast residue: of 
mortals! O doctrine comfortable and 
healing to the weary wounded soul of 
man.—Robert Burns,
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In Touch With the Spirit World
IT IS WONDERFUL HOW CLOSELY IN TOUCH MOR

TALS ARE WITH THE SPIRIT REALMS—NO LESS SO 
OUTSIDE OF THE RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM THAN ON 
THE INSIDE THEREOF. IN DREAMS. IN VISIONS, AND 
IN A GREAT MANY OTHER WAYS MORTALS COME IN 
TOUCH WITH SPIRITS'AND OBTAIN INFORMATION 
THEY COULD NOT OTHERWISE POSSIBLY ACQUIRE, 
AS ILLUSTRATED IN THE ANNALS OF PSYCHIC SCI
ENCE, PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND, AND WHICH WE RE
PRODUCE BELOW. AND WHICH WILL BE READ WITH 
GREAT INTEREST. ‘ /

no social association with Ins journey; AVe heard of his in
tention to go on July 21st, so that both the above statements 

the script were antecedent to any knowledge ot mine, as his 
plans had not been long discussed and were wholly unknown 
to us till July 1st/’ (Mi’s. A. Verrail, "On a Series ot Auto
matic Writing.” in Proceedings ot the b.P.B.. Vol. XX., pp. 
327-8.) - ' < . •

I take the next example concerning a prediction as to the 
result of some races, from Florence Marryat s Book ‘-‘iheie is 
no Death.-' :

"It is one of the commonest remarks; made by stupid peo-
pie. ‘If the spirits know anything, let them tell me the name 
of the winner of the Derby, and then I will believe them,’ etc. 
I was speaking of this once to ’Dewdrop’ . -. . , and she 

We could tell if we chose, but we are not allowed to 
do so. If Spiritualism was generally used for such- things; all 
the world would rush to it m order to cheat oae another. But

Silici

SYMBOLISM AJfD METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

By EBNEST BOZZANO.

Premonitory Symbolism. .
' Oases XII., XIH.. XIV..—rThese were collected by Myers and 
published in his important work on the Subliminal Conscious 
ness (Proceedings of the S.P.R., Vol. XL, pp. 580, 577), Ilie 
percipient. Lady Q—, was personally known to Myers. _

1st Case —Lady Q—relates that, in the year, 1887, she heard 
that her mother was very ill; she then continues.
“But one night I dreamt a dream, which, though very 

impressive, was somewhat confused, about my mothei seated, 
in a carriage full of flowers. I remembered the symbolism, 
«■nd I felt assured that my mother was dead or dying. I men 
tioned the dream to my husband and prepared for an imme
diate summons, which came directly afterward. Having all 
preparations already made. I left immediately and arrived in 
time to see mv mother die.” , ✓

2d Case—“The second dream to which I have alluded was 
as follows: In 18—1 saw a genieman, whom I knew, lying 
dead m*a red coat on an open field with snow on the ground. 
Beside hi© knelt his mother, who was alive and well at the 
time of the dream. I tried to approach and speak to her, 
but she said. ‘Don't touch me. I have come tor him.’ I under-, 
stood that she had died before him, Iwo years later this 
lady did m fact die. and in two years more her son was killed, 
just as I Saw him lying, in a scarlet coat. There was, of 
course, no snow on the ground, as it was late in spring, so I 
fancy that the snow may have been symbolical. . . • 

: 3d Case—“’My father died when I was a child; m^ mother 
married again, and I went to live with an uncle, who became 
like a father to me. In the spring of 1882 I dreamt that my sis
ter and I were sitting in my uncle s drawing-room. In my 
dream it was a brilliant spring day. and from the window we 

^saw saw quantities of flowers in the garden, many more than 
(were in fact to be seefi from that window. But over the.garden 
there lay a thin covering of snow. I knew in my dream that 
my uncle had been found dead by the side of a certain bridle
path about three miles from the house—a field-road where I 
had often ridden with him. and along which he often rode 
when going to fish in a neighboring lakp. I knew that his horse 
was standing by him. and that he was wearing a dark home
spun suit ol clothes made from the wool of a herd of black 

-Sheep winch he kept. J.knew that his body was being brought 
home in a wagon-with two horses, with hay in the bottom, and 

' that we were waiting for Ins body to arrive. Then in my dream 
the wagon came to the door, and two men well known to me— 
one a gardener, the other the kennel huntsman—helped to carry 
the body up the stairs, which were rather narrow. My uncle 
was a very tall, and heavv man. and m my dream I saw the 
men carrying him with difficulty, and Ins left hand hanging
down and striking against the banisters as the men mounted 
the stairs. This detail gave me m my dream an unreasonable 

. hbrror. I-could not help painfully thinking: Oh. why did they 
not prevent his hand from being bruised in this way? In the 
sadness and horror of this sight I awoke, and I slept no more
that night.

in which they are conveyed are of a kind: which cannot be 
understood until the event is accomplished. ■

It is impossible not to recognize m these circumstances an 
intentional character. One would say. in short, that m these 
cases the symbolism, far from being exclusively associative, 
is to some extent originated and directed tor predetermined 
ends, and maiply with the object of keeping the minds of 
those concerned in a providential state ot uncertainty, as it 
with the intention of preparing them for the inevitable accom
plishment ot a sad event. Under certain other conditions, it 
seems, on the contrary, as if the. state of undertainty produced 
was Caused by ethical considerations, or sometimes as if it was 
suggested by the necessity of not hindering the accomplish
ment of the event; and again we are reminded of the responses 
of the ancient oracles and of the beliefs of the Greeks and 
Romans as to their fatality. . . ....f .

Post-Mortem Symbolism " - .. '■ '

In the Proceedings of the S.P.R., Gurney, Podmore and Myers 
published a great deal on the subject of recognized apparitions 
of the deceased, which occurred at an- interval of more or less 
length after death, and Myers pursued this subject yet further 
un his great work. Although there are a considerable number 
of eases of this kind, there are very few of a symbolic charac
ter, and these are cases m which the death was relatively 
recent; a circumstance which must not be overlooked when 
we proceed to draw conclusions.

. I will report ¿first two auditive cases of this kind, which pre
sent- the curious characteristics above described, known as the 
‘ tick of the death watch.” I take the first case from the 
Journal of the S.P.R.. Vol. II.. p. 65: this case might also ap
pear in the premonitory class, because the percipient-began to 
be aware of its distinctive phenomenon several days before the 
accidental death of her brother, and the perception continued 
for seventy-three days, until she received a letter announcing 
his death. '

The narrator is Miss F. A. Bale, and the case appears, as 
usual, duly confirmed by independent witnesses.

Case I,—- In the June of 1880 I went to a situation as gov
erness. On the first day of my going there, after retiring for 
the night. I heard a noise which was like the ticking of a 
watch. I took no particular notice of it. but I noticed, that 
every time I was aloiie I heard it. more especially at night. 
I even went so far as to search, thinking there must be a watch 
concealed somewhere in the.-roojn- 'This continued until I grew 
quite accustomed to it. It was on the 12th’ of Julv. when I 
was coming from the dining-room with a tray of glasses, that 
I saw what appeared to be a dark figure standing just out
side the door, with outstretched arms. It startled me, and 
when I turned to look again it was gone.
“On the 23d of September I received news that my brother 

was drowned on the 12th of July. I heard the ticking up to 
the time I had the letter, but never once afterward.”

Case JI.—Mrs. Anna Davies, the principal percipient in the 
following narrative, was personally known to F/W. H. Myers, 
who made the report of this case in conformity with the ver
bal account given to him by the lady, a report which she signed.
“, ■. . One evening I paid a visit to Mrs. Brown (neighbor 

Of Mrs. Davies), and she gave me an Indian letter which had 
arrived for Mrs. J. W. at the house now occupied by the Browns, 
Mrs. Brown asked me to transmit this letter to Mrs. J. W. 
through my brother, who frequently saw a brother of Mrs. 
J. W.’s. There had thus been some little delay, and perhaps

Regató Your Eyesight
A Remarkably Successful Home Treat

ment That Seldom Fails.

Costs Loss Than a Single Feo pf a 
First Class Specialist. '

Cold printed words cannot describe 
tho 'wqiiuerful morlts of the "Actlna.- 
t.oatment for an forms of eve troubles! 
You must see n, examine it. and use 
it for a nmo before you can form a 
Just opinion of its true vaiuo

We can supply you with all the evl- 
exact “A Person could
Si?;01.“*“1 11,8 fActlna treatment has 
and does remove cataracts, granula
tions, and most all other causes of eve 
dlsfiguro.uent and Impaired eye sight 
We can also show you plenty ot evl- 
i^ence from former patients 'that the' 
Actç.a treatment nas cured manv 
stubborn e,e diseases of ten to fifts-n «ven after prominent 
specialists bad pronounced them as be
ing Incurable. "°

if you will promise me not to open it. until after the Derby 
is run, I will give you the name ot the winder now m a sealed > 
envelope, to prove that what 1 say is the truth.’ We gave her 
■the requisite materials, and. she made a few pencil marks op 
a piece of paper and sealed it up., It was the year that “Shot- 
over’ won the Derby. The day. after the? race, we opened the 
envelope and found the drawing of a man with a gun in his: 
hapd, ajhedge, and a bird flying away on the other side; very 
sketchyf but perfectly intelligible to one who could read be- ■ 
tween the lines.” ./

I here conclude the cases of premonitory and prophetic sym- 
bplism, and will touch briefly on the considerations they sug
gest. reminding my readers that these considerations are baspd 
not alone upon the cases reported, but upon the ensemble of 
the phenomena wluch I have collected and studied. ,

First, m order to establish our deductions on as firm a basis 
as possible, it is desirable to eliminate from the number of phe
nomena of premonitory symbolism dbrtam cases in which the* 
death occurred a few days after the warning, and on account 
of illness; because*in such cases, unless there are other circum
stances. the telepathic theory is sufficient explanation. This 
does not imply that I- venture to agsert that this explanation 
is in every case the real one. but only that it is probable and 
consequently, unless there is evidence to the contrary, it is 
preferable to the other more marvelous explanations. In order 
to make !ny point clearer I will analyze one of ¿he cases I have 
reported. In the fourth of these we find an incident in which 
a young girl appears to her sister telling her that her death is 
imminent, m the symbolical sentence: "Now. Lam going away; 
remember/’- Simultaneously she was seen in a dream by her 
father, to whom she communicated the sad event; symbolically 
masking the announcement m these words: The End, read by 
her father, in a dream, al the end of a volume .Xvhich she was 
reading to him at the time. :

Such is the fact: to -those who are unfamiliar with meta
physical studies it will'«eem difficult to explain such a case as 
probably one-of-telepathy;'blit it is not difficult/ it^sufficient 
to suppose that during the physiological sleep t&e subconscious 
ego of the girl became aware of the disease latent -m her. and 
telepathically transmitted this perception to the subconscious
ness of her relatives. This conclusion is quite« in .accordance 
with numerous classical examples of persons who'haVe dreamed 
that they have been struck with paralysis, or x$th .angina and 
so forth, several days before the symptoms appeared:- there are 
numerous similar cases reported by Dr. Puysegur. "Du Potet, 
Deleuze, Belot. Teste, m which their subjects predicted punc
tually. not only the day and hour of their crisis, but also the 
dayjmd hour of their death. Therefore the presumed premoni
tion is reduced to a simple case of autoscopy in sleep (a much 
less extraordinary fact) combined with telepathic transmission.

The psycho-genesis of the symbolic forms remains to be ex
plained: all concurs to suggest that these originated in the 
subconsciousness of the girl (the agent) and not by associative 
determination in that of the percipients. In fact, the symbols 
representing the abstract conception of death seem, indeed, too 
abstract, or rather too artificial, to be reasonably attributable 
to blind psychical determinism, whilst in this same artifice there 
are characteristics of definite intention (intention to prepare 
the minds of her relatives for a sad event Ty means of vague 
visions); logically, therefore, it is more probable and not at 
all contrary to the scientific point of view.- to attribute their 
origin to an act of subconscious volition on the part of the 
girl herself. -

Among the cases reported, those narked I., H.. IX. and XI. 
are analogous to this one. and may therefore be excluded from 
4be class of true premonitory symbolism. As to cases HI., V., 
VIII.. X.. XIH. and XIV.. they are incapable of being ex
plained by telepathy or telesthesia. In these cases the events 
of the deaths corresponding to the symbolic premonitory vis
ions respectively either happen with such difference of time or 
m combination with such particular circumstances as to oblige 
us to exclude, as inadequate, the hypothesis of subconscious 
perception of latent infirmities: either they are cases ef violent 
or' accidental death, or-they occur simultaneously with some 
unforseeable zatmosphenc disturbance, or they are foretold so 
minutely in detail as to preclude the hypothesis of chance coin
cidence. These cases, then, must be regarded as true examples 
of premonitory symbolism. •

As I do not intend to examine the question of the nature of 
premonitory phenomena per se (phenomena which, moreover, 
resist all attempts at methodical scientific investigation). I will 
not pause upon this very important point in connecion with 
the incidents reported, but will reserve it for consideration at 
the close of my article. As to the symbolic forms m which 
they were manifested, I will confine myself fcra few general 
considerations. |

Their principal characteristics seem to be that of precogmz- 
ing almost invariably events of a «ad nature.. Another -less 
marked characteristic which, nevertheless, is always dominant, 
is that the^ signification of the symbolic forms is. for the most 
part, generic in character—that is to feay, it only specifies the 
nature of the event about to occurtand not the pe’sen involved. 
Thus, a hearse stopping at a door of a house'Would indicate 
the death of one of the members of» the famil^ infiabiting it. 
and nothing more. And, thirdly, whenever Hie persons are 
clearly designated by means of the symbols, thanking of event 
foreseeeiR or its fatal issue, is indefinite. - 7

If the sign or premonitory dream is. repeated/ several times, 
it gradually gams in distinctness, so that'sometinwfs it loses 
its symbolic character and takes a more directlj^rep^esentative 
form. .When the symbolism is of a verbal ora graphic kind- 
then the phrases, written or-heard, are obscuiS ifi ‘form and 
enigmatical, although the subsequent events a^envard make 
their signification^ evident, which reminds us of'the-analogous 
manner in which the Greek and Roman oracles-of antiquity 
were couched. When, on the contrary, the vision or premoni
tory message concerns an absent person i^ho is bound by ties 
of affection or blood relationship to the sensitive, symbolic 
forms are conspicuously absent, and the same is the case when 
the premonition is associated with an event of ne importance. 
When the predictions contain messages which tend to excite 
base hwaan passions, such m greed of gaiii, the symbolic forms
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Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING

- The World Beautiful." First Se
ries, Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship: Our Social Salvation
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to 
Come.

The World Beautiful.” Second 
Senes. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society: To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty: Vibration: The Un
seen World.

-The World Beautiful.” Third So
nes. Comprising The World Beauti
ful, The Rose of Dawn: Ine EnHr-

¡41
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Cling Spirit World: The Ring of Am- 
etnyBt; Paradina Gloria.

Aft,:i»H<-r Drath, a Story of u
Summer. mis nooit conndirty-looking letter, addressed in an uneducated handwriting, 

and of ordinary bulk. I placed it on the chimney-piece in our 
sitting-room, and sat down alone. I expected my brother home 
in an hour or two. The letter, of course, in no way inter
ested me. In a minute or twb I heard a ticking on the chim
ney-piece. and it struck me that an old-fashioned watch which 
my mother always had standing in her bedroom must have 
been brought downstairs. I went to the chimney-piece, but 
there was no watch or clock there or elsewhere in the room. 
The ticking, winch was l^ud and sharp, seemed to 'proceed 
from the letter itself. Greatly surprised. I removed the letter 
and put it on a sideboard, and then m one or two other places: 
but the ticking continued, proceeding undoubtedly, from where 
the letter was each time. After an hour or so of this I could- 
'bear the thing no longer, and went out and sat in the hall to 
await my brother. ‘When he came in I simply took him into 
the sitting-room and asked him if he heard anything. He said 
at once: ’I hear a watch or clock ticking/ Ihere was no 
watch dr clock, as I have said, in the room. He went to where 
the letter was and.exclaimed. -Why this letter is ticking.” We 
then listened to it together, moved it about, and satisfied our
selves that the ticking proceeded from the letter, which, hoyz.- 

-ever. plainly contained nothing but a sheet of paper. The im
pression which the ticking made was that of an urgent call for 
attention. My brother took the letter to Mrs. J..W. either that 
night (it was-very late) or next morning. On opening it she 
found that her husband had suddenly died of su-'troke. and 
the letter was written by some servant or companion to inform 
her of his death. The ticking no doubt made my brother and 
myself hand on the letter more promptly than we might other
wise have done.-’

i&rs. Davies’ brother confirmed the above account as follows:

■‘. . . I found it (the letter) on the mantel-shelf, and my 
sister and myself heard very distinctly a clear ticking noise, as 
loud as. and similar do. that of a small clock, which we spent 
some time m trying to account for. and which we could so 
clearly trace to the vicinity of the letter that it seemed to pro
ceed .from the letter itself, but we could find nothing which
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In the May of 1888 I was in London, expect
mg my baby. On the night before I was taken 
the same dream again, but with this variation
ing my baby 1 dreamt 

nstead of
dreammg that I was at my uncle s home with iriy sister. I knew 
in my dream that I was Iving in bed in our London house. But 
from that bedroom, just as from the drawing-inom in the for-
mer dreams. I seemed to see my uncle lying dead in the same, 
well-known place. ... I woke in great distress. % . . When 
I was well enough to travel. I went to my old home: there I

When

saw my old nurse, who had been in the house when my uncle 
died. Her account, added to my stepfather s. Enabled me to
realize the events of that day. His body had been brought
back as I describe, and he had been found half sitting and half 

/ lying m that very field-road> where I had three times seen him. 
t ' ^Le was dressed in the game homespun suit in which I had seen 
L/- him in my dream. The cause of his death had been heart dis
r I/ease, of whose existence neither I nor. I believe, any of those 

( near or dear to him had been aware. He had evidently felt 
\ faint and slipped from his horse. The same two men whom I 
\ had seen in my dream as helping to carry the body had in fact 
s done so. and mv nurse admitted that the left hand knocked 
/ against the banisters. She seemed afraid lest I should blame 

■ the men who carried the body, and did not like to speak of 
the incident. ...”

There remain to be considered a few cases which ought more 
properly-to be assigned to another category: that of collective 

. ’ symbolism, but thev are so slight that I do not consider it neces
sary to do this, they usually take the form of automatic or 
ideographic writing, and the indirectness of the symbols, dia
grams, or drawings in which the meaning is shadowed forth 
cannot in any way be explained by the hypothesis of associative 
determinism. In some cases there is an evident or even an 

. avowed purpose of thus rendering the contents of the message 
■ so enigmatical that those concerned cannot penetrate its mean

ing until the events foreshadowed are accomplished.
Some cunous incidents of this description are given m the 

recently published account by Mrs. (of the S.P.R.),on her own 
experiences in automatic writing, incidents which, on account 
of- the slightness of their character, Mrs. Verrall prudently 
terms “anticipatory.” I give one case only, as an example: .

‘ On October 6th. 1903, . . . the script went on: ‘Great 
changes all will see in the next year—more than one breach m 
the close family. ... On June 2d, 1904, my husband’s aunt 
died, and m September. 1904. the son of ins youngest brother 
left home to establish himself in New Zealand: so that ‘in the 
next year’ there was ‘more than one breach’ in what till then 

. had been a singularly ‘close family.* [In regard to tins de
, parture the same personality had written'on July 3d, 1904] 

ft; i.‘that someone would see all the constellations, and that some 
. event already foretold would .take place on September 19th.’ 

«S’ I'-. . As above stated, my husband’s nephew left for New 
’ ) Zealand in September, and, I suppose, saw'‘ the rest of the 

constellations,\as anyone must in a joiimey to the antipodes. 
His Vessel sailed on September 22d, and September 19th had 

■ ' . ' ■ . ■ ■ X ■ - J

would in any way account for what we heard. (L. A.
Davies, in Proceedings of the S.P.R., Vol. VIII.. p. 218. )

Case HI.—This is one of the kind which is very frequent, in 
which the symbol announcing the death is the vision of a coffin. 
The incident occurred in the year 1872i about six weeks after 
the person’s death. The narrator and percipient is Mrs. George 
E. Haly, and the case is printed in Proceedings of the S. P. R..
Vol. in, p. 91. £
“On waking in .broad daylight, I saw, like a shadowed reflec

tion, a very long coffin stffetchmg quite across the ceiling of my 
room, and as I lay gazing at it, and wondering at its length 
and whose it could foreshadow, my eyes fell on a shadowy fig
ure of an absent nephew, with his back toward me. searching, 
as it were, m my book-shelf. That morning’s post brought the 
news of his death m Australia. He was 6 feet 2er 3 inches m 
height, anu a book Ima been my last present io him on nis leav
ing England, takenfromthatyery hook-case.” ’ '<

'Case IV.—This also is a case of the vision of a coffin. The 
time which elapsed between the incident and the correspond
ing event of death was only five hours.. It was communicated 
to the S.P.R.' by Lord 0, Beresford. ,
“It was in the spring of . 1854, whilst on board H.M.S. 

.‘Racoon,’ between Gibraltar' and Marseilles, that I went into
.(CwiUnued on page «4 . :

izing tne ideal: Friendship as .. ... 
vine Revelation: The Ethereal World
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus: An 
Inward StHiness: The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on anv Hour.

Tile Life Radiant." T he motto of 
inis hook is i-oiiow It. aFonow it. 
Follow me Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward: Discerning 
the Future; Tue litnereai Realm: 
The Power of the Exalted Moment: 
The Nectar of the Hour.

1-rom Dreamland bent." Verses 
of the Life le Come. - This is Miss 
Whitings only nook of poems: each 
one is fined with poetic thought.

Au of these nooks are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift nooks. Price $1.00. each-

By

DAIMT GIFT BOOKS.

Tile Religion of Cheerfulness.
Sara A. Huboard. An ex<

book for the culture of health : 
spirituality. None can read it w 
out pleasure and profit? Price t

K -The Ma jesty ol Calmness.” 
William G. Jordan. Pnce ;<0 cei

lient
and 
■ith- 
50c.

py ‘Ills.
The Kingship of Self-Control

By WlHiam G. Jordan. Price 
"Every Living Creature:

Greatest Thing Ever Known:” 
acler Building." By Ralph 
Trine. Price -3u penis each.

"F ate Mastered. Dcsuny Fin

> 3 0c.
’ “Tho

CI r-
Waido

iiniicu.”
By W. J. Coiviue. Price 30 cents.
'books for the workers.

"Farm Engines, and How to 
Them." The Traction Engine: 
Science of Successful Threshing.

Run
The

By
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

- Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
41-50. /

•■Modern Carpentry and joinery."
By Fred. T.

"Practical 
tases.” One 
Flne"D®lgns. 
Price $1.00;

Hodgson. Price $1.00. 
Bungalows and Cot
Hundred and Twenty 

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

•■Practical Carpentry or the Bnild- 
er s Standard Library." Four books 
in a -box. including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2. 
$1.00 each. '

'‘-Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Suur-BuuuuLg^- Prive $1.00.

‘‘Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
/These valuable books are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. -Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.SO. ' '

These and many other good books 
can be found In our Catalogue.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. 'Every one order
ing the paperTir books shduld puf In 
an extra dime for this valuable UtUa 
book. Price 10 cents. " ' -
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A New Premiuiè iBook.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progms, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART'
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise

CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS re?PWiblc for the views expressed by
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS, A REPORT OF WHAT THL 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED/ AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be retpmod 
If we have not space to user them.

contributors. He may or may not,
agree with their respective views.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at H per hundred, by mall |4:50, are 
the help you need in society work.

TAKE NOTICE,— Correspondents 
are-requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter, or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hnnd, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your-copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind. ‘

Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond, presi
dent of the Band of Hariliony, Writes: 
"Don't forget the annual-..Bazaar. 

• (Church of the Soul) under tHp aiisr 
pices of the Band of-Harmony, De- 

■ cember 12, Room 309, Masonic Tem
ple., Al) kinds oL.usqful things and 
presents for Christmas! Lunches will 
be served from 11 to 1:30, and from 
5 to 7:30. ! . ■

Mrs. Nora E. HIJI, 705 W. Madison 
street, Chicago, will be open for en
gagements after January 6. After 
working for three years as pastor of 
the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
she desires to change from Chicago, 
and go elsewhere for a time. Will 
serve societies or camps, or will an
swer calle for funerals. AH communl- 
cations can be sent to the above ad
dress.

.Correspondent writes: “The Gold- 
en Rule Spiritualist Society hfeld a 
very pleasant meeting Sunday, Decem
ber 1. The afternoon was a short 
talk by Brother J. E. Coe, and the 
first message bearer was our Sister, ( 
Mrs. Mary Weaver, and then.Mrs. Har-; 
per; both gave some messages. The 
evening the speaker was the pastor, 
Nora E. Hill, followed by messages 
by Mrs. Susie Thompson, which were 
well received and recognized. On 
Sunday, December 15, the pastor will 

. be the speaker. Mrs, Mary Weaver 
and Mrs. AdasCJybourn will give mes-

W. D. Noyes, writes from Galveston) 
Texas: "The close of our 'second 
month with this society found a num
ber'of new members and friends are 

-trying with heart and hand to bring 
this society back to what - it was a 
few years.ego. The Ladies’ Auxilia
ry gave a fine Thanksgiving. Dinner, 
and cleared "Fifty pollare" over ex
penses. -.The ladies Will hold a ba
zaar and social dance, December 17; 
at Chosen Friends Hall)7Mar%eCst)/ 
Our third month promises, to bq bet
ter than those passed. " " ■
. .“Sweet Peas,” a dainty booklet by 
Olive S. England, profusely Illustrated 
by Lena Knight, has been received at 
this office. This Is a beautiful alle
gory of the sweet peas seeking the 
light and sunshine. The illustrations 
In this booklet are most beautiful and 
Interesting.

sages. Don’t forget the Watch -Meet
ing December 31, at the Star Lodge 
Hall, 378 S. Western avenue). Come, 

• everybody aqd enjoy the evening. 
• Something, good. Our program will

. bq up to date In every line."
H. D. Morgan writes from Washing

ton, D. C.: "The annual-meeting'Of; 
the auxiliary of the First Association 
of Spiritualists, of Washington, D. C., 
-was held December 3, at the residence 
of F.^A. Wood, and the .-fol lowing of
ficers and directors unanimously elect
ed: President, Mrs. M. T. Longley; 
First Vice-President, Mrs. J. H. 
Moore; Second Vice-President, Mrs. 
Newell White; Secretary, F. A. Wood; 
Treasurer, W. W. Bakman; Directors, 
Mrs. M. J. Stephens, Mrs. H. D. Mor
gan, Mrs. W. W. Bakman. The aux
iliary will give, a Euchre party De
cember 10, at the residence of F. A. 
Wood, 402 A. street, S. E., at the same 
place, December 17, Mrs. George W. 
Kates gives another benefit for the 
association; her last one was well at
tended and highly appreciated- That 
wo are being well cared for on Sun
day's it is sufficient to say that Har
rison D. Barrett is our speaker and 
teacher.”

MriS.L. B. Warren writes: "A large 
audience met at Odd Fellow's Hall~to 
hear a lecture by Mrs. F. V. Jackson. 
She discussed the several different 
subjects provided by those in attend
ance in a most interesting manner. 
She is endowed with a wonderful per
sonality, inspiring hope to those seek
ing the beautiful truth. It has been 
some time since the Houston Spiritu
al Society has been fortunate enough 
to secure so able a reader, and the 
large crowd that meets each Sunday 
night attest to the fact of her wonder
ful magnetism.”

Rev. Geo. C. Day, pastor of the First 
Spiritualist Church, Allegheny, Pa., 
writes: "Some six or eight months 
ago, we opened a German Spiritualist 
Church here, under the auspices of the 
First Spiritualist Church, with Mr. 
Albert Fry as speaker and président. 
The society is growing very rapidly 
and promises to become a mighty fac
tor for good among the more liberal 
and thinking class of Germans. We 
have been holding a series of meet
ings for the past week each evening 
in our church, and the German attend
ance has been very large. We have 
had with us Mrs. S. Snyder, of Phila
delphia, Pa., as the medium, a hard 
worker for the cause of Spiritualism. 
She made many friends for herself 
and for our cause while with us. Her 
control, Wild Flower, speaks both the 
German and the English, and is a 
powerful control. Mrs. Snyder was 

. compelled to leave us on Wednesday 
evening, after her meeting, to go to 
Philadelphia, so as to be there for a 
special service on Thursday evening. 
We feel that we shall have her with 
us again soon, and cheerfully recom
mend her to any society as an honest, 
clean-cut Spiritualist medium. A 
word in reference to the work of the 
First Church of Allegheny: Our 
work Is prospering nicely, and our 
attendance very large; many are be
ing convinced of the truth and leaving 
other churches and uniting with us. 
We had with us last Sunday, Brother 
GeorgeH. Brooks, well known as a 
speaker and worker. He is now serv
ing the Pittsburg Church, and doing 
able work for the cause of truæ 
Give us just a few of such honest’ 
■workers as Brother Brooks and Sis
ter Snyder, and our cause will con
tinue to grow.”

Mrs. James S. Dunlap writes from 
Franklin, Pa.: "I will tell you of the 
first spirit message I received; per
haps It will be of interest to many. 
I was about -seventeen, and a few 
years before à dear aunt of mine . 
passed into spirit life.” Her life was 
one of gentle deeds and purest 
thoughts; and her face was ever in 
my memory. - ;It was in February, 
one of-those clear, cold-nights; The 
family had just retired, but that night - 
I seemed to be in a trance. Some
thing took my band and seemed-to 
tell me to.write: ■ At lastl.arose and 

r-; took., my .pen, and to my; great sun- . 
■ ■ prise, I wrote mlieautlful poem to-the 

memory; of -this dear aunt? - Will 
some good SplrltuallBtscopie.tothte' 

. town.- and organize the Spiritualists 
» .here?"

Our esteemed friend and brother, 
Mr. Euloglo Prieto, of Amaro,, Rodri
go, Cuba, has recently 'written us an 
interesting letter concerning his new 
undertaking at that place. Mr. Prie
to is an ardent Spiritualist, and has 
been a frequent' visitor to the United 
States. His last visit here "was in 
1904, when, he -visited Chicago, St. 
Louis, Battle Creek, Rochester and 
New York and other cities. Since 
that time he had been busily engaged 
in erecting a hotel and several bath 
houses, On his 70 acre tract at lan’d 
there. TIjIb land has three rich min
eral springs thereon—two magnesia 
and one Tron. The waters have been 
analyzed with the most favorable re
sult, and, no water .on the Island and 
very few abroad, equalsAhese In puri
ty. .' The hotel is three stories high, 
built 'along modern lines, with com
plete sanitary equipment and brill
iantly-lighted by electricity; the bath 
houses are built .likewise. Mr. Prie
to writes that he has done ’ well the 
past season. In’adition to the above 
mentioned features, a cool and equa
ble temperature at all times of the 
day makes Amaro an ideal, resort. 
We wish our brother much success in 
his new undertaking.

Mary B. Hill,’ secretary, writes:; 
"The Band of Harmony, held Novem
ber-28, wap another enjoyable time. 
It being Thanksgiving, members and 
friends were on time, as has al Way's 
been their custom when the Band of 
Harmony occurred.on that date. The ; 
next date for the meeting will be De
cember 12, when the day will be giv
en over for the Bazaar. The hall will 
be open at 8 o'clock; meals will be 
served from 11 o’clock until 1:30 and 
from 5 until 7. Please, send in your 
donations early, to Mrs. Goodrich and 
Mrs. Hill.- There will be many very 
useful and tasty articles which will 
fit in for your Christmas. Friends 
will have a good chance for sociabili
ty, and a fine opportunity to help car
ry forward the good work we have 
espoused. Bring your dollars, - as 
there will’be an agent to receive your 
subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. Come, bring friends and
money.” (

Louise G. Loebel, Secretary of the 
Wisconsin State Spiritualist Associa
tion, writes: "Having come to Ripon 
to attend a funeral, I iNmalned to do 
some work for the interest of the W. 
S. S. A. This has proven a success, 
as the good friends in Ripon never 
refuse to help where It Is needed. I 
went to Almond on Saturday, Novem- 
iber 30, where two well attended 
parlor meetings were held. Here, 
like- in Ripon, the good friends re
sponded royally when we called for 
financial help, and each one is as anx
ious to help pay the Kobiltz bill as 
your Secretary is. I will start for 
Oakfield on Wednesday, December 4, 
where an entertainment will be given 
by the generous and most able reader 
and teacher, we as Spiritualists can 
present to the public. Mrs. Alfarata 
Hull-Nfver, will give this entertain
ment on Saturday, December 7. I 
wish we had many more among us 
who bo unselfishly will work to help 
the good work along. < Those who 
wish to continue to contribute to this 
fund kindly send all moneys to my 
home address.”

Corresponding Secretary writes: 
"Tbe Fraternal Daughters held their 
weekly meeting at Atlas Hall, 406 
Ogden avenue, Wednesday, November 
27. - We had a very nice .meeting,, 
both afternoon .and evening. Three 
of our sister mediums took part: Mrs. 
Dr. Caird, Mrs, Knapp and Mrs. Rick
ert. On Friday evening we held a 
circle at. the . home of Sister Thomp
son, 615’Monroe st., for the benefit 
of our Lyceum Fund. - Teste -and 
messages were given by Mrs. Dr. 
Caird and Brother C. A. Thompson. 
The Fraternal Daughters meet every 
Wednesday, at 406 Ogden ave.. We 
extend a hearty invitation to all.”

W. F) Schumacher writes: "The 
Spiritualistic Church of the Students 
of Nature, at Van Buren'Opera House, 
had an elaborate-service Sunday, No
vember 24. The hall, was decorated 
with choice, cut flowers, by A. Merkle. 
It Was filled to the. doors to witness 
the’spiritual baptism of an infant. 
The pastor made appropriate .remarks, 
placing flowers upon the child, and 
naming it Jessie Milo Victor; Spirit
ual name, Showball, meaning sweet 
thoughts of heaven.” .

FriSk'T. Ripley writes: "J am now 
in Alliance; Ohio/ servingj.he first so
ciety of - Spiritualists for ■ December 
and’January.. I have the last two 
Sundays; In February and -all of 
Marclt/ April and May not engaged. 

/Terms liberal.' . .1 will leituije.'' and 
give messages week evening^in or 
out of the state, -within a. .hundred 
¿miles. I will also officiate at fu- 
'nerals. AdfcesB all lettd-s to Alliance, 
Ohio, care Genera) DsRvery."

l" Ä
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Yes, the ¿Vove is the title of 
um Book. “Interwoven,” meaning that Spirit 
Life is WOVEN into a remarK&bl^ interesting 
narrative for the use of those 'on ^’.the material 
plane. The Progressive ThinkeAtands alone in 
this world of ours in sending o^t books for less 
than actual cost, and in doings it has had'a 
heavy burden to bear, but it haibotne it brave
ly and cheerfully—in fact, with lethal pleasure. 
This remarkable Premium Book"will be s^nt out 
for 25 cents, for less than it costs us. In all cases 
the order for. it must be accompanied with 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

■ Harry J. Moore contemplates 
coming East next June, and would 
like to correspond with camp meet
ing associations relative to' engaging 
bls services as a lecturer the ensuing 
camp Beason. Address him at Ash
land, Qre., where he is located for the 
winter.

C. A. Solllnger writes from Cleve
land, O.: "The work at our Temple Is 
progressing satisfactorily. The few 
who are active workers do their ut
most to raise funds, giving card par
ties and social gatherings at their 
homes, «pending Thursday all day at 
the Temple sewing quilts, comforts, 
dressing sacques, aprons, etc. All 
are sold for the benefit of the Tem
ple. November 24th we paid a bill 
for repairing roof of 4110. December 
1st we were able to pay 4200 on 
our mortgage, leaving a balance of 
41,000 to be paid yet. Mrs. Ann For
rest presented -us with' a whole set 
of beautiful dishes, and the ladles 
are now buying silver knives and 
forks. Mrs. Henrietta Llchtlg, of Chi
cago, our pastor for the month of 
December, occupied our rostrum for 
the first time last Sunday. Her lec
tures were well received, and her mes
sages were all recognized. We hope 
her stay with us will be pleasant to 
her, and beneficial to us all.” *

Maud Agnes Myers writes from 
Boston, Mass: "J. M. Semple," the 
well-known prophetic medium, is 
again filling a return engagement at 
Ayers Temple, corner Exeter and 
Newberry streets- The opening ser-
vice began Sunday, October 6, and 
many werg there, eager to .hear from 
him again;/ The entire evening Is de
voted to messages, and about thirty 
to' forty readings are given, in most 
every instance full -names are given, 
as well as prophecies for the future. 
His work herd has awakened the in
terest of the-most Intellectual and 
investigative minds as .well as .„the 
most skeptical ones) Many converts 
to this great faith have been- made- 
during his stay, here in Boston. The 
growing interest in this grand work, 
has been shown by the Increasing 
audience In attendance.. Too much 
cannot be said of this, magnificent 
Temple erected by Mr. Ayers for the 
démonstration, and communication of 
true ; Spirit Return-. ? On Wednesday 
evening a. meeting Is held on ' which 
Mr. Ayers gives an Interesting talk 
on'.the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
after which other able speakers follow 
and talk on kindred subjects. Ideas. 
are exchanged, questions asked and 
discussed. Those wishing to investi
gate have ample Opportunity at these 
meetings." - „

C. H. Thompson writes: "The Fra
ternal Daughters Held their regular 
meeting Wednesday, December 4, at 
Atlas Hall, 406 Ogden Avenue. - We 
were pleased to have with us our 
president, Mrs. -’Alice- Sexsmith, who 
presided, and the following mediums 
took -part: Mra. Dr. Caird, Sister#

Adams and Wolf, who will be better 
known by Mrs. Mamie Helyett Wolf. 
Our next meeting will be Wednesday, 
December 11th, 9:30 p. m. All are 
cordially, welcome."

Mrs. Helyett, the medium, has lo
cated at 615 Monroe street.

Mrs. W. H. Dean writes from Gal
veston, Texas: "The Ladles' Auxiliary 
of the Spiritual Society, served a 
Thanksgiving Dinner, from 12 m., to 
6 -p. m., realizing from their efforts 
457.85. Everyone was well pleased 
and said they would come again. 
In the evening we had an entertain
ment consisting of music, recitations 
and a beautiful flag drill, conducted 
by W. D. Noyes, consisting of the Ly
ceum children, representing all the 
states of the Union. December 17, 
the Ladies’ Auxiliary will hold a Ba
zaar and Social Dance,- at Chosen 
Friends' Hall {Wagner’s Building), 
The society is in a flourishing condi
tion, new members coming in since 
the arrival of Doctor.and Mrs. Noyes, 
who are faithful, ’ earnest workers, 
ever ready and willing to lend a help
ing hand- We hope to keep them 
jyith us all winter."

J. J. Mitchell writes: "I would like 
to correspond with party ln-Oklaho- 
ma City., Okla;, concerning Spiritual
ism and its chance for honest medi
ums. Address me at 246 N. State st, 
Chicago, Hl.”

C. L. Hatch writes from 9 Apple
ton St., Appleto&^Hall, Boston,Mass.: 
"The First Spirittfalist Ladies Aid So
ciety met ah usual -with the president, 
Mrs. M. E. A. AUbe, in the chair. 
Supper was served at the usual hour. 
The apron sale proved’a success. Af
ter- the social hour, the evening meet
ing was called, and the following tal
ent took part: Mr& A. 8; Waterhouse,. 
Mrs- Daniels) Mrsj Tuttle, Mrs. Moore 
and'Mrs. Hàrwood. Mrs S. . M. 
Shockley, after an absence- at two 
years, returned-to us, and everyone 
waé glad to see her, and to hear from 
"PondTjlly.’bs Mts. Mary T. Lovering 
presided^ at the piano. Meeting next~ 
Friday as ushal.” a, 

: An interested!correspondent -frites: 
“Mrs. Isa Gitevelaid's meeting, at 
361 43rd street, Wilcox Hall, Sunday 
evening, DeCembor- 8, was a success 
both in numbers'and close attention 
to the short lecture by Dr, T. Wilkins, 
and the splendid ^messages by Mrs, 
Cleveland. -There pis a very intelli
gent audlen.ce--of earnest investigators 
attending these meetings, and a great 
good Is being!; done, for the Cause. 
Oh Decemben22mj there will be held 
Christmas simviceftmt this hall. , Re
member this: and give it your patron
age and have a good time.

À large audience greeted Mr. Grim
shaw, at Ilygeia.vHali last Sunday. 
He-hopes to meet-his friends Wednes
day evening, at Atlas Hall, same buil
ding. ? Mr. Grimshaw will lecture 
again next Sunday, All should hear 
him. He Is one-of pur most eloquent- 
speakers, and needs, no laudations 
from this source to make him better 
admired for his logic and-eloquence.”

-4*

OEBTJFICATE8 OF MEDIUMS.

In accordance with the wifi of the 
late N. 8. A. convention, Missionary 
Certificates for mediums, and appli
cations therefor, have been prepared. 
The fee Is five dollars for each Cer
tificate, and -it is intended to be a 
protection, as naturally it will be, to 
such mediums as may be found 
worthy. An auxiliary society of the; 
N. 0. A. must approve the applicant.' 
Where a State Association exists, the 
approval is entirely in its jurisdiction. 
Mediums and auxiliary societies desir
ing further information will please 
address the N_S. A. office.

FraterBany»
GEORGE W. KATES, Sec'y.

600 Penna. Ave., Washington, I). C.,

Letter From J. Ö, Craig, Attorney at
Loa, Angeles, Cal. •

To the Editor:—Los Angeles is’get
ting along very nicely and we are mak
ing progress here. Our meetings are 
being well attended and considerable 
Interest felt.

.The People's Society has an all-day 
meeting once a month, and the en- 

..Ure afternoon is devoted to the phe- 
, npmena, and .the people are flocking 
to these meetings. There Is a strong; 
desire to learn from the lectures as‘ 

,wejl as Iron} the tests. Of course, we 
liave/ aiid Always will have a class of 
people who will never get away from 
the idea that the entire philosophy of 
Spiritualism lies in a message from 
gregt-great-grandfather, or some spir
it whom they never knew. They are 
willing, to eat of the fruit and care 
little to know why and where the 
fruit grows.

I usually dévote Saturday evenings 
to reading yoür paper, and am always 
lost when it does not arrive.'

I am going-to stop writing for The 
Progressive Thinker unless I have 
some way to protect myself from let
ter writers who want me to give them 
something .by letter. My time is taken 
up In the law practice, and I have not 
the time to write letters, but after 
awhile will set aside one-half day each 
month in;wMch to reply, and perhaps 
I may be able to keep a class from 
fooling away their money on a lot of 
mountebanks and charlatans.
... My last public letter brought me 

letters from a great many people re
siding in different states, and it seems 
to me . that there are a host of people 
who are jqst at the turning point, so 
let the good work go on.

The best advertisers we have are 
the clergy, and their acts are driving 
the peüple to seek something better, 
while their creeds' are driving people 
to think for themselves.

. . J. C. CRAIG,
LoB_Angeles, Cal.

THE PSYCHIC CIROLE.
The Psychic Circle, a Merry Chrlst- 

■ mas and a happy New Year. It Is 
requested that each member of the 
circle shall send out this thought (in 
connection with .the regular requests), 
each circle night for the remainder 
of December, that a wave of happi- 

. ness and good cheer may be felt 
throughout the whole circle.

It Ib also requested that each mem
ber will send in a list of friends, with 
full addresses^ who will join us before 
the new year.' Any member of the 
circle having any Special request to 
make, for special help in time of trou
ble,’ either for himself or for any 

. member of his family, can write to 
’Dr. Caird, who will take such requests 
into the.center circle.

To those not familiar with the cir
cle, we would say that membership 
1b entirely free; send your address 

, and become a life member. The rules 
*"of the circle are: Sit twenty minutes 
or longer every Friday evening (local 
time) in a circle or alone, or send out 
this thought wherever you may be: 
"Heal the sick, comfort the sorrow
ing, and send a special blessing to 
all according to their needs.” Then 
ask for personal help.

Every Sunday night at eight o’clock 
send out this thought: “Success, 
Success, Success,” holding the thought 
strongly in mind that this shall apply 
to all societies and individuals who 
are working for the advancement of 
the cause of Spiritualism.

Members desiring the address of 
other members in their vicinity can 
obtain same by enclosing a” 2-cent 
stamp to cover expense of reply.

We earnestly request all Spiritual
ists and all believers in the potency 
of concentrated thought to join this 
circle! and receive spiritual strength 
and advancement by placing them
selves in the psychic wave engendered 
by this means. Address all communi
cations to ALEX CAIRD, M.D.,

598 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III.

PASSED TO SPUUT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be Inserted free.

ten 
All

In excess of ten lines .will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

William Speer, a resident of Mer-- 
cer county, fdg more than forty-five 
years, passed to spirit life, November 
25, after an illness of eleven days of 
paralysis.

He was probably one of the oldest 
and' best ,known men in Mercer 
County and North Missouri.

He was a man prominent in busi
ness circles and well Known tor honor 
and integrity. . -

. Shortly after the war he was elect
ed sheriff of Mercer County and re
elected In 1870. In 1872 the Bank 
of Princeton was organized with him 
as cashier. Later he became presi
dent, but for the past nine or ten 
years had retired from aotive business 
life. ' . -

- >The funeral was conducted from the 
family^ home on „College street,- by 
the Masonic lodge. ot which he was a 
member. He was also a devout.Spir
itualist, having been a subscriber to 
The Progressive Thinker for many 
years. _

Passed-to spirit life, November 11, 
Klara Marie C. L. Goethe;- at San 
Diego, Callage two years and , five 
months. Knowing the beautiful phil- 

'osophy of Spiritualism, we do not feel 
the parting so badly. ... ’.

MRS. GOETHE.

Passed to spirit life from his .home 
In Corvallis, Oregon, November/ 24-, 
1907, Reuben C. Kizer, aged 65 years. 
He was an honored member and a di
rector of the First Spiritual Union of; 
Corvallis. Mr. Kizer/leaves, a wife, 
-and two sons and a daughter. Ser- 

~ vices were conducted by his pastor,
Jessie L. Pettit Flint

RHEUMATISM
Let us Bend You a Dollar Pair of 

Drafts Free to Try. .They Are 
Curing Thousands in Every 

Stage of This Cruel 
Disease.

SEND^JS'YOUR NAMI? TO-DAY.

Don’t take medicine for Rheuma
tism, but send your address 'to the 
makers of Magic Foot. Drafts—the 
great Michigan External Cure. Re
turn mail will bring y,out, prepaid,-a 
regular dollar pair of Foot Drafts to 

.try free. If you are satisfied with the 
benefit received from them, you can 
send us One Dollar. - It not, we take

. • Mm mark

your word and thé Drafts cost you 
nothing. You can ’see that we 
coqldn’t afford to make Buch an offer 
if the Drafts didn’t cure. Our Free 
Book explains how the Drafts ‘ cure 
anc| contains many grateful letters 
about the wonderful cures they have 
accomplished. Don’t put It off, but 
q'rite to day to Magic Foot Draft Co., 
XQ50 Oliver 'Bldg., Jackson, Mich, 
Write now.

NEW YORK MISSIONARY.

Mrs. T. U. Reynolds, State Missionary, 
Writes of Work Done.

The work which tells most strongly 
seems to be missionary work. In 
small places where a lecturer could 
not be employed, owing to financial 
conditions, a missionary can go, and 
always find an interested lot of list
eners. Spiritualism is by ho means 
dying out. Eager, heart-hungry peo
ple are asking for the bread of life, 
and receiving it gladly.

It is my privilege to be State Mis
sionary of the N. Y. S. A., and the 
work accomplished is very gratifying. 
Since the N. S. A. convention, one 
society has been organized at Barre 
Centre, N. Y„ a little village four 
miles from Albion, or from a rail
road. But the people are earnest, 
zealous and starting out to know more 
of this grand truth. Little Valley is 
nearly ready to charter, and other 
places in that part of the State. No
vember 17, a joint meeting of the N. 
Y. S. A. and the Niagara Falls socie
ty was held at Macoabee Hall, Niag
ara Falls. Mr. Frank Walker, Vice- 
President of the N. Y. S. A., and Mrs. 
T. U. Reynolds, missionary, and Mrs. 
A. G. Atcheson, pastor of the Niagara 
Falls society, were the ones employed. 
Two services were held, and much 
Interest manifested. The committee 
In charge had the hall beautifully 
decorated in yellow and white, with 
a profusion of sunflowers in honor of 
the Editor of “The Sunflower.”

Addresses by Mr. Walker and Mrs. 
Reynolds, messages by Mrs. Atcheson 
and Mrs. Reynolds. Mrs. Simmons, 
a lady from Buffalo, 84 years young, 
attended the services and gave some 
beautiful thought. Also Mr. and 
Mrs. Rowe of Lockport, Spiritualists 
of many years, just celebrated their 
50th anniversary of married life, at
tended the meeting. Refreshments 
were served between the services— 
beautiful and toothsome.

The meetings were pronounced a 
success in every particular, and were 
a credit to the pastor of six years' 
hard work. Many thanks to every
one assisting.

On Sunday, November 2 4, at Mo
ravia, N. Y., Mrs Mary M. Jennings, 
who had received ordination papers 
from the N. Y. S. A., was publicly or
dained in the hall where the Moravia 
Society holds services, by the State 
Missionary (from instructions of the 
N. Y. 8. Board), assisted by Mrs Har
riet Duhl of Elmore, one of the work
ers of the association. Exercises 
were interesting and elicited many ex
pressions of approval. Many had no 
idea of what Spiritualism stood or 
called for.

One night meeting at Dryden, and 
then, for this year of 1907, mission- 
■ary work ceases for the missionary. 
December 1 and 8, Mrs. Reynolds 
serves the Greenfield, Mass., society, 
December 15 and 22, Norwich, Conn.; 
December 29, Greenwich Village, 
Mass.; January, Springfield, Mass.; 
February 9, Marlboro, Mass., and then 
it is to be hoped every day and even
ing of the remainder of the season, 
societies and people will find work for 
Its Missionary.

MRS. TILLIE U. REYNOLDS.

First Spiritual Union at Norwich, 
Conn.

Although more than two months 
have elapsed since I have occupied 
any space to describe our doings, we 
have not been asleep nor idle. Open
ing our season’s work as we did, wlfh 
our Silver Jubilee Anniversary, gave 
us a splendid send-off. Although 
^very Sunday, with one exception, has 
been stormy or lowery, our attendance 
has exceeded our expectations and we 
have been booming along. Our fort
nightly suppers and socials have even 
exceeded last year’s in attendance and 
financial results, and last year’s were 
the best in the history of the Union. 
Two weeks ago we held an. annual 
fall sale and cleared 4150, and the 
week earlier we gave an entertain
ment which brought us .in 426.25. 
But these results demand workers, 
and, more than all else,, workers in 
harmony; but we'have them.. By the 
time this article appears in print we 
shall have presented a two-act drama, 
entitled "Down by the Sea,” from 
which we hope to receive a goodly 
sum. Up to the present .time since 
the services opened’in October/ our 
platform has been filled by. the writer, 
who has treated upon ..a variety of 
topics, but on Sunday,/December 15 
and Sunday, December 22, Mrs. Tillie 
U. - Reynolds,-: of. Troy, N. Y., will 
speak and. give messages, both morn- 
Jhg. and- evening, and the writer will 
serve the Independent- Liberal Church 
of Greenwich, Mass. One Innovation 
that gives us great satisfaction is a 
new system of lights (electric) that 
was installed In -the supper room :s_ 
month ago, in -place of gas) Onr eon- 
cert services that we continue to hold 
on’ the first Sunday evening of the 
month,'under- the direction of organ
ist Charles A; Dowset. draw large 
audiences and give pleasure to hun-' 
dreds of people.

BEV. ALBERT P. BLINN.

FUBLIGftTIONS
, OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
OF APIRITUALISMi a ,Maasal of Spiritual ScieMoe and PhlU Í 

a’iîî? pastase, 10 ota, /1V:h.S.VOhU4,<’N °*1’ G«» ««a ’
lOeeit/**“*’ posta#«

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE
THB LYCEUM GUIDE.
o lU1? of Societies, Lyoeums, 

a<nd the Horne. A man- “J! »{.Physical, Intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection of 
tlonl° IK.d 8on??- Golfen Chain Hwlt*: 
Funeral Choral, Responses,

services. Programs for Sessions, 
instructions for 

atimHA*.?.? (an<L{onductlng Lyceums, in
structions in Physical Culture, Calla- 
ards c?i,ann M.arc,1lng; Banners, Stand- bvdt’h}h«i*B,l?d Mercy, etc. A bools 
cenm TU° which a Progressive Ly^ 

Liberal Society may be organ- 
*londucted without other assist

ance. Price, EG cents, postpaid. -
PHOM SOUL TO SOUL.

Contains One hundred and twenty of 
wM«au^0r8 Poems, embracing a In oi “Objects and versatility
In ^““Position; historic, heroic. patheG 
1c, humorous and descriptive. They are 

adapted for recitations. The 
•iVa» »8i° oohtelne five song,, with mu- 
ru-V H'o eminent composer, James G. 

PaKes. beautifully bound. 
f».rfralt of author. Price |1.00, post- 
PUlQ,

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER 
OFFERINGS.

—a 8 volume le dedicated: “To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
nr Lan.d Souls ‘hl» handful

j PUQd*!“. mixed with common flow- 
ottered, hoping* to rive reft end Pleasure while wilting at the way ¿ia? 

tlon on the journey thither." It con-
°5S. hundred and thirty-nine po- 

ems, and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, In Tier moM 
charming style. 286 pages, six full page 
illustrations, among which are IllcenesJ- 

aut.hor an<) Clair Tuttle: beefi- 
“tully bound in blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 61.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST REOITA, 

TWNS.
To Advance Humane Education^For 

use in enterUinmenta managed by So- 
cietiôs. Lyceum«, Bands of Mercy, or In
dividuals aiming to establish right ovdy 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl- 
î?Æe,/iV6[.lgn.ora.n.ce- flnd Ju»tlca ovir 
all. The plan is thia: Some largo church 
or public hall is secured; several socle* 
ties are invited to »end theln best speAk- 
•r or reciter to compote for tbe prie« 
medal; same’promlnent citizen presTdeit 
other prominent citizens act as tn a 
committee of award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, payù all 
the costs, and leaves a handsomo baU 

trance. Price. 25 cents, postpaid.
___ Address all orders to J
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heighte.O,

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church of the Soul, Gora L..V; / 
Richmond, pastor; cervices jn Hall / 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 a; vm., z 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Blcfe 
mond will be at home 3803 Ridgd 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and

month.

,Á
Cl

i

fei

R

fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

The Students of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. m.

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual» 
1sts, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser- / ' / 
vices at Hygeia Hall, 40« Ogden ave./ 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5) 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even- • •

Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison 

Service

lug, 8. '-
The Church of Spiritual Revela- - 

tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But- .■ 
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dlerkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall, 756 -E. 47th st.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 86-1 E. 48rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor. % ;

First Church Psychic Research ‘ 
meets in Grove Hall, 40 E. 31st., at f 
3 and 8 p. m. Dr. Schaeffer, presl- \ » 
dent, 2001 Indiana avenue. )'

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle- / 
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p, / '~ 
m. and 8 p. m„ sharp, at 378 So. V 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas-.- 
tor. \

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun- ' 
day and Thursday evening at 8 p. in., ’ 
at 239 Lincoln avenue. Conducted 
by F. E. Lower.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tion holds services eve»y Sunday (even
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

UNCOOKED FOODS, 
And How to Live on Them—With .

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation. '

Proper combinations and menus;- 
with the reason uncooked food is béat 
for the promotion of health, strength') 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugens' 
Christian. Illustrated.

. No one can afford to be without thia 
book.- Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatabillty of 
food. Learn how and what to cook la 
order to build and retain the highest-de- 
gree of normal health by following the - ’ 
recipes of this cook book. ;

It will simplify methods of living—) 
help to settle (he servant question and 
the financial problems as -well as point 
Ute way for many to perfect health; 
Price »1. : _ "

ThRKnran “«ä1 illlü llvl UliThestaMard Ar»ti»naw fi
Mohammedan Bible- Cloth, 81.00 > , „ ., • 1

lÿQMflNi A LecturedeUrered at tbe¥5Sf 
Vdnxw'B IntemaUoMl Congrega, Chicago, DL, 
October, 1891 By Susan H. wlxon. PnoatsS
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Notes of Travel and! Work. Bible Spiritualism and M - 
ern Spiritualism Identical^Enlivened by Logical Combat with an Adventist 

' Preacher Who Attacked Spiritualism.

I To the Editor:—Once more I am 
I tn 'my home after several weeks in 
I the Held of labor as I journeyed to 
I \ and from the N. S. A. convention of 
I ' 1907, in Washington, D. C.
I My work, I hope, has resulted in 
f , godd to many who heard me In the 
I various cities visited, and many of my 
I listeners came tb me saying, “You 
I have set me to thinking on new 
I lines.". ‘I didn’t know there was no 
I. much Spiritualism in the Bible." “So
A many of your messages are true, theref must be something in Spiritualism,”
I etc. 7
f Then .came the expressions, "I wish 
i' you could stay longer," and "We hope 

you will come again." These last say- 
4 ingq. made me sorry my stay with
f them was so short.
|! On my way east, I stepped first in 

i Cove, Ore., and there ,found but two
I- or three people with courage enough
I to openly declare themselves Spirit-
h ualfstfi

• While in Cove I was the guest of
Brother Geo. E. Corpe, and it was.be- 

|l ■ cause of his solicitation I had ar- 
I . ringed to go there in the cause of 
L„ Truth. He and his good wife, with 
Kj: 'other members ot his family gave me 
¡mT^-Jiearty welcome to their home and 
Wjij’dld-all in their power to make my 
MK. stay in their home as pleasant as they 
I W cqqld, for which they have my thanks. 
I V When I faced my audience for' the 

flrBt time in Cove, I knew I had my 
’ Wprk laid out in hard Unes. Spir-* 

itualists were scarce, orthodox ele- 
I ment plentiful, doubters on all hands, 
I While those who scoff and sneer were 

• . not lacking.
I gave two lectures, one In the after-

noon and one In the evening follow-
V ing,-following the evening lecture with 
/ messages that set some of them to
J thinking.-1UUIUUB.

During the week following I held 
six circles that were well attended,

k: and finished my work there for that
I . occasion with two public meetings on 
I Sunday. '
I ; , A Rev. Smith, of the Advent church,
I having received information that I
I was~tb hold Spiritual services in Cove,
I: suddenly found'he was called by the
I;, Lord (or some other party) to preach
I a sermon against Spiritualism, and at
I a time he knew I could not attend
[ and hear him. He soon found the
I "people of Cove telling him he had

been unfair to me in so doing, and 
1 \ after standing their flings for two 
j’ days, came on Tuesday morning, as 

h • ’ sat at breakfast In the home of 
k Brother Corpe, and asked to see me. 
r Plstepped to the door and lie told me 
L , thp people had complained to film be- 
1 cause he did not givb me the prlvi,- 
IQ. . . lege, of hearing him, and said he 
11, vvpuid preach the sermon over again 
kg on the following night if I was not 
K / engaged for that evening, if 11 eared 
B, to come and hear film. I assured him 
Bl I would be on hand to hear him.
■Hi It was more a Bible reading than 

it..was a sermon, and he showed the 
■■Lh/people, from his quotations, that p/T (ieath took the Christian and the sln- i jnendown into the grave for one thou- 
j hand years,.and there they would sleep 

allPthat period, waiting for the blow- 
.. In'g of the trumpet by the angel 

i Gabriel (poor Gabriel, deprived of
L bleep to be on hand to awaken the
' iest of us!), when we would all ap- 
k pear before the judgment seat for 

' eternal glory at the right hand of 
God, or to be cast Into everlasting 

> hell fire to be consumed, and the 
|l saints would walk In our ashes.
I . At'the close of the service Rev. 
L . Smith Inquired if Mr. Love was in 
! the audience, and someone answered, 

, yes. Rev. Smith then asked if I had
I. any announcement to make, and I 

answered, that promptly at two 
i o'clock on Sunday afternoon I would 
i" reply to the discourse just given by
I Rev. Smith.
Il ’ I had a large audience out to hear

They did so, and a hall full of-at
tentive listeners, many of them hav
ing listened to Rev. Smith,’ greeted 
me on that Sunday night. : My col
lections In both Cove and Baker City, 
after replying to this Advent preacher, 
were more than double the collections 
on other-occasions, and I had been 
to Baker City on'seven calls prior to 
this one.

From Baker jQity I visited in Balt 
Lake City three days with a stepson, 
after being. ip A traln wreck that put 
out of «?miqjisaLpzp..:two.. locomotives, 
burned the mail, coach and two freight 
cars, and almost caused the death of 
a postal clerk and ttie engineer, of 
the train I was on.

Leaving Salt Lake City I wept on 
to Chicago where I remained several 
days, visiting the home of Brother 
Stewart, 455 East 55tft Street, a 
cousin living at 47th and Calumet 
Avenue, The Progressive Thinker 
office, The Spiritualist League,., and 
one of the Spiritualist societies whose 
name I do not remember.

From Chicago I went to Coshocton, 
Ohio,, and held public meetings and 
circles that J am assured did much 
good for the Pause, judging by the 
fact that seven names' were put. on 
the roll of membership for the pur
pose of organizing a society in that 
city, where only three or four people 
were willing to be known as Spiritual
ists prior to my visit on my way east.

From Coshocton I journeyed to 
Washington, D, Q., to be present at 
the opening of the convention. ,On 
Sunday night before the opening of 
that gathering, at the request of Sis- 
terLongley and Harrison D. Barrett, 
1 attended the meeting conducted by 1 
Sister Longley, and being the second 
person to reach the hall on that occas
ion, I took a seat behind an altar 
at one side of the hall, with the 
thought I for once would be a spec
tator in an Eastern audience.

After, the* people had assembled 
’ sufficiently tp fill about two-thirds of 

the seats, I heard Brother Barrett 
asking if Brother Love had arrived, 
but I was a stranger in a strange 
land, and the answers he received was, 
“I couiS not say, I don’t know him.” 
A few moments later I heard him 
saying, “Here fie is, Sister Longley, 
you will find him over there by the 
altar at the side of the hall." Sister 
Longley came to me, saying, “Brother 
Barrett tells me you give messages in 
public, and I would like to have you 
on the platform with the other work
ers.” My'excuses would not go with 
her and I soon found myself seated- 
with Harrison D. Barrett, Dr. Geo.’ 
B. Warne and Mary T. Longley, offi
cers of the N. S. A., and other Eastern 
workers'of. well-known ability; This 
being my first week in the presence 
of such an array of talent, all of whom 
were classed, among the best, I soon
began to realize I was a long 
tance from Oregon.

dis-

As to my messages, I shall say
naught, letting those who heard and
received tell what they thought of it. 
The hall was . full, and all seemed 
filled with the.highpr inspirations and 
good humor. I say, with emphasis, 
It was a grand, good meeting.

Monday, October 14th, at the hour
of 10 
stood 
hand, 
gavel

o'clock a. m., Brother Barrett 
before the delegates, gavel in 
and a few moments later the 
fell. After quieting the audi-

e

Review of an Article Entitled “Bible Spiritual 
ism: Modern Spiritualism Not the Same.”

I want to take a different view of Ahab was (1 Kingsjli 
the Bible and Spiritualism from that Jeremiah wap (Jef. 4 
taken by Bro. E. J. Schellhous in No. 18). ’

vhrh and as
----- ,._r 4^ 7, 15'
Jehovah. hriil'Tjrown from a

932 of The Progressive Thinker. He guardian spirit or pénate to a national 
8&ye: “it is the general opinion
among Spiritualists that Bible Spir
itualism supports and corroborates the 
facts of Modern Spiritualism, but a 
careful and critical examination will 
dispel the delusion. Among the most 
noted of the prophets of the Old Tes
tament were Joseph rind Daniel, whp 
were inspired by Jehovah;”.

Granting the truth ot thé assertion 
that Joseph and Daniel were inspired 
by Jehovah, which I am inclined to 
question, at, least In part, we ipust 
admit a similarity between ancient 
and Modern Spiritualism. Through
out all antlquity: the world’s/ “gods,”, 
‘angels," and : “spirits,” all had a 
similar meaning. ' They at all times 
referred to excarnate beings. If chal
lenged on this statement, I will bring 
out what Ï consider indubitable, evi
dence tp sustain it. But JI want to 
confine myself mostly to the Bible in 
ttrts article.

The Gods of the Bible were discar- 
nate human spirits.

To this general statement I should 
make, probably, a few exceptions, and 
but a few. One is John 4:24, where 
Jesus tdlls us “Spirit is God” (Greek), 
and one other in .Acts 17:23-29, where 
God is represented as the great imper
sonal energizing principle behind all 
life; and probably a few other places.

In Genesis 18: we have an account 
of the apparition of three MEN to 
Abraham. These men are generally 
supposed to be gods, and 400 years 
afterward a spirit claimed that he 
was one of" them (see Ex. 3:6). 
These men were termed ‘Lord” nine 
Jimea and “men” three tUpes in this 
chapter, and in the next chapter they 
are called “angels" twice' and ‘men" 
four times. Thus we find the word, 
‘lord," “ang^l” and “mad" are inter
changeable terms, showing that these 
angels or lords were men, wr spirits 
of men. And the word “God" was 
susceptible to a like definition. Moses 
became ‘a god to Pharaoh, and Aaron 
was his prophet” (Ex. 7:4); that/is, 
Moses was his medium.

Ong of these angels, or gods, be
came a penate of the families of Abra
ham, Isaac and Jacob (see again Ex. 
3:6, 15, 16). When he appears to 
Jacob (Gen. 32:24-30), he appears as 
a man, but is afterward called “God,” 

"but always an angel or spirit, terms 
that signified the same thing with the 
Hebrews, as did also the word “god.” 
(See Acts 23:9.) ’

Let me now say that there -is no 
evidence that “Joseph or Daniel were 
Inspired by Jevohah.” We are not in
formed who was Joseph’s Lare. As 
to Daniel, he seemed to be inspired 
by a Persian spirit, called Gabriel 
(Daniel 9:23). It is true that he was 
supposed to be under the control of 
various bther spirits or gods (Daniel 
5:11, 14), but Jehovah is not men-
tloned as one of them. He refers 
"the Most High God,” but not as 
one that inspired him.

I will admit the interdiction

to 
to

of
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me. I read to them verse after ver^e 
from the Bible, telling of spiritual 
manifestations, calling attention to 
the fact that spirits could not mani
fest if they were Bleeping in the grave 
waiting for Gabriel to blow his horn. 
I asked them the question, “How did 
Samuel make himself known to Saul 
In the home of the woman of Endor, 
if he was sleeping In the grave," as 
Rev. Smith declared all would do. I 
risked them how Moses and Elias 

„ could be seen talking with Jesus, if 
*' - they were in that long sleep to the 
|s great judgment day?
LL" - I asked them to explain how the 
U, rich man and Lazarus could see and

ence, be, as president of the N. S. A., 
declared , the convention of 1907 in 
seslon for the transaction of any and 
all business that mi^ht prep^rly come 
before it. I shall not rehearse the 
work of this convention, but will say 
this: 1 am satisfied that more and 
better legislation in the cause of Spir
itualism was enacted at this session 
of delegates than in those of 1905 and 
1906 combined.

The convention of 1907 was com
posed of earnest, devoted Spiritualists 
who were workers. They came to 
work, and they DID work.

Before the convention closed, Ash
tabula, O., sent a call for John Ring 
to come and be with them for three' 
Sundays, but his engagements else
where prevented he acceptance of the 
call, and he came to your corres
pondent to go in his stead.

My engagements only allowed me 
one Sunday, and that Sunday was ac
cepted by the good people o^ the so
ciety In Ashtabula. I reached the 
pretty little temple erected and owned 
by the society only a few moments

, ¡j“ talk to each other, if they were sleep- 
y ing to the great judgment day. « 

Many other questions of like import 
• y..put before them, and finally asked 

. /P-hem to listen to the Bible definition 
Ike dead, and read to them the 

^I6th verse of the 2d chapter ot James, 
-^•.PFor as the body without the spirit 

is dead, so faith without works is 
’ . Idead also.”

. . After reading the text, I asked them 
vjy what process they could get the 
ttpirlt in the grave and bury it with 
Khe body?
" Then quoting the story of Lazarus 
»nd the rich man, I asked them how 
it became possible for them to see 
and converse with each other (and 
the medium or writer knew they were 
doing those things) if Lazarus and 
the sick mat «?ad to Bleep in the grave 
for one thou arid years?

I again'asked them why Jews told 
the thief on the cross that on that 
day he would be with him in Paradise, 
if he or they had to spend one thou
sand years in sleep in the grave, as 
Rpv. Smith had declared they would 
do?

By these questions I set the audi
ence tt> thinking, and I had the closest 
attention of all, and I feel sure Rev. 
Smith did more harm to his doctrine 
than he calculated when he attacked 
Spiritualism on his own call, for I 
don't believe the Lord has ever spoken 
to him yet, let alone to call on him 
to assail another man’s religion.

Rev. Smith next pitched his tent in 
Baker City, Ore., knowing I was com
ing to that placq from Cove, and

before the 
o'clock, a. 
fast, and 
clothes..

meeting at the hour of 11 
m., tired, without break- 
no time to change my

I wish the Spiritualists everywhere 
could sbe the beautiful temple the 
good people have erected in Ashta- 
mula, in which to hald spiritual ser
vices.

I am sure they would do more to 
build temples everywhere If they could 
sit in that temple through one ser
vice, breathing its pure atmosphere, 
and realize the fact that no attraction 
was there for those who lived only 
to chew tobacco, drink intoxicating 
liquors, or use language that would 
be displeasing to spiritual-minded peo
ple.

From Ashtabula I made my way 
direct to Baker Cyty, Ore., where I 
held circles for one week with good 
results, being the guest of J. A. Ged
des, a subscriber to The Progressive 
Thinker. Brother Geddes is a pro-
gresslve Spiritualist, doing much 
aid honest workers who may tarry 
Baker City in the Labor of Love.

From Barer City I returned 
Cove, where I remained over

again he (thought) was called by the

to 
in

to 
two

Sundays, holding public meetings and 
circles that kept me a very busy man. 
On Sunday afternoon, the first meet
ing on this visit to Cove, a Mrs. E. E. 
Pursel came from Union for the pur
pose of hearing me lecture. She had 
with her a sister from another part 
of the State. After the meeting was 
over they insisted on having me come 
to Union, and In order to do so I 
had to cancel my announcement for 
a public meeting on Tuesday night in 
Cove to give Union that night, That 
meeting in Union resulted in A call
for another meeting In Union on theri.j ---- u , . 7, , — 1U1 auuujei meeting in union un rue

—1.^ Preach.against SpirItuallsm, following Monday night, both meet* 
^?ad™aT‘?eu thu . ty i°,uld I ’“Sa being held, in the parlors of 
r?tv°‘ .T^e Spiritualists of Baker ।Brother and . Sister . Pursel, and a'j rttv f i brother ana . Bister . Pursel, and . a

M ; bright, intelligent audience filled the
-h- -told-.then? . I. parlors to hear me; I am glad Ahat 

place I. viaited gure ma arme 
.Papera, to tjiatjeffesL^..’|requésth to visn^t^iem ggldB,'Bnd-a|

I

' A’»-?' •irit-j
«Mi-.

wltchcraft In the Bible, but I will not 
accept Brother Schellhous’ Inferences 
with reference to the subject. He 
tells us “It Is clear to anyone who 
will think that the beings who con
trolled the prophets and witches were 
not once human dwellers on the earth, 
but were supposed to .be either God 
and his angels controlling the proph
ets, or the devil and his angels con
trolling the witches—all SUPER
NATURAL BEINGS.”

I suppose I am excluded from those 
“who will think." Does Brother S. 
know of a' single passage in the Bible 
supporting the Idea ot an antagoniz
ing devil or malicious spirit at war 
with God? When he finds that pas
sage we may have some discussion on 
the matter. I know ft is believed the 
Bible 1b full of it, but there Is not 
an apology for evidence on the sub
ject. Hence what he says concerning 
the devil and his angels controlling 

the witches — all SUPERNATURAL 
BEINGS," Is untrue.

Since there is not a scintilla of evi
dence to show that there was any 
belief in what we now term "the 
Devil,” or an opposed force to Al-

spirit or god, .as werç the other na
tional gods, around thepi. and he was 
in constant feat tbat he would, be 
superseded, and4Q^ ht^ clientage. ,

It ip true that except, these inter
dictions there is-not a word1 In the 
Old Testament tp.nhow tjat/thg.Jews 
believed in any ^téàfter/’drJife.pfter 
this. -There is no/juch thine ab'post 
mortem rewards oit pui^shmeniS^ 
ferred to either in the, X>Jd or /New. 
Testament; but the faciihnt necrom
ancy was forbidden shewh 'that some- 
body believed that it was possible to 
cominunicate with men after the death 
of the body, else why' should It be 
forbidden by law? We are told . by 
Brother Schellhous that “witches are 
supposed to be non-human supernatu
ral beings.” In Lev. 18:11, the words 
“charmer,” “consulter with familiar 
spirits," “wizards" (paale ...term -’for 
■witches) and "necrdRW^ra,” are 
used as referring to thé earns thing. 
In 1 Sam. 38:7-13, 'womw.r“8hat 
had a familiar spirit (or O’) > 9» 
medium, or what in théde, diij^iwould 
be called queh. I think Sappjêl was 
once a human being, a4d thaï'. Moses 
and Elias (Matt. 17:3) were also 
once human beings. Also Jesus;';who 
was seen by Peter and by five hun
dred brethren, and last of all by Patil - 
(1 Cor. 15:5-9).

Hé next tells, us that “after his 
(Paul’s) conversion, he believed that 
Jesus gave life and Immortality only 
to those who. believed and accepted 
the’ conditions he prescribed." Sup
pose Paul did beliqye so, such- belief 
in no way Invalidates his teachings 
on the subject of spirit return. The 
belief or disbelief in reincarnation by 
a Spiritualist does not, in these days, 
affect thé validity of his testimony 
with reference to spirit return. But 
the theory is only an inference.

"while I refuse to be tied to all that 
Paul uttered, or that was uttered by 
Jesus or any other Bible character, 
I am Inclined to doubt that such was 
Paul’s opinion. Brother ' Schellhous 
seems to Kase his assumption on 2 
Tim. 2:15; “But is now mads mani
fest by tae appearing of .our Savior 
Jesus Christ, who &rthu'abolishe|l 
death and brought life aqd immor
tality to light through gospel." 
A correct translation, pf the Greek 
word "parousia,” translbt8d""appear- 
ing” In this text, would have been 
"apparition.’’ He apj^aretÇks a spirit, 
just as spirits appear‘to mediums in 
these days, ànd aB, Æeyjjdid in his 
day (1 Oor. 12;19), and’by thus ap
pearing, he “brought life; and immor
tality to light,'" just' as Modern Spir
itualism has demonstrated the fact of 
life after the death ’of thé libdy. Pre
vious to his aftbr-death appearance, 
there was no proof (W liffitbeyond' the 

■grave, though Jesus, confirmed/» it 
(Matt. 16:18; LukeJ30:«6,37; John 
14: 7-16), and the Sadducees were 
materialists, and denied that there 
was a life in the future, just as ma
terialists of these days do.

Paul bases his argument on a spir
itual life, on the appearance of Jesus 
after his crucifixion (L Cor. 15:3-8). 
The resurrection here spoken of is a 
resurrection, not OF the dead, but 
OUT of the dead; and so it is in 
every place the term! is used in the 
Bible—anastasis tes ek nekron. The 
Greek word ek always signifies Uri 
exodus—exodus out of- the dead body.

I do not believe that Jesus at thp 
age of 12»dlsputed with the learned 
doctors. If Brother B- WH1 read 
History of the Christian Religion, by
Judge Charles Waite, he will learn

mighty 
be but 
spirits?

God, what could witchcraft 
the influence of unhallowed 
Spirit Intercourse was inter-

dieted—I will admit that—and medi
ums were 
"wizards,” 
females. (

s called ''necromancers," 
if males, or "witches,” It 

(Ex. 23:18; Lev. 19:31;
20:6,27; Deut, 18:10-12.) This law 
was given more because Jehovah was 
jealpus of other spirits than for any 
other reason. (See Deut. 13:2-10; 
also Ex. 20:3; Deut. 5:7; 6:14; 
8:19). There might,have been an
other reason. The people may have 
been too credulous—too easily duped, 
as many who now profess Spiritualism 
are, bo that they may have been 
liable to become the victims of mis
chievous and fun-loving spirits, as

the earliest opportunity. J would ex
press my thanks through your col
umns to those who gave me entertain
ment in each place. I held meetings, 
and to those- also who In their good 
will did all they could to make the 
meetings successful.

On Tuesday morning, November 
12th. I left Union, Ore., for my home, 
and 11:30 o'clock on that Tuesday 
night I found myself in the union 
depot in Portland, and there I found 
my good wife and daughter waiting 
to greet me and finish my homeward 
journey with me on the trolley car, 
At 12:45 I was once more in‘my 
own home, and in conclusion I will, 
say that I am trying to so arrange 
my affairs that I can in the early days 
of spring once more start out in the 
field of labor to offer my mite to the 
cause of Truth and Humanity.

In Cove I secured two memberships 
in the N. S. A. Temple Fund Asso
ciation and I have the promise of sev
eral more in aid of that institution.

I always had a, good word for The 
Progreslve Thinker, many telling me 
that they would subscribe-in. the near

REV. G. C. LOVE. 
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fed them on bread apd veal (Gen. 
18:5, 8); Jacob wrestled with one 
one night (Gen. 32:2 4-30). A fire 
test is recorded in Dan. 3:29-37, and 
Jehoram received a written communi
cation from the spirit of Elijah the 
prophet (2 Chron. 21:12), and David 
is reported to have had a drawing of 
the plan of the temple upon his per
son (1 Chron. 28:19). We read in 
Dan. 5:5, “In the same hour came 
forth the'fingers of asMANB hand and 
wrote over against / the ^candlestick 
upon, the plaster of-the :wall of the. 
king's palace, and the king saw the 
part of the hand that wrote.” If it 
was “a man’s hand/’/ It must have 
been p spirit man, for all 'but a part 
of the hand seems to have been in
visible. In Acts II. we-have the dis
ciples under the control of foreign 
spirits, and giving tests in languages 
of which the disciples were ignorant. 
Paul condemns the habit the Corin
thians hadjOf allowing spirits to speak 
through their organisms in languages 
of which they were Ignorant, unless 
someone .were present who could in
terpret their messages (ICqr. 14:1-8), 
and in 1 Cor. 12:18 he enumerates 
the several phases of manifestations, 
among them—wjjlch correspond close- 
lyto what we have in these days—as 
follows: “wisdom,” “knowledge,” 
"faith,” “healing,” “miracles,” (or 
physical manifestations — Greek ), 
“prophecy" (preaching and poetry), 
“discerning (or describing) of spir
its," "diverse tongues," or languages, 
etc., all of which we have at the pres
ent time.

There is muoh more to say on this 
subject, but I think I shall withhold 
it till another, opportunity, if one 
should be presented.

DANIEL W. HULL.* 
Olympia, Wash.

ANY CHRISTIAN NATIONS?—NO.

To the Editor:—I have felt prompt
ed to answer the question asked in 
The Progressive Thinker of September 
1 th: “Are there any Christian Na
tions?” No, there is not a CHRIS
TIAN nation on earth. I had asked 
myself that question and wondered 
why Christians were so cruel and un
merciful. That truth was revealed to 
me by an invisible Intelligence, also 
the meaning of the word Christian. 
It was so clear and convincing it left 
no doubt In my mind of the truth. 
The word Christian Is comparatively 
lU»le tfnderstood. It is derived from 

word Christ; the word Christ 
means the Anointed. Jesus said the 
Spirit was given to him without meas
ure. No one is a Christian in the 
true sense of the word unless he has 
the san» spirit that, was in Christ.

uUU&v X.'LMLlJvD VVCliLC^ 11 «3 Will IvdlU /nt x 1 i 1 11 t < xt_ «
that the first two chapters of Mat7/rhat sPlrlt ls a of love> the lov,® 
— - - ■ -• - ■ ■ • l —as Paul says—that worketh no ill«UUt vuv U1OV U w W VUCHilVlD UL AVAaij? 
thew, and the first two chapters of 
Luke were taken, one from the Proto-
vangellon and the other from the Gos
pel of the Infancy, and attached to 
these books, two or three hundred 
years after these gospels had been 
written, for the purpose of settling the 
controversy with the Arians. Neither 
do I believe that the Gospels con
tain a faithful synopsis of what was 
taught by Jeaus. It was as faithful 
as could be rendered at the distance 
of thirty or more years from the time 
of their utterance. My memory is so 
defiicient, I cannot well remember 
what I, myself, said in. .lectures and 
discussions so long^igo as thirty years.

Jesus was an ordinary wan, a re
former—not exactly a religious re
former, but rather a political and so
cial reformer, dealing .with religion 
Incidentally; pfobably a bit cranky, 
as many reformers are. likely to be, 
and possibly talked rather an ideal 
philosophy, possibly/ utopian, though 
he had never heard of Thomas More,- 
and he frequently failed to live out 
the sublimity of his teaching.' He rib 
doubt became unreasonably angry 
when he found the figs unripe at the 
time he was so hungry,-and perhaps 
regretted it afterward, at least it is 
to be hoped he did, and one can but 
ask how he controlled his temper dur
ing his forty days of fasting.

That there are Spiritualists who 
persist in making th® Bihli a rule of 
faith and practice, does not justify us 
in taking the other extreme. There 
are many bad thlngsdn the Bible, but 
the bad things do.net neutralize the 
good that somehow halve ’¿Otten there. 
Nor are we justified in minimising any 
truth found in it, bncausb of the 
credulity of half-fledged Bglrltuallsts. 
If they take an ¡'¿itrente view of 
things, we are not jUBtifted In taking 
the other extreme, rs Thel (Bible was 
not written as a book! oWuthority— 
not even as a book >ofntuspiration; 
nay, not even as a rellgliis book. It 
10 true that there aWa couple of re
ligious tracts, or ribaalsje Bound up 
with it, for it was thgiHete^w’s entire 
library, picked up dad I scribbled at 
various times and pl&esv&nd on vari
ous occasions; but iThrin binding of 
these rituals in with other tracts does 
not give its. character to all other 
tracts bound along with It.

„ Per contra, I am'flrm in the opinion 
that Modern Spiritualism is a dnplL 
cate not only of Biblical Spiritualism, 
but ot all anciunt ¡Spiritualism.- Abra
ham washed the-fMt of- thomaterial-

to his neighbor.
This is the religion that Jesus 

taught and practiced, and he taught 
us that “our neighbor" means all 
mankind. Do all the good you can 
to everyone, and no harm in anj way 
to anyone. A true Christian loves 
righteousness and will do right—not 
for the sake of a reward, but because 
it is right; and will not do wrong, 
not from fear of punishment, but be
cause it 1b wrong. The late Francis 
Murphy, the temperance apostle, was
a good example of a Christian, 
loved everyone, subscribed to

He 
no

creed, but labored to uplift and 
strengthen those who were too weak 
to help themselves.

Love, pure holy love, is the stand
ard of true Christianity; everything 
beneath this standard Is not Chris
tianity. In the first epistle of John, 
4th chapter, it says: "God is love, 
and he that abideth in love abideth 
in God, and Gpd abideth in him," and 
"Hereby know we that we abide in 
him, and he in us, because he has 
given ns ot his spirit.” Paul says, 
*'If any man have not the spirit of 
Christ, he is none of his.”

I have heard agreat many ¿ermons, 
but I have never yet heard the 27th 
verse of the Second chapter of the 
first epistle of John quoted.

R.
MRS. T. G. RUSSELL. 

F. D. 1, Norwalk, Cal.
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Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain the Interesting features of It, 
'and recommend : it to «every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 fits.
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Ingersoll’s Lectures
44 Addresses and Answers to His Critics.
A portly volume containing reports 

Of the noted Colonel’s lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and instruction combined lu his In
comparable presentation of the truth 
as It appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter, 
and is sold at a mere nominal price.

Price, postpaid, only 31.00, i

X.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA. .
These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 

Carlyle Petersllea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
a)l who read them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning to end.

OGEANIDES MARY ANNE 6AREW
A Psychical Novel.—Price Paper, 

Cover, SO Qents.
This great novel is written with a

distinct purpose, to set forth certain 
phases ot spirit life and -experience, 
as related to the gifted and Inspired 
author. The question of soul mates 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel,
is advanced as a vital truth of 
experience in the higher realms, 
work radiates a good spiritual 
ence, and is very Interesting.

spirit 
The 

Influ-

It is a spiritual book for Splrltual- 
larta, and interesting for everyone.

Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cloth Cover, Price $1.OO. -

Tills great work relates the experi
ences of a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the "narrative 
is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that o'her world very near to us; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
ot the dear ones of the home and fam
ily, is beyond one's power to describe. 
All readers will be charmed with It 
as well as spiritually aided and up
lifted.

A Work of Immense Importance.

£

a

In the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science
' BY LOUIS ELBE.

This Is the authorized translation ot 
the famous book which has been cre
ating so wide a stir in scientific and 
religious circles throughout France, 
under the title "La Vie Future.” It 
will be received with equal Interest 
here, and will arouse very general dis
cussion, aB the subject is one engaging 
not only scientists but laymen in ev^- 
increasing numbers.

Tlie fundamental question of the 
“Immortality of the Soul” has dis
turbed the great thinkers of all ages, 
and for the solution of this eternal 
enigma humanity still seeks In vaiu.

This volume offers for the first time 
a complete presentation of all the

avallaole evidence hitherto to ' be 
found only in the most scattered and 
inaccessible forms. With great care 
and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
a plain statement of the discoveries, 
theories, and ideas of the greatest in
vestigators together with his own illu
minating views and comments, and a 
mass of authentic information regard
ing the beliefs of the primitive races.

The book Is divided into two parts, 
the first part being devoted to the 
Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
the Primitive races, and the second to 
Deductions drawn, from the Funda
mental sciences. With Portral* of 
the author. Price 31.20; postage 10c.

PIONEERS OF PROGRESS. The Psychic Riddle.
"It 

gress 
lines.

BY T. A. BLAND, 
is a historic review of the pro
of the nineteenth century on all 
But the element that makes ft

universally popular is its human In
terest.”—Chicago Record-Herald.

“A broad-minded lover of his fellows, 
Dr. Bland delights in giving credit, to 
those men and wjomen who have said 
things or done things to help forward 
the welfare of mankind?’—Chicago 
Post

“It contains biographies of some for
ty men and women whose live thoughts 
and heroic deeds gave character to the 
most wonderful century of the world’s 
history.’’—Farm, Field and Fireside.

"It Is just such a book as one might 
expect from a man who looks back over 
seventy-six years spent in tireless pur
suit of high Ideals.”—Rev. Jenkin 
Lloyd Jones, in Unity.

"The work is written in an easy, 
pleasing style, and is so interesting 
that we doubt if one reader In a score 
who commences one of the sketches 
Will lay the book down until he has 
finished IL"—The Arena.

It has 254 pages, is bound in best 
doth with gold title. Price 31.00.

By I. K. Funk, D.DM LL.D., Editor-In. 
Chief of “The Standard Dictionary”; 
Author of "The Widow’s Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," "The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s previous 
publication of this subject: “A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;’’ and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: "There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one." Price, 31.00.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
Am&atcrly presentation ot an important sub

ject. A powerful argument aionr now and solan- 
Uftt lines, OBtabllshlnr on a sclonttflo basis the 
fact of tho continuity of personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body, a book of rar* value» With several 
fine Illustration». Cloth. 11 XXL

ti
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FROM 60UL TO 80UU

By Ema» Rood Tuttle^ This voi#me 
contains the beet peoma of the autfior, 
and somt ot th« boat popular soags wlti 
the muslo by eminent composers. The 
poems ar* admirably adapted for reclt» 
Sana 815 Pages, beautifully bssag, 
8W><1.  /

NAME THE BABY,
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
boIo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.
CURED. ~ WORRY,-HURRY7SCURRY. 

FLURRY.
. -By -WUllun E. Towoe.—Learn hew to 
cut away- utaMceasary care.*. This 
took pofiRa ths my: Prioe; 8$'cents';

ETERNITY OF THE "EARTHS
Electricity the Universal Force. By 

Daniel K. Tenney. A valuable book 
ot 105 pages. Cloth, 75 cents. v

HAECKEL’S LAST (Wit Work. Jot Pntllkara.

SV WORDS'^EVOLUTION
I'f

PROGRESSIVE THINKER,publisher» 
- _ MloMi Jtod, CUmKVi.

RAHnUFT Birth, Character and inlllly/nLl Doctrine By Edward Gib
bon. This 1« No.« ot the Library ot Liberal 
OlaSBlcB. It 1b conceded to be historically cor
rect, and bo exact and perfect In every detail as 
to be practically beyond the roach of adverse 
criticism. This work win he tonnd Intensely 
Interesting. Price, S5 cents.

inuuiUD boot, ll3 oommentaries, 
toaohlugs, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches ot the mon who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 850 pp. Price, cloth, »1

RADIANT ENERGY
to Modern Actrqphydcs, by sdgar L. Larkin, 
Director Low» obserratoiy. Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew braack 
of research into the -lain of BMUtn aad to^Mi 
atudent or eran an adtalrerol Uta. taodara!»*'
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faANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA. - -

■ Encouraging Report of the First 
Churcli.

"The First Spiritual Church” of 
Banta Cruz, now about six months 
old, has been having meetings each 
Sunday at 11’a. m. and 7 p, m. at 
Native Sons’ Hall, 118 Pacific Ave- 
pue, which is under lease by the year 
(with one year paid in advance). 
The morning conference, or circle, has 
created quite an interest, and a bene
fit toward the developing of local sen
sitives, and all who attend feel a 
benefit for having been in attendance.’ 
Among the local, workers and sensi
tives are Ella McLeod, Minnie Millet, 
MrB. M. E. Fay, Mrs. M. L. Miller, 
Mrs. Annie Hocom, Chas. Hocom, Mrs. 
Francis Hocom, Mrs. May Fanning, 
Caroline T. Rhodes, L. V. Jensen, and 
others. Mrs. Kate Huessmann-Har- 
veston, the pastor and organizer of 
this church, has resigned temporarily 
on account of sickness in her home 
at 376 Wilde Avenue, San Francisco.

The California State Association 
held a mass meeting in our hall on 
the 23d an<j 24th of November, three 

• meetings each day, to a.good attend
ance at the day meetings, and a 
crowded house in the evening, Each 

" , meeting was full of interest.
• Arthur 8, Howe, president and 
State organizer, and his wife, M. E, Q. 
Howe, the State Missionary, were the 
conductors of the convention, assisted 
.by J. 8. Drake and his wife, Maud 
Lord Drake, whose message work was 
well received, a? were May Fanning 
and others, including Mra. Howe's 
flower seance Sunday evening. The 
muBical part of the program was con
ducted by Prof. Dr. R. D. Messier, 
whose solo on the violin was highly 
appreciated, as was the cornet solos 
by Charles H. Parker, accompanied on 
the piano by Miss Anna Bell Wheeler, 
a young expert piano player—as mani
fested in her piano solos. The vocal 
spjos by Prof, liurray and Miss Stella 
Calender were exceedingly fine and 
highly appreciated, as were also Mrs. • 
Chas. Hoffman’s vocal solo, and sev
eral others, to which thanks are ex
tended. The conventidn was a suc
cess financially, as well as being a 
means of bringing out many that had 
never been in the hall before, and to 
some it was the first knowledge that 
they had of such a place and that' 
meetings were being.held regularly. 
More mass conventions are needed, 
and as one of the board of directors 
of the State Association, I would like 
to see more missionary workers in. 
the field; for the people are reatjj; 
for there 1? a spiritual awakening ail 
over the land.

TO
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mula and full directions for preparing his RHEUMA- ' • 
T1SM CURE—enough for a month’s treatment for - 
$1.00. Address ALEX CAIRD, M. D.,598 W. Mon
roe Street, Chicago, 111. $1.00 per bottle, by ex
press or at office. .

INTEWOVEN, Reased Premium List. fWEbMarityt gored.
---- ——r Dr. Caird will send postpaid, THE HERBS—a“ " ' * - * ■" • r-\ r r i—»r i r

Soim Mews iron) a Son to His Mother.
We take exceeding great pleasure in announcing another 

preminin book, with the above title—one that will deeply in
terest every Spiritualist who will read it. ,No other book pub
lished brings one in such close touch with the spirit realms as 
this one. It will delight you with its revelations in regard to 
the spirit side of life. The details are charmingly given, and 
illustrate the naturalness of the work iu the realm of souls, A 
MILLION COPIES should be distributed broadcast among 
Spiritualists. Your interest in the work will not flag from the 
first to the last page. ~

The right to publish thig remarkable ho_ok was given tp us 
by Mrs.- Sarah Louise Ford, a prominent physician, and a lady 
of culture and refinement, residing.at Dorchester, Mass. Had 
she not done so. the book would have sold for at least $1.00 
per copy. 7 " \,

We are. pursuing the Divine Plan; the Angelic PJan, a PLAN 
which Jias ¡resulted in establishing the nucleus of a library in 
thousands bf homes. Whp, in the whole history of Spiritualism, 
has done the like? ■ . ! ‘ :

Who, besides ourself, has sent ouf a dozen or more, of stand
ard Spiritualistic or Occult works at actually less than

Read Qaißfully, as We Introduce a New Pie- 
mium Boßk, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have. You ReadOÜR I
►MilPREMIUM
BOOK 

OFFER?
Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 

the like before, Search the annals o’f 
history; ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism;. look here and ' there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 

, FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS; They, constitute a wonder
fully. valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY,, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who. purchase them are DELIGHTED

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.85.’ -

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Rooks, $4.00. .

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on ail these books, leaving ub 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these hooks a 

j few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper. .

Bear in mjnd that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive. Thinker, which 
is $1, We repeat that the world has' 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR »4.00.
The following is the list of titles of

"fl DWELLER ON TWO METS 99

THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
map and description thereof, Its wonderful and advanced civilization of ■ 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob- ! 
lems of tb-day 1b worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book-^-to 
say nothing on the many topics of which if treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought In this momentousatime of the world’s his
tory, .-This book is endorsed by Prof, Larkin, the great Astronomer' and 
scifentist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price f2,00.

MASTERSHIP IS 1> RIGHT WAY

Our beautiful truth of Spiritualism 
Is becoming mofe generally accepted 
and recognized by the press and fav
ors granted fully equal to the ortho-

cost? ' ' ,
Who has the interest of Spirit Beturn at heart to .the extent 

of doing such an extensive missionary work? .
Divine plans require something behind them besides imagi

nation or vain talk. A LEVÈRAGE'is required, and that lever
age is money, and that has enabled us to do for Spiritualism 
what no other person id our ranks has ever done,

The new book which we now offer as a Premium, consists of with them. ■ - 
short messages wherein the son tells his dear mother, of expe- we have now fourteen magnifi- 
rlences and incidents in the spirit world, and which exhibit its «ent premium books which you 
laws, its beauty, its naturalness, its intrinsic grandeur, and the c“ y<m
grand and ennobling work in which he is engaged to raise nu- may order, price 25 cents. This 
inanity to a higher plane of life and spirituality. . you

We are surè that you will be delighted with the book. Even
an orthodox Christian would be fascinated with the naturalness The paper- one year und one Premium 
of life in the spiritual realms, as presented-by the sop, and Book, $1.25, 
nothing' therein wouM prove repuleive to Mm,, and. perhaps
would withdraw.him from his own taitn, Which in.this epllght- a yearly subscription.to The Progres- 
ened age ought to be obsolete. ( slv^Tbiniter;, but if you order more

This new Premium Book is now in press, and all orders for °ae b°ok> the Prlce 18 88 ™* 
it will be filled in the course of a few days. .

In view of the grand-work which The Progressive Thinker
has done, aild is now dòingj it is certainly entitled to great . Any three of,the Fourteen Premium 
consideration on the-part of Spiritualists. It i? tye only Spir- •
itualist paper in this country that can keep you thoroughly Books you may ’,order/price «L30?m

---------- “■ Ally Aw'dit the Fourteen Premiumposted aS to passing Occult and Spiritualistic events. Such be- 
•' •! J__  _____1. ama i/x annd in fin

dox churches. '
W. J. Colville will serve our society 

on Dec. 14-15, holding meetings on. 
Saturday at 2:20 and 7:30 p. m., and 

- three on Sunday, 11 a. m., 2:30 and 
■ 7:30 p. m. Subjects selected by the 

audience. - We expect to have Mr. and 
Mtb. Longley for the month of Janu
ary. ,They are now in southern Call-’ 
fornia. Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Campbell, 
lately direct from England, have 

■ taken up their residence here and will 
serve our society at intervals, and as
sist In more ways than one. She is 

, a trance medium and he is a phre- 
' nologlgt and psychome.trist. Quite a 

jt pointer ®f &dod home circles are be-.
Ing'held in different parts of town.

I Inclose a number of names and 
remittance for the subscription ot 
each, and if you will kindly send me 
a few copies each week, for sale, I 
may be able to get more subscribers, 
as Spiritualists and investigators 
should take a Spiritualist paper and 
keep posted on the spiritual lines as 
necessary—^more so than their local 
daily and weekly papers. Knowl
edge rarely comes without seeking. 
"Knock and it shall be opened unto
you.” FRANK H. PARKER.

ing the case, is it too much to ask each one to send in an
ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIBER, and thiis extend the usefulness nooks yon.jnayitorder, price $2.10. 
of the naner. Do SO now; this is the auspicious moment, a start- Any seven of tlie Fourteen Premium
ing poifit from whiclj great results may he made.to flow. 0Anleigh^7X^

This Premium Book, “Interwoven—Spirit Messages from a Books yoq,;nay/,order, price $2.80. 
Son to his Mother,” is nicely and substantially bound in cloth, B Any
and will be sent forth for 25 cents when accompanied with a Any the Fourteen jremium 
yearly subscription to The Progressive. Thinker, We desire, to Books. you,..mny;forder, price $3.so, 
send out. ONE MILLION copies of this remarkable work. un^Su

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—¿The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in , the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedia of-Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data,

4—=Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.

5—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remark
able medium.

6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by. 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.

7—-A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9—Seers of the-Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. '

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

. 11—Litters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of' 
Carlyle Petersllea.

12-—-Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors. ■

13—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want bNLY ONE Premium

THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., 
| Of the “Harmonic Series.” It makes 
Clear the Way of Mastership. This 
Is the Way that leads -to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
•who is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
Should jead THE GREAT WORK.
Why? Because:

I. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.2, It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. it presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
Is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Unfoldment, aud-that it is open to all 
who elect to travel it. - -

4. Its author speaks from th® 
standpoint of one who has “hud the 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration.”

5. It presents to the.world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet bo profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2,00. Address, 
Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMEIUCAN BOOK CO.

23 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

7

Send in your orders at once. Any twçlve of itile Fourteen Premi-
I urn Hooks .you i#ay ordér, price, above,

SPRITUALJSTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y., will find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 723 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lene,

IN TOUCH WITH THE SPIRIT WORLD.
(Continued from page 5.)

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
I Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 
| hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed free by .spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
23d North Sixth Street-, 

San Jose, Cai.

Book, the price is 25 centg. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price 1b practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub-.: 
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned

Mrs. Frances Woodford, 244 W. 
Newton St., Boston, Mass., Spiritual 
Healer. All diseases treated success
fully. Also Clairvoyant Readings. 
Business, Present and Future. Six 
questions answered, $1.

to my 83d Efi-rthday, I enjoy going six miles by trolley and a 
short’walk tô attend Spiritualist meetings. Where there is a

Infallible b’Hbre Trumpets! Better 
than rneiul; Insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance. T. P.» 
11.50: light T. P., $2.00. Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Battery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase of develop
ment. A*» to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work In full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. 
Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr St., Toledo, O.

The Supernormal World.
A new and unique method of realizing 

all of one’s .psychical powers, normally' 
and in a sane mid scientific way. En- 
dórsed by hundreds. ••

Address with stamped addressed on-
velopv. GIIBMUINM, Ï4 Struth-

FOR 25 CENTS and stamp I will give 
reading, and Unnwer questions by ina.il, 
Mrs. Pond, 670 Sierra St., Los Angeles, 
Cal.

more Kutid, Brookline, .Huhs.

Spirituni Medium and pMyehomctrlHt.
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit .mes

sages (names often given), character 
delineatiuim, diagnosis of physical, men
tal mid psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full rending, $1.00; two 
uestlons answered. 25 e< nts. Mra. ED« 
Roynl wnihim«, 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon.

Santa Cruz, Cal.
ACTIVE WORK IN KANSAS. -

Btssie Bellman, President K. S. S. A., 
Reports Her First Mission

ary Tour.

Reporting my first tour In Kansas, 
I wish to mention an excellent meet
ing in Wichita, November 11, with 
the First Society of Spiritualists. 
Judge S. M. Tucker is president of 
this society. While in the city I was 
the guest of Mrs. Jerry Simpson, in 
her perfectly-appointed little home.

Prom Wichita 1 went to Hill City, 
where our friend Mrs. Tillotson had 
made efficient arrangements for a fair 
presentation of Spiritualism. The 
opera house, piano music, a sweet 
girl quartette led by Miss Barbara 
Harwi, and profuse advertising, 
helped more than a little with the 
general impression of the work. Mrs. 
Louise Brown, of Plainville, made her 
debut as a public test medium at 
these meetings, giving many beauti
ful messages, all of which wereTecog- 
nized. The Presbyterian church was 
placed at our disposal in the after
noons, and three rousing meetings in 
the evenings completed that engage-

my office on the main deck to get my pipe; as I opened the will there is always a way.”
door I saw my father lying in his coffin as plainly as I could. So write these old pioneers. Sainted souls! Exemplars to 
It gave me an awful jerk, and I immediately told some of the multitudes of Spiritualists to-day. J. jj/ PEEBLES 
fellows who were smoking just outside in the usual place be- Battle Creek, Mich, 
tween the guns, and T also told old Onslow, our chaplain. A, 
few days after we arrived at Marseilles, and I heard of my 
father’s death, and that he had been buried that very, day and 
at that time—half past twelve in the day. I may add that Effort to Place; spiritualism Higher, 
at the time it was a bright sunny day,, and I had not' been fret- Free From inane Babblings 
ting about my father, as the latest news I had from him was of Undeveloped influences, 
that, although very ill, he was better. My dear old father and ' t
I were great chums—more so than is usual between a jjian of £a?em, 
72 and a boy of 20, our respective ages then. . . . I have ton street, every Sunday, appears to 
ascertained that my father died at Kensington on April 29th;
1864, and was .buried on May 4th, 1864.” (Mr. K., in Proceed- This, we believe?has befen largeiy’ttm 
izigs ofthe S.P.B., Vol. V., p. 461.) ~ result of the effort of its officers to
~_______________________ ____________ keep out all the many objectionable
-----  --------------------- -------- - ■ 1 —— features of so-called “Spiritualism,”
SCINTILLATIONS BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES. ““

We are trying to be (jareful as to 
(Continued from page 3.) whom shall occupy our rostrum, and

; XT , , . - , as to the.kind of work allowed
“Stockholm, November 24.—The next Nobel prize .for chem- in our circles. From the circles must , ir t—9f come our futur^ followers and sup

porters, and if we are looking for In
telligent and honest people to join us, 
surely we are not in error 4n excluding 
many of the silly and useless demon
strations so ojttenroccurrlng in, cir
cles, because ot poprly developed me
diums allowing, illy, developed spirits 
to" use the» as they'Will (as such spir
its will). These things, which In- 

' elude 4he useless and ^unintelligible

OLUUÄ.UU11U, _ ,• ,,
istry will be awarded to Sir William Crookes, of London.

What Some of the Old Pioneer Laymen are Saying.

MARBLEHEAD, MASS. Spiritualism which is on the way, in 
spite’ of all obstacles, whose clarion 
tones some even now can hear, and 
whose preceding vibrations some can 
how feel

If earnest arid honest effort can 
exalt - ouY society in the eyes- of the 
community, and comfort and uplift 
our members and attendants, then we 
are going to make that effort, "though
the Heavens fall.” 

ERNEST E. RYDER.
--------- .. , . -------------

A FIRäT CLASS ANGEL.

Where Is There Another Just Exactly 
Like Him?

ment. While in Hill City we were 
lovingly provided for at the .home of" 
Mrs. .Ida Harwi.

From Hill City to rest a night and 
day with Mrs. Brown In her beautiful 

- • ^pme. Then on to Barnard. Had to 
qjilt ihe train at Lincoln Centre and 

, drive to Barnard, 18 miles, so it was 
" ¿. hospitable deed for Dr. and Mrs.

Dwight, of Lincoln to take me home 
with them to dinner and rest a bit 
Then away to Barnard.

Here, also, good advertising had 
been done. We had been warned of 
an unusual prejudice'existlng against 
Spiritualism, and it had not been ex
aggerated. I never faced a flintier 
condition than obtained the first 
night Afterward, for two more meet- 

. Ings, audiences,. interest and order 
> were all that could be desired. 1

Here we were without a test me- 
duim, and when again we go we will 
Barely take Mrs. Brown along. Peo
ple are so hungry for spiritual tood 
that it seems all our workers should 
be kept busy. Mrs. Josephine Bruer,- 
of Sterling; Mrs. Minnie Martlhdale, 
of Wichita; Mr. Harry M. TichenOr, 
Pf Winfield, as well as others, can 
bn secured at almost any time.

I am arranging other routes. Splr- 
itualists, send In your blds for work. 
With your’.help a big report of work 

.-.¿can be shown next June at conven- 
.. Uon.. ■ .-.TO

. To all who assisted in these meeU 
• . >’ tags we extend sincerest thanks. Your 

help was indispensable.
i.TO. BESSIE BELLMAN, 

v • \ Pre?. K. S. S. A*. s-
, ’ 707 Church St, Winfield,. Kan.

In the Fox-Sisters period of Spiritualism—the period of the 
battle-axe and the.battering ram, of peals of thunder and flashes 
of lightning upon the platform and in the seance-room—honest, 
investigating souls were sorely tried. Once I was mobbed, and 
twice stones were-thrown into the schoolhouses where I was 
lecturing. Persecution was rampant. Many of those old; brave, 
foot-weary veterans did their work well and have passed on 
up higher. J. 8. Loveland and a Jew others remain. Speaking 
of pioneers reminds me of several lèttela received from these 
royal-souled men. Here is one o£ six foolscap pages from 
A. W. fratt, of Edgar, Neb., who, as he informs us, listened 
to us over Jifty years ago in New.. York State, and from 
those lectures he “caught some of that original fire that has 
influenced him for half a century.” Friend Pratt, when a legiti
mate tiller of the soil, ploughing, pondering upon Nature, was 
overshadowed by a strange .influence. It was objective. He 
fell down in thè furrow. His interior nature was opened. Every
thing now seemed more spiritual. Nature had a new mean
ing. This was before ^odènr Spirited and so he laid it
to animal magnetism. He’ soóh became a Spiritualist, and has 
received many valuable‘things, thoughts and principles from 
the invisible realms. -j

Another veteran, yet in the flesh,-is JNewman Weeks, now«f 
Lansdowne, Pa. ‘ He was one of the earliest workers in the 
cause of Spiritualism.' Jh a letter received from him he says:
“I am walking toward the setting, sun of mortal life, and 

without, fear can welcome the Boatman with' muffled oars, to 
take me across the silent seas.
“A goodly number;of the old veterans, speakers and authors, 

are stUl at work in the field- Well’ do I remembeh having met 
J. S. Loveland, Lyman C. Howe, A. J. Davis, J. M. Peebles, 
Moses Hull, Dean Clarke, Melvina Townsend Good,. Mrs. Sarah 
A. Wiley, Mrs. Emma Paul, and others still in the harness. Dr. 
S. N. Gould, Judge Crosett, and myself, heard the ‘raps from 
Hydesville,, and started on the journey through the earliest 
spiritual .‘wilderness, weary and>,worn, but peyer turned back. 

< ‘Blessed are they who endure unto the end? ’ Althoughdose

To the Editor:—I have found an 
earthly Angel, really and truly. Bless 
his soul, he is chockful of radiant 
sunehlne. As stated, in a Chicago 
dally, an unusual account of the man
ner in which a wronged husband 
blessed his faithless wife and his 
equally faithless friend, with-T-he trag
ic sequel, was given to JuQge Walker 
yesterday by the husband, who asked

STANDARD BOOKS ON 
PSYCHIC DEVELOiniEXT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. The first book ever written 
on the subject. A great revelation of 
the mysteries. “An inspired book"— 
Progressive Thinker. “A revelation.”— 
Light, London. “Clearest view of Clair
voyance yet presented.”:—W. J. Colville. 
“Epoch Making”—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2), 11.50.

Aurna and Color«—A fascinating 
subject brilliantly treated, with a lexi
con of color meanings. A three thous
and edition just published to supply the I 
great demand. Price 50 cents. 1

। Eaay Lcmom in Occult Science.—The 
j book for beginners. Covers everything 
I that larger books cover, but with prac- 
I tlcal experiments which none have.
Price 50 cents.

Payobometry—Still the winner. Price 
50 cents.

Itcailantlon—The Hindoo teaching In 
a nutshell. Price 50 cents.

The Great Secret—Hore Is a book of 
Psychic Mysteries, Stories that make 
your hair stand on end because founded 
on facts. You will not put down until 
finished. Price 50 cents.

.Grapbo-Paycholoey—Cloth bound; by 
Julia S. Sears, M. D. Price >1.00. .

Crystal for Crystal Reading—Import
ed. Price $2.25.

AH these books, If purchased at once, 
will be mailed for the reduced price of 
14.00. Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUM- 
BINE, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline, 
Mass.

J. H. FLETCHER, /
Consulting Psychic,

G West 107th St., New York. . 
intelligent clients appreciate hit j 

dependable counsel. " >
Consultations by mall, $1.00.—

i/

STOLTO" 3 Ä—, >• JjAÿSll’' »

CLAIRVOYANCE.
Easily learned at home. You can 
learn. Address Box 5, Station C. 
Milwaukee, Wis.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium for

Slatewrit ins, Clairvoyance, -Etc.
Interviews dally from 10 to l. aníde*

veloptnent by mall may bo obtained by wrlttut to 
Mr. Evans for particular». Famous bo.’i oi 
Slate-wHtiur. fl-«J. while they last. Addren«.

FKEP I».
2028 Sacramento afreet. San Francisco. Cal.

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L LoucSr, one u the >ioat uaychU 

wonders Urlur. I use the splrkua; X-ray u Io 
catu all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you Nervous exhaustiou nndhtl vtyor ot both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. are. sex. complexion, oue lead- 
tut symptom, and ton cents in sUiupa. and you 
will receive a correct dlagno ds of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on. 
continues to treat the sick turou^u my medium* 
■hip. Address all otters to

FRANCES L. TOUCKS,
Stoneham, Mass.

CHADT POPP Ity ;i 'Bobemrtn Gypsy As- UllAKl i Ki— noioifor and Clalrvovant. 
Send age, color of ey-'s and batr. hi own band- 
writing. Address, GEJ WELLS. Bux'lUl. New. ark .N.J.

jargon of so-called "Indian-Controls" 
add two-year-old baby -babblings of 
"child; controls,” are one ot the great
est stumbling .blocks of Spiritualism 
to-day, and no sincere medium, work
ing primarily-for’the uplifting of the 
human race through true Spiritual
ism» will be- troubled by giving out 
such nonsense/ the effect of which is 
only to amuse and create a laugh, for 
shallow minds,, and most thoroughly 
disgust and drive out thinking seekers 
after • something better than the old 
theology of. the churches. Occasional
ly such thingsi-break out here; but 
they simply; will not be tolerated by. 
those whose highest and purely un
selfish alm-iis the spiritual growth of 
our society;, and we believe time will 
vindicate our claims in this direction. 
The place «for ‘^ow-wows," etc., is in 
small circles, among honest Spiritual
ists, to which the public shah not be 
admitted, ¿nd even then it is a ques
tion if any'good is accomplished by 
such occasions.)!- The trouble is, so 
many areipleasbd that they are ‘sen
sitives” that they mistakenly admit 
any and ewy spirit influence, forget
ting or refusing-to believe that spir
its are noti-perfect. This condition 
has ruined thet mental and physical 
health ot ¡manjtia medium, hurt the 
cause at-large, :pnd is almost entirely 
responsible for' fraud and charlatan
ism in our ranks to-day.

Yet there are,many to-day who say 
we must be careful and not offend any 
Spiritualist. Well, all I- can say, 
speaking for my own personal belief 
in Spiritualism (not simply Spiritism) 
is that -the sooner 'such people take 
offense, and flock by .themselves te 
gratify their nondescript; "spirit con- 
tMls” th® better it.-will be for the

divorce.
The case was brought by William 

L. Heine, who sought a decree from 
Lena Heine.

“After our marriage in 1892 all 
went smoothly for some time," said 
Mr. Heine. “In 1900, however,’ my 
hopes of a happy marriage were shat
tered. : I same home one- day Jund 
found, my wlW and my best friend, 
George Hamman, together.”

‘‘What did’ you do?” was asked.
“I walked up to them. Then I 

took their hands and joined them to
gether, and I spread my own h^nds 
above their, heads. ■ ‘May you live in 
happiness and peacefulness the' rest 
of your days,’ said I.

' “Lena and Hamman then went

LOHMAN’S
Seance Trumpets

Are incomparably the best of all instruments ' 
for this purpose and arc immensely successful, 
being especially designed and madeforthese tests. 
For prices address the sole manufacturer: 
C. A L0HMAN, 4th and Markit streets, St Louis, Ma

William Frederick Keeler,
CLAIRVOYANT.

Personally written readings by mall, 
15 cents p“er large letter page. At least, 
write for particulars. Ask questions. 
37 Garfield'Court, East Cleveland, Ohio.

Help tiie Honest Mediums by 
Exposing (he Fraudulent?. 

"Mysteries of the Seance,” ■ the 
book that is opening the eyes of all
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show .«' 
you how-to spot the fakes every time.i 
it is written by a devoted Spiritual-I 
1st. It will soon be out of print. Se4... 
cure a copy NOW, and learn whaff 
dirty swindles are perpetuated In they- 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and\ 
and a red stamp brings it. Adress (•' 

ED. LUNT. T
Silverton. Ore.

away together, and they lived with 
one another for two years.- Then

ANCIENT PAGAN AND .
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
sad enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how king you have worn spec* 

taeles: I will mall One Pair ot 11.10 Melted Pei).

one anuiuer . xur tnu ------- -m j . .a1»« irJsrs ®4a-W«*
Hamman. My wife, however, found 
another man companion named Ham
ilton, with whom she is living. I met 
her on the street one day and she told 
me'she and Hamilton had nothing to 
eat. I sent her a big basket of gro
ceries.” • . ; ■
- Corroborative evidence of the Ham
man affair was given -by other 
witnesses, and the evidence was or
dered written np.

I Verily; he-was an Angel ot Light
I . T. RUTH.

¿»tlom. Cloth, |1.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
■ THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man.’ Marked by terse strength end 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
IHerary effort. A fine edition in doth. 
Vriee to cents. .

THE RELIGIONOFCHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard. .

. This little booklet sets forth Inter« 
estlngly a lellgfon which all may ad-" 
mire and experience With - benefit to 
bbdy and spirit. Very nice for a hoi-1 
(day present. Daintily printed*' and 
bound, In & case. Price 60 cents.

i "The Jesuits.” By Rev; B. F. 
I Austin, A. M., B. D. An -excellent 
pamphlet. Prise, 16 cents.

'■&«sîË«2â

ble Lons In a good straight temple .steel frame. 
guaranteed to fit rour eyes. Also u Vegetable

attery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in tho heal
Magnetized Compound, fur 4 oz. Eye*Water 

, that will cure sore eyes. All for fl. lu; If only 
. I one Is ordered, spectates sent for sixty cents.

Battery bOcents; Magnetiwd Compound. Wets.’ 
IPDFP For your address on a postal cardia*

“After Her Death.” The Story of I 
a Summer." By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thought' 

i can fall to be fed and delighted wit j 
this book; Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanced ideas 
on the .finer and ethereal phases of 
SplrltualidQi, leading the mind ou

tward into the purer atmosphere‘of ex-

TKLC beautiful photo of Yermah, chief of 
the A tian dans; lived on earth WAV ye: r>ago;, 
also Illustrated circulars showing sines and 
prices, telling all about my Melted Lear 
8j ectaclo. aua my meiho.l of fitting EY.'-Sas 
perfectly at your own home as it you were In 
my office. 8. F. POOLß 15? Wxuthrop arcade. 
Chicago 111

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 190b. A 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF TOWER. 
By ■ Lois- Walsbi-okcr. -

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known.as 
a writer on the question -of sox and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price,-paper only, 25 cts.

aited spirituaftruth. A book for the1 •higher life. Price, cloth, Î1.00. j -----;—-1 —
“Materialization." By Mme. E; d-' "The Truthseeker Collection of 

Esperance and Rev. B.-F. Austin.‘ Forms .andJCeremonies for the Use of 
Excellent. Price 10 cents. . Liberals.” Price 15 cents.
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MAGNETIC HEALING.“ MEDIUMISTIO PHENOMENA.

Berne Trenchant Reflections !£Jiercon. .

Spiritualism Is Spiritualism. Call
ing it names will not change it any 
more than calling the multiplication 
table a novel will change ti from what 
It Is.

’ Oallliig Spiritualism a religion does 
"¡lot make it a religion. Theie are 
so many religions besides that which 

| Is called the Christian religion, one 
a ' naturally inquires: Winch religion is 
; Spirtiualism? And inasmuch as all
i religionists have denounced Spiritual
' Ism and persecuted Spiritualists, it is 
i ' no honor to adopt the name. When

I began to perceive truth in Spiritual
ism, a good pious sister asked, in a 
reproaihful tone: "Are you willing to
be called a Spiritualist?” putting all 
the odium in the expression possible. 
Tliis sister accepted and apparently 
practiced the prevailing religion.

But truly, at this late day, foisHs 
a small matter to discuss when all 
eyes are turning toward Spiritualism, 
expecting to find models Ih every de

; partmeut of life, and if all who are 
replied Spiritualists lived according to 
“the demands of the science and-phi
losophy of Spirlttralism, they would 
command the admiration of the world. 
Some, 1 know, are trying to do fols 
aB far as ,their surroundings will 
allow. It is not the fault of Spiritual
ism that any come short, but of the 
expounders and professed representa- 
tlves. „ -

Splri'foalism must cover the earth 
as the waters do the sea, though it 
may be by another'name, yet no bet- 
for name can be found. It is more ex
pressive than protestant, Jewish, Ro
man Catholic, or even pagan. Call
ing what Is true a falsehood, does 

.not make it so. Each one mu^t .de
cide for himself. '. 
♦ • • • ‘ .

Since writing the foregping The 
Mountain Pine comes tp hand, con-' 
taining a graphic account of “Where 
the“Witches of Salem Sleep," by Gil
bert P* Brown, which is healthy read

: ing. •
: There, in that busy New England 

village, foremost upon the panorama 
of. life, eminent divines; “keepers of 
God’s word,” were putting to death 

\ their contemporaries in the name of 
tieligion. No such “religion” belongs 
to Spiritualism, where innocent 'peo
ple were put to death, being accused 

Lof,’being possessed'of the devil. Thus 
.Spiritualists'were treated In the name 
-'of religlpn;. . MRS. C. K. SMITJEV 

"San Diego, Cal. . x

A Remarkable Case of Spirit Con
trol, or Dual Personalities—Nurse, 
Authoress and Scholar at Times; a 
a Prehistoric Cave-Dwelling Savage 
at Others—Physicians are Puzzled 

-Declares She HAs Often Partaken 
of Gory Feasts with Cannibals, so 
Real Are Feelings.

Their Excellent Results Pointed Out.

Home circles held at my house have 
been wonders for good. I have sev
eral who are "bright lights”--es- 
peclally two, who have become re
spectively healing medium and auto
matic writer. The message I send

Trenchant Remarks in Reference 
the Same. ‘

To the Editor:—As there seems 
exist in many, minds a great deal

y<ou is from the great preacher, 
DEWITT TALMAGE.

to

to 
of

A CAPITALISTIC APOLOGY.

A Stinging Reply to the Charges 
Certain Defender's of “God’s 
.-■ Stewards,”

5 'A very common- apology made 
'capitalists, for the exploitation of

of

by 
la-

borj is that laborers spend too much 
money for liquor; their wives wear 
too many fine clothes; that they are 
wasteful, etc., as If that fact, sup
posing it were true, would justify 

. capitalists In despoiling laborers of 
three-fourths of thOir product. Amos 
Steckel. of Bloomfield, Iowa, is the 
latest apologist for the iniquities of 
capitalism. In The Progressive 
Thinker. No. 932, he essays to reply 

■to a statement made by John Pier
pont through the mediumship of Mrs. 
Longley, concerning the hard lot. of 
the laboring classes. In this effort 

-he tells us:
"Actual labor' employment is a 

blessing, rather than a curse; but if 
the masses should have to work more 
hours than they should be required 
to for self-support, It must also be 
remembered that these laboring and 
less propertied classes—say in the 
United States as a sample country— 
each year more than waste four bll

- lions of dollars in the direct outlay 
r of money for tobacco, narcotics and

In Mrs, Susan Edwards McGee, a 
young woman who is a nurse, maid, 
authoress; mathematician and scholar, 
now at the City Hospital, St. Louis, 
Mo., suffering from hysteria, the phy
sicians have one of the most interest
ing cases in their experience.

Mrs. McGee says she is a second' 
Jekyll and Hyde. The physicians 
were for a time under the impression 
that she was insane, but they have, 
changed their -opinions and no.w be
lieve that the case is one of the 
mpst remarkable they have ever dealt 
with. ’ . '

Mrs. McGee is twenty-seven years 
old, but appears to' be no more than 
twenty. She was njhrried when .but 
sixteen years old and divorced three 
years ago, since which time she has 
been traveling about the country, 
working as a majd and at other times 
as a nurse. She has written for sev
eral magazines under the .nom de 
plume of Alexander'Watson, but says 
that the income derived from her 
writings did not warrant her devpt- 
Jng her time to it, so she took to 
housework. .

She' becomes two different kinds of 
à woman in a short time. No.w she 
is . docile ’ and talks -intelligently on 
'all subjects, and again she becomès 
almost savage. She can quote many 
pages from the greatest scientific, 
romantic, religious ^nd philosophic 
works. . ' '5-

Mrs. McGee explains these moods 
by saying she has a dual personality.' 
She says:—“Since I was a child I 
have dreamed- and' thought of prehis
toric times and things.. ,As a child 
I used to wander forth in the woods 
and find a cw'é, .whérp I would . sit 
and see cave men with stone hatch'ets 
dragging in great bears which’they 
wotild proceed toglevour. • / ‘ .

• '■ “At night as ;’I'lay; o^ 
.would see those meh, and women; and 
I felt that 1 was ope of them,'and. 
time after time I have sat down with 
them to their gory -; feasts on some 
great, bear., òr mammoth. I believe 
that I am not one, but two/ One o'f. 
me is the girl, who likes to_ write 
stories, figure out mathematical prob
lems and discuss religion with" min
isters and such as . attempt to conyert 
me, and' foe other is the girl, of the 
prehistoric- age, who sits in a. caye 
and gives utterance to half-formed 
words that would-sound like monkey 
gibberish in this enlightened and ad
vanced age.” '

The above Indicates there is gfeat 
need of psychic students and philoso
phers in our ranks, who will try to 
unravel the mysteries of multiple per
sonalities. If not Spirit Control, what 
is the explanation? ■

DIVINE WRIGHT.

“We were greatly worried because of 
our having been turned out of the 
house, and <yfe night,” he said, be
tween sobs, ’‘she died.”

Yes, “actual labor employment is 
a bleesing"—if the laborer is not 
evicted.

Another instance of foe magnanim
ity of these “stewards” who so mu
nificently distribute their blessings to 
laboring people, and the world gener
ally, is thus related: .

“One of the witnesses was n boy 
who said he lost a leg in the mines, 
received nothing for its loss, but in-

Twopld say at once that I am De
witt Talmage, and I used to preach 
in the Brooklyn Tabernacle that was 
three times burned to the ground, and 
as often rebuilt, but I did not preach 
long in the last one, for my health 
gave out and I retired. Now I will 
not say much of my life while in foe 
body, for I wish more especially to 
.tell you of the darkened state I found 
myself in on reaching the Spirit 
World. At first I did not understand 
where I was after leaving the. body, 
but when I- learned that I was in 
the Spirit World, and had left my 
body behind, ’ and that J had made 
for myself g place worse than any 
hell I had ever heard or preached, of, 
I.was dumfounded,. and I would not 
believe what’they told me,'"I was a 
very proud man in the earth life^ 
that Is, proud of my talents and stand
ing among other men, and I would 
not tolerate anything pertaining to 
Spiritualism, and there was nothing 
too strong for me to say against it; 
yet all . foe time I was controlled 
while speaking to my congregation by 
a very gifted spirit, of whose presence 
I' knew nothing, and I was led to 
preach by this great man. I knew 

, sometimes foerq was" something I 
could not understand or explain, biit 
I would never admit to anyone it was 
not my own power L was using, I 
HAVE SUFFERED FOR IT, ' If I 
could only, explain to you all foe 
awfulness'of It; if I could picture 
to you of thè darkness and black
ness of foe pjece I have been-in since 
coining over here; if you could imag
ine being crushed oùt of existence and 
STILL ' existing, or of b^ing covered 
up and .smothering and ’still breath
ing,’ you may have a faints idea' of 
the state I have been in; but thanks 
be to you,? I have reached out to you 
and been received, ; I havefoever been 
aj>|e io come-bacie before. H have' 
never' been- able to get. out- ’ to the 
light; but now.I am free, thank God! 
I shall make’ every ’effort to use my 
freedom to help others as bad off as 

'myself.. Ah! ' I could shout for. joy!
I wish to thank you most heartily* 
my friend, .for giving me this oppor
tunity of using your h(ind..to write 
this; I; don’t •want, you to' be- afraid 
to show this paper to anyone, for I 
want people to know that-I hdvo come 
back and write'this. I want them 
to know-1 brought'all this darkness 

'and misery upon myself by my scoff
. ing, sneering way of speaking of anyr 
thing spiritual, and by my pride in 
myself and my opinions. I was a 
very proud, ponipòus, material man 
in every respect. I preached of a life 
I did not lead; I believed more in 
MYSELF and my own' powers than 
In anything outside of myself. I 
HAVE REAPED MY REWARD. Oh! 
the words ARE TRUE, TRUE, THAT

confusion in regard to healing, I 
should like to offer your readers the 
following remarks: -

The expression "spirit cujre, or di
vine healing,” I consider erroneous, 
for, if I understand these teihns right, 
spirit cure and divine healing are not 
the same. Spirit cure meanathe heal
ing of disease by the spirits, while 
divine healing means the curing of 
sickness by the Lord himsblf, as is 
claimed by the Christian Science cult, 
for instance. It is true, however, 
that in a certain sense every mode 
of healing, every force at work In 
our grand universe, and, every cre
ated thing and being is divine, for 
everything comes from the eternal 
universal trinity of Mind, Magnetism 
and Matter, or Soul, Spirit and Mat
ter; that is, from God,; who is all 
in all. In this.sense we may just 
as well talk of a divine'shoemaker, 
as we, may talk of a divine power, 
a divine melody, etc.. , .

", Some spirit healers ilaim that they 
receive their healing' power direct 
from the spirits, and thit without 
spirit force healers can dolabsolutely 
nothing; in shorf, spirits ¡perform the
cures, and not the' heale®. ' 
/ Now, fols is a conund ’Um:A Do 
these healers, not see how f"“..........................  preposter
ous it is. to expect thè sp rits to do
all ; the work for'them? ; There kre 
altogether too many,people of this 
kind, who do gave to ustf foe 
forces with which thdy have been en
dowed, but who rather depend on 
foe’Lord or on the spirits. The,Lord 
or the spirits might Just as .well be 
.expected to’ssw phrt wood/ Vp do our 
washing dr Bci'ubbing. as fo. be at foe 
service of such.healers.apd do their 
bidding. 7

Of-course, fols js pot to mpaiLthat 
. spirits cannot, mid. do no't,.'sometimes 
assist us in our work when they see' 
fit to do so. ’ '

'Intoxicating beverages, and not to
count the unknown millions of ex- 

.-¿enses that the 'use of these will in
directly tax and levy upon the -same 

. class of persons for doctors’ bills, 
c&urt costs, and the never-to-be- 

. known expenses by what hygienic 
¿^bjise of the human system that are 
'Incidental to this blot of human con
duct.” _

.- This kind of apology for the greed 
\of capitalists is becoming disgusting. 
■Al have heard it over and over for 
.tnany vears.’ Rockefeller used it in 

- .¿art not long ago. “Actual labor em- 
-Jiloyment is a blessing.” Baer, in his 

statement before the committee sent 
-z Jty the president to Investigate the 
. . .labor troubles in the coal mining re

: -gion, claimed that God had put the 
:<coal into his hands and the hands of 
the other hold-up barons, and that 
they were simply God's stewards, fur

. nishing employment for the laborer 
and coal for the needy people: . Let 
mie give a few illustrations of the 
stewardship of these very philanthro- 
phic gentlemen:

“AndTtw Hannik, a Hungarian, told 
how the Markles evicted him. lie 
was followed'by Henry Coll, another 
Markle miner, who told how his fam

’ Uy. including foe mother-in-law, "who 
. was a hundred years old, were set 

out on the road with their household 
goods. He gave a graphic descrip
tion of how he was injured many 
times, in the mines. He said one of 
his legs was no better than a wooden 
one; he had only, one eye; his hands 
had been crushed, his ribs broken and 
Bktill fractured. The company (God’s 

' stewards) gave him nothing until 
after the employes took up a collec- 
tlon for him, then he was given $60 
after b'eifig on the injured' list for two 
years. The-company took out of the 
collection the rent- that. he owed." 
•. . ; Then followed the most pa
thetic story yet told the commission. 
The old miner, decrepit from many In

. juries, told under examination of how 
' '.the eviction was carried on. The wife 

■ was sick and her hundred-year-old 
mother was blind and unable to walk. 
The day on whiçh thqy were thrown 
out was rainy. He took them as best 
he could to Hazelton, seven miles 
away, and placed them" in. a cold, 
damp, empty house. . . . His wife 
became worse. Medical aid was 
kindly furnished free by~a Hazelton 
doctor, but it did not help her much.

Nature Is No Respecter of Persons or 
. . . Character.

CLAIMS DIVINE HEALING 
BY LAYING ON OF HANDS;

PROCLAIMING THE TRUTH.

stead, when he 
company took 
father’s debt."

returned to work the 
from his wages his

Another boy was put on the stand, 
a partial report of Whose testimony 
I quote below:

"Yes'; he knew the nature of an 
oath, he saiA. God would kill him 
If he lied there. He worked -in the 
breakers, it was hard work. His 
fingers often hurt and his back ached; 
Sometimes the foreman -pulled his 
ears if he straightened up to rest his
stiffened back. He earned forty 
a day. Worked ten hours.
that was 
had been 
and could 
Whv did 
FATHER

four cents an hour, 
at school a year or 
do a little sum like 
he leave school? 
WAS KILLED IN

cents 
Yes;

He 
more 
that.
HIS 

THE
MINE AND HE HAD TO GO TO
WORK FOR HIS 
mine his father

MOTHER. Same 
worked in. Yes!

Markle's [one of God's noble big- 
hearted stewards, and -the employ-' 
ment of the boy' after killing his 
father “was a blessing rather than a 
curse!”]. What did he do^with his 
money? [Why, he spent it for "to
bacco, narcotics, and intoxicating bev
erages, and not io count the unknown 
millions- of expenses that the use of 
this will tax and levy upon the salfae 
class of persons for doctors’ bills, 
court costs,” etc.—did he? He an
swered] Never saw any. What? AU 
he got was these pay checks. An4 

'then that thirteen-year-old boy pro
duced checks showing that the'Markle 
colliery [“God’s stewards”] took, 
week by week, every cent of the forty 
cents a day they paid him and applied 
it on a debt the dead father owed 
for the- rent of the company’s hovel 
In which he lived; and the father was 
killed in the Markle- mine!” '

Yes; "active labor employment is 
a blessing rather than a curse!”- and 
the right to rob labor of'three-fourths 
of its earnings, and to take that other 
fourth on the pretext of a debt of. a 
dead parent, killed in the,employment 
of these same robbers^ is sacred!

Henry Cgll, who was thrown but 
of-doors one rainy, coid'day, because 
of inability to work, on. account of 
injury received while at work in'the 
mines, whose wife died from exposure 

"in the rain, got what he deserved, 
because it- is assumed, whether true 
or untrue,,that he spent his money, 
for "tobacco, narcotics, and intoxicat
ing beverages/’'ets. HoW much'to- 

Jmcco and whiskey did the boy who; 
lost a - leg in the service of "God’s 
stewards", get, after they purloined 
bls wages for a debt his father owed

‘we shall reap just what 
sown.”

I have proved the truth 
words. I wish you all to

we have

of the 
know, it

you desire to reach a high spiritual 
.plane on LEAVING the " body, you 
must begin the spiritual life while still 
IN the body, for we begin at the 
bottom and work ourselves up, and it 
remains for ourselves to decide which 
side we begin on. fT.C my dear 
friends, I warn you NOvr'to look well 
into this and to choose now to lea»n 
the truth and to make a good start, 
while still In the bodyrand avoid this 
awful darkness through which I haue 
passed.. I could write pages of this, 
but I will not this. time. I will come 
again and again, and I will write of 
this life beyond the grave in such 
burning words that the people who 
read will believe and be obliged to 
study into it, and once let them be
come interested 4n it and they MUST 
BE CONVINCED. Now, my little 
friend, I thank you, thank you with 
all my heart, for this great privilege 
and help. I will do all in,, my power 
to help you in the month to come.

Your sincere friend, 
DEWITT TALMAGE.

-Mbs. Emilie Strasser,and myself 
have been in the hballng-busfhbss; for 
the. last-nine S'ears; afo scientific 
magnetic healers, and if greater cu res 
than burs have been performed by 
others', We: shall yet have :fo hear 
from , them. We claim that'in foe 
^holefohiverse there is only one force': 
or principle that heals,■ namely: The 
infinite life-force or- principle which 
is active in every formpof matter, in 
every plant, animal and human be
ing; and: also in the realms, of foe 
spirits; which’,’lii; short-, enliven the 
whole universe and Everything' there
in. ; . -

. But what’ is ‘this force?
‘Nobody kdows/altfidugh it is, sur

mised to be'identiCar’wifo mAgnetisni, 
electricity, ether br%piMt foutnjthnce j. 
In this.sensp only canbw -w^ 
life-force be called a si)ir(t force. , In 
so far as this force Js' active in - us, 
we call it vital magnetlBmv.or'.to use 
a word of everyday- language;: nervous 
force. But no matter how-we-name 
It, it is and wilt always be one and 
the same unalterable forge or prin
ciple of life and health, which is con
stantly performing new wonders all 
around ns. ’ .

‘ Knowledge Is pbwer, am} everybody 
knowing how ‘can' make ause of this 
wonderful universal life-force. It 
does npt make any difference whether 

.he or she is ydt sojourning-on the 
earth, or in the realms of the spirits, 
It Is all n matter acknowledge. , 

The ''first knowledge a magnetic 
healer should acquire Jst the knowl
edge of the existence of the -universal 
life-force which we call-vital mag
netism. ‘

There is no reason. Why we should 
not understand .and apply, fois univer
sal life-force and do some healing our
selves. • ' ' -- ,

One thing is sure, that-a. magnetic 
healer who'wants-to . take 4t easy and 
expects the spirits to do ithe work for 
him, will never amount-to much.

Magnetic healing is a profession,~ 
and by no means an easy one, and a 
magnetic healer, therefore,-earns his 
money just as well .a| any, other hon
est laborer, an^should always insist 
on -getting it, provided i.foe patients 
are able to pay, J. H. STRASSER.

601 Lyndale Ave., North, 
Minneapolis,'Minn.

The above message was given In 
home, and copied by. Mrs. Louise E. 
Sackett, 54 Andrew street, Spring- 
fleld^Mass. '

before he died? And-foe boy who was 
robbed of his pay checks to pay a 
debt his father owed for a miserable 
shack, unfit for a hog pen—how much 
tobacco and whiskey did this boy get? 
And Annie Jack,, who worked thir
teen hours every njght, for the miser- 

.able plttahce of 65 cents—5 cents an 
hour—did she have to work these, 
long hours- on account of wasting it 
on “tobaqco, narcotics, .Intoxicating 
beverages?” Did the Slavonian girl,' 
who worked all night for three, cents 
an hour, do it on account of her' in
temperate habits? '^Bah! It is time: 
to call-a halt on such sickening non
sense.’ Now, I would be glad to-take 
up the sweat shops, and thè employes 
in different lines, but I should exhaust 
my space. ‘ Tbs' facts are, they work 
long hours because they are either re
quired t0\by their employer's or the 
wages are -so stingy,- they are ■ com
pelled to do so. , wl "

I have no apology to oh^r for the 
people- who blow in their earnings for 
tobacco and Intoxicants, or any other 
foolishness. ;But the charge does not 
hold against all laborers. Thousands 
of laborers are frugal,' and never 
spend their earnings in a wasteful, 
manner. The charge that the labor
ers spend this entire three blllions for 

■“tobacco, narcotics, and intoxicating 
beverages” is-little less than a ma
licious .slander. Some of -this three 
billions—by far the larger part of it 
—is spent .by. the wealthy class. 
There is not a night that money is 
not wantonly- squandered by the rich 
in all their clubs in every city of im-

where do they get this money—these 
idle rich men and wpmen who never 
earned a dollar, or did a useful ser
vice in all their wasteful,isin-ctrfsed 
lives? If they don’t eatn foelr.money, 
who 'does ? It is earned somehow, by 
somebody, and somehovi they hav| 
come into possession, of-it It cam" 
into their possession'll! only on? way: 
by exploitation; find, they have no 
more right .to it than.! & thief has to 

'the„horse he has stolen! ’ Again this
Writef says: ' > . '7... ! -z

■ "The billions -and billions of money 
fous -more .than’thrown ;away by foe 
poorer, ano laboring classes' would 
more than meet* thel? xiack of 'suffij. 
ctency, and also,'. if applied, lessen the 
length of the';Taboter’s: liability to 
-work/1'..- ■ ■
. Yes;- and the three-fourfos of their 
product.explojted. from: them:by their 
employers,* if allpwedito them, would 
give them an ample ‘subsistence, or 
reduce the hours of teil proportioncd 
to. the sum. robbed of’ themv’ But let. 
us suppose that laborers had’no vices; 
that they , saved; all their earnings— 
would they .be any better off? It has 
been a fixed principle- wjth-capitalists

portauce in the United States. In one . 
night onO rich man will squander 
more than fifty laboring men. And I

These phenomena have always puz
zled men of science. Nevertheless 
they are still as much a mystery as 
ever. Spiritualists claim that these, 
phenomena are produced by excarnate 
spirits. This men of science Ure fast 
coming to accept -as more than likely. 
In fact no other theory has stood the - 
exacting test as has the spiritual hy
pothesis. The word spiritual is used 
advisedly, for such an hypothesis must 
be 'more than spiritualistic. Spirits 
at both ends of foe wire is the the
ory of Spiritualists, but the word 
spirit mu,t mean more than person
ality. The survival of the personal 
Identity after foe change called death 
is thus demonstrated and assured, but 
such an identity could not live or sur
vive were it not for that in spirit 
which anything suggestive of thé ma
terial part could produce, This is 
why foe theory is called the spiritual 
hypothesis. . - ■

Science finds It difficult to get' at 
such phenomena, because they are 
produced in an extraordinary and su- 
perphysjcal waj^ There seems to be 
no special,point of view, òr known 
focus. Science cannot use mystery as 
a basis of fact, nor as a rule of opera
tion. ' It must deal and tiegin with 
the known nnd reduce foe'unknown 
or mysterious to fog known. This is 
the chief reasbn that scientists have 
been sb slow.in accepting any theory 
which purports ' to have apyfolng 
whatever fo do with - spirits, ■ How- 
evep, when such men of science as 
Professor Crookes, Lombroso and 
Wallace, to say nothing of Professor 
Myers, deceased, and Professor Hy
slop, and fob long list of celebrated 
men and. women' of letters, art and 
public' affairs in both, the, Old and 
fob-New .world, find and have found 
Spiritualism to be exactly what its fol
lowers claim, wfiat more need to be 
said? . ' • ‘ .

Thé morale of the movement does 
not injure foe facts. The character 
of Spiritualists does : not, destroy the ' 
hypothesis; What a. man or woman 
niay make of themselves under a cer
tain rule of lite is quite another mat
ter-from the rulè-itsëlfl Every great , 
movement has, as ’ Emerson . says, 
dragged after it a llcentlOusné'ssfo’Cer
tain people7rom one .cause òr am 
may' accept a strange and unpopular- 
truth and belie its principles by a lite 
so opposed to Its highest. philosophy 
os to cast'.odium on the movement 
as well as. the "best element in its 
ranks, b.ut that:fact has no,more to 
do! with Immortality, and - its ' proofs 
as afforded by?Spiritualism than a-fog, 
has to “ do' with -the shining of the 
sun. '" '■ ■ -
_ Again, the medium through whose 
organism such phenòinena occqr may 
be immoral, indeed'thoroughly .bad, 
and yet the factr*are-^tilj-;prod.u.ced , 

, mnd -stare one in the face as the mòre ’ 
•remarkable because’ of that fact. 
Nature Is no respecter of persons or 
of characters.' Gravitation acts the 
same if one, is pure or impure, wise 
or ignorant. So is it with the law. 
of spirit. Bdt while all this is ad
mitted, foe -fact remains that a moral 
person can receive better and finer re
sults, and. so far as the quality of 
the phenomena and the reliability of 
the communicating intelligences are 
concerned, the'more accurate tests are 
to be had from those who regard their 
behavior, their character, as their best 

• assets. Phenomena are one thing, re
liability and genuineness quite an
other. This an investigator will soon 
learn aftef moving among the differ
ent mediums and sorting them over.

Then as to the dangers of- the prac
tices of mediumship, this much can 
be said: If foe medium does not sub
vert or pervert his powers to commer
cial or selfish uses, there is no more 
danger In practicing mediumship than 
there is In any other employment of 
life. Danger follows an abuse of 
power, and mediumship is like any 

" other power—only more delicate and 
subtile. The chief thing to remember 
is.that to be a medium does not merfh 
to be : either a tool or à fool. IL is 
to be am embassador or a representa
tive, and not a slave or a victim. 
One can possess one’s powers only 

‘ when one is co-operating fylfo the in
visible denizens of the spirit world. 

, To let'them use the vitality* at a sac- 
riflee of life or healfo, is contrary 
to the purpose of mafflumship. Here 
is where so many iall. And here is 
where- it. is advisable to spend more 
time in unfolding one’s bwn powers 
than in. becoming an instrument of 
the spirits. Few' can Successfully 
operate as mediums, but ali can real
ize some phase of psychib power.

J. C. E. GRUMBINE, B.D..

to rob their employes ’of .all. their 
product but a bafë living—never to 
allow them to have .-ariything more. 
If then tbçy should; save • anything 
through abstinence from vices, would 
not the capitalists 4iold them up also 
for that? ;If they should live cheaper, 
they’ wùuld be required to work for 
less pay. They never can so econoy 
mize that capitalists Will not meet 
them, with a lower wage. ' < 1 ’

I will now conclude: by suggesting, 
that Mr;. Steckel apply: his conclud
ing maxim to himself: i. "It is very 
important that before: we see and 
complain of the mote Inlour brother's 
eye, that we pull the {beam out of 
our own.” -, .DANfEL'IV. HULL.

I Olympia, Wash. |
til. . -

SELF-CONTROL.

“Gift of Tongues” Manifestation ip 
Ottawa Church Eclipsed By ~ An
other Phenomenon—-Harry E. Roe 
Makes a Statement of Remarkable 
Achievement 'by Divine Aid—Pas
tor's Views—The Phenomena is 
Simply "The Same as is Manifested 

- in- Spiritualism Every Day, and 
Illustrates the Fact that Spirit 
Return Exists Outside the Ranks 
of Spiritualism as Well as in It.

Nature’s laws are inscrutable, 
Nature and God are.one;. .

‘GOdJs the,author of ’alb things, 
Hie will is always -done. '

'Wo do not-.care .to speculate
’ About a’future lite;
If»that, shall prove to be our fate; 

. Wo trust there’ll be less strife, .
Spirits arelhere,. both good and bad, 

- And they'are'here to stay; \
Why should this make us glad or sad?' 

Nature will- have her.way. .. ’.
Our proper course is self-control; - 

Wise peopleIdo not lie;- ~ . '
We think maxi; has-a deafoless soul, 
’ His body has-to d'ie. .
An angry God does not exist; z 

We stultlfy'our soul’•
When we profess to knb’w His will;

Our.part is self-control. .
A scapegoat and an angry God,, J 

A bloody, sacrifice^—, , ",
These Jewish fables .are a fraud;

Such teaching is not wise. ‘
H. E. POMEROY.

Mazon, II). . :• - : .

Trenchant Thoughts in Reference to 
. One Denying the Trufo o£

In connection with the ascribed “gift 
of .tongues,” mentioned in the New 
Testament, alleged manifestatiops of 
which hUre- been astonishing the 
members of the Welcome Zion Con
gregational church in foe Glebe, a 
further development, the art of heal
ing by the laying on of hands, has 
been brought to light. Actual demon
strations have been given within the 
past month in Ottawa and elsewhere.

On Thursday last an exclusive arti
cle appeared in the xFree Press de
scribing the sensation which had been 
aroused by two. members of foe Con
gregational church praying in un
known languages during several 
prayer meetings. The strange gift 
was first manifested by -a gentleman, 
¿>ot a member of -the church, but an 
attendant at the early mornlfig Sun
day njedtings. In a letter to the Free 
Press, recorded to-day, the gentleman 
referred to Mr..Harry E. Roe, now re
siding in London, Ont., wishes to dis
pel the tear that foe phenomena was 
not of - the Lord. He ascribes the 
gift as a direct sign of the presence 
of the Holy Ghost. HE FURTHER 
STATES THAT HE HAS" BEEN 
USED BY THE LORD FOR DIVINE 
HEALING BY THE LAYING ON OF 
HANDS “IN HIS NAME." .

Mr. Roe’s letter follows:
Editor Free Press:—In your issue 

of the 27th of November an article 
appeared dealing with the “gift of 
tongues,” as manifested at foe Con
gregational'church on the west side, 
Ottawa, I noticed in the article it 
was asserted that a few persons on 
the Glebe district were afraid that it 
was hot of .the Lord. Now' I state 
(and I tpusf I do it with humility) 
that I am in "a position to dispel this 
tear, as ■ I am the man referred to 
by your .i'eporter as praying first in' 
tongues in that ' Sunday 'morning 
prayer meeting. - ■ ■ ■

"There was not any service being 
held at that hour by my own denonil- 
.nation of people, so I attended the 
Congregational church early morning 

.service'.- Now I- hai first spoken in 
tongues on Jupe 1 In a prayer meet-- 
•Ing in Toronto, then in August in a 
service on Major street, Montreal, jind 
since “leaving Ottawa and arriving in 
London the same manifestation or 
.gift,has been granted to me in three 
different services which I have at
tended here.' ■ -

“Tlijs speaking in tongues is a di
rect sign of the presence of the Holy 
Ghost in the prayer or testimony ser
vice and Could not be heard in any 
gathering that was light, frivolous, 
or worldly in character—in a word, 
the speech denotes that the service 
being held is Ih perfect aceord with 
the Divine will. I wish to state that 
I hove also received the gift of heal
ing, and hardly any week passes by 
now without the 'Lord using me by 
the laying on of hands •'In His 
Name,” and foe healing of foe person 
whilst praying.

"Now, Mr. Editor, the press will 
be in the future, as it is in the pres
ent time, a very valuable auxiliary 
to the spreading of the good news 
of liberty, peace and joy to the 
afflicted an'd sad. My home is at 
Thamesville, Ont., where I hope to 
spend the Christmas holidays. Verses

■_ When a man finally does graduate 
from the school /of experience, the 
flowers he receives are hauled to their 
destination by the-4mdertaker. -

useful: Acts 10:46; 19:6 19:
6; St. Mark, 16:17-18. .

Yours in earnestness,

The query often arises ppiong the 
investigators of Spiritualism, why is 
it that so many people who at heart 
are firmly convinced of the truth of 
Spirit Return, are so reluctant to ac
knowledge the fact before the world?.

Is there a weak spot in the splrlt- 
-ualistlc armor that will not bear in
vestigation, or does the fault lie with 
the person himself?

This question has been asked many t 
times, and answered by different per- ’ 
sons -in different ways.

To us there seems but one answer 
that can possibly cover the whole 
problem; just one solution to what 
seems to many a mystery. Unques
tionably, a man who has not me cour-
age to proclaim before the world his . 
belief in any faith which, in his own 
mind, he is satisfied is right and true, 
is a coward, a weak, pitiful coward. 
I do not mean physically. He may 
have the bodily strength of a Her
cules or the stoicism of a Spartan. 
He may be a hero in battle, and stand 
unflinchingly before the cannon’s 
mouth. He may win fame and glory 
by his deeds of bravery and daring. 
He may endure physical or mental 
torture without a murmur, or watch 
the death agonies of a loved one with 
calmness and fortitude; but morally 
he is a coward.- He dreads the 
world’s censure, or the criticism of 
those with whom he may come in 
contact. He cannot bear the ridi
cule to which he might be exposed, ' 
were it publicly known that-he had 
attended a seance, or, as some Igno
rantly . term it, a “ghost meeting!” 
Deep down in his heart he is con
vinced of its truth; he has felt the . 
the presence of a loved one, perhaps 
heard a voice.speaking to him from 
the Shadow-Land, or seen a dear face 
he recognized as belonging to one who 
had passed away. He cherishes these 
things jealously in his heart, and se
cretly determines to learn all he can 
of the wonderful phenomena of Spir
itualism; but if he-is asked his opin
ion on the subject he disclaims all 
belief in it; perhaps all knowledge 
of It as well. He does not mean to 
be untruthful,'but he lacks the moral 
courage to stand- by, his honest con
clusions, and face tlie world bravely 
and,feai'lessly. _

It' is a well-known fact that Spir-' 
Itualism has not yet become popular, 
and these weak and foolish ones can
not bear the scorn and ridicule by 
which they might be assailed,' were 
it to , become known among their, 
friends and acquaintances'that they' 

- were learning to do their own think- 
r'ng, and be guided by their own judg
ement. Tlfey forget that the followers 
of Jesus once had these grievances 
tp endure; that before Christianity 
became the one great ruling principle 
of ’life, brave men and-women, who 
were not afraid nor-otshamed. .fo.pyfn 
him as their Savior, suffered martyr
dom for the sake of following in bis 
footsteps. They were persecuted, tor
tured,'and driven to death, yet they 
stood firm and undaunted to the last.

Happily the days of martyrdom are 
past, but the Spiritualists of thirty 
or forty years ago could tell some-

1 to

HARRY E. ROE.”
Rev. Mr. Horsey Confirms.

Though still reticent to discuss cer: 
tain phases of the phenomena. Rev. 
H. I. Horsey, pastor of the church, 
now that Mr. Roe has come out pub
licly, admitted freely to the Free Press 
this morning that one demonstration 
of divine healing by Mr. Roe had 

.come under his personal observation. 
In the Sunday school is a young lady, 
teacher who, although not an ihvalid, 
is decidedly frail. A. few weeks ago, 
for several Sundays she had been un
able to attend, divine service. Her 
condition was such that she had not 
the strength to leave the house. Mr. 
Roe visited her and after a short 
prayer murmured the words, “In His 
Name.” The yollng lady arose and 
attended the services during the day 
with her accustomed vigor.

This healing to which Mr. Roe re
fers must not be confounded with the 
manifestations which form the basis 
of the Christian Science community. 
The laying on of hands is distinctly 
forbidden by Mrs. Baker Eddy, and 
faith would not appear to be a funda
mental {factor.

A review of the circumstances un
der which the first manifestation was 
made would also discount the theory 
of Spiritualism, The meeting was 
early on a Sunday morning in the 
church parlor. It had been snowing 
and the ‘ sun was just commencing 
to lighten the cldiids. ' Ih the little 
gathering of-seven were four members 
of the congregation, of a refined spir
itual nature. An unusual spiritual 
condition, was therefore promoted, a 
sense of mystlcal'communion seldom , 
experienced. The meeting was con
ducted quietly and- calmly. No' ex
citement followed when Mr. Roe com- 
.menced to pray in a strange'sibylant 
tongue. , . ■
¿ The young lady, since Mr.. Roe’s 
departure, has continued upon sev
eral occasions at meetings in private 
homes to- demonstrate the gift She 
Is, however, completely mystified and 
is not yet prepared to give 'a state
ment other than that she'believes It 
to be power .instilled by the lord. .,

-Rev. Mr. Horsey states ¿that a de
cided revival has been experienced in 

‘¿he church. . Prayer meetings have

thlng of persecutions, of the obloquy 
and slander heaped upon their devoted 
heads, the insults they were forced to 
endure, the toil, the struggles, and 
the hard-fought battles they passed 
through before they gained a foothold 
upon even the first round of the lad
der of respectability. Even yet the 
pathway may not be altogether 
smooth, but the worst straggle is 
over, and the Sun of Success Is rising 
In a glow of rosy splendor.

The way is paved for those who 
are weak and fearful. They have 
only to declare themselves, and there 
<'re thousands of strong, earnest, fear
less Spiritualists to give them strength 
and support. There are others, also, 
though perhaps invisible to mortal 
eyes, who stand ready, with out
stretched hands, to give them aid and 
comfort; those whom they love, and 
by whom they are beloved, in return.

Let us not cast the fault of our 
own shortcomings upon the beautiful 
philosophy or phenomena of Spiritual
ism, which is builded upon the most 
solid foundation of any religion the 
world ever produced.

Let us not be cowards.
Let us not be ashainftd o’f our 

faith—the grand and glorious faith 
that teaches us love without fear, 
grace and Eternal Life without the 
shedding of innocent blood.

Let us .not hide our light under a 
bushel, but let it shine forth like Ji 
star from heaven, and perchance it 
may serve as a beacon to guide some 
hesitating soul into the sure haven 
of rest and peace.

Let us be pure in heart, charitable 
in tho'ught, noble and generous in all 
our acts, so that the world, instead 
of pointing foe finger of scorn, may 
say with truth, of the Spiritualists,. 
“By their good works ye shall know
them.1

414 -Thirteenth St., Toledo, 0.

been quickened by a new and . pro
nounced spiritual interest.

Similar remarkable instances in 
which the gift has1 descended in con-
nection with a great revival now in
progress'among the Protestants in
France are,recorded 
number of "Life and

in the latest 
Faith.” These

hanifestations have appeared at vari
ous times In history and have always 
been regarded as foretelling a revival. , 

'in the 250 years following the death 
of Christ the writings of the pdst- 

I apostolic fathers Contain numerous in
stances of the same mysterious power 
and by.them accepted as nothing more 

„extraordinary than-the gift to the-
apostles. - . .

More recent were the same demon
stratums at Old. Orchard- last sum
mer In connection-with-the. Christian 
Alliance convention, there.—Toronto
Glohe.

‘ Much Of the religion to-day is oi 
respect for the religion.tif -the past— 
Investigator.
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As Witnessed by Abby A, Jùdson and Carlyle
Petersllea.- Given through the Medi-1

I ■ * —

. umship of Amelia Petersilear -
“Darling,’’ he answered, '.winding' 

his arms about her, “I have allowed 
, my soul^b grow amj develop, while 

yours has been dwarfed; but, dear- 
’est, you were not al! to blame. A 
girl of sixteen is subject to her pay

ments, and when they separated us your 
'aoul colled up In its prison-house of 

clay and slept, while the prison was 
.cohered with wealth and jewels. 
Darling, wake up—wake up!” and, he 
shook her very, very gently. “Wake 
up, dear; I want you to help mq to 
do a great and noble work;" then, 
with his hands, he began td smoothe 

■ out the tangled gray half; and as 
his hands passed slowly and gently 
over It, the hair began to grow brown 
and golden; and, as I looked again, 
ft lay In soft, curls about her head 
and face; the wrinkles of care to 
disappear; thepyes to brighten; the 
features to take on a soft luster, and 
?ae parched skin to grow soft and 
Jvhite. . O, love is a great beautifier.

“Darling,” he quid, “since the stars 
first sang together we were oge, sepa
rated for a time that each might have 
sorrow, disappointment and experi
ence, which would develop wisdom; 
now, we will go and make a home 
for ourselves, and what you cannot 
do, I can and will. Our home shall 
be one of, love, and we will deck it 
with the jewels of good works? We 
will have a great mansion when we 
cap fill it with those who need our 
love and care. Piles and piles of 
riches shall be oars, when we can 
divide them with those who have 
them- not. But the piles shall be 
composed of wisdom, love, and truth. 
• “Mr. Petersllea, give us youy bless
ing and we will go forth to make a 
home for ourselves," and with up
turned eyes I called down the bless
ings of heaven upon them.

Gentle reader, (f you» think we do' 
not have romances in heaven, you 
are mistaken. Heaven is filled with 
romances and acts that are grander 
than was ever-portrayed On the stage 
of any theater of earth, and beauti
ful scenes' that earthly eyes could, not 
look at without ’being blinded.

Now you can- ail see how this lady 
will soorr become youthful ahd beau-, 
tifuE As rapidly as • love, wisdom, 
and truth develop- within her soul, 

. will-she become as beautiful , as a 
dream-—or, rather, as an angel.

CARLYLE. PETERBILEA.

Presdesk, In plain- sight of all.
ently an outcry, from all the chil
dren-’ at once, of ’Oo—oo—do—! 
There It goes!’ and all saw the cap

To the Editor:—There áre a great 
many events transpiring in private 

: life that;, the outside world; knows 
nothing, about; ,and two or three, of 
these events I will proceed ío ifiake 
known through-your valuablopaper. 
It will be remembered, no doubt, that 
I wrote about a very young girlahd' 
her remarkable .mediumship—how a 
stool walked across the floor without 
human contact, climbed into a rock
ing-chair and rocked Itself.

Now "this same girl has been pay
ing me a visit of late, and has told 
me of far more remarkable things 
still; and she takes the most,solemn 
oatli that can 'be tipleen, that what 
she tells me is true. These remark
able manifestations transpired, more 
especially, from her twelfth to her 
fifteenth year, being now but sixteen 
—a very beautiful and modest young 

> lady.
Now this is tire oath she takes: 

Qf course it is a childish oath, but 
she is sincere.

sailing through the air, without hu
man hands touching It, apd settle it
self upon my head, The teacher 
looked frightened and dumfounded. 
‘Edna? she said, 'go home/ at once; 
I cannot have anything like this trans
piring here in. school;’ and the chil
dren all called after ma. as I went 
out: ‘Spook gjrl! Spook girl! She 
is a spook girl!”'

Now, she told, me a great many 
things similar to the foregoing,zbut 
I will give only two or three of what 
to me seems the most remarkable.

When she was thirteen or fourteen 
years of age, a lady friend of her 
mother lost a little girl somewhat 
younger than this little medium. The 
friend lived in an adjoining town, and 
Edna, the little medium, felt the pres
ence of this little spirit girl, her for
mer playmate, very forcibly. The lit
tle spirit seemed to-say to her: "Go 
to my mamma, Edna; I want to show 
her that I- am not dead, but with 
her. 1 want to comfort her; for she 
is nearly dying of grief." - “But," 
said Edna, “I haven't any shoes nor 
hat, and mamma has no mo^ey to 
give me to pay my fare.” The fam
ily were in straitened circumstances 
at the time. Well, very shortly there
after, when Edna, together wini her 
mamma ahd littljg brothers, were 
seated-at supper—they were so poor 
at the time that they had nothing for 
supper'but Watmeal mush—Edna, as 
she took a mouthful of the mush, 
felt a hard shbetance between her 
front t^th. She took It out and it 
proved to be a ten-cent piece. None 
of them thought very 'much of the 
circumstance, thinking perhaps It' 
might have been la the oatmeal, al
though' the mother said she had care
fully sifted the meal through her fin
gers when making the mush. Pres
ently Edna's teeth came down on an
other hard-'substance and she took 
another ten cents from her . teeth. 
Now this surpneeirehem. She-Tan 
her fork through and through the 
mush again and again, to be' sure 
that that there were m^ more; -but 
the mush was perfectly Innocent of 
money, except that which they had 
paid toy the" meal. Feeling'certain 
that there was no more, they went 
on with their supper, when, down 
came Edna's teeth again on ahard 
shbafance, and this time tt was a five- 
dollar ‘ gold piece. This proved to. 
be all the money the mhsh contained," 
and there was just enough, to a cent, 
to buy her a decent Jhat and shoes

all over his materialized form. He 
seemed to desire that I should Ao eo,; 
that I might be sure that It was him- , 
self and no other, for there were many 
things in his general makeup that 
conld not belong to anpther. - Wiien 
I had, become well assured that it 
wap himself, the form melted away, 
and his voice said: “Come!" • Then 
lie drew me forth from my body, by 
my hands, and we' both stqod in a 
large, open space. Now, I could see 
him as distinctly as I ever could in

-life, with my eyes; tor I had eyes, and 
my whole form was as natural as it 
is when^ am in the body.

He clasped me in his arms and we 
-stood -together as one soul, like two 
equal halves.5-1 turned my face away, 
the tears raining down over my 
cheeks, as I exclaimed: "O, I am so 
happy! I am so happy!” Then I 
said, with grdat earnestness and ex
citement: “O, Carlyle! Are we im
mortal? Are we immortal?" He had 
not spoken, up to this time, except 
to say “Come.” He now raised his 
right hand upward'and spoke in loud; 
commanding tones: “LETZIT RE- 

-VERBERATE IN THUNDER TONES 
THROUGHOUT^ THE UNIVERSES :.' 
WE ARE IMMORTAL!"

He was dressed" as he usually 
dressed when playing before an audi
ence. Hp looked a llttle_more noblex 
a little more gyand—that was ail.. 
There wgs scenehy all about us, but 
my mind was so intently fixed upon 
him that I did not see it very clearly; 
but" there was some large, building 
near us, and I could dee water, and 
there was certainly a breadth of land
scape. His arms loosened from ab6ut 
me, and I fell back into my mortal 
bbdy ence more, to any great disap
pointment; but, he says, my work is 
not finished; he has still much to 
accomplish through me,.

MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
Ninth St., Glendale City, Cal.
Mall delivery an<j address: Gar- 

vanza Station, No. 1. R. F. D. Box 
111, Los Angeles, Cal. t .

Scenep^iii Spirit Lite.- ,
A considerable portion of my pres

ent life is spent in reading my wife’s 
mind, visiting various parts of the 
earth spherdl and bringing myself qn 
rapport with those’ still' within the 
material form, who, I think, need me 
and the teaching, comfort, and 
strength which I- can give them. 
’Absolute testa I am pot yet able -to 
give, although my wife calls for them 
day and night. »

Now, in writing the above, I do not 
mean that I am not engaged in my 
conservatory with my musld, and all 

vthat I have previously written about 
it, also the class for the hopeless and 
despairing;but an unhampered spirit 
can dp a great deal more worty-than 
one still clogged by fleshly, and heavy 
material environments; then, added 
to all the other work which I love 
to do, is the great pleasure of visit
ing other Institutions of learning; and 
listening to discourses emanating 
-fronvthe minds of the great and good. 
Even when—in the material 'form I 
epujd do qJI pt the foregoing, for I 
riot only had a large conservatory, 
but went to hear .alt" the eminent lec
turers of my time and-day, and, if' 
I can do so much more here, do not

»wonder whan I tell you of

THÉ2ÍHOLY" BIBLE. CHURCH AND UNBELIEVER. THE POET.

The Oath.
"MRS. PETERSILEA, 1 HOPE 

THAT GOD MAY STRIKE ME 
DEAD THIS MINUTE, IF WHAT I 
TELL YOU IS NOT THE TRUTH!”

Now, this oath is uttered by fresh 
young lips, sincere and truthful, the
tears standing 
eyes. I will 
own words.

"Dear. Mrs.

in the soft and lovely 
tell the story in her

Petersllea.” she said,
'one of the first and most remark-

able things that happened 
took place when I was a 
at school, between eight 
years of age.

“I wore a jacket, and

to me, 
little girl 

and nine

a * little
stocking-cap, that I took off each time 
I entered the school-house, and hung 
on hooks, in the ante-room, that were
provided for the scholars to hang
their outside garments upon. The 
time of, which I am now speaking, 
I took off my jacket and stocking- 
cap, hung them up as usual, and 
took my accustomed seat. Presently 
I saw the teacher look at me with 
displeasure. ‘Edna,’ said she, ’go into 
the ante-room, at bnce, and take off 
that cap, and hang it up!’ I imme
diately obeyed the teacher, but re
membered'distinctly, at the same 
time, that I had taken off the cap, 
and wondered greatly how It came to 
be on my head. I again took off 
the cap and hung it up over my 
jacket, then went back to mv seat. 
Shortly the teacher looked at me very, 
very severely, and with great dis
pleasure, saying: ‘Edna, did I not 
tell you to take that cap off and 
hang it up? Nqw go..and do so at 
once! If you do not obey me this 
time, I will punish you severely ’ I 
again went into the •ante-room, took 
off the cap, hung it up, and slapped 
it hard with my hand, doing so to 
make sure that it was hanging up 
all right, then went back to my seat 
It was not long before the teacher, 
with flashing eyes and stamping foot, 
said. ‘Edna! I shall now punish you 
for your continued disobedience. Go, 
at once, take off that cap, then com& 
to me.’. / "

"I was-greatly troubled and feared 
my punishment. Bursting into tears, 
I said:' ‘Teacher, I did take the cap 
off every time yoti told me to, and 
do not know how it comes to be on 
my head. Pleasa, dear teacher, take 
the cap up to youfx desk, and then 
.you will know that I have told the 
truth? My tears mollified the teacher 
a, little. II. .went up and laid the- 
cap ’In her stand, then returned- to- 
my desk. She.laid the-cnpuponjier

and pay her car fare to and from 
the town .where the lady resided. She 
went, and she to^ me that there were . 
such surprising manifestations that 
the lady could no longer doubt but 
that her little daughter was still alive 
and with her, although invisible to 
her mortal sight. x „

Nqw I shall give what I consider 
the most surprising of all. They had 
formed a circle at Edna's home, at 
which—I think . she' told me—there 
were between twenty and thirty pres
ent. There was a man living about 
a hundred Xeet distant, in another cot
tage. They invited him to the circle, 
but he scouted the Idea, not believ
ing in such things at all, and would I 
not come in to thb seance.

After-they were well under way, 
and mahy surprising manifestations 
had taken place, the table started of 
its own accord, went to the screen 
door, pushed . it Open, and started 
across the lot for the other cottage. 
The man, in the meanwhile, had re
tired. The table opened thè door of/ 
his house, entered, climbed upon the 
bed in which he was, and commenced 
to beat a tattoo on his body. He 
jumped from *the bed, with a wild

. __ many,
many things which -I do and hear In’
my present life.

Now, I said that I am in contact

shout and an 
then standing 
near the bed. 
hurriedly and

oath. The table was 
demurely In a corner 
He dressed himself 

ran out to where the
ones that had composed the circle 
were standing. They all entered the 
house. The table did not move again, 
but stood motionless. They took the 
table—it Was a small one—and car
ried it back. I asked Edna if any 
hands were upon the table when it 
was going across the lot. She said 
no one was touching it, -but that they 
all had their hands upon it during 
the time they had been sitting for 
the mawifestations, but' when it 
started for the door, they all took 
their hands oft, and she said that 
she, together with the others, stood 
watching it until it disappeared with
in the house, then they nil followed 
to see the result. This reads, I know, 
like a Munchausen tale, but Edna has 
taken her most solemn oath that it 
is true, and she says that there, are, 
at least, twenty others who can vouch 
for the truthyof it. Now, some may 
ask: Have you seen any of these 
things yourself? No, I have.not; but 
I have always been alone when the 
girl has visited me,-and she«says she 
cannot make them come at her bid
ding; they come all unexpected to 
her, and when she thinks about it 
the least. I have no power for physi
cal manifestations myself, and I think 
that which occurred at the school was 
because there was so'.many children 
present; they furnished the required 
power or the aura. The-time when 
the money was brought to her for 
she thinks it was not really in the 
mush, but was put between her teeth 
like an apport there were present hey> 
mother and the other children. The 
mother, herself, is a physical medium.

Of course, at the circle of twenty 
or thirty they furnished the power. '

NoWj Mr. Editor, I riill relate a 
little ■ experience -of my own; which 
you may publish or not, as you-think- 
best. When I am-not under the writ
ing influence, I do not have any mani
festations except after I retire for the 
night. Not long ?ago, shortly " after 
I had retired, my husband seemed to; 
bo by my side. I could not see him, i 
for it -yas dark, but.I passed my hand;

With aBBteiv Uainmaad It is Belo 
gMe^to t^s Rear, Its Proper Place 
lu 3Î^ta l^uUghtened Ago.

To the Edilbr:—As set forth in the 
Chicugii Tribune, neither the Bible 
nor an^.pthqij ¡book of a religious char
acter will be introduced as a text-book 
in the'Ghlcagb public schools. ' 
' Thetprojeqt started by the members 
of the,,Çhiumo.Women’s Educational 
union passed into oblivion yesterday,' 
when the school management commit- 
lee of, tbeipboard of education, by 
unanimous vqte, adopted the recom- 

-mendatlon of Us subcommittee, and 
tabled bothitlie resolutions by which 
the matter was brought up fqr dis-

, mission. The subcommittee, which 
consisted of Mrs. Emmons Blaine, 
Dr. A. D. Kohn, and Miss Jane Ad
dams, reported the opinion that “the 
discussion, ¡T continued, might result 
in evoking distrust of the integrity 
and nouséçtarlan character^, of the 
public schools thefnselves."

After the vote had been taken, 
Trustee R. A. White wanted to cllpch 
things by appointing-^ subcommittee 
to weed out the books of a distinctly 
religious character which are now in 
the schools. The ..trustees, however; 
had'just finished,a sigh of relief àt 
having disposed of the Bible question, 
and Dr. White’s motion failed to re- 
ceiye a second. '

Report of the Subcommittee.
Technically, the subcommittee was 

appointed -to /report on a book suit
able to be placed on the list ef ap
prove^ readings used in the schools. 
Its report, : which was presented by 
Mrs. .Blajnp,.,follows:

Your subcommittee, appointed No
vember'15, 1907, to recommend dif
ferent books containing selections 
from the Bjble, to* be considered’for 
supplementary reading’-in the public 
schools, begs tb* submit three books' 
as the bqtt tha'tjt-has discovered:

“Select. Masterpieces of Biblical Lit
erature,"Edited by Richard G. Moul- 
ton;-'1' ?

‘The Golden Treasury of the Bible.” 
“Passages of the Bible,” by'J. G.

Fraser. ' ; /
The -committee recommends any 

one of these books as presenting the 
beauties df biblical literature |n a 
scholarly add nonsectarian manner.

But whereas your committee recog
nizes the fact that 'even the present 
discussion of the. subject has elicited' 
the' expression of hqnest- conviction 
against introducing any form of bibli
cal literature ' Into the schools, and 

•that deep feeling on the subject has 
been arouse]Ii’in'various elements of 
the -community 'to - whom the public 
schools, belong; and, -

Whereas, tSouY committee further 
recognizes that the discussion, If con» 
tlnuedJ_mlght result in »evoking dis
trust, of the ’ integrity and nonsecta
rian character of the public schools 

■themàeTl’hB; /
Therefore, ^our committee unani- 

mouslyjrecomniends that its1 report be 
laid upon tfiol table/
' ANITA McCORMICK BLAINE.

JANE ADDAMS.

with my wife’s mind, and whenever 
her mind is agitated on any subject 
whatever,\the agitation communicates 
itself to me, and I then, try to find 
ways and meani to answer her ques-- 
tlons and calm her fears. If she 
reads something In The Prbgressive 
Thinker, that seems to call for a re
ply, I make it my business to find 
the answer and write it out through 
her hand.
- It seems that many are not satisfied 
with what has been given by the 
spirit, for I do not know about all, , 
but what has been given through my 
wife I know to be true.

I have, very la'tely, paid a lengthy 
Visit to the former “great agnostic" 
and have enjoyed myself and him 
immensely. If any. progressed spirit; 
wants an intellectual feast, Robert G. ' 
Ingersoll’s table of good things is 
ever spread fbr his spiritual refresh
ment. Yes; in company with my 
father, I went to see Robert—bless 
his dear, great, noble heart—and was, 
not he glad tb see us?

He shook us both by the hands un
til our spiritual arms acKed. "Franz 
Petersllea,” he said, “pod bless your 
soul; I have not forgotten you my 
helper, nor the way you kindly en
gaged theaters and-halls for me to 
lecture in,"In that good, old puritan 
city of Boston'.

“And this is your son Carlyle? 
God bless you both! You, Franz, 
aided me to break down error, and 
you, Carlyle, tried to place my feet 
.on the eternal rock of truths -^May- 
that eternal rock of truth resLfirmly. 
beneath the feet- of every living be- . 
Ing on the earth. • Ah! Franz; my : 
old friend,” he continued, "you and ; 
I were wrong, and"your musical prod
igy—your son Carlyle^—was,right.

( "Philip Carlislie?. Ah, yes; I see: 
I see; and the infidel, the, atheist, 
Robert Bolinger, and young Philip 
Carlislie struck hands as, brothers. 
God bless you, we are brothers," and 
he shook my hand once- there. “How ; 
little I thought you would be here so 
soon with me. I wish all men were 
brothers."

Now the building where Robert G. 
Ingersol\nfakes his home’ is exceed
ingly elegant,--];ut looks as though it, 
was built of granite- It Is a large, 
circular building, with niany compart
ments and a great auditorium; there- 
is also a large organ and grand piano.- 
Upon the rostrum la. a beautiful desk 
for the orators, and six chairs vm 
either side. Back of the desk, against 
the wall, Is a large, elegant painting. 
,—a lovely, pastoral scape—a shep- 

' her and a large flock of sheep. The 
surrounding landscape Is beautiful be
yond compare. The golden sun -is 
just rising over this exquisite scenery 
and a peaceful ■ river • meanders 

-through it. The longer I looked at 
this picture, the -greater charm It 
held for me. '

I could see -thousands of angelic be- • 
Ings filling the- ethereal space, or the 
blue sky represented in the picture. 
"O, how. 'lovely,’.’ I said, and Robert 
pointed toward it with his index fin
ger, saying: "I teach from, that ,plc- 
ture-now. It is my chart.’* "Glorious - 
old Robert! my-soul sang this'out. 
He turned upon we with: -“And they' 
struck hands as brothers.” >

"And you lecture, here; from this; 
.rostrum?’’ i askedi ;

"I <ro, and to .thousands upon thou"-' 
sands-of soul«’ yet in thtf^Bbndage qt'

" Guided by Public Sentiment.
. “I simply want to register my opln-. 
ion on this,” said Trustee, Dawes. 
"As afi' Individual I should be glad 
if a book of,, this nature could be 
placed 4,n ■ ttye. hands of our, school 

jahijdreiv b'it.as a trustee I have come 
to feel^that it we adopted a book 
of this, kind we should be flying in 
the face of a mass of adverse senti
ment.”

"I am of the same opinion,” said 
Mrs. Blaine, who moved two weeks 
ago that the Bible as a whole and 
Thomas a Kempls’ “Imitation of 
Christ” be introduced. “What I have 
learned of public opinion on this ques-: 
tion in Uie last two weeks has led 
me to believe that action of this sort 
would be unpermissible."

Dr. White, in explaining his posi-, 
Alon, said:

‘Personally, I haven't the Slightest 
objection to the introduction' of the 

-Bible in the Chicago schools. I con
fess I can’t understand the attitude 
of those who do object to a book 
without which you cannot interpret 
the best in the art of the world, the 
best in the- literature of the world, 
a book which has inspired orators, 
and which, in various ways, has 
affected the politics of the world 
more thanr.any. other one agency. I 
would introduce the .Bible, .and I 
would Introduce selections from the 
Koran and the Vedas.

“But while I can’t'understand this 
attitude,’ I respect it, and I vote aye 
on this simply because I believe a; 
majority of the people of Chicago 
don’t want the Bible In their schools, 
and I am here as a representative of 
the people,“

'The nonsectarian character of our '

Trenchunt^Remarks in Regard to the ' 
Same.

To the Editor:—The articles which 
have appeared in the New York Globe 
recently, dealing with the vital ques
tion of Christianity and its right to 
recognition and acceptance or rejec
tion, have, indeed, been interesting.

If Christianity Is, as is claimed, the 
most important system of religion, 
then what better than that? The 
Globe's columns should be freely 
opened for a fair and full defense of 
Its claims, etc., or an honest,'rational 
expression of the reasons for reject
ing it? ,

As a moral agency 'Christianity has 
accomplished much; but, after aU, 
has not its success been principally be^ 
cause of the fundamental God idea 
upon which it Is said to be based? Its 
chief claim being that it Is from God?

To instill into the minds of human
ity a system \of religion that teaches 
that jhey. are Godrcreatefl and to .Him- 
responsible; that the Bible is Hta 
word to jhem, and that He calls upon 
them to- believe in and seyve Him in 
order to be saved from eternal- pun
ishment, would naturally result in 
abltipn and ccjnsideraUon by those 

duof independent and rational
istic thought. It is because of this 
cardinal principle, then, that Chris
tianity has made even the limited 
progress IV'has in jijneteen hundred 
years. •

- The element of fear is so conspic
uous a factor among its most devoted 
followers, and also the / principle of 
selfishness—in that they hope to es
cape eternal punishment and reach 
a heaven of unending bliss—that they 
cling to it with blind faith.

Notwithstanding the apparefit evi
dences of the inconsistency and the 
incompatibility of Christianity in its 
pretentions and purposes, and its lack 
of harmony with the facta of life in 
Nature, the thoughtless, fearful, and 
fanatical interest themselves-Jn it and 
seek to propagate its teachings.

The rationalists, however, recognize 
clearly its defects, and, ygcognizing 
them, reject it. They see that to 
credit the. Infinite God wlui' having 

: created man in His own itaage, know
ing that man would eventually ^in 
against Him and be lost (some eter
nally), and that He sent His only Son 
into' the world* to Improve an unfor
tunate situation, is to libel God as 

jan incompetent Creator; and this is 
only one of many inconsistent teach
ings Christianity advances regardjng 
infln'te wisdom and intelligence that 
conflict with reason and justice (God
given faculties), and compel the re
jection of Christianity among.those of 
honest, independent thought.

Could anything more criminal be 
conceived than a God creating mil
lions of human beings with immortal 
destinies before them of weal or woe, 
and the certainty of those destinies 
hinging upon the acceptance or rejec
tion of a plan of salvation that is 
deeply shrouded in the mists of tra
dition and superstition? Such doc
trine may be good theology, but' can-' 
hot be considered'sane philosophy. It 
is this and .similar misrepresentations 
that beget unbelief and make the 
church largely either a'moral kinder
garten or merely a. religious club.

AftJr aver nineteen hundred years’ 
trfiil It has been demonstrated that, 
comparatively speaking, Christianity 
has failed to accomplish that which 
might be expected of a supposedly 
God-given religion: universal accept
ance. On the contrary, the'growing 
indifference, both in the church and 
out of it, concerning Christianity’s 
claims and commands indicates its de- 
fiiciency and consequent decline.

Burying the treasure of eternal sal
vation from sin through a crucified 
Christ in the depths of mysteries that 
confuse and perplex and then expect
ing a bewildered humanity to believe 
and be saved does not reflect even 
ordinary credit upon Divine Wisdom 
nor conduce to Christian success, but, 

' on the contrary, tends naturally to 
rejection.

-The principal reason why Christian
ity is so generally disregarded and 
disbelieved is not because mankind 
prefer “darkness rather than light,” 
but because the question of sin and 
salvation is extremely perplexing. If 
it were of God it would not require 
qpnstant elucidating, but rather, it 
would be unquestionably plain, defin
ite, and derisive, and.nibn would not 
require to be urged and urged to 
“know the Lord," for -then all would 
readily kdo^ Him, "from the least to 
the greatest.” The fault, therefore, 
is with the teaching, rather than with 
the.people; and this fact Is becoming 
increasingly apparent to those who are 
courageous enough to disregard relig

ious customs and think for themselves.

schools is one of their most precious 
possessions,” 'Baid Miss Addams. “It >
is on this ground, it .seems to
that we are putting. ourselves 
recor J.”

me, 
on-

Forbids Bible in- Gary Schools..
s Mayor Thomas E. Knotts, of Gary,- 
Inch, recomihended yesterday that ^he 
name of “Christ” should be barred 
from the public schools and with it 
all religions teachings. In view of 
the fact thpt the school board mem
bers are appointees .of the mayor, it 
is considered highly probable that the 
recommendations will be carried out.'

Many different nationalities and as 
many religious, sects -are represented ' 
by the population of Gary, and each 
sdet jealouslyJgqards his own relig
ious rites1 antTbeiiefs,

“I hav^ taken this action because 
I believe'&ie rights of the humble citi
zen who .may or may not be a Chris-" 
Han should be.'kuarded,” said Mayor 
Knotts. ^'As we cannot discriminate 
against an^ religion lh the public 
schools, ^e should not mention Or dis
cuss an>? of -tfl§m?’ -' , - ■

Thus is .that the old muety un
clean BihiS Is % be relegated Zo the' 
rear. ,Ira° obwenlty, if Condensed, 
Would n<J¥ be ilfibwed to pass through 
the-malls. Its barbarism, if brought- 
to. a focii^'and^xhlbited, would show 
cruelties1,riunpArolleled. its Sontra-- 
'dictions -¿re nfimerous-and startling. 
From beginning to tend It Is a mass 
Of contr^&Uo'ns. ' T> RUTH. • •

error,.. This great- hall Is filled vby 
the spelts „ofmien, „women and chil
dren, -whenever mV lectures ate an- 
hounced., I„ am, trying • new, as' for- 
jrierlyj-to break up. the old Christian 
errors?’ , , „ ,'

(Tq ’be con tinned).

(Selected from Achsa W. Sprague's 
beautiful Poetic tyork.)
My burning thought leaps up in 

rhyme,
And seta itself to many a chime;
Like deep, long-hidden, glowing-fires. 
Through all my soul it yearns, aspires 
And worships at some fairer shrine 
Than here I see,—more divine.
I cannot hear this thought that burns 
And ever so intensely turns.
To some strange altar "deep within, 
And striyes'my outer self to win;
It makes me lonely in a crowd;
O’er all that’s fair I see a shroud;
The things of life seem poor and vain;
I have no wish to taste again.
There’s discord in each tone I hear,1 
For from the soul’s deep-hidden 

sphere
There ever comes a voice to me
That says, “We calf, ye call to thee."
What fills me with such great unrest? 
What aching void is in my breast?
What clouds of. darkness and of 

filght?
What yearning for a purer light? 
That, sick at heart, I turn away..
Still more and more, day after day, 
From what the ''World calls bright dnd
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fair,
And feel 'tls vain for me to share; 
From what seems great any! good to

me,
To sit me down alone again, 
And listen to the ceaseless din 
Of elements at work within, 
That seem to struggle in their power, 
Each one for victory in its hour;
And hear the deep and solemn tone
In some strange temple grave and 

lone,
That stands witniu my inmost soul, 
Whose anthems ever ceaseless roll; 
And strive to enter at its gate, 
No more to watch and weary wait, 
And And the beautiful within, 
And cleanse myself from every sin.
What leaps like lightning through my 

soul, ;
Sudden and swift beyond control, 
As if Jove's hapd its bolt, had sent, 
Or some half-GpA a power- lent, 
Or like Prometheus' stolen fire, 
In pity at my long desire, ' 
Then idles away, its source unknown, 
And leaves me still more sad and 

lone—
Aye, leaves the weary, wasting pain, 
That prays till it shall come again.'

I would do something worthy life,— 
I’m weary qf this fruitless strife,— 
Something that lends a golden ray, 
Like sunset to the parting day. 
Immortal longings in me rise, 
An earnestness that never dies, 
To smite the rock within my soul, 
And make Ita living walers roll.
Are there no powers within me deep, 
Half-latent, rising from their sleep, 
By virtue of their Innate strength 
To find an utterance at length? 
Consuming fires within me burn, 
Whichever way my soul may turn, 
Still scorching, eating out the heart. 
Till thought becomes a fiery dart 
To pierce my spirit through with pain, 
Until I pray for rest again.
Fires long pent up in the earth, 
Though cramped, ¿restrained, will yet

have birth;
Some TStna or Vesuvius wakes, 
Or earth unto its center shakes. 
Thought pent within the human mind, 
At^ast its Inborn powers shall find, 
And mightier that so long it’s'laln, 
Bound by a hidden; potent chain, 
It bursts its bands at last with might, 
And springs to meet the morning 

' light.
Rouse up, 0 soul within my soul!
That yearns for some mysterious goal; 
Hast thou not strength to burst away, 
And feel thy power and hold thy( 

sway?
Droop not so sadly every wing!
1 hear thy plaintive murmuring,X 

'Speak not so mournfully of light, 
As if ’twere shrouded in tho night; 
But find thy might, »and burst forth 

strong:
Thy tlm.e has come, thou’st waited 

long.
Call up rich powers thyself to speak, 
And stand erect—no more the weak; ■ 
Let thy best thought find burning word 
By which the human soul is stirred^ 
Burst forth, O soul! why may not 

song
And outward speech to thee belong?
Why may not some free utterance 

take
The place of thy long silence? Break 
The/seal from off the inner shrine, 
And breathe in words its thoughts 

divine!
Burst every chain! at last be free!
Give forth the thoughts' that burn in 

thee!
Take some rich harp, its numbers try, 
And sing thyself, or striving die!

The church need never hope to 
evangelise the world along the per
plexing lines it has followed in the 
past. Science is slowly unfolding a 
more excellent way of discerning- 
truth, and it the churchy shall ever 
win the world to God it wlll'only bet 
as it allies itself with ' science and 
marches onward along the broadening 
pathway of comprehensible truth.

A. B. PEDEN.
- New York, Oct. 23.

TO BEREAVED MOTHERS.

Art thou weary and sad, stricken with 
• - sorrow?

Look up, dear one, brighter will be 
the morrow.

These clouds-will lift, the sun again
be shining, 

For every cloud still 
lining.

These sorrows, dear 
’ soul rifling. 

So . do mot give way 
“' ■ pining, 
For loVe-wlll flndTta

wears Tts silver-

friend, are thy

to grievous re- 

owrl dear treas-
• ure, 

And your joy will be beyond measure.
Thy bitter tears .shall not flow on for

ever; . -
Nobght can from thee thy precious 

. ■ darlings sever;'
The bright morn celestial thou art, 

nearing;
Even now its glad-golden rays are ap- 

• pearing. ;: '
Thy darlings are' there tb give' thee
• ; greeting; . x •
How joyous, then, dear one, will, be 

< thv meeting; - . : ‘ ■ ■
No- mote^ln padneBs shaR thou be 

weeping;
Thou hast thine own in Love’s eternal 

keeping.1”
. ’ - N. F. RAVLIfU \, 

। Oakland, Cal. ’

as

Transcribed by E. T. D.
Palmetto Place, Limona, Fla.

Books for the Holidays
Nothing equals a good book as a 

gift. It is better than gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained ’ 
therein away from you; they live in' 
the memory. The- following books 
will make' beautiful as well ps in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings." A choice collection of po
ems on everyday subjects, by Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00. ”•

“From Soul to Soul.” Poems of 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
$1.00.

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas-, 
slon,” “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other PoemO." She is one of the
grandest poets of the present ,age.

“Around the Year.” .............

p

f
sent ,age. " ,.J,„ >• 
A .birthday

book, compiled from the poetical and - 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler/Wil- X 
eox, with half-tone illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
$1.00. ' .

"Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrlnzhnan, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." , A weird and dramatic 
story of thq earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence, Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

“The Psychic Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev,-. 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

“Universal Spiritualism." Giving 
a view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, and in all nations.' By W. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it." Can It leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 76 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical Life of Ours." Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, Jor every,week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

"Wlmt All the World's A-Seeking.”
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25. / 

“In Tune with the Infinite?" An ,/J 
earnest and sincere work, in the au-y' 
thor's best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25. ' ..

“Man Visible and Invisible," ,By
■C. W. Leadbeater. It contains: 22 • 
colored Illustrations of the* Aura of' 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.60.

“The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. , I 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50. , .

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- ? 
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead-,/ 
beater. Price $1.50. . \ .

"Psychic Light, 
Law and Life."

or Continuity of *>
By

Drake. Price $1.50.
"Continuity of Life

Maud Lord

a’ Cosmic
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By. Prof. W; M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.

“In the World Celestial.” A Spir- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00. "

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student, 
and no library Is -complete without 
them. Price$5.00.

"The Bible.” By John E. Rems- 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book for 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans." . By 
John E. Remsbtirg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.26.

“The Evolution of Man.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00,* postage 20c.

Germs of Mimi in Plants
By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
50 Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man la 
something unique in the / universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved.“How to Train Children and pa- , , , .

Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes ’ that not only animals, but also
inuvear -.

rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes' that not on!y animals, nut also plants 
the position that in many cases it is I recelYe impressions from the outsldq 
the parents that need the ..training WOj .’l obtuined to
more than the children-, ahd advises- n\od1^ their movements for their own 
parents to look to themselves. Twen-'
ty-flve cents could not be better spent do- Thv are told in this book 
than in buying the book. Anyone la tTtert*ln‘“S -
that has tee care of children should In?
read it. Price 25 cents.

a

"Longley's Beautiful Songs." A
( and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

new edition comprising in one vol
ume the -four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which Is added part five, 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us,” and tts "Com
panion Piece." Cloth, 75 cents 
Boards, 50 cents.

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma,

An authentic statement of facts tn the life & 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable teeth 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 

। With Illustrations. Price, cloth. 81-W. ,

RHEUMATISM CURED
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THE INDIAN'S BELIEF.

lateieMing Facts in Reference to the 
’ ' - Baine.

। i The Delaware Indian believes that 
I nothing goes to waste, and he will
I tell the inquirer who merits .his con

fidence '■ that no Indian can be so 
wicked as to be ;beyond redemption, 

According to the rad man’s ancient 
traditions no matter how bad a 
“brave” may be, eventually he may

i be perfect; it Is merely a question of 
time.

The Blackfoot Indian is an enthusi
astic reincarnationist. Like the Dela
ware, lie believes he Is entitled to 
twelve lives. If, after .one life on 

1 this planet, he is not sufficiently 
“good,” the privilege of trying it 
again in the hope that he will “know 
better next time” is given him until ’ 

। air twelve of the reincarnations have 
been completed.

. The writer once asked a Blackfoot 
} Indian what would occur if a brave
? finished the entire twelve lives and.
$ found bimself still wicked and.un- 
; -purified. . The old warrior gagged his 
' head sagely and said briefly:- “Him

. beast! Him live as a coyote one more
I' life. Then um start over.” _  
Ie - This,, liberally interpreted, .'meai(t 
i'J that, in the case mentioned, the un- 
< fortunate brave would be expected to 
; live a thirteenth life as a despised 
| coyote, at the close of which he would 
u : start on another series of relncarna- 
1 . tions until he deeme^ himself suffi- 
hN: cientiy purified.__________________ -
fell. A peculiarity of the Indian’s con- 
¡¿O caption, of divine judgment Hee in the 
■wtfwt that he constitutes hiqisel? judge 
F"tf of liis own fitness to enter the Happy 
P ^Hunting Grounds'. Neither is this 
I Indian heaven reached immediately 
I ■ after the good redskin leaves the 
I physical body, but must be gained by 
I successive stages of “growing better.” 
I “If water is never wasted,” declares 
I the .Delaware Indian orator at the 
I annual gathering of the Corn Dance, 
I. then why’ should man’s spirit - be 

lost?”
| | Answering himself, after a pause, 
I | he says, impressively: “Ah, no; It 
I ' is not lost ever, but goes on and on, 
[ getting better and better.”

o

THE ONE WHO WRITES THE EXPERIENCES FOL 
LOWING IS A REFINED, CULTURED AND INTELLI
GENT LADY; AND HAS HAD SOME EXPERIENCES IN 
CONNECTION WITH SPIRIT CONTROL THAT SHOULD
BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED- IN FACT, ALL SUOLI

cal, mental, and spiritual torture to which he subjected me! 
die psychically atteifipted murder of my physical body? Of 
■ he superhuman resiMarSe I made with a strength that could 
>nly_ have come fropb God? That inquisition so terrible that 
u thought the tortured Chi'ist’s grim agony would seem but as 
a tranquil sinking to dreamless rest with a smile of perfect 
peace. Can I describe tljat nameless suffering which unseated 
iiiy reason for three terrible days, transforming me, physically^ 
nto an apparently- <iying individual with the blazing hectic, 
the brilliant eyes, the gaunt features of one seemingly in the 
last .stage’of “galloping” consumption, wracked-with coughing, 
causing my mother %sof thrown hair to partially turn to gray! 
Vh, no! None may ¿now unless they, too, havetbeen there!

As Caspar, Mohammedan, Turkish prince, and suicide,- he

LYING FOR MORAL 1’URl‘OSES.

A Tieuclmnt Criticism ou the Same,

ÛASES SHOULD BE MOST CAREFULLY INVESTIGATE! | inally declared himself, when, casting at last the, veil aside, 
md ceasing to flash 'Upon my vision the mesmeric impressions 
jf a majestic sunlight angel, he declared himself in his true 
haracter of DEMON-LOVER, AND SWORE HE WOULD 
ASSESS ME, GOD OR NO GOD. “God help you!” he ex- 
laimed, “for no one else can,” and the Father HEARD, and 
Ie helped indeed, . •
Intellectually, a subtle, gif ted man ; a poet of elegant, foree-^ 

;'ul and sublimé expression .of thought and perfect diction; 
dramatic, volcanically ardent,: veiling extreme sensualism tm-. 
der the most exquisité refinement when he chose to do so/ 
arguing pleading, as bfily > master'of sophistry can, threaten
ing, unswervingly determined, preying upon evtoy sympathetic 
chord iji my nature, Uç Bought to gain his pernicious end with 
all the powerful hypnotic force he knew so well how to com
mand, aided by his demon band .to that purpose, and yet, HE . 
FAILED! For I haft‘M sought, out evil, nor Loved'the un
righteous things of earth, but ablioring evil, would have none 
of it, the while I turned dfcdGod in the extremity of my need, 
and not in vain, of ¿as hq is my witness I should not now be 
here to attest the absolute truth of what I have written;

But THIS I have learned: SEXUAL OUTRAGE IS POS
SIBLE OF ACOMPÜSHMENT FROM THE SPIRITUAL 
AS WELL AS FROM'THE PHYSICAL PLANE; LET WHO 
WILL DISPUTE IT, DENY ALL WHO MAY, FOR I, WHO 
HAVE HAD TO LIVE THIS THING, KNOW WHEREOF I 
SPEAK. .

Have I,said enough1! or are there still those who demand to.

AND CONSIDERED, IN ORDER TO FULLY UNDER 
STAND THE “DANGERS OF PSYCHISM” OR SPIRIT 
CONTROL, THAT THERE ARE DANGERS CONNECTED 
THEREWITH, EVERY INTELLIGENT SPIRITUALIST 
ADMITS, AND THEY SHOULD BECOME A MATTER FOf 
SERIOUS INVESTIGATION AND CAREFUL STUDY.

MANY EXTREMELY SAD CASES OF OBSESSION 
HAVE COME UNDER OUR IMMEDIATE OBSERVATION, 
AND WHEN SPIRITUALISTS LEARN THAT DEMONS 
CAN CONTROL MEDIUMS AS WELL AS ANGELS OF 
Lf&HT AND LOVE, THEY WILL HAVE TAKEN A 
STEP IN ADVANCE, AND' WILL THROW SAFEGUARDS 
AROUND THOSE WHO ARE SEEKING MEDIUMSHIP.

READ THE FOLLOWING THRILLING ACCOUNT OF 
WHERE A DEMON SPIRIT IN THE GARB OF AN AN
GEL TOOK POSSESSION OF A LADY, WHO EXPERI
ENCED GREAT DIFFICULTY IN BREAKING THE FIEND
ISH INFLUENCE. ’ f

This year the full-blood Delawares 
and Cherokees will observe their

I dance at the forks of the Cqney river, 
near Copan, Indian Territory.1

The two tribes riownumber 1,100, 
but only 2Ù0 are true full-blooded 
Indians, the remainder being the 

I progeny of Indian mothers and white 
: 'and Mexican fathers. Most of these 

half-breeds and quarter-breeds > have 
become shrewd, and, in order to pro- 
tect their interests, have adopted the 

, .Christian faith. They have learned. 
' '. by sad experience that, in order to 

V’beat" the unscrupulous whites and 
! — bgreasers” (-who seek the Indian’s 

wealth through the expedient of mar-
I ' fyl,hg- into the tribe), the red man 

must adopt the religion as well gs 
■ the. other vices arid sharp practices 

. of-the ‘squaw-men.”
I The full-bloods, however, have a 
i contempt for the death-bed repent- 
L ._gnce of their white and Mexican 
■ ? neighbors. ' -
^l TIic ceremonies at the "Thanksglv- 
MB ing” pow-wow eXiend over a period 
^fflj.jf- -twelve days’ ine Indians' theory 
Hm being that it requires that length of 

for the various songs and praises 
f^toTreach'the Great Manitou. The old 
I medicine men will gravely telHhe vis- 
I itorlthat twelve manltous, assistants 
I of the Great Manitou, must pass on 
I ’ the,’ chanted words, each requiring a 
I full day to do bo; and that fact, says 
I . the '(medicine man, explains why the 
I . ceremonies must be continued twelve. 
I days;
I In the Delaware language this so- 
I called “Thanksgiving” dance is called
I (translated) Gatherlng-of-the-Corn
I Dapce; but, gaining wisdom through
I experience, they have called it (in
I English) Thanksgiving dance, in or-
I der.to get the good-will of the whites,
I very, few ot whom understand the
I Delaware language.
B Thus does Christianity practically 
I compel double-dealing and deceit in
■ even the semi-free Indian. He has 
B lost all his former child-like sincerity, 
K through the corrupting influence of 
I' that great corroder of morals, the 

Christian’s religion.
I The Indian of to-day muqt celebrate 
R his ancient legendary events and ob
li serve the nation-old rites of Gather- 
1/ lng-of-the-Corn Dance under cover of 
■t - a name that will please the “squaw- 
l'--/. men,” since said parasites, the 
■ >?‘squaw-men,” have loffg arms that 
■ reach even unto the “Big Noise,” at 
■- - Washington.
N?: j ?’ FRANK XAVIER MITCHELL.
■ St. Louis, Mo.

■ Chicago has lately been hearing the 
gospel of glad tidings, according to 
Dr. Torrey, dispensed under such 
cheerful and joyous titles as “God’s 
Blockades on the Road to Hell," 
“Hell: Its Certainty and What Sort 
of a Place It Is,” and “Hell: What 
Sort of Place It Is and Who Is Going 
There.” Nor has Dr.. Torrey failed- 
to picture the terrors of eternal tor
ment arid to dwell upon the vanities 
of this wicked w.orjd, with improving 
Illustrations from the lives of great 
skeptics and others, all tending to 
show how inevitably the pursuits of 
men lead to sorrow and perdition, 
Herbert Spencer is the example he 
chooses to demonstrate how , idle it 
is to strive for fame among men. 
“Like Goethe,” he says, “Spencer tells 
the world that fame does not satis.fy, 
but that Jesus does.” This “cry of 
the heart,” he goes on to remark, “is 
the saddest commentary the world 
ever has had on fame,” and then he 
gives a touching picture of Spencer 
on his death-bed crying: “Lift me up 
higher—still higher!"

It is canting, rubbish of this sort 
that discredits your noisy gospel-car
riers. But if they must adorn their 
lectures with picturesque anecdotes, 
why will they not use a little ordi
nary discrimination in the choice of 
examples? Had-Spencer been a friv
olous, vainglorious impostor, whose 

’ambition in life was to make a name 
for-himself, we could understand Dr. 
Torrey’s mournful account of his lat
ter days. We (io not mean "to say 
that this would justify the distortion 
of facts, but at least it would give 
some point to the story. As to the 
question whether a man’s life and

OF INTEREST TO 
AFFLICTED WOMEN

TUE VENEKABLE DB. PEEBLES, OF 
BATTLE CKEEK, BAUES H18 VOICE 
AOAINST NEEDLESS OKEKATIONH.

Says That Woman’s Uis Can be Cured 
Without an Operation.

£¿-

«
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y
of Hvcs aro sacrificed W «50,.0P01-ath>g table every year to satis- 

iy me greed of heartless surgeons who 
operate for every little irregularity, 
seeming to car¿ nothing for the well- 
being or even the life of the patient, 
uour-pfths of the operations are un
necessary, and in the majority of caseG- 
they make a semi-invalid of the pa
tient for life.

Dr. Peebles has perfected a treatment 
-Which he says will almost do away with 
operations and female sufferings. it 
has been given an exhaustive test in 
hundreds of serious cases and has ful
ly come up to all expectations.

Willis, of Bruce, Ind. Ter., says: 
“When I look back two months and see

, To the Editor:—I am in receipt of your note of the 3d inst., 
requesting information from me of a mpre specific nature.

You write: “State in detail how the spirits afflicted you,” 
and you also ask for “full particulars,” etc., “for the benefit 
of suffering humanity in the same direction.” . ' '

That last plea is not in iny power to withstand, And in the 
name of humanity I respond.

■ NewtheleS, IW NOT.give you “fullI prëpar”ed of èVilTôï yJur'uïïwary- feet, and let those wh¿ stand 
quested; indeed, could I ;brmg myself to do so, it would not | lest théÿFor your weakness shall be
be possible for you to print them. \a-AU Wnw nr I intensified, new weaknesses developed, and your very virtues
, How pai^ul n task t>is to can hardly know, or I h against you to further your threefold ruin of
how difficult; and nothing could induce me to go voluntarily . - ¿oui 3
downmto the sad Valley of Humiliation and disclose about) ugjijjMBER, THE PICKED LOOK AND OPEN, UN- 

 

myself what now I even must, or else, before the tribunal of . ¿.UARDED D’0’0R ADMITS THE ROBBER AS WELL AS 
God and man alike, be held guilty, criminally so, of having g GOOD MAN TO THE INNER COURT OF YOUR TEM- 
failed to discharge.my duty toward my brother manf and my

know more? In reason, I should think not.
One word more; 'JCd all mediums I would say, good as well as 

bad, take heed how you run lest you stumble into the pitfalls

)h, Thou to whom a nation brings
. The gift of grateful prayer and
{ praise,
®e source whence every blessing'

springs,

SXVho guided all our earthly ways— 
alarge the scope of our desires;

, .'¿Make firmer our fraternal ties; 
• ?<itay all souls seek our council fires, 

T The world partake our charities!
Grant, Mighty One! to us the skill 

... i To Conquer every giant wrong;
The power to do Thy gracious will, 

The soul of love, the breath of song;
The peace that moveth' side by side 

With honor, mercy, justice, faith!
'With human hopes and rights to bide; 

In league with life in face of death.
' As free to thjnk as birds to soar;’

And grateful as the streams that* 
run

To carry to the toller’s door
The meed his honest hands have 

won;-..
Thanksgiving for the right to hold 

Opinions and their just defense;
Allied to nature and the bold, 

Sweet souls who kept their' inno
cence.

Who dared the evil powers of hate, 
The harpy ignorance that drew

The rich, warm blood of hearts, elate 
। With gentle instincts flrm and true.

Oh! bid our-lives repeat the strain - ' 
They learnhd of freedom In , its 

morn,- ’ . “
As shells that murmur of the main • 

Forever to the ocean—born. ■
From man to thee; from flower to 

star; .
From where white daisies kiss the 

sod; .• n
We hall the goHen links afar,

That bind us to our Father, God! , 
RKjGive us “more light” the truth' to 
rW sing, - 
| ■ . From chill Alaska to the sands

.Where cacti- scarlet -banners fling v • 
- . To.all-the dark and stricken Jands/ 
, HELEN HINSDALE RICH.

sister, woman. ' • ... ’
For no human being of any pride or sensibility, except for 

the most grave and'pofent reasons, and in the aid of a worthy 
cause, even~the enlightenment • and upliftment" of the world, 
would ever of himself or herself blazon to the curious eyes of 
earth for ¿11 to see and read such intimate facts as I shall presj 
ently state. ■

A volume might be. written were I to attempt to relate all,- 
but this I may not do. Whatever I say, or how little or how. 
much it may seem, still it will be but the BAREST SKELE
TON OF THE COMPLETE TALE.

Having said thus much by way of preface, showing my trfie 
position in regard to this matter, I shall at once proceed to 
the performance of the most difficult task that It has ever be
fallen my lot, adding only,-this: If these words of mine save 
but one soul from going over into the dark abyss that once 
yawned so blackly beneath me, then I have not lived or suf
fered in vain. Nay, rather must I esteem that a blessing which 
came disguised as a curse!

By way of introduction, I shall quote from page 276 of “The 
Great Psychological Crime,” in the concluding portion of the 
chapter entitled “Mediums and Their Motives,” in order that, 
If my first letter did not clearly reveal the real nature of my, 
experience, THIS shall not fail to do so, for I find that here 
there is but one course for me to pursue, and that; is to unflinch
ingly state the blunt truth so decidedly that nope can misun- 
'derstand. ||

To quote, then:—
IT IS A WELL-KNOWN FACT OF NATURAL SCIENCE 

THAT BETWEEN THE LICENTIOUS OF EARTH AND 
THE LICENTIOUS OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD, THE 
SEX APPETITES^ PASSIONS AND DESIRES CONSTI
TUTE A POWERFUL MAGNETIC BOND. IT IS KNOWN 
THAT THROUGH. THE MEDIUMISTIC PROCESS THESE 
LIBIDINOUS APPETITES, PASSIONS AND DESIRES MAY 
BE GRATIFIED, TO A CONSIDERABLE EXTENT.. IT IS 
ALSO KNOWN THAT IN MANY INSTANCES THIS AB
NORMAL AND ILLEGITIMATE RELATION BETWEEN 
MEDIUM AND CONTROL IS SUBSTITUTED FOR THE 
NORMAL RELATION UPON THE PLANE OF* PHYSI
CAL NATURE.”

PJ.ED SOULS. ^41 i.

:K
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Its Philosophy 'Analyzed and Comprehensively 
Considered.

And THIS last Is what was forced upon me; THIS , is 
what I desperately, unyieldingly fought with, all my mortal 
strength, and beseeching God for what I had not, opposed even 
to the fainting point of physical exhaustion, time and -again, 
with will half paralyzed, the effort to pray for help 'becoming 
painful'to me,-too weak to resist or to wish to' resist; yet, 
knowing right from wrong, conscious that my soul’s entire.hap
piness was hanging in the balance for both, here and here
after, forced myself to a:sk from Him who loveth all who trust 
in His power to bless and save, the-sorely, needed deliverance 
from evil, aided by my own soul’s innate, fixed principle to err 
never so long as I had power to choose or distinguish between 
good and evil; even though my desire to do .right was almost

The proper and only ^ay tri’exam- 
u% or discuss any subject Or object 
is to do so in a calm, impartial,: un
biased and unprejudiced' manner. So 
in the present dissertation on Spir- 
'Itualism, its philosophy and phenom
ena, I have endeavored to present the 
facts as they appear to me. Arid in 
beginning I feel that proper defini
tions of the subject be set forth. 
Webster’s International Dictionary 
thus defines "spirit”: “3. Life or liv
ing substance, considered independ
ently of corporeal existence; an intel
ligence conceived of apart from any 
physical organization oy embodiment; 
vital essence, force or energy, as dis
tinct from matter. 4. The intelligent, 
Immaterial, and immortal part of man; 
the soul, in distinction from thé body 
in which it resides; the agént or subr 
ject of vital arid spiritual functions, 
whether spiritual or material (Job 
32:8 and James 2:26 quoted). 6.' 

"Specifically, a disembodied soul; the 
human soul after it has left the body 
(Eccl. 12:7'quoted). 6. Any super
natural being, good or bad; an appa
rition; a specter;, a ghost; also, 
sometimes, a sprite, a fairy, an elf.” 
“Spirit is also synonymously used for 
soul, life, vigor, courage, angel, etc.

Webster thus defines “Spiritual
ism: 1, The quality or state of be
ing spiritual. 2. (Philos.) The doc
trine, in opposition to thé material, 
that all which exists is spirit or soul 
—that wElch Is called the external 
world Is either a succession of no
tions Impressed on the mind by the 
Deity, as maintained by Berkeley, or 
else the mere eduet the, mind it
self, as taught by Fichte.. 3.- A belief 
that departed spirits hold Intercourse 
with mortals by méans-of physical

The theology of the present day is 
not'the theology of fifty, or a hun
dred, or three huhdred years ago, but 
I believe it is more like it was in 
the first century bo far as it regards 
the real teachings of our Elder 
Brother. Webster defines a Christian 
as “one who believes or. professes or 
assumes to believe in Jesus Christ, 
and the truth as taught by him; 'es-

thoughts may be properly twisted and 
misrepresented for moral and didactic 
purposes, it seems to be urged by 
preachers of the vulgar sort that once 
a man is dead anyone is at liberty 
to (lo whqt, he will with his character. 
Into the ethics of the matter we do 
not care to enter, only in common 
prudence would it not be well to wait' 
a while till the world has forgotten 
thp man?

The other day a London paper said 
that Huxley “before his death virtu
ally abandoned the extreme views 
which he had taken up in sincere 
good faith, and owned that his con
ception of the world without God was 
an illogical one.” Huxley did noth
ing of the kind, ‘virtually” or other- 
'wlse, and it is the height, of tolly to 
pretend that he did while many who 
knew him are still living. One of 
them, his son and biographer, wrote- 
in reply to-this .idle legend:

“As a matter of fact my father re
mained consistently in the attitude 
Which- he defined" as agnosticism. 
While no man ever felt more deeply 
the,might and majesty of the ultimate- 
forces that dominate the universe, he 
would neither affirm nor deny tran
sCendentals ■ whereof convincing evi
dence was not forthcoming, and from 
early days onward he rejected /as in
capable of proof, both extremes, the 
ultimate assumptions of philosophic 
materialism and* of philosophic Spir
itualism alike."

This will doubtless be forgotten 
and we shall soon hear more about 
how Huxley “virtually” gave up his 
old attitude, perhaps with circum
stantial details about his death-bed 
repentance. Imaginative preachers 
are capable of wonders in this way, 
but they would do well to restrain 
their imaginations until there is no 
longer any one living to discover their 
falsehoods,—New York Sun.

myself a complete wreck and unable to 
walk more than a few steps without 
collapsing, I fully realize how wonder
ful has been my gain. 1 am doing all 
my own work, washing and all, some
thing I have not been able to do be
fore for a long time. I would not take 
>1,000 for what your treatment has 
done for me.“

Dr. Peebles agrees to send a sample 
of this Wonderful remedy free to every 
woman reader of The Progressive 
Thinker for the asking. All you have 
to do Is.to send your name and address 
and the sample treatment, together with 
a beautiful little booklet giving the full 
history of the remedy and how it accom
plishes its mighty healing work, will 
je aenf you by return mall, free of nil 
cost. Address, Dr. Peebles’ Institute of 
Health, Battle Creek, Mich., Drawer 
488A.

It will write infull sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 

- write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
nth er ‘•’’■newriter.

EHE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO^ 
MO and 203Wnbart Ay«., ühlcr-^ Hl«

Books for the Holidays

phenomena, as by rapping, or during 
abnormal mental states, aadn trances, 
or the like,, commonly manifested 
through a person of.special „suscepti
bility, called a medium; Spiritual
ism; the doctrine and .practices of 
Spiritualists.” ■ And Webster thus de
fines "Spiritualist": 1/,’One.who pro
fesses a regard for- spiritual things 
only; one whose employtnent is of 
a spiritual character ; an ecclesiastic.
2. One who maintains: the doctrine 
of Splrituàllsm. 3. One who .believes 
In direct intercourse Ritiri departed 
spirits, through the agéncy.of ,persons 
cdmiuonly called mediums,' b^ means 
of physical phenomena;.. pnq/ivho at
tempts to. maintain suem intercourse; 
a spiritist.” - , ' l0 .. -jn . - ,

Thè second definition of Webster s 
regarding Spiritualism;,^applies better 
to Christian .Scientists,-[than^o Spir- 

„ . ,• -, ; ,, , । ituallsts, and instead OElheApirltbe-.
ing Rum s merciless heels. But though strength was granted4 lng considered 
ine, yet never more than was absolutely necessary, I was com- ster. puts it in hi? thijd ae.finition, 
pelled to put forth my own.utmost effort for^my own salvation, ’
and this I did, well "knowing that they who would be strong I which, to be undersfjood, ^ighf be 
MUST LÈARN TO STAND ALONE. called niaierlal. I:’";. ,n -

’ Of tile details how arm! to tell, you? How to describe the । th^Kd^
life-long,, subtle influence, leading to the overwhelming climax ism in its comparison.:with-fChristian 
in .1^,.of HIM^ho had
long intended-and worked for the. deadly purpose and accom- | tific experiment proved mathemati- 
plisliment contained in the emphasized words of .the abóVe qùo 
tation. ^Hdw. tencyóu thé d role he impersonated with 
consummate art of va protecting, angel soul-.mate against an

fairly overmastered. ' .
Swift and sure the answer came, and lo, as a babe-is lifted 

in its father’s arms above the crushing feet of the trampling 
multitude, uo was'I lifted, again and again, from under appall-

pectally one whose inward and out
ward .'life is conformed to the doc
trine of Christ.” The best and broad
est concept of what constitutes a 
Christian that I have seen for a long
time Is by L. P. Smith, of Toledo, 
Ohio:

“A true Christian, I should say, is 
one who believes, first of all, that a 
supreme Intelligence, of which the 
God within us is a part, rules and con
trols the destinies of man; who be
lieves that Jesus Is the elder brother 
of the human race, and whose spirit 
is an ever-pFesent. guide to all mor
tals here below; who believes that 
he must atone for every wrong he 
does his fellow man, either here or 
elsewhere, in that eternal scheme of’ 
even and exact justice with which the 
world is ruled. A Christian is one- 
whq feeds the hungry, clothes the 
naked, visits the sick'and comforts 
the dying; one whose eye and ear 
are ever keen to heed the cry of an
guish and pain with which the world, 
is filled; one whose feet are ever 
swift to run to the succor'of those 
who are in distress and need; one 
who will not allow the grasping greed 
of gain to cause him to take advan
tage of his felloyv man;, one who will 
not by one unkind thought òr harsh 
and cruel word add one jot or tittle 
to his fellow creature’s misery and 
woe; one who subtracts from instead 
of addò to the sum total of human 
wretchedness and despair; one who is 
mindful of .the duty he owes to every 
thing, and will not purpr 3y cause a 
pang of pain to rack tne nerves of 
man or beast; one . who protests 
against the nhedless butchery of men, 
whether by the red and bloody sword 
of war or by thè noiseless though 
fatal current of the electric chair; 
one who is kind . to his, family and 
faithful to his friends; one whose 
tongue is'not poisoned by the venom 
of slander; one who takes each man’s.

act did exactly the opposite to what 
they expected it to do.

The Spiritualists are invincibly op
posed to Psychopannychism—that is, 
the.untenable doctrine of a few Chris
tians that -“the soul falls asleep at 
death, and does not wake till the 
resurrection of the body.” That it is 
a belief Incompatible with rational 
theology, and as well is the doctrine 
of the resurrection of zthe physical 
body, which is unscientific, inconceiv
ably unnecessary, and a travesty' on 
the Divine economy of Nature.

Spiritualism has a system of re
wards and punishments that Is ad
mirable, and their theory of heaven 
and hell canftot be improved upon. 
Many of them reject the Bible en
tirely, and many more have daily 
use for it, and it Is a text-book 
in one of their colleges. The study 
of Biblical Spiritualism is enthusiasti
cally carried on among thousands, be
ing more consistent .than many un
believing Christians'Of the so-called 
supernatural and miraculous therein, 
and I am afraid if thosd very 
things weré eliminated I should not 
have a very extensive use for wh^t 
was left.

Spiritualism, then, is a system of 
the study and practice of Eschatology 
—the doctrine of filial things, a con
nection of the past, -present and' fu
ture in its broadest sense. They are 
as moral as people generally are 
found to be, and no more worldly, 
apparently, than the majority of 
Christian sects, and probably some 
are not so much so. They are in
corporated as a. religious body with 
accredited religious privileges, as the 
National Spiritualists' Association, 
having their pastors and lecturers, 
missionaries and churches, schools, 
papers and books, and are devoted 
students of science, philosophy,’criti
cism,- music and art. They number 

, about 2,000,000 in the United States 
' ' alone, and the number would prob

ably be trebled if all were included

"Evolution of the God and Christ 
Ideas.' By Hudson Tuttle. Price 
31.2 6.

“The Arcana of Spiritualism." By 
Hudson Tuttle. Price’$1.25.

, “The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena." By Rev. 1. K. 
Funk. Price $2.00.

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic

-AV. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold- Hamilton Myers. 
This is an invaluable work on the 
subject of Spiritualism. Price $3.00.

“Harmonies of Evolution." By 
Florence Huntley. Volume 1 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.

"The Great Psychological Crime." 
The Destructive Principle of Nature 
in Individual Life. Edited by Flor
ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har- 
monic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Great Work.” The Construct, 
ive Prin’ciple of Nature in Individual - 
Life. By the author of "The Great 
Psychological Crime”. Vol. 3 of ths 
Harmonic'Series. Price $2.00.

“The Dream Child.” By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 75 cents,

From Dream to Vision of Life
By Lilian Whiting, Author of "Th« 

World Beautiful,” "The Spiritual Sig-
nificance," “The 
etc.
This book finds

Outlook Beautiful,’1

Its keynote In the
question asked by the Archbishop ol 

Life Beyond,—what

£

| cally must be considered jrue and cor
rect, therefore. the philosophy of it

equally; powerful and designing fiend in order to win my un
questioning obedience, perfect trust, and entire love? Of how, 
under the angel name of “Oraniel,”and the fiend’s designation- 
of “Caspar,” he masqueraded this fact unknown-atfirst to me. 
Where find words\with which to describe the diabolical physi-

must be true. God cahnot and does 
not fornf or do anythin's ‘contrary to

censure but reseryes his judgment'and 
when he'iB reviled, reviles not again. ___ .
Lastly, I believe a. true Christian le--who are familiar with the phenomena 
one whose mercy for the unfortunate'

Canterbury—"The
it It’ What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research- and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
in “The Life Radiant” and some of hei 
other books. It is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader in a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price •%!

Natural Law. Therefore, any system 
of theology or any-part of such sys
tem'that conflicts- with ’mathemati
cally proven science or its philosophi
cal equivalent cannot be a safe guide 
for mankind to live by,, and should 
be rejected. _

and afflicted, whose sympathy for .-the 
oppressed and downtrodden, and: 
whose charity for the weaknesses of 
woman arid the kins, of.ipan partakes 
of the, infinite compassion of the Sav
ior.. ’One who places love, in .the’ hu-_ 
jfihn heart aboveall man-made creed. 
This; to my mind, fulfills, in heaped 
and rounded measure, the true con
ception of a Christian man or wo
man.” ■ .^ >

I believe Spiritualists -very gener
ally would,, approve'this statement 
unless It be the clause referring to 
“our Elder Brother,"’’as a large riuiri-' 
ber of them do not accept him as 
savior any more than they do Plato, 
Buddha, Confucius, or. any other/ wise 
and ■ good - man. In common' vith'’ 
many Christians, Spiritualists''reject 
the idea of a vicarious atonement, 
postulating that Jesus Christ was 
done to deatlr by the Jews because 
they were jealous of the excellency of 
his teachings and that if allowed to 

■ continue would'revolutionise the the
ology dominant at that time, and their

who are connected with Christian de
nominations; and number in 'their 
ranks scientists, philosophers, theolo
gians, eminent scholars and states
men, earnestly desirous of knowing 
something about the world after death 

^before they- , evolve like butterflies 
Troiri-their shells (physical bodies) 
arid enter another phase of existencé.

. U. G. FIGLEY.

‘ "k Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of thè 
Human Spirit” . Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive' 
embodimeats. . Examined and Dis
cussed- pio and con by Dr. J..JU. Pee- 
niles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. ’Colville.-, Price 30 cents.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness.!’

lv*
-

Il.oo net

"We Are Pusslni But Once ThU Way."- Song 
and retrain, by P. 0. Hudson; prl^, £6 cents.

"Satisfied." 'A reverie. By A J Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

"The Light bl Benson.” English and German 
words; sung to the tune ot "Lead, Kindly • 
Light." - Price 25 Cents.

FATE MASTERED.

And'Destiny Fulfilled. By- W. 
Colville.

A dainty book of 62 pages, bound 
In heavy v^hite cover with-cat-tail 
decoration.

Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior 
Force. ‘ Its Practical Evolution. 

• Thought as ; a’ Shield. The Human 
Aura. ” For sale at this office. Price 
SO cents. . ‘

By Sara A. Hubbard. .An. excellent 
book for the culture of health und 
spirituality.. None can read it 'irith- 
out pleasure and profit. Price.60c. 

“The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds
and Infant Damnation,” by-Dr. J. M . A COUSpiracyAgalnSttllcRepubUe
Jeetleb'o ..Ped4atp“ By Charles B. Waite, A.M., author ot “History
Missiopat ics and Church .Members. I x>t the Christian BeHgton to tha Year SOO." out-. 
Price. 20 centi. . . : I .
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per year to foreign countries is J2.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1007.

WORDS' OF OAUTIQN.
You should not send money in a 

letter, You may do so a dozen times 
palely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost nr stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The FOSTAGE on papers lias been 
Increased to all the British posses
sions on Gils continent. Oa a aiugle 
paper wo' arc compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 

, cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trille. . Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Tire Old Prophecy Fits Modern Times.
"Thg prophets prophesy falsely, and 

the priests bear rule by their means; 
and my people love to have it so; 
and what will ye do in the end 

v thereof?"—Jeremiah 5:31.
' • If Jeremiah was living ^t this time, I 

his statement of facts would be still 
truthful, and his inquiry at the close, 
rendered into modern English: “What 

< are you going to do about?” would- 
be a proper inquiry.

The "Master," near nineteen hun
dred years ago, according to Chris
tian chronology, told his disciples that 
the end of the world is nigh, even
at the door.” He almost fixed 
date of the event by declaring:

“I tell you of a-truth, 
some standing here, which 
taste of death till they see 
dom of God.” Luke 9:27.

there 
shall

the

be 
not

the king-

1 Malthew 24:34, fixes the,time more 
definitely by reporting Jesus?as say
ing: “Verily I say unto you, This 
generation shall not pass, till all these 
things be fulfilled.”

Sixty generations have come and 
gone and the end is not yet, though 
the threat has been repeated annually 
by the prophet’s priests through all 
the many centuries. Verily: “What 
will ye, [the people] ’do in the end 
thereof?”. Will they not say: “The 
author of that declaration was a false 
prophet?” And in "the end thereof” 

• will not the people recall the declara
tion of the Indian: "White man 
cheat Injun once, White man to
blame. White man cheat Injun 
twice, Injun to blame. White man 
cheat Injun three times, Injun heap 
big-dam fool.”

If the priests have been cheating the 
people for sixty generations what sort 
of expletives-would the Indian have 
used had he been in their place, and 
such terrible falsehoods had been re
peated so long in his ears?

The white man Is wearied, and I 
shows a determination 4o repudiate 
both propjjet and priest, and build 
anew on a better Joundation.

A Brutal Libel on Woman.
The • New York Independent re-

cently published “A Clergj man’s 
Opinion of Women,” by an anony-
mous author He represents womgn 
as irresponsible creatures wholly
ferent from men He says she 
no mental ability, and that only 
young and Immature ever try 

- reason with her. Six pages of

dif- 
has 
the
to 

the
Independent are devoted to this shilly 
Bhaily nonsense, by an orthodox 
preacher, laboring to establish the 
fact that his principal patrons, 
they who contribute most - of the 
finances for. his support, and who 
jnake up the major part of his audi
ences, are of weak tpinds. His idea# 
are .sustained by the teachings of 
Paul, and the Christian" church is , 
built -pn the flimsy foundation that 
Intellectually woman is inferior to her. 
brother. ' • -:

Should Spiritual lecturers occupy the 
false position of this clerical nincom
poop there would be just cause to re
pudiate their teaching. As it is the' 
'flear sisters will imitate thè dog which 
licks the hand that beats him, and- 
will double their contributions, tò. the 
mislonary fund.-

- Hold your- thoughts, your . mind, 
your will In principle -and you will 

■ gucceed.'—Hullrig. • , '

z A Field for the Higher CriiSsw.
In a former series of articles we 

Inquired, "Was Buddhism the Parent 
of Christianity?" <To aid la arriving 
at the facts we showed that' Budtjha. 
was a real character; that he was 
born 550 years before our era; that 
Asoka, iu the middle of the 3d century 
before our era, a powerful ,king of 
India, became a convert to Buddha's 
teaching; that he assembled a great 
Council; and sent out 64,000 mission
aries who overran Syria, Asia Minor 
^nd Greece; that Egy^t cams under 
the Influence, of those teachers; and^ 
we should have stated, the first mon
asteries of which we have knowledge 
were founded by those missionaries.

In the course of . pur article we 
quoted from Eusebius’ “Ecclesiastical 
History," claimed by Christians tm. 
have'been written A. D. 324,. whereat 
he quoted from Fhllo Judeus who
lived and wrote before /be alleged 

1 ^>lrth of Jesus,^yWh^> said, in sub
stance: ' - .

“It Is highly probable the anejent 
commentaries which Philo says the 
Therapeutae have ARE THE' VERY 
GOSPELS AND WRITINGS OF TRE 
APOSTLES, and probably some expo
sitions of the'ancient prophets such 
as are contained In the ¡¡PlSTLE TO • 
THE HEBREW AND MANY OTH
ER OF ST. PAUL’S EPISTLES.”

Without-’fdllowlng our article fur
ther we Invite the reader’^ attention 
to II. Corinthians 11:32, wherein 
Paul himself records an event, the 
only one we believe, where he states

| an occurrence by which we can deter- , 
mine when he wrote.

“In Damascus the governo'r under 
Aretas the king kept the city of the' 
Damascenes with a garrison, desirous 
to apprehend me."

Now if we din determine when 
Aretas, the king ot Damascus, reigned
we can establish Paul’s period beyond 
the possibility of controversy. There 
was but one king by the name of 
Aretas who ever reigned in Damas
cus. Opening-the Encyclopedia Brit
annica, Vol. 17, p. 160, 1st column, 
near theibottom, mentioning theTab- 
aeans, It says: -

"They occupied the Hauran, and 
about 86 B. C. their king ,Aretas 
(IJaritha) became, lord of Damascus . 
afitTCòdla-Syrià." i

Turning to Josephus’-Antiquities qf 
the Jews, whbse authority is ' good 
with Christians, book 13, chap. 15, 
near close of Sec. 1, and beginning 
of Sec. 2, with note, all of which re
lating to Aretas, to save space, we 
condense and givedn our own words:

“In a battle by Aretas with Anti
ochus the latter wqs slain, after which 
Aretas reigned over Coelo-Syria. He 
was the Arst of thé Arabian# who 
reigned over Damascus.”

Smith’s unabridged Greek and Ro
man Biography shows that the suc- 
ceessor of Antiochus XII succeeded 
bis predecessor B. C. 73, 71.

The latter authority, under the 
head of Aretas, Sec. 2, represents him 
on the throne cf Damascus B. C. 64.

There were other kings of the name 
of Aretas, who reigned in Arafita 
Petrla, but it seems probable he who 
fought with Antiochus about B. C. 
71, and was on the throne B. C. 64, 
(how much later we don’t'know,) 

Jwas the one on the Damascus throne 
when Paul, filled wltl| an ambition 
to slaughter, was marching on. that 
city, received a sun-Btroke, and saw : 
the' vision he alleges.

This corroborates Philo’s narration, 
qudted with approbation by Eusebius.

Meredith’s “Prophet of Nazareth,” 
p. 4 31, saj*s:

“Philo had written his ‘Contempla
tive Life’ apparently some twenty to 
thirty years before Jesus commenced 
his ministry, and more than 200 years 
before we have any proof that either 
of the present Gospels were written."

Paul taught of the End of tue 
World, of a Day ot Judgment; ’ be
lieved the End would come In his 
Lite Time; taught the speedy estab
lishment of the Kingdom of'Heaven. 
He discountenanced Marriage; en-

the

1 couraged Celibacy; taught Monkery; 
made Contradictory accounts of bls 
vision; seemed deeply versed in Mys
ticism; favored Baptising for the 
dead; was a leader of th^ Ngzarine 
Monks, had his own head shaven 
AND THE LORD'S SUPPER, 'A PA
GAN INSTITUTION was favorably 
mentioned by him

It has been suggested in these col-
umns, that, possibly, the Gospels, th^ 

^apocryphal as well as canonical,jwere 
but attempts of monks at a later age 
than Paul, io round out tbe character 
the Apostle saw ip- his vision; that 
all the biographers seem to agree as 
to events related by Paul, but on 
every other subject are widely di
vergent; that these discrepant state
ments are found in all the Gospels, 
and are with difficulty accounted for i 
bn any other hypothesis than is here 
suggested • - ■ I

THS FRO®g$SSIVE THINKER
reason fri regard to God, the human 
soul, and man’s ultimate destiny.” 
They took the name Eclectics, signify
ing to .choose. Later, they were 
known as .Nqp-Platonlsts. Potamou, 
an Alexandrian, led in the movement. 
'Mosheim, in both his “Ecclesiastical 
History," and in his “Historical Com
mentaries,” has given considerable 
space to this sect, as has Dr. Brown 
in his Researches in Oriental History. 
The latter seems ot the opinion that 
the Eclectics formed the nucleus into 
which was merged all the various 

.religions of the Orient; that Mithra,, 
of thq Zoroastrians; Krishna and Bud
dha, of the Brahmaus; Osiris of the 
■Egyptians, and Bacchus of tbe Greeks 
and Romans, all disappeared and were 
lost in the new God Jesus, each of 
the predecessors contributing ,to the 
formation of the conglomerate relig
ion known as Christian, Buddha and , 
probably Bacchus contributing, the 
largest share. - '

The newly organized higher critics 
on the New Testament will astonish 
the world by revelations on these sub
jects.

Jonah a Myth.
The following is front, a late N. Y, 

Times: »
“I do not believe one word of the 

Book of. Jonah. as history,” was tha 
surprising declaration, ^rith which the 
Rev. Charles F. Aked, pastor ot tne 
Fifth Avenue Baptist Church opened 
fii§zS"ermon last evening.

The church was crowded to the, 
doors. Maliy of those present were I 
strangers, eager to listen tqjhe teach
ings of the clergyman, who is Mr. 
Rockfeller’s pastor, or anxious to see 

■ Mr. Rockefeller "or his son, John D.,Jr.,
I Not only was the historical nar- 
rative( of Jonah cast to the winds, I but the prophets—as men insplrgd of 
God to foretell the birth of Christ and 
other future events—-were wiped from, 
the region of fact.

“There is no forecasting of events 
•and no such Inspiration,” declared Dr. Aked.

“The story of Jonah is a parable; 
■ In fact it is fiction," declared thq 

preacher.
At his home last night Dr. Aked 

went more into detail regarding his 
view of the story of Jonah.- Jonah, 
he said,- was not a real person, and 
the events recited In four chapters, of 
the Bible never occurred.

“Therd js no prophecy in the Bible 
In the common acceptance OT- the 
term,” said Dr. Aked.
-Jsaiah did pot foretell the coming' 

of'Christ or -other events in"" the life 
of the Jewish nation, • he decla'red. 
Hp ridiculed the idea that God stood 
back fit the prpphets and' directed 
their hands while writing the Sacred 
Word. " , *

Inspiration, whs not directly from 
God, he said, but come only through 
the experiences of the man himself. 
Dr. Aked held that the only forecast-' 
ing pf events in the entire Blblq is 
where some one who has a truer con
ception of the various forces St work 
oflentlme can foresee what they will lead to^

Space prevents copying the entire
article from the Times, but we have 
made'no abridgment*'Of the preach
er’s salient points. It will be seen 
this learned clergyman of the con
servative Baptist denomination occu
pies the same plane with The Pro
gresslve Thinker, and repudiates the 
nonsensical idea of an inerrant Bible.

There Is as much truth in the silly 
story told of Jonah and the whale, 
as'there is in Joshua’s successful de
mand that the Bun shall stand still; 
as in the adventures ot Samson; of 
Daniel in the lion’s den; of Shadrach, 
Meshach and Abednego In the fiery 
turnade; in fact it is difficult to .find 
a trustworthy historical' fact in the 
entire Old Testament, and this the 
"opinion of our ablest scholars who 
have turned the lights of knowledge 
on that idolized book. It.ls as much
a fetish as any pagan idol, and was 

manufactured in comparatively mod
ern ^mes in the interest of a corrupt 
priesthood. Some day we expect to 
make apparent to our readers what 
we now generalize. -

Just Awful.

Christians, tell us "the time 
come whea wars shall cease,

Will 
and

spears shall be converted into prun
ing hooks." They assure us this spirit 
of peace will not be limited to hu
manity, but “tbe Hon and the lainb 
shall lie together, and a little child 
shall lead them ”

Such "an auspicious day is very de
sirable, but it will never dawn while 
Christianity is the dominant religion.' 
Since the days of Xerxes, when with
the most formidable army ever known, 
accompanied by 1,200 ships and his 
invincible Immortals, he invaded 
Greece, all the great battles of the 
world have been fought by Christians 
against Christians. And now, while 
(he sun of science Is shining in merid
ian effulgence the Christian powers 
which dominate the globe, are wasting 
the wealth of the" nations in building 
the most, powerful v^ar ships- ever , 
known, to destroy each other.

Verily, the hope of _ the prophets • 
predicting a period of lasting-peace 
must be paralyzed: when they, oontom- 
plate the present situation. 1

No Need of Brains..

Florence McGraugh, iq our issue of 
March 31, 1906, 4th page, made a 
statement which we have heretofore 
neglected to notice for want ot leis
ure. It requires a long chapter' to: 

: do the .subject, justice. Briefly. ,
-During the reign of. Augustus;

Caesar there were some lO.bOO stu
dents from all parts of the then civ
ilized world, in attendance on the 
great- Alexandrian Academy, i^ Egypt 
Convinced, that.discards In religion 
produced ^national.strife and desolat-; 
teg wars,-an attempt, was made by 
the -scholar^ to select the best from 
alj ' creeds, ’ arid, to' merge the - whole'' pnest-muae Scriptures 
Into.'.a . common; faith,, which should brains in ehaplug hls 
embrace the jierfectloA of. human ion«, ' ' •

Do Spiritualists ^top • to think, if 
they accept the Bible as divine author
ity, they have a “Thus saith the Lord’4 
in place of,reason, to-direct them-in 
\egard to all - matters jelatlng to a 
continued life? ; He who desires to 
subordinate his own judgment to 
priestly dictation, as given, in -the 
priest-made Scriptures haemo need of , 

.. • — ■
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AN INTERESTING CASE.

Mother Visits Her Spirit CJjild 
and Sees the Beauty of the Spirit 
Realms—Reunited With Baby for 
Five Days Following Its Death, as 
Related in the Cleveland (Ohio) 
Press.

IJ '

“INTERWOVEN , 
Spirit Messages

From a Sop 
T&His Mother.” 
is the title of our new, 

Premium Book, 
and we wish to GIB« 
DLE the whole globe ' 
with )t. It is sent out 
to all subscribers for 

25 CENTS 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressive 
Thinker—practically a 
GIFT, as we have to 
pay the postage and 
expense of mailing. 
‘ Send for it. j

AS TO BELIEF. ,

The Great Difference of Opinion Ex
isting jn ‘the Hunks of Spir-

* ituolism. .

CHRISTMAS CHEER.

Spiritualism Is Ob Trial!
Stirring Words From, Harrison D. Barrett.

The recent indictment of Mrs. May 
S. P. Vanderbilt by a Grand Jury in 
Kings County, N. Y., Is a matter of 
serious moment to every Spiritualist 
tn America, and as a matter of tact, 
to everyone wjw believes in religious 
freedom Jn this fair land of ours. 
Mrs. Vanderbilt is not only inducted 
for grand larceny, the charge being 
that ebe had purloined a house and 
lot on St. Mark’s Avenue, in Brook
lyn, but the members'of the Grand 

/ Jury included'in their presentment a 
wholesale denunciation of Spiritual
ism in its every phase. Psychic phe
nomena were not only questioned,-but 
were pronounced absolutely spurious, 
and all mediumship nothing but im
posture. The scientific, philosophical 
and religious averments of Spiritual
ism were also eweepingly condemned. 
According to this modern and model 
Granp Jury, Spiritualism is only a 
tissue of shams.

Ever since the persecution and 
prosecution of Mr. and tyjrg. Vander
bilt began last June, Spiritualism in 
some degree has been on trial. There 
were other issues that were kept to 
the fhmt.and thereby led the'uuthink- 
ing to believe that Spiritualism was 
not at all concerned in the matter. 
The prosecution succeeded in hiding 
this special issue from the public, and 
only those who looked beneath the 
surface of things saw the real state 
of the case. Many Spiritualists^ even, 
failed to see that this trouble was 
more than a personal one, and could 
not be made to believe that it was 
a case of religious persecution. It 
was cunningly and cruelly planned, 
and up to date has succeeded all too 
well. The prosecution has even been 
helped by som4 persons who claimed 
to be Spiritualists, while others have 
held aloof, quietly chuckling and re
joicing over the discomfiture of those 
to whom they should have been loyal friends.

your rights as freemen. DEFEND 
PRINCIPLE. Make the world ses 
that Spiritualism has been and now 
is a power for good iu your daily 
lives. Fill tho treasury of the Na
tional Association with the coin- of 
the realm In order that It may take 
a test case, to determine the.status 
of Spiritualism and the rights of Spir
itualists as religionists, to the Su
preme Court of the United States..at 
the earliest possible moment! Give 
mistintingly your moral effort, your 
sincere sympathy, to Mr. and -Mrs. , 
Vanderbilt In'their great trouble. 
Get together! DO SOMETHING! 
Be Spiritualists first, lasY and all bt

• the time. STAND UP AND BE 
COUNTED! ENDOW THE N. S. AJ 
Hold up the hands of President Warne 
In his devoted efforts to protect your 
rights! Spiritualism and Spiritual
ists are now on trial! Spiritualists, 
ARE you SPIRITUALISTS, or MOR
AL COWARDS? —Your DEEDS, not 
WORDS, aïbne will tell the story,.

Yours for Spiritualism and justice, 
HARRISON D. BARRETT.

t,

To the Editor:—In The Progressive 
Thinker of December 7th,-1907, there 
is an article.from D.Wrighi.closing 
with these words: ‘"The degenerate, 
devoid ^f the1 feelings of humanity, 

. will be .finallyi dissipated. They may 
live in the spirit world for a time and; 
then disappear forever. None can 
have imtnortality unless they earn it."

In thqjune ^r July number of your 
paper occur these words by A. D. Wil
son: "^he great majority of man
kind will not exist in the future world, 
sdeh as Indians, negroes and,the mil
lions of the Pacific Islands. Their 
bodies ¿fid souls will die together. 
The}! no: more aspired to a higher 
world (than tjie animal^, and they 
naturally" sink back, into the sounce 
Irsm which they came, like imper
fect seeds: and forma of spent forces."

And “The Qreat Work," so graphic
ally and exhaustively advertised, ar-1 
gues that there is “a destructive prin
ciple iu Nature,” and that the prac-1 
ties of hypnotism and mediumship 
often leads to destruction, or an anni
hilation of the"splrjt as a conscious 
reality.

Practical Suggestions from the Secre
tary of thé^ N. S. A.

It Is the time of good cheer for all; - 1_  not only because a Christ was 
borh 1908 years ago, but because the 
Christ in humanity In general is being 
bdrn. Every year marks a new era 
for the true principle of chrlstliness. 
The anointed and consecrated condi
tion of a spiritual heritage, and the 
human fellowship that develops mu
tual kinship,, is evolving. The human 
races are becoming more and more- races are becoming more 

[' fraternal, and altruism Is 
C power. The Christ of loi

Are these things so? Are these 
writers really Spiritualists? Do they 
represent Spiritualism as taught by 
Tuttle, Peebles, Howe, Lockwood, 
Mrs. Richmond and others In our 
ranks?

._____1 a growing
____ The Christ of long ago was 
not the only cause; and he is not 
the cause alone of the Christ now be
ing born. The spirits of love over- 

’Bhadow the world, and are breathing 
the true spirit of humanism and the 
divine spirit of angelism Into human 
lives. The desire to make each and 
all happy Is born of the spirit. The 
psychic forces of humanity are 'evolv
ing, and the crats material forces are 
decimating. Harmonious and healthy 
people attuned to the infinite are be
ing born and cultivated.

The presentment of the Grand Jury 
now clears the air, and places the 
case outside of Mrs. Vanderbilt’s per
sonality. The genuineness of her 
mediumship, the possibility ot her 
having used undue Influence to gain 
her ends, and her husband's mental 
condition now become side issues, 
under the all-inclusive indictment re-1 
turned by the Grand Jury against 
Spiritualism per se.

It is quite true that the jury in
dicted Mrs. Vanderbilt for gruhd lar
ceny; true that the court admitted 
her to bail in bonds of <1,600; true 
that an insidious assault upon the 
validity of her marriage has also been 
made< but it is likewise true that 
the Grand Jury, if reported aright by 
the Associated Press dispatches, and 
the daily papers of Greater NeW'York, 
specifically and emphatically indicted 
Spiritualism. They went so far as 
to single out its religious teachings 
for strong condemnation. As already 
stated, the. phenomena, science, phi
losophy and religion of Spiritualism 
were all declared fraudulent and 
wicked.

Soul of dead child and soul of liv
ing mother have been In reunion 
for five days, since Baby Ida Gold
stein was put in her grave last 
Tuesday and while Mrs. Sarah 
Goldstein lay in a trance at 2331} K 
Woodland Avenue, S.-E., according to 
Mrs. Goldstein, who regained con
sciousness Monday. '

"Together my child and I have 
revisited again places we frequented 
before death came to j>art us,” Mrs. 
Goldstein said. “She seemed natural 
as life as wo moved together through 
familiar rooms and parks.

Smiled and Vanished.' .
“Then she took on a supernatural 

appearance, and she led me toward | a wonderful light and mysterious 
sounds Ilk© music, where some Intan
gible force tore us apart. She seemed 
to be borne irresistibly from me, and.' 
when I cried after her to take me 
with her, she only smiled back and 
vanished. ' .

"Seeing her no longer I felt my
self returning, as it were, to my own flesh."

/•4

Mrs. Goldstein immediately renewed 
her bitter grieving after the dead & 
child, her youngest and her favorite. 
She had nursed Baby Ida day and ♦ 
night for six weeks. She bore up € i 
through the death and funeral only | 'h 
by forced effort. She collapsed -at-^ 
home after her burial. :

Spiritualism, as Inspired from the 
spirit world, is doing much» of this.

It is silently, and with power, per
meating the hearts, souls and minds 
of humanity. Why should we fail to 
protect the human side of this great 
movement? Do you fail in duty?

I Perhaps you have never realized that 
you owe a duty. Well, if so, then 
meditate upon the great blessings be
stowed by the power of the spirit.

Then realize how much toll and 
suffering has been given by the mod- j 
ern mediums, and how- much effort |

Will some of our Solons take note 
of this matter and give their opinions 
personally? I have an inner hanker
ing for immortality. Will Davis, Tut
tle, Lockwood, Peebles, Wiggin, Bar- ____ __ mutll ,
rett, Mrs. Richmond and others, give | been given by the faithful 
the “Thinker” readers the benefit of | ait-i/,™ -p *>-. 
their views upon this Important sub- 
ject?-^An Inquiring Investigator.

“Investigator" must bear in mind 
that there is ^nn exceedingly great 
diversity of opinion among Spiritual
ists. Only on one thing'' are they 
unanimous in believing, as follows: 
THAT SPIRITS CAN AND DO, RE
TURN TO EARTH AFTER THE 
DEATH OF THE MORTAL BOD1. 
Then the differentiations commence. 
One leading .author asserts that idiots 
do not survive in spirit life. Another 
declares THEY DO! Ope speaker
trill state that obsession is prevalent, 
a curse to the world outside of Spir
itualism as well as in it; and others 
will assert that the distinguished lady 
“X," whose article appears on an
other page, is laboring under an hal
lucination, although she and others 
ACTUALLY SEE THE OBSESSING - 
INFLUENCE. While some speakers 
declare that obsession is a myth, Dr. 
Strickland, an eminent physician, Ills' 
wife an excellent medium, residents - 

-of Ulis city, are devoting a great deal 
of time in relieving; the victims of 
what .they tejm i obsession. Reincar
nation- is jtanotfyer subject wherein 
leading tpipds ^differ widely.. Now 
comes a prominent author whoxasserts 
that all do not survive indefinitely in 
spirit life, and ip,, making-thnt stain-

.__ . .ennui con
ductors of the societies and public 
meetings. Ask yourself if you have 
given' your best sustenance to the 
cause.. As the National Association 
ts doing all it can to promulgate, sup
port and defend this.beloved cause 
of oifrs, why not send it good cheer 
at this time by a Bank Check, a prom-'. 
Ise to pay issued by Uncle Sam, or 
some item called money, or represent- . 
ing such.' REMEMBER THE N, S. 
A. IN YOUR CHRISTMAS GIVINQ. 
REMEMBER YOUR SPIRIT LOVED 
ONES BY GIVING TO THEIR EF
FORT FOB THE SPIRITUALIZA
TION OF THE WORLD.

' Fraternally,
GEORGE W. KATES, 

* Secretary N. S. A.
600 Penna. Ave., N.-E.,

Washington, D. C. , •

N^ver since the famous Rand- 
Davenport infamy of 1 859, when three 
Innocent men went to prison for 
preaching Spiritualism and demon
strating its phenomena, has there been 
an instance in which Spiritualism has 
been so squarely and unmistakably 
placed on trial as It now is in this 
Vanderbilt trouble. This is the hour 
when Spiritualism should pause to 
study well what this case portends 
for them.Xjf they have any per
sonal feeling against Mrs. Vanderbilt 
they should rise above it, and deal 
first-hand with the vital principle in
volved in this case. Principle is al
ways supposed to be above person
ality, and if the Spiritualists of Amer
ica have any principles, now is the 
time for them to prove the fact to 
thé world. Now is the golden oppor
tunity for them to show their oppo
nents that they are practicing what 
they preach.' "

Lay ns Dead. (
“My wife lay like one dead,” says 

Samuel Goldstein, who is a ta41oi‘. 
“Every endeavor to arouse her falleflr. 
Her voice sometimes called out, b^t 
her Ups never moved and her mouth- 
did not Seem to be uttering the words.

“’Ida, my child, I am with you. 
How happy we are together!' she 
cried out once. .Other times she was 
calling Ida, and her voice seemed far I away and Indistinct.

“Then I felt positive that she was 
with the spirit of my little girl. To 
attempt to bring her back seemed to 
me to be wrong. But the physicians, 
though puzzled, persisted it was right 
to administer her medicine. .

, “ ‘For the sak^ of your two older 
children,\they said to me. ‘They 
need their mother more than the child 
that is gbne.' “

'meat he is<sustiined by wise spirits. 
Others,- ofUiburse,’ being sustained by 
spirits, will \denyf Uis statement. - We 
might go on almost indefinitely, stat
ing point&I(wher.em leading minds 
differ in- regard to spirit life.

.Well, what should we do about it? 
What can "Jwfe dU? Absolutely noth- 
Ing-^-only^adccpf?: the ‘situation an<F 
wait patiently—4?OR MORE LIGHT, 

wo know ftiiat ’Spirit return is 
absolutely true, and through that tho 
world-has been made, better and 
wiser. What more can wo wish? 
Difference of opinions on minor points , 
have existed and vgiU exist, and as 
matters of belief they do no particu
lar harm. As‘to PseUling” these dif
ferences of opinions, and arriving at 
tho exact trutb, suited tw all,-that is 
impossible, . ,

THE NOTORIOUS HOWLANDS I
They have been in, Toronto, Can

ada, for several weeks under bonds- 
to appear in Court, and answer cer- 

itain grave charges against them. It 
appears, however, from the Canada 
papers,- that they clandestinely left 
the city just before the trial was to |

I come oft, fearing the disaster that {might follow. The fact it, the How

lands’ “spirit”xmanifestations are all 
of mundane origin; they have no con
nection whatever with the spirit 
world. They are in no sense medi-

How can they do these things?
One of the amendments to the Con

stitution of the United States provides 
that Congress shall make no law re
specting religion or the free exercise 
thereof. Every Spiritualist should 

; now demand, that that provision in 
our nation's Magna Charta be obeyed. 
Let him join a duly organized society 
of Spiritualists, and then in unison 
with his brethren demand his rights. 
Now is the time for those who de
clare that Spiritualism is not a re
ligion to come to the front tp prove 
their devotion to Spiritualism in a 
thoroughly practical manner. In the 
language of the day, let them “put up 

| or shut up.” .'
I This indictment of the holiest and 
most inspiring truth our sorrowing 
world has ever received on the part 
of a sworn Grand Jims,. is, without 
doubt, largely due Un iitaftilminatlons 
of the materialistic atheistic Spiritual
ists against the religious principles ln- 
Spiritualism It is quite probable that 
some blatant denouncers of religion 
would prefer „that every medium 
and speaker should suffer imprison
ment, as did Mr. Rand and the Daveiu 
portpoys, than that any legal recog
nition should be accorded Spiritual
ism as a religion.z* —--

zBelievefl Herself Dying.
“Baby Ida’s loss seemed to me to 

be unbearable," said Mrs. Goldstein. 
“I felt that I would gla*dly die that 
I might be with her. This thought 
was in my mind when 1 returned from I the funeral, and when I, collapsed, I 

I thought 1 was dying.
"Then I seemed to be leaving ¿my 

body. Before meldahjiood beckoning. 
I greeted her as any mother ^ould 
her child. This relation seemed quite 
natural, until, at the end, Ida became • 
far more potent than I, as her figure 
was transfigured by supernatural power.

“She looked happy as she was leav- . 
ing me, and I am sure she is very / 
happy. Knowing this, I feel ypadyj1 
to live longer for the sake of my ;• 
two other children.”

CH R (STMAS GREETING.

Once more the Christmas season 
Gladdens the heart with cheer, 

And our souls aspire to nobler deeds 
As the gladsome day draws near.

tuns.
The contest between the Howlands 

andflirof. Walton, the magician, was, 

no doubt, a pre-arranged affair. Both 
parties entered the contest for the 
money, that- wa# in it, the magician 
claiming to be able to duplicate any 
“spjiit" manifestations of th<^ How-' 
lands, just as if spirit manifestations 

i could occur in .the presence of a howt- 
ing, boisterous Aob of mlscellaneous 
people, where, favorable conditions 
were out of the question. *-

; ThmJHowlands are notv, it is said, 
in New York City, where there .are 
gnlli|)les enough to furnish them a 
living'. .... v

I Genius. always gives Its h§st first) 
prudence at last.-—Lavater. . K =.

Thore would be more uapplness In 
the world Mf we would rejoice mow 
with others instead of feigning sym
pathy • with .their /sorrow#.—M« 
B#w«r. / ■ ...... .

z Whatever the individual Spiritual
ist’s views may be; whatever his at
titude of mind with respect to Mr. 
and Mrs. Vanderbilt, or any other 
person in like trouble, whether Spir
itualism be a science, or a philosophy, 
or -a religion, the fact/ is patent to > 
every rational mind, that this Kings I 
County indictment is a serious affair. 
It is well enough to be optimistic | 
and to hold tenaciously to the idea 
that right will surely triumph In the 
end; -but there is another side to 
this sunny view of things. JT IS 
THE SIDE OF STUBBORN FACT! 
Principle is being violated; freedom 
is in danger; innocent beings are 
suffering—all because of the blind 
faith of the masses in the final tri
umph of the good. Those who are 
being held to the emory wheel ot 
experience that that "good" may win 
its victory are deserving of some con- 
'sideration. Shame to each and every i 
Spiritualist who shirks his duty in 
a case like this! Surely, we now have 
had enough of the wicked doctrine of 
“laissez fairs"!

“What'-ls to be done?” Rise above 
the selfish and. abominable' doctrine 
of “Individualism.” Put Spiritualism 
Into practice. Support'local, State 
and National Associations In a whole
hearted, generous' fashion, Asgert

Al

s.-r

On this day of loving remembrance 
The heart of tbe giver o’erflows, 

And all that is best in mankind 
Unfolds 4s the beautiful rose.

I The ties binding hearts are1 ma^e ’ 
I stronger, ' " , •
i In the home, the church and the mart,
But love must go with the giving;

Or the gift falls de|d on the heart. ‘
Unselfish love, is its lesson,

This day of receiving and giving; ?
And our hearts sing in glory its an- : 

them,
Peace on Earth, Good .Will to-the 

living. ' '
ALICE LUELLA HOLBROOKE.

W. Somerville, Mass.

Sacred are the lips from which ha*, 
issued only truth. Over all -wealth, 
above all station, above the noble— 
the robed and icrowned—rises the sin
cere man."' Happy is the man who ■ 
neither paints nor patches, wells nor ' , 
veneers! Blessed Is he who weara no 
mask!—Ingersoll. .

We 'have. In fact, to make .our 
choice between science and .¿-offering. 
It Is only Uy wisely utilizing the gifts 
of .science that we have any hope of 
maintaining our- population in plen- ' ty and comfort. < Science, however, 
wlll'do this for us If we win only let 
her.—Sir John Lubbock..

. Correction does much, but eucour- 
pgemqht does more.—Goethe. ,
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A Remarkable Case.
It illustrates the beauty and grandeur of spirit 

influence, demonstrating the close touch of the 
Angels with this wofld, and their knowledge of 
future events.v It is given by the Post-Dispatch 
of St. Louis, Mo., an extremely liberal, wide
awake Daily, - .

“I AM GOING TO RIE TO-NIGHT;” AND SHE DID— 
THE MYSTERIOUS CASE OF A KANSAS WOMAN WHOSE 
PREMONITION OF DEATH CAME TRUE, AND WHOSE 
HUSBAND HUNDREDS OF MILES AWAY, RECEIVED A 
TELEPATHIC WARNING OF IMPENDING CALAMITY— 
ANOTHER INSTANCE, IN WHICH A VOICE FROM THE 
DEAD SAVED 200 LIVES.

“I am going to die to-night!” •
A woman in Kansas City startled and'ehocked her £on with 

that prophecy. And although, she was in perfect health when 
she made the prediction, she died that night at the exact mo
ment she said^she wtrnld. ?. . . • , ...

Equally strange and mysterious as her premonition of death 
was the telepathic warning received by her husband, hundreds 
of miles away. His wife was in perfect health theriast time he 
had heard from her. No one had warned him. He received 
Ho letter, Mo telegram, but yet, he had a foreboding that some
thing dreadful was goipg to happen to her. So oppressed was 
he by the unusual feeling of impending trouble that he took 
the first train to Kansas City and reached there just one hour 
before she died. > - . . j

Scientists cannot explain phenomena of this kind. They de
clare them to bC the result of psychometric or prophetic pow
ers, but they cannot give any reaSoSb-why they happen. This 
case in- Kansas City is as strange' an occurrence as ever hap
pened. The woman who foretold death was Mrs. Amantha 
Hatch, of Peru, Kan. She was visiting her son, Dr. F, J. Hatch, 
of 1502 Troost Avenue. He is one of the leading physicians 
of Kansas City. There can be no. doubt of the truth 'of every 
statement he makes concerning the most mysterious foreshad
owing, by his mother, of her own death. It was at noon,- while 
the family was at dinner, that Mrs. Hatch said:
“I am going to die to-night.” • ’ ' •

THE FROÖRBSSIVW thinker
~ i~'u u I.. I • .«WWni*H 1 » ' ■■ । ai —»»ni«h»i i— »i » i ' i ..-.ww i j— „■ .

he Illinois Central Railroad, with 200 passengers who had 
seen spending/the holiday in Chicago, was returning to Sprixig- 
ield, Ill. The engineer was Horace L. Seavey, the conductor 
Was'Edward Collins, .the fireman was Air. Rose. It wffë a very 
dark night, and raining. The train was going at a speed of 
'about thirty miles an hpur when the engineer, without being 
signaled, brought his train to a standstill. The fireman asked 
fini what was wrong.
“The bridge is gone'” answered Sbavey.
“How do you know? The bridge is a half-mile ahead yet,” 

said Rose. The conductor, surprised at the unusual stop, came 
up to the engine to inquire the cause. Seavey’s only explica
tion was that fhe voice of his dead mother had spoken into 
iis ear: “My son, the bridge is gone.”

He said he had a vision of the track with a block cut squarely 
out of it. His conductor and brakeman thought his mind had 
i écorné, suddenly unbalanced, as sometimes; happens to engi
neers as a,result of the great strain they are under,x They 
tried to laugh him out of his vagary, but-he refused-to go 
ahead. At last they moved tire train up sloWly to within a 
few rods of the bridge and wént ahead on foot with their lah- 
terris.and found thé bridge washed out, and a gaping blank 
there 35 feet long, :

. - Who will explain the sti'ange voice out of the darkness which 
warned the engineer and saved the lives, of 200 men, wopren 
and children? - :

In the~town of Cuba, Mo., the death of a man was strangely 
foretold. At the house of Dr. 8. T. Suddick a company, was 
gathered the evening of Angust 29, 1890, ■«A voice was dis
tinctly heard to say that Chris Varis, of St. James, Mo., who 
was in the1 room, wijuld die within fbrty days, Th|t was upon 

'October 8, This prediction was mueji talked, ab'^ut in Cuba 
during the forty days afterward. Mr. Varig did actually die 
upon October z28. - _ •

Dr. W. E. Anthdny, of Providence, R. I., tells’ tyw following 
remarkable story of a premonition: ,
“I was the medical adviser of the family of'Hiram Maxfield, 

hotel keeper. His was a very liealthy family. Line day' I was 
called to see Mrs.'Maxiyell, and while there the eldest daughter, 
a young woman of 20 'came put uppp the porch,, where I was . and ab8O,.blug Jnanusci.1pt 
standing alone, and^said that she wished'to tell me something, 1 thus far discovered.
but it appeared so foolish she wished me to say nothing of it | »contains the ancient letter 
to the family. She said She heard a voice say distinctly: ^aSXen^S’X^e crib

■ > Death Took Them, Qne Affor Another: to

WOULpYOU THINK 
it possible that there is a man or Wo
man of intelligence in all the land, 
who would not want to read a con
temporaneous account of THE CRU
CIFIXION written by a personal friend 
of Jesus, who was present and took an 
important part of the tragedy Itself 
and in the events of the time?

Wo think not.
“THE CRUCIFIXION, by an Eye, 

Witness," now ready for'delivery, is 
unquestionably the.most fascinating

5

EYESIGHT RESTORED

telling them the strange, simple and 
impressive story or his FRIEND'S. 
CRUCIFIXION, of his removal from 
the Cross, his resuscitation and sub
sequent death, as he witnessed the 
events.

The manner in which tills ‘porten
tous story came into pur possession 
Is told, and the authenticity of tills 
ancient letter IS VOUCHED FOR in 
a manner which must appeal to tltink- 
ing men and women.

Tills book also contains a contem
porary description of Jesus' personal 
appearance, and the DEATH WAR
RANT OF PILATE under which be 
was crucified.

The book is bound in .cloth with 
gold stamp, contains a rare Engraved 
likeness of Jesus, and it will bp deliv
ered to any address upon 
One Dollar. Order from tills office.

Eyeglasses May Ee Abindonod.

A Wonderful Discovery That Correct« 
Afflictions of the Eye. With

out Cutting or
/ . Drugging.

V There is no need fur cutting,druaglng orprob* 
Ing the eye for the relief of most forms of db 

as a new method—the Actiua treatment— • 
has been discovered which 
eliminates the necessity of 

9% former torturous methods 
Thore is no risk or neces
sity of experimenting, as 

& many people report having 
r bo n cured of falling eyo- 

Bight. cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflio? ! 

tions of the eye after being pronounced Inoura- i 
bio, through this grand discovery.

Brunner, Pastor of the Reformed 
Church, Bridgeport, Cunn., writes:-‘‘So far 
your Actiua has done me good and toy eyesight 
has really improved and I have good hope that 
ty continuing, my eyesight will he restored.'* 
„Mfs- -I. F. Moyie. W.iortora, Wls.. wrltos;— ; 
‘AJout two years ago I was taken with IrlU» I 

in both eyes and nearly want blind and it wa« I 
thought au operation would be necessary. I ' 
sent tor an Actiua last April »nd It has taken 
an the innamatlon out and my eyes aw now 
well. -

speelalagent Mutual .
BonotltLlfe Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mol, i - 
writes: “Having used Actiua foxeeveral years, 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure ot eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother, ■ 
olcatarlmia." *

Hundreds of other testimonials will be sent 
on application. “Actina“ Is purely a boms 
treatment and self-apminlstered by the patient, 1 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
yohrname ana aaaress to the Actina Ann!!- 
pliance |Co.. Dent a<2B, 811 Walnut St., Kan
sas City, Mo., you wtU receive absolutely free 
a valuable book, Protestor Wilson's Treatise 
on Disease. 1

She'Was Not Joking; She Was Serious.
The members of the family looked at her in, astonishment 

and studied her face to she if she miglit be joking. But up
on her face was an expression of deep seriousness. She re
peated: ' - '
( “At midnight to-night I shall die. I shall never live to see 
another day.” ' - z ' •

Dr. Hatch, her son, said to her i . - ; -
“Why, mother, is there anything wrong with yoji!” - 
“No, my son; I am>-in perfect health, but something tells 

me that I will die at midnight. A. voice has spoken it into my 
ear and I believe it. I hesitated to tell you, but I feel' it my 
duty to do so.’

Hatch was 58 years old and a devout Christian, not given 
levity, and therefore the family became very ihuch troubled. 

Dr. Hatch thought that perhaps'she had been stricken with some 
Kmd of mental aberration. The brain is a mysterious organ and' 

sometimes plays strange tricks. He questioned his mother 
Closely about her condition, and he made a physical examma- 
tion of her, but found nothing wrong.
‘./‘My"son,” saidjiis mother, “there is nothing the matter 
with either my mind or body.- I just know ,that I am going to 
die at midnight. My time has come and I must be prepared 
to go.”

' "The family left the-dinner unfinished and went into the 
library. Mrs? Hatch insisted that a telegram be sent'at once 
jo her husband in Peru, Kan., asking him to come by the .first 
train. To humor hig mother in her strange whim, Dr. Hatch 
pat down to write the telegram, but before he had finished it 
the doorbell rang. A messenger boy was there with a telegram 
from Mr. Hatch to his son. It said : - '
“Is Mother*well! I will be there on 11 o’clock train to

night^ Answer quick.” x

She Talked to Each Picture of Those Alive.
' The son wired for him to come. This seemed to satisfy Mrs. 

-Hatch. She asked then to bo shown the family photographs', 
' and as she looked them over she talked to each picture, bidding

“She was" alone at the time and thought someone had spoken TO THE TRUE SPIRITUALISTS OF ILLINOIS, 
to her from an adjoining room. » She.went to the door and looked .. (
inj but saw no one.’ -, ‘ -• '--------—
“All three of the persons mentioned werq then in perfect I' I Kind Friends and Co-Workersi We are desirous of énllstlng every Splr- 

health. About two years after—the’young lady having mar-1 ltuallst wb0 has an interest m common with feiiow-Spirituaiists, and be- 
inéd* in the meântimé-^I was called'to see her. ';iShèrfhad been Iieves In organization, in one grand-working bo^y, in this State, at least, 
stricken with apoplexy and died in., a few minùtesiiilfter my 'and kindly sollcltÇour co-opératlon and energies in this direction. -We 
arrival. The sori Harry developed symptoms of COrisumpLionT inust get together.-and .pull together or'the name and cause we. so dearly 
àbbilt this?time, and. he died in-six months,' : il'. riovo will be swallowed up-by the churches and the world, and we will be
“Abouta year after this the father of the family 'Contracted' le£t tolook in wonderment at the disappearance of a truth we thought we cold While on a fishing trié in New &npsS^d he died owned. IJ there are not enough Of the solid believers in Spiritualism in 

soon after his teturn. xTliua was the prophecy, fui^lléÿ I must your section to organlze'a society we ask you to send
jj zk-a 'zu zt, £ t A J lì c 'o' I that of those whom youriinow to be in sympathy, and we.vjjll see what weajtì that neither fh^amily nor myself had any he^ef m Spir- and orgaoizing UltuaJtem uPon the eoiid basis

Itliaiism. _ ' . .. , . kl It Is entitled to'. Let us hear from you and try to .get in closer touch.
Louisa Chandler Moulton, thè author, tells ofLa case almost 1 gen^ f0r Application Blanks. Come, let us unite and record ourselves for 

parallel to this, in^whidh the eldest daughter Of a family named I the truth tbat Bball make worid jre8. Become a member of the
Marston hpard a voice say: “You will diè first, then Nelly, state Association, and take-part in the deliberations, and help push the 
then Philip, and last of . all your father.” ’ movement forward.

Mrs. Moulton declares that she knew the Marston family I Yours for the .Cause of Truth, 
intimately and that this prophecy of the deaths rail'd * fhe order '
in which they*would occur was literally fulfilled. . ’ 40 Loomis st., Chicago, in.

In Current Literature; in 1903, a strange case, vouched for 
by the dean of a cathedral in the east of England, was told of. 
His niece had been very ill with scarlet fever and while recov
ering she had a strange and terrible dream. It seemed to her 
that she stood before a house which she had never in her life

-good-by to the pictures of those who- were alive-' The family/ 
tried to cheer her up, but it did qo good. During the after-

; hbon she gave directions'about her funeral, selecting the hymns 
S Jto be sung and the text from which her funeral sermon was to

be preached. The family, thinking yet that it was all some 
queer freak-;of the brain, and that a-sleep would do her good, 

\helped her, upstair^ and into bed. She lay there quietly, but 
’foot sleeping, until '9 o’clock, when her son again talked with
§er, and finding her mind yet firmly set upon the belief that 
Abe would die at midnight, he called in another physician, 

■ > -and The two of them held a consultation. They decided that 
Jit was simply a mental illusion that would pass away after a 

, good sleep. At 11 o’clock her husband came,- and then she 
called the members of the household to her bed and bade each 

< one of them good-by. '■
■ ’ ! It was getting close to midnight and the family, sitting 

- around her bed, wâtchéd the hands of the clock anxiously. Mrs. 
' Hatch lay in the_bed calmly, with no evidence of sickness, and 

it was thé theory" of her son that when midnight came and she
. did not die, she would see for herself that the prémonition-was 

■ a false one and that'then'she would give upvthe notion that
she must die so soon and they cojild argue hér info a cheerful 
frame of- mind;

A few minutes before midnight'fehe asked what time it was. 
.She-was told; and then she bade each member of..the family a 
last good-by and precisely as the clock struck 12 she gasped 

; several times, stretched her Jimbs, and lay still. -
’ Her heart had ceased to b¿at. She was'dead, rig she hadiore- 
told. After her death the doctors who were called m to deter- 
minethe catise of it declared that it was the result of a solidi
fication of the-arteries. -<

Such cases of prophetic power are very rare. It is known ,to 
scientific! men by various names, such as “phantasms of the 
living,” “superior intuitional psychometric'or prophetic pow
er,” “premonitions,^ ‘‘warnings.” Sir Walter Scott, had. it in 
mind when he wrote: ' . J ' ।

■ -“The sunset of life*gives me mystical love,' - • 
And coming eyënts cast their shadows before/’

. ; They Found the Bridge a Gaping Blank. '
One of the best i authenticated cases of. this kind ooedmd in 

Illinois the night of July 4, 1890. An excursion train upon 
i ' ».

T. WILKINS, 
Secretary, I. S. S. A.

' THE SOUTHERN CASSADAGA 
CAMP.

Lake Helen, Florida.

■seen before, .and that her sight could penetrate the walls as 'As the time approaches* for the an- 
though" they had-been glass. The whole interior lay open to nuai convocation at this pleasant win- 
her'view; the staircase with curiously1 carved banisters,' the boardinghousesjare6arnngX- 
lower and the upper rooms with all they contained, and finally ' -The Apartment house is fun. stm, 
her attention focused itself upon one rpom in particular—g bed- there 18 room in 80ine of new cot’ 
room, the 'walls of which' were covered with wall -paper of a taannual session is to open Feb- 
peculiar pattern. ' • ' . I ruary 2, but public meetings are held

In one- comer of the Toom was a bed and bn it lay a sick each s^day, and the^eoi 
man. He was asleep, to judge from his appearance. Suddenly ple interested every week.
and silently another man entered the room, c^ept 'toward the The blooming rose garden tasci- 
sleeper and with one quick movement removed the pillow from eiBewffin thaSt
under his head. . ’ of the state. ■ .

" A" J The speakers for the coming ses-
The Man Was Smothered With a Pillow. 1 sion are j. ciegg Wright, Mrs.-Carrie

T* • - I E. s. Twing, Mrs. D. A. Morrill, Mrs.
The sick man awoke and stared at the intruder with hokror- Ciara Field Conant and Miss Anna T. 

stricken eyes. The next foment the pillow was brought down be
upon his tace and heldxhere with alt the murderer’s strength, present.
The sheets moved convulsively—the sick man was being smoth- Hotel Cassadaga is now open for 

° guests, and the dining room, under
e ™ , „ „ , ., . . ■ , ,, , i , the management of Mrs. White,' is

Wnat followed the girl never saw, for at that moment she supplying the guests with agree-

. Excursions.
wfy excursions for January sail from* 

New York City by Clyde Line, January 
8, 7, 10 and 14.

Large numbers of people are tak
ing advantage of these excursions to 
any part of Etorida. I Intend to go 
with the last excursion, January 14.

Write me. early for circulars, rates, 
state-rooms, and general Information, 
enclosing 4 cents In stamps for post
age on 'Clyde folders, etc.

H. A. BUDINGTON.
Springfield, Mass.

FURTHER DEFENSE 
OF PHENOMENA.

Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. ’ Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship?” OurJSociaÑSalvatlon; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to 
Come.

"The World Beautiful." Second 
•Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Con»prisiug The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir-’ 
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“After Her Death, a- Story of a 
Summer.” This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself knowhi in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; Th'd Gates of New Lite.

“From Dream to Vision of Life."
Ab the title implies, Itcarrles one 

•from the mortal to* the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.’ <

“Thq Outlook Beautiful.'' , Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
viné Revelation; The Ethereal World; . 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Zlawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant.” The motto ot 
this book is ‘‘Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; TJie Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the .Exalted Moment;

,The kec.tar of the Hour.
“From Dreamland Sent." Ver s

of'the Life to Come. Tills is Mi.->s 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought/

All of these books are In uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price <1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

Private Seances and Home Circles the 
" Strength of Spiritualism.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.

"The Majesty of Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
.-.“The Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 3 0c.

“Every Living Creature.;" "Tho 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” “Qkar- 
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo

I was very much interested in Miss 
'Jennie De Long’s article "In Defense 
of Phenomena,” and trust it will be 
carefully read by every president and 
board of trustees of Spiritualist socie
ties in the United'States and Canada. 
The philosophy and phenomena should 
always go hand in hand. I do not

awoke with a cry and m a fever of horror. «ble cuisine. -,
Tn u e • n , * , ,, The Webster Hotel, is ready ipr
ror a change ot air she was afterward taken to. another guests, under the direction of Mr. and, 

town, to the house of her uncle. She’ used to drive out with Mrs. Jeffries. *.
a pony. While-passing'a house one day she exclaimed: Cat^M^e%at^^
“It is the place I dreamt of.” . I tlcal laicyear, owing to the en|arge-

■ She described every detail of theinferior of ■ the house,.
although she had never seen it before, and-told of the man’s rooins for rent, write to Mrs. Mary 
murder. It turned out that a sick man had died mysteriously McGarvey or Mrs. s^h^ Brighton, 
in that-very house and room. -Her description of 'the murderer bo^rtt spencer win meet' the trains 
led to his arrest, although he ‘had not before'been suspected, and convey- passengers and baggage 
and he made-a full ebnfession, corroborating iff every detail t0 TcamP-’ • ? . . ■j . M ’ ■ ° < I. Lumber and brick for building pur-
the girl.s dxeam. , . I Pos®8 can-«.bè-obtained of the Bond

I In the same numlKr of- that magazine js told of the ca^e of Lumber Company, atthe station, 
a Mrs. Hadselle, who went to spend the aftemboa and evening th(^“mp th^eiebÄ the 
with some friepds, arid became impressed, ;just before'teai with '-50th anniversary of the marriage of 
a*strange dread, followed by thri convictionher son was in danger..< Him went home and found him iftserisîMe iri his l
room, whiêhri/as full of smoke from the wet wöbd'^hich hadT “Df..:Hiiiigoss.:and wife and Mrs. 

nlaAed in the/oven to drv . ■ - ’ ' / Kellogg escorted the'couple tö thebeen placed m tue oven. ar^. _ . » . pavilion, where, upon entering, a gen-
Another strange case IS that pf Mrs. G. H, Hare,„who was eral clapping of hands greeteïFthe sur- 

liying in Brentwood, L. I., iril86fi. ;Efer mö^ 
MHtej L. lK;Mrs. 'Harb; was sittirig m. the vind^
one clay when she heard a voice which said: - en. J ao’ I iatory speech,'followed.%.remarks: by
'^‘‘torir pother WüUiÿ seye^
■five 29 years.” ■ ■■ . I I marched around and.oacb person gave

She told this to her neighbors and entered irf^pok with Ä
,the date and tinie of day that v the voice ' ßpokej.to^Jier. Her of the day.
mother died 'exactly seven years after that day.-andùMrs. Hare ‘The remainder of the eveningxwas
.died exactly 29 years afterward. For weeks ”Wor<Ä death wérTse^ved8
jjie prophecy made 29 years betöre was the talk ot 'the,village, “Last Thursday evenihg a card
Md no one was surprised-when sho Æed upon the appointed juw ™ ejwed “
dâÿ. L _ : ^ . ■' ■ 1 tables being-quite popular." • .

’ . . • • ■■ ^ ^...‘,....^,^..1 Mr., and Mrs. H. S. Twing are ex-.

f'Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its
z ■ •< . ■ . I posted about December 15.

Iness, Its ' The New Life. . Tills book deals I Mr. Hart, of Rochester, N. Y., Is 
By J, ,iL ^lth the principles and laws which located at Hotel Cassadaga, where, 

open unto man the floodgates of Infl- Mrs. Huff has the rooms in neat and mH a ArAnHvm nnwar Afi/I mil him In+rt I . A ji - '
Possibilities and Proofs.' . .
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., Contains °P®n unto man the floodgates of infl- Mrs. Huff has the rooms in neat and 
the address rejected by the Philosoph- pit® creative power, add. put himTnto tasty readiness.
leal Society of Great Britain, with In* conscious possesslou<ovhis birthright, irhera have been a few frosty morn- 
troduction and Explanatory Letter. “J1 P,,I<!0’ Ings, but no rain; The lakes are low,
Price, 10 Cents. , doth, 80. cents; papr, 50 cents. | dayB brIgM and charming.

mean by this that it is necessary for 
most of our méssage bearers, as at 
present, to give business comunica
tions in public meetings, but to cop- 
fine themselves to pure clairvoyance; 
that is, simply to have their controls 
deBcribe"the spirit friends that make 
themselves visible to , the audience. 
All business communications, etc., 
should only be given in the home cir
cle or in private sittings. '

Ip this way no speaker would have 
cause to complain of the message 
bearer following him, as the clairvoy
ant and trance medium would be ac
tually demonstrating the truth of this 
glorious philosophy. We should then 
hear less of the expression of our 
cause going to the ’"deninitioii, bow
wows,
’In fact, it would be a good thing 

if our National and State Associations, 
also our spiritual societies all over 
the land, would disband for a year, 
so that everyone connected witli same 
would 1 ponder over the present in- 

. harmony in our ranks.
What we -i^ant to do is to get-to

gether on a more spiritual platform. 
From my experience qs a Spiritualist 
of some twenty-three years' standing, 
covering England, the United States 
and Canada, 4t has .not been the pub
lic meetings tor the .speaker that has 
made-Spiritualism What it is to-day: 
a tremendous, force thq.t has shook 
science, to Its foundation. It has been 
the private medium, the home circle, 
that made the entering Wedge Into a 
materialistic age. #
, Spiritualism, as I understand if, is, 
a growth fhim within. You must have 
the: desire within yourself-to take an 
upward step, and as far as convert
ing any one to Spiritualism, it is utter 
rubbisji. The latent spark may have 
received some stimulus at a public 

■meeting or homo circle, but to ’be a 
'’Spiritualist Is a daily growth and 

keep listening to the promptings of 
that still, small voice from within.

'Chicago, Ill. > J. W. GILL.

Trine. Price 35 cents each.
~“Fnte Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 

By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.
BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

‘‘Farm Engines, mid How to Run • 
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dyuamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

"Modern Carpentryand Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot-
tages."
Fine Designs.

One Hundred and Twenty
By Fred. T. Hodgson.

conscious: possession; o( his birthright, There have been a few frosty morn-
"Handy Electrical Dictionary.”' A 

practical handbook of noforenco, con
taining definitions of every iised elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, SBots.

Price $1.00.
“Practical Cajyienlry or the Build

er's Standard Lihiary.” Four books 
in a box, including—“Practical, Uses 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. l'& 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sensenland-Railing and 
Stiiir-Building.” Price »$1.00.

“Modern Carpentry.” Price $1. 
Thèse valuable books are by Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50. ,

These and many other good books 
can be»found in our Catalogue.

THE SELFISHNESS .of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Joues. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or books should put in 
an extra dime forithis valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

What All the World’s u-Seekiiig;
RALPH WALDO TRINE. '

tichli taiUdllig bli world from wltMa; thought I» 
IM builder: for thought» ore force»,-edhtlo, Tlt»h 
Irretlittble, omnlpotent,-«nd according m u»ed do 
they briu<’ power or Impotence, poaceor pein, succeu 
or failure.—From TIGo pnge. ,

Tho above books arc beautifully bound Ingtftrcreony 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold« with 
gfletop. Price, Sl.25. Fur flale at this office.

ev'B InternatloDRl Congress. Chicago, BL, 
October, 1883. By Susan B. wixon. PricaMOo. 

Discovery of' a tost Irai
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author ot “All’s Right with the World.” Cloth 3« 
aagss. Mr. Newcomb mado a distinct success wttn; 
r‘All’s night with the World,” which continues tn the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that orc now so 
popular. Thogroat number who have jeon cheered 

' and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th»fl wise toaober whoso words of help are doing M 
(auchto nako the world beuerby mklos meuaud 
woman better able to undorstaiiâund enjoy it.

• “Discovery of a Loot Trail” 
toastoplo^Udy of that strange ab^sbeautiful thing

। tailed Ufo. but grand In its ecbolariy simplicity It 
wmbeln demand by many whohavo notprovlowf

• rsôdm&tephyetaU writing PrfooUM ror «ale a*
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A New Premi» Book. Mrs. D. L. Burrows writes from 
Gibson, Pa.: “Your paper comes to

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the W^d Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPARl* 
WENT 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THt 
VARiOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
KOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURHObE.

KEEP COPIES or your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not ba returned 
If we have not space to use them.

The Song Cards for sale at thls.offlce 
at |4 per hundred, by-mail i4.60, are 
the help you need in society work.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. He juay or may not, 
agree with their respective vjews.

TAlili NOTICE.— Correspondents 
arc requested when writing for this 
paper to uso either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

Correspondent writes: ‘‘The Met-

Mrs. Ada M. Crane writes from 
Cambridge, Mass.: “The Cambridge 
Spiritual Industrial Society, was en
tertained November 22, by Dr. Al
fred Honct. Decembers, Mrs. Katieropolitan Spiritualsociety, oyer which (

Maggie Waite is pastor, moves back ‘ _ -- .
to its former quarters, Unity Hall, Qpen to the public.
434 31st street, corner Wentworth T '■"'' ''
avenue. The opening night will- be
January 5th. On this platform there i 
is demonstration of immortality- fol-1 
lowing each lecture: An unusually । 

' fine program on tire opening night.1 
‘ Sunday evening, December 8, the.Met- : 

ropolitan Society's large Hall was 
crowded. Mrs. - Waite occupied the 
whole evening with messages. The ; 
previous Sunday was an experience ; 
meeting, many relating what brought । 
them In the Cause of Spiritualism. |

Dr. Schaeffer writes: “The First; 
Church of Psychic Research has had 
a stimulant since Dr. Peebles was, 
here. The attendance has Increased, I 
and more interest is manifest by the 

^audience.. The society has agreed to 
hold a Watch Meeting in their Hall, 
New Year’s Eve. The Program con
sists of messages, music, and refresh
ments, for the small sum of twenty- 
five cents. Good mediums will be in 
attendance, and there is no reason 

.why all cannot have a plqasant and. 

.profitable time. We will be pleased 
"to seo all our friends presenj at that 

time, to assist in the concenî^tlon of 
-the higher thought and. dovelCtymeut 
for a better condition of all mortals: 
Do not forget the time and place, 
40 East 31st st., corner Cottage Grove 
avenue;”. . .

''Correspondent writes .from Provl- 
- dence, R. I.: “The First - Spiritual 

Church, holding its meetltj^s-Iji .Co
lumbla Hall, 248 Weybosset street.,, 
have and are presenting to-the Spii- 
Itualistq pf this‘city•• the. best talent , 
obtalnalife, and. are always, looking

1 for the’’ best in ihq higher ’ Splriluai- 
ism. Their meetliigs are well atiqpdy 
ed and in-addition to their regular 
Sunday services, have obtained the 
services of Rev. F. - Ar Wiggin, of 
-Boston, upon several week-days this 

■ season, and expect to present -, him 
again before the close, of the season. 
Last Sunday -the platform, was oeçu-, 
pled by Mrs. S. C. Cunningham of 
Cambridge, Mass., who was not per
mitted to occupy the platform in tho 

- afternoon on account of -sudden ill 
attack at the hour of departure fqr 
Providence, but with the assistance 
ot her guides, was with us in the 
evening, when her ballot messages 
were highly appreciated. After the 
ballot messages she gave readings to 
several of the audience who had never 
received a reading before. This 
work was exceedingly eyact In detail 
and convinced several of spirit re
turn. This method would prove of 
value if adopted by platform mediums 
generally. Call for those who have 
never had a reading, and are not 
Spiritualists. The First Spiritual 
Church will hold a Watch Meeting 
and entertainment the evening of the 
31st., in the hall, from 8 until 12 
o'clock, when a varied program will 
be presented, full of life and pleasure. 
Since the resignation,of the President, 
Mr. A. T. Marsh, the work of the 
chiirch has been under the leadership 
of the Vice-President,, Mrs. Louise D. 
Fra'ficis, who has received the sup
port of the church at large, and whose 
work is appreciated. The lecturers 
for December are Mr. J. S. Scarlett, 
the 15th> Mrs. Maud F. Litch, the 
22nd?'niid Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn the

Ham will -be the speaker. Supper
Cam

bridge Lower Hall, 631 Main aventfe,

29th.” .Mrs. G. Partridge has again 
covered her usual good health, and 
will give psychic readings, by mail 
only. She does not expect to remain 
In the city long, and her old friends 
can write her at 15 Park avenue,

re-

Ellen Thomas Richey, message 
and test medium, formerly Miss Ellen 
■Thomas of Texas, is again open for 
engagements in Texas, or Oklahoma, 
within 150“miles of Denison. She 
would like to correspond with any 
Spiritualists who would like a series 
of her parlor meetings .in their towns. 
Adress her at Denison, Texas, Route

Central square,“ ,
, Mrs. M. L. -S. Chase of-West Pull
man reportsa large parlor meeting at 
her.home, 646 W 119th st., Tuesday 
afternoon,. Mrs. Harper assisted by 
Mrs,. Longstaff, gave tests. Another 
parlor meeting will be held Tuesday 
evening, December 17th. She also 
reports the meeting at 11526, Mich
igan avenue,- Bock’s Hall was largely 
attended Sunday evening, December 
8 The next meeting will, be held at 
same place, 11526-Michigan avenue; 
Bock’s Hall, December 22, .Sunday, 
evening. Mrs. Caird .and Mrs. Adams 
will assist the above mentioned ladies.

.Hannah. S. Luce writes from Phil
adelphia, Pa.: “Your correspondent 
opened the meetings in September. 
Mr.. Macurda served as speaker and 
medium during October. Katie Ham 
followed in November, and duripg the 
present month we are ‘enjoying a 
great feast; we have with .us Miss 
Elizabeth Harlow, a forcible speaker 
and lovely character. So far we have 
no test medlum-at our Sunday meet
ings. The lectures are ‘ scful-lnsplr- 
ing. On Thursday nights the lecture 
is followed by Mrs. Augusta Volk, 
one-of our local mediums who gives 
her messages, in a plain and cheer
ful manner, In no. way sensational. 
We are having good audiences and 
drawing .strangers to our meetings. 
We- have entertainments monthly. 
In-October: a dance was given, and 
another will- take place on the 19th 
of the present month. There is one 
thing to be regretted, our Lyceum 
does .not Increase in numbers as we 
deslre._ Some of our members send 
their children to orthodox Sunday 
Schools. We have a-good library, 
and it is well patronized. The next 
move will be to locate • somewhere in 
a building we can call HOME. W.e 
expect Mrs. Pettengill in . January. 
We have good reports ¿of her. Our 
meetings, with the exception of Mr; 
Macurda’s'are conducted by women- 
workers.” -

Dr. N. F. Ravlin, the well known 
lecturer, writes from 1014 Tenth st., 
Berkley, Cal.: “We have organized the 
•New Thought Society of Alameds' 
County, which embraces every Une 
of New Thought,-, including the higher 
conceptions of the Spiritual Philoso
phy. We teach, heal, cast out dev
ils, and demonstrate psychic phenom
ena. The society Is mot large and we 
start out in perilous times, but we 
propose to move right on, trusting In 
God and the angels for -support. 
While I am waiting to be called high
er I want to do all I can'to enhance 
the cause of true, pure Spiritualism. 
Do not think for one moment that I 
have turned niy back on Spiritualism, 
but with me it means vastly moré 
than dwelling forever .on the sensu
ous plane.”

Mrs. Sadie Herrick wrltéBYrom Ash
tabula, O.: “Mr. Herrick-is doing his 
work, Sundays and Thursday evenings 
in the beautiful little Temple, and 
the audiences listen to the truth of 
Spiritualism. On Thursday evening 
we have conference and messages, 
which are always eagerly waited for.- 
Mrs. Ward has assisted ~in these meet
ings while sojourning here, and Mrs. 
Van Tassell is always willing to re-- 
spond with her beaütiful recitations. 
Many whom wehope will gain cour
age and come tothe front, áre in the 
work with all Their souls, but are 

-Timid to stand before an audience.
The Ladles’ Aid is doing a grand work 
in gathering in the finance every 
Saturday evening, by feeding from 
fifty to ninety hungry people, and al- ■ 
though no word has been- received 
from us since the dedication we are 
steadily growing in numbers, andSpir- 
itualism is gaining prestige in Ash- 
tabuia. I visited our neighboring-

Arthur H. Bartlett (he and his wife 
excellent mediums) writes from Man
Chester, Englands “I am a- Spiritual
ist and worker in the Cause for over 
twelve years, mostly in Australia and 
New Zealand, and am now engaged 
with my wife in the Spiritual work 
in Manchester, England. It is our 
intention of shortly going to New 

“York, and would like to come in 
"touch with societies there. We hold 
excellent letters of recommendation 

. from Australia and New Zealand, Wm 
further, can soon demonstrate - our 
genuineness as mediums on .a fairly 
high spiritual plane (not fortune
tellers). The phases of mediumship 
most prominent with my wife are 
clairvoyance, clalraudlence, psycnom- 
etry, medical and message medlum- 

’ ship Those of myself are spiritual 
- teaching (inspirationally), seership, 

psychometry, dream interpretations 
and healing, on platform and in pri
vate. If you have read latelytnre 
year, the Message of Life, the official 
organ bf tlie National Spiritualist As
sociations of-New Zealand, you. may 
have noticed • references to my work 
there, also'Two World’s of this city. 
Appended are the names „of-some of 
the' societies' which recommend us:

' The-Splritualistic Church of Victoria,
Australia; Christ Church Spiritualist 

■ Church; Spiritualistic Band .of Help- 
eis, Wellington, N. Z.; Society for 
Spiritual Progress, Auckland, N. Z,; 

\"ahd several private letters including 
my dear friend and brother Spiritual- 
1st, Mr- W. C. Nation,-Editor of Mes
sage of Life. We would be pleased 
to hear from societies In the-United 
States. Address, 152 Oxford .Road;

' Manchester, England.” .

Ofc

Yes, the above is the title of jou^New Premi
um Book; “ Interwoven,”- meaning that Spirit 
Life is WOVEN into a remarkably interesting 
narrativeforthe use of those bn ,the material 
plane. Yhe Progressive Thinker.stands alone'in 
this world of ours in sending out books for less 
than’ actual-cost, and in doin^so,’^ 
heavy burden to bear, ¿but it ha^_ hip^n$ it brave
ly and cheerfully^
This remarkable. Premium Book will be sent out 
for 25 cents, for less than it coSts us. In all cases 
the order -for it must be accompanied with a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

society at Conneaut last Wednesday 
evening, at its invitation, and gave 
messages, and -I go again tomorrow 
evening. Fraternity and • good fel
lowship exist between, ns and them, 
and it certainly is a pleasure to min
gle' together.- dp my little part in 
bearing the messages..of lo.ve from 
spirits’, to mortals at our Thursday- 
evening meetings, and know., that 
thereby have given joy to many hun
gry souls, and ! thank the angel'-world : 
for my unfoldment, and trust I may 
prove myself a worthy servant.. Love 
and greetings to all co-workers ev
ery where Trom Mr. Herrick and 'my
self/'? • ’ . .' ' ' '

D. Lj Haines writes: /‘You ask each 
subscriber to send in. an-.addltionab 
one. It is hot asking tod much,; and 
I hope all will be able and willing to 
do .so. They should delight to sup-' 
port the best Spiritualist paper pub
lished, and rejoice that I can comply 
with the request, and wish most sin
cerely that I could send-you a good 
many times one. When I review the 
past,/1 am ^thrilled with sadness at 

.the cold Indifference manifested by 
many Spiritualists and the great mass 
Of humanity . towards - the grandest 
Cause ever given io mankind.'; I am 
82 years of age'and my companion 
78. For 58 years we have labored 

"to assist humanity to attain higher 
and better conditions, but many times 
oiir labors seemed In vain.. We.have 
been subscribers to. The Progressive 
Thinker rince its first -issue. . We are 
nearing the', sun-down of 'mortal life.. 
A- few more days, possibly years, 
when we, too, must suffer our sub
scription to expire, .but until that time 
we desire to extend our -subscription,

and a half years I have been so nearly . 
blind that it is with, great difficulty 
that I can read , or write. - We have . 
received the 13 Premium Books, but 
our house burning destroyed our li
brary.” ' . .

Josephine Peebles writes: . “The 
Spiritualists of. New Castle, Pa., have 
organized a Society and have elect
ed Mr. E. H. Marquette ^ president, 
and the undersigned as secretary. 
We are yet weak in numbers, but 
strong in the purpose to_ succeed. 
November 18, Rev. George H. Brooks, 
enlightened and pleased us with an 
excellent-lecture. He spoke to a well 
filled hall, and held all present spell
bound by his eloquence. Our local 
medium, Mrs. E. H. M^?quette,; is 
serving this Infant society as message 
bearer, free of all compensation, and 
is giving many excellent tests.’.’ ’

Mrs. Gartlemans wishes to. an 
nounce that the 1st German society 
wjll hold their Christmas services, on-, 
Sunday,'the 29th of December.' Ad-: 
mission TO cents; prodeeds to go to 
the -German-’s. Old Peoples’'‘Home. • 

' ' ■ • f ' "iv. - ’Qeorge Waterman writes • that a 
Spiritualist Missionary- is badly needl
ed at Grand Rapids, Wis.

Mary F. Bldette writes from Rhode 
Island: “The First Independent Spir- 

‘ itual Church of Rhode Island, was or
ganized October 29, in its Hall,, cor
ner Weybosset and Eddy St’s. '' The 
following officers .were elected r 
President, Harrie L. Stackpole; vice- 
president,'Theodore Bidette; record
ing secretary, May F.'Bidette; finan
cial secretary, Mary L. Thompson; 
treasurer," Richard Wilkinson; trus
tees, Byron L? Thompson, . Richard 
F; Skuce and John B. Butterworth. 
Sunday services at 2:30, and 7:30. 
An Auxiliary was formed and named 
the . Progressive Friends. On the ev-. 
enlng of December 3, they-held their 
first supper of. sale; it was a grand 
success, both soclally..and financially. 
The’ hall was decorated in a very 
pleasing manner. Booths were erect- 

1 ed in which private readings were 
given. A “grab box” was well pat
ronized by-the old and young. It 
added quite a sum to the Friends) 
treasury. The musical program con
sisted of instrumental and vocal mu
sic. The public-were well pleased 
with bur Tidbit supper. . Since open
ing our new society the following me
diums have occupied our rostrum: 
Mrs. H. E. Berry, of Boston; -Mrs. 
Morgan oLBoston; Mrs. A. E. Moore, 
of Oakland,'Cal.; Mr. Thomas Cross 
of Fall River, Mass.; and Mrs. Mabel 
Page of Boston, i Their communica
tions were excellent. This society Is 
formed for the sole purpose of build-

. M. Lizzie Beals writes from . the 
Worcester (Mass.) Association of 
.Spiritualists, G. 4- R. Hall, 35 Pearl 
street: ‘,‘For ,th0 first two Sundays in 
November Edgar W. Emerson of 
Manchester, N.,H., served our socie
ty. ‘ His work ip too well known to 
need any comment.. He will be with 
us again (two Sundays in April. , Dr.. 
George A. Fiillèr,òf Onset, was obliged 
to cancel Ills èngagéihent fòr the last 
two Sundays In November, on account 
of the-serious illness-óf His wife- -We 
trust he will be fable to- All-a later 
engagement the last three Sundays 
in March. Wellman C. Whitney of 
Springfield, served our, society, Sun
day, ' November 24. For the month 
of December Mrs. Ruth A. Swift and 
Mrs. Kate ¿r; Stiles ' will be our 
speakers,’’ ' ' ■

Mrs.. Ròse L. Bushnell-Don-Elly 
In renewing her subscription - and 
séndlng for the new Premium. Book, 
interwoven, writes from Los Angeles, 
Cal. : “l am at a loss to quite under
stand hoW you can afford to send put 
these'premium books, the way you do,- 
simply for nothing, as it were. I 
can1 only Coinè to .the' conclusion that 
you break the ¡ record in generosity 
in thaCairection or line of persuaslop.

Titus '• Merritt -Writes from New 
York; “Thé’First Association of Spir
itualists, .with MrK. M." A.-:Kent, pres
ident, had a fine attendance on Sun
day,-the-8th. -MrB. Emma L. Arbe- 
cam delivered ia fine address,"filled 
with valuable instructions that will 
be heeded by those who heard it. 
Mrs. Margaret Gaule-Reldinger Is a : 
remarkable psyçhlc, and her gift glves^ 
satisfaction to all. The Ladies’ Aid . 
Society, connected .with the Flrst-As- 
soclation, arq rendering timely help 
to Katie F,,) Jenckenh unfortunate 
son, Ferdin^pd." _ -.

us every week as the Bread ol Life. 
We are obliged to cut coiners in mauj 
cases, but The Progressive Thinkei 
must always be considered of greatest 
importance. I expect every week 
that yqu may run out of interesting 
matter, but it always brings us the 
same substantial soul food. We are 
so used to the names of the many 
writers. We always speak of them 
as. our—-not old friends, but ac
quaintances. My husband who is 
passionately fond of music, says when 
he passes over he is going to take 
music lessons of Carlyle Petersilea. 
When you wish to to think a pleasant 
picture think’ of us, these long win:' 
ter evenings, reading your delightful 
aud instructive paper, with wishes 
for your success und long life, or 
even, If like me, you have been kicked 
about, abused and ostracized by those 
you have often befriended.”

Lee Moore writes from Lake Helen, 
Fla.: “The first preliminary meeting 
was held here December 1st—a sym
posium. Brother Hubbard, of Queen 
City Park spoke finely last Sunday, 
Brother Young of Onset, speaks next 
Sunday. Camp is well filled, and 
all prospects bright for a good season. 

• • Mrs, May A, Price, Washington, D, 
C.i is engaged to speak at Lake Bra
dy Camp, July 12, and 19. She will 
make engagements with other camps 
as lecturer and test medium for other 
dates ,during the summer. Address 
.her 2?4, 1st street, S.E.. Washington, 
-D. C. . .

Correspondent writes: “Mrs. Susie 
R. Thompson *held her usual weekly 
'circle, Wednesday evening, December 
11, but the receipts of this circle were 
for the benefit of some needy widow. 
The house was well filled, and happy 
with messages they received from 
such popular mediums as Mrs. Weav
er, Mrs. Fries and Mrs. Thompson. 
Mrs. Thompson will 'continue her 

' Wednesday evening meetings."
Rochford, Ill., Republican says: 

“Dr; C. 'B. Lyman, the Rockford med
ical psychologist, who has already 
achieved ' note by learned articles 
about psychotherapy,, has received of
ficial notification from England that 
he has been made a fellow of the 
British Psychological Institute.' This 
is possibly the largest and most-im
portant psychological Institute in the 
world’, Its official sanction to new 
thought In the realm of-psychology 
at once vesting it with the seal .of 
-scientific approval.” a "

Mrs. L. -V. Comer Schlatter writes 
from Hot Springs, Ark: “You will 
epe' by my letter that we are In Hot 
Springs. We spent two months here 
last-spring, and we’ were Invited 
by some of the best people here 

-to return and spend the Winter. 
Mr. Schlatter has decided to demon
strate his philosophy of key .fiote by 
putting lt-out in the form: of twelve 
lessons. You remember that I wrote 
yotf while wo-were in. Nevada, Mo., 
thinking that-we would remain there 
a while with Prof. Weltmer.^buV I 
found that it was best for Mr. Schlat-, 
ter to do his work in his own way, 
making his work universal and not 
sectarian. - Dr. Huff wrote you in be
half, of Mr. ’Schlatters: work. He is 
very much Interested in it, as it ap
peal's to him through music. He is 
one of the leading musicians here and 
also tho leading dentist of the city. 
The twelve lessons in.key note that 
Mr. Schlatter is putting out now is 
to awaken the people to conscious
ness of how he has demonstrated 
this 'great healing in the past. The 
Phyco-Tone -system through key note 
includes one hundred and forty les
sons." '

Dr. J. C. Wyman writes: “A new 
Spiritualistic society-has recently-been 

.organized tn this city, to be known 
as the FJrst Spiritual Society of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., and will soon be in
corporated. The board of trustees 
have -chosen Mrs. Carrie S. Thomas 
as lecturer and psychic, and on Sun
day evénlng, December 1, the first 
services were held, in Crosby Hall, 
Classon and Lexington Avenues. Mrs. 
Thomas has gained a splendid repu
tation as'an eloquent speaker as well 
as a reliable demonstrator for the 

■ spirit world In the transmission of 
messages to mortals. She ' has now 
a host of. friends, not only In Brook
lyn, where she resides, but also In 
Boston and various other citiesxf the 
Eastern States as well as in the States 
of New York and New Jersey." Dur
ing .the summer season she usually 
visits the principal Spiritualistic camp 
meetings, where her services are in 
constant demand, both upon the pub
lic rostrum and in private seances. 
The outlook promises a successful 
future for this society, and we bid the 
officers and members thereof a hearty 
and cordial ‘God speed’ in their hu
manitarian work of spiritual enlight
enment.”. '

. Hattie F. R. Peet, corresponding 
secretaryr writes:, .“The Bazaar of the 
Illinois Sunflower Club held Novem
ber 30,’was a .very successful and en
joyableoccasion. The donations' .were 
numerous and beautiful. There are 
still on hand some fine articles for

Rev. T. Wi”Woodrow writes': “De- 
sirlng to indite as lecture trip, among-' 
friends In KahsaS'and Iowa, I solicit 
those who' ^ouldube pleased to .have 
my servlces'-for courses of sermons 
at places entente,' to let me hear from, 
them. MyWh’msi'.wiU be reasonable. 
I only want to payfexpenses. Address 
me nt Hobart; Okfe. ; __

There will ifbe.zSpeoial Christmas 
services held-n^ Wilcox Hall, 361 43rd 
St., (Society,,flf tje. Psychic Forces) 
Sunday, Docemb6i],22. A grand time 
Is expected, and ^clal effort-wlll.be 
made-to makerit pie best meeting of- 
the kind possible^ Come everybody.

On Sunday, December 22, the Pro-'
gresslve Spiritual Church (colored) 
will hold' special Christmas services 
at its hall, 8329 Wernon avenue, and 
invite everybody’to join-in the same. 
Services will begin at 4 p.-m>. and 
continué till 7. ’ There will be Break
ing, plenty; of • music; and a general 
good time. Pléase tell your friends, 

_qnd go yourself,. and make the occa-

notwithstanding for ; the last three

Ing. a church. * The members have 
started .with a good will and we are 
adding to our members every Sabbath. 
Harmony prevails to a great extent, 
and everything looks prosperous-for. 
the First- Independent Spiritual- slon thejargeßt of the.kind ana,most 

.Church of Rhode Island." interesting ot all the past.

3 tegs- HMH

messages, and everyone present went 
away feeling they had been blest by 
what they heard. Our next meeting 
will be Wednesday, December 16, 
2:30 p. m."

. Mrs. Ida Lewis Bentley, well and 
favorably known to the readers of 
The . Progressive Thinker, has been 
engaged iu public work lately as 
speaker aud psychic. Her adress 
now is Garvanza, Cal., R. F. D., Box 
7. ‘

Correspondent writes: “Thomas 
Grimshaw said more in his little im
promptu lecture before the Fratern
al Order of Spiritualists on Sunday 
afternoon, December 15, than many 
others have said in a much'longer 
time, and the large audience was par
ticularly pleased.' The reading from . 
sealed letters by Mrs. Bloom and Mrs. 
Hilbert, following. ■ The circles prove 
a source of-comfort to many. The 
song service, from 7 to 8 was especial
ly enthusing and harmonizing. The 
concert was participated in by ,Mrs- 
E. Hill, piano solo, Mys. Stowe, vocal 
solo, Miss C. Mills, reading recitatidn, 
Mrs. Florence Johnson (daughter of 
Moses Hull) elocutionary recitation, 
and Miss Belle Johnson, vocal solo. 
To say 'the concert was appreciated 
all through was only to jqdge from 
the- frequent encores. But , these 
notes would be decidedly incomplete 
without a word of praise for the feast 
of body as well .as of soul. The Sup
per was splendid, and they had two 
kinds of beans—black and white, with 
all else that was needed tp appease 
the Inner man-^qt that time of day, 
very hungry. But the treat of the 
entire session awaited the audience 
for the evening session in one^oi the 
grandest discourses ever givep in 
Hygeia Hall. It was a hummer from 
start to finish, replete with interest 
an<L, profound' logic, something that 
our scholarly critics would have been' 
pleased to sit and listen to for two 
hours, if need be. It was a master-
piece of oratory and depth, upon 
scientific subject.’'

a

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

■ [Obituaries to the extent of ten 
lines only will be inserted free?' All 
in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

rUBLIGrtTIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE,
ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 

Mauual or Spiritual Science and PM1« 
„„««»i*,'. Urite, S1.25| poaUgv, 10 cU. 
“**- mvOLUTlUN OS' TUR GOD and 

CkrUt Ideo*. Pyice, 01.231 neatasa ( 10 erutti. .

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE

Passed to spirit life, December 1, 
Mrs. Wilhelmina C. Maypr, aged sev
enty years. She was the wife of 
Conrad Mayer. Fpr almost a half 
"century they had traveled the paths 
of life together. They were the pa
rents of five children; two sons and 
one daughter .having passed on to 
spirit life, there to prepare a holne for 
the mother and father. This loving 
and loved mother had known of our 
beautiful philosophy and its truths for 
a quarter of a century, and it was a 
great comfort to her and the living 
family and friends she left to'follow 
after, her. The blessings of Spirit
ualism is always apparent upon like 
occasions. Brother I. W. Pope con
ducted the services. COR.

Passed to spirit life, from his home 
in Keya, Paha Co.,- Neb., November 
15, 1907, T. A. Wentworth, at the age 
of 79 years. He has been a worker 
in the cause of Spiritualism since ear
ly manhood. He was a medium and 
public speaker, but the care of a 

Jarm kept him from giving his whole 
time to the cause he loved. The Pro
gressive Thinker was a source of 
great enjoyment to him,

JULIA McCULLEY.

' THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
l*Qr the use oi • -SocteUea, Lyceums, 

bunaay Schools and the Homo. A mau~ 
u*| physical, intellectual and spirit- 
uai culture, containing a collection of 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Reclta- 
uons, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
funeral Services, Programs for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Ruleo, instructions for 
organizing and conducting Lyceums, in
structions In Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Danners, Stand
ards, th^&and of Mercy, etc. A Vbok 
by the rfid at which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ised and conducted’without other assist* 
ance. Price. r»o cents,' postpaid.

from soul TO SOUÙ
Contains Une hundred and twenty of 

the author's best buems, embracing a 
wide range of subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted fol* recitations. The 
book also contains five song«, with mu
sic by the eminent compose:, lames G. 
Clark. Ü50 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait ot author. Price >1.00. post
paid. >

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER 
' OFFERINGS. \

This volume is dedicated; ''To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
of Asphodels, mixed with common How
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while -waiting ut the way sta
tion on the Journey thither.“ It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part of Ike 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in nor most 
charming style. 286 pages, six full page 
illustrations, among which are likeness
es of the author and Clair Tuttle} beau
tifully bound in blue, with sllver em- 
hosslnir Price. 11.00. prepaid.
ANGELL inuZE-VUATHST RECITA-

TLUNd. '
To Advance Humane EducatioaU-rFor 

use In entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyeeyms, Bands of Mercy, or In
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan Is this : Some large church 
or public hall is secured; several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides: 
other prominent citizens sot as the 
committee of award, and a small admis
sion-fee, ten or twenty cents,, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price 26 cents, postpaid. - -

Address all orders to . ’
HUDSON TUTTLE). Berlin Heights.O.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHlOAGP.

Societies of this city, holding nieet- 
ings in~ Halls are requested to iend in 
notice. They must be brief

. The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services tn Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at ,41 a... m-, ’ 
Sunday School at 1.0 a. m. 'MrS.’. Rich-1 
mond will be at home 3802:;<Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers. . -

The Band-of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second end
fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p. in.

The Students of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue.

month.

Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison 
Servich

.^1

1 
t
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Passed to spirit life, October 10, 
1907, at her home in Cleveland, Ohio, 
Mrs, Martha M. Benedict, wife of the 
late N. J. Benedict, aged 84 years.

Passed to spirit lite October 30, 
from her home in Philadelphia, Pa., 
Mrs. Anna Albright. She was a firm 
believer in Spiritualism and a public 
medium for 35 years. The funeral 
services were held on November 3, 
after which the mortal shell was cre-
mated. H. S. LUCE.

Mrs. J. C. Andre, wife of J. C. An
dre, president of the Michigan State 
Spiritualist Association, passed to the 
higher life from her home in Grand 
Rapids, Mich., November 23, 1907. 
Besides the husband, she leaves an 
aged father, one brother and sister, 
also a little niece, to whom she gave 
the tender care of a.“mother. Mrs. 
Andre was a life-long Spiritualist, 
and her sweet, womanly character, 
highly Intuitive -and harmonious na
ture, endeared her to a host of 
frlendii. All who came in touch with 
her were benefited and uplifted by 
the. loving influence of a true, pure 
soul. Funeral services conducted by 
the writer. . '

MRS. D. A. MORRILL

holiday'gifts,, and it w.as' decided at 
oiy' last business meeting, held De
cember 10, to hold a “Bazaar-Con- 
tlhued,”. for. fie sale of those lovely 
"articles, some of r which came Trom 
afar. This sale, will take-place at 
Mrs. Wilson’s hall,-No. 319 55th gt., 
on Saturday afternoon, and evening, 

■ December' 21st. The ladies are re
quested to bring: their ,lunch. Do? 
nations of sandwiches are requested, 
which will be served with coffee at 
6-p. m. for 15cents. Psychic readings 
will be given. There will be a “Mys
tery table," aiid many things to in
terest. Don’t forfeet to see the beau
tiful silk quilt and Indian, picture, 
painted in priestly robes and donated 
by the artist, Mrs. Bradley.- A good 
time is “expected. Come and bring 
your friends. We would call-atten.- 
tion'to the fact that the annual meet
ing and election of officers wllL-be 
held at 70 Adams street, Lincoln Hall, 
on the second Tuesday in January. 
The monthly tea-party will .be .held 
Tuesday, December 24, at Lincoln 
Hall, 70 E. Adams street. -Miss Otto 
will preside at the urn. Each cup 
of tea served for 10 cents, entitles 
you to a reading from one of our 
prominent mediums. From .2 till 5

'p. m. - All are cordially invited.”
Nellie Thompson writes: “The Fra

ternal Daughters, held their regular 
weekly meeting, Wednesday,'Decem
ber 11, at Atlas Hall, 406 Ogden ave. 
The afternoon, was taken- up .with 
readings by the following mediums: 
Slaters Dr. Caird; Adams, Rickert, 
and Goldstein. The evening session 
was occupied by . Brother Thomas 
Grimshaw's guides- answering quea- 
tiona pertaining to our philosophy 
aad Lyhehoinena. > Slater Wolf gave

•Trover Purcel, age 19, of Wayland, 
N. Y., passed to spirit life, December 
1. He passed beyond with the as
surance that his loved ones gone be
fore were hovering near to take him 
.with 'them. His was a life of honesty 
and truth. His ‘many and loving 
friends bespeak his character. - 
- FRANK D. PURSEL.

Mrs'. Harriett Downi»g, a devoted 
Spiritualist for the. last 50 years, an 
active worker, aged 75 years, passed 
to spirit life, in Chicago, November 
27.. < Services and cremation at 
Groveland Cemetery on the 22nd. 
^he leaves two daughters and a son 
to mourn her loss, besides -a host of 
friends.. '

EVENING CIRCLE SONG.s

Come to us from-the .spirit land, 
. Beautiful beings of love;

Come and join our earthly band -
From your bright ’-home above. •

.With tender word~come comfort us, 
Your holy precepts-bring, >

That we may in your, wisdom?,trust
The spirit offering. •

'With loving words and guardian cate, 
Teach us how to liver- ■ ‘ .>

That we may: in the future.share 
- A home that Angels , give, i ,
Come to every-waiting heart - -

Assembled here to-night, - •
And to bur souls some: truth- Impart, 

■ From.'your' bright' wbrld of light.

Chorus-?-. : ' ■ "■
Angels of light and beauty, 
Haste to your earthly, duty, ’ 

- -Make us pure. that, we endure.
The crosses that life shall bring.

’ ' J ROBERT J. WEEKS.’
Now Haven, Copn. .

“JUst How to Wake the Solar. Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne; Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents. -

at 7:30 p. in.
The Fraternal Order of Spiritual-/ 

Isis, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser- 
vicesjit Hygeia Hall, 4.06 Ogden ave., 
at 2:30 p. in.; circles, 4; supper, 5;.’ 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8. ‘

The Church of Spiritual Revela- . 
tions. Meeting at 8 p. in., at But
ler's Hal), 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street. ,

'Elie Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. '3 p. in;, 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. . 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; rest- . 
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue. :

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas- — 
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at'8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall. 756 E. 47th.st.- 

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services -at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door^fee. /All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor,’

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. in. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager,.;;

Society of the Psychic Forces hbfds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd-- 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland. •

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at _ 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages',. -320 
Flournoy street.' Mary B. Hill Pas- < 
tor. ' ■ ■ ' 5. i

■ First Church Psychic Research \ 
meets in Grove Hall, 40 E. 31st.,*at 
3 and 8 p. m. Dr. Schaeffer, presl- 
dent, 2001 Indiana avenue. _ ’ /
- The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle- / 
ty holds services every Sunday at 8,'p.i 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 So/ 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill-,■ pas/ 
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8;p.-Tm., 
at 239 Lincoln avenue. Conducted 
by F. E. Lower. .

The Church ot Spiritual Revela
tion holds services every Sunday, even
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st.. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes. . -

The Hyde Park. Occult Society will ' 
’hold services every Sunday evening, / 
at 319 E. 55 th street. : Good medium^..? 
in attendance.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With- 

Recipes for Wholesome >
: Preparation.
Proper combinations -and ’ menus, 

with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
'and vitality. By Mr.-and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated. •

No one can afford to be without thia 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability ot 
food. Learn how and what to cook In 
order to build and retain the highest de. 
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

.It will simplify methods ot living-» 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way<for many to perfect health. 
'Price »1. . : . ■ . -. ,

ThR Koran » «0^» 1110 I\vl (ill ThostondnrdA&btaaet
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Thia department It under the man
agement of ~

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Boriin Helgbts, Ohio.

NOTE—-The Queetions aud Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
ths most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
Jorced brevity.. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things is to 
be deprecated. Correspondents otteii 
weary with waiting fpr the appear
ance of their questions and write let- 

' ters of inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is always several weeks ahead of 
space given, and hence there is una- 

: voidable delay. Every one has to 
Walt hts time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.NOTICE.—No attention will be I 
given anonymous letters. Full name 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. If the request be made thh name will not b# 
published. The correspondence of 
this department has become excessive
ly large, especially letters of Inquiry 

•requesting private answers, and while 
I freely give whatever information 1 
am able, the ordinary co'-v/tesy pr 
‘■•orrespondents is expected.. ' „ HUDSON TW-t’i.K

¿nouey of the country, was held with 
miser’s grip, and it was said by wise 
editors in the leaders of the “gr^at” 
newspapers, there is “stringency in 
the money market,” and “money is 

-scarce!” And this was ail figured 
out by the “great captains of finance," 
and the result emphasized their fore
sight and conscienceless ability.

If the Government can delegate the 
right to savings banks and trust de
positories, has R not the right to fur
nish a Postal Savings for the people? 
And had such an institution taken 
the deposits of the people, do you 
suppose there would ever be a-^rua 
on the bank,” or workmen have to 
accept “pay checks”? Every think
ing man in this country wants such 
a Postal Savings—every man except 
the bankers.

Such a bank would give full bauk- 
ing convenience to the, resident of the 
out-of-the-way rural route equal to

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON. THOUGHTS 8EEK2THEIR OBJECT,

?

H. A. Varga:— Q. What is. uW 
causé of the present financial crisis

Illustrating- the Prevalence of Spirit 
Return. z

those furnished by the city. There | 
would never be a. panic from the loss 
of confidence, and the problem of an : 
“elastic currency” would be solved. 
The people would put In their unused 
money, and it would always be ready 

-when they wanted it. •
But this would be only one step 

in the right direction. The next is 
to have money that represents always 
the same value, and it is constantly 
changing like the present. . ■ -
v -What is the real meaning of money 
being “scarce”? There Is just as 
many dollars in the country as be
fore the panic. Not a nickel has 
been destroyed. There is a pause in 
the circulation of money—those who 
have it holding against the threats 
of the future. A few dollars held By 
each #Ud' evA-y one paralyzes jra<le. 
When the top of the inflation wave 
<s reached and the«"captains' of in: 

“ dustry” think the time has cbipe to 
I take ali that is in sight, they refuse

To the Editor:—I am inclined to 
think-I really ought not to neglect 
to write to The Progressive Thinker 
an account of an .occurrence that took 
place In this little town a short time 
ago—the first of the kind I have ever 
heard of since my long-time knowl
edge of this place. It has' created 
great excitement, and many are the 
conjectures and unheard-of explana
tions of . the phenomenon that oc
curred, as many people here know 
nothing about Spiritualism, and havb, 
no conception of the inestimable bless
ing Spirit Return has conferred upon 
the world. It may do some good to 
publish the facts in the case, as it' 
'has the merits of being true, with
out the shadow of a doubt, as the 
family of Mr.-W. J. Hodges are promi- 
nent^people~in the town, are intelli
gent, and in prosperous circumstances. 
There Is no room to doubt their word.

AJw months ago the mother of 
Mr." Hodges, an aged lady residing 
with him, died. About two weeks 
ago, perhaps, one night Mrs. Hodges 
(wife of W. J. Hodges) and two chil
dren, a 'little girl and a good-sized 
boy, were sitting by the fire. The

Tho Loving, Hopeful, Happy, Cour
ageous Thougl ts J^eturu to

Us as

. These Impress themselves upon 
those to whom they are directed. If 
there is nothing iu harmony wij.h 
themsplyes in the vibrations of tjie 
one to whom they are sent they re
bound to the sender; influence, h^m 
in accordance with their nature and 
vigor. Thoughts- of a feather flock 
together. They hover in vague clouds 
in space ready, to be drawn hither and 
yon by some wave of thCight or emo
tion. So all our $wii^K)ve and joy 

‘ and hope lure aqdpjj.love and joy aud 
hope from the thought clouds, from 
friend aud passerby, and thus reln-

DICTATED BY A SPIRIT.

Souls Are Pure, Though somewhat 
Tainted by Misconduct-

in this country?A.—We have a clear- statement of 
’ Ihe cause from the side of the banka?

I presented tills question to one who 
-Its bank president and man of large 

financial interests is acknowledged by 
his -associates as an authority on 
finance. I give his reply.x

■ “This id a big question for the small- 
'space assigned, but briefly: First and' 
foremost, the ■ great 'extension of cred
its during the fe>w past years has been 
so great as to become a source of 
great danger when the public became 
aware as to the character df many' 
of these investments. Second, the in
crease of credits has been many nines , 
that of actual money, business hav
ing b^en done almost entirely, or say 
25 per chut, on paper. The public 

: is somewhat to 'blame by asking for 
’ currency in “close” times when ex

change answered their requirements 
Ju other times. When a train is 
speeding beyond the linjt of safety^- 
and speculative credit *has been so 
going—it cannot be-stopped short 
without great Inconvenience and risk 

,of disaster. Within a reasonable time 
\the- track will be cleared, the damage 
inade good, and a SLOWER and 

.- SAFER schedule adopted and all 
. -trains on time. So with our great 
I. country and people.

' "G. W. CLOSE.” ' '
. As the IMMEDIATE cause,, this is 
u pertinent answer. --The vast busi
ness of this country is done on credit,

renewals at loans, money becomes 
“scare," and they rightly presume 
that the people will assist to thp ut
most in making money “scarcer" by 
hiding it in* old stockings, under the 
barn, or in any place but giving its 
keeping to the banks, z
, Other panics have had a tangible 
cause in -reckless investments and 
strained credits, but (his one is a con
spiracy, as conscienceless as ever blot
ted the pages’of history, and we' have 
no laws to make such robbery a crime, 
punishable! - ,

And to crown the tragedy, or com
edy, we have this great government, 
overburdened' with surplus revenue,

boy was studying a'lesson out of his 
school-book. • He looked up a few mo
ments and exclaimetLtth^ mother was 
sewing). “Look, look, mother, there 
is Grandma! ” As Mrs. Hodges looked- 
toward a dress hanging upon the back 
of 4 chair, a picture, exactly of the 
old lady, appeared upon the 'dress, 
with the dress for -a back-feround. 
She did not -know whether it /was the 
old lady herself or her picture. It 
was as large as lite and remained 
there some time. She'could only see 
the form from the waist up to the 
face. She w as placid and looked quite 
happy, and the old lady appeared flf- 
teen years younger than when in life, ■ 
T^e boy went to/her and put his 
hand upon her head and smoothed 
back her hair. He did not feel any
thing, but fie smoothed wheye. the 
hair was, but felt nothing. They took 
up' the dress and shdbk it out, Th.e 
fprm then disappeared. -The. boy said 
it did not disappear, but^se'emed- to, 
go away. He sai4 when it came it 
seemed to come from the dlrectidh qf

force themselves.
Harsh, thoughts are equally adhe

sive. They nre detrimental iu in
verse ratio as’loving' thoughts are ben
eficial. ' An inward vieyv makes an' 
ingrowing heart and shrivels up the 
soul. One upon whdm depends the 
happiness of a home; and therefore 
the success in, life Qf some man, some 
world worker^ must needs; radiate 
hope, and courage, and life; and hap
piness. Passtveness '.won’t' do—pas
siveness is sulkiness Land - sulkiness 
radiates gloom! It fe ' criminal to 

. turn loose In the world thoiights that 
will contaminate the beauty of the 

r universe. And»every person has this 
responsibility upon him. No one.can 
escape the certainty that he either 
adds to the world’s happiiiess .or in
creases its misery according to his 
thoughts and the , actions those 
thoughts produce.., ts

The loving, hopefbl, ,Jiai>pyt cour
ageous thoughts return-fb us as bles
sings. The discMuant an/ discour
aged come back < ^/bape'^nd draw 
»ded bane from or dis
couragement that .jurks n§|ir. Thus 
the .pure in hearL thjse wlmae hearts 
are pure of thought poisons; pure of 
hatred, wrath,, despair, tfidise .-whose 
hearts are purely nourlshed' WJth thq 
elixir of jove, hope, peace, jpy<cqur- 
age are not only strong with their 
own strength but. are invigorated also 
with the power attracted to them by 
their own purity. And. their strength 
is made tenfold stronger.

ADA MAY KRECKER

Seership and mediumship of all 
bygone ages as well as of thej>resent, 
is a holy office and mission to fulfill. - 
Oue who has visions of God and of - 
universal workings, stands marked 
in the eternal records as a legislator 
of mankind, and as a revealer and 
interpreter of nature, her laws and 
her dtvinely-goverued evolutionary 
process.

All seers are prophets in their de
gree of personal standing and service 
to humanity. They shape and pre
side over the thoughts of the coming 
generations- / _

The wisdom they receive inspira
tionally in. the degrees of service, Is 
stamped with God’s and Nature’s seat' 
and has an endurance commensurate 
with the benefit,it is to render in the 
elucidation and unifying of great 
truths which belong to humanity for 
its upliftment to higher thought and 
service. .

The words of those active on the 
higher Unes, are the words of the 
spirit of God, which are to be a lightt 
set iu the mortal mentality,’by whlph 
truth concerning life, death and im
mortality may be clearly discerned 
and after due study wholly compre
hended. - ■

01 Spiritualistic Literature.
A Conspiracy Against the Republic.' By Judge C^B. Waite, authoa 

of “History of the Christian. Religion to the Year‘2OO,’’/Price 25 cents«
A Dweller on. Two Planets. A wonderfully interesting book.' Bjj 

Philos. Price $2.00. v (
A»Few Words About tlje Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng« 

lish freethought leader, witlj a history of his life ap told by himself and 
a history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price 50 cents.

anej.CONFIDENCE is the foundation. 
Destroy .this confidence and chaos 

■ J/i-eigns. When the revelations made 
v by investigation of the insurance and 
’trust companies, and the mapipula- 
/tion of great railroad stocks and

; l bonds are considered, It is not aston- 
/‘■ishing that the people, the. small in- 
, vesters whose hard-earned, money is

. involved, grow suspicious, and prefer 
/ to draw out their funds, for safe-

. keeping. In the financial circle of 
.. th'e'banking kings and captains of in

dustry, there has been an utter dis- 
-regard of law and justice, and the 
rule of the robber and the pirate has 

/been followed. They have fostered 
Inflation, and loaned their dupes to 
the limit. Now comes the time for 

p,/drawing the net, and it is the sim
plest affair, just refuse further loans, 
and । the card castle falls. The

• “lambs” lose all, in the phrlnkageTof 
values. • Why, there has not a dollar 
of real value disappeared. We read 
of hundreds of millions of loss, on 
railroads, and yet the roads are there 
unchanged, earning goodly dividends. 
What has been Jost? A fictitious 

, valuation—a little of the ‘water” 
paid for by the dupes.

: - There was no cause for a panic, 
>-• except the desire of a clique to en

gage in piracy. Morgan and Rocke- 
-feller with show of disinterested feel-

- Ing came Io the rescue!, and 1t is re- 
• . ported the former made twelve mil

lions of dollars by his kind assistance, 
-s and the rivals of the Steel -Trust

and Standard Oil have disappeared in 
i/. . the capacious maws’ of the stronger 
1'7 companies!

\ The confidence of the people was 
disturbed! - Truly, and it was time' 
it shotild be. Slow up the train!

going into thq market to loan money, 
to avert file catastrophe? ' -

These are questions more difficult 
to apswer than “What is the causg, 
of the panic?“: How "borrowing 
money makes it plentiful? How put
ting gold into the vaults of the 
banks can furnish money to “move 
the crops of the North-west”? Our 
great , government going .into Wall 
Street borrowing money to relieve the 
stress! Issuing bbnds so \that ! the 

। very men_who brought the stringency 
may have” them as a basis' to' issue 

¡ bank notes, ahfl thus make money 
। plenty by taking interest on the bonds,' 
interest ou,their notes, and-wKing the 
money to purchase the stocks and 
bonds Which theyihaye. aucceededtin 
forcing below value, and ruined the 
holders!

The government' is not to be cen
sured or.praised. It was a necessity 
to save from worse disaster. But as 
an object lesson of our system of 
finance, and the methods by which 
Its “captains” gain thelx millions,' it 
ought to convince the people, With
out argument, that the financial sys
tem and methods should be and must 
be changed.

Lemuel Gale:—Q. We have a mys
tery In our family seance which al
most baffles our belief. A young lady 
whom we kiiew In the flesh, and 
recognize now as a spirit, comes and 
talks through the planchette and tells' 
us sire was crowded out of her body 
by an obsessing spirit who (followed 
her from infancy until he accom
plished his purpose, and her friends 
on earth were never aware of lt._ We 
have ascertained the body she used 
to . occupy is still here in the same 
relation to her family and perform
ing her duties as wife. My son, who 
is a member of this circle lived In 
herzfarqlly before and about the time 
the change took place. He says a 
noticeable difference was observed in 
her manner and character. From a 
kind-hearted sympathetic girl, she 
turned to a selfish, heartless Hirt.'

On being questioned if she would 
like to return and occupy her body 
again, she says most emphatically, 
“No! It Is too vile and degraded to 

. die a fit home for me.” In your 
large experience and reading have you 
ever known such a case? ■ Do,you be
lieve it possible?

, A.—A multitude of facts show that 
one spirit, In the body, or decarnate 

। may. so gain such complete control 
-nver'another as to become an itnper-

his sister, of,wham the old lady was 
qery fond. The little girl could not 
see it.

Mrs,- Hodges was very much 
alarmed. She; thought it presaged- 
some dire calamity,' She thought it 
was a strange yarning of,-her hus
band's death. She told her pastor 
what she had seen and he told her 
to think nqthing more about it. as 
there was no such- things—-nothing of 
ths appearance of spirits; but I think 
Mrs. Hodges has’ since become better 
Informed. She is a member of North
ern Methodist Church., It does not 
seem to have been a picture appear
ing, because it moved awayr It was 
as large as life—just, as ahe* was;

MRS, ELIZA' J, SNODGRASS. ; 
Crossville, Tenn.

_ ________ A__

THE NOTORIOUS KINGSLEY.

Passed to Spirit Life Through Suicide.
. --------: V
To the Editor:—Lsuppose there is 

ntit one of your many readers' but 
who has heard of the late Dr. Leslie 
R. Kingsley; and of his terrible end
ing—suicide W’gaB.' ThU liTsurbiy 
a lesson tor fraud mediums. This 
man has followed this work for years,
posing as a true Spiritualist.

He was á man well educated, a

A PROMINENT WORKER PASSED 
TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Transferred to the Higher Life« 
November 13, 1907, Mrs. Charlotte 
Lovejoy, an efficient and honored 
worker In the cause of ^plritdalism, 
and. one whose ministrations were 
rendered,with a largeness of purpose 
and desire that WK ever be treas^ 
urqd by those familiar with'hen work, 
or participants in. its benefits.

. “Freely receive an/ freely give," 
was the dominatlngLsep|]ment of her

For more than ^ deyade her home 
had been in thé State'-bf Washing
ton, bomlng to the cqast with her 
honored-companion, Dr? Lovejoy, in 
-1905) For thé ppst seven years she 
had been pastor! on thu Progressive 
Spiritual'Society of Tacoma,-and her 
service/there/hi^ei ©fined an un
broken chain of loyalty and. love.
■' Through', sunshlne aftd'ahadofr she 
was at her'post oCdpty.' R^re, in
deed, was her ak«pncb io be noted, 
as the years came ana passed. ;

< • It frequently in Ovr^flicipi
relations that lt'bbcame necessary to

: The present is a; great time. The 
ear-of the people is turned toward 
the heavenly^voices.' Soon, very soon 
the heart of humanity will the 
Divine impulsq. ./The subdonsclous 
deeps in mankind’'Will be stirred asr 
they nover have been stirred, f here 
will be general awakening to the 
realities; of'life, to God’s provision tor 
man, and 'man’s duty to progress 
Godward and thus be able to enjoy 
God’s bounty which is abundant/or 
all his children, only they must be 
worthy to make it their own.

During the next ten years, great 
changes in what'the world calls wor
ship, will takespjace. ' If is tn the air, 
in the vital curreqte |lmt sustain life, 
it'is tn the ,mind realpt jki Its connect
ed activity between'i mortals and im- 
mortals, and cannot fail to be real
ized, in its oeneflfqnt effects.

NoteSecond-
The sun's heKVW.'wAtte^nt Rs cen

ter, even as the light of pure 'spirit 
at the Grqat Center, but- when that 
power of spirit, of love, light, etc., 
issues forth through a prism It is 
then beheld in the seven colors of 
the ralnbovy, termed prismatic col
ors, in which shades- as they issue 
forth are contained all the generative 
sparks or §erms»of pure spirit and 
life. These are the quickening force 
entering into and quickening the in
nate powers and possibilities con
tained in the soul germs resident in 
the ether. It is thus that egos orf 
soul germs ire stamped .with the seal 
and power of the spirit to be/fertil
ized and supplemented and made 
ready to be incorporated In matter to 
become individualized, tangible • be
ings by virtue of changes of form 
and climate, thus to ascend progress
ion’s spiral stairway onward and up
ward, to the states of perfect angel
hood, 'thence to be ever happy and 
enjoy eternal life in being universal
ly useful in Serving and being served, 
in all things that constantly enhance 
heavenly bliss in fraternal Inter-

After Her Death. The Story of a Sunuher. Pervaded with pure and! 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something,to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to eutrancement. ' By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.00.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol« 
ogy. A new and complete edition, from^iew plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thoiuas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. «

Ancient India, Its Language and'Religions. Translation of the ar
ticles “Religion of the-Veda,’’ and “Buddhism.” The study of tha 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents. '

Ancient Pagan and Modem Christian Symbolism. By Thomas In« 
igan, M- D. ¿Price, cloth; $1.00,

A New Catechism.By M. M. Mangasprian. A bool^ suited to ex
press the thoughts of men,'women and children living in the new times« 
Price, cloth, $1.00. • ,

- Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To Advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An 
intensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of 
the past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

' Apochryphal New Testameht, Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and 
other pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus 
Christ, His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New 
Testament by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and 
now collected into one volume. Price $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesuqr A Wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy, 
Price $1.00. . ’ '

Aryan Bun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila» 
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the neees-' 
sity for Saviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Priee, cloth, $1.00.

1 A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Priee $1.50.
‘A Sex Revolution. By Lois'Waisbrooker. Price 25 cents.
As It Is to Be. By -Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual 

book and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price $1.
Asphodel Blooms and Other Offeringgs. A book of short poems by 

Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.00.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.00.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By dgnatiup Donnelly, is a book’ 
of..rare thought, proving the existence of.a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years agoA Price .$2.00. *
' Auras and Colors. An' Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 50 cts.

Eaby Craft, or Just What to Do For the Baby. By Alice B. Stock
ham, M.D. Price 25 cents.

Behindthe Scenes With the Mediums.- Bv David'P. Abbott. Brice 
$1.50.
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speaker, and could hold his audience 
spell-bound for two hours or more, 
but all his work was bogps. Had he 
used his power fqr good, I believe he 
yypjild never have been tempted to 
take his own life. x

One gentleman told me, last' Sun
day night, he went to him when he 
wap here, and Jie took his hand and 

rsald: “My dear sir, a dark cloud, 
-surrounds you. You need help to 
.dispel it. I will have to work a 
charm. ,It will cost you fifty dollars. 
You can- pay me ten, now and ten 
a* week. The man left him.

' If we are honest we will not hesi
tate to do that which fwlll wipe out 
these vultures who are poslng-dn the 
name of Spiritualists.

Last Wednesday a man called on 
one of our good mediums and said- 
he was Jules Wallace, and that Kings
ley was dead and he, Jules Wallace, 
still Jived. He pronounced anathemas

call upon' her for' service, either as 
. messagd bearer or speaker, and re

fine psponse always, came promptly and 
freely. Like .the true sentinel, she 
would respond “Ready!” and upon the 
briefest notice. ■ She could be veiled 
upbn to meet any emergency, and'tq 
the beat of her .ability. Perhaps qp
more complete or greater eulogy can 
be formulated ..in words.

Her. persistent loyalty continued to 
the end. “No surrender”—“Kindness 
but no. compromise/’ had been • the 
slogan of her public life; and th'e 
same sentiment animated 'her latest 
efforts. — •

- There -was practically no break in 
the Chain Golden that held her aspi
ration to be of use to others. She 
phased on as she ' hdd lived, ■'with 
armor brightened by service, and with 
her face to the sKles: A momentary 
rest by the wayside, a brief adieu, 
and then- a bright ivelcome to the 
fields Elysian, so long familiar to her
splritual vision. We, shall miss her 
gentle ministrations “In camp and 

me r». ». him > field,” but chnnot fall’to recognize her 
He said he wished Leo-operative effort when we. are at

tuned to the loving vibrations of the
upon the headr x>f the N. S. A., and 
all its followers' II; „„!? he —izhe? 
tlye people to know that Kingsley was. 
not he. I -* +i,.D

Certainly, and while slowed up, would 
• it not be well to' make provisions 
’.'-• ‘iq against future speeding? .Is it not 

■ " : ,7>self-evident that a system of finance 
j /that allows of such high-handed rob- 

■'/-’7 which allows a few to make 
: money “scarce” or plentiful. Is wrong?

( The threaded run on -the great 
< '; banks filled every lesser institution in

■ the land with fear. It Is safe to say, 
' without fear of contradiction, that 

■■there is not a bank In this country 
that would be able to pay its^depos-' 
Itors on demand, and If such a de- 

- mand was made, would not be obliged
. to close. The law requires of them 

to retain only one-tenth of their de
posits and their revenue depends ou 
the investment of the larger* part. 
Such investment must be made on 
time, cannot be recalled In a 
day. 'Hence, though perfectly sound, 
they would have to suspend payment. 
In ordinary times a-“run” on a loeal 
bank is readily- met by assistance of 
other banks, but In the wicKT-spread 
distrust, every bank stood for Itself, 
and kuew there, would be no hope of 
assistance from any other. Hence

sonatlon.
It would be opposed to fundamental 

psychic laws, however, to infer that 
this control could be'carried to-the 
extreme of dispossession^ The physi
cal body and-spirit are too intimately 
united, to be separated without ti;e 
dissolution of the former.

But we may suppose that the spirit 
thus subjected may be so far influ
enced as to B’ELIEVE itself free,- 
while really it is united with its physi
cal form sufficiently to maintain its 
integrity for the -use of the overshad
owing spirit. Fortunately the con
ditions for such psychic manifestation 
are and must be exceedingly rare.

, NAME THE BABY, 
Or Givq the Charge. A song with 
solo, duet and chorus,‘by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. I H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.
CURED. ‘ Wt>RRY7HORRY, SCURRY, 

FLURRY.
By William E. Towne. Learn how to 

cast away unnecessary care.' Thi§ 
book points the'way, Price, 25 cents.

, “Spiritual: Fire Crackers, Bible 
every dollar of currency wps Uipld, chestnuts and Political Pin Points.” 
loans refused, and urgent means used i By J.- S Harrington, • A pamphlet 
to call in every available asset. The containing 79 jmges of racy reading.

■ '-* . Price, 25 cents, k ■ '

"IIOW SHALL 1 BECOME A :
It is fulh answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Ite Conditions and Cultivation/ by Hud
son TutW. Price „35 center Addiess him at

(wpWflswwwvsa w®
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changes.
—Now mark this: Souls are" pure 

çnd though somewhat tainted by miq.- 
;pisnduct of many mortals during an 
earth journey, It Is only the com
plexion thpt is tainted, not the soul 
itself. Trup, in millions-of cases the 
immortal soul and spirit are, so to 
say, hampered in these forms of clay- 
llke prisons. They cannot gain an i 
opening through the mechanism, for 
it is operated by the worldly thought 
and by use of the earth bou! only 
Here is the troublé that fastens so 
many to earth. They cannot be anni
hilated, that is—soul—life below the 
divine, has its fixed lines to move on 
in its connected fibrous output dur
ing earth-life. It the Immortal soul 
has not been active through the outer 
mechanism, then it is withdrawn and 
re-embodied for its unfoldment, while 
the anchorage prepared for the new
comer,. such, as 1J. is, ■ and animal in 
form of man, is connected with what 
ii has. sent forth. These are, called 
co-material beings of which we will 
write in the future.MRS. M. KLEIN. < 

Van Wert, Ohio.

THE PHANTOM SHIP.

I at one time thought this I larger life. Her earth life we uum- 
' her in years—the ripe period of 78.man Kingsley honest. I was perse-; 

cuted for it. Many said: “You are j 
no mediiim, or you could .have seen 
through him-” j

I do not use my clairvoyant vision 
to see the bad In p.eople I come in ■ 
contact with. I love to see the good, 
and, when possible, help them elimi
nate the bad. V „

t There is much goodxvork being 
ddhe in our dity. The Progressive 
Society Is having crowded houses, and 
men and women are beginning to 
realize as never before what beauti
ful things .await them from, their 
spirit friends. Dr. W — D. -Wattles 
-holds a series of .lectures .on SplrTt- 
flallsro and health, combined, with 
good attendance? Mr. and Mrs. B, F. 
Hayden, are holding meetings In G. 
A. R. hall, with success. J.'-R. Kiaus- 
serzand Mr?. Annabel are~bbth hav
ing successful meetings' in different 
parts of the city.* '

Let everyone .reel it a duty they 
owe themselves to not be ashamed-to 
stand for the good, the true and the 
beautiful. v I

MRS. MARTHA WOOLSEY/
127 W. i6jth- St.,'Indianapolis, Ind.

This but the ante-room of countless 
ages of Immortality. May we emu
late her -exaniple, and our last hours' 
be as gloriously triumphant.

R. F. LITTLE, ■ 
Pres. S. S. A. of Washington. 

Seattle, Wash.

GHOSTLY LIGHT ON A GRAVE.

Does “Psychic’>UeIong to the Mate- 
rial World.

Is it bo? E. W.-Dodge in'’‘Riches/’ 
says: . If .one starts in to develop psy- 
chlc powers he will make ho progress ■ 
'spiritually, since psychic, belongs 
to the material world. • ■ It belongs 

■ to the realm of cause land effect, while 
spirit is above ail that. ' Until one’is 

. done with . the psychic he doesnot 
come into the spirit.' If you attain 

-the supreme, you get everything below 
it, and that includes all there is in 

.psychology.” .
Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie is reported 

In The Progressive: Thinker, to have 
criticised the use of the word psychic 

- Aby some mediums, as the word psy
chic Is not synonymous with medium, 
as some seem to think. Is investiga- 
,ting Spiritualism -psychic, research, 
apokemof & such? ' . ■

• " - ' - NJRS. a K.' SMITH. ,

Chprch to Rout . Specter-—r Spirit of 
Manchester' Map: Who Pled by Vio
lence’ Supposed to? be: Restless at 
Night. / , v- - . <.

LE SUER. Mlnn., Nov. 6.—Le Suer 
Co'unty' Ras a real;.; bona '&Ae ghost 
story, the facts bémg undoubted and 
inexplicable. x

Some two years .digo'a'-prominent 
farmer'ot Sharon township, tHenry 
'Stíeleman, was> kinéu: ;by A vicious 
bull, and burled lií’thé /¿metery near 
the Sharon German°Luthe»an'thurch, 

( and now regularly, a 3fi§ht is seen 
hovering at nlghtopverv- the place i 
where Theleman was- »killed. Thpn 
the light floats through;fAe air over 
to the cemetery, -nnd othere hovers 

. hke^a will-o’-the-wisp. over , his grave.
■ The neighbors h¿ve¿flen aware of. 

this ghostly manifestatUm for some 
time, and on Sunday, (after- services, 

, at the^hurch, a /»lega/i.on from the 
congregation—ail „practical, sensible 
men, farmers, met' with ’the minister, 
Rev. Mr. Eyrich^ orLe Saur, and took 
the matter up wl^r him officially to 
see what codld be*dbn@?® No decision 
has yet been rearifed.” / •

. STEPHEN EjMIJANSON.

From my cottage home here 
I watch my ship draw near, 

Over the wide, -trackless sea;
As the frail ship’s I>row, 
The wild sea-waves, plow,' 

Brave, dashing and tree, v 
And I look for an absent face/ 
With sweet young girlish grace, 

That .was once so dear to me.
In the green fields we walked, 
And gaily laughed and talked; ■ 

Familiar was feer heart and true.
That timejiow .so far away, 
Spdms only but yesterday, 

i ' 'Neath, ¿les of mhtchless blue. 
And I list tor her familiar tone 
From the' great unknown— 5
•* Her I no fondly knew.
Beyond thffi rock-bound shore, 
And the sea-waves sullen roar,.

' Beyond life’s shadows deep,( • 
Is there a cloudless-sky, 
Where fields and green hills Ue, < 

Where no exiles their vigils keep, 
Or driven, from home, away 
Fropi the joyous light of day, 

And- alone^ forgotten, weep?.
This life of toil and pain, • 
Of sin’s'blight and stain, ' 

• That bear uston from,day to day^T 
Onq whlfipered^Word to hear, 
From out the‘'Bilept atmosphere, 
: On my way-worn ear— 
What a joyous sound ’-twould be, 
-The dear ones calling me;

’Twould: cast out doubt and-fear.
My ship nears the tranquil .bay; ’• 
At tjie close of . my well-spent day, .

Her sails arefurled and set, 
On board I can'plainly.see-. < / 
The dear ones waitiig'me;

-Their- forms I cannot forget;
.Anti ono more beautiful than all, ' 
Answers to my soul-felh call, -.

“Life and Moral ^Axioms of Con
fucius,” Is th^title of a 62 page pam- 
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms.. and terseological 
-teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher,' who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era,1 zand. whose wise 
precepts have Jett a lasting Impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. <By 
Marcenus R. K'. Wright. Price 268.
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Behind the VeiL Written by a spirit in a most interesting' manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 
75 cents.

Can Telepathy Explain? By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.00.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Mag- 

netic Fdrces of Mature. Just the book for mental healers or students in 
the science. 107 pages. Price $1.00.

Character Building, Thought Power. ,A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph J^aldo Trine. Price 35 cents. /^ -■" .

Christs of the Past and"Present. ^By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, paper, 25 cents:

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldineut. ' ' 
By J. C. T. Qrumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pam
phlet on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions 
how to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By 
L^ura G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. ' '

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the - 
present day.' A book to inspire the reader to love Ifis free America. By 
Thomas Paine.,‘Paper, 15 cents.

Confucius. The- moral aphorisms and terseological teachings of the 
-sapient Chinese philosopher. To',which is added a correct likeness of 
the .great philosopher and a sketch of his life. By Marcenus R. K. 
'Wright. Price 25 cents. '

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof/W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.00. r
"Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bqwles. -Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price 
50 cents. ,. /

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal-and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
By L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1.00;-paper 50 cents.

Urimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very. , 
interesting book. Price Ba cents. .. •

z Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrigr. Price 50c.
Cured.AWorry, Hurry, Scurry, Flurry. By William E. Towne. Price

25 cents.
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer., Price 50 cents, /

■ Development.of Spiritual Gifts. How to Receive Healing from the 
Unseen. Helpers. - By Carrie Fuller Weatherford. Price, paper, 50 cts."

,- , Dialogue on Religion, between Rev. John Jutz and Dr. T. A Bland. - 
r^ice 15 cents. -j -

, Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and their Interpre
tations. By Dr. Robert Greer. Prjce 25 cents. -

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book thar will
» help you see the beauty and joy of life. Price $1.50.'

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in -learning how . the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are

• -seeking to prevent the progress of liberalism^ Price 15 cents.
Eternity of the Earth. By Daniel K. Tenney. Price 75 cents.1'
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a .concordance of the .prin

cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures-which prove 
or imply Spiritualism? ByMoses Hull./ Price $1.00. z

Enigmas of Psychical Research. ■ By Jas. H. Hyslop, author of Sci
ence’ and a Future Life. Price $1.60. ' :

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimes, Ph. B.v ,

As long'ago when first we met, - 1 
BISHOP A. BEALS. •

Summerland,. Cal.
_____ < . - • \

“The Attainment of Wonianly 
Beauty of Form" and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal - Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. By twenty physician^ and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner?’ 
Of special interest-and value. Price, 
#1.00.. -

3
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Cloth cover; price, $1.50. .: > j < i
Eugepica, or Race Culture'Lessens: By Lojs 'Waisbrooker, Price $1.
Every Living Creature,-or a heart-training through the animai| 

World. By Ralph WaldozTrjne. ■Cloth, price’35 cents.
Evolution of Man., By Eriist Haeckel; irice, cloth, $1.00. Postage 

15 cents. ’ ? .........
Fate Mastered, Destiny Fulfilled.’ By W. J. Colville. S^ceuts.-
Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Popa’s Mule. .Pries 

paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50.eents._ . .» '--z
. Fifty Years in the Chjirch bf Rome. A book-that Kia,'done more-toy > 
enlighten the world of Catholiemm-thnn any other published/ 3^'
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WWW Spirits,
a

^HOCSANDS HAVE BEEN BLESSED THROUGH AN

GLIC SPIRIT INFLUENCE; HUNDREDS HAVE BEEN 
• RUINED BY THE ADVICE OF SPIRITS. THE ANGEL 

AND THE DEMON HAVE ALWAYS VISITED THE 
EARTH; THE FORMER TO BLESS, THE LATTER TO
CURSE, AND NO LESS DOES THIS CONDITION 
1ST NOW THAN EVER BEFORE.

APPROACH THE ANGELIC SIDE OF SPIRIT 
TURN WITH A REVERENTIAL FEELING. AVOID

EX-

RE-

THE

DEMON SIDE, FOR IT LEADS TO RUIN, AND IN SOME 
CASES TO GREAT SUFFERING ON THE SPIRIT SIDE 

OF LIFE. JESUIT SPIRITS ARE EVER ON THE ALERT 
TO CONTROL MEDIUMS, AND WHEN THAT CONTROL 

IS FULLY ESTABLISHED THEY SELECT THEIR VIC
TIM, AND LEAD HIM ALONG SUCCESSFULLY-EX- 

, CEPTIONALLY SO—UNTIL HIS FULL CONFIDENCE IS

GAINED, AND THEN WITH ONE BOLD STROKE OF 
JESUITICAL POLICY THEY LEAD HIM TO MAKE IN
VESTMENTS THAT FINALLY RESULT IN COMPLETE 
RUIN, THE OBJECT BEING TO BRING DISGRACE UP
ON SPIRITUALISM, AND DESTROY IT, IF POSSIBLE, 

, FOR ITS TENDENCY IS TO UNDERMINE CATHOLI
CISM. IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE WHETHER THÉ 
MOTIVE OF THE VICTIM BE PURÉLY ANGELIC OR 

ENTIRELY SELFISH, THE JESUIT SPIRITS Ï.EAD 

HIM ON TO RUIN, THE ONLY OBJECT BEING TO 

BRING OUR CAUSE INTO DISREPUTE.
THE MOTIVE OF THE VICTIM WHOSE RUIN IS 

SOUGHT BY THESE JESUIT SPIRITS. PLAYS NO. PART 
' IN THE PROGRAM—HIS RUIN ONLY IS SOUGHT, AND 

IT IS GENERALLY OBTAINED.
THE FOLLOWING FROM THE CHICAGO EXAMINER

ILLUSTRATES A CASE IN POINT, WHERE THOU-,

SANDS WILL NO DOUBT BE RUINED BY THE AD-
• VICE OF JESUIT SPIRITS.

ONE OF THE MEDIUMS NAMED IN THE ABOVE 
; GAVE TO THE EMINENT I.ECTURER, DR. N. F. RAVLIN, 

’ A BOGUS TEST. A FRIEND TOLD HIM~IF HE WOULD 
■ ^MÄKE‘ lU^ A TEST HE WOULD RECEIVE THE 

SAME FROM THE ROSTRUM THAT VERY NIGHT. 
THIS FRIEND WAS IN TOUCH WITH THE FAKE ELE
MENT, BUT BEING ABOUT TO DESERT^THE SAME, 

WANTED TO CONVINCE DR. RAVLIN GF THE FAKE 

WORK GOING ON IN CALIFORNIA. SO THE DOCTOR 
‘‘MADE UP” A BOGUS TEST, AND AS THE FRIEND 
SAID, IT WAS GIVEN TO HIM FROM THE RÓSTRUM. 

ANYONE WANTING FULL PARTICULARS CAN AD ! 
DRÉSS THE DOCTOR AT 1014 TENTH ST., BERKLEY, 

CAL.
IT IS NOW A DEEP PROBLEM FOR SPIRITUAL

ISTS TO CONSIDER, THE RUIN CAUSED THROUGH' 

. MEDIUMS BY THE ’JESUIT SPIRITS, IN INVEST
MENTS, IN THE AFFINITY CRAZE, IN FREE^ LOVE,' 

IN' FREE LUST, AND IN OBSESSION, FOR ALL OF 
THESE COME UNDER THE DANGERS OF PSYCHISM. 

: THESE ARÉ LEGITIMATE SUBJECTS OF INQUIRY, 

■ FOR THEY ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF SPIRIT RE
TURN, AS THE FOLLOWING INDICATES; SO BE CON

TINUALLY ON THE LOOK-OUT FOR . TROUBLE IN 
CONSEQUENCE OF THE ACTION OF JESUIT SPIRITS.

•WOMAN MEDIUMS 
WRECK BIG BANK.

Frisco Failure for Millions Blamed 
on Psychics Consulted by Presi
dent—One Deal Nets $0,000,000— 
Heads of Business Men are Turned i 
and They Sink Fortunes on Medi-1 
urns' Advice—Seance Guides In- 
vestments—David J. Walker, Head 
of the Institution, Hurries to Santa 
Barbara on Eve of Receivership 
Proceedings.

SANTA. BARBARA, Cal., Dec. 8.— 
David F. Walker, president of »the de
funct-California Safe- Deposit and 
Trust Company, is registered at the 
Mbtel Potter here.. When a reporter 
called to-night lie refused to see him,- 
but,sent his son to say that he would 
not- talk even after told of arrests in 

" Ban Francisco.

f'Ä

• SAN FRANCISCO; Dec. 8.—On the 
.ere.-of an. application -tor'a receiver 
for the- California Safe Deposit and 
Trust Company; amazing;.revelations 
of .the bank's cendltlon'and the mefh- 
ods which caused Its ruin, came thick

■■■- < and -fast 'to-day."' ।. '. ■ '
-ff. David F. Walker; president of the 
. ¡ bank, disappeared iearly.in the day. 
rChlef- ot Police' Biggey; who spent the;

... on(Ire.,day 4n7.a .vain effort .to ifind 
^•kfm,' ei^tesilsd: Ue. ‘opinion ’ that

Walker had fled. Cnoof the practi
cally valueless assets df the bank, It 
ts declared, la. a note by. Preslden't 
Walker fpr- a loan, wf $750,000..' 

■ It-ls tbp. theory of the. officials who 
Eave .been delving into the affairs of ; 
the bank, that-President'Walker- has 
decided to.'consult* a Spiritualist be
fore- coming back to. face the music, 

land beyond, this theory Ues one of 
the most startling 'stories.ever ,re? 
vealed by. a banking-scandal—;a story, 
that rivals, im its own way, the- ex-.; 
plolts of .Cassie'Chadwick and the 
frauds of Mme. jHumbert-in France;-

Woman Medium Chief .Adviser., ~
The California Stated-Deposit and 

Trust Company’s - investments were 
controlled - by spirits .to- .almost as 
great an extent as the details of Its 
business were handled by Its clerks, 
according to. one of the leading bank 
brokers of the pity. ■

This man declares he has absolute 
evidence that President Walker, Vice- 
president W. J-. Bartlett, General Man
ager Dalzell Brown, and James Tread
well, a-director of- the bank, were 
Spiritualists,, and were in the habit 
of ..consulting a .woman’medium ‘re
garding every investment of .import-' 
ance'made by the bank.

By taking the.advice of the woman 
medium the bank chiefs made $6,000,- 
000, In one deal and this turned their 
heads. ■
* • The clairvoyant told them to map 

■otit and -buy railway terminals in San. 
Francisco and Oakland and sell them
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¿tiuld In opposition to E. H. Har-: 
Iman. This they did, and Gould paid 
he bankers $6,000,«00 for the ter- 
’inals.

Seances at Walker's Howe.
Inquiry at San Mateo, where Presi

dent Walker and his family live, bore ; 
out the assertions of the broker. 
Residents of San Mateo said to-day 
that the Walker residence was' the 
scene of frequent seances held- by 
Walker and other officials of the hank, 
and the medium who presided at the 
seances was always the same. .This 
woman was known to the few who 
uiet her In San Mateo as “Mrs. 
Smith," from Ban Francisco.

Mrs, Smith was not the only wo
man Spiritualist that' Dalzell Brown, 
Walker and Bartnett consulted. To
night Mrs, J. J. Whitney, the medium 
of Mrs. Jane Stanford, widow of the. 
late Senator Stanford, and Alvlusa 
Haywood, admitted that she had been 
frequently utilized by all three men 
when they desired a peep into the 
future or advice' on business affairs.

Two meii clairvoyants were also'
consulted about business matters, and 
particularly about the business pros
pects of the Tesla''CoiU Company, the 
Carnegie Brick Coippauy, the Western 
Pacific Railroad, and the Eldorado 
Lumber Company.

The woman ..Spiritualist, it is said, 
told Janies Treadwell, a director of 
the bank, that he would make bis 
fortune if he got, terminal property 
in Oakrand and this-city aud sold it 
to ?6me'Eastern railroad. Treadwell 
did not sleep for a week, so busy was 
he trying to get Bartnett and Brown 
to. visit his psychic woman and take 
.advice.from her. He finally suc
ceeded in getting them to visit this 
woman in San Mateo.

Her Advice Brings $«,000,000.
' The'three-bank chiefs, spent four 

hours with her and she outlined, it 
is said, a-scheme by which they could 
make'millions of dollars it they got 
certain property in Haltland and San 
Francisco and offered It to some East
ern railroa'd as an Inducement, for it 
to come Into California in opposition 
to the monopoly of E. H. Harriman’s 
Southern Pacific Railroad.

Probably Bartnett and Brown will 
deny thpt they accepted her advice, 
but Treadwell, it is declared, believed 
ip her and urged «the other two men 
to map out a programme of terminal 
property and sell it to Gould as a 
means ot inducing him to extend 1118 
railway system from Salt Lake to 
Tidewater, on the. Bay of San Franu 
cisco. -

Goul^ Pays Them $6,000,000.
Brown and Bartnett did get up 

such a scheme and they did sell out 
to Gould tor $G,000,000.

That was the beginning ot ■ the 
Western Pacific, and so well did Gould 
anSE. T, Jeffrey, his chief railroad
adviser, think of it, that 
Bartnptt vice-president 
counsel on this coast and 
the treasurer, here; ■

Give Medium $2,000

they made 
and chief 
Mr. Brown

Bonus.
- When the'scheine turned out suc
cessfully, it is said- that Bartnett' and 
Brown, at the- suggestion of Tread
well, gave this woman a -bonus of 
$2,000 in addition to what~.they had 
paid her on their first visit..to .her 
psychic room. .; ’

“Have a care, that the floodtide, of
your prosperity' may ' not carry you 
oil your, feet,raid to 
her parting Injunction to the three.

This $6,000,000 helped Brown -and

Relived Premium List
Read Caßefuily, as We Introduce a NewJ^re- 
mium Bo&k, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

te W Read
OUR I

PREMIUM
BOOK I 

I OFFER? I

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, In 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult -LIBRARY, »nd are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those' 
who'purcbase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM; '

We have now EWRTEEN idagnlfl-1 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS whiqh yqu I 
can select from..

.Any one of the Premium Books you 
may order,■ . price - 25 cents.. This 
is the -price, remgmber,- when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK- In con
nection with a yearly subscription; 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.2». _ ; - , '

No premium- books will be sent out 
unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; but if you order more 
than one book, the-price is as fol- 
lows:

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55.'

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Boots, $4.BO.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world, never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise. 
In the price of paper.

Bear iu mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for Tho Progressive Thinker, which i 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it. before'.
OUR .FOURTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.90.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol, 1.
2—The Encyclopedia’of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. *
8—The Enclycopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3, .I These three volumes have been pre? 
pqred by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.
, 4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc

cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. -

5—-The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remark
able. medium.

“ft DWELLER ON TWO FLftNETS.”
. THE STORY OF THE GREAT, ATLANTIS, and-the accompanyinjii. 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization oii 
12,000 yeui's ago, and the light and lesson It gives forth upon the prob--\ 
lems of to-day is worth mo're to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book--to 
say nothing on tho many topics of which It treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought In this momentous time of the world's his
tory, This book Is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer aud 
scientist; he regards It as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER. No. 416 North Fremont avenue, Lou 
Angeles, Cal, Price $2.00; postage 14 cents.

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY.
•THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. III., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 

of the "Harmonic Series." It makes is tho Constructive Road to Spiritual 
clear the-Way of Mastership. ‘ This’-Unfoldment, and that It is open to all 
is the 'Vay that leads to Individual who elect to travel it.
Liberty here and hereafter. 4. Its author speaks from the

Every Intelligent man and woman standpoint of one who has "had the 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth personal experience and made the 
should read THE .GREAT WORK, demonstration.”
Why? Because: *» 5. It presents to tito world a Mor-
;1. It teaches the .Constructive. al -Philosophy so simple and exact 

“Process of Spiritual Development that it may be understood by a child, 
whereby we may communicate With and yet so profound as to meet the 
our spirit friends without becoming ’ “ 
Mediums.'

2. It explains the most -mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
lite simply and clearly.'

8, It presents .a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

deepest and most exalted, demands ot 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad> 
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T..-
THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK OO. 

88 N. Kedzle Ave., Chicago. .

SPRITUAUSTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y„ will find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 72s 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.

Anyxtwo of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you inuy order, price 70 center

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
.Bonks 'Foo niny order, price $1.15...

• Any four of the Fourteen Premium | 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of 'the Fourteen Premium 
Books yon?,may order, prlcc$li75.

Any six ¡of the' Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you.may order, price $2.45. . 
, Any eight of tlie FourteenTremlum 

JUooks you may .order, price. $2.80.
Any nine of ifftc Fourteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.15.
Any ten! of tJie Fourteen Jrcrnlum- 

Books you m»y order, price $3.50. 
■ Any eleven of-the Fourteen Preml-

• 6-r—The Occult Life of Jesus, 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

• 7--—A Wanderer itj tho Spirit 
Lands. Translated.by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9-—Seers ofthe Ages, or Spirit- 
uallsm^ast and Present, by’Dr.'J. M. 
Peebles,' s ' ■

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F.i Jamieson, 
t-11—Letters from the Spirit World,1 
written through- the 'mediumship 
Carlyle Petersllea; 1

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

13—The Unknowu Life of Christ, 
w|tb thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven,* Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE. - i

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent/stamps, idck of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed freq by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street., 

San Jose, Cal.

FOR M CENTS and stamp I will give 
reading, and answer questions by mall. 
Mrs. Pond, 670 Sierra Si., Aos Angeles,

The Supernormal World.
A new and unique method of realizing 

ail of one’s psychical powers, normally 
and in a sane and scientific way« En
dorsed by hundreds. -

Address with stamped addressed en
velope, J. C. F. GHUMRiNBy 24 Strath
more Road, BroykHue, Mas«.

| Spiritual Medium and Psychometrlst, 
Clairvoyant descriptions/ spirit mes

sages (names often given), character 
'delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with ¿dvlce 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, two 
uestlons answered, 25 cents. Mm. Ella 
Royal Williams» 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon,

'It you want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book, the. price is 25 cents.;.. After 
paying- postage^ thereon, the book ht 
that price Is practically » 'gift.Jp dur 
subscrlbers. At that p.rice only-one 
book; will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub- 

« reu.i-1 scrlptjon.for The Progressive Thinkdr. ;uni Bookayou way order,-price $3.85. ■ Where niore than one Premium Book
Any twelve of the Fourteen Premi-,, ^' desired, see the terms, mentioned 

unnBooks y°u »ay order, price $4.20. above, 1

■is. said ■ *■

Baytnett to brace _up .their ’ bank, 
which had lost large-sutos to exploit
ing the Tesla mines in Odntra, Costa 
County, about eighteen miles east of 
Oakland.

The bank sunk about .$5,000,060 
in that mine at the instigation ot 
James Treadwell and his brother.

A man clairvoyant in this-city. pre
dicted that they would find millions 
of tons of coal there. They did, but 
it was a "new’1 coal, or lignite, and 
they failed to sell it .to tfie Southern 
Pacific because it - lacked steam-pro
ducing power. Then the ..discovery 
and wide use of fuel oil in this State 
was another blow.

Cling to Mystics Despite Losses^
In addition to sinking the bank’s 

money-iir the mine-the two Tread
well’s sanl/ their own monqy; but in 
spite of. the gigantic failures the 
Treadwells clung to their Spiritualist i 
friends and had Brown and Bartnett 
do likewise.

The Carnegie.Brick Company Iff an 
offshoot-of the Tesla Coal. Mine, in 
"that it is using the coal for fuel. The 
bank has put $1, 800,000-lnto the El 
Dorado Lumber Company.

- James Treadwell is interested in 
these/w6 latter concerns along with 
Brown' and Bartnett. - ~ ■

It is not certain • that Brown and 
Bartnett consulted with' the woman- 
psychic about the prbpqrties. Tread
well did, and his influente -led to the 

•two other men backing those compan
ies with funds of the bank. .. ;

James Treadwell’s brother,' after 
the failure of the Tesla Coal Mine, got 
so sick of Spiritualistic advice in busi
ness matters’that he has pursued his 
own way independently of his broth- . 
ers and Messrs; Brown and Bartnett. 
—Chicago Daily'1 Examiner, Dec. 9, 
1907. . - . -

4 Week of BuCccssful Spiritual Meet- • 
' 'togs.

I would that all of the readers were 
as. well situated in ‘the holding of 

.Spiritual .meetings as the society here 
in Pittsburg is, and-could, hold them 
•as.-regularly as this society' has ever 
since it; was organized. - My hope is, 
the day ls\not far distant when more

.'Hpw.-to Preserve Youth; .
Seine one once asked a woman-how 

it- was she kept, her youth so wonder
fully. ...Her haii’r.was,snowy white, 
she was eighty' years olff, and her en
ergy; was waning; hut she never im
pressed one with the idea of her age, 
tor-her heart was still young in sym
pathy. and interest. And this was: 
.her answer: “I knew, how to forget 
disagreeable things. I’tried to mas
ter the art of saying pleasant things.- 
I did not expect too much of my: 
friends. I.-kept my nerves well in 
hand, and djd not allow them to bore 
other people. I tried to find any work 
that came to hand congenial. I re
tained tho illusions of . my youth,'and 
did not believe ’every man a liar’, 
and every woman,spiteful. I d|d my 
best to relieve the misery I came in 
contact with, and sympathized with 
the suffering. In fact, I tried to do 
to others as-1 would ho done by, and 
you seo me, in conseauehce, reaping;: 
the- fruits of happiness and a peaceful ! 
old age.—Selected. ■ .. . ।

ORTKOBOX HELL. '
Church .Crepds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles is: sufficient Jo 
explain the interesting features of It, 
and recommend it to-ever^ reader of 
Spiritualistic-literature. Price, -19 eta

societles can have their own temples, 
and -hold.their meetings .where they 
can . control - their own condltions.- 
Your readers will no doubt, remem- 
tffir that we were to hold a week of 
meetings commencing- the first /of 
December and closiug-on the 8th, and 
Itis of.thesemeetings and the results i 
I am nowwj-ltlpg.

'Sunday, thaiflrst,- .wad marked' by 
a deep . spiritual. feeling by the en
tire. audience, ‘Which was large, and 
a feeling- that; was most helpful to 
one and alh . The first day, Sunday, 
the" regular services, that - are -always 
held on Sunday, was the-order of ex
ercise.- I- gave my usual' lecture 
morning; and evening, with readings 
at the close of the evening lecture; 
Monday evening Rev. - Mr.-Day, who 
holds regular meetings in Allegheny, 
now Greater Pittsburg, gave the,lec
ture,-following the same with read-. 
Inga and messages.'. -'After he : was 
through,-Mrs. Lomask, ;a. home me
dium, gave some messages. ' After her 
came Mrs; McFarlin, also , a home me
dium. Thursday '. evening ■ Rev. Mr. 
Fischer, who was recently-ordained, 
gave the lecture .of. the evening. Mrs. 
Steele, another;Of the heme mediums, 
followed’ with messages./ Wednesday 

. evening ypur humble servant gave the 
address, followpd,by Mrs.-Zophie, also, 
of Pittsburg. ., Thursday, evening Mrs. 
C. L.-- Stevens, .-wife Of- the president 
of,the society,; was to have given the 
address, but much to our regret, and 
that of het: many; friends,, she was... 
unable to; do;so; on account of being 
sick.. -I then took up the regular mid- 1 
.week work, that of devoting-most of '
the evening to giving readings. Fri- 

-day I lectured again, followed by an
other: home medium, Mrs. Russell.

? Sunday morning Mrs.-Stevens being 
. able to bei<?ut, <phe occupied the plat- 
’form- and-gaveUhe address of : the 
morning. ¡¡RevtoMr. .Day came as a 
visitor, so. we just hiid_him to help. 
He gave thelnvoqatlon. 'Sunday after- 

। noon we held apopnference.- Different 
ones were askud, and came forward 
and made brief .addresses. Mrs, Rus
sell. closeditffe afternoon meeting with 
some readings) The Ladles' Aid 
served dinper and supper between the 
services,- ipaking; it most convenient 
for the friends to. remain. *.

. Sunday evening I occupied the plat
form and during the. evening-it was 
my pleasure to'.receive- Into- member- 

.slilp nineteen sopeople’ by the right 
hand of fejlniwship. Twenty-one gave 
In -their namesinbut ten were unable 
to be present.- iÆhese .nineteen came 
forward Ur Trortt: of the platform in 
the présence of an audience that fljleï 
tho house,'and took; their place for 
the brief service that followed. This 
service.-was impressive and spiritual, 
leaving an Impress not.only, upon the 
ones coming into the society, but up
on the large audience. ; Some of these 
new ulembers were formerly .Cathol
ics, find never knew aught else until 
they began their investigation into

. A • .. . 4. ' -
■ Spiritualism. I assure you it was an 
impressive sight and service to see,and

. realize that Spiritualism, was of Buch 
. help and strength to them. Out of 
■ the numbers there were live -who came 
.with their companions, thus showing 
thdy were of the same mind and all 
anxious for the spiritual help and 
growth. The services consisted of a 
fev? remarks to those who had come 
forward, then asking a few questions, 
then when • giving them the right 
band of fellowship, expressing a few 
thoughts according to their needs. 
Altogether it was an impressive ser
vice, and one I trust will leaver luat- 

. Ing impress upon all.
The attendance from the very first 

was fine, and the lectures were of that; 
character to teach the people what i 
Spiritualism iff. Each lecture was of i 
that order; nothing-sensational, but ] 
our philosophy being presented to the 
people--in a calm», rational manner. 
Each member who was called upon 
to do/heir work, did so most effect
ually; thus driving home by the work 
they did—the truths of our Philos-i ophy.

I There were people of every shade of 
thought in attendance, and -they were 
Impressed with the thought expressed. 
The friends who came in as new 
members were bright, intelligent peo-- 
pie, who by their very atmosphere 
impressed one and.all of the char
acter of their thought and life.
. By this addition, and there are still 
more who are coming, they have 
strengthened the society, and now 
stand Jready to aid in the upbuilding 
of pur cause.
'The beautiful part of all has been, 

to my -mind, The great spiritual up
lift that has come to 'one and all. 
This Influence was?so strong that one 
and 'all, no matter who they were, 
Belt it, and were benefited.'

• To'my'mind’ the one thing need
ful in dur work, to reach and hold 
the people, Is the spiritual, that we 

"have In a large sense neglected that, 
and that there is a-greater need for 
a deeper conviction-of. the'truth, and 
the pause of Spiritualism. N I feel that 
there is :to be an-awakening, an up
building, .and a spiritual. Impulse all 
along the Une, Chat as a movement i 
we are. to.gain in spiritual power and 
influence.' ‘ I • pray that that, day may 
hasten/when we'shall-all. rtee i to 
higher' planes of thought ¡and '"life.

> . - ' G. H. BROOKS.
; 205 Bouquet- St, Pittsburg, Pa.

THE RELIGIONOFCHEERFULN’ESS 
■By Sara A. Hubbard. ' .

This little booklet sets forth Inter
estingly-a leligion which', all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. .Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 

i bound, in a case. -Price 50 cents. - .

FROM SOUL TO JOUL
, By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

cdntalna the beat peoms ot the author, 
and some of the beat popular songs with 
tho music by . eminent composers. The 
noOKis are admirably adapted tor recite, 
Caaa. asfi W«s,’ beautifully

। -
STA1WABD BOOKSyON _

' PSYCHIC DEWSLOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, tho crystal, develop 
Beership. The first book ever written 
on the subject. A great revelation or 
the mysteries. “An inspired book’’-— 
Progressive Thinker. "A revelation."— 
Light, London. "Clearest view ot Clair
voyance.yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 
“Epoch Making”—Lilian 'Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from »’), $1.60.

Annie and Colors—A fascinating 
subject brilliantly treated, with a lexi
con of color meanings. A tlireo thous
and edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 60 cents.
, Easy Lessons In Occult Science.—The book tor beglnneTs, Covers everything 

that larger books cover, but with prac
tical experiments which none have. 
Prlco 60 cents. i

Psychomeiry—^tlll the winner. Price: 
50 cents.

Keallratlon—The Hindoo teaching In 
a nutshell. Price 60 cents. > '

The ‘Great Secret—Here Is a book of 
Psychic Mysteries. Stories that make 
your hair stand on end because founded 
on facts. You will not put. down until 

| finished. ' price 60 cants,
Gruplio-Psyehologj-—Cloth bound; by 

, Julia IJ.-pears, M..D.; Prlea-.j'l.OO. ■ - 
- Crj»tnl for Crystal- Beading—import
ed. Price ^2.26.

AH these’ books, if purchased at once, 
■will be mailed for the reduced pr|oe of 
<4.00. Send moneys to J. C. F. ORUM- 
BINE, 24 Strathmore Rd., Brookline, 
Mass.

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic; .

6 West 107th,St, New York.
. Intelligent clients appreciate ■ his 
dependable-counsel.

Consultations by mail, $1.00;..,

LOHMAN’S
Seance Trumpets

Are incomparably the best of all instrument^ 
for Uis purpose and are immensely successful, being especially designed and made for these te^ts. 
For prices address the sole manufacturer: 
C. A, LOHMAN, 4th and Market streets, SI Louis,Ma 

William Frederick Keeler, 
CLAIRVOYANT,

Peraonally written readings bv mall. 
15 cohts per Mrg-d letter page, At least, 
write for particulars, - Ask questions. 
37 Garfield Court, East Cleveland, Ohio,

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

I FRED P. EVANS,
• Noted ««dlum far 

Slatewritlng, Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interviews dally from 10lo L BeMtnc« andd«', 

velopment by mail may ba obtained by wrltln; to 
Mr. Evatie (or parUoul&ra. Famous book cu 
8laW-wrtUni, |1M while they last Addreai.

FBEbp. 2VAX8,»28 Sacramento a tree L San FrAncUpo^Cal

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one o/ tho 4re*w$t tHy&ub 

wonders Uvlur. luaetbe spiritual X»ray t? Io 
cate all intoraal dUeMes. A trial will oourlace 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lett vi^or of ooth 
sexes buecessiuilj, treated, an hundreds eau tes* 
lily. Send name. are. sex. complexion, one lead* 
lor «ymptom, and ton cents iu.eiamp$. a<U you 
vrill.receive a correct di&caoau of your case troa, 
worth dollars to you. He sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J, 0. Loucks, who lately passed 
comJnues.lo tr/ai the sick throuifb my muJium' 
ship- AddrcsaaH alters to

I FKANCES K LOVCKS. 
j 'Stonefiam, Miiss.'

Help the Honest Mediums by t

Exposing (he Frauduli*'nt.
“Mysteries of the - Seance," tho 

book that is opening the eyes^of■ all 
Spiritualists to tile Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time, 
it is written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will soon be out of print. Se
cure a copy NOW, and learn what 
dirty swindles are perpetuated in the 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 
and a red stamp brings it. Adress

Silverton, Ore ED. LUNT.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Will give clairvoyant readings by mail, regard
ing spiritual and material condltious. Physic
al conditions explained Qbfosslon cur ’d. Liva 
uud conditions tor developing raodjtiuishlp 
flight. Questions on (ill matters or import
ance answered. Send date of birth, look qf h itr 
an! one dollar. Address ¿3« First street,-S. E., 
Washington. D. L.

_  If LARISSA HUMPHRBV-riULUNS will give „_____________________ m- n U clairvoyant roadings by malt. Send lock ofBy Thomgs Inman, M. D. Revised
hnir and il. 'If no impression« come," money id enlarged, Vfith an Errav nn WnA* be returned. Address, Whitewater, Wis.

, -------, —. ¿wviseu
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove;“ and other allied symbol*. 
Third edition, with two. huadred lllua- 
trattoria. -Cloth, $1.

HEROES AND.HERO WORSHIP. ANn 
THE HERulC IN HISTORY.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age. how long you have worn spec

tacles: 1 will mall One Pair of 81.10 Melted Feb- 
ble Lens in a good straight temple steel frame- $ 
guaranteed to lit your eyes- Also aVcgotaolo / 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head^ 
Magnetized Cnmn.«in,i s,-,* » — • —

By Thomas-Carlyle.'
A remarkable book by a* remarkably 

man. Marked by. terse strength and 
vigor, deep» thought, philosophy and dra-__ a Ajoia m the head matlc tensity of earnestness. A notable ! Magnetized Compound, .(or 4 oz. Eye Watei 
Mtorary effor^ A fine edition In doth.! lf “*»
Price 50 cents.

"After Her Death ”
a Summer. "

...._____ __ vyo* ^4*iur ei.iu; if only
. i one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cenw 

.• Battery 50 centa: Magnetised Compound. 10. ct<> 
- PDFr For your address on a postal card,'a

IrLL beautiful photo of Yertnah, chief c\l 
Thn Qfnrv a# the Atlantiaus: lived on earth 10.000 years ago; _ - ,,, latoiuiy.oi ai8O illustrated circulars showing styles'and 

By Lilian WhiUng. prices, telling all about my Melted robbie Lejas 
►ves RnfrltnQi > siectacle, and iny method 6f fitting -EYES as

perfectly at your own home as If you were in 
)u y office- O. P. POOLE, 15? Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. Hi

, ----------- - ,,UI 1,111g.
No mind that loves spiritual thought 
can fall to be fed and delighted with 
this book.' . Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanqpd ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases of । 
Spiritualism, leading the mind —• 1 .. . .. J t.. X - 1V the nautilusupHnuauouij lUUUHlg CQ© mind OU- * "
ward Into the purer atmosphere of ex- New Thought Calendar for 190s 
alted spiritual truth, a booh for the dainty little calendar, with a oti
higher’llfe.- Price, cloth, $1.00. -

“Materialization." By Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.-

' CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL
’ MAGNETISM.

-A treatise on HUMAN: CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and In
structive book. Price-$11PO..

, “THE INFORMER."- T-

.......- -.  A 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents;:

WOMAN’S SOURCE' OF POWER;
By Lois Waisproker. ■—.

Mrs. .Walsbroker has.beeu knowir'as • 
a writer on the question of sex- anti 
this, her last book Is worthy» of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 eta.

“The Truthseeker Collection- of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Uso ot 
Liberals.” Price 26 cents. ;A Paper for Lyceums. , |

A weekly paper for 'young Spirit-; 
uallsts, containing the foilowing.de-. 
partment: Genera! reading -and con- ______ _
trUjutions; Lyceum- Notes: ahd Re- w oonqusrtng ihoiBtoniM

VEDANTA BHILOSOPHY.
Lecture« by the 0 warn I Vivek&iUirfa, on

—ttOonquertng tho woruRl Name, and other aui>- noris’ nradMf npnai'tihnhlR nt Wnvl- al»o. P»UnJal(-i Yon Aphorism,, with com- pun»' .uiuuua xjepaitiuGHis oi W01h> nenurioBaud acoploui gloBeary atgRUtkrltteraa, 
Including Weekly Lessons; Uncle !poriiM«ndenurica.timo.,oioib, u.w. R«i«Yui» 
tnUn1« TaHra' Hrlaf nnrl qhArf Dfnvtaa 11,,D «»Pkn1 »/»tom of Indian Phl.o,ophy. andonoof jonn s ^qiKS, nriet ana aUOl t c>tones. I Uiofourohtot method, that the Vedanta rbboeophy 
Single copy, one year In advance, 75c; .offer» to obtain troodom »nd perfection, swomtviv 
qnharrtntlnn C, Wtnnlhe adnnlw An-. «kannnd.beoMaoytamlHar Oguro taBMwnl Amen' subscription, t, montne, advance, 4be, Caacltjc, during tho three fear» rollowing tho Par 
■ Club rates pet .year-: (10 or more • Uamont otlteltglone at Chicago; ho woe cordlall? tc- 
to one-address) 65 cents. .«mi,*.«»-...... . v--- ----------  -»PU.VU. V. nuubiuni Rb vmuBKui HO wan cordially ro* (Chodin ÀToortcc» whcTo tho bmuth and doptUot 

--------- , ÈfKtcactyDfft woro toon rccogufzod. Ufa (c&ctdngs To Canada and foreign addresses, wnñMrerMi in their application. Tho boom,chase ■ jg,------------------------------■ qMl.w. rotuleulWscSaea ■ .»1.26.
--------------- ' ' Every Lyceum should have this pa- 

“Contlnulty of Life .a Cosmic per on its tables, If they wlah to keep 
Truth.” By Prof. Wm. M-Lockwood, abreast with the times, , Subscribe 
The work of a strong, Joglcartbihker, Now? Address ail letters to J., L. 
on a deeply important subject. Price, 'MUSSINA, 13 East Third St./ Will- 
cloth, $1.00...------------------------------- lamsport, Pot

Sub/cribe
Address ail letters to J L

ftFIH ftER DÉñTh
Tho Story or a Sutntnor. By Lilian Whiting. 

Parvada! with puro »nd bo»utltul spirituality 
ot thought ÏMtruclivo and hoipful toull who 
loro »nd oo«k tho bichar »nd flnor ways of 
SOltituol oxndrionco. Price. 81.00. . ..z ji

gift.Jp
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Every House Haunted.
The Famous French Scientist Produces Pho-

tographs to Prove It—Psychic Sci- 
enee in a New Field.

Every house is haunted—your house, our house, their house; 
boarding house, church house, theater, hospital, jail, court
room—all are haunted. That is what Dr. Baraduc, the famous 
French scientist, says. He proves it by producing photographs 
of the “ha’nts” whenever people doubt his assertions. -

The human eye cannot see these haunts^ except upon rare 
occasions. But the camera can see them, according to Dr. 
Baraduc. The camera has a cumulative eye. It looks a long 
time on one spot and the sensitive plates after a time exposure 
will get the impression of a spookish personation that is not 
visible to the eye of a man.

But if we cannot see the ordinary impalpable ghosts that 
people our flats and cottages, we can feel them. Some vague 

’ thoughts or emotions are aroused. Unconsciously or consciously, 
according to our nervous condition or our psychic development, 
wo recognize certain atmospheres and influences; One room 
makes us comfortable. We enjoy reading-or writing in a cer
tain spot.-We are miserable as soon as we enter the doors of 
some houses. There are chambers in which we do not sleep 
well, and in others we have sound .slumber and.sweet dreams.

They Are There, All Right—Look Out!
These antagonisms and sympathies, says Dr. Baraduc, are 

. ghostly, whether we know it or not. It is no mere unreason
ing superstition that makes us sad to stay in a room where a 
man died; it is not a foolish but a real terror that grips us on 
tho spot where a tragedy has been enacted. There-are .pres
ences there that assail us—thought' forms, subtle fluids', and 
emanations, etheric atmospheres, spirits—call them what,, you
will. They are real haunts.

The haunt that,haunts us-may not be.a restless'earth-bound

has just been erected. Perhaps it is not haunted at all, before 
it is inhabited, unless there is some lingering influence left there 
by carpenter or plaster or painter.

Get Acquainted, Spook May Be All Right.
As soon as the family moves in, however, the haunts move 

ill. They may linger in the furniture, or they may follow, like 
the family dog or family cat, unattached to any material ob
ject. The longer the family lives under the same roof thé more 
numerous and the “more organic” the haunts becomé, and 
after pfeople have lived and died within the walls of a house, 
the unseen, inhabitants grow to have a strong attachment for 
the place. It seems likely that they resent the presence of 
strangers and do their best to make the intruder uncomfort
able. Perhaps this is why we do not sleep well in a strange 
room or at a hotel. We are not acquainted with thé haunts 
that abide there and they distress us.

In the end it comes down to this fact, according to the reas
oning of Dr. Baraduc: There are two sets of inhabitants in 
people’s houses, dwelling together in greater or less harmony 
—the seen and the unseen. Those who have »been there before 
us have left their ineradicable impressions—thought forms, 
etheric fluids, spirits, haunts—call them’whatever name suits 
your particular fancy, Perhaps theyzsent back everything, the 
next world wouldn’t stand for. The “choir invisible”« raises 
its chorus, anfl if we do not hear it we feel its uncanny! vibra
tions. . . . i L

Ghosts in Church, Making Late Amends. ’
But thehe are other places besides dwellings where |ghosts 

abound, as, Dr.- Baraduc has found by his experiments. 
They particularly favor monuments and public building^ like 
churches, The bronze lion on the battlefield of Waterloo’has 
a particularly exhilarating affect on an Englishman or a Ger
man, while it depresses a Frenchman. This is not necessarily 
because' the phantoms of Wellington or Blucher linger ¡there 
to cheer their compatriots and confusirtheir enemies—nor be
cause the dead soldiers who fell there continually re-enact their 
scenes of carnage—although the doctor would not by any moans, 
deny* the possibility of such a thing. He suggests rathep that 
it is the result of the many joyous and happy thought vibra-

spirit, craving to n
dened with a secret

tions that are sent out there on the one hand, and the sorrow- 
’i on the other hand.eturn to the field of his late activity, or hut? jful thought forms of the French 

et that he tries in vain to impart. It ma/ / Churches, however, are favori
xbe only an ethereal vappr that pervades the atmosphere, or 
perhaps ensouled in some inferior intelligence; much below the 
human in point of evolutioji., These minor ghosts _ and haunts 
even may take up their abode in some material object, accord
ing to this savant, influencing all sensitive human beings who 

* approach them. > . '
Dr. Baraduc tells of an old- feudal castle in the west of 

•; France where he has lyjen hospitably entertained. . Baroness
L., the fair hostess of this.interesting country seat, found her
self much in the p&sition of the princess in the'fairy tale, liv- 

’/Ting in an enchanted castle. The atmosphere of her beautiful 
¿^m3d’luxurious home oafl a spell of gloom over her bright and

vivacious nature.

¡'• These Ghosts Veritable Book Worms.
^he ghosts that live in the castle are particularly, numerous 

in tlie library, a room where the baroness is so ill at ease that 
she can.hardly rest. She constantly shifts her position, trying 
to rid herself of the sensations that lower her vitality and de
press her spirits. • x

. ..The baroness will not leave the home of her ancestors on 
aqcount of the discomforts occasioned by the haunts, but she 
spends as much time as possible away from the house, walk
ing, riding horseback, traveling, or visiting her neighbors. Dr. 
Bqraduc was so interested in the library ghost that he began 
to. experiment and he finally located it—or at least one of them 
—in the carved figure of an angel that rested oh the back of 
an old-fashioned chair.

One evening in April, 1903,, tile scientist, took A photograph 
z of this haunting specter. The picture- as obtained showed 
\ “large black marks of a round or oval shape on a lighter 

background,” which he says really was an.enormous ethene 
net, forming a striking contrast- to the light, tpxture of . his 
“silver veil,” which he photographed on another occasion. 
The doctor says the etheric fluids which surrounded this spot 
were-“as heavy as lead,”

Pay Rent and Keep ’Em Away.
JL Dr. Baraduc says it is reasonable to assume that this par

ticular haunt is not “a decarnate human entity, such as is fre- 
These old medievalquenily seen or heard in haunted places.

hasties, of which that of the French baroness is a fair speci- 
ikenfhave been the abode of certain noble families for many 
jflnerations; many people, connected by strong ties.of blood, 
irought up to the same privileges, ideals, and prejudices^were 
i^rn, lived, and died in these places ... .... . ,.
/¿Therefore the “thought atmosphere” engendered there would 

be .stronger, more organic, than in a rented house in a large 
ci«ty, where all sorts and conditions of men pass in and out 
within a comparatively short space of time, and where one 
form of haunt might be easily neutralized or destroyed by 
another.

In fact, the thought forms pervading an old ancestral home 
would have more tenacity of life, says the doctor, because they 
were projected with more force by a larger number of people 
who were homogeneuusjn their way of thinking and feeling. 
The baroness, a sensitive and modem woman, is unpleasantly 

' affected by the “psychic fluids” or the haunts of.past genera
tions. »

Don’t Take Their Grouches with Them.

The stern old warriors, the unscrupulous diplomats and cour
tiers who lived and died there and left their impress within 
the‘castle walls even after they , were gone, impress her pain
fully. They were her ancestors, and they fingen, about the¿place 
in some inexplicable way and trouble her. They are not malic-, 
ions about itbut, on the contrary, it seems that , they .cannot 
help it any more than she can. When they died they deft- their 
grouches here.

When the doctor located the particular haunt in -the .carving 
on the chair the baroness was no'better off than before. > There 
was no way to exorcise the spook. It is- still there,; and the 
ppor baroness is no more comfortable since she.-knows ’just 

here it is than she .was-before, "when she could. ónly feel its 
reseuce vaguely and indefinitely.

, Dr. Bafaduo’s. reasoning,^as.-well as his;;experiments, >goes 
; to sljOY -that the least haunted ■« place is a ñeWíbWdiñg Which

Va’

vumuira, avHc.w, mt favorite places for haunts of the 
nature described by Dr, Baraduc. When Napoleon, entering 
the cathedral of Chartres,^sensed the invigorating and‘spiritual 
atmosphere there he could not help remarking that “A wicked 
man must be most uncomfortable here.” And it lias .often

personality to the ghosts of the place for the help of those 
who may come after him. For the living have their ghosts—। 
—or haunts—as well as the dead.

A somewhat startling conclusion of Dr. Baraduc is that 
monuments are haunted. The bronze lion on the field of 
Waterloo, the statue of Lincoln in our own park that bears his 
name, are favorite abiding places, for the ghosts of patriotism. 
Every glow of loving pride that the citizen casts upon his 
bronze hero is inspired by the haunted atmosphere of the spot 
and in turn adds vigor and spirit to the haunting phantoms 
that linger there. - 1

No Wonder Flat Dwellers Move Often.
Perhaps the poorest place for haunts in the world is a Chi

cago flat, with its ephemeral procession of tenants'. It takes 
more than “six rooms and a bath” to create the atmosphere 
of home, and the, haunts that the last tenant left and" the 
haunts that we bring with us are apt to arouse antagonisms'and 
conflicts that vaguely distress ms.

That is why the average Chicago woman wants to move so 
often, it-is suggested. She is trying to find a place where her 
own family haunts will fit in and harmonize with the haunts 
that make,, their, permanent homes in the various flats that 
she occupies. She has to live in the flat all the time, and she 
is likely to be more highly organized, more “psychic,” than 
her husband; therefore she is the first to feel that the atmos
phere of the place gets on her nerves, and that “she simply must 
move” to ,a new flat. The rooms may be all right and the heat 
and the decorations, but she can’t bear the place; she doesn’t 
know why, and she must get away fronrit.

Thus we dwell together in our houses—with our invisible 
companions. Perhaps we trouble them as much as they trou
ble us. Perhaps they resent our absurd ways of living and 
our unpleasant habits as much as we resent their spookish char
acteristics whenever we learn about them. It is a Jilessed thing 
that we cannot see, them. They would seem so much more real 
if they were as visible as our chairs and bedsteads. * ..

And, after all, it is - difficult to see what good Dr. Baraduc 
does with his scientific demonstrations and his camera. Ai 
present he, is able to find only the haunts. He cannot exorcise 
them.- All he can do is to admonish us to be careful where we 
live and ho,w we live, and w)iat influences surround us.—Chi
cago? Sunday Tribune, Dec. 1, 1907.

leen pointed out that tho wicked are uncomfortable at church; 
while pious folks' are soothed and cheered by the atmosphere 
of the sacred places. ■

Some People Fall Away from Haunts. • v -*
' If haunts linger especially'around old furniture, as Dr. Bara-, 
due believes, then one should be careful with, what-^iiechs nf 
antique household goods he surrounds himself. There mayjje 
a blessing, or there may be a curse, somehow,' concealed mi the 
thing that has been used before. In old books, too, there are 
“fluids” and thought forms and atmospheres, perhaps o'yell in
spirations. i... »' .

Sometimes they saw that when a man falls for a Long dis
tance, or coasts down a snow slide, or in any way gets up tran
scendent speed, he goes so fast that he gets away frorii his fol- ’ 
lowing of haunts, his astral doubles and etheric bodiej, and 
things of that sort. Then the man becomes unconscious, until 
his attendant troop of sprites catches up with him—-an^ if he 
gets clear away from them he is dead. ^That, however,’ is an
other story, and has only a side-bearing on Dr. Baradue’s study 
of haunted houses.

Drummer Doesn’t Mind New Ones. >
It would seem as if haunts -are a good deal like human be

ings in their dread and dislike of strangers and s.trangeijjlaQes. 
Perhaps it would be more exact to say that it is -die-olahlt ¿f 
haunting antagonisms that causes human discomforts in.strange 
places. If we go to a rqom.in a hotel to sleep—a room that 
has beemoccUpied-Ly a thousand strangers; each of wh6m has 
’left the stamp..of JBis ind.iyiduality on the place—we have a 
strange sense of unrest, even of desolation. Our own personal 
haunts, and the haunts that the strangers have left in the room, 
and the haunts that naturally five there, dp not get alohg well 
together. They are inharmonious, perhaps eyen hostile, and 
that is what distresses us; otherwise one room would: be the' 
same to us as another.'

CITES PROOF OF SOUL’S LIFE.

Sir Oliver Lodge Tells London Audience His Views—Science 
Must Not Stop—Research Should Proceed, -He

Says, Into Religion’s Domain,

Sir' Qfiver Lodge’s interesting-philosophy of life and big be-, 
¿fief in certain psychological phenomena were" explained in a lec- 
ture on “Immortality,” which he delivered (December 7) at 

.Midland Institute, London. <«, «. .u
v H§ said tfl'i body was no more representative of the individ

ual than a suit of wdrn-out'clothes. .Death, he said, merely re
moved the soul’s-instrument of manifestation.

The destruction of an organ, he declared, left the organist 
untouched, and death merely marked the end of a certain 
grouping of physical materials. '

Conscience, will, honor, love, and admiration, he said, are 
similarly Stamped with immortality, and will not drop into 
nothingness.

Says Man Is-Immortal.
Such creatures as insects and trees would hardly be - sup

posed to have a persistent personal existence, said the lecturer, 
as they lack individuality; but. there can be no doubt of the 
continuance of human individuality. Part of the. evidence, of 
personal immortality consists of psychological manifestations, 
such as when one mind appears to act upon, another at a dis- 
tgiicq..;- Telepathy^or-^lairybyance must' be regarded as practi- 
cairy-esiablishecl. '^Tlf^ccr^ain facts are too numerous,-and too 
well authenticated to~be doubted, but this science, he said, still 
is in a rudimentary stage, and we would be clearly wrong in 
assuming that all automatic messages were not of genuine char
acter.

To say that spiritual manifestations were futile and inap
propriate would be untrue, he said, and such a statement would 
only be made by persons unacquainted with the fact that the 
higher faculties of the soul have no special sphere of employ
ment in the struggle for existence, but .appear to suggest the 
coming of a fuller and larger existence.

Possibly these high faculties, which now seem incongruous 
and inconvenient, may ultimately be found nearer to the heart 
of things than the' faculties better suited to this world. It is 
the duty of science, he said, to examine even into the domain 
of religion. The intentions of the Creator of the universe, he 
asserted, were not going to be frustrated by the efforts of his

A drummer or a traveling man who sleeps m a strange bed 
every night and fraternizes with strange people every; flay soon 
gets over his objection to new places. His own tro.up pf per
sonal haunts gets used -to strangers. They become Wftfellbw 
well met with all the hotel haunts and th^sleeping-cai^haunts 
along his route, and they are at home whe/ever they ge; They 
soon lose all the shyness and reserve that characterize thq home-
keeping'haunts.

If You Die, Try to Be a Good H^unt.
Haunts are like people, too, in being.of all dispositions,,. Some 

of them are comfortable and. restful. Others irritate‘us. And
haunts of a kind flock together.- That;is. why'. We enter one 
house and feel as if a benediction has: fallen upon ns/? There 
is a sense of security'and. fellowship there?«; We may ¿ever 
have been there before, but the place is, “homey The .hflhnts 
are agreeable to- Us. In rthe next hpuse,. perhaps; w.e-taEe.deso
late and miserable. - We do ki6t like the peoplemor. tKe^h&unts 
they have gathered about them... , ' ,

It-is not a mere'unreasoning association of ideas_t6a^ makes 
us shrink from the gloom of the. jail, according; to,^m^Bara- 
due’s logic. These haunts of felons,-where-the wrel^ 
the' hopeless have fretted -their lives away,; wherA'fhif ?<teath 
watch has been held and the burden of guilt has been?:bxpiated, 
are places-accursed., _ .... . „' . <

Our instincts., are right when we feel-the ¿grip of/3iorror in 
sthe presence. of defith or on the scene of a ‘recent trag£dy?('The 
haunts that are there'are fearsome things, and it is jfilttas well 
for us not to yield to their, morbid fascinations.

' ' ‘ > '• . ’ -J F 1 .; .
Spirits Lurk in Lincoln Park.

Theaters are haunted, too. .. The -ghosts; of .actors 
encesj both living and- dead,: hover behind the wings'a 
the orchestra chairs and highfln .the galleries. ¡The, a|?toy on 
tW stage - gets his meed of •inspiration from the gentries Who 
have been there' before- him - and adds- tlie- flavor uirljis own

IMMORTAL INDIVIDUALITY,
NOT PERSONALITY.

The question of immortal person
ality, as discussed by Charles Daw- 
barn. In The Progressive Thinker No. 
924, Jacks an essential element, viz,: 
that of distinguishing between per
sonality and individuality.

The individuality is the immortal I. 
Personalities qualify the individual 
along the wa'y, but these change in 
quality or are uprooted entirely, so 
that the -essential self expresses dif
ferently us it moves from plane to 
plane.

The change in a qualifying prop
erty will produce change in exterior 
expression. Let the Intemperate per
son, intemperate in any desire, become 
temperate and. continue so, his per
sonality is not the same as - before. 
Chemical change makes itself evident
in fe 
netlc

iner and Jn mag
he thoughts have

changed and all thoughts being chem
ical, the revolution becomes apparent, . 
^et the Individuality remains.

To say that death changes person
alities is no more true than that a 
railroad trip does. At the end of the. 
journey, unless something has arisen 
to change the thought status, the per
sonalities will remain Intact. In time 
the effect of new environments and 
mental and spiritual atmospheres may 
make Inroads on the personal quali
ties of the self and after a,time be
come evidenced either by absence or 
modification, but the Individual re-, 
mains.

In spirit life anyone who under
stands even a little of the nature of 
piat life can see that the possibilities 
are about even for up-growth or , 
down-growth in its earlier stages.

The excess of personalities on either 
side will, for a time at least, hold 
a dominating Influence on the indi
vidual, but in time changes come. 
The grade of soul force determines 
the time of growth out of person
alities.

Soul force differs in Intensity of 
vibration, it being from different - 
planes of potentiality and co-rejates 
Itself accordingly, therefore differen- 

.tiation.
All personalities have in themselves 

elements of good, and when purified 
become avenues of expression, if de
sired by the soul. Inherited tenden- 

. oies create personalities and must re- 
’ ceive long treatment to be eradl-, 
cated or purified; < — ■ 
..The soul, In its .attractions for .. 

building purposes, takes from whom 
it will, and- in its long course1 of : 
evolvemént outworks peculiarities .by 
refinement; leaving every atom dis
eased the better for its co-ordination. 
This is an essential, work of the soul, 
and , by < its- processes personalities 
change or disappear,‘.because every r 
afom has been brought to a.chemiçal 
potentiality, which will enable .it to . 
express itself better, no matter in 
what new correlation it may be estab-
Ilshed.

Thus personalities are lost; thus
the better qualifies the inferior into 
betterment; thus individuality pro
gresses; thus soul forms become more 
beautiful as they are more potential, 
yet the essential characteristics of tho 
individual will be eternally recog
nizable.

These are the teachings of the great 
instructors who have this planet and 
its offspring in charge, and surely 
they are equal to the task, qualified, 
as they are, by their experiences ot 
millions of years before this planet 
was born of the father-mother sun 
of our system.

MRS. M. A. CONGDON.
' Portland, Ore.

FERVENT SOUIj-FELT APPEAL

To Lift Humanity from the Slough 
of Despond to a More Suc(es<ful 
Plane of Lifo.

To the Editor —Do \oti not think 
that there is sufficient spiritual foice 
diffused throughout the right-thinking 
people of this gieat country to bling 
dpwn upon our eaith Buch tremendous 
spiritual power as "will absolutely 
FORCE better conditions for suffering 
humanity, for those suffering from 
the schemes of money-maddened 
fiends who care nothing for the suffer
ings which they inflict upon all who
are dependent upon their daily exer- 
tfbns for sustenance, fuel and the

How many arq. this very evening 
shivering with the cold winds drift-
ingJnto their homes, only because the
so-called ‘agents of Providence” have
It within »their-power to advance the
price of coal at the first Indication of

of the facilities afforded by newly In-
vented processes, can store away and
make scarce the necessities of the ta-

Softly sweet and tender.

Said "Alexander Campbell:—The 
beauty as well as the happiness of

Breathing thoughts from day to day,
the universe requires Inequality

ble, keeping them from where they 
would sustain life, in order to add to 
their already overburdened" stores of

Kindly help1 to render.

Voices come—voices come,
Strength-and- comfort bringing, 

Entering the .heart and home, 
/SweetSst music -Bilging,

Visitors, from homes above 
Cóme with kindly'greeting,

Bringing messages of. love
Soulful longings meeting

Friends who passed from-mortal xle.w, 
Drawn':by- love’s: swedt'unlon, 

Comp and- bind -their lovo-anew-, 
Holding soul communion '

Angel ■■ voiqes. greet- our. ears 
'« While In silence whiting, 
palming' anxious-cares:and feats, 

Earthly stress abating;'

i To the apgelslgiven—-
$Ilent voices come1 with; power, 
; «Singing songs of Heaven»

Equality, smooth surfaces, and eter-
nal plains have no beauty. We must 
have hill and- dale, mountain and val-
ley, sea and land, suns of all magni
tudes, worlds of all* sizes, minds of
all dimensions, and persons and faces
<of divers casts and colors, to consti-
tute a beautiful and happy-world
We '-must have sexes, conditions, and
''circumstances—empires, nations, and 
families—-dlveiMtlesin persons, mind, 
manners, In order to the communica-
tlon and reception of - happiness 
Hedce, — ----------- ~ ” ----
wants
action,

our numerous and various
are ' not only incentives . to

____but- sources Of pleasure, both 
simple and complex—physical, intel 
iAn»«hi and moral. ■ -lectunl

Had Sufficient Company,
A little-boy was heard- swearing by 

his, mother. -. She reproved him very 
gently’ telling him that Cod was with
him,and by him at alllimes and knew
lity. very -thoughts. Soon after' he 
started downtown on •an errand, and
a; dog followed him. Turning quickly
around, the boy told the dog to go
buck; it was-bad enough to have God

How many true Spiritualists will
unite daily? if only for five minutes
each day, in a fervent soul-felt appeal
to the Almighty Power which holds 
us in its keeping, whether called God,
Nature, Eternal Force, or by whatever 
title best appeals to one’s individual 
thought, for help, that, our people of 
this great country, Irrespective of be- 

‘ ' thatlief-or non-belief, may know
there is a Power mightier, than the
sordid lives which rob and-impoverish
them; -a Power that CAN AND WILL 
HELP - wini en appealed to with the

is not -mightier that the wills .of
these - money-maddened scoundrels.
Put OUR wills - against ‘ THEIRS, 
UNITEDLY. Such A wUJ nothing pan 

Very-truly, yours, F. J. A.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The ghoêts told us there was no vir

tue like belief and no crime like
doubt, that; investigation, was pure Im
pudence and the punishment therefor 
eternal torment. They not.only’ tpld
us all about this’ world, but about two 
others; and if their statements-ftbout 
the Other worlds are as true an about 
this, no one dan . estimate the value of 

n.-—Ingersoll.
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A DISTURBING SPIRIT.

0

Georgia '^Gladys Cooley Writes Her Impressions
o oF Jajpan and its People, from on Board the

As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle

Books for the Holidays
I

have, in person, visited thousands up- .

and help on the

yet in thé’mortál.'*

"We are your witnesses, that they

‘Now these truths are not worthy A MVcâ-NEEDED INSTITUTION.

I
by Rev.

passed into the spiritual spheres dùr-

óf god they worship.”,Paine; by the way, I wish that Paine' ■ We simultaneously gave a deep

"I tell you, Petersilea, we

not quenched.

It would not do.

said

1

the torch mf¡ truth to the rubbish of
rerror.1

XTo be continued),

'ÎTÎTiïlï'ï;

fill this hall; and 
come here to talk

cer
ali

IE they used a very small amount of 
reasoning there, the'whole scheme of

1 
I

mit that they should be sent into 
everlasting hell-fire, togethen with the 
souls of men, women, and little chil-

Giving 
the ear

By W.

they are greatly blamed If they do 
not use their reason, but they must 
not think fpr themselves about re-

many more will not. Since coming 
here I have controlled a number of 
mediums and written quite a good 
deal, through your instrumentality, 
brother Petersilea, but I have been

F

Ward Beecher, even old Abe, himself, 
often takes a hand at it; and then

yet, I also know that there are 
tain points on which you will 
agree.” •

“And one of those points,”

Haunted by the Bead—Des Moinas 
Woman Has Hair Turned White 
in One Night by Her ^Experiences.

&

. ministers of the so-called gospels 
". should,,at once, drop all errors1’ from-

>)J

coming to this life. It surprised me 
then;, It surprises me still more.now.

, „ . . ligious subjects,dren? Ask some of those very learned ’

“My 
‘She

glorious to live.”
I cast my dyes down, sadly.

agnostic is dead—dead as the pro
verbial door-nail. Peace be to his

must 
min-

of things will continue oplhe partii?" 
I asked. f

wife think^ otherwise," I said.
wishes she had never been born. She

on thousands of priests and ministers 1 
of the gospels, and not one of them 
believes as he preadhes or as .he 
teaches; but, if one were to tell him 
so, he would hold up his hands inyou ought to see the black faces that 

' al) the Beechers

were here with us now; but, never High, 
mind, we will manage to get along ---

good work. Why, my brother, it la.

, . are.’"Not'long; for a new era is dawn- «ó

without him; God forever bless his I wori£ jnore with the priests and 
grand and noble soul. Yes, the great jaterSi for that wm be laying the axe

Ai" »ka» firn; "»“s- » ouce aiavnot nave peen cnosen to perform; and
• «»aJ? 8a0h’aa .‘helierp. that I should live-after- the: few'era do It so wClL” said myj«;arthem, ahd preach nothing but pure death of the material body, I'now do 1 father; “but other Handa must apply! ‘

<y.

for

a

« 
£

f 
8 
e

t 
e

Petersilea. Given through the Medi 
umship of Amelia Petersilea,

"And you will do .lt, Robert,” I_ and simple truth, as it was revealed 
said. “You are the right man in the' to their individual souls, what ft dif
right place.” “I am not aionp in ferent world man would find. I 
this hall,” he went on. There' are '----  '---------- „«-»a.,
other men of note associated ’ with 
me; William Lloyd Garrison, Henry

thinks life a curse Instead of a bless
Ing. Robert, can you help me to help 
my wife?”, -

“I wish I might be able to help my 
own,” he said. z

' ■ "Let’s join forces, ,my brother, and 
see if we can bring these twq women 
up out of thé'depths of despair—mine, 

- out of the Idea that death ends all,, 
and yours, out of doubt and per
plexity. But eternity has time for all 
things; so, let’s hammer away on the 
great anvil of truth—and here comes 
William Denton! God bless him, also. 
Why, brother, there's an army' of us, 
with old.Abe at your head.”

We shook hands with Denton; and, 
dear friends, he doesn't look so very 
different from what he did on earth; 
a spirit of medium height, slightly 
built, a great dome of a forehead, 
deep-set, flashing blue eyes, straight, 

' prominent and firm features, a noble 
and fearless bearing. , ’ ।

...... “Ah! brother,” said he; "you are 
the man who creates harmony; or,' 
rather, who obeys the great law of 
harmony. Well, here we are; Den
ton, Ingersoll, Petersilea, and our 

’ other halves are still below. They are 
tho cords that yet hold us to earth. 
Wo may not get too far away; and 

’ it is well; otherwise we might soar 
' away and not be aille to do the earth 

■ so much good.” “Come, gentlemen,” 
said the gallant colonel, "let us go in 

,i and partake of a banquet of the feast 
of refison and the flow of soul.”

The great; grand, noble man waved 
■ his hand as he ushered us Into a large 

dining hall. ' • . ■ - - .
"Petersilea," he said, “when you 

write through your wife, aa I/well 
know you do, tell the people of earth 
that, this life tqrresponds with the 
earth life. We are. social; we eat 
and we drink, and when I have visit-. 
ors, I invite them to dfne> I could 

: stand on that rostrum and lecture to 
( you, but it would not lie quite the 

thing to do’ just now: wo might get 
jealous of each other, you know, just 
as they do down below; but we four 
gentlemen1 will’sit, socially together, 
at*, table, and exchange ideas and' 

. thoughts. ■ Truth may be there with 
ub; I hope she inay; but she is very- 
modest and her face and form are 
veiled, yet, she will flash her glorious 
eyes upon us whenever we are right. 
Come, gentlemen, be seated,” and we 
took seats around the banquet of 
rfiason and the flow of soul. Now we 
were all helped to some little, ethereal 
dainty, in the form of food—for spir
its eat as well as mortals—but I have 

- forgotten what it was, for I was more 
interested in that which should flow 
forth from the souls present, than 
that which they partook of in the form 
of food.

“Well,” said our host, "gentlemen, 
if we were in the mortal,, and either 
in Boston or New York, or in other 
places, and you were visiting me, as 
you are now, I suppose about the first 
question I should ask you, would be: 
‘My friends, how do you like Boston, 
or New York, as the case might be. 
Now I shall do as I should have done 

»there: ‘How do you like this ether- 
world?’ and, of course, I know that 
each one of you will answer me in 
all sincerity and truth, and I also 
know that each one of you will hold 
this life at different estimates; each 
will look at it from a different stand
point, just as you would, and did, 
Boston, New York, or any other place;

know that I still live. I am not i: 
hell, neither yet in heaven, but' am 
content to do the work for which, i 
am best fitted. I work in my own 
way, as formerly; that is, 1 do battle 
with error wherever I find it, and 
thousands of spiritual beings come tv 
hear me lecture here iu this great 
spiritual hall. I cannot write, nor 
talk,zthrough another, just as I would 
it we were io-meet face to face. 1 
am just as eager to put out the fires 
of hell as'l ever was. There is no 
hell. There is no devil except the 
one conjured up by ignorance, and 
I cannot find a personal God. I have 
tried hard, my friends, but he is not 
visible, and the old idea of heaven 
must go by the board. I haven't any 
harp; and should not know how to 
play it if I had; and 1 am minus the 
golden crown; it would be too heavy 
and burdensome; for my head. Shout 
a little, I do, sometimos, -when I am 
very earnest trying to break up the 
crust of ignorance; and I don’t preach 
salvation through the blood of an in
nocent person, it’s out of date. It’s 
gone by. Oh, no; not quite, I, am 
sorry to say. I wish I could make 
every mat;, woman and child on the 
earth happy; |md' would if I had the 
power; I meet with- better success

Steamer Manchuria, en route to China,
tí ■!! ■ ' ____________

holy horror. Would not the worijB 
of the man, whom they call Jesus 
the Christ, aptly apply to .them? 
‘Scribes, and Pharisees, Hypocrites!* here In the spiritual world, for splr- 
Nothlng is hidden from our aplrltuM |ts> knowing thqi they really live after 

We, ^now‘ nothing, nb death, and finding things not as they 
nothing; wlte^VOr' WP jWiah to put Bupnosed, are more, ready to accept 
ourselves en rapport with any. person the truth. Now these are a few 
yet in the mortal. .... , . straight truths, are they not, my

"How long do. you think this state friends?" ’ •

ing qpun the earth. I have discovered 
that'eras or epochs naturally run for 
abput two thousand years of earth’s 
lime. I arrived .to- that conclusion 
even before coming -to this life. I 
found it marked on almost, everything, 
and my wife, as you know, being a 
sensitive and- ■ great psychometric, 
read it in almost everything that was 
placed within her hands for a psy
chometric examination.” ,

“Well," said my father, “I know it 
to be triie, for having been here

'the great agnostic,' for he ls dead; 
but Robert G. Ingersoll lives in .his 
place, and , these truths are w.orthy 
of Roliert. Now'. Bome will ask:. ‘Mr. 
Ingersoll, how can we be happy? • Tell 
us how, for we are, the most ot ub, 
vej'V miserable and unhappy.’ Let me 
tell you: Yes, I will tell you. Truth 
will make you happy, and error will 
make you miserable. Let go of old 
error—let him go. He’s an ugly 
beast, seamed and scarred all over,

, .. ■ - , , . and red with the gore, of humanity,
longer than any of you, I have met- Friends, do you-ever think what kind 
and conversed with very ancient splr- of a God that'must he, who would 
its who were deeply learned when on require the shedding of'the blood of 
earth, and are now within higher wls-. jj|S onJy begotten Son to appease his 
dom spheres; and they have, one-and wrath’ • 
alL told me the same truth. It takes ’- . . ~ ; —---------- .---- - “Ministers of the so-calldd gospel,
nearly two thohsand years of-earth 8 that you are continually preaching to 
time for the souls of men, who have ^e world, do you, one and all, ever 
passed into the spiritual spheres dur- get B0 Ina(i an^ wrathful that to have 
ing that tline, to become wise enough your, dear, little, Innocent eon nailed 
to draw, the material world'up after to the cross, while still alive, whilst 
them, and tho.se very far advanced. yoa watched the child’s agony and 
in wisdom cannot break through the lingering death," would be the only 
crust of dense ignorance at once, thing that would please you and mahe 
Ignorance must come forth from its you feQi good with yourself once 
shell hy gradual growth and devel-» more? Look at your bright-eyed,’ 
opment, to meet wisdom half way. red-cheeked little boys, bne and- all/ 
.Wise angels can,Help and in a, meas- aud .then answer, me faithfully and 
ure lead; but all growth must come woum you "like it even If you 
by-actual experience before truth and icnew that they would still live as

: spirits? Is ‘your God, then, such a
Peters ilea, said Ingersoll, bloodthirsty : monster that.., he can 

they say, down below, that I' have _BmUe and be ’ appealed; in other’ 
.never given anything through, a me- words, become good-natured, ■ for 'a 
dium worthy , the, great agnostic, while at: ? least, by witnessing the 
W.elJ, you tell them from me, through, blood-sweating agony 'of his beloved 
your wife, that the ‘great agnostic’ ¿on? ■ ' ' - -
died; he exists no longer; there js 1 "Petersilea, such a God Is top hor
no such being in spirit life as tlie rible even to think,about; and Chris- 
great agnostic. Infidel Bob is. dpad, (Jans become lilte tho kind of god they 
SL8 Ji?1? .°a‘er ,t?,gemb6r have made for themselves—the kind
,w!th that ‘filthy little atheist’, Tom of god they worship”, * ■

My bear ikiends and Readers of 
The Progressive Thinksr:—Some time : 
has elapsed : »nd many thousands of 
miles traveled since I lust wrote a 
few linés to' you, but hardly a day 
has passed that my thoughts did not 
wander to America and my good peo
ple there. . .

Leaving San Francisco October 9, 
via steamer Siberia, I enjoyed a most 
delightful trip, the first stop being 
Honolulu.- Hero we found everything 
that lends-charm to-a tropical country, 
and one is at once impressed with the 
beautiful climate, quaint streets, 
buildings* etc., yet on all sides are 
signs of American thrift and inge
nuity, and one naturally feels a pride 
on seeing, the Hawaiian and American , 
flag floating side by side. .
' The brown people are very affable 

and kind . to. visitors, and one feels 
quite at home among them.

Sùgar is ràlseìTIn abundance; the 
banana, trees cover acres of ground, 
and palm and cocoanut trees tower 
skyward to great height,

: The serf-rldlug at this place Is de
lightfully ,‘attractive as a sport, and 
most tourists .avail themselves of the 
pleasure of. seeing and indulging in 
thesame. . . , •

Another,-very attractive feature is” 
the flower venders with their "I^eiB” 
made of carnations picked from the 
stems and, strùng on threads of va
rious lengths and worn around the 
neck as we wear boas, They are also 
worn on1 the ' hats of both men and 
women, ap/i are presented as emblems' 
of gmod lpck to departing friends.

■ Ohe óf thè' most Interesting feat
ures during my stay in this.beautiful 
island,city, was à visit, by invitation, 
to'the little palace of a ‘lady in wait
ing" to tbe ejf-queen. In listening 
to-her many and very.interesting and 
.touching reminiscences and noting her 
love and devotion, to the royal family, 
I almost wished, tor her sake, they 
again could be In power, and yet my 
better judgment led me to feel .it 
Is well the American hand is there.

I must pass on to the time of leav
ing thjs beautiful place, but cannot 
forget thé qweet spirit of those- na
tives as thfey sang Aloha-Aloe—their; 
parting , song, which Ami written by

the most perfect assemblage of 
shrines in the whole world. The tem
ples are open dally from 8 a. m. to 
4 p. m., and all visitors must remove 
their boots at the entrance of the main 
shrines.

Man-gwan-ji or San-lutsu-do, the 
hall of the three gilded Buddhas is 
an interesting place to visit. On the 
left side of San-lutsu-do Is the Bell, 
Turret on which the hours are struck 
daily. Close by is £ pillar, called 
“Sorin-to," erected in 1643 for the 
sake, it is said, of averting evil in
fluences. It consists of a cylindrical 
column 42 feet high, of a black color.

The wonderful Sacred Bÿdge spans 
the river “Dalya” at this'place. It 
was built in 1638 and is always closed 
to persons except the Imperial family. 
The legend in connection with it is 
too long for me to relate here.

Another very interesting . city is 
Tokio,' the home of the Emperor. I 
was there at the time of his majesty’s 
68th birthday—the only day- In the 
year -which he shows himself to his 
people, Being an invited guest to the 
military review held that day, I .was 
In excellent position to'view the en
tire parade and note the tremendous 
force qf the Japanese army, as fifty 

’thousand soldiers passed before me. 
Their entire movement was like clock
work. Several torn and ragged hags, 
relics of the late War with Russia, 
were carried with pride by valiant 
soldiers) Japan is steadily increas
ing her army. Yet, I'feel America 
need not fear her. The country is

Her hair turned white in a single 
night from fear of a^weird experience 
is the terrible experience of Mr®. John 
Martin, 422 South East Sixth street, 
Des Moines, Iowa. A few'weeks ago 
her husband, an old seldler, died un
der mysterious circumstances. He 
was found in a pool of his own blood 
locked in a room, the floor of whfih 
was strewn with broken bottles. The 
family Immediately moved from the 
place. Thk wife has occupied a new 
home alone, but has heard strange 
noises and attributed them to rats. 
She has been in constant fear her 
husband would haunt her. A few 
nights ago she says he came to her 
bed, cursed her, threw the covers from 
her bed and dragged her to the floor 
by her bare ankles. As he disap
peared she said the house shook with 
a demoniacal laughter, Without wait
ing to dress she rushed from the 
house and ran several blocks to the 
home of her son. The woman is 60 
year old.—Burlington (Iowa) Hawk 
Eye, Dec. 10. ’
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Denton, “is that we all agree that we 
like the ethereal world.” “We do,” 
was the answer in chorus. “And, 
having passed the first portals of that 
which men call death, we now believe 
ourselves to be deathless, or immor
tal.” “Yes,” came InTesponse. “Gen
tlemen, we are now seated here, two 
and two; and-that makes four, I be
lieve,’-’ he said smilingly. “Two of 
us, before we passed into this life, 
did not believe in immortality; and- 
two ot us believed in It most en-

ashes. How can a living spirit give 
anything worthy of nn agnostic—’a 
great agnostic,' a great I don’t know? 
I can't tell them now,-that I don't 
know, for I do know. I know that 
I am a living spirit or soul, call it 
which ,one will; but my agnostic 
brothers won't believe me now, any 
more than my Christian brothers 
would believe me when with them in 
the material form. When 1 tell these 
brothers that Robert G. Ingersoll still 
lives, they do not believe it, and my 
Christian brothers think I still live, 
but confined in a horrible hole, where 
the worm dieth not and the fire Is

at the root of the tree: Any man, 
with ordinary-sized brain, who can 
get up in the pulpit and preach such 
benighted paganism—paganism, did I 
say? No; the pagans-are not guilty 
of such atrocious ideas. Any man, I 
repeat, who can do this, will have 
an immense account to settle when be
gets here. Think of the tender
hearted women, the sweet little girls, 
the brave-hearted boys and young 
men, who hear these things sabbath 
after sabbath until their reasoning 
powers become stultified. They are 
told again and again that it is sinful 
to reason on these subjects at all; 
they must swallow all that is told

— - --- —- —r — them, like good children, for if they 
- . . .. Petersilea, ask use their reason, they are threatened 

them about .that worm. Please ask with that awful place where the worm 
them if they believe worms to be Im-- ateth not and the fire is not quenched, 
mortal? Poor worms. Are they sent cm all other subjects, except religion, 
to hell also? What sin did they com- - . .. ■

divines about it. They ought to know, 
if I did not.”

“I will do so, Ingersoll—that is, 
if I can control my wife to write it, 
and Editor Francis to publish it.”

“Really, Denton,” continued Rob
ert, "they don’t find as much fault 
with you as they have, and still do,, 
with me. Perhaps they think that 
which you are able, to give is more 

’ worthy of you." Denton laughed.
“But the Catholics, and other Chris- 

■ tians, have had my soul roasting, to
: gether with the worms, all these years 
1 since I departed from their midst. 
■ Can dense ignorance and hypocrisy go 
■ any farther?”, 
' "Now, if I go on,” said Ingersoll, 
; “and tell- item about this world, as 
! far as I bate. progressed in it, not 
> one of the Christians or agnostics will 
I- believe me. A few Spiritualists may;

thusiastlcally.” “True.” “Our good 
friend, Denton, here, and our musical 
friend, Carlyle Petersilea, never 
doubted Immortality, while my hon
ored friend, Franz Petersilea, and 
myself, were unbelievers, or, I may 
say, later in earthly life we became 
agnostics, or, that is, wd admitted 
that we did not know. Now, gentle
men, we all agree that we do know; 
for If one finds-himself living, after 
the death of the mortal body, he can
not help but. know that he lives. 
Thus far, then, we all agree; and we 
fill like the ethereal world; we also 

- find ourselves to be the same men we 
were before we left that other world: 
we love the same things, have the 
same aspirations. We find Ourselves, 
Denton, Petersilea, and Ingersoll, just 
as formerly.” “True.” “We all love 
TRUTH, and hate ERROR”—"And,” 
interposed Denton, “the moment we 
find ourselves in error, oh any sub
ject, we drop that error as ‘quickly 
as possible. Is that not so, friend 
Franz?" '■ . , ■

“It surely has been so in my case,” 
answered my father. "If all men, 
yet living in the mortal, were to drop 
all error, immediately they perceived 

’ it, the earthly world would become 
almost an earthly paradise.”

"Suppose,” said Denton, "that all

salvation would totter and fall. Of 
course, thousands are coming out 
from beneath such bondage, and the 
new dispensation, or era, is dawning. 
Some of the clergy are even brave 
enough to throw-off the yoke.”

‘Well, Robert, you blaze away; set 
fire to old error and destroy R as 
soon as possible; help to break the 
yokes from around the necks ot the" 
people, while I.will take the torch 
and relight the fires of pure reason. 
You know we have worked together, 
like brothers, for a long time; al
though the earthly world has not 
recognized it. You arrived here first, 
Robert, but I was not long behind in 
coming; and here we are now, hand 
In hand, as brothers should be.”

“Ah!” sighed Ingersoll. “I wish 
every man, woman, and qjilld' would 
read the.book entitled ‘Philip Car- 
lislle;' they would then understand 
somewhat the relation we hold to 
each other. I read the book before

constantly met with the cry Of: 'Why „„„„ ,v BUipllBBO BUH more now. 
xdoesn t Ingersoll come and give some-. <But you, my friend Franz, had some
thing worthy of him?’ What shall thing to do with the writing of that' 
I give them, brother? ■ What shall I book?” ... ■

j . “I had very, much to do with It,”
That reminds me, I said, of the replied-my father. “The old hermit 

last Recital I ever gave on earth, was a great uncle of Carlyle’s, on his 
After playing seven of the grandest ’ - ’ -------
sonatas that Beethoven .ever com
posed, and playing them as Beethoven 
himself would have been delighted to 
hear, I overheard a young lady in the 
audience remark that my playing did 
not seem very wonderful. to her.. It 
ail sounded alike. She could not tell 
one thing from another. -Nd, khe 
could not That was very true, for 
she was densely Ignorant of all music 
except the most simple and childish 
airs, a few negro melodies, together 
With. a little rag-flnm find dance 
music. If I had played such es she

mother's side, and Phillpla of Phlllstla 
was an ancient ^ancestor of the old 
hermit's and of Carlyle’s, we three,, 
together as spirits controlling, wrote , 
that book, more especially for your 
'benefit, my dear colonel. Well, sir, 
wp were obliged to hew-you down, 
as you see, and as we tried to make 
you understand in that veiled proph
ecy; for when your- shade began, to 
be too’ heavy, we thought It best , to 
transport you to new ahd .broader 
fields of action* leading 'the great ag
nostic’ to perish as he ought, the doh’t 
know to become the! do know.”.

understood, she would have applauded "O, I was sure .the prophecy would 
vigorously. Ah! Robert; ;we often, would prove»true, when I read It I 
have to lower our attainment« to that understand it perfectly, veiled though 
which the material world in general it was. And now, Carlyle, we again 
c^n winilirehend.’’^ . . strike hands, as brothers, for I can
- WelLsfluppose then, you cause to never more preach non-immortality; 
be written a.few unvarnished truths, but I must still work away at old 
like the fallowing: ‘I, Robert G. error, and destroy him If possible.” 
lagown, still live,--mpya,, and..have . ."Yes, that 1« the great work yotl 
my being, .Whereas I once did*not have been chosen to perforin; and

their nueem on giving up her throne. 
' Ab the shiu nidved o'n. falnt echoes 

of thefr,«oft,s fewest Voices reached our 
ears, 'p^id ■ all . the world seemed 
bllghter andibetter to those who were , 
ocean-lound.^'. ■

^October. 29:drew us near the Em
pire of rthe Piping Sun, and by eleven 
o’clock-the snip had passed quaran
tine’ aHd seveh hundred healthy and 
happysp.eopiq were' landed in Yoko
hama.', , .n ' -

'One canndi do justice to Japan in 
a short; Artlcto. The little yellow fel
lows Me/a-irteat people, and it is 
ipdeea a wonderful nation, and a cele
brated* wrltef'has rightly said: “Japan 
is, abovh all,rthe'country of contrasts. 
)t is from this, fact alone, the country 
of'ttie infinitely little, and of the in
finitely7 chartnihg creatures, little-' 
trees, Jittle houses, a kind ot lilll- 
putian poetry 1b developed by these 
things, which great' artists lave un

' derstood,” and I would add of little 
' children, for it seems to merthere was 
a child to every square inch. Most 
every woman has a baby fastened on 
her »back and hundreds of children 
from 4 to 14 years of age can be 
seen daily with their baby brother or 
sister on their bacltB. I saw four lit
tle boys,tall thusly-decorated, playing 
ball. The children all seem happy, 
are very kindly treated by Uaelr par
ents, ^enjoy visiting out and looking 
at foreigners,' and, as a whole, the 
pedple are very friendly, yet at the 
same time shrewd.

In dealing with travelers they show 
the commercial spirit to a great ex
tent, know full well How to over
charge, and often show their littleness 
In various ways.

One must take plenty of time in 
dealing with them, and the American 
spirit of paying the first price, there
by saving time, would soon empty 
one’s pocket. The shopkeepers of 
Japan expect to spend fro mone-half 
to an hour in making a bargain.

Next in numbers to children, which 
I have seen comes temples and 
shrines, seems to me there is a god 
for every moment in the day and 
double the number for the night. 
There's the god of mercy, of good 
luck, of ^bunder, lightning and rain, 
of health and of everything, imagin
able. Buddhism and the Shinto re
ligions prevail, the temples being 
either one .of -the two,«or mixed, each 
being designated by ita own peculiar 
gate dr entrqnce- The Buddhists on 
entering their temples clap their 
hands three ’.times, pull a rope there
by rlnglng,a.gong, to draw their god’s 
attention, utters his prater, claps his 
hands twite, "and . goes on. The 
Shinto does about the same minus the 
sounding of , the gong. Thousands 
visit temples daily but the younger 
and more* enlightened people are 
looking for a-new religion. '

The majority believe in the arisen 
spirits of their ancestors. ..Many tem
ple grounds;are filled with pigeons 
which’ are very tame, as they a^e 
never :®tolested, due to the. existing 
belief that they may be inhabited or 
controlled bjUthe spirits of! the dead. 
I have also seen some roosters which 
were called sacred, and 'they very 
much Ibsemffidd any old barnyard 
fowl. ' ’ t ■

I mflfit ’ndt ‘tarry longer on their 
religlofi#, tnoife than to say there are 
signs. ¿fed Wfcs of- antiquity every
where. Millions of dollars have been 
spent itfOuiiiaing and supporting tem
ples, but the’most beautiful of all. 
can"be seen at Nikko. Sorry I have 
not tim’d i or'.space to describe all the 
beauty herejistor Nikko Is a double 
glory—*i.glogyrdf Nature and a glory 
ofvart Mountains, cascades, monu- 
mentalfiforestofrees have always stood 
there. - The mausoleum of the lllus- 
trloiis Shogun1 leyasu, founder of the 
Tokugawa dynasty, and of his famous 
grandson lemitsu were added to these 
In the 17th century. Japanese wood 
carving and painting on wood then 
being at their zenith, the result was

too poor to consider war at present
I do not think England wpuld favor 
Japan entering into war with Amer
ica. I feel Japan does not care to 
lose traffic with the Pacific coast, etc.

If all the children'were grown, 
Japan would have an army strong 
enough to fight the world, but I hope 
ere that time comes all thoughts of 
war will have passed from the minds 
of all peoples of the earth*

In seeing so many beautiful sights 
in the Orient my thoughts wandered 
to the. poor and suffering, and I de
sired to see how they were cared for, 
hands visited hospitals, deaf, ddmb 
and blind asylums, and am well 
pleased with the care taken of these 
unfortunate people, and the thorough 
cleanliness of their surroundings. In 
speaking comforting words to them, 
I not only felt their thought-waves 

.of thankfulness but on many occasions 
saw tears fall from their poor eyes. 
. While in Kyoto I visited the young 
girls’ high school which is under the 
supervision of Prof. K. Tashlnla, and 
great credit is due this gentleman and 
his corps of assistants for their pro
ficiency. I was much pleased and sur
prised by the advancement of these 
girls, 250 In number. Three young 
ladles favored me with music on the 
violin and among othqr selections 
rendered our national hymn. Oh! 
how it thrilled me. How small the 
world seemed-after all, and how near 
we were to each other. They then 
rendered their own national hymn, 
the entire school rising to their feet, 
and joined in singing. I was then 
presented with some natural and some 
artificial flowers, the latter ujade by 
the pupils, and so beautiful I thought 
the roses natural. This amused the 
young ladies very much indeed, and 
all marched out into the yard where 
I had the privilege of taking their 
pictures. All this drew splendid in
spiration to me as I responded to 
their kindness by a short speech 
which was received with almost sacred 
enthusiasm.

I am sorry to say, that on account 
of the schedule of the ship on which 
I was to sail, I was unable to attend 
the Emperor's garden party.

This is- Indeed a very select affair, 
and as many declared an honor to 
be greatly appreciated and never for
gotten, and as one gentleman said 
“would pay one to stay six'years for,” 
but we Americans don't covet honor 
that way.

I cannot mention all the places I 
have visited, nor give full detail, but 
must say I have been royally treated 
wherever I have been, and at some 
future time hope to tell you of the 
women of Japan, their homes, and 
some of the characteristics of the peo
ple in general. I will say I have 
proved a good sailor, not at all sea
sick, never felt better in my life; 
tipped the scale.this morning at 180 
pounds. Spent most of the time on 
deck, conversing with congenial peo
ple, playing games, or lazily stretched 
out in my lounge chair with mind 
abstracted from the thoughts and 
cares, which dwell on land and do not 
travel by sea, lost‘in sweet remem
brance of blessings which are mine 
and sending good wishes to. fill .the 
world.

Wishing you all a Merry Christmas 
and Hhppy New Year, yours far Truth 
and Progress,

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

The Mother-Love Home of Los Ange
les. Cal.

Some philanthropic women, M. 
Elizabeth Blackiston, 315 N. Bunker 
Hill; Helen Howard Philbrick, 467 
Ulysses Street, and Teressa Gesner 
and others, of Los Angeles, Cal., are 
working beyond their strength to es
tablish "The Mother-Love Home;” 
and at no period in the history of 
the world has there been a more 
urgent call for just this kind of a 
home. It is to be non-polltlcal, non
sectarian, and based on scientific, not 
silly, emotional principles. It is to 
be set up, for one thing among many, 
as a beacon light before the unfortu
nate and grievously misused girls 
soon to become mothers. In this 
blessed home the children will not be 
called by the lying names "illegiti
mate" or “bastard;” nor the-poor, 
suffering, abused mothers “outcasts” 
of “abandoned” women. They may, 
perhaps for the first times in their 
lives, either at “home” or among 
strangers, hear kind words spoken to 
them. '

Something must be done, and that 
very soon. The rapid and appalling 
Increase in abortions, everywhere in 
the United States, has not only at
tracted the attention of physicians, 
but Anthropologists, ’ writers on 
Eugenics, Economics, and the future 
of the nation and the race. Now, 
hundreds, yes thousands, of young 
women, when they find that they have 
been betrayed by fiendish men, would 
not call In a professional abortionist 
and pay all they have in fees, to kill 
the'coming child, if they knew there 
was a loving home open to them, a 
refuge in the time of storm, where 
their babies could be born and lov
ingly educated, and they not be in
sulted by “whited sepulchers”—the 
blatant hypocrites of that spawn of 
perdition “modern society.” These 
hiss at women better than themselves, 
and whisper with serpent lips, “ille
gitimate child;” “born out of wed
lock;” "social outcast;” "born of 
fallen women;" "not respectable,” 
and similar vile epithets. With the 
reeking revelations of xantics of the 
400 at Newport, and the sickening ex
posures o^ the rotten aristocracy of 
London and Berlin, just published, 
the slanderous are completely si
lenced.. ‘

The good and merciful of both sexes 
ought to come to the aid of the 
founders of this grand society, with 
money, and build the beautiful home 
planned, with its wonderful self-sup
porting features, industrial training 
in house, garden and child-education, 
and DO IT NOW. Facts are in my 
possession which prove the immediate 
necessity of such an asylum in the 
“City of Angels,” where many young 
women are suffering untold agonies, 
hovering between the clutches of the 
abortionist and almshouses, only to 
be discharged later into worse, if pos
sible. These suffering girls are they 
who are “rejected of men;” and in
credible to relate, by many thought
less women—the very ones who ought 
to be their friends. The Inquisition 
In the Dark Ages never afflicted more 
appalling pain than does modern pru
rient society upon these troubled girls, 
its helpless victims. All Hail the good 
Mother-love Home! Its very name of 
pity, natural love and mercy ought 
to draw thousands of supporters from- 
the sympathetic, the good, the pure 
and- true women of all southern 
California. . ,

PROF. EDGAR L. LARKIN.
. Lowe Observatory, Echo Mt.,

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” 
new edition comprising in onp

“THE TRUTH SEEKER.”

. I have .been a reader of The Truth 
Seeker, published in New York, and 
I want to say it is worthy of its 
name—a truth seeker, truth finder, 
and teacher of the. most important 
truths, such aS the world is-ln need 
of.- It seeks to promote the welfare 
of humanity and is doing a great 
work fi) that line. Its purpose is'to 
destroy false religion, to release the 
subjects from bondage to soul-cramp
ing creeds' and give them -knowledge 
of the truth to supplant error, igno
rance, superstition. .

The Truth Seeker is in agreement 
with the principles and philosophy of 
Spiritualism in many particulars. Its 
literature Is interesting reading for 
progressive thinkers who«an get free 
sample copies bx ordering ’ of The 
Truth Seeker Company, New York 
City, N. Y. . A. H. NICHOLAS.

Summerland; Cal. . .

। "How to Train Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position, that In n?any.cases it is 
the parents that need - the training 
more than the children, and advises 
parent« to look to themselves.. Twen
ty-five cents could not be better spent 
than in buying the book. Anyone 
that :has the care of children should 
redd it. Price 85 oents.

Nothing equals a good book as a 
gift; It Is better than gold or dla- ’ 
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live iu 
tlie memory. The following hooks 
will make beautiful us well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferlugs." A choice collection of po
ems on everyday subjects, by Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price »1.00. ’

“From Soul to Soni.” Poems of 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle.' Price 
»1.00.

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
»1.00. ,

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Pflce »1.00 each: “Poems of Pas
sion,” "Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
ot Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems.” She is one of the 
grandest poets of the present age,

“Around the Year." A- .birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler-Wil-' 
cox, with half-tone illustratlonsjire- 
facing each month of the year. Price 
»1.00.

"Mary Anne Carew." Written unde^ 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
Price »1.00.

“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor.” A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the Subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, »1.12. . ;

“The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. -Told
in a sensible, practical way, 
I. K. Funk. Price $'1.00.

“Universal Spiritualism.” 
a view of Spiritualism from 
Best time, and in all nations. 
J. Colville. Price »1,00.

“The .Pathway of the Human Spir
it." Ca'n it leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 76 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical-Life of Ours,” '-Se
lections from the writings ' of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price »1.10.

"What All the World's A-Seeking.
By Ralph Waldo Trine* Price »1.25 

’ “In Tune with the Infinite.” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au- / 

' thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo-
Trine. Price »1.25. . . .

“Man Visible aud Invisible.'.* By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
colored Illustrations of the’Aura of 
the Human Body as seen by’a Clair
voyant. Price »2.50.

“Tile Other Side of Death." ' Treat
ing of Life, Death and Iipntortalitj 
By Ç. W. Leadbeater. Price »1.50.

"Some Glimpses of Occultism, An 
clent and Modern.” By C. W. Lead
beater. Price »1.50.

“Psychic Light, or Continuity of; 
Law and Life.” By Maud Lo 1 
Drake. Price »1.50. «

‘.‘Continuity of Life a Cosn 
Truth." A powerful argument al* 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Loo 
wood. Price-»1.00. /

“In the World Celestial.” A Spçr- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Blahd, 
Price »1.00. i
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

“The Warfare of Science With The, 
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about-908 
pages are indispensable to the student 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price »5.00.

"The Bible." By John E. Rems
burg. Its authenticity, credibility
and morality. A large book
$1.25.

“Six 
John E. 

’for boys

Historic Americans.” 
Remsburg. Just the- 
and girls. Price $1.25

By 
book

‘The Evolution of Man.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price »1.00; postage 20c

Germs of Mind in Plants

Cal.

A 
vol-

ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which is added part five, 
also a number the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil.Between Us," and its "Com
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents. 
Boards,50 cents.

"The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet Price, 15 cents.

-- -

By K. H. I rance, Translated by A. M. 
’ Simeus.—Cloth, illustrated,

50 Cents.
A cardinal point in the philosophi 

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe 
governed by laws of Its own thaf have 
no particular connection with ’physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained tort 
modify their movements for their owd 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book; 
In so charming and entertaining 
style that the reader is carried ¿long 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

MOLLIE FANCHER
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facta tn the Ufoot 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable test», 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dailey: 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. 81.50.

RHEUMATISM CURED

, M1NNESTOLA, - -
. . , . - H. D C. MILLS'

Opposlt«St>'JO«epfr SaftHarlgm -and Bath JHouii. y ML’Climmina, MlcK



THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and ihre». By Lilian Whiting. 

. Three choke volumes, each com - to In Itself, 
In which spirituality is related to rvyday life 
la such a way u to maze the world beautiful 
niMkOI-OOeach.

THE PRÓ0F Bssnns THINKERUseemLer 28, 1907.

ANKA EVA FAY. AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.

iMtRoston publisher a. book op »‘The

Books for the Holidays

THE MOST PRECOCIOUS BOY.

Farmer’

FATE MASTERED.

And

hear and-not understand, lest at any

LIFE’S PROGRESSION,

T. W. R.

» ■A *t

S>?» H. V. Sweringeu .Believes That 
. ®.t Times She Gives Genuine Spirit 
k, Manifestations.

of Jesus.
Melrose; Mass.

w Psychteal Phenomena of Spiritualism, 
[ Fraudulent and Genuine,” by one ! 

: Hereward Carrington, member of the

Aurlculir Contusion In Australia, America, and 
Franco.

A-Few Remarks in Reference to the 
, Same.

So in shouting and ;in laughing let us 
■ - listen-for the groans,.....

That; come-floating to our-spirits in 
tho silent'undertones.

■Let us fill some aching bosom with a 
• wave ’of pleasure here, -

As another gladsome Chrlstmas’ln Its 
glory drhweth near.-- ;•

Let us bid. the; snow a welcome -With 
.a heart and conscience''free,' 

When we know, misfortune’s victims 
can smile up In very glee.

.When-the hungry hordeof poverty 
well fed have'goad their way, ~ 

Let us shout In perfect candor "All 
Hail the Christmas day!”

, HR. T. WILKINS.

CHAPTER XII.A .Chapter for the Consideration of Legiilator^Hn»« 
baadi and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question hl» Penitent 
-Bent Post-paid. Price. 91.00.

“There Is go death; there are no 
dead.”

These words stand out on the cover 
of Edward 0. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
woiW, and' through all of its pages 
runs this challenge-to- those whose 
ideas of God. of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given. him from the living 
friends-passed to the. Ute beyond. 
Price $1.60.

^Th&re has recently been issued by rfhe Basis of Many Mediumistlc Experiences- 
lY MAfiEnn llltKHcltAv a hnnl- ■ <->»•> i'TIin 1 • ' •

If. one-half the world were ’Conscious 
■ of.the other’s misery, ■; ?

What a sad and gloomy planet -would 
. this earth forever be; •--< 

How-little. joy and.-pleasure ¡¡would 
there be if each could know, 

Another’s pang- of Borrow,- au^ an- 
dther's depth of woo.

Destiny Fulfilled. By W. J. 
Colville.

"The Religion ot Cheerfulnens.” 
By Sara1 Ai Hubbkrd. An excellent 
book for the culture of health . «nd 
spirituality. None can read It 'irlth- 
out pleasure and profit, ■ Price 60 c.

“The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation," by Dr., J. M. 
PeebleB.? -Dedicated to Preachers, 
MiBBlonarles and - Church Members. 
Trios, 88 cents. >__

> -7

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
-AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is ■ most valuable book. It comes from nn "Ex* 
Prlost, whoso character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what he Is t&lklug about, hvoryliody should 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap* 
(ere:

CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before tbo Surrender of Womanly Sett* 

respect In tbo Confessional.
t CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confesslou a Deep Pit of Perdliloufor the 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

„ CHAPTER IV.
How tue Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The hlgbly*educatcd aud refined Woman In the Con- 
feMionai—Wbat becomes of her after uneunditlon* 
at surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.Auricular Contention destrors all the Sacred Ties of 
Marrlago and Human SoUely.

' CHAPTER VII. .
Should Auricular Coafessloo be tolerated among Civil« 

Uod Notions?

i A Conspiracy Against theRepublie 
| By Charles B. Waite. A. M., author of “History 

of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paper. 25 cents.

A. Critical nalysis of a Very 
Interesting Subject.London and American Societies for 

■ Psychical Research. •
it seems to be made-up principally

k of quotations from all the books ex- 1 , ,• i •„ ■ : i
posing (?) Spiritualism, issued since bpint control over a medium, and hypnotism, arç both mtei- 

’ th« tiajs oCthe Fox sisters; - books lectual science.- Hypnotism is a slight illustration of spirits’
Which, at the time of their publica- i ■ i vr. t l i -x- ’x -tion, were confidently expected to psychical ability. . Just as a hypnotist^ can control a proper
“kin” Spiritualism. . subject by mental suggestion, to involuntary action, so spirits

’. thè“pheiiomena pÎodtced “"bT MiS odiums to involuntary action. - I have involun-
'Auna Eva Fay. explaining them ail, tauly written under spirit control without knowing what 1

and Utters

WIFE'S SPIRIT»

Of course, on the fraudulent hypothe- was writing, therefore I know that is possible. . ‘
; KiBwtmy purposi to defend Miss ïlie spirits ; in spiritual realms do not communicate in the 

Fay as being in ail respects a genuine English, Hebrew or Chinese language, but they communicate 
’ eu*ltlcs® a“y trlcke‘r- psychically; and in describing a map or a eity, etc., they do

| with her, which cannot Ue explained, not use the hundreds and thousands of words, but they ae-
upon the theory of fraud in my opin- scribe, them by thought- transference. of emblematic thought

L «““explained, im Xia do me a^ eat whièh the psychically literate instantly
' kindness to illustrate the trick. understand in Retail,

' LDur,lnv a."w k 8 en^gement ln the thought transference of emblematic thought forms is explic
it The MarsonicdyTempie,WiyeaUende°d Hty illustrated in the vision in which the devil showed Jesus 

> geverai of her performances. Que all the kingdoms of the world'a■ mojùçnt of time, as is 're- 
I "¡mS S ***» Lfe «»H not baye dm w W
¡¿four prescription blanks, folded each other way but by thought transference. (There is no :Qrtho- 

me separately, and placed them ail ¿ox devil, hence the reader may Understand that the devil fe- 
i TO nothinTeise.0“ while'near1- ferred to -was one of thé many proud, unrighteous spirits wl«) 
’g the Temple i concluded that one have ^cqtjired much knowledge by psychical communication 

^tesT^rmT ümrfou^^ control, but who have haughtily sidestepped
confusing in somb way, and i accord- sociality and self-control, which class ofspirits are the authors
ingly took out from my pocket three of witchcraft. J • ' ':
fre&nteon ‘thT ground, without Spirits fire immaterial beings, therefore when mediums un
knowing which one of the four i had der spirit control sense specters that appear like material -hu- 

i man beings, they are addressed by the controlling spirit in the
a seat in the rear of-a large audi- psychical language or thought transference; but few mediums, 

! enee, The prescription blank with the in tlieif physically illiterate state, comprehend, that such vis- 
I ions are descriptive thought forms, but imagine-they saw liv-
! head being covered) that: “À gen- ing spirits, though the specters may have been emblematic of 
I tieman in the back of'the audience hì;h i;vino- ' ” ’ \Ì has a question written on a prescrip- P T, ... i »„fai i.k.r«
/ tion blank, in his right vest pocket” I Here scores- of-.mediums will object, and insist they have 
i (wording the question and giving the seen many spirits with material bodies, and ^now they were- 
' whtehrqu“uoni had^esm^ed dfatii not fought forms >t material realities. . . .

- hearing her answer to it, which-was I do not mean to question the sincerity of earnest mediums 
most satisfactory, complete and amaz- wj10 they have keen many ’spirits with material bodies; 
ln Now, i would Hite Mr. Carrington, nevertheless I am convinced they only? sensed thought forms,.

i or any other expert fraud detective, I have also sefised many apparently material, spirits,-but I have

, non was produced by fraud or trick; visionai, i ~ . ? .• ■ ’ L- \ ' < ’ / ■ - -
a the circumstances being exactly as i On ‘one occasion an apparenfly. material spirit appeared be- 
h ha^e rXteSdnthiB-ex^riencé’‘ truth- fore which sèéme^ thinking of the.

fully,, and i sqreiy could have no ob- fact that the, man had passed to spirit life séyéral years before; 
fratd 'iandr1m^k°^Wnot I immediately offered to shake hands with Jrim, and-when I 
considered for an instant in this in-J grasped for his Land I could. i|o.t feel anything, but could pass 
stance, because there is absolutely no my hand back and forth through his, just as if passing through 

shadow, and while I stood confouiided' .as the reader may 
have been deceived, as thousands win suppose, the apparent man turned arid walked away a few 
^nowCthe0ndeced^ion^OUld ela<110 P8®®8 and: disappeared.! After reasonable meditation Lam bon- 

n«w 6 eH.P v,n SWERINGEN. - vinced-J-did«.not^.e a spirit, but Lònly sensed an eihbleihatic 
^rt;Wayrie, ind. thought .form which“was mentally, transferred to me by a spirit

____  _____* whose educated controlling ability is-proven by the fact that
►¿jf saves ms life, py sense of seeing .was under complete control without the.
" A ------- 1 least effect on my sen^e of feeling. If my controlling spirit

Apparitkjn Appears to New Jersey W0UJliave hypnotically suggested that I was feeling its
Farmer and utters Words of thought-formed spirit’s hand, then my sense-bf feeling would

. It !■■»*» f“’ «“S frits t» «Uow mediums to 
for Hhn imagine they see or experience what they really do not, be-

_ ___ cause just as it is impossible for ?j hypnotist ■ to prompt ' his
’ \ That a whispered warning in the subject without fabled suggestions in a positive attitude, so
; &Vhimto-d^ it is impossible for invisible spirits to prompt a medium?with-
■ sinatión is the belief of Charles Henry out gabled suggestions m a-positive attitude; in either, case.

Durand, a farmer living in the hills nie Onerator must attract the undivided unresisting attention 
near Caldwell, N. J. His strange „ 1 . .
story is being used as a clew by the OI tll^ SUDjeCt. . .. . . . ' , . „■
authorities. Durand says that late When two physically literate spirits communicate psychically - 
Monday nights he-was driving home th d t need to control each other, because they àre both

-, the road and began to tremble, in I educated to consciously sense as well as suggest thoughts, 
fain he urged the animal to proceed. I thought forms, etc., but spirits or mediums who are not edu- 

' 1 SuddeniyOttheU afr grew oppressive cated to consciously sense- psychical communication, must bè 
and a faint light like distant heat controlled, or psychically compelled, in an unconscious or semi- 
Iightning appeared. Then gradually couséious state, ’to automatically sense same, just as a hyp- 

i aMumèd“.a'vague“fornT “de^the I notisi must control ‘his subject’s thoughts by hypnosis before 
? wagon. Durand himself commenced can prompt his subject to involuntary action..
'tSu  ̂ .When controlling spirits hypnotically suggest mediums are
/ his will. After an interval the appa- tasting or smelling liquor, medicine or apples, etc., the mecii- 
rition in white spoke in a whisper. UUis automatically sense the phenomena suggested. Suggested 
Se VÒkt“of dhisn dwd wife1"6“1*111“5 names of departed spirits and words or music, etc., which 

“There is danger at home, stay I seeòi likefsounds to controlled mediums, are only mental sug- 
y til! morning,” the voice said. gestions; this is demonstrated by-the fact that mediums may 
host Vanishes with -Warning. phenomenally hear a train or machinery, etc., when, there is 

old chills crept over Durand. t anything of that description near. . , .
ing toeen uttered when the ghost van-1 Mental suggestion by. controlling spirits is often demon- 
ishedf it took the farmer some time strated by suggested drunkenness, by which the medium may 
fouS^Z ho^s^woui^not^wkQ^a stagger and possibly fall, but-as soon as the controlling.spirit 
step forward. He took off the har-1 suggests a change of phenomena, the medium is as sober as 
ncss knd after two hours woyk ever. Likewise mediums may groan in suggested pain of’ sug- 
andf ¿lowly-“proceeded homeward* gested sickness or accident, etc., but as soon as the controlling 
Though badly scared he did nót put spirit suggests a change of phenomena, the medium is restored 
bcen^&redto6 ^^^^^ to health. It is along this line ? of mental suggestions,, simul-
canny way. So long had Durand been taneously connected by suggested mental impressions, that 
deiayjed by his adventure that it was Snirits nsvchically prompt mediums in giving 'test messages.

spiritual phenomena, that are sensed by medirims only
Putting the horse in the stable, when there are others present, is not some mysterious develop- 

^r^'rwindowVn^e Sound the partof the mediums, butit-is .nonentity fabu-
floor, which he had fastened, was un-1 lized by prompting spirits, by the exercise ot . yie^ psyemea 
latched. Next he discovered muddy forceg in countless directions, by-which spirits Bend messages 
about*to®go“into ws°rroom fcw » therspiri^dé of life,-whiuh-LieSsages may be trqjih or 
he saw a string stretched across the untruth, which depends on the. motive, intelligence, and mfor- 

nuaVh?flóor- of the spirits that 'prompt the messages. And' if the
foot upon entering. Standinggto one messages are not correctly sensed by' the mediums,, then they 
side Durand hooked his umbrella han- are phenomenal delusions. - .... - . ,
drover.the string and gave it a rp^0 or more mediums 'may be .under the<same control-at 

Trigger Pulled by a string. the same fame and?place and sense' the.same phenomena;,or.
a flashinsidè the room was accom.-1 two or mote'mediums'may. be.under different control at.-the 

buried «¡me time and place, thus causing various consequences. -
svay opposite the door. Durand then I Many nicdip.nis claim, they .saw- spirits we&ring the same 
ran inside his room ¿nd found the bui- garments, ornaments, spectacles, etc.; just as they appeared in 
totthedtoTo<f MsVreau^The1!® earth‘life, and some mediums'eVen claim they saw spirits of 
ger had been connected with a-string Ldogs-wearing the same/dog-Collars they wore in earth, life, etc. 
eiS do.ori ^ThVh9t 7°^^ Liber al-mindedness consents that spirits of - humans, ; anc 
touched the string with his foot in possibly animals, may be immortal, but it will not consent 
entering the room.. < that garments, ornaments, spectacles, dog-collars, , etc., have
¿“'five’ yearStoS S Bo^one“ immortal spirits, and any argument that will explain away the 

se name he wiir not divulge, evi- reality of such things appearing in the visions of mediums, also 
laln ,n aU ■•’explains away the reality of material spirits appearing in their

killed him but°tór%i^ therefore- reason insists that mediums ■who teach such
Mb dead wite’B spirit. . ( . I doctrine of spirit return are phenomenally deluded; and -the

reason the public does '¿^t ^ccept such doctrine is not because 
the public is ignorant ofc hypocritical, as some mediums claim, 
but because the public is too intelligent to be persuaded by 
such .misconstruction cÿ,spiijtual phenomena. - ।

It is recorded in Acts. 10 if hat Peter fell into a trance and 
saw a great sheet descend fr^n heaven, wherein were all kinds 
óf beasts~and creepingYhings and fowls of the air. Liberal- 
mindedness will not asssjne'wat Peter was shamming; neither 
will intelligence admit that he saw realities; therefore reason 
explains -that he sensed* symbolic thought. forms which were ’ 
formed in the mind of ’^jnaiijer spirit and mentally transferred 
to Peter. But'Peter, like nearly all other spirit-mediums, in 
every age, did not con^j’eli^id the psychical formation of his 
vision. . •

Spiritually enlightened spirits do not explain -their astral 
travels to literate spirits by using thousands of words and 
maps, but they explain them by mental transference of'mental 
impressions simultaneously illustrated by descriptive thought 
forms; but when spirits psychically explain instructive 
“'abulized astral travels -to psychically illiterate mediums, 

■ le mediums imagine they really traveled to astral worlds, 
jusj as Jesus imagined he really saw all the kingdoms of the 
world in a moment of tiiné, and it is as impossible to convince 
modern self-styled astrid ..travelers that they ,are'deluded, as 
it would-have been to convince John the Revelator that he 
did not ascend into heaven; ; but when we. read John’s experi
ence in heaven, as he wrote it beginning with the fourth chap
ter of Revelations, we can-plainly understand "that he was 
seemingly honestly, but nevertheless erringly, deluded in his 
construction of spiritual- phenomena' '
I have also experienced phehomenal astral travels under 

spirit control, as I have explained in un article that appeared 
in The Progressive Thinker of November 9, which seemed so 
real that I believe it is possible for mediums to allow them
selves to believe they ascended to astral worlds,

Jesus was controlled to imagine lîë ascended, in the astral 
body, to the pinnacle of the temple in Jerusalem; but the 
fact that he feared he might hurt himself if he would fall to 
the ground proves he was phenomenally deluded, because' it 
would not harm' an astral being to fall from the sky.
> Jesus was in many ways a great thinker, and -experienced 
mediumship in many of its branche&i nevertheless he did not 
understand spiritual phenomena, and his misconstruction of. 
spiritual phenomena persuaded him to believe he was an offi
cial incarnation to whom every knee must bow and every 
tongue confess, And he evidently believed.his imaginary God 
would vindicate'his authority to the world and deliver chim in 
the final termination of. his last tumultuous entrance jnto Jeru-. 
salem; .but when his last hope of divine démonstration and 
deliverance at the last hour was shattered, diy tlie delay of his 
imaginary God’s power, he cried aloud: “My God!. My God!- 
Why hast thou forsaken ¡met’’ Thus was Jesus’’end of follow
ing liis misconstruction^of spiritual phenomena; .he was denied 

, by. his friends and dis’eipies,•>crucified and mocked by diis ene- 
, mies, and forsaken by ;his -TSod. This was the most pitiable

end of 'sincere but deluding'Jiope that is" portrayed in history.
Mohammed also built'dehidirig/hopes on -his-, misconstruction 

oif spiriiual phenomena^’an)cl’ hoped fq,r divine exaltation and 
imperial, authority oven alunations and "peoplé; but when his 
unfinished hopes were shattered by. hastening death, he also 

. cried: “My God! My Qod!.^ Why hast thou forsaken me?”
Joseph Smith, who so successfully proselyted several hun- 

:dred ihousand;'§ign-sèefe a few years, also, like
: Jésus and Mohaminedi Jounced .his religious system (Mormon
ism) on misconstruction oft- spiritual phenomena. - He also

Anent the query in No. 829 of. In
quirer, mid similar questions by many 
others, to-wit: “Why do. not wise 
spirits give to mediums direct infor
mation that will lead to something 
new and valuable to all in chemistry 
or mechanics, and vital facts pertain
ing to the problems of life for our 
comfort and welfare?”

Are we ready to assimilate and ap
ply such, knowledge? For instance, 
consider the subjoined statement pur
porting to emanate from an advanced 
plane of knowledge, a brief extract 
from the manuscript of p forthcoming 
work entitled “The Universal Sym
posium" (copyrighted):

“The minutest point of the’ minut
est known particle.has, in itself, and 
is composed of,' all the elements of 
material substance of which any and 
evpry other particle or mass contains, 
and in the differentiation of particles, 
entities, things or individualized be
ings, those elements are disposed in 
various relative quantities and quali- 

’ ties,, according to the ratios required, 
by the degree of development and en
vironment of the definite combination, 
and any change of these elements in 
relative, quantity or .quality produces 
change, either advancing or retro
grading in inorgauib or organic func
tion, in sonlecases so far. reaching 
as tb change tfieir identity, character 
and degree of intelligence and form.

“Every particle, entity, Individual 
or mass, extending from smallest or
ganizations to systems of worlds and 
the whole universe, derives its action 
from many factors and forces, one 
of whlcfl is that no two things or sub
stances with the same proportion of 
constituent elements, parts and form, 
can occupy the' same space at the 
same time, while many with the ele
ments In different proportion and de
gree of fineness in separate entitles 
and diverse function may intermingle, 
blend and operate within the same 
boundaries, and the difference lu the 
form, size, density, weight and qual
ity (no two being alike) produces- 
motion; the weight, direction and 
velocity, which is called force.

“The reason that every particle or 
thing, has always been in motion Is 
because the corpuscles- or . cells of 
which they are composed (being egg- 
shaped) are not of equal weight In 
all parts, the heavier portion follow
ing the path of least resistance tends 
toward the lighter part, which results 
in what is termed polarity, causing 
the phenomena of attraction and re
pulsion.” ’ - ’

Thinkers in considering the fore
going may find a basis.for an entirely 
new view of Matter and Life.

JOHN W00ZENCRAFT, 
Nat’l Military Home, Ind. ’

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer "than any 

- Other typewriter.
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■00 and 20i WabeuftAv«.. Ohlcm, flL

“Evolution of the God and Christ 
Ideas.’ By Hudson Tuttle^ Price 
,$1-25.

“The Arcana of Spiritualism.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.26. ,....

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena.” By Rev. I. K, 
Funk, Price $2.00.

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death." By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold Hamilton Myers. 
This is an invaluable work on the 
subject of Spiritualism. Price $3.00.

“Harmonics of Evolution." By 
Florence Huntley. Volume 1 of the 
Harmonic iSeries. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.

"The Great Psychological Crime.” 
The Destructive Principle of Nature 
in Individual Life. Edited by Flor
ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har
monic Series. Price $2.00.

“Tlie Great Work.” The Construct
ive Principle of Nature In Individual 
Life. By the author of "The Great 
Psychological Crime”. Vol. 3 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00.

“The Dream Child.” By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 76 cents. 

From Dream to Vision of Life

»,

hoped, his Go'd wojjld-^pwh'/hiin prince of’ the world; but his 
false hopes were shattered‘-^hen. lieS’as. locked into ;jail at 
Carthage, Hl.,, and thep he «ried, “My Go.d! My God! Why 
hast thou forsaken mef”,

John Alexander Dowie, who a few years ago prosperously 
boasted he was God’s agent destined to rule the world, also 
established his hopes on misconstruction of spiritual phenomena, 
and he has also come to an ignominious end, and his dying 
words were: “My God! My God! Why hast thou forsaken 
me?” 1.

Likewise, tberetere. scores of mediums in every generation, 
who misunderstand spiritual phenomena; who ’believe they are 
some great agent for some omnipotent God; who labor to estab
lish a religious system which they hope will'proselyte the world, 
but when their hopes come'to an unfinished end they cry: “My 
God! My God! Why hast thou forsaken W” ,

While I dispute the-doctrine of spirit return with material 
bodies, I do not dispute spirit return in • immaterial forms, 
which spiritual beings are not in the form of babies or maimed 
or enfeebled with old age, etc.-, but they differ in characterist!- 
cal expression just as in earth life, by which spirits are in
stantly recognized; but their character changes by moral and 
intellectual unfoldment. They suffer no pain, unless it be men
tal pain, such as regret,, hate, vain love, disappointed pride or 
ambition, impatience, etc. Such'immaterial -spirit return I 
stand for and no other, and I claim such immortal spirits can 
and do send messages to earth friends by controlling spirits 
via human mediums, and such spirit friends.may be identified 
through the medium by thought forms in -the image of -the de
parted spirits’ former earthly bodies, garments, ornaments^etc., 
oy by'either of the five senses. ? .

In conclusion I will add that spiritual phenomena and spirit 
return prove continuity of life after material death, and also 
prove that transition is,not reformation, but that our merit or 
demerit will follow us^tofthe other side of life; therefore our 
greatest duty or opportunity in this life-is to learn to do unto 
others as we would have others do unto us; and strive to become 
holy even ‘as the spirits'-in heaven are. holy. ' .

Whosoever steadfastly,.heftuiresjmoral and social enlighten
ment and self-control is.fitting himself- for celestial, fraternixa- 
tfon, and need! never -^c^. A*My God! -My^God!’ Why hast 
thou forsaken .me?” : , - • - A, PRIESTER.

1725 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago. .

He • is a Twentieth/ Century Wonder.
. - ----- «r~ — -

Who, why, and where?—these were 
the first words uttered by Charlps 
Ross Buchanan, 3 years and 6 months 
old, of St. Francisville., Ill., and the 
most precocious child in the world. 
Charles asked who, why, or where 
about everything he saw when he was 
ten months old, and to-day has a fund 
of knowledge-superior to most chil
dren who h^ve passed through the 
grammar grades of the public schools. 
He is a puzzle to the learned men of 
science, and educators and physicians 
travel far to examine and converse 
with him.

At an age when babies have hardly 
bpgun to Indicate their wants intelli
gently by cries and half-formed words, 
this youngster was familiar with the 
history of the United States and had 
read and mastered the text-bobks of 
the lower grades of the public schools.

To-day Lie boy’s mental recreation 
is taken in studies of Shakespeare, 
Dickens, and Thackeray. He reads 
other authors, but studies these. He 
learned the alphabet with the assist
ance of his mother when 11 months 
old. This seemed to be the key to 
all the knowledge attainable in the 
village' of St. Francisville. Every
thing that’s printed and that has 
reached the town has been absorbed 
by his forward brain.

Charles reads the^daily newspapers 
and gives apparently mature opinions 
upon current topics. He is especially 
fond of reading of Rockefeller, Carne
gie, and other successful men of in
dustry and discussing the motives that 
must have impelled them.

The boy's father is a mechanic. 
His mother was formerly a school 
teacher. The child was born when 
the mother was past forty years of 
age and the father past middle age. 
Both are above the average person In 
intellect, but neither is extraordinary. 
The boy is a blonde, perfectly normal 
physically and sturdily built.

“SOME POINTED QUESTIONS.” __________ *
To the Editor:—In one of your 

issues, under the above caption, I ex
tract the-followlng paragraph:—

“Now, if Jesus was a God, as ortho
dox Christians allege, and if he did 
say, as represented' by Mark 4:12, 
that he was teaching by parables:

“ ‘That seeing they may see and 
not perceive; and-hearing they may

By Lilian Whiting, Author of “Th# 
World Beautiful," "The Spiritual Sig- 

- nlflcanoe," "Th# Outlook Beautiful," 
■. ' etc.' ■?

This book finds its keynote. In the 
question asked by thé Archbishop .of 
Canterbury—“The Life Beyond,—what 
it if? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?" To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings thé results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
fa "Thé Life Radiant" and some of her 
other books. It is written with, a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader in a certain radiance 
and liberal >n of new energies. Price 
$1.00 new

•We Are Paying But Once Thli Way.” Song 
and refrain, by P. O. Hudson; prlct. »cents.•

“Satisfied.” A reverie. By A. 9 Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

“The Light of Reason.” English and German 
words; sung to the tune of “Lead. Kindly 
Light.” Price 25Centa.

•A dainty book of 62 pages, bound 
in heavy white cover with cat-tail 
decoration.

Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior 
Force. Its Practical Evolution. 
Thought as a Shield. .The Human 
Aura. For sale at this office. Price . 
80 cents. ■ ■
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As I hear the Blelghbells jiggle I^w- 
■ aglne old Kris Kringle

And his reindeers, and the jpresets 
> • and the happy hearts thftt mingle 
In the gaudy, costly churche?i,andrBie

“ children all-aglow, io ‘
But-a shudder passes o'er^me I 

watch the drifting snow* -
' ' Is .-•58
For I know while some-areqshouttag 

in old Winter’s Icy breath, ii ,
There are others somewhere®roanlng 

in-.the' agony of death, tai - ;
And I stand between the shtfuilngibnd 

• - the groaning'and I prop > ,T .
That-the tw6 be brought together on 
-? the coming ChrIstmas’day.

CHAPTER VIII.
uvai «»ma* uvu : Does Auricular Cunfdiilon bring Peace to Uic Soul?
time they should be .converted and J chapter ix. -
their sins should be-forgiven them,’ j A^ca>‘r Con,“,,on “ Sscr"^iou«
was he- not unfaithful 7to his mission I — chapter x.• "t. ■ ni; ♦i,a God compels the Cburcb of Rome to coofou Urtand- . RD improper • teacher I On the I Abominations of Auricular Confeaahm.

.contrary, was he not practicing the I  ..............chapter xi., 
-acts of the-deceiver, and deserving of
gengnro?”
¿;I beg to differ from'the writer In 
his conclusions, and ask if it. is treat
ing the Quotation in question fairly 
In cutting out this .one sentence from 
the’ whole parable? It-- anyone will 
turn to the chapter (Mark 4:12). they 
pay read its meaning as unfolded by 
the teacher himself, and which illus
trates the attitude of- many minds 
toward'any doctrine or-ism they are 
prejudiced agaikst—Spiritualism in
cluded. “Having eyes they see not;, 
and hearing, do not understand.” ■

In -my search lor truth, 1 can see 
that the teachings of Spiritualism 
have thrown a clearer light on the 
life and sayings, as-well as the mira
cles’,-Of Jesus; than is given from the 
pulpit. ' . , ■ - -

I see- no error in. the. chapter, re-, 
ferred to, nor- should JeSnb1 “be 
maligned and charged with ^hat ho 
ip not.".?. ■ :?■ ■ ■ ■ •- 7 V
- I can but deplore the publication of 
anything that may tend to .prejudice 
minds of readers against the sayings

L rr
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not renewed, the 'paper .1» dleoon- 
tinned. No bills Will be »»“1 t°r 
extra numbers.

If yeti de net receive your paper 
promptly, write us, and any error» 
In oddre»» will be promptly, corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the addreaa of 
your paper cbauaed, always give the 
address of the place to which It has 
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safely, and then the next remittance 
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tal order for live cents, and then 
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE du papers has been 
Increased to nil the British posses«. 
Bions on tills continent. On a single 

. paper we arc compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos- 

- sessions 'on tills continent the paper 
. hereafter will be $1.50 i>er year.

- Christmas a Pagan Festival.
' A friend desires to know of the ori- 

. gin ,of the. Christian'festival of Christ-- 
. mas. ■ Having learned the, festival of

the Lord’s Supper was a pagan Inst!-. 
: ’tutlon,"practiced upwards of 1300 

years before our era in Greece, and
. removed to Rome, near, the close of 

our Hi^t century, he suspicions the; 
popula^ ideas as to its origin' may not

. be.correct.
John Lemprler was an . English 

scholar, born in 1765, died In 1824.
. He was the learned author of a Bio
graphical’Dictionary, everywhere re
ceived as authority, as also of a Clas
sical Dictionary, standard authority 
in every gentleman’s library. Under 
the .head of “Baturna" we have an 
account of a Roman festival, observed 
towards the close of December, and 
known as Saturnalia in our English 
vernacular, \^e quote verbatim:

"They [the Saturnalia] were insti
tuted long before the foundation of 
Rome, [B.C. 753] in commemoration 
of the freedom and equality which 
prevailed, on earth In the golden reign 
of Saturn. Some, however, suppose 
the Saturnalia were first observed at 
Rome in the reign of Tullus Hostlllus, 
after a victory obtained over the 
Sabines; while others support, that 
Janus first instituted them in grati
tude to Saturn, from whom he had 
learned agriculture. Others suppose 
they first celebrated -in the year
of Rome 
over the 
thumius. 

“The

2 57, after a victory obtained 
Latins by the dictator Pos-

Saturnalia were originally
celebrated only for one day, but after
wards the solemnity continued fer 
three, four, five, and at last for seven 
days. The celebration was remark
able for the liberty which universally 
prevailed. The slaves were permitted 
to ridicule their masters, and to speak 
with freedom upon every subject. It 
was usual for friends to make pres
ents one to another, all animosity 
ceased, no criminals were exe- 
cutedL schools were shut, war was 
never'declared, but all was mirth, riot, 
and debauchery. In the sacrifices the 
priests made their offerings .with their 
heads uncovered, « custom never ob
served at any qther.festival.

The Encyclopedia Britannica says:
“There is a difficulty in accepting 

the date of' the Nativity of Jesus, 
December being the height of the 
rainy season in Judea, when neither 
flocks nor shepherds could have been 
at night in the fields of Bethlehem.”

Chambers’, Encyclopedia says»
"It does not appear there was any 

uniformity In the period of observing 
the nativity among the early churches, 
some held the festival In the month 
of May or April, others in January. 
It Is almost certain the 25th of De
cember cannot be the nativity of the 
Savior, for it is then the height of 
the rainy season in Judea, and the 
shephefds could hardly be watching 
their flocks by night in the plains.”

Said the well-informed Brooklyn 
Eagle, few years ago:

“It is curious that the birth of 
Christ and thè day Of his birth-should 
have ottered an opportunity for a di
versity of opinion which has placed 
it' tn every month of the year."

The article then continues at length 
citing the opinion of numerous Chris
tian scholars who were struggling to 
fix that date. . .

Now we apprehend'a dream-begot
ten deml-God, “just growed,” never, 
had. a birth day, and one date la a^ 
true as any other. The. pagan festi
vals, every one of them, were trans
ferred to .Christianity; when Roman 
Catholicism’ gained civil Control, iti 
was then the Sadraments, Ibng tn use 
as were their festivals, • and unctions] 
were transferred to thè Christian sys-.

;>tini: ' It was thèn the whole ll^t of 
;d6ml-gods_were,Canonized, and.placed

FROœBSSIVB THINKER December 3?, IW« '

in the calendar of Saints. It was 
then the inquisitional fires were 
lighted to burn those who were not 
willing to submit to the change; and 
then it was the great libraries were 
destroyed, and th® njonks commenced 
their manufacture of ecclesiastical 
history.

Races and Religions Were Intermin
gled.

It is well known to all scholarly 
readers that some 1,500 years before 
our era, civilization 'had made 'its 
largest advances in Central Asia 
and in the valleys of. the Oxus and 
the Jaxartes, the former emptying its 
waters into the Caspian, the latter 
into the Sea of Aral; About that'-- 
time, for causes not well' understood,., 
great waves«! emigration, like’bees 
coionlxlpg, left the parent' hive, mov
ing southward, southwest and west
ward. like a mountain avalanche 
they rolled on a\id desolated the coun
tries through which they passed, and 
left only ruin in their trail. One 
branch settled on the tributaries of 
the Indus, driving the aborigines be
fore them whose descendents now 
occupy the extreme qt south Indu- 
stan.

.Other branches of this emigration 
descended the valleys of the Tigris 
and Euphrates; and others, by slow 
stages, establishing numerous colonies 
en route,' reached Europe. The. na
tive population everywhere receded 
before the invaders, those of the West 
moving northward, and peopling those 
countries around the Baltic.-

Wherever these intruders remained 
for a time /hey left traces of their 
wanderings by aSditlons in language. 
Oiir own English inherits a few addi
tions to its tongue from the parent 
hive. The word “daughter," origin-, 
ally signifying milkmaid, is one of 
those accretions.

Schmitz, Classical Examiner to the 
University of . London, and Editor of 
Keightley’s “Mythology of Ancient 
Greece and Italy," In his Preface, 
says.: ' : ’ .

“It is a universally acknowledged 
fact that the various branches of the 
great Aryan race, when they began 
their migration in different, directions. 
took with them their language, and. 
that the;languages of Aryan origin, 
Although greatly modified and altered 
during-the long period/ that has 
elapsed since their separation, still 
bear unmistakable marks of their 
original identity.

“Can it have been otherwise with 
their religion? Certain It is they con
tinued to .speak the same language; 
equally certalp. It is their form bf

An OveY Estimated Book.
Revenge 1b retaliation for a real, or 

imaginary In jury v and Is one of the 
most despicable acts of human na
ture. lie who takes vengeance in 
his own hands, and retorts in kind, 
or by some other method, Is a dan
gerous. member of society, and if 
known Is universally detested and 
shunned. ■

The incendiary with his torch; the 
railroad wrecker destroying a multi
tude of lives; the ambushed assassin, 
under cover of darkness plunging his 
stiletto into the breast of a friend; 
the hamstringing of horses and cat
tle, and a thousand other criminal 
devices, are frequent methods of re
venge, and ajways betray a character 
devoid of’ the natural instincts of 
genuine manhood.
. .The word vengeance is synonymous 
with revenge. But the “holy record"- 
Deuteronomy 32:35, puts. Into the. 
mouth of the Lord thesé horrible 
words; “Thè Lord will take ven
geance on his adversaries.” • -

And then, Nahum 1:2---
"God U jealous, and the Lord re- 

vsngeth; the Lord is. revengeful, and, 
is furious; the Lord will ta^e. ven
geance on his adversaries, and he re- 
gerveth wrath for his enemies.”

There are many other similar pas-, 
sages. These’ characteristics, of thè 
Jew God, so loathsome for man to 
practice, have no place with the God 
a well-informed [Spiritualist worships, 
and no God is worthy of adoration 
who is “revengeful and furious.”

Some readers dislike to see these! 
Bible quotations. They prefer to rq- ' 
main ignorant of the actual character 
pf this idolized book, and little sub-
pect what , is found therein, because
tire priesthood continually falsifies its 
teaching. ft,is greatjy overestimated, 
and he who leaves it unread on bis 
library shelves is in no way the loser.

worship and their 
mained essentially 
ever changes time

rellgious ideas re? 
the 'same? What- 
and circumstances

may have wrought, the fundamental 
conceptions about the gods and their 
relation to. man and the world must 
have'remained-essentially the same in 
all the .branches of the Aryan race. 
In course of time the myths brought 
from their origin^ homes were al
tered, and their true meaning was for
gotten .and even changed into some
thing that may appear to us absurd; 
but just as in the case of language, 
their real significance may often still 
be ascertained by tracing them to 
their origin, or by comparing themi 
with their primitive forms presented 
to us in the sacred books of India'. 
Therefore to deny all connection and 
affinity among the Aryan races ap
pears to me as unreasonable as it 
would be to.deny the affinity of their 
languages.”

The student laboring to learn the 
origin of our Western religion, by 
which we mean that of Europe and 
America, in contradistinction to that 
of the Orient, must, to do the subject 
justice, first become acquainted with 
the old faith which the new. has dis
placed, always keeping prominently in
mind the 
historian, 
wrote 131 
he said:

statement of that eminent 
Polybius, who lived and 
years before our era, when

“History, not founded on Truth, is 
an idle tale that may serve to enter-
tain or amuse, but 
instruct.”

And we desire 'to
the closing words of

not to guide or

place on record 
that voluminous

author Hon. Alexander Del Mar, in 
his “Ancient Britain,"\and make them 
applicable to all we have or may wr(te 
in regard to sacred or profane his
tory down to the period of the Refor
mation and tor many years later while 
Catholicism and Protestantism were 
engaged in deadly'strife. Said hb:

"It must «ever l|e forgotten that 
the written records, of the past were 
for twelve centuries In the keeping of 
men who saw in them only the instru- 

'ments of their own elevation, and who 
never hesitated to mold them to, their 
own ambitious theory of government. 
These records must therefore'be re
written; and although the paucity of 
materials may render Incomplete or 
unsatisfactory all present efforts to 
restore the entire truth, the dignity 
of the subject-and value of the 
achievement will doubtless stimulate 
others and still'others, to the task, 
until It is successfully and completely 

. accomplished."
Every page of both sacred and pro-, 

fane history which has descended to 
these times, written prior to the .be
ginning of the 16th century, has come 
to us through the' corrupt hands of 
Roman Catholics. ; The world’s grOat 
libraries were destroyediby them, and 
in their interest. The great thinkers 
through all the ages, .were tortured, 
imprisoned and' slain,' if they 3ared 
Bay a _word exposing the vices and 
crimes of priest or prelate. ■ Learned ' 
scholars who have directed' attention 
Jo the. subject say there'.is- scarcely 
any literature extant while - Catholi
cism • was dominant w^lch was not 
either forged or interpolated, in, the 
interest of the church.

In YorSubscriptions.
.6 f
Noiy iSjt^e time to awaken an In- 

terea^, in ^Tho Progressive Thinker. 
What ..wouhl Spiritualism be without 
an OllGAN TO DISSEMINATE THE 
NEIL'S thÀf'occur in connection with 
our1 glorioiis Cause? Without au 
ORG&N, dine section would not know 
whaD another locality is doing. The 
Progressive1. Thinker is now the only 
Spiritualist paper through which you
can reach leading Spiritualists
tln-oughout the country. The Religio- 
Philosopitlcal Journal, .The Banner 
of Light, rand Light of Truth huvè 
suspended publication for want of ade
quate support, leaving the field almost 
exclusively to The Progressive 
Thinker,

All who subscribe for -The Progres. 
Blve Tanker can get a valuable PRE
MIUM BOOK. Thousands. upon our 
list have' secured each year a premium 
book tor 2S cents; the whole fpur-

teen costs them only $3.50. After 
we pay tho postage on them we re-, 
reive for the whole fourteen about 
$2.10.
. Did the world ever see the like!!

No, absolutely NO! ■ _ ■
And after we pass off the'stage of 

existence, WHO WILL DO as we have 
done? ' ■

Is it not about tlifle that the great 
mass of Spiritualists make an effort 
to spread broadcast The Progressive 
Thinker and thus awaken Spiritual
ists generally to a full realization as 
to what is going on in onr ranks?

Our new Premium Book, INTER
WOVEN, is a veritable GEM of 
BEAUTY, and its contents will deeply 
interest you." Send for the paper one

The 
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Read and Remember,
Stirring Words Concerning Several Important

Matters of Interest to Spiritualists.

- Eliminate or Shut Up. -
• Levitation is' defined by. the Ameri
can Encyclopedic Dictionary as, “The 
act'of making light, lightness, buoy
ancy;. - Ainong .Spiritualists a name 
given to the alleged phenomena of 
bodies naturally heavier than air be
coming buoyant, and floating in t^e 
atmosphere." - ' > ■ ' ;

Christians Have ridiculed the idea 
of levitation, and we own frankly we 
have questioned the genuinenfts of 
such exhibitions. . But if any Trust 
can bq placed in the apocryphal books 
of the Old Testament, which are. to 
be received as of divine authority, as 
the Catholics In General Council at 
Trent, 1^1646, said they may be, and 
the Church of .England said “they
may be received for example of life^ 

.and instruction of manners," then our 
over critical brothers should stay 
their bitterness.

• Says Kitto, in his Cyclopedia of- 
Blbllcal Literature, article “Habak- 
Huk”, ■■

“In the apocryphal appendix to 
Daniel, in the story of Bel and the 
Dragon, we are told that an angel 
seized Habakkuk by the hajr, when 
ho was in Judea, carrying fdod to 
his reapers in th% field, and the angel 
transported him through the air to 
the lion’s den in Babylon, where Dan
iel lay; and that, after having pro
vided the latter with victuals, ho was 
the same day carried back to his own 
country in like manner.”

From this quotation it would seem 
Christians should not be incredulous. 
The wildest stories related by"Spirlt- 
uallsts are excelled in almostxevery 
Instance by parallels in the .Bible. 
Prison walls opened to let imprisoned 
Paul and Silas free. Moses.and Elias 
appeared and conversed with Jesus. 
Spirits appeared and furnished de
sired information to King Saul, at the 
bidding of the Witch’.of Ender. And,
amazing as it may seem, 
ass saw splrltsi.and talked 
master ^pf them.

Christians, please, do
those things from your Bible before 
you war on Spiritualists for giving 
practlcal examples of “inerrant facts,”
like those which abound in your 
spired volume.

-A 
says;

Women in Revolt.

news statement from Paris, Ill.,

Somewhat of*h sensation was made 
here, by the statement of Rev. A. C. 
Haegeman, who has iust resigned the 
pastorate of the First Baptist ^church 
to take up missionary work in-Cuba. 
He declared in erttect that he was prac
tically driven from his pulpit by wo- 
men-in his congregation. The wo
men, he said, wanted to run: the 
whole church. They took charge of 
everything, be declared, and the pas
tor was completely at their mercy.

Good for the women. They have 
been slaves of the .pulpit from .the 
time “memory runneth not to the-con- 
trary.'*’. They have been preached at; 
have furniBhed the principal commu
nicants of all the churches;- they have- 
raised the money to pay the preacher, 
and meet current Expenses;, their, 
yellow-legged chickens have supplied 
the festal - tables; and their nice 
bread, by-a simple prayer: of1 the 
priest, has- been converted’.into the. 
teal body'of the dead and risen'Jesus. ' 
In taking charge'of everything, and 
running the whole church, from which 
the late boss has just fled, they have 
only assumed their ’ rightful nioral 
and legal status. Cheers for the Sis
ters. Groans for the ex-priest, and 
late would-be master.

year and this remarkable book, 
paper one year ONE DOLLAR; 
Premium Book, 25 CENTS.
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The city council wishes to drive out 
of business the alleged seers, proph
ets, fortune tellers,- seventh sons of 
seventh sons, and other impostors who 
thrive upon the superstition and ig
norance of-the community. In mak
ing the attempt the aidermen have a 
job on their hands. These frauds 
have -been doing business too long, to 
be rooted out in a day.

They inhabit-all parts-of the city. 
They, have customers among rich and 
poor. They rob all who have dealings 
with them—the people who wish to 
recover stolen property, the sick, the 
speculators, those who want their 
dreams interpreted, and the silly girls 
who wish to know about future hus
bands. They live off the weaknesses 
of others. One of the specialties is 
finding buyers for mining stocks 
worth nothing. . The simpleton who 
consults them about investments is 
told to lose no time, but buy certain 
stocks. He--Invests and loses. The 
prophet is the employe- of the men 
who wish to dispose of worthless 
stocks.

The council ordinance makes it an 
offense to print the advertisement of 
these impostors. That will not put 
a complete stop to 'their operations, 
but it will interfere seriously with 
their business. They may keep their 
regulhr customers, but the supply of 
new dupes will not be so large.— 
Chicago Tribune.

Aptly named Is the volume of se
lected literary genjs embodied in the 
“Gulden Sheaf,” prepared by Hudson 
and Emma Rood Tuttle, as a souvenir 
of the fiftieth anniversary of their 
wedded life. So auspicious a “golden 
wedding” fully merits such a token of 
appreciation of their wedded life, not 
only by the gifted authors themselves, 
but also by their many appreciative 
friends who have been instructed and 
helped by. their-literary contributions, 
and can enter into apd partake of 
the spirit of their, happiness.

No appreciative' reader can fail to 
be spftltually benefited by this book, 
which in contents and in exterior 
dress is worthy a place in any library 
and on,any center table. It is fur
nished for the moderate price of JI, 
which should be sent direct to Hud
son Tuttle, Berlin Heights, Ohio. It 
will be a dollar well expended, uot 
only for the intrinsic value of the 
work, but also as a token of appre
ciation-of the labors of the versatile 
authors in the field of Spiritualism 
and humanitarianism;

The ordinance lately passed the city 
council is in substance as follows: “

“People who hold themselves out 
as able to foretell the future, discover 
lost property, etc.,"by occult or psychic 
powers, faculties, or forces, clairvoy
ance, psychology, psychometry,’ spir
its, mediumship, seersliip, prophecy, 
astrology; palmistry, necromancy, or 
like .crafty science, cards, talismans, 
charms, potions, magnetism,"oriental 
mysterieaU or magic of any descrip- 
tiopJ’ (t; was figured out that de- 
scriiftionnought to catch about every- 
body-in me business. '

Tifexalfive otdinance will not inter- 
ferJlWlti honest mediums, providing 
theyl confaiia themselves strictly to 
IJi^TrEtt^TE SPIRITUAL . work. 
Hupdredqy of .well-meaning people' 
havqjbeeij Jed astray by making ruin
ous'Investments in somemining 
scheme or some other way of mak
ing n/on^ rapidly, induced-to do.so’ 
by the spirits controlling, mediums. 
All 'Khbnist mediums will be prb- 
tectecE . Others will in due’ time, be 
driven from the city. The above ordi
nance Is ¡simply the legitimate result 
Of the ’ rotten fakes afflicting-our 
ranks, and against whom "The Pro- 
gr.essivo Thinker has made one con
tinual fight. /

MR. ABER, THE MATERIALIZING 
- MEDIUM.

Word comes from the State of 
Washington expressing great dissatis
faction with his seances. .Mr. Aber 
sits under his own ■ test conditions, 
which are in no’wise ^satisfactory to 
tjie great mass of Spiritualists who 
think for themselves.

Fifty *or more mediums have been 
exposed—that is, when the “spirit" 
was grabbed, in every case It proved' 
to -be the medium or a confederate 
dressed in artificial toggery, posing as 
a being from the realm of souls; and 
the same'result will undoubtedly fol- 
k>_w if, one of Mr. ^Aber’s materialized 
spirits should be grabbed. When Mr. 
Aber sits under, “his own" test con
ditions, inslst'on placing a 'mosquito; 
netting (of your own make) .over 
him, tacked securely to the floor. 
When that is done, w.atch for results.

Tho idle man, is the devil’s cushion.
•Bishop Hall.

<. Complimentary.
A prominent Chicago journalist 

wrote the. editor the other ‘day: ~
"Your work will long survive and 

continue many years'toinfluence your 
readers in the. right direction, that 
of meiital freedom: • If. there be any 
gooi, Truth must be good." ’

Thanks.

It Is not time for vain regrets dr" 
useless tears. The John Goff will case 
Is not finally ended. There will be 
no funeral service until we are cer
tain of having a corpse. Already it 
is making its way as steadily and rap
idly as legal ceremonials will allow, 
to the Supreme Court of Michigan for 
another ■ adjudication. Such a step 
would not be taken if there were not 
excellent reasons for it. Time, pa
tience, and money for the expenses, 
are now in order, Instead of mourn
ing.

Yesterday, as J entered the execu
tive offleff of one of the most promi
nent Railroad Passenger Associations 
of the middle "West, I was in time- to 
hear two black-robed sisters of char
ity told that the' members of their 
orders, as Well as priests and minis
ters, must hereafter pay full fares 
when traveling on steam Unes there 
represented.

Spiritualist ministers, as well as 
those of other denominations', will not 
be granted reduced rates for 1908 by 
the' roads belonging to either the Cen
tral or Western Passenger Associa
tion. This policy has, of necessity, 
been adopted by reason of the estab
lishment of a maximum two cents per 
mile passenger fare by the States in 
which the interests mentioned oper
ate.”

Remembrance of this will save 
much unnecessary correspondence.

Let us hope that ordination simply 
for the purpose of turning our min
istry intq a theological scalpers'^ bu
reau will néver again retufn to plague 
the official boards of , our auxiliary 
State Associations.

How many friends the lyceum al
ways has upon the floor of our Na
tional conventions! Everybody fav
ors it then, when sympathetic audi
ences are certain. Marvelous theories 
are evolved and treasure-houses of 
eloquence are exhausted to show the

certainties of achievement under each 
plan suggested. But there is more 
voice than enduring vim in these out
bursts. Few of the talkers go away 
to*do anything practical, unless It be 
fault-finding, until the next conven
tion, when they begin right where 
they left off before.

Our National Lyceum Superintend
ent is facing difficulty in getting any 
response at all from xt he majority of 
our existing lyceums. Why Is it so? 
If a broader and more effective work 
can be done by each organization act
ing all alone, let the N. S. A. stop 
its appropriations for that branch of 
effort. If your home’lyceum is so 
successful that you are self-sufficient 
and need no outside help, Is that not 
the very reason why you should share 
your methods and counsels with 
struggling workers less fortunately 
equipped?

Let the lyceum workers of New 
England—the ¡Tome of our revered 
brother, Andrew Jackson Davis—give 
from the fruitage of their skill, ex
perience and originality to the toilers- ■ 
of other sections. Let the North and?.
South and West meet the laborers of
the East in a spirit that places pur- LJ, 
poses above persons, burying fiidl-/
vidual jealousy and knowing no other' ’J 
emulation save the noble one of who 
best can work and best aRree.

Get in touch with Mrs.’Elizabeth ‘ 
Schauss, National Superintendent of 
Lyceums, 617 Congress street, Toledo, 
Ohio. SHE needs "your co-operation. J. 
YOU may be benefited by her help.

The strength of Spiritualism in 
England to-day is'bullded upon its 7 
scores of lyceums and the hundreds f; 
upon hundreds of pupils; therein. 
Some of their graduates are among 
the most forceful workers, upon our 
platforms in the United States.'

Who and where are onr laborers 
for the children and youth?

GEO. B. WARNE, '
President N, S. A.

O.

Under 
ing.

H. BROOKS ARRESTED. GRATEFUL THANKS,

the Charge of Fortuno Telk 
Tills Noted Lecturer and Mc-

dium Has Been Arrested in Pitts
burg, Pa.

Expressed by Hudson Tuttle and 
Emma Rood Tuttle.

To the Editor:—You, no doubt, 
will be surprised to learn that, after 
nearly thirty years before the public 

5. as a medium in the cause of Spiritual
ism, on last Saturday I. was arrested 
In my rooms at 205 Bouquet street, 

,,and taken-down to the police station, 
charged with fortune telling. I am 
now out on ball. My hearing comes 
off on Friday the 20th, .at 10 o’clock. 
What the result will be', I am unable 
at this time to state. I should have 
notified you of this before, but I 
desired to keep this from my wife, 
whose health is anything but good, 
until after the matter was over, but 
the Associated Press has carried the 
news all over the country and my wife 
has found it out. And I feel now 
njy many friends through the country 
should be aware of the fact and have 
not time to write more fully, but will 
let you know as soon as I can, and 
write the full account of the same for 
The Progressive Thinker. Everything 
is being done that can be and I feel 
sure there will be success in the end.

Most truly your friend, and* the 
friend of all, honest workers,

G. H. BROODS;
205 Bouquet St., Pittsburg, Pa.

LATER PARTICULARS FROM MR. 
BROOKS.

To the Editor:—I have just 
my hearing, and I am to carry 
case up, and have a jury trial.

had 
the

The
trial comes off in January. While I 
deeply regret this matter, yet it has 
got to come some day, when the ques
tion of the rights of mediumship is 
to be met. My friends here in Pitts
burg say there could not have been 
a better subject than myself; yet If 
out of this there is to come good to 
all, then, I am ready to face what 
lies before me.

The First Church of Spiritualists 
here, that.I am now serving, under
the leadership of Mother 
standing by me. The N. 
necessary; ready to make 
case. In order to do so

Stevens, is 
S. A. is, if 
this a test 
we are in

need of cold cash, and I asa my 
frieuds through the country, and the 
Spiritualists at large, to come to our 
help by sending to Mr. C. L. Stevens, 
treasurer of the N. S. A., 213 Seventh 
street, Pittsburg, Pa., or to myself, 
205 Bouquet street, such sums that 
can be raised. Brother Stevens auth
orizes me to use his name, and I ask 
from one and all a hplp in this our 
hour of need.

I will write more fully hereafter 
and give an account in detail.

Now, friends, let'us all pull to
gether, so we can have this matter 
settled, either one way or the other.

G. H. BROOKS.
205 .Bouquet St., Pittsburg, Pa.

The Golden Sheaf has- been seni 
out to the homes of those-who invited 
its coming. The responses have peen 
a revelation to us.' We knew, bji cor
respondence, that we had - warm 
friends, many of whom we Have never 
had the pleasure of meeting, but we 
did not have the assurance to claim 
such a host, or that we merited, by 
the. work that has seemed the most 
commonplace to do, the fraternal feed
ing they have bestowed. We gathere;? 
up, in a chapter, sentences here 11/ 
there from letters containing subs' rip. 
tions for the vtBumes, but since 
publication we could make many 
ters from Ilie letters acknowledging 
its reception. We cannot otherwise 
than experience a feeling of profound' 
happiness and gratitude'both rpr the 
soulful words and the sacred) Influ
ences which have larpelled us td.write. 
Ofttlmes the discouragement^ have 
been great, the burden great, ahd the 
written words have gone forth ion the . 
great sea of literature, seemingly Jpst ' 
in the waste of tide and currents. 
All like to know that their labor has 
pot been in vain; that they have not 
written their life’s work In sand; and’ 
now comes to us the answer of our 
questioning, assuring and strengthen-- 
ing, that the bread we cast upon-the 
waters, drifted by unknown Udes, has 
been received, and stimulated to’-' 
higher spiritual thought and en
deavor. Do you know, dear friends, 
that had you sent diamonds in your 
letters, they would not be comparable 
with the priceless words you have 
written? And yet. they humiliate, for 
it seems so little has been done to 
what might have been; that- our 
efforts have been weak to what we 
desired. They call forth an under
lying prayer to merit your high re
gard, and more arduous endeavor.

We have found it impossible, with 
all that has pressed upon us, to per
sonally answer, as we feel so earnestly 
inclined to do, and take this means 
to thank you one and, all. We have I 
placed your letters tn a folio, as1* I 
treasure volume. ..

Especially do we desire to expxe«S'>' 
onr gratefulness to J. R. Francis, wblo" ’ 
allowed us ta present our plan of pib- 
lieation to the wide public reac/hed 
by The Progressive Thinker,-’apd ' 
thereby made possible the great Xue- 
eess of the volume. Yours gratefiiUy^-

HUDSON TUTTLE, \ 
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE». :

FORTUNE TELLING.

Equal and Exact Justice for Priests 
and Ministers as Well as 

Mediums.

I see-in the New York World of 
December 16; that at Pittsburg, Pa., 
“the police arrested Mrs. Julien S. 
de Ovles, wife of the commercial rep
resentative of Chill, In that city, and 
the Rev. George H. Brooks, pastor of 
the First Spiritualist Church, On a 
charge of■ fortune telling.”

The police allege that Rev. Brooks 
has been holding seances to which he 
charged admission; that he has also 
been summoning spirits from the 
other world to converse with friends 
and relatives in this.

Now, what is “fortune telling”? 
- vls it not telling a person’s past, 
present, and future destiny? I under
stand that it Is. / - - . '

. Now then is not priestcraft, Catho- 
11c,-Jew and Protestant, made up bf 
'“fortune tellers”? ..>•■'■ ’ '

Do not the priests and ministers

claim to teethe people's fortunes?.' 
Let us see. They tell the people of 
a future destiny; "heaven” and ■ 
"hell” are places where they will go; 
they set themselves up as judges Over 
the people, and tell them what ta.c[o - 
to go to heaven, and If the people dp 
such and such things, they will go to : 
hell. Not only this, but they hold ’ 
seances, or meetings, and claim tho - 
Spirit of God, and the Spirit of. Jesus- 
is there’and controls them. ■

Especially is this claim put in when 
they have "revivals”; for if the 
Spirit of God or Jesus was not there, 
of course there would be no one con- . 
verted. ■ ' j

Do not ministers claim-to be “con
trolled” by the Spirit of-God whea 
they preach? '

Do not the ministers dlaim that the 
Spirit of God and the Spirit,of Jesus. , 
will be at the prayer meetings and 
at the church on Sundays to meet the 
people?. . >

Again, do not the ministers and 
priests take pay (money) for the part 
they play of being a medium between 
the Spirit of God and the people? 
■ Let-the Spiritualists of Pittsburg 
have some of these ministers arrested 
for “fortune telling,” and receiving 
pay I or it, and see how they will coni«" 
out. Give us' justice to all alike. @

Norway, Me, - C, E. BROWN.
,If yon want to know the opinion^ 

your' neighbor; you want-his honesi . 
opinion. You doTiot want to bo de
ceived. You do not want to talk Witjl 
a hypocrite.—Ingersoll,
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promiscuous

^Asr Sa, 1807.

That Wonderful Medium
Mr. T. W. Stanford’s Remarkable Seances at r

Melbourne, Australia, with the Wonderful Me
dium, Charles Bailey, as Reported in the Har
binger of Light. / ;

T

Come, let us unite and record ourselves forSend for Application Blanks,
Become a member ftf thethe truth*that shall make the world’free."

Yours for the Cause of Truth.

40 Loomis St., Chicago, Ill.
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Jameg H. Stevenson. Price »1.50.
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State Association, and take part in the deliberations, and help push the 
movement forward. * '

T. VULiaNS, 
Secretary, I. S. S. A.

phenomena. '
myself believe that it should always be connue’

THE SELFISHNESS of Grlpf, by 
jenkln Lloyd Jones. One of the bert 
pamphlets written.* Every one order
ing the paper or books should put in 
an extra .dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

What AU the. World’s a-Seeking’.
' WALDO TRIXE.
Ka&Ms buDding h!> world from wHhlo; th&ugbtte 

Iha builder; for thought» Are force»,—«ubtle, vltAlg 
IrreUitlble, omnipotent,—and according »» u^od do * 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, &ucce»> 
or f »Hare.—From TIUe-page.

The above hooka arc beautifully bound Id gr»v«green 
railed cloth, »tamped In deep old-green end gold, with 
gill top. Frice. 91.23. For »ale at thia office.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
.."The Kingship of Self-Control.”

Them." The Traction Engine; 
Science of Successful Threshing,

"Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. Pric<\30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS, x ______ ■>
“Farm Engines, and How to Rmt

tages." - One Hundred and Twenty 
By Fred. T, Hodgson.

By William G. Jordan. Price
“Every Living Creature;” 

Greatest Thing Ever Known;” 
acter Building." By Ralph 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
»1.50.

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery.” 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price SI.00.

“Practical Bungalows and ’ Cot-
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CRUCIFIXION, BY AN EYE-WITNESS.

ve that if should always bo conducted by some . •- ■ .
person wder test conditions, to be of any value, ' ' , J , Iresponsible person uuuC. vcou --------

Much that has passed for genuine phenomena id^the past has 
been ultimately proven to have been false, ilecau&e there were 
no safeguards. Truth is fearless; it is only ^se that need 
be afraid. Truth courts investigation—ratigpalg^nvestigation. 
I have been to quite a number of Spiritua^stic^ meetings and 
have noticed a'number of men. and woinen„gssepibled to wit-

By Mrs. Charles Bright. . * >

It is with much satisfaction that the page off spirit emana
tion, as photographed by the great nerve specialist of Paris 
(Dr. Hippolite Baraduc),is reproduced as supplement to this 
iásúe. Science, as is unceasingly pointed out in these columns, 
is bringing us very- close to the psychic world. The widespread 
and absorbing interest in occult'subjects is shown by the fact 
that the oldest established English pictorial journal, The Illus
trated London News, devotes an entire page to these wonderful 
experiments. In the accompanying descriptive article the writer, 
who signs himself “Parisian,” says:—-
“Psychic research has attained an immense vogue in Paris. 

Many people, scientific and pseudo-scientific,' give themselves 
to the study.- _One of the foremost is- Dr. Hippolite Baraduc, a 
qualified medical man, who believes that psychic knowledge 
can be applied»to,the treatment of nervous maladies. ‘There 
are illnesses without name, and without specific remedie^,’ he 
say^. ‘It is tícese Which I can benefit by my knowledge of 
the mental environment.’’ In his,own language, they are the 
fluidic, troubles of vitality. Acording to his theories, there is 
not only a physical body of flesh and blood, but a fluid body, 
and. vibfafions. Dr. Baraduc has succeeded in taking some' re
markable photographs—mental images of the person. They 

■ are generally taken late at night, in an absolutely dark room.' 
A highly sensitive plate is used which is capable of register
ing the emanations of life given q^f by the hand of the, sub
ject. Sometimes, where the astral body or aura, is taken, a 
green electric light is employed. The results are really extra
ordinary. The doctor hfts a series which shows the progress oi 
a person, originqlly possessed of delusiqns, toward menta 
health.- In the first of the series the aura of this poor, tor
mented .person is a tortured mass of'clouds. It is confusión 
rampant. Nq head or face is visible. The patient is in a., dense 
fog of her own confused meqtal atmosphere. Her vibrations 
are of the most terrific character. . In a second photograph the 
head is vaguely outlined. There is a semblance of a face. The 
clouds have shifted and opened up. hi a third photograph 
you can see the face plainly. The conditions are much more 
serene than in the two preceding negatives. Mental health is 
being established, and sound thoughts are driving back the 
forbidding' shapes of tshadowland. The patient is- surrounded 
by a gray and neutral atmosphere, the sigh of the approach 
of normal conditions. Some of the photographs reproduced 
in Supplement are even more curious, and are explained below 
the picture.” 1 '. ■ -

.“The remarkable-cures at Lourdes during the procession of 
the pilgrims have much, occupied the attention of psychic in
vestigators. What is this mysterious force .that' cures the ob
stinate disease unaffected by ordinary medical treatment? 
Dr. Baraduc has succeeded'in photographing it. The Light of 
Life he calls the mysterious fluid, and he has fixed the phe
nomenon on his photographic plate. To the naked eye. the 
form of this curious and curative force resembles that of stars 
or snowflakes. In another picture we see a further example 
of a Benediction. The ‘.‘vibrations” from the hands .of a

nesa certain phenomena. I do not say Uiey5,are;uot good peo
ple, but quite à number of them have come )just;out of sheer 
curiosity; others have come to have a good' evening—to be 
entertained. The true Spiritualistic-investigator should not 
come for either of these motives. i

The phénomena of Spiritualism can he demonstrated scien-. 
tifically. Scientists have for a long time, and for certain reas
ons, been very chary of investigating or even assembling in 
a place to investigate phenomena. One reason js because, hith
erto, much of what is called investigation has. been entirely, 
in the hands of irresponsible and’often credulous persons.. If 
this; were not the case, fortune-telling could never have gained 
or made headway as it has done. Therefore I, for one,—and 
I trust that you. do also—favor spiritual investigation, under 
scientific or test conditions. There must be some safeguards 
to prevent people beiqg imposed upon, for this is one of the 
most sacred subjectsunder the sun, and the man or wotoft^ 
who would foist upon his or her fellow beings spurious phe
nomena shoufd be counted guilty of one of the greatest crimes 
that it is possible for them to perpetrate. The intercourse with 
departed friends and relatives has to deal with the affections— 
with all that is holy and sublime. How sacred and holy should 
be the hour spent in communion with the unseen world. .

"èow Scientists Experimented with Eusapia Palladino.
But I am pleased tó record that scientists have at last turned 

their attention to Spiritualism and its phenomena. Some'of 
the highest minds are . investigating at the present time, espe
cially in such countries as France, Italy and Germany. One of 
the latest converts, Professor Lorqbroso, commenced to investi
gate Spiritualista distinctly-prejudiced to it. This has; in fact, 
been the attitude of nearly all the scientists whoshdve been 
converted to Spiritualism. It must be noted that it is not the 
ordinary medium that is usually selected when scientists give 
their' attention to these matterà. In Italy we have Eusapia 
Palladino,, an illiterate peasant .¿woman, discovered some few 
ye^rs back by a certain scientific gentleman. They, were aston
ished at the results obtained by her mediumship. It was well 
known that Palladino wàf an uneducated woman, but they ob
tained through her writing, in many languages. She spoke with 
ne^ tongues, and' since that time, the investigators have made 
great progress. x 'When your -medium was at Milan he 'saw a 
number of casts taken from impressions, in clay^that were- re
ceived under test conditions at her sittings, which I .will de
scribe to,¿you. • The room was ■ specially selected by tiiese- scien
tists for their test Sittings/ It was kept closed and securely 
locked, and only, opened to permit thè .èntryvof the sitters with 
the medium, who .had been, carefully search®. In one corner 
’of tile room, which was almost bare, saye; for a table and 
chairs, was a small table. Palladino sat behind the small table 
with her back to the-corner of .the' room- ground that table 
the scientific gentlemen took théir séa^s, thè^ medium' placing 
her hands on .'the table/ and they placing tmeir hands on the 
table and òn hers also. In the .opposite corner a little table 
was placed with a lump of soft clay, about half the site pf this 
board (pointing to the oné'in front-of the medium) ,' and spe
cially prepared for the occasion. All being ro«'’y the light was 
turned'out just as it is turned out here, an« xór about the same

priest in the act of blessing have been fixed on the plate.” 
If the photographic Jens, as in the case of star photography, 

and in spirit emanations, can record what to normal eyesight 
is invisible, it goes far to prove that clairvoyant gifts are sim
ply a natural extension of the human vision, just as the X-rays, 
m re veiling the inner structure of the bodily organization ex
plained what clairvoyant diagnosers had been doing for the 
last half century. One well-known journalist in Sidney, who in 
a late issue of his paper had the hardihood to declare that “a- 
man who believes in occult things is not educated,’’ would

■have had his eyes opened at Mr. Stanford’s circle on Friday 
evening, October 18, when, in vjew of all present, a material
ized hand was formed, and a message was written by it in 
pencil on a sheet of paper, while the medium was seated in a 
chair placed upon the table entirely out of reach of it. It is 
the man who refuses to note the signs of the times all around 
him who is “not educated” in the true sense, and who merits 
the title that this flippant journalist bestows so airily on the

■ man who does—namely, “an ignorant ass.” He speaks of 
what are now acknowledged psychic facts.as being “contrary 
to law,” little imagining that there are laws in this marvelous 
universe not yet understood. Men like Dr. Alfred Russel Wal
lace, Sir William Crookes, Lombroso, Myers, Hodgson, Hyslop, 
have devoted their scientific experience and rare intellectual 

_ gi(ts to the investigation of these laws, with the result that 
they are all to-day whole-souled believers in the existence' and 
potency of an occult world now being revealed by science. To 
speak of men like these and .their confreres—now counted by 

’ the hundreds—as “ignorant asses” bespeaks a mind that has 
as yet failed to grasp the importance of a subject destined to 
change the religious and social outlook .of the future.. , .

The following is a» brief account of the seances held since 
our last issue:—

56th Seance. September,6th. Address by Dr. Channing, “A 
Peep Behind the Veil.” .Through indisposition of the medium, 
physical phenomena could not take place. A short address by 
Bev. Gilbert White on spiritual conditions and health concluded

Easoiasm . . . - , . NotÑ666ssarj
Byenl^ht Can I)e Btrenfftheued, and Maa* 

Forma of Diseased Eyes Successful« : 
ly Tvcnted Without Cutting oi?

s Drugging.

That the eyes can be strengthened so ’ 
that «ye glasses can be dispensed with 
In many eases has been proven beyond 
a doubt by the testimony of hundreds oí 
pepple who publicly claim that their 

eyesight has been re
stored by that won
derful Httle instru

ís ment called “Actina." 
•’Actlna” also relieves 
sore and granulated 
lids, Iritis,etc.,and-re
moves cataracts with-» 

ein» out cutting or drug—been’ »nii?V?L “Actlnas’* have
exnarhfi/^rcfore ‘ Actlna” la not an 
inS uwoi1, Pliable- The follow- . 
wf receive-are but aamplea of hundred» 

PahL?tAM¿fyarlke,\cor'!er Carolina and 
“Abouttw ’̂iJ408 AnKel®8- Rai., wrltoa: 
to fall Vs BS°, “X 8lsht Waa eniffli 1 nonsuited so-called sol- 
made hn lnS.ai,d had special glasses 
a An’* BtR aU to no avail. I bouirht an

it for any amount of money."

WOULD YOU THINK 
it possible that there is a man or wo- 
man of intelligence in aU the land, 
wlio would not want to read a con
temporaneous account of THE CRU
CIFIXION written hf a personal friend 
of Jesus, who was present iuid took an, 
important part of the tragedy itself 
and in the events of the time?

Wo think not., ,
“THE CRbciFEUON, by an Eye-1 

Witness,” now ready, for delivery, is 
unquestionably the most fascinating 
and' absorbing ancient manuscript 
thus far discovered.

It contalns'the ANCIENT LETTER 
OF'JESUS’ FRIEND, written in Je
rusalem seven years after the Cruet- 
fixion to his friends in Alexandria,
ecM|MBSBSS5=:5=55TE8!sess2?Ess5SBES!=s

telling them the strange, simple and 
Impressive story or his FRIEND’S 
CRUCIFIXION, of his removal from 
the .Cross, his resuscitation and sub- 
aeijuent death, as he witnessed the 
events.

The manner in which tills porten
tous story came into our possession 
is toid, and the authenticity of this 
ancient letter IS VOUCHED FOR in 
a manner which must appeal to think
ing men and women.

This book also contains a contem
porary description of Jesus' personal 
appearance, and the DEATH WAR- 
RANT OF PILATE under which he 
was crucified.

The book is bound in cloth with 
gold stamp, contains a rare, engraved 
likeness of Jesus, and it will be deliv
ered to any address upon receipt of 
One Dollar. Order from this office.

e ihy 
ainao 
Veen 
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Falrf* Clerk,
my evea fVfi'T Actlna has cured 
Klass«» t80, tha*.J can d° Without now 1 2el«lom have headache 
attel a a u^y up V elBVen o'clock 

hard day 8 work at the office.’’ 
Actlna can be used by old and 

e with perfect safety. R Is imposst- 
ber J“"1? wA‘h ona’ Ever mon»- 
"lr.not.. V18 tamlly can use the one 
A, iua foL,any form of disease of the 
Ust'ftn^v.»^;1011^ ?*' Ona 'Will
ast foi years, and is always ready for 

use It will be sent on trial, postpaid.
If you will send your name and ud- 

?I»w eLtllS.rAi!U,2B Appllamoe Co., Dept. 
S42N, 811 Walnut street, Kansas City* 
tao'Ai-, you wiH receive’, absolutely

REE, a valuable book—Professor Wit . 
son s Treatise on Disease,

TO .THE TRl^E SPIRITUALISTS OF ILLINOIS.
• Kind Friends and CorWoi-kers: We are desirous of enlisting every Spir- 

, itualist who has an interest in common with fellow-Spirituallsts, and be
lieves In organization,. in one grand worklng> body, in this State, at least, 
and kindly solicit your co-operation and energies In this direction. We 
-mpst get together and pUll together or the name-and cause we so dearly 
love will be'swallo^ed up by the churches and. the world, and we will be 
left to look In wonderment at the disappearance of a truth we thought we 
owned;- Xf there are not enough of the' splid believers In Spiritualism in 
your section to organize a society, we ask you to send in your name and 
that of those whom you know to; be in sympathy, and we will see what we 
can do in strengthening and organizing Spiritualism upon the solid basis 
It is entitled to; Let us hear from you and try to get in closer touch.

Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITINQ.

“Tire World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to Come. ।

"The World Beautiful." Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; ’The Un
seen World. -

"The World Beautiful.” Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst: Paradlsa GJoria.

“After Her^Death, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

"The Spiritual Significance.” Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life.”
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

ength of time. The skilled investigator knows full well that 
phenomena are more easily ^obtained and more satisfactory when 
this is followed out. But unscientific and unthinking persons 
just simply laugh and jeer at this necessary condition. It has 
ieen proved by such 'skilled investigators as Dr. Hodgson and 
Dr. Hyslop that light affects the vibrations largely, and as all 
results—t|ie passage' of matter through matter, communica
tions, the production of almost any and every phenomenon— 
come through these vibrations, it is necessrfy" to have the 
strongest and best conditions available. At this seance with 
Palladino the light was turned out for a very short time, and 
when it was turned up there werfe distinct impressions on the 
piece of clay, at -the other side of the room, of baby hands, 
hands of grown persons,,and foot prints. The clay was then 
preserved and dried, and plaster casts taken from it, and these 
were given to various societies. Any number of these have 
been received under test conditions. It is also noted that the 
fingers of the medium are short and slÿn, but many of the finger 
prints in the clay are thick and coarse. Other remarkable phe
nomena have also been received through this wonderful me
dium.

Experiments with Charles Bailey in Italy.
At the meetings in Italy every precaution against fraud was 

taken. There was no loophole whatever. If a person z were 
the greatest conjurer, the most wonderful adept in the world, 
it would be of no use under the. conditions thaL obtained at 
these meetings. The same stringency was observed with the 
sittings of your medium. I was present throughout his tour 
in Italy, and I have never known more stringent tests applied 
than to Charles Bailey. Being present and speaking on sev
eral occasions, I took stock of everything, and inwardly ap
plauded these precautions because truth has nothing to £ear. 
At Milan the editor of an evening .newspaper and a skeptic to

’ -the meeting.
57th Seance. September 13th. Address by Professor Denton' 

on “Human Progression.” Phenomena. Lump of- clay con
taining mosaics. Piece of Indian tapestry brought measuring 
11 feet in length and 5 feet in width. Details of its production 
were given' in October number.

58th Seance. September 20th. Address by Professor Den
ton on “The Saviors of the World.” Lump of clay with mo
saics. Quantity of buckwheat placed in dish on tablk Three 
seeds from Japan planted in flower pot. A plant grown-about 
thrfee inches high, which was promised to develop in the garden 
to a large tree bearing flowers in the hot weather.

59th Seance. September 27th. Address by Professor Den- 
ten, “Is There a Personal God?”. .Small bird brought to re
place one that had died in aviary. Lump of clay with mosaics.- 
Bundjp of manuscripts from Thibet.

SPIRITUALISM FROM A SCIENTIFIC' STANDPOINT.

k 1 • Address by Professor Denton, i.
Delivered oh the evening of August 16th/

. [Specially reported by .Miss M. Wilson, shorthand Writer and* 
^ypist,. Premier "Buildings,'Collins St, Melbourne.] < 

; 'Let me say at the outset,' that,'I,' for one,' do not believe in'

-boot, suggested a further test, to which the committee ob
jected. It. was carried sp far that Professor Mazzarati resigned 
his position as chairman fpr this reason, because, as he said: 
“All the conditions we imposed have bepn faithfully carried 
out. It js not right for us to obtain fresh ’¿conditions. ” Dr. 
Whitcomb, however, consented. The further test-was to entirely 
encase the medium in a bag, and to-put an^he^.taetwork bag 
.over his head so that he could breathe through^'In less than 
(twenty minutes a bird, a native of India, Was produced, and 
they had present a skeptical ^entlemun, Dr..^r^ni, doctor of 
taws and letters, and professor of Eastern l&ngimges, retained 
at a weekly fee to interpret or translate the» Hindoo tongue as 
spoken by the controls. This .is not generally known, and I 
have much pleasure in stating it here to-nigiSt- iSe-translated 
the language of the.Hindoos, andputthem.througlKheir facings, 
so to speak, by asking any number of questions’; which were, 
all satisfactorily, answered. -1

The Need of Physical Phenomena? :
As regards materialization, there are just two or three power

ful materialization mediums in .the world at present, but. there 
are. others developing. GoU, through the spirit world, is rais
ing up. men and women to demonstrate this wonderful and beau
tiful truth, and now that the scientific world' has turned its 
attention-to this phase of . mediumship you should expect great 
things. Physical phenomena can be scientifically demonstrated. 
A man may have faith, but I can tell you of a great many peo
ple who have, not. The Church, Us it is constructed to-day, calls 
upon its members to have faith; but they cannot demonstrate

anything in support of their contention. It was not always so. 
Tn days that have long passed away ¡signs and wonders followed 
the teaching of the truth, and that truth was most simple 
beautiful. It was not complicated dogmas '«nd doctrines that 
even a university professor cannot understand,'thought he may 
saÿ he does, but it was the truth in all its simplicity, and as 
the'Old Book puts it: “The wayfaring men, though fools, shall 
not err therein.” And that truth—the teaching and preaching 
of that wondrous truth—was followed by signs and wonders. 
Now, Spiritualism shows forth the signs and wonders,to-day; 
hence all those who live to God can rightly be called'primi- 
tive Christians if they follow in the footsteps of thé man of 
Nazareth. He bade his followers carry on the good work, apd 
for centuries they did so; but, alas, that dark, dark night in 
the middle ages closed in on the world, shutting out much of. 
this glorious truth; but- the true light is now shining again. 
We desire that the scientific world should give ear to these 
matters and investigate. You, I am sure, and the spirit world, 
I know, will offer every facility and encouragement' to them 
to investigate Spiritualism with its wondrous phenomena; -and 

«it can be demonstrated. With proper precautions taken, and 
the meeting conducted under test conditions, no matter how 
biased or how prejudiced a man may be, be will be forced to 
-admit, as Sir William Crookes, Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace and 
others have been forced to admit, that there is a power and 
force operating independent of those who arc in the flesh. And 
then the next step is to satisfy them^that this force or power 
operating is put in motion by the spirits of men who once dwelt 
in the flesh.< .Don’t be surprised that the scientific world has 
been somewhat tardy in consenting to investigate Spiritualism. 
Science-proceeds very slowly. Let me give you one fact. You 
have had from time to time flint and other stone instruments 
—prehistoric-brought to this circle For a long, long time 
"similar prehistoric flints had been collected and shown to sci
entific men, and a certain man started the theory that they 
were, the implements that were chipped from stone by men 
who had lived long ages ago. • The scientific world -ridiculed
it, laughed at it. Some went so far as to say that they were 
little pieces that had fallen from the clouds. But, after care
ful investigation, it was found that t)ie theory put forward by 
this scientific person was the truth, and that they were prehis
toric flints chipped by men who lived in prehistoric times. I 
could give you many dther instances. So' do not be surprised 
at the. slow progress made in the scientific world. But scien
tists having onc£.tumed their-attention to these things and

"The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dav.n on any Hour.

"Tho Life Radiant?” The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It. 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“IJrom Dreamland Sent.” Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

cr's Standard Library." Four books 
In a box, including—"Practical Uses 
ot the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
»1.00 each.

"Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price »1.00.

“Modern Carpentry.” Price »1.
These valuable books are by Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price »1.00 each, or 
four for »3.50.

These and many other good booka
ubuj can fonnd tn our Catalogue.
established one fact, be assured they .will not let go their hold, v__________

-and thé laymen, together with tfie great crowd who tell you 
that it is impossible, it is absurd, it cannot be, will fall in line. 
When Jesus was upon thé earth, plane, some of those whoLoccu- 
‘pied seats in the Sanhedrim "made this inquiry. ‘‘Have any 
of the-great believedin Him?” And tliey asked that question 
because if any of the great people believed’ on Him, then they 
would fall in line.. This.is'always the case, -and it is so to-day.’ 
I say tliat most lay people are incompetent to investigate this 
important subject, and for many reasons. One is that they are 
too much addicted to sport, in this country at all events. On 
the spirit side we desire serious, thinking men to investigate, 
not flighty, sjiiftless people. By and by we shall have the 
newspapers giving their adherence and support.. They will.be nrnunv pom 
the last to come in, ffievcfry last. When the scientific world

, . (Continued on page 8J, ' ¿s" •
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The Spiritualistic Fieid—Its Workers» Ite Work.
and General Progri the World Over.

BEAR IN MIND, that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in -no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 

_ contributors. Ho may or may not,
ANO WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- agree with their respective views. rvHiK^A- a nr-r.AHf nr l«/UAY TUL ° - *

THI8 GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
KENT 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS

DIUM8'. A REPORT OF WHAT THt
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, A8 WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use either n typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of ttie paper, and In a plain, 
legible bund, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind,

à

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at 94 per hundred, by mail $4.60, are 
the help you need in society work. G. II. BROOKS.

A New Premium Äok.
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She has been a public worker for the 
advancement of spiritual progress for 
the past eighteen years. Anyone wish
ing her services may address her at 
95 Cooper St., Trenton, N. J.”

VISION FIXES CHICAGO’S DOOM.

Dr. William D. Gentry Predict« Anni
hilation of City January 8 Because 
ot Graft and Wickedness.

A WONDERFUL W

A Lost Deed Pointed Out by a Spirit.

John Rice, of New Bloomfield, Pa., 
wrote to the Teachers’ Institute’ of 
that place:

‘‘I appear before the world as an 
Apostle of Peace for the introduction 
of a New Era in the history of man
kind. This New Era implies the 
peaceable union of all mankind, un
der one central government. School 
teachers have an important work to 
do, because the proper education of 
all children will be necessary to bring 
peace. I ajn glad to see your State 
Superintendent stand for peace. AH 
mankind must be educated and ele
vated to stand on one platform. There 
is no reason why there should be more 
than one system of government or 
more than one religion for all nations.. 
The ‘Golden Rule’ of doing unto 
others-as you would havp them do to 
you, is all that is required to unite all 
nations under one central government. 
TfiiB Union of Nations is the one thing 
needful, and it will be accomplished 
when political and ecclesiastical lead
ers exercise sound reason and com- : 
mon sense.- Truly yours for peace on 
earth." ' -

V. L, Capwell, of Dorrancetown, 
Pa,, writes the following consoling 
letter to a bereaved mourner: "No, 
Emma, the-death of the young lady 
brings no feeling of ‘sadness’ to me. 
I rejoice when anyone reaches their 
inheritance. I may miss their bpdily 
presence; even have a feeling of lone- 

. liness for a time, yet I ever feet that 
they are still with me, at times tho 
same as when in the body. If I miss 
them, I open my spirit eyes and see 
them in their. new home. How can 
I feel'sad? They rejoice; why not? 
I cannot say that the change, causes 
any sadness with me. Tho gloomy 
vale beside the grave's portal, to me, 
is no longer there. I know no death.. 
I see a gateway opening to grander 
'possibilities. Through that gate I see a 
summit of possibilities, lost In radiant 
glory ; leading to it, the path of prog
ress never ending; beside that path, 
resting bowers in which mind ever 
finds ample problems of generous 
helping purpose. The gorgeous blos
som'is IlrBt wrapped in its coarser 
Bheathlng; the breaking up of_ the 
outer " garment brings forth color to 
please the eye, fragrance to attract 
and soothe the senses. The richest 
perfume of the blossom1 is only 
reached by crushing the flower. Na
ture and Nature's God make no mis
takes. Every step is progression. 
•The fleshly cerements but drop pway 
to let the blooming spirit expand. 
Change,« constant change, but NO 
DEATH! -‘Faith sees a Star.’ Knowl
edge finds -a spirit in a spirit home.

-* , As will be seen ip this week's issue 
Of The Progressive Thinker, Mr. G, H. 
Brooks, now lecturing in Pittsburg, 
Pa., has been arrested in that city 
under the charge of “fortune telling.” 
He is an able lecturer and excellent 
medium, and thorougldy honest, and; 
should never have been, molested in 
his work. - 1 -

A DESTITUTE MEDIUM.

is
Mrs. M. V. Arris, a worthy medium,
now in the Cook County Hospital, 

She has undergone a painful surgical 
operation, and is still very weak. Will 
every Spiritualist in this city .who
reads this, send^her kind thoughts,1 
and a little money, to aid her in her 
struggle for life? 1 Send something, 
if not’more than .a dime. Direct as' 
follows: Mrs. M. V. Arris, Cook 
County Hospital, Ward 7, bed 47 
(private room), Chicago,'Ill.

1I-

<7

‘Seek and ye shall find.’ 
shall be opened to you.’ "

C. K. Flanderka writes 
Lake City: “Salt Lake 
actually the whole State

'Knock, it-

from Salt 
City, and 
of Utah,

seems to be dead regarding Spiritual- 
dsm. Here and there loom up a clair
voyant, fortune teller, and alleged 
spiritualistic medium, like a murky 
star in the bright skies. These ‘me- 
dluius’ give testa, and advice how to 
find a rich gold mine, in what way 
a man can assure success in business, 
etc., for the payment of that unavoid
able ‘God we trust.’ A few of the 
Germans in that place used to meet 
every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock 
sharp in the residence of Mr. Louis 
York, 120 South Whest Temple street. 
Mrs, C. York is our able and zealous 
medium. Progressive Spiritualists 
who do not expect the customary and 
inevitable tests are welcome and are 
admitted as investigators. No ad
mission fee to pay.” ■

F. E. Dunton, secretary, writes from 
858 Fifteenth street, Eugene, Ore.: 
"The New Èra camp will hold Its 
session four Sundays this year, com
mencing July 11. Last year’s session 
was very successful, both spiritually 
and financially. Some inyirovements 
are being made on the grounds this 
year and the board looks forward to 
another season when, both young-and 
old may enjoy the pleasures of being 
for a time In Nature’s own pilace,. 
where mammoth firs 'now reign su
preme, and where the earthly cares 
.are laid aside for a spiritual and in
tellectual feast The board would be 

'pleased to receive Sjcorrespondence 
from.’ ministers and mediums who 
might make arrangements to attend 
the camp.”

’ Lotta W. Leavitt wrlte.s from Clin
ton,‘Iowa: ‘.'The meetings óf the’Clin
ton Spiritual Society are. very well 
attended, and well they should be, 
under the efficient leadership of .our 
good and true speaker and psychic, 
Mrs. Alice C. Barry, who has been 
our pastor for over four years, and 
has raised the standard of this 
thought all over this community. J3he 
has met with wonderful success un
der very, trying circumstances, coming 
here, at a time when it seemed Im- : 
possible to stir up any . interest what- 

;evej. This, noble little woman, by her 
'perseverance ‘ and good life, has 
brought sunshine and-comfort to many 
,of earth’s children Jn sorrow . ami .. 
trouble. She is loved ’ by all who 
know her, whether Spiritualists or 
not This, dear friends in the Cause, 
demonstrates to us the wonderful 
power - of the human soul 'and .'the 
spirit World; Living the truth at
tracts only good. -Let the good work 
go on.”

Juliet H. Severance is now located 
at 544 West 147th street, New York- 
City, Is open for engagements to, lee--1 
ture for societies, make camp engage
ments and. speak at funerals. Ad-‘ 
dress as- above. . -

W, F. Schumacher writes that Bro
ther Coe .addressed, the Spiritualistic 
Church -of the Students on Sunday, 
Sister Smith and Sister Bundrok gave 
communications, The last Sunday’of 
this month there will be a flower read
ing by the pastor, Mrs. M. Schu
macher." ’ _■ ..

Mrs. Carrie H. Mong Writes from 
Muncie, Ind,: "I wish I had some
thing real good to report, both for. 
the Temple Fund Society and the 
State Association, but Just now things 
are going-very slow for both. How
ever we are arranging for a mass 
meeting at Rochester in the early part' 
of January. Will V. Nicum, of Day
ton, has-been doing some work for 
us; has been lecturing here for the 
Sundays of this month, and will lec
ture in near-by1 towns through the 
week, wherever there is a call; for 
bls services. Mr. Nicum’s lectures are 
instructive and helpful, and we only' 
wish that more people might hpve 
the benefit of them, Last Sunday 
night W. C. Jessup followed the lec
ture with messages, all of which were 
recognized. He also held some very 
satisfactory trumpet seances while 
here.“. Mr. Jessup always sits under 
strict test-conditions, thus impressing 
one with the honest of his work.. I 
had a. friend from Indianapolis who 
was spending the night in our city 
and called me up by phone, when I 
invited him to a seance at my home. 
He knew nothing of Spiritualism and 
had never been in a seance, and did 
not know anyon^ else in the room. 
He received a message from an Aunt, 
who gave her full n^me -and Bpoke 
of different members of the family, 
calling each one by name. There 
were many communications just as 
convincing as this one, but I mention 
it because my friend was a perfect 
stranger to everyone present. A note 
from him a few days ago says he is. 
hungry for more.”

Correspondent writes: “The -Gold
en Rule Spiritualist Society held a 
grand meeting* Sunday, December 8, 
in the Afternoon and evening. The 
afternoon» was given over to short 
talks anij messages. The evening 
brought a goodly number of people 
to listen to our sister, Mrs. Alice Sex
smith, who gave us something long 
to be remembered. Dr. C. A." Bur
gess'was one of the message bearers, 
And Mrs. Susie Thompson came with 
her clear-cut-message work. Sunday, 
December 15, was another good meet
ing; the speaker, both afternoon and 
evening was our pastor, Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill. The subject was “When? Why? 
Where?” and handled In such a man-, 
ner tliat~a chi^d • could understand.' 
The message bearer's on that, evening 
were Mrs. Mary Weaver; her work 
was of the highest order; Mrs, Cly- 
bourn followed with her usual good 
work. " Mrs. Alice Sexsmith will be 
the speaker, December. 22, and on. 
December 29, Mrs. Nora E. Hill. 
Don’t forget the. watch-meeting, De
cember -31, af Star Lodge -Hall, 378 
South Western avenue;’’ ,

The Fraternal Daughters held their 
regular weekly meeting in Atlas Hall, 
406 Ogden avenue. Wednesday,-De
cember 18. Both’ afternoon and even- 
ing. session -were given over to read
ings and messages by the following 
mediums: Sisters Caird, Adams; Rick
ert, Switzer, Schmidt, and Brother 
Traver.’ We had a very nice attend-; 
ance." We will hold n’speCial meeting 
for everybody bn Xmas, day at 2:3.0 
and 7:30. Let everybody make a spe
cial. effort’ to-meet with theft spirit 
friends and exchange Christmas greets 
ings, .and let us show bur loved ones 
that although they are gone on be
fore, they , are not forgotten. Come 
atid'Dring a.friend; ’

-Henrietta Lichtig -writes- from 
Cleveland, Ohio: “My . ‘engagement 
with the Ladies’ Temple Fund Socie
ty'of Cleveland is drawing to. .a close. 
It has been a very pleasant month to 

.me, and I hope may have been ol • 
some, gdod to them. The ladles are 
earnest, harmonious, hard workers, 
and are doing a good work,. keeping 
a clean,' spiritual, uplifting pratform-. 
At .pur ..business, meeting Thursday, 

•evening-,-the-old officers were all se
lected, showing their-efforts of ’the 
past year were well appreciated. They 
rare taking in new members, and the 
society is in a flourishing condition, 
And will soon have a temple, paid for 
by their earnest work., I shall be with 
■the Unity Spiritual Society of Milwau
kee, WIb., for the month of-January, 
and-would like'to make other engage
ments; also arrange for camp-meet- 

1 ing dates: - Permanent address 4746 
Calumet--avenue;--Chicago, Ill.” ■

Mrs.- Margaret E. Kirk -writes from 
Tompa, Fli^: “The First Splritaal-

[gr?

£

. Seven hundred and fifty Chicago fol
lowers pf Dr. William D. Gentry, mis
sionary and evangelist, are gathering 
their earthly possessions preparatory 
to drawing apart from the rest of the 
world while, Chicago undergoes de
struction.

(Annihilation of Chicago is booked 
to occur within a month; In fact, 
during the week of January 3, accord
ing to .calculations based on a vision 
of the prophet, Gentry. It will be 
complete, with the exception of the 
elect of the Full Gospel Mission, 124 
Clark street. Worshipers in this his
toric building, used in the days of 
primal Chicago as a gambling house, 
later as a court of justice, and in the 
times of regeneration and reform, as 
a place of worship, will be exempt 

.from the flood of fiery brimstone and 
other signs of. divine wrath promised 
by their leader, Gentry.

: ‘'Terrible Calamity” Is Hovering.
"I believe and know that a terrible 

calamity hovers over Chicago,” de
clared. Dr. Gentry. “There wilj .be 
no earthquake; there will be no case 
of men's hearts failing them for fear; 
the powers of heaven shall not.be 
shaken; I do not believe that we will 
see the Bon of Man coming In the 
cloud with ‘power and great glory,’ 
but I »do know that Chicago is 
doomed.

“I saw it in a vision and am preach
ing it, and I have 750-followers in 
the immediate vicinity qf my resi
dence; 692 .La Salle avenue. They 
know-God has damned Chicago. The 
catastrophe will commence January 3. 
Great clouds will hover over Chicago 
just as I saw in my vision and de
struction will follow.

». “God. always means what he' says 
and' sgys just what he means, and 
God told me in the vision ten years 
ago that on January 3 Chicago would 
be destroyed.

Sunday Closing the Cause,
“The reason-will be that the chil

dren of God would not awaken find 
unite in driving saloons, dives, gam
blers; grafters, low-down theaters and 
all thoge who "desecrate the Lord’s nay 
and who reject and ignore God, out 
of the »city.—Chicago Tribune.

To the Editor:—-We have just re
ceived such a good test that I thought 
perhaps you might be glad to give it 
to the many readers of your valuable 
paper. One evening last week, Sir. 
Upp's Ipind was controlled by “Pom- 
peta,” who wrote that a spirit had 
been here during- the day who wished 
to send a message to a son living in 
Springfield, Ill., but they could not 
get our attention. She said he would 
come again the next day, which he 
did, writing to us that he would be 
very happy if we would send a letter
to his son, who was a violent disbe
liever in Spiritualism, and who 
abused his father while he' was llv-
ing, on account of his belief. He 
Baid his daughter, Pauline, had come 
to, the spirit world, and was very sor
ry for her actions in the earth life, 
and wished her brother John to know 
that she had hid an important paper 
(a deed) in the inside lining in the 
top of a trunk which was still in her 
room. He wrote a very nice letter 
to his son, which we promptly for-, 
warded to the address be gave us, 
He seemed very anxious that we 
should send his message immediately 
as he paid his son was preparing to 
leave Springfield, When I tell'you 
that we had never heard of those peo
ple and knew, absolutely .nothing of 
the circumstances, you may judge of 
our pleasure on receiving a letter 
from jhe son, John Schmidt, which 
I enclose. It seems, that he Ib still 

■a disbeliever, but that’does not change 
the truth of spirit return. .

ALICE D. GREEN.

To George Upp:—Dear sir: I.got 
a paper pretending to be from my 
Fatherr Henry Schmidt. It is in his 
handwriting, and I found the paper 
where my sister hid it. Of course, 
I don’t know it is, but when my fa
ther was living he had a lot to do 
with a woman named Baker, that pre
tended to talk to my mother, but I 
don’t believe in such things. I start 
In a few days to Dakota. My fami
ly havp gone already. I thank you, 
because I found the paper.

Yours truly, 
JOHN F. SCHMIDT.

- Springfield, UI.
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« Spiritual Sciesce aad PhiU
TUB Javbl?piíf>«r’,■aï, VOituHe, 10 eta. 

rhri.y°J'.UII0N op T“» ■ GOD aad 10 «li/ Prlce< W-Wl »»to«“

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE

Yes, -the above is the title of ouf New Premi
um Book. k “ Interwoven,” meaning that Spirit 
Life is WOVEN into a remarkably interesting 
narrative for the use of those on "the material 
plane. The Progressive Thinker stands alone in 
this world of ours in sending out books for less 
than actual cost, and in doing so,;: it ^as had a 
heavy burden to bear, but it has börne it brave
ly and cheerfully—-in fact, with actual pleasure. 
This remarkable Premium Book wilTh# sent.out 
for 25 cents, for less than it costs us. In all cases 
the order for it must -be accompanied with a 
year’s subscription to The Progressive Thinker.

1st Society of Tampa, Fla.', has en-. ligent people who are seeking the 4Airzxz1 a* A» a' tx.-——n - v_ 2i'j— a —..iL —x xt_joyed the sojourn ef Dr. C. A. Burgess
of Chicago, in our city. The Doctor 
is an earnest and enthusiastic work
er for the cause, and we very much 
appreciate his labors among us. His 
lectures were strong and impressive, 
his message work most convincing. 
While ouf society is not large, we are 
growing, and the outlook for. tie 
winter’s work Is ■encouraging.^ We 
are anticipating the pleasure of hav
ing Dr. J. M. Peebles with us in'Jan
uary.”

Mary B. Hill writes: “The Bazaar 
held under the auspices of the ladies 
of the Band of Harmony was the most 
successful ■ held in years. Donations 
came In liberally; all were useful and 
beautiful, and everything sold at good 
figures. The food was good, wéll 
prepared, nicely served, and an abun
dance for all,, and well patronized-un
der. the management of Mrs, Freder
ickson, with Gen. Hotchkiss at the, 
coffee urn. Mr. C. Druliner had* 
charge of the candy booth, and met 
country store. Mrs. Prldemore’s big 
crowd. Mrs? Campbell sold, at her 
country store.Mrs. Pridmore's big- 
doll brought $16, and was drawn by 

-Allie Adams. All 'other dolls wefat 
in proportion. : Mrs. Goodrich’s, toi
let articles-were bought without hesi
tation. ' Miss Carrie Richmond had 
a stack of aprons’and no enough to 
go -around. .Mrs. Druliner’s fancy 

-articles were tastefully displayed, and 
all went as gifts for Christmas, 
a stack of aprons and not enough to 
obtain one of Mrs. Richmond's beau
tiful paintings were, delighted. The 

■booths for psychic readings were well 
patronized, and. mediums kept. busy 
until time to touch the electric but
ton and say “Good Night.” The next 
regular meeting of the Band of-.Har- 
mony will be held December 36, in 
Hall 309, Masonic Temple. All are 
cordially invited.”

Dr. Schaeffer writes: “The Society 
of First Church Psychic Research will 
entertain its many friends in the hall 
40 E. 31st st' corner Cottage Grove 
avenue, with a New Year’s Eve Watch-’, 
meeting. ' The program will.consist 
of messages by the different mediums’, 
a song concert, epffee,. cake, etc. Come 
and help Us close the old year with 
our labors of love add work of good 
toward all mankind, and sowing, the 
seeds of -Spiritualism' for a fruitful 
crop in the New Year. May wé hall 
the dawn of the New Year as a. bright 
omen-for our cause, that there may 
be general-rejoicing for victory over 
all opposition. May the New Year 
dawn with the brightest success that 
Spiritualism has ever known. The 
true-workers have cause’ for great re
joicing. Let us be mere united that 
succéss may be ours.’!. ’ •

Captain Bert Stout writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: "I wish'to-let you 
know of two good mediums .who hold 
parlor meetings from two to three 
times a week. . Mra. Carrie Wér- 
mouth and Mrs. S. Ek Evans. Their

light. Mrs. Evins holds forth at No. 
3938 17th street; and easily reached 
by the Castro street cars.' She has
meetings Wednesday, FiMay and Sun
day evenings, àt 8. o’clock. Mrs Wer- 
mouth holds meeting« Wednesday and 
Sunday evembgs, but sho is not in the 
city at prefent, but will return and 
resume her meetings about January 
4. I open Mrs. Evans’ meetings Fri
day and Sunday evenings with a short 
lecture, and- Mrs. Wermouth’s’ moot
ings Wednesday. She bolds ■ her 
meetings at No. 451. Waller street, 
which ,1s reached by the Hal git and 
Fillmore street cars. These two me
diums arc worthy of consideration, as 
they are honest and conscientious.”

Wm. Hodgson writes from Hutch- 
inson, Kansas: “Thè First Spiritual 
Church here "is having a real spiritual 
awakening, under the able ministra- 
tlons'of Mrs.. Josephine Bruer, the 
efficient secretary of the State Spirit
ualist society. Our membership is 
fs steadily increasing, and we hopeful-’ 
ìy look forward to à strong, progress
ive society here in the near future.”

È. R, Fielding writes from Wash
ington,- D. C.: « “Another beneilit se
ance Was given by Zalda B., Katas for 
the auxiliary of.theFirst Association. 
These seances are held at the home 
of the presidents.of thé’Association, 
Mr._ F. A. Wbod, and are. well .at
tended. The N. S._4i library is al
ways ¥>pen to anyone; calling at the 
.headquarters. Mr. Kàtes is always 
.therèl Mr.- Harrison D. Barrett speaks 
every Sunday evening to "a well-filled" 
house. He is followed by Mrs. Rip
ple, the medium who has Independent 
voices. Before the-medium does her 
work, Mr. Barrett explains the-phi
losophy so plain that the investigators 
come-away feeling that they better 
understand. Spiritualism. - Mr. Pierre 
L. O. A. Keeler, ;the Blate-writing me
dium, has recovered, .»from a severe 
cold for a few deys, and has resumed 
his Wednesday and . Friday evening 
seances. Mrs. M. J. Stevens,-. Mrs. 
Shaw, Mre. Wmii Bokmah, Mrs. J. 
Warneke, and other mediums,-are do
ing a good work.it' We ¡await the cbm« 
Ing of. Mr's. M. Trand-Prof. Longley 
from the Pacific'coastrin April.” ?

•V. L. CapwelP2.writes from Dor- 
panceton, Pa.: f,,It rehlly seems to 
me that, in. this age of progress, you 
ohght to have a-clrculation reachlng- 
into the HUNDREDS - OF THOU
SANDS! Ï give ¿Ray mV older copies’ 
wherever I think’thef!'will be-read;' 
yet.I find partiëS whâ; say: ‘l am 
afraid to read miVfi papers, and some 
of your books.” Will the day ever 
come when the human mind will shake 
off its childish superstitions and creed- 
al bondage?, or is Inherited eupereti- 
tlon so deeply rooted that only death 
can raise tho^dMkt”.-- ; . •. •

As correspondent writes': . “Mrs. 
Morie Butterfield, of Llnton, N^J., 
Is open for engagements with soclÿ-

meetings are well attended by intel- ties as a message and test medians.

MISS EDDA PRESTON

.Sentenced to Pay a Fine of 913.

To the? Editor:—Miss Ella Preston, 
she of Folsom-Stewart fame,'has beeni 
found guilty of fortune telling by.'the 
criminal sessions here. She was sen
tenced to pay a fine of 975,-and Will 
probably be before the Court again 
shortly unless she departs'hence. It 
is alleged that, evidence has been 
accumulating among Spiritualists that 
she has been faking with the trumpet, 
with lights, and- in -other ways, dur
ing her 'stay in this, city.

JOHN S. KING, 
Toronto, Canada.

AT CHRISTMAS TIME.

To One “Over There.” •

Items of Interest About Women. .
The Ohlo Woman Suffrage Associa

tion has presented to the Reuben Mc
Millan Free Library, in Youngstown, 
the History of Wqman Suffrage, which 
Is comprised- in four large volumes. 
VoIb. 1, 2, and 3 were written by 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. 
Anthony-and Matilda Joslyn'Gage; 
Vol, 4 by Mias Anthony and Ida Hus
ted Harper.' '

On November 1st, there were held 
throughout England and Wales the 
first elections at which women were 
eligible as mayors, aldermen and town 
and couhty councillors. It-.wilj be 
interesting to learn how many have 
been elected. Women are said to be 
already: serving on about 290.0 .pub
lic boards in England and Wales, 
mostly boards of guardians of the 
poor. The new bill has opened to 
women 417 more public bodies, name
ly, 326 town councils, 63 county coun
cils and -28 London borough coun
cils, besides all the boards of aider
men.

Mrs. Ida Husted Harper has com
pleted the writing of the third vol
ume'of the Life and Work of Susan 
B. Anthony. It 1b expected that the 
book will be ready for circulation in

THE LYCMUM GUIDE!.
Suiidnv c »us? oi Societies, Lyceums, 

a.nd tllB Home. A man- 
ual cuif^*lc“*‘ iotoBootoal and apirlt- : 
Musin containing a collection ot Hnn»0 Sr 1 bonge, Golden Chain Reolta- , 
Fune'raVs1?™/ Gems, Choral Responses, 

tl Pr°erams for Seselon».
organi^tnii Huies, Instructions for 

und conducting Lyccumf, In- Umnlcs0'» Culture“ cklU.
ards tha Baunora- Stand-bv th. e# Mercy, etc. A book 
raimnJ r»' which, a Progressive Ly- 

Liberal Society may be organ« 
ancV ^™duKnted wlth°ut other asaist- , 
ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
-O“.9 hundred and twenty ot 

the. author s best poems, embracing a 
oubjecta and versatility 
j'i’torlc, heroic, patbet-.

.lmSro“".an^ descriptive. They are 
adapted for recitations, Tha 

alo°b^H?ACont,&*nB flve BonK’- with mil- 
ciarV H10 oudnent composer. Jame* G. 
p“,“;,.260. »ages, beautiful)» boun«: 
paldra * Oi author- BHce |1.00, post- .

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHHB
OFFERINGS.

»¿J?,!’1"1!! 10 dedicated: 'To those ( 
tha Uni«^!11' fusings reach into 
or AShiJ?!.1*“,4 B^10 thl8 handful
„Asphodels, mixed with common, flow- 

offered, hoping to give rest and
P/on’nn® , waiting at the way sta-. 
iluL n Journey thither.” It con- 

°5®. hundred and thirty-nine po- 
????' an.d twenty storiettes, a part ot tho 

Wr Tutt10- In ner most 
"tyle- 286 pages, six full pass 

Illustrations, among which are likeness- 
author and Clair Tuttle; beau- 

tlrully bound In blue, with sliver em
bossing. Price, Jl.OO. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITA

TIONS,
To Advance Humane Education,——For 

USS In entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Banda of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowj- 
0?,g0 Jlv0r. Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plair Is this: Some large church 
or public hall Is secured: several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak- " 
0r ,?r. reolter to compete for tho prlso 
medal; some prominent citizen presides: 
other prominent citizens act as ths 
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Prien, 26 cents, postpaid.
■ , Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights,6.

/'

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings iu Hails are requested to Bendin 
notice. They must be brief '

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V." 
Richmond, pastor; services in Hall'" 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 a. m,‘ 1 
Sunday School’at 10 a. m. Mrs. Rlch- 

■ mond will be at, home 3802 Ridgo 
Boulevard, " Friday ‘ afternoons,, to« 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxfllaryi'of 
the OhtircE'of the Soul, meets at Hall'. 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and:
fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

The Students of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. m.

month,
Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison
Service .

$

Somehow I always think of you, 
At^the return of Christmas day;

In dim aisles of the past I view, 
A happy childhood far away.

Each year you gave, some gift to me. 
Books, and a tea-set, dollies, too;

And once—a pleasant memory— '
Two little dresses, green and blue.

•But all" are gone, they nerved their 
time.

February, Miss Anthony's 
month.

THE PRESENT.

birth

“A Glorious New Cycle Is Being Ush
ered In.”—«Progressive Thinker.

Tm glad I'm living in this age;
I want to live to see 

The money tyrant oft the stage, 
And human beings free]

And made a little child’s heart kJ want to see the monster crushed
glad;

To-day, I weave them Into rhyme 
With woman’s thoughts, both sweet 

and sad.
Beneath my throat a bit of lace 

Sometimes I fasten with much care, 
And Boftly ’mid the folds then place 

A, tiny gem you used to wear.
Friend, do’ you know how much 

prize _ , '
_ That dainty talisman of gold;

I

In your fair home beyond the sides, 
Where life’s best treasures grow 

not old.
I also wonder, if, up there, 

You know the gift for which I pray;
The tender presence, deep and rare, 

Of one I miss with every day. , 
ALICE M. WARREN.

Proctorsville; Vt

WHEN I MOST MISS YOU.

When thè sun- shines bright at morn
ing, .

And thé flowers hre wet with dew;
It W then, .Ir.think, my . dating-. 

Is the-time? I most miss you.
Add then, again,- at noontime, 

When the mid-day hour is here, 
It-seems to me that is . the time

I miss you most, my dear.
But when the sun is setting, 
- I see amber clouds-, and blue, 
With purple, gold and crimson, 

I always think\of you.
And when the night has settled down, 

. Ani lamps-are all aglow, -
I 'miss yoü mofé tlian tongue can tell; 

JTis then I miss you so.
But never ..will there be an hour, 

With all this earthly host, ’
That I can say, my darling, boy, 

. I did not ,miss you.,inost. /
I know that I shall meet, some, day, 

With loved ones gone before," ‘
And clasp you in mÿ arms again, 

To never miss you more. . '
-' MRS. M. F. HENDRICKS. .

Lindsay, Cal. : . J . .

I

I

That’s crushing others, now; 
want to have false teachers hushed, 
And Truth brave men avow.
want to see the orphan fed- 
As righteousness should plan,

And see the poor man l|ft his head, 
Feeling himself a man.

And not a hireling to be bought 
As driven cattle are,

But one possessed of manly thought 
No mortal can debar!

Freedom to be himself upright, 
And nob a cringing slave,

With nothing for the future bright 
But resting in the grave!

None need to want In this good land 
Where plenty overflows,

But for the hoarding, niggard band 
Which justice will oppose.

MRS. C. K. SMITH.
Son Diego, Cal.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten
Unes'only will be inserted free. AU 

•iq excessaot ten lines Will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen" cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a Une.]

W. C. Mann passed to spirit life 
December 15, at his home in Louis
ville, Ky. He was a prominent Spir
itualist and an enthusiastic worker In 
the Capse.

•Passed to spirit life, December 10, 
at Chicago, Dr. B. L. Eskeisen, trance 
speaker and-medium, aged 54 years. 
Ife was. well known, at Mt. pleasant 

T’ark, Clinton, Iowa.
- . • . C. L. ESKELSEN.

United in Marriage.
A pretty home wedding took ¡place 

on December 10, at high noon, when 
Dr. A, B. Spinney and MIbs. Jennie 
M. Jackson were united in maTfiage. 

; The ring service was used, Mrs. 
Amanda Coffman, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., officiated. The bride was be
comingly gowned and carried bride’s 
roses. The Doctor- wore the conven- 

-tional black suit. ; The. happy, couple 
have gone on a three-weeks’ trip.- 
... AMANDA L. COFFMAN.

NAME THE BABY;
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
holo, duet ¡ and . chorus, by John. W, 
Ringt arranged by-M,H.-, Bauer.

'Pried!35 cents. . .

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY,.
■■■ FLURRY. .-•■ '

? . By William E.’¿owne.. Learn how to 
’cast away ‘unnecessary care. ‘This 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.- _ -- - -TXj _ . . _ _ •

The New' Life. This book deals 
! with the principles and laws 'which 
open unto man’ the floodgates of infi
nite creative power,.and put hlm into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the mastery over ail things. " Price, 
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 50 cents. , 
- "immortality. Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs."’ By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.. Contains 
the address rejected bv the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price, 10 Ceuta

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden ave„ 
at 2:30 p. m.: circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler's Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Diorites, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.'

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; rest- ‘
denep 2962 Prairie Avenue. 1

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie White. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall, 756 E. 47th Bt.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at ’ 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. in. No door fee. All 
Invited, Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services al Xp. m. every Sunday.., 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E 43rd ' 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa ' 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:80. 
Lecture, music and messages, 330 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

First Church Psychic Research 
meets in Grove Hall, 40 E. 31 st, at 
3 and 8 p. "m. Dr. Schaeffer, presi
dent, 2001 Indiana avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3 p. 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas- 
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 p. m.( 
at 239 Lincoln avenue. Conducted 
by F. E. Lower.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tion holds services every Sunday eve®- ' 
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will • 
bold services every Sunday evening, 
at 319 E. 55 th street. Good mediums 
in attendance. _ •

k‘

UNCOOKED FOODSx/ 
And How to Live on Them—With 

- Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menua,- 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
'Christian. Illustrated.
' No one can afford to bo without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatabllityof 
food; Learn how and what to cook in 
orderfto build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.
'It will simplify methods of- living-* 

help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems ah well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price |L

Commonly called the "Mr 
koran ot Mohammsa.* 
Tho standard Arabia^ pt. 
doth. 81.00

Illi
SRffi
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This department is under the man
agement ot • '

HUDSON TUTTLE-
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

church edifices to worship, and that 
alone, has called forth censure and 
ridicule, yet is -founded on well-known 
psychic laws, which Spiritualists,-who, 
of all others, should understand and 
comply with, almost universally ig
nore, They assemble in Italie reek
ing with psychic influences of antag
onistic politics, public dances, on 
third-ciass shows, and'expect of lec
turer or medium the best-results of 
their communicating Intelligences. 
They ought to know that more op
posing conditions could not well be 
instituted. I have been in hall^ where 
the vivid comparison seemed only 
adequate to express the horror of 
serving a repast in a reeking stable.

The seance should not be held with 
tiie set purpose of obtaining any one

EXPIANATORY.

Wherein Ues True Spirituality.

This vast and important subject is 
before the world to-day as it never, 
was before. The field of speculation 
Is much less extensive than, formerly. 
That which id of no use and untenable 
is being relegated to oblivion and in 
a few more decades will be past find
ing. No matter how many years of 
our life we have.followed-a trail that 
led nowhere, our efforts in that di
rection are being brought to an end. 
This is the acknowledgment of our 
progress and opens the door leading 
to a larger and more extensive life 
than hah yet been ours.

NOTE—The Questions and Answer# 
have called forth such a hostof respondent#, that to give all eqaul hear- -------- _ „ — ___ ______________ _____
Ing compels the answers to be made in p]iaae Of manifestations. Cultivate the spirituality of the race, and this 
the most condensed form, and Ptte 1 aioag the line thrit giveg most prom- ¡B made known to the world by the 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to tms • ...............
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all thing8 tten be deprecated. Correspondents often 
weary with waiting for the appear, 
ance of their questions and writetort 

. ters of inquiry. The supply of ma 
Jer Is always several weeks abeaa 
jpace given, and hence there uu 
voidable delay. Every one ba# w 
wait his time and place, and all are
treated wltb equal favor.

NOTICE —No attention win on 
given anonymous letters. Full na®® 
and address must be give“- °* 
letters will not be read. If tne 
quest be made the name willu 
published. The correspondence 
this department has become excessive 
ly large, especially letters of Ijjjjg 
requesting private answers, aa<* 
I freely give whatever 
am able, the ordinary co.ntesy or 
correspondents is expected.

HUDSON T’’1 '1 '

THINKER
a standing invitation f<# him to try 
again to enter the/'k>m£a>lsed land. 
Here the picture Bt-h®dB|to encourage 
the owner to further effort on his 
part to realize the actual attainment 
it so vividly portrayed in its every de
tail. So sublimely beautiful do these 
sub-conscious visions become that,, 
beholding jhem in dreams, we are' 
thereby led forward to greater -and 
greater endeavor. Thia Is the divinity 
of man pleading with him to acept his 
Godhood; and it has ¡been calling 
unto him throughout all' ages, and is 
responsible for every victory the race 
haa ever gained in its pregreBSive up
ward movements. «^Anq^these fore- 
gleams of better. cofijUtioha have been,

In the temple of the Soul reposes

Ise. conscious unfoldment of the ,attri-
Nor should the members become I butes of being. JJere alone find we 

discouraged if, not successful after an those characteristics that go to 
many sessions.' It requires time to make the life beautiful in this world, 
harmonize, the circle. When that it said it is all said, so

Lastly, while a cheerful mind is far as relates to our condition of be- 
helpful, and conversation not barred, ¡ng on tills plane.
gossip and flippancy are detrimental. Man? to-day is the sum total of all 
The hour of the seance-should be a I that has passed before him, and- as 
“season of prayer." To converse with Bach' he stands nearest the apex ot 
our dead should inspire us with rev- 1 the" pyramid of being. Born into the 
erent chastity of spirit and earnest I conditions we find existing at pres- 
desire;» which is the soul of prayer, ent, he brings with him desires that 
for their near approach and inspire- re]ate him to all things that have gone

are and will- be, thi factor
in advancing all dyuizatibns.

Desire on the part of the one who 
has experienced this ipomentary con
dition of joy and peace becomes so 
great for a. return <hat at length he 
has a repetition of -the;sgene, and this 
time It remains WithJrlm-longer and 
he gathers more of tl\e details before 
it passes from him. Again and again 
hp finds these scenes before, him, and 
stronger and more; forcible grows 
his desire to consciously reach 
tills condition and weave " its bright 
colors' into his life—to actualize it 
upon-- this plane—until at length his 
desire (prayer) has been answered 
and the much-coveted -prize is his. .

be at least one who will finally be 
vindicated in the claim he has made.

In an issue of your journal,. not 
very Jong ago, a correspondent says: 
"Man must have a religion. To make 
a long story short, tha. Spiritualists’ 
organization, to hold many of its 
member^, must have a SYSTEM OF 
MpRALS and a declared belief in 
God.” To this I add what I have 
already stated, that there shall be one 
to exemplify' this system of morals' 
and teach the truth as It shall be, 
¿iven him so to do. As Mrs. Cora 
Richmond once said to her Spiritual
ist audience: “No matter what truth 
may be yours IN ADVANCE, a divine 
impersonation will yet walk in your 
midst to show to what heights men 
can attain.” : W, J. CUSHING.

406 State St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thus we travel step by step up-tlon. ' ■ • r : ( before him, and tffese desires ofttim.es jU.s travel step py step up-
- For this purpose, music, especially control and govern him for a while .ward toward a more pey/ecL.state of 
vocal, in whifch all join, the reading and tend t0 tinder his advancement ')0inK> casting off the old conditions 
of selections, with helpful conversa- in t)le lln9 of progress. Being the « we enter the new and more beauti- 
tion thereon, should occupy the first aum total' of all that has pre- rul Pnases Qf life.
half hour. ceded him, he at all times , sub-con- ' The state of purity beheld In these

- --------- „ s'clously senses a relationship to all J b«om inspires tjie behq^r to purify
.8. M. Richardson:^—I have.seen it | tkiDgS that have ever been; he feels JR® I“ ®hcb a mann^ps will best . ......x — i p. . . - . ; | fit him to become a participant tn the

Is bettered' qphdiilon,- ana

M.‘ R. Lees:—Q. Will you kindly 
give us Instructions how to form a 
circle, with the best conditions for 
successful results? .

A.—From a-tract, which I pub
lished, giving-this information—-It is

' now out ot print—I select the
Ing paragraphs, which give ail that 
is- essential to enable the investigator 
to proceed In this work:

; ■ The investigation of spiritual phe- 
- nomena is best conducted In the home 

circle. It is there the departadylove 
"• to return, and anxiety to receive on 

our part is met with even greater' de
sire to communicate on theirs. Sen- 
sltiveness, or the medlumisttc faculty, 
Is possessed brail in varying degrees, 
and is capable of cultivation. There 

■ is nothing miraculous-or mysterious 
■ about it. Sometimes a member of 

the circle that gathers around the ta- 
-ble for the first time is found to be

1 mediumistic, and co.mjnunicatlons are 
’ at once received from spirit friends. 

' This Is not’often'the case,' however, 
as-there are certain essential pogdl-. 
tions, and several attempts may have 

- to be made before these are compiled 
with. .

Although there is nothing arbi- 
• trcrlly fixed in the matter of forming 

, a circle, as is commonly supposed, 
there are rules the observance of 
which will facilitate development.

' i ©« *»*• AMVuampvu« * **«-• v?. i VlllDgB IHUL BaVo cVBl MtivU; HU ipCW ' . .
stated that there were about tout their-drawing Influences ever .about at him to m 
hundred years between Malachi and him, aad'time and effort alone make rr)yB.or 
Matthew. Is there any record °f I it possible "tor him to rise above his I1*1® at once b 
what, the Jewish God was doing dur- original coritiltion. soiously sene
,___ iil-o . ■«. _____x___ vij I RflprAnnPRH i

The number in the circle should not 
■be less than four or more than twelve. 

■ The members should be so selected 
that, as a /vhole, there will be perfect 

. sympathy and harmony. An equal 
» number of males and -females is, 

preferable to a preponderance of 
either sex. The date of meeting 

r should be fixed and unchanged; and 
every1, member should attend regu
larly. The seances should be held at 

' least once each week, but not more 
than twice. It'is best, when practi
cal, to have a room set apart for the 
circle, and Invariably meet there, 
q'ho members should sit around a ta
ble, always occupying the same 

v places, except when requested by 
the spirits to make changes.

The sensitive, or known medium, 
should form part of this circle, the 
members of which may or may not 
join hands. At the commencement, 

. jolplng hands (the right over (he left 
always) has advantages, but after
ward the hands can be placed on the 
table, - palms downward. No one 
should be allowed in the room who 
does not sit in the circle. It should 
be constantly borne In mind that pure 

• air and convenient seats, Insuring per-, 
feet ease and physical comfort, arc es
sential to success. Even more neces
sary is freedom from mental excite
ment, dogmatism, and self-assertion. 
There must not be feelings of hate, 
envy, jealousy or contempt between 
the members. Vicious and ignoragtly 
credulous persons—also triflers and 
arrogant skeptics—should be rigidly 
excluded./

When manifestations are received 
through such a circle, their value is 
increased by the fact that the char
acter of the members and of the me
dium is known. .Tests may be ap
plied. and the means are at .hand for 
a thorough study of the subject.

What is more, we furnish our de
parted friends the means whereby to 
approach us and make known not only 
their Identity to us, but their undy-

It possible for him to rise above his P® at ““C0 heglqs to eYotat,e,;.:.He.;cpu- 
orlginal coriflltioh. soiously'senses the realttylof .truth, the

ing that time? | Why, you may ask, must we bid Baçredness of life appals to filni as
A.—This is a. question which an- adieu tq certain things that once were y®ver’before, and he. sputp forth all.

swers itself, and the answer has value B0 e8Bentlal> to our well-being, and 7“® efforts he is capable.pt generating
only to thope who believe In the di-I why must'we. ever be aspiring, un- lln. .,5^ attain them; and, he
vine inspiration of the Bible. folding and reaching Into tfiê un-|w^® faithful even unto the end,— - known?' A pertinent question and ““ lately does attain them Being

Prof. F. L. Q. Rohrlgs:—Q. As the weU put - faithful in this, means holding ever
mediums who have been exposed as ia the first place, mam can only exr before you the aim of your struggle,
frauds were once considered as genu- press that which he Is at the moment an.“ ®® arranging the sails on lire s,
tp.e and reliable, how can we be sure you come in contact with him, and ®blp that every wind nut blown you
that all are not? then only through avenues of uy.-l nearer home. To him who thus trains

A.—Genuine mediums have not preBsiOn with which he is familiar, life a conquest results are not 
been exposed. They wère, from the Modified by -surrounding environ-1¿9 coming, and with them comes 
first, received as such by the creden- ment. As a child we find him mani-..la<i^®® and energy, which ln- 
tials of tests, and continue to prûve i6Bting mostly those'trails of charac- [ejeases wlünevery advancing step. It 
their worthiness by every seance they ter which belong to the sub-conscioiis 1® a mistake to presume for a moment 
give. The exposures are of those who reaims of being, but- rarely,' if ever, H
produced counterfeit representations, d0 We find him manifesting twice ex- builder and finisher of his career on 
and fakers who assumed the name, actly the saine tendencies, ifrmental-. ®a7„-„„„
How can the genuine be distinguished ¡¡v is considered, but each time ini-- , 8 one.Im ascending a mountain 
from the false? And how are we to a little different w^y. : Now let us fain® a broader, more extensive view 
know that all are not,, deceivers? Bée what has changed ;W\toode, of
There is counterfeit currency. Bank expression.- In the .conquest of. life. One victory
bllls>are made so perfectly resem- One can. only give expression to P8 no sooner attained., than therq ap- 
bllng- the genuine that the Inexpert- that of whlch. he has çonscioüB or sub- P®a^8 .a .I]arg®’‘ .®^;^°r a8tl°“ a ■ 
enceà accept them aa genuine; yet, conscious knowledge. This law.holds
to the trained ey® of the expert, they g00a ail through the various forms K'til 
appear as Imitations. We may at any Of ufe to be found anywhere withifi 
time be offered-this counterfeit, and the realms of being. ' Conscious 
for Want of attention, receive It; but knowledge Is only attained-by inciting mthat does not prove that sufficient Librations within the cerebrup a«®r awalting the fruitée Wfe'^harvest 
expertness will prove all bank notes, .it has become sufficiently developed the frutU^ b harves
of the same character. ,to register the effect. This may be
' The character of every medium, Baid to be wholly acquired after birth,; man has risen
stands by ItseN, and every manifesta- and deals exclusively on the- plane _. “ *8 ln H“8 .Y“’’ 
tion is of value in exact ratio to Of objectivity, while sub-consctous 8 X 
the test conditions underjwhich it Is knowledge i® : the Prodrifet of';vlbra- 
given. tlon> th® rat® of whlch b^ome tm the asé of U-Jvms^

There are a great number of medi- flxed within the cerebellum,-: medulla g ¡“® LntU céntury and it ta
ums who have been subjected to the oblongata, spinal cord, ganglia and .tai 9?
same tests, which have brought dis- the system of nerves that cdhnect the “*8 tfa* .
grace to th,e fakers, and their genuine- whole organism In a perfect whole, .„ ¿J" C°
ness demonstrated. Mrs. Piper, for Or unit. - ’ 1°™ ° mawthva
instance, was for years in the lime- The physical form of the child is winhwi ' Wat to; Li J; a tTKr,
light of the members of the Psychical the result of thought crystallization ™ mmm, n-au. ) _ •
Research Society, and in no instance on the part of its parents, and With- ,___  . ■ Ui ■ -L,,,/,
was even an attempt to deceive ob- out self-education can bp made to THREE IMPORTANT POINTS.

OARSPE AS A BIBLE. ✓

T|iis is a Most Remarkable Book, 
Every Word Thereof Written by 
Spirits, and the Statements There
in Made Appeal to Many —r It 
Teaches, Like The Great Work, 
the Final. Extinction or Dissipa-

• tibn of Souls That Do Not Seek 
the Light.

' To the Editor :<^—P lease permit me, 
most respectfully, - to call the atten
tion of thé writer of the-article on 
editorial pagej entitled "Spiritualists 
Not Responsible," in your issue No, 
939, to a boôk' callej Oahspe, and 
more especially'to The Book of Judg
ment, comen'clng on page 753 of 
Oahspp, wherein .he may learh some
thing of this,'..the New Era' (Kos- 
mon) In. whlciv Jehovih says: "The 
time 1b.'now. come- when the light of 
the G6d of the Ea^tk and his inspi
rations and the angels shall extend 
around the. whole earth, and in her 
heavens .also." That the gates ot 
heaven are to be kept ¿'pen for a 
season, and the, spirits -of -the dead 
are to commune with' m'ortMs, GOOD 
AND EVIL, wise and-foolish, and 
,mortals, shall sefTthem, and talk with 
them face to face; ajad they shall 
recognize their own :kin," sone and 
daughters, fathers and mothers, etc. ; 
and the angels shall dèmônBtrate the 
subtility of matter bÿ causing one 
solid to pass through, another unin
jured; also, the angels shall bring 
from great distances heavy sub
stances, ’ and cast them down in the 
presence of mortals, and alsp plants 
and trees, fish, serpents,- virus and 
pestilence by Angels-of Darkness to 
cast mortals in death." \

Verge 9—And thou' shall ¿ puffer 
evil spirits and all manner'of drujas.

18—And whoso askèth of the Sar'=- 
gis (mediums) for great men, of for 
Mobbb, or Jesus^or Kriste, or for any 
well-knownC name, as applied to the 
ancient times,-suffer him to be an
swered by evil spirits and deceivers.

14—Whoso desifeth the- angels. for 
profit's sakèi and lie have' power in 
Sar%ls, give unto him a band oLdru- 
jas and vampires, and give them great 
.power In Bigns and miracles,
. 15—Ahd whoso çonsulteth "the, an-

served. D. D, Home, who received 1 perform only certain things in cer-1
the most wonderful manifestations of tain ways. This is the natural child- Christ, Christmas, and the Second- 
-elongatlon, levitation and materialize- animal minus the influence of environ-1 _ Coming.
tions (perhaps in fils case better de- ment and education, and unmodified ", ——:—
scribed as “Etherealizations”), had by tiie processes ot reasoning known The season Is drawing near when 
these phenomena presented in such a aa inductive and deductive. These I the daÿ fixed Co commemorate the 
manner as to preclude any Idea of de- come to all only as the result of ex- birth of the exemplar of Christianity 
ception, How can the false be sepa- perience, study and meditation In- -win be celebrated throughout our. 
rated from the true? Simply by im- dulged in by the perfectly cerebrating i0Ved land. That It occurs at a time 
partial and accurate observation, mental organism. The process of when the sun has reached Its farthest 
bringing to the inquiry the same strict bodily growth,- repair, generation and po|nt south and Ungers for a few 
observance of the laws of evidence régénération is absolutely under the days before it beglns^again its ribrth- 
and of conditions that have proved so control of thé sub-conscious portion |ern journey^Is a fact’.well known, and 
successful in physical science. Is it oi our being at birth, and may be I further that It wastOflglnally a pagan' 
presumable that if this be done, no sajd to be the heritage- bequeathed | festival, to the feasting of which 
residuum will remain, withstanding to us by our parents, as the ultimate Christianity "added thB giving of good 
the rigid tests. It may be observed result of their thought lives on the gifts, and made wbat formerly slgnl- 
In reply, that every scientist who has,! plane of human creatlbn or ---- " i - . ....... ....
given the manifestations Impartial duction.
attention, he has become an ad- All knowledge 1b acquired 
vocate of their genuineness, and individual as the fruits of

repro- ped the re-blrth of the material -sun
to stand for the blrthdayof a SPIR- 

by the jTUAL one—the -divine human man 
------  - ।------------ — -— ------ -- desire and medium, Jesus, of Nazareth, 
of course of the mediums through gratified, which is only another way i fe0i i am quite right in saying 
whom these were presented. SlrWm. of BtaUng that we gain knowledge that no one. knows exactly when 
Crookes stands in the frpnt ranks of oniy. through experience. The new- Christ was born, but a day determined 
Investigators, with Wallace, Richet, born babe begins to manifest its de- upon In this way answers the purpose 
Lombroso, Myers, and scores of oth- Blres wlth lts advent Into this world, jUBt as well for which it was intended, 
ers, who, after the most rigid tests and the more of them It gratifies, the and its popularity with the masses 
and prolonged observation, as experts, more objective knowledge it gains,- the gains rather than loses.
pronounce the manifestations they ob- more convolutions are formed on the The Jews, atheists, liberals, and 
served genuine, and the mediums free cerebrum, ahd the more .wisdom it many in our Own ranks do not be- 
from the least attempt to deceive. has gathered unto Heelf in the field Heve in or want him, but I cannot
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Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys

tem of morality based thereon. A very popular scientific exposition« 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00, :

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come« 
By Lilian Whiting. Price $1, White and gold, $1.25. >
- From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all 
that the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and 
restful in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.00,

Future Life—In the Light of Ancient and Modern Science, A work 
pf immense importance. By Louise Elbe. Price, $1.20.
! Germs of Mind in Plants. By R. H. France. Translated by A. M« 
Simons. Cloth, illustrated, 50cents. ' , ' .•

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation froiu 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyeii, delegate ■ 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price $1.00..

Gospel of Nature. A book»filled from beginning to end with spirit-' : 
nal truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch 
with all life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Pyice $1.00. <

Great Roman, Anaconda, or Thirty-Seven and a half years in tha 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet, By, Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D, Price 15 cents. \

Half Hours With Some Celebrated Freethinkers. By “Iconoclast”-, 
Collins and Watts. Price, cloth, 75 cents net. Postage, 14 cents.

Happipess and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne, Price 50 cents, 
Harmonics of Evolutioii, A valuable work by Florence Huntley«

Cloth, price, $2.00.
Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by, 

aid of new-, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Price 30 cents. i

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and. 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth, price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well-known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only, price, 30 cents.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents. 
’ History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It in

Ing affection. We catch a gleam 
throtgh the parting curtains of the 
life beyond the changes of time. 
We become conscious that* the real 
life is Over There.

Many of these requirements may 
seem arbitrary, but they all are based 
on sound reason. Thus of all methods 
to dissipate spiritual force -is to hold 
'circles at any and all times. Unde- 
Blred and undeslrable*splrlts are in
vited and preoccupy the ground. It 
is necessary to appoint the day and 
hour that spirit friends may know 
and come, otherwise when the seance 
is held they may be away and others 
step In and assume control. Having
thus once entered, it may be very 
difficult to- dispossess them, or even 
to determine if they are not personat
ing the friends we think we talk 
with.

dedicating a room for the purpose 
is not an essential condition, but is 
most helpful as a first step. The con
secration of -shrines, of temples, or 
the tripod on which the Sentient sat 
to receive the messages of the Oraile, 
was recognized as important by the 
ancients. The setting apart of th’

„ „ _ of objeotivlty. This wisdom remains know what I ttq of Modern Splrltual-
0. Z. Skinner, walla Walla: Q. I static or-pa^lve until the knowledge I i8m, aaq stHl not believe that the

Has anything definite ever bee*1 F gained through experience by the in- early spiritual movement would have
learned concerning the fate of Sir | dividual has undergone the inductive | teen Incomplete without the addition

.John Franklin? and deductive processes of reasoning, of a central Ideal teacher and demon-
A—The polar expedition under Sir whlch act and react with lightning strator ot the truth.

John Fianklin sailed for the Arctic rapidity when the organism is in a That is just what Is Jacking in our 
seas in 1845. When it became cer- norujai condition- This wisdom deals I Cause to-day: We have mediums of 
tain that his expedition had met dis- exclusively with the things that ex- ap grades and classes', both as regards 
aster, and If alive ho wob -confined 1 independent of the subject himself, their gifts and their character, but 
in the horrible ramparts of Ice, every and wnb the relation each sustains no central, pivotal nihster, or Chrlst- 
effort was put forth to rescue, or learn the otlier and both to the Individ- medium, who OF HIMSELF can do 
his fate. The devotion and ludom- uaj The longer this system ot edu- I nothing, but is af rill times and un
itable purpose ot Lady Franklin form cation Is permitted to go on with the Ider all conditions merely a servant of 
one of the most pathetic episodes of individual, the more bewildered h& I that power which possesses him abso- 
history. The various rescuing parties becomes and the farther Into mater-1 futely In every department,of his be- 
brought from time to time sad reUcs, i^igm it plunges his or her life, until hng. , ' >
khlch showed that the Franklin party ym0 comes when there Is a turn- Brother Cook, of the Spirit of 
had continued to struggle on against jag inward of the mind in introspeo-1 Truth, Would have (is believe that 
-fate, and held out forlorn hope that tion. Here he may be said to start ALL men are so; but I only ask it 
some of its members were yet living, conscious development of true f0r myself, and tor those closely asSo- 
In 1859, fourteen years after the de- Spirituauty. ____ __ ;_____ • / _ -.
parture of the venturous explorer, Here is where the mortal mind I while It approaches my own, does not 
Capt. McClintock found, at Point Vic- comes in touch with the mind and I equal It in severltjb -
tory; documentary evidence that thought forces of other spirits carnate I in more-plrice^Ahan.one Jesus is 
Franklin, overcome by the appalling and excarnate, and Is influenced in (quoted as saying-that ¡Bi would come 
obstacles of the climate, died while varying degrees by the same. ■ Only (again in- the ’.Tatfer ¡Says” to com- 
In Lancaster doqnd, June- 11, 1847. ¿bose who are .in sympathy with us, I piete the work Uegansfln tho body, 
His men all perished, though some or wko are drawn to us by.our de-1 and told also<then-“sigBs” by which 
continued the struggle for a long I 8|res or prayers are able to reachxus | we should knowi’WhBns the time was

: time, hoping for the rescue which eaBiiy. ■* I at hand.- ' M

gels without regard to becoming a 
better man himself, suffer him also 
to become captive to lying spirits.

16—And io all men that feed on 
'fish or flesh, suffer thou vampires to 
Inhabit them.

17—And to such as drink to drunk
enness, and smoke .or take narcotics, 
suffer thou petals and engrafters to 
come upon them.

18—And In families wjiose heirs 
are born from parents, wed for earthly 
dbnslderatlons, Buffer thou spirits of 
obsession to enter and drive them 
mad.

1#—For they shall be made to 
know the meaning of the word hell, 
as applied to the lower heaven.

22—Give thou signs and miracles 
to the unclean seer as well as to 
the clean; to* the liar and deceiver, 
as well as to the truthful man.

23—For I will destroy the worship 
of all Gods and Lords and Saviors 
on the ground of miracles.

24—And thou shalt take great 
liars, and give them lying spirits to 
speak through them by inspiration 
and entrancemerit. And these spir
its shall profess the names of great 
persons long since dead, and they 
shall manifest great oratory and wis
dom and truth; but nevertheless 
their preaching shall be of little avail 
for righteousness sake or for goM 
works.

26—-For the spirits who speak 
through them shall be the first resur
rection, and know not me nor the 
higher kingdoms. Verily, shall they 
be of .the same order^as the spirits 
who minister in the churches and 
temples, being such spirits as have 
not been delivered up from the earth.

And now, Mr. Editor, I believe Spir
itualists should adopt Oahspe as their 
bible principally, for it contains more 
instruction on spiritual matter than 
all of the other seven bibles. The 
other bibles were adapted to the age 
In which they were given, but Oahspe 
is the bible for this, the Kosmon era, 
commencing In 1848, so the book

elated-with me whose development,

never cam^. ___ t
FROM SOUL TO 8OUD.

By Ethma Rood Tuttle. This vol
ume contains the best poems of-the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent 
conn asers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.

"BOW SHALL I BECOME A HIM?”
It is fulh answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,* by Hud
son Tuttte, Price 35 cento. Address hixn 
Berlin H*i£.hts,€)hio'

•It is at this point that the frontal.] That time Is txrily here now, from 
or objective brain assumes control [ an the evidenceieoftcBeii by Nature, 
over the yitaUc forces, of life, and society and church; by the varied 
proceeds to govern and direct the en-1 movements of oiiebklndi and another, 
ergies of being toward the acompUsh- | especially our own kindred Cause; 
ment of life's p'urpose. It is at this [and by the coming of sq many crying 
point that the ego begins the process |out,-“Lo. here! L°> there! I am the 
of consciously.willing desire in a way Christ.” - v' »a 
that relates your organism directly] Whether It be t^at $e arisen Christ 
with the object or condition you wish ] will 'come again ¿hrc&gh a specially 
to obtain. , | prepared'meaium^ as claimed here

Usually the individual reaches thls|bv one styling herself .“Manna Mys- 
condition unconsciously at first,-and | terla,"-or whether t£{p medium of 
is unable to remain In It more thsnjwhoml speak will simply'be another 
a mqment or so before the curtain ] Messiah or Christ to ctomplete the 
is again drawn, and. he has fallen ] modern movement, I do not yet know 
■back into a state of complete object-1 for ■ certain, bilt ¡will, In God’s own 
Ive cerebration, 1nxwhich he will re-1 time and way.
main for a time; but the sublime I “Where-there Is;so much smoke, 
glory of the viaion he beheld in that | there must be some lire.”
moment-ot introspection has been I Where so many have “claimed, and 
.photographed" upon.- the ¿ sensitive I are still claiming, mdselahshlp and the 
plates of JHri brata where ft remaltai coming again of there must

very interesting. Price 30 cents. _ !
How the Bible Was Invented. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cts."
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents. _
How to Train Children and Parents. By'Elizabeth Towne. Price-, 

25 cents. . ,
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjoin- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents.„
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price 75 cents. 
Part Second, Marriage, /Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in. one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to-mental and psychological Forces, and Part Fourth, to 
the Nervous System and Insanity. Part Fifth, The Bodily Organs, 
Their diseases .and the-Great Natural Methods for Their Curer Price $1,

Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By F. W. BL 
Myers. 470 Pages; price $3.00.

Hypnotism. By Albert iloll. "Price $1.50. ...
Hypnotism. By L W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 ots; cloth *$1.00.

- Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.00.
Hypnotism.—An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing.

Price $1.25. . . ’ - ‘ * *
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life./ This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly, 
interesting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth, $1.00.

Immortality.—Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. AL
Peebles, AI. D. Price 10 cents. ■

Ingersoll’s Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his erit
ies. A portly volume containing an immense amount of matter. Price, 
postpaid, $1.00.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and d familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. 8. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. . <

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth; price, $1.00.

In T.une With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in-the author’s 
charming style. ' Cloth; price, 55 cents.

Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Maagasarian. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie

E. S. Twing. Price $1.00. •
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Aloses Hull. Price, paper, 25 cuts.

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara 
Weiss. Cloth bound, price, $1.50.

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals' Withqut Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Airs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.-
/Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne; A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.' Price, cloth, $1.00.

Kate Field. A Recofd. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.00.
Karma. By A. P. Siimett. Price 50 cents.
Kingdom of Love, and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Pripe $1.00. - ■
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read.

says. , H. C. HERVEY. ■ 
Onset, Mass.

WHERE IS HOME?

A mother’s breast Is the home of her 
child. 

As with her singing he falls asleep, 
While the sailor’s home is the ocean 

wild, 
Where he Is rocked en the billowy 

deep. •
'Tis home In thy soul, for thy,mate, 

And freedom -from the woes of time, 
And beyond the celestial. gate,

’T4s thy home, in a happier dime.
-Beauteous homes in the spirit land 

Do we build by our kind deeds 
■ here?’.

As oft on earth with loving hand, 
We try to dry some mourner’s tear?

With unrest and longing all O’er, 
By. river, and mountain, and lea, 

Soon we all shall enter the-door 
Ot our real home over. the sea. , 

- W. DUNCAN. 
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

• “A-Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit.” Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine ot the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con b^ Dr. J.- M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

“Handy -Electrical Dictionary.” A 
■practical -handbook of-reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical terms or *hrate. - .Price, 2 Sets."

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot Price $1 00.
Koran. From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1 00
Language of the Stars. This important work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man 
—yet issued. Price 50 cents. 1

Last Words on Evolution. By Ernst Haeckel. Price, cloth, $1.00. 
Postage 10 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena.. .By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, board cov

ers, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Life and Matter. An answer to Haeckel’s Riddle of the Universe. 

By Sir Oliver Lodge. Price $1.; postage, 12 cents.
Life and-Reminiscences of Robert G. Ingersoll. The work is well 

written by his life-long friend, Edward C. Smith. Handsomely bound 
in cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.00.

Life Beyond Death. Being a ^eviewof the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a consideration of present conditions of thought and feehng, 
leading to the question as to whether it can be demonstrated as a fact, 
to which is added an appendix containing some hints as to personal 
experiences and opinions. By Minot J. Savage, D. D. Price $1.50; 
postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the 
National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. _ Price, cloth, 75 
cents. “ .

Life’s Progression, Researches in Metaphysics. By Edward C. Ran
dall. Price $l.-50. •

Rife Work of Cor^L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer "Worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price' $2.00, postpaid. .

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Söul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.00.
_ Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By; 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. * _ ? ;

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
the celebrated prophet of Arabia,' containing 118 nhätiy printed pages; 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price25 centS
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That Wonderfol Medium.
(Continued from page 5.)

declares unreservedly for Spiritualism—wliicli assuredly it will 
- doj and the day is* not far off— then the press will turn; its 

attention to,8piritualism with its phenomena, and report favor
ably upon ft. I desire to say, as one from the unseen world, 
as you are pleased to call it, that there are great possibilities 
before you. Jt may not be in your little day, while you. are 
on the earth plane, but the generation that shall come after 
will witness wonderful things. There will be wonderful medi- 

1 ums raised up, and the phenomena which you call wonderful 
tOrday will then be regarded as commonplace. You hjive to 
thunk Spiritualism, your spiritualistic investigators, true Spir
itualists, and the controls who minister unto you from time to 
time, for many thoughts and suggestions that » have helped 
along the progress of the world. Why, my friends’, not many 

• years ago the people denied hypnotism and mesmerism. You 
know how they treated'Mesmer, and that is just how ,the world 
deals with every innovator. The people are slow tq learn, but 
there must be pioneers; and the man who is a pioneer in any 
such movement must be'prepared to suffer. He should count 
the cost before he commences.' All men who haye set out to 
liberate mankind have paid the penalty.. I am never tired, of. 
speaking of that great man Bruno, He had no axe to grind, no 
purpose to serve beyond the uplifting of his fellows, and he 
set his face against what he called the “triumphant beast”— 
the narrow, bigoted Church, He was broad and charitable, .and 
you have had the pleasant spectacle—or the world has—of wit- 

' nessing'a statue being erected to hnn'on the'very spot where 
they burned his body in Rome, and in sight'of the fanp which 
belongs to the church who denounced and burnt Ijiig. Bruno 
had to pay thé penalty for opposing the church’ of Rome. But 
true Spiritualism is even permeating the church. Dr. Lapponi, 
late physician to Leo XIII. and the present Pope, wrote a book 
on Spiritualism and Hypnotism—not altogether favorable, but 
he madp certain admissions, and you must be thankful for those, 
admissions, But some one will come after hjpi with broader, 
grander views, and will write a better book, and-the time is 
cpming'-when that church must give way or. go. under in the 

»-march of progress. Men’s thoughts are widening and broad" 
enjng. ’We cannot afford to persecute anybody.for conscience 
eake. Every man has a perfect right to his own- belief—to 
bfelievé what he chooses, to think what he likes, and no one 
has a‘ right tp persecute him; even in thought, for doing so. 
But we desire to persuade all men; we have7 traveled the path 

. ourselves; know just wEere the thorns' and briars; are.; -we 
know^here there is safety and peace and happiness; and we 

' .would ^Bke them byjhe band and say, “Brothers, come with 
us; we kçow the way; there will be no thumb-screws, no epn- 
fiscation, no ostracism with;us,” and humanity will make great 
progress. . - • ; ' - *

Scientific Spiritualism in the Future,
In conclusion, Spiritualism viewed from a scientific stand

point is interesting—yea, more' than interesting. It opens up 
another view of'life—a glorious view, a wondrous view. It 
lays hold of the minds and affections of' those jieople who in 
the past ■ liave been skeptical,- and once they are convinced it. 
is all-absorbing. ’Mr. White to-night was. speaking about your 
great inheritance.? The moment a man is convinced of the’ 
immortality of the spirit; of the life hereafter, and the power 
to return again to the earth:plané, with all the glorious truths 

. that.are taught from time to time,- a new view of the universe 
■ is opened to them. Man has had too narrow, too cramped a view 

■ in the past. ■ This little speck on which you dwell has been 
made the hub of-the universe. Think how that universe is 
something stupendously wonderful and large—-infinite—and real
ize besides that you are necessary in that universe; that with
out you there would be a space, a vacuum, that yoti are im
portant and necessary, and I say a new view of life'opens to 
your view. In the past sòme people have sought to prevent’; 

.'scientists from investigating certain subjects, declaring they 
are too sacred. There is no object too sacred for man’s investi-' 

. gation." Try to gain all the knowledge you, can 'while in the’ 
. flesh, realizing that when you..go into the spirit world there- 

are great possibilities, and you will be able to add to your, 
■knowledge. ‘ ’. ' - J
The scientific world at t]ie present time is not antagonistic 

; to Spiritualism, as certain papers, (run in the interests of church 
parties), have declared. It is in the "waiting attitude, aud watch
ing the efforts put forth by certain of its number. Further ' 
developments are being waited for, and I know from my side- 
of life that theriusults recently obtained by those learned' sei-. 
enti sts whom I have. mentioned to-night have, startled other 
members of tire scientific world. I know, moreover, that the" 
results obtained in this circle are attracting considerable atten
tion in other lands. You are heaping up such a mass of testi
mony that the frayd theory is now dying away, and men are 
looking; for some other solution. Go on with the good work! 
I consider it is scientifically conducted in this place. I should 

\ not consider it sd if the people here from time to time had to 
; contribute anything to the support of the medium- or of thé 
. meeting. The time must come when societies will be. formed' 

for the investigation of. occult matters,-with,some reputable 
person for a president/and men from -the universities—scien
tific investigators, who will tost mediums. I do not' consider

GOD AND MAN,

The Dreams of the Past Aré Out
grown.'

Man 1b truly advancing far beyond 
what God dreamed of when he first 

I gave to man a living soul and the 
ffertile land to till. God said to man, 
: "By. the sweat of thy brow shall thou 

, till the soil and,support thyself and 
। thy family. That was God’s idea. 

God could not see or comprehend the 
great possibilities of man’s material 

■ brain, man’s inventive power, any 
more than the primitive man could 

. discern the progress of the twentieth 
century. The earth man has oux- 

, grown the first spiritual man, left him 
way back in the distance, and as man’ 
has evolved with the science of life 

। and things, what will the man yet 
unborn attain to? God must live in 
and with the people in order that his 
spiritual brain may keep in touch with 
them. ■ ,

There is no limit to tho knowledge 
of man on this earth/ no longer does 

■ man fear the life that Is to be biB 
spiritual home;, no longer 'does he 
fear a Supreme Being or an angry 

' justice who one day will judge him. 
No’man in his material and divine 
understanding would overcome God. 
God-must fall into Une with those lie 
created and pass from one stage of 
development to another. For the God 
Man will and has improved on the 
Adam of the past, God gave to the 
child of his creation the best knowl
edge he had to give and by constant- 
employment of that knowledge great 
deeds have crowned his plan. But 
God life; mind, soul; must expand, 

■ grow, as does material . understand
ing, The old God idea must give way 
to the new or else be left In the dis
tance. It never can catch up with the 
“.Now.”

'This is a newly created world and 
the utilizing of earth's Jgws, earth's 
vast resources—the air, the soil, wind 

«storms, springtime, summer, winter's 
snowB—-wlll.be under the control of 
the future man, and on,the earth will 

- the Kingdom of Heaven 'he estab
lished—no going'up’lnto the atmos
phere' to find God, x>r. bur departed 
ones, for the.inventions, of man have- 
chained them to hjs eafthly chariot.: 
There will bemo place or space but 
what material and spiritual man will 
penetrate here In..this mortal life. 
God will represent the spiritual part 
of man, Heaven the ^harmony of 

■ thought and precepts-; 'hell, the ügly 
thpughts and deeds we do to Injure 
our fellow beings,-who are a<part of 

: ourselves. For there is but one God, 
: one mind, one soul, btif many exprés-, 

slops of each, as man’s individuality. 
I look for a perfect earth, a perfect 
race hero, not in the hereafter. God 
Man, God Life, God Hbaven, on the 
earth. When that thought shall enter 
man's material Tlfo,- prisons,, gallows,’ 
electric chairs, judges, jury and court, 
witnesses will resolve" Itself into the 
dark past. ' / ; ' •

, The day of a clearer .insight into 
God’s plan on this earth will have 
had a new birth, evil overcome- by 

-good, Ignorance gives ..place to true',, 
divine knowledge. •

MARY J. WRIGHT, M,D. .
New Haven, Conn;

"eavesdropping.
The Writer Trenchantly Reviews An 

.Important Sltbject, ■ '• '/

the Spiritualistic societies of Melbourne and many other .places.. 
that I could tell of are in any sense scientific." Some of them 
are a body of wranglers and mischief-makers. We do not want'
anything of that kind. We want to proceed cautiously and 
rationally, and if there be any truth we desire to know it, for 
it is the truth that taaketh free. •

Ä CHRISTMAS CAROL-

It is the merry Christmas time, -' 
And o’er the moonlit snow, 

..Floats .the. same grand old anthem 
heard ■

By shepherds long ago.
'"Peace and good will” the church 

.. • bells chime!
• The wind takes tip the strain, 

The hilltops with their crowns of snow 
Echo the glad refrain.

\ ‘ a.
“Peace and good will,” the tossing sea 

■ _ Has caught the song sublime, '
And bears it on its broad, rough 

- —• ■ breast,' .
To eyery land and clime.

Envy and strife all silent are, 
Andhushed all discord wild. 

While angels breathless watch the 
' world'

• Ruled by a little child. .v

Sweet laughing childhood,aged bi'Owsj 
With silvery, veils twined round. \ 

: The peasafit in'his hut, the' king
. ’ - With might and power crowned-—- 

All btand with‘earnest, loving hearts, 
- ■ Th greet the unde file'll, _
And for ONE BAY clasp handBaround'-

_ the Cradle of a child.
Christmas has come!7 O lonely-heart,

Revised. Premium List.
Read CarefiMly, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium Book; Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read 
oun 

PREMIUM 
j BOOK 

OFFER ? -
' ' ' _____ ' ’ '

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
.the like.before. Search the annuls of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically exaniine the history of .Spir
itualism; look, here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made In reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarltable PREMIUM 

.BOOKS; They constitute a wonder
fully .valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 

.a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. ■

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from,
-Anyone of the Premium Books you 

may order, price. 25 cent«.. -This 
,js the price, remember,- when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25. — - •

• No premium books will be sent out 
unless the order is accompanied wlih 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; but if you order more' 
than one book, the price is as fol- 
lOWB^ ’ .. \ . .

Any two ot. ther.Fourteen Premium 
Books you nrny order, price 70 cents, 
_ Any three of Uie Fourteen Premium 
Book« you Jimy-order,' prlcq. $1.15..

’ Any four of the -Fourteen’’Prtmiuin 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

*Ahy Ave of tbe Fourteen Premium 
Books, you jnay order, price$l.75. , ' 
- Any six ot,the Fourteen Premium 
Book's you'may order, price $2.10. 

. •• Any seven of the,Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45. 
’ Any eight oi (he. Fourteen Premium 
Books you nifty-order, price $2.80.

Any nine oL the Fourteeii Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15. 

■ Any ten of the ¿Fourteen Jremlum 
Books yaii may order, price $3.50..

■dny eleven ;«! tiiej Fourteen Premi
um Books you muyiorder, price $3.85.

•Any twelva of the Fourteen PremL 
um BookH yoitmuy/;order,-price'$4.20.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.66.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00. ,

Iletnember, we have- to pay the 
postage on all these books, leading ub 
only about »3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be -found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. Wo have had to 
increase -the price of these books a 
few cents lu consequence ot the rise 
in the price of paper. •

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
I? »1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR . FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:' ■
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World,' Vol. 1T
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World; Vol. 2. / ■
3—Thp Enelycopedia bf Death; and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol, 3,
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis^ They con
tain Invaluable datar

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc- 
cultism, by Mrs, Emma Hatdlnge Brit
ten.- ' ■' - ■ '

5—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Jlorn, a most remark
able medipm.

5—The? Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare .gifts; .
_ 7—A Wanderer lq the Spirit 
Lande. Translated'by A. Farnese a 
wonderful English medium. ,

8—The Religion of'Man and Ethics 
of Science, JtyUIudson Tuttle.1

9—Seers "of the Ages, or Spirit- 
ualism Pqst and Present. by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles ' . .

I®—Great Debate Between 
Moses .Hull and W. F. JqmieSdn; •

•1J—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship- at 
Carlyle Petersilea. ", ' ,

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors. ; i1

13—The. Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations;—'" ' • 
'< 14—Interwoven,' Spirit- Messages 
from a Son to a Mother. ._■'

' SPECIAL NOTICE. ’
/ If you want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book, the. price is 25 cents.' After 
paying postage thereon, thq 'bpok: at 
that Price Is practically a gift to bur- 
subscribers. -At that price biUY one 
book will 'be sent out. All orders for 
one qr .more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one.Preniium Book 
is desired;. see the terms' mentioned 
above. -. '

“fl DWELLER Ofl TWO Mils?'
THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

map aufi description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years affo, and the light and lection it gives forth upon the .prob» 
leniB of to-day in vorth more to tho historian, the statesman, the rtudent, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
Bay nothing on the many topics ot which it treats, Sufficient to interest : 

^deeply every Bchool of thought in this momentous time of the world’s bls- ■ 
tory. Tills book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Bo$1ib of the present age. ; 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OI^iVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, CaJ. Price । $2.00; postage 14 cents.

Í

MASTERSHIP IS (HE RIGHT WAY
THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. HL, 

of the'“Harmonic Scries." It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. ThlB 
is the Way that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter. ' ■

Every intelligent man and woman 
who is seeking for Spiritual 'Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we „may communicate, with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most’ mysterious

MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Untoldment, and that it is open to all 
who elect to travel It,

4. Its author speaks from the
standpoint ot one who has “had the. 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration." ,

5., It presents to the world a Moiv 
al,,Philosophy ao simple and exact 
that It may be understood by a child,-' 
and yet so profound as to-meet the. 
deepest and moat exalted demands ot 
the human soul. u

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, , : 
Department P, T, -T.,

and' fascinating .phenomena of human 
life Bimiily and clearly. -3, It presents a new array of dem- THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK OO.
onstrated facts which ‘prove that 8$ N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago. -

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed tree by spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Oobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street-, 

San Jose, Cal.

SPRITUALISTS VISITING," Buffalo,' * 
"• /., will find Pleasant Home Accom- 
modutlon at The Spiritual Retreat; 733 I 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. E. Lane.":

The. Supernormal World.
„nA„'i“w ll.nd unlTle method of realising' 
“J,,,?.* or“'“ usyehical powers, normally 
and In-a sane and scientific way.. En
dorsed by hundreds. “-V

Address with stamped addressed en-‘ 
velope J. c. F. GKDMUINE, 24 Strath
more Hoad, Brookline, Mass, , «

LOHMAN’S 
Seanee Trumpets 

Are incomparably the best of all instruments 
for this purpose and aro immensely successful, 
being especially designed and made for these teste, 
For prloea address the sole manufacturer: 
C. A. LOHMAN, 4th and Market streets« St Louis. Mo.

Spiritual Medium aad I>yvlioraetrl»ti 
»„2J.‘ilrï0yttnt dc?orlPHon9, spirit mes- 

'••^ou?,s oiten given), character
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 

me?lumBldp and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading, $100; two 
uestlons answered, 25 cents. Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams, 412 N, 21st St., Salem, 
uregon^

TO THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
AT THE HAGUE, 1907.

Containing an account of all the im
portant happenings in connection with 
that mission, AIbo “Pen Pictures” 
by . MrB. Richmond, of The Hague .and 
the promlnerrt pefBons.Bhe met there. 
■Price 5 cents per copy, Address Wm. 
Rid!imond,,3802 Ridge Boul/ Rogers 
Park, Chicago,

TH. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York. ■ 
Intelligent clients appreciate ' hla 

dependable counsel. ,
Consultations by mail, $1,00.

More dishonorable-far than it is to 
ask the spirits to locate gold mines 
and point out for ub a road to .wealth, 
is it to ask them to PEEK into the 
minds, listen at the"doors of the hearts 
aud' thoughts of our neighbor, friends,, 
and families, and tell us what ■ they 
see and hear.

■ More dishonorable' far than listen
ing at keyholes or reading others' fet-. 
ters, is It to sit by ourselves and. 
pry about, peer into and listen for 
others’ thoughts with the aid of our 
familiar spirits, or our divining sense 
or our-intuition,.or call it. what-yoii 
may, and .then judge-others t>y what 
we think we have seen or heard. 
More often' have we- looked and lis
tened with our suspicions or desires 
than with any rea|'insight, or by the 
aid of any real spirit

If we listened at keyholes, as undig
nified as that position seems; if we 
raffd others’ letters, aS unprincipled 
as that appears to be, it would be 
after all more dignified, more honor
able, because we would be able to 
-judge by facts and would not so often- 
judge wrongfully, if'indeed ft is ever 
•anything but wrong to jpdge.

And if mediumship, or lllumidatlon, 
or. insight, upfits UB for the compan- 
ionehip of human beings’, if it makes* 
us look upon our fellow creatures 
with contemptand destroys our.inter- 
est in' them entirely, then far better 
would .it be .wpre woof-that'class: 
who .even,'as the little’ hoy said. ad-: 
mirlngly, “‘chew’tobacco- and' spit 
black spit and swear G ~- ?».D< 
and then cheerfully pay their money

FRIED P, EVANS, <
O| , . Noted Medium tor * A
olfuewritin£, Clairvoyance, Etc.

WM8acrameol0 .lr«0““a" ria® htjoif, ’

Be Sure to Read This; ’
cate an Internal dUMaea A^tnai’^mSili?10

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
Stoneham, Mass,

STANDARD DOORS ON .
PSYCHIC DKYBLOPAtHNT.

Clairvoyance—-Cloth bound, IfiO pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and gast, the ciwstal, develop 
seershlp. “An inspired book"—Pro
gressive Thinker. • "A revelation.’’— 
Light,'London. "Clearest clew of Clair- 
voyance yet ^presented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making”—Lilian Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2.00), $1.50.

Aura» and Colora—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color, meanings. A three thousand 
edition just publlsheil to supply the 
great demand. Price 50 cents.

Bend moneys to J. C. F. GRUMB1NE, 
24 Strathmore Rond, Brookline, Mass.

SPIRITUALISM NOTlÀ'iRELIGION.

But a PJillosophy Eouhtléd oh Science..

Our good brother, F. A. Binney, In 
a- late Progressive Thinker, seems as-; 
tonlshed that one can have been a 
Spirttuaiist fifty year® amt'not ascer
tained it to be a religion. : Here is 
another. Upqn the demonstrated fact 
of continued life and the .intercom- 
inunion of the two.tBtates'bf existence, 

. and W-hat we have learned therefrom,, 
a phflospphy of Ute is based, which 
is not a religion.

Thia philosophy is .(¡vplutiopary in 
-oharacténçlalmlngthe contlifuance of 
the jgamec individual character, fcub- 
ject to thelaw of prqgreBsive develop
ment. " • ’ ■. .

Religion, teaches, as Brother Binney 
says truly, ’ “Our duties to God." 
That’is the trouble. • If our...good 
brother, would aski for. the same posi
tive proof, .that .there Is a God, that 
we ail demanded';to "prove it was a 
spirit that, communicated, I think he 
would drop £he subject, as I-did 40 
years ago,. ..After; trying to prove that 
there‘was; one, which .1 thought J 

'cotijd,' but did not. - I have heiird. 
■others' make th'e same dismal failure 
without seeming to know'lt.:

.- \Ve have duties to ourselves and 
'to dur fellows, which : come under 
ethical law. We have no duties to
ward a being, of -whose existence .we 
have' no. proof, and. 1 verily believe, 
that-this’ superstition, ‘that few Spir
itualists have outgrown, which causes 
Shém-to fodgd thurcbea, ordain min
isters, christen babies, “make long 
prayers to Ve seen of . men,” Instead 
of going into closets and Bhutting'the

• doqr. as we were admonished to .do 
by our Nazarene brother, if thé rec
ord Is correct, has. been, and is, a 
hindrance to the highest development 
of the movement of Spiritualism..

. The God Idea is the very foundation 
superstition upon which all other 
superstitions are buil'ded, and will be 
the last one to. be outgrown. • It is 
an impediment to progress in both 
material and spiritual development

; JULIET H. SEVERANCE,’ M.D. 
544 W. 147th St., New York. .

navy getJarge salaries; and their nay 
IncreaaeB and their rank -advances just 
the same as in the case of other officers,.

Our Congressman in this district 
presented and worked for a bill which 

appropriation of »200,- 
ooo par year for army chapels.
c. Dr.686“1 unlon of Church and 

Sha11 we «’»ange the 
Constitution, or separate Church and 
State? HELEN M. LUCAS.

Marietta, O. .

JDST OUT.
The Schlatter Psycho-Tone or tho philosophy 

of key-note, the greatest science of healing 
extant. The key note of healing has been tho 
study of a life time. Ueplste In twelve lessons, 
giving a thorough description of the toneof 
speech, the laws of chemical creation, colors, 
evolution of man In natural states. Self-heal
ing simplified anti bailing taught according to 
the musical notes. Write for circulars gfriug 
full explanation. Address tho Schlatter School 
of Psycho-Tone. Hot Springs, Ark.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay-on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred lllu. 
tratiou. Cloth, »1.
HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 

THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
. A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earneatn'Css. A notable 
Mterary effort. A fine edition in doth. 
Price 50 cents.

Helj^ the Honest Mediums by 
■ Exposing the Fraudulent, 

. of the Seance," theSu opening the eyes of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
■you how to spot the fakes every time 
ut 8 HrUmn by a devote<J Spiritual
ist. it will soon be out of print Se
cure a copy NOW, and leVn ’what 
dirty swindles are perpetuated In the 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 
and a fed stamp brings it. Adreas'■ - REINCARNATIO?'. . . ‘.'-A; -- ■

K P’ ^eelock, Seas dried in their beds—

World builders are, we 
Destined to overthrow centuries. 
Mountains shall be leveled' 
All things vanish with man_ 

- And yet there shall spring forth 
me- ivorld—born of necessity.
The Divine law of Being knows no 

stay. .
- ^hat realises the great truth 

embodied within the above affinna- 
tlonB’ culmjnatlhg. in the statement 
that The, Divine law of Being for 
God) knows no stay,” 1b obliged to 
accept reincarnation.
■ It Is no more "to him than. Uto re
birth of the. seasons—a natural thing. 
Our friend seems afraid of clashing— 
discord—and expériences.

Natural law does not heed experi
ences, but marches majestically along. 
Whether we will, or no. Mr. Whee- 
loék may prefer adfilhilatidn, but as 
he is one with the infinite, the DI,vlne- 
lawpf hls-belng holds him immutable,, 
unchangeable,- no matter ' when or 
how he re-clothes himself, of what he 
wishes. Mentally strive to separate 
cause:from effect, and law from ex
perience. We may have choice in ex
perience, but law is Immutable. We 
are forced, to take our place-in the 
great plan—one with all—forever. 
And when we realize this, we. will be 
able to stand upon a broader plane of 
thbught, bringing more spirituality 
into expression, here and now. 
Pity those who live by years— 
Théÿ die daily. - 
Rejoice'ln life!
.Eternity is: not. measured by time, < 
■BiitpBlncà thôü ■art-measured'’-by-thy-

' expression, . '
Be wise—and do not bury thyself in It. 
Expess the life, ' - .

x JESSIE S. FETTÎT,FLINT. 
Corvallis, .Benton Co., Ore.

CULTIVATION OP • PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and in
structive book. -Price »1.00.

Silverton, Ore. ED. LDNTÔ-

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Will give Clairvoyant readings by mull rècanT. - 
Ing spiritual and mawrlul conditions. Physio '■■ 
al conditions explained Olnesslon cured,-¿yy. •. 
and conditions for developing niediumahln 
taught. Questions on a’i matters of iufnorL 
ance answered. Send date of birth, lock 0?hair 
Œg». First ,

rLARIS>SA HUMPHREY-HULUNS will frfyÀ P clairvoyant roading« by mail. Send lochit: 
lia r and if. If no impresión» come moMv 
will fretin nod. Address. Whllen-ater WIb ;•

AN OPPORTUNITY ,
ble Lens In k good straight temple steel friula - 

Btjour «yes. Also a Vogotaole 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold lu the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for < oz. Evo-Water ' 
that will cure sore eyes. AU for Ct.lu; if only ' 
one Is ordered, spectacles sent for sixer centx 
Battery 60 cents: Magnetized Compound HTots. 
FDrr fOryour address on a postal card.a 
I i\LL beautiful photo of Yermah, chief of 
tneAUaniians; lived on earth 16,030 yean aw 
also illustrated circulars showing stviea and 
prices, telling all about my Molted l’*bb«e Lenv • 
spectacle, and my method of nttlng EYES as 
perfectly at your own homo as if. vou were In 
ChU^ill0- F- P00,"E' 15’ Wlulh'-‘,1> •

“THE INFORMER.”

.A Paper for Lyceums;
A weekly paper for young Spirit

ualists,-containing the following de
partment: General reading and con
tributions; Lyceum Notes and Re
ports; Graded Departments of Work, 
including Weekly. Lessons; Uncle’ 
John's Talks; Brief and Short Stories. 
Single copy, one year In advance, 75c;' 
Subscription, 6 months, advance, 40c;

Club rates per year: (10 or more 
to one address) 65' cents.

To Canada and foreign addresses 
»1.25.

Every Lyceum should have this pa
per on its tables, if they wish to keep 
abreast with the times. --Subscribe 
Now. Address all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA, 13 East Third St,, Will
iamsport, ’ Pa. ' ■ •

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions, with reference to the use 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De- 
veloptaent of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which is added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By"Danlel 
W. Hull, M. D., M. H. Price 25 
cents..

Into their church, .do penance and are- 
torgiven;- who', with equal cheerful
ness, pray their friends out. Of pur
gatory; who .shove over,'wherever 
they hdppen to lie, knd make room 
for ¿heir neighbor, without-.thought 
that they will be contaminated.. If. 

*thelr. matter-of-fact ■ acceptance of. 
their -interpretation of religion seems 
Ignorant, it Is a jolly- Ignorance after 
ail, as'compared with the-abnormal,, 
methode v>f life that SOME of our 
/’psychic”, attempts have. .brought- 
about. ■■ Ap one lady pointedly said: 
♦‘Keep, your mental fingers off me!" 
...Lord!- Lord! Let’s forget there 

’ls;» >asti - Let’s not Jook th fjiture! 
Let’s try to be■comrqon human be
ings here, now, this very minute.

>

Be glad ft comes to you. / 
Christmas has come! Not’to one 

- ' church', 1. ,
And just a chosen fe'w. - 

Forgotten sect and bigotry, - 
- Béate-and'good will! all pray, 

And lo! arouhd^one altar bows
The world In peace to-day.

MRS. ' D.‘L.-BURROWS.

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 1908. A 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

' M. G. BÄRRETT. 
Dorchester, Mass. ; •

The Motto of Our Dollar.
The Mefiford, Okla., Patriot has the 

following to say .-of dur'dollar:
"It. may not be generally known 

Uat the term Tn God We Trust’ 1b a 
garbled copy pt the phrase, ‘By the 
Grace of Gpd,' borrowed from mo
narchical rule. Tt is one of the pillars 
of; monarchy that its rulers hold their 
planes by :the grace of- God. Nothing 
Will hold people together like relig
ion, nor will they wage more bitter 
war-over, anything else as they will 
over., a religious difference. It is re
lying upon this that the coins of em
pires afid kingdoms usually contain’ 
the head of the ruler -surrounded by 
the phrase, ‘By the Grace of God.' 
T£e United States has no necessity for • 
appealing to the., religious sentiment 
of our people to sustain the validity 
of our coins, and should ceqse the 
sacrilege too long continued to do so.”

orthodox'weld. ' '
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation; 
To-say that this book 1b a production 
of Dr. X-M. .Peebles Is sufficient to 
explain the Interesting features pf It,- 
and recommend it to every reader of- 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

THE RELIGION OFCHEERFUI,NESS 
By Sara A? Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter-- 
estingly a leligion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit.- Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily printed- and 
bound, In a case.- Price 50 tents.

"Continuity ot Life a- Cosmic 
Truth.’ By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of-a strong, .logical thinker 
®n a deeply important subject. Price' 
doth, »1.00. : . ’

ILLE€^'A^,U^ST.TA3^Tioii.', 

It' Is Practiced bÿ, Our State mid
, . National Governments. ■ .

In every State ot.Bur Union church 
property is ekempt- from', taxation, 
which puts aq .additional tax on all 
other property, exactly equal to the 
amount' exempted, i Im many , of the 
States, TelfglouB worship 1b held in 
the. schools which -are supported by 
taxation. Chaplains in the legis
latures "and State Institutions are paid 
from money raised by general tax
ation.

Notwithstanding.ithe clause in the 
first amendment oflthe Federal Con
stitution, “Congress shall make no 
laws-'respecting?theréstablishinênt of 
religion,” the public money Is always 
appropriated to pay chaplains iif Con- 
■gress and In the,army and navy. 
Lately there has been a movement to 
increase the number in the^navy from 
24 tq 40, and, Mr. Bonaparte, then 
eecretarr, said he saw no objection 
to. the measure, “but It was alto
gether inadequate to the needs of the' 
service.” Chaplains In the army , and

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral, aphorisms and terseologfcal 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era,.and whose - wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon .all subsequent nations. 'By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright, Price 25c; 
- "The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal - Beauty, 
Based on -Hygiene .and Health, Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. -Edited by Albert.Turner,” 
Of special Interest and value. Price, 
$1.00.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture."- Demonstrates the -continultv 
of Ute and our environment of spirit
ual Influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. , By Prof. W, H. 
Lockwood. Price 35 cents.

"After Her Dèath.” The Story of 
a- Summer." By Lilian " Whiting.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OP POWER 
By Lois Waisbrokcr.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
a writer on the .question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price, paper only. 25 cts-

“The Truthseeker collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
■Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Locum» br the B»«mt Vlrsks^iad«, on Rajitoeai 

or CoaQuertnz the Internal Ncrore, «nd otlierBnb- 
, 7 “'““6. Jeett; al«x PstoaHU'» Tegs Apiioritm«. rrttli cotn- No mind that loves spiritual though t msattriw cna «wpioui mon«? ot a«n«krii term», 

can fall to be fed and delighted wlt’a!SV?.^d,e.-^dJ^4-v.<« kAni. t i .il . : eptemof Indian Fhtiotopbr. md onoottnla DOOK.- Beautiful spiritual • tteforecWetTOcthoaitbtt^ the Veianu rnnotophy thought, combining advanced Idea« |^«r* to obtain freedom Md perfection. Srrnmtviv- 
Or.. „„J „it._________________ ! «tatModcbKHoe »ftmin»r fimre Inccvme Arnert1 on-the finer and ethereal-phases pf can clUnt during the three recr, following the Pir* 

Spiritualism,- leading ■ the'mind’- on. «tChlc«jr>: hewMcerdlelirre-mrH of 111 America, where the brceCth and depth ofWarn lUw tn© purer^ atnxosphere of-ex-- atoteachlnn were boob recognuea. Els LcacUina 
u a r— -*cw)ealrerHltntheir«ppUcfttioit rr- »•—-

For »ale ct thU office.alted spiritual truth. - A book for the
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.0<L 

"Materialization.” By Mme. E. d- 
. Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin, 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.
. “Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
tor health, Price-25 cents. - . ' -

'he boot i: oüoaF-

AFTER HER DEATH. , -
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian vrhiUni.

PerrodM xbh pure -aud boautiful bpiritdaU» 
pt IhhughL JnstracMr^ Aud helpful to all ’wh© 
wvo ani Biik-U-v h!shi?T-Ani.finerjr»y«-w 
©irr.iul’fexBefii-'L’-?. • fJ.OOi ?

?

.4» £
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CHICAGO ILL., JAN, 4, 19)8 NO. 945

A. Dedicatory Address Delivered at Grove Hall, 
No. 40 East 31st Street, Chicago, ■ 
i by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the 
spirit of God dwelleth in you. . . . Your body is the tern- 
pie of the Hply Ghost.—Paul.

And a certain-lame man lay daily at the gate of the temple, 
' which is called Beautiful, asking an alms, ’. . r .• and Peter, 

reeing him, fastened his eyes upon him. .. . . and took Kim 
. - b; the right hand and lifted him up and immediately he received 

strength and leaping and walking he entered into the temple 
' , praising God.—Acts 3:1-9. . ' _ . . .

.As there is a continuity of life,, a'continuity of .historical;
•eeords booked or being unearthed in Babylonia, Assyria, and 

^Palestine, so is there a continuity of temple-building common 
llA to all ages, all countries and all grades of intelligences..v -

The solar and stellar universes, man/ in one, constitute the 
fyj temple of God, that infinite and» omnipresent energy, life and 
| r purpose manifest throughout the measureless realms of the 
1’ planetary immensities. . ' •-

i Ahcient temples, whether Babylonian, - Assyrian, Phenlcian, 
; Buddhistic or Aztec, were not so much meeting-houses for wor- 
Kshiping people as they were residences for priests, tutelary 

deities, and the housing of their statues, shrines and pictured 
•'symbols. * \ ' . .

., - - Several Phenician temples lately brought tq light, besides 
i the previously unearthed ruins and coins, show chambers, 
^'gables, porticos and weird, overshadowing wings, from which 
\ some of the Assyrian gods and'temples were'.doubtless copied.

Culture and international intercourse were common in Asia

is rankest materialism gone to seed—the seed itself ultimately 
disintegrating and returning back to unorganized mist and ele
mentary ooze. No! the indwelling spirit is an entity—a definite 
unit, a thought from the ‘'Great Positive Mind,” a )ifp-germ 
:’rom the Infinite Consciousness, a particled potentiality of 
ABSOLUTE BEING, and therefore indissoluble and as immor
al as Causation itself. Here is a solid, self-satisfying founda- 
ion for the immortality of this indwelling spirit—the: Atma. 
of the Hindu, the-Ego of the Emersonian thinker, afid. the 
Causative output of the emotions and aspirations that pubble 
up from the inmost lake, spring from hills and verdure-clad 
mountains. f

These sensations and sense perceptions, though beclouding, 
. are, considering life’s experiences, as necessary for a time as 
are hfasks to the growing corn or chaff to the wheat. He that 
overcame liad the promise of the white stone and the new name. 
“The body is the temple of the Holy Ghost,” wrote, the spir
itualistic Paul. What does this phrase mean? How it puzzled 
the earliest of the Christian fathers- The later church fath
ers manipulated and magnified and transferred the Holy Ghost 
into the Trinity: God the Father, God the Son, apd God the 
Holy Ghost—three equal Gods in the Godhead, making the 
Holy Ghest mathematically one-third God. What theological 
nonsense! ’ ~ > r

•But whatdoes the phrase ‘‘Holy Ghost” really mean? Let 
us- analyze it with an eye on the symbolisms of-the East. 
Holy nleans excellent, very good; , and Ghost (Geist,. QJiaisf, 
as differently rendered) means spirit, a spiritual influence, etc.

eight and ten thousand years ago. This is proven by the tes-, 
■ ■ tii^onies of explorer's and archaeologists.

The Elephanta cave temples, situated upon an island near 
Bombay, contain rock-carved gods—Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu. 
In another division' is an ancient1 serpént-slaying Krishna, and 

: in still another is Gautama Buddha; but there is not a glimpse 
of the “Holy . Family’’ or of any crucified god or of à cross 

» therein carved, as has been foolishly stated upon thé authority 
V, of a party, of rough, uneducated sailors and prejudiced writers, 

/«. who, sitting in ■ their libraries, write up oriental countries, their 
Customs, their religions and. their temples—which they never 
'•»saw! And there are gaping gullibles ready to swallow their

Nonsensical teachings. _
; It was my good fortune to be accompanied, to these Elephanta 

cave temples by Prof. Badha Daji, an accomplished- Persian 
pnd Hindu scholar and the.author of a work entitled “Oriental 
Antiquities.” . ’ -

In Orissa, one of the interesting portions of India, there are 
-- AHimérous temples, magnificent even in their decay.- In one of 

the most conspicuous is found'the chiseled legèhd of the sacred

Accordingly, we have'these biblical passages; . < j
Luke;. 1:67—His father, Zacharias, was filled with the Holy 

Ghost (an excellent spiritual influence) and he prophecies; as 
do some of our sensitives to-day. • - ■

Acts, 11:4—And they- were- filled 'with the Holy Ghqpt (h 
most excellent spiritual influence) and they began to s^eak/with 
other tongues as» the spirit (the spiritual influence)-g&ye them 
utterance.’., ............ ’ - z- ’

Acts, 8:51—Ye stiff-necked, ye do . always resist-the JHoly- 
Ghost (an excellent spiritual influence) as your fathers did.

Acts, 8;17—Then they laid their hands on them , and-they 
received’.the Holy Ghost (that. is, received an excellent spiritual 
influence).

Acts, 9:17—And Ananias put his hands on him, and Saul was 
filled with the Holy Ghost (filled with an excellent‘»spiritual 
influence). > ; -

Acts, 10—’While Peter yet spoke, the Holy Ghost (a?beaten!y 
spiritual influence) fell on all them that heard the WQYds.,

Acts, 13:9—Then Saul, called Paul, filled with the Holy Ghost 
(a heavenly spiritual influence) set his eyes on him1 (mesmer-

of alcoholic character should be avoided. Three-fourths of the 
human body is fluid and can be replenished with pure water, 
juicy fruits and thoroughly-baked coarse-ground wheat. Meat 
is the most impure of all our foods. Animals may be dis
eased and we not know it, they being dumb. Not only does 
anifflal flesh often, contain trichina and tape-worms and other 
parasites, but the. dead blood and bile that were in the ani
mal’s veins come very near being poison. The danger is 
especially great to those who live, indoors and ehjoy what is 
termed a sedentary life.

Keep the feet warm and- dry. See that you sit erect and 
avoid straining the spine and compressing the bowels.- Tight- 
lacing is the curse .to woman—a curse to motherhood, and I re
gret to say that there are clerks in .the cities who dress quite 
as tightly as ladies, and so deform themselves into the image, 
of wasps, and a wasp is the most disgusting insect that lives. 
They sting, and their stings prophesy death. .

Then,-finally, the body is-a magnificent human temple. The 
head is the dome-where the angels come .with their impressions 
and inspirations. And-so we dedicate this earthly, temple, not 
to a personal, located, human-shaped God, but to the goqd, and 
the true and the beautiful. We dedicate it to the "benefit of 
humanity, physically, mentally,- morally and spiritually, and 
may those who here meet for spiritual improvement come with 
pure hearts and heavenly.aspirations. ■

It is reported that Bishop Bascom said that the church of 
the future would be .the church of the divine humanity,, with 
the living Christ as the living head; and in that -good time to 
come they will have-learned that there may be a state without 
a. despot, a city without grafting politicians, courts and juries 
without; bribery, and the c,hurch of humanity without priest- 
craft—a church, or rather,- a-sympathizing assembly,- based, up
on love and brotherhood, the brotherhood of humanity.

î 1 DEDICATORY POEM.

(Rpad by the Author at the Dedication of the.First Church 
Psychic Research.)

; ' In thi^ world of busy bustle,
■ ,In'this land of hum-and hustle,

■ 'Th^re must sometime come to' each a moment’s pause, 
For a- rest and recreation, 
And'a little inspiration, ;

Froin the silent, soulful, breathing Nature laws.

SPIRITUALISM ON TRIAL.

That Is the Meaning of the Prosecu
tion of the Vanderbilts.

I am greatly »pleased to seo the 
article of H. D. Barrett In the issue 
of December 21, “Spiritualism Is On 
Trial," in Brooklyn, the. “City of . 
Churches.”

He has presented very significant 
and Important truths. I was present 
at two sessions of tlie June Court, - 
when the prosecutor commenced 
against Mr. and Mrs. Edward Vander
bilt, and I was impressed that it was 
-an attack upon the great capse of 
Spiritualism in hopes to stay its prog
ress. The Court and jury were totally 
ignorant of the facts of Spiritualism 
scientifically demonstrated, :

I am in hopes that Prof, James H. 
Hyslop will have ample means-to con
tinue the investigation and fully dem-. „ 
onstrate to those still ignorant of ths 
fact that there is a law that will 
enable 'splrits_to communicate with 
mortals.

In the latter part of the 17th cen
tury intelligent spirit workers made 
an energetic eftoj-t to establish tlio ■ 
fapt through mediums, .miscalled’ . 
witches, of a physical character, and 
through the . Quakers In Boston and 
parts of New England, of a more in- , 
tellectual character, but they were ko 
grossly persecuted by a branch of 
Protestant Christians during the ad
ministration of Cotton Mather and 
Governor Endicott, that the spirit 
workers .concluded to withdraw,- for 
the present; no use to attempt when 
Church and State , were united; In- .. 
stead they would, labor to Induce 
thinkers of Europe and America, to . 
separate the North American’Colonies 
from Great'Britain, establish ,a Re
public, separate Church and State, 
establish schools foi‘* the education pt 
all citizens, *apd when successful in 
this effort, they would come again- ., 
and come-to remain. ’It .took from; 
lB9fi to 1848 to accomplish this work. 
Intelligent Spiritualists are well aware 
that a congress of wise spirits .ren--..- 
dered valuable service in the Ameri- ' 
can Revolution and the later rebellion, :

TITUS MERRITT. -

; - tooth-^-Buddha’s tooth, dating back to his death,' 543 B. C. In 
' aporiod a little later—250 B. C.—there are'inscribed bn a Tock 
i ^emple near the mouth of the Daya’river, eleven edicts promul- 

gated by the Buddhist emperor of the .northern India, Asoka.
Explorations, in Jerusalem and South Palestine have brought 

; to light earthen- jars, long-buried.eoins.-and historic-telling in- 
/ scriptions in Hebrew and Greek/cofifirihin^ some of the state- 

'¡:A' ments of the old Hebrew prophets and the writings of Josephus.
Afar in remote antiquity, say the stond records, before’Mel- 

< chizedec founded Salem, poet prophets-predicted in dream and 
sbng a gorgeous temple to be built on Jerusalem’s heights, 

• whose colonnades," alabaster porticos, ornamented walls, mar- 
. bled-floors, roof emblazoned with gems and tinted with golden 
’ ’spearheads, the glory of Zion, symbolizing the lion of the tribe 

of Judah and dedicated to the worship of tlie “one God.” This ' 
‘ temple of some 3,000 years ago, the foundation'ruins of which 

■are, as-reported, being exhumed, was dedicated with-prayers, 
perfumes and spices, and music from'tabrets, timbrels, cym- 

i < bals, harps and silver trumpets, inspiring enthusiastic canticles 
■ of joy. . ......
' ' The wandering Salathiel said: “I have seen all the most 

- famous temples and shrines of the great kingdoms of the East.
. . . but all were dreams and shadows compared with Israel’s, 

V the grandeur, the dazzling beauty, the* almost unearthly glory- 
i‘ of that temple; with its luminous Shekinah, making Mount’ 

Moriah "a mountain studded with jewels.” But this temple, so

ized him), r s
’ Acts, 19—And when Paul had laid his hands tìpóiL'tlie^‘ the 

Holy Ghost (this excellent or holy spiritual influence) ¿came 
on them and they spoke with tongues and prophesied. ,
II Peter; 1;21—Holy men of God:$pahè»as'-théy ,wé)te' nerved 

iy the Holy Ghost (mpved to speak under this excellent spir
itual influence). . - ■

■ Luke, 2—There was a just, and. devoijt- man, -Simeon, dwell
ing in Jerusalem, and the.Holy Ghóst (thls excelleriMi^ 
influence)' was upon him .... and he caine by the èpirfHhw’ 
the temple. ’ ’ ■ r
’ It ivas stated that Jesus Christ was’conceived, by? the Holy 
Ghosts that is, conceived by or under the iufiiience of ‘a. Holy 
Ghost, that is, under an excellent spiritual influence, and. every 
child , should be begotten in the same or a similar way. The 
spirit of love and wisdom should be the motive in procreation 
for the purpose of bettering the generations to cóme. When 
all are highly born, becoming living Christs, the millennium will 
have dawned, and the.churchianie phrase “bom againbe
ing “born again,” will be no more heard of. ■

The three most rational and successful methods of:bhilding. 
up and perpetuating the health and the long life ;of*thq body 
are: ■ • •• ... - . ; \ .. ‘Ì" ' . •

I. Deep and right breathing. . * - 4».

’ resplendent in that Semitic era and so noted in some of the 
'^Masonic degrees, was temporal. Sixteen times Jerusalem has 
ncrieen partly or wholly destroyed and rebuilt.-- Its former loca
tion now summers and winters under Mohammedan rule, and 

) • ijimosque. -¿rown the ancient site. •
V in ; What mighty changes have come and gone like’sea-waves 
- sharing the past 3,000 years! How different theSe modern days!

b How unlike in taste and worship is this civilization to the 
> i'«dust-dimmed past!
‘Ai’ Our worship, our religious aspirations, being moto mterio

J or less “showy,” seek more humble, or less Imposing, places 
-a-for seaneps, with their religious culture, beautiful halls, draw- 
-' ing-rooms, andgroves under the sky-archCd temple of theinima-

.nent and Infinite Presence. Instead* of a $2,000,000 temple like 
tlie Boston Christian »Scientists’, or one stupendous temple;

* something like Solomon’s, built.on Capitol Hill at Washington, 
pt where the entire population of all the States might flock at 
i' certain periods—instead of all this, I say, a myriad of seance- 
i' - rooms, religious edifices, sanctuaries, and halls like this wherein- 
V . we are now assembled, dot nil the lands' from England’s flag 

north of us to Mexico’s south of us. Every house in city and

II. Right foods'and digestion. < A . ; ¿^ 4- : • ' 
HI. A »determined will to keep well, looking for' th^bright- 

and cheerfuT side'.of things. • • ' - - ’ ; ’ ? i// ’ .
-:The hygienic vainest deep breathing is indisputable;-. The 

higher ,cj;iss pf Hindus, more than any other class of ^peopi^ 
have given great attention to deep breathing. It relates to 
their religion, and the practice not only oxygenates.’the blood, 
but by so doing increases the^yalue of it _l>y .vitalizing, the 
machinery by which the bloodWJproduced and circulated'. The' 
great seer Swedenborg noticed» the importance of interior .breath
ing, as have other mystics and psychologists'. y '

Each year the’ ordinary man, performs something over/TJ)00t- 
000 acts of breathing, inhaiing 1,500,00b .cubic .feet of< air,7, and 
purifyihg, we are told, 3,500 tops of blood. Each, individual 
requires over 2,000 gallons of air, per -day. -Air|is 'fhe 
first thing we take into systems^^birth andS- tlfe »4^ 
leaves us at death.' The purest air, richest in oxygeh am • 
"ozone, is found in forests, along hillsides in the open,»in the 
8un-warmed.fields, among the pines and thelheavy-s^dgd hem- 

16cks,' over the rolling seas and up the sides of towering moun
tains. .. •• ' ;L' :■■■

And what shall we eat to perpetually repair and recobstruc; 
this temple, the human body? Personally, I do not partake o: 
animal flesh, because being much of a Buddhist I do nbt con
sider, it right to .take what l cannot give: ,life; because I dp 
not think it right to cause pain to the lower order of creation; 
because eating animal flesh excites,-stimulates and increases

hamlet should be a spirit-haunted house, and have one room 
which should be dedicated and consecrated to spirit, messages, 
spiritual culture and angel ministries. . "

All earthly temples, however magnificent, fade and crumble 
to dust.) An inspired apostle of old, conscious of this, exclaimed: 
4Know ye not that ye are temples of’God,-and that the spirit 

of God dwelleth in you?” It was the spirit, and not. the tem
ple, thajt so interested the apostle and. philosophers of that re
mote period. And yet, the body with its muscles, sinews, nerves 
and myriad cells must be in tune with Nature for producing 

Ihe^thyland rational manifestations of the Spirit.
s W’is the human Spirit? It is not a combination of aggre- 

an evanescent, intangible principle, not a gaseous 
5®^diBg force, not a growth from protoplasmic matter up 

h1 inserts and serpents, alligators and African apes. This

When the mental gets so tired,
'And with work and-worry fired,

There should be a time and place for one to be
In. the sweetest soul communion, 

. With the world and perfect union 
With the loved ones from the mortal bodies free.

.We have thrown, off gag-bit bridles, 
: ' -And have ..ceased to-worship .idols, 
« • ‘And have fduiici We open doorway to the land, 

Where, the; light
'''i ’ By true-¿doBhess; and is treasured
By the spirit to be drawn upon demand. >

It is’blessed to be lighted
On "the roadway, and united

In the good work all around us here to do;
It is better to be workers
For a cause, than be the shirkers;

'And to^have the motives in us that are true. _

Though we move in little factions, 
Let us'dedicate'our actions, 

And our lives and halls of wisdom and our thought, 
•1 Tp the wori4 around and o’er us, 

. -" An4 the how before us,
; In disseminating truth the spirits brought.

Let us all in true devotion 
Keep our forces well in. motion, 

Toward Enlightening the people of this sphere, 
Of a future and a present

. For the rich .man and the peasant, ■
And the progress we should all be making here.

DR. T. WILKINS.

TRUE RELIGION.

People Are Outgrowing the Old and 
Progressing Into New Views.

I have made a careful study of 
your doctrines, and have observed, how. - 
well one can apply the teachings, put 
forth by honest Spiritualist»; True 
religion.can be applied to daily life 
without-the ajd of foxy, priestcraft. 
- In a' recent conversation with a 
minister, óf prominence', who being 
very.’holiest in his beliefs, said, "We 
are iequlyed to believe Bo.much we 
cánnbt explain, but' we must' believe, 
yet w® do not know."
,tire: v^ry..reason wh^rellg- 
! ion must-’ibe. made ' plainer . to-day; 
everyone' demands a liberal religion. 
True religion ahd -true salvation is 
no more than a means, pf elevating 
daily life. .Religion is progressing. 
When '.new ideas are put forth; in 
the' religious circles, if they do hot 
Maintain the “boodlefsm” of priest
craft, how’quickly the propaganda is - 
destroyed, if it is possible to do so.

•We are told we must believe in 
atonement, the importance of /-the . 
church priest or minister to save our 
Soul. ’ ' ’ ' .

"To eave a spiritual soul ’w*th the 
materialism of toe earth.’-’ -Then we 
•the told lt is “spiritual welfare;” that 
is the simple reason why the doctrines 
put forth by. most churches are not 
readily-accepted by our careful-think
ing a new , g^hera’tlqn.’ .The”’cry is: • 
“Liberalise religión." ..The old ex
planations, so readily accepted by our

* '*

THE LIGHT OF . BEASON. -We may keep, with bouIb immortal, 
The BaCrament of love.

BELLE BUSH.
Mt. Lebanon, N. Y.

Love is the light ot reason, ’ 
The fulfillment of the law. 

While hatred,, working treason. 
Finds’ everywhere. some flaw.

'Oh, lone and weary mortals, 
Eve? reaching tor the good, 

•See’how long before earth’s.portals
-The angel, Love,-hath stood. ■

> .Floats the idler’s dainty boat;
Hear her meekly pleading with you,. ’Mong the trees bright birds are-flit-

Go seek her shining face: . 
Hear, her sweetly Binging to you:

ONE AUTUMN DAY.

On the river's placid boBom

-the vitality of the animal nature; • and further, I partake of 
no animal food because in the healthiest cattle "and sheep there 
is more or less waste matter, or effete, dead substance .in the 
muscles and blood, not removed by the circulation, and ‘I in
sist that this effete matter, this dead, broken-down tissue in 
the flesh and blood and livers of slain-beasts is not fit ter eat.

Fruit, grain, nut and vegetable eaters get their nourishment 
in all-its purity from the original source, and convert- it them
selves, for the first time, into flesh and blood; while flesh
eaters re-chew and re-digest that which has once been, chewed, 
mixed with beastly saliva, swallowed, digested and madb'into 
animal flesh. . ■ >

It is reported that General Grant said : “The greatest ’bore 
of my life is that everybody wants me to eat, and they don’t 
think they show any hospitality unless an hour and a’half is 
spent at the table.”

Indigestion may arise from anxiety of mind, habitual indul
gence in highly-seasoned foods, and often from lack of exer
cise in the open air; and further, the cure of indigestion comes 
largely through right thinking, a positive .will and a fixei deter
mination to make the spirit blaster the body; Food should die 
selected from grains, fruits ¿ad mits. ’ All stimulating^ drinks

Love .must redeem the race.
Oh, rise and .bld her inter, 

She is the.heavenly guest;
Of every good the center—;

She alone can give you’ rest. -

. Ask not that all earth's teachers ’ 
Should tread the self-same road, 

For countless as his creatures : 
Are the avenues to God.

His truths are all eternal, 
Only human errors die, 

And souls in realms supernal 
' Will see with clearer eye.

Oh, what fetters wiH be riven, 
What' ancient wrongs decay. 

When all can walk toward.heaven, 
Each in his chosen way!— .

Not shackled by opinions—
Not bound by iron creeds,—

How free will be thought’s pinions, 
How beautiful men’s deeds!

But oh! not yet for ;-eges, .
Will the -world be purified;

For love makes here slow stages, 
And must oft be crucified.

But let us strive and labor, 
To the end that it may come, 

And, blessing each our neighbor, 
1 We’ll light love’s lamp at home;

Whence, shining thro’ the windows, 
With clear and steady ray,.

- It may chase the deepening shadows 
’ From1 some weary traveler’s way.

’ Then, it our-»souls inherit
The faith that looks above, y

ting,
• Sending forth their- silv’ry_note.

Oslers red, midst ’ tangled wildwood, 
Seem to greet us, line on line;

From the distant hills, the murmur 
Of the wind and. lowing kine.

-’Mid the ferns the wild grape twlneth, 
. With royal clusters freighted, 
With glossy leaves and berries red,' 
«.The - "Nightshade” seems-' o’er- 
. weighted. •

Autuhin leaves: Like rainbow blend-
■ Ing, - ■
Leaves of Ted, and gold, and green. 

As they fall from oak and maple, 
■ Add new beauty to the scene.

The swaying ferns, the asters wild, 
Greet alike with smile and nod,

And oVer all—our Nation's pride, 
America’s fair “Golden-rod.”

And the banks, so thickly verdured, . 
In their dress of living green,

While the tree-tops, far beneath us, 
In reflection clear are seen.

How each sturdy oak and maple, 
With their rugged trunks bo brave,

Seem competing with the grasses, 
For their place beneath the wave.

Not a sound to mar the quiet 
. Of the perfect Autumn day,’

Save, the lowing of the cattle, 
in the distance, far away. ■ 

LOU’ELLA YOUNG.
- Camden, Me. _

parents, seem to contradict them
selves; so the new generations often 
say—and it occurs very frequently------ 
"I believe in no church; I believe "In 
doing my best, and1 I will have as 
clear a conscience, as many ministers 
and' church members, and oftentimes 
more clear.” ' So they never go to 
church, and w,ere' it possible for some ■ 
good Christians and church members 
to do so, they' would be damned eter
nally, ' should they pass to spirit life. 
. This has been my experience, and 
that is why L most emphatically Isay, 
when asked, what church or religion 
I favor, my answer Is: "I believe in ♦ 

»Spiritualism.". I. have received often, 
the compliment above stated,.. from.
good Christians;- but I have no -right, .■ 
to .judge; them, as T. often think that 
such, things only hasten progression 
on"its road, Instead, of retarding.. 
Right Is right, and always will be 
right; no one can make it anything 
else, no matter how many deceptions 
and crafty lies are. enacted. I want 
to join the crowd of "progressive . 
thinkers," and'think progressively.

Yours sincerely, I-.
“MRS. JAS. S. DUNLAP.

. 112 Atlantic avenue, Franklin, Pa.
• ' ; ' _ _'' _ __ • •

NOT THE PHENOMENA OF GOD; 
; JESUS OR THE HOLY GHOST.

I would like to say a few words 
.concerning the “Gift of divers 
Tongues" . in the columns of your 
most interesting inspiring and valu-' 
able paper, so that my friends and 
other loyal subscribers thereto may, . 
be benefited.

. I can deliver such phenomena in 
speech, song or writing, under good 
as well as bad conditions, at any mo
ment, in my normal state. It is un
necessary, therefore to have special- 
sacred or harmonious surroundings, 
as some mediums assert.

Let me suggest: "A seraph can 
manifest such phenomena under any 
kind of condition governing daily sur- 
rouhdings, so long as the medium la 
mentally capable of retaining ■ har
mony within himself or herself, I 
assure you, however, that so-called 
conditions lack importance in my case 
for the- last ten years.”

The “Gift of Tongues” can either 
»be attributed to Inspiration or auto
matic speaking under spirit .guidance, 
and nothing else, whether the medium 
is entranced or in his or her normal 
state. ARTHUR F. NURSEY.

241 East 21st St., New York City.
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equally blended into perfect oneness;

male In 
predoml-

their 
were 
hear 
they

thc-se^eligiqns will always 
nate;' .while the true law

perfect!'orli rue one. The

HlHC, „mine tuv ijuc law is, male 
and female,'‘creators; hand in hand.

As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle
Petersilea. Given through the Medi-

umship of Amelia Petersilea.
We now arose from the table and 

went forth from the building, two anfi 
two. We walked very much as you 
of earth dd. My father and. Deuton 
In advance, Ingersoll and myself fol
lowing. .

We took seats in an elegant park 
that overlooked the seu.

"Who could have believed," said 
Ingersoll, “that this life would be so 
much like the one we have left? It 
seems, even now, to me like a dream. 
I sometimes feèl as thougl; I should 
awake and find myself back within 
my mortal body once more. I wish 
I could thoroughly understand, how 
all this can be. , Why, that body of 
water Is as real to me as an earthly 

. Bea ever was; and this park, and 
.these elegant seats, our forms, to
gether with seeing, hearing, tasting, 
Bmelljng, and all the sensations which 
we ever knew; we talk, laugh, sing, 
and reason, just as of yore, but a 
tyhole octave higher,” and he turned 
to me with a smile.

“Ÿeri, when the life,, which is- the 
iplrit, passes out; of anything what?, 
zoever, the material covering ..dropp 
awWi and ¿he'real life,’.thé/Spirtt, 
j» a£tracted,,or pushed up. hlgher^an 
octave higher, if. 'you will, my 
brother.” ? ■. . /;,, *.

"I wish,” saldsIngerispUz?'! could 
. 'make the. lower-world- see- just how 

it1 is. Very few. there will-believe 
that-we have.aUrhere-’tbats.they ,do. 
on thé earth, that'the prin
ciple of all; .things there': exists here
in the spirit -life, for life. Id'’sp|rlt 

“ . and spirit is life; without It there Is 
no life? Ah! I-was very-stupid/my--
seif, when there,” he continued, with’ 
a sigh, “therefore 1 must not blame 
them too much. » When ?I think of 
my own stypidity, I wonder how they 
can.ask:. ‘Why doesn’t Ingersoll give 
something worthy of himself?' , I 

■ gave. you nothing when I was with 
i you-worthy of an Immortal soul, or 

’ that,, at least, Is the way I feel now;
and yet it all- seems so natural and. 
simple how, that It almost makes me 
laugh. . I. feel somewhat as I did 

■' .when a little lad, and my teacher gave 
:. me a sum 'in simple addition; it 

seemed then so cbmplex and wonder- 
, _ ful («"me, that I-thought ft an im

possible thing to.do; yet, after under
standing and performing the feat once 
or twice, It seemed the most simple 

• and natural thing in the world. The 
. soul of a living form is the real, and 

not the material noverlng. Soon bur 
1 Wthly loved ones will be here walk

ing and talking with us, as much 
/ -" surprised as we were when we first 
'. ¿arrived here. Look at those sea-gulls.

'Are they not very beautiful? Hear 
• those little birds sing in the trees 

'.about us. Watch those doge sport- 
, ing and playing.yonder. Ah! I wish 

1 that great and good man, Hudson 
Tuttle,- was with us now. He would 
be a’llttle surprised, I think.”

Just as Ingersoll said tills, a large 
and very beautiful-St. Bernard dog 
walked toward us. He looked at each 

; one of us separately, wjth large, in- 
’ telllg^at eyes, as though he would 

Inquire: “Is my master here?” Our 
• spirits understand his spirit perfectly. 

‘ . Ingersoll shook his head as he patted 
the dog caressingly.

“No, Your master has not yet 
arrived. You must Wait a little 

- longer.”
"You’re thinking of the (log,” said 

■ my father, “and speaking the name 
of his master, ‘Hudson Tuttle,’ and 
thinking of’that master, has brought 
the .dog to your side. The law Is1 
perfectly natural and simple here in 
the spiritual world. He is a splendid 
specimen of the St Bernard. Did 
you ever think of»the great Injustice 
of a natural law that would allow all 
the beautiful dogs of the St. Bernard 
to become nil—the dogs that have 

'saved thousands of lives and knew 
that they were, saving them, gladly 

willingly saved them, and would 
risk their own lives to do so—that 
the dogs had no souls, but the ones 
whom they saved had?

Ah! Tuttle—Brother Tuttle—you 
and -I have many things yet to learn."

Every time the name “Tuttle” was 
spokeri; the dog gave a little eager 
whine ; and bark together, peculiar 
in their way, and a slow majestic 
movement of the t^il, whilst his great 
eyes, almost human - in their expres- 

• slon, looked into ours, searchingly.
I now noticed three young ladles 

walking in the park, not far from us. 
‘ The dog, being near us, attracted 

their attention, and one softly called 
the dog. As she did so, she looked 
me squataely In the face with a firm 
expression of the eyes.

She loosened a most exquisite red 
rose from her bosom, and threw -it 
directly at my" feet. I picked It up. 
There was a white ribbon attached 
to it, and a message upon'it: “Tell 

• my father and my mother that you 
have seen me and my dog.” The 

• other -two ladles smiled upon us. with 
dazzling, angelic smiles, and they 
they passed on, the dog " following 
them. ’ > • . . • ■

. ”1 will give this rose and message 
to-my .wife,” I said, “and through 

: her I will write what I have" received 
and seen.”

Said Denton: “I was rather .. in- ■ 
. dined to accept evolution straight, 

... when In the mortal form; but when 
1 followed this out, there ward; so 
many stumbling blocks in my Way, 
concluded that I was not in the right 
path. .Then my wife suggested to 
me the great law of evolution. Noth-1 
Ing could be evoluted without being 
first involuted; that is, one cannot 
take anything out of a receptacle until 
it has first been placed within it; and' 
an archangel never resided within a 
tadpole, to be at length evolved from 
it”

“My wife and I long ago came to 
that conclusion,” I said; “and now 
that we know we are right, we must 
not let the matter rest to become fos
silized. Let us stir up the dry bones 
until all men shall know that the spir
itual germs of all things that- exist 

k on earth are first involved into mat
ter from ont the ethereal atmosphere,

;ind bo develop and expand through 
matter until It is at length thrown 
off, and they rise, in all their devel
oped, ethereal beauty, and take their 

roper places here in the. spirit 
realms." •. ; ’ • ■
I- 'Mr.. Denton,” I asked;, “what were 

some of Hie :stumbl!ng -blocks you 
f-ound in your way when on. the 
earthly piasi? - - - --
• “First, of all," • hp .answered, “I 
ould not understand how oply man

kind could have a aplWt, while all 
onéath ■ mankind perished. All 

things had life just the same ns man. 
•AU animals had the brealh of life; 
in fact/1 now find that all things 
that have life have also the breath 
f life; for, really, all things breathe 

in thè air and thè ether, and many 
—and really nearly all—have a great 
¿.mount of intelligence—man, only, 
having It in a larger degree. How 
could it'be that this Intelligence per- 
Islied, while man's albne survived? 
I thought.Jong arid deeply on the sub
ject, and came to the conclusion that- 
if one perished,- all did;" but, how 
simple and natural the truth really is! 
Nothing perishes, and all spiritual 
forms retain their identity; tot If one 
Identity could be dissolved, or lost, 
all would be- The law does not break. 
Then,'I thought, if man's spirit alone 
survives the change called death, and 
his spirit rises into a spiritual sphere, 

. byi-what is he stfrrounded? Does he 
flopt aimlessly . around through . im
measurable space or ether without ob
ject op aim? Has he no home, no 
abiding place? Of what are. these 
spheres composed? If from the ema
nations, or the sublimated spiritual 
emanations, from the earth-, then all 
Identities must.remain intact if man's, 
does, for the law. does not break; 
.for, if the law could break, then all 
identities might be lost, or one might 
be lost and not another, which- is 
absurd. Natural laws are Immutable. 
They do hot break, f, together with 
my wife, then came to the conclusion 
that the spiritual spheres, being com
posed of ¿he sublimated spiritual ema
nations from the earth, must natu
rally be like the earth; that is, there 
would be land and water, hjlls, val
leys and mountains, grass, trees, 
shrubbery and flowers. Now if all 
these were identical "emanations from 
the earth, then the law of Identity 
cannot'break, and there must, neces
sarily, be birds; and if water, -then 
fish; and if birds and fish, then, of 
course, animals. Now here was a sim
ple,- analogical, unbroken èhaln, giv
ing to the spirit of man the spirits 
of all else by which lie had been 
surrounded on the earth. How natu
ral, how beautiful, how true we have 
found it!

"Thus far we have been dealing 
with material'-things; now we come 
to art. Does the art existing within 
man perish with his material body? 
All Nature -would cry out against this. 
And what is art? Constructing: Man 
desires to construct. Constructive art 
dwells within the soul of man, and 
not in his material body. T&en when 
he comes to spirit life, he desires to 
go on with the great arts existing 
within him; he desires to construct 
homes, beautiful .halls, and temples 
of learning; then he desires to con
struct , furnishings fqr them. Great 
painters and artisans pf all kinds de
sire to go on with their arte. Mu
sicians desire to go on with their 
music. Màriners desire to sail on 
spiritual waters. SJilps and vessels of 
all kinds must be constructed. Ele
gant and beautiful homes must be 
erected. Parks must be laid out; and 
everything that one has on earth one 
may arid can have here. Musicians 
must have their musical instruments, 
and thus of all things. We must 
have schools here.. Little children 
must be cared for; and we must also, 
have hospitals. Do not look surprised 
at this. The spiritual body cannot 
be hurt, but there are so many spirits,; 
from earth, coming here all the time, 
who have been sick, wronged, hope
less and despairing; who have been, 
perhaps, the breakers of all natural 
laws through Ignorance and false 
teachings, that spiritual hospitals 
must be founded for them until they 
can be healed. Yes, all that earth 
has, we have here, with this differ
ence: All things here are spiritual, 
divested of the gross, material cover
ing; and all here must work in the 
spiritual; and everything here is car
ried up to the highest perfection 'of 
all arts. All things here are many, 
many degrees more beautiful. And, 
then, the students; there are all of 
Nature’s forces to be studied here as 
well as upon the earth. Can one 
thliik that Edison would be happy 
here unless he. could discover mòre 
about electricity? or Marconi, if he 
could not keep on with wireless teleg
raphy? And so of all other great 
inventors—-or discoverers, rather; and 
Beethoven, Mozart/Chopln, and. Other 
great musicians—could they be happy 
If they could not go on with their 
music? Where would be the use of 
immortality if these powers and gifts- 
of-man could not be carried up lnte 
the spiritual spheres?” - ■ ' ■

■ While We were talking there came 
into the park a beautiful young girl, 
surrounded by a small band of very 
little children; they were just little 
toddling things; One, she carried in 
her arms; another she -was leading; 
a third was holding on to her sklrtt 
a fourth was bravely trotting aheaub- 
a fifth and sixth were followlngg after 
as fast as their little limbs could carry 
them. The girl seated herself not far 
from where we were also seated.

’Yonder,” said Denton, “1b an apt 
illustration of what I would like to 
make clear to thè earthly world. 
That beautiful young girl was, in 
earth life, an humble nursery girl; 
very successful at her employment, 
because the naturally and very dearly 
loved children. She was not more 
than fourteen or fifteen years of age, 
took that scourge — dlptherla—and

babes that'are coming here, by the 1 
thousands, must have constant care I 
and teaching, and those who love lit- i 
tie children, and are adapted to take - 
care of them, by a, natural law re-1 
ceive them and care for tfiem. I have ' 
conversed with that young girl be
fore, asking her many questions. She 
told me that shortly after coming to 
this life, and beihg tenderly cared for 
and refreshed by some relatives of i 
her own, Bhe became somewhat lonely 
and at a loss what to do. By a natu
ral impulse she turned her attention 
to the earthly world, and received into 
per loving arms, one after another of 
these tiny little babes," that also passed 
out of their mortal bodies with diph- ’ 
therla; and, after she had received 
six of them, she thought it was us I 
many as she could care for and In
struct. She has had those same little 
ones with her how for nearly two 
years of earthly time, and you per
ceive they are not so .very different 
from children of a corresponding age 
on the earthly plane, When on that 
plane myself, I often thought about 
thqse. things, and. came to the con
clusion that it must naturally be 
something like this, I often talked 
with ' the strictly / orthodox, asking 
them what they thought about tiny 
infants. Of course, the most of them 
did not believe in infant damnation, 
but they did not, believe 'that the 
spirits rif the departed ever. returned 
to earth.' ‘How, then',' I asked, ‘do 
those little creatures ever find their 
way to. heayen, which, you say, is 
far, far beyond the stars?’ ■'O, God 
received ¿hem directly into his bosom.

; ‘Does God, then,-come in person, at. 
all hours of the day and night, to 
all nations and tribes of people, and 
repelve directly info his bosom thou
sands and thousands'-of these little 
Innocents—black, brown, popper-col
ored and white, and this stream of 
dying infants is never ceasing.” “O, 
sir;' you blaspheme!” “I do mot blas
pheme. I am asking a reasonable, 
rational question, • These little, help
less babes cannot get to heav.en and 
God, Buch as you believe in, of them
selves, far, far beyond the stars; they, 
as yet, know,not anything; Now it 
must be evident to any reasonable 
mind that if these llttlq ones are im
mortal, they must be taken dlrqctly 
from their own little, mortal bodies, 
into the protecting arms of kind and 
loving female spirits; and, if so, then 
your theoryfalls to the ground, that 
the spirits of the departed never re
turn to earth; in fact, there must 
be innumerable spirits doing nothing 
but this kind of work—God's work, 
if you will. But what shall we say 
of children and ' youths of larger 
growth, all the wa"y up to manhood 
and womanhood? Thousands -and 
thousands of these are passing out of 
their mortal bodies at all times, to 
shy nothing of men. and women. Oh. 
If we could ge,t some of these ortho
dox friends and ministers to think for 
themselves, and to talk deeply and 
logically on these subjects,”

The beauty of these little^ spirit 
children was beyond compare; yet, 
thqy looked like little children of a. 
corresponding age on earth. They all 
seemed to be dressed In soft, fluffy 
white; their little cheeks were soft,
bright and pink like rosebuds; 
golden curls and bright eyes 
most beautiful, and we could 
their little shouts of delight as

I and passed to Itais 
"here again come in 
great natural law.

life. Nbw, we' 
contact with a

The wee little

/rplicked about; and the beautiful" 
young girl’s shining, motherly eyes, 
watching them tenderly all'the time. 
They had been taught not to hurt 
any thing or creature, so. the little 
birds would alight on their heads, 
h’ands,.and shoulders, and sing and 
chirp their little songs; and now the 
little dogs were, attracted, and began 
to gambol and.play with them; and 
their shouts and laughter, and joyful 
barking from the dogs—ah, it was a 
most natural and pleasing sight. Lit
tle babes and children must have here 
almost the same things precisely that 
they would have had they remained 
on the earthly plane. How foolish to 
say that they are gathered into the 
bosom of God, unless one means by 
it that they are gathered into the 
bosom of Nature by purely natural j 
law». ' I

We sat and talked for some time 
longer and then we separated, each 
going his own way-to perform his 
allotted work. Some, may ask why 
this young girl was not In some school 
herself. The reason Is, that spiritual 
beings follow Out the law of their 
Inclinations, until they arrive at a 
climax or natural change, and as they 
flave eternity before them, there is 
no need of hurry, This yodng girl 
loved this work; was by Nature 
adapted for it; followed it before_ 
passing. on, and the very little one' 
that she had been caring for passed 
out of its little form by diphtheria 
just as she had a short time pre
viously. She was the spirit who took 
this little one directly Into her arms, 
just as she had when in earth life, 
and then, one’ after another, she 
added or took other little helpless 
babes and cared for them. These lit
tle ones will grow, develop eventually, 
and, when old enough, be placed In 
prioper schools. The young lady her
self will attend lectures and gain 
proper Information in a thousand 
ways, will come up to that time in 
her Ute when, by natural law, she 
will be united to her true counterpart 
and then they together will follow out 
the bent of their inclination»—per
haps travel throughout the spirit 
world, perhaps found a .school of their 
own; or.lt may be that they will still 
continue' to receive .little helpless 
babes from earth life; who can tell?^

Scientific philosophers; and 'wise' 
mdn generally^ overlook the necessi-. 
ties of women and little children; but 
the spiritual spheres could not exist 
■without them, nor the earth be peo
pled, and for every wise man there 
are thousands of women, children and 
youths, and the first spiritual spheres 
are largely'made up of children and 
youths with their schools and teach
ers. -

One may ask: “But-how does it 
happeh, Mr. Petersilea, that such wise 
men as Denton, Ingersoll, your father, 
and yourself, should be Ln the same 
sphere as this nursery girl and those 
little' infants, together with dogs, 
birds and so forth?” Now I shall 
answer the question by asking an
other. How did it happen that we 
lived on earth with washerwomen, 
laborers, who are not so degraded? 
How did It happen that we lived on 
earth with grafters, millionaires, bil
lionaires. politicians, and so forth? 
We •were not one with them nor of 
them, yet we lived on the same earthly 
sphere with them. The same law 
holds good here. We are not in the 
same condition as any of these, One- 
mtght say we are not Ih the^Bame; 
sphere. Denton is far beyond1’ tha

O

'A Traveling Evangelist’s Views of the Prevalent
Type of Christianity.

Thenvrltar ..is not in the habit of 
quotiny'the'. words of' preachers, for 
the reason that practically not five 
preachers out of one thousand ever 
say ariJfthingLof value to one who 1» 
spirituMly hungry.

In this cqse, ■ however, I have 
gleaned’grains of wheat from the 
mass of churchly chaff, delivered by 
a certain traveling evangelist, which 
will interest the readers of -The Pro
gressive Thinker. '

Using the text, “Where'are the 
Dead?'' the speaker said:

“As the Oldest of the denomina
tions, Catholicism should be' heard 
first as to its views.on the subject:. 
Where are the Dead? Rs answer Js 
that It ignores the heathen theory of 
the transmigration of souls, but it 
holds to |hut feature of Plato’s phi
losophy which , declares that the hu
man soul is Immortal—that a human 
existence once, having ‘ started can 
never cease; . hence that the twenty 
thousand-millions of'Adam’s race who 
have died are-not really dead,- but 
more alive than ever" before, and that 
notwithstanding the -appearance of 
death , they ¿have1 been experiencing 
either joy. or. sorrow, pleasure or pain. 
In answer, to? our more particular in
quiries they ’tel! us that the'dead are 
jn ond of-.three places: (1) A very 
few saintly ones, they claim, went to; 
heaven directly aj death; (2) a com
paratively Bmair number who died 
outside the Remap Catholic faith, in 
wilful opposition thereto and hence 
called 'heretics, Have, since their death 
been-enduring a'hell of torture which, 
will. betneyerrendlng; (3) the. great 
mass—all? others than those enume
rated above-'-they claim go to Purga
tory. Their: claim is that nearly all 
of thp heathen go, there because they 
•were not counted worthy ot the bless
ing of knowledge before they died, 
and because,-on the other harid, they 
had done nothing to merit either the1 
eternal torture of hell or the eternal 
peace of heayen. To Purgatory they 
consign practically all the members 
of their church also—Including bish
ops, archbishops, cardinals and popes.

“Dante was one of the prominent 
theolo'gianHp.whose description of In
ferno gives trie Roman Catholic view 
of PUrgatoi^; The-artist Dore, also 
a good Catholic, used his remarkable 
skill in the illustration of Dante's 
Epic. We'advise you all to notice, 
iri some public library or book store, 
this remarkable work—Dante’s In
ferno, illustrated by Dore. The artist 

■has faithfully depicted the descrlp- 
! tiona-of the; teacher, and his work 
would surely touch the most calloused 
heijrt ’ with ? sympathy. Every con- 

i celvable form of torture is depicted, 
from tjie roasting and boiling to be
ing frozen and mangled—horrible, 
terriNel' M wonder our dear Cath
olic friends and neighbors, as they 
have these pictures before their men
tal vision as - their prospect after 
deathp havrirnot only sad counte
nance». but^a terrible fear of death 
and tneyeafier. Neither should any 
thinkHthatOthese Catholic doctrines 
of have- tn. apy degree
cfiangmj;at,iym .present time. In this 

• very Taay' Catholics have ‘tracts for 
their' children which describe In vivid 
language the most excruciating tor- 
tureg awaiting those who in any sense 
or degree are disrespectful or disobe
dient to the priests and the teachings 
of the Catholic church. One of these 
brought to our'attention recently was 
published in Ireland, and described a 
little girl who had done'wrong and 
whose fate after death' was to be 
obliged to live in' a room whose floor, 
was red hot. In solemn language the 
tract exhorted other Utile boys and 
girls to love and serve God lest such 
a fate should await them. It is not 
Imaginable that any human being 
could love a God who would provide 
such tortures.

“It is mo wonfier, then, that Cath
olics make no pretensions to a love 
for God. They fear and dread. The 
hope held ¿out to these is that ahy 
goods of theirs will be credited up 
and serve to shorten the period of 
•their sentence to suffering, the period 
Of their Blay In Purgatory, the period 
of their deliverance to heaven. This 
doctrine of life in Purgatory is the 
basis for many exhortations from |

Iqtloij seems to be that all the pen
ances and air the "masses imaginable 
would still leave long years or de
cades or centuries to be suffered be
fore deliverance to heaven. And this 
rule 1b applied indiscriminately to 
rich and poor alike, high and low. 
As «an illustration, when Pope Pius 
IX. died masses were eaid for the re
pose of his soul throughout all the 
Roman' Catholic churches of the'' 
world. Likewise when; Pope Leo; 
XIII. died, the same command for 
masses, for, the repose of his soul 
went forth and was executed in all 
Catholic churches. This implied the 

•belief that these men .while the high
est functionaries of that church, were, 
not sufficiently holy or pure or good 
to be admitted to. heaven; for surely 
those gaining access to heaven have 
no need of masses for the repose of 
their souls. The expression ’’repose 
of the soul" implies the torturhs of 
that soul in .Purgatory, and supplica
tion and endeavor to have God remit 
a measure of those sufferings, and 
shorten the period of the tribulations.

‘‘All Catholics, then, we believe, 
will assent to our declaration that 
their faith is thqt the great mass of 
mankind are now in Purgatory, a 
comparatively, small number In eter
nal torment, which they call hell, and 
a small number, comparatively, in 
heaven. It should be remembered, 
however,' that on a papal jubilee it is 
the custom for the pope to exercise 
a power he claims is his, of setting 
free from purgatory certain thousands 
of its Inmates who have not fulfilled 
all of their term of punishment, 
though ,lt is to be supposed that it 
is not his intention to admit them to 
heaven insufficiently purged.

“Protestants claim to be much in 
advance of Roman Cathplics In re
spect to their religious faith. They 
often, we know, speak of Roman 
Catholics as Ignorant, superstitious । 
and deluded. - '

“Protestant creeds, almost without 
exception, agree to the Platonic the
ory that no human being can die— 
that When they seem to die they really 
become more alive that same instant 
thap they ever were before. We ask, 
Where, then, do they go? They reply 
that'they cannot tolerate the Roman 
Catholic view of a Purgatory; that 
they have looked into the Bible suffi
ciently to find that there Ib no such 
teaching in the scriptures. They tell 
us, therefore, that they believe that 
there are just two places for the dead: 
heaven or hell. We inquire of them, 
Who go to heaven? They answer, 
'the saintly, the holy, the pure in 
heart, the little flock, the elect, those 
who walk in the footsteps of Jesus.’ 
We Inquire respecting the rest, and 
Sear the Protestants (to their credit 
be it said) balk at the teaching of 
their creeds even while they affirm 
them, and declare that all not be
gotten again of the holy spirit; all 
not sanctified in Christ Jesus; all not 
saints, go to hell. We inquire “the 
kind of hell they have gone to; and' 
get various replies, Some assert that 
.it is a placejof literal fire, ami excru
ciating .pains at the hands of fireproof 
demons, and that this will be the 
fate of all who enter there to all 
eternity, without any pope or escape. 
Others, without being able to give 
particular reasons, tell us that in tnelr 
great wisdom they agree with all tne 
loregoing except as to the kind or 
punishment, which they conclude must 
be mental anguish or suffering. But 
lest we should think of them as being 
tender-hearted, they hasten to add 
that this suffering will really be more 
Intense, ‘worse’ than that Of'the literal 
fire believed in by others. The whole 
race, we are told, was started on the 
broad road for this eternal torment 
by father Adam's disobedience, and 
inconsequence of that we are all born 
in sip, shapen in iniquity. Those who 
ever get to heaven will get there be
cause of divine mercy and aid ex
tended them to overcome the world, 
the flesh and the adversary,

“What does the inspired Apostle 
Peter say respecting David’s present 
whereabouts? He says, ‘His sepul
cher is with us.’ It could be his

approve the moral character of these 
men, and we should riot expect'tliair I 
doctrinal teachings to He much su
perior to themselvesi? ’■

“The Bible was not Originally writ
ten in the English language. The 
Old Testament was written In Hebrew

• and the New Testament in Greek— 1 
ours is but a translation. Going to 
the Old Testament in the Hebrew we j 
find'that It contains more than twice 
as many mentions of hell, ‘sheol,’ as 
does the English translation. In the 
English the. word occurs thirty-one 
times, in the Hebrew, sixty-slx times. 
How has this Hebrew word sheol been 
translated to our English Bibles? We 
answer that the thirty-one times the 
word hell occurs all- come frdm this ; 
word sheol, that It occurs twice more 
in our common version, where It is 

■"rendered ‘pit,’ and that it occurs 
thirty-three times, more in our com--

•mon version and is rendered ‘grave.’ 
Furthermore in two of the places 
Where'it is rendered hell in our com
mon version, it is interpreted by the 
marginal reading to read, ‘Hebrew, 
the grave.' The fact, dear friends, is, 
us every Hebrew scholar knews, that 
the word sheol 1b never used to refer 
to a place of fire or of torture.

"The equivalent of the Hebrew 
word ‘sheol,1 as we have already 
stated, Ab the Greek word ‘hades,’ 
which is found in the New Testament 
written In the Greek. In proof of this 
take our context and note the words 
of Saint Peter that he quoted from 
Psalm 16:10—‘Thou wilt not leave 
my soul in hell,' and in the Greek 
renders it, ‘Thou wilt not leave- my 
soul in hades’ (v. 31). In a word, 
the Old Testament says that Jesus 
went to sheol, and that hjg soul was 
not left there, but raised from the 
dead, while the New Testament de
clares these things of hades. What 
we are saying is new to the majority 
Of the so-called laity, but not at all 
new to the educated of the clergy, 
who all know, if they would admit 
it, that sheol and hades contain no 
thought of Are or torment or trouble, 
but merely represent the state or con
dition of death, as we would express 
the same by the word ‘tomb.’ ’’

Special attention 1b called to the 
words of this preacher with regard 
to “the educated of the clergy.” He 
says quite plainly that they “all know, 
if they would ADMIT it,’’, the true 
meaning of hell. Here’s one of their 
number telling the actual truth about 
his brother pulpit-pounders!

According to this free lance evan
gelist, .the “educated of the clergy" 
have kept the facts locked up these 
many years. In the meantime, how
ever, they continued scaring women, 
children and ignorant men into fits 
by spreading broadcast ...pernicious 
falsehoods relative te hell as well as 
to heaven.

This dlstposure of the doublp- 
mindedness <Jf the "educated" clergy 
by one of their number is particularly 
Interesting at this time when the 
preachers are using "Cheap John" and

quired nineteen hundred «nd Uve11 
years to gain these very, f^w dqtput 
one»! ' *

Verily, verily, Chrlsi 
a venerable fake! ■

FRANK XAVIER
St. Louis, Mo.

a'!Z

- 945 y., 

The above is the number of thoiptvu 
eat beub ot The Progressive Thinker, 
ss printed at the top ot the first ¿page,’ 
right hand corner. It thia numbek cor 
responds with the figures on your ¿wrap 
per, then the time you have paid has 
expired, and you are requested'tp r» 
new your subscription. This ntfimbtf '.. < 
at the right hand corner of theS first 
page is advanced each-week, shoWi' 
the number ot Progressive Thinkers . 
Issued up to date. Kaep watch of the 
number on the tan of your wrap»«*.

Booksforihe Holidays

sepulcher only In the sense thaj he
Catholic pulpit? and Catholic books was still In it, that it- still represented
that faithfulness be manifested by 
penances arid masses. A certain num* 
ber of attendances at church in the 
Lenten season constitutes a penance 
to which is attached a blessing and 
the remission of so many years of 
purgatorial suffering. Those who 
have,money .are exhorted to set aside 
a good portion of it to defray the ex
penses of masses for their own soul 
or for those of others. The calcu-

sphere of-a helpless infant,- or its 
playmates Ji ttle;dogs or kittens; and, 

-as we four gentlemen sat there tallf- 
ing. we wore riot all all in the same 
condition dr sphere, but very differ
ent.' Denton is scientific 'and philo
sophical. ' Ingersoll is a demolisher 
of error.. Franz Petersilea is a natu
ral philosopher and musician,- and 
your humble servant a constructor, 
instructor '¿nd musician;; but we- all. 
sat thef-e tsiiking together as naturally 
as cqyld/bgi . ..

Many,mien who think themselves 
exceedingly" Wise will have to Some 
downlffrOnk their height of supposed 
wisdom, a^g take women and. chil
dren tiy the hand, and, as Jesus of 
NaZaVfeth skid, “become as little chll- I 
dren,I5[In sjmple, natural laws. AndJ 
now I shaiymunciate one more great 
truth? Ytfur religions will never be 
rlghtfWhiieTthey are governed by men 
who h^ve np wives or children. Popes 
and unmarried priests can never give 
you a'true’feligion. Single men and 
women; wljg.: make It their .business 
to make religions for the people of 
the world Will xnever make a good,

and when a perfect religion is given 
to the World, it will be by a perfect 
whole and not -an Imperfect half.

Yours; from the spirit world, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA, 

By the hand of his wife, 
AMELIA PETERSILEA. 

t >. (To be ■continuelTif

Uiim. If he had become a new ex
istence elsewhere that sepulcher in no 
sense of the word would be his. We 
are using the apostle’s words in the 
very sense in which he himself used 
them. Saint Peter had just quoted 
■from thè Psalms, ‘Thou wilt not leave 
my soul in hell (Hebrew, sheol; 
Greek, hades).’ He points out that 
David spuke not these words concern
ing himself, respecting his own soul, 
but respecting the soul of Christ— 
that Christ’s soul would not be left 
in hell’. The apostle’s argument is 
that David’s soul was delivered from 
bèll—raised from the tomb, from the 
state of death, on the third day after 
his crucifixion.

“Here,- dear friends, we have a 
declaration sure enough that the dead 
go to hell—not to Purgatory. But 
it - Is a declaration furthermore that 
the prophet David and Christ Jesus 
himself 'went to hell—that the latter 
had been delivered from hell, but the 
former was still there. It would be 
an easy matter to bring evidence from 
thé entjre scriptures proving thaï all 
who die, both good and bad, go to 
hell, and that the only means by 
which they can be delivered from 
sheol, hades. Is through a resurrection 
of the dead. This scriptural presene 

■ tation- npt only "differs from the 
heathen view, but differs from the 
Catholic and Protestant views.’ And 
with the Ordinary idea of hell before 
our minds, it would seem more awful 
than any other , theory" that both good 
and bad alike should go down to 
sheol, to hades. .

"Investigation shows that our diffi
culty arises from attaching a wrong 
meaning to these scriptural terms 
sheol and hades (hell).

“We should remember, too, that 
these lurid pictures were painted by 
the very class of men who, with a

| devilish spirit, buraed otie..another ^tj 
(the stake or tormented one' anotherj
* with the rack, the thumbscrew or 
other devilish. invenUOnB. We do not I

brass-band methods to attract the 
essary money-giving crowds to 
churches.

This traveling “spreader of the 
pel” further says:

"To-day theologians, college

nec- 
the

gos-

pro-
fessors, and in general all the elite 
of the world, under the lead of higher 
criticism, have rejected the Bible.

‘¿The Bible is being rejected by the 
very highest standard-bearers in 
churchianity. Higher criticism is not 
only taught in practically every college 
of christendom'to-day, but is taught 
also in the religious denominations— 
yea, with its bandniaiden, the evolu
tion theory, it has invaded the com
mon schools and has threatened also 
the Sunday schools.

‘‘Furthermore, are not the stars in 
the religious firmament falling—the 
brightest ones, to whom christendom 
has looked for leading and guidance 
and Instruction—are they not falling 
from their high position in the esti
mation of Christendom? What a 
bright star in the religious firmament 
was the Apostle Paul, as well as the 
other apostles; and are net all these 
falling from their exalted position in 
the judgment of the masses of chris
tendom?—so that it is not an un
common thing to hear the worldly- 
wise doctors of divinity imply that the 
apostles were earnest, but ignorant, 
and thoroughly incapable of shedding 
any light upon the church in this, our 
day, when the heavenly wisdom is 
being rejected and the earthly wis
dom is being sought.

"With the breaking down of faith 
in the Bible as a divine revelation 
and guide, christendom is left without 
chart ,or compass."

When it is realized that out of a 
world population of one billion six 
hundred million people the Christians 
have only succeeded in cajoling, hir
ing or scaring four hundred million 
individuals to accept the absurd the
ories contained In a priest-written 
bible during the last nineteen hundred 
and seven years, we can readily under
stand why Reason and Truth (higher 
criticism) are rising triumphant over 
Superstition and Priestcraft in these 
bright later days.

With regard to these four hundred 
million so-called Christians, the 
“saver of souls" previously qudted j 
says:. I

“Of the 400,000,000 styled nominal 
Christians, It 1b admitted that the vast 
majority have practically no knowl
edge of God or of his son, Jesus 
Christ. They are counted in as Chris
tians merely because they live in civ
ilized lands; admittedly very few of 
them have the spirit of Christ, with
out which they are ‘none of his;’ 
admittedly few of them have been 
begotten again by the-holy spirit, or, 
as some would say, ‘born again;’ ad- 

• mlttedly few of them are walking'not 
after the flesh but after the spirit; 
admittedly the vast majority of them 
are ‘children of this world,’ ‘children 
of Belial,’ ‘of their father the devil,’ 
and not children of God. We ask 
christendom for an explanation of the 
situation, and they have nd answer. 
We inquire if there Is a hope for 
any of these in the future. Roman 
Catholics answer, Wes; after hun
dreds or thousands of years they may 
purge themselves of their guilt in the 
flames of purgatory and be received 
into heaven. But Protestants answer, 
‘No! there is no hope for - them, 
neither in the mercy of God nor by 
any purification through their own 
sufferings—they must be tormented 
to all eternity.”

Great scare he’s trying ■ to throw. 
into ’em! That has always been the 
preachers’ last resort: the scare. 
Nevertheless, that’s a damaging, ad- 
miBSfejn- he makes when he says “very 
few” ere-the real article. . The re
mainder, the great majority, are mere 
'•four-fiuehOT1' Christiana And it ro-

Nothing equals a good book as a ■. 
gift. It Is better than gold or dia- '. 
monds. When the book is once rend, • 
nothing can take the facts -Contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. The following, books t 
will make beautiful as well as. in- ' 
structive presents: ‘
• “Asphodel Blooms and Other 6f- 
feringB.” A choice collection pt- po\ 
ems on everyday subjects, by- Emma. 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul." Poem» of . 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
$1-00. - ...

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu- : 
man'Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Price $1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox) .'"- 
Prjce $1.00 ‘eich: “ Poems of 'Pas- V 
slon,” "Poems of Pleasure," “Poonis ' * . 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and i. 
Other Poems." She is one of’the V 
grandest poets of the present age.: ■ 
. “Around the Year." A .’birthday' 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler WIU 
cox, with halt-tone illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
$1.00. -

“Mary Anne Carew.” Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. ' 
Price $1.00.

“Alirinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story ot the earth lite, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price,: 
cloth, $1.12. :

“The Psycliic Riddle." Wonderful- . 
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev. 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

“Universal Spiritualism.” Giving 
a view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, and in all nations. By W. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it." ' Can ft. leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.'

“This Mystical Life of Ours.” Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World's A-8eeking.” • 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25,

“In Tunc with the Inilnite.” An. 
earnest and sincere work, in the au- / 
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo' 
Trine. Price $1.25. ? ...

“Man Visible and Invisible.” B/ 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
colored Illustrations of the Aura of 
the Human Body as seen by a Claic- 
voyant. Price $2.50. ' ’

"The Other Side of Death." Treat ■: 
tag -of Life, Death and ImmoiJtaUty., 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead- 
beater. Price $1.50. •

“Psychic Light, or Continuity ot 
Law and Life." By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth.” A powerful argument along : 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. .Price $1.00. . ,

“In the World Celestial." A Splr-V 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00. " '

LIBERAL AN» SCIENTIFIC BOOKS- ,

“The Warfare of Science With The-?; 
ology." By Andrew D. White, LL.D. ' 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are Indispensable to the student- 1 
and no library is compltete without1' 
them. Price $5.00.

“The Bible." By John E. Rems-" ' 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book for 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans." By 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.

“The Evolution of Man." By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage’20c.

Germs of Mind in Plants
By It. H. France, Translated by A. Ji, 

Simons.—Ctoth, illustrated,
BO Cents. ■

A cardinal point in the phllosophl- ; 
cal systems favored by the ruling..'; 
classes, is that the mind of man ir. 
something unique in the universe 
governed by laws of its own that hav 
no particular connection with phys.. 
cal laws. Modern science has proves, 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside' 
World and use data/thus obtained to' 
modify their movements for their own 1 
advantage, exactly as human beings ■ 
do. These facts are told in this book t. 
In so charming and entertaining a . 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled" and “The 
Contrast’* Into one Volume,

BT MOSES HULL,

Thl> tilgMy Jnitmctlre uS loteretUu work fi« 
eombtnulon Into o&a volume of tiro of Mr. Huira 
splendid verkt. By tbla «rrcBiement the eoet Ji each 
uiAt the render te euhled to secure the tvo boob 
co»j.B3j at the moe price at wu formerly wked 
Tor them eepmtelr. Thia rolomt comtelat 
and 1» htndsomely bound to cloth, and OontnUa &n ex* 
eeBeni portrait of the aatbw.

" THX qXJESTIOir SETTLED 
la a cvttu'. ontnpcrliQn ot B(bUc*l ud Moders 
nUitm. Ko boon ot the century hoe «ide $0 many 
eoarerta to Modem SpIritultimM this. Thctcthor a 
alm. ffffthfuUy to compare the Bible trtth modern shesomeci and pbflowpby, has been 
The aiiptitiers or Bplrttnailam to 6k treats eChcma» 
Unite moral tendency; the Bible Doo&l&e of aagtf 
mln Jan/1 the «pMntnl B««re of man, «&£ ob^ 
tlo®iofferedto6plrttualfea,nr»an ««MAtered t& tha 
Urbt of the Bible, nature blatory, eot&moe
•ease, and «xpreaud deafly and mMW«

THE C0KTRW f i 
eoeeUts of a ctIUbM ccaMute 
and BplHUKima, It & a meet

i



Exceedingly Anxious that the N. S. A. be

to Exist—The Efficient President of that Noted 
Body Refuses to Accede to His Request, and 
Presents Exceptionally Trenchaht Reasons 
Why It Should Exist and Continue on the 
Good Work,

The President of the N. S. A. Replies to Will C. 
Hodge, Presenting Cogent Facts in Reference 
to the Great Work Accomplished by that'Rody* 

1 . s ■ 11 ' : an-..

THE N. S. A. v

Is It a Necessity, and Is It Doing Any 
Practical Work for the Better, 

men t of Humanity? .

,'After reading all reports of the last 
annual meeting of the N. B. A., qqe 
is Jed to ask the . question, which 

.Stands as caption to this article. We 
look in vain for any ringing resolu-, 
tions against the social and.economic 

, injustice of the present time. Noth
ing. 1« said of the crime of child-labor 

; ; and the destruction of youthful hu- 
-. man .lives to satisfy the greed .and 

cupidity of the dollar-hunter, whose 
only aim in life seems to be how 

, many dollars can be piled .up, re- 
' . gariUbss bf .the manner In which they 

are acquired. ’
When Modern Spiritualism, was in-' 

¿Agpduqecl to thè world it was wlth a 
aOflnlte alm and object in. view, and 
jj®iat object was not only to’ demori- 
SRstrato; the continuity of life (which 

- Id. itself was of vast import), but to 
• .effect such change in existing coh-

ditions that every child of God would 
have . equal opportunity in thè battle 

• of life, and to unfold the possibilities 
of their nature, which is divine. ,

‘ .It seems to the- writer that we have 
■ been sadly deficient in carrying out 

the program which .wise and benefi- 
■ cent spirits launched upon the'world, 

and are fast degenerating into another 
• sect to still widen the breach between 

our common humanity, and while 
/ ostensibly standing for the bfother- 
,/ hdod of man, the inevitable outcome 
''¿¿irS.all religious organizations has be- 
' fallen us and we have become a de- 
../ Cldedly sectarian institution. We 

• have not only our rules and regula- 
tlons,- but pur articles of faith and 

//.ritpals;- we read the Blhle and offer 
/ invocations and are requested to stand 

during prayers; we ' christen little 
■' babies and, we continue to sing the 
- . old church tunes whose attendant 

. spiritual vibrations are perfectly dead- 
ening to the aspirations of the free 

ty- and enfranchised souls ,who éee In 
i. modern Spiritualism a release from 
'|he bondage of. the past, and who 
-need -no church nor churchly cere-
' tnbntes to, stand between the soul and 
/that' Incomprehensible power, force 
or energy, which we.denominate God.

: / Our platforms ' and. speakers have 
degenerated into pulpits and minis
ters : we excommunicate and with
hold just rights because of honest dlf- 
ferenco-of oplnion, and our freedom 
to think and to express our honest 
thought Is many times denied.
'-'¿That the N. S. A. has done some 

od in furthering the interests of-the 
sm,(,no op-AwlU deny;, but that.they 

e: have. lan...x'inbiy failed in many im- 
:• pbrtant respects Is equally patent, and I

■ ft Is an open question whether we still 
Meed such an organization with its 
'immense1, attendant expense in order

- to further the interests of Spiritual
ism.

There' - is a-growing sentiment, 
which was freely expressed on the

' » • ,1L‘

Shall Spiritualists themselves kill the National Spiritual)sts’ 
Association? They alone can do it. Oiu> enemies neV^r l/an. 
• It is pleasant to note that tiie balmier atmosphere of south
ern-California has in no way crippled the mental vigor and 
forceful diction of our old Mississippi Valley leader,: Will C. 
Hodge. Let qs hope that time has dealt as kindly wRU Ids 

• No ”rgaeniz°a- P^eal powers, and that a glad good will-from his friends
tion, either, national or local, has èvéi oi the past and present will be his conscious blessing .tor the 
domoBstj-^ted the propoeiyoii of the current holiday season. . . ■ ■
ITtofanr^ It is an occasiofi for thankfulness that he chooses to come-
ant work (and it is important) has in before the Spiritualists of the country, seemingly in search of 
AÌI mediums? ¿n'd ¿m™»unie evidence. Rumors for months from the golden shores had-led 
to be the only avenues through which more than one of our Haptern workers to believe that ne naa 
truth from sufernai realms can ever long ago closed the case’and Tendered HJS VERDICT that the 

writeq’that N’ 8- A. should die..Indeed, it looked as though he was anxious 
a great mistake has been madp m to hasten it? dissolution in return for its-failure, to hold its 
q Vo81« of Modem j9Q7 convention in Los Angeles; the latter step perhaps taken
ion in the fact of intercommunion be- under r guidance farther-seeing than the eyes »of mortals,. At 
twéen the viable and. visible realms any rate we will rejoice in his willingness to re-open flm case 
aetton and earnestly hope that he and all who are at the same angle
an and either of which are simply of vision as himself will reverse their present conclusions.

Nature and ln no ^ense a . Goethe once said: ‘-‘Aii individual helps nbt, only he who 
r As to the establishment of ethical unites with many at the proper time.’’ . /
principles, we cannot, as a phiiosophi;. The. great weakness of Spiritualism since its American Beth-. 
ctoim°Vpr&^^ M^been the intense individualism of Its. uphold  ̂s; the
of discovery. These ethical principle? old idea of “every fellow for himself”—and no devil to, cap. 
underlie the teaching of every rqUg- fuje the hindmost. Personal selfishness still vigorously propa- 
UveTen èo burieAbXth’thè de? Sates the “go-as-you-please plan.” A majority of our meetings 
bris of theology and ecciestaeticiBm in-many large cities are primarily’to advertise a snigle medium, 
that the vast a“o“nt of chaff has promote the finances of one pr two. persons. Therefore, 
grain1 Trito reiitfM sèeiÀB to’ the meetings are often builded about individuals instead of around 
writer'to be such a simple affair that principles; they-pass into nothingness with the departure- of 
plerito of creeds, Htual? ttalZ SP®CÌal medÌUm °f SUCh éeD^r’ S<T M
and the various inventions of ecciesi- to try to answer more than'oncB on witness stands, before com- 
asticai dignitaries who in all ages have mittees of city councils, in legislative Jialls, and to the inquis- 
that’it has been hard fò^the avV- itors of the .press, such .questions as, “How many of you Spir- 
age human to comprehend as a prob- itualists are there?’’-“What is the membership of your National 
lem in modern finance and State Associations?”
Bummed the Whole matter up when NUMBERS DEFINITELY GIVEN, COMMAND RESPECT 
he said: “A new commandment J AND ENHANCE OUR PRESTIGE AND POWER I» PIV- 
give unto you, that ye love one an- nTAT IwniunrNTCl 
other." Saint James declared that , , • ' . ,
pure and undefiled religion was "to Only through fraternal ’co-operatiop in a central organization 
visit the widow and the fatherless in can we jn a crjsis avaj] ourselves of our real numerical and 
their affliction-and to keep ourselves J , ,, u
unspotted from the world.” Other Strength. 1 .j

Thomas Paine said: "The world The great Chicago Sunday congregations that used to listen 
reu^on^ntry’ ana t0 d0 S00d my to Piof* David Swin$ and Dr* Hiram Th°“a8 are scattered1 to 

Robert G. ingersoii declared that I the four winds and their magnificent work of former years 'is 
“the only good Is happiness; the I ended, • / i t
toTe hVpVi^now^aìFthe^way’^o .In the same city the question is already whispered, “Does,a 
be happy is by making other people similar fate await the independent work of the indefatigable 
^And” what greater sentiment was ^V. Jenkin Lloyd JonesV’ ' < r rt’ o
ever enunciated -by the now immortal Success in political, business, fraternal, social and rghgiQps 
Lincoln: “WitH malice toward nona associations is largely contingent upop thorough organization. 
W1Reitoionty consists” in cherishing The fake mediums of the Pacific coast are in solid phalanx 
kindly thoughts toward our brother with their secret obligations, countersigns and grips, and stand 
™aaand slster ready to join Bro. Hodge in a dance of delight wheh*he ren
ana” in doinl ktodiy^ct^to one an- ders his professional diagnosis that the National Spiritual Asg'o- 
otber. ciation is dead! (
thr'èe'Hmes^o^Sunda? a^d* SS W. .^?P the Per capita tax paid the*N. S A annually 
attend the stated weekly prayer meet- to aid in building up a strong State Association with local aux-

plate” resolutions were not introduced; but is our position so I 
uncertain upon the In'otherhood of man, municipal regenera
tion, hanging for murder, woman suffrage, and reform in medi
cal laws, that we must constantly shout it to ourselves and to 
the .public, on the principle of the fellow who has to be ducked 
every winter to be sure his soul is saved? It should be borne 
in mind that it was only after several N. S. A. conventions 
passed anti-vaccination resolutions that the germ of smallpox 
revenged itself on Brother and Sister Sprague, up in Montana.

Let us agree with James Freeman Clarke, that “religion is | 
life, philosophy is thought.- We need that the two shall be in j 
harmony.” St. James, Ingersoll, Lincoln, nor Paine, ever rose 
above the sixth of the N. S. A, principles—“We believe that 
the highest morality is contained in the Golden Rule;. ‘What
soever ye would that others should do unto you, do yb also unto 
them. ” Spiritualism is a religion to the majority of Spiritual
ists, with whom I come in contact. Bro. Hodge himself is not 
as irreligious as he’would have others think from the vigorous; 
way in which he pommels his straw man of Forms and Usages.

ONLY AS A RELIGION DOES SPIRITUALISM COM
MAND A HEARING IN CITY AND CAPITOL LEGISLA
TIVE HALLS AND COURTS OF JUSTICE.

• The Orumbaugh will case was won in the Illinois Supreme 
Court because it was shown to be the testator’s religion. The 
John Goff will case is being fought on the same line in Michi
gan, for it is absolutely the only vantage ground from which 
we can withstand assault. Statutes often delegate special func
tions to ministers. The Courts ask Spiritualists, “Who are 
yonr ministers?”

.We answer, “Our selected mediums?”
“How are they chosen?”
“By regular methods of procedure, known as forms of Ordi

nation.”
■ “Was the Spiritualist minister who performed that wedding 
appointed under the usages of his denomination?” Court asks.

We can now answeb “ Yes,” and show what they are, and 
the Statute is satisfied, _ •

'Prescribed ceremonials comply with State laws, conciliate 
Courts, and need not conflict with conscience. There are cer
tain of them vital for legality; others are optional. Uniformity 
in matter is sometimes essential. Forms may be spiritualized. 
When that is done they are valuable helps along the highway 
of Truth. It is “the Spirit.that maketh alive.” '
“Is there ANYTHING which the N. S. A. can possibly do

FREE TO
SICKLY WHEN

Pr, Peebles offers to Bond Bveiy Lady 
Meader of th!» Paper a Sample Bottle of 
HU I'amoua Herbi-Vine Compound»

A HO»T VALUABLE AENIDY

utUu tauasU it mui*

35 dk-feeAles 3E

COMPOUND -

. Horbl-Vlne 1». 1 pruned by tbauhful 
ond bappy ^Qiuen Ju every part of 
America ostliobeat end Bateet remedy 
for tlioillbof worn* 
unkind they have 
over known. It * literally euatchea 
the vlelliDB of fe* mRledltiorderBfroin 
the Invalid ! cbalr aud the operating 
tablu pnd restores Uieuito fuHbealtU 
and happfncM/ Jt 
1b truly a wonderful . remedy, and If you 
suffer from any of Ibu Hfedeatroylng 
weakuessea pecul
iar to women you 
filmuld «end for & 
BP.niple bottle at once. Ila record In 
curing Leucorrheftt Painful,prof uae, Irregular or Scanty 
Period», Change Of 
Life; Ulceration, 
Laceration,1umort 
Olid I' QlllDff of tho Womb, is truly ye* 
markable, ana. If you suffer from any 
weukneaa or irregularity Of th«»? organa you should 
give Herbl-Vlnc ft trial without delay.
Just fiend the Doc
tor yonr nan^e apd 
address and he will immediately fiend, 
all chargee prepaid« 
a eainple bottle to* 
getherwltb a beau« tlful and valuable 

Httle.bQokIet“ Womanhood” wblch^houldbelntho - 
hands ot every womnu, both young and old. „ »• 

Address. Dr. Peebles. Institute. Battle Creek,
Utah.',

for ANY State Association which they cannot equally do for I write in full eight
Yes, sir; the Michigan State Spiritualists’ Association was yes, in/«//sight and it will 

and is absolutely unable to prosecute to an end the John Goff write more, write better, 
will ease; the N. S. A. had to assume the burden. The appro- write easier and keep on 
priation by the, N. S. A. of money to defend the Seattle me- doing so longer than any 
diums was not supplemented by one dollar of State or local aid. writer

N. 8. A. HEADQUARTERS AT WASHINGTON ARE VIS- i^ monamoh typewbiieb co- . 
ITED BY CONGRESSMEN, JURISTS, SCHOLARS AND' -
NEWSPAPER PEOPLE FOR INFORMATION. THITHER  -----------—----------------——-
COME INQUIRIES FROM ALL OVER THE UNITED n IUUi™
STATES AND FROM FOREIGN LANDS. THAT CENTER DOORS 101 1116 flOHOilYS 
CREATES WIDESPREAD RECOGNITION OF OUR EX- _____ J
ISTENCE AND COMMANDS RESPECT FOR SPIRITUAL- “Evolution of tho God and Christ 
ISM. THE LEAFLETS SENT OUT FRQM THERE GO By Hudson Tuttle. Price
BROADCAST OVER THE WORLD THE YEAR-ROUND. ‘¡•The Arcana of Spiritualism.” By

The N. S. A. is maintaining- a pension bureau for superannu- Tuttle^ 
ated worthy workers anywhere m the country. This yearly ChjC Phenomena.’! By Rev. i. K.

tng, who are careful to observe ail iHaries? In other words, selfishness, -pure and-Simple. -What' 
X°blve i empathy are we getting for ourselves, not ^hat are we helping to do for
©r their erring, suffering and unfor- others; get all you can and keep all you get. j
tunate fellow man; who are destitute "Why does not California refuse to pay to support the’ presi- 
°ectuaHtyf and there are men who 1 dent and Congress at Washington, even indirectly? Does not 
make claims to no religion, who never Christmastide emphasize that it is more blessed to give than 
“methnerutter'cau6CshworrC^ a^eo to receive? I fear my brother ex-Baptist-Hodge may be drift- 
fishing on Sunday, but they possess ing from the basic principles of Thomas Paine.and of all relig- 
a large share of the ‘'milk of human jons> THE WORLD, not California_was the great freethinker ’s 
kindness,” having charity, love and ■ . ’ * °
sympathy for their fellow men, and country.
such men are truly religious, though But wliy should LOCAL societies pay tribute to State bodies? 
considered w^ked and infidel.by the j THEM also keep it for home use. Finally, why have local

i impugn the motives of no one societies at all? Just depend upon the circles and private sit- 
and disclaim any animosity toward ^ngS mediums give to individuals, which are many times -a 
and ctieerfun^cMcede that ail have source of strength to Truth. Come to think of it, organization 
striven faithfully to perform their may be necessary to prevent legislative bodies from fining and 
various duties, but,the ism to my imprisoning mediums for working at all.
judgment, has served Its purpose and x-i i .x • ” 4 -n xi • j c
must go its way with all other is,is, Never until human nature is made over will the. idea of

floor at the last California State con- 
■ vention, ip favor of California seced- 

: ing from the National body and man- 
aglng their affairs in their own way 
without let or, hindrance, and without 

¿ dictation from any source whatever. 
- It was the fortune of the writer to 
- be placed on the committee of resolu- 
. ‘tions, and. the committee was con

fronted with several requests to set 
apart Bums of money for various 
purposes, these resolutions being 

¿/promptly ‘ consigned to the waste 
Y-basket, for the reason that there was- 
•■no money to appropriate. This raised 
¿ the question whether it would not be 

-.desirable in the future to keep the 
.funds usually donated to the N. S. A._ 

< in our own hands,' and establish a’ 
■■ strong, permanent State organization

: with local auxllia:les. lu must gu iva wax w>w, .... ......... —™, . ------------------------------------—--------------------- -------— ..— —--------------- ---- _

; . we would be able tp meet aii leg t , lgms and ologleSi and give place to nothing above State Associations prove a panacea fot our ills, “'•mate demands for assistance maae u__a„__ u,o whirh la I *_ n . . r. . * . . ...
; . by worthy workers, in our own State, 
?. without calling upon-hny one outside, 
/ , and still have money left ip our treas- '

now domtoatingn<thet minds of many Build them better and more strongly, through fraternal rivalry 
noble myi and women who realize as you may, they will still have, to contend with the same spirit

whi?Vro- ^?ge 
aflCO” Rfikcd' and afforded by the N. •••_ a __*—I IM s A . H <inn nno nf Will novo ta teno indivirinai tnmr.’
S. A. in California troubles is no- ______

¿where near’ commensurate with the , to‘nray “thy kingdom come,” and do 
’ •’mount with, which the Spiritualists -

' L the State have been taxed for the 
’.;l- fourteen years; to support the 

National organization, and the perti- 
■ nent question was Asked, why should 

this state of affairs continue?
This may be, to those who do not 

I • know one reason why motion was 
V made’ net to send delegates to' the 
• late convention held In. Washington. 

The motion, however, did not'carry, 
but a compromise was made to send 
only two delegates,-and at their own 
expense, but as there were . seven 
nominations, it was finally, decided 
to send the seven, whereas we were
entitled to forty-six.' - ./
■ Seriously, why should - not èaeh; 
State manage its own affairs, without 
reference to any other'body, emu-- 
latlnR each other in their work and 
'attainments, an*d not more than once 
in five years (if even this be .thought 

/necessary). all convene at some cen
tral point and compare their various 
methods? .. .

Why be burdened with a yearly con
vocation, with its enormous expense 
Of railroad fares, hotel bills, rent of

fishing a "square deal” and the reign N. S. A. Each one of them will have to face individual indif-J 
of justice right here on earth, ceasing ference, personal bickerings and jealousies, dislike -of those in 
^■¿[htorro fiait^ '1° responsibility, misunderstanding and willful misrepresentation;

There are many practical reforms too small returns for the money contributed; inaccessibility.of 
which need our attention and assist- convenftons to one-tenth of the Spiritualists of each State; rail-. 
tonThe0!fre0edom and entoanchitJment road fares, hotel bills, rent of halls and other expenses; -inevit- 
ot woman. The old-new movement able differences a\to methods, forms and beliefs.. Thus our 
now designatedas Eugen'cs,is «*-1 brother* from Dreamer’s Castle will find that his plan has only 
ti<m,ybuim°can never succeed until manifolded his “ society for mutual admiration ” ' into move of 
woman is economically free and itffle- fbe same kind and multiplied- his single white elephant into 
seeenktog\oWsa^^ a menagerie of ears and trunks and an invincible-band
modity; but are prone to forget that of trumpeters. ‘ - . . .
souls cannot properly thri^ in dis- I. imagine, I already see Bro. Hodge . with the California 
Give every child a foothold -and title factions ^Welded into one -and the same State body—but not 
deed to his .or her legitimate and until he has first stupefied them one by one with a chib, or 
eriyH^hous^^Td  ̂ powerful hypnotic. Restless longing'to ’smash'the
with proper opportunity to develop I existing order of-things dbes npt necessanly'm'ean real refqpn. 
and jmfcid their intellectual facui- California has not been wholly slighted by the N.-S. A., and Ues, Bonis will take care of them- - . - - - ° , .* < . . . ’ ... .

outgo is about $2,000. . Fua£ Prlc® S2_.oo.
it has paid out mare money for general missionary work vivtti o{ BQdny -By Frederic 

than had ever been expended in tlifit way in a long series of W- H. Myere, edited and abridged by 
. his son, Leopold Hamilton Myers.years before its existence. , . This is an invaluable work on the

It sustains an.editor-at-large and historian, whose work I subject of Spiritualism.- Price i3.00. 
reaches to all corners of every State, and will be the educator v^me°"i”of the
of our coming generations. Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The
- It is fostering, by financial aid, revival of.interest ip lyceum ¿cien^Vä

WÇ)l*k. ’ Modern Masters of the Law.
Nowi Bro. Hodge,-concede practical virtues to the N. S. A. ,,T!ie Grea‘ Psychological crime." 

and oom m remedying present delects. Come with us, and ln individual Life. Edited by Fior- 
while you' are helping US, we may also do you good. ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har-
“Faults are thick when love is thin.” m°“The^™t work.” The donstruct-

GEO. B. WARNE. ive. Principle ot Nature to Individual- 
Life.. By thé autfior ‘of "The Great 

— .......... .■ ■ ■ = psychological Crime". Vol. 3 of the
t , .. .. , , , .. , , Harmonic Series. Price $2.00.Lest the thoughts of it drive you I ,,Th0 Dream Child.” By Florence

TMX MM!»

■4'Ä'Ä! From Dream to Vision of Life 
Hold this knowledge forever to ______ -

* 4 , ?1QW’ , .> , .v By Lilian Whiting, Author of “The •
And let your text be, "Do unto others D/Wor(d Beautiful," “The Spiritual Slg-

As you would that they do unto n|ficance," "The Outlook Beautiful," 
etc.

ye reap, it Js written; I This book finds its- keynote in (he 
It in letters of fire, I Question asked by the Archbishop of 
I’ve mastered its con- Canterbury—*“The Life Beyond, what 

text> it it? What is its bearing on these pres-
And the aftermath that must trans-J ent working years?" To the discussion 

I)lre T of this vital problem Miss Whiting
So mark ye, you-selfish and haughty, brings the results ot moàern scientific 

™ Ä1

Do you think when you've Van life's ^s w’S w?th a cei
journey, ... } vitality that communicates

. That In heaven . you'll be what the reader ip à certain radiance
x xJ°“,ve , and liberation of new energies. PriceThat the eleventh hour of atonement Be^

Will undo all the wrong you have | • ’

And your reward be a heaven ecstatic, Stet Mttsic.
That one act of contrition has won?____________ __ Spiritual Songs.

I ”We Are PasglnrBat Onoe ThU Way." Song 
Oh, you weak-willed and weak-minded and rrtralu, by P.O.Hadeon; price-aoonuu-

creatures,- A By A 1
Sunk in passions and appetites deep, ! , Lightoi Reason.'1 English and German 

Awaken to life s realization, word.; sung to the tune.ot "Lead, Kindly
' Ere you He down to sleep life’s last U^”' v™« a Centa. . - , -■

A SOUL’S SUPPLICATION.

solves«
' The tendency of the times on . the.
part of all. so-called religious organi
sations is to gradually drop, the old 
theological, and ecclesiastical machin
ery (sorry to say, Spiritualists are fast, 
taking it on) and get together on '

there is a,prospect for'more aid ahead if matters ,undfer con
sideration crystallize. I recall at this moment three resident 
mediums of that State upon the N. S. A. pension rolls';' and I 
venture the guess that their monthly allowances aggregate far 
more than similar disbursements in six months, of ordinary

" halls and various other expenses, es- 
neclallv when such conventions are '

- not accessible to one-tenth of Spir-- 
• Hualists at large? • Does the amount 

of good accomplished even , begin to
/ compensate for the expense incurred?

Ab a mutual admiration society, or 
' considered as a white elephant which 

1 we exhibit once each year, and mainly 
/for Show purposes, it may fairly be 
S^onrtdered -as a success; hut1 are.the , ------ -------- ------
Results of such practical nature as to • is.ns mtist converge into a broad and 
sPfiCBlre a continuance?. Is there any- j , ompreaensive humanitarianism—the 
'‘SUlng -Which the N.-S. A. can-possibly , only tree religion.. Shall we^as to-
-t8b-.far-.hny State association which tended -by the higher, intelligences,, 

cannot equally -do for them-, lead the procession, or will we con- 
JSdrtsf / And is it not a. fact that ajtinue.to degenerate into anotlierjkec- 
KSjjtrge•■ per cent of the money raised tarian movement? v

B. A., so far as -Any prac-1 . ■ HODGE.
1 results are concerned, might as Saa Diego. Cel.

wos”6 Msentiai“ etMwii ° prindpiS- activity by the Golden Gate State' Association. I also remfrfa-
which belong to no particular church, 
sect or ism, but are more or less the 
Inheritance of all ' mankind. ' Wd are
beginning to comprehend that man is 
the biggest thing -in this universe, 
And 'that’- there is something-, far 
grar lev than being, a Methodist, Bap
tist/Christian Scientist, Theosophist. 
or Spiritualist, and that-sooner or 
later these various cults, sects and

ber the N. S. A. appropriated one hundred and fifty dollars?at 
one time to pay fines of California- mediums after' their con
viction. -pro. Barrett has visited that State as N. S.’A.-¿mis
sionarySeveral times, and Brother and Sister Sprague-have 
labored there as evangelists of our National body,-and1 prob
ably-others. ' The present officers of the N. S. A. arè^by. no 
means forgetful of, nor-indifferent to, the needs of-the entire
Pacific coast. . , , .

- The’last N; S. A.-convention was a. working body of practical 
men and women. Bro.. Hodge cannot point to a single back
ward step taken by it on any social or humanitarian question. 
The delegates confined themselves to laborious work on vital 
legislation, instead of trying-to reconstruct the univers<and 
fly in theoretical ether. True, some of the stereotyped“boiler-

Could you allow your, soul to come 
uppermost, ,

Through the train of -'ulr con
science dense, , 

In a subliminal uprush so brilliant, 
That the rays may shine pure and 

intense.
Let it grow and expand in effulgence, 

Till it transcends the sunlight 
. above,

And within Its bright arc you’re’self- 
centered,

/ Conceived Tis of naught else but 
love. '

Then view from your shrine resplen
dent,

With your' very soul pure And rq- 
flned,

The fearful channels we live to;
Yes,,we, your own creatures, man? 

■ kind. ’ . ' '
Could you! • Mortals affluent, volup

tuous, 
For one fleeting hour of your life, 

That the door of your sour it-may 
-open . - —

•To the knowledge of the misery and 
strife

That confronts your sisters and bro-_ 
. . -thers— • -■

Your own fellow creatures who 
’ • '.roam - — ■ •• ■ -

O’er the human trail of conflictions, 
Without health, without wealth, 

-.without; home;
Without a kind hand to guide them, 

1 In slcknessj in sorrow,* In' crime. 
You would sqe, you would feel, you 

- \ would cry: ■ - < . \
Oh, could all' eyes See now-as do 

- ■ mine. -
For the-pangs-of your conscience 

would smite you, <
As you gaze through'the rifts of 

■ turmoil, ' ' . - . i
At those patient and down-trodden 

creatures, ■
That circle and circle life’i*coll. . 

With your very ears , you would hear 
: them, -

''' ¿ailing aloud to their God, 
In their hour of affliction for succor.

Till they reach their last rest ’neath 
the sod.

With your very eyes you would see 
them,

As they stagger, and struggle, and 
■ whine, ■ -

'Neath this -heinous social- system— 
This seething -confusion of crime. 

With your, very soul you would^feel 
them—

How they suffer—Oh, 
not tell! . 

And you wince, a”ri 
neath It, 

Transformed as 11 om 
i -«.¿i hslL - . - 

Than’you gather your
-: o’erthrow, it,

you.”
As ye sow, so 

I have seen 
And feel that

words can-

weaken be-

heaven to

strength to

sleep. I “~t------------ :——- ■ ■ ;------
For sin it cannot be pardoned. I FÀTE-MASTERED. ”

Not the slightest or smallest of I _____ ■
. Wrongs; . . . . . And Destiny- Fulfilled.-’ By’ W./. •

Laws or Principles, you cannot Im-I - .Colville. ■
. plore them, I • • • ■——.

Nor draw them, nor bind them .with I A dainty book of 52 pages; bound 
- thongs. f tn heavy white cover with- cat-tail?.

.. decoration; * . . • ■■'j <
For what you’ve dòhe wrong must be contents: Fàté Mastered, Interior ’

~ undone, I Force. Uts ■ Practical, Evolution. ^
. Tho’ it make you sorry at soul,- Thought as a Shield. The Human . 
But what you’ve done right stands Anra. For sale at this office. Price '

perpetual, JO cents. • * ’ / ' ?-
Inscribed on the far Astral -scroll. —  —------- ——.

Then ask'of your conscience within . - •
- «»K,«.»...» . Uff5 PROGRESSION.
. ■. - done? : ■/ 1- .1 - r-------
And your , soul will come forth to | ■ “There .is no death; there are no 
.guide you; • I dead."
-..Then the fight, with.life's battle- Is . These words stand out on the cover; • 

‘ won - ' of Edward C. Randall s new book.
__ ' They are a challenge to the orthodox

FRAKClS P. .HOiiNES. j woi/<, mid through all of its pages 
Vancouver, B. C. ( runs this challenge to those whose

—-77-—_ Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, ot a : 
. “Right Living, - By Susan H. future life are based strictly upon the 
Wixom The_author shows a wise Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
practicality In her method vf . teach- life hereafter, based on positive knowl- 
ing the principle of ethics. She il- edge given him from the living 
luBtratcB her .subject with brief nar- friends passed to the life beyond, 
ratives and anecdotes, which render Price ?T.5O. .......................
the book more Interesting and more ____ • ■
easily comprehended. It-is especial
ly adapted for use in Children’s Ly
ceum. In Jhe hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very use
ful Young and old will be henefit- 
ad by it. Price, $1.

TRE WORLD BEftUTIFÜL
Serico ono. two anä threo. ByXmaTiWMtlM.. 

.. Thros choice rommes. each com * telniueit« 
in which spirituality if? to'-^vyäty W». 
to meh a way us vj tha world betx&Mi



a great deal of
fine talk and read a great deal of

butter no parsnips.”

THE RIGHT THING TO DO.

»
»

to. "Fine words 
Don’t live with

Emerson.
I would rather be a 

Karret with plenty of 
king who did not love 
taulay.

The Spiritualists of Pittsburg, Pa. 
Defend Their Constitutional 

Rights.

fine writing, which contain nothing 
that anybody can tie

couragement to those who are doing 
it. We have heard ’

£
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WtMIESSIffiTBNlS
li’aWsäod Every Saturday at 40 Loomis street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
EsInM al tk> CÜM0 FsiWflti ti Iws^-CImi Hitlir

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONi
The Progressive Thinker .will be fur

nished until furtbei notice at the fol
lowing terms, invariably In advance: 

$1.00One Yeai ............ 
Six Montile ... 
Thirteen Weeks 
Single Copy .. ■

sects 26cte 
Bets

REMITTANCES:
Remit by 1'oet- Office Money Order, 

Reçletered Letter oi Draft on Chicago 
or New Yoik. It costs from 10 to 16 

- cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Bteeet, 
Chicago, Ill.

take: NOTICE’.^
At tbe ex>lratlou of nubsoirlption, If 

not renewed, tho paper Is discon-'' 
tlnuod. No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers.It yen do not receive your paper 
iiromptly, write us, and any errors 
a address will be promptly-corrected, 

and missing numbers supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the address of 

your paper chunked, always give the 
address of tho place to which It has 
been going or the change cannot ba' 
made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is $2. - 
KunMtnnssaBnasBnssixnBeasfflaeanssaMWMmnan

SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1008.

WORDS OF CAUTION. j
You should not . send money fa a ■ 

letter. You may do so u dozen times : 
Safely, and then the next remittance 

" may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents; and then 
you arq perfectly safe, and will save 1 
yourself annoyance and trouble,

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL; j

The FpgTAGE on papers has been' 
increased to all-the British posses
sions on this continent On a single > 
paper we are compelled to <imy ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously, we 
only paid tho pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to ail the British pos^ 
sessions on this continent tho paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

ganuary 4, 
i

A Very Old World, /
This writer was-called to account 

some tlm/a ago in these columns by 
a correspondent, for having said: “In
stead of the period of man’s occu
pancy of t®is globe being limited to 
six thousand years, it is probable he 
has. been here for hundreds of mll-
lions of years.” 
writers against 
Ideas, and said, 
entertained such

Tiie critic cautioned 
such exaggerated 

"no scientist ever 
an exaggerated no-

tlon,” Reading Dr. Westbroolc's ‘Man, 
Whence and Whither,” the other day, 
on page 61 we fell in with the fol
lowing: ’ ,

“No intelligent man can rationally 
doubt the great antiquity of the globe. 
Darwin estimates obvious marks In 
England as more than THREE HUN
DRED MILLIONS of YEARS OLD, 
and estimates made by high scientific 
authority upon facts found in .certain 
drifts on the confluent of Europe, 
DOUBLE THESE figures.”

On page 68 Dr, Westbrook adds:
“The latest conclusion of modern 

scholarship is, that man has existed 
on this earth for millions l,f notJ>11- 
lions of years.” . C . ’ . .y.- 
\ Dy,.Westbrook, besides .being aD.D, 
wW.a LL.D., apd the fakny books of 

1 which he was author demonstrate he 
was a well read . geologist. In con
cluding his remarks on the age of the 
earth Doctor W. says:
, .•VWe ¿an calculate until figures but-’ 
pass, the power of enumeration, and, 
we are lost in the Incomprehensible, 
and then.dply approach''the truth by 
millions, or hundreds of minibus-of 
years.” < , - . z

Mapy of our ablest scholars, deeply 
learned in, geology, have been no less 
“extravagant’.’ in their estimate of the 
age of the earth, and of man its oc
cupant, .

Beat!) to Heretics.
A heretic -is one who differ^ from 

others on political, scientific or other 
questions. In ecclesiastical matters 
a heretic Is one whe entertains views, 
or teaches religious opinions adverse 
to the church. The word is of ancient 
origin,-and is found in many different 
languages, with but slight change. 
It was treated as a crime among Cath
olics in medieval times. In English 
law a heretic was to be burned alive. 
Convicted in an Ecclesiastical court 
the offender was transferred to the 
civil authorities fpr punishment.

Tho only safety to life and limb 
when the church was dominant, was 
to hold views in common with the' 
priesthood; for they would not toler
ate opposing thought.’ They were' 
God’s vicegerents on earth, knew his 
will, and interpreted it to the people. 
For hundreds of years this was. the 
prevailing law throughout Christen
dom, and the church' grew into power 
by punishing dissenters.

The many millions sacrificed by the 
Inquisition, were all branded as heret
ics, and Protesfants in regions where 
thpy became .supreme were but little 
less barbaric.

Procrustus was an.ancient robber. 
It is said ho had a couch to which 
he fitted „all- who applied' for lodgltigs 
in his wayside inn. , If too long for
the.couch bls left were cut-off, if 
too short machinery ' was used' to

i S’n 
. /i o 
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Extend the Circulation of The Progressive 
:í, : . ' Thinker.
it ?.i
jjj NO\V IS THE TIME.

i the Progressive thinker is 
practically the only weekly Bpiriluul- 
ist paper .left iu the rallies of Spir
itualism inf this country. It has main
tained 'Its! circulation and influence 
during tiie long years of struggle in 
our ranks ’ to place the CAUSE on a 
higher plane. It is the one GREAT

i EDUCATOR iu our ranks, telliug you 
exactly the natur# of SPHUT RE
TURN, its dark side and dangers,. us 
well ns its bright side, its angelic 
side, its side that leads one to tiie 
higher spheres of spirit life. Thus 
equipped, you are prepared to {think 

j correctly, "to, judge correctly, and to 
progress steadily.

Under these circumstance,. THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER should 
visit the home ' of every Spiritualist 
in the land. Those who do not take 
it are. IN THE DARK In reference to

this GREAT MOVEMENT, and its 
wonderful possibilities. .

Just think, too, of the 14 BOOKS 
we uro sending out as PREMIUMSl 
Tiie world never before SAW THE 
LIKE, and may never again utter .we 
have passed into the realm of souls.

Thousands upon thousands of these 
FOyRTEEN PREMIUM BOOKS have 
been sent out for 25 CENTS EACH, 
or $3,50 for the fourteen, which oth* 
erwise would have cost each one at 
least FIFTEEN DOLLARS. We pay 
the POSTAGE ou the books, leaving 
us about* TWO DOLLARS only. We 
tell you the WORLD NEVER SAW 
THE LIKE BEFORE.

TMs method—the DIVINE PLAN— 
is truly" our own, and through it we 
bava formed the nucleus of a library 
in 'thousands t»f homes. Now, Spir
itualists, reciprocate tills great favor, 
and " extend the circulation of THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Important Communication.
Stirring Words from the Vice-President of the 

N. S. A.—Do Something, Give Something— 
Salient -Facts .Connected With the Cause of 
Spiritualism.

' That Hateful Hate of Jesus.'” 
■ A Nevada friend, apprehensive the 
New Testament translators had erred 
in the rendering of the Qreek word 
translated hate, in Luke 14:36, sub-” 
mitted. ' the _■ question ; to scholarly 
friends who "“stand' up for Jesus.” 
A Reverend replies, and, in imitation 

..of his craft, on like occasions, at- 
Sempts to give ia different .meaning to 
the Greek miseo than that^given by 
th# ■ King James’ translators. We 

.have consulted Liddell & Scott’s 
Greek Lexicon: They define the word 
in English, ^To hate,” and give it 
no other meaning. Next we,opened 

. our Latin Testament, and found the 
corresponding ‘ word in that tongue

7 was Odit; and In the Latin Dictionary 
Is defined, “To hate, to dislike." Both 
Scott's and Adam Clarke’s Commen
taries were then consulted, and 
neither took exception to the render
ing, or attempt to vary the universally 
■accepted meaning. Scott, in his own j 
language, gives the idea conveyed in'j 
the verse thus: “Jesus turned and ; 
addressed himself to his disciples in 
a manner which was apparently cal- ( 

/ culated to drive them from him, as
suring them, that though they came 
assiduously to .hear him, they could 
not be his disciples, except they hated

. their nearest relatives, and even their 
own life." •

.Determined not, to be misled we 
consulted the Catholic rending, as 
givpii in the-Douay translation; also 
th# late Revised Oxford edition, and 
In neither was there .the slightest 
variation from the authorized version:

“If any man come to me, and hate 
act his father, and mother, and wife, 
and children, and brethren, and sfe- 
ters,/yea, and his own life also, he 

■ cannot be_my disciple.”
. Then the test, whether a person is 

a Christian, u. follower of the dear 
Jesus, Ib: Do you hate your mother, 
and all near of kin? If answered,in 

- the affirmative he is a Christian, and 
merits a place in a lunatic asylum.

Turkey the Oldest of Western Nations,
An English paper, in answer to the 

question, “Which is the oldest of 
European nations?" replies by giving 
this honor to Turkey, founded in 
1443. It says Denmark 1b next,in 
order, founded In 1523, followed by 
Russia in 1721. Then came the 
United States, 1776, and France in 
1779. ■ .

A learned writer who gave special 
attention to that department of his- 
itory, says the so-called Crusades of 
the 12th and 13th _ centuries,' were 
only attempts to prevent the Turks 
from overrunning Europe. The 
march on Palestine was an after
thought, excited by the priesthood, 
pretendedly to rescue an empty Sep
ulcher from the Saracens. The Turks 
finally triumphed, and gained control 

jof the finest portions of Europe, which 
they have thus far successfully main
tained, though Christian intrigues
have been frequent in attempts 
overthrow them.

to

We/Are-All Greeks.

Shelley, in his preface to his Hellasf 
gives us some valuable truths when 
he says:

“We tire all Greeks. Our laws, our 
literature, our religion, our arts, have 
their root In Greece. But for Greece 
—Rome, the instructor, the conquer
or, or the metropolis of our ances
tors, would have spread no illumina
tion with her arms, and- we might 
still have been savages and idolaters; 
or,'what Ib worse, might have arrived 
at such a stagnant ^nd miserable state 
of social institutions as China and 
Japan possess.”
This was written in 1821; while the 

Sun-Rise kingdoms lyere yet practi
cally ignorant of our Western civili
zation, ‘ '

Laudable Legislation.
The Finnish Legislature, a major

ity of whose members are Women and 
Socialists, have passed a prohibitory 
act, which Is worthy of imitation by 
all people. It not only prohibits use. 
of what ere generally recognized as 
intoxicants, but strikes at the root of 
the evil by forbidding the use of wine 
in the communion service. Christians 
will have to return to the use of aql- 
mal blood'on such occasions, provided 
they continue to eat the flesh and 
drink the blood of their God, as he 
commanded.

Joy for the Bight.
The School Board of Chicago, at 

its session on Nov. 30, tabled a resolu
tion favoring Bible reading in the 
public schools of the city. Miss Jaqp 
Addams, head of the Hull House,, a 
member of the Board, voiced its senti
ment when she said: '“The non-sec- 
tarian character of our schools is one 
of our most precious possessions. Oh' 
this .ground we are putting ourselves 
on record.” ‘ .

The only way to account for the 
real of Christians in pushing their 
fetich into publicity is the-certainty 
they- are ignorant of character. It 
dishonors God and debases humanity. 
Its obscene features, scattered all 
through the book, unfit for any one 
in these civilized times to read, can-- 
not with propriety be referred to. 
Such "stuff” in the hands of school 
children would be a reflection on the 
intelligence and the virtue of the age 
In which we live.

Cnlamitous .Effect of Prayer.
’After- being out eighteen hours, a 

Georgia- jury held a season of silent 
prayer sang two hyinns—“How Firm 
a Foundation, Ye Saints of the pord,” 
and “Me Leadeth Me”—and then 
agreed on a .verdict finding two bro
thers guilty of- murder and assessing 
their fine at ninety-nine years In the 
penitentiary. F. X. .

. If prayer serves to prolong' punish
ment to such an unusual length, 
criminals should pray to be saved 
from contact- with -praying juries. 
Imprisonment', for life has" usually 
been esteemed a long stretch of time, 
but ninety-nine years! When will the 
devil get Ijjs due? v ’

A Bold Statement.
Christianity has hever honored the 

greatest men of the age. It hag hated 
them, because they would not uphold 
the Christian superstition. For the 
last five hundred years the name “of 
every really great man has been ar
rayed against Christianity.—L. K. W., 
In Truth Seeker. /

Be kind to everybody, bht espec
ially to the aged, for we'are all trav- 
ilina that .way very rapidly.

A Philosopher Inquires. ' <
"Is it thé-arm of God which has 

carried the sword Into your cities, and. 
fire into your fields, which has slaugh
tered the people, burnt the harvests, 
rooted up trees, and ravaged the pas
tures, or is it the hand-of man? 
And when, after the destruction of 
crops, famine has ensued, is It the 
vengeance of God which has produced 
it, or the mad fury of mortals? • • 
Does sanctity consist in destruction?
' Thus Volney, the distinguished

Oriental traveler, meditating on 
ruin of empires,.

the

I had rather be damned with 
Plato and Lord Bacon than go to 
heaven wtih Paley and Malthus.— 
Shelley. - • -

qtretch him to the desired length. So 
the church' determined to make all 
the world think alike, it seemed un
able to comprehend, the.fact that .the 
brains of individuals are differently 
constituted; .and that persons in pos
session pi the same facts will reach 
different conclusions. -Ab well known, 
jurors rarely reach the- same verdict. 
on"' first ballot. Compromises ape’ 
necessary to avoid mistrials. '

Biit the church, as originally con- 
stitutdd, had its Procrustean bed, 
alias, a creed, and ajl‘ its members 
were bound tox subscribe to that 
creed, falling, they were heretics, and 
merited death, and- usually received 
it

Permitted with restraint to differ, 
new creeds are ^nade and new 
churches are organized, arid thus, 
with advanced thought and greater 
liberty; a multitude of new sects have 
sprung into being. The greater the 
number the greater the safety of dis
senters.

So early as 382, accepted chronol
ogy, Theodosius I. authorized capital 
putfishment for heresy, against the 
Manicheans. Under the operation of 
that edict of the Roman emperor, was 
bullUthe “Holy Inquisition, and it is 
asserted five millions of lives were 
sacrificed on Its unholy altars, to 
make Christianity what it Is. Every 
Protestant church now in being shares 
equally With the Catholics in the gen
eral features of the Christian faith 
which was formulated and became 
what It is before the great Reforma
tion, Inspired by Luther, strengthened
and sustained by the strong arm 
civil law.

THE SERIOUS PROBLEM.

of

What Shall Be Done With the Habit
ual Criminal?

' It is a , little early for campaign 
romance^, hut the one about phy
sicians all over the country conduct
ing an underground campaign for the 
nomination of Attorney-General Bona
parte for president is odd enough to 
be worth printing.

The story is that doctors have be-' 
come convinced that the criminal 
classes ought to be exterminated, and 
they are for Mr. Bonaparte because 
he is known to agree with their 
views. IJe has eveh gone so far'in 
one of his speeches as to advocate 
hanging all habitual criminals. The 
doctors believe that he is right, 
though they think the country is not 
yet ready to accept the doctrine. 
Their idea is that the movement can 
be started by locking up such ,crimi
nals for life, and that thus the public 
can ■ be educated gradually to look 
with favor on hanging.

Of course, there is no truth in this 
yarn, but the fact that many people 
credit it, shows how serious has be
come the problem of the habitual 
cripilnal. Crime costs taxpayers in 
the United Stales hundreds. of mil
lions of dollars' every year, and the 
burden constantly, grows greater. A 
proposition that would save a great 
part-of this 'expense cannot fail to 
be regarded with ' favor by a large 
part of the population.

But the suggestion that habitual 
criminals be hanged will not appeal 
to so many people as will the one so 
often made, by The Journal, that the 
-same '.effect be produced In a more 
lenient and human# way, namely, by 
putting habitual criminals in a penal 
colony for-life and compelling them’ 
to support themselves there. ■

In this way all expense could be 
done away with, society could be 
spared thé evils wrought directly and 
indirectly by habitual criminals, and 
yet even the most kindly man could 
not accuse himself. of being respon
sible for the taking of human life 
for crimes that, however perilous to 
society, are yet not universally be
lieved to justify capital punishment.

Physicians, without trying to make 
Mr. Bonaparte president, can hasten 
the time when this plan will bo ' 
adopted by creating public sentiment 
in favor of it The time will surely 
come when that sentiment will pre
vail.—Chicago Daily Journal.

IT MAT NOT BE TOO LATE TO 
SUGGEST THAT AN EXCELLENT 
NEW YEAR’S .GIFT WOULD BE A 
YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

INVESTIGATING THE OCCULT.

The Kaleidoscopic Character of the 
Boni#?—Its Weird Character, the 
Field Widening as One Investi- 

. gates‘—The "Gift of Tongues" 
Among'the Negroes.

Spirit control Is as varied as the. 
number of individuals who -are in
fluenced. This fact is being recog
nized all along the line of. human 
progress. Little children are often 
influenced to say_and do things that 
in their normal state they would noi. 
Spirit Return, almost infinitely varied 
in its manifestations, affords an im
mense field for research and scien
tific investigation, and the one thus 
engaged is, destined to constantly meet 
something new—something that he 
does ^ot understand, and frequently 
he is' greatly bewildered, not fully 
realizing ^here he stands. One mani
festation may be in direct contradlc- 
tlonnto another, and the investigator 

zmay; find'kimself in a Aeep maze of 
difficultlesi’from which it is hard to 
extricate ¿himself. At oio time he 
may^recelxe a communication, grand, 
b0autiful;YJnstructlve and sdul-inspir- 
lng,i(and ^immediately thereafter in 
another ci|y he may receive through 
another medium directly the opposite 
In ¿Very respect, and thus he meets 
various problems at eVery step almost,’ 
and-’ badly-bewildered, he may some
times sit down to rest, as if tired of 
the work he has undertaken. If va
riety is the spice of life, he finds 
enough of it in what is designated 
as . Modern Hpiritualism. .This ex
ceeding great variety that meets him 
at every turn, however, should not in 
the least discourage him, but, on the 
contrary, should be an Incentive to 
renewed exertion, and constant vigi
lance in every direction to which his 
attention is called. It is not enough 
to say that. Spiritualism is kaleido
scopic in its characteristics—it is 
more than that, It is at all- times 
something of An enigma; there is 
something just beyond that demands 
further consideration—further inves
tigation. In connection with Spirit 
Return, ho one can say that 'he 
knows it all. The most that anyone 
can say is that he has a fragment 
of the truth, and it may be a pretty 
small one at that; This status of 
Spirit Return cannot be otherwise 
than a constant mine Into which one 
must continually dig tor any Infor
mation he. may desire, and .In his 
search he '¿ever need, stop—the field 
widens as he advances. Sometimes he 
is greeted, with that which Is divinely 
beautiful, grand beyond human con
ception, and then new ptoblems greet 
him, and bo on and on, as long as he 
desires to continue- his investigations 
in the domain of the occult This line 
of thought hasTieen aroused by con
sidering the following weird scenes 
in "a' negro, meeting where spirit In- 
■fluence was easily discernible, as re
lated by the Los Angeles (Cal.) Ex
aminer:

Scenes that duplicate these of the 
negro revival meetings of the South 
may.be witnessed in a holiness church 
on'1 A'zusr street. The congregation, 
whfdli is presided over by the Rev. 
Jonaft Seymour, colored, is composed 
of whites and blacks. Last night’s 
is skid td have been a typical meet
ing; f,-transcending in fervor, perhaps,, 
any,.othejj (held in the past three 
weelis.

It is the professed belief of these 
people that the Holy Ghost appears 
amdn'g them, not in the ordinary 
sens#,' bub^fter the manner of scrip
tural precedent, inciting them to 
strange demonstrations, but more re
markable, giving them tongues which 
they ^iav# never spoken before. One 
man cjaimed to have received the sign 
langtrdge^f the mutes.

Sfjvgral hundred people were crowd
ed into this, room last night and scores 

I of faces were at the windows. Al- 
! though-the services had been contin
ued throughout the day, the zeal and 
physical endurance of the worshipers 
showed no'signs of lagging at a late 
hour last night

i The "gift of tongues” manifested 
I itself in rather startling fashion. A

without sense or coherency, at a sate 
to test the nimbleness of his tongue.- 
He ¿nally sat down in apparent de
feat after making several attempts 
to speak his own language and hav
ing it brokep into by foreign and, to 
the- hearers, unintelligible utterances.

The chorus of “tongues, tongues," 
while likewise unintelligible, was 
weirdly beautiful. A colored woman 
with the voice of a’ Patti began sing
ing in a-tongue which probably never 
before was heard.. Her voice was 
joined by a contralto of great depth 
and richness, but singing another 
tongue. Others took up the chant, 
each after her own tune and 
“tongues,” till the building was vocal 
with the tones of golden mellowness. 
They say that,, the Holy Ghost tunes 
their voices. During the manifestation 
several who had prayed for the cov
eted gift fell upon their faces In fren
zied-appeal and acted otherwise after 
the manner of persons obsessed.

The presumption is that the utter
ances of the fortunate are not only 
of the Holy Ghost’, but that they really 
speak languages now in existence. A 
white woman of apparent education 
says she was given power to speak 
Chinese.

The ability to heal the sick, cast 
out devils and to pass through any 
danger, even the taking of poison, 
goes with the other claimed power.

Letter From Two Earnest Workers.
To the Editor:—It seems strange 

that a person like yourself, furnish
ing buch a paper as The Progressive 
Thinker is, and sending it out 52 
times a ypar, with each and every 
copy freighted with a feast of good 
things, and all of ft for a'single dollar, 
would still find it absolutely necessary 
to remind your passengers the time 
has arrived when they must either 
"Cough Up” or climb off.

We will have to plead guilty 
though, for we are as negligent of 
duty as any of your passengers. We 
have received the “Red Hand” and 
hereby acknowledge the ”nuj” by 
enclosing the dollar for another year's 
passage^ aboard the craft that has al
ways proven Itself equal to every 
emergency.

As in the past, so in the future, 
with an eye single to the good of 
truth alone, may you ever pursue t^e 
same unswerving course in the com
plete assurance that you will receive 
the approval of angels and good and 
true men and women everywhere. 
Only the dross will bp consumed or 
cast out,, while the real and true, like 
precious metal in the crucible, will 
only become the brighter by the bur
nishing. Let our motto ever be, 
"Love and Truth.” Be just and fair 
to all. Exalt the right though every 
ism fall.

Spiritualism in Indianapolis for the 
past two years has been passing 
through the throes of turmoil. It 
has been thoroughly Kingsleylzed, but 
It has survived the ordeal and is again 
rising triumphantly to proclaim the 
grand truths of Its own beautiful phil
osophy. .

Besides many circles or parlor 
meetings, there are five public meet
ings, all fairly well patronized, and 
each doing a good work and bringing 
many new investigators into the fold.

Mattle joins me in sending Happy 
New Year greetings to all our friends 
and the great army of readers of The 
Progressive Thinker. With our best 
wishes for the success and happiness 
of you and yours for tbj coming New 
Year.

BEN. F. & MATTIE E. HAYDEN. 
Indianapolis, Ind.,

.Misfortune and experience are lost I little negro boy stood upon a bench 
-on mankind, when they .produce I to give his testimony, but got no far- 
neither reflection nor reformation.— liber than “I thank God—” when he
Thomas Paine, fa Criai*. west off into a jargon, apparently

I Th# Pnpw Told’ th# Tale.

A certain Greek adventurer some'' 
years ago undertook to palm off upon 
the public some false .copies of the 
gospel jnanuBcripts.' Many learned 
men were deceived, but not Dr. Coxe, 
librarian of the, Bodleian library at 
Oxford. How he detected, the fraud 
was related In Mb own words In the 
Spectator: .

“I hever really opened the book, 
but I held It in my. hand and took 
one page of it between my finger and 
thumb while I listened to the rascal’s 
account of how hie -found this most 
interesting antiquity. At- the end of 
three or four minutes I handed it 
back to him with the short comment, 
'Nineteenth ,century paper, my dear 
sir,’ and he took it away in a hurry 
and did not come again. Yes, I was 
pleased; but I have handled several 
ancient manuscripts in my time, and 

11 know the feel of old paper.”

On earth discord! A gloomy Heav
en above opening ité jealous gates to 
the nineteen-thousandth part of the 
tithe of. mankind! And below an in
exorable Hell expanding its levia
than jaws for the vast residue of 
mortals! O doctrine comfortable and 

i healing to the weary wounded soul of 
man.—Robert Burna > ' -

"With the beginning of 1908 I shall 
■take the opportunity to emphasize 
some salient facts connected .with 
the cause of organized Spiritualism. 
These are facts which we must look 
squarely in the face and meet like 
men and women of strong nerve add 
lasting determination. No cause 
worthy of effort ever succeeded with
out pluck, perseverance and sacrifice.

The time has? come when those who 
believe theoretically in the power of 
organization must do more practical) 
thinking and more practical deeds. 
“Be sure you are right, then go 
ahead.” The first and all-ipiportant 
thing 1b, that every Spiritualist -should 
have the courage to declare himself 
such at all proper times and on. all 
proper occasions. Allegiance and de
votion have" been the prime factors 
in the success of every cause, of every ! 
battle, of every contest: Let tiie 
world know what you are without 
making any apologies for It. With 
the splendid array of great names be
hind us, we need no longer apologize, 
to any man. The world will respect 
your convictions in the same degree 
that you respect them yourself.

The next thing necessary is, that 
you ally yourself with some society. 
"In union there is strength.” It there 
is none within reach, canvass those 
pefaons whom you know to be in
clined to Spiritualism and form the 
nucleus of a society. If you find it 
impossible to hold meetings in a pub
lic place, st&rt a little band In some 
private house and meet regularly. 
Everything in the universe, from the 
microscopic to the telescopic, teaches 
us the necessity of organizatiou and 
regularity. If you have no medium 
or speaker, and cannot get one, form 
a reading and conference circle; learn 
how to form home circles for devel
opment by reading the directions laid 
down by our able writers. If you have 
no reading matter, send to the N. S. 
A. headquarters and it will be sent 
you; and better yet, subscribe to one 
or’ more of the Spiritualist papers. 
Make it your alm to build up a society 
and affiliate with the organized move
ment. •

Again, we need wide-awake work
ers and no drones. If you qre un
able to do activé work, and there are 
some people who cannot, give your 
moral support and your positive en-

your head so deep in the clouds that 
you can’t see the practical needs of 
thé Cause that broùght joy to your 
breast. There are men and women 
suffering silent agonies for the want 
of that knowledge which you possess 
so abundantly. If Spiritualism is 
good enough for you, it is good 
enough for your neighbor, and you 
ought not to be too good to tell your 
neighbor about it or help the organi
zation which will tell him for you if 
the means are supplied for the work.

Again, we are compelled to úse the 
same means for conducting the ordi
nary business affairs as well as the 
enterprises of organized Spiritualism 
as are used by all other organizations, 
religious or otherwise, and the chief- 
est of these Is money. The National 
Spiritualists’ Association is in need 
of money, and this need is an urgent 
one. "The love of money is the root 
of all evil,” It has been said. If you 
are able to give, but love your money 
too much to give, conquer that love 
and help us in planting the root of 
good. There are idany’ things we 
leave undone because we lack money.

If our-cause is to prosper, we must ; 
put th# N?S. A. upon a substantial S 
basis. This can only be done through 
an endowment fund; -that Is, a fund 
so large and so invested that it will 
yield sufficient Income to defray our 
annual expenses and provide means 
for. extending the scope of our work. 
There aye many things we could do 
to add prestige to our cause and to 
popularize it, if it had the money.

We ought to-have a temple in 
Washington city, with an auditorium, 
library, offices, seance room, commit
tee rooms, flre-prool-vauU, and living 
rooms for a janitor. Plans for such 
a temple were drawn some years ago, 
but all that remains of that project 
is a drawing on the walls at th# head
quarters. • Our president should re
ceive sufficient salary to ^evote his 
whole time to the work, We are 
wrestling with "principalities and 
powers” which have many able-and 
well-paid agents to make their fight. 
We should have a stenographer and f'. 
.typewriter at the headquarters all the/,/ 
time to assist the officers. Our hist 
torian and editor-at-large should re-? 
celve at least $2,000 a year, hut he' 
gets only half of that. We shoul 
be able to pay a legislative committee^, 
thoroughly equipped, to oppose Ad
verse legislation in the various Staves. 
We should give the Morris Pratt In
stitute greater financial aid, but we 
are unable to do it. We should have 
more schools like it, but we cannot 
support them. We ought to _ give 
more aid to the mediums who' have 
grown old, infirm and poor in the 
cause, but we cannot afford it.

With the N. S. A. in a strong finan
cial position we could root out the 
fakers and Impostors till not a sprig 
remained. The National Convention , 
of 1907 was changed to Washington 
from Los Angeles because the weak
ness of our treasury compelled it. 
Three-fourths of what we now possess 
was given us by our late treasurer, 
Theodore J. Mayer. If it had not been 
tor his practical devotion to duty, we 
should have been bankrupted long 
before this. Last year we were com
pelled to expend about two thousand 
dollars more than pur Income. There. 
Is a short road to nothing when “you 
begin to spend your principal. We z 
should have a corps of able organ- / 
izers In the field with salaries suffi- ; 
cient to live on, but we have practi
cally abandoned missionary work.

Do something for Spiritualism; if 
you can’t do anything, give some
thing; if possible, do both. The board 
of trustees will carefully husband 
every dollar sent to them. We mean 
business. We want to put Spiritual
ism on a spiritual plane, but we need 
money to do It. We want Spiritual- 
Ists to furnish the means' and W#/:/ 
don’t expect our spirit friends to find—; 
a way to get money fe.v. up froni 
any other source. We don't expect ■’ 
them to find gold mines for us. • Even 
if they could pour money into our 
laps to overflowing, we, would lose the 
strength of purpose and character that 
comes from work and sacrifice. We 
do npt expect the angel world to lift 
us to heaven on flowery beds of ease. 
If our work Is to be lasting, It must 
bear the stamp, “Made by Spiritual
ists.”

We appeal to the wealthy Spiritual
ists to aid us with large sums and 
others to do their share in proportion. 
It is your cause as well as ours. 
You will have to answer foF your 
stewardship to that great cloud of 
witnesses as well as we. It is up to 
you to give the answer on which you 
are willing to rely both here and 
there. CHARLES R. SCHIRM, 

Vice-President of N. S. A.
Baltimore, Md.

I his messages have been most com- 
■ mendable. Wishing you and' yours 
tlie compliments of the season, I re- 

imain, fraternally yours.
C. L. STEVENS, 

Treasurer N. S. A.
Enclosed find $1.00 for renewal of 

my subscription to The Progressives 
Thinker. I Imagine the subscription' 
has run out, because tho last /two or 
three issues have failed to reach me. 
However, I have not failed to secure 
copies sold at our church.

_ No one can afford, In my judgment, 
to be without such a' valuable weekly 
visitor. I also enclose $1.00 for 20 
copies sent me soon after our con
vention in Washington. I appreciated 
them, and made good, use of those 

¡Bent. In passing I briefly mention 
that Brother G. H. Brooks, who has 
been serving our society for the past 
two months, was arrested for fortune, 
telling, which everybody knows, who 
is acquainted with Brother Brooks, to 
be a false accusation. We have ap
pealed the case for jury trial in our 
county court. ’ We consider the charge 
.a direct insult to the cause of Splr; 
itualism. We propose to push the 
case to a finish. .We believe that 
every Spiritualist will accord with our 
sentiment, and feel disposed to con
tribute something toward th# cost of 
settling the matter as to whether Spir
itualism has rights in accordance with 
the Constitution of the United States.

.We must show that our reputable , 
workers are not to be classed among ■ 
fortune tellers; that there is,a decided 
difference between our genuine me
diums and ministers, who are allied 
to a legally chartered organization 
auxiliary to the National body, and 
the worldly counterfeit operating in
dependent of all legal co-operation.

We intend to show before the 
Courts what- the Natibnal Association 
stands for; that it is oppo'sed to fakes 
and frauds of all descriptions; that 
we stand for the highest ethical teach
ings that will conserve the best inter
ests of humanity.
- We hope that there will be a lib
eral response direct to our secretary 

i of the Ni S. A., the president, or any 
i member of its board, sorthat no funds 
I may be called for from the N. S. A. 
i treasury, A better subject than 
Brother Brôoke could not hare been 
selected to test bur rights. His work 
in Pittsburg has been exceedingly sat- 
tafactory. .His addresses as well as

KELLAR, GHOST-HUNTER.

Famous Magician Tells Ede Friends 
That He Will Retire From Stage 
and Investigate Spiritualists.

Harry Kellar, ghost-hunter!
When Kellar’s stage career is fin 

ished, at the end of the present yeafy 
it was announced to certain Erie 
friends the past week, the famous ma
gician will devote a large share of his 
time to, the study of the mysterious 
occult sciences and the various- 
branches of Spiritualism. Especially 
will he-endeavor to learn the propor- . 
tlon of truth and fiction in the sundry 
tales of ghostly visitations, which are 
puzling the learned men of science 
who have given this subject close at
tention. In short, he will go on the 
trail of ghosts, reql and false, and 
will endeavor to tell the public just , 
how much belief can be placed in the 

-reports of supernatural phenomena, 
and, if possible, what are the under
lying reasons for such occurrences.

Mr. Kellar for some time has been 
deeply interested in this field of occult 
investigation. During his researches 
in India, which have played such a 
prominent part in his wonderful 
career, the feats of the Buddhist 
priests appealed to him very greatly, 
and he examined, first-handed, many 
of the reports of the Eastern "black 
art.” Now he proposes to see how 
much truth there is in the stories of 
Modern Spiritualist«.

It has long been known that he 
intended to retire at the end of the 
present year, and the announcement 
that be will devote his time to the 
curious work -of ghost-hunting is 
thoroughly in keeping with his char
acter.

The result will be awaited with 
widespread interest. ,

Shun passion; fold the hands of 
thrift; sit still—and truth is near.—

poor man in a , 
books than 
reading.



THE CRUCiFIXSON, BY AN EYE-WITNESS,

our popu-

40 Loomis St., Chicago, Hl.

. FORWARD.

te

T. WILKINS, 
Secretary, I. S. S. A.

“Actina la made on common sense principles, 
Its simplicity, effectiveness add lasting quali
ties will appeal W any one that will Investigate, 
Let us eendyou oue on two weeks’ trial., Use It 
as Otten as you please and it you are not bene
fited, or tor any other reason are dissatisfied, . 
.send it back and ho charge will be made. Write 
today, Address Actina Appliance Company, 
Dept. M2W., pi Walnut St.7 Kansas city, Mo,

THE CRUCIFIXION—
* < BY AN EYE WITNESS.

W1

The Parity Congress.

“The Relations of the Young Men to the Purity Movement.’

A- Z

nished name.
If this crime were abolished in the civilize 

ation would be double what it is.

be taughtJhe lessons of clean hands and a pure heart.
Albert Godley, Purity Evangelist, of Muncie, Ind., spoke on

One of. Our Prominent -Lecturers, Mrs. Laura 
G. Eixen, .Visits a Purity Congress at Battle 
Creek, Mich., and Sends Forth Scintillations 
Therefrom, Illustrating the Important Fact 
that Purity in Life Is one ofdhe Cardinal Prin- 

. ciples of Spiritualism. '

—.. . .... .>v. i ■... । ।.... *- r ■ :■■ ■,, • .. ■ • * • ■ . ■.
Dually,■ and only about five per cent of .these are"upon unmar
ried women. The public has little idea of the real facts, be
cause many physicians treat the women in fatal cases-hmtil 
they die, and then sign a fictitious'cause oftdeafe on thp cer
tificate to save himself and family from disgrace and a tar-

Each age has its own lights and shadows, , its own teachings, 
visions and vjees; its own reforms.

The latter half of the 19th, century rocked the cradle of Mod
ern Spiritualism, in the nursery of New Thodght, while the 
world of reform mothered the temperance cause. The dawn 
of the new century has in whispers of thunder demanded the 
amalgamation of all creeds, while the eye of the reformer is 

,riveted on the need of work along the lines of Social Purity.
The thoughtful sociologist cannot fail to perceive that igno

rance is the most important factor in the production of the 
' disasters, which really determine the misery« of life.

Civilization may win us from savagery; education may em- 
- -hellish our existence, aijd mowd precepts may purify our Jives/ 

but the imperious instinct can be controlled and directed aright 
only by consistent knowledge of the truth. ",

* ■ In the vegetable kingdom we observe the prodigal provis- 
' ions made for the continuance <of every species; in man-there 

- is equal prodigality to insure the (perj>htuatiQii of the race. ,
The place in human economy occupied by this masterful in

stinct must be understood, and its real value properly ap- 
praised. It is neither low1 nor vile, but around it cluster the 

'most durable essentials of health, homo an<J happiness, ..In 
obedience to this, dominant force,man {works' out.his destiny 
as a factor in the prolongation of life itself, in future genera-
tions. : .

Because parents have kept theit children ignorant ot this 
divine law of life, the immature and fantastic minds have 
received distorted images from crude playmates, or have gone 
blindly to their own destruction. ’

Thus, has ignorance nourished apples of Sodom on the Tree 
of Life, which have proven poison to the children of the race,, 
and like a. cancer has sapped the life-ffiTood of the nation.

Aroused by reports of the atrocities and degradations this 
has entailed, and finding that investigations only revealed un-

Dr. Holmes advocated that as parents are so grossly dere
lict in teaching their children sexual hygiene, every school and 
college in this country should be compelled to give, adequate 
courses of instruction on the physiology of rejWoduction.

Mrs. -Albion E. Smith, of Hancock, Wis., conductor of Moth
ers’ Meetings, fully agreed with Dr. Holiries in'regard to the 
lack of Purity Instruction in the home, and declared that over 
60,000 girls from relined homes are led into shame every year 
because of ignorance on this point. The responsibility, the 
speaker declared, rests primarily on the mother,

The superintendent of a home for fallen girls.- stated that 
they came mostly from virtuous homes, and that, not in a single 
case he had inquired into had the mother warned her daughter. 
Mrs. Smith regretted that modesty, timidity and false concep
tions of purity held mothers from telling their daughters, the 
secret and mystery of life.

Teach your child not to injure himself or herself, and not 
to be injured by others, in body or inind. , r .-■ ; -

Let mothers study this question, and then telj their children 
the 'wonderful'story of the origin of life, with,simplicity, purity 
and thoroughness, and they-will notbe.ignorant,npr feel there 
is something they must try to learn from any other source.

Tell your, child HOW, before it was born, it was- k^pt in a 
cradle, next your heart, and was fed from your body., When 
your child reaches the-limh.-sch.ool age, diminish1 rich and highly 
seasoned food from the daily fare; see that it has,plenty of out
door exercise; watch its reading, recreation and Associates.

The, father should supplement th.e mother’s teaching to the 
son. Telling of the gift of potential fatherhood, will {appeal to 
any boy, when coming from the lips of one He'Jpves and re
spects. ■ \ .

The faet-that there is in our land to-day morejsiriidleBs homes 
than homeless children, shows that there is still great need o ' 
instruction.

Vo child of school age, even, is too young to understand or

Is it possible that there is a man 
or woman of intelligence in all the 
land; who would lipt want to read a 
contemporaneous account of THE 
CRUCIFIXION written by a personal 
friend of Jesus, who was present and 
took an important part in the tragedy 
itself and in the events of'the-time?

SURELY NOT. '
“THE CRUCIFIXION, by an Eye 

Witness," is unquestionably the most 
fascinating and absorbing ancient 
manuscript ever discovered.

It contains the ANCIENT LETTER 
i of Jesus’ friend, written in Jerusalem 

seven years after the Crucifixion, to.

Wbderful) Success of 
“Actina”

IN THE TREATMENT OF
AFFLICTIONS OF THE EYE.
'livery person with impaired eyesight or suf 

fering from weak or diseased eyes should write 
forouv latest free booklet, entitled “Positive 
Evidence.1’ -

The records of phenomenal euros by'the 
“Actina” treatment, as described therein by 
grateful patients themselves-names and ad- 
dresaes given—will satisfy the most skeptical 
that ‘'Actina” is not only a remarkable, slmnlo 
and harmless invention, but restores eyesight 
even after specialists have pronounced cases 
Incurable.

Following are a few of 
the successes produced by 
“Actina," but more fully 
described in our free book
let. .

A Chicago gentleman, 
after suffering 12 months 
with inflammatlon’of the 
iris, used “Actina” a few 

... -says he can now sea as well and as far as anybody.
An Iowa lady writes that after being under 

treatment of specialists for 15 years, "Actina” 
completely restored her eyesight and she no 
longer uses glasses.

Astigmatism and granulated lids impaired 
the eyesight of a Hartford (Conn.) lady. Spa* 
dallsts failed to cure. As a last resort, against 
advice ot friends, sbo tried "Aotiua." She 

- writes ¡-¡“For many months I. have written al
most dally without glasses, No more pain in 
my eyes and drooping eyelid is restored “

"Aotlna" removed a cataract from the eye of 
an Oklahoma lady: relieved the closure nt a

■ tear duct lor a wen known Chicago lady, uud hi 
scores ot instances people have been able to 

.discard eyeglasses through the faithful use ot 
"Actina," To get nn Idea ot tho enthusiasm ot 
opr patientathe entire letters as printed lu our 
book should be read.

removal from the Cross, his resusci
tation and subsequent death six 
months later, as he witnessed the 
events.

It disposes of the “Miracles" with 
which Theologies haVe clothed the life 
and death of Jesus, :

The manner in which this porten
tous story came to light is told, and 
the authenticity of tills ancient letter 
Is vouched for in a manner wliicji 
must appeal to thinking men and wo
men. <

Tliis book also contains a contempo
rary description of Jesus’, personal ap
pearance, and the DEATH WARRANT 
of Pilate under which he was cruci
fied.

The book is bound in silk cloth with 
gold stamp, contains a rare engraved 
likeness of Jesus, and will be deliv
ered to any address upon receipt of 
One Dollar.

his friends in Alexandria, telling them
He depicted the beauty of this world with its mountain ranges, I storytoFMs'frie^ 

ravines and towering peaks; its blooming apd productive fields, I ?
„„„ -—-------- o --------------. . and vast forests; its songsters and gurgling brooks—in fact, u » umr>
dreamed-of, webs spread before the feet of the unwary, the I beauty and music everywhere. The crooning creation on Til Tnp TWlip ÇPIRITü ÀI fir III iNfilS 
Purity’Workers from different parts of the world gathered at ¡g maQ; with a soul beautiful and lovely, inspired with I . L •
the National Purity Congress, lately held in Battle Creek, Mich., highest, holiest'and best, that he might qnjoy the I --------------------
to more intelligently combat this hybra-headed monster. greatest gcstasy of soul obedient to highest law. . J- Klnd Wld Co.Workers; Wo are de^lrous of enllgtIng every sPir-

The majority of the workers were tlie guests oi^ ur. j n. He wag glven power to cpoosei He might rise to the high- Uuallst wh0 has an lntere6t ln common wlth feiiow-Spirituaiists, and be- 
Kellogg, at his world-famous sanitarium, wincn uas an aver- egt pOSSible joy. But he forgot; he ventured tq satisfy the neves in organization, in .one grand working body, in this state, at least, 
age of î,50t) patients, who come from everywhere, to get well, longings of-the flesh. xt I and kindly solicit your co-operation and energies in this direction. We
A staiFof over fifty physicians prescribe the number of calories WOrld to-day needs instruction, and ij is, the duty of I must get together and pull together or the name and cause we so dearly
of proteids, fats and carbohydrates each may consume, the bill parentB( teachers, preachers and physicians, qaréiully to teach I love will be swallowed up by the churches and the world, and we will be 
of fare containing the number of bach article and allowing our youth to guard them against the dreadful consequences I left to look in wonderment at the disappearance of a truth we thought we 
you to choose, broiled protose with 47 calories of proteids, or of impurity. False modesty has too long beema bane to purity] owned- If there are not of the sol,d ’«Hevers in spiritualism m 
hot malted nuts with 144 of fats, or malt honey with 200 of instruction, and hence to the home, to society, Rud to the nation; B^a to organize a society, we ask you to send in your name and 
carbohydrates, and so onL Teach young men io,guyd their bodies by >proper dief and caan °o ln*XengZZ an7organ?zinVZuaiism uZVLid basis

for even if the short rations with the long hties were .not the care> their mmdg by proper reading andjhoughts/'and keeping. lt 18 entltled to> • Let ua hear Irom you and try .t0 get ln c)0Ber toucU.
most palatable to your plebeian taste, they were in good stana- l their bodies UNDER; we shall then have a generation of fath- Send for Application Blanks. Come, let us unite and record ourselves for
ing with a printed pedigree, right on the bill Ot tare, WHICH erg wbo wjn beg6t children after the highest idëgl ; who will the truths that shall make the world free. Become a member of the
none disputed. » .. teach their children the same high principle^' W^ich will in a I State Association, and take part In the deliberations, and help push the

Such prqfane food as meat,M coffee, tea,,and condiments, were few generations redeem our race from lust. , . I movement forward. ,
tabooed, aS well as liquor and tobacco. You eat air, and a very I Sonic false and very, detrimental notions and customs must I Yours for the Cause of Truth, 
few other light refreshments, drink sunshine and so forth, and I grg{. be banished. Our young men must understand what many
breathe health. Thesé “victuals’’ are not heavy on yo.ur physicians amopg the greatest upon this continent and Europe
stomach, and taken with a large variety of baths, gymnastics I bave openly declared, that “no man’was ever worse for conti- .
and conundrums, you get well in spite of yourself. nency.” What is best for man’s body, as well as his soul, is organization.

I should like io say much more of this renowned health tac- attainable. There is no “physical necessity” to those who'live a Theme That Can Never Be Exhaust- ।
tory, but it is meeting time, and I must go to the Congress, their highest, training their thoughts toward their best. I ed, und Always Relevant.

Here gathered -the ablest workers and clearest thinkers, rep- q>be masses aEe still under the old idea that amarriage license . .“rr:— . „ . '
resenting the leading religious, reform and charity organiza- a license to unrestrained lust.. The physical fesults of this ty to^righten peop'ie^nto thVranks ot 1 
tions; of Jews as .well as Gentiles. I so shockingly evident cannot—and for safety should not—longer I Spiritualism. We have no personal 1

B. S. Steadwell, of La Crosse Wis is the p«ident-a young be kept under cover of ignorance. , , Devil, "^forked tali, split teet, and ;
man whose ardent soul is enthusiastic, ana wliose entire time l q<be gtate of Indiana refuses a marriage license to persons I our’fold, like sheep into a pasture 
IB devoted to the success of this work. With a corps ot six I dieted with venereal diseases, and able physicians declare that Imay to,tlie,?? be ba”'en o£ verd’ 
other National officers, an advisory board of 22, with the work more |ban one.ba[f of fbe young men of that. State should be r purgatoryUin^vhich6’to place thTmen- 
divided amongi seven committees, each headed by^a chairman, | refased a license.' K taiity of mankind, but we have that
¥ho is an expert,—what could we not expect,? Mr. John H. Roberts, from London, delegate from the Alliance I ¿l^^Zieïe6 oXVre

It certainly meant something to sit for one entire week and 1 oj Honor (England’s largest Purity organization), thanked God I existence; a Tact upbn which to base] 
»have reports and lectures fired at you, from such able marks- tbat be t it into tbe bearts of'young men of England-to do a religion above and beyond any upon 

' men, froni 9 a. m. until 10 p. m. - ■ something to save their fellow young men from being slain by i^tU/past0' We°have with >6aii
If there was any phase of the entire purity question winch I |asf- and destroyed by impurity. ‘ there is of philosophy and the iimita-

was not aired and sifted, the mind of man has so far failed Lordgi bigbopg) c]ergymenj memberg of Parliament, philan- &°uf^ to mo?e
to perceive it. If-there is any helpful method to pursue, \vhich tbropists and social reformers are among its vice-presidents. I than stem the tide of popular preju- 

• was not agitated and discussed, it is stul to he discovered. I h wag organized in 1903, and 236L,branches have been formed, dic®- t . _ . ,,, .
Rev. Ernest A. Bell, superintendent of the Midnight Mission inciuding branches in Buenos Ayres, Ceylon, Gibraltar, Madras, I knowetLt mTinofganic mustSbeœme 

Jn Chicago, stated that according to recent police enumeration, I <janada and Norway—the latter with 400 members. .1 organic to have energy, force, activ-
fhere were ovpr 3,000 public women in Chicago, on whose loath- Mr Eobertg advocated a worldwide federation • of ' Purity 
some earnings more than 1,000 vile men lived—dive-keepers, organizations, in order to eradicate the rottenness, filth and cor- wZ-have been too long in the arms of 
'procurers, importers and attendants. He showed how these ^^^de^gxigten^. ' . morpheus.
places are kept open and protected through the tons of graft Preventioâ be gaid not onIy better tHan but cbe Jo use a common phrase gWake 
given to^pubhc officials who wax fat on the miseries of the and more res’ultfuL ’ . Sever hi be^Ja time L’the
unfortunates; also the fallacy of the generally accepted be lef purify should be a part of the curriculum of all our public | unefrom
that prostitution is a protection to virtue. I schools and colleges. Every State should provide for special I thel/ musty creeds and narrow—con-

.. Hie facts are, that this hideous caricature of womankm purjty lessons, to be given by qualified teachers to scholars over I fines “ at present.
is responsible, by her diseases, for one-fourth or more of the I years ,- .j * ' I Hypnotism, psychology, mysticism,
surgical operations upon innocent wives — operations made I jbe inStruction shbhld be carefully graded, dèlicately given, I thought, telepathy, ' suggestion, au- 
necessary by diseases which their husbands brought them, con- aad gystematically taught . . ■'° I to-süggestion and Spiritualism are

befor® Our children should not be defrauded of the right tp knowl-
Dr. Rudolph W. Holmes,, of the Chicago Society of Social edge concerning themselves and the meaning and mystery of Ily organize better and more fully 

Hygiene, spoke on “Race Suicide” and fee willful .repression ïï-they'do not acquire thé knowledge ^elÿ/ W wül
™ ap Hi impurely. ; ...... ; - , _ I thinketh bo ls.he.” " WE CAN UNITE.

What constitutes, crime, depends upon the thought of the y joung pastors should lie trained*to teach purity in their min-1 from
individual. Uertam acts are so f^damentelly offenswe^ to I ¡steriai work, and we should have a rigid ôrdïnad^te forbidding | hLeVXh one%h^ these words 
welfare of the home and the State that statutes are enacted I any man or woman marrying unless they can pass an exam-1 think peace, love and harmony now 
covering their prohibition and provrdmg for fee punishment * tbeir aùd physical ^&6s for mar:
of the transgressors. Every civihzed countey and Htate has -age. Until we pay as much, .attention to<^'egetting ,of Re poser 
enacted stringent laws covering the willful destruction of the I cbddreil ag we do the breeding of cattle and racehorses, we r underlying Spiritualism justify. 
___ XtolA_________ T-nWiincr tho Sint® nr a nitiwAn ftnfl Irin ratnor nr I . i-. ... _i.ti.-i.? „. i. i . . .. ’ - I In every State, or In some cities in 

every State In the Union we are being 
legislated against, our mediums are 
being obliged to pay a high license or 
quit'mediumship, the regularly or
ganized churches, the iron hand ot the 
law is upon us or ready to grasp us 
at all times. •

Much of this is the result of hav
ing to make mediumship a commercial 
matter; instead of being the channel 
for messages between the two spheres 
of life, this gift is being used for find
ing fortunes, locating mines, pointers 
on the markets, etc. In fact,, just 
what humanity is demanding comes 
even through some ot the -best medi
ums in ¡the land.

It Is demanded. That is the first, 
last'anS only request of many investi
gators, who are also investors, spec
ulators. In things material.

This is the greater reason for de
siring that Spiritualism be made a 
religion; . to. lilt mediumship—ths

unborn child—robbing the State of a citizen and the father of J mrigt expecf o.ur children to be’born the potential victim’s of 
an heir» , • k > I impurity. ari i

The Catholic church earlrr^^ becomc
X B Mtog receive
should foeticide be so considered. How.preposterous if judge lts • „■ • . wi. yn , ,■ . ,
and'jury were empowered to consider the degree of guilt, as I. women demand the same purity in man .that hd demands 
based on the age of the person murdered! NOW, murder enters ^er- ^Vomanhood s demands should never betaorally lower 
into the question only if the mother dies as the result of the I man 8> nr she lowers herself to his imffiforgl, level, 
attempt to make away with the unborn child. Countless thou-1 Let women be half as vehement in their i condemnation of 
sands of budding humanity are thus destroyed. One doctor I fallen men as they are of fallen women, and a moral revolution 
in Chicago who was committed because of assisting in crimi-1 will take place in the ranks of,the world’s, manhood.
Rai operations, confessed that he had performed more than I The speaker named the three leading instigating causes of 
5,000; and another in Boston admitted that with two other immorality to be:— 
partners over 3,000 illegal operations had been performed ini I. Impure literature, including unsavory details in news- 
their office in the five years they had been in business. | papers from divorce cases and crimps. .
. It is claimed by experts, that over 38,000 criminal operations - n. InteniDerance. Alcohol is a stimulator ofJvice; it begets 
we performed in Chicago, and 100,000 in New York City an-1 _ (Continued on page s.j; ; , ’ v

Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." . .First Se- - 
Ties. Comprising The World Beauti
ful;Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotufi-Eatlng; That Which Is to 
Come;

"The World Beautiful.'? Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal 'Beauty; ,Vibration; The Un
seen World.

“The World Bdqutlful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Tlje Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradlsa Gloria.

“After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer.” This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known In 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." • Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters; The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and. Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com-’ 
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life."
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the Immortal life; 
Full, of spiritual thought. -

foundation of Spiritualism—up out 
of the cold materialism of financial 
affairs.

But until Spiritualism begins to 
spiritualize humanity it cannot have 
claims, with thinkers, as a reform, or 
a greater benefit to mankind than a 
mere fact—a cold demonstration of a 
future life, without further alm. 
If it only makes people wiser, gives 
them more light, it does something, 
but if it also teaches how to live and 
progress, and be ready for the trans
itory change, how to rise to the high
er spheres of gppdness, purity, jus
tice and love, it does more, and wilL 
make the world recognize its true 
worth.

True, as their interest In the wel
fare and success of their earth friends 
remains a part of their mental activ
ity, spirit loved ones will seek to aid 
in any way that will promote happi
ness and spiritual progress. And it 
seems that money—standing for what 
It does—almost everything—has be
come almost an absolute necessity to 
human happiness, and even the prime 
promulgator of religion itself; aye! 
Spiritualism must have it to assist in 
carrying forward Its principles, aims 
and objects.

Catholicism and Orthodoxy support 
their ministry with good salaries, but 
as yet we have been unable to do tbl?. 
The time may come when this will

“The Outlook Beautiful.” Con-v-, 
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real-/ 
Izlng the Ideal ; Friendship as a Di- ’ 
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose ot Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant.” The motto ot 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, . 
Follow- the Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power ot the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of 'the Hour,

“From Dreamland Sent.” Verses . 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting's only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift bgpks. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

. “The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. , An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with, 
out pleasure and profit. Price 60c.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . "The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jprdan. Price 30c.

“Every Living Creature;” “The 
Greatest Thing Rver Known;’’ “Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents-each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled."’ 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

be done—angels speed the day.; 
but not, perhaps, before societies be
gin the erection of edifices, homes 
and headquarters of their own. Not 
so long as we are unorganized, apd 
are wanderers upon the face of the 
earth.

We can unite, if upon no other ba
sis than upon that of the knowledge 
of’a-future existence, and from an$ 
upon that build one of the most har
monious organizations the worid has 
ever seen—not even excepting the 
unassuming , peaceful, spiritual So
ciety of Friends (Quakers).’

Let us in this State and the Nation, 
cast all insignificant obstructions, per
sonalities', gossips, and diversities of 
opinion into the sewer of degeneracy, 
and come together as one in spirit, in 
motive and-actlon.

DR. T. WILKINS.

“Farjn Engines, and How to Run 
Them.” The 'Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson^ Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50. _

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot
tages." One. Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library." Four books 
in a'box, including—“Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square." Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These Valuable ■ nooks -are by Fred. 

T- Hodgson. . Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50.

Thebe and many other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.

There are wreaths in the windows, the 
church bells are ringing,

There are glad children shouting, there 
are prayers, there is singing, 

There is hope, .there is praise;
There are men who are grateful for 

having been-given
At last the sweet triumph^ for which 

they have striven
Through heart-breaking days.

There is faith, there is kindness; the 
old year is going,

But the new year.ts coining, and glad 
winds are blowing . ' 

_ Where blossoms will cling;
Fair peaks in the distance are splen

didly gleaming,
There are sweet mothers bending 

where babies are dreaming,' 
And Love Etill is king.

'• S. E. KISER.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin -Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper* or books should put In 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO Win.

lath!» bafldlBf hit trorld from within thought U 
the bttllder; for thonfhti are forcet.—subtle, vital, 

omnipotent,—BccbrlluR wined do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, ruoccw 
or tai Jure.—From nUe-pago.

The ebove boolc» we beautifully bound in 
relted cloth, etemped In deep old-grcea and gold, with 
flit top. Price, f 1.25. Fur eale attbii office.

Discovery of a lost Trai
BY CHARLES p. NEWCOMB*

Author of ••Airi Right vltb the World.” Cloth SW pages. Mr. Newcomb njsds * fijnlnct »access with 
r‘AiTt Right ■’ritto tbft WoriV which conttauM tn the 
treat ruk of the MeUphyncttl books that ore bow re popular. Tbep-esi bore jeon cheered
Md «reMthrewlijy htawHl Welcome «jotter boofc 
by this Wj»e ttaohtr whose word« of help are doing re 
ttBebto oaks the world better by mate!»: men «al
Vmea better abH wtmfiKrtUn&Vnd enjoy n. -

’’Discovery of a Ixwst Trail’’
study rftbtt ttnagesBà beautiful tbiat 

OBBaHSfe.but madia Itiscboltriy simplicity. It-



C. B, HALL.probably aware. 
Erie, Pa.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
. FLURRY.

'By William E. Towne.. -Learn how to 
cast"away" unnecessary care. Thia 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

The New Life.- This book deals 
with the principles and laws which 
open; unto man .the Woodgates of Infl
uite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of hb birthright, 
the Enastery over all things. Price, 

cento; papr, M -cents.

- NAME THE BABY,
Or Give the Charge. ~ A song with 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged' by M. ' H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

. “Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.”’ - By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D.,"Ph. D„ Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In- 
troduction“and Explanatory Letter. 
Pries, 40 Cents.

KELLAR, THE GREAT MAGICIAN.

O
The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Sts Work, 

and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
WENT IG ONLY INTENDED TO 

/CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
and WORK of speakers and me
diums. A REPORT J3F WHAT THfi 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
HOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.
t KEEP COPIES of ypur poems sedttc 

this office, for. they will not be returned 
u We have not space to use them.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors.' He may or may not, 
agree with, their respective views.

TftíBTHINKBR

Send In Your JÄriptions MARRIED.

January 4, 1968,

Ihe Song Cards for sale at this otilco 
at $4: per hundred, by mall $4.50, are 
the help you need in society work.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
urc .requested wlieil writing for tills 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, ,w|th black ink. Write on .only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer, Please bear tills in mind.

A DESTITUTE MEDIUM.

Mrs. M. V. Arris, u worthy medium? 
is now In the Cook County Hospital. 
She has undergone a painful surgical 
operation, and Is still very weak. Wi§ 
every Spiritualist in this city wS® 
reads this, send her kind thoughts, 
and a little money, to aid her in her 

. smuggle for life? Send something, 
if not more than a dime. Direct as 

.follows: Mrs. M. V.. Arris, Cook 
■ County Hospital, Ward 7, bed 47 

(private room), Chicago, III.
. • T—“——— * a *1 ————— ■

The third grand Prize Masquerade 
' Ball, under the auspices of the Gol

den Rule Pleasure Club, Star Lodge 
- Hall, 278 So. Western avenue, will be 

given Saturday evening, January 18, 
1908. Prize March at 11 P. M. 
Music by W. W. Kirtland. Tickets, 
25 cents a person.

Mrs. E. M. Whitney desires engage
ments with societies jn the South-west 
as lecturer and test medium. She 
can give reliable recommendations. 
She has been working for Unity So
ciety, Milwaukee, Wis., for thé last 
three months.

Now is the time to awaken an in
terest in The Progressive Thinker. 
What would Spiritualism be without 
SU ORGAN TO DISSEMINATE THE 
NEWS that occur hr connection with 
our glorious Cause? Without an 
ORGAN, one section would not know 
what another locality is doing. The 
Progressive Thinker is now the only 
Spiritualist paper tlnougli which you 
tail reach lending Spiritualists 
throughout the country. The Reiiglo- 
i’iillobophicnl Journal, .The Bunner 
of Liglit, and Light of Truth have 
suspended publication for want of ade
quate support, leaving the Held almost 
exclusively to The Progressive 
Tliinker.

All ivho subscribe for The Progres
sive Thinker can get a valuable PRE
MIUM BOOK. „Thousands upon our 
list have secured each year a premium 
book for 25 cents! the'whole four-

teen costs them opjy $3,60. After 
■We. pay the postage on them we re
ceive for the wliote fourteen about

Did the woHd eVer see the like? « 
No, absolutely NÒ!
And after tve -pash off the stage of 

existence*, WJI/L DO as we have 
done? t, । .. ■

Is it not about time that tlie great 
mass of Spirjtuuiists make an effort 
to spread broadcast Tlie Progressive 
Tiiinkej* and thus’¿waken Spiritual- 
Inta generally to‘¿¡full realization as 
to what is going ,on in our ranks?

Our new Prehiium Book; INTER
WOVEN, is a veritable GEM of 
BEAUTY, and itq contents will deeply 
interest you. Send for the paper ono
year and this remarkable book, 
paper one- year ONE DOLLAR; 
Premium Book, 20 CENTS.

The 
the

F, H. Parkqr writes from Santa 
Cruz, Cal.: “Since my, last, W. J. 
Colville has delivered a course of five 
lectures -for the First Spiritualists’ 
Church-in.Native Sons’ Hall,.to good 
audiences. He .arrived direct from 
San Diego on Friday, and lectured 
Saturday faternoon and evening, and 
three times on Sunday, drawing out 
some to .hear him who had never been 
out to any of our previous meetings. 

. Remarks were heard: “You may de
pend upon me being at every on«/ of 
Colville’s lectures.” It, goes to show 
that a change of speakers creates a 
new interest. Mr. Colville went from 

... .hero to the Now Mt. Home, nine 
- miles from here in this country, at

Glenwood P. O., and held two meet-? 
.Ings at tiie hall before taking 'his 
departure for Alameda, Cal. Thè 
Now Mt. Home Is a new thought 
school apd resort for new thought 
people seeking an outing, with rec'u- 

: peration and rest among the redwood 
■ groves and mountain streams, with 

, pure spring water and fruits. Henry 
Harrison Brown conducts meetings 
and classes throughout the year. This 
is a beautiful place of three hundred 
acres, with main hotel, buildings ¿nd 
cottages, ail nicely furnished, and 

. choicely situated among the giant red
woods, orchard and vineyard, with-a: 
commodious lecture hall, .where must-' 
cal entertainments are held, conducted 

, -by Mr; Foulds, a fine solo singer and 
all-round ahiuser. Mr. Foulds is sec
retary of. the Now Folk Corporation, 
and assists greatly toward making the 
guests comfortable and happy.” .

Eva McCoy, the excellent medium, 
writes from Billings,-Mont;: “I have 
been silent with pen, but have been 
working in different States during the 
season, at the Winfield (Kansas) 
Camp and Clinton Camp. I held

. some very successful meetings in Mar
shalltown, Okla., and Cedar. Rapids; 
also in Gillette, Wyo. Mrs. Jessie 

T Meserve secured the city hall, and we 
scattered the "seed of truth in new 
soil. She is the only outspoken Spir
itualist in the place. Wo had success
ful meetings." . ■ ■ ,

Someone writes from -Springfield, 
-Mass., but gives no name dr address. 
This is. always essential, and we rare- 

*■ ly publish a nplbh unless accompanied 
With the full name and address of the 
writer. We make .an • exception in 
this one case: “The Spiritualist La
lies' Aid Society, of Springfield, Mass., 
consists'not Only of: ladies,' but gen
tlemen also. We held our Annual 
meeting to elect officers for the com- 
ing, year, November 13, at 72 
Bridge street. The following, of- 

: fleere were elected: Mr. Wellman C. 
Whitney, President; Mr. J. M. Jack- 
sen, 1st Vlcd-President; Mrs. Anna

Thompson? 2nd 'Vice-President; 
Mrs. Clara J. Kellogg, Clerk; Mr. 
Chas. S. Thayer, Treasurer; Mrs. Lil-, 
Han E. Whitney, Cor, Sec?: Board of 
Directors, Walter Shaw, Nelson Ad
ams, Mrs. Grace Valentine, Wallace 
LaBarron-, and Abraham Phillips. 
Wp can report last year to be one of 
success and progress. We opened 
our meetings September 15, with Os
car A. Edgeriy -for the speaker" and 
medium. Mrs. Maud_ cancelled her 
dates the first three Sundays In Oc
tober on account of illness; but our 
platform was very acceptably graced 
by home talent, our home medium 
and ' co-worker, Mrs. Mary Pillings. 
Mrs Pillings has many friends, and 
has made many converts in our couse. 
October 27, our president, Mr. Well
man C. Whitney, was our speaker and 
medium. Mr. E. D. Butler, of Lynn, 
Mass., was the speaker and medium 
lor the month of November. She 
gave good satisfaction. ' Our sister is 
an honest, sincere worker and has 
made many friends in Springfield.”

Mrs. Baker writes from Florence, 
Col.: “I .wish some good medium 
would come to Florence. There are 
many Spiritualists here who are anx
ious to have, a good medium with us 
tor awhile, and organize a spiritual 
meeting.”

Secretary writes: "Although the 
pastor, J. H. Demby, was too hoarse 
to do any talking to his very large 
audience at the Church of Progress
ive Spiritualists, he found a very able 
assistant in the-beloved Mrs. Lyon, 
Who gave a short discourse, followed 
by a-poem and Short talk by Dr. T. 
Wilkins, and of course, their singing 
is always good; The rest of the pro- 

« gram was carried -out after the depart
ure of the writer, and it can only be 
Said that it was -good from beginning 
to: end.” ■ . ■

E. D. Morgan writes from Logans
port, Ind.: “If there was ever a place 

■ in the U/ 8.; that there: Is a need of 
good mediums, it Is here.” *

Ex-Senator, R. A. Dague, formerly 
of Alanieda, Cai., the past year a 
resident of Tacoma, Washington, a 
frequent contributor to this paper, 
writes: “My wife and I arrived ■ in 
Denver, CeL,, last week to visit ' a 
daughter, and we expect to remain 
several months. My address for thé 
winter will be ,1375 Acoma- street, 
Denver, Colorado.”

Correspondent writes: “The Chrlst- 
-mas services at Wilcox Hall, 361E. 
43rd, Society of the Psychic Forces, 
consisted of a lecture on Christmas 
and the Children, also a poem on the 
same subject, by Dr. T. Wilkins, and 
the .exceptionally fine message work 
by Mrs Cleveland. The audience was 
large, and interested from first to last 
in all parts of the services;”

Edmund A. Hottlnger writes from 
St. Paul, Minn.: “Spiritualism is mak
ing progress in St. Paul, Last Sun. 
day the St. Paul- Spiritual Alliance* 
gave a Christmas Entertainment Tor 
106 poor children. They had a fine 
dinner'for them, and a large Christ
mas Tree, Santa Claus"played on the 
piano and sang solos for them. After' ' 
the entertainment each child got a 
large bag of nuts, candy and fruit; 
and a doll dressed, or a ball, or a top. 
They went home-rejoicing, and I 
think we did a good deed in making 
them happy. Tn the evening we held 
our regular .meeting. Mrs. Tryon 
lectured on “A Spiritual CJiristmiiB," 
and it was fine, while? Mrs. Eirnna 
Peake,of Minneapolis, gave tests, all 
of which were acknowledged.” .

.Mrs E. J. Hansen of this city was 
called.to Lowell, Indi, to conduct the . 
funeral service of' “Uncle johnny”. 
HugheS.;*.Funeral held on December 
9, .1907 at home of Mrs. Burnham. 
He was an old' Spiritualist, and lived 
the true life. Will live long .in the 
memory- of bls.many friends.”

T. J. McFeron writes from San 
Diego, Cal.; “Brother Rihg is now 
preparing for the holiday entertain
ments, and it seems that-he strives to 
make each occasion outdo-.the previ
ous oiie.'' 'Z :‘ . :

■ “ J. W. Boyd writes from the-Nation-
al Military Home, JJHwaukee, Wis.: 
“I have, just commenced reading “In- 
terwovem’, and. while reading it a 
very singular idea very forcibly sruck 

;me. - From the account Wadsworth 
gives of the law of Nature, everything 
that is pure and Godly is never wast
ed. All purity is saved for, some 
great- purpose, and the worthless 
arid refuse is cast aside to feed'vege
tation, for the use of living again;? 
and this thought struck me: .Who'
knows but the-working of the laws of 
nature are not saving up every good 
atom, and«, are-making a gigantic ef
fort tp consolidate all the good, and 
pure into one whole" of goodness, and 
declare it to be-THE PRINCE OF ALL 
GOODNESS."
. J. W. Ring writes from San Diego, 

""Cal?:' “Most.corral ..greetings. an'd 
hearty compliments of the season to 
one; and all.: Out here in the West 
we have a profusion of most beautiful 
flowerd for Xmas, in marked, contrast 
to-the enow and ice of the North and
East.- The work of our-Cause is mov
ing forward here. We have many 
tourists from the .-world oveb, in this 
city,- and Sari Diego’ is thus made a 
center. Many loyal heartsza.nd faith
ful hands work' for the, advancement ■ 
of., the society. A very - successful: 
fair wes'held éarly in December.- The 
holidays were'observed with Xmas 
exercises and Ne w Year 'Watch-meet
ing. -With so many flowers, extensive' 
opportunity is afforded for decorating. 
April lst, I go to Colorado for a short 
stay; then to Indiana for the summer. 
I am to be at Clinton, Iowa, in Au
gust, and will accept-a few other camp 
engagements. How welcome is each 
Issue of The Progressive Thinker by 
which we learn of the movements óf 
oür workers and the progress of our 
Cause. Long may it prosper.”

Joseph Cardwell writes from No. 
342 Selkirk avenue, Winnipeg, Man., 
Canada: “I look forward with pleas
ure for my. copy of The Progressive 
Thinker, and I shall renew my sub
scription'as soon as'it becomes due. 
I have had two. copies sent regularly 
every week; one I send ,to England, 
and it is eagerly looked for by my 
friend there. - I notice in a-late copy 
that Mr. George Waterman writes 
that a Spiritualist-Missionary is.badiy 
needed at Grand Rapids, —Wis. I 
should like to help him in this matter 
in spreading the grand truth of Spir
itualism. I would be pleased to go to 
Grand Rapids; if some remunerative 
employment could be found for me 
there, so that I would be able to give 
my services free to the cause we so 
much love.”

Elsie Russell writes from Mur
phy, Cal.: “My father has been taking 
your paper for several years. . It has 
helped me to light upon many sub- 
- ects. We have several of your pre
mium books, and find them both in
teresting and instructive.” - ,

Newman Weeks writes from Lans
downe, Pa-: .“The road has seemed 
a long one since the time that Alonzo. 
E. Newtbn, of Boston, Mass., read 
and•' thought- himself free from the 
bondage of the orthodox church, ahd 
soon publish®! The New: England«, 
Spirit«allet, and the Spiritualist camp 
meeting at ’Walden Pohd was held 
it\ defiance, to" the ridicule of the 
press and clergymen of New England. 
Newton and his assistant; Prof. Lewis 
A. Monroe, claimed and earnestly

Send for 1J.‘
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“INTERWOVEN 
Spirit Messages

.From a Son

To His Mother?”
is the title of our new 

Premium Book, 
and we wish to GIR
DLE the whole globe 
with it. It is sent out 

.to all subscribers for 
26 CENTS -, 
accompanied with 
irly* subscription 
The Progressive 
:er—practically a 
, as we have to 

pay the postage and 
expense of moiling.

At the family home, No, 6306 Bear? 
er avenye, S.-E„ Cleveland, Ohio, Miss 
Cornelia Isabelle Buchwald, to Mr. 
Owen R. McClintock, of Mantua, Ohio, 
December 18, 1907, by Rev. I. W- 
Pope,

Marching In time with the Weddipg 
March of Mendelssohn, rendered beau
tifully, upon the piano by Mrs. Boyd, 
accompanied by Mr. Boyd with the 
violin, came the bride and groom with 
their attendants Miss Alverna Buch
wald, bridesmaid,, a cousin of - the 
bi ide, and Mr. Fred Clatworthy as 
best man, taking their places amid 
palms and ferns. The .bride was at
tired in purest white Swiss bedecked 
with white roses and lilies of the val- 

,Iey entwined her hair, carrying on her 
left arm a beautiful spray of white 
chrysanthemums. The bridesmaid 
also in white, with white carnations.

Surrounded, as they were, by a 
grove of palms and ferns, they formed 
a beautiful picture, of the launching 
of two lives upon the Sea of Matri
mony.
- We-opine this sea will be one of 

unusual serenity and beauty. The 
bride,has been a teacher in thé lyceùm 
work for some years, and was beloved 
by all the little folks as well as the 
older ones In the lyceum.; Tfie groom 
is a mechanic ofz sterling qualities. 
•He has a nice 'Cottage at Mantua sta
tion, where they will make it their 
home after the first ot the year.

They had the best of wishes of the 
large party of friends and relatives 

.present, with the many presents, use
ful and ornamental,'that were spread 
upon toe'tables. ■

Wltir the truth of SpirltuaHsm:ever 
^before them, we feel sure of a faithful 
add useful journey through life.

- . . CORRESPONDENT.,

FLORIDA EXCURSIONS.

-Owing to want of sufficient state
rooms, on the Clyde Steamship Line, 
Tor my large last party, J am obliged 
to ppstpbne my jjersonally-ronducted 
party till January 27. Meantime I 
can ..ticket anyone to go on the» fol
lowing dates; if notice is "given me 
early (all first-class): -

Arapahoe, Jan. 9.
Comanche; Jan. 11.
Apache, Jan. 17.
Arapahoe, Jan. 21. .
Comanehe? Jan 23. /

H. A. BUDINGTON. 
_91 Sherman St., Springfield, Mass.

NOTABLE FUNERAL SERVICES.

The passing on to the higher life of 
Mr. w. C. Munn,'at his home ln-th|s 
city, and the attendant services were 
of more than usual Interest. i 

Mr. Munn was a prominent. Spirit
ualist and former secretary of the 
Spiritualist Church pf Louisville; 
while Mrs. Mann—a medium and 
worker in the Church—was also one 
of Its ordained ministers.

Mr. Mann was every inch a true
He had refined tastes, was a 

lover of music and flowers and chil- 
dien, and—a rare thing one would 
think in these days of domestic un-

man.

sought for. organization and united- - ....... —------ ------- J ■ NOTICE.—All members of the
action as a needed power for pro- Golden Rule Spiritualist Society are 

r»-----  requested be prcPent without fail,
on January 6, at the^home of the Pres
ident, D. G, Hill, 705 W. Madison st., 
for election of 2 officers. Members 
please .be present without fail. By 
order of President, D. G. HILL, 

O. A. Sollingei', writes from Cleve
land, Ohio:.."I will, always Iry to as
sist The ?Progresstve Thinker, in gain-' 
Ing new members,, as I think it is do
ing-more good, than any other paper, 
in spreading oqr-glorious truth. The’ 
stand you take against fraudulent me-

tecflon of the Cause. The individual 
go-as-you-please rule prevailed, and 
speakers and mediums had to. go forth
among strangers, like tramps, seeking 
a 'hearing and- a sure. living. ’ The 
cause should have been more united 
and stronger than.it is to-day, thirty 
years ago, United, we stand and suc
ceed ; divided, we scatter and contend' 
with .each other, leaving the power 
tflth the opposition. Thé waiting cry 
ever ie, ‘When .will the right come • 
bppermost. and justice1 ever be doneT? 
However, long jve wait, there will'still 
be a golden gate." "

'C. A. Sollinger writes from Cleve- 
.land, Ohio: “,A11 the officers of the
'O. S.’A. have been requesteti to at
tend a board and mass meeting at 
Columbus, Ohio, January 4th and 5th, 
by President Fred D. Dunakin,.who 
hopes, if possible, to sèe'all present, 
ap very urgent business will come be- 
faro the. board.”

Correspondent writes: “The attend
ance at the Progressive. Spiritual So- 
■clety meeting -was small Sunday even
ing, doubtless on account of the In
clement weather, - but thé interest-was 
good in the address.of Dr. T. Wilkins?, 
and the messages by Mrs. Hilbert, 
although sho was barely able to "stand 
and in pain from a fall and * from. 
LaGrlppo also. 'She /gave clean-cut 
spiritual messages that were recog
nized in every instance.- The' Dr. 
will speak again at that hall on Jan
uary, 12, the second Sunday in the 
month.” ’ ' - 1

The Fraternal Daughters held'its 
.regular meeting on Xmas day. The 
afternoon was taken, up in "readings 
by Sisters Dr. Caird, Switzer, Schmidt 
and Brother Schmidt In the evening 
Brother Weir said a few words which 
had great weight with them, and 
urged every member present to try 
and get a new mèmberêvery Sunday, 
so that we could be felt and recognized 
in this city. The following mediums 
gave messages: -Sisters.' Caird 'and 
Beihler, and Brother Thompson, and 
Sister Adams, Our next meeting will 
be New Years Day, 2:30 p? m. Ev- ‘ 
eryone come and get a New Years 
greeting from your spirit friends.

Correspondent writes ’'The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society . held its

diumshtp is the cPfreointep Ip the 
right direction, and I sincerely hope 
thqt more-will-profit - by it. Mr. 
Frank T. Ribley.served our Temple 
during the months of October and 
November, to our full satisfaction. 
We can recommend him to all as>a. 
conscientious worker and.speaker, as' 
well as message bearer. We say the 
same of Mrs, Henrietta Eichtlg «of 
Chicago. She also .has made many 

-friends and. consoled many an aphlng 
heart. . At our last business meeting- 
we elected the" following officers for 
thq ensuing' year: Mrs.. E. E. Gray, 
President; Mrs., -W. J. Baker, . 1st 
vice-president; Mrs. Marie Lottig, 
2nd vice-president; Mrs. H. E.. Prln- 
dle, treasurer;_-Mr. ^John C. Lloyd 
trustee,, and Mr; C. A. SollInger, sec- 
retary.

« The lecturer, Mrs. Laura G. .Fixeij, 
writes: “May you ,see, some at the 
beautiful fruit from the seed you have 
sown" with So much'«wisdom and care, 
and may you be'long spared to bless 
us-^all, and' the wqrld; - I • send -you' 
my greeting, just as'I got it, foryour 
readers.”

FUBLI6/mORS : -I OB’ ■ ■' ■ 
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Pr,ct’ MS

usual good meeting, afternoon and 
evening; the afternoon .short talks 
and messages, were good. Mr. 
Thompson gave the messages. _ In 
the. evening Mrs. Alice Sexsmith was 
to be bur speaker, but Jailed to come, 
and her place was filled by Brother J. 
H; Randall, who outdJd.himselUn his 
short address; it -was instructive and 
logical. Messages were given by Dr. 
C. A. Burgess, who w$s at his best, 
and gave convincing «proof that our 
loved ones are not dead-. Mrs Hill 
followed with a few messages also. 
Don’t forget New Years Eve,-Decem
ber .31, the Watchmeeting held- at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 8. Western ave
nue.” ' *

On the evening - of December 81, 
the Fraternal Daughters will hold- a 
Watch-Meeting at the home of Mr. 
Thompson, CIS SScma

A PROMINENT SPIRITUALIST 
PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

. John D. Arras passed to spirit life ■ 
at his home, 242 % gouth High streit, 
Dayton, Ohio, after "an Illness of six 
months. Diabetes was the direct 
cause of dissoliit^on./3 • •

The deceased^wnri^orn in Colum
bus, November'ji7 1S52. His parents 
.moved to Day tori vtnen he was 11 
years old, andr the fnajor portion of 
his life was spent iri .'that city.
Mr. Arras was1 united Jn marriage 

with Miss Clara-Schneider, July 25, 
1873, in Dayton, From this union 
there was onel.'chiW-, Edmund F. 
Arras, a realtyadealdr of Columbus. 
The widow alsdi-survires, as does a 
sister, Mrs. George' Davidson, of Day
ton. an i i

The Masons -will r have charge of 
the funeral? BUrial’Atill be made in 
Green Lawn. n ’ • ’

Will J. Hull1 fed’ Aev. Oscar Ed- 
gerly officiated at. the funeral, 'which 
was held under the auspices of the 
Masons. . ... ' .

The Work in California.
• To the Editor;—About a. month 

ago I , wrote you in regard the the 
work in California. "On • November 
23 and 24, a two days' successful 
Mass-meeting was held in Santa Cruz, 
With splendid attendance and finan
cial returns, for' the propaganda work 
of this State. Mr. Howe remained 
over for December 1st, while I went 
to San Jose for that Sunday. Both 
had goad attendance, and by request 
of thp audience in San Jose, I prom
ised to remain over the following 
Sunday, December 8. Mr. Howe, 
the^State-President, joined me during 
the week, and on December 8,-at 2:30 
delivered an address, following-with 
messages. In the evening he went 
to Mountain View, a. small town 15 
miles from San Jose, with a large per
cent of Adventists. * The audiences 
at.Mountain view;,.as well as the at- 
tendance^at San Jose, where I officiat
ed, were^excellent, and we were both 
prevailed upon to remain another 
week, so as to officiate in both places 
on.the 15th, as well as to remain and 
assist the ■ “Mutual Helpers” of San 
Jose (the Ladles’ Aid)'in celebrat
ing the 2nd .anniversary of their or-

jest—he was as much a devoted lover 
to his lofely wife as when limy were 
married, twenty-four , years ago.

He was a member of The Junior 
Mechanics, the Woodmen and The, 
Shepherds of Bethlehem, in all of 
which fraternal orders he was a 
loved and honored member.

He was a worker in? those fine 
wrought-iron decorations and orna
ments: that find so prqminent' a place 
in the homes of the; wealthy'to-day?

. It is not often that one man com
bines so many lovable qualities, and 
he will be greatly mipsed in his daily 
life by all who had the pleasure-of 
-knowing him. '

It was decided that as he had lived 
and passed on a true believer in—-nay, 
one who had knowledge of spirit ex
istence and communion, no other kind 
of services could be thought of by 
his wife and the friends in this city. 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond was called 
to officiate?’ All know what that 
meant, of comfort, of eloquence, of, 
instruction, of loving tribute to the 
arisen one. A gentleman present 
said, “It Is the'-best sermon of any 
kind I ever heard." All seemed up
lifted and strengthened. v 
... The powerful plea for immortality 

as against materialism was noted by 
every thinking mind present.

There were’beautlful and numerous 
floral designs-sent by-friends and the 
fraternities to which Mr. Mann be
longed; ail testifying to the great es
teem as a man and citizen in which 
he was held.

A brother and sister from Pennsyl
vania, Mr. Mann’s native State, and 
other 'relatives and friends- from far 

-and «near thronged the chapel where 
the Impressive services were held.

At the cemetery there were services 
by the Junior Mechanics *n& the Shep
herds of- Bethlehem, followed by a 
poem and benediction by Mrs. Rich
mond. «This burial -service was the 
more impressive as it was spoken 
when the sun went down, gilding the 
frosted scene-with a rare glpry, like 
the promise of a brighter dawn.

CORRESPONDENT.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 20, 1907.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
For GUIDE. ’

nail tmi» *"*^9*i •nt©Hcctual &nd nDlrit« 

Funeral sorvfro, n®' Response»,

bCSF": omrm 

ceum °n! hE1 which a Progressive Ly- izeii Anri §hclety may be organ-
Mw RS!d?'«ted without other ussfat- 
unce. I rice, 60 cents, postpaid.

FUOHI SOUL TO SOUL. 
the°authnnr’?nie );undred a'ld twenty oi 

01 8 Vest poem«, embracing a 
1 wine rang© of, subjects and voraatliltv n composition; historic, heroic? patheti 
ic. humorous and descriptive (phev trs 

oaodn^<ed ^iecltatlons  ̂ihS 
.I'rf 'H. contains five sonars, with mu- ClarlT tasn^lnent “°mP“8er. -lame» &. 
Pnrtoiit PaE®8’ beautiful)) bound, 

'paid1.™11 Ot author- Pr*0« U.00, post?

asphodel "Blooms and other 
offerings.

8 volume is dedicated: "To thoaa 
th»°T?nlious!ltB ?n<1 lonKlnK» reach into 
nr Lan.d ot Souls this handfuleLAl.p nrr«.^ m.lxe? with common flow* ' 
«ik offered, hoping to five rest and ?Ion?one h hU? waltl"S 8t to® way eta? 
time Journey thither.” It con- 

, hun.dred and thirty-nine po- 
an«.d twenty storiettes, a part of the 

latter by Clair Tuttle, in her mo»i 
fnusteJufn^716' 286 P^?81' 81x full paso 
M nr among which are llkene,“- 

ttut.ho,r and Clair Tattle; beau- 
bound In blue, with sliver em- 

b?881"«- Price. »1.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITAr

T1ONS.
To Advance Humane Education.—For 

SH«ln jutertalnment« managed by Bo« 
.Lyoeums, Band« of Mercy, or in- 

wyni^-S,v«alJnlntr t0 establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl- 

n?Jer, tsnoranoe, and Justice over
<8 11 8: Some large church 

ii.-P^bUe hall is secured; several socle- 
tie« are Invited to send their best speak- 

reciter to compote for the prlio 
medal, some prominent citizen preside»: 
other prominent citizen» act a» the 
committee of award, and a small admia- 
»ion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays al! 
.n»»00DSl and leaves a handsome balance. Price. 26 cents, postpaid. 
___  ■ Address all orders to 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights,O.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be inserted free.

ten 
All

In excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]'

Mr. .Charles E. Petrie, of Pierson, 
Mich., passed to spirit life December 
20; 1907. He has rounded out a 
long life of usefulness and good deeds, 
being in his 80th year when called to 
come up higher. His loving com
panion and one son survive him. He 
and his faithful wife have been Spir
itualists since 1850.. ..One of .the most., 
eloquent funeral discourses it has ever 
been the privilege of the writer to 
listen to, was delivered on December 
23, 1907, by Mrs. D. A. Morrill, of 
Grand'Rapids. Uncle Charlie Petrie 
will Jong be remembered in Pierson 
for his Charities. One of Nature’s 
noblemen gone before.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN OHIOAGO. .
Societies of this city, holding meet

ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services In Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at II a. m. 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Rich
mond will be at. home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers. ' ■

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p.m.

Tlie Students of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Buren- Opera House, corner
street-and California avenue.

month.
Mrs." M. 
at Van 
Madison 
Service

at 7:30 p. m.
. The Fraternal Order-of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, président. ”Bg!w

gani.zatlon, on December 11. This, 
was done most splendidly with an 
“Afternoon Tea," which was served 
to all, Including the “reading of,cups" 
by Mrs. Eage and Mrs. Howe, and. 
salé of fancy articles" during the after
noon; at 6. o’clock a hot-supper was 
served and at 8, progressive whist was 
played, and -the verdict was,1 “First 
Class." The.Bazaar o? the “Helpers'? 
netted over $60, which," Considering- 
the small number in the society, was 
considered excellent. With regret we 
closed our three Sundays' work. We 
arranged: for a. union Mass-meeting- 
with thqJ'Ladies'-Aid,” ■ of San Fran
cisco on December 20, 21 and 22, and 
with the First Spiritual Church of 
.Oakland, on'December 27, 28 and 29.

The work throughout the State is 
progressing, having recently char
tered another society at San Diego, 
making 4 9. now on the list.

We remain in the North for awhile 
longer, antf .friends or.'societies de-, 
siring our work, either together or 
separate, . for., private .circles or plat
form work,' would Ao well to corres
pond with us at once, as we wish to 
do "all we can to aid the organised 
níbvé'mént while in the No'rth.

ARTHUR- S? HOWE, Pres.
.MRS, M. E„G. HOWE,' S. M._ - 
Address, -Gen. Del., San Francisco, 

7Cal, or 323 Temple St, Los .Angeles.

STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.

• Public notice is hereby given that 
the regular annual' meeting of the- 
stockholders of the ■ Meys Chemical 
Manufacturing Co., will be held at the 
Company’s office, 71 West Jackson 
Boulevard; in the City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois, on . Tuesday, 
January 21st, at 2 o’clock,, p. m.,,for 
the election of directors and the trans
action óf such other business as may 
properly come before the said meet-
Ing. . C. A. BURGESS,’Pres’t.. 

M. Burgess, Sec’y and Treasurer.

THE RELIGION OF CHEEftFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This'little booklet sets , forth Inter
estingly a lellgion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit Very nice lor a hol
iday present .Daintily printed .and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cento.

Passed to spirit life, December 4, 
from Toledo, Ohio. Nora Jane Fos
ter-Shoe. Dr J. P. Lyle officiated at 
the funeral.

Passed to' spirit life from. Toledo, 
Ohio, December 5, Victor E. Meloln, 
age 54 years. Funeral address by 
Dr. J. P. Lyle.

On Wednesday, December 18, Mr. 
Robie Walter^Morrfll passed to the'
higher life, 

'child -of Mr.
Morrill of 
Morrill was 
was brought 
the time of

Mr. Morrill Was the only 
and .Mrs. Walter Robie 
Amesbury, Mass. Mr. 
twenty-nine years old; 
up a Spiritualist and qt 

passing out was a falth-
ful member of the Spiritualist Associ
ation -of Newburyport, Mass. Mr. 
Morrill' was an electrical engineer and 
and most faithfully filled a very re
sponsible position. The funeral ser
vices by the writer, .were held at his 
parent's home In Amesbury, on the 
afternoon of Friday, the 20th. The 
large house was crowded with.friends, 
and’the elaborate floral offerings at
tested to the high esteem and love in 
which Mr, Morrill.was held, A splen
did young man has passed on to a 
higher life F. A. WIGGIN.

Passed to spirit life December 7, 
19.07, at New Boston, 111., Mrs Liz
zie Dennison-Austin, aged 62 years: 
The lady will be remembered by many 
old campers and visitors at Mt. Pleas
ant Park. She had charge of’the 
Lodging Hotel for two of three years.

Thirty-seven hours after the trans
ition of her daughter (Mrs. Dennison- 
Austin) Mbs. H. H. Roberta passed, to. 
spirit life," December 9, 1907; aged 76 
years, at New Boston, III. Mrs. Rob
erts, idth her husband, was one of the 
old-time pioneer campers.

Combined funeral services were 
held on December 11, 1907/

WILL M..KRLLOGG.

Mr. David Downes, Jr,, passed to 
spirit life, November 24, at his sister’s 
home, Mrs. Wm,-R "Williams, 2223- 
Jane S.S. Pgh.’ His remains were 
taken to his mother’s home for bu
rial at Fairmont View, Pa., age -29 
years last October.

To the Editor:—-I have mailed.you 
under separate cover a marked copy 
of the Erie Daily Times, which may . 
be bn interest to you?- Several years 
ago Mr. Kellar made a boast to.jan 
uncle of mine' that he would dupli
cate any form of Spiritualistic slate- 
writing. My uncle promptly accepted., 
the challenge, and offered to bet him 
$200 that he could not-produce it- 
under the conditions he.had. seen it 
done byMr. Keeler, at Lily Dale,-viz.: 
That medium was not-to touch the 
slates during the process of writing-; ' 
Mr. Kellar promptly backed out. Erie 
IS the home of Mr. Kellar, as you Are.

vices at Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden ave, 
at 2:30 p. m.: circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dlerkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The. Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
mediums’ - meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages.. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; real-' 
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Kenwood Hall, 756 E. 47th st 

- The Church of Progressive Splrit- 
ooon^8’ (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Sminday 
from 4 to 7'p. m. No door fee. ..All 
Invited. Rev: J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday.' 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager. 
- Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hail, 361 E. 43rd ■ 
street, ^at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa’ 
Cleveland. ?

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 • 
Flournoy street" Mary B. HUI Pastor.

First Church - Psychic Research- 
meets-in Grove Hall, 40 E. 31st, at ' 
3 and 8 p. m? Dr. Schaeffer, presi- '« 
debt, 2001 Indiana avenue. ■'

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle- - 
ty holds services every Bunday at 3. p; 
m. and 8-p. m., sharp, at 378 So." 
"Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas
tor. >

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8 p. m. at 239 Lin
coln ive., conducted by. F. E. Loner

The Church of Spiritual Revela- 
tlon holds services wery Sunday even- - 
Ing. 8 p.m.,29 63 8. Halsted st The 
public cordially Invited?- Conducted 
by Edward Dlerkes,.

.The Hyde Park Occult Society will ?? 
hold services every-Sunday' evening, -, 
at 319 E. 55th street Good meiUnmg ■ 

. in attendance. ' «. ' <

UNCOOKED FOODS, 
And How to Live on Them—With

Recipes for Wholesome
. Preparation.

PropeK^eapiblnaUous" and menus, 
‘with the reason uncooked food is best 
for toe promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. Bÿ Mr. and Mrs? Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be wlthouf thli 
book. Any one who tries Some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper’ 
preparation Inrreases the palatabllity of 
food. Learn how and what to cook "in 
order to build and retain the highest d® 
•gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book. j

. . It will simplify methods of living— » 
help to settle ihè servant question And 
the financial problems, as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. ’ 
Price |1.
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This department is under the man

agement of
r HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

'•r*w Rf'l-

1

NOTE—Thé Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed’ to thia 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things is to 
be deprecated. Correspondents otten 
weary with waiting, for the appear
ance of their questions and write let-, 
tera of inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is always several weeks ahead of 
epace given, and hence there is una
voidable delay. Every one has to 
wait hia time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be 
given anonymous letters. Full nam® 
and address must be given, or tne 
letters will not be read. If the re
quest be made the name will not ne 
published; The correspondence ot 
this department has become excessive
ly large, especially letters of inquiry 
requesting private answers, and wnue 
I "freely. give whatever Information 1 
am able, the ordinary courtesy of 
forrespondenbrlsmcp^d^

< ---- :--- —4—--- ;-----------

—the region- -where -the tabled At- 
lantta is >aupjioaed to have been—the 
ocean, as sounded west pt the Antilles, 
has been tound'to be from 12,000 to 
more than 18,000 feet deep, and the 
Caribbean Se^ averages 6,000 teet la 
depth.’

This tremendous depression has not 
a broken, irregular surface, but ex
tends at the great depth as a vast 
Plata, until it reaches the uplift in 
the central Atlantic, where there Is 
an abrupt rise, q table land, and then 
another plunge downward and an- 
othqr plain, not as deeply submerged, 
until the lust ascent is made on the 
African coast.

The submergence of Atlantis is sup
posed to have been in comparatively 
recent geological times. It is almost 
historic, so to speak, and yet it now 
Ues at the bottom of the deepest 
ocean on the earth!
. Such a depression of the earth’s 
surface is unknown in the records of 
geology. Whenever large areas have 
been elevated or depressed, It Is ap
parent that the process has been so 
slow that it would not have been 
recognizable, except by observations 
extending'through a series of years.

If Atlantis extends over. the floor 
of these profound abysses, it'niust 
have went down millions and millions 
of years,ago, a long time, before any 
form of human being came on the 
earth. , .

The “Atlqntians,” who come with 
sweet messages, 'must be somebody 
else,. They have forgotten their birth
place, or are, impersonators. . ■ ,

J,. O. Blospr:-—Q. What, is the' 
causé qf the "Harvest Moon,”4he full ; 

-mppn at’ittyat.^ in‘thé yearirislng 
nearly, : at : thé. paw time foy'sejeral

As Far
Mra. Mary T. Longley Writes of Perettis, Places 

' r and Doings in California»««
. '------------------ :------ . •>«- io<

My last, letter was written from 
beautiful Pasadena, and now, in mid 
December, I am penning these lines 
of greeting and remembrance to the 
readers of our good Progressive 
Thinker while sitting on the rose and 
ivy-embowered veranda of a sweet 
home in another lovely town of south
ern California—Pomona. The “Pro-
fessor” Is seated near by in his arm
chair, and with uncovered heads we 
are enjoying the splendid sunlight and 
the sweet odors and musical sounds of 
a California atmosphere.. All is de
lightful and a veritable paradise. In 
the quiet and relined.home of our 
friend Mrs. Amsbury we are finding 
a continuance of that happiness which 
has infilled us during all the weeks 
of this gladsome trip.

' Since coming here we have been 
called upon by old friends- and'vis- 
Ited by strangers who wish to know 
something of the other shore. I have 
given a few sittings and they seem 
to'have been well appreciated, but 
my spiritual work has been mostly 
by pen to old-time patrons and friends

. who are glad to- have me free from 
•office work, and In the mediumistlç
field agajn,

Pomona is a very - pretty town. It 
has a number,of .fine? buildings, a 
very handsome’ and.,- modéra high 
¡school, and a library worthy of its
benefactor, Andrew Carnegie. ' Hun
dreds of beautiful homes ¡set: in their

WAYSIDE INNS AND TRAVELERS.

/

^Q-M. X, Spokane:— $.• In the case. 
Mt Mr. Charles E. Barnesr given in a 
a-late number of The Progressive 
Thinker, where memory was suddenly 

. lost, and he wandered awhy and be- 
r gan a new life,' from which he was 
i awakened by „meeting his brother,

Shall we explain by “multiple personr 
• A—In the full light,of the Spiritual 
Philosophy it would seem more con
sonant with the facts to Infer a direct 

x control of a spirit, who desired Mr.
Barnes to turn ills energies in another 
direction and receive a greater bene
fit. . In this second lite; or we will 
say, under the Inspiration, and Con
trol of this spirit,, he showed business 
ability of superior order,, and his In
vestments were pll as certain as 
though he had foreseen. He had, by 
these investments in timber land and 

- mining claims in Manitoba, made a 
fortune of 3300,000. During all thls 

' time he was oblivious of his preceding 
-life. On meeting his brother, ho sud
denly recovered his memory and be- 

-came his original self. H|s first in
quiry was for his wife, for whom he 
had the strongest affection. Whether 
It'be right for-such a control tobo 

, exercised, really is not to be consid
ered, To our understanding, such ar
bitrary control of one mind over.an
other Is essentially wrong. Yet we 
see it, certainly in lesser or greater 
degree In all walks of life. •

Morally, the wrong would be the 
same if the control was for good or 
evil, but when the result is personal 
or social gooj, we are inclined to 
think the means justifies the end— 
an obliquity of morality which has 
remote antiquity.

t R. . Maxwell:—Q. ,,$fhy,, do „you 
''wa/ntaln'that the ’story of Atlantis 
is-untrue?. So many spirits of that 
lost continent have communicated, 
that it seems to me that it has be-
come Identified with' Spiritualism.

A.—It is. of. little moment to me 
whether this "lost contlnent”-exlsted 
or not, except as a matter of fact. 
If spirits should come claiming to 

\havo their home in thé sun, I think 
one would be justified in saying they 
w'ere mistaken. Anyone who has 
studied the'conformation of the ocean 
beds will well understand that the 
story of Atlantis'is fabulous. If the 
area chosen had been the Indian 
Ocean, the wide stretch from the 

' Japanese Archipelago to Borneo, cov
ered, as-It is, with Islands represent
ing the tops of submerged mountain 
chains, there would be the element 
of probability in th? assertion. But 
to have a continental area plunge 
suddenly to the depth of from four 
tp nine miles'into sea abysses, 1b sim
ply a'wild fancy.

Im my answer, wherein I alluded 
' to the stability of the great Atlantic 

valley as an. early and permanent 
curvature of the earth’s crust, I did 
not produce the evidences, though 
they were in-any mind, and contented 
myself with the bare statement.

- For the satisfaction of the reader I 
will now give them. •

. From soundings taken for the pur-

sucoessiye evenings'?. Z ■
■i A.—-The ¡Harvest Moon is the full 

moon nearest the tlme,pf the autunn i ¿nd groveè of flowers and '
nal ejuinox. The season of full moon I frUjfS make the- town -most plctur- 
is prplor^ea in JVuguBt.butds length- eBquQ Our gentiè ; hostess han taken 
ened'In September; ■ At that.tune the us ay over the* place in a comfortable 
nioop, at ¡full-,- rises in that part of l automobile, and we have greatly en- 
its orbit which makes the least angle j ed the trlp and' aU that it revealed 
possible? with; ..¿the eastern horizon. • t0 us. .
Farther north- this duration of full I gjnce wtqtfng my last to' you 
moon is prolonged, and at the equator frlends> we have had a delightful stay 
the - phenomenon disappears. The J oj a wee^ ja Los Angeles at the home 
moon really falls -back 1mMime,, just of WOnderful healer, Mrs. Esther 
the same every 24 hours, but, at thief Dye_ Thl8 jady jjas a very large prac- 
part of Its orbit, owing to inclination tice - She gives no medicines, healing 
of'the orbit-to the earths- horizon, only.by the power of magnetism, 
the .inoon comes Into view only a jjer Buccdsseg aje numerous „and her 
little Behind-Its prevlpuB appearance, testimonials of cure are mòre than 
and thjs for several successive nights. Bhe caa CQUnt Whll0 we were wlth 
The Harvest Moon comes at the most I met a number of'her patients 
delightful ■ portion ot the- year, and I and Baw jor ourselves what she Is 
has been a fruitful theme of song 1 Among others ^re a number
and story. It,seemed specially de- I mtle children who are being cured 
signed for the corn huskings and be- of ggrious forms of disease, and she 
lated harvesters'of early times. I j8 making them whole and stroflg.

———• , „ Our stay with this friend Included
G. H. Rowe:—Q. I am told by a Tha.nkBglvlng .day, a part of which 

miller that, with the same heap or I we gpenj ;a BUa reclining on tha 
water, his mill will grind more per I greea lawn of her secluded back gar- 
hour during the night than day, and den, jB really a part of her 
speaking of this to a captain of a I Banltarium, for on that green sward 
boat, he said hls-boat, under the same ^er daily patients rest for hours, gain
wind, would sail faster at night than I ¡ng new from the forces of Nature 
day. Why is this? I -which they thus come in contact with.

A.—About nine-tenths of what Needless to say that our stay at. 
passes for knowledge, and a great health-giving home was more
deal of so-called “science,” is simply beneficial, and as the welcomed
assertion taken for ' granted. It re- gueB(;B by our hostess—who gave up 
quires a vast déal more knowledge to mucb bf her work -for the week to 
not believe than to believe. Explan- take UB on Beverai outings, among 
atipn is not here required until the tkenl the famous “balloon trip” of 
miller will gauge the work of his mill, I many miles to various seaside towns; 
not by his, feelings, but by actual also -The Angel’s flight," and tower, 
measurement; 'and the shipmaster tower.
time his boat. They will find, that I Angeles we met many of
by the unChanging law of force, bo our Old-tlme, valued friends, with 
much force exhausted for so much I Whom we enjoyed precious hours of 
-work" dons', thè same-head of water, I reunjon and aBS&clation. ■ The.’Truth--. 
night or day; weekday or Sunday, will seekerfl' goC[ety generously • gave us 
do exactly the same work. I make I weiCOme’ to their platform on several 
a point of this question because it I 0ccaBi0ns, and on. one Sunday even- 
1b one of and illustrates a thousand I [ng, when unexpectedly requested to 
similar vagaries which, have come I g[VQ improvised poem, I asked for 
down from the past, started no one I a BUbject from the audience, stating 
knows where or by whom, and are re- I ^at I would try and get tEb sort 
iterated by those who ought to know 1 of inspiration necessary for such work, 
better, and would kjiow if they gave -pwt) subjects were given i “The Min-

we hear of Its intfuenco for good.
•And now wo are in Pomona, rest

ing by the way, y-et willing to drop 
a seed of spiritual (truth wherever we 
can.

Among other, pteasaivt experiences 
in this little clty|]Of .teas than ten 

, thousand inhabitants', has been that 
of meeting with the progressive and 
erudite Unitarian minister and his 
charming wife, thq Reverend and Mrs. 
Heber Rice. These dear people have 
spent several evenings with us In the 
quiet home of our-t beloved friend 
Mrs. Amsbury, on which occasions the 
exchange of thought has been pertain
ing to spiritual topics, notably' the 
teachings and demonstrations of Spir
itualism., The clergymanland his wife 
are of liberal, Inquiring minds, and 
open to truth; we delight to meet 
with such. Our spirit. Inspirer, John 
Pierpont,'and the little messenger, 
Nannie, have each given their words 
of cheer and counsel,' Nannie deliver
ing Impromptu, each evening, 'poems 
of thought and instruction on sub
jects suggested by the minister.

. We have attended two of the Sun
day services at the Unitarian church, 
and do not hesitate to say that we 
have never. listened ; to more highly 
Inspired or ' spiritual, sermons than 
those we heard from the lips of.Mr. 
Rice—that on “Lei the Light Come" 
was a masterplece/of Imagery, pathqs 
and spiritual - uplifting, giving hope 
and progress for ALL mapklnd. The, 
second sermon was. on the'centennial 
anniversary of the birth of the poet, 
Whittier, and jwas rpplete with spir
itual truth, elòqiièncé-and descriptive

So many pleasant,....busy, happy 
weens uve passed since any record 
has hosii ’made of my journeying^ 
that this one must depend on memory 
for its details.

From Parkland, at the close of the 
camp meeting, I wag taken, for a 
rest and visit, to one of the, most 
charming homes in historic Bucks 
county, Pennsylvania. My captors— 
Mr. and Mrs.A. J. Gideon, of Bristol, 
Pa.—and I,, drove from camp in the 
cool hush of a young night, to leis
urely wind up the eight miles that 
stretched away into the darkness.

How vivid remain the Impressions 
of that night’s drive!

Again, I am snuggling In the corner 
of the back Beat of what its genial 
owner facetiously calls ''the hearse.” 
a comfortable, if somewhat elderly, 
family carriage. No sounds save the 
subtly suggestive qnes of a moonless, 
starless summer night, where ivy; 
tangled hedges darkly, define the 
country lanes alpng which Bess am
bles.

The soft purr of the wheels over 
the smooth, rain-beaten ¿and, tha 
swish of ' low boughs brushing the 
carriage top, the chir-r-r of the crick
ets,the insistent argument of the katy-

power. •
The -writer of these Mines enjoyed- 

a beautiful, drive through Pomona, 
by the invitation pf, and with, Mrs. 
Rice. We feel-t^at out lives have 
been enriched-by coming in contact 
with these cultivated, and progressive 
souls.

Pomona has msfly orange groves 
and ranches. As its name Implies, it 
is a fruit section. Land is rising in 
value, and the place is. growing. One 
dear old friend, Dr. Parsons, now In 
spirit life, used, to entertain us for 
many days at hjs ranch home. He 
was a good and true Spiritualist, a 
sensitive soul, unfitted to cope with 
the crude ways of .bfisftess life. He. 
sank all ha had' iti“ an orange ranch, 
struggled for years to discharge the 
mortgage, but ccqild not' He saw his 
Immense holdings go for e(ght thou
sand dollars to satisfy his creditors, 
and this year the sum of thirty thou
sand dollars was refused for less than 
one-half the place. Suctf has been the 
experience of many InCalifornia' who 
have sought to raifee/ oranges and 
other crops, but with1 little experience 
and less than sufficient? means to suc
cessfully undertake- the. 'experiment, 
and others have profited-by their fail
ure. California, although a land ,pf
golden promise, has

a second thought.

AS ANALYZED.

istration of Love," and "The Morning 
Star.” In a moment I felt an, In
fluence of spiritual power, and, was 
gratified by having my guide weave

.1

pose of navigation and science, the 
joop eq; jo uonuuiJojuoo pus q;dep 
of the Atlantic have been approxi
mately determined. The northern 
section between Halifax and the Eng
lish coast was thoroughly sounded for 
ascertaining the possibility of the 
ocean telegraph. It was found-to be 
an extensive plain, the so-called tele
graph plateau. The average depth 
of this plain, after leaving Newfound
land, is 12,000 feet, sinking some
times to 14,000 feet, and nearing the 
English coast diminishing to 1,500 
feet. ,

This great valley divides the south 
Into two deeper .hollows',- one running 
along the coast of- America, having 
a depth of 20,000 or more feet, and 
another along the African coast with 
a- lesser depth of 45,000 . feet. Be
tween these is an elevated' ridge, on 
the crests of which are St. Helena, 
Ascension and the. Azores. The depth 
of the ocean west of St. Helena, as 
sounded by Sir James Ross, is 27,- 
000 feet. • -

The greatest depth ever reached 
was by Capt. Parkee, west of the 
island Tristan du Cunha, of 50,000 
feet, or normally nine miles. It must 

' be admitted that the' determination 
of such vast measurements cannot be 
accurate, but the soundings show that 
the ocean valley is of profound depth.

It Is to be noted that west of the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea

Oí Spiritualistic Literature.
Z-' ' ) ' . . •

Mtm and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the. Bible and study, 
along the line of piblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Price, $1.10. ' ' / ' •

Man in the Past, Present and Future; A popular account of result's 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospect

dids, the mournful who-oo-oo of an 
occasional owl, and the murmur of a 
leaf-hidden stream that companions' 
the road—all serve but to deepen the 
silence, Once Bess throws • up' her 
head, as a-brilliant light suddenly 
pierces the darkness, and an automo
bile rounds a corner and dashes down 
upon us—no, not upon, but past, by • 
a'close shave, and on.into the shadows 
behind, us. . Almost two hours of this, 
ana the carriage passes into an ave
nue under Ape old trees, with the dim 
outllnes ’qf• a house distinguished at 
its farther end” An easy flight of 
steps, a spacious piazza, a hospitably 
wide door, p roomy hall, a broad stair
case—up which we-are lighted fin 
quaint old 'fashion by q bedroom can
dle—pre. dreafOlly noted, and then we 
are alone tn the comfortable guest
room. \

Dreamless, delicious sleep follows, 
unbroken until the morning ' sun, 
coming through the shutters, makes 
pencils of light, on the wall, and a 
mist-driving wind sweeps across wood
land/ meadows and cornfields, lifts 

'the branches of the great maple at 
my west window, and cries “Awake! 
the day Is here!” I find myself In 
a large, old-fashioned but well-cared- 
for home, beautiful with antique fur- 

'niture, fine old china, choice paintings 
and well-chosen books. A hand-carved 
four-poster, somewhere in its second 

, qentury, a teapot that once adorned 
the table of Jerome Bonaparte, and 
bearing the Bonaparte coat-of-arms, 
silhouettes of long-dead belles and 
beaux, an ancient snuffbox redolent 
of revolutionary “pinches,” are among 
the interesting details of this wholly 
Interesting “Inn.” Its hospitality

one
of broken hopes and pa^rts to mar 

Love to all friends,; \
MARY T.ULONGLEY.

HON. ABRAM H< DAILÇY.

Resolutions Adopted by'(im Officer* 
of The New England Spiritualista’ 
Camp Meeting'Association, Novem
ber 27, 1907, Upon the Transition 
of'Honz Abran» H. Dailey.

Prehistoric Mon Is Seen in the Child, a poem from these themes. z 
------------ ■ On Tuesday evening, November 26,

In the child- Is' pre-historic man, I The Truthseekers’^ and. Guiding Star 
mentally, morally, esthetlcally. This societies gave a fine reception in their 
the experiments show. The twen- spacious hall, to Mrs. Edith Nickless 
tieth century child, from the view- Cole—their pastor—and Mr. Longley 
point of handwriting and art, makes and myself.
use pf the same processes, commits I This was in every sense a most en- 
the same blunders, and passes I joyable affair. The hall was deco- 
through the-same phases'as did our rated profusely with handsdme vines 
prehistoric ancestors when they fled and flowers. The entertainment of 
to their rocky caves from pursuit of -music, Bongs, addresses, recitations, 
mastodons or megatherium. The and of social harmony, was one long 
soul of the chilcj, the mind of the child I to^be remembered. A large throng 
mufet -assimilate all that humanity gathered to honor the guests of the 
has painfully acquired in the way of evening, and the guests were indeed 
moral and mental culture. honored by the -assembly. ' Mr. Long-

If our prehistoric ancestors were iey seemed to have found his voice 
savagely superstitious, if they were again as he rendered some of his well; 
Intellectually barbarians, if they were ^nown songs with old-time enthu- 
incapable of logical Ideation, the BfaBm and spiriti The sweet singers, 
child, in its progress to maturity, Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, sang with en- 
must pass through every such stage. I entrancing melody. Our lonfe-tlme 
The drawings found by missionaries friend Mr. E. D. Humphrey rendered 
to the Fills and executed by the fin- Bome of bls musical compositions with 
ished artists of the cannibal tribe with flne voca] effect; 'others gavfe music 
a piece df shell on a cutting-of bark and TOelody to the occasion, while the 
might have been made by any child of speakérs each expressed the spiritual 
5 in a great city of civilization. The thoughts that such an "hour brings 
mysterious cities In Yucatan had ar- I from on high. The exercises culml- 
tlstS bn ¿'level with 9 year old chll-i nated with a beautiful repast of all 
dren. . The pnclent Greeks seem to I sortB of dainties freely served to the 
have advanced to a 10 year old chfld s | multitude.
knowledge of perspective/ While In this‘‘City of the Angels"

Children pt 10 years cap express I our Bpirjt Inspirers manlfested to 
elaborate. Ideas, by, scrawls and otten I many friends oh different occasions; 
carry, on è correspondence of this sort. 1 ««j^ther Pierpont,” with his words 
Prehistoric mail drew long before pre- Qf ¿ncouragement and benediction; 
historic man wrote. Indeed, all. wi-itr «Fannie,” with her messages and po- 
ing is ah outcome pt primitive sym- emB, and “Lotela,” with her counsels 
holism. ' Hieroglyphics represent and ¿beerful influence.
ideas more or less directly, uuiiaren Returning to Pasadena we were 
do ,the same. . Drawing Is thus fqr prlvlleged to visit ouf-old friends Mr. 
the child hisprt of tiatimal ;vntmg, jj. g. Hurlburt and his ddar mother, 
concrete, Intuitive, as it was for pre- I both at whom are"devoted Spiritual- 
historic man. lists. Mhny times, when tour home

e™™ to-gnril, . was in-California, have these worthy 
FROM SOUL TO SOUD. rsouls been visitors had .members ot 

n, Fmrna Rood Tuttle. .This vol- our own home circles. My; Hurlburt 
ume^contains the best poems\of the- is a poet of marked ability; he has 

some of the best-popular written songs and poems for the peo- 
Rones With the music by eminent pie, with rhythmic measure and elo- 
comnosm. The poems are admirably quent words and Imagery He is do- 
adapted tor recitations. 225 pages, ing good work. The. little home of 
beautifully bound. -Price JI. . this good motherland son seemed a

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A veritable haven of peace and rest to 
practical handbook of reference, con- us. We were urgently Invited to give 
taining definitions ot every used elec- a Sunday evening service to the peo- 
trlcàl terms or phrase. Price, 35cts. pie of Pasadena from the platform of 

■ the spiritual society there, but be-
cause of limited time were unable to

Whereas, as Spiritualists, we recog
nize that death is as necessary an in
cident in life as is birth, being, in fact, 
birth into a broader environment 
where greater experiences and a 
larger development can be realized 
than can be in the earth life; we 
also recognize that the partlhg with 
our loved ones brings a grief and sor
row which, until the healing touch 
of time soothes and softens, seems 
ofttlmes a burden heavier than we 
can bear, and as in the transition of 
our brother Abram H. Dailey these 
facts are peculiarly’ manifest, 'yet 
while we believe—aye, know, that he 
still UVes, the same 'affectionate and 
protecting husband- and loving bro
ther, his Interest tb still be shown in 
them and us who have depended upon 
it so much in the past, we shall miss 
the loving glance, the helpful word 
and the kindly physical presence that 
have added so much to our happiness 
and wellbeing.

Therefore .we, the officers of the 
New England Spiritualists’ Camp 
Meeting Association in meeting as
sembled, hereby

Resolve, That though through the 
transition of our brother, sorrow has 
come to us, we will strive to retaem- 
ber that in our loss lies his gain; In 
our parting with him has .come to 
him a blessed and joyous reunion with 
loving and noble associates pt earlier 
days, and though Wé lose the pres- 
ence of the physiol man, we retain 
the counsel, guidance, Interest and. 
affection of thé kindly soul who has 
only turned a cortier in. life’s high
way which we havé/hot as yet come 
up to. -

Resolved, That we-hereby extend to 
his dear wife, Rosalie Dalley, and to 
his daughter and relatives, our heart
felt sympathy, and the hope that they, 
may find comfort to sustain them in 
the teachings of &the great religion 
of Spiritualism ofEwhich -he was such 
an ardent exponent «j9

Resolved, That this gamble and a 
copy of these résolutions be sent,to 
the members of hi8 family;, to the 
Spiritualist press tor publication; and 
that they be inscribe^ upon the rec
ords ol this Association... ’ V

_ i «ca do so. We understand that a good

W SHALL I BECOME Al I only inspirational lectures are given,1
• I message work find all phenomenal

. I demonstrations being excluded from
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Uws. It* donations and -Cultivation,’rby Hud- 
- son Tuffie- Wee 85 oenh. Address tasn-tt 

w Ohb . I not atteni . het «Brriw,'epJ

of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1,00. , , .
Maurine and Other Poems, By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $l,0Q, 
Mary Anne Carew. By Carlyle Petersilea. ■ Price $1,00.
Mediumship and Its Laws. A, most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle*

Price 35 cents. - . ■ • >
- Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the 
most marvelous case of spirit .control on record. By Judge Abram IL 
Dailey, Price $1.50, ' ■

Morality Without God. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cents.
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums, By 

a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 35 cents. ?

Man Visible and Invisible. By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $2.25.
Nature Oure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity, It 

simply tells how to prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural 
way, By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger.' Price^elothr fancy, $2.00; 
eomtaon, $1.50. ' ' . : ।

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated., $y Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.00, , r -■ *

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. Price 75 cents. ’ • ,
Obsession, How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to. guard 

against'the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi« 
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, 
gaper cover only 50 cents. ' ; . • ' ;

Old Testament Stories. By Watson Heston. Price boards, .$1,00; 
cloth, $1.50. • / i ’ .

Is In harmony with the antiques. A 
hospitality, b„road, generous, delicate 
and unobtrusivq, that Iqys Itself at 
the feet of Its guest, not' an conferring, 
but receiving, favor..

Such hospitality belongs rather to 
the gracious, dignified and leisurely 
past of the pos.t-chalse, than to this 
era of automobillc haste and money 
craze. Yet, occasionally one meets 
wlth; It attired in modern garb, and 
reminiscent of patches and powder, 
rose leaves and lavender.

A few delightful days at Wlldwood- 
>y-therSea—on the New Jersey coast 
-r-a ’'hurried-trip to Hartford to at
tend, <and -participate in, the first 
meeting of the Golden Rule Associa
tion, and my three-months’ dramatic 
tour began, which closes December 
31st,

This h'as taken me through eastern 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecti
cut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, Maine, New York and 
western Pennsylvania. Early in De
cember, up in the Adlrondacks, the 
season was qo open, a drive at a 1788- 
feet level was most enjoyable.

On Sunday afternoon, December 8, 
I was privileged to talk to the crimi
nal insane at Dannemora,N. Y. The 
perfect order that prevailed, the close 
attention, the earnestness with which 
the greater number joined in the sing
ing—led by an excellent string orches
tra—and the hearty applause, that 
showed real appreciation, were Indeed 
remarkable. ,

I very much doubt If a more decor
ously behaved audience assembled on 
that day in any church in the laid.

It is not among 'the mentally de- 
fectlve-I find the rudeness that titters 
and wiggles and grimaces while one 
is seeking to secure quiet attention- 
No, indeed! And these same gigglers 
and wigglers might with profit, take 
lessons in behavior from the inmates 
of any insane asylum in the country.

January 1st I began a three-months’ 
lecture engagement, and Grand Rap
ids, Mich., will be my home until 
April 1st. 1

Helen Stuatt-Rlchings, B.D.H.

ALBERT P. BUNN,.Committee. ' 
—---------------------------- K 

“How to Traltri Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elhfcbetto Towne takes 
the position thatrln many cases It is 
the parents thatvneecb the training 
mbre than the chUdrgn, and advises 
parents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-five cents could' noUbe better spent 
than In buying the ¡hook. Anyone 
that has the care of children should 
read IL Price 25,'ce^S.

* "Longley’s Beau'tifhi Bongs.” a 
new .edition comprising In one roV 
ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which is .added part five, 
also a number dt~the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only a 
’min Veil Between Da,” a&d ita-"Com- 
p&nlen' Piece.” Cltotb, 76 sente. 
Boards,59 cente. - . _ - .
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Origin of Species, By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50 cts. - 
Our Children. Hints from Practical Experience for Parents and

Teachers. By Paul Canis. Price $1.00. ' ' ' »s
Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

intense interest by thousands. By Sapiuel Bowles; Mrs, Carrie E< S. 
Twin g, medium. Price 25 cents. , . . a m ■- ' '

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.' By/" '
Moses Hull. Price $1.00. ■ ■■ •

Past and Present. By Thomas-Carlyle.- Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to wo

man everywhere, that children may epase to be born accursed.. By Lois 
Waisbrdoker. Price, cloth, $1.00. , -

Philip Carlislie. By Carlyle Petersilea Price $1.10, v 
phenomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth, $L

Pioneers of Progress. By Dr. T. A. Bland. Price $1.00..
Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.00.
Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.00. ’■ "'S;
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $1.00.-
Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes— 

‘‘Common Sense,” ‘‘The Crisis,” and ‘‘Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price cloth, $1.00.

Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. Ju two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, 80 cents.

Practical Bungalows and Cottages for Tow and Country. By Fred.
T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

Practical Methods for Self-Development, Spiritual, Mental, Physical.
By Elizabeth Towne: Price $1.00. ,

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. . Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E, D. Cope, Ph.D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. , Price, cloth, $2.00. -

Psychic Riddle, The. By I. K. Funk, D. D.LL.D. A book full of.
psychic suggestions. Price $1.00.

Beautiful snow, pure and white, 
Whirling through space,And.light;
.Charity-like, on wings of ’love, 
Quietly you steal .from your home 

gbove.
Drifting oq the bosom of air, 1 
Gently covering the trees so bare.
Softly you kiss the blades of grass, 
Bidding them sleep till winter pass.
Noiselessly and softly you creep, r 
Where the tiniest flowers sleepy! '
Holding them in your embrace warm, 
Shielding them from the Winter storm.
Pure? and; white fin your gentle birth. 
Tenderly you caress the earth..

1 y, ■ • 1 . _ ?
From the bosom of a cloud, -, - 
Your Trail flakes fill; the earth. to

, shroud.-.. ; '
Softly you. touch the frozen clod, 
And drape in. white -the once green 

' sod '■ . -.- ■ ’
Placed o’er the graves of pur loved 

ones deaf, ’
Whose spirits have passed'to the heav

enly sphère..- '. r"
. MRS. J. H. DALLAS. '

Meriden,’Conn.
“A Discussion on Reincarnation or 

the Successive Embodiments ot the 
Human Spirit” Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis- 
-cassed pro and ;cotr by Dr. J.-M. Pee- 
mies versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J.' Colville.. Price 30 eenta. '

Prophets of Israel., Comprising in the main pbpular sketches from 
Old Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor-of Theology and 
Professor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Light.—Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 
This book is from the pen of'an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of-the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth bowpd; 
Price $1.50. i. ■ i

Psychometry.—Its Science and Law of Unfoldiffient,. ■ By J; C/F.
Grumbine. Price, 50 cts. . '

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christiainity is one tiring for grown men. It is quite another, 
thing for women and children. By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents,

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modem Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams, Price $1.75.....

Rational Memory Training. By Rev. B. F.-Austin. Price 75 cents.
Realization. ,*A Course of Lessons Upon the Liner Nature of th®' 

Self. By Loraine Follett. Price 50 cents.
Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents; 

paper 50 cents. -
Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 

Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dx 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents.

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universse and the Law of- 
Control. By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. ‘ ‘

Religious and Theological Works’ of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker ix 
the land. Price, cloth, $1.00. • . • K

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub-, 
jeet of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for th^ 
Spiritual Rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth, $1; paper 50b 
postage 10 cents.

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modem Spiritualism. By Sir Wm, 
Crookes, illustrated. Price 5b cents. . ' ’

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to thr»';';. 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.00. ".

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr..Burke’s attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Pricey 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli:- Price 50 cents.
Schopenhauer’s Essays., -Translated by T.‘B. Saunders. Price'75 cts. *
Science and The Future Life. By Prof. James H. Hyslop. Price, 

postpaid, $1.60. ' ’
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro 

gressive Thinker corps of contributors^ Rich with profound thought« 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

-Six Historic Americans. By John Remsburg. Price $L25. - ' .
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient. Ho

brew. Price-$1.00. ; ■ A
Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi.'; 

ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D. Babbitt; M. D. Price, 
paper, 15 cents. ' - -

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modem. A series of leo ' 
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

Standing Up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Mag
azine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic. - 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

. - Spiritualism Mid the Law« A series of papers compiled from Legaf 
Authority. By the Hon. Charles R. Schirm. Price 25 cents.

Success and Happiness, and How to Obtain and Retain Them. By B.
H Austin. A series of twenty-five lectures, to which has -been added 
‘‘Happiness a Fine Art.” Price 35 cents.

- Spiritual Songster. By Mat^e E. Hull,-containing 38 songs.- Price,:
10 cents each, or $7.00 per hundred. ■ -

fi
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FROM CAJLIFORNIA,

W,. J. Colville 'Wiitep of the "Now" 
Home Among the Redwoods.

Among the many interesting and 
centers of activity in theimportant

■7 The. Purity Congress,
, (Continued from page 5.)

animalism, feeds passion, and is the parent of senility-and’ lust. 
It is the glass of wine that helps the innocent maiden to for
get honor and purity.

Jll. Impure plays, dealing with the love of two men for one 
woman ,or vice versa; displays of the female form by-women 
hired for their ability to attract men; will engulf us into a mael-

Revised - Premium List

I*

far-famed 'Golden West, ho single ju- 
stitutioR which I have visited has im
pressed me more favoiably than <he 
"NOW” Home, among the redwoods 
in Santa Clara county This beauti
ful establishment under the piesi- 
dency of Henry Han Ison Brown, as
sisted by a full staff nf highly compe
tent co-workeis, is situated In a singu
larly picturesque and highly elevated 
country, a few miles from the ocegri, 
and affording boundless opportunities 
for outdoor life at all seasons of the 
year. The “NOW" Home is about- 
three miles from Glenwood station, 
about three hours’ journey from Oak
land and one and one-half hours from 
San- Jose, through a singularly beau
tiful-country. ■

Te peculiar charm of the “NOW"
Home consists in the fact that a per- _ _____ 2______

¿unounds6 an Ss^mSXy ¡lil“self a» ™<’ont«mi»ated âs.he will demand his future wife 
they set their feet on the hospitable to be,-and the,girrshould understand the.iaetors that favor 
homaiu. The “now” folk possess development of desire, so that , she may guard against them; 
laùd^oo amcs°’of^^ vkgin Slie> as a.rule, desires to lie continent, but inadequate wages 
forest, with so groves of redwoods, may induce her to;be compliant. She ha& an asset of monetary 
some of which, are 250 feet high., value in/-her person; ,liéTliafi not, So lack of jneans, innate

• many oïher\TeesTndi^ vanity, the désire.for dress and admiration, are frequent causes
fornia. loo acres is devoted to vine- of her fall, as,wéij. AS;ignoraûc'e,andjntemperance, ? . ..
tute8’ wSomeha«^^^ truth were told about .mairis, importunity in the« case
freely provided in the big house which, of . -w¿ employee, stenographer,. office girl, -nurse or servant, 
occupies the center of a colony of societywould be aghasti . ” ■ -t \. -, . .71 7;—
oecSTtimoSu^ °enürK: ■ foe ^prk, many a ’man

The climate, even in the depth of -fails .to exhibit that chivalrous sentiment of honor which he 
winter, is so genial that charming cernid wisli show’ll his own bister or daughter. ' ; - / - 
XTK“ n^ Is' it Consistent Tot them tó demand respéct. for their own,,
on, winch the sun does' not shine; and assailTha womah of -spine-other family! ’ z'

ior -jevei'al hours. Fruits, / j{ev, Geo. W. Peck, acting-superintendent-of the International 
try produce are easijy raised in great Reform Bureau,; Washington, D, Ç., called attention to the fact 

. abundance, the soil being so respon- $’60,000,000 were spent-in'New York City for prostitution’ an-' 
■ a&s deiig “occu- ^alty and stated that there never was a viler place than Wash- ;

. patlons. - Not only does outward Na- ingion of the White House, to< the disgrace ;
’ rifwlnnt ciHH ^+110 ^ S6CR1S DlOffi ÍH1 of our president, who sits nerveless in tho presence of the pros- ; 

of th^Home'isMng^uriy e^ titution' ófThat city, with the power within His hands’ that he
- ps well as restful. Public meetings has, '

and C?tequCcnuy^ Mrs. Mary Church Terrell, a colored woman, honorary presi-
. either in the lecture roop of the main dent of the National Association of Colored Woffien, and a mem- 

buiiaing, or in a charming forest bér’of thé'school board of Washington, D. C.,-delivered one of
- grove ; where inspiration.' -In an atmosphere undisturbed by any W® OiatlOHS OI,Hie WICK, ■ . •• ■

conflicting conditions. ■ - ; Witmfine presence and superior culture,, a clear,. well-modu-
„. The philosophy expoiinded by Mr. j^ted voice and rich vocabulary, she pleaded against the atroc-

-7 S optiX*^^ itips perpetrated upon her race for thé'past 3Ô0. years, as well
trom any author is more popular that- as the cruel manner in which it had been handicapped since

, - Robert. Browning s -, famous - saying, îfc emimeÎTiatioij’ ’ r ’
. ^God’s in his heaven, all’s right with . ,, -, . , < , .. , r ' i.. the world," which was; given to mo pne depicted the utterly degraded relations between the slave 

■ Iectured before a owners and the colored women on a slave plantation, where one
7 "W^foi^^^ had all the power and the other no means of escape, and de-
■16, 1907. - several very One musí- dared it could hardly be expected that a race but forty years

clans are in out of t]le most brutalizing and degrading bondage in which
• : oMhA instHutten” dHeSis no8^ human beings have ever been held should present itself blame- 

magnifleent- vocalist, but also a buc-' less and spotjess to the world.
BugXtio^M^^^ ' She depicted-the Convict Lease system prevalent in some

. psychic development. Another very plucçs m the South to-day, as equally degrading With slavery 
gifted worker is Miss Leona Chappell, óf old, and protested against the determined effort of Southern 

Y^inaM ^nd ^ section^ to withhold educational facilities from thé colored chil-
yTçhappell,; who take prominent part, in drén,- and asked that the white race should treat a struggling

of 'the Home; are pnd oppressed race with common humanity: by giving them a
1 :p.fair, cháñée ¿nd’a square deal in every field of labor’

. .who desire-to know more pt. the ób-, endeavor in which' they aré trained to work. This will "lift and 
, .la r.jeéts and: working of’ the establish- nnrifx’ thi> nrpeonf rnep‘ - .ment. Though accommodation is pro- m i> j n i j u, -m 'vided for a. few patients, and several . Mrs. Mary E. Teats, of Pasadena, Cal., advocated as thorough

. invalids hav^^ restored to instruction of our young in regard to the functions of the body
as, they receive regarding the process of fertilization and de-

dents of , the Higher Philosophy of velopment of the embryo in our schools. Let us cease cloth- 
,8( taught [ng tjiis holy theme of the- relation of the sexes with the

. united Workers.11 though the "tonner robes of indelicacy by substituting the word “SACREÜ” for 
pt - tri» mountain home was “shame.” ‘'Whoever associates shame with this theme accuses

;God of lieing the author of impurity The fountain-head of 
winter home it is quite equally this deadly cancer is m the home. If the home i$ pure,-society 
rrosperpusjind desfrabié. i know of will refloot that purity. The common cause of nine-tenths of-'

; bwKkaWr “lywTereeS family bitterness is due to the repulsion and loatliing as a re- 
■ world, for liberal-minded; progressive suit of disregard to decency in sex.relations.
KStèrïS teSVnstS^dS lf the State demands a man to study two or three years and

-■ enjoyihg^ry^eah pass an.examination before he can become a druggist,-.doctor
:;ture,;d^kl'ta abund¿ntt knowledge or lawver, ought it not to ask a young man or woman to pass.

. an equally rigid examination before license is -given to found
existence. My last visit was-limited án American home and family! -
to only two -days, but during that - qqle on]ÿ wav [0 handle the divorce question succéssfully is 
.mWeVSÆ to handle the marriage question intelligently.
place, as ‘wen as to bask in its genial The United States government lias takén a very important 
\bT8TuKy,Member it the step by adding a department for the study-of “the science, of 

- Whittier- Centennial’ was . celebrated, generative or proèrèative development m the human racer 
.. fnd. it was.my privilege .to address a ’through improved conditions in;the relation of thé sexes.”

THIS IS IBB GRBATBST . PROBLEM -BEFORE THE
Poems of America's sweet singer, the AMERICAN PEOPLE TO-DAY.
WhRt^^ Greenleaf ’ <■ R D.D;, of Dayton, 'O.^spofe .Of the

- .I am now situated for. the winter need of pure food and-pure air to maintain life, even so is
in thought and deed absolutely necessary in order to

_ in that place a great deal ot work exprése Jthe highest mentally, and spiritually. - .< ■
is going steadily on, and the premises Owen R» Lovejov, secretary bf the National Child Labor 
K *X’ .SïVÎ&KR' ot York City, aAW W It fti. .ta»'forthe
puiation of literature and investiga- child,, and. depicted the loss to the'home and tpe btate, even 
ti°n of psychic prob’ems. / frémï aù economic' standpoint,- when the child is deprived of. 
who°aPr“ thtokingBOoT vis“L^ther^ an education and’ plunged' into the' ranks of industry ;in; thé 
win cast'a friendly glance over this' foripative'period, ófteú; uhderi immoral M spoke
Wnrke?’ of the mèssenger boys being sent to placesmf vice- with mes-
to worker.------CQLyiLLE. j; thateninety per cent of the calls after 11
•w. j. colvilw$ work in cali- from, ór to, immoral.houses,- - ’ ’7 ;

-—- ;.IFVIRTUE, INTELLIGENCE AND INDUSTRIAL EFFIO-
W. J. Colville resumed regular IENCY CONSTITUTE THE FOUNDATION OF A DEMOC- 

ca?De^^ RACY, WE MUST BE WILLING TO PAY THE. PRICE,.
' ' ’ ~ - ■ Florence Kelley, general-secretary of the National Consum

ers’ League, also spoke in behalf of the children , and the de
moralizing influences surrounding young children working by' 
the hundreds in the unhealthful surroundings of tobacco and 
glass factories, with their poison and excessive heat, and the 
effects on oiir womanhood and manhood, stunted , in growth, 
physically and morally. .

A host of W. C. T. U. workers spoke of the prolific source 
of immorality which intemperance had proven to be. ’

Carrie Nation dropped in to see, né, and of course she spoke. 
-She told how she-had smashed saloons, and how she had 
closed every one in some counties; told how she, in one place, 
smashed the piqture of Diana, smashed the mirror, smashed 
the sideboard, with the rotten slop, and was arrested for ma
licious destruction, while she declared it was not she. but the 
stuff, whose intent was malicious destruction.

Fcould'fill the .Thinker .with the. able addresses and impas- 
i “in a ñutéhell,” we

strom of liibtful infamy. -
Dr. Denslow Lewis, of Chicago, read one of the ablest papers 

of the entire Congress, on “The Control of the Sexual Instinct.” 
He advocated continence, especially in the young, as . not only 
possible, but healthful, and as chairman of the Section on 
Hygiene and Sanitary Science of the American Medical-Asso
ciation-in Boston, he introduced a resolution which was carried 
unanimously by that influential and intelligent body, to the 
effect that “continence is not injurious to health,”

It is important for every potential family that the boy keep - - • • - ■« »it -• in» i»‘ i » n

. and in Oakland in ’ Hamilton Hall, 
13th and Jefferson streets, December 
22, when he lectured at 3 p. m. on 
"What Constitutes An Ideal Citizen,” 
remarks based on article “What Is 
a Good Man?” in Everybody's Maga
tine, and at 7:30 p. m. on “Life and 
Poems of John Greenleaf Whittier,”
a centennial memorial. At both cen- 
|ers audiences filled the-hall, to re- 
toletion. In Alameda a watch meet
ing Is announced for December 31. 
Parrot Hall is a center-for spiritual 
philosophy and mental science. Dr. 
•Coulsoh Turnbull, a distinguished
Siqthor, lectures there every Sunday 
gt 8 p. m., and many , other able 
speakers appear, frequently on that 
|fiatfonn. W. J. Colville will also give 
! qonrse ot lectures in Sah Francisco 

bring January under -auspices of 
fetaphyalcal Library, 1031 Fillmore 
treet. W. J. Colville introduces'The
'regressive Thinker to many audl-. •• pi nnneals made. To SUm.it all lip 

mH «HI art m an agent during sivueu-appuu» « .

taceB and will act as an agent during 
m. -

Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre-? 
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read
I I

PREMIUM
I BOOK I
I OFFER? I

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism;- look here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find'a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute A wonder- 

, fully” valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, qnd are furnished .at 

Lg nominal sum. All are substantially* 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

- Any one of tlie Premium Books you 
-may-oidei*, price -455.- cents. This 
is the price, remember, : when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con-- 
necflon with a ,y&ir}y subscription. 
The paper. ,on,e year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25.

. No premium bppks will he sent out 
unless the' order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; bqf if you erder more 
than one. book, ■ the price is as fol- 
Jows: . ' .

Any two of thq Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

.Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may- order, price $1.15...

-Any four of the. Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. ,.

Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books yqu may order, price$1.75. .

Any six of (the : Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price'$3.10.

Any seven of the.iFourieen Premium 
Books you inay order, price $2.45.

’ Any eight of tl:e}Fourtcen Premium 
Books you may order, priçe $2.80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.15. .

Any ten of, thol Fourteen Jremlurii 
Books you may order, price $3.50.
, Any eleven, of the Fourteen Premi

um Books you may order, price $3.85. 
. »Any twelve Of tho Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price' $4.20.'

Any thirteen of the JltourteeB Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.r>s: ■ '

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00. ;

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only, about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
Increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must’be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for- The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR . FOURTEEN . REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:

' “fl DWELLER OITTWO FLflNETS.”
. THE STORY. OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson It givep forth upon the. prob- 
Jems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman,' the student, 
'and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought In this momentous time of the world’s his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Laikin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist;-he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age. 
Address MRS. M- B. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North’ Fremont avenue, Loa 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00; postage 14 cents.

. 1—The Encyclopedia of Reath, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In. the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The-Enclycopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol, 3.

: These three volumes have been pre
pared by J. R, Francis. .They con- 

i tain invaluable data: ’

anh

and

and

tt

MASTERSHIP IS IB RIGHT WAY
THE GREAT WORK'is Vol. HI., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 

of the "Harmonic Series," It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
clear the Way of Mastership, This Unfoldnjent, and that it Is open to all 
is the Way »that leads to Individual who elect to travel it.
Liberty here and hereafter; . 4., jta author' speaks from th<

Every Intelligent man. and woman standpoint of one who has "hud the 
who is- seeking for' Spiritual Truth personal experience and ^mude the 
should read THE. GREAT WORK, demonstration,". -. •
Why? Because: , ' . / 5. It presents to the world a Mor-

1. It teaches the .Constructive ah Philosophy so simple and exact 
Process of Spiritual Development, that it may be understood by a child, 
whereby wemay communicate with and -yet so profound as to meet ths 
our spirit friends without becoming ’ *—■»----- - j-----
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly. 1

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated tacts which prove that

4—Ghost Land, 'Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by-Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. - , .
■ ■ 6—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remark
able medium. -

6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts; .

• 7—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands, Translated by. A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium. . .

• - 8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit 
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. ' '

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12-—Gems of Thought* by Seven
teen leading authors.

■ 13—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations..

14—.Interwoven, Spirit Messages, 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book,' the price is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. .All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
Is. desired, eeq the terms mentioned 
above. ’

All ASTONISHING OFFER
Send threb two-cent stumps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs, Or, Dobson-Barker,
'230 North Six|h Street-, , 

Bah 3ose, Cal.- ‘

prolific source® of impurity, the, oppression of woman making. 
bppoMlilB: foirhherite' hold her,rigjitful .place 'in the home 

and: the industrial ’wotM? To attain the end desired, they advo
cated:— -i - -’

1—Proper education of otir young on questions of social, hy
giene and the value qnd care of their- most precious inherit
ance. ' ' ,

2—Proper marriage'laws, permitting only physically üt men 
to marry pure, clean girls.

3—-The closing of the saloon, thus removing temptations.
4-—Giving the ballot to woman, that she may improve her 

.own-condition and' thus improve the world.

A

deepest and most exalted demands ol 
the human soul. '

It will be sent post-paid to any Ad
dress pn receipt of $2.00. - Address; 
Department" P, T.
THE INDO-A.MERIOAN BOOK CO.

&8 N. Kcdzie Ave,, Cliicago.

SPRITUALISTB VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y., will find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 722 
Prospect Avenue. Mrs. M. B. Lane.

LOHMAN’S
Seance Trumpets

An incpmparably the beet of all inetrumente 
for thia purpose and are immensely sueeessfnl, 
being especially designed and modeler these testa. 
For prices address the sole mahufaoturert 
C. *. LOHMAN, 4th and Market street», St Louis, Ma

The Supernormal World.
A now and unique method of realjflng 

all of one's psychical powers, normally 
and In a sane and scientific way. En
dorsed qy hundreds. -

Address with stamped addressed en
velope. J. C. F. GRVMBINE, 24 Strath, 
more Road, Brookline, Sloss.

Spiritual _ Medium and- Peycbometrlst.
pialrvoyant descriptions, spirit mes

sages (names often given), character 
delineations, diagnosis of physical, men
tal and psychic conditions, with advice 
on mediumship and all affairs of life, 
when desired. Full reading,, Jl.fiOr.two 
uesttons answered, 26 cents. Mrs. Ella 
Roynl Williams, 412 N. 21st St., Salem, 
Oregon. • - - -'

TO THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
AT’THE HAGUE, 1007. .

Containing an account of all the im
portant happenings in connection with 
that mjsslon. Also “Pen Pictures" 
by .Mrs. Richmond, of The Hague and 
the prominent persons she met there. 
Price 5 cents per copy. Address Wm. 
RMmiond,-3802 Ridge Boul., Rogers 
Park, Chicago. : ; .
STANDARD BOOKS QN

1'SYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 
Teadbed how to see spirits, read tire 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. "An Inspired book"—Pro
gressive Thinker. "A revelation.”— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented.”—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2.00). $1.60.

Aurfs and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A . three thousand 
edition just published to supply the 
great.demand. Price 60 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMB1NE. 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

• After all, who shall'establish a moral code for all times and 
all people! Who'shall dare mould the dandle which shall be 
a.light for every life!’ What is morality, and where does vir
tue end!.. Has-tire Webster been born who shall give the right 
definition to theworld! L

IS it not wisest; • after all, for each-succeeding generation to. 
listen to that voice of one'2,000 years ago, who understood the 
essentials-of the highest moral code, when he breathed out to 
the- world, ’‘Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see 
God.” 7

The world calls that girl impure who, in trusting ignorance, 
gave her choicest treasure, her upearl of great price,” to the 
man who swore he would be all in all to her, but who forgot 
that "repression is the highest expression of Love; but it has 
not yet.cast the iron with which to' brand the libertine who 
“lusteth’in his. heart.” • 7". ' ;

Th^ only way. to decrease licentiousness outside marriage,-is 
.to decrease it jn'^ bond. Can parents bom in lust
' and living: in lust teach purity to haphazard and unwelcome 
children! Enforced motherhood and unwilling submission in 
the liolmst relations of life produce libertines; and glaves, while 
freedom and intelligent Love .shall bear pu-fe 'children, then 
tfirst shall the; race rightly interpret “Blessed- are the pure in 
heart,” for they have already, seen the God .withui;

Z / 7;. LAURA G. EIXEN.

found that ignorance and intemperance were among the most

' SPIRIT RETURN.

Evidence -That It Is'Possiblo Meets. 
One atEvcrjTnrn—ThcMiss- 

.Rig Btidge.

. To thé Edited —The Sunday Maga
zine of the -Refcord-Herald, Chicago, 
contains ’ the following remarkable 
spirit manlféstatfon?', “Students of 
psychology detect mjich of peculiar 
interest to discussadn the extraordi
nary case of Engineer Seaver of the„ , , TV_Ht__21 TT-__-

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Meffium tor 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interview* deny from 10 to t. Readloys aadde* 

velppmentby mall may be obtained by wrlUnf io 
Mr. Evan# fpr particular». Famous book on 
Blate-wrlUof, 11 JO. while they last, Addreaa.

FIJJKD EVANS.
2928 Sacramento street. Qau^'raaoleco.Cat

Be Sure to Read This.
France» 1*. Louciu, one at the4'*«Hisi pdyobU * 

wonders Uvl»<. luaethe eplrliuai X-riytoto 
cate all Internal diaeaaaa. a trial will oonrluci 
you. Neryoue exhaustion ondiotl viror ot boil 
eexee Bucceaafulty treated, as hundreds nan tea* 
tlfy. Send name, are, sex, complexion, one load* 
tag aymptom, and ten cents In stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case fra^ 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Louche, who lately passed on, 
coutlnude to treat the sick through my medium* ahip. Address ail eltersto

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham* Mass.

. . CLAIRVOYANCR.
Easily Taught at home. You can learn. 
Address B0x F, Station C. Milwaukee, 
Wis.

PSYCHO-CLAIHVOVANT HEAIM5GS 
1>y mall on all affairs of life, 50 cents. 
Questions answered. Mrs. 1». .1. V’ill- 
lams, Beaver Dam, Wis., .122 Fourth st.

* MRS. G. PARTRIDGE will give you 
a spiritual reading, by mail only, for 
|1. The address, 15 Park avenue, Chi
cago, Ill., is notice enough for her old 
patrons. There for a short-time.

WHaUAM FREDERICK KEELER, 
Clairvoyant. Direct PERSONAL an» 
swers to your questions. 15 cents per 
large letter page, Personal instruct 
tions same rate. Will courteously an
swer al) inquiries for particulars. IMen- 

.tlon The Progressive Thinker. 37 Gar- 
field Court, East Cleveland. Ohio.

Help the Honest Mediums by 
Exposing the Fraudulent. 

"Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
book that is opening the byes of pll.. 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
yqu how to spot the Cakes every time. 
It is written by a devoted BplrltuaJ^ ,,,. 
1st. it will soon be'out of print. Se
cure a copy NOW, and learn ,iyhat - 
dirty swindles are perpetuated In tbo 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents find 
and a red stamp brings it. Adreas

Silverton, Ore. ED. LUNT.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Will give clairvoyant readings by mall, regard
ing spiritual unit material conditions. Physic
al conditions explained. Obsession cured. Laws 
and conditions tor developing mediumship 
taught. Questions on all matters ot Import
ance answered. Send date ot birth,look ot hair 
and one dollar. Address 234 First street, S. E.. ■ 
Washington, D. C.

6LARISSA HUMPHREY-nULLINS will give 
clairvoyant roadings by-mall. Send lock of 

hair and >1. IT no impressions come, money 
wjll be returned. Address, Whitewater, Wis.

still. ‘ leaving the cab, hd hurried up 
the-track,’ seen dimly ahead, and dis- 
egyered ■ a bridge' spanning a Chasm 
burned away-so completely that there

Infallible ' Fibre Trumpets! Bettor 
than metgl; insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. . Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance, T. P„ 
•1.50- light T. P., 12.00. Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Battery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase of develop
ment. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work In full. Book postpaid, 17 cents, 
Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr St., Toledo, O.

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
Foi- Development and Personal Read

ings, 15 Cents Each.
125 Words (about one page of hand
written). Àsk .questions.! Write for 
particulars. William Frederick Keel
er, 37 .Garfield Court, East Cleveland, 
O. Money returned it dissatisfied.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how long you have worn «neo* 

taeles: I will mail One Pair of tl.10 Melted Peb
ble Lens in a good straight temple steel trama 
guaranteed to fit jour eyes. Also a Vegetable 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the heal 
Magnetized Compound; for 4 oz- Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11.10; it only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
Battery 50 cents; Magnetised Compound, 10cts. 
PDFr For your address on a postal-card, a 
I nL.U beautiful photo ot Yermah, chief 'of 
the Atlant Ians; lived on earth 16,000 year* ¿¿o: 
also Illustrated circulars showing styles-ana 
prices, telling all about my Melted tans
spectacle, ana my method ot fitting EYES as 
perfectly at your own home as if you were In 
niy office, b. F. POOLE, 1W Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. Ill

ancient pagan and
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas'Inman, M. D? Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and other allied symbol*. 
Third edition, with two hundred lUtw* 
(rations. Cloth, SI.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND
> THE HEROIC IN Hl&TORY.

By-Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable bdok by a remarkable

THE NAUTILUS
-New Thought Calendar foi" 1908. A 
dainty little . calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

/

__ , _____ ____ ,. ___ _ man. Marked by terse strength and 
was nothing left but the bare rails ] yigqr. deep thought, philoBbphy and dra-: 
stretching-across. ‘______________ -1 inatic tensity ot earnestness. A nqtable

"It -was utterly impossible for Sea- Mtatary effort. A fins edition In MotlL;
■ ’ - ’ 1 Friee 60 benta. .ver to’have discerned the bridge from 

the point where the vision of tlje. miss
ing section of track came to his as
tonished brain—that of itself would
have been a miracle. Where did jthe 
warning of such Intangible nature

”— s,- j „ ! । originate? It was a question which he
iminois Central: Railroad- r He' ¡frankly stated *he was unable-to set-
driving his locotaoive into the dark
ness a couple ofibodes after midnight, |
with more than two hundred pas-j 
singers in ths ' train behind. ■ A । 
strong, healthy? mam accustomed to 
jeer at superstitious; beliefs, he was 
wide awake, andfiothlly unaware that 
danger was imminetrt; when suddenly 1 
there was a flash? onrhis mental retina- 
the representation of ti. long piece, of 
track with a blockicnt square out of? 
its middle.- The vision instantly fad
ed, when as if whispered in his-ear, 
but strikingly intelligible, these words, 
followed: ‘My son, the bridge is gone!’

“Concluding that he was the vic
tim of hallucination,'he drove the en-

tie to his own satisfaction; but the 
fact remained unaltered.”

The above is a fine example of Spir
it influence and power. -T.RUTH. -

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
ôf Dr. J. M. Peebles is sufficiént to 
explain the interesting features of It, 
and recommend it to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
- -MAGNETISM.''

■ A treatise On HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author. A' very suggestive’ and in
structive hook; Price ;

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Walsbroker.

Mrs. Walsbroker has been known as 
a writer on. the question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 eta.

"THE INFbRMER."

A Paper for Lyceums.
. A weekly paper for young Spirlt- 
ualismv^containing the following de
partment?-General reading and con- - 
'trlbutlons; Lyceum Notes and - Re
ports; Graded Departments of Work, 
including Weekly Lessons; - Uncle ; 
John’s Talks; Brief and Short Stories. 
'Single copy,:one year in advance, 75c; ' 
Subscription, 6./months, advance, 40c; ' ■ ' 

Club fates per year: (10 or more ' ' 
to one address) 65 cents.-—" "Worry/ Hurry, ScuYry, Flurry 

Cured.” By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
away worry, anxieties, needless jeares, ’ 2 Every Lyceum.should have this pa- 
etc. Price-25 cents. <• ' | per on its tables, If they wish to keep
. "Spiritual Fire Crackers; Bible abreast with the times. Subscribe 
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points."! Now. Address all letter's to J. L. 
By J. Si Harrington. A pamphlet MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., Will
containing 79 pages of racy reading, lanisport; Pa.’ 
Price. 25 cents. -- - " - I  -------- ---------------------------- -—___

. To Canada and foreign addresses, 
$1.25.’ / ■ . .... ■

"The.Religion .of Cheerfulness.” । "Life, and Moral Axioms of Con- ' 
By Sara-Ar Hubbard. ' An> excellêht1 fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pain
book for the culture of health und

"Continuity. of Life a Cosmic’
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood.gine for some flislance, and then, as Truth;” : By'Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 

if guided by a power -irresistible, his The work er a strong, logical thinker’ 
hand- sought the throttle, applied tbe*$n a deeply Important subject. Price’ 
brakes, and Uie train came to a stand- eloth. 31.00 ■ ’

spirituality.'.. None can read it 'With
out pleasure RUd profit. Price 50c.

•‘The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation." by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Dedicated to Preachers,

phlet, which contains many of the- 
moral aphorisms and tereeolngicai 
teachings of the ancient Chinese-phil
osopher, who .lived 551- years before 
the Christian Era, and whose ■ wise

5 - j »r , . precepts-have left a lasting Impress-
Missionaries find Church Memoers.. ,on upon all subsequent nations. By 
Price, 20 cents . I Marcenus R. K. Wright Price 25q



Men

Norwich. N. Y.

thereof will not cease. Though the ..root thereof, wax 
old in the earth, and the. stock thereof die in. thr’ r J

interested, how can Spiritualists af
ford to censure their library officials, 
when. they themselves "are the ones 
at fault? IF ONE SPIRITUALIST

"the buildings under their charge. If 
there is a call for .them, they would

CHICAGO, ILL., JAN. Il, 1908
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ii C PfAiTl ToA A tke same individual. The strongest are often the weakest.’ No
< UI 110 1 1 vlll IllV /illVila two persons can be measured by the same standard either 

’ ■- \ physically, mentally or spiritually. As you rise in the' intellec-

I.. wmtbB bo Hfuro Morrison Tent, Norwich N Y—..— - ’ ’ * * but genius stands isolated _and alone. Someone quotes Paine
a . . , , ,, , ,. ■ , , Í ... as saying of Napoleon? “Ue is not only out of the common
A single sentence uttered, sometimes reveals volumes ot igno- rUQ bu|. fbere ¡s no standard of measurement foi" him; 

rance, Neither by silence nor .words can a person conceal his through his temperament, instincts, faculties, imagination, pas- 
.mental condition; Ins looks and acts betray not only the, cu - siOns, and inorai constitution, he; seems cast m a special mould, 
ture of Ips mind, but the purity or the vulgarity of Ins heart. composed of otber metal tban that which enters into thb eom- 
All emotions, sentiments and beliefs have a language. The pogjfion of liis fellows and contemporaries.” The main ¿whó •. 
photographer merely gives the outward form of the man; the blazes new routes formulates new precedents, develops qn.indi- 
arüst pictures the thoughts, the feelings and. aspirations of the yjdualjty and a personality of his own; but .the great mhsg iol- ;

- Shakspéare was. an arti.rt m. words;-, he portrayed iow old patte and are governed by rules and regulations<fdr-
hfe ak/hepaw it. He was,not a retormer; he pictured things mu]ated by others, and are simply one of a crowd, with no dis- : 

...as they existed, not as they ought to be; he proposed no reme- Anguishing marks of identification. ' They form'no part of the.
dies, Jie offered no antidotes. , -. leaders of thought, or of the great.army of progress.

Every people is responsible for the sins ’within its. own “At thè bottom of the sea do the'aniinalçulae, who live in 
ders. ' There would be no drunkenness, no •liijentiousness or dis- fjie slime, feel the agitation of the tempe it which higher up is 

; orderly conduct if tjie.general séii^^f'thefeo^^ breaking fleets?” Not one in it hundred ever stops; to analyse
feto tolerate it. Men talk against certain- vicea,a¿4-wrongs in a proposition; whatever the label.says-, they assume the‘pRck- 
r their midst, when secretly they,; themselves, either in; thought gge¿contains. The unthinking .ihultitude judge .a/inan' by'tlie 
'¿..pr deed, are guilty.? Men write precè^^^ title he hears, by the artificial drapery he wears;, but not so
,;;\tbey.'picture ideals they nannot reach. people’s en.thusi- the philosopher and thertlúnkér. To him the outward trap- 
. aim for their religious'creed or belief rises to appoint where pings have no significance. Genius neeMs no titlej np Toyal 

person cannot be a saint there Is some virtue in being a blood, no band of' music, no. introduction. Buti a man bi .talent 
hypocrite?? slight gain even in .hypocrisy, is more reliable thatf'aman of genius.; the? former’"mbás'ures

. • ; Julian .Hawthorne .fiays,.“Fofr my.part .,' ; . my regard for daily- up to the 'saíne standard, -while the latter is. dependent 
; the hypocrisy-of society, . . . is slight indeed/. . . . Actual' upon the moods, the oceasidn and his surroundings, ^Talent 

society is false and corrupt, but it is; cóiü¿elled by the instinct . . . it saves one from false steps? it?giyes’ an agregadle ..töne 
¿ of seTf-presérvatien to maintain an appearance of being pure to feebleness . . . but talent passes away, like a fashion. - . .,.

and true. It practices ?evil but- preaches :good; because if it Great geniuses . . . are .always in fashion.”. . .vj ;?
? preached what it practices, human society would dissolved’ Prophets are visionaries. They arrive at facts byijntuition, 
¿ _ There is no-mafi so, low vile but what prides' himself on by inspiration. Consistency is hot always a recommendation;

some virtue; nq inan so dishonest hut what boasts of times it is oftema sign of_weakness. Reason is slow and/glodding, 
? when hé: has- been truthful and honest. Change of situation, while the imagination moves on wings. The dreqinei’s dream 

sometimes, has. the appearance of changing a man’s nature, but becomes .a reality; the picture of the imagination becomes crys- 
it does not; ,it only brings out what was already latent and tallized into a statue, a building, or it becomes embipjiied in.a 

' undbyeloped. The same individual often displays entirely oppo- law, or sonic charitable- or'- philanthropic - institution, • Thé
: siti?’¿iaractéTistics. And this peculiarity-is not confined to the dreamer sometimes sees farther and more clearly that the most 
lower Valks of life, but reaches up to the-very. highest, purest profound reasoner and calculator. " ?

'? anà noblest.'The person who claims to know everything,-knows, nothing.
Macaulay? speaking of Bacon, says: “The difference be- The.person who has made no mistakes, has made no.fiuçcesses.

■tween the soaring angel and the creeping "snake was^but a type- The lawyer who haadost no cases has never had many td'try. 
;■ oLthe difference between Bacon the philosopher, and Bacon Neither faith nor imagination ever deal with fixed facts, èelief 

the attorney-general; Bacon seeking for the truth, and Bacon is not certainty; it is-not knowledge. It makes no difference 
seeking for the seals. Those who survey only one-half of his at what temple you worship, or at what sbrino yo.H?bQW', or 

? -character may speak of him_with unmixed admiration, or with before, what god. you prostrate yourself, providing your?spir- 
?; unmixed contempt. But those only judge of him correctly who ituàHife is nourished and the soul ■ lifted -up and fed; thereby. 
??/take'niAt one view Bacon in speculation and Bacon in action.” Each heart erects its■ own altar. ' •• • - . • -
; ; • Thé greater the individual, the greater are his inconsisten- “Behold the Holv Grail is found— ’
¿ -cies; "Mountains are best viewed at a distance; so it is with Found iíi eachnonnv’s cun of sold ' "

> certain clifiracters; Edgar Saltus says: “It takes the dram-. . A^Äd ÄS^ ” -
millions to produce a man of talent., It. takes destiny, BehokL the burning bush still bums ' '

•- revolutions, cataclysms,;“ influ.ences—sj'nipathetic, mysterious, Bor in whichever wav he turns . - ' '
■ primordial, perhaps even.astral—to produce genius*. * , ,, nndtR „„-n, ;RKniv oTnnnd », , •' ,? Asi all the1 properties of the-oceap are. fpund in one drop of . And aU God s earth is holy ground.;

water,- so a single man, sometime's, embodies the spirit and Faith is the strongest factor for good in’ human life. Men 
/. essence, of a nation; a single city, sometimes, is a State in get just as much strength and help out of a superstition or a 
¡ . miniature. All France is represented in Paris; Athens was fable, if believed in, as they would out of trpth. The man who 

■ . the soul of Greece. It needs the time and the occasion to pro- claims that the church has not been one of the greatest civil- 
' : duce great souls. It is the stress and frenzy of the times that izirig forces in the world is narrow in his view; his judgment
-■ ' /bring forth masterful works. “Uncle Tom’s Cabin-” was horn is biased by education, environment/or inheritance.- With all 
? -. out of wrongs and the oppression of slavery» Victor Hugo’s its errors, superstitions and ignorance, there is nothing in sight 
?: most dramatic passages and wonderful word coloring were in- to take its place_as a iuoi’al, spiritual,* reforming force' to man- 
? -spired by the 'revolutionary times in which he lived. It is the kind. It would be a dull world if upon every question the peo- 

occasiòn that inspires, the orator, and not the orator the pie agreed. ,
, . occasion; and no effort can be duplicated. Scientists say that the world is round and-that we live out-

On the evening before a national Republican convention was side; there are those who say the earth is hollow and wë live* 
/ to" be held, -Roscoe Conkling made to a band of devoted fol- inside. Some say the earth is old; that it has always existed, 

lowers, in order to keep them in line on a certain matter, one and always will exist; others say it had a beginning and will 
, of the greatest speeches of his life—greater than thè one he have an end. Some astronomers think'Mars'is inhabited, and 

delivered tlie following day to the whole body’of delegates on some say not. Truth possesses a charm for me far beyoncl any 
■ the floor of the convention. -He was afterward asked to write' creed òr. belief. All history js not written with-pétf ámi ink.

“It could not he done; it was an inspira- The geologist has converted the earth into a boo'k, a¿d in the 
? tion, andMnspirations never repeat themselves.” ■ rock he reads the records of the past as from the printed .page.

No man is always up to his best moments, either intellec- The ballads, the myths and the traditions of a nation yepre- 
? . tually or mörälly. '/The. human mind, is a great mystery. The sent the spirit and thought of its people; they never, lie, fal- 

? .-- transition is so easy from exaltation to despondency, from, joy sify or deceive, while the records of the historian are often col- 
' to sorrow, from laughter to tears. No condition in life is abso- ored and distorted according to his prejudice, bias or eiiviroh- 
/ lute. Even our appetites and physical necessities-depend upon ment. Falsehood weighs as much in the world-as .truth. If 

circumstances/ Satiety cloys^desire. The scarcity of the metal current history cannot be correctly stated, höw can we look 
determines its value. Each person sees in a picture, reads in back a thousand years and paint the scene? “Facts are stub- 

2, . a book, or finds in life, just what lié has the talent to appre- born things/’ They are not easily traced. - The most common 
relate and no more. Out of the same atmosphere the flowers -things of daily life canñot'be translated/'. , ' . ;
get their tints, the fruits their flavor, and the leayes their Nine times out of ten thé death record is false. Tlieipistol- 

.growth;. .Nature furnishes all things to all 'men. For each dis- shot that ends the life of the suicide is only an incident-fiot 
?: ease there is a cure; for every sin a forgiyeness; for all sorrow the cause of death. The cause lies, farther baek' than/tìie?àiag- 

. a compensation. . . ■ nosis of the physician. All knowledge is fragmentary.^
■■4í]jetinó niah prav that he know not'sorrow, '^^T^o^uia of life tliat Nature âpteàds
V; Eetmq. soul ask to be free from pain ? - nronhe^ in
For the gall 'of to-day. is the'street of to-morrow, - «»¿Àniinr ‘ u nr wntei,s sPeak .parables,

¿//■“Aäd’''tIiamöinent’sJoss is the lifetime’s gain. nninf n AñhíiJ ^"0 not
y; „ .. . , A n ’ finished picture, or play for. a .mere passive listener.

“Though Avant of a thing does its .worth redouble, : He sketches leaves .0thers;tó;fin¿uprthe<óut^;- ^
- iöiougli.hmiger’s pangs does thé feast content, ” . thè key-nóte and expects his hearers to make out the melody.” 

?Apd only tlie heart that has h.irbored trouble ? No man is entitled to.any ye'fy great conceit for his opinions- 
Gan fully rejoice when joy is,sent. , ■ ' in the main they are merely a guess; Thè belief Af yesterday

“Let no man shrink from the*bitter tofiids ; to-day, and tp^^^
Of grief, aiid yearning, and need, and strife; ■ ' . : wqrtlues& What is impressive and awe-inspiring in one age

; For the rarest chords in the soul ’s harmonics - becomes ridiculous and a.scairdal in sòme succeeding one. Time
Are found in the minor strains of Jife.” • ‘ ■ . '. changes our xlews of. men, peoples, and doctrines. AVhat the

future bas in store tor us in science, or religion no one can fore-

Things of Which to Think.
' *—7—--r-r—>-j ' ■*- ; - 'V

Trenchant Consideration of Many Important 
Things Intimately Connected with.Spir- ' 

itualism,- by Harrison D. Barrett;

; Professor Hyslop. -.
■ JJy attention bari to
Prof, J; H, Hyslop’s disclaimer, ip a 
a ïeçént; issue jof The Progressive 
Thinker, as ’ to having had sittings 
.with the gifted medium Mrs. M. ,S. 
•Vanderbilt. I jam pleased to be cor
rected |n regard to the mafter, and 
can .only say to the Professor, and. 
to .your readers,' that I was misin
formed in'respect to .the question un- 
dér discussion. • I received riiy Infor- 
matiop from parties whom I then had 
;eyi?ry reason to. believe to be frosted 
.on the subject, and then'passed it on 
to the 'patrons of ' The ' Progressive 
Thinker. ; I fegreV the mistake, and 
will avoid its repetition.

At.Public .Libraries.-
: It has. been a matter of deep re-, 

grrit—rnot to say annoyance—to find 
that comparatively few of the hooks 
that have been-written' in bêhalf of 
Spiritualism have ever been copy
righted. T.he works of many of óur 
best authors ,are conspicuous by their 
absence from the shelves of the great 
'Congressional library in Washington. 
'Some putlfbrs' copyrighted their title' 
;pages and went ,nó fùrther. Dr. 
Peebles has been one of the most 
thoughtful and considerate of all our

long since regarding the- publications 
put out by the N. R Ar. From-1893 
to. 1898, ¿elusive, the reports of the 
annual conventions were published in 
book form. It ' 1b .a matter of deep 
regret and gr.eat surprise to me to, 
find that none of these reports -are 
in the Congressional and other librar
ies of the land.. This official pointed 
out their great value as history, pro
vided they were correct and complete 
in'.all essentials.. He referred also to 
our failure to publish the eveiling lec
tures In full, in connection with the 
reports. “It would show the growth 
pf your thought each year, If you 
were to do this,” ha' said, smiling

TJuletly as he added, “and it would 
enable some at your speakers to avoid 
repeating themselves year after year.” 
His words made a great impression 
upon me., I believe that it is as 
essential to show thought-growth— 
thought improvement—as it is to or
ganize State and local societies each 
succeeding year.

It will be urged that these conven
tion reports will not sell; tliat their 
publication will mean a heavy finan
cial burden to the N. S. A., and for 
no special purpose. A current his-

writers whose works I have thus far 
sought to trace, yet some of his writ
ings are missing from the great 
library,

It looks to me as If It were “penny 
Wise and ■ pound foolish’’ for an 
author to neglect filing at least two 
copies of h’ls every work with the 
Librarian of Congress. It is now next 
tp Impossible to trace the literature 
of Spiritualism from 1846 to the pres
ent time.' Not, less than one thousand 
volumes have been published In be
half of our Cause since the appear
ance of Nature’s Divine Revelations, 
'by Andrew Jackson Davis. Let^me 
say here that not all-, the works of 
Mr.. Davis—thirty volumes in all— 
can be found in the Congressional 
•Library.' J wonfier- tf I shaTl be (failed- 
.a. s.ejtarjst vbnture '-to 'kiiy- that, 

; bi. jny^jynpfe. opinion, it would be 
better, for Spiritualism if copies of all 

. books bearing' op the subject were in 
the self-same plafro? Yes, ALL of 
them—good, bad and- Indifferent, so 
that the people of to-day and of: the 
■future could profit by<the good,- and 
avoid writing trash to bother their 
fellow men. •

’ ■ In’somd of the public-libraries tire 
works of Dr. Davis do not appear at 
all. In not a few cases Spiritualism 
is represented by its most trivial and 
Inconsequential publications, or by 
none- at all. The works of Stainton 
Moses, Carl du Prel, Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Moses Hull, J. M. Peebles, Joel 
Tiffany, Samuel Watson, and Mrs. 
Marla M. King, would honor any li
brary up^n whose, shelves they might 
be placed. Noris the statement true 
that library officials would refuse to 
permit such books having a place in

tory constitutes of itself a inost 
worthy special purpose, while the Im
provement of our public utterances 
on the part of our-speakers certainly 
constitutes another. It is both edu
cational and missionary work united 
in one. Reasoning upon the facts as 
they now appear to me, 1. feel that 
the Investment would be a wise one 
every year, even though few copies 
of the reports >be sold. These works 
should be sent gratis by the N. S. A. 
to every library in die land, also to 
all theological schools. Good results 
would accrue from such action in 
years to come. I accept my share 
of the responsibility for failure to 
act in past years. I confess that the 
importance of the Issues Involved did 
not appeal to me then as It does now. 
I am not cepsurlng the past nor the 
prerient officers of the N. S. A. I am 

■simply recording some of the vital 
truths that I have recently discovered.

“Expensive!" '
. Yes, I knew this word would come 
echoing back at me from the psychic 
atmosphere as soon as I reported the 
"bookman’s" words and my deduc
tions therefrom. Is it any more ex
pensive to put up good literature for 
the enlightenment of the masses than: 
it is to waste money in whisky, to
bacco, opium, and fake seancos? AU 
of these things are decidedly “expen
sive,” yet the average Spiritualist 
does not murmur when be frays these 
bills. He only complains when asked 
to pay for things that will do real 
good to hfs fellow men. This will 
not apply to. ALL Spiritualists, but 
It DOES apply to the great majority. 
“GRATITUDE DAY” is a case in 
-point. ' The returns from the .earnest 
appeals sent out by Secretary Kates 
in round numbers are about $400. 
This sum is a MERE BAGATELLELliçnu. 10 u VU.11 LUI -UluLUi L11VJ W4JU1U * ** —--- —

be gladly 'received. It is merely a. for a body of people boasting of mil
lions (?) of followers! Let us-be

hip choice. Alas! alas! it seems as 
if the average Spiritualist feels him- 
gelf greatly abused if he has to pay, 
even ten cents to get into a Spiritual
istmeeting. -In any other denomina- , 
tion, rit such an appeal as made by , 
the JJ. S. A., there would be fully 
150,600 persons who would respond 
With an average of one dollar each 
for such a noble purpose.

There will be several thousand dol
lars squandered by Spiritualists dur
ing Christmas week alone in the pur-. 
chase of those horrible creations of ; 
man’s degenerate mind, THE INFAM
OUS “TEDDY BEARS!” They serve ,, 
the high and. holy purpose of demorul-- . 
izlng children, and of adding to the. ’ 
wealth of the “clever’.’ .(?) inventor’, . 
Why could .not a. portion pf - .this ■ 
money have been sent to the Pension. 
Fund of the N. S. A,?

Other generous sums will be wasted, 
to catering to the petty vices of indi
vidual Spiritualists, arid to perpetuato 
.the wicked myth of - “Santa. Claus.”; . 
Why could, not parts, fit .these wasted . 
sums be turned-. intQ ,..'the 
Pension Fund? Give |n-accord’ wit,h 
one’s meang Ap every Worthy’^ 
serving charity,’ but' DO NOT NEG- i 
LECT SPIRITUALISM WHILE PAR
CELING OUT ŸOUR RENEFAC- ‘
TIONS! ’In fine, hé SPIRITUALISTS • 
—not pretenders! If there be ONE 
MILLION of Spiritualist? in America 
to-day, has not 'the outside world a. 
perfect right to-.look at them WITH 
CONTENT WHEN VIEWING THE 
RESULTS OBTAINED? ’»A TREE 
IS JUDGED BY ITS FRUITS ; ” so 
also is a great religious movement.. 
If it consists merely of extravagant 
assumptions, of noise,. fustian, rind' - . 
“the wonderful spirltoo'arex-pe-ri-un- 
ces I had nigh on to forty year ago,” , 
it deserves only the-contempt of de
cent people and the ridicule of pll . 
Others. True, a ‘man’s moneyMs his 
own in one sense, and in one sense ' 
only; the. fact of possession, - Even if 
he has earned it by his labor, his obli
gations, to his fellow inen require that 
he shall share his earnings with oth
ers, especially with, those of his own • 
household. Is this not likewise true 
of his religion? 1 •

The records of the N. S. A., .of the 
old Banner of Light, and of all other 
benevolent societies in Spiritualism, 
clearly show that it has been thé 
FAITHFUL FEW who have given 
early, often, and without mental 
reservation, sometimes beyond their 
means, to sustain Spiritualism. It 
was an easy matter to raise $10,000 
to defend a certain medium when he , 
got'into trouble in Europe some 
thirty-five years ago. Some few Spir
itualists have been generous, thought
ful, kind, sriif-sacrlficing. They have 
carried not only their full share of 
the. burden, but have shouldered the 
whole load- It Is toot of these gen- 
erousdiearted, self-sacriilcing squls 
that I am speaking? I am" referring 

■ to the-Bimriges, the shirkers, the lean-
-. .ers, tha "time-servers, “THÉ AN|ÇEL$* 

^ViTÀ-IiCrlT-ALL" people;’ those’who 
do all of the faultfinding, yet never 
give a cent nor lend a hand to help 
the Cause. They are forever attack
ing the workers and doing everything 
in their power to influence well- 
disposed people to the prejudice of 
our movement. ALL HONOR TO 
THE NOBLE FEW! They are known 
by their deeds, and are 'entitled to 
all praise I God bless these generous 
supporters -of the Truth! Their 
names are. written high on the bcToII 
of honor in,THE TEMPLE OF THE 
SOUL! .

case of “demand and supply”—revers
ing "the trite aphorism for the-nonce, fair. There are not tp-day; and there

The fact is that far too many Spir- never has been a time when there 
itualists do not read their literature, were, a HALF MILLION of Spiritual^
They simply do not ask for books ists on this continent. There never 
and' papers -relating tp Spiritualism, were MORE THAN 300,000 OF 
With ho demand for the some on the THEM, and -this estimate ought to
part of the people .'supposed to be . be reduced ONE-HALF!

*.......... Let us say 150,000 Spiritualists in
America! WHERE. ÄRE THEY?

What are they doing for. Spiritual
ism? '

One-fifth of that number in a cer
tain ultra-sectarian movement can 
raise hundreds of thousands of dol
lars per_year for . propaganda pur-

OUT OF FIFTY TAKES A SPIRIT
UALIST PAPER, THE RECORD IS 
A BETTER ONE THAN I HAVE 
REASON, TO BELIEVE IT TO BE. . . . _

— . ' i poses. Every so-called Christian Scl-
N. S. A. Publications. - I entist esteems it a privilege and

A library official questioned me not pleasure to give to the religion of

• , - ».«JIM ivi.uo ui avivxivc.Air iio one can lore-
The natural man is cruel, selfish, overbearing, and sinful; yet. .seef.but the curtain-seems to be^continually rising,, and-we get 

.tiicre is in his nature the possibility-^of.virtues,.sentiment and glimpses of glories and prophecies of light Unknown to tiio gen- 
’ feeling which, under pepper, conditions, pressure, environment erationa that have preceded us. - ‘

and education, assert themselves. But sin is indigenous totiie T4ie student has a “skepticism about the absolute” in regard 
soiil, while righteousness is an exotic., Man, left to. himselt, any question of doctrine or science. There is alwave a resid- 
with no outward bracing, influence or stimulus for good, always uum of doubt about tbe finaiity of thought.- The most learned 

- goes downward. The superficial observer-sees only the arti- men baye times of darkness. This applies to things ^aeded as 
;• Jicial conditions—the..venecrnig ‘ that, circumstances and surt wep as to’things profane. . It,is not the-man of weak uuder- 

• roundings have brought to bear on the individual, life. standing that hesitates. The ignorant believe, the learned
Man-was not made to be a perfect being. Moral power, as doubt. The most reverent and devout souls have.their hours 

.well as bodily growth comes by exercise, .exertion and eon- of-weakness. Even the faith of old Job was'punctuated with 
i> ; tinned striving. Goodness in a little time would become-monot- a» interrogation point. “For thebe is hope of a -tree, if if be 
? onous- There is no pleasure in riding over an extended plain, cut down, that it will sprout again, and that the tender branch 
5«; It requires the hills and the valleys, the cascades and the moun- ' ....................

tains,’ to give strength and inspiration to the mind.nuts, io give bu-eugm auu inspirauun to rue -imna. . old iü the earth, and the; stock thereof die in. theWroundj
On some lines all are failures. Some lack morally, some intel- yet through the scent Of water it'will bud, -and? bring 
tually, some physically. Not all the virtues can be found in forth boughs like a plant; Bat man dieth,. and wfist^dBWO

yea, man giveth up the ghost, and where is he? ... If a man 
die, shall he live again?’r

Ignorance "always speaks in positive terms. It never demands 
proof. Bare, assertion passes for reason and logic. A supers 
stition or a fable receives the same credence as authenticated 
facts. Words are not arguments, no more/than rhetoric is ora
tory. It is not the winds that control the course of the ship, 
but .the sails and the rudder.
: -If immortality- ever becomes the settled ^belief pf mankind, it 
will hâté to be proven by science, otherwise it will continue 
to be h source of argument. It will never be accepted as a mat
ter of faith or révélation.. Imagination formulates our religion, 
makes oürieavëû and hell. It creates most of our troubles and 
all our joys, ' Nothing comes up to our expectations. Évery- 
thmg is a dïsappôihtméht. “Was there ever a fulfilled action, 
a rounded deed, an ideal realized?” ' - ■ . .

There are always, in society tivoextremes the conservative 
and the radical;-; The first goes too slow, and thé latter too' 

. fast. .While they hate each other desperately, both- are useful 
and necessary in keeping an equilibrium in opinions. I once 
read of a doctor who was very skillful- in his.profession, but 
very slow—so slow it was said that his diagnosis sometimes 
merged into a post-mortem.'. The world hals no use for public 
utterances or printed words that run on narrow lines. A paper 
devoted to some particular party, creed or belief will surely die. 
Independence of thought and ‘speech is everywhere demanded.

Both si,des of a question must be put forth before judgment 
can be rendered. Both a partisan and a specialist are narrow. 
It'is difficult for men to rise, above their environment. Most
people speak .from selfishness, prejudice, or habit. It requires 
genius to'break loose from ancient moorings.- “All human 
knowledge is from some particular standpoint,., and its views 
limited by some particular horizon. . . .. Personality is a 
marked factor in knowledge;' personal peculiarities/color it, 
and personal imperfections condition it. Our"powers are few 
in number; limited in range, feeble ih action, and fettered in 
habit.” •- ' HENRY MORRISON TEFFT-

AvuMxg AAI üUU J.UllüL<*Q

HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

Irreligión.
As I expected, I am hearing from 

my. outspoken references to those Spir
itualists who do not believe in re- * 
ligion, ds applied to Spiritualism, pub
lished recently in The Progressive 
Thinker. These good people were 
asked by me to do something for 
Spiritualism. During the twenty
seven years of my connection with* the 
movement they' have occupied the 
position of outsiders, whose chief busi
ness was to criticise everything-that 
the believers In organization sought 
to do, or really did accomplish. Per
secution of Innocent people arouseh 
their iré—at those who believed in 
co-operation, not at .the injustice 
manifested, not at the- outrages per
petrated, but at those who sought to 
stop persecution, and to see justice 
done, ■ .

It' is, in the language of the. day, 
“up to the irreligiphists" to show us 
THE WAY OUT OF TROUBLE.

. .ShalLall mediums give up . their 
vocations? Shall all - societies dis
band? Shall./our workers, go ’. to 
prison?.... Shall our aged and’ Indigent - 
BE SENT TO THE ALMSHOUSES? . 
Shall nothing be done lit the ñame 
and for the sake pf our cointnpn hu
manity? ■ W . ' . •

Take'hold, ..ñów,-yoa who do., not ' 
believe'.i.n Organization,.'nor yet Jh 
Spiritualism as avreilglonf rind prove 
by yotir deeds that ypu CAN^dd some
thing!;- /NS"''-'’' -' ■ 
/;. Jtodgesr 'editors;'Jaw '
teurri, a'nd ’ leaders in society-.of\the 
more-cultured Classes, judge air Spir
itualists and Spiritualism by the bla
tant, ‘ demago gi<>—and . -even blas
phemous—utterances shouted out by • 
the;¡loudmouthed few who gain/a 
hearing by reason of J.-heir effrontery. ■-■ - 
Tire •; fulminations -of these : people. ;. , ’ 
against God, the Bible, the Master of 
Nazareth, and the inspired writings 
of old, arh bearing their' legitimate >. ? 

. fruit in the decisions made against - ' 
our movement by the courts of the' 
land, and jn the continual persecu- - ■ 
tions of our worthy'Workers. Estates . 
are lost to Spiritualism, wills are set. 
aside, and good purposes Ire thwarted 
because of the insane declarations by 
some? so-called Spiritualists against 
Spiritualism being a religion. These 
people Seem to prefer to have everj> 
thing go to waste than-that order, 
system, decency and the spirit of prog- . 
Tess should prevail. They are largely 
responsible for-the'idea held by thou-, 
sands of good people, that every: Spir- ' ' 

Htnalist is an insane person. If we 
are .all judged by the wild-eyed, long
haired, scatter-brained-chaps who 
make so much noise, and do abso
lutely nothing, it is not surprising 
that such’ views prevail. "What is to 
be done?” ENDOW THE N; 8; A,! II 

> / -HARRISON D. BARRATT, ;
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As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson-and Carlyle 
' Petersilea. Given through the Medi- 

umshii) of Amelia Petersilea.
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I have; for some time, been eager 
to fully understand the details of that 
which constitutes the happiness Of 
spiritual beings. /

Many of us talk a great deal about 
the superlative happiness of spirits 
after entering the spiritual realm, but 
none, as j'et, I thin):, nave said mudi 
about that which constitutes this hap
piness. We talk of it in a general 
way without seeming to know very 
much about jt; butyl think the timp 
has còme when we are to be informed 
more about the details of that life., 
I feel sure that the dèparted would 
willingly have given us more informa
tion concerning their lives there if the 
world had been .ready to receive it, 
Tho most of the world have hot ar
rived to that point yet, but a few 
have, and the following is for the 

- few, hoping that thereby the many 
.will eventually be fed.

My husband seems to respond to 
my earnest desire for Information úon- 
cerningi his Ufo (he.re-, and others with 

i whom he’is connected", together 
what knpwledeé. he. may be’/hbl^to 
•obtain ; Wilt, of course, his; own ex
perience will give ari idea óf jíów it 
Way, comparatively; "be with others, 
jlow the following, áre some of tys 
/eplies to ipy earnest questionings.-

“First óf all,' my dear/wlfo, spirit 
•: land can neither be bought-nor sold; 

and how much bettor.it -would be for 
earth If thè land, like thè air, the 
sunlight and- the water, was Iree to 
all. Next, real .estate cannot be 

' bought nor sold. How much better 
for'earth It would be If no man’s or 
woman’s home could be bought or 
Bold. Another thing1: we are -not 

■ obliged to live among uncongenial 
surroundings, nor with those who 
make us unhappy. All gravitate to 
their own condition, and to those who 
are congenial to them.

In building homes here, we are not 
crowded for space, for the eternal 
.hèavènB He spread out before us. A 
great many on the earth live as 
though the earth and material things 
were all there was to life, and the 
more they could wrest the one from 
t¿e other, the better they were; but, 
here, knowing that wo are immortal, 

, we live like beings who know that 
life with them will never come to 

‘an end. Our homes are really emana
tions from olir own minds, clothed 
upon, with sublimated, material sub- 

“ ’ stance; and just what the homo is 
in appearance, Is precisely w^at the 
spiritual, one is who constructs it. To

hpr mind is active and she is about 
her daily avocations and cares; then, 
when her own mind is so active, she 
Is not passive enough tb always dis- 
tiijigulsh between" the spiritual im
pressions and her own mind. It is 
very hard for most mediums to dis
tinguish between what comes from the 
spirits or themselves, or the sitters 
jri a circle; that is Why, as yet, Spir
itualism does not have a fair showing; 
but the day is neaY .at hand when all 
this will cease/for there will shortly 
be regular communication between the- 
|wo worlds by delicate machines that; 
Will not have to be operated by me
diums. Another, somewhat similar to 
Marconi, will arlse^ and the invention 
W|U sbbn be with you.. The time is 
not far -distant when you will edm- 
munlcate with this “world ,and hot 
think it any move strange'than you 
do now to get telegraph lispatches 
from other countries on the earth 
plane. Presently you will have spir
itual telegraphs, telephones, photo
graphs, phonographs, and moving pic
tures; also telepathy will be carried 
to a very high art. The -time will 
come when there will be Instruments 
constructed so that you will be able 
to hear the voices of the spirits as 
well as their music. Already spiritual 
voicestand music have been heard, 
but this will at length be brought 
to such perfection that it will be as 
sure as the telegraph or the tele
phone. The earthly phonograph Is a 
precursor of the spiritual phonograph. 
The time will' surely come, as I now 
know, when the people of earth will 
hear me play once more. I cannot 
say that my wife will be there, at 
that time, with you, but some of you, 
who now read this, will live there 
long enough to remember nry words

and to hear me play. I am even 
now preparing myself for this great 
event; and when these things all 
come to pass, then all wars will be 
at an end, for where will be the use 
to feimply slay the body when the soul 
and spirit become more powerful? 
Wars would not be at the present 
time If men all realized this; neither 
would any man kill another if he 
realized that he could not kill him. 
It is because- these truths are not 
brought home to their understanding. 
Neither Would one man rob another,

oul must be its owu-arUiter.. No sou; 
t forced into - goodness; It must walk. 
iward it. of it’s own accord.. No 
oul can be bright and shining, lovely 
>r beautiful, until it throws off all 
errors and wrong. How can a soul 
be bright, filled with great blotches 
of wrongdoing? and it cannot shine 
clearly through these blotches. How 
can it be lovely, or beautiful, with 
the hideous head of vice and crime 
grinning through it? O, no: no soul 
is lovely or beautiful until it Kas cast 
off all errors and wrongdoing; neither 
can jt be lovely or beautiful if it 
cherishes unkind and unforgiving 
thoughts. ' It has been said: ‘For
give your enemies as you would wish 
them to forgive you.’ Do not cher
ish resentment against your worst 
en^my; still, do not allow him to 
wrong you if you can help it. Do 
not be accessory to wrong of any 
kind, for one has no more right to 
allow one to wrong him, than he has 
to wrong another,.for his soul is one 
among other souls, and just as 
precious as" another’s. If he is 
wronged'and cannot help it, then the 
fault is not his; but he must'help 
it )f he can. No man" or woman 
should sit down supinely and allow 
another to do him or her a wrong 
if It can be helped;' but they must 
not commit a wrong, even to save 

"themselves; for it is better tq suffer 
wrong than to do wrong, But when 
a soul is contrite and seeks forgive
ness, then it’should be freely and 
gladly granted, no matter what^the 
wrong may have been... Forgiveness 
rests with the spirit of man and not 
with an imaginary. God. Man ■ may 
forgive, but the scars of wrongdoing 
remain while memory lasts, for natu
ral law never forgives. Then how 
necessary it is that all should do as 
nearly right -as possible.' If the world 
fully realized the truth of all that is 
herein writtten, how different each 
one would do. Every man and woman 
would be so fearful of wronging an
other that .they would actually recoil, 
from the very thoughts of it, knowing 
that.that wrong would forever live 
within their own souls to disquiet 
them and destroy their own happi
ness..

"People In the earth lite often think 
that they can hide their wrongdoing 
from the eyes of others. This they 
may be able to do for a very short 
time, but, even if bo, they cannot hide 
it from themselves. It lies within 
their own being, and tho moment the 
outward, material covering is thrown 
off, there it stands revealed in all Its
hideousness.

“And now 
Think ill of 
may wrong 
Forgive him

we come .to thoughts, 
no one. Your brother 
you a thousand times, 
every time, but protect

a

for all such robbery will 
bitterness and dead ashes 
tongues.

Let me illustrate: Now,

turn to 
on their

all these

W JfcioyfWise Spirits.
Furtliei’-'(Particulars About Truth-Lover, Who, 

• OyerSighty Years, Was Swindled Out of All 
ÿs Earthly Possessions by Jesuit Spirits, Who 
Are Trying to Destroy Spiritualism by Lead- 
ing People Astray.

To tifo Eki'tor:—The cry of Truth much more oí like tenor.
Lover to our esteemed contemporary,
Mr. Harrison D. Barrett, for ■ inore 
light on the subject of “Spirit Re-

Now isn’t therela "light” for you-

turn"

enough to explain all Incongruities in 
spirit return—all 'the failures encoun-jn the subject of “Spirit Ite- spirit return—all the failures encoun- 

havirig been kindly, responded tered in same cases, of the wise spir- 
ilm, and with many other "good its to “make good” ' their premiss?to by him, and with many other "good

A SERIOUS QUESTION.

Hns Madame Blavatsky Been Rein
carnated?

illustrate: On earth a bad man or 
woman can own and live In a palace, 
or other elegant homo; he, or-she, 
can have it filled with all manner of 
beautiful things; they can be wicked, 
revel In debauchery., and yet become 
millionaires, even billionaires, and 
clothe themselves in tin? costliest at
tire; but it is the reverse in spirit 
life. "When we see a grand and ele
gant home in spirit life, we know that 

-the souls who live there are just like 
this home, for they are surrounded 
by themselves—that Is, the goodness, 
elegance, and grandeur, are emana
tions from their own souls, and their 
thoughts and intentions clothe them
selves with this beautiful, sublimated, 
ethereal essence, and become object
ive to themselves as also to all other 
spirits. Onb might say that^each soul 
Ilves within Its own sphere* and yet 
these elegant homes are" not in the 
same sphere as dirty, dilapidated hov
els. Do you ask us if 'there are 
such in the spirit spheres? and we 
.reply, Yes, most assuredly there are.

"Vile, degraded, ignorant souls, on 
coming hero construct their own habi
tations, and their habitations are 
themselves or a part of themselves, 
the emanations from their own souls, 

. and they are like the souls that dwell 
within them: small, squalid and 
filthy;- but all, as they observe them, 
know that In time these same struc
tures will become elegant and beauti
ful; as the souls rise in wisdom and 
goodness, filth and squalor will dis
appear, to be replaced by the more 
elegant, beautiful and true. When 
we look at great halls of learning and 
temples of wisdom here, we know that 
they have been erected by hands of 

. - noble spirits who throw their souls 
k into such structures wherein the pro- 

■•ficlent and learned may teach those 
not yet up to their standard of ex
cellence and wisdom; besides, no one 
can deceive dr falsify here in ihe 
spiritual-realms. If a spirit tyles to 
lie and deceive, it is. utterly Impos
sible, for whatever is within the soul 

. - radiates or emanates out from It and

things are of the soul; the material 
iff" but a representation of the real 
or spiritual. We will say, for in
stance, a man robs another of a thou-, 
sand dollars; no matter how he robB 
him, whether it is called legitimate 
or otherwise (half the robberies of 
the earth, would pass for legitimate 
business). .Well it matters not; that 
thousand dollars simply stands as a 
representative of the spirit and soul; 
well, he has been unjust to his brother 
to the amount of a thousand dollars; 
now, he has got to carry that unjustly 
obtained thousand dollars within his 
soul until It becomes so weighty and 
burdensome that the soul will sink 
beneath it. It is not the material 
man who robs, but the spirit within 
him. Now the spirit may carry that 
load while It remains within the ma
terial body, but that is not long at 
the longest; soon tho "body drops 
away; that thousand dollars has by 
this time become bo heavy that the 
soul is absolutely burled beneath it, 
and the spirit writhes In agony. Now 
tiro spirit cries continually: ‘Restore 
the thousand dollars that thou .hast 
unjustly taken; not only..restore that, 
but all the Interest accruing there
from; restore! RESTORE!’ But sel
dom does he restore while In the ma
terial form; but the soul still cries 
on: ‘Restore! RESTORE!’

Now, perhaps, after leaving the 
body he cannot restore until the per
son he has robbed gets there too, and 
so the spirit travels on under the 
weight of this awful burden which 
is growing heavier and heavier all 
the time. The soul cannot rise; the 
burden Is too heavy, and still it cries 
on, ‘Restore! RESTORE! Thou canst 
not rise until restoration , has been 
accomplished.’ But how to accom
plish It? That is now the question. 
When in the body he might have car-, 
rled the thousand dollars, with in
terest, to Ihe one he had robbed; but 
now, how can he restore? and Itgro^s 
heavier and heavier until -it can. be

yourself against the wrong as much 
as possible, for as previously stated, 
no one has a moral right to allow 
a wrong to himself more than he 
has to wrong another, for he -stands 
as an immortal soul In the great uni-., 
verse of souls. - . / >

“Now, some of you contend "that 
thoughts are things; and others think 
that thoughts are not things; but, 
if one can form anything without the 
thought being before the thing, why, 
try it and see. Now this is how we 
here look upon it: The thought is 
the real thing, but njust bo clothed

things," handed -round, as only The ' 
Progressive Thinker knows how, an 
outsider would" beg leave to make a 
few remarks If not considered intru
sive. ' • . • -*

I aiii quite personally acquainted 
with Truth Lover (if you please we 
will abbreviate that to T. L; ) ; In" fact, 
I know him,. perhgps, quite as well 
as he kho'ws himself. HIS strenuous 
life began about eighty years ago In 
a log cabin.ln. the woods, and as it 
began"BtfbnbSiis It has so continued; 
so that of late years he declares that 
“reincarnation” shrill-' never claim 
him, though total oblivion be the only 
alternative. • ' .

In his reply to T. LI, I am led to 
conclude that .Mr. Barrett has drawn 
too.-largely "op a lively imagination. 
Mr. tíarrétt says: “There are two 
classes of people involved in T. L.’s 
narrative." 'Passing his first class we 
copie to “the class represented by 
T. L,,” which was" misled and delib
erately duped,, and cannot be said to 
be entirely free from blame it losses, 
ensue through trust in the SMART- 
TONGUED RASCALS, etc, this class 
being “ruled more by their vanity 
than by their reason.!’

■ I fail to see in- T. L.’s narrative 
"any inference that the “mediums” in 
the case were, ay Mr. Barrett says, 
“the scoundrels whom they patron
ized," etc. Behold! and let us see 
where and to whom this serious accu
sation (made by our worthy friend, in 
the dark, of course) in reality reaches, 
for this writer knows. Few, if any, 
mediums haVp acquired a wider fame 
or a more honored name than Dr. 
James Cooper, of Bellefontaine, Ohio 
(now-deceased some years), as a clair
voyant, a scholar, an author, and a 
translator of character-writlug of the 
most ancient peoples who have been 
heard from .through “spirR return;” 
and was a “medium,” though never 
advertised as such, nor ever making

Or rather does not this look more like 
.drawing upon a lively Imagination for 
material, in an effort-to bolster up 
“the Cause?’’ '

All your readers, whether Spiritual
ists or other folks,v will each and all 
have the opportunity to judge for 
themselves, and verily, will not our 
worthy contemporary have to search 
further for the key to explain why 
the “wise” spirits in puch cases en
tirely fall to" “make good” their prom
ises? ' D. B, LYMAN.

Helena, Montana.

WHERE OUR THINKING IS DONE.

Common opinion has it that thp 
thinking is done in the front part of 
the brain, so that a high forehead 
means a lofty intellect. Common 
opinion, it turns out, is precisely 
wrong. More hard thinking Is done 
at the back part of the head than 
anywhere else. Much of the rest is 
done in thè region just above the 
ears. '

When the 'thinking involves action, 
the sides and top of the head play 
their special part. In fact, about the 
only portion of the outer layers of 
the brain substance that has never 
been found to have the least connec
tion with any-sort of thinking is that 
lying above the ears.

There is'another curious fact about 
the thinking apparatus. Nine men 
out of ten, at least, do all their think
ing on the left side of the brain, and 
might, so far as their purely mental 
operations aie concerned, get on just 
as well if the entire right half were 
removed.

To be sure, a tumor on the right 
side of the brain, a broken blood ves
sel or ar* disintegration of tho brain 
substance is apt to cause more or less 
complete and permanent paralysis of 
corresponding groups of muscles, al-

In The Progressive Thinker of De
cember. 7, No. 941, I notice an arti
cle entitled, “A Serious Question. 
Has Maflame Blavatsky Been Reincar
nated?”

taura G. Fixen, In The Progressive 
Thinker of October 5, quoting Mrs. 
Anna Besant, the, leader of the The- 
OBophists of the world, said: “On 
Wednesday evening she delivered her 
final talk to her own, aud answering 
questions, admitted that Madame Bla
vatsky had returned to earth in a 
new Incarnation.”

June 1, 1901; Madame Blavatsky, 
through the organism of, Justin Hub- 
hard, gave quite a lengthy commu- 
nlcatlon, which“ I took down as given. 
A copy was sent to a friend "^n San 
Diego, who showed it-to the secretary 
of a Theosophical society, who, being 
an intubate - friend of Justin, soon 
after, made him. a visit. She said 
theiy society had been informed that 
Madame Blavatsky had been reincar
nated, in Russia, and she would like 
.to know the truth. '

Justin’s guides telegraphed Mad
ame, who appointed an hour when 
she would interview the secretary. 
She came at the appointed time and 
gave the lady a long communication. 
The lady at first seemed willing to 
accept it as from Madame Blavatsky, 
but after two or Qiree days she be
came skeptical aqd Said, “It could not 
be her, as Mrs. Resant^sald she had 
reincarnated, and she/must know.”

I will now quote a few excerpts 
from a communication givdn through 
Justin’s organism July 27, 1904.

The spirit communicating was Mary 
Gannon, known tu the literary world 
as Estelle.

Should 1 ever succeed In procuring 
the publication of theN'Llfe of Little 
Justin Hulburd,” the public will be 
privileged to read the whole of her 
Intensely interesting communication.

She says: “Laura Keene, Jane 
Siddon, Wm. Cullen Bryant, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Sarah Denin, 
and Phebe Carey, Olive and 
Logan, James Russell Lowell, 
Peak, Longfellow, Van Arne, 
Drew, and myself, visited the

greatany charge "¿or the use of his
gifts ^vhile .silting in circles; and 
much,/?f this work of his has ~—gone 

His

in order 
glble to

to become'ohjectlve or tan- 
others. In earth life"" the

into jjlBtQry,. in various books.
associates in this mediumistic work 
referijcjd to jn T. L.’s narrative, was 
a lady,"whose name may not'be men
tioned,jn apy- connection where such 
references are found, as “smooth
tongued rascals, and scoundrels who 
misled,, and _ duped the T. L. class 
(“ruled by their vanity”); for more

ways, of course, on the left 
the body, since, as is well 
nearly- all the nerve fibers 
from the brain to the body 
cross over to the other side.

side of 
known, 
passing 
organs

thought must be clothed with mate
rial substance; .Uh spirit life it must 
be clothed, with spiritual or subli
mated substance. We might Bay the 
thought is the Interior spirit of any-
thing. Now you all 
Jng can be formed 
exists In the mind, 
exists on the earth 
planned within the

know that noth- 
without it first 
Everything that 
must first be 

minds of man-
kind. Natural things exist over which 
man has no control, or if so, only to 
a certain extent. The earth and the 
elements exist. Man had nothing to 
do with the creating of them, yet he 
can govern even these to 'a certain 
limit if he works with Nature and 
not against it. Allow no evil thoughts 
tq find lodgment within the mind, for 
if such thoughts are not clothed with 
material substance, they will surely 
attract to themselves a spiritual cloth
ing, and thus become real and tangi
ble to spiritual beings if not to mor
tal; and these ill thoughts will really 
reach the spirits within the mortal 
and affect them as sensibly as though 
they were .real 'material things.”

' "CARLYLE PETERSILEA.” 
By the hand of

AMELIA PETERSILEA. 
(To be continued)
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Books for the Holidays
Nothing equals a good book as a 

gift. It is better titan gold or dia- ■ 
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live In 
the memory. The following books 
wijl make beautiful ás well as in- 
structive presents:

"Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings." A choice collection of po
ems on everyday subjects, by Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul.” Poems of 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk, Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas
sion," “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She is -one of the 
grandest poets of the present age.

“Around the Year.” A . birthday :̂ 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Whpeler Wil- '? 
cox, with half-tone Illustrations pre- .’ 
facing each month of the year. Price’ 
$1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew.” Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
Price $1.00. I

“Ahripziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor.” tA weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

surrounds it, and Is visible to all 
other spirits. It Is often said by 
those on the earthly plane that spirits 
deceive‘.and lie through mediums. 
This may be true sometimes, but 
oftener the mediums mistake the ema
nations o^ their own minds and at
tribute, them" to Spirit control. My 

-own wife often sheds bitter tears of 
disappointment on finding something 
that she supposed emanated from me 
not to-be as she thought I had told' 
her; -but, when this- occurs, she has. 
mistaken her. own impressions for* 
those which she thought had. ema
nated from me. '

Spirits do not, remain vile and de
graded very long'; it is impossible, for 
nothing can be hidden here, and after 
earthly conditions are thrown oft and 
the material-body has begun to dis
integrate, the soul itself has no desire 
to be either vile or degraded; natural 
law is'ever pushing all things from 
the lower to the higher; but, of 
course, there are degraded spirits 
coming here at all times, and thus 
a vile and degraded sphere of spir
itual life is ever within the lowest 
condition. .When the earth ceases tq 
send such here, then there will be, 
no such-sphere. But I must tell you' 
that the mistakes referred to above 
are not made when I control my wife 
for writing; then I hold her entirely 
under my control, and. as she is a 
natural writing -medium, I do not

borne no longer. What then?. The 
spirit must restore, and find a way 
to make restoration, and the soul may 
-have to work for years to find a.chan
nel through which to make'restitu
tion. At last, perhaps, he discovers 
a way and avails himself of it. He 
flrids that it Is not absolutely neces
sary that the one he has robbed s"hall 
know by what means he restores his 
own to him; it. rests more within. 
his1 own soul. Perhaps the one whom 
he Jias robbffd . has almost forgotten 
it, but the soul that has. done * the 
robbery can ngyer forget;"' can never 
rise until he has made full" recom
pense. When this Is done and the 
burden cast off, then the-soul rises 
buoyantly, and If that soul has com
mitted no other wrong, then it may 
rise Into happy conditions, but never 
until full recompense'has been made 
to all and every one' whom he has 
wronged in -any way.

“Now this” that I have written is 
true to the letter. It is not the 
wronged who suffer the most, but 
those who do the wrong, be it ever 
so small; for strict justice resides 
within every. soul that breathes the 
breath of life, no matter how deeply 
burled; It is there, nevertheless, and 
will rise up some day as an' acuser, 
crying ‘Restore! RESTORE.’ This is 
not from another outside of the soul, 
but the accusing voice is within the 
man’s own soul; it is the spirit of 
the man himself that must- rise up

. ¿out of all injustice, crime, vice, and 
fdegradation. -
j • “But you ask:. ‘Will other ana 

have any troubl«; the mistakes, re- good spirits not hel??’ Yes; good 
< ferred to are made-when she’Is not spirits will, aid and help' when the 

under the writing influence; hut wheaaonl cries out for that aid, for every

fields
And brighten every glade, 

In springtime spread their sweet per
fume, l

Ere winter droop and fade?
Why do the birds, so blithe and free, 

Through all the summer hours, 
Desert their haunts with autumn’s 

chill,
For warmer, southern bowers?.

The forest leaves which murmur low, 
When stirred by zephyrs mild,

Have fallen, touched by frost’s cold 
hand, -

In Countless numbers piled.
So, too, our friends fall, one by one, 

Like flowerh they droop arid die;. 
And while our.hearts are anguish- 

torn, 
In vain we question, why? - /

The flowers, the leaves, -arid all we 
love, 

Are doomed to sure decay;
To-morrow, change is written plain 

On all things of to-day. .
While murmuring at relentless fate, 

That all our hopes defy,
Let this suflice: Odr Father, Friend, 

In wisdom knoweth why.
Beyond this world of blight and chill, 

Where flowers bloom to die,
There Is & realm where nevermore 

-We need to .question, why?
There, summer, skies undimmed by 

clouds, :
And flowers that ceaseless bloom;

Its glorious landscape, beauteous, 
• . bright, '
Shall ne’ei1 be bathed in gloom.

There God’s gre'at family all shall 
meet, ■ '

None evermore to die; ■
No flowers shall fade, no leaves'to 

fail, .. " .
No more to question, why?

A>D. CHAMPNEY.
Rockport, Maine.-

than a quarter of a century, an hon- ; 
ored, Jilghly .respected and well-known 
medium, resident of Boston, Mass. 
Çhe usver advertised to give sittings 
or clçples, nor made any charge for 
such services, reoeivltfg-Only what was 
gladly given, and neither of these me
diums ever asked for, çr received, a 
dollar for their long services in the 
work" referred to in the "narrfitlve," 
running through many months, ex
cept actual traveling expenses. She 
was the only medium ever known to 
be used by a certain ancient people 
of the far Fast (said to be of 50,000 
years ago) to write their character- 
writing. Her sensitive soul, I fear, 
will be greatly shocked on reading the 
characterization given her and Dr. 
Cooper by our worthy friend Mr. 
Barrett, though she has long since 
gone to the invisible life of the spirit. 
No other “medium,” either first or 
last, ever had aught'to do In Qie “nar
rative” work except the Andersons— 
Wella and Pet, of San Francisco, Cal. 
They made a number of pictures of 
the “Ancient Band,” which band, in 
1875, first inaugurated the work re
ferred to, and being composed of 
of twenty-eight people, some being 
very ancient Atlantians and Egyp
tians, and others"bf high fame in 
very ancient and later history; their 
pictures, very perfectly and artistic
ally executed, display the possession 
of, a breadth of power of brain, of 
wisdom and intelligence, seldom, if 
ever equaled.

The entire “cirqje” having the work 
In charge was composed- of but six 
people; including the two mediums 
referred to; none of them being in 
affluent circumstances, and the work 
outlined by thé ““spirits," which* in
cluded bringing out a.history of the 
lost Atlantis, would require the power 
which a modern money-leverage only 
can give.;

The .“spirits” rèadilÿ admitted this, 
and declared they already had a plan 
mhturéd to provide that essential. 
T. L. declares this work which the 
“spirits” desired to engage in with 
.trie “circle” Was “to aid in the uplift
ing of humanity to increased knowl-" 
edge of the true brotherhood of the 
race, to be as lasting as eternity, etc.; 
yet Mr, Barrett does not recognize 
such "work as of a spiritual nature, 
saying that “Wise spirits in the Super
nal Spherèrf”hàve all they can do to 

.attend111to 'Spiritual things.” T. L.
should hasten to .profit upon receiving 
this I'l^ht."^, '

It iS’aouHtjess entirely natural that 
oiir worthy*. Brother. Barrett should 
place rso 'limited ah estimate upon 
T. L.’otudyljif Spiritualism,-but from 
his “mirratlye'’ he certainly has had 
oppoftupltyi'of a Very strenuous sort 
for suéh-s^udy through .“Spirit Re
turn, and,II state upon reliable in- 
formatipn) (T. L. Was a reader and 
studeni of ’Naturels Divine Revela
tions '"(Davis’) more than half a cen
tury ago (wjhen Mr. Barrett was yet 
young), and,.followed ur with- all the 
works of tliat seer as they appeared, 
and alyout ’ajl. other books on the sub
ject; ?apd ygt, forgetting that worthy 
motlYes.niaÿ. prompt people, who have 
not yet “united with the N. S. A.,” to 
consent to aid high nnd wise "spirits” 
in their desire to uplift humanity, our 
•worthy brother declares T. L. and' 
his class "sought' to. reduce spiritual 
things to the level of sordid material 
gain,-fond" that vaffity, ambition, a 
pseudo-philanthropy and concealed 

t self-interest' were the. overwhelming 
influences that controlled him»' and

Such an injury to the right side 
of the brain, however, does not in 
general affect the mind. This remains 
as clear nnd sane and vigorous as 
ever.
• On the other hand, the*very same 
injury to the brain which on the right 
side affected only the body, will, when 
it occurs on the left side, affect the 
mind as well. To paralysis of the 
muscles is added .curtailment of the 
thipking powers.

There have been men who have lost 
a cupful of brains out of the right 
side of their heads and retained all 
their mental faculties unimpaired. 
There have been other men in whom 
the loss of a half a thimbleful from 
th# left side lias rendered them for 
the remainder of their lives unable 
lo recognize by sight their own wives.

I have said that most men do all 
their thinking on the left side of their 
brains; the remainder use only the 
right sides of .theirs. These, more
over, are the left-handed men.

Apparently, too, right-handed men 
are right-eyed men also, and not only 
sight a gun or use a microscope with 
the right eye, but also sit to drive or 
stand to bgt, or grasp tools, in the 
way that will give to that eye the 
more unimpeded view. In addition, 
right-handed men are also right-eared 
—while they libar With both ears, 
they listen with the right—as anyone 
may test in his own case for himself.

Left-handed men are correspond
ingly left-eyed and left-eared. Thus, 
the centers for the more skillful hand, 
and probably for the better-trained 
eye, come normally on the same side 
of the brain as the thinking appa
ratus, so that the eye, hand and 
thought work together.

In general, then, all thè thinking is 
done on the left side of the brain. 
Can we not go further and say that 
particular kinds of thinking are done 
in particular regions of the left cor
tex?

The phrenologists, erf course, have 
the entire brain-mapped out like city 
lots>—combativeness here, order there. 
This part of one’s brain operates 
when hejruts away his shoes in the 
closet; that when he throws them at 
the cat. ’

Now, "as a matter of fact, we have 
“faculties” in the mind and “organs” 
in the brain about as much as we 
have -a baseball-playing muscle and 
a wood-sawing muscle, and still an
other muscle for standing still. The 
brain acts, as a whole, just as the 
body does. We use all our muscles- 
to play ball and wè use them all to 
saw wood. " .

; I have already touched upon the 
case of the man* who suddenly lost 
the ability to recognize his wife. This 
man, who was. a workman in Glas
gow, had his skull fractured by a 
blow on the; left side of the head, 
about midWay between the ear and 
the crown, so that a splinter of bone 
became imbedded" in-the gray matter- 
of his brain. At once he lost the 
capacity for thinking about what he 
saw. ■ - ■

_ Though his sight was sharp enough, 
lie could not recognize the most famil
iar objects. His friends, his children, 
his wife, appeared iherely as colored 
spots,' yet otherwise his mind was ' 
clear and the-moment any of them 
spoke he knew them at once. He 
could not tell by eyesight how many

of HelenPetrovla Blavatsky, known as 
Mhdame Blavatsky while living in a 
physical body.

She entertained us in a high ele
vated manner, which was both grand 
and gracious. In her great hall were 
many students, male and female. She 
was educating those students in Spir
itual Theosophy. She said, ‘Theoso
phy without Spiritualism Is a dry 
husk. * * * It is only six weeks ago 
that I attended a Theosophical meet
ing. The speaker claimed to be 
clairvoyant, and said while in the 
clairvoyant state I had told her that 
I should become reincarnated Into the 
physical body in Russia. * * *

" ‘You tell me, lady, you are giv
ing your spiritual experience through 
a medium. Acquaint your friends 
that I tun still a teacher in spirit 
life; permit them on all occasions to 
understand that 1 never had any de
sire to take a physical body yet. I 
am not only Instructing my students, 
but. receiving instruction myself for 
a future earth career.

“ ‘It will be over fifty years be
fore I take on a physical embodi
ment.’ ’’

Justin and Madame Blavatsky were 
Intimately acquainted while In the 
physical body. After slpj passedxto 
the spirit life she several tinws'eame 
and controlled Justin. She bears the 
name in spirit life of Searchlight, and 
gave to Justin’s home the name of 
“■Searchlight Bower," and it was 
known to spirits as their station, and 
never a day passed without callers 
from the spirit spheres.

E. W. HULBURD.
• Descanso, Cal.

ped; the blood supply was cut off 
from the little spot of gray matter 
which the mind uses most in think
ing about printed and written words. 
To the day of her death this woman
never 
every 
tirely

To

read another letter. Yet in. 
other respect she remained en- 
normal.
speak paradoxically, the most

"The Psychic Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

by Rev.
"Universal Spiritualism." 

a view of Spiritualism from 
liest time, and in all nations. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

Giving 
the ear/- —

By W. .
“The Pathway of the Human Spir

it." Can It leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.

"This Mystical Life of Ours.” Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by "himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World’s A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

"In, Tune with the Infinite.” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor's best style. By Ralph Waldo
Trine. Price $1.25.

"Man Visible and 
C. W. Leadbeater. 
colored Illustrations

Invisible." By
It contains 22 

of the Aura of
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- ■ 
clent and Modern." By C. W. Lead- 
beater. Price $1.50. •" '• '

“Psyehie Light, or Continuity of ■-*- 
Law and Life." By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50. '

"Continuity of Life a Cosniic 
Truth." A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1,00.

“In the World Celestial." A Splr- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
.Price $1.00.

LIBERAI, AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With 'rhe
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price $5.00.

"The Bible.” By John E. Rems- 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility

fingers were held up before his face, 
but by touch’he could count them as 
well as ever.

Still stranger freaks of mental 
blindness, however, are brought about 
by the bursting or plugging of minute 
blood, vessels In the brain. There 1b 
a New York-case of this sort—an edu- 
cate’d middle-aged woman, who tpqk. 
up her newspaper one -morning", and,' 
to her consternation, found that she 
could ndt read a single word.
' a minute artery had become stop-

important deeds of our lives are our 
words. It is speech more than any
thing else that makes us human, 
while words are not so much “for the 
purpose of concealing our thoughts” 
as the only means by which we are 
able to think effectively at all.

Few injuries, therefore, are more 
distressing to the victim or to his 
friends than are those which affect 
the “speech-center” at the side of the 
head, a little above and in front, of 
the auditory area. An apoplectic 
stroke at this point often paralyzes 
an entire half of the body and ren
ders the victim dumb for the remain
der of his days. ,

It sometimes happens, however, 
that the plugged or ruptured blood 
vessel injures just the right bit of 
brain tissue to cut off the power of 
speech and do" nothing else. The 
patient can use his mouth and throat 
as before, for everything except talk-' 
ing. Sometimes, if the injury does 
not extend to the center from the 
hand, he can communicate in writing.

He can read and understand spoken 
words as before. Occasionally he can 
utter parroi fashion any sound in the 
language', or even repeat correctly 
anything said in his presence. Some- 
times the aphasic can use words of 
one syllable. Sometimes he retains 
a small stock ofx words, it may be 
no more than four or five. Some
times he loses his stock of proper 
names, or it may be all his nouns.

There have been aphasics who 
would articulate perfectly, but were 
continually at a loss to find the appro
priate word. It is all a question of 
the precise point where the smash-up. 
happened to occur, and the extent of 
the destruction. In all cases what is 
lost or curtailed is the ability to think 
about spoken words.-
. It seems strange that when one is 
dining he Innervates the muscles of 
the tongue and lips and. throat from 
the sides of - the brain like other 
paired organs, but when he turns to 
speak to the waiter, he controls the 
very same muscles from: the left side 
of his brain only. . . ,

It all goes to show how peculiar, 
and in a sensekartificial, is human 
speech and ability to think In words.

and morality. A large book 
$1.25.

“Six Historié Americans." 
John E. Remsburg. Just the I 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.

“The Evolution of Man." By 
Hanckel. Price $1.00; postage

for
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Germs of Mind in Plants
By B. H- France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
50 Cents.

A cardinal point iu the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique In the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants yr 
receive Impressions from the outside < - 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 1 
advantage, exactly as human beings/
do. These facts are told in this book-1.
In so charming and entertaining ..‘a 
style that the reader Is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

The Psychic Riddle,
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 
' Chief of “The Standard Dictionary"; 
" Author of “The Widow’s Mite, and

Qther Psychic Phenomena," ‘‘Tho 
Next Step In Evolution," etc.
A »book full of psychic suggestions, - 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: ”A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;" and also with the 
Judgment On the same book pronounced 
J>y the Cleveland Record: ‘‘There has 
never been so'fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.”' Price, $1.00...................
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■ETERNITY’OF THE EARTH.
Electricity the Universal .Force. By 

Daniel K. Tenney. A valuable book 
M105 pages. Cloth, 75 csata.
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SINGS SWEETLY IN TRANCE. A VISION INTRODUCED BY A SPIRIT. IT IS DELIGHTFUL TO DIE.

Unconscious Man Astounds Friends by Rendition of Songs He 
Did Not Know When Normal.

It Reveals the Locality of Buried Treasure—$750 Found.

curious trance-like state in which Edward Shea, of Mont 
ft’* Clairq^ N. J., has remained for more than a month has taken 

phase, Shea now frequently sings, although he re- 
y ,?, mains Unconscious. -
¡I t Before thedrance camo on he was known as a vocalist of some 
Ifk, abilitjj; but friends who have heard him sing during his trance 
K sa?r voice possesses more sweetness and that he sings
H \ with more expression than he did before.
H While his singing would believe one to think that-the songs 
1$ he sings had been diligently practiced, none of his friends have 
111’ Sln8' ony of them before. ' ' r
1^ - Shea is fed artificially, and while he takes little nourishment, 
1« he remains in good physical condition. ■

Animal Immortality
Canine Prodigy and His Master, Whose Mjnd 

lie Was Able to Read—“Shep’’ -Is Entitled to 
a First-Class Home in Spirit Life.

The next time Daniel Oldham has a revelation to makeDiis 
son Martin probably will not deride it as a “pipe dream.” The 
father, who is an old mini,-recently asked his son to*-'go Vrtth 
him and dig up $750 in gold, which he said was on the fm-m 
of Hugh McFadden, in Sugar Creek township, but the ison 
smiled significantly and intimated that the story was ^fjvagpry. 

s ThB son went to Franklin last Saturday, and the old man 
persuaded the grandson, Charles, to’ aecqmpany him. j’Noifine 
was at home at the McFadden farm, and Mr. Oldhaiu asked 
the grandson to get a shovel and ’follow him. He did .as-re
quested, and they then went to the north side of. the house, 
under a tree in the orchard. The boy was requested to dig in., 
a’certain spot to the. depth of two feet. He did so, when .the 
shovel struck an old kettle. It was pulled from the ground and 
ja tin box taken from it. When the box was opened it was. 
found to contain $750 in gold. . ■

Seven or eight years ago-Oldham lived with Ms daughter, 
who was Mrs. Hugh McFadden; She died and he left the 
farm, having buried the money some time before, where it has 
been until last Saturday.—Special Dispatch to' the 'Chicago 
Inter-Ocean from Shelbyville,. Ind., illustrating Spirit Fower 
and Influence. ■

Near Dissolution Eight Times, Thrice Given Up by Doctors— 
. Describes His Feelings—Boul Freed Possessed of Ten Times 

as Many Faculties-as When in the Body,

FREE TO
SICILY WOBEI

Dr. Peebles Offers to Bend Every Lady 
Holder of this 1’aper u baiuplo Bottle of

-, Hte t‘UWOU8 Herbl-Vlae Cuiuyuuud.

As sot forth in thfeChieago Tribune, 
!> when Banta Claus wings into Wash- : 

ington Boulevard, near Garfield Park,. 
»¡Kjff this Christmas eve, and under ad 
.-■gælcctrlc light, runs down his list,- writ- 
t^ten on a tablet of snow crust with 

/■e fine point of an icicle, one name 
ho', will miss, "Shep,” -the Qollle'dog 
owned from little puppyhood till the 

- day of his death by John M. Whitman, 
• vice-president- of the Chicago and 

Northwestern railway, for, during all 
I' tho eleven years of his life, Shep and 

" Sentir Claus were friends. The good 
old spint never forgot the dog with 

• -the snowy breast—a breast tor all 
the world like a splendid ostrich 

i plume—nor did Sl^p ever overlook
the popping out of thé stars ph Christ-

I , mas eve, - ■ , ;
I? No little child; eager-eyed for a 
LLSblfil’86 bf the ' Jovial saint, ever 
r “^watched at the window for his com
bing, or gazed more longingly down 
I' : snow-swept streets, than this dog. 
r ; But while baby eyes at last grew 
|. heavy, and the'lids drooped low, Shep 
C never ceased his vigil the long night 
î through.
1 v - See Santa.Claus? Of course he did. 
|-r Only last Christmas Mr. Whitman g asked him if, in the stillness, of the 
B / . night,, the iold main with the red coat, P all trimmed with white fui-, had 
S b th the pane; and
| ?'at ' the ' question Shep’s sofc^eyes i / leaped, he shook his breast plume J; and wagged his tail, and barljed

‘.‘yes,” plainer than a dog ever barked 
I ' "yes”, before. ■
a " For Shep, ÿou nee, was that kind 

of dog. Such-a Collie he was as 
1? Robert , Louis Stevenson would have 
B/b loved, if /we may discover the gentle 
H. / Scotchipan’B attitude toward decent 
Wÿ ‘citizens Of the canine world from that 
ffi^/iHuminatlng dog essay in the volume, 
|R ‘.‘Memories and Portraits.”

Shsp was a sou of Bozzie, and Boz- 
you- must know, was- .one of the 

Khmost remarkable dogs- recorded in dog 
0/ history. .Little -boys often seem to 
H-/ repeat, the characteristic, traits pi 
»/ their-mothers, so why should not lit- 
R, /',tjex boy /’dogs’ inherit from their 
Bb/mothers?/She
Kt?// T^ grown men and-women in 
H - Chicago who remember Bozzie—how Hr . BÏié would visit the schoolrooms and 
■ perform ' those astonishing feats that Bl' . Inter became part of her son’s accom- 
K - ’ -jillshments. Call It telepajthy, call It 
H,/ a more than -usually'subtle instinct, 
B'i call ‘it /conclusive’ proof of Buddhistic 
H/a doctrlne^T-or what you will (it really 

doesn’t make a .difference), the fact

to fix the order in his mind, then 
away he, trotted acros the street, up 
the steps, down again’ and back, 
Bight sharp barks shivered the at- . 
mosphere. And eight was the nuyi- 
ber of the steps. -- , ’

Another feat he would perforjn— 
a feat beside which-the temptation
resistance of -St. Anthony.: appears 
mild -and feeble. Shep would deliver 
a lump of sugar to anyone if told to 
do so, and carry the sweet' morsel 
between the points of his teeth in such 
a way as not to moisten the lump.1 
Eat it? Never, - unless an especial 
lump were finally forthcoming by way 
of reward. And that lump he 
•wouldn’t stop to chew, but swallow 
whole.
.A, As a player at the piano approached 
the end of the music, Shep'would bark 
his .delight.

No churchman ever objected to card 
playing more constantly than he did. 
When the cards were produced or the 
table for the game brought in, Shep 
would walk out of the room in stately 
dignity and nothing would induce him 
to re-enter it-till the ‘.‘devil’s pictures” 
had been put away; He objected also 
lo stories about himself, though he 
was always ready at Ills master’s word 
to perform his extraordinary feats be
fore strangers. But let that gents 
master begin to talk about Shep, and 
Shep—in a modesty superhuman— 
would “vamoose.”

Shep was born on March 25, 1896 
—born In the back yard of the Clason 
kennels. His Mother’s (Bozzle’s) 
master, George Clason, presented the 
dog and the' first' of the litter to his 
old friend, Mr. Whitman. A home 
was Immediately made for the pupp'y 
with Mr. Whitman at his residence, 
1295 Washington Boulevard. There 
everybody was fond of the silky little 
animal, and as he grew and his tal
ents, one by one, developed, the fond
ness of those with whom he lived be
came little less than love. •'

And it was a love shared by all Ihe 
children of the neighborhood, espec
ially the little girls with whom Shep 
delighted . to play hide and seek— 
never resenting being made “it”—

The Great Problem
Is Death a Wall,-.or Door?—-Myra Pepper

Weller Ably Discusses that Most-Interesting 
Subject. '

remains that the genius of-this super 
‘ specimen of the-■ Scotch Collie—a 

breed famed for years in the legends
-H;igh1jtfids—passed all human 

i, 'compreiiensioiC' indeed so extraordt- 
‘ nary were the feats performed by 

I" Shep that it is perhaps to court the 
•f charge of overenthusiasm (to say the 

. least) fkat one records them.
| . ■ From early puppyhood Shep pos- 
f sessed a sense of numbers, and at the 
' time, of his death, on November 29, I - the solution of simple sums in addi- I.' tion was almost- “too easy" for him. L MrJ Whitman---whose deep affection 
¡' for his' dog friend is understood read- p by those Chicagoans who know the 
f- .man and who knew Shep—would ask, 
¡I fin an ordinary conversational tone: 
! , “How many chairs, are there over 
| -' at that end of the room, Shep?” I" . Shep would stand right In the mid- F die of tjw floor, his snowy, breast out- 
Kknuffed.- and let his soft eyes travel 
HpK?rom one to another. Then suddenly

and to whom he was “ever so much 
nicer than boyp.”

Rarely a day passed that Shep did 
not receive visitors in his master’s 
home from among the children liv
ing thereabout,-anfl when, now and 
again, one of his little friends was - 
missing—taken .away, perhaps, for al
ways—Shep seemed to know It, and 
umn Xiuean e-iqtn ownnAvi«1 
this dog the absence.

They made him presents, the chil
dren did, on Christmas day. They 
showed him what Santa Claus had 
brought them and proudly he dragged 
before them his own gifts: a blanket 
or a new collar; for Santa Claus 
never forgot ' Shep. ‘ They were 
friends, Santa Claus and he, one in 
their love for little children." So per
haps it was well, after all, that Shep 
should have gone to sleep just'betore 
Christmas. Nor would it surprise any 
of the little folks from the railroa.d 
tracks to Garfield Park on Washing- 
'aAe suunsijqo sjqi ’jj pasASinoa uoj 
when across the snow clouds Santa 
comes, there should run and leap be
hind the old Saint's laden sleigh the 
spirit of their friend. K. E. H.

From time to time science has en- ' 
croached upon the ground of religious < 
tradition, and one after another of 
the dogmas of the church has gone 
to pieces under the. hammer, or béen 
.dissolved in its crucible.

The doctrine of the literal resur
rection of the body, the lateral inter
pretation pt the cosmogony of Gene
sis, and the theory that the, earth is 
the center of the universe, have all 
been doomed by the discoveries pt 
science. s -

Once the church was the only ora- 
cle; but new science 'has an eracle 
ef its own, at which.the church itself 
must inquire, and th’e question it now 
puts to science is: What have you 
to say upon the great theme of im
mortality.? Must the belief in the 
immortality pf the seul share the fate 
ef the belief in the literal resurrec
tion of the body? -Who knows? What 
shall we say of the evidence? Doc
tors of science, like doctors of theol
ogy, do not agree. The most gen
eral concession la'that science cannot 
show that immortality is impossible. 
John Fiske says that, philosophically, 
the relation of science to immortality 
stands lust about where it did in the 
time of- Descartes; that is, there is 
no more positive proof against it now 
than there was then. The main, em
phasis pf Inquiry to-day is on the 
point of personal consciousness of im
mortality, in the Occidental mind. 
The majority of us would think eter
nal existence hardly worth consider
ing if personal Consciousness did not 
go with it. The Oriental mind has 
never laid so much stress on that 
point.

The Hindu throws a lump of salt, 
into the'stream and says: “It is gone, 
yet It is all there.” He is capable 
of conceiving without dismay the ab
sorption of the Individual soul into 
the eternal soul of the universo. It 
is not'destruction;' It is deification.

On the physical side, science assures 
u6 that not an atom is lost. Matter 

, changes its form, but does not die.
It matter is indestructible, is not the 
soul of matter also Indestructible? 
Who KNOWS? Science engages ifself 
mostly with the objective world—the 
phenomena, of Nature. There is a 
vast region of-mind which, is but

'condition, says Mrs. Lake, adhere to 
every sect, party, and creed; they 
constitute the rank and file of the 
unspiritiial of the world. Anil' it is 
these person?, who have 'bo impreg
nated the atmosphere with an ele
ment of the earth, earthy, as to bring 
mildew and blight, which, renders 
them incapable of comprehending sen
timents which exalt the soul; which 
bring to it those superb flights -of 
ideality which fill the pencil of the. 
artist with Are until the insensate 
canvas glows with divine truth aqd 
a language more masterly than 
speech; which weaves the matchless 
melody, whose vast rhythmical sweep 
moves the bosoms of thousands with 
one accord; which gathers, into its 
embrace love, heroism, courage and 
devotion, and imprisons them in the 
words of the poet, which, burn into 
the hearts of men for centuries upon 
centuries of time—ay^ whiqh utterly 
incapacitate them for knowing Any
thing of that-wonderful uplifting And 
outpouring of the soul called prayer, 
which is as .much an indestructible

lately being included in Its tests. 
Humanity, is a product of Nature, and 
with humanity we must take - the 
vihole range of emotions and. ethical 
motives that influence it. The hopes, 
the affections, and the infinite yearn
ings of the human heart will not be 
silenced. These are a part of our 
heritage, and these are prophetic of 
our destiny.

We have read wIth Profound inter
est the arguments of the great scien
tists of to-day ¿11 this absorbing ques-
tibn, and’who can read the products

element in the spiritual man as are 
the granite and gold of the earth, 
changing'forever, but not annihilated.-

Emerson says: “When the soul is 
well employed it is curious ‘about ’Im
mortality.” But there will'always''be 
eager,, restless minds seeking to fath
om the great unknown. While ' we 
dare not limit the possibilities“'of 
thought, the limits of scientific ;re-' 
search must ever be sharply deflfied 
in the attempts to solve" thb myqtor- 
les of life. We do not adit, ‘'What 
do you believe?"- but we ask, “What 
do you know?" •

In one of those inimitable prose • 
poems, Brann says: “I ain not pre
pared, to say that Spiritualism is all 
brazen charlatanry, or fbolish self- 
deception. It may be that inspiration' 
is but a higher wisdom taught the 
loving heart by those it has loved 
and lost. The souls of the . dead 
scratch no messages on grettsy slates 
for stupid eyes; shout none across 
the Styx that can be heard by vul
gar ears; ibut there be men who can 
hear in the silept watches of the night 
the music of lips long since- mute. 
There are those for whom the veil 
that separates the two eternities is 
no black Impenetrable pall, but an 
Arachpe's .web, a sacred shadow 
through which comes sweeping—not 
the roar.of myriad-voiced hosannas 
and the rustle of "countless wings of 
dazzling white beating the everlast
ing blue, but the soft incense -of love, 
bringing healing to broken hearts, 
calm to rebellious souls. These-seek 
no thaumaturgic Incantations to se
cure messages from the other shore, 
for they .are coming continually. -They 
do-but listen and interpret as best

A remarkable story has been told by James J. Kane, who 
for thirty years was a chaplain in the United States navy,' 
from which-he only recently retired, Mr. Kane pays occasional 
.visits to London, Eng. He said while there: - . .

“I have been no-fewer than eight times at the point of 
death, and on three occasions I was pronounced dead by phy
sicians. On one of those occasions I rested in my,coffin for 
twenty-four hours,

. “.Dui'ing the third year of the American civil war I was 
attached as an executive officer to a gunboat of the, west gulf 
blockade squadron, which was under the command of the late 
Admiral Farragut.. Yellow fever was virulent,, and ultimately 
I contracted the disease, :

Victim of Yellow Fever. . „
‘‘I struggled hard against the disease, which was deeply 

rooted in the system; -I gradually grew worse and began to 
welcome the approach of death. ’ '
“AH thip time I was perfectly conscious, and as the body 

grow, weaker the fnental powers grew stronger,. I 'recognized 
the peculiar distinction between'the soul and the bodyj and 
made the startling discovery that I was possessed of wonder
ful faculties belonging to the soul, which were gradually de
veloping, as the separation from the body was taking place. 
1 am unable to describe them. Their power was marvelous. 
For each faculty -I had in the body, I had ten in the spirit 
form.

4‘Weaker, and yet still weaker, I grew; my breathing be
came difficult; pulsation almost ceased. Without losing con
sciousness I at last passed through the final struggle.. In an 
instant the spirit was freed, and I stood beside my body, pro
nounced dead by the doctors and nurses. ‘ All is over—he is 
gone,’ said they, as they closed my eyes.

Act of Dying Is Delightful.
“I claim that the act of dying is one of the most delightful 

and exciting episodes of my life, filled with pleasurable emo
tions, not only at the thought of meeting long-parted friends, 
-but .the increase of knowledge and freedom from earthly ele
ments. -
“When I awoke, a colored preacher, who was very much 

attached to me, and who was weeping at my bedside, said:
“ ‘Thank God, you are once more alive,’ and there was re- 

joicing at iny restoration. My vision haunted me. I mourned 
over my return. I soon fell into a deep sleep,_ and the next 
morning felt increased vitalization.
“I once had a cataleptic seizure in London, when Dr. George 

W. Callender was in attendance upon me. He afterward stated 
that I was the only man in his varied experience who had 
recovered after Being so far gone in the throes of death. Two 
other medical men were also called, and they concurred with 
Dr. Callender.
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FLIES’IN THE OINTMENT.

v.„„, ___ —---------- -- - - Ljthey can to their dull-eared brethren
of their research and skill without? "the celestial wisdom. The latter pro- 

* test that they are inspired, and thethinking —thinking on and on from 
each lofty stroke of the author’s pen? 

To follow them--would be as one

sfi'M would wheel about, catch his mas- 
■Yer’s eye, and with’unerring accuracy, 
burk the number. y

“Now go'out in the hall and tell 
mo" how many there are there," Mr. 

' Whitman would say. : Off Shep would. 
' trot, to -return after a. moment and 

bark the -number. -It. was not that 
the-dog knew-from experience, fof 
articles -were moved about, .their num- 

| her. Increased or diminished, simply 
I ' to malto the task harder. But- Shep 
I? was rarely confused, and when he be- 

■ came so, more often than not cor- 
L. rested himself before the game, was 
t over. .s

■ < The clock would strike. Five.mln- 
•' -utes after. If asked the number, Shep, 

I would bark it. ...
!'■’ But by far the most- extraordinary 
¡'•-' test to -which his intellect was ever

-put—for one -must -.call it -intellect, 
|' after all—-was when Mr; Whitman 
| - would, holding the dog's attention ab- 
I? ‘solutely undistracted, say:I “Now, Shep, I want you to tliink 
iX ^thinlt hard. I have a number in 
S'* my mind. I’m thinking of it very I ’hard, too: - I want you- to do your 
| befit to tell me what the .number is.” 

; The - dog would stand perfectly
I ’ rigid, bis eyes so fixed on bls maS- 
I'. : tor’s that It was as if lie would pierce 
|s >jnto the brain above him and read 
HK the number there. A moment thus 
iiy und an expression of almost-human 
■tfLaatisfaction would cross Shep's -face 
I’i/M hc barked the number. ' • .
fe : One day- Mr. Whitman was walking- 

with his-eager friend .in Washington- 
B.\i!jBoul0Vard-when,,without warning, he 
Hxidohed down and'said: , ,
HF.- - "Shell,-I want you to cross over the 
g-y street, go' up'those,steps [pointing], 
K^en come back and tell me how many 
aLl/tS-ere are." ■

moment the dog hesitated, ns if-

Fake Mediums and Commercial Me
diumship.

I-am now In my 81st year. I was 
publishing a little weekly paper in 
Wisconsin when the Fox girls startled 
us with their rappings and other .phe
nomena. Among my personal friends 
were many who had . given attention 
to thbse revelations. . These people 
took the religious aspect of . the phe
nomena, and they were the happiest 
and the most, dependable 'people ’ I 
knew. BUT the “fly in the'olntment,”" 
so far as my case was concerned, was 
the faker element' that fastened itself 
upon the flowing. tide and, While 
clawing in the lucre, were loading 
down- a righteous cause with their 
dishonesty. It was this element and 
the ,difficulty of discriminating be
tween the genuine and tlie base, that 
kept thousands who, like myself, 
would not have anything to do with 
those whom we believed to be fratldu-. 
lent professors, but who did not 
know how to fight them.

Within the last three -years I have 
had experience that- has''ehabled<me 
to put full faith in the religious as
pect of Spiritualism, and I am content 
to abide there; but I will have noth
ing to do with professed mediums 
who offer to find mines, lost property; 
etc. . What we need is the organiza
tion of religious societies of Spiritual
ists In every town. In such societies 
we can • protect ourselves against 
fraudulent- pretenders; and support 
accredited mediums and lecturers.

GEO. - BURNSIDE.
Jacksonville, Fla.
"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture." Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirit
ual influences. Free from < all theo
ries of superstition.. - By.Prof. W, M. 
LoCkwdod. Price. 25 .cent«.

who, on the summit of the Alps, 
wrapped in the sublime grandeur of 
surrounding -eminences, would leap 
from crag to crag, unmindful of the 
thousands of beauties beneath and 
around him, less lofty but no less 
lovably grand.

We are led into the labyrinths of 
reason; and, even partially to com
prehend the author's thought, we are 
under the necessity of thinking., for
ourselves. It does seem that science 
might possibly track life 'to Its fur- . 
fhest recess, make out what it is, and 
definitely ascertain whether there is 
anything that can survive the. body. . 
But what has -been found is, that the 
wonderful "thing, . life, is . something 
of which,' in the last .resort,-science 
can tell us nothing. There is a world 
of suggestion in these words of Dr.. 
Martineau: ‘‘Men do not believe ',n

-immortality because It has ever.been 
proved, but they are forever trying 
to provA It because they cannot help 

■believing it." ' ■'V
This' convection,, this inner . con

sciousness that tells us of a. life to 
come-, has : grown as a part ioCflui. 
development,; and has^ held its ‘place, : 
though \ distorted, Into forms of - ter
ror which men would have gladly dis- 

’bolieved.' It has been interwoven 
with all of man’s highest alms and 
motives, and among the brightest and 
best of our race has seemed an abso
lute certainty, and. especially so to the 
true- ‘‘Spiritualist.” I know with 
what commiserating contempt some 
people use that term; but I would 
use it in its broadest and most com
prehensive sense, by no means refer
ring to that man or. woman who . has; 
simply found out that there is a con
dition into which he can put himself 
and-therein receive communications 
which prove to him that his “dead”- 

' friends are not dead. - ■ ■.
■■ Great as this knowledge Is, it does, 
not constitute a true Spiritualist, but- 
only a believer in the phenomena:-of 
Spiritualism. Persons adapted to ’th Is • - '•- •

strumpet Fame casts, upqn them her 
purpie robe.” •

It is not the peripatetic mediums, 
but the-poets and the prophets, who 
“call up the‘ spirits,”- and bid them 
speak-to us—-those who find all tile 
.dead past living in'tha present; who. 
are so spiritualistic themselves that 
they can understand Nature’s - finer 
tones, -and -who realize-that .“llfe-.is 
but a dome of many-colored, glass that 
stains the . white radiance- .of . eter
nity.”

"All truly great men-are .Spiritual
ists, even mystics. .

A materialist may be a mathema- 
ticlin in a limited" way; but never a 
poet nor an orator... He . Is of the
earth; an, Intellectual Antaeus. ■ The 
minute his feet leave the sodden clay 
he is strangled by the gods. For him. 
there" is no ’fount of Castalia .whose 
sweet waters make men mad. Par
nassus ’ is but an Egyptian ¿pyramid 
to be scaled by ladders, and. by । t)ie 
aid of-guides who serve for salary. 
Fancy has no wing to waft him amojig- 
th’e stars. He sees in-the . Bible M'y 
its errors, never its .wild beauty, ^or - 
him Villon was only a sot, had Anae-, 
reon a libertine. In his cosmos th^re 
■is no Garden of the, Gods hoi* grtj^es 
of Daphne. He can niiderstand 
neither the platonic love ofIPetraich' 
nor the psychological- ferocity.,of 
Rousseau, “the apostle of Affliction, 
he who threw enchantment^ver p&s- 
sion and from woe wrung overwhelm
ing eloquence.” For him alibis cia'y; 

•even the laughter of childixiod Is'a 
cunning mechanism, and the®UraBian 
Venus but a lump of animated effi-ih. 
The flowers bring him messa^es^bnly 
from the muck .in which their rbots 
are buried, and the “concord of sweet 
sounds” is but a disturbance of the 
atmosphere. Such men do not live; 
they-merely exist They do not'enjoy 
life; _ they do not even: suffer its 
pangs. They .know naught of that 
sweetness “for.; which love’ is in
debted tosorrow.” '

. And yet,-who tnay condemn? Every 
negation is a proof of inquiry. There

are thousands whose cry is voiced in 
that beautiful poem by Barrow,

The Ebbing Sea.
"Therp is a sea whose mystic tide 
Beats evel^round our earthly shore; 
Perchance it sometimes comes to flood, 
But here it ebbs forevermore.
Whd steps into its darkling waves 
Is swept out by the undertow 
While hidden by the o'erhanglng mist; 
Where do they drift none ever know.
A boat comes, and from out the air 
A call which none but the summoned 

hears;
Some loved one then with wondering 

eyes
And pale face goes, despite our tears.
Is there a land beyond the sea? 
Sometimes there looms a vision fair 
And the mists lift; but is.it real, 
Or a mirage built on the air?
Sometimes a wind from off the sea 
Wafts landward faint, sweet odors 

strange; '
Are they delusive, or "are there 
Rare flowers beyond • all death and 

change? _
I stoop doWn listening to the shone— 
Is it a whisper that I hear? 
Or dees my longing fancy bring 
These voices that enchant mine ear? 
Oh, that, some friend from o’er this 

sea ‘ -
Might come back with the word of 

trust,
‘And make me know that love still 

lives— ■
That soul is soul, though dust is 

dust!"
“Whatever is resting on fiction'or 

fraud will be overthrown. ' Institu- 
.tions that organize impostures, and 
spread delusions must, show what 

’ right theyAave to exist Faith must 
render an account to reason. Mys
teries must give place to facts. Relig
ion must relinquish that .imperious, 
that domineering position which she 
has so long mainttfined against sci
ence. There must .be absolute free
dom for thought. The ecclesiastic 
must learn to keep himself within the 
domain he has.chosen, and cease,to. 
tyrannize over the philosopher who, 
conscious of hlq nwn strength, and 
purity of-motive, will beat such in
terference no longer. -What was writ
ten by Esdras near the wi\16w-fringed 
rivers ol Babylon more than twenty- 
three centuries ago still /holds good: 
"As for truth,-it endureth ,a6d, is 
always strong; it-liveth, and . con-: 
queroth forevermore...

MYRA PEPPER WELLER.
Mitchell, S. D. -

SOWING AND HEAPING.

They Belong to This Life, and Also 
to the Future. •

• * . •: f •
“A Discussion on Reincarnation or 

the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit.” \ Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and "Dis-

I read in The Progressive Thinker 
of December 21st a message purport
ing to cojne from Dewitt Talmage. 
I am glad he has at last been per
mitted to come and acknowledge his 
error. I have been looking for some
thing from him for some time, feel
ing sure he would have to do so be
fore he could advance one step for
ward in spirit life; and this Is only 
an opening wedge, for he will come 
many times to proclaim his mistakes 
and false teachings—humiliating as 
it may be to him. He was a proud 
man; and gloried in his power over 
his people, although [ic knew he was 
teaching contrary to his real belief, 
which makes his condition now harder 
to overcome.

Beforq he passed to spirit life, and 
during the height of his popularity, 
I prophesied the same result in “The 
Golden Gate” of May 22, 1888, which 
read as follows:

■ “Every now and then Talmage gets 
up a tirade against Spiritualism and 
Spiritualists. The subject seems to 
haunt the reverend gentleman. How 
have they Injured him? Why does 
he resort to what he knows to be 
untrue to clinch his arguments.' In 
the still watches of the night a dog 
may bark at the moon, and make 
everyone feel uncomfortable and 
wakeful around him, but the moon 
rolls majestically on in all its splen
dor, swerving not, neither changing 
its course; and so Spiritualism will 
continue to do its mission, gathering 
into its fold thousands who are seek
ing consolation thKt can be obtained 
in no other direction, long after Tal
mage. has left the mortal and been 
obliged to return in spirit and ask 
forgiveness of those whose stumbling 
block he is to-day."

I trust he will come many times 
through-his little friend, and help to- 
correct the false teachings that have 
kept many from progressing- spir
itually on this side of life. If the 
stern law of compensation was better 
.understood’by mortals, what a differ
ent condition the world would be in 
to-day. We are all looking tor hap
piness; .that is what we are here for; 
but through our-ignorance we take 
mistaken ways to . find it, and the Je
suit is not happiness, but misery-.
• Thb man who steals in at night to 
rob a safe- and kill the owner Is look- 
'ing.for happiness as much as he who 
'gives to the poor and needy, for he 
IS expecting the money which he cov-. 
ets will bring him happiness; but he 
dbes not understand the law, and so 
brings upon himself only misery.

.The Progressive Thinker is acleafi

"Evolution of the God and Christ 
Ideas.' By Hudson Tuttle. Price 
$1.25.

> “Tlie Arcana of Spiritualism." By, 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.25.

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena." By Rev. I. K. 
Funl^. .Price $2.00. •

"Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death." By Frederlo 
IV. II. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his sou, Leopold Hamilton Myers. 
This is an invaluable work on the 
subject of Spiritnialism. Price $3.00.

"Harmonics of Evolution.” By 
Florence Huntley. ■ Volume 1 of the 
Harmonic Series. Price $2.00. The 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
•Modern Masters of the Law.

“The Great Psychological Crime.” 
The Destructive Principle of Nature 
in Individual Life. Edited by Flor
ence Huntley. Volume 2 of the Har
monic Series. Price $2.00.

"The Great Work.” The Construct
ive Principle of Nature in Individual 
Life. By the author of “The Great 
Psychological Crime". Vol. 3 of the 
Harmonic Series.' Price $2.00.

"The Drcam Child." By Florence 
Huntley. A Story. Price 75 cents.

From Dream to Vision of Life
"By Lilian Whiting, Author of "The 

World Beautiful,” "The Spiritual Sig- 
'— Outlook Beautiful,”nlficance," ‘‘The 

etc. 1 
This book finds Its keynote In the-

auestAon asked by the Archbishop of. 
“"”-1 Life Beyond,—whatCanterbury—‘‘The , ,

it it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting - 
brings the results ef modern scientific . 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
in “The Life Radiant” and some of her- 
other books. It is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
Itself to the reader in a certain radiance 
and liberation of new, energies. Prjce
11.00 net.'

"We Aro Passing But Once Thli Way." 'Song 
and refrain, by P. O. Hudson; price Cocents.

"Satisfied.” A-rovorlo. By A. J Maxbam.- 
Price »cents. . -

“The Light of Beason.". English and German. 
words; sung to Che tune - of "Load, Kindly ■ 
Light." Price 25Ceuta . >-

PIONEERS OF PROGRESS.

cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

“How to Train Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases.il is 
the parents that need the training 
more than the children, and. advises 
parents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-five cents could not be better spent 
than in buying the -book. Anyone 
that , has the care .of children should 
read it. Price 25 cents.

“Longley's. Beautiful Songs.” a 
new edition comprising in one vol-

paper, and-1 wish it could be in every 
family. - ■
•: AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.
. Onset, Mass. .

"Right Living." . By Sushn H. 
Wixon.- The author shows' a wise 
practicality in her method of teach
ing the principle of ethics. She il
lustrates her subject with -brief nar
ratives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more interesting and more 
easily comprehended. It is especial
ly adapted for'use in Children's Ly
ceum. In the hands of mothers and

time the four parts heretofore pub
lished? to which iskdded part five, 
also ax number of the author’s most 
■popular songs, including "Only' a 
.Thin‘Veil Between Ub," and its “Cott’ 
panion Piece.” Cloth, ®e - — * 
Boards,B0 eanta.

teachers It may 
ful Young and 
ed by it. - Price, 

■ •‘Immortality, 
Possibilities and

be 
old 
$1. 
Its

made, very use
will be benefit-

Naturalness, Its 
Proofs.'” - By, J. M.

Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D./Contalns 
the address rejected by the'Phllosoph- 
jcal Society of Great Britain, with In-*** wa*, evo* wuavvj v* \jiyav nJLU 111*

«6taatSi ttroductlon and Explanatory Letteh 
Wee, 10 Genta ’

BY T. A. BLAND.
"It is a historic review, of t£e pro

gress of the nineteenth century on all 
lines. But the element that,makes it 
universally popular is. its ■ human in- . 
terest.”-—Chicago.Record-Herald.

“A btoad-mlnfled lover of bls fellows, 
Dr. Bland delights in glvlflg credit to 
those-men and women who have said! , 
things or done things to help forward 
the welfare of mankind."-^Chicago 
Post. . .. .-

“It contains biographies of some for
ty men-and women whose live thoughts ■, 
and heroic deeds gave character to.thp 
most-wonderful century of the world’s .’ 
history.”—Farm; Field and Fireside. ’ •

“It isjustsuch a book as one might t, . 
expect from a man who looks back over . 
seventy-six vears spent in tireless pur
suit of' high- ideals.”—Rev. Jenkin -■•- 
Lloyd Jones, in Unity. . ■■■■■-■ ...
“The work is written in - an easy, 

pleasing style, and is so interesting . 
that we doubt if one raider in a score 
who commences one-of the sketches ■ • 
will lav -the bonk down until he has . 
finished it"—The Arena;

It has 254 pages, is bound ta-best 
ClcNi with gold title. Price $1.00. , \ .

IPUF iPATWim S»îectl<nw<»n>u>ewn« 
111 Ei I AllIU II ot-t-b« tiuclm ÌUU xaxlUlUD book. Its «unroonlartes. 
toachlugs, poetry, ¡uia Jmnrts. Also brlot 
sketches of tlie nitu who lun-ìn and commented. 
Bponlu BrH.Potane."Stopp. Price,cloth

cases.il
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REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or Hew York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, 
Chicago, Ill.

' TAKU .NOTICE.- j
At the expiration of subscription, .if 

not renewed, the paper is discon
tinued. No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers.

If you do not receive your paper 
promptly, write us, and any errors In address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address ot 
your paper changed, always give the 
address of the place to which it has 
been going or the change cannot 
made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 
■ The price ot The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries Is 12. •

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 19Q8.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen, Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, 'and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoynnas and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers lias been 
Increased to all the British posses
sions on this jconthient.- On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week,., amounting to 52 
cents' a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

WANTED AT ONCE.

U Very Important! — Please Read! ; 
Then Act!

' Valuable Historical Facts.
Dr. Mosheim, the very learned 

author of the most reliable Ecclesias
tical History extant, Chancellor of the' 
University of Gottingen, aud an or
dained minister of the Lutheran 
church of Germany, born in 1695, 
did not fear to tell the truth about 
those passing as the founders of 
Christianity! The following is a quo
tation from his history of the 3d cen
tury, Part 2, Chap. 3, Sec. IL—

In the preceding section Mosheim 
told us: “The Christian doctors who 
had been educated iu the -schools of 
the rhetoricians and sophists, rashly 
emiilpyed the arts and . evasions of 

.their subtile masters In the service 
of Christianity, intent only on defeat
ing the enemy, • • indifferent whether 
they acquired-it by artifice, or plain 
dealing, A * as they had victory for 
the object rather than truth." Then;

’‘The disingenuous- and ylcloiis 
method of surprising their adversaries 
by artifice, and striking them down, as 
it were, by lies and Action, produced 
among other disagreeable effects, a 
great , number of books, which were 
falsely attributed to certalp great 
men, in order to give these spurious 
productions more credit and weight."

The Progressive Thinker has re
peatedly stated jthat no trust can be 
placed in anything which has come 
to us through "the hands of the Ro
man church. Even the Bible Itself, 
credited to God a sits author, is a- 
specimen production, while Josephus 
Is a. companion fraud, as is Euse^ 
hips’ Ecclesiastical History.

Josephus',account of the, rendition 
of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, 
as will be found in his “Antiquities 
of the Jews,” book 12, chapter 2, is 
a colossal fraud of gigantic propor- 
tloAfe. That pretended translation has 
supplied the texts for all our Bibles. 
Jesus always quoted frota It, and, 11s- 

Aen, ye critics, there was no such 
rendering. The whole story Is 'a 
baseless fabrication. It was manu
factured for the purpose of deception, 
as was the entire book.

The account of. the translation is 
based .on a pretended letter of Arls-

' Dupuis, in his "Origin of all Relig 
ions, says, “Tertulliau agrees that the 
God of the Christian's, like that of the 
Persians? was the sun,” and says, 
“anciently all sects built their tem
ples and meeting, houses to face the 
east, as did their worshipers in 
prayer, and they buried tlfeir dead so 
as to face the- rising sun.”

•AU scholarly writers concpr In the 
statement that “these Oriental sun
gods, though many in name, are in 
reality but one.” Rev. Chas. Bigg, 
D.D., Assistant Chaplain, of Corpus 
Christi College, and author of “The 
Christian Platoulsjs,” p. 240, says:

“The disciples of Mlthra formed an 
organized church,' with a developed 
hierarchy. They'possessed the ideas 
of Mediation, Atonement, and a Sav
ior, who Is human and yet divine, and 
not only the .idea, but a doctrine of 
the future life. ■: They had a Euchar
ist, and a Baptism, and other curious 
analogies might be pointed outs be
tween their system, and the Church of
Christ.” ;■
‘ Mlthraio priests were known as 
Magi. It was thqy, 'the wise men’’ 
of-the East, Mat. 2:7, who . are rep
resented to have been led by a Star 
to the manger'in Bethlehem in search 
of ¿he young >hlld Jesus, Is not this 
trifling statement confirmatory of the 
assertion of Maries, the'founder of the 
early Manichean Christian sect, that 
MITHRA AND JESUS'ARE ONE? •

Jes, one of the forty names applied 
to Bacchus, who was in truth identi
cal with Mithras, when Latinized by 
the use of its terminal us, it became 
Jesus. .
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Extend the Circulation of The. Progressive 
' ' Thinker.

'll
NOW IS >THE TIME.

THE PROGRESSIVE T1IINKER is 
practically the'only weekly Spiritual
ist paper left in the ranks of Spir
itualism in this country. It has main
tained its circulation and influence 
during the long years of struggle in 

A>ur ranks to place the CAUSE on a 
higher plane. It is the one GREAT 
EDUCATOR in our ranks, telling you 
exactly the nature of SPIRIT RE
TURN, its dark side aud dangers, as 
well a§ its bright side, its angelic 
side, .its side that. leads one to the 
higher spheres of. spirit' life. Thus 
equipped,; you are prepared, to think 
correctly, to Judge correctly, aud to 
progress steadily. ' .

Under ' thede circumstance, THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER should 
visit the home of every Spiritualist 
in tife land.. Those who do not take 
it are IN THE DARK in reference to

this GREAT'MOVEMENT, and its 
wonderful possibilities.

Just think, too, of the 14 BOOKS 
we are sending out as PREMIUMS! 
The world never before SAW THE : 
LIKE, and may never again after we 
have passed into tile realm of souls.

Thousands upon thousands of these 
FOURTEEN PREMIUM ROOKS have 
been ¿ent out for 25 CENTS EACH, 
or $3.50 for the fourteen, which oth
erwise would have cost- each one at 
least FIFTEEN DOLLARS. We pay 
the POSTAGE on the books, leaving 
us about TWO DOLLARS only. We 
tell you the WORLD NEVER SAW 
THE LIKE BEFORE.

This method—the DIVINE PLAN— 
is truly bur own, and through it we 
have formed the nucleus of a library 
in thousands of homes. Now, Spir
itualists, reciprocate this great favor, 
and extend the circulation of THE - 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

To

A SPECIAL CALL IN BUFFALO, N. Y.

&

. One Copy Life of A. B. Whiting.
Two topics Trial of William Marn

ier, about 1869.
Four copies Trial of Luke P. Rand 

and Davenport Brothers, 1859.
Please^end these works at once, as 

the necessity of them is very great. 
The liberty and happiness of several 
people may depend upon them. Please 
forward the above-described books to 
George W. Kates, Secretary -N. S. A., 

■ 600 Pa. Ave. S.-E., Washington, D. C.
Yours for Spiritualism,

, HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
Historian and Edltor-at-Large. .

teas; but, says 
Britannica:

“There is no
is spurious. * •

the Encyclopedia

question this letter 
No genuine, honest
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The Inspired Record.
The clergy, they of the Jasper 

school, make .war on the higher crit
ics, and insist every word in the 
Bible between its two covers, is in
spired of God, and every statement 
therein is inerrant1 and must be 
truthful coming from such an ex
alted source. As we have no desire 
to be classed with unbelievers, so we 
suppose we must accept as divine the 
following:

."Thiis saith the Lord: 'About mid
night will I go out into the midst 
of Egypt: And all the first-born in 
thè land of Egypt shall die, from the 
first-born of Pharaoh that" sitteth on 
the throne, even unto the first-born 
of the maidservant that is behind the 
mill; ‘and all the first-born of 
beasts.”’—Exodus 11:4, 5. ‘ %

This was a threat of the Lord, given 
to that fellow Moses, the murderer, 
,who “looked this w£y and that way, 
and when he saw there was no man 
he slew the Egyptian, and hid him In 
the sand."—^ixodus ^:12. 'Exodus 
12:29, Is an Inspired account ¿of the 

" threatened slaughter. Weep with us, 
good Christians, as we read the Lord’s 

.doings:
“And it came to pass, that at mid

night the'Lord smote all the first
born'in the land of Egypt, from thè 

. first-born of Pharaoh that sat on his 
* throile, uhto the first-born of the cap- 

. tive that was in the dungeon; and all 
the first-born of the cattle.”

' If it had been the Devil’’ who did 
this we would execrate him and his 
name to our latest breath. And we 
woùld insist there are nò terms in 
the English language sufficiently i>lt- 

■ ter to express the horror we all feel 
for such barbaric and causeless cru- 
elty ; ¿but Blhce it was the Lord, Je- 

- hovah in. Hebrew, who directed -and 
executed this, terrible thing, beating 

• out babies’ brains on the dooy posts, 
after the manner of savages, sp we 

. must join . in-the popular acclaim 
“Glory to God in the highest, peace 
on^arth, good will_to men.”

He who with his sons went from 
house to house at midnight, and called 
out his neighbors one . by one : and 
slaughtered them in cold blood,"has 
received the bitterest execrations of 
.which language is capable,- but here 
the qhildren, the sucklings of man 
and beasts, incapable of offense, are 

• the victims of Jehovah’s wrath. We 
came near committing blasphemy a^_ 
the terrible act passed in review; bui 
remembering for that offense thererts 
no forgiveness, so let us forget the 
enmity of the crimes, by laudations 
of the exalted personage who caused 

-•them. • ' '

witness could have fallen into thè 
absurd mistake of making delegates 
from Jerusalem the authors of the 
Alexandrian version.”

That there may have been a Greek’] 
version of the pretended Jewish Scrip
tures, is possible, but by whom and, 
wheil made it is impossible to know. 
From internal evidence there are Indi
cations the Greek version originally 
appeared in Latin. And it is also 
believed it is comparatively a mod
ern production. Its geography is that 
of the 12th century, during the cru
sades.

While we have Mosheim in hand 
there is another fact stated by him 
to which it is desirable to direct at- j 
tention. In his history of the church j 
during the 3d century, Part 2, chap
ter 5, Mosheim devotes much space 
to the Manicheans, ad early Chris
tian sect,fountied by Manes. In Sec. 
4, chap. 5, as before stated, he says 
Manes taught that; '

“Christ is that glorious Intelligence 
which the Persians called Mithras; he 
is a most splendid substance, consist
ing/of the brightness of the eternal 
light; subsisting in and b# himself, 
endowed with life, and enriched with 
Infinite wisdom ; and his residence is 
in the sun. The Holy Ghost is also 
a luminous and animated body dif
fused throughout every part of the 
atmosphere which surrounds this ter
restrial globe.”

This fact becomes Important when 
we remember that Mithras of Persia, 
Serapis and Osiris of Egypt, ' Adonis 
of the Pheniclans, Atys of thePhry- 
glans, Dionysus or Jes of Greece, and 
Bacchus of Rome, all were but differ
ent names of the same sun-god. They 
were all DemiGods, all were born on. 
December 25, at the winter'solstice; 
all descerfded into hell, during which 
time they visited “the spirits in 
prison.” These three days represent 
that period when the sun has reached 
the extreme southern" limit of~ Its 
orbit, and seems to rest ere it 'Com
mence!! its return to our northern 
skies, z

Chamber’s Encyclopedia, article 
"Mithras,” says:

"The most important of Mithras 
many festivals was his birthday, cele- 
brated-on December 25, the day sub
sequently fixed as tha birth day of 
Christ Tht worship of Mithras early 
.found its way to Rome, and the Mys
teries of Mithras, which fell in thè 
spring equinox, were.- famous even 
among the many Roman festivals.’ 

■ [This’ festival is now observed' among. 
Christians as Easter.] • ♦ From Per
sia the cultus of Mithras and the Mys
teries were Imported into ¿sia Minor, 
Syria, Palestine,‘etc., and It is nèt 
unlikely In some parts human sacri
fices were connected with ,his- wor-' 
ship. Jhrough Rome the worship Of 
Mithras found its way into .the West 
and" North of Europe, and many to- 
kens'of Its former existence are found 
in Germany."

Now remember Manes, a Christian 
father, arid founder of "a Christian 
sect, said "MITHRAS AND JESUS 
ARE ONE.” The Emperor Adrian 
said Christians are worshipers of Se- 
rapis.”

An Ungentlemanly Evangelist.

In our issue of Nov. 23d was.an 
editorial entitled ‘A Worthless Foun
dation.”’ During the short article we 
inquired: “Are not the Dreams of 
Joseph the only evidence we have that 
Jesus was begotten by one of the 
members of the Christian Godhead?" 
We cited Mat. 1:20, and other pas
sages where dreams were important 
factors in ..producing and caring for 
this God-man. ■

By some means that number of The 
Progressive Thinker containing the 
article, fell into the hands of a Chris
tian evangelist down there In Denton;" 
Texas, and he discharged -a vast 
amount of Christian logic and argu
ment, to demonstrate that dreams 
were not the foundation on which the 
Christian faith is based. He has not 
the Inquisitorial torture chambers at 

^h^s service, so bls' weapons of defense 
are, “you Ue," “you are a liar.” He 
proceeds to show some of the yies” 
of which, in his estimation, we were 
guilty. “Arid if the editor does not 
know he lied It is because of his igno
rance.” The evangelist wades through 
five manuscript- pages ringing in 
“lie,” and “liar” several times. He 
concludes by saying:

“I ho not care to mix up in the 
paper, unless I can be guaranteed suf
ficient space, and number of articles 
to do my cause justice.’-’

Our columns are only open to gen
tlemen, hence this dealer1 in the lan
guage of the slums, is barred ^against.
his peculiar rhetoric.

AN EARNEST INQUIRY.

Conscious of the great difference 
between demonstrations and theories, 
demonstrations and opinions, and fre
quently seeing in the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker the phrase “As
tral Spirits,” will some one using the 
same tell us what they know about 
astral spirits? What their origin, 
what their mission, arid wherein they 
differ from the spirits of human be
ings undeveloped or developed, dwell
ing in the spiritual realms of immor
tality? J. M. PEEBLES, M.D. -

712 Henderson Ave., Tampa, Fla?

HE IS A SPIRITUALIST,

And Twelve Jurymen, Mostly Lawyer, 
Declare Him Sane.

“We, the jury, find the defendant, 
Joseph E. Best, to be of sound mind 
and not dangerous to the community 
If suffered' to • remain at large. “ ’

“W. H. CARROLL, foreman.” J
This is the result of one of -the 

most peculiar'cases filed in the cir
cuit court. It was tried this morn
ing by a jury consisting almost- 
wholly of lawyers. ’

Joseph E. Best is the erstwhile 
evangelist. For several -years he con
ducted meetings In Marlon; and’ at 

. the same, time had troubles at home, 
His wife, a Canadian woman; finally 
made 'complaint to the policé that, 
she . could not get. along •’with him, 
and at last charges of Insaifity., were 
filed by Thomas Tonguet.. '

At no time has Best been held in 
custody. He has even held several 
revivals during "the time -that his 
case .has been pending.; He has; à ■ 
peculiar creed; and Is the author- of 
peculiar sayings.
’ “Does a Christian call another à 
liar?”'he was asked. - 

. “Yes,” he qaid, excitedly, “a Chris
tian may call another a liar, and the 
time may’come when a Christian may 
knock' another man down.”

This morning, when-the case came 
to trial, a jury was asked. Judge 
Paulus ordered the jury and" the fol
lowing men tried the case: Elias 
Bundy, W, S.; Marshall, John R. Had
ley, J. H. Allison, W. H.'Carroll, Solo
mon Kester, Foster Davis, George W. 
Peterson, John A. Kersey, L. A. Todd, 
Grant A. Dentier and Mi<ajah Wèes- 
ner. ' ■ - .

The jury was ready for the case;at 
9:45 o’clock and at 10:05 the evi
dence had been ' submitted. and the 
verdict had been found.—The Chron
icle, Marion, Ind. «

the! Spiritualist Societies in the 
State of Pennsylvania.

E. W. Sprague Writes of Spiritualist 
Work.

Friends and Co-Workers in the Cause 
of Truth:
I have no doubt that you have all 

read through the columns of the news
paper pf the arrest of one of our old 
and tried' workers, Rev. George H. 
Brooks, who was arrested in this city 
on the charge of fortune telling, and 
brought before our police court, and 
bound over under $500 ball for Court.

We, as a body of Spiritualists, feel 
that the time has come when this 
case should be carried to the Supreme 
Court, and determine our rights and 
privileges. *

This can only be accomplished by 
a consolidated effort of all worthy and 
true'Spiritualists assisting us in the 
great fight for our religious and spir
itual rights. A® you know, litigation 
means a heavy expense, which mdst be 
metias soon as our- fight has begun, 
and we ask that all true and worthy- 

j minded Spiritualists will stand by and 
coriie to oiir assistance in a financial 
wayjhat our light f r liberty may be 
successful^ We also feel that in order 
to protect ourselves from another on
slaught of this kind, a State organiza
tion^ should be at once organized, so 
as-td- meet any other emergencies that 
mayiJarlse. At a Union Meeting hpld 
by the twe chartered churches of this 
clty.,|the matter of organization, was 
taken up,'and unanimously passed, 
and-a committee of three appointed 
with, full power to act, committee con
sisting of George C. Day, chairman; 
C. 'L? Stevens and Owen O. Wlard, 
advisor)’ members.

A call will be issued to all Spirit
ualist societies throughout the State 
in the near' future for a three-days’ 
convention to be held in our city, at 

. which time we trust all our local so
cieties will be represented..

Again referring, to the defense 
fund of Rev. Geo. Brooks, all dona
tions will be remitted to C. L. Stevens, 
president of the First Spiritualist 
Church, Bouquet street,.Pittsburg, Pa. 
Or the writer; Rev. .Geo. Or Day, pas
tor of the First Spiritualist Church, 
North Side, Pittsburg, Pa.; residence 
216 E. Ohio St., North Side, Pittsburg, 
Pa. ________ \ ________

LETTER FROM GEO. H. BROOKS.

To My Many Friends:—I desire to 
thank one and all for their kindness 
in the ’ expression of sympathy and 
love, not only in kind words, bnt 
in money .to help defray the expense 
of this trial. Let me assure you It 
is not against me, but against the 
exercise of mediumship and Spiritual
ism, and the whole country will real- 

-ize wifat this means ere we are 
through. I beg of you, my friends, 

_not to wait, but send at once. Send 
"to 681 Oakwood avenue, Columbus, 
Ohio. I go there for three months. 
Shall return here for the trial. I 
have-not time for more this time, but 
will send something from Columbas 
äs soon as I can adjust myself there. 
Bles&you, my friends. Ever your true 
frlettd, G. H. BROOKS.

681 Oak wood"’Ave., Columbus, O.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Its Beneficent Influence Felt in Be- 
> mote Cornel's.

To the‘Editor:—To prove thàt the 
wide and .beneficent influence of The 
Progressive Thinker is Indeed a real
ity, and is'felt in the remotest regions, 
I.send you this ¿etter from Fort'.Lls; 
ciim, in far-off Alaska. The letter 
explains Itself; but It reriiains to be 
said;, that ouv Soldler Brother warms" 
out. hearts;' renews our courage and 
revives our faith. Jn - Spiritualism as 
a. livtig factor to promote fraternal 
affection in the. world. God send us: 
morémof Itich Soldier Splritdalists.

■ ivêg « WM. JJ)HN WARD. ' 
CHritonjfHowa. " ’ ,

, . j . ,ia ___j—-------  .. -
X A" SOLDIER SPIRITUALIST;

. • B <>B ... ■ ' ' ,.
'He Sbnd»:$2.00 to the: Afflicted Ones.

■ MjUtWorid. Dear Siri:—I have just 
rècelvbd mÿ Progressive Thinkèr, and 
among thé first things I noticed the 
sad 'misfortune ' that betel those old 
people; Mr.iand Mrs. Prindle, so I 
herewith enclose a fjiHdier- Brother’s 
mite) dn otder for two dollars. Now, 
if only. eabM. one would help a little, 
how happy- wo might make two souls. 
Sufficient the reward ( is the good 
■thereof. From a Soldipr Spiritualist.

Tort; Liscum,-Alaska,' i

Dr. T. A. Bland Passed to Spirit Life.
On Friday of last week Dr. T. A. 

Bland, a distinguished author and re
former, passed to spirit life, bn Sun
day at 3 p. m. Mrs. Cora L. V,’’Rich
mond officiated at the funeral services.

I iuller report next'-week ‘

x Dprlng the month of December we 
served the Spiritualist Temple Society 
of Buffalo, N. Y. Prof. W. M. Lock
wood, the philosopher and scientist, 
is their settled speaker, and ip doing 
a good work. Together with his other 
work he holds classes in which he 
Claims .to demonstrate the truths of 
Spiritualism and a future life. We 
were delighted to attend these classes 
while we Wfere in Buffalo and regret 
not being able to listen to his scien
tific teachings longer. His work is 
for thinkers. It creates thought.

Prof. Lockwood has the manuscript 
for several books along the Hue of 
the sciente of Spiritualism, and would 
gladly publish them if he was finan
cially able to do so. I believe there are 
philanthropic Spiritualists who would 
gladly assist him in their publication 
if they knew the great'importance of 
the works and that he needed assist
ance to get them published. These 
works are the result of his long life 
of deep research and scientific investi
gation, and should be preserved. 
There is but one Lockwood, and he 
will not be with us in the body al
ways. I hope and believe that the 
way will be made to give his mes
sage to the world.

The officers and members of the 
Temple Society of Buffalo are doing 
a grand work. We met a number of 
the good mediums of Buffalo, among 
whom may be mentioned Mis. J. H. R. 
Matteson, Mrs. Dr. M. E. Lane, Mrs. 
Atcheson, Mrs. Chase, and others 
whose names! do not now recall, each 
one doing the good work in her own 
way, to the benefit of mankind and 
our Cause.

Mrs. Matteson is devoting her life 
to the work of healing the sick. Her 
home and place of business is at 248 
North Division street, and is a mecca 
of healing to which diseased pilgrims 
in large numbers journey in search of 
health, and where many find it. Her 
house id crowded with patients day 
after day and year after year. She 
gives more than fifty sittings per day I 
for every working day in the year, and j 
she gives each sitter a test, a proof 
of the truth of Spiritualism and the 
power of clairvoyance. In listening 
to the conversation^ of patients in 
waiting, one will hear of wonderful 
cures which Mrs. Matteson has per-' 
formed, some of which in the past 
would have been counted as miracu
lous. If one is'a novice in Spiritual
ism, to sit with Mrs. Matteson and 
have her dear old Indian doctor “Mo
hegan” diagnose his disease, giving 
every symptom, as he does, converts 
one to the^rnowlCdge of the fact that 
there is something In It. Mrs. Matte- I 
son’s daughter, Nellie Whitcomb, who 
1? also gifted with clairvoyance, is her 
faithful helper and attends to the 
large correspondence, waits upon cus
tomers who come for medicine, makes 
up the lists of medicine to be shipped, 
oversees the care of the house, etc. 
She has been her' mother’s constant 
companion and helper.through all the 
thirty-five years of her spiritual work. 
They are doing a great work for hu
manity and for the cause of Spiritual
ism. Mrs. Matteson diagnoses the dis
eases of persons at a distance and has 
patients in every State of the Union, 
and In foreign countries, whom she 
has never seen otherwise than' clair- 
voyantly. We were entertained in Mrs. 
Matteson’s, hospitable home for three 
weeks, thus havihg a good opportunity’ 
to meet her patients and hear their 
words of praise for this good worker. 
She has thousands of staunch friends 
among, members of the different 
'churches as well as among Spiritual-. 
Ists. ' -

Among active spiritual healers is 
Mrs. Dr. M. E. Lane; of 723 Prospect 
street, where she has what she calls 
“The. Spiritualists’ Retreat”—a sort" 
of home for transient. Spiritualists. 
Her’ rooms are neat and/'dean, and 
her prices reasonable. We spent one 
week In this Spiritual home and can- 
recommend It to Spiritualists visiting 
Buffalo who wish to mingle with fra
ternal souls and be at home with 
friends. , ' . ‘
. Mrs.. Dr. Lane is a magnetic and 
spiritual healer and clairvoyant. She 
has many friends in Buffalo as well as 
patients in other part's of the country. 
She diagnoses disease at a distance, 
and by contact with the patient.

lAr. Lundqulst; the efficient and ge
nial president of the Temple Society, 
took charge of the spiritual papers 
at the temple, for Prof. Eddy, and 
was seen at .each meeting with the 
Sunflower and Progressive .Thinker 
on his arm, moving around among 
¿he people of the congregation, dis
pensing spiritual truth and pleasing 
words of welcome to all.

Our work in Buffalo was well re
ceived.’ Mrs..Sprague did- ^splendid 
message work from the rostrum as 
Well as in her private readings. Stu

Sunday morning audiences were in
variably small, but each Sunday even
ing, regardless of. the weather, the 
temple was well filled. Much inter
est was manifested among skeptics as 
well as Spiritualists, and several iri- 
vestigators were led"to the light. A 
grand work is being accomplished by 
the Temple Society of Spiritualists of 
Buffalo. - . ■-

We met several old friends whose 
dear faces we had not seen for many 
years, and greatly enjoyed every day 
of our stay among the saints of that 
city. ;

We visited our sister, niece arid 
nephew at Hamburg, at Christmas 
time, and while there called on Mr. 
Frank Walker, in the new Sanctum 
sanctorum of the “Sunflower.” We 
were glad to learn that Brother 
Walker aqd his good sister have the 
facilities for carrying on the publica
tion of the “Sunflower." , They are 
doing the work in the same building 
Where they publish “The Erie County 
Independent," the local weekly paper 
ofs that vicinity, where they have 
every facility for its publication at 
hand, thus saving much expense that 
would become necessary in establish
ing a separate plant. They have no 
rent jo pay, as they own the building 
and the entire outfit. We were as
sured that if the Spiritualists con
tinued to patronize.it, the “Sunflower" 
would continue to live and keep Its 
face continually toward the sun.

To those Spiritualists who have sub
scribed for “New Thought" magazines 
and neglected the Spiritualist papers 
—and there are many—I would ask:

1 Are you doing right by yourselves, 
by the Cause that has brought you 
all the knowledge you possess regard
ing a future life, or by the dear souls 
who are laboring through every ave
nue, Including these Spiritualist peri
odicals which you have discarded 
(thoughtlessly, no doubt) and are al
lowing" to die for want of your sup
port? The Spiritualist papers need 
your support, the Cause needs the 
papers, and you need them. Without 
them you know nothing of the great 
Spiritualist, movement. Spiritualism 
is given little or no credit. It is sel
dom, if ever, mentioned or alluded 
to by the New Thought publications. 
Come back to the cause you love, and 
help to make the movement what you 
and every true Spiritualist wishes it 
to be. Subscribe for the Spiritualist 
papers and support the outspoken and 
honest workers. Subscribe now.

• E. W. SPRAGUE.
1082 Trumbull Ave., Detroit, Mjch.

RELIGION! RELIGION!

Bishop Fallows Announces Belief ia 
Religion as u Cure for Disensos 
Churchite Sturt the New Work—■ 
Healing the Sick by Christian Psy- ■;

, chology to bo Practiced.

THE MINI) IN SLEEP.

Prophetic Dreams While Locked 
Slumber—Somnambulism.

in

What is It which causes us at times 
to see and know things when asleep, 
of which when awake we are entirely 
Ignorant? And then, again, to have 
a knowledge of incidents not yet en
acted, but which in the near future 
are to be realized?

I could relate many such as hav
ing come within my own personal ex
perience, but will touch upon two 
only at this time.

I dreamed one night (while yet in 
my twenties) that tile sister who had 
brought me up from a child of eight 
years, and whom I dearly loved, had 
just»died (so called), and I f&t so 
bad that I .woke up crying, and kept 
on sobbing after being fully awake. 
I still roomed with this same friend, I 
and she came to my bed asking, 
“What is the matter—makes you feel 1 
so ba4?’’

^Why,” I said, “I dreamed that you | 
wefe dead.”

“Well,” she answered, ”1 am not 
dead, nor fim I going to die very 
soon, so stop your crying and go to 
sleep.”

She was just -forty-eight years of 
age, and in perfect health at the 
time, but in a few months afterward 
she was (with many others) stricken, 
down with measles, and in a week’s 
time lay in the same room a corpse. 
It took place in the night, and I was 
one of the watchers, and as she ex
pired I felt the most grievous sorrow 
of my young life.

Dream Number Two.
I saw, one night while sleeping, two 
of our young people standing upon 
the stairway in the attitude of con
versing, and I heard one remark, “If 
you will come over to my room, I 
will give you a nice little pen-knife
I have

The 
dream 
asked,

there.”
next day I was telling my 
to our leading sister, and she 
“Did you really .dream that?"

“Why, of course,” I, replied.
“Well,” she said, “it was a true 

one, but I would not have told you 
of the Incident had it not already been 
revealed to you.”

She said the young sister had told 
her of the affair, and had accepted 
the present, asking her advice as to 
keeping the same? She told her to 
act out her own feelings In the mat
ter, but as they both knew the rule 
as to the exchange of presents be
tween brethren and sisters, she would 
think it wise to return the knife, 
which the young sister.had already 
done.

The following was by tRis same 
leading sister of ours. She lost a 
valuable pocket knife and searched 
in every available place (as she 
thought) without flndiUg it. She was 
told in a drèam one.night where it 
was, and on going to the place early 
next morning, found it without the 
least trouble.

Now, what was It gave'he? that 
information while sound asleep in a 
dream? -To us, such incidents as thè 
above seem quite mysterious!
Somnambulism, and What Causes It?

There was a brother in the family 
where.I lived when young who would 
rise in his sleep and ¿0 to work, and 
one night he dressed, went to a shed, 

'took hiq scythe and commenced mow
ing in a nearby meadow, when all 
of a sudden he awoke and was greatly 
amazed, not knowing in the least how 
he got there, but knew (.enough to go 
back to his ' room, and Into his bed 
again.

In iny early life I was greatly given 
to rising in my sleep. - I would get 
up and commence to dress, as if'ln- 

l tending to go somewhere, when they 
[ would waken and send me back to 
bed. r often-wished them to leave 
me alone and watch the. result.

I frequently talked, in. my sleep, 
and my room-mate said that one 
night she- entered into the conver
sation, asking Questions, to all- of 
which.I readiljv replied, the same as 
if I had been pwake.

Of course -thte was news ta mea as

To the Editor:—Religion1.—it has 
come to stay. You can’t down It. 
You can’t knock it out at one stroke. 
Whep it masquerades in thq GARB 
OF TRUTH, it is all right, and that 
is what it is doing in Spiritualism. 3 
TJten it becomes a potent agent for / 
good. The Chicago Tribune, states, 
tnat, Bishop Samuel Fallows, of the 
Reformed Episcopal church, has an
nounced himself a believer in the re- , 
ligious or mental cure of disease. He 
does not call it Christian Science. 
With him it is Christian psychology. ! 
He stated yesterday that his church, 1 
the St. Paul’s Reformed Episcopal^^ 
will inaugurate this work in the neap ' 
future with the advice and assistance 
of some of the leading neurologists 
and other physicians of the city. /

Many Disuses to be Treated. “ 
The Bishop’s claim is that Christian J 

psychology will cure anything that 1^ 
curable by Christian Science methods, 
which are, ha believes, simply cures 
by faith on the part of the patients 
that they will be healed. This faith 
cure is practiced to a certain extent 
by all physicians, and Dr. Fallows be
lieves it should exist in its highest 
form among earnest Christians.

Here are just a few of the diseases j 
that the Bishop asserts may be curpJ 
by Christian psychology: \

Functional Nervous Disorders. 
Hypochondria. /
Sleeplessness. ,?
Nervous Dyspepsia. /
Melancholia. /
Mental Depression. <,
Hysteria. <
Neurasthenia. 
Drug Habits.
Want of Self-Conftdeuce. , 
Irritability, worry, anger, fear. 
Weakness of will.

In his evening sermon at his church, ; 
Adams street aud Winchester avenue, 
the bishop told of his plans and ex
plained bls views in regard to menta£ 
healing of disease. ‘

•'Chiistiun psychology," he said; 
“uses every curative agency in the 
world of Nature as an aid to the ' 
powerful influence of suggestion aud 
auto-suggeslioii for mental and physl- ! 
cal health. It unites the physician | 
and the clergyman in the great work 
of healing. It aims to give the phy
sician trained men and women to as-
sist him in his 
and suffering.

Link All
Its hope is to

ministry tu the sick

the Churches.
link all the churches,

irrespective of creed, in this benell- , 
cent effort, which is the imperative .’ 
demand of the age. It is to prove 
to their members that there is no 
necessity for leaving their respective 
communions aud seeking in antagon
istic organizations the boon of health 
and happiness.

“It is along these lines that the ,, 
Boston Emmanuel church movement 
has been carried on for more than 
a year .by the Rev. Dr. McComb. The“*--": 
ablest necrologists of Boston and New ; 
England are heartily co-operating with 
them. The results have been most 
encouraging.

Connects Religion and Medicine.
"Christian psychology, in relation 

to health and happiness, is the in
separable alliance between religion 
and scientific medicine for the cure 
of disease. It affirms with the Bible ■ 
and all the teaching of science, of ex
perience and of common sense, the 
distinction between mind and matter, 
and yet their Intimate connection in 
the human organism.

"It asserts the triumphant power 
of the mind in the treatment of func- J 
tlonal nervous disorders, of hypochon
dria, sleeplessness, nervous dyspepsia, 
melancholia, mental depression, hys- , 
teria, neurasthenia, drug habits, want 
of self-confidence, irritability, worry, 
anger, fear, weakness of will, and the 
like. It embodies all that is true in 
every cult that employs mental and J 
spiritual forces in the treating of mal
adies. Its dominant note is religious , 
and scientific faith.”

Now, here you have an example, 
Spiritualists; follow it. Have a 
RELIGION, even if it has for a basis 
a belief that spirits can return and 
talk to mortals. Such a religion will 
do no harm, and it may do GREAT
GOOD. T. RUTH.

related by her in the morning, but 1 
my dream was fresh in memory. Shn^^ I 
asked: .“Where did you go *in 5°«; . I 
sleep last night?” • —1

“To the second family.” .
“And did you invite your friend to ;", 

visit US?” ,
I told her I did. .
“Well,” she said, “you better be 

wary and have no secrets, for they./ 
Will all be divulged while you are ~ 
asleep, and thus become common. , 
property.” : J '

Another item is this; On wishing 
at times to rise early, for the doing 
of some special duty, with no time
piece near, I am frequently called - 
from deep slumber by hearing my 
name plainly spoken, and on rising 
find it just the time I had set for 
the same. Sometimes I do not know 
where the voice comes~from, and 
again can see in my sleep the one 
who calls, and on awakening I re-' 
member the same. -

I could relatp many similar inci
dents, but think this article quite 
enough for the present. ■

JULIA’ H. JOHNSON.

Things unknown are the true scope 
of imposture and legerdemrijn;. ♦ • 
• We live in a world which’is full of 
misery and ignorance, and the plain 
duty of each of us Is to make the little 
corner he can Influence somewhat less 
Ignorant. » » • If wife and
child, the name and fame, were all 
lost to me, one after another, still I 
would not lie. The most sacred act 
of a man’s life is to say and to feel,’ 
"I believe such and such to be true.— 
Huxley.
. “To make war with those who trade 

with us, is like setting a bull-dog 
on a customer at the, shop door.”— 
Thomas Paine, in'Crisis.

The only time when a person is too 
old -to' learn is When ho io on hip *'--' 
death bed.—Womafa’s Daily. (\

Much of the religion to-day is " 
respect tor the religion of the past.—' j... 
Investigator. -
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/ .THE BIBL| IN THB SCHOOLS.

Borne Exceptionally Important Facts Set Forth by M. M. Man- 
gasarian, the Eminent Lecturer for the Independent Relig
ious Society Which Meets at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, Every 

. Sunday at 11 A. M;

t At a recertt meeting of the board of education, one of the 
' trustees said: “Personally, I should be only too glad to have 

the Bible in some form in the schools. Our civilization cam 
not be understood without it.’/

Let us see:—
1. We are a republic. To what extent are we'indebted to the 

Bible, the text-book of heriditary monarchy, for our republican 
institutions? 1 ' ' ■

2. We are a monogamous’people. Does riot the Bible by 
example and precept favor polygamy?

3. We are no longer a slave-holding nation. How much do 
■ we owe the Old or the New. Testament for the abolition of 

slavery? " • 1
4. We guarantee liberty of thought and speech. Will’the 

good trustee quote the Bible texts to which we are indebted 
for a free press and a free religion? '

’ 5. We have separated in this country the church from-the
State. Which part of the Bible is our authority for that?

6. We are a wealth-producing peoplc. , Whgt is the attitude 
pf the Bible toward wealth?. , .

7. We pursue art, literature, science, the" drama, and believb 
in compulsory education. In what portion of the Bible are these 

■ things recommended?
8. We, in America, Lave removed ajl barriers of race, caste 

ahd creed. To what extent has the Bible with its “chosen peo- 
/ pie/’ and its “elect,” on the one hand, and,its “heathen,” on 

the other, helped us toward thig ideal?
9. We, as a nation, have adopted as the sole test of private 

and public, conduct, the observance of the moral law, without 
■ pny reference to what one believes or disbelieves. Is that the 

doctrine of the Bible?
10. We Americans take thought for the morrow; we deposit 

” our savings in the banks; we insure' our homes and ,our ll^es; 
we provide for the futqre; we resist evil; and neither as indi
viduals nor'as a nation do we give to the oppressor, who has 
robbed us of one-half of our-lands or goods, the other half also;

. nor do we give to the man' who strikes us upon the one cheek 
the opportunity to strike us again upon the other. Is this the 
part of our civilization that “cannot be understood without the' 
Bible?”

One of the founders of our republic, and its first president, 
^writing to the Senate, in 1786, said: “ . . . The government of 
fhe United States of America is not in any sense founded on 

: the Christian religion------”
; And ’what does this member of the school board mean by

1. sayipg that “personally, I should be only too glad to have the 
Bible in some form in the schools?”

: In what form? • .
- If the Bible is re-arranged, altered and abbreviated to suit 

• the liking^ this officer of the school board, will it still be the 
- Bible?

■ ; And since g pruned Bible will not be “the Bible, without 
■which our civilization cannot be understood,” what will it be 
good for?

SPIRIT TEACHINGS.

A Most Satisfactory Evidence Through 
Planchette. •

. J<Get but the truth once uttered and 
it’s like

'A star new-born that drops into its 
.- place,

■ And which, once circling In ifs placid 
■ round, ,

" Not all the tumults of earth can 
. shake.”

A frlend from the frozen North is 
' ■ visiting with me. She has with her 
. b planchette which we conduit dally 

with great satisfaction. At our first 
Bitting with • planchette the name 
“Sir Walter Raleigh" was spelled! 

■ The power seemed to come from an 
' fptolligence tfiat brooks no denial.

It said, “All life is spiritual life, 
■ whether In the physical or the psychl- 

- pal body and is of this atmosphere. 
■ The spiritual world Is a condition, 

not a location.”
■ “The spirit Wbrld around this world 
of-sense, floats like an atmosphere.

Sixteen years ago last April, my

the higher not the lower, and through 
the spiritual does he realize life or 
death, or his true being. :

In answer to a question my son re
plied, "There Is a difference in the 
condition of-spirits whose souls have 
been in' bondage during their life on 
earth. Each one attracts that idea 
that fits them best, and that idea im
mediately takes form 'to fit the 
thoughts and desires."

Again my son said, "Mamma, you 
love the beautiful, you will be wjth 
me. in the realms of beauty. You 
will meet with all whom you have 
loved. You can measure their full
ness for you great or small. Dear 

'mother, I am with you, I am happy, 
regret no more.”
If dark seems the pathway, look up! 
To the smiles of the angels, above, 
And if bitter to thee Is the cup 
They will fill it with'tenderest love,

Rose L. BushnelLDonnElly.
Lob Angeles, Cal.

ALL ABOUT THE GODS.

dearly beloved son passed to spirit 
,lffe. I was not reconciled nor could 

' ■ I be as years rolled by. I heard from 
him, to be sure, but that did not sat- 

'"Isfy. I had knowledge that he lived, 
but my'desire was to know of his con
dition. I had no faith in planchette 

.-'-and did not for a moment th^nk that 
my son could reach me through that 
source. I was delighted, and sur
prised when at bur second sitting a 
message was spelled out, "Mamma, 

■ dear, it is I, your own Willie, your 
little sweetheart!" I called him 
“Sweetheart” often in life. “Telj 

. . me, darling,” I entreated, “of your life 
' in the beautiful world.”

: “Dear Mother, my life is Very sim
ple and natural. I read, I study Nat- 

; ural History, the formation of worlds,
• etc I study music, art and the dra- 

Y ' moi I attqnd noble lectures. I often 
speak to audiences when called upon.

' A wise teacher tells me that I am be- 
’ Ing prepared for the diviner sphere, 

a higher life."
I said, “Beloved,you must not leave 

me; you who ever turned my life into 
: song! since you have, died, Death 

seems beautiful, and I . long to join 
yotf'ere you grow diviner and nearer- 

* • the celestial, that I may not reach.
“I am not dead, I am only from the 

mortal set free. I am more alive 
" - than when ! was in my mortal form.

How can I be. dead to thee, thou 
watcher? I am not silent or'volceless, 
I can see and hear you, Mamma. Love 
lives forever. Dear mother, do not 
regret my passing from the physical.. 
Let regrets- be..dead., Love Is-more 
than all the summers that - have 
passed. With your love I have grown 
to something greater than^ before. 
Yet I was always, and ever will be all 
thine own.”

Alfred Russel Wallace, F. R. S., 
concisely states the nature of the mor
tal In these words: “Man is a duality 
coincidently with and permeating the 
body and having, corresponding or
gans and developments of this duali
ty. Death is the separation of this 
duality and effects ntf change in thq 
spirit morally or in any way intellec
tually. Progression, evolution of the 
intellectual and moral natures, Is the 
destiny of individuals; the knowledge, 
attainments and experiences of earth 
life forming the basts of spiritual 
life. ' ,

He or she is best prepared to enter 
- on the life beyond the portals called 

, death, who have lived noblest and 
fullest relations with this life and the 
spiritual life. Man is created for

Old School Atheists Not Without 
Champion.

HUMAN GYROSCOPE INVENTED BY A WOMAN.

She Advances the Starting Claim that Psychic Electricity in 
the Human Organism was Amenable to 1 Stimulation by a 
Chemical Magnet Which Would Give the Person Using It 
Clairvoyant Powers. -I

A woman invented the “loop the loop”—a truly remarkable 
.woman. ■ ' .

She has invented many other things, having to do with some 
of the most difficult problems of physics and mechanics.

Disclaiming Spiritualism or the intermediation of hypnotism, 
she has delved into the" mysteries called psycHib, h'fld advanced 
new theories as to theVelation of electricity thereto, based on 
remarkable experiments. _ . - •

This woman is Mrs. A. E. M. Frazer, noy- à resident of this 
çity- ;

Her chief interest' is in her inventions. The latest, of tKese, 
of the loop4he-loop varietypis more spectacular than any of 
the circus thrillers that have preceded it For lack of a better 
name it may be. called “a human gyroscope,”

Imagine two great hoops of metal, one within the other, and 
crossing each other at right angles. The hoops may be liorL 

,zontal, stationary or rotating on their axes,, the larger moving, 
the. other swinging perpendicularly, The smaller hoop is six
teen feet in diameter. -, - - ~

Qn the outer rim of the larger hoop two automobiles, with 
their human freight, pursue each other around the swinging 
circle. ' .
' On the inside'of the smaller hoop two other automobiles, or 
bicycles, chase’ another around the hoop. >

Concealed within the'great metal circles is the mechanism 
that holds thé carriages to the surface of the hoop and secures 
their balance. z

There may be but one automobile on each hoop, or the num
ber may be increased to more than two, and'still by the secret 
meehanisin they may start at any point, even to ascending the 
more than perpendicular grade of the up-curve of the hoop.

So delicately balanced is the entire mechanism that little 
power is required for all its spectacular operations.

She first found employment with a wealthy firm of mechani
cal éngineers in Baltimore and Washington.

For seven years she remained with-these engineers, doing 
different mechanical work in many important schemes. There 
'she was led into practical experiments on the efficacy of the 
wheel to overcome the lost motion—the dream of many men 
of inventive minds. »

At the Ordnance Bureau in Washington there are specimens 
of Mrs. Frazer’s work in the line of difficult and expert mathe
matics in some hundreds of pages of figures.

Mrs. Frazer also assisted Dr. V^oodbridge, the inventor of 
the wire-bound gun, in making many original mathematical 
tables and in computing the exploding power of /gunpowder and 
compressed air, and adjusting the. results to standard ther
mometers and barometers. ' ,r

FORECASTS OF 1908 SHOW A DEPLORABLE FINANCIAL 
CONDITION.

The Seer, J. 0. F. Grumbine, Spiritualist, Lecturer and 
Author, Predicts a Dark Future for the Coming

( Year in His Divinity Monthly,

Can an .Ethiopian change’his color or a leopard his spots, . 
is a question which can be asked of financiers/who have un
dertaken to negotiate worthless, or almost worthless, paper for 
par cash or bring actual money up to the level of fictitious- 
and inflated stock valuation. To'make a dollar equal to two 
dollars of hypothecated stock is a trick of the stock jobber, 
which requires a knowledge of legerdemain not in the text
books. A pound of gold and a quart of water make poor mix
tures. 'And yet the adepts in stock jugglery have been forking 
the little game of presto ! change, now you- see it and now you 
don’t, of gold and water until the public, long-suffering and 
patient and hard to learn, have at last seen through the trick, 
and the result is that it has the gold and the stock jobber the 
water, and there you are. As long as the public refuses to bite 
at a loaded hook, so long will the National banks and thé stock 
market have frequent attacks of locomotor ataxia.

The stock market, and banks are not altogether to blame. 
The whole technique of business is rotten. Commodities are 
forced beyond their normal values, and are made to serve the 
double purpose of robbing the producer and consumer, exploit
ing the people and defying the law. There is no reason oq 
earjh why things should be so high or dear as they are except 
the innate greed and selfishness of the people. The trees have 
been loaded with fruit, the bins are bulging'with grain, vege
tables are more plentiful than ever, milk and eggs are easy to 
secure, cotton and sugar and rice and the hundred articles of 
produce that go fronj farm to consumer are prodigally strewn 

■before us in grocery and dry goods stores, and yet on every one 
of these articles, without one single exception, there is an in
crease in charge to the consumers And why is this! Not be
cause of. scarcity, or cost of production, but because of human 
greed.

Whqt is to be done. In the November 1907 issue you read 
-my prophecy. Some laughed at it. Some feared it and wrote 
“Shall we draw our.money out of the banks?” In each in-

' She advanced the startling claim that psychic electricity in 
the human organism was amenable to stimulation by a “ ch ami - 
cal magnet,” which would give the persoh usjng i|,‘clairvoyant 
power. -.i

In 1896 Mrs. Frazer sought the aid of a capitalist to develop 
her ideas of an improved transmission gear; .whjch was con
sidered the best means-of shqwing the maximum'efficiency of. 
the wheel. Her own explanation of what slid holds to be her 
discovery is described in her application for a-patent,’thus:
“The invention is a differential fly-wheel, in which the cen

trifugal tendency and gravitational force, heretofore lost in or 
thrown off.from an ordinary wheel, are constrained within the 
wheel and utilized as dynamic force.”

The capital necessary was hard to find, and after a long and 
fruitless search for it Mrs. Frazer applied to a showman to put 
her ideas to use in a sensational thriller in a “whirl” zof a 
bicyclist around a vertical circular track. '

The device being too expensive for the showman, Mrs. Frazer 
showed how its spectacular features could be produced by a- 
mechanism that would deceive the eye. A bicyclist' rides around 
a vertical, circular plane, like the face of a clock. Though the 
connection is invisible, the bicyclist is really, attached to a 
beam that revolves from the center of the circle, like the 
hands of a. clock.

A court decision just handed down in this city declares that 
the “Globe of Death,” one of the latest of the loop and curved- 
track devices that have been placed on the stage, is covered 
by Mrs.' Frazer’s patent.—New York Sunday World.

To the Editor:—In your issue of 
October 5, Nd. 932, we find your able 
and erudite-editorial bearing the head
ing "All About the Gode.”

Judging from the remarks therein 
the “Old School Atheists" are not 
without a champion. This is as it 
should be.. An atheist Is entitled to 
the same , rights and privileges as any 
other human being—no more, no less; 
if so be that aught ' has been said" or 
written doing these any injustice, 
there are due them amends and apol
ogy from any fair-rfinded thinker who ’ 
may inadvertently or otherwise have 
wronged such in characterization.. It 
is perhaps unfortunate that a name or 
term necessarily employed to desig
nate any form of thought or class of 
thinkers is usually of ready adapta
tion, owing to manifold uses'and in
terpretations, to be made conveniently 
fitting to 'so many shades and kinds to 
suit argutnentation. ■ -

The article mentioned in your edi
torial of September 21, and in which 
“Old School Atheists" and a “grudge 

' against-Jesus” occur, may have sem
blance of having been written by “a 
superannuated preacher, who' has 
adbpted the phenomena Df Spiritual-^ 
ism and brought along the obnoxious* 
teachings the biographers of Jesus 
have ascribed to him,” and yet, as 
the article in question1 protests 
throughout against these'very ob
noxious alleged teachings,-it would 
also seem-that a remark in the very 
opening of that article, namely: .“One 
would seem to have a right to sup- 
pose that those who assume the atti
tude of this class of thinkers should 
at least have tolerance, -and likewise 
a fairness in Stating a premise.” ap
plies In this instance also. It happens 
there are those who call themselves/ 
atheists, and even of the “Old School,” 
whatever that hackneyed term may 
mean to some, who DO NOT-concede 
the "energizing spirit” mentioned In 

the editorial. It is stated 'that the 
Naioiial Spiritualists’ Association con
vention of a few years ago saw fit to 
call this universal spirit “Infinite In
telligence," whilst you express prefer
ence for “Soul of Nature or Spirit of 
the Universe.” Theqsophlsts wo find 
in latest writings to give it as “The 
Supreme Infinite, beyond man’s finite 
comprehension, the Unknowable, Ab
solute Light." - .

- The writer remembers how. about 
thirty years ago, F, B. Doud, of Texas, 
then Grand Master of th® Bosicru-

clans, asked h|m what It mattered 
wliat you CALLED it, it would ever 
•BE the same notwithstanding. The 
true distinction between those who 
believe in spirit, then, and those w.ho 
do not,,must therefore be, believers, 
and non-believers in this “Energizing 
Spirit,” naming it otherwise as you 
please. The writer Is satisfied with 
ALL or EITHER of the terms ' set 
forth above.

Having no other God or Gods than, 
represented by above terms and what 
they, rationally stand for, the writer 
does not feel called on to apologize 
for wooden or other gods—not even 
the Scandinavian Odin.

It can only be repeated then that 
there are those who are indiscrimi
nately dubbed as “materialists,” 
“atheists”—old or other school, who 
deny that there is a Soul of Nature. 
or Splrlt'of the Universe, and if these ' 
■do nqt also seemingly show a grudge 
against Jesus, then they are certainly 
Tallyrandlan disciples bordering on 
àdéptship In making speech conceal 
thought. ’ z

- Mrs. Annie. Besant, pronounced in 
your l&st issue “the Greatest Living 
Theosophlst,” and whose teachings are 
pronounced by so devout a 'Splrltual- 
ist as**Mrs, Laura'G.'Eixen as differ
ing very littlefrom Spiritualism, • in

■ common with Theosophists generally 
- will not agree that the Jesus charac
ter stands only for the ■ undesirable 
things held against it by Ultra-mate- 
riaists and at least SOME atheists.

That she would therefore be classed 
with “superannuated ; preachers,”— 
whatever depth of darkness that 
stands for,— would be equally con
sistent with-charging the writer of 
the article in September 21 issue to 
such* classification. Fraternally, *

' 'P. O.. CHILSTROM.
Crescent, Lincoln Ço., Nevada."

“After Her Death.” The Story of
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting! 

No mind .that loves spiritual thought 
can fail'to be fed and delighted with

a

this book. Beautiful spiritual 
thought,"combining advanced ideas 
on tM finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind - on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. ■ A'book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00.

“Materialization.!’ By Mme. E. fl- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Pric#. 10 cents.

MRS. CORNELIA. HART SUTER.

This early medium vacated her 
physical form December 17, at her 
late residence, 313 East 158th street, 
Bronx, N. Y., aged 6-9 years.-,

Rev. Madison C. Peters officiated 
at the funeral the 20th, Inst. Her 
relatives and n many friends present 
were well pleased xWlth his sermon, 
the divine through ministering spir
its, aided by science and new thought 
(whether l^e is aware of it I cannot 
say), has rendered him a liberal,1 
rational preacher. Death, its true 
meaning and.results, were presented 
in a plain/ concise, comprehensive 
'manner. Mrs. Suter left a daughter; 
Lily, and a brother, Wm. -P. Maynard. 
She was the daughter Elisha Allen 

’Maynard, founder of - the Buffalo 
Daily Republic, and was the first to 
introduce s steam-power press in Buf
falo, about 1846.. In 1850 the Fox 
Sisters had an earnest call from doc
tors and scientists to visit that city. 
They were put through crucial tests 
and fully exploded the toe-joint theory 
advanced by the learned doctors. Mr. 
E. A/ Maynard and daughter .CWS'ella 
H., soon became rconverts.. His resi
dence soon became tlie home for me- 
diums and lecturers,-Viz.: Miss Cora 
h.y. Scott (Richmond), E. V. Wil
son, Selden. J.. Finney, Emma Hard
inge, Albert Bennett ; Whitney, S. B. 
Brit(an, Wm. Lloyd. Garrison, Wen
dell Phillips, arnUmany others.

Mrs. Suter had-, a good degree of 
mediumship. I>at€ended many'of her 
seances. She was well calculated to 
encourage new (investigators. About 
1863 she was introduced to MJss 
Nettle Colburn, known at that time 
as the Lincoln Medium, and traveled' 
with her,'giving.seances at Washing
ton, Baltimore and- Philadelphia, and 
introduced -Mlss.-ColbUrn to her bro
ther, Wm. P. Maynard, resulting In 
marriage, and they resided at White 
Plains for manyayearSi Her brother 
was postmaster at White Plains, N. J., 
for two years and pho had the ability 
to take care of-the money-order de
partment, 'Her {remains were cre
mated, as-she earnestly requested.

~ TITUS. MERRITT.

"The Orthodox-Hell, Church Creeds 
and; Infant-Damnation,” by Dr. J. M; 
Peebles. Dedicated ■ to Preachers, 
■Missionaries and' Church Members. 
Prlca, 20 -cento,' - \

stance I advised caution. Stocks slumped in 'March, they 
dropped and withered under the August sun, and w-hen the 
harvest month ôf October came, there was the unexpected 
panic,.bank failures and industrial depression which had been 
prophesied.

Is it true that anyone can foresee the future? Let the igno
ramus continue to ask that question while the shrewd'profit 
by what the seers foretell.

Now what can we expect of a people who are unwilling to 
do the right thing and expect President Roosevelt to reel off 
prosperity as by a magic wand? Where can the people get an 
honest statement of the facts? Were this article to appear in 
the New York, Chicago and Boston papers just as it is written 
here, there would be a run on the banks which would hasten 
the crash which is bound to come, though delayed by fear and 
diplomacy. But the crash will come and it must, so long as 
the people refuse to practice the golden rule. So rotten is 
humai, nature that if President Roosevelt’s idea of reform could 
be carried out, it could only be successfully done so by a 
guillotine which would sever the heads of nearly every man, 
woman and child. This may seem deplorable and an exag
gerated statement, but the facts prove it. Hence much more 
than confidence is necessary to save this nation from ruin.

What are we to expect? Read the forecast for 1898.
The greatest industrial depression in the history qf the 

United, States begins January 1,1908.
Shops, mills, factories, will close, throwing out of work thou-' 

sands of people. No such hard times ever known in the coun
try. This is h crucial year, both astrogically and spiritually.

Failures will increase 50 per cent over last year.
Suicides will increase over 60 percent.
Stocks will reach their lowest levels and fall utterly hope

less and lifeless.
Banks will have their deposits decreased 50 per cent.
Riots will be in order and industrial battles fought in the 

streets. . - ' ■ -
There will be uproars in Congress as civil embroilments will 

aggravate class hatreds.
A drop in tjie price of commodities will be the only good 

feature'of the prolonged money famine and business depression, 
and this seems inevitably late in the winter.

People will gradually draw their savings out of the banks 
and hoard them. - <

The presidential nominees will be as a red flag in the face of 
a bull. * ■ ‘ . -

President Roosevelt will be forced to accept the nomination. 
A fearful shadow, like a wet blanket, now rests on the Republi
can party. .

The Democratic pàrty is dopmed.
Let the reader remember that there is no bitterness or class 

hatred, but only deep regret and sorrow in recording these 
.prophecies. Things can'and will be better, but how'true it is 
that to save a patient à cancer must be removed and destroyed. 
The times are sadly out-of joint; we are all responsible for 
them, and by our better living inust change them. The prophet 
does not create, he ■ only foresees conditions. Let optimism 
prevail. - , . .

SEND THEM TO HELL. ,

The Poor, Obsolete Old Pope of Rome 
^Excommunicates All Who Are Con
nected with a Monthly Review.

MILAN; Dec. 26.—The Pope, on 
Christmas eve, launched the severest 
blow Ue has yet dealt modernism, it 
being nothing less than the pronun
ciation of the. greater excommunica
tion against all concerned in the pro- 
dùctibn'of the monthly review II Rin
novamento, which. is»published here.

The greater excommunication is » a 
penalty that has been rarely imposed 
in modern times. Even Victor Em
manuel, when he despoiled the papal 
States; was saved Its, severities. 
Among other things it deprives its 
victims of Christian burial and re
lieves the faithful of all duties re-. 
snecting the bodies and souls of those 
denounced, whether they be alive or 
dead. ■ ,■

Oppose Policy of Vatican
Il Rinnovamento is a high-blass sci

entific, periodical. It is not antago- 
'nistic-to religion, but it opposes the. 
policy of the Vatican. K

On Christmas eve the sentence was 
conlmunicated *to the thred chief 
directors by Cardinal Ferrprl, arch
bishop of Milan, who also, was or
dered to publish the edict from, the 
pulpit of the historic cathedral in 
Milan, whence, it is stated, no similar 
manifesto ever before resounded.

The. decree explicitly strikes not

only at the proprietors and editors, 
but at the whole staff ot printers and 
others employed in the production of 
the review, as well as at every con
tributor and subscriber.' Several aris
tocratic families of Milan who are 
pronounced in their devotion to the 
Catholic faith are affected, as well 
as innumerable humble readers and 
supporters. '

Directors Respectfully Defiant.
The_ 'directors have replied to the 

papal-'fulmlnation by an announce
ment of their Intention, to continue 
flrm but respectful .resistance to the 
Vatican’s policy, which- they declare; 
crushing ,to -liberty and research, 
which their review embodies.—Special 
Cable to the Chicago Tribune.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a lellglon which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and- spirit. • Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price SO cents.

EYESIGHTJESTORED
Eyeglasses May Ee Abandoned

A Wonderful Discovery That Corrects 
Afflictions of the Eye With

out Cutting or ' 
Drugging.

There la no need ror 
lug th* oye tor the i<
ease, as a nei rutìiuod

; lining,drugging or prob- 
uer ol most forms of dis 
s-ibo Acuna treatment—

has been d.
uiiinlu:

> vorad which
;a me necessity or

f rmer luriurous molhoid 
U bere la uo risk or ueoea- 
aiiy or oxperltneutlug, us 
luauy people report lluvlug 
bo u uurvU ot laillug eyo- 
fllgiu, tmuracts, granulat
ed lids and other affile-

?M.anor pi'onou^ . 
uw, tmough thia grand discovery.
Chiweh^HrHUmiul' ?,astor ot the Reformed 
vourA<’-tln>Vh^ 1’?rt' Couu-' "'rites:—"So fur 
has I'Mni'i“ httb a°Pe me K00d allcl my eyesight 
by cominite^^ U1'!1 f huvo «°011 bopo that 
uycouunuing, my eyesight will be restored."

Wateriora, Wis., writes;— 
inboth y„e,aIs a8?r wa3 taken with Iritis 

ei03 and nearly went blind and It was 'sent for in “ata’“ would be necessary. *1 
intur« Actlna last April and It. has taken 

ouC,aud my eyes are n^"

?i'iv?nnln£t0?,' aP8?lal agent Mutual 
lasuranSe Oo„ Kansas City. Mo., 

,,?avlng used Actlna for several years, 
I oheertully recommend it for the curé of eye 
of cataracts."1 Itourea "ny mother,

Hundredsof other testimonials will be sent 
on application. "Actlna" la purely a homa 
treatmentand selt-admlnlstared by the patlout 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. If you win Bond 
your name ana address to the Actlna AppU. 
pilanca lCp„ Dent ¿42B,-811 Walnut St, Kan. 
aas Lity. Mo-, you will reoelve absolutely free 
^nT™U4^ e ,,<>01c, ProWor Wilson’s Treatlsa

Books for the Holidays
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation: 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to 
uome. '

"The World Beautiful." Second 
merles. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen World. ■«

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.

‘After Her Death, a Story of a 
Sumnler." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch ot 
how she made herself known in“ 
Europe after her death In Honolulu.

‘The Spiritual Significance.” Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication,-- The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life."
Ab the title implies, itcarvles ono 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

"Tire Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di-. 
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant.” The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Content^: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is MIbs 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetlp thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

"The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent ■ 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None’can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . “The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

‘.‘Every Living Creature;" “The 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;" “Char
acter Building.” By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfllled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS. 
----------- 1 .

“Farm Engines, and How. to Run 
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenqpn. Price $1.60.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians;” By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$.1.50. .

“Modern Carpentry and ■ Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot
tages." One Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

“Practical'Carpentry or tlie Build
er’s Standard Library," Four books 
in a box, including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square." Vols, 1 & 2, 
$1.0.0 each. •

"Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern' Carpentry." Price $1.
. These valuable, books' are by Fred1.' 
T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for JfS.50.

These' and many, other good books 
can Tie found. In our Catalogue.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones.. One of the best 
pamphlets'written. . 'Every one order
ing the paper or books ehould'put in' 

-an extra dime for this valuable little - 
book. PrlcelO cents. . •>

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
BeeBla bnildlag hie world from within; thought is 

the builder; for thooghU are force».—aubtle, Titat 
IrreelBtlbla, omnipotent,—Md according uuied da 
ther bring power or impotence, peace or pain, luoceaa 
prnDure.—Krom Title-page. ’ ;

The above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
tailed cloth, itamped tn deep old-green and gold, with - 
gflt top. Price, 11.25. For ia)o at thia office. J

NAME THE BABY, x
Or Give the Charge. A song with , 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W.' 
Ring, arranged by M> H.: Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

cured;—WORRY, HURRY) SCURRY, , 
FLURRY. I

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCQMB, 

Authorot"Air» Right with theTTorld” Cloth O 
Bf-ges. Nr. Newcomb medo adlitlnd succoMwim 
''All's Right with the World." which continue» tn tho » 
front rank of the Metaphysical book« that are now 00 
popular. Thogre&t number who have >«anch«orM 
mA strengthened by him wiM welcome another bocK 

thii wild teacher whose word! of help are doing M 
BBCblp cake the .world beUer to tnaidnsmci-Md 
®W6a Mtler able to underatandtmd enjoy It.

“Discover’ of a Dost Trail”
Dy William B. Towne. Learn how to &W“ &V »Sj WM 

castaway unnecessary core. This
book points the way. Price, 25 cents, j “u^ 1 n-w.

Çy William B. Towne. Learn how to
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, ks Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

YHta GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
MENT IB ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE /ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- 
DIG MS. A REPORT OF WHAT THu 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS 6AY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
HOT'SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. - .

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use tteni.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail $4.50, are 
the help you need in society work.

The third grand Prize Masquerade 
Ball, under the auspices of the Gol
den Rule Pleasure Club,'-.Star Lodge 
Hall, 278 So. Western avenue, will be 
given Saturday evening, January IS; 
1008, Prize March at 11 P. M. 
Music by W. W. Kirtland. Tickets, 
25 cents a person.

fr

January II, 1008.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no vtisu 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho may or may not, 
Ugrac ..¡th their respective Vlvlis.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use cither a typewriter or ,a 
pen, with black Ink. Write, on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible Iiunil, ami thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. I’leaso bear this in mind.

Mrs, A. A. Averill writes from 
Lynn, Mass.: "Rev. Mrs. Pepper-Van
derbilt filled an engagement of two 
Sundays with the Lynn, Mass., Spir
itualists Association, on December 22, 
and 29. In spite of all the trouble 
and anxiety through which thia noted 
medium has been passing, it was the 
universal verdict of her hearers that 
Bhe never gave such striking demon
strations of spirit power and control 
as upon these occasions. Cadet 
Hall and all the ante-rooms were 

•• packed, and hundreds who came 
could not obtain/admittance. Mrs. 
Vanderbilt’s courage’ and fortitude 
under trying circumstances is . cer
tainly wonderful, She still retains 
her confidence that’all her troubles 
will have a satisfactory ending; sure- 
ly her friends are all hoping for the 
same. Other speakers since the last 
report have been Mrs. C. Faiinie Al
lyn, Mrs. Abbie Atwood, Mrs. A. J. 
Pettengill, dhd Mrs. Kate M. Ham, 
all of whom did good work, each' in 

•• their own peculiar line.”
Frank T. Ripley has the last two 

Sundays in January and all of March 
and April open for engagements to 
lecture, and give messages. Address 

• all letters to 112 North Beach street,
Oxford. Ohio. _

oamuel Rogers writes from Irwin,, 
v Pa.: “I nave open-dates for camp- 
- meetings during the season of 1908, 
■•as lecturer and message bearer. I 

, will /make engagements with Spirit;
. .fialist churches in need of such work- 
■:;er.”. -■ *

• A. L, Birdsall writes .from Jackson, 
;Mlch.!.'“Dr. Julia M. Walton, as you 

• probably, know, is a resident of our

E. Hendricks of St. Louis, Mo., 
writes: .‘‘The Clover Leaf Lyceum, 
of the Society of Spiritual Research, 
Mrs. E. B. Price, instructor and teach
er, celebrated their Christmas Tree 
on the evening of December 26, at 
its hall, 3001 South Broadway, where 
each little child; stranger and member 
received a box of candy apd. two or
anges, and the members of the socie
ty also, and all strangers received 
an orange, : so there ; were . none 
slighted or feeling hurt, and everÿone. 
was happy. Dr. Herman Faber spoke" 
to the children by explaining to them' 
the history of the treerwhich they all 
enjoyed very much, and then we had 
supper, and fed over 60 people, in
cluding the children, all free , Qf 
charge. After supper our medium, 
Mrs.' Price, was called upon the plat
form by our president,-and was pre
sented with a small stocking filled 
with money donated ..to her by the 
society, and Mrs. Hendricks,presented 
her with "two pieces of hand-made 
fancy work, table covers, for which 
she received a .very fine poem.” -

Rev. Alice Baker, pastor of the" 
■Church of Spiritual Light, * fell 
Wednesday night, while on -her way 
home," and fractured her collar bone. 
Thé wound is extremely painful bua 
at this time Mrs. Baker seems to be 
resting nicely.-—Daily News-Republi
can, Lawton,, Okla,

/R. M. Roliinson wries from Phila-

city," and a-person whose truth and 
veracity goes -with' her name. She 
serves our society at intervals, anfi 
is looked to generally by our members

She

as advisor in material things, as well 
• as spiritual." I wish this could be 

• qald. of'all our public speakers. If 
;they- are sought for in their home 
"town, and recognized 15y the press, 
it is a safe guarantee of their integ- 
rlty.’’___ -
“^Geo. W. Stlneback writes from’ El
wood, Ind.i “I wish to say a few 

• words in regard to the cause and its 
-workers-at this place. Miss Florence 

> Wattles has delivered many telling 
: lectures here this fall and winter.

T. M. Smith of Anderson, Ind.,, lec
tured for us ?m Sunday, December 
29th. Both lectures were listened 
to attentively. His. lecture in the 
evening was followed with messages 
by W. C. Jessup, who stands in the 
front rank as a test and trumpet me
dium. _He -has Jiad many trumpet 
seances here this fall^and winter ,and 
has made manyiconVerts.' .He .vVIH 
remain in Elwdod/aSdHieFweOk.'hQld^ 
ing seances, and will ' give messages’ 
for the society next Sunday- evenihg; 
then he goes to Rochester, Ind., 
wherer he will. follow .Brother Nicum 
with messages. They hold a three- 
days mass meeting there’under the 
auspices of the Indiana'State Assocfa- 

■ tlon. Mr. Jessup makes Elwood his 
head-quarters. He visits a' number 
of other cities 'and’ towns for one to 
three weeks at a time, aiid we look 
upon his-.return. to. Elwood as one of 
the family■ comihg home.’y " -

Send In Your Subscriptions
Now is the time to awaken an in

terest in Tito Progressive Tltinker. 
What would Spiritualism be without 
an ORGAN TO DISSEMINATE THE 
NEWS that occur in conneelion with 
our glorious Cause? Without an 
ORGAN, one section would not know 
what another locality is doing, The 
ITogressivc Thinker is now the only 
Spiritùalist paper through which you 
can i each leading Spiritualists 
throughout the country. The Roligio- 
Philosophical Journal, .The Banner 
of Light, and Light of Truth Jtavg 
suspended publication for want of ade
quate support, leaving the field almost 
exclusively to The Progressive 
Thinker.

All who subscribe for The Progres
sive Thinker cau get a valuable PRE
MIUM BOOK;. Thousands upon our 
list have ticenred^aeh year n prejnium 

.book for 25 cents; tho whole four-

*oteen costs them oyly $8.50. After 
we pay the ilitag'e on them we re
ceive for thir whole fourteen about 
$2.10. 13

Did the woi^ see the like?
No, absolutely NOI
And after w\l pa’ss off the stage of 

existence, WHO WILL DO as we have 
done? 1

Is it not about time that the great 
muss of Spiritualists malic an effort 
to spread broadcast The Progressive 
Thinker and thus awaken Spiritual
ists generally to a full realization us 
to whut is going on in our ranks?

Our new Premium Book, INTER
WOVEN, is a veritable GEM of 
BEAUTY, and its contents will deeply 
interest you. Send for the paper one
year and this remarkable book, 
paper one- year ONE DOLLAR; 
Premium Book,- 25 CENTS.

The, 
the

N. S, A, BRIEFS.

delphia, Pa.: “I was particularly 
well pleased with Brother Harrison - 
D. Barrett's reply to Truth-Lover in 
No. 941. It is certainly sad to know 
thea there, are such a multitude of 
men and women who seek to learn 
something about Spiritualism, in
spired by but one idea and hope. The 
Idea that if spirits can communicate, 
they must know all about the future, 
and the hope that they may bo told 
something whereby they may be .com
mercially "benefited. So lonk ob this 
hard condition of civilization ,re-i 
mains, people will continue in ignor-‘ 
ance, because of lack of time .to be
come enlightened. When people can 
earn a competence with less labor, 
they will learn more apd be lesp self
ish, and will ask for knowledge of a 
future life from more exalted motives 
thaq desire for gain. When that hap
py titlie arrives, there will be. fewer 
people pretending to be mediums, and 
mediums will not be searched for in 
order that the seeker may get a tip 
of-some kind " that, will fill his pursè 
with money. The dollar is the object 
of worship, not knowledge, and so the 

/temptation governs most all alike, 
because of • the.. everlasting • grind, 
grind, to just exist.

Della B. Platt writes from Battle' 
Creek, Mich.: "Our society has been 
.highly favored in securing the best 
lecturers In the field. We commenced 
our meetings September 1, with Mrs. 
Morrill 'of Grand Rapids, for thé 
month. She is one of the, best, and 
gave finç scientific lectures, also 
many loyiug spirit/messages. ; She 
was fôlip.wéd bÿ W; J. Erwoôd, one of 
theÎfliîesKieétî^ 
.prdgfësBÜP/AineB'/ihà^ 
the -thbuglitfu^
•is '.bTimfullief'-lortif and itelpful ideas/, 
tor ’ thè-‘.àdv;ancément oft humanity Ito 
all liné^ofr spii’ituàr uirfoldthent and 
progress. , He is a worker for truth 
and progression in. every sense ot the 
word. -We also have a fine Lyceum. 
The children had a Christmas tree iff 
the hall the Sunday before Christmas, 
and did Santa’ did not forget to give 
éach one some . remembrance of 
the day. They gave a program of 
music and recitations, and the older

Is the title of our new 
Premium Book, 

and wé wish to GIR
DLE the-whole, globe 
with it, it is sent out 
to all subscribers for.

25 CENTS 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressive 
Thinker—practically a 
GIFT, as. we have to 
pay the postage and 
expense of mailing.

Send tor itr

Jl- Gorrespohdenr writes: , “The 'iiew 
. the Gol
den Rule Spiritualist society/ at Star- 

;. Lodge' Hall - was a grand success, as 
•; all of these events have been under 

the management of Mr. and-Mrs. Hill.
’ 'Upon this occasion the program con

sisted "of music, by Miss. -EUlie Ar
nold, arsons by her and Mr. Coe, a 
short talk by Dr. T; Wilkins, and Dr;:

' C;;A.-Biirgess, a sohg by Nora E. Hill, 
7 messages':by Mrs. Weaver,. . Mrs, 

Howes,- Mrs. Susie; Thompson,: Mrs; 
•Clyhourn.: Mrs. Harper. /Mr. :-Gdb 
read an original poem and gave a

■ short talk and the meeting, was. then 
turned over, at about 11:30,'to Mrs. 
Jlill, who gave“ a short talk and with 
the entire audience bowed in silent in
vocation until the tooting of the big 
factory whistles, the ringing of bells 
pnd the blowing of horns announced 
the hour of 12, and everybody was 

' enthusiastically grasping hands in a 
fraternal "God bless you,” and a 
"Happy New,Year,” until they were, 
ready to go home.- It was an occa
sion to cut out and paste. In .your hat, 
to be remembered even after the mem- 

" ory of "passing events has fade'll from 
the mind.” .?

'- ■•-Mrs -Ada M. Came whies; "The 
Cambridge, Mass., „Spiritual Indus- 
trialSocietv; held its regular meeting 
December-27. Mrs. Katie Ham en- 

- tertained the-audience In her usual 
delightful manner. The next meet
ing Will bo January 10; Mrs. Ham 
will speak. Supper at 6 p. m. Bus
iness meeting at 4 o’clock, election 

■ . of officers. . ' ., ■ .
W. F- Schumacher writes: “The 

Spiritualistic Church of the Students 
• of Nature, at Van Buren Opera House, 
was honored with a lecture from Rev..

onesprepaped a sumptuous dinner, to 
which about'sixty persons did ample 
justice.. •• If the; right education of 
children in this beautiful cause was 
bettor attended,, much of good might 
be " accomplished.” - " ;■

,F. E. Jewell writes: “Having 
just’ concluded reading; the report of 
the Purity -Congress in this week’s; 
"Progressive Thinker, as given .by’Mrs.- 
Laura G, Flxen, I- cannot retrain from 
requesting", y.oli. to put it in pamphlet' 
form ’and put it- on the market at- a 
nominal price, that it may" be distrib
uted by the/thousands.- ;: It- is: a-most. 
interesting article,. and "on the most 
"vital questions of this age.”

Nellie Thompson writes: “The Fra
ternal Daughters held their; watch- 
mee|lng services at the home of Sister 
Thompson, and both large parlois 
W,ere "crowded. At 11:30 Sisters Dr. 
Ciiird, Adams, and Thompson furn
ished the guests with a nice lunch, 
free.- Everybody seemed to have had 
one of those real-sociable spiritual 
times, and all said they hoped it would 
be repeated again in the near future. 
Sister" Wolf and Brother Thompson 
gave teste. At our meeting on New 
Years, in Atlas 'Hall, the following, 
gave readings; in the aftenoon; Sisters 
Dr. Caird, and Howes, and Brother: 
Schmidt; in the evening*: Sister Knapp 
gave us a short talk, and tests, and 
messages bv- Brother Thompson and 
Sister Wolff. " The next "Daughters’ 
meeting will be January 8, 2130. to 
9:30. ”

---------------------~o**» 'Ferd. C. Suhrer writes: On Sun
day, Jan. 12th., Rev; Will J. Erwood, 
of Indiana; will serve the Fraternal
Order of Spiritualists in -Hygeia 
hall, and again on Sunday, Jan. 19th. 
In securing the services1 of Rev. Mr. 
Erwood we have given an opportun
ity to bur members and friends toWarner, assisted by spiritual commu- ity to our members and friends to 

.-ideations by Sister Smith. The Ori-। hear one of the. most popular inspira- 
ental Order, Hepzibah, an. auxiliary । tional lecturers in public. To those 
of said society; presented- the. pastor, who -lidte: heard him this, announqe- 

■Mrs 'M./Schumacher; with; two 'ddzen • ment will be hailed with joy and his 
of Americchn Beauties, as a token of coming anxiously , awaited. Do- not

. Jan. 26th. , M«- F. A.. Knapp, one 
of Chicago’s leading mediums, and a 
favorite ón. the West Side, has been 
induced-tó tell us her experiences as 
a medium from childhood’. Probably 
no other medium in Chicago has-un
dergone such remarkable and. trying 

'development in establishing and 
maintaining, a reputation of .such ; 
high degree and efficiency,, and the 
.many friends of bothyMr. and Mrs. 
Knàpp are ’ waitiBÌImpptientiy for 

’/tfiè;/2 5th of January. There is an- 
'bther Important matter coming • be
fore the Fraternal Order,.,"-and on 
Wednesday evening, Jan. 2^nd, the- 
annual -electioh> of officers will; take., 
place in Atlas hall (same building, 
second floor. It is the duty of every 
member to attend this important 
meeting and assist in-selecting capa
ble officers to fill the different posi, 
tions for the ensuing'year.; Each .one 
has a vote,, and your, attendance and 
assistance is necessary foy the good 
of thè,order. Mention might be made 
also that there are many whose dues 

’ere payable now, and we ; would ap
preciate your; prompt renewal,; there
by affording .the officers-for 1908 en
couragement-, and 'inspiration, for 
greater endeavor. Don’t forget .the. 
time and place—Wednesday evening, 
Jan., 22nd,. Atlas hall/ '406 Ogden 
-Àve/, Còr. Robey St. 2nd floor.'-' . ■

."■/Correspondent wries: ' "Yesterday 
was a banner'day for Spiritualism at 
Pittsburg, Pa;" .In the morning a 
Swami came : with' his' beautiful ieach- 

, ings - of kindliness, brotherhood and 
charity as foundation for develop
ment-only to learn that he was teach
ing not only the ancient religion of the 
Orient, but also the modern and more 
progressive philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Many letters were read that were 
burdened with sympathy .for Mr. G. 
H. Brooks, who will face a court in 
January to answer to the charge ot 
fortune telling. Not a few enclosed 
money; one was from the Chancellor 
of the University of Pa. In the after
noon a union service of the three 
churches in Pittsburg was.held.. Re
marks were made by Mr. Steveps and 
Rev. Tischer. Dr. Brooks Introduced 
his old friend, Detective Wiard, whose 

■ address was .burdened, with-theneed. 
• of organizing, that there might" be 
- a strongly'marked dividing line be

tween fortune tellers and psychics, 
and between real Spiritual church or
ganizations and gatherings of nothing- 
ism, paradiùg uiider a -kindred name. 
The address was received splendidly. 
A motion" followed that resulted in 
the appointment of a-committee con- 
isting of Rev. G. A. Day, Mr. C. L. 
Stevens and Mrs. LaVida Wiard. 
They were appointed to Invite the so
cieties in the State to join ima oohven- 
Uon to be held in.Pittsburg the week 
of the Brooks trial to consummate a 
Pennsylvania State. Spiritualist Asso
ciation. Thm time is-short, and all

• societies wishing to unite, in tho .moyeT 
i ■ ment, • and ' individuals "deslriiig* Mtet«: 
; ature issued in relation thereto are re-

I intended sending my greetings to - 
all fellow Spiritualists, with wishes 
for a prosperous and happy New Year. 
1 did not do so in time to reach all 
in the first issue in January, of The 
Progressive Thinker, but am writing 
tl}Js on the first day of the new year, 
hence am doing so at the right tune.

The vigor of the N. S- A. was well 
represented at the issue of January 4, 
by able letters from the president and - 
vice-president.

I am too busy for long letters, and 
should only write when something of 
special importance requires It. But, 
I want all to know that their letters 
will find me, and all matters requiring 
attention will have promptness. ■

The holidays are over, and each 
Spiritualist will realize that a calen
dar, year Is ahead for you to show 
your mettle and earnestness; . ,

Support all along the line of effort 
ld"needed, and the N. S. A. holding 
the point of attack will need your 
rally to its support. , :

• The General Fund is. in need of 
your liberality to meet many needs 
of the Cause.

The Endowment Fund should have 
some liberal donations; for It will 
be for future continuous assistance, 
. The Mediums’ Fund has had some 

good support from, many; but there 
are many thousands of persons inter
ested, and societies where mediums 
have done good work, from whom no 
response has come to our call.

It Js never too late’ to assist,'
Th'e auxiliary societies will please 

take note that the annual collection 
should be set for a date, and the peo
ple urged to prepare for their dona
tions on that occajioh.

, All goes well at headquarters, and 
the work is promising from all 
sources, Compliments and best 
wishes to all! Fraternally,

• ■ GEORGE W. KATES, Sec’y.
600 Penna. Ave., S^E., 

Washington, D. .C.

¡FREE $1.00 COUPON
When mailed to Magic Fot Draft 

Co.r-Jackson, Mich., this will 
- entitle anyone with

PUBLICATIONS
OB’

HUDSON TUTTLE.

RHEUMATISM
to recuivo prepaid, Free to Try, a regular 
Dollar pair of Idaglu Fuat Drafts aud valua
ble new book (Lu colors) on rheumatism.

Name___

Address.

Only oue IriuVpnlr to oQé'adilre*». xO‘4

li you have rheumatism cut out this 
free dollar 'coupoff and send It ■ to us 
with your name and address plainly 
written on the blank lines. Return mail 
will bring you—free to try—a Dollar 
pair of the famous Magic Foot Drafts, 
the great Michigan remedy for rheuma
tism, They are curing: very bad cases 
of eyerv kind of rheumatism, both 
chronic and. acute, no matter how se
vere. They are curing cases Of 80 »nd
40 years’ suffering; after doctors and 
baths and medicines bad failed. Send 
us the coupon to-day. When the 
Drafts come, try them, it you 
satisfied with the benefit received-' 
then you can

are

send us One Dol- -<■ 
lar. If not, we q 
take your simple 
say so, and the 
Drafts cost you 
absolutely nothing. Aren’t they worth 
trying on that basis? Our faith is 
strong that they will cure you, so cut 
out' and send the coupon to-day to 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X02, Oliver 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Bend no money 
—just the coupon. Write to-day.

THE TEMPLE FUND SOCIETY.

THB AHCANA OF SPIRITUALISM! A) 
Manual ot Spiritual Science and PUH-l 
oaopby. Price, pottage, 10 Ct«.' 

'1HE Bl OLL I ION OF THE GOD 00$ 
vkrut Idea«. Price, $1.25; uaotSBOi 
10 ceutn.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,-

Mrs, Alice C. Barry Will Respond to 
Calls to Officiate at Funerals.

To the Editor:—Will you be good 
enopgh to allow me reply to a number 
of inquiries from Illinois- and Iowa 
regarding my willingness to officiate 
at funerals, and what compensation is 
expected.

I’ would say, dear friends, that I 
hold myself in readiness.to respond to 
your calls at all times. I make no 
specified charges, leaving that en- 

~tlrely to the good will and financial 
ability of those who need my services 
on these occasions. Of course it is 
understood that railroad expenses 
must be paid.

When needed, please write or tele
phone at the earliest possible moment, 
that I may arrange my affairs to get 
to you or give you an opportunity to 
make other arrangements, should it 
be Impossible for me to respond.

You may reach me by addressing 
a letter to No. 233 First avenue, Clin
ton, Iowa, or by Bell Telephone No. 
610 J.

I find, dear friends, that officiating 
at funerals gives me a grand opportu
nity to do pilssionary work, and 
spread.the truths of the spiritual 
philosophy among people who would 
never go to any other place to hear it. 
‘ A short time ago we had a funeral 
in Illinois. There are not more than 
a dozen Spiritualists in the town, but 

•over two hundred people were present, 
most of them identified with the 

.church, who listened with all their 
souls to the beautiful message of life 
and immortality, which . for thirty 
minutes I poured into their open and

George jMacatee writes: “I am 
charmed with the . communications 

' from Petersilea, and feel' as if I wps 
in. heaven with him/ -He Ib a. great 
wjlter- from the hlghe’f realms,'” 
- Mr E- M." Whitney Has been working 
for the Unity society of .Milwaukee 
for the last three months She intènde, 
ito go- to '.the South-west, and would 
like engagements. Her address is 
446 W. Van Buren St., Millwaukee, 
Wis. "

Universal Occult Society meets at 
77 East 31st st; everÿ Sunday àt 8:30. 
Conference meeting- cbn’ducted by 
Mrs. Maggie Henry. ■-

•The business "meeting of the Illi
nois Sunflow<n;'Club wiwll' be held on" 
Tuesday, January 14. A' full attend- 

-ance is requested, ap the' annual elec
tion o'f officers will take place on that 
day. " . . •

Correspondent writes: “Thé Spir
itual Harmony Socie’ty of Kensington, 
■Bbckls -Halli 11162 6 Michigan fivenue, 
had for assistants, on Sunday, January 
5/ Dr.'T. Wilkins", secretary. I. S,' S/ A;, 
Dt; Ç. A. Burgess, president Chicago 
Spiritùalist League, and Mrs.’ Harper, 
Dr. Wilkins-delivered the address of 
the evening, and Was listened to 
with marked interest.' Dr. Burgess 
gave a- short, spicy, ' interesting talk 
and several;messages, clear and con- 
clse.~ Mrs. Longstaff, the president, 
of- the society, gave a number of mes
sages, and so did Mrs. Harper. This: 
wide-awake society is about to char
ter- with the State Association, às 
is wished that-all other •'societies In 
thé'Staté should. They.hold meetings 
the 1st and 3rd Sundays - in every 
month at present.”

Mary B. Hill writes: “The .regular 
meeting of "the Band of Harmony : is. 
held Thursday, January 9, in. Hall 
309 Masonic Temple. An invitation 
is extended to- all. Coffee is served 
at 6 olclock, each onei bringing lunch 
for themselves and invited guests; 
The Band of Harmony is in a very 
flourishing condition, and we hope 
everyone will" join us.,in enjoying it 
and receiving thepEooij, therefrom.”

Carrie. L, Hatçh whites from No. 
9 Appleton' St., Boston, Mass.: “The 
annual meeting of the. First Spiritual-' 
ist society, was iujld;.Friday, January 

■ -3. ' The' following- officers "Were elect
ed for the 1908;a.President, Mrs. E. 
A. Albe; Vlce-presÇdcnt5,Mrs.. Carrie L. 
Hatch; secretary, '‘Annjp J. Haynes; 
treasurer, Mrs. Nina ‘.G. Pierce; , di
rectors, Mrs. A. F. Butterfield, Mrs. A. 
S. Waterhouse, ÌMrs. ’Abbie Foster, 
Mrs. C. C. Wigglm Mrf. Lizzie M. 
Shockley. The ewnlti& meeting was 
opened at 8:10 {J? m." with-the fol
lowing, talent: Mrs. A. S. Waterhouse, 
Mr. R; F...Churchill (¿resident of the 
Greeniield .society),*:Mrs. I. ; Mobre, 
Mrs. S. 0. Cunningham, Mrs. Kato R-. 
Stiles, Mrs. Chas. Day, Mrs; Likxlo M. 
Shackley, Mtb. "Barker’; and Mrs. H. 
Hall, .vocalists.-' Next Friday we will 
hold meeting ah usual. Mrs. Mary 
F./LÇJoring was elected musical di
rector.” 1

love and appreciation. Tho pastor, I forset" the date ap<L attend l?oth lec-„ quested to communicate immediately 
vehnc-nlzinB the token, in answer, said tures. We have , another agreeable with Mra. Lavlda VZlarfi, Springboro,rhbbgitizing the token, in answer, said. hires. We have another agreeable 
•My delight is in the Mispah.’n surprise for the evening of Sunday,

"The Jesuits." _(By Rev. B.' F. 
Austin, A. M., 3. D. An excellent 
pasghlet Price, IS @3nta. . - ■

Very little is being said about the 
Temple Fund Society, but ft is at work 
and»accomplishing something for It* 
welfare, and toward the good objects 
for which its officers labored so stren
uously last year. Our President is 
working actively for the N. S. A., and 
does not urge this association like he 
did, but he Is yet in high hopes to see 
a Temple fund accumulated. There 
is-need of it. The National Associa
tion reposes in us to strive for such a 
fund, which will become a part of the 
N. S. A. cai-e and protection.

I write to urge all members of last 
year to renew their memberships, and 
also trust they will seek for the re
ceipt of new members. Donors will 
find in this fund a perpetual place for 
usefulness to the cause of Spiritual
ism. If a few thousands of Spiritual- 
ists will give to this fund one dollar 
per year, it will be a mighty force for 
the progress and protection of their 
cause. 1 send,to each Spiriluaiist a 
New Year greeting, and trust they 
will each and all join with us in co
Operation for the ownership of edifices 
for meeting places of Spiritualists, 
and where your spirit friends will find 
the magnetic forces for yet greater 
phenomena in behalf of the demon
stration of the continuity of life, and 
thus the destruction of error, and the 
great consolation of all who sorrow 
for loved ones gone Into the land 
beautiful.

Address communications to George 
George W. Kates, president, 600 
Penna. Ave., S. E., Washington, D. 
O., or .to yours, fraternally,

receptive'minds, made so by the sym
pathy ano tender feeling which the 
occasion called forth. . 7

— I saw-dionest tears trickle down 
many- World-scarred and weather
beaten faces as-the' memory of a day 
when some household darling was 
laid away, seemingly lost to them for
ever, came' rushing back, over the 

.bridge of almost forgotten years; and 
their lips quivered as the light of new 
hope wetted up within them, and the 
possibilities of a glad reunion dawned 
upon their darkened minds, and later 
many of them gave me a silent hand- 
plasp th'at spoke volumes, and others 

" asked, “Is this Spiritualism? It 1B the
most beautiful thing I ever heard.”

So, dear friends, .1 am awake" to 
these opportunities to speak comfort 
to you in the hour that deprives you 
of the physical presencebf your loved 
ones, and fit the same time bring the 
light of a hew life to souls who are 
trudging the thorny ways o.f earth, 
darkened by the errors and supersti
tions'of the past, and my own souL 
gathers'something of the 'illumination 
from their awakened minds, and is 
quickened to the perception of still 
greater glories lying out there, just 
a little way beyond. •
,- • .. . 'ALICE C. BARRY,
Speaker and meshage bearer-for the 

■ . Clinton, la., Society of Spiritualists.

- TWO" MEDIUMS ARRESTED.

They Are Sentenced to Jail for Sixty 
,:Days- '

• To; the Editor:—New Year Greet
ing to all. people! - . ■

Izetta B. Sears of Boston, 7- Park- 
Square, Lower Arcade Hall (the .near
est Spiritualist meeting ■ to . Boston. 
Common1), enters the third-year of 
public work at this-place.

Spiritualism has been receiving of 
late, considerable attention from, the 
press in Boston. Most of this has 
been intended to be against our best 
public mediums. Two of the best 
mediums; old workers, have-been ar
rested, convicted and sentenced to jail 
tor 60 days in Manchester, N. H., as 
reported in dally papers, December 
30 and 31, 1907. Judge Heath, 
Chief, of Police ■ Haley, add Policeman- 
Riordon,; wero-^he.mento-persecute- 
Mrs. "Warren and Mrs- Marsh.

Wise leaders' in Spiritualism are 
needed. Put your _real mediums to 
the front for public work. Wise per
sons In tho ranks of Spiritualism 

‘should come to the front; be active 
as leaders and workers for good 
works for . Spiritualism. Make Spir- 
itualis'm respectable through knowl
edge aiid wisdom. A. F.'HILL.
.-Boston, Mass. . '

"The Attainment i. of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal - Beauty, 
Based -on. Hygiene , and Health, .Cub 
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. ■' Edited by Albert: Turner.1' 
Of special interest and value. Price, 
Bl.OO;

"The'Truthseeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Usa 
.U^rate.” Fries £5 mto.
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ÇARR1E H. MONG, 
Secretary, 

S. Franklin St., Muncie, Ind.

THE I.1CCUM GU1D1C. ' 
- For tho uso oi "siocletles, Lyceums, 
Sunday bchoqls and cho Homo. A man* 
ual or physical. Intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collodion of 
Muslp and Songs, Golden Chain Reclti-, 
tions, Memory Gome, Choral Response*. ■ 
* uneral Services. pi-Qurams to;- Session*« 
^anlamentary Rules, instructions tor 
onjaniaing and conducting,Lyceum*, in- 
ftructions in Physical Culture, Calis* 
then les and Marching; Banners, Stand-, 

the Band of Mercy, etc. A book' 
by tho aid of which a 'Progressive. Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ised and conducted w.lthout other assist
ance. Price, 50 cents, postpaid«

FKOai'SOpiL TO SOUL.
- Contains Oho hundred and twenty 
the. author's best poem». ’embracing, a 
wide range of subjects and versatility - 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet*. 
Ie. humorous and descriptive. ’ They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. Th* 
Ppok aloo cocaine five song*, with mix* 
•Jc by the eminent composer. Jame* G. 
Clark. 250 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait of author. Price 11,00« po*t* 
paid.-
' ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHHIl 

OFFERINGS.
This volume is dedicated: “To thos* 

whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
of Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while watting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither." It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems. and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, Tn her most 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
lIlUBtratlons, among which are llkencaa- 
es of the author and Clair Tuttle: beau
tifully bound In blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 11.00.'prepaid.
ANGELL riUZE-CUATEST HEC1TA. 

TIONS.
To Advance Huuiune Education.—For 

use In entertainments managed by So- 
clelleB, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or in
dividuals'aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this; Boms largo church 
or public nail is secured; several socie
ties are Invited to send their host speak
er or reotter to compete for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens act as tho 
commlltee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price, *¿6 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heigtfts.O.

TRANSITION OF A PROMINENT 
SPIRITUALIST.

Dr. N. H. Eddy, the widely known 
astrologer of this city, passed to spirit 
life at 2 o’clock Tuesday morning, 
December 31, aged 63 years. His 111- 
nese was caused by a cancerous con
dition of the stomach, which for sev
eral years has been at times a painful 
affliction. Confined to his bed since 
December 31'in the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Lane, at 723 Prospect avenue, 
he received the care and solicitous 
attention as a member of the family, 
while Mrs. Lane’s magnetic "treat
ment and the counsel of her guides 
helped to modify his nervous tension 
and relieve much pain and suffering. 
These good people did all they could 
to assuage the tide of mortal suffer
ing incident to his disease. Many 
friends outside the family, Including 
the Psychic Research Club auxiliary 
to the church society, rendered sub
stantial aid. His remains‘-were cre
mated, as it was his special request. 
His son, G. C. Edfiy, of Cortland, 
N. ¥., came in answer tp-a telegram 
and completed the final arrangements. 
Memorial services will be held at the- 
Spiritual Temple next Sunday morn
ing at 10:46. . Brother Eddy was a 
.peculiar and marked. individuality. 
Although advocating an austere sys
tem of Astrology which reduced hu
tman life to the realm of fatalism, lie 
seemed to be a sincere Spiritualist, 
and. was in many respects- a good 
medium himself. Strong and firm in 
.his opinions, he was a warm defender 
of thè Spiritual philosophy 'and all 
phases of mediumship'. He had many - 
friends among the young people and 
took an-active part in all of their 
entertainments. . He will be greatly 
missed at the Spiritual Temple, where 
for several years he has acted as jan
itor and-usher. The thought of his 
■friends will follow him into the 
realms of spiritual progression. —

. W. M. LOCKWOOD.
Buffalo, N. Y. -

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

.. [Obituaries to -the extent-, of . ,tej». 
lines, only-, will'be:.Inserted 4rebi.': /All- 
In excess of ten lines will' be-charged 
at the rate of 'fifteen cents per line.
About 7 words constitute a line.]

Mrs. Mary S. Thompson, mother of 
Rev. G. Tabor Thompson, passed to 
Spirit Life on Wednesday, the , eigh
teenth of December, at the late resi
dence, 518 Spruce street, Philadel
phia, Services were held Thursday 
evening, Miss Elizabeth. -Harlow 
conducting the same. Interment at 
Orient, New York. - •

Passed to spirit life from her. home 
In Madison, Neb., December 16,1907,. 
Mr. John Horsham, at the-ago of 88 
years.. He was a firm believer in 
Spiritualism, and lived up to its teach
ings. E. F. prince;

William Hopkins, a devout Spirit
ualist, passed to the higher life De

I

Ue was anxious to go and join them. 
Jie advocated the truth of Spiritualism 
for ov< r 50 years, and was inconstant 
reader of The Progressive Thinker.

R. H. C.

SOI THERN CASSADAGA CAMP.

Lake Helen, Fla.

To the Editor:—Your correspond
ent and her husband took supper at 
their home in Westfield, N. Y., Tues
day evening, December 17, and Thurs
day 'evening, December 19, ate their 
supper in the dining-room near Hotel 
Cassadaga. It was the most speedy 
trip we had ever made. Came via 
Pennsylvania and Seaboard Air-Line 
Railway.

Upon our arrival at Jacksonville a 
party of twelve Joined us on our way 
to .Lake Helen. Massachusetts, Con
necticut, Tennessee and New York 
were represented. Those who camo 
via Clyde line of steamers reported 
a very pleasant trip.

The camp cottages are nearly all 
occupied, as well as those outside tho 
gates, although there are rooms to 
rent in some of them, and Hotel Cas
sadaga and Brigham Hall have still 
plenty of good rooms, and most ex
cellent board can be obtained at mod
erate rates nt Hotel Spencer or the 
Cassadaga dining-room.

The Misses White are again host
esses of the dining halh coming here 
from Chautauqua, where they have 
made-a home tor sojourners for years. 
They are ably seconded by Mr. Alger 
and Mr. and Mrs. James Crandell, 
also from Chautauqua.

Sunday afternoon Mr's. J. D. Bar- ’ 
tholomew gave the address in the pa
vilion, and a large number listened 
to the words of her guides with deep 
interest. Her theme wasyaben from 
the old hymn "I Love to Tell {ha 
Story,” and the thought centered on 
the word “love.”

Many changes have been brought 
about since last spring, and beautiful 

■cottages on Prospect Hill, as well Mr. 
Slater’s on the Lake Shore, are an 
added charm.

O. J. Thatcher, of Jamestown, N. Y., 
we. are sorry to say, seems nearing 
the “Border Land,’’ but is as calm 
and peaceful as he would be if he 
thought- of stepping into a beautiful 
garden. He contracted the grippe be
fore leaving the North, and the after
effects are very severe. The daugh
ter, Miss Ethel, is on her way here." 

The Tjjatcher family have made 
their investments here in such a way 
that they are a great" help to the 
Camp, having built one large, beauti
ful. house, and divided into suites 
sufficient, for a medium-size^ family, 
and later a smaller two-tenement 
house.

" President .Hilligoss is, as is his 
wont, looking out for the main chance 

•to beautify the grounds. Trustee •51 
A, .A. Butler is also watching how ta 
supply the needs in water and clean
liness, etc., for this growing commu
nity. Vice-president E. W. Bond is 
only a short distance from hero, and 
is, as he has always" been, keenly alive 
to its needs spiritually and tem
porally. •

Sunday afternoon the. 3'0th, Mr. 
Lee Moore, one of the ‘board” at Lily^ 
Dale, made his initial effort and gave* 
a very, fine address upon the subject

WWs" and- 
"FpsMOtlgB?, • the-
vegetable, anlfirtii?and’nlineTal: klngt • 
doins,' and showed that, no process of 
Nature-was In vain; that even decay 
meant life; that as the ripening pro- '• 
cess went-on there was always a sup- 

'ply for every need; when.a new min-.. 
oral was needed, it was brought to ’> 
the surface^. Your - correspondent"" 
could not attempt to give a synopsis '"• 
In the brief time betore this cop^.-v 
should be sent 111/ Moore oomeB ’’ 
from a race1 of writers and thinkers; 
He is a nephew of the late well-known;: ■ 
thinker and writer Jay Chaapel, and,- 
has been a thoughtful student of Na'Jv 
ture for. years. . .,...<•:

Mr. Butler was surprised, when.cut-. 
ting a large root In two, to see a lively; ’ 
young toad jump out, that was soon/', 

‘ready to go., into business• catching- .„ 
flies. ' , „

comber 29, aged 82 years. He was I 
able to see ,hla spirit trteudu daily. J

Fine Christmas dinners were served; 
at both hotels.

CARRIE E. S. TWING. ;

7
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ÌThls department la under the man
geaient of

HUDSON TUTTLE.'
। address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answer# 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things is to 
be deprecated.. Correspondents often 
weary with waiting for the appear
ance of their questions and write let
ter# of Inquiry. The supply of mat
ter Is always several weeks ahead of 
space given, and hence there is una
voidable delay. Every one has . to 
wait his time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No. attention will be 
given anonymous letters. Full name- 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. If the re
quest be made the name will not be 
published. The correspondence of 
this department has become excessive
ly‘large, especially letters of Inquiry 
requesting private answers, and while 
I freely give whatever information I 
am able, the ordinary courtesy of 
correspondante js-expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

C. K. G.:— Q, I have been inter
ested for the past three years trying 
to locate buried treasure in one of 

, the Southern States, but so far have 
failed, though I have consulted quite 
a number of mediums in this and one 
other State; they all tell me that the 
treasure is on the ground, or rather, 
in the ground, -where J have been try- 
Ing for it. I have followed their direc
tions very closely, but so far have 
not unearthed anything. -Do you, in 
your wide acquaintance among Spir
itualists and mediums, know of any 

, that you could put me in communi- 
. cation with, who would locate it for 

s me? If anyone can locate it, we' will 
r[allow them one share of the six into 
which the treasure 1? divided in the 
affiount.
-- A,—This is a typical case, and I 
allow it space because it clearly rep
resents one phase of what, is called 
Spiritualism. My memory fails to re
call all the like schemes that has 
been presented me in the past years. 
At one time it was seriously proposed 

1 to form a stock company to go into 
the business of seeking lost treasures 
through mediumistic revelations!

Whilq it is possible for such infor
mation to be conveyed,-and there have 
been Instances well attested of this 
being done, we do not believe that 
higher: intelligences can be Induced 
to .enter such business as partners, 

As the mediums who gave the in
formation, at first, were unreliable, 
Why should more confidence be placed 
in others?, A spirit freed from the 
mortal body has no more power to 
discover such a treasure than it had 
while in that body., It does not be- 

. come omniscient at death, and unless 
it(kpew of the treasure and was in- 

* terested In its disposal, by the assist
ance It would .give those it desired to 
help, it would bo as unable to dis-

• close its hiding place as a mortal.
Hence if a buried treasure is to be 

. 'found by this m6ans, or a secret dis- 
. -closed, we must become en rapport 
. with the spirits connected therewith.

Now, after receiving the first com- 
.-munication, the sanction of the other 

- mediums has no weight as evidence 
•of the correctness of the communica- 

_tion, for the questioner receives only 
, the-echo of his own thoughts. All 

the spirits consulted know of the mat- 
ter Is what these see, nor can they 
;be expected to know more.. Spiritual 

- beings may have prescient knowledge, 
BUT, THEY HAVE LIMITATIONS, 

<and the most difficult thing to over
come is the superstitious belief that 
a spiritual Aging must, by its nature, 
be all-knowing,

The ordinary man walking over the 
field in which the treasure is supposed 
to be burled would be just as well 

. qualified, to discover it as a spirit—or 
- as > he. would be were he freed from 

his. mortal body.
. There may be a class'of spiritual 

beingq who take pleasure in leading 
-■ -trusHng mortals in such wild chase, 
... as there'are in this life, but those thus 
’ led must expect bitter dlsappoint- 
.. ment.

sWhen Spirits are called to act as 
■ police, detectives, eavesdroppers, and 
_■ to pander to the mad rush for gain, 

there remains of Spiritualism little 
fq inspire reverence or respect. ' Let 

; . , UB once for all know that Spiritualism 
is of spiritual things.

Let us further affirm that failure 
, of sensitives in such cases, and false 

r communications .from spirits, have no 
\ relevancy jis evidenced for or against 

■‘Spiritualism. -1

v W. R.- Cooper:—Q. I have heard 
lecturers after advocating 'Reincarna
tion, close by giving communications 
from loved ones. Now If this' doc
trine be true, these spirit? were re- 
embodied ,in mortal forms, and how 
could they communicate?

A.—Really every such communica
tion is an unanswerable argument 
against the doctrine, though I think 
this dilemma is dodged by the asser
tion that a spirit dpes not HAVE to 
reincarnate until the lapse of a thou
sand or so years.. Otherwise oiir chli- 

' dren might be our father or mother, 
aunts or cousins, incarnated! It is 
possible a wife may be the husband’s 
sister or his grandmother! But the 
main objection to reincarnationds that 
ft makes creation a series, of miracles, 

-and every,birth a miraculous'interpo- 
sition. The reign of law is sup
planted in the hmnan realm by an 
outside interposition, while in all the

M
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approaches in Nature there is no 
break or disconnection and law is su
preme.

Student:—Q. What day of the 
week was the fourth of July, 1848?

A.—Tuesday.

F. C. Adams:—Writes -that there 
are 200 questions he desires answered, 
mostly as to dates of events recorded 
by history and in the Bible. He gives 
a prelude by a score or more, from 
which I select the following:

“Was Peter ever in Rome, and how 
do the Roman Catholics trace back 
the ljne of popes, making him the 
first one?

“When did the Catholics first de
clare there was a purgatory?

“By what calendar was time re
corded in Christ’s time?

“Who wrote the different book? of 
the Bible, and when?”

This correspondent concludes that 
he wants information to the point,' 
and has not been able to find any
thing published In answer,

A.-—It is safe to say he never will, 
for his questions, in the main, have 
not been answered, nor can they b». 
No one knows who wrote a single 

«book of the Bible, Old or New, or , 
when. Biblical scholars without ex- 
ceptlon^gree»on this point. That the 
line or popes began with Peter, is 
one of the fictions of church history. 
It has no support In facts.

The inasseSj.wlthout thinking, when 
they see “after Ghrist, 1907,” suppose 
time began .to-be .counted at the year 
of his birth, and has been year by 
year, unbrokenly, ever since. The- 
facts »re that the. Jews counted time 
by their own bungling. method, and 
the Romans from the foundation of 
Rome, and this continued for centu
ries thereafter, and although Con
stantine the Great sought to make a 
change from the old method, his 
mandate was not wholly successful, 

»Christian chronologists had to go back 
and by guesses and calculations based 
on uncertain data, approximately fix 
the important starting point.

Purgatory was first made a part of 
the Catholic creed by Gregory the 
Great, who died A. D., 604. As the 
resurrection of the body was fully'be- 
lieved in by all the early “fathers,” 
and the Alexandrian School alone 
adopted a spiritual rather than ma
terial resurrection, to dispose of the 
spirit during the interval between 
death and the Judgment day, became 
a theme of theological speculation.

The Bible teaches endless punish
ment, without • probation, and when 
theologian^ argue against this awful 
doom, |hey rely on the goodness of 
God, rather than his revealed word. 
The early teachers show how the idea 
of purgatory grew, until such a half
way place became essential to the 
scheme.

Origen and Clement, with the. 
pagan spirit of the Alexandrian 
school, taught that the wicked would 
not be punished forever, but were 
after a time restored. But the latter 
said that it was necessary to preach 
eternal punishment to deter from sin, 
and allow thinkers to have their own 
belief.

By asserting that during the time 
between death and the resurrection 
there was a chance given to escape 
from the effects of a sinful life, and 
the means—and the only means—was 
by intercession of the priests, bne of 
the most powerful and effective meth
ods was Inaugurated to enthrall the 
people in mental and spiritual slavery. 
No one except the priests knew where 
the spirits of the dead were located. ■ 
No one else knew whether they were 
happy or miserable. No one else could 
intercede with Christ and the Virgin 
Mary and have the lost pardoned. It 
meant power and absolute spiritual 
tyranny over }.he souls of men.

Who wquld not, believing that those 
dear to them would be subjected to 
eternal torture, unless pardoned 
through the prayers of the priests, 
give all—even his life, to avert their
fate? A 
posed in 
had the 
earth or

text was conveniently inter
file Bible, proving the pope 
power to loose or bind in 
heaven, as given to Peter

by 'Christ, and imparted i to every 
priest -by the pope. The doctrine 
gained in strength- and enabled the
church 
human 
stream

not only to tyrannize over the 
spirit, but to have a steady 
of gold flow into its treasury.

Nothing was ever concocted, by graft, 
or trust, or brigand financiers, that 
merits comparison with-this priestly 
invention. .

A full and complete answer to all 
these hundreds of questions, many of 
which'have caused a most desperate 
strife and left the bones of. contend
ing armies to bleach on bloodstained 
battlefields, would make a volume of 
priceless value. Alas, they are, as 
the immortal Dundreary says, ques
tions “no fellah can find out.”

And after all, is it of any benefit 
if'they could? What mortal use is 
there in knowing “when-each of the 
Apostles was executed? or .who wrote 
Daniel, or Genesis? how long or broad 
the impossible ark was, or whether 
one of Noah's sons was black and’ 
fathered the negro;race? Who cares 
if Moses murdered an Egyptian, or 
David was the-first Mormon? ' It has 
all gone by into' the rubbish heap of 
things that best be forgotten. Some 
people incline to old things, old ideas, 
and take them not oh merit, but be
cause old. They forget the axiom, 
that “the older an idearthe greater 
the probability of it’s being untrue,” 
because its age shows that it came 
to an ignorant or savage ''people. 
Savages may have sorild . excellent - 
ideas, ideas that are perennial and 
remain; but they also have a greater 
proportion of erroneous conceptions, 
as the fancies of children, and when 
these are given the seal of divine 
origin, and pass to an age of enlight
enment, the people of that age are 
either spiritually enslaved or their 
energies. are consumed in breaking 
the hydra folds-which bind them.

¿‘Handy Electrical Dictionary.” ’A 
practical; handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used, elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, 3Sets.

W SHALL 1 BECOME A MEDIÜM?”

The tapressM theT^oss.
Lottie Menzie-and Her Wonderful Career—Ap

pearance of Blood—Saw Her Waiter Fall 
Mortally Wounded on the Field of Battle- 
Other Extraordinary Visions, Illustrating that 
Outside of Spiritualism Spirit phenomena

_ Are Becoming Common. !i
During the year 1847, there was 

born in central western New York, a 
baby ME who was to have an event
ful career. The child’s name was 
Lottie Menzie. The first few years 
of her life was similar to most child
ren of her age and surroundings, ex
cept that she was of a very qfiiet, med
itative disposition.

At the early age of eleven years, 
She became. an- earliest ■ worker and 
member of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church at Union Springs, New York, 
to which'religious belief she is at 
present as^ devout a follower, as dur
ing the many .years of membership.

For fifty years of hdV life, she was 
an ardent teacher in- the -Sunday 
School,where her earnest, • conscien
tious work made her dearly Ipved by 
all the pupils of her class.

But for the past few years she has 
been unable to Instruct her class, be
cause of an invalid in her - home, who 
requires her constant attention.

Let us pow go back to the<time of 
her conversion;. at the age of eleven 
years. At that time her mother, who 
was a noted medium and healer, saw’ 
blood-drops hanging from the ceiling; 
the same being seen by her daughter, 
Lottie.(the subject of this ■article) and, 
a younger sister Ella; but when Mrs. 
Menzie called her husband's attention 
to the blood-drops, he was unable to 
see them; therefore lie scoffed at the 
idea. Even when he passed a white 
handkerchief across the spot, he could 
observe no trace of blood, while the 
handkerchief, to his wife and .daugh- 
ters, was apparently smeared with 
blood. But two days later, a sop of 
Mr. and Mrs. Menzie was a corpse, as 
foretold by Mi's. Menffie at the time of 
the manifestation.

We now find this mediumistic child 
developing Into a young woman’s es
tate, when her father is called to 
take up arms to maintain the Union 
of his country.

As he, with his comrades, marched 
away as a soldier, his wife and chil
dren remained bphind to watch with 
longing hearts for his return. And 
when the battle smoke hung low over 
the battle of Cedar Creek, the daugh
ter Lottie, in A VISION, SAW HER 
FATHER, WHILE FIGHTING IN 
THE FOREMOST RANKS, FALL 
MORTALLY WOUNDED BY THE 
WAYSIDE.

Quickly calling her mother and 
younger sister, Ella, she excitedly told 
them of her vision, and then there 
rose before her with vivid distinctness, 
the smoke-begrimmed and bleeding 
form of her cousin, and the mangled 
and shattered dead body of a neigh
bor, a Mr, Smith, who was killed in 
this same battle of Cedar Creek, Oc
tober 19, 1864.

During the year 1864, we find Miss 
Lottie Menzie standing before the 
nuptial altar, where she became, the 
wife of E. H. Terwilliger.
. Mrs. Terwilliger’s first born was a 
daughter, who, like her -mother, in
herited wonderful clairvoyant power, 
and was able to foretell events .from 
her earliest childhood, until she was 
called to the other side of life, to min; 
gle with the angels. During the year . 
of 1888, Mrs. Terwilliger was called 
to the bedside of her dying sister,

covered at the top what appeared to 
be a wreath; again on Monday the 
16th, the same ' careful inspection 
was made, at which time the apparent 
wreath had developed ip to a perfect 
crown, as placed upon the head of 
our Savior before hid Crucifixion, even 
the thorns were plainly discernible.

On December 18, another careful 
examination showed the cross and 
crown still plainly visible.

I have seen many spirit manifesta
tions, but this is one of the most won
derful phenomena' 6f ‘ Diviné rebuke, 
that I have ever witnessed.

I have had twenty-five years’ ex
perience, as á Spiritualist. I have 
studied magic, black art, hypnotism, 
suggestive therapeutics, mental teL 
egraphy, and klqdrpd occult sciences, 
but mupt truthfully say that this 
“sign of the cross,” as made manifest 
upon>thls stove,;and;permeating the 
very substance of the metal, cannot 
ba duplicated by a.6y science, art or 
trickery known toyman.•••

It plainly proves1" to us the reality 
of the Christian religion, establishes 
anew the Crucifixion of our'; beloved 

.Savior; warns us not to scoff or make 
light of the rites of any faith.

We are,all striving to reach the 
same heaven, but each in qur own 
way according to pus understanding.

We who believe in and advocate 
-the power of spirit- return, musf. not 
make light of the Catholic rites and 
Purgatory; neither of the Protestant 
theory of an everlasting hell for the, 
the damned; or the, Mohammedan 
praying with his'faCe toward the ris
ing sun.

The. wisest pope or prelate does not 
know for a certainty where or how 
his soul is to spend' its eternity. No 
mortal eye can pierce the veil that 

I shuts from our view that Great Be- 
yond. We are* all groping in the 
dark, and searching for.the light.

Then let us all, without regard to 
creed, be it Catholic, Protestant, Mo
hammedan or Spiritualist, join hands 
in one great endeavor to better man’s 
condition here on this earth, and pre
pare him for a fitness to enter the fu
ture life beyond the grave;

E. J. DeCAMP.
Auburn, N. Y. z

THE WORLD AS IT GOES.

The Vision of Babouc.

Selected from the Ropinnces 
de Voltairyi-

of M.

7

Ella, who at the time 
resided at Athens, Pa.

As the dying sister
of her death

felt herself
nearing the great divide, she promised 
her sister, Mrs. Terwilliger, that she 
would, after death, endeavor to dem
onstrate to her the truth of spirit re
turn.

The night following the death of 
this much beloved sister, after the 
household had become wrapped in 
slumber and the doors all securely 
locked, there came a mighty crash, 
and as Mrs. Terwilliger rose hastily 
from her qouch; THE SPIRIT OF 
THAT DEADBISTER, WHOSE BODY 
WAS LYING EV AN ADJOINING 
ROOM CliASPED IN THE COLD EM
BRACE OF DEATH, STOOD BY HER 
SISTER, WHILE EVERY DOOR IN 
THE HOME STOOD WIDE OPEN.

When Mrs. Terwilliger, accompa
nied by the other members of the fam
ily, and before the break of day, left 
the house to accompany the corpse 
of her sister to the depot, from 
whence it was to be conveyed to her 
old home in Central New York, the
house was illuminated from top to 
bottom, as though it contained a my- 

-rlad of-electric lights; yet upon --
entering the house to make an

re- 
In-

ÏHE GENIUS OF EREEMASONRY, 
and the 

TWENTIETH CENTURY CRUSADE.

Tills is a book dedicated to Masons, 
but WRITTEN I OR THE WORLD, 
by Dr. J. D. Buck, un eminent phy
sician and author of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
It is a book that will appeal to the 
very best there is iu every true anil 
loyal American man and woman of 
intelligence.

It is the most POWERFUL AR
RAIGNMENT OF ROMAN CATHOLIC 
CLERICALISM EVER GIVEN THE 
PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY.

Iu' a manner as startling as it is 
masterful the author has laid bare to 
Ills readers the subtle intrigue of the 
Romau Hierarchy to "MAKE AMER
ICA CATHOLIC" at the expense of 
American Liberty. .

Out of their own mouths he con
victs the Pope and hi? Italian „cabinet 
of this crime of inaugurating a 
"TWENTIETH CENTURY . ORU- 
SADE" to destroy our public schools 
and other liberal institutions.

THIS BOOK APPEALS to Free- 
ruasons, Liberal Christians,' and all 
lovers of American Liberty, to unite 
in a counter crusade to bppose this 
Monster of Roman 1 Clericalism and 
crush it while there is yet time.

SPIRITUALISTS are particularly 
educated in the duplicity of Jesuitry 
and Clericalism, and here is an oppor
tunity for them to join with other 
intelligent forced for the punishment 
of the crime wliich is being perpe
trated under onr very eyes.

Although the book is addressed <to 
Masons and called “THE GENIUS OF 
FREEMASONRY," yet there Is not a 
single chapter in it that is not of 
VITAL IMPORTANCE TO YOU, 
WHETHER YOU ARE A MASQN OR 
NOT.

Dr. Buck sounds a warning against 
an IMPENDING DISASTER of width 
few of us pre aware, and us wo love 
Life, Liberty and-Happiness for our
selves and our people, It is our duty 
to become informed upon tills mo
mentous subject.

PLEASE REMEMBER, that not- ■ 
withstanding the book was written by 
a Mason especially for Masons, it is 
a book that concerns every Spiritual
ist-—in fact) every American citiken, 
and its message is of vital importance 
to you.

A more charming 'gift book could 
not be found. Price $1.00. * •

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A Hlstoryof the Warfare of Science with Theology in C
By ANDREW ». WHITE, EL,late President sk ..ssor
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth» 
Five Dollars. For Sate at This Office.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader . 
could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con- 
etant' an^ determined opposition of Theology to the advancement ’ that has 
been made iu' every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispansible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every ' 
community, It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas' i* 
Science. • ' , »

»'THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY" 13 undoubt
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 
is amaging. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so Indexed-and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about .900 pages, will he s?nt td 
any address on-receipt of the price, $5.00. .

Ingersoll’s Lectures;
44 Addresses and Answers to Bis Critics.

A portly volume containing reports 
of the noted Colonel’s lectures, , ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will And entertainment

and Instruction combined in his in
comparable presentation at thé truth 
as it appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter; ' 
and is sold at a mere nominal prices

Price, .postpaid, only 11.00-

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

It is fully answered in“Mediumship| and Its 
Iawb, Its; Conditions and Cultivation,’' by Hud-

> Pme: 85 . Genta ■ • Addi®» fatal at I %
'-'-BedtaBiigfats,:^........................

yestigation, 'it was found to be in to
tal darkness.

Mrs. Terwilliger’s daughter .Mary, 
early embraced the Catholic faith, and 
after a short life of-devotion to this 
belief, died a true follower of this 
cross.

Although Mrs. Terwilliger has en
deavored to crush out her mediumist- 
ic gifts, she often becomes so charged 
with the clairvoyant pbwer, as to be 
unable to. restrain herself from dem-

| onstrating its gloridus truths.
I Un the afternoon of Friday, Decem- 
i ber 13, 1907, while Mrs. Terwilliger 
was .engaged about her household du
ties, she received a visit from an old 
neighbor of her girlhood home, who; 
at the time of his call, was greatly 
under the Influence of - liquor. While 
she was talking to him, he related to 

• her how he had just ¿scaped a great 
temptation by using the “sign of the 
cross."

Mrs. •Terwilliger being disgusted 
with his drunken condition, impa
tiently remarked: '"You make the 
-sign of the cross! You certainly are 
a fine specimen to claim benefit' by 
the use of such a symbol."

When Mrs. Terwilliger, .being left 
alone, resumed her work,- she was 
amhzed to see plainly displayed across 
the tpp of her kitchen stove, a perfect 
cross about twelve Inches in height. 
It-, had all the appearance of having 
been made with white- chalk; but 
when fihe endeavored to remove It’byl 
washing the stove, it only grew the I 
brighter. She then resorted to |

.scouring, but the effect was the same; 
even the best of stove blacking could

On Sunday the 15th, the writer ex
amined it very carefully, and SIb-

J

tained the right of their respective 
masters-wlth becoming dignity. The 
dispute grew warm! .Both parties 
sent Into the field an army of 'a 
million of soldiers. -This army must 
be recruited every year with upward 
of /our hundred .thousand men. Mas
sacres, burning of houses, ruin and 
desolation, are dally multiplied. The' 
universe suffers, and their mutual 
animosity still continues. The first 
ministers of the' two nations fre-

From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author
CARLYLE PETERS1LEA. '

These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 
Carlyle Petersllea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The' Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all-who read-.them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning tc^end.” '

OGEftHiDES MARY ANNE GñREW

Among the genii whb^preslde over 
the empires of the earth! (Ithuriel field 
one of the first ranks,uind had the 
department of Upper Aajh. • He one 
morning descended intq-the abode of 
Babouc, the Scythian, ma : dwelt, og 
the banks of the Oxus, Mnd^iaWPtO 
him: ' ,

“Babouc, the follies and vices of 
the Persians have drawn upon them 
our indignation. Yesterday an as
sembly of the genii of Upper Asia 
was held, to consider whether we 
would chastise Persepolis or destroy 
it entirely.- Go to that city; examine 
everything; return and give me a 
faithful account; and, according to 
thy report, L. will then determine 
whether to correct or extirpate the 
Inhabitants.” /

“But, my lord," said Babouc, with 
great humility, “I have never been In 
Persia, nor do I know a single per
son. In that country.”

“So much the better,” said the an
gel; “thou wilt ba the more Impar
tial; thou hast received from heaven 
thè spirit of discernment, to which I 
now add the power of Inspiring con
fidence. Go, see, hear, observe, and 
fear nothing. Thou shalt everywhere 
meet with a favorable reception.’\

Babouc mounted his camel and set 
out with his servants. After hav
ing traveled some days he met, near, 
the plains of Senaar, the Persian 
army, which was going to attack the 
forces of India. He first addressed 
himself to a soldier, whom he found 
at a distance from the main army, 
and asked him what was the occasion 
of the war.

“By all the gods,”, said the soldier, 
“I know nothing of the matter. . It Is 
none of my business.. My trade is to 
kill, and to be killed—to get a liveli
hood. It Is of no consequence to me 
whom I serve. To-morrow, perhaps, 
I may go over to the Indian camp; 
for it is said they give their soldiers 
nearly half a copper drachma a day 
more,, than we have in this Vursed 
service of Persia. If thou deslrest to 
know why we fight; speak to my cap
ta, n.” r . . ;
. Baboitc, handing the soldier a small 
present, entered the camp,' He soon 
became 'acquainted with- the ' captain 
and asked him the: cause of thè war.

“How canal, thou imagine that I 
should know-it?" queried the captain, 
“or of what .importance it 1b to me? 
I live about two hufidred leagues from 
Persepolis; I hWi thkfc war is de-

quently protest that they have noth
ing in view but the happiness of 
mankind; and every protestation is 
attended with the destruction or the 
desolation of a province.”

Next day, on a report being spread 
that peace was going to be concluded, 
the Persian and Indian generals made 
haste to come to an engagement. The 
battle was long and bloody. Babouc 
beheld every crime and every abomi
nation. He was witness to the arts 
aqd. stratagems. .of, the. principal sat
raps, Who-did .aïf that lay in their 
power to expose thei? general to the 

.disgrace of defeat. He saw officers 
Killed by their own troops, and sol
diers stabbing their already expiring 
comrades in order to strip them of 
a few bloody-garments, torn and. cov- 
eréd -Witli dirt. He entered the hos
pitals to which they were conveying 
the wounded, most of whom died 
through the human negligence of 
those .who were well paid by the king 
of Persia to assist these unhappy men. 
, “Àre these men,” cried Babouc, “or

-are they wild beasts? Ah!’ I plainly 
see that Persepolis ^111 be dèstroyed.”

Full of this thought he went over | 
to the camp of the Indians, where, 
according to the prediction of the 
genii, he was as well received as in 
that of the Persians; but he saw there 
the same crimes which had already 
filled him with horror.

“Oh!” said he to himself, "if the 
angel Ithuriel should exterminate the 
Persians, the angel of India must 
certainly destroy the Indians.’^

"But being afterward more particu
larly Informed of all that had passed 
in both armies, he heard of such^acts 
of generosity, humanity and great
ness of soul, as at once surprised and 
charmed him. -

“Unaccountable mortals, as ye 
are!" cried he, “how can-you thus 
unite so much baseness and so much 
grandeur,' so many virtues and so 
many vices?”

Meanwljlle the peace was pro
claimed; and the generals of the two 
armies, neither of whom had gained a 
complete victory, but who, for their 
own private Interest had shed the 
blood of so many of their own 
fellow creatures,- went to solicit their 
couyts'for rewards. The peace was 

I celebrated’ in public writings which 
announced thé return of virtue and 
happiness to the earth, '

“God- be praised,” said Babouc. 
"Persepolis will now be the abode of 
spotless Innocence, and will not be 
.destroyed, as the cruel genii intended. 
.Let us haste without delay to' this 
.capital of Asia.” > . .■ '

\ /■ . B. T. DICKINSON.
> Limona, Fla.

A Psychical Novel.—Price
Cover, ÖO Cents.

This great novel is written 
distinct purpose, to set forth

Paper,

with a 
certain

phases of spirit Ute and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspired 
author. The question of soul 'niatea 
or of the united male and-female, con
stituting the completed ego or angel, 
is advanced as a vital’truth of spirit 
experience in the higher realms. The 
work rajifltes a good spiritual Influ
ence, and is very interesting.

It is a spiritual book for Spiritual- 
tote, and interesting for everyone.

, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.

i This great work relates the experl- 
l euces of a young wife and mother, 
, early called to the portals of death.

It Is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly natural,, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that o'ber world very near to us; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 

। of the dear ones of the home and fam
ily, is beyond one’s power to describe. 
All readers will be charmed with It 
as well as spiritually aided and up
lifted.

A Work of Immense Importance.

1 1 —

In the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science.
by louis elèe.

■ ____________' /
This is the authorized translation of 

the famous book which has been cre
ating so wide a stir in scientific and 
religious circles throughout France, 
under the title "La Vie Future.” it 
will be received with equal Interest 
here, and will arouse very general dis
cussion, as the subject is one Engaging 
not only scientists but laymen in ever- 
increasing numbers.

The fundamental question of the 
“Immortality of the Soul” has dis
turbed the great thinkers of all ages, 
and for the solution of this eternal 
enigma humanity still seeks in vain.

This volume offers for the first time 
a complete presentation of all the

availaole evidence hitherto to be 
found only in the most scattered and 
inaccessible forms. With great care 
and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
a plain statement of the discoveries, 
theories, and ideas of the greatest in
vestigators together with his own Illu
minating views and comments, and a 
mass of authentic Information regard
ing the beliefs of the primitive races.

The book is divided into two parts, 
the first part being devoted 'to the 
Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
the Primitive races, and the second to 
Deductions drawn from the Funda
mental sciences. With Portrait of 
the author. Price $1.20; postage 10c.

clared; I Instantly my family, 
and having -nothing elsfe to do, go, 
according to bur cufitbin? to make my 
fortune, - or to fäll a' glorious 
death." '■«

.“But are not^thy l%ompanions," 
said Babouc, “a llt'fie^lter Informed 
than thee?"- , ' 69 '
'“No,” said theK<5fficer, “there are 

none- but our prtaiipfif'Jdatraps that 
know-the'true cm&e''pf our cutting 
one. another’s- throats. ,, ..

Babouc, struck ^with,astonishment, 
i introduced himself, tb^tfie generals, 
[and soon became'lamillarly acquain
ted with them. At last one of them 
said: ;' .

“The cause of tjjls ()Y^r, which for 
twenty years past path desolated Asia, 
sprang, originally from a quarrel 
between a eunuch belonging to one 
of the concubine's o£..the klhg of Per
sia, and the clerk oj a factory be
longing to the greet, king of Indja. 
The dispute was about a clam;,which 
amounted nearly'to the thirtieth part 
of a darlc. Our first minister, and 
the representative oi 'India; main- g

TELL JIE WHY.

i Tell me why this Inward feeling
■ ; Ofagreat majestlc.calm, ' ■: 
'AIL my inner .spirit thrilling,-

- Like the sound- of heavenly' psalm.
Can it be the inner life-blood A 

: Coursing-through my veins like-fire,
Filling me with wild ambition, ■ 

And with fancy’s fond desire?
Can it be tHese myriad instincts, 

Flaming through my sleeping, soul,
Bidding all to Wake and •glory, 

In their masterful control?
They are urging me to linger 

On the pathway strewn with dead, 
Where e’er passes human footstep

O’er the graves of hundreds tread.
Yet for daring there is.vict'ry, - 

And I blindly follow on, •
Believing some day there is reckoning 

When .the earthly -life is done..
'ELSIE RUSSELL. |

Murphy, Cal ‘

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White. 
Price 75 cents. -

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi
gate. form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium- ’ 
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. * This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire, to make a,study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents. '- - .

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilisation. With the 
time character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. Bv Gcofm 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten-Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Baeh. Price 25 cents
The“" Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Sciedce and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosopher' Hudson 
Tuttle. Price $1.25. . a 5 ’

The Outcast. By Wjnwood Reade. Price, cloth, 75e. Postage 10c
The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism. Fraudulent and Genuine' 

By Hereward Carrington. Price’$2;00. - ' - % ■
. The Law of-Suggestion. A compendium for the people' By Stanley 
Ik Krebs. Price, 75 cents... . ■ J

This Mystical Life of Ours. By Ralph Waldb Trine. Price $1.00 , 
Postage 10 cents. '

Tlje Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth'Towne. Price 50 cents 1
The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. * Price 25 scents. ■
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit- ■ 

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. Ji M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage 19 cents. , . ; , • ’
. The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig
ions, nnd their influence upon,the mental development of the hum nn 
face; By the lato M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. . . . ' -

Th© New Life« Thia book ¿LeMa cirTrTiVAnpTnv np PmonviiT 
with the principles and laws which 1 
opdn unto man the floodgates of taa- . mahneiibm.
tlite creative power,.and put him Into . A,treatise on HUMAN- firrr/rrTi»i» - > conscious possession of his birthright,-By Leroy Berrler“AnthropSKS- 
the mastery , over all things. Price, Author. A verv su^erati^ 
doth. 80 cents; papr, 60 cents. ’ booI%riW^ itt-
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A NOTABLE BOOK.

*Sex Equality, a Solution of the 
AVoiuan Problem,” by Dr. • 

Emmet Densmore1.
Revised Premium List “fl DWELLER ON THO PLANETS.” '

Above is the .title of a truly epoch- 
2 making book- Numerous, Indeed, are 

treatises bearing on one or more as
pects of this gigantic theme, but here 
we have ut last a genuine—not merely 
attempted—solution of the tremen- 

• doits problem of human unity and sex 
dltferentiatlon. The author is a phy- 

■ sieian of wide experience and pro
found study—a man who looks àt 

. subjects from ail sides, gleans Infor
mation from all accessible fields and 
æarshals-his facts with the tpct and 

. skill of a perfect general.
Ancient and modern history, to

gether with the testimony of a wide 
array of distinguished scientists, has 
been called upou to illustrate, eluci
date and sustain the main contention 
of the book, which Is clearly and slm- 

. ply tlie mighty truth that human qual
ities, are Indeed human in the truly 
inclusive meaning of that comprehen
sive word, .

Maleness and femaleness exist only 
so far as sex functions are concerned; 
human beings are essentially super-, 
sexual. Every noble quality which 
ndornç the man adorns the woman 
also. It is to heredity and environ
ment, not to imaginary maleuess and' 
femaiencss, that we must turn if we 
would discover the real origin of 
apparent masculine strength'and femi
nine weakness. Co-education and 
equal. advantages of all sorts, both 
before and after birth, will serve to 
dispel the illusion that women are in
capable, because-of sex, from filling 
the highest positions in government, 
science,, literature and art, ■

It is practically impossible to sue-, 
cessfully dispute Dr, Densmore’s thor-. 
oughly conclusive reasoning, based as 
it is on almost world-wide experience 
and fortified, by testimony from every 
available source. So many ' distin- 
gulshed authors are quoted, and1’: so. 
fairly are their varying views dis- 
.eussed Jtiat lt.^ liberal edu
cation, as well as a charming-literary 
trqatr to-he .brought .into-iquoh with 
bo wide an array-of noble minds in 
the coutse of .390 »fascinating' pages' 

, Darwin, Spencer, Weissman, Ulrich, 
Leland; Edward Carpenter, and a host 
of other world-faiiied -nuthors appear 

; before us by one to give their tes-- 
timony regarding thé true relation of 
the sexes. Then we have condensed . 

. biographies of a multitude of notable 
women, .whose period extends through 

; many centuries, together with their 
portraits, very finely executed, which 

, adds greatly to "the* Interest and 
beauty of the book, which is a master- 

■ piece of literary style and finish, re- 
:■ fleeting; much lustre on the famous 

publishers; Füpk & Wagnails Go., 
New. -York.*and London, as' well "as 

, on thé author. It is worth mention
ing, that up-to-date spelling is one of 

_ the features.,of this intensely modern 
■y treatise, .which is sure to awaken in- 

■ terest and" also excite much criticism 
among ¿11 classes of people who are 
feeling strongly in any direction con-. 

- ' c'ernipg,sex relations.
Dr. Densmore is thoroughly radical 

*■ ? in 'that fee goes thoroughly to' thé 
? root of his theme, and he Is at the 

same: time distinctly conservative, 
- both in.-the use- of language"and in 
• -the expression of ideas. This dual 

-. characteristic In the author’s thought . 
.;. and style adds persuasiveness to much ‘ 

-theory, for. hé: 
certainly' exhibits a remarkable bal- 

: anee of mental qualities, which shows, 
■ a fine blending of Intellect with -emo

tion. . '
Equal Suffrage, Sex Equality in1 

Industry, and the Marriage Question 
" all receive extended and- extremely 

lucid .treatment. Those assertive 
.BhOuters of improved negatives who 
are forever telling the: "public that 

• woman js, by reason • of• her sex, in- 
competen't to fill Important scientific 

" .and industrial positions,' aré" In this 
book completely answered; A qfefinfte 
explanation on scientific and historic 
grounds Is given of the'causés which 
•produce the effect of seeming -inequal- 

: ity which we frequently behold. In 
the author’s own words, near the con
clusion of the yolume, we find stated 
the definite decision at which he has 
arrived concerning diversity and unity 
and the relative Importance of the 
work of men and women to humanity 
at large. “To superficial minds the 
distinction between savagery and civ
ilization is signified by the absence or 
presence of colossal ships, railroads, 
skyscrapers, mechanical inventions, 
science and the arts.

“These more or less material 
achievements loom large, and, they 

. are man’s contributions of intuition," 
patience, self-sacrifice, regard, for the 

. wellbeing>of others, gentleness, love- 
in- shorty the graces of civilization;'" 
This view,-however,-is erroneous. The. 
trjitir is that the contributions Of man ' 

, and woman are of equal value, be-" 
cause equally indispensable.

- - “Civilization -may well exult in ma
terial splen '.ors, but ■ no less does It 
stand in need of gentleness and love." 
A, civilized man. is distinguished-from . 
.a savage quite as much by his gentlerr 

- .-.virtues as by his -material ; achieve-,. 
- ments;- and for the former ire ds- iñ-. 
■. debted to the Bvolutiouary -contrlbu- 
. tions of woman. • ■ . ■ • . -

.■ “There is : satisfaction : in the 
thought that the, two- sexes have been 
equal-factors in the evolution. ?of-Our 

. present civilization,-and still .moredu", 
• the-anticipation oï the time when, they • 

.will'evolve into entire■ equality. -..As 
each sex' in the past has playe'd. its • 
neçessary part in the drama of life, 
and is destined to share equally in

• the acquisition and.triumphs of com- ': 
. Ing ages, sex equality is seen to be 

ah-all-pervading law in savagery; in.
- civilization, and alecrín a fully evolved' 
■ humanity. It is no mere 'vision of 

the futhre,’ no mere- hypothesis 
spun by a theorist; it is a living, 
force inherent in humanity ages be
fore history—an influence not to be 
mistaken by the enlightened mind. 
It is-a sublime truth fulfilling an eter
nal purpose which shall transform a 
world of discord into, a paradise.

-Having known Dr, Densmore for. 
many years .and being privileged to 
enjoy his friendship,. It gives me ih- 
tense pleasure to call such attention 
as I can to his latest and most im-‘ 
portant gift to standard literature—a 

, - book which I. anr certain will be Cor
dially welcomed by very many among' 
the truly progressive-minded renders 

' of.The Progressive Thinker. . •
W. J. COLVILLE.

$809 Santa Clara Ave.-, : • ' 
X , Alameda, Cal.

It Is Prevalent in India—A Distressing Case 
; Related by the Hindu Spiritual Magazine.

In the beginning of September, 1898, I was on a visit to a 
certain Indian State for a change. On mÿ arrival I made in
quiries a bout an old and intimate friend, whom I was natu
rally desirous to meet. I was informed that he had gone up 
to a neighboring hill-station on account of his daughter, a 
young girl of about 12 or 13, who was suffering from a dis
tressing- form of hysteria. I also learnt that besides her father, 
who was himself a medical man- of distinction, the leading 
European physician was in attendance, and'was taking "great 
interest in the case. I am not at liberty to disclose names or 
the locality, but the undermentioned facts are absolutely cor
rect and can be vouched for by the girl’s father and another 
friend, whose testimony is of great value, and who, along with 
myself, was an eÿe-witnéss of what is narrated below.

After a few days I found my friend had come down with 
his daughter,.who had not derived any benefit from the -treat
ment or change.. 1 called at once, and, in the course of a long 
conversation with my friend, learnt that the caée presented 
many peculiar features,'for which he himself, although a scien
tific man, was-unable to account.; The girl had been suffering 
from a low fever for some weeks.. Suddenly symptoms of hys
teria appeared; Sedatives were used, but these had no effect, 
and developments of a most peculiar mature took' place. ; To be
gin with, the girl was always more or Jess hysterical and was 
.subject to hallucinations of various kinds. ' In two or three; days 
she^began talking in her fits^^^ of the
country and liever h(h’hnother lan£uag'e. ' She'spoke as if she 
were soyne other person or spirit, and spoke of herself by name 
aiid in the third person? She said thé gil-l (mentioning her own 
name) .had offended a certain deity by iiTevei'ently^stamping 
on a; certain sacred place ; that he ( tKe spirit speaking through 
her) would have killed her but for fhe-consideration .
w^s a virgin an<J that he would not dejûirt unless;àheàÿÿ-pen
ance were made. ' . jX . -’ - ' . < ;. ? I

It should be stated here tiiat -the surroundings of the -girl 
were utterly unfavorable to the growth of- superstitious beliefs 
or belief in’ the existence oKa spirit .world. z Her father, as I 
have, said, is a medical man and a scientist confirmed in scien
tific "skepticism. Her mother is also Jan'enlightened lady, who
does .not believe in spirit possession. That was the most strik
ing feature of the case. It was not as if a village girl, brought 
up in the village superstitions .about spirits and ghosts, had 
giVén way* to hysterical liallucinations at an age when girls are 
highly nervous and susceptible to all sorts of fancies and imag-. 
inings. Such in case. in_such a family was almost incredible^ 
Well-, while her father - and" myself- were sitting together, Sa ser
vant came in to inform him that thè giri had ä fresh, attack. 
My friend kindly invitgd mè to come'and" see the .girl, ", On 
entering the room I foùpd the girl lying on a died, and the first 
glance at. her told me that it was unlike the' cases of .hysteria 
that I had seen. As & layman, of course, I would not venture 
tbioffer any definite opini on,-but I had seep many" cases of-hys
teria in my own and other families, and it struck me at. once 
that ,thi£ case presented, many distinctive features'. The' giri 
was half reclining, and her .head was supported by her father. 
Her eyes were'wide open, slightly' congested and" with a look 
of intense terror in them. The Tips wehe.; slightly 'parted^ the. 
teeth were open. The breath was coming in gasps) which; could 
be cleäriy heard’at some-distance, and the child "wäiiditerall^ 
panting, with terror. She was' muttering inaudibly, and was,, 
apparently in great distress, As regards the löok in-her eyes/ 
I found/ on examination, that her range of vision was limited 
to a few inches, beyond which she appeared to be oblivious to 
everything. It seemed as if some visiou of great terror, pro
jected by her inner consciousness,- or superimposed from out
side, was hovering in close proximity to her eyes. A’plate-or 
any sólid substance held so close to the eyes as to intercept 
that vision'hnade the .patient very restless and almost-violent. 
Removed beyond that _ particular. range, she appeared indif
ferent. There was no recognition in the eyes'of the persons 
present in the roojn, no response -to questions,; no consciousness 
of outside objects. After ä Tew moments’ incoherent*mutter
ing she began speaking connectedly and nr the pure local ver
nacular; thè Sow of her words being only broken by her quick 
breathing. From her. words we gathered, .the spirit- speàkjng 
through ner was excessively annbyèd and would not'be easily, 
appeased. The language was remarkably idiomatic and pure. 
The story was the same mentioned above. She named some 
Mahomedan saints and .distinctly and correctly repeated the. 
Kalma. Then there was a wonderful change. After a brief 
pause, the girl went through every detail of a Hindu’s pujah; 
ablutions and all) and bowed her head over her folded hands■ 
with her cloth-end round the neck. Her father assured me that 
she knew nothing about pujah and had never seen it performed;

AU this went on;for a couple of -hours or longer,, the girl 
never recovering consciousness. About this time an_ojhaf'or 
exerciser was7 .announced. . At first the father was disinclined 
to give- this man a trial, but w.as subsequently prevailed-upon 
.to do so. The man was. a’ Brahmin and came in with a pair of 
large .tongs,in his hands. As soon ns he. entered;the yoom-the; 
girl safe abruptly; up, the panting: ceased, and. the" look -in her 
eyes.changed. She looked straight at Jiim7 and^watcheci' his. 
every movement with the .closest, attention; An- interpreter 
had to be called in, as the man belonged to another p'art of 
the:country .and did. net speak the.languagevin'Which thè girl 
Was talking. Thenceforward file whole scene was a* series of 
Surprises.. -The girl became inteUigent, alert and vigilant, evi-- 
dently, treating the\ojha as an enemy “who' had to be reékoned 
with. Thè inan'.commenced muttering incantations; she fol
lowed suit' with silent' mutterings. A little later > she , began 
repeatedly blowing ' through her fingers at the man, who ex: 
plained > that the.: spirit in her was trying to neutralize his 
powers. After a few minutes spentrim this fashion- 'the man 
s.quatteddown on the: ground'and, began writing some charms' 
on-a piece .of jTaper. - The girl immediately, began to trace some 
figures, on her. open palm with her right forefinger; All -this 
time the girl - was carrying on a brisk conversation with the 
ojha- through the. interpreter. The substance was, the latter 
wanted the-spirit .to leavefthe girl, and the spirit—speaking 
through the girWefused to budge. Occasionally .tlìe girl (or 
the spirit) became defiant, crossed her. aims, set her teeth and 
dared'the medicine-manto dislodge hen It was in every detail 
a reproduction of file old stories of spirit-possession prevalent 
in Bengal, while the actual facts I witnessed occurred almost 
two thousand miles away from this Province.

-The pieces of paper on which the charms were "written were 
wrapped in shreds of dark cloth, placed On a plate and set 
bmyiing. The smoke, which was not. very considerable, was 
held under the nostrils of-fehe girl, who became extremely rest
less and offered to depart. All this time it was7 the spirit pro
fessing to speak through her. The exerciser • made the girl 
touch his feet and solemnly swear that'the promise would bo

Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium Rook, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have Wo Read

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER ?
Truly. the world has NEVEU §JSEN 

the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here aud there, in 
every, nook and corner of : the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 

.FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. TJiey constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nt?minai sum. All are pubstantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
■»ho purchase them are DELIGHTED

•WITH THEM. ' '
We have now FOURTEEN magnlfi-1 

cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

1 Any one of the Preinluiu Rooks you 
may order, price .25 cents. Tills 
is toe price,, remember, when .you 
.ORDER/ONLY .ONE BOOK;in rcon- 
-jiectlon ' with yearly jsubscriptipn. 
'Thé paper one year and one Premium 
•Book, $1.25. - ;?

No preinlum books will be sent out 
. unless • the order- is accompanied with 
_a yearly subscription to* The . Progres
sive Thinker ; but. if you order more 
than one- book, the price ii as fol- lows:

Any two of tha fourteen Preminin 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of die Fourteen Premium 
Books 'you may order, price. $1.15.'..

Any four of the Fourteen Premium. 
Books you may order, price $1,50.

•Any five of tha-Fourteen Prcmlujn 
Books you may -order, price$L75.

Any six of thé Fourteen-Preinium 
Books you may order, pricw $2.10.

Any seven; of toê Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45.

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
-Books you. may order, price $8.15.

Any ten of the Fourteen Jremium 
Books you may order, price $3.50.

Any eleven-bf toe Fourteen Premi
um Books yoiiimayi order, price $3185. ■ 

.. Any twelva'of tile Fourteen Premi
um Rooks yoirmay'order, price $4.20.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55,

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books; leaving us 
only about $3.0U for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole-world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper. ■

Bear, in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of It before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list,of titles ot 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
I—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1,
2—The Encyclopedia of Deatfe, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3,
3—The Enclycopedia of Death,- and 

Life in the Spirit Wprld, Vol- 3.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J, R, Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.'

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs, Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—The Next- World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S, G. Horn? a most remark
able medium.

6-—The Occult -Life of Je^is, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.,

7—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—-The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudsop Tuttle.

-9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism past amP-Present, by Dr. J. M. 

■Peebles.-' ,
10—The Great Debate Between 

Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
11-—Letters from the Spirit World, 

written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors:

13—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with. thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to "a‘ Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
. If you want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book,-the price is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers.' At that price only onS 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books, must 
be 'accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
Is desired, see. the terms mentioned 
above.

THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS,'and the accompanying 
map and description thereof, Its wonderful .and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the nt-‘------- -
and even the general reader, than many times the  ... 
say nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to Interest I 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world's his-1 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and i 
scientist; he regards It as one of the greatest Books of the present age. j 
Address MRS. M. É, M. OLIVER. No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Los 1 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2:00; postage 14 cents. ■ /

» AVA LU UpUU J^uc piUM” * 
statesman, the student, / 
te price of the hook—to Í

MASTERSHIP IS 1HE RIGHT WAY.
MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to' Spiritual 
Unfoldment, and that it is open to all 
who elect to travel it. .

4. Its author speaks from thd 
standpoint of one who has "had the ! 

who 1b seeking for Spiritual Truth personal experience and ma<jo the 
should read THE GREAT WORK, demonstration."
Why? Because: ’ 5, It presents to. the wprld a Mor-

1. It teaches .the .Constructive al Philosophy so simple and exact 
Process of Spiritual Development that it may be understood by a child, 
whereby we may communicate with an^ yet so profound as to meet the 
our spirit friends without becoming deepest and most exalted demands of 
Mediums. - ♦ the human soul.

THE GREAT WORK is Vol. HI.
of the “Harmonic Series.” It makes
clear the Way of" Mastership. This 
is the Way that leads' to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent num and woman

2. It explains the most mysterious It will be sent post-paid to any ad- 
and fascinating phenomena of human dress,, on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
life simply and clearly-~ Department P. T.

3. It presents a new array of dem- THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK CO, 
onstrated facts which prove that' 88 N. Kedzie Ave., Cliicago.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease wll| be diag
nosed free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth Street-,' 

Sau Jose, Col.

8PRITUALISTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y., will find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 72$ 
Pydspect Avenue. Mrs. M. B. Lane.

The Supernormal Worjd.1
A new and unique method of realizing 

all of on«’» psychical powers, normally 
and in a sane and scientific way, En
dorsed by hundreds.

Address with stamped addressed en
velope, J. C. F. GHI MBINE, ’¿4 Strath« ( 
more Road» Brookline, Mums.

/B

V'

LOHMAN'S
Seance Trumpets

Are incomparably the beet of all- instruments 
for this purnoso and are immensely anooessful, 
behig especially designed and made for these tests. 
For prices address the sole manufacturer:
C.A. LOHMAN, 4th and Market streets, St Loull, Mo.

FRED P. EVANS.
4 Naled Medium for

Slatewrifing, •Clairvoyance, Etc.
Interviews dally from 10 to I. Readies anile- 

velopmentby mall may be obtained by writing to 
Nr. EvRna for partloulara. Famous book on 
Slate-Writing; >1.20, whilo they last, Address, 

fkko p. »Van».£028 Sacramento street. San Franeiaco.Oal.

TO THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
AT THE HAGUE, 1007.

Containing an account 9! all the. Im
portant happenings In connection with 
that mission. Also “Pen Pictures" 
by Mrs. Richmond, of The Hague and. 
the prominent, persons sho met there. 
Price 5 cents per copy. Address Win. 
Richmond, 3802 Ridge Boul., Rogers 
Park, Chicago.
standahd books on 

psychic development.
Clnlrvoynuce—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 

Teaches how to see spirits, read th« 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. "An inspired book"—Pro
gressive Thinker. "A revelation."— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clulr-

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Louake, aau of the «raMeiu neychlo 

wonder» 11 ring. I use the splrlluai X-ray to lo 
cate all Internal dlaaaaea.' A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and leat vigor ot both 
ssxes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify . Send name, aye, bcx, complexion, one Leading symptom, aud ten cents in eunipa. and you 
will receive a eorreot dlagnoaU ot your ease free, 
worth dollars to you. Ba sure to write your owu 
letter. I)r. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed oo, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium- shH). Address ail alters to

FRANCES L. IjOUCKS,
Stoneham, Mass.

Help tile Honest Mediums by
Exposing Hie Fraudulent, 

"Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
book that is opening the eyes of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time. 
It is written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will soon be out of print. Se
cure a copy NOW, and learn what ’ ’ C 71» { »» rl 1 rx« — —

voyance yet presented."—W. .1. Colville.
"Epoch Making"—Lilian' Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2.00), $1.60. ; ,$4,.*. . ««u mum wnai

Auras und Colom—A fascinating sub- anty swindles are Dcrnetiiated in tha ject brilliantly treated, with a leucon ( name Of Spiritualism - 1 thG
of color meanings. A three thousand l •— 1 ’
edition just published to supply tho i 
great Remand. Price 50 cents.

■mH n .....Te11" cents and and a red stamp brings it. Adress

. kept, JPheinexi; moment the girl regained alj her senses. She 
.satl hp ariddboked wondferingly at the strange faces around her 
and asked her fathey in Ker own language what had happened. 
Her father, fold me that since the .first attack of hysteria such 
a complete change had never taken place. - In a few days the 
girl completely recovered and was restored to her ordinary 
health. . .

T have stated the facts as I saw-them, I offer no opinion on 
what I saw, but there cannot be the faintest, suspicion of im
posture in this, case.. In fact,-a more unlikely family in-Which 
such a ease^could Occur cannot be conceived. The girl feigned 
nothing; the parents have no belief in spirit-possession, and 
such ah experience is as rare as it is extraordinary.

• . N. GUPTA.

INTERESTING¿ EXPERIENCES.

Letter from tho Medium, Mrs.'E. 3. 
.Jaquet, Whereta. Sho Given' an Im- 

• pressive Exaffiple of Spirit Power 
Ob- toe Part of- an Indian Girl.

•will not permit of my citing anything 
^farther.’ Most respectfully, ' '

.. . •'■ E. J. JAQUET.
52 2-Fourth Ave. East, \ 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Send moneys to J. C. F. GHUMB1NE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

PSYCHO-CLAHlVOYANT READINGS 
by mall on all affairs of life, 50 cents. 
Questions answered. Mrs. L. 3. Will
iams, Çcavcr Dam, Wis., 122 l?ourth st.

Silverton, Ore. ED. LUNT.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.

MHS. G. PARTKiDGE will give you....  . ................ 
a spiritual reading, by mail only, fur . nnd one dollar, zi 
$1. The address, 15 Park avenue, Chi- ‘ Washington, D. C. 
cago, Ill., is notice enough for her old !
patrons. There for a short time.

Trial Reading, 25 Cts.

WILLIAM FREDERICK KEELER, 
Clairvoyant. Direct PERSONAL ari- 
swer-e to your questions. 15 cents per 
large letter page. Personal Instruc
tions same rate. 'Will courteously an
swer all Inquiries for particulars. Men
tion The Progressive Thinker. 37 Gar
field Court, East Cleveland. Ohio.

Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better

Will give clairvoyant readings by mall, regard
ing spiritual and imperial conditions. Physic
al conditions explained. Obsession cured. î/.tws 
and conditions for developing mediumship 
taught. Quehtions on all matters, of Import
ance answered. Send date of birth, lock of hair 

Addrc.>s First street, S. E.»

CLARISSA HlIMPHREY-nilLLINS will give 
elalrvoyaiu readings by mall. Semi lock of 

hair and »f. It no impressions come, money 
will be. relui lied. Address, Whitewater, Wls.

AN OPPORTUNITY. ■
Give your age, how long you have worn «neo- J "I“ mal1 One Pair of »1.10 Melted K

To the Editor:.—The book which 
.came with my year’s subscription, 
Interwoven, is without doubt,-one of 
the-best of Its.kind.I have ever-read, 
and; it,- too, like thet-paper, is .now 

.going- the..rounds; .of the* many in
vestigators, and will comfort many a 
sad and heartbroken mother; and will, 

• I know, -be instrumental in converting 
many souls to the knbwledge of the 
continuity of life. - >■

■ We—my-daughter Gertrude and 
-my dear-friend Miss G.,. whp are very 
much- interested-in our philosophy—: 
haveTnany very pleasant seances to
gether. J think-my daughter is-very 
mediumistlc; for she is ‘at .times both- 
clairvoyant and clplraudient. . Now, 
.while the'following is not wonderful, 
nor -at all - miraculous, at the same' 
time worth mentioning.- I want to- 
speak *of this one 'instance. ' ' -
- Thero-has -of late-been coining to. 
me-a strange- little Indian girl; only 
eight years of age. She isifull pf 
mischief. Just- three weeks before 
Christmas, Gertrude was busy with' 
Christmas embroidery work, and sud
denly ■ she missed her thread. She 
searched high and low, but could not 
find it; Sha eanje running to my 
room '.and asked df Iryhad any. I 
said no; so off she ran to the store 

. to. purchase more. )' One evening the 
little Indian entranced me; and. said; • 
"I hid your thtead; but I will bring- 
it back.” About'three days before 
Christmas Gertrude- was standing in 
her room looking out Qf toe window, i 
and lol the skein/of. thread fell at i 
her feet. She: came running to my:i 
room, and yomshould have seen her 
oyes.as she exclaimed: "Oh! mamma; | 
my embroideryithread just fell, at my 
.feet!” . . ■: ■ - .- • ■ ■ v .

.That evening iwhile holding our lit
tle circle,. Wanotan said:.' - "Me did- 
brlpg back yotm-thread.’’

■ Gertrude-asked where-she had'lt.: 
“Me hide ItUIn-ifolds of curtains.” 
We have many such little-instances 

occurring’ all tho. time. Ono phe
nomena we have is -very1 strange, and 
we are wondering: in what it will 
develop.. These,things.are all-occur
ring-. in broad .daylight; or full gas
light, and- when we . are not-looking' 
or thinking of any phenomenh being 
presented to us, and I assure you we 
are very grateful for all.

Bpaca-Jn^anr much-crammed paper

DAT COWIN' »AY.

Dere's a gllmmah ob de mawnin’, 
Honey, don’, yo’,see de light? ■

It’s a. whisperin’ to de hill-tops,
It’s a breakin’- out de .night,

It’s ai fellin'- to us, honey, 
.'Bout "de ways ob - trufe an’ right.. 
’Tls a cornin’ slow but sho’ly,

By and’by it’ll show mo’ plain, 
I am watchin’. ,ebery < minute, • -

Watchin how de glimmahs gain,— 
Just .a leetie ah’ a leetle, 
Siftin’. on-de night’s long train.
Don? yo’-'be a-doubtin’, honey, 

■ ■ Look! I'm pointin' . way up yon, - 
.See it? . Bless: yorhaht,. I know/ it,

Sweet it. is to'look upon-;
Sweet .an' deah,—w.e’s waited fo’ it,- 
Waited to' dat cornin' dawn.

i Now?-We’n'jes be steppin’ onward, 
r" . Gettin’.ready f&? de;day,-T-?.-f . 
’Fore we know "’twill be- upop us,-.

i - - Shoitf plain de blessed' way.. • 
’Twont be dahk an' -gloom ■ den, honey, 

. No; no moah, trufe. to. say.- ? • . ■:
■ MRS. M." A. ’ CONGDON.“ -

Portland, Ore. ." ' . ■ : -I

I

A- MAN;

knew a -man ■ whose-hair :was gray; 
Who labored nobly day-by day, ’.-; 
And called his work the finest play. 

Because he wrought: in Love, ’ "
He asked no “Christ”, his soul to save, 
His love enclosed both saint and

. knave; - ■
And:he grew rich by what ho gave, 

Because he gave in Love.
A light, shone'radiant In his face, 
A subtle; nameless* manly, grace— 
His neighbors could not solvo his case, 

Because they knew not Love.'
But he know Love/ and gdvo it free, 
To all alike, both he and she;
And will to all eternity;

■ For HE HIMSELF IS LOVE. :
No. “Savior’s’’ blood • cleansed "him 

■ from sin;
Nor did ho give the priest his "tin,” 
But found his highest heaven within, 
. Where God was his OWN LOVE— 
: pure, ,UNSEm«H .;.lX)VEr^

' \ \ a CARTER.
'• Wlachendon, ^oss.

v - nuuwcw: oener * w»uuiauonel'alrof»1.10Melted Peb- ! than "metal; insulated top and bottom.! M* Lens In a good straight temple steel Irama 
Tnne’lhlA with nnlrlt forces Cardinal guaranteed to fit your eyes Also a Vegotaole • Enamel Colo? Dark seance T P . ’Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head. ! 
11 so“ lltrht T P 12 00 Seir-devolop- Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eyo-Water । 
Ing^Cabinot a^d^hy’s^i bWX I MeTes »r’S»

hook'^vernmg “Very p&f'de^ op* i ■
B A 12ln/Trimn? «nd Cnhlnet RDFF F°r your address on a postal card, a

ment. A to z Trumpet and Cabinet p|(LL beautiful photo of Yermah, chief of 
work io full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. Atlantians; lived on earth to.ooo years ago; 
Writ« for cirmilar  n als0 illustrated circulars showing styles and
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Don* St.. Toledo, “• । prices, telling all about my Melted Psubie Lens 

' spectacle, ana my method of fitting EYES as 
' perfectly at your owu home as it you were tn 
. my office. B. P. POOLE, 157 Wluthrop avenue, 
I Chicago. Ill 1

FOR 25 CENTS and stamp I will give 
reading, and answer questions by riikil. 
Mrs. Pond, 670 Sierra St., Los Angeles, 
Cal. .

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
For Development and Personal Read

ings, 15 Cents Each.
125 Words (about one page of hand
written!. " Ask questions. Write Tor 

.particulars. William Frederick Keel
er, 3 7-Garfield Court, East Cleveland, 

' O. • Money returned if dissatisfied.

THE NAUTILUS
New Thought Calendar for 1908. A 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. Price, 25 cents.

E. H. MAXON,
8020 Indiana Avenue. 

CONSULT HIM.

4,000 OCCULT BOOKS FOR SALE. 
■ /Kwill.seHat a liberal reduction my 
private library of bqoks on Personal 
Magnetism, Hypnotism, Mental Sci
ence,' Spiritualism, Astrology, Health 
Culture,-' New ’ Tiiought, Theosophy, 
Christian Science and kindred, sub
jects. Write for, Catalogue. Make 
selections'while the list is Complete. 
URIEL -BUCHANAN, P/O. Box 210 
Chicago, III; .

THE EDEN SOCIETY promotes 
Brotherhood, Benevolence, Social Pro
gress,. Co-operative Industry, and set
tles the" inequalitleS’.af- tho Human 
Family. Send* 10c. for Prospectus 
and copy of Official Organ.- Address, 
THE EDEN SOCIETY, (Dept.. ..) 
Baxter Springs; Kansas.. '

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

■ By Emma' Rood Tuttle. TMs vol- 
umecontalnB the ..best poems of thq 
author, and some of the best, popular 
songs with the music by eminent 
composers. -The poems ore-admirably 
adapted for recitations? 225 pages, 
beautifully .bound.r. Price $1..

• “Just How to Wako the Solar Plex-i 
us." Ry Elisabeth Towne. Valuable 
fs? health. Price 26 cents.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Walsbroker has been known as 
a writer on the question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful Btudy. Price, paper only, 25 cts.

NICHOLAS BBGKEKa
CtAIRVQYANT REAPINGS

By mal!, With Messages ami .Names. 
of- Spirit Friends. Enclose $1.00.
11Û2 W. 27th St., Oklahoma City, 
Okla. • » *

Spiritual Medium and Fsycliometrist^
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mes- ' 

sages given, character delineations; ' 
diagnosis of physical, mental and.psy- • 
chic conditions; with advice on me-': 
diunjshlp and- all affairs, of life, "ivlien 
desired. . Full reading, $1.00, - two 
questions answered,' 25 cents. .?? . 
- : MRSÎ ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS. 

2701 11th St., N. W., Washington, D, 
e. . - .' :-••■

“THE INFORMER.”. t

A Paper for Lyceums. .. ’ . ”
A' weekly. paper for young Spirit-' 

ualiBts¿ containing • the following de-; 
partment;,.General reading and" con- - 
trlbutlons; Lyceum ■-. Notes and . ¿e«.: ' 
ports; Graded Departments of Work, • 
including Weekly Lessons;; ■ Uncle ■ ~ 
John’s Talks; Brief and Short Stories; 
Single copy, oneyear in advance; 75c;/ 
Subscription, 6 months,' advance; 4Oc'; 1 
^lub -rates per year:- (10 or^inorÁ 

to one address) C5 cents.
To Canada and foreign add reásos, 

$1.25.
Every Lyceum should have this pa-1 

per oh Its-tables, if they wish to Iteep I 
abreast with the . times. Subscribo ¡ . 
Now.' Address all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA, 18 East Third §t„ Wi^,

' *

i*
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Hie Devilishness in Our Ranks.
'1 ■ - .How a Happy Home Was Wrecked and Impoverished by a Me- 

• 'dium—Anna Eva Fay Gives Unaccountable
Legerdemain Tests. / ,

Dr. H. V. Sweringen’s opinion (published in The Progressive 
Thinker of ppcember 28th) that Anna Eva Fay on the public 
stage at times received genuine spirit manifestations, is not sin
gular. Many Spiritualists are of the same opinion, and are ready 
to make a medium out of every clever performer of’magic. It is 
p cunning trick'of such performers to imply that they are me
diums, to enlist the support of Spiritualists. This is usually ac- 
eomplishpd by,vague suggestions and allusions, which at times 
are often more potent than a full and plain statement. The man
ager .generally confronts the audience before. trie performance 
and makes a short speech, in which he emphasizes that he will 
leave the audience to judge whether the performance is the result 
Of legerdemain or of occult powers. Their dress and manner on . 
the stage are all calculated to affect the audience in favor of 
occult powers; the blind-foldipg often resorted to is for the same, 
effect-, and not at all necessary to the tricks they perform. But 
all such means are legitimate enough in the show..rinsiiiess to irii- 
press the public imaginatidn. Ardent Spiritualists, however, will 
not accept a plain, common-sense statement; they'see the hand 
of spirits in all we do. When a triek is, performed (whether it' be 
on the public stage or in the public seaiicq), they cannot detect,, 
then it is done by spirits, but to-morrow when they see the same 
performance and detect hbw it is done, then it beeomes a trick.- 
Consequently they are forced by circuinstances to condemn and 
endorse the same medium almost at the same time, .and why? 
Because of their plogical atttitude toward the whole question of

CHICAGO, ILL., JAN; 18, 1908

The “Holy Roman Empire.”
Its Characteristics Vividly Portrayed by the 

Distinguished Author, Dr. J. D. Buck, of Cin
cinnati, Ohio.—The Genius of Freemasonry is 
the Genius of this Republic. . v 4

* * * I am the sole, last supreme 
judge of what is right and wrong.”

Mr. Froude says: “So much only 
can be foretold with certainty, that 
if the Catholic Church anywhere 
recovers her ascendency she will 
again exhibit the detestable features 
which have invariably attended’ her

SPIRITUALISM
NO. 947

The “New Age” is a Masonic and 
Literary 'Magazine of . the highest 
class. It is published monthly by the 
Supreme Council of the' 3 3d Degree 
of the A^ A:. Scottish Rite, Southern 
Jurisdiction, U, S. A. The following 
article was published by it some time 
ago, and we ndw reprint it by request. 
It wiH .be read with deep interest.

The “Holy Itoman Empire.” 
. The "Free American Citizen?” , who 
to-day sympathizes with France in 
her effort to throw .off the clutch and 

,the incublis of clericalism, seems sel
dom aware how. deep, worl|i''wide and 
ancient ’is the conflict, or that the 
samé issues are being drawn, and the 
samé conflict impending .in America.

The hardships that must now be 
borne by a very large class pL people 
in'. France, who ¿re the victims of. a 
'Vicious- system, and who' have 'been 
thereby unfitted for normal and 
healthy lives among their fellow meh, 
is . one’ of the.- saddest -spectacles of 
these so-éallefl ' '“Holy-Orders,” de-

supremacy. Her rule will be once 
more found incompatible either with 
justice or with intellectual growth, 
and our children will be forced to 
recover by some fresh struggle the 
ground which our forefathers con
quered for us, and which we, by our 

 pusillanimity, surrendered.”
Now listen to Archbishop Ireland, 

When the subject would', supplicate concerning whom, as a candidate for 
the sovereign, his prayer; jnust go up a cardinal’s hat, we have heard much 
through a course of couriers, or me- of late. In his sermon at the Cen- 
diators; the throne he w,as unworthy tenary of the establishment of the 
to approach.2' > Roman Catholic Hierarchy in . the

As with the Greek, whose highest United States, in 1889, he said that 
occupation or human authority.tinged the work which-Roman Catholics in 
bls conception of Supreme Authority, this country were qalled to do in the 
so also with the Latin. God, to the United States'was“to make America 
Latin, was not the indwelling Deity, Catholic. » ♦ » Our cry Shall be 

I bùt separate from the universe, far ‘God wills lt,‘, and our hearts shall 
away, seated on a throne. Like the leap with Crusader enthusiasm.” .(Her 

¡ Caesar, he; too, could only bo afi- tSMQ well-drilled "knights;' might

The genius of “Rome never forgets 
an injury, and never forgives an en
emy," Relentless, rapacious, cruel— 
“Thé end," always and everywhere, 
“justifies the means.” To make 
America Catholic," Archbishop Ire
land declares to be her one aim. 
“God wills it,” and every means-or 
method is thereby justified.

In our race for wealth; in our 
boasted Freedom; in our fancied 
security; in our blustering patriot
ism, gentlemen cry Peace! Peace! 
when the war has actually begun.

Is it possible that we are'ready and 
willing to lose by default and inane 
indifference all that the héroes of the 
Revolution planned and fought and 
died for; all’that they bequeathed to
us as a heritage and a sacred trust?. 
Even now we cannot arrest this en
croachment of the Genius of the Dark 
Ages upon our liberties and our free' 
Institutions without a strong, per
sistent, determined apd united strug
gle. It is the one transcendent men
ace of our country to-day, Sháuld 
war be declared by a foreign foe, our

though certainly not innocently, the 
alders and abetters of the worldwide 
and eternal, enemy of Freemasonry, 
which has trampled on every human 
right, disregarded every human im
pulse, . and drenched the world with 
blood wherever- and whenever it has 
been able to control the ignorant 
masses, or gain political power. 
Rome says, in just so many words, 
that it is her alm and object to gain 
political power in America. For the 
same purpose, and in order to influ
ence the ignorant hordes, Archbishop 
Ireland declares it to be the “’Will of 
God”—hence a foregone conclusion, 
and only a question of time. Masons 
profess to stand for everything that 
Roman clericalism is not. It Is.the 
only organized body of men in the 
world that does this squarely, a»d at 
every point. It’was organized for this - 
purpose, inspired by this design; per
severed through the ages for this. 
Great Work. Now, when the time 
has come,1 and the Cowans are in our 
very midst, we play "Tin Soldier” 
with drawn swords, and imagine that

phenomena, . . < • <„.. ; ' . .. •
! Just how charlatans in all cases receive misceliangous informa
tion about individuals1 and manage’to deceive tlienij would be. 
impossible to know, It is, however, well known that they utilize 
confederates to secure information abolit certain individuals who 
are “easy,” and -wprth going.after; such confederates are ,often 
known- as'good Spiritualists, arid consequently «ever suspected 
of dishonesty.. When sufficient information has beep secured 

/about the intended victim, then th<yspirits commence to work;
the wool % pulled over his eyes jvith a few stunning tests, and he. 
probably becomes a devotee of the medium, and for years to come 
sings his praises and helps to make him .f amous.

. Miss Fay, when last here about three yearsjgo (she is in Los 
Angeles now, playing at the Orpheum) gave7many “tests” to 
Spiritualists when in her audience apart from her.regular tricks, 
but that is easily explained; her manager no doubt bought them 
from fake mediums who are always well supplied with them. 
At this late day, in the history of phenomenal Spiritualism, start
ling "tests” are no longer evidence of medidmistic powers; pri
vate conversations and private’ information which- you thought 

- unknown to any one but yourself and family, you may at any time 
■ receive as “tests” from bogus médiums. I wish to give one 

incident to illustrate the*abOVe assertion
. In .the city of Los Angeles lives a certain family by the name 
of Hansen, who by years of hard work on the desert of Arizona,

; became-’quite wealthy Consequently they left the desert and 
came to live in Los Angeles. Mrs. Hansen, the wife of Mr. Han
sen arid the mother of their three children, became .interested’in 
Spiritualism. She visited many mediums, and finally became 

• converted to it. She received evidence from one medium in par
ticular of an astounding character, not only of things in gen-

•. èïal connected with her'family, but of trifling daily occurrences 
■ 'that transpired at her.home; therefore she very earnestly be

lieved that guardian spirits were daily with her, and took a 
■ fraternal interest in her family; Finally, this particular medium, 

i- who then had fashionable parlors on Hill street and went under". 
' trie naine of Redfern, advised her to Buy mining stpek in a'cer- 
. 'fain.Nevada mine-(calledthe Phitus mine) ; he assured her, if she 

did, she would in .a short time become very rich. Haying previ
ously-had so much reliable mlbrniation fiym the same mèdium, 
she had great confidence in his spirits. She "had such evidence 

■ to prove that they could see what she daily was doing,' and what 
1 generally'transpired in her home. Hence, ?shequietly, and -with- 

‘ out the knowledge of heT husband, invested ten thousand dollars 
in the Phitus mine in Nevada, all the money herself and husband 
Lad saved on the desert.. Mr. Hansen was riot a Spiritualists and 
Dever would be, Redfern, the.medium, had often declared to Mrs. 
Hansen. He said that Mr. Hansen was simply ah object in her

■ way to success and fortune, and that the spirits that’were-so c'on- 
’ stantly with her had no interest whatever in her hiisband. But 

Mrs. Hansen by investing the money'hoped and expected to srir- 
. prise her-husband. She would By One fell stroke becóiné rich, 

v surprise her husband, and at the same timë make him aSeonvert 
A ri;o Spiritualism through the indisputable- evidence shfe.?should 

k.thenhave/ . . ’ .. ■/ . . .■.?...
( But a few months later—it is a sad story—there is A RUÏNED. 

HOME; THE PARTIES ARE GETTING A DIVORCE 
THROUGH LACKIN EACH OTHER’S CONFIDENCE; POV
ERTY IS AT THEIR DO0R AND LITTLE CHILDREN ARE 
NAKED AND HUNGRY; A BQGUSiMlNlNG' COMPANY IS 

? CLOSING ITS DOORS’, AND A" MEDIUM, KNOWN FOR HIS
FINE CLOTHES AND DIAMONDS, IS HURRYING FROM 
THE CITY UNDER A NEW NAME, FOR NEW FIELDS ANH

' FOR NEW OPPORTUNITIES. ’ ' / -
But you ask: “How did this medium receive the information 

about the Hansen family; by which, he was enabled to get the
■' ' confidence of Mrs. Hansen?” ’ ' ’ r

■ A very kind lady Spiritualist was helping Mrs. Hansen to look 
after the children and assist her with the housework.. She was 
so good and genial, so fond of the children, so careful and eriri- 

- siderate about Mrs. Hansen, yet she was thè ‘IspiriV’ that fur
nished the information to the medium, wbichon&bled ¿ini to gain 

- . the confidence of Mrs. Hansen’, arid which eventually broke up 
: their once prosperous and happy home.- But J have gotten away

. .from the subject. Mr. Sweringen states that he went to Miss 
. .Fay’s public-meeting with one ballot in.his vest pocket, whichno 

ope bntbimselfhadseenrno knew what was written oh it print- 
Miss Fay read the question on it and gave a-correct answer to it,

- in a maner “complete and.amazîngJ” And'aow 1^
i -, wants to know, if fooled, how? was it dónèWell,'hôw"'wasìb 

done? Probkhly not one. of the-readers'of the Progressive' 
1 .Thinker can' tell. . The Doctor ought to put the query to Miès 

. Fay’s manager; he may give the trick away/and tell the Doctor
’• how he Was fooled. P. A. JENSEN.

Los Angeles, Cal. 1 -

graded by superstltiop, impoverished 
by the systematic greed of thein su
periors, who strut in pomp and pro
fligacy, are. made at once the victims 
and? tlie cause of protest by the insa- 

.ttable power that has, fattened upon 
th^ir undoing. 'Could they but. real
ize their .degradation.and the pause o'f 
it they would welcome liberation _at 
any cost. Accustomed from childhood 
'to the relentless domination of eccles
iastical authority, and slaves to supet- 
Btltion and fear, the" habit of “obedi
ence” is completely-’ingrained, and 
freedom, with manly and womanly 
self assertion, impossible.- The church 
realises this-and counts on it securely. 
Every, particle of sympathy enter
tained, for these unhappy victims—not 
of the effort for. pplitlcal freedom— 
b’ut of their superiors and their de
bauching system, should arouse ha
tred and protest against the system 
Itself. They are, one and ail, the .vic-

proached by the favored few. This do to start the crusade.) ♦ The pi0 WpUld respond with 70,000,000 
necessitated the line of mediators and burden of the strife falls to the lot voices. But here in our very midst, 
priests to bear the petition of the sub- of the Catholics in America, The wlth the subtlety and cunning of the 
,ject to the Deity. “The Fatherland movements of the modern world have Berpent, creeping into office, from the 
the child had been separated.” The their highest tension in the United Cabinet Minister down to;the lowest 
King of Kings gayé «Údlence only States." These quotations might be Ofgce Jn tlie gift of the people; gag- 
where HIb ambassadors'taay appear, extended Indefinitely ,to the same glng the dally press; massing the 
and the subjects must treat those am- effect. - ’ - votes of its ignorant dupes; standing
bassadors as they wôüldltreat Him! - Howe çhapged her.animus ln wjth political boss in graft and
These terms ideas, relations, and re- since the Holy Inquisiuon. Her noast corruption to gain its ends and amass 
quirèments were those of-the Latin ,1b that phé wealth; importing its Ignorant and
Forum and thé Latin coürts. changes. She has fiot. concealed her degraded hordes by millions from the

'Not only tlie Jheojogÿ of 'Roman designs as té Amerlça, nor her ani- oia world to swell its army; resort- 
Catholiclsm, but much’of the theology wus toward our ‘‘Free Institutions, ing to boycott and every menace of 
of Protestantism is thus ot Roman She*has not wncealed her designs as arrogance and despotism in power,-to 
origin. The Immanence of Divinity, to. political power awT Influence carry its ends everywhere, at all times 
the'Fatherhood of God,' the Brother- through the masking of Catholic votes, with one avowed object, with one fixed 
hood of Jésus, with all its beatitudes, nor how she would use tflat power and relentless« purpose—‘to make 
were1 thus sophisticated; and distorted whenever, wherever, ot however oh- America Catholic! and according to 
to the Imperialism óf-Romé, and the tained. She would "use, and has long the avowed purpose of the Popes, 
paganism of Egypt. Some two hun- been using, politics to gain that »t0 recognize no other power or 
drèd warring ProteSfaht sects, and Power; and when, gained, declares authority, and to force obedience to 
the ¿lost corrupt political clericalism that, in politics, as in religion, she that power”—all this—and where is 
have thus usurped the blace and the is autocratic and aúpreme. the nrotest.................  1 -
goapel of the Nazai^ncJ - fl momsnt 0,1 th

.The “Holy Father/1.with his organ-,
ized clericalism,-aims to form a des- Catholic. _
science of indlvidu¿Vjudgment,-pri- .First: The Pope would be the of both history and manifest destiny, 
vate ¿pinion and freo-epeech Should autocratic.ruler of the State, and die- If the. nation would speak qs one 
be forever hatred/^Gladstone put tate its policy and. its laws, subject voice, and notify Rome and her min- 
it; “The Pope deiqanfls f¿x. himself to no supervisión, revision, or protest, ions that they must let our politics 
the right to determln.0 tlie.province "God wills it!” .The Pope declares severely alone, stop her encroach- 
of his own righto, and'has.ao .defined it! Let It he done! Any word of meats on our free schools, sever her 
it in formal document's as'to warrant protest, any criticism, would be heresy connection with the political boas and

1 ’ - -.W-- -»-«i -- nrimo hia HaHharr chose hlfl craft, or submit tó taxation of

commerce or fisheries or “rights" on we are Free Men,’ just and’ upright • 
the sea or land be menaced, our peo- | Masons. , If every Mason did his duty 

' he would never rest till ha?liad thor
oughly informed himself on these is
sues, and this impending crisis, One

- -------- . the protest? We-have .stuihped on
|. , Reflect a moment on the meaning that silver wheel of Ixion, !‘In God 

n, I of the expression "to make America We Trust,” and go whirling around 
" ’ the vexatious circle regardless alike

time of clericalism. ' I
Roman clericalism is the Uncal de-| 

scendant, and the 'complete embodi
ment of tile Genius of the Rafin race.

' Spain is to-day the most perfect, ob
ject lesson of what this genius is, and 
what it can do for a people, where' 
there Is no contending or balancing 
power to curb Its rapacity, modify its 
cruelty, or prevent Its reign of blood 
anditorture. The ‘.‘Holy Inquisition” 
represented the perfect union of
Church, and ■ State, and ■ Torquemada, 
the presiding.genius, with his 97,321 
„victims during the eighteen
his Inquisitor-generalship,

years of 
during

burned,which 10,220 victims, were burned, 
was simply, a “pope with political

any and every invasion of .-the civil 
sphere. * • ♦' Against such defini
tion of his-own power, there is no 
appeal to reason—-that is "Rational- • 
ism;” nor to. Scripture—that is 
"Heresy;” nor' to history—that is 
“Private Judgment/^ It. . is the 
¿Vowed purpose and determination of 
Roih&n clericalism?tb.;do<fpr,?America < 
what is ’has' do*e for ;Spain, and to , 
d§, it with a holy /ace, subject.to no. 
¿ppeal,to -¿p.. ¿um,an criticism Or 
political - Interference,, whatsoever, 
while at the same flm^ ¿lie - resorts, 
to every political trick, khpwn to Tam
many, and’ marshal^' hlir ;i|noranh.and 
degraded nordes to^jjmbsprra.heis.api-. 
bltious''ends. -\ . d '

This id''the1' Latin Jmperator, tie 
Roman Caesar, ivith ' a? vengeance, 
with "power to,bind or iooseo'n'earth,, 
in heaven or hell.” Jesus is tnade the ’ 
“mediator” - between man and God,'

occupiedpower,” whoever may have 
the throne~of St. Peter. In very, re
cent years Spanish clerics haye peti-
tioned the Throne for the revival of 
the Inquisition!

The union of Church and State in 
-Spain has- at' last destroyed Spain 
itself.

France to-day is fighting against 
the fate of Spain, In trying to root 
out the disease that has .been Spain's 
destruction., . ' ■) '.*••/

Thé ambition Of thb Roman Caesars 
for conquest, and.their dream of do
minion is precisely that of .the Roman 
Pontiffs of the Church to the' pres? 
ent day, with much in favor of the 
political Caesars. . They fought for 
dominion openly and manfully in the 
field. Clericalism appeals to its "Holy
Office,” to the superstitions and fears’ 
of the multitude, and, by Jesuitry 
cunning and 'cruelty, seeks to gata 
dominion. It has sophistieffte'd the 
primitive Christian religion, trans
forming It to the paganism? of Egypt; 
and in its sodalities made a caricature 
of Jesús, the Man of Sorrows. In' 
spite of all this, thousands,of men and 
.women dedicated to the'“holy Ute” 
hâve imbibed the spirit of the Naz-, 

.arène, and,"lived the jlfe,” while their 
"-shperiors”,- followed their lustg and

"their ambitions;-. . - „
The philosophy of , Jesus, 'of St. 

Paul, and of primitive Christianity, 
' was essentially Greek,¿nd?ñót Roman.

. The Greek and the Latin differed
essentially in their conception of the 1 
Infinite. Following this, their con- 
cepti'bmfif thè?State,,ana of? the re-- 1 
latlon of 'individuals to ..each' other ¡ 
and to the State, differed in the sainé - 1 
way. •' ;

- . "The Greek was part of} his', cbm- / 
monwealthl No statutecouldbeen-- 
acted 'to-cón’trór;the.con^ .
without', his'vbibe.-- ' The authority of : 
the State dwelt in the person of every- 
Greek.” Every Greek was one with 

■ his-fellows and one with the State.. 
• With thè Greek, the highest human 
authority, was the State, x “The high
est authority he could conceive—the 
.Infinite—was tingpd with his concep
tion of the highest human authority.” 
Hence, Deity dwelt in his creatures. 
He was the Immanent, : the abiding, 
the indwelling God.” When Paul ad? 
dressed- the cultured Athenians on 
Mars! Hill, he used1 a purely- Greek 
-concept: '“In Him we live, and move 
and have our being.’!, (

Everything' that Greek; saw in Na
ture was but the garment, the mani? 
testation, of the Indwelling Deity, thè 

: same divinity tluft dwelt also inTIim.i
This divinity .Ite.xtpproaohed directly i 

' ps ‘tÒprt^Atheìb*’
t "’-¿-)Jlo‘mnñ^iyil!zhtIoh 'differed radl- 
’ cnlly* from uiè'Gl'ecK/. Thejjatin was’ 
• Jn ^nqjBJich^fdn^e ft/part. of the State.

He was not a sovereign, but a subject. 
With - the ' Latin tho highest ; human 

< authority, was the. Imperator, ■ the
Caesar. This. authority sat- aloft oh 
a throne of dignity, and might-.be ap
proached only by - a favored , few.

but the Pope aioné cah speak for him 
and delegate , his office to his satel
lites, pledged to obe'dieùcç.. By the, 
dogma of the Immâclilate Conception , 
and the vicarious ¿tenement, the man .' 
Jesus is removed frbm-tlje normal 
Brotherhood of tn.anrand made q mys
tical prbtpge of !T$ls Hpliness the 
Pope,” in strict keeping! -with the, 

.Genius of the’Latip fac^
Any benediction pfSnOuncéd by the. 

•Pope or any ..of MA mintons'on, Amer? ' 
Ipa, -eVery seething .bpm-oy'ate-iOf-. pug 
Free Institutions, là pure, sophistry, 
and always with res^aùèiis. So far 
as they permit the5? . .emissaries • of 
Rome and her prpphgama» free space, 
and opportunity, they iSrel, approved 
and abused to the limif'of.Jesuitry.

Ü. .anyone imàgines.that any Roman 
cleric,'loyal to thé Hierarchy, and its, 
traditions, “approves” Free Church,; 
Free State, Free School, Étèe’ Speech, 
and the rights of Conscience and ¡pri-- 
vate' judgment, hç is flullïndeêd, and 
reads history and the plaiiiqst declara
tions .backward. ' Romeia-the avowed, 
relentless, eternal ènèmy 'of all these,- 

■ .and-wlll, dp all ,th'at’''j^uitical. cun
ning, secret afid ’surreptitious ineth- 
ôcis, and every’ abomination known

■( to the “boss” • and” the: Corrupt poll- 
fioian can do to ’defeat them,' one andr 
all, relying on .à solifl Catholic vote 
to accomplish her'purpose. ■ 
/-Leo XIII;-,in his encyclical of No-’ 
yember-.'T., 18857’said; ,‘iEvbfy Cath? !

: olic ahonid rigidly adhere to (he. teach
ings of :the Roman Pontiff,, especially 
in ; thé*' matter of' modern liberty, 
which, already, under the semblance 
of ' honesty, of purpose, Jeads^^ 
struction. -We exhort all Catholics' to 
devote carefur attenflop?^ . ’public 
matters, and take Vpart in'¿11 munici
pal.- affairs ahd''eleCHons" (os CathoL. 
ifes, iiiind'yAu) “and 'ail public? ser
vices, meetings, and gatherings. All 
■•Catholics m'usV.Tnake themselves felt 
as active elements in daily life" in 
countries where-they- live;’ All Cath
olics should 'exert, tlielr -powcr to 

I cause constitutions of. States to be

million Masons posted on these Issues, 
vigilant as to all measures and stand
ing squarely for. Justice, Equity, Fra
ternity and Right, regardless of politi
cal parties and ail meaner things, 
would hold thfe Balance of. Power, in 

''place, of a lot of monks in petticoats 
imported frqm Rome, arrogant, licen-' 
tlous, ’and foes to every one of our 
Free Institutions .and hating Masonry 
as the devil hates-holy water, and 
for far better reasons. I would not 
return their, hatred. But I would 
drag them to the light of day, tear 
out their claw.s, meet them at every 
point, and expose and defy them? 
Their great abuse of Masonry is that ' 
it •is a secret order. Their whole 
power lies in secrecy that even Maspns 
never imagined,, while we have not 
one secret unknown to the Jesuit. 
They make it their business to find 
out. Read the 'Double Doctrine of 
the Church of Rome,” written by. a 
Catholic whose spul revolted at the 
diapolism. of clerical corruption, pro-- 
faping everything decent or holy.

Tills Impending crisis in America is 
farther advanced than one Mason in 
ten thousand ever Imagines or dreams. 
The fate of nations lies with advancepiWIGDVjUMi , ------- -

or any other crime his Holiness chose his graft, or submit to taxation of 
to designate, subject to any punish- her estates and political supervision 
ment he chose to inflict, without re- of all her sodalities, parochial schools 
vision or appeal ór protest from any- and vested interest, she would pause, 
one. Fùrthermore, after subjecting She should be notified in no^incer- 
the culprit to any cruelty he'chose tain tones that her boycotts must 
to .devise, fie claims, the power to fol-- cease, Jhat her gag of the public press 
low the soul of./the sinner into the must be removed. Then, even her 
next world and'there to continue his benighted'intelligence, drugged with 
inflictions (subject to such fees for the superstitions of the Dark Ages, 
Mass ae the Pope might impose).- would begin to realize that this is

Tnird: Hie. Holiness ’declares that the Republic of America, and not the 
he-has thé ilght,' and would exercise Despotism of Spain; that thls ls^the 
it it he- had the power, to require twentieth century, and not “A. D. 
that the* uitliollc religion"shall be 1421;” that'Theodore Roosevelt, and 

■ the religion of the'State to the ex- not.Torquemada, is our “First Qltl- 
clusii>n.->of. all others.-.- .There could be zen," anfl, govern herself accordingly. ; 
no rights of conscience, no free' /
speech. Nothing/free but the air, We wait beneath the furnace blast 
and that contaminated by the incense I“6 pangs of transformation, 
of thé flesh of heretics? Not Painlessly does God recast,

■ How do/tte Pope and his minions And mould anew the Nation.” 
expect to gain , .this ascendency in j am addressing the Freemasons in 
America?- Answer: By unlimited "The New Age" because none know 
and untaXed, wealth now rapidly ac- so wen by ]ong and sad experience 
cumulating, anta solid Catfiolic vote thè geniU8 o£ Roman Clericalism its 
Btill more rapidly increasing, and by cruelty and re]entless hatred. This 
graft and political, trickery with the gening boasts that it never changes, 
political boss, ànd by subsidizing, con- Huggingthe maxims of Paganism and 
-trolling, or, boycotting the public committed to the precepts and prac- 
press. All this is v0‘nB stealthily, tices of the "Holy Inquisition,” it bra- 
Jesuitlcally and steadily accomplished. zen]y repudiates the light of civiliza- 

1 in Free America-in this twentieth yoa and affronts the progress of hu- 
. century, with /scarcely ‘ a protest, manity. v-

When America 1B Catholic,1 Americans -Freemasonry stands squarely for
1 will deserve.their fate, y ■■ the reverse of all this, and is specifi-

We build irofiblads to “protect.Our cally: committed and deliberately 
coast-Une” and “guard qgainst inva- pledged to its complete antithesis, 
slon by a foreign fóe,”,and yet right Albert Pike declared Masonry to be 
in our midst Is an-organized, aggres- a great school of ethical instruction.

guards, whether they tend to up
building or ’destrfletion. Masons laid 
the foundation, and largely fought 
the battles of this Republic. The op
portunity is again ours, and the time 
Is NOW! If we are-recreant and in
different to pur trust and false to our 
obligation, in the season of bloodshed 
that will follow the ushering in' of 
the Holy Roman Empire, Masonry it
self will be absorbed and disappear 
in the maw of that octopus that 
“never forgets an injury or forgives 
an enemy",” facetiously called' the 
“Vicar of Christ,” “Infallible Pope,” 
"The sole and last judge of the epn- 
science'bff men.”''-iForiiiy part;! pre- 
fefto capitulate to his satanlc majesty 
direct, who is not ashamed of his sex, 
has discarded ’ petticoats? ’and has at 
least the semblance of a gentleman; • 
and who, if Marie Corelli’is to be 
credited, has his own "sorrows” 
through ecclesiastical diabolism that 
Satan himself cannot equal, and'from 
which he hopes one day to be de
livered.

Blve, cunning, unscrupulous, greedy, U8 purpose ls t0 se]ect g00d men and 
ambiUoue foe, whose declared purpose. true and to educate them for the 
is to “make America Catholic.” She. Mghest citizenship. They ought of
has declared openly .against every one an meni t0 be wise and 'vlgflant' " 
of pur Free Institutions, Free_Schools. garding their would-be exterminator 
Free Bpeeqh, ther Rights of Conscience; and the foe of all our 1n6tltutlons jJ. 
and .Private 'Judgment While her they, with all their advantages, allow 
religion is but modernized Egyptian, a Bense of pe^onal security to obscure

®Je steals the. mantle--their patriotism, and become recreant 
the Man of Sorrows and masque- regarding their sacred trust, I hold 
rades as the VMrof^hrist-and.Ctods more culpable than any
Vicegerents, ?WhH,e mstag .and abtis- other class of citizens. More kriowl- 
in'g evey liberty her? accorded, openly edge and more light' mean greater' 
to the world, ¿he distorts and deforms responsibility. Moreover, they have 
it-into political despotism. We boast (a the traditions of Masonry, no less

'°^r-i- 'tee4<W’ and parqde bur than In-our political history, the illus- 
,patriotism,-and bluster and fight de-, triohs-examples of men who not,only 
generate Spain, the helpless victim of ¿mi their whole duty, but inspired 
this same' despotfsm.^We arte - "so their countrymen to freedom, and 
sorry” for our sister. Republic France, faced and defled all tyranny and op- 
.who is trying to tear out .tho claws ¿ression from every quarter and under 
of politicp-eccleslastlclsm, after 1 four every name. And above all they re- 
hundred years corded J their everlasting profest

_ against" the union of. Church and 
State, - of the least encroachment of 

• ecclesiastics upon Political Freedbnr, 
'Frqe Speech, and the Rights of: Con

science. - 1" .. . “.

upon her political; life,'and yet we’? 
1 slt "ifliy, inanely, and, .as Froude' de? 
ciared "pusill?anlinously,” and.. allow 
this'; same octopus, to pursue its de
signs here': lii/America without pro- 
test. /, • . - ■

; We applaud and /glorify the found
ers of- this Republic, and 'yet betray, 
their trust. " This octopus is*, rapidly 
accumulating untold. wealth and se
questrating from taxation, millions of

1 real,estate.. She is rapidly solidifying
modeled on the princiriles of the true 
Church.” ■ •<

"The State-has noirthe- right to 
leave every man treat? profess what- 
:ever religion fie shall deem true.” ' 

.- "It has not the right'to .exact that 
-the ecclesiastical powej’. shall require 
the permission of the civil power in 
order to the exercise;qf lis;authorlty.”

The Church- "has .iiiq right to exer- 
, else her power, -without the ¡permission, 
or consent of-the - - v . 
. - ‘.‘She-has the Tight to declare that 
■the Catholic religion; shnp Im, tho only 
religion of thp Statute the exclusion 
of all others.” ■ -

"Sho has th1e.powei‘' of'requirlng the 
State not to permit theTree expression 
of opinion.” (Fromuthe.-Syllabus off 
Plus IX, December 8, 1864.) .. , 

'Speaking for the .Pope; .'Cardinal 
Manning, in . the . Pro-Cathedral at 
Kensington, October1 &; 1864, sai(J: 
“I acknowledge no' cl.Vll power. ♦ * * 
I claim-to be the supreme judge and
director, of the lenca of men.

the Catholic vote under one head and 
one relentless dictatorship. ■ She is im
porting from the'old world her’de-.' 
benched, degraded and impoverished 
victims by the millions, to. mass them 
here and. add to her army of knights 
of voters. She already holds thè bal
ance of power. She already has the 
“Free Press” in most large centers, 
edited by her secret .minions, or 
gagged by threatened “boycott” . (a 
purely Catholic invention, -even to the 
name), so as to-prevent criticlsmtof 

i her measures, or opposition to her 
i Schemes. ■ She has to-day nearly 

everything she wants, and is waiting 
only for the denouement, and it is 
not far off. When it comes, she will 
not whimper as she: does in France 
over her "sdrrows” and the ."hard
ships” to-her Sodalities, and appeal to 
other countries for sympathy and gov
ernmental interference ! . Sho will re
veal and .use., her .wealth? count. het 
votes, marshall,her khights and arro
gantly ask "Free American Citizens” 
what they propose to do about It?

Dying a Delightful Experience.
The "Dally Mail,” for October 1st, 

published a remarkable narrative of 
an experience of passing out of, and. 
return to, the physical body. Mr.- 
James J. Kane, for thirty years Chap? 
lain in the United States navy, says 
that he had been eight times at -the 
point of death, and on three occasions, 
he was” pronounced- dead by physi
cians. Having been’attacked by yel
low fever in the Gulf of Mexico dur
ing the Civil War, he gradually grew 
worse, and began to welcome the ap-. 
proach of death. -He says:. '

"All this-time I was perfectly con
scious, and as the body grew weaker 
the mental powers grew stronger. I; 
recognized the peculiar distinction be
tween the soul and the body,, and 
made the startling discovery that I 
was possessed of wonderful faculties 
belonging, to the soul, which was grad
ually developing- as the '.separation 
from, the body was taking .place. I - 
am unable to describe them. Their 
power’was marvellous.

■ "Weaker, and/ yet. still weaker, I 
grew; my. breathing became difficult;. .. . 
pulsation almost ceqsed. Without 
losing consciousness I at last passed 
through the final stage. .In.an instant, 
the spirit, was freed, and I stood be
side my body, pronounced dead by tire

I doctors and nurses. ‘All .is over; he' 
is gone,’ said they, as they closed my

.The genius of Freemasonry is the 
genius'of this Republic; while the 
genius 'of Roman Catholic Clericalism 
is the very, soul of despotism, -and 
would to-day destroy Masons as in all 
the 'past, if it had suffifficient politi
cal power.- To gain thls-power is her 

i avowed purpose. She is convicted out 
of her own mouth. She would'attack 
Masonry first, because wise in history, 
and recognizing her hereditary foe as 
more powerful than any other equal 
number of men to oppose her on prin- i 
clple at every point. of her prepos- ! 
terous" clalmrf; Masons would be first 
now, as in all her past, to feel her 
vengeance.-

Here, and here alone, are the Cow
ans that threaten- our sanctuary, and 
every true Mason should constitute 
himself ri Tyler to ward off their ap
proach.' The lights upon our sacred 
altars mean this; else are they rush
lights that may as well be qupnehed 
as meaningless, ‘-The indifference of 
many Masons in, the face of these 
facta, is Incomprehensible. Total ig
norance of the whole meaning and 
genius of-our sacred: order . is -!the 
most charitable thing that can be
■urged fa their favqr; Those! who com- 
plaisantly/ehrug! their shoulders, or 
treat these warning signs wlth con- 
fempt are, perhaps,, unconsciously, I eden. -

eyes.
. “1claim'- that the act of dying is one • 

of Sie ■most ■ delightful and exciting 
episodes of /my life, filled, with pleas- 
urable - emotionSj/not only ? at tfle 
thought, of meeting long-parted; 
friends, but the Increase of knowledge 
and freedom from earthly éléments. 
When I. awoke, a colored preacher, 
'who was very much attached to mo 
and who: was weeping at my bedside, ; 
said: ‘Thank God, you are once more 
alive,’ and there was rejoicing at my 

. restoration. My vision haunted me. I 
mourned over, my return.. I soon fell 
into a deep sleep, and the next morn*....... 
ing felt Increased vitallzation.” ?

J- .had rather be damned with ■ 
Plato and Lord -Bacon than go. to 

. heaven wtih Paley and Malthus;—.
Shelley. -

Thore is not the least necessity, in . 
■ trying to. prevent people from think
ing. They are quite ready enough to 
be.stupid or indifferent without any. 
external Inducem’ents. The huge dead 
weight of established prejudices is 
amply sufficient. We may say that 

-free thinking is not only right, but a 
duty. A man, that is, is bound to bo. 
as reasonable as ho can.—Sir Leslie 

. Stephens. -
- In etead of the workers of every ha
tion trying to oust each other from 
thé means of existence, let them, know

■ I each other more intimately, and war 
. T would soon become impossible.—IIov-
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As Witnessed by Abby A. Judson and Carlyle 
Petersilea, Given through the Medi-

umsliip of Amelia Petersilea,
Thousands come to this life fully 

expecting to enter at once into a 
heavenly state of ecstatic bliss; they 
have, previous to entering this life, 
attended church regularly; they have 
said -their prayers as often as it was 
deemed necessdry, and expected they 
would at once be conducted, by a glo- 
rious'angel( through the pearly gates 
into' the heavenly city paved with 

• gold, and here seated upon a great 
white throne they would meet God 
face to face—or, rather, three Gods: 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and yet 
these three would be only one^God. 
How this could be true mathemati- 
cajly, we fail to . understand. Yet, 
thousands who come here fully expect 
this and nothing else,, consequently 
are .wholly unfitted to . enjoy that 

/ which they, really find here. It is 
wrong, also, for Spiritualists to. teach 
that the spirit world is a world where 
all is ecstasy and joyful blips:

And, now, lef us tell all church 
people,- as,.wqll as many Spiritualists, 
that unless they know hoyf .td^mfike 
a heav'eii on. earth; they are' wKsflly 

v unprepared, to 4nake it. ¿heaven' here.
Heaven can only be m^de by the peo- 
ple thenrselves. ■ Natural laws have 
left each one to .make a heaven for 
himself or herself,, and they can ex
tend that heaven,' in a circle about 
them, indefinitely. '' ' >

Sometimes.when I am a little’ we&ry 
and need a-change of scene, I wan
der -down by the seashore, for, as we 
have already said, we. have a.spiritual 
sea corresponding with, the earthly 
sea. I sauntered slowly on, gazing 
out'over the beautiful expanse of 
ethereal waters, a little less'blue than 
the ether Itself, or rather, of a some- 

. what darker shade, just hinging. to
ward a shining.green. Beautiful ves
sels, of all descriptions, were riding 
the waves with buoyant grace, but 
none of them very near the shore.

I was intently thinking of many of 
• the vexed questions of -the present 
time, and how to solve unsolved prob
lems, for I knew that this was the real 

. 'road to progress, and that progression 
* and happiness are synonymous, when, 

as I raised my eyes, thinking that 
I had unriddled one question at least, 
they rested on the form of a woman 
¿eated upon a rock not far away. Her 
elbows were resting upon her knees, 
her face burled within -her hands. 
Her shining, dark hair waved about 
her slender form until it touched the 
ground. ; She looked so dejected and 
forlorn that I approached her.

“My dear lady,” 1 said, “you look 
very sorrowful. Can I assist you in 
any way?”

She lifted her head, clasped her 
hands together, and let them fall into 
her lap. She raised her beautiful, 
dark, eyes to my face.

. "Sir,”, she said, “it is not my cus
tom to talk to strange gentlemen. 
Please pass'on your way.”

But? thin I-did noti dp. ,Instead, I 
seatq(E'’m£aeif. not far from her—so 
near.TioWbver, that we could converse 

• easily? . • ' . ‘
“You hdve asked me to pass on my 

way. I am trying to make my way 
a way of good deeds,, and as you look 
dejected and sorrowful; to assist you 
may.be a good deed.”

“Men do not assist young women 
without ulterior motives/' she said, 
scornfully.'

‘There may be exceptions to that 
rule,” I replied. “But that idea 'be
longs more to the material plane of 
existence. We try to live on a higher 
plane here in the spiritual life.”

"Here in the spiritual life,” she Re
peated mockingly. "You talk like one 
bf those'Spiritualists I have heard 'so 
much about. 'But I would never even 

.speak to one of them if I knew it. 
They are all a miserable lot of fakes,

glad that11 am dead? But am I, 
really? It doesn't seem possible. 
Why, you look like a real man, and 
it seems to me that I am as real as 
I ever was, and here before me is 
the océan, and this is a beach, I am 
sure, and there are real vessels sail
ing oiit there, and this is a rock that 
I am sitting on. 0, nonsense! Yôn 
are deceiving me, just as that other 
man did,” v ,

“No,” I said, emphatically,. “I am 
not. You are really what is called 
dead, and are in a spiritual sphère. 
You did not expect to find .things here 
looking, like eprthly things, I sup
pose?" .
. “Surely not,” she replied. “And 
yet, I had heard something about it,' 
but did not believe it. Why, I can 
see trees and buildings over there, as 
surras I live,” and she looked 
amazed, “0, what am- J tà do in 
this great, lonely land?” and she 
buried her face once more in her 
hands;

“Have you no relatives here?” I 
asked. “Has no one come to meet 
you yet?”

“I have nbne here except very dis
tant ones, that never cared for me, 
and scarcely knew me. It I am dead, 
as' you say, my father, mother; bro
ther, and sisters are-alb still living. I 

•am the first one to die in'our family, 
,it seems.”

“Yet I do not quite understand 
why someone did not meet you and 
receive your new-born spirit, for such 
is.usually the case.”

i '-‘I- do not know either, unless, in
deed, it maybe that I turned away 
from everybody. It peemed" to me 
that I hated the, whole world. I was 
ruined—disgraced—and my mother 
sent me to a private hospital. She 
did not want me at home, or that 
any of our friends should Oven see
me. I felt that I had not a friend
left on the face of the earth. The 
nurses were kind enough, but I hated 
them, every one. They were all 
strange to me, and the doctors—I 
would not open my eyes to look at 
them,' for they were all men, and the 
cause of all my misery was a man. 
I was determined never to look oil a 
man’s face again; and, then, when 
I grew delirious, I ,wanted to bi all, 
all alone forever; never to sep a hu
man being again. I desired to wander 
off to a lonely strand, or to some 
desert isle and die there, "never, never 
to know anything again; and when 
I found myself sitting on this rock, I 
was so glad that I had obtained my 
wish, for I thought I had watidered 
off; and, now, you tell-me I am 
dead.”

“No; 0, no, not dead; only dead 
to earth for a while. From what 
you tell me i now know, why no one
met you, for a spirit has 
it most desires until, it 
little wiser and desires 
slightly different. What 
thinking afiout just as I 
your sight?” ’

that which 
becomes a 
something 
were you 
came into

tree-lovers 
"Indeed!

taken, my 
"I think

and affinity-hunters.”
May you not be mis

dear lady?” 
not.” ;

She- turned her eyes toward the 
vast and beautiful expanse before' her.

“How long have you been In this 
life?” I asked. <

“This life? What life? I do not 
know whc/e I .am, to be sure; or 
how I camé to this strange coast. I 
have been very ill and out of' my 
mind at times; it may be that I have 
wandered • away somewhere, for I 
never saw-thls place before.”

"Then it remains for me to tell you, 
my dear young lady, that you are now 
in the spiritual life.”

She gave a wild shriek, staring at 
me with her .great, dark eyes, mean-, 
while.

‘■‘It is false 1 It cannot be true, 
' You are decaying me for. some pur- 

■pose of your own' and yet you look 
like a gentleman." ' ■

“I am trying to be a good man, 
at least,” I answered heç. “So-called 
‘gentlemen’ are not always good.men, 
as you know.” ’ ■

“As I know, to my everlasting sor
row,” .she said, as she again buried 
her face within her hands.

“Everlasting sorrow?” I ques
tioned. “Sorrow cannot last forever; 
Sorrow is a- thing of time, and not 
of eternity.” .. _!

. “But mine will last forever,” she 
said, with a wall.. “Did you tell me 
that I was in the spirit world?” she 
asked,.again raising-her.head.

. ■ “I did. Such is surely the case.?
. "OGodJ O God!” she cried. “And 
are those. Spiritualists right, after 
all?”
; “Very nearly right,” I replied.-. ■

“And I am dead to them, then— 
dead—dead! forever dead; for they 
will never believe that I exist outside 
of heaven or hell, and they .will all 
believe that I am in hell! And 
yet, . I was a good Christian girl until 
I put faith in a so-called gentleman, 
and -when I discovered that he had 
tricked me, and was already a married 
man, I fell into a brain fever, but was 
not delirious all the time, only by 
spells,-and I thought I must have wan
dered, away in one of,those spells; 
but you say that I am dead. Do yoù 
know,” she continued, brightening, up

1 Ftetersifea. . r know you now. Why,
11 must W been blind not to have | 

»■ueogntyed, you.- before. O, how glad 
I am toi see you."

•“Then you do not hate airmen?”
, I said, smilingly.

“J could not bate anyone who could• 
play as you can play.” ,

“Suppose, then,” I said, “you give 
up the idea of bating any man."

i “How can I help hating men, when 
they feel at liberty to ruin, and cast 
into the mire, young and innocent 
girls whom they have hypnotized, pro-

i leased to love, and. led on to deatrac
tion ?’’• , ■ x

“Are you destroyed?” I asked.
‘She looked at me, a ptrange light 

coming into her eyes.
“I find -that I still live,” she said. 

“Better that Iliad died' to everything. 
Utter oblivion- would be-better «han 
death in life.”

I “How can you be dead and gtiU 
live?” I questioned.

“Because,” she replied, “I am filled 
with hopeless despair.” '

“But why should you be hopeless 
and despairing?”

“Have I not told you,” she said, 
“that I am a ruined girl?”

“You have implied as much;: but 
is not yoUr idea a mistaken one?!':

I; “How can it be a mistaken one?” 
she asked.' "Does not the whole 
world repudiate and cast-from it' a 
young girl who has been led astray?"

“The world has been led into many 
errors» committed many crimes, and' 
has been blind to many truths'in con
sequence. But may I be permitted 
to ask, what led you astray?"

She gazed at me like a- wondering 
child. . • - ■

“I mepn, what impulse within.your
self led-you astray,, or. led you to 
yield to that which you considered' 
wrong?”

“My great, overpowering, intense 
love for the one who-so basely took 
advantage of it."

“If you had known before this hap
pened, that the man was' a villain, 
that he was base and not worthy of 

i your love, would you have thus loved

"0, yes; I remember,” she said, 
raising her head and looking a little 
brighter, “I was thinking about my 
music and some of it began to run 
through my mind. 0, I love music. 
It is the only thing that ever brought 
me any comfort or sympathy. Just 
before-you came in sight I was think
ing, ‘if I could only have my piano 
and my music to take with me to 
some desert isle.’ But L.would not 
go back after them. This sea, and 
the sound of these waves soothed me 
very much, and then a little bird, over 
there in those bushes, began to sing, 
and I thought I heard some of the 
sweetest music in tfye distance, and 
just.then you came toward me; but^ 
my heart recoiled at the sight of a 
man, for my misery has all been 
brought upon me by one.”L

"Are you very^proficient in music?” 
I asked.

“They called me\very good, indeed; 
but' I was never Satisfied with my 
attainments.” i '

“Very few musicians are,” I said. 
“Who did yomstudy with?”

She mentioned a name that for olt 
vious reasons ! shall Hot give here; 
one "whom I had heard much about; 
tn the earth life, tor he h^.d become:' 
very, popular and had a large fol
lowing. •

Ah. indeed! I knew him well when 
I was there.” .

' “But; do you know," she continued, 
“I was never satisfied. I did not seem 
to have anything I really Wanted. I 
desired to study with another teacher 
whom I Had heai;d play, for his play
ing was so perfect that It sounded - 
more to me like heavenly music than 
of .earth.; but mamma would not 
allow me to'do so, for she said that 
he was a Spiritualist, and*no child-, 
of her’s should, ever take lessons of 
a man who could so disgrace himself, ! 
Had his profession, as to become a 
Spiritualist; and, do you know/’.She 
said, “that he died,, and ha must bei 
here, somewhere. ■ I was'thinking of 

: that as I sat here, about his' death,, 
I mepn.” 1 j

•“Did you ever meet this professor?” 
I asked,, now looking at her . more in
tently.' “I mean,/talde -from seeing 
and hearing him play?" • '

"Never ..but once: I went, with a 
young' friend of. mine, to his studio,, 
and I listened while he gave her a 
lesspn, He shook hands with us both 
When we departed. Then I teased! 
.mamma again to let me take lessons 
of him;’ but sh£ would.hot,- no,, even 
if he played lijte an angel, if he were 
a Spiritualist; ' and she scolded me 
for going to his studio at all,” '

“Do-you remember his nqme?”
"O. yes; how do you think I could 

forget It? Carlyle- Petersllea. 0> I 
thought it such a ptetty name. He 
pitrst be hero somewhere, for he died 
three or four years ago/’1 .

“Do you think you would know him 
if you: saw him?" I asked-

The girl Had: not looked at me very 
intently, until now, but. emothing in 
m? voice; or, manner» scanpnd ¿her • to 
stare at me in utter astonishment. ■ '

him?“ ...
“O, no, no!”'slip cried. “I should 

have detested him.”
“Then it was not Jhe ■ reaj man 

that you so loved,-but an fUeal man, 
and you mistook ' this man : for ' the 
Ideal man?" • - - ' •

“Yes,” she replied. “I thought he 
was all that was, noble, good and 
true.”
• “Then all that was .noble, good and 
true, was'really what you loved, and 
not the man. You thought all these 
noble attributes centered in him; but 
it was - quite the reverse. Yop made 
q mistake, that was all. Suppose, 
when I am teaching music, a youthful 
and ignorant pupil plays a false note, 
makes a mistake, would you consider 
me justifiable in casting that pupil to 
one side, contemptuously forcing her 
down into the mire? Wiould you con
sider me well fitted to be an In
structor of the youthfuljind ignorant, 
or would you look upon me as a bru
tal barbarian? Now let me tell you 
how I do: When a pupil makes a' 
mistake, plays a false note, or even 
a whole bar of false' on- mistaken 
notes; or, as is often the case, mur
ders g whole theme altogether. I say 
to that pupil, Stop! ' You'are wrong. 
Yop are making a mistake. You do 
not understand the theme, or the in
tention of the composer. Let me set 
you ^ight.' I understand this better 
than yqu fio, therefore am qualified 
to set you right. Then I carefully 
play over the prelude' and the theme, 
afterward the .(Variations,, and point 
out to the pupil wherq she was

. wrong, where she had made a mistake, 
or,many mistakes, and-the pupil tries 
it over'again. This time, It she is a 
good and apt pupil, she does much 
better. Now supose instead of going 
off to that desert Isle you apeak of, 
or sitting here hopeless on this for
saken, strand,1 you come with me and 
try the theme of your life over again; 
forget the misstep, the mistake, and 
see’if you cannot render the music 
of the spheres a little more perfectly.”

‘But where am I to go?" she asked. 
“I do not know anything about this 
spiritual life.”

“This spiritual life, at present, will 
be very much Tike. your earthly life, 
except, instead of living-at home with 
your mother, it will be best for you 
to live in'a school.” ;

I felt that she shrank within her
self, recoiling from , my proposal. -

“O! I Cannot,” she exclaimed. 
“Everyone within the school will de
spise me—treat me contemptuously. 
O, I cannot! I cannot! I would 
rather go to the desert isle, if there 
be one.” -

“What will you gain on a desert 
. isle? You cannot wish, because you 
have mqde a mistake, to throw your- i 
self away; but rather, to look your 
life square in the face—play the 
theme over carefully once more. 
Pluck up your courage. Not one 

.pupil within the,school wliere I shall 
place you will look upon you with 
contempt. Not one will avoid you; 
and the matron of that- school will 

/take yojj within "her-arms, wipe' away 
your , tears, and teach you- how to

. walk through love and not fear. You 
shall make your home within that 
school at present, and then come ’to 
our conservatory for music lessons as 
often as, necessary, and I will person
ally instruct yOu in music. „So, you 
see, my dearsyoung lady,' your desires 
Will all ■ at length' meet with 'thein 
fulfillment, add' the ideal which you 
so Toved, will at length be the' real, 
for' the' ideql is ■ but the foreshadow
ing of the' real.” '. -

_ . “Professori“. she virM/ie^sndäßg 
a little, "that.I^am gln<f it Is so—both imr'hnffite. •

ths higher angels are bringing about 
a new aW^be&gr state of things; not 
nqw to them, .hut new to the lower 
planes ¿Obon^tioHB. Now, my dear 
young J^dy, li^lsk to instruct you in
these 
sic.

-.ps well as in mu- 
have'known, when

you were: otiMilie-earthly plane, that 
i the man gou Iwed was not your true 
| Ideal, xw; woulfi have escaped much 
I sorrow;/i'ou'avould .not Have made 
i the great miatake you did, and prob- 
| ably wouid Rase remained oif earth, 

and witliui the material body until 
old age.-o YoUJ might have been tRe 
mother. pf;a bupjibe.r of children. You 
might have been a happy wife and 
mother, as all young, girls are-de
signed by Nature to be. If you could 
have known the truth, that the-ideal 
Is but the foreshadowing of the real, 
and Could have known how to dis- 
tiBguish\the false, frqm the real, your 
life on earth' would not have thus 
been unduly ended.”

“But," she.’Iexolalmed, with wide- 
open eyes of j astonishment, “I should 
not, .even iio'w, know how to ' dis
tinguish:”' i! । • •'. . .

“No, not now; That knowledge is 
yet in store fop ybij.”............. •

“You' do npt. mepn that I can yet’ 
be happy- ifith a- grand' and.’.noble' 
husband?”

“That Jb precisely whaj I ,do mean- 
You find yourself a living young wo
man. do you not?- .404 buk fur th« 
mistaken;id.eqs you held, and Rad been 
taught from' parly childhood, your 
.heart' wduia’ ^ ps light and.joyous 
as that'of '% bird/;’

Her beautiful pyps flashed \pto 
mine. They were taking on a look 
of hope atid' joy/already. ,

“But how. shall I,ever be able to 
kpow, wiiat you' tell, me?”

“LOok 'within'• ''your own soul," I 
said. “Your «ml fs a-mirror, which 
reflects that. ;whlch Is. and is to .be, 
and. there you Will, behold the refieo-

;Uori'of‘Wtether half of yourself— 
. the one whb.teel0iigs to you.” , 
; “B.ut hqw^can I know that such an 
‘ one exifits?“

• "If he ••did hot exist, your soul 
’ would. : note anR could not, reflect
him-" ;

“And If 'I were to meet him and 
recogniie him—love him, I mean, 
would he..despise.mp,.repudiate me, 
and east pie aside on account of my’ 
mistake?" ' ' ?

• “Jf you, werp.itp meet him, as you 
surely yrlijj, would you despise, repu
diate', and' caqt him aside, because 
he had madete'similar mistake?”

“O, but thpy do -not cast -young 
men aside because they make mis
takes; it is .imiy women and young 
girls that are iforever disgraced and 
cast aBide.”,. .

“Some more of the old, base teach
ings!” I exclhlmed. “O, there Is 
plenty of work to be done, surely. 
But I asked jKOU If,you would cast 
him aside fbrlthe same mistakes he 
had mfitM? ’ fdn: if you have -made 
a mistake, your other self has surely I 
made ther sa,mft .mistake.”

"No? woulff not cast him aside; 
but, it Ifiimslto me, because I have 
suffered,^ teri^ly, that he must have 
suffered as I nave, and I should love 
and pity him all the more; and it 
would bbfSo ijlce to, love and cling 
to him, fqptherfind bind up his broken 
heart, as. Re would mine, would he 
not?” I rti

“He wild surely do .so, as thaf 
you. would b|m. all that you 
have said.

/ “I. do not quite understand you," 
-she said,- rattier sorrowfully., “How 
can my ideaf ever-be1 real, for that 
ideal , has beery broken-shattered al!

' to pieces?” ' ' ' " . ' --
■ “O, no,” I answered. “Your ideal 

.has haver been disturbed'in the least; 
‘It is as .clear, and bright now M it 
ever baa been., Look' within, yourself, 

[ my dear young lady,, and see if, I ami 
not. telling you the-, truth.’”» ’

“But the man I thought to be all1 
.that was grand,-noble,and true: has 
proved to be entirely the reverse; 
then how can you say that my Ideal 
is not shattered-?” ,.i .

“That alone, then, proved that ha 
was not your ■ Ideal, hut does not 

i prove that, your ideal does not ex- 
• ist.":-

"But now, that I am dead, as it 
is called, I may-never expect to be
come the wife of a1 grand and . good 
man—onO on whom I could lavish 
the great wealth of rpf love, for 1 
do not suppose in the spirit life there 
is any such thing as marriage.” 
' such ’kind'
of marriage Us exiBtB on-earbh; 'yet' 
rbsosi< dmjh' ufad. tahotant •‘8pirlta.it, 

* «slats as it tea’s® partly; but' th«

“But!,' F 
this world. 
• . “Trim/'I

■ofeSèòr.'hd may not'he ln

I replied, “be ipay npt; ! 
i ltJttiore than likely that

• 9'> ■'

Winders of Science for 1908.
Big Problems Nearly Solved. By Ada May 
& Krecker.

, She-looked curipuqIndeed at thia 
"i.do not fully .understand all the 
itiws that govern these things, myself, 
as yet, but I have noticed that soul
mates do not long remain apart when 
the great natural law says they shall 
be joined together, and all .these 
things which seem to be accidents may 
not be sp accidental after all, for all 
things roll In harmony together.”

“O, •• Professor!” she exclaimed, 
“Your words cause me to feel like a 
new creature .already.”

“Ah, then; hope 1b beginning to 
spring up' within- your soty.’! •

“Yes, if all you tell me is true.” 
“What reason should I have to- tell, 

you falsely?’’ T asked... “I tell you" 
the truth as far as I myself Under
stand the,truth. But you are very 
young yet,- my child, and should re
main witfiin a'school until you are 
sure that . the ; time has arrived, and, 
the true jilaal.stands before you as' 
the real/^

“But; Professor, how did you learn' 
all these things. Did you. have great 
sorrow on the earthly plane?"

(To be continued) I

A

SPIRITUALISTS» WAKE UP!X ", -

Protest Against the Restoration 
tho Motto.

of

Apropos of the . present protests., 
from ChrjstiaqSchncLold fogies being 
filed with ’Congresslregarding the re-’ 
cèîyt omission,o£-?tbe,words, "In God 
"We Truss£” ,fxom. thd new gold coins, 
I rise tp suggest that we Spiritualists 
do some protesting alsq... .
. LET US.FIWEST'AGAINST THE 
RESTORATION OF THE MOTTO, and 
let us also , ask- that on ALL coins 

. minted, -in^ the .futiire by the United 
States thé.words, “In God We Trust,” 
be OMITTED:- ; i ■ . -
. 'Further, let-us commend the aètion , 
of.President.Rop.seyelf, . Let.us thank 
him. for -bls order that the objection
able mbtto.-’be .omitted from ,tne new- 
gold coins?. , Al
;let your con- 
: gresBmaql ¿no® that;YOU are'NOT a 
silly godytershippèr, apd NOW Is the 
time to commehd the best act that our 
chief exeralfiyeseyer-performed.
• Two . fpjlowsf are showing a great 
dèal of activitjiujust now in favòr of 
the'ChrlsHans.idTrhey are Representa
tive. J. HamptSn Mooje of Pennsyl
vania, and : ¿Representative ’O. M. , 
James ofjKentdcky. -These two repre- ; 
sentativeslqarei endeavoring to get ti 
bill pasBBii having for .its aim the re-. 
storationsrf 'thœinotto to all coins, and 
the destructlóiriof the dies tropi which . 
the new-gold-places'were minted.

AR of us Spiritualists should write 
these twojmisgnided individuals,- se-- 
verely cqjjqurii® them for -the stand 
they are Apkingilln this matter, at the 
same time;- registering' our protests'; 
against the. restoration named. .

Naw Is the-time to; spend two cents, 
a tew moments bf time,-and the most 
forcible language the law allows, in I 
tho .manner. suggested. above .for the. 
baùsó of . truth, liberty :and Spiritual-’1 
tern. ■ s a * "■
., , jrÿANKv.ÿCAVIER MITCHELL. • | 

gì. LoulMiSp, • . . .

- The science of 1908 is already largely predetermined by the 
science of 1907 [as set forth in a late number of the Chicago Trib- • 
une]; which was a year of revolutions. “Science .moves but 
sloyly, slowly creeping from pòint to point” in unknown labora- 

। tories the world over until it reaches some critical turn àn$ pro
claims results that are the slow consummations of myriad patient 
careers, but which the uninformed world acclaims as sudden rev
olutionary discoveries of tome dije man. Among the spectacular 
scientific innovations witnessed by the year 1907 was the dema
terialization of matter, the destruction of the atom, and the be
ginning of battle royal in the shifting sands of »the old ideas re
garding matter. ‘ .

I The newest theory of an atom is a unit of matter.charged with 
electricity, More than a hundred years ago Benjamin Franklin 
was derided for his “ delusion ”[ that electricity and matter in 
combination form a new substance which is the atom of matter 

;as we know it; matter could be explained in terms of electricity; 
tìiat electricity is the “fundamental substance.” But the scient
ists pf thè twentieth century are restoring and demonstrating 
the 0I4 philosopher ’»¿views. What men have been accustomed 
to regard as an individual atom of matter is now supposed to be 
built up of electricity. More than this, all atoms, atoms of all 
substances, are supposed to be built up of the same thing. Other
wise put, the scientists of 1908 are going to work on the unifica
tion of all matter into one primal substance, and in transmuta
tion of the chemical elements in each other.

Dreams of Alchemists True.
In so doing they will but realize the dreams of the old alchem

ists apd place thè ideas of the old philosophers on the basis of 
demonstrated science. The scientists of 1908 v^ill hunt, perhaps 
find, the primitive form of matter, from the combinations of 
which, either by themselves or with some other form, all known 
varieties of matter are built up just as the most diverse forms of 
houses can be made from different combinations of bricks. While 
the chemists and physicists of 1908 ape showing that there is but 
one matter, biologists, embracing the botanists and zoologists, 
will be bringing nearer to demonstration the other fundamental 
axiom of tlie ancients, THAT THERE IS BUT ONE ENERGY, 
ONE LIFE, ONE CONSCIOUSNESS PERVADING ALL MA
TERIAL FORMS.

Dr. Jv C.-Boor of India has already shown the correspondence 
between the fatigue of muscles and the fatigue of metals ; Prof. 
Von Schérzen of Italy has demonstrated the similarities between 
organic and inorganic structures, between crystals and proto
plasm, and PROF. RAY LANKESTER OF LONDON AN
NOUNCES THE EQUALLY STARTLING DISCOVERY THAT 
THERE IS NO DISTINCTION BETWEEN ANIMAL AND 
VEGETABLE'STRUCTURE. Until recently it has been held 
by all scientists that each vegetable cell unit is boxed up in a case 
of cellulose. Animal cells are not so imprisoned, but freely com
municate with one another. Now the botanist and zoologist 
léarn with amazement of the continuity rof the protoplasm 
through tlie w'alls of the vegetable cells’by means of connecting 
canals and threads, a discovery as epochal as the discovery of 
the circulation of the bloodi

/ Seek Common Grandfather.
■Perhaps the next queer' science will be in the direction of the 

'cotnmôïi' ahcestòr of the; ihan and animals to which research 
points. Plants may have evolved because the parent organism 
did not h'ave to seek its food. Or it may be that man is the result 
of effort on thé part of a plantlike organism to propel itself in the 
direction of its sustenance. The locomotion of man and of the or- 

'ganismk with’which he is allied is anomalous. The whole sub
ject is involved in the utmost mystery. IT IS, THEREFORE, 
NOT SURPRISING THAT QUITE LATELY THE NOTION 
THAT PLANTS HAVE SENSES HAS BEEN GAINING CRED
ENCE AMONG SCIENTISTS. The. same organs or their equiv
alent are found on the roots, stems, and leaves of plants. The 
fact is connected with the other startling fact that tlie cell life of 
the plant and the cell life of the animal proceed along the same 
lines. The revolutionary generalizations to which this inevitably 
leads 'must impart an element of the incredible to the biology 
of the immediate future.

Few more fascinating propositions than those submitted in con
nection with a possibility of an intelligence in the plant come at 
present under the notice of the man of science. IT IS NOW AN 
ESTABLISHED FACT THAT PLANTS CAN FEEL IN SO 
FAR AS SENSATION IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE A RE
SPONSE TO SEXUAL INFLUENCE. This being so, there is 
nothing unreasonble in going further and looking for evidence | 
of something akin to discerning power in the vegetable world. 
There is an immense mass of evidence at the disposal of any 
student who will take ¿the trouble to watch the memb'ers of the 
vegetable kingdom, all pointing to the presence of some limited 
intelligence in;ihe plants. To say that .plants think might not 
eènvey the right impression. It is likely, indeed highly prob
able, according to S. Leonard Bastin, the noted English botanist, 
that it is impossible for the human mind to grasp just how much 
a plant does not know, but in the face of proved'fact the exist
ence of some kind of discriminating power in the vegetable king
dom will scarcely be denied. . _

Maurice Maeterlinck has discoursed .at length on the intelli
gence of the flowers, and argues for but one ALL PERVADING 
MIND, ONE INTELLIGENCE AND RESERVOIR OF CON
SCIOUSNESS IN NATURE WHEREUNTO THE INDIVID
UAL PLANT AND MAN HAVE ACCESS ACCORDING TO 
HIS CAPACITY. ’

Creating Plants to Order.
Sòme of the most practical of the recent work with plants is 

the breeding, to order. Luther Burbank has become a wizard of 
vegetable wonder* working, Animal breeding'is another-new 
science that has evolved hornless cattle and other four footed 
noveltiesi Bût thé newest branch of scientific breeding is with 
thè human plant and the human' animal. On the foundation, of 
a laboratory for the scientific sïudy of children the lead has been 
taken by Paris, at the initiative of Prof. Alfred Binet, the emi
nent psychologist of thé Sorbonne? Since investigations into the 
subjéct of vegetable and animal biology have attained, marvelous 
results, these French scientists hope to do likewise in their ìnfi-, 
nitely more important branch of biological research. ; ‘

They have come to see that education is a question of adapta^ 1 
tion, and that, in order to adapt it to the needs of a. child, they I 
must make themselves thoroughly acquainted with his or her | 
mental and physical characteristics. The principle,, therefore, 
that guided Dr. Binet when forming his new laboratory was the 
knowledge òf the average state of development of children of all 
ages, an-entirely new idea in• pedagogics which he expects to 
prove most frmtfhk/ What.he set himself-to find out in a strictly 
scientific mawer whs the physical and mental vafne of the aver-
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Electricity in ' 

Your Body
-You May Conquer Disease, Maintain 

Good Health and Prolong 
Life.

A ¡REMAKKABLE FREE BOOK 
THAT TELLS YOU HOW.

We want to place pi Hie hands of ev
ery person afflicted with disease—no 
matter Of what nature or how long 
standing—a 44-page book that describes 
in plain understandable English, now 
to tree one's system of disease and how 
to maintain good health by simply 
wearing certain garments^—that not.
only caune the 
human body to 
retain Its nat
urally generat
ed electricity— 
but aids the 
weak, diseased 
body to accu
mulate a suf
ficient quanti
ty of this life- 
giving e 1 e • 
want, to keep 
oite's blood in 
normal circu
lation, thus re
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body of con-
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valuable Information 
contained In this tru- 
*y remarkable book. 
You must read it to 
comprehend its value. 
It also contains the
names and addresses 
of prominent men and , 
women who enthusi- • 
astically praise this 
(.’urn mon-sense Hygi
enic treatment. Soma 
of them publicly an

nounce that they have been completely 
cured of all such ailments as throat 
troubles, muscular sciatic rheumatism, 
nervousness, insomnia, stomach troubles 
of all sorts—besides mental and phys
ical weakness. Some of these patients 
describe most miraculous recoveries. 1 

Simply send us a postal card asking 
for a copy of our book entitled "Health, 
How Maintained.” it will be sent post
paid by next mail and upon receipt you 
will probably write us a vote of thanks, 
Address Actina Appliance Co., Dept. 
742B , 813 Walnut Street, Kansas Ctty, 
Mo.

Excellent Books,
Nothing equals a good book ns A 

gift. It is better than gold or dia
monds. When "the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live -in 
the memory. The following books ’ 1 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents: -

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings.” A choice collection of po
ems on everyday subjects, by Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul." Poems pf, 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price / 
$1.00. '

“Influence of tho Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Trice 
$J.OO. '

Poema, by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas
sion," “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems.", She is one of the 
grandest poets of the present hge.

“Around the Year.” A .birthday 
book, compiled1 from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
$1.00. -

“Mary Anno Carew." Written under 
Inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrhizinian, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth Ute, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

“The Psychic Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev, 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

“Universal Spiritualism.’
a view of Spiritualism from 
liest time, and in all nations.

Giving 
the ear- 

fl,y W.
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it." Can it leave the Human Body
and Return Again?
Peebles.

By Dr. J. M.
Price 76 cents; postage 12c. #4

“This Mystical Life of Ours.” Se- . ! 
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price ?1.10.//

“What AR the World’s A-Seeking."| 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1-2fix

“In Tune with the Infinite.” iAn 
earnest and sincere work, in-the Au
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo1- 
Trine. ’ Price $1.25.

“Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains .{2 
colored Illustrations of the Aura - of ■ 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Prlce’$2.50.

“The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50:.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead
beater. ' Price $1.50. ’ ' -

»‘Psychic Light, or Continuity iOf 
Law and. Life." By Maud? Lord 
Drake. 'Price $1.50.

“Continuity of Life a . Cosmic 
Truth.” A powerful, argument alopg 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M; Lock- 
Wood. Price $1.00.

“In tho World Celestial.” A.Spir- 
ual . Romance.' By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1,00.

■ . V ------—’•
LIBERAL AND'SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The- . 
oiogy." By Andrew D. White^mD. 
The two large, volumes , of about 000 
pages.are indispensable to the student, 
and, no -library id complete without 
them. Price $5.00. .

"The Bible." By John B. RemS- 
,burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A ¿large book tor 
$1.25.", ’ ’
- “Six Historic Americans.’? By" 
John; I}, - Remsbnrg.: Jufit book ; 
^or bovs and «tris? Price $l.zS. I ■

-■’“Tbo Evolution ot Maw." By, 
n-'”' i "’51,00; postage 20u

■)
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hich of Them Lived and Taught the Ideal 
Life for Human Beings?

AT9 the fact that Christians are continually repeating 
the statement that the teachings of Ingersoll and of Infidelity 
$11Q. immoral and pernicious, a comparison between the apostle 
ot Agnostitfisni and the founder of Christianity may not be out 
or place; and if it bedine that “out of the wisdom of the heart 
the mouth speaketh,” we may judge whose words have had 
the greatest enthusiasm for the right and the most intelligent 
solicit tide for the human race.

Christian slanderers have placed false words in the mouth 
of Colonel Ingersoll, and Ingersoll held that priestcraft had 
done the same injustice-to Jesus. Be this as it may, history 
does not have much to .say about the man supposed to be the 
Messiah, and we are obliged to take his words from the New 
Testament, which may or may not be true, and give Jesus the 

■ 'benefit of doubt on certain passages.
As far as the ‘ ‘ Sermon on the Mount ’ ’ is concerned, Ingersoll 

and Jesus are nearly agreed. Jesus blessed the poor, the weak, 
the suffering; Ingersoll pitied them. Pity helps to-day; bless
ings are for to-morrow. Ingersoll opened his heart and liis purse 
to the suffering and hungry. Jesus said, “You shall be filled, 
“You shall be comforted.” ;

On divorce Jesus said: “But I say unto you that whosoever/ 
shall put away.his wife, saving for the cause of fornication, caus# 
eth her to commit adultery.” Ingersoll said; “When love is 
dead, when the husband and wife abhor each other, they are di
vorced. The decree only records in a judicial way what has al
ready taken place.” -

They both objected to the oath. Jesus said, “Resist not evil.” 
Ingersoll said, “Take from virtue the right of self-defense and 
vice becomes the master of the world.”

Of prayer, Jesus said: “But thou, when thou prayest, enter 
into thy closet and shut thy door, and pray, to thy father which 
is in secret, and thy father, which seeth in secret, shall reward 
thee openly. ’ ’ Ingersoll said, ‘ ‘ To plough is to pray. ’ ’

Jesus said, “Therefore take no thought saying, What shall 
we eat? What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shaR we be 
clothed?------But seek ye first the'kingdpin of God, and his right- 

“ eousness, and all these things shall be added nnto yom ” Inger- 
‘ £oll said, “Man must learn to rely upon himself. Beading Bibles 
'Will not' protect him from the blasts of winter, but houses, fire, 

’ and clothing will. To prevent famine, one plough is-worth a 
million sermons, and even patent medicines will cure more dis
eases than all the prayers uttered since the beginning of the 
world.”

Jesus said) “Think not that I am come-to send peace on earth; 
Lcame not to send peace, but a sword”—a passage that is veri
fied by everyOhristiàn nation, and fulfilled wherever the gospel 
has been.preached.

Ingersoll said, “No man has imagination-enough rto paint the 
agonies, horrors and cruelties of war! Think of sending shot 
and shell crashing through the bodies of men!. Think of the 
widows and orphans! Think of the maimed, the mutilated, the 
mangled!” '1 - ' .

Jesus said of love and home, .“He that loveth father and 
mother more than me is not worthy of me, and he that loveth 
son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.”

When his disciples said unto him, If the case of the man be 
so with his wife it is not'good to marry, he answered, “All men 
cannot receive this saying, save those to whom it is given.’? “For 
there are some eunuchs which were-so bom from their mother’s 
womb, and there be eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs 
for the kingdom of heaven’s sake. He that is able to receive it; 
let him receive it.’* ~

- Compare these sayings with those of Ingersoll: “If there is 
any Heaven in this world, it is ih thè family; It is where the wife 
loves the husband and the husband loves;the wife, and where the 
dimpled arms of children are around the necks of both.” And 
again,“ The home where virtue dwells with love is like a lily with 
aheart of fire, the fairest flower in all the world.” .

Of. the treatment of children Jesus said: “Who ever "shall of
fend" one óf thèse, it were better for him that a millstone were 
round his neck and he were cast into the sea.” Ingersoll said, 

" “I could not-bear to die in me arms of a child that I had whipped.
I could not bear to feel uponjny lips, when they were withering 
’neàth the touch of death, the kiss of one-that I had struck.”

To the inquiring young man Jesus said, “But if thou wilt enter 
into life, keep the commandments.” Ingersoll said, “An honest 
man, a good,-kind, sweet woman, or a happy child, has nothing 
to fear either in this world, or an the next, if one there be.”

Jesus-defined blasphemy to be speaking_against the Son of 
Man and the Holy Ghost. Ingersoll said, “Whoever lives upon 
the.unpaid labor of others; whoever slanders or maligns the 
honor of a fellow man, is a blasphemer.”

-When Jesus was taken to task for healing on the’Sabbath, he 
said, “It is lawful to do well on the Sabbath.” Ingersoll said,.

Freethinkers should make this day a day of joy, a day of music, 
books, and dreams, a day in which to place fresh flowers above 
our sleeping dead, a day óf love and hope, of peace and rest.”

I have’heard a good many believers excuse drink by this pass
age from Jesus, “Not that which goeth into the mouth defilzth 
a man, but that which cometh out of the mouth, this defileth a 
^nan. ’ ’ - Ingersoll’s words are more specific on this point; he says : 
“Lbelieve that,"to a certain extent, alcohol demoralizes' those who 
make it, those who sell it, and those who drink it. When you 
think of the poverty, of the suicides', and the insanity it has 
caused, I do not see how anyone can help hieing prejudiced against 
the damned stuff called alcohol.’’- - , -

Jesus is supposed to have said, “He that believeth and is bap- 
■tized shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned.” 
Ingersoll said : “God cannot’afford, to.damn a man who has made 
a little heàven in this world.” “No man is responsible for his 
belief. You might as well say all that have red hair shall .be
damned,” ;

aw;w«a«s5s=r

seeking the “kingdom of God,” was of the first importance- 
industry and philosophizing for human good was vain.-J Inger
soll held life and its relations in the highest regard; ^ad,^f these 
people will only stop to think, they will see that IngeMoll’ri ideals 
come nearer to their ideals of the “Christ.life” than*thé words 
of Jesus do. They will see this “plumed knight” oQibefïy had, 
in full, heaped and rounded measure, all the qualifications that go 
to make the ideal citizen, and the perfect man, and fhat cavil 
at his ideals of life because he was an Infidel only tirfngs their 
own religion and ideals into fuller question.—BenheW Larsen, in 
Truth Seeker. ' '
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A BREATH BODY. \ ?’

A‘ Singular Experience in Which a Spirit Was Rendered Visible.

The breath is pre-eminent in every physical function. Upon 
it depends all bodily expressions and activities, and yet but little 
emphasis is placed upon its fundamental importance in the eco
nomies of life.

The study of breath,-pf its possibilities and governing, forces, 
is not limited to th‘e human body, but leads one to the study of the 
soul itself.

It is thesthermometer of emotions, recording with absolute cer
tainty every grade and shade of the spiritual nature. -

Not limited to the province of the lungs alone is the breath
action, as has been thought in the past, but it has been demon
strated that every minute citizen-cell of the . entire structure is 
affected* by the character of the individuarbreath.

W; F,/Evans says: “There is in our complex structure a suc
cession of bodily forms each inclosed, as it were, within the 
other. First we-have the bony frame-^ork. Taken by itself, it 
exhibits a rude approach to the human shape. Next comes the 
rotary or muscular system. Added to thé former, it fills out the 
outline to a nearer approach; to completeness. Then interpene
trating this rough model or cast of humanity, we have the venous 
and arterial systems with their innumerable minute branches.
“The brain with its,continuation into the spinal column and 

the nerves ramifying it, is so interfused through the rest of thé 
system, that by applying the point of a needle to any point, we 
come in contact with it.”

Again he says: “There is a natural body, anà there is a spir
itual body, and the respiration of the one is synchronous and har
monious with the other. The one breathes an atmosphere sur
rounding the globe we inhabit, and charged with the effluvia of 
material objects; the other an aura enveloping the spiritual 
world, and pervaded with .the emanating sphere Of its inhab
itants. The air has pneumatical pr spiritual life within its serene 
depths. Thus while-we breathe ‘ " the air of immensity, ’ ’ we may 
inhale the aura of celestial clime, impregnated with the joys and 
affectional states of the angels, and the spirits of the blest, who 
have been bom into undying life.” ' - “ .
- I use these excerpts frpm the works of this eminent thinker as 
a foreword to experiences which have been mine, and which may 
possibly be interpreted thereby. - « t.

It was some years ago, after the death of my father, between 
whom and myself existed'exceptionally close bonds: of tempera
ment and sympathy, that one day when I was in a calm and tran- 
quil attitude of mind a vision came.

My father stood before me as in life. It seemed quite natural 
that he should be. there, although I was perfectly conscious at 
the time of his having passed beyond. I said to him: “Father, 
let me touch you, that I may know it is really you-,/’ and I put 
out my hand, and felt what seemed to my senses a tahgifilli form.
“Now, father, tell me,” I said,“what is this mystery of’death? 

What is this journey into the great unknown?”
And then came the answer, clear, distinct as trfith itoejf, the ; 

answer*which has lived and dwelt with, me ever since, anœwhich 
has lifted from death mubh of its cruel grief and pain; “Mydear 
daughter, this journey of death is just the length of à single 
breath'.” ' - t -• < ' : . ’

Again time passed, and under peculiarly sad circumstances 
another member of the family/was called home. I was recovering'» 
from illness and at that.period of convalescence when both mind 
and body are placid and harmonious, but when the spiritual 
senses assume intense activity.

With an almost dominant power I sent my soul into the “In
finite/’ demanding an answer as to the mysterious union of body 
and spirit, and the “afterward,” when the link is loosened and 
they fall apart. . ■ '

Then, as if I knew that it would come, ! waited I know.not.how 
long, for there are supreme moments when time is not, and life 
is all. •

I only know that slowly but steadily above the bed upon which 
I lay, out of “the impalpable air,” the shape of-a human-form 
was wrought, and its texture was breath itself, transcendent 
breath, luminous breath, all-powerful breath, the very essence of 
vital force, a form that,swayed and moved about,'the embodi/, 

, mentof grace and freedom, the living ecstasy .of all-conquering 
life in^motion, and-then I felt^and knew, that to me had been 
granted the supreme privilege of beholding a human. soul di
vested of its earthly covering. ELLA DARE. •
. Chicago,-DI. '

I have only given the essence of what each of these characters 
said. It is hard to make any extensive, comparison of “the two/ 
because Jesus said so little in regard to the virtues and to earthly', 
questions, while the philosophy of Ingersoll embraced life in' 
every sphere and possibility. Christians might say that Jesus 
gave the “Golden Rule” to the world, and that this embraces 
all the virtues, but Ingersoll-preached this and practiced-it; too, 
and the “Golden Rule” was no more original with Jesus than In-, 
delity was with Ingersoll. ' ’ *

Some people who are not orthodox say that they believe in 
living the “Ohrist’Mife, as against the philosophy of Ingersoll. 
The truth is, that these people set up their ideals, and assume 
them to be the expression of the “Christ life,” without stopping 
to think what Christ said in regard to the virtues arid human' 
relation^. As a'matter of fact,-Jesus said nothing in faVor of 
the home, of industry, of the freedom of the minfl, of the sacred- 
riefe of human ties; he regarded these earthly things as of small 
importance, when eternity and the judgment was so soon to see 
all these things' pass away, In the shadow of the world’s end,

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

IV is in Touch With the Mortal Side of Life, and Those Living 
There Frequently Communicate With Their Earth .

Friends—Startling Manifestations.
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IT IS BECAUSE OF THE FRAUD.

Better from Ulrs. Carrie M-. Hinsdale, 
the Efficient President of the Texas 

~ State Spiritualist Association?

To the Editor—Some' little while 
ago I-noticed your editorial concern
ing the work in Texas, in-which you. 
stated that TeXhs was1 not long, ago 
the best organized state in the United 
States, and asking what was the mat
ter. I was not well enough at the 
time to reply: :
- I can answer your question in yery 
few" words: BECAUSE OF FRAUD,. 
HUMBUG, AND IMMORALITY 
AMONG THOSE WHO CAME -INTO 
THE STATE AS MEDIUMS AND 
SPEAKERS.

Some few years ago there was a 
society in' many^ towns and villages 
over the state, and when- a medium
would come 
would want 
of cases (I 
nine out of 
would show

into Texas, each society 
thenr, and In a majority 
had almost said ninety- 
a hundred) a short stay 
them to be either frauds

or of Immoral character, until,the bet
ter class of Spiiltualists became dis
gusted. - ! . -

I havaseen society after society or
ganized with earnest, enthusiastic 
members, /work faithfully for a time, 
until after a while they would employ 
some one, the result of whose- work 
would be—disbanding of the society.

Of course this does not mean that 
we have had no good, moral mediums 
and speakers,'for we hay ¿had a few 
as good as can be founji, both jn mor
als and work, but these were the ex
ceptions. And we see no hope of bet
tering this condition until_tho people 
are educated. -

I am often asked, “What test should 
a medium be put uqdqrio know if he 
or she is genuine?"

I.think if all who attend a seance or.

circle were first put- "under condi
tions,” they would then have a right 
to put a medium under the '-eame 
“test,” but I -honestly believe that it 
is a fact that we try spiritual things 
under the. law of material thingg, ^nd 
caimot understand or realize the con
dition or law of.spirlt forces, that aids 
and helps along the. fraudulent me-' 
dium. -How common it- is to hear 
spmejme say, "I did not get anything' 
at that seance, and am dissatisfied.’-’

We ..demand of. spirits impossible 
things, and'are like the child who 
cries because he wants the moon, and ’ 
his mother will not get it for him. >

Let thè people test themselves,-and- 
qee if they are worthy, and In a fit 
condition mentally and MORALLY, as 
well as physically,, to come In contact 
and hold communion tfith those whom- 
we call “Angel friends:!’ no '•

I have thought a great deuton this - 
subject, and-but .fon taking up your 
time; could write about. ' vj i.

In my opinion. Tho Progressive 
Thinker and the N.'.iB.' Astore’.doing 
the greatest work that'even: has been 
done for .the cause obSplrltualism, In 
frying'to teach the y people to use■ 
judgment and reasoman dealing with 
phenomena, and in learning that les
son they will after ¡awhlln: learn, to 
use reason and judgmentoiyith their 
own souls and charaotersan ■

There can be noudoubt <>The Pro
gressive Thinker Is oar 'gUèatost mis
sionary, and I only wlah’i eòuld order 
a hundred copies to libSent’ yearly to 
people who I know are liboral, and yet 
are disgusted with what, they have 
heard -about the fraud in Spiritualism; 
and therefore keep away from lt. ■■■ ■ •

I sincerely hope the coming- year 
will bo the “banner’’ year with your 
■paper, and .that personally - you rhay. 
have success’;, health, land- happiness. '

CARRIE M. HINSDALE.
R. R. è, Box 141, Fort' Worthy Tex.- •

In the old-time Shaker home in Tyringham, Mass, (some sixty 
years ago), one of'our aged brothers lay in the “Nurse House,” 
very sick, and anxiously waiting his release from the earth form.

A short time previous to his exit, one of our clairvoyant sisters 
saw standing outside the door a beautiful chariot and horses, 
with spirit friends in attendance, awaiting to escort him to Iris 
home in the spheres on high. On being'informed of the same 
it gave him great joy, as he had full faith in the manifestations 
which at that time were being so bountifully Realized in our 
midst, and of the glorious life to be enjoyed by all the’ faithful 
when done with things of earth. _ .

My sister, Mira, had previously passed on (in 1844) at twelve 
years of age, the writer being at the timé fifteen. She had en
joyed the spirit manifestations to a great degree, andall through 

-her illness which lasted but two weeks, expressed a wish not to 
recover, but “to go and live with the angels.” •

A few days before her departure she went off into the trance 
state, never till then having realized anything of the kind, nor 
had she shown a tendency to any other phase of the spirit work 
going on in our midst. ’ On returning to her normal condition 
she said she had “flown out of the .open window through the air 
to a beautiful place where there was a splendid mansion, and she 
saw the bright angel beings who inhabited .it. She told them she 
“wanted to stay there and not come back to earth.’’ They said 
she “must Wait -just a little longer, and then they would come 
and take her away,” The morning she left us she said: “Now 
lam going; they have come for me,"‘■‘naming two young sisters 
who had passed on awhile previous, and whom she had known 
while in the earth life. The others, she did not recognize.

Her last words were, “Pretty, pretty!” just twenty minutes be
fore the end came, without a struggle or a groan.

At the funeral she was seen by two of our clairvoyants who 
said she was accompanied by a bright band of angel beings, and 
seemed very happy at the change, and expressed thanks to those 
who had “cared for her in Tier illness.” She had'on a lovely 
white white robe, while on her head was a wreath of white roses 
and lilies. .

One pf our inspired speakers said: “Mourn not foMhis Tittle 
one, for she is called from the evils to come, while yet beautiful 
to adorn the court? above, and to be a messenger therefrom to 
souls still in earth life.” '

And many were the times she eame to us bearing messages of 
love and comfort, both written and oral, through the agency of 
.our inspired Instruments, as the mediums of our order were then 
called. '

We' sadly missed hei' in our home, but would not have recalled 
her had it been in our power, feeling sure that her beautiful home 
in spirit land was far superior to anything earth can ever offer.

An aged sister in .this society (long ago departed) was sud
denly awakened one night, and saw sitting1 upon the side of her 
bed a former friend-whom she had not seen for years, but whom 
she supposed to fie still living on earth.

She said she looked just as natural and life-like as when they 
had last met, but the spirit told her she had “just passed on to 
the other side-of life,” and then immediately vanished from 
sight.

After a few days'the sister received news of her friend’s de
mise, which entirely accorded with the date of the interview as 
aboye related. .

A young sister who passed on from this place several years 
s.ince, said she saw véry early one morning -a departed friend at 
her side; with a beautiful robe, lying across Iler arm, whi.ch she 
reached out to her, and the sister asked, “Why, Eldress Sara, is’ 

.that for me?” arid without a word the spirit disappeared. She 
had been a former-leader in the family, and the young sister had, 
been much beloved by her. , ~
, -Thè latter took her departure soon after the above vision, it 
being the only clairvoyant view, she had ever realized. She was 
.very happy to go. She said, “Work was awaiting her on-the 
other side, and she must-be about it. ”

A few* years sinpe a friend in outside life was telling us of an 
experience of his which had occurred but a short time previous, 
and which seemed to him “very mysterious.” He was not a 
Spiritualist, nor à réligionist of any kind. He was awakened one 
night from sound sleep by hearing' his name twice called, 
“George, George.” -On looking up he saw at the foot of his bed 
a brother of his who had been following the sea for several years, 
and whom he supposed to be still living, and in the same employ. 
He said he lookèd as natural as When-they had last met, and at 
first he really thought him to be in the earthly body still, and 
had returned home unawares hr order to surprise him, but the 
spirit said, “I am no longer of earth. I died at sea but a short 
time ago.”' Then he instantly vanished.

In dug time he received aletter from one of his brother ’s com
rades .with information of his.departure, the date coinciding ex
actly with that of-his'“mysterious interview,” as he termed it.

The following incident was related to me by a lady clairvoyant, 1 
with whom for the-time being I was stopping awhile. She said, 
her brother, who had recently departed from earth life visited 
her almost daily, sometimes bringing with him other friends. He 
would walk into theparlor, sit down just as he had been wont to. 
dó; and talk upon various interesting subjects. She said he 
looked as natural, and.was dressed about as he had been in the 
habit of doing while here jri bis business capacity (he having' 
been a druggist; and'quite wed off as to this .world’s wealth).

She said his frequent visits were a great- comfort to her, as 
she had felt-very bad at the-time of-his removal from the earth 
body, although anticipating his spirit return, and that she would- 
sometimes see him again, as she had done many of her departed 
friends at different times and places. > JULIA H. JOHNSON.

West Pittsfield, Miss. • . . - - • • , . .

KNOW YOÜH 
FORTUNE

NEW YORK ASTROLOGER PER 
FEOTS SYSTEM BY WHICH ,- 

HE QUICKLY HEADS THE
SECRET -CHARACTERISr ' 

TICS AND LIVES OF
PEOPI;E,Ü THOUGH 

THOUSANDS OF 
MI^ES AJVAY.

Mun and Woni^n in All Walk^ of Life 
Receive Letters From This .
Great Astrologer,-in Which 

. He Advises Them on ’
% ' Important Affairs. ■■■ ■■'

Oilers Free Readings to* AU Who
■■ Write-and-Send Date _ 

of Dlrtb.

Mr. .Albert H. Postel, author, lecturer 
and traveler, has completed arran/re- 
ments by which he hopes to render a 
great service to humanity. Thousands 
ot men and women in all walks of lito 
are seeking the advice of H»is eminent 
astrologer, and m$ny voluntarily gend 
thankful letters, highly praising him 
for his kind and helpful services. The 
following are samples of letters re- ■ 
eelved by Mr. Postel:

William Payne. Cole, of Grange, Md., 
writes: "I do indeed thank you for the" 
grand work you have done; things of 
which you spoke have already come to 
pass. I feel that if 1 liad had tills read
ing two years ago I would have been 
better off to-day. Muy God bless you 
and your-good work."

/'Yom Allie Wardell, Converse, Ind.: 
“I received my Horoscope and I am 
well-pleased with it. You have a 
wonderful knowledge of human life. 
It is the best Hóroscope 1 ever had. 
Please aZtfept my thanks.”

While Mr. Postel is modest and unas
suming, it is clearly seen by a glance 
at his features that he Is a man of 
keen perception, open-hearted, gener
ous, and has a kindly feeling toward 
hunmnity. Tho writer lias received on© 
of the readings-similar to those which t 
Mr. Postel- is sending to all who write 
to him, indicating the month and year 
in which they were born, and it is truly 
amazing how accurately he describes 
tho life of an individual with only the 
date of birth and his superior knowl
edge of astrology to guide him.

if you wish a free reading sit down 
and write at once, stating the date of 
your birth, and you will receive by re- 

. turn mail your reading and a copy of 
Mr. Postel’s interesting booklet, enti
tled “Your Destiny Foretold.” Address 
your letter plainly to Albert II. Postel, 
Hoorn 908, No. 120 West 34th st., New 
York, N. Y. If you wish you may en
close 10 cents (silver ot stamps) to pay 
postage and clerical work. However, 
the reading will be promptly sent, 
whether you enclose the 10 cents or not.

.CONCERNING WOMEN AND THEIR. 
' WORK. ;

The Oklahoma. Slate Federation of 
Labor, at its recent-meeting adopted 
a resolution in favor of woman :suf-. 
frage,- and proposes to make this a- 
test question in supporting candidates,

Not a woman was chosen to/bfllce 
by the National Education Assbciation 
ut its retent meeting in Los Angeles; 
although nine-tenths of our teachers 
are women. This strengthens the: 
charge already made in many quarters 
that the N. E. A. is not a. representa
tive body,

It is proposed to increase the sal
aries of the New York.City school 
teachers by three million dollars a 
year. It was . claimed by, the oppon
ents of the equal-pay bill that, if the 
women were.glvep eqtml pay for equal 
wbrk, it would cost the City nine mill
ion a year. , So/eveu if the tbree-mlll- 
ion increase goes through, which 'ik 
vorj doubtful, ths womea teachers

will be getting-six million .a year less 
than-if . they, were voters,.

< ' "SUNBEAMS.'’

As Exprcssed by AntomaUc Writing.

. Scatter little’Sunbeaitas ‘ ?
1 O’er each other’s.’life;

; Send them out to others,- .
Ease their, weary strife. .' , -

- 1.-I.'. -< •

Scatter little Sunbeams
. All along .the .way, " ... ■

Fling, them all about you—.
Scatter while you may. - . ■ •••

. Scatter little Sunbeams --‘-i' 
Along life's thorny road;- ' -

•' Help your erring brother
. To lift his heavy load? ;

The above was given at a circle; bS 
no name ¿given. 'We call It from a 
guide of the young medium. ’

LOUISE E. SACKETT. ' -
Springfield, Mass.- . -

It will write in full sight— 
yes-, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 

' write easier and keep. on 
doing so longer than any

SME MONABOH TYPEWKliaH CO, 
690 and 203WnhMii Aw» Ohlr—\ HL 

From Dream to Vision of Lhe
By' Lilian Whiting, Author of "The '

World Beautiful,” “The Spiritual Sig
nificance;" “The Outldok-Beautiful,” 

. etc. .
This book finds Its keynote in the 

question- asked by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury—“The Life Beyond.—what 
it it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?" To the discussion 
of this vital jypblem .Miss- Whiting 
brings the results of-modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance-which has been remarked * 
in "The Life Radiant” dhd some of her , 

.other books? It is- wtltten with a cer- 
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader-ln a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price 
11.00 net. “ ? ; . x •

PIONEERS- OFPROGRESS.
- BY’T. A. BLAND. . ; 1 

‘."It.is a historic review of the pro
gress of the nineteenth-century on all 
lines. "But- the .element :thaf makes it 
universally popular is its human inj 
terest."—Chicago Record-Heraid. : ’
. “A broad-minded lover of his'fellows; - 
Dr;: Btandvdelights in giving credit to 
th'ose -men and .women who have said 
things’or-done things to help forward .. 
the- welfare ■ of. mankind.”—^Chicago ■,
Post. . ■ . .. ■

■“It contains biographies of some for- 
tx men and women whose live thoughts
and heroic deeds gave-character to the 
most wonderful century of the-world’s. 
history.”—Farm, Field and Fireside.

"It is just such a book as one might 
expect from a man who looks back over 
seventy-six years spent in tireless pur
suit of high' ideals.”—Rev. Jenkin 
Lloyd Jones, In Unity. ■

’’The work is-written in an easy, : _. 
pleasing style, and is so interesting - 
that we doubt If one reader-in a score 
who commences one . of tho sketches • 
will -lav the. book down until be has 
finished, it.'.’—The Arena. ■ v

• It-has 254 pages, Is. bound In best 
0oth with gold title.- Price »1P0 

A ConspiracyAgainfltthdRipnblie 
By Charles B. Waite,- A. Mu author of '.‘History - . < 
oftha Christian-Religion to the Year ISO," etc. 
Price, paDcr.aconta. ..... r
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THE PMGRESSIVE THINM
PuMUhtd Evary Saturday at 40 Uxuab^Uast

- J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
litaM at Ik» Chicas* hiUlflct a> Stmt-dur Mattar

THUMB OF SUBSCRIPTION!
The Procreealve Thinker will be fur

nished until .further notice at tlio fol- 
lowiag*terms, invariably in advance: 
One Year ............ ...................................... »1.00
Six Months .................. .. ............... .. SOets
Thirteen Weeks ......... ......................... 2 Geta
Slngjo Copy ...............,......................... Gets

Our inquiry was one which could bo 
answered categorically with “yes" or 
“no,” and neods no lengthy'series of 
articles to antagonize.
: The columns of The Progressive 
Thinker are ever open to anyone to 
correct any error appearing In Its ed
itorial columns, but never to a worth
less blatherskite whose logic and prin
cipal facts are, “you He, you are a 
liar!” These are terms belonging to 
the Christian clergy, with which Spir
itualists have little to do.

THINKS« January 18, Í908. %

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Oflice Money Order, 

Ri-Slslered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New York.' It costs from 10 to 
cents to get checks cashed ou local 
hanks, so do ’ not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent.-- Address all Jotters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis BUeet, 
Chicago, Ill.

TAJila NOTICJH.; K
At the expiration or aubacrlptlon, it 
' not renew-ed, the paper ia discon

tinued, No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers.

If 70a do not receive your paper 
promptly» -write us, and any errors 
in address will be promptly corrected, 
ana missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the addreaa of 
your paper changed) always give the 
address of the place to which dt has 
been going: or the change cannot bo 
made. __________

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries ia *2.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1908.

* WORDS OF CAUTION.
Yon should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
You are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY- NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
Increased to all the British posses- 
felons on this continent. On a single 
paper we arc compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
tents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos> 
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Ue Rejects the Bible.
Judge Parish B. Ladd, of Califor

nia,1 the author of numerous publica
tions, in an; article published -in the 
Memorial Beacon, of this city, entl-’ 
¡tied, “A §rief-Hlstory of Proceedings 
(Which Gave Rise to the Athanaslan 
Creed and the New Testament,” 

pays:
“I have devoted a great amount of 

¡time for the last fifteen years to this 
-matter, explaining every source of hls- 
■Jtory, positive and negative, as wqll as 
•the Roman law bearing on the ques- 
¿tloh, and now, I reassert, ‘THERE IS 
MOT ONE SCINTILLA OF HISTOR- 
JCAL EVIDENCE THAT SUCH A 

IAN AS JESUS HVER LIVED;’ while 
•on the contrary, all the circumstances, 
positive and negative, including the 
Raman law at that time, most em
phatically negative the man’s exlst- 
ience."

But, Judge, don’t you know you 
fire Qffered a crown of righteousness, 
« front seat in Paradise, and the priv
ilege of singing “Glory to God and the 
Lamb forever,” with the heavenly 
Choristers, if you believe there was a 
(Jesus who is your Savior; and if you 
Bro so mean as not to believe, you are 
to be thrust into a fiery furnace, the 
Devil aqting as stoker, where you are 
to burn forever?
, The Inquisition, Judge, was got up 
expressly to torture such fellows as 
•you, and It is declared five millions 
perished in compelling belief In Jesus. 
Think, Judge, of the torture chamber, 
Bnd its complicated machinery to com
pel belief, not forgetUng the thumb 
Bcrew; and ^vhen the incredulous 
Could not be forced to confess "Jesus 
,was the eternal Son of God,” then 
came the stake and fire brand. And, 
please remember, only a few weeks 
have passed since a good Protestant 
Clergyman declared the Inquisition 
Should be revived to punish heretics. 
Kindly listen to a good old Methodist 
hymn:
"Be entreated now «to stop,
Else e’er you are aware you’ll, drop 

Into a burning lake.”

Reply to an Inquirer.

As'regards the recent discovery of 
lost Chrlstiap maiiuBcrlpts, of which a 
correspondent inquires, which throw 
new light on Christian origins, little 
need be said. Th^ey are characteristic 
of the entire series of so-calièd Chris
tian evidences of its-early history. 
Were the forgeries rexnoved very little 
authentic history,, if any, would re
main. • ■ .

The studen who lays’ aside his pre
judices and early*formed opinions, 
derived ; from education, who ' .18 
equipped with a. good knowledge of 
the classics and has access to one of 
the world’s great libraries, Intent on 
acquiring thè truth, will be astonished 
at every step he makes in his re
searches. *

There have been a tow scholars of 
-this Bort, and every one of them so 
far as we have knowledge, commenc
ing as church dignitaries, have ended 
declaring the pretended beginning'of 
church history is an imposture.

Conyers Middleton, an English 
Church prelate, visited Rome ini729, 
and spent six months in'the Vatican 
library In pursuit of the truth. He 
wrote a series of letter^ home, which 
were published, and are etili extant. 
He maintained with great force that 
Christianity was but a reconstruction 
of Roman paganism, and at a far later 
date than • was generally supposed, 
Until he wrote he stood high In his 
profession; immediately after, he was 
branded by the church with infidelity, 
and even atheism. His great learning 
was first called In question by the cler
gy, after he gave to the public his as
tonishing discoveries

MJddletonywas one of thé pioneers 
In critical research, "with a passion 
for absoluto truth,” says a writer of 
his time.

The current ecclesiastical literature 
was mostly manufactured by monks in 
their, cloisters, and they were ante
dated to cover accidente. For 600 
years this forging process has been go
ing on, and the great needs of the 
church’ have supplied a market for 
the products. . The writings are first 
prepared, using antique styles of writ
ing, and then áre doctored and made 
to appear of great age; after this 
these forgeries were concealed In old 
monasteries or other ancient hiding 
places, to be <yscovered by some prom
inent person when visiting therein. 
Then tjie Christian press, faithful to 
its mission, supplies the needed proof 
qf its genuineness.

The late Max Muller was approach
ed by one of the forgers to sell an 
important manuscript which had juat 
been dug up. The great scholar pre
pared a trap, but the rascal "smelt a 
rat,” andrei'

This writer has a fine collection of 
fac-similés of these forgeries, which 
have appeared from time to time, 
which he has acquired at considerable 
cost. They betray genius and learn
ing, as ^ell the criminality of thè au
thors. There are persons whose pro
fession it is to prepare those forgeries’ 
as there are to manufacture antique 
curios, and note: Nearly every one 
of these literary forgeries is a pretend
ed correction of some disputed -text, 
its purpose -to supply omissions on In
correct renderings of the sacred text, 
and universally in the Interest of Ca
tholicism.

Talk about the dishonesty and 
scoundrellsm of fakir mediums, infa
mous as they are! They are mere ty*

Embracing Its Late Monster.
So true as time goes ou, as it surely 

will, the Christian churches uro sure 
to adopt the teachings of Spiritualism. 
And as has teen their habit with other 
great reforms Which they repulsed un
til they become popularized, they will 
claim they are the parents of the idea. 
Notice their war on the original tem- 

j perance reformers, and on the old- 
time Abolitionists, with their argu- 
mtats of brick-bats, rotten'eggs and 
mob-violence, as evidence of the facts 
we state. They have repulsed Spirit* 
ualism at every step; but now it is 
stated their great revival meetings 
have gained anew Impetus by com- 

! munications through converts, from 
the unseen immortals.

We earnestly hope Jesuitical, influ
ence on the one hand, and the com
mercial fakir element on the other 
will .keep aloof from this movement. 
Left free from fraud and priestly 
guile the church, In time, will discard 
Its pagan Inheritances; then the dis
severed wings of a common faith in 
immortality, reinforced with absolute 
knowledge, can labor harmoniously 
together to advance tie teachings of 
the'splrit world that there Is no death,

Concept of the Uneducated.
"I would like to argu$ that question 

with you. J.don't believe this universe 
is as magnificent as YOU claim, God 
made it, and h§ told us in so many^ 
words, In the Holy Scriptures, that he 
made all In six days, and rested from 
his labor on the seventh. ‘ You claim 
to know jpore than God himself."

Thus a zealous-churchman, whose 
knowledge of th^sclences Is bounded 
by the Bible, and has no conception of 
the great truths of'nature'not enter
tained by the priestly authors of that. 
book. _

So long as learning was limited to 
the priesthood, so long it was not dif
ficult to restrain thought, and Confine 
It within very narrow limits.

the time has passed, as we told 
our bellfgerenj friend, to "argue" 
these questions. They have become 
hard, substantial and unyielding facts, 
and as such we must view them. The 
telescope as a revelator of the mighty 
worlds wheeling In space, Is a million 
times better authority than Moses, 

■with a'“Thus salth the Lord.”
He tvhose knowledge of astronomy, 

geology, and cosmogony Is bounded by 
the Bible, will find his highest hap
piness in the chqrch, and there Is 
where we are sure to find him. i Most 
of the clergy occupied that position 
when they entered th® ministry; but 
they who are not content to remain 
idle, whose knowledge expanded with 
study, observation and thought, and 
have drank In the spirit of the age— 
they have outgrown the fetters that 
bound them. If not already free they 
are quietly laboring^ to Instruct and 
elevate their parishioners to the 
higher planes, whilst many others, 
tied down to the Ignorance of thous
ands of^ears ago, i^ill grovel on and 

| insist that the Lord allowed Joshua to 
1 boss the machinery of the universe, 
and arrest the sun and moon In their 
course, quite ignorant of the law Al
exander Pope recognized when he 
wrote: , 
"The least confusion but In one, not

' all, ' . ' ’
That system only, but the whole must 

fall.”

The New Ordinance.
A Qrijic< Examination of the Same by'A. M: 

Grineu, 'a-Prominent Lawyer. Honest Medi- 
um^Nj$ed Have No Fears.

To Editor;—In reply to your.request “to explain the na-J 
ture'of Hip ordinance” lately passed by the City Cottneil of Chi
cago, and how a part of the law of said city, permit me first to 
quote the enactment itself in full, as follows’: ' ’ .....

Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago:
Section 1? That it shall be unlawful for any person or persons 

to advertise’by display sign, circular, hand-bill, or in any news
paper, periodical, magazine, or other publication or publications 
or by.any other means, to tell fortunes or reveal the future; to 
find or restore lost or stolen property, to locate oil wells, gold or 
silver or other ore or metal or natural product, to restore lost 
love, friendship or affection, to reunite or procure lovers, hus-- 
bands, wives, lost relatives or friends, or to give advice in busi
ness affairs or advice of any other kind or nature to others for 
or without jiay, by means of occult pr psychic powers,.faculties' 
or forces, clarvoyance, psychology, psychometry, spirits, medium
ship, seership, prophecy, astrology, palmistry, necromancy, or 
like crafty science, cards, talismans, charms, potions, magnetism 
or magnetized articles or substances, oriental mysteries, or magic 
of any kind or nature; and any person convicted thereof shall be 
punished by a fine of not less than Twenty-five. ($25) Dollars 
nor more than One Hundred ($100) Dollars for each offense.

Section 2. That any person or persons who shall obtain money 
or property from another by fraudulent devices and practices, 
in the name of, or by means of spirit mediumship, palmistry, 
card reading, astrology, seership or like crafty science, or fortune 
telling of any kind, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than 
Twenty-five ($25) Dollars nor more than One Hundred ($100) 
Dollars for each offense,

Section 3. That any person or persons who shall hold ot give 
any public or private meetings, gathering, circle or seance of any 
kind in the name of Spiritualism, or of any other religious body, 
society,' cult or denomination, and therein practice or permit to 
be'practiced fraud or deception of any kind, shall be deeded 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be pun
ished by a. fine of not less than Twenty-five ($25) Dollars nor 
more than One Hundred ($100) Dollars for each offense.

Section 4. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and 
after its passage, approval and due publication.
I presume it will be sufficient for present purposes to say, as 

to the legality of this ordinance, that it has been pronounced 
by the legal department of the City of Chicago to BE CONSTI
TUTIONAL AND WITHIN THE-LIMITS OF THE POWERS 
CONFERRED UPON THE MUNICIPALITY BY ITS CHAR
TER. z

wa *
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NOW IS THE TIME. ' 
t , __ _ ,

the Progressive thinker is 
practically the only .weekly Spiritual*. 
1st. Paper left In the ranks of Spir
itualism in this country. It has main
tained Its circulation and . influence 
during the long years of struggle in 
our ranks to place the CAUSE on a 
higher plane. It is the one GREAT 
EDUCATOR in our ranks, telling you 
exactly the nature of SPIRIT RE
TURN, its dark side and dangers, as 
well as Its bright side, its angelic 
side, its side that leads one to the , 
higher spheres of spirit life. Thus 
equipped, you are prepared to think 
correctly, to judge correctly, and to 
progress steadily.

Under Giese circumstance, THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER should 
visit Gib home of every Spiritualist 
in -th^land. Those who do not take 
it are IN THE DARK in reference to

this GRliAT MOVEMENT, audits 
wonderful possibilities. 7

Just think; too, of the 14 BOOKS 
we are sending out as PREMIUMS! 
The world never before SAW THE 
LIKE, and may. never again after we 
have passed into the realm of souls.

Thousands upon thousands of these 
FOURTEEN PREMIUM BOOKS have 
been sent out’ for 25 CENTS EACH, 
or $3.50 for the fourteen, which oth
erwise 'would have cost each one at 
least F1FTÇEN DOLLARS. We pay 
the POSTAGE on the books, leaving 
us about TWO DOLLARS only. We 
tell you the WORLD NEVER SAW 
THE LIKE BEFORE.

This method—the DIVINE PLAN— 
is truly our own, and through it we 
have formed the nucleus of a. library 
in. thousands of homes. Now, Spir
itualists, reciprocate tills great favor, 
and extend the circulation of THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
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GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

A Definition Illustrating Facts.
' An evangelist may be defined as one 
Whose mission it Is to whoop' up hell, 
to frighten sinners into the church 
find feather his owns nest. Onq of 
those fellows down '-there in Texas 
chanced to fall In with a copy bf'The 
Progressive Thinker, pf date Novem
ber 28, and he did not like it just a 
little bit. -We had Inquired, in an, 

- article headed “A Worthless Founda
tion:" .. • ■ t

“Are not the dreams of Joseph the- 
only evidence- we have that Jesus was 
begotten by one of the Ohristian god
head?” ' ( 1

We cited Matthew 1:20, where itls 
Mated Joseph found hid betrothed, 
Mary, in a -delicate condition, and he 
yrpposed - to put her away privily,' 
When an angel of the Lord appeared 
onto him IN A DREAM; saying, “That 

’.Which is conceived in her Js of the 
Holy dhost."

Now our evangelist, yylth the' above 
'definition, declares the editor -LIES 
find calls him a LIAR. In a 5-sheet 

■ letter he says qur statement is “not 
{worthy a' reply, as the whole thing is. 
a LIE on Its face." Thon he-says he 
Will show some of the LIES and goes 
t>n to denounce the editor as a LIAR 
and extrefnely ignorant. Finally, he 
concludes by saying: “He would re- 

. yly1 if- he could be guaranteed' suffi
cient space, and number of articles to- 
Uo his cause justice.”

ros in infamy 
pared with the 
the priesthood, 
ity what it is! 
were sustained

and criminality com- 
rascals who, aided by 
have made Chrlstian.-.

The church fathers
by royalty, and each 

labors hand In hand to tryrannlze over
the people, and each with'Shameless 
effrontery, claims’dlvine authority tor 
all his deviltry.

Great Inexactness. *
Did either lie, and if so which?
“And the Lord God co'manded the 

man saying, 'Of every tree of the gar
den thou mayest freely ea't; but of the 
tree of the knowledge of good and évil 1 
thou shalt not ¿eat of it; for IN THE 1 
DAY .THOU EATEST. THEREOF 
THOU SHALT SURELY DIE."—Gen. 
8:4. z >
‘ There is a positive assertion on. the 
,one.hand,"and a positive .denial on.thé 
other. The woman ate of the fruit I 
and gave to Adam, who also ate, and i 
both lived many years after, Adam i 
980 years. There "Seems to have been 
great inexactness somewhere-, and; to 
the credit of the serpent,’who is pic- I 
tured on a Babylonian cylinder stand- - 
Ing on his tail, with Adam and-Eve 

Iclose by seated. under a fine looking i 
tree while the colloquy went çn> it j 
was ‘not he; ‘ , »

Growing Liberalism;

It is announced that the Union The
ological Seminary, where Presbyterian ■ 
preachers are manufactured, has dis
carded its Westminster Confession' of 
Fait^, and no longer insists its grad
uates shall subscribe to Its formal 
creed. This- action, was ¿made-neces
sary by the growing liberalism of the 
times. Ali of our great' institutions 
of;learnln£ should leave-students' at: 
liberty to determlne.for .themselves 
their religious faith. A straight 
jacket is well enough, if prdperly ap
plied, to restrain an Insane ; person, 

¿from doing, an injury to himselL-ur to 
■his fellows; but.men-of well-balanced 
brains need no such .curtailment of 
their powers to think, or construct I 
a faith to which they can subscribe.^ 
And yet power was gained, by violence,' | 
and has been retained by wars and 
crim?,, bo that youth was fettered ere 
reason dawned, and this condition has 
.gone on until modern intelligence has 

i produced a revolt .which threatens an ; 
l end to the religlod of faith and hate.

The First Step Towards ChrisUanity.
A very worthy lady, was heard- the 

other day to say, "I hate my husband.’!.
' This 1b one of the first steps tow* 

ards Christianity, if that declaration 
ot J*esus to •the "great mulfitude," re
corded, in ;Luke «44:2.6,.. ia..-trne... • The« 
second step would be to hate-her chil
dren, If she. is- so unfortunate as to 
have any, ahd,—lastly, she must 
learn to hate her. own life,, then the 
crowning act of felo. de se should fol
low; _

• “I came not to qend. peace, but a 
sWord,” Matt. 10:34,. are. .the words of 
the grdSt 'teacher; and in this he. was 
a magnificent Success, and no one 
shoulfi forget it ? < •

What Is RcHgidn?
The standard dictionaries-' tell us 

the practice of morality without ref
erence to a Deity is not religion.. Col. 
J. Dlemlent Smith, now of «Topeka; was 
long a resident of Washington, D. C.7- 
and twice president of the Spiritual 
Society. Ab such he considered reli
gion as a curse; and he now defines It 
as “human effort, to obtain-divine fa- 
favor.” He has now passed-hls Both- 
birthday ;

It would be. interesting to- trace the history of the origin and 
growth of thi^ legislation until it reached its present form, and ! 
to note thte dramatis personae connected therewith, and” the con-1 
ditions afid circumstances out of, and under which, it sprang, 
and has-fieen gradually developed! It is not, however, my pres
ent purpose tó present an-historical.review of this most inter
esting ejJpcliin affairs spiritualistic in Chicago, more than to say 
that a crisis had been forced upon us by the several attempts 
at repressive legislation both in the chambers of the city hall 
and at thè State Capitol of Illinois, whicEJ fortunately, up to the 
time of the passage of this ordinance, had been successively met 
and thwarted by the diligence and WATCHFULNESS OF THE 
TRUE FRIENDS OF SPIRITUALISM, acting through its prin
cipal organizations in the state'and city, the Illinois State Spir
itualists’ Association and the Chicago Spiritualists’ League.

The last of these repressive measures to originate in the city 
council, if it had become a law, would have placed A POLICE 
CENSORSHIP UPON THE WHOLE SUBJECT, and practically 
turned genuine mediums, seers, prophets, palmists, etc., over to 
the tender mercies), of a spiritually ignorant and perhaps, hostile 
constabulary, along with the hordes of charlatans, fakirs, and 
frauds that PLAY UPON THE CREDULITY OF THE PUBLIC 
in the name of Spiritualism,'or some of the branches of occult 
science. This piece of proposed legislation was brought to the 
attention of some of the officers of the organizations named by 
a man. whose relations to, and connection with, the city govern
ment were such as to place those officers in close connection with 
the law making power of the city, and through a friendly member 
of the Judiciary Committee—not a Spiritualist, but withal an 
intelligent lawyer, liberal and fair-minded—an opportunity was 
given these officers and friends of Spiritualism to frame a com
promise ordinance 'which would satisfy the demands of the pro
posers of the original ordinance, and also protéct the interests of 
genuine mediumship and Spiritualism, and at the same time be 
within constitutional limits as to religious freedom and indi
vidual rights. Many were the conferences and long and arduous 
were the labors of the men and. women engaged in the work of 
separating the chaff from the wheat, and perfecting plans for 
presenting Spiritualism in its true light, and as a creature worthy 
o^ the protection. of the .law, discriminating between the false 
-and the true ip such a^ manner in the,law as not to repress or 
hamper in the;least the ftill exerci§e-of the genuine gift while at 
the same time affording means whereby-the false, pretentious 
and'fraudulent might be effectively dealt with by the law. .

• The first section of the ordinance relates wholly to advertising, 
prohibiting the-particular things therein^enumerated, most of 
which, it will be observed, are to be classed as fortune telling, 
or foretelling future events. The practice’of palmistry, astrol
ogy, spirit' mediumship, clairvoyance, etc.,, is in no wise pro- 

.hibited or> interfered with by this section, and mediums, palmists, 
card readies, astrologers, etc., may, so fir as this section is con
cerned, advertise their business, with one limitation; that is, they 
cannot adVhrtisè to give “business,advice or advice of any kind” 
by the mehns dhumerated in the last half of the section. They 
may freelj^advfertise in such manner as “So-and-so, Spirit Me- 
dium, ” ‘(So-aftd-so, Gard Reader,” “So=and-so, Palmist,” and 
so an. -It i/likeiy, however, that an advertisement of “So-and-so, 
Fortune TétlèFj’1’ would be amenable to the penalty prescribed

. by the section. Spiritual meetings, seances and circles Gf all 
kinds mayibe Advertised, if it is not promised in the advertise
ment to téli fortunes, reveal the future, re-unite husbands and 
wives, disaSverhóil wells, locate gold mines, or to dò.any of the 

; wonderful things so often heretofore promised by certain persons 
whom modt'reaGfers can readily call to mind. ' -

In short, when the section is closely analyzed it will be ob
served that it excludes only matters pertaining to earthly affairs, i 
concerning which the credulous public are misled and. induced to 
part'with its money to pretenders who advertise much more than 
they can perform or expect to perform, while it places true medi- 
umship on a religious or spiritual filane and forces it willy-nilly^ 

■ to confine'its operations and functions to that plane.
• Section 2 simply foxbids “fraudulent devices and practices in :

From Hong Kong, China, She Writes 
to Her Many Friends,

Permit my soul to wander where it 
will 1 find It often leads me to the 
dear ones on the home shore.

When the sun is shining brightest 
for me, I know my beloved friends are 
in their dreamland, and when the 
moon 1b its “silveriest and biggest," 
I know they are all wide awake and 
sometime thinking of me who wan
ders far away.

As the steamer pulled out from 
Honolulu and I stood upon its deck 
with cablegrams in hand, 1 clung to 
those papers and that old ship for 
they seemed the last links that bound 
me to America, but on arriving h^re 
I find that time and space cannot sever 
the links of friends, and the chain of 
love grows eVer stronger.

You’ll never know the meaning of 
letters until you are ten thousand 
milefi from home, and dear, sweet, 
encouraging messages to the number 
of sixty awaited me here.

At present I am sitting on the bal
cony, overlooking water almost cov
ered with ships, Chinese junits, and 
smaller boats, the sun-kissed hills 
are on all sides of me, surrounded 
by the banyan trees, beautiful palms, 
ferns and .ginger plants.

Many, bright-faced flowers are look
ing at me,'some just touched by the 
gentle breeze enough to make their, 
bow, as If in Recognition of the sweet 
and joyful vibrations these letters 
have brought to me.

I want to answer them all 'right 
now, but limitation of time prevents 
my doing 39, and I’ll Just say to-the 
friends who read this paper, please 
accept my heartfuelt thanks as an an
swer. to your good, dear letter at pres
ent, and-some day when I’m settled in 
New Zealand I’ll remember each and 
every one of you. -

I know I’ll start out on my journey, 
29th Inst., with renewed strength and 
hope because of your kind remem
branches, and feel that if ever a wo
man was blessed by good arid loyal 
friends it Is my unworthy self.

I’ll think of you often and keep the 
incense of sweet remembrance and 
love burning-untll we meet again.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.
•Hong Kong, China, Nov. 22, 1907.

“A CreedlesB Church.”
If the Great Brotherhood of Man 

were honored by the creation of such 
an Institution, there would be en-/ 
tlrely wanting the present universal1 
query of doctrinal ministers, “Why 
are we preaching to empty pewsl”'

Very Respectfully Yours,
C. A. R.

As

A CREEDLESS CHURCH.

It Is Graphically Pictured by 
Pittsburg Paper.

a

To the Editor:—I inclose herewith 
for publication in your esteemed pa
per an editorial of the Pittsburg 
Gazette-Times, on the subject of

A Creedless Church.
The Pittsburg Gazette Times has 

the following;
Deep In the human heart a feeling 

lies tliat when the final trump shall 
sound, and mortal glories wither In 
the blaze of eternal truth, all the 
little walls which kept men apart will . 
be pulled down, all the bulwarks of ■ 
bigotry will fall. Somehow we know, 'i 
we feel, that the creeds we hold are' 
only crutches of our faith—that God' 
is not a Methodist or a Presbyterian 
—that the truth is not all kept in one 
bottle—that everyone actuated by 
righteousness and love will find a 
place in the Father’s house.

This feeling finds a striking illus
tration In the account given by Chas. 
Sprague Smith, director of the Peo
ple’s Institute in New York city, of 
the ‘‘Creedless Church for Creedless 
People” which gathers every Sunday 
in Cooper Union. Mr. Smith, writ
ing in the Independent, describes 
these meetings, which are always 
crowded’ and are addressed by the 
leading clergymen of all denomina
tions, impressive and enthusiastic. 
To the entire services one might ap
ply what he says of the hymns: "All 
breathe the spirit of democracy^ faith 
in humanity, in an Intelligent order-1 
tng of the universe, progress toward 
a higher social ideal?' He says that 
“at the door all that separates falls 
away and all elements merge in a 
true congregation,' a brotherhood, 
seeking for Instruction, light, inspira
tion.” He declares that “if formu
lated, the creed of this creedless 
church would run, ’Faith in the broth
erhood of man and loyal service to the 
Power not ourselves that makes for 
righteousness.

It is in such movements that we 
may find justification for those high 
hopes which have in all ages ani
mated prophetic souls.. After the 
clash and discord; the narrowness and 
animosity, the prejudice and blind
ness, the stiffneckedness and strife 
have run their course, like a fever 
In the human frame, we shall have 
church union in the larger sense. 
Accidents will not be put above es
sentials; tire foundation of faith will 
be found to be broader than theolog
ical definitions; and a holy life to He 
deeper than denominational badges—. 
useful as all these externals are to 
ke6p the militant church in step and 
line.

the name of or by means of Spirit mediumship, “etc.,” whereby 
money or property is obtained. No genuine medium need fear 
this section if he or she honestly practises mediumship and in no 

i. way resorts to trickery or deceptive methods in dealing with
his or her‘patrons Persons who are not what they claim to be, 

I and mediums who, »though genuine, at times practice fraud, ob
taining money bjr such fraudulent practices, if convicted under

I this section would be subject to the penalty, and such conviction 
may be brought about by the evidence of detectives and police
men, and without the complaint of the defraude’d person, as now y 
required under the state law against confidence games and ob- •' ‘ 
taining money by false pretences.

The third section is'simply an extension of the principle in
volved in the second section to persons in charge of, or con- - ' 
ducting, meetings, or seances wherein fraudulent practices are “

i permitted. There is'added, however, a distinct recognition of 
I Spiritualism as a r'eligion, which is but a saving clause in the 
' interest of, and to the great advantage and benefit of genuine x 
mediumship in all its forms and phases.

The general effect of the ordinance, as I interpret it, will be 
TO ERADICATE FRAUD FROM SPIRITUALISM, and in a 
measure to decrease what is termed “Commercial Mediumship,” 
for “fortune telling” and “business advice” may not be adver-. 
tised. Instead of ‘-‘business readings” mediums will be required 
to advertise “Spiritual readings,” if they wish to advertise at all. -

I can see no substantial cause for alarm to the. true and honest 
Spirit Mediums -or Clairvoyants. The ordinance has yet to stand 
the test of the courts, and it may be misconstrued and misap
plied or even be declared unconstitutional by somepf the lower •' 
•judicial tribunals, and persecutions in individual cases may some; 
timqs result; but it is confidently expected by those instrumental • 
in its formulation, that it will be ultimately found to be not Ohly ; - 
constitutional and within legitimate judicial power, but wise and 
beneficial in its practical-results to the cause of truth and Spir
itualism which are so precious to us all.

. A word in conclusion, and that is that the wise course, to pur
sue at the present juncture of affairs, as seems to the writer,*is for " 
all loyal* Spiritualists and true -mediumsAo band themselves to- . 
gather in Spiritualist organizations, for the purpose of meeting ■ 
exigences as they may arise, as they'surely will, under the new ’ 

। order of things which this ordinance is likely to bring about.
I A M. GRIFFEN.
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«pnUf ;DiFLUENOE. Death Song of the Did Year.

' • Manifested . .
•W«; ¡Were “Divine” Service 1b Held— 

: jtarfto in Vast Nuonbers are Pres- 
at Revival Meetings — They 

' x Wsquent the Orthodox ChurcbEs, 
h tbs Same as They Do Spiritualist 

Skatings. .
' ■■’ .jTo the Editor:—Yes, spirit influ-

in Every House rMy puisais growing -weaker,
And fainter grows my breath

Ä is common the world over. Mil-
.’■Mone,of spirits are ardently at work I 
tp sustain the Catholic church as an

' instrument of power on earthman in- 
otrument to hold in bondage the peo- 

. p^. -As an illustration of spirit in- 
. -Spence,-the Free Press, of Ottawa, 

CiAada, says that religiously disposed 
p ,|ple on the Glebe are earnestly dis- 
CJ^sing some phenomena which have 
recently been manifested among them, 
and which many believe to be the 
“gift of tongues” frequently referred 
to in the New Testament. Certainly 
the story they tell partakes of the 
marvelous. . ' ’ -

Th$demonstrations having’occurrgd 
in connection with the Second Con
gregational Church on Third Avenue,, 
a Free Press representative waited on 

' Rev. H. I. Horsey, the pastor, for in- 
formaUon.

: In substance the reverend gentle
man admitted that the Incidents re
ferred to had occurred; but he ex
pressed himself as shrinking from giv
ing them publicity at the present time 
lest more harm than good might be 
done. Further than regarding*- them 
as strange signs of spiritual condi
tions, he declined to classify the 
events which had taken place.

His immediate attitude he declared 
io be one of investigation, coupled' 
.■with a disposition to defer judgment 
until further observation should guide 
Klin to a sound conclusion.

Prayed in Unknown Tongue,
It appears that at a prayer service 

in the church one Sunday morning 
^t the close of October, in which some 
ten or twelve persons participated, a 
gentleman identified casually with the 
congregation, but well known to all 
present, suddenly began to pray In an 
unknown tongue. He did this fluently 
and with a musical intonation.

There was nothing whatever of an 
emotional sentiment shown ait the 
meeting, and the service throughout 
was marked by orderliness and calm, 
nor did any excitement follow the 
demonstration; but at the close of 

\ the meeting this gentleman explained 
lihat this gift of tongues bad come 
io him some time before in «Toronto.

Di I Til

Like the mortals, I have ushered here, 
I must know the pangs of death, 

Like them I know the meaning
Of the fleeting things of Time, 

As I bow before Death’s icy blast, 
My locks are white with rime.

I would shun all retrospection, ' : 
For I view my work undone

Through the rays of yonder, sinking 
orb, '

Life's low descending eun. ■
Aye! as. mortals shrink from drink

ing, - -
Of compensation’s draught, 

Until the bitter dregs I brewed, "
Like tlieir's my lips have quaffed,

I behold a world of ruin, 
That’ my ruthless hand haa 

wrought, 
And my*palsied brain is maddened, 
'>With my retrospective thought.
I looked.upon the ocean 

And behelcrtts waters rise
In billowy foam, until its"waves, z_ 

Seemed to meet the stormy skies.

While Neptune in his sinewy arms 
A strong ship claimed, his own, 

Hearts grew cold as Parian marble 
~ F^ces whiter-than that ptone.

Within my life a monarch’¿"form 
By Death’s hand was laid low

Where mythologlc lofe had given 
' Thor, an einplre long ago

And saw that pain could beat against 
The royal vestments, too,

And Autocrats as Plebeians eyes 
Grief’s moisture could bedew.

I brought to sunny slopes in "France 
Where grew the fruitful vine

With purple clusters of rare fruit 
Full of the sparklipg wine.

The rage of vineyard workers 
That tolled beneath the sun,

Whose warm and fervid glances 
Should have melted hearts as one.

— i
I inflamed their righteous anger 

Till a hot white fuiy came
Against the law set o’er them 

And Hate’s torch fled .the flame.

¿.t, intervals, quite unexpectedly, it 
; iad been manifested.

■ He was able, he said, to interpret 
the words which he used, although 
he did not. know to what language 
^ey belonged,

-According to Prophecy. •
‘ This was, however, but the com. 

mencement of .similar ph^flomena on 
the Glebe.. A week or two later the

. game gift came to a devout and well- 
: known lady In the congregation.
•.' At several meetings in the church, 
and'at others held privately, she has 
both spoken and sang .Un a strange 
tongue. At first the words came with 
apparent difficulty, byt subsequently 
•quite rapidly. She herself accepted 
the thing as the gift foretold in the 
Scriptures,

At one of these meetings, both the 
gentleman and 'the lady referred to 
prayed in different tongues, and -each 
Was able to give the'interpretation.

The lady has tol^ her friends that 
> she prefers to. await developments 
rather than to discuss with then! what 
her new endowment may mean, and, 

• out of deference to her feelings, .they 
are talking as .little as possible about 
the matter..

_ Forerunner. of Great Revival.
_ : Very naturally, these occurrences 

. have brought out wide divefsity of 
opinions. Some aje pointing to re
cent reports of similar demonstra
tions in New‘York, and at Old Orch-' 
ard; in connection with the Christian

I turned and rocked a city 
With seismic shocks, until

The affrighted people saw the seams 
Their mangled forms would flll;

And then I saw a city regal, proud, 
And haughty, in her mien,

Fair queen of a mighty harbor, 
Envy of the Old .World, east I ween, 

And I tempted two mad victims
Of the greed of gold. They fell, 

And Finance In her great kingdom
Tottered, and grew faint, a spell, 

Slew a Trust with the arm of Landis
Till at last Finance Kings saw 

That Law was made for the people, 
Not the People for the Law.

Beauty and Grandeur e ri 
of Spirito^

to you through various phases, but FilRh|i|Q^R^ < 
juliar methods to suit these peculiar LUuyiuwuy » » »

Not N666ssaru
their childhood. They came 1
each one bringing- its own peculiar methods to suit these peculiar 
natures. The receiving of a message from those who have passed 
away proves to you that there is a v^orld beyon^ the gravOj but 
that does not constitute all there is in Spiritualism; that is not

A Lectyre Delivered Through the Instrumental
ity of Mrs. H. L. P. Russegue, iBefore the 
Convention of the National Spiritualists’ Às- 

. fiQciation, Washington, D. C. Reported Es
pecially for The Progressive Thinker, by I. C.- 

• I Evans.

Then I heard an angry Croesus 
Saying, far away across the sea, 

“He, the chief, of your free millions 
Fettered In his speech should be."

Thetime for exhortations is always present with The form 
is here still. To-night I will take for my subject.tfrp 14th verge 
bfthe 3rd chapter of the Second Epistle .of Paul the Apostle to 
Timothy: - .
-“But continue thou in thé things which thou hast learned and 

hast been assured of, knowing of whom thou hast learned them.”
This exhortation is as true and imperative to-day as when ut- 

tered from the lips or pen of Paul'. It is as true, because adepts 
must make the way in which they must travel and if they wish 
to attain any height ijiey must continue in the i^ay |hat they have 
been assured of what they have learned, and knowing from whom 
they have learned S'"'-’

Modern Spiritualism is by no means'newj only in name It is 
as old as thought. It is one of the products of. nature. /It ia one 
of the manifestations of spirit. It is one of the pounds, on which 
man has’ ascended to hia present height. It is the prophecy of 
still greater-heights to climb. It is bpt the fulfilling of the old 
law and the prophecy of a new revelation. . • '

Spiritualism comes to mankind not as a means of salvation 
from the external world, but it comes to man as the means of 
salvation from ignorance, which means sin, disease, immorality, 
weakness in all its aspects, and redemption from these conditions. 
It comes as a continued revelator, continually unfolding some-' 
thing new, because it is the voice of mind to mind. It is the 
expression of spirit. It is the utterance of divinity. It is not a 
balance to the .souls of humanity because they are upon tlie high
est pedestal of intelligence. .

Spiritualism, in whatever phaser it may come, its manifesta
tions-continually bring the mind in closer touch with its fellow 
creatures, not only here butin the land just across-the way,—just 
over.the threshold. It meains unity, and unity means the whole, 
the whole circle or universe. It opens the possibilities of human 
intelligence that man may ascend to a greater and broader knowl
edge that shall come to him. Spiritualism has driven -out of the 
mind of man the fear of death. It has taught hint that there is 
something greater awaiting human consciousness than he has 
ever done upon the earth. It is the prophecy of the fulfilling of 
his spirit, the fulfilling of the law, the fidfilling of God’s will,Ihe

the whole of Modern Spiritualism. I TELL YOU THAT SPIR
ITUALISM HOLDS WITHIN ITS GRASP ALL THERE IS IN 
SCIENCE, ALL THERE IS IN MIND, ALL THERE IS IN 
Matter, all there is in the divinity of the uni
verse, HERE AND HEREAFTER,

The world is hungry, hungry for a sound that is familiar from 
those whom we have considered still. They lire listening for the 
sound of some familiar presence. They are waiting for the touch 
of some hand with' which they have been associated. The world 
is'hungry for the continuation of this revelation, There has been 
a souhd purporting to come from the spirit world, and man and 
woman are stretching forth their hands, are opening their hearts 
and are thinking, wishing, hoping it ma^ come to them. The 
mediuips of the world are sought in every direction, and he or 
she who profanes that gift, who blasphemes the god within, who 
ignores the spirit of righteousness, who is not assured of the way 
in which he has learned, and does not continue in the way that 
he has learned, is the man or woman that should be shunned. . He 
or she who will blaspheme God by the falsification of this wonder
ful gift, there is'no punishment too severe to be visited upon him 
or her.

Modern Spiritualism has come to lift you out of'all this mire, 
and its mighty truth is springing up in our minds, foretelling of 
the connfig of a.brighter day. It applies to every reform. It ap
plies to the whole world. It applies to all human nature, to the 
children of Isaac and of Jacob. It belongs to all society, to the 
high and to the low; to every race, the black and the white. It 
applies to every condition of life. It applies to animals, to na
ture, to man, to the spirit world. It applies to everything that is. 
It enters into and becomes a part of the great spirit that- per» 
meates all human life. It means a larger justice. It means a 
higher standard of righteousness between man and man. It 
means a higher morality. It means theiputting away of vituper
ation. It means the sending out to our fellow creatures the true 
teachings of nature. It is the messenger from the world beyond 
to tell him of the divinity of mankind. It teaches us that we can 
injure or benefit those upon the earth more by our thoughts than 

■ by what we say. It is that mighty lever and fulcrum upon which 
the immortality of human nature can be elevated to a higher 
standard of activity.

fulfilling of the prophecy of the ages, and it is bringing out of 
:’ve seen the briiuant name of Morse darkness the light that shall illumine all the worlds It has come 
Bornq and smirched by deceiver tts a beacon beckoning us onward and upward. It has come as 

Shamed by scorn that ail men the welcoming spirit to comfort the hungry, feepie ^pul. The 
way through which it has made its manifestations haa required 
many avenues. It has come to the world in various Jines and 
through various phases of manifestations. It hg^ come to the 

was full of moods, and seeing '' aged! has come the y°uth; i1; has come to the/n^le aged; 
Labor, strong of arm and speech, it has come to the ignorant; it Jias come to the wise; it,gas found 

Saw her cleaving Earth’s deep bowels way those in high places; it is percolating the great world
Mlles, her hands Earth's treasures .r ° °

I'

hurled,
Heard the name of Patrick Henry 

Coupled with a city's shame, 
He who bore It a degenerate

Who has stained’ a patriot’s name.
I

reach.

Alliance, meeting, and reverently 
holding that they indicate the near 

'approach of a great religious awaken- 
. Ing-. Others are disposed to associate 

the phenomena with Spiritualism.'
Even from the Glebe there are 

numbers who believe that more sur
prising signs will soon follow; while 
others shake their heads in disap
provar and }n doubt.

' ' Rev. Mr. Horsey, while preferring 
'to be -éilent as to thè real meaning 

of these events, said there was just
/ now a most pronounced spirit of re- 
' liglous revival stirring his people.

. “ .Whatever -may be either the cause or 
.. sthe outcome, it Is certain that the

•'Glebe community has been profoundly;
Stirred by these Instances of the “gift 
of tongues." . .

All there is to these manifesta-^ 
L ' tions, they are simply the result of 

eplrliJ influence—that and nothing 
elsè. There are as many sects in 
spirit life as on earth. T. RUTH.

i The Golden-Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. , 
Y . -■■■?.• W. II. MacMeekin at San. ।
\. ' , Jose, Cal.

“Then the dusty coal-black arches, 
Gleaming torch, and hewed'-out

mine,
Quailed beneath the threatening 

glances
Of a sttpnger power than-mine.

And the cries of Grief and Terror
Helped to blanch my hair to snow.

I am dying, but I'll carry <
Awful memories where I go.

World-wide is my pain-fraught har
vest,

But I’ve wrought my Maker’s will, 
As with each of my successors

Till the world’s great heart lies still.
—Julia M. Walton, Jackson, Mich.

SCHOOLS AND MORALITY.

Showing the. Defects to the Sectarian 
and the Public Schools.

J The golden wedding of Mr. and 
■ $IrB. W, H. MacMeekin was celebrated

On Sunday, the 29th of December/ at 
the home of a neighbor, Mr. and Mrs.

' MacCausland, 637 N. 2nd street, they 
kindly throwing open their doors for 
that occasion, as the MacMeekin’s new 
home is yet in the^course of construc
tion. .

. . . The color scheme of white and 
gold was perfect in the decorations. 
The immediate relatives were present.

JUrs. F. . R. Husted, an intljnate 
friend, assisted the venerable couple 

■- In receiving the'many guests who rep- 
; resented nearly every church in San 

Jose, as Mr; and Mrs. MacMeekin are 
respected.and loved by all, regardless 
of creeds. They all know that they 
are Spiritualists and mediums, teach
ing the truth and,working, for the up
lift of humanity.

At four o'clock the wedding march 
was played by Mrs. Crosby, of San 
Francisco, and all gathered in. one 
room, and the Rev. Geo. W. Foote of 
Trinity Church 30 years ago read the 
marriage service. After congratula
tions the march continued until all 
were seated in the dining room, where 

■ a. flash-light picture Was taken.of 
, ■ those seateq at the table and standing 

, around. A 12-poundcake graced the 
center of the table, the gift of a friend, 
and the other delicacies were in 

/ abundance. Remarks on the occasion 
were made by several, and an informal 

, program of music was carried out 
later in the evening. It was certainly 
an'enjoyable affair, and one long to 

.. be remembered.
MRS. IL L. BIOWLO

- I am not disposed to dispute the efr 
ficiency of sectarian schools,, be they 
Protestant, or Catholic, in educating 
children In the knowledge commonly 
taught tn the public schools; but there 
is a deficiency in the teaching of such 
schools of a correct basis of morals. - 
A system of reward and punishment 
in another world as an inducement to 
moral rectitude in this, belongs not to 
the intellectual development of this 
enlightened age. Superstition should 
have no influence in determining our. 
conduct through life.

Our common schools are deficient In 
the matter of making, moral 'citizens, 
as-They do not teac^i an intelligent 
knowledge of why people should do 

xgood rather than evil. We educate 
children to make them as men good 
citizens, and yet we do not teach them 
the obligations of citizenship, the 
natural ground'1 of mutual obligations 
by which just conduct is' determined 
and becomes obligatory on all who 
come Into social or business relation 
with each other. We 'assume that ed
ucation is conducive to intelligence,

of thought in every direction, in science, religion, .and through 
these channels the human intelligence is pregnant with this high 
and holy truth. . ’ •

Why is this? •
because Spiritualism is simply the outlining of the spirit and 

its various manifest methods. We havè found it in the prophecy 
of the future, therefore we will cal! it the destiny of Modern Spir
itualism. - * -

Modern, Spiritualism is by no means embraced in a cult. Spir
itualism is not confined to a sect. It has percolated all thought. 
It has gone into all beliefs. It has undermined all things. It 
has impregnated human intelligence with its force, iyith its laws,, 
until with‘Whittier we may affirm that all souls that struggle 
and aspire, all human hearts, by it are led.

And so this light has spread its radiance over the whole earth, 
and it is in union with the great luminary that is shining in the 
spiritual world until humanity is coming into the knowledge that 
the spirit world beyond the grave and the spirit world this side of 
the grav$ are one.

Modern Spiritualism is teaching man not only .the anatomy and 
physiology of the body upon a higher plane, but it is unfolding to 
his consciousness that the .same organization exists in spirit; that 
the same tendencies, the same characteristics, the same organic 
laws, the same divine principles that command in you and me the 
highest thought are td be met with on the shores erf the immortal; 
that we are to grow and expand, that we are to- unfold in that 
highèr expression and carry you to loftier ideas.

What is the mind? . It Bas been said that the brain of man is 
the mind, but it is only the battery or instrument through which 
and upon which the mind is acting. It is only, the' formulated 
organ that is manipulated by something or other just the same as 
you behold all life. It is beautiful in' its coloring, its shading. 
It attracts your attention when you. cpme in- contact with it, 
when you behold all its beauty. Thè mind speaks through this 
formation, this organism of the brain, and is'telling the story of ।
its Inw, of its love. It is susceptible to the laws of nature. It is 
susceptible to the laws that are bringing forth the p'resentation 
of its inherent love, and just as the SainO sun,, the same .dewsrthe 
same rains, the same atmosphere, the same soil, will bring forth 
the flowers that rejoice your vision, each one endowed.with itsand therefore tends to make people flowers that rejoice your vision, each one endowed.with'its 

moraL Many uneducated ueoDle are . • t. t • » »at • j • •>. ,moral, and many educated people are OWH organiSIU) Ga.Gh. 01J6 endowed 5Vlth jts OWU-^S^intjieach^OnG 
immoral. Education is\he 'means endowed withits own life, its own law t|iat is speak^pg trough it. 
which intelligence may use to Ao good And what is that Wf z . ' • • • ,yl
or to do evir, as they may determine. ..........
This depends on the inclination of the
person. Hence in order that man’s- 
proper relation to his fellow citizens

Byeslsto Cau Be StreaKiheaea, and M»»t
Feknw of DUeuted Eyes Sueceasiul- 

ly Treated Without CuttlujE or
• DruggluK. '

’ That the eyes can bo strengthened so 
that eye glasses cun bo dispensed with 
hi many cases has been proven beyond 
a doubt by the testimony of hundreds of 
people who re

stored by that won- 
de/ful little instru- 
went called “Actina.
“Aotlna” also relieves 
sore and granulated 
lids, h-ltls,etc.,and re- 
juoves .cataracts with- 

, out cutting or drug-
Over 76,000 "Acunas" have been sold, therefore “Actina” is not an 

expevkuent, but is reliable. The follow
ing letters are but samples of hundreds 
we receive:

Mr. S. M.'Walker, corner Carolina and. 
Palmetto Sts., Los Angeles, Cal., writes: 
“About two years ago my sight began 
to fail rapidly. I consulted so-called sci
entific oculists and had special glasses 
made, but all to ho avail. I bought an 
Aetina arid in' less than thirty days 
throw away my glasses.

Thanks to Aetina, I can read or write 
nosy for hours ovary day. I would not 
be without it for any amount of money.”

i<ev. Charles Carter, East Springfield, 
N. Y., writes:—-I haVo made a severe 
test of ’’Aetina” by casting aside ri»y 
glasses and have not had them on since 
except to sea what change had been 
wrought since the -treatment began. 
My eyes gradually gained strength and 
power, and now my glasses are jio 
longer necesssary, for I see as well, if 
not better, without them. I recommend 
“Aetina” to all my friends. '

E. R, Holbrook, Deputy County Clerk, 
Fairfax, Va., writes:—-'‘Aetina has cured 
my eyes so that I can do without 
glasses? I very seldom have headache 
now, arid can study up to eleven o'clock 
after a hard day’s work at the oifibe.”

“Aetina” can be^ used by Old and 
young with perfect safety. It is impossi
ble to do harm with one. Every mem
ber of the family can use the one 
“Aetina” for any form of disease of the 
Eye, Ear, ^Throat or Head. One will 
last for years,* and Is always ready for 
use. It will be sept on trial, postpaid.

If you will send your name and ad
dress to the Aetina Appliance Co., Dept, 
34 2N, 811 Walnut street, Kansas City, 
Mo., you will receive, absolutely 

। FREE, a valuable books—Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on Disease,

Some Good Ms.
Spiritualism comes as the arithmetic of nature. It is the 

saviour "Which redeems ybur, every thought. It is the unfolding 
of your mature, the development of your intelligence, your reli
gion, your pliilosojfiiy, your everything of which yon are and that 
which you may be is involved in your spiritual lives. You are 
only Ihe prophecy to-day of what you may become; you are but 
the beginning to-day of an eternity. Yoh are on the lower rounds 
of the ladder and it goes far, far above even Jacob’s vision, and 
the world is climbing to its greatest height. It means that the 
policy and emblem of the land shall be “Justice, one to the 
other.” It means that mind to mind Shall be the lever"the 
world shall use in its progress forward, and this must be accom
plished by individual.and united effort.

NO MAN OR WOMAN CAN BE AN EARNEST AND TRUE 
SPIRITUALIST AND BE IMMORAL. No man or woman can 
be a true Spiritualist and stultify a life of any kind. Any man or 
who woman who is a slave, or is fettered by anything, shuts out 
the sunlight and the glory of progress.

Carlyle once said: 4 ‘There is a light to which my soul aspires. 
There is a truth that I have been fain to possess, and I suppose ‘ 
sometime I shall attain to it.”

Do we not all believe that there is a light, brighter than any 
that has ever met our vision? Do we not believe that fhere is a 
world larger and brighter than this? That the time is coming 
when the world shall rise from the depths and go up to tjie moun
tain tops when all shall be recognized as one? One spirit, one 
brotherhood, one life, one in the great unity of life. Aye, the 
time is coming when Spiritualism shall have embodied us in our 
lives, when we need not utterji word but our influence shall be 
felt. ' -

Julian Hawthorne has declared that the time is near at hand 
when man shall understand man without the utterance of a 
sound. There shall be a spiritual illumination go forth from 
every human being that shall be understood, that there shall be 
a language that is without sound, that shall be comprehended 
by the spirit who "receives it. You are doing this largely now. 
You are accepting the thoughts that are coming to you. You are 
being felt and known as you are. You are being realized aright 
without the utterance of a sound, and the time is coming when 
you can consult yourselves, your real selves. You will speak in 
a voice'that will sound throughout the universe, and you will 
send out a radiance that will go out to the darkest points of the 
earth. It is your spiritual being that is speaking and'the voices 
that have been heard from over the way, are speaking through all 
mankind. That voice is being heard in every nation and the 
world is coming into a better state than it has ever been before. 
Charity is larger, justice is sweeter and truer, more divine in its 
application, than it has ever been before. The riches of man are 
being recognized, and they will become useful instead of harmful, 
for every man will have and own only what is his'and what he 
earns, and he will be dealt with justly and honestly by his fellow 
creatures. . . s

All hail the day! ^k>d speed the day, when the world shall be 
better because it is truer, and because the spirit within is shining 
without, and«our lives are more luminous and helpful than ever 
before. ; '

This world will be a better place
In a hundred years.

We’ll be a brighter, happier race 
Tn $ hundred years.

The ancient wrongs-will be wiped away, 
The Avils of old can neypr stay,

’ But will give place to' theK brighter day 
. '"in a hundred years. '

_It is thè' divine spirit. It is as divine in these as it is 
in the heart of the man, or in the heart of the qhìldjxpr iù the 
heart of the almighty.' It is as~beantiful and as «feasible to the

• - f*- Li- - _1___________  .O. . . _J___ba understood, it fe necessary; that a Reariui vue aumguvj. <uiu-.as vu. vue
deep moral impression te made in the consciousness of the thinker, or the observer of jgnt^ as any-' 
P11"33 Not thé fljat ever can be revealed to us in bur observations («and?.the sama
rear of-Goa, but the love af-man . .. . ■ •: -mr '• • ■ ni ,7 ;should hé taught for this purpose. majestic laws are existing.all around us. There is'poWng, how- 
/..The public schools are immoral,they ever aiuall, that is not'embraced in tins law. 
give the children no reason why .they - ■ -• --

ite
Modern Spiritualismtells you there is a voice ofinatpre that ifhave a moral obligation. The ¿Uurch

proposes to remedy this, but" as'they you. were , spiritually attuned to it you could listen to lihat. voice 
teach a system that is not intelligent, anfl it would unfold to your observation the intricatorpa2es of
it is worse than useless, as It results : j_ ' , ••.'
in mental perversion which may cloud nature. , _ • i ■ A’- . .. . . “cJ
the'mind for life. Religion recognizes - Modern Spiritualism tells yoq there is nothing m’ nature that ik 
forgiveness fo'r sins, but our laws hold not divine. It is wisety instituted for the benefit of human
people, responsible.. for crime com- - - .« - » . a • x
mitted. God’s forgiveness does’, not
prevent the punishment of the law. 

J.F.BAKER.
1113 College. Ave.j IndiqxiapoUs, Ind.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con- 

lulng'definitions of every used olec- 
r phrase. ; Price, SBcta.

thought; for the benefit of human progress;.for tlje benefit of 'a 
greater revelation to Come-—the divinity of man, m, nature and 
the divinity of nature in man.- > .

You are standing in. the presence of divinity itself. It is per
vading our natures. It is inspiring us toour duties. It is exalt
ing us to our highest responsibilities. : < . ' >

Spiritualism is in its childhood and its manifestations are in

’ There’ll be more substance and less of form 
In a hundred years;

More love will make the world’s heart warm
- In a hundred years. ' / ’
All laws will lead to the common-good,

. Religion willhe the brotherhood, 
/And toil will be done as it really should,

, , . . In a hundred years.

There’ll he less of mistake and lessof wrong
' In a hundred years.

There’ll be more of gladness and more of- song
. In a hundred years.

We’ll speak of. a new humanity,
• Each man to mab will a helper be,

, And toiling millions will all go free ' 
Ip a hundred years.

BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful.” First Se
ries. Comprlging The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation-; 
Lotus-Bating; That Which Come. is to

"Tho World Beautiful." Second 
Series. Comprising ThezWorld Beau
tiful; Onr' Best ‘Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration: The Un
seen World.

Second

“The World.Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.'

“After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer.” This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death In Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Betweon the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life.”
As the title implies, Itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought. »

“The Outlook Beautiful.” Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as if Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come, This Is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one Is 'filled with poetic thought.

All of these 'books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of .Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with- 
but pleasure and profit. Price 60c.

"The Majesty of Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 . cents. 
. .“The Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living Creature;" “The 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;" ¿‘Char-' 
octer Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians.?' By Henry C. Horst
mann aneb Victor H. Tousley. Price
$1.50. - s

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery."
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00/

■— ■ " Bungalows and Cot-.“Practical
toges." One Hundred and Twenty / 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

•'Practical Carpentry or the Build-, 
cr’s Standard Library.’.' Four books 
In a- hpx, including—“Practical Uses 
of the Steel.Square.” Vote. 1 & 2, 
$1100 each.
. “Common Sense Hand-Railing and - 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

, “Modern Carpentry." Price $1. 
These valuable books are by Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
tour tor $3.60. ' ' ■ <

These and many other good books 
Can be found in our Catalogue.

¡THESELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jehkin Lloyd’ Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order- -' 
Ing; the paper or books should put In 
dn extra dime for this valuable little 
book; Price 10 cents. ,

"Materialization.” By Mmd? M d- > "Thes Jestum." . By Rev. B.' F 
Esperance .and Rev. B. F. Austin. Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
Kxconent"' Price 10 cents. . - "' pamphlet. Price, 15 cents. \

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH TTALLQ TRWB. ?

builíJT^g■ ùf»world frotnwiiblo; thought 
the builder; for thoughts uro forcei.—eubtlcs Titei, 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and Recording ns used do 
■Uoyhrw power or impotence» pende or Mitt, Ruotai» ; 
pr follare.—From rtUo page.
. The abavo books are bonuUfuUf bound tn gTRY'gronn . 
ralecdeloth, stamped tn deep old-green end gold, vita 
gfflitop. Pr(cc, For salo nt thia office»

-
. Wutìrer's Internationa! Congress, Chicago, 
(Motor, 1893. Bv Sosan JI. Wbton. Price, 10*



Thé Spiritualistic Field—-Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY-DEPART 
MENT I* ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
ANRiWORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THL 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
ROT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
.this office, tor they will not be returned 
,U we have not space to use them.

BEAR IN MIND that the editor ot 
The Progressive Thinker is in wo wise 
responsible for tho viqws expressed, by 
contributors. He may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

TAKE Notice.— Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Pieuse bear this in mind.

January 18, 1908.

Mass -Meeting, AMD 
Annual Convention

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail 94.60, are 
the help you need In society work.

The third grand Prize Masquerade 
Ball, under the auspices ot the Gol
den Rule Pleasure Club, Star Lodge 
Hall, 278 So. Western avenue, will be 
given Saturday. evening, January 18, 

_ 1908. Prize 'March at 11. P. M. 
Music by W. W. Kirtland. Tickets,. 
25 cents a person.
, Mrs. W. H. Doan writes from Gal- 
yeston, Texas; "Dr and. Mrs. Noyes 
have left for new fields. Their stay 
with us was not only one round of 
work, but one of pleasure, and we 
regret Uiat we lose two such earnest, 
faithful, energetic and honest work
ers'. We have never had workers with 
us .before who tried to develop the 
members for mediumship. Our de
veloping class "every Thursday even
ing was devoted to experiences from 
different members and their friends. 
The old sayjng, “What is one’s loss 
is another’s gain,” and I trust wher
ever they may cast their lot, It will be 
one of success and comfort.”

Correspondent writes: "The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held Its an
nual meeting and election pf ofiicerj-s 
.Tuesday evening January 6, and, al
though a part of the proceedings por- 
tended inharmony, the pit pf human 
kindness, and the larger leve .fer .the 
Cause prevailed, and all settled dewn 
to business and peace. The new pi
ttai beard, after the mists have rolled 

• in splendor to the beauty of the Hills, 
stands as follows: President, D. ,G. 
Hill; vice-president, Dr-. J-. H. Ran
dall: secretary, W. H. Fludy; treas
urer", Dr. T. Wilkins; trustees, Mrs. 
Alice Sexsmith, Margaret Avery, E. 
E. Clybourn; finance committee, Dr? 
C. A. Burgess, Jt E. Sexsmith, and 

. Hébert Rutledge." There can be ex
pected a revival of interest In this di
rection, to begin Immediately,, and 
some of the best talent Jn the coun
try secured and-placed upon th© ros
trum at Intervals during the next 
year. Mr. and Mrs. Hill deserve a 
yast degree of credit for standing at 
the helm of’this society "when all 
but them'had fled,” as it were, and 

- kept the bàli rolling. Brother Coe 
and many others have also been very 
faithful in their work, and all de
serve -pralsh for the good In their 
rightful proportion. - We need more 
well attended, harmonious, .enthusi
astic meetings In the city. The Gol- 

' den Rule Society will soon have Its 
charter from the State Association. ■ 
' Mrs, R. S. Sparks writes from 
Lincoln, Neli.: “I have been thinking 
for some time back ■ how to express 
my heartfelt appreciation of your 
precious paper, as it seems to be the 
the inspiration of so many different 
people telling things that I fem sure 
the angels-help them to understand. 
If all the readers of The Progfess-

we celebrated the 46th anniversary 
in the well appointed Elk Hall, Co
lumbus Circle. 8th and 69th streets. 
Mrs. Newton, president for the past 
twelve years, has been absent two 
Sundays through illness. Mrs, Em
ma L. Arbecam, a recent member, 
president. Her first address and po
ems delivered in a cleui- voice, 'was 
well ■ received; I say brelf, because 
she is well- aware that most of the 
fine, intelligent .audience are anx
ious to hear from the remarkable .psy
chic that has .served this society so- 
acceptably for nearly ten years, Mrs. 
Margate,t Gauie Riedlnger. Her 
husband. August -Riedlnger, is., in 
full sympathy with her, and aids, her 
4n et^ry way; possible. ’ The Ladles 
Aid, auxiliary to the society, is doing 
a good work. Mrs Riedlnger, treas
urer. They meet at her residence, 
Fridays. » They are assisting Ferdi
nand Fox Jenckin, son of the late 
Katie Fox Jencken, the only survivor 
of the Fox Sisters. He. is too ill to pro
vide for himself. The command dr 
affirmation,-“Give us this day our dal
ly bread,” was fully complied with.

-Fine. address, jind reading the decla
ration of principles adopted by the 
N. S. A.; fine messages "from ipved 
ones; fine music " from Professor 
Longley's "Echoes From the World 
of Song." A happy New year was- 
well commenced.”

B. C. Tabor, M. D., of Dennison, 
Tex., frites: “The Progressive Think
er is the" only spiritual p^per I take, 
and at my old age, now .near 97, it 
gives me much satisfaction, for I get 
many views of others, and see much 
mental advance. .1 have " a work 
written now.”

Mrs. Ella Dare, well known in Chi
cago, writes from Biloxi, Miss.; “I 
hope for you and your work all the 
good things during this new year, 
press, as it has so ably in the past,the 
Progressive Thinker continue td ex
press, as It has so aly in the past, the 
great Spiritual Uplift, -which has come 
to the-world, and which is voicing 
Itself along the highways and bji-ways 
of life. It Is" wonderful how one 
comes upon evidences of liberal 
thought in plafies where one would 
least expect to find it. Seeds seem

ive Thinker would concentrate every 
day, or Wrenever they are alone, they 
would develop more strength and 
new thoughts that would help the 
inner "Understanding to grow. I 
have been .a Spiritualist only a short 
year, yet I would not take all the 
wealth of the earth for what little 
I know of the blessed truths, of its 
glorious -philosophy.” . .

E. - H. .Parker writes from Santa 
Cruz, Cal’.;. “Among the latest Spirit
ualistic arrivals , is M. E. Sylvester, 
who with her mother came front Se
attle, Wash., and have purchased a 
grocery business .at the corner of 
Mission and .Laurente sts. W. J. Col- 

'■ vllle is expected to return for an en
gagement'In February to hold some 
public meetings and lecture to a-class. 
of twenty or thirty. Mrs. Katie" 
Huessmann-Harveston will likely be 
with us again for a couple of Sundays 
In March, while, on her way to fill an 
engagement for the society in San 
Diego, Gal, Mr. and Mrs. Longley 

’ will servfe the First Spiritual Church 
here- for the" month of January. Mrs. 
G. B. Campbell, a trance -speaker is 
lecturing for the church for Decem- 
ber, assisted by her husband -and Mrs. 

" May Fanning,"all of-whom are resl- 
dents of. Santa Cruz, and help when
ever and wherever needed , at the 
crurch meetings and parlor circles

to be sown here, and there, and ev- 
’erywhere. "We are on the shore of 
the Gulf where vessels pass,. and 1 
where tides come and go,, where salt 
air invigorates, fend where, the breath 
of Pines soothes with healing balm.”»

; H. J, Howell writes troin Bristow, 
Okla.: "I am getting hungry.for some 
Spiritual Literature, so I have-de
cided to take Th'e Progressive Think
er again.' I- took It for some years, 

■ when in Texas, and have ever re
garded it as the best spiritual paper 
I ever had. I took the Religlo Phil
osophical Journal for 20. years at 
$2.50 per year; also the old Banner 
of Light for several years, and have 
seen copies of all the other spiritual 
papers, but none fiver suited "me so 
well as your paper. Some years ago 
I found so much fraud_antt- deception 
in Spiritualism I deeded I would have 
nothing more to do with.it, or at least, 
until there was. a change for the bet
ter. I do not know If it has come or 
not,’but hope so. I know that Spir
itualism in the main is true. There, 
are some Vagaries I do not endorse, 
or. at least they seem so to me. I 
have had fine experiences through 
■myself that, have never been pub
lished, that I may write out sometime.

G. H. Brooks .Writes; “I arrived in 
Columbus, .Ohio.from .Pittsburg, Pa., 
on Friday afternoon.- ' I was most 
pleasantly- entertained for , -several 
days "at the lovely home of Mr. and. 
Mrs; Saiie, who did all they could to

' Mrs. M. V. Arris, the medium who 
la sick at the County Hospital; wishes 
to thank those who spsponded to the 
call,for assistance in her behalf. She 
has had a relapse, and will probably 
be donflned to the hospital* some, time 
yet. She will be pleased to hear from 
her friends. . .

■ Mrs.- Julia French ■-writes from 
Washington, D. C.: The Spiritual 
Science Society of Washington, D. C., 
holds meetings Sundays-at 8 p. m., 
in Wonn’s hall, 721 6th St., N.-W. 
Mrs. May A. Price, president and pas
tor, is giving very instructive lectures 
to a good audience. She is teaching 
the philosophy of Spiritualism, the 
power- of spiritual, or spirit forces 
from a scientific point of of view, so 
plain and simple that skeptics have to 
believe, proving her teaching by tests, 
Spirit messages, and,. -psychrometric 
reading^’ which -follow the" lectures.- 
The Society holds weekly meetings at! 
Mrs. Price’s home, 234 First St., S.-E., 
for. the scientific study and demonstra
tion of the'phenoment, both mental 
and physical. All Spiritualists visit
ing the city are cordially Invited to 
come out and visit-us. . : - •

Ferdi.C. Suhrer writes: Mediums 
Day at the Fraternal Order of Spirit
ualists, Sunday, Jan. 5, was? the" In
centive for bringing out the largest 
audience we havfi had In some time. 
It was good to see the smiling counte
nances of the large congregation, but 
it was better to see the happy faces 
of those receiving their sealed letters. 
Another class was initiated, 'the Im
pressive ceremony claiming the atten- 

’tlon of 'the entire audience; Among 
those initialed was Mr. Gustav Tam- 
pal, a young medium of rare ability, 
whose readings were out of the ordi
nary for directness ¿nd accuracy. 
Mrs. Alice Sexsmith delivered a brief 
address which .contained a message of 
cheer and hope for everyone present. 
Your attention Is again directed to 
Sunday, Jan. 26th, when Mrs. Ada-T. 
Knapp will recite her life’s .history 
front" childhood fes a medium. . An
other class for initiation Is baing ar
rangedand those who contemplate 
joining us are-rfiquested to attend the. 
first meeting as soon as convenient

make my .'.stay pleasant. . Sunday 
morning-and afternoon I attended 
the session, of the Ohio. State Society, 
at the West Side Church', and /meta 
goodly .number-of Old-tiine friends. 
I enjoyed., the^session very much. 
Sunday evebihg r began "my three 
month’s, engagement -at the' stone 
church,, corner" "6th and State Sts. I 
had a very nice audience and was. 
greatly helped bytthelr influence.;; I

" am. how nicely settled al 190 South

add Societies." "
- Correspondent -.writes: “The Met» 
ropolitan Spiritual Society opened its 
meetings Sunday, January 5,, at Its 
old quarters, Unity Hall, 434 31st st. 
The Hall-was well filled. Mrs. Alice 
Case; a coming worker In the field, 
opened-the meetlng;wlth an instruct
ive speech, followed by another new 
wprker, Mrs. Bnnsback, Who gave 
some of her experiences in the work, 

" • ' followed with a few messages. A 
■ gentleman, an old-time worker, also 

gave a fine talk; then. a solo was 
" rendered, which called forth an en- 
- core, after which the pastor of this 

? - ' Boctety, Mrs. Maggie; Waite, gave. 
. spirit messages. On Sunday evening, 

• ‘ January-12, Dr. Randall will 'deliver 
the discourse; he is always welcome. 

"On tho 19th of the month Dr. Cross 
will favor this society, and will also 
be welcomed. These lectures are al
ways followed with ; demonstrations 

■ ■ of-immortality by Maggie Waite, whd 
- Will celebrate her 21st year of public 

' work on the 9 th of-February, and a 
most excellent program will bo ren
dered on that occasion.” -

Titus Merritt writes: “The First 
Association of Spiritualists of. New 
York City, Mary A. Newton, presi
dent, Margaret Gauie • Riedlnger; 
psychic, which closed its 45th year, 
December 29, was commenced -by our 
mutual friend, Andrew Jackson Davis,: 
January 4, 1863. I, my-.wife and 
two children ■ were present at the 
opening, also the Children’s Brogrcss^ 
Ive Lyceumf the -25h of the .same 
tenth; Sunday, January .6,; 1908,

6th Street., where all mall, and tele
grams, should be "sent. Will-respond 
to calls for funerals, also lor mid
week meetings, 'within n radius of 
one hundred miles. I trust the 
friends through the State will get up 
meetings. I can go Thursday and 
Friday evenings.. Let the good 
work go on.

Correspondent writes: “The Spir
itual Harmony Society Jduch the cor
respondent was impressed \to call 
this society, last week,'as a name 
had not yet been selected- when the 
charter was applied for) will hold Its 
regular services, Sunday evening, Jan, 
nary 19, at Bock’s Hall, 11626 Michi
gan avenpe, .but have taken the name 
of the “Roseland Spiritual Culture 
Club,’’ udder which they will be char-, 
tered. This society starts out with 
the right ■ determination to succeed, 
and knowing those at its helm your 
correspondent has no hesitancy in, 
but really takes infinite pleasure in 
askihg all lovers of this grand and 
beautiful truth to go and join With 
them, if living . In the vicinity. We 
certainly foresee success for them.

Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond visited 
Whitewater, Wls., on Tuesday of "this 
week, delivering three lectures be
fore the students of the Morris Pratt 
Institute. ,

■ L. E. Burnham, of Cortland, New 
-York, writes: “I am more than 
- plowed: with the paperand the flrm 
•stand it takes against-fraud in "the 
-dark room seances, and tor thbstand 
for honest mediums., I- wish the»clr- 

- culatlon of- the paper could be more 
than "doubled each year."

! “INTERWOVEN 
Spirit1 Messages

From-a Son

To His Mother.”
Is the title of our new 

Pi-emiuiu Book, 
and we wish to GIR
DLE the whole globe 
■with" It. It'ls sent out 
to all subscribers for 

" 25 CENTS 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressiva ' 
Thinker—practically a 
GIFT, as we have to 
pay the postage and . 
expense of mailing.

Send for it. .

of the

Illinois. State 
Spiritualists’

Association
To Ilie Spiritualists' of the State of 

■ . Iljlnois, Greeting:

Be it Known that the Annual Mass- 
Meeting and Convention of the Illi
nois State Spiritualists Association, 
will be held at Handel Hall, 40 Ran
dolph, • street, Chicago, Illinois, be
ginning Tuesday evening, February 

"18, and continuing through Wednes
day and Thursday following. Auxil
iary societies and individual members 
.wiU please make a note of this fact, 
and be on hand in full force, and let 
us have the best Convention we have 
ever held, and so adjust ourselyes to 

"the Cause as to make ours the banner 
State Association in the United States, 
Good Speakers and message talent- 
are already engaged, and the program 
will be published as soon as It can be 
arranged. Dt all tho years of its ex
istence, tills la the most Important for 
uniting Spiritualism,- and IT MUST 
BE UNITED IN SPIRIT AND IN 
PURPOSE NOW.

GEO, B. WARNE, Pres... 
By DR. T. WILKINS, Sec’y.

has not had a day there for ten years, 
not since our Vice-president, Mr. 
Hatch, was director at Lake Pleasant. 
Thanks were extended to all speakers, 
mediums and musicians for their cour
tesies during the year, and to The 
Progressive Thinker for space and 
courtesies of the press..

It was voted in directors’ meeting to 
hold anniversary exercises ou Tuesday, 
March 31, hall to be announced later; 
that It be a unlou meeting under the 
auspices of the M. 8. A. Chartered 
societies of the State are requested to 
send address of secretary to Carrie L. 
Hatch, 74. Sydney street, Dorchester, 
M^ss. „ ;

Every one regretted the absence ot 
our President, Dr. .Fuller, and of the 
fatal illness of his wife. 'Our sympa
thy was extended to him, with the as
surance that the angel world would 
sustain him in his sorrow.
• Wishing the editors and readers of 
The Progressive Thinker a Happy 
New Year. CARRIE L. HATCH,

A

Boston, Mass. Sec’y.

BRIGHT OUTLOOK AT ASHTA
BULA, OHIO.

of his brother In Topeka by the writer, 
assisted by the Modern "Woodmen ol 
America. Sympathy Is extended to hia 
wife by all of their many friends.

ETTA S. BLEDSOE.

NOTICE TO LEAGUE MEMBERS/ 
.. I

BENEFIT FOB THE WIDOW OF 
PROF. JOHN McLANE, "WEDNES
DAY EVENING, JANUARY 29, 1908, 
AT STAR LODGE HALL, 878 SO. 
WESTERN AVE. A FINE PRO
GRAM. TICKETS, 25c.

tures and psychic demonstrations 
throughout Michigan and contiguous 
states. Address her at 9.4 State St.", 
Grand ftaplds, Mich.

Ferd; 0. BuhfeV writes; Rev. Wlll 
J. Erwood''Used-the term “Modern 
Spiritualism« to -good advantage-on 
Sunday ©veiling, ’Jan. 12; before the 
Fraternal Order of Spiritualists, and 
despite the blinding snow storm quite 
an audience greeted the speaker, who, 
by his easy, happy manner, at once en
listed the approval of his hearers. 
His remarks "contained words of value 
to' mediums'' and: to investigators. 
Your last Opportunity to hear this 
gifted orator' wlll'be on Sunday, Jan. 
19, at 8 p. m. at Hygela hall, 406 Og
den Avenue,’corner of Robey Street 
top floor! A' publlc reception will be 
tendered Brother'Erwood on Wednes-

and make themselves known to Dr; 
Caird or the secretary., flection of 
officers occurs oh the evening of 
Wednesday, Jan. 22, and all members 
have a voice in that meeting. We will 
meet In Atlas hall, 406 Ogden avenue, 
corner Robey street, second floor, at 
7:30 o’clock. We.feel elated in meet
ing "someone at almost, every meeting" 
who' find in the Fraternal Order prin
ciples just .what they have' wanted fdr 

■a long time,-and are desirous of lend- 
ing> helping hand In their respective 
ways; and we are more confident now 
than ever of our success and of estab
lishing the Fraternal Camp.

Prof. John" Gibson McLane, a prom
inent Splritualisst and medium, passed 
to spirit life Dec. 14,19,07, at Los An
geles, Cal.- The Professor'was a.won
derfully gifted man, and became-a be
liever In Spiritualism 35 years ago. 
When he first discovered that his 
loved ones could return to this earth, 
he had many hard battles to fight, be
ing compelled to live almost in exile 
from some of his dearest ties , on 
earth because he was true to himself 
and the cause he so dearly, loved; but 
he was no coward and preferred to 
tread the wine press’ alone, rather 
than sacrifice the beautiful life which 
was rightfully, his from birth. The 
funeral services, held on Dec. 17, was 
largely attended/at Burbank hall. '

Maggie Henry write-. Mr. Jas, 
McC. "Williams delivered a very Inter
esting and -instructive lecture- on 
Health, nt Universal Occult Society 
(old- 77), 31st St. Spirit, messages 
were given by Mrs. ZaZell, Mrs. Hat
ten, Mr. H. S. Fraser and Mr. Llnn- 
deafer. The large and. Intellectual 
audience was very appreciative. ■ Do 

-not forget our conference meeting at

valuable. ’
Persons with books to donate where 

they will be of practical use should 
understand that the N. S. A. head- 
quarters will serve In that capacity for 
«tn unlimited, future; indeed Is the 
promise of a permanent library of the 
literature of Spiritualism.

This library is being made of prac
tical use by persons who are in Wash
ington* and can be by any visiting 
here.

That in itself will become, if not 
already, a golden sheaf In the garner
ing of a spiritually harvest.

Fraternally,
GEORGE W. KATES,

Secretdry.'. - . _  X .

day eveningl- Janf- 15, in Atlas hall, 
same building, second.floor, and you 
are invited to participate.

Correspondent writes: "The a^ful 
Sunday weather prevented the usual 
-full house at turnout at the Spiritual
ist meetings, and the Progressive Spir
itualist Society, at "the corner of Bur
ling st., and North avenue, was affect
ed the same as others. Dr. T.*Wil- 
kins talked of many interesting 
things, and; Mrs. 'Hilbert gave real 
spiritual messages, all of which were 
acepted as correct.” ■ -

The Third Grand Masquerade Ball, 
under the auspices ot the Golden Rule 
Pleasure Club, Star Lodge Hall, .378 
South Western avenue,'" Saturday 
evening, Jan. 18, 1908. Prize March 
at 11 p. m. Music by W. W. Klrt- 
lahd. Tlchets, 25 cents a.person.

Carrie L. Hatch writes from 9 Ap
pleton St., Boston, Mass.: "The First 
Spiritualist Eadies’ Aid Society met 
as usual, with the president, Mrs. 
Mattie-E. A. Allbe in the chair. The 
committees were appointed for the 
year. The evening entertainment 
was enjoyed by -a" good audience. 
Among those taking part were, Mrs. 
A. S. - Waterheuse, Mr. Gowan, Mrs. 
Annie Morgan, Mrs : Dueln, ■ Mrs 
Shackley, Mrs. A. Chapman, MrA 
Morse and Mr. Harwood; Mrs. Mor-- 
gan ^ang several selections. . Mrs., 
Mary F. Lovering, pianist. We hold 
meetings every Friday. . January- 31, 
we will-hold a public circle in the 
afternoon at 3. Remember-the date.

Correspondent " writes: "The Gol
den -Rule Society held' Its regular 
Meetings,.Bunday, January 5. The 
afternoon service consisted of a short 
talk by the pastor"; messages followed. 
The evening brought a surprise to our, 
meeting, and a cheerful one, in the. 
person of Dr. Geo. B. Warne;and wife. 
The pastor gave a short address with 
words ol encouragement; and wishing 
us success for -the-furthering of our. 
work" and future unfolding of the right 
principles of Spiritualism. In fact, 
.there is a brighter and better outlook 
Tor the Golden Rule Society than at 
any time before. The Speaker for 
January 19;.will be Dr. J.’ H. Randall, 
and on January 26, our National

Letter From Geo. H. Brooks.

I havp been waiting "ere I sent "an
other letter, hoping I could tell the 
many readers of the dear old Thinker, 
just when my trial was to come off, 
"but am unable , at this .time to say 
just what the date will be? Itr the 
meantime I desire to impress upon 
the Spiritualists of Pennsylvania, the 
great Importance of their coming to
gether In a State organization.

There is a great need for a State 
-society, and for the large number of 
Spiritualists throughout the entire 
State to come together In convention 
as soon as possible to organize a State 
society. Blanks have been sent to 
different societies asking them to 
unite in the cairfor a State meeting 
to be'held In Pittsburg as soon as 
possible. One of the questions that 
was .asked by our lawyer, was: “Have 
you a State Society?” and he felt 
there was great need for one.

' So there has been a call ‘made for 
all Spiritual Societies and all Spir
itualists to peet later when the date 
can be arranged, to form a strong so
ciety.

I never more fully realized the 
value of our people being organized, 
than I have since this last experience, 
and I have always been a worker for 
Organization. I have helped to or
ganize many local societies, and two 
State Societies, yet.to-day, never fully 
realized their value until called upon 
to pass through this most unpleasant 
experience.

I also desire to impress upon-all,- 
that this fight Ib not agaln'st me—no, 
not at all;" I am simply the Instru
ment, that’s all. It is a fight for me- 
dluntshlp, for Spiritualism, and the 
rights of the people, and this fight is 
yours as well as mine, especially in 
Pennsylvania, and every one should 
feel' a deep Interest -In this matter, 
and come forward with their contri
butions? Send, either tô Mr. "G. L. 
Stevens, 213. 7th street, Pittsburg, 
Pa., or to myself, 190 South 6th 
street, Columbus; Ohio.

I desire here to express my heartfelt 
thanks to the many friends who have 
written letters of sympathy and help, 
and many of them sending financial- 
aid. I am answering all who resp'ond 
with help, and desire to thank one and 
all for their work'of help and comfort. 
It has been of. great assistance to me. 
Later there will be published . the 
names and ainount sent, and ah accu
rate account will be kept, as well aa 
a'report made of all expense. In my 
next ! hope to give thé time when the 
trial will come off . Again, thanking 
bnp and all for their kindness, I am, 
as ever, the;well7WlBher of all ... • ?

G. H. BROOKS.
' 190 South "6th St;, Columbus, O.

To the Editor:—With the begin
ning of the new year we feel Impelled 
to outline the progress of the work 
here. Everything is moving along 
nicely. An upward tendency seems 
to brighten all our efforts, fend suc
cess so far has been ours.

We have many things to be thankful 
for, so much to look forward to that 
we feel the spirit world has been guid
ing us, and assisting us in our work.

,Our greatest and grandest accom
plishment in the past year is our beau
tiful little temple. It stands as a 
monument to the few faithful work
ers who caused it to be. Every mem
ber of our socletyis entiled to'credit 
for the loyalty and fidelity shown in' 
the work. The liberal spirit manifest
ed outside of the Spiritualists was 
very marked. The aid received from 
this source has been very generous, 
and In return for their generosity, we 
not only welcome them to our temple, 
but give them soul food that they are 
unable to get elsewhere.

Our debt Is larger than it should be, 
but by persistent effort we expect to 
reduce it to a point where it won’t be 
a burden.

The Ladies’ Aid serve suppers every 
Saturday evening in their well ar
ranged dining room. These suppers 
have become very popular, and are 
always well patronized.

Thursday evening conferences are 
well attended; this "with our regular 
services combine to help pay the ex
pense of carrying on the work.

Our temple is not large enough, be
cause our cause is so large; but in 
point, of beauty and stability It is su
perior to any building of Its size in 
our city. Truly, we are proud of it, 
and the question comes to me, are we 
worthy? If every society would cre
ate a building fund at once, and then 
give it ordinary attention, the results 
would be surprising. Try it. In this 
way you can have a house of your own 
where you can get full value for your 
efforts, and where the best results can 
be obtained.

The question, “Is Spiritualism de
clining?’’ seems a foolish one to ub, 
for we all know that nothing of a.n im
mortal nature can ever die; but some 
of our prominent speakers claim we 
are standing with our feec In the mud 
and mire, and making no progress 
whatever. Some go so far as to advo
cate the dissolution, the complet de
struction of the National Association, 
this being essential for the success of 
the work at large. This Idea is so 
laden with selfishness, it will not be 
even recognized by progressive Spirit
ualists. From all points of the com
pass comes the evidence of progress. 
Our cause never stood on a firmer 
foundation; never was more free from 
the leeches and vampires that has In
fested obr ranks. Our philosophy is 
being recognized and understood by 
the thinkers of the world, and as good 
Brother Schlrm says, “With the splen
did array of names behind us, we will 
need no longer apologize to any man.’’ 
In union there Is strength. Let us as 
far as possible support our National 
and State Association, also foster and 
encourage local organization. Patron
ize the spiritual press. Every good 
progressive Spiritualist " should sub
scribe for a Spiritualist paper. Let 
us take up the watch word pf The Pro
gressive Thinker, “Weed Out the 
Frauds!" Let us practice our Spirit
ualism by example as well as precept, 
and our beautiful cause will grow in 
strength and beauty, and we will all 
"be- lifted up out of our selfishness 
through the seeming discord and 
strife, to victory and peace.

Our regular speaker, D. A. Herrick, 
Is now, permanently located here, and 
gives his entire time to the work. His 
inspired discourses attract ,the atten
tion of many outside of our society, 
•atfd the attendance is always good. 
He has been somewhat Indisposed, but 
is now vigorous onep more, and doing 
his work to the satisfaction of all.

•X JOHN WALLACE.
' Ashtabula, Ohio. v

The Annual Meeting of the Ohle- 
go Spiritualists' League will be he 
Thursday, January 10, 1908, at 8 A" 
m., sharp, in hall on 2nd floor ■. 
Grand Pacific Hotel, Clark St., bV'“ 
Jackson Blvd. Every member shot7,or 
be present, us matters of great 
portance arising from an Ordinal““ 
recently enacted by-the City Cou^°!^ 
Involving the relation of spirit m“ 
•uniship to the public'must be co; au® 
ered. DR. O, A. BURGESS, Pre

J. H; RANDALL Sec’y. .«“Uy 
____: 1Tr hapo-

. ling.
The Ohio Spiritual Assoclatiou> va. 
The board of .officers of the O.

A. met at Cojumbus, Ohio, January 
4th, 5th, lith. Business meetings were 
held Saturday, January ..4th, and Mon
day,'January. 6th, and three public 
services at West Side Church on Sun- / 
day, January 5th. The officers were z 
assisted at their public'services gt 
their public services by Revi Geo. jl. 
Brooks, the State President of , the 
Wisconsin Association and serving the 
Stone Church for thes month. ' •

A great' deal of Important business 
was transacted. Rev. M. C. Ward Ol 
Ashtabula, Ohio, and Mr. John-Wa
goner of Cleveland, Ohio, were grant 
ed missionary Certificates.

The ordination papers of Mrs. Anna 
E. Bajrd, Elyria, aud Mrs. Myrtle Da
vis of Columbus, Ohio, were revoked.

The spiritual part of this meeting 
will be remembered by all who at- ‘ 
tended for some time to come. The 
greatest harmony prevailed. The 
financial expenses were $38.90, and - / 
receipts In cash were $92.91, and more 
money pledged.

The next state convention will be 
held the last week In May at Colum
bus, Ohio, and it is expected to make 
this the banner convention since the 
existence of the O. 8. A., as the people 
of Columbus have already begun prep
arations.

Hoping to hear from all auxiliary 
societies as well as from those who 
not at present affiliate with the State, 
Kindly address,

C. A. BOLLINGER, 
Sec. O. S. A.

CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST LEAGUE.z

There will be a meeting of the Chi
cago Spiritualist League held lu 
Breakfast Room, Grand Pacific Hotel, 
Clark street and Jackspn Blvd., on 
Thursday evening, January 16. All 
members of the League are hereby no
tified to be present promptly at 8 
.o’clock. Business of vital Importance 
is on hand and everyone entitled to 
representation as a member of this 
organization will be needed. It will 
be a good time also, to hand In your 
name and dollar, and become a mem
ber. Remember the date and place.

DR. C. A. BURGESS, Pres.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding meet» 
ings in Halls are requested' to send in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services In Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 a. m. 
Sunday Bchoo] at 10 a. m. Mrs. Rich
mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, to 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary ot 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and
fourth Thursdays of "each 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

The Students of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue.

month.

Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison 

Service

President, Dr. Geo. B. Warne, 
erybody welcome.«

Ev-

A GOLDEN SHEAF.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries, to the extent'of 
Unes only will be Inserted free.

ten 
All

3 p.- nr. Meetings conducted Mrs. 
Maggie Henry; who resides at 3103 
Prairie Ave. ' . ..

A. C. writes from Syracuse, N. Y.:
The Lone Star Spiritualist Society, 

organized and chartered-last June, Is 
In a flourishing condition. Mrs. Ada- 
line Cooper Is'the regular speaker. 
We have all of tho personal property 
paid for, and some money in the treas- 
ury. r Three’have been, a few devel
oped sb they can give messages. .

Helen Stuart-Rlchlhgs Is speaking 
■for. the .Grand Rapids Psychical. Re
search Society this - winter;-'and- win 
rtepond to calls for week-night lec-

The Late Work bp Hudson and Emma. 
RoodiTuttle. ■ _ ■ 

.
The complement!;' of fifty years of 

.work in the fields¡ot life, has been is- 
s«ed in book r. form by Hudson and 
Emma'Rood!Tuttld: That book con
tains the soifl hndmuch of the body 
of nil of theibnwrlttngs. It is, indeed, 
a splendid " memorial of these two 
workers in. Hid field of spiritual and 
mental culture; e ■ •

I rejoice td repoEMhat these friends 
of the N. S. As-have.deposited a copy 
of “A Gol&enlfihedf” In the library at 
headquarterdlo It Will be here in .the 
archives ot. tho N. S. A.
for future^ generation, to read and on 
for future.generatlons to read and get 
en rapport with their, inspiration of 
this fifty years of histoty of Spirit-, 
ualism. - • ■■ '.
- Other donation of hooka are always 
In order for the N. S. A; library.

The library nirw embraces over 700 
volumes of- choice spiritual and lib- 
oral literature. . Works ■ now out of 
print aro to be found he«. For fu-

Massachusetts Association.

At Friendship hall,. Odd Fellows’.. 
building, Boston, the annual meeting 
of the Massachusetts' State Associa»- 
tion of-Spiritualists was held. A good 
sized attendance was present, .the 
weather being pleasant in the morning 
the' members responded fo the"_call; 
Im the'absence of President Dr^ Geo. 
A. Fuller, the meeting was opened on 
time by Vice-president J. B. Hatch.- 
The secretary's report told of the 
work'of the year/of: the plans and 
purposes of the organization, of the 
finances received; more work In cer
tain directions had been accomplished, 
and much-more money was received 
than last year. - AH. reports were ap
proved and accepted. The following 
officers were elected for:the coming 
year:

President, Dr; George A. Fuller; 
1st Vice-president, J. B. Hatch; 2nd 
Vice-president, Hebron Libbey;' 3rd 
Vice-president, J. Q,. A. "Whittemore; 
Secretary, Garrie L. Hatch; Treasurer,- 
Carrie F. Loring. Directors, Simeon 
Butterfield, Mrs.;Maude L. Bishop, R. 
F. Churchill.

After election, speeches were made, 
of the work', by- Mrs. Abbott, Mrs.

Carrie F? Loring, Mrs. Belcher, Mr. 
Litchmnn, Mr. Churchill. Mr. R. T. 
Churchill, our new. director; president 
Lake Pleasant camp meeting, prem
ised tho M. S. A? a day at Lake Pleaa- 
ant camp in AugUst. - The M.-S. A.

in fixpess of ten Unes will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.] -

- Passed to spirit life, December 29, 
1907, Mrs. Harriet-Passmore, of Har
din township, Pottawattamie County, 
Iowa/ Her husband and three daugh
ters, survive;' Mrs. Passmore had' 
been a Spiritualist over 20 years. 
Funeral services by C. 0/ Kempster, 
Sr., Council Bluffs, Iowa. .

Transferred to the-higher'llfe,: De
cember-31st, 1907, at St. Paul, Minn.-, 
Mr. Amos W. Hall, age 84 years. He 
was an honored worker in the Cause 
ot Spiritualism. He was always ready 
to stand up, take off hls~hat "fend be 
counted a-Splritualist, He was what 
might-bo called a starting station to' 
spirit life, and .was a light to whom 
these' souls came before they could 
progress in spirit life. Mr. Hall. was. 
a man that lived tho ■ true spiritual

at 7:30 p. m.
The Fraternal Order qf Spiritual

ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, -8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela- - 
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dlerkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street. •

. The Occult Scientists meet every. 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
mediums’ meeting' and conference. 

'8 p. m., lectures, music and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor,'Mrs. Maggie Waite; Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434" 31st st., cor. 
Wentworth Ave.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
5329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive- Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic- Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street,>at 8,p. m., conducted by Isa 
"Cleveland; * ,,

Services ©very— Sunday evening; > 
also. Wednesday, evening, at 7:30.5 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 i 
Flournoy street Mary B. Hill Pas-_ 
tor. - --5

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p. 
m. and.. 8 p. 'm., sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8-p. m. at 239 Lln- 

-.coln ave;, conducted by F. E. Loner.
The Church of Spiritual Revela

tion holds services'every Sunday even
ing, 8 p.m..2 963 S. Halsted st.. Th» 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dlerkes. - ■ , . ’

■' The Hyde Park Occult Society will r 
hold services, every Sunday evening, ' 
at 819 E- 55th street. Good mediums- 
in attendance. ,

Biblical Spiritualist Society holdsi 
meetings every Sunday, evening 'at 
59th ereet and Ma'dlson avenue..;: 
Conducted by Rev. Esther’ M. Qahoon/ 
and other mediums.' . v '

life. , FRANK E- IRVINE.,

Passed from spirit life from the Na
tional Home of the; Typographical 
Union, Colorado .Springs, Colorado, 
Dec! 24, 1907, Mr. W; S; Wagner, of 
Topeka, Kansas. He had long been a 
sufferer from the .fearful ; disease >o,f. 
tuberculosis; 'Mrs. Inez Wagner, his 
wife, Whose home' is In Kansas City, 
Missouri, made the trip to Colorado 
Springs and brought back his body to 
Topeka to bury it. ■ The funeral 
services were conducted, at tho home

ANCIENT PAGAN'AND . ' ■ 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revise® 
and enlarged.-'with an Essay on Baki 
Worship, on ."The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and ■ other allied symbols. " ' 
Third edition, with two hundred Ulus» . 
(rations. Oloth,81.

"The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health- und 
spirituality. Nono enu rend It •irith-" 
out pleasure and prom. Price

with.it
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a department U under the man- 
mt of

HUDSON TUTTLE.Itaih ss® /Iregs him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

V

, @^OTE—-The Questions and Answers 
-, b called forth such a host of re- 
]|W>£ent8’ that to give all equal hear- 
ilUeempelB th« answers to be made in 

.host condensed form, and often 
Wjueas is perhaps sacrificed to this 

id brevity, r.—I- **
/ted, and the style becomes there- 

.. WMsertlve, which of all things la to 
be deprecated. Correspondents often 
.weary with watting for the appear
ance of their questions and write let
ter» of Inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is always several weeks ahead of 
apace given, arid hence there is una- 

' .voidable delay. Every one has to 
Avait his time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be 
giyen anonymous letters. - Full name 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. It the re- 

, quest be made the name will not be 
published. The correspondence of 
this department has become excessive
ly targe, especially letters of Inquiry 
requesting private answers, and while 
I freely give whatever information 1 
am. able, the ordinary courtesy of 
correspondents Is expected.HUDSON TUTTLE.

union, which promises most to off
spring may be repulsive to the parties 
coimerned, and even “Scientific Breed
ers of Humans,” would scarcely de
mand such sacrifice of the parents to 
exploit their theories. - • >

We belleye in the unity of creation. 
That Jaws in . however diverse pro
vinces, never conflict.

Nature 4askendowe<J all creatures 
with mating instinct for one object.. 
Man' has this in supreme measure, 
and it is surrounded and interwoven 
with all the qualities which make up 
his social, intellectual and spiritual 
life. Is it presumable that the normal 
result of this endowment will be 
otherwise than consonant with the 
purpose for which it was given? 
Blind and automatic in the animal, 
possibly as blind and automatic in the 
animal- man, with every step of ad-

DR. T. A. BLAND. -= 3®W YEAR'S »BEAM.

'proofs r have to be vance it may become more and more Proofs nave to no (prescient lyltb a comprehenslon of Its

J. I. Hollingsworth:,—Q.—Who Is 
or was “Phylos, the Thibetan," men
tioned by Prof. Larkin?.

\ A.—-Hg is a spirit who is claimed to 
Drive written a book, “The Dwellers 
on Two Planets," through F. S. Oil- 
veg, He was an inhabitant of the fa- 

. ble^ Atlantis, to1 which the book is 
devoted. ' ,

physical and spiritual needs, and free 
from the domination of policy, and 
convenience, which prophesy divorce 
before marriage Is celebrated, a guide 
in selecting, as reliable as the self- 
appointed committee of scientists can 
furnish. From the foregoing corol
lary the union sanctioned- by nature 
is the best for the offspring.

In other words, we believe In na
ture’s way; nature’s way as developed 
in t^e spiritualized.man and woman.

SYCAMORE RESEARCH CLUB.

Interesting Report of Occurrences at 
I ’ ■ tlîe First Meetings’.

U. Argra:—Q.t—What, is the mean- 
Ing of “Spiritual Guides?”

A.-A-The old belief in guardian an
gels reappears in this form. It is 
presumable that spirit friends, those 
near and dear to us in this life, will 
<retatn the same interest for us, and 

.... as far as possible Influence our 
jhonghts and actions. There Is no ar
bitrary assignment of a - special 
"¿^uide," and the office is dependent on 
tha affection and harmony which 
brings them in rapport with us.

The-Sycamore Research Club was 
formed for the purpose of holding reg
ular meetings once a week to under
take Che thorough investigation -of 
spirit return; jn .its different, phases, 
and we thought perhaps it might be 
interesting to readers of...¡The, Pro
gressive Thinker to know just^how our 
Circle is .conducted and just what we 
learn each week. •-

Our cluri is composed of six mem
bers, whq'are all Interested In seeking 
for thè-t-ruth of the great phenomena; 
there being no inclination on the part 
oi any one to practice fraud on the 
others.' • ■ .. ■

Our meetings are held'every Friday 
evening at 7:30-sharp, each member 
is required to-be present at least ten 
minutes before that tjme.

Our room is 12x14 feet, having a 
10 %'foot> celling. The windows are 
covered ’With heavy paper; strips of

His Noble Life, Work uud Transition. .
The passing of Dr. Bland to a 

higher aud wider field of activity re
calls' to every one familiar with the 
history of the last'fifty, years, the : 
many fields of active work arid'reform 
for the amelioration of the condition 

,of the human race that have been 
epened during the half century re
ferred to. ' J

The lifetime of Dr. Bland extended 
over that period; and he, being ready, 
became an active participant In the 
work going on all around him—in 
many instances leading, in others 
joining the ranks where others had 
taken the initiative-

Born of Quaker-parents, it is not 
strange that his mind was cast In the 
mold of the pioneers of human pro
gress and thought, and this coupled 
with great kindliness of,heart, made 
him a true philanthropist as well as 
reformer. The mother side (as some 
one has said of all who work for hu
manity) was strong in him. and he 
often declared that his mother .was the 
one who sustained and encouraged 
him in all he was to be and do. .

Dr» Bland’s record extends from be- • 
fore the war for the preservation of 
the Union, when he was given pu es»., 
pedal appointment by Gov, Morton as 
surgeon in the-army; through all the 
complex history following the closing 

, of the war'—the assassination of Mr.
Lincoln, the desired lessening o! the ' 
standing army "by Gerf. Grant .(when 
he was president) the better treat
ment pf the Indians. Gen, Grant sent 
out six different commissions /o nego- 
gotiate with the Indians arid report 
progress to him; This resulted'tn a 
peace policy that, had It been fully 
carried out by Congress, would,have 
made war on tfle frontier impossible. 
The writer was1’ill Washington dur
ing those years, and when Dr. Bland 
came back from, working and investi
gating among the Indians, he was 
one of those who favored Gen, Grant's 
peace policy. * . ;

■ As editor, .writer, physician apd re-, : 
former,' his works are too well known : « 
to be recapitulated here. He :5yas the, 
author of inany books and pamphlets 
covering a wide range of subjects,' 
from the reforming of our care of the 
physical body to 'the life .beyond the

I’d like to bfrjjihoy again upon a New Year’s Eve, - 
So many calU I'difee to make, andsopie I should receive, 
I’d like td-wipe bj^ all the past that gives me only grief, 

' And blow -a ieyn Again, and shout, and get some sweet
" relief^

I'd like to call up'&i that girl who looke'd so sweet to me. 
And have a youthful spell of joy—a spirit full of glee.
I'd like to ,sW ItQft pretty face, those sparkling eyes of 

blue;i’’' v ' 1 ~
I'd like to toqftl thtt hand again, and kiss thpse dear Ups, • 

toot .

’Twould be a^eaBgre fond, and deep to climb the eastle
. stair A

I bullded o’er and o’er again of nothing but the air, -
And swell-With pride'and hopefulness, upon the prospects

4 bright^3 ’ -
That fell to earth and passed from me and left my'hopes

.in bJigMt.;.
There is a vast expanse of time betwixt that day and this, ' 
With storms of Borrow and of woe, and compensating bliss, 
But I -would fly;’beyond ft alb to grasp that hand once 

;. more, ’
With all the rapibre of first love, back in the days of yore.

I’d like to be a bar again, and:I -will tejl you why:
I’d like to have a great big piece of jnotker’s pumpkin 

pie; .' ' '■ «
I'd like, also, to and skate upon that little stream. 
And like that dear old moon above, jusUlet my young

pin. ;

Those days have .^one—I’m passing on, -and though this 
fon$ gfows old, - . - .

There stilt'r|i^iqi qpon this, plane sweet pleasures to 
( unf^l^ j A “

The mighty'hprde that follows .me must profit by my stay, 
And bo I fepl^ere ygt is weal for me along the way.

If all who llyevwould gain arid give, more pleasure and 
less pain; • :

If all would try to ‘help someone the higher heights, to 
’ gain, ' <

This world would be from paupers free, who .hungry now 
mrist roam, <

v And those inclined wduld.always find right here on earth 
a home. ' ' . .. DR: T. WILKINS.
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COMPRISING sílthñ'M- 
iatefr io the progtoM «f 

Uo Chrisilai Religion In ih» " W*» 
bryvftk, Dtdint e«JIh» . fl*’ 

oían Gpÿ'iiV'and ■ '

WflUIUHIUlif
Wtwr Ufiirf PMsItá in tHt Country ptu- 

w' C£C$ inlhn arJSiitiimtiCkiifdws-)
With A Urs or lúa Avrai», Prete» «n4 t/ Pbtss', 

HcKtsq. Includine wrlorutn notes b/-Oi>Uol. 'Woncfc Mlln»n, '.'*n 
English Churchman." und other schotet. '

THIS volume contains Cid&on’s complete TWofiW writing*» upwte from1, 
hteotlwr worts; w.d 1$, Uuu tils own language, "an enquiry into the' 

F human causes of the progrea« and oalabHehmont of Chriailanliy"—showing
where, and kw it originated; wka were its founders: and urkat woreJlw fonllmonlf, 
grader, rnannora, numbers, «nd condition of dio primitive Christians» * » 

- b Gibbon's Vindication at the ISthendlbth chapters of hte History from tbs u»'
Ucks of his Christian opponents, .is reprinted uervatint from the original edition -z - pf his Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield. In I7BS. 11 offaGtik jA 

■«.Uy and forever silenced his datqictors who. being va^nulshed in Afgu< 
Intent; unhesitatingly accused Gibbin of Infidelity. v

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Origin of Christi' 
L anity is reprinted front tha valuable notes of Dram Milman, Wbnck, 
t Guizot, and other eminent Christian historians who have edited \

Gibbon's worts. -« -
' Amon« the Illustration, will b, found ronroson'atlons of 

the principal’dlvMtlw of the Paean mythology.
' This celebrated work has run through many edl- 
tlons, end Is now the acknowledged authority on the , 
subject of Christianity. Ji
II If profuHty lllulraM sllb w*ty ildldy lllatrj.'’ 

Ikui, upruhelot Hu CodaxH, sad rheetag 1«' 
, aaa> san sU Ike authority the (Me h».
rut m ms saces, sut top, i?.oo

PROORESS1VE.THINKER, 
O Loomis Street, 

CHICACO..ILU ,

STANDARD BOOKS
Cloth Binding, 50 Cents.

“Progress'. ”—Q.—What Is the 
opinion of the Q. jmd A. Department 
as to the attempt to improve mankind 
along the lines of correct breeding, as 
applied to animals and plants, and 
for which a committee'has been ap
pointed with David Starr Jordan, 
president of the Leland Stanford 
University-at its head?.

A.-^-It is true that wonderful re
sult? have been obtained by stock 
breeders and horticulturists and gar
deners, by selection and crossing. 
They have moulded the species they 
have dealt with to suit their fancy. 
There are certain laws which hold in 
the crossing of different stocks, which, 
if- followed, show encouraging re
sults.' Some of these have been 
clearly defined, while others are 
vaguely determined.

Burbank, who' has;been called rthe 
wizard: creator of new forms of veg-'- 
etablo । and fruits, has discovered 
several leading principles, and by fol
lowing them has achieved wonderful 
results. But what is now accepted as

Iwopd being made especially to hold 
the heavy paper tightly on the four 
sides. One gas jet hangs from the 
center of the rooih. All parties hav
ing taken their places in chairs form
ing a Circle, the gas Is turned out and 
we are in black darkness.

At our- first two meetings there was 
nothing special occurred; except when 
we formed a battery by taking hold of 
hands a strong current was sensed 
which caused two of the parties pres
ent to have- the “jerks."

Our third meeting was conducted In 
a similar manner. One of the ladies 
present was controlled by what was 
said to be an Indian girl, who gave 
the name of Naomi. This spirit, being 
asked, gaVe a short history of her life, 
which was a very sad one. She said 
her buqband was a Mississippi hunter, 
her father, who 'was a1' chief, made 
trouble for them, which caused her to 
drown herself in the river, and this 
she has much regretfed since, as it 
hindered her progression In the spirit 
life. Her husband, she said,, was still 
living, but a very old man.
- One-of-the gentlemen was also, con
trolled this same evening by what

■i’ ■ a fundamental law, is a revival of the 
discovery of a monk, named Mendel, 
almost a half century ago, and known 
as Mendel’s law. Briefly this law may

■. -be thus stated. Characteristics domi- 
; 'nating in both parents will be trans- 
.' netted to all their offspring, while 

characteristics of one parent not pos
sessed by the other will be transmitted 
to only half the offspring.

- These theorists who have taken the 
culture of mankind in hand, would ap- 

v ply the rules of the stock breeder, 
and as they affirmed that the science 
of such breeding has reached such per- 
faction'that give, a breeder an ideal," 

.. he can reallze’it perfectly, they prom- 
< ise;to weed out all objectionable feat- 
’ ures in the coming generation, and 

produee men and women perfect In 
/' -form, and health, with ideal mental 

and/moral endowments.
/ As there can be no high court for 
/■. L.tlie assignment of parents in this 
/I ; “scientific" procedure, the promoters 
i/ rely on edlicating the people, so that 
. marriages will be contracted in ac- 
/ - cordanoe with the laws of transmls- 
~ qidn of characteristics. The bonds of 

matrimony will not be taken In a hap- 
hazard way, but with careful clrcum- 

\ x spectidn/ The central “committee" of 
scientists, will give every young man 

. and woman a chart of character, with 
,,4 an accompanying one of that of the 
Ki . mate to be sought, and courtship will 
K' " beeome a. complex problem of compar- 
' Ison! v .\ Intermarriages have met condemna- 

tion from remotest time, because it 
was found by .experience that relatives 

' ■ being Of the, same strain, were so
‘ much, alike, the offspring were weak- 

ened ahd-the characteristics abnor
mally Intensified.. The savage went 
out of his' clan or tribe and captured a 
wife from another. The wonderful 

("i progress of the American people has 
been- assigned by eminent Sociologists 

- , -to the blending of diverse natlonall-
■ ties.

: - In this blending, and the present 
methods by which marriage Is consum
mated, there tnay be many mistakes 
and failures', but as a wfidle'there is 

/ ■ marked improvement with each gen- 
' - elation; This shows that the instinct 

of right mat^hood, even when it is', as 
now, made subservient to selfish Inter- 

' ests, schemes for advancement, or 
pandered to' lust, predominates over 
them all.: *! s .- * '

ii' Free it from these ensnaring de- 
: vices, educate it to know Its purest
: and future needs, will ft riot be the

was supposed to be an Indian who 
could talk no English, but did a great 
deal of It In his own tongue. The first 
party controlled knew nothing of what 
was said or done, while the latter 
claimed to know and hear everything.

During the evening three lights 
were distinctly seen by all present; 
two being sharp flashy lights while the 
other was misty or dull.

The light being turned on, we tried 
the “letters” and • received several J 
names and tests from ones’we used to| 
know in earth life.

At our last, or fourth, meeting, be
fore the light was turned out, we sus
pended a trumpet In the center tied 
by a string to the gas jet. We then 
formed the battery by taking hold of 
hands, and several hymns were sung. 
The same gentleman was controlled, 
this time by the -spirit of a woman 
who came weeping and sobbing. When 
asked why she came in that manner, 
her answer was “that it was the past 
recollections of her life while here on 
earth that made her sad.” One o,f the 
parties in the circle notice the trum
pet tapping her gently on the head, 
but it was. decided this might be 
caused by its swinging around on the 
string which it was suspended from.

Several very'-distinct lights were

change called Death. , ,
A full amount of his literary work 

is published in the introduction to his 
’latest book, “The Pioneers of pro
gress." This introduction was writ
ten by his many-years’ friend, Rev. Dr. 
H. W. Thomas, and is Indeed a fine 
biographical sketch of Dr. Bland. 
This latest and one of his most earn
estly espoused reforms was in the 
field of medicine.

He believed end knew that the pres- 
qpt system of materia medlca as ap
proved and enforced by legislation are 
oppressive and harmful, and.the Med
ical League, which is in active opera
tion, is especially Intended to correct, 
these evils and make medical science 
as any other system of science.

Dr. Thomas says In the Introduc
tion referred to:

“As a reformer the work of Dr. 
Bland has been large, wise and help
ful. Large, in that it has not been 
limited to any specialty; his wide vi
sion has looked upon the whole field 
of the needs and sufferings of a world.

Wise, because his judgment has 
. been that of a well-balanced mind.
Helpful because his sympathies have 
been with the sufferers; he has not 

■stood as one apart ..freun Xhemi.-andr 
talked at them; but has been:one wjth 
them, who has known hard work; 
what It is to sweat in the field, and 
live in a cabin, and all his life to be 
comparatively poor.

“Looking at this life we can but 
be impressed with Its noble and heroic 
simplicity, purity and Integrity; a,nd 
Its moral heroism; and it is beautiful;

, Divine, to see this husband and wife

seen by all present; some of them 
came in flashes, while others were of 
a pale misty kind, same as the previ
ous evening. They all seemed to be 
near some one rif the circle. 1 '

We then set the trumpet on the 
floor and touched the ends of our fin
gers to it. It. tricked about and struck 
one of the parties three times. It was 
then moved about violently and would 
answer “yes" and “no” by giving raps. 
This became very interesting, and we 
asked.them to jspeak through it if pos
sible, but we could hear nothing. We 
then asked the influence to'lift "the 
trumpet from the floor; this was done, 
very slpw’at flrst'but finally carried 
up in the room as high as our heads; 
then suddenly dropped to the floor. 
This was do3$ only while the eiids of 
our fingers were oh the trumpet. :We 
tried it otherwlse- and it Would' not 
move.'

We then suggested lighting the gas 
and trying |t in the same manner. 
The result was almost, the- Same, as 
far as raising thè trumpet was con
cerned, but, the ■ influence. was not 
nearly as strong, and finklly- left alto
gether, We were oil-satisfied’ that no 
mortal present rwas lifting the instru
ment unconscidusly, and that no one 
had more than a finger, on the trum
pet at the time, ....

We then turned on the light.and

(Dr. Thomas refers to Dr. M. C. 
Bland, the gifted wife, helpmeet and 
life companion of Dr. Bland), who 
have so long been one in thought and 
work growing old In a love that Is 
deeper, diviner than was possible 
when together they essayed the task 
and journey of earth and time. Beau
tiful as they so joyfully toil on ip the 
brighter hope of the blessed forever.”

Dr. end Mrs. Bland have Tjeen 
known to and the warm friends of the 
writer for many, many years. ■ Their 
knowledge of the spiritual realm and 
thé new philosophy and religion inci
dent upon that knowledge has been 
their strength and support in many an 
hour of trial. The writer visited 
them often in this city, and when the 
summons came that the evér watch
ful wife'knew was the Divine Messen
ger sent to set her husband free, she 
asked for the presence-of the writer 
to conduct" the services at thé humble 
home where they had dwelt the past 
few years.

Dr. Bland, besides his loved and lov
ing wife, has a brother in the south
ern part of Illinois—who could not 
be present at the services held Sun
day, Jan. 5th. .

Beloved nephews, nieces and cous
ins, as devoted ah if they had been 
his own sons and daughters, rallied 
around him and his dear wife, and the 
writer heard Mrs. Bland saying to a 
niece with broken voice: “His peo
ple have always been my people—so 
good and kind and true.”

The dedicai students and profess
ors who had worked with Dr. Bland 
for many years gathered lovingly 
around, and were among the earliest 
and latest in .attendance' upon him 
and in their manifest sympathy for 
Mrs. Biand. ' ' । - -■ ■

He could not do. all the work there 
was "to be done, so, standard in hand, 
he shouts back to those still toìlingiòr 
humanity: “Do not falter;' do not 
turn back; go on.” ■

It was a privilege to minister at the 
transition service of Dr; Bland.’/ ;

CORA L. V.. RICHMOND.

tried,the “letters,” and got very satis-
most reliable guide in selection? 'Jhe, factory results, ' Names were spelled

W SHALL f BECOME A MEDIUM r

&

RECENT TRADITIONS.

Gerald Maésejr.

Word comes to ußTrom 'over the
sea that Gerald Massey, the venerable 
poet, philosopher and friend of labor, 
has taken leave of earth at the ripe 
age of eighty years.- it.

Mr. Massey held d high place In 
the annals of Englfsblllterature! ■ In 
all of the school text-books bearing 
on the subject he was placed among 
the first poets o/ hjs time and ac
corded the honor th%t so justly 
his due by .reason pf thq;beautiful 
expression Of his tbpHghta; His at
tacks upon the CJy^stian religion 
without doubt lessened .(he regard 
In which he mjght ^vej,been held 
by .the masses of th^peopje, yet no 
one among his most bitter opponents 
doubted his sincerity)' or ^guestloned 
his Integrity. His bpqks wDl live so 
long as the English -Hnguage Is spo
ken, and the impress.pt his great soul 
will become a greatep[power tor flood 
as the centuries roll AWaym The man 
who could write thesQ.bqa^tlf^J lines. 

.,could, mat.hftlp makteg-tltfa-Jrorld jiif., 
ohrs better because)LOtr his having, 
lived In it: . ' . ...

“This world, is' full-of bpauty, 
As is thAt bright world above,

And If we did our duty, 
.It would be full of love."

He was a good man and true, and 
has passed to his reward after.a life 
spent In. good and noble deeds.

Dr. E. F. Butterfield.

own sake, and id being honest for 
honesty's sake. He despised policy 
and hated shams. He was a Spir
itualist from conviction, and he had 
good reason for the faith that was 
In him. He was a loyal friend to 
the N. S. A., and believed most thpr- 

' oughly in systematic organization. He 
will ever be held In loving memory 
by all who knew him. The sympathy 
of his many friends goes out to his 
devoted wife, the sole surviving mem
ber of his family band.

HARRISON. D. BARRETT.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of 
interest to our readers. They are 
printed on fine paper; perfectly clear, 
readable type; cloth binding. Good 
home library edition.

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 359 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spen
cer.

Fairy Land of Science. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. This book is written in 
such a pleasing manner that young as

well as old can understand it. Ulus* 
trated, gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar- 
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Dar
win. These two books by Mr. Darwin 

■ should be . in every home.
Karma. A NoveJ. By A. P. Sin- 

nett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. BY 

Marie Corelli. A most wonderful
occult story._  
Zanoni. By BUlwer Lytton. A

romance by that most wonderful and 
mystic writer, after a long residence 
In the East and an exhaustive study of

'occult lore. •.
Any one of the above valuable 

books can be obtained tor SO cents— 
a mlracle df cheapness*

out which were recognized as people 
who had long since passed to spirit 
life. In our next report -we win try 
and give some of these messages as 
they .are given to ns.' ■ ■’ ,

We intend to try the cabinet at’the 
proper time, and shall report what we 
have given to us, and hope that'by 
so doing it may be the means of help
ing others In this great truth.

■ SYCAMORE RESEARCH CLUB. 
Sycamore, Ill. ,

It is fiilly answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
Jaws, Its Conditions and Cultivation’* by Hud-; .......

- ■ iXLi ' ■ n-t : a- -' a'J j ’ A treatise off HUMAN CULTURE.fflûn -1 Knee. ou. oenuL - Adiucsa__ su, W ■ v. - Author.. A-very.suggestive-.nnd-ia- 
UlttO ' , structlre book. Frlw $1,90.

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
. MAGNETISM.',

I •tractive book. PäM ILOO.

From Syracuse, N.. Y., comes the 
sad Intelligence that Dr. Edward F. 
Butterfield, the well-known magnetic, 
clairvoyant and Thompsonian physi
cian, has returned to his home In the 
spirit world after an1 earth visit of 
about elghty-four years: Dr.' Butter
field has been a Spiritualist for almost 
sixty years, and- has .devoted the 
greater-portion of his life, under the 
direction of the Invisibles, to the ser
vice of sufferliig humanity. He sup
ported the cause of Spiritualism most 
generously in the early days of oflr 
movembrit, and for some- time was an 
officer of the present New York State 
Spiritualist Association. He took 
great delight In assisting worthy 
young men and women in- their efforts 
tp/ obtain an education, and treated 
the poor and needy without money 
and without priori; His home was 
open to those who were shelterless 
and “hlB pity gave ere charity began,” 
as Goldsmith says of the village 

■ pYeacher. About ope year ago Dr. 
-Butterfield.began to lose his mental 
and physical strength. The. great 
mind and strong body that had done 
such valiant service, for humanity 
could no longer, enduje the . strain. 
After one year of struggle his soul- 
self has recalled unto itself its earth 
child. f His physical form rests from 
its. labors and his mental forces are 
once more free. Beane and joy be 
with him in ^ils new life.

William Speer.., .
It was with a heavy heart that I 

read of the departure' from this life 
of ours Of that; generous friend of our 
Cause, Mr. William Speer,..on Novem
ber 25, 1907. 'He had- made this 
earth of qurs a ylsit, ofoihree and! 
seventy years, which -he; spent-in one 
continuous endeavor AS 'Hite and do 
the right. He was a-patriot in those 
years when men’s-soiiftWre tried by 
reason of honest different)® of opin
ion upon the great questions that agl-. 
tated the citizens of the -Union, North 
and South. He lovedotheafiag of his 
country and endeavored to itiphold Its 
Integrity in every relation Tf life. He 
was the personification-of (honesty In 
all hts business dealings,':and will ever 
be held in grateful mamors by all ot 
his associates in thebkanklbg frater
nity by reason of the splendid exam
ple he set them during hts long asso
ciation with them. Herwaafrequently 
called upon tri hold OfflcHli positions 
of trust by the cltfaens of Mercer 
county, Missouri, and-mertlr .failed to 
'render faithful account- of Mb stew
ardship. Ab sheriff and treasurer of 
said county, he brofight to both posi
tions a conscientious .fidelity to duty 
not often found among office-holders 
o£ Ahe. -present..age,- -Mr. -Speer.-be-- 
longed to the old school bf -Americans 
^ho believedtnidoing'-right for rigisi'a

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.

Having of late received letters ask
ing: “How Is the Morris Pratt School 
getting along?- I have been watching 
the Spiritualist papers for a report of 
Its work,” I will fall back on the old 
maxim, “Better late than never,” and 
give' the friends of the school tr brief 
report of Its present condition.

Filet, I will.say, we are having a 
fine school, never better. A more 
premising class of young men and wo
men cannot be found in any school. 
All are in earnest to reach-the goal 
of their désires, à more complete edu
cation. All. seem to apprecldte the 
advantages to be found in a school of 
this kind where the broken threads 
can be taken up and carried forward 
by those who under adverse conditions 
have been deprived of schooling,'it 
may have been for years, and who can 
here carry out their fondest desires, 
make up for lost opportunities and 
obtain a liberal education.

A few days since I overheard one 
of our brightest students say to the 
Professor: “I have already received 
the worth of my tuition, $50.00 in the 
benefit I have received from my gram
mar lessons alone.” Others say the 
same in their oratory work, while oth
ers greatly appreciate the psychic 
work under the Instruction of Mys. 
Mattie Hull. •

The study of music is interesting 
many of our students, one of whom Is 
a musician of very fine attainments, 1 
who is giving Instruction to several in 
the school. Having two pianos In the 
Institute, they have ample opportunity 
for.practicing.

In the Saturday evening debating 
club all questions relating to civic and 
moral reform are discussed In a man
ner which would do credit to any body 
of young men and women.

Judge Wm. Smith of Janesville has 
been giving a.course of lectures on 
Law and Its Uses before our students, 
which has been greatly appreciated 
and deemed beneficial.

We are, beginning to feel the effects 
of the flnazfdal depression which has 
spread throughout the country. Some 
of our students have been cut off from 
expected resources to help them 
through the- term. We have, a very 
worthy and promising student who is 
in her second year at the school. She 
wishes to graduate and enter the field 
as a worker on moral and religious re
forms. We feel she will become an 
hoijor to, the school In her public 
work. ' She ip out of money. Who will 
help her t° 6° through the term. I 
wish to make an appeal to those whom 
fortune has favored in worldly. pros
perity to come to the rescue of this 
student by sending aid in a grand and 
good work to tide over this winter of 
financial depression.
, . I desire to improve this opportunity 
to express our thanks to all those good ' 
friends who mhke up the list of nqmes 
to help in furnishing the room bearing 
the name. M. V. S. A. Tq.one and ail 
we extend cordial, thanks. ’ ' .

‘ MRS. L. S. WEAVER, 
, .Asst Sec’y.

LIGHrT OF E.GYPT
A treatise upon SpirituaLAstroIogy, Alchemy, Talis- * 

mans, the Magic Wand, Syfhbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etci A masterly work. Vol. 1./cloth, $2; 
paper, Vol. 11., cloth only, $2.

“THE UNKNOWN
-BY—

GñMlLLE FLAMMARION.
“THE UNKNOWN” created a great 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the greatest Interest In this country. 
It is an eminent scientist’s study of 
the phenomena 'of the spirit world. 
In touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authentical instances, and 
chapters, of his book are as weirdly

fascinating as the most fantastic of 
Poe’s tales. It treats on incredulity, 
credulity, hallucination, psychic ac« 
tion of one mind upon another, trans< 
mission of thought,, suggestion, th« 
world of dreams, cerebral physiology, 
psychic dreams, distinct sight, in 
dreams, actual facts, premonitory 
dreams and divination of the fifture. 
487 pages, cloth bound. Price' $2.00.

LIFÇ, BEYOND DEATH-
Being a Review of

The World’s Beliefs oo the Subject, a Considera
tion of Preseiit Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

I Fact—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some

i' Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

8vo. Cloth, 842 Pages.
After a review of the beliefs held in the past concerning life be-. 

yond death, Dr. -Savage’ takes up the present conditions of belief and 
considers the agnostic reaction from the extreme “other-worldliness* 
^hich it replaced, which was in turn followed by\he Spiritualistic 
reaction against agnosticism. He points out the doubts concerning the , 
doctrine of immortality held by the churches and the weakness of the, 
traditional creeds and the loosening of their hold upon the people. He 
then considers the .probabilities which, as he admits, fall short of dem: 
onstration. The volume includes a consideration of the work of the Sol 
ciety' for'Psychical Research and also an appendix giving .some of the 
author’s own personal, experience in this line. Dr. Savage holds, as 
a provisional hypothesis, that-continued existence is demonstrated, and 
that there have been at least some well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. ’ Price $1.50; postage 10 cents;

THE FUTURE.

Out- beyond ub there te lying a year 
. filled with fair to-morrows,

In the silent past are dying ewarmi of 
little, cast-off sorrows; - !

Out beyond -us ? here are .glowing 
heights on which our flags may fly;

In thè past the streams are flowing 
where we halted, you and I.

Out beyond us Hope is calling to the 
strong and to the fearless; ,

In the past a veil is falling on the 
valleys that were cheerless;

Out beyond us . there are spreading 
■ scenes where unclaimed glories lie; i

Why should we sit wehkiy dreading 
future-bJMiattk you and K;- ,J

1 •&'. —3, B. Kiser. .

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE ? HOW?

- Is It Infallible?
à Voice from the Higher Criticism.
\ A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles

BY MOSES HULL
■ fcacellent M an exposition of -th»-Higher Criticism andean.analyeutM.-;^

[^he Bible from that .itandpoiut. ' Of- special value and interest to
uÿiïti.-' For eale'at ttoa office. ' .Priée $1^ ’ -.'tej-
». • - -I ..... k. .......

*
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Have Wu Read

E. H, MAXON,

Silverton, Öre.

t,v

TO THE PEACE CONFERENCE. 
AT THE HAGUE, 1007,

3020 Indian» Avenue. 
CONSULT HIM.

“The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation,’’ by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, . Dedicated to Preachers,

Revised Premium List

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE will give you 
a spiritual reading, by mall only, for

The address, 15 Park 'avenue, Chi-*- 
cago, 111., Is notice enough for her old 
patrons. There for a short time.

Trial Reading, 25 Cts.

THE RELIGIONOFCHEERFULNES9 
By Sara A. Subbard.

~ This little booklet sets forth Inter
estingly a leltgion which all may ad
mire and experience with. benefit'to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily printed and 
bound; tn a case; Price 50 cento. 1

--------- amnuiq 
prices, telling all about- my Melted 
spectacle, and my method of ftttli 
perfectly at your own home as 1!. 
my office. B; P. POOLS. 15t Wintt 
Chicago  HL.

January is I90U.

Wonders or Science' for 1908.
(Continued from page 2.)

age child at various ages. This discovered, they drew up tables 
pl averages; and, thanks to theip, they are now able to-make pre
scriptions definitely whenever a fresh subject arrives ai the la
boratory of experimental psychology,

Prof. Binet called in thé assistance of a Parisian palmist} who 
surprised, him with the accuracy with ’which he read the charac- 

-, ters of fhe hundred boys who were presented to her. Prof. Binet 
hopes to see similar laboratories scattered all oyer the land and 
thus establish the foundations for a scientific breeding and. de- 
veloinnent of the human spiciés. ■ ' ’

How Gâtes Got Stro^
’ .Prof. Elmer Gates of the Laboratory of Psychology in Wash
ington is a pioneer along another line of human development 
which holds many possibilities for 1908. Placing his forearm in 
a jar filled with water to the point of overflow and keeping his 
position without moving, this investigator directed his thinking 
toward the arm. THE BLOOD SOON ENTERED THE ARM 
IN SUCH QUANTITIES AS TO ENLARGE IT AND CAUSE 
THE WATER IN THE JAR TO OVERFLOW. By directing 
his thoughts-to'his arm for -a certain length of time daily for 
many days, he permanently . increased both its size and its 
strength. ' Hé even-instructed others to produce the same effect. 
Prof. Gates has also found that change of the mental state 
changed thè chemical eh ar actor t of the perspiration. WHEN 
TREATED WITH THE SAME CHEMICAL REAGENT THE 
PERSPIRATION OF AN ANGRY MAN SHOWED ONE ODOR, 

- THAT OF A MAN IN GRIEF ANOTHER, AND SO ON 
THROUGH A LARGE CATEGORY OF EMOTIONS. THE 
BREATH ALSO CHANGED WITH THE THOUGHT’.

Greeji Taste Is Really. Pink. -
. Anger produces a brownish substance in the . breath, sorrow 

- pray, remorse pink. The results showed that each kind of think
ing produced its own peculiar substance which the system was 
trying to expel. Prof. Gates declares that every jnental activity 
creates a chemical change and a definite, anatomical structure in 

■ the animal which exercises the mental activity. The mi.nd of .the • 
- human otganijim, by an effort of the will properly directed, can 

produce measurable changes of the chemistry of the secretions 
and excretions. “IT FOLLOWS THAT ALL PHYSIOLOG
ICAL PROCESSES OF HEALTH OR DISEASE ABE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES, AND THAT THE ONLY 
WAY TO INHIBIT, ACCELERATE, OR CHANGE THESE 
PROCESSES IS TO RESORT TO METHODS PROPERLY AL-

• TERING-THE PSYCHOLOGIC OR MENTAL PROCESSES.”
. , Prof. Gates confined his experiments with anger until he had- 

, obtainfed enough of* thé bro Wish substance, which appeared in 
the breath, to administer to men and animals. In every instance 
it produced nervous excitability or irritability. In his, experi-" 
mente-with thought conditions by jealousy he obtained another 
substance from the’breath, which he injected into the veins of 

(guinea pigs.* The pig-died: in a few minutes. Hate, he found, 
' -is accompanied by the greatest expenditure of vital energy. Hé 
: says-.it precipitates several ehemicakproducts and thht enough 
" -would be eliminated in one hour of intense hate to cause the death 

of four.score persons. For the’ptomaines.of hate are the deadli
est- poisons' known to science. ' y :

, Studying Energy in Reserve..
, A. new line of work in psychology Prof. James believes is 

opened up by his initial work in tapping thé reservoirs of energy 
-in devising means whereby deeper and deeper reserves of human 
force are .made available. The fact that there àre such reserves 
he illustrates by the familiar phenomenon of getting one’s “ sec
ond wind.,” Evidently we stop when we meet the first layer of 

■^fatigue. But if an unusual necessity forces us to press onward 
<the fatigue- gets worse upAp A certain.point, .when gradually 'or 
\ suddenly it passes away and, we are fresher than before.' We 

biave evidently tapped a new level of energy masked until then 
by-the fatigue obstacle usually obeyed; There may be layer after 

■ layer of this experience, a third and a fourth “wind.” Mental 
activity shows the same phenomena as the physical', and in ex
ceptional cases we may find “beyond the extremity of fatigue 

. distress, amounts of ease and power that we never breamed our
selves to own,.sources of strength habitually not taxed at all be
cause-habitually we never push through the obstruction, never 
pass those;early critical points?’. , >

; When we do ¿ass either some unusual stimulus fills us with 
emotional excitement or some unusual idea of necessity'induces

. us to make an extra effort of will. Excitements, ideas, efforts are 
. what carry us. over the dam.

ÏÎie difficulty is to use it, to make the effort which thé word 
volition implies. But if we do make it, it .will act. A SINGLE 

.SUCCESSFUL EFFORT OF MORAL VOLITION, SUCH AS 
SAYING “NO” TO SOME HABITUAL TEMPTATION OR 
PERFORMING SOME COURAGEOUS ACT, WILL LAUNCH 
A MAN ON A HIGHER LEVEL OF ENERGY FOR DAYS AND . 
WEEKS AND GIVE HIM A NEW RANGE OF POWER. The 
problem that Dr. James proposes to his fellow psychologists is, 

* How to unlock our energies. This is another big question which 
we may look to the science of 1908 to carry toward solution.

‘ Chicago, Ill. ' ' ' ADA MAY KRECKER.

LETTER FROM. MAINE. „

The Changes That Have Occurred in 
in the Lust Fifty Years.

To the. Editor:—As the time ap
proaches to renew my subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker, which I 
should be loth, to live without, T will 
give expression to a tew tnqughts as 
they press upon my mind. More than 
fifty years ago I attended my first 
spiritual sgauce, Mqny Spiritualists 
had gladly come out from under the 
shadows, dogmas, fears and. threat
ening of the. old church. The new- 
found fact of spirit communion with 
all its glorious teachings filled their 
souls with’delight, and caused great 
enthusiasm, resulting in hundreds of 
social circles in homes, and in many 
comforting messages, and au educa
tion iu spiritual truths that' brought, 
great joy and gr eat happiness. I was 
then but a boy, but I took great pleas
ure in attending the circles and meet
ings. I had recently, been called to 
part with a father, brothers and rel
atives, and knew nothing of their sit
uation and condition in the unseen 
world. Messages from them, testi
fied .that they still lived and loved; 
that they were, happy, and had found 
no angry God and no brimstone hell. 
All these glorious things brought into 
my mind a peaceful rejoicing that was 
worth more than I can tell, and from 
that time to this I have never waver
ed in ray devotion and adherence to 
the grand ideas and inspirations that 
come from the land of arisen souls 
to bless humanity, and lead the world 
out of darkness - into the glorious 
light, of ■immprtality and ceaseless 
progression. ...

Many , of those-steadfast old-’pió-- 
neers have gone to' try the realities of 

’that better.land, and their places have, 
not topen filled by their .descendants : 
only in a-smillL degree. I have many 
times wondered why. ■ The to maybe 
several reasons; its unpopularity, 
the-absence af fear of'future hell and । 
punishment, the ' .lack ■ of1 training’ 
schools for the young; the extreme In- 

, dividualism pervading the , minds of
Spirltua||stSr=-aH ’ these had their in-1 
fluence. Home circles are now well 
nigh abandoned. - THE .CHURCHES 
HAVE BECOME SO LIBERAL THAT 
MANY SPIRITUALISTS FIND SAT
ISFACTION THEREIN. Still there 
has been a tremendous power at 
work, and millions have been made 
happy.

Supergtition, fear’and bigotry have 
been largely driven out ql the old 
system of theology, and airthe. world 
made bettor. When .mankind .shall 
hive developed, into g higher and 
moré refined cohditloi), the spiritual 
belief will become well n|ghJ unlvef-. 
gal. It is a dystem ot sciehtiflc-factB 
as taught by that great, noble soul,, 
A- J. Davis, :;whp more than 50 years 
ago taught mental and Christian' gçl- 

’ enee, faith cures and spirit healing, 
which modern students have taken 
up and elaborated, claiming honor 
tor theniselve’s. , ' . ,

I haye received letters, and, circu
lars from that eminent thinker and 
writer, R. A, Dague,' with which I 
am much pleased, I enjoy lils letters 
in The Thinker, and hope he may be 
spared to prosecute the good work 
<jf reform for years to come.

• I read Mrs. Longley’s last letter 
with pleasure, having spent the win
ter two'yé'aré agio-afiiong the friends' 
of whom she -speaks, 5

. The'Verona, Park Çamp association, 
is' still (alive,’ alllwugh[ftsntoiendB,; DK. 
Charles Ware, add'many of íiis asso
ciates, have been, translated,, ¡ their 
good influences'are with us, and we 
aré apparently on the eve’pf greater 
growth and success.

,Many cottage lots have been laid 
out; Boihe sold and more spòken for. 
Thé cold; .wet, backward season last 
year was a hindrance to the sale of 
lots. I 'hope The Thinker will suc
cessfully purge our . tanks of impos
tors. FREEMAN W. SMITH. ’

Rockland, Me. ■

Read 'Çar^fully, as We Introduce a New Pre- 
miunuBcpk, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

OUR I

PREMIUM : ¡
BOOK 

OFFER? I
i Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
| the like before. Search the annals of 
i history, ANCIENT AND MODERN;
critically -exam!né. the history of Spir- 

I ituàlism; look here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 

! and you CANNOT4find a parallel to 
the offer made In reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS, They constitute a yfonder- 
fully .valuable,Spiritualistic and Oc» 

■cult L1ÇBARY, and are furnished St. 
a pominal sum, All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
Who purchase ,them are DELIGHTED
WITH THEM. ' -

We jiave now FOURTEEN mhgnlflk 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from. ■ ' . ■ '
v Any one of the Premium Books you 
may . order, price 25 - cents. This I 
Is the prias, remember, when’ you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK In con
nection . with a yearly- subscription. 
Tim paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25.
s Np premium bopks wflLbe sent out 
unless the order ft accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to Thé Progrés- 
hive’ Thinker; but If you order more 
than one book, the jlrlce Is as fol-’ lows:’ » ' .

’ .Any/two of^he Fourteen Premium 
Books you may.order, price 70 cents, 

■ Any three of ¿hé Fourteen Premium 
BooRs ypu may/order, .price $1,15... 

" Any four of.fhe Fourteen, Premium 
Books y^u may order, price $1.50. 
,. Apy .five qff^re Fourteen Premium 

Books, you may order, prlcè$1.75.
Any slxjot qm Fourteen Premium 

Books yoUimay.order, price $2.10,
Any sev/*n ofi^ie Fourteen Premium 

Books : you may ',order, -price ' $2.45; 
■ Any eight oHiie Fourteen Premium 

Books yog may,.order, price $2.80.
Any'nlpe of ¡file Fourteen Premium 

Books you. rnay ,order,, price $3.15.
Any tenl of ,jlie FourtceA Jremlum 

Books you may,¡order, price $3.50.
Any elqven of the Fourteen Prem!- ' 

urn Bookij yoUjipay order, price $3.85.
. Any tw^-ve of the Fourteen Premi- 

umBoolç^^ou;ipuy order, price $4.20.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books . you may order, price 
«4-55. ,

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, «4.00.

-Remember, we have to ,pay the 
postage on u-ll these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FQÚRTEEÑ as 
valuable books as can be* found that 
tre'at of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
Increase the price of these books a 
few cents in' consequence of the Ñ®0 
in the price of paper..

Bear in mind that evgry order for a 
Premium Book miist be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1, We repeat that the world has 
.never seen tile like of it before, 
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.-
Thé following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1:—The Encyclopedia of jpeatfi. end 

Ufe in the Spirit World,. Vol. 1, - ' *
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life tn the Spirit World, Vol. 2,
3--The Endycopedia of Death, and 

Life jn the Spirit World, Vol. :3. ' 
- These-threé volumes'havé been pfe- 
pared’ by J. R; Francis, They con- 
taln-invaluable data.

4—Ghost. Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs, Emma Hardinge Brit- 
fqn. - . . ' .

• .5^—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs, S.'G. Horn, a most remark
able medium.^ • y

. 6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.

7-^-A ■ Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 

-wonderful .English medium.
8—-The Religion of Man and Ethics 

of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
9—Seers of the Ages, or' Spirit-, 

uaiism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. . ... > . .

10—The Gyeat- Debate Between 
Moses Hull And W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the'mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

13-—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen Illustrations.

. 14»—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book,» the price is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is ifractically a gift to our 
subscribers. ' At that price only one 
book will be sent put. All orders for 
one or, more Premium Books must 
be apcompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
■Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above.

“« DWELLER ON TWO MEIS.”
■ THE STORY OF -THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced clvllUa'tiou ot 
12,000 years ago, and the-light and lesson It gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
say nothing on the many'topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply.every school of thought in this momentous time of the world’s his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books of the present age; 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont avenue, Lo 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.63; postage.14 cents. .

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY
THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. III., MASTEBSIIIP, and not Mediums • 

'of the.‘‘Harmonic Series." It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiri. - 
clear the Way .of Mastership. This Untoldment, and that it is open tC 
is . the Way that leads to Individual who elect to travel it. - , .
Liberty here and hereafter.' '■4. Its author speaks from I ■ -

Every intelligent man and womaq - standpoint of one, who has "had tlid"" 
who 1b seeking for Spiritual Truth, personal experience aud made the 
should read THE GREAT WORK, demonstration,” 
Why? Because:. ' 5. It presents to the world a Mon

1. It teaches the ' .’Constructive al Philosophy so simple and exact 
Process of Spiritual .Development' that it may be understood by a child, 
wheréby we- may. communicate with and yet so profound as-to meet the 
bur-spirit friends without becoming deepest and most exalted-demands ol/' 
Mediums- . Uie-human soul. 1

a. it explains the most, mysterious It will be sent post-paid to any a4- 
and fascinating phenomena’of human dress on receipt of $2.00. -Address, 
life simply and clearly. ■ . . Department P. T. . . . 1

3. It presents a new array ot dem- THE INDO-AMERrOAN BOOK CO. 
onstrated facts which prove that 28 N. Kedzle Ave,, Chicago.

Containing an account of all the im- 
fiorlant happening^ in connectjoji with 
that mission. Also “Pen pictures’* 
by Mrs, Richmond, of The Hague and 
the prominent persona she met there. 
Price 5 cents per copy. Address-Wm. 
Richmond, 3802 Ridge Boul.,* Rogers 
Park, Chicago. '
8TANDAKD BOOKS ON ,

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clalrvoynncr—XJjoth bound, 160 page^. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and ‘past, the crystal, develop 
seerahlp. “An inspired book”—Pro
gressive Thinker. “A revelation.”— 
Light, London. “Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented.”—Colville. 
“Epoch Making”—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2.00), $1.50.

Aurus and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A three thousand 
editiop just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 50 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. E. GRUMBJNE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

A PERFECT TEST.

..Illustrating Spirit Presence Without a “But” or, an “If.

. To the Editor:—Such tests as that reporte^ byJMrs. Green in i 

.The Progressive Thinker, of December 28,roughit6dispelanyJ 
- doubts in-reference to Spirit return, I wish to relate atoincident 
that confirmed me in the knowledge of spirit communion. Thirty 
years ago we held, circles-in Kansas.. One of my neighbors was 

; ' amautomatic writer. One evening i asked him if he;would con- 
r : sent to be .influenced,;&s it. was our customary way, to get com-' 

munication. “Well,”!he said, “what do yenwant to ask aboutt” 
„ . There were five grown people in'the family. LI was~the only 
- - ^visitor, present, ¿and; wanted -positive proof of. spirit, existence, -

and-asked, “Is there any spirit jpr esent that can give that?” , 
“Yes.” . \ . J . J.... . - . . .' ................. . -
“Well, I am glad to get in- communication with such.a good

- ipirit friend. Please tell me-yourname.”
“Mary Quillan,1” was written; . .

’ “Are you acquainted with, this »family?” 
“Yes.” , /:■ Y

_ “Was she a single or married ladyt” - -1- /
, . ' “Married.”....... . < . , - - y.. /• , •> .. ...

” Had you any children.
“■Yes, one boy.’* ' ?
“Where is he now?”
‘ ‘With its grandfather.’’ < - ;
“What was your maiden name! M.
“Mary B.” :
“Why, she is not dead,” chimed in all the family. The spirit 

jave her age, which the family allowed was about right. But the 
- >nly way to solve the matter was to write'back to Indiana and 
inquire about ’Mary B.. for she was-a girl of about 18 when these 
people moved from Indiana to Kansas. Well, the result of the in- 
|uiry was a confirmation of every thing the spirit wrote; ' ’ . /

Minneapolis, Minn/ ' ’ J. M. J0BDAN.1

THE MOTHER OF A PROMINENT 
LECTURER PASSED TO 

... SPIRIT LIFE,

To the Editor :—It was my privilege 
to listen toMhe finest funeral oration 
Whidh ever crime to’ toy eats frpnLone 
of her sex, when I heat'd Miss Eliza
beth Harlow speak-over the mortal' 
regains of the mother of Rev/. G. 
Tabor Thompson,' I know that all 
who read these lines- and are acquain
ted with the gentleman, will realize 
his great physical loss—although his 
spiritual gain—in- the''transition of 
one so near and dear to him.'
■. On Thursday evening the nineteenth 
of December. we’ gathered at the resi
dence ofthe noble leader to bld fare
well to the mortal of-'- his beloved 
mother, and in horiof qJ-her .¡entrance 
to the higher life. She; was a most 
unassuming, quiet;' .a dea’r_pld lady, 
and although we\had known her but ’; 
a'short time, and. only.; then through i 
our-acquaintance with him, we found-1 
her; to be a worthy; mother'of her 
most devoted' son. Those of you who 

■ know -him have this one to add" to 
"th'e „other- good. qualities which every 
oba of you could jaot fall to observe, 
Mrs. Thompson’s admission into that, 
.higher life and re.unipn with old 
friends and relatives, including ’ a 
spirit.husband, who had preceded her," 
and a Bister whose transition was. but

I a.-Iew days prior to her own, both of 
I whom"were at her side to receive her.
Into' the -new abode of peace,- most 

i assuredly was. an occasion of joy to 
i her.- \ ;■ ■ ■.■-•

■. Most ^beautifully did Miss Harlow 
; lead our thoughts up through and out 
i of this and: Into that other sphere.
How glorious it had been .for the 

; arisen to stay in the mundane abode 
throughout the years of her children’s 
childhood, adolescence, and manhood 
and womanhood, to see them develop 
In. life, and .that son in-public service 
'gradually grow to his present breadth 
;of • mind, after journeying .with him 
• through all the years in- orthodoxy, 
toAbe privilege^ to see him no longer- 
bound by the mortal bands, but lib
erated and developed in science, Spir
itualism, and liberating and develop
ing his fellow man; thus shall she 
have an abundant posterity, composed 
of those who learn from her son to 
be just, to be spiritual. May memory 
bf her never fade from the minds. 
and hearts of 'all who listen to his 
eloquent truth, and may it bring to 

■ their minds the sweet peace which 
Is hers, as they contemplate the one 
but for whom they could not have 
been blest with his presence and 
teachings.,, As Miss Harlow remarked, 
In reality, in truth, there is no qeath; 
the mother lives on, but is given a 
higher grade, larger, studies, because 
the time had come when she deserved

to be propotedx, she haflfinlshed her 
i courke'and had kept .faith, arid'ls now, 
erpoylng?j,he orbwjr of.’glory ‘ iaid tip 
for her,'onrihigh; eternal in the ‘ages, 

Singing the delightful new .hymns 
of which her son is the author, must 

■ have been a fine adieu to her and 
nearer a welcome tothe other shore 
from the friends on this—"No' More 
Dying,” “My Mother First of All,” 
“In a Country Churchyard." Those 
who have sung these, to the tunes 
appointed, and. especially: under -the 
lead of' Mr. Thompson (as we In 
Philadelphia are privileged), know 
what Inspiring Influences they make.

RALPH C. STOVER, JR. 
Bristol, Pa. ' .

■■ - ’ A' «Beautiful Wedding.

• At the ?honie of Mr. and. Mrs. John 
Anthony,- 629 ¡Sixth avenue, din ton,. 
Iowa, there.occurred the wedding of 
their cfaiigtiterjEsthal Anthony, to Mr .< 
William A, Sander, on, Nejw- Year’s 
evening; pt 8 oiclock. ':
,-At the sound of the .wedding march i 
the groom and his lovely bride, took 
their place under a beautiful 'drapery 
of lace and-flowers^and pledged, their 
vows of faith ana'fldelityr—Mrs. Alice 
C. Barry officiating. . - >

The. young bride was very sweet in 
her govm'rof white <sUk„' with Trim
mings of lace. ' • >-■ i-'..?: 
'After the ceremony .the company 
passed- into the dining-room and par
took of - a dellclous wedding supper,- 
about thirty"'of the near relatives be
ing present. • . ■ • * '

* , Both ‘bride'and groom are well 
known in- Clinton and -are -Splrltual- 
■ists. ■ ■ ; . ■

The groom is.-a --wood Carver at 
Kelly 'Brothers Company, and' a man 

• who has built: the'foundation; of. ;his 
life on the firm principles of^jnsUce 
and-honor. ,

The bride is. an excellent-musician 
tor both piano.-and violin,'and is. the 
■writer of several musical composi- • 
Cions. • • ■ . : . .

May each recurring' year find Jove 
at hip-post guarding their . white 
barque, so successfully launched- upon 
life’s sea; into a safe apd sunny har
bor is the wish-of their many friends. •

COR.

? SPIRMpM^CERLALiZATION.

Excellent-Results at .-Certain Private 
'.' ' fittings. • ■ , '

In' 1895ul had been a student of 
Spiritualism four or five years, but 
was ptizzlei} as.tp how it was possible 
for splrlts to take.Substance from the 
medium, and build up. a visible form. 
I and my^lf&jWmmenced to sit; and 
I soon got: the proof I wanted. We 
only sit once a ;,week, and the second 
time I feRi on, influence pass up-my 
spine Whick was rather painful, and 
something 'fras drawn from me, and at 
once the form rof an Indian stood at 
my back, piaci&g Its hands upon my 
shoulders; qlt Spoke to me, and at the 
same time 1 cohid see from the back 
of my head and all around the room. 
This lasted about a minute. The next 
week, sitting about ten minutes, I felt 
an Influence at.my side, and ft grad
ually went down to my thigh; then 
something was drawn from me. At 
the same moment a. form built up at 
my side, walked over to my wife, and 
placed its hands upon'her jiead. It 
was visible a tew-'siomentB smd then

dropped to the floor and formed f 
, fright’ round’light five or six inchei 
: irfqifaiietier. , ft then slowly faded

away."
Anyone sitting in the room, with me 

at that time, would have thought the 
form came put of me, but I imow it 
did not. The spirit drew' something 
-from me.and applied it to its spirit 
body,, and so became visible.

I have .no doubt spirits have more 
than one way of "building a visible 
form, but I am thoroughly satisfied 
with-the proof of materialization.

WM. JOHNSON. 
Allegheny City^ Pa.

A . Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirt t-Lifm.

Word has reached me from Guil
ford, Maine, that J. F. Ellis, a friend 
true, and tried for twa and twenty 
years; has passed to spirit life. Mr. 
Ellis ■ has' b.een a Spiritualist from' 

. conviction,for more, than half, a cen
tury; and he had a reason for the" 
faith, that was in him. In his early 
life, he was.a patron of the Banner of 
Light, a disciple of the noble Pough
keepsie Seer, Andrew Jackson Davis. 
He has-long been a subscriber-to The 
Progressive Thinker and has faithful
ly read the best books that have 
come forth infhe name of Spiritual
ism..

In all his researches, he had the 
support and, sympathy of his good 
wife, whose .companionship, he has 
enjoyed for a full half century. I‘be
lieve their .‘‘Golden :Wedding” hnni- 
veraary-passed -a year or-two, ago. 
He is survived by his faithful wife 
and one son, both ot whom have the 
assurances of Spiritualism-to comfort 
themjn their sorrow. They know the 
way he-has gone, and realize that he 
will,give them.aqoyful welcome when 
they pass within the veil. ■

J. T. EUls was a natural reformer. 
He made Spiritualism a part of his 
daily life 4n every respect.» His re
ligion was to :pay one "hundred cents 
on the dollar,-to do his part towards 
the-support of every, worthy charity, 
and to Jive in peace and - harmony 
with hla fellowmen. - Jlis word was 

i as his bond, and .a promise to pay or 
I to do from him was of as much bindr 
ing force as:any note could-be. He 

i was considerate of the feelings of 
others, ■ and respected the religious 
views of his friends and neighbors 
to such, an extent ms to avoid in
truding his own on them. When his 
rights, as a thinker were invaded, he 
never .hesitated to speak out boldly 
-in the defense ot those principles that 
he held sacred..- He lived hiB Spirit
ualism. No higher tribute than this 
can be given any man.

It was his wish that a Spiritualist 
speaker.'Sbonld officiate at his funeral. 
In harmony therewith, Mrs. ' Ella 
Hewes, of Carmel, Maine, spoke words 
of comfort to those.whe mourned his 
loss, and of spiritual instruction to 1 
the friends who listened. >
. Peace to the memory of the good 
man who has -returned to his home ' 
in the world of souls;

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
Washington, D. C.

SPRITUALISTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N^ Y.’. 'wlll find Pleasant Home Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, 728 
Prospect Avenue. Mis. M. E. Lane.

FOIl as CENTS and stamp I will send 
full reading and answer* questions. 
Send date of birth. 'Urn. Pond, 570 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

The Supernormal World.
A new. and unique method of ieallping?

•all ot one’s psychical powers, normAHy-' 
and in a sane and scientific way. . 
doreed by hundreds. ? '■

Address With stumped addressed' ea
velope, J. C. F, GHUMHINI2, 24 Strath** 
more Road, Brookline, Muns.

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium tor 

Blfttewritin?, 'Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interviews daily from 10 to 4. Rèadla^ andd«» 

▼elopment by mail may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evaua lor particulars, Famous -book 04 
Siato-writinr, (IJH, while they last Address. w FRE» 1\ BVAN8.

2938 Sacramento street. Sao Francisco, Oal..

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances U Loucks, one yr me ue »wm Daycali 

wonder» UtIuj. iusolho spirkua: 'X^jr io io cate all lutenui dUH**»* * -..._______________________ _ ‘ «plrlluUi 'X-twr lo ioJ’Sl'CHO-CLAlltVOYANT 'tEAUt 'y” i coleamutepi*i dlaeaeex A trial will ooarlao. 
Irv mail on all affairs of life, 60 e*mis. yOU Nervous exUauliildu ¿ndlc.l visor ollaUU 
Ouestions answered. Mrs. L. J. »"1" texes uucecautallr iroalod. aa hunttrodaoau teb- ilms Bedver Dam, Wis., 122 Fourth st. j«,. Bend »»ma are. »ex, comalexlou, ouo laid- 
lama, xieavvi ’_____ __ _—------ _ (Im» symptom, aud tea emits in stamps, aud you

■------- *---- !-------------  will race!va a correct diagnosis ot your case tree.
— worth dollars to you. bo sure to write your own

letter. J>r. J. B. Loucks, who lately passed op, 
continues to treat the Blok through my medium- 
ahip. Address all 'ellera to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass?

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
■’er Development and Personal Read- 
•' ; Ings, 15 Cents Each.
’25 "Words- (about one page of hrind- 
.vritten). .Ask questions. Write for 
particulars. William Frederick Keel
ey, 37 Garfield Court, East Cleveland, 
0. Money returned if dissatisfied.

4,000 OCCULT BOOKS FOR SALE.
I will sell at a liberal reduction my 

private library of books on Personal 
Magnetism, Hypnotism, Mental Sci
ence, Spiritualism, Astrology, Health 
Culture, New Thought, Theosophy, 
Christian Science and kindred sub
jects. Write for Catalogue. Make 
selections while the list is complete. 
URIEL BUCHANAN, P. 0. Box 210 
Chicago, Ill.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

By Emma Rood Tuttle. "This vol
ume contains the best poems of the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent 
composers; The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.

“THE INFORMER.” '

- A Paper for Lyceums.
A weekly paper for young Spirit

ualists,'containing the following de
partment: General reading and con
tributions; Lyceum Notes and Re
ports; Graded Departments of Work, 
including Weekly .Lessons; Uncle 
John’s Talks; Brief and Shdrt Stories. 
Single copy, one year in advance, 75c; 
Subscription, 6 months, advance, 40c;

Club rates per year: (10 or more 
to qne address) 65 certts.

To Canada and foreign addresses, 
11.25. - , "

Every Lyceum should have this pa
per on,its tables. If they wish,to keep 
abreast with the times. Subscribe 
Now- Address all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., Will-

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker. ■

-Mrs. Walsbroker has been known as 
a writer on the question of Bex and 
this, her last book.Is worthy of care
ful study.: Price, paper only, 25 cts.

cured. Worry, hurry, scurry,
-FLURRY'.

Help the Honest Mediums by
— Exposing the Fraudulent.

“Mysteries of the Seance,” the 
book that is opening the eyes of all 
Spiritualists to the Truth, will show 
you how to spot the fakes every time. 
It is written by a devoted Spiritual
ist. It will aoou be out of print. Be«- 
cure a copy NOW, and learn what 
dirty swindles are perpetuated in the 
name of Spiritualism. Ten cents and 
and a red - stamp brings itL Adress

ED. LUNT.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Will glv6<lairvoyaui readings by mall, regard
ing Kplrh ual and material conditions. Physic
al conditions explained- Obsession cured. Lawa 
and conditions for developing mediumship 
taught. Questions on all matters of import* 
anre answered. Send date of birth, lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address First street, S, E., 
Washington, D- C.

NIGHOLflS B&6KER,
CLAIRVOYANT READINGS

By niafl, With Messages and Names 
of Spirit Friends. Enclose $1.00, 
1102 W. 27th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.

JUST OUT
The Francis Schlatter

Psycho-Tone System.
The greatest Science ot Healing extant. 
The Key-Note System or Healing has 
been a. lifetime study, and is replete in 
TWELVE LESSONS, giving a thorough 
description of the Tone of Speech,, the 
Law of Chemical Relation of Colors, 
Self.Hcallng Simplified, Self-Healing 
Taught According to the Musical Notes.

Send for circulars giving explanation.. 
Address The Schlatter School, Suite 505, 
Dugon & Stuart Bldg, Hot Springs, 
Arkansas.

SplHtnnl Medium nud pHychometriaf.
Clairvoyant descriptions, spirit mes- 

'Gages given, character delineations, 
diagnosis of physical, mental and psy
chic conditions, with advice on medi
umship and all affairs of life, when de
sired. Full reading, $1.00; two ques
tions answered, 25 cents.

MRS. ella Royal
2701^ 11th St., N. \V„ Washington, D, C,

MARVELOUS ILLUMINATION I }
Would you like to penetrate the veil 

of sense and matter-—Ta become Clair-f 
voyant at the first sitting? - Send fotf- | <ny instructions—Nothing like theol 
ever before-published—You will he abjo. .. 
to read the Yuture—To heal yourself 
and your friends of illness or bad hab- ' 

to command success in business. 
No long »wbeks of waiting. Remember ■ 
you got results at first sitting! Price7 40’ 
cents, P. O. order. No stamps. Address 
MRS. J, SMART, S23 Riverside Drive, 
Ntew York City.

AN OPPORTUNITY:
Give your age, how long you have worn anso- 

lacles; I Will mall Ono Pair ofll.iO Melted Feb*
. By William E- Towne* • Learn how to

cast- away, ^unnecessary -. care. This mm, ucu r-air or »i.io Melted. Pec-
book points the way.- -price, 25 cents’. I Bt6 Lenytaagooa Straight tempi» steel frame, u — • । guaranteed to at youreyes. Also a Vegetable -

. " ; Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the heal
■ ■ -r- r - ■ . ■ - (Magnetized Compound, tor 4 oz. Eye-Water

The New Ydf^ This book deals;
with the principles and laws which- Battel?50cents; MagnelUed Compound, 10CIS.

nite creative power, and put him Into theAttamians; lived on earth woo 
¿onscious possession of his CirHirlght, »iso^uinstrated, circulars • 
the mastery over all things. " Price, 
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 50 cents.

"The Molecular Hypothesis ofs Na
ture.” demonstrates ■ the continuity 
of life and our environment'of spirit
ual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

NAME THE BABY, -
Or Give the Charge. ,A dong With 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by IL H, Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

THE NAUTHiVS
New Thought Calendar for 1908. .. 
dainty little calendar, with a quota
tion for each month. 'Price, 25 cents

“The Attainment, of Womanly 
Beauty of Form-and Features.' The 
Cultivation of Personal . Beauty^ 
Based on. Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. ; Edited by Albert Turner.”S.. i . • • ■ *¡ ChUrCh ' Ofsgecixl .»X’SFtAVP, HV V.UAÌM3» - JA.VU. . : '
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ROAD VIEW OF JESUS.

us a Factor m Spiritualism.

ind then we see articles in The 
WAive Thinker regarding the 

liability of calling Spiritualism 
toon. I, for one, cannot see how 

.....JPSferesBive Spiriualist can iiave any 
real; objection to: this, especially when
we know that it is only as a religious 

■ body,that we, during jhe present state 
of politic development, can expect le- 

v. from the executive
Wpdies, and-at the sama time be able 

,-to^aiTy on an incessant fight against 
' ■ . the\]Wdsltes find fakes that coutinu-

oqs!/fire seeking to defame the fair 
name,of Splritualisr-i.

<What is religion, anyhow?
The- general conception is that It 

consists of certain doctrines concern
ing the future destiny of man," doc
trines based on faith .mid traditions, 
with a certain amount of moral ad
monitions, the last ones used more, 
alas, for ornamental purposes than,for 
anj thing else, * .

Spiritualism- has also pertain doc
trines, or at least one doctrine that 

¿none of us will dare to doubt: -SPIR
IT RETURN, BY WHICH IS DE
MONSTRATED LIFE A F T E R 
DEATH. WE ALL BELIEVE THIS, 
OR, RATHER, WE KNOW IT!

1 .Well (this circumstanù
basing our 
facts, and

belief on
e that we are 
fleiponstrated

not on blind 'faith, like
r many other denominations) ■ should
I this hinder us "'from calling our beau- 
l, tiftil philosophy a religion?
ii Meantime, as far I myself am don- 
I earned, I will say that Spiritualism is 
|| the most exalted religion I know of. 
g ’ SPIRITUALISM IS, IN MY TJYES, 
P SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND RE.
K MGION IN ONE.
I A'. ' (t is, a science because, it proves, 4 ' withoui shade of doubt, that life does:
F-." «¡exist af.ter- so-called death. . “ ' -/ -'y 
I" , AIts philosophy.is;tod?highest, the' I- purest, the most natural and tlfb most 
i.-,. divtoe :I iiave ever mctiimong any of 
ki,;. the ancient, or modern systems o'f 

■'.■’' thought.. .
. It is a religion, because this science 

/ ■. and this philosophy have an irresisti- 
■\ ; ''ble power to llft us up to :a.higher, 
'/ more spiritual sphere, to unfold our 
J finer soul faculties, to show us our po- 

tion in the universe.and-our relation

A

to The. Most’. High-—the ..God-power 
that permeates alLnature. - 1

Spiritualism as a religipnloses npfh- 
, Ing "by the fact' that at.no polpt Ib it 

earning in collision with the high splr- 
itual teaching, of our noble brother, 
Jesus-of Nhzareth; at least not In 

' " those "words he really said.
Of course, I am fully aware that 

there are a-gréât many sayings that 
■ i these men, who complied the Gospel 
; r e records prit into-the mouth of Jesus 

so as to get a semblance of authority 
té do mány things that were entirely 
Opposite aridtoitagonlstic to the tpach- 

! ings óf tlie Master; '.but' I hope tori 
time soon will come when the sharp

to

A FEW HOT SHOT. AS TO RELIGION AND SCIENCE. A' dream' OR VISION. APPARITION IN A CHURCH.
Ringing Words That Are Very Much 

to the Point at All Tinies.

' sword of destructive Highe.r Criticism 
Will cut out all the monkjsh rubbish 
that haS been interpolated In thq o'rlg-

' . inal .Gospels by; irreverent hands, and 
\ tiiat constructive Spiritualism will. be 

;- able to gather the priceless pearls, the 
"’ ’' golden words, that Jesus really spoke 

to his disciples and'with which he 
; fed. the hungry multitudes during his 

, short earth life. "
. . z Sometimes I see in our worthy pa: 
" v per articles whose tendency seems to 

. - be to belittle the most noble person- 
. allty that history or tradition has car- 

rlod.down. to us through thé last nlne- 
. teen centuries. It Is not quite clear

to me What the writers expect to gain-' 
: ■ by this. In No, 944, page 3, one of 

them wrote that “Jesus did not un- 
. derstand spiritual phenomena * * * 

hla. misconstruction (of the latter 
ones) persuaded him to believe he 
was an official ■incarnation to whom 
every knéé müst bow and every 
tongue confess, .

" "Jesus was controlled to imagine he 
ascended Jin the astral body to the 
pinnacle of the temple ln~jerusalem;
-but the fact that'he feared he might 

■ hurt himself ’if he would fall to the 
grounfl .proves he. was phenomenally 
deluded,-bdcause it would not harm an

’ astral being to- fall from the sky."
•- AVell,'don’t my brother think he is 

i little off on this subject?
Anyhow, it reminds me of the other

wise learned- and good man, Ernest 
Renan, when he tried to describe the 

- son of Joseph and Mary as an ignorant 
: person, jvho had been .listening to the. 

Oriental ¡travelers when they were sit-' 
s ting outside tjielr tents in the evening? 
\ and speaking of higher things, and 
\ that it was in this manner that the 

. J’oung Jesus .learned many of his wise 
sayings!..... — / ;....--- ■ ----- -

'But Renan knew nothing about the 
■ higher, truth, at least when he wrote 

his “Vie de-Jesus;’-’ it is true, he 
wrote very sympathetically about the 
Son. of Man, but as he was a follower 
of Compte, a Positivist,-tt-would be an 

■ absolute impossibility for him to un--_. 
derstand the_ higher. nature of Jesus; ■ 
therefore it was natural for Renan to 

.. write just as he did.
On the other side, our friend in The 

. Progressive Thinker,-- No. 944, does 
know the higher truth. When he, in 
spite of this, is using the word “ignor- 

; ance" in regard to Jesus in his rela
tion to spiritual phenomena, I am in-- - 

• dined to think that the writer, like 
many others of us imperfect beings, is 
liable to jump to-a hasty conclusion

There is no known relation between 
the cactus and the-rose, though they 
both have thorns. This, seemingly, 
has little to do wjth Spiritualism, 
and yet there are cactuses and roses 
In Spiritualism.

The very reason that Spiritualism 
is no better organized is because of 
the innumerable cactuses that are for
ever trying to outbloom the roses, 
and because they cannot are as per
sistent in growing right up beside the 
roses, to prick and prod tile admirers 
,of the beautiful, fragrant flowers.

•Now it,seems useless to elaborate 
upon, or explain the parallel to be 
inferred.

. We have-the gossip pnd the vic. 
tim in our ranks. Apparently there 

■ are those whose whole aim is to find 
.flaws iq others, whom they can only 
-measure from their own cramped cal
ibre. , This is one of the greatest hln- 

L-drance-'to organization, and when a 
society Marts out with this kind-of a 
plant at its-very head, there-is little 
reason for. its ultimate success. • IT 
MUST FAIL! ;

This article is based upon no weak 
foundation, neither is jt a-fling at any 
society only.such as it naturally fits. 
The writer holds no special society in 
mind while writing it, but knows.the 
truth is apparent to every1 thinking, 
TRUE Spiritualist! This is enough 
to say to make the remarks take ef
fect where they belong, and without 
fear qr favor.

There Is no more ruinous, no more 
disreputable-, no more unspirltual.trait 
in the ranks, aside from ; the-act of 
disgracing the sacred dead, by. decep
tion in tire representation of our pwñ 
loved ’ ones góne/higliér; and »We • Upl-

Jike emphasizing it to- its fullness.
One runs on to-thege "things wpen 

not looking for them, in an "attempt 
to .unite the "forces -of .Spiritualism.

There aré-law? established "to_at-, 
tempt to regulate these, tblbgs, but 
there aré also JaW-iireakers ready to 
prove such laws ineffective to con
trol the crime.

Many q. young, innocent girl has 
had lier hopes blasted by the vileness 

, of a jealous gqgsi'per, a fault-finding 
being, who .often poses ’ as her .best 
and.truest friend.. Many a man haa- 
been started on the jpad to an earthly 
hell-hy-the-Bcandal inflicted upon the 
one whom he nfost .advilred and him-, 
self, by-- thd..4ies made out? of whole 
cloth regarding- them, . . . ' ‘

These are some of the' conditions 
confronting those who would bring 
unity out of diversity, order.out*of- 
chaos, harmony out of bitter enmity, 
jealousy and suspicion.

If these words fit; take' them to 
your mind, and let them burn away 
in shame that aWffil trait. How-can 
we expect^ the' beautiful, ■ unselfish, 
intelligent - and - just spirits to 'com
mune with -ub or have anything to 
do with us' while we are eternally 
besmirching someone’s character, Of
ten greatly superior, and -too large 
and noble,-and grand, to-pay any atr 
tention tq the silly twaddle, that ap
pears tq ooze from the very pores of 
some people.

The Cause of Spiritualism Is teo 
much founded on truth to be held 
hi check by such pigmies of humani
ty. There- are-forces'back of it that’ 
well-know the- frailties of people on 
this plane, and the wheels of progress 
will roll right- over these slight ob
structions without a jar of the mighty 

: car. -.
For very shame, benighted" souls, 

whose only sphereis gloom;
Lift up your, blinded mortal eyes to- 

scenes beyond the tomb!
When casting , thorns'to . prod -some- 

■ one whose motives may be right, 
Look .up above to higher things, in

voking brighter ligh! _
Spread not the venom of your tongue 

'along your lister's walk! ’- 
Speak but the kindly words of praise, 

or e’er refuse to talk! "
Be dumb to all the idle slang and 

slander set afloat,'
And rather choose to give foul slime 

. a crusty sugar coat. - •
An endless path lies on ahead, and 

■ room enough to grow,
But ere much progress can be made 

the soul must seek to glow
With all its virgin strength-of love, 

its own effulgence make.
By .right and truth, or all its darkness 

coolly, calmly take. . ■.
Theré Is a law of right divine- That 

measures justice fair, *
• And often.brings-reward for.fneanneBS. 

unaware.
'Twere better dumbness to assume’ 

when gossip’s on the wing, ? .
For in .the golden sometime 'twill re-

. ’ turn- its venomed sting. .
- " DR. T. WILKINS. -

enough, though. The old monks-who 
“improved’’ the .handwritten Gospels 
knew .very well what they did. ■ They 
added this sentence, among many oth
ers, to the record® so as to be able to 
break all family ties it their ecclesias
tical organization : found such a’.pro- 
ceeding necessary to further their own

.interest - .; -
It-would have been impossible for 

Jesus to say, that nobody-could be his
once in awhile, especially every time ’ disciple unless he hated father,' moth- 
we have-had a new experience, in ^r, wife,-children, etc.,- and-at thewe have had a new experience, in 
psychic phenomena.-

As to the account of the temptation 
of Jesus, I will say that there is no 
reason to regard this as an actual ex- 

-perience, but rather aS a symbolic 
story, intended to show what Jesus 
might have gained in earthly power if 
he had been as worldly-wise-as the 
great majority of bis pretended fol
lowers were and are until this-day.

; - The fearless fighter for spiritual 
truth, Brother Francis, mentioned in 
No. 945 of this paper, the desperate 

"attempts the orthodox theologues are 
making to put another meaning into 
the famous or rather infamous teach- 

. tog in Luke 14:26. They are trying 
• to convince the World that the word 

"hate” means something else and not 
r ^tbat It says. The meaning is plain

same or some.:other time say: "One 
commandment I give unto you: Love 
ye one another.’’.^ '
- It. ought to be plain, even for an 
orthodox -tninister, that nobody can 
hate anybody and still claim to . be 
a follower of the Son of Man. It also 
ought to be plainly, understood that 
the person that put this into the Gos
pel was no follower of Jesus, but sim- 
plv a fraud in cowl; 1 .

C. KALLUM.
7504 Nornial Ave., Chicago; HI.

■ Soft is the music that would charm 
forever .—Wordsworth.

■ We are so vain as to Bet the highest 
value upon thos» things to which-na
ture assigned thé : lowest -place.— 
Seneca . ■

A Virginia Doctor Tells Medical Stu
dents That the Two Are at War.

Which Seemed to Portray Vividly tlw 
( Spirit fjide of ¿ite.

VILLAGE PRIEST- SEES LIVING 
IMAGE OF THIS SAVIOR. '

CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY. SPP1RITUAUSM.

In his address at the Medical Col
lege of Virginia, November 21, Dr. 
Willlah H. Taylor declared that there 
is conflict between science and' pelt 
gion, and addressed his auditors on 
this topic as follows, as reported in the 
Richmond Journal:

In a great number of communities 
the doctor is the sole representative of 
enlarged-science At the same time 
most of these communities, especially 
those of the South, are extremely con
servative and rigid in their attach
ment to the old forms of thought. 
Any modern conception, the outcome 
of increased knowletlge.sliould it seem 
at variance with their traditions, is re
jected, and generally is intemperatoly 
opposed. ■ In these circumstances the 
enlightened and conscientious physi
cian occupies an embarrassing posit ion, 
for his convictions and his Interests 
are antagonistic. He feels that his 
opinions liave the sanction of Ills sci
ence; that they are consonant with 
truth, and that,, as an honest man, he 
should maintain them. Yet to do-this 
entails great risk of serious ipjury not< 

tonly-to his purse, but to his character. 
In a narrow-minded community, and 
many such «till, vegetate, to be known, 
as an. Infidel or an Atheist, appella-. 
tlons which a- modern man of science;. 
if he, expresses- ijis sentiments freely, 
can with difficulty escape, là apt to be 
disastrous to' a. medical practitioner. 
My advice to you is to keep quiet un
less there is an actual necessity to 
be active; but, should the necessity ■ 
arise, then show yourself tp-be a'man. 
My counsel may ‘"seem to smack of 
pusillanimity, but It is so only in ap«x 
péaràneè;1 I-:am not rétbjnjnendlng‘ 
cowardice, but prudqnçe, for I assume 
that you are manly all the: wlUlp, blit 
that, like a man of sensé, ybu wait' the 
proper-tlpie toshowypuxtoanllness to 
others; Theré is no real call fdr you 
to make yourselves a'champion of àp 
obnoxious scientific idea, in these 
days there Is.an abundance of defend
ers both able and'willing, and the 
cause, if founded, on. truth, will not 
lack potqnt support. ;' ' 

. -F would, at the same'time, caution' 
you not to permit yourselves to -be be
guiled by the foolish fallacy of- the 
bigot that belief to some-man-made 
formula or creed I’b réllgkyi- Even an 
Atheist may'b^ a nobly re!!g|ous man 
and ■. the- -deep-dyed Infidel .-David 
Hume, as a stogie well-known In
stance,was as moral as .any .and ten 
thpusand timesjnore moral than many 
of the hierarchy who bave styled ttjeni-. 
selves th® vicars, of Chrlkt. Somd ot 

•the :mdst' shining ^amp!es-^or .-illus
trating the difference between ortho
dox belief and religion are to be found 
among our colored friends, and I- 
commend. a comparison of. their pro
fession' aiid practice as an improving 
study for those whose njinds are. still 
muddied on this subject.

I, of course,, recognize the fact that 
there are-many, physlcihns who adhere 
to thé current beliefs and are not pre
pared to acknowledge the adverse 
teachings of science. If their opinions 
are sincerely held and their conduct 
is consistent with them these physf- . 
cians are certainly entitled tq as much 
respect as are those who hold opp'os-. 
.ing views. But they are not entitled 
to more, as is bo commonly assumed, 
for conformity with prevalent senti
ment does not of Itself show one to be 
wiser, nor render him more virtuous 
than another. In fact, noné of üs pos
sesses information concerning the dis
puted'matter-so full and so precise as 
to justify dogmatism, and it Is thé 
sensible course to tolerate differences 
antj discuss them with decency. •

It is most unsafe to judge a man by 
his creed. His conduct is the real cri
terion. Yet, no doubt, the large ma
jority qf men would instinctively re
gard a so-called Infidel, in his dealings 
with his felldw man, as much less 

■moral and trustworthy than a' minis
ter of religion. • It As, of course, not 
allowable to draw sweeping conclu
sions from the experience.of one per
son, but- my own Experience in-‘this 
mâtter 1b instructivé, at least. ' If to- 
love his neighbor as himself and un
sparingly sacrifice his body and his 
means fér the succor of a Stranger Is 
the most exalted example of man's 
goodness; then the best man I bave 
ever known was a very poor and hum
ble Infidel, a friend of my early man- 
•hood. On the other hand, of.a)] who. 
have .basely injured me the -sliest, 
sneakiest; ■ meanest rascals were cer- 

-tain caciques of the ««agrégation and 
.occupiers of .the chief seats in tlie 
synagogue; while he who surpassed all ■ 
the - rest in -abject baseness, whose 
treatment of me at an importenrcrlsls 
of my life would, could I with pro
priety relate the circumstances, aston
ish you-by-its despicable infamy—he . 
was a minister. And he lived and 

idled -a-, minister, in more than ordl-.. 
"narlly high.'repute whil&the poor In- ■ 
fidelj'-my friend and the friend of all 

■ mankind, could not dare in this city, 
'the city of the minister, to utter aloud 
his honest thoughts. ■ But I do not 
conclude from my past experience that 
all believers are bad and all unbe
lievers good.. It would be the extreme 
of shameful folly.to do so. My larger 
experience has assured me that awir- 

.tuous man will act virtuously and a 
villain act villainously, whether he Is 
Christian or-pagan,-Jew or Gentile, 
Catholic or Protestant, the head of the 
church or the tail of the Infidels, and 
that, in forming my judgment, I must- 
rely on what is done, not on what Is 
said. - - ■.

I have a little dream nr vision that 
came to me which might be- of interest 
to some of your many readers.

Sometime ago, on retiring, a beauti
ful form, stood by my bed, and I said, 
“Oh, I would enjoy seeing;how you 
live in spirit land.” He said, “I will 
take you,” and In a montent I was 
walking, or rather gliding! along. I - 
saw a beautiful stream (where the 
water was flowing clear: and : bright, 
the grass os beautiful as velvet to the 
edge, and op its banks weyet thousands 
of children playing, and on' the water 
were hundreds ot most beautiful wa
ter-fowls, white as : snow. As they : 
glided over the water we paused to 
watch them, a sight imprinted on. my 
memory. As we walked along, there 
were bridges here and there, and we 
saw many crossing, some whom I 
knew and talked with, and vrho had 
been on the other side for years. Then 
there were beautiful gorges In u field, 
which came running as wo passed-by, 
and again we stopped’to *Alk to and 
fondle them. Then in the distance I 
saw- a beautiful farm house with the 
usual things around it, and,.! could see 
beautiful cows, horHes andîchickefis. I 
could hear the cows bawl, the roosters 
-crow-and hens cackle, apd the lane 
seeme'd "real, too,- but.mo^t beautiful 
were the trees^all in bloom, -I could 
smell the fragrance-of the flowers, and 
everything was so lovely/ jl wished to 
linger, whefi . again . my I guide led 
me on. . ] '

Then I came , to -a. beautiful city 
. where the streets were all paved with 
beautiful stones that, seemed , to be 
polished. Horses were, drawing wa
gops-, carts and carriages, trimmed in 
gold and silvery no dirt to be. seen,' 
everybody seeipuâ. busy, ’ happy and 
contented. . .’We thén (canje tq thé-coro
ner of a beautiful street and a Urge 
building built of. polished^ stone, My 
guide walked up to the door and it 
immediately flew open,} when All was 
dark, and in the twinkling of an eye 
it was ablaze , with'thq, most glorious 
light. Wé walked, up td the altar, 
and .there- were •gorgébSÀ vestments 
'embrojderè^ in goldtopd iiuiald with 
precious ■ stones, ,dazzling to'.*,behold. ■ 
The.walls were covered wi$ paint
ings, inost beautiful. mpabsing 
anything to be found dh earfir.- The 
seats were of polished of&x,.. with 
cushions of silk atiidded; with 
stones that glistened?),Ike diamonds 
in the brilliantly llghtéji roàÇi.- The 
floor seemed, to be cohered "with na
tural rpses, arid qther-, flowers of all 
■kinds-seemlng llke.velvét to tbe tquch.

While vyé stood there trite' most 
beautiful itibpirjng music penjed forth 
from the organ’,.whfchi.I ha<f'Âo.t;yet 
seen, and voices,1 .to clear, rpng out. 
I can almost fancy TJiearitlteni »o.w.. 
I seemed .to be riveted 
but my guide told me-.to/follow» and 
we left as qutetly^s w$top&jiftnd in
stantly. all ' was dglk.' -aud- we .,wo".( 
a^ain in'the street of this Sham
ing city. Walking.’.along I inét'our- 
owri dear qfies/ who taikçd with Die, 
telling me of .their joyjat meeting me, 
and1 how they often were; with Us in 
toe hoirie when we little thought they- 
were there. The trees, hopses» horses, 
dogs, and- everything. there were as 
real as here, Only not one ^jar; no' dirt, 
and all seemed to be., dressed.tn a

All in the Congregation Witnesses to 
tlie Supposed Miracle and Crowds

Flock to the Sanctuary.

PARIS, Jan, 4.—The inhabitants of 
Brin, a village near Nancy, and of toe 
Whole surrounding district are dis
cussing a supposed miracle witnessed 
by a couple of hundred persons in 
Brin church.
. . According to the police commissary 
sent from Nancy to investigate the 
details, when the Sacrament was ex
hibited after high mass on a Sunday 
during the benediction, the village 
priest, as he placed the monstrance 
(the glass-faced shrine) containing 
the Water on the altar, saw the living 
image of a young man resembling the 
Savior reflected in the glass of the 
monstrance. ■ . ■ • •

Clerk and Mayor See It,
Supposing himself the victim of hal,- 

luclnatlon, he called his tjerk, who 
likewise saw the image. ' Thereupon 
he called the mayor, who was in 
church,, and he says he distinctly saw 
the image.- Thinking that-it had for. 
a trick bqen stueb to the glass of toe 
monstrance, the -mayor1 made investi
gation., ■. ■

The.priest removed the'wafer and 
the glass,. but the. image still re
mained,* and everybody in the‘church 
witnessed apparently the living image 
to the hollow of the monstrance. The 
police -commissary supposed it might 
bq a reflection from the stained glass, 
which., however, contained no figures.

Cure - Cannot Explain Vision,
The ^village cure, 1 worthy, easy

going-man who has-been.‘seventeen 
.years in tjie "village and does not ap
parently- care much whether his par
ishioners go to church or riot, B.h’rugs 
his shoulders and Bays that he cannot 
explain the apparition;-but is not pre
pared to accept it as a miracle, though

It is Doing a Most Excellent Work- 
Bishop Fallows Heals a Paralytic— 
Aged Man’s Right Side Crippledr— 
He Throws . Away ft Cane After a 
Short Talk With Him.-

astonishing.

To the Editor:—Yes, Christian Psy
chology is a curative agent in the 
hands of Bishop Fallows, and. in that 
respect it;is good! The Daily-Journal’ 
states that after suffering a stroke of- 
paralysis which rendered his entire 
right side helpless, and from which 
physicians declared-he never would re- 
cover, Gustave Freeburg; 70 years old, 
has been almost miraculously healed 
by Bishop Fallows’ “Christian Psy
chology,” ■

Although Mr, Freeburg’s testimon
ial .sounds like a tale from a patent 
medicine almanac- or a desultation . 
from a ’’healing” publication, it ap
pears-to be absolutely authentic and 
not a single doubter has thus tar ap
peared. - - , ■

In Mr. Freeburg’s experience there 
was no laying on of hands, nor mys
terious incantations. He talked with 
Bishop Fallows for half an hour, hob
bled to his home "with the aid of his 
daughter and- a stout cane, went to 
ped and arose .the following morning 
and threw bis cane out of the back 
door. He was almost as well as he 
had ever bden in his life.

Read Story in Journal.
Last Monday Mr. Freeburg read In 

The Journal of Bishop Fallows and 
his new method of treating disease by 
means of "Christian Psychology." 
The old man, with assistance, could 
barely make his way spout. But that 
night he and his daughter visited the 
Bishop.

Freeburg is ot Swedish descent and 
he takes great pride in reading Swed
ish newspapers and books. So he 
Went home and got out hfs Swedish 
Bible,1 according to Bishop Fallows’ in
structions, and read the twenty-sev
enth psalm. He. went to bed and re-
peated over and over.to himself:‘-'"“«‘♦•••D1 , . pcalcU UVUl dllU U\cl LU DllllbCIl .

Thousands now visit the ehurch, be-Y-The Lord is my light and my salva-
llevlrig that it is a miraculous mani-
testation.. Some suggest1 a trick, but 
most regard it as a quite natural but 
unexplained phenomena.—Special dis
patch to the Chicago Inter-Ocean.

MRS. 3. H..R-MATTESON.

light, filmy substance, .gliding' along 
rather than walking. My guide then

“This is our home where..spirlts
—. Some day I. will show you 

what you mortals ¿aU hell.” . I 
thanked her; and I awoW teSUng a 
beautiful influence arouii(j me..

Las! night she came jgain.'and said 
she would show me th'q dace of tor
ment, -or where those-who are »hot liv
ing right here have tq suffer when 
they pass to the great beypnd/:

We seemed' to. float injo. "the. dark
ness. I saw all kinds.--o&people beg
ging me to help them ojit nf their mis
ery, for misery it was; ,st>rpe had taken 
their own life; sbme’had- done all 
sorts of wlckedneBs-Whijo^In the body,' 
and misery there surely , was. The 
first place "was not so, dark,, as they 
seemingly had, not. been st^bad, but 
there-were all sorts'of horHble crea-

dwell.

tures there chasing them, such as 
snakes, lizards, toads, frog®, snails and 
all Sorts of venomous" Insects. . They- 
were trying sto get out of-,their way. 
They did not seem to-bother us. We 
then went Into another darker sphere, 
and there -the inmates- covered 
with all sorts .ofterrlblq creatures 
creeping, all- over"them.. They were 
moaning and trying ■ to ; get a'Way, 
pushing them from thefri bodies only 
to again be covered. I was glad to be 
safely guided back and L awoke-with 
a-sense of. relief, feeling; it those are 
the things we must* endure in conse
quence of wrong living while-in the"
body, the fact should surely be an. 
incentive, for us all to live- right on 
earth. : . .. .

. .'■ Whether- thls ^was a dream or vi- 
sion, I know not, but-it seemed very 

■real to me. - ' .--
- mrs martha Woolsey.

Indianapolis,-Ind.

• The Grcpt -Work- She' is1 Doing.

Buffalo ownr no- more disingulshed 
and respected wqman than Mrs. J. H. 
R; Matteson, the world-known clair
voyant and physician; who resides at 
Nd. 248 North Division street.
; Mrs. Matteson was born of peasant 
parentage In Germany, 60 years ago. 
She came to Airierlca when .15 years 
pt age. Untaught by the schools she 
'ban learned her lesson .to the Uriiver- 
sity of Human Experience. • ... . , 

Life with this woman has not been 
a ■ thiiig "Of ease: ;'All-«he is and all 

: he had are the fruits' of her faithful 
-,and unselfish 'endeavor for others. 
.Mrs; Matteson is a woman of. parts. 
She’ has large sympathies in a profes-" 
sionarway.-< Added to these she has 
rare administrative ability.- She Is a 
useful, competent woman in'many di
rections. .

As an exponent of her religion she 
commands the respect’ and- confidence 
of the entire^ Spiritualist body of the 
United States". Locally,-she is a de
voted member of the Spiritualist So
ciety which worships in the temple on 
Jersey street of this city. Mrs. Mat
teson is a modest, unobtrusive woman 
with advanced ideas. Of radiant coun
tenance and gentle manners, the un
fortunate turn to her instinctively. 
Truthfully it can-be said that they are 
neve'r disappointed. ' Her • precepts 
and her examples are rewards for- 
their'.confidence, She is an inspiration 
to-liealthful, honorable life..

Dr. Matteson Is a woman ot sub
stance. She gives liberally to every 
worthy cause. Her benefactions are 
not limited to race tor - creed. .She 

’gives to all freely and graciously; The' 
story of her thoughtful generosity can 
never be adequately told. She, her-- 
.self, never refers 'to' her good works. 
The numberless deeds of kindness 
flowing from her hands are never 
known to the world unless related by 
those blessed by her. generous acts. ■ -

However, one such Instance has re
cently come to light. It. appears that 
an qged clergyman frleruFbf hers re
siding In another part of the state 
was remembered by - her on last 
Thanksgiving day.' Let him'tell h|s 
own story as eloquently related by 
himself in a copy of-the letter which 
has been forwarded to-the representa
tive-of The Times.

My. Dear Friend:—'Yesterday Her
bert went to town and found at the 
express office a Thanksgiving basket

tion;
Whom shall I feaj-? ■

The Lord is the strength of my life;
Of whom shall f be afraid?

One thine have I desired of the Lord, 
That I will seek after.

Hear", 0 Lord, when I cry with, my. 
voice,,

Have mercy upon--me and answer 
me.

“That Monday night,” said Mr, 
Freeburg,' “Bishop Fallows told me 
that I could be cured of my trouble. 
He told me that if the Lord were prop
erly petitioned he would make me 
well. ‘You pray to the Lord,' he told 
me, ‘and believe In yourself that you 
are becoming well and it will be so.’

Found Cure by Prayer. T
"That night I went home and I 

could hardly walk. But I believed in. 
the Lord, that he would help me to 
become cured.-, And I read the twen
ty-seventh psaiin pH over and over and 
prayed that the Lord would help nie; 
Finally I went to sleep and in the 
morning when I got out of bed I could 
move my right hand and lejj almost 
as good as ever.

“It is certainly a wonderful thing 
this Christian psychology. It must be 
the spirit of the Lord that is in It. 
The doctors told me that I would 
never again be well. They said that 
they had done all they possibly could ■ 
for me. Then I went to Bishop Fal
lows, and now—well, just shake 
hands with me once and see how hard. 
I can shake with that paralyzed hand.”

.The old man put out a hand that 
looked as healthy as one thirty-five' 
yeprs younger. And the clasp of his 
hand was more like that of a prize 
fighter than of an old man, paralyzed.

In the ’abqve-we have a most re
markable case, and I am inclined to 
believe that the whole movement is 
under the control of angelic spirits, 
who are seeking to aid afflicted hu
manity through a - new channel, re
gardless of any religious belief what-
ever. - DIVINE WRIGHT.

OUR LIKES AND DISLIKES.

They Often Seem Unaccountable, but 
They Have a Cause.

“I do not love- you, Drx Fell, 
The reason why)-I cannot tell;

Only this I know full well— 
I do not love-you, Dr. Fell.”

It would be difficult to explain 
cause for Our likes and dislikes.

the 
It

On earth discord! A gloomy Heav
en above opening, its jealous gates to 
the nlneteen-thousandth part of thè 
tithe of mankind! And below an in
exorable Hell expanding Its levia
than jaws for the vast residue of 
mortals! O doctrine comfortable and 
healing to the" weary .wounded soul, of 
man.—Robert Burns,. .

Borne impose .upon the world that 
they believe that which they do not; 
others more in number, make them
selves believe .that, they believe,' not 
being able to penetrate into what it la 
to believe.—‘Montaigne

The Inquisition’s Bttr^in^EPlace. . '
While excavating”, in' the cloister 

yard of the ancient Dominican church 
at Vera Cruz, Mexico;- workmen- un
earthed to-day an underground cham
ber which is filled with the skeletons 
of several, hundred hum^n beings. It 
was in this old monastery that the in
quisition held its sessioni, .land the 
skeletons are believed to be those of 
the victims of that terrible court.

Hundreds of Mexican- Indians, ac
cording to tradition, were tortured for 
the purpose of making them divulge 
the hiding piacelo! buried treasure. 
These -tortures frequently1' ended in 
death, and the bodies, It-is believed, 
were- thrown^ into thè ,underground 
chamber which has just been uncov
ered. -

The local government authorities 
have ordered further excavations to 
be made to. see If thewundergraund 
chamber which- contains' the instrti-' 
ments nt torture cannot; be found;—
■New York Sun. f

! Genius always gi®8 "|te best 
prudence at tast—Lav^tar.

first:

%

^.loaded with choicest fruits and nuts 
l . to regale our appetites and Insplrp our

social instincts; and to renew opr Iqv-
; ing gratitude to our most thoughtful' 

and generous friend.at No. 248 North
- 'DIVisIbn street. Words are weak to 

express what we feel; but the warm 
.blessings from our hearts, is the spir
itual coin which isfhe only legal ten-

. der for such tokens of good will, and 

.- the inspiration of your kindness gives
to the whole world a new significance.

, It lights the dark places and touches' 
with summer bloom the chill of au-

. tumn and the dread of winter. Her
bert was greatly enthused when he 
saw the contents of the basket, and so

, were we all. He said; “Why, what a
; woman she is. I never saw such a. 

one. What made her think of'us 
with -such generosity and so much to 
make us happy on Thanksgiving day.” 
I told him you were always doing 
something for somebody to make the 
world brighter.—Buffalo,- N; Y., Sun-

■ day Times.- ■
■■ .————i Qi———

. We have, .in fact, to make our 
choice between science and suffering. 
It is only by wisely utilizing the gifts 
of science that we have any hope of 
maintaining our population irr plen
ty and comfort Science, however, 
will do this for us If we will-only let 
her.—^Sir John Lubbock. '

Misfortune and experience are- lost 
on mankind, * when they produce 
neither reflection nor reformation,-— 
Thomas Raine, In Crisis. ; ,

is a matter over which we have no 
control whateveY at times.

• We naturally fear and dislike those 
Who have in any way injured us; or- 
who are ever -ready to hurt us in 
every way pbssible; but we dislike 
people who have never ii any way 
hurt us. /

The first time we meet some people 
-an instinctive fear takes possession 
of us that they.-mean unkindly by 
us; that if the way were open for 
them,' they would do us an injury; 
and in ninety-nine cases out of a hun
dred we are‘right in our ^estimate, 
and the safest thing for us to'do in 
such cases is to cut such people out 
of our lives and cut. them out as- 
quickly as possible, giving , them no 
chance tq harm us. - ■

But how do we account for lour 
perception? Is it a sixth sense given, 
us for protection? Is it soul facing 
soul and the innermost thoughts of 
the one grasped and analyzed by the 
other?

Not everyone has this gift—or hav
ing it, it is not developed. The more 
highly strung and sensitive .the soul 
Is, the finer are its perceptions. How 
true this was of “The Christ,” who, 
when the woman touched the hem 
of his garment that she might be 
made whole, recognized .that touch, 
and who, when he asked his disciples 
who it was that touched him and the 
disciples answered "Master, the crowd 
pressed thee,” and Christ told them 
that someone did touch him . and 
“power.” or virtue went out from him. 
He recognized that individual tou<$, 
eventohough there'.were many others 
who touched, him, and although-the 
woman touched but the hem of his 
garment. ; .-

Highly strung. sefialUvs souls suffer -

Tlie „Necessity mid Reasonableness of 
Classing It us a Religion.

I notice that some of our good ' 
Spiritualists insist that Spiritualism 
should not be classed or regarded as 
a religion. Their objections appa- 
recently being based on the .orthodox 
Christian definition of the term.
: This, to-me, seems unnecessary, as 
there are to-day many other recog- 
njzed dellgions ill the world than the

. orthodox Christian religion. In fact, ■ 
ip the sor-called Christian churches 
there are conflicting views On what 
has been regarded w}thm the church 
as fundamental principles.

The tendency among thinking 
minds being to greater tolerance and 
more, liberal ideas. - ' . -•

■This to Spiritualists .witold seem' to 
be. very largely the result- qf„the light ■ 
that has come to. the- world through . 
Spiritualism.

The world is fast outgrowing the 
old religious'ideas; the'old-dogmas 
and creeds of.-the Christian church. . 
Superstition is. giving ■ way . tp a de- , 
mand for something more tangible, 
mere beliefs to a demand for knowl
edge; A religion, therefore, based on 
superstition and merp belief or faith 
mubj. give way to a'religion, based on 
knowledge and reason.- And ii) -the ' 
manifestations and teachings, we .re-! 
ceive to-day from the spirit,-world, 
through Spiritualism, we have the 
foundation for a better religion, be
cause founded on knowledge and the 
testimony and teachings we receive 
from the higher'intelligences of toe -- 
spirit world.

Of these' teachings "The love of 
man for -ills fellow-man, as manifest- ’ 
ed by acts and deeds, is universally 
given as of, th? greater ' importance . 
and as a.fundamental principle In 
right-living'and right doing. .

No true Spiritualist .disputes this. 
Why,-therefore, should this not be< 
regarded as a fundamental anil basic” „ 
religious principle? If the manifesta
tions we receive from the spirit world 
are regarded- as, scientific, then the 
religion of Spiritualism should be 
classed and regarded as both scien
tific and ethical,'and the‘manifesta
tions as an exemplification of the 
in'toclpje of love on the part of de
part^ spirits for man in the earth 
life. . . . -

.And as the acceptance ot these 
manifestations and teachings from the" 
spirit world tend to place man'on a 
higher plane of thinking and living, 
and emphatlcally_more in touch with 
spirit influences why should they 
not be regarded as a part of the relig
ion of Spiritualism? But, say'some, 
“Why not all 'this by some other 
term, than religion or the religion of 
Spiritualism? -

The answer to this is important: 
The Constitution of the United 
States'presumes that there may be 
many and different r„elJgtons believed 
lii anS practiced tn-this country and 

. extends,to all a perfect guarantee and. 
ptot^c^bpTiFthe carrying out of (heir 
religious, views or convictions, pro-- 
vided, however, that they do not 
trample upon or work an injury to 
the rights of others. And only as 
wc accept and hold out-Spiritualism 
as a religion, and the work of our 
mediums as the practice of and car
rying out of the rites of the same, can 
we place ourselves dr <mr mediums 
undfir the protection of this provision 
in our Constitution.

This was tpe object in view in 
the acceptation of a declaration nf 
fundamental principles of Spiritual
ism at Chesterfield last fall by the 
Indiana Association of Spiritualists. 
And 1 have no hesitancy in saying that 
aiiy medium belonging to said asso
ciation can he protected in our 

'courts because qf tills declaration, in _.- 
the honest practice Of his or her me
diumship. And so may attempted 
legislation' be defeated that might 
seek to Interfere with the exercise of . 
any ot. the religious rites therein 
designated. That ^he National As
sociation has not. taken some .such . 
action I think is to be greatly regret- „
ted.

Anderson, Ind.
0R. J. A. MARVIN

much, no doubt, that undeveloped 
souls do not suffer;' and yet, how 
keenly they enjoy! How keenly alive 
they are to everything- beautiful! 
How-responsive they1 are to guidance 
-from unseen forces!.-. And they would 
not for the-world change places with- 
the-undeveloped-souT that is not at
tuned'to the finer vibrations of the 
universe. ", • -.

Then agaln> if “forewarned is fore
armed,” the sensitive ought to be able ' 
to guard against enemies. There is 
no law that will compel us to live 
With those whom we dislike. Better 
live on a crust a day with those who 
feel kindly toward us, than fare sump
tuously with those who -would- stab 
us in the back if they had the'chance.

Happiness is health, and we'eannot- . 
be happy'while those around us hold 
antagonistic thoughts toward us. - 
This creates friction, and friction to 
never a good thing.. ’ . . . .. .

Life is too short to- suffer-, these. 
things. It is our duty to be just-as 
happy as -possible—it is ever our di-» 
vine Inheritance that we be- just as 
happy- as possible and- get, ■ all the- 
legitimate good out of this old woiMd- 
that is possible. -And for this reason. . 
we have a right to drive everyone 
out from our element who we\fear 
are not true to us-and who never—r 
no never—see any good in-us. - •

Christ commanded, his followers 
that if the people of any city did not 
receive them, they should shake the f 
dust off their shoes and depart from . ■ 
"that city. Let us go and do like
wise—cut out everything and every
body who would mar or cripple out 
lives in-any way—ally ourselves with 
those who see good in us and who • 
by the kind thought and encouraging 
.word help us to develop the very'best 
that is in ub. ,

KATHERINE A. DRISCOLL. 5 
3241 India«« Ave,, Chicago. I 
.. ” .. —flgii 8 .' . ' ' ■ •

-■ If you want to know the opinion of 
your neighbor, you want his honest 
opinion.. You do not want to.be des. -; , 
■celved. .Yon do not want to-talkrwItF 
a hypocrite.—^Ingersoll. ’ ’ - '

■i
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DEPLORES CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
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Let him 
his soul,

Yet Discernii a Cloud, Though No Big
ger Than a Man's Hand, That 
•. Promise Great Results.

Religion An Elementary’ Element in 
Every Human Being.

MRS..NORA ARMSTRONG, 
Corresponding.Secretary. .

627 E. Ninth Street,- 
Portland, Oregon. ’

PERTINENT QUESTION. .

Considered from the Standpoint of 
Common. Seixsé..

As Witnessed by Abby A, Judson and Carlyle
Petérsilea. Given through the Medi

umship of Amelia Petersilea. '
“During mÿ very ear)y manhood,-! Villain! Sediicer! Murderer!' 

" ' ’ ' ------ j; “Can lt be possible that I am a vil-knew nothing but sorrow and bitter
disappointments in these directions, lain, seducer, murderer,, deceiver, and
aud for inany'years I thought of end.
ing my unhappy life by suicide. All 

. this was the effect of wrong teaching, 
the teaching that the priests and so
ciety are constantly imparting to the 
young, Man’s sins against womaniare' 
winked at. Even professors' tin the 
Institution, wherein 1 received my mu
sical education, advised young men to 
their harm, themselves having been 
taught the same. - Ah, when will 
truth come uppermost? But wrong of 
any kind soon brings its own -bitter 
fruit. That great sin against wbmgn. 
that is looked upon by young men as 

■ pleasure, soon turns to gall, bitterness 
and as ashes on the tongue, and Qftaa 
ends In a .drunkard’s òr suicide’s" 
grave; and the spiritual spheres'are 
filled with these hopéless,-despairing 
anes; ' Man cannot sin, òr wrong wp- 
man, without the wrong rebounding 
ppon himself; ami, Jlke g boomerang, 

■ jvounds him even more than his vic
tim; for man is the cPunte^part of wp- 
man, and'woman the counterpar^rof 
man: if (ré strikes her, he strikes liim- 

" self, for she is the other Ijplf his
ywn being.” .? . ' - '■

“Buti, Professor, - what- saved .you 
'from coffimitting suicide?"^ ,, ;> ?

“As I' grew fildey, the.iru.th,gradu
ally dawned:;opj'réy..mjnp,.< Music, in 
and of itself^taught me ae préch^Dr 
more, than,,anything, else, until jater 
in life, I found out .the truth by ex
periencing it.1“' ' , ' .

“How 'aid music, teach you these 
things?” she asked.

“I began to realize th^ great har
mony existing within the scales, or tbe 
great discords that existed within 
them when they were ,not properly ad
justed; and-then the thought wpuld 
come to me, that inharmony was the 
cause of unhappiness; that if lives 
were properly adjusted harmony 
would be happiness; and! have never, 
thus far, had occasion to change my 
mind. The farther on. in life I get,, 
the more this great truth forces-itself 
hotae to m'e. We must all strive to 
adjust our lives properly, according 
to the laws of harmony. My dear 
young lady, we must try now to ad
just your life seconding to the har
moniq laws, and to study and under
stand these laws must be our care. 
■Rise, up and let us be going, for we 
may not bp idle. Rise up, in all the 
beauty and dignity of your new, spir- 

_ itual.llfe, and come with me to the 
' schodl. Rise up, firm anti undaunted, 

look your life once more in the face, 
grasp it with firmer hands, and make 
it harriTonious instead of discordant.”

“O, I do not know how to make 
my life harmonious," she cried. “I 
fqel like a small vessel, tossed about 

. by adverse wipds and stranded bn an 
unkpbwn shore.” ,

“XVell, then, I will take you by the 
hand, lead you safely to firmer 
ground, and place you where you will 
get wisdom, and-as your life goes on, 
you will learn how to bring harmony 
out of that which is now discord.” 
s She rose up at my words. How 
beautiful, how graceful she was in her 
dawning womanhood. Ah, what man 
cpuld have had it in his heart to bring 
this lovely girl to grief and misery, 
which culminated in the disintegra
tion bf the material body that she 
should have retained for many years 
longer? I led the child up the bank 
and toward my-friend, Abby’s, school. 
Here I knew she would be taught by 
a wise and good woman, in all Jhat 
which she ought to know, she would 
also take -lessons in music, and j;er 
spiritual life would gradually be ad
justed according to the laws of spir
Itually harmony.

- ,After leaving the young lady in 
' the care of one of the best of women.

I thought I should like to go and seo 
how it might be tvith the one who had 
wrought her all this harm. It was 
about midnight on the part of the

a base betrayer of honorable marriage 
vows?, Yes, I promised my sleeping 
Wife that I would be,faithful to my 
marriage vows until death should us 
part, and Lam not yet,two years mar- 
riled, and about to become, a' father. 
Can I ever look upon my'iittie babe 
Without hearing these accusing 
voices? It is not the voice alone; 
My sight seems to be affected; Of , 
dpurse I really do not see anything. 
With my eyes, but I mjght as well. 
My. eyes have a trick of turning in- 
.ward, and there is pretty Sara, just 
as I .first saw . her, looking so inno
cent and. happy; then I enact all the 
scenes connected with her, over, again 

■—gradually her suspicions are 
aroused—she tells me that she fears 
I am hot sincere ; it may be that I am 
deceiving her? .1 had promised, ib 
marry her. She wanted me to make 
my. promise good immediately; -and 
I parleyed, and put it off from time to 
tinfe; at last she discovered all. I 
saw her but once after that, and she 
recoiled from me as though I.were a 
serpent. Yes, she actually hissed at 
me: ‘Serpent! Base betrayer!
.Devil! I'love you no longe)'! I hate 
you, hate you!’ and then she screamed 
and ran from me.

“Am I all that she said? Yes, yes. 
It is only too true. Rut I; would 
never admit It to any other than my
self, They told me she had brain 
fever and nearly tore all her beautiful 
hair from her head. 0, Ves. I see 
her tear _her hair. She is eyer be
fore me. Yes, there she lies—dead— 
dead! And I? What am I? A liar, 
a base deceiver, a villain, a murderer!

“O, well; what of It all? All’s fair 
In love and war. Why do these voices 
so tortufe ij>2? Why will my eyes see 
these dreadful sights? No one ac
cuses me. My wife knows nothing, 
and there were only one or two others 
who ever knew anything about It. 
No one has ever blamed mo'

“A man, you know, can do such 
things, and nobody thinks very much 
the worse of him. If I could but still 
these vpices aid shut these things 
from my sight, all would be well with 
me; but the strangest part of it is, 
the voices grow louder aid! louder, 
and more distinct; the visions, be
fore my inner sight, grow clearer as' 
time goes on. If this thing keeps on, 
I fear it will drive me mad, and I 
shall end my days in an insane asy
lum. No; I will shoot myself first. I 
wonder if that would not be the best 
thing "to do? But my poor, Innocent 
wife, and unborn babe. No; I must 
live and try to care for them. But 
if I were to die, what then? I-suppose 
a Christian would tell me to repent of 
my sins and have my soul washed in 
the blood of the lainb.- O, dear! I 
cannot seem to swallow that; but if, 
on the other hand, I do not repent, 
then a yawning heli and devil await 
me, where I shall be tortured and
burned forever. Bah! I .cannot be-
lleve that, either; but if there Is a 
greater hell than now rages within 
my soul, then may the Lord have 
mercy upon me. But I am convinced 
there is nothing after death. 0, ob
livion, sweet oblivion! I wish that I 
were dead.” .

Here he groaned, moved, and tossed 
his arms about, until his wife awoke.

“My dear,” she exclaimed, “what 
Is the matter?”

“0, nothing, nothing. I ate too 
much at supper-time, and, something 
disagrees with me. You know that I 
am sometimes troubled with indiges
tion, which causes me to dream 
troublesome dreams. Never mind me, 
but go to sleep again,” add the wife
was nearly asleep before he had done 
speaking. Hb soonz fellBpeanmg. He soorv fell into a 
troubled doze himself, and I turned
away with the thought: 
alone. His conscience, or
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earth where 
found him I 
was lying, in 
his sleeping

he lived. When I had- 
paused near him. He 
his bed, by the side of 
wife. The wife slept

will trouble the waters of his life, un
til It is clear of all this wreckage— 
of all this false teaching. Let him 
alone: Let him alone. Nothing more 
is needed. ■

peacefully, but the man could not; he 
was restless and sleepless. I put my
self in rapport with him, .that I ipteht 
be able to reai his thoughts; aid, re
member, dear friends, all these ac
tions and thoughts are eternally regis
tered within the ether by vibratory 
markings, and the following were his 
thoughts as I read them.

“So, Sara is dead. Well, perhaps it 
is a good thing for me that she died. 
What a fuss that girl made; and yet, 
poor girl, I think she loved me. They 
tell* me that she took it so to heart 
that it ended in brain feyer and death. 
Well, I don’t know that I am to blame' 
for her weakness. Men are supposed 
to have-the right to take advantage of 
a . girl’s, weakness. She told me that 
I had decelvedTier.)_ Well, all is fair 
In love and war, they say.' But Is it, 
after all? -That la the question. Had 
I a moral right to deceive', this young 
girl and lead her to her destruction?

. My conscience says, Ip thunder tones; 
,“No! No! You.had no such right.’ 
The Inner voice within me says: ’You 
have acted the part of a base villain.' 
D/ why does this voice trouble me so 
all the time? I stand fair before the

> world. My wife knows nothing of my. 
escapade," and here he tossed, threw 

vout ' his.arms and groaned. “But, 
great God! I know It myself, and ft 
seems to me that a thousand , voices 
are mocking me all the time. These 
voices, seem to.be within me; and yet 
I could swearthat I hear them in the 
air. Whichever way I turn there they 
are, hissing at me like so many de
mons. I try to drown them out und 
forget.-them, by thinking Intently of 
other things; but they are so persist
ent and so loud, they frighten me; and 
it seems that others must hear them. 
Still, I know they do not. 0, what 
shall I do to get free from them? No

COLOR BLIND, YET SHE PAINTS.

Wonders Wrought by Hypnotic Sub
ject Uneducated In Agf. . ,

Several medical experts from dif
ferent countries have been fllvited by 
a doctor at Geneva to make a special 
study of a Swiss maiden, Fraulein 
Smitch, who, although totally unedu
cated in art matters, produces oil 
paintings .while in a hypnotic state, 
blending the tints in a' wonderful man
ner. The -girl has never received 
drawing lessons, she has never seen 
any real-paintings except the few that 
adprn the walls of her village church, 
and, moreover, she (s color blind, be
ing-unable In hef-normal state to dis
tinguish-. clearly between blue and 
green and violet, or any of the shades 
of red. As an experiment the doctor, 
finding she was an excellent hypnotic 
subject, put her under the Influence1 
and commanded her to draw a picture, 
one ot those' In her village church.. 
Quickly and almost perfectly she drev? 
S' head of -the Madonna. The doctor 
ptovided her with some' colors and or
dered her to colot,the drawing. This 
she did correctly. Under the hypnotic 
influence Fraulein_Smitch on another 
occasion was ordered to paint a large 
picture, which included many^gures, 
in the presence of a number of artists 
brought together specially to watch 
her. She handled the palette and 
mixed the colors as if to the manor- 
born. First she sketched in on the 
canvas, the skeletons of figures and 
then applied the brushes. She worked 
With marvelous rapidity for a conpte 
of hours. The next day she continued 
where she had lelt off and In less than
a week the painting was finished. It 
whs excellent In detail, Coloring and 
techniqhe. ■ Fraulein Smltch has tried 
inher normal condition to draw.and 
pdjht, and although.pSered large pecu- 

v, « - --x filanr -hWarda. ctuinot .do anythin^ at»nnrwork! See what yon havedona! .¿L- .' ; -

matter where I go, they are there with 
me; and then I am constantly seeing 
Sara lying dead.before me; and. then' 
the voices =hlss,‘ hiss, hiss"! " ’Lbdit at

Religion Is an elementary element, 
In the character of every human be
ing. ■ - , ;...... . .

No mqn is so base but what therq 
is somewhere to .he found in-his mode 
of life a living example of the divine 
spark which is implanted within his 
breast. The physical form of man is 
but the habitation of a soul. The 
character of that sou! is demonstrated 
by the expression of man’s manner of 
life.

■ Look at thp homely features and 
the ungainly form as shown to us in 
tjie portrait of Abraham Lincoln; but 
when we come to study the'soul ex
pression of his countenance, we see 
depicted there the gentle, loving, fath
erly expression of a, saint. His was 
a soul of the highest spirit develop
ment planted In the most rugged of 
exteriors, but the most beautiful in
terior soul habitation. ■ . ' :

Our body is but a temporary stop
ping place in which' to prepare our
selves for the, great future life' beyond 
the yell. And while vye' must labor 
incessantly to obtain a livelihood for 
our bodies,' W .must not neglect to 
furnish sustenance ¿or the. soul or 
spirit. -Therefore, it is well for us 
to'ponder as to what is the best phase 
of. religious practice to furnish the 
proper food for our soul growth ahd 
unfoldment. /
- V^hen we allow our eye to run over 
the'pages of ancient religious beliefs 
and practices, we .stand amazed at 
the' unwonted cruelty of those who 
hold themselves out to be the'follow
ers of the'true Messiah; ' When we 
read how-the Apostje Paul was per
secuted, even by some of the disciples, 
we are almost led ,to doubt the funda
mental principles which the disciples 
claimed to practice and believe. But 
as we- follow the pages of that his
tory, we at last begin to observe the 
light, and see' how those persecutions 
only helped to show the people the 
genuineness of the Christian faith.

A religious belief must be presented 
to a people according fo their under
standing. A low order of humanity 
cannot grasp and enjoy the purity and 
beauty of the lofty thoughts of a holy 
religion. .

If the early Apostles had correctly 
grasped the ideas aud truths as ad
vanced by our. Savior in his teach
ings, the Old World, wherein those 
sayings first found a foothold, would' 
not be In the grasp of heathenism 
and Idolatrous practices. But from 
the beginning of the Christian “Era 
the religion ot the Messiah has been 
clothed in the garb of self-denial of 
all worldly-pteasure, thereby robbing 
it of its true essence of brotherly love 
and peace on earth. ."

While we cannot pass through this 
life without heartaches and affliction, 
we are not -obliged to heap troubles 
upon ourselves in order to reap the 
Heavenly Reward. - ' ।

, All things were placed at the com
mand of man to make his earthly life 
more pleasant; and If we use those 
various elements of 'Nature’s store
house according to the dictates of our 
conscience, they are then a blessing 
to us; but if we abuse those gifts 
of Nature, then they become a curse, 
rather than a blessing. ’

Our watchword should be charity 
and temperance. And if we all lead 
lives of temperance. In all things, we' 
shall have no need of prohibition law's 
to be enacted only to be violated. '

We are all too prone to-look upon 
the resurrection, of Christ as a wholly 
past_ incident, and only relating to the' 
pages of past history, Instead of a 
living and manifesting Savior—a Sav
ior who Is ever present, surrounded 
by the, glorious Immortal spirits of 
his kingdom.

As Christ arose from the tomb and 
ascended to heaven,, and then again 
returned to earth to hold communi
cation with his dlsclples.'so shall we, 
after-passing into the spirit life, be 
enabled to return to earth and com
municate with Our earth friends who 
have the soul growth sufficient to 
allow of our approach.

'Then why should we not cultivate 
that expansion of spirit which will 
enable us to as readily hold mental 
communication ' with our' spirit 
friends, as to hold physical conversa
tion. with- our friends here on earth.

Christ to-day is communicating with 
mankind on this earth through the 
medium of Inspired >men and women, 
the same as In the olden time. •

The receiving of inspired thoughts 
is within the reach of all.

, Mediumship is not so much of a di
vine gift as a divine attainment.
. The spark of clairvoyance Is a her
itage to every living human being 
in every part ot the. world. It is 
often the more easily discernible in 
some seml-civllized race. .

The spirits more often manifest 
themselves to., a primitive nature liv
ing people than to the highly culti
vated memberswf our modern civili
zation.

Our educational •facilities tend to 
bear us away from the true meaning 
of life. We are more, apt to educate 
ourselves along the Itaes of worldly 
wisdom and worldly success than to 
equip ourselves for the entering of the 
Great Spirit Kingdom which awaits us.

The more we develop our spiritual
ity, the more our spirit guides can do 
for our advancement, not only In this 
world, but in the world to come.

Our soul is the mould in which 
our character Is cast, and by our 
works we are to be known. . .

We, by a polished exterior, may be 
enabled to-'blind'the world; but we 
cannot hide ourselves from the watch
ful care df our Creator, or the loving 
care of our departed friends.

If We have an angel mother 'watch
ing over us from the .other aide of 
life, we are retarding her spirit devel
opment by every evil , thought and 
deed.- - ,.

The effects ot sin are far-reaching. 
Many are made to suffer for the sins 
committed by another. .

An evil thought or deed is like cast
ing a stone into the Water; .Itsinflu
ence radiates in-everr 'direction, un
til its effect is felt from earth to 
heaven.

Then let us so mould our life that 
we shall do our full part in the Pro
motion of the . world’s advancement 
toward a better andRoller ideal.

. Let us each and every One put our 
shoulder to the-wheel and do, to the 
very best of our ability, the duties 
assigned us. Then -let us all have 
charity toward..the shortcomings of 
fellow,man, and instead of magnify
ing his faults,us exalt his virtues.

.A.cheering word- to some poor,

' SO VffiGO ALIVE.
Lively Tiiles ^During the Holiday 

, ®easoa.~ ?
Since ilm first ■of November oui 

beautiful lrttle 'felnple has been a reg: 
ular spiritual (Btie-hlve, John W. 
Ring allows noLdrones’in the hive; 
all must ^work. - Onpe a month Mr, 
Ring -holds' a piJMic reception'in bur 
Lyceum hhjh r grangers are cordially 
welcomed-.as San Diego is the “mec
ca” for tolirists’jrpm all parts of the 
world, lifiese receptions give us the 
opportunity qfo demonstrating true 
spiritual hospitality. .

The first week? in December we had 
with us WQ J, Colville; on Friday, Dec. 
6, Miss Louise l Barton, with an able 
company of assistants presented Jean 
Ingelow’s "Songs of Seven," in reci
tation, song and tableaux. Mn “Ring 
had transformed the. usual rostrum 
Into a veritable/garden, with green 
trees, climbing! vines 'and blooming 
roses. It yas charmingly rendered 
by Miss Bartop an.d her assistants. 
The evening closed with a ball in 
Lyceum han. !. Refreshments were 
served by the Radies’ Auxiliary (Busy. 
Bees). All w.as joy qnd harmony. 
Even our 1 chronic kickers (and we 
have heverai) forgot to grbwl,

On,the evening .of Dec, 20th was’’ 
our speaker’s' “At Home”—“A. Cozy 
Winter Evening,” Lyceum Hall was 
elaborately decorated with the beauti
ful fernlike pepper boughs covered 
with artificial snow (we never/have 
the real article in'San’Diego), electric 
lights cunningly arranged to remind 
us bf the good old/fashloned fireplace 
in pur old hbmes. “back East," 'with 
pleasant conversation', apples and pea
nuts. We passed a never-to-be-forgot
ten evening, all, praising our young 
speaker for his'thoughtfulness and in
genuity tn planning and- executing 
such a pleasant surprise.

Then came our' Christmas en
tertainment; i instead of the usual 
^ree, we had. a Christmas qastle, and 
a lovely little cpmedy entitled, "The 
Christmas Conspiracy.” All the chil
dren, both old and young, received a 
generoup share of oranges, apples, pop
corn and candy. • -
' On the evening of Dec. 31, the So
ciety met at 8 p. m. to watch the pass
ing out of old 1907 and the birth of 
1908. Pfof. Darling, one of- the'lead- 
ing musicians of-our city, composed 
and set to music a beautiful and soul
ful Old. Year-New Year song, for Mr. 
Ring toteing, which he'did as only Mr. 
Ring can, and with the clear ringing 
tones of triumph, victory and progres
sion old 19,07 passed away, and 1908 
bbwed himself in, with ringing cheers 
for both composer and singer, and a' 
glad and happy New Yepr for “Dear 
Everybody.” We separated -with a 
vow in each and every heart (I Ifbpe) 
to work for our,cause, for our Society 
and for humanity, with-more willing 
hearts and. liamls, and a loose string 
on our pocketbooks.

Mr.' Ring’s good Inspirational lec
tures draw large crowds of cultured 
thinkers, and we, as a Society, antici
pate good results for 1908.

MRS. A. M. SCHMIDT, 
' 'Corr&ponding Secretary.

First Spiritual Society,
San Diego, Cal. ' ,_ fa_ 2 . _ .

A Brief Sketch of His Life and Work.

Dr. T. A. Bland, whose transition to 
the higher life of; spirit realm oo- 
chrred on the 3d of January, was a 
man whose search .for truth and love 
of justice and1 humanity, 'and' whdse 
service added a Ufo of value to hu
man record.

He was born: in 1830, of Quaker 
parent, in Indiana,: in a log cabin 
which they had built in a thick for
est. He worked as a farmer’s boy 
until twenty years of age, his school 
days ending at fifteen, ' . . .

His eagerness for knowledge led 
him to study grammar without a 
teacher. At twenty-two he married 
Miss Mary 0. Davis,- a native 'ot Vir
ginia. He studied medicine after his 
iparriage, qnd practiced awhile after 
coining from college. His desire to 
benefit Jiis fellow-beings.. led him to 
teach In his lectures how to get well 
and keep well, which' is .the title of 
one of his.books. - '

When I first met Dr. Bland, in 
Washington,.D:’C.?'lit the late ’70’s, 
h.e was earnestly advocating the claim 
of the Indian for justice from our gov
ernment in the fulfillment of treaties 

, and promises made to them. He was 
corresponding secretary of the ’Indian 
Defense Association and of the Na
tional Arbitration League, and presi
dent of the Eclectic Medical Society of 
the District of Columbia. Literary 
work had more attraction for .Dr. 
Dr. Bland than that of the medical 
profession, and Mrs. Bland was a co
worker in that direction.

In 1870 Dr, Bland published his 
first book, "Farming as a Profession,” 
"Which had a large sale. In April, 
1878 he located in Washington city. 
For ten years he edited the Council 
Fire; for one year the Free Common- 
wfealth. In 1879 Dr. Bland’s “Life of 
General Butler” was published. In 
1880 his ?'Reign of Monopoly,” in 
1881, “How to Grow Rich,” an anti
monopoly brochure; in 1882, the "Life 
of A. B. Meacham,” in 1892, “Esau, a 
Political Novel,” afad In 1894, his med
ical work.

The Blands came to Chicago In 
1898, He was electefi seceetary of 
the American,Medical Union In 1899, 
which position he held up to the time 
of-hls departure. In 1902 he Issued 
"In the World Celestial,” which at
tracted much attention. The "Pio
neers of Progress,” his latest work, 
is one that will be prized by students 
of the future, and of all who do not 
enjoy much leisure, for its lifelike 
presentation of characters who have 
enriched human nobility.

Dr. Bland's services and writings 
ever; directed to human welfare and 
uplifting, place him on the record of 
nobje souls In sympathy with human 
ne^ds and seeking to help humanity 
toward the light of truth, love and jus
tice, an example for emulation.

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

TO FIND GENUINE MEDIUMS.
Boston Spiritualists Say They Wonld 

. Welcome Legal Te^t.
1 . .. i , h—r— . • ..Leading Spiritualists of Boston, al
though iferidfauit of the New Hamp
shire statutes tinder which Mrs. Al
bina Warren and Mrs. Leonora Marsh, 
Spiritualists of Manchester, N. H„ 
were sentenced to 60 days in Jail for 
fortune telling, united yesterday in 
voicing the wish that some such test 
case might be started in Boston to 
segregate the real Spiritualists from 
the pretenders. ' , x

Wlggin Indorses Mrs. Warren.
The Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin, pas

tor of Unity Churth, said yesterday:
"I know Mrs. Warren, who has beep 

arrested in Manchester, and «have al
ways believed her to be a thoroughly 
honest and reliable medium, who Is 
well spoken of by leading citizens of 
Manchester. _

“I am presidenUof a Spiritualist 
camp-meeting which meets each sum- 
Tner in Madison, Me., where Mrs. War
ren has held seances for the past four 
summers, and although I have never 
attended any . of them I have made 
careful inquiries of- people who have 
and they all report her to be honest 
and trustworthy.
. "This conviction Ip Manchester has 
not altered my opfhlon ot Mrs. War
ren. A policeman who is sen’t out to 
get evidence usually .gets it, if not in 
one way, in another. "But if the report 
is true thaWhe told him that his 
parents wefe dead while they were 
really living R. is at least lamentable.

"A great deal ot confusion exists in 
the ordinary mind about Spiritualism, 
and the people who practice it merely 
to hoodwink have wrought great dam
age to our belief. > We shoufd welcome 
any law which would effectually sep
arate . the real mediums from the 
f^kes.” _

Dr. G. Lester, Lane, president of the 
Unity Church Society, said: “Spirit
ualism has been so . completely recog
nized by the'greatest minds of Europe 
and America ¡that it Is now unneces
sary to ffiakd any defense of it, except 
fromxthe people-who claim to be Spir
itualists merely to hoodwink people. 
- “For-this . reaeop' I have often 
wished that;.we coald abandon the 
name Spiritualist to -these people wjio 
seem to want it so badly and take

. “I do not JfRpw etther woman sen- 
tended InnManghester, -nor ^m I fa
miliar wl|L tha-laws’there, burl do 
not-think £hat there could-be any pos- 
Blbillfy . of (sentencing an honest me? 
dium under the' laws bt this state."— 
Boston. PMt. - no . ’

down-hearted mortal'Is like pouring 
-oil upon the trqublei waters.
- Let pur kind deeds he like bread, 
cast upon the waters, that, it may be 
returned to-usin our hour of dis
couragement and need.' ' .

Let us live as we expect to. die, so : 
that when our spirit returns to earth 
to commune with our earth friendSi ■ 
we may iso welcomed as' a harbinger 
of good,, and . thereby be enabled to 
testify-to the truth of Spiritualism as 
a living faith—a religion that knows 
no eternal helbmo death, but a life 
of justice, andsculminating after we 
have made full amends for all our 
misdeeds while, upon this- earth, in. 
a' spirit life . of. blessings full and

RHEUMATISM
' To the Editor: The following ques
tions are based on the fundamental 
teachings of the Christian church, ftnd 
grow out of them as naturally: as the 
leaves and flowers grow out qf their 
parent stems. Will some one author
ized to speak for the- church give us 
plain, unequivocal answers to them?

• -Before we can accept, such teachings i 
as divine truth, we must have log
ical, convincing reasons for so doing. 
' The church teaches; ■ J , .

1. That God is-a trinity composed 
of Father, Son'dnd Holy Ghost; that 

. he has existed as such from everlast
ing, without beginning and without 
ending.. ■

,2. That Jesus was-the sph of God.
8. That Jesus was begotten by the 

Holy Ghost,’ and born of the Virgin 
J^ary. - . ' '

4. _That God gave his only begotten 
son to die as an atonement for the 
sins of the world. ' ';
’ .5. That, in pursuance of the plan 
of salvation, he was crucified, dead 
and buried, and arose from the tomb 
and ascended into heaven, to act as a, 
mediator between God (himself) and 
man.

1. Now, how could any such God 
ever have existed, as in the very ma
ture of the case the Yather must be 
older than the son, and the son must 
be the offspring of the father?

2. If the Trinity Is composed of the 
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, was not 
Jesus as really the son ot the Holy 
Ghost as of the Father?

3. If Jesus was born of the Virgin 
Mary, was this the first time he was 
born? It not, when was he first born, 
and who was his mother? If this was 
his first birth, how could he have ex
isted as a component part Of the Trin
ity from everlasting? If Jesus was 
not only the son of God, bnt was God 
himself manifest in the flesh, must he 
not have been his own father, and his 
own son at the same time? .

4. if God gave his only begotten 
son, must he not have been begotten 
before given (for.how could he have 
been given before begotten), and 
given by God before he was born of 
the Virgin Mary? If he became God’s 
son by being born of Mary, how could 
he have been a begotten son previous
ly, or before he was begotten of Mary? 
If not a begotteii_son previously, how 
could God give his only begotten son? 
Did he exist co-equal with his Father? 
If so, how could he Be his son?

5. If Jesus was God, how could he 
have died on the cross? If he was 
man, would his death be sufficient to' 
atone for the Bins of the world? If 
he was God who died on the cross, who 
raised him from the dead? Could he 
raise- himself? If he was a man, how 1 
could he ascend into heaven to a^t* 
as a mediator between God and mdh?

DAVID S. FOSTER.
Pepperell, Mass. ’

' ON FREE TRIAL a
$11 air of Magic Foot Drafts,: the 

Great Michigan External Rem
edy, Which Is Curing Thou

_  sands—Just • 
SEND YOUR NAME ON A POST

j Let us cure your Rheumatism 
matter where located, how severe.'* 
whether it is chronic,. acute, muf>' 
lar, sciatic, lumbago or gout) ' 
our powerful yet harmless Magic / • 
.Drafts. They have cured oases rt 
y J?. standing where doctors' 
medicines failed. .

M!MC J?001 Pei man 
cured J. Wesley Bennett, Indian 
Ils, Ind., after 26 years’ suffeA 
Disease hereditary, his brother httr- 
ipg died with Rheumatism. ■ 

Drafts permanently 
cured Mrs C. Tena Segoln, Auburn, 
n. X., after ten years of suffering 
and using crutches. “

Magic Foot Drafts cured N F / 
Bogguss, 826 W; 61st St., Chicaerf 
after trying six doctors and spending 
w£h™^

tlrete gl n Drafte cured en
tirely it ig a wonderful thing' 
says Rev. J. Holz, Chicagp.

’“°““«« - ' I "Let . Magic 
Foot ' Drafts 
cure* you.Sim-
Ply write for 
a pair to-day 

If°thevIU h 6t tUem by re°^ JnaU- 
If not yoa’ Send us a d011ar>Ji not, don t send us 'a cent. Wa 
trust you for a square deal. Don't 
de, ay■ but send to-day for the free 
^Ja' drafts and also our free book 
which explains clearly why they cure 
so quickly and thoroughly. It wlip’ 
iSnS"«?'?,,1” n
Mich Ol,ver BUg., Jacks,ont
day."'”8 d -Write to-

948
i! or the prea-

•nt Heus of The Froe-.istve Thinker 
rilht h at th# of Ule nrat

.corn8r’ 11 number cop 
Mr’then th^018 “»“«»o’» wr»>>
expired .‘nd ‘ “8 you baTe P*14 to
ni» . and you Me requested to rel- 
“ the rirh» s“°rlPtlOn' Thl» numl>w 
Ji-.? ri»ht hand corner of the first 
Hif*n!lLsdVan?ed each wee^ »bowing

°7 ,ProKress!Ye Thinker? 
K,#p w,“oh of 

number en the tag of your wrapper»

Excellent Books
Oregon Alive and Working.

To the Editor: Am' just writing 
you a letter to show, you that Oregon 
is stfR alive and' working.
Christmas has come and gone again 
With its pei^ce on earth, good will to 

men; - *
But scarce had her silvery bells of 

peace
Rang out with joy, and their echoes 

ceased,
When time came tapping at the door 
And asked to let him in onco more; 
But w.e welcomed him in 
With such clatter and din, ■ 
I fear he ne’er will return again, . . 
But will send In his place with joy 

and cheer
Many and many a glad New Year.

To you, Mr. Editor, and the world 
at large, I will say that the First Spir
itualist Society of Portland, Oregon, 
gathered themselves together, as well 
as other societies Invited by our presi
dent, Mrs. Emily L. Driscoll, to make 
Christmas one of the grandest days for. 
the children ever celebrated In the 
many happy years.

This society has been the spiritual 
center of Portland for many years, 
and to describe the hall with its 
Christmas bells, Its evergreen boughs 
and Its lovely tree surrounded by a 
band of beautiful children, would be 
like describing a bit of fairy land, for 
every child’s sweet uplifted face was 
filled with the,light of heavenly grace, 
born from hearts both happy and gay 
to meet the merry Christmas day.

The subject of the taorning confer
ence was" “What Does Christmas Mean 
to Spiritualists?” and it was handled 
in the most loving and fitting manner 
possible, both in Speech, poetry and 
song by the gifted speakers present 
whose names are too numerous to 
mention but whose loving messages go 
put all over our land, giving comfort, 
hope and cheer to all who receive 
them in the spirit" they are given.

After the morning service a feast 
was-spread for old and young by the 
combined efforts of many a willing 
hand that made the children’s table a 
feature long to be remembered, as- 
well as the tlme-when we next gath
ered at Mr. and Mrs. .Coon’s to watch 
thg old year-out and new year in; a 
part that was so> well played by over 
a hundred, that few if any will ever 
forget the racket, noise and din we 
made with, trumpet, bugle and horn. 
And with the same spirit of love that 
balled ùs together that night we met 
again yesterday, Jan. 6„ 1908, for the 
-annual election of officers, which re
sulted in the re-election of Mrs. Emily 
L.- Driscoll, as president, a woman, yet 
one that has more than doubled the 
membership in thé past year and 
helped to bring about changes in the" 
society’s. laws that will ôpen wide the 
doors to every one alike who desires 
to come in and work for the good of 
the cause with a faith and trust in bur- 
fellowman1 that hever has been given 
them before, and Mth ' such a leade'r 
and with the help of those who were 
elected with her we feel that there is 
nothing too great for us to under
take to uplift the cause of Spiritual
ism., ■. .

Thé" following officers were elected: 
President, Mrs.- Emily L. Driscoll; 
First Vice-president, Mrs. J. E. Trigg; 
Second Vice-president, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Williamson; Third Vice-president,. 
Mrs. Phoebe Pippy; Recording Secre
tary, Mrs. Althea Bailey; Correspond
ing Secretary, Mrs. Nora- Armstrong; 
Financial Secretary,. Mr. ,C; T. Har
rington; Treasurer, Mr.. Eugene Bar-

To the Editor: Enclosed find $1.00 
to renew for The Progressive Thinker. 
I am sending It with some hesitation, 
as t-he Old God has been slain by the 
giants of your columns, and no new 
one has appeared in. his place;.his Bi
ble has been torn to "smithereens,” 
and shown to be a very recent fabri
cation of conscienceless men, and Je
sus Christ, ho longer the spotless one, 
has been described as an ambitious 
fool, whose aim was to sit upon a 
throne, and whose precepts can never 
answer for the guidance of intelligent 
men. Many of the best mediums have 
been shown to be miserable fakirs, 
fattening in graveyards, and municipal
legislation for tlleir complete suppres
sion has been greatly stimulated. For 
all these things I am sad, and yet I 
believe our loved ones whose bodies 
Ue In the grave do communicate with 
us, an/I that exalted spirits are only 
waiting to find a people worthy of 
them, when they will bring to us won
derful things. I think, too, I see a 
cloud, though no bigger than a man’s 
hand, that promises -a gracious rain. 
It is the attitude of scientific men, 
thoughtful investigators of the first 
rank, who by the score, are proclaim
ing that a world of .spirits is- in com
munication with mortals. This is 
bound to prove a mighty force; and 
already I see a time when the words 
of the Nazarene shall be fulfilled in 
us: “The kingdom of God shall be 
taken from you, and given to a peo
ple bringing forth the fruits thereof.”

Meanwhile, there are many in the 
ranks of Spiritualism whom I know 
and love, and with whom I am best 
In communication through your paper; 
and so here is one dollar to bring me 
The Progressive Thinker for another 
year.

' j. young mcfarland.
Chicago, III. ~

Mrs. Ella C. Preston Explains.
To the Editor: The article.in The 

Progressive Thinker, Dec. 28, No. 944, 
and signed by John S. King, is not a 
correct statement. I, with many oth
ers, was summoned for fortune telling. 
The Police Judge would not try same, 
and remanded the case to a higher 
court, and a jury of farmers in two 
minutes-g/ve a verdict of guilty, and 
my attorney, Mr. W. Curry, K. C., did 
not call on me or others as witnesses, 
feeling sure of-an acquittal, and now 
the case will come up before the as
sizes and five judges. The $75 men
tioned by Mr. King is attorney’s 
charges and court fees. I am under 
no bond of any kind, and no fine 
placed on me, and the case not sgt- 
tied, and the Spiritualists of Toronto 
have volunteered to meet all expenses 
and make a test easel' Mr. W. Curry 
has nb hesitancy In saying ^hat an ac
quittal will be the outcome.. My resi
dence in Toronto will have been two 
years this coming May.. I have done 
only right since hère, and defy any 
one-to prove to the contrary. During 
this time, I have been the‘ message 
bearer/of a Spiritual Society in To
ronto, with one regular' speaker.

r Respectfully yo.urs,
_ J- ELLA C. PRESTON.
Toronto, Canada.

" ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 

’ To say that -this book is a production 
of-Dr. J. M. Peebles Is sufficient to 
explain the Intefesflng features of it, 
and recommend it to every reader ot 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, Ï9 cts,'

Nothing equals a good book as a 
girt. It is better Qian gold or dia
monds. When the bpok is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein «way from you; they live in 
Die memory The following books 
will make beautiful as well as in- 
structlve presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings.’ a choice collection of po- 
Mle6^ by E“ma

“From Soni to Soul." Poems of' 
the he art, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price ■fl.UU.

“Influence of the Zodiac' tjpob'*Hn'.' • 
’ By Eleanor Kirk. Price-v J. tW.

EUa Wheeler Wilcox.
u I..00 each: “ Poem8 Hus

sion, 1 oerns of Pleasure," “Poems 
oih!.rWir’” “¡Pn«do,u ot Love and

.Slle is °ne tbe giandest poets of the present age.
Yoar'" A -birthday book, compiled from the poetical and 

prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone illustrations pre- 

each “‘ou’-b of the year. Price fl.OU.
“Mary Anne Carew." Written under 

Pri'ce £ o'?. Carb',e PeterSllea"
Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 

Emperor. ’ A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and'the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price 
cloth, $1.12. '

“Tho Psychic Riddle." Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told- 
In a sensible, practical,way, by Rev. 
I. K. Funk. Price $1 00.

“Universal Spiritualism." Giving 
a view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, and in all nations. By W. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of tho Human Spir
it. Can it leave the Human Body 
and- Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical Life of Ours." Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo True, for every week in tho 
year; chosei hr himself. Price $1.10.

“Wlmt AH the World's A-Sccking.” 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1 25

“In Tuno with the Infinite." An 
earnest and sincere work, in'the au
thors best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25. .

“Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 - 
colored Illustrations of the Aura of' 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.60. '

“Tile Other Side of Death." Treat
Ing ot Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.60.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- • 
cicnt and Modern.’,' By C. W. Lead- 
beater. Price $1.60. -

“Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and. Life." By Maud Lord'
Drake. Price $1.60. • ,

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth." A powerful argument along, 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock- . 
wood. Price $1.00. .

“In the World Celestial." A-Spir- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The- ' 
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes ot about 900. . 
pages are indispensable to the student,' 
"and. no library is complete without 
them. Price $5A)0. .

“The Bible." By John E. Rems
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. / A large book for 
$1.25. ' ■ - ’

“Six Historic Americans.” , By 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.

“The Evolution of Man.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20c.

AFTER HER DEfiffi.
Tks Story of a Summer. By Lilian WHtinit 

FHTadM wr.lt pun . M4 bsaullKUSS 
of thought liBlmcUva and bripfuf 
leva .and wtís tho jUgtiur and man
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À Which he says were written by his

Mflishiof Revelation ■
v', ■ By the New York World. 

Thi wular Press as never before is discussing subjects in connection with 
"Sfiirit Return, and many trenchant facts are Presented fer tile considera- 

ti(^ of the public generally. There are M forces In this mundane 
world, one designated as eminently GOOD, the other as deplorably BAD. 
These two conditions extend to spirit life, as vividly portrayed in the fol- 

\ lowing article from that great metropolitan daily, the New York World.
, A#E THERE CRIMINAL GHOSTS?

. I , -------- ■„ ..

ASTONISHING CLAIM BY DREW 
IUGHES, DETECTIVE,: WHO BELIEVES 
3E HAS TRACED A CLUB OF NEW YORK 
CROOKS WHO OPERATE UNDER THE 
GUIDANCE OF EVIL SPIRITS, AND TELLS 
OF MESSAGES FROM GOOD SPIRITS

WN PLANCHETTE.—THE NARRATIVE IS 
ÍOST REMARKABLE, AND WILL AT-

Tract great attention among spir
itualists EVERYWHERE.—IT IS TAKEN 
FROM THE SUNDAY WORLD, OF NEW 
YORK, ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL 
DAILIES OF THE PRESENT AGE—IT IS 
A COPYRIGHT ARTICLE AND PUBLISHED 

, BY SPECIAL PERMISSION, IN THE COL- 
" UMNS OF THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

' An astonishing relation is that which follows 
. revelation that will set Spiritualists to think- 

ing 'as never -before. Some have declared that 
the orthodox'have one Devil, but deplore the 
fact that any Spiritualist should declare that 

| there are really any devils at all; rather ignore 
I' them altogether. The fact is, there is a broad 
' and deep foundation for the statements made 
I by that great metropolitan daily, THE NEW 

'' YORK WORLD, from which the following arti
cle is taken. But these Devils, these criminal 
spirits, these leaders of crime, and destroyers of 

\ purity, goodness, and holiness, DO NOT belong 
tb Spiritualism, or any special sect, club or cult; 
■they simply are an appendage to the dark condi
tions of spirit Ufe, and therefrom do their evil 

■ work, among all classes, in connection with crim
inal mortals. Deny who will, the facts indicate 
the truth of The World’s extraordinary state-

w.

THE PRÖ6P B'SSIVB. THINKER

preaching in his pulpit on Sunday, May 26, of 
this year, EXPRESSED HIS BELIEF JN SPIR-- 
ITS, saying; .
“We Catholics are, or should be,, well con

vinced that there are nbn-human spirits, which 
have never had a body. It is, in faut, undoubt
edly of faith that such is the case, it being so 
stated frequently and unmistakably' in Holy 
Scripture. Moreover, this fact of diabolic pos
session occasionally occurring through all his
tory and continuing up to the present day, is per
fectly plain and undeniable to those who will 
take the trouble to examine the evidence.
“We know, therefore, that unembodied spirits 

exist, hot human and not divine, and the fact 
that some of them are devils is simply unques
tionable to those who have studied the subject, 
even without the light of faith.”

The little band of investigators who were in
spired by the Copcutt Mansion story consists of 
two private detectives in the persons of Mr. and 
Mrs. Drew Hughes, three lawyers, two physi
cians and one clergyman. They are now en
gaged in collating and classifying the evidence 
they have obtained and this they will soon'sub
mit to the scientific world. -

It was Drew-Hughes, the detective, who dis? 
■covered the ghost of the Copcutt Mansion, aq< 
was led to make further investigations into Spir
itualism. He and his wife had used a “plan- 
chejte,” but only as‘a toy. A planchette is a 
he/ut-shaped disk of wood, mounted upon three 
legs, two of which" are on wheels and the third

powers against greatfod^, for we have no basi' ] 
of belief in the mindatpf men.”
“London, Paris, Mosco;w, Rome, New York 

Chicago and Ban. Fr^Àci^p are centers of crim
inal anarchy, and a m^ntof terror is coming on 
the careless back-sliding planet unless mep re
lent and call to their aicTithe heavenly powers. 
Repent! Repent! Repent! Nation of Mammon-, 
worshippers and chijd-.mijyder, or the hell of 
criminal anarchy will/consume you.” ;

These mèssages frpin th’p unknown seemecl to 
indicate that there wiire beneficent spirits, eager 
0 aid mankind. These good spirits seemed to lie 
-elling of an organized bahd of evil spirits .haunt
ing the world and inspiring ill-disposed’men to 
commit great crimes. ■

The investigators came to the conclusion that 
such was the case and that the planchette was 
the medium through which these-: spirits were 
■sending their startling news from the unseen 
world. It might be that evil spirits also were 
using planchettes to direct the work of the.crim
inals they had observed, but Mr. Hughes and his 
fellow-students believe {the planchette is more 
likely to be the medium of the good than of the 
evil spirits. ’ / .. /
“I believe,” said Mr. Huglies, “that we are on 

the eve of jipportaut discoveries of a practical 
nature. The great;,increase of crime during the 
past decade^ togetherArith.themórrespondhig de
crease in . the number of detections’ and convic
tions of thè master criminals, who are the minds 
back of the deeds, calls for some'solution. All 
students of the more virplent social diseases are 
agreed_that modern police methods only serve to 
aggravate the trouble and that the cause and 
cure lie deeper than the surface.
“IF THE REMARKABLE' MESSAGES 

THAT HAYS COME THROUGH MY "WIFE 
AND MYSELF, (AS WELL AS OTHERS WHO 
WERE, IF POSSIBLE, MORE DISINTER-. 
ESTED THAN- OURSELVES) BE TRUE, 
THEN THE WHOLE COMPLEXION OF 
CRIMINAL STUDY CHANGES AND THE 
BASE SHIFTS FROM THE WORLD OF EF- ’ 
FECTS TO THAT QF" CAUSE.
“I do not attempt to explain the how or* the 

why or the whence of the ‘spiritgrams,’ as the al
leged telegrapher on the confines of the spirit 
world called the planchette writings, but I do 
know that some of the methods suggested have 
borne good results, and that counts for much in 
thisjiractical age, I also know that my wife pos
sesses unusual psychic powers, and that in the

£ •hn
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mentis: ■.
sad condition of affairs HAS ALWAYS 

wholly independent of any religious 
body—EXISTED- we say, and will continue to 

\exist until the good shall have finally triumphed 
fever all evil. To-day in the United States it 

. costs approximately as much to hold the criminal 
element in-subjection as it does to run the Gov- 

, eminent. The hordes of criminal spirits are just 
as surely in touch with crime on earth, as -the an
gelic spirits are in touch-with that element which 

I Is seeking in every way to reform the world and 
advance it to a higher plane.

Spiritualists must judge from facts, from re
sults; they must recognize the good and bad 
everywhere,-and try to build up the former, and 
abridge the power of the latter. The Progress- 

, ive Thinker aims to be an instructor on all . sub
jects pertaining to psychic laws, and the one 
who carefully peruses its pages from week to 

\ week,will gradually be unfolded to a full realiza
tion of the exact status of the good and the bad

past her power of "’sensing’ a clue that led to the 
criminal and to Jiis conviction, as well as her 
iupernomal intuitional insight and-telepathic 
sensitiveness;'have made her very successful in 
the higher.phases of the'work.”

Mrs. Hughes, who works as Jima Hughes, is 
enthusiastic over the results of the investiga
tions into spirit phenomena as applied to detect 
five work; and she denounces as futile the meth
ods of Lombroso and the classification of types 
liy Bertillon. -

■‘•CRIME IS ORGANIZZED, she said. “Se
cret groups are controlled by clevej captains, 
who are in turn generalled by master grafters, 
-who divide the time between the day of politics 
and the night of systematized plundering. This 
fraternity of evil-workers is world-wide and is 
made up. of the dangerous element in every coun
try. In saying this.I am saying nothing new, it 
was known or suspected before we were led into 
our new field of study. The skeptical scientist, 
therefore, may attribute the planchette writings 
to unconscious cerebration, but we have evi
dence that is inconsistent with such a theory. 
As detectives, schooled to notice the slightest 
evidence of fraud, we are entitled to respect 
when we say that we insist on the authenticity 
of the planchette writings, and therefore offer 
them as possessing scientific value. -
“I assert without hesitation my belief that 

there exists at this time a great secret society of 
spirit-directed criminals,with a centre in London 
and a thriving branch right here in New York 
City, as well as smaller groups and. traveling 
members throughoutthe principal cities of the 
world. I further assert that both Mr. Hughes 
and myself have met and talked with a member 
of. this Crooked Club, and that I possess data 
which will mean either death to this system or 
death to those who enlist to unmask it. This 
man of whom I speak has sought to escape from 
the society and lay bare its secrets, and I believe 
he was brought to us under the protection and 
guidance of Unseen Influences that are interest
ed in the war for truth and the triumph of good.
“AS TO - OURSELVES, BUT ONE OF 

THREE POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS AND 
JUDGMENTS CAN ENTER THE PUBLIC 
MIND—EITHER WE ARE MENTALLY UN
BALANCED, DELIBERATE DECEIVERS, 
OR WHAT" WE OFFER IS THE TRUTH. 
TIME AND FUTURE SCIENTIFIC DISCOV
ERIES WILL BEAR WITNESS TO THE IN
FLUENCE OF THE UNSEEN.”

fRÈE T© 
SICKLY WOMEN

Dr. Peebles Offers to Send Kvery lAdy 
Header of this payor a Sample Hottie of 
Öls Vnmous HerblAiue Compound»

Hert>l*Vine Is

COMPOUND ■

AMO»T VAUVAMX MIIWÍ

psr ¿».PEBBLES.

pr&liod by tUnuhtul unJ happy, women 
In ovary part of America bi the beat and Bufost remedy 
for theWeof worn« 
Buklud they have ever known. H . literally ' Bnitohee 

• the victim» of fC’ inalc0laorder»from 
the luvulld'a chair 
aud the operating UbW nvdtolore» 
them to full health and happluets. It In truly b wonderful
remedy, and If you suffer from any of the Ilfe-dcbtroylUK 
weukuems pecuB'
fur to women you 
should »end for a 
nainple Mottle pneo. lurecordm 
curing LeucprrUAi. PuiufoLProfUBC, Irrcgulor or Scanty 
Ferlod». Change of - Life, UlctraUcU) LacvratiOD.TumoTB 
end Falling of the 
Womb, la truly re
markable. and If. yvu6ufferfromany. 
wcabuc»» or irreg- 
Ulurlty of the»e organ» you »homd 
Rhe HorbbVIne a trlnl without delay. 
JuBteend tho Doc
tor your.naine and ’ 
addrcf» and he will - 
imtnodlntely send, UH cbargea prepaid, 
u sample bottle to» yether with'b beau* 
tifuV and valUBblo little booklet“ Womanhood” which aboulabo ln the 

hands of every woman, both young and old.. - _ ■Addro»», Dr. 1’eoblea Inadtute, Battle Creek, 
Mich., Box 483-A.

(k. Int-Ul* tl Huilk

It-will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 tVabash Avb.,Chicago,Ill.

From Dream to Vision of Life
bears a pencil. This is placed over a sheet of 
paper; the operator places his hands upon the 
disk and the planchette is. supposed to, write an
swers to questions. Those who believe in Spir-i w •. t — a itualism -say these answers, are dictated from the Beautiful Ho me, where, a 
land of spirits; skeptics say that when any mes- ~ „ „„„„„J-eage does appear on the paper it is the product. „ ^e fair hills, or tl e S P
of the brain of-the operator. . • Seek we afar *r the taghtones ttaUrad th«

They say now that after they went to live in I Search we the Hastier Eden ga 

the haunted house their planchette began de-1 *
livering a series of most mystifying messages. Say, shall we seek mid the^isles^of the ocean, 
These were inexplicable on. the theory,of mental I Soul-soothing. fragT^Qéágifl^ of sea,
telepathy. THEY WERE EXTRAORDINARY Wooing our senses with gentle commotion, v 
MESSAGES—FROM SOMEWHERE, FROM .Laden with sweetness from wildwood and lea? 
SOME INTELLIGENT BEING OR BEINGS, .

' Ube Ibome ^eautttuL
f.. -------------------- -

mt the Hugheses could not'at first understand I Beautiful home of the soul’s pure creation, 
’rom .where or whom. They have gradually! Garden ofgracesand landof the blest, _ 
come to believe that these messages are from Loveliest Eden of pure aspiration, 
good spirits who aré eager to combat the ma-1 Where shall we seek thee, and where find thy
cliinations of the malevolent beings that inspire rest?
crimes of rapine, lust or violence. Here are a I
few of the messages which the Hugheses quote Beautiful Home! thy fair vision entrances— 
their planchette as having delivered: Garnished with purity, goodness and truth

. “Crime is the surface ulcer that speaks & sOuijight of Joye all thy beauty enhances,'
•deadly, disease within the social body.” gver renewing the sweetness of youth.'
, “The children of crime are wiser in their gen
eration than the generation of public safety, for '■ --j-à- .
they know the powers of evil spirits and by their the oldest lyceum.

as connected with Spirit Return, independent of 
any religious body whatever. Read THE PRO- 

. GRESSIVE THINKER and keep posted on all
Spiritualistic and Occult matters; and-study 

"well The New York World’s report:

When; the. account of . a ghostly visitation in
'; the town of'Yonkers as published in the Sunday- 

. ¿World and won.the prize.offered for the best 
true ghost , story, neither Mr. Drew Hughes, the 

.•writer of the story, and one of New York’s most 
- efficient detectives, nor any one else imagined 

the amazing results that were to follow. That the 
old house described by Drew was actually haunt
ed by the spirit of its former owner was asserted 
with great- circumstantiality of detail by Drew 
Hughes, the detective,-who had gone to live in- 
tHe famous 'old house before any hint of strange
happenings therein had been made. He was a: 
ecoffer at ghosts and spiritualistic manifestar 
tións, but his experiences in the months he spent 
in the Copcutt Mansion changed him to an earn
est investigator of Spiritualism. '

■ The publication of his "story aroused such 
, widespread interest "that a group of interested 
i men undertook, to assist him in his investiga- 
: .tions. They are stilfat work, but claim to have 
" learned some things which are moré Startling 
'-. than any that have hitherto been published by

even the most enthusiastic Spiritualists. 0 ’
DREW HUGHES DECLARES HIS BELIEF 

" THAT THERE EXISTS TO-DAY A VAST IN- 
i r TERNATIONAL SECRET SOCIETY COM- 
? POSED OF CRIMINALS WHO ARE DIRECT

ED AND CONTROLLED IN THEIR WORK 
, BY EVIL SPIRITS. _

Improbable as the assertion may seem—wildly 
ridiculous as some extreme materialists will un- 
doubtedly call it—the assertion receives-singülár 

.- support, IF NOT ACTUAL CORROBORATION, 
: from a most . distinguished and conservative 
^source.- The Rev. Dr. George M.,Searle, rector 
? of the Catholic Church of St. Paul the Apostle, 

familiarly-known as the PaulistFathers’ Churji,

vices reward their unseen masters.” ‘ —r~ ’ '
‘ ‘Study Spirit Criminology and Solve the great- A Plea81n8 Christmas Entertainment.

est detective problems. ‘Know this, that ' all To the Editor: The oldest Lyceum 
Crime is first acted in mind and spirit, Where In e'xistence—that connected with the 
motive jmd initiative he, and justice IS to know I ^juiadelphla.,- held a Christmas enter- 
the . degree of instigation by evil spirits upon talnment on the írth ult. Finé talent 
rri-minal mpn” was exhibited in all the songs and reci-
Côïï?al “ij i. n xu x „X tations, and it is thè delire of those in
“We would have all men to know that no act charg? to further cultivate it in the 

is undetected by God, angels,-spirits-and devils, [children, of the tableaux show^, a 
and a man’s sin and crime will find him out and
punishment surely follow.” _ - divisions: Recreative, Christmas?,
“If good detectives would honestly seek our tabieauesque, patriotic.

aid in fighting evil and open sin we could do. a
wonderful .work in leading to the guilty and m deavor tô make good, stable Amen- 
frPMTiir innocence ” leans of the children in attendance (intreeing u^uceiwe. addition to the other line of instruc-

We have an organized army of spirit guar- tlon fS-given ih the Lyceum), 
dians and detectives, who see and report all to which end the flag is used in the 
crimes, and lead you to clews and convictions.” «Kreises every sunday^as a in

“Know this, that murderers, suicides, burg- pleasing meiody.' as follows: 
lars, drunkards, slates of lust and all criminals, "Wave thé bonnie flag on high, bur- 
great -and small, flock together as birds of a oh> lt8. bright folds to 'the sky/ 
feather after death, and their power is then . .hurrah! • 
greater, for the restraint-of prison bars and the ^^1^
fear of men is no more before their minds. The I That’s thé flag for me. for'you/huj- 
death penalty, only feeds the fire of revere. - ram - . ■ ?
They hate society Jor their real and fancied 1^.^ ^ 
wrongs, and they flock to the earth plane and with its stars in a fieiÿof^ue,. ; 
obsess the minds of the weak and the vicious. °Mon8
This has been going on for ages, but now is|-.>Ti^e^t<¿WioA^ 
pressing down with increased power and num- ; - - - ï '
bers. Not satisfied with this silent and secret
leading of jnen into crime, the Unseen Powers “Hah, s¿r spangled banfe, de sign 
that prey have pushed their work into the openly of the free! .
and through psychic seances demand crimM
service and devil-worship.” . ■ | we salute-.thee-.and;echtf:frolé;sliore
“^Fallen women of sensitive, nervous organiz- ^^0001^^ ôneMa^&évéP 
ation prostitute their souls to the greed of mas- more;” - ’- b hi
ter crooks and criminals. Under hypnotism and - M. E/Caawaiiade®0^ oú^ 
in trance vision .these seeresses ferret out treas-1 members known wherevecoLyc^bm of 
ures andplan the crimes of burglary and assas- iSpirnuaHsm. has a footing—twi in 
sination, and the second-story thief and strong- Tn&i7Vn^ 
arm thug ply their trades tearlessly and freely, I tlonal Association at its.recent assem- 
fob they believe they are protected by a powerful bled convention) then addressed us on 
group of disembodied criminals, under whose XrKt^urflrMflaXn^b! 
guidance tne-way to the crime and thb escapeare I a universal sag—the white -flag of 
both safeguarded.”- I neace, If you please—and the flag that
\"We searebingl spirits battle with these dark fe tK $5

S'
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Beautiful Home! where, 0 where shall we fine 
thee?

-Where seek the joys thy rich blessings impart' 
Ever anear áre the bright zones that bind thee;

Ever within, in tfie pure loving heart.

Seek not that home of the fair olden story— 
Home of the myth of the Eastland afar;

Fairer than Eden’s fair legend the glory
' Clothing the soul as a radiant star.

Seek not afar for the treasures of sweetness.; ( 
. Look not on high nor in wistfulness roam; ’ - 
Truth e’er abiding with love’s crowning meet- 

- ness, . ’ . ,
In the .pure heart makes its beautiful home.

Heaven within builds our heaven high o’er us;- 
Goodness and love blazon life’s shining scroll;

Heaven within us and heaven before us— 
“Beautiful home of the beautiful soul.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.
Haipmond, Ind.

ehoiQd pay hli allegiance; Is the one. 
of that country where such person is 
sojourning, no matter whether he. he 
a native or foreigner immigrated to its 
shores. -The flag which protects us, 
the flag which we esteem quite highly 
enough to earn our living under, 
which gives all the benefits that are 
ours through its sovereignty, should 
be the flag for us. ■ ,.

To those of us who are natives, 
whose ancestors have died that it 
might exist and wave over'this great 
nation,, the.-greatest-of the earth, a 
free country, no doubt there is a 
strong reverence for its folds, but 
when we see one'of'foreign birth tak
ing up the banner and recognizing it । 
as his, then we should doubly cheer. 
This is the case witli Miss, Teals, one 
of our members (a number ,'of whom 
are from other'shores), who deserves 
mention since she Shows her .colors.. 
She had the music. under hand and 
picked out the sbng above quoted, and 
regardless of the fact she. Is of English 
birth, Unes up'to. make good Ameri
cans but of American, English, Scotch,
Germán, Hebrew and children of other, 
nationalities. .We had a final Jableau, 
“Liberty forevgr,” In which the lat
ter-named lady was the goddess stand
ing to the rear óf á large U. S; shield, 
a little'girl-finishing- painting the’ let
ters; “.‘LIBERTY" across, the stripes, 
which ran. about tlirofi-flfthB of 'the 

■ height, above .which were'the “étars in

■ 3UMCIAL DECISION NEEDED.

A' Court of East Resort Should Estab
lish the Rights of Mediums.

To the Editor: The facts stated in 
the last number of your papec that 
there are now more than 25 Spiritual 
mediums under arrest in the United 
States is 'astounding.

It is a' sad commentary on the "en
lightened spirit of the_times" that in 
this’land of “religious freedom” so 
many of such persons should have to 
contest their right to lite outside of 
jails and-prisons.

It is a stranfe circumstance that in 
। all of the mass of published judicial 
decisions of supreme courts there can
not be found one decision that can 
be used in a trial to convince the 
judge that a spiritual medium has the 

. .right to charge for services.
There should be a decision that no 

statutory law or municipal.ordinance 
can take away this right, and a,select
ed, case phould be appealed'in some Se
lected state where the principle of rell- 

. gious freedom has been been’ genet-- 
otlsly treated by. the supreme court of 
that state. The officers of our Nation
al Association of Spiritualists should 
See that this is done. * •
- This would involve an expenditure

a field Of blue.” -‘ ■ ’ ■ . ■
’ RALPH E. STÖVER, JR'.,'

,BrlBtol, ? < ■

. \ Alas!-: ALA$? i alas: 11

An Old Fool of a Bishop at Pittsburg, 
- Pa-, Knies That It is a Mortal Sin 
' . to'Send .Children to a Jíón-Catholic 
.'"School. ; 'i. ’ ■■ '

": Pittsburg, Pa.T^BIshop'.' Canévin of 
the Pittsburg diocese lias Issued an 
explicit letter to the .effect that in 
places^where there is a- Catholic school 
•within, two miles/'lparents and guar
diansare forbidden under pain of mor
tal sin tó sen<p their children to any 
non-Catholic school, and confessors 
are forbidden to absolve those-who do 
not obey.”—Chicago, Inter-Ocean.

"Immortality,- Ite Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction -and Explanatory. Letter. 
Price, 10 Cents. * -

?

By Lilian Whiting, Author of "The 
World Beautiful,” “The Spiritual Sig
nificance," “The Outlook Beautiful," 
etc.
This book finds its keynote in the 

question asked by the Archbishop of. 
Canterbury—“The Life Beyond,^what 
it it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?" To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
in “Thq Life Radiant” and some of her 
other books. It Is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader in a certain rddiance 
apd liberation of new energies. Price 
»1.00 net_______ __________________

PIONEERS OF PROGRESS/
BY T. A. BLAND. '

“It is a historic' review of the pro-*- 
gress of the nineteenth century oh all 
lines. But the element, that makes it 
universally popular is its human In- . 
terest."—Chicago Record-Heraid.

“A broad-minded lover of his fellows, 
Dr. Bland delights in giving credit to 
those men and women -who bave said 
things or done thihgs to help forward 
the welfare of mankind."—Chicago- 
Post.

“It contains biographies of some for
ty men and women whose live thoughts 
and heroic-deeds gave character to the. ■ 
most wonderful century of the world’s 
history.”—Farm, Field and Fireside.

“It is just such a’book as one might 
expect from a man who looks back over 
seventy-six years spent in tireless pur
suit of high ideals.”—Rev. Jenkin . 
Lloyd Jones, In Unity. , .

‘‘The work Is written In .An easy, 
pleasing style, and is so ■ interesting 
that we doubt if one reader In a score 
who commences one of the sketches 
will lay- the book down until he has \ 
finished it.”—The Arèna..

It has 254 pages, is bound in' bèst 
doth with gold title. Price $1.00. ■

THE PRIESTJHE WOMAN
—AND— '

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER OHINIQUY. _

Thft U » most valuable book. It cornea from an Rx* 
Prieti, whoae character la above reproach, aud who 
know» what be I» talking about. Everybody abould 
read IL Price, »L00. wIt contain» the fonowmg chip* 
ter»: - ? •CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender ot Womanly Self» 

reaped in tbe Confessional.'
z CHAPTER It. -

- Auricular Confetaloù a Peep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest- .

CHAPTER HI.
Tbe Cónfeulonal U tbo Modern Sodom; ' 

' ~ • * CHAPTER IV. !
Rowthe Vow of Celibacy of tho Priests is made eaay . > 

by Auricular Confeaslon.

Of considerable money and time, and 
I am ready io contribute my full share- 
of both to achieve ttà

. As matters stand, many psychIcs^are 
rendered useless, and all o.f the rest, 
are Intimidated anti put in- constant 
fear of arrest, and classed with fôr- 
tune-tellers, when wé know that our 
business is as-worthy and honorable às 
any in the world. • -

Let us get this naked question be
fore1 some court of last resort, and 
gain a decision' that will be usfetul to 
all, every where.. ■... , v .

' Respectfully/
. r . À. P. ROBERTS. :

Milwaukee, Wis. • ?...: -

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, ANO 
' • THE HEROIC IN HISTORy. '

By Thomls Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy'and dra 
matic tenait/ of earnestness. 'A notable 
literary «Sort. A fins edition In doth.

60 osato. .
•‘Continuity of. Life a Cosmic 

Truth.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
-The work of a strong, logical thinker 
on a deeply important subject Price 
cloth,J1.00.

CHAPTER V. -
The Ulgbly-cdncated and refined Woman In ibeCon*- 

_fe»iloDal.-*Wb»t become» of btr after uncondltlon* 
al iurrendeT~*Qfer Irreparable Rulo. ■ .

: ' - CHAPTER VI.
AarfculRr CbnfeMloh' destroys all tbe Sacred Tic» 0! 

Marriage and Human So ict/» -
v ' - CHAPTER VII. . > - >

, Should Auricular Coufaaiton bo tolerated amoug Clrtb 
v IxedNaHoni?
: ? ’CHAPTER Vin. ‘

Doe» Auricular CuhfeiiJon brine Peace to the 8oulT 
CHAPTER IX. . I • .The.Dotma^bf Auricular ConTewlon i.Sacrtlcgioui* - 

Imposture.. *
. CHAPTER X.

God compel» the Church of Home M confesa tbs. 
Abomlnatloa» of Auricular Confewlun.

, CHAPTER XI. - . * ' " .
Auricular Confeislun in Auflralla, America, and ' 

'• ‘France, x - • • .
v • f -CHAPTER XII. ' < ,
A Chapter for.the Consideration bf Legislators, Etaf*

' "bands and Father»—Some of the matters .on whlotl 
the Priest of Rome must Question Ns PenRehU .

. ' Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
. BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

AuthorV “All’s Right with th» World.“ Cloth HI 
Meet. Mr. Newcomb made adhtluet »access with 
/’All’s Hight with the World,“ which continues in tiw 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so popular. TbeireBi numberwno bare jebocapered 
and atreafftbonedby -him wilt- welcome another book 
by lb A wise teacher who»« words of help ara-dntnK wj 
e^to nake the world better by Bsakins men and 
roam tetter able to nnderstatadhad enjoy ft.

"Discovery of a Lost frail"
be C3BB1« otthit tUanreUii beanutnl thin» ' 
cansdrae.bat maain luaoholwr umpiieltr. It 
wi3 bi ta eatnatri h, mur oho ha.o not pnTiotnv 

rtteaiua. faun«»



THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

DEAD, YET ALIVE I

The

of
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WONDERS OF RADIUM.

/noticing. twelve pounds
NOW IS THE TIME. *boil

1111-

He,

born 
him,

riflce of his own son. The first 
of human kind were also given 
if Bible relation is to be trusted.

J. Dwight Hagaman, Evangelist.
This notorious spouter is now

To Whom It May Concern: 
Someone, antagonistic' to the

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER is 
practically the only weekly Spiritual
ist paper left in the ranks of Spir
itualism in this country. It has main
tained its circulation and. influence 
during thè long years of struggle in 
our ranks to place the CAUSE on a 
higher plane. It is the one GREAT 
EDUCATOR in'our ranks, telling you 
exactly the nature of SPIRIT RE
TURN, its dark side and dangers, as

Its Wonderful Potency, Illustrated by 
John A. Howland.

_J, N. LARSON, 
Astrologist.

- Hold your thoughts^ your mind, 
your will in principle and yon will 
succeed.—Hullng.

imitators.
Bishop Samuel fallows, head

ment. It would probably be a-white, 
hard, easily oxidizable ■ metal, muqh 
like calcium, for its .salts closely re
semble the sálte of calcium.

Chicago, 411.

-well as Ite bright side, its angelic 
side, its side that leads one> to Ute 
higher spheres of spirit life. Thus 
equipped, yon. áre prepared to think 
correctly, to Judge correctly, and to 
progress steadily.

Under - these circumstance, THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER' should 
visit thc home of every Spiritualist 
in the land.' Those who do'not take 
it. are IN THE DARK ^n reference to

away 200 
each hour, 
as efficient

But listen, çood Christians: 
Buddhists, and thé Brahmins, consti-

A ton would 
pounds o? water 
and it, would serve 
fuel to warm a house, do all the cook-

wotyd evaporate 
every hour.a pound of water

t member-ci the family was Jonah?,.

J. R. FRANGÍS, Editor and Proprietor
“Knierad a» becond-Claa» Mutter, De

cember It, 1BHU, at the fest Ottico ut 
Oheago, III., under Act of March 8, .1870.”

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION;
The Progressive Thluker will be'fuY- 

nUhed until further notice at the fol
lowing . terms» Invariably in advance: 
One Year ..............r,............................... ft*??
Six Months ........... ................................
Thirteen . Weeks ................................... 26cts
Single, Copy ....................   .Bets

/

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, Re“,ed Litter, or Draft on Ch cago 

or Now York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send U’era unless 
you wish that amount deauct.ed,oU?J2 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J." R FRANCIS, 40 Loomis «»set, 
Chicago, Ill. * . '

, ■ TARE NOTICE.
At tlip exultation ot aulixexlpilon, if "not* renew'd, the • paper ie diecon- 

tJnued. No bills will be sent for 
extra number«.

If you do not receive your paper 
promptly» write us, an^ any, In address, will be Pr°mP%l;Sr’Le^  ̂
and misaine numbers supplied gratis., 

Whenever you desire the address .or 
your »«per changed, always give the 
addresrf of the placo to which iftyas 
been going or the change cannot /bO 
made. ________ ____________ -

, to' foreign countries.
■ The price of The Progressive Thinker 
por year to foreign countries is <2».

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1908.

WOR1>8 OF CAUTION. ' .
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a‘ dozen times 
sdfely, pnd then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolen. 'Secure a pos- 

' _ tai order for five cents, and then 
: yow are perfectly safe/ and will save 

yourself annoyance and trouble.

.AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

Ths POSTAGE on papers has been 
Increased to ulLthe British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 

, paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
’ CENT eacii week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas prqyiously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the' British pos- 

• sessions on > this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

An Interesting Colloquy.
A Spiritualist in conversation with 

a -clergyman' a few days ago was 
asked; “Are' you a follower of the 
Savior?" -

“To which Savior do you refer?" 
“There Is but one.”
“Beg your pardon, history names 

-> sixteen, several of whom were cruci
fied'" '

J ■ “I know but one, the Lord Jesus.” 
“There are so many varying sects 

■ antagonizing each other worshiping 
, the 'Lord Jesus,’ and as millions of 

lives have been sacrificed to give him 
■ power, I prefer reverence for one op 

■whose altars no victim has bled, no 
Ilfe has been sacrificed, who, born to a 
roiml throne, abandoned that throne 
to aid suffering humanity. Though 
his was a mission of peace, yet four 
hundred and fifty millions of .people 
labor to imitate the virtues of the no- 

x ble Gautama Buddha."
“I know the pafean Buddha has 

many followers, I hoped none in 
America, but I referred to the Lord 
Jesus, sow of the overliving God.” 

> “Buddha was no pagan. No ad
mirer of his admirable teaching bends 
the knee 'to him. Do you think the 
Creator of this boundless universe, 

. with its countless millions of suns, 
each with a retinue of planets and 
satellites, was the parent, by a lowly 
Jewish maiden, of a Son? That that 
Son passed through all the stages of 
mortality, including birth, Infancy, 
childhood, youth, maturity and:, 
death as a malefactor on a cross, and 
yet Was co-equal with the Fathey, and 
eternal with him, and. in fact was that 
Father himself?"

"I won’t talk with you. Your chlld-

ty»»........ .

Just Think of It and Weep. -
Meat eating is common to all Chris? 

tlau; countries. To supply the demaud 
for tjils article of food cast the' mind’s - 
eye over the world and note tlie al- i 
most countless millions of lives, reared 
with great care, annually consumed to 
supply this one article of food. Ma
rine life also contributes largely to 
this want. The life of the cow and ox 
is as dear to those animals as it is to 
man. Who has not witnessed the great 
grief of the cow whose young hasibeen 
butchered? 'These ^nimals willingly 
contribute their services to human 
needs, and when too o.ld for further la
bor are butchered and eaten. Says 
one of our great public dailies:

“More than 49,000,000 food an
imals were slaughtered in the United 
States during the. last year.'/ • . 1 

That good poet, James Thomson, 
with no questionable verse to bring a 
blush to the cheek’of innocence, well 
Inquires: , . 1

“Ye flocks, - , ' . .
What have ye dpne? Ye peaceful pep- 
' pie,—what?
To.merit death?. You who have given 

' us milk "
In luscious streams, and lent us your 

- coat -
Against the winter’s cold? And the 

plain ox,
That. harmless, honest, guileless. ani

mal;
In what has he.offended? He, whose* 

"toil,
Patient, and even ready, clothes the 

land . '
With all the pomp of har^est-^ihaH' 

he bleed,
And struggling groan beneath the 

cruel hand
Even of the clown he feeds? And that, 

perhaps,
To swell the riot of the autumnal 

feast,
Won by his laborfi.” .

It is painful to And the charter for 
this great wrong In the Christian’s 
Bible, and credited to his Go<J:

“Every moving'.thfng that Hveth 
shall be meat (food) for you; even'as 
the green herb have I given you all 
things.”—Gen. 9:3. - . ; .

The feud between Cain and Abel 
arose from the fact that Caln was'a- 
tiller of the soil, and gave as an offer
ing to the Jjord the fruit of the • 
ground; while Abel was a keeper of 
sheep, -and gave of the firstlings of his 
flocks. The great book of errors says: 
“The Lord had respect unto Abel and 
his offering. This angered Caln,” and 
in his wrath—a case of modern “tem
porary Insanity”—he slew Abel.

The Lord paid! no attention to that 
popular excuse for crime in these’ 
times, so he cursed Caln, pronounced 
him a vagabond and ran him out of 
tjie'bountry.

The question naturally arises: Was 
the Lord a meat eater, with special 
relish for roast lamb? What other 
use had he for Abel’s offerings from 
his flocks? Sacrifice of doves, and 
lambs, and bullocks were made to the 
Lord throughout the whole period Of 
Bible history, culminating In the sac-

Truth At AH Times.
■A He is the antopym, or opposite, of 

truth. Its purpose Is deception. It is 
not necessarily verbal. It may con
sist of acts as well as of words. Lexi
cographers define the word as “any
thing which misleads, deceives, or dis
appoints; anything .false, hollow, and 
deceptive.”

The person guilty of lyldg or prac
ticing falsehoods In any form soon 
loses his character for veracity, and is 
looked upon with loathing, 
/ .One of the most pernicious,vices of 

childhood is that of lying,_ and it is a. 
habit once acquired is difficult to over
come. Extreme care should always 
be exercised in the education of chil-- 
dren, to make them abhor the vice, 
and they should be encouraged In re
lating and practicing truth.

Do parents ever stop to reflect that- 
they are instructing their children In 
the practice of lying, when Imposing 
their Santa’Claus deception on them 
as truth? r The boy- inquires of his 
mother: ;

“Who is Santa Claus?” The an
swer; ‘’Your papa.” .This answer 
brought the second inquiry: “And 
who is Jonah?"'- ’ •

The Inquiry: . “What does a person 
gain by lying?" Is answered with,1 
“Not/to be believed when he speaks 
the; truth.” This would bp a case in 
point, if Jonah lived “.three days in the 
belly qf hell,” otherwise in the belly 
of a whale, without air, of course an 
Impossibility.

If parents will deceive the young In 
Its rudimentary stage of being, they 
may. expect -sorrowful results when 
that child reaches maturity.

The whole brood of Christian fic
tions should be eliminated from the 
family circle, as also from, school 
books, and particularly from the 
Bible they are falsely-taught is from 
God. If Jacob lied to gain a brother's 
birthright,-and a father’sjtlessing, the 
chlldJ reading the story in his Sunday 
school lesson cqn see no reason why 
he' 'may not practice a falsehood to 
gain pome dqslrable end.

It is full time the barbaric age 
which Invented a Santa Claus should 
end, to make place for an age of truth 
and scientific enlightenment.

And Hallowe’ent. when the -spirits 
are abroad for mischief, with its re
pulsive practices, should be hurled 
back at the church, who stole it ydth 
their religious system from paganism.

Let us-teach and practice truth'at 
al! times and everywhere,' then lying 
will soon go out.pf fashion like the 
uncouth garments of a Gothic age. 
This done and perjuries will be h ess 
commdn ip courts of justice, nnd hu
man rights will be more secure. Our 
prisons contain many unfortunate and 
innocent vlctims^of wrong-doing, who 
are.paying the penalties perjured.pros
ecuting- witnesses committed, and 
those crlmtyal witnesses expect to bb 
immune from eternal justice through 
the aton|ng blood of a crucified Jesus.

PREDICTIONS AS TO THE FUTURE. 

3. W/Ehrsol), the Eminent Astrologer,
Jias Something of Interest / 
g •. of, , to State",

To Editor: The ProgreBBive 
Thlnknlr has! recently published Bome 
very gloomy prophecies for the year 
1908, । ,

AmlÄg.tity universally esteemed 
workerp every summer season at Lily 
Dale ¡Assemply, is Brother John N. 
Larson, the’astrologer, of Titusville, 
Pennsylvania; From the testimony of 
his individual patrons, it has seemed 
to pie that he has a faj greater num
ber of hits than misses to his credit 
in /the. line of predictions. He has 
beep figuratively visiting some of the 
far away members of the planetary 
realms, and in a personal note, indi
cates the discovery of some rays of 
sunshine in thetyusiness outlook tor 
ipÖ8. I’send you herewith his exact 
language.; • “Hope deferred maketh 
the heart sick.” Disaster dreaded de
moralized the nerves and deadens ef
fort. Better hope on, and hope ev^r, 
.than be ¡frightened to death by an
ticipating what may never transpire, 

! Cordially yours, ,
-' GEO. B, WARNE.

; 238Oäkwood Boul., 
Chicago, Ill,

Mr. Largon’s Predictions.
The general,business outlook 'In 

19.08 Is very^favorable for a presiden
tial election year. The late panic was 
a Wall Street affair, gotten up artifi
cially for-political effect, and was sim^ 
ply local, and cännot be lasting. The 
major planets In our - solar system 
show positively no world-wide panic of 
any duration until in 1912, sometime 
after April or May; this panic lasts a 
long time', and Is a real panic, which 
will run jteelf In two sections; the 
first section from May^. 28, 1912 to 
Jan. 29,1913; the second section 
starts Jan. 21, 1914/ and lasts till 
Dec. 23, ,1916'; but from- Mar. 22, 
190'8, to May 23, 1912, we will sim
ply have booming times, or a' continua
tion of what we have had since 1898. 
Butjihere is a-llttle more trouble In 
Wall Street between Jan. 22 and Mar. 
15, In the present yedr, which will not 
materially affect the general business 
situation.

January 86,

As Comprehensively Analyzed by the Editor-at-large,
The very instructive article in a recent issue of 

The Progressive Thinker, from the pen of Mr. L, 
B. Lyman of Helena, Mont., deserves more than 
one reading, certainly more than a passing no
tice. In my reply to “Truth Lover,” to which 
Mr .Lyman refers,! had no intention of casting as
persions upon the honest men and women, of

ists l\ave multiplied the Christian devil/many 
timefl, and sought to escape from, the jeonse- 
quences of their own misdeeds by sayings “The 
spirits made us do it,” or “we were obs/sged.” 
Like seeks like, as .water seeks its level? There
fore, good spirits seek their own kiq, while 
those who are in the darkness of ignorance seek 
those congenial to them. It becomes apparent,whom my friend makes special mention. I ad- „„„„„ uppuiem,

mit that, instead of two classes of victims of ad- therefore, that the old cry of Adam, “the wo- i 
vising spirits there are, at least, three. Mr, Ly- — >> i—• •----------x—’ , , , 7

hood education was 
"Yes, it was like 

herited brains from 
reason teaches ine 
wherever J find It.”

bad.” 
yours, but I in- 
my parents, and 
to reject error

Exeunt the colloquisi*.

tutlhg more than one-third the entire 
population of the globe, positively re-‘ 
fuse to eat animal flesh. The bleating 
ffamb and the lowing herds never bleed 
to satisfy tjieir hunger. All. life is 
divine with them, and for It they are 
entitled to our love and esteem. Chris
tians call them pagans, and send mis
sionaries to convert them to their bar
baric faith. They have made some 
converts In Japan, and late advices say 
tyey are fitting out Japanese mission
aries to visit the Burmese to try and 
convert them to Christianity, and of 

- course to the slaughtering and meat-
eating habit.

Jphq, in Revelations, tells us he 
saw horses in heaven. Dogs, equally 
Intelligent with the horse, must be 
there; and why not all life? Then 
what a gloomy future awaits the meat' 
eater, even if some ancient fiction 
writer ■ did represent God gave every 
living thing to man for food!

A New Battle Cry. -
A late news paragraph from Kansas 

City, to the Woman’s National Daily, 
says:

“Kansas for Christ," is the slogan 
for the coming religioiis cam
paign, which Is to be carried 
on in every county in the Sun
flower %tate simultaneously and which 
ip to last during all the coming year.

. Each of 16 denominations lire to con
tribute two ministers and two laymen 
for an advisory board which, with

• Rev, Biederwolf, will direct the meet
ings: This Board has been Organized 
and Edward S. Taylor of Philadelphia 
has been elected secretary. The plan 
is to have a large number of the coun
try’s best evangelists, aided by the lo
cal pastors, to carry ot the work." '

Thp Spiritualists of Kansas should’ 
awake, unite, anfl'go to work earnestly 
and harmoniously lb turn the rising 
tide truthward, otherwise they will 
be submerged In a flood of 'error.

Christianity sees its declining pow
er, and its mew proposed'plan ot ae-, 
tion Is a desperate one;. Victorious,, a 
code of blue laws will be enacted of. 

'• which those of Connecticut were but
childish precedents.^ '

. If victorious in .Kansas, where they ■ 
expect success by a protracted strug
gle, then they will turn their atten
tion to other states. " "

Brothers, sisters; while you sleep, or 
are cultivating discord, the enemy ar^, 
organizing to work, your ruin. Up and 

> at them, with truth for weapons, and 
you will defeat their unworthy ,mach-
Kations.

the Reformed Episcopal church, copy
ing after Mrs. Eddy’s Christian Sci
ence methods, has Inaugurated a sys
tem of eflring disease by mental 
treatment. He calls it “Chpstian Psy
chology."
- It matters not by what name these 
mental treatments may be known, 
they had their modern rise with the 
Spiritualists. Dr. Newton, way bpek 
in the early ’60’s wrought wonders by 
the laying on of Jiands. He had Imi
tators all pver the country, both male 
and female. Mrs. Eddy may have de
rived her powers from spirit assist
ance We don’t know; but we do know 
that cures were wrought by spiritual 
mediums that equal any told of Paul 
or Jesus.

Perhaps the Dominie is Truthful.
It is a maxim, among lawyers that 

“dog won’t eat dog,” but it seems the 
axiom is not applicable to churchmen.

Rev., Dr. Dawson, of the Church of 
England, who has been addressing the 
“ChaUtauquds” of America during the 
last season, on returning. home has 
published a book in which he makes 
a bitter onslaught on the Protestant 
church of this-country. He Is report
ed to have accused the Christian pop-’ 
ulation'of the United States, and par
ticularly in New York City, of “immor
ality, hypocrisy, insincerity and other 
sins.”

Of the pastors of New York 
churches Dr. Dawson pays: “They are 
of a type ty which the diplomatist 
counts for much more than the pro-: 
phet.” i /'■ , j :

5^e have trot seen the.book, but bus-. 
picion -its author has been consulting 
the statistics of crime, as giveirin the. 
last United States census report. We 
do not hesitate to- repeat What was 
said in these columns several week^ 
ago,' that the revelations therein, are 
simply appalling. , J .

Good Definition.
An OptjiniBt Ib one who sees the 

doughnut A Pessimist Is one who 
only»pees the hole in the doughnut

. Running Down the Myths
Mother—No, dear-, there is no such 

person; Santa Claus is papa.
Johnny—Humph. Then which

She Saw Her Mother Enter Her Room 
Covered With .Blood,

From Muljlnger,County Westmeath, 
comes a strange story. ,A woman 
named-Mary Devanny dreamed, that! 
she saw her mother enter her bed
room covered with blood, and bade 
her arise and search after her body, as 
she wjas lying dead and unburled. The 
daughter proceeded-as quickly as pos
sible to her mother’s house, where she 
was told th’at her mother had been 
away .visiting for some days. Inquiry 
was made, and it was then discovered 
that the mother had never reached her 
destination, the house of her own 
mother,„who, was lying ill. The po
lice Were attyice informed and a strict 
sqarcfi was made, with the result that 
the woman was fobnd lying dead in a 
ditch., Mary Devanny states that she 
was Asleep when the spirit appeared 
to her, pud on her awakening she 
found' hbrselt on the floor. The night 
on which her mother disappeared was 
dark, and she must have stumbled into 
a ditch and been drowned. No un
easiness had been felt at' her absence, 
as «he had announced her intention' of 
remaining away a-few days.—Irish 
Cbrrespondeijce of the Ottawa Jour
nal, Canada.

A Corrupt Guide.
“Thus salth the Lord God of Israel, 

Put every man his sword by his side 
and go in and out from gate to gate 
throughout the camp, and slay every 
man. his brother, and evejy man his 
companion, and every man his neigh
bor.”—Exodus 31:27.'

Has The Progressive Thinker ,a sin- 
gle^reader who believes the Lord God 
ever said any such thing? It is a libel 
on any decent God. The most brfltal 
god ever worshiped by savage man 
never betrayed such dlS^ggard of hu
man life. . ' . *.

Moses, if he wrote the book, simply 
lied when he said the Lord God or
dered such a damnable slaughter; 
And yet'this is a specimen of the 
Christian’s Inerrant Scriptures. Even 
thoughtless Spiritualists wish .us to 
pass ovSr such God-dishonoring pass
ages in the holy book and : find "the 
good there Is In it. .-As well explore a 
den of rattle snakes in search of fodd, 
as a book filled with such lamentable 
misrepresentations in regard .to God 
in pursuit of great moral truths. ’

Joliet, Ill., sending forth his putrid 
denunciations of Spiritualism. A 

"letter from that city has the follow
ing:

“I enclose some clippings to show 
what is happening in Joliet. We 
would like to- know who this Haga
man Is, and something about him. 
He tries to impress the people he is 
about the greatest man that ever 
lived. He said In his lecture that he 
was an old friend of yours; that he 
carried a recommendation in Axis 
pocket from you as being the best 
medium in the world. He claims he 
forced you to print the exposure of 
frauds in your paper, and that your 
paper was an infidel paper from be
ginning to end.”

We have no recollection of having 
ever met this notorious man, Haga
man. Nor has he any .endorsement 
of any kind from us. we never car
ried on any correspondence with him, 
and the above statements made by 
him are wholly false. .He Is an ex
ceptionally cheap ranter against 
Spiritualism, and really Is not worth

. . Likes the taper.. .
- Mrs’. Elizabeth M. F. Denton, relict 

,of the late Prof. Wm. Denton, writing 
from her home, Wellesley,MasBt|said: 
“The Progressive Thinker is a won
derful paper. I am delighted with it.”

We, too, are “deellghted” to know 
the paper pleases her, as we believe it' 
does those generally who-have brains 
to.appreciate merit.- AU shades of 
spiritual thought have a hearing in 
these columns, and that person must 
be. very narrow in his views who dor» 
not find something to please-him.

man has thrown light upon this point, and I 
thank him for it. . He argues (and perhaps, 
proves), that there are mediums who are them
selves misled by the communicating spirits, by 
reason of the fact that they make no monetary 
charge for their work. Those mediums who are 
self-deceived can likewise be’classed in this divi
sion.

I have heard of James Cboper, but’ never 
kilew him personally. He took leave of earth 
long before I begaji my work for Spiritualism. 
It is,, therefore, not strange that I should be un
familiar with his- writings and labors for our 
caus'e. I am not qualified to judge him or his 
opinions upon spiritual matters, as I am not in
formed concerning them. , I do contend, how
ever, that I have a right to an opinion of my 
own, basing it upon what , my good friend, Mr, 
Lyman, himself, says. This is likewise true of 
the good lady, whom Mr. Lyman does not name. 
It may also be extended to the Andersons, Pet 
and Wella, with whose works I am fairly well 
acquainted.

My friend refers Jo the special work of some 
of these parties, being that of bringing out the 
character-writing of an ancient people, who 
lived on the earth some 50,000 years ago. Shall 
I be accused of “drawing upon my imagina
tion,’ ’ if I ask what was the standard of author- 
ty as to the accuracy of those writings, by which 

this devoted body, of students was to be guide- 
ed? What Rosetta stone were they to use in 
deciphering these wonderful hyeroglyphics. 
What ear-marks of evidence did they have to 
aid them in determining the truthfulness of t^e 
communications ¿hey have received? What was 
the PRACTICAL value of the same? It is not 
enough to say that they served to' add to the sum 
total of human knowledge. THEY WERE 
BASED WHOLLY UPQN INFERENCE AND 
SPECULATIVE THEORIZING! THEORY 
AND INFERENCE NEVER YET CONSTI
TUTED EVIDENCE AND NEVER WILL.

The same reasoning will hold good with re
gard to Atlantis and its people. Not a few of the 
savants and noted scientists of this age decline 
to believe in Atlantis at all. Our own gifted 
friend and brother, Hudson Tuttle, if not one 
who actually rejects the idea of there being, a 
“Lost Atlantis,” yet views it with suspicion. 
The most that can be said with safety is this: 
The existence of a submerged Atlantian conti
nent is, at best, only a hypothesis, possibly a full- 
fledged working hypothesis, but nothing .more. 
If Atlantis existed, if the strange people of 50,- 
000 years ago were really in Existence as living 
beings, an accurate history of the some certainly 
would be of value. It would be a very easy mat
ter to induce a conscientious student of Spirit
ualism, such;as “Truth Lover” must have been( 
to invest his money in such an enterprise. He 
would be actuated by the highest and best of mo. 
tives, in whicli there would not be the slightest 
trace of vanity.

What follows? The conscientious mediums 
were either self-deceived, or were misled by mis
chievous spirits. “Evil or mischievous Spirits” 
are the Scape-goats for-the peccadillos of Spir
itualists in far too many cases. Such Spiritual-.

man tempted me,” lias been metamorphosed tn-J 
soothe the. mentalities of those Spiritualist . 
whose “misdirected energies” have brought 
them face to face with the law of consequences, 
and their cry is, “The spirits did it,” Moping 
through its mediumship to escape the results of 
their own acts. , !

There ¿remains for us an explanation for 
“Truth Lover’s trouble, SELF-DECEPTION on 
the part of the mediums. ' They misled them
selves, hence easily misled their friends. My 
point with regaffl to the occupation of advanced 
souls in the supernal world yet holds good,’ They 
are too busy in their noble endeavors to advance 
the cause of Spirituality to have any time to ld<>;

“yty8’ oil-wells, find wives and husbands, « 
locate hidden treasure, and make known thy 
royal road to Weyerhausser billions in casji, 
The adding of useful information to the worid’s 
store of knowledge is most commendable, in 
every way praise-worthy. It is sad that “¡Truth . 
Lover” and his conscientious friends met with 
such overwhelming disaster in their purely un-, 
selfish efforts. It shows the stern necessity of 
sifting evidence, even that which seems most 
authentic, and being constantly on guard against ) 
mistakes in judgment. I contend that it fe the ’ 
duty of mortals to attend faithfully to the affaixi 
of earth. It does not seem to me that any hunlan 
being has a right to subvert his wi]l, his lift/, his 
judgment to the dictation, or even unquestioned 
direction, of any spirit, in the form or out'of it. 
Let us do our earth work well; let us live and 
do the right as our conscience prompts us; then 
the denizens of the spirit-sphere can be depended j 
upon to attend to their duties in their world / 
without interfering with us. . j

I did not mean to question “Truth-Lover’s” 
knowledge of the literature of Spiritualism. No 
doubt he is well versed in the thoughts of our 
best authors. “Nature’s Divine Revelations” 
was first issued about a score of years before I 
was born. “Truth Lover,” being so much older 
than I am, has had a better chance to read the 
literature of Spiritualism than I have "had. .He 
is to be congratulated upon the good use lie has / 
made of his time. If my words implied that he^. 
had not read and studied, I gladly accept the 
correction. I rejoice that he was not one of . 
those who had sought “to reduce spiritual/ 
things to J.he level of sordid material gain,” and' 
that “vanity, ambition, pseudo-philanthropy, 
and concealed self-interest,” were NOT the in
fluences that controlled him? There are those to 
whom my quoted words DO apply. Het them ab
sorb my meaning, and profit by it. “Oil and wa
ter will not mix,” neither CAN SPIRITUAL 
TREASURES BE BOUGHT, SOLD,WEIGHED 
AND MEASURED BY MATERIAL STAND- 
ARDS. Spiritualism is one thing, and Material- / 
ism is quite Another. Let us deal with practical 
Spiritualism for awhile, and relegate the mys
terious,'the theoretical, and improvable as
sumptions to dreamers, would-be-scientists, and 
doctrinaires to the laboratory of Reason, there 
to be tested in the crucible of plaifl, common. ' 
sense.

Yours for Truth,
HARRISON D. BARRETT.

O

■ Radium wonders.never cease. One 
gram of radium emits each hour 
enough heat to raise a gram of water 
100 degrees, and one gram of emana
tion is enough to melt a gram of ice. 
Five and a half grains of radium 
boll away a grain of water everyhour;

Extend the Circulation .of The Progressivi 
Thinker

nois State Spiritualists Association, 
antagonistic to thq National Associa
tion, and therefore antagonistic to or
ganized Splritualis’m, * had taken , it 

. upon hitnself dr herself either wil
fully or otherwise to. misrepresent the 
auxiliary standing of the State Abbo- 
ciation, by'givlng out the statement 
that it hadfno' auxiliaries in the city 
of Chicago,-¡and but one in the State 
—the one at Rockford—recently dls- 
BOlvddi1 115 -

f Nob!, such falsehoods are easily 
traced! to their origin, and might be 
considered'wilful and'malicious tal- 
Blfyltfe; aud^the names of the perpe-. 
tratomi published, or otherwise dealt 
With. The State Association has books 
that are open for inspection, and if 
such’Kita ate only the wrong conc^p- 
tlonB'jpf persons who are more de
sirous of furthering schemes ot their 
own than fhb upbuilding of a Harger' 
Spirltoaiisni;stfcfi individuals will 
find to the।State, Association a for
midable opposition.'-

Shafte oft- beings who are so lack
ing inTspiriJuality as to wish to. tear 
down, sb grand and necessary an in- 

. Btltutfon as' the State Spiritualist As
sociation—but—without attempting 
to do justice'to the.occasion, we ask 
all reasoning, thinking Spirithalists 
to consider the source of'all such ru
mors, examine the Secretary’s books, 
if they yrlsh, and give Buch reports 
the "black eye,” In a kindly, spirit
ual and charitable manner.

■ .. T._ WILKINS, Scc’y.
Illinois State Spiritualists Association.

ing and afford plenty of hot baths for 
a large family, not only during their 
own lives, but it would continue to 
perform these useful functions for 
about twenty generations without 
much falling off.

.Theoretically it will last forever, 
but practically it falls off in the course 
of a long time tp a minute fraction of 
its'origlifal powers. It was Newton 
who first used the old English word
fay in a definite scientific sense, 
employed it either in thé sense of un
dulations or in the sense of corpus
cles: So a ray, may consist either of 
shotoüt particles or It may be a bun
dle of ethereal vibrations. To radiate 
is to send out’rays: a radio-active sub; 
stance Is one which is active in send-
ing out rays. We do not, however, 
speak of a candle as radio-active, nor. 
a teakettle. The- word has come to. 
mean capable of .emitting rays which 
will effect the discharge of ah electro
scope at a distance. _

Becquerel discovered that salts of 
the metal urantum continuously 
emitted radiations capable of dis
charging an electroscope near which 
they were placed, but without contact. 
Mme. Curie discovered a constituent 
of pitchblende nearly two million times 
more radio-active than uranium. To 
this substance she gave the name ra-
•dium. •
' No one has ever seen the metal. 
No doubt it could be prepared, but its 
salts are too costly to risk the experl-

tliis GREAT MOVEMENT, and its 
wonderful possibilities.

Just think, too, of the Id BOOKS 
we are sending out as PREMIUMS 1 ■ 
The world never before SAW'THE 
LIKE, and may never again after wo 
have passed into the realm of souls.

Thousands upon thousands of these 
FOURTEEN PREMIUM BOOKS have 
been sent out for 25 CENTS EACH, 
or $3.50 for the fourteen, which oth
erwise would have cost each one at 
least FIFTEEN DOLLARS, We pay 
the POSTAGE on the books, leaving 
us about TWO DOLLARS only. Wo 
tell you' the WORLD NEVER SAW 
THE LIKE BEFORE...

Tills tnethod—-the DIVINE TLAN— 
is truly our own, and through It wo 
have forjned the nucleus of a library 
in thousands of" homes. Now', Spir
itualists, reciprocate this great favor, 
and : extend the Circulation of THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER. .

.Nothing in the past is.dead to the 
man who would learn how the preseht 
comes to be what it Is.—Stubbs.

• When a man finally does graduate 
from "the school of experience, the 
flowers he receives are' hauled to their 
destination by the undertaker.

Heart keeping is the secret of happy, 
housekeeping.—A non.
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purely a mental operation. 'All tha’t you know it i§ no discredit to the musician who plays upoi 
concerning the most interesting subjects of the it if the piano is old and out of tune. So it is no 
universe you know mentally instead of physic- discredit to one occupying a form if that form 
ally. We have told you many times that a mere shall-decay. But of course, with adequateknowl-

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones.. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order- . 
ing the paper or books shouM put in 
an extra dime for thia valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

entalism. Forfer'Gandhif Vivekanda, Dliar- 
mapala and anT<thoH6 who came over from the i 
East to the Paijjainent' of Religions at Chicago « 
in 1893, said, iheyKcame over to this country : 
hoping to be able to give to the mind of the Occi- 
dent some pei'ceptiqq of what the Oriental mind.

$ perceived and they taught their ‘ ‘ ethers? ’ Now 
, . ' the term ethers ’Comprises all the invisible forces

fl Dls6our.se. Delivered Not 17,1907, Throiigli the Lips oi Mrs.
') Gora b. V. RlGlinibiul, Uu an “fiitenuaiBd GHemlst. ■ I findd substance,.yori-^now of, or the manifesta- 
' ' 1 --------— --------- —————— ■ ' tion of substance, which is, perhaps, electrical

phenomena, there is between that—which is not 
finh mi.a „„.-¿s* e i i • 1 xi u •-i ~:L;ir ’substance but only action—and the substance or 
not nnlJ™!«1-?* that spirit employs, a million gradations,

another, though it is not known to,you how this We think for convenience “Psychic Force” 
influence is exercised. . has bpen used as the term to illustrate that

; Vivekananda; Mri Gandlii and other Orientals which spirits employ in their contact with mat- 
when in this country gave elaborate expla- tefand which surrounds the medium; or what 
nation of the different ethers accepted in the the Psychic Research people call the “sensitive 
Hindu philosophy with reference to these powers —both mean the . same thing—that whiph sur- 
offfhe spirit; but there was no definite knowl- rounds the psychic or medium; the spirits use 
edge given for'two reasons: The-principal one that to reach substance. Through the organism 
being, that the minds of the people of western’ standing before yo,u the-spirit of Dr. Benjamin 
lands, in Europe and America, are not able to Rusb, & his work on “Psycopathy,” decribes 
grasp the Oriental propositions. The Orientals what he names the “Psychic Globule” as being 
approach these subjects from a different stand- the direct point of contact between the spirit 
point; they approach them from'what ybpr in-.’ its own organism. That the psychic globule 
tellectual men call the subjective standpoint, you generates thesp forces ’and enables the spirit-to 
approach them from the objective standpoint, teep up this action, hut it is coincident with life, 
Unless they can be measured by your general with the genesis of life. Now between the phys- 
ideas of length, breadth and thickness—gener- ’ ical substance that surrounds or is in the phys- 
ally thq thickness of the grey matter in your ical organism and the spirit that wishes to act 
brains—you have no conception of thom, upon that organism or that substance, as said 

The Orientals have been accustomed for ages before, there may be a million, more than a mil- 
to approach these subjects from the point of ^wn, seven millions of intervening gradations 
spiritual introspection. 'When the western mind of substance or'action. You would call that, per
concentrates on these subjects it is a eoncenfra- baps, “attenuated” matter. But the farther you 
tion so positive that if there were any spiritual away from the coarse organisms of earth, in
forces within a million .miles it could not reach f° fbe different degrees of these so-called ethers, 
them. This is .not what the Oriental teachers y°u find more and more unchangeability, more 
mean by concentration. They mean to get away and more, permanence, more and more endur- 
from the world, away'from external things and ance, more and more of that which is like unto 
thoughts, away from substance to become the God: changeless. Now the reason the ancients 
recipient of these larger forces) whether it be .named God changeless in the universe is because 
the Infinite or Some of the sacred divas or spirits, while all substance undergoes constant transmu- 
whom they know intervene in such matters, tation and change, generation, growth and de
Now the Oriental teacher or investigator does, cay,'and'this is the law. of nature, the cause of- 
not go to science to have the spirit manifest to .this law of transmutation and change of sub- 
his outward senses, nor to know that spirits ex-7 stance must be; and is changeless. Therefore the 
ist; he «goes INTO THE SILENCE oi his spirit, nature of the Iiifinite is. changeless, not only in 
into the retreat of his own soul, to find whatever its moral truths, which apply to lesser beings, 
powers there are that theymiay minister to him but in that.which isubsolute; the soul bbing like 
there. If one of them is given power over sub- unto God is changeless. But when in contact 
stance, it is by seeking that power in the realm with matter and. the physical organism that js 
where it belongs. Those who studied Theosophy subject to change.* The brain which yo'u employ 
in order to obtain any demonstration like that- is subject to change) and very frequently there 
which existed in the East wer.e compelled to seek comes, a time when the brain will not respond, 
it in a Spiritualistic seance in western lands, not and the nervous forces will not respond when the 
in the Orient, because of the introspective meth- nerve aura will not respond. There comes a 
ods there, because of the necessity of going into time when the psychic globule and all these inter- 
the realm of spiritual reality. * . mediate substances subject to the organism are

' When Sir Oliver Lodge disclosed in Eis great exhausted, and, therefore powerless for the-uses 
work these ethers, he proved he had been study- of» the soul. "

) ing spiritual subjects by spiritual methods. You . When you hear people say in the mature age 
study them from the standpoint of the Benses. of life, “Grandma.is ;not as she used to be.” 
You do not want anything that cannot be de- But she is as she used to be. Now that is as the 
monstrated to your human senses, imperfect as old piano in the- corner of your^drawing room, 
they are. Yet the whole realm of the intellect which you have preserved"for years, but it does 
is a realm that is not material. Mathematics is not make as good music as-this new piano, but

word attenuated is used influence is exercised without material suggeB- 
Is; that the ultra-Materialists and-some of the z °”' ...... - ....... , ■
ultra Spiritualists say that “spirit is only at
tenuated matter.” If spirit is Attenuated mat-,) 
ter, a man who was a chemist in earthly life, 
must, of course, be an’attenuated chemist in
spirit life. .. ■ •1 ' .... s.

However, the quality of - an atom is not 
, changed when there is an aggregation of atoms, 

and if the spirit, or the mind, or the soul is at- 
\ tenuated matter; then, of course, there must be 
less of the soul than there is of the body and 
than there is of spirit while pervading the body;-

Then a great many people say the physical 
?henomena of. Spiritualism or the works of the 

'ogis arid the Magians otthe East “ are all sim
ply a matter .of chemistry. ’ ’ Between ,modem 
chemistry and ancient alchemy there is this «dif
ference: Modern chemistry deals with sub
stance; ancient alchemy deals with substance 
and spirit. Therefore, in the alembic or cruci
ble of the ancient alchemist it was considered, 
that other principles took a part in the results 
than the mere transposition or transmutation of

When, you (grow in spirit'to manhood and wo
manhood, largo and clear enough in perception 
to understand that every step you take away 
from the' body, away from the gross physical 
senses, is a step toward greater reality; every 
step you take toward the mind is toward a force 
that is greater than any force of the body. If, 
you do not believe it, try to move one of these 
struetdres by physical force alone. The mind of 
man has invented processes to move them., If 
you do not believe it, try to do what the railway 
train can do, with just your hands. The mind of 
man has invented mechanism to do it. - - 1

Behind all these, f0^68^ nature thatseem to 
run riot, these earthquakes, these tornadoes^ 
these volcanic eruptions,- is aigreat mechanical 
force. It is not only in response to the nature of 
substance, but it is in the nature of a definite 
and distinct science of adjustment—the adjust
ment of the earth according to its own equili
brium, the adjustment of atoms according to the 
.polarity of .atoms, the .adjustment of the earth 
with reference to the magnetic pole, and the ad
justment of the solar system with reference to 
the larger solar system; and all this is in. the 
realm of that great, wonderful and permanent 
essential o’f life in the realm where mind and

\£o-called substance. . - , ’ (
( The Theosophists and Spiritualists have lately 
Bad their attention called by the series of articles 
by Sir Oliver Lodge, to the different “ethers.” 
He has not invented these theories, but 
he attracts and calls attention to.them, and to 
the fact that’ thê. ‘ ‘ ethers ’ ’ and ‘ ‘ psychic" forces ’ ’ 
are more substantial or solid, in the real sense, 
than ihatter. The object, of course, is to" repeat 

. \ What many others have said for years: That 
. \the real source of strength, of real power, is

. (more in the spirit than in what is called organ- 
tzed matter.

„ Wô have said repeatedly, as was said by Ben- 
; ■ ' jamin Franklin, and other scientific men, even a 

century ago, that if the substance of the earth
' Was really condensed to a solid mass it perhaps 

wohld not be larger than a good sized hickory 
Jaut; yet you talk about these walls,, these ob-

• jects surrounding you aS being the only real, 
as. being of solid substance; and it is said, that 
ihe “paradise” of Mohammed,” the “Spirit 

- .v World” of the Spiritualists and the “Heaven” 
of the Christians, is composed of organic sub- 

. stance like unto that of Earth, only, as they 
1 - think, more refined, more “attenuated.” .' ■

While “Tefined” matter is simply matter, it is 
no more real and no more enduring. Formerly 
the four elements, earth, air, fire and water, 
Were' all that the alchemist dealt with. That- is 

“all that the chemist really deals with now, al- 
though he has “primates,” as he calls them, 
numbered into the hundreds; “primate” being 

\ supposed to be original substaneg that is not 
\ combined with any other substance,-therefore,

Ïot' soluble. It is, hcAvever, absurd to suppose1 
hat any chemist' has found an ultimate) 
-primate; it is absurd to suppose that1 

1 either in ancient alchemy or modern chem
istry any Teal primates have been found. Be- 

, cause substance cannot be solved in the modern 
crucible- is nb evidence that they are primates. 
'All the. “original substances,” as they are 
called, have simply put the matter a little further 
away. -You have fewer processes of controlling 
substance than the ancients had. You have not 
solved their power of annealing copper and some 
other of the metals. You have not solved much 

• of the mechanics or much' of the workmanship 
. that entered into the building of King Solomon’s 
' - temple. You do not know the secrets of ancient

Freemasonry. You do not know that which 
Hiram, who was the worker of metals, knèw, 
who was called to beautify and adorn thc tem
ple. You dp not know what secrets entered into 
the producing of the treasures in tlie keeping of 
the-ancient Magians. You have not succeeded 
with modern science in introducing the power 
of ancient alchemy by which the Rosicrucians 

' . controlled and'inolded substance. Every.little 
while you are startled by someone who an
nounces he can manufacture gold; yet no gold 

'« is manufactured. Of course if it was manu- 
> factored the process of its manufacture would 
' be bought up by a syndicate or trust, and you 

would not have too much gold. You may not 
manufacture gold, yet you havejmitations that 
are very close to it in appearance.

You do not yet know the direct power of mind 
over matter. You only know of it through or
ganic forms and by organic methods'. We mean 
the following of the dynamic methods of na
ture through ■ human mechanism or science, 
or through- the' human organism. Indeed, 

- you do not know ultimately how it is that the 
human will raises the human hand. It is an in
visible process. While science has conveyed to 

. you a knowledge of the nervous system and 
(latterly) of the nerve forces, the exact point 
where the will takes possession of those nerve
forces and enables you.to control your own 

• voice, your own hands, your own walking and 
- the performance of your daily tasks and duties, 
science has not told’you.
- Then 'when you- come to enter the realm of 
mind-and spirit, you know by your pursuit of 
the subject that it has been demonstrated by 
what'was known as Mesmerism a hundred years 
ago, but which is called hypnotism to-day, that 
one mind can influence, another by what is now 
called “suggestion;” that is, if you tell the hyp
notized subject to see certain things and you 
have the will-power to control his mind you may 
make him see those things. But oftentimes this

&

WondcrM Success of 
“Actina” t

IN THE TREATMENT OP 
AFFLICTIONS OF THE EYE. 
Every person, with impaired eyesight or eul 

Coring from weak or diseased eyes should wrltx . 
for our latest free booklet, entitled “Ppsltlvi 
Evidence.” , • .

The records of phenomenal cures by th« 
“Actino.” treatment, as described therein bl 
grateful patients themselves—names and ad
dresses given-twill satisfy the most skeptical 
that ‘’Aotina” is not only a remarkable, simule 
and harmless Invention, but restores eyesight 
oven utter specialists have pronounced cases 
incurable.

Following are a few of - 
the successes produced by 

. “Actlna," put more fully 
described in our free book* 
lot- - ... . '

A Chicago gentleman, 
after suffering 12 month« 
with iutianimation of th« 

l* iris, used “Actina” a feM' 
weeks. .He says he can now see as well and as 
farae anybody. 5-

An Iowa lady writes that after. bolng under 
treatment of specialists for 15 years, "Actlua” 
completely restored her eyesight and she no , 
longer uses glasses.

Astigmatism and granulated lids impaired 
the eyesight of a Hanford (Conn.) lady, Spe
cialists failed to cure. As a last resort, against 
advice of friends, sho tried “Aotina.” - Sho 
writes:—“For many mouths I have written nV 
most daily without glasses, No moro pain in 
my eyes and drooping eyelid is restored.”

“Actlna” removed^ cataract from the eye of 
an Oklahoma lady • relieved tbe closure of a 
tear duot for a well known Chicago lady, and HF** 
scores of instances people have been able to ' 
discard eyeglasses through the faithful use of 
“Actlna.” To gut an idea of the enthusiasm of 
our patients the entire letters'as printed In our 
book should be read.

“Aotina Is made on common sense principle^ 
Its simplicity, effectiveness add lasting quail* 
ties will appeal to any one that will Investigate, 
Let us send you one on two weeks’ trial. Use it 
as often as you please and if you are not bene
fited, qf for any other reason are dissatisfied, 
send it back and no charge will be, made. Write 
today. Address Aotina Appliance Company, 
Dept. S42W., 811 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.

spirit are the potential forces and only power. 
Yet you call them “accidents,” and/teate- 
clysms,” SQmething that nature'does not want, 
and think there is no object or purpose in their 
occurrence. Bpt remember that behind these 
physical things that seem so' destructive is the 
Great Force that is indestructible, the Great 
Permanent Law and Power of the universe 
which qannot be destroyed.

Behind these manifestations that you witness, 
and so much wonder if they are genuine or not,. 
there is, of course, the permanent essence of 
life, which makes it possible ftfr such manifesta
tions to be presented, even to your material 
senses. -The Magians of the East, who wrought 
wonders before the eyes of the people, did not 
dp so to gratify the curious, did-not do so to 
gratify mere wonder seekers. That was why in 
the sacred temples many times those secrets 
were preserved more sacredly than if brought 
to the eyes and ears of people who have no per
ception whatever of spirit; who do not even 
think that their minds are independent of their 
organisms, and whose knowledge and thoughts 
of the spiritual realm are so remote that when it 
is brought to their material senses they cannot 
accept it. Why should they? I do not think 
there is a greater mistake than to take an un
tutored mind—that, is, one not awakened by in
tuition—or experience to a desire for spiritual 
enlightenment to.witness any of the physical 
phenomena of Spiritualism. It takes mind that 
is prepared to witness any phenomena or experi
ment. You go into a chemist’s laboratory and 
how many things will he permit you to handle? 
He says here is the experiment, and he will en
deavor to show it to you-but he will not stop to 
give you the primary lessons of chemistry. The, 
primary lesson of the spirit is in the realm of in
tuition, in that realm that treats of the absolute 
forces of the universe.

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LIMAN WHITING.

/“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Bating; .That Which is to Come. .

"Tile World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen World. '

"The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer.” This book contains a'por- 
tralt of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known ,1b 
Europe after her death In Honolulu.

“The Spirltuul Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Lite.

‘ “From Dream to Vision -of Life.”
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life;

fact is often the greatest falsehood; because a edge, until the time comes for the organic struc- 
iact to you is not simply what occurs, but what ture to cease, it is to be supposed that the.organ- 
occurs according to your observation. If you- ism win be kept in as good order as the organ
want to know the difference in observation, you jsm can be while pervaded by the spirit. That 
just go to the courts of so-called justice and heat means it is to ,be kept healthy and~vlean, and in 
what different witnesses will say about the same as good appearance as' possible so that it may 
thing,.and all equally honest and sincere. It is not be offensive to one’s neighbors and friends; 
the point of observation, it is.the degree of intel- and it is supposed that the mind will govern the 
ligence to see a thing accurately. You must organism to fulfill its purpose as far as possible, 
know all about it, or you cannot tell all àbout it, Wheu the'hands and feet cannot do their work 
even if it is simply an occurrence on the street, right; man discovers new and helpful methods 
The truth is, the mind enters so largely into your _jt i8 not a thing that nature produces inde- 
observation through the senses that you do not pendent of man, but-it is the outgrowth of man’s 
see colors that you are not mentally familiar creative power, which is like unto the Infinite, 
wth. • It requires an educated mind to discern TO BEND MATTER TO HIS WILL, to make 
the right colors. You will all see red,'yellow;and this SUBSTANCE obedient_to the ESSENCE of 
blue, and the baby will, but all those- many tints, life, to makq the manifestation obey the will that 
hundreds and thousands that the artist can see control? the manifestation. Now when you go 
in this autumn landscape. He knows the shad- to New York or Chicago or Boston by one of 
ings at sunset and in the wonderful glow of the those very fast railway trains and reach your 
morning—you do not see them at all. You say destination in time you say, “Well, that is most 
it,is« a smoky day, a hazy day, but the beautiful WOnderful, I would like to know how it is done!” 
tints and tonqs that fill the-artist s mmd with an(j yOU g0 out and interview the engineer and 
rapture you do not see at all. ask j10w managed to annihilate distance

Now between this gross material form and the go quickly? If you understand nothing about 
movements that spirits are obliged to make upon steàm or mechanics, he cari only tell you, that 
substance to reach your consciousness if you live they used greater power io reach Boston on time, 
in this house of clay, if you occupy it externally if you want to know how this great power was 
and dò not vivify it by the spirit, there are produced, he will tell you to go and study en- 
thousands of invisible gradations of force. Think gineering and then he will talk to yori. But that 
of what it is—the whple realm that is so valuable ¡g wiiat people expect when they witness a man
to you in which your mind really exists, in whjch if estation of spirit power in a seance room, when 
your spirit really exists, this realm with which there is the controlling of a man’s hand to write, 
ybu are so unfamiliar, concerning which you are or a voice is made 40 speak out of the emptymir, 
so obtusè that your spirit friends are obliged to or a form is miiteriajized for their mortal vision ; 

« make phenomena as material as the moving of they say, “How do spirits do that-” Do you 
chairs and tables, and the materializing of forms know hoy a giriti’controls its own organism? 
that you can see and touch, in order to reach Do you know hpw^control your own organism? 

; your consciousness! -It is only after fifty or sixty to talk? If niff, hew in the name of all that is 
years,-of manifestation of thai kind That scien- sensible do yotfex^^ct a-spirit is going to explain- 
tific.men have turned their attention toffhe phe- to you who domot know any one of theseanillions 
nomena and are compelled to .concur with Dr. of intermediate forces, when you do not even 
Alfred Russel Wallace arfd Sir William Crookes, recognize thei^ bpl think the highest pcrcep- 
who investigated the subject thirty-five and tions are thè physical senses! - Do you disbelieve 
forty years ago,and they bo th said“ there, is noth- the fact that the tVain reaches Boston, because 
ing in the realm of material science that will ex- the engineer c^nngl tell you in a minute how it 
plaid what we have seen. ’ Yet the Psychical js done?- Cert&inlyyou do not disbelieve I came 
Research Society goes to work to investigate it to Boston becSusè^tiie engineer will not explain 
all over^again, ignoring (which is not.scientific to me how I got there? But you might do that 
nor usual) the records of Mr. Wallace and Mr. as well as discredit the manifestation because 

। Crookes, yet.ate obliged to arrive at the same the spirits cannot tell how it-is produced. Now, 
¡conclusions, not leaving off with tlie posthumous when a child asks you a question the answer of 
¡work of Frederic Y , H. Myers, which is a most which it could not possibly understand, you sly : 
imagnificent exposition of the manifestations and “"Wait, wait until you grow up and I will tejl 
।philosophy of Spiritualism. ■ « you.” Probably the child is'no more satisfied

Theosophy is not a fair representation of Ori- than you are when you cannot understand v

Now, when Paul defined faith he knew per
fectly well what he was talking about, yet the 
materialists,,the doubters, the skeptics the whole 
world over, have scoffed more at faith than al
most any other word inzyour language; but: 
“The substance of tilings hoped for; the evi
dence of things unseen” is the greatest definition 
ever given in human language. It is of these 
things you do not know about (through the 
senses), you have not the sense to comprehend,, 
but they are revealed by intuition and by inspir
ation;, they come ttyprophets and seers, and spir
itual gifts accompany them that they may be de
monstrated to you who cannot? get them in any 
other way. “The evidence of things not seen.” 
Why! If they could be seen they would not be 
realities. But fhese “apparitions” appear, and 
these “manifestations” come for'the childish 
state that must SEE everything. But when 
you know it is there, when it comes with larger 
knowledge and more perfect demonstration, 
when it comes with a message that appeals to 
your mind and intelligence, how perfect the 
knowledge. When these mediums tell you your 
friends are here, they see them, but you do not 
see them, you do not hear them, but the medium’s 
finer perceptions, sensitized- for the purpose, 
know that they are here, and. that knowledge 
from your friends appeals to your intelligence. 
Then beyond, in the deeper and mdre absolute 
realm are the REALITIES.- The unreal is this 
material world, called substance. Substance is 
something beneath, something inferior, some
thing that the spiritual essence controls. We 
were once talking to an audience of philosophers 
in this .city—that is they called themselves such, 
ftie^/were prominent lawyers, doctors, liberal 
ministers and merchants—when a. judge, an 
Jippointed critic, said: “The speaker has said a i 
great deal about essence. I would like to see i 
an essence. ” 1

The speaker said, “When the gentleman 
shows me an atom, I will show him an essence.” 
So matter in its organic form and all forms is 
called substance, because it 4s less, because it is 
■inferior^ When tbe ancients spoke of the “up- 

. per world” and “under world” they did not 
mean above and beneath in point of space, but 
that whicU is called organic life begins in the 
atom and is less than that which is not, less than 
the'great inorganic ethers, less than those won- 

r derful states that intervene between a physical, 
; so-called fact, and the great truth of the tini- 
। verse. See what truth loses: -It starts out as 

truth; by the time it gets here where substance 
: clouds it, what dobs it?become? Nearly always 
* falsehood. . ... , ,
, Now the great and wonderful principle by 
’ which this earth moves upon its axis and re- 
: volves around the suit, in some of the intermedi- 
i ate ages of darkness was not believed in. If you 
I go to your senses for the FACT, the sun sets

(Continued on page 8.) .

Full of spiritual thought.
“The Outlook Beautiful." Con

tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vina Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

"Tlie Life Radiant.” The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow thè Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent.” Verses 
of the Life to Come. This Is Miss 
Whiting's only book of poems; each 
one Js filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the cultufe of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 60c.

“The Majesty oi Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price'30 cents. 
.. “Tlie Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c. "

"Every Living Creature;" “Tho 
Greatest Tiling Ever Known;” "Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo ' 
Trine. Price 36 cents, each. .

, “Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. -Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS. 
---------  ■ 1

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50. ,

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electficians.” By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

.“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot
tages.’’ One Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. ByvFred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library.” Four books - 
in a box, including—“Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

‘‘Common Sense Hand-Railing and • 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These’ valuable books are by Fled..

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00, each, .or 
four for $3.50. .

These and many other, good books 
cambe^found in our Catalogue.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With

i Recipes for Wholesome'
, Preparation.
Proper combinations and menus, - 

with the reason uncooked food Is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and. Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian, niustrated.

. No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 

"special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in ' 
order to build and retain the highest de- 
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle Ihe servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
tbe way for many to perfect. health. 
Price |L . --s

Dls6our.se


is

important Notice.

The receipts -of our bazaarmeeting.

Selectlons from thè 000- 
tents of that -Ancient

amounted to nearly 
there’s more to follow,

lls comnœuriô. 
teachings.,.poetry, ana ..JocenCP... Also. Uriel

heading in Bèrkeley. Business 
brisk and all prospects encouraging. 
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, lès Work
Land General Progre

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART' 
MSNT 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
ANO WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME1 

' DIUM8, A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT RE PUBLISHED, A8_ WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.
-KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 

this office, for'they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

the World Over

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the vjews expressed by 
contributors. lie may or. -may not, 
agree with their respective views.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
; at $4 per.hundred, by mail 34.50, are 

the help you need In society work.

TAKE • NOTICE.—- Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, witii black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, und in a plain, 
legible bund/and ,thus avoid tlie ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear tide in mind>

Î “INTERWOVEN 
Spirit Messages

From°a S6n 

To His Mother.” 
is the title Of our peF 

■ Premium Book, .■ 
hnd we Wish to BIB*. 
DLE the whole globe 
with it. It is sent-put' 
to -all subscribers; tot- 

25 CENTS ’ 
when accompanied with a yearly subscription' 
for The Progressive 
Thinker:—practically a

Mass * Meeting,
- - ‘ AHO

Annual Convention
x of the

Illinois State 
Spiritualists’

self just as we are, and mot what we' 
may seem to be?

MARGARET STEWART. '
Piqua, Olilo. ‘

SliNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding meet
ings in Halls aye requested to send iu 
notice, They must be brief

Association
To the Spiritualista of the State of 

, Illinois, Greeting:

The Cause at Lawton, Oklahoma.
• The Church of Spiritual Light of 
Lawton, Oklahoma, metSaturday 
night at our home to hold its annual 
business meeting for the election of 
officers. The persons elected were: 
Mr. J. F. Piercy, President; .Mr. M, 
Parmenter, vice-president; Air. L. 
Charles, secretary; Mr. Grant Zeig
ler, treasurer; trustees. Mr. Allen 
Fields,, Mr. Ozman ami Mi;s Bessie 
Mims.

After the business had been dis
posed of, Mr." Piercy made a short 
talk in which he paid tribute to noble.

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at 11; a. m- 
Sunday School at 10 a., m-' Mrs. Rich-^g. 
mond will be at home 3802 Ridgein^ 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, tCge. 
receive callers. .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary ox 
the Church of tho Soul, meets at Hall-^__ _ 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and' ’,
fourth Thursdays of each month.'
Supper served at 6 p. m. ' J 

The Students of Nature, Mrs. M;.
at Wh 
Madison

efforts of'Mr.'

BENEFIT FOR THE WIDOW OF 
ÇJIOF. JOHN McLANE, WEDNES
DAY EVENING, JANUARY 2», 1008, 
AT STAR liODGE HALL, 378 SO. 
WESTERN AVE. A FINE PRO
GRAM.- TICKETS, 25c.

Correspondent writes from Syra
cuse,-N. Y.: “The Lone Star Spirit
ualist Society are holding a confer
ence meeting on Sunday at 11 o’clock; 
a. m.; a lecture at 8 o’clock, p. ml, 
Sunday; a public circle Tuesday af
ternoon; a lecture Wednesday evening 
of ;each week. The Society is ar
ranging for a social, called the Pov
erty Social, on Friday evening, Janu
ary 31. A prize will be given to the 

_ gentleman and lady who will dress to 
, represent the'greatest poverty. Sup-: 

per will be served. A good time is 
expected. The place-of meeting’.is 

.1002,"Montgomery street.", „ . . ,
E. H. Thompson writes: “The Fra

ternal Daughters held their weekly 
meeting Janary 15. It wijs a very 

'beneficial one. The following medi
um's gave readingB'ln the afternoon: 

- Mrs. Dr. Caird, Sisters Wolfe, Miner, 
Goldstein, and in the evening Bro. 
Will J. Erwood gave us d short but 
very interesting- talk, and. he can rest 
assured that he touched the hearts of 

. all present, We had the^argest au
dience we ever had on Wednesday 
evening, proving that the people were 

. anxious to hear. Brother . Erwood, 
“-After the meeting the Daughters 

served a lunch of coffee and sandwlch- 
. ■ es and cake,-which was free, and ev

eryone seemed to have been splrltu- 
. ally, blessed. Onr next meeting, is 

Wednesday, January 22 nd. 406 Og
den avenue. . Come and we will do 

■ you good.” •
-Correspondent writes from McLean, 

;N. Y„ sending for the paper and 
book for Mr. A. C. Geltner:~J,An 

■though he was one of the pioheer 
Spiritualists, and passed his 90th, 

.- birthday December 28, 1907, he still. 
. retains his mental faculties and gen

eral health, and is interested in ail 
-Improvements and progress of the 
- age, enjoying a comfortably and hap

py home with- his nlece/aiftbia place. 
If Spiritualism .means such a happy 
old age, I: wish everyone might have'
it

. • ; Maggie Henry writes: “On January 
12; at old 77 81st street;-Universal:

• Occult Society, owing to tlie'lnclemen-
■J • cy- of "the.»weather, the ’.audience'was 

not as large as usual. Those who 
^attended-had a treat-. . Mr. . H. ‘S.

■ - Fraser ,was at his beat, and delivered 
- ; a fine-lecture. -Spirit messages'ey 
/ ' Dr. Trude," Mr.'Fraser and your cor

respondent. Music by Prof.- Alfred 
Johnson and-Mrs Odler, who favored 
us with a solo. Do not forget that

‘ we have services every .Sunday at 3
. and.8 p. m. H. S. Fraser, formerly 

.. known as the boy medium, is at Hb- 
erty to officiate for out-of-town softie- 
ties in. the capacity as- lecturer and. 
message fearer. Any society desir-

. Ing his services communicate' with 
him at 3103 Prairie avenue, care of 
Mrs. Hpniy, flat A.” ..

. ~ Mrs.John Culbertson ¿f Three RIv- 
. ers, Mich., writes approvingly of the' 

good work done there by Charles 
Barnes, of Warsaw, Ind., the trumpet 
and test medium, assisted by Solomon 
Dill of. Centerville, Mich. She says: 
“We’talked with those who reside in 

■ our Father's house of many mansions, 
and they hade us prepare ourself by 
right thinking and right-living'for a 

‘good inheritance. The “dear deparf- 
ed friends came to us with words of

George A. Letford, -the Drunimer 
Medium, has from July. pl4 to* the 
22nd open for camp ■ engagements. 
Any- camps needing an excellent 
message medium can write him at' 
No. 275 Michigan avenue^ Chicago; 
Illinois.

A. ’Merkle writes: “The Spiritual-. 
Istic Church of the Students of Na
ture, at the Van-Buren Opera House» 
had a fair audience in spite of that 
sleety weather, The .Society mem-; 
beys are true workers. . Spiritual: 
messages given by the pastor, »which 
were uplifting. There, will . be . a 
flower reading on Sunday. evening, 
January - 2 6 ; hop? all FIJI bring flow
ers to receive a message, 44X W. ’ 
Lake st.” . ' ,

: Mary B. HUI, secretary, writes: 
.The regular meeting of , thè Band of 
Harmony occurs Jan. 23rd, iji hall, 
309 Masonic Temple. These'soctals 
are’ very interesting' and Instructive,; 
and every one Is Invited to bring n 
luncheon, Coffee Is served at 6 
0’clOCk.. • ’’ .. ..

The president of-the Psychic Re
search 'Society, of Sandusky, Ohio. 
Irving . Jackson, writes as follows; ' 
"The- Spiritualists- of this city ; have 
learned with sincere regret of the de
termination-of Mrs. Edith McCrosson 
to leaverthe Buckeye-state, and take 
Up. her. residence in ' Kansas. This 
gifted lady ’„.has» made hosts. of' 
friends during her several -engage
ments -with our'society as speaker.nnd 
message-bearer, in both of which lines 
of work,- as well as In her trance 
circles, she has ' few superiors. ' Her 
positive .and, convincing messages 
have converted many'skeptics .to the 
truth Of spirit return, and .brought 
comfort to'the hearts'of all the grief-, 
stricken mourners yhò were privi
leged to listed to her. At almost 
every evening mee,ting. while she has 
been here,, our hall was -not'large 
-enough -.to contain the seekers for 
knowledge, and while many' stood 
throughout the; meetings» otherà were 
turned alvay 'from the dobrs. How
ever, we wish to congratulate the 
people of the great state of Kansas) 
which she has visited on previous>q-’ 
casions', upon the opportunity:,-’of.' 

, afcain'.hearing, this . winsome.» psychic,, 
.and the societies ' thqfè/wistìiig; her 
services after .March 1st, can address - 
her at 1014 Monroe street, San'dusky, 
Ohio» We bespeak fóL her. a .cordial 
welcome, feeling assured that she 

■wiil be of- valuable service io our cause 
wherever she may go.”
- Carrie 3. Hatch writes from Apple;' 
ton Hall, 9. Appleton street, Boston,. 
-Mass.: Friday, Jan. 17, the regular 
meeting of, the. First Spiri inalisi? La- I 
dies’ Aid Society was .held as jtisual. 
The evening -meeting wès'of an inter
esting character; among those taking- 
part were Ì^Itb. Alice S. Waterhòùse, 
Mrs. Daniels, Mrs. Moore, Mr- Marvo, 
Mrs. Kate Stiles and-Mrs. Shopkley. 
Mr. Whetmore sang ' two very" fine 
selection, which, were appreciated 
by all present. -Next Friday meet ds 
usual.; -Jan. 31st a'.public circle at 4 
p.'m.¡'mystery supper dt 6:15; mys
tery 'sale from 7 until .8. ’Entertain
ment in the evening/ '

. .Oscar A. Edgerly writes:. 'On Sun
day, January 26th, I shall conclude a 

»very successful month’s -engagement 
with the, Ladies’ Spiritual -Temple 
Fund Society- bf Cleveland, Ohio. 
This is the third consecutive year 
that I have filled engagements with 
this society? It Is always a pleasure ' 
to speak from -the rostruin .of the 
■Temple, as the conditions supplied a 
medium are always of .the best The

-length on the arrest and ' coming 
■.■ trial - in Pennsylvania of Mr. Geo» H.
Brooks, and it was decided our-Club 
would donate a sum of money ex
pressly ' to assist In defraying the 
court expenses at ,hls .coming trial, 
.This money, is-to be sent at once to 
Treasurer Stephens of ’the. National 
Association. , ,r'■ ■, ’■

A very delightful- letter from our 
Vice-president; Mrs. Dr. Cross, was 
read by our Secretary, descriptive of 
her visit in California. - /We ' expect

. to' soon welcome her return to. Chi- 
.cago.

'We Bhail soon celebrate the third 
BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY of onr 
Clpb, of which full. notice will • be 
given in-a later IsSue, .We feel "the 
growth of our “Sunflower” is suffi
ciently rapid to. be healthy.

Circumstances-render It’ Imperative 
for me to withdraw from, the office 
of .Secretary,' but we believe the va
cancy- will be honorably filled by 

-our successor, Mrs. Dr, Caird.
/• At, the election of 'officers' the "fol
lowing ■ persons were unanimously.

-Elected: President, Mrs. J. R. Fran
cis; vice-president, Mrs. O. B. Wil
son; corresponding secretary, Mrs. 
Dr. Caird; financial secetary, Mrs. E. 
Lawrence; treasurer, iMrs. Ella >1 
Bloom'; trustees, West 'Side,- -Mrs. 
Nora E. HIJI and Mrs. W. H. Howes; 
North Side, Mrs. Wm. HUbert and 
Mrs, Belie Curtis; South Sidet Mrs. 
P'Unger and Mrs. J. 0. ABlson.

■ Our next Tea party'will be held 
Tuesday, Jan*. 28th, from 2 till 5 pl 
m., at 70 Adams street.- Mrs. Alice 
M. -Sexsmith will preside at the urn. 
All cordially invited. Come and bring 
your friends to this social gathering, 
and be a “Sunflower."

LAKE HELEN, FLA.

GIFT, as we have to • 
postage and 'pay the 

expense 
Send

of mailing, 
tor it.

Be it Known that the Annual Mass- 
jyreeUng and' Convention of the Illi* 
indis- State Spiritualists Association, 
Will'be held at Handel Hall, 40 Ran- 

■dolph, street, Chicago, Illinois, be
ginning- Tuesday evening, February 
18, and continuing-through Wednes
day and Thursday following. Auxil
iary societies and Individual members 
will please make a note of this fuct, 
and be on hand in full force, and let 
us have the best Convention wo have 
ever held, and so adjust ourselves to 
tho Cause as to make oui's the banner 
State Association in the United States. 
Good Speakers and message talent 
are already engaged, and t he program 
will be published-as soon as it can be 
arranged. Of all the years of its ex
istence, tills is the most important for 
uniting Spiritualism, and IT MUST 
BE UNITED IN SPIRIT AND IN
PURPOSE NOW.

GEO. B, WARNE, Pres.. .* 
By DR. T. WILKINS, Sec’y.

Parmenter to keep the 
Mr. Parmenter hassociety alive, ____ .____  ___

come to our hall, keeping his faith'

Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Bureh Opera House, corner 
Street and California avenue. Service
at 7:30 p, m. ' .

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual-

<'J .1

the woods were greatly shocked to 
hear that several who expected to 
moke this place their winter home 
were in the terrible wreck north of 
Atlanta• last week, .where flvè care 
went ' down with the trestle, fortu
nately Into a dried-up river bed. Mrs. 
H. U, Fogle, daughter of the late 
Judge Underhill of. .Canton, Chip, 

i accompanied, by hey. daughter,?Mrs. 
A, D. Clark and- hèr. three children^ 
also By two-nieces, Misses^ynch; '
suffered more leas .from the acci
dent,. Mrs. F<^gfe‘being confined to 
her bed and ,hcr oldest grandson, 
Harry Clark,, .very ,I&dly Injured on 
his scalp and ope par badly cut. '

My. Rudolph Flick Is very seriously 
Injured, having a broken hip and 
other Injuries,.which^wiil be llable-to 
keep him in bed fop months? His 
wife escaped-’without Injury.:

A. J, Underhill, /brother.of Mrs. 
Fogle, hopes his sister and thè fest 
of the injured; may Come here as soop 
as . able to travel. Their home has 
been made ready for them, and their, 
mariy friends are poping they may 
come. They are. at/Atlanta, •

, Thè ladles outlie Auxiliary are busy 
planning ìòr'thè .funètlònb of the wlh- 

.ter: -??- ;■ "'? .
The roses in the, “Ladies’ Rose- 

Garden" nod with the'breeze and 
gladden the ..lookers on, until "the 
lady of the rose garden" snips them 
off and they make more beautiful the 
public parlors, the dining-rooms, and 
last of air give out their message of 
love ¿nd beauty tb the sick and weary 
ones. * ' '

God knew just 'What the world 
needed when roses were evolved 
from nature’s storehouse.

Items -of Interest from the Southern 
Cassadaga Camp.

Sunday, Jan. 12th, Hon. ’ A,. M?i 
Hubbard of Ludlow, Vermont, deliv-. 
ere'd the afternoon address. He de
clared Spiritualism both a science 
and a religion, and said It was a fact 
in nature. - .It had its phenomena and 
philosophy. The phenomena' appealed 
to those of an' emotional nature, 
while the philosophy was • Inter
woven with - their very Uvea and 
became a part of them. .He spoke 
most tenderly of the »presence, of the

The. routine- ef ' the weék will be 
progressive euchre Monday eve, cards 
Wednesday ..afternoon," and a dance 
Friday evening/^ '. ■

MRS. O. B. S. TWIÑG.
Lake Helen, Fla. ,

W. Colville In California.
W. j. Colville is now lecturing regu

larly in San Francisco, 'Oakland: and 
Alameda. .^In the great city which has 
now almost entirely recovered from 
[the disasters which overtook It 1t±

Missionary Work in Ohio, 
• To the Editor:, Knowing ypur col
umns are generously opened to any
thing, that will help to spread the glad 
tidings of a demonstrated immortality, 
found only in Spiritualism, based Upon 
genuine mediumship, I address you in 
behalf of our cause. Your correspond-- 
spondent is about to start out in the 
promulgation jbf Spiritualism as an in
spirational speaker mad' medium for 
messages, under the auspices of the 
Ohio State Association of Spiritualists, 
to do missionary work. In order to 
do this work successfully it will re
quire co-operative efforts in thought 
and act. I ask for all interested par
ties to write me, that I may learn how 
,we can unitedly jlo our. cause the 
greatest good. I need financial aid, 
that I, may. hire halls, advertise my 
meetings, and meet other necessary 
'expenses, i would like to be able to 
visit every city,^village ,and hamlet In 
this state. In a practical way of inter
esting the people; even though hereto
fore they have never known of our- 
beautlful philosophy, and’ot a demon
stration, as messages from spirit loved 
ones this, your chosen co-worker feels 
confident can be done; and at your 
next annual convention dt the O. S. A. 
will come many sympathizers as dele
gates, inspired to strengthen your offi
cial management to place in the field 
many speaker^ and mediums to satisfy 
the hungering and thirsting needs of 
a people, .yiat until the message of 
truth-as vouchsafed through our me
diums, there was no panacea for them. 
Let us work unitedly for truth, falth- 
^ftflly .for' our Cause.

Address mo at Ashtabula, O. ' 
MARY C. WARD.

R. F. D. No. 1, Box 116.

In the power of our society to with-: 
.stand all the storms when even the 
most optimistic despaired of it being, 
able to maintain -itself, -. - ; .

At our last night meeting, MUtOfi 
Baker,» the Assistant Pastor, lectured 
on the "Spirituality in the Poetry of 
Robert Burns,” anld the pastor, -Rev. 
Alice Baker, gave messages, There 
were not less, than one hundred peo
ple-present, but alas, the people are 
anxious enough • for spiritual food, 
but are not willing to give a material 
equivalent thereto; and out of a 
crowd of over one hundred people 
we received a collection of sixty-five 
cents; yet, many qt these same peo
ple who pay nothing for spiritual aid 
and consolation are talking all the 
time about Spiritualism being, “a -mon
ey-making scheme.”

However, we have loyal members 
who are doing their best to sustain 
the cause, and the Spiritualists of 
Lawton are daily growing more, op
timistic regarding its future in ‘this 
city.

REV. ALICE BAKER, Pastor.
MILTON BAKER, Ass’t. Pastor.

I

Letter from G. H. Brooks. .
To the Spiritualists of Wisconsin: 
trust you do not think for a mo-

ment 
state, 
there 
been.

because I am away from thé 
that my interest in the work 
is any less than It ever has
I still greatly desire the suc-

cess of our work there and desire to" 
ask for all the names of persons 
possible throughout the entire state, 
to be sent to the secretary of the State 
Society, Miss Louise Loebel, 3630 
Wells street, Milwaukee, Wls., so that 
we can get in touch with them, and 
send them our circulars for our State 
meeting, which will come off In the 
spring. I.t is desirable that there 
be at this State meeting the largest 
gathering of its kind . ever held. 
Matters of importance will come up 
for discussion, and the time is now 
ripe for a move upon the part of the 
entire state for united action, and a 
building up of the cause.

I desire to hold at some point in the 
state, two large mass meetings the 
first and second Sundays In April, 
and.I want those who desire these 
meetings to write at once to the 
State Secretary, and we will begin to 
make our arrangements. We have 
already- begun on our convention
work, qpd hope to arouse all over the 
country an enthusiasm feuch as

ists, Dr. Alox. Caird, president. Ser- r 
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., - ’ 
at 2:30 -p. m.: circles, 4; supper,-fi; . 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even- -. 
ing, 8, ■ ' . /.

The Church of Spiritual/,Revela- - j 
tibns. Meeting at 8 p. m., pt But- / 
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. < 
A. Dlerkes, conductor,, ■ Residence 
743,N, 66th street. l- • r'

The Occult Scientists meet every, , 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly;Hall,; ■ 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. .3 p. m.J,' 
mediums’ meeting and conference, 
8 p. m„ lectures, music.and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962-.Prairie Avenue,

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434 31st st,, cor. • 
Wentworth Ave,

The Church of. Progressive Spirit
ualists, '(colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday. 
from .4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor,

The Progresslve Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling '/ 
street; Mrs. B. Hilbert,' manager. I 

, Society of the Psychic Forces holds / 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd j - 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa ' 
Cleveland. I

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. 
Lecture, music and messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

The Golden. Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. p, 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 So. 
Western avenue.- Nora E. Hill, pas- r 
tor. /

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun- f 
day evening at 8 p. m. at 239 .Lin-»’ 
coin ave., conducted by F. E. Loner; I

The Church of Spiritual Revela- I 
tion holds services every Sunday even- ’ 
Ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially Invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will /; 
hold services every Sunday evening, 
at 319 E. 55th street. Good mediums 
in attendance.

Biblical Spiritualist Society holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 
59th sreet and Madison avenue. 
Conducted by Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, 
and other mediums.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. - 
m., Sundays. Meeting conducted by 
Mrs. Maggie Henry. Home address 
3103-Prairie avenue. .

we
never had before; so,' friends, all
along the line, let us show to the 
world that there are many In the

SELFISH INDIVIDUALISM.

a

wisdom, JoyfiUTy and mirthfully spor 
■Ren'’.' - ' ;
" The Cambridge Spiritual Industrial 

. Society held-, its regular, meeting aan- 
'uary-llOÏ'-Mrs. Ham was the speak
er and was at her best. January 24 
Mrs.-Ham will .again be the speaker.. 
Supper.'at 6. o'clock. -r
. W. F. Keeler writes: •'■'Spiritual 

. and Psychic Centre has been opened 
• at 3637 Prospect avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio.-. This will: consist of a public 

.reading room, rooms 'for transient 
co-wOrkers, and a hall for meetings. 
The buU'ding is most suitable for the 
purpose, centrally located in the bet
ter portion of the city on the Euclid 
avenue car. line. It will "be conduct
ed In the. broadest and-most liberal 
eplritr in thé* interest .of 4he Cause? 
Co-operation in the use of the ha|l 
is offered any who 'may have use for 
It. Credible Workers are invited to 
locate’ in the building, and a welcome 
will always be extended to all.” -

H. E. .McClain writes from Tampa, 
Fa.:: "Lam passing the paper around 
after reading it, and it is doing some 
missionary work that will tell for 

, good before many “moons” pass. Dr.
J. J\I. Peebles is'stUl with us and is 
making things very Interesting for 
us. Last week we had Brother Let-1 
ford, the Drummer Medium, with us, I 
and he gave us some fine messages.”

Mrs Emma Snow Hoyt,. Secretary 
of the Michigan State Association, 
•ar-ites; “We hold our first 'Mass
meeting this year in Belding, Satur
day and Sunday. January T8 and 19, 
upon Invitation of Dr. A. B. Spinney» 
which alone is sufficient-guarantee of 
Its success. We have several fine 
Invitations to hold mass-meetings, 
among them being Port. Huron, Grand 
Haven. Holland, and Breedsville. We 
hope to do a good work this year," ev
ery member of the board being de
termined to make it a banner year.”

Dr. C. A. Burgess -’lectured and 
gave tests at West Pullman on Sun
day evening last. ■

Will J. Erwood delivered an excel
lent address" at Dr. Caird’s greeting.

ladles comprising the membership of 
this soqiety are indeed energetic and 
untiring" in their labor for'the cause 
of Spiritualism. I Mrs.”Ellzabeth/Gray, • 
preBldent, and Mrs. WilUam-Priirdle, 
•treasurer, with Mrs. Carl Bollinger,' 
■secretary, are the ■efficient leader's in 
the society, and a/e backed up by a 

'membership that is bouhd to make 
their organization' a continued suc
cess. I am being entertained at the 
home of Mr. James Bloomfield. He 
is a medium of fine ability; he and his 
genial.. wife make of their home a 
haven of rest for an Itinerant wan^ 
■erer like myself. . On Sundayt. Feb
ruary 2nd; I »-shall . begin ‘a- two 

-months’ engagement with the. First 
Association of Spiritualists of - Wash
ington, D. C. . " ■• .... ■ . - , . . -

igOG—large'audiences gather on Sum1 
days at 3 p. m. in Occidental- -hall, 
925 Golden'Gate avenue,.apd Oh Tues- 
dayq and Fridays at 8:n. m. in XVhlt-. 
ney haH, 1164 O’Farrell street.'" These 
meetings are" under the-auspices qf 
Metaphysical’Library, 11)31 Fillmore 
street, where, tbie. librarian, -Mrs. E.-

arisen mother, and said, "Why should, 
any one think she ‘ could not be 
here? There's a path of-return on 
every travelèd toad;” . . Street, where tne. uoranan, «us. n..

Mr.^Hubbard is president of Queen' Gillham 'introduced The Progressive
City Pàrll Camp. Association. It is 
the' only Spiritualist' caiäip'ln that

* L Sunflower Club. . ' ■■ "
■ .Mrs. Hattie." F?R. Peet, Cor. Sec., 
writes: - The annual , meeting - an'd 
election. (of - officers of the Illinois 
Sunflower' Club was held at* Lincoln 
hall, 70-Adame street, Jan. 14th.

We are pleased to record that the 
Club Is In a very- prosperous condi
tion, bo thas to membership and 
financially.. .

We have at present 112 members 
in good and ‘ regular standing, and 
monthly additions to our growing 
membership. . •

The Club .was organlzed*-March 23, 
■1905, as a Ladles' Auxiliary to the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
and has proved itself a good “help
meet,” always ready to come to the 
front In tln.e of need; $50 was do
nated to the State Association at this

$150; “still 
k which, for a

“three-year-old,” Is very encouraging 
for. future outlook. "Tall oaks from 
little acorns grow,” and we predict 
a-wowderful futiré for this Club, now. 
in its infancy. - -Surely the object,of- 
Its organization to "assist the State” 
in 4ts~work, :isctnost commendable.: .

. Dr. Geo. B. Warqe, the president 
of the .National and -State -Association,; 
was present and spoke words of cheer 
to our members. He-also ^eke at

state. . ,.;
Ip addition to bur. usual- singing, 

Mr. Ballard, 'also of Vermont, sang 
a most beautiful' and touching solo,' 
entitled, “Papa, Come This "Way.” 
Mrs. Ballard, a fine pianist, accom
panied her husband. '
_ A season Of silent prayer »for our 
sick people was a feature of the aftef- 

' boon service. ”
Mr. Thatcher of Jamestown,“ N. Y., 

was reported somewhat better.
Mrs. J. D. Palpier, who'has been 

s'eriously ill, is Improving, and Mrs. 
J. -.U,' BartESIbmew, .’who considered 
herself much better of het last sum
mer Illness, has had a relapse that Is 
hoped may-not prove very serious.

jfrs. Tyler Moulton, a psychic 
widely known in the North, arrived I 

. here Saturday eve. She Is accom-1 
panlbd by her daughter, who has been 
very ill, but it is hoped will speedily i 
recover in this genial climate. They i 
come from Columbus, Ohio, and arei 
located in one of the Thatcher cot
tages. W. W. Kelsey, accompanied i 
by his wife, formerly Mrs. M. E. I 
Clark of Syracuse, N. Y., well known 
.from former, visits as a fine psychic 
and great worker, arrived on Satur
day eve. Mrs. Clark Kelsey has been 
for several months the message 
bearer at Plymouth church, Roches
ter, N. Y., and will again take that 
position next May. i

Mrs. Nettle Scott of Douglaston, 
Long -Island, also arrived'on Satur
day, and is staying at The Cassadaga. 
Mrs. Scott came here last year a per
fect stranger to Spiritualism and the 
people, but left with favorable ideas 
toward the former, ahd • as one 
adopted -by the latter she- endeared 
herself to alljn nfany ways. ..She was 
willing to use her talents in that 
which reqnired much study or lose 
her Identity la Mm. Jarley’s wax 
warks. ■.

Ths residents -Bt this little city la

Thinker, to, many new re'aders.-
"In Oakland; Mr.' ColVille'lebtures in 

Hamilton hall,, 13 th and Jefferson 
streets, Sundays'at 7:30 p. m., Thurs-
days and Saturdays-at 3 p, m. ■

In Alameda, Parrot hall; 2309 
Santa Clara avenue, is proving an .effi
cient centre for manifold activities. 
Mr. Colville lectures "on Mondays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 p. m., 
and Is conducting a class in Spiritual 
Science; and'Suggestive Therapeutics- 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 
8 p. in, . During the holiday season 
many social functions'were held. The' 
advent of the New Year called togeth
er a largo assembly who greatly en
joyed' all phases of the richly varied 
program from 8- p. m. till after mid
night. / . : ““ |

Dr. Coulson Turnbiill lectures, in : 
Parrot-hall Sundays at 8 p. m.; and 
many other-gifted speakers, and often i 
some highly endowed, sensitive occu
pies the hospitable platform.

California had hadbAnsiderable rain 
this winter, but the cltfnate as a whole 
is sustaining It0i;hIglP;reputaUon for 
mildness and equability.

Psychieal«Res^irch "ie making good

Please, frlendjLdo ilbt forward any 
more money unu.1 you see. by the pa
per that- it is needed. The grand ju
ry has failed, as yet, to make any re
ply, and until we know.more positive
ly what is to be done, it is my desire 
that no more funds,..be forwarded. 
Words fall me? to exercise my grati
tude to the many friends^Jor their 
kindness in forwarding money, sym
pathy’and appreciation. I appreciate 
all And thank each olie.

■• • . GEO. -H. BROOKS.
, 190 South 6th street, Columbus,G.'

A Great Hindrance to the-Progress of 
Spiritualists anfl Spiritualism.

To the - Editor; Never » mind 
whether we have ever met or 
not. My Introduction to you is 
through the' ablest .Spiritualist 
journal in America, and I' feel 
at liberty to claim a fraternal'ex
change of thought with'-you without 
the usual society form of introduc
tion.
■ My weekly visitor, The Progressive 
Thinker,"“comes freighted with the 
best thought possible for Its readers to 
digekt. It' la high time the Spiritual
ists of America were- awakening from 
their Rip Van Winkle sleep of forty 
years, to' realize that therg is now 
something more for us to- do than to 
sit with folded arms, looking dazed 
and empty, waiting for the next phe
nomenal fake to afise.
- How. Apparent" the interest of Some 
so-called Spiritualists: is when our 
city lb billed fpr a Sunday night’s en
tertainment at the opera house. It is 
enough.’to make an intelligent Spirit- 
tiallst rnlck. pt; heart, to see. the inter
est those people jnanifeat ln-.these f&ke. 
demonstrations. The guIHhie seem to 
take pleasure- in reaching Into their 
purse for 25 or 50 centsi to pay tor the 
evening's-entertainment; but if asked 
to subscribe fop.a. Spiritualist paper, 
at a trifling cost, a change comes over 
their countenance, and one would sup
pose they had just returned from their 
mother-in-law's funeral, or some other- 
sad occasion,'ahd they solemnly de
clare that they can't afford it

Brother Francis, I take this -oppor
tunity to thank you for the course you 
are pursuing In culling the chaff from 
the wheat, and for your effort to lead 
your many readers. ' onto ‘a higher 
plane of thought

May you be sustained by your able 
contributors, such ob J. M. Peebles and 
others who are giving-to the world 
historic facts and sound philosophy.

The phenomena of Spiritualism is, 
and always will be, essential; It Is 
the A of the alphabet of Spiritualism, 
but we must not stop at the first letter 
of the alphabet.

So Jong as Spiritualists are Individ
ualists, just so long will there be 
fungus growth* on the ship that Is 
bearing us over the sea of opposition 
and-persecution.

All forms of“religion seenxto keep 
pace with progress except Spiritual
ism. Why is this? Is it because we 
are not properly organized? A few 
of our grand and good workers, such 
as Harrison D. Barrett, Brother and- 
Slstet- Sprague, and others, have put 
forth their best efforts In this direc
tion, and have done much-good, but 
I fear they played a lone hand. There 
are very many-problems In life, and 
the greatest to me is the green-eyed 
monster existing among Spiritualists 

■—and especially, among mediums. 
When we shall know as we are 
known, then- the mists will be cleared 
away, and our own character reflec
tions will be pleasing for us to look 
upon.: Are we all ready to behold our-

state who can for a short time Ih 
April drop their work, and take up 
the work of advancing the Cause.' My 
time, as far as work is given, is 
nowiifor a time given to the Society 
here In Columbus, Ohio, but I have 
begun my work of trying to arouse 
one and all to the great necessity of 
doing something. Let us all .work for 
the advancement of truth, and the 
upbuilding of our great work.

G. H. BROOKS, 
President of the Wisconsin Spirit
ualist Association.

190 South 6th St., Columbus, O.

The Poetical anä Prose Work
-------Bl------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

’ [Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be Inserted free.

ten
All

in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

Mrs. Tilly H. Hale, after a short 
Illness, passed to a higher life, Jan
uary 10, 1908, at the ripe old age of 
88 years. She has been a constant 
reader of The Progressive Thinker 
since its publication, and never tired 

. of standing an advocate for the 
truths she foundtliereln, which, with 
her sound reason and clear mind, she 
enjoyed reading very jnuch. The de
ceased was the mother of the writer. 

MRS. O. B. FOWLER.
. ■ Bangor, Maine.

The writer was called to officiate at 
the transition services of Mrs. Lou 
Abbey of Fenton, Mich, on January 
10, 1908. She was called from a ! 
life of verity in the work of Spiritual
ism in this,life to a higher life, Jan- 
uary8. Her home was filled to. over-, 
flowing with dear friends who' came 
to pay their tribute of love and, re- 
spect to their-, departed sister and 
friend. Many beautiful floral pieces 
told their story of love End respect 
for the arisen one. She. leaves a hus
band whose knowledge of the blessed 
truths of Spiritualism is the strong 
arm that sustains him, imtuls great' 
trial. There are others whose names 
t-.td relationships we do not-recall, 
out many were there who had received 
the blessed truths of .'Spiritualism* 
through this arisen sister's medium
ship. E. W. SPRAGUE.'

, Passed to the higher life from her 
home, 1508 Bedford ave., Brooklyn, 

■>N. Ÿ., on January 10, Bessie A. Will
iams, a devoted Spiritualist and life
long friebds of the Cause. - Funeral 
services held on January 13. Mrs. 
H. T. Brigham, officiating.

Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 
Inspiration of many young men and 
yromen. Her. hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of lite give -the reader upw 
courage in the very reading, and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words 'of truth so vital that they llv<r 
in the reader's memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
vtork in the world, In whatever line It 
lies—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

" POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation inf 
which it is held. .Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait Price IL

POEMS OF POWER. 
By Ella Whoqler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dla- 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and ■ originality. With portrait.' 
Price |L

POEMS OF PLEASURE
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Thia charming collection comprise« 
many of the beet poetic creations of . the 
author. Embellished with portrait.. 
Presentation edition. Price |L

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about aa true and lov
able a woman aa ever poet created. 

'With portrait of author. Price fl.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by .Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optlmlstio . 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day In the year- With author’s 
portrait, - and- half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, 8L

kingdom of love and other
POEMS.

' By Ella Wheder Wilcox. " ?
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings,, 
true to the very beat there is in human- 
nature. Presentation edition, dark rad.' 
doth. 81. : '

“The Religion of 'Choertulnras“ 
By Sara A. Hubbard; "An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read It -irith- 
out pleasure .and profit Price 50c.

“Materialization.” By^Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent Price 10 cents.

"The Jesuits.-' by Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price. 15 cents. - —

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical terms -or phrase. Price, SBcts.-

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex-

ANCIENT PAGAN AND . .
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLIHM.

By Thomas Inman, Mr D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal . . 
Worship, on "The - Assyrian Sacral . - 
-Grove," and other - allied . symbol«. 
Third edition, with two hundred lUu> 
trcLou. Cloth, 8L

MOLLIE FANCHER,
- Tho Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic Bt&tementol facta In the Ilfeof 
Mary J. Fancher» the psychological marrel of 
the nineteenth eentnxy. Unimpeachable taatt* 
jnony of many •erttneowb Br-Abr^m H. DaUtf. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. 11-50. • •

« «vi \ .V- -V.9. -kì- Alili OUWLBy BHzäbeth Towne, valuable Bkeuftesorihcznenwhoiïi&de&uûcoTnmetik# 
for health. Price 25 cents. oponiu ByRPoi-wg. sopp, r»-:=n. cioih,«i
M.

¿pon IL By H. Poling. B5P pp. rilen, cloth, Si
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Life Is In the World.

WHAT ¿OLOR IS 1’OUR HALO?

WhenA. Howland • saya:
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Mme. de
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have so

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

demofistrated trùth. Is it possible 
demónstrate the cosmogony 
Genesis? . If it has been

Stael called architecture

An Effort to Arouse Spiritualists to a 
Sense of Duty.

your names.
J. R. FRANCIS.

beautiful . "Golden’’ book 
I shall thresh the grain you 
artfully and artistically hid-

have performed in the' past.
day we have witnessed, is a day of

It is a most attractive volume, 
devoted the entire day to reading it. 
Your readers are "Indebted.

Some Interesting Particulars in Re- 
” , gard To It.

early âges of the -Semitic people, and 
has no more foundation in science 
support Jherèfrom . than the tale 
Jack and the Beanstalk. Science

CHICAGO.ILl.

[Never before Published in this Country.) of sonte past
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is department is under the man- 
ent ot

HUDSON TUTTLE.
rcss him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NQTE—»The Questions and Answers 
havq i,called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all eqaul hear
ing C0fflpolB the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form/ and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed, to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be. 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by assertive, which of all things is to 
be deprecated. Correspondents often 

. .weary with waiting for the appear- 
li ance of their questions and write let- 
\terg of Inquiry. The supply of mat- 
iter is always several weeks ahead ot 
ih>ace glyou, and hence there is nna- 

.. voidable 'delay. Every one has to 
.waft his time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor. ;
- NOTICE.—No attention will be 
given anonymous letters. Full name 
and address must be given, or the 
letters will 4101 be read. If the - re
quest bo made the name will not be- 

. published^ The correspondence of 
this department has beiome excessive
ly large, especially letter» of inquiry 
requesting private answers, and while 
S freely give whatever Information 1 
am able, the ordinary courtesy of 
«orrespondents is expected,

HUDSON TUTTLE-

Arthur Wulmot:—Q.—A reverend 
informed me that the latest scientific 

-works accepted the Bible account of 
¿be creation as truth, I was inclined 
tovtake the information "with a little 
salVy'What is the fact in this mat
ter^ . - - ■
-■'A%—You are right in taking this 
statement with “a little salt," but you 
shffuld not stop with the proverbial 
grain, for such.an assertion requires 
several pounds. There is not a sci
entific book published that accepts the 
narration found-in Genesis as literally 
true. • The accou,nt of the creation 
therein given Is h delightmul folk-lore 
Story?, It is a childish fancy of the

or 
of 
is 
to 
of 
or

can be there should be-no cause'for 
argument. Is it not self-evident that 
such a,creation is Impossible because 
of the constitution'of things? Sup
pose a scientist, or a dozen scientists, 
should say that science was in accord 
with the direct creation of the uni
verse -as described in the Bible, by 
a personal Goff in six days; would that 
evidence anythldg but the incapacity 
of the “scientists?”.

It was once the fashion, and that 
not long time passed, for scientists' to 

'write apologies and endeavor to har
monize science with the Bible. Hap
pily’ thlsJs past or rather is reversed, 
and now .thè burden is with the clergy 
to harmonize the Bible with science.

The fiercest battles were fought on 
the fields‘of astronomy and geology, 
when the former- taught that there, 
were.counties? .worldq, other than this, 
theolo’gy Wanted tp •' know, if Christ 
would have to be crucified on every 
one? The writers of the Bible know 
of no world but this and their narrow 

Sheme*grew'absurd when applied to
llllons of worlds. The rack and 
got’s flames reconciled the heresy 
th the teachings of Genesis. If 
e sun does not move around the 
rth, how was It possible for Joshua 
make it stand "in the midst of 

aven ♦ ♦ ♦ about a whole day,” 
while the Hebrew savages butchered 
their enemies?

For a- generation the advance ot-
geology was held in check because of 
the monstrous heresy that the earth 
must be more than six thousand years 
old. The arguments great theolo
gians and apologetic style of geolo
gists, of that day are pitiable examples 
of arrogance and superstition. Hugh 
Miller won a brief reputation by Ills 
efforts to reconcile the vast ages which 
must have been required to produce 
the strata of the earth’s crust with the 
fix days of creation. While his read
ers were‘congratulating and the clergy 
Worq.- delivering sermons asserting 
that the ■ attack of science had been 
met. on its own ground and theology 
had ’ Mumped, poor Hugh Miller, 
overwhelmed by the conviction which 
came-to his/honest though supersti
tious mind, that he was in error; that 
there could be no reconciliation; that 
he »had done bls best and could do no 
more than miserably fail, went out 
and destroyed himself. His reconcilia
tion is never mentioned now, “He be
came insane,” is said apologetically. 
Possibly, "for he was honest and saw 
that the revelations of the rocks were 
jp direct conflict"with the Bible. No 

'pne now attempts to divide geological 
nges into six periods corresponding to 
phe six days of creation. Now when a 
student of.nature discovers a new fact 
or jaw, he does not pause to ask if it 
agrees with the Bible texts. He leaves 
the reconciliation to the other side. A 
few generations ago he would have 
been brought to a realization of his 
sin by the thumb-'screw. The world 
cannot be arrested In its orbit by this 
method, or the sun stopped in Its-, 

‘course,'but the development ot man-, 
kind may be disastrously retarded. 
We do not now have instrumental tor
ture, dungeon or fagot, but we do 
have what to sensitive spirits is of 
keener cutting edge, social ostracism, 
slanderous tongues, and the infamous 
creation which Robert Ingersoll so 
pointedly named “the orthodox lie.”

Mrs. W. Pardoe:—Q.—In Thp Pro
gressive Thinker, No. 946, appeared 
nn article: “Human Gyroscope was 
Invented by a Woman,” where ahe 
advances the claim that psychic elec
tricity in the human organism was

amenable to stimulation by a chemical 
magnets which weuld give a person 
using it clairvoyant powers. What is 
a chemical magnet? \

A.—As "Psychic Electricity” ’ is 
purely imaginary,, and- electricity or 
magnetism has no more connection 
with psychic phenomena than heat or 
light, or water oy air, I am at a loss 
to understand the meaning of this 
jumble of terms.

The clairvoyant faculty Is possessed 
In some degree by all people, but by 
only a small proportion in u. measure 
distinguishable. It may be cultivated, 
but any device, through electric or 
magnetic means, will bo disappoint
ing.

As iron In its various forms }s the 
only element manifesting magnetism 
—in some others, magnetism has been 
observed, but possibly this is due to 
truces of iron Tetained—it may be 
said to be its peculiar property, and 
hence "chemical magnetism” is a mis
nomer, or p name for a quality which 
does not, and.cannot exist.

Presumably there will soon be a 
“Chemical Magnet," warranted to. be
stow wonderful clairvoyant powers on 
the purchaser advertised for sale, ' •

Student:—Does not the record 
of the earth’s erust show tliat there 
has been great catastrophes and sud
den changes? ■ ' •. ' -
, A.Locally, confined to narrow lim
its, not In: the sense usually under
stood. When' It is bald transitions 
from ' one' geological age to -another 
are abrupt, or accompanied by great 
changes,' it must not, be understood 
that' the changés were- sudden or vio
lent. The supposition, that they are, 
arise ffom imperfect knowledge of' the 
geologic record, not to the rapidity of 
change; ¡Lyell has .shown clearly, that 
thé laws of change in the inorganic 
world fully account for the changes 
revealed by geoldgyr thus setting aside 
the wild tlfèoriea of convulsions, which 
shook the globe, of fiery* and aquteous 
deluges, which filled the minds of 
men, previous to his tiihe. A similar 
work is required to destroy tbe 'no- 
tlons of revolution and catastrophe-in ' 
the realm of human beings, which, 
like q nightmare, broods cover the 
minds of many' scientists, and 0s the 
subject of “BChrêlinéB,” with smatter- 
ers and “prophets.”

There has been one PLAN, one code 
of action, pursued with unerring cer
tainty; and the much exploited catas
trophes havé had no more effect on the 
general tide of life than the eruption 
of Etna has on the civilization of the 
world. The terrific mountain ”, piles 
broken and distorted; the flexions and 
heavings of the earth’s crust; the up
throw and downthrow of strata,—at 
first suggest terrible and violent 
forces, acting at once gigantically; 
but we learn that there are silent and 
inconceivably slow efforts of continu
ous causes. The upheaval of a moun
tain may be the result of a million or 
tin million years, and the rending of 
the earth’s crust may have~begun a 
myriad ages ago, and for aught we 
know, ^be mountains at this moment 
may be rising, and the crust bending 
with as great rapidity as at any past 
time. ‘ ,

Looking oyer the globe we seq 
the effects of the entire catalogue of 
forces which have exerted themselves, 
and these forces actively at work, and 
performlng'exactly what we see they

catastrophe. Every day is a day of 
violent change.. ■, •

if a mountain shall rise one foot in 
a hundred years, the change could not 
be detected, as the determination of 
the height of mountains is too rough 
to appreciate so plight a change. But 
this rater goeologlcally speaking, 
this rate, geologically speaking, would 
soon elevate the loftiest mountain 
range.

Sometimes there is disaster, as at 
San Francisco. The long restrained 
tension, is relieved at some weak point, 
but how local is the effect! Had not 
a great city been located on the yield
ing line, "the disturbance would have 
passed with no more than mention. 
The terrible eruptions of Vesuvius 
make only a dot on the face of the 
World.

We read in sensational astronomy ot 
runaway comets and starry suns burn
ing to ashes, and final wreck and ruin, 
but all these dire endings are not in

¡fact, but the too' ardent Imagination. 
We may be restful and content in'the 
assurance that the universe from stel
lar system to minutest atom, , is held 
in unison, and to unchanging orbits 
by law. undevlating, all-comprehen
sive. Man as the outgrowth and most 
glorious product of this infinite 
scheme, has the heritage of the uni
verse, his born birthright, and owns' 
and controls by his comprehension and 
obeyance of the laws of his being—by 
placing himself en rapport with the 
universal mind.

frozen music she showed herself to be 
something of a latter day psychologist 
Color,'says the new cult, is sound-on 
a higher plane—that is, a higher or 
more refine^ Tate of vibration. The 
color sense is the sixth sense, the sixth 
sense is intuition; and Intuition is the 
psychic sense of color. And when we 
have become universally still further, 
developed, as we shall be, we can then’ 

.not only perceive thoughts, but we
shall also hear- them. .

Every individual is surrounded by 
an aura or emanation of color indica
tive of his or het spiritual, mental; 
moral, and physical feelings and fail
ings. Every human emotion is ex
pressed in color.and consequently 
this aura is constantly changing, com 
tlnually. vibrating to every varying 
thought and feeling. XJie glory or 
nimbus around the head of a saint, ac
cording to this theory, was no poetical 
fiction.

Persons of beautiful character have 
beautiful auras of white, blue, green, 
gold, etc., while brutal or violent na-

It is tally answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
laws, Ite Conditions and Cultivation/ by Hud
son "Tutt 3- Price 35 Addrw Mm at

A GOLDEN 8HBAF.
By Hudson anti Emma liood "Tuttle,

. Beutjfully hound in purplb silk, gold 
embossed sheaf on cover, gilt top, por
traits, six full-page engravings, three 
squgB with music; autobiographical 
sketches, autographs ot authors, near
ly 300 pages, Made up of what the 
writers regard as among the most.val- 
uable of their Inspiration in prose and 
poetry.

It was at first thohntention to limit 
the number of copies to the subscrip
tion Ubt, but by earnest request, the 
number was slightly increpBea. Hence 
we are able to reply to the constant 
Inquiry • if the book can yet be ob
tained, that a limited number'yot're
main. The price is $1.00; postage 10 
cents. ■ . ■

yhe following extracts from the 
many letters received indicate the ap
preciation. of the hqok by Its readers:

. This book is published commemora
tive of the fiftieth anniversary of Mr. 
and Mrs. Tuttle, and is a unique and 
beautiful souvenir which every one in- 
terested. in. their writings should pos-
sesB. L. MORTIER.

The , beautiful GOLDEN BHEAF 
came .to hand, and I have kept it com
pany the entire day. It is replete with 
jewels ¡whose brilliancy reach the sour 
and cluster’around in wreaths of per-, 
petual bloom. It IS glowing" with Do
ble aspirations. Its divine, tender love/ 
is uplifting. » ’ ♦ ’ » A casket of 
jewels beautifully, wrought in prose, 
poptry and song
ROSE L. BUSHNELL-DONNELLY. ,

Your splendid Golden Shgaf reached 
me the’nifeht’before New Yeqr!s,bring
ing with it a ray ot hope, and inspira
tion. HARRISON D. BARRETT. ;

Excéllent, and. to be-'cherished , by 
all .fortunate enough to'receive jt.v ■

GEORGE W. KATES.

SOUTHERN CASSADAGA GAMP,

News in a Letter, froili Carrle-'E. S. 
! Twing?*^.

—- I
Sunday, Jan. 5, Mrs. O. D. Greena- 

: meyer, of Lily Dale, spoke xo a largo 
audience in the paviliwi utoi the sub
ject, "Death," and inMieautlful words 
proved that death w^ another 
phase of life; and that our friends in 
spirit life watched for our “home com
ing" there, as we waitmpqu the shore 
for- our beloved voy^||e)!s// She gave 
a few messages at the close of the lec
ture which .were well, Mrs..
Greenameyer is a ver|^ -fine psychic, 
and many testify to her powers as a 
message bearer. - " ’ ‘

Mrs. Elsie Stumpf 4f" lM>oklyn, N. 
Y., also gives messages in'both Eng
lish and German. She also accepts 
engagements for lecturing,« and has 
done very efficient‘work for the New 
York State Association’’ among" the 
Germans. >- •- ,

, Mrs. O’Neil, of Onset *4» a fine clair
voyant, and will no dbRtit make use 
of her powers'here'. - > i

Mrs. H. M, Harris, of Onset, Mass., 
has has been our pianist at the Sun
day afternoon meetings,! and Mrs. C. 
P. Pratt of Malden, Maes.,' has led-the 
Binging. These ladles have the thanks 
of the campers for their efficient work. 
Mrs, Pyatt, is a flpe medium, and a 
woman of great executive ability. She 
was for years the president of-,a. so
ciety of workers In Boston, IJaBS., and. 
used to go from her home in Provi- 
dence to attend to it.. She .was also' 
President of "The Woman.’s Congress” 
at Onset, and- made a mdst .efficient
officer.

JOHN RUTHERFORD, 
Roker-by-the-Sea, .Eng,

Restful,.because it tells of the'Pres- 
ent life we are living. .

G, R. BICKNELL.
I have spent a delightful- forenoon 

In looking it through.
EMMET DENSMORE, M.D.

, A charming and wonderful work.. 
NEWMAN WEEKS.

Full pf good things, heart-talks and 
Inspirations; inner-life revelations and 
hoffie-life experiences >

E. W. WALLIS, 
Editor "Light,” London, Eng.

I have read every Une. so full to me 
of reminiscences of . a long gone and. 
almost magical past.

A. H. FRENCH.
It is truly “A Golden .Sheaf.”

R. T. VAN HORN.
It is Indeed golden, and I am sure 

will gladden many a heart.
MRS. T. U. REYNOLDS.

I am pleased beyond all expectations 
with "the book. ♦ •, ‘ The fifty 
years of life-experience, glimpses of 
which came to us through reading this 
beautiful book, will go far towards , 
helping others to find jpy in seeking 
to contribute to the, good of others, 
who may be chained by sorrow and 1g-

Your correspondenthas’’ not got 
enough in touch with tiie.-neir comers 
to understand about their ’phases of 
mediumship; that ma)!'cornier to light 
later.'. . j‘ ; -

Mrs? J. D.’Palmer is .slpWly recover
ing from a very severe attack of “Rus- 
Bian .Grippe.” She was falten very 
suddenly, and severely at first. It was 
well that her friend, Mrs. Mary Har- 
denburg, was with her at the time, as 
'she provee) a most efficient nurse.

All the campers miss the visible 
presence of - James D. Palmer, who has 
during the existence of the camp la; 
bored for it and loved it as a fatter'* 
does his 4¡hild. Mrs. Palmer hps been 
very brave in her'bereavement, and 
has been susftilned -by that peace 
which comes from the assurance of the 
ministering power of’ our friends 
called dead.

Mr». D. M. Hampton, well-known in 
many states as Auntie ’ Hampton, ar; 
rived last night and’was gladly wel
comed by many friends. Although na
ture has whitened Jifer hair, the 
sparkle has not gone' from her eyes, 
and so versatile is sie in her gifts, 
that she may one hour be giving an 
account of her experiences In hearing 
.from the “other worjd," atd the next 
“calling” lor a dancé, jOihere be a 
need from the absence of the promp
ter. She is always ready' to give as
sistance, and when iff postóme at some 
evening entertainment she plays on 
her guitar and sings some ^Id-time ne
gro melody, whether1’ jbyful or sad

We are greatly pleased with the 
book. ' LYMAN C. HOWE.

. A Golden Sheaf Is an appropriate 
title. The . book Is full’of upliftifig 
thoughts. SARA K.’BOLTON.
' You can never know how I -appre^ 

elate the book, nor the pleasure ft has 
given me. L. P. LELAND, LL.D.

Beautifully gotten up and a monu-

den in the leaves and cells—-Shrdded 
Wheat,” “Uneeda Biscuit”''‘Educator 
Crackers," etc., all- nerve food.

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS.
A Golden Sheaf, studded with 

sparkling gems of priceless value.
H. H. BROCKMANN.

Its contents will be to us (husband 
and I) an inspiration for greater ef
fort to bind a few Golden Sheaves 
therewith to crown our own fiftieth 
anniversary Of harmonious married 
life, just nine years ahead.

It gives us pleasure to recommend 
this book to our readers. If you want 
to make a present to a friend, A 
Golden Sheaf will be nice to order.— 
The Sunflower.

Price, $1.00; 10 cents added for 
postage.
THE TUTTLE PUBLISHING CO., .

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

and the cane, and living evSr again the 
experiences of the pijsi, fiir a now en
franchised people. ’MrslfHampton’s 
home IB really at st. Lijms, but she 
belongs to us all. ........

. The social functions oj.’the winter 
so far arranged ai'e, °Moijday evening, 
progressive .eucher, .'¡also,’’Wednesday;: 
afternoon,,, apd ^r|4((y '.evenings;, the • 
regular dance. ’ Last“ Friday evening-1 
we had a large number there, good 
music, good lemonade" and’ good na- 
tured people. Five years ago It would 
have seemed impossible that three au
tomobiles could come here from De
land, In.the Btafllght, but this occurred 
Inst Friday evening. There are no 
trees across the road now.

The social work -of the camp is only 
an-lncldent in'its life. The Southern 
Cassadaga Camp has for its alm .the 
promulgation of spiritual truths. 
Three central figures have gone out of 
our sight in less than two years, those 
who were or had bibn connected with 
camp management—Frank _ Bond, 
Horace Kellogg and J. D. Palmer, and 
many eyes bedewed with teprs speak 
more plainly than words that an g.n- 
gel came-to their homes and did not 
go away alone. The object of this 
gathering at this ideal place is to find 
put “If life continues after transition, 
where they live, how they live, and 
what our attitude spiritually should 
be to help them to help us.

CARRIE E. S. TWING.
Lake Helen, Fla. , .

To the Editor: The appeals of the 
officers nmj others of the N. S. A. for 
donations to help Spinituallsm occupy 
a worthy and its rightful position be
fore the world, go direct to the heart, 
because we know how necessary they 
are. Our sympathy goes 'to these 
workers.

We have tried earnestly several 
times to get people (Spiritualists) tot 
contribute a mite for some worthy 
veteian or needy sdul, and the excuses 
to avoid helping would disgust you. 
The hardest work we ever did was to 
beg for some one«, else.« We would 
starve before asking for self, put to 
meet fefuBal .for another warlike a 
dagger-thrust, '

Every true 'Spiritualist desires' his 
or her religion respected, and our N^ 
S, A. President says: "Spiritualism is 
a religion to the majority of Spiritual
ists with /vhom I come in contact” 
And again: "Only as a religion does 
Spiritualism command a hearing in 
city, and capítol legislative halls and 

..courts qf justice."
Now? the responsibility rests on the 

N; S. A< to make, this effective, but un- 
le»B we iridividüals bear our share of 
the burden.lt cannot .be done. Of the 
N. S. A. Headquarters, ,we quote: 
“That center creates widespread recog- 
nlti»n of our-existence and commands 
respect for Spiritualism.".

Ho5¡r many of the headers óf The 
Progressive Thinker,’ especially w°" 
men, on rpadlng these appeals for 
help, think, WHAT CÁN I DO? HOW 
CAN T HELP? ; Arid are’really dis
tressed because they haven't a dollar 
(■saying nothing of fifty or more) to 
send. As most married women are 
not direct- wage earners, they have 
very tittle spending money to spare.
• We have thought pf a plan to help,' 
and we ask eo-pperation- There are 
several great needs of the N. S. A. 
The General Fund,;Educational Fund, 
-Medium's Pension’or Relief Fund, etc. 
Let us get envelopes or banks, select 
any or all of these funds to aid, and 
each wepk put In five or ten cents. 
DO WE GIVE SILTINGS? Then can 
we not afford the amount' received 
from one or more a month to put. In 
one bank or énvelope? The proceeds 
from one seance a month will swell 
our savings. Tbpse doing fancy or 
needle-work niight give the price or 
part of such an- article. There are 
some of us who do not get money in 
these ways; can we not' economize in 
buying? Let us save twenty-five or 
fifty cents on our hgts, coats, gloves or 
shoes to a'dd to oiir little funds.

Óf course we all have those at home 
to whom our duty lies first, -but in ' 
these little 'ways and meana we, hav
ing slender purses, surely can give a 
mite, and let us send in our contribu
tions so they will reach the N. S. A. 
Headquarters on the 4th of July. This 
will show far more patriotism and loy
alty than firing crackers er skyrockets.

There are Spiritualists who are 
ashamed to be classed among ub be
cause of fakirs and low-bred fortune 
tellers, who advertise in the dally pa
pers, and pose as Spiritualists. Spir
itualists have only to turn, to the N. 
S. A. to note the difference between 
the true and the false, the intellectual 
and the ignorant, the workers and the 
shirkers. Are we not proud of our . 
■representatives. ’ Let us give them our 
support and begin at once.

Our attention 1b called to the arrest 
of so prominent a speaker as Geo. H. 
Brooks. How would he get immediate 
help if It were not for ORGANIZA
TION? Two mediums in Manchester 
have been arrested and sentenced’ to 
sixty days In jail. Isn’t that dlsgracé- 
ful? Perhaps we or.you may be the 
next. Can you afford to carry your 
grievance to ’the higher court for re
dress? We must practice the Golden । 
Rule and^help to fight for our rights : 
and liberty.

Readers of this paper in every state 
of the Union, will you join us? Call j 
our efforts a Ways and Means Club, if ! 
you will. We are from Connecticut. 1 
Let us se which state can make the 1 
best showing. Begin now to save for ' 
4tli of July, 1908, and we will ask the . 
secretary or treasurer through the col- 
uipns of The Progressive Thinker to 
let us know, what the returns are. 
Every dime, yes, every penny will be 
appreciated. Will you join us? x 

ELEANOR K. EAGER.
Waterford, Conn. '

OMPRIS1NG ail that
« m/ late» to tbo prouoW of 

the Christian RoHefon In Uw 
t tory cf tht Decline andJtyL cf th*

tures emit dark shades of red-, brown, 
Or black, so that by an understanding 
of color emanations the thoughts, 
character, and disposition of any one 
may easily be seen and understood by 
the illuminated seer, versed in the 
meaning of colors.

When one’s aura comes in contact 
with the aura of another the effect 
is immediately felt by the sensation 
of attraction or repulsion. If the 
colors are in harmony the feeling IS 
attraction and friendship. If the col- ’ 
ors or rates of vibration are entirely 
out of harmony there is répulsion. 
The difference between* two things is 
simply thé fàte of vibration, ind If 
the respective rates of two substances 
are entirely out of harmony they 
naturally repel. > ' ’ ‘ •

‘"The very quadties of mlnd and heart’ 
-That make a poet make a sufferer. ’ 
The keenness of perception which un

folds .
A realm of. beauty Md to other eyes 

Unmasks, the^wbrld; '
The - vividness of his imagination 
Enlarges troubles and creates such 

Tears .
He trembles at the possible in-life. 
The sensibility which treasures up 
Each word , and look of kindness as 

a- gem
Makes bitterer the mockery of fools.
He Is a medium through -which all- - 

things speak; . • ,
The human passions rack his"nervous 

frame.
Who would aspire to weir the laurels 

crown?—
It is a crown of thorns! " 

< —Selected.
Hw I.jecse the fallaess of the troth 

- therein; ' -
- Tis ever thus, will be, has' ever been.

"Mother! angel mother!
Come and watch beside my bed; 

Let me feel the gentle pressure 
Of thy hand upon my head.

Come and fold thy arms, about me, 
As in the days St old; '

For my heart is sad and fearful, 
And the world is dark and cold.

Thus prayed a lonely orphan 
’Mid the stillness of the night, 

When lo! 4 blissful vision , 
Dawned In beauty on her sight, 

Through the. open portals gliding, 
Came a soft and silvery light, 

And ’mid the wavering; brightness 
Stood her mother, robed in white.

“I am weary—oh! how weary!
And my spirit yearns for rest; 

Come and fold thy arms about me, 
. Let me Bleep upon thy breast, 
Come and kiss me .ere I slumber.

Oh!1 dearest mother,,coinè, 
And wake once more the vision 
. Of my childhood^ happy home.

“Ah! well do'I remémber.
.That sett and sunny^hest, , 

The cottage In the valley - '
Whore I slept upon thy breast 

Ah, me! there is no palace, '*•-
Or stately mansion old, 

That was ever halt bo pleasant
As the, cottage by, the'BQld. 

s ;br ' . 
“There my childhoofl^ye®^ flowed on

ward, » ■ fc v-ob.
Beating time to jq$ anduinirth, 

Whose music waked>^o ffqho
Save the harmottifp ogjeartlii _ 

Till one day a sablq; banger
: O’er our cottagp ^ras «unfurled, 

And I learned the’ ipqnrgbul lesson
That Death was h^Thq^orld. _ ,

* JSC“For I saw thee borne, dear mòther,
In stillness from Its door, 

And heard it said in^sadness 
-. ‘She will come to, us np, more.’ 
Then a grief shookSny spirit,'

As winds thè mountain.pine, - 
"And I murmured irfiny rfguish,

Oh! would thy grave Srere mine!

On her bfsw were fairest garlands, 
On her bosom glowed a. star, 

Whose love-light warm and steady 
Through the chamber shone afar.

Then o'er the lonely orphan 
A holy calmness stole,

And the dove of peace returning 
Found a nest within her soul.» '

While the angel mother, betiding 
On her child a look ot love, 

Smiled fondly, and then pointed 
To atiand-of light above. .

"Mother! angel, mother!
• The weary.orphai cried, 

.Yet ere the words were.spoken 
Thè vision left her side.

Yet the memory of ft lingering 
In her lonely heart .became

A star of hope, whose brightness" 
Beamed with a steady flame,

And lighted up the darkness 
That’ gathered on her way, ■

And gave each cloud of sorrow, 
A soft’ and silvery- ray.

•'-I
Then peace above her spirit 

Like a banner was unfurled,
And with joy her heart repeated, 

Life, life is in the world!
"Life, life, not Death is victor ■ 

When the spirit quits the clay!
Thus sings the lonely, orphan ■ 

In gladness every day.

“Since then in grief I’ve-wandered 
O'qr the fair and lovely earth. 

Ever sighing for thy presence.
And thy music-tones of-mirth.

Mother! angel mother!
■ ’Mid the fading sunset gleams

Come and whisper to me softly 
Through- the gofden gate 

dreams.”

Life, life divine is thrilling • 
All the pulses of the earth;

Lo! it changeth but to brightness, ’ 
And death is but a birth—

A casting-off of garments 
Madp to be thrown away—

A flitting from a dwelling
That’s crumbling to decay. ■
- - - BELLE BUSH.'

Mt. Lebanon, N. Y. - ' a

Cloth Binding, 50 Cents.

LIGHT OF E.GYPT

"THE UNKNOWN

LIFÇ, BEYOND DEftTft

Ut^

The following bobks by well known well as old can understand it. Ulus- 
and pojlular writers, we have selected

PROORESSIVE.ÎHINKER,
0 Loomis Street

ages in the Fifteenth and Sixteen!
With A Lifb of tub Author. Preface and........................  _ otee by r8TB«

Bcklbr, Indud/ne variorum notea byGulM Wonck, Milman, "an] 
English Churchman," end oilier acholará.

It li profusati Illustrated with san strl&< llluslrg 
llQni,«tpfMlsclRg ths Codai«, Ad showing hi 
bmbj van all the authority th» Uhl» h«.

STftNDftRD BOOKS

THIS volume ©omalna Cibboh’s complete Theological writings, aepawe from} 
hie other work»: and la, to use hi* own language, an enquiry Into tha! 

human causes of the progre« and estabJlahment of ChrlsHanlijst'-’Showing u>hent\ 
where, and how It originated: who were Its founders: and what were.tho sentiments? 
character, manners, numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. ■ s 

Gibbon's Vindication of the 15th and 16th chapters of Ids History fxbm the at»’ 
lacks of his Christian opponent*,.Is reprinted verbatim from the original edition 

• ,of his Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, In 1786. it effectu 
Ally and forever silenced his detractors' who, being variqulehod' ln argUr 

l ment, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity.
All that can be said by ChrlMlans In heard to the Origin of Christi 

anity Is reprinted from thovaluable notes of Dean Milmaw, Wshck, 
Guizot, and other eminent Chrisdan historians who have edited Gibbon’s works. . -m,. ...
■ Among the Illustrations will be found represervations of 
Ihe principal divinities at tho Pagan mythology. 
/ This celebrated work has run through many edt* 
lions, and is now the acknowledged author.ty on the 
subject of Christianity. . >

With the thought that they will be. of 
interest to our readers. They are 
printed on fine paper; perfectly clear, 
readable type; cloth binding. Good 
home library edition.

Heroes and Hero Worsiiip, and the 
Heroic in History? The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet.' The "Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas tarlyle. 359 
pages.

. ’ Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics^ By Herbert Spen
cer.

Fairy Land of Scienie. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. This book is written in 
such a pleasing manner that young as

trated, gilt top.
, Origin of Species. By Charles Dar- k 
win. -

Descent of Man. Ry Charles Dar
win. These two books by Mr. Darwin 
should be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. . By A. P. Sin- . 
nett.

A Romance o( Two Worlds. By 
Marie Corelli. A most wonderful 
occult story. »

Zanoni. _ Ry Bulwer Lytton. A 
romance by that most wonderful and 
mystic writer, after a long residence 
in the East and an exhaustive study of 
occult lore. '

. Any one of the above valuable 
b<|oks can be obtained for SO cents— - 
a miracle of cheapness.

A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. I., cloth, $2; 
paper, $1. Vol. IL, cloth onlv, $2.

_gy___

CAMILLE FLAMMARION.
“THE tlNKNOWN” created a great 

sfensatlon Jn -Frailce when llrst pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. 
It is an eminent scientist’s study* of 
the phenomena of the spirit world. 
In touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authentical instances, and 
chapters of his book are as Weirdly

fascinating as the most fantastic of 
Poe’s tales. It treats on incredulity, 
credulity, hallucination, psychic, ac
tion of one mind upon another, trans
mission of thought, suggestion, the 
world of dreams, cerebral physiology, 
psychic dreams, distinct sight' in ■ 
dreams, actual facts, premonitory 
dreams and divination of the future. 
487 pages, cloth bound. Price $2.00.

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considéra' 
lion of Preset Conditions of Thought 

add Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Borner 
ffipts as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

. BY MINOT J."SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo. Cloth, 342 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in the past concerning life'be- 
yond death, Dr. Savage take? up the present conditions of belief and 
considers the agnostic reaction from the extreme-“other-worldliness’ 
which it replaced, which was in turn followed by the 'Spiritualistic 
reaction against agnosticism. He point? out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the churches and the weakness of the 
traditional creeds and the loosening of their hold upon the people. He 
then considers the probabilities which, as he admits, faU'khortnf dem
onstration. The volume includes a consideration of the work of the So
ciety for Psychical Research and 'also an appendix giving some of the 
author’s own personal experience in this line. Dr. Savage holds, as 
a provisional hypothesis, that continued existence is demonstrated and 
that there have been at least some well authenticated, communications 
from persons in the other life. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

OÜR BIBLE
IWO »KOTE IT! WHÎ WHE! HOW ?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.. 7

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
' . BY MOSES HULL.

: Eioellent as fin exposition of Jhe Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
■tiu.Bibia from that standpoint 'Of special value and interest to Spirit^ 
Silivti.' For sale at this office. Price $1.00.
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Spiritual Chemistry
; and Spiritual Ethers.

, (Continued from pagp B.)
■sooutijuoddu X[duiis’ oju Áoqjj ’OSJOAiun oqt) 
ui bpuj U®o uoÁ SunyÁJOAO jo dn[suoi!|B[O.i aip 
pioqu si H W JOAOAtoq ‘qpuj

• • oqi si ji ‘¿s si qouj oqt ’Sun^ qons Áuu op ioti 
soon 'SÚlUJOUl Xjoao sosu pull Suiuoao Aioao 
they are simply adaptations to the human senses.

• They áre simply conditions, and those conditions 
: changé. Now' the “trolley line” comes, along 
and you employ the chained lightning; to - run 
your cars, to bear your burdens, to take trams 

' RcrpSB the continent, but if you had attempted 
to prove it less thiin one hundred years ago, all 
the world would have said you were injeagup 

,, with his Satanic Majesty, and probably have pnt 
you to. death and destroyed your road. But to- 

' day it is thought nothing about, is a matter or 
course, and yet this force, jthjs .power that has 

..slumbered all around until this cycle, is gener- 
'■ ’ated at a little point of ..contact almost1 impej-:

• ceptiblp to thé'vision! ' . - , * .
; I think the Marconi system of telegraphy has 

■ gone far to enlighten ¿ 'great many people, cop- 
, cérping possible spiritual methods,-Fox yoy go.

-. one step farther when there.is no. wire, to .cop- 
• vey the message that, is sent out, but the vibrá-

■< tiens go on and on- and if there is ’another ír-.;
' •ptrument that is in accord it will reach it, ..So-iii 

. this other realm, which is a million’ times, several 
■; million timé moré subtle, where thought abides,

; .where affections are eternally .true, where ever^ 
' ' thing-is real, and therefore do0 nbf-, change, 
'. where there is accord the mind and spirits may

- understand. ; There perfect tyiith pbidep. And 
the nearer yop; approach tó; that the nearer Are 
ybu aware ofthe ,changeles,sness of "thè ultimate

A . irptlis bf the universe.. • ■ - jy ?"
- ■; • rMen talk about solving the spirit. ímt.he¡ cruçi- 

blé of-ehémistryvor seeing it take, its flight from 
- - earthly, expression, lieeaPse a little magnetic 
" ' súbstánee'vibrates from the form of a dead rab- 
' bit, therefore, man is going tó: demonstrate the.

. soul. -Itypu shall use-the-faculties of the soul, 
j:.. the spiritewill more and more pervade the^bbdy, 

i-eandyoujvill giveanswer,a
’ ’ statesmen did whenlsome-dpensked him’:-“ Weil> 

’ . how are you to-dày ? ” ‘ * I am very .well, J)ut.this.
' I havé employed’ for so many'
; 5 years is in á very dilapidated condition.” ’ That 

■ ’ " it.. Yout '“instrumént” is in an.
¡. “ .’•Imperfect" conditio or it is not. But when itjs 

. best, iris not intended to takà the place
‘'of yojir faculties of mind or spirit; and if you 

j ¡ ; Want to perceive spiritual-things, perceive them 
¿■j
> . *; ".The demonstration that comes to .your senses 

’ isteimply a condescension,'* It is something'that 
/ is given, according to your need. You do not 

■ .' walk on your knees usually,.but you probably 
j in your dwelling wants you to.
¡ ;. < ¡Butetììè: spirit grandfathers ‘and grandmothers 

. ; flo it more than the earthly fathers do, ’for’phe- 
^¡; the great adaptation to

■ _ : Ihe cdiildhood of the race. But the seers,; the 
?• jV?jagosjifah jjagiahs and those Who have direct 

■ the'forces of theuniverse do not need

Infinite'Love can span this wonderful universe 
you are mistaken.

NOW WHAT IS THATYOU CALL “LIFE;”
AND WHAT XS THIS THAT YOU 

HAVE NAMED “DEATH?”

Impromptu Poem Delivered November 24,1907, 
on Qne of tKe Subjects Given from the Congre
gation, by Mrs. Cora L. V Richmond.

si

Revised Premium List.
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium. Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

toe You lead

'fi DWELLER OH TWO PLANETS.*’

Listen! I go with you into your house of 
/ “Life;” ,>
And’ enter, ope by one, the'- long deserted

rooms,, fl. '? <<.•■-.;........ X;--.-; ’.. .
And see ho weavers yvorhing, but''.abandoned 

looms'
Where erstwhile they were busy/ Care and pain
' and'strife - ‘ 4 ■.

Havejnade sad havoc; and ÿonsay’to me:
\ A ‘This darling wove the’-warp:andwoof of 

4over ...
Yet passed «.way, and' this- one/must needs' 

Into a larger field of duty—-see -

Andiwhen V ■ /
Jntoagardenönce-^ ‘

You sho w mewhere thp'flowers once couldgrow.
' Z*"’ V'

MùrmuHhg allÌM^
You say, “I trained each : vine and tender

' ; ' - stailij "
' -Of blossom all along the gm'den walk,: : ? ? j 
But they are faded .too, and I ate left alone. -

" I',’''' 1 * - ..f..•' ' •' ' 7 : ’ ’

P Those whom I love have gone—autumn is here, 
The'flowers are dying, all the leaves must go. 

_Ah! Such .is Life—I never dreamed ’twas so' 
When satemey time and loved ones; Were near. ’ ’.

AndTcamethus in toyour house of Life, - j 
Gome mow with tee into, my house of Death. ■

And I wilhshow you all the workers there,. .. 
* Weaving at looms of lifo -With wdndrbiis .
* skill—- >, ; "'r ; jj
Each one. so. perfect and so lqvipg?stffl, ~4. j.

• fair, .
The warp and woof with golden^thfiads of dove, 

Nothing forgotten and naught gone astray.
. As,faithful.and as fond as yesterday 
Of-Earth time, when anear you saw-them move.

Come with me. and .see .where each one abides
In the calm splendor of such power, 
Working the soul of substance and its flower 

Into your shadow state, and, as-it hides

The dull deformity of human dross, -fl ■ j 
Making it glow with thoughts and theteejdi-’ 

vine; ’ • , '

'this?; ~ . .‘ ’ .f •'
s._- Sp ’wJiqd t]îe.“ Attenuated Chemist” tells -you 
"• ’ that he is not “substance” at all, but spirit, and 

that all he knew of chemistry on earth was not 
,. worth a farthing as enlightenment concerning 

spiritual processes, and that, all over again, he 
has had to-begin at the other end of the line and 
work his way out" ànd otft into substance, in
stead of beginning with substance and working.

. hjs way into.Tspirit. .
That wonderful story that is told o£ those two 

■ wjio as angels were placed upon different 
, . ■ SBn&s, and then after all things, else had failed^ 
■W’Ww.to “wotk-toward each othej. -Did.they 

-..'iSpan the dividing spaces by the construction of 
arches and bridges? Did they even do if with, 

.the jays of light?’ No, but they began by LOy- 
■ j ING; oiit and out and-out it went until,' at last, 

. that love spanned the spaces, and they were to- 
/; ■ gather again. So if you think anything less than

\ WAS IT A TRICK?

J5pw Diff She Answer Dr? Swcrlngen’s 
, ' Question? . •

F. A. Jensèn ot Los Angeles, Cal., 
comes out in the January 18th issue 

^'bt 'ÿhe Progressive Thinker, in a cotn- 
• iriunication Which I. had. hoped -when 
I- comihenced reading It, ■ would ex- 
njaih thé experience. I hâd in one of 

" Misé-Anna. Eva Fay’s entertainments 
; as related in the eaqre paper of De-

., f

OÜR 
IHM

f OFFER?
- , 4- ■* -

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
minin Books you may order, price 
$4.55.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.90.

Rempmber, we have to pay the 
postagAon all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult BUb-

f Truly, the world has NEVER $EJEN 
the like before, Search the annals of 
history; ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there,’ in 
every nook and corner bt the world,- 
and yow cannot find, a parallel •to 
the.offer .made in reference to these’ 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
.BOOKS., They constitute a wonder
fully- valuable Spiritualistic and Oc-

. cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a. nomlfial sum. -AU are substantially 
bound and neatly-printed, and those

:,who pui'chase thom are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. L s',: yz y-',:. 
L?W«ihave now FOURTEEN magnlfl-- 
cent PREMIUM ; BOOKS -which you 
can select from". -■ ‘ ■

THE STORY OF THE GREAT 
map and description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light and 
Ipms of tb-day is worth more to the 
and even the general reader, .than 
«ay nothing on the many topics ot 
deeply every school of thought. In thin 
tory, Thia book Is endorsed liy Prof, 
scientist; he regards It as one ot the 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2,00; postage

jects. The whole world never bkw 
the like before. We have haff to 
increase the price' of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the, price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBBORiPTION 
for T’he Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before. , 
OUR FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:.
1—-The Encyclopedia of Death,,and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. j.
. 2’—The Encyclopedia-of Death,"and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 27

3—The Enc]ycbpe"dia of Death, and. 
Life in. the Spirit World; Vol, 3.
• These three volumes have been pre
pared ■ by J. R. Frandls. .-They con- 
tain invaluable data. - .
. 4—Ghost Landi '. Spiritualism, Oc- 

- -.ultlsm, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brlt- 
; ten. / ; /,.
. 5—The Next. World Interviewed,

.. Any one of,the Premium Books-you 
may order, .price ■ 25 cents. This 
is the;-'price, remember, yvhen you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with a ybariy - subscription. 

vTbe paper one yean and one Premium.
Book, Bl .25.- \ .

- No premium books wljl be sent out 
unless the order is acqpmpanied with’ 
a yearly subsc/lptioii to ’the Progres- 

, Hive. Thinker^' but if yoi/brder more 
thiui one book, the price is aB fol
lows: '?

•Any .two of the Fourteen. Premium 
' Books you may order, price-70 cents. 
,< .Any three of the Fourteen Premium: 
'Booles you-may order, price $1.15..

'Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books, you may. order, price $1.50.

Aliy, iivq of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order; price$1.75.

Any six <Df Uie Fourteen Premium 
Books ,you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may. order, price $2.45.

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Rooks you may order, price $2.80, 

.Any nine :of "the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten Of the Fourteen Jremium

See how the minds of mortals sometimes shine, 
Yet you Recount this wondrous change- a’ 
• ■ "“loss.” . \ -A. J .. ■
Come With me ijito this still house of Death, , 

See how- calm, beautiful' and. full of peace, 
Even its.outward'seeming; strivings cease, 

Arid all its ways alight with Heaven’s wreath. ..

Those angels who keep wu'tch invisible, ’ 
Touching each dear one with White Silence, , 

. . Until they know the meaning of the bliss 
That- forms the life—tide named beautiful. '

Your treasured ones—each grown so heavenly.
• ■ ■ wise, ' ■ ' 1 ' .

So nearer to you in their new estate,.
s They know no life that you call separate; 
Only the how of loving you. • Surprise. . ;; .

Awaits ytei in. my Garden of sweet “Death.”
‘ Flow-erSfltransmutedj-faded-h^^

Transformed into such beauty as the worth 
Of primal 'Soul-can fashion with its spirit breath.

' Choose thou, for the Most High hath made 
• ■. it so, - _ ' ; "
j Into which House and Garden thou wilt go.

whatever. about them/ I .certainly 
would not have considered the mat-’ 
ter of sufficient Importance to report, 
knowing as I ‘do.that many things are. 
done'by trickery that'are nevertheless- . 

. unexplainable,- seemingly;’ past-finding
<)ut. . was-»ifc-thls.'>reason‘ ttiht I

’ asked the»Feade?s ^>f; The? Piogressive
Thinker .fipr. an etpiapktlon' of the 
trjck.’if in the opinion of any ofthenr

J. .cember 28.. -
put'it was a very gloomy dlsáp- 

' pointment so far as .explaining it 
either upon; the-hypothesis ot Splrit-

-, túállstic mediumship or trickery. Mr. 
’Jensen explains- it; by the suggestion 

?' that “the .Doctor ought to put the
query to Miss- Fay’s., manager; he may- - 

' give thé .trick away afidteHjhe Doc- 
tof how he was fooled,’! ' thus clearly 
Intimating that iñ his. (Mr. Jensen’s) 
opinion it was a trick. /

Well, now, of course, " a ’trick’ 
‘ would explain If, it It was a trick; and 

- we could ascertain how it d-as per- 
.netrated.- ■ Tricks, fraud; deception, 
imposition, legerdemain, cover a mul
titude of genuine phenomena and are 
the ever ready explanation of phe
nomena which’ cannot be otherwise 

. explained; but.it was because’of the 
supreme difficulty I had in the pres-.

’ ent Instance of forcing the theory ot 
- fraud or trick .to explain the test I 

received, that prompted me to report 
. it. .

Had I not been absolutely certain

I Was the victim of a trick in thia in
stance. . . ■. " ; . ■

• And what satisfaction Is - to be 
gleaned from Mr. Jensen’s column 
article as an explanation? -None at 
all. He simply gives it inferentlally 
as his ■ snap-judgment, .that it was a 
trick, but 'offers no explanation, of 
how it waff .performed; further-than 
the ..suggestion that Miss Fay's man-, 

■ager vyas" the . principal factor in .its 
performance. . But Mr. Jensen will be 
Obliged -to get “another think" as the 
phrase ,goes, because in the case' be
fore us the manager is not to' be con
sidered at all; he knew flo more about 
the questions or- anything connected 
with the entire occurrence that Mr. 
Jensen did; - -

■ How could he have known anything 
about-them unless he was gifted with 
the same occult powers which Miss 
Fay possesses, and have transmitted 
the intelligence to Miss Fay on the

npunped was written on a prescription 
blank and contained Irf ,my ’ right 
'waistcoat pocket. ¿ When she £ppeat- 
ed; the question I knew that, it was 

. one or thé four .1' had. written ' In ‘my 
office, but I did not know IX was the 
one Ivhad Teserved.’ If ■ Bro; Jensen 
,could do'better by n. second; trial at 
an explanation Jie should b^ accorded 
another effort. - ?
. ' • H. V. SWERINGEN..

platform-telepathically? The ‘mana- j iamsport, Pa.

of my premises—the Tact that Miss 
Fay and her manager knew.-notblng, 
and under the circumstances could- 
have known absolutely nothing about 
the questions, what they were written’ 
on, that I had torn up three of them, 
before entering the .audience, ■ not 
knowing. myself, which one of the 
four questions I had reserved-for the 
test, should I get one,» and the fact 
that no one but myself knew anything

ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
dertul and advanced civilization ot 
lesson it gives forth upon the prob- , < >/ 
historian, the statesman, the student; 
many times the price of the book—to 
which it trehts, sufficient to ínteres 
momentous time of the world’s h 
Larkin, the great Astronomer • 
greatest Books of the present a 
415 North Fremopt avenue, I 
14 cents.. ‘ r .-< • V

mastership is hie right way./
THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. III., MASTERSHIP, and not Medlurhshlp, 

of the ‘‘Harmonic Series." - It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiritual
clear the Way ot Mastership. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to «H
Is the Way that leads to Individual who elect to travebit. •' '
Liberty here and hereafter. A ; I?" “i"
■ Every intelligent man and woman' standpoint of one who has “hud'the yn 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth personal experience and made tho / P 
should read THE GREAT .WORK, demonstration." - - /

t>------ - 5. It presents’, to the world a Mor-I
a! Philosophy so simple and exact!'

4. . Its author speaks from the

Why? Because:
i; It teaches the .Constructive - --------- — --------- -------

Process of Spiritual Development that It may be understood by a child, 
whereby we may conimunlcate with and .yet so profound as., to, jneet th^ 1'. A-I_" :_ t^l.n..J LzihAmlnrr rloonppf nnd TYlnnt AYnHAil dAmATlriR 'our spirit friends without becoming deepest and most exalted demands jot -
Mediums ’ the human soul. . - (

2 It explains the most mysterious . It will he sent post-paid to any. ad- 
^nd fascinating phenomena of human dress on receipt of $2.00. ’ Address,

I^nVsents a new array of dem- TOT^INDO-AMERICAN .BOOK CO.
facts . S prove that N. Kedzie Ave;, Chicago. ■

life • simply and clearly.
3, •

oust rated facts

by Mrs. B. G. Horn,- a most remark
able medium. ’ . s

6-—•The Occttlt Lifh of ’ Jesus, by 
Alexander. Smythe, a .medium of rare 
gifts.-

7—-A Wanderer in the. Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

■ - 8—The-Religion of Man’and Ethics 
of ,Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
,. 9—Seers- of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr? J. M. 
Peebles.. .

10—The. Great Debate between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from.the Spirit WoYld, 
Written through the medMmship of- 
Carlyle Petersilea.
, 1'2—GeplB of Thought, by Seven
teen .leading authors.

13—The Unknown Lite of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit. Messages 
from A ’ 8<>n to a Mother,

. SPECIAL NOTICE. ■
If-you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price is 25: cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price id practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that- price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium' Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub-

" TO THÈ PEACE CONFERENCE 
AT THÈ HAGUE, 1007.

Containing an account ot all the im
portant happenings in connection with 
that mission. Also "Pen Pictures” 
by Mrs..Richmond, of The Hague and 
the prominent persons she met there. 
Price 5 cents per copy, Address wm. 
"Richmond, 3802 Rldgs B'oul., Rogers 
Park, Chicagb, 
STANDARD BOOKS ON -

PSYCHIf DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Gloth pound, 160 pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future- and past, the crystal, develop 
seerahlp, "An .Inspired book"—Pro
gressive Thinker. "A revelation. — 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making’’—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from *2.00), *1.50. •

Auras and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A three yhousana 
edition Just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 50 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. I'. GRUMBiNE, 
. 24 Strathmore'Road, Brookline, Mass.

PSYCHO-CLAIRVOYANT REAR^XOS 
by mall on all affairs of life, 5(1 cePts. 
Questions answered. Mrs. L J. V ill- 
lams, Beaver Dam, Wis., 122 Fourth st. 

' »IRS. G. PARTRIDGE will give you 
a spiritual reading, by mall only, for 
*1, The address, 15 Park avenue, Chi
cago, HL, Is notice-enough for her old 
patrons. There for a short time.

Trial Reading, 25 Cte- \

SPRITUAUSTS VISITING, Buffalo, 
N. Y„ will find Pleasant Homo Accom
modation at The Spiritual Retreat, ?2S 
Prospect Avenue. Mis. M. B. Lane.

The Supernormal World.'
A now and unique method of realizing 

all of one’« ,p«ycnicai powers; normally 
and in a sane and scientific way. En
dorsed by hundreds.

.Address with stamped addressed en-,< 
velope, J. C. F. GHUMBINK, 24 StrathJ 
more Rond» Brookline, Muss. /

FRED P. EVANS. ■ ’
Noted Medium tor j

Slate writing, (Clairvoyance, Site. 
Interviews dally from 10 lo J, Headline andda- 

velommmt by mail may bo obtained by wrltlnx to 
Mr. Evans tor particular«. Famous* book oa 
Blato-wriUn», 11.00, while they last. Address, 

PKKD e. EVANS.
«¡28 Sacramento street. San Francisco. Cal.

Be Sure to Read This,
Trancva L Loueao, one ol ifio u« ,w»l .usyohta ’ 

.wonder, Uvlur. 1 uno lUe epirHuai X-rartolo 
«ale all Internal dlaeuea A trial will oonrlnoa ' 
you. Nerroua exhaustion and leal vtaorotnoth 
aaxes aucceaalpliy treated, a. hundreds can tea- 
ury. bead num«, ase. sex, eomplexlon, one load- 
inx symptom, and ten oenu In stampa and you 
will receive a corrooi dlarno.Us tit your case trea. 
worth dollars io roti. Bo stiro lo writs your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, wbo lately puased ou. 
continues to treat the sick through uiy medium- 
•bip.- Address all etterato

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
Stoueluuu, Muss.

Mh

A

Books-you may order, price $3.50. 
Any eleven ofthe Fourteen Pt-eini- _ _

,um Books you may order, price $3.85. I Where more than one Premium Book
Any twelve ofithe Fourteen Premi- ] jB desired, Bee the terms mentioned

um Books you may order; price $4.20.1 above. ■

scrlptlop for The Progressive Thinker.

Infallible fibre Trumpets! Better 
than metal; insulated, top arid bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance, T. P., 
♦ 1.50; light T. P.. 12.00. Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical-Battery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase of develop
ment. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
wo,rk In full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. 
Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr St.. Toledo, O.

NIGHOLfiS BEGKER,
CLAIRVOYANT READINGS

By mail, With Messagt-s- and Names 
of Siiii-U Friends. Enclose $1,00. 
1102 W. 27th St., Oklahoma City, 
Okla. y’

The
JUST OUT

Francis Schlatter

; L . A SUGGESTIVE QUESTION.

Why Don’ttCM'Kill theT‘ Bats -That
■, Cause Uhe iBubonic Plague?

"Why don’t God kill the Devil? 
so often asked, should be changed to 
the pertinent question, ‘’Why don't 
God kill the rats?’’ The necessity for 
his doing so is evidenced in the fol
lowing .from the New York- Dally 
World:

"In his annual -report Surgeon- 
General Wyman, chief of the Marine 
Hospital • Service,, who hid. charge of 
the Government's • fight against the 
plague in San Francisco, ascribes the 
prevalence of the*disease among rats 

/to fleas? ' Scientists accepted this fact 
some years agoi Last summer in 
England, . Dr. J. Ashburton Thomp
son, .headot tile Public. Health’ De
partment of New South Wales, after 
wide experience' with the plague .in 
Australia, expressed .the positive con
clusions not only that there would 
be no plague in man without plague 
in rats, but that the plague in rats 
would bé harmless except for the as
sistance of the 'flqa. There was no 
communication of the infection from

PREMATURE BURIAL,

Ite Dangers Set Forth from a Variety 
of- Standpoints.

Premature burial 1b a subject that 
has no doubt aroused a vtist deal of 
morbid interest.^ Every one knows 
persone who pass much of their lives 
in a state of continual horror lest 
"they be burled alive and who suffer, 
Indeed, vastly more in anticipation 
than .they ever could in fact If their 
wdrst fears should be realized. Never
theless, so mady Well authenticated 
cases of premature, burial are on rec
ord and such slight precautions are 
'sometimes taken -to make sure that 
death really has occurred that the sub
ject has a vqry real social Importance.

One investigator of this subject, Dr. 
Franz-Hartman, collected particulars 
of 700 cases of the kind. Some years 
ago the-Paris Figaro started a discus
sion of the subject and within fifteen 
days rdcejved over 400 letters from 
persons'Who had just escaped burial

PEONIES.
The Bent Stock of Thenc ''Denntlfiil 

Flotvem
BRAND'S NEW CREATIONS.

Last summer we named and desorlbejJ 
364 kinds In our new .36 page Catalog'; 
Among them Moses Hull, Judge Ed
monds» Andrew Jackson Davis, Flor
ence Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beaters. If you want 
the best, send for Catalog. 44 years in 
business. O. F. BRAND & SON,

Faribault, Minn.

Iteyclio-Tono System.
greatest Science of Healing extant.
Kej-Note S ya I cm of Heultoif Jits 

been a lifetime study^ and is repleta in 
TWKJzVB LBSSONSVgiving a thorough 
description of tho Tone of Snm < h rho 
Law of Chemical Relation of <’..>orH 
Self-Healing Simplllled, Seir-Heallng 
Taught According to the Musical Xvii-». 

Send for circulars giving exnhumiion. 
Address Tin- Schlatter .School. Suite

The
The

Lug-on & St uni t Bldg, Hot Springs 
Arkansas.

6LARISSE HUMP11HEY-MULL1XS will 
give clairvoyant reading« by mail» 

Send look of hair and $1. Address, 
W hItewater, WIs.

“THE INFORMER." -

A Paper for Lyceums^
•*A weekly paper for young Spirit

ualists, containing " the following de
partment: ’General reading and con
tributions; Lyceum Notes and " Re
ports; Graded'Departments x>f Work, 
including Weekly Lessons;. Uncle. 
John’s Talks;. Brief and Short Stories. 
Single copy, one year in advance; 75c; 
Subscription, 6 months, advance, 40c;

Club rates per year: (10 or more 
to one-address) 65 cents.

To Canada and foreign addresses, 
$1-25. ■

( . Every Lyceum should hav^ this pa
per on Its tables, If they wish to keep, 
abreast with the times. Subscribe 
Now. Address all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., Will-

ger’ could not have known the ques-. 
tlon I had in my v.est pocket, be
cause I did not know what it was 
myself; he could not have known that 
I had written four questions on four 
prescription blanks in my office be
fore starting for the theater; - he 
could not have known that 1 tore up 
three of them outin the street, before

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirit
ual Influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. 
LockWood. Price 25 cents.

- NAME THE BABY,

rats-direct, he said, but , a flea, that 
has bitten a plague rat it it bites an
other animal can- give - that" animal

-plague. ■
."The .direct way, of .suppressing the 

blague is-to exterminate; the fats. 
•During tho last four.mohths oL1907 
over 130t<100 r^ts were destroyed in 
Sail .Francisco. Ot>lL391 examined 
by . the. Health -Department’ only ■ 136 
were infected with its plague. At 
the’sanie time up to -November. 19 
there, fiad been, ninety-six cases and 
sixty, deaths from the plague in that 
city since the outbreak ot-ihe disease

"last"May.- - •
“To prevent-;the plague-'- from 

spreading lii the Philippines’ the 
Health; Board seven years ago began 
Offering a bounty for every rat killed.

; tn India a similar .campaign is car
ried on against the animal, pests. In 
the six years following 1900,-when the 
plague threatened Japan, nearly 
5,000,000 rats were kill In Toklo 
alone, and Japanese scientists urged 
an International movement to van
quish the disease y exterminating its 
propagator, the rat.

“Our own.;iDcpartment of Agricul
ture last spring joined the campaign 
against the noxious rodent with the 
statement thiit the common brown 
rat probably costsXhe American farm
er $100,000,-0fl0j‘a year. The aver
age cost of feeding a rat on grain is 
about 50 cents a yfear. What rats de
stroy in eggSjipouitry, game’and other 
birds cannot reven be estimated. In 
Denmark the losssis put at $3,000,000 
and In France at $40,000,000 annu
ally. y '

"To combat so: persistent an ene
my of health and property nothing 
less than a systematic, scientific plan 
of warfare ttaoughout the world can 
be wholly effective.” ;

And whose IGod made the rats? 
; ' b DIVINE WRIGHT.

alive, or who knew of such cases. A 
writer. In one of the current British 
periodicals adds many cases to the 
list qnd provides, Indeed, a chamber 
of- hprrors for those Inclined-to. read 
it. • This writer’s conclusion is that 
¡here is no 'time sign of death except 
the beginning of decomposition, and 
.he cites instances to show how all the 
other signs usually relied on have oc
casionally failed, including rigor mor
tis and the "diaphanous” test. He 
also insists that fits ;of trance and cat
alepsy are much more frequent than 
is generally supposed.

In Gbrman. and Austrian cities mor
tuaries are. maintained In which the 
dead must remain for a certain length 
of time, and no body may be buried, 
except after ;a- certificate has been is- 
sue'd-bx-. anwho IB 
required to’ pay several visits before 
acting. Im' these mortuaries there 
have been numerous cases of the re
suscitation of persons supposedly 
dead. In England there Is now under 
consideration; .legislation 'for more 
rigid Inspection of the dead when cer
tificates are granted, for .the appoint
ment of death verifiers to whom an 
appeal may be made in cases of doubt, 
and.fob the establishment where com
munities desire it of official r mortu
aries. For our own country the dis-.

The Celestial Messenger.
A new 32-page spiritual magazine, 

with illuminated cover. Issued weekly 
by the Psychical Publishing Co., at 932 
Telegraph avenue. Oakland, Cal. Sub
scription price until April 1st will be 
One Dollar u Year, or Ten Cents per 
copy. After that date 7iro Dollnra 
n Yenr. Subscribe nc.. Or send ton 
cents for sample. •

IF YOU ARB IN TROUDLE, Doubt 
or Anxiety over personal or business 
matters, consult J. H. • FLETCHER, 
ConwultinK l*M)cuir, _<1 WeM 107th >t.. 
New York. Consultation by -mnil One 
Dollar. Tel. 3404 River» Send for Cir
cular.

CLAIRVOYANT READINGS, Mental 
And Magnetic Healing. Charges for 
tinte only. Readings by mail. 3 or 4 
questions personally answered by mall 
for twenty cents. WILLIAM FRED
ERICK KEELER, 3037 Proapect are., 
Cleveland, O. When in the city a call 
will be appreciated.

L H. MflXQN,
3029 Indiana Avenue; 

CONSULT HIM.

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
For Development and Personal Read

ings, 15 Cents Each.
125 Words' (about one page of hand
written). Ask questions. - Write for 
particulars. William ï’rederick Beel
er, 37-Gatfield Court, East Cleveland; 
.0. Money returned if dissatisfied.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER.' 
: • By Lois. Waisbrokcr.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as
a writer on the question of sex and

cession of the subject should-certainly-■ this, her last book is worthy of care-
Influence all physicians to be exceed-
ingly cautious about the granting of 
death, certificates, and, above aH, 
never to grant certificates without 
careful Investigation in cases the his
tory of which they do not personally 
know.

The above sentiments from the Chi
cago Record-Herald illustrate some
thing of vital importance to every one 
—the- danger of premature burial.

' V.’

ful study. Price, paper only, 25 -cts.

Or Give the Charge. A song- with
" i. .u, L -------L  sold, duet and chorus, by John W entering the building, because be was LR.ng arraliged by M ,Ban" ' 

•in the building at the time, the per- ' Price 35 centB - • ’
formance having already begun Nor ..The orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
did I knoj What question I had re- I an^ infant Damnation/’ by Dr. J. M.

?>EiuE L,01e^u^ i Peebles- Dedicated to Preachers,
the three in. the street, unUi Miss Fay jHggionaries and Church Members 
anewered the question which she an- prjtpr 20 cents.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS' 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a. religion which all may ad- 
mire and 'experience with benefit ta 
body and spirit Very-nice for. a hol
iday present > Daintily 'printed and 
^ound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

XIARVULOVS ILI.VMINATIOX: /
Would you like to penetrate the vol/ 

of sense and nuiltei- To become Clair
voyant at the first sitting? Send for 
my instructions—Nothing like tln-rn 
ever before published—You will be able 
to read the future—To heal voursvlf 
and yqur friends of Illness or bad hab
its, to command success in business. 
No long weeks <>r waiting. Remember 
you got results at first sitting! Price 40 
cents, P. O. order. No »lamp». Address 
MRS. J. SMART, S23 Rherslde Drive, New York City. c'

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how long you bare worn spec

tacles: 1 win mall One Pair ot it.IQ Melted Peb
ble Lens In a good. straight temple steel frame. 
Guaranteed w til your eyes- Also a Vegetanl« 

atiery. Cures Catarrh, ff Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for II. 10; If only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for -sixty cents. 
Battery 60cents; Magnetized Compound, 10cts. 
FDFF For your address on a postal card, g 
I r\LL‘beautiful photo ot Yermah, chief ol 
the Atlant lans; lived on earth J6.W0 vearj ago> 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about mjr Meltod P?bbie Lem 
evectade, and my method ot fitting EYES at 
perfectly at your own homo aslt youwerejn 
my office- 0. p. POOLE, l&t VYrnthrop avenue, 
Chicago. Ill

-The New IJfe. This book deals 
with the principles and : laws-which 
open unto man the floodgates pt Infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Price,

FROM SOUL. TO SOUL.
. By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol

ume contains the best poems ot the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The -poems are admirably 
adapted- for recitations. 225 pages,- 
beautifully bound. Price:$l.’ 
CURED. WORRyThURRY, SCURRY, 

FLURRY.
■ By "William E. Towne. Learn how to

cast away unnecessary care.
fesok points the way.

“The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features Th« 
Cultivation ot Personal Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cui- / 
tut'e. "By twenty physicians and spe--- / 
cialiBts. Edited by Albert Turner.” / 
Ot special interest and value. Price; ) 
$1.00.

• RigliULiving." - By Susan H. 
Wlxon. The author shows a wis« 
practicality in her method of teach-- 
Tng the "principle of ethics. She il
lustrates her subject with .brief nar- ■ 
ratives an<^ anecdotes, which rendei 
the bbok more interesting and more 
easily comprehended. It la especial
ly adapted for use id Children’s.Ly
ceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers-It may be made very use
ful Young and old will be" benefit
ed by it. Price, $1. ‘

"After Her Death.” The Story of 
a. Summer.” By Lilian ’Whiting. 
No mind that loves, spiritual though t 
can fail-to be fed and delighted wifi 
this book. Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanced; Ideas 
on the finer , and ethereal : phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the" mind : on- 
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth- A book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00.

A Discussion on Reincarnation or

cloth, 80 cents; papr, 60 cents.
“Longley’s Beautiful’ Songs.” A 

new edition comprising'in one vol- ___ ________
uiiie the tour parts~"heretofpre pub- ; the Successive Embodiments oj the 
lished, to which is added part- five,- Human Spirit.” . Reincarnation, or 
also a number rif the "author’s most ■ - • - - - -
popular songs. Including “Only a 
Thin Veil. Between Us,” and its "Cott-
panion Piece.” Cloth,. 75 cents.
Boards,50 cents. '

“How to Train Children and. pa-
■rentB.”'. Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it Is

the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments; Examined and "Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen. Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

“Worry, "Hurry, Scurry, , Flurry 
Cur^d.” By the Blissful Prophet'and

the^ parents that need the training 
more than the children, —- - •nsoba than the children, and advises etc. 
parents to look to themselves. Twen- •

Wm. E* Towâe. Tolle how. tn 
away worry, anxieties, needless-cares, 

• #'tn. Price 25 cents.

■y care. This
Price, 25 cents, j

A,«

ty-flve cents could not be better spent 
than in buying the book. Anyone
that "has the care of children should 
read it. Price 25 cents.

Spiritual Fire Crackers. Bible
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points.” 
By J. S. Harrington. * A pamphlet 
containing 79 pages of racy reading. 
Price, 25 cer*'

«
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Reason must be our last guide and 
jadge la everything.—John Locke.

Make'them all earn an honest living.
• E. STEVENSON, M. D.

Vancouver, • B. C.

be Wo0fe^be dhinker
ißPI^ITUALIß^i—-Progress, tfye Ui)Ktersal Lqaa) ot jíatúre PDi)oûg})t, H)e gol^erjt of fiep Problems.-—SPipiTUALISf/I
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^AGANiSJI_V8. CHRISTIANITY. 

^Asiatics and the Whites Graphic- 
•„ jcAHjr' Portrayed, the Missionary. 
; W^'o Carries a Book in One Hand

. aada Bottle in the Other Critically 
Considered.

; The most important .phase of the 
Oriental trouble has, I think, only 
been touched. It is the- fact of the

CONCERNING SUICIDE.

We Should Study the Causes That 
Lead to It.

\' iut^rlorlty of the white man in re- 
^-JZard.to industry and sobriety. When 

weil/pr of à person that "he is an in- 
• auWlouB and sober man,” we rightly 

assume he is; in vulgar parlance, “all 
right,” and any environment which 

? does not produce these virtues is em- 
•' jjfiatlcally bad. If these qualities are 
. absent, it is all but impossible to be 

trustworthy. ,
' From the earliest stage of the anti- 
Aslatic movement our complaints . to 

■ Ottawa have been answered by,point
ing out that the remedy lay Jq-pur own 
hands—not to employ them. AM H 
did seem paradoxical to give them? oc
cupation involving idleness of the' 
white population, while asking help 

r i1 to avoid them. And to this day the 
•■ÿ? jsame response to our entreaties comes 
K. from the capital of the Dominion..

V , It has been supposed that ' the 
Asiatics.have been preferred solely 

’ «■■ .•because of the cheapness o their la- 
bpr.. . But. even, that refuge has been 
denied recently by the white employ-: 

7 ers to whom the matter was referred, 
. by Mr. Owen King, Chinese Vice-Con- 

' sul at San Francisco, who came here- 
lately to-look after his countrymen. 
These employers stated that they em
ployed the Chinese because of their 

" ('sobriety and reliability, rather than 
because they worked for lower 

' 1 wages.” If the white"'man has beqn
replaced it was simply because of bls 
“inefficiency and lack of ability."

x The lumbermen gave practically the 
■\sameresponse last year when formally 

Applied to, and similar reports are 
¿¿mihg from; all over, the world. Nor- 
wçgian crews with Chinamen, “owing 
to tlie unreliability and intemperate 
habits of their countrymen.”
; Rev. My. Fraser, of pur city, has 
opened bis eyes a-little. He testifies 

.'that the “Oriental doesn't drink. He 
Is always at work,' and on time.” He 
said: “White workmen were in large 

■ measure, responsible for the presence 
of the Asiatic, for the reason that the 
white'were inefficient to a certain ex
tent, unfaithful to their employers, 
And' have ' tendencies to go on strike

There has long been In this world 
that we live in, a vast deal of censure 
of those unfortunate men and women 
who have died by their own hands. 
A suicide was punishable under the 
Athenian laws, by cutting off the 
hands which committed the desperate 
deed; under the. old common law of 
England a felo de se was a double 
criminal, in the taking of his own life, 
and in depriving thé kingdom of one 
of Its subjects. Under those English 
laws he was denied a Christian burial 
and his remains were privately in
terred.in the churchyard, between the 
hours of nine and-twelve-o'clock -at 
night, and his goods and chattels were 
forfeited to the; crown, .. Among the 
nations of the earth at this time, a 
suicide ts almost universally con
demned; and in a recent 'Article in 
The Processive ■ Thinkèr there is , a 
most hideous ■word'picture of th? sui
cide’s' hell! 4 '
’ . Now. what good reason is there for 
all this arraignment and. condemna
tion -ofthe ¿opr bruised-souls who' 
have’sought relief from the stern 
struggles qf human existence through" 
the’ avenue of self destruction? Is 
there,any just reason for assailing the 
memory of the felo de se? The rea
sonable and sane solution of the condi
tion of silicide Includes the examina
tion of the, question of the extent of

and: drink.”
It Is to be hoped that the Rev. gen

tleman'will get his eyes opened much 
wider, when a’scerie ,wm present itself 

> 6f deepest Interest. The facts referred 
.. fo might bo multiplied indefinitely. 
- 'jVe are on the Christian frontier here 
■ In Vancouver. It is the point of de- 

missionaries, They 
■are'going from our drunken countries 
to the sober countries of Asia. They 

; carry a book ih one hand and a bottle 
- in the othcr. . Many of us remember 

the;numerous, missionary meetings in 
' winter season, and

tie terrible stories of the heathen, 
their awful condition, etc. But they 

V did not mention that these poor 
heathen were sober, that they had 
fought the good fight against alcoholic 

.".beverages,-that they had won by flis- 
carding alcoholic religions and adopt- 
Ing those Which, prohibit.
; ¡-These Asiatics who have at last 
come to see tis are.not what one would 
expect' from the accounts of the mis- 
Clonarles. And I don't agree with 
Mr. 'Kipling, who does better in po
etry, than in. prose. Re says to 

. “ipump” in the whites, lots of them.
I.say more than that jpust be done. 
The Asiatics must, excepting a few, be 
shut out. A drunken population can
not maintain itself against a sober 
population, and I support the white 
man against the Oriental wholly be
cause I am a white, man, and out of 
loyalty to our white race.
-.^JVHen "we consider the dreadful 
crimes continually perpetrated, even
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Spirit Core-Divine Healing.
A Lesson in Methods of Its Admin strate

SOME WAYS OF 
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT.

As Comprehensively Illustrated by 
Jullii M. Walton, of Jackson, 

Michigan,

RETURNED ROUE.

Mrs, Georgia Davenport Fuller, 
- Prominent Worker 'in the Ranks 

of Reform, Passed to 
Spirit Life,

a

No need, however; to h^ve. recourse• To the Editor: Agreeably to prom- _______ ___ ___ , .
Ise I will now give the spirit healers' to poisoiis to help cure disease, 
mode ot administration for transmis- fruits and vegetables which — 
slon -of spirit force from- hçaler to are also medicines. If tlje medicinal 

values of foods were better under
stood, it would be vegedâjjles and 
fruits Instead of drugs. Ifor instance, 
if- people would ; eat mprp apples, 
peaches and pears, currants .and ber
ries, the occupation or medics would 
soon be gone, and "druggists would 
have to sell out or starve. All edi-

the responsibility of the suicide for his 
own conduct.

Each and every person who is born 
and feared in this world of ours, has 
a separate and distinct personality, 
and po two personalities are alike. 
And each person is surrounded with 
a 'separate and distinct environment, 
Indeed it is an axiom, alike of common 
sense and science that “Nature never 
duplicates Itself.'’.’ It’Is equally self- 
evident. thatsal! phenemona, which 
must, of course, include all human 
conduct, are the results of necessary 
and adequate causes or antecedents. 
Nothing can exist withouUa sufficient 
cause. •

As John Stuart Mill has well said: 
“Correctly conceived, the doctrine of 
Philosophical Necessity Is simply this: 
That given the motives which are pres
ent to the individual's mind, and given 
likewise the character and disposition 
of tlie Individual; the manner in which 
he will act may be unerringly in
ferred; that if we knew the person 
thoroughly, and knew all ot the in
ducements, which were acting upon 
him, we could foretell his conduct 
with as much certainty as we can pre
dict any physical event. This propo- 
ositlon I take to be a mere interpreta
tion of universal experience, a mere 
statement in words of what every one 
is-internally- convinced. of ."—Vol. 2,, 
Mills' System of Logic, page 406.

The profound Gpethe, In his “Sor
rows of Young Werther," has thought
fully. written: . “Human Nature has 
Its true limits. It is able to endure a 
certain degree of joy, sorrow, and pain, 
but becomes annihilated as soon as 
this measure, is exceeded. The ques
tion. therefore, is not whether a man 
is strong of weak, but whether he is 
able to endure the measure of his suf
ferings?. The suffering may be moral 
or physical; and in my opinion it is 
just as absurd to call a man a coward

In our midst, and all over the Caucas-

For
li are foods,

who destroys himself as to

patient., ■
There is a variety of ways in-which 

Spirit,Curé, or Divine Healing, can be 
employed for the object intended, and 
the simplicity of its administration is 
beautiful as it is simple.• \

For instance, onq way in most cases 
is simply a touch of the hand,- a word 
or mandatory and commanding over 
disease, a strong will »power; sided by 
a powerful band, of spirits,—the re
sults are-in' most cases instantaneous.

Practically, therefore, spiritual or 
(divine healing consists of imparting 
spiritual, force to the patient. This; is 
most ’ commonly done .by the ancient 
divine method of “layingqn.of hands" 
upon the head of the ~ patient, the 
head being ' thé headq uaffers ‘ of the 
brain, and the brain being the head 
centre of the nervous system,» and the 
nervous system being the'extension of 
the brain, the brain absorbing the lo
calized force distributes it like water- 
through a sponge, awakening thereby 
all the forces and faculties of body 
and mihd. It is the rootlets of the 
tree, you know, and not the branches 
that we are to water, and as pre the 
rootlets of the tree to the branches, so 
is the tree of life, and the nerves are

ble fruits and vegetables are life-giv
ing and health-producing. Spinach, 
for instance,-has a direct-effect upon 
complaints of thè kidneys, and is 
useful to those with gravel. . The com
mon dandelion used ge greens is excel
lent foç the same ttqu’ble. v' Norsepqd-' 
ish or celery acts admirably upon tne 
nervous system,. and^ la a-cure-for 
rheumatism and nedral^ta/, ¡.Tomatoes 
act upon thte liver. Beets pre excellent 
appetizers. Lettuce.' and; cucumbers 
are'cooling .In^-their effeqts jipon the 
system. Pens and 'beane hfe- very: nu
tritious and- strengthening,, while on
ions, garlic, leeks,; chives hud 'shallots, 
all of Which are slinilar, possess .med
ical Virtues of a -marked .character, 
stimulating thé clrduiatory system and 
consequent Increase of the saliva and
gastrlc juice/ ■promoting" ’ digestion.' 
Red onions are an' excellent diuretic 
and’ the white unlons.are recommend
ed eaten rawms a remddy for insomniathe branches. Vitalize the brain and ____ _  ..._______

you vitalize the nerves, the nerve-cen- or sleeplessness. They are tonic and 
ters and their branches. IBut, remem- nutritious.
ber, while spirit, force will cure any 
curable disease, the laying on of hands 
or othdr mechanical manipulation, 
alone, Will pot cure. To try to cure 
without this spiritual force would be 
as Impossible as to cause a lamp to 
burn without oil. You might manip
ulate the lamp, the chimney, the 
burner and the wick forever but with
out the oil you could never have light. 
A healer therefore, not possessing 
spiritual force could never Impart it 
to the patient.

But as 1 before said, there are many 
ways for Imparting spiritual force to 
the patient. A mental suggestion In
spired by a spirit presence, will often 
suffice; and here let me say that it 
will be well for healers, magnetic or 
other healers, to always Invoke spirit 
helpers—divine spirit helpers—for if 
they don't, but ignore them, they will, 
cut off. their chief source of supply of 
spiritual force, life and vitality.

Spirits are always willlpg to co-op
erate with magnetic healers, and more 
especially when, invoked by them or 
by the patient. No magnetic healer 
need ever hope for success if he ig
nores spirit power.

There are some who look entirely

nutritious.
Blueberries are for hearf and brain 

trouble. Cayrots for s'pfterers from 
asthma. Watçr-cress ls a remedy for 
scurvy. Asparagus purifies the blood 
and induces perspiration. Turnips for 
nervous disorders ançT.for. scurvy. In 
a word, fresh, ripe fïults and vegeta
bles, especially if eaten -raw, are ex
cellent for purifying’ tlie bloqd and 
toning up the sysfeçi, ¡As 'specific 
remedies are aperient, "oranges and 
lemons are excellent Un r^euipatism 
or gout. ' Walnuts and peanuts excel
lent for obesity, add melons for con
sumption. ;

All of the above- and others are 
often prescribed by .spirits,^especially 
by Indian spirits—“bless them.”

But this is not ¿11-ofr the healer’s 
modus operandl, there;Is certain coun
sel and advice for certain water bath
ing hygienic living, ’uxerelsri.on rest. 
There Is. the psychological suggestion, 
the mental''telepathy, the psychic 
breath, the ahblfitlng wlth certain con
secrated olls"and colognes, and there.

Reading the article in last Sunday’s 
Patriot from the pen of Winifred 
Savage Wilson upon '‘Spiritual De
velopment” and enjoying every word 
of the vigorous and healthy emana
tions .from an unbiased and unfet-.- 
tered mind, we felt as though we, had 
received an antidote to some; of the 
depleting mental drugs that have been 
dealt out to us,. in our craving for 
“New Thought” and “Spiritual Cul
ture.” ' ■ ; ’* ' ' ' - .

Aeschylus, himself, might have pre
scribed and dealt'out the healing and 
invigorating draught, so spicy and 
agreeable was- the tonic which the 
logical. yopng writer gave the readers 
of your paper through its columns 
last Sunday. And a fervent “amen” 
breathed frpni our lips, as. we finished 
reading the' article and recognized the 
truth of the oft repeated truism, that 
common sense is the best and safest 
stepping stone to any kind of develop
ment, whether physical, mental or 
spiritual. " " . •

We too. often-ignore the truth that 
lies, so near oiir eyes that we do not 
have to borrow'the aid of magnifying 
glasses to see Jt-and hunt the world 
over fop our neighbors’ spectacles, and 
eagerly explore every column of the 
magazines of the day, or with Infinite 
patience seek old libraries,' old au
thorities, to find a. truth .when the 
most commonplace things in life were 
teeming with golden draughts of truth 
and wisdom.

Long and weary pilgrimages to a 
Mecca so far away has tried the body, 
brain, spirit of the seekers after holy 
shrines, where they might lay their 
throbbing brows .upon the cool stone 

. and feel the fever of long striving and 
plodding, to find the place to worship, 
abate. , The feverish anxiety lest 
some “new truth” escape them; lest 
they omit to find some new light which 
some other spirit has borrowed from 
the great realm of thought, would be
come ridiculous were it not so piti
ful a~spectacle to see an ego give up 

'its own egoism, to become the bond 
slave of every fellowman who had an 
“idea” on “spiritual unfoldment” or 
metaphysical melodies to warble.

Many years ago we read “Why

The angel Azrael ;has visited the 
home of our esteemed brother, Dr. 
George A. Fuller, of Onset, Mass., 
tenderly folded his purple robe of 
Rest and. Power about the paln- 

'Yacked form of his beloved wife, and 
gently taken her back to her home In 
the world of souls. For the suffering 
body,- there is now the stately calm, 
the sweet repose, the sleep that Is 
eternal; for the real woman cometh 
emancipation, spiritual progress, soul , 
illumination. She has finished the 
work' she came to the earth to do, 
and has gone back home bearing with 
her many golden sheaves as the result 
of her constant gleaning in the fields 
of endeavor. Knowing her needs, she 
chose her path, walked fearlessly 
therein all through her mortal life, 
and never murmured nor complained 
of the work she found to do. The 
Soul-Self knows well the mission of 
its child, and is ever potent to sustain 
and uphold him or her In hours of 
deepest sorrow or greatest suffering.

Mrs. Fuller was an exceedingly en
dowed woman. She was a musician 
of great ability and her judgment was 
always eagerly sought-by the leaflets 
in the great world of melody and har
mony. She, herself, in her years of 
health and strength, stood among the 
foremost of the musical artists of 
America. Her mind was a storehouse 
of knowledge; she read the best-books 
and made herself thoroughly convers-

A Lovely Woman Passed to Spirit 
Life.

We are called upon to chronicle the 
passing to a higher life of another 
stanch and true friend of Spiritualism, 
Mrs. Georgia Davenport, wife of Doc
tor George A. Fuller, chairman of the 
Onset Bay Campmeeting Association, 
president of the Massachusetts State 
Spiritualist Association and one of 
our ablest and mose widely known 
authors and exponents of the religion 
and philosophy of Spiritualism

Mrs. Fuller was a cultured and 
highly talented- woman, a firm be
liever in, and an earnest stduent of, 
the hlghef Spiritualism and was ever 
a great aid to her husband in his earn-, 
est labors for oiir cause. . •

Mrs. Fuller had been ill for a long 
time, and the angel of release kindly, 
removed her from a body of great suf
fering, Monday evening,- January 
18th.

Mrs. Fuller was, born at Merldeth, 
New Hampshire. Her father was Col. 
George W. Stevens and her mother 
was Mrs. Sarah Davenport Stevens. 

\Our arisen sister. Hyed-In the body 
sixty years, five months and twenty- 
days.

The funeral services were held at 
Doctor Fuller’s residence at .Onset, 
Mass., Thursday afternoon, January

call a man
a . coward who dies ot a malignant
fever.”

Persons 
can bd no 
those who

who destroy . themselves
more justly censured than 
die from accident or dis- 
there is no more escapeease; and ____ .. .... .

from death in the one case than In the
othes. Dissolution in all cases is the 
necessary result from adequate causes, 
and must necessarily result from .such 
causes. It is claimed that the felo de 
se ends his life by his own act; and it 
is equally true that the carelessness 
of the victim of the accident, and-the 
disregard of the laws of health by the 
victim of diseasb, in many cases, have

aian world, one would almost decide been the causes of their deaths.
if possible, to get rid of the evil at any i One man with certain environments 

; price.' Decide even at the price of the I wUi certainly destroy himself, while
white man himself. It would seem 
that he will not .quit poisoning him- 

. self, give up disobeying his will power, 
for that is what alcohol does. It de
flects the coinpass of the Intellect. As 

'well divert the compass_pf the ship.
It incites to crime. This is .its spe
cialty. ' No other substance has this 
Quality. Hence the old nations of the 
Orient expunged it from their reli
gions. A crime producer certainly 
was a poor mate for a crime reducer. 
They inherited from sun worship. And 
have wê. The sun was the great man
ufacturer of wine and beer. Hence 
the monstrous alliance of religion with 
alcohol.

I know what I am-talking about. 
I have made it a special study, going 
some little way Into the Oriental class
ics.1 Will the temperance people take 
a t’p? Will the clergy see their close 
intimate relations with the saloon 
man? It would help others to see it if 
the man in the church would broaden 
his face and put on a. big white apron 
as he deals out the stuff, and help 
the barkeeper if he\would lengthen his 
face and raise one end ot his house 
much higher than the other andllook 
solemn, you know. . .

, The 1,000 millions ef Asia are sober 
and Europe is drunken, except Mo- 
hammedan Turkey, and Africa IS so
ber. Our Asiatic visitors are sober 
because of the prohibition of Mahomet 
and Buddha, and the quasi prohibi
tions of Confucius, Shinto and lesser 
heathen lights. ,

It is useless to try longer to shirk 
the matter. The secret Is out.. Our 
white race is the victim ot a monstrous 
delusion. All the vices are ours and 
the woes too. I could easily say more, 
space does not allow, although yoùr 
paper could not be better used if a 
.whole edition on this subject were 
published. The struggles for suprem
acy between the colored and white 
races is not far ahead, and the white 
man must recognize himself socially 
and ethically, or go down. To do this 

' his first step must be to give up whis
ky and wine and all-alcoholic bever- 

. ages, give tip barkeepers of every kind 
houses with or without steeples.

another man with like environments
will grow strong and die at a good 
old age. Neither is to be praised or 
censured for results which have been 
determined by their natures and en
vironments. Both have gone where 
their natures and surroundings have 
led them.

Instead of condemning the conduct 
of the poor suicide, for his act of self- 
destruction, we ought to study the 
causes which led.to it, and endeavor to 
change those earthly conditions, which 
make such occurrences so distressingly 
numerous. It is possible that- many 
of the unwise social and conventional 
regulations of human society are the 
responsible causes of sufferings and 
deaths, which are ascribed to other 
causes.

Suicide has not been stopped by- 
anathematizing its victims, refusing to 
give their remains a decent burial In 
The-'broad light of day, by the"for-

Into the physical,world for light and 
intelligence and power, but are blind 
to the spirit world and the spirit. Bht 
it is the spirit that governs. Till you 
have learned this you will not know 
it all. To know this Is the beginning 
of wisdom, and the very secret of suc
cess of the healer.

The first mode of procedure on the 
part of the healer is to understand 
clearly the nature of the case before 
him, whether curable or incurable. 
For while divine healing may curé all 
curable diseases, divine healing may 
not cure all digeases, incurable. The 
fault in that case is not with the divine 
nor with the healer, but with the sup
pliants themselves, who do not ask, 
but who-usually wait till they are 
three-fourths dead, or perhaps nine- 
tenths dead, before calling upon the 
healer, when, perhaps, It is too late.

The healer in that case does not 
claim to raise the dead; nor do other 
impossibilities. But it called upon In 
time, in the early stages ot the dis
ease, he or she would very often In 
severe cases beat back the forces of 
death, and make recovery more possi
ble.

Besides, it is not, the acute but the 
chronic cases which generally find 
their wayjo the healers. Cases often 
drenched with poison-physics. Thus, 
the healer Is often handicapped by 
all such cases, especially, when. hard 
to get the poisons out of the blood— 
the very first thing to be done, before 
expecting a cure, and this makes many 
such cases hard and slow to cure.

Diseases are many and ’all . have 
more causationthan one. They are or
ganic or functional, physical or men
tal, chronic or acute? congenital or ac
quired, then, there are parasitical dis
eases, microbe diseases, which diseases 
often lead to serious complications of 
other diseases.

All thesedlfferent diseases the skill
ful healer will have to differentiate be
fore admitting the suppliant to treat
ment

is the audible or silent pràygr; invok
ing the Divine for the tjansmlsslon_of 
spirit force. ■

Then there is thq'distant dr -;Tar 
away 'treatment given under their di
rection, by spirits" Allmupb distant 
treatments are' ndminlsUred by.spir
iti!—the IfiVisbJe medical helpers, of 
thè heàlfer,’who go And cóme at the, 
healer’s bidding, just as spirits did In 
days of Christ and early (Christians.

The whole responsibility in far- 
reaching cases—cases beyond the 
reach of healers-—re,sth with the spir

ant with 
nations.
she had
beauty.

the literature of all ages,and 
To her love of philosophy 

intuitional power of rare
beauty. Logic took form under the 
toucn of her deft mental fingers, and

judge ye not even of yourselves what 
is right?” and as every spirit must 
find its pwn way by its own light, we 
should judge that the bright and log
ical young lady who wrote such an 
Interesting and helpful, and common
sense essay on spiritual development 
had a headlight of her own and could 
find her way through all the, labyrinth
ine magazines of thought, by it.

Several weeks ago a spectacle was
presénted to. thè,, writer of-this, of hun- 
dreds'of* people wending' thieir wày-to

— ->tìw**HrèntrtnWo^e^irexh«^^ ■

its. • ,
For this distant service rendered by 

spirits there is absolutely no charge. 
Who ' those ministering' spirits giving 
their tlme^and services, ¿re, I do not 
pretend to know. I-have no positive 
inside information asto who. they are. 
They may be of the disembodied hu
man dead, or of the’’bdtn. natlves of 
the' atmosphere—people : 'of the air. 
Millions of humansin",’every genera
tion see them, other /millions do not. 
The writer sees them' and knows they 
are there. " Those, I believe, are they, 
whom early mankind -did .designate as 
gods, but whom a later m’ankind desig-

felture of thejr estates, or by any other« 
means of . a kindred character. The 
world never was and never will be 
made better by persecution Or cru
elty. H' we would have fewer suicides 
we* must cultivate a broader love and 
a more generous charity among men; 
we must make the conditions of life 
and its environments more inviting.

At all events it is about time for 
sensible people to stop railing, against 
the poor-wretched soul that seeks re
lief from -the severe “struggle for ex
istence” Ihrough J voluntary death. 
Each heart knows Its own sorrows, 
and if we fully knew the secrets of the 
heart.of the suicide we would be far 
more charitable in our judgments.
"A wretched soul, bruised with ad

versity,
We bid be quiet when we hear it cry; 
But were we burlhen’d with like 

weight of pain,
As much, or more, we should ourselves 

complain.”
CARL C. POPE.

Fortunate for.- healers; they can 
diagnose disease on-sight In an in
stant and at a glance, their X-ray eyes 
and their X-ray intuitional percep
tions, enable them to penetrate to the 
core of the human frame,-from the 
brain down,through spinal Cord and 
all nerve centres and nerve ganglions 
in the entire physical temple? encir
cling the Ego; ■ and whereby they 
know, exactly, the nature and source 
of the disease and Its remedy. v

No matter what the quality or de
gree of disease, healers never pre
scribe orthodox drug medications, pre
ferring that all medicines be foods, 
and all foods be medicines.

Under no circumstances will heal
ers prescribe any poisonous agents, 
knowing- that poisons, however small 
the doses, will, in time, kill-; knowing, 
too. that whatever will "destroy’life 
or lower the vital force ot a well per
son, will not promote the health or 
vital force of a sick person.

Poisons, thej- know, cannot be rem
edies.

Nevertheless, all the above disease 
conditions, may, if -necessary, fur med
ical helps, be met by corresponding 
appropriate materialistic remedies,— 
simple domestic remedies, such as the 

I herb of the Ceid, the flower of the fob- 
I est or leaves of the tress. -

nate as spirits, ,i '
Spirit cure, or diving healing, from 

what I know, must have an almost un
limited therapeutic' usefulness. Its 
administration to the sick, brings im
mediate’ reaction; -If’win -immediately 
relieve pain, remove'prostration, cure' 
disease and restore lost.health.-

As before stated,’ splrij healing' Is 
simply a newly added'spirit force, re
ceived by ABSORPTION direct from 
spirit presence or from?the hand of 
the healer, who is supposed to be sur
charged with it. -Without this spirit 
force, vhe services of thB'.healer would 
count for naught, and hezor she with
out it, would not venture to do a heal
er’s service. •

Divine healing is .undoubtedly the 
most ancient of all- therapeutics, and 
is to-day of grandest therapeutic 
value,, and because' of- Its simplicity 
and value should be the most venerat
ed and sought after by4the sick and 
afflicted. > \

The greatest minds oj-the ages have 
been proud to: acknowledge it, and 
renegade wisdom.has neglected it, and 
It Is now. left to"the few faithful Spir
itualists to promote arid conserve it.

Although 'ecclesiastics -.decry it, 
nevertheless the Scriptures uphold 
and warrant it, declaring strongly in 
its favor. For is it jiot written "In 
my name all who believe shall bast out 
demons, lay hands on the sick and the 
sick shall recover.”
T Again, "Verily, verily, I say unto 
yOu, he that believeth on me, the 
works that I do sball-he do also; and- 
greater works'than these shall he do; 
because I go unto my Father.”—Je
sus. • ,

These ecclesiastics, like their me^ 
dieval predecessors,, target, ¡that the 
healing power was early. Christianity’s 
great attraction, and'thOrvery key
stone in the sacred arch of Its early 
construction. They forget.-ioo, that, 
without the healing power, there 
would have been no (attraction, and 
possible no Christianity.

Orthodok churches have it wot. sim
ply because they ask it not, otherwise 
they ask amiss.— (Scriptures.)

Such, then, being the. drJer of spirit- 
cure, or divine healing;, all who are 
sick and wise, will immediately avail 
themselves of it, before at is too late.

DR. £. GREER.
Siajwood, Ill.

“SPIRIT POWER," “A LONDON 
!UGHT. SEANOE;”- etc - All ,'day 'long 
the day before, arid; the day of the said 
exhibition, the telephone had been 
kept very warm With questions con
cerning the advertisement as read on 
the freely:scattered hand bills, and in 
the announcement column of the city 
papers, and . answers were patiently 
given scores of people until finally 
patience gave but.

. What did people expect to see?
Why, many of them assured us 

(and the “many” we speak of were 
not Spiritualists, either) that they 
thought that the mediums at the Ath- 
eneum were going to enable them, the 
audience, “to see their spirit friends.”

Now here is a case where our 
phase of “Spiritual Development" 
WAS A FARC®, A FRAUD UPON 
THE CREDULOUS AND TOO EASILY 
DUPED PUBLIC—or at least quite 
a portion of it.

We all know that Blackstone wrote 
that “we deny it with our lips but we 
confess it by pur fears, for we will 
whistle when passing a.grave yard at 
Hight,” to keep up'our courage. -Che 
hunger and longing of the soul, the 
efforts of the spirit to be consoled and 
fed take strange avenues of express
ion, and lowly, and absurd ways to 
seek answer. And now at the time 
when' love showers its gifts upon the 
visible loved ones, we feel the.longing 
for the invisible ones, and we know 
that by-whatsoever name we call it, 
by whatever path we strive to reach 
the goal, whether through the unfold
ment of the mind, the spirit or the 
fond hope ot a spiritual development, 
where the intellect recognizes spirit 
in its substance and purpose. We 
are all urged on by the- beckoning 
finger of an immutable law. How? 
Whither? We know not, but we fond
ly dream that'we are all developing 
spiritually despite all our stumbling., 
—Julia Walton, in the Jackson, Mich., 
Patriot, illustrating the fact that the 
Secular Press is becoming more lib
eral.

she established correct premises be
fore she began to argue. Reason was 
her prompter and justice her adviser.

She was high authority in the field 
of dramatic art. Her exceptional in
tuitions enabled her to interpret char
acter as it seldom falls to mortals to 
do. Hers was the art of Recognition, 
which needs neither mathematical 
formula nor labored argument to es
tablish’ its claims. ■ No doubt her 
splendid psychic powers gave her the 
cue that led her to her many successes 
in this flepartment of life. Recogni
tion is always the soul’s grasp of 
thing^ as they really are.

She was a worshipper at the Shrine 
of the Beautiful, and understood its. 
impress asdhoroughly as did the wise 
men of old, not even excepting the 
artist Phidias, nor Pericles, the states
man. The flowers spoke to her in a 
language that few can comprehend. 
They told her their story of love to 
man, of love to God, and of their hal
lowed, associations with the angels in 
spheres'fiupernnl. 'No doubt their 

■well cadenced voices were the inspira- 
Aipus to all of her sweetest songs.
Probably their fragrance, revealed to 
her the all-potent aroma of Infinite 
Love, of which she drank in fullness 
out of the chalice of the years. She 
loved the flowers and they loved her 
in return. '' Even as the sun-flower 
loves the light and follows the sun 
as he wheels his chariot of fire across 
the skies, so she and they, were re
lated in esoteric conditions of the 
soul.

As a wife and mother, she loved her 
home and it became her sanctuary 
after her years of activity in the serv
ice of the public. She was of a sensi
tive, retiring nature, hence very few 
were admitted into the sanctum sanc
torum of her confidence. She was. 
ever ready to minister to the sick and 
needy, ever anxious to lend a helping 
hand to those whom she knew to be 
worthy of her trust. Her religion was 
to be good and do good. She was a 
Spiritualist in faith and In life, hence 
stood ready to do her part ot the 
world’s great work.

Spiritualism came to her when she 
was quite young in the hour of her 
greatest need. She labored faithfully 
in. its behalf through many eventful 
years of her life, giving freely of her 
musical talent and literary alflllty 
that it might prosper. She was a 
writer of note for all of the leading 
Spiritualist journals in America, and 
held the position of associate editor 
of several of them, likewise of some 
of the reform magazines, at different 
times. Her thought was vigorous and 
nd reader could possibly fail to grasp 
her meaning. True mediumship and 
progressive thought had in her a 
loyal, steadfast friend.

Make Life a Song.'
We kneel before the Mystic Shrine 

To greet the 'coming year;
For all, we ask thè Power Divine 

To fill the world with cheer.

In these, on bright and festive days, 
We want no gloom, no sadness;

Let mortals feel the sunny rays . 
Of hope, of joy, of gladness.

For weary ones, in worldly strife, 
For stricken hearts, we plead, 

So smooths the pathway of this life 
By loving word and deed.

Forgive a rash or thoughtless act!
Forget a seeming wrong! , 

Let love of others seal our pact— 
Make life one winsome song!

JULIA GOODRICH BISHOP. -
Chicago, Ill. ’

'• Be kind to everybody, but espec
ially to the aged, for we are all trav
eling that way very rapidly. -

The world is continually growing 
better to all who are honestly trying 
to make it better.—Everett McNeil.

The law imprinted on the hearts of 
all men is to love the members of 
society themselves.—Roman.

The only lime when a person is too 
old to learn is when he Is on his 
death bed.—Woman’s DaRy.

16th. /- . ...”
The spacious house was filled with 

relatives and sympathizing friends 
from New Hampshire, Boston, Wor
cester, Brockton, Onset, and other 
places. '

The love and high esteem in which 
Mrs. Fuller was held was emphatic
ally shown, not only by the presenco 
of a host of friends, but by numerous 
and very elaborate floral contribu
tions from those present as well as 
from many others whose absence was 
necessitated by circumstances.

The services, conducted by tin - 
writer, were simple in character, con
sisting of solo selections, appropriai« 
readings, a short address, prayer and • 
benediction. The body was cremated 
at Mt. Auburn, Saturday, January*^. 
18th.

And so, one whose life was ever, 
filled with kindly deeds; whose caree.' 
has enriched the life and thought ot 
the world; whose musical talents 
have brought sweetness of harmony to 
many a soul; whose purity of life and 
earnest devotion to high and exalted 
purposes, rendering her passage in 
mundane existence, a delightful and 
helpful memory, has gone on before.

We rejoice for her and congratulate 
her upon her emancipation from all 
physical suffering and upon her en
trance to a life ot sweet felicity and 
most’sincerely condole with all those, 
especially her husband, in the great 
loss which this physical separation en-
forces. F. A. WIGGIN.

27 Brook St., Brookline, Mass.

TIic Sad Cry.
I'm weary, so weary of life’s thorny 

way
How often we hear the sad cry, 

I’m tired of the fret and the worry 
of life,”

’Twere better if I could die.

“The storm-clouds are heavy, the sky 
overcast,

The pathway is strewn with thorns, 
The pleasures m/ sin-burdened soul 

longs to grasp
Melt away like the mists of the 

morn.

“I’m soul-sick and weary with hopo 
long deferred,

With sorrow, and trials and wrong; 
Oh! when shall my. earth-prisoned 

spirit be free?
How long, blessed Angels, how- 

long?”

Hush, hush! mourning soul, ’tis not 
yet for thee

That heavenly gates are ajar, 
Not yet the sweet music of voices you 

love, *
The echoes low-caught from afar.

Your task must be finished, your work 
bravely done,

A work that no other can do;
No matter how irksome the duty as

signed,
No other can do It for you. •

, She married Dr. Fuller about 
twenty years ago, since which time 
her life and his flowed gently on to
gether from the same perennial 
spring. They have been as one in 
their thoughts, their studies, their am
bitions, their labors, their accomplish
ments. The one was the complement 
of the other. The result was an ideal 
home, where peace, spirituality, soul 
culture and pure aspirations prevailed. 
A son by a former marriage^ and Dr. 
Fuller are left to mourn the loss of 
her physical presence. Dr. Fuller 
writes that the “Religion of Spiritual
ism Is proving Itself a veritable staff 
of support and demonstrating its 
power .to sustain in the time of 
trouble.” By it he has been led to the 
refuge that never falls—Infinite Love 
—and is safely sheltered in the “Ever
lasting Arms.’.1 The son knows the 
way his loved mother has gone, hence 
does not mourn as do those who are 
without hope. The funeral services 
were held at her late home -In Onset, 
on Thursday, January 16th, Rev. F. 
A. Wiggin of Boston officiating.

A good woman has returned to her 
home in the realm of the_ invisible. 
All is well with her now. Pain, care, 
disease,'worry are no more hers to en
dure. She has entered upon her soul’s 
new cycle and begun the wont that 
will lead her to her next needed ex
perience. Let us wish her joy in her 
new abode and bid her “all hail’’ as 
she goes forth to assured victory. .Let 
us, one and all, send our sincerest 
sympathy to the husband who Is left 
alone in the home that meant so much 
to them both. Let us give him of our 
strength that he may come forth 
from the fire of this great sorrow the 
better able, by reason of It, to do the

A bright cheery word or a kindly, . 
smile

To give to a down-trodden one,
Your heart will be lighter, the gloom 

pass away,
When your task you have bravely 

begun..

A cup of cold water, a friendly hand
clasp,

A kind look and good thought for.
. all,'

Full measure of charity, pity and love, 
For those who by the wayside may, 

fall.•' - ' ■ ■ "i
Forgive and forget, no malice uphold- 

For those who have done you a 
wrong; . ' •

Around them the mantle" of charity, 
fold

And smilingly bear them along .

Do right for right’s sake, as in duty, 
you’re bound, 

And your woes you will quickly for- 
' get, ’’ '

The sun will, be shining, the birds 
. , sweetly sing,

Earth’s flowers-brightly bloom for 
you yet.

LOA NELSON RECK.
414 13th St, Toledo, Ohio. _

work that Is his. Let its enter Into 
the Silence and put into .motion those 
tender though forces that shall be 
balms of healing to his lacerated 
heart, and staffs of support as his feet 
grow weary-under his burden of pain 
and sorrow. Peace, joy, victory aro 
hers forevermore. Let us help to 
make them his by sharing his grief, 
and proving by our deeds that we are 
living tho religion-of Universal Broth
erhood.

In grateful remembrance, 
HARRISON D. BARRETT.
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Loving Words will cost biit little, 
Journeying up tl>e hill of life;

But they make the weak and weary, z - 
Stronger, braver for the strife..

Yes, we all know what our thoughts may do, 
In bringing us hate or love;

For thoughts are things, and their airy wings 
Are swift as Carrier Dove

ing wrong,”, etc.?
Thus, you will quicken the child mirid.

TOE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

I

.0

1

Lessons are solicited from any one who may desire to 
tribute.

Address all communications to -
MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS,

v ' '¡ i '- i. ' National Superintendent,
, G17 Congress Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Declaration of Principles Adopted at the N. S. A. Convention 
, at Chicago, Ill., October, 1899. •

First. We believe in Infinite Intelligence.

February 1, twà

Issued/ Quarterly by the National' Spiritual
ists’ . Association, ’fOO Pennsylvania Avé. S.-E. 
Washington, D. C. -

A Editorial Committee: Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, 
National Superintendent of Lyceums, 617 Coi> 
gress St., Toledo/Ohio; Mrs. Emma Rood Tut- 

, lie, Berlin Heights, Ohio; Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla- 
' der, 1243 N. 13th St’,'Philadelphia, Pa.

We call the special attention of Spiritualists 
everywhere to the following Quarterly to be is
sued iù pamphlet,form by the N. S< A. > It alone 
is worth the price a* year’s subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker. The sentiments ex
pressed are sublimely beautiful, soul-elevating 
and refining, and every one, old as well as young, 
can read them with profit and pleasure.

SPIRITUALIST LYCEUM LESSONS.
The Lyceujn Lessons are intended to assist the leaders of 

Groups in their work of interesting the young minds by fur
nishing subject matter from which they cqn cull. Some of the 
lessons will be in the form of statements merely, leaving it to 
the leader jo frame questions and draw answers from the 
children.

In this way causing the children to exercise their intellect, 
and to strengthen their comprehension.

We cordially invite all Lyceum workers to carefully examine 
these lessons, and to freely express themselves regarding them.

• “Follow, after charity, and desire spiritual gifts.”—Bible.
PROGRESSION is the act of moving forward, improving tht 

advantage of time jind circumstance. M u;
When Columbus discovered America ftheie were no steam

boats, locomotives, telegraphs, telephoines, electric lights and 
many other now well-known inventions and appliances.

We have made wonderful progress in ifour* hundred years.
Indeed the nineteenth century accomplished more for human , 

progress than all preceding centuries.
One hundred years ago the people, w|.iile'believing in immor

tality, would not believe nor try to kiuxw that spirits of their 
loved ones could demonstrate their existence (¿nd communicate. 
There was then no proof of a life after jdeatlb except what tra
dition had recorded. The Bible evidently taught it, but the 
preachers did not demonstrate it. They taught of -heaven find 
hell-as localities and not as new conditions of conscience and 
development. Science has revealed the paturM and disproved 
all supernatural results.of life. Like all-other affairs and condi
tions, religion has progressed in many ways. ' ;

/Change is the order; progression the law;. ■ -
Everything is.undergoing change constantly. Wnepjt changes 

for the better, it is called progression. . .
ASPIRATION is the act or aspiring, or 'of ardently desiring; 

to desire with: eagerness, to long for.
• Prayer, the sincere desireof the soul, is often called aspiration.

A good woman - said once that she prayed with her hands.
She did not merely wish she’ were rich, in order that she 

might help needy persons; nor did she offer long prayers for 
their help, but she eagerly desired to feed the hungry. With 
this aspiration in inind she went to work and made bread that 
all might be fed.

To make one’s aspirations effectual, one must act as well as 
pray.

ATTAINMENT is the act of arriving at or reaching; acquire
ment; that which is Qbtained by exertion.

To obtain an object, one must make an effort, toward it.
One may desire health or high position; _but the attainment 

depends on fulfilling certain laws.
One’s aspirations may be to the power to comfort the sor

rowing. The attainment will depend on his thinking, speaking 
and doing kindnesses to any one whenever, an opportunity pre
sents itself.,

A writer, has said that holding a reverential attitude towards 
gll things good'and beautiful—the mental attitude—we attain 
to an inexpressible tenderness (the enemy of evil emotions) 
and also rest and peace and .a deep solemn joy which is perma
nent.

■' So as up Life’s hill we journey, . *, :
• . ~ Let us scatter all the way, . '

Kindly Words, for they are. sunshine, 
In the dark and cloudy day, ’

So Watch your Words.

fA stands dor Action. Now, Watch your Actions; for people 
will form their opinion of you, from the way they see you Act. 
It i^not what jmu promise to DO, but what you really DO DO, 
that proves your Worth.

You do not Know when you Do’ an Act,
Just what the result will be,

But with every Deed, you are sowing a Seed, 
Though its harvest you may« not see.

' Eacli Kindly Act is an acorn dropped, 
In Go(o)d’s productive soil;

Though you may not Know, yet the tree shall grow, 
. . ,4nd shelter the brows that toil. v

So Watch your Actions.

T stands for Thought, Watch your Thoughts for they are the 
creators-of every attribute of Life, and upon them ydur Happi
ness or Sorrow, Success or Failure depends.

94 9
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Second. We believe that the phenomena of Nature, physical 
’ and spiritual, are the expression of Infinite Intelligence.

'Third. We affirm that a correct understanding of such ex
pression, and living in accordance therewith, constitutes the 
true Religion. «

Fourth. We affirm that the existence and personal identity 
of the individual continue after the change called death.

— Fifth. We affirm that communication with the so-ealled dead 
is a fact scientifically proven by the phenomena of Spiritualism.

Sixth. We believe that the highest morality is contained in 
the Golden Rule: “Whatsoever ye would that others should 
do unto you, do ye also unto the^i.”

All Spiritualists, young and old, should be familiar with these 
principles, for they express the foundation upon which Spirit
ualism rests.

TO ASPIRE.
A youth was heard to say: “My motto is, To Aspire.” His 

mother said: “Very will, George, go fill the wood-box.’’ In 
rising (aspiring) there is always work to be done; and the 
little tasks performed cheerfully will have their effect on your 
character, proving your motto.

If our aspirations are pure and high, we attract people both 
in earth-life and spirit-life with like aspirations to. us. '

Like attracts like. x ■
In the name of Infinite Life, in which I live and move, and 

have my own share of individual conscious being, I now beseech 
all good, pure, true, loving, wise and strong influence to come to 
me at this time.—Abby Judson.

What is meant by having a motto?
Can you define what the word “aspire” means?
Is work done easier if done cheerfully, rather than in dis

content?
Cai you tell why good attracts good, and bad attracts bad?w
Miss Judson speaks of “Infinite Life.” What does she 

mean? j
How Cap “influenbe” come to us?

LESSON HELPS.
/ By Elfeanor K. Eager.

KINDNESS consists in being tender to the weak, sympathetic 
to sorrowing ones, thoughtful of young and old, and averse to 
Hurting dumb creatures.

GUARDIAN ANGELS are spirits who strive to help men, | 
women and children in earth-life and in spirit-life live up to 
their ideals and develop the best within each. They try to keep 
us from harm, and often "answer our prayers.

“God tràins His angels in our simple homes, . .
/ While we search skyward for the radiant wings.” 

DESIRE is to feel a wish or .want.
When we long for the enjoyment or possession of a thing, 

• then we desire.
Sometimes aspiration has the meaning of desire. Aspiration 

is then called a synonym. (Synonym is n big word for the 
menibers, and its meaning should be looked for in the diction
ary. By seeking the meàniûgs of words you do not under- 
stand, the lessons will become more helpful to you.) :•

Ella Wheeler Wilcox has written: “ Whatever -we intensely 
desire must come to us) It is only the question of the force 
and consistency of our desire?’ . >

If we desire to be honest and truthful, we keep the thought 
ever in mind and bend all dur energies to say exactly What we 
mean and to be just,what we appear.

What we really are, we show to the world by our desires.
In order to desire, we must feel ; and feeling comes from within.

This emotion is spoken of as belonging to the heart

DOING UNTO OTHERS.
“He digged a pit; he digged it deep; he digged it for his 

brother;
And in that pit there fell at last himself, and not another.” . 

Do you understand what the above lines mean?
Do you think it means an actual pit dug into the ground?
It is customary to illustrate an idea by soine actual demon

stration. Nothing appeals to the young blind more forcibly than 
does an object lesson. - J'■ ’

You may describe for me what an bbjeefflesson is.
Yes, it is a truth demonstrated or illustrated by some object 
Snow me what you mean? *« ’
AV ell, here is an apple. ■ ■’
What is it? • t ■/ -
A fruit. ' v ’’
A fruit of what?' i .
Of the tree. '•

’ How did it grow? , ’ ' ''
All we know is that it grew by the process of natural law. 
Could a tree bear grapes?
No; they come from a vine that is of its own species.
Do all kinds of grapes grow on the same kind of a vine? 
No; the vines di’ffer, as do the grapes. 
Are all apple trees alike?
No; there are different kinds of apples, hence different kinds 

of apple trees. ■ >
What made this apple knotty and wormy?
Perhaps the tree had grown old and uncared for; thus it be

came an imperfect producer of fruit, and the decaying wood 
gave life to insects, hence, was diseased.

Do people produce imperfect things by being uncared for?
Very frequently they do.
What are some of the imperfect things that people do?
They get angry; they try to get? something that belongs to 

another; they become selfish; they try to harm another. .
Suppose, in doing these things, they bring suffering upon 

another; would that be digging a pit for another, and falling 
into it themselves?

That is dbout the idea intended to be conveyed.by the object 
lesson in the lines I have quoted.

Well, should we ever dig a pit for, or seek to harm another? , 
No; we should always try to help and not harm even'a per

son who seeks to do us a wrong.
This is a simple lesson that may be discussed in regard to 

the ideas presented, and many question asked; such as: 
' What is a pit? (
What is used to dig a pit?
What could cause you to fall into a pit?
Hoyv could you get out of a pit?
How long do trees live? \ 
How old must they be to bear fruii? 
Mention some of the varieties of apples?
When do apples, ripen ? x y
What do you mean by “hate,” “anger,’’'“selfishness,” “do-

Thqy follow, the Law of the Universe— 
Everything must create its kind— - 

.And they speed o’er the track, to bring you back, ' 
■ Whatever went out from your mind.

Watch your Thoughts.

C stands for Character. Watch your Character, for your Char
acter is a. living influence to those around you; a clean, noble, 

swjeet, true Character will attract and induce-cultivation of the 
samoquality in people in every walk of life, whereas, an unclean 
or lowly Character is a factor to influence weak ones to copy 
after it. .

A Truthful Soul, a Loving Mind,
’ Full of Affection for its kind, 

A Helper of the Human race, 
■ A Life of Beauty and of Grace;

A Spirit, Firm, Erect and Free,
# That never basely bends the knee, 

That will not bear a feather’s weight 
Of Slavery’s chain for small or great, 
That firmly speaks of Go(o)d within, 
And never makes a league with sin, 
That snaps the fetters despots make, 

s And loves the Truth for its own sake.
That worships Go(o)d and only Go(o)d. 
That trembles at no tyrant’s nod, 
And thus can smile in curse or ban—

„' : < . Makes the Character of a True Man. 
So Watch your Character. '

,H stand? for Habits. Watch your Habits, for Habits form 
Character. Now, to build your Character so that it may stand 
forth in grandeur, you must take heed of all the beautiful things 
I have told you in to-day’s lesson; get into the Habit of practic
ing them every day a little, more and more, until after awhile 
you will have formed the Habit of Goodness.

Now, there is one more thing to which I wish to call your at
tention—hold up your hand again : Now, where is the letter T, 
—the word Thought? On the middle linger, and on either side 
are the others. Thought is the central ligure on the tallest finger 
of your hand. Thought is the pinnacle from which all the quali
ties are gained.
' Everything finds its creative principle in Thought, so let us 
WATCH our Thoughts, that they may always be of the purest 
and best, and the most HELPFUL; then may we be truly called 
the Co-workers of Go (o)d.

WATCH \
A lesson divided into five parts, which may be used five.differ- 

ent Sundays or Sessions,-and then reviewed as a whole/ - Teachers 
should etìlargé on part and illustrate: i» - ’ ;D

Watch Thy Thoughts AndAll^ilfÉe Well
Gems of thought: - pi

“Sow a Thought, ybu reap a W- - A • 
Sow a Wofd, you reap an Act; .
Sow an A^, you reap'a Habit?.
SoW'a Habit, you reap a Character.’’ ;

. '' . ■ —B^'Elizabeth Scliauss.
Dear Members of the Lyceum FamilyL/To^ay we will take, 

for our lesson a word of five letters, W-A-T-C-H.
Now,- hold up your left hand and spell .the ^ord on your fid

gets. Begin with the thumb for W, ind^c finger for A,, middle 
finger for T, ring finger for C, little finger for jl; now you have 
spelled the word WATCH, but each letter stands for some other 
important word. ' y

W 'stands for Words, so, Watch your Words, that they may 
always be spoken in Love and Kindness. A harsh, unkind or 
impatient Word hurts the one who receives it, while a Kind 
Word always cheers and brings the snqle of gratitude and love 
to the saddest face. ' ,

Excellent Books/
Nothing equals a good book^ a 

gift. It is better than go|d or 'dia
monds. When tiie book is once read, 
nothtng can take the facts contained 
therein away from you: they live hi 
the memory. -The following books 
will make beautiful as well as in- /' 
structlve presents: 7

"Asphodel Blooms and Other OfV 
ferlugs.” A choice collection ot po-f 

ou everyday subject?, oy Emma 
R, Tuttle. Price $1.00, ,

“From Soul to Soul." Poems of 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
$1.00.

"Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu- 
Eleanor Kirk. Price

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas- 
sipn," “Poems of Pleasure,'.’ “Poems

I>ower," "Kingdom of Lover' and 
Other Poems.” She is one of the 
Blandest poets of the present age.

Around the Year.” A . birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler WU- 

..cox with half-tone illustrations pre- 
each month of the year. Price

"Mary Anne Carew." Written under , ' 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea.' 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystlo 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

"The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful- 
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical v»ay, by Rdv. 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

"Universal Spiritualism." Giving 
a view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, and in all nations. By W. ' 
J. Colville. Price $1.00. /

"The Pathway of the Human Sply^ 
it." Can it leave the Human BodHr 
ant Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12d.

“Xhls Mystical Life of Ours.” Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every weak in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

"What All the World’s A-Seeking." 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

"In Tune with the Infinite." An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

"Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
colored Illustrations of the Aura ot 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

"The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead
beater. Price $1.50.

“Psychic Light, or Continuity, of 
Law and Life.” By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmio . 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.

"In (he World Celestial.” A Spir- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

"The Warfare of Science With The
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
Tl;e two large volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without ■ 
them. Price $5.00.

"The Bible." By John E. Rems- 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book for 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans." - By 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.

"The Evolution of Man." By Ernst
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20c.

SPIRITUALISM AS A RELIGION. '

There is a certain something in each one of us; and by its use 
we can accomplish great good things. That something is our 
win......

Spiritualism,is a religion.
Why? "I
The word, “Religion” has been used in the past to designate 

creedal beliefs, and even to-day people speak of belonging to the 
Catholic or Methodist religion. . -

'To me the word “Religiop” means Right Relation.
' Most all religious doctrines teach that there is a life beyond 

the grave, and that it is necessary to believe certain things in 
order to enjoy that future life,

These, doctrines are professedly to teach with regard to the 
life after death, but have no way of proving such life.

Spiritualism is RELIGION, because it teaches us RIGHT 
RELATION. 'That is, the right attitude we should have toward 
each other. , ;

It teaches us that happiness consists in making others happy.
It teaches that to interest ourselves in questions of govern

ment, national, state and municipal, with a view to improve the 
laws and better the conditions generally, including the poor, the 
infirm, the criminals (in short, all of the people), is RIGHT 
RELATION, and, therefore, RELIGION.

Spiritualism teaches us, too, that inasmuch as we may prac
tice Right Relation here and now, just accordingly will we enjoy 
peace, and happiness here and hereafter.

Let us all try to learn something about the “hereafter.”
Not only dock Spiritualism teach a hereafter, but it proves 

what it teaches by the various phenomena demonstrated by

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Sujnmer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thou<ht. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer waya of 
spiritual experience. Price. $1.00.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one. two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Throe choice volumes, each com' ? "te In lueif, 

tn which- spirituality is related to' wyday life 
In such a way as to make the world beaatlf uh 
Price. 81’00 each.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
This highly InitraotlTe and latereitinc work Is • 

eomMnaUon Into on« volume of two or Mr. HnlTl 
Slendld work«. By thli armnfement the ooit U auch 

at the reader!» enabled to »ecure the two book» 
eoj.nsd al Che ma« prlo« as wu formerly naked 
for them «eparatoly. This volume contains 403 page« 
and Is handsomely Dound in doth, and contain»'an ex» cellent portrait of the anchor.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
1» a caA.ru1. comnarhon of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uaUum. No book of the century has made ab n&hJ 
converts to Modern Spirt tuallim u thia. The authnrl 
aim. faithfully tojjompara the Bible with mbdsr» 
phenomena and philosophy, ha» been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism te Uk wants ot imafe 
ltv;iu moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of enrol 
mudatrr; the spiritual nature of man, and the objeo* 
Uon»offeredteBp!rituall»m, are alt considered In the 
Ught of the Bible, nature, history, reason ant tt&noa 
sense, and expre wed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
•onaiita of e critical comparison of
and BpirltnalUm. It Is a most able production, ant 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
todefend^trttu^m^ or Cnfl^argumentaaralnitthe 

PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

mediums.
- Spiritualism does not tell us that we must just believe or have 
faith, bht it adds to, our faith KNOWLEDGE.
. Knowledge, if rightfully -used, becomes power. r

By knowledge we learn how to unfold our powers from within.
Medhimship and'spiritual unfoldment are the natural results.

The continuity of life being proven to us all, fear of death is 
destroyed. Loved ones who pass on, are no longer mourned as 
“gône” or “lost,” but, instead, they are considered'only as I -
“away” enjoying a journey, a pleasant meeting with friends.

Is it not destructive of fear when we realize that wejshall also 
make'that pleasant trip, and have a glad reunion?

In the.meantime, we can if mediums.(or by going»to"a me
dium) receive messages or communication from our loved ones . "Discovery cfaLostTreur1
just the same as if we went to the postoffice or telegraph office’ 
and received some information from theml

Discovery of a Lost Trail

?
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“Haste, 0 haste, delightful morning of that glorious freedom day 
When from earth’s remotest border tyranny has passed away.

“The highest expression of true Religion is universal justice.
•»-^Andrew Jackson Davis.

Discuss religion and justice;

Subscription Price: .
One year, in advance....
Six months, in advance... 
Three months, in advance

Dr, Feebles Offers Bead Every lady l 
Header «1 this Paper a Sample BotUo of . 
His Eumous HerbNVloo Compound»

HerbLVlhe 1« 
praliedbyibAuRful 
and huppy women 
In every part of. / America Mike beat • 
and remedy 
for the Illi of woiur - anklud they have 
ever known. It 
literally inatebea the victim« of fe* 
male disorder« from- 
the invalid « chair

$ .50 
.25 
.13

will if you are a Spiritualist.
Send in your thought in any shape 

you think best. We ask for no stei- 
eotypea form. ••

These lessons will he supplied 
quarterly to Lyceums at bare cost, a 
small sum not now possible to esti
mate, Remit to the Secretary of the 
N. S. A., 600 Pennsylvania Ave. S.-E., 
Washington, D. C.; any small sum, 
and a satisfactory supply will be 
sent.
. Send lessons to Mrs. Elizabeth 
Scbauss, Superintendent, 617 Con
gress Street; Toledo, Ohio,

RADIANT ENERGY»« 
to Modern Arirophyrics, by Edgar L.-Larkin, 
Director Lowe Obssmtory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into tho law. of nature, and to the 
■tttdent or eren an admirer ot the modern ae- 
trologlcal literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth, lt rs

little booklet" Womanhood” which ehouldbo In the 
band, of every woman, both young and old.

Addre.i, Dr. feeble. Initltute, Battle Creek, 
Mloh., Box <88-A.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding; ot 
health and character. Cloth, $1.

Materialization“'^^ mUlUllUUAUUUll ance and Materlal|zBtlon a
Fact In Nature, byB. F. Austin. These two lec
tures iu one book ot 48 page will be ot interest 
to all believers in this phase ot mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 centa.

’ A MASTERLY WORK. 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

.By Prof. W. M. Iiockwood.
A masterly presentation ot an important sub« - . 

lecL A powerful argument along new and scien* 
tlflc lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact of toe continuity of personal individual con
scious -selfhood after laying aside the physiosl 
body. A book of rare value* With sevsrtu 
One illustrations. Cloth, fl XXL'

When we shall for service render service of an equal worth, 
Then will all mankind be brothers; heaven will then have come 

to earth.

tifthsm gives-up information with regard to every de- 
• 1Physical, mental, spiritual. We can take it 

its principles fit in every place and are 
Bple to all things. It is the religion that satisfies the mind

spires the sou!.—National Superintendent. 1

Avant of thought, as well as by want of

be tliey good or
i4ney aie the shadows that walk by us still?’ '•

Sather by unseen degrees, ' -1'
make rivers, and rivers make seas,” ■ “ '

r ' .
D jWJm labor, health; from health, contentment springs. ”

RifZe with the lark, and with the lark to bed.” ¿7 *

> andh°pe, the world wUl disagree r ' . 7 ' '
,®Jut qjl mankind’s concern^is charity.”

\ WHAT IS A SPIRITUALIST LYCEUM? ' "

) By Emma Rood Tuttle. - '
, Question—What is the Children’s Progressive Lyceum?

i Answer A liberal Sunday School, established by .Andrew 
Jackson Davis, which has proved to be the most complete organ- 

v ization ever used for juvenile Sunday instruction. "
Ques.—What is its object?
Ans.—To help boys and girls grow into useful, wise, good men 

and women. j
Ques.—How can this be,done? _

>. xi-' Ajts»—;By growing a strong, healthy body, an intelligent mind, 
and ipi individual spirit-which will live .forever.

q- Ques.—If any one of these is neglected,' what is the result?
> Ans.—An inharmonious person, who is unfit for the best work 

- an individual should be able to do. '
< , ^ues—Should this growth of body, mind and’ spirit, all be

going on at the same?
Ans«—Yes, and carefully directed. The Lyceum exercises are 

planned to produce growth in all these parts which build up 
exemplary men and women. . - .. .

Ques.—Should the instructions be.practiced week days as well 
as Sundays? . - --

Ans.—Certainly. Let all truths which you learn become a 
»art of your lives. Practice what you think is good for your
self and others. ’ , .

Ques.—Is there any difference in nature between Sunday and 
the; other days of the week ?

Ans.—No.. All the workings of nature go on just the same on 
all days. But man has endeavored to make it a day of rest; 
and that seems to be good for man and beast.

Ques.—Will you try to carry out the plan of the Lyceum, and 
receive the benefit?

Ans.—Yes, we will try to grow into as good and useful people 
as boys and girls can make. We will help each other. May 
Angels guide and inspire us!

. A LYCEUM FOR ADULTS.
Ques.—May not societies be organized on the Lyceum plan 

for the benefit of men and women as well as children, and result 
in great advancement at small financial cost?

Ans.—Yes. That has been tried with great success.
Ques.—What is the aim of Lyceum teachings?

■ Ans.—To establish right over wrong, knowledge over ignor
ance, kindness over cruelty, and justice amongst all people.

All—This will create a moral brotherhood.

“I often see spirit men, women and children, and hear them 
speak, hence spirits of all humanity surely exist after’’so-called 
death.”—Mrs. Z. B. Kates.

That statement may seem strange to many; but it is import
ant to us, because it proves that people live after death, for they 
cannot be seen and heard unless they are in existence and can 
speak.

This, opens the way for a lesson to the young mind, for the 
fear of death has made much misery to people.

• Children do not-fhink of death, for life is strong with them, 
and the young mind is not, and should not be unfolded with fear 
of any God, Devil, Spirit or Ghost.

" Teach the child that natural law rules the universe, and will
- control eternity. -

Did you ever see a spirit person?
■ That question will -cause many to testify affirmatively.

Children of ten see spirits in their early years when purity js 
their condition.

What lesson is thus manifested? -
.. That we mûst lead pure lives in order to have quickened spir
itual powers. ■

•What is meant by discerning spirits, spoken of in the Bible?
Seeing them, and hearing them, as dojnany people whom we 

call ; mediums. _
Let us all try to live purely and be spiritual in life here, and 

'thus be assured that life in the spirit world will be happy and 
our'souls dwell in the kingdom of God.

J SPIRITUALIST AUTHORS AND IBOOKS.

Tell the names of authors of Spiritualist books.
Tell the titles of books on Spiritualism.
This will be a good exercise for the Lyceum members; and will 

lead to some -investigation, and perhaps reading.
What are the titles of Andrew Jackson Davis’books?
What is the title of the first book he wrote, .and under-what 

circumstances and how did he write that book?
- That is important to-know.
' Send the best reply of your Lyceum members to the National 
Spiritualist Association; and the best of all will be selected 
and published in the next issue of Lyceum Lessons.

SOME SIMPLE STATEMENTS- FOR DISCUSSION.
'A true Spiritualist cannot be dishonest, nor worldly selfish?
Spiritualism will create peace and'destroy war.- • '
To restrict evils, we strike at effects too much and at pauses 

scarcely at all. ' ’ !
Virtue and pride are not apt to be harmonious associates.. 1 

The wisest men are apt to be the humblest and least assuming.
In honor lieth virtue; in industry lieth'success.
Many are called to duty, but few create duties.
If we cannot harmonize, it is not necessary to antagonize.
What a new world we should Jive in, if we would only allow 

every kind thought that comes to us to blossom into words and 
deeds.

Heaven is a condition of-happiness which you can enjoy in this 
world as well as in Spirit life; ; Do good and be good and you will 
be in heaven.

In the library of Congress at Washington, D. C., many beauti
ful things are seen, mottos and inscriptions of various kinds 
may be read as one passes along the beautiful corridors and wide 
staircases. ' ■ ¡r ■>

One inscription that attracted my attention more than the 
rest is as follows: “There is but one Temple in the universe, 
and that is the body of man.”

.How much that means to us when we realize that a temlfie is 
a sacred place, a place where all is holy, a sanctuary thatunust 
not be defiled in any way. The reason that is given1 is,“It is 
the house of the Lord God,” but we have learned:that God 
does.not dwell in the church only, but that in truth Goti lives 
within us, and is a part of us, so that our bodies are indeed 
temples. We must begin to think seriously of the proper at
tention that we should give to the care of our bodies to make 
them fit dwellings for the truth; for “God is'truth,” “God is 
love,” “God is spirit.” In order to be loving and kind and 
truthful we must do'our best at all times to keep our bodies 
clean and healthy, so that the God within may express itself. 
-Pure air, pure water and simple food help to make our bodies. 
healthy, How grand it is to think of ourselyes as-temples of 
the spirit, the, spirit of divine love and truth!

A LESSON FROM THE FLOWERS.
■ Beautiful flowers! All flowers have a beauty all their own; 
each one has its own fragrance,-its own color, its separate size 
and-form, and side by side, grow the large onea and the,’small , 
ones, and never do we hear them argue as to which one is the 
ptettiest or the most fragrant or the tallest, blit each one per
fectly satisfied to just grow the best it can, and scent the air 
around them and delight the eyes of those who chance to come 
by and notice them.

What a beautiful example there is in the life of thq flowers, 
for us to follow. Let us each try to be content to fill our own 
little part, wear a sweet smile as we go along the street; and 
nod pleasantly to all whom we meet. Then, whether we are 
at work or at play, or at school, be kind to each other and help
ful as well. No matter what our size may, whether large Or 
small, whether our* eyes are blue, brown or black, if we smile 
qnd sing, we can always delight those around us, and bring the 
smiles of sunshine into- the lives of those who are-less happy 
than we. We are all here for a purpose; and that purpose is to 
do good, to be useful and to make the world brighter, just as 
the flowers make brighter the places where they are, in the gar
den, in the house, in the sick-room, or any where. ,

Flowers are plants in the vegetable kingdom; and are 
plants in the human kingdom. As flowers are the. unspoken 
language of the soul, so let us each try to be the unspoken 
language of the Infinite.

“PEACE.”
What can we do to help promote Peace? In these.¡days,when 

we hear so much about “Peace and Arbitration,” and(to dpiaway 
with War, it is perhaps well that we should think a little of what 
we might do towards helping it along. One thing<is cqytain:- 
That to insure peace permanently we must first place ourselves 
at peace with all the world. Real peace cannot be brought, about 
by rules and laws, but must come from within.

Until we are “SPIRITUAL” we will be apt to get angry at 
times and desire to get even; and so long as individuals are 
thus inclined, so long we will have the problems of war to con- 
_tend with. A quarrel is a war in a smaller sense; but it is war 
nevertheless. Then it seems our duty would be to go to work 
at, ourselves and try to overcome the desire to “get even,” 
‘‘ talk back,” ‘‘hit back.’’ Some of us may find this a hard thing 
to do, but it can be done. For instance, write the word PEACE 
in large letters and tack it on the wall in your bedroom so it 
will be the last thing you look upon at night and the first thing 
in the morning; ana repeat it to yourself as often .as you think 
of it all through the day. After a few days you will notice a 
difference in yourself. When you meet with anything that 
makes you cross, stop and count three before you speak; and 
you will find it much easier to control yourself, and a much 
milder expression will be the result.

Then when all people arrive at this stage of development there 
will be more satisfaction and contentment in the world..

Through the help, of the angel world these kind, of lessons 
are going out into the world; and in all lands people are begin
ning to practice this latter kind of teaching. Bye and bye the 
growth will be noticed in the fact that people will be kinder in 
all things one with another.

Mr. S. M. Jones (“Golden Rule Jones’?) once sajd: “When 
men become so filled with love toward their fellowmen that they 
refuse to carry a gun and shoot each other down, then war will 
cease.”

' Ever glowing, swiftly flowing,
Like a mighty river sweeping on from shore to shore, 
Love will rule the wide world o’er.

A TWENTY-MINUTE LESSON.
By J. L. Mussina.

Song:
Let us love'while we may for the-storms will ariSe, 

As we sail o’er thé dim waters of time;
And the hope of to-day may be hid. from our eyes, ' 

By the nodn cloud1 that darkens our prime.

GOLDEN TEXT:—“Let,us love one another.(i ; ;;
THEME:—Love. _ ; -r jjs. <
What is love ? Ans.—A natural-passion inclining us to delight. 

in -an object. To delight in an object is to have the ^est ^eelings 
foriti' ' ' ' • ; ‘

FIRST THOUGHT: The motive oftiove. What is th^potive I 
of love? To do good and hold friendship. This implies; true 
feelings through trouble as well as peace, does/it? Can love be 
aught-than true? Question thine own heart. Is the Jove ^princi
ple within strong enough to control your words and acts?. What 
is it to be two-faced? Would you turn your back Against your 
best friend? Are not waverings due to fhe conflicts^bf your tem
perament and disposition? i J .

SECOND THOUGHT: The Golden Rule idea. : That skys DO; 
not try to do. If you only try, you will fail. If yotrtry7to love, 
you will fail. Illustrate:' Pure love expresses delight ?n, and 
proves itself by its acts and doings. Now, your neighbor may' 
live next door, or miles away. He may act as an enemy, may 
wrong you. It is_not for you to love his sins; he ik the object 
for love. You may, through your love and kindness, causé him 
to ce'ase sinning. Have you love enough to undertake it?
.THIRD THOUGHT: Evidence of love shown. How? By 

doing as you would be done by. .That means willingness to be 
Test alone brings evidence, reveals the truth and

ialbity ol your .professions-. Admitted.' Your neighbor may be 
your enpmy; he is sick; knowing that, would you refuse to aid 
ind comfort him'/ Illustrate: ■ (Note: The instructor can use 
one, two, or as many of these as time will allow.) Love some
times implies self-sacrifice. Can you illustrate? True love be- 
tnendk in times of trouble. This does not mean that you 
shall defend sinful acts and doings. Illustrate. Love points out 
the good qualities1 and sees good possibilities in characters. 
Would jt not aid in making the good predominant? Love is ap
preciative, kind and thoughtful. Could it well be otherwise? 
You say that some people love to do evil and others love to do 
good. Is the quality of loye the same? May wejibt,say that 
the former is fleshly ambition; and the ¿latter spiritual?

Do you think that when one has succeeded in rising from the 
grossness of the fleshly nature to the refinement of the spiritual, 
that a true desire to return to the grossness can ever occur? 
Then this love, one for another, in the spiritual sense, is a love 
much to be desired. Debus endeavor to live such a life. It is 
fiossible. . : . x-

FREE TO
SICKLY WOMEN

. Song:
.¿p I tive for those who love me, 

'-¡For, those I know are true; . 
For the heaven that smiles above me, ’ 
. And awaits my spirit, too.

The above is the form and style of the weekly lessons pub
lished in “THE INFORMER,”

This paper is for the young people. A brand new issue, con
taining reading matter, Lyceunknotes and reports, weekly les-' 
sons with notes and essays for class consideration; and ether 
matters of interest. -

Published weekly by (J. L. Mussina; 13 East* Third Street, 
Williamsport, Pa.
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LESSON PAPER of four pages, weekly, with lessons for three 
departments, 50 cents each per annum; 13 cents per quarter. 
(The Lesson Paper will be a weekly aid to Lyceums and should 
be secured.—Committee.) ■

HOW TO ORGANIZE A CHILDREN’S LYCEUM.
“It is often asked:. “How can we organize a Lyceum?”
It seems to be a -simple matter, but disturbs old workers in 

Spiritualism. The-difficulty is experienced by a supposition that 
all of the details outlined by Andrew Jackson Davis must be 
carried into effect. That involves more than any Lyceum has 
yet fully realized. - - ' •

The complete Lyceum is twelve groups (classes), with twelve 
members in each group. These are arranged according to age, 
from the infants to the aged. The groups are from the Fountain 
to Liberty, and each appropriately named, with their separate 
color or badge and banner. That makes a complex and yet sim
ple arrangement. Hence, it appears difficult. The only great 
difficulty is in obtaining the quota of officers and leaders, and 
members of the correct ages.

' All of that need not be awaited, but use your own plan. Some 
splendid Lyceums have developed from small beginnings.

The greatest necessity is adults who love children, and are 
willing to devote their energy.

A little Lyceum we visited, composed of four children and 
one leader, was asked: “Who do you love the most?” The 
smallest member replied: “Her,” and pointed to the leader, 
who had been devoted in her attentions to these children for 
many Sundays. She had no set plan, except a natural disposi
tion to get into the hearts of the little ones. That is-the neces
sity for Lyceum work.

Commence with one child and yourself, if no more members 
are in sight. As an organizer of Lyceums, the writer of these 
few lines has often been told: “We have no children to start a 
Lyceum.”

My reply is always: “Get some children.”- The first trouble 
is: The Spiritualists allow their children to attend any other 
Sunday school rather than to urge them to attend the Lyceum.

There are plenty of children who could be secured in any com
munity, if proper care is taken to interest and instruct them.

The- first thing to do is to interest the children. Do not go 
into abstruse teaching so much. To that end, the N. S. A. desires 
you, each and all, to suggest some simple, practical lessons or 
exercises to create an interest in the Lyceums for’ children, and 
not for adults.

Talk to children as children, and they will talk back to you 
with wisdom unsurpassed.

Organize a Lyceum, then, as you may find a practical way 
to do something to attract a child, and then continue to attract 
until you have others interested. Get some adult helpers first; 
and then the children will come, if your hearts are attuned by 
love of the little ones. Have such exercises as your intuitions 
and abilities may suggest. Do not wait to .have the perfect 
Lyceum,'for that is a matter of growth'. DO THE BEST YOU 
CAN. Then, there will be grand promises of success. No society 
of Spiritualists will be permanent, where a Children’s Lyceum 
cannot exist. But a children’s meeting each Sunday will add 
to the-local interest and secure perpetuity of the main speiety, 
and the general cause of Spiritualism.

For immediate help to realize the best that is offered to guide 
you, send for . The Progressive Thinker, for Andrew Jackson 
Davis’ “Lyceum"Manual,” or “The Lyceum Guide,” by Hudson 
and Emma Rood Tuttle. Then, exercise your genius and your 
love of children, and. your Lyceum will start with glowing 
promise of success, *

OBJECTS OF THE LYCEUM.
1. To use simple methods for instructing children in the rules 

and laws of health and morals.
. 2. To make.self-improvement attractive.by giving the child 
all the freedom consistent with good order, and by using.mild 
physical exercise to take away'the languor which usually fol- 
loxs class-'roonrwork.

3. To promote Self-confidence by giving,the opportunity to 
each child to express in its own way its thoughts on the subject 
before the class. •. . ' .

4; To teaph our children that ini the next world it is.possibly, 
for us to bexS-nnited with our loved ones who have gone before, 
and that the desire^to prove worthy in their sight should be one 
of the rubiest inspirations toward leading a pure life.

5. To instill a love for God and Home and Country, and in all 
filings to seek to develop the spiritual nature, thereby fitting the- 
young to become good citizens and good neighbors and to live 
in such a way that they will have no fear of death.

CHARLES R. SCHIRM. -

«nd the operating 
table ana reiturci them to full health 
aud bapplnesa. It 1« trulyawonderful 
remedy, and If you 
auffer from any of 
the Hfodeitroylog 
weakneiae« peculiar to women you 
should «end for-a 
sample bottle at 
ouce, Its record In 
curing Leucorrhea, Painful.Profuse, 
Irregular orficanty 
Periods, Cbange of 
Life. Ulceration, 
laceration,Tumors 
and Falling of the 
Womb. 1« truly re
markable, and if you awfferfrom any 
weakness or Irreg
ularity of- these 
organs you should give Herbl-vlno a 
trial without delay. 
Just send the Doc
tor your name and 
address and he will 
Immediately send, all charges prepaid, 
a sample bottle together with a beau
tiful and valuable

The Psychic Riddle,

HAECKEL'S LAST Great Work. Jmt Published.

ÁEVOLUTION
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, Publisher* 

« UobU knet (Meato, Illa.

A ConspiracyAg&insttheRepublie 
By Charles B. Watte, X M-, author ot "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year SKA” ew. 
Price, paper, 0 seats.

Dr.hiUli ki«4«W KmM*

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,III.

By I, K. Funk, D.D.. LL.D., Edltor-ln- 
Chief of “The Standard Dictionary’’; 
Author of "The Widow's Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a. wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
NeW York, on the author’s previous 
publication of this subject: “A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;" and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never, been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one." Price, $1.00.

MCMtetSoM.

NOTICE.
Lyceum workers and lovers of children are requested to con

tribute lessons for this series to be issued by the N. S. A.
Any person can write a lesson or give some help to children.7
Child culture is a prime principle of Spiritualism. ■
Children must be nourished for the coming generations to 

secure larger and better human beqgfits. Will you assist? You

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectors« by the Swami Vlreka^anda, on RaJaToft< 

orOonqueiing the Internal baeure, and other sub
jects; also, Patanjali’s Ton Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copions glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
BeriMd and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth. HAO. Raja Toga 
Is an ancient system oMndlan Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
oCcta to obtain freedom and perfection. 8w*ml V*v- 
•kanaadabecame a familiar figure insérerai Ameri* 
can cities during the three yean following toe Par* 
Usinent of Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re- 
oelved in America, where toe breadth and depth of 
hlfite&chlnga were soon recognised. Bls teaching* 
•wi universal In toelr application. Ths book Is cheap 

For sale at this office.



Whai Is the Matter
andWith California ? /VnnUal Convention

Have of-
V

$965.39Total

Total $377.04
The N. 8. 'A. has expended in Cali-

$756.0Q

Court fines of two mediums.. 150.0D

Total . $1,253.00

Spirit Led Him to Boland’s Body

FIFTEEN DOLLARS! a

SPIRIT POWER MANIFESTED

knows, is_asleep; wake him. .

MENTOR.

and celebrated the birth of the Sun -

’The Jesuits.’
M
Price, 15 cesta.

rv

Austin, A. 
pamphlet.

$10.00 
28.75 
48.70 
20.25

seemed to 
that work 
search he 
ered body.

tell him if he would drop 
and go to the river and 

would find the snow cov-

The Best Evidence is Obtained Among 
Skeptics Who Have Visions Induced 
by Spirits, Pointing Out Something 

• They Wish to Make Known.—Miss 
Alvord Says Dead Grandfather She 
Never Had Seen Showed Where He 
Hid $4,000 in an Oven.—Poured 
Coin on a Table and Then Counted 
Them.—In the Morning Search 
Was Made in the Oven and the 
Treasure Was Found.

him. 
Onset, Mass.

” By Rev. B. F. 
B. D. An excellent

133.00 
.66.00 
48.00

100.00

salvation of body and soul. Like the 
latter, they also held Sunday sacrei,

fireplace.- He'stepped inside-the big 
oven and ireappeared with a atone Jag

great room the man opened the- iron 
door of the brick oven alongside the

IN A VISION SHE 
^SAW HER SON SINK.

"The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. -Dedicated to Preachers, 
Missionaries and Ctrtfrch ’ Members. 
Price, 20 cents.

I omit the names of the individual 
pensioners out of deference to a 
sensitiveness which may cause them

"Materialiiatlen.” By Mme. E. fi- 
Esperance .and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

SPIRIT RETURN AN ESTABLISHED 
■ * FACT.

Arabian Proverbs.
Ho. who knows not, and knows not

He who knows, and knows he 
knows, is wise; foliowhim.

But he who pretends to know, and 
does not know, is a priest; repulse

he knows not,'is a fool; - shun him. -
He who,knows not, and kndws he 

knowsAiot? is simple; teach him.
/ He- who kpows, aad knows not he

. .. jUtlcaraffalrB.Stepping to tbe north, side of th>-

W*»,'

--Wï

til
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“ICatcred as Secoud-Claas Matter, De
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The Progressive Thinker will be tur- 
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At the expiration ot ““V’b’dîJco ” 
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WORDS OF CAUTION,
You-should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolen. Secure a p°s- 
tai order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble,'

, AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL. 
r '

The POSTAGE on papers lias been 
increased to all the British posses
sions oh this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay -ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence; to all the British pos
sessions bn tills continent the paper 
hereafter will bo $1.50 per year.

A City of Fundamental History.
•Professor Margoliouth, of Oxford 

University, after touring Egypt, Pal
estine and Syria, has just published 

"a beautifully illustrated volume enti
tled, Cairo, Jerusalem, aud Damas
cus. With an expert knowledge of 
Arabic the professor was abundantly 
equipped to produce the highly in- 
6tructlve book he has just given t|ie 
(world. In telling the story of Jerusa
lem' he repudiates the Biblical version 
of tljat book on every point. He tells 
us in Solomon’s time the city, with all 
Its glory, “probably, was largely a col
lection of wooden huts.”
- This opinion of Prof. M. is con
firmed by all expert ardheologlsts who 
have toured Palestine in the interest 
jotsclence.

Prof. Rawson, of New York, was 
four times sent tp Palestine in the 
interest of a mammoth illustrated Bi
ble Co., to collect views for their pro
posed work. On his-return to Amer
ica he published a statement in these 
¡words:

“The English Palestine Exploration 
searched the country from Dan to 
Beersheba, from the sea to the Jor
dan, during fifteen years of constant 
labor by the best civil engineers of the 
British army, visiting and examining 
every ruin of city or hamlet, and 
passing over every acre of ground in 
Palestine, finding .thousands of ob
jects made by the hands of ancient 
Phenicians, Hittites, Persians, Assyr
ians, Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, 
but not one thing, lafge or small, that 
was Hebrew in origin of the ages be; 
fore the Maccabees. No tombs of Da- 
yld or Solomon or of any noted jnen 
of Israel or Judah were found; but 
the tombs df the actual founders of 
the nation—that of the Maccabees— 
were discovered cut in solid rock at, 
Modin,,where •the so-called apocryphal 
books of Maccabees say they were.”

The Palestine Exploring Fund,, a 
Still later, and equally zealous organ
ization, pushed their researches to the 
extreme limit. Every wall in Jerusa
lem was explored to its base, and ndl 

■ a trace, or~ the „remotest suggestion 
■was found that a Solomon’s temple, 
until that destroyed • by Titus, ever 
existed. In their official report the 
directors said: “If such temple ever 
existed traces ■or it must be found un
der the court of Omar.” They ap
plied to the Sultan for liberty to'make 
search in that direction, and this was 
denied them.
. We have seen no authentic account 
of any later search for traces of God’s 
favored people in Jerusalem.

Since the railroad was opened from 
Jaffa to the valley of Hinnom, other
wise Gehenna, translated hell In the 
New- Testament, .real scholars find lit
tle of Interest in Jerusalem; at least 
little is found in the public journals

Mlthraisin tho Parent Religion.
In the closing of our article of Jan

uary 11, headed, “Valuable Historical 
Faqts,"we repeated the declaration 
of Manes, the founder of the ancient 
Christian sect of Manicheans, who de
clared "Mithra and Jesus are one.” 
We had quoted from that eminent 
Christian scholar, Rev. Dr.'Biggs. the 
statement that “The disciples of 

'Mithra formed an organized church, 
with a devloped hierarchy; that they 
possessed the idea of Mediation, 
Atonement, and a Saylor who is hu
man and yet divide; that they held to- 
the doctrine of a Future Life; had 
a Eucharist, a Baptism, and that other 
curious analogies might be pointed 
out between their jystqmand the 
Church of Christ.” '

Now Mithra, Mitra, Mithras, as dif
ferently written, Was a Persian sun- 
god, belonging to".the Zoroastrian sys
tem, in vogue, says Prof. Geo. Rawlin
son in Ills History of the Seven Great 
Monarchies of the Ancient \Eastern 
World, slime 2350 years before the 
Christian era. -

We find this Mitera is. universally 
-conceded to be identical with the sun- 
god's, or half gods of Phenlcla, Egypt, 
Greece and Rome; that as Dr. Chas. 
Biggs said, in hjs “Christian Platon
ists,” "Mithra, Osiris, Dlonyssis, Bac
chus are one, changed in. name only 
to fit the language 'of the different 
countries where worshipped."

Says the Encyclopedia Britannica, 
article, Mithras, "He was a Persian 
god whose worship during the second 
and third centuries after Christ.

At that periq,d “the'Roman World” 
extended from the Indus, in the, East, 
to the Atlantic on the West? and em
braced the entire civilized'^orld.

The name Mithra is found in the 
oldest human records, and he was a 
member of the Aryan trinity of-gods. 
Prayers were offered to him at sun
rise, at midday and sunset. When 
the cult was removed to Babylon, a 
ritual was established, accompanied 
with the Myste.ries, Says the Ency- 
Britannlca, in its Mithras article:

“The god of light becomes by a 
ready transition, which Is made in 
very oldest Aryan Records, THE GOD 
OF PURITY, OF MORAL GOODNESS, 
OF KNOWLEDGE. There goes on 
in the world as a whole, and in the 
life of each man a continual struggle 
between the power of good and the 
power of evil; Mithras is always en
gaged in this contest, and his religion 
teaches all men and women alike to 
aid in the battle. Victory in this bat
tle can be gained only by sacrifice, 
and probation, and Mithras Is con
ceived as always performing the mys- 
tiOsacriflce through which the god 
will triumph. The human soul which 
has been separated from the diviue na
ture and has descended to earth, can 
reascend and attain union with God 
through a process of fasting and pen
ance the sacrifice which is Wing al
ways offered-by Mithras makes this 
ascent and union possible. * » • 
The worship of Mithras became known 
to the Romans through the Cilician 
pirates captured by Pompey about 70 
B. C.”

This period, 70 years before our 
era, coincides with the time when 
Paul was in Damascus, during the
reign ot Aretas, 
era.

Reader, have 
found attention? 
we are dealing,'

64 years before onr

we your most pro- 
It is truth injjfhich 

not the sophistry of

in regard to that city, famous on 
per, but largely fabulous in fact.

pa-

, St. Patricks Snakes.
I Cathblics claim -their St, Patrick 
banished snakes from Ireland/ and 
give that Os the reason why none are 

-found there. A late Scottish paper 
says/ "There is mi old classic state
ment which says:' ‘There are no 
snakes in Ireland,” That proves a 
misrepresentation. The classic state
ment referred.to Iceland only.

The true , reason why there are no 
snakes in many sea-girt islands, such 
islands were never connected with the 
main land, but emerged from the 
ocean, and snakes, unlike rats, do not 
■'uake long sen voyages-on ship board.
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among their principal virtues absti
nence and cdntlnence, -renunciation 
and sqlf-controi. Their conceptions 

^qf tli©' world and of the destiny of 
man were'similar. - They both ad
mitted the existence of a heaven in
habited by beautified ones, situate in 
the upper regions, aud of a Hejl, peo
pled by demons, situate in the bowels 
of tbe earth. They both placed a 
flood at the beginning of history; 
they both assigned as the source of 
their condition, a primitive revela
tion;; they both, finally, believed in 
the immortality of the soul^ih à last 
judgment, and in a resurrection of the 
dead, consequent upon a final confla
gration of the universe.” ।

Other analogies between Mithralsm 
and Christianity are mentioned by. 
Prof. Oiimont, but We rest with , the 
simple inquiry: Is it possible for two 
systems of religion having such per
fect parallels to haÿe had an. existence' 
independent of each other?- Mithra- 
ism more than 2,000 /years older than 
Christianity^ must have been 7 the 
parent religion.

the schools; the “Thus saith the 
Lord” of the Christians; nor the ar
gument of the stake and fire-brand of 
Catholics, which put an end to inves
tigation, but honest, convincing and 
overwhelming facts,

“ÎThe Mysteries of Mithra” is the 
title of a'new book which has but re
cently attracted the writer’s attention. 
It is from the learned pen of Franz 
Cumont, a professor in the University 
of Ghent, Belgium, translated from 
the French into English by T. J. Mc
Cormack of Chicago. It has.fifty pho
togravures from monuments, gems, 
etc., which are wonderful aids to un
derstanding the texts. These illus
trated monuments come down from'

Tlie System is Defective, 
There must be something wrong 

with a religious system which fills pur 
streets with beggars, our poor houses 
with paupers, our insane asylums witji 
lunatics, our jails and penitentiaries 
with criminals,, and swings from the 
gallows murderers whose hands are 
crimsoned with human gore. Pecula
tion, embezzlement, fraud and chi
canery are every day occurrences; 
while superintendents of Sunday' 
Schools, and 'leaders in church cir
cles prove to be the principal actors.

The percentage of crime in Chris
tian countries is many times greater 
than in so-called heathen countries. 
War, and slavery in the past, have 
been characteristically Christian; and 
many of its most prominent leaders 
advocated polygamy, and some df 
them practiced it until within recent 
years. •

Who does know that Sidney Rig
don, formerly a Baptist clergyman, 
furnished brains to Joe Smith to 
found,Mormonism, and was probably 
the insplrer of polygamy with that 
cult? And Rigdon made heavy drafts 
in support of that devlish institution 
on the Bible and the practice of the 
patriarchs.

Through all the Christian centuries 
woman has been enslaved and vir
tually denied the benefit of education. 
They who became learned, until in 
quite modern times, did so in opposi
tion to the founders of Christianity. 
Said the good Paul:

"Let the woman learn in silence 
with all subjection. But I suffer not 
a woman to teach, nor to usurp au- 
thorityiover the man, but be in si
lence.”—1 Tim. 2:11, 12.

“Let your women keep silent In the 
churches: for it is not permitted unto 
them to speak; but they are com
manded to bp under obedience, as 
also saith the law. And If they will 
learn ANYTHING, let them ask tl-elr 
husbands at homd; it is a shame tor 
women to speak in the church.”—1 
Cor. 14:34, 35.

Such is the status of our mothers, 
wives, sisters, daughters, in the 
church, and though modified in prac
tice in these last days, yet there is the 
law of the church, as enunciated by 
its principal apostle, and It remalnii 
such for all time.

Verily there is but little if anything 
in primitive Christianity adapted to 
modern civilization, and its practical 
working proves its Worthlessness.

Hbr Spiritualists Any Reason4o Kick 
1 the N. S. A. for Neglect?

• None are so blind as those who will 
not see—none mope ignorant than 
those who choose to be.
. What has the National Spirit
ualists’ Association Rone for. Spirit- 
iiallsm in California? Some who are 
asking this question indicate by the 
very’ inflection they put ? upon the 
query their overwhelming desire to 
create the impression that the an
swer thereto must be: Little, or 
nothing, Unfortunately for them, 
fact is worth more ,than fiction, and 
realities oiertop hypothesis with the 
thoughtful. In compliance with-offl- 
cial request therefor, Secretary Kates, 
after painstajdng Investigation, fur
nishes me the following information 
from the financial records at our 
Washington headquarters:

The California State Splrltûalists’ 
Association has'paid into the treasury 
of the National body the following 
Amounts:
Ì896, charter .. ..................... !
1898, dues ...................... . ......
1899, collections ............?.. .■

• 1900, dues .. .................. . ....
1900, Home Fund, by local so

cieties ,, .......
1901, dues . . ...........................
1902, dues . ;..........................
1903, eight societies
1904, dues ........ . ........... ..
1905, fifteen societies............ ..
1906, thirty-six societies........
1^07, dues and twelve societies

tomia the following funds: 
One pensioner, 63 mouths...: 
One pensioner, monthly in- 
, stallments ..........................  
One' pensioner, 11 months... 
One pensioner, 4 months .. 
San Frafacisco donation.....

the remote 
over?/Asia 
them now 
seums, one

past, and are scattered ¡all 
and Europe. Many of 

adorn great national mu- 
belng in New York. They

fully evidence the statement ot Rev. 
Dr. Biggs, pp. 235, 236, of his Neo 
Platonists:

“The altars of the Great Mother, of 
Isis and Serapis (a statue of Bac
chus), of Mithra, are to be fbilnd all 
over the world, from Bactria to Gaul; 
in Northumberland, on the Rhine, in 
.Numidia, wherever the Roman eagles 
flew, in the provinces of Rome, in
Caesar’s palace. * These Ori-
ental gods, though many in name, 
are in reality but one. As wtT’gaze 
upon them they melt into one 'an
other.” '

In reading this book we marked 
scores of passages for future use, 
wherein there seemed positive proof 
that the claim of Manes is true that 
“Mithra' and Jesus are one.” Here 
is a quotation from the pen of this- 
university j>rofressor and Christian 
scholar, the author of ”The Mysteries 
of Mithras,” pp. 190, 191, which must 
attract universal attention, and con
firm the statement of other authors 
heretofore cited: ; .

“The secretaries of,the Persian god, 
like the Christians, purified them
selves by baptism; received, by a spe
cies of confirmation, the power nec
essary to combat the spirit of evil; 
and expected from a Lord’s Supper

Not to be Read.
Dr. Adam Clarke, in his learned 

Commentaries on John 8:11, relative 
to the woman taken in . adultery, 
wherein Jesus is reported to have 
said: "Neither do I condemn thep," 
says:

“The reading of this story was in
dustriously avoided in the lessons re
cited out of the Gospels in the public 
service of the churches: as if Jesus 
saying 'I do not condemn thee,’ had 
given too much countenance to wo
men guilty of that.crime. In conse
quence of this, as it was neveiread 
in the churches, and is now nott^W 
found in any of ihe EVANGEL- 
STARIA, and as it' was probably 
marked in the MS8; as a portion NOT 
TO BE READ; this whole story from 
verse 1 to verse 11 inclusive, panfe in 
length of time, to'be left out in some 
MSS., though in the greater part 
it is still remaining.”

The revised translation, tn a mar
ginal note to this-story, :says:

“Most of. the ancient authorities 
omit John 7:53 to 8:11. Those which 
contain it vary much from each 
other.” .

Thus evidence thaLalterations, ad
ditions and omissions have been made 
by human bands in the “divine rec
ord;” that great church scholars are 
ashamed ot parts of the holy book; 
while some of the clergy, long years 
ago,, had the .sense to mark such Itn- 
proper teaching of "our Lord" as 
-'‘Net to be read!" ■'

„ When a witness in a court of law 
makes contradictory atat^ments, the 
judge instructs the jurors with 
a quotation from the? dvif -law: 
“False in one thing, false 
in everything,” and the jury rejects 
his entire story-. -He.is an impeached 
witness on his own evidence, to there 
any reason why the ' Aame . maxim 
should not apply to a book,. though 
labeled holy?

With the multitude of contradic
tions occurring-throughout the Bible,

oh thp 25th of December, the same 
day on which Christmas has been cele
brated, since the fourth century at 
least. They both preached a category 
ical system of ethics, regarded ascet
icism as meritorious, and counted

which modern forgers have been try
ing to correct, would it not be wise to 
print in lafge black letters on each 
outer page-of the coVer, NOT TO BE 
READ, and send.it up into the gar
ret to repose in oblivion with Other 
worthless ftubbish?' t

21.25 
39.26 
20.88
16.00 
40.65 
30.00 
72.00 
29.30

to shrink from publicity being direct
ed to their need of assistance. Pres
ent age and past labors for the cause 
entitle them to respectful considera
tion... .

While the record of the State Asso
ciation is good, the, return one. of the 
N- S.-A. is st|ll better. The latter has 
paid to a. single pensioner resident' in 
California more than twice the $377 
contributed by the State Association, 
allowing it -full credit for that sum, 
but noting that a minor portion ot it 
did not come from its treasury.
• In pensions alone the N. S. A.'has 
returned to California $626 more 
than the $377, or $2.66 for each dol
lar credited the State body in the 
foregoing figures; or $876 more than 
the $377, figuring N. S. A. aid of all 
kinds at $1,253, which amounts to 
$3.32' for every dollar from the State 
Association. s

Total contributions reaching the N.
■S. A. from California are:
State Association................... $377.04
San Francisco• Societies .... 40.25 
Summerlaud Society............ 38.50 
Oakland Society.................... 5.00
San Diego Society.................. 104.60

The N. S. Ai has received from 
State and local societies in California, 
$565,39; while it has returned to 
Spiritualists of that State, $1,253, or 
$2.21 for each dollar paid the Na
tional body. The State and National 
Associations can point with pride to 
their respective records.

THE OPPONENTS OF THE N. S. 
A. ARE EITHER THE IGNORANT 
OR THE SELFISHLY VINDICTIVE. 
The former class may‘be subdivided 
into the honestly ignorant and the 
wilfully uninformed—the second seg
ment is composed of those who eager
ly tell tilings as they want them to be, 
or wish they were, Instead of as they 
actually are.

Error Is always talkative. Truth, 
like the sun, submits to bo obscured; 
but like tlie sun, only for a time.

GEO..B. WARNE.

The Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association

: 40 Randolph St., Chicago.

Beginning Tucsdag Evcnlno, Fcbruanj 18;;
Continuing Through the, Folio wing Wednesday 

and Thursday, 19 and 20'. /

The Official Board of the Illinois State Spiritualists' Association herebj 
extend to the Spiritualists ot the State their cordial greetings and, give 
notice of the Annual Meeting of the Association, which takes place on tht 
morning of Wednesday, February 19, at 10 o’clock, in the Blue Parlor, on 
the third floor of HANDEL HALL, 40 RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO. 
The Annual Convocation of the State Association will also convene at HAN
DEL HALL, in the large assembly room on the second floor, beginning on 
the evening of Tuesday, February 18, and continuing through Wednesday 
and Thursday, afternoon and” evening sessions. Auxiliary Societies and 
Individual Members will please make a note of this fact, and be on hand ip 
full force, and let us make this the best Convention we have ever held,, and 
so adjust ourselves to the Cause and each other as to make ours the banner/ 
State Association of the United States, aud „the most harmonious. Gopd. 
Speakers and Message Bearers are engaged, aud the program will soon /be 
issued. Of all the years of its existence, this is the most important for unit
ing Spiritualism, and IT MUST BE UNITED IN SPIRIT AND IN PURPOSE.

The Music has been placed in the hands of THE MEYERS’ MANDOLIN 
CLUB, with a retinue of vocalists. On Wednesday, afternoon aud evening, 
the sweet singers of our colored auxiliary, The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, will have charge of the musical part of J he program, which will be 
decidedly an interesting feature of the Convention.

Keep in Touch With the-Illinois State Spiritualists’ 
Association, and Push the’ Cause of Truth Along.. 
Let L).s Band Together as a Unit, Strong for Success.

GEORGE B. WARNE, President;
By DR. T. WILKINS, Secretary, I. S. S. Ass'11.

I
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Remarkable St,ory Told at Coroner’s 
Inquest Over Body of Drowned 
Man.—Farmer Holbert Had Pe
culiar Experience.—He is Unable to 
Account for It, but Relates thq 
Facts ms- 'rtiey Occurred.

A remarkable story of the finding 
of the body of Daniel L. Boland, of 
this city,., who was drowned in the 
Chemung river at Elmira on the 
night of Dec. 24, was told at the cor
oner’s inquest held in that city Tues
day. Charles Holbert, a farmer, de
clares that some supernatural force 
directed him to*the place where he 
found it covered with snow and ice. 
The Elimira Star gives the following 
account of Holbert’s testimony and 
of the inquest held over Boland’s 
body.

“Anticipating an action for dam
ages either against the city or the 
Erie Railroad Company, both .corpora
tions had their attorneys ai the coro
ner’s inquest oyer the body bf Daniel 
L. Bolffnd, of Williamsport, who came 
to his death by drowning in the Che
mung river qn the night of Dec.. 24. 
Corporation Counsel John F. Mur
taugh represented the city and-Phillip 
Lonergan of the firm of Reynolds, 
Stanchfield & Collin, the Erie Rail
road Company. The attorneys took 
all of the testimony to see if any neg
ligence was proved by the eight wit
nesses sworn.

“The testimony of Charles Hol
bert, the witness who found the body

near his home, two miles east of the 
city, was most interesting. When 
asked to state what happened on Sat
urday afternoon when he found the 
body, Mr/ Holbert smiled and said 
that perhaps they would not believe 
what he was going to say, because it 
sounded so strange, but that a spirit 
seemed to move him to find Boland’s 
body.

“Ho said- that he was In his barn 
during the middle of the afternoon, 
harnessing his horse preparatory to 
going to the city, when something

s' Moved by this most peculiar guide, 
Mr. Holbert, who never before ex
perienced anything of the sort, went 
down to the river, crossed on the ice, 
went across the snow "fields to the 
head of the island. He crossed back 
once or twice, feeling that he had not 
arrived at the proper place. Finally 
he stopped and began to dig in the 
snow. Like a revelation, a portion 
of the body was uncovered and he 
realized that he had found it In a 
most miraculous way.

"Holbert is a «-plain everyday 
farmer and is not troubled with any 
hallucinations about spirits. He told 
his story about this one in plain, 
frank way, and seemed as much sur- 
surprlsed about it as do his friends.” 
—The Sun, Williamsport, Pa., Jan. 
10.

THE WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN THE LIKE.

The world never before has m-ch 
tile like of it, aim maybe never will 
again. Who ever thought of publish
ing book after boos, tirst-dass in all 
respects, and sending them out for 
less than actual cost? For twenty- 
five cents you gel.onc of our premium 
hooks neatly bound iu cloth, sem to 
you, postage prepaid, j These premium 
books are especially valuable. Just 
think of it, those who have bought 
one each year, the whole cost to them 
is only $3.50, whereas if they had pro
cured them from bookstores, they 
would have had to pay not less than

Strange Warning to Mother Whose 
Son Went Down in Mid-Ocean.— 
Irrefutable Evidence of Spirit Con
trol Inducing the Vision.
Apropos ot the story of the long- 

overdue Mount Royal there was.recall
ed last week an incident, in connection 
with the ill-fated City of Boston, 
which left ^w York in the winter 
of 1869-70, calling at Halifax, and of 
which nothing' more was heard until 
there floated ashore in Cornwall, Eng., 
on Feruary 11 a -board stating that 
the ship was sinking. It was remem
bered that on that ship was a son of 
the late Hon. Mr. Kenny.

Jhere 'was still another Halifax 
young man on 'that unfortunate ship 
and in référencé to his death there is. 
related airitistsiicfe of the movement 
of one of those mysterious forces, the 
exlstence,'&f which it is impossible to 
deny éveil although one cannot ex
plain thein. Hé" was a son of the late 
Senator Andersbii, who was one of the 
earliest éétiatorB1 and Was à wéll-

. nt . 91 - ; - ' . ■. .

known figure in Ottawa in the early 
days.

The' young man was in delicate 
health and a sea voyage was recom
mended by his phsician. Passage 
was secured for him In the City of 
Boston and he sailed away to his 
death. He was the owner of a New
foundland dog and the two were in
separable. On the day his master 
sailed the dog retired to his kennel 
and refusing food and every endeavor 
to coax him out, remained" there until • 
he diéd. About the time ot the dog's 
death Mrs. Anderson awoke one night, 
wakened, her husband and said: "We 
will never see Wíllié again.” Sena
tor Anderson endeavored to reassure 
her, remarking that she was probably 
overwrought, by grief at the absence 
of her son; but she insisted, saying: 
"I saw him go down and as he sank 
beneath the waves he called ‘Mother,’ 
and'I saw him no more. You may d,e- 
pend on it I am right and we. shall 
never see him again.”

Later events justified the mother’s 
insistent.belief in the verity of her 
vision.—The' Ottawa, Canada, -Even
ing journal, Jan. 17, 1998.

wide gulf between $3.50 and $15.00.
Some new subscribers, anxious to 

get something for alrfolntely nothing 
have sent on $1.00 for Ilie paper for 
one year and 25 cents for cndi of the 
premium books, making $4.50 for the 
books and paper one year. We would 
actually lose on the books in cash nt 
least $1.50, thus wo would be sending 
the paper and books out at an actual 
LOSS to us of $1.00! We cun't do 
that kind of business, ruinous in the 
extreme. Tlie new subscriber can 
select any ONE of the Premium Books 
for.4,wenty-flve cents, but when lie or
ders more, tho price, for self-protec
tion to ôur pocket books is increased.

In sending out these premiums for 
less tlinn cost, we have formed the 
NUCLEI'S of a library in thousands 
of homes where the FOURTEEN 
PREMIUM BOOKS now rest, doing 
their missionary. w°rk.

While we are doing tills magnificent 
work in behalf of our GLORIOUS 
CAUSE, we ask the cordial co-opera
tion of every Spiritualist to just make 
a little sacrifice also and extend the 
circulation o,’ The Progressive 
Thinker. A little sacrifice on your 
part will double it-s circulation, and 
in that proportion do a much greater 
good.

which lie set bn the table iu the mjd- 
-lie of the room. He then seemed ob
livious to the presence of Miss Alvo. J, 
and to her, in the dream, his conduct 
seemed perfectly natural. He dug his 
bauds into the crock and brought 
thein out filled with gold pieces. He 
emptied the crock on tlie table and 
began to stack and count tlie money. 
He made separate slacks of English 
and American coins and of the differ
ent denominations. He made figures 
on a slip of paper, which he totalled 
and put in his pocket.

Then the visitor, put tlie money 
back into the crock and crawled into 
the oven. Miss Alvord peered in and 
saw him wall up the crock with bricks 
and mortar which were waiting. The 
oven is six feet deep and tbe new wall 
was scarcely noticeable in the groat 
depth. When all had been seen red 
the man closed the iron door. Then 
Miss Alvord woke up.

When she met her brother nt 
breakfast she told him tho story. The 
vividness of her dream had frlgiiicned 
her. But she insisted that her broth
er attack the wall of the oven. She 
was confident that lid would find the 
stone crock and the treasure. He 
laughed at her, but to humor went at 
the wall with a crowbar. The-first 
light blow went through the wall. 
A,few blows demolished it, and there 
lay a crock such as the woman had' 
seen in her dream.

$4,000 in Gold in the Crock.
The excitement of the sister and 

brother knew no bounds. They 
dragged out the crock and opened it, 
and before their eyes lay gold. They 
emptied it on Ihe kitchen table—a 
table made generations ago out of a 
slab of pine. They counted the 
money.

In the heap of gold was four thous
and and some odd dollars. The stacks 
weighed eighteen pounds on a grocer's 
scales.

The hoard belonged to Silas Al
vord, the grandfather, in all proba
bility. He was the fast of the family 
to work an iron forgS on the place. 
He made anchors, anchor chains and 
other Implements. When he died, in 
1837, it was thought he had a fortune. 
Apparently, however, he-left tiothing 
but the farm, valuable in itself. Then 
his relatives thought he had lost his- 
money in wildcat banks.

Miss Alvord’s story of the strange '/ 
dream and of the finding of the hoard / 
of gold was told about the country-.,1. •• 
side, and all day yesterday neighbor^ 
heard her repeat it and looked in the 
oven and saw where the bricks had - _ 
been removed.—New York World;
Jan. 21, 1908. ; “

A ^Reniinder of Duty..

Why will not persons learn that in 
addressin^lettqFs or postals to others 
for informiaoikn'they should always 
inclose at least« 2-cent stamp to pay 
postage for7 a rlsply; and, better, two 
oLihem, to include cost of envelope 
and paper. The person addressed, 
taxed with time to write,is sufficiently 
burdenetLin the interest of a stranger, 
Without being taxed with-postage and 
incidentals. s. .

Miss Lucy Alvord, of Taylortown, N. 
J., told her brother, Claude, on Sun-- 
day morning that her grandfather, 
who died in 1837, came to her in a 
dream the night before, appearing so 
natural that, although she had never 
seen a picture of him, she reêognlzed 
him from her mother's description. He 
was middle aged and wore a beard. In 
thé dream he seemed to shake Miss 
Alvord and aroiise her. Sheltered at 
him afid was about to speak, but he 
indicated silence a?hd motioned her 
to follow him. . • '

She followed him Into thé kitchen of 
the house, a wing that was built long 
before the Revolution. The house it
self has been occupied by the Alvord 
family for five generations. ' - -

Poured Gold on. the Table.

Drifting Away froih tbb Church.'e--
Hear, oh, heaven, and give ear, oh, 

earth! A Jew has been elected mayor 
of Rome, and Catholics mourn! With ' 
a population of over half a million, an 
bverwhelmiing majority, some say 95 
per cent Catholic, the Jew candidate,' 
who denies Jesus, was elected by ».five 
times as many votes as his Catholic 
opponent. Great God! To what’is- 
the world trending?

The Catholic organ in Rome says;
“The strugglers not’onTy'political', 

but religious as well, in this war de
clared against the Eternal Clty^itA 
faith, its traditions, and the. sent!-/ 
ments of its true sons now tyrannized 
over by foreign sojourners’'in the 
city.” ' . ’ j-h

' Other advices say Jthe election ' was 
brought about by a coalition against 
the-priesthood.

The American clergy will, do well to 
no$e the direction the world is drift
ing, and keep their .hands oft from po-

tifò

»
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IT WAS A BOY!
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THOUGHTS.
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Good

i "The Molecular Hypothesis of Na-

ual influences. Free from all theo- 1 
rles of superstition. By Prof. W. M. | < 
Lockwood. Price 25 cents. Ij

watering, monopoly and ¡other meth-

*2

“aij injury to one is the concern 
all.” They bind thqmsglves to 
dismal iron-clad creed?. They have 
infallible books except the Book

Of 
no 
no 
of 
to

Twixt 
Sweeter

mystic hour of shadows, 
the twilight and the dark, 
e’en .than morning’s glory,

OPERATED
ON CONTINGENT FEE.

de- 
He

ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirlt-

Report of the Work Done by 
Good Workers.

bds of acquisition without rendering 
an «nuiraient therefor. “Individual-

In Order to Produce the Angel of the 
House, Hypnotic Aid* was Invoked. 
■—Mother’ Wished for u Girt, But, 

. Father Has Recourse to Science, 
Which Succeeds in Influencing Her 
Will.

Spiritualists are/tjie moSt progress
ive people-in, the'world. Their the
ology. is’ as broad ,asz the Infinite Uni
verse, They' recognize' every human 
being as a brother--®, sipter. To them

They have 
real wealth 

are para- 
much their

manipulating money, 
added little If any 
to, the world. They 
gîtes. It is not so

Nature. They are ever ready 
change old , errors fof newly-dlgcov-

W 1, 1908.

Unrestricted Individualism
A Californian Has Some Trenchant Criticisms 

On the Present Status.of Our Cause.

Spiritualists on^matters of religious 
pelief generally scorn all authority 

Ifepd prefer instead to exercise 
Ahelr own unrestricted individualism, 
fti’heie piobably is no), one single point 

belief on which all are absolutely 
agreed, unless It be the immortality 
bf (the soul, but this generalLpolnt 
of agreement is being questioned by 
Bonle, who say: “If a person has no 
desire nor longing for a future life, 
he dies—body and soul—at death.”

On minor points of belief the; dlf- 
dlfferences become much greater. 
Scarcely two Spiritualists, can be 
round Who'can’harmonize on any one.

t. nofot. As .each person has a differ- 
wPt' Point of view, and also differs as 
pp mental capacity and judgment, fie 
naturally arrives at different conclus
ion? as to what Is evidence. But it 
■eannot be contradicted that the mii- 
lions of earth( mediums Included) are 
on a common level when it comes to 
discern beneath the surface of, things. 
"Juny, very many, no doubt see the 
OA8TLES OF THEJR OWN CREA
TIONS wjien they' claim to see things 
pplritual?' and when they talk -know
ingly about "obsession,” “material!1-' 
zatlon,” “reincarnation,” “evil spir
its," would it not be exceedingly Inter- 
fiBtingi ln a single Instance, to kww? 
t-he facts that support the above cate*
fcory of terms, now constantly floating 
before the mental vision of Spirltual- 

. íats?. ’
Can you imagine a person gazing 

■.at ¿ distant scene, so far away that 
^tot one thing can be seen plainly? 
AH objects to his vision are appar
ently blended together in the greatest 
confusion and conveys no intelligence 
to his mind; but he takes up a tele- 

- ?copb to assist his vision, and what 
before was obscure, now becomes 
Blear; outlines recede and assume 
Styapoaud perspective; he sees what 
moves and what is stationary, and has 
an intelligible idea of what he saw. 
Is there any class of people in the 
¡world to-day, do you think, more in 

\ need of a SPIRITUAL TELESCOPE 
f.han Spiritualists? Many of them 
Rie afflicted with a haziness of vision 
approaching to blindness, and there- 
ipre they retain a confused idea of 
What they Bee, leading them into a 
thousand errors in matters of belief. 
Consequently the spirit world, to 

'many, is not a place whence ail good 
.things flow; but a place in some re- 
-spects to be dreaded, peopled with 
pvil, atrocious spirits, lower in being 
than the common swine of earth, yet 
greater in power than the jumping 
imps and hobgoblins of old Theology

At the head of all departments of 
knowledge are persons who' because 
of their natural talent and far-sight
edness, become authorities. It Is 
recognized everywhere that they 
Enow more than the common mind 
with no special trali^ig. Hence, we 
have Darwin and ablution, Tyndall 
and physics, Huxley and biology, 
Sponcer and logic, Fowler and phre
nology, and likewise in every other 
department of knowledge are there 
persons voicing the latent light. Now 
would it not be extremely foolish 
for the ordinary pprson with no spe
cial training to constitute himself an 
authority on matters he had not 
studied and had no faculties to 
Study; and I likewise maintain that 
the gretit majority of mediums and 
expounders of Spiritualism, who are 
trying to answer psychical questions 

.. Of great import have no special knowl- 
■ edge nor faculty sufficient to obtain 

, ¡reliable data to warrant them to form 
Independent conclusions, and they 
ought, in the interest of truth, to ac
cept the conclusions arrived at, about 
important questions, by those seers 
anfl philosophers we call authorities.

’ But you ask: “What is truth in 
Spiritualism, and who are its true 
teachers? Where shall we commence 
to seek exact knowledge among the 
thousand conflicting theories and spec
ulations entertained by Spiritual
ists?”

We have no infallible teaching, but 
there are signs by which you mpy 
Snow the true teachers. They are 
modest, and. make but little noise in 
the world; their teachings are sober 
and philosophical, and appeal more to 
the reason than fo the Imagination. 

’. This is one reasbn, no doubt, why they 
■ arc partly neglected, for the shallow, 

sensational production of Spiritualis- 
,tic romancers, who generally succeed 
In keeping themselves prominently 
before the public. This latter class 

. are* not generally modest; they are 
,-quttc positive that what they.teach Is 
absolute truth; they could not be mis
taken. • Some claim great psychic 
powers, and aré a powerful lever in 
the hands of ¿pirita to .turn the world 
upside down-; all are very important 

) and about to perform something 
*< great. Some again have long -legs 
''and tramp around the globe In fever
ish haste, telling their latest meiium- 
istic experience (probably Washing
ton or Napoleon had just material
izad in full uniform, at Mrs. Legerde
main’s seance); miracle upon miracle 
is crowded into their dally lives, while 
the ordinary mind wonders—What 
next? »

Among the leaders In thought of 
every branch, is there a general agree
ment-on main Issues,'but on minor 
points they differ. 'This is accounted 
for by the Idiosyncrasies of each, and 
because of a difference of point of 
view. Accordingly, there is a general 
agreement between Darwin and Wal
lace on evolution;, between Tyndall 
and Huxley on physics;’between An
drew Jackson Davis, Marla ,M. King 
and Hudson Tuttle on Spiritualism. 

JA. J. Davis exemplifies What the mind 
can accomplish in the “superior con
dition” without the aid. of spirits; 
Maria King and Hudson Tuttle ’ex
emplify what can be done In the me- 
diumlstlc state with the aid of spirits.

The Harmonía! Philosophy! (by A. 
J. ftavls) being the most comprehens
ive and all-absorbing system of spir
itual thought as yet published to the 
world, _should be accepted by Spir
itualists on general principles. As It 
deals with 'almost every question of 
the day, including Spiritualism, it 
would supply,a-central point as meet- 

, Ing-ground for all Spiritualists. It 
would be the means of ending all 
our petty differences by directing our 
minds toward general principies. We 
would soon become a power Ip the 
world by all working la harmony to-

gether In various ways, but for wor
thy ends.- We would be able to elim
inate the sordid features that now op
press us and work so much injury in 
the world. We would be the gainer 
in every way, as intelligent people, 
take the lead in everything pertaining 
to education and,progress?

It cannot be denied that Spiritual
ism has had great opportunities; it 
had, and still has the brightest minds 
in its fold; It has no enslaving dogma 
to retard its growth; It opens up 
grand visions for mankind beyond the 
-narrow confines qf earth, and R Is the 
first religion based upon pereonal ob- 
servgtlon qnd experience-; yet to -tel!' 
the tijuth, 'with .all those advantages 
it is fo many respects a failure. The 
Lyceum is almost wholly neglected. 
Our periodicals receive too little sup
port; societies are no sooner formed 
than they commence to disintegrate. 
They have become n temporary rest
ing place for the curious, who drop 
In, look, around, get a few. “tests," 
and depart elsewhere for more sta
ble food, We have no real education 
for the millions. The great questions 
of tlie day do not interest ub, or are 
neglected. We have no concerted ef
fort, In humanitarian work. We are 
constantly interrogating the other 
world with foolish questions, and we 
are constantly receiving foolish an
swers.

Selfish money-making schemers 
have sought the advice of spirits In 
their business, but it has proved a 
failure. Spiritualists are doing the 
same thing; many of them have, con
sequently, sad experiences, and have 
to learn their lessons in their many 
disappointments. We have demon
strated conclusively that the Iflgh 
privilege of communion with -spirits 
cannot be lightly abused. The light 
of Modern Spiritualism shone bright 
but for a short time; then it com
menced to vanish like it has previ
ously done in the history of the world, 
to return again no doubt, when man
kind can appreciate so high a privi
lege and so great a blessing. , ■

But our movement need not any 
longer be a failure; it is our privilege 
to remedy our defects and profit by 
them. The Harinonial Philosophy is 
not Infallible (its author suyu it is 
not), but it probably contains more 
truth than any other system of spir
itual thought. It is singularly lifted 
as a Bible for Spiritualists, as it con
tains our best teaching, and much 
more, but excliiflcH our errors. It 
would take centuries before the most 
advanced among us should grow be
yond it. There is a rare sweetness, 
almost a fascination about it. ’ Every
body, contemplating it gets elevated 
and becomes’ belter. It interests all 
and broadens their views by giving 
them a real education, good enough 
for Jills world as well as for the next. 
We should not be less Spiritualistic 
nor take less interest in a legitimate 
spiritual intercourse, but the eternal 
law und a fitness of things would for- 
evej. regulate it. We can associate 
and become a power In the world, not 
on infallible dogma, but ou interior 
ideas and general principles.

P. A. JENSEN.
Los'Angeles, Cal.

Ushered in by. soaring lark.
Tender thoughts of absent loved ones, 

Fill our hearts in such an hour, 
(Ve Would bring them nearer, nearer, 

Closer still, had we the power.
“Absent loved ones”—words so ten

der.
Heaven-blest, so fraught with love; 

Friendship pure and love unchanging, 
Turn our thoughts to heaven above.

And as we gaze with humble joy
Into the vast, blue space above, 

And note with joy each bright star 
shine,

Fit emblem of a Father’s iQve,
Our thoughts return With lightning 

speed,
To friends so dear? now far nway, 

And yet whose presence we may fpel 
In this calm hour, at close of day.

LOU ELLA YOUNG.
Camden, Maine.

Will you kindly allow a portion of 
your valuable space for a report of the 
work being done for the cause we all 
love In'.Tampa, Fla?

Wé have secured the new hall lately 
erected by the I. O. O. F. on Florida 
avenue, between Cass and Tyler 
streets. It’is a very beautiful hall, 
and beiûg new, there are no bad in
fluences to overcome.

On Sunday, Dec. 22, Brother John 
F. Ireland, by authority of the board 

‘of managers of the JN. S. A., was 
ordained a minister of the gospel of 
Spiritualism, Rev.-George P. Colby,' 
of Lake Helen being moderator. The 
ceremony was very -impressive, and 
had its due effect upon the large audi
ence assembled. After the above cer
emony, Brother Colby delivered' an 
eloquent address, suitable for the oc
casion. Brother Colby has many 
warm admirers here, and is assured, of 
large and appreciative audiences 
whenever he may be with us, '..

On Sunday, Dec.. 29, Brother Ire
land discoursed upon Religion and 
Politics. : At times, during the dis
course, the-audience was so enthused 
that it .was with difficulty they could 
retain their seats.

Upon both of, the above occasions 
our venerable' brother, Dr. J. M. Pee
bles, occupied a sea^ in thé audience. 
After each discoùrse he pronounced 
them “grand, very grand.” We feel 
elated: that one with the Doctor’s ex
perience and knowledge should enjoy 
and then give ' expression of praise 
to the two speakers.

During thé week between Jan. 5 
and 12, Brother Ireland ministered to 
the spiritual wants of-the citizens of 
Sdtasota. He reports -having good 
meetings, attended by some of the 
orthodox divines, one of whom, In a 
private conversation, displayed moth

Spiritualists the Pioneers 
In Every Reform Movement

Another Ai^h eEnemy to M to Be Van-
He Has tlie Money Now, and the 

Folgerp Are Happy Barents
of a Baby. Boy. -

: As set forth In ' the New York. 
World:

Pre-natal hypnosis las a factor in sex 
control, it was announced yesterday, 
has had a remarkably successful de
monstration in this city. The subject 
of the experiment is Mrs. H. A. Folgen. 
of No. 29 East Sixty-third street. THE 
OPERATING PSYOHIST is Gustav A. 
Gayer of No. 131 West Sixty-third 
street.

Following hypno-suggestion treat
ment that lasted about a year, the ob
ject of which was a male child, Mrs. 
Folgen' has become the mother of a 
boy baby. He is healthy, well formed, 
weighs .something more, than ten 
pounds and awakes the echoes of the 
neighborhood with proofs of his sound 
lungs. He is the little creature that 
his father wanted when he engaged 
Dr. Gayer, who took the. case on a 
contingent fee. Dr. Gayer pointed 
with pride to a boy and the bill was 
paid. A noteworthy feature of the 
scientific achievement, says the psych- 
ist, is that the subject of the experi
ment had pinned ier faith to a daugh- 
ter, while her husband, for reasons not 
made known,^desired a son.

Mrs. Folgen is twenty-four years' 
old. She was placed under the treat
ment of Dr. Gayer about three month«'' 
before the wedding. He gave fier tile 
first prenatal hypno-suggestion on Jan. 
15, 1907. it was glven’ln his labora
tory in the presence of several Amer
icans and Europeans interested In this
braneh of science. Dr. Folgen 
scribed the treatment yesterday, 
said:

Treatment Mother Underwent.
The subject was put to sleep

hypnotic power, which is'no longer a 
thing about whieh the enlightened 
mind- raises any question. When she 
was in a cataleptic state I began to 
grope for a hold on her sub-conscious
ness. To get such a hold is the most 
difficult part of the task.

"1 am expounding only an ele
mentary principle when I say that to 
control the subconscious being Is to 
control tlie whole lifting. It is the sub
consciousness, the alter ego, that 
makes or mars à life. You may for 
want of a clearer term call it the 
dream that is ever with us. .The 
dream of to-day 1b the reality of to
morrow. A woman about to be mar
ried will have a subconsciousness very 
busy on the fact. Thus I found a door 
to the part of her mentality that I 
could shape to an end and finally cen
tre).

"In due course, after the marriage, 
1 said to her one day when she was in 
the cataleptic sleep, “Anna, your child 
will be a boy.” There was resent
ment of this, for a boy was not the 
first wish of her dawning motherhood. 
But 1 had sounded the keynote, and I 
sounded it again and again, until ehe 
too chimed in’. After that in her sub
consciousness the desire for a boy was 
as^trqng as her husband’s.

Eaij^f Evidence of Success.
“The subconscious self rules the 

physical phase of the human quantity, 
us well as the spiritual. It was not 
long before I obtained material evi
dence of this. Immediately preceding 
the first hypno-suggestion treatment of 
Mrs. Folgen blood was drawn from 
the subject. Under test it indicated 
3,500,000 red corpuscles. The red 
corpsdes In the blood are Its element 
of virility. On the same date under 
hypnosis a blood test was made, and 
it indicated an increase of 200,000 
red corpuscles. Thereafter the in
crease was steady. / Blood tests were 
made from time to time until ,by re
peated hypnotic suggestion in line 
with the result an average of 5,000,- 
000 red corpuscles was reached, a con
dition maintained for several months 
preceding the birth-of the boy.”

Mrs. Folgen said yesterday It was 
true that at first her wish was for a 
daughter, but this changed as she con
tinued under the hypno-suggestion 
treatment to an overwhelming de
sire for a son.

interest, and admitted the truth of 
Spiritualism. ~

Brother Ireland has another call 
but will not divulge it to your cor
respondent. But his great anxiety 
that his certificate of- ordination 
should arrive before his departure 
leads us to suppose there ‘are two 
hearts wishing to be joined together. 
' On Sunday, Jan. 5th, Dr. Peebles 
commenced his services to our. so-' 
ciety for the month. Wh"at shall we

-say? What can we say in regard to 
the venerable pilgrim? It wohld seem 
a sacrilege for us to attempt a report 
of his discourses. We cannot criti
cise them, because they are. above 
criticism. We feel that we have been 
made better men and women by his 
teachings. The parting will soon 
come, and we well know there will tie 
some who will miss him sorely. For 
our own part, we cannot and will not 
say farewell. We must meet''again, 
if not in this sphere, then in the 
higher one, where we hope and pray, 
that it may be our privilege to Bit 
at his feet, and partake of his love 
and .wisdom. Oh,’ no, we cannot say 
f arewelL

’ Out Wednesday’ evening cohfer- 
ence meetings are well attended, and 
enjoyed by all. --

Last Sunday evening we- had with 
ub Brother ’’George Letford, -the 
"drummer medium,” who delivered 
loving* RCessages to many in .-.the 
audience, all of ; which were! recog
nized.- He will be .With us again soon. 
We, one and all; love, the brother.

At a late business meetings your 
humble servant was . chosen as secre
tary, many thinking he could dp more 
good for the cause In that capacity. 
Hope their choice may prove to be 
wise. ■ ■ .

WM. E. E. KATES, Secy., 
First Spiritualist Society, 

Tampa, Fla.

quighed.—A Striking Array of Facts 
for Serious Consideration.

ered truth? They imilii, no great 
church houses where the poor are not 
welcome and where envy,, and pride, 
and selfishness are nurtured, 'but they 
everywhere meet in Nature’s temple 
—in beautiful groves where the air 
is pure, where thé birds sing, and 
where they can commune with Nature 
and come èn rapport with unseen 
spirit Intelligences. ,
' Spiritualists have always been, and 
are now, found in the front ranks 
working for every ’ reform. They, 
have fought and won great battles for 
humanity in the. past. They will lead 
many reform movements In the fu
ture. The next great enemy of man
kind to be attacked and vanquished is 
Plutocracy: Special privileges, child 
slavery, and economic greed. What
ever is detrimental to society finan
cially, economically or socially, Is In
jurious to humanity morally, spirit
ually, and these Spiritualists will op
pose.

Lét us briefly outline the present 
condition of things in this country and 
call attention to the necessity for Spir
itualists to prepare for the great 
struggle with Plutocracy, that a “gov
ernment of the peole, by the people 
and for the people may not perish 
from the earth:”

There is in the United States a to
tal' amount of about $2,700,000,000. 
The banks are Indebted to their de
positors to the amount of about $12,- 
000,000,000, or nearly five times 
more than all the money in the coun
try. If there should be a hudden 
"run” of depositors on the banks for 
their money the banks could not pay 
five cents on the dollar. ’ =

Again, the American people are 
practically bankrupt. The borrowing 
classes owe the money-loaning classes 
about $70,000,000|000, or over twen
ty-five times more than all the money 
in the country. These debts, it Is es
timated, bear an ’average rate of in
terest of five per cent, or an interest 
crop of th|rty-five hundred millions 
($3,500,000,000). . The money-loan- 
ing c|ass is reaping from the borrow
ing class n crop pf annual interest 
which exceeds the value of all the sta
ple farm products of the country. 
One of two things m‘ust occur: First, 
& few capitalists will, in .a few years 
own all the wealth; or, second, the 
country will go into bankruptcy and 
financial ruin. ' Our banking and 
financial system is defective to the 
çore. It carries within it the seeds 
or its own destruction. It is a clever 
scheme through which a parasite 
class, producing nothing, can legally 
rob the industrial wealth-producing 
class. Every child is taught the de
sirableness of getting into the parasite 
class and to scbemexfor profits, and 
“profits" means jo take, in every busi
ness transaction, more than you give. 
It means to get something for nothing. 
Labor produces wealth, but dollars do 
not. They are Inanimate things. Dol
lars should not be invested with legal 
power to expand themselves and pro
duce other dollars.. The giving to 
them that power has created the J.ap- 
root of the noxious weed that may 
destroy the country. Money should 
be nothing more than a medium of 
exchange. It should contain no In
trinsic values. There is no more rea
son for making dollars from gold and 
silver to measure values, than that 
yard-sticks should be manufactured 
from those metals. The so-called 
great millionaire financiers have 
amassed ■ mountains of wealth by

fault as it is the defectiveness of the 
system. Our entire business sys
tem (called individualism) is based 
on the proposition of "every fellow for 
himself and may the devil take the 
hindmost." Manufacurers must adul
terate their goods, give short weights 
and crowd down wages or be crowded 
out of business by their competitors. 
The whole system appeals to the self
ish, the sordid, the cunning in man. 
If there are? ten honestly Inclined 
business men or manufacturers in a 
community, and one who is tricky and 
dishonest, adulterates his goods, gives 
short measurements, etc., the nine 
honest men are forced to be dishonest 
also or be"- forced out of bust-, 
ness: Competition, is not the 
life of honest • trade, but is 
death- to good goods, fair deal
ing, and justice to, the ¿wage-working 
clasges. Our'banking,, system is as' 
weak as a rope of sand:. The depos
itor leaves his.money.in,,the bank for 
safety, but IWot’ safe., A few H:3r- 
rulous old women;,.or the antlcs of & 
few'Wall Street stock ¡gamblers can 
start influences, which, „frill suspend 
every bank in America,;and plunge a 
nation Into financial.ruin, A. great' 
crisis is inevitable if the American 
people long pursuetthe enurae we have 
followed the past fifty years. A half 
century ago the !i,'proaucing' classes 
■owned 67% per cent ¡¡of the total 
wealth of the nation. Now that class 
owns about 15 per ’cent St it. The to
tal wealth is. estimhtefUilt $110,<j00';- 
,000,000. ■ The moneyi ,lenders( the 
•profit-taking ' schejners,(! the stock-' 

' waterers, the parasites, own all of 
that colossal sum except about 15 per 
cent of it. Over forty, millions of the 
American people pay.no taxes and are 
practically propertyless, md they are 
the peopie, too, who, by their labor, 
create al! the wealth. Twenty-five 
thousand “capitalists” own more prop
erty than eighty millions. They got 
it through interest,’ profits, stock-

ists” say there are equal'opportuni
ties to all. That Is not true. There 
are2,000,000of children being worked 
like slaves in the mills,, factories and 
mines. Are their opportunities equal 
to thqje of the children of the rich? 
II nobody produced wealth and every
body engaged In exploiting men the 
nation would Boon be destroyed. / indi
vidualist}) clamors Tor the privilege of 
a few Individuals to acquire private 
ownership of the’'entire wealth of the 
nation if they can get It by virtue of 
wealth. They preach the philosophy 
“qf the survival of the fittest,” and 
the “fittest” are understood to be the 
most selfish .and crafty. This doctrine 
promises rich rewards for exploitation 
and provides poverty and jails for the 
honest workers whom the individual
ists name “the unflttest,”

In every state in the Union individ
ualists have enacted “vagrancy laws.” 
Under these statutes, poverty is a 
crime., Any man without visible 
means of support, though he be an 
honest man seeking employment, can 
be arrested as a vagrant, and be put 
in a chain-gang; and in many states 
a police officer can inflict this penalty 
without action of court or jury. The 
cup of the iniquity of the American 
nation Is nearly filled. Soon the com
petitive system of individualism will 
totter to its fall. Nature and eiernal 
justlde has so decreed. No civiliza
tion can be built permanently on self
ishness, greed, Injustice, and the right 
of one man to rob his fellow man of 
all or part of the fruits of his labor 
and then punish him asa criminal after 
he has robbed him. Go-operation and 
a "square deal” must take the place- 
of “Indlvuallsm," or the nation will be 
destroyed. Reciprocity is the law of 
heaven and earth. We must have a 
new financial and industrial system, 
the chief corner-stone of which is: 
“Every able-bodied adult shall ren
der some useful service to the world, 
by head or hand, and shall, individ
ually, receive for that service the full 
product of his labor, less only what is 
necessary to maintain the common
wealth.” Speculation, interest, and 
profit must be abolished, for these are 
but respectable names for acquiring 
property without rendering any equiv
alent therefor. Great problems are 
now confronting us. Our financial 
system threatens to go to pjeces. We 
will, before long, have millions of the 
unemployed. If we would avoid chaos 
and anarchy some forward steps must 
be immediately taken toward the col
lective ownership and operation of 
those things which should be owned 
collectively. Let all national banks
be made national In 
government own and 
and all depositors 
against loss. Let the

fact. Let the 
manage them 

i.e guaranteed 
American peo-

pie enter upon a well defined and per
sistent system of acquiring collective 
ownership of public utilities and in
augurate new enterprises providing 
employment to all willing to work. 
This process not to be discontinued 
until all productive property is owned 
by the people collectively. "Let the 
-nation own the trusts." “United we 
stand, divided we fall." We cannot 
expect the orthodox churchXo agitate 
these great questions. They are in 
the grip of Plutocracy, besides they 
always oppose new reform movements 
until such movements triumph in 
spite of them. We may not expect the 
professional politician to lead us in 
the right direction. It remains for 
Spiritualists and philanthropic Liber- 
alists to lead the way to a higher and 
.better civilization. ■ R. A. DAGUE.

1375 Acoma St., Denver, Col.

Rev. Edna O. McCarthcy Working in 
the West.

To the Editor: I been trav
eling for a season through a part of 
Kansas and Oklahoma, spaaldng 
wherever I could, and working in the 
cause of truth. I have found people 
in several places responsive to the 
call of honest workers; in truth, “the 
harvest is ready,, but workers are 
few,” owing to the fact that In 
places of any note there is found a 
city ordinance exacting a fee bf frdm 
$2 to per day for fortune telling, 
and-to which is coupled the gift of 
clairvoyance, which hits Spiritual'me
diums who are compelled to give 
readings and spirit messages so as to 
make their living. e.

It matters not how much interest 
they have awakened in the minds of 
the people,-for the more such Interest 
is shown, the harder comes down the 
hand of the law, making claims to 
protect the dear people from fakirs 
,and frauds. Yet the greatest fraud 
who is willing to “scale“ these city 
officers, can fiefraud the people all 
they please, skip out, and the suf
ferers have no redress. All cry out 
against Spiritualism. The officers 
laugh and the people are mad because 
they have been fooled. I. .

While we were at Independence, 
Kansas, a woman there passed as a 
spiritual medium who stoops to any 
practice necessary to make money in 
the name of Spiritualism. The only 
way that this can be stopped is by 
organization. The mayor of Inde
pendence seems kindly disposed. He 
said if the Spiritualists of the place 
would organize a society they could 
protect their mediums, otherwise he 
could do nothing. There was a sail 
for organization there, but,I didn’t get 
the papers from the State in time. 
Being under heavy expense, 1 could 
not remain long enough to accom
plish the work.

Those who are willing to go to 
these towns, should be paid at least 
enough to cover expenses sb they can 
remain long enough to do some good. 
Other places where we have been we 
have found our •^beautiful oapse 
crushed by women posing as medi
ums, even claimingxordination by the 
National Association, who rolled on 
the floor, “whooped” under the ob
session of what they claim to be an 
Indian, but which is nothing more 
than a well-acted game to entice. 
coarse minded people to come and see 
the show of spirit return, as she puts 
it.

At Nodesley I was well received. 
The use of the Opera House was do
nated, and o\er 200 people greeted 
me for three Sunday evenings, who, 
previous to our coming, were ashamed 
to say they were Spiritualists because 
of the manner it has been presented 
there. The ordination of some of the 
workers have been made by some one 
traveling In the name of the National 
Association. Of course he had no 
right to ordain any one. The name 
was given us, but we have forgotten 
it; can get it if required. He would 
have ordained a drunkard, If a'gen
tleman there who is a Spiritualist, hud 
not prevented him. lie received a 
fee of $5 from those whom lie or
dained.

At Chanute, on the same railroad 
line, 1 spoke two evenings to a < rowd- 
ed hall, and was well received and 
patronized; this is also another good 
place to have a society.

I believe if the National and Slate 
Associations could assist ’some good 
speakers and test mediums in staying 
in some of these places long enough 
to hold the people together, some 
good work could be accomplished.

Oklahoma has no State Association, 
but one could be readily organized, 
if one could give his time to the work. 
I am to speak at Bartleville, Okla., 
this month, and 1 hear that quite an 
interest awaits me there. Were I 
only physically strong, I feel that 
eveii alone I could make things move 
our way; as it is i have to move slow.

Letters desiring my services will 
reach me if directed to Claremore, 
Okla. c

With love and God speed to all the 
workers, and to your splendid paper.

REV. EDNA C. McCARTHEY.

EYESIGHT RESTORED
Eyeglasses May Be Abandoned, 

A Wonderful Discovery That Corrects
AfllicUons of the Eye With-1 

out Cutting or
Drugging,

Thera is no need tor rutting,drugging or prob
ing the aye tor the relief of most forms of dis 
ease, as a new method—Uie Acllnu treatment:- 

has been discovered wMc-h 
ellmluntos the necessity of 

■ former torturous methods 
j There Is no risk or uecos- 
; shy of experimenting, as 
many people repofthavlng 
bo n cured of failing eye
sight. cataracts, granulat- 

' 011 aU11 otllu“’ u-tHlc- 
btothrmwt®??«anev -Pronounced incu a-bin, through this grand discovery. * 
c£r^en.^“l"®r’ ^USK“' Pf tho Keforiged 
vdur*A.’.H?i 6 PP11’ ,0<b“1-’ Writes:-“So far 
youj Actlnu JiRs.doue mo good and mv ovt'siu’ht- ’ SSI y¿’»proved and f hiveXd^ol t 

r 1, ,'“g’ ‘W WlSbt will bo restored." 
1?’ “'W®' Wateriorn, Wis., writes;- 

in yeaT3 “S?1 was taken whbjrltb fl* ™Ureyes and pearly went, blind and It was 
nP^roUon Would be accessary, r alintti,ortnH Act.?a lft8t April and It has taken 

adl^the inftamatlou out and my eyes ape now

9:,T'J’enningtou, special agent Mutual 
an9 Dtsurapoe Co,, KansusCHy, Mo.. ■ 

mlh198'. .(Ihvlng used Aofina for savoral years 
I cheorfuUy recommend It for the cure'of ryiu 
MeSnite? hdootlona; It cured my mother, 
ui Lwbai uuvs.

Hundreds of other testimonials Will ba sent 
on application. 'Actlna". is purely a home 
treatmeniand Belt-administered by the patlout 
and Is sent on trial postpaid* If you win send 
your name and amiress to the Actlua Am U. 
pllance lCo„ Dept M2B. 811 Walnut St., Ran- 
■as City, Mo., you w)ll receive absolutely free 
in’s)“““8 Vook‘ prote“or Wtison'a Treatise ' 
on Dlsoiue. -

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITIN&

“The World Beautiful.” First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beiuti- 
tui; Friendship;.Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; 1’hat Which Is to home.

"The World Beautiful.” Second 
7®ries- Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal' Beauty; Vibration; The Unseen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The’ Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am- 
etnyst; P^radisa Gloria.

After Her Death, a Story of a 
nuunuer,” This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known fu 
Europe after her death in Honolulu 

‘The Spiritual Significance.” Con- 
tains the lollowhig interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis- * 
ion and Achievement; lietween the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Coni- 
niunicution; The Gates of New Life.

"Front Dream to Vision of Life."
As the title implies, itearries one 

from the mortal to the immortal Hie; 
Full of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful.” Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; ’Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
file Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; 'Flic Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

"Tlie Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
hollow the Gleam.” Contents: Tho 
Golden Age 1 ,iea Onward; Discerning 
the Future; Tlie Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent.” Verses
10 ColI>e. This Ib Miss 

Whiting’s only 'book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

WORK IN CALIFORNIA.

Mrs. M. E, G. Howe, State Missionary, 
Gives an Account of Work.

Since last report from me in regard 
to work in California, In November, 
I would say we have held two mass 
meetings, one of three days in San 
Francisco, which were fairly well at
tended considering that it was Christ
mas week, and at the time when the 
great money question was at Its 
greatest uncertainty. We were as
sisted in the work of lectures by Mrs. 
Fatiny M. Place, of San Francisco, 
one of the missionaries for the State 
Association, Mrs. Mary A. Wells, Mrs. 
Sarah Seal, both loved and respected 
ministers of our cause, as well as 
State President Arthur S. Howe; and 
■myself? Message-bearers were Mrs. 
M. Hovet, Clara Mayo Jewitt, Mrs. 
Ann Sexton, each proving conclusive
ly that spirit return was true.

The week after Christmas we held 
a three-days’ session in the pretty 
church edifice of the First church of 
Oakland, and in the work was as
sisted by Mrs. L. Armstrong, a veteran 
worker, Mrs. C. A. Shaw, Mrs. Aman
da Smith, Mrs. Parsons and Mrs. 
Leowen; Mr. 'Howe and myself were 
thq only workers outside of the regu
lar workers ol this society to take 
part, pood .audience awaited’ each 
session, and the members were grate-r 
fuller the assistance.
-The Lyceum was also given much 

encouragement, and are determined 
to’contlnuef although no one te tak
ing’ the Responsibility-of conductor. 
During January I shaH act Ab the 
speaker for the First . Spiritual Un
ion of San Jose, and Mr. Howe will 
assist, when not engaged elsewhere. 
The First Spiritual Union held a me
morial, service in honor of our arisen' 
brother, Moses Hull, on Jan. 12, it 
being just one year since hi? body was 
laid at rest in this city. Tributes to 
hi,s memory were given by Arthur 8, 
Howe, John Harker, Mrs. Howe and' 
Mrs. Tillie Gunderson. A large por
trait of Mr. Hull occupied the ros
trum, which was appropriately deco
rated with Ivy, calla lilies, and beau
tiful flowers. Several of his favorite 
songs were sung by trio—Mr. Howe,, 
bass; Miss Linda Zink, alto; Mrs. Dr. 
Bock, soprano. (

On Sunday, - January 26, this so
ciety has invited all liberals to join, 
in all day services 4n honor of the

DOG DYING OF GRIEF 
FOR HIS

Has Refused Food and 
Her Death.

It appears from the

MISTRESS.

Drink Since

New York
Daily World that Puppy, an Irish ter
rier, who was for ten years the con-
stant companion 
Sackersdorff, an 
died of apoplexy 
dying of grief.

of Mme. Katrina 
opera singer, who 

on Jan. 5, is slowly 
For a week, accord-

ing to Gustav Sackersdorff, who^was 
the singer’s husband, the dog has re-., 
fused food and drink and spends 
night and day whining and crying for 
his departed mistress.

Mme. Sackersdorff and her husband 
lived at the Victoria Annex,Broadway 
and Twenty-sikth street. Mr. Sack
ersdorff still resides there. On Jan. 
5 the singer complained of feeling ill 
and sank into a chair. ’ Puppy imme
diately begjn to howl anU when a 
woman frciu one of the adjoining
rooms entered in response to 
Sackersdorff's call for aid the 
growled and barked viciously 
tried to drive the woman from 
side of the sick singer.

Mr. 
dog 
and- 
the

Mme. Sackersdorff died and Puppy 
was inconsolable. He took his place 
near the body and growled furiously 
when any one tried to remove him 
from the- room. Finally Mr. Sackers- 
dorff got him Into another room, 
where he was locked in until after the 
funeral.

Puppy, who has a host ,of friends 
among the cab drivers, porters and 
policemen’ in the vicinity of Twenty- 
sixth street, has refused to recognize 
any one sincerthe death at his mis
tress. When taken out on the street 
he shows interest only in the women 
passing by. ’ , _ -

Mme. Sackersdorff_had taught the 
Httlé terrier a multitude of tricks. 
Whenever hls -tnistress sang Puppy 
would Beat himself-beside the piaño 
barking joyfully. He would growl 
when a wrong note or a discord was»- 
struck.

Paine, and as is usual, a large attend
ance Is expected. - -

Friends desiring to reach either Mr, 
A. S. Howe or myself, for meetings 
within a few hours’ ride of San Jose, 
will do well to communicate with .us 
at once. Otjr address for the present 
is 140 South Second street, San Jose, 
or the state headquarters, 323 Tem
ple street, Los Angeles.

MRS. M. E. G. HOWE, 
Missionary Cal. State Assn;

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By oara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price aOc.

"The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . “The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. .Iordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living- Creature;" "Tho 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;" “Char
acter Building.” By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them.” The Traction' engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, ¿y 
Jamas H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

"Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.
,.!‘Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 

By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.
"Practical Bungalows and Cot-

t’ages." One Hundred and
Fine Designs.
Price $1.00.

Twenty 
By Fred. T. Hodgson.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build- 
cr’s Standard Library.” Four books 
in a box, including—“Practical Uses 
of the Stepl Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

"Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred' 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
foitr for $3.50.

These and many other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or books should put In 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Uve on Them—With - 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation.

Proper combinations ! and menus, 
with the reasoq uncooked food Is best . 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality-. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without tbia 
book. Any one who tries sòme of' the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation Increases the palatablllty of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de. 
gree of normal health by following the 
reclpes of this cook book.

■ It will simplify methods of Bring— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way tor many to perfect health. 
Price $1.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Sts Work,and General Progr
THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART’ 

WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
And work of speakers and me
dium®. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
HOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

.KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
tfele office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

The Bong Cards tor sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail 54.50, are 
the help you need in society work.

Correspondent writes; "The Spir
itual Science Society of Rockford, 
Illinois, had a splendid audience, 
Sunday,/January 19, to hear Dr. T. 
Wilkins deliver a short talk. The 
audience was composed largely Of 
young thinkers, and all seemed deep
ly Interested. Mrs Neilson gave 
messages. This society is very har
monious and as it has energetic peo
ple on the official board, Spiritualists 
as its backers, and investigators with 
Its attendants, there is no room to 
doubt its ultimate growth and suc
cess. They have Madam Brunswick 
of Chicago for Sunday, January 26."

Mrs. C. McFarlin writes from La 
Crosse, Wis; ‘-'I still am-carrying on 

. the Spiritualists Church here, and we 
are now located in our new quarters, 
Travelers' Hall. The meetings are 
growing in Interest, and. we have 
reasons to believe that if they aye 
continued many new converts will be 
added.” -
. Secretary writes: “At the Church 
of Progressive Spiritualists, 3329 Ver-, 
non ave, Wednesday evening, January 
22nd, Was held the 63rd birthday an
niversary of one of the guides of Mrs. 
Lyons (Wahoo). Quite . a large 
audience came to appreciate the so
cial, readings, decorations and light 
lunch. A splendid time was had by 
all| and each took home with tliem a 

. brighter smile than they apppeared 
with. When we came away (at a late 
hour), Mrs. Lyons was still giving 
readings, under control.”
-The LaCrosse, Wisconsin, Tribune, 

says: "Under the direction of Mrs. 
Catherine McFarlin, the first exercis
es of the new non-sectarlan Sunday 
Schoo] were held yesterday in the Elks 

• old hall, Linker building, Fourth and 
Main streets, and the People’s Sunday 
school, the name of the new organiza
tion, - established. Mrs. McFarlin 
was elected president or conductor of 
the society. The name, “The Peo
ple's Sunday school” was chosen as a 
befitting title. Then followed the 
election of officers, which resulted as 
follows: President, Mrs. Catherine Mc
Farlin; Secretary, Miss Jessie Holmes; 
Treasurer, DeWitt Reese; Instructors 
Infohe various classes have been chos
en as follows;. Kindergarten, Mrs. Har
riet Tuppor;' Young People, Mrs. Reba 
Smith,-Adults, Mrs. Catherine McFar
lin. “I was especially plpased with 
the meeting," said Mrs. McFarlin to
day; “To tell the truth the number of 
initiates was larger than my anticipa
tions. Each has pro.mised to come 
next next Sunday and bring a friend. 
The morning meetings will be held 
every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock;

- I wish to extend my thanks to .the peor 
pie of LaCrosse and also to the press 
for the courtesies shown me.”

• W. C. Wright.writes from Houston, 
Tex.: “We have quite a large member
ship, and adding names at every 
meeting: Through, the good work of; 
our medium and accomplished leader, 

• Mrs. F. 'V. Jackson, formerly of Mich
igan. people’are bblng daily, convinced 
of the truths ot spirit return. She is 

■ setting minds to thinking with the 
messages she delivers.- She is not 
only a well developed medium, she is 
a natural psychic, and in this manner 

■ she has given some of the best tests 
’ that were ever given in Houston. The 
- society feels very encouraged in the 
•good work. Mrs. Jackson has never 
given-me a private reading, but ’ I 
hear from others and have a positive 
knowledge that she has revealed .the 
future in store for many ’persons, 
and thus convincing them of truths 
that even the most skeptical-have had 
to acknowledge. There Is a some
thing in Spiritualism, and at the pres
ent outlook, we will be compelled to 
seek-a larger hall to accommodate 
new-comers. I only hope the society 
will be able to retain the services of 
Mrs. Jackson. It cordially recom
mends her to camp-meetings. Her 
present address- is 1615 % Congress 
avenue, Houston, Texas. ”

S. A. Nichols writes: "I enclose one 
dollar, for which please send’ The, 
Progressive Thinker.to Mrs. Mariette. 
Maynard, West Rutland, Vt. She has 
been for many years one of the best 
private mediums I ever knew. She. 
always gav§, her service, free, and has 

■ brought comfort to many . stricken 
hearts.- -She. Is alone In this world. 
Her husband crossed the divide 

. many years ago. She lost her beloved 
home among the Green Mountains by 
fire^and In her age and feebleness she 
waits -eagerly for the summons . to 
"come up higher.”

Mrs. M. L. J3. Chase of West-Pull
man, secretary of the Roseland Spirit
ual-Culture Club, reports a member* 
ship of 30 members. The meeting 

. at Bock’s Hall, 11526; Michigan ave., 
Sunday evening, was well attended. 
Dr. Burgess gave, a very encouraging 
talk. The people listened attentively. 
Mrs. Harper and Mrs. Longstaff gave 
many spirit messages. Prof. Richart 
and sons gave us some glorious music, 
Bo helpful and inspiring. Dr. Bur
gess gave messages and in behalf of 
the State Association presented . the 
Charter, to the President of the Club, 
and stated that at the next annual 
Convention, February 18, 19 and 20 
there will be some of the ablest t alent 

. to be found In the cause of Spiritu
alism, and the best message workers 
in the field, local and general. There 

are neighborhood meetings at private 
hphses, two or three, times a week, 

. that are making many converts. Re
member the time, Sunday evening, 
Februkry 2, 11526 Michigan avenue, 
Bock’s Hall. All are Welcome.

THE Fn©@HBesnm thinker February 1, 1908.

the World Over.
BEAR IN MIND that the editor of

The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho may or may not, 
agree with their respective view*. •

TAKE NOTICE.— Oorrespondente 
are requested when writing for tills 
paper to use either a typewriter or » 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible luind, and thus avoid the ne-, 
eesslty of preparing your copy for .the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

Mrs. Arrris, the medium that has, 
been in the County Hospital, is now 
at 446 W. Randolph St. She is better, 
but far from well, and in need of help.

A. D. Treadwell writes from New 
Hampshire: “January 11, I received 
the very neat and prettily bound
bdok, 
son to

Interwoven—Letters from a
his mother, for which please 

receive my sincere thanks. It is a 
highly interesting and instructive
book, from which much comfort can 
be derived for mind and body. I en
close >1.00 and desire you to distrib
ute four copies of Interwoven to that 
number of honest mediums. Many 
honest mediums are obliged to be very 
self-denying,” ’ X A ■

H. É. Kelley writes from Richmond, 
Vt.: "I had a reading here with a 
Mrs. Curjey. She is a trance and 
Clairvoyant medium, and «ne who is 
honest in her work.' , She gave me 
some, splendid testa.- I-find quité a 
number, of people here who believe in 
Spiritualism. . Twelve’ miles from 
here, at Burlington, near Quee/i City 
Park, there is also a goodly number 
of our. belief. I talk Spiritualism 
whérëver I go, hoping to do ..some 
good or lead someone to see the light. 
I get many grand and noble truths 
from The Progressive Thinker. We. 
can arm; ourselves for the enemy, and 
be ready to scatter seeds of kindness 
at all times. We do not’ need a Sav- 
lor or a, gun to fight our battles, but 
good deeds and kind words, and then 
our frjends oh thex other side of this 
life can come close to us and assisl 
us in our teachings.”

Strictly In Favor of Temperance: 
E. H. Jahr Of this city, a devout Spir
itualist, takes strong grounds against 
having the saloons open on Sunday. 
The churches are in favor of closing 
them then, and he thinks that Spirit
ualists should take action in the same 
direction. He says that 50 per cent 
of all the crimes committed in Chicago 
occur betwebn Saturd’ay night and 
Monday'morning. Before North Da
kota became a state there were sa
loons In one county, and four mur
ders were committed in five years. 
After the saloons were abolished not 
one murder has been committed in 
twenty years. As Spiritualists Mr. 
Jahr thinks that we should do all we 
can to promote tempperance.

A copy of “Discovered Country” is 
wanted,- an’d if anyone wishes to; .sell 
the same, hé ór she can find’fo’pur- 
ctaser by writing to Mrs. M. T. Long-: 
ley, at 829 Clermont St., San Fran-’ 
cisco, Cal,

The many friends of Miss M. B. 
Hedrick, formerly of 55 Herkimer St., 
will rejoice to learn that she 
has fully recovered her health and has 
taken up her work again. Miss Hed
rick is located at 310 Schermerhorn 
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. and is holding 
■her classes as usual. Her ciasses”are 
well.attended and Brooklyn Spiritual
ists gladly welcome her return home. 

.• At Buffalo, N. Y., Pro'f. W.' M. Lock- 
wood has commenced a course of new 
lectures for class work upon the 
“Spiritual Hypothesis of Nature," as 
the foundation, of. natural’ philosophy, 
and all cósrnlc phenomena. The pro-- 
fessor demonstrates that all phenome
na in nature aré spiritual phenomena, 
whether it be sensed in the growth 
of a tree or plant, or in the material
ization of a spirit form of human 
type. The class starts out well? ànd 
the prospects are good.

H. G. Purington sends us the fol
lowing from the Philadelphia, Pa., 
Press of January 21; “War against 
Sunday sports and amusements, and 
the conduct of business; the sale Of 
confectionary, milk, cigars, soda-water 
and newspapers on the Sabbath and 
a general crusade against Intemper
ance and other worldly over-indulg- 
ene$ Is being planned by the Philadel
phia ' Sabbath Aqgpciation. ' At a 
meeting held in the rooms at the as
sociation, .1008 Walnut Street, the 
accomplishments of the past year to 
thia end were cited and preparations' 
for .carrying on .the work were made.” 
Mr. Purington says: “From this you 
may see what the Sabbatarians are 
doiiig in thls„neck of the'woods. ■ . Are 
there not enough Spiritualists In Phil
adelphia to make a protest,, and- 
enough in the State of Pennsylvania 
to take measure? to have-the Blue 
Laws of the 18th Century repealed?
' R. Cowell Writes from East Oak

land, Cal.: “Thinking a few lines to ; 
your'valuable paper would ' not be 
amiss, to inform your' readers in the 
East Who' intend visiting the. Pacific 
■Coast,, and are strangers In our city, 
where they can flnd a. place; on Sun
day evèning, and feel at home. At 
Woodman Hall, 521 12th street, Oak
land, the Trinity. Spiritual Church 
conducts its, services, comencing at 
7:45., and to which all are invited, 
money for no money. We have just 
secured a year’s lease on the building 
for Sunday evenings; After paying 
a large advance in rent, our Christian 
friends determined to take itlrom .us 
by still offering more, we having, the 
finest' hall in Oakland. Before reg
ular service commences, a‘conference 
meeting is held in adjoining Hall. 
We have á large attendance. In con
nection'with four church the last 
Wednesday in each month á social is 
held at the different homes Of thé 
members, where a royal good time is 
had. Our Wednesday evening is dis
continued. Mrs. Ellis,, the assistant 
pastor, who resides at 1212 Clay St., 

-is kept* busy at her home during the 
week, and Mrs. R. Cowell, 415 E. 16th 
street, Pastor, has ádrele at her home 
every Thursday afternoon .for ladiés 
only; Friday, evening for the public; 
bo the good, work goes on.”

pqstage and 
of mailing, 
for it.

IMPORTANT, SPIRITUALISTS. A SPIRITUALIST WEDDING.

Please Respond to the Call of the 
National Superintendent.

“INTERWOVEN 
Spirit Messages

Fronti a Son - 
To His Mother.” 
1b the title of opr new.

Premium Book, 
and we wish to GIR» 
DLE the whole globe 
with It. It js sent out 
to all subscribers for 

25 CENTS ■ 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressiva 
Thinker—practically a 
GIFT, as we have to
pay the 
expense 

Send

THE CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST 
LEAGUE WILL HOLD A MASS
MEETING AT FRATERNAL HALL, 
70 EAST ADAMS STREET, FEBRUA
RY 8, AFTERNOON AND EVENING. 
A FINE PROGRAM IS BEING AR
RANGED. FUI<L PARTICULARS 
NEXT WEEK. '

J. B. Smith writes from West Win
field, N. Y.: “We Spiritualists' will 
have to hustle and provide means to 
assist the idle to get work, the suffer
ers in our cities from various causes, 
poverty,-disease or crime, or our 
Protestant churches will take the mat
ter up and throw us out of business, 
for here lies the great duty of man to 
man.”

Mrs. H. M. Darrah, who resides at 
Corcoran,. King's Co., Col., desires he 
address of the healer, Mrs. L. A. May
bee, as she. is sick, and needs her ser
vices. Will some kind friend give her 
the Information she so much desires?

D. A. Richardson of Hicksville, O., 
writes: “We have been having good 
meetings here of late. We have two 
young speakers, Mrs. Richardson and 
MrS. Shafer. They-give fine lectures. 
All we need now Is a test medium. 
We are trying to develop one. if 
any trumpet medium comes this way, 
he wlll-be gladly received.”

Correspondent writes: “Dr. Peebles 
is lecturing to the Spiritualist Society, 
In the new Oddfellows Hall, Tampa, 
Florida, the Sundays of January. A
number of new members have just

T. Longley, who is now In èanta 
Cruz, Cal., and .read at the meeting 
of the Ladies' Auxiliary. Mrs. M. J. 
Stephens has gpn.e South for a few 
weeks, Mr. Oscar Edgeriy will speak 
for the First Association during the 
months of February and March, He 
will give a course.of lectures and se
ances, assisted by jMrs- Ripple and oth
er mediums. Th# weather here Is 
delightful, like May and June, in the 
North..”

Correspondent -.writes: "At the 
Hyde Park . Occult Society meeting 
Sunday, January g 6, owing to the 
raging blizzard the audience was so 
small that a circle was fformed and 
Mrs. Kirchner am}. Mr's. Harper were 
put to work with their message 
giving. Each,of them seemed at the 
best, and gave Vei;y convincing proof 
that where a few are gathered togeth
er there will the spirit friends be also. 
All were delighted, instructed and 
comforted, and th#.harmony was per
fect. Dr, Burgessi will be present on 
next Sunday, February 2, with his 
soul-stirring words and uplifting mes
sages. The (; house should be filled 
,to hear htm.U,< „ ;

ProL .Peck’s isubject on : Sunday, 
February. 2, before the Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society; will be, “Spiritu
alism the Universal Religion.” Re
member the new, location of this so
ciety Is O’Donnell’s Hall, • 43 Soutlj 
Paujina Bt„ near Park avenue. .

Friends desiring readings with

To the Editor: I wish to call the 
attention of Lyceum workers every
where to the fact that if they wish 
the Lyceum lessons mailed, to them 
they should write to me so that I may 
have their addresses; thus far only 
twelve Lyceums have reported to me. 
Will you not write, LYCEUM LEAD
ERS, wherever you are, or whoever 
you are; let me hear from you; if you 
do not say any, more than just tell 
me where your Lyceum is located, 
what its name is, and how many mem
bers you have, I will be thankful.

Spiritualists, do you not know that 
the future of the cause yojj love de
pends largely upon the proper spirit
ual instruction of the children of to
day, The strength of the orthodox 
church lies in the fact that they teach 
their children from- early y.outh to 
knoiV their creed, and as they grow 
'older the psychological power of their 
teaching holds most of them to them, 
and they voluntarily become members 
of the church. Instead of making 
proselytes out of adults, let us direct 
our efforts toward teaching and in
forming our young people along the 
fines of truth, and societies will result 
that will not need to be constantly 
poked up as to their duty, but will of 
themselves come forward and exem
plify,

If in the past more attention had 
been given to the instruction of Spir
itualists along the line of philosophy 
and law whereby they might improve 
themselves spiritually and intellectu
ally so as to be able to protect them
selves from undesirable influences, 
and be able to guard against tempta
tion, instead of having been enter
tained And delighted, we would not 
now be confronted with all of the in
dignity and disrepute which weak 
ones in our ranks constantly bring 
upon us. ' „•

We cannot afford to let our chil
dren run the same risks that we have 
been running; Indeed it is our duty 
that we see to it that they be properly 
prepared • to meet the problems of 
life with .strength and courage. The 
Lyceum is the place, the preparatory 
school where they can gain knowledge 
that will'stand them fii good stead 
all the days of their lives, and we 
owe it to them to give them all possi
ble opportunity along this line.

Now let every one who possibly can, 
come forward and help make the Spir
itualist Lyceum the success that it 
well deserves to be, and thus, contrib
ute to the welfare of the people of the 
present, and to the betterment of the 
coming generation.

ELIZABETH SCHAUBS, 
National Supt. of Lyceums.

617 Congress St., Toledo, Ohio.

INDIANA STATE ASSOCIATION.

A Successful Mass Meeting at Roches
ter, Ind.

joined the society. - Last Saturday Mrs. Hamilton Gill will please note 
(the 18th), the Doctor married the she is out of the city and will spend
president of the Spiritualist Society, the winter at Dake Helen, Fla. Mrs. 
Mr. Harry E/McLane, to Mrs. Anna Gill has been in poor health and no 
Duncan, formerly the organist at the doubt that the Florida climate will
Lake Helen’Camp. This wedding dc her much good,-and bring her 
party was flash-light photoed by Dt.; back to her many .Chicago friobilii 
Endor, the distinguished artist. Dr. very much renewed in health. - • 
Peebles^Teaves Tampa early in Febru- We warn- mediums everywhere to 
ary, for Lake Helen Camp, where he not buy ordination papers from any 
Is to lecture.” one pretending to have them -to sell

During December, Mrs. Elizabeth (price-from $2 to 310), under the 
Schauss, of 617 Congress St., Toledo, 'pretense that the buyer can get half- 
Ohlo, served the society In Elyria, O.,, bate fares on railroads, and will be 
and spent twenty-four hours at the Protected in their, religion by the-"cer- 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Sanders,; tlflcate of ordipation.” Such certifi- 
who so generously remembered the j cates are a swindle on the buyer, and 
N. S. A., and the Morris Pratt Insti- a disgrace, too. The only ordination. 
Jute,' last October. Last Sunday she 1 papers that answer the purpose la- 
held two meetings in Findlay, Ohio; [tended are issued by Illinois State Ab- 
Docember 9, she was Invited to speak • soclatlon of Spiritualists, Dr. G. B.
before the Ohio Federation -of Labor, 
at the. State .House, in Columbus, O. 
It is reported that recommendations
made by her have been incorporated 
in a bill to be Introduced in the gen
eral assembly very soon.”

Dr. R. E. Coon, a prominentSpirit- 
ualist of Portland, Ore., has Invented 
a water motor which he claims can 
be built for $10, that will furnish 
1,000,000 horse-power. Dr. Coon 
claims that the motor will produce 
more powér than any motor ever 
made. The invention Is simple in its 
working and resembles a succession of 
propeller blades on a steel shaft. In 
speaking of this invention, Dr. Coon 
said: “My móíor will pródúce more 
power, than .any. other motor ever in
vented. I caii get a. good power from 
a stream of water running at the rate 
of three miles an houñ ' My motor is 
so constructed that’it-gives.me more 
power because of the Thanner -rof its' 
application-to the water,’than any othT 
er device that has ever been-discover
ed.” X'■ : ’/.X-." ■

■ Mrs.' G. Partr ldge and -little Bobble, 
hér grandson, started for. San-Fran
cisco, on Friday evening, February 
24, and eré this notice' is being pe
rused by her many friends, little Bob
ble and'his grandma will be'in the 

-Pdciflc Coast region, and the little 
lover and beloved of all who'know 
him will be in the arms of his parents.

No name; no date, and no place giv
en by the’writer of “The Mourner,” 
and “The Arisen.” What carelessness!

A pair ot gold bowed glasses have 
been left in this office. Will the own
er please call for same.

E. R. Fielding writ.es from Wash
ington, D. C.: “A reception was held 
at the residence, of Mr. A. F. Wood, by 
the Ladies' Auxiliary in honor of 
Harrison D. Barrett, Ibefore his de
parture for- Philadelphia; Pa., where 
hé is engaged to speak, for the 
month of February. Mr. Barrett"has 
been lecturing for the First Associar 
tion during the month of January, as
sisted by Mrs. Ripple. Mr. Barrett' 
will make his headquarters in Wash
ington, D. _C., going to and from the 
city to finish his "engagement. A 
very interesting - letter was received 
fey Mr; H. D. Morgan tram Mrs. M.

Warne, president.
• The Golden Rule Spiritualists’ So
ciety will move back to O'Donnell 
Business College Hall, 43 So. Paulina 
street, Sunday, February 2, 1908. 
The society has engaged Prof. W. F. 
Peck of St. Louis, for the month of 
February. The society will spare no 
expense to engage the best of talent. 
Prof. W. F. Peck-ls one of the best 
known worker throughout the Unite 
ed States. _Do not miss hearing'this 
gifted orator. Meeting- at 3 p.- m., 
and 8 p. m., sharp. Message bearers 
at each .meeting.. By order of C. A. 
Burgess^ J, B. S.exsmlth and Robert 
Rutledge, committee. /■

The Indiana State Association held 
a very successful mass meeting of 
three days at Rochester, Ind., Jan. 10, 
11 and.12, with Dr. Geo. B. Warne, of 
Chicago, president of the N. S. A., 
and Will V. Nlcum, of Dayton, 0., as 
speakers, and W. C. Jessup, of St. 
Joseph, Mo., as message-bearer. The 
attendance was not so large, but the 
faithful ones who braved the storms 
of both rain and snow were amply re
paid by the spiritual feast in watting. 
Mr. Jessup held trumpet seances after 
the evening meetings at the borne of 
Mr. and Mrs. Rowley, which were well 
attended and several persons were 
convinced of spirit return. 'Several of 
us were entertained at the home of 
Mrs. M. Bitters and her daughter, 
Mrs. Marguerite L. Miller, who have 
been such faithful workers for our 
cause for so many years, and on Sun
day evening from 5 o’clock to 7:30 
an informal reception was held for 
the visitors and friends at their home. 
An elegant two-course luncheon was 
served, interspersed with plenty of 
good jokes and hearty laughter. Spir
itualists have the best times of any 
people in the world, anyway.

-The state officers, together with Mr. 
Nlcum and Mr. Jessup, stopped at 
Peru, where we held two good meet
ings with crowded houses, then went 
on to Kokomo, where we held a par
lor meeting at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. I. A. Davis. We talked organiza
tion as we never did before, for if the 
Spiritualists of Indiana ever needed 
organization it is now, in view of the 
fact .that the great National conven
tion comes to Indianapolis in October.

CARRIE H. MONG.

TAKE HEED OF THE CALL!

Special Collections for the National 
■ Spiritualists’ Association.—An .

Earnest Appeal by the 
Secretary.

Mediums ?ând the Law.
Mediums have a right to sell their 

time to speak, .write, sing or to do 
ally actor work-that is lawful. Judg
es are only common or uncommon per
sons. -Laws In all ages were made by 
man, hence, one law made by. man or 
men is not. any more sacred than any 
other. Jaw ,^ade j)y ¿ person or per- , 
sons. . ....X -X:'-

We nee^Jree. roligion, free press, 
free speed,, ¡¿ndÿiberty in ¿11 Amer
ica, for safçty fôfoourselvès and those 
Boon to be active in our places.

There isn^fgr^at fight going . on’ 
among a exeat ^rmy of persons to 
got more Hbertyof action.

Why shçjpd a .Roman Catholic or 
Jew judgé jmedi’i^s. in Spiritualism? 
Liberty Is ^ly path to justice. 
Men fail to be competent, honest and 
jnst according. toXheir ignorance, er
ror and meanness, '

We heed^ grand, system of educa
tion of those, in Spiritualism. Ignor- 
ance is thejjnisijmg link to a condi
tion calledjMjll. ¡yrge Spiritualists to 
•have the b^t kijpfvledge In Spiritual
ism. -w ... • 'A. F. HILL. >

Boston, Mass.

'.‘The Religion ot Cheerfulntni." 
By Sara A.. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the ..culture of health and 
spirituality. -None can; read it 'irith- 
out pleasurS-and profit Price &0c.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical-handbook Of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term® or phrase. Price, 8 Beta.

It has been the custom to ask aux
iliary societies of the N. S. A. to take 
a special collection for Its working 
fund, 'about or during the month of1 

-February each year. . There is need 
this year-of an. interest to be taken 
by all Spiritualists In the finance of 
the N., S. A.' Many great necessities 
are taxing the treasury. It is highly 
important that this body shall be 
f ully .able to meet the heavy demands 
upon it. . The time has never been 
more-demanding. of close allegiance 
to .the N, S. A; and the public cause 
of Spiritualism than now. Every 
Spiritualist should be faithful to their 
cause, in the support of home and 
national work. Your earnestness 
should now be shown as never before!

Let us appeal, to you imsuch a man
ner as to impress you with the need 
to assist NOW, and thus sustain 
movements on hand that shall mean 
almost everything to you as a Spirit
ualist’. - «i -...

Take a collection at'some meeting 
-you may hold during February, and 
urge the friends of the cause to give 
liberally. '

Special donations from friends of 
the cause are solicited.

Mediums and speakers may possi
bly be inspired to hold a special meet
ing to assist the National work, which 
Is their own for protection and 
strength. -1 will anticipate the good
will of all to be manifest ’by libera] 
donations.' Fraternally,

GEORGE W. KATES, 
Secretary.

600 Penn. Ave. S.-E., 
Washington, D. C.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plex- 
B8.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 26 cents.

In the Vicinity of Williamsport, Pa 
on New Year’s Day.—A Genuine 

Surprise.

>ut being extremely sensitive to his 
environments, and unable to cope 
vlth seeming adverse conditions his 
■pint winged its way to peace, and 
•est, after a briet illness. N. E. T.

That is the way they do things here 
sometimes. The interested parties: 
were Dr. W. W. Giffen and Mrs. Su 
san I. Shade. The officiating minis
ter and the principals were the only 
persons who knew of the event be
fore the appointed time. A small 
number of guests were present to en
joy an excellent New Year’s dinner 
-7-"Sugar and spice, and all that's 
nice,” they enjoyed it, too, little 
thinking of that, greater joy which 
was shortly to follow. The secret was 
profoundly kept, and completely hid
den behind, the smiles and the cheer
ing words in conversation. ■

After the party had retired from the 
dining-room Into the parlor, the Doc
tor and Mrs^Shade stood together on 
the floor in the presence of the com, 
pany, when the minister (the writer 
of-this article) remarked that the at
titude was suggestive of a wedding at
titude. ‘To the suggestion that a cer
emony be performed, the guests, 
heartily agreed, accepting the proposi
tion as a joke. It was, however, a 
real wedding. _ The ceremony was at 
once performed, using the beautiful 
ceremony found in our Splritdallst 
ritual. The guests still looked upon 
the ceremony as a joke. Then the 
minister drew from his pocket the 
official county license and announced 
that It was a real wedding; then real 
congratulations followed.

' J. L. MUSSINA.
Willlarnsport, Pa.

,UNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO,

Societies of this city, holding nieet- 
.ngi> in Halls uro requested to send lit 
notice, They must be brief

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Uichmond, pastor; services in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 g. m. 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mrs -Rich-? 
mond will be at home 3802 Ridge', 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, »to/ 
receive callers. / •

The Band of‘Harmony, auxiliary-of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Half 
309 Masonic Temple, the second ¿nd
fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p. ni.

The Students of 'Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor, meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. m.

mo:

Mrs. Me
at Van 
Madison 
Service

AN INTERESTING INCIDENT,

Do Animals Possess Cláirvoyant 
Sight?

To the Editor: In 1898 I was em
ployed on a cattle ranch at Reto 
Blanco Canyon, Texas, which was 
owned and operated by W. S. Mar
shall. While there I had an experi
ence which has given rise to the above 
query, "Do animals possess clairvoy
ant sight?”

I shall not try to answer the ques
tion, but will relate the Incident sim
ply and truthfully exactly as it hap
pened. In the work about the ranch, 
Mr. Marshall had occasion to employ 
several teams, among them a pair of 
mules. One of these mules was dap
ple-gray in color, very intelligent, 
and had a way of looking at one with 
eyes that seemed almost human. He 
had never been trained, but had 
learned several tricks that indicated 
more than ordinary animal intellect.

One night the bay mare, Nellie, 
who had long been his mate and com
panion, .was taken suddenly, pnd was 
found dead in her stall the next morn
ing. The Gray Eagle, as he was 
called, seemed to understand that 
there was something wrong, and ab
solutely refused to pass the stall so 
lately occupied by his defunct com
panion. As the arrangement of the 
stable was such as to make this a ne
cessity, he was removed for a time 
to other quarters.

The dead animal was taken away, 
and later on Gray Eagle was re
turned to his deserted stall. For a 
time all went well, and he seemed to 
have forgotten his departed mate. 
One day, however, as he was being led 
by the stall formerly occupied by Nel
lie, he stopped suddenly, and stood 
trembling, as if with fright, while his 
widely distended unwinking eyes, 
seemed fixed with a strange intensity 
on some object within the empty stall. 
A few moments he remained thus, 
then began backing slowly away 
from the stall, and-out of the stable, 
keeping, his eyes fixed on something 
which appeared to be following him, 
keeping the same distance between 
him and the object of his attention. 
He backed to one side ,of the barn 
door, and remained watching in
tensely until the cause of his terror 
had apparently disappeared from 
sight in the distance. He was later 
on induced to return to his old quar-

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser-i' 
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden aved 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5); 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even J 
Ing, 8. - !

The Church of Spiritual ’Revelaj 
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m., at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dlerkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly -Hall, ■ 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p, m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m., lectures, music and messages, 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan. Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434 31st st., cor. 
Wentworth Ave.

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suundajf 
from 4 to 7 'p. m. No door. fee. AU 
invited. Rev, J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday.’ 
I83 E. North avenue, corner Burling, 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
also Wednesday evening, at 7:30. ■ 
Lecture, music aud messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas-/' 
tor. i

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Soclel 
ty holds services every Sunday at 3. ri. 
m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 378 SO. 
Western avenue. Nora E. Hill, pas- 
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun- 
day evening at 8 p. m. at 239 Lin-" 
coin ave., conducted by F. E. Loner.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tion holds services every Sunday even
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially Invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

Thq Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, 
at 319 E. 55th street. Good mediums 
in attendance.

Biblical Spiritualist Society holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 
59th sreet and Madison avenue. 
Conducted by Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, 
and other mediums.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
at 31st street (old 771 at 3 and 8 p.. 
m., Sundays. Meeting conducted bjt- 
Mrs. Maggie Henry. Home address 
3103 Prairie avenue.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.
THH ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 

Manual oí Spiritual Science and Phil- . 
'Tiîîi’^kx- I’rlcr, Hl-aSl poniate, 10 eta.

•‘-»'OLVTION OF THE GOD and
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ters, which he occupied 
never again showing any 
fright or agitation.

The query is, did Gray 
cern with a clairvoyant

peacefully, 
signs of

Eagle 
sense.

spirit of his defunct mate that 
still' hovering around the place

dis
tile 
was 
she

had known as hdme, while yet in this 
life? This brings us back to where 
we started: “Do animals possess 
clairvoyant sight?"

W. H. BARRETT.
Toledo, Ohio.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. -

[Obituaries to the extent of 
Hues only will be Inserted free.

ten 
All

In excess of ten Unes will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

William Morris, an old and respect
ed citizen of Summerland, Cal., passed 
to spirit life last Wednesday, after a 
few days Illness. He was one of the 
first subscribers for The Progressive 
Thinker, a constant believer on all 
subjects'pertalning'to the spirit-world
and its realities, .He died strong 
its faith, with, “It has done well 
live by; it will do to die by.” 
Gone to the City of Rest.

Away from this valley of tears; 
Gone-to the ones he loved best

Down the trail of 82 years.

in 
to

Say not “good-night to him here, 
. Bui “good morning” , to him with 

' the blest;
Sweet hopes on.life’s journey he lost, 

He will find In the City of Rest.
. Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly.

Passed to the higher life from his 
late,residence, Walkerville; Ont., Mr. 
Oscar. Cross. He was a devoted Spir
itualist, a loving husband and father, 
and a true friend. Services Were con
ducted by Rev. Nellie S. Baade, of De
troit, Mich.

Charles. F. Lapham passed to the 
higher life, January 15, 1908, at his 
parents’ home,. Spfingwells, Mich., 

■aged twelve years. „ He was beloved 
by all who knew him. ■ Services .Con
ducted by Rev? Nellie S. Baade, De
troit, Mich.

■ Passed to the beyond at Portland, 
Oregon, December. 28, 1907, Brothher 
George E. Beeson. .. He was an ard
ent exponent of the truth In its high
est phases, being, a firm believer in 
materialization, he himself possessing 
that gift of mediumship. It was his 
desire to 'bring before the world hun
gering for the truth every available 
opportunity to develop and progress,

EMMA’ROOD TUTTLE
THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

cho uae ot Socletie», Lyceums, 
Sunday Schools and the Home. A man-

?‘,Pb>'1,lcal. Intellectual and spirit- 
Mn. £=»1% cont»Jni«K a collection Of Hnnl Son®>. Golden Chain ReoiU- 

¥®mory -Gem», Choral Responses, 
s®rvIce®i Proerams for Sessions, 

;n’,entarV, Rules, Instructions lot
.“d conducting Lyceums, In- 

?h»n^ on* Jn. Physical Culture, Calls- 
Marching; Banners, Stani- 

?rus. the Band of Morey, etc. A book 
whlol> a Progressive LY- 

Liberal Society may be organ- 
conducted without other assist

ance. Price. 50 centj postpaid.
FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

. Contains One hundred and twenty of 
author's best poems, embracing a 

- of subjects and versatility
-n composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted tor recitations. The ■ 
",cOf- *l*o contains five song«, with mu- 
ou-V ®m*nent composer. James G.

Pages, beautifully beunl. 
patd1*^ author. Price |1.00, post*

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND.OTHER
- OFFERINGS.

This volume- Is dedicated: "To -those 
whose thoughts and longings reach Into I 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful/ 
of Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers is offered, hoping to give rest andt 
lleasure while waiting at the way st*i . 
tion on the journey thither." It cori- ' 
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po- 1 
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in her niost

' MS pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are llkenoss- 
•» °t th« author and Clair Tuttle; beau- ' 
tlfully bound. In blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 11.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITAe I

TIONS. . I
To Advance Humane Education^—For 

use iq entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, • know!-' 
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this; Some large church- 
or public hall Is secured; several sooie- 
tles_are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prlM 
medal; some prominent citizen preslaeif 
other prominent cltlzens_Act as ths 
committee of award, and a small *dmi|- 
eton fee, ten or twenty cents, pays ail 
the costs, and leaves a handsome hoi« 
ance. Prien.-25 cents, postpaid.*.
___  Address all orders to 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights.O.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM,

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
•nd enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The, Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred Ulna« 
tratrons. Cloth, (1. 2

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
■ Ralph Waldo trixb. ;

Bwht» buDdla« Mi world from within• thostMlS 
las banter; for tboathU tiro force».—inbtlo. Ttml' 
rrctUUblo, osontpottot,—and according u niH 8A 
Üfjbrint power er tapoMnc», peace ar mIb, neow 
er nllnre —From nUe-pigo. . „

Tbs eboT* booBo ere beictlfullj bound tnsrbvesMa 
r&leldcloth, stempod ladirp oia-green and raid, gut 
0» leg. M««, 81 IW ul» at thia oHei?

writ.es


THE PROGRESSIV® THINKER

STILL ON THE, WING

OHIO NEI

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

some fist* ■ 
. efes.in the Fifteenth ami Sixteenth Chapters),

With K Urn or -rat Author. Prpfacs »nil Motoi by Pgr«»] 
Eckle«. Including variorum notai by GuUot. Wonck, Milnun, 

English Churchnun," and other acholari/

dance In mockery of his vision. Yet 
m * ।the psychic, far more delicate .to v.ibra^ 

‘ Lions than the instrument.>goes into

W Loomis Street
CHiCACO.Ill

Il U prowiey UlmlnlM win «any imku< Uli»^

rosi avo, eu paces, silt top, bz.oo

. tory of the Decline antiJyll of tht '
wan Empire."*and

ThU department is under the man- 
t of ’

HUDSON TUTTLE.
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

'E—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host ot re- 
spondemta. that to give all eqaul hear
ing coe^peh yhe answers to be made in 
ths most condensed form, and often 
clearnees Is perhaps sacrificed to this
forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style beco&es there
by assertive, which of all things is to 

'»< bo deprecated: Correspondents often 
S' weary with waiting for the appear

ance of their questions and write let- 
Aera of inquiry. The supply of mat- 
;Jer fa always several weeks ahead of 
'Jpaqo given, and hence there is una- 
voddable delay. Every one has to 
.waft his time and place, and an are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be 
glveni anonymous letters. Full name 
£nd address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read? If the re
quest be made the name will not ne 
published. The correspondence W 
this department has become excessive
ly large, especially' letters of 
requesting private answers, and wnue 
I freely give whatever information 1 
Sin able, the ordinary courtesy oi 

respondents fa expected.HUDSON TUTl’LK.

»,

_. W. Livingston:— Q — Psychic 
wnedlums on the rostrum are inspired, 
usually by some pj&minent man when 
tit, the body, however after the lec
ture', they give tests, they are con- 
'trollijd-by some little Indian girl, and 
gs I have known, a little negress. 
Should not .the spirit giving such 
teste be of more than ordinary intel
ligence?
. Ie it true they can foretell the fu

ture—-and if so, how? Why is it they 
all—more or less—-do some fishing 
;(excuse this slang phrase) ?

'A,—The questioner has not seen 
the best manifestations of the psychic 
faculty, for that requires no "fishing” 
fttr pointers, and is directly under the 
cofatrol of the communicating intelli- 
genefa. Yet his queries are such as 
havà com.e to the minds of almost 
every'Observer of the usual “platform 
tests.'1’

The causes are not far to search 
for. ,

The platform, of all places, is the 
; most undesirable and unpromising In 

conditions for reliable manifestations. 
The eagerness of the crowd, the an
tagonism of diverse Influences, and 

''we may add the equal - eagerness of 
those on the other side anxious to 
make their presence known, are op- 

• posed to every known law of control.
The' astronomer, wishing to ob-

serve the stars, goes/to some solitude, 
a mountain ¡summit, and after mak
ing, a foundation as solid as the rock, 
sets his (elescope thereon, that no jar 
ot the earth, by passing train, or rum
bling wheels or tread of men may 
make tire celestial objects swing and

wltches, and co-partuers with Satan, 
would make a volume,

I have, however, u new incident 
which I will give as illustration. I 
have observed during the years these 
questions'and answers have been con
tinued,.that often, very often, when 
a question came from one correspond
ent, an answer would come from an
other, and perhaps the writers, un
known to me, and-to each other, were 
located hundreds or thousands of 
miles apart. This time the answer 
comes from Mrs, Ohas. R. Kelley, 
\vhose husband’s grandfather was the 
landlord - of “The Vengeance," and 
whose father, now 82 years of age, 
repeats thq story as told to film by 
bis; mother,

The narrative is taken from the 
Yarmouth Herald, Nova Scotia:

But the Rochester “knockings" 
were antedated’on . this continent by 
more than forty-years by phenomena* 
of an exactly similar nature. In 1807, 
in the town’ of Yarmouth, Nova Sco
tia, there stood a large building, pop
ularly known I as the “Vengeance 
House?.’ and occupied' as a hotel, Its 
appearance was that of a tort. A 
broad paved walk.led up to the main 
entrance from the street, and palis
ades'guarded the walk. It was the 
place where public, meetings .were 
held, and the military companies met 
(here to dine on the occasion of their 
public drills or trainings. The house 
took, its name from its sign, whiefi 
was a picture of the British frjgate 
Vengeance, which swung from a lofty 
post In front. ' Yarmouth at that date 
was a busy port and the house did not 
lack for custom, in the year already 
mentioned a remarkable revival of re-, 
^igion took place in the town. The 
landlord, of the hotel had a young 
daughter fifteen years of age, and 
across the street lived another girl of 
like age. The two were close friends, 
and frequently passed the night tyith 
each other. One nforning they were 
awakened by a tapping on the head- 

' board of their bed, of which they 
could not, after strict search, discover 
the origin. The noise ims repeated 
nights and morning, and every at
tempt was made to unravel the mys
tery. The ceiling was torn away and 
the floor taken Up, without revealing 
any cause. A reward of $500 was 
offered for any solution of the mys
tery, At length the invisible stranger 
was asked question, which were an
swered by raps, but his name was re
fused and also the reasons for his 
visitation. At first the raps were con
fined to a single locality, but in a tew 
days. they were heard in every part 
of the house, and became so widely 
talked about that the house was 
thronged day and night with curious 
visitors. The medium was soon dis
covered to be the young friend of the 
landlord's daughter, who became so 
terror-strickea that she dared not be 
left alonb. Some months before her 
brother-in-law, who was an officer on 
board a slBp, was supposed to have 
been murdered by pirates, and when 
a question was asked concerning him 
the response was always three loud 
raps. It stated that it 'hgjj.something 
of importance to reveal to the me
dium, but only to her alone, but the 
girl was appealed to in vain. The 
mention of it merely Inspired her with 
terror. Finally the invisible being of
fered to-communlcate by human voice 
wbat it had to say, provided the me
dium and her sister would go to'some 
secluded place together alone. But 

. nothing would tempt her, She wasted 
away under these continued harassing 
conditions; and was finally taken 
away by her friends, and under dif
ferent environment by degrees re
covered her health."

Forcefully ,thls incident shows how 
superstition and fear closed -the open
ing door and barred the entrance of 
spirit friends anxious to make their 
presence known and make revelations 
which they regarded as essential to 
their friends on earth.

I^ow many who craved the privi
lege of converse with the other side 
really do the same thing, or take no

California Letter by Mrs. 
Mary T. Longley;

louder sweetly sang ,,a magnificent 
solo and Mrs. Longley gqye several 
clairvoyant descrliiti^iH jyld spirit 
messages, all of which‘wei&kladly re
ceived and recognized by their recip
ients. y.

“A musical and mfal reception, 
will be held on Erid® rii^t of each 
'week, while the LmigleyB are here 
during the balance of thfe^oftth/for 
the First Spiritualist Church." L

“Prof, and Mrs. Longley are guests 
of Mrs. Fanning at Iter lidjhe oh the 
Cliff drive, being olu" andrintimate 
friends of the Fannings.” ;M

We will be here m|1 ifie last of 
January. Our time'is divided be
tween the home of Brother barker on 
the hill, and that of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wesley Fanning, at' Surfside' by the 
glorious sea. At this, home we are 
just across the road from the Cliffs 
and the surging tide,' The foam- 
crested billows and beautiful blue 
waves of the Pacific are' seen from 
porch and windows; its pqoming tones 
tfing in our ears at night;; Its gleamr 
ing tide refreshes our evep by day; 
it is magnificent beyond ■description. 
Flowbrs bloom In (fie gardens, and 
on this, 17th of January, the roses 
are nodding in beauty by fence and 
wall. Nature Is. singing jier'songa of 
rejoicing and life Is everywhere, /

Our work here fa on the Suhday 
platform to lecture and give messages, 
and Friday evenings?at the home of 
Brother Parker, to hold a seance for 
the benefit of the Spiritualist Church.

Our love to all frlends, -
MARY T. LONGLEY..

829 Clefagnt Street, j . " •
San Francisco, till -Margh,

A VIVID PICTURE DRAWN.

In Relei euco to the Grund and Be
neficent Work of .Mrs. .Catherine 
McFarlin at LaCrosse,, Wis.—She 

,1s » Prominent Lecturer and Me
dium, and Hus Organized a School 
Where She Takes in the. Un- 

■ churched, Unorganized and Unia, 
beled. ‘

COMPRISING all 
talea to the process olOur last greeting to the dear Pro

gressive Thinker people was wafted' 
from the pretty city of Pomona. Leav
ing there on Dec. 18, we went again 
to Los Angeles to the hospitable home 
of our friend, Mrs. Dye, where we 
tarried for a'few days prior to our 
leave-taking > of glorious Southern 
California. On Dec.- 20,'Mrs. Dye 
gave a tea, followed by a reception 
in the evening, in our' honor—such a 
daintily arranged tea table, such 
abundance of tasty viands, such glow 
of color, such beauty, fragrance and 
hospitality! . All of it worthy the pen 
of a poet and the brush of an artist 
for Ite portrayal. Among the honored 
guests around the festive board were 
Mrs. Edith Nickless Cobb, pastor, and 
Mr. and'Mrs, Mann, prominent mem- 

1 bers of the Truthseekers’ Society, Mrs. 
Wm, Clark and Mrs, Maud Ernest/ In 
the evpning a large gathering of rep
resentative Spiritualists filled the spa
cious parlors and, reception hall to 
overflowing.. Mrs. Cobb, under the 
Influence- of her inspirers made beau
tiful remarks and gave a number, of 
soul uplifting spirit messages; Mrs., 
Lohgley became the mouthpiece of 
Spirit-Pierpont and-made an address 
of spiritual Import, followed- by^Mes- 
senger Nannie, who came to give po
etical improvisations,. - symbolic de
lineations and individual messages.. 
Mr. Longley favored the friends with 
one if .his song compositions. • - 7 .

The. meetings wad .of a .most enjoy
able character, and seepied tq • leave 
a benediction on all,, Mrs. Cob^ is 
doing a splendid work’with the Truth- 
seekers’. Society, and merit# the sym
pathy and blessing of aH true workers 
In Los Angeles.

On Sunday morning, Dec. £2, Mrs. 
Longley lectured for the Truthseek- 
ers, under the infliience of John Pier
pont; the spirit announced his rown 
subject—-“The evening of the year, 
and the dawn of the new day,” The 
subject was handled in Pierpont’s 
usual style, and elicited much ap
plause from the large and attentive 
audience. ,

The 23d saw us off for San Jose 
to spend' the holidays at the charm
ing home of our valued friends, Mr. 
and Mrs. Nollas—the latter is the 
eldest daughter of those prominent 
Spiritualists of San Francisco, Mr. 
anil Mrs. G. Y. Wink; they, too, with 
“ourzglrl Agnes," who is their young
est daughter—and her husband and 
baby, Payson, were with us oVer 
Christmas, and the merry party made 
the house, ring with joyous merriment 
for three days. Then the other vis
itors from Washington departed with 
the Wink parents for “Frisco,” leav
ing us—the Longleys—to remain 
over the New Year with the San Jose 
family.

This was a season of rare enjoy
ment to us, the comraderie of Mr. and 
Mrs. Nollar; the restful, homelike at
mosphere of their abode filled our 
hearts with peace and 11 was with re
luctance on Jan. 3rd that we turned 
away for Santa Cruz to fill an en
gagement for the month. On the last 
Sunday in the year we visited the 
morning meeting of the Spiritual So
ciety in San Jose, and meta most, 
cordial reception- from its. members.' 
Being invited to address the frlbnds, 
your writer did so for half an hour, 
and was ehcouraged by the hearty 
commendatlotZshe received. Among 
the frjends met on this occasion were 
those well known spiritual workers, 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson Barker, and Thomas 
H. B. Cotton, known by his writings 
to the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker.

At Santa Cruz we found a welcome 
and the Society awaiting our coming. 
We were met at the station by Mrs. 
May Fanning, also by the.president of 
the First Spiritualists Church, Frank 
H. Parker, who bore us off to his spa
cious residence, where we- were most 
graciously received by his estimable 
wife, who is herself a fine medium 
of rare power and ability. A public 
reception had been arranged tor that 
evening and although the rain fell 
heavily, a goodly number gathered 
whom we were most happy to meet. 
An evening of music, song, .speech- 
making, message-giving, recitation 
and other entertainment brought the 
hours near to the midnight chimes 
before the house became silent, and 
we sought repose. The young' man 
of the family. Master Charles, still 
in his teens, is a promising musician, 
and plays the cornet with skill; the 
daughter, Miss Linna, is also a, musi
cian, soloist and pianist ‘It is a: 

-musical family, Mr. and Mrs. Parker 
are fine singers; they have sang, the 
Longley songs for twenty, years and 
have made them familiar In. their 
home and society. Mr. Parker 1b an 
earnest, outspoken, enthusiastic Spir
itualist. He 1b a member of the board 
of the California State Spiritualists’ 
Association. He never wearies in his 
efforts to keep our, cause before the 
public and in urging, the Spiritualists 
of the city to cometorward and keep 
in the.work. The following front the 
Santa Cruz Sentinel ot/Monday, Jah. 
6/ will feive an idea of our work on

■ the first Sunday/here: - ‘
“Prof, C, Payson- Lohgley,.'the 

prominent song writer and composer 
who has published many books of pop
ular .songs, and his wife, ’Mrs, ;Mary 
T. Longley, a well known lecturer and, 
clairvoyant medium, appeared? before 
the- people of Santa Cruz' Sunday'; Jah. 
5th, under the auspices of the'Spirit
ualists Church of this , city; In'the 
morning services Mr. ahd-Mta. Long-', 
ley rendered one of the' 'Professor's 
beautiful' songs, “We Will Al! Meet 
Again in the Morning Land,” and par
ticipated in the conference that fol
lowed. — - •

“In the evening before a large audi
ence’-Mr. and Mrs. Longley Sang an
other of these compositions, “When 
'the Dear Ones Gather at Home,” and 
Mrs. Longley delivered a lengthy-in
spirational , discourse from the sub-. 
ject, “Seek'*Ye First the Kingdom of 
God and Ite Righteousness and All 
Things Shall he Added Unto You.”

Spiritualism was defined ’ by the 
speaker as revelation of immortality 
from higher sphere of being; - its 
code of moral ethics was outlined as 
love of God and love to man, the sim
ple teachings of all holy teachers in 
evefy age. After and preceding the 
lecture a cornet -solo was-rendered by 
Chas. H. Parker, accompanied by Miss 
Arinabelle Wheeler^, Mrs. Fanning 
then made most appropriate and in
teresting remarks. Mias Stella Cal-

Physical culture is to be the feature 
of a non^ectarian Sunday School (as 
set forth In the Chicago Examiner) to 
be established in La Crosse by the 
Rev. Catherine McFarlin. The meet
ings will be held weekly, and will be 
along the line of good morals without 
reference to creed;

Rev. McFarlin says a clean mind I 
goes hand In hand with a healthy 
body, and proposes/to demonstrate ,■ 
that her physical' cul&ird idea will 1 
dp much to advance thfe moral Inter
ests of her pupils. .. .

. the Christian Religion in the "His

THIS volum? contains Cimoh’s completo Thtdogfcal writings, &op6mtofroml 
his other works; end Is, to úse nls own language, ”an enquiry Into th®’ 

human causts of the progress and establishment, of Christianity "—showing ufan,', 

 

ufare,’ini hour it originated: were Us founders: and uhat were the sentiments 
character, manners, numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians.

Gibbon’s Vindication of the I Sth and 16th chapters of his History from the aH’ 
tacks of his Christian opponents, is reprlnted'wWM from the original edition 
of his Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, In 1786. It eífectú 
ally aril forever silenced his detractors who. being vajiqulahod In argu 
mont, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of Infidelity. V
t All that can be said by Christians In fegard to the Origin Christi 
anity Is reprinted from the valuable notes of Draw Miluan, Wbnck, 
Guixot. and other eminent Christian historians who hare edited 
Gibbon’s works.

Among the Illustrations will be found represen’allons of 
the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology.

This celebrated work has run through many ©dU 
lions, and Is now the acknowledged author.ty on the 
subject of Christianity.

Umi, leprstatai ths Codexes, ud shwUg U
nua mri all the avttorib tbs BIN* has.

PROGRESSIVE. THINKER,

Mrs. McFarlhi/is a student of the 
new thought school. Sheds a Spirit- 
ualist pnd fa jp charge hhro as pastor 
of the Spiritualistic congregation. 
She is a woman pf wide learning, and 
has adypcated her views’uppn the re
lation of ,a well pelsed body and-mind 
to n pure soul ,qpon the lecture plat
form In Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul 
and other large, cities.

■Mrs.’.McFarlin fa-In LoCrosse now, 
she says, io bp near her, mother, who 
is elghty-nlne years old and lives 
at Plainview, Miiiji.?a phor.t distance 
from La CroBse. , • ■ <. ,

“While I know ivhftvd jqfany sympa
thizers in thia work," said; M[te. Mc
Farlin,1 “I qm alone in': inaugurating 
tljls Sunday school.

“Religion and Belief 'Different.”
“In the first'place, I believe there 

is a vast difference between religions 
and beliefs. I believe it is the reli
gious tendency -In faba ■■ àpd women 
which inspires them " to higher and 
nobler thoughts' and deeds; Sect has 
little to do v^ith ft, and even in some 
cases may be detrimental,Tn a way, 
to the attainment of the highest men- 

“w and spirituel Ideals/'
“Radical views upoh creeds among 

parents keep hundreds of children 
away from Sunday School, and it Is 
my aim to establish a Sunday School 
where creed and sect will be set aside 
and the object will be to teach high 
morals, hlgh-mindedness and sppirit- 
ual ideals.

“I believe the first requisite to 
higher moral and spiritual ideals Is a 
well-poised body and mind. The 
nearer physical perfection one is, the 
nearer realization arq the ideals and 
higher thoughts we believe so essen
tial to happiness upon this earth and 
in the land to come.

"I expect to open my Sunday School 
with fancy drills, physical culture ex
ercises and singing. The training of 
the body Is Intended to prepare the 
way for assimilation of the higher 
thoughts It Is my purpose to instill 
into the minds of my pupils.

To Cultivate Oijiglnality.
"At each meeting ot this school the 

pupils will be asked to express an 
original thought along some higher 
Idrtil. If this Is impossible at first, 
they will be asked to quote something 
lofty from the writings o£4he famous 
authors. During the week they will 
keep in touch /with the world’s events 
and current happenlsgs, and each 
Bunday shall be expected to be able 
to,answer questions upon what the 
world is -doing. - • .

“I believe many children are denied 
this privilege^ and that it will help 
them to' a broad understanding; will 
teach them wliat the world is doing 
and Inspire them with what they'may 
themselves accomplish.

“I shall always make good, clean 
morals one of the primary teachings 
ot my classes, for upon this I believe 
depends the success of the entire vent
ure. One cannot be mentally and 
spiritually clean wfth unclean morals, 
nor can one be morally clean with an 
unclean body. For this reason J at
tach much importance to my physical 
culture department.

Expression Part of PIqn,
"I belleye that in every man and 

woman thqre are original, lofty 
thoughts if they could but be taught 
to express'them, and to try to bring 
out these-thoughts J propose to bold 
once a month or once in two months 
an entertainment In which my classes 
shall participate. They will be ex
pected to present, themselves and 
their Ideas before the others, and I 
hope to teach them' the art of expres
sion. Training In expression brings 
from the mind what physical culture, 
dancing and'othbr exercises bring with 
the body.

“I have made no particular plans 
for^ the preliminary organization of 
my classes other than the announce
ment, but I expect no difficulty In 
securing as many pupils àS I can at
tend to. My Sunday School wilt opeii 
at 11 o’clock'in the mo'rnlng, anffTf 
pupils of sectarian Sunday Schools de- 
slrft to attend and go to their own 
churches liter It will be possible for 
them to do so."

The West Side Chur?h Of ‘Columbus.

•Your grand paper comes-as a let
ter from home. Welcomed, r re.ad 
with Interest the newB. from the va
rious societies throughput, the many 
states, and I rejoice at their progress. 
The West Side Church is'making won
derful progress. The month of De
cember we had for our lecturer and? 
message-bearer that powerful worked ‘ 
Mrs. Edith McCrosson. On Sunday, 
Dec. 21, we celebrated Christmas, and 
baptismal of children, with the spir
itual ritual, and the crowning with 
pure white flowers," Blessed are the 
tiny buds of the human family, for 
to them we must Ipok for the banner 
bearers of the future years. Jan. 4 
the official board of Ohio met at our 
church for a business session with all 
the members present,' except 0. B. 
Clark of Ashtabula. r'

Sunday, the 6th, a mass-meeting 
was held all day, and 'a great success 
it was. Brother G.~ Hi Brooks, who 
is now filling an engagement with the« 
First Church of this city, was with 
us morning and afternootl1,' and his 
glorious spiritual thoughts wbfe'as 
leaven unto the audience. : ‘

In the various services'Sunday the 
different members oP'the board, lec
tured or gave messages, find much 
good will be the restilt. > «Ron. Wm. 
Strong, that eloquent’ spoAker from 
Hamilton, Canada wit's also present. 
This society has engafefed film for Jan
uary, with Mrs. Susknrie' Harris as 
message-bearer. ft

On Sunday evening fourteen new 
members were formally taken In with 
the ritual service peWormed by the 
writer, and others. -1 J! :

Our audiences have ‘ filled our 
-church on Sunday evening—to over- 
fldwing, and never was the'aoclety in 
such a prosperous '.condition. The 
officers .elected for the ensuing yearr, 
H. E. Boerstle», president; J. 
Kruge, vice-president; ■■ John Bflck- 
man, secretap'’; Mrs. Lucas, assistant 
secretary; Mrs. Susanne Harris, treas
urer. Trustees, Mrs. L. A. Grove, 
Mr. Zebold, Mr. Hess and Mrs. Mc
Lean. _

On Jan. 2nd I was called to Newark, 
Ohio,-, to perform the. funeral service 
of Mrs. Al. F. Yountz, the beautiful 
daughter of Chas. F...and Anna.L. 
Glenn. She waff married Aug. 21, 
19Q7, at the cottage of.her parents in 
Lily Dale, N. Y., and passed to spirit 
lite Dec. 31. . \

Their beautiful hpme was filled 
with relative! and loving friends. The 
Parente and brother, aa well as the 
arisen sister, were in touch with the 
truths of Spiritualism' qnd spirit re
turn, H. E. BOERSTLER, - _ 
Pres.West Side Spiritualist Church.

A Htetopy of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Blvd Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these -two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indfapensible. 
Every tree Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases thtf authority, 
showing the persistency of 'I’b—uno y in fighting new and advan”"d ideas is 
8cien<w. 0 .___ a

’'THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY" is undoubt
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impair 
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 
is-amazing. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on receipt of the price, $5.00.

the

A SINGLE SPIRITUALIST,

are

MARY ANNE WENOGEflNIDES

A Work of Immense Importance..
555^

NT

measures to assist from this side 
efforts of spirits on the other?

in the cold North there

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

These books from the pen of the no tod musician, medium and 'author, 
Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers ortThe Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning to end.

A Psychical Novel.—Price Paper, Wife, .Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neal 
Cloth Cover, Price gl.00.

44 Addresses and Answers to His. Critics.

the midst of jarring contentions, and 
\ expeits to be successful! It is done 
? A 'because ;demanded by Ignorance • of 

DBycbic laws, and because It pays.
1 -'„The demand for these “tests” fa so 

urgent, that many who in private 
seances have been more on less suc- 

'■ cessful, In their Imperfect develop- 
7 : ment/'rush before the public, and 
'. these, conscious that they cannot rely 

-with implicit confidence on their Im- 
> présslblllty, catch at any straws as do 

: the/ drowning, “fish" with leading
questions, and generalities of descrip
tion, and furnish skepticism strong ar- 

' gumeqts. •
This correspondent is right when he 

infers that a psychic, under the stress 
■ Imposed'by th® environment of the 

platform- should be under control of 
the strongest and most intelligent. A 

- child, red, black or white, would be 
V the fast resort. In the private seance, 
A if children communicate, It Is through
\ ■ the manifestations of those more com- 

. 1 ' petent. They have not learned the 
v methods or have not the ability.-
? It may be added that these pur- 

- portin's Indian children, talk a broken
English, but is is a combination of 

•words ho Indian, would ev.er.be tor- 
' ; tured into making, and the prattling 
5 ’ child sjtows the keen wit and cunning 

of age.
“ As for prophecy, cause and effect 

run ;uninterrupcd cohrses, and If a 
mind can reach along the . succession 

' t oj these a conclusion as to the final 
S,-7 effect; Ti} a series may be reached.

? There is no différence between a spirit 
in or out of th$ mortal body in such 

\presclence, except possession of 
tereater knowledge, and hence It may 
,bte-inferred that some men may have 

: ktfaner insight than some spirits. It 
Is thia-limitation which makes com- 

' mefeplal fortune telling fraudulent, 
. wbeii it claims to be able to read the 

îutüt'è of'any and every -caller at so 
much, a head.

Countless Instances prove that fu
ture events in-our lives may be fore
seen; premonitions -and warnings 
which, sometime come into the lives 
of all show clearly the possibility of. 
the curtain of futurity: being partially 
lifted. - It cannot be for everyone, at 

" any time, and the best psychic must 
jnore often fall than-succeed, when 

• »vlng seàncés to. a succession of ap- 
' pllcants, whose'card of admission is 

’ 'ths coin they present.
Under the circumstances,,, we ought 

, not to criticise the imperfections ot 
i thé 'manifestations, rather we should 
' be astonished that'they are as good 

ôs they are. ' •

• Inquirer:—-Q:—Is true that
the first spiritual manifestidions came 
to the Fox family? . X
.. A.—It is quite a mistake that such 
waB the .beginning. । Every student of 
the movement wbll-knows that as re
markable manifestations took place 
long before, but the time was not 
ripe for. their reception, and after 
brief interest they ceased. ' The phe
nomena that came to the ShakeYs was 
more startling than the, occurrences 
at the Foxhomestead, but the people 
became alarmed at the teachings; To 
Sl^e brief notice, even, of these,spor
adic efforts which too often were .met 
with superstitious fear, and subjected 
tb^ lnnacent receivers to, ostracism as

A portly volume containing reports 
of the noted Colonel’s lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualist's and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and Instruction combined In his in
comparable presentation of the truth 
as it appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter, 
and is sold at a mere nominal price.
- Price, postpaid, only $1.00. t ;

He Lives in Georgia and is Enthu
siastic Over the Country.

To the Editor: We have now lo
cated in Sunny South Georgia, 
Charleston County, and as far as I 
know we are the only Spiritualist in 
tliis section. .

Surely out oF-your big family of 
readers there are several that are 
thinking of a change. I am sure that

many • who wduld come If they 
only knew of this place. This-Is the 
land of opportunities, the bonanza of- 
the'future. Our Winters are inild, 
summers nëver sultry. ' Our country- 
is remarkably healthful, and one can 
get a home herd on easy terms if de- 
slred.i We have two railroads, and 
charter granted for a third. Our soil 
is a sandy loam. We raise corn, oats,, 
rye, ric.e, cotton, sea - Island cotton, 
sugar cane, alfalfa, millet, cassava, 
potatoes, svieet potatoes, onions, and 
all sorts of vegetables. Melons grow 
here to perfection. ?

In fruits we have peaches, pears, 
cherries, plums, .Japanese persim
mons, apricots, 'oranges, figB, dates, 
olives, pecans and all sorts of ber
ries. Now, in pecans it cost $12 for 
the trees per acre. Well taken care 
of, In two years they are worth.-$100 
per acre. ' In -ten years they are worth 
$1,000 per acre. A few acres would 
give one a nice Income >fbr life, and 
their children after them. There is no 
fatal sickness here, arising, from the 
cold as In the North, such as pneu
monia, diphtheria and kindred dis
eases. It is the finest bee country 
in the world. We have the climate, 
good land and a remarkably healthful 
country; and I believe anÿ one would 
be satisfied here. All who have come 
so far are enthusiastic over the coun-. 
try. If any . reader of the dear Pro
gressive Thinker would like a home 
in Sunny South Georgia I will give. 
them' any Information desired. At 
this writing (Jan. 11), we are hav
ing beautiful weather, fine rain this 
morning. I just saw two little boys 
coming., to postofflee bare-footed, bo 
you see'Tiow nice and pleasant it is. 
We have had a very- little ice—only 
three mornings , this winter. This Is 

• a fine country for stock raising: in all 
of its branches. I would like to see 
severarhundred families of Spiritual
ists move, here and we would get 
them, if they only, knew what a fine 
country'we have. We. could . soon 
have a park, and have a camp meeting 
every winter,

J.‘E. McMAHAL.
Homeland. Charleston Co., Ga.

A Good Mon Passed to Spirit Life.
Earth 1b always lonelier whenever 

a good man or a good woman drops 
from the ranks of humanity. Many 
hearts, widely separated by distance,, 
will be saddened to know ibat Riley 
Johnson passed through the Gate? 
Eternal early SunUay morning, Jan. 
19th, from bls home on the Lily Dale 
Assembly grounds. _ Hls'wornout body 
was laid to rest “In nearby Laona on 
Jfan. 21st. More than .cnee in the_ 
closing days of the 190Y. camp' fears- 
were voiced that, “Rifay will not be 
with us next year." bjo face was .bet
ter known there than .wgs his. Each 
recurring season for twenty years or 
more had found him at some post of 
responsibility, generally that of gate
keeper, where It was ms to welcome 
the coming and bid .cheery God-speed 

-to the departing visitors, Though his 
form had bent beneath "the burden of 
years and time had furrowed his 
features, yet his heart; Whs young, 
^'actions came and went in the man
agement of the Assembly, but he was 
trusted and honored :by thein ~all. 
Successive presidents'Pajld boards of 
directors passing in uhbrokhn jproces- 
sion found his fidelity never wavered 
and his word was hjs bimd. Proud 
of the confidence bestowed-fipon kirn, 
he always proved wpHti^w It. So 
zealous was he to dutj^ thai'blx o’clock 
in the morning of ten" fpfind. him at 
Ms post which he maby ffihes wonid 
not volutarlly leave'until1 after 10 
p. m. None knew hig (yprifflness bet
ter than the treasured’ St the As
sembly- The praises St prominent of
ficials were more widely .bung, but 
note exceeded his falthfufiitess at his 
humbler post And so'' ’̂od night 
to the loving husbaM’, Abyal father, 
upright citizen, helpful9' neighbor, 
honest officer and royHl-h&r'ted btoth- 
er, until we all meet In fife morning 
dawn which his eyes H&V'e already wel- 

-comed. DR. GEO. B. I^ARNE.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol
ume contains the best, poems of the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs-with the music by -eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recltatHms. • ■ 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.

Wants to Arouse' Spiritualists to ' 
Action^

,To the Editor:,. There come times 
in'the affairs^pf- life .when action is 
demanded. The crisis is now upon,us 
as Spiritualists, to-awaken from our 
lethargy, or we as anlprganizatlon are 
going to feel :the results of our in
action., We have, every, advantage 
that could be desired. Ab for talent, 
our. line of leaders can not be sur
passed. .Our finances.compare favor
ably with any other -class of people. -:

We feel also there is an advance in 
the general intelligence of .the laity. 
We also know we have the only reli
gious belief that can demonstrate 
what (we profess. We'may well feel 
proud of out success, hut we must not 
cease to make further effort. Growth 
and development are demanded if we 
would hold our position.^ We should 
not be satisfied with mediocrity. We 
should continue to work, and with ac
tion come growth and improvement.

, In the matter of lierature. we are 
not taking the ^advantage the case 
merits. Our periodical publications 
are, limited, and it behooves us as a 
class to give our ^support to their 
maintenance, and make them worthy 
of the cause they profess. Many of 
our Spiritualistic friends do not take 
any of-our publications, consequently 
spiritual Improvement is retarded by 
such neglect.

CYRUS SANDERS. '
Ashley, Ohio. '

From the Pen of the Qifted Inspirational Author, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

. Cover, 60 Cents.
This great novel is written with a 

distinct purpose, to set forth certain 
phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspired 
author. The question' of soul nmteft 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel, 
Is advanced os a vital truth of spirit 
experience In the,higher realms. The 
{work radiates a good Spiritual influ
ence, and Is very Interesting.■

It fa a spiritual book for spiritual
ty and Interesting for everyone.

This great work relates the expert*' 
ences ot a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It Is very jeallstlc, and the narrative 
Is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that other world very, hear to Ur; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
ot the dear ones of the home and fam
ily. Ib beyond one’s power to describe. 
AU 'readers will be charmed with it 
as well as spiritually aided and up* 
lifted.

In the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science.
BY LOUIS ELBE.

This is the authorized translation of available evidence hitherto' to be 
the famous took which has been ore- found .only In the most scattered anc 
atlng bo wide a stir in Bcientific and inaccessible forms. With great care 
religious'clrcles throughout France, and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
under the title “'La Vie Future.” It “ -------
will be received with equal Interest
here, and will arouse very general dis
cussion, as the subject is one engaging 
not only scientists but laymen in ever- 
increasing numbers. ,

The fundamental question of the 
"Immortality of the •Soul’’ has dis
turbed the great thinkers ot all ages, 
and for the solution of this eternal 
enigma humanity still seeks In vain.

This volume offers for the first time 
a complete presentation of all - the

a plain statement of the discoveries, 
theories, and Ideas of the greatest in
vestigators together with his own Illu
minating views and comments; aiid a 
mass of authentic Information regard
ing the beliefs of the primitive races.

The book is divided Into'two parts, 
the first part being devoted to the 
Ideas of the Survival as considered by, 
the Primitive races, and the second'to 
Deductions drawn from the Funda
mental sciences. With Portrait <rt 
the author. Price §1.20; postage IM,

ev.er.be
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From the Spirit Side of Life
Read Carefully, as We. Introduce a New Pre
mium. Book,-Which Is Extremely Valuable.

“Many of the so-called Christian fathers, popes, cardinals and priests of 
the mother church, as well as many of the bishops and priests of the Prot
estant faith, are still at the head of similar organizations in spirit life, 
and are faithfully working to propagate the errors they/taught in earth 

life.” - .

Not man in the singular or egotls-1 
tical number, but. man in his collective 
condition including his companion, his. 
equal and better half—woman-^-and 
also everything below them in Nature; 
for Is not man a microcosm of Nature, 

. a world within himself. i-
"When in the earth body I was a 

: student of Nature and investigated (as

knowledge to man and exposed the 
fraud and forgery by which priestcraft 
has held man in its toils. -

Think you that the minds who com
posed and proclaimed those doctrines 
and beliefs, and thereby 1 acquired 
power over mind, ceased to teach and 
promulgate them after entering spirit 
life? Oh, no; for there they united

about with their own peculiar learned’ 
ignorance.v.They ’do.- not. desire to 
learn, or.to know the truth, for on 
earth, as in spirit land. (hq.truth means 
the relinquishment of their power 
over mind, thereby placing themselves 
In their own proper condition among
men. <■*>.. .. . . ..

Have You Read
OÜR 

nDEMHlPREMIUM
BOOK 

OFFER?

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00. -

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on al) these books", leaving us 
only about 83.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable" books as can be found that 

। treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub- 
| jects. The whole world never saw

THE STORY OF THE GREAT 
map aud description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light and 
Jems of to-day is worth more to the 
and even the general reader, than 
say nothing on the many topics of 
deeply every school of thought in this 
tory, This book is endorsed by Prof, 
scientist; he regards It as one of the 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 

[Angeles, Cal. Price 82-00; postage

ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
derful and advanced civilization of 
lesson it gives forth upon the prob- , 
historian, the statesman, the student,- 
many times the price of the book—to 
which It treats, sufficient to interest
momentous time of the world’s 
Larkin, the great Astronomer 
greatest Books of the present 
415 North Fremont avenue, 
14 cents. .

his- 
and 
age. "

MASTERSHIP IS HIE RIGHT WAY, /4*

far as my timé and means would per- 1 
mH), all that came under my mind’s * 
comprehension. I was also a student 1 
of Biblical lore, but not an acceptor ; 
of all its teachings. I read and com- ; 
pared its chapters with other readings,: 
with the idea of making it accord and ' 
correspond with the teachings ot'Na- 

. ture; and hence I am enabled to quote: 
", from other books, for the memory of, 
z What man has read and studied in the, 

earth., life remains with the spirit
. man. ■. - J -.-

Was man created or formed out of
: the ground, and has he had only' a 

brief existence of less than 6,000 
. . years? Truth and Nature answers, '

Ño'.—tor It required-ages, untold ages 
. of'time to prepare and .spiritualize 

matter in order that.it might be'pjade 
/ pure and fit wherewith to clothe a 

poul. "Not an individual soul; but dual 
op mated souls; for in the-first chap
ter of your so-called sacred book we 
read: “Male and female made he 
THEM, and blessed THEM and ,said 
unto them be fruitful and multiply 

; and replenish the earth and subdue. Jtr 
■and: -have dominion over everything 
thereon." ‘

"... .. Since entering spirit-life my student 
. qualities find desires, have not abated 
". “. In the least, but have been augmented, 

.< . .and ‘desire to know I has been .rekin- 
died, and. happily for man, he there 

" finds all and everything required to 
■■ stimulate the mind and satisfy its 

longings and ty incite investigation
■ and study. ■ x

/-Every book worthy of study found
: on earth is" also found over there.- 

: - Duplicates" of every instruments to fa-
to man are there, 

¡.’-A and .many which man has not yet 
■< prepared.himself to receive..

"/-The .means of acquiring knowledge 
: . are accessible to mind just in propor- 

- tioii:to its desire to know; but no mind 
is torced or urged beyond its desire.

the samé in the more 
-tprqgréBsed spheres as on earth or In 

: - the .darker homes of the lower sphere. 
The majority of mankind has very

with other, minds of like character as 
themselves, • formed organizations, 
hamlets and'^llages, built churches, 
appointed priests and leaders, retained 
or gained more power over their ad
hérents aS; they entered npirlt life, and 
then used them as controlling messen
gers to return and influence mortal । 
mi.nd, and .through their pulpit med- 
diums proselyte to their cause. ..

You may not be willing to accept 
as truth the statement that many of 
tlie so-callefi Christian fathers, popes, 
cardinals: and priests of the mother 
church, as well as many of the 
bishops ;.and priests of'the Protestant 
faiths;, are; still at the head of simi
lar organizations In spirit life, and 
are faithfiilly “working to propagate 
.the errors they taught in earth life, 
with thejr watchmen ready and wait
ing for pvery creedal soul passing the 
gate of death, that none may escape, 
their numbers be Increased both here
and there.

You have but a crude idea of man 
as a spirit, or of life in the spirit 
world. The lower sphere in spirit
land Is but the corresponding states 

[ of life on earth. The same selfish 
motives .rule. The same of similar 
forms of government are found in its 
Cities, towns and surrounding coun
try. Thousands of spirit men and 
women dwell among you here on 
earth. In truth, , this lower sphere Is 
in all respects a duplicate of life here.

Can you not accept as truth that 
continuous life knows no change, has 
no break in Its chain?

Does the sleep of a night make any 
change in Individual man, or make 
any ' change in his prospects and 
plans? Then why should the short 
sleep of Death change the disposition 
or character of any person? If you 
have formed certain likes and dis
likes, and had fixed habits of life 
here, why should you not cprry those 
Hkes_and habits with you and grav- 

' itate'to those home to which they

In deserts and " darkness for ages- 
thby‘ll_roam, ■ : '

E’er seeking bqt i finding no true
, spirit .home;. • ’•

First Mammon they; worshipped, but 
now In despair

They’re watching, .tlteln. gold though 
they dwell/over there. •

Ambition and power with silver and 
gold, : .. ;

A life of true pleasure doth never un- 
fold;.., '

No treasures are: stored, only anguish 
and care,

No friends do they/flnd though they 
dwell over there.'

■ H ; ■. -
Then choose ye tire'path you will walk 

in on earth,
To sorrow or pleasure earth life will 

give birth; *
You can dwell In a home so peaceful 

and fair, • ' .
Or In darkness may live though you 

dwell over there.

Mid flowers and- fruit, or in desert 
- alone; . : : ’

A mansion may build, or a cave be 
your home; ■. -

Surrounded by friends, or with Giant 
Despair,

You build your own house when you 
dwell over' there. -

, Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
"critically.examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, in 
every nook and cotter of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS,,' They constitute a wonder
fully,: valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum, -All aré substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
Who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. «I

■ We have now FOURTEEN magnlfi-

"értide’ldeas of man both as a-.mortal 
K/rmtin thrilling .on earth, and as A spirit

’map dwelling'in another world. Chrls- 
" tlanity with'its" bl more

■ toward creating this condition than' all 
;' combined.

, .L.Yòùf story of creation as related In 
Genesis Is b'ut a crude retelling of an 
ancient record made by man. in his- 
unenlightened days, and not truthfully 
rendered at that, but garbled and mu-

, ' -tllated to suit the lower class of mind 
to whom it was given, and this by a 
more modern priesthood for its own 
selfish purposes.

Allow'ùs to quote for your instruc
tion and comparison from an
other bible, older by hundreds of years 

'than your own (yet not the original): 
‘.‘The earth was covered with flowers, 
the trees bent under their fruit, thou- 

: sands of animals sported over. thee 
plains, and many birds in thè air, 

- when Brahma perceived that thé time 
' had come for thé preàtlon of man. to

ISHablt this dwelling " pldce.
- '/“He drew.fronf the ‘great soul, from 
tiro pure, essence; a germ of life yyith 
which he animated the two persons 
whom .he. made male and female, that 
Is proper for reproduction, like ani-- 
maïs and plants, and he gave them 
conscience and speech, which rendered 
tirem superior to all he had yet cre
ated, but Inferior to the angels and to 

“ God.
“He .distinguished thé man by 

strength shape and majesty, and 
named him Adima, or the first man. 
-The woman received grace, gentleness i 

■ and beauty; and he named her Heva, 
or what completes life. Therefore In 
giving Adiina a companion the Lord 
perfected the life bestowed on him, 

- and in thus establishing the conditions 
under which humanity was about to 

• be born, he proclaimed in earth and 
- in -heaven the equality of the woman

With, the man."
Which picture do you prefer, this 

' '.record of' ancient man, or the garbled 
? story ln Genesls given to the so-called 

Jewish'nation?" . - : v .
■, Man has nio records" by which’ hb 
can prove that such a’ nation of peo-

• pie as he now.sty les the "Hebrew-na
tion.” ever existed prior to the day’s 

; • of the tribal’chief whom he now calls'
. 'David, the king, the. man after (his(

correspond? v *
What do you know in relation to 

countries foreign to your, own, or 
even of the distant parts of tliat coun- 
try in which you reside? Only what 
books and returning travelers relate.. . 
Should, not .the (.ale accord ,with your 
preconceived ideas, or the mind be 
not able to comprehend, you cast it 
aside.as unworthy of belief.

"It is only a few short years since 
man accepted the truth of spirit re--, 
turn and learned that he could 
commune with those who had passed

i through;-the portal of Death. You 
read of"-many visiting spirits (in 
your book) and you accept and 
believe tire messages given, but they 
were' called “the Angels of God,” and 
the days in which they came were 
styled the days of miracles. Your 
priestly teachers say that those days 
belong to the past and that death 
leads to that land from which no 
soul ever returns. To-day, however, 
thosands ask: Why can they not 
come as-in the days that are past? 
And you. who are (Spiritualists, who 
know how and have the proof of 
spirit return; should be prepared not 
only to" answer the question but 
through and by the silent" hour and 
the home circle convince every seek
ing mind.

"We now come to you qs travelers 
fron^ a distant land and assure you 
that the " priestly teachings of to-dayl 
are erroneous, and. false. I

At ino . time and nowhere has the 
All Spirit revealed the all of Its word, 
and written It in a book to be the 

-laiy and .the guide of . man. As all in 
nature Is' governed by' the. law of 
spirit, miracles or - that : above spirit 
did.not and cannot exist. Marvels, 
or . that -.which is marvelous . exists 
only by reason .of man’s ignorance of 
law, and. Investigation dissipates 
them, even as the dew disappears be
fore the' morning sun.
' yZe. as- before said, are simply trav- 

। eleré'’ réttffning from that land

Thus we-describe the state 6r con
dition of thousands of these prieslly 
leaders of men after entering, spirit 
life; and again we ask, which will 
ye choose, “a home so peaceful and 
peaceful and fair, or a cave for your 
home with Giant Despair?^’

Ne’er before in yqup era have such 
golden moments, such'' glorious oppor
tunities, such free spirit help, such co
operative companionship been offered 
to man. He can think and speak In 
freedom, and can act his thought and 
speech so long as he. does not invade 
the rights of his fellow man. ~ .

The progressed spirit world' is ac
tive to-day in refuting and exposing 
biblical errors and church, teachings. 
Science has in a measure released ; 
mind from their toils, and,opened .the - 
gate of 'knowledge.' . In- ^opséquencp. 
thereof man has ofttimes (almost un
consciously to himself), formed condi
tions for spirit'return. Then as truth 
and knowledge enter the mind, desire 
increases, and we hasten to feed de
sire where truth will be accepted.

Therefore we come to you in this 
imperfect way and ask you to co-op
erate in teaching the Motherhood of 
All Spirit, the sisterhood of woman, 
and the brotherhood of man. That

cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.
. Any one of the Premium Books you 

may order, price 25 cents. This 
is .the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con- 
nection. with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25.

No premium books will be sent out 
unless the order Is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription, to The Progres
sive Thinker; but, if you order more 
than• one book, the price is as fol
lows:

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 7j) cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.15...

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you, may order, price$1.75.

Any six iof the Fourteen Premium 
Books you ¿nay order, price $2.10.

Any seven of (the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45.

Any eight ofKIie Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.80.

Any nino of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any temof-the Fourteen Jremium 
Books you may order, price $3.50.

Any eleven at the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85. 

■ Any twelve of the'.Fourteen Premi
um Books you may1 order, price $4.20.

the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
In the price of paper..

Bear in mind that every order for a 
-Premium Boqk must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is ,|1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
ÒUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The .Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in.the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedia of Death, and 

Life in thè Spirit World, Vol, 8.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4—-Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.

5—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remark
able medium.

6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.

7—A Wanderer In the Spirit

THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., 
of the “Harmonic Series.” It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This 
Is the Way that. leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every Intelligent man and woman 
who Is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual ‘Development 
wherepy we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without' becoming 
Mediums,

i. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that

MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Unfoldment', and that it is open;to all 
who elect to travel it. V

4. Its author speaks from * the' 
standpoint of one who has “had the 
personal experience and made /the 
demonstration." ,

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the> 
deepest and most exalted demands 
the human soul. i

It will be sent post-paid to any .'ad
dress on1 receipt of 82.00,. Address, 
Department P. T. ’
THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK CO.

23 N. Keozie Ave., Chicago.

IfRS. B. au HITCHCOCK, will answer 3 .
STANDARD BOOKS ON . Queatloue for !&e. Send owu handwrithyr and

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT» lock of hair, Fullroading.il. Feru Hill, Piero®
-- | Co.. Waab

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 page». 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seerahlp. “An Inspired book"—Pro
gressive Thinker. “A revelation."— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from $2.00). UM.

Auras and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon c 
of color meanings. A three thousand • *i 
edition just published to supply the 
great demand.. Price 50 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. F. GTtUMBlNE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

FOR 25 CENTS and stump 1 will sepd 
full reading und answer questions, f 
Hend date of birth. Mix. 1’oud, 670 **. 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

I MISS M, B. HEDRICK. Psychic. 810 Schemer- ) 
horn bireet. Brooklyn, N. Y. Seances Tuesday» /

j and Fridays. 8 n. M. Ladies class and mystU) j 
circle Wednesday afternoons 2:89. Private,.J 
consultations daily. Phone 44W W. Main. Reaiy

. ings by mall, &.00.

earth life is but a state of probation, 
a preparatory school to fit one for 
life in the spirit world. -That pro
gression adhered to every souj, and 
though as..in the ease of individual'- 
persons, as well as nations,.retrogres
sion may seem to appear, still pro
gression is the law of spirit and must 
prevail. All that was good and true, 
all that was beneficial to man in the 
past is yoprs now.J'Yours, if you ac- 
cept it and use it. for. "your own good 
and the benefit of future man.
x Study’and see if you can analyze 
.mind. .Your mlnd'is your own, an at
tribute or possession of the soul. Ask 
what is imagination,’ that quality of 
the mind - which enables you to soar 

i away and bring before mind distant 
scenes,to see friend's who are not near, 

| and by the" aid of' thought com-

toward which your daily life is. lead
ing you, and who so well qualified as 
they who ..escaped creedal bondage 
here kind who. have, progressed in de
gree over’there; to instruct the mind, 
'and tell of "life in the land where, 
they now dwell? Remember that we

, God’s own heart.. There aré no rec
ords outside of your bible by’which 
you can prove the existence of the in- 

. dividuals named therein,' Close ypur
‘ book, search outside Its lids and no

where can you find the indisputable.. 
proofs' so eagerly. and so faithfully .

■ sought at thepresenttlme;
... How, then, you ask,,have these.. 
many and.yarléd beliefs and religions::

■ been kept before man; and-have had 
., such influence over mortal, mind? ■

By giving to other minds the right. 
' to think for you and then revering 
’ their thought and teaching. By, at 

: their command, . accepting the. book 
as the word of a personal God and be
lieving their statemént that no other 
word could Jie given, thereby making 

L . it an object of worship or adoration; ■ 
- and last, but not least, by and through 

spirit influence over mortal mind.
We, In return, Would ask, Why the 

bbok and -Its priests are losing their 
hold over mind? Why their power is 

■ Waning and mind is regaining its free- 
• , dom? Because the progressed spirit 

- >'wbrld has by the light of truth opened 
a. pathway "between earth and heaven, 
and brought the message of continu
ous life to many; also: because science 
ihrough spirit influence has ' given

now dwell in" the second or that which, 
is called the home sphere. That we 
have, every means at our disposal to 
attain knowledge to the full extent of. 
our désire and our ability to compre
hend, and receive the truth, and that 
which-we so obtain we,can through 
thèhapd or lips of njnedium, or spirit 
still in thé body, give to you, but un
der the same’ law of .earnest desire to 
know. Of course it would be some
what more convincing to mind could 
we stand before you and speak-' 
through our o_wn life/jis we will be 
enabled to do in the near future, 
when man on earth forms conditions 

■in which to nieet his spirit friends; 
and which repulse the enemies.of 
man. Then’will we be able to give 
you more minute descriptions of our 
homes . and their surroundings, oùr 
temples, our schools, our libraries, 
those instruments of which you as 
yet know not their usé; musical in
struments.of which you have not 
heard the sound; our occupations, 
the routine of our daily life; all and 
in all that aids in making ■ bright, 
happy and lovable- continuous life in 
spirit spheres. Also- more vivid de
scription of life In the lowest sphere, 
to aid yon in warning other minds bi

Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a I 
wonderful English medium. I

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by HudsonTuttle.

9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and. Present, by Dr, J. M. 
Peebles: -

10—r-The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price Is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
Is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above.

rational or-Spiritualized platform, but,, 
.freed ¡from sone? class, of errors they 
deliberatelyvopen- 'the dobr of mind' 
and bind ■ themselves to another class.

"If,'Ii say they, “the teachings of the 
past:, are false, if there was no act 
of (preation within’,« limited time 
through and by the spoken word of 
a personal God, then must all that re- 
lates/to a future life'be also false.”

To-enlighten these minds we must 
also labor. ’Ths true that death will I 
open their eyesmnd free the mind, but! 
all should enter progression's .faith 
while still in the form. They are our 
allies in so far as they combat the 
false' teachings of tlie past, but in an
other sense they are giving aid and 
comfort to the enemy of man, and 
forming-conditions whereby undevel
oped wandering, spirits- can still 
further enslave the mind:

In. tarrying on this war against 
priestcraft ■ and its. numerous allies, 
you-must remember that it is a war 
of love, not Of liate or persecution. 
Love,the man,,but destroy evgry cita
del of superstition and selfish ignor
ance in which he dwells. If thine ene-

munlon with them. Ask of mind what 
governs It, and what . law. it governs 
all the attributes of the soul. "The 
great majority of ¡mankind múst an
swer, “I don’t know." *

‘Many will say, "I read' my Bible. 
I listen to the. teachers who claim that . 
they are sent of God;" but If. they 
spoke truthfully, yould say, “I give 
It no further thought,”

Oh, man, canst thou not perceive 
that the sopì and'not thé hèart, the 
inner self is the seat of the affections 
and the will, and inlnd is the ‘servant 
of» thè soül'thíoügh which thought 
is generated and wlH . clothed- with 
power? "Know you not that Soul is 
thé master, and soul,1s"God; ”1 am,”' 
should be the’ -platform upon which 
every soul should stand,. T am a corn-, 
poñent part of thé. Aboie,A man, 
clothed with a material body, ■ which 
Itself is composed o f the • all In «nature. ■ 
I am (or. should’ be)' the- ruler of my 
own little World/ guided only by the, 
experiences of i the; past and thé un-: 
seen influences of the how. I should 
so govern as tq.be able to banish dis
ease of every nature and make the 
body a fit dwelling place for ; a soul" 
capable of co-operation .with . other 
souls and spirit guides for. the good of 
humanity. \

Could we Impress these truths upon 
■mind and thereby, release-man from 
thraldom of the false teachings and. 
errors of the "past, o.ur work would be 
doné. But we see that time must ! 
yet roll.on before man will be able 
to comprehend the truth that will 
make him free. A : ,

The chains, of ambition and. error, 
superstition and ignorance, have been' 
so "thoroughly riveted around mind, 

. and the power of priestcraft and its 
; many organizations both on earth and 

in spirit land is so great, its watchful- 
I j ness so complete, its treasury on earth

the controller of all In the past, the 
present,’df that will be in the future

‘The fount of truth_ q’erflowing e'ei 
has been,

PEONIES.
The Beat Slock of These Beautiful 

FloperM
BRANDS NEW CREATIONS.

Last s.ummer we named and described 
3G4 kinds in our new 86 page Catalog; 
Among them Moses Hull, Judge Ed
monds, Andrew J.avkson Davis, Flor
ence Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beaters. If you want 
the best, send for Catalog. 44 years In 
business. O. F. BRAND SON,

Faribault, Minn.

CLARISSE HCMPllHEY-MriJ.lNS will 
give clairvoyant readings by mail.

Send lock of hair and $1. Address, 
Whitewater, Wis.

■ __________________________________
PSYCHO-CLAIR VO YA NT HEADINGS 

by mall on all affairs of life, 50 cents. 
Questions answered. Mrs. L. J. Will
iams, Beaver Dam, Wis., 122 Fourth st.

The Celestial Messenger.
A new 32-puge spiritual magazine, 

with Ulumliruted cover. Issued Weekly 
by the Psychical Publishing Co., at 932 
Telegraph avenue. Oakland, Cal. Sub
scription price until April 1st will be 
One Dollar n Year, or Tru Cents per 
copy. After that date, Two Dollars 
a Year. Subscribe, now or send ten 
cents for sample.

IF YOU ARE IN TROUBLE. Doubt
■>r Anxiety over personal or business 
natters, consult J, H. FLETCHER, 
onsultluK Psychic, <1 West 107th Si., 
<ew York. Consultation by inail One 
toltar. TcL 3404 River, Scud for Clr- 
ttlnr.

The Supernormal World.
A new and unique method of realizing; 

all of one's psychical powers, normally 
and in a sane and scientific way. En
dorsed by hundreds.

Address with stamped addressed en
velope, J. C. F. GRllMBlNE, 24 Strath« 
more Road, Brookline, Masa.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium tor

Slatewnlin*, Clairvoyance, Etty
Interviews daily from IQ to l. Ro&dturs anflipv- 

velopmentby mail may be obtained by wmiur to 
Mr. Evans for particulars. Famous book/ou 
81ate-wriUnr. *1.20, while they last. Addrasv, 

FRKD P. EVANNi.
2W8Sacramento.street. 8un Francisco.-Cal.

Be Sure to Read This,
France» L. Loucaa. one of the '¿fl neat U4yolil3 

woHdera llvlug. Luaoihe apirl.ua. X-riiytolo 
cate all luteruai diae&aeti. A trial will oouYinca 
you. Jiervoua exbuautloo andh ai vleor of OotU 
aaxub bUcceaHiuUj treated, an buoJreih can les* 
tify. Send name. age. box. complexion, one lead- 
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will rocei vu a curreot of your case free,
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contiuuoH to treat the ate* turuu<u tny medium* 
ahip. Address all ettera to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
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Francis Schlatter

my hunger, feed hitn; If he thirst, give 
unto him pure water to drink; If he 
needs shelter^ take him into thine own 
home and care for him. Are ye not 
all brothers of one parentage; the 
motherhood of All Spirit.

How can man contemplate the firm
ament above and allow the mind to 
compute the number and distance of 
the suns in space, and then think or 
say. that there is no design, no ruling 

•law there; and ask, "Were all these 
placed; there, in order that man might 
have an existence. upon this globe; 
and that, existence be but for a few
short years of time? Oh, no, my 
friends, not timej but for eternity.

. ’ Stop a moment,- .1-hear my medium 
say; “You use the terms" design and 

[’ law and they Jmply< a : design and"" a 
lawgiver.” ’Tis 'true. But what Is 
AU Spirit and of what is All : Spirit 
.composed? - Of ^the living spirit or 
-soul life of thé: universe, of which 
every being, all that'ls or ever will be,". 
Is a component- part. Each soul Is à I 
germ drawn from this’source; ah in
dividualized human being, and whin 
progressed beyond-iliç cares of An 
earth life; when its wôrk -Is done and' 
its mlssiondlulfllled, it becomes a co- 
operating part nf the Infinite Whole; 
which manacalls God. Does not your 
book" affirm: that ye are gods? And 
if rightly interpreted nowhere would 
it speak of .-a God distinct or separated 
from the whole! Does not your book 
say “Let US make hian in,OUR image, 
after OURlikenèss, and let them -(not 
him) have:d0roinion over all that has 
been created?” '.Read and see. -

Man" dwelt ohnthfer earths long be
fore this little World was born. There
fore, if. truly tendered your book 
would readil,. “Let us separate a germ 
from All Spiritiln order that man and 

, woman may‘^djrell; upon this earth 
which Is now prepared to clothe them 
with livingJmatter; so they were 
clothed in théiimagé' of man. Male 
and female did the 'gods clothe them.”

And ‘ souls ihay drink, then drink 
again;

Its waters cure disease and sin, 
Release from every care and pain

The souls just from the body freed, 
The souls progressed from lower 

plpne, 
For these pure waters feel their need, 

Both soul and body they sustain.

The soul still dwelling in the form, 
May to this fount of truth, draw 

.' „‘near, 
May daily drink at eve and mom 

Yet sweater still the truth appear.

This fou'iit of life, of joy, of love, 
This priceless boon to man is given, 

It flows from yll the spheres above, 
It’ flows; to . earth, direct from 

heaV’n.'.

Then draw ye near, each willing mind, 
"Fp.r all may' drink, the strong the 

weak, 
May'drihk..so oft the soul's inclined, 

Progression’s path you thus may 
seek. -

While yet’ in earth life you will find 
The, soul with' peace and Iqve o’er- 

’ flow,
While truth and good control the 

mind, -
. Their blessings shed wher'er you go.

Progressed bn earth, in spirit home 
With Truth and Love you there will 
■' dwell;;

From thence again' with friends you'll 
come, ...

And teach those- here you loved so.
, ’ well, /

Teach them to drink as you have done 
From this pure fount of truth and 
' ? Love,’ . ’ '

.And whbt'e“o’er keif the victor’s won, 
, With; you they’41 dwqjl in homes 

f '' '"’above.' •

CLAIRVOYANT READINGS, Mental 
md Magnetic Healing.- Charges for 

’.Ima only. Readings by mall. 3 or 4 
juestlons personally answered by mail 
tor twenty cents. WILLIAM FRHD- 
CltlCK KEELER, 3(137 I’ros|><-<-l Ove., 
’h-veland, o. When in the city a call 

will be appreciated.

E. H. MAXON.
3020 Indiana Avenue. 

CONSULT HIM.

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
For Development and Personal Read

ings, 15' Cents Each.
125 Words (about one page of hand
written). Ask questions. Write for 
particulars. William Frederick Keel
er, 37 Garfield Court, East Cleveland, 
O. Money returned if dissatisfied.

Hivbnithwiuih- thg hand of Jas. H. 
Young ; »fid 'read by the'.medium at 
Caifsadagai 'Camp,- Lake .Helen,. Fla., 
D§c.'.15,„1907. " . -

THEINFORMER."

bo full and so readily refilled, that 
time must pais before man will awake 
to the.knowledge that he is living in 
mental slavery and will seek for that 
freedom which by birth is his.

A portion of mankind on being llb>» 
erated' from this state’ of mental slav-___ L* a. b _ * A- » JI J2-, — A —-

the fruit of Selfishness, and. sin, < 
Remember.' that the leaders . la ,---------—-- -—,7 7- v---------- jchurch organizations - are wrapped cannot" accept.of freedom upon a !

We see'that some minds can com
prehend these truthsuelse they would 
fall fruitless to the ground. Man, 
therefore; in his spirit and in his ma-, 
terial body is a microcosm, a -little 
world irj, himself an"'epitome of the 
■great world—a soul, a man, a God, 
and. th combination with other gods, 
a Creator.-,Elohim :.or .ps, a. maker of 
worlds. Tiie designer/ the lawgiver.

' : Az Paper for Lyceums. ; '
A weekly .tfaper. .for. young Spirit

ualists, containing the' following -de
partment: ;Geh’erai:?reading and coi& 
tributlons; 'Lyceum Notes and . Re
ports; Graded Departments of Work, 
.including-Weekly Lessons; Uncle 
John’s Talks; Brief and Short Stories. 
Single copy, one year in advance, 75c; 
Subscription, 6 months, advance, 40c;

Club rates.per year: (lj) or more 
to one address) 65 cents.

To Canada and f6relgn; addresses, 
81.25.. ’

Every Lyceum should have this pa
per on its tables, if they wish to keep 
abreast with the tidies. Subscribe 
Now. Address all letters ta J. L. 
MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., W11I-
lamsport; Pa.
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Psycho-Tone System* 
gn-atest Science .of Healing extant. 
Key-Nofe HyNtein of Urullug has 

been a lifetime study, and le replete In 
TWELVE LESSONS, giving a thorough 
description pf the Tone of Spwvh, the* 
Law of ('hrtnieal Relation of tMm’H, 
Self-Healing Simplified, Self-Healing 
Taught According to the Musical Notes. 

Send for circulars giving expiamition. 
Address The Schlatter School, Suite 595,

The
The

Dugon & Stuart Bldg," Hot Springs', 
Arkansas.

MAHV4SLOIIS ILLUMINATION!
Would you Hkv io penetrate the veil 

of senae and manor—To become (’inlr- 
voyant at the first silling? Send for 
my instructions—Nothing: Hko them 
ever before published—You will I»« able 
to read the future—To heal yourself 
and your friends of illness or bad hab
its, to command auerrss In business. 
No long weeks of waiting. Ib'memb^r 
you get results at first sitting! Price 40 
cents, P. O. order. No stamps. Address 
MKS. J. SMART, 82» iMvenddc Drive, 
New York City.

AN OPPORTUNITY
Give your age. how long you have worn spao- 

taeles: 1 will maU One Pair ot it.10 Melted pen- 
hie Lens In a good straight temple steel frame, 
guaranteed to tit your eyes. Also a Vegetaolo 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold In the head.a writer on the question of sex and Magnetized Compound, tor 4 oz. Eye Watec 

thia her Inat hook Is worthv of onro- that will cure sore eyes. Alitor 41. u; It only this, her last doos is wormy oi care- onep, ordered, spectacles seut tor sixty ceuta 
ful Study. Price, paper only, 25 Cts, Battery ceuU; Magnetized compound, 10cts.

--  » > w-------------- " ■ ppPP Foryour address on a postal card, a 
The New Life. This book deals ' I'LL beautiful photo of YeriUah, chief ot 

theAtlantlaus; lived on-earth 10,000 veantago; , 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about my Molted Penbio Gens 
si eotaele, and my metbo.l of tlttlug EYES as 
perfectly at your own homo as It von ware In ' 
my office, b. F. POOLB. 157 JVlnthrop avenue, 
Chicago. BL

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbrokcr.

Mrs. Walsbroker has been known as

with the principles and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates of infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Price,
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 50 cents.

‘‘Longley's Beautiful Songs.” a 
new edition comprising in one vol
ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which is added part five, ' 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, including “Ohly a 
Thin Veil Between Us,” and ¡tB/“Coxi.- 
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 / cents. 
Boards,50 cedts. I

“How to Train Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is 
the parents that need the training 
more than the children, and advises 
parents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-five cents could not be better spent 
than in buying the book.-- Anyone 
that has the care of children should 
read it. Price 25 cents. I

"The .Attainment of Womanly' 
Beauty of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cul-j 
ture. By twenty physicians and spek 
ciallsts. Edited by Albert Turner/’ 
Of speclaUlnterest and value. Price, 
J1.00. . .. _ . /
Wi:

Living.” By Susan ’’h.
The author shows a wisë’

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
?<■. -, FLURRY. \ ”

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A, Hubbard." '. \

This little booklet sets, forth inter
estingly a religion which2 all may ad-, 
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily .printed and 
bound, In a case. Price 60 cents.-

By William E. Towne. Learn'how to 
cast away unnecessary cate; Thia 
book joints the way. Price, 25 cents.

ORTHODOX HELL. v
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation.

priicticality in her method of teach
ing the principle of ethics. She. H- - 
Justrates her subject with brief nar- •:," 
ratives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more interesting and more - 
easily comprehended.. It is especial
ly adapted for use in Children’s'Ly- . 
ceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very use
ful ' Young and old will be benefit
ed by 1L Price, 81-

“After Her Death.” The; Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian . Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual-thought

¡ can fail to be fed and delighted With
thia book. Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanced ideab 
on the finer and ethereal phases of :' 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on-'' 
ward Into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth; A book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00.

;“A Discussion on Reincarnation, or .To say .that this book Is a production ' . ,_____
oinEin 3 s“fflcien£ ,to■ the Successive Embodiments of the
explain the interesting .features of it, " - ■ ” - • ■
and recommend it to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

NAME THE BABY, 
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
solo, duet, and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by’M.' H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

CULTIVATION *OF PERSONAL 
"• MAGNETISM.’-

A treatise on" HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier; Anthropologist and 
Author. A ’ very' suggestive and in
structive book. Price $1.00. "

Human Spirit." Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul's successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis- I 
cussed pro and con by Dr. j. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

“Worry, Hurry, ' Scurry, Flurry 
Cured." By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm.’ E. Towne. Tells , how to cast 
away worry, anxieties; heedless-cares, 
etc. Price 25 cents. ■ ’

"Spiritual Fire"' Crackers,, Bible ' 
Chestnuts antf Political Pin Points." 
By J. S. Harrington. A pamphlet 
containing 79 pages of racy reading; , 
Price, 25 cents.
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>LL ANO THE CHURCH, HARMONY. A VISION SAVES A GIRL.

As Vh idly Portrayed by Spirit Rev. > 
1’lulhps Brooks.

-Haimony Is the one great principle. .- 
on which all others depend, and it is 
the lack of Imimony (hat causes all 
trouble, great- or small. If it were 
not for the harmony throughout (he 
heavenly .spheres, there would be no 
safety for any ot them; there would 
be no lite even'. .

Eveiything throughout nature is in - 
perfect hainiony; it is only that with 
which man has to do that is out of 
haimony, consequently things go 
mong at once. By not understand
ing nature’s law ot harmony, man has 
subjected himself to great pain and 
ttoubje,.and only by working himself 
back imo harmony with naturatami Its 
laws can he ever be at peace with-tjim-'- 
self. ¿ri:

The fust law of harmony —is 
ihythin; there-is rhytlrin in every-i 
thing we see, in everything we hear, 
and it is the law of rhythm that makes 

the ckurch. ' the harmony-throughout' the uni*
Ingersoll knew that the church Verse. The planets move in rhythm.

• had no ¡more evidence and knowledge The tides come and go in perfect liàr- 
ÜfO beyond death than he .had, and mony with all dature, and the sea-

It was just as'skeptical on the sons' follow each other year after 
^abject modern Spiritualism as year; no matter what mortal is do- 

• he was, and that'it could not-and Ing or what his condition may be, . . would not answer his agnosticism jm nature in all Its forms keeps right on-’ 
■ •the subject, of a future life. there Is no let up for an instant1

He had alsOi perhaps; read the con- there is .perfect harmony through'lt 
feasloiib of Bishop Fostei, who. all,, showing us those must be some 

:: -penned an : agnosticism- in; terms meaning in it we have not fathopied 
worthy of Mr. Ingersoll himself in the Man himself is tlie result of har- 
tojjowlng wojds: . ' mony, made and fashioned by rhythm

“HOWEVER. IT MAY ■ AWAKEN Only after, he has reached the age of 
BURPRISE, TRUTH DEMANDS Independent action does lie get out of 

■ THAT : WL MAKE THE ..CONFES- haimony,.. that’ Produces inharmony 
SION,THAT WE DO NOT KNOW and then: comes pain, sickness and 

v THAT DEATH DOES, NOT END hardships of one kind and another, 
.- ' ? ALL.” ... • .. - ;-. ?A»/lt JB: with outside things, so It is
& . /.. But : since the death òf Ingersoll wlth the mind;, indeed.the outside jn-
® : there hassbeen. established the troth harmony. Is caused,? by inharmony in | commanded sciences of. psychology, the working, of the mlhd.’ We allow Lnóre ” -

telepathy, wireleft telegraphy, hypno' pur mind to receive thoughts that are ‘ i -
item, etc., rind thé conversion to .the not in; harmony with patpre;. Jf we

/ ’?: tfuitli of Spiritualism some of the' receive thqse’ thoughts' we?areapt to 
; 'most noted scientists of the day, in- send-them , out again tp create more' 

., . iRcative pf what might have been ac- inharmpriyi. while-if we understood 
; corimished in the. establishment of thé law of harmony,, we would never 
/ the tii-uth of life beyond 4èath a?, a receive , the inharmonious .thoughts, 

’'scientific as well as a .theological or, if received, would send out har-'
? . truth, lopg years ago had, preachers mony’in their.place„tjius taking har- 

and parishioners, thé pulpit’arid pew. mony for others as wejl ais ourselves. „/ ; k of all churches devoted’ themselves Now, déar friends, I will trÿ to’f terminated immpdi. : i eliicerely, scientifically and religiously makp it clear what harmony means, ........... *) g g rient immedi-

(/ tó personal investlgatioh of ther sub- and how to'make harrijony where 
r. ? jept of 'Spiritualism. Had this been there, is dlsçord. " ,

’ done, there- would have been no occa- Everj'thing In nature works in har- 
sfori for the remark of’the Rev. Dr. mony; like the pendulum of a clock

//..• Libby' in a recent sprfnon in Chicago, , everything, keeps perfect time; it lé 
> ' , .ari. reported by the- Tribune,: as fol- when_we get put of this swing or 

. ■. lows: ■ .. ?v ’ rhythm, inharmony shows itself in
i "One reason why sé many are go- some form or outer./ / Ing. past:/the churches to-day is that - Thoughts are brought to you on | him under arrest/// te/ riany waves; ..of : vibration, yóur mind re* , The dentist iumfied his hail and
M; ip a/iutiirt life. .-Too many men rare- çéives them, stamps them wlth/a W Wte El Centro, Cal.' where lie ra- I» «ajing to themselves, either, carelessly of your personality,-sends them out sumed his nractitó He wrot» „«* or sadly, that.this life Is about, all. again in ano,thet.wave of vibration, -XnX letters of to ^Ote-PM‘ 

? .. «nd so:on, kept up uncpnsplously’to v.ejt,. óeseecmng nt
’ .’ - And the reverend-gentleman .m ourselves.most of the .time,-but they 'bridé Thebe hadL?si,?havè added and should have’ -added, never stop.' ' A—

f te , -that the church. Itself ■ Is responsible The-kind òf thought set in motion 
I (■ for .this disbelief In a 'future life’, produces "harmony or Tpharmony/and 
L left to outsiders so, friends,,be careful of thè thoughts
f sent out'from, year brainy that ttójL

: 'Déÿond death; had it shown any con-; are only, though té of/ harmoy, peace 
. in the history of ancient Spir- and love to your brother man;' ihite

, /• ituallstic phenomena as recorded- in you do your part to proriiote harmony,
’'•. /the/Bible it claims to believe, and in helping others,-to do'their part as 
■ ;-çplricèrlty personally investigated and well. - Y / ? established as true the present day . You will say at once, how am I to 

f phenomena of modern “Spiritualism, think love and peace, wlfen ' I see 
a , -/ né such? utterance as that wé have ip others-and myself so much that is 
at quoted from .Rev. Dr. Libby’s sermon ----- — — «« t etriu
g // would Have beèn made, .nor - would It
B: ; have been necessary for Prof. T. J.

,/. / Hudson to write as he h.as written In
? : his book:.....  _ - .b ; "THE MAN WHO DENTES THE 
i /PHENOMENA OF SPIRITt’ALISSf
i TO-DAY IS NOT ENTITLED TO BE
1. CALLED A SKEPTIC; HE 18 SIM-

/ FLY IGNORANT.” • ■ ■• ? ’ ’
' ■ There Is not after all so much dif- 

( . ferericé ¿etween true Spiritualism and
■/ /1 / true Christianity; not so-much as,the 

church iris ever been Inclined to 
ffi.?;-think. True ■1 Spiritualism unfolds 
K-- from thé heart while theology seems 
w/ - - ’ iricîinéd to 'keep lis leaves closed-. . 
■-’/'* / Theology Is .too jnuch ,concerned, with 
», ■ ’ its doctrines, while Spirltüàlism Is 
■jp- engaged in. helping those-who need^ 
■ ’: help, and in giving the light of truth 
|L of, a life , beyond déath and blessing 
H!/ and comforting humanity; in prov- 
H;.. - irig/to.'a demonstration that, the anni- 
H/’j hUntloirióf spirit Is as impossible as 
H/ , the rinnihiiatibh of blatter. The-plie- 

■ riomena Of modern Spiritualism art? 
jn’oyéw. by. so many/intelligent wit- 

MLj ’riéBBéB./b.oth Spiritualists •: arid non- 
Spiritualists, scientists who are y.et.

®/- - ' xriêéjMingly unribie -to accept.the|r Spliy. 
■if ■' • / ritualistic ; explanation, that the- fact 

,/ / ?ls/ feértairiiyf beyond "dispute and? yet 
B■' ?ttìó.^ stands-aloof, fròlli Splrit-
■| : uàiiBpi notwithstanding the fact that.' its sholy and infallible. - Bible rieces-.1
K. . / - ’ Safily gives to its .phenomena the Spir- 
■r. . Itiialistic / explanation,Trefërrihg-:?fô 
Ml' ’ - base?its mere; weakly faith and/beliéf 

. in immortality, upon that flimsy ,“sub1 
H /.?/ stanqe of things:,hoped for;” /while~ 
|&: V. //Splrit^^ prefer -to bank on : the 
M;.-//^ -of things / unseen,”

- ; seen, felt, heard- and absolutely de-, 
^"5// /,?monstrated. ’ . ' ’ //''.: ? T? '/,.■ L
M////: , < Thé : .faith :and hope/ alone of the 

J church ‘ in a, future life, has’ proved ’ 
M* - " and /Is’’ proving a miserable; failure/.

.sridlj'/ineilicient and ; urisâtïsfrictory 
MK? /, to -the laity. Sliirltrialism -rev^ 

.truth- :qf continued existence by . de*, 
monstration. At• has ? found thrit -spir
its can return to-day as Moses and 
Elias did. and as the angel.camo to 
John on the Isle of Patmos: : • 

.- ’ H, V. SWERINGEN.

/ |s a questiim worthy of consider*.
.whether, the attacks {made by 

>,Ætataihpnted Ingersoll upon orthodox 
399iHatifypitj' would hate been as ef- 
fccthe as they have proven to be had I 
Jtee chljrches been in possession of 
’ tite truth of Modern Spiritualism arid

'.s' -giveH the necessary attention to th« 
W«ta ofthat truth.

i '. ..W would have ex-
A? posed the ignorance, superstitions and

: «.v: tjnreasonableness of orthodox theoL 
Lv ogy:; just the same as -lie lias done, 

as Spiritualists are yet doing, yet 
\fead /tlie church upon the advent of

' ,T'7î:feo(tern Spiritualism sixty years ago 
: . , ?e.èÆepted it as true, as science is cer- 
/i now tending ta so establish it,
। o ; Bad devoted a part ot its limo to the 
; development and demonstration of 
‘ । - that truth, having tne advantage Of 
I " ■ /Biblical history of ancient as well as 
'V ' ■ .of the present day phenomena . for 
j' ■ ■: the-purpose, it. is very doubtful in- 
V '• “'deed if Col. Ingersoll would, or could 
$ ■•.' have done the dainuge he did do to

*

IÂ

The Spirit Son 'Tells His Mother Not 
to Let His bister Marry a Dentist— 

- • -A Renturkable Illustration of Spirit 
Influence and Power.

Dr. Charles E. Hill, a dentist, was 
arrested yesterday by Deputy Nicholas 
Harris of the Health Department, and 
thereby was revealed a strange-and, 
to tho materialist, as incredible a 

■story ..of the occult, perhaps, as waw» 
ever chronicled. . .

Not only in his arrest, but in the 
blighting of a love affair, and passible 
disclosures of his past—which he 
would rather have kept a sealed vol- - 
unie—a woman’s dream is said to 
have been the potent agency.

i ’ Uptil the vision which ruined his 
,hqpe-of marrying the girl lie loved, I
Dr. Hill, a dapper, handsome-man of 
40, was engaged to.marry Miss May 
Blauvelt, a charming young woman 
residing with her mother,. Mrq. Kate 
Blauvelt, /in South Olive Street, Ims 
Angeles, Cal.

They, met a few months ago in a 
down-town grill, and the attraction 
was instant and mutual. They wrire 
soon deeply in love and engaged to 
be married. During tlie latter da.vs

THE FOX FAMiL7. <

Interesting Particulars Fuinished by 
Titus MmitL

The family of John D. and Marga- 
ret Fox, of Bath, Ontario, Canada, 
through the Instrumentality of the 
ministeripg spirits of Dr. Benjamin 
Franklin, George Fox, Elias Hicks, 
Thomas Paine, and a host of other 
intelligent spirits, gave to humanity 
valuable object lessons. ;

The Fox family did live Tn Rock
land County, Nf Y., about (the year : 
1814, but subsequently moved to 
Canada. - ■ >

The ministering spndts named upon 
entering spirit realms found,the state
ment made by Emanuel Sriedeuborg 
and others true, viz.: “That any per
sons pursuing any branch of science 
in earth life could continue it as well 
or better in spirit life.” They had 
given much attention (o electricity be-^ 
fore their departure, and succeeded in 
securing the -aid of Prot. Samuel Fin- 

■ ley Breese Morse in applying electric
ity to1 the present telegraphic system. 
When-searching tor. the right party

NATURAL SCIENCE.

Indepeudent Writing by a Spirit.— 
Lesson I,

There are seven natural and di
vine interactive trinities by which cre
ations are incited and governed in all 
their involutions and evolutions.

These trinities are as follows: Spir
it, life, force; chemistry, electricity, 
magnetism; fire, heat,' light; love, 
will, wisdom; truth, power, riches; 
justice, harmony, spirituality; honor, 
glory, blessings.

Spirit is the cosmic pulse, life and 
। force that causes and maintains mo

tion. Chemistry is the base of earth’s 
mine, but must be interactive from 
the start ¿with electricity and magnet-, 
•ism, These three interchangeable 
substances and principles compose

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

As It Was Viewed Fifty Years Ago by 
a Spiritualist Paper, Called the

TRANSITION OF ALBERT DE- 
GOLIER. . ,

of the doctor's courtship the two were 
planning to set the wedding day? .

Into their Elysium came .the dream 
—a pall for their blight.hopes. One. 
night, not Jong ago, Mr^. Blauvelt, 
who, until then, bad never, professed 
psychic "powers, says she had a Yisiop. 
in which her dead sbn came to her 
and besought her not to let Dr. Hill 
marry the ypung woman; He warned 
her, she states, that the union not 
only would be a sad mistake, but ruin
ous to his Sister’s prospects, and that
Dy,.Hill.was wiiR.tpd by the police. .
. “Go to Mr. 'Munn,” the apparition 

“and. he will, tell you

they discovered that through the or- • 
ganism of some mortals they could 
produce a succession of-rgps. These 
experiments were mostly-.’ made at 
night,-but when tried ' In daytime 
.adults would be excited and fright- - 
ened-and break the conditions. In 
,1843 they found the family of John 
D. and Margaret Fox, theiiv daughter, 

^Margaretta, about 9 years-Of age, and 
''Katharine, 6 years, with just the right 
condition of their nervous system for 
their purpQse. Tlie' pçcuiiafr religious 
condij.ion.of that section, of'Canada at 
the time was such That it would not do

| to commepce this work there.
| Another corps of sebreherd had

' The reference was to Arthur Munn, 
proprietor of i the Munn Hotel, on 
South Olive strept. Mrs. Blauvelt did. 
so and’ received confirpiatlori,.pf the 
spirit’s warhingrshe says-.. /
. . Before'she had taken .. this _ step, 
however, Mrs. Blauvelt told her 
daughter of- the,, message she had re
ceived from, her son and. advised' her- 

, not to. marry Dr, Hill. Miss Blauvelt.

list’s-past career, Mrs. Blauvelt noti
fied the police , that Dr. Hill was 
wanted. Soon after Officer Harris dis
covered that Hill was practicing den
tistry without a license and placed

htply. . , ' . 7 -
, The,- day following the' visit of 

the prophetic wraith, and after she 
had learne'd from Mr. Murin' the. den-

o. iwuuuw of love to Mfss Blau- 
o ] v.ejt, beseeching her to become his 

L_J rip .effect. - Hill 
then returned to Los Angele^ and 
took a room’ at the Hamilton apart-
ments on South Olive street. : From 
that strategic point hé began a.cam
paign - , to win back ,'Mlss Blauvelt’s 
Jovp, bitt the only response to his suit 
wai -scorn. -

Officer Harris recognized the doctor 
on the street , yesterday and arrested 
him again. , Harris ..says he will pre- 
fer two more charges against his pris
oner Monday, but gave no intimation 
of "their'nature. -

It seems that in this story there is 
another character, a woman who, up- 
,on several occasions,-has followed the

JU ------- —- . .
not love and peace; ór, It.I see strife, 
how am I.to cali It peace? I will try 
tri explain. I "frill not go into detail. 
You can hear that ,at ;any scientific 
.lecture. I will,tell you the best every- ________ __________
day way-to do your part to promote when hp was .walking: with his bailee/ 
harmony In .your own home or ’ Shiong . When the-dentist turned’and saw her 
yo’ur friends. No matter ’how (much he broke away from ;Mìsb Blauvelt 
•strife you see, think/ thejj. mean. all • jind; ..disappeared? The womritt also., 
right, will come :ouj/ali fight lf theyvanished/ , . - ■ /, • -
don't take the same view .1 .do. of.'it, “Mrs. Blauvelt "came to me about 
or do It the, srime way I would hriyq 'Dr. Hill,’’'said Mr. Munn, ‘and.j told 

.taken, tp accpjnpllsh THi® results; so her I had known hitrii th' Wé'stón, Ò:
I will send them peace and love; arid He. had been married twice.’’ ? 
help them along.- Don’t censure^ not , ?“The dreatri was so - convincing," 
even in-your mind;;-try, -to sem-their sald.;Mrs.’Blauvelt, "that I could'not 

'spirit self doing7 whai 'Is riglit arid afford to delay action. I went to' 
gpod. If ttòy'h’.ritate-you, don’t think Mr. Munn and^received confirmation 
of it;-sjt down quietly'; think thoughts of everything my-son had told me. I- . _._v. onJ nll)ot. contronte(i ur H1J1 with the facts IJ

had learned in this strange -way, arid 
he did not deny the charges.” ’ .

dqctor and caused him a great deal 
.of .fright. ; She met him one -night

found the Hydesyllle house (Wayne 
County)- where a. peddler;had been 
jnprrierpd; .hla'-remairis 
cellar arid his spirit lirigefing there 
had not attraction elsewhere/- A con-' 
gress of wise spirits tailed and- 
decided to get the; Fox ifàniily and 
•their daughters- out of t Critèrio and 
injo the Hydesville house,(or various 
reasons,, as /will' appear Later, l The 
first move was to influènce. their, son, 
, David, 'tp buy a ;f arnj’iieaf 'flje /bp^L 
Their / daughter/'?A>^ 'frfiri 
.married and lived iû-Roôïn^tçr,- N, Ÿ, 
John D. was quite convlvial rit times 
qnd about 1846 made a treasonable. 

■ sùéè.ch af'anHnh^ ahd.wlirin ffilgifflends
Informed'-hlm what'hééhaii Bald, he 
replied: “Why, I . mûrit ;iejive>.' tri
night, ” and did take the /stelimboat, ■ 
crossed’ the : lake and frfent 'to -’ his 
daughter, Ann Leah Fièh, in'Rpches- 
ter. His Canadian frlBnd? hided in, 
disposlng ot his. farm;' find .tbritfamily/ 
in moving to ’Rocliestiil'. / Wr. P'px 
went to’: .visit .his', sori/tft , H$dé3Ÿillè 
and- found -a tract of land thftt jest 
suited iliim,”without ¡ allyrliuildingB' 
upon'it, and’the bnly!iìtìudé'>Kc &>rild 
get/ for 'Mis’ frinii!,v wafcthÿ. now celo- 
rirrite.d?TI^de8vHle,’'kho^>^^:;riM;, 
■hired . temporarily until ?!he could 
build, and/,his; familÿ ;dliisWoriéi into' 
It .In. ¿December;: 1.84Î;l'’(Tfib 1 spirit 
wbfkers . jvéréa- actively“engaged: tov 
flye - yearM'Rô «MccòmplfahTlhis-’ resulti; 

'They wèré riWare that- cértàin-religioriB 
organizations- would Ignorantly pro- 
nounee the ypunf; .mediùriis witches, 
afid would àbàse them/'¿s’ln the lat
ter part bf the Beventecnth'century; at 
Salem, Mass. - < : ? '

George-• Erix ^and /’ÉliàB ; Hicks, 
founder of Friends (Quakersy, led-Dr, 
Franklin to see the splrltyril status of 
the Progressive: - Hicksite 'Friends • of. 
Rochester, of which ftaajf and. Amy, 
Post. Were - foremost-“’ ' Thé / spirit 
workers perceived’ttiat’:they- could 
bring an ’influence to Jmar mpop- Isaac 
and Amy PosLto protect theinediums 
until thinkers, like Horace Greeley,

nature's machinery. Directed by wis
dom this. machinery is started and 
kept In motion. A|1 evolutionary pro? 
gress is dependent on these services 
in their joint activity with spirit, life, 
and force. All forces named as spe
cial trinities are interactive for these 
great undertakings and • consumma
tions of evoivhig worlds, to incarnate 
soul germs-unti thus evolve Individ
uals as mortals and transform them 
into pure angels, bv the natural re
generative process of nature, causing I 
them to rise from plane to plane in 
accord with nature’s statutes and pro
gressive order.
. In the great world creatory, all na
ture’s principles and forces are_beld 
as of equal importance..

It is supremely purposed .tjmt this, 
grand science of involution of spirit, 
life and-force this revolution of- 
substance and it's'moulding'Into de
sired forms, be -solved and rightly 
’comprehended by man the student. 
Men are advancing grandly In their 
efforts,,- arid soon they will. wrest the 

. cpyeted'.trophiesfrom, the secret re
cesses Of jiaiure’s ' bosomk then will 
they-also discover how and in what

“Ago of Progress,” Pub
lished in Buffalo, N. Y.

There was published in Buffalo, N. 
Y., some fifty vears ago a Spiritualist 
paper called the “Age of Progress.” 
It was excellent, and was controlled 
bv Stephen Albro, and the eminent 
lecturer, Thomas Gales Forster. Like 
scores of other Spiritualist papers, it 
was compelled to suspend. We pub
lish one of the articles.that appeared,- 
in its pages, on the ’ Roman Catholic 
Church,” and in which it lampoons 
the same in a verj- severe manner, as 
follows:

The question is sometimes asked; 
“How ;s it, if the Ronjan. Catholic 
Church is but- a bundle of errors, or 
contemptible disfigured ’ truths, that 
she has remained so long In exist
ence?” It |s because she-: ’IfcjAhp 
.most profoundly time-sei'vlrigwbody 
ever known; because there Is po pas
sion or sentiment ofi the hmuan keart 
that she has not worked upon..»She 
Ims employed with equal success—the । 
sword, the Inquisitlrin, works of Char-. 
Ity, and the .consolations of the Con- 
fessttmal. Sheriias adapted herself to 
all times and all periods; in a mili
tary age, she receives knights to her 
bosom, and armed warriors, for the 
crusade; andjn a more peaceful and 
comfnercial age, she -spreads abroad 
the order of Jesuits, mingled with all 
classes of society. ■• She was-indulgent 

- to the.court of young Louis XIV. and 
severe in that monarch’s advanced 
years. Ah! she is pliant, and ram
pant, and knows how to range the 
powerful upon her side; there is the 
secret of her permanence. Observe

relative-manner, ail force currents are- 
joined and changed in tlieir respec- 
tlye. positions to suit the order, of ad
vancement. Experiments, to mhke 
these discoveries, must be both-chem- 
ipni and electrical. Results of much 
import^tfpe to all mankind, will Jtol- 
Iqw-filiqh efforts. ' ■

• Lesson IL. By Same Spirit. s
-We closely observe all. efforts of 

nmftar.studentB O'ti these lines of sci
entific-research and experiments.^ We

her in the sacraments, the ordinances, 
the fasts; in countries where her pow
er is divided, where Protestantism 
controls a part of the population, phe. 
accepts for god-father the heretic, 
which (she says) she believes to be 

.damned in advance; and in countries 
^eminently Catholic, she deems such an 
-association horrible. Here, she mar-,, 
ries her daughters, conditionally, to. 
heretics; there, she vigorously avoids 
such connections.

see' their advancement and solution of 
natural science.^ They have Tearh'd 
much about atoms and their attrac
tions and the’different grades ’and 
qualities' of electrical and magnetic 
■fqfc'ep'as lield-pef qualities and ratios 
.of motion.;,methods of pro- 
.gressive-impulsions by the constant 
^lOtlpri ’and1' interchange of forjees 
-arid substances, is to some 
’extent ■ observed and • Imitated, 
but fqr the'!' real Land desired 

■^c^p.yto imasten th^splepce of; ?rpa?;. 
tioh,“stSdents rinist rise iri. mlrid, in ’ 

mpirtt./tp ?the Gfe$t Centre,'there Ite., 
•behold the sburCe'.of ¿1 life’.arid-how. 
it is;inducted im'ali m sus-

’ talhed by the ’Deiflc' electrical forces 
.active in multifarious ways tb suit all 
grades, and forriis of life.

Man ,the;-..student is required to 
■study- the -Issues from other centres 
.beneath the Supreme, from ’ which 
centres .such’ electro-magnetic forces 
ar,e directed upon ma'tter as will bring 
■purposed - results, ' In connection 
therewith, he-is to study the earth’s 

. rand, elemental electricities hnd mag- 

. netisms: Ofily thus can be learned 
how all referred-to,-force currents are 
joined by electricities arid magnet-

of good "till you-fee) palm and / quiet; .■ 
,lf -yau^on’t at fljrt, keep at it till you 
do. Then speak tri others’ as you have 
thought to yourself. Follow this tip 
faithfully, and you. will;soon see a 
great'difference in others as well as 
yourself;/ This-is riot easy” to do at 
first Lkno.w, but it can be dope. You 
will bè/surprlséd tè’Béè liow sobri1yoiir : 
mind WJÏÏ fall?into line .fot. hariripny,' 
arid*, inharmonious 'conditions1/will’ go., 
This/'cme thing,..if hon’èistly done'/ wili’- 
do mpre tblpromote harinpriy .thrbugii-' 
out the world than-any other 'brie 
thing,/and,untli it Is practiced by. all,. /d^m. . abouth 'K bl T1? 'a mysterious-.womrin’-wh'o waHurs^
toWrds brotlierly- love.rand .harmony ;lng hlm: .He’ was ’afraid of /her rind

thing to encourage you.. ;.lt you Rrac- 'ihfm??-. '' - 
tice it faithfully,^otbers will do the ’ -. : -
same;; and 'still ¿ others/ rind/-.good 
thoughtsr-and., practices' spread fast;/ 
rand 'sometime/j'ou frill know of the 
•good,result-this ought to 
:eâiçpuràgè/ydu;/and. /try:.to. keep on. 
The joy. /iniy/qur '/own /heart -and the; 
happiness, will more than repay ybri 

- for the. struggle it-has been to you. / '
. : REV. -PHILLIPS BROOKS. 

/ . Given.a'i.' Home/; Cli/cle; ' b 
//home/of/Mrs; .L’. /E. .Sacked 
¿:dre$’ri'rs£reêi;’^^^

DEATÌÌ DREAM JOOMSS TRUE

Miss Blauvelt regards the dream as 
a heaven-sent-Intervention in her be-
half,- 7. . .

“I loved '.Dr. •_ Hill,” she said, 
“though -I believe Tie exercised: kyp< 

: notic power oyer me. When - I Was 
with him /. this Influence was yery ■ 
strong ¡but .when we were ¿separated 
soriietimes-L’ despisedhim. However; 
I: would have marrled him, undoubt
edly,-’had-it- not: been ,’for mother’s

- We live in a world which is full, of I 
misery and ignorance; and the plain'! 
duty of each'of us is to make the little I 

'corner he cat! influence somewhat less 
Ignorant. ■ * ■. * * If wife and

-Child, the name and fame; were all" 
lost to me/ one-fitter 'another, still I; 

- ,would not . He. The most sacred act 
of a man’s life is to say and to feel; 
“I believe such and such to be true.-— 
Hoxler- -

I would rather be a poor man in n 
s^rret with plenty of bodies than a 
Kirig Who did not love reading.—Ma- 
«lulay.

:. . T&ihgs unknown arc the true scope 
iaposture and legerdemain; • *

». y *

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to tlie 7' 
Higher Sphere of Spirit Life.

Tuesday, Jan. 21,1 met the family 
and friends of this noDJf man and reg t 
resentatlve Spiritualist at his late’s. . 
home, 26 Kennedy street, Bradford, 
Pa., where a large audience assembled 
to attest their loving regards for Al
bert De Golier and family, and to hear 
the Spiritual Gospel applied. He was 
born June 4, 1331. There are six 

-children in the flesh,-and fivem the 
Summerland-. His life . companion, 
Mrs. Eleanor DeGolier—sustained by 
knowledge of the continuity of life 
and’communication between the two 
worlds—yet deeply feels the physical 
absence, and it-sense of loneliness-in 
the home so long cheered by his active 
presence. The entire family, I think,•. 
are Spiritualists,' and a credit to the 
cause. Mr. DeGolier has been -a libr. 
era! patron of the literature of Spir-- 
itualism, especially of The Progress- - 
Ive Thinker,- and Hudson; Tuttle’s 
books for .many, years, Every'year-he 
has given away frpm six > to, twelve 
yearly subscriptions wfiere he thought » 
The Progressive Thinker would do ' 
the most good,’and when Hudson Tut
tle’s “Golden Sheaf'’ was’announced 
he ordered twelve copies to give away.

He read extensively, and it is likely 
the shock that terminated bls earthly 
life may have hegn caused by over-tax- .

• ation of the brain, by too much read-. 
Ing and study; for in all other re
spects his ■ health seemed perfect. He 
had no bad habits, He drunk no in
toxicants, used no tobacco v in ’- any 
form, no profane language, and drank 
no tea or cdftee; and his-sincerity, in- 

i tegrity t and kindness -of heart en-

She is .severe, at the confessional, 
upon' the small faults of woman, gnd 
refuses her absolution, knowing that 
she will return, frightened and sub
dued; she absolves the crimes of man 
at the first confession r for she knows 
■that be, will escape If she is impatient. 
She excuses from Lent the rich, the 
Strong, the sinner, and imposes upon 
thé poor, the laborer, who has no 
time to sin, rior. leisure to fall into 
temptation. She Inters sumptuously 
the rleh who pay, arid utters a-hasty 
arid disdainful prayer over the dead । 
pppr that-nothing .to. give. Here she 
refuses burial to the unconfessed 
dead; there she performs .the cere
mony ¿without objection. Oh! how 

; Sripplè arid accommodating. Let Na
poleon'the Great reign In Europe, ?aiid 
she - will find, in hèr archivés a Saint 

■ Napoleon, that she had névër thought 
. /of.before; Idt Lottis tbe’Gfeat, the-li

centious, the luxurious, the proud, at
tend to'her from thé pulpit, and she

deared him to all gopd people who 
knew: him., Rév. Mr.’ Kejlarman,’ a 
Universallst, was a-Close friend of the 
family' and by Invitation’ opened’ the 
services by prayer and short Scripture 
readings; and at the gravé, as tlie 
body was silently tofrert’d to its- last 
rest, he added to the sacred Impress
iveness by çpme choice wqrds, tender 
and sweet, which gavera-holy chqrm to 
the solemn silence of deiith, ' and 
cheerful prophecy of. Immortality.

In this transition a noble and beau
tiful life has withdrawn from the busy 
scenes of earth, and left a record of 
usefulness and moral worth that may - 
profit all who hold in memory the 
Impress of his beautiful character. 
May the'wise and good of both worlds 
minister tô' the family bereaved l|y 
his going.

- LYMAN G. HOWE.
170 Liberty street, 

Fredonia, N. Y.’ y

A PECULIAR EXPERIENCE.

Going into the “Silence,” and ’ the 
• . Results.

..».JTto.Uie .Editors I’/am a Spiritualist 
in belief and an investigator along 

/.New Th’dught and Occult -lines. I

«aita

isms. ’ A '
. Magnetism Is ri cosmical substance, 
a’ staple force nhcessary for all plrih-UUUl LUmnOlDj uno uviaw —--- *--- .------. - - -,

.-could grasp the'-jdea’.riiid/flttW^^ etary- force assimilations, 
suggestion to thé-thinker^ él1América »Hi», nrá. h»a ¿rnáob 
and? subsequently to 'thê?’Wbrld.

/ ;Thé Missing Link/piibllshéd ^by. 
Ann .Leah Ûrideriiill, .jiÿqs a fuli/ac-' 
Count of the Fox sisters' experience at’ 
the first public exhibition "at Corin- 
,thlan'hall, Rochester./ It was success
fully demonstrated’ to ■ minds capable 
of thinking that those wfe /called dead 
Wpuid communicate, but/^ certriin re
ligious class that could, not grasp the 
demonstrated fact, or did not wish to, ! 
intended’to’mob the sisters at this 1 
meeting. The spirits informed Isaac 
Rost of the/, mob’s intention, and he, 
being well'acquainted with the chief ' 
ot pólice;: with .policemen, fri'cltlzens' 
.garb, attended the last meeting, / and 
■ When the mob ’ atteihpted to carry, out. 
their, design they were' at once, put 
.down. /1 intend -to Continue to write,? 
pf.;thp,'Fpx sisters' career’ fri The Pró- 
gressive /.Thinker, ■ giving '.thé bright 
beacon-light side-and also what some 

,¿u/ll thé dark,'danger;slgririrsid«;;'with 
•yartiàblë’ instructions in bpth sides. ; 
.••Yours, for truth’ririd'/instie’e, ?-

.dij'iuiLc apDimikawyup, 
- Éthers aré- the graded magnetisms

.òféthW‘cosmos. ’ They ; áre constantly
evolved. by: nature’s chemistry; are a ■ 
quality’ ef- matter as -fine as--the odor 
of a rose, which also is a qùality of 
matter. Ether is hecessary Ao all 
-ro.tar^-motions, for, it', diffuses' Itself. 
through all other substance, tp.weaken 
or to strengthen as'there is. need, in : 
order that other forces and elements
can act their parts. . - ’ -

Thedé grand; powerful- force inter- 
activities-are not, ■ however,, an auto
matic or self-acting procedure; nay, 
they, are ■ well;. calculated; weli gov
erned 'arid upon;them the stability çf, 
world. systems -and thelf' graduated 
progress are".dépendent .' .' ■ >: ’■

" ■ > ’ ? ‘MRS. M. KLEIN.
, Van Wert, Ò

L .'?L ■' ' ’' ; ;

will declare by the mouth-of her 
greatest, orator CBossuet, in the fu
neral discourse of Madame) “that the 
counsels of the king are infallible.”

She know? how to wear all sorts 
of cloaks; you will, in Ireland, where 
she has a powerful rival, see her 
dressed with austerity; but tn Spain 
or Rome, where she has no competit
ors to fear, site will lay bare neck and 
shoulders. She knows howto choose 
her men; not from the pure, but from 
the influential and cunning; she will 
take'a Borgia or a Medjcis, a Sextus 
Quintus, or a .Pius IX.; she looks well 
to ends, careless of means, of which, 
of course Bhe employs ail sorts.

What cause of astonishment, then, 
that she lasts so long? Ah! my 

..brethren_and friends, consider human 
nature, such as ages of false civiliza
tion have, made it. We dismiss the 
good’servant who is too worthy and 
tod frank for"us; his dignity offends 
us, and his frankness wounds us; but 
we cherish the unprincipled rogue, 
because he is pliable, cunning and 
fawning. No wonder, then, the world
preserves so long this model of 
modation,-trickery and flattery, 
Roman Catholic Church.

DD NOT THKOtv STONES.

ac- 
the

soriie.tiines go into the “Silence;” that 
is, I go ipto my room alone and either 
sit or He down, make myself as com
fortable as possible,- and then relax 
my muscles and wait for thoughts to 
enter my mind. I will give you the 
results of one of Tny exercises!' I 
took my seat In a rocking chair, made 
myself as receptive as possible and 
awaited results. This is what I got: 
The impression came to me like this: 
Prepare a bottle with a good tight 
cork; get a .soft piece-of tissue paper, 
cut it to sufficient size to flt'the palm 
of you,r hand, placing the paper be- ' 
tween your hands,' keeping your hands 
closed tightly together, blowing your . 
breath between your hands on the 
paper (to get the paper in a moist con
dition, -I suppose) concentrating your 
mind ori the -paper and thinking, 
strongly pf the one you want a picture 
of, either' dead or alive, and.you will 
get .the picture you desire.’ Hold'lhe 
paper betweep your hands ten or fif
teen minutes or till - ybu get the im
pression1 that you have: held it long 
enough, thenroll’it up quickly, place 
it’in your bottle, blow yourbreath In 
the bottle, cork ft up quickly, so as 
to. leave your-breath in.the bottle, and 
put It .in sojne dark place for three or 
four hours, then take the paper out. 
and your picture wlll be.onjt. ■ .

’ Dr. ' Hilf go- Tár ■has^lieejr: upable to 
securefiaiL-and isi'ri - prisoner lii 'the 
city JailTlieExamliièr ofLos . An
geles, Cal. t- ' .

'mother, .Mrs^fM
idreamrriridjthe.’.-
¡light; other, fears,
:& late ybiieakfast when, there was ’a. 
.ring, at the’door’. hell,“ Miss' Ethel 
turned pale.’L :■■ ■ • 
' , 'Tt’ribad hews, I’m sure,” she cried.

’ Slie hurried’ to the'door herself, re-

' SPIRITUALISM IN WILL SUIT.

■This to he Basis of Contest for the 
■ '• Bradley Millions. /

Daughter ‘ In- Vision,. Bees Her Eathcr •
In-Collhriind He-Dies: Soon After . • 

• Being Cautioned of Danger. •

Miss Ethel- Lasch, the 19-year-old 
daughter of. Henry Lasch,. a real, es
tate operator,. residing at the; West 
Point apartment house,- 396 ' West 
Ninety-fifth street. New- York-city, 
dreamed she saw her- father, in the 
coffin. As she left the house she told, 
him of her dream and warned him to 
be careful- of himself, its she had a 
premonition that her- vision would 
come true. . '

( Her'father laughed rat her fears- 
I and assured her, to caste her mind, he 

would be cautions. - After Mr. ’Lasch 
lefj the house his daughter told her

ftjsing "to. allow. a servant to open it, i 
A strange woman.-stood on the' door- i 
step; She was but of breath and agi
tated.

“My father—" exclaimed Miss 
Lasch.” " . -z.- •

“He has met. with, a sjrfious acci
dent,” began the stranger» when the 
girl fainted. . .... • .

The bearer of the bad tidings was 
Mrs; Samuel Wilkens," a tenant, on 
-whom: Mr. Lasch ,had called at her 
apartment to see about some repairs, 
to'the ceiling of her drawing room. 
Mrs. Wilkens resided on the top floor. 
Mr. Lasch was out of breath when he 
opened the. door.- He opened his lips 
to spealti- when he turned pale and 

i- collapsed. He-died without regaining 
¡consciousness.

; Genius-always - gives Its best .flrat; 
, pruteice at litat.—Lavater.

? ’.Peoria, Ill.-Li-Practlèàily all the 
•heirs of the late Mrs. Lydia- Bradley 
have Organized, to break her ■ will. 
-They base their -claini On' the alleged- 
fact that • she was deVote'd to ■ Spirit-, 
ualism, and that she -believed the splr- 
its of , her departed huf-band tend chil- 
.dren were' constantly with her.

It is declared she was the victim of 
every traveling Spiritualist who visit
ed Peoria. Should the efforts of the. 
he|rs be successful Bradley; :PoIytech-? 
nic Institute, of this city would be vir- 
titally cut oft without 'funds.-'

Mrs. Harriet W. Griffith,-one-of the ! 
heirs, who Is an inmate. Of the Proc
tor Endowment Home;-haS filed appH- 
cation for release from ■ that institu
tion'so that-she wilT.be1 in position to 
benefit in case Mrs. Bfadley’s- will is 
-set aside. Mrs. Griffith on'entering 
the home, agreed . to tho. usual re
quirement of assigning to It any funds 
which she might-later-gain possession 
of,—-Inter-Oceaji. .7 ; / ■ :

, .... ■ wgib t ~ii
I had rather be damned with 

Plato ■ and Lord Bacon |than go to 
heaven: wtih- Paley andLMalthus.— 

; ’Shelley. " I ’ , ,
Soft is the music: that! would charm 

forever.—Wordsworth». !

; • - Memorial Service.
■’ -'Ori; thb-.evening of ’Jan./ifi, ri' service 
..was/held in the Chapel’ of; the 'Morris 
/Pjatt/Xnst.ltute, horiimbmbra^ 
tfansltloniof brie of its.'founders, rind; 
its/first :pfesident,/Moses 'Hull. ’’

- The Meeting- was opened by song,; 
'arid-an?,address by Prof. Weaver-jbn 
the characteristics; of Mr. Hull’s life. 
Mrs. Mattie. Hull gave a talk bn-the 
last : months of his life with work on 
the Pacific coast, together wltli reair; 
Inlscences of .his sickness; and burial

- of his body in that far away land, - ?
Mrs; Alfaretta Niver’ spoke on the 

home life of- her father; of his-great/ 
dove and kindness shown to children; 
of his patience and adaptability tri 
meet their requirements. He’> was 
never known to/say to. children; mat
ing an appeal to him, “go away;'-I< 
am too busy now,”'but would at once
give them his attention and set them 
at ease. - • <-

Tie senior class, and all whom it 
■was their pleasure to have known Mr. 
Hull, took part in the services and ex
pressed their personal esteem both ns 
a friend and for the vast amount of 
work he performed as a writerrand 
lecturer -for the cause he sb much 
loved. ' ■ ■ ’ -.

'And thus would we do honor to the 
memory of one who spent more than 
forty years of h|s life battling for the 
truth and spread -of every reform em- 

i bodied in the. teachings oL Spiritual-

Do not throw your stones at JesUB, 
,1111 the story you'eah- learn, ':

For each word or thought or missile.. 
wlll- in time to you return-: ■ .

Though the talé reads like ri - fable 
. arid ip dimly understood, ‘ 
There, ii food for every . spirit,'in it, 

¿ wholesome,- rich'and
Bo not throw your stones at brothers. 
• - who hate slipped and-fallen’-down 

. For .each stone ''you hurl 'with envy 
..' will knock ,diamonds from Jotir 
- crown,. . ’.~

Every’ word sent out in anger, every;
; thought,of evil will, - • * . - ’ 

’ In-Tts rounds of Jife vibration Some 
' returning goodness .kill; ; ' . -r '

Do’ npt’throw your stones, at sisters 
• ’ ; and. in, spirit treat them cold, . 
For down underneath the .surface may 

Z '-j be nuggets of pure gold; > -:;,- 
And with all y.Our carefpl skiriyning,'- 

worthiest dross' 
There m^y bo' more precious metal 

that will prove a mighty; lobs.- ■ .
- . ,.■— . ’ ■ . ; ■ ■ • -I

Do not hurl -your- stones at others;
’ kindly let their failings pass, 

For the stones they hurl back at you 
may but find your house of glass, 

And the slivers put to flying perfórate 
■ -your prying eyes; .

Do ’ not hurl your stones at people, 
■ : even those that you despise.

'■ * DR. T, WILKINS

- So I; iet .Tthq matter/.priss- fomsev-.^-î,' ; 
,éraltdâys',‘;'tMnkfà5 ft.óqc^ *. • 
and AMnÙlrig whtó Btrring^^ 
would. sometimes 'enter oneri jnind; 
so several days’ after the above oq- 
.curred -I 'was ;down In town T called 
oh an bld. friend of minéj a I’rnggist,

’ arid- by thé way,, a strong believer in 
the occult; and ! related to him the’ 
above circrimstriricés; -^ reply, 
was: “Why.-don’t y.ori trÿ- Itî” . I 
told hljnX hadrip’suitable paper,, and 
hé/soon .had'me supplied" with , bottle; ■ 
and..paper. ... - ■_ ; -
'ÿ'..went, 'b'ack; tòme, an’d' went Into ' '■ ‘ 
mÿ-room, ‘arranged. ÿiyLpapér, and 
placed : the/, bottle? ne^ -look , 
mjf-seal.'În/théirockihgçh'air,andiri- 
laxpd as before,-placing’Lhe paper be
tween, thè; palms’ of- hiy. hands, follow- _ 
irig- dfrtòtìQris-ris', lief óre 'stated, cori-; 
centrating-ciny- mind ; and .drawing a 
mental ’picture of à brother- that -¿ad 
behn ’dead for 30 years. I held tl o 
paper between the palms of my=hands 

■ ten or.fifteen minutes until I got the 
impression that I; had held it long 

.enough;/ I then rolled, it up, placed .: 
it in the bottle;-blowing in it, corked 
lt: tightly and placed it in a dark 
placeiand let it remain there three or

ism. h. S. WEAVER, Sec.

. “To make war with those who trade 
with us, is like setting . a bull-dqg 
on a customer at the shop door.’ — 
Thomas Paine, in Crislst

There Is not the least necessity in 
trying to prevent people from think
ing. They are quite ready enough to 
be stupid or indifferent withput any 
external Inducements. The huge dead 

. weight of established; prejudices* is 
amply sufficient. We may say that' 
free-thinking is not only, right;: but a 
duty.- A ipan, that is,is bound to -be 
as reasonable as he can.—Sir. Leslie 
Stephens

four hours, and then I took it ont and 
to my great surprise I had. as fine a 
negative picture, with a-nice wreath 
around it, ns one could, wish for. 

r I have tried the experiment sev- - 
oral-times since, though with not-as 
good results as the first time. ■ While 
l am no medium nor do I claim to 
be, L. do know this to ■ be a positive 
fact, and it.positively demonstrates to 
me that thought is a thing.

So--I .will ask some of your good 
readers'to-lry the experiment and note 
the results and report- the same to 
The Progressive Thinker. ■ . ■ .

I ' LEVI C.. DALTON. ? •
I , .Santo, Texas. ...: ■ . ■ -. V

i

Shun: passion; fold, tho- hands ot 
thrift; sit still—anti truth is near.—« 
Emerson.

K
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■ Georgia Gladys Cooley.
She Writes Entertainingly of Persons, Places, 

and'Incidents of Travel. -
Since my last letter 1 have traveled 

many hundreds of miles and enjoyed 
many wonderful sights. "Leaving 
Kobe via Steamship Manchuria, Nov. 
14, our first step was.at Nagasaki, 
where we spent a day while the. ship 
took on coal. . ■ .,

.The' loading of. the vessel '.Itself 
was a sight never to be forgotten. 
About 500 men and women ou boats 
filled with coal began" their day’s, 
work.- On èacji boat the laborers 
lined up and one man began filling 
baskets, the nearest him picking it. 
up and passing it to the next and 
thus continuing until it was up the 

.. ladder’and into the hold of the ship 
where there were about 300 more, 
placing said coal. It was astonishing 
to see the rapidity of the moviufe bas
kets and as one watched them you/ 
were quite apt to believe at times they 
were animated beings.

There" Is not ' much of interest at"; 
this place outside of tho fishing àn^ 
tortoise shell Industry, and a day is- 
quite long enpugh. "At 6 p. m.; tho 
vessel being cogled, order was given-, 
to start and we left our last Japanese,, 
port behind, I felt, glad I was a, free-? 
born American woman. These men 
and women worked the entire dgy, 

' for 30 sep, which is equal .to 15"cenfs 
of dur money, and seemed happy at 
having the opportunity of so dolqg..

" As, we' steamed oven.the bpaii.t-lful 
inland.'sea a calmness prevailed, inak- 

. ing it, seem-a’hallowed"-spot indeed.
Islands'/pf . beauty^ kept, - appearing 
about'us and- all life seemed jbyous 
in its extreme calmness.. % 
' Mÿ next stop. was.Shanghai, China,- 
a. wonderful ,çlty,..ipdg£Mtu I- -believe 
none other just like it. in-the .whole 
■world, " .. r , < •- "

There's the British'settlement, the 
FrepcH,. the German, etc., all having 
their own'-government .so to ;speak.

their dear old flags kept waving to the 
wanderer; one of the sweetest and yet 
most regretful farewells she will ever 
know.

,1 cannot leave China without _ a 
word about Canton—a typical Chin
ese city .of a million inhabitants—-the 
most unique and quaintest city I have 
ever seen. Qne must be there to ap
preciate it. This place is called the 
“city of sme)ls,'" and it is not mis
called.

Passengers are taken from the 
large boats by little flat ones,managed 
by coolie women, the boat taken up a 
kind of canal until you are landed at 
the -hotel. Froqi here you go to the 
walled city where only the Chinese 
live. You are taken here in a kind 
of a sedan chair carried by two or 
four coolies- and once inside the 
walled city you are lost to all the out-

Each with its-own legislature. .
' If an Englishman commits an of- 

■fqnse he is_ tried before an English 
judge,'and the same can be said of 
each settlement, and the Chinese is 
taken before his pwp countryman.

It is indeed a most unique place 
in-many ways, and as all China may 
,be considered a graveyard, Shanghai 
is certainly representative in this 
line, as you’ll see graves all along the 
roads, in many of the yards, and 
fields, some of them open with the 
exception of a piece of-matting, others 
scantily covered with soil. On the 
whole not any too Inviting a sight.
. This cosmopolitan city ifas some 

magnificent buildings and residences, 
especially in the English settlement, 
Where 'somp of the homes look like 
palaces. <

Excellent drives abound and many 
horses are seen here, but only in the 
hjnds of foreigners or principally 
used-for their convenience, The na
tives either using rickshaws or their 
own peculiar wagon, consisting of a 
heavy stone wheel in the middle of 
some planks, and hauled by a-coolie 

■ ■—.the -riders and baggage sitting on 
either side of the wheel. It is indeed 
a curious, yet not picturesquq, sjght.

Everybody is busy Id the Orient, 
Sunday being but slightly observed 
by some of the foreigners and uot at

side world. Shops, shops, shops 
everywhere, tlie buildings being oh an 
average of' three stories ’ high, the 
streets from four to 6 feet wide, hence 
you can imagine tlie congestion that 
one must necessarily,-meet with, and 
the difficulty of sunshine along said 
street^ For. miles you go, seeing all 
hands at work and many things done 
in tte njojjt crude and primitive man
ner/:*! saw but one horse in the en; 
tire city , of Canton, a shetland pony , 
ridden by a policeman. - ' 
, vDuring my entire stay in, Hong 
Kong I paw but three horses, A 
Chinese spirit returning from the 
other world could readily say there 
wer-e no horses there "if his celestial 
home is a semblance to his terrestial 
one. .

But, I'm digressing—Canton,' the 
wonderful eity, is one that must uot 
be omitted by the globe trotter.

Silk is woven by hand there, mag
nificent embroidery of silk and linen 
as well. as diSwn work Is done by 
hand, thousands of yards per month 
being turned out.

■ Jewelry made from the feathers 
of the bird called the kingfisher is 
another Industry. Great pare must 
be taken in this work, and the strain 
on the eyes often causes blindness to 
the workffian. Every Industry possi
ble'seems to be carried oh by this

Clmractei'lsHc Letter frem Dr. Peebles 
; to G. H, Brooks.

Mr. Geo. H. Brooks, 190 S. Sixth 
street, .-Columbus, O. 1 My Dear 
Biother and Fellow Worker: It 
gave me great pleasure to hear re
cently of your ‘“arrest”—-not. that I 
glory in troubles, but rather that I 
glory in the good that comes from 
them, sometimes as grains come up 
through compact and beautiful lilies 
up from and through the mud.

Reading of your arrest, I exclaimed, 
“And so persecuted they the prophets 
and apostles before him,” and I was 
glad-because your muscular frame is 
tall, your shoulders are broad, your 
brain is clear, your charactej right
eous, your soul brave, your psychic 
gifts excellent, and your purposes 
firm and flinty as the purest crystal. 
Yes, you were just the man to be 
ARRESTED that your trial might 
show to the court, to Pennsylvania, 
and to the country everywhere, the 
petty narrowness, sectarian meanness 
the political rottenness and church- 
lanic bigotry of your persecutors.

The jury before whop) you will ap
pear, if unprejudiced, intelligent, and 
conscientious, will pronounce you “Not 
guilty.” I repeat, “not guilty," and so 
I was thrice glad of your arrest. I 
hope the Spiritualists will contribute 
liberally to assist you in carrying this 
case, if necessary, to the -Court of Ap
peals and to thg. United States Su- 

, preme Court. This is not a sectarian 
country of popes; bishops, priests and 
domineering ecclesiastics; but a coun
try of religious freedom. ; ,

Owing to trusting .the 'unworthy 
and signing notes to help three Spirit
ists, one which was ; to save his. 
hpuse from being'spld, and having to 

■ pay the notes I signed, I am finan
cially poor, but enclose for you $2, 
vyhlch I wletf were $200.’. Canflidly, 
honestly,- Brother Brooks, J own no 
bank, mining, or railroad stocks; own 
no land nor lapds, owp not even g 
house, living in rented rooms in Bat
tle Creek/ when not traveling, and‘I 
can sing with the old Methodist circuit 
riddr:

“N<) inch of lapd do I possess, 
No cottage in this wilderness,

This world is not nfy home." ‘
The world moves!'. Look up, Friend 

George; dare'to face’the lion's.den; 
step nimbly, firmly; go'on vyith your 
work and all will come out well!

, Kindly give m^ regards to friends 
in Columbus. ■

Sincerely yours,
• J. M. PEEBLES, M.D.
■” . Tplnpa, Fla. i

W B«P "THEY -rAILt SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. A HEALING BALM

million of people, and the ivory 
Ing ia something wonderful, but 
forbids my going into details.

Thfe city of the dead is among

'all by “the natives in most places. ■ 
Many shops are open and the beauti
ful 'Shanghai silk is handed over the 
counters all days of the week. It is

carv- 
llmit

their
queer attractions—a plac^ inclosed' 
by high walls where long buildings 
stand filled with coffins containing the 
bodies of the dead. Only the rich are 
brought here and a payment of four 
dollars per month charged..

The coffin is a long case, rounded 
on sides and ends, highly ' polished 
with black lacquer, the richer the 
deceased the more coats of the polish. 
At the foot of the coffin Isp table on 
which is placed fruit and a fresh cup 
of tea each moriiing and evening, sev
eral Chinese p,unks are also burning, 
and in some places a god or two stand 
beside the casket.

The bodies are kept here abont 
four years, or as long as the family 
care to pay for the same, and then re
moved to the cemetery where burial 
takes place.

The family bring fruit and pray

an excellent quality of silk and retails 
for about one-half the price we pay 

■ in'America.
I .met friends here V'ho made • my 

stay pleasqnt indeed, but the time, 
came for me to move on and the 
next place was Hong Kong, where I 
had nine Of the happiest days, 4 be
lieve,! ever knew, and sweetest mem
ories will ever linger ill my soul, of 
this beautiful Chinese city. Again 
friends greeted me, and to my happy 
surprise, one, a lady from California, 
met me at.Cook’s Touring offire, and 
if ever two women' were glad to meet 
each other, we were.

I at once left the Hong Kong Hotel 
and went with her to the Claremont, 
a most" magnificent place,..guarded 
over by a ministering angel, iflrs. Hol
lander, who does everything to make 
her guests happy and Oomfortable/t

As time rolls on, and to us Ohly too 
fast, the figures on the calendar, told 
us that Thanksgiving day was .'draw
ing near, .ail'd naturally, we two Atner- 
icans wandered home in thought to 
friends and loved-ones there, and in 
a reminiscent mood spoke ot our last- 
one, and then prospected on the do
ings of the home folks.

•Imagine our surprise when the day 
came, after being on pleasure bent 
from morning until evening, return- 

. Ing home to find a. dinner-.party ar
ranged for us. Happy guests had 

- gathered and on being escorted to the. 
dining saloon a perfect picture met 
our gaze. Beautiful flowers, palms, 
and ferns everywhere, and a shower

Wherein the Imuitatiims of Medlum- 
slup.-^A iitilure to Count the 
Matcrtis,.—What the Sitter Knew 
Reiledmi i^ the Mind of the Me-

■ diun^-A . injurious Test, Accom- 
.puiiic^ Wit^.a Total Failure.

1 To the Editor: About one year ago 
you liaA]-the,{k.indneBs to publish a 
teat whldh iny venerable mother and 
myself were Waking of the ability of 
spirits produce facts not held in the 
mind of .some, otie . living. A few 
bundleapf matches, a few matches in 
each blmdle>lnumbe_rs unknown to 
ourselvej, or.jany o"ue else) were 
sealed into a'small basket which was 
then placed ’’in an easily accessible 
spot,.and yet safe from collusive med
dling. . All mediums were then in
vited, with reasonable reward for suc
cess, to state the numbers/nvolved in 
the test.- Copies ■ of this invitation 
were also mailed to hs many profes
sional mediums as I could secure the 
names of 'by scanning'the advertising 
columns ofphe free religious journals.' 
Scores of others' were sent to Spirit
ualists of iny acquaintance in a num
ber of states Witli the request that 
they be given as wide distribution as, 
possible. . ,

One or two most insolent and scui\ 
'rilous letters were received-from me
diums of the,professional class, but 
aside from these unfriendly notices no 
attention was glVenrthe ‘matter from 
the professional talent of the country.

Therp,,wprq,,.however, a considera
ble. number of honest Investigators, 
after truth who admitted the merits 
of the .plan, land ¿cheerfully gave us 
such replies as they received in their 
private circle^. In.several instances 
I followed up the correspondence and 
succeeded .in making appointments 
by which, my deceased wife shtujd be

Good Work Done by the Ladies' First 
Spiritual Aid Society.

• To the ..Editor-. Some time ago I 
wrote to your good paper in regard to 
our society and the spiritual work be
ing done in San Francisco. Since 
then we have been slowly advancing, 
and finding our own.

The Ladies’ First Spiritual Aid So
ciety is the only organized society 
working In -this city at the present 
time under the State Association of 
California. Our membership is over . 
one hundred (mostly women) and we 
Ure proud of the work we have ac
complished. Last winter we had but 
forty members, and met at the. homes 
of our members; now we meet in 
Whitney Hall, 1164 O’Farrell street, 
every Wednesday at 2 p. m. for the 
transaction of all business,, and for 
our mutual good and advancement, 
and for- the good we can- ^o to others. 
Public meetings are held in the same 
place every Sunday Jiight, where- the 
philosophy and'phenomena qf modern 
Spiritualism are presented by dur 
psychics. . Our hall is crowded to the 
doors with a congregation jdf intelli
gent, thinking, active people, who are 
seeking for spiritual knowledge and 
truth,.and the proof of the soul's im
mortality. We have law and order, 
music and harmony, that our sensi
tives may give to us the very best 
their organisms are capable of receiv
ing, Our lectures have been upbuild
ing, and instructive, our messages 
genuine,and pure.

During the month of January our 
platform has been filled by Rev. Kate 
Huesmann Harveston, who is indeed 
an advanced thinker and logical talk-
er. Our message\bearers have been

billty as well as expense on his hands 
when he' took the Philippine Islands 
under his protection, but I feel the 
United 'States need not fear. It Is a» 
wonderful country, and with proper 
care should prove a success. Ameri
can rule has done much for this place, 
and many natives seem to appreci
ate it.

Tlie climate Is hard on American 
women, and 1 should think none too 
kind to the native women. They are 
all dark and very thin and dress in a 
most peculiar style—no hats are 
worn, the dresses of very light; gauzy 
material, the blouse being very scant, 
with an Immense cellar pointed at 
shoulders, and back, coming together 
near the waist, the sleeves about el
bow lehgth, very large and open at 
the bottom, the skirt gored with a 
very ipng train, stiffened by a facing 
of canvas—no stockings are worn,, 
and ofttimeB ’no shoes,1 blit clijdfly a"

given an opportunity to be present 
and to participate" in these private cir
cles.,- It was thongbt-that her greater 
familiarity with, and interest'in, the 
locality and the test matters might 
obviate difficulties . that wpuld, per
chance, defeat, correct results from 
others. I wish" to cordially thank 
those who assented to this delicate 
and peculiar request. It will be per
tinent to explain that my wife was 

,a party to the devising of,this variety 
of test. We had often discussed to
gether and agreed that this was the 
style of test op|y which would contain 
for either of us a proof that life con
tinues after ideath, and we had en
tered into a compact by which the first 
to go should Improve an opportunity 
to aid. the living to carry through a 
simple but effectual test of this na
ture. I conunpnd it to the thoughtful 
attention of all-who are investigating 
the pheiiomena ot Spiritualism. - It 
seems to'" mp. that when, with reason
able freoueucy and precision, disem
bodied Spirits'l!an perform simple, nu
merical fests of this nature, the sci
ence of (Spiritualism has establlsher 
its verity’before the world.

Mrs. Hovet, Mrs. Wren, Mrs. Place 
and Mrs. J. J. Whitney, all honest, 
and each doing their work in their 
own way. The marvelous tests of 
Mrs. J. J. Whitney, and the wondeiful 
work of her controls giving full 
names, accurate - descriptions, loca-
tions, atjd incidents of 
have been the means 
many to our ranks.

For the month of- 
have engaged ?or our

A Remarkable Cure by Spirits.

To the Editor: The'article in No. 
939 entitled “Spirit Cure, or Divine 
Healing," is certainly instructive and 
should open the eyes of all church 
people, or, as I have heard a certain 
guide call ' them, “goddy people.” 
The phenomena of Spiritualism are 
grand, but not more wondbrful than 
divine healing or spirit cure.

I know of one lady who does not 
call herself a Spiritualist, giving spir
its the credit of restoring her sight. 
She was nearly blind when she heard 
of a healer who told her to sit at-a 
certain time holding a glass of pure 
water In her hands. This may Took 
Incredible to others as it did to her 

•son wlio made light of her faith. She 
asked him to taste the iyater, and he 
was astonished to find It was as bftter 
as gall.

Now, what changed the water? If 
something had been put Into it, she 
would" have known it, as she only 
handled the glass.

Spirits certainly restored her sight. 
Her son has told me of the wonder
ful" cure.

Divine healing .is a grand phase of 
mediumship, and I hope, to hear of 
many healers in the churches, and 
elsewhere discovering the powers pos
sible to thqse who wish to be useful to 
the world in general. Not for irioney 
nor glory would I be a healer, but 
for my own and others' joy,- in making 
others happy we will be happy "our
selves.

Health brings happiness, and Spir- 
itualisls alone dd not hold the secret 
of divine healing. IT IS POSSIBLE 
TO' ALL WHO DESIRE THAT 
POWER. .

Hoping Tbe Progressive Thinker 
will continue to improve and reach 
each of its subscribers when due, I 
will close this by adding I missed No. 
93 7, and something -seemed wrong 
the whole week. I sadly miss The 
Progressive Thinker whenever it fails 
to reach me.

MRS, C. W. HAY. 
Herington, Kans.

fthoUniatisni
Sciatica, Lumbago,' Lung Ail'eetlouSj 

Kidney and Stomach Troubles, 
Nervous Diseases, Etc.

Are caused by the absence ot Electro- 
Magnetism or sufficient electricity In 
the body to keep up a normal circula
tion of the blood falls. It Is oply when 
the blood falls to circulate freely that 
the poisonous gases and germs ’ ' 
breed disease.

Thu wearing of 
neto Conserva
tive Garments 
has been recog
nized for - 31

Prof.' Wllfan’s

that

Mag-

years as being 
Ute most - ef
fective means 
of retaining In 
the body all the 
naturally gen
erated electrlc-

• Ity and impart
ing a mild con
tinuous Mag
netic Current, 
no matter to 
what extent the 
wearer has been 
subjected to unfavorable 
ditlons. ••

liinutk! £on-

They are made to fit snugly evoiy 
portion of-the anatomy,

to 
to

of the head 
, all one has

froin tile top
the soles of the feet and 
do is to wear a garment j 

over or around tln^ 
weak organ 'thut 
might be affectel. 'In 
but few extreme cdses 
Is an entire suit.' re
quired

We would be pleased, 
to send' postpaid a 
copy of our booklet, 
“Health—How Main
tained,” which lllUSr, 
t rates and describe» 
these wonderful cura-

garments, 
plains the 
part that 
generated

protective 
It albo ex-
important 
naturally 

electricity
plays In the main ten- 

ance of good health and how tha bodyq. 
may become depleted or this Hfo-givlpg * . 
element. It gives the opinions of pao- v 
pie who have been cured and Isjvell 
worlh reading by those'•who wish to 

'maintain good health, as well gs ,by/ .— 
those who wish to regain it. • :

Write us to-day and we will mgH you, - 
a copy at once. Address ACtlna Ap
pliance Co. !>.-pt. S42A, 813, Walnut 
Street, Kansas City, Mo. ’

over the coffin once a year. Their re
sponsibility ends there.

I met the chief executioner of Can
ton, which is considered an honor; a 
tall. large-boned individual, who 
seems to think it a honor to take life. 
He has held his position 50 years, 
has beheaded 2,000 pebple, getting 50 
cents per head, which leaves him the 
happy possessor of, or least earner of, 
$500 of our money. He smilingly 
told me of five pirates he beheaded 
the week previous, bringing forth the 
great heavy knife and illustrating 
how he had them bend over and with 
one stroke the head is severed from 
the body. He insisted on my lifting 
the knife. Its Weight was tremend
ous. I was glad to leave Ais dreadful 
spot where I had stood upon human 
skulls. . .

■ I had a very pleasant visit In the 
home of one of the wealthy women of 
Canton, one of the widows of 'a fa
mous man. This gentleman had two 
wives who Btill live in the olh home. 
The- first and oldest wife is 25 years 
of age, wears shoes just three inches 
long, presented me w,ith,a pair which 
I prize highly. '

, Shp is the mother of a boy five 
years of age. The second or younger 
wife is 21, but has larger feet and

sole samjal, ■•
The inconsistency of the garment 

being that horrid train, and altogeth
er a costume neither attractive for 

■beauty nor practicability, and -little 
fear of being copied by other women.

•Tropical fruit abounds here, the 
bananas surpass any I have ever 
eaten.

In the midst of another joyous visit 
I was again reminded that time and 
tide-were calling me hence, and Mon
day night found me once more on 
board ship. No land for eight days, 
then to the dock at Thufsday Island 
—one of .the most God-forsaken 
place' I ever’ saw, hot and sandy and 
a very. mixed population, due to the 
•pearling Industry drawing people 
from various directions. The Aus
tralian blacks, the browp natives, the 
Japanese, Chinese, English and va- 
rlodB other tongues and .shades«iget 
here. '

Five "hours concluded otjr stay- 
Ahere, much to the delight of every 
passenger. We took on a pilot on 
leaving as the^most dangerous of all 
sea travel on the journey was before

SomerWeeksiago, despairing of get
ting the full twenty replies for which 
we had advertised, a committee was 
assembled who opened the basket, 
counted-the contents and tabulated 
the replies for which we had adver
tised.

Besides the’Writer, there were pres
ent M. p. SchiRtz, mayor of the city; 
Col. G. L. Cole, army officer and arch- 
litect; and J. S. Rutherford, contract
or (Spivltuallbt). ->

.The , pfsketi was found to contain 
the following; . 5 buncheq.of ?, 10, 7, 
7'and 7 ‘matench respectively.

•Replies' were received' as follows 
(full address given on. request) : ,C. 
S. E., Tampa, Fla.: 23 bunches of 8, 
8, 8, 8, 8, 17, 17, 11. ll.i 11, 11, ,10, 
10, 10, 18, 18, 16, 16,'16, 16, 12, 19, 
respectively. z . .

L. M. C., Tampa, Fla.: Same reply, 
same date; doubtless a report of the 
same circle. • . ‘

Bessie H.,Ontario, Calif.: 7 bunches 
of 30, 30, 30, 30, 32, 32, 32, respect
ively. : • .

A. W. F.,White Hall, Ill.: 6 bunches 
of 6, 5, 4, 3, 8, 10, respectively.

“InveBtigator,” Big Rapids, Mich.: 
“15. bunches with' a total of 120 
matches.” - . ,

Mrs. McC., Beatrice, Neb.: 7 bunch
es of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,. 7 matches.

Sarah Seal, a medium -who has long 
been known among the oldest Spir
itualists of the West as an instrument 
of w<jyth and honesiy. How grateful 
we are that we are indeed blessed 
'with havjng suchygood instruments to 
present'our philosophy and phenom
ena to an unbelieving and Investigat
ing public. Long may they be spared 
to do the work they have been called 
to do!

How grateful the public should be 
to think the angel world permits their 
instruments to be used In this man
ner! If people would only live the 
true life according to the light given 
them, and go to a medium with a 
true feeling, and with true spirits, 
how much better the results would be! 
My experience has taught me that the 
public are apt to blame the medium 
for all that comes through the or
ganism, whether it be false or true, 
never for a moment supposing that 
the sitter and ids spirit friends have 
anything to do witli results. When 
will the people learn that our departed 
ones have their own mission to fill in 
the higher life^and that they return 
to earth to prove their existence after 
the change called death, ,and to teach 
us to live to the highest within, and 
to do to others as we would wish 
others to do to us. Let us “not judge 
lost we be judged," but eich one'do 
right, live right, according to his light, 
and angels can do no more.

MRS. ELLA YORK.
1420 Haight St.,San Francisco.

Truth, Love and Liberty.
Truth, like Mother Nature’s golden 

sunbeams,
Illuminates the face through which it 

gleams,
Lighting the eyes with an expressive 

glow,
Through whir'll the soul its character 

doth show.
Thou art a shield and armor worn by 

all.
Who In doubt or error would not fall;
Thy mission is sent front the realms 

above,
Borne on the white jdngs of wisdom

950 -
The above Is ths numner of the pre». - 

•at lime ot The Proa...^tve Thinker, 
M printed at the top of mo flrar page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- ! 
per, then the time you have paid tor has r - 
expired, and you are requested 
new your subscription. This number 
at tbe right band corner of the flwit 
page is .advanced each week, shouting . 
the number of Progressive Thlnfters 
Issued up to date. Keep watch or ths" 
number on tha tag of your wrapgSfA . ;

1,
Mrs. H. h. C., Beatrice, Neb.: 1, t, 
8^10, 'I,«,. 10, 7 matches in 7

■bundles;
M. D. L., Battle Creek, Mich, 

bunches of 6,. 4; 3, 7, 5,.6.
6

To
and love, 
lay life’s . foundation, giving it 
powA

To beautify self, as nature, the flower. 
Whence conies a treasure more »ub- 

liine
Than truth, the greatest principle di

vine? ' ; ;

Love, like sparkling diamonds set in 
pure gold,

Thrills the soul, thus affection to un
fold;

It finds its way into the heaving 
breast,

Enters the heart as a divine bequest;
There in that mysterious garnet case, 
Rests God’s greatest gift to the hu

man race.
What tear so hot that burns and blurs 

the cheek, ,
Cannot be cooled and cleared if love 

can speak?
What station in life, lie it high or low, 
May not thy everlasting value know? 
All earth, this great God principle

Excellent Books

of American and English flags min
gled with the green.

The heart-shaped table was a 
dream of art, so dainty with-its varied 
colored glasses-,-chínamete.,.and two, 
silk flags as favors for each guest..

Hou perhaps can imagine the sense 
of appreciation and gratitude that 
welled up. in the hearts of two 
'Strangers in a strange-land” on see
ing this beautiful fairy-land created 

; for ‘théir. pleasure.
And that dinner—Will never be-for

gotten;. No turkey at home ever 
tasted-better, and we were reminded 
all through the entire meal that the 
goodies were “just like mother made.” 

■ Inasmuch as this day is not observed 
in the Orient, I feel more than^grate- 
fuL for the courtesy extended. • ■ . -

The evening was spent in' music, 
song, speech'» and toast-giving, ío!-" 

•lowed by dancing, and the small hours 
of the morning peeped in upon .us 

• ere we-hade each other farewell.
■ The next day was sailing day and 
more surprises awaited me, in the 
shape of beautiful flowers and friends 
at-the wharf awaiting with -private 
launch to take me to the ship. Seat
ed there in the most perfect little boat 

, we'Softly-glided out on the silvery 
' "water-and were soon near the great 
' ship, Kumona Maru, which was to be 

my home for the next three weeks. , 
■ • All aboard we settled down to visit 

until tlre-gong sounded the signal of 
■ “all ashore not going on the ship,’.’ 

when 'sjveet - farewells were given, 
friends boarded their little > launch 
and as it steamed off down the stream

I’m glad to say that feet pressing is, 
now prohibited and the Chinese- wo
men of the future will not suffer as 
In the. past " . ;

These two wives live happily to
gether,- both loving the boy, whom 
they say. will, inherit the money when 
he is a man. ' '

They also sajd they Wbuld'ndt enter 
into a .sedond marriage. Both are 
childish in manners, know nothing of 
the world, and were sweet of nature, 
"but, oh, how I- pitied them.-

They were very interested in me- 
and tn my clothing, examining, every 
garment carefully and going into fits 
of laughter over some—the hat.espe
cially being a great curiosity to them,

Through all their ignorance and in
nocence- I felt the vibration of.Ahe wo
man heart, and saw they loved and 
suffered, had their joy and sorrow, as 
•we all have have had, and life was 
much the same after all.

But I jnust gg back to my journey. 
We were soon out to sea—and such 
a sea! The China Sea is" always 
rough, but this time it was simply- 
furious. The fiercest storm that Cleo
patra ever commanded was "but an in
fant storm in comparison to the one 

; enpountered for two days on.this voy
age. F managed to remain oh deck 
until 10 px- rn. the first day odt; but 
the second day provided no deck , for 
us, the waves ship high kept dashing 
everywhere, two inchas of .water was 
on the cabin floor, and the only place 
for us was III our cabins and In the 
berth—for everything was topsy 
turvey—-the trunk dashed from* one 

■ side of tho room to the. other, with

us. Coral reefs abound and many a 
ship, has disappeared in these waters, 
never to be heard of again.

*• Fortunately /We , passed' Albany 
tass, the dangerous, in safety, and 
all Is well! '•

At one place the land on either side' 
of the ship almost" met s^nd we had 
an opportunity of viewing a most 
wonderful sight, the ant mounds, 
bullded by the red ant, which is a pest 
to this part of tbe country. From a 

, distance their m'ounds looked Mike 
hundreds of . red - and white granite 
monuments, but closer 'view showed 
them as epne like pillars teh'to twelve 
fe'et in height,- and proved the won
derful ability of these strange little • 
builders. ' '

At Louisville, our next - stop, they 
proved very-harmful," for o'tten they 
eat into -the .beam; of a house until 
-destruction follows. We. had twenty- 
foitr hours at Brisbane, which 1 en-i

Yoif will note that as a proof of 
anything- the test is a complete tatl- 
u're. Likewise no one would be so 
rash as to claim that it disproves any
thing; and yet if Spiritualism - be a 
true,natural science, some such test 
as this should prove out.

Several of the above answers were 
'reaffirmed by my deceased wife or 
'what purported to be she, her seve'ral 
answers differing throughout as given 
through different mediums.

An Upward .Uplifting Movement.
Among the evidences of hqman 

growth and advancement in wisdom, 
the most satisfactory and encouraging 
is the effort to Improve .the condition 
of the child.’ A movement which has 
resulted in the organization pf The
'Mother-Love Home Society in Los
Angeles, California, has the noblest
purpose to secure justice to the
mother and . child that, >y man-made 
law, have been consigned to the dis
reputable and “illegitimate!”

Man has presumed to surpass the 
Infinite Source of Life and brand the 
Innocent child with a name that Is a 
'stigma. .

The work courageously undertaken 
to establish a home where the unfor
tunate girl who either from unwise 
confidence and-betrayal, ;or any mis
take or outrage, has become a mother, 
can have a home with her child, is one 
that should appeal to all humane per
sons.

This is the first effqrt that has been 
made by civilization; philanthropy or 
religion, to. do justice to the innocent' 
being whose coming into existence is 
not in the order of man-made regula-

hath blessed, 
In heaven it is 

guest.

Liberty camo to 
world, 

Through Nature, 
unfurled.

the most

light and

its banner

welcome

free the

was first

The stars fixed in the deep blue vault
ed sky,

The white and crlipson tinted clouds 
that fly;

Were impressive symbols so grand
and true, 

They led to our 
and blue.

banner, red, white

86 Weêt Ave.,
J. HEN LESLIE.
Buffalo, N. Y.

While- this test has been pending I tions. '. ,
have had ; frequent sittings with' an -The*genealogy of all children will 
honest German friend of this city wh<f .be -registered" both on the'office^ regis- 
is a medium." It has been varied a

The*genealogy' of all' children will

telescope and dress-suitcase after 
each . other, clothing followed all in 
a free-for-all race, and my body full 
of bruises, the next day.

Sunday brought us calm, as' well 
as Manila, where friends again met 
me and eyerv moment pf my visit was

joyed very much With friends, who, 
gave a dinner party for me at the 
leading hotel. All were bright and 
jolly, leaving a, pleasant impression 
upon tjie writer. Again at sea, .until 
Sydney was reached on.the morning of 
Dec. 18th. Sydney Harbor is one of 
the finest in the world and not over
praised. , ’ . •

Am housed at the Australia Hotel ; 
have'met $ome old American friends; 
and am seeing the- city in pleasant 
company. Rev. Mr., Walters called 
soon after my arrival, and upon his 
invitation I spent-a very pleasant af
ternoon with the ladips of his church. 
The Doctor and his corps of workers 
are doing a good work for the people 
of Australia. He is a grand soul, and 
extends the hand of fellowship to all 
who are earnestly working in behalf 
of humanity. Sorry I could not ac
cept his kind invitation of occupying 
the rostrum with him'next Sunday. 
I leave Australia Friday, expecting to 
reach Wellington Tuesday, 24th, and 
from greeting received here from the 
good people of.New Zealand I know 
my holiday week will bo. a happy one.

- When you again hear from me I 
will -have been settled- and hard at

score of ways. - • Coins taken from my 
pocket and held in my hand or laid 
exposed-on a chair in the same room 
Tailed to be 'counted, -likewise kernels 
of corn-or.'-other like Objects.. When
ever J’would first make the count,<he 

'could reproduce the number every
time; but if both Were ignorant oFthe 
number no: power was discovered that

- could make- the count.
< If'my svlfe Kas retained her identity 
after death,'and has any remembrance 

■of "the things of .earth she remem
bers thè’birth days Of our children. 
These she likewise failed to give, fail1 
ing" alike in tlie day, the month and 

tthe seashnfof the year.- Again, if she 
live, she" is willing to do this simple 
service to her'-ihortal fellowman, and 
if. any intelligence persist after death 
it seems', {o me 'conclusive it would 
be-equal .to the task of counting five 
dollars spread lout on a chair in the- 
room. ;>•

"Now,- when a chemist puts an acid 
arid ' an Aliali 'into a crucible he ex
pects to get-aT’reaction." I£ he get 
none, It at once proves to Jilm that he 
has made a mistake of fact as to the. 
nature ofi.ithe articles placed there.

My test has ¿brought no reaction,, 
i. e., no rpsult. (The inference IB am
ple enoufeiP tptìe that, an element ot 
success tm:lacking—THE ELEMENT 
OF AN INTELLIGENCE OUTSIDE 
THE MORTAL*'THAT COULD SUP
PLY THESE 'FRAGMENTS OF IN
FORMATION;

, M, Tr CUMMINGS.
Beatrice, Neb. .•

ter of the Home and the county rec- 
ords.'the same being insured by the 
solemn affirmation of the mothers.

The child will be cared for until five 
years old and then, if desired by the 
family of the father,, may be taken by 
them;. Mental and industrial educa
tion and" training are to help equip 
mothers, for the pursuits and necessi-
ties of life/ ' • -

It cannot - he claimed that the 
mother, under social ban, or the child, 
branded as illegitimate, has in any 
way elevated social morals. '

The. mother in this home will have 
an oppprtiinity to foe a self-supporting, 
self-respecting woman, and her child 
of enjoying its normal birthright to 
the protection and supply of its neces-

It will give satisfaction to the 
women struggling to establish this 
Mother-Love Home if every, woman 
whd thinks it a worthy undertaking, 
will send her name and address to 
them as approving the noble purpose. 
And for .further information address 
M. Elizabeth' Blackistbn, 315 N. 
Bunker Hill street, Los Angeles, Cal.

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

OUIZTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

- A treatise on HITMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and in
structive book. Price $1.00.

one of joy^ work in my new field. >• '
"Uncle Sana took a great responsi-I '- -GEÒRGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

work in my new field,

- ETERNITY OF THE EARTH.'
Electrlclt^ the. Universal Force. By 

Daniel K. Tenney.' A valuable book 
eg 106 pagcB. ■ Cloth. 75 cents.

Nothing equal« a good book ns a 
gift. It is better Ilian gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. The lollowing books 
will make "beautiful as well as in
structive presents; •/

“Asphodel Blooms and Ollier Of/ 
ferings.” A choice collection ot po
ems on everyday subjects, oy Ertnûà 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00. . . j.

“From Soul to Sou!." Poems of , 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Prich' . 
$1.00.

’‘Influence of the Zodiac UptmtMter " 
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Pillis 
$1.00. /..vp,'

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox,. 
Price $1.00 each: " Poems of Pas- 
Sion," “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems/ 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She Is one of the 
grandest poets of the present age.

"Around the Y'ear." A .birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella W-heeler Wil
cox, with half-tone Illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
$1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew.” Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor.” • A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and thé subse-

Thoughts.
When ambition underrates endur

ance, ifrogress disappoints expecta
tion.

When confidence suffers by the act 
of deception, truth binds up friend
ship’s wound, and scorns the offender.

When patience yields to temper, en
ergy Buffers the loss.

When purity of mind and purpose 
falters at the shrine of influence, 
character records the act upon the 
soul.When passion conquers reason, ac
tion regulates the reward.

When the-body serves under the 
yoke ot Intemperance, the soul is 
dwarfed thereby, and the spirit ren
dered incapable of perfect mental, or 
physical process. •

When action «is prompted by im- 
pulse, .good judgment Is dethroned, 
and the faculty of reason loses a vic- 
tory.

When love weaves Its fabric on the 
loom of passion, desire betangles the 
threads of good, mars their , colorings 
with evil, and hatred wears the gar
ment made therefrom.,

When method is a slave to conserv
atism, analysis discloses no new ideas,- 
and execution renders no advanced 
purposes? ■ r

When pride serves the purpose of 
-ostentation, or Inordinate self esteem, 
nobility/ dignity, and elevation pt 
soul suffer annulment under the su
premacy of haughty arrogance, self- 
conceit, and Insolent purposes.

J. BEN LESLIE. •
86 West Ave., Buffalo, • N. Y.

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M, 
Peebles, M. A., M, D., Ph. D.> Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ies! Society of GFeat Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory ■ Letter. 
¡Price, 10 Cento.

quent spiritual existence, 
cloth, $1.12 . Price,1

“Tlie Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told’ 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev; 
I. K. Funk. Price $l.«0. - , <

' Giving,“Universal Spiritualism.'
a view of Spiritualism from the ear' 
Best time, and in all nations.
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

By W;
“The Pathway of the Human Spir-, 

it.” Can it leave the Human, Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M, 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c?

“This Mystical Life of Ours." Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in ths ■ 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World’s A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

“In Tune with tlie Infinite." An: 
-earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor’s best style.- By Ralph Waldo ’, 
Trine. Price $1.25. " x •

“Man Visible and Invisible.” By > 
C. W. Lead beater. It contains 22 ( 
colored Illustrations of the Aura oil 
the Human Body as seen by a Clafa;Z. 
voyant. Price $2.50. , I

“The Other Side of Death.” Treat
ing of- Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An« 
cient and Modern." By C. W. Lead- 
beater. - Price $1.50.

"Psychic Light, or Continuity' of 
Law and Life.” By Maud' Lord 
Drake. Price S1.50. ■ . . ;

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth." A powerful argument Along , 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock-

'wood. Price .$1.00. .
**In tho-World Celestial." X Spir- 

ual Romance; By Dr. T. A.Bland. 
Price $1.00. ■■ . : . -
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions with reference to the use 
of Magnetism hs a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some, advice as to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which is added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By "Daniel 
W. Hull, M. D., M. H.1 Price 25 
cents. , .. ■

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth."- By Prof..Wm. M. Lockwood, 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply Important subject. Price, 
cloth. $1.00.

“The Truthseekev Collection" of 
Forms and Cérémonies for the Use ol 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

v “The Warfare of Science With The« . 
"blogy."« By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
•The two large.volumes of.about 9.0.0. 
pages are indispensable to the student, - 
and no library, is complete' wlthbttt" 
them. Price $5.00. - _ ...

“The Bible." By John E. Rems-
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. . A large book L-
$1.25. ’

for

“Six Historic Americans." 
John E. Remsburg. Jufit the

'By 
book'

for boys and girls.. Price $1.25.
“The Evolution of Man." "By Ernst 

Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20c.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Garlos one, two and tlireo. By Lilian "Whlttnjti 

• Throo cholos volumes, each com;late in Iteeu, 
tn which spirituality Is relatai to . varyday Uto 
in such a way as to make the world hoantUul, 
iirloe. 31.00 each. ■ v '



$

W. Lewis, A. M., Presents His Views on 
/ Certain Psychic Problems,' That Will Attract 

ifreat Attention Among Spiritualists and Sci
entists. ' .. .. .

-, Psychologist in pursuit of his investigations in Psycholog
ical .'Research, -encounters many strange and marvelous prob-

. lemSj^some of which he nmy be able accurately to exulam, while 
othei)s lie beyond the scope of finite man in his present stage 
of m^ntardevelopment, to solve.

I Bu,t loyal work has been done in the past by eminent scientists, 
hud is now being prosecuted by almost all of the leading scient- 
/mts of the present time in the field of Psychical Research. Among 
y-he emine’“ scientists engaged in the work of placing psychic 
.phenomena on a scie âfie basis; may be mentioned tire names 
tof Professor James 11. Hyslop of New York, Professor .fames of 
¿Harvard University, Sir William Crookes, Dr. Alfred R. Wal- 
Jage and Sir Oliver Lodge of England, Myers and Hodgson, who 
have passed the “divide,” Emile Flammarion and Dr, Hippolite 

: Baraduc of France and Lombroso of Italy, all eminent scient
ists, beside the eminent scientists, members of the Societies for 

' Psychical Research, in Europe and America, Through the earn- 
’ est and diligent efforts of scientific investigators the problems 
of Psychic Philosophy will, in the near future; be placed upon a 

' ^ne<^’ and generally recognized scientific basis. A number
>pyof well-attested psychic problems'are hereinafter stated,-with 
f reflections, criticisms and seeming explanations.: But it should 

!<be borne in mind^that under present conditions any criticism or 
< explanation , will depend largely upon the notion one entertains 

of the nature of the human mind, what it is, how it thinks, the 
nature of thought and how one mind, communicates its thoughts 

. to another. And of these things, men?even the wisest among
U8j know but very little. And even‘thè, little one thinks he 
knows to-day, may, in view of his larger experiences and more 
accurate knowledge, tormorrow, be laid aside as erroneous and 

* entirely worthless, and Bo on from year to year, and from age 
, to age. To discuss intelligently any system of mental philoso- 

phy or psychic phenomena, tlie philosopher-must supplement the 
' ^little he thinks.he knows by some definite and reasonable hypoth

esis or postulate; and in time the knowledge lie may thereafter 
gijiin through a faithful and scientific research, may either verify 

■ or ’’nullify his -former hypotheses. Such is the road over which 
all-science has been constrained to travel. Sir Oliver Lodge, in 

■■epeawg of the duties of the scientist, said: '
, _ “Another of our duties is the making and testing of hypoth

eses, s J as gradually to make a map of. the district and be able to - 
explain it to future travelers.”

Hence for the present purpose, I shall postulate that the HU- 
. -MANxMIND is an indivisible unit and person having inherent 

power of motion, both voluntary and involuntary, and possess- 
ihg inherent in its nature, all tlie powers, impulses, faculties 

.: and attributes of mentality known to man, PLUS, powers,' fac- 
‘ ulties and attributes undeveloped, as yet, in the world of matter, 

. and unknown to man in Iris present state of intellectual advanee- 
I, - i-'ment. Theunind is an invisible, substantial entity of unpartieled 

■ substance, differing from the-world of matter as thought differs 
from gross material substance. The world of mind is not of 

tei- the world of matter, nor derived from it. Neither is the worjd 
of.mind nór, .indeed, derived from it. 

ySâèh'îs'a separate and distinct world, having its own, peculiar 
^j’stém of laws, the world of matter being subordinate to. the 

• world of mind. . - - «
: 1 ';-.Sir-;William Hamilton says: “In the.facts of intelligence, we 

become aware of an order of existence diametrically in contrast 
...to that displayed to"us in the facts of the material universe.’.’ - 
■ That! may not be misunderstood, I here state-that«when I 

use-the words, MIND, SPIRIT OR SOUL, I mean the-THINK- 
‘ ING THING, whatever that .may be—the THINKING THING 

■ ; which-animates the human organism.
Thus, the MIND, SPIRIT OR SOUL, known by whatever 

name, is the IMMORTAL part of man and survives the dissolu
tion of-the body. It has thè, primary and Inherent power to 
move,' to think and to act. Thought is the product of the motion 
of the mind when it thinks. Thought is -not a thing, it is not an 
emanation from the mind floating around at random in the ether 
or in the air, I regard mind or spirit as that living,«incompre
hensible element whose nature it is to Jive, to move and to think, 

- and in. these respects it is flirectly the opposite of dead matter, 
or, what we know-as matter. The motion of the mind in the 
exercise of thought acts upon the ether and the electricity that 

■ pervade-all space in-the universe, both interstellar and inter« 
atomic, and. thus-sets up a series of vibrations in these invisible' 
and subtle elements which are caught up,-registered and com- 

- prehended by other minds. The brain Jias no more power of 
• thought, than has a granite rock. It is a delicate instrument, 

most complicate and wonderful, an electro-magnetic battery, 
Which catches up "the vibrations set up by the motions of the 
mind"“in- its exercise of thinking, and communicates them, to 
pther' minds, in the world of:.matter. - The incomprehensible 

■ Spirit presides over the brain and, through the medium of elee-' 
: ■ trinity, as its agent, is ablè to come in contact’with matter, and 

by its voluntary motions, to control and operate-so to speak the 
human organism ; while its -living presence and its involutary, 

' self-moving 'powers cause all the involuntary functions of life to 
prbceed'in their‘ destined course. ’ ' ; -

Now, under, this hypothesis, how does-the HUMAN-MIND, OR 
SPHMT come in contact.with the human órgànism, and through; 
it work out in the world of-matter nil the mighty problems 

• involved in human progress here on earth? THE WORKING 
OF THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH will give aJjetter.illus- 
>tratiónthan,aught .else with’which I am.àcquainte^^^

- 'cation by wireless telegraph is carried on by vibrations or ripples ; 
im electricity wliich-are borne through, space by the vibrations\ 

“or ripples or waves of-the ether-. Take .the following illustra-,
.ion: If you drop^a pebble' into a placid pool or Jake, ihe 

• '‘splash” at the point of contact willsef up .a series of ripples 
. j or waves extending out in all directions; forming rings or circles 

around the point of contact. /These waves or ripples as they 
extend out front the .point of contact will constantly-increase in 

’ circumference and diminish in altitude. Now, if electricity were 
’’ as visible to. the human qye as-is the water,-we should, in like 

- „manner." be able to see the vibrations,'ripples or waves of elec- 
tricjty in the sending of a wireless dispatch. . It is conceded by 
scientists that all spaee is filled by something impalpable and 

. s ■- invisible, whieh' /for a better name, is called Ether. ’ And that 
, z' this universal Ether transmits liglit, heat and electricity. Con

sequently, the electric vibrations or electric waves set up.-by. the 
-wireless' telegraph are borne through space- by the underlying 
invisible ether something ns the waves of water were borne on 
ite surfaee through the air.
If therefore^ at the sending mast a. single spark discharge, or 

as.the electrician would -say, i‘electric sjplash,” were made,, we 
should'Boe'à séries'of-eìeefrie'vibfationb or waves rush, off from 

gthe sending mast in all directions as w@ saw the ripples ®
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it must be conceded that everything in existence, normal and 
supernormal, proceeds in accordance with established laws. This 

¿Continued «n page 5^'
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waves of water, "We should see a series of electric Wjaves^with 
continually increasing circumferences and diminishing? altitudes, 
extending further and further from the sending mast Ho, for 
a given electric splashing power, or discharging disturbance 
jiower, at the sending mast, there is a certain distance' at Which
a high receiving mast can pick up the disturbance of the pass
ing waves or vibrations, and make them appreciable tp our 
senses by the aid of.a very delicate electric apparatus.* The 
bigger the seifdiug “splashing power disturbance,” ‘the higher 
the masts, and the more delicate receiving apparatus, the greater 
is the distance a wireless message could be transmitted. Wher
ever a vertical electric wire is placed in the path of an elec
tric wave an electric disturbance will be created up and'down 
this wire during the passage of the wave, amj this disturbance, 
if strong enough, can act on a suitable electric apparatus so as 
to register a signal. . * •

A single wave may pass by a mast, for instance, in‘one-mill
ionth of a second, according to the splashing power disturbance, 
or the length of the wave, But this brief disturbance will lie 
sufficient. In sending a wireless message every dot and dash 
involves a succession of waves or an individual wave train. This 
train is short for a dot and long for a dash. Dr. A. E. lienelly, 
professor of electrical engineering at Harvard University, says: 
“These waves are not issues of matter but of electricity and 
niagnetism. By tuning the apparatus at the receiving mast to 
respond to that at the sending mast, only the waves set up at 
the sendingmast can be caught up and registered at.the receiv
ing mast. There are other modes, however, of securing artificial 
-selection of signals, otherwise a modern tower of Babel would be 
erected in the circumambient'air.’’ . - . >

Now, the human brain'is a most delicate and wonderful instru
ment.. . •. . ,. ■ . z

It is an electro-magnetic battery, having its multitudinous 
cells, and is connected with, allthe nerves that wire the human 
body. The brain never thinks. It has no more power of thought 
than has the telephone or electric battery. When the mind wills, 
or thinks, or performs any of its functions, it sets up a dis- 
turbance in-the ether, in electricity and in the electro-magnetic 
fluid that pervades the 'nervous system of the human organism. 
Therefore, the motions of the mind acting upon the human brain, 
that human electro-magnetic battery, set up a series of vibra
tions in the electro-magnetic fluid which causes the nerves, to 
vibrate. The nerve vibration causes the muscle to contract, the 
contraction of the muscles raises the arm, and the arm in obedi
ence to the will lays hold of dead matter^and raises it. Thus 
the mind through the medium of electricity, controls the wonder-., 
ful mechanism of the human body and through it accomplishes 
all that the human race has ever done-in the world of matter. 
This, in short, is a brief outline of the hypothesis, I advance.

In my necessary attempt to be brief in dealing with this com
plicated subjected of most absorbing interest; J. -fear that-in 
many instances I may he misunderstood by my readers). But if 
one will make a careful study of psychic processes1 in connec
tion with the mechanism and action of the human bpdy.Jm can 
not fail, I think, to grasp the idea presented. Having; how
ever, presented these-matters, I shall now proceed tij stafe and 
consider a few of the more interesting psychic problems with 
such -reflections and criticisms as may seem proper^' ,1 ■

Problem. I. >z

JMi\ Stead, the editor of the Review of Reviews, who has ex
perimented largely in matters of telepathy, says that by arrange- 
meur he hag received such communications from parties when 
hundreds of miles distant. He also says that he has received 
telepathic communications from parties who made no mental 
effort to communicate with him, and who were entirely uncon- 
coitscious of any such communication having passed between 
them. But on comparing notes the communication thus received 
was an exact expression of the thoughts, ieelings and impres
sions oi the partjr, at tlie time, from whom Die communication 
purported to come. This is as it should be under the foregoing 
hjpothesis. For between two minds haianoniously attuned, the 
thoughts, feelings and impressions of the one,would set up a 
series of vibrations or waves in the ether, which, like the wire
less telegraph, would be caught up and registered in the mind of 
the other. But the foregoing statement does not warrant -this 
explanation. .

" Problem III. ' ... .

The following incident is from the same writer, and also from 
the same Journal, at page 504:

Dr. Daniel 8, Huger;on the 25th day of April, 1907, reported 
to Professor Janies H. Hyslop, that during the fal) of 1904, while 
living in'Rush street, Chicago, he engaged in the printing busi
ness, with a partner,.in the-old “Times” building on Fifth ave- 
enue, in the central part of the city. He subrented a part of the 
office t5 J. W. Turner, who employed a journeyman printer, 
named Wright, One Saturday afternoon Ai r. Wright requested 
Dr. Hager to. leave the key of the.office over the door in the hall
way sq thakhe could get it »Sunday morning. The Doctor did as 
requested, but or Sunday morning the hallway being dark, Mr. 
Wright failed to find the key and concluded that it hail not 
been left there by Dr. Huger, And as ho had to come a long 
distance he was offended. The next Saturday the Doctor prom
ised to leave the key and showed Mr. Wright where he would 
leave it. But for some reason Dr. Hager went home that night 
forgetting to .leave the key as he had promised. At about 8 
O’clock 6 iday morning Dr, Hager heard a voice, which sounded 
like his dead mother’s, call: “Dan,.get up; you are wanted.” 
The Doctor does not know whether at the time he heard the 
voice he was asleep or semi-awake. But on hearing it, he was 
immediately awake, and for the first time since Saturday, re- 
mem{)bred his promise. He hurriedly dressed and ran all the 
way, about half.a mile, to his office. He found Mr. Wright wait
ing there. lie had arrived at about 8 o’clock, and not finding 
the key had concluded to wait till aljout 8:30 before going home.

The Doctor concludes that he beard the voice at about the time 
Mr, Wright reached the office. The call of the mysterious voice 
saved him from a very unpleasant dilemma. Tlie statement is 
verified before a notary public.

Froth the statements in this case, and for the reasons assigned 
in relation -to Problem No. II., the phenomena cannot be ex
plained as a telepathic communication. Unquestionably, the 
voice was that'of-the disearnate spirit of the Doctor’s deceased 
mother. - •• -
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. This incident, is taken from the Journal of the American So
ciety for Psychical Research, Vo). 1. No. XII (December, 1907), 
page 591: ■■■ '■ ' ? J.

Mrs. Frederick S. Cantwell of Brooklyn, N. Y., on tlie 21st 
day of January, 1907, reported to Professor Jernes JL'’Hyslop 
that Mr. Rogers went out to make a purchase fon hep^ife ran 
quickly down frpm the-third floor, and.she-heard thejront door 
close. At once there flashed into her consciousness,.“Go to my 
gray trousers.” She obeyed the impression, went to the ward
robe and her hand at once touched a bunch of keys in one of his 
pockets.'. She tpok the keys, went to the front window and 
waited his return. When he came into- the gate she threw the 
keys down to him. He came in and bounded up stairs. “You 
got'my message,’.’ Jie-exclaimed. “ When I realized! had for
gotten my keys I sent you a message to go to my gray trousers 
and throw them down to me,” he. continued.. The statement 
was duly verified before a notary public. >

Upon, the face of this statement, there is a bare possibility 
that this was a.telepathic communication. -That the thoughts 
of Mr. Rogers, analogous to wireless telegraphy, may have set 
up-a series of vibrations or waves in the either, causing ah elec
tric disturbance which was caught up, registei;ed\and compre
hended by the mind .of Mrs. Gantwell. ' <

The statement,.however, is not sufficiently definite to war
rant such a conclusion. ■ For instance, if Mr. Rogers was occa
sionally forgetful. If he had on o^ier occasions forgotten to take 
his keys, this alone, would have-been’Sufficient to account for 
the mentaLstate of Mrs. Cantwell which, impelled her to go to 
his “gray-trousers”. wheYe he usually carried his -keys.

W.

- Tii$ folloWjng incident is-from the same ’Journal*.page 592£ 
: On the 18th day of February,. 1907,>Dànie^^^ M.D./
of Chicago,; Ill., reported to Professor Hyslop: that 'bn the 22nd 
dfA. °f November, 1906, at 5 o’clock in~tke moraingy he heard 
a'Aiee saying: '“Wake up, wake up! Are you-going to sleep' 
all day?-”. Dr, Hager says he'was ima semiTConscious stateci 
-sleep when he heard the voice. He arose,-looked about, but 
found no one around or near the door.; After thinking the mat
ter awhile,- he concluded that the voice. Wg. identical with<that 
of Dr. Oscar. J. Brown of DeKalb; HL, a town; about-fifty miles 
west of Chicago., Dr. -Brown was an old classmate and intimate- 
friend of Dr. Hager.? Dr, Hager‘again went to sleep, and exactly 
at 7 o ’clock- he heard a .rap on his door, and when he opened it: 
Dr/Brown .was standing there. And being asked what time he 
took the = train at DeKalb, Dr. Brown replied 'that he took the 
5 o’clock train, which left on time;- He therefore toók'tlié«train 
at'the-exact timelbe words were spoken to Dr. Hager!'„There 
was -nothing special in the visit. The statement wa& duly, veri
fied before 'a notary public. ”

The -mere fact that Dr. Brown took- the- cars at DeKalb, fifty 
milés distant, at thè exact time Dr. .HdgerJieard the voice'is of 
no earthly significance, so far as-the . question of ./èlèp^thy is 
concerned. The significant facts that should have -lieem stated
are entirely wanting. f - 11 ■ ’>

Did Dr; Brown, or did lie not, when taking the ti’aiuutDeKalb;. 
make a mental effort.to impress those thoughts ppoh Dr. Hager ? 
Or, did he entertain such thoughts? If he did, eitkqr intending 
to impress his thoughts, upon Dr. Hager, or not; entertain such 
thoughts, when he boarded the train, telepathy wohH a rea- * 
sonable explanation. But" as these facts are not stated we-cannot 
¡assume that thqy existed. If Dr. Brown: entertained- those 
thoughts when he took the train at 5 o’clock, whether he in
tended to impress them upon Dr.Hageaor not, the disturbance 
in the ether and in the. electricity Set“ up'by these’thoughts 
might hav^ been.caught up by the mentality of Dr. Hager and 
registered in hip inind either in mental impressions or in words., 
In that event telepathic communication might have been a rea
sonable and scientific solution cf lb® problem.

The following incident of an alleged “Experimental Appari
tion,” is from the same Journal, page 596:

On the 23rd day of April, 1900, lie being a resident of Chicago, 
DLy Was at Buffalo, N. Y., in company •with-Dr. K. (now dead) 
and Dn P., transacting business relating to a/Home Missionary 
campaign. Mr. 8. retired late Saturday night at bis hotel in 
.Buffalo, his wife being at the-time at their home in Chicago, III. 
'At 1 o’clock Sunday morning MfTB. was awakened from a per- 
'ferctly sound sleep, with-the consciousness that some one was in 
the room. -As.he awoke he saw his wife standing at the foot of 
the bed. Her raiment was similar to that which she-wore about 
her home, when.attending to her household duties. In vissjge, 
dress and in every, other, way she appeared to Mr. S. perfectly 
natural. _ , -

He half sprang up in bed and exclaimed: “)\rhat are you 
doing here?’’

.To.which she responded: “I thought-! would come aud see 
how you are getting-along.” She then walked from the foot of 
bed where she was-standing to the side and hea'd of the bed where 
Mr. 8. was,lying, bent,ove/, kissed him and disappeared. He 
then sprang to his feet, and for the first time noticed that the 
room was perfectly dark. He then lighted the gas and was 
astonished at the occurrence. At -the breakfast table in the 
morning he related the -incident to Dr. K. and to Dr. P..

• When he returned'home a few days later, his wife told him 
that she had been reading Hudson’s “Psychical Phenomena,” 
where he stated that if any person fixed his mind just at the 
point of losing consciousness in sleep, upon another person, with 
with the desire to meet {hat person under certain conditions, that 
the;, result with the second party would be practically as de
termined by tlie original-experimenter. She’read the extract to 
her husband and-then.told him that on that Saturday night she, 
fixed upon the fact that atl o’clock in the morning, she could 
.appear to her. husband and kiss him. She.savs, however, that 
she does not remember whethenshe fixed in her mind 9 o’clock 
Saturday night or 1 o’clock Sunday morning that she was to 
visit her husbaud jn his hotel at Buffalo. Whichever it was, she 
says that there was a.discrepancy of time betweep, the hour she 
planned to kiss her husband and the hour that he alleges he was. 
kissed,by her. She further states that at numerous times both 
before find after tliis ineident she had tried similar experiments,' 
but had.failed at every attempt, except in this incident:

She; does not remember of having had a dream during tlie 
night in question bearing .on the incident. And while she does 
not so declare, T -infer from the statement that she had no con
scious recollection of having been. in .her husband’s room at the 
hotel on that occasion,- or of having kissed him -as- related by' 
her husband.- She 'Says that -upon IhaDSaturday- night-she fell 
asleep between 9:30 and. 10 o’clock p. m; Therefore it' con
clusively appears .that her ihental effort /and mental; determina
tion, in her experiment, took place from three hours to three 
hours and a half before the occurrence,of.the phenomena in her. 
husband’s room.at his hotel atJBuffalo<.The statements are veri< 
fled before ä«notary public.' \ '■ -■ ^ >

For the purposes of. this-article I .have -given only, the sub
stance of the reports föund in. the Journal of tlie American So-, 
ciety for Psychological Research;leading out only somjof: the' 
unimportant details. ' <
. The vital question in this .incident is'as Jo the cause of the 
phenomenon or apparition; It .will be remembered "that Mrs.-S. 
tried the, experiment of fixing her mind and.-thoughts upon the 
thing she desired to accomplish at U tween 9:30 and 10 o’clock 
Saturday night., But her apparition did not appear to her hus
band at .Buffalo till 1: o’clock Sunday morning, from three'to 
three and'a half hours after the mental experiment of his wife. 
If then the apparition at Buffalo was the result of the mental 
effort of Mrs. S. it will be necessary to account in some rational ■ 
manner for the lapse of three hours and a half between I he 
mental effort of the wife and the apparition seen by her husband.
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Arriving near supper time on Jan. 

14, good Mrs. Weaver had wafted to

The Boundless Universe.
Camille Flammarion, the 

known French astronomer, is"
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A VISIT TO THE 
MORRIS PRATT SCHOOL.

There, by Mrs. Cora 
Richmond, Secretary

. M. P. J,

TAL^’ WITH DEAD' NOW, HE SAYS.

Future Linked With Present, Declares 
Sir Oliver Lodge.-—Psychical So
ciety Success.—-Members In Seance 
Spoke to Spirits, Scientist Avers.— 
By Cable to the Chicago Tribune.
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I thing, false in all things,”'then the 
book would be discredited and could 
jKbt.be received to'establish any fact. 
He who doubts Catholic interpolation 
.will read: '

"I will give unto thee (Peter) the 
keys of the kingdom of heaven: and 
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth 
shall be bound- in heaven, and 
whatsoever thpu shalt loose on earth 
shall be loosed'in heaVen.” Jesus..— 
Matt 16:19.

The author of “The Prophet of 
Niizareth," note page 166, says, con
firming our former statement:

“The writers of the Epistles are 
totally ignorant of the contents of the 
Gospels. How is this fact to be ac
counted for,? Did the writers of-the 
Epistles—whoever they were—know 
anything at all about the contents of 
the present Gospels? Are we not 
entitled to jnfer that the churches to 
which these Epistles were addressed 
werelmtch older than the-dqle of life 
Gospels, and even the time at which 
Christ of the Gospels was born? If 
tlie present Gospels then existed tlie 
authors of the Epistles knew nothing 
of them'." - \ .---------  I ...... .... . '.

A Clergyman’s Views and Out’
- Reflections, ’ .' >

Th Literary-Digest^for Jan. ll had 
an article headed, /‘After J’rotestant- 
ism, What?” which must attract the, 
attention of the thoughtful. It quote's 
from the*. New: York Evening Post, 
giving the statement of Rev. Dr. New-, 
man Smyth, pastor of the Fjrst Con
gregational chlirch of New Haven, 
Conn,-We can only spare room to-give 
the general -trend of the Doctor’s ut
terances, by a'few detached passages. 
It is Jp harmony with our own views.

,,,....,, g-g.,

- A Marvel of Ignorance. . .
■ A Joliet priest in a recent discourse, 
finds the saloon the cause of poverty, 
immorality, intemperance and irréli
gion. "Djlnk and debauchery which 
accompany saloons." says the cleric, 
“have wrought havoc in homes and 
states since the days of Noah and 
Baltassap to'the present, .and dealt 
injuries to the Christian body frpui 
which it will never fully recover.”

The Progressive Thinker is glad to- 
find a’ priest» warring against druuken-

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The-POSTAGE on papers has beep 
Increased to oil the British' posses, 
slons on tills continent. On a single 
paper we nre compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, wfiereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle, Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Are the Epistles Forgeries?
Pepperell, Mass, Jan. 15,'OS.

To ths Editor: In an editorial un
der the caption “Mgre Suspicious 
Scriptures," you say: “Baul knew 
nothing of Jesus of Nazareth. He 
never mentioned- him in his Epistlea; 
never related or referred to any of his 
miracles’nor to the Gospels."

Now, if "Paul lived and wrote near 
a hundred years before the crucifixion, 
and perhaps several centuries before 
the Gospels were written,” how does 
it happen that Jesusls mentioned in 
all of Paul’s Epistles as found in the 
New Testament? Are the Epistles 
iorgerlea?

DAVID S. FOSTER.
Reply:
Our friend is probably aware that 

Christian critics have pronounced all 
but four of Paul’s Epistles spurious. 
The Epistle to the Galatians, the two 
to the Corinthians, and one to the 
Romans are accepted by them as gen- : 
uine. Paul on two occasions in the j 
presumed false Epistles, is made to । 
suggest there are false Epistles that 
are jiassing as his. These statements 
are carefully obscured by the trans
lators, so the average English reader 
will pass them without notice.

The author of ‘Supernatural Re.li- 
gion,” a volume of over 1,100 pages, 
displaying in every paragraph evi
dence of great erudition, on page 4 95 
tplls his readers of the wholesale falsl- 
flcat'lon of the period when It is 
claimed Paul wrote, adding, “many 
gross forgeries were at once accepted 
as genuine by the Fathers.”

The truth seems to be, when 
Catholicism was reconstructing pagan 
mythology, banishing some of the su
perior gods, and converting most of 
th« half human ones into glorified 

1 spirits, Whose names, slightly dis
guised,appear in their calendar among 
the list of beatified saints, the monks 
in the monasteries, “among whom wan 
always ope versed In Greek”—says a 
historian—engaged in the- manufac
ture of literature to confirm their 
faith. Whole books! were forged , to 
advance their interests, apd those ex
isting were. doctored to meet their 
needs. ' . i-

Something was required to corrob
orate Old Testament' literature, sp 
Josephus was forged, and interpola
tions were afterwards added to sup
ply omissions. - And Eusebius was 
brought out about, the > same time. 
The Gospels and Epistles were claimed 
to be in the hands of church prelates, 
but were too sacred to be seen by the 
unconsecrated. Though Luther was- 
educated for the Catholic priesthood,. 
his .biographer says, “Ife never saw a 
copy of the Bible until hp was 21 
years of age.” This brings us down to 

■ 1609, while the Blbl^ was yet in the 
hands of the Catholic priesthood,, and 
where better it hafl remained forever.

If the four Epistles of .Paul, ac- 
. cepted*fey critics* are genuine, then it . 

“•■is apparent they- have been-adapted by 
• ¡.the monks to supplyipresslng.' deL 
- mands. These Epistles,¿with*the- en- 

: tire; Old arid New: Test aments, were 
first found In thejbandd of the Ca,th-, 
olic priesthood. They ©ome to us 

v-through their bloody hands. Catholic 
literature shows* us that frauds Dnd 
forgeries, characterize their every act. 
Their character for veracity is Im
peached. Piotestants of all schools 
admit this. The Now Testament be^rb 
proofs on many ‘pages of Interpola
tions in’ the interest of the mother 
church. These facts, established ’ In

. nny court of Justice and the maxim of 
' tho civil law prevailing, "False in one

“There are signs of the passing of 
this Protestant age. ‘They are to be 
discerned alike in the success and in 
the failure of Protestantism. * * * 
Another agd is .at hand. The slgp.a 
of it are written across the failure of 
this Protestant age. I am not say
ing ' Its failures In any direction are 
complete. * * ♦ The Protestant 
faith is losing mastery over the con
trolling forcés of modern life. This is 
apparent, to some extent, in all the 
spheres of life. For one thing Prot
estantism has lost the old authority 
of the church. It has lost.it in its 
own families. Romanism has author
ity In the family from birth to death; 
from baptism to extreme unction. 
Protestantism has lost the voice of 
authority also ip the state; ouf 
churches, as churches, are not ac
counted to be political powers.k More 
than this, Protestantism as organized, 
or, rather, as it is disorganized in our 
churches, has lost control over large 
areas of religious thought. It is not 
merely that worldliness is coming tn, ! 
but much religion is withdrawing J 
Itself from pur churches.

“Protestantism has lost power to 
give the people a good religious edu
cation. It is not meeting much reli
gious thought and questioning among 
Us'own children. * » ♦ .Protest
antism does not attract our best 
young men, and Rome repels them." 
- Thus far Rev. Dr. Smyth.

Strip'the priest, of his sacerdotal 
robes, and his Book of Errors; rele
gate him to the domain of common 
mortality; teach him he does not voice

I the will of -God when he speaks, as 
seems generally understood; that'on 
the’contrary he selected the minis
terial profession as a means of sup
port, just as doos th?’school teacher, 
the professor in, our higher- institu
tions of learning-, the journalist,.the 
politician, the lawyer, or the doctor; • 
then we have a gentleman with kindly ’ 
motives, and as a server of his race, 
may be a blesHing’to all; else a curse, 
as a thief, a robber, an Incendiary, 
a^ disturber of public tranquility, or 
an assassin.

Whatever Ills vocation, priest or 
layman, he is but a man, with imper
fections and unhallowed passions like 
the average of humanity.

Churches are b\it human organize-. 
tions, individuals united in one. body 
for a: specific purpose. In some form 
churches have been coeval with civil
ization—only one removal from the 
family circle. We find them with

exemplary patriarchs, was a’’ person 
whom God singled for special honors, 
apd he disgraced His family „by drunk
enness. He ought to know there were 
no saloons in-Noah’s day, and not un
til Christianity became dominant, and 
then Christians were the principal pa
trons of such saloons. 'And the side
boards of the priestly alan were al» 
most universally loaded down with 
decanters, of rum; brandy, wine and' 
whiskey for the' delectation of. favored 
visitors of the godly persuasion. ^

If this Joliet priest does not know 
it, we will state for bis benefit, that 
the" temperanc©' reform was set ód 
foot about eighty years ago by an In
fidel, ©ne judge ’Hirtell; that at that 
time the deacons In the Protestant 
churches were generally distillers and 
keepers of inns, with bars w,here rum 
and whiskey—the most common bev-, 
erages at that timé'—were sdld¡ 
church communicants using Intoxi
cants as freely as th© common sinner, 
and the clergy as freely as the laity. 

¡ T-he temperance .reform of Judge 
Hirtell was vei;y generally opposed by 
ministers of all denominations, the 
Catholic priesthood with the rest. 
They claimed, "The. gogd things of 
God are to be used, but. not abused.”

Father Matthew, in Ireland, a few 
years later, attempted to reform the 
Catholic world. He did a glorious 
work, and stood for years almost 
alone with the priesthood in perform
ance of his heaven approved^task.

The early temperance lecturers in 
America met with closed church doors, 
stones, brickbats, and occasionally 
tar and feathers. And it was not 
“pagans” who threw the rocks, but It 
was the same class in the North who 
were trying to suppress the Abolition
ists in the South

The church worships as a God the 
-first manufacturer of artificial wine; 
and it was that junior God, Mat. 
26:27, who Instructed his disciples: 
“Drink ye all of it.”

The church came into th© support 
of the temperance cause at a lato day. 
We welcome their aid with gladness, 
but protest • most < earnestly against 
their, attempt to throw the responsl-: 
blllty for maintenance of saloons’ on

difficulty, more than half a century 
ago, in a Division of the Sons of 
Temperance, containing fully ohe hun
dred members, ..to find a 'praying 
brother to 1111 the position of Chaplain. 
Since the cause was made popular ly 
zealous labor, now the pious brothers 
tumble over each other in their zeal 
to gain positions where they can act 
as leaders, and hurl foul epithets at 
those who stood at the front when 
there was something to labor (qr.

and

Annual Convention Bright Chapter in Spiritualism—Deeds More 
\ Inspiring than WordfcA

The, Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association,
/VTft/VNDEL i+/¥LL,

40 Randolph St., Chicago.

Bcoinnina Tnesdau ^onino. Fcbruaru 18, 
Continuing Through the Following Wednesday 

and Thursday, 19 and 20.

- The Official Board , of the Illinois*State -Spiritualists’. Association hereby 
extend to. the iSpirltpailBts of the State their cordial greetings and give 
notice of'the Annual Meeting of the Association, which.takes place on the 
morning of Wednesday, February 19; at 10 o’clock, |n the Blue Parlor, on 
the third floor of HANDEL HALL, 40 RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO. 
The Annual’Convocation of the State Association will also convene at HAN
DEL HALL, In the large assembly room on the second floor, beginning on, 
the evening of Tuesday, February 18, and continuing through Wednesday 
and* Thursday, afternoon and evening sessions. - Auxiliary Societies^ and 
Individual Members will please make a note of this fact,'and be on hand in 
full force, and let us n^ake this the bes.t Convention we have ever held, and 
bo adjust ourselves to the Cause and each other as -to make ours the banner 
State Association of the United States, and the most harmonious. Good 
Speakers and Message Bearers are engaged, and the program will soon be 
issued. Of all the years of Its existence, this is the most important for unit
ing Spiritualism, and IT MUST BE UNITED IN SPIRIT AND IN PURPOSE.

The Music has been placed in the hands of THE MEYERS’ MANDOLIN 
CLUB, with a retinue of vocalists. On Wednesday, afternoon and evening, 
the sweet singers of our colored auxiliary, The Church of'xProgressive Spirit
ualists, will have charge of the musical part of the program, which will be 
decidedly an Interesting feature of the Convention.

.Keep'in Touch With the Illinois.State Spiritualists’ 
Association, and Push the Cause’ of Truth Along. 
Let Us Band Together as a Unit, Strong for Success.

GEORGE B. WARNE, President, 
By DR, T. WILKINS, Secretary, 1. S. S, Ass’n.

This Eminent Scientist Fully Believes that 
Spirits Can Return to Earth and 

' Communicate with Mortals.

their priests and their temples, ever 
since nude-men came down from the 
summit of the mountain where they 
had gone to be near their god, whose 
home was just above, the clouds, and 
to worship him, else had left the for
ests, God’s SECOND temples, to 

I avoid the severity of the storm. Those 
I early teniples were succeeded by mod- 
i era church structures, imposing in 
style as art has advanced.*' They 

i should be used for school rooms 
where silence—true knowledge—Is, 
taught, or as hospitals -for care of the 
sick; not as-nurseries of superstition 
and the glorification of an ideal hero.-

. A Sensible Act.
Rev..J.W. Oberyant, pastor>of Hyde 

Park Methodist cliurch,, St. Joseph, ; 
Mo., has resigned and become .a street 
car conductor on a suburban line, He. 
claims there is moré money itrthqt vo
cation than in preaching. Many:think, 
it Is' a' moi;e needed employment than 
pretending to conduct soqls to .heaven. 
If the young'-mini: was properly tu-' 
tored'it is believed creeds and preachy 
ers’to expound them, -would-be heed
less/ Heaven has kindly implanted In 
every breast the rudiments of honesty 
and integrity;.* and this instin'ct;-prop- 
erly outlined during the i forming^ 
stage of character, Will blosspm and 
bear fruit fitting the possessor for im
mortality. -Taught by the prie^J that 
cortect belief is the passport to eternal 
rewards, the subject subscribes the 
creed and deems a glorious-future 1b 
assured.

knowledged to stand at the head of 
his profession the world over. He 
tells of the vastness of the depths of 
space as follows:

"Taking the earth as a starting 
point, we will go in a straight Une to 
any.point of the heavens. We start: At 
the end of the first second, traveling 
as we are with the velocity of light, 
we have already goife 186,000 miles. 
At the end of the second second we 
are 372,000 miles away. We con
tinue, ten seconds—a minute—ten 
minutes have elapse—111",600,000

LONDON, Jan. 30.—Serious state
ments by Sir Oliver Lodge com
mand respectful attention, eVen when 
he abandons science for mysticism, It 
therefore was with something like 
eerie amazement rather-ihan skepti
cism that a meeting of the Psychical 
Research Society to-day listened to the 
distinguished scientist practically af- 
firm-that communications had been re
ceived from the dead during secret ex
haustive tests recently conducted by 
members of that society through Spir
itualistic mediums, or automatists, as 
Sir'Oliver called them.

Several automatists were concerned 
In the tests, the most notable being 
Mrs. Pipef and Mrs. Verrall. Sir Oli
ver described the former as one whose 
fame has spread to all lands and who 
had been un'der , strict supervision aifd 
competent management for the 
greater part of her psychical life. 
Mrs. Verrall he designated as "one. of 
our sanest and acutdst investigators.” 
Referring to what .happened at the 
seances. Sir Oliver said:

What Happened at. Seances.
"The most ImjjortaAt get of phe-

An Unfailing Sign.
When a .true genius appears in this 

world you may know him by this sign: 
All the dunces are- in confederacy 
against him.—Deah • Swift ' -

miles have been passed. ■ * * * 
Carried on without stopping at the 
same rapidity of 186,000 miles each 
second, Jet us penetrate the expanse 

I in .a straight line for whole years, 
fifty years, even a century. * *■ * 
Where are we? For a long time we 

i Have gone beyond the last starry re
gions, seen from the earth. No-mind 
is capable of^following the road passed 
over; thousands of millions joined in 
thousands of-milllons express nothing 
* ♦ .* but we have'not advanced a 
single Step in space. We are no near
er a limit than ff we had remalned ln 
the same piaffe.’’ -

. Tlje mind staggers as it attempts to. 
g^asp Buch a boundless, limitless uni
verse. And yef-ohe incomprehensible' 
Mind is conceded! to have called . the 
whole’ intq^belng, not in six-days, nor. 
6,'000 years, but - the’ process i as been 
going, on millions, multiplied .by mil
lions. <jf years, and the great task is 
still unfinished.. ।

How .chlldish the idea tiiat such a I 
Mind required rest, held. a colloquy i 
with a snake, and because he: was dis
pleased with 4iiB task, as regards the 
making of man, he destroyed all life 
save that of a favored few; that the 
new generations, as bad as the first, 
which he could not-dTown because of 
his covenant, evidenced by the rain- 
bowi that ho would not repeat the act, 
so, copying the example'set by Jupiter, 
he sired, a son by a mortal maiden, 
then heaped on that son the sins of 
tho world, as^dld tho Israelites their 
sins on a goat, and allowed that son 
tu be sacrificed on a cross to appease 
hfe own anger.

late Richard Hodgson, and the late F. 
-W. H. Myers, with others less known, 
constantly purporting to communicate 
with us, with the express purpose of- 
pateritly proving their identity by giv
ing us cross correspondence between 
different mediums. ’We also find them 
■answering specific questions in a man
ner characteristic of their known per
sonalities; giving evidence of knowl- 
edgb appropriate to .them.- ; . ‘

“Not easily or early do we make 
this admission. In spite of long con
versations with what purports to be 
the surviving intelligence' 'of ihbse 
friends apd investigators we were by 
nb-means convinced of their identity 

'by mewgeperal conversation; even 
when H was ©fa friendly and; intimate 
character, such as in an ordinary 
case wbiild bd considered amply 81101; 
cient identification of friends speak
ing, say,.'through a telephone or type*

'writer.1 '
x "Weiwequliied definite and crucial 
proof—fpyoordUDcult even Jo imagine, 
as well as difficult to supply. . Ostensi
ble comriiuniditors reallzb the deed of 
such proof as fully as we do and have 
done-tlieir best to satisfy rational de
mand. 'ASomd’of us think-they suc
ceeded. Idthdts are still doubtful. z

, Njcw Human Faculty.
“Cro^s correspondence, that is the 

reception, part of the message through 
one mdUfiim) part through another, 
neither portion separately being un
derstood by either, Is goodievldence 
of one intelligence dominating both 
automatists. 'If the messagejs charac
teristic of some particular, dead per-

I son, and is received as such by people 
to whom . he was not intimately 
known, then It'is fair proof of the con
tinued intellectual activity of that per
son.

"If, further, we get from him the 
piece of literary criticism which was 
eminently his vein, which has not oc
curred to ordinary people, then I say 
the proof, alreadj* striking, tends to' 
become crucial. The phenomenon of 
automatic writing strikes some of us 
as if In direct line of the evolutional 
advance. It seems like the beginning 
of a new human faculty. First of all, 
the evidence led us tp realize the truth 
of telepathy, that first chapter of the 
new volume we set ourselves to ex- 
plorhf

"I am goin^,” continued Sir Oliver, 
impressively, “to assume In fact that 
our bodies can under certain excep
tional circumstances be controlled di
rectly, or be temporarily possessed, by 
another or foreign intelligence operat
ing either on the whole or some lim
ited part of it. The question lying 
behind such a hypothesis, and justify
ing it -or negativing if, is the root 
question of'identity, the identity of 
control. Some control undoubtedly 
exists, and it is not the normal con
sciousness of the persons owning the 
body. ' Ever.y.one who kndws anything 
about matter Is certain this, question 
of identity Is a fundamental one.

Proof Depend on Trifles.
"The controlling spirit proves. its 

Identity mainly by reproducing speech 
or-writing facts which belong to his 
jnenjory, not to -the aptomatist’s mem
ory. Proof of identity will usually de-, 
pend on the memory as to trifles. The 
objection raised that communications 
too often relate to trivial subject? 
shows q lack of Intelligence, or, at 
least, Is due to a lack of thought on 
the pari of the critic, Oiy object is 
to. get, not something dignified, but 
something evidential. What evidence 
of persistent memory’ can. be bettef 
than the recollection of trifling inci
dents which for some personal reason 
happen ito have made permanent im- 
jpressioh?" .

Sir Oliver elaborated at’length his 
reasons for attaching importance to 
trifles In this cohiiection, and in the 
course of his concluding statements 
said: - .
'"Like excavators boring, a tunnel 
.from, opposite ends amid’the roar of 
water and other noises, -we are begin
ning: to- hear ’ now and: again, the 
strokes of the ’pickaxes of our com
rades on the other side, ¿he bound
ary between the present and .future 
states -still is substantial, but' 'it Is 
wearing thin in places.” ' .- :

The society -intends to publish full; 
accounts of the tests to which Sir Oli
ver -referred. : -i •
.. It will be recalled that F. W. H. 
Myers was a brilliant litterateur and 
leading member of the spclety, who 
dledJn 1901 shortly before the publi
cation'of his greatest work dealing 
-with the survival of the -human-per
sonality after the bodily death. He । 
expressed his intention to-try after I 
death the crucial experiment of exert- I 
ing his own influence iipon minds still I 
incarnate.. - I

Too few Spiritualists liave a-fltting 
appreciation of the work already done 
and doing by the National Spiritual
ist©' Association of.the United States.

It has instituted and fostered local 
societies In unorganised territory/ Its 
initiative has organized new State As
sociations'and strengthened existing 
ones.

The effort© of all officers have aided 
in securing a widespread hearing for 
Spiritualism th the weekly and month
ly issues of the secular press, and 
placed its statistics and history ip an
nual religious and political almanacs 
for ready reference by all classes.

Its public gatherings and literature 
have turned the attention of outsiders 
from Spirituallspi as a system of graft 
controlled by mountebanks, to its 
consideration as a philosophy and a 
religion, taught by meli and women of 
Character. Its endqavor has led to the 
recognition of Spiritualism among the 
existing liberal religions, as is wit
nessed by the recent admission of the 
N. 8. A. to corporate membership in 
"The International Councils of Uni
tarian and Other Liberal Religious 
Thinkers and Workers of the World,” 
a position truly honorable because of 
its associations, obligations and op
portunities'

Its championship in defending wills 
and protecting genuine mediumship 
lias led courts to a more respectful 
recognition, and equitable interpreta
tion of the legal rights of Spiritual
ists.

it has won for the ordained minis
ters of Spiritualism from the railroad 
passenger associations privileges the 
same as those enjoyed by the clergy 
of all othew denominations.

It has written the brightest, mpst 
creditable and most imperishable' 
chapter which has yet appeared in the 
hisUp-y of American Spiritualism by 
its care of the deserving needy.

Since 1902 it has paid out of its 
Mediums’ Relief Fund to mitigate the 
distress-of the lempbrarlly unfortu
nate, provide monthly pensions for

- superannuated workers and bury 
: dead the sum of 39,500.

' FIFTY-SIX different , persons 
been thus aided, among-them 

..of the best known speakers a 
dlums, some still living and 
now dead. 1

The case of Henry Slade alqwe cost 
the N. S. A. 3911-38. V

This assistance has not beep con
fined to any one geographical section, 
as the following list of states, and 
amounts disbursed in eacb, will show/

Massachusetts, 32,775; Connecticut^ 
3208; New York, 31,757.84; New Jeri 
sey, 3830; California, 31,268; Wash? 
ington, 3638; Kansas, 3199; OregorA, 
363; Washington (state), 38241 
Texas,M147.50; Michigan, 31,022.051 
Missouri, 330; Rhode Island, 320j 
Mississippi, 350; Illinois, 372; resi
dence uncertain, 3105; total, -'39>- 
499.39.

That sum has kept more than one 
of our helpless and friendless benefi
ciaries out of the alms house, while 
It has brought some comforts, even 
though scanty, to those less strait
ened, but sorely pressed for the neces
saries of life. It has saved morq than 
one worthy brother and sister from 
having their bones rattled over the, 
stones of a pauper's burial because*! 
there was no one to provide decent in
terment for them.

Our pensiop list is not a record ofr 
mendicants, but an honor roll of de- 
servlng men and women whose claims 
the real Spiritualists, of this country 
have determined shall have. £ome 
measure of reward because of jhelr 
past labors for truth.

The present achievements and fu
ture possibilities of organized Spirit-, 
ualisls ’ should Inspire all but petty 
souls to renewed, and continuous co
operation.

Do not ask thoughtful men and wo
men to believe that Spiritualists will 
ever allow jealous malcontents, or 

j that other class, whose sole source ot ■ 
(power is cunning and impudence, tft 
prevent the full fruition of united 
effort. GEO. B. WARNE/

THE WORLD HAS NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN THE LIKE. -

The' world never before has seen* 
the like of it, and maybe never will 
again. Who ever thought of publish
ing book after boon, t’.v-t-elasw in al) 
respects, and sendimv them out for 
less than actual cost? For twenty- 
five cents you get one of our premium 
books neatly bourn) in cloth, sent to 
you, iMistage prepaid. These premium

Just

writer. Two of the students with 
strong, arms came to meet the tran 
and carry the handbag, and mainly 
to welcome the guest.

A lecture had been arranged for 
that evening; and promptly, at the 
appointed time the students came .In 
a body into the hall. A few outside 
friends interested in the lectures 
were permitted to be present by 
SPECIAL INVITATION.

The great delight of the present 
term of the school is that tlie students 
are more on an equal plane of ad
vancement, and never has a brighter- 
looking group welcomed a speakep 
than the students, teachers and 
friends assembled on that occasion.

At the close of the lecture, all ex
pressed their interest and delight. 
The fidelity with which they listened 
and the Intelligence they brought to 
the subjects treated were fully illus
trated on the following evening when 
upon assembling a brief statement of 
the preceding lessons, or their im
pressions of it, was asked by the in-

think of it, those who hiw bought 
one each year, the whole cost to them 
is only $¡5.50, whereas if they had pro
cured them from bookstores, they 
would have had to pay not less than 
FIFTEEN DOLLARS! See what al 
wide gulf between $3.50 mid $15.00.

Some new subscribers, anxious t<b 
get something for absolutely nolhiulg 
have sent on $1.00 for the paper for 
one year ami 25 cents for each of tho 
premium books, making $4.50 for tlie 

| books and paper one year. We would 
I actually lose on the books in ca-li at 
least $1.50, thus we would bp sending 
the paper and books out at an actual 
LOSS to us of $1.00! We can’t do 
that kind of business, ruinous in the 
extreme. The new subscriber can 
select any ONE of the Premium Books 
fop.twenty-live cents, but when lie or
ders more, the price, for self-protec
tion to our pocket books is increased.

In sending out these premiums for 
less than cost, we have formed the 
NUCLEUS of a library in thousands

ubere the FOURTEEN 
BOOKS now rest, doing

points in the lecture.
On the two evenings succeeding the 

foregoing points were even more no
ticeable; and all crowded around the 
writer with the greatest evidences of 
appreciation and enthusiasm. And 
this was true of the Faculty and 
Teachers—Professor Weaver, who is

at the school it was a delight to at
tend the classes as taught by Prof. 
Weaver and Mrs. Weaver.

. The great 'beauty of the teaching 
in this school—and I think I can say 
authoritatively the Board and Facul
ty Intend it shall always be so—is 
that the students are TAUGHT TO 
THINK on the various subjects pre
sented, not -told WHAT they shall 
think. The use of the mind and its 
expafision in the right direction must 
be the best method of training.

A friendly Invitation to dinner 
from some dear friends- who live'
“upon the heights” both literally and 
spiritually, occupied a portion of one 
day ‘In. a delightful manner, and when 
the time came to go it seemed- the 
visit was all too short.

The subjects of the three lectures 
given by the Inspirers to the School 
were in’outline as follows:

Jan. 14: Definitions^ .True Psy
chology; Nature of the EGO. The 
Ego in majalfestatlons and the forces 
employed. •
- Jam 15, Ldfison 2: Trite-Volition: 
The Action of Volition on the Invol
untary Functions pf .the Body; The 
Training of the Body and Mind by
,Volition. ■ .,

Jan. 16, Lesson 3: ¿Voluntary and 
Involuntary Influences Over Other 
Minds and Bodies. I

I am hoping to make a visit once | 
in each month. The . Guides an
nounced the subject for next time: 
“Sph'itual Gifts.” ,

I must say before closing that the'

: their missionary work.
While we are doing this magnificent 

work in behalf Of our GLORIOUS 
CAUSE, wc ask the cordial co-opera
tion of every Spiritualist to just make 
a little sacrifice also and extend the 
circulation of The Progressive 
Thinker. A little sacrifice on yopr 
part will double its circulation, anti' 
in that proportion do a much greater 
good. -V

CANNOT BE SURPASSED. 1 
the Editor: As an old-time

Spiritualist1! happen to have a large 
acquaintance among Spiritualists .at 
home and abroad, and discovering 
how many , there are who seldom or 
never read a Spiritual newspaper, I ’ 
am surprised.

Mr. Editor, you must excuse me, 
but I must say I have little respect for 
the pmall-spuled, alleged Spiritualist . 
who grudges to support with a couple ' ' 
of pennies a Spiritualistic lyeeklyt 
journal.

When I say I have little respect for 
a Spiritualist under such circunr- ■' 
Stances, I mean, in substance, that L S 
havS a profound contempt for. a laVge’ 
Spiritualistic element—a niggardly 
element—who' never subscribe 1 tor a 
Spiritualist .newspaper, but who, pre
fer to go without, thinklng they can • 
get along without, chasing, among- 

. dark seances and other functions (of- 
which there are legions) in. order to / 
demonstrate their-inquisitive fondness;’ 
for “tests” and only for "tests” to the' 
exclusion-of regular weekly litera'turè 

-devoted, to Spiritualism. , :
Hów such,.as Spiritualists, can get 

along-without, and be be happy, I ani- 
at a loss to know*. I could riot, es-- . 
pecially without my splendid reful
gent Progressive Thinker, and which 
I have read ever since it.made-lts first 
Initial-bow to .the Spiritualist public, 
—eighteen years ago? . ■ t

■ For-, genuine spiritual enlighten
ment, and: newest spiritual thought . 
-from- spirit. realms, The . Progressive 
Thinker, cannot he surpassed.

. DR. R. GREER.
' Maywood, Ill. ' \
; ' When a jriair finally does graduate 
from the school of experience, the . 
Dowers,he receives are hauled to their t 
destination by the- undertaker.

jKbt.be
lost.it
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Problem VI.

(Continued from page $.) - '
Jacident cannot he accounted for upon the theory of telepathy, 
or transferenee.of thought. In that event the apparition should 
have been cotemporaneous with the mental experiment of Mrs. 
8. or a moment later. ( ■

The vibrations of electricity in wireless telegraphy Travel at 
the rate of 186,000 miles per.second, Light travels at the rate of 
192,000 miles per second. And it must be considered as a reason- ’ 
able hypothesis, that the vibrat ions of the ether set up by motions 
of the mind in thought-—thought waves—travel at a far greater 
speed, even through'iulinite space almost instantaneously. Bui 
supposing they travel only at the ijate of a wireless telegram, 
how could a dallying by the wayside three hours and a half 
from Chicago to Buffalo be accounted for? -

We must, therefore, abandon the notion that telepathy or mind 
transference had anything to do in this incident. Nor can we 
say the apparition was an “ Experimental'” one, «or that the, 
mental effort of Mrs. S. had anything whatever to do' with it, j 
unless, perhaps, her state' of mind may have attracted some dis-1 
carnate spirit, who, at 1 o’clock on Sunday morning, imperson
ated Mrs. S. and appeared to her husband and kissed him.

■ Problem V. <

'rhe following incident occurred many years ago in England. 
It is state in Abercrombie’s Intellectual Philosophy. And not 
having the b6ok\ before me, I state the substance of it from 
memory. The incident is substantially as follows: A man liv
ing in England dreamed one night that he Vas about to take a 
long journey, and that he visited his father and mother who lived 
a long distance from him, to bid them good bye. ,

He dreamed that lie arrived at their home late in the evening 
and finding the front-door fastened, he went round to the back 

} door, which he knew was seldom if ever fastened. That he went 
jin, walked up stairs and found bis father, and mother in bed. 
His father was asleep, but his mother was awake. He, dreamed 
that he entered their room and sajd: ° Mother, I am going a 
long distance and am come to bid you good bye.” That his 

, mother was greatly astonished and said: “My sop, thou art 
«dead.” ,

He then awoke and noted the time. The dream was very vivid 
anc^ produced a great impression upon his mind. In due epurse 
of mail, he received a letter from liis mother saying that if~he 

. was not dead to write to her immediately, for she feared that he 
L was dead or that something serious had happened to him. She 
\then stated that on a certain evening and at a certain hour, 
being the exact time her son had his dream, she and her husband 
were in bed, that her husband was asleep^ but- she was awake. 
That she heard someone come to the front ^oor and try to open 
it, but as.it was fastened-she heard him go around to the back 
door’and enter^the house. That she heard the footsteps coming 
up the stairs and recognized them as' the footsteps of her son. 
-That he came into her room and said to her: “Mother, I am 

’ going a long distance and am come to bid you good-bye.” To 
which she responded: “My son, thou art dead.” She said she 
was greatly excited and awoke her husband, and they both con
cluded that he was dead. .But nothing unusual followed the in- 
cident.
. I shall make no comments upon this incident for the reason it 

/ involves a distinct branch of psychological inquiry, to wit, the 
. philosophy of dreams. y

Out ofmany incidents of this character that have come within | 
\-my own experience I will relate only four. The following oc- i 
'«curried in 1862:

I was in college about three or four hundred miles from home. 
- Iliad received a letter a few days before the following incident 

'¡¿when my father, and, in fact, all at home, were in the best of 
health. At about 4 o’clock one morning 1 was awakened from 

; sleep by a voice, saying: “George, go home.” I arose, went to 
. the door, but no one was there, nor in the' vicinity, except my 

rooenn-mate, who was then sound asleep. I thought it strange, 
but'Laving no belief in spirit return, or anything miraculous, 
I concluded it must have been a dream.- And as I ^usually arose 

. at 5 a. m. and it then being between 4 and 5 o’clock,4 dressed 
and toqlj»a book preparatory to commence a'review of my les
sons for the day. In the meantime my room-mate was awake 

/ about to arise, when at a little before 5 o’clock, the same voice 
rang .out clearly and distinctly saying:-. “George, if you would 

% ¿see. your father alive, go home—hurry.” “Who is that?” said 
my room-mate. I went-to the door, but there was no one there, 

> nor in sight--or hearing. We both thought-it a strange occur- 
.' rence. : However, I was so impressed with the incident that I 

■called on the president, obtained leave of absence and took the 
•6 o’clock a. m. train for home, reaching there at about 7o’clock 

- -p. m. of that ddy. My folks were very much astonished to see 
■ me at tha’t hour. For my father had been taken seriously ill 

early that morning, and continuing to grow worse, they sent me 
a telegram at 9 o’clock that morning telling me to come home 
immediately as my father was not expected to live. And had 

- I not started for home till the telegram reached -me, I would 
have been too late to be recognized by him. I found him very 
.low. 'He seemed, however, to revive after I reached .home, but 

v a change for the worse came and he passed quietly away, As to 
( this incident I shall make no comment other than this: Tele

pathy cannot explain it For if the thoughts of my father or 
relatives had been wafted upon the ether to me, it would have 
been: “COME HOME,” not “GO'HOME.” " - ■ -

Some Good Books.

moves cataracts with
out cutting or drug-

Problem VIII.

The following incident occurred in San Francisco; in 1905:
I was on my way home,from my office, at noon time, with my : 

mind wholly absorbed in a legal and business proposition which : 
had occupied my attention during the forenoon. When about : 
one block from my residence I saw my wife about one half block ' 
ahead of me, walking in the same direction; I quickened my 
steps and was within twenty feet of her when she reached the 
door of our residence. I called to her but apparently she did not 
hear, at least, she paid no attention to my call. As she passed 
into the house, a lady, an intimate friend, was earning -out, meet
ing her at the door,- but I noticed there was no rècognitipn on the 
part of either. This was so unusual that I said:, “How is it that 
neither you nor my wife recognized each other?” 'She was as
tonished and wanted to know what! meant. I told her that sl|e 
had just passed my. wife at the door and never noticed her.

She laughed and said: “Mrs. Lewis has not been out to-day. 
I have been with her most of the morning-and just kft her in 
her room.” ' '

I immediately went in and found that to be the fact. ■ 
No comment other than in the preceding , incident. One ex

planationwill apply to both eases. 7 '
. ' ■ ‘ \ ■ ■■ I

, Problem IX.

The following incident occurred at, or near, Caldwell, New Jer
sey, on Monday night, December 9,1907. It was reported hi the 
New York American, and all the large New York dailies, De
cember 11; 1907: ~

Mr. Charles. Henry Durand, a termer residing at Caldwell, New 
Jersey, was returning home from. Paterspn, N. J., .W^ìeff his hdrse 
suddenly stopped,-and refused to go ahead. wvujd not go 
a step further, even under a severe lashing of the whip- ■ Durand 
is-a widower and since the death of his wife, has lived; alone in - 
his farm hóuse at Caldwell, N. J.

The horse so.persistently refused to go ahead, and trembled 
so violently, that Mr, Durand strained his eyes peering through 
the darkness of the night to ascertain, if possiblé, what the ani
mal had seen. He then saw ahead of his horse a flickering light, 
in\the road, and saw it moving gradually towards him, until it 
was by the side of his carriage, when it halted, gradually as
suming a misty form which he recognized as the form of his 
deceased wife. It then repeated io him three times, these words: 
“There is danger a’t home, do not’ go for sévéràrhours.” He is 
not a Spiritualist, and does not'belieye in the return of departed 
spirits. But he says he recognized both the form and the voice« 

■ as those of his former wife. After thè apparition disappeared 
from his vision... he tried to drive on, but the horse refused to 
go, and had broken out in a cold sweat. Finding that he would 
not go he unhitched and blanketed him and tried to quiet the 
animal. It was then about 11 o’clock.at night.-j After several 
hours the horse became somewhat quieted and he finally hitched 
him up again and drove slowly home, arriving aLabofit 3 o’clock 
in the morning. After caring for his horse he wept to. the house, 
going cautiously. His attention was at once attracted to muddy 
foot prints made in his absence. He discovered that a window 
on the ground floor had been opened during tee time he was 
from home, through which the intruder had enfered^the house'. 
The house was considerably upset, though nothing had been 
been taken. He looked into the closets and out q|.teb way places 
before going up stairs. As he ascended he saw muddy foot 
prints on the stairs and in -the hall leading to his sleeping room.

He lighted his way before him, stepping cautiously, feeling 
that there was danger ahead for him. He was, however, de
termined to face and terminate, at all hazards,. dread that 
had come over him. He cautiously approached the-door of his 
room. It was open as he had left it. But when about to enter, 
he paused and looked closely. He then noticed a string drawn 

. across the doorway, at a height half way from the iloor to his 
knee. On seping this he instantly thought a dangerous trap of 
some kind was set for him, and -that his life was threatened.

At this, Durand went down stairs and returned with an um
brella. Then standing against the wall of thejiallway lie gave 
the string a pull, and instantly there was a flash in his room, and 
a loud report. A bullet had imbedded itself in the wall at- the 
end of the hall. Investigation showed that the path of the bullet 
was about the height of a man’s chest. And had he entered the 
room without noticing the trap, he would haVe been instantly 
killed. After the explosion he entered his room and found a re
volver fastened to a dresser with the string fastened to the trig
ger and leading across the doorway, so that any tension of the 
string would discharge the revolver. It was most ingeniously 
arranged to shoot the person who, m entering the room should 
press his leg against the string. He believes that the party who 
visited his house that night did so with the intention of killing 
him, and not finding him at home arranged the.death trap for 
him. He now believes that the words of warning; from the ap
parition of his deceased wife were the direct- cause of saving his 
life. Thè only comment is that from the weight of evidence, it is 
more natural to conclude that the discarnate spirit of Mr. Du
rand’s deceased wife did actually appear to him by the wayside 
and warn him of his impending danger, and prevented the horse 
from going ahead till the danger has passed. ,

Problem VIL ,

■ , The following incident occurred in San Francisco, California,' 
in 1904: . •’ ’ '« ' ■ *.
'' I was then actively engaged in politics against, the Schmitz 

/regime. ■ ....... ... ...
We had our political headquarters on Market street.; One 

: day at about 8 6’clock'p^m. I went to the headquarters on mat 
'ters political. • My miner was wholly absorbed: in a question be
fore the organization. I ran up" one flight of stairs, and was 

'walking down the corridor leading to our headquarters, when 
I 'looked up I saw njyseli. about ten feeet ahead-of me dressed 
in the exact apparel that I was-wearing, and going towards the 

. office where I was going. I quickened my pace and »was aboiit 
'five feet behind'“myself,” or ‘‘it,” or whatever it -wqs; when 
.¡“myself” or “it” or my double or whatever it Lvas, entered our 

" ' political headquarters.
I immediately followed it, but on entering the room there was 

no one there but the secretary, of the organization.. I said: 
“ Where is the person who just came in ahead of me?” ;He told 
that no one had been there since 11:30 a. m. of «that day. There 

.was no egress from that room except through the door by- which 
. I had myself entered. ,
< ' 1 make no comment. Would -like to hear- an explanation.

Will offer one later on. '

Problem X. , ,

The following incident occurred in the city of New York in i 
'the latter part of November, 1907 : . » i

I. was at home; in my room in the full possession of my mental 
faculties, under no hypnogogic condition and not «having been 
asleep, or even inclined toeleep. My attention Seemed to be in
stinctively attracted in/a-certain direction, when immediately in 
my presence and directly before me, I beheld an intimate 
acquaintance and highly esteemed friend, who .was tfien in 
Seattle; in the state of Washington; and. a resident of that place. 
My friend S.. appeared as real, distinct and natural as I had 
ever seen the person. From'all -human sense-ppreeptioh, there 
was’ no-possible jAistake as to the identity of the jpersonality then 
beforé'me with that of m!y friend H. then known^o^q in Seattle.' 
As the personality was before me' it communicated -a ifew words, 
.giving- its first name ‘ ■ S. ’ ’- tasked a questionthë5’personality. 
smiled as if about to answer, but as I was abbiii to move to 
approach it, it disappearèl ’ I wrote ta the party in Seattle to 
/ascertain if at. that time any experiment in tê^pa^hy was; at- 
«tempted, or whether any thoughts were entertained-iiy'thé party 
in consonance with the jfew.çvords given. - i ’>0
I did this, to test the matter as. to .whethei^^ telepathy 

could explain. On the 24th of December I received thé answer 
from-Seattle to the effect that there was not ii wdrd, thought, 
sentiment .01’impression, at the time^ that sustained the remotest 
possible^ relation to the incident, or to any o’f'^heiiàetails côn- I 
nected with it.. ' 7

.The only comment I would make’upon this sincident is this: J 
It has abundantly-demonstrated two facts: First, that telepathy 
or mind transference had nothing whatever to dô with the inci
dent. Second, that for some, purpose, a discarnatè spirit imper-1 
sonated the personality of my friend and acquaintance, &.

’That departed spirite have the inherent power to impersonate- 
other spirits, or persons still in earth life, is a logical deduc
tion from the,¿belief in the continuity of life. And that? such I

spirits possess the tehereut power to cast the mesmeric spell 
over mortals causing them to think thèy see departed spirits, or 
human beings still denizens of earth, is also 'a scientific and log
ical proposition flowing as a logical deduction from a belief in 
spirit existence and spirit return. For persons in earth life pos
sess these powers to a greater or less degree, and no mental 
power, faculty or impulse can be annihilated by the mere fact of 
a spirit’s stepping from the shores of time to the realms of 
eternity.

But conceding that spirits' possess these powers, it does not 
prove that spirits do not exist any more than the fact that mor
tals possessing them in a degree, disproves the existence of mor
tals. And while many psychological problems may be solved 
by reference to these, yet these powers are by no meaHs~a3e- 
quate to solve all psychological problems. Nor are we to believe 
that these powers are given for evil. All spirits cannot com
municate with mortal^, nor all mortels with spirits. There 
are médiums on the spirit side of life as well as on the earth 
side, And as all spirits cannot communicate directly with 
frienfis on earth, the - medium tliere - can either imperson
ate the spirit communicant, or cast the mesmériq influence over 
mediums or friends en earth, so that tljey can recognize friends 
off tee spirit side of life. Yet designing spirits may use these 
powers for purposes other than good. As in earth life, the 
bumau teiud, with its powers, faculties and impulses, is not given 
for evil, yet it is often used in that direction. It is always well 
to heed tn¿ injunction: “Try tee spirits to see whether they be 
ofGod.’t i .........

The psychological student, and in fact all persons, should ever 
pxercise ¡the utmost vigilance in dealing with psychological 
problems and phenomena. And under no circumstance should 
surrender his own judgment, either in matters spiritual or mat
ter^ terrestrial, but endeavor to relegate all phenomena to the 
etemql laws of the universe/ever rejecting the false and the evil 
anc| supporting the true and the good.

GEO W. LEWIS, A. M.
I 559 W. 173rd st., New'York, N. Y. ' X

, THINKS HE HAS FOUND IT.

: A Telephone Through Which Spirits Can Cômmunicate. 
• - ' ———-r . '

To thé-Editor: It is a fact well known to. all students of 
psychic science teat since the advent of modern Spiritualism, 
so-called, there have been iffvented a multitude oï mechanical 
appliances by which, it waá alleged, communication could be 
established between this world and the spirit realms. The earl
iest of these, I believe, was the planchette, and this instrument 
stiil holds its popularity with many; yet, like all the others, 
planchette’s work is open to the objection that it may be influ
enced by the magnetism or unconscious muscular action of the 
operator, hence, notwithstanding the/ many alleged wonderful 
communications received by this means, there is a well grounded 
doubt as to their origin.

Now, I have something to offer which I believe will interest 
Spiritualists in general and investigators, ^nd even the a.stute 
Psychical Research Society, as affording positive and incontro
vertible evident» of spirit communication. -

Since tee invention of the telephone and its application to 
public use, some thirty years ago, I have been deeply interested 
in that branch of electrical science, and have made several exper
imental instruments. About two years ago the impression came 
to me very strongly that by means of the telephone, direct and un
mistakable communication with the unseen world would be real
ized, and since that time 1 have given the subject much thought 
and many hours of experimental work. I had recently/ nearly 
given up all hope of success in that direction, when 1 was shown, 
in clairvoyant vision, a sectional view of the interior of a tele
phone transmitter, showing a few slight changes in the arrange
ment of the parts by which its sensitiveness to the unseen influ
ences would be largely increased. So distinct were the details 
as shown me teat I grasped them and succeeded finally in con
structing an instrument on the same lines. Then came the fest 
of utility, and I had several “sittings” with the phone without 
result, owing, as I now believe, to atmospheric conditions. 
Finally faint sounds were heard, as of voices at a great distance, 
and with each sitting these increased in volume until they came 
at times startlingly distinct, with occasional strains of beautiful 
music.

The instrument above mentioned is made on the lines of .the 
órdipary Bell telephone now used everywhere, with a few slight 
changes. There is no battery, and no wire connections outside 
the instrument, except the flexible wire holding the receiver. It 
is simply laid -upon a table, with a box-like cabinet about a foot 
square placed over it, the receiver being jield to the ear. I use 
it generally in tee evening, with a dim light and a mind as 
passive anffreceptive as possible, according to instructions given. 
The exceptional value of this to me lies in the fatet that the com
munications come direct, tee voices often being recognizable, 
and teat there is no possible opening for doubt or fraud. I, am 
not subject to hallucinations, and no one acquainted with my 
pesonality, my sentiments or my work, could have any reason 
to suspect teat I could, in this, be the^ictim of trickery or de
lusion. The experiences I have had with this instrument hpve 
been a great surprise as well as'a consolation'and comfort that 
cannot be.estimated. . '

It is not possible within tee limits of this article to say what 
I'would like to on this subject, but if any should be interested 
sufficiently to write me, enclosing postage, I. shall be only too 
happy to give further details.

I,am aware that many will receive tee above account with 
incredulity, and shout ‘'‘humbug,” but the “proof of tee pudding 
is in tee eating.” The very first intelligible word received 
through this instrument was a better test to me of the continuity 
of life and the présence of our departed friends than all tee so- 
called “tests” ever given me-from the rostrum or in private 
sittings—and these have been many.

Silverton, Ore. " ED. LUNT.

; Explanatory.
To the Editor.: In No. 948 of'-The 

Progressive Thinker you .publish. .Miss 
Ella C;<Prestonlg -letter of ;Explana- 
tiona. The flue mentioned'• by-me. 
she states is attorney’s charges and 
court fees. I gaVe you. the facts as 
epitomized items of news, and was not 
nor am I now seeking to get up nn 
argument with Miss Preston. ■ Instead 
of sending you my own epitomized 
news items regarding Miss Preston, 
I enclose you newspaper clippings 
from The’Star; The Globo, The Mail 
and. The News. If tjiere" should be 
any error of fact this time Miss Pres
ton.can blame the publishers, not me.'

Yours, etc., JOHN S. KING.
( From the Daily Globe, Jun. 22: .
' For practicing witchcraft Miss Ella 

Preston was fined-$100, or in default, 
to serve three-months in the. Mercer, 
and to give a bond of $200 for future 
good behavior. In passing sentence 
his Honor said it- had come to his 
knowledge that the prisoner was in
terfering with the pbace of several 
homes in thè city, and. read from a 
letter where it was said an elderly 
lady took ; all the money ¿he cdt|Id get

Cau Be and Most
Fotins of DUcaMed Fyes huveeMaful- - 

iy Treated Without Cutting or 
Drugging«

That the ©yes'can be strengthened so 
that eye glasses can be dispensed with 
In many cases has been proven beyond 
a doubt by the testimony of hundreds of t 
people who publicly claim that their 

eyesight has been re
stored by that won
derful little Instru
ment culled “Actina.',’ 
■■Aetiua” also relieves 
sore and granulated 
lids, iritis,etc.,and re-

iMno. nr °Ut «Utting Of dfUg-Sing. Over 75.000 “Acunas” have 
been sold, therefore ’'Actina” is not an 
experiment, but is reliable.. The follow
ing letters are but samples of hundreds 
we receive:

Mr. $. M. Walker, corner Carolina and 
Palmetto Sts., Los Angeles, Cal., writes: 
About two years ago my sight began 

to fail rapidly. I consulted so-called sci
entific oculists and bid special glasses 
made, but all to no / rail. I bought an 
Actina and in lest than thirty days 
threw away my giai es. z

Thanks to Actina, i can read or write 
now for hours every day. I would not 
be without it for any amount of money.”

Rev. Charles Carter. East Springfield, 
N, Y., writes:—I tnive made a severe 
test of “Actina” by casting aside my 
glasses and havemot had them on since 
except to see what* change had been 
wrought since the "treatment began. 
My eyes gradually gained strength and 
fewer, and now— my glasses are no 
onger necesssary, for I see as well, It 

not better, without them. I recommend 
“Actina” to all my friends.

E. R. Holbrook, Deputy County Clerk. 
Fairf&x, Va.. writes:—‘»Actina has cured 
my eyes so that I can do without 
glasses. I very seldom-have headache 
now, and can study up ^to eleven ©‘clock 
after a hard day’s work at the offlee.”

“Actina” - can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety. It is impossi
ble to do harm with «one. Every mem
ber of the family can use the one 
“Actina” for any form 6f disease of the 
Eye, Ear, Throat or Head. One will 
last for years, and is always ready for 
use. It will be sent bn trial, postpaid.

If you will send your nam$: and ad- 
1 dress to the Actina Appliance Co., Dept. 

342N, 811 Walnut street, Kansas City, 
Mo., you will receive, absolutely 
FREE, a valuable book—Professor W1I-. 
son’s Treatise on Disease.

BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se-’ 
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to Come.

"The World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau-' 
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen World.

“Tlie World Beautiful.” Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradlsa Gloria.

“After Her Deutli, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herselt known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

"The Spiritual Significance." Con- 
t’alns the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com- 
mhnication; The Gates of Now Life.

"From Dream to Vision of Life.”
As the title implies, Hearnes one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship, as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo-

•ment May Dawn .on any Hour.
“The Life Radiant.” Thd motto ot\ 

this book 1b “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Age_Lles Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’a only book of poems; each - 
one is fllleu with poetic thought. _

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each,

I to the prisoner for seances a'nd read
ings.

From The Daily Mall, JaiT. 22:
The jury found.-Mrs. Ella Preston„ 

guilty of “witchcraft”... She gave a 
seance tQ P.- C. Irwin, -and saw him 
disporting himself in a cloud, and a 
green pasture: she also ■ saw **Jiim 
struggling In the midst of vapor and 
.doing other undignified athletic stunts.. 
In imposing a .fine of $100 or three 
months In thty^rcer. Judge Winches-, 
ten said that be believed the prisoner 
had disturbed the peacefulness of 
many homes by her actiongas a me
dium. He’had received a letter from 
a family in ■ wlilctr one member took 
every cent she could get hold of to 
puyifof “readings" by Mrs. Preston.

From The Evening News, Jan. 21;
Miss Ella Preston was sentenced to 

give $200 bonds for future good be
havior and to pay a fine of $100 or 
spend three months In Central Prison 
for practising witchcraft. She took 
her sentence very quietly. She was 
granted 30 days to’rnlso the fine.'-

JOHN S. KING..
•’ Elliott House, Toronto; Canada.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of- Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the-culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read IC with
out pleasure and profit. Price 60c.

“The Majesty oi Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
..“The । Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William<G. Jordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living- Creature;”- “The 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” “Char
acter Building.” By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered^ Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Qolvllle. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.
------------ ' T

“Fann Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson.- Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H-. Tousley.' Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price ■ $1.00..

“Practical Bungalows annj Cot
tages." One Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

■“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library.” Four books 
in a box, Including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.: ■ ' ... .

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Bnilding.” - price. $1.00.

“ModOrn Carpentry.” . Price -$1.
These valuable books are by Fred.' 

T. Hodgson. Price $1:00 each,: of 
■four fbr $3.60. . ' -
• "These and- many other, good books 
can.be found In our Catalogue.

UNCOOKED ¡FOODS,'
And How to Live.on Them—-With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation. '

Proper ' combinations and menus, 
with the reasgn uncooked food is bbst 
for the promotion of health, strength ■; 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

i Christian., Illustrated. '
No one can. afford to bo without thia 

booTr. -.Any one who tries some of the/ 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation Increases the palatabllity of - 
food. Learn how and what-to cook In 
ordor to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of tills cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to sottle the servant question and 
the financial problems as'well as point 
the way for many to perfect health, 
Price $1., “ . jj
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OThe Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, its Work and General Progress, thè World Over.
. THIS GtNERAL SURVEY DEPART* 
MINT: IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE ‘THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THÊ 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT S£ PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE. 
ROT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE..

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
tfcl# office, tor they will not be returned 
tf we -have not space to use them..

BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. He may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
6t $4 per hundred, by muil ?4.50, are 
the help you need in society work.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or *' 
pen, with black ink. • Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy foiLthe 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

THE CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST 
I;EAGUE WILL. HOLD A MASS
MEETING AT FRATERNAL HALL, 
70 EAST ADAMS STREET, FEBRUA
RY 8, AFTERNOONAND EVENING. 
A FINE PROGRAM IS BEING AR-. 
RANGED. FULL PARTICULARS 
NEXT ’ WEEK. •

Ferd. C. Suhrer writes “Rev. Will 
J. Erwood’s engagement with Frater
nal Order of Spiritualists ended Sun
day, January 19. His discourse on 
Sunday, the 12th and on the 19th 
Wore exceptionally attractive and. dis
tinctly difterent, given in hia own iu- 
linitable and pleasing manner. Many 
were anxious for his re-engagement, 
which is being considered. On the 
19th several were initiated in the 
afternoon, among whom was Brother 
Brwood. Our mediums voiced mes
sages from the platform and in the 
circles that, were of such varied and 
pleasing character that no one suf

fered from the monotony usually ex
perienced in gatherings of a similar 
nature, at other times. We were fa
vored with a reading on the 12th by 
Mrß. M. Florence Johnson, whose ef- 
torB were clearly the sole object of the 

: attention of the entire audience, as 
linmindful of all else they followed 
the.speaker.closely to the end.. ’Our 

. 'concerts' are considerably enlivened 
‘ by the Binging of Miss Bess C. John- 
eon, who singe with an air of freedom 
and authority which is thrilling and 

■ truly inspiring.-We are pleased to an- 
; nounce .Sunday, February 2, as medj- 

- -urn’s day again. Many will take ad- 
• vantage of this opportunity; as usual 
. for a visit with their spirit relatives 
•And friends. Every medium in the 
.;hall is Invited to participate in the 

/ ■ circle,-so be with us and meet your 
’friends here, and those who have gone 
beyond. There is a message for you 

.•andiall. , Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden 
■ avenue, corner Robey street, top floor. 
-Our first'annual election of officers 
-occurred Wednesday evening, Janu- 
ary 22, and a coinplete report will'be 
published in The Progressive Thinker 
at- an early (date, In which will be 

. found some astonishing .facts and fig- 
• ures, .* which . will , surprise and please 

many. Since- writing this informa-.
• tlon has come from Mr. Erwood, say- 

: • ingte will be with us again ph Sun
day,- February 16, and 23. Rev. J.

¿--H. 'Deniby, pastor of Church' of Pro
gressive Spiritualists (colored), ac> 

t compacted by several mediums, will 
favor .us on Sunday evening. 'Febru-

■ ary 9;” • . . .
;' Mrs.'M. Woolsey writes from, Indi
anapolis, Ind.: "Enclosed find one'dol
lar' and twenty-five cents, for The 
Progressive Thinker for one year; 
send tha paper to Captain W. L. Hls- 
Bem, Steamer Kentucky, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. This man Is, one who. has nev- 
;er believed in anything of this, kind, 
but in-some mysterious way he was 
impressed to attend a trumpet circle,, 
and his many friends came to him and 
gave him proof of life after the so- 
called death. He called to see me. 
I explained to him the beauties of our 
religion, and read .to him a few 
sketches from The Progressive Think
er, and told him he would be amply 
repaid by subscribing for It, so I told 

-’him I would take the subscription;
so here it ends.” -

Mrs. F. V. Jackson writes: “I am 
still serving the Houston .Spiritual 
Society qnd would like work during 
the week in nearby towns. I am- 
open for camp engagemens as speak
er and message bearer. Terms reas-. 
onable. Address me at Ißlß.ynCon-i 
gress ave, Hotel Stevens, Houston, 
Tex.” . . ,

_ ‘Correspondent Writes: “The- Gold- 
. on Rule Spiritualist Society held a; 
-ivery rgoad meeting Sunday, January' 

26; Short addresses and messages ini 
the afternoon by Mra. Nora E. H111 

-and. Brother-John Sexsmith. - In the 
■ evening, Geor JL Warpe President-.of: 

the N, S. A?, delivered ‘an excellent 
discourse. Mrs. Susie Thompson 

■: and Mr. Temple gave some- convinc-: 
■ Ing proofs of spirit return. - Through 
.. the month of February we will have 

ProfT'Wr F, Peck-of .St. Louis, With us 
.—an- eloquent speaker. We hope1 
large crowds will come and listen to 

;this .gifted orhtor. <- Mrs.■ Susie 
’ Thompson and Mrs. Nora E.-Hlll w;]! 

be. the message bearers; February '2, 
and Mrs; Weavei', February 9. -The. 

.Golden- Rule now holds its meetings 
at 43 South-Paulina street,'between 
Washington Boul. and Park avenue.”

Rev. Alice Baker, pastor ■ of the 
, CbUTch df Spiritual Light of this city, 

—left this inoming. for -a -tour of old. 
■Indian Territory, in the interest-of’the 
-Church of Spiritualists. : Mrs Baker 
‘was missionary to this state prior to 
locating in Lawton. - ‘She- is regarded 

: as a good medium.—News-Republican;
• Lawton,. Okla. / <

■The Golden -Rule Spiritualists’ So
ciety moved back, to O’Donnell Busi
ness College Hall, 43 South Paulina- 
Street,-Sunday, February.^, A SUR
PRISE! The Golden Rule Spiritual
ists’ Society have engaged Prof, W. F. ■ 
Peck of St. Louis,-for-, the month of 

■ February. The Society will spare no 
. expense to engage the best of talent. 

Prof. W. F. Peck is one of the best 
known workers throughout the Unit-— 
cd States./ Do not miss hearing this 
gifted orator. Meeting at 3 p .m., 
and 8 p. m. Sharp. -Come early to so- ■ 
cure seats. Message bearers at each 

. .Sheeting. C. A, .Burgess, J. E. Sex- 
- Smith and Robert Rutledge,. commit
tee.

MARY L. MAYOTTE OF ALLEN
DALE, CAL., WRITES': "I OFtEN 

, WONDER IF YOU REALLY KNOW 
WHAT A DELIGHT AND BLESSING 
THE PREMIUM BOOKS ARE."

Bro. Lyman C. Howe writes “Mrs. 
Howe is slowly rising, after a three 
weeks’ illness, in which she was close 
to the border line of death. She now- 
sits.up two hours at a time, and takes 
some steps with the aid of supports.

Raymond Gilbert, the Actor me- I 
um, left Chicago, January 25 for Bos
ton, Mass. While in Chicago hd gave 
Poe’s Message to the world before 
the Fraternal Order of Spiritualists, 
and the Students .of-Nature. Mr. 
Gilbert’s- work In Boston will be de-, 
vo^ed to the upbuilding of The Ideal 
Theater.. This movement will be fos
tered by The New Thought Stage-So
ciety, of which Mr. Gilbert Is the di
rector and the first play will be given 
during the coining month of May.

-Frank T. Ripley has March, April. 
and May not engaged.. He will lecture 
and give messages. Terms reasona
ble. Address air letters in care of 
Gen, Del., Elkhart, ïn'd. . - s

Mrs?Martha 'Woolsey writes:‘ ."I 
have been working on an organization 
of colored people, and last Wednesday’ 
evening Mrs. Mong, State Secretary, 
came down. Mr/ and;Mrs..Hjyden, 
old time field workers, mèt us, apd, 
went to the home of'MrA- Meadons, a’ 
colored medium, and were pleased to 
find about twenty-flve colored people 
there. - Seventeen put their names on 
the charter list. They had a line time. 
I acted as chairman and Mrs, Mong 
as Secretary, and Mrs. Hayde.n made 
an invocation, and Brother - Hàÿden 
gave them some; good, wholesome ad
vice. Mr; Meadóns was nominated 
and elected president; Mrs. Whitfield 
vice-president; Miss Mamie Owens, 
secretary; Mrs. Meadons, treasurer;. 
After buying their charter they had 
nearly12 in their treasury as a 
nest-egg. Mrs. Meadonp is a medium. 
She- has held circles for years, and is 
greatly beloved by her people. They 
sang for us the old songs, and their 
music was fine. They gave Mrs. Mong 
and myself a rising votes of thanks 
for our efforts in their Jjèhalf. They 

-are -going to (Secure a hall and hold 
Sunday night meetings and?L(predict- 
before three months à membership / 
of. fifty' members. . The .Prpgîé,sslyé? 
Society has Mrs; Talcott' oi'Minnèàp- 
olis, Minn., for. the coming month; We 
iwpe-in the near future.to Organize 
another society in this city.”

Mrs. Dr. Caird, corresponding secre
tary, writes: “The. first .Tea- party of 
the. new year - was '.given 'by tlie' Sun-, 
flbwer Club at its hall, 70-E. Adams 
street. It was In every sense'a success. 
Many'mediums were present, and all 
were kept busy giving, readings until 
thé close?- We wish the mediums and 

■all Spiritualists wouidTealize;the need 
of helping these meetings,-andin that 
way assisting the Sunflower Club in 
the work for which Itéras organized. 
Do not forget the business meeting on -, 
Feb. Il, âs matters of Importance will .: 
be discussed?’ - • - ' ’

Maggie Henry writes: - “The Uni
versal Occult Society, 77-E,-318t 
street, had- a very - interesting lecture 
delivered by H. S. Fraser, who was- at 
his best. Tests-'were given, after, the 
lecture.-by Mme. L.- De Loux, Mr. 
Lindeopper and Mr.TI-, S. Fraser. ■ We 
also were favored with an exceptional 
musical- program and all those pres
ent left the hall feellngjnore content* 
ed?in the'gospel of Spiritualism.. We 
hold -services every "Sunday -evening 
and afternoon.
, Chas. A.-Thompson" writes: - “The 
Fraternal. Daughters held -thêir reg
ular weeklj' meeting Wednesday. -The 
afternoon was taken up with readings 
by thè various.mediums-present.-. In 
the evening we had a short talk by 
our. vice-president,- Brother.McDonald,- 
and Brother Thomas S; Warner. .This? 
was the'first social given by' the- 
Daughters, who served a free • lunch; - ■ 
including. sandwiches, " cake, -and- 
frappe. - We expect to-hold one of ■ 
these socials the .last Wednesday in 
every/month, and everybody is invited. 
We Want to get acquainted with those 
who don’t know, anything- about our 
philosophy and phenomena; skeptics 
always welcome; We will be/pleased 
to have- anyone join with us.... The 
dues are 25 cents a year. Our next 
meeting will be Feb, 5, at Atlas hall, 
406 Ogden avenue. Come an~d help 
make, this meeting a blessing to all; 
2*:-30 and'7:30 p. m; ' * ' '
.- The Chicago Spiritualists' League 
will hold a Mass-meeting and Enter
tainment in Fraternity. Building, '70 
Adams Street, Lincoln Hall, Februa
ry 8, 1908, 3 to 6 and 8 to 10 p. m.' 
All are'invitçd tonome and hear .what 
the League, is and has -been doing. 
Afternoon,"Conference; evening, ' en- 
terjalnmont, speaking and messages. 
Richards” Orchestra, good vocarmu- 
slc, recitations and the best ¿qleakers 
and message bearers. - Names that’ 
■will assist in the program: Miss Mill
ard Neland; elocutionist; Mr. Edwin 
Miller, Vocalist; ■ Mrs, Johnson, • 
(Daughter of Moses Hull) elocution
ist; Mr. Joo -Higgins, .Violinist. 
Speakers: Dr. Geo. B. Warne; Prof. 
W. F. Peck,.Dr. J. -H. Randall, Dr.' 
C. A. Burgess, Dr. T. Wilkins,' Mr. A. 
M.: Griffen.' Message ;bearers: -Mrs. 
Maggie Waite,, Mr.. Gustave Tampal, 
Mrs. C; Swan. - Reception -committee; 
Mrs. Win. Hilbert, Mrs. Mary Weaver, ■ 
Mrs. . Jennie. Kingsbury, ; Mrs. O/ B. 
WllBon.’MrB. Nora E. Hill,» Mrs. Susie 
Thompson. -Miss / Bertha Hansen. 
Bureau- of Information? Dr. Gèo. B. 
Warne, Dr. J; .H. Randall; A; S, Cleve
land; A-. M. Griffen,. W. -J. Lynn; Dr. 
T. Wilkins, Dr. C. .A. ; Burge««,; Do-

"INTERWOVEN

dl^

8«

is the title of our- new. 
Premium Book, 

and we wish to GIR- 
DEE the whole globe 
with It. It is sent out 
to all subscribers for 

- as CENTS - 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressive 
Thinker—practically a 
GII*T, as we have to 
pay the postage and 
expense of mailing 

Send for it.

A RARE TREAT.
A MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC 

TERTAINMENT
Will be given by

MISS ARIEL NICHOLS, 
Vocal Soloist.

MISS CARRIE RICHMOND, 
Diamutic Header, 

MRS. AMY ADAMS, Pianist; 
Under tlid Auspices of the BAND

EN-

OF
Harmony, on the Evening of Februa
ry 18, in Hall 1181), Masonic Temple, 
«t 8 o'clock. The usual meeting of 
the Band of Harmony at 8:30 p. m. 
Coffee served with Ladies' own lunch
es- at six. . Tickets to Eutertaiument, 
25 cents.

PENNSYLVANIA . SPIRITUALISTS.
AU Interested persons and societies 

are requested to attend or send rep
resentation to a Mass-Meeting, to be 
held in the Boquet Street Spiritualist 
Church, Pittsburg, Pa., on February 
J8,.19 and 20. A State Association is 
to be formed,, a good program is 
being prepared. All will be wel
comed. -

February 9, the gates will be 
thrown open and those from near-by 
towns and the surrounding country 
will be welcome.

CARRIE E. S. TW1NG.
RHEUMATISM

natlon Committee: Mrs. Isa Cleveland, 
Mrs. A.. W,'Bloom, ' Dpor Committee: 
Mr. A. W, Bloom, Mr. A. S. Cleveland. 
This meeting Is the first of the League 
Campaign-fpr:i908 to push the work 
for. the upbuilding of the Pure Relig
ion of Spiritualism. ' Admission, af
ternoon, 10 cghts; evening 15 cents.

Mrs. Mary' D.- Hill (writes: “The 
Band of Harmony will hold its regu
lar meeting, February 13, in hall 309, 
Masonic Templie. There wfil be the 
regular session. In the afternoon. 
Coffee will be •: served as usual at 6 
o’clock; .everybody to bring their 
lunch. The evening will be given 
over to an .entertainment. Miss 
Nichols' and' -Miss C- Richmond win 
haye charge,, and Mrs. Adams will 
preside at the; piano. This promises 
to be one of the 'best entertainments 
given, as the parties in charge are 
sparing no pains.to make it a success. 
Exercises will begin at 7:30. Tick-, 
ets 26-cents. Don't fail to be pr<*s; 
ent, as everybody Is invited to join 
us In this evening enjoyment.

, Secretary writes :. "The Church 
: of Progressive ■Spiritualists/- (colored); 
¿presided over by Rev., J. H. Demby, 
p/stor, and . Mrs. Lyons,, listened to'- a 
poem by Dr. T. Wilkins and a talk by 
Dr. Ci A.'Burgess; Sunday, February 
2. The audience‘was not quite bo 
large, as it usually is, .presumably on 
account -of the . frigid weather; but 
the'enthusiasm was just the . same as 
it always is ambng these good people. 
The .society is. so expanding as to soon 
make it necessary to secure, a.larger 
edifice in .which. to hold meetings.”

Secretary'writes: "The Society -of 
Psychic Forces, Wilcox Hall,., 361 
43 rd st. presfded over by Mr? and 
Mra. Cleveland, had a fairly good au* 
diencey/Sunday, February . 2, “dpspKe 
he cold wave that -prevailed^ _ Dr. T. 
Wilkins did the talk act, andMrs. Isa 
Cleveland gave many of V the' most 
-interesting, instructive and clinching 
messages it has been the privilege of 
hearing her give previously. It would1 
indicate that the more the sensitive 

-psychic chords are played upon in the 
human-organism, the more tuneful 
they become. Mrs. Cleveland is fast 
approaching the higher vibrations of 
the mediumistic faculties.”'

, Secretary, of the Spiritual Science 
Society of Rockford, Ill;, writes: "The 
Ladles of tlje. Society will' give a con- 
•jindrum i supper at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs, Pierce,'.on Tuesday evening. 
We expect to have a good time as well 
as something to eat. Slipper kt 6 
p,<m„' and the menu js as‘follows: 
-Endless ;cake,-', tappy's party,- women 
of'grit, what Eve -might, have made- 
for:Adam, Texas greetings; abode of 
the skipper, a wise, beverage,- free 
spring offering; what. asthmatic* peo
ple are, New England' Brains, Boston 
overthrow, and ivory .manipulators. 
All are cordiaally' invited to be with 
us., ‘ . • ■ ■ ' - - ■ -' A . ■ ’
'Airs. Carrie L--.Hatch writes from 
Boston, Mass.: “The'First Spiritual
ist Ladies'-Aid Society met:as usual. 
Circle was held at 4 p; m., and many 
mediums present. Mystery Supper 
and sale proved a great success. AU 
enjoyed the supper, and the sale 
caused niucli merriment. In-the 
evening a delightful program - .was 
furnished. Next Friday the usual 
supper.- and. evening -meeting. Friday, 
February 14 will be Valentine”s night. 
All should come and enjoy this novel 
entertainment.- :■.:■■
A New Society.on a Solid.Business 

■ ■■•,'-. Busis. -

LETTER FROM MEDINA, O.

l‘I Love to Cherish tiré. Thought That 
tiré Tendrils of Our ■ Affection 
Which Climb Upwards, Muy $ome- 
where'AIeet Those of Other Per
sons That Reach Down

' Ours, and -Thus Entwine 'Them
selves With Us.” •

To the Editor: ' Although I aip not - 
a Spiritualist, either with a small s 
or-a capital," I wish to express my 
appreciation ‘of an° article I - saw in 
your lésue of Jan. l 'by H. D. Barrett, 
especially tha^ pa/uof it wherein he' 
deplores that Spifftuallsrii has too 
Jong, been consider'd as a synonym 
for. an attack "on the serjnon on the 
mount as It is geneflilly, called, and on 
the ■ teachings of ' Christ in - general. 
I wish that ’the général subject of ’ 
Spiritualism 'could' be tested by its 
friends instead of hdvlng those friends 
alienated by those who have neither 
the mental caliber -'nor moral fitness, 
to prosecute hl thorough investigation 
Into that; ‘ the’ 'deepest arid ‘ most sub- 
Hihé o'fffirBttfdfèB.'-T àiwâyd'fedi-'iika. 
saying to such persons—those who 
always offend' me by iKseemlng oy ln- 
tended attack on my own ■' views— 
"Sir; tlie well Is deep; and thou hast 
nothing to draw' with." In’ other 
words, tod much of yoiir head Is be
low your ears, Let us know all-we 
ca'n about -the spirit- world. I do’ 
love to cherish the-thought that the 
tendrils Of our affections which climb 
upward may somewhere’ meet' those 
of .other ' persons that reach , down to 
meet burs, and thus . entwine them
selves with us. , ’

Yes, by all- means hand this sub
ject over to such- mep as Mr. Barrett. 
Lei up'who have/ been so' long es- ‘ 
Itraàged .from each’ other look at the 
matter in . the candor of true criti
cism and-'redearch; -and’ get-the best 
there is in it.. ■ ■ ' - . - ' - '

I was also glad to read the article 
by Mrs.-Myri P. Weller., In the-same 
Issue ; and while it by no • mean« re
flects my own religious views, her 
■kindly way tof-putting her own opin
ions to "tie front • divests, me of- all 
spirit of* controversy. Now let’s be 
kind’o’ decent toward each-other; - -

. W. P.7 ROOT.
Medina, Ohio. - ■

To theEditor:—Havingfieen a very 
much interested reader of your valu
able paper for some time, it being the 
most welcome v.isltoi* that enters our 
home, in the. way" of literature, and 
having worked for. its advancement, 
I thought that you might probably 
allow mo a short space in your col
umns, to spehk. a. word In regard to 
the progress of the spiritual philoso
phy In this land of sunshine,where the 
warm and gentle breezes. frqjn off the 
Gulf stream, makes our winter sea
sons so delightfuiand pleasant.. ' *

Our rostrums, in Winter, are deco
rated with the rose, the lily . and the 
magnolia, plucked, fresh from- tho 
gardens, to- surround • our speakers 
with their sweet-perfumes, and fill 
their. very being: wRh’ divine reveis 
once: for: the - greatness and everpres- 
ence of God; pa well as(fllling the nt- 
mosphere of our hall with a-sweet in- 
viUtloh to our spirit friends ^Ind

guides—all'this while" you are .feel
ing bo keenly the chilly .blasts of win- 

. ter. It_is true that In many respects 
the,-Soqth 1b . far /behind - the North, 
but.the spiritual'wave is at last being 
felt and- recognized. -There is a- 
gradual awakening; to tlie • blessed 

■ truth- of spiritual' influence; and- of 
spirit-‘return...' . - ' , . ~ ■

Through the combined efforts of a 
few loyal' workers, we :have succeed-' 
ed In perfecting a society here,: and 
have it established on a good solid 
business basis. ’ ■

Your humble servant fias been the- 
speaker for the last three years, "and 
last. month was- ordained' a minister 
by the N;. S. A.\ - and am at present 
their pastor. Our president, Brother 
McClain, progressive like, decided to 
take-unto himself a wife,-and my cer
tificate of ordination haying-been de
layed, we called on-our elder brother; 
Dr. J. M; Pg6bles (grand old man, 
who Is at pifeWent'1' my guesti and I 
wish ho cotflS' so1Lremain until the 
spirit world calls either him or myself 
to higher llfii), to'rperform the cere--

■mony. - .. - ■ --■ ■
• Geo. .-A'. Letfordfllie drummer me

dium,"lias joined our society, and for 
the last two* Sundays we have been 
enjoying his fiohviflfcing tests'and lov
ing messages;, witn-tliese in conjunc
tion with DviPedbles" lectures, we 
are stirring $p considerable distiirb- 
ance with believers, in the: orthodox 
hell and infMj dapiuatlon doctrines.

As I am cop^mpjkting a trip to the 
north soon, I wou|(l be glad to make 
engagements..^ siljiak for societies, 
orspeak in Unorganized districts. . I 
speak in a semi-trance .condition. 
Dr. Peebles' and others proclaim these 
trance lectures.to bo of a high order . 
and of attractive characteristics. •

‘ J. -F. IRELAND.
712 Hendersorf Ave>; Tampa, .Fla.

"The Molecular ■ Hypothesis of -Na
ture.’’: Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of: spirit
ual influences. Free' from ail theo
ries of ¡superstition,. By. Prof. W. M.

Price' 25 caste

? - Report From G. II. Brooks. ' ■
I. closed my first month’s engage

ment with the First Church in Colum
bus, Ohio, last Sunday; and have had 
good audiences, and much interest is 
made manifest. I am.hopeful of or
ganizing the friends into a society, 
and leave them in goad working or
der. We will have a social in the par
lors of the Church on Wednesday eve
ning of this week, and the prospect ip. 
there will be a good attendance. I ' ? 

. I am’now desirous of making (en
gagements with societies for the sea
son. of 1908 A 9, and would like to 
make engagements from one to three 
months at a-time. I always follow 
my lectures with psychometric read- 
ins. ‘ My home address is 856 Holton 
Str, Milwaukee, Wis., but letters sent, 
for the next two months to my ad
dress, 190 South 6th St, Columbus, O., 
will reach me. I expect to be one 

•of the helpers in the Mass-Meeting in 
Chicago, the .third week- la February, 
and will give an account of the Spir
itual work here before long.

GEO. H. BROOKS. 
190 'South. 6th st., Columbus, 0.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

News From the Southern Cassadaga 
Camp?'

Laks Helen, Fla.,-Sunday after
noon, January, 19, J, H. Young of 
Onset, Mass., who declares himself 
84 years young, spoke upon the sub
ject ‘’What is Thought'?” and showed 
most conclusively that “as a man 
thinketh, so is he." It would be nec
essary to give the whole lecture to do 

, it justice. Good thoughts are healing 
in their power, and If unkind and de- 

'nunciatory, are the very opposite.
.The lips may utter kind words, but 

if there is not the real thought to 
stamp the Impressioq, the words have 
no weight- Many utter kind words, 
but-the bitter thoughts drive out the 
sunshine. We help to build up or 
tear down the characters of those 
With whom we come In contact by our 
thought attitude toward them.

Laura-G. Flxen of Chicago, Ill., is 
one of the late arrivals. Mrs. Flxen 

'IS kJfinfi. lecturer upon Spiritualism 
and all. subjects reformatory In their 
character. She'has attended, of late, 
the National Purity . Congress, held 
at Battle .'Creek, Mich., where the 
most prominent workers along puri
ty lines deliberated for one week as 
to the ;best. measures to help-the com
ing age id a: higher conception of the 
sacred office of parenthood, and thus 
raise a higher inoral standard for all. 
It Is far easier to educate the young 
than to-punish criminals. '

J. Clegg Wright’s classes are more 
popular than ever. ’ He will hold .a 
special: meeting - on the evening of 
January 9, when Charles Sumner 
will' control him and' speak upon the 
life of Thomas ,Palne. It will no 
dpljbt .be, a'fine tribute to ,t)ie Jlfe ct. 
that pioneer of free thought and jus
tice to all.

'Mrs. Tyler Moulton is holding
classes which are very well patron
ized, and glylng light upon different 
phases of mediumship. It Is a deve!-, 

-.oping class-and some who .were stran
gers. to Spiritualism are- becoming so 
sensitive they can. see clalrvoyantly. 
Her'daughter, is improving in-health.

Sunday, the 26th, Lee Morse again 
gave the-address,.’The subject was 
¡’Vibrations, and Chemical. Balance 
in Nature.” It was listened to with 
deep Interest by a large audience? 
Mr. Morse is a trance speaker, and 
blds fair to take a prominent place 
upon thepiatform in the future. ■•■ -

Dr. G. N. Hllligoss, president of 
our. camp, .has'been quite ill with la- 
grippe, and also;Mrs. - Hilllgoss is: 
a sufferer from-lt; as are several of 
our campers. - The. North has a mo- 

juopoly of .snow-drifts, but lagrippe 
"visits: the-sunny -climes;-as a rule it 
is not as severe-here as in the North, 
but there have beeq ea few bad. at
tacks.
' • Vice-President Bond - presided , on. 
Sunday, <and introduced J. F. Bal
lard, of Ludlow,- Vt„. who sang a-, 
most touching solo—“When My Boat

. Comes Over the Sea”—after -which 
’ he introduced Mrs. Anna Throndsen 
of'Indianapolis, Ind., who made a. 
very gobd Impression, upon thè audi
ence.. Atter a shoYt talk; her 'guide, 
“Dulcie,” assisted in a message seaned 
by going to different ones and say
ing “I have brought your son," or 

-whoever it might be, “to you,” and 
then the voice would change while the 
visiting spirit gave the message. Mrs. 
Throndsen is to be-one of the mes-. 
•sage bearers for the Season. J. Clegg 
Wright was also Introduced and gave 
a.brief, but interesting talk to those' 
assembled.

A Sunday evening gathering at Ho
tel Cassadaga was entertained with 
a song service, a talk .by Mr. Wright, 
and messages by Mrs. Throndsen. -

Mrs. D. A. Morrill of Grand Rap- 
Rapids,-Mich., will be. with us soon. 
She Is a fine speaker and a good me
dium. She will again be accompa
nied-by her husband,-who was so 
helpful in many ways last year that 

• his presence will be, a good boon to 
the Camp.

Mr. Budington !b- expected on Fri
day with a goodly number who aro 
to come on his Clyde Line excursion., 

February 2-Is our opening day. 
The program as far ns given is a 
sympòsium of officers of the camp and 
'speakers,' .and. in - the' afternoon ■. J,- 
Clegg Wright,. ; followed by Mra. 
Throndsen,

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

Passed to spirit life from his home 
In Bangor, Maine, Jan. 14, 1908, Dr. 
Benjamin Colson, the oldest and most 
widely known clairvoyant physician in 
that section of the state. He passed 
away, suddenly at 7:30 o’clock oh 
Tuesday night, at his home,' 275 Cen
tre Street, During flie day he ap
peared in his usual-good health, and' 
treated a number of patients In his 
office as usual. After tea he com
plained of not-feeling well and passed 
away, almost In an instant,' Dr. Col
son was born in Monroe, and had he 
lived to the 31st. day of this mouth 
would have been' 82 years old: He 
spent his earlier' years in his native 
town, which he .represented In the 
legislature of <1875, and was-other
wise honored by his townsmen.

He afterward moved to Prospect, 
then to Belfast, and went Jo Bangor 
about twelve years ago. He was in 
active practice for 51 years, in that 
time had treated thousands of pa
tients, acquiring a wide reputation? 
Of late years his practice has been 
confined to his. office, where many 
have come for treatment from long 
distances. He had been connected 
with and Interested in Temple Heights 
Camp ground for a.'.long time, and 
built up Nlcwa point. He was a 
kind-hearted and genial man to‘all he 
met, and loved by all who knew him. 
. "A good man gone Home.”

Hp left ■ a wife, Maria W./ two 
daughters and one son, Tomson S., 
and Mrs. Amary W. Staples, of Ban
gor, and Josiah Colson, of Prospect. 
He is survived also by.a brother and 
two sisters—Rufus Colson, of Mon
roe, Mrs. Clarence Leach, of Rockport, 
and Mrs. Margaret Patterson, of Ha
verhill, Mass., all of whom have the 
knowledge of the continuity of life 
and that he has only gone from ma
terial sight. He was a Free Mason, In 
whlch»order he took much interest in 
his earlier days.

Funeral services held at his home 
Friday, Jan. 17, by the writer.

EDGAR W. EMERSON.

Don’t Take Medicine, but Try Magic 
Foot Drafts, the Great Mielilguu - 

External Remedy Which is 
Uunug Thousands—Let 

Us bend You a

$r Pair, on Free Trial.
. -Magic Foot Drafts are curing ev- 
try kind of Rheumatism without med-
icine, no matter Where located or how 
severe. Mus.cular, Scidtjc, Lumbago,' 
Gout—chronic or acute—all yield 
quickly to these wonderful Draft«; ' 
which have brought comfort to hun- 
dreds'of thousands, including cases of 
thirty and forty years’ standing. .....

Magic Foot Drafts'are to-day in.iiss 
all oyer the jflvlllzpd world.. They- 
are curing where , doctors lind baths? 
and medicine fail,: _ ; ■

Magic Foot Drafts are the only 
American external remedy ever pro
tected by the courts of England, the 

-Worst rheumatic country on i earth, 
where Magic Foot Drafts have become 
a universal household remedy.

Magic Foot Drafts are always spld 
on free trial, their world-wide success-

Thehaving been accomplished on 
"pay After satisfied", plan; OOnly a 
true cure could succeed on our plan.

If you have Rheumatism, let Magic 
Foot Drafts cure you. Simply send 
your address. You will get a $1 pair 
of Drafts by return mail. It you are , 
satisfied with the benefit received, you- 
cun send us one dollar, if not, keep 
your money. We take yonr word 
and trust you for a square deal. Our / 
new Illustrated book on Rheumatism' 
comes free with' the - - - 
Magic Foot Draft Co.,
Bldg., Jackson, Mich 
but write to-day.

trial Drafts^ 
X06 divert 
Don't delay,

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

Societies of. tills city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send in 
notice. They must be brief

PARSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be inserted free.

ten 
All

in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7" words constitute a line.] ■

Passed to spirit life from Cleve
land, Ohio, January 24, 1908, Mrs. 
Maria Dunlap, wife of Andrew Dun- 
tap. She had been a Spiritualist for 
40 years, and was a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker for many years. 
Funeral services conducted by Frank 
T. Ripley.

My wife, Mary A. Frost, passed to 
spirit life January 2 5, 1908, aged 68 
years and 15 days.

. ABNER FROST.

Mrs. Hatie C. Mason of Boston, a 
worthy medium of over twenty years, 
passed to the higher life, January 21, 
at her home, 721 Tremont st. The 
services were held under the auspices
o£ the First Spiritualist Ladies’ Aid 
Society of Boston, Rev. F. A. Wiggin 
conducting the service. ” ’
most lovingly of the work
done by our arisen-sister. 
bert Quartet sang several

He. spoke 
unselfishly 
The Shu- 

selections.
The flowers were numerous and beau
tiful. Delegations from the Ladies’ 
Lyceum Union, and Ladles’ Aid filled 
the hall. . The Memorial Chair of the 
Ladles’ Aid was at" the head of the. 
casket, draped with flowers. Mrs. 
Mason was faithful to the cause we
love. CARRIE L. HATCH.

Passed to the higher life, Mrs. W. 
F. Day, from her home in East New
ark, O., January 21, aged 75, years. 
Her husband, son, and their daughter 
■mourn their loss. She was a Spirit- 
jialist. by ^organization, -and her life 
was a beautiful’example of the influ
ence of her belief. At her request, 
Hudson Tuttle officiated. The assem
bly was large, and appreciative of the 
beautiful and comforting views of 
life In the hereafter expressed In the 
discourse. » * » »

Passed to spirit life at Cleveland, 
Oh'io, Edward E. Bishop, age 58. 
He was a tr.ue medium and was well 
known in Chicago. He was a reader 
of The Progressive Thinker for many 
years. Services at home -conducted 
by Frank T. Ripley.

. Katie Lou Frantz writes from Ok
lahoma City, Okla., aboutrthe Society 
of Psyehjc Research Study Club: 

'"The purpose of this Club is the study 
of social ethics and psychic literature. 

■Number of charter members, 15^ Of
ficers elected: President, Mr. A. S). 
Heaton; vice-president, Mrs. Marga
ret Bristow; secretary, Mrs._ Katia 
¡jOu Frantz; treasurer, Mrs. Carrie E. 
Schwar-tzberg; parliamentarian, Mrs. 
N. E. Bond; librarian, Mrs? Carrie E. 
Schwartzberg. The Club is to meet 
every Wednesday evening at 8.”-

Martin H. -Collins passed to spirit
life from his 
Stewart ave., 
day, January

family residence, .6512 
Chicago, Ill., on. Mon- 
14,. Death came-very

unexpectedly, after only a few m’o- 
menfs illness. Mr. CoJiins was a 
Spiritualist, and a firm believer in 
that faith for many years. -The bur
ial was at Oakwood-Cemetery, Chica
go, beside his wife, who died In Janu-.. 
ary, 1906.. - _ •' . ' ■ r

Mr. Augustus Baker, age. seventy- 
five,' veteran' of tfie' civil 'war and-a 
Spiritualist for many<years, passed-to 
spirit life-January 29, 1908, front his 
home in-Muncie, -Ind. -. Two weeks 
ago, although, seemingly in good 
health, he requested, his family that,- 
should he pass on, the writer should 
say the'last parting words'over '.his. 
earthly form.' To the best of pur 
ability, amidst banks of flowers,- love 
emblems and many loving friends, 
we bade adieu to all that was earthly 
of a good marf; To the arisen soul 
the angels gave glad welcome to 
earth’s weary child, Returned to ills 
spirit home. - .

SARAH A. CROSSFIELD. -

- Mrs Maggie Moffitt passed, to spirit 
life at Marshalltown, Iowa, January 
2, 1908. She was nearly 39 years 
of.age. -Her temperament was active 

■and: aspiring; .. Her heart was ever; 
kind, and hefkoul, wlille ln mortal 
lite caught:the gleam of spiritual

The Church of the Sou), Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple at 11 a. m. 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Mra. Rich-, 
mond' will be at home 3802 Ridge/ 
Boulevard, Friday . afternoons, to, 
receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary df 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and
fourth Thursdays of each 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

The Students of* Nature, 
Schpmacher, pastor, meets 
Buren Opera House, corner 
street and California avenue, 
at 7:30 p. tn.

month".
Mrs. M. 
at Van 
Madison 
Service

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; 
Song service, 6:3 0; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting at 8 p. m.', at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A. Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. G6th street.
_ The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. 3 p. m., 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p. m.. lectures, mus|c and messages. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor; resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434 31st st., cor. 
Wentworth Ave. •

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, (colored) holds services at 
3329 Vernon avenue, every Suunday 
from 4 to 7 p. m. No door fee. Al! 
Invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday. 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street, Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening; 
also, Wednesday evening, at 7'30. 
Lecture, music apd messages, 320 
Flournoy street. Mary B. Hill Pas
tor.

Spiritual Meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8 p. m. at-239 Lin
coln ave., conducted by F. E. Loner.’ 

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tion holds services every Sunday even
ing, 8 p.m.^963 S. Halsted st. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted, 
by Edward Dierkes.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, 
at 319 E. 55th street. Good mediums 
in attendance.

Biblical Spiritualist Societv holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 
59th dreet and Madison avenue. 
Conducted by Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, 
and other mediums.
• Tire Universal Occult Society meets 

at 31st-street (old 77) at 3 add 8 p. 
m., Sundays. Meeting conducted by 
Mrs. Maggie Henry. Home address 
3103 Prairie Avenue.

The .Goldbn Rule Spiritualist So- . 
ciety holds services every Sunday at 
3 p. m. and 8 p. m., sharp, at 43 
South Paulina St., between Washing- , 
ton Boul. and Park Ave. Nora E. 
Hill pastor, -

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM,

.. By .Thomas Inman, M.~D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an'Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The ; Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,’ ’ and other • allied symbol»; 
Third edition, with two huadred lllua. 
trahona. Cloth, *1. . }

things. She leaves three small chil
dren who loved Iher. -¿Her ' words- 
were, “I know I ¿can be'with -tli^m;” 
We who- knew her.wlll miss her bright', 
presence. ' - \ ( jj,

SaunteLPerry''Hunter, aged. 84; at 
Ills home in Milford,?U1. • He was a 
man of kind impulse, trusty andtrue, 
an ardent; - out-spoken Spiritualist; 
and firm in Ms convictions, ■ .
children had .preceded him-; also his 
wife, 19 years ago., - A large con
course rot friends ■ and . neighbors . 
joined the family.- The church waS : 
filled, with: little standing room-left. 
The, choir .rendered some very-fitting 
music. Mrs. Mary B: Hill of Chica- ' 
go- officiated at the: transition service;

‘ A'JUki How to Waka tho Solpr- Flex /. 
us." ■ By Elizabeth Towne. Valuably - ■ 
for bealth.< Price 25 cents.



MASS MEETING.

at Belding, Mich., Jan.
as it appeared ia the
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44 Addresses and Answers to His Critics:

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

MftRY ANNE 6AKEWOGEftNIOES
Paper,

A Work of Immensç Importance.

with a 
certain

These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and ajithor, 
Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings have been read and prized by thpus- 
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end. -

A Psychical Novel.—Price 
— Cover, BO Cents. 

■ This great novel -is written 
distinct purpose, to set forth

COMPRISING all thal r«
late/ to tho procrei® tí
RoUülon iniho "His-

dine and Fall of the üo-

c^cs in the F^tecnlh and Six teenth Chapters.)
With A Lire or wp Author. Preface and Kotos by Pbts»

Eckler, Including variorum notes by Quiul. Wonck. Mllnun on
. English Churchman." and other scholars.

sontimonta,

ally and forever silenced his detractors’ who. being vanquished In argu- 
Intent, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity.

All that can be said by Christians In regard to the Origin of Christi 
anity is reprinted from the valuable notes of Dean Milmaw, Wenck. 
Guizot, and other eminent Christian historians who have edited

liens, rapruUcinj Iha showing la .
■any van ail ibe authority the Bibli hu.

THE FROÖkBäSIVB THINKER

Schiller’s “Gods of Greece”
Cud a tepori of tlie M. S. A. mass■ Cud a reportA Few Reflections'Thereon by One of Our Cor-

. x. , i , Z & . ‘ Belding paper.

localities Is literally poisonous. -So
much is this true that some sensi-

Ilvlng

we

we

tives find it impos 
cities, and are col

will 
With

[to dwell In 
tl, for then-'

bereft; .
Where once the warm and 

shapes were rife, 
Shadows alone are left!

showing that the better, class -of 
thinkers in that beautiful- city by the, 
sea' are. not afraid to identify them
selves-with this cause.

lam pleased to see The Progressive' 
Thinker' take the. stand for cleaner

Thib department is under the mau- 
agqzaant of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Frank S. Wellman:— Q-—Will you 
tell me where I can find the passage 
Ju the Bible where a man was ear- EXTRAORDINARY PREDICTIONS.

- Spiritualism-in its condemnation of 
fraud and trickery, and I. always urge 

’ those interested to subscribe for it 
’ Let me congratulate you and your 

¿good wife for the good work you are
' doing.

Yours truly, 
MAUD LORD DRAlLE.

.Being Spiritualists,., surely 
should spiritualize in.every direction; 
and take care especially that we do

. . It is very good, so I 
will ask you to copy it. I wish tQ say 
in additlon that the message work 
done by Mi s. Sprague was fine' ander

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake, tiip Well* 
Known Meili uni, Makes Some Im- 
pressive. Prophecies, That Will be 

- Read With Great Interest.

NOTE—.The Questions and Answers 
.ve called forth such a host of re- 

sfeondentB, that to give alleqaul hear- 
ink compels the answers to be made in 
th® most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 

, forced brevity. Proofs have to be 
omitted, and the style becomes there
by/ assertive, which of all things is to 
ba deprecated. Correspondents often 
weary with -waiting for the appear
ance of their questions and write’let- 
ters of inquiry. The supply of mat
ter is.always several weeks ahead of. 
apace given, and hence there is una
voidable delay. Every one has to 
wait his time and place, and all are 
treated with equal favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be 
-, given anonymous letters. Full name 
Anti address must be given, or the 
letters will not be read. If the re
quest be made the name will not be 
published. The correspondence of 
this department has become excessive
ly large, especially letters of inquiry 
requesting private answers, and while 
I freely give whatever information I 
am able, ..the ordinary courtesy of 
correspondents is expected.HUDSON TUTTLE,

pears detrimental to the Holy Churchy 
A disparaging article could not b< 
secured publication in the great 
dailies even as a paid advertisement. 
Thue bribed by Catholic patronage, 
they are more solicitous of tbp Pope's 
heajth and doings than any other for
eign potentate. Encyclic letters of the 
“Holy Father” are published, damn
ing modern civilization add. freedom 
of thought without comment or with 
laudation. , '

Such are the plain facts. Is there 
danger? '

R. S. Bell:—Q.—What is the mean
ing of John 111., 3: “Except a man be 
born again, he cannot see the king
dom of God?”

A.—lu its interpretations of Bible 
texts, which are constantly sent in to 
this department, I desire it always to 
be understood that I, do not accept 
the Infallibility of the “word,” and 
givo- authority to the inspiration, or 
that the meaning has reference espe
cially to. the personality of Christ or 
his claimsr

What I do attempt Is to explain-; 
what was in the mind of these un
known compilers of mythical legends, 
referring them all to Christ as the 
central figure. . '

In this instance, the idea of the 
“second birth" was taken from th.e 
“Mysteries," the grand religion of 
Greece, and' the pagan world.- In the 
ritual of that ancieAt faith, being 
born of water was literally exempli
fied in the initlQtloii of every novi
tiate, and not till this was performed 
was the disciple fully received into 
the full favor of the gods, or sure of 
receptlon to the'joys of Elysium after 
dealh.' For a full explanation the 
reader ifl yefeired to Rellgippi af Man, 
chapter devoted to “phallic worship” 
—a premium book of The Progressive 
Thinker, .

“Art thou, fair (spirit) world, no 
more?

- Return, them virgin bloom on Na
ture’s face;

Ah, only on the minstrel’s magic 
shore,

Can we the footsteps of sweet Fable 
trace! -■

The meadows mown for the old hal
lowing life;

Vainly we search the earth of gods

> rled by Spirit ptfwer a distance of GO 
\miles, as stated by Moses Hull in a 
lecture I heard him give?

I A.—An instance is given by the j 
prophet, Ezekiel, chapter .vlil, verse 3, 

■ Ezzokiel says he FaB own house 
when this occurred.

: “And he—the Lord God—put forth
the form of a hand, and took me by 
a lock of mine head ; and the spirit 
lifted me up between the earth and 
the «heaven, and brought me in the 
visions of God to Jerusalem,” etc.

As there are no means Of ascertain-» 
lug where ' Ezekiel’s house was lo
cated, the distance from Jerusalem is 

\ a mattbi'xof conjecture. Taken lit- 
< orally, it is an example of levitation, 

¿¡udì hs is afforded by modern spirit
ibai manifestations and Jias been fre- 
qijeutly cited. ,

‘We presume Mr. Hull alluded to 
Philip, Acts vili., 39, 40.

If Philip was transported from near 
Gaza to Azotus Mr. Hull made an ap
proximate' statement.

’ Although this is an understanding 
of the text, literal in interpretation, 
and> agreeable - to the argument of 
Spiritualists, they admR of another 

< ; application and of higher spiritual 
forces' than those employed in phys
ical.phenomena.

In the'florid and metaphorical lan
guage of: the East, it may be uuder- 

! stoo'd'that Ezekiel meant that he was 
' taken in spirit, and saw by visions, 
—yet tils physical efforts while 1$ the 
- innermost shrines, indicated that he.

' was there in. body. The whole chap
ter’is planned? to disclose, the 'idola- 

. try. of the priests, and that they were 
' in itljè'njóst 'Baéféd'court ot Jehovah 
; .Wómippfaw' the gods' of. surrounding 

peoples. If anyihlng roused the an- 
Î--\ eeKÌ of said Jehovah, or made his 
v prophets rage and vutter .blood-curd- 
- Ijng predictions of war, plague , and 

' ruin, it Was this running after
. "strange gods.” The whole coast of 

Judea, the Sea, the desert, appears 
1 éwarming with these strange gods, 
! and after all the wondrous miracles

Jehovah had performed and all his. 
‘ wheedling, coaxing, threatening and 
: promising, these Israelites were con- 

stantly setting -up altars in groves or 
on; hill-tops, and falling into more at
tractive worship than that expected 
of ‘their implacable tribal god.
Ezekiel, when he entered the in- 

hermost sanctuary found “five and 
twenty mén, with their backs toward 
the temple' of the Lord, and their 
faces toward the Eapt; they wor- 

. shijied thè sun toward the East." Jn 
Other "woids they were sun worship- 
ef’s/^And he fount} “women weeping, 
for’Tammuz,” another god!

■ Of. Philip it is said, the spirit 
“¿"¿¿kt” him “away,” which may 
mean, as vie often speak, that he was

. inspired by the spirit to go.

‘¿Jo's. Meivesi-—Q.—Is there any dan-- 
ger?that the. Roman Catholic Church 

: of , this, country shall in tlje future 
■ évçr become the governing -power in 

tifa United States? Do notali indl-
• r ations, ass-'the southeast European 

immigration, and the so wide amongst 
Protestants, infidels and Spiritualists 

'--xQxisting'racè suicide lead us to fear 
such CâlaTnitÿ? - _ ■

À.—-The , Roman Catholic Church 
v ’-[s ths gbeatest-menace to the continu- 
\ ance of freedom of thought,, and only' 

* \ hvi éducation. of the people can the
-clàngei' be averted, The highest 
feàihòlic authority claims that their 
church has gained over a million

, nismberA the past year. This has 
' ? bélaniby births, and, mainly,• by for

eign immigration. More than nine- 
■ tenths- ot those who have-landed on 

' ; our shores have been Catholics. Tliey
' have also, been of the lowest, most 

Ignorant and undesirable class, diffl- 
cult to improve or. assimilate,

. The Catholic! population ot the. 
- United States according to the same 

: authority exceeds fourteen millions.
i - If one in five ate voters, thé voting 

strength is Iwo and a third millions. 
And this,may be cast solidly on the 
side the church commands. In almost 
all -cases this tremendous vote can

■ decide the contest. Virtually, then, 
Catholicism controls the government.

■■ There is not a public officer from 
President down, who dares in any wuy 
act against the '-'Gatholic Church? 
They well know they Would lose their 
offices, and_chance for promotion If

: they would. The business 6f settling 
the Philippine question, brought by 
the avarice of the priests, had to be 
referred to the Pope, and the. govern
ment congratulated Itself on having 

’ the Holy Father’s decision! We 
have a government of over 14,000,000

■ American citizens who yield first1 obe
dience to thé Pope. ..We have a gbv-« 

; :.ornment within a- government; à the
ocracy within a' republic!. 'A strained 
condition, out ot time and place and 
liable to be rent asunden at any time.

, The secular- press is as'obedient us
■ ...Z whipped curs, and not a line ever- ap-

. I. . 7 - I1 . I ;.

I have noticed jn your paper and in 
'the daily papers, extended, acspuiits 

' of the -dire disasters predicted by va
rious people in this country and in 
Europe, which are billed to occur 
within the -present year.

In the past, many similar disasters 
have been sbadówed upon me, and as 
the time forMihese disasters drew nbar, 
thpir impending . gloom deepened 
about me, so that I could count the, 
months and the weeks preceding their 
occurrence, and even the days, as 
was the casé in the San Francisco dis- 
qster^

As I walked through the deserted 
streets of San Francisco after that 
mémorable 18th of April, noting the 
terrible havoc and destruction, I was 
told, and I so stated publicly, that 
four greater disasters were imminent, 
and that three of them would occur 
within the year! and that the fourth 
would be a cataclysm for New- York.

Thrqe of these have occurred:—In 
Valparaiso, the Island of Jamaica, and 
the west coast of Mexico. These 
three were more disastrous as seismic 
disturbances than San Francisco. 
” I now feel that the disaster to New 
York Js to.come, but not in the imme’- 
dlate present, as some of the seers 
predict, and yet j feel that it will 
transpire—and that, too, in oúr day, 
and not. very far off. .
' Tber4 art 'two ’othei; éalámitlés' ot. 
great ' and ' momentous .ipiport fore- 
ghadowing great destruction of Hfe 
and property. 1

I don’t see Chicago or Boston de
stroyed as the dally papers-have stat
ed; neither do I see any portion of the 
American warships on their way to 
the Pacific Coast( destroyed, although 
I do see them a- little later in battle 
array, and in great confusion, from 
which they emerge triumphant.

Not as the noted Pythia, of Paris, 
says: “Pdor America,” BUT HAPPY 
AMERICA, RISING SUPERIOR TO 
HER LABOR TROUBLES, POLITIC
ALDIFFERENCES AND INTERNAL 
DISSENSIONS.

I See a war mirage hovering Ameri
ca, and that it must come to right 
the wrongs of the wage-earner and to. 
pacify thé tempestuous element that 
has been! dominant so long.

Aid - again I see America trium
phant It is true there will be/wars 
and rumors of wars, and many - sad 
eyents that may startle our souls with 
horror. -

This will. be a year of reckoning 
of the omnipotent forces.

There is an ¡epidemic coming that 
will spread far and wide, taking the 
life and light,from many a home.

So many people think that the 
financial stringency is over, but such 
is not the truth. People must expect 
many failures of banks and financial 
concerns which will necessitate the 
reduction in' prices of the necessaries 
of life or great suffering will follow.

There must be a pew'regime; a 
NEW SOCIAL SYSTEM BEFORE 
THE ANGELIC FORCES, CAN OP
ERATE IN CONSONANCE WITH 
COSDHC FORCES TQ REMOVE THE 
BLIGHT THAT «HAS FALLEN UPON 
HUMANITY.

Selfishness and gréed seem upper
most and must give way to a new ofc. 
der óf things. ? There should ;be k. 
great uplift tb humanity,' a greater 
evolution tian we have ever yet 
known. Women and- their interests 
will advance more'in this new order 
of .things than ever before.

While /the material - universe is. 
swinging into, the new. zodiacal sign, 
as it did at the Wrih bf Christ, so Is 
the spiritual universe evolving new 

■forces, and preparing to give many 
new inventions to the race.. I look 
for an instrument by which, it will be 
possible for sjflrlts to record theifi' 
messages, in accordance with the new 
magnetic laws and forces that ,-will 
be giVen from the spirit side of life.-

Already in the city Of New York, 
therer are those working on this In
strument, and expect to perfect it. ■
.We! are'expecting great things in' 

the near future. '
While weare spending the ¿winter 

in our vast mountain-resort here at 
Forest. Park, I have-not-been idle in ' 
the Master’s work. I have spoken for

—Schiller.. '
Surely in this fine poem of Schil

ler’s is to be found- at' once the la
ment and the ideal of Spiritualism;

Without a shadow of doubt, that 
which we,now call modern Spiritual
ism .had reached a very high state of . 
culture in thd- Grecian life.'

Indeed it is.difficulf'to find any part 
of their life, any department of‘their 
social fabric, which is not tinctured 
by it; if entered into the very house
hold life of all shades of society. .

.When we find such a man as Rus
kin going, with reverent footsteps, to 
the "ancient Spiritualism of Grece and 
under Its noble inspiration, giving us 
his “Athena” ’ we may begin to com
prehend the Immense possibilities of 
a Spiritual Spiritualism,- in .its-effect 
upon the world; and how crude and 
afar off we are as yet, not of surpass
ing, hut of reaching the standard to 
which the Greeks' had attained, It 
is safe to say that the boys and girls 
of ancient JGi;ece had a more iUtimate 
and actual knowledge of ancient Spir
itualism- that the oldest and wisest 
heads in the ranks of modern Spirit
ualism. ' ' -

- What. Spiritualist !will deny that 
one of the chief aims of Spiritualism 
is to afford conditions for the spirits 
of just men to walk the earth, and 
further the noble plans they had de
voted their lives to while in the flesh?

We areAvilling to concede that, to 
the ignorant, such an ideal would be 
laughed to scorn; but to us Who 
have some knowledge of life beyond 
the veil such an ideal should be sa
cred and inspiring.

Is it unreasonable to beljeve that 
such men as Emerson, Ingersoll, Paine 
or Lincoln, humanitarians in the tru
est’ sense of the term, do not feel the 
same devotion; are not fired with the 
same enthusiasm to be still of ser
vice to their fellows? Nay, must we 
not, perforce, conclude that they, 
with the more spiritual and. wise vis
ion of the field of work,- woùld have 
the same desire Increased ten-fold^ 
to resume“ their work and complete 
the plans they had so ably begun for 
the erection oj a Republic against 
which the waves of Time might eter
nally dash, but never overwhelm? ..

Speaking as one striving to square 
practice with precept, I present this 
subject to my followers in Spiritual
ism.

Not as a sickly, moralizing sermon, 
but ip the healthy vein of optimism 
and as a question of g^eat moment 
to ug and the nation. . , , .
' We do^a- vast amount of preaching;' 
we claim to see a little further afield 
than either the-churchman or the ag
nostic, and that is right and good.

Undoubtedly so Jong as we are fore, 
most in' libéralisât;' we are on sure 
and safe ground. But, bo if seems to 
me, we would do well to consider that 
though those in the front ranks hold 
a post of honor, yet they also havb 
the larger responsibility; and the 
test for myself and for all is wrapt 
up in just that. '
.Do we realize our responsibility; 

and realizing it, do we accept it?
If we do then what am I, what 

are we all doing towards making' the 
proper çonditions by which 'alone 
these great and free souls pay serve 
us? To use the beautiful poetic sim
ile of Schiller, what are we doing to 
restore the “virgin bloom in Nature’s 
face;” of’restoring to its pristine 
purity the psychic atmosphere of the 
earth? — '

This question, of vast moment, is 
distinctively applicable to the/Spirit- 
nalist; for we itìsiàt on the commun^ 
ion of the mortal with the souls of 
the departed ; and, -in the seance joóm 
gre exceeding particular ás to hav- 
'ing thé-proper conditions that our 
loved ones may come to us; and of 
course we are-quite right in doing 
that. x

But when we are out of the seance 
room; how-then? Should wè then 
forget our responsibility?

Now, I am quite feady to believe 
that the great maorlty of us aré really 

. trying to do the right things under 
difficulties;' but I am just as .ready 
to grant that the same majority are, 
in a psychic and spiritual sense, (in
cluding myself ¡of course) but half 
awake. '

That'is- no reflection on a single 
soul; it. is but >natural at this stage, 
of~progress,-.- why? because in any
thing you cannot realize,' you can 
only take, a half interest; half awake 
to. it, so to .say. ■ , '

Some men never yeaiize the ,vir-. 
tues of their wives till they are, gáne; 
and vice versa. The 'farmey hears 
With indifference, that ÑeW York is a 
great city; but when he sees and re
alizes itá greatness'he is overwhelmed 
By,it. • •’ ' ■?-??■' ' \ . ?:?'
' So ..ye listen; repeatedly to certain 
truths and laws; pertaining-to'psychic 
.life; but ye never begin to fully re
alize the Vital importance ...of apply-; 
lug, or of regulating our lives accord
ing to those same laws tilt oftentimes, 
alas, it is all too late.

If the reader òf these lines is very 
sensitive ■ to auric magnetism, he or 
she will readily'adtnit that.the psy
chic atmosphere of sòme persons and

own satety to dwell in wre. secluded1 
haunts; where thcS^aur«! atmosphere 
is less vitiated. If this is true ot us 
dwellers on earth,1;how -theu about 
the spirits of the departed who are 
far more susceptible to auric mag
netism than we? . ,

They find the'gejipral 'psychic em
anations so vitiated ps tq make it al
most a matter of impossibility, cer
tainly a great hardship, to accomplish 
any good work at!all.'.

But what then, has caused this 
auric disease?

The responsibility résolves entirely 
upon us, for we, by pur mode of liv
ing and thinking, have bo depraved 
this sellable auric photosphere as to 

'make it, in localities, p veritable cha
os and gehenna, utterly repulsive as a 
medium for pure souls to approach1.

Blit the thought, more to my shb- 
je.ct and liking, is'this: That We, be
ing responsible,, more or less, also 
haye it id our power of restoriiig or
der from this chaos;; of ^fe.deemiiig 
and converting the unlaygly'to/.the 
lovely; of restoring the fre^h “virgin 
bloom” to the etheriÎhnyéjo'pe, sim
ply by right living a»d thinking, and, 
most potent ozone ogall, by .the active 
exercise of a gentle charity, having 
for its Object the général well-being 
of .all. -

No one can place a? limit to the 
far-reaching inflenefe Df . an active 
sympathy' in the psypfijc 'and spiritu
al zones!. Sùch à sympathy colors 
and affects the etherlp currénts into 
shapes of indescribable beâuty and 
magnificence; ^and when sympathy is 
colored . by. innocept affection the 
heavens become rosy and tremulous 
with a rapture almost intoxicating-to 
the sensitive spirits;

"Love intoxicates the gods.” -
Well does George jyiot say that 

"Lové bririgs the ’angels down to
Earth. ”

And Schiller, speaking of youthful 
Greece, says: (
“Between men, 'heroes, gods, harmo

nious then
Love wove sweet Ifaks and sympa

thies divine.”
The poet comes info touch with all 

that is exquisite and beautiful in the 
spirit world through th^jnagieal me
dium of sympathy,5<.

By pondering ovqj these things we 
gradually come lnto_ a realization of 
them; and with-the Realization comes 
the bliss, zest, the almost jntoxlcating 
“joy of service” of ffoikiijg in harmo
ny with divine Nature.-,,,, 
^Simply by being pure and
charitable; wisely living and sympa
thetic; and usingjjiur, ..intelligence 
aright, we are -doyig %'work which 
not only Wins for/ us ijie smiles' of 
our beloved ones, hp.t -t^e smiles of 
those greatoy oneq whq< watch over 

, both us and our helovq^. For we 
are literally making at‘pathway by 
which a>ngels«_may,^^pd1froui.iihelri 

; Ilur9raii4.hle4^b<ÿ«&'i^^oHfi^i ûs 
with a spiritual, suptenpnee as Cully 
necessary to qur finer .natures às' is 
the material food to the spiritual
body. •

“Nourish the gods and they 
nourish you,” is a true prover^ 
a very literal meaning.

In cleansing, our own minds 
cleanse the world.

not further contaniinate the auric en
velope by wayward Imaginings? un
charity and selfishness? s '

Thus will, modern Spiritualism ac
complis'll a mighty work.

Its silent glory and sheen -all un
seen by many of us Os yet, neverthe
less wve will be transforming a bar
ren- desert into a beautiful gardep; 
yea, transforming earth into heaven! 
to ..which throngs of waiting- angels 
will gladly , come and minister, unto 
us, the children of earth. • t

May It again bd said -of modern 
Spiritualism as ’,twas said of the an
cient, that, ‘ .
“Man gifted Nature with divinity 

'To lift and link her to jhe breast 
of love;

All 'things betrayed to the initiate 
. eye' -y-- ' •" • -
The track of gods, above.” .

—-“Gods of Greece”—Schiller?
' WM. JOHN. WARD.

Mount Pleasant’. Fa'rjc, Clinton, la.

the Spiritùalist CJiurcli in Santa 
Cruz, which, by the way, is.'an excel
lent organization. During this month 
thé Longley’s, of N. ,S. A. fame, are 
officiating - with great success for this 
church. . I also assisted in. the mis
sionary work of the Statli Spiritualist 
Association at the request of Its pres
ident, Mr. and Mrs. Hows, Who are 
doing efficient service for ■ this cau.se 
all, over the state.. We have fine, in
telligent audiences at evety. sessions

What Is Spiritualism? And .Who 
- Are These. Spiritualists'?

A- great deal of ignorance exists in. 
the -world :concerning ■ Spiritualism. 
This ignorance is sometimes the re
sult.of bUpd prejudice>?and this preju- 

•dice»in turn is very largely the-resuft 
oLignorance.? Igndrance begets preju
dice, and prejudice: begets ignorance. 
Between the two, -Spiritualism is whip- 
sawed, and made to suffer injustice 
and- contumely,, misrepresentation 
and wrongful criticism .and-ostracism. 
- AS an. antidote to-this ignorance 

Ahd^prejiidicei the little work by Dr. 
J.‘ M. Peebles, “Wjjiat Is Spiritual
ism? And Who Are,,‘ihese Spiritual-’ 
Ists?” is. an effective.pojyer. As an 
eye-opener to the ignorant it is excel
lent. 'Its title is exprqssjye of its con
tents, and it would-jperform fine mis
sionary work if. plaqed to the hands 
of such as need the information it 
glyesj A good 'book tqi^lace’in the 
hands of inquirers?.,, •' ; '

The long list of ^teq> men, includ
ing ' very many re^oWneti' scientists 
who. have thoroughly? .investigated 
and become convinced' of'.the truth of 
spirit phenomena,.wiil ..well ’answer 
the query: Who Are Tjw.se -Spirltual- 
ists?” and effectually, shut the mouths 
of Ignorant, carplng^briucs.

•The work may obtained at the 
office of The ■ Progressive Thinker in 
neat paper cover, Sffjcents; cloth, 75 
cents. - ' j c. jj;

............... y ■ tJ-n-.Q!- ■

THE RELlGIONOFCHEERFULNEgs 
By Sara Aq Hubbard.

This little booklet sets- forth Inter*, 
estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound. In a case. Price 60 cents. '

' Held at Belding, Mich.

To the Editor: Enclosed you will

phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspired 
author. The Question, of soul matea 
or of the United male and female con
stituting the? completed ego or angel, 
is advanced os a vital truth of . spirit
experience in the higher realms. The of the dear ones of the home and fam- 
twork radlatps a good spiritual lnflu-_Uy, is-beyond one’s power to deccubo. 
ghee, and hrvery interesting. • 'All readers will be charmed with it.

It Is a spiritual book for Spiritual- as well as spiritually aided and up- 
lBt», and interesting for everyone. lifted.

{Never befan Fwfahecl in this Country.'» qf

Gibbon's works.
Among tho Illustrations will ba found roorcion'atlons of 

' the principal divinities oi-ihe Pagan mythology.
This celebrated work has run through many edl-j 

lions, and Is.now the acknowledged author.ty on Iho ' 
subject of Christianity.
II is profuiw IIUnratH ria mny ikiwi lllintra*

KST W. MS FACES. GILT TOP, 62.00

PROGRESSIVE. THINKER,
40 Loomis Street,.

CHICAGO..Ill

the existing conditions—a small hall 
paghed to its utmost, -crowded right 
jiouud her, and yet for fully an hour 
she gave messages and descriptions 
wonderfully correct. Mr. Sprague’s 
work uas exceptionally good—his lec- 
tuies (oiceful and convincing.

Just a word in regard to Mr. J. E. 
Walker, of Grand Rapids. He is 
a young worker, and a. credit to our 
cause He is bright, witty and well 
posted. He presents his thoughts in 
a pleasing manner, and is not afraid 
to stand for right, justice and the 
truth in all its phases. He was with 
us in Belding and did a good work. 
Would that y-e couíd have more as 
fearless» workers as he.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HQYT, 
.Secretary.

Last Saturday night and' all day 
Sunday were red letter days among 
the local Spiritualists of which there 
áqqms j,o be qulje a number. Through 
the instrumentality of Dr. A..B; Spin- 
hey of the sanitarlum, the State Spir
itualists' -Association, officers came t<> 
this cjty and held a number1 of meet
ings tn. the interest of that belief.. 
The officers of the State ’Association 
who were present; and, iopk an active 
phrt in the meetings were as follows: 
President, J. C.-Andre of Grand Rap
ids; vice-president, E. - W. Sprague 
and wife, of Detroit; secretpry,- Mrs. 
Emma Hoyt, of Battle Creek, and 
James E.. Walker, of Grand Rpplds, 
who is making quite a campaign 
throughout the state in the interest of 
Spiritualism. s >

The first meeting was held at the 
G. A. R.’ Hall Saturday night and 
was largely .attefided, addresses being 
made by Dr.. A, B. Spinney- in behalf 
of the Ipcal Spiritualists, in which he 
welcomed the .-State officers to the 
city.” president Andre responded in a 
few welV chosen words. E. W, 
Sprague Also gave an interesting talk 
on the subject at issue and Mrs. 
Sprague-gave a few tests from a me- 
diumlstic standpoint.

Sunday morning found another in
terested audience and addresses were 
made by various members of the State 
Society and messages given. At 2:30 
the third meeting was held and the 
hall was filled almost to its capacity. 
A,t this meeting Dr. Spinney gave a 
very interesting address on the sub
ject: “The Brotherhood of Man,” 
taking his text from the passage of 
Scripture, “Am I my brother’s keep
er?” The doctor dwelt at length upon 
the beauties of spiritual communica
tion and spoke of the doctrines of 
Spiritualism as being most in accord 
with the upbuilding and uplifting of 
mqnltind. He upbraided women for 
their cruelty to their sex In the hour 
of trouble and said that Spiritualism 
looked to the day when the word male 
should be stricken from the laws rel
ative to voting and’ women and men 
could Vote at the polls together. He 
outlined the results that could be 
obtained by giving the gentler sex 
the ballot and arraigned the govern
ment for licensing a traffic which 
meant The'deBtructlon of manhood", 
the "debauching’ of women and the 
destroying of homes.

Jaipes 1?. Walker, of Grand Rapids, 
a young Spiritualist and former candi- 
dafb for governor on the Socialist 
ticket, was the next speaker. He 
dwelt quite at length on the woman 
suffrage phase of the question and as
sailed monopolies and trusts right and 
léft. He also took a fall out of the 
liquor traffic, and hoped that the 
great wave of reform that is fast 
spreading over the country would 
eventually result in Rs downfall. Mr. 
Spragud-gave a few messages, after 
which the meeting came to a close.

In the evening the hall was packed 
to its fullest capacity and É, W. 
Sprague occupied the platform with a 
lengthy address, in which he showed 
that- many of the brightest minds in 
the various denominations of the land 
were in harmony with Spiritualism, 
going so far as to claim' thak John 
Wesley, the founder of Methodism, 
was a Spiritualist.and a medium and 
giving" extracts from Wesley’s own 
writings to prove it. At the close of 
his address Mrs. Sprague gave a num
ber of readings or tests which set 
many thinking.

During the meetings an organiza
tion was perfected to be known as the 
Belding Society? for the ‘ Investigation 
'of Spiritualism, with a membership of 
about twenty-five. The officer^ of 
the local organization are aa_follows: 
A. B. Spinney, .president; R. B. 
Gowles, vlce^residént; Mrs. A. E. 
Weter, secretary; Mrs. E. R., Weter, 
treasurer; the directors being Mrs. 
A. B. Spinney, D. A. Zimmer and Mrs. 
Elizabeth Shew.—Belding Banner. .

THIS volume contains Cibmh'scomplete neo/qffca/^rltlngi, separate from’ 
his other works; and is, to use his own language, “an enquiry intolho' 

human causes of tho progress and establishment of Christianity stowing mken, 
where, and hour It originated: who wore its founders: and what wore .the e 
character, manners, numbora, and condition of the primitive Christians.

Gibbon's Vindication of the I Sth and! 6th chapters of his History from tho at
tacks of his Christian opponents, is reprinted verbatim from the original edition 

• of hia Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1786. It Ufoctu-

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes.* 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Salo at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fjfty.years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is hidispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the per«”-,-’!>cv of 'I’lwin— in ib-hiin" new and advar';”-! ideas in 
Sei.»'“'“ © _____?• ; a

“THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY” is undoubt
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 
is amazing, It contains just the- information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to som^ special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 9.00 pages,‘will be sent to 
any address on receipt of the price, ?5.00.

A portly volume containing reports 
of the noted Colonpl's lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It* is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and instruction combined in his In
comparable presentation of the truth 
as it appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter, 
and is sold at a mere pominal price.

, Price, postpaid, only 41.00.

From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA. - ‘

' . REINCARNATION.

He Expresses Cogent Reasons Against 
\Such a Belief.

I do not,see! wherein ’.‘seas?, dried in 
their beds,".-oik the: other question by 
Jessie S.- Pettit Flint in The Progress
ive-Thinker, -No, 944,“ applies' to réjn- 
carnatiòhi ?.'■'

Our friehd ptits great stresfl on the 
last line, “The divine law of being 
knows no stay.” True the law .knows 
.no stay;?it cannot be turned aside, but 
forever, remains thè same'.

“The rebirth-of thè seasons” does 
not demonstrate or prove reincarna
tion in the least. Tile spring- season 
of 1907 will never appear again. - ..We 
all know there will be similar seasons 
in all t^e years to come, but flip same 
season can never return. ?
- The ear of corn that grew upon the 
stalk last season will not appear again 
this year, neither wll| the same apple, 
acorn, flower or leaf appear again;

1 Mrs. Flint admits "that all is unden 
the domain of law. True, we cannpt 
live, move or breathe'putslde of law.

That Is just the reason why a sbùi 
caùnot reincarnate—the law prevents 
it. . ,

In a. mental vision I saw our friend 
With, manj^otheri wandering about In 
the spirit world with a. woeful ex
pression of countenance, seeking .an 
opportunity to reincarnate; They 
were in the same pitiful condition 'as 
our orthodox friends who failed to 
find their God and Jesus.

L. P.-WHEELOCK,
• •Madison', Wis. u

Wife, Mother, Spirit, ■ Angel.—Neat 
Cloth. Cover, Price $1.00,

This great work relates the" experi
ences, of a young wife, and motner,' 
early called to the portals of deatn. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly natural, and beautiful, 
in its tone of sweetness, It brings 
that other world very near to. us; tne' 
comfort it brings to those bereaved-

PUT URL LIFE. B
Irt the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science 

s BY LOUIS ELBE» :

Thls ls the authorized translation'ot available evidence 'hitherto 
the raniouB'book which1 has‘been ere- found nniv nrH<»<»~r------ -
ating so wide a stir in scientific and 
religious circles ’ throughout France, 
under the title "La Vie Future." It 
will be received With equal Interest 
here,-and will arouse very general dis
cussion, as the subject is one engaging 
not only Scientists but laymen in ever- 
increasing numberfl. i .. —a. -— muj.oxo vi- mu pniuiyve races.

The fundamental question of the The book is divided into two parts, 
"Immortality, of the Soul" has, dis- the first part bein^ devoted to th» 
turbed the great thinkers of all ages, Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
and for the solution of this eternal' the Primitive races. andthe second.to - 
enlgma humanity still seeks in vain. . Deductions drawn from the Funda-

This volume offers for the first time . mental sciences. With Portrait ot 
a complete presentation ot all the the author. Price $1.20; postage 10&- '

x —— vw*w» . to bo
found only in tho most scattered and 
inaccessible formai With great care 
and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
a plain statement of the discoveries; 
theories, and ideas- of the greatest in
vestigators together with his own illu
minating views and comments, and a 
mass of authentic information regard
ing. the beliefs of the primitive races, rplxzx UkaI. .u;_» <_ « •. .

. i
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« THE CRUCIFIXION, BT AN EYWW Its leading master but- performed no - 
miracles to establish the truth of his 
doctrines. The love of man and the 
practice of virtue were his themes, 
and In, those days, as in the pres
ent, the man who thus boldly defies 
the multitude must submit to be cru
cified. While suffering all the pangs 
of this martyrdom he escaped actual 
death and lived to again appear 
among his disciples. This is the cen
tral idea and statement of this won
derful letter of the Essene.. master, 
and It is one that will stir-deeply the 
waters of the religious world.

Revised Premium List
Read Carefully, as We Introducé a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

*
THIÇ CRUCIFIXION—
? ,. x ■ by AN EYE WITNESS,

. Is It possible that there is a maiu 
pr woman'of Intelligence, in all the 

‘ ; land, who wouldjiot want to read a
. ’ contemporaneous account of .THE 

CRUCIFIXION written by 'a personal 
. friend of Jdsus, who was present and 

took an Important part in the tragedy 
- itsejf and in the events of the time?

SURELY NOT.... '..
‘•THE CRUCHTXioN, by an Eye

Witness," is unquestionably the most 
fascinating and .Absorbing.-ancient 

Mnanuseript ever discovered; -
It contains the-ANCIENT LETTER 

of Jesus' friend, written in Jerusalem 
seven years after the Crucifixion, to 
ills friends in Alexandria, telling-them 
the strange, simple and / impressive 

.. story.-of liis friend’s Crucifixion, of lits One Dollar

removal fi^l» the Cross,, his resusci
tation^ aH(V’«Obsequent death, six 
jtnouui^ later/ aS lie witnessed the 
¿events;/ .

It disposes of the “Miracles” with 
which -Theologies have clothed the life 
and death of Jesus.

I The maimer jn which i-liis'poHen- 
tou6 story came to light is told, and 
the authenticity of this andeuM^tter 
is vouched for iu a manner which 
must appeal to thinking nieii and w'o-

“The Crucifixion,. By an Eye-Wit
ness,“starts out with a description of 
the personal appearance of Jesiis by 
Publius Lentulus, the Roman noble- 
map who preceded Pontius Pilate as 
governor of Judea. This description 
says: - • '7

. “A man of noble stature and very 
beautiful countenance in which such 
piajesty exists that those who look on 
pirn are forced to admire him.

“HIb forehead is smooth and very 
serene, his face free from wrinkle and 
spat, and with a slight color. -
. “The nostrils and lips cannot rea
sonably, be found fault with-

i '“The beard is thick, and, like the 
hair, not very long and divided in the 
middle. - '

“There is a look of terror in h'is 
grave eyes. The eyes are like the rays 
of the sun, and it is impossible to look 
him steadily in the face on account of 
their brilliancy,- .

"In learning, he is an object .of 
wonder'to the entire city of Jerusa
lem. He never studied at all and yet 
he knows all sciences. .

“He wears, sandals, and goes; bare-j 
headed.... Many fâûgh'at seeing him, 
but in his presence, and when speak
ing to him, they fear and tremble.

“It is said Riat.such .a, man was 
never seen or heard in these parts. In 
truth, as the. Hebrews tell me, there 
were never heard such advices, such 
sublima, doctrine as this Christ teaeh-

Have You Read 
r òon 

.PREMIUM ;
BOOK 

OFFER ?

' Any tliirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price

| ~ -Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium

.Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN I 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; . look here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to .these 
FOURTEEN remarkable .'.'PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. : '

'm?

i

'ft DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS.
THE STORY OF THE GREAT 

map and description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light sad 
iems of to-day fs worth more to the 
and even the general reader, than 
say nothing on the many topics of 
deeply every echool of thought In this 
tory. This book fs endorsed by Prof, 
scientist; he regards it as one of the 
Address MRS. M- E. M. OLIVER, No. 

i Angeles, - Cal. Pr-ice $2.00; postage

. ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
dertul and advanced civilization of 
lesson it gives forth upon the prob- 
hiatorian, the statesman,, the student, 
many times the price of the book—to 
which it treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world’s, bls- 
Larkln, the great Astronomer and 
greatest Books of the present age. 
416 North Fremont avenue, Los 
14 cents.

g lì

lueil'.? ■- ?•?.' ■ . -
This book also contains a contempo

rary description of Jesus’ personal ap- 
pearanee« and the DEATH WARRANT: 
of Pilate under which he was m'u’ti-
fled., ■. , / '

The book is bound in silk cloth with 
gold stamp, contains a rare engraved 

। likeness of Jesus, and will be deliv- 
I cred to' aijy. address upon receipt of.

es, and many of the Jews hold him 
divine and believe In him, while many 
others accuse him to me as being con
trary to thy Majesty..
- “it -is t acknowledged that he 'has 
never done harm to any one, but good. 
All that know him. and have had .deal-- 
Ings with him, say that they have re- 

; ceived from him benefits and health.”
- The above description can be found 
in a report .of Lentulus- to the Erm 
pefor-TTbeyl^rin tlie seventeenth year, 
of that Caesar’s^eign. ' ’ ’ .

The Essente Story of Christs Crucifixion
Then follows HieLderith/vyarraht of 

Jpsus, ah Issued_by Pontius Pilate. -It 
contains'to long list oi charge's which 
aré witnessed by panieLRobarii, Joan- 
,nusí¿RóbánI’' Raphael- Rubini and 
¿Capet,' to-éitizéii.¿'\It concludes by or
dering ihát'Jesus be led .to hip -exe
cution through the gate óf-Strijenñs:. 
This sentence was written in Hebrew 
and.'éngravpd oh a sopper' plate'fourid' 
Whilé excavating', in the 'ancient 'city? 

■ of Aquilla,"in 181Í1? .It .was' translated 
by . the - Frencft commissioners of. art,;

.p«*»-w. mw — after;which the drifeihar¿«86:60010060;
I man .could be hailed on'a crOss/in sini* .Jn- án ebohy ¿6px and iteposited .ln- the .

’ ---- *" "" “sacristy Of the cathedraf of Cha’ifein’..
¿ ... ¿ ?'?
' ’Eróin;fhis¿tífoe qn 'thé book js¿de
voted to the life of Chrlst aiid his'cru
cifixion. ; At' an'éárly ágé'he formetoa 

i lasting friendship with John, the sori 
I of" Zacharias'; and together the two

A Stränge Tale from an Old Mànuscript—Pürport^ 
r.: ' ’ ing to Be by an Eye-Witness. / ”

of the Indo-Amerl-1 for .several'days before death came to' ■ 
; ,':.:.cah?BQpIt Cpnipany, Chicago, has lust .relieve there.of their sufferings.'-. It .ifl. 

¿/¿beenft'sued one of tho most remàrka- equally gate'to: say that any .strong - 
i I

This-purports-' to be nothing, less Bar manner to-day and,continue,to èn- 
:tliijk,a'n Account of. the cruclixiop of dure:the.agony.-for at iehqt :two or ' 

¿:' - ¿ph'risf by, ah actual eyeTwitness of tlrfee days?" As;Christ only remafiied 
'. that awful tragedy on Cavalry! ' I in that position seven hours, ibère' is 

¿.This letter, was written, if is'certainly no; reason why he should 
¿■¿?, .tolaimed, by a member1 of. the Brother- have died In' that time, and- this let- 
^¿¿'i npiyd'j'of Bsseneffdeyen Tears, after the ter . pf . the Essene master distinctly. 
2?;?^ sentito'a br'otjièr mem-, states that he dld not-eo dip/' '
•■W^t^^The order;IntJyieijiihdria. ■. I ' ;' ' '—77-

°* I • This- IS the. .stpry 'of. this'purifias, 
: /¿Christ and ¿food by'him during the book. . - - . . ’ .' ■

/terrible ordeal-on;the cross.' ' ? | .. Nbw 'letLus loffie 'at ‘théTpròbabni-
. Jt to also claimed that Jesus was a ties of . the case; without-’enterlhg; on : 
¡¿tor:brp¿her. of-:tt!s order and thoroughly any discussiontof it,-froin a rçHèlous

’ .................. ■ pointloPvieWj It wilj be urged that
no- reliance can be placed on an old? 
manuscript discovered under such cir- 
cumstances. _ Why not? It is a well-- 
known fàct that-’we- have" authentic 
writings of mem both contemporary- 
àhd anterior to Christ, The'writings 
if Pliny, Tacitus, Cicero,' Seneca? 
Caesar, Plato; Sophocles aûd scores òf 
other; ancient authors Ure in every -li^ 
brary to-day, Even . the Egyptian 
Book of the Dead, written.over.5,000 
years ago, is still with üs. Thé wr|L> 
Ings of all .¿these men have been 
bròhghtitpJÌght'to,^
The ■ ojà ^monasteries Were: for - the 
most part . their ¡repositories, and 
great debt-oTgririitude we ov/qlo the 
old'monks whb ¿preserved them, - iti • ; 
many cases they were dragged to light 
by-the" mei;est; accident,* but yeti no' 
scholar has. doubted lhelr authenticity 
^ave In a few rare cases? Why; then,, 
should we.'dQUbt the authenticity-.of 
this, letter written by-the Essén& inàs- 
fer? ' There is.certainlyxnOth'ing im-.' 
probable, to .believe in. its. statements, 
bilt on ihe^contrai'y. there is ’„every 
plausible reason to regard it as true. 
Tt corroborates the Bible stories in all 
save the-miracles, and herein lies,, its 
greatest ¿value. • It. ïs a ’straiehtforV 

‘ ward story .that, is? perfectiy' natufal. ■
It ¿sin ’be believed by-Intelllgent men, 
and Itè,réâdipg gives us“a nobler,wiew: 

. óf the man Christ and u 'loftier re- 
speçti fôr his yfe and death. . ? ; 
?' Befbi-e gólngTfàrthèr.dt ,win be^well 
to -inquire. into , the :.char^ fhe? 
men-’from? whom? ® 
ceived. - In a court;of just^^ 
¿tal’repiifation of a wlthessjiq. consid
ered hefpre;pl’acing'too much'credence | 
:in?h|s -testimony. ..The story?that’ we 
ai;enow. considering;comes .from- the 

. ancient-, ordev. of Essenes? . The He-' 
.hréw rpc.e hf; ¿Bible' ' days"was divided 
Xntô?:trirèé?gêêà£«m^^ 4mbwir;ae, the' 
¡.Pharisees, .Sadducees -ahd - Essenes. 
The first named were noted-for their, 
egotism and hypo.cYlsy and to be holier 
than thou has passed into a? modern 
ironical saying; The Sadducees were 
the ancient agnostics who even went 
so far in' their philosophical specula
tions as ¿to deny the doctrine of im
mortality. They 'were hot. bitter, -or 
cynical but very-tolerant óf.the views 
of Others. In sort, theywere the'Epf- 
cureans of. that day. ? ?, ; . '

/.yerked’in all its occult.mysteries. ■ 
/ i-The most astounding, statement in

'this totter of the Essene is that Christ 
' :never dlefi,on.the cross. •

■. ■ ¡This toye-witness. says ..that .he: hung 
/ -there .for seven hours and became un-

consciciuB.by the torture. V . ।
• . Jie was1 then -taken down and car- 
' Tied into a rock .he wn sepulchre where 
. ; John ahd-Nicodemus, who were Skilled

1 In the Essene art of medicine, suc
ceeded, in restoring him to ponscious-
ness. ; . .../ - v -■

He was then spirited away to a
place of -safety • amqng. the /.Essene 
brethren, where/ he remained -' untiT 
partially recovered from the shock? 

■ : It-..was then that his great love för 
. 'his mission .prompted- him io take; the.- 

risk of returning ' to Jerusalem and 
-• again appearing among h.ls disciples;

Naturally those who' saw him on 
1 that occasion supposed that it was his 

-'spirit or that he had arisen from the

■j.

* ottani dead. / - , • ?
In like manner the “angel” seen by 

Mary ¿roUing't’he stone from thè sepul
chre ' was simply an Essene master

. dressed in the white robe of his order. , 
It is an historical fact that the high .

¿ priest, Caiaphas, suspected-this very 
thing .and set Spies to wlitch for the, 
appearance of. Christ.; ' Thè superior

. intelligence of tlie Essene masters en
abled them to baffle all -these efforts 
at detection-and preserve the life of-- 

-Jesus? for fully six months after the 
^crucifixion. The shock that he had

' "'received ;on thexfosS'-pfoveM^
. for?his?naturàllÿ'delicate. cbnsytuRon 

"'"¡and ¿¿hè'continued/H» -decline' until 
¿;dçath ended ¿¿bis sufferings.? This:

, ; event happened near the base of Mt.' 
¿¿ Carmel and the body was Juried .on 

. ?- the’shores of the?Dead Sea< 
, --¿/ Itois that Chrlst' was not only" 
? ?- a. member., oftbe^ EsseneB rbthèrtidbd?

'. but., was its. great- master’. ¿ The rec- 
' ? ? ords ot his, deeds were faithfully kept:

by l,iB brethren, and are treasured in ' 
. • the monasteries of ’ their legitimate -

'¿successors,the adepts pf to-day. 'Tlie : 
.letter, written to Alexandria was. dis- 

. . covered by a inember of tlie Abyssin-:
' ¿ làn ' Mercantile ; Company in an an

cient building 'formerly, occupied by.
; '¿¿Qreeian friars. It was taken-in hand 

¿ by¿a French scholar who succeeded-in 
; ' deciphering the parchment and learn- 

Ing .its great importance. The . house 
- .. of the friars had once been the home 

? ?' of ¿adçblohy of- Essenes and this let- 
. ter was a part of their old abandoned 

library. The letter gives a full, dé¿ 
; * scription of Christ; his doctrines and 

his tor.turesi on tire,cross. It alsoTUs- 
? ? .tinctly states that he did not die from

/Ì ? that experience as did the thieves who' 
; ' 'dWei^ crucified by his side. He was 

nailed to the cross by hjs hands,'.but- 
It must not be forgotten that a nail 
driven through the .hand touches-no

. Vital spot. The wouiid .made in his 
’ sido by the spear of the ¿centurion ’¡was 

v^y-ull'ghf^scarceiy breakirig'through 
^■¿-rrltlie skin. By? the'intercession óf Jo- 
?? ' bf?Aririmthea, Pilate ordered the I 
?? body ¿try'bé taken down without, break- 
?. - lug the bones as was'the habit ih caso 
; ;.?.? of male However cxcriiciat-:
' . fng the'rigony, the ordeal was nothingmore t i UUCU Illua VL .«oovm^q. . -’luivu

without causiiig death. No vital spot | order ?he Inni been initiated ¿¿with'his ?
- was touched, and it is a.well known friend and Igter disciple. John. Ho

1 foot that men have hung <?n thè mosto tbato bsá^.?^ 
' ' ■ ■ ' ■"''-■’/■■•'■o:;;;.; ó,?.

M/-,

Books, $4.90.
Remember, we have to pay the 

postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 

। treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world. never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
jncrease the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

. -Bear in inlnd that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for'-The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of .it before; | 
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of. 

the Fourteen Premium Books: ’
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. . - 
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
| These three volumes have been pre-

' We have now FOURTEEN magnifici 
cent PREMIUM- BOOKS which you1, 
can select from. ~

"Any .one of the Premium Books you 
niay order, price 25 cents. This 
is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK? in con- 
nection with a yearly subscription,- 
The paper one year and one Premium’ 
Book, $1.25.

No premium, books will bo sent out 
unless the order Is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker;' hut if you order inoro 
than one book,, the price' is -as . fpl- 
lows: ’ ;. - - ? -

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may-order, price 70 cents. 
: - Ajiy three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books yah may- order, price $1.15...

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books yóu may order, price $1.50. 

- • Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price$1.75. , 

: Any -six of tlie Fourteen Premium 
Books you may.orderi price $2.10.
-Any seven of tlie Fourteen Premium 

Books yçu may mrder, -price $2.45.
! Any èlgbtibf tiré Fourteen Premium 

- Books you may torder, price $2.80..
. - Any nine of the. Fourteen Premium

MASTERSHIP IS THE MT WAY
THE GREAT WOHK-ls Vol.¿JIL, MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship,' ? 

ot the'“Harmonic Series." It makes is tho Constructive Road to Spiritjual , 
clear the Way of Mastership. ■ This UnfQldmeut, and that it is open tecali 
Is the Way that leads to Individual who elect to travel it.' > . ..
Liberty here and hereafter. , 4. Its author speaks from t(he ¿¡

Every Intelligent man and woman standpoint of one who has “had tlie - 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth personal experience and - made tlie 
should read THE GREAT WORK, demonstration.” - ’ ;
Why? Because: •' 5. , It presents to the world a Mor- ¿ ? /g

1. It teaches the .Constructive ¡ al Philosophy so simple and exact : f fg Process of Spiritual. Development; that It may be understood by a child, / ® 
whereby we may communicate tolth and yet so profound as to meet the y y 
our spirit. friendB Without .becoming deepest and.most exalted, demauds of l S 
Mediums. . . * ■ the human soul. ' ■' 32. It explains the moBt.mysteriouB " '* *
and fascinating phenomena' of' Human 
Ute simply and clearly. ?. .

3. It presenta a new array of dem
onstrated facta which' prove -that

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of. $2.00. Address, / 
Department 1‘. T. ' /
THE LNDO-AMER1CAN BOOK CO.

23 N, Kedzie Ave., Chieugo.

pared by J, R.. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit-, 
ten.

: 6—-The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. 0. G. Hornj a most remark
able medium. . . - ; .
. 6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts, • '
-’7—A Wanderer—fn ■ the ' Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium'. '

8—The. Rellgion of Man and Ethics ‘ 
oTSrienoe, by Hudson Tuttle. .'

. 9—Seers of.the ; Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, Jjy Dr. J, M.- 
.Peebles. . “

J0~The , Great' Rebate Between' 
Moses Hull 'and" W. K Jamieson.

. 11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through., the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea., -

12-—Gems, of'Thought, by Seven
teen ieadiwOtrthors.

13—.The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations, 1

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.'

STANDABD books ON •, .

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 166 pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal,- develop 
seership. "An inspired book"—Pro- 
gresBlva Thinker. "A revelation."— 
Light, London.' "Clearest clew bt Clair-- 
voyanc® yet presented."—W; J: Colville. 
"Epoch- Making”—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from >2.06),- J1.6V. s'

Auras and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon, 
of color meanings. Jt three thousand 
edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 50 .cents. .'. Send moneys to J. C. F. GKUMBINB, 
24 Strathmore Road,, Brookline, Mass.

Urna. b. M. iutcucock ,wu| .in»wor«,, 
Pi. ftuemou»for S5c. Send »wo lymawi-JUnif and-.-, 
lopK of ha(r, ÿùU.fèadair, II. ÉSralluI, morca- ' 
Co.. Wui

PEONIES.
The Best Stock of These BehutMol.

Flower»
BRAND'S NEW CREATIONS.

Last summer we named and described 
364 kinds in our new 36 page Catalog; 
Among- them Mosos Hull, Judge Ed
monds, Andrew Jackson Davis, Tlor- 
enc# Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beater^. If you want’ 
the best, send for Catalog. 44 years in 
business. - , O. F. ¿¿AND & SON, 

Faribault, Minn.

BAR1SSE HL'MPHREY-MVLLINS wfll 
glvh clairvoyant rea'dlngs by mail, 

Send lock of hair and |1. Address, 
Whitewater, Wis.

FOB 25 CENTS and stamp I tfill aepd . 
full reading and answer questions. 
Send date of birth. Mr«. .Pond, .570 
Sierra St;, Los Angelas; Cal. - <

H MJSS M. B, HEDRICK, PsycMc.'SIO Schermer
horn street, Brooklyn, N, Y. Seances Tuesdays- 
and Frldavs. E u. M.’ Ladles class jind mystic f 
circle Wednesday afternoons 2:39. .Private r 
consultations daily. Phone 44W W. Main. Read-'/ 
Ings by 'njail. f2.W. . /

The Supernormal World).
A new and unique method of reaMrinig 

all of one’s psychical powers, normally 
and. In a Bane and scientific way. En
dorsed by hundreds.

Address with stamped addressed en
velope, J. C. F. GllVMBlNE, 24 SCratk- 
more Road, Brookline, Moms.

. FRED P. EVANS.
f Noted Medium (or .
Slatewritins, Clairvoyance, Etc?

Interviews daily from 10 to t, Beiilavi anl.U* / 
velopmsntby mall may be obtained ty wrltin/ io . f 
Mr. »vane for partioulara. Famous book OJr7 
Blate-writipf, 11.20. ^4^^’ I

K2& Sacramento street. San Franckeo. Oat^'*

, SPECIAL NOTICE. |
If you .want ONLY ONE Premium! 

Book, the price, is 26 cents.' After 
paying-postage thereon, the bopk at 
that price |s practically oi gift to our 
subscribers.. ■ At. that price only one 
bo'ok will bp .pent out ■ Ail orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be. aegnm,panted-, with a .'yearly, ‘sub
scription for' The Progressive Thinker;

Books you muy ¡order, price $3.15. 
, . Any ten of the Fourteen'Jremium 
.Books you may under, price $3.50; 
■--i-Any.eleven otrtlie Fourteen Premi- 

than one Pfbfoiuin Book
Any twdve otthe.Fourteen Premi-I -_ . __ jg desired, see 'the terms mentioned

¿unrBooks yon may order, price $4.20. j above.'

novitiates, with Joseph, were initiated 
intp the’Brotherhood .of. thé'Essenes.'? • 

iSays lhe ’Essenen".; ?'■ ? ’
;?,“Both iwéréjns.tructédmifttd ïh'fMiP 1 
, the -way enter the-j-tósembiagé,, 
where',’the-brethren were •’ seatied ' lir' 
four sépàrâtèd^rimpB ¿ccordlngjdthé* 
four de'grees. : Over; thé séèn'e the,-cres
cent- shed its lurid glare. S’The "two 
sw^r?' placed befòt'e . the bréfliren;. 
There. they made fheir/voW.'flid bretli- 
ren in'théir-whlté tobéd-plàcing:.-thelr 
righFhhnds upon theft 'breasts,' .with 

-the left hanging-down' at the<slde. 
And "this - was 'done âs A token, that 
hone but the 'imfe'iri heart shali see 
that which ' is holy, ■ ■ And ;.'the ' two-- 
vowed, indifference to the-treaaures' of 
earth, to'worljlly power-tor name and 
by the brotherly- kiss jo wéd óbedlènce

. and .secrecy.?'•' ( ’ ■ -,i
IS; dito course of., tiihe. Christ’ be-.

camé tamiliàt withwlLthé.d'óctrines óf 
‘ thè Essenes,’ and at "thirty years’, went 

-forth- 'tobpromuteat'^ to. .the 
■World; TJien came the' 'natural cónsé- - 
quenee—whoever,attempts to teach à 
new and noble tnutli is always cruci- 
fled. .Tt’was the -same then; Tlds/the; 
sahie to-day. Thè Phurisees' shw their; 
pò wer slipping ; from' the .priests if- thè ; 
doctrine of 'Jesiis 'should prevail.
Charges against him werë trumped;up-: 
-and then came 'the trial andiseritencè' 
■ to. the ¿cross.? He Was led. with the two • 
■thieves to th'e place of .exècution, and 
• thew came the -final scène. ' -Shys rihis
Éssene-letter.- • ■ '-'-'i? " ??;1 ?-?. ..;.

“Meanwhile the Roman -soldiers' 
werej selecting places'ibf erecting ihe 
crosses:? 'This ' done; ' they ' desired to 
prove -their. sympathy 'With' thé' suf- 
férèrs',,' by'-glvW ¿them; ¿a? drink’ ¿that 
made them unconscious, according ¿€0 1 
the?¿çustom¿before' crucifixion? -This 
drink: -Fas/'inadà , from gour wine, 
mixed with -wormwood and was called ' 
‘TosR’a.’ - But Jesus did hot wish- to 

’die'for his' faith and the trutfXis A 
drunkard,;'whèréfor.e^ - refused, to 
drink -Of"iti- having knowledge, from. 
Our Order, oî, .theyqjialities of the mix
ture,. which"?he knew- by testing it/
' “At the request of the servants of 

thé Sanhedrim the cross designed for 
Jesus was placed in -thp middle, be
tween those for the two thieves, there-- 
by denoting that his was the -greatest 
'crime.' .¡ They had even distinguished 
his crossTrom the; others, for althohgn

Tho Essenes, on the contrary, were 
the true and. ideal Spiritualists; They

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psyclilc, 

- 6 West 107th St., New York. 
Can be seen daily,' also Sunday and
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business ‘ matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

thè Jews; had flmed a tablet pr¿plate 
,andine icrosa;-. over-ibis 'h'eadÀwhèrèóh 

11 ardtowtodiffereatriitogua^suthe^ -
ignated himjiKihg'òt thè'Jews? ¿This 

■angered/thé priants, but, Inasmuch, as 
¿they/feared Pilate, they.'.; exhaùstgd . 
•their wrath,by mocklng. JesUB. 
i'; J!Jesús was consumed with tl^lrsf. 
HIb lipBi- wer'e parched, and dry, and. 
the Pain was burning In his limbs, A 
soldier put a sponge dipped, in vine- 
gaf.-pn a/long cane tot hyssop, and 

Trom/this Jesus qu'enehed his thirst. 
; ; “As hé commended his mother to" 
the care of John; it was - growing 
■darker,'although: the full moon should 
have .been shining in the heavens. 

-From the Dead 'Sea .was observed-tp 
•rise â thick, reddish' fog. ■ The maun- ' 
tain? 'ridge round ? about : Jerusalem' 

' shook;.violently; and the,head of Jésus 
sank dowtoupón?bis-breast.” 
? And .then ciane thé ¿great earth- ! 

duakel .-It was . a perfectly. natural 
phenomenon oí nature and its coming 
just at‘ that Unie was a mere coinci
dence. Iri that’-superstitious age ¿the 
casé was. diffpfent and the? centuries 
looked ¿úpoii it as/judgment ' of■ ¿the- 
'gods.- ' Even ¡Pilate -wasseriously, dis- 
.turbed and thought it -might .mean 
that-Jesus toas innocent. Ifor this, 
reason when Joseph of ; Arlmathea 
came to demand that the bones should _  
not bo broken the request-was grant-, from thé mountain. ' . ed. The body had hung less . than | .“When this ¿brother arrived at the 
seven hours,., and when -JèBeptì re- ¡ tomb, ivhich he . was to - guard, he turned Nicodemus drew him hiside and?) rested ton the stone. which he ’had 
said: - ; ; ; . - I pulled from the entrance according to

> , “As sure, as ís .my knowledge of life'. hfe orders? Whereupon . thé. soldier's" 
ánd¿nátúitoi ;s'o sure is it possible to n"-’ '**A . ' tho rûnnrt tohat oti ■'
save hlmto.We.must immediately have : 
the body with its bones unbroken, be- " 

: causé fie may: still. be' saved.” . : ■
. “Then- follows- a lengthy account of 
thè taltihg¿dotoú"pf-tUe.body?? The,.__________  ,___Jewish priests had demanded of Pilate ¡ in to' èbaerve. what liad happened, he 
that-the bones.be broken, but-that offi- 1 
cial returned answer that the centur
ions had pronounced hint' dead. ' The; 
guard at the cross 'also made the saine 
stàtemènt. / The Essene'letter says:

they commonly Were constructed in 
such a manner that the perpendicular’ 
did- not .reach above' the cross-beam, 
hilr was of. different form,; the perpen
dicular beam reaching far above the

were men of the noblest character and 
strict in their practice of the cardinal 
virtues. ■ Living apart from their fel- ■ 
lows they renònnced all worldly-lux
uries and subdued gli the worldly 
passions. With.secret signs of récog- 
tion they may be called the forerun
ners of free MásonTy. Among all the 
sects of ancient days the Essenes were 
by far the,.purest and 'it was -to this 
order that Christ is said to have been 
attached. - Wé know that there is ti 
hiatus in his history ati related-In the 
Bible.-, - From the timé that the child 
Christ disputed with the philosophers’ 
in the templé until he was 30 years of 
age he. disappears frbm ; the- scene ot 

■ action?. The claim is madd. that these 
yértrà .w’érè devoted in studying .thè 
doctrines pf7,tW<

'cross-beam. ' ? ¿ .
“They then laid hold of Jesus; and, 

lifting him iip, placed -him on the’short 
stake which is always put in front of 
each cross that the body .of the crim-. 
lnal ;may rest tbereiwhile being- tied, 

■ They tied the arms .as usual with 
strong cords, arid sp tightly that .all 

■ the blood, jvent Back, to the heart and? 
breathing, was 'thereby- made J difficult.
'.“After this they drove through his ? 

hands thick : iron - hails,' but.. none 
through his feet, for:this was riot cus-; 
torimry., I’note this particularly, ?my 
dear brethren; Inasmuch as it -has- 
been rumored: that ho was nailed 
through both his hands and feet.:?
. .“Thus the just 'man. hung exposed 
to unfold sufferings in the heat oPthe 
sun; which iori that day was extreme 
and' fatiguing,'while the; soldiers took 
possession of. his'clothes, according to 
tlie ’ custom'.-' The' cloak they ¿cut ¿Into 

¿four parts, but;the?:tutdo?w 
.¿rid could not. be torri iasunder,?where
fore they carit lots for it.

“No^, the Romans, derision of 
a. - . -

BÄ

bpdy, pretending that he did so to 
keep the body from'। decaying Tintll 
After'ithe Teast when'he would then 
embalnr'ft.And-even as Joseph.anA 
Nicodemus were bending over his face 
.and their- tears ; felt u^on -him' their' 
own .breath warmed-his temples.

What Science Is Doing
With our method yon can positive? 

Jy communicate with the UNSEEN 
WORLD. Endorsed by prominent 
people. Send for interesting commu
nications just as received. The'Mag
neto Company, Sycamore, III. Dept. 
7. _________ ■

/PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

JUST OUT ■
The Francis Schlatter

Psycho-Tone System»
The greatest Science of Heuling extant. 
The Jivy-Note Sygtetu uf iicuiiug has 
been a lifetime study, and is replete in 
TWKhVB LESSONS, giving a thorough 
description of the Tone of sjum uh, tim 
Law of Chemical Kchitiun of Culoni, 
Self-Healing Hhnpllfled. Self-Healing 
Taught According to the Musical Notes.

Send for circulars giving cxphnuilion.
Address Th& Bblilaiter Kcimul. .Suite 

rDugop & Stuart. Bldg^ . Hol Springs, 
¡Arkansas. ' 'z

“The body was.then laid in the sep
ulchre rhade in the rocks which be
longed' to Joseph. Then they smoked 
the, grotto with aloe, and other 
strengthening' herbs, and while the 
body lay- upon the bed of moss still 
inanimate, they placed.^ large stone 
in front of-the entrance, that the va
pors might better, fill the grotto.’’

lathe,.meantime, Caiaphas became-

I .
I'? "The System of Philosophy concern- 
jng'Djvlnlty” is certainly reaching the 

I people and doing tin* work. To develop 
one's psychic powers In a sane and ra
tional way, consciously, so that iihmoi1-

mistrustful and- had sent out secret, 
spies, ¿The ¿Essehes .-¿tore., equally 
watchful. Says the letter:
¿. /'One of omr .brethren went to the 
tomb in obedience, to-the order of the' 
Brotherhood, dressed- in- the white 
robe'pf the< fourth ^degree. He went' 
by the way of a secret, path; which ran 
through' the , mountains and was 
known only .to the Order.

taUty becomes a positive IcHowkdge, 
apd communication with tlie unween a 
fact, is worth all the effort one can 
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes of To
ronto. Writes:- “J certainly think your 
System’grand. J can always see and 
hear at my sittings. Dr. D. Crichton, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: “I like the 
scientific tone of the lessons so much 
that I am writing them out for myself. 
One perusal is not enough.” Mr. Dal
ton,'a prominent real estate, dealer of 
Toronto, writes:' “System is itself a good 
demonstration of inspiration.” So the 
students subOeed, Send for list of 
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. -GRUMBINE, V4 Strath** 
more Rd., Brookline, Mumu

PSYCHOMETRIC READINGS. 25 Gts. 
Mrs. Francis F. Spangler, 222 N. Hlgh-

! land Street, Pittsburg, Kan.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how long you hare worn sneo. 

taeles: I will mall One Pair of tl>lO Melted rab
ble Lens In'a good straight temple steel frame, 
guaranteed toUt your eyes. Also % Vegetable 
Battery. Cores Catarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4_oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for SUlu; it only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
Battery 50 cents; Magnetized Compound, lOcts 
PDFr Eoryour address on a postal card, a 
rnLL beautiful photo of Yerinuh, chief of 
thbAUantians; lived on earth 16,000 years ago; 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about my Melted Pobb’e Gem 
si ectacle, and my. method of Atting EYES as 
perfectly at your own homo as if you were In 
my office- B. F. POOJ-E. 15? Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago, ill

- ‘‘THE INFORMER.

A
A Paper for Lyceums. - 

weekly paper for young Spirit-

. TWheir sthe ,timid-servants; of' the 
High Priest. haw Tttie white • robed 
d)rhthe’r?on, the?, mountain slowly : ap- 
proaching, and partially , obscured by 
the-morning mist,,;jthey were seized 
with, a great fear, and they -thought 
that that an angel was descending

.fled'and-spread .the report that an 
angel had driven-them away. , v

. “Thirty hours had now passed since 
thè assumed death of Jesus. And 
When thè ... brother,’having, heard a 
slight, noise -within the- grotto, went

smelled a.strange odor'inithe air'such 
as often occurs' when . the earth is 
about to vomit forth-fire. ; - ; < 

. “And the youth .observed with in- 
--- ------------ ... expressible joy" that the lips of the

;. “To be more sure of? it-one of .the . body moved, and that it breathed. He 
soldiers stuck, his spear, into the:bqdy at. once hastened?to Jesus to- assist 
in such manner that it passed oyer.the .
•hip and into the side. The' body 
showed ho"-'convulsions and this ¿Was 
•taken by the ..centurion as a sure , sign 
that he actually was dead; and Tie 
hurriedly went away to make his». 
port/ ?' ■; . ’. ? *? ?■ .■/<??

, “But from?the insignificant wound 
flowed blood -Jiidswater, at which. John 
wondered- and- toy, own hope revived. 
For even John knew; f iom\the knowl-. 
:edge of; ourcBrotherhbod, that from 
a ¡.wound in a ¡dead body flows nothing 
but a few 'drops ;qf thickened: blood; 
but’,now 'there was both water and 

'blood.' When.,Nicodemus ? saw the 
Wound; flowing'with water and blood,;
his eyes were? animated with hope, before. / Entering we perceived the 
and he spoka encouragingly; foresee-..vnaatU«„„«n. 
ing’what was to>Jiappon., ■ ;?¿'¿T
- “He drew Joseph aside to where I 

stobd', soino disthhee ?from Johnr and 
¡spoke in a Idw, rhurrled tone: “Dear 
friends, be ofogo.o'd-cheet and let us to 
work, Jesus is-mpt > dbad..; He seems 
so' only because ibis strength is gone,’. 
:t“!‘Afterthiff?tliey hurried to the erbss 
and' according to the'-prescriptions of 
the medical art', '.they'. slowly uiitled 
his bonds, drew . the spikes from his 
hands,and wltli?gveat. care laid him 
bp the ground. '

“Thereupon .Nicodemus^ spread 
strong spices and liealing salves on

' ;long?p!&eSi of -liyesu^^^ 
'broitglit,?^

; only to-our Order. - -

.-him and heard , slight sounds rising 
from his breath.,. The.face assumed-a 
living appearance and the. eyes opened 
and in' astonishment gazed at the 
novice of pur Order.; . v ■'.-/'?
-, “Nicodemus,, who was an .. experi-

inehts.were carefully guarded. His j 
strong love for his disciples and the 
spreading of his doctrines, prompted 
him to take the risk and appear 
among them. He even bearded the 
lion in his den by going directly into 
the city of Jerusalem,'’ As suddenly 
he was taken away by his brethren 
of the Essenes and the report was cir
culated that he had been lifted bodily 
up into heaven." Thè enfeebled body 
had performed its last mission, how
ever, -and in a short time he breathed 
his last while surrounded with the 
white robed brethren of his order.' .

■ । ■ ■ t
This is Indeed, it seenis to me, a 

marvelouh book—a story that the 
most learned and skeptics! can read 
and even accept without violating the 
rules of common sensq. It frankly ac- 
knowledges that-Jesus was 'a brother- 
but makes. no claim.of a miraculous

enccd physician, said that" the. peculiar 
condition <5f. the - atmogphere - caused, 
by, the revolution of the.elements was. 
.beneficial to Jesus and that he never 
had believed that he was really__dead. 
And he further said that the blood and; 
'water- which flowed; from the wound 
'was a sure sign that life was hot ex-.
tinct. ; V; .-
' “‘Conversing thus we arrived at the 

grqtto, Joseph and Nicodemus going

-white-robed novice kneeling upon the 
inoss.-strowh floor’of the’ grotto sup
porting t|>e head of the revived Jesus’ 
bn his ' breast.. ??:' ■'. ? '' -

• ‘‘And as Jesus recognized his Es-, 
sene' friends his eyes sparkled with 
joy;.; his eheeks:’ were tidied' with“a 
¿faint- red,‘and he sat up and asked: 
“Where am I?” ' f .

birth or resurrection. The old He
brew ’race delighted to "have their dls- 
guished characters lifted “bodily into - • •cvn__ «„j

ualists, containing the following de
partment: General reading and con
tributions; Lyceum Notea and Re
ports; Graded Departments of Work, 
including Weekly Lessons; Uncle 
■John.toTailtB;' Brief and Short Stories. 
Single copy, one year in advance, 75c; 
Subscription, 6; months, advance, 40c;

Club rates per year; (10 or more 
to one address) 65 cents.

To Canada and foreign addressee, 
»1.25.

Every Lyceum should have this pa
per on its-tables, if they wish to keep 
abreast With the times. Subscribe 
Now. AddreBB all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., Will
iamsport, Pa. ;■

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia vol- 

ume contains the beat poema of the -? 
author, and some of the beat popular 
songs with the music? by eminent / 
composers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages,;' 
beautifully bound. Price »1. /

' THE SELFISHNESS of. Grief, Uy
Jenkin Lloyd'Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets'written. . Every one order- 

----- -- •—w should put, in 
valuable little

heaven. • The tradition of ¿Elias and . fng paper or books 
his chariot of Are is but a counterpart
of the-ascension of Jesus. This.let- - -
ter presents to us a Christ whom alld 
men can honor, love and respept. Had’ 
it . appeared . a i century < there ! 
would ■ be fewer'agnostics among in-1 
telllgent-nien to-day." The ’boolch^^ 
„an - introduction' by? ‘the; -learned 
author of -“The Great Work/’ and-Jts 
appearance ab this .time is. bound/ I 
believe, to make the greatest literary. 
sènsaüon'bf-thé^ge.<,

?: ti. 0. BATSMAN?•?>

book. Price 10 cents.

WOMAN’S. SÓ^GB OF POWER.
_•. ' ■ By LolsyiVarebrokcr. ?. T 
'-.7Mi-s.-Siaisbr.0Ker has'been Kno.wh 'as 
Vwriter on. the question óf sex and 
this; her; last- book is worthy of care- 
fur’study.- Price, paper-ohly,'25i-età;

. ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds*and.Infant-Dam^ 
To,say that this book id a production ' 
tot.Dr.:' J.' M. ^Peebles Is sufficient to 
explain the interesting features of ft, ’ 
and recpinmehd - it to every reader of' j - “ ■ ‘ •* — - - t»..i~ k h ■ ...

■ According to this' Essene letter this 
is the true explanation of the much 
heralded resiirrection of Christ. ¿It is 
8/perfectly natural story and contains 
hot a’single>?lemeht of :tiie„miracu'- 
lous.' \Th? ?remsihder?tot .'the ' book 
deals .with the l'atpr: movements and 
Ilnnl death of Jhsffs.? For; several

—. ..................... . - ... .
‘These he ' wound about Jesus* frleada by whom all eg Jiis move*

- The above remarkable book, “Tlie 
Crucifixion; by? an Eye?Witness;”’dc6h- 
tains a rare., engraved ; likeness.of Je- 
sus, and will be delivered ¿toany ad? ____ _
dress upon receipt of.Ontopbliat. ?? ¿‘ Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts. • . 
CuAeD^rTy^^ SCURRY, J Mrs^tbTTo« 

hLUKKY.. ; . . the position that iu ihany cases Jt is
. ¿By William. E; Towne. t Learn how to? the ’parents ¿that need the : training 
cast away . unnecessary care. Tliis more ¡than the children, and? advises 
took points the way. Price, 25 cents.' parents to look to themselves. Twen-

■■; —?----------,».»-■<»—' ' ?L; ; .ty-flve centscould not be bet ter spent ;
. NAME THE BABY, i ? than. in buying the book. Anyone 

Or: Give'the Charge? A song-with -that has the care of children-should ’ 
Solo, duet and chorus, by John W. read it. Price 25 cents. . 
Ring,, arranged by M? H. Bauer. 'Wie New Life. This book; deals 
Price 35 cents;? . . ? with the principles and laws which
-.k ' ■■ ■■*«».:;——- ■" open unto man-the floodgates of. infl- . .

“The Religion of Cheerfulnw.” ,;it0 creative power, aud puUhim into L ; 
By. Sata 'A.' Htibbard??' An excellent conscious, possession of his birthright, 
book for the culture of .health . air tilings, - price, “' .
Bpiritiiallty.' None can rbad it ’iiith- bloth" papr, 50-cents.. >> 
out pleasure ¡and profit, Price Mo. :'.'Longley’s. Beautiful. Songs.’’
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99' Court of the United »States. [He smells the handkerchief of his

*

ilffli

departed sweetheart, and repeats the lines of Bret Harte’s
-poem]: - -

Alice—Superstitioe^people imagine anything.
Jacli-rBut this lsn*ímaginátion. . • -

' ” . -V.'

be WaorWibt ñljinktr
SPI^ITUALIgjyi—Progress, the Universal LaW of Hato«! Tboúgbt foe Solvent of fier Problen>s.-—SPIRITUALISM

It Is Being Manifested the World Over Among All Classes.
SPIRIT RETURN is receiving the attention of the whole 

world. When we say SPIRIT RETURN we only have refer- 

ence to that one important fact, independent of any“ISM,” 
V. whatever its nature and kind, and in that respect we speak of it 

as an ESTABLISHED FACT, without any reference, as said be

fore, to any “ISM” whatever. Considered in that light it re- 

fleets the most important event of-the nineteenth and: twentieth' 

, •'centuries. As AN ESTABLISHED FACT it is world wide, but

‘as an “ISM” it is restricted to those Jehdiiig-ijiunds who wish 
to consider it such and work in hamony4herewith, and. who’

have been instrumental in doing a great amount of good“a work 

of vast importance to the world. Of course that “ISM”; is based 

on , SPIRIT RETURN. But- the fact is, SPIRIT RETURN 
without any “ISM,” is shaking the whole world from CEN
TER to CIRCUMFERENCE. The churches are all feeling to a 
certain extent its benign influence. It modifies to some degree 
the teachings of theology. The secular press are devoting 
COLUMN AFTER COLUMN to it and cognate subjects, and 
now it has invaded THE THEATRES, as comprehensively illus
trated in the following’ “THÉ WITCHING HOUR,” played in 
Chicago at the present time, as set forth in The Daily Tribune:

’-•The delicate odor of mignonette, • 
The ghost of a dead and gone bouquet, .'

Is all that tells of her presence—yet •■ •
Could riie think of a sweeter way.” :

Iji the third act the second trial pf the fboy is' proceeding and 
Brookfield admits'that he is endeavoring to influence, mentally, 
one member- of the jury.' Thought transference.is thereby re
lied upon, _ - •

Jack—Ona- juror among, the twelve is with us. I am in 
thought with him. Judge Prentice told me that he coiild sit in 
his room.and make another nian get.up and Walk to tile tele
phone and .call him by simply thinking steadily of that other 
man. . ‘ ..■

Fortunate the playwriglit-who has-’somethi^to.Siiyi f-Imcky 
- . the. author who caji arouse controversy; ; In the business- of the" 

. theater to be talked about is to be successful, and nothing in all 
’ the? elaborate schemes of advertising born of prése agents equals 
the word of mouth eomjnent of jilayg^ers. . . .^ •
j Jh J ‘ The Witching.-.Honr ’ ’ - Augustus Thóinàà. has trod’eygr sob 

■ ■. lightly on the tpes of a half dozen eiiitsh He liasrinvited the cHt- 
j’, cis.m of a thousand ''cranks, . He lias appealed do Gin fascination 

I:’ Of the mysterious "tlmt every superstitious mother’^ hop hcknowl-?
edges.. ‘In a- word he Tias’ had something fo ;*say Regarding 

i'APsyriiic forces, and ini the saying of -it hahimnvided a measure 
. <>f that popnhar commodity known as"! fopdjror thought,” jle- 

. ' liqs set the brains of the country to work, qpd they are working
; in jiis interest i ”. ■' "■'"V:'-;"

^The Witchin$ Hour” is popularly presumed'to bé.bufit upon 
' ; j;. a theme of;whichtèlépathy is the center.and eircipfiferw Biji 
; . ;;in! rptiHty telejiatliy is a. mere incident in the. metaphysics, of a" 

‘ play, that touches upon- hypnotispp mesmerism,’ mental science, 
Christiàn . Science," theosophy,' Spiritualism, / mind" reading? 
thought transference, auto-suggestion, predestination, and com
mon everyday'“fate.” .' ; " . *
; , Students of each of these branches .of what. Mr. "Thomas him-, 
self .in his curtain speech spqke'of as the" “iiewjhohght-’ ’of ;the 
time; will iind/rif- not :a comprehensive exposition óf "Ins theories 
at least a reference to them reverently, and: purposefully made. 
¿But the wonder of the work lies not in thik fact so much as in 
,the-àc.compUshéd.blen^ ofmil tlie thought-into'-a play that-is
'essential  ̂ theatrically entertaining. . Its "exposi
tion-is naturili and reasonably logical, its charàctèrs are possible- 
human", beings: if mot •convincingly typical,; its-./situations- ar# 
Withione' exception, expéftl^ approached and skillfully'projected,. 
alidi Its underlying suggestion of romance is-trué -àndAu^éiehtly 
appeiiling to carry that 'traditionally requisite portion of the 
phiy."-,. ¿/ ■-. ■ .. ", . - '

Jack—You thought at the time that I was about to ask you 
the guestion? - - '■ ;
* Prentice^I thought1 you hod asked it,. . / r' i

Jack—And you thought; a moment before that. 11 dia^ ^Sjii.d
•^xty-fiye hundred for the picture? J / : ‘ '
- Prentice—Yes.' • y---. J-■. - ¡¿-c < kv-..-- ; J r ■ : s;' 
. Jack—Do you often" piçk^pswerp that why?. . ; ; ; r 
/ Prenficet^WellyT'think we all-^ times. '-.Mi : • ■ , ■

Jack—AVe all do? .
Prentice—Ÿès-; ■ but we speak the answers only’ös.jyo getmlder 

and less attentive ahd mistake a person’s* thought fôf his .spoken 
word. -- ' h ■■

Jack—Do you mean that you knów what I think?.;. ' 
• ; Prentice—I do hot mean to claim iíny. monopoly of.jliat povef. 

-It*s my dwn opinion that every one‘reads; the though^ of bthers? 
Thatás', some of the thoughts. 7 " "- ' ; "
' Jack—You really Uèlîeyh to ’ ".^y;
Prentice—0, yes; and I’m not .alone in the bgfi^i'* T^e imfin 

Wjio declare ‘(tne stiiff”;mpst stouuy are'sweptw :
given it most attention. ' -z
'* * ' í> • # - # . ; .

.'»*.• ” - ' ♦ ; 7* ■ • v - - ' i?-’ "’K-'- ' •'
. ■ Prentice-^Every fhought is aótiye^tlmOfbQJ^^ 
ahd;travelsYrom us; or it is born iof thedesire 'of some one else 
and come to us. Wé .rend them outp or jwlAtake-ih^m ihhthat' 
is a)l. tjY ,.-i. 1"’'

Jack—How do we know .which we are .doing? - '
> .Prentice1—If- weArb idle and empty heñded’our brains-are-thé." 
playrooms for the thoughts [Qthers-y-frequ0ntly’.^hd. Vjf..,we; 
are'active, whether benevolently of malevolently, oÜh/lmmhs'hre' 
workshops-ypówer houses.- I was passively,.regarding, 

. tute, Your $ctive.idea -of. tire pijeg régistér^á;^^^^
did you wish to know where I'Was from. 5, - V i’ Í. :

. ' But to-the point the, argument that all" sorts and Conditions . 
• pfaré. indeed represented-by Mr. íhomas ip this 

hew drama, jet us-consider certain excerpts from thè dialogue. ' 
instance, in the first act,- there is.-this-frank .reference to

: mental healing: ' " J . " ■ - v
- -iá)¡lfce—Why. don’t you let Viola curé your headache?

»Jack—No^ no, Viola, It,isn’t enough for that, 'I’ll'conserve* 
your 'mesmeric endowment for. n real occasion-, ’ / -,
; Helen—Is.Ariola a magnetic healer, tóo? ; L .;

J ' - ’
. > i Viola—Well, for myself,.Ild rather have Uncle Jack sit.by me".

-than' any-regular physician I ever saw;. " -, , V; :
we'come upon the first suggestion of télèpawy.i 

V The ■■lovers,' Clay Whipple, a young architect, ,afid>Viola Camp-: 
bell, are planning their future and talking of their own home, 

- and Clay is explaining his “dreams” and “impressions/-’ which 
convince him thatin- spme way a master mitfd is assisting in the' 
working out of their destiny. Says he: ; -

Clay—The pictures of you don’t cóme just when I want them 
totomé, and they don’t go-when I want them to-go—especially ■ 
in.the dark. x : ■ -• ??. .? ' .•;

• ^iola—Why. .how funny! / <-? '
—'Clay—Sometimes I’ve had to light the gas in order to go to 
sleep'

Viola—Why,ri ney^’ heard of any thingriike-that.-.- ■ ■
Clay—Well it happens with, me often. ;I designed this -room- - 

for your Uncle. Jack, but before I puya brushin.m^ T 
mw this Genoese velvet .and the.picturé'fram'es'iníthem.places,; 
imd-that'Corbt; right there-“Lgot'a kind pf a superstition about, 
that picture. - .

Viola—Superstition? ■ v--
Clay—I said to Jack: - -‘-Have anything else-you want on the 

. other walls, but right there I want you to put a-Corót that I have 
seen in a dealer’s in New York”—-and he did it.YMy.jdea ofithis. 
house really started with and grew around that canvas of Corot

— : It is thjs Corot , that brings Justice.:Preniice; of-the Supreme 
Cóurt to Brookfield’s place; and itñs Prentice’who convinces>the

■ gambler, Jack Brookfield, of the power of thought as a dynamic 
' force. There isa further reference to this gift .of Brookfield’s.iif

his talkwith Mrs. Whipple; ¿-former ^eèthdartof-hiá. ' ' " 
Helen—You had a way, Jack, when yomwere a boy at college 

of making me write to you. ’ - " ' * * '
■. Jack—Had I? ■ -- 4
. - Ifelen—rYou know :you" bad--Tat nightr-aboat this< hour-?J’d 

find it impossible to. sleep until i had got up and written to you 
-¿and two days later I’d get; from you a- letter that had crossed 
mine on the road, "i I don’t believe-the word-“.telepathy’’ had 
been coined dhen, but I guessed something-of the force and all 
these jears I’ve felt it—nagging! nagging!

The' first act ends, with the rifurder qf a young roisterer by Clay 
JVhipple,-who had been taunted with a.patVeye jewel » "for yriiich 
he had. an’inherited horror. Thè. second act), a year.Inter,.-finds 
the’bbyls mother, his financee',.tìnd Brookfield in Wallington in: 
an effort to4see Justice' Prentice and induce him: to grant young. 
Whipple, "who has-beèri convicted of murde'r-inAhOrst'-degreel 
'through the influence of a jealous-district attorney,. #, neu trini, 
P'rentice; and Henderson, a felfow- justice, are playing chess and 
talking of the Whipple case.' "Incidentally they fall into a dis
cussion of the strange influence exerted by departed spifitsj-and 
the^sentimental Prentice reads .hiß prbsqic. visitor a "B^éVHarte. 
poem. - Hendersbn is.deeply impressed.-Y ". " Z ■ ?
7 . Hen.derson“You don’t believe in that Bret Harie stuff do jou 
l—tha4ead coming back—ghosts, and so forth?” )
' Prentice—Yesrin one way I.do, ;L.find aS Iget ol^er¿that the 
things of memory become more real every day. * Wh^,' there are ; 
companions of my boyhood that I haven’t thought of-foriyears 
—that seem io come gbout me—more tangibly,-or as much so, ■ 
as they were in life. - ■ i=- ; • ,

Henderson—Well, how do you account for-that? Spiritual
ism?- — • ■ . - ' ■ ■ .s ■ .
■ Prentice—O, no. It-is Time’s perspective * ,*- * Sly .-boy-' 
hoxid^rimrizouis^v.ery near .to. my-ròld eyes Tlwdimmej- 
they’grow; the nearer; it comes-^until-T-think sometimes""that 
when we are through with.it all, we go out almost as we entered 
—little' children. -

Brookfield acknowledges; on-hly entrance,-that he has; paid 
coqsiderhble attention . to what the justice told -himm year, pre
viously concerning the power of thought." - -Thus v^get^esiner- - 
ism.» - < - ~ - . . / - < - / 1 , ?f ” - : :
.. Jack—I’ve'tried this mesmeric business. I can dojt.'TWithin 

-this year'I’ve nut people—well,-practically aslee&in a chair, 
and I’ve made'them tell pie what a boy was domg'a.jmt6 awhy. 
In the last month J’ve put a man into a hypnotic sleep with half 
a dozen waves of the hand; - ’ <

Alice—0, Jack, i don’t like my big, strong brother, who used 
to meet men and all danger face to face, treating this terrible 
situation ¿with silly-mind'cure methods—hidden alone in his 
-rooms. < \ . =.

■Jack—You can’t acquit" a boy of murder by having a strong 
brother thrash somebody in the courtroom. If there was any
thing under the. sun I could do-with my physical strength, l.’d 
do’it, hut there isn’t.. Why not, if I believe I can influence the ' 
juryman by my thought,'why not try.

Brookfield also causes the publication of a story in the news
papers that the district, attorney, who is working for motives of 
revenge to secure the conviction of Whipple, planned the .assas
sination qf Scoyfl (a slightly veiled reference .to the Goebel mur- 
,den in, Kentucky),- and through the circulation Of this story, 
which he heai’d from a drunken gambler, he hopes to so influence 
public opinion that the jury will “feel” it. Justice Prentice; 
-likewise is confidenti ,
>gpiitice—Do yoù think that alt these"500,000 minds ca'n he 

^^ife heat over the knowledge "Of Hardmut^’h crime as bla- 
^Qhèa'm the newspapers today, and none of it reach fhe thought 
foT.tfibSe'ftwel^^ ' ’ ’• '

Lew—Y^^^ the jurors get the public opinion
without anybody teHing them or their reading it?
.* Prentice—-Yes. Ill every widely discussed trial the defendant 
is-tried not alone by his-twelve peers, but by, the entire com- 
.mùnity. „. • - - ' ”

At themlose of this act'the boy is acquitted and the district at
torney, aroused by the published charges against him, comes to 
Brookfield’s house to kill hinn ;He rushes into .room, presses a. 
derringer to Brookfield[S side, and is ghout, to shoot,’ when ap
plied hypnotism saves'tlie-gamblerand' produces the-only cheap- 
ly.tìjeatric’àì^ ' 1 ’’
' Jack (tpHardmuth, who 'haA close.to hig side)— YOU 
xcan-t’usè'^ puli the trigger! You can’t even
Jiold that'^
"Hardmutli (dro^I’d like to- know -how in 
h-»—- you did that 1 "

- Mr. Thomas insists that he has drawn upon his imagination 
for no single act or situation in his play... They are all founded 
on personal' knowledge, or personal observation^ And" so it "is 
altogether..likely that the. episode of the hypnotized assassin 
is known tò him'to have occurred/ In the play, however, it be-- 
comes rathér'baldly heroic: Yet it is accepted, gracefully by the. 
audiencesy .which is another tribute to the^old of .thq piece upon, 
its public. '

'. The’last act brings.abqui the regeneration of the gambler,' and 
the application of the lesson.he has learned- through? his two 
years’study of psychic phenomena. .And so he tells young 
Whipple, Who is determined, to be revenged upon the distrlct-at- 
.torhey responsible for. his conviction, that revenge is .not 
as sweet as some hardened" soul declared. .Thus we get the- 
modern application 'of the “new thought.” as taught originally 
by the Nazarene : '

Jack—-You can carry your hatred of Hardmuth and let it em- 
•bitteivyour  whole, life-rrer-you. can drop it. The »power-that any 
man or anythingdias to-annoyus we give him ór it.by our inter
est. Some idioflold your great-grandmother that a jewel with 
.different colored strata in it. was “bad. luck” or a “hoodoo.” 
¿She believed it. and she nursed her faith and passed the lunacy 
on rio your grandmother. . It-was only a notion, and an effórt of 
will- can banish -it.

The first meeting of Justice Prentice and Brookfield sounds 
. the keynote of the telepathic theme. The justice stands looking 
~at the Corot; yhilg;Brookfieldtidly jots some figuresmp aripad. 
• VVhfinniiSC suddenly turns and answers
afiuestidte'ftidnffflly:^ The following explana
tion’follows:

- Jack—One moment, Judge Prentice. Yog said your address
s'»Was Washington? - ;

Prcpt(ce--Yes. '

. Pneptifee-t-Why any motion?. - - ? V*;
"'Jack—PixAs-his attention, I suppose. „ ' . y- ’ -

Prentice—Fixes your- attention.. .When, in "ydur.hown mind,- 
your, belief is sufficiently trained- you "won’t needdlios^ passes. 
You’ll simply think. - - • . I? '

This scene is followed by a bft of mentabhealing; jh.which the 
justice “thinks” Jack’s heada'che is'-Cured, and Jackndmiis that 
it is.. * - r ' ’' . ' /

Then comes the mother to plead 'fpr a'new trfab'for.the boy. 
.She-brings with liefan autograph album in which-JudgePren- 
tice,-years before, -ha'd '.written to her mothen . What he had. 
written, concerns a duel (rather a momentous happemug-to be so 
strangely .Indistinct in. the mind -of. the justice, Mri Thomas) 
which Prentice had fought with a man who had insisted on tor
menting his boyhoozd’s sweetheart with a cat’s eye..

-The mother’s, plea, a scene that is beautifully written -and 
acted, is successful. Justice Prentice-tentatively agrees to grant 
the new trial and promises to appear a1? a witness and testify 
that Margaret Price, the convicted hoy’s grandmother;was sub-;
ject to the spell of the cat’s eye, and that heredity was undoubt
edly responsible for the emotionhl insanity that prompted the' 
murder. And he, too,ybrings in a further suggestion! of-Spir
itualism when-he closes the act. , r _ „ <

Prentice—Margaret Price, people will say thdfyoii ijave been 
- in your grave five and twenty years, but I’ll s^ear y6ur spirit
1 was in this room to-night qjid directed a decision of the,’Sujmame'

There is hut one speech to satisfy completely the followers of 
■Christian Science, but- -that is a strong one. Brookfield has 
broken-the; cat's/eye spell ?by throwing- young Whipple into a- 
spasm witlronly a penknife closed in Kis hand, which he tells the 
boy-is;a cat’s eye, and wheh.he proves to him the foolishness of 
the-.superstition he dramatically declares: '

“Now,be a man. Show that you’re not a neuropathic idiot. 
You’re a child’of the everlasting. God, and nothing .on the earth 
orunder it Can harm you in'tojSlightest degree!” :

Tn-flie end there is a bit of’mind reading or second; sight, that 
serves as a basis for m legitimate comedy relief. -Brookfield is 
-trying to explain to a hardened old gambler, LewJSlinon, why hO 
(Brookfield) has reformed. vHemehds' the doubtful one to a corT 
ner of the room with a deck of -cards, has him shuffle them and 
deal a poker hand. Then he thinks a-moment" and’suggests that, 
the other holds three' queens. ~ r

Lew—How did you know I had three queens I
Jack—I didn’t know it. I jusf thoilght you had. ’
Lew—Can you do it again? *- -
Jack—Draw-"-one card..? Is it.the ace oihearts? *-. • > - ■ < •'

- Lew—It is. . -- 's
Jack-^Tunis me" into a rottOty-doesn’t it?. I’ve- always had 

“ luck ” and I thought it was because I. took chances' oh a guess 
•—same as any player—but that doesn’t-lookriike'itJdoes itJ’v Itx 
is Telepathy, of a very common land—and I gue'sn it’s used in a; 
good many games,-old man, that we’re not.-on. to. . - P , -: .

Ellinger is immediately, possessed of an inspiration. He" and 
Brookfield:will go to Cincinnati and,-with the aid of mind read
ing, simply “clean "up”.4he town/ He is sadly disgusted when 
Brookfield insists he will never play again. ‘‘Godamighty gives 
you a mind like.that,” he ejaculates, Hand you won’t go to Cin
cinnati with me! H----- 1”

----- y---------,

To be a good drama a play must be sufficient unto itself'. The 
notmere exploiting of a mysterious of interesting theme is 

enough. It must be an actable and an understandable play that

makes for a good and profitable even
ing’s-entertainment, reasonable in its 
conception, interesting in its exposi
tion, true in its enaracteiisation. "The 
W|tchingHour ” fulfills these demands 
and is withal a purposelul drama. It, .- 
treats," if not with superior insight at • 
least with good understanding and a1 
reverent tolerance subjects that are 
in. the minds and on the tongues- qf 

•a majority of thinking people- of tn- 
day, Tgn years ago it might have • 
been.hobted from the stage, but with 
the broadening influence of the "new r 
thought,” whatever phase, of it may • 
appeal to the individual maltas its 
success not alone possible but prattle- -. 
ally certain. . • . , ■ .

The. company tl,a.t has been brought . • 
to Chicago gives the ■ play a sound ; 
reading,- The mother could not-be 

-more effectually "played, or-with n- - 
finer, more womanly appreciation of . 
the emotional, content,. .than she la • . ~ 
played tty:Amelia Gardner.. .

■ BURNS MANTIfo;

thoughts' AND REFLECTIONS. u '

On Various Matters -Which- Deeply 
. Interest the Writer. y/ -.

To the Editor: I atn Interested as .. 
much as ever in the great work of re
form that your, valuable diaper is: do
ing. 'Every week it hap a: feast of 
good things for spiritual aouis who 
are seeidng. for truth.and knowledge 
of-the here and hereafter.' I will try* 
to review briefly some of the subjects 
that made deep impressions upon my 
mind-, and .thoughts; and no dq^lft .. 
they’were a blessing 40 others who7 
read, them; t'The" Spirit- - W6.rld 
Views,” in No. 935, given throjjghihe- 
m.ediumship of W. J. Colville. . Broth-, 
er Colville ds-hi spiritual teacher of a; . .’ 
h|gh order and how* inspiring it is to 
read spiritual doctrines that , are so. 
ennobling and elevhtfng as character 
builders on this nuftdiine sphere. , ■ '

"'Set the Bells of Heaven Ringing.” 
in the same number, by James C..Tlm 
derhiU, is aii immortal poem, the sen- 
¿fments of which, should go down; tho 
^centuries of time a« .inspired truth.

, "For the Christ of Love and Light 
has Come to • Reign . Forevermore.” . 
How long will it take for thos^ grand 
principles to. con'quer the~evils and. 
savagery In humin .nature J

If atl mankind', could act and live 
the life of ldve-&a, iruth," it would -’ 
be more like heaven" here.

Many sincere-souls in each genera
tion have sought, that rive and light, 

■and received that peace-and consola-" . ' 
tlon that is born of "the spirit. ; .

"Sparks*from’ the - Anvil,” by "bun . > 
■ fihilo^opher,"^®nry' " Morrison Tefft •' 
and other artlct^ftmy“hiri ¿Ve produC- '•' 
tlons of knowledge; wisdom and deep- 
thought»,. • ; ' - -. •

His. scintillations about"1"- society" 
things in"’general among the l’eopjgt. , 

.are similar to" the proverbs, of Solo- ’ 
, mon "qf-Old Testament times. I have 
carefully, read the old proverbs qf the . 
Bible, as they contain so many "max
ims of truth. •
• H Solomon was the author of those 
w^e utterances, he became vain be-; 
fore his old age, or matured years of 

•Mfe- . .- . ■
Too'iparfy wives and" concubine^, 

with so much Wealth-- and influence 
among’ his; people,-caused him to de- . 
generate from virtuq. He is credited. <", 
with writing,-“AH is vanity and vex-- ■- 
atlortof spirit.” ,

“The Holy Roman Empire,”'b’y 6r. > 
J. D., Buck, in "No. 947, should stir 
the.thoughts- and arouse to duty and- 
action, all. lovers of liberty, free;, 
thought, free; speech; and free- press! s •; 
everywhere. The patriots of evefiy .' 
nation feow with reverence to tha 
great spirits of all periods of time, 
who have ‘ battled for the-, liberties- . - 
and rights of the compion people.'

Church and state' must lj"e kept‘- ■ 
apai t by the sentinels upon the watch- - 
toweis of-oiir great American Repub
lic, and throughout the world, lf\pds- ~ -Bible ’ 7- '. -. ’ i ■•

I wish with all my might, and- 
strength that all of the old and cruel 
systems of the-present an$ passages, 
could be crushed out of existence by. ' • 
truth, right, and Justice.

The nations of the earth need the " 
help.of.the spirit world, and all of the : ; 
-higher Intelhgence everywhere.-fo-put" :' - 

• down the powers of Ignorance? super- 
stitjon,-"selfishness, .prejudice,' -and 
darkness that love, wisdom, knowl-. 
edge and truth may rule £he world m 
righteousness, Justice and equality.

Men and women of honesty,-.moral-* 
Ity, Intelligence, with high ideals of -r 
right and wrong, should haj.e con- • 
trol of the best interests of humanity. . 
ip'the world, 
.. S; FRANKLIN. "
.Bedford, la.. •: • .. * ; . .

ThoAe ¿Evening Bells,
Those evening;,bells;; those evening... - 

bellsl, ' - J '
Mow many'.a tale- their-music-tells, . - y
Qf-youth,-. and home? and that swept • 

time - 'ri
■When. last I -heard :’thpir soothing: • 

chlnie. - i

Those joyous hours-are passed away-', • 
And.many.a heart-tliat then was-gay . 
■Within-the;tom^ darkly UWells-, "
And heays no more those' evening - ' 

bells. \ ' "- r J (
?And' so -.’twill.-be when I ; am gone; K. ■ c- 
iThat tuneful peal.wilEstiU Ting bn.- - z i 
.While xotfrer ;bards~'shall walk those -

dells, . - j
And sing -,ypur praise, sweet evening* . 

bells. —Tom Moore. ,

"Thou shalt be left’ Behind f 
Powers that Will work for thoe;. airri - 

earth and skies; - _
.There’s not a breathlng of tho coni-

■. .: mon. wind * - - - / •" ■■ ■
That will .forget thee; thou hast great * .

- allies, ’
Thy friends are exultations, agonies,

And love; and man’s unconquerable
mind.”' —Wordsworth.

Who plays for more than he can lose 
•with pleasure stakes his heart.—Her-- 
bert. '■• . . - ■■• . ■
, Hold your. thoughts, your? miud; 
your will.In: principle andzyou will 
Bucceod>—Hulfng. .

with.it
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The New Chicago Ordin-; 
aoce Before the Courts, ... —_—— ■ •

Its Nature and-Status Set Forth by a Coih- 
petent Lawyer.

WMETHING REMARKABLE.

1 Perfect Demonstration of Prophetie 
Vision, Induced, No Doubt, by'

$ome Wise Spirit.

To the Editor: A young lady of 
this city, Rockford, Ill., died of con
sumption in'May, 1907. The singular 
part of her death was that it was in 
all detalls like a dream that came to 
her two nights following, two years 
before the transition.

-¿EOUfJAR VISION^
% ' — f

A Remunkablex.Case of Psychic Phe- 
íh'l Hfíomona.

SPIRIT CRIMINALS. , A SUGGESTION BY A MEDIUM.

•qieir Eyil Work In Inducing and I'Trenchant Views in Regard to Me-

Sliiolding Crime; as Viewed by diUUOSilip. jr

r

I®

To the Editor: A private detective I flee to investigate everybody who has 
agency in the city of -Chicago recently in the past advertised. If your-honor 
caused the arrest of Madams Seera : will call back in your memory three 
and Ismar, palmists and astrologers, or four or five weeks ago you will find 
under the new ordinance relating to i “ • v_j
subjects of that nature including uie- < 
diumship and Spiritualism, and their ■ 
cases came up before the Hon. Hosea : 
W. Wells,- Municipal Court judge, on i 
the 28th of January. A question was । 
raised as to the bona tides of the 

■ prosecution, and the cases-were, there- ;
fore continued for investigation on 
tbat^ioint.. The learned judge, how
ever," after carefully reading th®«ordi- 

^uauce, expressed his opinion that it 
was a good ordinance and designed to 
put. a stop to what he termed “the 
fraud and fakè business.” -

The eases were finally disposed of 
on the 31st of January by dismissal 
on motion of the City Prosecutor, 
which :actlon Is a clear .intimation by 

. the court that the ordinance may only 
. be.^nforted by the proper legal au

thority of. the city arid not at the 
I Instigation of private parties for tjielr 
, own ends. It may be of interest to 

' ihe readers oM The Progressive 
. .Thinker and especially to Chicago me- 

; _dfum's to know a little of the animus 
and attitude of the'police and law 
departments of Chicago in relation,to this -ordinance and its enforcement, I 

. and for thè’purpose of their enlight- 
ment and: guidance the remarks' of Al 
dermari Kphout and City Prosecutor 
Breen on the occasion of the dismissal 

'of the bases referred to. will be found 
to be qqite serviceable. It will be re- 
meinbered that. Aiderman Kohout, 
Chairman of a sub-committee of the 
Judiciary Committee of the city coun- 
cllt was- delegated by that committee 

- ,to prepare, in conjunction with the 
corporation counsel of the -city, a draft 
of ordinance within ‘constitutional 
lines, which should be enacted in 

• ■ place of an ordinance then pending be
fore the city council and declared by 
the corporation counsel to be illegal. 
Said Aiderman Kohout In addressing

that certain Sunday papers 'had two 
or three to four pages of displayed ad
vertisements' of different people, who 
advertised under various.. aliases tf 
bring back lost love, reunite couples 
that had been separated, locate oil 
wells, gold mines, iell people how to 
speculate in gold mines~and upSn the 
Board of Trade.. Those are'the classes
of people that we jiave aimed at in 
this ordinance..

“Now, as far as this particular case 
is concerned I have-been informed, 
qpd I thipk my Information ig--right, 
that Madam Seera, at the Sheririan 
House,' has given up hgr quarters as 
far ps that particular locality is con-- 
berried, and has given up her business, 
and that she intends - to go out of. 
business altogether and Jeave the city, 
Counsel for .the other, defendant, 
Madam'lsmar,- has informed me, that 
anytime they are notified by the chief 
of police they will take down her.signs 
arid stop advertising*, and If your.. 
honor will bear with me for one mo
ment to stop and consider this -thing, 
it is the advertising, the specious 
premises ’ for the future that attract 
people, It Is like the molasses ‘around 
the barrel that attracts the files, if I 
.may use a homely Illustration. Now, 
if we can stop that we are doing every
thing that we can for the people of 
Chicago and we are accomplishing the 
main thing aimed at in this ordinance.

“Now, it strikes me that these 
prosecutions' brought by outside peo
ple, I care not for what motive,_are 
not prosecutions from the proper 
source; and if there are to be prose- 

■ cuttons under this ordinance which 
had its very Inception and every step

Sfie .then lived near _ us on 
l,ongwood streetl The . morning 
after the first premonition or 
dream she came down stairs 
and said: “Mamma, I dreamed last 
night that I had died and was laid out 
in my coffin, and O, nianmui, 1 did 
look so beautiful, more beautiful than 
I have ever looked iu all my life. My 
dress was so pretty, pure white, and 
O, the flowers that surrounded me 
were'so beautiful and fragrant, and 
the room was nearly filled with them. 
The expression of my. face was so 
sweet and happy, too, mamma, I caji 
never forget it. Around the coffin a 

: white curtain was drafted, and the cof
fin was corner wisp of the room. It 
seemed to be a large, square room, off 
from a large front hull, and the house 
was larger than where we are now .liv
ing, mamma.!’ ’ '

Mrs. W;, her mother, said; “Mil
dred, it was only a dream, childly Do 
not let It frighten you,’'“but when the 
repetition of it occurred the following 
night., it rather alarmed Mrs. W7 but 
she tried to make light of it when she 
noticed her daughter's agitation.

Onp day, months after, while at- 
work In the watch factory, she« to all 
appearances, fainted and alarmed the 
young, girl employes aroufid her ex
ceedingly. They fried to "restore her 
to consciousness in every' way, but it 
was some time'before slip was hersejf 
again, and then she exclaimed: ~ “O, 
why did you {irlfig me back here. I 
was iso perfectly happy. I was in 
heaven, aqd was climbing some beau
tiful white marble steps up to the 
most Beautiful mansion, and there 
were sq many lovely angels there and 
flowers.and music, such as I never

Ihuvè'j list‘become acquainted with 
one of the must remarkable cases in 
psychic (jhemajjenu which has ever 
come unijer my observation. It Jac- 
curred in the little town of Eureka, 
Greenwood Cririnty, Kansas, and I 
know aliatile -pirtles connected there
with. laknowiMrs. Davis to.be a lady 
of unquestioned .veracity, and she Is 
not a developed medium, but is one 
naturali^ gifted'with strong psychic 
powers.^:! I

Tho circumstances are briefly, that 
a citizen of that town, John .A. East
wood, a prominent man, had been sick 
for a long time with cancer of tfie 
stomach, and-died Monday morning, 
January 13th, at 3:30. The phenom
enon was experienced by Mrs.. Kate 
Lewis of Èureka, who wrote me of 
the circumstance and asked me what 
I thought of it. 'Willsome of the me
diums who rdad this paper write Mrs. 
■Lewis and tell her who the messenger 
was? I give the circumstances in her 
own words: •• » -

Om Who Sees Thum.'

To the Editor.—I am very much 
Interested Jn the article in The Pro
gressive Thinker, No. 948, entitled 
“Ari Astonishing Revelation, taken 
from the New York World.” Speak- 
iug^if criminals who are at large to
day In most of our big cities, being 
guided by a band of what I term 
earth-b’ound spirits, who have passed 
out of the body, as low criminals, as 
ever lived on the earth planri, I would 
say positively'yes, they are. I would 
like to cite an experience,-! had right

;»

O;'

K

the court: ■
• "I may probably • be allowed to 
make a statement here because I. 
have ' practiced law long enough to. 
know that a court-when it has a law 

■ before it triesito get as near the in
tention.of the law maker as possible. 
This ordinance—and I will be just as 
jbiief as J can—first came into*the 

. , equncll, Introduced by Alderman Con- 
sidine. At that time, at the request 
of the chief of police, Alderman Con
sidine had been prosecuting at- the 

. Warren Avenue station, which your 
honob remembers-—being one of the 
Municipal Courts—three people who 

. had come into town tempbrarily and
-got about $1,600 by fraudulent means 
f£om somebody. ■ Iri some way the 
■prosecution fell down, and the chief 
requested Alderman.,CoimtdiAq to -put 
In an ordinance. The' first ordinance 
that came ip gave, in brief, the'right 

\ to' the chief of police to licejise/these 
people in the various cults and differ- 

i ent schools that they represent, such 
aa psychometry, • mediumship and 
palmistry, and all.these various things, 

, (a great number of them, recounted ft 
• ; that first section. That ordinance 

came before the judiciary committee, 
and was referred to me as chairman 

..of the sub-committee, and I .took the 
matter up with the corporation coun
sel, and the corporation counsel, after 
an exhaustive review ■ of the . au
thorities came to tbé cohclusion 
that an ordinance of that kind would 
not be valid; that the council Itself 
must prohibit certain practices, and 
it could not delegate- to the chief of 
police or to any other administrative 
officer of the city the right to decide 
who cduld and who could not carry on

taken In the furtherance of it up to 
the final passage—and I may say the 
unanimous passage of the city council 
—and has been taken care of and fos
tered and cherished, by the chief of 
police, it strikes me that that office 
is the one office in the entire city 

. which should bring these prosecutions. 
■ Nqw, if these people are willing to 

keep their promises it strikes me that 
this'court can very safely leave the 
enforcement of that ordinance to the
chief of police where It properly be
longs. He knows.nothing about these 
prosecutions at all. *

"I have been labeled, I don’t why, 
as the father of this ordinance, unless 
It was because it came to my duty as 
an aiderman of Chicago .and as chair
man of the sub-eommittee of judiciary 
to put it through. But I am interest
ed in the ordinance. ' As I stated here

saw or heard here. Why did you 
bring me back?” This frightened the 
employes 'gathered: aroupd her very 
much, and/ they wanted her to go 
home, as they thought she was very 
ill, .but Mildred Baid she felt'perfectly 
well and went at her work again, and' 
stayed till evening.

A short time after this the family 
moved to thè large, square house of 
Mildred’s dream, and Mildred con- 

; tracted consumption and'llved there- 
the many months before her transi
tion, which occurred in the spring.

It all occurred just as she dreamed 
it did. The casket was draped with 
white canopy, and Mildred never 
looked riiore beautiful. She was not 
emaciated. Her face was round and 
full, and a sweet smile and an expres
sion -of heaven-born peace rested on 
the still features. 'She was dressed in

“A week ago to-day, Monday; Jan
uary. 13, about 4 aLm., at least long, 
before' daylight; I had a vision. J. 
was awakened by a loud knockiug at 
my north door and went to the door. 
There stood a man, tall, broad, wear
ing a long black overcoat and broad- 
briniined hat.. He bowed and I re
turned it. I said, ‘I do not know you. 
Yohyare a stianger to me. I cannot 
recognize you? ' .

“He inade no reply, but simply 
smiled at me, as he. opened his coat, 
and brought out a card and handed 
it to me, > It^as larger than an or
dinary calling card—longer and 
broader. As* he handed me this, ■ I- 
readl-tvimt fl supposed was his name, 
since jib di& not speak it or give it to 
me Iri any other way. As I read the 
letters they stood out firm and bold, 
and this Is what it said:

“J. S, E. Arrived.’
“I looked at it several times, and 

As I did sp the last time I was struck 
with a very ludicrous view or inter
pretation of the matter, and was 
laughing aj h)m as I said:

" 'Oh, yes, you are Mr. Arrived. 
Ha! ha! I see you "have come. You 
are here, Mr, Arrived. Weil, that is

here in our own city hall a year 
ago last summer. I had occasion to 
go into the detective bureau, and 
when I went in there the first thing 
I noticed was groups of 3 & 4 detect
ives, standing* around holding a whis
pered conversation. I stood there 
for about five minutes befprp anyone 
spoke to me, and' I saw clairvoyantly 
groups of disembodied spirits, who 
seemed to me to be very much, inter
ested in the conversation that was 
going on, which was about a-murder 
that had been committed and the, au
thorities had been finable to get any 
clew to the guilty, one. Three of the 
spiritb came- towards me when they 
realized I could see them, and'I gath
ered from the language, they had 
made up the|r minds that no- one 
¡would find, the party that committed 
the crime,as long as they could pre
vent them. In fact, one expression 
they used was, “pot until hell freezes 
over.’ ,

Just-think ot the crimes that have 
been committed in the city Alone, and 
the police would be there in a very 
few minutes after it happened, but 
get no clue to help in the capture of 
the guilty ones.

In view of the agitation among our 
people, I will venture a suggestion, if 
I may, through tue grand columns of 
the staunch and reliable Progressive 
Thinker.

I became a medium about twenty 
years ago, and have done considerable 
private work in thp way ot sitting for 
neighbors and friends, but was strict
ly prevented from any public demon
stration. I was compelled to stick to 
my professional duties, and give what 
spare time I had to our cause. I was 
ottered money sometimes, but had no 
desire to take It, and I believe I have 
done .inore real good 'than I should 
have done to have accepted the money.

Now, do you not think it possible 
that nearly all of us have got to fol
low some line of business while lu the 
flesh, toward supporting ourselves, 
and then GIVING the rest of our time

The above la the uumner or Ue pree* 
eat Issue oi The PfOs..:rtve ThlnW, - 
«a printed at the top of mo firat pay«* 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid to.- has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page Is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive. Thtnkerej 
Issued up to date, keep watch of thji 
number on the tag of your wrappef^'

and assistance to educate humanity 
and further the cause?

I feel it a pleasure and privilege to 
tie able to return to the world a lit
tle of th'e great amount that has been 
given to me, and I do believe that any 
medium has a great deal for which to 
be truly grateful. THE BEAUTIFUL 
SPIRIT COMPANIONSHIP THAT A 
THOROUGHLY HONEST MEDIUM 
MAY ENJOY IS WORTH FAR MORE 
THAN THE TIME HE CAN GIVE 
FROM HIS DAILY BUSINESS.

From a- careful study of this sub
ject I am obliged to conclude that 
VERY FEW, If-any, mediums cgn get 
the“force” to produce honest phenom-, 
ena sufficient to gain a livelihood from

ß

Excellent Books’
Nothing equals a good book ias a 

‘gift. It is better thuii gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, " 
notlijng can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. >, The following books 
yvill make beautiful as .well as in
structive presents: , i

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of- / 
ferings." A choice .collection of po- f 
ems on everyday subjects, "oy Emma; 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul." Poems of

the last time, I would n'ot have been 
here at all if it was merely a question, 
of evidence!' ■ 1 understood that the 
validity of this ordinance was be 
attacked, and I thought after all the, 
time I had spent upon it that it was 
a valid ordinance, that it was a good 
ordinance, that it was in one way one 
of the best drdinances that have ever 
been passed for the protection of the 
ignorant classes of Chicago, the-ones 
that need the protection of the city 
Council; and 1 have come here simply 
in my own feeble way to uphold the 
validity of that ordinance. That ques
tion has not been raised, and it strikes

this business.
. “After exhaustive research the 

corporation counsel and myself, as 
. your honor’ will see by that opinion 

of the .corporation counsel, run this 
question down, and we have got here 
how an ordinance that we think 1b 
perfectly valid. The idea of this was, 
this: If your honor will remember, 1 
or probably you have learned, that 
along in August, September "and Oc
tober the .daily papers were full of 
cases, especially on the Northwest 
Side, where Polish, Bohemian and 
Swedish .servant girls had-been, so 
to. speak, systematically robbed of 
fifty cents and a dollar by the various 

f fortune tellers, mediums’ and card 
'■readers up there. - They were, natur
ally, as we Rhow, people of limited in
tellect who desired to find out who 
they were about to marry and whether 
he had blue eyes or brown eyes, or red 
hair or blue hair. It was a class of 
citizens that it was incumbeiit upon

' the city council to protect. I want to 
call your honor’s attention in passing ; 

z to the fact that at the present time 
confined in the county jail under, sen
tence of death for causing six deaths 
Is a man who tor years had posed as a.

me‘that these cases have not been 
। brought here with t^e sanction ot the 
proper city department; and'while I 
am simply addressing your honor as 
amicus curia and have absolutely no 
word 'here save by the indulgenoe of 
your honor, and if it meets with the 
approval of the city attorney I think 
that these two- cases shomld be non
suited and I ask that that be done, 
hnd when we get a proper case let it 
be brought-here .by the proper policy 
authorities of. Chicago.”

Mr. Breen, the city prosecutor, then 
on behalf of the city law department, 
addressed the court» as follows:

“May it please the Court: I have 
consulted 'the chief of police In this 
matter and I cah only corroborate 
what Aiderman Kohout has said in re-

pure white and the cover of the casket 
was thrown back and filled with the 
carnation, lilies and roses which she 
Iqved, and on the floor near the cas
ket were sprays and sprays of flow 
ers, and. the mantel and table were 
loaded down with the beauty and fra
grance of many flowers, and Mildred 
was with the loved angels in heaven 
who had called her home. «1

Her mother gave rue the details and 
permission.to you to publish’the same,- 
but she did not wish her daughter’s, 
full name to be used. The mother,"" 
Mrs. W.; has felt the daughter with' 
her a great many tipes since her 
transition and this has helped to 
lessen her grief. The saddest part of 
it was that Mildred was engaged to be 
married, and the engagement ring was 
left on her finger and buried with her. 
The young man says that'Mildred was 
his mate and. he will be true to her 
till death, when he will, claim her as 
his spirit wife.

Respectfully^ _
MARION R. BATEMAN.

Rockford,, Ill.

jolly, but why don’t you have some 
other .name?’

“As I asked this he smiled again, 
tipped his hat and left, me standing» 
tn the door with the card still in my 
hand. In a few moments I heard J. he 
roosters crow, And thef clock strike 5 
a,m, I still lay there, 'wide awake, 
.alone (our family sleep in separate 
beds lqpfclng^.t the walls of my room, 
which nFere.. . plainly visible, as the 
moon Wjtts shining clearly through the. 
window^, I.,pould not go to Bleep 
agjin, ¿nd ajl the while was wonder
ing who my strange visitor was, and 
why he .canu^as he did, for I was as 
much. ^ake\s I am now when writ
ing tp^you. J,

“I tpld T^ta and Earl (husband 
- and spu) of vision when al break
fast. /„They laughed and Tom »said: 
‘Oh, crazj brain will conjure up 
scenes and visions.’ I laughed also.

Why?
Well, to me, because these disem

bodied criminals were there to help 
them out in their outrageous work. 
I think we have all thé proof in the 
world right in Chicago, tyhere crimes 
have been committed years and years 
ago, and no one caught in connection 
witn them.

Take, for example, the Whitechapel 
murders in England. There is a man 
in my mind who was a sensitive, and 
■was so low and degraded he drew 
around him that class ot spirits that

that alone; HENCE THE FRAUD 
TO SUSTAIN THEMSELVES! Sev
eral mediums have told me in plain 
'English that they DID FAKE when 
they could not get the true, aud they 
contended that it was right, because 
they said, “They had given it honestly,- 
and it was just as good to the peo
ple as though it were true, as long as 
they did not know the difference.'’ 
But if they were not receiving pay, 
there' would be far less incentive to 
cheat. By refusing remuneration for 
our services, we should cut oft the

could make it impossible for anyone 
to get In touch with him as far as his j 
apprehension was concerned.

The guides of Brother Grimshaw 
told us the last Sunday he' was 
with us, about a spirit who was a 
drunkard whemin this life, and wfien 
he passed out he sUH had a desire for 
more, and 4e took hold of a sensitive 
who was in the habit of frequenting 
saloons, and got him to drink until 
he (the mortal) was paralyzed drunk;

But here comes .the point I want 
to bring out: This spirit dared not 
leave that mortal, in that condition, 
abd had to stay with him .until he 
came to himself again. The same Is 
true with the criminal spirit, when 
he gets a mortal to commit a crime, 
,he has got to stay with him in screen
ing him from the hand of-the lav», and 
when these spirits see they have done 
one job well,'it gives them greater 
dbsires to do more 'and more of the 
evil that they are surrounded with.

How many scores of times have we 
witnessed a man reeljug drunk, who 
seemed as though he would fall and 
kill himself sure, yet he gets homo 
safely. Another proof to meds this: 
The forces ardiind him who get him 
into that condition, have to stay with 
him ilntil they get him out again. I 
believe there are spirits at work lj 
the realms above, who are anxious to 
suppress crime, but the mortals to 
whom they come reject them, and 
keep tlielr minds so poisoned with 
prejudice towards the truths of Spir
itualism that it is almost an impossi
bility for the spirit forces to get with-

law departments of Chicagh purpose 
.to retain the control, as is their right 
and duty, of all prosecutions for viola
tions'of this ordinance.

Fortunate for spirit mediums—gen-, 
uihe. honest spirit mediums—-there is 

|-an organization in Chicago of Spirlt- 
| ualists which thus far has been recog-

the heart, by- Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
$1.00, ,

“Influence of the Zqdiac Upon Hw 
man Life.” By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas
sion," “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Bowei',” “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She Is one of the. 
grandest poets of the present'age.

“Around the Year." A . birthday 
book, compiled from tile poetical and 
prose writings of Elia Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone Illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
$1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew.” Written under 
Inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
Price $1.00.

prosecution for falsely obtaining 
money, and, in short, 1 do not believe 
is intended that we shall succeed if 
we do accept money. By each one 
contributing to the N. S. A., and the 
the Temple Fund, that we may have 
a clean place in which to meet, and 
by home circles, enough mediums can 
be developed to do the work in their 
several localities. Progressive and 
sincere people are ready to investi
gate when an opportunity is given, 
and when convinced from their own 
experieqee, remain and are true help
ers to themselves and others; and 
those who ar^ unwilling to make any 
effort for themselves arevmissing as 
soon as their curiosity is'satisfied; at 

| least, this has been my experience.
Fraternally yours, 

DR. MARIEW. HAW LEI.

His

"Ahriuziiiian, the
EmperOr."

Persian Mystic/'
A weird aud drama:

story of the earth Itfe, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12. '

“The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
tn a sensible, practical way, by Rev. 
I. K. Funk. Price $J.oO.

“Universal Spiritualism.” Giving 
a view of Spiritualism from the ear
liest time, and in all nations. By W.
J. Colville. Price $1.00. J

“The Pathway of,the Human Spir-/ 
it." Can it leave the Human Bod(/ 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M.. 
Peebles. Price "5 cents; postage 1'2c.

“Tliis Mystical Life of Ours.” 'Se
lections from the writings ot Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World's A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

“In Tune with the Infiiijte." An 
earnest and sincere work, ill the au
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo
Trine. Brice $1.25.

“Man Visible aad 
C. W. Leadbeater. 
colored illustrations

Invisible." By
It contains 22 

of the Aura of
THOMAS BAINE.

Name and Hervicea Honored nt 
San Diego, Cal.,

fortune teller. v ,
“It is a serioup question. The coun—. 

. ell and the judiciary committee con
sider this a serious question. We ad-. 
pit that there -are certain sineqre be
lievers in these various cults; but we 

f are also convinced by the evidence 
produced to us, tha| there is a lot'of 
fakirs, people who pretend fo bblong- 
to this'or. that cult and, simply adver
tise and get money out of these ped- 
ple under -the guise of'Spiritualists, 

'■ psychic healers, palmists and other 
things; arid if y^ur’honor will read 
that ordinance'Carefully you will see 

s that it is aimbd at the fraudulent 
' practices; no matter whether they 

pretend to belong to one cult or an
other, if they practise fraud they are 

. guilty under this ordinance. Now, that
is the idea.

"This is a.serious matter. Since I 
have-been-in court here before your 

. honor I have taken this matter* up 
with the chief of police, and he.has 
told me and given his opinion that it- 
is a serious matter,'a matter th^t calls 
for wide discretion on his part, and 
lie feels that lie must go slow in these 

. prosecutions; tbiht he does not care, or 
'ask for, or invite any outside assist
ance; that up to the present time ha 

' feels himself perfectly capable of tak-' 
ing care of the Interests of the <Sty 

. as far as this ordinance! is concerned. 
- He has had men detallod-from bis of-

gard to this ordinance. At the pres
ent time the chief of police -and the 
city law department are working to
gether for the purpose of eriforcing 
this ordinance judicially, and are de
termining between them whatiparties 
thej, will bring into court. , There Is 
an organization thiK is talkingSof con-, 
testing the validity of this ordinance, 
and the city law department is per
fectly willing to have this ordinance 
tested at the earliest possible moment; 
becaùse we are eopvlnced that we 
have got a valid ordinance; but the 
city law. department desires to pick 
out the case that ^ill be taken.to the. 
Supreme Court, arid, we do not care 
to delegate that matter in the- very 
first cases to outside' parties,, espe
cially to a private detective. agency,. 
because we> do riot know whether we 
are’ being handed a gold’ brick by. the 
detective agency or. riot; we. do not 
-know -whether the ’people who. are 
defendants in-these caseç have , em
ployed '.these private ' detectives ; to 
bring thein -or whether somebody el6e l 
has or not. But’ in these casés the 
chief, bt-$iollcé has investigated the 
bringing of them very carefully, and 
hé told me this morning thqt. he had 
great-suspicion as to the bringing of 
■thèse cases.- ’ He toldjme'to be .very 
car.efril arid ' to use my best judgment- 
in the matter. I have talked- with my 
feuperlor and T am convinced that the 
best interests of the city arid the pub
lic generally can be best supported 
and uphel^ by asking your honor not 
to make a finding in these two cases.

• For.that reason, with your honor’s, in
dulgence, I will-recommend,-as the 
alderman-suggested, that a non-suit

nized by the city authorities as com-' 
petent to judge /with some approxi
mation to truth -and justice as to 
who are.spirit mediums, and that or
ganization has the assurance, of the 
present, city administration that its 
judgments will be accepted and acted 
upon so long as it does not recom
mend and take in well-known and pal
pably fraudulent operators in the 
name.of Spiritualism. The organiza
tion to which I allude is the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League, with head.quar- 

i ters ai .54 Pearce street, Dr. C. A.
Burgess, president.
, There is no compulsion, but the of
ficers, ot this, organization ^know’that 

'city detectives are ^uf-gathèrlng in-- 
formation as to mediums and all pro
fessors and workers-of occult art of 

.every description in the cityp-and the 
■dictates of wisdom would.seenrto sug- 
’"gest that the true friends -and.'work-, 
ers. In the cause, of ,. Spiritualism. 
>can\ best , serve ' that cause and secure 
such protection's may be needed for 
honest ; mediumship within the fold 
of that organization. If the city nfis 

: tliortties are sincere (and we believe 
they are) In the.protestation thatrthey 
.do riot yvlsh or intend, to disturb òr in.-: 
terfere iéith the. genuine wort of .true 
mediums, but only lb 1 rid the city of; 
charlatans’, mountebanks and trick-, 
sters who: are swindling the innocent 
and gullible, and that“they Want the' 
help of good and true Spiritualists- 
rind mediums in the.work, So that they, 
may be able to properly discriminate 
between the . true and the "false, how, 
better can we serve our cause than by 
uniting with this association ana. to
gether with thè civil power toake 
common cause against those who have 
for years been making Spiritualism a 
stench and a disgrace tn the nostrils 
and feyes of the whole world?

•' A. M. GRIFFEN.
be entered.” '

The court thereupon entered a non
suit in both cases. . i

It is then'a condition, not a theory, 
that confronts us; and the question is, 
How shall we best meet it? • The or
dinance itself is aimed at two princi
pal evils: first, alluring advertisments, 
and second,-'the practice of fraud in 
the name of Spiritualism or any other 
cult, creed or denomination, or )>y 
means of.occult powers; and we: can 
see in the utterances; of the function
aries above quoted that the police and

qnd thppgbt 6f it still.
“Afipi' brq^kfast it weighed upon 

me—impress^ me so—that I went 
to A n^ighporlp, unsold lady, rind told 
her. what'X s#w- She tpld me to. heed 
it; that 4$ wifi meant as a warning of 

'some .kind. z
“Well, I soon went up town, this 

now being Monday at 10 o'clock,about 
four or five hours after my vision. 
The first thing I heard in the gallery 
was, ‘John East wood Iq dead—died 
|his morning about 3:30 o’clock.' I 
was dumfounded, but at that moment 
I knew the meaning of my vision.

“I have since told Mrs. Eastwood 
of it, and she said, ‘JVeil, I knew 
John was a good man, and I hoped he 
would go to the better world, and 
now that (Jod sent a messenger to 
Sfori^id^Hevod^ I wish The Progressive Thinker ’

W Qould get IntO'the home of every per- !
member of the Metnouist church, but-1,« ‘a ' son in Chicago, and that they*coula
she hearaana understood.

“‘Now; what do you think of this?What was. it came to me, and why? 1”Pina th™ and,phenomena, 
I was nqt intimately acquainted, but and thlnk’ chas^ A THOMPSON 
knew him as a citizen many years. ' ' CHAS. A, THOMPSON.
Was it not singular? it proved itself .true in a .ver,y 'few hours.” A-VERY . WICKED DANCE.

Mrs.. Davis is .peculiarly situated in . „ , 2; .Eureka. She. an^ her sister are the Happened t<r Prove a Blessing, as it 
only ! Spiritualists there, and she Is Saved Culbertson’s Horse, 
starving 'for. spiritual knowledge, ' .comfort and, fellowship, zl wrii^ her ' “Old Joe" Culbertson, one of the 
regulaylyr giving play to Sunday mus- best known farmers in Orange county, 
Ings, and she. not only reads the writ- N. Y., has changed his opinion about 
ings herself, but has read them to dancing. Up to to-day he ,always 
her- friends .when she has had dub maintained that Satan got most of his 
meetings at her home. She is stir-- recruits from the ballroom and -ttiat 
rounded by orthodox environments, frivolous folks who glided over the 
and has no spiritual comfort. If some floor the whltz or two-step could 
of the mediums Who read this will '«sase-to worry about their future des- 
wrlte Mrs. Lewis and give her a solu- tinat Ov.' . .." . .tion of the strarige vision I kn Jw it The a b*™ da"ce waf re- 
will be oomforting to her, and she will sponsible for his intercepting a thief 
wplcbme any spiritual fo6d or pa- i«,St as thmlattbr was about-to annex 
per sent to Ter Yours for truth. -a va uable horse accounts for the old 

T v RLArK-MAN mans change of .heart. For some
'. 509 No Grand Pittsburg, Kai.■ “ ■ - - . . » . ; . teasing mm ¡for permission-to attend a
- —n ’ ***' * hop scheduled" tor last night. Every

TWO MEDIUMS ARRESTED. . time the youth brought up the sub- 
rt—J, jecj his father wSUldipulF the Scrip-

Undrir a Law, Enacted Many.Years ture^'on him, Wednesday night ar- 
Before the Advent of Modern - rived and Richard declared his inten- 

Spiritualism. • . tion of going.‘ “Don’t .go, Dick," said his father.
• Torttfiri.^ that. The “Rdthing'but riyil ,comes of Tt. If
Progressive,¿Thinker ,bt last week ^ou.dlsrespect my wishes you\ll repent 
haT tekba wfe''bf '’the twb mediU before the winter ij over.” 
bfMi£>c$;SwtiT "Sorry, pop," said the son, “but I
jseriteriWd-tS six,months iri jaiir.for promised a certain party I’d split the 
'fortin^tellftg. In the Hirald ‘ of floor in a< good,, old-fashioned break- 
Truth W'Jatfi;18 is another, account down." It was early thia morning 
in Whiim it {».‘stated that the law Jin- when Dick reached the old homestead, 
der' WUlch they were'arrested' Was As he drove up to theftarn he noticed 
passed siWerito-two ,'yearsL before ,the a stranger leading ^ut his father's 
adventdof mogerh Spiritualism.—Mrs. best horse. He jumped from’ , the 
AlbiniPWarm is a member in godkl buggy, Whereupon the stl'anger took 
standlfl£-qf toe Society of Progressive to his heels and escaped.
Spiritualfetsl of this city, having The racket awakened, the old. map. 
served^ ■ the ®>ciety as secretary- for When he reached the barn and real- 
severt^yearsft,-as well as medium, ized that his soil's arrival had pre
Miss wurrenjs also vice-president of vented the theft of a horse he said: 
the Lffiiies’ Od, havlqg served in that “There’s lots worse things _ than 
capacity,sorije f ................... .

CULTIVATION OF PERSONA^
MAGNETISM, "J . • 

, A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Barrier,-Anthropologist and 
Author. A’ very suggestive and in
structive book. Price ^1.00. ,

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities; and Proofs.“' , By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M; D., Ph. D„ Contains 

gthe address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain; with In-, 
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price,10 C^nta. ~

It is the custom of the First So- I 
ciety of San Diego to hold each year 
an all-day meeting in commemoration 
of the birth and services of Thomas 
Paine, rightfully regarding him as 
perhaps, the chiefest apostle of phys
ical, intellectual aud spiritual free
dom, and therefore worthy to be 
counted among the saviors of man
kind. We were treated to an excel
lent discourse at 11 a. in. by John W. 
Ring, who took for his topic, “The 
Truly Great,” followed at 2:30 p. ru. 
by J. L. Dryden, who discoursed upon 
“Paine, a Man of Destiny,” and was 
followed by Chas. J. Anderson, on

tbo -Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price ÿ2.L0.

“Tlie Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life. Death und immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

“Some Glimpses'of Occultism, An
cient and Modern." By C. -W. Lead
beater. Price $1.50.

“Psychic Light, or Continuity of
..................... Maud LordLaw and Life." By 

Drake. Price $1.50. 
"Contiiiuily of Life Cosmic

Truth." A powerful argument along
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock- I ....... i »i nnwood.- Price $1.00.

“Paine, the Prophet.-
It is the opinion of your scribe that 

no.where on the Spiritual rostrum 
were three better speeches made on a 
like occasion. I J. Is l;y thoughtful per
sons generally conceded that the lus» 
ire ot the name of Thomas Paine 
shines brighter with the passing ot
years.We are much alive In this locality, 
two other regular meetings beside the 
Temple societies being held, one by 
Brother Anderson, who does not co i- 
fine himself to Spiritualism ‘‘per se,’’ 
but who is interested in the problems 
which are now.confrontlng.lhe public

i, havli^g served in tnai __  ... .five years, working' til- dancin’. Guess you’d better invite the 
will to help financially neighbors here some night'and I'll 
Hmn to hold \weekly shake a leg -myself.”—New' Yorkways ^h’-^w... .

by giv^g'her time to hold weekly 
meeting® forrtlie benefit of the Aid.

Them meetings have always been 
hlghly1.(’§poR^i of and well attended, 
and I have considered her message 
work of a high and truthful order.

'Member^. o,f both societies express a 
unanimous tylsh to stand by and as
sist her,through-the coming trial..

. ; . FLORA M. FRANCIS,
Secretar?'of Progressive Society.
Manchester». N.H; ■ '

Fi “Thq. Jcsuiis." By Rev, -,B. 
^Austin,' À. M, B. D... An- excellent 
pamphlet^ (Price,'-15' cents;- '

World.

“In the World Celestial.” A Spir
ila! Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The
ology." Bv Andrew D.-Wbite, LL.D. 
The twojnree volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student, 
and m, htirniy is. complete without
them. Price $5.00.

. “The Bible." By John E. Rems- . 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book 
$1.25. / •

"Six Historic Americans.'’
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls-. Price $1.25.

“The Evolution of Man." Bv Ernst
Haeckel. • Price $l.uu; postage 2flc.

for

By

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL :
for solution. Serlc.-I one, -two and threu. By Lilian Whiting-.The meetinir at G A R hall under , Three choice volumes, each eoui. ' to In lisoll, 

J ne meeting at u. a. k. nan, unoci to which Bplrlt.uaUiy is related to v1ryday |U^
the leadership of Dr. W. F. Pto'ker( I L.auch »way as to mane the world beautiful, 
is growing In interest and importance. Price.51.00each. • 
the friends having organized under 
the name of “The Progressive "So
ciety. Various home workers have as
sisted in the work of this society, in- 
chiding Mrs. Josie Edwards, who for 
some time has been their .regular 
speaker and message bearer. 'Just 
now, however, their forces have been 
augmented by <he advent of Mrs. 
Nickless Cobb, who, as a speaker and 
message bearer needs n<r commenda- ; ---------- ---______
tion at my hands. Many hungry souls, were present last evening (Hie 2t>th) • ~ ........ n.
and none were disappointed witlu, 
the character of the work nye-r1 
sented by herself and guides.
She took v for her topic, “Know 
ye not that ye, are the tem
ple of God, and that God dwelleth in 
you,” giving a_ soulful and intensely 
practical discourse which was fol
lowed by many satisfactory messages.' 
Mhny private circles are held in and 
city by . persons who are not publicly 
connected with the movement, some ■of which are bearing satisfactofy I 
fruits. There is also established a ; 
regular reading club whose members 
are now reading and discussing the 
writings of Andrew Jackson Davis.

Brother-Ring closes bis present en
gagement Sunday, March Istrand’wlll 
be succeeded by W. J. Colyille, who 

. never fails^to awaken, wide interest;
among the people of .San Diego.
, As. a community we have been 

' fearing 'a drbuthy season, but as 
Jupiter Pluvlus'has at last, turned his 
watering-pots this way, such fears 
have vanished. With . copious rain,

I ■ inlngled wlth the regularftrand of San 
Diego sunshine, and with a continuous

• spiritual revivalj'What'reasonable hu
man can-ask-for more. .WM. C. HODGE,

'Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Mu n,

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Tlws. P. Fletcher.
losTtSTt: The BeglnnluK»; F«Bd»:n<’nK., Pm.- piesi FomiaUou of CuaiteihiCioc«, bjcieun, Siu 

rlanets rd^ $3. Tbo Origin of Mctoo’* ft: 
ComeuiTboQrgRnli Ringdotn; The Origin of Nr.< 
Jian—His Attribuus andPowert} Tbo Soul—How J'; 
Receives and Impair Knowledge; How the Boul ¡1?,’ - 1 —„ . Th.. Mn,,!.-
lilt* Mtavemy Moer; now iu vutuvni« tuu 
Sense; 1 be Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth aod Be 
piDmtion; Morally, SptrttualUm Proved by tiie 
Bible; TbaBlble nud Cbrlft; The Summary: Must We ^‘i »A •Pr- •' l'o» tit HlsO-Bcc
I Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 50c.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRIXE.

Eacbta bonding Mi world from within; thought la 
jbe builder; for thought« are force»,—subtle, vital. 
Irresistible« omnipotent,—and according as used da 

i they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, succeu 
! or failure.—From Title-page. *I The above books are beautifully bound in gray-preen 

raised clotb, stamped In deep old-green-and gold, wltlr 
gilt top. Price, <1.25- For sale at this office.

MQLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement ot tacts in the life ot * 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony ot many witnesses. By Abram H. Dailey.

[ With Illustrators. Price, cloth. 81.50.

hofecufar Hupotte of Nature 
The Relation of Its Principles to ContlnueAE: 
tsteiice and to the Philosophy of Spiritualise 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Piper. 24 cents. I

■ÄI

ETERNITY OF THE EARTH.
Electricity the Universal Force. By 

Daniel- K. Tenney. • A valuable book 
of 1Q5 pages. Cloth, 76 cents. -

“Continuity- of Life a Cosmic 
Truth." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
The work of a strong, logical thinker 
on a deeply Important subject. Price 
cloth, $1.00.
- “The Truthseeker Collection oi 
Forms,and Ceremonies tor the Use of 
Liberals.”- Frit» 25 cents.

San Diego, • Cal.

* mill! U U book, (t3 commentaries, 
teaehlugs, poetry, nnU legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Poling: 859 pp, Price, cloth, St

■; MANUAL of Magnetic Healing,' ju. 
structions with reference to the use 
of Magnqtism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and.also some advice as. to the De
velopment of the Psychometric-facul
ties In,those who have that gift unde; 
veloped. To .which is added-an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism: By Daniel- 
IV. Hull, M. D„ M; H. Price .25

.Works of Thomas Paine
A new ^dittos' tn paver corcra vrtlh large clear type. 
• . . '■.* • ■ c-mprlatng; ...

Ajjo of Reason........25cts.
, Rights of Man...25 cts.

Crisis.......... a....,. .25 ots. '
Common Seuso...15 ets.

tble Isa eplcuatdopporinnlty to secure those ttqnd 
ard oorka. as the price Is within the resell ci aU. Vol

| at this office.
fr

J



Pittsburg, Pa.

A MOST VALUABLE. ACMEDT

Dr. Pedici )mU>U el MulU

BAECKEUSLAST Great Work. 'Jost Publbbed. '

RM ttpki so»

njtlc booklet” Womanhood which should bo In tbo 
hands ot ovary woman, both young and old.Address, Dr. Peebles Instituto, Battle Creek, ■ 
Mich.. Box IS3-A.

SICKLY WOKEN

our

Yours for Spiritualism, 
D. H. VINCENT.
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Price, S1.00.one.
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Life Forms
(Continued from page 5.)

the process, the incentive, the inspiration of .growth:—or, 
if you -prefer it, evolution; It is, too. the manner of p.ei- 
ence itself and of plulo’sophy us well. .■

Nor is it necessary to inject into it the anthropomor
phic or any other God theory or idea. ^No hypothesis 
affects the fact—nor does it matter practically in any 
way at all. Because whichever or whatever may be ac
cepted, investigation has settled the fact that what may 
be liehind phenomena, if nature, if anything is, the pro

la a highly spiritualized nhtural condition. Thus the 
Ji-rays only do ylmt clairvoyants have done amidst-jeers’ 
and scoffs for half a century, namely, with extended
vision describe 
condition. Sir 
mutely proved

the internal organs of the body and their 
AV. Crookes thinks that It will be ulti- 
that tlieLawtof Vibrations is the basis

of communication betjveen', incarnate and discarnate 
spirits, and of the flashes of ¡thought that pass between 
souls in unison, whether close to each other or widely 
separated. It is, Sir W. Crookes maintains, the same 
law that makes wirelesp telegraphy one of- the marvelous 
facts of this era. When we have advance a little farther, 
and understand more'qf these occult laws of nature, we 
shall no longer need telegraph wires, telephones, or even 
wireless telegraphy, to .connect those in sympathy with 
us. Our thought will go with more directness'than by 
any wire or mortal messenger,

In one of Mr. Stead’s articles,; he stated that after 
gaining a knowledge of this law he no' longer-sent a 
telegram to anyone. he wished-to. see, All that he: (lid.; 
was to project his thought in the right direction,-and 
sooner than in any other way would his friend respond 
to the mystic appeal and appear at hip office door.-. Many

;. swoys the etymology of the atom, but even this doesn't cess of growth, development and unfoldment is one, . If । 
J; K®v^away from the basic idea of an ultimate, as It still a Ged is postulated it doesn’t unfix the law of phenomena ¡ 
M ^olda the thinking in the old channel. So we come or change.planetary conditions—he must work without
,.tp tln|s ultei native, other, to. abandon the concept of an miracle. ' ¡
Ulilmhte of matter, or deny the claims of chemistry and -K God 1b. set aside and Nature assumed, the same facts , 

. Blpit.rieity--Tpnd polarity -ap the jvorking method- And aye there and unchangeable. Be it God, be it Nature, be 
why pot change? • it "law,” or be it anything else, everything is so fixed,’so
. , Upito near the close of the sixteenth dentury-r-1543— uniform and absolute that you can tell for a century 

■the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, that made the earth ; ahead, or for any future century when, there will be qn 
the center of the universe, was. universally 'accepted by eclipse of the sun or a transit of Venus, and at what 
the.learned -world. This idea governed all thought—reli-. places and-at what second of. time it cap be çbs.erved.

- gious and philosophic. Of it were bom gods,’god, crea-, So what is the use of quarreling,over the echo, what or 
lion and matter as the primal element in all things. Co? -Miy behind Xuese facts, -when the best we can do is to

ypernicus changed that as to form, but the world -went ; ;guess--—but never Ipow.. You can not carry, your, soul
j^long,inot making the new truth-practically potential, .. ip ypuy.ppçket, nor defina God by tables of quantity or' 

But .in. the presence of the discoveries of.thg niner force. ' In other words you »can’t lose your soul, nor c^h
-ftteenth and the opening years of the twentieth centuries, you ffnd out God.' Then let ub investigate what the mind
Mbs thinker must abandon the bld ^foipiç or'material can-cçneelve^for imagination is hot infinite—it never
concepts and read the fast accumulating fadts irpmi dif- transcends'form.' L-

, ferlyig premises. As pne of these-is,- that ail íife belng And' to’ close this already too Jdng dissertation,- when 
chemical in its manifestatlonsjn form,-we must not. only we'arrive at thé fact of spontaneous generation, we aré 
revise bur position as to spontaneouB generation but to fit the beginnings of an entirely hew cosmogony to scl? 
accept, jt as in harmony with the chémic&l theory—being pnce,-at ^he turning point of. pur premises of thinking 
'the ojily method by which form-life is ■ !- / and phllpsbphy, < And ft .ip net nqcessàry here to

And now as to thà question; Is there anything at Upon speculation. ■ The P^^ is about this;' - .
■¡^Presehjt existing or. known that looks1 like the manifesta- -, As aij forin-iife is' the result of Chemical aetionr ;the 
i^tipn ,oí life without seed, or fertilization, as it' Is called Planet Is thé parent? ■ '■ /

£ V- by the material evolutionists? Jot course the conditions ' Ag aU life eidsts within certain degrees of temperature, 
Yyj; that dominated on the planet"wlien 'organic/life' wah its,advent prlglnally. ihust have been - when- planetary 

i born, do . not obtain naw, but there are things'In nature cbhdltipna. were tjihs favorable. _ '
y that afford'a slgp. go to speak, or an example óf life < As the planet is. untold, millions of years old, passing 

p'ithout seed, qnd that answers the question or solves from .incandescent to.its present state, it mufit have been 
the,? probièm as to its possibility. And opee admit the' af aU lntermedlpté conditions. And as its fossil records 
fact'! that spontaneous génération .is possible, the conclu- *9» ué Xhqsé periods wqife thousands ot years in passing, 

' sion'flogically follows that It disposes of the mlraeuio'us ■ thp Incubating, period was -tong etíough to-evolve all we 
" cieatiori of the old cosmogony.- But tp return: know and see of form-life.- . : ' •

• Foi' one example, take a pond of’stlU water in the hot ¡ Ah every/form of. life has its fix^d period o'f gestation, 
ùunihier monthSp when the nights are warm and the .and'as law. ie universal, a-plapet must .have its time to in-

, , temperature is high for days at a time, and you will find cúbate açd bring forth its- living children In form, 
it covered by .a green scum, like cream on a.pan of milk.' And lastly, ás to^peculátion: At the eiid of the mlra- 
St, put some of . that green scum, under a strong glass de cycle of thought as to the “beginning,” it may be 

you see a forest. of vegetable'forms. Throw a gtong allowed'to seg/the lesion as to the end. It is this: ■ 
. it or let a wind Break it up, and it floats to the mar-: As the earth's- temperature only admitted of form-life 

gin.YanjJ in course of time springs up into visible life— when Jt had cooled to present conditions, so if in the lapse 
n-ne^ crop of vegetation. Still there was no seed, no fer-. óf ages it falls'below the normal, form-life .as now must 
tliizliig agent--r-nothin.g but tho spontaneous advent of cease. As In the case of primeval form-life when present 
life in] a;ne)v beginning. Ab generation is thus produced conditions supervened, propagation will fall and life be- 
now,- Without seed, in the, present parti» conditions, tlie ' come.extinct. And so to. the “end,” as peaceful as sleep, 
quektibh js answered for the possibilities claimed for the A rule in hoiniletics Imposes a peroration as the close 
advent of life without’, the "creative” method held by of a deliverance—but this is not one. Only to ask what 
dogma in terms and by sciehce'lnterentialiy. - is Gie lesson of all this as a basis'ideal? That though 
' XJcean life,/also» might be .'Invoked in. the case of . the slowly, yet with the inevitableness of truth, the human 
jelly-fish, that reproduces, or rather produces its vast Wla4 is coming to the realization that the functioning 
numbers without agencies other than chemical. But the power behind creation is Motion.
Opposing theorists have so tortured plain- facts by theo- This concept is and-will be wildly traversed by termin- 

. rles,: of self-fertilization, bi-sexual organisms, etc.—that ology, milted to the. mentality of the user—vibration, 
arc thé despair of cleat-thinking—that too much space telepathy, the subconsciousness, the occult, etc. But 

■ would be taken to discuss it In details But the new dis- after qlUt is motion—the unseen. So to us, the science, w
coveidos in the domain ot chemistry make it so plain that an^ to the knowing of philosophy, "The AU” is Motion, lags,” reaching a few' 

; there need be no hesitation in setting It beside the green Motion is the quickener that infuses substance— close of each service.1’ 
• ' ‘ Z - . .. tl — 11 — ni. iii ’ - * - * hiaaV 1 r» nr/lor thnf Vo
; Bçum as an example of animal Jife'by chemical agencies germs —with life. I . .

¿t; alone—-or .spontaneous generation. • light, and of. all phenomena. Electricity is but intensity of' thô&é who
¡- And so, to the modern student the claimed discoveries of motion. Motion forms worlds, controls planets, and sought his presentó, he’éave What all 

•.,'of^Loob and Littlefield arc not a surprise but very grati- in its cosmic manifestation is life. It is the Unseen and Spiritualists cdll “Private Readings.” 
' fying.' - ■ "potent. Motion creates conditions, find conditions are Some dans as many as five persons ob-

'»'-à . . ' ’ i?’.., • talned readings in this-way for Which
-, And if sufficient Tiow to produce life, all that was what we call law. ... - ' the tee of one dollar each was gladly
requisite for life’s advent was its presence potential. ,Science Is beginning to awake .to this truth, and at thé paid. .The money received from these 
enough to so introduce or produce a)l life. And it must threshold Is met with the mystery of form-life. Chern- private readings did not go into the 

f71íé remembered that-this theory includes the holding in' istry is 1 Is mode of manifestation through form. And treasury of the church, but was held 
.ether.of all substance, or matter,Jn solpUon and that.this man.is its interpreter-completing the circle of use. ter.jh^to© Malabo“ C°mpen*a °“ 

Y'solutionjs In space after the manner of the clouds in our ?—7^^**!*^------- ■ ' On.' a certain day a wbma,n sought
: • atmosphere, of differing âensities and areas, vast' in- ex-. TRENCHANT THOUGHTS. ■ ' his presence, and requested a reading,

tent?-/' Oxygen; nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, ' and those ______ ’ which he gladly gave her, accepting
. : things'science calls gases, are primal elements As Comprehensively Expressed by " the Harbinger of -lar.^T Bh'orrt^tLrilterThe^

¡ floating in boundless realms and through which the plan- Light.—-“The Still Small Voice Has at Last blade turned for another reading, this time
: et travels In its evolutionary journey ot growth and rip- . • ■ „ _ _ - .. „ , ... accompanied by a woman friend,whose

eñing. ■ -r « Itself Heard When the Noise of the World Has presence she requested while the read-
^Vhy do wé manure our fields? To. get ftom nature thé Been Shùt Out; and the Peace Thpt Passeth ’ ‘“g was bqlng given•Wholly ums- 

-, 'chemical conditions for plant life. Space filled with ’ Understanding Takes Up Its Abode." that which would come to him from
■these fertilizing agencies by-which'planets are fed, mqy- • • x the reading, Brother Brooks consent
ing for thousands of years through these denser'regions A letter came to me the other day from a correspond- ed, and permitted the. two womèq. to 

^witli temperatures stimulative ot chemical -activity, is,, en N- 8. Wales, asking me.to tell him by return pt post: detectlvess^n^out by the*
Áy/-light- of .known èonditions now, the only thinkable -First, If I iwae.an eye-witness of. the remarkable phe*. authorities to bétraÿ the unwary.

’^method . by/which organic-life became possible. It is, nomena produced at Mr. Stanford’s circle "with the me- ' By permitting the two to remain In 
: top, so reasonable and bo plausible that even the-atom dium Charles Bailey; and, second, if I believed the,man- the room (a private parlor) Brother 

'’disciple can 'think out results'without entirely abandon- ifestations were free from fraud. He tbld- me that he Brolle had given.the authorities twj
:./ing his idea. Like.all trüUw, it can modify even crude, was .announced to speak publicly-on Spiritualism,, and ^g^^-unfSppo^teTwor’d MtoSwhat 
■'‘.q.pàçeptlons astó Its action. .- desired to' take these wonderful seances as an> illustra-. reauy took place.. No matter What '

.'■ ’ There 1b another fact In nature'that neither Bclehce, tion of spirit power. Other similar letters haye come -might be; said or done it would be as 
: theiplpg^iihilospphy ór évolution has, touched, and .which from • time .to time, and as this is so’mewhat of a per- 1 t*o to ono when before the court, with.

[rj-■ ,is; full, oftheory. "And'that is the sonai. number, I. am glad to take the Opportunity of giv- from theffi^pfofact that both oAhem 
. p animal life: Man, nine months; Ing my "opinion publicly fpr the benefit of readers both were women.,

elephqnts, ' two-years; lion, five months; hog, sixteen far and near, in the .first place; I replied that I was al- \ Brother Brooks Was duly arrested,
' Weeksp'dpg; nine weeks! goose, thirty- days; hen, twenty- ' ways-present at these seances, and that they had been for held for the action of the grand pury, 

^.y ',óo.ne^ And here, is one qf-the hardest-' myself .a remarkable, education ip psychic possibilities,„ -'nutB^to^ crack: There is not demonstrating, as they do, the imponderability oft matter tr^ bill against Mmf and Ms^case’Will
on record in all-historic, tradition or fossil time/ that and its government by the laws of vibration now .being bé tried', in oné of the pflmihai poufts 
tany /form of life ever changed its period of gestation, investigated by science. And I further assured my corre- of Allegheny-County at some time in 
Apd'there is no evidence of a„new species "created.” out spondent that it is simply the knowledge I have of the ^tiUj^,’jiî'v 
of ^another-t-for .hybrids are Infertile—the chemical-con-, genuineness ,of. these wonderful “apports” that makes th'an pfbbable toaAdét morfi8'Than 
ditiftns for. the production of toe ancestor Is lacking in tlip me' give them, sdeh prominence in every issue. Another three or four dàÿs’ notlce'-wiU be given

' abnou’mui.descendant. - 2 ; . and^eVen -pore-importpiit' matter is jtoat I have arrived tho defense toptepare-for trial,< - ■■•■>
' flt us’not 'straining if we speculate legitimately within nt the conviction that more can. be done in'the wprld by The roster Is'dsually made fpr a- 

these) ascertained or fixed conditions. In all periods of' forcing tod scientific aspect on the attention of- intelligent Jn_ a^vps^ pn. Friday, and 

the planets unfoldment it has been subject to the varia- people than in,any other way. .In Italÿ, as.has.been for Monday or Tuesday it will at j 
,ble phenomena induced by Its astronomic relations—Its pointediOiit constantly ill these columns, men^of the very- 
xoiiesV" latitudes, ^elevations,,. and .depressions, .oceans,. highest ^scientificlreputation-tmen like . :Lombrosorí)e .... ..
deserts, and Its ecliptic mutabilities. ; The period of ■ the Fôâ, and othefs" whose -names loom large in European • 
advent qf .organic ¡life was simply that the earth-was in. professional circles—have investigated 'physical phenom- ;

similar experiences ,have happened to myself, and' be? 
yond any doubt I have established the fact of being able 
to send messages of strength and qomfoit to. loved ones 
hundreds of m*les away. Ih .this -respect, as Jn many 
others, I am convinced that spiritual agencies assist, and 
that sems °f our potent and invisible'helpers not only, 
as in my case, bring the, request for Biich message to be 
sent, but'.actually help, to set the . vibrations in motion. 
This brings the spiritual interpretation that the world" 
will eventually' arrive at. ¡1 would like to assure’ my 

| readers Hhat this power can come to all, and js simply the

lesult of fi natural spiritual.development. It Is. just one 
of those “Gifts of -the,'Spuit” that Prentice Mulford tells 
us of, and whjch come to the tireless and earnest seeker 
after truth.- There is no miracle about it. The still 
small voice within has at last made itself heard’when 
the noise of thé world has been shit out and the “peace 
that passeth4 understanding” takes up its abode hr our 
hearts. "Phen what seem miracles to outsiders happen. 
My first experience came some ten years ago, when in 
the early hours of the morning, just after midnight, I 
was "woke uj> to a sense of pain and anguish connected 
with ono of my children some thousands of miles away. 
Tjaen I was told an/1 accident had happened. It was,al
most à month. beforé_jmnflrmatlon came pf the truth of 
thj.s. Intimation, - more subtle than wireless telegraphy, 
more impressive than. the spoken voiced As Minqi J, 
Savage says, when once a knowledge of a power outside 
ourselves is recognized, the Rubicon is passed, and , a 
great world of psychic possibilities-lies, before us .ready 
for explorajion. ’ . , . , ■ ,
-. Good’lt is for all of us .when it leads to tie great 
underlying truth of. pll, that Spiritual Force Js Love and 
that l/ive is.-God—the ail-peryading spirit that' is at the 
baçk.4>f all. pbé.nQment of nature, the source pf all our 
inspiration, the very breath of life. And so I have come 
to see that the future of Spiritualism lies in the*sclentific' 
study of phenomena a’hd in the realization that the more 
spiritual force we gain for ourselves, moye health, more 
power and a realization of our at-oneness with spiritual 
things will be the blessed result. And "

’“5Yhenrthy struggling heart hast conquered 
When the jjath lies fair and clear,

• When thou àrt prepared foy heaven 
Thou wilt find that heaven is here."

her many new friends, besides pleas
ing all of her old admirers. Sho is 
now one of the trustees of the N. S. A., 
and advocates its , claims with great 
zeal.

During February &ur pulpit, will be 
supplied byMr- H. D. Barrett. During 
March that noble veteran worker, fill's. 
C. Fannie Allyn ot Stoneham, Mass., 
will be with us. Our people are look
ing eagerly forward to her coming. 
She has many friends here, and cer
tainly deseites well .it the hands of 
the Spiritualists everywheie v

We hold our own m ie»pe,t to mem
bership, and oui attendance will com- 
parp favorably r with that of other 
churches, excepting of course- the 
Catholic and Methodists.-- When mes
sages follow the lectures our little 
church is-always packed to the doors.

Our faithful secretary, Mr. Wm. 
Fetzer, has been seriously, -even dan- 
gerously ill during the past four or six - 
weeks. - He Is now-convalescingl and. 
will, no doubt, resume his official post-, 
tion within a few weeks Brother
Gray, is now our acting secretary, and
a most capable officer.

On toe whole, SplrituaJlsn] is mak
ing progress ip Pittsburg, and 
people are, on the alert to .-serve the 
'good cause" to the best of their abil

ity. We hope much from the State
Association tout mity- be organized 
during thè present month If the 
brethren throughouti tlie- state -will be 
on hand on that occasion we shall be
able, by means of united action, to
put our enemies to flight

Now is the time to organize! Penn
sylvania Spiritualists come to Pittbr 
burg February 24, 24 qnd 26, 1908,
and help us.

a-dense region oiflspatóé-'tké'comnrinçling of atmosphere- 
.and substance moreslnffinate, and quickened bythe morei

¡.o;?: blended inherent energies, of thecplanet and its environing 
forces. ...- ■ - /

¡ • There is' nothing in fill this that does violence to a sin- 
K. gle' logical deduction,-' "but,it does furnish' reason'^lth .a- 

tliain of possibilities 'entirely harmpny With ¿existing 
t-’ _vfacts and.that runs counter to no discovery of'sdence. npr

- to any. requirement of-evolution. Indeed it is milch .more. 
■ rational, that the theory, of differentiation from- a single' । 

•germ, that,marries man to.tlie animal despite the facts i 
of to-day, and-oft tffe.teaching qf the ifossfi. worli ftpm the । 
piifth’s foundations.- -And if so, what, then?-

I^.thhn, it is demonstrated that life—living, things—■ 
■ can-be .produced or Is qviglnated^wlthout seed, then that 

; m'is!. l.-e accepted as the one way and miracle discarded/ 
For th.-re Cannot ba two'ways7'Tor the on&^ "creation.’^ 
Qx; in .other words, that- toe'told cosmogony base'd -bn 

• - a^ai^amorphic Ideals must be set iiside forever. ' It 
, doei^fibt follow that the-k'nowledge-that'dismisse? too- 
. one and demonstrates the existence.of the other, should 

furnish a- theory or “law” embracing the ultimate infalli- 
:ble.truth. That prerogative.is not;given to limited.'in- 
rtMligeijce. But the fact once established as“a;concept 
ifee method becomes a ¡problem for the human mind to>.

yestlgate and solve according to its capability. - This

Letter From Pittsburg, Pa.
Interesting . Particulars In Reference to the 

; Cause of Spiritualism.

once be seen that his friends will only 
have three or four days’ notice.

This will-not be due to7 any preju
dice against Spiritualism, or against 
-Brother Brooks, personally, but to the 
provisions of the law of the state and 
the customs of the court.

It will be seen that" Brother Brooks

, It is in keeping yyith the spirit of 
the times that our brethren through
out the world should.be informed with 
regard to the condition of our cause in 
Pittsburg; Recent events in this city 
have served to make it tlie center of 
thought qnd interest on 'the part ot 
thoqp who believe in mediumship, and 
the free exercise thereof in all sections 
of the nation. Rev. Geb. H? Brooks 
was hot the only medium’ who was ar- ______ ___ ____________
¡rested at this point, but his case bas"].cl^e ot his mediumship, us he thought 
attracted world wide dttention from - j -----*—•
the fact of hla prominence ad*# work?.

was not arrested, for any special or 
general service tliat he rendered the 
church as its pastor, but for the exer-

er in the field of Spiritualism.
A fqw words as to‘¥he fthtus of 

Brother Brooks at the tjme af-his ar
rest may be of Interest ‘to yoiir read
ers. ,i; l,!

Brother Brooks was in the employ* 
of the First Church of Spiritualists of 
Pittsburg, Pa., as its jpastof/for the 
months of November And DStember, 
1907. In connection with hls'ieetureg 
he gave what many 1 persons' are’j 
pleased to call '‘psychometric read- 

people at the 
icnvuvi _ ___ _ ___  _ ' Durlilg the
Motion is the producer ot heat, of week, in order that he -might'eke out' 
------ . Electricity is but intensity 1“c101«e’ ^to 

snlrltual . well-being of those who

he had a perfect right to do, independ
ently of the church for his own profit. 
• His qase and all others of like na
ture are not assaults upon the church, 

¡•but are rather direct attacks upon

TRENCHANT THOUGHTS.

mediumship under the specious claim 
that mediumship and fortune. telling 
are one and the same thing.

If the National Association .had offi
cially stated the difference between, 
these two classes or callings, we' 
should be in much better shape when 
the. case of Brother Brooks is called 
for trial. Borrowing the language of 
.the former president of the N. S. A. 
wo can say: "It is time the Spiritual
ists defined their own terms.”

It Is the influence of the spirit of 
commercialism that has kept the Spir
itualists of America from, discharging 
this plain and very, necessary duty.

As is well known an appeal Was 
made to the country, at large for funds 
wijh\Which to meet the expenses ot 
this suit, and if necessary to take it 
to the Supreme Court of the United 
States for flnal.conslderatlon. The re-1 
spouses have been numerous and gen
erous ' The cash received has been sa
credly consecrated to thq purpose 
stated, and 4s how on deposit in the' 
safest bank in Pittsburg to be drawn 
upon as need may require. The N. S. 
A. once had what was known as "The

health to enable her to do so Mrs. 
Mahey Was always in her-accustomed 
place in our little church on 
speaker's right. Spiritualism to her 
was tjie light of her life, a veritable 
staff qf support for her illumined 
spirit. Many months, perhaps several 
yehrs ago, she requested that Mrs. C. 
L. Stevens should officiate at her fu
neral, and that Prof. Evans, the gifted 
blind musician, should render two of 
her favorite songs.

From her bed of pain and weariness, 
with weak and trembling hand during 
the last week of her earth visit she 
repeated her request in writing. She 
went home toe last week in January, 
and her'son saw to it that 1$b arisen 
mother's wishes were carriej"out to 
the letter. A good woman has re-en
tered toe spheres of toe soul, having 
made this earth of ours the better by 
reason of her sojourn here.

Another who has recently rounded 
out her earth visit Is Mrs. A. Noble, 
well and favorably known as a me
dium through the changing events of 
our city’s life for these many years 
She will be remembered by all of tho 
speakers who have served otn-'Cliurch 
since it was organized, as she was al
ways a willing worker for It.
local circles as a medium she was the 
central figure in a large group of 
friends, many of whom no doubt had 
been led to take an interest in Spirit 
ualism through the Influence of what 
they received from her as a psychic 
She was faithful unto the end of her 
earth journey, and went back home, 
ripe in years as mortals count time, 
and rich in spiritual possessions, 
gleaned by her in the fields of honest 
endeavor through her long and useful 
life. Her earth visit covered a period 
of more than seventy years, hence .she

FREE TO

Dr. Peebles Offers Xo Send Every Lady 
Header of this Paper a Sample Bottle ot 
Bls Famous Herbl-Vlne Compound.

Herbl-VIno Ib 
praised by thankful 
and liappy .women 
la every part of 
America as the befit - 
and surest., remedy for tlie tils of worn- 
anklud they bav« ever known. It 
literally Hmtcbe« the victims of fa*

Her de-

'éhæ'witir Eusapla Paladino/ /with a ., convincing- -result

(-lï> Br-PEEBLES'

COMPOUND

nialcdleorderfifrom 
the tnvtdtd'u chair 
and th« operating 
tallio and restorra
tbciu to lull beaitli and litipplueffi. It 
1b trtilyawonderful 
remedy,mid if yow 
Buffer from any or lliedestroylng 
weaEuCbtee pecul
iar to womctishould eeud tor a Bunqde bottle at 
unce. Its record in 
curing Leuoorrbiu, 
Painful. Prof use, 

.Irregular or Scanty Periods. Cbaugo ol
L11 e, Ulceraliou,Laceration.Tumora 
and Falling of the 
Womb. Jb truly re- marlsublc. and It 
you eufferfromnny 
wcokuesa or irregularity of th cue 
oreaufi you should give Herbl-Vluo a 
trial without delay. 
Just fiend the Vqc« 
tor your name and address and he will 
immediately send, charges prepaid, 
a «ample bottle to-

Mediums’ Defense Fund,’’ from which 
money was- drawn to defend 'worthy 
mediums or to pay their fines in case 
of necessity. This fund has not been 
sustained as.it should have been, and 
is now practically exhausted, .hence 
we were forced to appeal to the nation 
at large for a'fd.

.Had the-N.S.'A.’s "Medium Defense 
Fund’\been well supplied with money,- 
we could have, appealed to the .Na
tional body for the help we so sorely 
needed. It is but fair, to say that the 
writer looks'Upon all of the offerings 
to this fund tor the defense of'Brother 
Brooks as.'contributions to the N. S. 
A.'s. "Mediums' Defense Fund.” 
"■ The writer, Bjother Brooks and all 
of the members of the First Church of 
Spiritualists of Pittsburg ARE MOST 
GRATEFUL TO EACH AND EVERY 
DONOR FOR HIS GENEROUS CON
TRIBUTION. To each and all of 
thèse good friends ;we return our 
"heartfelt thanks.

was ready tô' return home.
sire for a Spiritualist funeral was 
gratified.

Miss Elizabeth Harlow was toe offi
ciating minister, and eloquently voiced 
the consolations ot Spiritualism to 
those who mourned.

Stilf1 another of the friends of our 
good causg, and ap interested worker 
fot our little church in‘days gone by, 
in the person ¡pfi filiss Sallie Law, has 
become weary: of her stay on earth, 
and has recently re-entered the world 
of souls.

Miss Law will be remembered at 
Lily Dale, and by all of the early 
workers in this city as a zealous friend 
of progressive thought.

Early in January, 1906, she became 
a paralytic, àïid gradually declined un
til the Life-Angel kissed her mortal 
eye-lids asleep, and wakened her to 
soul-consciousness in toe real life 
within the veil.
. Miss Law i,s a sister of Mrs. Mary 
E. S. Taylor, who was once a resident 
.medium in New Castle, Pa. Miss 
Law’s many friends will, give Uer a 
loving thought as* they read of her re-

■ The- "Angel of Life,” often mis
called “Death" by mattplB in their 
blindness, has made us frequent visits 
during, the present -winter.'. One to 
whom release was given that she 
-might- take the next -progressive up-' 
ward step , in} life-was Mrs.-0, Mahey, 
wlio has long-been one of our njost de
voted ¡members.- 'She’had made ojir 
earth a visit of some ejghty years, and 
•was ready tQ; return to-.the „home 
whenge she came in the long ago. So 
long aa'sheSiad physical strength and

entry into the world of souls.
They will rejoice in her release 

from the bondage of physlc&l suf
fering, and bid her "God-speed” in her 
quest for the Holy Grail of celestial 
truth. An .orthodox clergyman offi
ciated at her funeral, and the hope-*] 
dessness of his utterances made a de
cided contrast with the cheer and con
solation ot Spiritualism.'

_0ur Church enjoyed'the ministra
tions of Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of 
Columbus, Ohio, during the month of 
January.- . Miss Harlow is always a 
host within herself, but’she excelled 
even -her ■ best efforts of past years 
while with us this time.' She was elo'- 
qiient, enthusiastic, constructive and 
instructive-in her every address. Our 
people are largely committed to the 
•Theistic principle, and Miss Harlow’s 
marked support of this position won

TlRFSNOMORE WASH OAF WMiM
fthat .would neyef ifi'avetbeen attained by.to'ther. methods. I 
And for such Amravelous thing äsitheidemonsträtiön of J 
occult forces ;and :intelllgence;.worklng' iniiinseeh realms ‘ 
•each one -must.'hkve his br "her'own experfeiice5” Every 
-"InvesUghton oft this'ktadHsj'moreover.-on^h röad;that innSr - ' 
dead to-results we . have not yet^Üreämed 'of Im’-psychic ■ 
manifestations. ' -. .. •

It will write in fulkight 
yes/in full sight and it will
write more, write better 
write easier and keep on
doing so longer than any
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER. CO 
SOO and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,Ill

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and ■ 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth. $1.

Factln Nature, by B. F, Austin. Those-two lec
tures in one book of «¡.page will be ot Interest 
to all believers in this, phase of mediumship 
and may servo to start mkny to thinking sari 
ously thereon. Price 10-conts. “

The Psychic Riadh
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln. 

Chief of l'The Standard. Dictionary
Author of. JThe. Widow’s Mite, and 
Other ' Psychic : Phenomena', 
Next Step in Evolution," etc 
A book'full-of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences', all 
tola In a wonderfully Conservativi____  ’6 way:
It harmonizes with toe. judgment pro’

Tbo World's watched for tho man to 
cut wash day In two. Ho Ilves—taken 
morn than half—left only minutes-out 
so-much wash daj’s all over; changed—. 
them's new wav cleaning clothes—differ
ent from anything known—new prlncl- 
ples„i.dcas, methods, NEW EVERYTHING. 
Wopderfnl, but true, family washing 

i cleaned with no more work than getting 
.a staple meal, less time— no rubbing, 
tqAHilng, pounding, packing, pressing, 
mo (Injury—no drudgery— that's past. I 

, ______ Gobd-byo wash boards, washing machines. I
when the Law of .Vibrations, since taken by Sir W. w»«. toWlM-throw them away-tho EASY।GroOkes as an illustration of unseen pByqhic powers,- was rforcloandothcs'wnimtitraS&ing^rtmiiiehcanjjooks-wheniWcomj 
.occasionally used to llJuBtrataJeetures ¿a Sound, ¡Heat ™me^hotw^^ ^ta^io&’n^

and;Light I hailed, it.with delight; little thinking that
niy . then., dawning belief' in Spiritualism would later porter, no bcttcr. UBo wash board or wnBhinpm&chhieiitsdrndirery, long 

receive Its greatest impetus from this source; Discovery 
uponvdisc^ry^Incethep^cientlflc'inveBtigatorB.have
brought to our ken first tlfe X-raj’s, then the N-rays,-apd ' - . .... ---- „.v—-.u»r«>^tr»_innw>al,Oa
last of all that marvelous product,' Radium,,as the re
sult of too highest rates of Vibration yet measured. As 
Sir; Willlani-Grookes points out, vibrations do. not stop 
at 'the almost.inconceivable rate. of. motion ■ indicated

¿ •Jt Is noX possible to over-estimate the good that comes < 
from such demonstrations.: Formyself it has led me-to SS- 
a closer study df nature’s laws which has always had for 
myself a . great -fascinatidn..' Nearly/thirty years'ago,

MHW« biw ■ bia VHHIH wviv ■ bwiivw
Hi Hundred years coming, here atlast, full grown-so startling will say 
it। it’s imposslble-butwait, don’tworry-Ladles, Your Prayer Answered.; , 

days drudgciy yearly—makes woman’s hardes^Work co
siest household duty—saves clothes, labor, lucl.healtii, 
looks. -Surprisesall—sounds strange, lastrango,but lis
ten; It's no experiment, going on daily.-You can dolt 

J. MoGEE, Tenn., writes' One young lady cleaned 
day's washing by old method in ono hour with EASY WAY. 
Another In 45 minutes. Everything as clean as could 
bc."~E, CRAMER, Tex., writes:—"llecelvcd Easy Way. 
Gave it a thorough trial. Alter ton minutes clothes 
nice and clean. Satisfactory in every respect," ANNA 
MORGAN, til,, writes:—”1 washed awooten bed blanket 
In Easy Way In lust three minutes perfectly clean." J, H,‘ moutnstMiarroior. 
BARRETT, ARK,, alter Ordering 33 Easy Ways, says:—“I don't understand why 
It does the work, but It does. You have tho grandest invention I ever heard 
of. People are skeptical; have to be shown." 1. W..MYERS, Ga., says:— 
“find check to cover ono dozen ‘Easy Ways? Easy Way greatest invention 
fur womanhood, forever abolishing miserable wash day. Saves me turning old 
washer for hours. I am ready' toliave old washer accompany all others to 
thoDump. Sellsitsclf.” I.BECK,Ga„wrlti3:—“Enclose order. Find‘Easy 
Way' as represented. Worked 4 days and have 15 orders." 1. T. PEAY, N. C„ 
says:—“Been out 2 days—sold 1 dozen, for which enclose order. Everybody 
is carried away that Becs it work','.’ Guaranteed, everything proven, old 
house, responsible, capital $100,000,00, Price, only Sfl.OO complete, 
ready toxuo—sent to any address,. Not sold in steres.

nounced by_The -Review - of Reviews; 
New York, on the author’s previous
publication of this7 subject; very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece óf
work all through;” and-also with-tho
judgment on toe same book pronounced
by toe Cleveland Record: “There lias"
never been so fair and. painstaking* a
book put forth on this subject as thia

EVOWW
BËSTÊVÊRÎÂPP^^ 
sïanagebimien ob wobek-** bw» Way” SS
When operatoci "‘off;

Way it goto dlrt-has awful appetite for dirt—increases more it sotì-goes after all tho dirt in all the clothes at | aarnetlme-lIUlixbutmlghty-tìlem.butpoweriul-JM no spinte,yetwotkalndarkncsa..OPERA I ED ON STOVE— 
move knob occssfonsiy—that's do but Walt botvociilbatebtw-chüd win do it&jMl JW , «mdétéeMhwa^'retóy-seteatayM statt EntM 

i Uki old methods. , Verity,-wash ■dW.ls.dsad^SY.W.AY \ eottfed that—woman'sjojrahdeatlsfaetlon. Usrthaii an 
at; Radium Qu his chai't, but Bass'On to psychic realms r ^^tour^M^ 
of which we all get glimpses, either as mediums or when I 534 : ® -
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By Charles B. Waite, A. Mm àutlior ót "Hlatory 
at the Christian Kollgion to the W-." cm 

ce, paper.25 conta.

should.be


[.noted want of ability .to write. A-

AT rtftNDEL ft/VLLlittle later the-' Topeka Capitol coa- >.

40 Randolph St., Chicago
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ROOK ME TO SLEEP. late tor the second article on'Divine
By Elizabeth Akers.

anxious to know

Ki

I-

i*;

I*

WHAT SCIENCE IS DOING.faces be
lt toare your glasses and pas-

as it rolled from the lips 
scribe, but it has gone, like 
beautiful things that spirit 
given to earth—yet not lost,

of your 
so many 
life has 
for their

SOcta 
25ctB 

Beta

One Year"...............
Eix Montila .......... 

'Thirteen Weeks .
Binale . Copy.. .....

VISION OF HUSBAND’S 
DEATH CAME TRUE.Tired of the hollow, the base, the un

true,
Mother, 0 mother, my heaYt calls for 

you!
Many the summer the-grass has grownto the manger

Jesus first saw

Mrs. Coyde Knew He Had Died Be
fore Messenger Bearing the 
’ ’ News Arrived.

Healing or Spirit Cure by Dr. R. 
Greer. We are all

wandering priests 
where this infant 
light?
“ Christian reader,

tained a notice of the Colonel’s sur
render of all. that was ^mortal, and

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered bettor or Draft on Chicago 
or Now York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get chocks cashed oh local 
banks, so do not send^thom unless, 
you .wish that amount deducted from 
tho amount sent. Address all letters 
to J.’ R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street,.
Chicago, IU. ’ (

AN APPRECIATVIE LETTER.

Good Advice to Those Who Write 
--Certain Important Subjects.

WORDS. 0E CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the neit remittance 
may be lost or,-stolen. Secure a pos- 
tel order for five cents, and then 

' you are perfectly safe, and will save 
■ yourself annoyance and trouble.

TUe Progressive Thinker will be tur- 
■ nlshed until further notice at the fol

lowing terms, invariably In advance: 
SI.00

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The progressive Thinker 

per-year to foreign countries Is $2.

The Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association,

nrnrm

“standing

we

thohadwe

the

TH® FRO@RÈSSIVB THINKER

ta--‘ 
f ;

THE PROGRESSIVE TIMER
EuMbtacd Every Saturday at 40 Loouab Street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
' “Kutored an SeeoJd-Cluva Matter, De- 

cember 11, ISSO, nt tbe Poat Olli ce'at 
OkeaKO, 111., under Act of March 8, I87U.”

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!

- ’ ' TAKE NOTICE. ■
At the expiration ot aubaoriptlon, if 

not renewed,' the paper la discon
tinued. No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers. .

It you do not receive your paper 
promptly, write 'us, and any erróre 
in address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of 
your paper changed, always give the 

t address of the place to which It has 
>^been going or the change- cannot be 

made. ’ ■ •

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
Increaeed/io nil’the British posses
sions on' this, continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to ,pay QNE 
CENT each week, 'amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas, previously we 
only paid the pound .rates—a -mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Overwhelming and Cruslijng Facts.

We frankly admit the statement of 
Manes, the founder of the .ancient 
Christian _ sect known as Manich- 

i eans, that “Mithra and Christ are 
one,“ has aroused new interest in the 
origin of Christianity, and we are not 

- .willing to abandon the subject until 
it is thoroughly investigated.

; ' Df. Brown, under his own name, de
voted some five articles to this sub
ject In these columns a year aud'a half 
ago. He-was then of the opinion, and 
found much to confirm it, that Chris
tianity was a reflection of Buddhism 

'.through the Essenes and Therapeu- 
tae; but Buddha was not born until 
B. C. 622, and his teaching was not 
reflected, on the West until about B. 
C. 250, during the reign of Asoka; 
.whereas the Mithraic worship seems 
to have prevailed in Persia, and had 
befen moving westward with the waves 
t>f emigration for full 2,000 years. 
Before we leave the subject we shall 
show the Doctor was partly correct; 
that Buddhism ~. was the parent of 
monkery, and that Mithraism and 
Buddhism met in antagonism in Alex
andria, and after warring for a time, 
when removed to Rome they really 
merged into each other. It would be 
curious, would it not? if it should 
finally appear that Isis, the Egyptian 
goddess, "frith her son, Horus, whose 
temples have been found at Puzziola,. 
Italy, and have been unearthed at 

' Pompeii, shall prove to be the Virgin 
Mary and her son of our religious 
faith. There is much evidence to sus- 

x tain this theory, far more than is seen 
on the surface. . . '.

Mosheim the -learned Christian 
scholar, Chancellor of the University 
of Gottengen, author of the most reli
able “Ecclesiastical History” extant, 
as also of “Historical Commentaries 
on the State of Christianity During 
the First 325 Years, A. D.,” devotes 
161 large octavo pages, mostly in 
small type, to an account of Manes, 
And the Manicheans, who, he says, 
“were'dlvided into several sects, and. 
existed until late in the fourth cen
tury. “In a note on page 2 63, Vol. 2, 
of his Commentaries, Mosheim says: 

“Of all the sects in the first ages 
.of the church, none was more noto
rious, none was more -difficult .to be 
subdued and put down, none had a 
greater number of friends, than that 
founded_ by Manes; a prodigy of a 
man; and venerable in a degree, even 
in the frenzy by which he was actu- 

. ated.” -
On page 304, second volume, Mo

nheim 'says: '
"It fs'manffest that Mithras [the 

Persian sun-god whose history is 
■ traceable from 2350 years before our 
éra, down to the ninth century], and 
thq- Manichean Christ actually dif- 

- - teled in nothing except in name.” . 
... Al the head of the note on the pré--

ceding page, Mosheim Baid:s
.. “Manes,- being a Persian, estimated

• the Christian religión by the priricl- 
ples of the Magi; and what he teaches 

. Respecting the Son of God and .-the 
Holy Spirit, agrees entirely with -the 
speculations of the qnfilhnt .Persians 

’respecting Mithras .and thfe ether.
. * Í. What the Persians-taught

, respecting -Mithras, the very same
- ./' taught'Manes respecting Christ, <jr 
; the Son of God. The vulgar among.

•/. . ;the Persians did not distinguish.Mith- 
. . ras from the sun; but the wiser men? 
. - did soj and held Mithras to be inferior 

to the Supreme God, yet a great Deity, 
, and resident in the sun.”.

Each of those 161 pages in Mo- 
r aheim’s Commentaries, devotqd to 
i Manes and the Manicheans, may, be 

read with profit by scholars who shall 
investigate the subject. TJiey ■ who

have hie Ecclesiastical History and 
not his Commentaries, will find on 
Ipage 93, sécond column, first volume, 
the foljpwlng, credited to Manes:

“Christ is that glorious intelligence , 
which the Persians called Mith
ras;! he is a mogt . splendid sub
stance, cousisting of the brightness of 
the eternal light; subsisting iu and 
by himself, endowed with life, .and 
enriched with Infinite wisdom; and 
his residence is iu the suu. The Holy 
Ghost is also a luminous and animat
ed body, diffused throughout every 
part of the atmosphere which sur
rounds this terrestrial globe.”.

But for a shameful fraud, charac
teristic of the English translators of 
the Bible; possibly the truth regard
ing the relation between Mithran»’and 
Jesus would have been-sooner detect
ed. ? >.

.Old readers, wipe-your glasses with 
care, then open your New Testament 
at Matthew. 2;j, 2, and read, when 
Jesus was born, “there camé WISE 
MEN ; from thé East to Jerusalem." 
They inquired: “Where Is he (bat is 
born King of the Jews? for ye have 
seen his star In the East, and are 
come to worship him.”

■ Good reader, Who were they who 
tame from, afar to worship the just 
born Jesus? From whence came 
they? And how long had they been 
en route? Miracle-like, theÿ arrived 
at the fortunate moment. The time 
is accurately noted? not when he was a 
day or a week ^»ld, but when he was 
born in BethleÊem, a small ‘ village 
six miles southerly from Jerusalem. 
It was" then these “wise men,” led 
by g star, which had guided them 
thus far, sought knowledge of the 
people in Jerusalem; then that star 
stood right “over where (the yojing 
child was.” Many a time in youth 
this writer, wondered who those 
persons were. Opening the Revised 
New Testament, the other day we 
found in thé margin, opposite “wise 
men,” and read “or -Magi." A ray of 
light flashed on us: “Magi, why they 
were the priests of Mithras, ttye Per
sian sun-god, just as Levite was the 
name by which the Hebrew priest was 
known. These Magian priests had 
voiced the will of God, to the Persian^ 
for more than 2,000 years. The an
cient capital, Persepolis, by the near
est traveled route, was near 2,000 
miles from Jerusalem, requiring 200 : 
days at 10 miles a day for these 
priests to make that journey.

But that wonderful luminary, the 
“star,” that beckoned the “wjse 
men” on, and led the way: In the 
constellation Pleiades there is a clus-‘ 
ter known as “Seven Stars," but for 
ages only six have been visible. Did 
that missing star, perhaps a thousand 
million miles distant, and majiy times 
larger than the sun, leave Its place 
in the cerulean vault to guide these

Farewell, Good Friend.
About a month ago we received a 

very good likeness of Col. J. Clement 
Smith,, of Topeka, Kansas, lawyer, 
pout, philosopher, .Spiritualist. Ac
companying the' excellent photograv
ure was the following beautiful, yet 
pathetic poem. We had dined with the 
Colonel in July last, at his home in 
Topeka. He was then nearing the 
close of his 90th year,- Unaccom
panied by pny note in his. familiar 
"hand it, was feared the silence de-

A NOBLE EXAMPLE.
. and

/Vnnual Convention
:of-

tys passage on Jan. 19,. 1.908^ to a- 
higher and .a'more real life, having 
but recaptly?entered on
? A native of Vermopt/he removed to 
Illinois in? his you th;/wap admitted 
to practice at the baY, held a plage on 
•Gen. McClelland’s staff-during the un-. 
civil' war, and for. 25 years practiced 
law in* the Ignited ‘ States., Supreme 
Court. The Colonel vvas a -devoted 
Spiritualist, twice president of a so
ciety in Washington; and'was an emi
nent friend of Col.- Ingersoll, and a 
long time patron of The Progressive 
Thinker, and ah occasional contribu- 
-tor. His peom, “Life Triumphant," 
one qf the choicest in our language, 
shall, have place at an eprly day }n 
these-columns. But to ,the advance 
familiar poem, which will flqd sympa
thy, in many a saddenecTbreast:

well polished? And are there no 
cataracts on your eyes? Are you sure 
your mind Is clear? If yes, then oppa 
to pages 131, 132 of Prof. Cumont’s 
“Mysteries of Mithra,” the product of 
a learned Christian historian, and 
read an account of p “star” that did. 
service'when Mithra'was born out of 
a» rock: Our Jesus, you remember, 
was birn in a cavern where the ox 
was stabled;* and the Mithraic shep
herds witnessed the birth of their sun
god, and this way back before this 
earth was peopled by men.

We quote, slightly abridged:
“The -tradition says Mithra was 

bora oa the banks of a river, under 
the shade of a sacred tree. Shepherds 
alone, ensconced in a neighboring 
mountain, had witnessed the miracle 
of his entrance into world. They had 
seen him issue from a rocky mass, his 
head adorned with a Phrygian cap, 
armed with a knife, carrying a torch 
that illuminated the somber depths.' 
Wòrshipfully the shepherds drew 
near, offering the divine Infant the 
first fruits of their flocks and har
vests. But the young hero was naked 
and exposed to the winds that blew 
with violence. He concealed himself 
in the branches of a fig tree, and de
taching the fruit from the tree-with 
aid of his knife he ate, and .stripping 
it of leaves he made himself gar
ments. » » » Although the shep
herds were .pasturing their flocks 
when Mithras was born, all t^hese 
things came to pass before there were 
men on earth.”

The above comes to us as a very an
cient account, of Mithra’s birth, etc. 
The story transferred- thrqugh-Baby- 
lon to Rbme, and adapted to a later 
age, is less miraculous; but in the 
full account" of Mlthra-’s-birth, which 
we ijmit for want of space, the "stir” 
does service, as do the shepherds. 
Quoting from page ;

“We can only'determine; in a gen
eral way .the high degree of splendor 
to which thè Persian religion at
tained in Rome, its vogue is attested? 
by a hundred or more inscriptions; by. 
more than' sevehty-five fragments of 
sculpture;'and by a series of templds 
and-chapels situated, in all parts of- 
the city and its environs.”

Says Prof; Cumont,.on page 140: ■
“Perhapfe no .other religion ever of

fered to Its sectaries Inta'higher de
gree than Mithraism opportunities for 
¿prayer and- motives fbr -veneration. 
To the. initiated • * • the. stars 
that shone'in the sky, >the wind that, 
¿whispered to the foliage, the; spring? 
or ¿brook that babbled > down. the. 

-fnonntain side, even the-earth he trod 
under his. feet, were, in 'his eyes di
vine, and all surrounding nature- pro- 
yokéd.ln; him a worshipful fear for 
the infinite forces that swayed the 
universe.” • •

And Manes, the founder pf an 
early Christian sect, which dominated 
the East for aèes, declared:

• "MITHRAS AND CHRIST ARE 
ONEh” .■ ' • .

Bcflimiina Tuesflau BvgiUiiq, Februaru 18, 
Continuing Through the Following Wednesday 

' and Thursday, 19 and 20.

The Spiritualist Society of Philadel
phia, Pa., the eminent G. TABOR 
THOMPSON, Factor,' has subscribed 
for ONE * HUNDRED' AND - * FH<TY 
copies of THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER, to be distributed among 
inquiring minds of the Congregation. 
It is probably the leading Society of 
the United States at the present time. 
Every Spirithalist should subscribe 
for THE PROGRESSIVE JTHINKER, 
or remain IN THE REAR of the ad
vancing procession. You cannot by 
any possible way realize what is going 
on in our ranks without reading this ' 
paper. It is the LARGEST PUBLICA
TION devoted to Spiritualism in the 
World to-day. It EXCEEDS THEM 
ALL in circulation. It contains the 
news with which all Spiritualists 
should be familiar. SEND FOR IT! 
Induce your Neighbor to subscribí | 
for it. ' , - . ' I

The Longleys
¿ Moving Oi.

Backward, turn backward, O, Time in 
your flight,

Make me £ child again just for to- 
night!

Mother, come back from the echoless 
shore, '

Take me again to your' heart ae of 
yore;

Kiss from my forehead the furrows 
'of'care,

Smooth the few silvery threads of 
my hair;

Over my slumbers your loving watch 
keep;

Rock ni|e to sleep,'mother, rock me to 
sleep,.
z ' . • 

Backward, flow Backward, oh, tide Of 
• , the years!

I am so weary of toil and of tears— 
Toil without recompense, tears all in 

a>aiu—
Take them, and giv.e me my childhood 

again!
f have grown weary of dust and de» 

cay—
Weary 'of flinging my soul’s wealth 

away; -
Weary of Bowing for others to reap— 
Rock me to sleep, mother, rock, me to 

sleep! ;

green, 
Blossomed and faded, our 

tween;
Yet, with strong yearninfc 

sionate pain,
Long I to-night for your 

again.
Come from the silence so 

so deep—

presence

long and

The Officia? Board of the .Illinois State Spiritualists' Association hereby | 
extend to the: Spiritualists of the State their cordial greetings and give 
notice of th'e'Anniial Meeting of the Association, which takes place on the 
morning of Wednesday,-February 19, at 40 o’clock, ^n the Blue Parlor, on 
the'third floor of HANDEL HÀLL, 40 RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO. 
The Annual Convocation of the'State Association will also convene at HAN
DEL HALL, in the large assembly room/pn the second floor, beginning on 
the eyening of Tuesday, February 18, and continuing through Wednesday 
and Thursday,. afternoon and evening sessions. Auxiliary Societies and 
Individual jUemfagrr. wiU please make a note of thjs fact, and be on hand in 
full force, and let us make this thé best Convention we have ever held, and 
so adjust ourselves tq The Cause and each other as to make ours the banner 
State Association of the United States, and the most harmonious. Good 
Speakers and Message Bearers are engaged, and the program will soon be 
issued. Of all the years of its existence, this is the most important for unit
ing Spiritualism, and IT MUST BE UNITED IN SPIRIT AND IN PURPOSE.

The Music has been placed in the hands of THE MEYERS' MANDOLIN 
CLUB, adth à- retinue of vocalists. On Wednesday, afternoon and evening, 
the sweet singers of our colored auxiliary, The Chutfch of Progressive Spirit
ualists, .will have charge (of the musical part of the program, which will be 
decidedly an Interesting feature of the Convention.

Keep in Touch With the Illinois State Spiritualists’ 
Association, and Push the Cause of Truth Along'. 
Let Us Band Together as a Unit, Strong.for. Success.

. - GEORGE B. WARNE, President, 
By DR. T. WILKINS, Secretary, I. & S. Ass'n.

To the Editor: Please send The 
Progressive Thinker another whole 
year. I ■ tried to get along 
without it, but could not. 
I have read several of this year’s 
copies that were sent to me from In
diana, but I want my own papers as 
I look for them regularly. I gave 
away all the copies 1 had so have for
gotten the names of the premium 
books, but think I should like the 
Great Debate. I hope I am not too

SPIRITUALIST LYCEUM LESSONS.

Issued quarterfy by, the National 
Spiritualists’ Association. Edited- by 
an able committee of Lyceum workers. 
.First issue of lessons of sixteen pages 
now rfeady. ' Prices: one cent per 
copy, iu lots of five or more; single 
copy.atwo cents. Wessons solicited 
from, any one. Address, George W. 
.Kates, secretary, 600 Penn. Ave. S.-E., 
‘Washington,’ D. C.

Rock me to sleep, mother; rock me to 
slpep!

■ X . '
Over my heart, in the days that are 

flown,
No love like mother-love ever has 

Shene;
No other worship abides and endures, 
Faithful, unselfish, and. patient like 

yours,
None like a mother can charm away 

Tain,- ' .
। From the sick soul and world-weary, 

brain, - '/■ :???????/??"
| Slumber’s soft calms o’er my heavji
i lids creep; ♦
i Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me 

to ajeep!

Come let your brown hair, just light
ed with gold, ।

Fall on your- shoulders again as of 
old; I

^Let it drop o’er my J’orehead to-night, 
Shading my faint eyes away from the 

' light;
For with its sunny-edged shadows 

onco more, 
.Happily will throng the sweet visions 

of yore;
Lovingly, softly, its bright Aillows I 

sweep-— . • .
Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to 

sleep!’

Mother, dear mother, the years have 
been long,

Since last-1 listened your lullaby 
song; . •

Sing, then, and urito iny soul it shall, 
seem ’ ■ ? <' ,

Womanhood’s years have been only a 
dream, .T? * .

Clasped In your heaYt Ufta .lovlrig^m- 
brace, ; "

With your light lashes jqst sweeping 
my face, ■

Never .hereafter to wake or to weep;
.Rock me to' sleep,' mother, yock me .to 

s .'sl^epl •.. ■' n ' «

In Prison, Awaiting Trial.
Harry Orchard, the multi-murderer, 

theconfesBedassassln,?who tdied 
■ Gov. Steunenberg,; $nd tried to shift, 
the crime oh'W. A. Haywood and G. 
A.'Pettlbbne, is to be put oh trial for. 
his Ilie. He announces:. ; ?

. “I am ready to stand trial, to be 
■convicted-, and punished. V * '• I 
have made my peace with God.”

.The wretch should know' that the 
twenty-one persons whose lives were 
sacrificed by him, will be jn evidence 
“over there;” and, possibly, he will 
find there are others than God whose 
hatred of assassination will need -pla-- 
eating; -Justice has demands which 
attempts to involve others in his guilt 
will not be atoned for by regrets that 
he was not successful In what seem 
his perjflTles. . >

Heart keeping Is the secret of happy 
housekeeping.—Anom

When a messenger went to the 
homo of John CoyTIe, for many years 
employed on the Brooklyn bridge, yes-
terday morning, Mrs. 
the letter and said:

"I know what you 
tell me. My husband 
not so?”

Coyde opened

have come to. 
is dead. Is it

“Yes, he dropped dead on a. street 
car.when he started home thjs morn
ing.”

“Did you know he started at 6?”
asked Mrs. Coyde. “He did? I heard
hls footsteps in a dream and I knew 
that he would die.”

Mrs. Coyde then told of dreams she 
has had on three successive .nights.

“Sflnday night,” said she, “I saw 
him walking about the kitchen with 
a silver platter in htS hand. On the 
blatter was beef. I could not guess 
the significance of it; but the dream 
impressed me so vividly that I worried 
over it all the next day with forebod
ing.

' “Monday night I had a second 
dream. This time it was my mother 
who walked about with the beef on 
the silver platter. She seemed to be 
searching for some one she could not 
find. My mother has been dead for 
many„many years. I wondered why 
she came to me. -

“This morning-J was awakened at 
6 o’clock, sure I had heard the foot
steps of my husband- He was lame, 
and I knew his walk. I heard him at 
the door and I sprang out of bed with 
all the vividness of the dream on me 
and hurried to the door, but he was 
not there.'

“And” just now,” said Mrs. .Coyde, 
"when I heard you coming up the 
steps I said, ‘John is dead and a mes
senger is coming to tell me? ’’ ,.

Coyde was sixty years old and'the 
son of an army officer in /England. 
HO lived at No.-'634 Sixth avenue, 
Brgoklyh.—New York World. /

To tho Spiritualists of Indiana. 
- The fourth annual contention of the 
Indiana State Association-will be held 
at OrpheuS hall,- 135 N.¿Delaware 

•street, Indianapolis, March 20, 21 and 
22, 1-908. Wh will hate the,best talent 
obtainable,'/both in speakers and mes- 
sa'ge tiearers, and trust- that the socie- 
'ties TSill' beiprompt in sending in their 
annual, reports and per capita tax, and 
thdt pajih one wlll have their full rep
resentationit the. convention. ' - /

SWi wuia like to. put on one or two 
mafis'Aneetlngs at different points over 
the state, .between now and the'tlme’ 
of convention, so? if there are any 
towns,desiring this work, let up know 
and we will Arrange for it at once. 
• ThmState;Association has made ar- 
rangements^to send out organizers 
to bqiyi up, .and strengthen the socie
ties already in existence and try to or- 
ganize^societfes in towns where there 
are none." > ' '

At pur last convention there-was 
an amendment adopted by which per
sons who live in localities where there 
is no soeiefY, and not .enough Spirit
ualists to organize one, may become 
personal members of the State • AsSb-1 
elation by the payment of $1 per year, 
and thus-have a voice arid vote in the 
proceedings/ -.Spiritualists, send in 
your personal memberships; come to 
the- convention and help to encourage 
and build up organization, for on the 

'success of our State ^convention I'arge-

ly depends the success of the National 
convention which comes to Indianapo
lis in October, and we want to «how 
the Spiritualists of the nation that we, 
the Spiritualists of Indiana, can make 
the convention of 1908 Hie banner 
convention of the N.’ S. A,; and this 
can be <Jone with just a little effort 
on the part of each one. Every Spir
itualist lu the state ought to feel it 
not only a duty but a privilege to put 
their shoulder to the wheel and lend 
their support to the state officers iu 
carrying on this work.

For any information, address E. A. 
Schram, Pres., Perp, Ind., or Carrie 
H. Mong, Sec’y, 416 p. Franklin 
street, Muncie, Ind.

the methods used by the magnetic 
healers, and the Doctor surely can tell 
how it is done. Not like the well 
written articles we find, "How to 
Raise Children," "How to Cultivate 
Your Love for Your Mother-In-Law,” 
“How to Mako Them Love You,” etc., 
and finally find out the writer never 
had any children, nor mother-in-law, 
either, thus spoiling all the good ef
fect by showing they have only pretty 
theories and no experience at all. 
Let some one write on these subjects 
who knows something about them. 
Truth is stranger than fiction, and 
facts are what we need instead of 
theories.

The Progressive Thinker grows bet
ter Instead of getting weaker, and it 
certainly is doing right in exposing 
the fakirs.

Hoping this will be a prosperous 
year and that all of our Spiritualists 
may afford to subscribe for The Pro
gressive Titinker, let us all thank 
Brother Francis for keeping the price 
within our reach, $1 a year, when 
Mary Baker G. Eddy lias raised the 
dollar mark one higher for iter Senfi- 
nel. Rich or poor of her duties have 
to pay $2 per year for a “wad" of tes
timonials.. Haven’t noticed any sig'ns 
of Brother Francis building any mil- 
lion-dpllar homes, but look at the 
homes made lighter through his help 
giving us so much mental illumina
tion. MRS. MINNIE C. HAY.

Herington, Kans.

i My last chronicle of events for The / 
I Progressive Thinker, was made in/ <' 
I Santa Cruz, where we were sojourning ) ' 
during the greater part of January/ 
Opr work in the beautiful city by tha^ 
sea was crowned with success, and Ave 
left with' the loving' commendations > 
and blessings of a host of fri/ends-, * > 
singing in our ears. ('

When we reached Santa Cruz, Jan.
3, we went among strangers. Nir. and 
Mrs; Parker and Mr. and Mrs. Fan
ning, staunch and true Spiritualists, 
were the only residents therel.whpm 
we had met before. For nearjy four 
weeks we made our stay alternately 
in these two hospitable homes. No 
pains at either .place were spared’to 
add to our comfort and happiness. Mr; 
Frank H. Parker is a member of the- . 
State Spiritualists' Association board,/ 
a genuine and fervent Spiritualist, 
who is ever determined to keep tli; 
cause alive and active in his city—h' 
estimable -wife Is a fine medium tfi 
rare gifts; their three children, two , 
young men and a young, woman, ar®/ 
talented, full of music and artl$t!ic 
sense. The Longley songs have lateen 
sung in that home by the -entire .‘fam- 

! ily for nearly twenty years.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Fanning are 

ardent Spiritualists. Their, pretty 
home Is the scene of many a spiritual ■ 
seance .and gathering, Mrs. Fanning 
Is a powerful mental medium. ?We 
received many beautiful messages 
through her'agency.

For four Friday evenings we held k, 
seances at the Parker home, and fhese / 
gatherings gave much of social pleas- L 
•ure to all who came, as well as many r 
good things from the spirit side. The I 
musical renditions by Miss Anna Belle ; 
Parker, piano, and Mr. Chas. Parker/'" 
cornet, the sweet musical selection.uy 
Mrs. Calender, and the vocal favots of 
her gifted daughter, Miss Stella,' gave 
great enjoyment to the company at 
each of these meetings.
' It had been the intention of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fanning to hold a reception at 
their home on the Cliff, for Mr. Long
ley, in honor of^ his approaching 
“birthday,” and for*the spiritual dedl- ,-;■■ 
cation of their new home—three 
nights duriifg the last week of our st/y 
were set in succession, but each jot 
them proved so boisterously stoipny, 
the plan had to be abandoned How
ever, Thursday evening, Jan. 23, was 
taken by.the sprit friends, who/in an 
impromptu gathering of our hosts, 
two lady friends and ourselves,.opened 
the floodgates of immortal glory and 
poured upon us—through the medium
ship of Mrs. Fanning and Mrs. Long
ley—a veritable shower of golden mes- 
sagbs, sweet poems and enduring 
blessings, among which was a beauti
ful poem addressed to Professor Long
ley, by our friend, James G. Clark, 
the theme of which was “Down by the 
Musical Sea.” Our regret lias been 
that we could not preserve this poem

is Making a Strenuous Effort 
Uncover the Soul.

PASTOR TO TELL TRUTH;
HITS BIBLE AND CHURCH,

Science is not content with measur
ing the human heart beats or weighing 
the human brain. It is not even satis
fied with locating the physical source 
of particular human emotions. It 
must delve into the mysterious cham
bers of that peculiar phase or condi
tion of mentality Ivhlch man is pleased 
to call the “soul.” *

"Why does a man weep? Why does 
he laugh? Why does he get angry 
and. vent his rage in the idiotic lan
guage of hate and denunciation? 
These are manifestations of mentality 
which have occupied the study of the 
scholars for ages. Man has made 
some progress in tracings these phe
nomena to certain sensor nerve fila
ments and other physical causes, and 
has attempted to present his observa
tions and conclusions under the gen
eral head of “psychology.” But in 
spite of the Ifcychologists science is 
still baffled by many of the manifesta
tions of tlie human mind. It is una
ble to classify or explairf what are gen- 
erally-called “soul phenomena."

And yet the psychologists have 
made wonderful progress in their ef
forts to unravel the mysteries of man’s 
mentality and spirituality, as is shown 
in a most entertaining manner by 
President G. Stanley Hall of Clark 
University in Harper’s.. He goes back 
seventy .years to the experiments of 

.Weber upon the sensibility of the hu
man skin, the results of which he em
bodied in his epoqh-making article on 
the sense of touch published in 1846. 
This work, President Hall ■ believes, 
maYks the beginning of "the new 
psychology,”‘which experiments on 
the soul, and has njade former knowl
edge of it definite and has added 
vastly to it.

Through the skin, the retina, the 
ear and the senses of taste and smell, 
the psychologists have patiently 
traced the way to man’s inner self— 
the emotions that -reign in the citadel 
of the soul. The new psychology be
gins with the senses "and insists upon 
an ediication.that opens the gates* of 
the. sens!tory nerves. -Since, the days 
of Weber and Helmholtz the psycholo
gists, by means of ingeniously de
signed apparatus, have succeeded In 
measuring the time rate at which an 
impression moves? along a nerve. In 
their laboratories; they can measure 
with great accuracy.-the-time required 
for a sensation to move from a finger 
up the arm to the brain, the time to 
transform it into a motor Impulse, and 
the rate of the latter down the arm.

Imagination, sentiment, reason, vo
lition and memory are •all taken Into 
the laboratory as we used to take the 
frog’s foot or, the heart of*a rabbit. 
-The brain, which iq. "the mouthpiece 
of God” and the most highly organized 
of all substances, anatomical or chem
ical, Is being studied, in all its mani
festations in the forty or fifty labora
tories now established for psycholog
ical investigation. From thesp explor
ations of the mind we are pushing on 
to know the history of the human 
sou! from the dawn of sense, through 
the study of 'instincts in the higher 
animals, the studies of childhood and 
■the final stages of psychic evolution in 
the development of the highest human 
organism- . ‘ .

New York Preacher Says That If 
Is Given Permission He Will 
Two Years Preach of What 
Really Believes,

Hc 
for 
He

Stanch church members awoke Feb. 
3, after a night of restlessness fol
lowing a strange sermon by Rev. Will
iam H. Babcock, pastor of the First 
Reformed Church, Bayonne, N. Y., 
one of the largest In the town. The 
minister had made the statement that 
he would ask the authorities of his 
church for "permission to preach the 
truth for two years as an experiment." 
It apparently followed from IBs state
ment that during at least a large part 
of the twenty years which Dr. Babcock 

I had spent in the ministry he had been 
pleaching what he believed was not 
true—in fact, the preacher himself 
said as much. He had declared that 
had be known what he was doing 

j -when he entered the ministry he 
would not have, gone into it.

Dr. Babcock made a few perfanc- 
tory remarks and then suddenly 
launched forth in an attack upon, the 
Bible and upon both Protestant and 

I Roman Catholic churches.
He said he had studied science and 

philosophy, geology, biology, anthro
pology and metaphysics and he had 
reached the conclusion that the Bible 
was “not a solid chunk of truth.” 
Maintaining that the description of 
the crehtlon of the earth as found In 
Genesis was in conflict with geology 
and biology, he declared that he must 
accept the latter.

“I ask for freedom to preach the 
truth,” he continued. "If granted, I 
will, apply to the Classis for a special 
dispensation for two years for experi
mental work, and I will lay aside all 

i present forms and systems.
"If I had known as much about the 

ministry twenty' years ago as I do to
day I never would have put my head 
in the noose, but now that it is there 
I will fight for freedom.”

1 "I am sorry my attitude has caused 
a stir,” said Mr.sBabcock to-day in dis
cussing his sermoii yesterday and itp’ 
effect on the people of his congrega
tion. "I have no hesitation in saying 
I believe the present methods of 
preaching—the system Lwill call it— 
are out of date.. They are practically 
•the same as they were in the sixteenth 
century aqd we have progressed a 
great*Áeal since that time.

“Why, have you. any idea of the 
number of ministers who long for an 
Opportunity to Speak out and overstep 
the -barriers that have been-placed 

i about them? . There are / vast army 
of them. For* twenty years I have. 
thought and studied the -Bible and I 

1 have wanted persistently to get away 
'from.the system., By thatT-mfean the 
doctrinal and ecclesiastical ‘ system— 
the mbde ofthought and method of 

"action of the church; It is unadapted 
to the modern mindand to modern 
needs. ■ .... . ■
’ "My desire has been to break ftway 

from the system and preacluthe truth 
as I see it. But every time'l have 
found myself hemmed in.”

essence and memory abide with us for
ever.

When we began our work in Santa 
Cruz, our cause there seemed at a low, 
ebb, the foremost workers were dist 
heartened, and a general air x>t dife? 
epuragement saluted us. But to our 
surprise and gratification, the an
nouncement of our work called out a 
large attendance from the first, and 
on each of the four Sunday evenings 
every available seat in the commod
ious hall was taken\ and 
room only” found by those who came 
in late. A revival seemed at once to 
come in, and the interest continued to 
grow up to the very last moment ot 
our stay. We went among strangers, 
but we left a host of friends behind us 
who begged us to come again.

On Monday, the 27th, we took our 
departure, laden with bright flowers, 
branches of palm and good wishes. 
A delegation of sweet singers accom
panied us to the train and ere 
pulled out from the station they clus
tered around ns in the aisle and sang, 
“God be with you till we meet again.' 
Our hearts and eyes were full, and wb 
could only give the silent hand-clasp
as our “Good bye."
pleasure of meeting Mrs. Maud Lord 
Drake, the well known medium, at 
some of our meetings, and ol renew
ing long ago assofiations and reminis
cences with her and her good husband. 
Time deals lightly with them as with 
all Spiritualists and they are still in 
the harness and at work.

We are now in San Francisco, at the 
lovely home of Mr. and Mrs. Wink. 
To-day, Jan. 30, bright and sunny, 
Mrs. Wink is planting sweet peas—-a. 
garden day of delight, is the birthday",/ 
of Mr. Longlev, elghtv-bne and voutr.:?»

Ourful, h^ppy, full of active energy, 
friends are feasting and feting him 
and of course 1 am coming in for 
share. Baby Payson, two years 
two days ago, is wishing "Papa Lqyfg- 
ley, happy birthday.It is a hatppy 
day; last night we had a home seince, .

greetings ' 
and blessings from above. Wo were, 
surprised by and'favored with r visit 
and message direct from Theodore J. 
•Mayer—a happy event.

While in Los Angeles we called on 
Prof. Loveland, our old friend, the 
veteran Spiritualist of many years; 
keen in intellect still, though nearly 
ninety, but crippled by Jhe cruel 
rheumatism that holds him 
power, a grand, old ipan In our cause.

Love to -ali.' 
MARY T. LONGLEY.

and a glory of spiritual

in its

Birds Tcacb Lazy Mari a Lesson.
Go' to the birds, thou sluggard, fo.r / 

birds can do. work far harder than / 
human beings. ' A pair of house mar-1 
tins, when nesting^; will feed theta 
young ones in twenty pecohds-r-tKat 
is, each bird, male, and female, makes 
ninety journeys _to arid fro an hour/ 
or about 1,000 a"day. -■ On each jour 
ney the bird has the added work of 
catching the insects. ** 
a bird as the ,wten has been counted 
to make 110 trips to and .from Its 
nest within 430 minutes; and 
prey carried home consisted of larger, 
heavier, and harder to find insects 
than were caught by - the sparrows. 
Among them were 20 good-sized cat
erpillars; ten grasshoppers^ seven 
spiders, eleven worms, and more than 
one fat chrysalis.

JOHN A. HOWLAND.

Even so tiny

The law Imprinted on the hearts of 
all men is to. love the members of 
society as themselves.—Roman,

The only time wljen a person is tbb',^-. 
old to learn is when he is on his 
death .bed.—Woman’s Daily.

birthday.It
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I? Paper Read Before the Greenwood Club, Kansas City, Mo., by 
Col. IL T. Van Horn. The Colonel Is a Profound Thinker along 
Scientific Lines; His Mind Is as Clear, and His thoughts as Forci
ble as when he was Congressman, and Editor of the Leading Daily 
in Kansas City.

Radies 
Scientific 

’ Shing wo
Istry—in 
change.

and Gentlemen: The great advance made in 
discovery in recent years has- unsettled every- 
had thought fixed: Astronomy, geology, chem- 
fact the whole field of 'thinking is undergoing 
Hypotheses are giving way because what has

?

bpeu accepted does not work out in presence of later dls- 
olobed facts. Gravity itsell' is being reviewed, and the 
nebular hypothesis is not now the solution of world form
ation. And why is this? •
Js it no^. because even scientific people, as a mass, have 

{thought from the old concept that this a "made” world? ¡ 
fflllls criticism is not here used as to-a théologie Idea, but , 
fast the concept that the earth is alive is not yet the , 
fundamental one from which we think. The. old idea 

•' j/hat our worlll was made and then peopled by a special 
exercise of power does not, in the face of present knowb 
tedge, give us a working hypothesis.

But the modern .thinker, looking at the work of the 
dedern discoverer and inventor, asks the question: '-As- 
ave know that all life is'supported, sustained, and- per
petuated by planetary resources, why not it be the crea- 
afor of'its own family? 'And this question is now the 
leading problem among the, world’s 'accredited thinkers. ; 
-- The. topic for this evening is set down ¿as ‘“Evolution 
and Life-Forms," and te be fully discussed should em- 
Braco two papers, but as two sections their consideration 

1 Ehall be as. brief as possible—more as a statëmént than 
an exposition Of a dheory.

■ „ And first as to evolution: What Is it? The Century' 
Dictionary defines it as; : • ' ;

“Thé fact or the doctrine of the derivation or descent, 
¡With modification of all existing species, genera, orders, 
classes,' etc., Of animals and plantai,_from a i0w simple 
forms of llfp, if noffrom one; the dottrine of derlv,a- ‘ 
tion; evolutionism. Opposed tq ¡creationism—that all 

\ living things;were at some time created substantially: 
Aqa they now exist."

- . ) Huxley says:,. “Evolritlon in biology 1b a general name 
ïpr the history of the steps by'which any living being 
tas acquired morphological and physiological characters 
wtlch distinguish it?' s

Herbert Spencer’says: “Evolution is an integration of 
matter and concomitant dissipation of motion] during 
which,matter passes,from an indefinite,'*Incoherent homo
geneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity; and during 
{Which the retained motion undergoes a parallel traus- 
formaiion.”

Or/as Huxley ¿more lucidly says in his American ad
dresses: -“The hypothesis of evolution supposes that in 
all this vast progression there is' no breach of continuity/ 
no point at which we could say ‘this is a natural pro- 

■EOSB,’ and this ,1s not a natural process? ”
This 1b evolution defined by the masters. Does the 

present state .of knowledge sustain this hypothesis? In 
this paper the “creation” theory will not be traversed, 

- as in scientific discussion it has been entirely eliminated. , 
’And this b.eçause miracle 1b no longef conceded by the;1 

’ ’'Intelligence' of mankind. , ’ •
■ Popularly understood, Evolution is the theory pro- 
jpounSed by Dar winy- and the basis of a philosophy, by 
^Herbert Spenceiy Darwin’s “Origin of Species” was pub- 

. Ushed in 1859. In 1860 Herbert Spencer announced the 
' beginiting of his' life work, his “System of Synthetic Phi

losophy.” -Darwin’s "work was that of an investigator 
and discoverer based on a life-long exploration as^to 
facts and details. That of Spencer was the construction 

7 from these facts of a system—the scheme of a student 
x ; rather than the .theory of an explorer. It has bo turned 
, . out that much, most, it may be said, of what is taught 

in our schools" and by our scientific literature is Spen
cerian rather than Darwinian. But, as a result from the 
¡works of these" two men#ln less than fifty years the phi
losophy of life and human progress has been changed and 
the ancient ideals utterly confused and confounded.

; ■ There is, however, growing up a difference in the sci- 
ontiflo 'view which is more from theHioint of view than 
of Bubstance. Or rather a different theory as to the office 
or function ofr the planet1 itself. And this idea rejects 

■ the ’/made” concept that we associate with -creatio^—that 
\ our world was or is finished, a completed product. And 

i strange to say the scientific schools as a whole have 
predicated’their theories from this basic Ideak . They still 
cling to the atomic ultimate, and although very recently 

■ eomciOf them are, in violation of its etymology, cutting
Bp thè atomi info ions and electrons, yet the concept of an. 
ultimate Is still there for a beginning. And with, it, life 
from such beginning. And this finished ideal in the face- 
of what, «cirineo itself tells us of the geologic ages of the 
globe aid of the-fossil records of the rocks.

This concept permeating the early theories of evolution 
naturally led io the idea that life-forms are but the 

s . .variations of a primitive gerih, or germinal condition. 
\ ’AncUeclénce has been -seeking for thab It was thought 

/they had it In what they called “Battybius”—an ooze 
at thé bottom of the .ocean—and are yet hunting ’ for 
the missing,link between .the animal and man. Tell them 
that this is but a reflex o¿the old creation idea ^nd'they 
would be Offended, but when you bring theory and fact 
together the old disability has not disappeared. A grafo 
of dust and a cell with its nucleus 1b, in thinking, but 
the one dry and the'other wet. „ ~ :

But so long Jas science discards what it chooses to call 
spontaneous generation, so long will evolution, in part, 
be a tiebata.blO hypothesis. .’Evolution,- in its broader, 
sense is the. explanation of life-forms, and. If the term 
unfoldment was more in .use- as to- Its processes' bl 
growth, the understanding .would be clearer,, and‘you’ 

' would not scroften be met with the “involution’/refcain, 
from dogmatic objectors. > .’.

Thertf is no-essential'differenpe, prrictiçàllÿ,' to the 
thinker by tpe terms Creation: and evolution—to create is 

’ only to produce—except that thé théologie definition 
produces something trota nothing./Scientifically Jt means 
as to life-forms simply differentiation or, individualization 
from the same conditions. Save for the one definition it 
is much like two. statements from one fact. Y-

&•

Later theories' are not wanting, and they’have one 
recommendation—they do not confuse the mind with 
antithetical conclusions, nor do they ask anything from 
miracle or revelation. /Life is here and is maintained by 
.What we call chemical agencies and conditions. Being 
so its advent must have been under like agencies as sus
tain It. Science itself made the great suggestive discov
ery of the nineteenth century—the law of valence—of 
equivalence in chemical action—the secret of form,' and 
the demonstration that all life-force, so-called,* is chem
ical. ■ To say that the earth and all that is in it and on 

was created in the sense of “made” is to present a

concept that leads to specialty iu everything—a congeries 
of miracles. But to say it was formed and its contents 
formed from it, is to suggest an idea of processes.

And when this concept is tqjten iu connection'with the 
law of equivalence in chemistry the two logically har
monize. Synthetic chemistry suggests that all forms are 
but the results of this law of equivalence, and analytic 
chemistry endorses the-hypothesis—consequently it is not 
only a fact but it is the fact. . A

You are all familiar with the germ theory, anjd the 
elab'orative illustrations by Habckel, showing the samei 
ness iu appearance of all embryonic life. How else-could 
It be and be form-life at all? It lias beeq a curious- fact 
in the study of form-life' that almost the entire atten
tion ,has been centered in germ cells and cell aggregation 
as the seeming-all of biology. This .principle logically 
and practically culminates :ln the JoUy-fish. But how 
about .the other factor—the^ ^mechanical principle? 
When you come to individualize this -protoplasmic can- 
geries ofc cell life, to have it nvMm,' crawl, walk or -fly, 
what do \you require? A new power ..or another, princi
ple witbout which motion or movement in form is im- 
possible—the mechanical principle as-expressed In the 
joint and l^ver—the ball-and-socket joint .and the muscle. 
See the snake, a simple form of moving animal life, This t 
organic life-form is as much a thing of mechanical prin
ciples ,as of the protoplasmic properties, And why^thlB 
fact -so generally' ignored by .the schools?. , .

But now that science has postulated the fact that all1 
life processes, are chemical and that form is but a thing. 
of chemical expression, the evolutionary concept can be i 
discussed freed from the nightmire of superstition. i

The strict evolution school'treats, form-life as coming; 
from, a single germ beginning. The’ law of "valence" i 
removes thé necessity of this ' idea, which was but ttm 
first step ih the emancipation of science from "creation. !

It has been a query .with l^ter students how this the- : 
ory’could' be held by those who accepted the facts and 
teaching of 'geology. They tell us that certain strata of 
rooks are millions of years old, yet their fosaHs are as 
distinct and individual as the living forms of to-day. i 
The when and where of the Homogeneous ’ primal organ- i 
Ism seems as far away from Ealeozolc fossils os from the 
Permian or Recent. .

Diversified individual life Is ever present In al! that 
man has been able to discover. Science had to creep be- 
fore’’it could walk, and the “descent of man," or the 
ascent of the monkey was but an effort to break away 
from the creation concept. To realize what a nightmare 
this antique “made" Idea was, and to an extent is, needs 
only to recall that such great naturalists as Agassiz.ànd 
Quatrefages were led to refuse their assent to the con-- 
clusions of evolution and to insist that they did not ac
count for man. But now that science has accepted the 
theory that all form is simply the requisite chemical 
equivalence, the processes, progress1 and differentiation 
of form-life becomes more amenable to a concept of law 
and system. Crystallization is the one process of form, 
from the simple to the .complex. And individuality or 
variety Is, so to speak, but the arrest of development 
and the infinite play of this law ot chemical equivalence. 
This harmonizes with the hypotheses of science as to the 
homogeneity, or oneness of all substance or matter, and 
simplifies the ideals as tojworlds and the phenomeha of 
life and form.

Evolution, then, is not an Infinity of form life from a 
common germ or cell, but the .result of attractive proper- 
tlest In primal substance—as fixed proportions produce, 
or if you like it better, "create.” Whether God, Infinite- 
Intelligence, force, gravity, or what not, the fact Is.’that 
certain fhemlcal proportions la this primal substance 
produce a new form with dijferlng properties—no mat
ter who or what uses the fact—If any user is insisted 
■on. Far all practical and logical uses, the fact Is “It.”

Now, as chemical affinity, tor some prefer it, polarity 
of substance “creates" form, the conditions^as to sub
stance Is the controlling factor as to the nature of the 
fqrm-life produces, or is that we -call environment and 
climate. Take the facts of to-day: Beginning within 
the arctic circle and coming down through the porth 
temperate zone, the tropics and on to the antarctic conti
nent, we find form-Jife, vegetable, animal arid marine 
changing with the degrees of latitude.« And then from 
any locality going from tide-water over plain, mountain, 

■ valley, desert or morass, we find form-life responding to 
environing conditions. The “law” is the same in any 
period of our planet, so that in one geologic age we find 
plant life dominant, in another the reptilian, the saurian 
and other so-calle'd geologic times—but thé same biologic 
conditions, the same principles of locomotion present— 
modified only by the atmosphere or climate that over-: 
spread the planet at the time. _ Darwin, Wallace, Spencer, 
Descartes and Newton could not have lived with the cave 
man, but the cave mm| was not a monkey; ' nor can the 
jungles of'Africa, to-day produce a Grant, or a Dewey, nor 
could a gorilla be domiciled with a thoroughbred or a 
short-’horn. x _ - .'• _ , ' .

Consider that-all the gods, all the'religions, alft^e 
arts, all. the sciences, all the -inventions and discoveries,’ 
all the poetry and literaturetof the world had their on- 

■ gin and development in the north temperate zone, aéd 
the Influencefof planetary conditions .on, human eyolutiofi 
needs no other proof., -s ' T- - , '’ .

, --;Bo evolution is tot of thé planet, ,and when it produces 
thé air to breathe,'the soil to yield Emd |hè climate that 
affords the conditions, the law tot ¡valence supplies the 

’ forms'of organic life suited thereto, and the human racé 
, and its animal compeers Have evoluted with thé highest 

Clements that are present to them. This 1b the view of 
evolution as held by many modern thinkers, and students.

- And why, you may ask, does not the so-called scientific 
mind accept a theory so reasonable? Bcca^se of this very 

: law "under consideration. Some .do and some can’t. To 
Illustrate: Let us take mankind as we db a school or 
college. ’ A mass_of students enter and are given the same 

. curriculum of studies, and recite at the same time and 
in the same study each day to the end of the term. On 
Ex!amination7day they are graded according to proficiency 
from zero to 100. Some grade. 25, some-50, some'80 to 
90—and perhaps a pro.digy Is given 100. Why this dif
ference? Simply a matter of capacity, or natural endow
ment, modified by temperament in exceptional cases— 
but all making up the individual. So,with the body of 
a people. ' According as the person is boTn 'bo is his grade'.

It Is not needed In* this intelligent age to urge argtf- 
ment to show that the planet at different epochs, as well 
as now in localities, furnishes the forces that produce 
higher and lower forms of life. Ths zones and altitudes

of the-globe" present the. fact before us -every day, year । 
and age; À / A ■

Science has recently postulated an ether. -.But Ite office । 
or function is not vouchsafed by science. That we call 
space la but subs,tance or matter held in solution by or in 
ether. There are two things in the universe—ether and 
matter—one is the solvent of the other. The barometer 
tells us every hour of the differing densities of the atmos
phere. As In' the lesser so in the greater—the substance 
of space varies in density. Oxygen,’’nitrogen, carbon, hy
drogen, etc., are but conditions 6t space, as Ib iron, cop
per, graulte^-all held in solution by ether—their condi
tion as solids or flails isj but a change in density. For 
example, what is coal? Simply stored carbon. Our call
ing oxygen, nitrogen, etc., gases, with the nomenclature 
attached, only dwarfs the conception,of jtheir nature. 
They are primal elements of the universe. As our plan
et travels in an orbit of untold ages through this space 
of diifering densities, it must from time to time be Im 
fidenced by the conditions through which it moves. 
These periods for convenience are called cycles. And 
as the progress of life on the planet as. we see it 1b gov- . 
erned by its conditions, so is it influenced by those of the 
cycles. In no other logical way can the dark or middle 
ages, or the rise and decay of former civilizations be so- 
well explained—as seen in the Chaldean, Hindu, Egyp
tian, Greek and Roman cycles, and in thé growing en- ■ 
llghtenment' of the present time, which at a venture we 
niay date from the discovery of America—and printing.

No thinker can ignore the evidence before us tÿiat this 
is a period of «rent mental activity, and of-necessity un
derlying it a. condition of the planet and Its forces that,- 
contrasted with the dark'ages that preceded It, must be 
regarded as a cycle-of light..- And being so, the'mental 
condition of alkthe peoples on the planet feels and re-' 
spends to its influence, in action alone its traditional 
lines—the effect acting as a stimulating-force,

For a homely -Illustration, but a: familiar one: •- Take 
a party of men and fill them with wine or strong drink, 
and'each will disclose his personal trait or governing dis
position.; Or speaking philosophically will manifest along-; 
the lines of least resistance. One Will be jolly* another' 
will want to fight, either for his religion/ politics or other 

«'thing; s'"third will’ curse and swear,'while ¿' fourth, will 
sing sonés; ..some want to steal, while some will give 
away all they have.' So in kind as to peoples, even of 
nations and races.. ' • ’ C ’ . '

Suppose, as in the dark ages, the planet being in a 
dense region of space and Its inhabitants Vs-a mass are 
in a low-grade as. to intellect, say -30, such à'people 
desire war and are controlled by its influences, destruc
tion, violence, dust and death. .Suppose another people 

, grade, say BO and 70; While still warlike, yet intellect, 
oratory, music and men of great genius will result. But 
should a...people grade higher to a considerable extent, 
the religious will manifest most actively and worship of 

. numerous, ideals as.to God and,superstitions, rites and 
' ceremonies appear, and along with these in social life a’ 
■ tendency tp things ' that appertain to the sexes will be 
i notable. -i.

Without going into more extended discussion, these 
suggestions are<suffltient tb inspire tÿe thinker with wider 
charity for the differences and shortcomings of hlS' fel
lows. On kind of ,corn ¡in' a field will produce a stalk 
from three to five feet high and an ear six inches long, 
while .another will have an ear a foot long on a stalk 
twelve to fifteen feet high—owing to • the kind of corn. 
People .are from five to fifteen feet high mentally, ac- 

’ fording to their kind—and manifest character according 
to their grade,/ ' ’ - < - ’

The dark ages culminated about the time of the dis
covery of printing apd of, America. ' This period is What 
the literary,and art.,wpr|^( call the Rennalssance, an^ the 
religious people the Reformation. In one diréetton it 
gave rise to Savonarola, Luther, Loyola, Menno Simons, 
Calvin, Knox and, ¡others. These were the forces that 
gave to their century Its creeds. They founded 'the basic 
concept of the orthodox creeds and power from that, 
period to the present. These were followed at a later dây 
by those who sought to reform those creeds', people,of a 
differing grade, as George Fox, Ann Lee, Wesley/ Rapp, 
Joseph Smith, Noyes, Blavatsky, Eddy, and others whose . 
name 1b legion.

But to return to the Rennalssance period again and see. 
the 'galaxy of great names.of another grade. Bacon, 
Shakespeare, Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Descartes, Nek
ton, Gutenberg, Lorenzo de Medici, Michael Angelo, da 
Vinci. ' '

Now, these earlier men, philosophers, artists, states
men, religionists, were practically within a. century, and • 
came when Gutenberg had prepared the agent of their 
propaganda—printing—without • which they . could not 
have reached the then or now intelligent world. They are 
enough'to illustrate. the idea, that »influence of cycles af-' 
feets different minds along different lines, as illustrated 
by th# grades..

Whén we look at it in this light the progress is mar
velous Indeed. Let the world have a cycle/it this light 
equal in time to, that ofi the dark ages, or even another 
generation or two, with the rising grades as in the past 
one, the inarch of, human progress will be beyond pro
phetic telling. -

But our "application” seems like getting away from 
the evolution text—yet is' only a parenthesis, the wider ■ 

'conception of cosmic things, showing that it is the .planet 
that from Age to age céntrols the life upon It and as ; 

. well thé mentality of its populations—a broader view' 
! than that of the triât books,

Juried cities have been discovered with'relics'of their 
•civilization far back'of any history or tradition. There 
were causes for their rise,. decline and oblitlon. Is not 

; the theory of cycles'tof light and darkness in which the 
planet passed and- the consequent-influence upon the 
mental development of its inhabitants more in harmony 

■; with the facts thap the'hypothesis that it was turned out 
ready made?/: The story of .dogma and the théories of. 
science are in essence the same as to the beginning—|hat. 

’ .the planet, is a. finished ¿work;, One. says God. regulates' 
it, the other that fop.
the finished product . ,f zJ*

;■ It is a curious; tbing^îhat/Lord Kelvin; the'premier • 
; scientist .of the,English-Speaking worldJ'Th a recent ad-- 
; dress suggests thatitjie ¡presence' of life on this earth, of'

evening—“Form-Life:” Evolution means progress and 
‘development. The etymology of the word forbids spe
cial and perfected creation. W|ien, then, and how did 
the manifestation of Life through material form make 
its advent—fop form 1b not eternal. It is permanent only 
by succession of akin forms—or as the old expression is 
—after its kind. * i:

It can only be by simple mention here of thoexperi- 
ments by Prof. Loeb, now of Stanford University, with 
sea-urchins at Wood’s Holl, and of Dr. Littlefield, of In
diana, once a Kansas City student, in which living forms 
were produced by chemical agencies from inorganic mat
ter. Demonstrating that spontaneous generation is a fact, 
in nature. - ■ - .
' All the schools agree that at one time life-forms did 

not exist on our globe, and that so far as that Is con
cerned there was a “beginning." A1J agree that at one 
time it was an incandescent mass—as comets show the 
primary formation of worlds.

Clear thinking need not be disturbed by usjng geologic 
or astronomic .details as to the age of our world—it.can

• be best treated by periods. One thing is sure, that in 
passing from a globe of incandescent matter to a world' 
of pi'esent or historic condition it must have been sub
ject to all intermediate states and influences./ The ex
istence of fossils and ruins of . pre-historic ¡civilizations
and peoples attest this fact. »

&

Ö

As life—form-life—-only exists to-day when in an en- 
yironment ^varying about eight degrees temperature, 
Fahrenheit, with ninety-eight degrees /the normal, the 
planet must have been at a corresponding temperature in 
order to admit of its advent In-the first place. This ide'a 
meets strong corroboration when if Is rioted that tire food 
which the planet produces for the sustenance of its ani
mal forms; in Its chemical transformations by the viscera, 
generates a heat that kéeps the material body within the 
limitations, Could a stronger Illustration be asked? 
And here it may be as well stated that when the term 
life is used, it means form-life—for only life In form -Js 
open to our observation and study—or life only manifests 
objectively through form.-

As life-forms were impossible before the planet cooled- 
to admit their existence, as we see them, they must have 
come .ln one .of two ways: (1) By what we call spontan- 
.eous generation—chemical action in a suitable environ
ment; dr (2) by the fiat of a creative power. Which? 
If we say the latter, what then? All analogies'show that 
whatever the power, it operates wholly and only through 
what we call chemical law. So, for all purposes here 
both concepts work by the same 'method.

We see enough in the geologic and in the prehistoric 
evidences do tell us that our planet 1ms undergone rad
ical changes Ik its features, and in the character of tlje 
fornjrlife upon it—in its flora, its fauna, its geologic as
pects? and even in the multitudinous life of its seas. If 
then it was “created” the process was very slow, ages and 
ages as we conceive of time, and is still in progress. So 
taking-elther concept the observant thinker arrives at the 
present in practical agreement.

Reference has already been made to the great discov
ery of- the nineteenth century—the law of "valence’— 
or of chemical equivalence----- which discovery accounts 
for all, form as the result of this formative power through 
polarity of substance'. Water is “created"“by a fixed 
equivalent of hydrogen and oxygen—so of all forms ex
isting on the planet, and of the planet Itself. All that 
Is needed is for the chemist to find the equivalence, 
blend together, and he has created anything be desires.

Now, this “law” mqst have presided at the introduction 
of form-lite on our world, as well and as logically as it 
does to-day over its phenomena/ Every discovery, every 
blended product j?f_the pharmacist, the distiller or in
ventor of potentials In explosives, simply invokes this 
fow. And so with Dr. ’Littlefield and Prof. Loeb.

With all these primal facts in mind, we are prepared 
to think about the introduction, advent or origin of life 
on our own world. As life was once’ Impossible and it 1b^ 
now the home of millions of organic forms it must have 
been* in the intervals at every stage of unfoldment, and 
at one time at the normal temperature at which we 
know life is only possible. That fact should be fully com
prehended and made familiar to the ffiind before its les
son can be comprehensively applied. And as planetary 
Cycles as we know cover long periods of time—thousands 
of years without tangible change—evolutionary transmu
tation in life-forms, like the rock-crust, blends in har
monious sequence from the simpler to the more complex 
until intelligence, the'ultimate of form-life, makes (its 
advent.

Now, say, the earth wap at one time from ninety-four to 
one hundred and two degrees for an average—that being 
the margin In which life now exists, and you have the 
essential conditions present for the, advent of life in form 
expression. And very suggestively^ it Is found that the 
gigantic forms of the paleozoic ages—the saurian, rep
tilian apd oilier primeval types actually required a plan
etary condition that furnished a higher temperature,'arid 
that as the planet cooled to.present conditions they be
came extinct. This is the lesson of the fossils and other 
remains of the time the planet was emerging ’ from the 
heated conditions to the stage of form-life. Say this, 
transformation period lasted, as others we know about, 
for thousands of years. Wh'at the possibilities of this 
brooding time of the planeï? With this incubating tem
perature, and with constantly varying conditions, as now, 

; Of latitude and altitude, we may cease to. wonder at the’ 
Infinite variety of thpse forms that this “creative,” this 
generative period bequeathed to the present age of a 
higher mental evolution;

Are there any evidences, any indices, any signs, so to 
speak, of this planetary power, these beginnings of life- 
fv.ms and’the processes back of their coming? Let 
ui see.
- In the first place we' must revise the premises from, 
which to think. Eroud as modern science may be of its 
/freedom' io investigate and Jis worship of a fact. It has 
not yet,got rid Of the “made” concept that ruled before 
it was bojn. It. was only within the closing years of 

’the ¡nineteenth century that it began to rerich out from 
this basic, beeinnlng-7-tiiat matter was primal and fixed.

■ This idea’was anchored on the “atom”—the ultimate of 
■ materiality/ ..^ aggregations' of atoms,

ours as having its 'origln'in gennb brought in meteorites, 
from other.planets'?' Ari^he-negro boy' wheil told-that 
Adani was made of imudfahd leaned agalnst-'the fence to 
dry, asked, “who made ithe fence?" So we might ask 
Lord Revlln, “HoV did the germs get. on the other plan
ets?” not putting ^ffie hdw they- got away from home 
against the pull of: gravity. But it need Only be said 
that'Kelvin’s face is turning from the old direction and 
it needs only to substantiate another source for the. me-, 
teorltes, which a revise^.Cosmogony already in progress 
will substitute as. to the, formation and persistence of 
planets. “ The Vortex is even now postulated as the primal 
force in all cosmic phenomena. ■ _ '

But, if jve are to consider, the other topic—"life-forms’.’’ 
—this is as far as time will allow for evolution. Evolu
tion, then, is a result—not the primal potential force. 
Force is impossible' of. concept save as Motion, fio the 
"beginning,” so to speak, is Motion—the unseen. The 
moved is the se<m; ;

But to turn to the second member of the topic for this
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rendered'visible by^jualtty. This is science yet as to the 
mass .of its ^isciples. / ■ ,

Of 'necessity all deductions fronj this ultimate were 
guesses—hypothetical only.';On it was founded the* 
“law" of gravity.1 ¡This wasTogical .-because-you cannot 
think attraction ■ without . .the condition of bodies to be 
attracted. Newton’s theory has no ropulsion, no-polarity 
—that belongs te chemical and 'electric theories'. And' 
it is one of the curious things that sdefiee accepts both 
with all their opposite^ to:a working "hypothesis; ' But it 
only thinks one at a.time. You can’t safely put new Wine 
into old-time bottles, nor can you fit new discoveries tp 
old theories. So it is that you cannot dispuss spontan
eous generation and hold to the “made”- cosmogony.,

•Ab now advised we must start out with the' premise., 
that all life is cheri/ical. In this concept there are'no 
ultimate atoms. : .

Scientists—some of them—are breaking away from the 
«tom as they did from their once "void space,” by pred
icating an ether, and dividing it into electrons or ions. 
Points of force—vortices. It doesn’t matter that it de-.

(Continued? on page 3.)
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- UNCOOKED-FOODS,
And How to Live o.n Them—With

Recipes .for W holesome > 
- Preparation, ’

Proper- ComblnaUous , and -aAaus, 
with' the reason’uncooked food is best ' 
for-the promotion,' of health, strength 
and Witality. •By'Mr. and Mrq. Eugene 
Christian. -Illustrated^ t'_
‘ No one. can aflord to be without this 
book., Any,one who tries Home of the 
special recipes will discover that proper , - 
preparation increases the paiatabllity of 
food. Learn how and what to cook tn 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree Of normal health by folfowfog the 
recipes of this cook book. ,

It* will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle, the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as-point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Hice Ji.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This .vol
ume contains the best poems''of the 
author, and some of the best popular 

\§pngs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are" admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. I Price $1. _

I
J
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Ite Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY D&PART >rhJ®AH IN ‘/‘Vno’wlso
MPNT ta ONLY INTENDED TO , ^“groHBlVo Thinker is? - ?„nX«NTR »espoHriblo for the views expressed by 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS contributors. He may or may not, 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME-1 ngpC(; their respective views. 
PIUM8, A REPORT, OF WHAT THt ___ -
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL ”, ■ '
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE,HAVE! TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
wat ftoirp aiiPFiriENT FOR THAT I nt’0, requested-when, writing for this

' IW«’ t° “ typewriter or »
FUKl Oqt. , . - Pfn, with black ink. Write on only

KEEP COPIES or your poems’sent to one ri do of the paper, and into plaifii 
tills office, for they -will not be returned j legible ‘hand,1 and thus avoid tho na
if we have not space to use them. cessity of preparing your copy for the 
_______________ ____ _______ ____ j------  printer. Please bear this in mind.

The Song Cards for saie at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail 54,50, are 
tha help you need in society work.

THE HAND OF HARMONY,

heart. While serving the month- in 
Elyria we will answer calls for week 
evenings; also will attend funerals.”

A. C. Doane writes: “it is not gen-
... ¿ —, „ „ „ /, I eially known that Ellas Hiçks, George

’ Friends of tbe. Band of Harmony Thomas Paine and Benjamin 
and Chiirrii.of the Soul, Take Nonce. J Franklin, and several others were the 
•—Uo not forget the Musical and Dra- oneB R|arte¿ Spiritualism in 

„mat 1c Entertainment to be held in nochester, New; York, through- the 
hall, 809 SJnsonic Temple, on the pox sisters, but such is the case. My 
evening of the under thp “tiove parents .w.ere Hiejislte - Friends. .My 
auspices: Miss Nichols, vocal soloist, lnotiier was a medium from childhood': - 
Miss Rlclnnoml, dramatic i-e«de.r;,Mrs, controlled spirits, but spil$' 

■ Adams, piantst, and probably Miss and ¡tuaHy active in seeing and hearing 
' Mr. TJennis, violinista. ’ Wnal Band spirfts by her own spiritual senses, 

of Hanmmyjat ^^."rIGHMOND; ” ^Ich .ta tli^ coming Spiritual-

, . ' -, ' '■ x. , Ira B. Taft of Cedar Rapids, la.
■ E. A. Schram, secretary .writes from all old-time Spiritualist and : patron 
Peru, Ind.; The .First Spiritualists The Progressive Thinker, was in 
Church-of Peru is holding regular the City last-week, the guest of Mr. 
meetings every Sunday, with, extra an(i Mrs. Wm; Hilbert, ' . ' . ..

- good attendance.' Theispeak^ R.FleMing writes from Washing-, 
members of the "Society and t ie subi) D. Osça|i x .Éigçriy, tie

■ Jeet Is - ®*way8 ,,ad'erti88d Jn . well known trance medium, spoke to a 
vCtiurch Notices of the da*iy PaB®r> well'filled house at the Pythian Tem- This has the tendency to attract the « g « u. pneaced; thinking Ctass-of people,.an A we have r Ffrst Association oí
newcomers a,t every4meetlng ' th¿ ^nths of Feb- .
■ - Wm; Hodgson writes; ‘The First L/uaFy 'and ."March, assisted by Mrs, 
Spiritualist, Church of ^Hutchinson, I'-Hippje and other, mediums. Mrs. Zalda 1

'Kansas,-is- haying a good, healthy I Brown Kates, a fine .medium, holds a 
.growth, Qur place of meeting is get- benefit seance for this Association 
- ting, too small to hold oumpeople, and eyery month at"the home’ of " Mr, F,* 
. our.trustees are.looking tor more com- x Wood.. Mr, .and Mrs.. Kates arp

Tfiodious quarters” ■. • filling an engagement at Baltimore,
. M^ Poye writes from Md., every Sunday-and-Wednesdiiy-of’:

Milwaukee; Wis.: “I am a subscriber each week. Mrs..' May A. Price hol^ri 
-of. The Progressive Thinker. I read meetings at Woon's hall every Sunday'; 

Vteyery/word in;UT lt'-S my- Biblé^creéd ■ evening,t-Thè ^Auxiliary -of -thè First 
' and the whole ’shooting match.'. Ex- Association" will hold meetings ¿every 
i/etjee-the terni'.’’ .. /. two weeks at the'tiome ,pf the presi-

writes from dent ot the First, Association,' Mrs.-.
: ¿ Cambridge, Mass?: - “The"Cambridge Dr. Moore is" .vice-president of thé? 

. .Spiritual Industrial: Society held its ^Auxiliary; Mrs. K T. Longlèÿ; now in- 
/iregulai- meeting Jan. 24, in Cambridge California, Is president. Dr. William' 
: ¿Lower hall, 631 Man. avenue. 'Mrs, Keeler,’of-Eúclyde avenue,¿,1s,much- 

‘ .Katie Ham'was the speaker, and did. improved in tiealtlí." ¿ '
¿ splendid work for a fine audience. Qn Sunday, Feb, 2, Oscar .A.'.l^^ 

■. Stie’^ili be the speaker Feb. 14. Sup- erly began a two months’ engagement 
ii'/per at 0 o’clock," • ' . j-with-the First Association,of Spiritual:.
¿í¿ 'Rolla - Stubbs writes from Long istsof Washington, D, C. During

is^ still- February, and March Mr. -Edgerly’s" 
%'hoídin¿:its’fégulaf sefvices, with Mrs. 'áddress 'wlirtie“611

'Stafford-as our regular speaker. Jan. IN.-W., Washington,Ï). C.- His periná- 
-1'of Minneapolis gave nent address ip 42 Smith street, Lynn,

: us“"a 'Splendid lecture {and somé-flue Massachusetts. . a.
. tests. ' Mr. Hegdahl reports that our > Investigator writes from Cedar 
,, ■fitatë.Prèsident’s wife, Mrs. J. -S. Max- Rapids, loWan "It has been my privi- 
,7 -well, ; is’quite ser sick at .this jege, with , many others, to?'be-an in- 

recovery considered -doubt-, vited guest In the-home of -Mrs. EHz- 
"- ¿fúl;;’ Létíiis énter/lnto thè silence and I abeth Jaguet, now of.oùmclty.;..tò listen 
.i/pùt-ìntó¿motion-those tènder thought to the beautiful truths presented to"us 

.' forces that shall be balm of healing I by,.her spirit messengers;' or/; guár-
tó her. i We were pïea'sed to learn that dlaiis, giving to' each one", most con--.

Maxwell, president of our State -vincing proofs of " a ¿continued" exista
Society,“ was chosen? aS one ,of the enee. -Mrs.- Jaguet is- thinlilng yèrÿ ? 

'/ /beard of our N. S. A.. Spiritualism to strqngly\of retjii’njng to ‘Chicago' per- 
? ; ?me?3s a;religion, as well,as a-knowl- ■manently;-;biit we'iwho Tinow'hèr sin-' 
' .e.dge;of the facts.” ’ ■ • ' . : .;. cerêly. trust that she will not Ao so;. 
? .>< W. ?H. Eads writes from Phonolite; but remain’with-ús.” ' ■ '

■ i«' nt

ot mailing, 
for it.

GUT, as we have to 
postage 'and ?

“INTtoWOVEN 
Spirit Messages

From a Son * 
To His Mother.” 
is the title of our new .

Premium Book, 
and we wish to Gill« 
DLE the whole glope 
with it. It is sent out , 
to all subscribers for .

• ar> CENTS 
when accompanied with 
a yearly subscription 
for The Progressive 
Thinker-r-practically a

pay the 
expense 

Send

. z A GBAN» BALLY. : i
: IA State Spiritualist Association for 
,. I Pennsylvania. .

I Esteemed'Friends and Co-workers:
- I have, no doubt that you have read 

of the arrest of one of our speakers 
1 in this city, on the charge of forecast

ing the future. He was brought be- 
I fore our police court and bound over 

under $500 bail for court. • We refer 
fo the case of G. H.- Brooks. This 
case will be carried to the higher 

■ Courts. .
I We cannot tell how'soon w.e may 
[ have to face another case ot this kind, 
I and the only thing we can do Is to, 

prepare for war.in time of peace..
. I The arrest of Mr. Brooks 1ms had 

I the desired effect with the Spiritual- 
I ists of this part of the state, and has 
r stimulated them to action; It has 
at least caused them W feel that 
.spjmdhing'must be done in order to 

I giid our cause the’proper protection 
it should enjoy. At a meeting held 

v at the First Spiritualist Church, Bou
quet street, it was unanimously deeld-

I ed to organize a State Association and 
'to make a call’for a convention of 
three days ■ for that purpose. The 
lime having been set for Feb. 25, 26, 

. and 27, to be held in Bouquet street 
f I church, this city. We feel in this, that 

| we shall have the hearty support of 
". all Spiritualists throughout the state.

I This Is not a one man’s work, but 
I means work for all, and we trust that 
Tyou will find the same interest in the 

- . work of organization that we do, and
I will give ’ us your presence- at the 
1 opening of the State Association. If 

, fyou cannot come personally,. can we 
be assured-of your support by send- 

llng a delegate, as we desire to make

Cata erh, Asthma
CURED WHILE YOU SLEEP

00 Thrco Cents a day 
HarnileuSi C.uiivenfcati 

because the Method is ( 
Medicine is Right. The Inhalant lu the Discovery ot an Lmlucnt 
riiysiclau and uae uo equal« the Inhaler iboui patent, and in best ever 
devised. Its Curea of CATARRH caused patients to impto H The 
Little Wonder.” ItsCuresof ASTHMAhavel temuobt ^siotiudiug, 1 or 

BRONCHITIS, HAV PBVBR,THROAT »«d LWNaS.HiBUii^ualwl. BAB BRLAnilt bat B«er 
failed to Correct. It Cure» or prevents OBAPNESS, and res ores LOST SBNSB OP 
Remedy for COLDS, and prevents Pucuiuoula. Does not hinder thebrcathnnf, and can be rcguiatuA wan7?or«dS7red Ld^ibeHMimK 
top or bottom of tliehua'S. Change of climate without cli»n«> pf residence. ,^“«9 
oilier medicines SOLD UNDER STRICT LEGAL GUARANTEE. Pre-eminently 1 HL ReuiLdM foi Catarrhal Disease lu anv form or stage. LONG TRIAL. Write for Information todu>, an you ¿iuy 
not see this a^atn. ADDRESS— B •/r

i, C, 6. Catarrh-Asthma Cure, 1340 Van Buren St., Chicago'

MIDAVINTER MEETING.
The Michigan State Spiritualist As

sociation will hold its Mid-Winter 
meeting .in Port Huron, Feb. 15 and 
16, under the auspices of the Qccult 
Club. Such workers as Mr. and Mrs. 
E.W. Sprague of Detroit, Dr. McAngUS 
of Port Huron, and others will be 
present. The programme is not yet 
completed. -We extend an invitation 
to "all friends to- attend, as we feel 
this will be a very fine meeting. Good 
lectures, good music and messages at 
each service, . j..
' Saturday, 15th, -at 7:30; Sunday, 
16th, at 10:30, 2:30 and 7:30.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
Sec. M. S. S. A.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.'

Societies of tills city, holding meet
ings in Halls are requested to send! in 
notice. They must be brief

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor; services- in Hall 
•309 Masonic Temple at' 11 a. m. 
Sunday School at-10 a..m. Mrs. Rich
mond will be at home 3802 Ridge 
Boulevard, Friday afternoons, Io 
receive callers. ’

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary. Of
tho Church of the Soul, meats at Hall, 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and. 
fourth Thursdays of each month.* 
Supper served at 6 p. m.

town meeting once .a month by the

/ Nevada: "I have been here three E. H. Thompson writes; “The Fra- 
. years, and if I have ever met even one ! ternal Daughters^ held their regular 

. Spiritualist-they neverl.-made -them- weekly Wednesday meeting. The
selves known. Now, friends, is It any afternoon session was. taken up with 
wonder I should call The Progressive readings by the. following mediums!? 
Thinker my companion? I get very I Sisters-Dr, Caird, Goldstein’,/ Adams; 
hungry for spiritual'food. On one oc-j Lquise/Minor and Thompson. >In the 

. .casfon' I éimply dropped everything evening we had a-conference., meeting
arid iwqnt Lbs Angeles, a,distance of with tests quite a number gàyé.thèir 
about seven hundred miles, arid stayed experiences as to .’how they became . 

; for about six weeks, and to say that Spiritualists;. Óuf next meeting, is 
. 'I had a spiritual feast, would be put- Fpb. 13, 2:30 and; 8 p..m..: On Fri-,

.ting it-mjldly.;. Then to còme back" to l^y.. F«b. i4,-we will hold' ayvalentine 
this part of the world, where there is I party at ttiè home of Sister Thompson; 
pothlng but mountains of rofck; sand fgis MonroA stteet, second flat. ■ We' 

- arid sagebrush, except a few remote .hope to make This a repetition of. our,
• places » little timber.-/TliiS is the NewVear:party,” A , ^ • / ,

third tlmerih iny Ute that l.have posed | - jrrs, .Mary Drake . Jennee writes 
ns a prospector pr gold hunter, and I &om GrèepvHìn> MOnspri, Mei : ' The; 
aasui^ you it lg the last, for d do noi appreciation that.! have of-ybur 

' trilak That ihereis a Spiritualist living services-and thé.-great work you/.are;
ttie^ mortal that enjoys . spiritual | ^oing for the cause bf "truth; through 

: thoughts pore than Ino. - - -the. columns', of The , Progressive.
. - : W- H- Elury, secretary,- "writes: I Thinker,'.constrains : rile'in writ& and 
' ? “Thè -Golden Rule Spiritualist Society | ^ank you personally, -ior the ’ great' 
’ -held two-most intoiestfn^ w« pronta- gpofl i have recelvedT'also the'?/greàt 

. .hie,meetings at tbelr new old hall, good, that-has'come*, aha. is iòntlniia-, 
: 4,3 S. Paulina street, Sunday. Prof | any cbmlng-into my home.- The arti-
-Peck’s lectures werp.th^moptconvlnc-L^ggX pscerieg .i^ wltf-
Ing; and- unanswerable arguments? in{nessèd by Abby' Judson and Carlyle 
advocacy-of the.gospel of Spirltualtém petéreneai are of great" value, and

• ever delivered from,our platform,-ànd worth doubie’the prlbe’of the paper; 
’-■Atir -members were deeply enthused. aaT read them aloud In.my own home

thereby. Prof..Peck, is certainly one t(). my niece of -19, little bby of. 13,- 
. of., the most logical- .and -.scientific I husband.--1, feel I .ant setting" be- 

■ - - speakeré In our>ranks, and we feel fora.them a’feast'that' wnl feéd them
; ...that ,we were -fortunate in aecuring I |n the-real sense of the word, and fit 

• his services... His subjects next Sunday I them to 'make; the-wo^ld-’ better.
.will be: At 3 p.. nL, ' The Bower of I jjay guch'beautiful lessons continue to

. Thought,” and at 8 p. m.,.“The Spirit . ; - : ■ ■ . <
" - T11S wide-awake German Spjritual-■■ K to “-ss,l^se [ ists of the'south side have organized

and; chartered with the State-Associa- 
M| tion; • a society -named the Starlight 

. , months in Portland, .Dregon,,are hPVM spiritual Society. Their membership
. on ourway to Chicago. We w’ill be at ., . _ p - , attendane’e Baker City Oregon, this mnth then ^-“¿e meeS ¿86* 32nd st. They 

' above Malhold Sunday evening senices-and a.
’ ? ° m “to'11 and Friday afternoon

lei el- 'Ie hoId large meetings four meeting. Mrs. Weinick is the -mbdl-
um, and is often assisted1 by others,.

' hlsa taw compelling aB mourns to a"d
pay ten dollars per month; so’many 11 J8 Bafe rirnft

. . mo.coming in Oregon". Letters ad- 80c’e“« E ttas'
rlvAecnri in jiq nt Nn • 44 U1DG. Dl . 1. \Mlhmu Dus LlYCU incili

.-street, Chicago, will be forwarded. We aitontion on two occasions, and 
■'shall be glad to hear, from societies promises more in the

' desiring our eenices along the route Correspondent mites- The initial 
home ” public meeting—tho mass-meeting of

Frances Spalding writes from Ely- trie Chicago Spiritualist ^agu^ 
ria, O : Sunday, Feb. 2, we opened I'ratemitj Hall, <0 E. Adams st. Sat 
a month’s "engagement as speak- ( urday afieinoon and evening, Feb
ei- and test medium for the First Spir- ruary 8 was a success in every- way - 
itual Society of Elyria; Ohio, and The addresses by Dr. Geo. B Waree, 

' while the neathor was somewhat un-1 A. M. Griffin, Dr. J. H. Randall, Dr.- 
propitious, yet we were greeted by--a T. Wilkins poem and address), 
good audience. We are pleased to Mrs. Llchtig, Mfs. Kingsbury, Prof, 
that we find here a real live society, j W. F. Peck, and others were received 
In a very prosperous condition. Mr. | with rounds of applause, as were the 
F. W. Martin, the beloved president messages of Mrs Schwahn, Maggie 
of the-society, took his. depaiture this Waite and Mrs. Cleveland. .The mu-

-morning for a visit to Lake Helen, | sic by the Richards family, was_flne; 
Florida, in search of health as well as the songs by Masters Edwin Miller 
pleasure. • The prayers and best wish-1 and" Joe Higgins, and Mr. Cooper, 
es bf the'friends go with him for a wcie encored, as were the recitations 
speedy ‘ retain -with renewed "health" by Miss Chita and Florence Johnson..

League has proven fi! grand success, 
and 'will 'be continued. The next

. will occur on Saturday., March 7, and , 
'will , undoubtedly 'Have to held Iri ; 
à larger halhwjilch' will be announced 
In'1 due tim^,. Watch- for thè 1 ari- 

. nouncement, and ' be prepared to 
■make one ,of.the- audience.” '

Secretary writes: ‘-‘The’;Church of 
Progressive Spiritualists, filled -their 
little hall agaln'lasU.-Sunday, with 
people, and. with -enthusiasms /Ev; 
erybody aeemed pleased ... -with, .the 
short address liy Dr,’ T<Wilkins, and 
ills peotn,;(WhlBhrie always looked- tor • 
anxiously by. hese good -people; - They 
now have enrolled upon . heir , list, 
120 njembers.-and still there are more : 
to’ come.. Thè meetings are held at 
3329 Vernon aVenue,. but they will 
soon have to occupy larger quarte«.” 

■ Correspondent writes: ’’Dr. -J. II.
-Randall delivered tone of .his extraor
dinary addresses to .a good audience 
at the hall of the Progressive Spirit
ual Society,’ 183 E. Korth -av’enue, 
Sunday, ^ebniaty' 2nd,jand Mrs. Hil
bert's messages 'wèré / extra fine. 
There s0epiB to tie an awakening'all 
over-tlip .city Ini:, the interest of, pii?A 
arid 'unadulterated Spiritualism, and

■this society is getting Its proportion 
of .the enthusiasm. Dr. ; T,, Wnhina 
gave a poem and'-address to .this, so- 

: cioty on' thS following Sunday;. Feb
ruary .9, which was well received; as

■ were- Mrs; Hilbert's messages;” ' < 
/Carrie-L. Hatch writes-fronrApple-.

ton street, Appleton hall, Boston,- 
Mass.: “The First.Spiritualists’ La
dies’ Aid Society'met as usual: ?A very 
Interesting-business meeting Was held. 
Supper was-served at : 6:15. y Social 
hour "was Indulged In before .the meet
ing. Evening meeting was of a.very- 
high order, many oftouf worthy me
diums.being present and-taking part: 
Next Friday we will; have a Valentine's 
Party and supper, and.a good even- 

'Ing’s entertainment.- Be ■ sure and 
come, Feb. 2ist :Mrs<-Kate;Ham, of 
Haverhill, will give our'Sócìèty a ben-; 
eflt. Mrs: Hain is" one Of our finest 
mediums, and we hope to see all our. 
members out to receive tier,” ' .• ' I... ■ ‘■

To

' this a strong asspclatfpn at the start; 
. 51 - We shall have with us during the
/ I three days,. Harrison D/ Barrett, 

■““George W.JKates’ and wife, and Dr, 
. ■ I Wgrne, president of the National, also

T quité a, few of dur leadlng representr 
::.| atlves from all. parts of the'state.

/VI - .Special -rates? will be secured at
; I hotels. , : ‘ : “
.T I Committee of .. Arrangements and
11 I Advisory Board; Geo. C. Day, chalr- 

Linanj O. 0. Wiard and C, L.' Stevens, 
, ri'.advisory.,committee. , -• . •

. |- Direct all-communications to George
.... '’“I? C,. Dayri^ -Ohio.

cannot get around m^ch in-the winter. | «treet, North Side^^
time.. I am nearly 70 years bld, ana .
have to keep inglii cold or bad weath-1 ?- ■ NORWICH, CONN.

erbne of-toe malp objects, is to es- First Spiritual -Union in Excellent 
tabllshla librafyl' as T/s^^^ ( . / ponditiom t ;
liberal thought trend—In addition to' . /
scientific books—itfeh as --‘The/ War- “Nearly two:.mpnths have elapsed 
fare of? Science' With -Theology,” since we .have/éccúpied any ot the 
White : • “The"'¿BlblA.” - Rainsburg!; valuable space? of The,-. Progressive 
.‘'History of the Christian. Religion,"- Thinker, but during that time our sp.- 
■Wta!té,?.ei^^ too I clpty has not been aslebp. In our last
expensive fbf most-of us to have per- letter was. mentioned that our young 
eonally. but) a society could have the’ f people had organized a club under the 
benefit of all atÁ'éOmparatively small name of the Union Dramatic Club, and 
•expense. S. F. MOORE. were busy/fehearslng a play. We gave
, Arlipgtoiip Ohio; : ? , - . the play, “Down by tho Sea,” on the

' _ ■ evenings of. "Deb. 11 and 12,>and
. ■ > - i, ' scored a decided Auccess, " taking in
' .M^ MEETING. / I near]y Jioo, and clearing about" $70.

■ ‘ “i¿ - - ?.. ? Since then we have given' the play' for
Of the Statq.-Spiritualists’ Association Stag's Daughters of Baltic, th® 
. ' „pf Minnesota. ' ( proceeds going for-the benefit of the
~ , _ft • ti .. . . " poor. ■ We aré now rehearsing another

The Stato.SpIrftuallBtB’ Association | play, "Old Acre Falls,”, which will be • 
of ■ Minnésója w(ij tióld¿ the’ annual given on the 19th and 20th. of tais 
■Míd-winter^íiass-Áieetlng in St. Paul,- month.- '
Feb; 28, 29 -,m}4l March 1.-T908, at Our auxiliary society, the Helping 
.OdA.Féll^'-' iftlJbSpruér Wabasha Hands,.still continues to attract, large 
an&FJfth stoeetSnsWith,all-day sessions "crowds to its'supper's given -every 
eacm day,'beglnning at 10:30 a. m. / other Thursday night, and-was abfe

' Dr,. Geo, B. Warne-pf-Chicago, I1J;; to.make the Union ti donation of $150 
president of théTJátional -Spiritualists’ last month. The inen'gave a chicken 
Association of the United States, will pie'supper last Thursday night, and 
be the principal speaker at the meet- fed over 100 people- The neat little 
Ings. . < ‘ - . ' ' • , ( suin of $25 was turned into the treas-

': The local .speakers will''also:take- m-y from the proceeds.
part.'in the .exercises; „„Mrs, Caprle [■ .We have-been--busy with the-soqial 
Tryon, Mrs, Sc M.- Lowell, Mrs< J. P. ( part, we have not-neglected thé s^ir-, 
WhltwéÍL/ánd/MlíÁ .Alice. Wlckstfomr itual part of our work.--Services have 
■ Message bearers of the Twin Cities: been held forenoon and evening on 
Mrs, Emma A. Sauer, Mrs. Paúl Bueh- each Sunday with Rev. Albert P. Bllnn 
ler,< Mrs. Ciará ¿Leé, -Mrs; Emma ag pur .resident speaker. With the

TO VISIT ALL SOCIETIES.,
At a board meeting of thé officers of 

the Indiana State Association of Spir
itualists, held at the home of the sec
retary, Mrs. Carrie H, Mong, Muncie, 
Ind?, plans were laid to visit all so
cieties,. We wish that the secretaries 
of every chartered society would cor
respond with the state secretary at- 
once. Let ,us know what is needed in 
your locality, and we will do all we 
can to help your society.

The State Convention will be held 
some time in March, and we wish all 
societies represented with a full num
ber of delegates. As the N. S. A. Con
vention will be held in Indianapolis 
this nëxt October, there will also be 
business concerning the same come 
before 'the State Convention. We 
know there is much needed work in 
this state, and we hope that every one 
Interested will avail themselves of the 
opportunity that is theirs to do what

can to help this work.
E. A. SCHRAM, Pres.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot 
Unes'only will be Inserted free.

ten
All

The Students, of Nature, 
Schumacher, pastor,- meete 
Buren Opera Jlouse, corner 
Street and California avenue.

In'excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 wprds constitute. a Une.]

Passed to spirit life at Stafford 
Springs, Conn., Mrs. Abbie Sears, of 
Greenwich, Mass, on Wednesday, Jan. 
29. Mrs. Sears was 64 years old, a 
firm Spiritualist and a faithful mem
ber and ardent supporter of the Inde
pendent Liberal Church of Greenwich 
Village, Mass. The funeral service 
was held In the church on Saturday, 
FeK'l, the writer officiating«. A large 
number of friends and relatives were 
present and the floral offerings were 
very beautiful.

ALBERT P. BLINN.

Passed "to spirit life at Utica, N. Y., 
Jan. 15, 1908, Mrs. M. A. England, 
-aged 87 years. Mrs. England was a 
believer in Spiritualism for years and 
while living in Chicago was a member 
and regular attendant at Mrs. Cora 
Richmond’s church. Many will re
member her sweet and' "genlah face, 
and her enthusiastic devotion to the 
cause: In her declining years the 
"realities of spirit life was a solace 
and comfort tl^at upheld and sustained 
her through many weary hours. And

Mrs, M. 
at Van 
Madison

Servine,
at 7:30 p.m.

The Fraternal Order of Spiritual
ists, Dr. Alex. Caird, president. Ser
vices at Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave. 
at 2:30 p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 6; 
Song service, 6:30; concert 7; even
ing, 8.

The Church of Spiritual Revela
tions. Meeting a{ 8 p. m. at But
ler’s Hall, 57 Court and State Streets. 
A.- Dierkes, conductor. Residence 
743 N. 66th street.

.The Occult Scientists meet every 
Sunday at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 
3514 Vincennes Avenue. ■ 3 p. m. 
mediums’ meeting and conference. 
8 p, m., lectures, music and messages, 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor;-' ’resi
dence 2962 Prairie Avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. Meet at 8 p, 
iq. at Unity Hall, 434 31st st.- cor. 
Wentworth Ave. ' . > .

/ The Church of Progressive SplrlA< 
.uallsts, (colored) holds services - 
3329 Vernon avenue, every SuundaW 
from 4 to 7>p.. m. No door fee. AH 
invited. Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society • 
holds services at 8p. m. every Sunday.' 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling " 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager. .

Society of the Psychic Forces holds' 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. in. conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening;
also Wednesday evening, at
Lecture, music and
Flournoy street, 
tor.

messages,
Mary B. Hill

7:80.
320 
Pas-

Spiritual Meetings held- every 
day evening at 8 p, m. at 23 9

Sun- 
Li ii-

>- ■ A NEW SOCIETY. ' ' ‘ i •

Be Organized at Arlington, Qliio, 
by. a Spiritualist..-, .. -,

': To: the Editor: Xam,beginning bn. 
getting up a new society of all 'class
es'-of .Independent thinkers- and -in- 
veBttgators, to Tie tnpde Up'of people 
principally-"who do; pot ■ belong to any 
of the .chjirchesva spclety not -.com
mitted to ahy set form Of /belief, tint’ 
whose - members' are expected to be 
'investigators, Independent and self- 
reliant. If I can Accomplish this, 4 
will loan all of the-books I have on 
freethought and Spiritualism;- also 
works on astronomy, archaeology, etc., 
to the ,library of the society, which I 
propose to be' a prominent feature. 
With air of - the encroachments of 
priestcraft and churchcraft on ■- the 
rights of the people, I see the abso
lute need. of. an organization of all 
classes who are in favor of religious

Peake, Mrs,. C, W. Lutz, Mrs. H. P. I exception of two Sundays, Mr. Bllnn 
Courtney,- Mrs. Mary Griffin,, and. Mrs< has occupied our platform alone every 
C. P. Follett; Sunday slncc/Jctober 1. -On Sunday,

On Thursday evening, Feb. 27, at Dec. .16, Mr. Bllnn served the Inde- 
8,o’clock, there will lie a recpptldn at pendent Liberal Church,of Greenwich, 
tlie abovo hall .to the friends, arid vis- Mass., Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds of Troy 
itorsi followed by ,a literary and mu- l.taXlng his place/ahd ôn thé following 
slcal. -entertaipment '.flnd dance,-, arid Sunday Mrs. Reynolds and Mr.- Bllnn. 

’a generar gpod,limé. , ■ . I were both ^vith.us. -Mrs- Reynolds’-
The secretary, 904 Hastings avenue, addresses; were of a high order, and 

St.' Pkul, wljl mall programa to per- her message work was excellent. Our 
sons , sending their marnés and ad- society was greatly .pleased with the 
dresses; . . • -V -, - / ' - I result of-her. engageinent. The fact'

. It Js'themim-of the officers óf the I that Mr. Bllnn has-been,reqflèsted to 
Association; to make .this- méssaneet- continúe with' us-for another year, 
'trig a. greater success.than the one of which, if he accepts, will tnake four 
last ÿear. successive y ears as our resident' speak-

/<•<. FRANK E. IRVINE, er, speaks for itself with regard to our 
Secretary State Spiritualists’ Asso- ( appréciation ot his abnity as a speaker 

■ - éíáuoá’bí'Minnesota. ' I arid'pastor. ' ■ • ' ' " ” \
' ' . -2t I yfe are in a splendid financial condi-

- ' ¿'?■' I tion, and we antlclpatè'not only clear-
. . . .. : 1 lug all expenses,. but .also haVipg.

- .’SPECIAL COLLECTION. NOTICE!« I enough funds on hand to pay for 
: Fellow Splrlttiallsts: The great ne- painting Our' academy, ns a result of 
cessities.of.'the public causé of Spirit-' the,year’s work. . ■ ’ , ,, "'■■ , - ‘
.uallsm -now' creating 'exactions .upon I We believe in organization and In 
the National Spiritualists' Association supporting the spiritual press,-there
to protect and support makes it im- lore we'are an auxiliary pl the N, S. 
peratlve that a cal! be made upon its A.,-. and always have The Progressive 
auxiliary societies and every: friend to Thinker for Salé at our services, never 
make a-liberal contribution. ■ ■? I finding It necessary to .return unsold

It is cuÆtoùmry fo'r this Association,Tc°pies'as we née what copies are un
to .receive the proceeds of a special I sold as missionary documents. ?- 
collection taken early-each year..Such LU«" *.
collections by each society would ag- 1/ 
gregate a sum sufficient to carry the 
National work with energy and-secure

BEHIND THE TIMES. /

“We cannot say, and we will not say, 
That she-Is dead; she is just away;
With a cheery smile and a wave of the 

hand
She has wandered into ’an unknown 

land,
And left us dreaming, how very fair.
It heeds, must be since She lingers

.. . there,
So think of her still as the same, we

say, ,
She is not dead, she is just away.”

—J, E.

Clara E. Lane, widow of Prof. Max 
Lhne, aged 51, passed to the higher 
life Jan. 26, at Milwaukee, Wis. She 
was a pure-minded, lovely woman; a 
Spiritualist and an. earnest seeker 
after the truth. She was-'greatly be
loved/ by a host of friends.. Services 
.were conducted by a life-long friend,

M. A. F.

coin ave., conducted by F. E; Loner.
The C{iurch of Spiritual Revela

tion holds services every Sunday even
ing, 8 p.m.,2963 S. Halsted st. The. 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will, 
hold services every Sunday evening,; 
at 312 E. 55th street. Good mediums' 
in attendance. • • i

Biblical Spiritualist Society holds, 
meetings every Sunday evening at 
59th sreet and Madison avenue. 
Copductod by Rev. Esther M. Cahopn, 
and other mediums.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. 
m., Sundays. Meeting conducted by 
Mrs. Maggie Henry. Home address 
3103 Prairie avenue.

The Golden Ruie'Splrltuallst So
ciety holds services every Sunday at 
3 p. m. and 8 p. m.-y"sharp, at 43 
South Paulina St., between Washlng-
ton Boul. and Park Ave.
Hill pastor. , 

The Starlight Spiritual

Nora E.

Society,
586 32nd street, holds meetings on 
Sunday evenings. Mrs. Wetnick, 
pastor and medium. ' .

PUBLICATIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
TUB ARCANA OF SPI RITUALISMI A 

Mainisi or Spiritual Science and 1'hU- 
^••ophy- Price, (.12131 poetase, IO et». 
W“® RVOX-UTWÄ OF THE GOD knd

Cbrlat Ideas. Price, (1.23; postad 
lOcent«. ,

EMMÀ ROOD TUTTLE

liberty for others as well as for them- . 
selves. While the preachers and 
church members claim to be in favor 
of civil and religious liberty for them
selves and their' beliefs, whims and 
notions, and. would crush out air reli
gious liberty except for . themseWbA 
if they had the power. Therefore ! 
believe that an "organization on my 
plan would prove to be a. good thing . 
for' this .country, if At could be’ made 
general, and the only thing necessary 
to make anything general is to make 
it popular. I believe it would be the_ 
best, forerunner of Spiritualism, as 
.its object is to set people To thinking, 
reasoning and investigating, and when 
you can get people to do that you can 
just let them~’aione—they are out 
from under the thumb of priestcraft, 
and superstition-

A trouble I see with Spiritualist so
cieties-is that they don’t pay enough 
attention to educating themselves ns 
far as. possible in even the literature 
of Spiritualism, let alone other scien
tific’studies that properly belong to 
it, such as astronomy, geology, arch
aeology, etc. Orthodox Christians get 
their astronomy, geology,-etc., from 

■ the Bible, but Spiritualists should gef 
theirs “from.• up-to-date sciences- T 
have written ■ up a- preamble, constitu
tion and-by-laws for a society on W

n renewed neann oy suss uuim uuu i ivituve idea of it,.-but I’have.had notoppor-
and vigor for the work so dear to tils In fact, toe attempt to hold 'a do^n-1 tunlty. to see wh^t can- to

success. ; -, I What An Indiana Editor. Says -of Co-'
Will you secure contributions and a |. ' Education.' ’ ' • -/ -

public collection?, ■ I ,
^ate than the¡ last I prot;-Q; Stanley Hail, a-well-known

otM?rch is suggested. ■ . f educator and president of Clark Uni-This request Is made with full-trust I ÿgyMty, In a late address to ;a body of. 
in you to assist, v for R toe bplrituab'. teachers, bewailed the predominance 

eaÇV ®f women In'ihe teathing profession,
will bless all, fold our intere^te aie 1 He decjaresthat it results in “sissy” 
mutual. J . . ■ r boys tn the schools’and “sissy”’prin-irat®r?a?.,y-con? I clpaie hmohg the :’ teachers“.' He 
•fidingiy, , - ■ /„.¿pJ.,■ • thlnks'.the only place for .women in

. , connection with ‘ schools Is on The
«nn Av» q p school board, and tie hints that they

. are of mighty little use there. At
TTashlngt^n, D- C. , _ .1 one time Mr, Hall’s judgment on

_ ]Z_. ."ty»-.——;——' . mattersof education was worth some-
“After Her Death.” . The Story ot thing, but he has been in the educa- 

a Summer.Byij Lilian Whiting, tional work so long, studied the petty 
No mind thutolovest spiritual thought ( details of his work so constantly, and 
can fail to be fed and delighted-wit’j become so narrowed by the prejudices 
this book. Beautiful spiritual I oj pig. ¿tilling and by continually deal- 
thought, combining Advanced ideas lng wjb'the smaller things of life, that 
on the finer ¡and te|hereal jphbses . of 1 judgraent }g 0£Tery nttle value at. 
Spiritualism, fcadllig the mind on- j present,. .When he attacks co-educa- 

lalted spiritual troth. A book for taê «S11 % thls .d.ay.“d he proves 
higher life. Price, -cloth, $1.001. ‘ hSw thoroughly the spirit of long ago 

"Worry, Hurry, Scurry, Flutry ’hen he was a young- man, domi- 
CUred.” By the Blissful Prophet and nates his'present opinions and-prej- 
Wm. E. Towne. ■Tells' how to cast udices.—-Elkhart. Review. . _
away worry, anxieties, needless cares, . ■ »”
^pMtual55Fire18’Crackers. Bible 'The OrthodoxJHell, Church Creeds 
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points.” and Infant Donation, by Dr. J M. 
Dr J. S. Harrington. A -.pamphlet j Peebles. .Dedicated to preachers, 
containing 79 pages of racy rending. | Missionaries and.. Church Members.;

25 cents. ' -1 prie®/ 20 cents.

Pa&sed to spirit life at my home at 
Pittsburg, Pa. Jan. 13, Louisa M,- 
Arent, beloved mother of Wm. Arent,, 
well known medtiim, who has been- 
tier constant, nurse- : and. ’ companion- 
during, her" eight months of illness. 
Surely the angels will bless such a 
devoted'son, who sacrificed everything 
to be near her and to ease her suffer- 
ifig. Services were conducted by ttie 
Rev. George C. Day, of the First Spir
itualist Church of Allegheny.

' SARAH TURNER/

Mr. Lewis Terry, aged father of 
'Alfrèd H. Terry, the well-known me
dium of Washington," D. C., passed to 
•spirit life om/February 4. < He was'a, ■ 
^Spiritualist of many years/ standing, 
ç member of the Grand- Army,arid a 
well-known , citizen. ' "At; the last mo
ment before/the passage of his'spirit 

- he saw his daughter who had passed 
into the great beyond some year&ago. 
Thus are -the eyes always opened at 
the, spirit passing, and death' made a 
happy event by the glorified reunion. 
Services were held by the writer, and 
Interment made in beautiful Ariing-.

G.-W. KATES

ancient pagan and * , 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two,hundred Ulus- 
nations.. Cloth, 31. ' -

-. — - -- isq, > rq» । . , -
UA Discussion on Reincarnation or 

the Successive Embodiments of- the 
Human Spirit.” Reincarnation,‘ or 
the doctrine of, the Soul’s, successive 
embodiments. . Examined .and Dis
cussed pro and.con by. Dr. J. M. Pee- 
ndes versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. - Price 3d cents.; . ,

' - TH«; LYCEUM GUIDE.
Fur. the use of bocleuos. Lyceum». 

Sunday Schools and-tho Home. A man
ual or physical, intellectual and aplrlt« 

culture, containing a collection of 
Mùslo and Hongs, Golden Chain Reolta- 
Mona, Memory Gems, Choral Hesponaeir 
* un era 1 Services, .Programs for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Huies, Instructions (or 
Organizing' and conductlng'Lyccums. in- 
®tructlons; in Physical: Culturd. Calli- 
tnenics and Marching; Dantrors. Stand- 

tho Band ot Mercy, etc. A booh* . 
oy the-aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ* 
ired and conducted without other asslst- 
ance.’ Price, 50 cents.'postpaid. I \

FRVM SOUL TO SüUU V
Contains Ono-hundred and twenty 

tho author’s best poems, embracing b ' 
wide-range ^ot subjects and versailllty 
in composition; historié, heroic, puthet-' < 
lc, humorous and descriptive. They aie ■ • 
admirably, t. adapted for'recitations. The'- 

• book also contains five song*.' with ihU- • : 
•ic by the. eminent composer, lames • 
Clark. 250. pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait of author. Price |l.00i-post*, 
paid. . - . .

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHER “ < 
OFFERINGS.*’ '

This volume is dedicated: "To those» - 
whose thoughts and longings Veach into - 
the unseen-Land of-Souls this handful, 
of Asphodels, mixed with common How
ers la offered, hoping to give rest and 
■pleasure while ’waiting at the way sta
tion’ on the journey thither.” It con- 
.tains.one hundred ,and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a pa<t of the . 
latter ,by Clair Tuttle, tn her most- 
charming style. 285 pages, xix full page 
illustrations, among which arc likeness
es of the author and ’Clair Tuttle: beau
tifully bound In blue, with sliver em
bossing.- Price. ILÛ0. prepaid. ' " 
ANGELL PniZE-CuNTEST HEC1TA-

T1ÜNS.
To- Advance Homane Education.—-For 

Use in entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Ba/id8 of Merer or in
div IdualBxaiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, -knowl
edge ovef ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this: Some large church 
or public hall is secured: several socle- : 
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or rfeciter to compete for the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presides: 
other prominent citizen» abt as the 
committee ot award, and a small admis* 
Zion fee.-ten or twenty cents, pars 
the costs, and leaves a handsome hab - 
anca. price. cents, postpaid.

■ ’ Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE. Berlin Heigfets.Q



ordination papers for years. Ï am also

1st

loved

I - -

The'Providénee (R. I.f ■Spiritual- 
Association (First Spiritual

“Materialization.”' By Mme, E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B.. F. Austin, 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

LETTER FROM GEO. H, BROOKS, 

Tho Action of the Grund Jury in His 
O^se.

of immortality and*brought you your 
loved ones from .the other side and 
made you ’Bee’ and- 'know’.”

. . " x . - COR.

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

The .Providence Spiritualist. Associa
tion Meetings.

one of the. unpaid'. missionaries of j. 
the N; S.’ A., have held these papers I

LAK® HELEN, FLORIDA.

Notes and News Fitna Camp Cossa- 
- daga^

consider the best.’ j The best 1b. that or 
those who have led you Into the trutfi' -

the Christian Rollelon Jnjhe
tory of the Decline and Fall of the fío-

CHICAGO. ILL.

A Journey In Soul Land.
tìè Spirit Had a View of the Transcendent

Scenes of Spirit Life

It has never been my habit to 
rust upon unsuspecting people ex- 
’ietices that aie pmsonal, and which 
they were given, were calculated 
uild up that in me which strug

gle for growth,-for, knowing full 
, wep; that each man .must search for 

Iiiintolf, and the expérience obtained 
. must necusBarily~Temain his as fit- 

; Udgi bls case'alone, I have hitherto 
jp’i tiined from that .iniquity.

Regardless, however, of the per
sonal nature of the following, I ijave 
been urged to give it to others, which 
I. shall, with the hope that'it iutiy 
smye to throw some light 'on doubt- 
fui points as it has done for me, and 
to add its mite to the quota of sfini- 

-lar experiences recorded by others.
pshall omit nothing unless it be the 

names of those alluded to, and this 
because of not particularly caring to 

,'be thought presumptuous by those 
' , i^° Cknfiot understand that one has 

nÿ direction in such matter? but must 
actopt what comes if he really wishes 

• to learn..
One afternoon of last June I had' 

,beeii writing. .It was 3 o’clock. My 
sister was playing thi piano.. We 

। were separated on one side- by'- a 
yopm, on the other by a hall. Throw- 

yVy, ing down my pen, I listened idly tp 
the mtisle. Directly .1 was conscious 

; , that my spirit teacher was/present. 
;; Usually he said: "Listen,”or'‘Write,'” 

but as he said nothing- this time I 
vaguely,, wondered-what he, wlslièd. 
Immediately a queer ' feeling came 

x over me, and I beard him say, “Be 
p,.'/quiet,- child, and fear nothing," he 

>. kr.iid 'very soothingly^ In less time 
- - th^in is required to tell It, and ’while 

I yas'wide, awake and conscious, I 
found myself struggling to get-out of 

' 5ny head. A moment of unconeclous- 
ness followed, after which- I found 
myself standing on the floor,in front 

ife ' . of my body.. In bewilderment I 
- turned'from it.to my teacher, a tall, 

I Btrong;-young man who stood at my 
At right. He smiled assuringly, and 

\though he said nothing orally, I un- 
merstood that he desired.me to resume 
mÿ( scrutiny of! the body, seated thére 

' ds (it was so mysteriously sllènt and-

took a firmer grip on my hand and I 
felt satisfied.

Next, as we continued, 1 proceeded 
to muse on the great kindness of iny 
teacher, -and as to how I meant’to 
work hereafter to prove my attitude 
and not to cause his .generosity to 
have been iii vain. I resolved then 
and there to prove ever wbrthy of his 
goodness, and was making resolutions 
to that effect, when I glanced up and 
saw again ' his understanding smile 
of appreciatioif. 1 ' was chagrined 
now to think that he. could read my 
inmost thoughts, for these w.ere pri
vate, secret thoughts not intended for 
him to kho,w.’ It was the deeds he 
was to -know.

Of vocal sound, or of sound as we
know it, there -was none, 
soundless—a vast quiet

All was
world

which sound was not missed,

inejrt. In my perplexity I, reached 
- out., to touch it, but -to my surprise 

- cou^d not; then I attetaipted to kick
at is With my foot bût equally in vain.. 
I could not affect it in. any way. It 
felt to my touch then as a spirit body

in 
but

which was-only conspicuous to me 
by its absence. Understanding came- 
to me in ways perfectly natural, and 
I seemed not to marvel on that score.-

Froin the beginning of our journey 
I noticed' I could go forward, without 
effort. I did not walk, but simply 
moved along, because I will to do so.' 
Tills method of Ipcomotion seemed 
ho more unusual to me than, that of 
our thought exchange, and came as 
natura), But what now: attracted 
my astonished attention was the fact 
that thè'atmosphere on. WKICh we 
travelled was go’dense, ¡It was as 
substantial. to my requirements then 
as the earth is to my feet now. And,- 
most astonishing of all wera the laypf- 
like colored strata of- air surround
ing us.- -T.-particularly rfemember one ! 
pecullarly' reddish strata higher up 
(ind farther from .us as we went, L 
could ;8ee the little red particles that 
compoBèd' It just as you can. a, piece 
of iron when .it is red hoi, and it 
glowed with the same glow that iron 
does when. in that condition. I 
thought, now.iwe,shall go over that- 
red strata next, and- ,my teacher 
smiled down <m me approvingly, and 
as I continued to look up into, his 
face, the knowledge same that we 
were passing across these layerdike • 
circles, and ,not along them ; that they 
were, surrounding, the ' earth as the 
layers of an onion surround'its cen
ter. ... '

The farther we continued from the 
earth, the more the color of the

them all. His face lit ify and -he 
looked, as'if hearing something new, 
After Jhe had expressed his delight 
to have done some good and to have 
It thus appreciated, my teacher led me 

,on. -
We were now at the righthand end 

of the building; here we entered a 
separate room. My teacher dropped 
piy hand and walked and walked on 
while I went over to the wall where 
hung a frame. not unlike a slate. It 
was blank, but as I kept looking, two- 
lines of verse appeared thereon: 
I read them and realized that they 
were Intended for me, as a stimulant 
to my own personal growth. Then 
they disappeared as mysteriously as 
they came. This puzzled me, and 
as I paid so much attention as to 
how it was done, I forgot the words. 
What did the words, concern me when 
I didn’t know how tjjey came and 
went? Finally turning away, I walked 
toward a table-where stood my teach
er. A lady seated thereat arose and 
advanced to inept mo. > As she gave 
me her hand I knew that the verses 
In the frame came from her, and that 
that was the sort of work she did. 
She was tall and slender and not 
graceful.- She seemed fragile in body, 
and her face was long and slender, 
but her eyes were the attractive fea
ture of her face.' Her personality 
was strong and appealed to me more 
than did that of the otherB.'-"Childish- 
ly, at this point I wondered that all 
I seen, 'and especially .this lady 
werd so" ordinary. They were just: 
like (Adinary human beings. and 
there were no haloes! liy 'teacher 
smiled, and J knew he understood my 
thoughts, while the lady was most 
kind and gentle as/she made me un
derstand:, that she was'.familiar with; 
.iny struggles, , I knew that she dent 
for" someonh -and straightway from 
an opposite door her poet-husband 
entered. I seemed to be expected, for; 
he walked straight up to -me and 
placed ftis hgnd on my hegd, ( When, 
a hand was lilaced on my head, or my 
Mnd wes- clasped in that of another 
I seemed better„ab)e' to comprehend 
.thoughts directed to me.). He was. 
very earnest and business-like in his 
manner, and there was nothing, else 
striking about him. He said, “Well, 
my child, haven’t you yet done with-

Last week was a busy jvebk for the 
capmers. Joseph; ¿later, zme of the 
^oayd of trustees,- hiylng”1 been ap
pointed last spring as committee on 
decoration, called to lite aid Leo Morse 
and wife, and others jdih^d fh, and 
made the auditorium a very pleasing 
sight. The flags of all nations are 
very prettily draped iwtibnj the audi
ence can study them/but,ms we hope 
it always will be, Old ploiW_has the 
place of honor, and uWery loyal soul 
mentally salutes it as they entef the 
building. We are to worshippers of 
fabric or of color, but the principles 
it stands for are the safe-guards of 
our Nation. 'p- . -

Large jars of roses with varied hues 
gave out a perfume that pleased the 
senses in such a way that even the 
blind, 'it seems, might describe just 

-how a rose should look, by its odor. 
Upon inquiry into the matter, we find 
that President HilJigops ¡pays all the 
expenses of the rose garden, and al
lows whatever may come from the Bale: 
of roses to go into the,.general fund.' 
And the cost is not a trifle by any! 
means. • ,

The rooms of the Ladles’, Auxiliary 
in the Pavilion are all in order for 
the season’s woyk. The bazaar was 
decorated by Mrs, E. H, Thompson, 
H-nd the material in our national col-- 
ors donated by her? . ’ !

strata graduated from red to yellow,
feels to my touch now, and I seemed till the air finally- grew so light in", 
inable to get at it,' Puzzled, I looked bolor and substance that I began,to 
up at my teacher, and again he smiled lag behind a step. As we progressed 
assuringly and gave no oral explana- it grew ever lighter and ever lighter

inalile to get at it,

■’tioh, but I understood perfectly that 
' I could affect it in no way in my pres-

■ put state. So I Tias satisfied.

till I could go no longer. Here my 
teacher was obliged to cdrry ,me, and 
I was too exhausted to pay much at-

<_ So nafurglly did I udderstand my tention to the surroundings, but was 
. ...... i, forced to feel the annoyance of. that

......__ ______ .._____i the fact, rayefied, yellowish-white exhausting
, ■ though I did recognize it. I 'readily ! air. - - '
; punderetood that I was to make haste I had no-conscious knowledge of 
; in satisfying my curiosity, as he was respiratory organs, yet the extreme 
, to take me away and we were to re- lightness of the air affected me inter- 
’ turn , as soon as possible. He was | nally. It was*over all; a whole coun- 
/ anxious to hasten, but the body had , try of light, such asri felt I could, not 
''" -pueh? a -mighty 'attraction for’ me I exist jn apfi^puld not;qnjoy!

iould mot hurry; It was so' interest- After hb had gene quite a distance

. teacher without oral- explanation,
' that I did hot question the

doubt? There are those who1 will help 
yon. if you once let go of donbt. Do’ 
you dqjfbt me now? Of course you 
don"t! Pknow \vhat it -is; 'I had the 

-disease once, too, bo much bo that 
many people suffered under the force 
ef my ridicule, and ever slu<;e 1 came' 
here have longed to make some re
paration. My wife here, understood; 
but I coulfi not think it was as she 
firmly believed, yet here I am, and 
here I shall strive to redeem that fol-1 
ly of some which I never cease to re
gret.”

After he had said much more of a 
personal nature concerning my work, 
his-wife made a characteristic little 
speech _in which he joined her ’when 
she said I should-live with them When 
I came to this world. Not"^ver hav
ing aspired to such heights, this 
was my last, but not least sensation.

• The object of this journey having 
been accomplished—whether that ob
ject was to stifle the last lingering 
doubt, to- which my atheistical soul so 
persistently clung or what, we re
turned. Again I had to be carried, 
I was so weary,-and my former in
terest was slacking till we rebelled.

-There have been, many arrivals 
within the last few -dajp. Mr, and Mrs. 
Johns have been here several, times' 
and proved so helpful' in .many ways 
that they belong to ¡the family ' Mr 
Baker was 'cured of a1 severe ? throat 
disease when here Jjefpfp, and.again' 
seeks this genial climate, hoping for 
like , results, and also to attend our 
meetings. W. W, K$lsey -of Rochester, 
N. Y., inventor of the Kelsey furnace^ 
which is very popular, jn-the. North? 
IB building a large house upon his lots 
purchased - fyom Mr. Bedell, 'jit is to 
be flhiBhed in true Northern'^4tyle, 
lathed, and plastered; with'all modern ' 
conveniences. It -will be a good addi
tion to tire village “outslde the gate.” 
Mr. Kelsey Is .president of a Northern 
camp situated at Freeville, N. Y., and 
Mb -wife one of the earnest workers 

/.(¡here. Lots are being leased by sev
eral people with the intention of build- 

( ing another year. .
. The Cottage of Mr, Haynes and son, 

, 9* •AUsghony City, Pa.^ is uôaring ' 
! It is a great addition to

the attractions of Prospect Hill.
President. -Hllllgoss. and wife, al- 

though .better, were ,npt able to at
tend services Bunday, 'A. A. Butler 

, and wife ;-have also Buffered from la 
grippe, as has our organist, Mrs. Hat
tie Harrie. . ? Js

The Budington Clyde Line Excur
sion brought an addition ofol2 to thé 
camp Friday evening.h(Dr. Critchley's 
cornet began over the hill to awaken 
the echoes with “Auld Lang Syne,” and 
as they neared the gate changed to 
“Home, Sweet Home.’k, _

To the Editor: This morning I re
ceived word from my attorney,, Mr. 
Charles A. Robb, saying “the grand 
jury had returned a trui bill or in
dictment against me for fortune-tell
ing. I do not apprehend that it can 
be reached for trial tor some .time; 
just when, it is,-Of course, impossible 
to say.”

As a true bill has been rendered, 
the trial will conle off. I am sure the 
friends all over the country will be 
mqre than anxious to know the re-, 
suits, and as soon as I know I will’ 
inform them.

I would ask those who are situated 
to aid, to do so, and if there is any
thing left, it can be turned over to 
the defense fund for mediums in the 
N.. S. A. I do not desire?to call on 
the N." S. A. for financial support. I 
have their moral' support, and they i 
will assist in every way possible, so 
if - there are those who feel tjiey can 
assist, it will be most gratefully re
ceived. It is not my case alone, but 
the case of the entire, country, and on 
this decision .will be givpn a great 
weight in dealing with future arrests 
with other mediums. I am the only 
speaker, so far as I. know,-who, while 
filling the office as speaker and me
dium with a society, was ever arrested. 
I-am an ordained minister of the Gos-, 
pel -of Spiritualism, have hfeld those |

for years, they being granted, to- me 
by tlio N. S. A. from year to year'. If, 
then, 'with Ml.this, and my thirty 
years’, service on the platform, I have 
no rights, cannot exercise iny medium- 
ehip, then it is-high time we found it
out, and we as a body know yhere we 
.are; hence-I make this plea, and plain 
statement, and fe^l that there are 
those who will gladly come to our aid, 
and if there is any money left after 
the trial is over, turn the same to the 
n. s/a: -

Send either to Mr. Q. L. Stevens, 
213.Seventlrstreet, Pittsburg, Pa.,‘or 
to myself. Trusting all will come out 
right for the good of our cause, and 
a greater liberty, I ani, as, ever, the 
well wisher of all. » . >

G. BROOKS.
190 South 6th Street, 

Columbus, Ohio. -

COMPRISING all 
latea Io the proBro» of

otfore Published in this Country,} of some pass»
s a¿es ¡tithe Fifteenth and Sixteenth Chapters.} *

With A Lifb oh tub Author, Preface.und.’Notes Ly Pctíír
Ecrler. including variorum notes by-Guizot, Wonck, Milman, "an

English Churchman,”/andother scholars.

THis volume contains Gibbon's complete 7%eo/q^a/wrUlncB. sswrate from 
his other works; and is,, to uze Ills own JanswPo, ”nn enquiry into tho 

human causes of tho progress and establishment of Christianity showing when, 
where, and how It originated; who were its founders: and what were .the sentiments, 
character, manners, numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians.

Gibbon's Vindication of tho I5lh and 161^ chapters of. hU History from the al^ 
tfeks of his Christian opponents, is reprinted verbatim frpm (ho original edition 
of Ids Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, In 1786. ‘H effectu-' 
ally and forever silenced his detractors who, being variqulshcd In argu- > 
ment, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity, 

। AU that can be said by Christians In regard io the Origin of Christi 
anity Is reprinted from the valuable notes of Dbah Milman, Wbnck, 
Guizor. and other eminent Christian historians who have edited । ■ Gibbon's works.

Among the Illustrations will be found represen'atlons of 
the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology.

This celebrated work has run through many edi
tions, and is now the acknowledged author.iy on the 

' subject of Christianity.
(I it profusifyMiitaM with siiny cfrHdsg Mastra*

tiens, rwodaclng the and shoving In 
Many vajs ali Iha authority tho Bltyi h».
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40 Loomis Street
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The following books by well known wen as old can understand itr * lUus- 
and popular writers, we nave selected trated, gilt top. ' 
with the thought that they will be ot Origin of Hjiecics. By Charles Dar- 
interestMto our readers. They are win. -
printed.on fine paper; perfectly clear,

ing to see myself for the first time as 
Others saw nie—-from the outside!" 
Ab I continued to gaze at it, I. begun 
to grow more and more conscious of 

. my-sensations. I looked at myself— 
mÿ real self as I stood there. There 
'I was for a fact, more alive than at 
present writing, and my sensations! 
llow can ^accurately describe them?

- The'y. were so strong that even ¿then 
! I took note of, and marvelled' at, 

their strength. I remember woWder- 
ing whether my life itself was not 

- merely consciousness', for I felt my
self to bem receiving instrument for 
the recording and recognition of 
these sensations, which tame (each 
fq its turn) asserting themselves with 

i wonderful clearness and force, and 
consciousness recognizing all with an 
intensity unknown to me in my phys- 

- ical state. ,
Briefly and in order I shall mention 

• each Individual, sensation as it came.
■First, after the sensation of learn

ing that my body and I were two very 
different things, came the sensation 
of weight of the body. Where this 
sensation came from I could not tell; 
nil I knew was-tbat the sensation of 

' its dead "weightness” seenled;to pour 
in on my consciousness with an in
tensity that cannot be described. 
The:body’s little 90 lb. weight of- 

. fered now a very différent sensation 
from that of its reality when spirit 
and body co-operated, and the un
pleasant sensatio^ probably arose 

- from an uncohBclous mental compari
son -between my real body and the

•one before me, / What a deadweight 
<. thing it is, I thought, and looking up 

■ imet thh usual sympathetic smile of
(çiy. teacher.

1 i eventually? looked at myself and 
saw that mÿ dress was • exactly Hke 
tile. one on the body, but I had not 
tiîne to marvel.about that,- as the sen- 
sations”were. crowding in with their 
usfial overwhelming: in ten sly. Now 
came a strong feeling of the humor of 
the sensations. But why, I wondered, 
was this feeling of humor keener than 
any of the kind I ever'before felt? 
My teacher smiled. I was changed; 
I was now; that was why.

Next came a feeling of protection 
for the body- not unlike* that a man. 
feels when he locks his house all 

- clean, and safe, feeling confident that 
he shall find it in perfect rehdiness 
when he wishes to re-enter—a sort, 
of affection mingled with a feeling of 
ownership that brings with it perfect 
confidence in the safety of/the prop
erty left behind, was something akin 
to what I.felt for my body as I took 
my teacher’s hand and started oft.

. Looking back a time or two, I saw 
the body still sitting there as Inert 
as ever.

From the first we seemed to pro
ceed rapidly through the air. Our 
ascent was slow but steady, but I 
shall defer this description to the 
point where it Impressel me then. 

.Right here I commenced a serious ex- 
. amination of myself. This raised an

other forceful sensation, one not ex
actly as of the physical diminutive- 
aess, but just all-round littleness that
Can't be described! Pitying myself, j

After hb had gène qhlte a distance
thus, my teacher entered the first 
building I'had seen on bur way. It 
was large, and had nd outer wall 
where we entered. He placed me.on 
a long bench, and as I lay on my right 
side I. saw the first, person, so fpr. 
It was a young lady in the dress.of a 
nurse standing near as thpugh await
ing orders. Now I knew- this was a 
hospital. My teacher berit .over me 
making passes, and’I slept/Or thought 
I did. Soon I awakened, felt strong-' 
er, took his hand, and we'continued 
our journey. We had not gone far 
when the rare atmosphere began' to 
exhaust me again And he finally had 
to carry me, as before. I was weari
ly conscious! of -this never-ending 
white atmosphere which grew more 
exhausting as it grew in'rarity, Which 
.it did the farther we went..

■ We seemed now,to have .reached 
our destination, for my teacher put 
me down and -made- passes! over me 
again. Then he led me into a large 
open building—-a sort of club, house, 
whose front was open upon the most 
beautiful landscape scenery. Its in
terior-was-Very unpretentious. Ev
erywhere there were people sitting, 
walking, or lounging, around,, evi
dently at ease. I looked at my. 
teacher - and learned that it was a 
meettug-place or hodte f<?r authors. 
He led me up to a benevolent looking 
gentleman seated ’ with his back to
ward me, Instantly I recognized 
him' as.good old Dr. J—. He lifted 
me upon, his knee, Und. by his kind 
manner disarmed my timidity.: Rev
erently, ,1 placed my hands upon his 
shoulders'and boldly spoke my admi
ration of his essays and especially of
his "R—;—8,'*’ and’ told him of. all 
the good they had done, etc. . He wks 
pleased and spoke kindly, and I re
gretted to. have to leave him so ab* 
ruptly. As - he put' me down I was 
delighted to flnd_ my teachef right 
there when I needed Mm. He led me 
over the large floor, and one of several 
people approached us. He paused, : 
looked down at me and took my hand. 
I knew him also. as an author and 
as a friend of Dr." J—. His face, as 
I saw' it, was large, smooth, white, 
with large greyish eyes and protrud
ing forehead, and he wore his hat-on 
the back of his head. His figure Was 
large, seemed loosely put together,and 
there was no style about him. Evi
dently? he understood the situation,, 
for he smiled kindly and encourag
ingly. He was not brisk in any way, 
and slowly spoke' but a few words. 
He said I was all right; that I should 
never cease to search for truth, etc, 
Immediately I thought of his immor-' 
•tai “V—, of W—At this he 
smiled a sad-like smile and we passed 
on.

There were many people there, but 
my teacher, led me up to ceralp ones 
only, and these I knew. A man, 
bearded arid. grey stood leaning 'up 
against a pillar, gazing out over the 
landscape. As we approached him 
he turned his head, and I knew at 
once that he was C—. He looked a 
moment at my teacher, then intently 
at, me. He put his hand on my head 
and was silent' I could not refrain

cant, ue described. Pitying myself, | from expressing my appreciation for 
ano on the brink of tears. I looked ! Khat he had done for ns here, and 

teacher and saw the pleasant! Eald that because'of his forceful style 
amfla of assurance on his face. He . he is still regarded as the greatest et

aggin- the colored. ..BtratiflqtJ 
Bòtti going and returning I was qftén 
dimly conscious of passing people and, 
objects on thè way.

Our return was rapid. We final
ly reached file bpdy, and after a mo- 
meii of unconsciousness, as experi
enced when-leaving it, here I .was, 
home again. My sister entered, hav
ing ceased her piano playing, and tho 
clock struck four. J. hadn”t heard 
an earthly sound during that time. .

Faithfully I have tried to record 
this-Just as It happened, and word for 
word so near, as I could. Now, if it 
was a dream—but no, it .was not; ; 
however,, supposing it was, why was 
there no noticeable break, and why 
did I play an intelligent^ part from 
beginning to end? I have had dreams 
that, proved trpe, and in which ! fig
ured, but tpe impressions were not 
nbarly so vivid; the scenes yèrp on 
this plane, and there was no tejichei- 
Then I'repeated visions'to strangers 
wheih were later verified by them. 
In these, too, I played no part; was 
in by body and conscious as now.

If the foregoing narrative was a 
dream,-then, too, are those* dreams 
(when I am, conscious and wide 
awake), wherein I see and describe 
spirit friends, recognized by people 
who .are tetal strangers to me, and 
often whdh I have to go contrary to, 
iny own Inclination in the matter, the 
time, place-and people not.-being of 
my choosing.

That we-have a sixth sense there Is 
to doubt, but-;where does it keep it
self?" _ . ANNA STOCKÏNGER.

Versailles, Ind., fi.ox 40 * v

Voices of Loved Ones.
How sweet are the voices of

ones, - -.
That greet us'at evening time,' 

As we Bit,alone in the gloaming, 
Thinking of that heavenly clime.

✓. ’V • ' :’ •-
We -silently wait ton their coming, 

Casting out anxious cares and,fears, 
Till they silently enter tjie portal, ■- !.

Pouring message of love in our ears.

They greet us. they Renter, ‘ '
Friend that’s passed from earthly.

*■ •, view. ' ~ .. . ...
Then they tell xis of life immortal, •

And ot love we never knew,:

Sunday, Feb. i, opening.day of the 
Southern Cassadaga, Manned clear 
and bright, but rather cool—but a 
good fire in the stove1 made it qhito 
comfortable in the atlHitortum.

Vice-president Bond’ was-in thp 
chair. After oongre^tiondl singing 
prayer was offered I# Mrfc Greena- 
meyer, and short talWr by'Lee Morse, 
■Lqura E. Fixen, A. F. Hubbird,. W. W 
¡Kelsey,. . Mrs. -HamiitOfl 'GIIli'- Mrs. 
Clark Kelseyi, Mrs. Anne Throhdseh; 
Mrs. D, A- Morrill, ;airs. Twihg and 
Mr. Wright.- Benediction pronounced 
by Mi’s. Fixen." The afternoon gather
ing was much larger and those pres
ent were very much pleased by the 
singing of a maleKchoir, consisting of 
Dr. Critchley, Earl Slater, Mr. Morrill, 
Mr. Ballard and Earl M. Johnson, and 
all wehe especially pleased, with old 
all were especially pleased with the 
old song, "Where is My Wandering 
Boy To-night?/!, Mrs. Ballard presided 
at' the piano. . - - •

/. Clegg Wright was the speaker. 
The subject chosen, "An Explanatory 
Defense of the Defective Work of Me-, 
diumship," He declared the soul 
never had a beginning nor could It 
have an ending, hut it never had in
dividualized expression' uiitiLit inher
ited a body, and that the defective 
work in, mediufaslifp' was the trial of 
the unseen .Intelligence to act upon a 
'brain that did not have the same vi
bratory action as their own, and that 
inharmony of action often caused the 
seemingly untrue results.'

At the close of the lecture Mr. 
Bond introduced Mrs? Thrdhdsen - as 

.message bearer. The management is 
to be congratulated on -getting two 
sUch wonderful -mediums as Mrs. 
Throndsim and Mrs. Morrill. Their 
messages are clear-cut and" conclusive. 
Mrs. Throndsen’s messages were many 
of them given to entire strangers even 
to the campers. ■’ , ’

In the evening Mrs. Morrill enter
tained a large audience.- ..Hersubject: 
was, '.‘There's Nothing-Good or 'Bad 
in Life, but Thinking; Makes It So.”- 
After the address she (gave messages 
that deeply interested the audience,! 
because.they were.sq true. • - i

Dr. Peebles. arrived.^t Hotel Web-, 
ster early enough to attend'the Mon
day afternoon* conference. He met < 
wftha very,cdrdlal reception,
. - - / C. E. S/TWING. '

But the loving angels tell us, . . ; • 
. All good dbeds we do while here- 
Build our" homes. in realms of splen

dor, ' , '
1 Where-'all beauty will appear.

That the good we io in earth life, 
Though a trifle it may seem, 

Helps us on to life celestial, • 
More'than we can ever- dream.

Then at last with them united, 
. When we.leavo this earthly plane, 
We■ will dwell in joy forever, 

Without parting, grief,'or pain.
ADA DURGIN DAVIDSON. 

Pittsfield, Me.
. •» > g*-'

. ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain the interesting features of it, 
and recommend it to every reader ot 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 ctg.

FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY,
7. - ' Faith.' , ... • »

Have Faith in all thy fellow men 
If oft deceived, trust! again 
It far excels both gtfid and fame.' 
True men wllLreverente W name. 
It Is the chord of unity l^- " .
To elevate humanity; i "
It Is'the rock on* which tten stand. 
Tojnake our earth a Summerland.

■ io’ -
’ Hope,
Hope Is Inherent In ttlAnkitfi 
A Subtle force to Inspire mind; 
When In distress we reel iVglbw 
It dissipates our wretched woe. 
When failure -comes«to -earnest men, 
It softly whispers: d.Try again, 
It is man’s best and lifelong friend, 
Nor Arill it cease when wd Ascend.

Charity, .
Sweet Charity,..thou Ahii^divine, 
We worship at thy silent shrine.
Faith, Hope and thou, sweet Charity, 
Exalt and bless humanity. '
Faith ends in sight., Hope in success, 
But Charity few' souls; possess.
It is a growth we all Should crave
To take with us beyond the grave. 

HENRY M. EDMISTON.

■church), has elected the following offi
cers for the ensuing year: Mrs. 
Loplse D. Francis, president; Mrs. 
Jennie R. Chapman, 492 Pine street, 
secretary; Miss E. J. White, financial 
secretary; Mrs. JVm. Peyser, treas
urer; Mr. 0. B. Prputy and Mrs. E. B. 
ParmeleeT-directors; Mrs. Lusc,omb; 
Mrs. B. F. Prouty and Mr. Walker, 
trustees. _ w •

The rostrum of the church* was oc
cupied by Dr. Edgar W. Emerson, Feb. 
2, and will be occupied by Mrs. Ruth 
A. Swift, Feb. 9; Dr. Wm. A. Hall, 
Feb. 16, and Mrs. Maud F. JJtch- 
Blshop, Feb. 23.

Dr. Emerson was greeted with a 
gopd-slzed . audJeuRe, although the 
weather Was colm" He’Bali in part-’- 
“We.live in an age in which there is a 
large amount of questioning regarding 
religion. Liberal thought is cropping 
out everywhere and much has been 
put into practical use by many. It is 
also an age of demonstration and 
much truth has been revealed by such.

"Realities of life that come to us as 
individuals, help to make us what we 
are, and much skepticism • presents 
itself throughout the breadth ■ and 
length of the land, finally bringing one 
in touch with various theories, spir
itual unfoldmenti and Christian and 
Spiritual Science, presenting demon
strations of psychic power in -all, 
and the same as that of Spiritualism 
and mediumship.

“Man ns a student of psychic law 
has "read himself out of tlje chui;ch, 
witnessed demonstrations in Spiritual
ism', and thereby broadened mentally. 
t “It was necessary to have physical 

demonstrations or phenomena in years 
ago to create an “age Of thought" in 
every avenue of spiritual development 
to-day. The higher thought, spiritual, 
Intensified by soul development, per
mits us to help one another, for like 
attracts like, and as one mentality is 
quickened, another desiring the same 
plane of vibration,- will follow, and 
thus the - advancement of spiritual 
growth. '

"There are certain attractions be
tween every audience an4 speaker. 
Some are satisfied with ’ Emerson, 
some not. The Jaw of vibration and 
attraction creates a diversity of condi
tions necessary for universal'develop- 
ment. •’

‘"Chose who do not advance, yet 
criticise,. are the sluggards who do 
not make conditions, claiming no time 
for investigation. He who makes con- 
ditions and . works earnestly and hon
estly Tor 'development, is the one satis
fied. We are souls now, as much as 
we ever will be. .We make to-day tot 
to-morrow by our acts. Your'presence 
fiere, Jour thoughts, may cause good, 
or ill In'the bye and bye.
" "All are sending oft emanations as 

well as ourselves, for good, or evil. 
Let us-make ours greatest tor good, 
and more to-morrow than to-day.
, “One great drawback In advance
ment of Spiritualism are those who 
shut dtp Hke a clam when a.message 
is given them, refusing to recognize 
their own, and after the meeting re
mark, “I would not give him Ilie sat
isfaction of a recognition.' Such are 
shutting the door in the face of hus
band, mother and loved ones. When, 
such reach the other side they will 
complain just the same when the door 
is closed when they wish Jo return. 
As we give, so shall we reap.

“Some ask: 'What phase of me-" 
dluifishlp, or what medium do you

readable type «cloth binding. ’Good 
home library edition.

Heroes and Hero Worsliip, and the 
Heroic in History. The Herq as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Herb as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 369 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car- 
Wet

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spen
der. <

Fairy Land of Science. By Arabella 
B. Bjickley. This book is written in 
such a pleasing manner thatiyoung as

■ Descent of Man. By Charles Dar
win. These two books by Mr. Darwin 
should be in every home.

Karina. A Novel, . By A. P. '.Sin- 
nett. '

A Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Marie Corelli. A most wonderful 
occult story.

Zanoni? By Bulwer Lytton. A 
romance by that most wonderful land 
mystic writer, after a long residence 
in the East and air exhaustive study of 
occult lore,

Any one of the above valuable 
books can be obtained for-50 cents— 
a miracle of cheapness.

LIGHT OF tGYPT.
A treatise ùpon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis

mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia,-etc. A masterly work. Vol. I„ cloth, $2; . 
paper, $1. Vol. II., ¿loth only, $2. -* -

-THE UNKNOWN”
-BY-----

6ftMILLE FLAMMARION.
“THE UNKNOWN" created a great 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fail to arouse 
the greatest interest in this country. 
It 1b an, eminent scientist’s study of 
the phenomena of the- spirit world. 
In touching Upon’the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authentical instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly

fascinating as the most fantastic of 
Poe’s tales. It treats on incredulity, 
credulity, hallucination, psychic ac
tion of one. mind upon another, trans
mission df thought, suggestion, the 
world of dreams, cerebral physiology, 
psychic' dreams, distinct sight in 
drcams, actual facts, premonitory 
dreams and divination of the future. ' 
487 pages, cloth bound. Price $2.00.

LIFE. BEYOND DEftTff
Being a Review at

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Prosen! Conditions of Thought

Leading to the Question as o Whether Jt Can Be Demonstrated as a 
. Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix (Containing Some

Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

•Bvo. Cloth, 842 Pages» >
After a review ,of the beliefs held in the past concerning life be

yond death,- Dr._Savage takes up the present conditions of belief and 
considers the agnostic reaction from thé extreme “other-worldliness’ 
whith it replaced, which was in turn followed by thq. Spiritualistic 

‘reaction against agnosticism. He poínts;óut the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the churches and the weakness of the 
traditional creeds and.the loosening of their hold upon the people. He 
then considers the probabilities which, as he admits, fall short of dem- 
onstrátion. The volume includes a consideration of the work of the So.z 
ciety for-Psychical Research and also an appendix giving sonic of the' 
author’s own personal experience in this line. Dr. Savage holds, ns 
a provisional hypothesis, that continued-existence;is demonstrate,^ 
that there have been at least some well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life.' Price $1.50 ¡ postage 10 cents

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT’ WHEN? WHERB? HOW^

, Is It Infallible? ' :
"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirit
ual influences. Free from all theo
ries of sunerstition. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. Pi-ice 25 Cents.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, 35eta.<

A. Voice from the Higher Criticism.
A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles'

BY MOSES HULL-
, Excellent M an exposition of the Higher Criticism and ai^ ánalysis of ' 

the Bible from that1 standpoint. Of special valúe, and iutei'est to SpiriH 
'valuta, ”> - - -For cale at this office. P110. 1.C0

md interest to Spirif!

1
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'Anna Eva ' Fay.
The ahovevnanied person is a Commercial Medi

um—if a medium at all—in the broadest sense 
■ of that term; She is in no sense allied to Spii- 
- itualism, was never known to. assist any soci

ety or medium in distress. She has a lucra
tive business in connection with theatres, and 
it is said she is making $10,000 a year. Those 
two articles following, end the discussion in 
reference to her.. . ;

- To the Editor: About fifteen yeais 
ago I spent some time in
There was an-evening at my disposal, 
which led me to the opeid

."Witness" the “great feats 
WHITE MAHATMA—Anna Eva Fai

The advertisements weie pt. tb? 
flamboyant-style; but without any na- 
tae oi the bilks being
People were allowed Quth01 - tn aAxM-rrS

• hip eyes than most 
slBte^oT the^^iswal physical phbnom-

belonged to |he ® Then the mana-

. their naipe. ..-1answered, and

'XKu»'.. - a»manager, foi - v.....  
correct reply. -

“Now,” Im faH‘“

■' Uthb fro©re®sive thicker Jeoruary 15; 1908

facts into smithereens from his re- 
portorial desk. Words versus things; 
Talk and criticism versus investiga
tion.- ' /
. -Hurrah for the freedom, of the 
press. It is a-great- Institution if -you 
sail with tire wind.- • -

>. JOSEPH SINGER

"Well,” replied Miss Fay, "I do 
not claim to be a medium myself; 1 
am not responsible for what others 
think about my performance. If you 
will read my handbill, you can see 
for yourself that there is. nothing in 
it which would lead-anyone to be
lieve that I um posiug- as a medium. 
But I am getting forty thousand dol
lars a year for my services—and that 
is why .1 am In the business.” 
. "Nojv, will the Doctor believe Miss 
Fay’s’ own statement -when she Bays 
she is not a medium? "Why, of course, 
not. He ip-"absolutely certain" of ins 
'‘premises" and therefore could not 
be mistaken.

. P. A. JENSEN. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Revised ' Premium List
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

'fl DWELLER OR TWO FLflNETS.”
THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS,, and the accompanying 

dorful and advanced civilization of 
lesson it gives forth upon ths prob- 
historian, the statesman, the student, 
many times the price of the book—to 
which it treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world's hte- 
Larkiu, the great Astronomer and

map and description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light and 
lems of to-day is worth more to'tho 
and even the general reader, than 
say nothing on-the many topics of 
deeply every éfthool of thought In this 
tory, This book is endorsed by Prof, 
scientist; he regards it as one of the 
Address MRS. M. B. M. OLIVER. No.

greatest Books of the present aget. 
415 North Fremont avenue, Losi MRS. M B. M OLIVER. No. 41» worm a remont avenue, dub >■

i, Cal.' Price $2.00; postage 14 cents. ______ , /

mâstërshFIs the right way. /
Any thirteen ot tho Fourteen Pio* 

inium Books you may order, puce 
$4.55.. . ' ■

' Lastly, nil these Fourteen Premium 
Books; $-1.1)0.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN gs 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw

Angeles

Have You Read
VERMONT STATE CONVENTION.;

Some Startling Hits at Anna Eva Fay.
. How. Anna, Eva Fay .read the ballot 

which Dr. H. V. ’Swerlhgen carried in 
his vest, pocket Is not yet discovered, 
And it is safe to predict that it never' 
•will ba explained as a? trick-,-If the 
Doctor but,sticks to.h)k story. ¡I : am 
•quite^ertafn.that, it was a trick,-.and 
I'Should not fail to explain it, satis
factorily; had I all the fadts ip the 
case. ,

The Doctor’s laconic recital of .the-, 
incident.is buf-a balf truth;:there'is 
,an- elision some where in his statement, 
whl^h.fjvben supplied, would: make, 
this miserable trlck’plaln-enough to 
be -understood by. a - ten-year-old 
schoolboy. - .- •

-I do not infers that the Doctor js 
wilfully withholding the facts in the 
case, but only that something has 
been overlooked, or forgotten,'in con- 
npction wjth the incident, which, 
when stated, would malftrthis trick as 
easy to “catch-on”ta-as are the other 
tricks by-jvhiclb Miss Fay now earns 
forty thousand dollars a year:

Tliirty-uiniU Annual. Convention at 
-< Montpelier.

. . ----- ,
The thirty-nlnth annual convention 

of the. -Vermont State Spiritualist As
sociation, met In G. A, R. hall, Opeia 
House block, Montpelier, Vt., Jan. 
24, 25, 26, 1908. -

■Meeting opened Friday, 2 p. m., 
with’a small audience; but all seemed 
filled with the spirit, and wished the 
convention a siiccess in. every way, 

- The-first session, was'taken UP by. 
short- speeches from the different 
speakers present. Ensuing meeting 
opened with u good audience. A wel
come address was given by Miss Abbie 

-Crossett,, of Duxbury, Vt., to. which 
Miss Effie I. Chnpnian responded very 
pleasantly, thanking the socibety for 
again Inviting them here tor another 
annual .convention,

Mrs;. Helen T-. Rnssoguf, of Hart
ford, Conm, was introduced and gave, 
one.of her eloquent addresses. ' 

■ Mrs.Russegue always comes freight
ed with knowledge from the world be
yond- Sh^ took for her subject the 
-9th chapter of Acts;. 6th verse,/"And 
when -Paul when laid his hands upon 
them, the. Holy. Ghost came and thby 
spake’ with tongues,-and prophesied.” 
• . JUrs- William Jones, of Williams-, 
towp, furnished the music during the 
entire meetings. -She gave some very 
fine selections, and- all ' seemed well

OUR

PREMIUM
BOOK

OFFER ?
■ Truly, the. world has NEVER SEEN 
the like, before. ‘Search the-annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look hero and there, lnf 
every nook and corner of the world, 
ancl you CANNOT And a parallel to 
the offer made-in'reference to these 
FOURTEEN • remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. ' They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc- 
cujt .LIBRARY", and- are furnished at 
a nominal sum. -AH are substantially 
hound and neatly .printed,- and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. ■ ;; ,

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent . PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from. -■

Any one. of the1 Premium Books you

THE GREAT WORK is-Vo). HI., MASTERSHIP, and not MedlumsMIp, 
.................. It makes' Is the Constructive Road to Spiritual

„„Id further, "theie 
who are not piotided 

For them Imay be many ; .
with pencil and.pdl’"1: ■, ,, „„a

unW called foy^ on lh
quiet and wrote my, question on a 
nage of my own note book. I be. d. 
lue that the man at my le ^0« d no 
read my writing, and my son did not

K aVE Tn.» Se IKK
■ v । -ir« nh'd then buttoned ,my coat tightly.

F” “¿After every Qnp,wiKr d.e.sliefl21“l 
i written their -question—the dlvlnb• 51 White MahXa^^ Eva,'was coV-

s eicd with a shept while occupying a 
- , ’ chair on the stage and- answer At about the -fifth or sixth 

• ■■- trial Bhe. stretched opt hei . a m. 
- • - • toward my locality and said. Jo-. 
> Kpnh" Singer, up there in the balcony,w^L to know if Robert Campbell 

will help him. Yes, let him go tp

1

But says 411 e Doctor: ., ‘.‘Had I, not 
been absolutely certain of my prem
ises, I wonld-not;have consldered the 
matter of "sufficient Importance to re-' 
port tp the readers of The Progressive 
Thln-ker.” .That IS just jt: ? The Doc
tor- could.mot be mistaken, therefore, 
he is not disenable to .argument, -I al
ways tremble for those who are abso
lutely “ceftain” of their “premises,!i- 
slnce experience has taught me that 
they are oftenest-deceived. The" Doc
tor thinks 1 ought to have Another 
trial at an explanation, and I am quite 
willing to sav something more about 
the subject, though I am all* nt'sea,- 
without fact and a starting ¿point in 
the case. -,

A certain number of those that wit
ness legerdemain performances attrlb-

' •m THEN I threw the p»pei to- 
"manager who .read it aloud, as he did 
all others- The nnmas and question, 

'were correct to tbe woid.
-Pretty Boon a gejitleijian octupjIUe 

' a box. arose aud addressed the audi
ence thus, after his question was read. . "FdJndB I believe thatj most of you 
know me_personally. He was Wo fe 
Londoner, the largest grocery dealer 
in Denyer, and as well known theie as 
Marshall Field was here. "1 gWe you 

'my word and honor that lavrote that 
question at home and alone, and no
body" h>s, seen it since. It was cor
rectly answered.”
' During the hour or so devoted to 

this work she answered fully, forty 
questions; seventy-five per cent ad
mitted to be correct. A few refused 
their testimony, and the vest were 
proven to be uncertain in reply-

This is one of my rock-ribbed, ada
mantine tacts. ' Prove it an illusion 
or delusion, and I forever “throw up 
the .sponge.” os . to my capacity for 
-attaining to certitude In observing’.any

Uto them to occult powers. They, flo 
this in the. face of all facta and argu
ments. which- prove-' the contrary. 
Houce those ,who live by such an art 
can aJwAys daleulato upon a certain 
amount ■ of BticceBs, which Is . based 
upon the psychological influence of 
mind upon mind.' But those that are 
the,victims of such deception will ver 
liemently declare that it is only truth 
they seek, and that tljey- are. anxious 
to got it. Their mental fortifications 
brlstle with many facts, and they gen
erally put up tremendous arguments 
flietweei) “tweedledum’’ and. “tweedlc- 
dee’ ’ to prove they are right. Dr. 
Sweringen is'not’ the only* prominent

pleased with her sweet music. - .
Saturday passed away, with the, 

usual interest 'manifested, in the-Qir- 
ferent sessions, with lectures and mes
sages from'the .loved ones gone just 
ovqr there. After the afternponmeet
ing the business .meeting of the State 
Association yas held; nt which the 
following officers were elected: Presi-- 
dent, Mrs. Effie J. Chapman,, Cam
bridge, yt. ; first- vice-president, Mr. 
F. H. Dewart, St.. Albans, Vt.; sec
ond vice-president,. Mr. E. J.- Fallon, 
Montpelier, Vt.;. treasurer, Mr. Don 
H. Chapman, Cambridge, Vt.; audit
or, E.’J. Fallon.

-Board of managers: Chairman, 
Jay L. Smith, St. Albans; Vt.. Mrs.,El
len B. Ward, Mrs. Bello Hutchings, 

■Dr. N. S- Gould, -E. J-. Fallon, 8. 8. 
Sinith, A. F- Hubbard, Mrsr Lizzie 
Childs, Mrs. Nellie Shaw.. > -

The ladies of the Auxiliary had a 
^ale table which was well-,filled with 
fancy anti useful articles to be sold 
to help defray the expenses of the 
meetings, realizing $22. / The officers 
of the Auxiliary -are, -president, Mrs. 
Effie I. Chapman; vice-president, Mrs. 
Amelia Wakefield; secretary and, 
treasurer, Mrs. E.. J. Fallon. ■

Saturday. --eveCIng; meeting ■ was, 
crowded,:and>Mrsî Rù6se^ue gave one. 

■ of her^flfie addresses, on-“The Bible., 
of the Ppst, Present and- Fuluye.” 
Mrs. Chapman followed with some re
markable tests; also Mrs. Russegue 
gave a.few readings.

Sunday dawned bright and beauti
ful, with everything in nature to make 
the convention a success.

Thé house was-filled to overflowing. 
Mrs. Crossett gave >thc morning ad-

-may order, price ’25.cents.- This 
is IHe-price, remember, when'-yotf 
ORDER, ONLY ONE BQ,OK in con
nection. with a yearly 'subscription. 
The Wiper one y’cai7 and one- Premium 

"Book, $1.25. , .

the like before. We have had-to 
increase tile price of these books a 
few cents in consequencb of the rise 
in the price of paper/

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be 'accompanied 
with, a Nearly subscription 
for Tho Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR . li'OURTEEN . REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00. r
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Boqks:
1—The'Eueyqlopedia of Death, and 

Rife in the Spirit World, Vol. lk
22—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lifodn the Spirit World, Vol, 2.
3-—The.Enclycopedia of Death, and,. 

LifeTn the Spirit World, ‘Vol. 3.
These three yolumes Have been pre

pared by J. IL Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.
- 4—-Ghost Land,' 'Spiritualism, Oc- 

cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. .

, 5—The Next World Interviewed, 
-by Mi's. S. G.-Horn, a mpst remark
able medium.

6—The Occult Life of- Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe; a medium of rare

No premium books will be sent out 
unless the order is-accompanied With- 
a yearly subscription to The' Progres
sive Thinker;, -but if you erder- more 
than, one bopki -the price is as fol
lows: , ■ . ..

_<Any two of the -Fourteen Premium 
Books you may; order, price 70 cents. 

. Any three of the .Fourteen. Premium 

. Books you may order, price $1.15, ;. 
. - Any four of tho- Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price-$1.50. 
■ Any five of the-Fourteen Premium 

.Books you ¡may order, prlce$l,75, .
, Any- six the Fourteen Premium 
Books you imiy-order, price $2.10.

Any seven of tho Fourteen Premium 
Books you may -order, prlçe $2,45.
- Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.80..
- Any nine-of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten .of the Fourteen Jremium 
Books you miy order, price $3.50.
.„ Any eleven of the Fourteen Premi- 
um Books you may order; price $3.85.

Any twelve of the Fourteen Prcinh
uni Booksyoumay Order, price- $4.20. ^ove.

of the "Harmonic Series." It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This 
is the Way that leads’ to Individual

Unfoldment, and that it 4s open to all 
who elect to travel it. )

Liberty here and hereafter.
Every intelligent mtfti and woman 

who is seeking- for Spiritual TruIJ1 
should read THE GREAT WORK, 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 

-whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums. .• ;

2, It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly. : ■

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove uw

4. Ita author speaks-from the
standpoint of one Who has "had the 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration."

'5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that» it may be understood by a child, 
and yet bo profound as to . meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human soul. ■ .-•

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P, T. •
THE INDO-AMERICAN ' BOOK CO., 

23 N. Kcdzio Ave., Cliicngo.

(

PEONIES.
The Bent. Siocjr ot Theoe Beautiful 

j Floworn • ■
nil ANH’S INBW CIUSATIONS.

Last suintner we named and d»s®rlbpd 
3M kinds in our new 36 pug« fata lot, 
Among .'them Moses ““"’Ji.4/ r m- 
monds, Andrew Jhekson DuVte, rior 
eneo Nightingale, .Fram es Willard ana 
many other world-beaters. M you want 
the best, send tor Caialog. 4.1 >oaiB in. 
business. O. I*. Bit AND & bON, 
. Faribault. M)nn. .-

6L AHI SW II tisi I’ll« B Y-MuL,L.1NS w 111 
give clairvoyant leadings fly. ma>>- 

Send lock ot hair and $1. Addiess, 
Whitewater, Wis. 

,1LJKS. B., M; HITCHCOCK will lluBWe.- 3
ÍSvS>’»<ÿ^onalo,■ 26c. Send own kHndwritlng-ftniF

h^r’ FunjreadiuX. 11. Ferii imi. Pierce vQ.. Wagjj' - .

fnnOR and stump I will send
xun leading and answer questions.
£ date of birth. Mra. Pon#/ 570* 
bieira St,, Los Angeles, Cal. ■

1 HEDRICK. I’.syehtu. 310 Suhermer*
N. Y. Seances Tuesdays 

0 bodies class and'invsUc 
circle Wednesday afternoons 2:81 Private 
consultations dally.-Phone W W. Main.' ReatU 
Ings by mall. 82.00. t • ’

-7—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
■wonderful English medium.

8—Tho Religion.of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle, i

9—Seers of the'Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Pee'bjes. . . - ,

10—The Great Debatq Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from-the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle PeterBilea.

■ 12—Gems’of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

13—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen1 illustrations.

- 14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
fronj a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
■If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price.is-25 cent®. After 
paying postage thereon,- the book at 
that price-iB practically a gift to our 
subscrlbdrs. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. . All orders for 
Ohe or" more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub- 
scriptlon for Tpe Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned

J, fl. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic, 

6 West 107th St.', New York.

The Supernormal World?
A noW and unique method ot reall?iiig 

of one b psychical powers, nonnallly 
ana in n sane and sclenmic way. bin-* 
.aorsed by hundreds »

Addiesc with stamped addressed en- 
velope, J. C. P. GHUMinXE, 21 SlriUh- 
inoro nond, Brookline, Mus.-i.

andCan be seen dajly, also Sunday 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business mattors. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel, 3464 River.

What Science Is Doing 
With our meth
od you can pos
itively commun- 
ieate ‘ with tho 
UNSEEN

WORLD. 
End or sail by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
Interesting com-

munlcations just as 
Magneto Company, 
Dept. 7.

received.- The 
Sycamore, Ill.,

DR. J. R. NfeWTON »till hral; tire Melt iltrongh 
Mrs. Newton, at n dislauee.- A-ldress Mrs. J. R Ncwxon. P. O. btatioh 1. New York ( Ity.

WANTED -A place to house for widower,
with small family, by lady of 17 wlthglt l 

12. Small wages. Spiritualist. Cail at.imW. 
Randolph Su: Chicago, roar room, main lioor.

'ProminentrAVorker ¡ Passed to Spirit, 
I Life, ■ - '

On January *21 Mrs; Mary Helios 
passed to spirit life atsAlllance, Ohio. 
Her companion preceded her a little 
over a year. Blie had spent 7-2 years

extreme orthodox’churchman can take
,offense at her work. Her “broLther-
hood of man.” and ‘‘fatherhood of

FRED P. EVANS, x 
Nolod Medium for

Slatewrit in”', Clairvoyance, Etc. 
Interviews dally from 10to t. Ket^Uuza ani ls/ 

velppinent by malt may bo obtained or wzttlu V ta 
Mr. Evans for particulars. Famous bootfuj 
Smto-wrlUnf. >1.20. wUllo they last- Addroa, >

FICHU 1*
IW8 sacramento stroot„Sau Francisco-ell '

The
JUST OUT

Francis Schiuder ; ; ■

Iteji-ho-'lonc System:

been llfi-tlnw study, and Is rim' -i ■ 
TWELVE LESSORS, giving u lllorw,.. 
description of tjie Ton,. ,,r so-■.'■ A 
Law ol Chemical -Ji-kiiion of 
bc-W-Hetdlng Simplified. Self-' h- Ih 
Taught According to the Miisleal Not,

Dugon & htiinrt Bldg. Hot

factBuK there is a little “side show” 
. attached-, to the big one that may 

’■ -prove Interesting. . A day or two-after 
"Anna," the marvelous, had flown to 

. 'other: fields, there appeared a four or.
• five column exposure 6f the'whole 
Fay hoax in the, Evening Fost. . The 

i brilliant; scientific, reporter, in _the 
' mosri logical, convincing wqy. ehoWed 

up the whole thing. How ridlculoug- 
Iv easy!. What a ; lot of openi 

■'mouthed, ;close-brained idiots -the
" audience was, ,Wolfe Londoner : and 
'your scribe belonging tO-that tribe! •

' CHAP: 2,—The following day I 
. iYvcnt to the office" of the Post and in-

qulred for the editor-in-chieY. He 
was out, but would not his repre-

'-BentaUve- do? "No! ” I replied,. tjuh-.. 
. less: you win give. me. decisive, word 

• th'at any communication-in answer .tp
your" recent exposure will appear. In 

■ . your columns. I am well known here,
and am .master of sufficifent-Englteh- 
to make'tnyselt.understood, and,will.

" sign thy'tiatne. 'I havenotlmeto de- 
" . vote. to."■ • “I gm sure your article, will be.ac-

cepted.*’. " ? ; .
, I whs persuaded,, and , stated facte 

' . and theories, aid criticised...-The J>a-
" per was' submitted. It has yet to ap-

Spirituallst prone to-beljeve toomuch 
—there are manv others that in their 
enthusiasm and zeal for the,.cause are 
“absolutely certain" of their “prem
ises,” and consequently never r min- 
la ken. • ■ .

Dr. Peebles a year-or more ago in
vestigated the boy medium,, Britton, 
and unqualifiedly endorsed him as a 
wonderful medium, but W. Mann— 
another pfomliient Spiritualist— 
knows Britton tb be art arrant hum
bug! Yet, Dr. Peebles was absolutely. 
certain of his premises’ and conse
quently—not mistaken.

Edson Smith of Santa Ana, Cali
fornia, is treasuring a slate for many 
years-7—of which he’Is even more 
proud than Is Dr. Sweringen of his 
ballot trick—covered by writing al
leged to have been put there by the 
spirit guides .of Mr. .Keeler, Mr. 
Smith.knpws for ceftain that he was 
npt mistaken, and is absolutely cer
tain of his premises. But . for every 
one Sweringen, Peebles and Smith 
there are fifty others, equally intelll-, 
gent, who will testify to the con-

dress- She took for her subject, “The 
.Light of Truth. She paid ws must let 
oui’’ lights shine forth to'light the 
pathway for others to walk therein.

Afternoon, Mrs. Chapman gave the 
address, which was of- the' inspira
tional type, subject: "The Old and 
New Spiritualism.” Mrs. Russegue fol
lowed with psychometric readings. 
She gave a number of character read
ings. She merely requests her sub
ject-to raise the hand, receiving cer
tain- vibrations therefrom. She gave 
a number of character, readings whl.cp 
were pronounced remarkable,' Mrs. 
Chapman followed with spirit., mes
sages. - '

■The hall was packed- again in the 
evening, .when Mrs. Russegue spoke 
from the text, “Ye are the"; Temple of 
the HvW God.” The address waB 
of an eloquent and inspiring Charac
ter showing "the •cientifle? relation be
tween the physical body and ' the- 
Whole'universe, with many reflec
tions of an uplifting character as. to" 
what wo-Should, lio and be tn makp 
our bodies a fit temple for the Indwel}-- 
Ing of. the' Almighty. She also~gave 
severer of her, psychometric readings, 
followed by- messages through Mrs.

"of good work on the earth in the up
building of our belovedfSplrltualism, 
having been Tor many years president 
Of the Independent Church of Alli
ance, and,several seasons chairwoman 
of the Lake Brady camp meeting,being 
one of its official board a/the time of 
her departure. She wiis a very useful 
person,-and will be greatly missed, 
and especially in the family where eQic 
had one step-son and five step-grand
children, by all of whom she wa,s loved 
for-her motherly care and kindness.

As the form lay'in its couch-casket, 
robed in white silk. with, flowers, it 
seemed a fitting-ending in peace to an 
earnest earth journey. She was able 
to make all the arrangements for the 
transition services,'.even ta-lnvitlng 
the family friends back ' to dinner. 
Rev. E. W. Sprague spoke words of 
wisdom and instruction on the occa
sion, proving by ancient and. modern 
thinkers tho blessed certainty of life 
and love f cheering all hearts.with his 
clear-cut and eloquent paragraphs in 
testimony of the proof of a spiritual 
Spiritualism being; not only the great
est truth, but the greatest blessing of 
our present life. -He .closed his elo
quent address by an Impromptu poem 
‘dreulogs ntfd apprealation Of’pur her

God” and “oneness of all life”, is a 
supreme thought.- It’.Is Immortal, Is 
universal, undeniable,-anfl will stand 
the test as against all churchanity and 
Agnosticism.

During her stay Mrs. Morrill lec
tured in our big Armory building on 

-Sundays at ?. p. m.-, and on Wednes
days at 7:30 p. m. to very interested 
audiences. Her lectures were perfect
ly beautiful, her-messages were recog
nized and highly pleasing.to her audi
ence. Hundreds of persons who 
thought, their friends and relatives 
dead,, now know they live and can 
speak to them.

Mrs. MomU’s visit to any commun
ity can but mean education on higher 
lines, uplift and . soul-unfoldment. 
Our pspple Baid "good bye” with sad 
hearts, as Mrs. Morrill took her leave. 
She goes to Lake Helen Camp, where 
she-lErehgaged .by the Camp .Associa
tion. Our little society Invokes, for 
her the love and kindly thoughts of 
our dear angel friends, wherever she 
may be called to go. ■

W. T. -MARLER, 
Pres. Society. 

Apalachicola, Fla. ' "

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.
“Tho System oiPhilosophy concern- ink T>lvln|ty"‘1p certainly reaching Hie people and doing the Work. To develop 

Ono's: psychic powers in a sane and ra-

Infalllblu Fibre Trumpets! Better 
than, metal: Insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance, T. B., 
»1.50: light T. P.. $2.00. .Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Buttery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase of develop- 
inert. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work tn full. Book postpaid, 17 cents 
Writ» for clrrmlnr.
JAS- NEWTON. 423 Dorr St., Toledo, O.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES 
• IN FLOWERS.

Sizp 8x30 Indies—Not Framed..
By Mail, Postage Prepaid

AN .OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age. huw long you have worn so«««, 

taoles: i will mail Ouc Pair of ?l. 10 Meltu I Pe - 
ble Lun* In a good stralgai teinplo steel Iran ■. 
ivuranteed 10 lit your eyes. Aho a Vegeuiu... 
latUTy. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the heil

Magnetized compound, for i u/.. Kyu-Wate” 
that will cure sure eyes All for it ouuc 
one Is ordered. B(>eecaeles Kent for sixty cent- 
Hatley W<;ems; Magnetized compound, JUcts 
FDFF I'uryour address qu a »postal curd a 
I IaLl beautiful photo of Yeruiah. chief o,’ 
thoMlantians: lived oh earth UCM rear < ago' 
uUo Illustrated circulars showing strips an I 
pricey telling all about my Meltpd ;
B' ectacle. and my method of fitting KViS-n 
perfectly nt your own homo us It you were hi 
my office. B. H POOLE, la? Winthrop uveu m 
Chicago. III.

A 
A 
A 
A

Yard of Roses.................
Yard of Kittens,...........
Yard of Puppies.............
Yard of Assorted Fruits.

For Dining Room

39c.
35c.
37c.
-39 c

TRE INFORME!;

Most beautiful adornments for any 
Wigwam or Home. Order to-day. 

cooper Walker.
28 Ogden Ave., Chicago, 111.

“A Short History of tile Inquisi
tion.” What it Was and What It 
Did. To which is appended an Ae- 
cdunt of Persecutions by Protestants, 
Persecutions of Witches, The Wai- Be- 
-tween Religion and Science, and the 
Attitude of the American Churches. 
Toward African'Slavcry. Fully illus-

•-.pear,.' . ;■
CHAP. 3.^1n a few .days after the 

great exposure, a telegram wah ad
dressed to the “Denver Public,” that 
Eva. the .grand psychic enigma, 
would return and answer the EX
POSURE In person. She came. The 
exposure crawled through the window 
,-.T.d I wept. 'It is a history of some' 
similar,;exposures,- but! ’would to 

'• heaven, all of them.
. . There Is plenty of opera bouffe In 

logic and science of a similar nature 
to the-foregoing. A great scientist 
will investigate a matter and with “all 
of the paraphernalia ot his profession, 
and all the acumen of a trained mind.

trary. ' . ' . .
•Thé génesis of present'day physical 

phenomena, both on'.the public plàt- 
fOrm jind public seance,-is Well known. 
They bavé- been -investigated again 
and 'againrby those who are not prejù- < a»., 
diced for them, and the' unanimous lord Shárrón pf the Montpelier House, , 
verdict Iff that they are the result ot I the local society, qnd the Montpelier 
■legerdemain. - - ’ press for their many courtesies, and
* But’such an opinión the- Doctor to all in behalf ot.the society for teak-! 
calis my-'“snap jùdg^ènt.^whereàs"it' Ing the convention.a success in every, 
is nothing of .the kind. My judgment Ka¿’. „ ’ - A, t", ’ u
is formed trotti Tellable data/from’re- ■ .. Mr._Fallon then invited the Associa- 
peated-ésipériments and investigation, 1 Ron to again: meet here la, 1909:$<ir. 
while the-Doctor brtleves In phenSm- I their annual convention; which was 
ena that no one elèe can verify, it is left with" the bo^rd ot. .managers to 
therefore ifair .té; conclùde that ’hiB l déridé, y ; ;. - .
ùpinfon : must be à "snap-judgmeát”, - Thus closed-a very^sucçggpful. coû-, 
' This brings up.another question— -vention.;. ' T,
the question of special favors to spe- l - MRS. E. J. FALLON,- Sec. 
cial people—which, by tlje way, is as |' Montpelier, it. ’
oíd as Adam andnôt-worth’considér- 
ing now.:’ , \ -,
Tit is. not "yet pfovén that spirite run 

Vapderirté..shQW^; J.t labes moré than, 
■One .:’ man’s' opnloA that .cannot be 
Verified tó prove it. Miss Fay : does 
hot claim-to. dp that which imagina
tive .persons-claim she does. • Evëry 
great mágicián has his - adniirers, 
manyo! whom-generally manage to

lo>ed Bister's lifer-nnd^ s'® K= a«-” By 1
and . soulful solos.'-by Flora - Russell, i ^aj^y becomes ’a positive knowledge., tor health.
■nnw' nf Cleveland, gave-'.us'rest and and coininunlcatlon -with the .unseen a
now. UI. O A.-«’ «..V rndtJ’In’worth- all the'effort one can ■:

trated. Trice, $2.00.
"Just How to Wake the Solar Plex- 

By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
. Price 25 cents.

A Paper for Lyceums.
A Meekly paper for young Spirit- . 

uallsts, containing the following de-,'." 
partmeut: General reading and con- 
tributioifs; Lyceum Notes and Re-.- 
ports; Graded Departments of Work,1 
including Weekly Lessons;. Uncle 
John's Talks; Brief and Short Stories. 
Single copy, one year in advance, 7 5c; 
Subscription. 6 months,' advance, 40c;

Club rates per year: (10 or tdore 
to one address) 65 cents.

To Canada and foreign addresses, 
$1.25.

Ever)' Lyceum should have this pa
per on its tables, if they wish to keep 
abreast with the times. Subscribe 
Now. Address all letters to J. L. 
MUSSINA7 13 East Third St., Will
iamsport, Pa.

putting 
definite 
dealer

proceedings and results into 
language. ■ Yeur brilliant 

in woid« will “knock” the

«-

Chapman.'- .
Atthe close résolutions weye passed 

thanking j Mite. Russegue, Mrs.-Chap- 
l man, Mrs. Jwes the . musician, Land-

^elLtp^bur ;
sister ot.earth, and good morning to : ronto, ■’writes; • 
the-higher. lift in’ the upper; sphere. - - ’■

•” SARAH" STONE-ROCKHILL; .

all -the' effort one can

.ColUe^B Weekly for Woman. Suffrage.,
~ Collier’s Weekly has come out for 

woman suffrage in a leading editorial 
and’the Woman’s Journal declares this 
the most, notable journalistic recruit 
the cause has gained since tbe North 
AmeOTan Review took" a similar stand 
some months ago.

magnify all he does.
; -At the" time Miss’Fay gave her en
tertainment here, when she created 
the usual excitement among the seek
ers after wonders, another - woman 
sleight-of-hand ’performer, by- the 
name of Genevieve'CleVes, duplicated 
all JJiss Fay’s, tricks in another hall. 
She offered to. forfeit one thousand 
dollars tb anyone, if she should fail. 
This brought on tbe usual excitement, 
which was - finally .taken up by the 
newspapers., A reporter from the.
Los Angeles Express .interviewed 
Miss Fay with the query : , “Gene
vieve Cleves says that she can dupli
cate all that you do by legerdemain; 
and she further states that you áre 
no medium any more than herself.”

Ize it’ Mrs. Bowes ot To-

Mu Annual Incoin
. ™ - One perusal Is not.enoUBb-’! Mr. Dal-Abprociatlon or tlieeMiovK of Mrs.,u.,, t<jn; a prominent real.estate dealer of

• - A.-Morrill. < " •- 1 Toronto, writes: "System is itself a good
■ ■ . - ., demonstration of;inspiration.’:- So, the .■ A*notable-’speaker, and ' message. ..students succeed;- Send for list, of .

■hnnrkf Mfs- ¿.-'A. Morrill’ of -Grand names and full explanation a»d” terms, 1 
RtpidB-Micbigan, has "just closed her - stamned addressed envel- i
January ' engagement- with the Apa- 
iaclilCola' Psychic Society, - . . •
- Her stay in Our little city was one of 
the !dng-to-be-rcmembered incidents 
in tile; life; and progress of. the place. 
Few of our people, know anything of 
Spirithaliefii,/ Nine-tenths ’ of those 
who dp, know; nothing of a trance 
speaker, and .message, bearer; in fact, 
the South has much to learn about 
this new and-“dangerous"-splrltu'al

Alliance,Ohio. •’< 111

DUlUVä OULU full UApuniatiun p-uu 
enclosing- a atarnped addressed envél« 
Oper to X O. F. GRWBINE, 24Strath- 
more ^ld.\ BrookHpc, Mnss.

and Expense^
W Wy WEEKLY

Bath-Honsc Named for Woman. .
- A free public bath-house has' been 
opened in Detroit as the result of a 
year of agitation and work by club 
women of the city and state. _ It has 
been named “The Clara” in recogni
tion of the efforts .of Mrs. Clara B. 
Arthur, president of the Michigan 
Equal Suffrage Association.
THE RELIGlt>No/CHEERFULNESS 

By Sara A. Hubbard.
This .little booklet sets forth inter

estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to

. body and spirit. Very-nice for a hpl- 
| Iday present : Daintily printed -an^i 
I bcwid.lu a case. Pries SO cants.

doctrlne. ■ ' . •
If we call It “Christian Spiritual

ity,”- it does-not frighten the old-time, 
religionist >s<i much, Hut if you for
get- yourself: ahd call it “Spirituall- 
ism " thenithat is perfectly dreadful. 
In the minds of our. prominent ortho
dox church people, "Christian Spirlt- 

■uaiity” seems to invite the co-opera
tion of angel -Jrtends, but. the very 
name of Spiritualism seems to open 
up the-great pagan’hell, out of which 
come evil zplrlts. ■ ■ ’ -

To thoseio£ our citizens whe^ve set 
under the feppll-bindlng voice of Mrs. 
Morrill's- lecture guide, there is left 
little room for doubt as to her genuine 
control and most beautiful philosophy 
or religion. -If . Spiritualism is to be 
propagated healthfully and success
fully, either as a religion- or philoso
phy, then the proper thing for us to 
do te to put such workers as Mrs. Mor
rill in the .field; and hold them up.
Her lectures and her .phenomena can-
he made popular and of interest in any 
town in Ill's broad laud of ours. No

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY. ;

By William E. Towne. Learn how tp 
cast away .unnecessary care. ’ This 
book points the way. ’ Price, 25 cents.

"PSYCHOMETRIC READINGS, 25 Cts.
-Mrs. Francis F. Spangler. 222 N. Highland Street, Pittsburg,’ lían

At home or traveling, all or spara time. Easily learned,

NO EXPERIENCE REQUKED, . -

^Spiritualism and -the Law." A 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by. the Hon. Charles R. ■ 
"Schirm'of .Baltimore, Md. This .pain- Ko Fake, JTnmhng or Toy 
phlet is ¿he that every Spiritualist Scheme. Costs nothing to 
SMUnTA not' familiar wRh601 PricVzS ' * TMaed On t 8301.27 worth of plating In two WMts, writes II. L. Smith, of Pa. (Mid smell 
pie are not familiar y Un. Price, Bev.Gco. P. Crawlordwrltcs, made 17.00 flirt dsy. J. J.8.Mills, a farmer, writes, cr.n eerily
cents. - nmketS.W a day prating. Tbos.Parker, school Teacher, 21 years, writes, “I made £9.80 profit one day,

T„et tho nracs "Onfimlsm a 19-35 another." Hundreds ot others making money-go ye aoddo likewise. ■Just from the press upumtsm, a _ lotbeGoW. silver, KictclMdTm Plating bus!-
Real Remedy,” by Horace Fletcher. |. Uq Q I An I I VV ness. «5 to BIS a day can be made doing 
Optimism means health, pessimism plating and selling Prof. Gray's new line of guaranteed Platlnm Machines. Uncqnidlri nr thio hoot rt>rplMlngwatches,jewelTT,liblewwe,biCTc!eB,anmelslfooda Heavy plate. WarranlciJ. Noexpcrl- diseaBe,.is the watchword of this book. „nM re«uffed. We So plating ourselves. Hare years of experience, ¿anuraduro tbe only practical 
This "book is nicely, and daintily bound outfits, Including all tools, latbee and materials. All sizes complete. Beady for work when received 
and comes In a box. Price, 50 cents. OvarsnUH. WE TEACH YOU theart, furnish recipes, temula and teCetecreU FBEE. THEHoyAI». ana comes m a uua.,, tnw, u ''v“.pWf.cWT’snewiinniersion process. Quick. Easy. Latest method. Goods dipped in melted 

"How to Train. Children and pa- netal,takenontlnstantlyw1thfine,brllllant.beautltulplate.ready todcllver. Thickptateerety time.
rente”. Mrs Elizabeth To^eKtakes~^K
the position that In many cases It Is.¿very family.hotelsnd restanrent have goods plated Insteadct bcylnp new. It’s cbeapor and better, 
the parents that need the training jvety store, jeweler shop, factory have goods needing plating. Vos will not heed to canvas». Our ager’.s 
mor« than the children, and advises «« »11 the work they can do. People bring It. You can Mre boys eheap to do rout plating, tbe some more man iae- uiuu eu, auu wa,aod solicitors together work Tor ■ Smail per cent. Beplatlnn Is honest and leglthnato.. Customersparents to look to themselves. . TOAEEAKObD BSTABLISMED FIEH.- Beets In business tor yews. Cap!-'
ty-five cents couldnot he better spent Jil IMO,OOOXS. Know what Is required. Our cnslomert here the beneRt o! 6ufeT'p6HiSei, w that failure Is 
than;in- buying the.book. Anyoney !stlng,1esliT,Dnte!B End drtnlsrs FREE»^^n’lw»i.

0 It Price ài cent». Bead Ui your &ûâret»REyw« íflífiyACc. Ftetiag works. 037 Gray Building, CiorísaatL O
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THE BENEFICENT REIGN OF LAW.

Tho Editor of Light, Lopdop, Eng., 
Plunges Into the Darkness and Un
certainty, and Talks Pleasantly 
About Law and God.

THE CONFLICT.

Tho Trend and Ending of Fussing 
Events.

nr

oÿfe^ibe ^Ijinkef.
. j Progress, ?^ Universal LaW ot Hattire; ^bihgbt ib® Solvent of Tier Problen)s.--3PI1?ITUALÏ^

■OHI©AaOJLL.,.FEBW;W
■ III8 OWN VIEW BOJNT.

y.r (^pllAuaBsm is Not Regarded ns a 

Religion.—Trenchant Thoughts
^n Regard to Exact Status.

Thole has appeared recently in The 
Progressive Thinker several articles, 
attempting to define religion so as to 
make it fit the spiritualistic philoso- 

,. phy. Where the necessity for disturb- 
. ing.the.fixed meaning of the religious 
- .concept of the ages, we fail to see, ex- 

eept it is for the advantage of getting 
Yreduced railroad rates, to escape mu* 
i nlcipak and state taxes for mediums, 
f oi to establish a priestly hierarchy;

. fob we must nbandon tho fundamental 

.claims of Spiritualism, or the basic 
-a concept of all religions, to make a 
Yxellglon of Spiritualism. ■ ;

. -All religions are founded on the 

.belief of'the existence ol an anthro- 
.pomorphic .God, a belief or faith in 
komo form of revelation ol ills will 
to man, and man’s obligation to obey 
such commands. In a concrete sense, 
religion comprises the dutiesmunowes 

•: to d supposed God, in distinction from 
morality, which comprises the duties 

j,of man to his fellow cratures. The 
religious idea postulates a creative di
vinity, a person, not a principle; a be
ing endowed with air the emotions, 

, passions and prejudices of man with 
a-plus mark attached,-supposed, ex
pected or desired to KNOW religion.

\It. Is entirely beyond the domain of 
even relative knowledge, and consists 
whqlly of subjective abstractions. •-

Spiritualism negates a personal or 
anthropomorphic God, denies any cre
ative'person, force or energy what
ever; substitutes a Universal Splrlt or 
Law for the personal God of religion;

“THE GOLDEN SHEAF,” z

High Commendation «From D. • W. 
- Hull.

RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

NO. 952

asks neither belief or faith, bjri 
stead offers facts, knowledge, ffi 
hortatlon is not “believe or be
damned,”., but, “come and see," In- 

Vcstigate the phenomena I present to 
ywu and exercise your common sense 
ainsi reason in forming a conclusion.. 

- Spiritualism predicates its phiiogor
phyxon objective facts.- Religion bases 
Its igaehlngs on abstract speculation. 
G/ii'iKniiiisinrenpous from facts to con-- 
1‘iusloois; religion from assumed au- 
llioril'iitlve revelations, Neither_,the 
knowledge or.belief- in a conscious fu- 
iurê existence Ib a necessary part of 
a religious belief; in fact, most of tho 
old religions were sljent concerning 

?iu - - .■ v, ' ■
Immortality as a human concept 

Is Modern compared to the religious 
concept... Without the idea of a con-' 

bcIous-future existence there could be 
'no Spiritualism. .

> Sacrifice, ceremonial, adoration and 
•invocation being essentially religious 
observances, Inseparable from the Man 
Godddea; are:’- not only unhecepsary, 
but out of place In connection»with’ 
Spiritualism. Just imagine one offer- 
liig -to purchase favors from a fixed 
litlnclplo, cither with -the odors of 
Mast meat, or a contrite heart. . One i 
might reasonably experience a feeling 
oïfroverbpco or awe for the effects of ! 
universal law, b.ut -Certainly no en
lightened human would ask favors of 

-• il/br’hojio to change its "purposes by
prayers or invocations.
: Spiritualism has as little In com
mon with religion, even in its most 
advanced stage, as has mathematics, 
ft would bejust as silly for pVofessprs 
of mathematics to go through a sham 
ceremony of ordaining each other, and

■< opening . their lectures with an In
vocation to the rule of three, as it is 
for Spiritualists'to ape these mum- 
nmries of-the childliood.of the human 
race. ■ It-woyld be better for the ad
vancement of trlfe Spiritualism if 

« those Who cannot shake off the atav- 
lsip:of the dark âges, if those afflicted 
with-Incurable cases of scabies clerl- 
eorum; and those* who imagine that 
they can strengthen the proofs of the 

• seance, room with the stories from
Jewish mythology, to return to the 
churches where they could enjoy the 
playthings of an effete ecclesiasticlsm.

■ While Spiritualism lacks any of the 
■: essentials of any form of ,<he world’s 

religions, it is'peculiarly antagonistic 
..to the Christian-ilult. , Christiabity 

aépends for its-existence bn the fol
lowing basic dogmas:

1. That man' was Created perfect 
by a personal God ahd by disobedience 
fell Into condemnation of his creator.

2. That under this condemnation 
. tho whole race was doomed to an end
less torment in hellfire.

3. That to placate, his-own wrath 
against- the creatures lie. had created . 
he engenedcred with, a Jewish virgin 
and begat a son, who, by’ being sac- 
ificed or put to a cruel death, might 
ave mankind from the punishment 

dfte them tor their fore-parents’; dis
obedience, provided they, belieyed or 

ended to believe the sacrifice was 
madle and was effective.

4. \ That this half-God Jesus, after 
bein^ put to death-in accordance .with 
the pivlne program, arose from the 
dead; BODILY on the third day, was 
tccn. and talked’with by many, and 
then'arose to heaven and slt_on the 
right’ hand of himself, where'he wilt 
judge the quick and the dead on the 
last day.,. - . .

Now,-wllhcwt.the.nboYe.four prop
ositions, Christianity ' could hâve no 
excuse or purpose for its existence. 
Without the fall of man there copld * 
have been no necessity for af savior or 
h sacrifice; no necessity for the rape j 
of a Jewish virgin; no occasion for 
the tears of Gethsemane or the suf
ferings on Calvary;; no place in time 
or eternity for a general judgment 

-day’'with its lurid pyrotechnics and 
hallelujahs. ■ ■ ■

Spiritualism emphatically denies 
the fall of man—teaches ■ that 
his course has always been, and 

-alwajs will be, one ' of pro
gressive advancement It denies 
any pardon for sin whatever,, and 
denounces vicarious atonement and 
sacrifice as the silliest illusion <jf an' 
Immature mind, it scouts the idea of 
a bodily resurrection, laughs to-^-corn • 
qi general judgréenwiay; and "makeB 
of bell the' nlghlma'rb 'oi a ’dletem-

'xpered imagination.
the ethics taught by the so-called 

i .ClAistian church -are neither- original 
7-with, it or. .................................

the 
kind

ns

a part of its religion, but
common property of 

ages before the era
Claim- for the birth»

A soulful book Is “The Golden 
i Sheaf,” the joint work of Hudson and 
Emma Hood Tuttle, published on the 

( occasion of their fiftieth wedding an
niversary. I do not know whdn I 
have been better or more profitably 
entertained than when reading it, I 
have been an admirer of the Tuttles 
for near forty years, and I feel toward 
Hudson Tuttle and Andrew Jackson 
Davis as a college graduate does tow
ard his alma mater, only more so. I 
first read Hudson Tuttle’s “Arcana of 
Nature,” about 1868, and have read, 
I believe, every book he has published 

■since then. About the same time I 
commenced and read Andrew Jack- 
son Davis’ works. If- our teachers on 
tho spiritual rostrum would take 
some pains to familiarize themselves- 
with these and other . Spiritualist 
books, some of those who are noW 
so pobrly equipped for the work they 
have undertaken would do their au
diences much better-service. ; ■

The Tuttles are complements each- 
to the other, gnd this'book is better 
that It is the product of both. Their 
thoughts blend as their- lives have 
mingled; Tills book is not a contipur 
oiis theme, but a gathering or b'unch- 

_ing of short essays or excerpts on- 
some live topic. Her# 1b one from. 
Hudson Tuttle; “.When we consider 
the reproductive qell, too small to-be 
seen by the‘unassisted, eye, bears the 
impress of every condition experienced 
by ifs ancestor, from remotest time, 
and-ln the order of its growth will ex
press all these. conditions, It is no 
longer a phenomenon on which we' 
gaze, but a miracle of creative power, 
and all thpt has been written since 
Galen’s.time.as to its cause is as chil
dren’s prattle. .The material side fur
nished no adequate explanation. Its 
coarse methods atq'not adapted t<r 
njeasure the elusive psyche. The bal
ance weighs not, , the scalpel dissects 
not, the retort holds not the elements, 
of the soul.” ! —

No one can read Emma’s articles 
without feeling an uplifting sentiment 
within him. - Every Une seems tq have 
a noble purpose. It was written be
cause It was needed it should be said. 
The poor, the friendless, the suffering, ; 
no matter who-they are,.wliether hu- i 
man or animal, have a friend in her. i 
One, while waiting for some one at an I 
appointment, picks up the book and i 
reads, “My Kingly . St. Bernard,” and 
immediately lie wishes he could have 
made the "acquaintance^of the noble 
creature, and then he remembers of 
other noble dogs he has met and 
loved. Yes, I feel, after reading that 
poem, what I have often suspicioned 
before, that theriTis a divinity in dogs,
some 
some 
ers. • 
poem

more than o.there, as there is in 
women; and men more than- oth- 
I would not-'have had that orie 
left out for the value of the

book. But.there were others-equally 
as valuable. ■ ' > ; >

-Again we find her eloquently plead
ing in behalf of the poor birds who'are 
slaughtered with excruciating torture1 
’that their feathers may plume the hat 
of some thoughtless or . soulless 
beauty. Ladies, please read this.book 
and this article, and you will , then 
realize the-depths of your sins, which 
your minister has hot the manhood 
to reprove in you. “If the President 
were coming to dine with hid,r she 
says, “and I had the care of a late 
brood of chickens’! should feed and 
water the chick'ens before I planped 
for the chief magistrate’s dinner. I 
should consider it my,duty to do so; 
nobody could laugh me out of.lt. I 
practice the golden rule in my-deal-, 
lugs with my fellow creatures as far 
as possible.” • ‘
• I wish this-book could be placed in 
every prison cell in the world.,* It 
would appeal to the nobler nature of 
the most hardened criminal, and in
spire him with resolutions-for a higher 
and nobler life." • .' \ ’

, - . .. . aDANIELW. HULL. -« 
01ympia?WaslJ:< ,/ - -7-'

of their founder.. The .theory of 
a future.Ut0 as-taught by them is not 
only vague, put sO entagled wlth mir
acles, self-contradictions and iiappssl- 
bilities as. to add no strength whatever 
to this concept of the ages." If. Jesus 
was-a God,- os is claimed by Chris
tians, his appearance after ^.supposed 
death would" be no evidence whatever 
that" man Would live after death, and 
the corollary would, be that 'he would 
not, for'it is demonstrated dally that 
man’s body, -decays', disintegrates,- and- 
is taken up liy-other.bodies-to foVm 
their growth,"and there is no claim', 
ta say nothing of evidence of "the res-’ 
urréctidñ of a man’s.body in the whole' 
history of the race. - ' :
; Spiritualism denies the possibility’ 

of any resurrection of the body," but, 
claims to demonstrate a continuity of. 
life by objective communications be- ", 
tween the denizens of the two states 
of existence, and claims its demonstra- . 
tlon to be exactly in accord with natur- : 
aflawsf denies"any supernatural pow-’: 
er and claims that the so-called su
pernatural is only the natural not un- 
derstbódl ' " .

The belief in a future life Is not a 
peculiar distinctive tenet- of the 
Christian cult, but antedates" it by 
ages. It would be just as proper to 
call it-Piatonlc Spiritualism, Brahmin- 
ical Spiritualism, or Confucian Spirit
ualism as Christian Spiritualism,, or 
to offer the ghost stories of Herodotus, 
Plutarch and Llvj" in proof of spirit re
turn and communication, as to appeal 
to. Bible stories for the saíne purpose.

Spiritualism does not need any sec
ond hand, hearsay corroboration; its 
proofs are HERE and NOW! Fairly 
Investlgate, honestly- cross-examine 
the spirits and-you will .find, not a’reli
gious cult, not a puny Christian sect, 
not a subjective hallucination, but the 
grandest phllosophyiof the ages.

J. T. McCOLGAN, M.D.
Celina, Tenn.

True politeness Ib perfect esse "and 
freedom. It simply.-consists in treat
ing others Just as you love , to i>» 
treated, yo^&l£.-^-ChhstSr0e>d,.." J

THE NORTH I’OLE.

A Psychic Traveler Hays It Will Nover 
be Reached by Man.

Como with me, my dear reader, if 
you will, and Jet us take a journey .to 
the North 1’ole. This day, Feb. 1, 
1908, is a cold, blustering day, with 
snow on the ground and the tempera
ture at zero—a day in keeping with 
my subject.

Many. expeditions have been fitted 
out at different times to search for the 
North Pole. Have they succeeded in 
finding it? Nd! Will they succeed? 
Let us see. In drawing my conclu
sion« I am led by the experiences of 
one who has been within seventeen de
grees, or 1,181% miles of tho North 
Pole in his physical body and much 
nearcy in his psychic travels. We will. 
start from Point Barrows, where he 
was in search of whales. In the night 
time the Aurora Borealis or Northern 
Lights were so bright he could easily 
read common print in a newspaper on 
the vessel’s deck and the reverbera- 1 
tiong were like distant thunder or tho 
booming of a cannon 25 miles away. ■ 
This was at the distance of 1,1-81 % 
miles from the Pole. It is very easy i 
to Bit by the fireside and imagine, as 
we- sometimes see it pictured, that It i 
has been/reached und-a-pole -With a i 
-flag on it stuck up in the ice, wlth.pn i 
occasional polar bear taking his morn- i 
lug walk around it. ' ' . - ।
'' Every -person; beapt, insect,, tree or I 
blade of grass, in fact every living 
thing on the face pf the eqrth Wag a 
cuticle, also Its positive and negative 
pole,-and through this cuticle there 
emanates an electro-magnetic aura 
which is being continually thrown off 
and giving place to newer conditions, 
The same is true of mother earth. If 
everything In nature did not throw 
off this ■ aura it would simply mean 
stagnation and death. (

There are ppsitive and negative 
quotes'to everything that exists in na
ture, which work in hawnouy for a 
healthy condition.. It-is by this aura 
that the dog can trace hiB master, and 
by this same aura we are attracted 
to, or repelled from each other,-rand 
mother earth throws off the same aura 
making it healthy,or unhealthy for 
some people to exist in.-'One proof of 
this is- that your physician recom
mends a change of climate for the sick 
or debilitated and the extent pf this 
hlfluence js determined by the timber 

i line or vegetation.
I Tins electro-magnetic aura sur-- 
i rounds the earth, its positive and neg- 
i ptive ends medtlhg and terminating at 
the North • Pole, and' the electricity

i passing from one of naure’B electrodes 
or carbon to the other causes that il
lumination' and reverberation whlch- 
wo term Northern Lights or Auro'ra 
Borealis.

To illustrate, let us take an orange, 
cut a -circular piece from the positive 
or stem end of-the'cuticle, an Inch or 
so In diameter, pass a copper insulated 
wire' around this orange-beneath the 
cuticle, and let both ends terminate 
at this aperture at the top. At these 
two points attach, email carbon; apply 
to this Wire a current of - electricity 
and you will observe at the ends 
flashes of light resembling the North
ern Lights In miniature." The Nofth- 
ern Lights flash and throw out_dlffer- 
ent bright colors,. the' sama as yopr 
trolley will 'do on the electric wire in 
a cold, sleety, icy night. —

• At the east of the North. Pole and 
above' Greenland there are two divi
sions of land—as seen by the psychic,, 
with water "'between them aud -the 
Foie, leaving tha so-called North Pole 
in a large bay with open Bea on; the 
west of it with fleld-iCe and icebergs 
floating and crossing the electric cur
rent as. they are moved by the tides 
and winds. .’Whenever the Held ice 
crosses this current it increases the 
electrical disturbance, and when a 
huge Iceberg crosses It the disturb
ance is much greater, -causing, the 
greater flashes of light and louder fe-. 
yerijerations^the larger the? iceberg ; 
the. more vivid and inthnse the dashess 
of light and the louder tho report. 
No eye or bar. could withstand the 
commotion even though the. person 
were successful In'reaching the vicini
ty of the North Pole.
' There Is'also, such a consumption of 
oxygen to support this' 'combustion 
that It would be'difficult to' respirate 
■In tho'vicinity, hence man>_could not 
live to. reach the North Pole or fully', 
uhderstand the power:of nature. -My 
informant tells', me his second sight 
convinces'him; that the'-North - PoIe 
will remain" a 'myBtery that no’’fitte'd*| 
out and 'equipped expedition wilL ever 
solve. ' ■_ • '.

" - But the/veather has moderated^and' 
the wind chang^-ahd-weTwlir leave 
our frigid subject for the present and 
return- to milder and pleasanter pon: 
ditions more In keeping -with our atir- 
roundlngs.- ■•

■ ' AUGUSTA.FRANCES TRIPP. > 
Onset, Mase-.' : ■

We receiveya good many seymons 
of one kind or another, pud usually 
consign them, with a sigh) to the big 
basket which never leaves; the desk 
side,—except to bo emptied) but now 
and then wo hesitate, and occasionally 
one abides with us, in the ¡hope that 
we may help it to fly. OueiBuch is a 
discourse on "The Eternal Goodness” 
by Marion F. Ham. Its text is the 
splendidly daring saying of the Psalm
ist,''“Thou, O Lord, art a'God full of 

-compassion;, and gracioup, long-suf
fering, and - plenteous in.mercy and 
truth.” We . call that a “during” 
saying in such a world as this—es
pecially in such, a world qf trouble, 
confusion and sorrow ‘as'^hat old 
world of the East must have been; 
and a daring saying it still is. “In 
the midst of those light, afflictions’ 
which are common to life, ‘ aays this 

; thoughtful preacher, "we find no dif
ficulty- in Agreeing .with the Biblical 
writers:’. ■ . •.

But suddenly a great catastrophe 
occurs. A famine sweeps India or Ja
pan; Vesuvius , buries a l city; the 
ocean engulfs Galvestbri; )a water
spout swallows up' John^toTVn; an 
earthquake destroys ’a“'-portion of 
Charleston; The newspapers teem 
with gruesome details, 'anjl we pale 
and gasp'and turn sick at heart, The 
infeurance- companies- describe .these 
elemental happening- as “acts of .God," 
and refuse, to-be held I'esponslble in 
such events.. J

Accepting this clause; 'of the- Insur
ance policiea-jiB eminently descriptive, 
we all agree to look upon'such' occur
rences as> “acts of God:’’ And-just 

( here many good, honest, bu|; skeptical 
persons confront ub with -searching 
questions: • Is this the/act ■ of your 
God of Love? Would a good God per
mit this? How do you reconcile,such 
horrors with tho theory that God is. 
gracious and compassionate? ?. , ■

There,' is no God,' says tbe atheist. 
Law is the only God, says !tiie material
ist. And surely the bewildered and 
stunned theist at Buch times hard 
put to make even a pasBjhg'defense-of 
his position. . . 'J •

-But our preacher is no-“bewildered 
and stunned theist.” On-tiia contrary, 
he (or she?) faces the spectacle with 
ea|m eyes, through which looks a 
bravwand hopeful mind;-/ In the first 
place, fie says, we are alMr/ven to be
lief in a universal something or some 
one, some “Great First Gause,". -some 
PForce?! some',."Bersistbnt. Energy,” 
some “Life Principle,” Which; we-call 
God; and the only-question.->which 
seems open is the question ’whether 
that controlling centre has^agy moral 
character. r- '

But the strange thing m- .that,. in 
spite of all the< worlds' misery,- ■ the; 
testimony ef ail the agesis jhat-POod" 
Is good," “Beset,-destroyed, -wasted, 
perplexed’,j-’" disappointed’ “famished, 
lashed,..and ground . to1 death by the 
Innumerable .uphCiWals bjt / the ti»-? 
pibntal- forces, man. foreVer rsturitn 
iike- tlie patient and iaithful'-Mrhte/. 
to lavish bls loveupoa the Power that 
slays him. .Upon the y$ry ashes ot 
rulned churches the BurviV’ers of the 
San Francisco disaster congregated on 
Sunday morning to fllU tlfe smoke- 
blackened^air with songs of-praise and 
devotion. How explain this wonderful 
fidelity to a Providence that seemed so 
inexplicably- cruel Jn Jts’.’opeyations?"

Our preacher’s' answer,.to; this; ques
tion Ib hot absolutely? convincing, 
Could any answer-be "MOrb-BO? , We 
'doubtJt. But he has an answer, and 
one that has In it mucM gopd; sense, 
cautious and sober, but hone the 
worse for that- Let ub try-lo state It, 
though in a good deal ,iy ?our .own 
way allied with his. < ij ■ 
. The San FranciscoJbelJavMg.who,.on 
that awful Sunday .morhtag.'Wd 
the - ashes of, Hielr,;still, B.mo.uldering.. 
churches,'' find: ¿aSg- iiralsCs’ to.-God, 
■were a part of the great whole.. In so 
far as God was in those ash®8 He was., 
also in- those'BphgB. .It-was the de-? 
stroyer who sang, if in ally sense we, 
believe In'the'Immanuel God'. Any-- 
way, Nature had to do with both ashes 
of horror and songs of trust. .- <. -

Perhaps it is that perhaps more or 
less unconsciously-the believer takes 
the -large view .of .Nature!-and Life, 
and.feels that within this, outer sur
face pf Inevitable crash and flame; a 
mighty’hand holds.all" things- to the 
centre, 'firni and true. .- And is It not 
so? A ceaseless ebb and -flow of 
change- Is, centred .in^q ¡constant. pAn 
'ehordge In -adamant; - and? It -Is -per-« 
fectly conceivabl^that whht-Wo know 
as-the inevitably happenings is_also

To the Editor; J, 0. F. Grumblne, 
tho famous sear, is clear sighted. He 
sees clearly the trend of events—their 
whence and whither. He has thus the 
sight of prophecy. Effect follows 
cause, and causes produce effects with 
all the certainty of revolving planets.

The present civilization of the world 
is disturbed. An “irrepressible con
flict” plainly exists between - capital 
and labor. Great labor-saving ma
chines, the producing tools of indus
try, have been running at a prodigious 
rate of speed, turning out .products of 
every kind and need a hundred times 
faster and a hundred more than were 
formerly by the use of simpler tools, 
or that the worker and only producers 
of pH capital, with all consumers can 
buy; because capitalistic -greed has 
.robbed them ot the wherewith, and a 
panic is on.- The warehouses are all 
full, the markets are glutted, and the 
merchants are laboring strenuously to 
sell their goods. The great machines 
must shut down and wait Jor clear
ance. The indications are that more 
than a million men will be thrown out 
of employment before the close of the 
present year. Everywhere men will 
be clamoring- for work and trqmplng. 
tho highway^. Crime,- poverty, and 
suffering will-increase together, and 
.the conflict will become more and 
more fierce and terrible as time 
lengthens and hunger Increases; and 
the poor at Bight of the exploiting 
rich rolling In wealth and luxury that 
they never-earned awl someone else 
did, will become move and more mad
dened, -and. riot and violence will ac- 

. company gathered throngs, and the 
rich will look to the soldters-and take 
to hiding for safety. Securities will 
shrink, and banka?* suffer with the 
withdrawal of deposits that will hide 
in retirement. Confidence will take 
wlngsmnd panic will follow panic, nor 
end with 1908. Not until the root of. 
all evil 1b uprooted an<J destroyed and 

,. the powers of .Mammon dethroned 
•will the'conflict ■ cease. Then the

I power of mc^iey will no more be pitted 
i against labor, and a universal brother- 
I hood will at length be established, 
when capitalism has finally surren-

i dered to the inevitable. . And during 
the great ■ revolution, already pro
nounced, there will be lulls .between 
battles. Hopes will partially revive, 
at times, only to be again blasted; 
and so the warring discordant ele
ments will continue till Justice and 
Humanity shall triumph, and then the 
twilight anfl rising sun of a New Civ
ilization will appear, find- the conflict 
will have ended- in tho’greatest vic
tory the world has yet known. r-

WHAT ARE- WE CODING-TO? 
Afik of the; signs,growing every; day 

"■' tense; : -
Ask of the trend of significant events; 
And study .the stream all the,wayjrom 
' its source; . ' ,- ■, *'

As-it-murmura and babbles and winds. 
In Its course.

Ask of the patriot, philosopher, and 
seer, . *. ■ ' ...

Aud-the answer'll be given, and given 
you clear,—. .

We are coming into .à Socialist state, 
With the passing of Mammon to jus-

". tiflqd fate. * < , 
Yours for humanity

DR. WM. J. HÎLL. .
Petoskey, Mich. > •■ "

when. - ; ' ,:
When war drums throb no longer 
' And greed is out-of style; ' 

.When every rogue Is punished
And vice Is always Vile-; . 

When fortunes gained .unfairly •
. Bring .neither glee' no_r pride; • 

When art has/bben- exalted
And selfishness jias died; .

When liberty nd'longer-. ■'
, js.but ah empty, najh^r . '■
yWhbh' virtue is'^Hufiiiihaiit..-J 

And uselessness is -shame;
When strong men shall? not. proudly 
" Regard the weak,with . 
Then worth may be rewarded, 

1 \ 'Although It blo'ws no'horn.

entitled' to immortality.
Dog Goes '1,500 Miles to Home?— 

Greyhound Travels Alone from - 
■ Montana to Oakland, Cni.

San Francisco, Cal. Feb.G,—The in- 
stinct of -dogs, which often leads them 
long distances' from . their original 
homes, has again -been instanced in 
Oakland. Sent to Montana last De
cember, a’greyhound yesterday ap
peared at its old home in Oakland, 
much to the surprise of “Doc" Michael 
Ryan, its former owner .

Ryan conducts kennels at 1902 Un
ion street, and last December he. sold 
two greyhounds to a party going to 
Montana.. Yesterday morning a trav
el-stained and footweary greyhound 
appeared at the kennels. Ryan went 
out to drive it away, but upon seeing 
him the dog gave an eager bark and 
leaped to welcome him.
- “Am I dreaming!” queried Ryan. 
The lick of the greyhound’s tongue 
against his lace assured, him that he. 
-was'-awak«. ’ .Ryan- Is still puzzling 
■ovet how" “Mooney” has traveled over 
1,500 miles, guided entirely by ani
mal instinct, and .«gain reached bl# j

the inevitable in plan, unless, Indeed, 
it beheld that an ideal plan would in- 

"clude a constantly intervening and
miracle-working God. . .7 /

. But that asking.for an intervening 
.and miracle-working God is.the ask. 
ing of sheer ignorance or childish 
thoughtlessness; for such a God would 
repeal all law, make everything-un
certain and kill human responsibility. 
One would never know what would 
happen; and there would be little (f 
any motive left for taking .trouble, 
thought and care. In one place, Jn the ; 
hands of an experimenter, arsenic . 
poison; in another placer in the hands , 
of a child, it might, by God’s Interfer
ence, act as a sweetmeat. 1. Under the 
oven, fire ’would bake bread. Else
where it would not burrnjat all. A 
rascally contractor, might ¡construct a 
bridge with defective metal, and dum
my bolts, but it "might not . matter, 
God would" perhaps intervene to save 
the train." But it is not necessary to 
argue it. An interfering, .miracle- 
working God- would ba the -greatest 
enemy of the-human race. ■ -

Let it be remembered that every 
one of the cruelly destructive agencies 
is good. “Fire consumea'a city, but 
fire is good. The ocean submerges a 
section of land thickly Inhabited/ but 
water is good. A tornadef destroys a 
prosperous community. AnR hept and- 
air are good. * A man misses his loot
ing and falls from-the^odf of a ten- 
story building—¿Leath Tor! him, yea; 
but gravity is good. ,, How could we

have a universe wlthout Bhclrh'law of 
attraction? . A-"live wire”.,kills the 
pedestrian who happens to be passing 
when It falls, but electricity Is; good, 
and its presence ¡¿'Nature is necessary 
to Ute as we know It;: What Would- 
the objector hpve?. ... -' .•
' '¿t-.Id'JI'fie’ tliat'llmjrocess involves 
pain" and'"a"eath; by- no
means an entirely bad thing; It is, in 
truth, a faithful and merciful sentinel, 
and for it we ought to be more ihank- 
ful.than we are; and, in any case,' itls', 
rather foolish to suggest that we 
might have’ had- nerves .which could . 
have' given us only the sensation of 
pleasure. " '. . I

- .But “death?” Ah well, thatjs the 
old, old story; and hei’e the word “in
evitable" is nearly all that we can say. 
Apart from all questioning as to any 
inherent morality in the universal 
Life Principle, death is simply inevita- 
-ble, to make room for new-comers; 
That is a homely-view to tpke of it, 
but. there is no gainsaying it. The 
human race must be a procession, not 
an encampment.
' . We are,indeed,“pilgrims and strang
ers upon the earth;”, but even so is 
not life a good thing? And may not 
death, what we call death, be a good 
thing, too? Or, pven if there is noth
ing beyond it, are not the three-score 
years and ten of life a boon?. The 
miseries of life, are they not,' on the ; 
whole, like spots on the sun,—lost In 
the outpouring and overpowering of i 
splendor? And does not that splendor 
promise'“a far more exceeding and ! 
eternal weight of glory?” Is it not i

I reasonable to say that the . things 
I which are not seen are eternal? ’All 
(Nature points to larger fulfillments.
i “Creation Is music, not discord. And 
in us wells up the eld,.old song, for
ever new upon'the lips of men, the 
song of unfaltering MUr,—-"The 
Eternal Grbd la- thy refuge, and ub- 

are the everlasting arms."

a Methodist Woman Became a 
Spiritualist.

JUSTIN HULBURD'S WARNING, 

He Obeyed and Escaped a Serious Ac- 
. cident.

the Editor: Wishing tp occupy 
space in the columns of your wor

thy paper; giving a few reasons why 
I- became a Spiritualist, after being
connected with the Methodist Episco
pal Church over ..forty years. I was 
then eleven years old.” During a re
vival meeting I became alarmed at Ilie 
awful danger of losing my soul—of 
•an endless hell awaiting the, sinner 
unless I turned to the Lord to seek 
salvation and he washed in the blood 
of the lamb. But time and space-for, 
bids me to go to any lengthy details 
as to the modus operand! of those 
meetings. The scheming ways of the 
clergy at tlÇit tijno. Tho same plan 
is worked now as then, but not with 
as great results as in former ' times. 
The church is now being replenished 
through the children even at the age 
of- four .years. The Sabbath school, 
the Epworth League, Christian En
deavor, and the- associations too nuv 
jnerous to mention, as the old way 
seems.to have fallen in disuse. The 
old bait is not nibbled? at as of yore. 
The anxious seat is a back number, 
so the only way, as It seems now, is 
tho . ways I have mentioned, through 
the youth of tender age roped into the 
Sabbath school, and then the church, 
before old enough to know or formu
late one thought or original idea for 
themselves. ■

I write from what was my experi
ence as a child, and how I came to 
unite with the Methodist church in 
my immature years, and it luis been 
my experience all the years-j since 
childhood. I was reared and Clocked 
after by a good motheï, whose only 
fault was the error she taught me. 
It was not her fault altogether, as It 
was the same teaching she got. which 
is a true type of the'false doctrine' 
that has passed down through the 
dark ages to the present tune, al
though I have noticed the past few 
yews tliere has been a lull in the 
old-time preaching of an endless hell,, 
and I had begun to think the old mil
dewed myths were things of tho 
past, when the news came to me there 
would be preaching In our town In the 
Presbyterian church, by a Binging 
evangelist.

I went out of curiosity. I took a 
back seat, and on looking up the first 
thing that attracted my attention 
right above the pulpit was the motto

Possibly The Progressive Thinker 
may find space in Its columns for an 
occuBional item giving some -of the ex
periences of a born medium. The-fol- 
Jowingln the life of Justin-Hulburd,as 
ypu will see, antedates the. birth of 
modern Spiritualism several years, <1 
give It as related to me by Justin at ■ 
Searchlight Bower, his home.

“In tlie month of August m the year 
1843, while I was sojourning at Nice, 
Southern France, I was Invited - by 
three friends who wore' stopping'at the 
game hotel to take a carriage, -ride 
through t)m city. .1 accepted the im- 
vitatlon, and the three; friends ■ and 
myself entered an open carriage.

“After we had taken .our seats I- 
noticed the driver was a rather pe
culiar, looking man, with, a dprk com
plexion. I .whispered to Aone of my 
friends; 'What -a peculiar »looking 
man the driver is.’ His-reply was; 
‘He has both French .and -Moorish 
blood in his veins.’

“After wejiad driven down one of 
the streets a short distance, I noticed 
he would holier in a loud voice to th'e- 
other drivers passing by,
.“When wo had-driven'perhaps as/ 

(ar as half a mile, a voice said to me,'": 
’Tell the driver to stop; if be will’ not, 
jump out as quick as you can.’ I 
asked one of my friends, who coula 
speak French, to ask the driver to 
stop and let me out.

“He spoke to the driver; but ha 
would not stop; instead be commenced 
cursing at my D’lend In French. The 
voice then Baid,'‘Jump!’ I sprang 
from the carriage and landed on m.v 
feet,—I was both nimble and
light of foot then. I looked 

(hem and do not think 
had gone more than a hun

dred yards when they came in collision 
with a large wagon, commonly called 
a trilck, drawn by large Normandy 
horses. The truck tore off two of 

-the carriage wheels, in some way that 
I do not understand, the carriage, was 

.upset; the driver was kIHed, one of the 
horses was so badly injured that they 
were obliged to shoot him to put him 
out of his pain. One of my friends 
had an arm broken. and ap anklo 
sprained; one of the others had a 

| large gash cut In 111b head and two I ribs broken; the third one's breast was 
I hurt, had a cut across his face and an 
I ankle sprained.

after 
they

In large letters: YOU MUST BE 
BORN AGAIN.

Again I listened to a discourse that 
the muck-rake was raking and uncov
ing thp same old stuff as in my child
hood days. -. I was attracted by the’ 
terror-depicted on the faces of some 
children, Bitting in the front sea-t lis
tening as the ’ orator described the 

ihorrohB of the dnn?uod, io Jje. cast in 
a lake ot fire for all eternity^ with the 
injunction: Oh, turn ye, oh turn ye, 
Tort why 'Will ye. die;- since ChrrniMm' 
Ms great mercy Ib coming so nigh? 

. and be saved through the blood of
Jesus. ,

Ofi my way home I thdught to my
self, How long will o'r how many 
times will the muck-rake uncover the 
old, mildewed stuff of myth and the 
dust of the dark past ages?

Since I came into the "knowledge 
of the beautiful philosophy of Spir
itualism' and spirit return, I wonder 
more and more how the average man 

..or woman can give credence to the 
awful error being promulgated from 
the pulpit by the orthodox clergy. 
The priests hold sway and the masses | 
seem to like to have.it so. I believe | 
If .the people would read the Bible, 
instea'd of taking it second-hand from 
the pulpit, they would soon drop the 
old, blighted and distorted faith with 
no foundation only faith. There is 
a very limited number who read the 
Bible.

I was often admonished when a 
child I must. hbV-question the Holy 

:R!ble", bjft_atcept it In its entirety 
as 'a'true-xeveiatibn from God. This 

r wits x my“"■’iieiir mother’s' admonition 
oftentimes to me. She has since 
passed on to the higher life, where 
she will have an eternity to correct 
all mistakes and errors. After she 
had passed on to the higher liie, I 
then was gradually getting out of the 
old rut of superstition, and worse 
thun midnight darkness, when about 

/three years ago we lost an only 
daughter.- - She' was only twenty-one 
years old. -Three brothers survive 
her. We .mourned her. loss deeply. 
Her father and myself with.her, had 
been Investigating Spiritualism about, 
a year before she passed away. Had 
it not been' for the blessed light of 
spirit return, I know not how "I could 
have endured the great sorrow, that 
came to me so suddenly. She lived 
only four days after she was (taken 

'ill. ; The; same night she passed away 
as through, extreme exhaustion, I 
retired to get some rest. I became 
conscious-of her presence, and with 
her hand in mine as was usuaUy her 
■way. when sleeping with me. Leank 
into a peaceful sleep. It was not lonfe 

'before she came to the ft»use, usually 
at the close of every day. -

I soon developed clairvoyance. 
When closing my eyes I could see her, 
I could talk With .her, as when in life. 
We hold seances at stated times and 
have good results.' Whatji glorious 
awakening from, the more than Egyp- 
tion darkness of fraud and error, all 
gone with the sunlight of truth dawn
ing with its glorious splendor through., 
the rifts of the dark cloud of error 
with myth and fraud driven out FOR-

- EVER—FOREVER.
Free! Free! from orthodox rule 

.and fetters that bound me worse than 
the captive’s chain in a midnight dun
geon. What a glorious change from 
the blackness of despair to the 
blessed sunlight of hope. The Bible 
I had been taught to reverence from 
childhood. । By • careful reading and 
noting Its inconsistencies and realizing 
how the Bible was written and its 
"origin, you then would see at once 
and give up your ideas of its infalli
bility as an Inspired volume written 
on tablets of stone by an inspired 
hand of at» ancient writer? The Bible 
was written ffi the dark ages when ig- 
norauce of the people at that'time

‘T . was Informed afterwards that 
this driver was tn the habit of get
ting drunk, and must have been un
der tho Influence of liquor that day.” 

E. W. HULBURD.Descanso, Cal.

Opportunity.—Responsi veness.
-Whenever we wait for opportun

ity tho door' <?f desire often closes. 
' We-get a momentary glimpse^of the 
-ibeftuttoa- Avlthln-^biiV lol • they are 
■gone.'' They'have passed" into the 
realm of yesterdays and only to-day is ourp.

Ours to revel in with all the en-' 
tirety of-truth? Ours to retain to the 
length and breadth of our spiritual 
development. ' -.

The soul of things responds only to 
those whose- responsiveness accords 
with nature.

Inasmuch as we are children qf na
ture, let us live ill harmony with Belt 
and so achieve that Vihich is simplest 
-and best.' v

BESSIE B. BRENNEMAN.
Chicago, Ill.

gained the ascendency over people’s 
Ignorance. . - '

The Bible wad'^Htten Vy.different? "*• 
men in different ages of tlie'Wbrld. ’ 
Books were not accessible and the 

-minds of the people not critical. The 
compilation -became a fetish, Ss idols 
do among' pagans. Men Of learning 
and thought began to repudiate the 
book. Even in this "twentieth century 
there is still a class that knows but 
little what the book called ;the Bible 
contains. They scan its pages indif
ferently and allow the clergy ' to ex
plain it to them from ' the pulpit. 
Their authority • or explanation is 
worth no jpore than what you know,, 
and why should they ? ,

The visible works of nature are the 
1 most authentic and Indisputable rev- 
I elation Which bas ever been given - 
1 from the beginning to this time.

I will now draw my article to a 
close by. giving -a little advice or 
some kindly hints, We that believe 
in the beautiful philosophy of Spirit
ualism, of spirit return, and that death 
does' not end 'ail. /There seems to be 
some who profess to. believe in it all, 
seem to have evidence enough to es
tablish a firm belief, in the phenomena, 
but don’t seem to have power to stand 
alone; If we ate in earnest and wish, 
to fid the world of error and fraud, 
that is now being practiced to deceive 
the masses, we should marshall our' 
forces and ba self-supporting, Inde-, 
pendent actors and thinkefs 1n the .. 
great drama of life. ' I 'oftentimes 
fear we are too cringing, and think of ' 
the places we occupy and whether wo . 
may be turned down (to use n slang ». 
phrase). . -, '. '

The society In which we move- is 
a barrier to some. • Their cowardly 
nature revolts. The society In which . 
they move may ostracise them. For 
shame! When all depends on firm- . 
ness and action to remove the muck 
that has come down through all ages 
to the present'time. . ■ -,

Brother Spiritualists, the time is ’ 
coming when truth shall prevail, and 
the world be free from error’s-chains.

MRS. G. S. HOTCHKISS.
Downsville, N. Y. "•

-- :--- ---- «I -----—-----
In woider all philosophy [say relig- - 

ion] began, in wonder it ends, and 
admiration fills up the interspace; but 
the first wonder is the offspring^! ig- 
lotance, the last is the parent a. ado- 
retton.—Coleridge.

The glory ot science Is that It is 
freeing the soul, breaking the mental 
manacles, getting the brain out of 
bondage, giving courage to thought— 
filling the world with -mercy, justice 
and joy.—-Roliefl G. IngeTTOlL

have.it
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A CALL FOK WORKERS.

Pointers from the.Slate of Washington 
by the President of the State 

Association.-

VICTOR HUGO INSPIRES HIM.

IA curious Theory in Regard to Oertai» 
Materializations. The Sphere of the tife Beyond

ir
Ik

It is probably a wise plan frequently 
to turn our point of view from .the 
larger field of National interests, and 
focus it upon that with which we are 
ihore closely allied, and the interests“ 
for which we are to some extent re
sponsible.

A fair’analysis of the conditions 
prevalent, neither over, or underrated 
—-(a habit, to, which we, ns a class, 
are largely addicted)—enables us the 
bptter tx? apply the proper -remedy, 
when defects exist, <■

Fop -various causes,’ all ' material 
cpoiigii, and, for the most part, una- j 

'voidable, the past year has not-been a 
“banner year” for Spiritualism in the 
state o'f Washington. Our struggles 
in behalf of mediums and mediumship, 
while in a general way victorious,- 
have, nevertheless, crippled our . re
sources and scattered our forces. '.

President Geo. 13. Warne, in a re-, 
cçnt communiciition'in Thé Progress
ive Thinker, alludes, incidentally to 
the appropriation by the’N. S. A, ju“ 
behalf of twp(?) of our mediums 
who häd, evidently, been selected-ail 
the target for the shafts of religious 
bigotry and the bullying instincts,.of. 
an addle-brained mayor, and his cheap 
satellinej the chief of police. Jt Jr buè 
fair to stàjê ‘that thé miiourtt so ap; 
propriated is but a small'percentage 
of the amount expended; in this city 
in defense of our cause. ’’ “i. . ’ '
?As is usually the case, along with 

the grand features of Washington's 
progress, materially, socially and 

■’'morally, have come nurrowhess and 
■ . bigptrÿ, twin offsprings of all popular 

. religious movements In ajl ages, and, 
as a consequence) the Spiritualists of 
Seattle.; have been involved ’ almost 
•Jrôm Ihè,beginning in a battle for ex
istence, .. .’’ " '

At present there'ia ÀRiÎLln thq bat- 
<e. ’ Its duration-rwe?.clinnot dèter- 
Jnine; bpt this yye 'realize, that .our ) 
progress in this city has-been cheeked 
for a season, and.our bright anticipa-, 
tions not’fully realized. To sonie ex
tent this applies to all the larger 
cities of the state, and indirectly to 
the rural district's.

However, let it be always and fully 
understood, that the real mission of 
the phenomena and philosophy that ■ 
so clearly indicates the dawning ot the 
era of universal emancipation, is'in no 
sense permanently injured.

The same insatiate thlrét for 
knowledge of the life that now is and 
that of the future prevails with an 
increasing Intensity everywhere.

-Who shall do the work, and how 
shall it be done, açe the pertinent 
questions. *

.The demand in tl>is state for honest 
and effective workers, was never 
greater than at the present moment.

As I again resumed the responsi
bilities ot the state presidency, I dis
covered the loss of a number of 
former associates whom I. deemed 

. competent, to send into new fields of 
> effort, as occasion demanded. And it 

is this fact that in a large measure 
prompts this communication. x I al- 

' ,. luded to this, indirectly, in a previous

Dimltracppoulo - Is a Greek author 
[as set forth in tho Chicago Tribune] 
who says he is writing for Victor 
Hugo. He has concerned himself for 
u long time with. Spiritualism and de
clares th^t he continually feels near 
him a phantom which helps him.in his 
literary work. He says this phantom 
is none other than that of Victor 
Hugo, whose portrait hangs ,over his 
table. His sensation of the imma
nence of the spirit is so strong that 
often, although lie is'not familiar with 
the French language, he is impelled to 
write in that tongue whole chapters, 
which are dictated by the spirit. M. 
DImitracopoulo summoned a photogra
pher and in the presence of several 
witnesses had himself and,- his sur
roundings photographed. When the 
photograph was developed there was 
seen on the plate onMhe right ot the 
author a faint shadow, which, how
ever, showed in a characteristic way 
the well known countenance of an old 
man greatly resembling Victor Hugo. 
'A committee’ of scientific persons has 
examined the photographic-plate and 
has declared that there is no humbug 
in the matter. .. M, Camille Flam- 
marion, the celebrated-astronomer, Is 
also investigating Spiritualism and 
seances. He says that if the hypoth
esis were not so bold as to seem un
acceptable to us, he.should dare to 
think that the concentration of the 
thoughts of psychic experlpienters 
creates a momeiitary individual intel
lectual being who replies to the ques
tions asked’and then vanishes, Every
body has seen hisown image reflected 
in a mirror. T^e fleeting personifica
tion created tn Spiritualistic seances 
sometimes recalls this image, which 
has nothing real In itself, but which 
yet which exists and reproduces the 
originpl.' Tire image formed at. the 
focuB of the mirror of the telescope, 
invisible in itself, but which we can 
receive on a level mirror ahd study, 
at the same time enlarging Jt by the 
microscope of the eye piece, perhaps. 
approaches nearer to that-which seams 
to be produced by thp concentration of 
the psychical energy of a group of per
sons. We create an imaginary being, 
we speak to it, and in its replies it al
most) always reflects the minds of the. 
experimenters. And just as with the 
aid of mirrors we can concentrate 
■light and "heat in a focus, so in the. 
same way it seems sometimes as if the 
sitters added their psychic forces to 

' those of the medium, condensing the 
waves ifnd helping to produce a sort 
ot fugitive being more or less ma
terial. Flammarlon does not deny the 
existence of spirits.

JOHN A. HOWLAND.

, ■ ' ——y -of ',9 ■ ", • ■" ■

An Address Given through the Mediumship of 
Mr. E. W. Wallis^ London, England.

The following abstract (says Light, 
of London, Eng.), of an address given 
through the mediumship of-Mr. E. W. 
Wallis, at one of the Wednesday 
evening meetings at 110 St. Martin’s 
Lane, has been kindly supplied to us 
by a member, who made shorthand 
notes for his own, use.

The speaker said that on a former ' 
occasion lie had explained that those 
who pass over usually find the trans-' 
ition uiid the awakening on the other 
side more natural than they had ex
pected,-and they soon become aware 
that they are in a real world among 
real people, aird are as much alive As 
ever they were here. 'They are wel
comed by friends who, having had 
experience, become their companions 

.and teachers. In answer to their in
quiries they are assured that they are 
in' tiie spirit- world, not in the tradi
tional heaven or hell, but in one of the 
mapy: conditions of;life in the dlscar- 
nate realm1. " , . ■ '■ A ' . . ■

meet people ¡iud know their faces, bul 
you pass; themi daily without speech ■ 
or recomltioii;, you each live, youl- 
own life/and occupy your own sphere. 
With a ibw kindred souls yoii are on 
intimate-terms,, but even these: can
not know, you As'you know yourself 
—for there are always inner depths 
of consciousness and self-knowledge 
into which the, dearest and truest—• 
your best beloved—cannot penetrate. 
The majority of the persons whom 
you meet are not on the same plane 
of thought or feeling as your-' 
self; and so it is in spirit life, we arb 
out of touch,with those who are not: 
in our sphere, who, do no^ occupy our 
thqught-realnf, or have' not: reached 
the same plane of spiritual conscious
ness;''and while'we may visit and en-

. Turn to the Light.! . !

Sitting in t]ie darkness when the day 
is done. :

Thinking of the children vanished one,; 
by one, ''

Of the many pleasant faces sleeping
• in the grave,

From whose yawning darkness love 
. lias no power to save.

Counting all my sorrows up, with 
mapy a bitter tear,-— ' ' .■

Hark! a gentle whisper falls upon my 1
'listening ear; 1

“Are thy windows open toward Jeru
salem?”

What to me is now Jerusalem-the 
fair? ■ ■-...■ "■

Once my life was happy, my heart was 
ligh't.as air; , ’ ' !

But around me now the winds are 
moaning dolefully,

For death is now a; better friend that!
,life has been to me. • ., ■■

Still a voice I know, bo well, whispers 
ple.adjngly;

"Let thy, windows op'en toward Jeru
salem! ” . . -

communication. But 
wish to call especial 
and to make a direct 
who may desire, or 
planned to visit this 
thought of locating..

at this, time I 
attention to it. 
appeal to those 
have already 
state with the

To the "home-seeker" Washington 
in my opinion presents inducements, 
in point of climate and resources, un
excelled by any state in this Union.

Did I not know, however, that 
among the - new coiners ' many of our 
way of thinking are to be found: and 
that among them not a few who can 
do good urofessional work, this letter 
would not be written.

I believe I can assist, if permitted, 
in locating some of these where they 
can or will be enabled to exercise their 
gifts and help alopg the general move
ment.

At the present moment I can call to 
mind several promising centers where 
a good resident worker would be apt 
to find the opportunity they may de
sire to be useful to themselves and to 
others. "

The remuneration would not be 
great. In a new country this is usu
ally true: but when combined with 
home Interests and Industries, might 
be made quite satisfactory.

But let me not be misunderstood. 
The demand Is for reasonably effective 
and always worthy workers.
' The time has' passed, if indeed it 
ever really existed, when crude and 
confusing work will answer.

The mistake is often made of 
launching into public work before be
ing equipped for such service. All 
preparatory work, as a rule, should 
be in the home circle, among friends, 
or where the expectation .of great re
sults does not exist.

It is not meant by this that classical 
training or that of the schools Is the 
standard of measurement.

Many of the very best speakers 
and psychics I have ever known had 
but a limited acquaintance with the
formulas of the 
perhaps to their 
agencies, unless 
often dwarf and

school room: and
advantage, 
.properly 

stultify the

as such 
applied, 
natural

inspiration hud expression.
But it does mean that the one doing 

public work should demonstrate the 
ability to do so. either by virtue of 
their own qualifications or the kind 
co-ope'ation of forces on either side 
of the dividing Une.

■ I would like very much "to secure 
good resident speakers: and If these 
lines meet the attention of our friends 

. who contemplate a change of location; 
I should be pleased to communicate 
^Mth them. Let me add that Seattle 
and Tacoma naturally receive ample 
attention. I refer .now directly to 
other - points where homes can be 

 

more easily obtained and opportunities 
for business or e loyment quite as 

'.favorable.

Our local workers re generally 
busy. So far as tny Knowledge ex
tends. we now jiave but one profes
sional worker from the "outside" do- 

, mg effective service inthls state: that 
Is. fully accredited by both State and 
National Association. And. bv the 
war. I am not "losing any sleep" in 
my anxiety to bring to this state any 
other class. T think the time has come 
that we should, if possible. Inke care 
of our own. and if we have funds to 
spare, place it in a way that will 
benefit our own cause directly, if it 
is possible to do so. I mar be accused

I know of many such, who receive 
their compensation largely from 
Spiritualists, while those of our own 
numbers, equally as competent in 
every way, are left in arrears. These 
good people disintegrate quite as rap
idly as the “regulars” build up.

We do not necessarily endorse the 
"cussedness” in the- political party 
with which we may for the time affil
iate, nor, do we in Spiritualism become 
responsible for its “undesirable citi
zenship.' and it is cowardly to appro
priate its philosophy and repudiate its 
source.

But this is a digression. As before 
stated, oifr only outside assistance, at 
this time, is being given by Mrs. Mary 
A. Stein, of Detroit, who came to this 
state largely on account of ill health, 
but soon signified her willingness to 
engage in public work. Evidently the 
first consideration has been met. All 
good people become "healthy and rea
sonably happy in this climate. Four 
months Mrs. Stein has conducted reg
ular Sunday services in this city with 
excellent results: and she is now fill
ing appointments understate auspices, 
and good- reports are reaching me 
from every point visited by her. By 
the way. I am wondering why we have 
heard bo little of this competent work
ed in times past. I must acknowledge 
that up to her visit to Seattle I was gl- 
moBt wholly unacquainted with her 
perspnally. and the character of the 
work she was doing: and yet I knew, 
or thought I knew, -either personally 
or by reputation, nearly all the prom
inent workers In our ranks. I dis
cover that she la much in demand at 
points further east. Indeed I have 
some difficulty in keeping her in this 
state. I acted as chairman ot her 
meetings in this city, and I have sel
dom met a speaker that so solidly 
welded an audience . into sympathy 
with the truths uttered, as does 'this 
stranger in our midst,"

We have speakers that please the 
Intellect, fill us with enthusiasm, and 
for the time \move us to greater ef- 
tort: and we have. also, those who 
would excel were we seeking to estab
lish a mental gymnasium. But It is 
our privilege to enjoy, along with 
these, a rich and deep spiritual ex
perience. With this omitted, we but 
half appreciate the rich treasures 
strewn along our patway. This wor
thy worker surely accomplishes, in 
large measure, this desirable experi
ence. ■,

i We sometimes hear of the '"kings”, 
and queens" ot the Spiritualistic 
rostrum. I am not personally acquaint
ed with any such. All good workerd

- Referring to’ the geographical post- ; 
tion of the spirR world lnxrelajlon 'to 
the éai'th, the-', speaker said that hé J 
was aware that different-statements ’ 
had been made-as te’the nature,’num- ; 
her,, and location pt the spheres, and : 
that they had been described as zones, 
or belts, surrounding’ this-planet,. at 
variously, estimated distances, ' ’and ; 
that while thè spirit world, to the con-, : 
sciousness of its" inhabitants, is- ob
jectively béai and has its. landscapes : 
and other geographical features, he 1 
had no meanp of gauging pie accuracy 
of tliese estimates. He was mòre in" 
tqrested in the people bf the" spirit 
wórld, and In their mental and moral 
conditions, than tie'was in these mat
ters, because where spirits are at? 
tuned time and space are almost non
existent, and because al] conceptions; 
regarding realities depend upon the 
point -of view of the, individual—upon 
his degree of spiritual development 
.and adaptation.

'there are, in reality, Baid the 
speaker, as many spheres as there are 
individuals; because each one lives 
in the world of his own consciousness. 
Thus, one who lacked spiritual powers ■ 
of perception would have a very differ
ent conception of the time occupied 
in passing from, earth, to« his spirit 
home, and of the distance between 
the two states, than a ihore advanced 
spirit would entertain. Tlftse persons 
who-realize that the hereafter is "the 
great thought worl<j"—the realm, 
where thoughts become things, and 
where the enlightened spirit is eman
cipated from earthly limitations—will 
readily recognize the difficulty which 
spirits experience /when they attempt 
to describe spiritual .states and con
ditions in terms ..which have-for their 
earth friends a physical significance. 
If you think of the vast array of those 
who arç ever passing out of the body 
—^pt the variety of their intellectual, 
moral, and spiritual conditions—you

oi narrowness, but 7 not much
In sympathy with that class of work
ers who appropriate our ammunition, 
cesine the benefits of Gnirltualishi. and 
refuse to wear its livery. .

look alike to me as an official 
server.

But It we are to discriminate, 
us see to It that'we do so along

ob-

let 
the

Unes of real worth and usefulness, and 
not along those of personal gratifies -
tlon or of glittering idealities. 

But I am digressing again. 
My previous "call" In The Pro

gressive Thinker, thanks to its circu
lation'in this state, has brought excel
lent results: and I am thus-encour
aged to try this nfetbod again.’ and I 
will conclude this as I began, by invit
ing a correspondence from those who 
are "looking this way." and who de
sire to engage in active service in this 
rapidly growing state of W ashington.

We do the most good, render the 
best service and grow the most rapidlv
by rendering 
others.

- Fraternally.

cheerful service

R. F. LITTLE.
Pres. W ash. S. S. Assn. 

Generai Delivery. Seattle. W ash.

to

MAh LAL. ot Magnetic Healing- .In
structions with reference to the use
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which is added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism- By Daniel 
W.Hull. M. St, M. H. . Prlc® 86, 
cants. . .

will understand how varied the states, 
or spheres, of the spirit, world nns, 
be to meet the - requirements of aM 
If It Is true, us we know it is. tniit 
■ each one goes to his own place." 
There are many who' dwell on tjie 
spirit side of the earth, although they 
have left the physical body, and they 
frequent their old haunts because they 
have not outgrown . the habits, 
thoughts, passions, and attractions of 
this state of existence. Having little 
or no knowledge of spiritual truths 
and- responsibilities, or desire for the 
higher life, they cannot get away from 
their accustomed surroundings, and 
until they become dissatisfied and as
pire to other.and more spiritual states, 
they -remain "dwellers on the thresh
old." in the sphere of self. Although 
comparatively content, yet a time of 
awakening must come, and then they 
will realize their poverty of spirit and 
the darkness ot their state.

Spirits who visit their earth friends 
see them by the mid of the psychic 
light which illumines them. As there 
is a light, of which the ordinary man 
is ignorant, by which the clairvoyant 
on earth is able to see spirits, so there 
is in the spirit world a genial, all-per- 
vadtng luminosity—but it is also a 
fact that each spirit is a light unto 
himself; and hie own conditions limit 
his power of discernment. Those who 
are earth-bound appear to the more 
advanced to dwell in. darkness but 
being ignorant they do not realize 
that "they have eyes and see not." 
and therefore they are unresnonslve 
to brighter and more spiritual en-- 
vlronments. They are isolated and 
comparatively alone because they have 
become self-centered and have failed 

I to develop those powers of sympathy 
and insight which {give breadth and 
make for fellowship. The law ot as- 

I sopiation in spirit life is based upon 
I community ot feeling, interest, affec- 
i tion. and spiritual love. ■ Each Individ
ual lives in- the sphere he makes for 
himself—the realm ot his thoughts 
-and purposes, his loves and desires. 
There are also families, companies, 
fraternities or corporate spheres 
which are formed by* those whose ten
dencies and disppsitlons—whose at- 
tainmenth and prevailing love—blend 
■and are en* rapport. Like-minded 
spirits, by a law of spiritual affinity, 
or gravitation, are naturally attracted 
to each other, and in such congenial 
'companionship they find mutual pleas
ure and satisfaction.

This is true even on earth to a large 
extent. You are spirits now. served 
more or less satisfactorily- by vour 
bodies, but you may not be aware 
that vou possess spiritual powers, and 
consequently you live body-lives in-' 
stead of spirit-lives. Too often you 
respond to the influence of men. but 
remain unresponsive to the psychic 
and spiritual suggestions of your un
spirit visitors. So. too. on the spirit: 
sioe of life there are both states and 
planes: an excarnate being is In the 
spirit world and lives a spirit life 
whatever his status , may be. but he 
may not have reached the plane of 
spiritual unfoldment and understand
ing. and it 1b this lack of spiritual 
fitness Which excludes him from the 
higher planes and shuts him off from 
the more advanced Intelligences. Even 
here on earth you meet many persons 
who are.closea books to you: and al
though you meet them daily there is 
no real intercourse—vou never get 
beloW £he surface, or into intimate re
lations' with them-. You are often

joy intercourse with many others in 
different condltibns, yet we hold spir
itual communion with few, because of 
the lack ,of that community of spirit 
and sympathy óf feeling by which 
alone spirit reveals itself to spirit.

As thè.Bibite unfolds'and reaches 
higher planes it is able to penetrate 
the conditions and establish sympa
thetic relations with those who are 
more or less developed, and in this 
way,- the' more. .advanced and spiritr. 
ualiy illunilned'onep are able-to exert 
an influence tor good upon those-who 
aspire'to gain freedom and grow in 
grace and power. This helpful and 
inspiring ministry is often effected 
without the recipient being aware of 
the fact, ju^t as'ypu on earth do not 
know of the visitations and loving 
services of yoiir spirit’ friends who, 
nevertheless, are frequently with you 
and blessing you—as clairvoyants are 
able to testify. Earth-boilnd spirits 
are thus ministered to from higher 
planes by thpse .who love them, but 
they do not recognize the fact because 
they are spiritually unawakened. 
Dwelling jn the dark and, narrow 
sphere of self and haunting the outer 
or physical conditions, they face the 
shadows rather, than the sunshine— 
they meet and mingle with others of 
their own order and are -content. 
■Fpirits such as these find gratification, 
which passes for happiness, and a cer
tain kind of companionship which sat
isfies them, because they have no im
perative ideals and have not reached 
that state of:divine discontent which 
is the first step- to repentance and the 
walking; of the, upward way.

Bacinone who passes through the 
death-change has his home which, to 
his perceptions) is substantial, objec
tive, Leah- familiar. It embodies and 
represents his thoughts, purposes, and 
attainments—because it is the out
ward expression ot his mental, moral, 
and spiritual self—and his home is 
light, artistic, healthy, attractive, and 
home-like if > he has provided the 
requisite-conditions—at any rate, to 
him, judged :by his standard, it is 
hpme. iln like manner' his garments 
are fashionedioaccording to his con
sciousness ot the need of clothing, and 
they reflect his mental and moral 
states. iHe> finds himself unaltered in 

Icharaetan. capacities, possessions, ten
dencies. and attainments. His earthly

Oh4 the. blessed mother, long e/ncq 
passed awuy— . ,

How her sweet face cbmeB to me this 
. bleak November day, ' s 
Wltb-tbe, bands of jmowy halr and the 

soft’ white lace,
And her 'clasping Love fills all the 

empty darkened space, . ?
“Let tliy windows open toward Jeru

salem.” '

"Rise and pel tliy windows wide open 
• from within,

Lo! ■! thy Vanished dear, ones watt, 
longing to come in!

Bropd no’more It) darkness, open wide 
the (fftor; - ' - .-

Lei themiid! alone thou bldest never 
' any more! ’ ’

Weep no more, my daughter, sighing 
— sad and sore!

Let thy windows open toward Jeru
salem! '

“Jerusalem, the golden, was never 
halt so fair.

As tlft blessed । mansions where thy
darlings are;

Anc^, the frowning glory of 
•- blessedness will be

When they in their, beauty can 
themselves to thee!”

Thus my angel mother’s voice 
peted unto me:

“Let thy windows open toward 
salem.”

their

show

wh&-

life, with its sins and successes, 
sorrows and triumphs, its pains 
pleasures, its limitations and its 
foldings, has made him what he

its 
ind 
un
is:

well-equipped aAd ready, or ignorant 
and unready, for the new conditions 
of his individual life, and his future 
experiences will teach him to realize 
that he has made bls own hell or 
heaven, as the case may be.

Sooner or later each spirit learns 
that he Is in a realm where thought 
is more potent than It was on earth, 
and where concentrated, well directed 
purpose, especially Of an altruistic 
character, gives increased capacity- 
for achievement and happiness. The 
occupation of the Individual depends 
upon himself, for he carries his own 
characteristics with him. and the dom
inant note of his nature, the prevail
ing love, or desire of his past earth 
life still rules him and determines his 
attitude, at Jeast during his initial ex
perience. The scientific man can con- 
tine his investigations and carry them 
onWhrd a stige. for he can make re
searches into causes and ascertain the 
principles of Nature s phenomena. If 
the Spirit is adventurous and desires 
to visit other spheres of spirit life, 
or the earth, he can readily do so If 
he has acquired the necessary knowl
edge and power, ^and to the observant 
traveler on the spirit side there Is 
much of great interest and value be
cause he is able lo see the realities of 
which earth s phenomenal appear
ances are but semblances. So. too, 
with the architect, the musician, the 
artist, the inventor, the statesman, 
the reformer, and the spiritual teach
er: there are opportunities . for the 
exercise of their powers and scope for 
their labors such as earth does not af
ford. '

: The hosts of children who are con
stantly passing from earth heed care 
and love, training and ministry. Many 
of the motberly ana fatherly spirits, 
who. on earth, were denied the pleas
ures and experiences of parentage, be- 

i come the foster parents of these lit- 
I tie ones, and find congenial an£ 
I blessed occupation in caring for them. 
Although the children lose the outer 
discipline: of the earth training they 
are compensated by the purer and 

i more spiritual conditions of their life, 
and they- become messenger spirits 
between! ¿/the i;; different plants, or 
spheres. ?rhey ahe frequently brought 

: to earthy and their association with 
i childrens-or thekr parents, here, is to 
| the spiritual advantage of all con
cerned. riMany inquirers into Spirit
ualism have been -astonished to find 
that the!? little.!ones who never drew 
the breath of ¡mortal existence are 
alive in (be spirit world: -yet such is 
the fact. ^nd 4T would be well if all 
parents -knew It and recognized that 
no life can be blotted out. There is a 
wide awfulness for the phvsi- 
cian whtbiloves. the work of helping 
and healifig afiH who knows how to
minister to the mind diseased., 
insane. Idiotic, unhinged, morbid, 
badly unbalanced—as well as

The 
and 
the

morally v hmi-®plritnaily infirm and 
.blind ones of the earth, all.need help 
and guidance, encouragement and 
service, an^ they, afford scope And op- 
portunltv f|raltrulstJc- labor of the
most ara:

alone, in the midst of & crowd. You profitable

The Soul’s Beautiful Home.
In Silence deep as the depths, of tbe 

ocean, ■ .' >
My soul sometimes wanders from 

earth and its care, , .
And lifts up the gates to the1 regions 

celestial, .
And breathes for a moment its ra

diant air.

HEALTH RESTORED
A Scientific Magnetic Application 
j Conserves Lifo Forge.,

At the gates I. leave all the troubles. 
' that vex me, 
And bid thejr" dark “shadows depart 

for awhile, ■ • . ■
For thé soul in. Its purity only can 

enter— ".'''A. -■ ,
, Must leave in the shadows all things 
“■ . “ that défile?.

Ifo clamoring voice ”df the body’s dujl 
? senses, ;

Can follow the soul to those legions 
’ Bublime, '

Where It mounts like p bird on-the 
. \ Wings of lovq’s mission,

Untrammeled and free from the fet
ters of time.

Then inèliences deep as the depths ot 
. tlje oeçan, '

I revel in joys that belong to the 
soul,

And read, the clear message of Infinite 
f Wisdom,

Emblazoned with gold on.Eternity's 
scroll.

want to place In Ilie hands ot 
every person afflicted with rheumatism, 
kidney or stomach troubles, nervous 

i djseuse, etc.—no matter of what nature 
or how long standing—a 44 page book 
that describes In .plain English, Prof. 
Wilson’s system " ' 

_nd malntaln- 
Health

ot treating disease

And the light on the hills of that 
beautiful region,

' Is the light from the Infinite océan 
of love;

And beautiful souls clothed In deeds 
pure action,

Are bathed in the light of that 
beautiful love.

The loved and the lost who have gone 
on before me/ - ..

Come clad in bright g'armeuts of 
shimmering fold,

And speak in sweet accents of love’s 
deep emotion,

And clasp me again in their arms as 
of old.

Jeru-4

But back to the earth on swift mission 
of duty,

My soul must return for a while 
yet to roam,

But it ne'er can forget, e’en down in 
the shadows, '

That beautiful glimpse ot its beauti
ful home.

ALICE C. BARRY-' 
Clinton, la.

Then I listened to her words and set 
the room-alight,

And tried to use my teur-dimrned eyes 
to see my life arlghtf

And soon I found that when the gloom 
lay thick upon my way,

Their hands clasped mine and led me 
out Into the perfect day

And round about me all the while 
their happy presence lay,

And my Windows are open towards Je
rusalem.

Perfect Love.
There is a faith, unmixed with doubt, 

A love, all free front fear,
A walk with angels where is felt 

Their presence ever near.

There is a rest, that love bestows, 
Transcending, blissful peace, 

A lovely sweet simplicity, '
Where luward conflicts cease.

D. A. N.
Asbury Park, N. J. .

manitarlan reformers and progressive 
spirits Who- desire to assist the im
prisoned ones to gain their freedom 
and secure lasting happiness

The thinker, the worker, the lover, 
the parent, the learner, the seer, the 
healer, the^prophet—each one finds 
a new field'opening out to him, each 
one has experiences which deepen his 
interest, challenge' his powers, and 
win him to realize and co-operate 
with Divine Wisdom and Love.

Spiritual love is the human spirit’s 
response to Infinite .Love; spiritual 
art is the recognition and interpreta
tion of Infl-Tiite Beauty; spiritual' wis
dom is insight and comprehension 
born of experience, and is the out- 
conre of self-knowledge, self-control, 
self-expression and' self-realization, 
and spiritual purity is the attainment 
of conscious harmony with the prin
ciples of nature—the attuning of the 
Individual spirit to the great psalm of 
life and love and his joyous response 
to the indwelling Divine Spirit.

However slow and painful the pro
cess may be, .the ultimate unfoldment 
and expression of the Divine element 
in the human spirit is certain. The 
path of experience along which the in
dividual advances may be difficult, 
and he may be careless, or unwilling 
—indifferent, wayward, and wilful; 
yet sooner or later he will hear and 
respond to the call of the spirit to 
come up higher and live the altruistic 
4ife. No spirit is Sb low that the Di
vine Life does not sustain him, or that 
the Divine Love cannot lift him.

You should bear in mind that the 
sphere in which you dwell now and 
always is the sphere of your own con
sciousness. Outside that sphere all Is 
dark. Your power to interpret your 
environments and learn the lessons 
.of your experiences depends, upon the 
state of your consciousness. The de
gree of yow awareness of the true 
nature of your powers and of your 
surfoundfngs, of your spiritual awak
ening and BeqfLreallzatlon as a child of 
God,'constitutes the extent of your 
fitness’ and right to enter higher 

-planes. Your particular ’'belief' is 
of small -consequence except in so far 
as it affects your character and con
duct. It is your ayitude—whether 
receptive or exclusive; your motive, 
whether selfish or altruistic; your 
love, whether sensual or spiritual 
that (iffects your conditions and cre
ates yffur hell or heaven. The growth 
of your power of spiritual response 
and realization constitutes your right 
of entrance to the higher conditions 
of spiritual life. No power can shut 
you out If .ybu are fit to enter, and 
no power can secure your admission 
if you are not prepared. —

. Beyond tue.sphere immediately be
longing to this earth are .others 
which have been called “the Summer- 
land,” the “Celestial Heavens,” and 
are indicated by other names; but 
the name is of small moment, and it 
is useless lor us to "Attempt to de-' 
pict their beauties or the happiness 
of the Illumined ones wtio dwell In 
those realms. We -can assure you, 
however, that they are not submerged, 
list, or absorbed In the Divine Life. 
They are -consciously and joyously, 
because understandingly, attuned to 
the Infinite Dove and Wisdom—re
sponsively expressing. His thoughts 
and revealing His purpose—at one 
with Him in spirit and In truth.

There is a love, God-inspired, 
A zeal, that tireless grows, 

Whose self is crucified with love, 
And joy unceasing flows.

There is this being filled with good, 
That yields at your command,

Unswerving true fidelity, 
A loyalty that stands,

There is this meekness, free 
pride. 

That feels no anger rise ..
At slights, or hate qr ridicule, 

But crosses count as prizo.

from

There is a patience that endures, 
Without a fret or care, 

But joyfully says, Thy will be done, 
Angels’ sweet grace I share.

There is this purity of heart, 
A cleanness of desire, 

Wrought by my holy thoughts within, 
With sanctifying fire.

There is a glory that awaits, 
Each anxious hour that passes by, 

And your return will sure abate, 
The greatest of anxiety.

LOLA.M. RISHEL. 
Toledo, Ohio.

it

THE SOUL’S AFFINITY.
Every soul has its affinity. When 
has found it, it ceases to seek for

s.¡but most spiritually 
nà tor sympathetic hu-

ETERNITY OF THE EARTH.
Electricity the Universal Force. By 

Daniel K. Tennay. A valuable book 
105 pages. Cloth, 76 osats.

^‘Continuity oi Life a Cosmic 
Truth.’ By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply important subject Price, 

«1.68.

any,pther; It recognizes it when it 
comes face to face with it. Seek, and 
ye shall find; knock and it shall be 
opened unto you.

People are often mated to the 
Strong souls, affinities of other souls, 
consequently this matrimonial strife 
ending in unfaithfulness, separations 
and divorces. Ourlnarrlage contracts 
are not necessarily always holy, 
though God knows they should be. 
What, therefore, God hath joined to
gether let not man pub asunder— 
man cannot put asunder. .

Let me pause right here for a 
word to those who know they are ill- 
mated—not to those who are merely 
guessing at it, or those who, tired of 
the grave responsibilities of a marWETd 
life, are laying the cause of their un
happiness at the doors of the harmon
ious laws of destiny. ■■ •

Dp not take hasty steps to right 
things, for fear of making graver mis
takes.

Live your lives peacefully, if not 
perfectly happy. After all is said and 
done, PERFECT PEACE IS PER
FECT HAPPINESS; approximate 
peace, approximate happiness. Your 
condition^ are caused by undeveloped 
spiritual forces within you. Develop 
yourselves rather than your life part- 
nefs. Y6ur development will assist 
their development .*

But my message is to the unmar
ried. Do' not be discouraged, if you 
have not found your soul’s affinity. It 
Ib there.

“Whatever things ye desire, when 
ye pray, believe that ye receive them, 
and ye shall have them.” The very 
faot that you desire it proves that It 

,is within easy reach. Close your soul 
to every passion, desire Jor money, 
comfort, luxury, etc., and the Way 

i shall be clear. ' It is these carnal de
sires that shut out the higher light. 
A desire for money Is good in itself, 
but-matrimonial bliss must not be 
sacrificed for it; likewise a desire for 
a good home, comforts, luxuries, etc. 
These can be obtained in 'themselves 
and by themselves through mental af
firmations.

1 The soul’s affinity cat be reached by 
affirming “I am whole, I. e., complete. 
—Father and Mother God.”

' EMILY LAURIE.
Milwaukee, Wis.

•Th« Jesuits.’’ uy Rev. B. F. 
Austin, • A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 16 cents.

i< The wearing 
of . Prof. Wil
son's Magneto- 
Conserv a 11 v e 
Garment has 
been . recog
nized for < 81 
Years as being , 
the most effect- / 
lye means of / 
retaining in the ( 
body Evolved.^

- E1 o c tr I o ty . 
from the skin 
and of impart- 
-uoo pilot u But 

tinuous Magnetic
■

if

tjauous Magnetic • .Current. It is the 
absence of Magnetism in the body that 
causes poor circulation and when the 
blood fails to circulate freely, disease 

is tlio result—hence It

tile ,/earer a 
vigor, health

can readily be under
stood what a boon 
Prof. Wilson’s Magne
to-Conservative Gar
ments have been to 
many diseased people.

There Is nothing to 
equal these garments 
in the prevention of 
colds and consequent 
rheumatism, lumbago, 
kidney and stomach 
trouble.

They keep the feet 
and body warm .by set
ting up and maintain
ing a circulation ot 

' the blood, and give 
steady sense ot buoyancy, 
and energy.

Our book contains Prof. WUpon'a 
treatise on Magnetism as a curative , 
Agent, and a plain description ot “Dis- ‘ ( 
ease and its Cause." It also contains 
the names and addresses of people who 
enthusiastically praise this common- 
sense, hygienic treatment.

■ Simply send us a postal card asking j 
for a copy of our book entitled “Health ( 
—How Maintained." It will be sent by I 
mall postpaid and will Instruct and in- / 
terest you. Address Actlna Appliance / 
Co., Dept..742C, 813 Walnut St., Kansai 
City, Mo. ,

952
Th« above ib th« numDer ot the pres* 

Mt inuo ot Th« Pro«.-731VO Thinker, 
m printed at th« top ot me'first pag«, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with th« figures on your wrap- 
pet, then the time you have paid for haa J 
expired, and you are requested to rq/ 
new your subscription. This numbier 
at the right hand cdrner ot the fM«$ 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive ThinMarg 
Issued up to date. Ke«p wateh of/th« 
number en the tag of your wrapp8-'h '

J

Excellent Books.
No tiling equals a good book as a . 

gift. It is better than gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from fou; they live in 
the memory. The tollowing books 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of» 
feringis.” A. choice collection ot po
ems on everyday subjects, ey Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul." Poems of f 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price-' z $1.00. ?

“Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life.” By Eleanor Kirk. Price $1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas- - 
sion," “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Power,” "Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She 1b one ot the 
grandest poets ot the present age.

"Around the Year." A .birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings ot Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone Illustrations pre- , 
facing each mouth .of the year. Price $1.00. -

“Mary Anne Oarew." Written under 
Inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
Price $1.00.

"Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor.” A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and ^he subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, . cloth, $1.12.

"The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful- 
Ay rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev. 
I. K.'Fun]c. Price $X.UO.

“Universal Spiritualism.' „ ..J — - a ■ •universal Spiritualism." Giving 
a view ot Spiritualism from the ear- ifocr rfmA i — _«» _ _\- - num
Hest time, and in all nations. 
J. Colville. Pride 61.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it.” Can it leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J.-M. 
Peebles. Price 76 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical Life of Ours/’ Se
lections from the writings oft Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every weekHn the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All thp World's A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waldb Trine. Price $1.25.

“In Tunc with the Infinite.” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au- 
thor’s best style. By "Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

By W.

“Man Visible and Invisible.” ByV 
C. W- Leadbeater. It contains 22s 
colored Illustrations of the Aura nf 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50. /

“The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and IramoTtaiflty. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.5A).

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, '(An
cient and Modern." By- C. W. Lead- 
beater. Price $1.50. ;

-‘Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and Lite." By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price fl.-SO.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Troth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.
* “In the World Celestial." A Splr- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. ■ i 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.
- ----------- r“ ' x

“The Warfare of Science With The
ology.”: By Andrew D. White,’ LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are Indispensable to the student, 
and no library Is complete without 
them. Price $5.00. .

“The Bible.” By John E. Remi« 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book for 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans." By 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1125.

“The Evolution ot Maa.” By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price «1.00; postage 20a

THE lORlD BERUTIEUL
Serios one, two sua three. By LUIaaWhltij
Three choice volumes, each com; Inta to Ite 

61 which splrfMnU’.'' Is relntefl to ¿vwyiay i 
In roch a os to rcaoe ths wwMl bMätf 
.Frtee.S-<»eu'h. ___ .o—
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THE POWER OF '’SUGGESTION/

D. Quackenbos, in Calling Back to
‘ - Life a Dying Person,

A private ambassador representing President McKinley on an 
fe impo mission was enabled to utilize talents he
v • had never before shown.ihat he.possessed because of an idea of 
. k power. implanted in his mind during one hour of hypnotic sleep. 

■‘Y Other cases are cited to show tliat a dying person—tone wlio 
has even passed beyond the realms of consciousness in the throes 

mfaleparting life—Jias been summoned hack to life, and in some 
instances to health, Ivy .such yords as were spoken to the ap
parently .moribund Adele: “Adele, where are.you going? You 

c cannot-die! Comeback, you have work to do on earth. Come 
back at once.” - ■

HOPES TO SEE THE SOUL. > -!

. Of the girl Adele, Dr. Quackenbos says:; uIn answer to the 
•■summons the upturned eyes resinned tlioir iiatuVal angle, and be
came riveted on mine. u ’’ : Gradually the mental
cleared away, tlie physical strength returned and.:to-day the' 
young;lady is perfectly well, filling an important position in the 
mnsicid WnvUl ”

Dr. W. A. Bartlett Says it May Become Possible.—No More 
Marvelous, the Preacher Declares, Than Wliàt thé

X-Ray Has Accomplished. , s

One of Chicago’s orthodox preachers burst forth in the fol
lowing strain in one of his late sermons: .

‘‘There may be-a time not far hence when mortal eyes are able 
actually to see a human soul while in the body. We have lifted 
the veil which hid from our fathers’ eyes things-.which they 
never dreamed of, but which we now consider -commonplace.
“Is it beyond the possibility that as a further proof of the 

truth of God’s word we may some day be admitted into a dark 
room and-thery, with the searching power‘of a yet undiscovered 
raj’’ of light, be shown that wonderful'life which dwells within us 
—the soul ? . ■ ■

VERILY THE SOUL LIVES,

R Lives After the Death of the Body and Can Tell How It Was 
. Deprived of Life.—A Notable Case Illustrating an' 

Important Fact.—Told by Light of London.

FREE TO
SICKLY WOTO

Dr. Peebles Offers to Bond Every Lady 
. Evader of tliU Vapor a Sample Bottle of 
Uh Ifumuus Hcrbi-Vfnc Couipouud.

•> < .rw««öi Jauj J» 1 
51 musical world.

“Numbers of men and women with musical gifts have ap
plied, to me,” said DY. Quaekenbos, PfoT the translation of latent 
Hito actual talent. In such cases an appeal is made to the self- 
rqgnant along the lines of fearless utterance, through'voice tor 
instrument, without diffidence, without thought of extraneous 
criticism, with force and' feeling and dramatic. ;power:-^New 
York Sunday World. ’

(

An Attempt to h State the Facts-as Between: the 
State Association and the N. S. A.

'■ ■ Tn tho issue or The Progressive 
‘ Thicker, bearing date of Feb. 1, 1908, 

an article appears under the caption, 
, ■> ' '’What is the Matter with California?” 
A rr, over the signature of Geo. TL Warne, . 
A i-president of the N. S., A. : • 

Without any desire to enter into the 
111- Hodge-Warne controversy,. and . with 
i-J* C no feeling "of malice towards anyone,

F .. \at the same time 1 realize that "THE 
V ‘ A’JlUTii HALF TOLD, -BECOMES A 
S VipOUS THING," and write this in 
\ .. tha, hope that you will find room to 
L f .puuMsh it in an early issue of your 
! valuable paper. ’’ ■'
' ■ y ,,Aft tlie present time I hold no office
; . J in the California State Association; ex- 
< { cdpt las one of its directors,'but I feel 

that; the manner in which the facts 
I : have been but partially presented by 

:. ’ \ Brother Warne- is confusing—not to 
, ) ' say misleading—and calculated to 
i ; । cast a reflection upon tho Spiritualists 
. \ ; ' of the state of’California.

Therefore, I beg to subiplt the fol
lowing facts and argument:

■Bl
By carefully reading the figures 

lowing t]ie amounts credited to Cali-

Rqjoindei'.-by Geo, R.,Warne.
Brother “Howe seems to be losing 

faith in printers’ ink atLap. educational 
power.-, Otherwise. he would not say 
that "time is too precious a thing to 
be wasted In. any public newspaper 
argument.” We trust no Printers'- 
Union will summon him to answer tor 
'heresy because of disloyalty -to a 
fundamental precept, of his vocation, 
that "Words are things, and a small 
drop of ing, falling; like dew, upon a 
thought; produces *that which- makes 
thousands, perhaps^ millions, think.”

A widely respected California-Spir
itualist pot only made attack without 
sending preliminary challenge, but de
nied thp challenged party the custom- 
ary courtesy of .choice of weapons for 
the combat:. -The N. S. A. had to meet 
him upon his own field, with his self
chosen battle axes, which were the 
columns of. Thé Progressive Thinker.

I can assure Brother Howe that 
multiplying evidences in my posses
sion show -that only the disputants 
have reason, to plead a "waste of

’ Visible to Human Eyes.
. “Sometimes it is almost in sight now as it looks at iis out of 
the eyes of those who love us, or . is seen to come forth as it 
illumines a.face of flesh till it transforms the countenance,'that 
was simply of-earth and human, into ‘the face of ^n angel? 
Who "ever expected solid flesh and bone to vanish into, shadowy 
ghostliness under .the influence of the X-ray? What magic does 
it? ’ It is no: trick of the sleight-oLhand man. It is one of God’s 
exhibitions.of. power. < ' ‘ , <
“So the day may comp when we can looVon flip1, undying 

breath of God, the soul.
/ Will See Good Souls." '

“I believe that we may yet see the soul ofihe pure 'in heart. 
As we behold it there will appear the spiritual body, more beauti
ful than any woman evefbom into the world.

. Vltis the embryo spirit of light. The -unborn image of Christ 
himself, growing every day toward ¡its fulfillment; It will have 
the same, face as we see here, but transfigured. We shall know 
it as the'.disciples - knew Jesus after his resurrection. . When 

l^iliis time comes, with its startling revelations, the world'will be 
convinced that “whatsoever a man soweth'that shall he a'lso-l 
reap.” . . ■ • - ; ■: ■' . < v, .>•; ■ |

The psychic experience which I am about to relate is true. 
It was told'by an Armenian woman who escaped after the 
massacre to Palestine, and-there found kind friends and a home. 
Husband, friends, home, and wealth were all gone, and she. was 
thankful to find a place as a servant and to thus earn her daily 
bread. Sho was a tall, dark woman, her face wearing an ex
pression of absolute sadness, which struck the beholder to the 
heart. She never smiled, and was seldom heard to Speak. By 
degrees the kindness of'her mistress wrought upon her so that 
she one day told her the story of the- terrible past; and. from 
this lady (an old friend) 1 in turn heard the tragic tale. With 
Uiis . word of • explanation I will pass on-to-the incidents them-, 
selves, I cannot now recall the woman’s name and will simply 
call her A. .

prulsedby thankful 
and Imjipy women 
In every part of America UBihebcBt 
end safest remedy 
tor thelUtofwom-

ENEBtìETIG, EARNEST, SUC0ES§- 
' FUL. ■ '

What Spiritualists. .Are Doing in 
Kansas.

irnia, in Brother Warne’s article, it 
111 be noted' that out of $377.04 cred: 
?d, the amount of $48.70 1b “collec- 
m" (1899), -the amount' of!1,2 5. collections for 'Home

Fund in. 1900, and the re-
is for membership 

I \ dues to N. S^ A. from: (fils state. Those 
Il ’ - items are all for money OFFICIALLY 
I’:COLLECTED and OFFICIALLY paid 
। f the office of the Cali-
] fornia Slate Association.
1 Now let us take a.look-et the other 

’ side of the account:. Out of tho 
l! ■ $1,253, credited to the N. S. A. and
|i ' ; charged to the account of California 
J in Brother Warne’s article, $KjO was 
y‘ * sent-(at the request of Mr. Barrett, I 
J tldnk)'.: to pay'court flues of two. Lo? 
I’ Angeles mediums; $100 -was donated 
L: \ to San Francisco Spiritualists at the 
fed ; time of the 1906 disaster; and (he 
fed remainder, $1,003, has been paid 
fe.dd from, the .Medium’s Relief Fund’Iji 

pensions to aged and Indigentjnc- 
d. ’ diums. Now, every ope who is ac-. 
I .- qualrited' with-the facte, as Brother!

Wavne is, knows this, and uIbo knows 
thati the Medium’s Relief . Fund is 
raised-largely by subscriptions from 

V 'societies-and individuals diyectly sent 
fek, lo tN, S. A., secretary,for that partic- 
Kd' \ -- plan fund. For this fund, to my cer- 
ffe” d.tàlfe knowledgé, sóm donations have 

been sent from California, and If we
I are to be charged: by Brother Warne
:.<■•. for the items .paid out of this fund to
I/' mediums who reside in California, it 
!, ■ -would appear to me to be much more 
, , ' .fair and less of an attempt to wprp i 
:: • tho truth, if credit were also given to 
I _ ' California for donations Sent to the 
V ' Medium's Relief Fund by people re- 

siding in that'Btate.
’• _ Aisé, bear in mind that the figures

••"given by Brother Warne DO NOT IN- 
CLL’DE collections taken.by N. S. A. 

ht. missionaries or pérsonal donations b.v 
IL Californians lo the general fund of 

tlie N. S. A.
~ I. am not in a position to present 

\figures to show the amounts that have' 
Vifeon given to the Medium’s Relief 
I-hund in this state, neither is it-u 
matter of any curiosity to me to know 
wl'mt they are..

The fact of the matter is, _ thaty 
neither the amounts given to" that 
fund by Californiens, nor the amounts 
expended in pensions to mediums who 
"happen To reside in California have 
anv bearing upon the question of Cal
ifornia's self-supporting position. Both 
donations to and disbursements from 
this fund are personal matters, i. e.,. 
the donations are'n'ot made through 
the Stale Association office, and, so 
far as I am aware, no pension has ever 
been recommended to' thé N. 8. A. 

y by this State Association;' certainly 
a not since Sept. 1, 1904, since which 
' ‘ time I hâve continuously been a mem-
A her of its official board. The only
' item, -so far as I am aware,-that has 

/ been mentioned in the list-credited 
to the^N. S. A.; that in any way ’re- 

* . - latcs to the office of the State Asso-, 
<- dation is the $100 sent to San Fran- 

circo at the time of the disaster of 
; 190G. If my memory serves me cor-'
< " lecth. this was sent by the N. S. A. 

nt the solicitation of Mrs.-M. E. Howe, 
- then actjng secretary of the State As- 

, sociation.
-, Once more, I do not desire to be- 
> come embroiled in any public newspa

per argument, conEldering^tlme too 
precious a thing to be wasted in that 

«, . manner, but if you see fit to insert
.. this, It may serve to place California 

it . in a less prejudiced light before.your 
numerous readers.

¡K. I have the honor to remain- ) 
f ' Very truly yours,
ggT ■ ARTHUR S. HOWE.
Sg-Tj:' San Jose, Cal.

time," for the, cause of the N. S. A. 
has been strengthened by the' broader 
view’given of its work through this 
fusillade of words. . . • ~

When Brother Howe has overcome 
a feeling of possible petulance arising 
from too narrow a view point of the 
battle-field, he wllU’e’call that the core 
of the controversy-is;tound in Will G.’ 
Hodge's report of arrowing sentiment 
in favor of California seceding from 
thq National body because the finan
cial, assistance asked and afforded by 
the N. S. A. in California troubles is 
nowhere near commensurate with the 
amount with which the Spiritualists 
of the state have been taxed; for the 
last fourteen years to support, the 
National organization.'•’

Our brother is unable to deny .that 
the N. S. A. has expended in Califor
nia $1,263 for the goodlof Spiritual
ism, or that $1,003 of tliat sum went 
to the relief’ of, deserving mediums, 
tho latter amount lessening the re
sponsibilities of the State Spiritualists 
to. that extent. That the California 
Sate Association has not recommended 
pensions for anyone does not affect 
the fact of their having been paid, or 
that tlie worthiness of each recipient 
was first proven.. The mere plea that 
they were not paid directly to the 
State body does not warrant the 
claim that it was not expended far 
Spiritualism in California.

Our good brother’s charge of an at
tempt On my part to "warp the truth” 
is so-amusing that I will not pause to 
consider its exhibition of fraternal 
spirit. I used every figure in my pos
session, suppressing nothing. He can
not supply any additional ones. When
ever he, or any one, shall do so, I 
will be glad to use.them. Let me re
mind him that the figures used did not 
include anything, for the expenses of 
missionaries who visited ‘his state in 
the interest of the N. S. A. and Spirit
ualism at large.. .They must be. reck
oned with when missionary collections 
and personal donations are added to 
the proble'm.

Brother Hodge, speaking foc-him- 
self and sympathizers, said the .Spir
itualists of California had been taxed 
to support the N. S. A, far beyond 
the financial assistance afforded that 
'State. Flgures' dh not sustain.'.his 
charge,, The N. S. A. disbursement^ 
exceed the amount, fecelved from the 
stat.e by a substantial sum. '.

The California S. S.-A. and the 
S. A. can both he-proud of tlie fruit
age o'f their cooperative endeavors. - 

'Even the -officers of’ the N. S. A. 
themselves, aS well as interested Spir
itualists everywhere, have a more doff?" 
nite knowledge, of the Teal, achieve
ments of that body, than before this 
contest opened- ' • A . ‘ '

' - ' ' GEO. B. WARNE.

As president bf'Kansas State Spir
itualist Association Mrs. Bessi^ Bdll- 
map, of Winfield, Kansas, Yas been 
doing excellent work. At,,Wichita/in 
F. A. A. hall,-this good worker hetd 
an excellent meeting. As a speaker 
Mra. Bellman ranks among the. best. 
In the message work she was assisted": 
by iocal talent with good results.

From-Wichita she journeyed to 
LaTned where splendid meetings were 
held in the court house.

From Larned she came to Sterling 
and held four excellent meetings in 
I. O' 0. F, hall. The lectures were 
eloquent and instructive, and with a 
charming personality. hack of them 
our good sister has won‘many friends.
She was assisted by local workers 
here, and taken all together the meet
ings were most delightful as well- as 
successful.

The kindly -wishes Of many warm. 
hearts will follow her,, and should she 

• she chance to come this way again ; 
she will be most joyoitsly welcome.

From Sterling she journeyed to- 
Lincoln for three meetings. Reports 
from Lincoln bear the information 
that there great success wap obtained. 
Mrs. Bellman was assisted by Mrs.tC. 
W. Brown, of Plainfiéld, as message-, 
bearer, who did excellent work.

From Lincoln they passed on feo 
Barnard, where three splendid meet
ings’were held, and a.society organ
ized and chartered with State Asso
ciation. - ' -

From Barnard to Delphos, with 
three rousing good meetings, and x>tir 
workers again turned their.', faces 
homeward, feeling that .much good 
had been accomplished for our, glori- 

' ous cause. ' .
We wish them Godspeed, knowing 

they have sown many good- -seeds 
which will bring forth rich harvests. 
She Is one of the loveliest souls '! 
have ever met on life’s .highway, gen
tle, sweet.and spiritual.

The work I have been doing has 
been largely at Hutchinsbn, where I 
have served the First Spiritualist 
Church for the past ten Sundays, and 
they desire my services so long as I 
wlli.serveH.hem. When I flrst went to 
them they were having 'very small 
audiences, but since my second Sun
day we have had the G. A. R. hall 
fllled-to the utmost capacity. Several 
nights, people have, stood in the ante
room during the 'entire, service, I 
never have ’labored for people :who 
who were so appreciative anfl enthu
siastic as. are the good people of1 
Hutchinson, ., _ -

Our audiences are composed large
ly of people from the various ortho
dox denominations, and their breath
less'interest bespeaks the hunger of 
their souls after-truth. , '•
-The kindly words of praise and ap

preciation spoken-' by the ■■ many

great spiritual" untoldment. 'Mrs. 
•Ella r Wright .has assisted her with 
beautiful invocations.

I have always served the society 
when not employed elsewhere. For 

. some" months Mrs.' Brown and I 
-woyked -most harmoniously together, 
■each servihg two Sundays in the 
month. . - ;

We believe and know, that not only- 
In Kansas is Spiritualism growing, 
but everywhere we see ».universal in
terest .in oiir beloved truth. At Hutch
inson, Kans., the society Is losing, its 
secretary and two estimable'-families 
—Mr. E. M. Ambler And wife, and 
Mr. Shirk and wife—who areileaving 
for .Colorado, their " futufetr home. . 
They have been earnest workers in 
the cause and we regrist to Uee them 
go, but wish them Godspeed.: j

There is need of financial: aid al
most everywhere we go, and ’"this I 
believe to be one of _tfie great draw
backs t3 the progresX^of our cause. 
The officers pf the K. Ci S. S. A. are 
doing their utmost to presept, a good 
report at the next"annuai convention. 

- Our good thought goes out to the 
good friends and workers everywhere. 
We earnestly desire that Spiritualism 
.shall come to the frontf-and kire bend
ing our’ energies in thai‘ direqtion. t u •

Yours for truth;’ i*••• ■ ■ 
JOSEPHINE A.'-BRUER,

, , Sec’y. K. S. S. A.

A. was the wife uf a rich Armenian merchant, well known in' 
. his native town, on account of his wealth-.- English people gen

erally ascribe to the Turks the TulLW of the massacre, but 
dwellfers in -the East, know that :at least an. equal share of the 
crime 'belongs to the Kurds: One day the Kurds swept down 
upon the town where Av’a home was. Before they entered the 
house’A. said to her husband, “It is you they will seek for and 
kill, because you have the money. I will hide you downstairs 
where yon will be safe.” 1 I

She hid him in a cellar under the house, in a- big’ bath, and 
covered him oyer She herself and a neighbor waited upstairs. 
Almost directly, the Kurds rushed in. They tied the arms of 
the women behind* their backs, anck'threatened to torture and 
spear them unless they delivered up their money. The two 
women screamed for help but refused-to give up their valuables,, 
saying they,.,had non,e. The Kurds were just about to spear 
them when the sound of horse’s feet was heard outside, and a 
party of Turkish soldiers rode-up. The officer in command, B. 
Pasha, .heard,the; women’s cries, and riding up underneath the 
window called .-out, “If there are any women there, let them 
come out!” ,

When the Kurds heard that they were frightened, and made 
off; and A. dragged herself to the window and called out in 
Turkish: “Save us, in the name of God!” The pasha sent 
some of his men up to-unbind the women, and put them for 
safety with thp ladies Of-his harem. They received the greatest 
est kindness from himself and from the ladies of his home.
/A. was very, much bruised and shaken, and soon fell asleep 

from utter exhaustion, despite her anxiety as to-her husband’s 
fate. She dreamed that "her husband came and stood by her, 
say: “What! are you still gliye?”

“ Yes, ” She answered’, “ are you ? ”
. “Yes,” he said, “I-am only just beginning to live, though 
they have killed my body. Look for me; you will find me 
under a tree in our orchard. I have a cut across my head, both 
my arms are broken, and I have other wounds also.”
'A. awoke ih great fear, And tried to creep out unnoticed, but 

the ladies of" the harem awoke and begged her not to go. ‘ ‘ You 
will most certainly be killed,” they said. zBut as she still wept 
and implored them to let her go, they at last consented, and 
sent a man-servant with her. She went straight to tire orchard 
to look for her husband. She found his body tiiere, just as he 
had said, cut across the forehead and with both arms broken. 
Before-returning tp the shelter of the harem, she scraped out a 
shallow'hrave with her own hands and laid him in it.. • y '

.. .■ ' E. M^E. B.
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COMPOUND

A HU»T VALUABLE RtHtDf

JltcniHy snulches 
tho -victims of fo- 
jnuicdlsordenifrom- the jin uld & clmlf 
and tho operating tublo end restores 
tbem to full health uud JuU’plDerw. It 
iBnulyawvnueriul 
remedy, and ff you 
fiulftr fwiu any of 
tMu life (leatnij lng veukiiesitB pecul
iar to womep you should send .for a

%

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles!» sufficient.to 
explain the interesting features of It, 

I ahd recommend it to every’ reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19'cts.

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

-A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berner, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and in
structive book.' Price $1.00.

"Immortality, Ite Naturalness, Ite 
PoBsIblimes and Proofs.”’ By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D.,-Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejected by tile PhHosoph- 
JCil Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. Price. 10 Cents.

"The Trutbseeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Ue» of 
Liberals.” Price 25 centii. •

strangers at the close of -each meet
ing are indeed encouraging.. . This is, 
a splendid field for work. and I, trust 
we shall be able to feather;.in many 
souls.ln the harbor of truth.; _’ ’-

Three Sundays in 'November' . I. 
spent In'serylco for the First Chprch 
of Kansas City,' Mo., holding Its-meet; 
Ings In Colonial, hall. „ There, likewise. 
lyfouhd màny !appreéiâtive:soulB;; Mrs. 
Ella Baldwin, of Kansas City,. Kans.’, 
Is doing excellent work as pastor of 
thtit church. ' : ' 'e ' '

I am always willing to work; where 
I can do good, and iriy three- weeks’ 
stay in Kansas City, and service In the 
church, Ladies’ Auxiliary, and In the 
social field; are pleasant recollections 
of weeks well spent. - , .

During my. last visit to Kansas 
City In January, I met many excel
lent workers who were busily engaged 
in preparing Jbr thé State Convention. 
I feel sure this will be a great spirit
ual feast, and regret that I shall not 
be'able to participate with them.

The. various workers of Kansas 
City are doing great good.
' I noted Brother Warne's plea that 
we should take Kansas for Spiritual
ism. I can say that the workers I 
know are laboring most unselfishly 
for the advancement of our cause.

Mrs. Emma J. Brown, one of the 
loveliest characters I ever have known 
and an excellent trance speaker, has 
served the Sterling society most faith
fully the greater part of four years, 
without any remuneration. She is 
ane of those Joyal, noble souls, who 
loss all in her power without thought 
of praise or. reward, but the angel 
friends have blessed her by giving h^

LAKE HELEN, FLA.

News Notes From tire Southern 
Cassadaga Camp,

'Everything.seems going on finely 
at the Southern .Cassadaga. Thpre 
never were’ as many places to put peo
ple. as now, and there never were 
so many upon the ground at once as 
now. The buildings outride the gate 
have their full quota, but Hotel Web
ster, about five minutes' walk-from 
the camp, .has still plenty -of room.- 
To-day, (Monday, ' Feb. 10)' about 
about thirty-five people have gone to 
Tampa to stay until Friday.- This is 
state fair week, and people have 
taken advantage of the low rates. 
The nunjber here need not. discourage 
anyone. The people come and go at 
tlie hotel and Brigham hall, and these 
changes make room ’for others. ’

President Hilligoss-and wife are 
both better, as are Mr. and Mrs. But
ler—in fact,- la grippe is losing its 
hold.. Weather for á few days warm 
but somewhat cloudy.

The first week of the camp passed’ 
off pleasantly. Mrs.-Morrill .as lec
turer and test; medium is doing a fine 
work. One day last week when she 
was giving messages she said she saw 
beside a lady not only a stranger to 
.the camp people but to Spiritualism, 
a young lady by the name of Maxie. 
The lady said she had no One dead by 
that name, but a friend In the body. 
The next day I was asked to announce 
to the audience that'wien the lady 
got to her home she fo’und upon her. 
table a letter that’had 'fomo in her- 
absence, and upon opening it, she 
found in it the .announcement of .her 
friend’s passing away. í . I:

Mrs. Throndsén’B work as a-mes-, 
sage-bearer is very much- liked.. She. 
also gives' some very'lively talks th at 
please the people. Her husband came

ful lectures both upon the platform 
and in-his classes, which occur every 
week-day at 10:30.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, from “all over the 
world/’ is here. He will speak next 
Sunday afternoon about the wonder
ful experiences he had; in the Ballpy 
seances while abroad.' ’ *

. Clara Field Conant, the veteran 
medium and'speaker,-will be here 
later in the season.

The first Wednesday evening en- 
•tertainment will be in the auditorium 
this week, consisting of; music, ex
periences, and as a treat to them Mrs. 
Morrill and Mrs. Throndsen will give 
them messages. ' ■/

Sunday- was a day that all who de
sired coijld come, in free. Many who 
had never attended a meeting here 
before expressed themselves as so 
well pleased they should come • often. 
- Mrs. Tyler " Moulton ' has discon
tinued her class work' for two weeks, 
but Is kept busy with sitters at her 
rooms. Her daughter. Miss Jean, "is 
rapidly improving.

There are many strangers here— 
thpse. who' seem to feel they can en- 
joy-r'the place without the meetings, 
but gradually they' are'reaching .for 
this thought: ■ Will not tho Northern 
people send this little camp their best 
thoughts? It belongs to them allr

CARRIE E. S. TWING.

on. Saturday to remain -with- her the 
remaihder of the season. He is prov- 
ing -tOsbe very helpful about the sing
ing.' ■ .. ■ .. ' :• 3- : ’’ A- .

Mr, Wright still conttoues his force-

On earth SJscord! A gloomy Heav- 
.en above opening its jealous gates to 
the nineteen-thousandth part of the 
tithe of mankind! And-below , am in
exorable Hell expanding its levia
than jaws for the .vast residue ' of 
mortals’. O doctrinó comfortable and 
healing io the weary wounded soul of 
man.—Robert Burns.' . '

In stead of the workers of every na
tion trying to. oust ekch other from 
the means of existence, let them.know 
each, other moré intimately, and war 
would soon become impossible,—Hov- 
eden. ... ' • -

Misfortune and" experience are lost 
on mankind, when they produce 
neither reflection nor reformation.— 
Thomas Paine, in Crisis. ' ' - ■

A Noble Man Passed to Spirit Life.
John B. Chrisney, of Chrisney, Ind., 

passed to spirit life on Wednesday, 
Feb. 5. The life and death of this 
good man are pertinent examples of 
the.power of Spiritualism as a religion 
when its philosophy is made a basis 
for dally living. John P. Chrisney 
made a success of life by living pro
gressively. He built himself ,UP by 
building others up. He ireiped all 
with whom he came in contact. No 
one is worse off because John P. Chris
ney lived, and hundreds are better off. 
He reared a family of children who 
cannot remember that he was ever 
harsh or unkind, and who can conceive 
of no nobler ambition in life than to 
be like their father. He founded a 
prosperous town in which every man 
and woman looked upon him as a sin
cere and helpful friend. He was true 
to his religion without being unkind 
or intolerant to others. Successful in 
business, he never showed for an in
stant an unworthy motive; a whole 
community was lifted higher by his 
prosperity.

The frenzied financiers who accu
mulate millions by Impoverishing 
their fellows, may be counted success
ful by the unthinking; but they are 
pitiful failures when compared to John 
B. Chrisney. He lived nobly and lie 
died gloriously.

.A frw hours before he passed out, 
he cased hiB family to the bedside 
and sent out a message of love and 
good will to the community, asking all 
to Jove one another, and live the lite 
which leads to perfect, peace.

“Nothing can trouble me,” he said. 
^All is well.”

And all was well. His funeral was 
held in the Baptist church at Chris
ney,.W. D. Wattles, of Elwood, Ind., 
officiating. A great'crowd was in at-' 
tendance, and all were mourners; 
not one but.realized a personal loss in 
.the passing of this true and kindly, 
man.
, Farewell to-day, old friend ¡-to-mor
row we shall say “Good morning!"

' ' W.
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BURNS BARRELS OF
as MOST W0B0ERF6Liffl«STGVE EVER IHVENTEO-SSKigSH'» 
l!SMWRL drawn principally from atmosphere. Ubcb 8»5 barrels of air, while consuming one gallon of oil. Wood, 
fHfcj -Jl coalaM oil cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR. Supply nnllmilod. Iio trust In control. Air belongs to rich and poor alike.

< HARRISON’S mVELESSSfff^ )
AptOKallcaUy gcovatesgis from kcrorene oil, mixing It vltfafr. Burns like gas. Intense hot fire Combustion perfect- 
To operate—Turn knob—oil runs into buracr—touch a natch, itgenerates gas which passes through alrtnixer, drawing; 
In a wot a barrel olclr, to every large spoonful of oil consumed. That's all. It Is self-refnlatlng, no more attention. 
Sarohheai aU dav, of ail night. Fer more ot less heat, simply turn knob. There It remains until you come again. To,- 
put Are out, turn knob, raising burner, oil runs back Into can. lire’s out. As near perfection as anything in this world. No- 
tlirt, Bootor ashes. Bo leaks—nothing to clog or close up. Ko wick—not cveo a valve, yet heat Is under perfect control.;’' 

n-ninw tun — >«—. «v.:—»-- - • —   ............ ■_____________________________ vx tl irrwiil rirTnr mtnmn YJ W CARN, IND., writes: “It costs tae roly 4)4 vents a dsrSECilDnAl WnpFKNERMOR-,fM.» NORRIS, VL, writes: “The Harrison Oil-Gas 
O Generators ar» svonaerlal serarg or fuel, at least EOF to 75> <M-cr .¿L. wood and cnalj’. E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes: “Ssred 14.25 a monthTor 

fuel bytising tie Harrison Oil-Gas Store. My range cost tn »15.50 per 
hS®S®Ss| month,and tlieliarrtson only tt.26 per month.” KvKIN8,kA.7write»-.

“HaUigflDCB«n>erBiidBadl»tor,Xkeptal6xJ8footrcoBBt70decree«, 
lirraSsl when cut doors to 20 degrees were register«!.” REV. WM.lEARN, 

ME., writes: "This morning 16 helow zero, and my library furbelow 
freezingnolot. Soon BfrerllghtlngtheHarrlson Oil-Gas Store temp- 
, , , ,,, .. - erature roce to summit beat.” WM.BAERIMS.IND.i 

writes: “We warmed s robm lRxH feet, when It 
was abort 10 belowzerowilh oooBBdlaior.” Ob- 
jeettonibie!ertnres of aU other stoves wiped ont.
Net like those Boldt In stores. Ideal for 

besting bouses, stores, rooms. eU^vltk Eadlatlng At- 
tsohnsBnt;BlBOtook!ne,roartlng,baking,Ironing,etc.................................    digwSSWWWPWsWl No more carrying coal, klodlln&wihM, soot and dirt Absolutely sate from etplcetra. Not dangertrat like ctsollM-F 
S mp)e,duraM»-laslforTears. 8areeexpens*,drBdgeryaBt!f<iell>il!a. ALLSI2ES. PIHC£llOW-=*345«rtap.K 

to any sddreaa. @erd bo BtOKey'-cnlf send rotir name and address. Wrltotodsv torsoar SO tiny tr^kl cBfer—nai 4esertptieia*«tB*raBasi<ls of testinomlato. ISOS Bropoaitfea. fe

6760Bldgo, Cincinnati, ©4

EXCITING BUSINESS FOR AGENTSp 
0R WBKEN « homo or 1 

tfirellDg, bU or part Uroo-ebowkE—nn. E- 
Igoiut ng asratB. Messrs. HtAD*ftAza,f&?,e^^ F 
/•Enclose order forl51.00. Bush Sell like hot rake« Sold i 
¡EO ttoveetnourownlown." B.L.HUEETED, KlCn/wrltes- S ’ J IE« patent ieU' f

WV Agents mplng L

cfld unscpplled. Get la ear.y for territory. Write rod v"

Bumpie bottle at 
once. -JUrecordin'' curing Lt-ucorrhco, 
PiiinfiH. Prof use. 
liregtilur or Scanty* Pcriudu. Change of 
Life. Ulceration, 
LaerrHtlon.Tuinora ' mid lulling'of the 
V'cmh. 1b truly ro* • nwrkcbic, mid if 
youetifferfromoDy - wcnkncMS or Irreg
ularity of theue 
orgeus you should.... give Herbi-Vine u 
trial without delay. 
Juetsend the Ductor your name and • 
address and hh will' 
immediately «end. nil chargca prepaid, 
a sample bottlo to* 

MMEnzBraSS3 Ee'lJ«r ’’J1*1 “b0?“- ufuj untj Vi(jUQtj|0 
little booklet Womanhood’ which should bu in the 
bauds of every woman. Loth young and old.Address, j)r. I’eeblee Institute, Battle Creek, Nicb.VBoi<83-A»

O
»1 Ktülk

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in/«//sight and it will 
write more, write' better,' 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202( Wabash Ave.,Chicago,111.

THE NEW LIFE,
Dy Leroy Barrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of tho 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding ot 
health and character. Cloth, tl.

Materialization“'^Blu LU 1 lUlliiUUUH ance tttld Materiafkatlon a 
Pact In Nature, byB. F. Austin. Theae two lec
tures hi ono boolc ot 48 pago will- be of inturast 
to all believers In this phase ot mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri- 
ously thereon, price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle.
By 1. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 

Chief of “The Standard Dictionary"; 
Author of “The Widow'a Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “The 
Next Step In Evolution,", etc.
A book full -of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s previous 
publication of this subject: "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work gll through;" and also with tho 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland .Record: "There has 
pever bign So fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, $1.00.

HAECKEL'S LAST Great Work., Just PuHlshrf.

1149 NtL PwtarUJe.

í«0 Copla Sold.

PROORESSfVE THINKER, Publfsban 
a UVHW &UX, Ï.U.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublic
By Charles B. Waite. X M « author of ‘’History, 
of tbo Christian Hcnglon to the Year XOO,” etc. 
Price, pauer. 25 cents.

RfiDIflHT-fNEROy Rlslts Relation 
to Modem Actcophysics; by Edffnr L. Parkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory. Eeno Mountain,- 
California. This book treat« upon a new branch 
of research into tho laws ot nature, ahd to tho 
Btpdent or even "an admirer oithc modem ns- 
trologicalHleratureTrin surely come withgreat 
Intcrcs* Pried, cloth. I1.7A

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. Lockwobd.
Â masterly presenUtion ot an important aab- ‘ 

jocL A powerful argument aloiurvievF.andBdeu* 
tifie Buob. estaDllebinr on a BCtentlfio basis tha 
foot oflbe continuity ot personal Individual coo- 
scions selfhood after laying* aside the physical 
body, a or rare vainc. With several ' 
fiaeüluBtraUonB. Cloth. fldlX / *

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
"There is no death; ., there are no 

dead.” - ' . ’ ; • ■
These words stand out on the cover 

of Edward C. Randall's. new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox . 
woi/a, aad through aU of Its pages' 
runs this challenge to those whose ' 
ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a'< 
future life-are based strictly upon tha*' 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl- • 
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price $1.50._ ____ ■___ .

VEDANTA^HILOSOPHr.
Lectures by the Brim! Vfrefcftacjda, on RtlaTOSM 

or Conquering the Intercal Kataro, and other sub
jects; also, P&UTtjnll's Tog» Apbprtims.' with canK 
rDenUrles and n copious giomry of BEUSkrtt terms.

Cloth. RtjaYog» - ta occleol «yatem of Indian PbUo^ophr, and one of 
the foar chief-methods thtt th&Tedanu Philosophy 
offers io obtain freadom and perfection. Bwtml 
«taanndahraufisi tofUar figure inserers) Amen* 
cafe cities Curing the ihreeye«». following the Par* 
Unmetrt ofEeNffitme at Chicago: ha wu cardlniirrc. 
celrMln America^ where tba breaGtii and depth of 
l&teAchlnpB wom wtra Tocognlfied. HU teachings . cgft! ©nireml In thoir anpiicstt&n. book la ebsw

ForBalcat^affic»..

r
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THE PR06HBSS1VE TllNia
PuWItfied Every Saturday at 40 Looml* Street 

4« R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 
"Eutered ua Second-Class Hatter, De

cember 11, 1880, nt the Post omee at 
Dlieaso, III., under Aet or Mureh 3, 1870."

TERMS OF HUBSCniPTlONi
The ProKTCBsIve Thinker will bo fur- 

illshed until further notice at the fol- 
owlng terms, invariably in advance; 

One Year _____ ....... i.................... tl.'OO
Six MontWu ...............OOcta 
Thirteen Weeks .................................. 25cta
Blngi® Copy .............. .. I...... ,Ccta

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New York. It costs from 10 to 15 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks.' so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount‘sent. Address all lettera 
to J. 11. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Bireet, 
Chicago, Ill. • '. \ - •

TAKE NOTICE.
the expiration of snbseHpUon, K' 

not renewed, tho papoi’ is discon
tinued. ■ No bills will be sent fpr 
VxfM- Fiumbei’iS. • ?

tt you do not receive your paper 
promptly, write us, and/ any errors 
in address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis. 

Whenever you desire the ' address ^oi 
- your paper* changed, always give the 

address of the place to which It has 
been going or the change cannot be 

mkde. '
TO~ FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Thq price of The Progressive Thinker I 
per year to foreign countries Is >2.

-. «■esanawnBonaBsnoBMnmaBaMssnansac 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1P08

' WORDS OF CAUTION.
You sliould not send money in a 

letter. You moy do so a dozen times 
e«fely, and then the next Remittance 

- may bo lost or stolen. Securo a pos
tal order .for >five cents, and then 
you are perfectly sate, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble. '

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

-" The POSTAGE on papers has been 
.Increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, ryherenB previously we 
only paid tlie pound rates—a mere 
Rifle. Hence, to all tho British pos- 
¿bsBlons on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Justice to a Good Man.
Rev. Thorton Mills, of the Christian

The Dawju of Science,
It .waB a wonder world to scientists 

when awakening from 'a sleep ot 
countless ages, a Cadmus, or some 1 
other Intellectual worthy, invented let
ters, and was able for the first time 
to cage a thought on paper, and trans-, 
mit that thought to a later generation. 
That person, and all who learned his 
methods, were supposed to have been 
inspired by the gods, and their per'' 
sons were esteemed sacred. ■

The art of writing was appropriated 
by the priesthood, and they trans
mitted it to their successors. Thous
ands of years passed before writing 
became the property ot the people.

In good, old England-the plea, “I 
am a clergyman,” proved by his read
ing to the judge from a book, took 
the Cass' out of the jurisdiction of the. 
court for all offenses Jess than treason, 
All persons who ■ could read were 
classed. w|th clergymen. This law re
mained in force Jn England until 
1827, when it was repealed. Ini the 
United States this "benefit of clergy" 
apt remained in force until 'it was're
pealed by Congress, April 30, 1790, 
During all the long period It was on, 
the statute books, the masses were 
taught ’‘the clergy_ are inspired of 
God, and their productions are sa- 
ored," z . , ' . ,

Clothed with authority, and ssqr 
talned .by law. the priests determined I 
to protect their guild, and succeeded 
in every essential feature until Luther 
and his colleagues came to the front,

The imaginary Ideas of the early 
.priests In regard to creation found 
their way to the Alexandrian library, 
about 280 years before our era, where 
700,000 volumes, material collected 
from all nations, are said to have been 
stored. These were mostly rendered 
into the Greek, and it is merely possi
ble the Hebrew Pentateuch was there 
compiled from those records.

With no knowledge of the earth, or 
the starry heavens, other than that 
seen revealed to the unaided eye, the 
earth was a plane, supported by pil
lars, and the sky bending over it, with 
moon and ^tars to serve as lamps for 
night. The sun was a . great eye

• Union'Church, Rockford, Ill., made 
•Thotnas Paine the subject of his dis
course two Sundays ago. ' Rev) Mills 

■ Wghly complimented the "Author 
liero of the Revolution,” as did Rev.

his predecessor severalDr. Kerr,
years ago in the same pulpit. Geo. 
Lippard, the Quaker author of 
"'Washington and His Generals,” thus 
first justly designated Paine.

Why; should .not Unitarians, and in 
fact all Christians, speak well of
Thomas J?aine? He was the first per-
fion in all the world to write tlfe

' ,words, “The Free and Independent 
states of America.”
; Lippard, the Quaker, was right, 
Who wrote nearly seventy years ago, 
When he said:

"I stand on the grave of this deeply 
wronged THOMAS PAINE, and ask 
py countrymen to 3o him justice! I 
boldly point to the records'of the past 
for proof, when I state, Thomas Paine 
was the co-worker of Jefferson and 
'Adams in the great deed of Independ
ence. My voice may fall unheeded 
now, but one hundred years hence, 
the'ngme Infidel will be forgotten.in 
the glory of the Patriot."

Of what did the “name Infidel’1 con- 
Bist? Paine said: "I believe In one 
God and'no more, and hope for an
other life.." “My religion consists 
•in doing good and in making others 
Happy.” Said he:- “Any system of 
religion that has anythiqt; in it to 
shock the mind of a child cannot be a 
true system.”

THB FROOMHSSIVB THIHKBR February 22, IS”Ä.

Special Collection Notice..
An Exceptionally Important filessage from 

the Secretary of the N. S. A..
Fellow Spiritualists: The great Necessities of the public 

cause of SpirHuali&m now creating exactions upon the National 
Spiritualists’ Association to protect and support, makes it im
perative that a call be made upon its-auxiliary societies and 
every friend to make a liberal contribution.

It is customary for this Association to receive the proceeds’ 
of a special collection taken early each year. Such collections 
by each society would aggregate a sum sufficient . to carry the 
National work with energy and secure success. . ■ . .

.AVill ybii secure contributions and a public collection?
.¡Some date not later than the Igst of Miirch is suggested, < : 
This request is made with full trust in you to assist, for.if the

Spiritualists will each aid a little, good results will bless all, for 
our interest's are mutual. z , 
: Address, yours fraternally ancl .confidingly, ' -

~ : i . GEORGE W. KATES, Secretary. ‘
600 Pennsylvania Aye. S.-E., Washington, D. C. ,

looking down upon the earth, dally 
visiting every part of it, at night de
scending to Pluto's empire underlying 
the-earth. It was recognized as a god, 
and was worshipped as such. / Priests 
endowed it with attributes which they 
thought became a god. j

Some straggling ideas in the ar
rangement of lenses, so as to magnify 
objects, were taken advantage of by 
Galileo, about 1608, and these devel
oped into the 'first telescope, with 
power to reveal the moons of Jupiter. 
This was just 300 years ago, and was 
the stepping stone to our first true 
knowledge of the solar system, and of 
the million^ of suns wheeling in 
-boundless space. The Babylonians 
had mapped the heavens, dividing the 
stars into clusters, and' given each 
constellation a name; and the Egyp
tians had formed a zodiac, Indicating 
the movement of the sun in its annual 
orbit; but the science of astronomy

A NOBLE EXAMPLE.
In a ,lafe iskue of The Progressive 

Thinker tlie wriler'of the item under 
thp-heading of “A Noble‘Example," 
nia^de a bad - mistake jn coupling the 
order for IRQ .copies of The Pro
gressive TiiinkerJo distribute weekly, 
to the churçh over - which G. Tabtir 
Thompson pyesldes, tiiu? side-tracking 
the honors which belong exclusively 
to the Philadelphia Society over wlijph 
Mr. Thos, M. Locke has bo long and 
faithfully served as president, and 
Hany M. Shope, secretary and treas
urer. Mr. Shope writes. "We em
ploy only the best talent In the.land 
from Maine' to California, and claim 
to be the leading society, of Philadel
phia. We have no indehtffilness, and 
have- a good-sized bank (recount.”

Credit should always be bestowed 
where due, and not S1DE-TJIACKED 
in any .other direction, and we thank, 
the Secretary, Mr. Shope, for ' being 
prompt in correcting the mistake.

VALUABLE RECIPE.

How to Cure Yourself of Drunkenness,

Ar alcoholic addict, actuated by a sincere desire to break the 
shackles of the despotism'and go forth with capactijr for the 
higher joys of life, is urged to think persistently as he is falling 
asleep in lines like these: ( ,' - . . . . '
“Whiskey is unnecessary to Iny physical well-being; it is cre

ating structural changes in vital organs; it J.s~ destroying my 
mentality and blunting my-moral sensibility. -I do not need it, 
and shall no longer use it either in mere liravado or to hide 
from my-vision conditions that are insufferable. I siigli depend 
absolutely on the units of energy legitimately manufactured out 
of nutritious food, good air, exercise, and sleep/ l am done with 
alcohol once and forever. The appetite for it is destroyed in my 

i beingyand I no longer;admit capacity for temptation. From this 
' hour it shall be impossibly for me either to desine ór to take a 
drink for any conceivable reason. I do not want it. I do not 
need it. I shall not-iniss it.”—-Dr. John D. Quackehbos, in the 
New York World. '

N, 8. A, PICKUPS,

Impressive Suggestions by the Sec
retary.

For the want of something highly 
important to talk to you about-, I 
want to suggest that secretaries of 
auxiliary .societies In sending to mo 
a report of officers elect, should sup-

awaited the revealments 
scope.

AU the great systems

of-the tele-

of religion,

THR “REV.” HUGH R. MOORE.
This notorious medium,' who has a 

history in cminectionwlth Lily Dale, 
New York City,- and Los Angelas, 
Cal., has left Chicago, and we hope 
FOR GOOD, and has taken up his 
residence hr Cincinnati, Ohio. He 
ieftthis city just after A BUSHEL OF 
EVIDENCE in, regard to his career 
had been placed on file in the Police 
Department, and which would have 
soon IeQ to his arrest. His material
izations and ethprealty.ations. are all 
of MUNDANE ORIGIN, and no spirit 
Wfts ever connected therewith. There 
is not a cainpmeeting in the United 
States but what would regard it as a 
disaster tp have him appear upon the

AN IMPORTANT CASE.

It Occurred at Albany, N. Y., and Es
tablished Spiritualism as a Reli
gion in. the Eyes of the Law.—Mrs. 
liall Was Acquitted.—Judge Brady 
Decides the Famous Case in Which 

, Mrs. Reynolds Figured.—Spiritual
ist Rallied Well.—Decided That 
Spiritualistic Trances Are Not Me-, 
diums ot Telling Fortunes Within 
Meaning of City Ordinance.

grounds.

A Liti le Boy Three. Years of Age 
i Remarkable Clairvoyant.

a

Hate the Antonym of Love. '
Our friend of the Homiletic Review 

Occupies a different plane of thought 
than that occupied by the editor of 
.The Progressive Thinker. He explains 
those repulsive expressions of Jesus, 
found in the Bible, as “Oriental im
agery.” We have no desire to con
trovert his opinion in that regard, 

■ ' but we shall insist with all the energy 
we are capable- that such crazy teach
ing is not adapted to the Occident. 
Hate in all languages Is the opposite 
of love, and unless applied to vice 
should have no place in the human 
breast. Gods or myths, If they tea^h 
it as an essential of religious faith, as 
they' who defend them err in judg- 

. ■ ment in our opinion. Outside of the 
Bible it would receive no tofbration 
from any one. ,It Jesus taught it, 
or if it Is an interpolation by cowled 

■ and hypocritical monks, as we verily

including Catholic and Protestant, 
were predicated on the ancient notions 
of the heavens. Every one of the 
great Pfotestaiit leaders, Luther, 
Melajcthon, Calvin, Beza and others, 
died before the first very imperfect 
telescope was invented. They and all 
the world were yet ignorant ofthe rev
elations that instrument^ was destined 
to give humanity. Instead of a 2%- 
inch lens, such instruments are now in 
use with 38 fo 50 inoli lens. And 
photography has come to its aid, more 
than doubling the number of stars 
seen by the most powefful telescope, 
and fixing them on the sensitized 
sheet so they can be studied at leisure.

Then comes the compound micro-' 
scope 'with its almost Infinitesimal 
powers, enlarging objects from 1,200 
to 5,000 times, revealing a minute 
world, unknown even In a small wax 
until 1617. By its powers, says King, 
in his "Microscopists’ Companion,"

The Pulpit Boje.
.More than one good churchman 

will sympathise with the anonymous 
lawman of a New York church, who 
lately published his views of church 
service. ■ Ito is entitled to the compli
ments of church attendants, most of 
whom, save the moss.-backs, have suf
fered In the same direction.

It were well had-those who having 
nothing to say, instead of wasting 
breath to fill up time, would remain 
silent. We quote:

"For forty years and more I have 
felt that the exquisite beauty of tlie 
church’s services made them the high
est of privileges. ■ But the tedium— 
the horror, I may say, as I am anony
mous—the intolerable bore, of the 
average sermon, Is too high a price 
for all but the most faithful church
man to pay—even for the privilege. 
Would it not be better to direct that 
curates should be given a sermon by 
some eminent clergyman v of our 
church apd directed to practice read
ing it—and then told to read It—in
stead of compelling congregations to 
sit through their struggles with 
words?” ' r

Many an audience mistake words

I.have received from the publishing 
office, No. 40 Via Campo Marzio, 
Rome, with a request for exchange, 
the fifth number of a bi-monthly the
osophical Review,' with the appropri
ate title of "Ultra,", and adopting for 
epigraph, the, equally, appropriate 
maxim of Heraclitus, the famous phi
losopher, "If thou dost not expect the 
unexpected thqu wilt not find Truth.”

Our contemporary is the recognized 
organ ot the Theosophical Society in 
Rome, and it ¡devotes several of Its 
Sixty-eight pages to Spiritualistic 
topics. From it we borrow the fol
lowing remarkable narrative:

"Signor Orflste Innocenti, a well 
known Roman antiquary, residing at 
No. 7 7 Via Babbulno, has a little boy, 
three years old, who presents some 
strange phenomena of telepathy or 
clairvoyance. A few days ago, the 
child, Wljo, three months previously 
had lost' an uncle of whom he was 
very fond, was with his mother in one 
of the rooms, suddenly exclaimed, 
“Look, mamma! dost thou not see my 
uncle?” And he ran to । clasp his । 
knees as he had been accustomed to I 
do when )ris uncle was alive. But not 
seeing the phantom any more, he 
cried out, ."Uncle has gone away.” 
His mother smiled, and tried to per
suade him that he had not seen his 
uncle, but the little fellow persisted- 
in declaring that he had entered and 
quitted the room.

Some days afterwards the child 
waft with his mother In the office, and

A t \To the Editor: As an edd sub
scriber and a moat appreciative one 
also, I send you clippings from our lo
cal press pertaining to an interesting 
event in our city, and which has had 
a. great bearing on the standing of 
our Cause in this old conservative 
city of Albany, N. JI.

The medium, Mrs. Hall, who was 
arrested, has carried on Spiritualist 
meetings here for nine years, and 
given readings to thousands of peo
ple who have sought her advice, and 
never before has there been a shadow 
of complaint'against her. She lias J 
converted hundreds to her opinions, ' 
comforted the troubled and sorrow
ing, and has kept Spiritualism in this 
town from trailing in the mud.

At this fime we have had a minis
terial spasm of reform In this city, 
and said ministers knowing that many 
went to hear Mrs. Hall every Sunday 
evening, and that also many sought 
her advice, they concluded that she 
was a menace: to their schemes, and 
to retain their owu patronage, they 
made a complaint that the police de
partment were obliged to notice.

, They reasoned without their host, 
qs Mrs. Hall, being an honest me
dium, understood her riglit-too well 
to be intimidated, by a Iqt of pious

Mrs. Hall a one dollar bill and the 
medium gave her a fifty cent piece in 
change. In that trausacyon comes 
the strange part of the story.

After a warrant had been sworn 
out for Mrs. Hall on the charge of 
telling fortunes, in violation of the 
city ordinance, she was brought to 
the police court and the trial was' 
quite an event in Spiritualistic cir
cles. All the leading men and women 
of the faith were in? court and they 
listened to the medium’s testimony 
with rapt attention. Mrs. Hall was 
a talker of much power and convinced 
the court that she was merely follow
ing the practices of her religious be
lief when she accepted the visit of 
Mrs. Reynolds and agreed to seek the 
spirit world for the answers to her 
questions. As regards to the cash 
transaction, that is, the transaction by 
which Mrs. Hall gave back the fifty 
cent piece for the dollar .bill, there 
was not much light. The medium did 
not really remember the details. She 
said she was convinced she was still 
in a trance when the transaction oc
curred as she did not remember it 
very distinctly. This argument w;is 
not very convincing to tho lay mind 
and the fellow who tried to follow the 
Intricate argument of the witness on 
the value of spirit eonimuicntlon.

However, the testimony adduced at 
the trial convinced Judge Brady that 
Mrs. Ball was really sincere in her be
lief when she agreed practleally one 
of the things of her religious belief 
when she agreed to read the signs of

ply the full first name, as aft initial is 
sometimes confusing. Legally, your / 
officers should be listed with full; 
name. Also send to me their locsjl 
address, so I can -send ..them soi/ne 
sweet message some day. /

Will the ladles please bear in nllnd 
that gentlemen have a prefix and'suf
fix that are applied, whether they are 
marrlejj or not Why do the ladies 
not invent /something of the sqnie • 
character for their use? Plain Alice 
Smith may be married or not, hence 
I am often bothered to know whether 
to address such a person as Miss or 
Mrs. Until a proper prefix is estab
lished to mean a lajiy irrespective of 
being married or not, I. am inclined '/ 
to risk "Mrs." whenever the prefix 
is not added. Hence do not abuse me 
for your fault. ■ Some ladies add lu 
brackets, (Mrs.), as if they were not 
fully satisfied to have a title. Am I 
wrong—are they modest ot ■ their 
laurel.s? ; .

Permit me to say that the N. S. |A. 
Lyceum Lessons issued in The Pro
gressive Thinker of Feb. 1, are. to .be' 

I supplied at only cost of pro'diicUdn. A 
Send to the N. S. A. headquarters ; 
for a supply for Lyceum or family use,* \ 
or for distribution among children, 
and they will be sent if you remit 
only postage, or make a donation to . 
assist in the'publication. The pam- k, 
plilet edition of the lessons Will be 
ready by the time this is read,, and 
any interested will please let me hear. 
It is safe to remit one cent for each 
copy, if a number shall be ordered; 
but they are yours for the asking.

GEORGE W. KATES.
600 Pa. Ave., S.-E., 

Washington, D. C.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 1!
Realizing the great value and lit- ! 

entry merit of the poetical writings of 
the late Mrs. George Davenport-Ful
ler, of Onsets Mass., her friends are 
desirous that the same should be pre
served in book form us a loving me-7 
morial of the arisen one. Dr. Fuller > 
has consented to edit and prepr^e.tlie 
work for publication, provide!' thoat 
friends who have copies of her poewe 
in scrap-books, or otherwise, will gand 
them to him to be. copied for, jute
memorial. will reuiri) the' 0]
imils, if desired, to the senders. Will' i 
all of the readers of The Progre^Bive- ’ 
Thinker, who bqye copies of "The
,Light on the Way,” "Light on : the. • ;
Path/’ 
pa(iei'S

and other old-time Spiritualist

ill order
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War is Expensive.
It Is just announced from Washing

ton that there have been paid from the 
treasury of the United States sjnee the 
founding of the government for pen-
Sion« only, $3,568,016,732.00.

It would be interesting to see 
much has been expended for war 
poses, including the vast sums

how 
p ur
dís-

believe, It Is obnoxious and. should 
- repudiated.

be

Not a Good Year'for Creeds.
The Christian Advocate, New York, 

Of January 23, reports J'the gain In 
_ churches In the united States during 

1907 Is nearly 2,000 less than during 
the preceding year, and the communi
cants were over 300,000 lesfi. The 
Roman Catholics report the .largest 
gains. There Is-a Cause for this. -The 
Catholic element of Southern Europe 

" has been turned . Americanward for 
the last few years, an A with It has 
Come an Increase ot crime never 
known in this country before. All 
religious faiths predicated on the 
Atoning blood bt Jesus, whose inno
cence suffers for guilt, seems .a stimu
lant to crime, and this tendency is 
greatly intensified where confession 

- to the priest, with probably penance, 
Ateps in between justice and merited 
punishment

page 9: '
"In. a single drop of water the mi

croscope presents to the astonished 
vision, living creatures of most beauti
ful and varied forms, entirely unlike 
all former conceptions of organic ex
istence, and so extremely minute that 
it would require from twenty-five 
thousand . to eighty millions to fill 
the narrow space of one square inch. 
* • - These minute livftig beings
are extremely reproductive, and con
stitute the chief proportion of living 
bodies on the face of the earth.”

Is it then any wonder gross ignor
ance prevails in regard to the great 
forces of Nature? For hundreds of j 
years the best minds of ‘ the world,; 
they who were capable of independ
ent thought and,would have given in
valuable discoveries to science, were 
assassinated by the church. , ' .

■ It wastoot until within quite recent 
years we in America, the freest gov
ernment in the world, "dared publish 
the truth about the Bible, Its heroes, 
or its teachings, and ' the religion 
based on its errors. And now the 
tyrarihy of the church exhausts its 
powers.to relegate to obscurity all who 
have the bravery to controvert the 
divine origin of their faith. But 
again:
■"Truth Is coming up the bills of time, 

Wait a little longer.”

bursed in the construction and main- j 
tenance of a navy, in fortifications, I 
munitions of war, and for education 
in the art ot killing, with ail the lilcl- 
dentals. ' And while about it, wpuld it 
not be well to know how many of our 
brave defenders have fallen in battle, 
died lit prisons, or have gone do-wn in 
death in some form for the "glory" 
of the Republic. National independ
ence is an expensive affair, and yet it 
is worth preserving. ,

"To make war with those who trade 
with us, is like betting a bull-dog 
on a customer at the shop door.”—- 
Thomas Paine, in Crisis.

k Expensive Soul-Saving.
Billy Sunday, the ex-baseball player 

and sensation revivalist, is reported 
to have received a purse’of ?10,040 
at .Bloomington, IU.,? for five weeks’ 
services in saving.souls from hell. It; 
is claimed he spoké to 40,000 people, ; 
and converted 4,000 to his faith. Sav
ing souls come high, when successful 
ball players minister at God’s altar. 
. It is a marvel to know what be
comes of Billy’s victims. Go to any 
eftyrwhere he has ministered with as
tonishing success, a; month later, and 
the hypnotic, effect has passed, -and 
scarcely a trace remains of his sdul- 
¿aying labor.' Hypnotism as a reform
ing process, -needs-frequent renewals, 
better If the operation is repeated 
dally. ’ * ' :

all of a sudden he said to her, 
“Fantacchiottl is crossing the Piazza 
Novena, and is bringing you some 
flowers." She was somewhat startled,' 
and, told the boy he must be mad, but 
he assured her that he saw Fantac
chiottl crossing that square with flow
ers. Twenty minutes afterwards that 
gentleman, who is a sculptor, and a 
friend of tho Innocenti family, en
tered the office, bringing some flow
ers. Signora Innocenti asked him 
where he was. twenty minutes previ
ously, and his reply was, "crossing the 
Piazza Novena.” This -incident great
ly. astounded the family, as welt ns 
§ignor Fantacchiottl, who has hither
to denied the phenomena, of Clairvoy
ance.” ‘

I regret to learn from “Ultra” that 
Mrs. Cooper Oakley, who will be well 
remembered by Melbourne Theoso- 
phists, is so v^ry i|l as to have been 
compelled to withdraw from her 
work in Italy, and seek what I hope 
will prove an early recovery in a San
atorium in Germany:

s' Spiritualism in Mexico.
As to Spanish America generally, 

wherg Roman Catholicism is rapidly 
Jqslng * ground among the educated 
classes, Spiritualism is advancing with 
great- strides in Mexico, as will be 
seen from the following announce
ment which appears in “El Siglo Es
pirita,” of the 10th of- October last; 
“The continuous .and powerful ad
vance made by the Science' of Spirit
ualism, and th^ multiplication ot so- 
cltles for, the investigation of psychic 

, and metlipsychic phenomena, render 
incumbent the convocation of fresh 
congresses.” And for*.tils reason the 
Central Féfmahfent Committee; jn the 
exercise of the powers delegated to it 
by the great Cpngress held in 1906, 
has convened a kecond, which will as
semble oft ths 31st of March, 1908, 
under the-presidency of Don Nicolas

A Valuable Definition. jl

Geometry, literally, means - earth* 
measure. The science owes "its orw 
gin to the necessity, of frequent, meas
uring the lands along the Nile, whose 
annual overflow removed all traces of 
boundary lines, thus illustrating the' 
truth of the axiom: "Necessity is the:

[ mother of invention.

frauds, and she claimed the right to 
rpactice her religious beliefs accord
ing to her convictions, and has won a 
glorious victory tor Spiritualism, and 
her persecutor^ are covered with dis
grace atjd tohfuslon.

If the least suspicion of fraud could 
have-been found against Mrs. Hall 
at the investigation, which was very 
searching, she would have been sent 
to jail, but her vindication was com
plete through the witness brought by 
the prosecution. The following from 
the Albany Sunday Telegram explains 
more fully:

Judge Brady lias decided the much 
bruited question of "When is a Spir
itualist?" .In his decision in the fa
mous Hall case he brings the debate 
to an end and ga^e out as his opin
ion that Mrs. Elizabeth Hall was not 
a fortune' teller, but in divulging the 

| future to applicants at fifty cents per

the spirits for tile police matron. In 
explanation of the taking of money 
Mrs. Hall was not at sea.

Merely An Offering
She explained that she was fitted 

with powers not accorded to everyone. 
If she used these powers for everyone 
that came-along she would be busy all 
the time and she could not afford to 
do this. Therefore, she says, these 
people who came to her Io learn what 
is transpiring In the other world make 
an offering. There is not stated sum, 
although, all strangers would not be 
welcdmo unless they gave at least fif
ty cents. This seems to be the pop- 
ulnr price of communication.

The trial has developed the fact 
that Albany has a lot of residents'who 
believe in Spiritualism. Among them 
are 'people of wealth and influence 
and some officials of power and influ
ence. They have rallied to the sup
port of their medium in grand style 
and are, apparently, convinced that 
all she tells Is the truth. It was a

will find offerings from her facile 
pen. Send them all to Dr. George A. 
Fuller, Onset, Mass. If you have sin
gle poems, please forward also. Now
is the time to act.

Yours for Spiritualism, 
HARRISON D. BARRETT,

\ IBRATORY FORCES.

Given by Automatic Writing, April 15, 
1K0«.

divulge, was acting as a believer in 
her religion pure and simple. This 
Hall case ha^ attracted no little atten
tion since the Sunday Telegram told 
the story, exclusively, to the public. 
It has not only resulted in letters to- 
the public press from our old friends 
Pro Bono Publico, Veritas and Old. 
Subscriber, but has even been taken 
up by the Spiritualists of the city in a 
serious vein at their meetings. They

Gonzales ,y Gonzales. • i
From ilie saftie publication I learn 

that a-net^ centre, or circle as -we call 
it, for . the investigation ot psychic 
phenomena, had'been'formed In the 
City of Mexico; under the title of 
"Alpha,” .and has already been joined 
by a number of Intellectual gentle
men, who-have'been drawn together 
by a common desire to solVe some of 
the great enigmas which involve the. 

- past, the present, and the future off 
human being.—Harbinger ofevery 

Light, 
Ì

We 
choice

Australia.

have, in. fact, to make our
between science and suffering.

It is,only by wisely utilizing the gifts 
of science'that we have any hope of 
maintaining our- popnla|ion in plen
ty and comfort. Science, however, 
will dp ^is for na if .we will only let 
bar,-^-SIr' .John Lubbock.

most .difficult case for the court in 
view of the fact that Mrs. Hall was 
really practicing something that is ac
cepted as part of a religious belief. 
He would really have to determine 
the thoughts and motives deepest in 
the heart of the 'woman to make any 
Other decision then the one made and 
it will meet with approval, undoubt
edly, in view of the testimony taken in 
court and the expressions of belief in 
the woman by so many people.

MISS N. BURS.
523 Central Ave., Albany, N. Y.

The reason why spirits, as a rule,, 
first love to manifest by raps. is. lb 
bring to mortals the fad that all mat-, 
ter is vibratory and governed by vi
bratory Ion es; that there are comn>v- 
lions and extensions of these vibra
tions which death, so-called, cannot, 
destroy nor silence. They keep right 
on pulsing, throbbing, founding and 
reverberating without ceasing, and 
that this is the method of communica
tion between citizens of the higher 
world, and is being introduced to be
come so in the mortal world. Then 
again, till these vibrations lilake their 
indentations in the alphabetical order 
as \hey go oscillating to and fro, ■ 
wherefore the alphabet was called for 
and this simple mode of giving and 
receiving ■messages thus has behind it 
a great and grand system. <i fountain; 
of truth. There are spirit operators' 
who put this mystic rap directed to 
eart It friends, in words so the mes
sages can be understood. Those who 
assist in framing into words the in-/
splrationally messages on
sensitive brains, mast bo skilled In
suelr duties, or
duced, which Is not

ill reMilts are pro-
medium's

were ot the opinion that the constitu
tion of the state of New York which 
decrees that all citizens shall have the 
right and blessing of enjoying« their 
religious belief in whatever shape it 
may assume, was being attacked and 
based all their arguments why Mrs. 
Hall should be released on that claim. 
In their expressions o^opinion In the 
press they openly declared that the 
authorities were attacking the reil- . 
gious belief of a large number ot cit
izens and they decried the spirit of 
the times that would allow éuch a 
thing.

All this discussion has been a cause 
of considerable, agitation and the re
sult of the Hall case was awaited with 
more than passing Interest. Sunday 
Telegram readers will remember the 
case well. Mrs. Elizabeth Hall is the 
woman-, residing at 146 Clinton ave
nue, who told Tilts. LeOra Reynolds, 
police matron at local headquartèrs, a 
whole lot of strange things. Mrs. 
Reynolds had been sent by the police 
department to' secure evidence ¿gainst 
her as à fortune teller becauso-Billy 
McGraw, the inan of the- detective 
force, did not strike Mrs. Hall’s at
tendants as A possible subject for her 
Spiritualistic trances, Billy was not 
allowed within the sacred portals of 
the trance room and Chief Hyatt de-1 
elded that Mrs. Reynolds looked mild 
enough to- tackle the job without cre
ating suspicion. Mrs. Reynolds’ visit 
was interesting to sày the least. s She 
was received by Mrs. Hall, who'took'; 
her hand and Immediately went into | 
a trance. Mrs. Reynolds had previ
ously written several questions on a 
slip of paper..

Answers AR Right .
The strange part of the case, to 

those who have not become convinced 
that they saw Mrs. Reynolds coming 
and were prepared for her fa the fact 
that some of the answers^to the police 
matron’s questions were all right 
She truthfully answered some of the 
questions relating to the family his
tory of the subject and gave some ad
vice that seemed sensible., When the 
trance was over Mra. Reynolds gave

APPRECIATIVE.
To the Editor: Permit me to thank 

you heartily for the magnificent man
ner in which you have inserted the 
Lyceum Lessons in your paper. I feel 
hopeful of good to result. Surely, we 
must be more energetic in behalf of 
the Lyceum cause. It Is dear to me, 
and 1 hope to assist* it all 'I can.

GEORGE W. KATES.
Washington, D. C.

THIS GHOST IS A WONDER.
Forces an Overcoat to .Walk and^ 

Causes Beds to Make Themselves. 
—By Cable to the Chicago Trib
une.

f

fault, but ton often the fault of a cir- 
<le or an assembly that furnishes in- 
haiinonious'or tnislil conditions which 
affect the .sensitive and make the vi
bratory connections of the aimed-ut 
inductions exceedingly difficult.

.lust one more remark on the raps
and table-tapping. When

ROME, Feb. 8.—Dispatches from 
Turin contain extraordinary stories 
of recent alleged Spiritualistic phe
nomena at the house of Sig. Cavallero 
in that city and Sesare Lombroso has 
just left home to conduct a personal 
investigation of them.

One" of the stories ié that while 
Signora Cavallero was in her hall-an 
overcoat suddenly descended from its 
hook and wrapped Itself about her 
shoulders: When she screamed the 
overcoat considerately left her shoul
ders, But continued to perambulate 
down the hallway as though much 
agitated. '

Another story is that In the chil
dren’s bedroom beds make themselves 
and that all over the- premises thé 
electric lights are operated by unseen 
hands. Prof. Lombfoso, the eminent 
¿rlminologist and psychologist, be
lieves that one of Sig. Cavallero’s 
sons is a medium especially gifted 
and that'this circumstance explains 
the weird happenings.

—-------- ------------------
If you want to know the opinion of 

your neighbor, you want his honest 
opinion. You do not want to be' de
ceived. You do not want to talk with

I a hypocrite.—Ingersoll. -
| Shun passion; fold the hands of 
thrift; sit still—and truth is near.—»• 
Emersbn.

a new circle convenes certainly nmong 
the number are individuals strongly 
mediumislic. The first thing received, 
is generally a rap. They are delighted 
as a rule, but too often grow mirthful 
and sportful while.they ate made the 
recipients of messages by raps an 
table-tipping, and this is mostly r 
excuse for all parties to mark the 
selves as to their spiritual ■standipg 
abd percentage. Al) these and maiity 
other exercises are necessary before a 
sensitive mortal can be accepted ad a_ .. 
co-worker and a band of spirits-forut 
about them as a protective fortress 
against ill-disposed spirits. Oh, how 
all spirits love strong, pure, true me- . 
diums, who have strong self-poise and 
4 still stronger spiritual counterpoise, 
so .they need not fear when the du
ties assigned them to work out jointly 
require that their medium should 
touch zero levels to rescue some poor 
victim there, buv that they can per
form such duty and remain as pure 
and true as if they were moving in a 
celestial atmosphere. There at pres
ent many such noble workers, while 
there are also many ignoble ones, bat 
the true and truth win.

MRS. M. KLEIN. .
Van Wert, O. ..

- On 
more

Large Döings, 
Long Island 'a hundred land 
years ago there was fox hunt-

ing for three days during the season, 
and-the biography of Catherine 
Schuyler contains the following apt 
lines from the pen of a witty woman 
whose name remains unknown: 
A fox is killed by’twenty men, 
That fox perhaps had killed a hen. 
A gallant aet no doubt is here. 
All wicked foxes ought to fear” . 
When twenty dogs and twenty men 
Can kill a fox that killed a hen.
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EYESIGHT RESTORED

“l'niciical

By Fred. T. Hodgson. '
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“Every Living Creature; 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;’ 
acter Building." . By Ralph 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS, I

“Tlie Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. Au excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spiriruuiity. None can read it wltn- 
out pleasure and profit. Price hue.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol
ume . contains the best pobms of the 
author, apd some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably- 
adapted for recitations. - 225 bages, 
beautifully bound. Pries $1. '

Eyeglasses IVIay Be Abandoned.

A Wonderful Discovery That Correias 
AfllicUons of tho Eyo With- 

out Cutting or .
Drugging?grains of Wheat Sprouting-by the Action of Vital Force.—Dis- 

U' integration and Substitution of Matter,—Levitation. ' 
\ —Vision Through Opaque Bodies.

tages." One Hundred and . Twenty 
Fine Designs. " " ' “ ‘

“Tlie Majesty oi Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
..“The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jordan. Price
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? The following highly important article from the pen of the 
eminent Pau de Saint-Martin,is translated from the French espe
cially for The Progressive Thinker by Monthon Tattersfield. 
The article appears in Revue Spirite of Paris, France. It will 
he read with deep interest. . . . '

Dr. Count Albert de Sarrak came to Paris, the city of light, 
the inicpntested center of science, literature ¿nd art,’ to demand 
jonseera tion for his, workp, hjs long and. toilsome researches. He . . 
intended at first to prove to a vast public, the reality of his- trap-1 
sccndental faculties and power; but prevented by various cir- 

k cumstances from tlie carrying out offtliis plan, especially by an 
i*. unforeseen departure; he wished at least to give a few persons 
’ - , .thf ) chance of ascertaining the accuracy of his assertions. .For 

Ahis purpose M.’de Sarrak recently invited to his apartments tin 
Nue Montaigne a smal! number of guests, chosen, in preference 
uxupng the students of the psychic sciences,\o as to insure the 
maximum of control and guarantee.

M. de Sarrak, whose bronze-colored, complexion, hair and 
begrd suggest the Hindu origin, his bony face with deeply drawn 

. lines and black, magnetic eyes, which reflect the searcher from 
“the beyond,” the pilgrim from: the “unknown” has, since 
childhood, been familiar with that science of the occult, whose, 
¿ecrets the ancient Orient has'so long and jealousy guarded, and 
he learned early to understand the power of a strong will— 
methodically trained. On reaching manhbod he turned his at- 
tention towards medical studies, and naturally he made the 
ptudy of psychophysiology, the functions and the development 

■ i)f the human soul, a specialty
-This belief and doctrine are slimmed up in the. few words: 

“To think is to create.” The. essential aim of this evening’s 
meeting ivas to confirm the truth of this kind of aphorism.-

The drawing-room in which tlie experiments tooh place is of
an average pize, apiply illuminated by a chandelier and a profu- 
sion of electric bulbs. The furnishing does not present any- 

\ thing remarkable, except a small table, on which', beside the tra- 
vditional glass of water, there is a bowl containing grains qf 

(wheat, which may be examined and handled at leisure.by every 
'¿me present; also a tray with a small quantity of blackish earth,

■ abmething similar to gardeners’compost. x
/ Our host, in impeccable evening dress, the breast covered with 
decorations and insignia, earned by liis remarkable works, be
gan a most.interesting account of his researches and the circum- 

. -stances which led up to the very nearly improbable phenomena, 
whose reality we were called to verify.

He proves that man’s psychic faculties are invariably in bar-, 
mony with nature’s forces, and getting authority from previous 
experiments like those we are going to witness, he asserts that, 

: though the human will power is nearly omnipotent; another 
condition ismeverUieless necessary; personally the only title he1 
lays claim to is,Chela—scholar,but there is also needed a Guru,— 
a master, that is, a representative of these superior humanities 
which a supreme will sends, from time to time, to earth to con
trol-our weakness and guide our efforts.
' It is tp this venerable master, to this Mahatma, that he as- 

. eribes all he knows and every knowledge that he may further 
acquire; it is with him he confers, it is to him he appeals every

• time before undertaking anything; he is conscious of his con-, 
slant presence and knows that he js always ready to gpide and 
support him in his strenuous work of propaganda and diffusion 

? of the transcendental science. - \
< His voice is vibrating with conviction, his gesture moderate, 
his words are always elegant, precise and of an accuracy that 
would be surprising, were it not known from another source that 
M. de Sarrak is a distinguished polyglot who speaks most uf 
the,Eastern and Western languages fluently.

x, After a few moments of rest and well-deserved applause, 
Dr. de Sarrak, before.commencing his experiments, which are 

^Hooked forward to with such impatience, asks permission to put 
on over his coat a kind of robe with long sleeves, whose color 
harmonizes wjth the planetary influences, necessarily varying 

’-according to time, day and season. Then in a humorous man
ner he asks if anyone will kindly assist him, and after a hasty 

'Bqrvey his choice falls upon General A--- , whose reactions, 
it seems are the most favorable to the manifestations lie is going 
to bring about. ■ •

On directions given to him, Mr.' A------- places himself in the 
middle of the room, so that his least movement can be observed 

..andaclosely followed, with raised *forearms'and hands joined so 
as to form a bowl for the required quantity of blackish earth 
that is to serve as soil for the sprouting of the grain. .For this 

-soil, a second guest, Commander M-—, the distinguished editor 
of the Revue Spirite,’ sows haphazard grains of wheat, that he 

' himfeelf has taken from the bowl, pushing them down with the 
point of his finger. A third person moistens the mixture with 
water taken from the glass, out of which the lecturer has just 

\ drank.
s But at this moment Dr. de Sarrak, who until now has stood 

, motionless perceptibly keeping at a distance from his voluntary 
'helpers, approaches slowly after having asked Mme. de Sarrak 
to sit down at the pianò to produce vibrations'fof the purpose of 
harmonizing the surrounding ambient fluids as well as bringing 

■ out .his own. 1 > ' . • -
Will the experiment succeed? .¡Everybody wishes this with

out being too hopeful, for have we not been told beforehand 
that the 'atmospheric conditions were unfavorable, the_wealhcr 
being rainy and the air overcharged with humidity? Besides 
how could a grain of wheat sprout under similar conditions-? 
It is true that Jacolliot in his lecture on his “Voyage in India,” 
when speaking about fakirs, quotes anologous facts,-' but the 
Orient is far awa^and never as yet has such a phenomenon been 
proved in Europe.

During this period of waiting, the yogi or magician—why not 
giye him this name?—standing opposite M. À-r—j his face sub- 
Ihne, eyes'half clqsed with raised forearms and 'palms of hands 
turried^outwards like the devoted attitude of a supplicant re- 
peating'or rather muttering his “Mantras”—invocations ad- 
dresséd to an invisible master. Sometimes he directs Seep, long 

- breaths towards M. A——’s hands, or by slow, magnetic passes, 
'upwards, downwards, or even under the- hands, like as if he 
should attempt to push up the shoots so as to aid òr hasten on 
the process of the phenomenon, ' ' - - ■ .

He himself at this time seems to be in .a verv excited condi-
tion; his face is drawn, with eyes fixed, persistently turned 
towards his agglomeration of earth and grain, the veins in his 
forehead are swelled to the point of bursting,’ the hands are 
trembling, the breathing is panting, the beating of the heart is 
irregular, perhaps painful, for his left hand moves- frequently 
towards that place, as if to soothe its violent emotions; in. short,

the whole being of the experimentalist gives the' impression of 
energy in action making effort to manifest itself.

. Thus elapse three or four minutes in /an impressive', absolute 
silence, when the magician’s face is seen to relax, at'the same 
time as General A-;— gives sign of an inexpressible amaze
ment with his eyes immediately fixed on this pew kind of 
ground for cultiire-^he is the first to prove the results of the 
experiment. ' ' .? '

Just , now his hands distinctly felt the heat and the slight 
shock of the vital or magnetic effluvium, he sees'small,; green; 
stalks emerge here' 'and there ■ from the earth held in his hands, • 
then they multiply in number at the same time as they develop.

- Still, for a few minutes, the magician is breathing vehemently, 
making rapid passes or sending forth effluvium." Soon every
body crowds around General A— and Count de Sarrak, each 
one coming as a personal witness tot affirm the reality of? q form 
of vegetable life brought to light through the efforts of the will 
and the manifestation of the human power. However, with the 
point of along golden needle, the same one with;“which he just 
now pricked the earth in different-places so as to facilitate the 
liquid to penetrate, M. de Sarrak separates the wheat from the 
earth and distributes to each one present the sprouted wheat, 
of an average height, of ten, fifteen to twenty millimeters.

With the watch in hand, the experiment has lasted but eight 
minutes! The success is complete, undeniable-, the sprouting 
lias been accomplished in full light, without any contrivance or 
preparation whatever, under-conditions which seem to exclude 
any possibility of fraud. For curiosity’s sake Mme. put 
the sprouts given her under proper conditions of soil and moist
ure and found the stalks increasing from day to day in vigor 
and size., - 7

However impossible those results seem, they are -scientifically' 
explained; long ago, the magnetizers pointed out and put? in 
evidence the influence of human effluvium upon vegetajtion. 
During recent years two addresses have been given upon this 
subject: One to the “Société Magnétique de France,’-’ the other 
to “L’institut General de Psychologie,” the first one (1897) by 
Armand Gravier, professor of arboriculture, named, “Action of 
Human Magnetism Upon Vegetation;” the second, by F, Fabre, 
1 ‘ Action of Hands upon Microbes, Living Animals ynd Vegetable 
Cells.” " . ,

Both of. these observers point out the difference of the results 
in the development of germs or plants, when in contact with 
the left or right hand7

After applause and congratulations lavished upon him, and a 
few minutes’ rest, whose necessity is easily understood from 
the enormous effort and spending'of vital forqe, which the pre
ceding experience must have required, M. de Sarrak gets up and 
without giving any reasons, asks haphazard two persons, one to 
fix what be calls the line of direction for circulating his;fluids,the 
other to fix'his .mind either on. any part of the cloak worn by 
Mme. M------when she entered the room, or on*the left sleeve 
of any overcoat now hanging in the anteroom; then every ome is 
asked to put his visiting card on the table, the:same one that 
held the bowl .and tray; the youngest among us- to take one of 
these cards and give it to him. These preliminaries, over, M. de 
Sarrak, without? yet having materially intervened, lakes the 
card given io him and evidently before our eyes, tears it into 
four pieces; these pieces he-puts in his right hand, held closed.

While tiie sonorous or psychic vibrations generated by .the 
conversation or mental appreciation of the assembly, possibly 
had,' after the experiment with the grains of wheat, unfavorably 
changed the liquid atmosphere of the room, where so far the 
seance had taken place,- he Asks to go just for a moment, into 
the next room, where he is to be accompanied by Commander 
T------ and Editor B-----r, as much for warranty of control as to 
aid and support him, because once before in producing, this feat 
he fell in a trance, hurt, himself and could not rise.

Once M. de Sarrak, installed in this new locality, of course 
surrounded by his body guard, gives to one of the witnesses one 
piece of the card he just now tore up, telling him to keep it 
carefully for subsequent verification, places himself near a table, 
bends forward-, half kneeling, the left elbow leaning on.'the 
table, the other part of the inflected body bearing upon the 
right upper limb, and the hand that holds the remaining pieces 
of the card, half open, resting on the ground. M. B---- r, one of 
the witnesses, told us later that M. de Sarrak remained in this 
position foy some time with closed eyes, muttering his Mantras, 
the muscles of the face and body contracting as the transcenden
tal state progresses, when all of a sudden, like receiving an 
electric shock, the body is half lifted up, then thrown backwards 
at the same time as, the legs are brought forward and drawn 
upwards like lifted by antihvisible force, along with the right 
arm. ■---------------- .
“At this moment,” says M. B——, who carefully analyzed bis 

sensations: “I had the impression, very distinctly, that my 
hand, though put under M. de Sarrak’s arm,' he had just’before 
tried to hinder himself from falling over, did not experience any 
resistance, it was as if the whole body had been lifted up, thrown 
forward and drawn upwards by an instantaneous levitation. 
■Tlie time in which this took place cannot be appreciated; less 
than a second, the body fell backwards again and was supported 
by myself and M. T----- , wjiile M. de Sarrak, having gained 
possession of himself, asked, us to accompany him to the draw
ing-room, where he. was more carried than walking. In the 
meantime what had become of the different pieces of the card? 
When M. dé Sarrak was conscious again he opened his hand to 
show that there were none left except the .one keptiby^L Th__ -, 
as testimony.” .-------* ■ >

After enjoying for a moment the general he says: 
“The first piece ypu will find in the direction indicated by my 
fluids,, somewhere ôn this piece of. furniture 'ûear’^he outer' 
walli the second ought-to beân M. M—’s coat.sleeve; -thedast 
one, if you like to fetch it at once, is under AllanHardee’s bust, 
weir known to most of you, which rests on a-^edq^al in the 
Leymarie library, “Rue Samt-Jaques 42.” - w 

. It is a fact that eaçh peice was found in its appointed place. 
The-’one indicated by.1 the fluids was ona piece of furniture .be
tween a lamp and U-flewer vase; the second was foimd in the 
left sleevJof M. M—’s overcoat, and the third, considering the 
lateness of the. hour, could not just then be'fetched from the 
appointed place, but on the following morning at an' early hour 
two persons went to the Leymarie library and found it. under 
Allan Kardec’s bust; and with the-piecè kept by M. Th__ - as 
testimony, the refitting of the card was complete.'

Now, how had these pieces vanished? By what mysterious 
way had they been transported? What invisible; force, what 
power had put-them exactly in the appointed place?

That is the secret of this matchless magician who is able, as 
an apport at a spirit seance, to pass matter through imphnder-

ible ether, or perhaps even to disintegrate and reconstruct suc
cessively.

These demonstrations proving it a fact that there really exists 
in the human being vital and psychical forces whqso powers of 
materialisation are'in intimate relation with .the will of those 
who put them in action; they were followed by a third ex
periment, which, by its results and “modus faciendo,” singu
larly reminds of the works and proceedings of certain medium- 
istic draughtsmen, as the'painter, Hugo d ’Alesi, and the mas
ter engraver, Ferdinand Desmoulins. ■

It is true there is an important difference between tlie'se draw
ing's and the one M. de Sarrak is doing,'the latter being a pre
meditated conception indicated beforehand', while in spiritual 
works, the agent, ignorant of what he is going to undertake, 
simply obeys indications furnished him as the work, proceeds, 
often his pen drawing the most ordinary events in a wrong and 
irregular manner, fjere, on the contrary, the operator seems to 
act-with full liberty,-knows what he is going to do, and in the 
execution of his work complies with the elementary rule's of art' 
Really both are in a waking trance ¡and in a kind of psychic 
double, while maintaining consciousness of their personality and 
an apparent liberty 'of action and speech, they nevertheless obey 
the influence of a strange will—incarnate or disjnearnate.

>' Ferdinand Desmoulins, in order to comply with the doubtful 
demands of a German savant, undertook to draw a face hidden 
so welrin a black'serge sack, that it prevented hjs knowing what 
it contained, and it lyas only when the work was accomplished 
that he was aware of what he had drawn.

M. de Sarrak algo works blindfolded, both eyes covered by a 
double thickness of. wadding, reaching half down the cheeks, 
the whole kept in place by a gauze bandagej>f eight thicknesses 
and an excessive quantity of napkins crossing from left to right 
and right to left', 'making vision'absolutely impossible.

, Before allowing himself fo be bandaged up in this manner M. 
de Sarrak turns to'the distinguished editor of the Revue Spirite, 
presenting him with a framed canvas, 30x25, perfectly innocent 
of any mark or trace, saying: My dear sir, would youlijie a 
drawing along the'length or the breadth of the-canvas? And 
what style dq you prefer L- A landscape or a sea-view? Seen by 
day or night? Should you choose the sea-view, would you like 
waves, rocks and moon-effect amongst clopds? In the case of 
the latter, please please make an imperceptible mark in the 
place it should occupy.” Then turning towards Prpfessor Bar- 
Igt, the well-known author of the most famous occult works, he 
says, “Sir,.kindly write on a piece of paper, of course without 
showing it to-me, the Christian name of a person.”

These conditions having been agreed upon, M. de'Sarrak 
places himself in front of a pier-table, on Which stand two sau
cers, one containing Prussian' blue, the other ceruse white. 
After a few minutes of concentration, all the time aided in his 
task by.the vibration of music, no longer from a piano but from 
a.musical box, set in motion by his son, he makes thick strokes 
on the canvas, alternately blue and white. ' The whole has the 
appearance of q mingling confusion, nevertheless in a quarter of 
an hour the persons present have before their eyes a sea-view 
with waves, rocks and the moon in the clouds, exactly in the 
place pointed out beforehand.
'While M. de Sgrrak was painting his sea-view either by the 

phenomenon of thoughti’eading or second sight, he momentarily 
in a few strokes of the brush traced on tlie canvas the name 
“Teanne,” corresponding with the name written on the paper 
by M. Barlet. During the whole time of the experiment, though 
to all appearances acting and speaking in a natural manner, M. 
de Sarrak nevertheless was in a trance under the guide and con
trol of a will—other than his own.

What seems to prove this is, that when the picture was fin
ished, M. de Sarrak, his strength giving away, asked to be re
leased from the bandages, which now had become an instru
ment of torture. He also asked, to be taken out of this special 
condition by the same treatment as used in a hypnotic sleep— 
by blowing on the eyeballs.

At this moment it was easy to ascertain that the eyelids were 
contracted, tightly closed, the eyes turned upwards and a little 
inwards, nothing but the white of the sclerotis to be seen; this is 
a pathognomonic sign, the same as takes place in the nervpus 
crisis of a hypnotic or somnambulic sleep.

Evidently it Would have been better not to have broken up the 
crisis so suddenly, but to have proceeded slower by magnetic 
passes or simply to have waited for a natural awakening, for 
M. de Sarrak was extremely fatiged aud exhausted. The even
ing being far advanced he asked his guests to be allowed to post
pone his further experimental demonstrations to another time.

/ DR. PAU DE SAINT-MARTIN.

Nellie fi. Baade in Cleveland, O.
i In reply to numerous letters re

ceived regarding our work, etc., I 
wish to say that I have noj; been idle, 
but every Sunday and twice each week 
I conducted services In Detroit, 
through the entire season,, with the* 
best results. Just prior to coming to 
Cleveland to fill an engagement with 
the Temple Society I Officiated at the 
funeral of little Charlie Lapham, 
whom I had known from infancy, and 
had christened some time ago. About 
ten days before his transition the 
grandfather, Mr. Lapham, was awak
ened by hearing the name of the child 
called by his spirit wife, whose pres
ence was so real that he could feel 
her. He arose, sat up in bed to make
sure he was not dreaming, when pres
ently the little dog In another part of 
the hpuse commenced barking and. 
would not be quieted. After a little 
time,’little Charlie, who was sleeping 
in an upper room, came running down 
stairs and climbed in bed -with his 
parents,saying grandma 
to- his bedside and 
him, -and ■ as he. saw ----  
heard her he became frightened, ask- 
ing, to remain with the father and 
moiher- until morning, His request 
was granted, and to a few days he 
sickened and passed on to join the
dear grandmother, who loved him as 
her, own—another proof of spirit re: 

‘turn. < .
For the last two Sundays I have 

been speaking to good audiences here, 
; with great Interest manifested In the 
work. Yesterday a lady from Brook
lyn, N. Y., a stranger to us all, came 
into the-meeting for the first time, and 
her son, daughter and husband, all in 
spirit? manifested their presence and 
gave her a message that she had 
hoped for for the last twenty-nine 
years. -

The husband explained everything

lerq is no need ror .... — ,lrlM nT

Some Good Book
. BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

"Tho World Be/iutlful." First Se-
Comprising The World Beauti- 

i„7 Pl^e“<lsh|p;Our Social Salvations 
OomrEat“e: rhat Whleh 18 t0 

9^2?° jy*”™. Secondberles. Comprising The World Beau- 
irio ’ Plkr Best Solely; To Clasp 
Lteinal Beauty; Vibration; The Unseen world.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising Thè World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am- 
etnysi; Paradisa Gloria.

At Lei' Her Death, a Story of a 
Hummer.” This book contains a poit- 
trait of Kàte Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself -known iu’ 
Eu?.',?ue aiter ller death ln Honolulu.

‘Ihe Spiritual .Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap* 
tors: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; Tiie Gates of New Life.

“From Dreaiii to Vision of Life.” 
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal Ule; 
I-till of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal-; Friendship as a Di- 
vine Revelation; Tile Ethereal World; 
Ilie Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
.Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

. “The Lile Radiane." The motto o( 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
hollow the Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment;
1 he Nectar ot the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are dn uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

them. They have an Aid Society-that 
is accomplishing a vast amount of 
good; every Thursday they meet in 
the temple aud make all kinds of use
ful things that are sold, tlyj proceeds 
to be used in defraying expenses. 
And the gentlemen are also doing all 
they can with their money, time and 
influence to carry on the good work 
Altogether they are bound to succeed.

My time is taken until 
April; then 1 am free to make other 
engagements, or should any society or 
campmeeting desire my services, write 
as soon as possible. My permanent 
address is 411 Vermont avenue, De
troit, Mich., and all letters will be

The Crescent Symbol.
The crescent symbol of the Moham

medans has nothing to do with their 
peculiar religious opinions and cere- 
rtionles. It was not originally a symbol 
of thi followers of Mohammed at all, 
but was first used by the Byzantines. 
/Thousands of coins have been found 
In all parts of Tut'key'which date back 
to the time when Constantinople was 
known as Byzantium, and'on each of 
these the symbol of the crescent ap
pears. proving conclusively .that it 
was in use as an emblem among the 
people of that region long before By
zantium was overthrown and its name 
changed to Constantinople. The story 
of the origin of. the crescent symbol is 
as follows; When Philip o'f Macedonia 
besieged Byzantium he had planned to 
storm the city on a certain cloudy 
night, but before, his arrangements 
were completed the moon'shone out 
and discovered his approach to the be
sieged citizens, who accordingly 
marched-out and repulsed hjs forces, 
something which would have been im-
possible in the'darkhess. After tlUV

------ — ---------------- event all Byzantine 'coins bore the 
me, vNow, I am saUsfied;” and I-think (’symbol of the crescent moon, which 
she was the happiest woman I ever j was always alluded to as the "savior 
saw, and as she said, "To think I had of Byzantium.”
to come ail of this distance to receive | After many years the hordes under 
a communication from niy loved ones ; Mohammed II. captured Constantino- 
through you.'an entire stranger!” j pje. that time the .crescent was 
Then I was. glad and.happy to know ’ used every where and upon everything. 
I had done a little.good by coming I Suspecting that there must be magical 
ciTrapport with'the dear guides. ¡power in the emblem,-the Mohamme-

Regarding this society, I- shall re-. ¡ ¿aos appropriated it and have sinee 
main with them during this month, I used it as their only symbolic decora- 
and it is a pleasure to work with tion.—Ex.

“Fate Mustered. DCstiuy Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR~WHE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine; Tho 
Science of Successful Threshing. By 
James M. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for ' Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T; Hodgson. Price $1.00.

Pl-lee $1.00.
“Frnctical Carpentry or the Build

er's Stnudai-d Library.” Four books 
In a box, including—“Practical Uses 
ot the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These Valuable books are by Fred 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
tour for $3.50. ' v '

These and many, other good books 
can^be found In oiir Catalogue.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live .on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation^

proper combinations- and menua) 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for tho promotion of health, ■ strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. ' Any one who tries some of tho 
special recipes will discover' that proper 
preparation increases the palatablllty of 
food. Learn how and what to cook In 
order to build and retain the highest d» 
gree of normal health by following th* 
recipes of this cook-book.

. It --win simplify methods of livings 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point' 
the 'way for many to perfect health. 
Price |L ’



Beautiful spiritual

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY. :

thia book.

• “After Her Death.” The Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that"loves spinteal thought 
can fail to be fedand delighted wit j
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Wilkins -writes: am

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

7HID GENERAL SURVEY DEPART1 
men/ 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND me
diums. A REPORT OF WHAT THt 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
HOT APACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSg.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
thia office, for they will not be returned 
If we have uot space to use them.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mall $4.60, are 
the hplp you need In society work.

BEAR IN BUND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
• esponsjbio for the views expressed by 
contributors., He nmj> or may not, 
agree witii their respectivo views.

TAKE - NOTICE.— Correspondents 
tire requested' when writing for thia 
paper to use either n typewriter, or a 
pen, with bluck-ipk. Write on only 
one aide of (lie paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear tills in mind.

On the evening of Feb. 9 Mrs. Cora 
I/. V. Richmond lectured before .the 
Unity Soeiety of Milwaukee, Wls, 
Last Sunday evening ¡ -she'- lectured 
there--again. This' engagement has 
not interfered with her regular Sun
day meetings at the Masonic Temple,1 
Chicago, at 10:30 a.’.m.

■ Geo. IL-Jefts writés. from' Fitch
burg,.-Mass.-: • On Sunday, Feb; 2, our 
society ■ Had. the, pleasure. of hearing 
Brother RpfL.'Blshpp. rtrom Boston/- 
morningiand evening, to’ find ip him .a 
strong ahd',fo»’cefhl advocate df. Splr- 
HuàMsni, and also .an honest message/ 
bearey. So well were our members 
■pleased with -hisv work, and ‘personal, 
appearance we hope to-engage him for 
dur platform several Sundaya at the 
beginning of our'new yeay.”

On Sunday evening, 'Feb, 9, :at UuL 
ty hall, Mrs. Maggie Wa.ito celebrated 
the '.twenty-first anniversary pf her 
medipmship. On that occasion . Dr. 
<3. Burgess, president of the Spiritual 
League, who was in the. audience 
when Mrs.-Waite made her first ap
pearance on the rostrum twenty-one 
years ago, also took part in the en- 
tértalnment on that occasion with fa-- 
mous Indian songs, assisted by Mr. 
Shaw Iri-liis well-known Indian dance, 
causing much merriment in the large 
audience ’that taxed the capacity, pf 
the .large hall. One of the features 

'.of"the evening was the playing of 
• 'Miss.,Eva Fresh, a talented young 

artist. Mr. Reganey, a professional 
reader, gave a selection which called 

'■ forth l|ud applause. Master Joe Hig- 
: gins.-sling three songs, and was given 

warm applatise. Mrs. Emma Jenliins’ 
wonderful soprano was again heard 

•In the solo, “Slug On.” Miss Irene 
Bourguo's sweet-voice also added to 

¡■/the. night's entertainment. A short 
, speech wak made in reference to Mrs.

• Maggie Waites’ labors in tho cause of 
■? A.SpirituaUsm. The evening was 

■ closed .with messages given through’ 
' Maggiy Wpite. - A plea was made in

' liehalf'' of the League for 
; ; ' members,- and^Dr. Burgess received a 

■ number of names to the same. Mrs.
, Walis fa -working faithfully for the 
^interests of the League for the bet-' 

■y: terment pf the cause, and clean Splr- 
'"Ittialisni: in. general.” - '

<4 Mrs. A. Moulton write’s from Salt 
■ Lake City, Utah: “I have just re- 
.reived the premium books, and am 
’• very much pleased with them. X 

thinlrrthey are all fine, especially the 
“Interwoven Letters from a Son to 
Hjs Mother.” , I think Carlyle Pe- 
térsilea’s works are grand.”

W. D. Wattles, well-known off the 
Spiritualist rostrum, has commenced 
the publication of a-new monthly pa
per, called "Constructive - Science.” 
It teaches constructive methods in ac
quiring health, developing spiritual 
faculties and attaining happiness and 

• success. Subscription, fifty cents pèr 
. year: send stamp for sample copy to 

,W. D. Wattles, Iwood, Ind.

Our German, readers especially 
those-in New York City, will. be in
terested to knqw that there has been 
formed a German Spiritualist Society 
in that city, the first of its kind there
in. The founder and leader is M. J; 
Warmuth, 939. Third avenue, at whose 
liogie-occurred the first meeting, oh 
February th fast..' Thé society will 
meet" there the first Monday in each 
month.- The inner circle- will meet 
-there.,¿weekly; They have a good 
mediupi; and. thejr prospects are ‘ 
bright for-a good society. '■

J Dr.’ J. A. Má;’víri.writéBJroW^
Boh,. Ind.: "The causé la being: res- 
urreeted here in Anderson, rind ’is 
beginning to take on a new-life, > We 
have- great hopes t far, , the>'future,; 

"With à »ice temple here, It. has i heeri 
a shame and a disgrace to Spiritual-' 
Jsm that for a long timé they, 'seldom .- 
held meetings In- It;, rind- when tlfoy 
did very, few: wbuld attend. . The soK 
eiety has practically gone- to pieces, 
Wo have now succeeded-in effecting 
a new orghrilzation, with; Fred Mc- 
Cómber as president, and* a; live and. 
active- board. The temple has been 
renovated arid t made- attractive, 
whereas, before 'it was gloomy and- 
uninviting. ■ We have secured an ele-

-gant choir, with Mrs. Postas soloist, 
and piarfist, and there is! rio better in 
the city, Your humble servant is at 
the present time the regular speaker.. 
The lectures are absolutely inspira- 
-tloúal and seem to satisfy and please 
all. We hope.to have a test medium 
on Sunday evening. We have also 
established a Wednesday evening de
veloping circle, from which we hope 
for much gOod. We shall try to 
place ourselves'in the bands of .. Our- 
spirit friends aud seek to carry out

■ their plans. .1 am sure that I can 
soon Send you some subscribers for.

W. F. 'Schumacher writes: "The 
■ Spiritualistic Church of the Students 

of Nature had a very interesting 
meeting last Sunday evening at Van 
Buren Opera House. Brother Coe as
sisted the pastor’ Mrs. Schumacher, 
Mdny spirit communications ■ were 
given, aud the audience seemed well 
rewarded by (heir attending. Each 
Sunday evening at 7:30 meetings are 

. held.” . -
Rev. G. Tabor Thompson, one of 

the' most eloquent speakers in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, is always ready 
to respond to calls to attend funerals 
and weddings, or to give night lep- 
tdres near by. Address him at 526 
Spruce street, Philadelphia, Pa..- Mr. 
Thompson has charge of one of the- 
largest and most flourishing societies 

.in the country.
Mrs. Ella York writes from San 

Francisco, Cal.: '1 find much food 
for thought in your paper, and enjoy 
the different opinions of your many- 

, correspondents. I accept all that 
appeals to my soul and reject' that 
which does not, but do not criticise i 
nor condemn, the writer, whether aj 
a spirit • or mortal. I consider . all 
spirits are in different stages of un
foldment and growth, and ' express 
themselves accordingly. Whether 
We are in tlie body or out, we. must 
strive to lift our brother .rip if we wish 
to progress.. If. we pull him down," 

■ then down we'must come also; SHow. 
I wish - the spiritual forces could 
unite and work as one body». How

The Progressive Thinker.” __
W. J. Colville is lecturing in San 

Francisco, Cal., in Whitney Hall, 1164 
O’Farrell St., Sundays,and Tuesdays, 
at 3 p. m.; Wednesday^ arid Fridays, 
8 p. fl;.; also j;i Hamilton Hall, 13th, 
and Jefferson Sts., at 3 p. m. and 
In Parrott Hall, 2309 Santa Clara 
Ave., Alameda on Mondays. Thurs
days and Saturday^ at 8 p. m.

Judge A., C. Duhn of Winnebago, 
Minn., sends the following:’ “Sir Oli- 
ver Lodge, the'distinguished scientist 
ahd" president of one of . the 'largest 
of England’s universitiesCamille 

'Flnriinfarion, the, great 'astronomer 
ftf France; Doctor Lombroso; the em
inent I tai fan physician - to the Pope; 
Sir'Alfred Wallace, the scientist, who 
contemporary with'Darwin, promul
gated the scientific fact of evolution 

iof_ matter into organic forms,. ; and 
thus set atMnaught the Action of fiat 
creation. These are among the 
many eminent men in the old world 
and theii in our own country such 
men as Rev-. Minot J. Savage,'Pro
fessor James Hyslop, Rev. I- K. Funk 
the editor of the Literary Digest and 
head of the;great publishing- house 
e£ Funk and Wugnalls, .are among 
those who having investigated, haye 
given their adhesion in .words and 
actions .to the facts with which our 
departed friend was comforted arid 
which he has taken with him to that 
other country, bo to speak."

The F. O. O. S. ot: America sends 
.the. following . announcement: “A

prompted to say that our beloved hIb- < 
ter and co-worker, Mrs. Isa Cleveland 
has been taken to a hospital tor i 
treatment for blood poisoning, con- । 
traded from the prick of a pin in the ■ 
hand, and now-asks for your kindliest 
healing and restoring thoughts. Do 
not think of her only as to send out 
all your force pf mind for her speedy 
recovery. Hold her In love. Give her 
strength from your own divine soul."

I. W. Richardson, secretary of .the 
Delphos, campmeeting, desires to cor
respond with first, class test mid mes
sage mediums, with a view of engag
ing their services. Address him at 
Delphos, Kansas at once,

Iferd. C. Suhrer writes; “The 
usual services of the Fraternal Order 
of Spiritualists In Hygeia hall Sunday, 
Jan. 29, were well attended consid
ering the disagreeable weather. Much 
Interest was manifested in the differ
ent parts of the 'services which re
sulted in-great good to all. Mrs. Ada 
Turk Knapp occupied the platform 
in the evening and without any at
tempt at oratory gave us a hoart-to- 
heart talk relating her experiences as 
a ’medium from early childhood, 
which contained many amusing and 
serious incidents. Our large hall was 
completely filled by an expectant con
gregation which listened almost 
breathlessly and the speaker’s voice 
was clearly heard by everyone. Thè 
200 people’assembled was a glowing- 
tribute to M;-b. Knapp’s popularity as 
a mèdium. Many personal .friends 
were there, and the reception, which 

'.foliowed ; was" mai'Ked; with wordà of 
praise and congratulation. Announce
ment was made that Mrs. Knapp 
would conclude her talk at some later 
date'wbich will be made known. Rev. 
W.111JÏ Erwood,- ôf Çlkbart, Ind,, will 
be with us again'on Sunday, Feb. 23. 
.Brother Erwood’s return is by solicits 
ajion of those who have heard him, 
and; by those who have not, and they 
ail- unité in sounding iris'-praises? Be. 
with us and hear something out of the 
ordinary. ;vWe hav^ some more good 
news. ‘ Mirs; O. Faniiie Allyn, the vet
eran lecturer and organizer of Ly-' 
ceums, win come to us thè first Sun-, 
day in April (the 5th). She comes 
to make arrangements for the organ
ization of our .Lyceum next Beasoh. 
There 4s,‘perhaps, no pne better 
Known , or whose career has been 
more successful ' in - Lyceum work in 
this country, and her coming is await
ed by many' friends and acquaint
ances. She will find many eager and 
^willing to assist .her -In- a work so; 
b'adly needed. ~ : ?

Correspondent writes: " "The Gold
en Rule Spiritualist, Society is hav
ing, some of the ’best lectures that 
have ever been given’ before it by 
■Prof. W: F. Peck,-pt St. Louis,. Mo.' 
The attention, òf the members of the 
audience certainly shows ' that > they 
are not intending tp miss any -of these 
soul-insprlhg lectures... All should 
hear this giXted orator.: On Sunday, 
Feb. 23, his subject will be; at 3 p, m., 
"The Age of Reason vs. The Age of 
Truth;” pt 8 p, m., “The Science of 
Immortality.” Messages from some of 
pur best mediums after each session. 
Mrs. Mary Weavèr, one of our best 
mediums, gave convincing proof óf 
spirit return, asidid Mrs. Hill.” 
“ Maggie-Henry writes: "At Univer
sal Occult Society, 77 East 31st street,' 
hall C,. we had a- very . interesting, 
meeting at 3 p also In« the-evem t 
ing à short lecture by'H. S. Fraser, 
and spirit hiessageé by various me
diums. Wo had a very good, aitend-

death’ and &thei&Jse. Our mediums 
have the power through their guides 
to demonstrate JBplrlt return to our 
satisfaction, and we only wish others: 
could have the proof of life after 
death. We.regret the treatment of 
Brother Geo. Byúoks, and hope for 
his acquittal. He has worked In El
gin, and is well liked here, Wo wish 
all good, true Spiritualists success; 
likewise The Progressive Thinker and 
Its editor.”

Mary B. Hill writes: ’’The enter
tainment gIVon under the auspices of 
'the Band (if Harmony was another 
occasion whlph brought pleasure and 
profit. Mr, Dennis, a young violinist 
of some fame, rendered very line mu
sic, accompanied by his sister, Miss 
Dennis. Miss A. Nichols, who always- 
favors us with her sweet uong, \vith 
Mrs. Adams as piano accompanist, and 
Miss Carrie Richmond, who Is an 
artist, and excels in elocution and ic- 
celved great applause. Each did ex
cellent work, and made a very pleas
ant entertainment-to a crowded house, 
and to them is due the credit.. The 
next regular meeting of the Band of 
Harmony wll occtfr Feb. 27,. la room 
309 Masonic Temple. Everybody is 
Invited. Bring your lunch as coifee is 
served at 6 o’clock. We will always 
guarantee you a profitable, helpful ¡ 
time.’\ . ..

. H. M. Shanks writes;. "I am glad 
to see you'are having good success .in 
driving .out tj)e grafter-fake element; 
I am also’ glad to see you have help in’ 
the city law makers. It looks like 
some good and wise spirit or spirits 
were inspiring the City “Dads" in our 
favor. May the good work go on.”

E. II. Thompson writes: /‘The Fra
ternal Daughters held theli-.Valenjliie 
party, at the home ot Sister Thompson, 
as announced in « The Progressive 
Thihker. Wetare very pleased to say 
that it was both a spclal and spiritual- 
success. . The' two commodious par
lors were packed to overflowing. ' The 
evening .was given over tó games ánd 
singing, and the reading of valentines, 
which filled thé rooms with laughter, 
and It .was. midnight when'We all sang. 
‘God'bo -with you till we, meet again.’ 
On’ Wednesday, Feb. 19, we are to 
have with.us-Byother Will J, Erwóod, 
in Atlas hall,' '40jB. Ogden avenuC."

Mrs, Dr. Ca^;. seéretary, writes:1 
“Thé Illinois Sunflower Club will hold 
its monthly tea party, at Lincoln hall, 
70 B. Adams street, Feb. 25. 25. -A 

-spécial effort -^11 be made to secure 
good médiums ,fer. this occasion, sé 
that all can'receive readings, Do .not 
forget thé time and place. Come and

BUSY SAN DIEGO, CAD.

They Are Keeping Tilings Moving nt 
a Lively Paco.

the people of earth might be benefit
ed and enlightened! If everyone' rec
ognized that .they are spirits: now, 

• yhat might not’ bo accomplished, by 
the. unseen' forces.' - At the present 
time the only use many have for the 
spirit world is for material matters, 
compelling their spirit friends to try 

' and do things they are not capable 
of doing, thus forcing poor advice, 
and untruthful" statements.’’

Rev. E4 E. McCarthy, who has. been 
lecturing’in various towns In Okla
homa, writes 'from Bartlesville, -as 

' follows? “We have not been anywhere 
where we have been able to draw on 
•Sunday evening so many members of 
every church as we have, here, so 
much so that It caused public criti
cism. Regrets were freely expressed 
when we announced our intended de
parture. We-expect to remain In the 
'new state till April, unless called to 
other . places. Letters addressed to. 
this place will reach ns anywhere in 
the state. We look forward to the 
time in the near future that . this 
state - will develops more Interest in 

• Spiritualism than many of its sisterq.”

new era for Chlcagol If you are sat-, 
isfled -that t#e are fulfilling our prom
ise to make Chicago the psychic cen
ter ot the world, join ub, and put your 
shoulder to-the wheel. Look- at this 
list of talent for the remainder of 
the -season: Rev. Will Jr Erwood, 
Feb. 16 and .23; .. Mrs, Ada Turk 
Knap'p, Mar. i; Hon, Harrison D. 
Barrett,' Washington, D. C., .Mar. 8 
and 1'5; Miss Elizabeth Harlow, every 
Sunday afternoon and evening,--and, 
every'Wednesday for April and May; 
the only dates she. can give Chicago 
utftil 1910. Come and hear them at 
Hygeia hall, 406 Ogden avenue,, cor
ner Robey street, top-floor. '

Rev. Adaline Cooper writes from 
Syracuse, N.-Y.: “The Lone Star 
Spiritualist Society of- Syracuse, N. YC, 
is still building. The officers and 
members, seem to. try to outdo each 
other in’th’ejf work. Our secretary,• 
Mrs.“ Elizabeth Blascardt, has' not 
been absent but once since,,we organ
ized. We are -holding entertainments 
very often.- The-Poverty Socjabyras 
a . success financially, -and socially. 
Mrs * Joseph Parker, formerly of Mo
ravia,' N. Y., and MrL Cornelius Jack- 
son, formerly of Watertown, won the 
prizes for-their attire. We are about 
to'hold a Crazy social.” ' :

Laura Lister writes from Philadel
phia; Pa.r “The ladies of the First 
Spiritual Association of the -Twelfth 
and Thompson. Street church have or
ganized a Ladies’ Auxiliary, and have 
named it Silona Temple Circle, after 
Andrew Jackson Davis' wife, whose 
spirit name is Silona. The following 
officers were elected: Mrs. Lawrence, 
president; Mrs. Jjevis, recording, sec
retary; Mrs. Balman, treasurer; Miss 
Lester, corresponding secretary. We 
held our first bazaar a few weeks 
ago, and ft was a grand success, both I 

. socially r and 'financially. With the | 
proceeds' the circle has furnishe-d the 
rostrum of the church with new car
pet, chairs and lecturn. Our meet- i 
Ings are held every Wednesday even--1 
ing after the regular evening service. 
We have 37 members, and we are tak
ing more members in every week. 
We also have the honor of having’

• Andrew Jackson Davis’ name on o»r 
membership roll. The . Rev, G. T. 
Thompson, pastor of the church, is al
ways with us with his ever ready help
ful suggestions. Our meetings are , 
very harmonioua.® •. i

ance.”
Correspondent writes:' “The Rose

land Spiritual Culture Club; TI526 
Michigan avenue, Kensington, is on 
deck for the Convention with'their 
40 or 60 members. The meeting on 
Sunday, February 16,>waB"nn'excel
lent one bo far as niimbers and close 
attention were concerned.- The ad
dress by Dr. T- Wilkins arid tlie mes
sages by Mrs. Harper and Mrs. HiL 
Bert ■ seemed to be highly appreci
ated to their full vai ue; '~Mfs. Hilbert 
was still in thé hands, Òf. la' grippe, 
but once in the hands of her. spirit 
friends, the' bodily ailments had to 
take a back seat : President Perry 
and his co-labprers can well feel proud 
of the start this society has;; and the 
kind of people the meetings attract; 
also of the beautiful music produced 
by their, little family orchestra—the 

. Rlchardsfamily."
. Correspondent writes: "The--Rev. 

‘J. H. Demby, pastor o’f fhe Church of 
Progressive .Spiritualista; 3329 Ver
non avçnue,: was too ill to. be in his 
pulpit, last Sunday, and his placé" was 
filled by Mr. C. Kirchner.. The en
thusiasm was'as usual; ' but. Elder 
Demby was greatly, missed.” . K- .

J.. W. Ring: writesI j!Just. a -few' 
words from the lily-fields'of-South- 
érn California.: Tho delightful Spir
itualist Temple, in San; Diego is-cer
tainly a splendid placé to lecture. 
The people are kind-and willing to 
assist, the climate'is ideal, and.one 
can see* that advancemerit is; being 
.made. I have thoroughly enjoyed 
my stay hère; will close March I’,'and 
start on a' few weeks" trip up . the 

-coast. We have much ^doing” here 
at the Temple. ThoinaB Paine’s birth
day anniversary was observed- with 
Èri all-day's meeting when Col. John- 
LcJDryden and Mr.'Chas. J. Anderson 
each gave Interesting : discourses ^p- . 
propriate ' to the occasion. A few 
weeks since Mrs. Mary C. Vlasek of 
Los Angeles exchanged a Sunday with' 
•me. There arò many goodly reports 
of her work -wlllle here. Early' in 
April I shall be in Indiana to spend 
Bummer. Now, 'may each redder 
take a fresh whiff of the invigorating 
breeze froin the m|ghty Pacific, laden 
with the perfume of blossoming flow
ers; along with the earnest good-will' 
of the-Ring of the West.” .

Grand free mass meeting given un
der the. auspices of the Second-Spirit
ual Church, Cleveland,, Ohio, 
afesisted by . the Stato ' Asso
ciation, to be held in- Memorial hall, 
521 W. Superior avenue, Feb. 23, 
1908, 10:30 a; m., 2:30 p. m., 7:30 
p. m. The following-persons will par
ticipate in the-exercises: F. D. Dun- 
akin, president O. S. A.; A. Dion and 
son; C. A. Sollinger, secretary O. S., 
A.; S. A. Mahaffy, treasurer O. S. A.; 
Mrs. Lena WolC Mrs. ’ D. N. Shoe
maker, Mrs. L. A. Wilson-, second 
vice-president, O. &. A.; Mrs. F. E. 
Mulder and.RollIe Merritt, D. Herrick, 
trustee, O. S. A.; Mrs. Sadie Herrick, 
Mrs. Mary C. -Ward, state missionary; 
Rev. Wm. Strong, Hamilton, Canada; 
Mrs. Harriet Noland, -

Mrs. D. L. West writes from Elgin, 
III.: “The Progressive Research So
ciety of. Elgin Is-progressing rapidly, 
adding ne^JgemberB at each : meet-, 
Ing, losing s^ie occasionally through.

gfye ÿour mite toward helping the 
cause along; Mis? Louisa Ott will pre
side at the urn,.,, March'20 we cele
brate our birthday; A splendid pro
gram is being prepared. All are in
vited.” 3jr ,, • -,

Mr, and Mrs. (E|. W. Sprague have1 
beem for some time negotiating with 
the New Efh (Oregon) Campmeeting 
Association) -regarding . their serving 
that organization during the entire 
time of its.next season’s campmeeting, 
but In consequence of the great ex
pense ot travel -across the continent 
and return,- andiiwith no assurance 
from the railroads of the usual tour
ists’ rates, It has been decided fa give 
up the engagement for this seasôn at 
least. Thikj -leaves Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague with some time-free to en
gage with-other-samps, and if -those 
whovhaverfwrUtûii them have datés.; 

। ¿dt yet i fl lledjicr-any^others vmay'waht 
their services, they may be able to ar
range dates with them now. Address, 

pE. W^-Sprague, 1082 Trumbull ’Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. ' ’ ■ .

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

An Item -from the Harbinger of Light, 
■ Melbourne, Australia.

Harrison D.' Barrett’s fine address 
as president of the National Spirit- 
uallgts1: Association of U..S., America; 
was given at th,e anriual meeting, held 

i in October. He "has held office con
tinuously since ;1893, -when, by his. 

; help, In conjunétlôn with other prom
inent workers, the,: Association-was 
founded. This address, is’one of the 
most able.-of its-Kind, dealing as it 
does with the present lofty outlook 
of Spiritualism on'the-one side, and 
the debasing commercial'- element on 
the other that, especially in thé Unit
ed States, has opened the-- door .for 
fraud of every" description. After 
speaking of the scientific aspect now 
so. generally .accepted as the surest 
rind best mode of investigation to 

; which intelligent people are turning! 
he says, ‘“there has never been a 
time-when the shadows of Spiritual
ism have been so conspicuously placed 
before the masses,” Mr. Barrett did 
not seek, re-election, and is succeeded 
by thé vice-president, Mr.. George B; 
Warne.

Just a few lines to let your many 
readeis Know that the good work goes 
bravely on at “our Temple.”

Although it did seem to abate a 
little for a few days alter the holidays 
weio over, by tho first Sunday in 
January our Brother J. W. Ring came 
out with more vim than ever, and still 
continues to give us ringing discourses 
on the True Harmonial Philosophy. 
He told us a few Sundays ago that if 
lie couldn’t give us something to 
“jar," ho would think his talking did 
not amount to much; and lie does 
strike some sledge-hiwnmer blows, and 
hits the nail on the head every time. 
His lectures continue to draw large 
and enthusiastic audiences.

'In accordance with mutual agree
ment between Brother Ring and Sfe- 
ter Mary C. Vlasek, ot Los Angeles, 
they two exchanged rostrums for one 
week, Including Sunday, Jan, 19,. 
Mrs. Vlasek gave us (beside the two ' 
services on Sunday to large and weil- 
pleased audiences) two week, evening 
message, seanceg to large.and appre
ciative audiences. We anticipate,hav
ing her with us again,in the near fu
ture, - .
i . On'Jan. 25 we, had in. the Temple 
one of our ever .enjoyable all-day 
.meetings, “A Thomas Paine Memorial 
Service." ;■ : - _ . '

Speakers: Rev. Ring, morning and 
evening,, an(j.- J.- L. Dryden and Chas. 
J. Anderspn in the afternoon, The 
Intelligences, seemed to interweave 
the four discourses, as though they 
had "been previously, well reheased.

Mr. Ande^Bon had arranged to oc
cupy our'Temple, rostrum every Tues
day evening’ during the. months of 
January and February, but owing to 
unavoidable- circumstances his serv- 
ices^were discontinued with, the last 
Tuesday In January.

' I must not fail to mention that at 
our all-day meetings the friends and 
members of the society-are supposed 
to bring Well filled lunch baskets, and 
at which; times the ever-willing help
ers, the "RueyBeés,” take pleasure in 
serving hot tea end coffee, and make 
things cheerful for all.
jJn Sunday, Feb. 2, the only feature 

out of the ordinary was a “Flower 
Shower," conducted, by Mrs. J. L. 
Brooks, and to-day (Feb. 9) an ex
traordinary occurrence, postponement 
of all services-at the Temple on ac
count pf a continual downpour of rain, 
w|th flooded ^streets. We are now 
making; great préparations for a Val
entine party on' Friday, under the 
auspices of the Busy Bees; assisted 
by Brother Ring..

On Sunday, 23rd, all-day meeting, 
Washington memorial.. On Friday, 
28th, Brother Ring puts on the.laugh
able farce, "Leap Year in a Village 
with One Gentleman/’ followed with 

■dancing.'?
■Sùndaÿ, Mar, 1, terminates B.rother 

Ring’s present engagement with us, 
after which» he gçes East to fill other 
obligations. We ar,e loth to give him 
up, but we feel assured that with his 
helpers he can and wJU do a noble 
work wherever he may be.' And we 
will have to be content with the 
thought that hé wiTl. come back to our 
Temple some time in the not very 
far distant future.
' be with ub Mar.
5 to 24, Îpclusivÿ and we all know 
what that means, two lectures every 
day while here. Then- on the last 
Sunday in March Mrs. Katie Heuss- 
njan Harveston, of San Francisco; be
gins, with ps, an engagement of four 
months. So you see we . have no 
thought of “closing gimp" for a while 
at any rate. , -

. j ; - - T. J. McFÈRÔN,
Fin. Sec., First Spiritualist Society

. of San Diego.

At a board meeting of tho officers of 
the Indiana Slate Association of Spir
itualists, held nt the home of the sec
retary, Mrs. Carrie H, Mong, Muncie, 
Ind., plans were laid to visit all so
cieties. We wish that the-secretaries 
of every chartered society would cor
respond with the statg secretary at 
once. I.et us know what is needed in 
your locality, and we will do all we 
can to help your society.

The State Convention will be held 
some time in March, and we wish all, 
societies represented with a full num
ber of delegates, As the N. S. A. Con
vention will bp held in Indianapolis 
this next October, there will also be 
business concerning the same come 
before the State Convention, We 
know tbei-e is much needed worK fa ‘ 
this state, and wè lippe that every pne < 
interested will avail themselves of the 
opportunity "that is thèirp to do wjiat 
they can to help this work. . •

. ■ ■ ■ E. A. SCHRAM, Pres.
? MID-WINTER MASS MEETING, i

Of tho State Spiritualists' Association
I of "Minnesota,

A New. Society, in Muskogee, Okla.
To the Editor: I beg to- submit 

the . following report of a series of 
meetings ITiave recently conducted in 
Muskogee, "Oklahoma.

In response to a letter X received 
calling "ma" to Muskogee^ Oklahoma, I 
left Lawton on Jan.-24. When I ar
rived in Muskogee "l was very cor- 

’dially received, by 'the .persons who 
had'planned for my trip, and .was lo
cated in, extremely coirifortable quar
ters. Full arrangements- had been 
made far a series of meetings, to be 
so conducted that they would leave 
something lasting in the city for our 
cause, and" they did. '.The result of 
the meetings was the organization of 
a good, strong society,* that has on its 
membership^ list some of the best 
known, business men of Muskogee. 
The Society will make application to 
our excellent State Association for a 
charter.;- ".-■-'

An Old Soldier Briefly Expresses His 
Views. * :

To* the Editor; it has always 
seAucd strange to me why all church, 
-ine'mbers -hold such a dread or an
tipathy against Spiritualism, and at 
tjie same time they believe in a' future 
life. Why is it? In this late day'of 

-enlightenment they should begin to 
set their “thinker’’ fo' w :

If they, will allow good, common 
sense 'to- guides them,' some' rational 
Ideas would enter their brain, inform
ing them that they are living a life 
contrary to the Bible, they read, and 
the Lord they worship. Many have, 
experienced the mistake, while thou- 
sauds; of others are willing to root 
right along inttheisame. old well-worn 
wagon-rut that -great grandparents 
traveled years and'- years before they 
wore born, ¿it does seeni strange to 
me that some-.incident in the lives of 
such people bus -not set them to think
ing. Why don’t they think and In
vestigate fonihemkelves?

There Is nut a church member who 
does not belle.te ln!a future existence, 
and wherein in thati respect is this be
lief dlffcrentilroma a belief in Spirit- ’ 
uahsm? . Any- of-.-v you church-goers 
and church members please answer 
me that one Question.- ‘ -

I see by thkdaii# papers, a proposi-i 
tion has been .made to consolidate . 
the' Episcopab-.and the Roman Catholic 
churches intogone.’L It-might- be a I 
good-idea Um consolidate all the i 
churches into one brotherhood, for all i 
are hoping, to gain the same happy I 
home beyond this life. I

-4 J. W. BOYD. I
National Homep-Mllwaukee.'Wis. i

SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Juries. One of the beat 
pamphlets written. Every one order- 
Ing the paper or books should putin 
an extra dime, for th& valuable little 
^cok. Price 19 cents. \

(Advertisement.)

STRANGt
PREDICTIONS .

planetary Professor Foretells Events 
and Quickly Reads the Lives of 

People, Though Thousands 
of Miles Away. -

Sends Letters to the Rich and 'Pool/ 
Alike in Which- He, Advises;

Them About Business, Mar
riage, Speculation, Love ; 
; Affairs, Wealth, Etc.

Offers FYee Readings to All Who Wl^ite 
gnd Send Date of Birth.

In hfirolflce' In .New York. Burrourt<ps<j 
by charts 'änd dials of strange design,'. 
Albert-H. Postel, the Astrologer, stud-’, 
içs dally over, thé lives of men and wo-' '

W-
'X.

The officers of this new Child Of 
Mr. C. 
Emma 
H. C. 

'Messrs.

Spiritualism' are as follows: 
Sanders,. president; Mrs. 
Krusp, Vice-president; Mr. 
Kruse, secretary-treasurer;
S. Eckert and C. Henderson, and Mrs.
C. Eckert,'trustees.

.Shortly .after my arrival the Spir
itualists'of Muskogee gave me a fine 
receritioirjri’the home of one of^the 
local mediums.'< ' - - -

I The efficient secretary-treasurer Is 
l already corresponding with a lecturer 
in our movement with the view of 
engaging the services of a pastor. - It 
is tlie intention of the members of the 
society to not lie Idle one minute, but 
to get “to the^work” immediately^ '

■ It is highly probable that when our 
state' convention meets here in Law
ton, the Muskogee society will en
deavor to have the next convention, 
meet in their beautiful and.progress
ive city. REV. ALICE BAKER, . • 
Pastor Church, of Spiritual Light

of Lawton, Okla. . :

■/
uuuj uvuc, me lives or men »nd wo-‘ t jfe', 

men who-haver-written him for advice- ■ 
mi affairs of business,- love, »peculation;

•travel, marriaép, health and the impor
tant events ofllfe. The following lit
ter gives an Idea of Mr. X'ostel’s ability. . . -r- A.  *

The State Spiritualists’ Association 
of Minnesota will hold, the annual 
Mid-winter Mass-meeting in St. Paul, 
Feb. 28; 29''and March 1, 1908, at 
Odd Fellows’ hall, corner Wabasha 
and Fifth .streets, with all-day sessions 
each day, beginning at 10:30 a. m.

Dr. Geo. B. Warne of Chicago, III., 
president of the NationarSplrltuallsts’ 
Association of the United States, will 
bo the principal speaker at the meet
ings.

Tl;e local speakers will also take 
part in the exercises: “Mrs. Carrie 
Tryon, Mrs. S. M. Lowell, Mrs. J. P. 
Whitwell and Miss Alice Wlckstrom.

Message bearers of the Twin Cities: 
Mrs. Emma A. Sauer, Mrs. Paul Bueh
ler, Mrs. Clara Lee, Mrs. Emma 
Peake, Mrs. C. W. Lutz, Mrs. H. P. 
Courtney, Mrs. Mary Griffin, and Mrs. 
C. P. Follett.

On Thursday evening, Feb. 27, at 
8 o’clock, there will be a reception at 
the above hall to the friends and vis
itors, followed by a literary and mu- 
stckL entertainment and dance, and 
a general good time.

The secretary, 904 Hastings avenue, 
St. Paul, will mail programs to per
sons sending their names and ad
dresses.

It is the aim of the officers of the 
Association to make this mass-meet- 
lug a greater success than the one of 
last year.

FRANK E. IRVINE, 
Secretary £tate Spiritualists’ Asso

ciation of Minnesota.

Pi
Dear »Sir—You are certainly tl^mos 

wonderful astrologer living-. Everyory 
of your predictions came true. 1 eon 
slder that you not only saved me from 
an ayful •death but prevented the'loss 
of hundreds of dollars. 1 trust that 
many people will prolU by your advice. 
Sincerely, MLSS EFFA M. TRYON.

The accuracy of recent predictions 
made by this eminent Astrologer has 
caused many of Ills friends to believe 
that he possesses a supernatural pow* 
er, but he modestly assorts that his 
predictions are due alone to u scientific
QndPrstHndlng The
>nany «thankful letters Mr. Postel has 
received from people who have ben<*- 
fited by his advice furnish ample proof 
that he Is sincere in his work and hasf . 
a kindly feeling toward humanity. .( .

Reatlers of thia paper can obtain Ji ■ 
reading free of charge by addresalngin ' 
letter to Albert 11. Postel, Dept. 9.G6, •. 
No. 126 Wrat ............. ..................... 'm-

PAS8ED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot 
Unes only will be Inserted free.

ten 
All

In excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line.
About 7 words constitute a lino.]'

The shadow of death has already 
fallen upon tho new and comfortable | 
home of John E. Sexsmith, and his 
well known wife, Mrs. Alice Sexsmith, 
at 1321 Wilcox avenue, Chfdago. 
The former’s mother, Mrs. Hannah 
J.-Sexsmith, without danger signal 
or a farewell word, passed from mor
tal form on the morning of Febru
ary 5th, 1908. Startled by’the sound 
of something falling, the son hast
ened to her room only to find her al
ready beyond consciousness and help. 
On the previous evening she had 
spoken of the fact that on the mor
row, it would be just twenty years 
-since her own mother had been trans
lated by sudden death, little thinking 
of the nearness of a like change for 
herself, which would make that date 
doubly an anniversary of sadness in 
her family. Mrs, Sexsmith was 
born March 19th, 1842 in Richmond, 
Ontario, Canada. During seven years 
of widowhood, it had been her cus
tom to visit at will, in tho- several 
homes of her four children. It was 
one of these pilgrimages of pleasure, 
that brought her to Chicago, about 
two months ago, and she had seemed 
keenly alive to full enjoyment of 
this reunion. Funeral services were 
conducted at the above number, on 
the afternoon of February 7, by Dr. 
George B. Warne, In the presence of 
relatives and Intimate friends of the 
family. Burial followed at Forest 
Home cemetery. The vacant chair^ 
in every family circle are mute, but 
forceful witnesses that we are gath
ering home one by one.

At the age of 79, Norah Merrell 
passed to spirit life at Kent, Ohio. 
The day. before his death be predicted 
that he was about to have either a 
long sickness or a sudden death. He 
often expressed the wish that if he 
died in that manner that the first 
stroke might end it all, that he might 
not linger to suffer or .be a care. He 
had his wibh. .His prediction was 
partially fulfilled. He died oh bis 
seventy-ninth birthday anniversary. 
Mr. Merrell was one of the promoters 
of the Lake Brady Spiritualist Asso
ciation, helping to establish the camp 
oh his farm. He gave liberally of his 
money, time and hpspitality, tho first 
meetings being held at his home. 
Cases of;need or distress always found 
help at his hands. He was always 
ready to help worthy persons who 
showed a disposition to'help'them- 
,'selves. ■ .

ply say you wish u reading of your life, ■■ 
stating your birth date, sox, and wheth'- ’ 
er married or single. Please enclose . 
10 cents (silver or stamps) tn pay post
age and clerical work, and the readingy 
also a copy of Mr. Postel's booklet. 
"Your Destiny Foretold," will be 
promptly sent.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN

'-The Church of the Soul, 
Richmond. Pastor; services 
Masonic Temple at II ft.

CHICAGO.

In Hull 3<i'j 
in. .Sunday

School at 10 n. in. Mr«. Kh hinond will 
be al home, 3X02 Ridge Boulevard, Fri-
day illt-ernoonp, (q reniv

The Build Jf Harmony 
tile Cllllrell of tile Soul. 
309 Maaonie Temple. Hi

meet« nt Hull
Hvcond and

fourth Thursdays of vaph month. Sup
per served at 6 p. in.

The Students of Nuturr, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Viu: Bu- 
ren opera llous«’, rortier Mudlsbn street

p. in.
Tiw F» 

Dr. Ah-x

p. in.

cl- e at 7:30 

pirituali.-,ts. 
Services at 

Ce.. at 2;3O

in.; Mediums' 
8 p. m.; lec- 
çvR. Airs. W.

Brockway, pastor; residence 2bG2 
rie avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, 
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite; meet al 
m., at Unity Hall. 431 31st st.,

Pas- •

cor

*W>e Church' of Progressive Splnitual-

Vernon
( colored) holds service^

KeV. ; 
The

p. in.
J. 11.

ne. every Sundín
No door fee. All

Demby
Progressiv

Pastor.
Hplrirua)

uL 3329 
from 4 
invited.

Soriot Y
holds sorvkes ul 8 p. in. every Sunday, ... 
183 lit. North avenue, corner Burling', 
»treet^ Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager. < 

Society of the Psychic Forces hold«- 
services at Wilcox Hall, 361 12. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. ni., conducted by. Iga 
Clevelnud.

.Services every Sunday evening, also 
Wednesday evening, at 7:39. Lecture, 
m'HMlc and messages, 320 Flournoy «t. 
Mary B. Hill, pastor.

spiritual meetings ludd every Sun
day evening at 8 p. m.. at 239 Lincoln 
avs., conducted by b*. E. Loner. ,

Tile Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, at
319 14. 5 
tendance.

Good mediums in at-

Bibllcal Spiritual Society hold;
ingH every Sunday even 
and Madison avenue; 
Rev. Esther M. Cahoon. 
(Hums.

s meot- 
• Olli st.

conducted by

Tho Universal Occult Society meets 
at 31*1 street (old 77) at 3 and S p. m., 
.Sundays; meeting conducted bv Dlrs. 
Maggie Henry. Home "address 3103 
Prairie avenue.

Tho Golden Rulo Spiritualist Socie
ty holds servlets every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., sharp, at 43 South Paulini; 
Street., Iw.'tWcen Wiodiingtou Pool, mid 
Park Ave. Nora E. Hill, pastor.

Tho Roseland Spiritual Unit lire Club 
holds sen ices in Bock’s Hall.

“A Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit.” Reincarnation, or- 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W> J. Colville. Price 30 cents. ' ;

“The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds ; 
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Dedicated to Preachers, 
Missionaries and Church Members. 
Price, 20 cents. ..

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts-and Political Pin Points.” 
By J. S; Harrington. A pamphlet 

.containing 79 jages of racy reading.
Price, 25 cents.

“The . Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features. The- 
Cultivation, of . Personal Beauty; i 
"Based <on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner.” 
Of special Interest and value. Price,:

■ , .. I

ANCIENT PAGAN AND « 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Xnmah, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The ■ Assyrian Sacred 

'Grove," and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred Illu- 
W&tioM. Cloth, 11. -•

Michigan avenue, th«’ first and third, 
Sundays In each month. Good music.-; 
good Hpcakcrs and good 
ora tire always on hand. Mrs. J.
staff, president; residence. 79.72 Klngjf- 
to’n avenue, City.
.The .Starlight Spiritual So< loty. r.SG 

32nd street, holds . services every Sun
day evening; also Monday evenings 
and.. Friday afternoons. Mr. Kunde, 
pastor; Mrs. Weinick. medium. No 

,door fee. ICVerybody weh orne.
,- -The Church of Spiriual Revelation 
holds services ¿every Sunday evening, 
8 p.. m„ 5963 ,S. Halsted SL The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes. .

By Thomas C.arlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength cad 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity ot earnestness. A notable 
Hterary effort. A fine edition in'doth. 
¡Pries 60 cents.

tbsjoght, combining advanced ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, leadfag th^ mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere ot ex
alted spiritual truth. A book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00.

04ffin, Development and Destiny 
of Ma n. .

A Scientific and Philosophical 
TraatLse, by Thos. P, JFIetcher- . 

ttoKTEmi The BbtfaulapvTttndMZcnU} Prist 
wiei; rormatlon of .ConitenatlODi. ’Syrrems. Baa 
Pineti »nd The Origin of Heuor* tn
CometBiTU&tirginR TheOngln r! Ml?
Mm—H18 Attrlbutcf nDfirotror«; The Soul—How jf 
Becelree and ItnptTU Eoowledfe; How the Bou] 
ceirc« 11 Rlgbert b&pxeulons; The Record Bonk, or 
The Hiavenly Ether; How to Cultivate ihe Sixth 
ItDBe; Ite Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
Eaeration; Morally, . Spiritualism Proved by Uie

Ible; Tbe-Blble and Chrl«t: The Summary: *’^tai 
Mt XTe Do-to B* ” For sale at tblBoilca 

Price,'cloth, 81.00. Paper 50c.

Hofecufap tathesis of Nature; 
The Relation ol Its Principles to Continued Er- 
iBtenceand to t^e Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Loclnrood. Paper, £4 cents.

MOLLIE FANCHER, :
The Brooklyn Enigma. ■

An authentic statement oí facts lathe life ot 
Mary J. F&nchar, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth centnry. UnlmpeacbabloUstt 
juony of many witneases. By Abram H. Dalle?, 
With illustrations. Price. doth. Si.50. „
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A FEW 1APBKSSIVK DEFINITION.

Self-Evident to Slimy Thinkers.

g »%»

• Tills department is under, the man
agement of f
\ HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The following are not Intended to 
be complete nor taken for granted. 
It is not expected-they will be be
lieved by most most people. They are 
not in spirit, nor entirely in letter, 
original with the writer. They are 
written merely for the purpose of af
fecting the mental vibration of a few
who may chance to notice 
The writer is prepared to give 
for each statement:

them. 
reasons

The Dark Side of Spirit Born ' ... I h. : 3 ,1 .

Aß Viewed from the Standpoint of Ell^iWÜceier
^ ■ • ' - 1 .. . yH Iß

Wilcox. in ~w
.li

i P/OTE—The Qucatious and: Answers 
5 bavti called forth Buch a host ot re- 
• : Bpbn!dehts> that to give all eqaul hear-

’ Ug compels the answers to bo made in 
. the moat condensed form, and often 

1 - clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
! ipi’COd brevity; Proofs have to be 

b : onjitted, and the style becomes there- 
by;Assertive,. Jh of all things Is to 

i ,; foe dppreca* Correspondents often 
k ;; ^eqi'jr with waiting for the appear» 
I i aucAoi their questions and write let- 
& i ters of inquiry. The supply of mat- 

1 tar Is always several weeks ahead pt 
apace given, and hence there is.una’. 

X voidable delpy.; Every one has/ to 
ait his time’and, place, and all are, 

Vested with' equal favor.'
c»OTICE.-l-No attention Will be 

;lven anonymous letters. Full name 
d address must be given, or the 

, letters tvili not be read. If the,* ra- 
, quest lip made-the name will not be 

?ubMshed.' The correspondence ,°t
his department has bepome excesslye- 

’ ly large; especially letters of inquiry 
requesting private answers, ana Wm« 

_I treely give whatever information I 
I ~nm able, the ordinary ct*;rtesy pi 
V , correspondents is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

.1. ; Dogmatic religion 
sounding board in the 
sciousuess of >the world.

la a warped
ethical con- 

. It is a de-

I>

Earnest Jriqplrer :— Q,-r--What ere? 
deuce is to be placed in .the discovery, 
so called, of determining the sex of 
thé child, as set forth iu.The Progress
ive Thinker of Feb. 1, in art article 

>ylth the title, “It was a Boy?"
- '?A.—It is claimed in this article that 
a Dk Gayer, promised the parents that 
by hypnotic suggestion h's would bo 
influence the mother-that a boy In
stead of a girl should come to them. 
The father wanted a boy, the mother 
a girl. The “doctor” began the treat- 
.ment three months before the wed
ding!

The glamour of "science” 1/ cast 
qver the story. The treatment was 

\glven *in the Doctor’s "laboratory” in 
tUie presence of several Americans and 
Ewojleans interested In this branch of 
scApnce.” The Doctor found the “door” 
through the ‘.’subconscious.” He there
by Blade the to-be-wife and mother, 
slghÇfora boy! A^ that time he drew 
a drtop of her blood and toufid she 
had 'Jxuctly three million live hundred 
thousand red ’corpuscles, and after 
continued hypnotic treatment foupd 
that, these- had increased to live mil
lions! Tho "eminent doctor” took the

V

\ cash, no boy no pay. There was a boy 
and he received bls pay.

It may be asked, what evidence is 
there that it would not have been a 
boy, had not this treatment been re
sorted to? The average of male over 
female birtjis Is from 8 to 10 per cent, 
and hence the probabilities are favor-

facehient of thg. trade-mark of man
hood, Personal Responsibility.

2. "Materialistic” Physical Science 
is the bastard-whelp of dogmatic the
ology. ■„ - v. '

3, The Roman Catholic church is 
the best unworn-out robe of the spirit 
of Darkness; Devolution and Destruc
tion. ' ■ ■■ ; ; '' . . .•

The Consnmmate knowledge of the 
weakness of human’nature possessed 
by the hierarchy of the Roman church, 
is only equaled inASgi'qe by the total 
ignorance of most of, th'e priesthood, 
and all-of the laity in regard to the 
real plan -and purpose of th,e church.

The writer -has been a Catholic' and 
knows whereof he speaks. *

4.- Protestant Christianity reminds 
one of a man who, finding himself in 
bed with the dpvil, jumps zout and 
clothes himself, blit afterward crawls 
back on the edge of the bed aud sleeps 
till morning. ' ’ _ i . '

5: Liberal Christianity seems to be 
a combination of Jruth, Policy and 
the Odds And Ends of Orthodoxy.

6. Christian Science' is as dog
matic as Catholicism or .orthodoxy, 
and less consistent.- It holds that all 
is good and nothing else exists. This 
is probably true, but in such a broad 
sense that it precludes finite intefli- 
gbnee from determining .finite things.. 
Fbr instance, Christian Science de
fines darkness,- evil, and hate to be 
non-existent, merely the ausence of 
light, good and love. T,otal darkness 
and complete evil do not exist. They 
mean annihilation and extinction; but 
endless shades of light and continuous 
grades of good do exist, and thlS/Bhad- 
ing and grading is what makes dEftlc- 
ness pnd evil realities to the soul. 
The condition of a base string out of 
tune is not corrected by thinking it 
in tune, but by properly tuning it.

Harmonically speakingt hate is the 
absence of love, but mathematically 
speaking, it is not. Hate is a condi-'. 
tion that results from ignorantly tam
pering with the harp-strings of love. 
Both have the same general origin, 
but not the same particular origin. 
Hate Is one of the vicissitudes of the 
journey to love.

7. True«epirltuallty Is the natural 
religion ot earth.

HARVEY W. JACOX.
Caledonia, Mich.

The Progressive Thinker is devoted 
to.THE TRUTH, jjs uiin being to ele
vate Spiritualism to a highey plane of 
thought and action. The WHOLE 
TRUTH is what is needed, and that 
Spiritualists will have just so long as 
we publish The Progressive Thinker.

We have been approached by lead
ing Spiritualists, requesting us to ig
nore all the DISAGREEABLE FEAT- 
UREfi of Spirit Return, and dwell con
stantlyon the ANGELIC SIDE, the 
side of bea.uty, poesy, gi'ancjeur, love
liness, and all tbnt is soiil-^evating.

Willie the main feature of our pa
per is. to illustrate all that is noble and 
lovely on! TRE’ ANGELIp SIDE OF 
SPIRIT RETURN, we should consider 
ourself open to tljb greatest censure 
if we failed, to consider cases of ,bb- 
session, cases where people have been 
ruined by following the- advice of 
parth-bound spirits—Jesuit - spirits, 
wiiose main object is "to bring Spirit-

ualisnt into 
those astray 
the cause.

disrepute. by( leading 
who arej^inllupntial in 

There is.■ ! unparalleled
beauty, loveliness and.1'graiideui' eon-’ 
netted with the angelic ‘éid¿ of Spirit
ualism, but on the reverse' side there 
is DARKNESS, DANGER AND RUIN 
to those who do not shün 'it.

A ease in point was related in a late 
number of The Progressive Thinker 
where bankers in California" con
sulted mediums who were controlled 
by Jesuit spirits, and miide at first 
$0,000,000, Their confluence first 
gained, they were easily led into a 
pit of darknçss and despaiç, and many 
innocent persons were ruined.

These Jesuit spirits come to earth, us 
Angels of Lighf,~«n(Ithey are'the most 
dangerous enemies that Spiritualism 
Ims to contend with. Dead,the follow
ing by líilii'Wheeler Wíícojc, front the 
Los Angeles Examiner, qnd open, your 
eyes ip Ilie dark side of Spirit Return, 
and shun it.' - —< v ■

A Piominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

The recent passing on of Dr. Benj. 
Colson, .of Bangor, Maine, removes 
one of the best known and prominent 
Spiritualists of the state. He has had 
a wonderful career. Fifty-one years 
ago, while knowing nothing of me
diumship, and while his wife lay at 
the-point of death, having been given 
up by tho old-school physicians, he 
was suddenly entranced and rushed 
into the woods, gathered herbs, 
brought them home, prepared and ad
ministered them to tjie sick wife. 
She recovered and has been a well 
woman ever since; she has lived to 
bless the noble Indian guide and doc
tor who thus controlled her husband, i 
add who lias been his constant guide 
and support all these fifty-one years. ■

Immediately after the cure of his 
devoted comimnion lie began to prac- ! 
tiee medicine, always being uncon- , 
Bcious and under the influence of his I 
faithful and successful guide, Nicowa. f 
His success has been truly marvelous, I 
having cured hundreds of cases aban
doned by other physicians. His Busi
ness has been so large at times that 
he kebt two or three horses to ena
ble him to answer calls’far and near. 
His patient's are all over this country. 
He examined, and treated hundreds 
that he never ¿aw, by means of 4 lock 
Of hair or some other article. He 
p^ver studied- medicine or medical 
work's in his life, and nevhr exam.- 
Jned or tested except while entranced 
by his beloved guide, Nicowa. At 
first he was roundl/TidlcuIed by other 
doctors. In course of time-his stic- 
ces? was so great that tlib opposition 
were forced to acknowledge the won-

♦
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XV* f^OHPRISItlO «11 that r»»
O' la,es 10 ,be P'OB'’“ °*,
b • «!>» Chrlsllan Rollslon In th« " Hts-

'Wv” ard tiaH of the Ro-
t man ¡empire "'unà ,

A Vindication,
Qfcvcr before PubUshea in ihts CowifyJ ofi some pass* 

ages In the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
. With A Lire òr thb Author, Prefac« and Notes by PbtbrÌ

Ecklrr, Including vaHorum notes by GuUot, Wonck, Milman,,‘2mi] 
r English Churchman,” and other scholars/

T HIS volim$<»ntatnsCtiBOH's complete TWo^ratorttlns«, tOMrala fron>| .' ‘ 
his other works; and is, to use Ids own language, "an enquiry Into the I 

human souses of the progress anti establishment of Christianity"—showing when, I 
u>heee, snd hour It ortgmhtad; uAo were Its founders: and what were J ho’ sentiments,1 
character, manners, numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. ■ >.. 
I' Gibbon's Vindication of tho 15t|t and 16th chapters of his History from the al.' 
tacks of his Christian opponents, .Is reprinted tvri/atint from the original edition 
of his Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1786. It effects.
'ally and forever ollenced his detractors who. being vqdqulshcd In argu-

1 >,ment. unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of Infidelity. . nf
AH that can be said by Christians In fogard Io tho Origin of Ckrfslb -

antty Is reprinted from the valuable notes of Dbah Mi lush, Wbhck, 
Cursor, and other eminent Christian historians who-have edited VFGibbon's works. • r

, Among tho Illustrations wilt ba found represen'dttons ot V X
I thb principal divinities of tho Pagan mythollfy.
1 This celebrated work has run through many edl- aMw „ a
I tlons, and is now tho acknowledged author,ly on tho 'A.I subject of Christianity.
I II It proluHiy liluitralsd oillt ttusy sliiMsg Unite'
' Ilans, liarodiclng thl CeiuM, acd ikteeg Is ■

many tnyt all 11» authority ft» Bible hu. '■ -wrtbX -X H
ND «W, HI MSES, Ct> TW, S2.00

PROGRESSIVE. THINKER, 
4Q Loomis Street, 

CHIMG0.JU. .

%

Thoughts of our Beloved Cause.
To the Editor: I have seen many 

discussions in regard to our cause 
standing on a "shaky foundation." I 
am sorry to say that many mediums 
are standing in their own light by 
paying too much attention to names. 
I know of some who term themselVes 
Spiritualists, who will withdraw and 
not give any aid to the cause, if any 
society designates itself as a church. 
They will leave S society If any one 
speaks of Jesus or his work. They 
say, “Jesus has been dead many* years, 

■ let him rest.” According to the Bible
1, . ... - - nnn nnn ..„J the lessons that Jesus taught werethat there are 5,000 000 led cor- worthy of’our notice> and if wo uke 
puscles In a cubic millimeter A mill!- tJ flf h ch t of Matthew for Our 
meter is about one twenty-fifth of an ! exampl0i we not g0 £ai. anllSB.

B able for a male. The increase of red 
B corpuscles lias a decided appearance 
w of “scientific accuracy,” but is one of 
T . those .indeterminate things, depend- 

ing entirely on the brazen arrogance 
i‘ of the experimenter.
f ' Thè. reader would Infer that dhe 

■ “doctor” found that number of red 
' ' Corpuscles in the entire blood of his 

patient. Really It has been estimated

inch. This would give 78 billions red 
corpuscles to the cubic inch of blood— 
and about 300 times less of white cor
puscles.

By what process did the learned 
doctor count the millions? No one

How does any one on the-earth to- 
day know that George Washington 
lived T

Our mediums, who have been or- 
. dained, are so modest, or are afraid of 
I being known, that they refuse to pre-thTnumbe? appr°xlma% fix "Rev.” before their names. I have

\ If, however, 5,000,000 is a standard ^ked some of our first speakers why 
x ’ —- - j they did not use the "Rev., and theyaverage to the cubic millimeter, what 
woluld be the condition of a woman 
wlwi a million and a half deficit?

Tjhe experlinentèr takes for granted 
thalt the meqtal .state of the mother, 
her desires or anticipations has a con
trolling Influence on the sex of her 

' child. If observation has proven any- 
\ thing, It has shown that the mother’s 

\ desire has no such determining influ
ence. As tp "subconscious,” the whole 

- subject, to which every Ignoramus re
sorts for éxplahatlon of. phenomena 
pot otherwise explainable, It has first 

^to be proved to have an existence.
Ope Is curious to know how about 

the father? How about the Increase 
’’of hlsCTed corpuscles.” Would not 

. ■■■ bls treatment more òr less have been 
“Bclentlflc?” What would have re- 
suited in running up the count of his 
red-corpuscles a million or two?

If it is possible to change from a 
x girl to a boy, would it not be possi- 

I ,blo to have two boys—twins—by be- 
V ' ginning the treatment earlier.and mul- 

tiplying the red-corpuscles by a few 
''gnilllons. Here is the problem: If a 

Another with three and a half millions 
fof red corpuscles in her blood will give 
bfirth to a girl, and with five millions 
to boy, what will be the result If she

said, “look at so-and-so, they use the 
name of ’Rev.’ and are not what they 
ought to be.” There are many ortho
dox ministers who prefix “Rev.” and 
are doing many misdeeds. We are 
trying to select the honest, worthy 
mediums, and educate the people to 
distinguish those that are honest 
from the. fakir.

If all mediums would unite-with 
the State Association ' in which'theywhichthey
live, or if there is none, to unite with 
the N. S. A., we would then be better 
able to know those that are honest 
from the fakirs.

I find by reading The Progressive 
Thinker that many mediums are un
der arrest. If we would join hands 
and act with one accord, we would 
be able to hold our religion up to 
the world as one of the grandest 
truths ever known.

, REV. ADALINE COOPER.
Syracuse, N. Y.

hawe ten millions?
(An obscure doctor became notort- 

oud\ a short, time ago by a similar 
"joW,” carrying out his theory that a 
-certain foodffurnlshed would give this 

' result He Apparently succeeded, but 
he ahd his theory have dropped into 
the. waste basket of “scientific” pre
tense. 1

This story, given a wide hearing 
' through the New York World, should 

have appeared in a comic paper, with 
cartoon illustrations. The portrait of 
this great psychologist and Doctor 
Gayer, and the eminent "Americans 
and Europeans” who witnessed with 
¡open mouths, the pre-wedding treat
ment, would be highly Interesting 
studies of character. The picture of 

< the pre-husbahd and wife, dupes of 
- such charlatanry, would also be inter

esting. An essential part of the story " 
is omitted—the fee! Was it bo small 
as -to reflect on the value of the hith- " 
erto'unheard of research of this great 
doctor, or so extortionate that it would 

■ measure the credulity of the anxious 
couple? - .. -

fractürè of that stone, a property held 
in some degree by glass. . Various'- 
methods were practiced,, the most com
mon befng by pressure. The flint 
often being roughly broken into form, 
was finished by pressure of a pointed 
deer’s horn, the arrow-head being held 
against a thick shield of hide.

I have seen a medium under the 
control of an Indian spirit, who said 
he was “an arrow maker” in this life, 
form from a piece of flint an arrow
head that an expert could not distin
guish from those used by thé aborig
ines. He also broke-out from a pièce 
of thick glass most exquisite beads. 
This was far more difficult, and was* 
performed by -blows from a sharp 
pointed flint held In his. hand, or In 
the finish of -the sawtooth edge by 
pressure. J

Hereford Pike:—Q.—What is th? 
price of “Hafed, Prince of Persia,’’ by 
David Duguid?

A.-—Four dollars. If not out of 
print, It can be obtained of the Two 
Worlds'Pub. Co., Manchester, Eng.

Frank S. Wellman:—Q.—How did 
the Indians make flint arrow-heads?

A,:—The usefulness of flint for ar- 
tow-headB depends on the connoidal

“Spiritualism and the Law.” . A 
Series of Papers Complied from Legal 
Authority • by ’ the Hon; Charles R; 
Schirni of Baltimore,-Md. This pam
phlet is one that every Spiritualist 
should read. It is.a subject that peo
ple" are not familiar with. Price, 25 
-cents. . . r
- Just from the press. “Optimism, a 
Real Remedy,” Tjy Horace Fletcher. 
Optimism 'means health, pessimism 
disease, is the watchword of this book. 
This book Is nicely and daintily bound 
and comes in a* box. Price, 50 cents.

“A Short History of the Inquisi
tion-" What It Was and What It 
Did. To which -is appended an Ac
count of Persecutions by Protestants, 
Persecutions of Witches, The War Be
tween Religion and Science, and the 
Attitude of the American Churches' 
Toward African Slavery. Fully illus
trated. Price, 42.00,

Mr«. Ella Wheeler Wilcox," who is 
now in Los Ángeles, noting tliat offir 
eers of the California Safe Deposit 
and Trust Company of .San, Francisco 
conducted their financial opergtiops 
under Wie direction jir control of ■Jtne- 
diums, according to report, - present^ 
herewith", for readers of the “Exam
iner, her belief regarding’such .con
trol, and spiritual existence.

If it is true thqt the officers, of a 
San Francisco bank consulted me
diums and clairvoyants regarding 
business matters, this is but one more 
link in an endless chain which encir
cles the' world to-day.

Many clergymen will preach ser
mons to their congregations, warning 
them against any belief in “tjie fraud 
and superstition” which masquerade 
under the nam^of Spiritualism, It 
would be wiser were these clergymen 
to suggest a careful study of psycliic 
phenomena, and a knowledge which 
will insure human safety from its un- 
deniitble dangers-—dangers which 
menace the weak, indolent or vicious 
unbeliever, as well as the ignorant be
liever or reckless investigator. ’

The great mistake made by ortho
dox Christianity to-day Is the preach
ing of a “heaven,” wherein mortals 
become “angel spirits” immediately 
after death", or else descend to the 
other land of ('lost souls.” Quite as 
mistaken is the Idea of a sleep until 
the Judgment Day.
4 Death does not make an angel of a 
mortal unless the work on eayth was 
cominenced.

The spirit-realms are many, and 
they contain os ‘ varied conditions, 
grades and orders of existence as the 
¿{irth.

The man who dies with no god but 
money, no religion but gain, goes into 
the earth-bound realm—the first 
sphere—and remains there until he 
develops a higher Ideal. He is just 
as much alive, and just as mercenary, 
and just as eager for power, as he 
was on earth; but he has no physical' 
body with which to act, and his great
est .happiness Ues in controlling the 
body of a medium, and, through this 
medium, other mortals. The earth- 
bound spirits retard their own pro
gress td higher spheres, injure the 
medium by weakening her Individuali
ty, and they, mislead mortals who lean 
upon their advice.

The moment a medium gives coun
sel and advice on purely earthly mat
ters (money especially, the grossest of 
all things),.that moment ahe is under 
the control of an earth-bo,und soul— 
and such souls are not to be relied 
upon. They are like drudken men, 
babbling in' dellripm. The medium

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

A Toucliing Appeal in Behalf of 
Noble Man and Spiritualist.

a

To the Editor: The State Spirit
ualist’s Association held a mass meet
ing In Los Angeles on the afternoon 
of Saturday, Feb. 1, and all day oil 
'Sunday, Feb. 2, which was a grand 
success.

The president, Mrs. Harman Pat
terson, presided.

I am a stranger to the workers 
here, as. my home Is In Toronto, 
Canada. On the afternoon of the 
first day of said convention a splendid, 
audience was present, having heard' 
so much of this man, Robert T. Hale, 
president of-jj. Society for Prevention 
of Cruelty to Spiritualism. Having 
had the pleasure of hearing .him 
speak, I will say unhesitatingly, that 
It would be well if we had thousands 
of men like him.

I caii give but a partial account of 
Mr. Hale!s address' which, was listened 
to with' rapt attention. Many eyes 
were dim with tears. (I give the ad
dress in part.)'

The president of the Anti-Fake So
ciety cominenced his address' by say
ing: “■ ■ v v '

"Your président has "told you that 
the phenomena and thé philosophy 
proved our religion as Spiritualists. -"

No, my'friends, your .phenomena 
and your philosophy is as dross, with- 
dut Love. '

"You have in your midst a-man— 
a thinker, and an intellectual star. A 
mail who, on the twenty-first of March 
next jviil have seen ninety, winters 
come and go. - A man who has de
voted his life to the cause of making 
this world better, For over fifty- 
seven^years he has labored hard and 
to-day is In,need. Yes, Inf need of 
that love to make the glorious Trin
ity—Brother J. S. Loveland. He Wil 1 
not stay long at the best .with us, and 
I say to you, as spiritualists, it is to 
your dishonor to see as good and true 
a man in need.

"There Is no doubt that if his re
mains were here before us to-day you 
would bury them with flowers. My 
friends, ho will not need them then. 
He needs them now. Let no one dare 
lay a flower upon his grave that will 
not help him now-

derful power and insight lnto disease, 
and he was often called upon for ad
vice, and into consultation' with 
other practitioners upon difficult and 
mysterious cases; Always being 'able 
to diagnose accurately.

Dr. Colson had a life-size' portrait 
of his devoted guide, which lie'valued 
beyond all other earthly possessions. 
It was taken by/ii spirit artist with
out bis knowledge. Clairvoyance had 
ertabled him to see Nicowa frequently, 
and when shown -the portrait he at 
once recognized and joyfully Px- 

_ _ _ _ ___ claimed, “My God, there is Nicowa.”
HIGHER SPHERES—THE REALMS-I The guide was a wonderfully well- 
LYING BEYOND THE EARTH informed Indian. He often controlled 
PLANE. ^HEY WILL GIVE HIM ,Mr' Colson in public meetings, at 
ELECTRIC FORCE, COURAGE AND , Spiritual camps and other places, and 
INSPIRATION. ' ' madd speeches that would haVe been

(the real, medium, vfho Is not a mere 
pretender) ; IS INNOCENT OF 
WRONG INTENTION.

It Is, not in accordance’ with .God's 
stupendous design to leUdisembodled 
spirits do oui- (Winking tor us.

The whole purpose or'llfe Is Self
Development. Each mortal is meant 
to work his own destiny, his own 
“salvation,” which means' using all 
his own powers of body, mind and
spirit while on this sphere, 

IF HE DOES THIS HE WILL BE
HELPED BY SPIRITS FROM THE

It is right for your brother in the 
senior class to cheer and strengthen 
you to work out your owri freshman 
problems.

It is wrong for him to work out 
those problems anil give you the an
swers, because he deprives you of 
mental development. ‘ ■

It Is right for him to' give you a 
subject for an essay or oration, but 
wrong for him- to compbse it for you.

Spirits of the higher planes,are ever 
ready to give the right help, directly to 
mortals who have developed the high
er qualities. In time of great need, 
sorrow or danger, they, are sometimes 
able to revfeai themselves to sight or 
sound, but this rarely occurs, save to 
those who have studied the right 
method, unite becomp masters of the 
philosophy. r i ' . r

It is a sign of ignorance-and big
otry to deny the fact -of spirit com
munication to-day. u> i’

Many of the terrible crimes com
mitted ill the world, mnd: «eemingly, 
unaccountable, are thoresultjof obscs- 
aions. .

It behooves every mortal to be alert, 
wide awake, right minded and to 
make his» mind a receiving station of 
wireless messages only from the high
est realms. ■ . - -

Such realms nev^r send messages 
concerning Wall street; or money mat
ters. ' Tho . material messages come 
from material realms and minds.

A (arge percentage of church mem
bers are men and women whose minds 
are more occupied with the thoughts 
of lands, houses, equipages, clothes, 
jewels, and food, than with intense as
pirations for spiritual development. 
Over such minds, earth-bound spirits 
ofttimes obtain dominion without the 
aid of mediums or the consciousness 
of the victims. Why not study this 
subject caltaly and sensibly, and find 
Its high moral influence, Instead 'of 
sweeping it asldq as "trash,” "super
stition” and “nonsense?”

credit to many a pale-faced orator. 
His knowledge of the Bible seemed 
unlimited.

Dr. Colson owned a fine cottage at 
Temple Heights, and was one or the 
pillars of that camp. He had a host 
of friends, being always jovial, witty, 
cheerful and happy. His health was 
always good up nearly to his last sick
ness. His age was eighty-two, lack
ing a few days. ■

A truly good and useful citizen has 
gone to meet a great reward in the 
bright beyond, and will .all the more 
enjoy the companionship of his faith
ful guide in the happy hunting 
grounds “over there.”

FREEMAN W. SMITH.
Rockland, Me.
Letter from on Octogenarian.

T,o the Editor: I have let my sub
scription to. the best paper on earth 
expife while I was trying to get aL 
least one new subscriber to send with 
mlng. The stupidity, indifference and 
ignorance of the masses is lamentable, 
if not ALARMING. I believe the In
telligence of the people its the life of 
any nation. I have been on earth 
over eighty-one years. I am a ma
chinist, pattern and tool maker, and 
work in the shop more or less nearly 
every day; then at night I read The 
Progressive Thinker, which gives me 
a soul-satisfaction as nothing else can. 
My wife, after standing devote'dly by 
my side over fifty-eight years, quietly 
went to sleep to earthly suffering over 
a year ago. Now my greatest pleas
ure Is in trying to fulfill all the du
ties of true manhood. My children 
and grandchildren may think at 
times that I am a little cranky, but 
I will- try and satisfy 'them that one 
good example is worth more than all 
the fawning hypocrisy on earth. 
Please pardon me for tiring you with 
a few of my random thoughts. I en
close postoffice money order for one 
dollar, for which please send- The 
Progressive Thinker one year' to me.

T. W. WISNER.
Caro, Mich.

STANDARD BOOKS
Cloth Binding, 50 Cents.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we nave selected 
with the thought that they will be of 
Interest to our readers. They are 
printed on fine paper; perfectly clear, 
readable type; clotlj. binding. Good 
home library edition.

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 359 
pages.

Past and Present, 
lyie.

Data of Ethics,

By Thomas Car-

cer.
Fairy Laud of Science. By Arabella

well as bld can understand It. Illus
trated, gilt top,

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Dar
win. These two books by Mr. Darwin 
should be in every home. '

Karma. A Novel. By A. P, Sin- 
nett.

A Romance of Two Worlds. -By 
Marie Corelli. A most wonderful _ 
occult story. -

Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton. A 
romance by that most wonderful and 
mystic writes, after a long residence

By Herbert Spen- in the East and an exhaustive study of 
occult lore.

Any oner of the above valuable
B. Buckley. ,This book is written in bopkk can be obtained for 50 ¡Cents—
such a pleasing manner that young as u miracle of cheapness.

LIGH’T OF ^GYPT.
A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy,, TaiiS’ 

mans, the Magic ^and, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. I., cloth, $2; 
paper, $1. Vol. H., cloth onlv32.

“THE UNKNOWN
.QY__

CAMILLE FLAMMARION.
“THE ÜNM 

sensation in
KNOWN" created a great / fascinating as the most fantastic of 
France when first pub-

lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. 
It is an eminent scientist’s study of 
the phenomena of the ’ spirit world. 
In touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites.many 
absolutely authentical instances, and 
chapters of his boo!c~ are as weirdly

Poe’s tales.s It treats on Incredulity, 
credulity, hallucination, psychic ac
tion of one mind -upon another, trans
mission of. thought, suggestion, the 
world of dreams, cerebral physiology, 
psychic dreams, distinct sight in 
dreams, actual facts, premonitory 
dreams and divination of the future. 
487 pages, cloth bound. Price J2.00.

Prof. Loveland, I could not hold back 
the tears. Go to him now, and If you 
cannot do more, speak to him In love. 
He cannot come to you. Don’t wait 
until he has passed over to pity him. 
Do It now.”

Mr. Editor, many were led to tears 
at the close of Mr. Hale’s address. 
The president called a recess for fif
teen minutes and took up a collection 
amounting to ?20.17 for Brother 
Loveland. I want to say that this Is 
■the man who has been so much mis
represented, for no man can say 
aught against him and'be true to 
themselves, as 1 see him. It is only 
those who, I have since Ibarned, 
know he knows them., 
„Respectfully yours,

JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN. .
Los Angeles, Cal. '■

RHEUMATISM
Let us send you ON FREE TRIAL a 

$1 pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the 
great Michigan External Rem

edy, which is curing tlious-
■ -nnds—-Just

SEND YOUR NAME ON A POSTAL

Let us cure your R o

AFFIRMATIONS.
The omnipotence of God mpst in

clude all power that is, hence there 
can be no power outside of the Divine.' 
All'power In every department of ex
istence must be a manifestation of God 
in that .department;

Thefe can be.no power, antagonizing 
with omnipotence in anyspart of the 
universe; there can ber'jno principle of 
evil at work, as opposed to the perfect 
laws of God, in the: univetse,. hence 
there is not a personal'devil at work 
In opposition to Divine <WHUi

The great fountain bf causation, of 
evolution and involution,¡balled by 
some the Great positive Mind, and 
most commonly termed God-gave ani
mals, insects and birds theft peculiar 
disposition, jealousy, selfishness, and 
all the characteristic^ you see in them, 
but the same characteristics in the 
human species is called by various 
names—sin, evil;-’ influence i of the
devil, satan, etc. ns

The ancients wer&Haccnstomed to 
use nouns with a peculiar gesture, in
dicating an interior principle Instead 
of verbs as in the présent age. Devil, 
satan, etc., is the personification of ig
norance and inharmonious conditions 
among the human species, and some in 
this age have the disposition of car
nivorous animals, while 'Christ, as 
first used, was the personification of 
all that Is good, noble, the grand af
firmation or command that “ye love 
one another.” - . _

TITUS MERRITT.

matter where located, how severe, or 
whether it is chronic, acute, muscular, 
sciatic, lumbago or gout) with our 
powerful yet harmless Magic Foot 
Drafts. They, have cured cases of 40 
years’ standing where doctors and 
medicines, failed. . \

Magic Foot- Drafts.- permanently 
cured J. Wesley Bennett, Indianapolis, 
Ind., after 25 years’ suffering. Disease 
hereditary, -his brother having died 
with*ftheumatjsm. ■

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 
cured Mrs. C. Tena Segoin, Auburn, 
N. Y.» after ten years of suffering and 
using crutches. X

Magic Foot Drafts cured N. F. Bog- 
guss, 326 W. 61st St; Chicago, after 
trying , six doctors and ¿pending six' 
weeks lb expensive -sanitariums with
out relief. . , '

Magic Foot Drafts ettred me 'en
tirely. It is.a wonderful thing,” 
says Rev. J. Holz, Chicago. ’.

Let ' Magic 
■Foot “Drafts 
cure-you, Sim- 

.ply write fo? a 
pair to-day— 

to try FREE. You will get them by 
return mail. If they relieve you, 
send us a dollar, if not, don't send us 
a cent We trust you for a square 
deal. Don’t delay, but send to-day 
for the free trial drafts and also our 
free book which explains .clearly why 
they cure.so quickly and thoroughly. 
It will cost you nothing to try. Magic 
.Foot Draft Co., X08 Oliver Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich. Send no money. 
Write to-day.

"The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture.” Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spirit- 
ual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. 
teakwood. Prico 25 easts. ’

Ol:R BIBLE:
UNO WOTt IT» WHtNT WHEKB? HOW?

: * Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the' Higher Criticism.x I

A Few Thoughts on Other .Bibles.
x BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of, 
theBible from that BtaudpoinC Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

Riffit Generation Wo® of Heaven 
o - BY DR. M. E. CONGER,

This valuable little book treats of the relation of life between men 
and women and strongly emphasizes thé fact that for the betterment of 
humanity children must be well bom. This book is printed in large 
type on good paper, with leatherette cover. Price, 40 cents,.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Coiifession, and its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White. 
J’rice 75 cents. ' ' * '
x Studies in theDuifying Fjelds, of Psychic Science. Efow to investi
gate, form circles and devplOpstuediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship.' By Hudson Tuttle. Price, doth, 75 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, of “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest Who abjured the Christian religion apd asked God’s pardon 
for paving taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14'cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Popp. ' This work .will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Rnmnniamiand 
theBible. Price25cents. - v- ' . '- - -

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted'to Modem Civilisation. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M". D. Price 15 cents. • : - .

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W‘ H. Bach. Price 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism; A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosopher Hudson 
Tuttle. Price’$1.25. - . ■

■The Outcast. By Winwood Reade. Price,doth, 75c. Postage 10c. 
The .Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism. -'Fraudulent and Genuine*. 

By.Hereward Carrington. Price $2.00. . ■ '
The Law of Suggestion. ' A compendium for the people. By Stanley 

L. Krebs. Price, 75 cents. _ ■'
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Good Words to Spiritualists
. Illustrating how they nftay live to a Healthy, hap

x py old age.—Beginnings made in conquering 
the terrors with which it inspires man, and sci
ence shows how it may be made the best pe

- riod of a life, while the children of to-day may 
find it more enjoyable than is youth. .

manhood, they will be able to see 
them carried to maturlty.and fruition. 
And having dived their llfe and tasted 
deeply of the earthly experiences, they 
will be ready and willing to pass away. 
A Russian woman of a hundred years, 
of age said to her physician: ’

"It you come to live as long as I 
.have lived, you .will understand that 
it is possible pot to ‘fear death, but 

-to feel the same need for death as for 
sleep.”

A new feeling had come into exist
ence in this aged person, a feeling in
comprehensible to those less old. The 
Bible testifies to the frequency of old 
age in ancient times and to the com
plete preservation of the faculties of 
the-aged. It also contains references

Revised Premium - List.
Read Gareffully, as We Introduces New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read

‘fi DWELLER ON TWO FLflNETS.”

Would you like to grow old? No? 
Would you like to grow happily old 
in good health? Yes? Most of us 
would also. Why don’t you do it? 
Prof. Elia Metchnlkoff las set forth 
In the Chicago Tribune], a renowned 
Russian investigator conducting re
searches at the u Pasteur Institue, 
says he is going tp“do it and spreads' ■ 
abroad the general invitation. ’. « ;

■ “Grow old along with me; the best 
Is yet to be," He then tells how to 
grow io a healthy, happy old ago.
. Prof. Metchnlkoff hopes for modern 
veterans who shall be as old-as Me
thuselah and the other patriarchs of 
old, neither stneken-of years nor de- : 
crepit nor superannuated, but flush ’ 
with the vigor of the beardless strip-, 
pllng and full, panoplied- with the 
priceless experience and wisdom of 
ripe maturity, big with achievement.

' We dread old age becauso.it is ab
normal, accidental, diseased; patho
logical, effete, unsightly, useless, bur
densome. We dread death because it

' ' coines too soon, ero wo have had., a 
chance to enjoy life’s prizes. Were 
old age beautiful and forceful wo 

. should anticipate with .pleasure the 
long; wise years of the veteran, free 
from the follies of youth, full of calm 
and power. If physical death came 
after a career whose accomplishment 
and vigor and usefulness and zest had 
been completely fulfilled we should; 
abandon life easily and naturally, hav-

■ tag drunk deep of its brimming' cup. '
• Young- People Should Prepare to 

Grow Old. , .
Young people, argues Prof. Metch- 

nikofi, instead of abandoning them- 
pelves to all the plgpsures because they 
have nothing before them but. a. sad ■ 

• prospect of morbid old age and deaths 
ought to make ready for normal old 
age and natural death. .

-Old age is repulsive at. present be- 
.,/cause it is an old age devoid of its 

- true:meaning, full of egoism, narrow- 
■ ness of-view, Incapacity, and malig
- nancy. The physiological- old age of 
/ the future assuredly will be most dif- 
/ ferent. Old age, at present praetic- 

: ■ ally a useless burden on the communi
- : -ty, will become a' period of work val

uable to the community. As the old 
' man will no longer be subject to loss

of memory or to Intellectual weakness, 
'/ /lie•'will be abietto apply his great.ex- 
; jierlence to the “most complicated and 
-/..the- most delicate parts of social life.

Dr. Metchnlkoff regards youpg men 
- as usually-exceedingly bad politicians 

y and in Countries where they take n_ 
■/•large sharo In public affairs he regards^ 

• them as productive of much harm, be-' 
■ • cause they are without the pecessary 

: ' ■> piaxjtlcal knowledge. Their- incapaci--’ 
/ ;'ty-Is/clearly shown by the great

lower cells.; In the brain the nerve 
cells disappear; that Is-to say, the 
cells whicli perform the higher func
tions, such as intellectuality, se'nsa-' 
tioii, control of movement. These are 
replaced by elements of a lower kind, 
especially by a kind of connective tis- 
Biie of the brain. . •• ‘
■., I 1110 . liver the hepatic cells, of- 
great importance to tlie nourishing of 
tli> organism, give way tp- connective 
tissue,; In the kidne'ys the connective 
tissue invades‘and blocks the tubes 
by which the necessary process of 
eliminating waste matter is accom
plished; and bo on In Pther parts of 

¡the bpdy. In pther. words, a conflict 
'takes place in old age between the. 
higher elements and the simpler or 
primitive elements of the organism, 
and the battle ends with the victory 
of the lower. This victory iB._£hown 
by a weakening , of the intellect, by
digestive troubles, and by lack of suffi
cient oxygen in the blood. ' -. •. .

This conflict is not a metaphor. It. 
is a real battle that, rages in the inner
most recesses of our beings. Distrib
uted . throughout . every part of .our 
bodies are certain cells which fulfill 
special functions of their own. Tliey 
are capable’Qf independent-movement 
and also of devouring all sorts of solid 
matter,’a capacity .which litis gained: 
them .their names of phagocytes, abr 
voracious colls; -The function these 
phagocytes fulfill is exceedingly valua
ble, fdf iris they that congregate In 
vast numb,era ground microbes /or 
other harmful intruders in order to 
devpur them. ■

Phagocytes Get Busy on Old Man. / ■ 
i But in bld age the. vitality of the 

■ higher eloments is unduly weakened, 
wlille the activity of the phagocytes 
is . enormously Increased. One • way, 
them of fighting against old age woulft 
be to'strengthen the .higher elements 
of-the organism, the lj.lood corpuscles,' 
the nerve cells, liver cells, muscular 
fibers of tlieheart and so torth. ■

Even in the present imperfect con-- 
dition of science it has. many weapons 
by’which to,prevent or'at Ipasb dimin
ish. the.Blow and chronic poisoning bf 
the organism that leads eventually to. 
the degeneration of * the higher ele-, 
monts.- That success has not beon 
greater, argues the Russian investigat
or, is due to the carelessness of the 
people, who are concerned...- -Our In
most convictions assured us that life 
is too short, and since the remotest 
ages they have prompted us to make,1 
attempts for prolonging our days in

which Mr. Metchnlkoff thinks 
interpreted as instances of 
stinct of death.

can be 
the in-

"■pZ-UhaJiBeBln their political views as they 
/ '! --gdvapcerfh: years, and gain experience.

— In the future he believes old meh will 
:.’•■. have charge of all complex and dif-

/ Jlcult social'functions. In this way
’ vast improvements will be made In 

■ - politics and In justice, which at pres;
• ent are defective because of their-in- 

sufficient foundation. - , '
. Politics of To-day-in Semi. Savage

. State. - ' -
• Politics as it exists to-day corrè- 

' ■ ■- sponde to-the early .stages of . medical
practice. Every hdult male Is thought 
Ct .for exercising functions as difficult 

/as those of an elector or.jurymin.
- Tlie only excuse for: this-condition Is

-- that political science is,In Its infancy.
- When Bociologyis more advanced there 

■ ' will come about a differentiation like
that in medicine. When that ha's taken 

■ place old persons who have acquired 
. great'experience-and who have pre> 
/ served all pf their faculties because of

their physiological constitutions will
• ‘ give most valuable services toward'the 
/ 'Society ot the future. " . . '

* ' ' In their progress- men will lose 
" much of their liberty, but will re-,

‘ ;celvo Jn: exchange- a:new feeling of 
solidarity. Ab. knowledge 'becomes 
more and inore extensive and exact,

■freedom to neglect it will be more 
.: and more limited; Since medicine-has 

. ■ become' more of an exact science the 
- / liberty, ot physicians feas been re

- strained. Other-forms of freedom,
• > Buch as to neglect proper precautions

■ against disease, to expectorate on the 
/ floor, to let dogs run loose without

■j muzzles, are worthy, of savage days 
• * - ■ and-will-cease as civilization advances.

: Nature will have to fee consulted
/‘ continuously.-" Just as man-has been 

/ ablfe to modify-the nature of’animals 
' /aild plants, he must attempt.to. modify

■ : hie own constitution. Breeders form' 
a conception of the ideal result when 

' they are about to try the production
' of some new. variety which shall be 

■ ■ pleasing, esthetlcally and òf service.
". Next they .studythe existing individual 

/ ~ variations in animals and, plants on
-which they wish to work and-from
. which they will select with, the ffiinut- 

' ' estcare. ■ ■ / :’ ; ■..
Degeneration Into'. Decrepitude and 

, ■ .Its Cause. . ■•---•>
To.modify the human constitution 

-it will be necessary first to frame the 
ideal and thereafter set to work with 
all. the resources of science. If there 
can be formed an ideal able to unite 

- men In a hind'of religion of the fu- 
turc tills -ideal must be founded on 
scientific principles. And if it be true, 
as • has so often been asserted, that- 
man can live by faith alone, the faith 
must be in tlie'power of science.

Metchnlkoff has been one of the 
■ most Illustrious priests of science In 

discovering-the cause and tlie cure 
■ 'for the unhappy old age which Max 

‘ Nordau, famous as a doctor, writer, 
- and journalist, has described physic

ally as presenting "an unpleasant pic
ture of decrepitude. Morally spoak- 

■ ing, he is a blind and pitiless egotist, 
having lost all interest in anything 
outside himself, intellectually he be-' 
comes feeble -minded and narrow in 
bls. views, being governed . by anti

- quated notions and incapable of grasp- 
• ing new ideas.”' ' .

In old nge Metchnikoif finds always 
- tho atrophy.of tho higher cells of a 

set Issue and their replacement by the

the laud. ' - ' - •
‘ Many thoughtful men have occupied 
thomselyes with tho problem. Des
cartes ünd.’Baeon/each .had a system./ 
Hufeland/ tt well known Germait pro
fessor oi the latter part of the elght- 
eenth- century,- .tibvocatéd moderatipPi 
cleanliness, and “vegetable -rather 
than animal food,- as animal food was 
more liable,to putrefaction, while veg
etable substances contained an acid 
principle that retarded our mprtal 
enemy, - putrefaction.” ... Hère, , aB 
Metchnikoif remarks; this physician 
of a day long pàBt antlclpates'ono of 
the fllscoverieabf modern defence. ,

Prot. Pfluger of Bonn, one of tlie 
most distinguished of living -physjolo- 
gists,. has published an-essay on the 
prolongation of human life and sums 
up his inquiries by saying-that he can 
dp'no better , than to associate himself 
with thé àdVÏce given in all the treat
ises on the prolonging of life : avoid 
the things that are harmful and be 
moderate in all things. • ' .

Advises Avoidance .of Alcoholic .,_
-- Liquors. ,

‘ Dr/Enstein, a famous German phy
sician, has. published another careftil 
treatise and advlses’ either a complete 
avoidance of alcoholic liquor or at. the 
•most extreme temperance in its uee. 
He -IJrescrlbed in aditlon the sitaplifl- . 
cation ot the conduct bf life and the 
avoiding ot ■ anything unwholesome. 
Study of works such as these has oon- 
yincei Me.tchnlkolt' thal n-«cience of 
tho'prolongation of life ‘coùW-bé built 
up. 'He believes tbat attempts to pro-, 
long life should be encouraged, the 
mòre bo'Inasmuch as instance's'.of lon- 
.gevity are alréaûÿ numerous. - ■

. Quite a number of .cases of centenn-; 
-rlans who have preserved lntellect and 
vigor , until death have bèen recorded. 
Some • of these attained such ages as 
120; 140 and even 185 years, as Saint 
Muhgo'o.f'CRasgbw. Thé longevity of 
the-Israelites recorded in the Old Test
ament is well known. There,is no. 

' doubt „In Prof. Motchnlkoff’s . mind 
• that much exaggbfatlqp was used.-In 
these ’ nàive records^ On perhaps,- 
ages ^Çrç'reckoned on a ■ dliferent 

, baMsz/jHefaseles has suggested that, 
each season'was reckoned;as a year. 
In that case Methuselah,instead of be
ing 969 years of age, would have .been 
but 242 years, a léngth of life.not so 
vastly greater than ages recorded -In

Longevity Destroys Itear of Death.
Dr. Metchiilkoff’s idea-Is that the ¡ 

great longevity of many; of the -patri
arche, ending in the appearance of the 
instinct of death, may be the cause of ; 
the small extent to which the idea of 
a future IJfe ■ had. been developed 
among the. aflclent Hebrews, His idea 
is tliat instinct for life is to be grati- 
fled like any other instinct and that on 
thorough gratification, satisfaction, 
even satiety ensues.’. This instinct is 
of the some order as the’ instincts of 
hunger and thirst, of tlie need of sleep, 
of movement, and of sexual and ma- 
tornai love, -

The devotion and care bestowed on 
their young by femalg birds and mam
mals are know'n'iunjversally.- Yet that , 
love so tender' and so absolute lasts 
only for the Jime during which the. 
wants of the young need to bo sat
isfied, As soon as the young begin to 
be independent the maternal love 
changes to Indifference or dislike. At 
the^ next breeding jieriod maternal 
loye appears again, so that there is a 
periodic ebb and flow of the instinct,

The instinct for depth seems to lie 
ta some potential, form, deep In the 
constitution of njan. \if,the cycle' of 
human life followed Its ideal ¿burse 
according to physiological function, 
then the instinct fot death would ap- 
pearin its time, after normal life and 
ah old agej, healthy / and prolonged; 
Most lives lead to ah old age ruined by 
abnormalities. Jt is noi surprising 
that under stich circumstances- men 
wish.neither to grow old nor to die.’ 

' Old men, despite ’their attachment to 
life, do ' not attain . the capacity tò 
know all that is good in It, and they 
die in the. fear °£ death without hav
ing known the Instinct of. death.,

With»the progress of knowledge and 
with tiie Increased application of sci
entific principles to dally life, modern 
people will know what It ls to live un
til they are “fpll of days,’; and they 
will relinquish-physical life when their 
deslfe for it has ..been completely sat
isfied. ; -JAPA’ MAY ¿RECKER.-.

Chicago, Ill, '

REVIVALS AND RELIGION.

Some Plain •Speech From an Episcopal.
. • Clergyman. :

To the Editor: In a,recent inter
view, for publication In á local even
ing paper, Rey, Andrew. Bard, rector 
at St. Paul’s .Episcopal Church, ex
pressed himself as follows Regarding 
"revivals,” which are ' being pretty 
generally conducted throughout this 
city- and country-: '5 -, , - .. y. ,

“Episcòba.Hàh's'stand.ta- aye>of ro- 
vivalism. Jt is easierto imaginé,Bis- 
marck wearing/’a Jacobin’s cap ..or 
Carrie Nation managing a variety 
show than to see the august pongrega-

00« 
PREMIUM
. BOOK
OFFER ?

Truly, tho world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search' the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, .in 
every .nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel .to 
the offer made in reference to these 

.FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUJI 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and arc furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. - -
' We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which ÿèu 
can select from/. ' '

Any one of tlie Premium Books yon 
may order, price 25 cents. Tills 
is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in coh- 
nection- with a; yearly subscription. 
The paper one year anti one Premium 
Book, $1.25.

No premium bpoks will be sent out 
unless the order Is accompanied with 
n yearly subscription:to The Progres
sive-Thinker; but if you order more 
than one book, -the price is as fol
lows: ) '

: ,Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. 
_Any three of -.the Fourteen- Premium 
Booles you mny order, price $1.15,'..

Any4onr of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. - 
- Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may, order, pficc$1.75.

1 Any-stx.'of tlie Fourteen I’remfum 
Books you mayaordey; price $2.10, 
, / Any sevewbf thè Fourteen Premium 
Books ypu may -order,’ price $2.45. ‘ 

- "Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
'Rooks you may Bprdey, price $2,80.

. Any ninerof tho Fourteen'Premium 
■ Jlooks you-may «order, pric<L$3.15.

Any ten of tho Fourteen Jremium 
Books you niây jorder, . price $3.50. 
; Any eleven oft the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85. 

■ Any'tivelvo ofttho Fourteen Prcuif- 
-urn Books you may order, price $4.20.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre* 
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55. - , *

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00. . _

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these,books, leaving ua 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable bpoks as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before, We have had to 
increase the price of these, books a 
few cents iu consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for, a 
Premium-Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it. before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of title? of 

thq Fourteen Premium Books: % 
. 1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. J.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World,. Vo). 3, .

THE STORY OF THE . GREAT 
map and description thereof, its won 
12,000 yearn ago, and the light and 
lems of to-day is worth more to the 
and even the general reader, than 
say nothing on the many toplcs of 
deeply every school of thought In thia 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof, 
scientist; he regards it as one of tile 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 
Apgeles, Cal. Price ?2.00; postage

. ATLANTIS, and tho accompanying 
derful and advanced civilization ot 
lesson it give» forth upon the prob
historian, the statesman, the student, 
many times the price of the book—to 
Which St treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world’s his- 
Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
greatest Books of the present age. 
415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
14 cents.

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY. /
THE GREAT WORK Is Vol. III.,, V.. a..., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 

It makes is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
.. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to ¿11 

" tdiiai who elect to travel it, -1
. . 4, Its author bpeaks from the

Every intelligent man and woman standpoint of one. who has "had'the 
who is seeking for Spiritual Truth persbnal experience and made tho 
should read THE GREAT WORK. ' ' "

of the “Harmonic Serica,”
clear the. Way of Mastership.
is the Way that leads to'Individual
Liberty here and hereafter. '

Why? Because: . ’ : '
1, It teaches the . Constructive 

Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate ' With 
our spirit friends i without becoming

demonstration," ' - ■
5.It presents to the world a Mor

al Philosophy so simple and exact ‘ 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet bo profound, aB to meet the 
deepest and moat exalted demands ot

Mediums. ~ , -. the human soul. ■ .
2. it explains the most mysterious It win be ¿ent postpaid to any ad- 

and fascinating phenomena of hdman dress bn receipt of $2.00. Address, 
o Diuipiy auu Mivany* . ■ - Department P. .T. 1 . , .

' 3. It presents a new array of dem- THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.-v- - ----- —, ■ 23 N, Kedzio Ave., Chicago.
, life simply and- clearly.

onstrated facts . which prove that

. 3—The ’Enclycopedia of Death, and 
Life iff the Spirit ,World, Vof 3.

. These three volumes have, been pre
pared by J. R. Francis, They con- 
taln , invaluable, data.x : < .

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism,,Oc
cultism, fey Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.: , - : ’
. 5-w-T.hé' Next, X^orid Interviewed, 
by Mrs.'S. G„ Horn, ,a most reipark- 
hble medium, .. s

, 5—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.;"' ' '
. wanderer Jn the Spirit
Lands. ‘ Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—-The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science,‘by Hudson Tuttle.
" 9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit

ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. ■

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull'and W./F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the. Spirit World, 
written through, the mediumship of 
Carlyle'Petersilea, '

12-r-Gems of -Thought,- by Seven
teen leading authors.'

13—Th? Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen-illustrations.

• 1.4—Interwoven,'. Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

. SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

■ Book; the price Is 25 cents. After 
paying postage /thereon, the book at 
that'price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers/ At that price only one 
book will be Sent out. Alt orders for 
one or- more Premium Books - must 
be accompanied' with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one. Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned

. PEONIES.
The Best Siock of These BeauU<uI 

. < Flowers .
BRAND*» NPW CHEATIONS.

Last summer we named and described 
364 kinds in our new 36 page Catalog; 
Arnone them- Moses Hull, Judge Ed
monds,. Andrew Jackppn Davis, I‘lor- 
enqe Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beaters. H you want 
the best, send for Catalog. 44 year’s in 
business. O. F. BRAND & SON,

Faribault, Minn.

r LAnissis humphiley-muixins win 
V givo clairvoyant readings by mall. 
Send lock' 'Of hair and $1. Address,
Whitewater, Wla.

4 '

above. I

Mbs. K. m. HITCHCOCK will nnswer :< 
queaUouB for 25c. Send owp handwritingAnd- 

#ok# tylF. FvJlroading.il. Fern Hill, Plereo Co., Wash

at! cents and stamp I will send 
full reading and answer questions., 
Send date of birth. Mrs. Pond, 670 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

MISS M. B. HEDRICK, Psychic. 310 Sehermor. 
horn street. Brooklyn, N. Y Seanoes Tuesdays 
and Fridays, 8 n. m. Ladles class and mystic 
cfrcle Wednesday- afternoons 2:30. Private 
consultations dally.-Phone 4409 W. Main. Read, 
Ings by m»il, »2.00. '

STANDARD BObKS ON
, ■ PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT,!

£

- Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pagU. 
Touches how to seo spirits, road the 

r£i and 11,0 crystal, develop 
beeishlp. "An Inspired book’’—Pro-.

Thinker. "A revelation."— 
ijifciit, London. “Clearest clew of Clair- 
yoyance yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 

Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting in 
Prlco trelJ'UOi;d

A fascinating sub
ject brlllinntly treated, with a lexicon 

— - A three thousand_ _. # “ edition just published to supply tho 

What Science Is Doing n°"e)" 1° GBUMBJNE, ) 
' ' with our meth- 24 btlatl|m°re Bead, Brookline, Mass/

od you can pos- _ _ _ ■____ T”
agj itively commuiv’ - FRED P. EVANS, / 

icate with the - Noted Medium for j
unseen SIatewi'itin<r, Clairvoyance, Etc. 

WORLD. Interview« dally fromlOloi, Raadtn*’« 
End O 1' K e d by may be obtained by wrfttnFto
prominent peo- w&y i.T'k« 01'
pie.- Send, for , Fitr.u j>, bvan». —
interesting com- «^6Sacramento ».roek San VraneUoo.eu

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York. 
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and
Wednesday Eventags, on personal
business matters. Consultation by
mail $1.00. Tel. 34 64 River.

munlcntlons just as received. Tho 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, Ill., 
Dept. 7.

OR, J. R- NEWTON still heals the sick through 
Mrs. Newton, at a ilislniuv. Address Mrs, J.li Newtok, P. O. Station 1, New York City. AN OPPORTUNITY

ÿ .S :

ft

tlon of St. Paul’s’ / occupying the 
mourner’s bench in a tabernacle. To 
a majority of Episco'palians th’ere is 
but opo’ thlng/worse than no religion, 
andjthatjs.tp'ó mqph religion. I.can 
■vouch for the fact ttiht in St. Raul’s 
there Is not too much òf It. , ' ,

“A man who'preaches'heltand dam
nation- will do more for the bulk of. 
church-goers than tlie.clergyman who 
speaks 'modestly of the great myater- 
les of God, Talmage, Spurgeon and 
Moody were specialists on the geogra
phy of Gehenna, and crowded auditor
iums. The Unitarian .-church, onthe 
other hand, is losing ground, while the 
Episcopalian denommatlbn 'manages 
to keep aliye by, social, prestige,and 
the frill? of fashion.'. For successful 
evangelism, give me a'shouting hell
fire preacher withal?. T. Barnum ap
pendix. " ' ‘ '■v

“I ..will Bay' for my' flock, however, 
that they have a pretty church, good 
'intentions, gmpty benches, classic: mu-^ 
sic, fine millinery, n'b objection to 
smoking, vyhist'clubs, hp'Wanderihg 
boys to-night^ and . a-'clergyman will
ing to be the scàpè-goiit." _ ’ ' ■

I also enclose an’ayi|cie,written, by' 
Rèy.. Bard; ‘which’’recently, appbhrgd 
in the' Evéniffg Bullerin/óf- this city. 
The article' demonstrated _0iat occa
sionally a broad-minded man may be 
found holding, do.wji dn orthbddi ,pul- 
plt, although. Bucn. instances are Tare. 
Rev. Bard is A pollBhed’ prator"and one 
could easily imagine he.had stumbled 
upon one of Ingersoll'S ‘bursts òf elo
quence as he pursues these lines: -The 
sentiment and. epigrammatic style -cer
tainly follow..'closely ihgefsoll's lead: 

follies' and .facts ;;.ìn- the 
■ , ' fAITH .OF .OUR FATHERS. :

1 . The Age . of ¿Re.co‘nstructjò.n. / 
" ■ ■ ' - ? ’/./V;'.'-,// /'' X.. A
• , -■ .• (By Andreas Bard:^ ’ .,:

modern times. ; . : .
r; There• is evidence- to show that in. 
somewhat later Biblical times age8 
were reckoned, in. our years. .Thus 
In the book of'Numbers.reference, is 
made to those from twenty years :old 
and upward, all who‘are able to'go 
forth to' war in Israel. The limit of 
age given clearly shows that years 
counted- were our years. . We may, 
therefore, accept as probable the as- 
BÎgninent of such ages as 100 or l~0 
years to Aaron, Moses, Joshua, and 
others. And the words put into the 
mouth of Jehovah may be accepted 
as important evidence., /'
' “And the Lord said, ‘My spirit shall 
not. always strive with, man for that 
he is also flesh; yet-his days shall be 
an hundred and twenty years.’”
Old Folks Should Be Ready to Die.

If, as Prof. Metchnlkoff believes 
probably, science before long will ba 
able to modify old age so that it will 
ho longer be'melancholy and repuls
ive, but active and full of usefulness, 
people of sixty and seventy will be 
ready to do their best and most valua
ble work, and instead of finding them
selves cut off «re they hare begun to 
fulfill tho dreams ot their youth and

":Fewmen are candid.. To. wear , 
•mask is the fashion. .To agree” Is 
agreeable: /To eland alone requires 
grit. It is difficult .therefore to And out 
what people really think. If Policy 
and Truth Are humanltyis idols, Policy

a

has the larger congregation
" This is not surprising. In the past 

.it was a crime to dissent. Spain 
threatened with her Inquisition, Paris 
with St.' Bartholomew’s, Delaware 
with her . whipping post. For Crapsey 
there is no room; in the Episcopal 
church.' Briggs finds no tolerance 
among the Presbyterians. :The large 
organizations, like immense vessels of 
the sea, run over the little skiffs ot 
independence. • The whale swallows 
Jonah. ’ ‘ .

But stagnation Is death. Microbes 
only enjoy the cess-pool. A thousand 
times better for religion to be assailed 
by Ingersoll and Voltaire than to rot 
of indifference! Give me the tempest 
of thought. It clears the atmosphere. 
It rouses the sleeping.^. Its lightnings 
illumine the sky. Mephisto was the 
spirit of negation. 'But . God ■ was 
pleased to see Mm at tlmes^ Why? 
Because without him: the-race would 
retrograde. “’Tis better tp believe a 
■few things,” says Abbott, “which one 
has thoroughly questioned, than to be- 

| Heve many (Mags which ®ne has not

qiigstione'd?at.allt?.': ; . ■ ! This fact accounts for the rise of
/’'jÎnüüiis géiisedTBubmlbBOm'e essays Christian Sciepce/New Thought, The-, 
omthe RelJgtompf "Reason. L do not’ osophy and the rçjhrfr into the Roman 
wish to antagonize.' Those who have Wathollc Church, ot .'leading literary 
a highef light, can afford, tò smile’ at men." The soul Jeels hunger as keenly 

■the candle of thè less fortunate. . The as the body. It,'cannot live pn the 
Catholic who bas un ■infallible Pope; husks of negation.
the Presbyterian whó has an infallible . I. dó ,not'find in. tho census taken 
-Bible; the Methodist,who has an in- by the .différent Churches any cause for 
fallible experience; these cannot possi- glee. ' If proves that there are more 
bly be' affected by à seeker after truth, outside thfen inside the 'fold. ’ Shall, 
who, TheBhiB-like, -follows but a we stigmatize these as infidels, athe- 
thread through the labyrlntlLof error, ists, heathens? In the light of me-

But beyond the fold I address the diaevàl theology, yes?, But: on a 
large congregailon of outsiders. To broader basis, we shall be able ts.meet, 
them I appeaLomthe basis of reason. If will be seen that a large percentage 
I assert Chat above all creeds there Is a of these men have the highest regard 
religion of , the heart that binds man for, fill that le reaspnabie and fair .in 
to man.) In it tho.-great .thinkers con- religion. They bow before the’'in
cur; "The stray/shipslof many oceanB finite:.. They ""have reverence for 
find, ref lige in Its harbor.,/ Thè weary Christ.. ..They profess belief in the 
pilgrims òf many roads .rest at this bouI,; the Seÿmon. on the Mount, the 
Inn. /Here yon will.find'Hugp, Heino, Immortality òf all that is great and 
Goethe and Tennyson; Wallace',. Le good. fWouldmot raise an artificial 
Comte;- Drtimmoffd ,. and-. Agassiz, barrier'between'them and myself. I 
Starting from, many points of view, would, call them Christian«, because, 
they come to-.thè same .conclusions, conscloffsly ór ùnconbëlously, their 
In the temple where:they worship. Na- thoughts' have beeff Influenced by the 
ture .Is God, Truth the Biblfe, Science Nazarene, thçir actions patterned 
the interpreter; and the; heart. thè afterthe Jowly"Master.- 
tribunal. ' ' — ‘ . < ■■ " But it Ìb a crlmé for the church to
' -When/men did not believe In the- have superstition and prejudice watch 
existence of-a devil, in eternal damw like a Cerberus :at. the doors of the 
tloff, in infallible men or books; yet sanctuary,/to'dplhand or those who 
they- wete unmistakably -^religious. ■ enter; thé surrender of reason: Reli

gion muatJid jpreèfented in accord with 
the.Jhoilgh/t of the day. It must be 
wedde'd to Science; it.must be based, 
upon dçknbwle'dgéd facts. .

’Sòine/béìiévèJihat God will .take a 
few/pf’iih ta fef Idleness
Jtad thatxthè'grè^^
go lntù\è.v/erlasttag hell; / .1 have> no 
quarrel with’ta^ •

’BùtT-dò desire "to present ta these 
papers a ytóy as ■ radically different 
front such ideas as stars are different 
Iròm skÿ-rockets; ï insist' that one 
can discard many of -/these, treasured 
doctrines and yet have à right to call. 
hinisélf-religlouB. * “It is not neces«. 
sary,” Bays’ Goethe,' “that-Christianity 
should be pressed Into definitions; it 
is sufficient that it hovers about us 
like a spirit,.creating harmony.” :

Wv4U UUUIIplttnAUQ' -’ • vxsjjavuw* -1 
They looked toward the East. - On 
their lofty fofeheads played the morir- 

Jngdlghts of Bternity.-/■ They- had co?n- 
*munidn wlth^the Spirit of_ the uni 
veree. Is not this religion?.: - • ’
. Into th.e -yast. sea of their-thought- 
pur little, .opinions, run - like Rivulets 
-and. mingle/harmoniously? Some of 
us"ca'nhpi:.but--believe that -the'‘'tfue 
cliurch is as high os the heaven, as 
deep as the-sea, that it •includes all 
sincere ;.d]piHt8, that Its creed 'is as 
broad-’ aa,the universe and Its. scheme; 
of salvation as vast as evolution. ■ 1

{ believe that the twentieth century 
will go down in: history as the Age of 
■Reconstruction. We have- had . con
struction to the limit - We arc 
crushed by Creeds. From,the dungeon 
Of: dogma the ivy of thought vainly 
seeks an escape. ■ It is probable that 
•not; a-single church member knows

...

BEAUT4FUL PICTURES 
IN COLORS.

Size 8x36 Inches—-Not Framed. 
By Mail, Postage Prepaid '

Give your age huw long you have worn sp8> 
taeles: 1 will mall One Pair of 81.10 Molted Peb
ble Luns m a good s'.raight temple steel frame 
guaranteed to Ut your eyes. Also a Vegetable 
Buttery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold la the heal . 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eye-Water 
lUul will cure sore eyes. A11 for il.io- if only 
one Is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents.

Yard, of Roses ’ 1<>p Magnetized Gomiunind. ¡0cts.raro, ot KO9CS,..........jpc. pppp Joi your address on a postal card, a' 
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, - PSYCHIC DEWSLOPMENT.
“The System of PhiloKOphy concern

ing Divinity’* Ib certainly reaching the 
people and doing tho work. To develop 
one’s psychic powers in a sane and ra
tional way, consciously, so that immor-

Psyelio-Clalrvoynnt IIobltn,» by Mail 
on all nffuirs of lifp, $1. Questions an
swered. Mrs. L. J. Williams, Heaver 
Dam, Wls., 122 -Ith st.

tallty becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with tho unseen a 
fact, Is worth all the effort one can 
make to realize It. Mrs. Bowes of To-
ran to, writes: 
System grand.

“J certainly think your
I can

hear nt my Hittings.
i-Jll«'ayi 

Dr. D.
of Dundee, Scotland, writes:

-s see and 
Crichton, 

"1 like the
scientific tone ot the lessons so much 
that I am writing them out for myself. 
One perusal Is not enough." Mr. Dal
ton, a prominent real estate dealer of 
Toronto, writes: "System Is It self. a. good 
demonstration of inspiration." Ho the 
students succeed/ Send for list ot 
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 24 Strath- 
morc Rd., Brookline, Mass.

, . important notice,
Chicago; February 14, 1S08. - / 

- Notice is hereby given that ut- a J 
meeting of tlie Stockholders of Meysf 
MMcys Chemical CompanyemfwvphhhU 
Chemical Manufacturing Company fa 
corporation txistlng under the laws'df 
the State of Illinois, held In the Cifv oï 
Chicago, on the 16th day df January,', 
A. D., 1908, The number of the direct- , 
ors of the said Meys Clmmlcal Manufac- ’ ’ 
turlng Coippany, a corporation exist
ing under tlie laws of‘the State of 
Illinois, was Increased from five (5) t-o 
seven (7), by unanimous action of said 
stockholders, conformably to the By
laws of the said Meys Chemical Com
pany, a corporation existing under tlie 
laws ot tile State of Illinois.

' C. A. BURGESS, President. 
M. Burgess, Secretary-Treasurer.

Conundrum for the Clergy.
' B. F. AUSTIN.

One hundred and one' questions asked 
In a sharp cross-examination- of the 
Orthodox' Clergy. ’ (16pp.; .paper; 10 
Cp^tq)';,; •
■What I Know.«f4(-atwi»Hzation.

Madame E. d' Esperance. '
Probably the greatest Materializing 

Medium, in the world to-day; certain
ly the greatest iu Europe. Her ad
dress on the above subject before. 
The London Spiritualist Alliance. 
(48 pp.; paper, 10 centsL ” '

OÚR .OFFER—These . twq pam
phlets l'or 10cents in stamps.' . 
: AUSTIN PUBLISHING CO.,

Rochester, N. Y-.

“THE INFORMER.”

. ’’ A Paper for Lyceums. . ■
A weekly paper for youug Spirit

ualists, containing the following de
partinent: General reading and con- 
trlbutions; Lyceum Notes and Re- ? • 
ports; Graded Departments of Work, . • 
including Weekly Lessons; Uncle ;/ 
John's Talks; Brief and Short Stories. ’ 
Single copy, one year in advance; ,5c; < 
Subscription, 6 months, advance, 40c; (

Club rates per year: (10 or more/ 
-to one address) 65 cents, ■ /

To Canada and foreign addresses//
$1.25. , 7 '

Every Lyceum should have this pi- 
/ per on its tables, if they wish to keem 
.abreast with tlie times. Subscribe 
Now. Address all letters to J. fa.

■■ — ... ■ ...
_ . - „ , From the expression that “Religion 
the whole of his profession. Large 11-’ must be presented- ta accord with. the.

—

braries immure the gems of religion, thought of the day. Mt 'must be
Straw and /stubble conceal the dia- wedded to Science. It must be based 
mohds of truth,-; Tho sleeping beauty . upon acknowledged facts,” ■ It' would 
Is hidden amid (briars and brambles, almost appear that Rev. Bard is fe- 
1s there amiEpiscopalian who studies ferring to the spread of -Spiritualism, 
the Thiftymine.‘Articles? • Or-a Pres- Should he have the good fortune to be 
byterian who hits-digested the West- barred ouj of the orthodox/.field be
ininster Coirfession? Or a Methodist cause of his heretical utterancis, like 
who is reading 13Veslsy’s arguments? Crapsey, and others, it is" to be hoped

Theological constipation called for,,he will become an exponent' of a
the heroic treatment which Bradlaugh 
and Ingersoll administered.' These 
men introduced the'age ot destruction. 
They tore downrthe tottering walls. 
They applied thWdrch of Iconoclasm. 
With iron /heel tihey crushed violets 
as well as weed's They emptied out 
the baby with the bath. After they 
laid down tlie is word, the Christian, 
like Hannibal off the ruins, viewed 
sadlv bls idols shattered. /

But a new era is dawning; the 
twentieth.century; th9 'Age of Recon
struction.* Whoever -wants a hearing 
now before the tribunal of the human 
heart must build as well as destroy. 
He must, like 'Michael Angelo, take 
the stone rejected and sculnturc fiom 
it a new statue. Like the old Hebrews 
he taust hold in One hand the sword 
to drive away the enemy and in the 
Other' the trowel -to rebuild the -'fallen 
walls; He must give as well as take, 

a - ’ -

healthy Spiritualism. . ' ■
WM. VAN-WATERS.

Walla Walla, Wash.' . / /

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

By William E. Towne. 'Learn how to 
cast' away unnecessary care. . This 
book points the way/ Price, 25 cents.

—I MUSSINA, 13 East Third St., Will
ianisport, Pa./ "Life and Moral Axioms of ..Con

fucius," is the title of’a 62 page pam
phlet,'which contains many of the’ 
mprpF/aphorismsVaRdterseological 

■.teachings, yjf 4ho. ggalem JChlimsa ph if* 
osophef, who lived 551' years before 
the Christian Era, and -..whose ■ wise 
precepts havejeft a lasting impress-“ thiB, her last book is worthyrof care
ion upon aU jstfbsequent.nations. ; By fi.i ntndv " ‘ - --
Marcenus R; K, Wright.//Price 25c.-

WOMAN’S SOURCE pF POWER;
■;;<<By./Lois< Atolspr^

■• Mrs". Waisbroker lias "been k'npwtrtis ' 
a /writer on the. question of sex and

THERELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
.. By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit, to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily:. printed and 
bound,>ln a case. Price 50 cents.

“Materialization;” . By Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin- 
Excellent Price 10 cents. '

"Right Living.’’ . ~.By Susan- fl. 
Wixon: The author shows a wise 
practicality In her method of teach
ing the principle of- ethics//She/ il
lustrates her subject with brief-nar
ratives and anecdotes, which- render 
the book more interesting and more 
easily comprehended. It is especial
ly adapted for Use in Children's Ly
ceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very use
ful Young and bld will be benefit
ed'by it. Price, $1. : / : "
' NAME THE BABY, J 

Or Give the Charge. A song witK 
solo, duet and . chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents. / -.

The New Life. This book deals- 
with the principles'and laws which 
open unto man the.floodgates of Infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of hid-birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Prico; 
doth, 80 cents; papr, SO cents.

_______ r: “Price,,paper only,,25 cts. 
■now edition comprising-in one vol
ume the.four parts heretofore ~¡mb- •! 
llshed.'to which ’is added part five. ’ 
also, a number of tlie author’s most
popular songs, including ' “Only a .

. Thin Veil - Between ¿Us.’.’ andlte.“Con.-. • • 
panion . Piece.": Cloth, 75 ' cents. ' ■
Boards,50 cents; : ,/

"Just How to Wake'tho Solar Plex- 
ns.”- By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for .health. Price 25 cents. J ' •

"How to Train Children and pa- . . 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
tfee position that’ ta many cases It ls • ” 
the-, parents that -need, the trefning . ‘ - 
more than the children, and revises ' ■ 
parents to look to themselves. Twen- .:' . 
ty-five cents could not; be'-better, spent ‘ :
than In buying the book. Anyone 
that.has the care of children should 
read It Price 25 cents. •.

; “The Religion ? oft Cheerfulness.” ■ 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health .end 
spirituality. None can read it 'ifitb- 
out pleasure and profit. Price 60U ' 
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IAlf8 GOD SPEAKS TO HIM

\PERSONALLY AND AUDIBLY.
I _______ _

Iannis H. Westcott, of Portland, Me., 
Ihflleves That the Almighty Gave 
Vxtory t<, Den ej’.s'Fleet m Answer 
to- His Prayer.—Knew the Buttle 
Was Won When the Government 
Was Waiting for tile News.

, ;. Jantes 11. YVestcott, of Portland; 
L - We,, is a well-known workman and a 
V good ouo. He believes m prayer and 

v, lias, is um'inced.'a message to the 
t Ulhi’ISi'an men ot this generation. He 

holds that God is with the people of
. 50-day as with those who lived thou- 

of yd»!’» BSP> a»d that he speaks 
> ; ‘- to Jiis people audibly as he did to the 

aaeieiit prophets. Otherwise lie holds 
: that God would not be the same “yes

terday, |o-day, and forever."
■ : He- believes that in answer to his 

prayer God gave to the fleet of- Ad- 
,mii nl Dewey victory over the Spanish 
fleet, and he believes that ho received 
news of (he victory before the govern* 

¡■S’.,nient.-.at Washington learned ôf it.-; 
. , Sorely preplexed and worried by 

the coming of that sudden strife hq 
retired to a private room and-¿asked 

y God to bless the American, arms in.the 
y war with Spain. At the time when the 
J fleet under the command of Admiral

Dewey engaged the enemy He was iri- 
inrayer and prayed with uplifted

■hands., ' ' ' .'¿. *■ J'' te "”
He asked God to do more than to 

give a signal victory to the American 
licet. Me asked for ri crushing defeat 
of tho Spanish fleet; He prayed that 

. the aim of the American, gunners
» might be triTB and their-shots tell arid
A that the aim of the Spanish gunners 
B might be poor aud thejr shots go wide 
f of the mark. • .
\ Eve») ‘as lie prayed he had a vision 

'- .of Ilie buttle, He paw,that tiré
Mpanfeh ineii-of-war could; not do pf- 
festive work, and he saw thé tei'éible 
exeeutlon caused by the ucchrate tiré 
of Ilie Anieriean gunnera.’ He prayed 

i on, nnd nt, Inst know that bis prayer 
y > wus answered. - . -

- He went from .that, talk with God, 
for sjjch It seemed to him, confident 
that Admiral Dewey had sunk the 
Spanish fleet and that the vessels un
der his command had sustained but 
little harm. He told tho news of the 

* glorious victory and was laughed at, 
.but-, when the reports began to appear 

. ; in the papers those who had laughed
» at him did not know what to think.

Later he was môved to again pray 
for the success of the-American army 

* In the Philippines, but a Voice said, 
, “WHAT ARE YOU'DOING?” He. 

turned around, thinking that some
one had invaded the privacy of his 
room,,but.he found himself alone, and 
he knew once. more GOD IÏAD 

,SPOKEN TO HIM, .
He rose from his knees, confident 

¡hat the war was for conquest and not 
lu tho interest of the people of the 

. Islands, .and wheri“'again he sought 
God; In prayer, he asked, that Presf- 
Aent McKinley might be made to see, 
tven as he saw, the necessity for the 

making of peace by the giving of the 
islands to the natives. .

His message to the Christian men 
of. th» world-Is one of peace and good 
will, rle Hould have war end, all 
wars, if possible, certainly all wars for 

i. conquest.lor the purpose of adding to. 
’■j the territory of any nation. He would 
i; have the Christians of the country 

Join hi praÿèr for justice for all men 
from all men. He would have that 
and nothing-less. ,.

Mr. Westcott believes that on one 
occasion he was not-faithful-, to-the 
heavenly vision, and that as a possi
ble result .many lives were lost. He 
<vas on the steamer Portland- going 
from Boston to Portland. ' Be read 
the Bible and offered prayer before 
he lay down,, and 'soon after heard 

, —thé MOST DELIGHTFUL MUSIC, 
lie. prayed and . again , he heard' THE 
MUSIC. He left , his berth and" the 

. " Tnusic ceased; He returned anq it Was 
plainer than before.--. Then, puzzled, 
be asked God to tell -him the meaning

• of the music. A Voice replied tell
ing him to write to the Globe and to 

-warn people of-the coming of a great 
¿storm like the one of'fifty years be
fore, and that if out in that storm the

■ Portland would go down.
The warning Voice ceased ' and 

there came a sound of creaking and 
straining as of a vessel in distress and 
sorely pounded by the waves. .

. • Then the Voice told,hint to put on 
T x-Ufe preserver and he. tried to. obey 
I but could not. Then the Voice said:
\ “No_one could live1 in the water in a 
\ great storm- with one of them on.” 

IThe Voice ceased and he slept still 
Juntfl morning. '.
y IJe did not write to the Globe and 
Amently said; “I am sorry enough 
tUiat:l neglected to do it, as the Lord

A DEATH FORETOLD.

A Prediction That Was Fully Realized.

I fee] inclined to tell you a circum
stance that seemed to foreordain Miss 
Maggie Moffitt’s death at Marshall
town, Iowa, although at the time her 
plans were for much activity about 
business and work for this year. I 
was at her home in Lima, Ohio, in 
Apiil last. She had not long before 
passed through examination for the 
puipose of teaching in an Indian 
school. She was a professional nurse, 
but desired to make a change, and 
was hopeful that she, would get the 
position of teacher. She suggested 
one day. that we hold a seance to see 
if sho would get the desired position. 
Of course she expected me to do the

JESUS -THE INITIATE. i

Gleaned-From “The Great Work" of 
the "Harmonic Series."

THE NEW THOUGHT.’

seeing.
tlie

She did not then know-of
terrible disease—cancer—that

was already well advanced in' her 
system, nor did-1 know of it. -

After sitting quietly a few moments 
I described to her a large building or 
house, saying, “It is in the west, and 
if looks like a hospital, Some of the 
windows'seem, unfinished, as if the 
frames and glass were not puf in, -

“It is not a school builfiing.”
She thought it might be a school.
“I" cannot'teee you teaching, but 

' you will go West, and you. seem cori- 
nected-wlth thatbui!ding;; it ls souie- 
ihing for-.you.'- • J think you will pa$s, 
in the exariilnatlori, but,! ¿cannot Bee 
you teaching in Ute school’”/,. 
- Well; we*sat ajittle longer, as she 
wished to.- receive further informa
tion, I finally said to her that a pe* 
culiar and unpleasant sensation was 
upon mo—a sad feeling!

"Well,’' said Mrs, “whatever 
you see I want you to. tell me; you 
knbw-ft will not frighten me."'

, I began - -niiother-_descrlpion: ,“I 
see.iiear you- several spirit forms; 
one is very linpresBive, looks much 
like an .Iridian;-1 tblnk it is an Aztec, 
Jie is very singular and very- intense 
in power; large black eyes, smooth, 
straight black- hair that hangs in a 
heavy braid, lie wears a peculiar 
robe which is loose from" the shoulder 
down to his feet, "Scattered upon the 

..robe, as if woven in, are peculiar, 
shots—dark 'hieroglyphics. The 
ground-work of the cloth is gray; the 
figures still darker. They have a 
meaning, and I feel a chill, cold feel* 
ing every time I place myself, in rap
port with him-”'

I would-not, allow myself to say 
death, disease’, Bo the chill would come 
upon-me. -

Still she insisted to hear all.' Then- 
I, was made to see more, although the 
Indian stood, nearwith others who con
stituted a band of pow^r. I looked 
again westward, and said:,' “I see’ 
something white afar off, and it comes 
this way,' Nearer, I see it ts^a very 
■large bird, and Is coming here. It is 
here now, arid it spreads over us, in 
this rodm its great tvhlte wings. Oh!
I feci that awful chill agaln!”’

I Would not say that I understood 
its meaning, nor did she say-much; 
only, “It is strange."

I think and felt that she realized 
something of its meaning. - .. .

A little later hi the summer she 
realized her health in some respects 
was failing, and her condition Boon 
became known to her.
• In August, or the latter part of 
July, she went to her father’s liome 10- 
lowa, .and from there to/tbe hospital 
at Marshalltown, where she passed 
to the spirit realms. I never saw her 
again after being at her Lima home, 
but she wrote me from the hospital, 
saying that my, description of, the" 
building, even to tlie unfinished -win
dows, was correct." ! .

, ’ ' "MRS. C. LOUCKS., 
Robinson, Iowa.-

There is no other name under the 
sun which bus caused such a protract
ed and destructive commotion in the 
world.

- There is no other man. named in 
history in -whose name and for whose 
sake so much of human blood was 
shed, and so many human lives were 
sacrificed.

And there is no other cause known 
to man that was ever so designedly 
perverted and falsified by a presump
tuous horde of selfish knaves who ar* 
rogated to themselves power and au
thority over that Cause, pretended de- 
votion to that man, feigned reverence 
for Ills name, posed as his faithful 
followers,, passed their insidious 
scheme as thé Bride of Christ and 
then began-to exact homage from all 
who fell under their baleful influence. 
; This man Jesus,, in whose life and 

history many sincere men and women 
have taken a dèep and lasting inter-, 
est,' and adore him, not as a'third 
part in ri meritorious godhead, .but- as 
a noble.character/Avho had lived, 
loved-and labored, for Iuimanity> and 
died'for the cause lie represented and 
for which he so ardently pleaded. - ■ ;.

They love rind revere him for Iris 
true humility; and .worship him as.a 
model than who.badxiveraome his pwil 
desires,.¿passions ¿rid émótlójls.;-¿How 
gratifying, then,¿to. know.that, ah au,- 
thentlc' record of his.iife and ministry 
is extant and safe Jn¿the archives of 
the .Great Bch'ôql ih far away Indjá,. 
and accessible to those whose inter*" 
est apd desire may impel them to the 
task involved. ; ;. , ,-

Hojv crushing must be - the shame 
to htemany traducete when they real
ize the fact that Jesus had entered the 
Venerable Brotherhood of Indla,.as a 
worthy apprentice, had as a craftsman 

■'demonstrated thé continuity .of .Ufé, - 
was finally admitted to the Inner 
Court as .a Master- and received hjs 
commission to preach thç Gospel of 
Peace and the Kingdom ol Lové, and 
coming with .Ris message among his 
own, oppressed and -famished nation,- 
he was rejected, cast -out, and slain.

And so He, who at Ms birth had 
been heralded to the world as the 
Prince of Peace, become the innocent 
cause_of a relentless war which spread 
like a fury until it involved nearly ev
ery land and nation: Nor has the 
conflict ceased; for the enemies of' 
light and-truth .are plotting ln.s|lence 
and secrecy *to regain their lost pres
tige and temporal power.

And though the mission of Jesus- 
had not been finished; its purpose and 
aim had never been abandoned, for 
other "Masters of the same Great 
School are even now addressing the 
best intelligence of"the age, arid 
through the publication of thy “Har
monic-Series”'endeavor to accomplish 
this end.
, What a great privilege,to-possess 
and study those priceless’ pearls of 
wisdom and knowledge, and feei'ones- 
self sitting, at the Master’s feet, • 
drinking of that living »stream of 
which Jesus of old had offered .to the 

..Samaritan woman qt the well of Sicar.
G. A..WOLTER.'

A, VISION OF DEATH.

The Scripture Basis for the Same.—• 
It Don’t Seem to be Poisonous to 
the Tongue of up Eminent Divine. 
•—Really is Christianity in a New 
Tongue, Says the Rev. M. Leon O. 
Williams.—It’s Not So Very New.
—Plato Knçw a Thing or 
About It.—Idealism Recalls 
Words of Jesus. *

What is meant by the

Two 
the

New
Thought was the subject of a sermon 
by the Rev. Leon O. Wiiliaps, pastor 
of the First UniversaHst church 
(Church of the Messiah), Buffalo, N. 
Y.; on Sunday morning,. He claimed' 
that it is not subversive to Christian
ity, but, on the contrary, bears in it 
much that Is interpretive of , the 
Scriptures. Mr. Williams said,- in
part:

‘The New Thought is o|d ; thought 
with, a new application, it is ideai
tem; brought-¿down. tp'.earth. It is 
transcendentalisnr 'with a practical 
aim. . It is Ralph Waldo; Emerson In 
the realm Of physics arid physiology.

The idealisin' of the* New-Thought 
is at leases old as Plato. That the 
universe is- grounded in inind, that 
the worldflwithln 'arid the ivprld with
out pre but different forms’of thought 
haaj - heen a ' frequent : 

.amótìg liiinds ’ of broadest
contention 

... __ _ . grasp and
deepest-insight.' Tflls doe^ not mean 
that matter* has ^no. existence or that 

i sion. .Thethe outer world Is a ^eli 
metaphysical monstrosity T_. . .
the existence of the material world.' 
either misconstrues iddallsiii or fails 
to - grasp the subject.- -. As $, philosor 
phy, then, the New Thought' is In line 
with ' historicaridealisiri'.' It -accepts 
the great teachers, of.’the "past, -To 
overthrow Its positions w'e mn'st/BUQ- 
cessfully assail Plato apd-Berkel^M

“The transcendentaifjim {if the w 
Thought is at least, gri old ris Ifafit. 
This philosophy,'i^trp'dpced Into Eng
land ' by Coleridge and developed in 
America- by Emerjjori, became domi
nant In* religious' thought, it empha
sized substance rather?’: than ^¿form 
truth rather than .'tradHlon.'tent'-de
stroyed conventions, endoura^^ liter
ature, Inspired ieform,teteatefl3dflnls. 
It laid the foundations' for ithe^New 
Thought; The oversoul
is Its scripture. The tconftiKh(^i|j)f 
Emerson in' the realityf ol the' inner 
World and of its mqanlng'Efor' • life 
and,conduct is-the 6pripg~of New 
Thought movements./'. !' .—

hat denies

Guardian Angels • Undoubtedly In- 
.' duced the Barnet

Jcfaows. Maybe the Portland would 
- ■ ■ hnve been saved if I had done as the 

-X^ice commanded- me, I can't say,” 
I Mr. Westcott is a deeply religious 

man and believes that God is always 
- with those who trust in him with the ■
~ faith of a little child. He-has cbml

milted himself without reserve into 
■ his keeping and-expects to be-led of, 

;... ' and by him. Forte instance, -when
'< asked to let a man have a sum of. 
t . money in excess-of any amount he 

could afford to lose, tie asked direc-
- ■ A, tion and he was directed not do it.

land there, of -his failure and after a 
second unsuccessful attempt to find 
the place the Old farmer went with 
him. Mr. Wescott prayed that if it- 
was not In accord with the divine 
will) that hé should go on a Sunday 
excursion-that his friend 'might be 
able to locate the deposit of quartz.

At ipst, After wandering about, his' 
friend said: “L can’t find the place, 
and I’m half blin^. Do you know 
where'wemre?? , . . .

Mr. We'stcott replied that he did 
and led the'way-from the mountain, 
but neither man on thqt occasion 
could find thé quartz. Thè farmer, an 
irreligious jnaffi,: was led to think" 
•more-seriously than ever-b’efore of 
sacred things.'- 2 '

Mr. Westcott does not. hear voices 
speaking distinctly and audibly to him 
frequently, and, never except when 
engaged in secret and earnest prayer.

Mr. Westcott desires to 'Bee Chris-_ 
tian mhn elected riot only to Congress, 
but to. high official position^ in1 gem
erai.

He Is.a-strong believer in prohibi- 
tióh;-;and-is"-a7much-respéctedrcRizen..

He-believes that Grid speaks-to him’ 
personally, and audibly, and that he 
literally-talks' with God face, to-face,, 
but he' is. far - removed from epirRual- 

•pride' or a belief that this communion 
with God is 'ariythlng pecullarto him*' 
¿elf. He holds that it is just as possi
ble in’the casé cî àny other Christian;

He is n’ot-a public speaker and-has 
ho ambition -In that ¿direction. ; - -

■ Was this a vision?
On Feb. 6, 1894, my dear mother 

passed to spirit life. The May before 
she crossed the border, she was very- 
nervous and wanted to go somewhere. 
She said,, “Take me to a hospital.” 
I called the ambulance and went with' 
her; that.was about 5 p. m., Feb, '5. 
I went home -. feeling jjadly, but I 
trusted to a higher power, to protect 
her. About 9 a. m. the next morning 
I visited her. I saw a' change for the 
worse. She wanted me to take her 
home. again, “but the myse and the 
-doctor said, “Leave her a little while 
until we she bow the disease turns. 
You had better go home and we Will- 
notify you in «rise of any change."

Well, I went home. The day passed 
on; no news until twenty minutes 
past, three p. m,- when the message 
came likp this:- I was making up the 
bed; a cold chill ran over me, and my 
mother's little mantel clock ^stopped 
still; something said, “Mother' has., 
died!" I went across the-room, shook 
the clock, arid it went on as usual. I

teste

ft

g

Ssfe

He obeyed the Voice of God;, and 
later found |]^at' the confidence.others 
reposed in tra sape man was/utterly 

- and ¿almost, criminally betrayed, . ";
He was tempted to go on a Sunday 

excursion.; The devil tempted him; as" 
.he believes. He was told by the arch 
"enemy -that he could leave very early- 

• anil that he would Teach ■ a certain 
place in time to'go to the Methodist 

.church.^' ‘ :.'te ■'
“The train will go any way,”: said 

the tempter, “and if you, sit down 
quietly, what harm, will be; dona?” -

■ He wanted to. go there,; becaufe he 
desired the next day to -visit a ¡[lace 
where therq^ is a deposit of quArtz, 
some, specimens being, of Tare bea^tyM 
Ho did so,"but when he tried to find 
the deposit, he could not. -He wan-;

.. dered about on the mountain for hours 
and at last gave it up. - He was half 

■ blind and the well defined deposit es-.
; taped him. . '
... He told- a friend, the Owner of th#

-"The- above. (trôîri• iRe 'Bostón-Globe ; 
-Illustrates in a marked, degree ■ the ; 
truth Of Spirlt Return. Mr. Westcott’ 
heard' ate Spirit Voice, arid - at once 
"regarded it as'thé.Voice of God, thus 
Illustrating’ thé; kaleidoscopic charac
ter of Spirit -Return, which is being 
manifested so prevalently at the pres
crit Unie. . - ' ? ' ' ‘ - 
<. In. all âgés the'Voice of Spirits have 
been recognized7 as the Voice of God, 
and therefrom religious sects, arid 
cults have been formed, which have 
had a commanding influence, in the 
-World. And is.it any wonder that the 
Spirit Voice is often mistaken for-that- 
of a God. . ■

k - DIVINE WRIGHT.
•  --------- »» I '—=—•

Men are often-capable of greater 
things than they-perform. They .are 
sent into the world with.hills of credit, 
and seldom draw-to their ®1 extent1 
—Horace .Walpol®. -, -

syil went around thè house doing'all- 
my work; but with a feeling I- never 
can describe,. Well, the bell soon, 
rang and I went to'the door, A mèri-" 
senger boy stood there. The message 
jeadt , “Your - mother died at twenty : 
TnlnutesApast Jivri/p. m*’ ' ’ ~

A. few-friends came in to Bèé. jhe, 
I was telling them'of my ¿message,/ 
and /said, J/£Eough,t she ¿assedtout at 
twenty, minutes past three p. 'm; Miss- 
Collins and 'I went to the hospital.in. 

‘the to'orniri^.' ■ /The 
iiirig tó hie arid-said,/','Your/brother 
died at ; twenty .minutes past .three 
J>. m.” j J/, "T ./
. .^ - " / ;-' . MRS. J. WALLACE;' ? 
■' '; Chicago, III, , - , , ”
¿J . ' Thè-Point .of View. . c .-
Trouble; has a, - trick of coming

. Biitt end 'first; , ' . , : ; ‘ ’
Viewed :aj>proachlng;.th'en You’ve seen 
/../.^¿^.¿¿¿¿T';/-^ /./.<//'- .. "

At its-worst. .
Once ’ surmounted straight it dwindles,.

Ever small,- - < • " - / ' ?,
And it tapers-till there’s nothing \

■ I^eft at all... ' '

Sb- when’er a- difflculty , . . ? '/ <
'• . May"impend,: ' ¿".-p.- - / -v

‘Just remember you ar© facing " '
. Tho butt-end;~ " /

And that looking back upon it,; " -. ’
Like as not . ; . - '"/■ ¿.-;

You will marvel at beholding ' ■ • ■
Just a dot. - >

1—Exchange.
Things unknown are the true scope 

ot Imposture and legerdemain; ; * • 
lost to me, one after another, still I. 
would not He. The most sacred act 
of &-man's life Is to Bay and to feel, 
'T.bellevs Bap?1 wnd such to be true.— 
Easley« -

‘ “In 'some ¿respp^6' the New- 
Thought resembles. Oriental mysti
cism; It* emphasizes mirili- Çït turns 
its gaze Inward, It uses the-pliraseol- 
ogy of pantheism. Yet fúndUmental- 
ly it is more often .thè aritithesis of 
Iridian philosophy. ’ It Is individual in 
spirifarid .in aim? 'Í)hlé¿tóéap8;.,of. 
course, 'that* thè New Thóúght ís bp-’ 
posed to. socialism if by’WciaUsm we 
mean, thè 'philospphy jth^tjJiolds ’ €he‘ 
ind.iyldual is a,-SUbdiyislop'of society 

■in general.' To theteèew thought Jhe. 
indivi^jal is. the unit of social'combi- 

- nation arid .whatever -impairs individ
uality Is evil;\ Yet the New Thought 
does .riot lose sight.of social well be
ing,' biit-it finds its Utopia through the 
development of selfhood,. Its . ideal 
world is a world whose, factors are 
regulated into harmony ny one per
vading spirit breathing through all 
rather than a world fóf'tòd'lntò Tiar-: 
mony by external restrldtlóns ór re
straints.

Sometimes the *Ñe^. Tjhóught sug
gests Spiritualisrii.' ‘ It’ is interested in 
psychic phenomena^/-Any- investiga
tion into, the nature of the sour claims 
•its; attention. ’ Maqy->.of Htri'disciples- 
believé that thç'.'future; Rte has been 
deinqnstrated by psychic manifesta
tions. Yet thé'-Newi'Thbu'Èdrt (s not 
committed to Spiritualism- ih any of 
its forms. It does riot ascHbè its ex
periences to spirit irihuerice.: It ac
cepts the doctriné ótteljè7 subliminal , 
selfarid from it derives "much of its 
practical teaching, but It looks upon 
the subconscious as a medium through ■ 
which universal spirit passes over to 
the individual. ÿ-

“In the attempt tb-irehï disease the 
New Thought passes-(from »theory to. 
practice. ' it is at this point alone that 
it becomes.- new.; I^éaiftrii is old. ' 
Transcendalism is old.; witethe àppli- 
nátloti of idealism to physiology is a- 
new thing’ under■ th® s1ihz ■ It-Js at 
this point, too, that ¿nd New ’Thought 
■may -be -confused with mind-curie in 
general, yet Its cure is its' own.' Self- 
mastery,' then, Is indispensable to the 
cure of .disease. The appeal is funda
mentally to the will.'-" Thought’ con
trol Is the first step toward salvation, 
.whether, it be..spiritual or . physical. 
Yet the New Thought'claims no míra
teles; Its- cures aré” thè effects.*of 
causes, -illustrations of the potency, of 
'spirit whose compietesi expression is 
the control of the mind over the body 

kto*Tp}Itlpm;te. y'/’¿Ate f ;; <• j - ■ ¿
- “H this be ïlhristiariïty.Tt is'Chrls-'-. 

tianity in a new tpngue.. Much, of it. 
is beyond- the pale-, of ' conservative 
theology. .Some of' it would be 
counted;heresy in thé average church. 
Yet it is not so certain that it is cob- , 
trary to Gospel teaching. Its idealism 
brings to mind many a passage from- 
thè words of Jesus of occult meaning 
arid mystic application. The words of. 
Saint Paul, !In Hiiri we”, live, and 
move and have our being,"is the proof 
Jext-pf its doctrine’tef; divine imma- 
;nence. Its assumption that moral and 
physical evil are one, is'Often found 
on the lips of the Man of-Nazareth, 
tend it may -be said .that in‘some .cases 
thè cures of Jesus are strangely like 
the cures ascribed to the NeW Thought 
practitioners. 1 - .

“Right or wrong, thé New Thought 
movement bears'in it sq much that is 
Interpretive of the Scriptrires,so riiuch 
that makes for ¿oblériìiving rind more 
courageous "endeavors so' much that 
appeals to the best "instincts of hu
manity that wo ’cannot go far astray. 
In'accepting it as an instrument of' 
truth and .righteousness. ' It Is far 

.more than a -reaction-from the ma
terialism of •our* timeIt is deeply 
rooted in the best; thinking of all time 
and. its aim is nothing less than the 
realization- of ,the. kingdom1 ©f- the God 
in. whom we all have out be-

LIFE IS ETERNAL.

What We See or Feel IVIien the Fire 
Burns Low,

A symbol of ourselves in the old 
days. Those shadows reflected on the 
the wall by the last flickering flames 
are not grewsome (mages of earth, but 
those of our dead. It- may be only 
the reflective force of Memory, but to 
us they are living still. The sphinx- 
like life of the marble statue has 
spoken, his chiseled form reveals the 
sculptor’s hand, eye, and soul. And 
as we gently draw aside the thin 
veil hiding us from the dead master, 
we hear him speak, not merged whol
ly .into nature’s casket, but living be
yond, only hidden by-the .beautiful 
mystery of death. ...
. It was my privilege to listen to 
Dr. Roberts, of KanSas City; Mo/, 
pastor of the Chrirch of tfie World, 
who had been called to spegk àtïfhe 
house and grave, of his: éncòffined 
friend. His words were like pearls 
from the beautiful casket, of life. •

At the grave Jie sajd:.. "Dear 
friends, we. can"go no farther; wliat 
lies beyond we do riot know." But 
in his beautiful words,'which were 
symbols of her life; I caught a reflept- 
ive light from that dead hero's soul 
(Robt. G, Ingerçoll). Just ri. petal 
here and there, and the beautiful róse 
was ^complete. It, would . be; a night 
indeed in which .-listening lové could" 
hear, no rustle.-of’the angel wing, if. 
we -were not perniltted fo .enter' tliát. 
beautiful -world,fthrouglii that law’ of 
silence, .to touch again - -the hands 
stretched out to-us,-and to lujQw-tliey 
are still vibrating with life and love.

If life is only reflected in truth by 
the symbols they have left, how few 
will-live. - Just a npte. hère and there, 
and Qie/SQng. would be sung; just a 
word -hfl.i'i&rid there,' and the story 
would -He;Ño one knows better 
than th^:.ÿjhp have lost loved ones, 
how daiJgîlftStlie night, biit .there is 
offe star Tenri the star of hope,-rind as 
it shines upon. the immortal, and is 
reflected Into .'our lives, we see them 
still through ri1'mist of tears~we see 
again, the. hand, and hear again the 
notes,, as they come hack- to-ps,,they 
fall'upon oúr hearts'like dewdrops 
upon the „withered plant. ,

I feflVMijt the symbols given by 
those ’ who liave left us by the way
side and Journeyed on are true. In
gersoll said,, immortality was born of 
thq human heart. Who is it that has 
journeyed far that doès not-fèel-that 
he has been touched or given, some 
token . from the soul- world. - - 

WotiÎd w.Ç bring.them back?-. Yes, 
or nó? '. If we-could-only pavé a-bet
ter and a surer path, we might glifi, 
the urn'that holds the. ashes of our 
dead with laughter instead of tears. 
When we jhlnk of that morning, that 
babe; the r-staï in thp ’JEuM, those 
shepherds, that strange 'faith of those 
who- have met death by cruel hands, 
rather than. relinquish j-helr. hold on-, 
tljat ope staff, it teaches Us a strange 
meaning. How many are . brève 
éhough to say: If Nature' has brun- 
dered, I will go down the stream with
out a murrpur. I will weteojne that 
dreamless sleep that knows no wak
ing,.undisturbed by fitful drepms of 
life’s discord.

Must we as children of nature wait 
in this our kindergarten.of life until 
the dawn of that .new day, or the set
ting of that la’st euri; Or.shall we open 
the door óf our life that they may 
come back, and teach us that greatest 
of all truths, that-lffe -is eternal,

MRS. GEO. W. KOONTZ. ‘
Carthage, -Mo.

PROGRESS OF LIBERTY.

Recent Address in London, Rev. Alex.-1 
Robertson, D.D., of Venice, Speak* 
Ing of Progress in Italy,

“Since 1870.. education ' had - ad
vanced in Italy by leap^ and bounds. 
AU the teachers ■ in .the national 
schools are laymen: and - lay women,- 
There are no priests and sisters'per
mitted to be teachers .in these schools 
—a lesson for England. Instead of 
Only two per cent being able to read, 
asf. before 1870/ ninety per cent can 
read and write in Northern'Italy, and 
forty per cent'in Calabria and Sicily, 
which, were more completely under 
papal sway than other parts Of Italy.

; before 1870.
■ "Deallng'with the last and highest 

standpoint from which to examine the 
progress' in Italy, Doctor Robertson, 

‘said that morally and spiritually they 
hadmade vast strides since 1870. The 
Ropian Catholic church, according.to 
Mr, Gladstone, is the cunnlngest blade 

rever ' invented against the virtue-of 
the-people'/’ .according Jo Mr. Ruskin, 

7“it is .the' church of the unholy.”. It 
does not promote virtue and holiness. 
It is, as an Rallan te Professor Mari
ano) han defined, it, -‘a society of, as
surance of salvation for those whose 
hearts have not beep touched by the 
grace of God.’ ‘ . . -
te 'TJiatTsto say, the Roman Catholic 
church offers .salvation in' sin, not 

.from'it.. Hence, before 1870, dishon
esty, untrbthfulness, Vice, and crime 
abounded in the papal states. It was 
said that whilst brigands kept their 
Word to one another, the pope’s word 
could not be relied upon,, Of course, 
there was no Bible , knowledge, no 
Christ; plenty of saints and madon
nas, and miracle-working, and rags 
and bones, but not Jesus-who saves 
his people from their sins.’

“Since 1870 the state has done 
much to improve the morals of the 
church. The law ‘checks,’ as -the late 
Premier'Zandelli said, ‘the villainy of' 
the priests,’ or drives it underground; 
-for the anti-clerical riots sho^ that 
priests and sisters are as debased now 
as they were before 1870—the result 
of'celibacy-^and the Vatican Is-still a- 
sink of vice. An Italian cavailere, 
the nephew of one of them, said to me 
that teardinals in general were fathers 
of vice.’ . “

“Setting aside the .papal church as 
being, what it ever has been, an, en
gine of immorality, the whole moral 
tone of the -people has been- raised 

.and elevated, '.The-king, the queen, 
and the' court set a splendid” example 
of'virtue and’morality; the people 
practice truth-speaking; the courts 
of’ justice are pure; the murders and 
assassinations that Svere of dally oc
currence before 1870, are udw com-, 
paratively rare. Crime of ah kinds is 
Álmlnlshlng. Benevolent institutions 
have been started everywhere by the 
laity. Christian charity and kind-
ness take the place of papal cruelties- 
and inhumanities.”' ■

BOLL COMMUNION.

As Vividly Portrayed by- J. Madison 
Allen.

CHURCH AND STATE.

.Bound Words pn Their Separation, 
• From a Secular Source.

Separation Of chrirch and state-in 
France is causing much trouble; Sinché. 
France was. a nation taxes have been 

. levied upon the people to maintain 
the Catholic churchtethe adopted State 
religion. • -AJaw recently enacted for 

. the purpose. stops the practice and 
lists; church propérty for taxation. 
Thé latter has been causing riots and 
resistance, as the church- opposes pay
ing taxes. Unlike It Js. here, there 
thé cherchesJotvn vast estates. • It 
would.-not only'séein strange to the 
people of this .country to be taxed dir 

■ rectly tq' maintain a'church, the re
ligion' Of'which’.we'‘do not approve,, 
but would incur great ’opposition. 
Yet, in an-indirect manner most of 
the people contribute to maintain 
churches whose' religion' they do not 
endorse.' Take Medford and vicinity 
as an example. • There are four-or- 
ganized churches here having pastors' 
to maintain. ' Belonging to these 
churches is a-membership of about 
350 of. a tributary "3,500, about 10

.'.pen-teent.It" Is an unquestionable 
teact,that "if ho money were paid by 
outsiders these churched could not 
maintain their pastors and organiza- 

.tions. The aid' is, given . .voluntary 
for the reason that all good inorar" 
people, recognize, thè influence of 
churches fori the betterment. Of socie
ty. -It Is not that the.piiblic endorses 
the particular -religion - or doctrines 
óf the church, but’the moral effect it - 
hàs on the community. And it is so 
much more to one’s liking to donate, 
voluntarily than to be compelled to 
pay. Of course there is an occasion
al levy; which comes in the form of 
black-mail, or “stand and deliver/’ 
which Is not accepted with good

.-grace, though usually paid. But all 
in all’it Is far better than compulso
ry support, to religious denomina- 
tloris whose doctrines the people do

. not endorse. In time the French peo
plewill learn its advantage and cease 

¿to oppose the enforcement of law.
The only real tax contribution given 
the church of-the United Spates is the 

-exemption of churchv property-.from 
taxation. . Thls ls sometimes ques
tioned when churches invest thous
ands of . dollars in magnificent build
ings and parsonages, and may lead to 
a limited exemption.—Medford, Okla* 
homa, Patriot.

Mediumship, abstractly, considered, 
in its last and highest analysis, is that 
by which one is enabled to hold di
rect, conscious communion-, or intelli- ; 
gent, ’practical association, with In
terior forms, forces and principles. It 
opens the gateway or channel through 
which must flow the inner life, light 
arid love of the universe of spirit; the 
world-of-souls immortal. • •

'• We may catch the radiant beams of 
the supernal existence as they glow 
with the lo'velight of heaven above, 
and feel within o.urselves that all the 
qniverse is agleam with»the Infinite 
presence. Thus may we, through the 
electro.ethereal vibrations» set-in ac
tion from within the secret chambers 
of thé soul, come in touch with-an
other world than this rudimentary 
and.gestatlve stage of existence; and 
we become conscious, in our interior 
perceptions, of the realities of a deep
er, higher, nobler, riper, life—more 
expansive, complete, bountiful, where 
Home, Sweet Home Is rfenewed, per
fected, glorified, and blissful beyond 
the capacity of mortal language to ex
press.. *
■. Association with loved ones In the 
soul-WOrld involves a recognition of 
the divinity that" dwells in, and apper*' 
tains to, each and every human being. 
We do not need to be in the realms be
yond the earthly tabernacle of flesh, 
in order to be In conscious, open, and 
'free comthunion with the soul world,- 
and with those who dwell therein, 
“Where neither • moth, nor rust doth 
corrupt; nor thieves ..break through" 
and steal.” The avenues of our in-. 
ner-belng may be permanently open to 
the Inflowing waves of a divine In
spiration—w"hich will check each qnd 
every blind impulse and gross pas
sion; revealing the immeasurable su-- 
pertority..of open and- constant com- 
muulon with the,-Good, the True.and 
the Beautiful in ¿¿Hh and'skies* -, 
?.-So Jhay wè be pprmeated with joy, ■ 
peace? health rind harmony) hnd' fife 
be- one continuous happy song; laden 
with the’wealth of love that comes to 

'the soul like -the balmy .breath ot, 
heaven, The- fragrance of. the Elysian 
Fields. ’ " , ;< :, . ; -

Is it not fitting that we should each' 
and all strive to attain that blissful 
state/ HERE AND NOW,"'and enter. 
Into the paradise through- thé pearly 
gateway of a pure, lofty and ennob
ling soul-communion mediumship; 
which will bring us into close compan
ionship with the wise and-loving of 
all past tinfès—Involuntary¿. affilia
tion and hearty co-operation ' • 
With' noble souls of every , age, ;
Whose deeds shine forth on history’s 

page! .
J. MADISON ALLEN. -•

Much of the-religion to-day is only 
respect for the, teUgibn- of the past,— 
Investigate?. f ' ... .

Some impose upon the wt>rld~that 
they believe, that which they do not; 
others more in number; make them
selves believe that they believe, not 
being able to penetrate Into what it is 
to beljeve.1—Montaigne.

We are so vain as to set the highest 
value upon those things to which na-
ture asslgneä the lowest- place.

j ssneca. . - , * t

THE CROWS AND THE LARKS.

What Is the Matter With Spiritualism 
, of California?

„ Why, nothing, -thank, you. -Lika -- 
every other class, we .have a fejy) ■ ' 
chronic kickers amon*? us, but they-do * 
nqt voice the g . upinlon-.of. Spir
itualists in the state; • . • ■ „ , . -

The N. S? A,'s report, recently pul)^- • ■ 
llshed in The Progressive Thinker, ■ ' 
came as a real surprise to a great 
many of them that had been listening 
to the knockers of the N. S. A. The 
good .work-accomplished by it- for 
California ■ is commendable. Mfs. 
.Nettie Howeii's society, ' the. largest " 
and most prosperous society. fif Ros - 
Angeles,-is going to affiliate with the . 
Statp Association, since the N. 8. A. ' 
published report, There are no doubt 
other unaffiliated societies that will -. 
now jojn>. since we have a; new state 
presideflt-**Mrs, Adah Horman Ratter* 
Bon—whon} we al) like immensely. 
She will not belittle the work of the- 
N. 8. A„ but-give it aH -the support'** 
it deserves.

That therMeran absolute need for 
the N- S. Njjs apparent. .Spiritual
ism Is. no. meal, provincial movement. 
It flourishes with-more or less success " 
in ali countries Of the world. Accord
ingly, the Spiritualists of a great na
tion like America need an Intelligent '' 
centre to represent them in the great 
movement in'other'lands. • Being In- 
touch with all societies throughbut the 
many states of the Union; It knows the ' ' 
exact-status of the -movement," arid 
therefore, when necessary, can fur
nish accurate intermatlon.

Great issues concerning the general 
welfare of Spiritualism can best be 
thrashed-out-in national convention 
by representative Spiritualists from all 
the states. There are great, import
ant questions coming in the near fu- - ’ 
tui-e that must" be settled in this way,. 
—issues that concern the very Ufa 
and vitals pf our movement.

'Spiritualism in its sixty years of ex
istence has accumulated much un
wholesome teaching. It is about time' 
to take stock and to examine our 
wares tnrefullj; it will require great 
couta^e.vand^judgment to eliminate 
’that wfifch is corrupt from our teach
ings, for we have many worshipers of 
idols among us, who hqwl fearfully 
when their cherished errors are as- x 
sailed.

To keep an historical record of 
Spiritualism Is also very Important, 
sinpe’periwps in the near future, if 
wisely directed, it may become a great 
movement. It is therefore very nec- 
ecesqary that a correct record of its 
early history’ be kept for future geh- 
prationsr Many Important books, con
taining valuable data, are constantlv 
going . out of print. They must be 
re-coygred and stored in the N. S. A.

Reliable information of tho 
struggles the,' early pioneers tvent 
through—who seem at times to have
labored with superhuman strength to 

' establish the claims of Spiritualism— 
must not be forgotten. Its victories 
and Its defeats must be recorded, and 
the N. S. A, by virtue of its function,. " 
must gather and preserve the record.

It has been intimated that the 
money required to keep it going can
not be secured! Is it not supremely 
ridiculous to suppose that the Spirit
ualists of a great nation cannot sup
port their National 'Association? The 
few thousands of dollars needed yearly 
to keep it rpnding are a mere baga
telle, considering the many thousands 
of SjriritualtSte'there are In this coun-» 
try.« 1 am sure every Spiritualist will 
help,-to support it directly-or indi
rectly when he knows'its utilitarian
ism- to the weal of Splrltifollsm; tidil 
if some fail to see anything .in it blit 
an ornamental adjunct of our moVfe- . 
mcnt, and . others again see In Itbut 
the foundation for “another, miserable 
sect,” it is well to remember that 
Spiritualism cannot endow Its mem
bers with either penetration, or com-' 
mon sense. When Spiritualists place 
more value upon the- mahufBcfureil 
cheese-cloth spirits of Elsie Reynolds ■ 
thap upon the benevolent work of the 
N. 8. A., we must not complain, for 
we aim to be as free in our expres
sion of opinion as are the birds in 
their song. But nbt .all birds sing/ 
sweetly, any more than all men t-alk ■ 
sensibly:—there are crows as well as 
-larks among,Spiritualists, who sing 
the best they, know hot?, in 'harmony 

.with their mental’development and 
organization. . . . . , .

P. A-JENSEN..
, Los Angeles, Cal.

áPIRÍT INFLUENCE.

Where It Incites an 
Liquor.

“Spirit Criminals,” 
Thoiffpson in No. 951

Appetite for

by Chas A. 
of The Pro-,

gressivfi Thinker, reminds me of an 
experience ! had a tew years ago. A 
certain-doctor joined our lodge by the 
earnest-solicitation of his wife, hoping 
that; we .might .."reform him. When 
agairi he' got ugly 'drunk, charges - - 
were prefej-red. Ayco’mmittee waRe'd 
upon- him.j. He tedStessed '.that,ho ha'd „
forfeited hteTjiromise. “But,”"' saTil' 
he, IT just can’t help, it, for when l am ' ■ 
passing , a saloon something teeeius to ; 
jUst pull me. iri'arid make me drink, 
He ws a sensitive.. Boar fellow, ho 
took the; Keeley curé, but it only last* 
ed a short' time.' * He" finally bad "to ■ 
succumb, arid passed out at a hospital - -

Agaln at one of our circles a spirit. . ~ 
came, with whom several were onte 
-acquainted, and,asked how he got - 
along without his whiskey.’

¿“0,” said he, T;hunt up some to
per and influence him to getodrunk; 
then I lay by and soak up, as you 
would sitjiy and soak- up heat-from' 
a hot stove.’1 " '■

“But,” said we, “this is not as good 
as the old way.”
; "No/’ said he, "blit - it beats no 
whiskey all hollow.”

. Now this train of spirit Influence 
holds good in all the lower passions ' 
of both sides of life. Such criminals 
should be put in a reformatory and 
taught the source of danger that 
awaits them, that they may be fore
armed, so' as to be better prepared- to
résistif.-

Chicago, III.
J. REFFLEY.
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Convincing Experiences with Mr$. Jennie Moore 

the Medium.
Thoughtful and Interesting View on the Su 

ject of Self-Involution and ^elf-Evolution,
That’ Spirits Can and Do Return to Earth and 

, Communicate.
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It isrsald, "The dead know not any- । 
thing.” -

Let's examine the dead,’ to she if 
'that is true. . ■ , ■ - ■ - ,
” In 1889, I believe it was, v e 1 el 
at Wonewoc, Wisconsin. In M ol 
that year the parents of my. wire came 
to live with, us for a timé' at. least, * 
her mother-being in very poor neaitn. 

x ppd instead of hey health improving 
it gradually failed, and in June sue 
had to succumb to the disease. Aoout 
a week before her dissolution sne re
quested me to cut her hair, wnum I. 
did. My wife had a brother living in 
Chicago, who, during that summer 
and'fall, wrote us that Jie had atteml- 

* ed materializing seances imd mar hm 
mother, and a sister,, who was older 
than himself, but whom he had never 

- seen in tjie body,, for site was sun 
¡ born; and the 11111116 used-to designate 

her when spoken of was Totie, came, 
materialized and talked with him as 
natural as life. We^were Spiritualists 
and had been, for ySqrs; hud read of 
materialization and of frauds,'and we 
were somewhat skeptical, and wrote 
him we thought he imagined he saw 
and hriird or that he was deceived in 
whaj lie saw. In order'to convince us 
that what he stated was true, he ré- 

- quested us to come to Chicago at a 
certain time in October and we could 
go and be convinced that what he staL

stating that they were going to Du
luth, and were going through our 
place, and if we wished, they would 
•stop off there. I wrote her that we 
would be very much pleased to have 
them do sb. 'At about 3 o’clock in 
Hie-utiernoon of the day appointed 
Mrs. Moore and her sister-in-law ar-

1 t d were brought to our house. 
Soon alter their arrival we told them 
that we would introduce them to no 
one, nor tell them of the people living 
mere. Mrs. Moore said "all right,’> 
sue didn’t wish to know anything 
about tuem. Above all things, our- 
desire was to-have a fair, square deal,, 
wiuiout ' collusion. Mrs. Moore’s 
cabinet did not come on the same 
tram, and did not arrive until the 
next nay, but she thought we could 
get along very well /rithout it if we 
would hang some black cloth across a> 
corner of the room, Which was done. 
Mrs. Moore took her seat behind the 
curtain. The seance, in every respect 
was the same as if she'had been in a 
cabinet.’ I desire to say, there were 
•four seances and theyjje.re all at my 
house, and I positively know ’ there- 
were no confederates, and that no one 
liad access to the cabinet during the 
seances,, except'. Mys. Moore, And' 
furthermore, I know, the medium had

, ed was true. At the appointed, time 
wo went. , ’, '

In the evening we went to Mrs.’Jen- 
®ie Moore’s, she- being the .’medium, 
and the seance’was at’her House.’"It. 
^as an upstairs room, with a. cabinet 
».bout four feet square, of ifame work,’ 
covered with black cloth,' containing 
a door In one side, , with »an- aperture, 
about two feet square lii tfcb. upper 
part qf the door, covered’ with a black 
curtain fastened on the inside, at the 
top, and hanging down loose. Before 
the. medium-entered the cabinet diie

uo paraphernalia whereby-she, could 
disguise herself in any manner, for 
she had no. trunk at my house, and 
it would have taken aprettylarge one- 
to hold all of the different make-ups’ 
that were presentedjdqgihg- those few 
seances. They-had a small grip, about 
sixteen inches long,’,,and that stood 
around open all the whije they were 
there, and -was never once in the 
seance room during their sta?. The- 
next day,.while in conversation, Mrs. 
Moore said there ’ had been a man at

The most inconsistent preacher in 
the world is the advocate of free 

’thought and evolution, who would 
i-forbid a creed preacher the civil right 
to free thought and speech; whereas, 
on the authority of the doctrine of ev
olution, the hellfire jpreacher has _a 
consistent, right to boost his God un
til the law of evolution evolves him 
to a higher plane of thought. .

As an advocate of free thought and 
evolution, I for-bid myself the right to 
brand all creed pteachers, popes, or 
rabbis as hypocrites or liars;» on the 
contrary, I believe earnest creed, 
teachers can sincerely and reforming-, 
ly teach creed doctrine.

- It is a fact that some pretenders 
spy their way into the pulpit as- well 
as into politics, but that »does not- 
prove a religion false or civilization 

’a failure, or devout religionists-or 
civilizers insincere. .

, Twenty years ago, when I/was a 
young man, twenty yeafs of age, I 
was converted-to. Christianity and was 
thed just as sincere in believing "Je
sus only” às 1 am iu believing in mor
ality, self-culture, and self-control; 
and I have not forgotten that sinceri
ty and reformation is possible in 
Christianity» and J‘ still look .back on 
Christianiy and- other religious sys
tems as spiritually inspired institu
tions for-the splrltua.lly hungry and 

- thirsty who .can not stùhd'albne,.
Therefore, having, emerged ' from 

: the plane of faith to the plahe of self? 
unfoldmept, 1 .now .stand for evolution 
and atheteni. I stand for evolution, 
because I see evolution in everything.

when they 
either in‘I 
transition,

overcome the world, 
iterlal state or after

Seif-anujhilqt^on is impossible, be
cause individuals can only self-ipvolve 
themselves -back to unconsciousness 
of sin, . where, their free agency will 
not .resist the law of evolution, which 
will again evolve them to conscious- 
ness'of sin, \yhpre they, may exercise- 
their Jj-ee agency in controversy with 
involuntary evolution; during which 
time they reap what they sow and in
flict on themselves many stripes for 
every wrong.

There is uo spirit in heaven that 
can redeem a sinner from himself, 
because the lew of evolution has ‘ en
dowed him with a free agency which 
none, not even,the law of evolution 
can take from him; holy Spirits may 
be his preacher, but he .must be hi$. 
own redeemer; .and at last, when he 
says, "it is. done,’.’ and makes an ever
lasting divinp. resolution to (urn from 
self-in volution .to, selL-evolution by 
following his intelligence, then and 
'there ¿e> 1b born again; bora of .intel
ligence, by turning from moral and 
intellectual destruction to- mpral and 
intellectual construction; this is’ the 
new birth that a waffs every dlssippter, 
betöre he can break his earth-binding 
chain,:-' < I,/ • ■ ?

roquosted all* whp desired,’ to examine 1 
the cabinet both inside and out, which. 1 
a number did, myself with •othe'rs. : 

1 We failed to discover anything in any :
way suspicious. Mrs. Moore • Invited 1 

, or rather requested two or three ladles 
- to go with her into another room and, 

examine her. clothing-to see if there 
was anything concealed tliereln which

. , might be used to defraud. After their 
'' Inspection they reported no discoVeryf 

of anything that could be used to de
ceive.. '

Before the medium entered the cab
inet., she was controlled by what was 
claimqd to be the spirit of an Indian 
girl or woman, called Dewdrop, and 

'*' delivered, an Invocation, and then dn- 
, tered the cabinet, closed the door, 

took a .seat in the chair that was 
therein,, as I puppose. At least when 
the seance closed she was seated In

. the chair, in an abnormal or trance. I 
condition. The light th the room was- < 

1 a lamp, placed on a shelf about six 1 
■ feet high, In one corner of the room - 

nearly opposite the cabinet door and , 
■about ten feet’■ away, partly’ turned 
down, with a thin paper shade over, < 
the chimney, giving a subdued light;

’. but at thewne.time sufflclentto allow 
every person, article or thing in the 
room to be plainly observed. All per,- 
sons in the room were requested to be

r -seated, join hands and be quiet. It 
. was but a'short time after the request 
tfas?complled with untll.the curtain at

'; the aperture was thrust aside and a 
’ man appeared at the opening. I say- 
a man. ’ He was dressed like a man, 
looked and talked like a man, and was 
Introduced to us as Charlie Murphy, 

. said to be the medium’s spirit control 
: ‘l am not able to say he was the me-

” dium’s control, but will say he ap
peared to be the chief manager within 
the cabinet. After being introduced, 
he scanned the people present for# a 
short time, then said good evening, 
ladies and gentlemen." • Then he be
gan to call some individuals by name, 
and saying good evening to them sep-

- arately. He called, “Mr. Carter»” 
though I lived two hundred miles 
away, never had been there before, 
nor ever saw the medium before that 
night. He had a heavy, loud voice, 
and/aL-times could easily have been, 
heffrd sixpr eight rods away. He en
tertained us, -I think, for ten or fif
teen minutes’ ahd then. disappeared,, 
and others, appeared, who were differ
ently dressed and talked very , differ
ent; some Were’Women and sdme 'were 
men. Some whispered, while others 
hardly did that However, before the

A seance closed the mother of my wife 
I appeared. Some', undoubtedly,' will.

■ say, how do you know it was the 
mother of your wife? Well, in the 

, ' first place. I knew her by her gen
eral appearance, form, shape of face, 
head and clothes,, and everything that 
is required to make the Identity of a 
person certain. . She called my wife 
by her given name, which-1 am quite 

‘ sure Mrs. Moore did not know. But 
to make assurance doubly sure, she

hey house who said he lived.a fe^v 
miles from Wonewoc,-hut ’ that he 
didn’t associate, with the Spiritualists 
there. She described the man, but 
said, she could'not remember bis. 
name, but possibly Charlie Murphy 
niight remember it. During the next 
seance I asked Charite If he knew the 
name of, the man 'who wajs at Mrs. 
Moore’s to a seance that said he .did 
not associate with the Spiritualists at 
Wonewoc? ’He said he did. I- asked 
KJw )voulil tell it to jne, and he said 
he would, but not befofe all thoèé peo- 
ple.-as that would not be fair, . The 
next seance I reminded him of his 
promise, and his reply was, "We will 
tell you before we leave here.’’-When 
the lastseance was being held, I fcon- 
cluded I would say no more about it, 
for I was finable to see how he could 
tell me,, without telling all of the peo
ple present. But Murphy was more 
wise than I had glveq him credit for. 
Just before the seance closed, he then

I- stand for, Atheism because if there 
wore a conscious beibg or Qpd.'who 
were as righteous as. thousands 'of 
men and women, who could overrule 

«the law of evolution,, he would not 
allow man and beast to suffer such 
physical and mental pain as. is meted 
out to them by the unconscious law 
of evolution.

Moreover, spiritual phenomena and 
spirit messages-prove there are spir
its in all stages of evolution, which 
fact establishes the fact that transi
tion does not rid the unrighteous.man 
of his demerit no.r rob the righteous 
man of his merit', but .individual uu- 
foldment commences in the spiritual 
state just where it leaves off in the 
material stale, which proves that the 
law of evolution Is not overruled by 
a.God or omnipresent all-conselous-

To be born of; intelligence does not 
mean- thet jonp has become-infallible 
and fyee frpi%;woridly-temptation, but 
it means-that he has resolved to obey 
his intelligence and. do right as near 
as he knows how, • even though he 
must stand alone and . be. scorned by 
his former friends and thq world; 
it means that ihe*would rather suffer 
persecution than to consciously com
mit self-involution,

• Tho moat overlooked crime. In the 
.world and :the most common, crime in 
the world, the: crime that causes, more 
self-involution than any 'other.crime 
in the world, is., the drlme of moral 
cowardice Lthat 1b, lo be Shamed from 
following our intelligence.

Millions; are drunkards- and all 
forms of dissipators because they are 
ashamed to say .VNol” Millions are 
-demoralizers because they are

An aged sister, with whom J was 
once closely associated in this society, 
said to me one Sunday after our morri- 
ing meeting closed, that she had seen 
while engaged in the' same a company, 
of spirits enter, all of whom were 
perfect strangers to.her, and judged 
by their appearance they were of some 
foreign nationality.

She said they ’ placed themselves,, 
both men and wqmen, at the foot of 
our ranks, in a straight row, cross
wise, and quietly listened to the-lead- 
er’s opening address, at the close of 
which , they seemed to immediately 
Withdraw (without having spoken a 
word); that is, they vanished from 
her view, without any knowledge of 
hers as to how,'or whither, they went-. 
, At another time she saw one of our 
sisters while in meeting, clothed in a 
white robe (a kind which she never 
wore), the bottom edge being adorned 
with a wreath of roses, with leaves 
intertwined. ,

After the seryiceq . were over she 
took her. pepcil and automatically 
sketched the view, after which she 
tpqk ajiruph and paints and finished It. 
in the different tints,-, which made a 
beautiful picture,-so natural as to look’ 
almost as though just plucked from 
the garden. ’ 1 ■

This sister had never taken a- lesson 
in the art line; : had never learned to 
write, hot even her’ own name, but 
her hand would readily be moved un
der some invisible influence, to write 
in strange looking characters which 
no one could decipher, to sketch flow
ers, trees, etc.

-As we sat in our retiring room one 
day, she said she saw extending from 
above, and'nearly touching my head, 
a white arm and hand. I was pleased 
with the view at the' time, but have 
never since given an’y special thought, 
till one day some lines came to nie 
seemingly of an inspirational charac
ter, bearing the impress of this hand 
so clearly that I jvlU enclose them for 
your own perusal, if no-further. This 
same sister was one day resting upon 
her couch as I entered the room, and 
she said to me: “There has just beed 
a stranger here whom I never saw be-

forming In a-clrcle around her bed, 
stood with their hands clasped in 
each other’s, apd those lit each end 
holding her’s, just for a few seconds, 
and then vanished from sight. The 
woman became Immediately better, 
and was soon entirely restored to lier 
former good health.

There was a woman in Jersey 
(where I sojourned for a time)’ whom 
her people called "crazy," because she 
"heard voices,” and had her table
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being visible, said, “Mr. Carter, at the 
close of the seance, you go to the cab
inet door and Dewdrop will tell you» 
the name of that mqn.” I went-to 
cabinet door as directed, found Mrs. 
Moore in an abnormal or trance con
dition, looking very much like a per
son .with no'llfe. I opened the door 
and' Dewdrop, through Mrs. Moore, 
told the name of the man. As soon 
as I heard the name I recognized 
the jnan, for I was quite well acquaint
ed with hlm. I was not aware that he 
laid any claims towards Spiritualism,, 
but do know that he eventually was 
struck witji Dowièism and died at 
Zlou.

During the time, one seance was 
held In the afternoon, and Totie ap
peared;'and the flrpt she said was, “I 
have got back." She was asked 
where she had been. She laughed, 
and said, “Oh, I havo been up to the 
office with Delos, and as I'came back^ 
I stopped, at Evie’s house.”

Being asked who she saw there she 
said, “Bomb old women," and being 
asked what they were doing, she said 
they were stitching away.

Delos is a san of ours, who, at that 
time, was publishing the Wonewoc 
Reporter, and Eve -was the wife of 
our son Burr,-and they lived abolit 
half-way between our bouse and the 
office, and Eve was at our house at

, the séance, and When she leftrhome 
that afternoon no one-was there* but 
¿8 some ladles previously had propa-

■ Ised to come there that afternoon and 
work on a belT-quilt, she did not know 
but they might have come; audit was 
ascertained afterwards that they did.

At one seance Totie did not appear 
until it was nekrly. over, and I noticed 
that her chin came just even with the

. lower frame of the aperture’, and as 
she usually stood-about a ,foot taller.- 
I said, “Totie, why don’t you stand up x

ness; neither Is the firee agency of 
spirits absorbed into one great mind, • 
but every -spirit retains its individual
ity and characteristical -personality 
with innate ability of characteristical 
evolution in harmony with the law Of 
evolution, and celestial sociality and 
socialism; but spirits that ignorantly 
or disobediently attempt to violate 
or defy,the law of evolution or celes
tial sociality, or socialism Will suffer 
de'feat. Thus, saints obey righteous
ness and science and not blind senti
ment and desire. Likewise, all men 
and women and earth-bound spirits 
must learn to confirm their hopes and 
aspirations with eternal tfuth . and 
righteousness before they,will be free, 
from disappointment and sorrow.

Although the law of evolution is 
unconscious, merciless, and immuta
ble, yet, in creating or bettering Hy
ing beings and endowing "them with 
knowledge of good and evil, and free 
agency to do right or wrong, it 
evolves in. every man' and woman and 
spirit an Intellectual force or agency 
which may be exercised in self-evo- 
lutien or self-invblution.

By self-eVolution’ intelligent men 
and women and earth-bound spirits 
may work out their own salvation and 
attain celestial fitness by divine reso
lutions backed by unfaltering firm
ness. Otherwise, by self-involution 
men and women and earth-bound 
spirits may procrastinate their invol
untary evolution fat possibly millions 
of years: this is the most important

ashamed to decry demoralizing prin
cipalities. . ’ Millions fail to unite 
tlremselves : with;- or disunite them- - 
selves from, this»: or that society, 
church, or,.political party, because 
they are ashamed to obey sqlf-eon- 
vlctlon. Millions, are silent liars be
cause they! are ashamed to stand for 
the truth, rdn-short, there are mill
ions 'who are ashamed to turn from 
the broadl-roud iof self-Involution to 
the marrowupalbnof self-evolution.

Ab an Atheist-, ’4 will add that T° 
be born ofd intelligence” does not 
mean,, that 'will must beliove as I be-, 
lieve, but il l means that everyone 
must folloW’his intelligence; if oue’s 
Intelligence'.! to.uimands him to’ jolp 
Chrfetlanltyior come orientalism,- or 
any other lam, tHba don’t hesitate but 
join it; aiïd'iif .another's intelligence 
commands ‘Hllm US step out of any 
.ism, theirWep chit of it; every soul 
that, win'unfiHtdringiy follow his in
telligence will rêaeh the planes of 
illimitable ll^bt, because -Intelligence 
Is the right and only‘i$ilot to salva- 
tioii. In short, every moral hero, 
who is not ashamed to stand* for what 
he understands is born of intelligence.

. If you are a Chridtian be an earn
est, investigating Christian,- and. you 
will find where it’says, “But wilt thou 
know, O, vain man, that faith without 
works is dead? Ye see then how that 
by works a man’ Js justified and not 
by falth.only.” (Jas. 2:20, 24.) It' 
is evident from thé text that it is not 
faith, but character-building that 
works out one’s ’ salvation. (See 
John 8:31, 32.)

If you are a Spiritualist, do not be 
discouraged because there is so much 
strife -and contradictiomamong medi-

fore. He "stood and watched me for 
an instant, then" vanished from view 
on the very spot where lie stood. I 
neither saw him enter nor leave the 
room. He was a fine looking person, 
and if a departed spirit, ho was to 
all appearance just as natural in every 
way as any mortal man I ever sa-w.”

She was n most lovable woman, so’ 
gentle, quiet, and kind to every one. 
In the last days of her ourtli lite she 
became somewhat nervous, and much 
annoyed by things being moved from 
place to place in the room without any 
knowledge of her’s, as to how or when 
it was done. At times nice articles of 
clothing, which she thought much of, 
would be hidden Jii the most unheard

arranged at meal time for the com
panion who hadxbeen dear to her, And 
had recently laia off the mortal, and 
with whom she would openly converse 
at such times with seeming assurance 
that he was still present with per,

They finally placed her- in an in
sane asylum, and that was the last I 
knew of her. Another woman, in Cal
ifornia, .with Whom I was well 'ac
quainted, was constantly hearing 
voices which were more annoyingtee 
her than otherwise, being in utter op
position to 'her own feelings. Tt 
seemed, she said,"“like someone right, 
close to her wherever ‘she went,” 
and oftentimes she would put a muf
fler about her head in order to still the 
sounds,, but it did no good. She be
came unable To work, had no money, 
and was placed In a public institution 
of some sort. I never saw her again.

A few years since there was an out
side friend who used often to visit 
here, and he told us that he frequently 
heard the angel music, which was 
sweeter and grander than any earthly 
strain he had ever listened to. He 
said that sometimes the air overhead 
would be seemingly filled with, "O, 
so sweet, and’ I knew it was heavenly 
music, but my people (orthodox) call 
me crazy, and tell me to stop talking 
about it.” He is gone now, where he 
call hear it without any interference, 
for he was a good spiritual-minded 
man, and a musician himself.

A dear old lady In Ohio, with whom 
I once stopped quite a time, and who 
was not well,’ said angels visited her;.- 
she could see them all around her, and 
it was beautiful, but she said her 
sister, who was caring tor her, did 
not believe a word of it, and would 
not let her talk about it. She re
mained. this side but a short time 
afterward, and without doubt was 
happy to leave.

There was a man iu Los Angeles 
who had been a practicing physician 
in Chicago some-yeals previous. He 
had a family there, but on account of 

■ his mediumistic proclivities, had been
entirely broken up.

He had 
practice, i

quit his former
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put her hand up to her head and said 
to me, “Andrew, you cut my hair.” 
Now had the medium been, trying to 
Impersonate, here, was a fact she ab- 
Jutely knew nothing about. Had not 
that test been-given, I possibly would 

. have gone away thinking that in some 
mahner I had been deceived, but in 
this matter, I could not be.’ During 
the seance Totie,. the spirit sister of 
my' wife, appeared and then there was 
music in the .air, for she was one of 
the most happy, joyful and jolly per- 

~sons either living or dead, that has 
been my good fortune to meet.' She 
■was "laughing and joking during her 
entire presence. How did we know it 
was her?. Only by her declaring that 
she was Totie. I do. not think this 
could -have been the medium; for Totie 

. was born before the medium, and the 
medium knew nothing of her or her 
folks. '

We attended two seances at Mrs. 
Moote’s before going home, and at 
the last one I asked Charlie Murphy 
if they would come up to our place, 
meaning Wonewoc.' He hesitated: a 
little, hs If thinking, and then said, 
“Mr. Carter, we will.”

After the seance was over I. told 
Mrs. Moore what Charlie, said..’ Sho 
said; “If hb skid so it may be that we 
will come.” < I never said anything to 

’, Mrs. Moore thereafter relative to the 
. .matter, but would observe occasionally 
• to my Wife that I guessed that Charlie 
; Murphy । had forgotten hfe promise. 
. Time went along for four or five years, 

when'in February, 1893, I believe it 
wan, I got a letter from Mrs. Moore,

higher." _ She laughed and said, “An
drew, I have only got a head." “The 
dead know not anything."

About ten years ago our daughter 
was not well» and I went to- consult 
Charles Harrington,'a clairvoyant or 
'Spiritualist doctor living at Madison, 
.Wisconsin. After making an examina
tion and prescribing for her, he said 
there was a little boy and a little 
spotted dog standing by the side of 
me. I recognized the boy and dog, 
for the same . description had been 
given me some years, before by a.Mrs. 
Priest, who was a medium, but never 
■made any public display. We had a 
little boy who died quite a'number of

truth to men and women who can un
derstand It, therefore T will endeavor 
to explain-it as-plainly as possible. *

Just as a man may commit physi
cal'destruction by refusing food or by 
eating or drinking poisonous food or- 

-drinks, so meh and women and spirits 
may commit intellectual and spiritual 
Involution by refusing truth when 
they understand it or by consciously 
committing Immoral or degenerating 
acts. ’

An idiot caw not commit helf-invo- 
lutlfin, because he does not know 
right from wropg, but, IRte the dog, 
he. is governed by-the environment in 
which he lives. As long as men and 
women and spirits are unconsciously 
governed by the envirohment In- 
Which they live, so long they are in
voluntarily rocked in the cradle of 

.evolution, but when, they have 

.evolved to a consciousness of the fact 
that their omission and. commission 
hamper their moral, Intellectual, .and 
spiritual evolution, then, they have 
reached a parting in. the law of evolu
tion- where' every soul, must 'choose 
which' road’he will travel. The one, 
a narrow path, which means tp fol
low our intelligence, which is the

urns, but learn, by investigation, that 
■in every gen’eratibn of the past most 
spirit mediums were controlled by 
contradicting and unrighteous spirits; 
many even commanded that all medi
ums who Were controlled by other 
spirits should be- put to death; this 
should not discourage but encourage 
all Spiritualists in, character-building, 
because It prdves that just as we need 
firmness And’ kindness to. escape be
ing creed mqrbhahdlse in this a^rid, 
so we will need firmness and kindness 
after transition to avoid offending

of places, but after a great search, and 
with the aid of others, would again be 
found.

It is possible that the following 
might be deemed .*by many as a 
“craay’-’ Idea. -A Shaker sister in En
field, N.1 H., told, me that she saw not 
far from their central dwelling a beau
tiful temple-like building, wherein 
were assembled a congress of departed 
spirltsfrom the higher spheres of life, 
to discuss plans In regard to the_up- 
llftment of the children of eareh, 
further needful developments, etc., es
pecially In the line of Spiritualism.

She ia now on the other side of life. 
Another sister in that society who had 
been bed ridden several years and 
given up as incurable, was’healed and 
brought back to her former usefulness 
as a leading eldress, in which capacity 
she was officiating at the time she told^ 
me of the Interesting incident,

, After being given up by physicians 
In the mortal, an Indian Spirit Doctor 
appeared on the scene. She saw him, 
and ’he told her he could cure her if 
she would follow his directions. She 
gladly did so, and was soon on the 
mend. He would come in, take a seat 
by her bed, talk to her, give medicine 
.which he brought, and if at his next
visit he’, saw it

method by processes which he did not 
explain to me, and said he had aided 
a great many disembodied, as well as 
those in the earth life, especially wo
men, who had appealed to him in a 
miserably unhappy state, and who, 
after Ills treatment, had gone their 
way much improved.

He was above the ordinary in edtu- 
cation and natural intelligence, and 
was also, a writer, both of prose add 
verse, for he read and rehearged many 
pieces to me.

He was worn almost to a .skeleton, 
•and so weak he could walk only with 
difficulty. As he came in one day 
panting for breath hp said he had been 
"terribly annoyed by the way (as was 
often the case) the most hideous look-, 
ing people followed him, kicking, and 
otherwise abusing him, ridiculing, 
grinning, and laughing him to scorn, 
as it were He said they were a low 
down set, and he -seemed unable to 
help or to drive them away; he pitied 
but never fought them.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Pittsfield, Mass.
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necessary, would
change for some other kind. He 
treated her with roots and-herbs most
ly,, and when he saw her sufficiently 
strong to go into the woodj herself 
for fresh material, ordered her to do 
so, and she. went, and often she would 
hear a whoop, and on looking up

the'lgnorant And vain, or reverencing 
and-obeying"the haughty and self- 
wise,” self-involving .earth-bound spir
its, and yet discern -and obey the 
rightepns and, wist) spirits. ’

Finally, ’my fellbw-seekers — 
more llght/whlcfi is more "life, (See’ 

"Eccl. 7:12.) - I effr? not what your 
creed, Tiat'.onaUiy, tongue, or race 
may be;' Whomsoever scattereth not 
abroad gathered with ,'ub and Ms our 
brother apd slstei. and mother. . .,

A. PRIESTER. -
Chicago, III.

for

Ji

' road to eternal, life or perpetual grow
ing in truth,** art, and science. The

years previous, and we also had a lit
tle spotted dog, and the boy and dog- 
did have great sport together. Not 
long lifter he left us the dog also died.

"If a man die, shall he live again?" 
At one of the seances I have been 

narrating the cabinet door was-opened 
by someone from the inside, making 
a space about a foot wide. We tried 
to induce the one that opened the door 
to.come outside, but did not succeed, 
but there was a man sitting in a posi
tion where he claimed that he could 
see Inside of the cabinet, and that a 
lady dressed in white stood at the 
door, and that he could see beyond 
her the medium sitting in the chair. 
We also saw at one seance two persons 
at the aperture at the same time, and 
I absolutely know the medium was Ihe 
only person that went Into the cabinet. 
At one- time there-was heavy stamping 
and quite a commotion In the pabinet. 
I said, “Charlie, what is the matter?” 
He said, “Mr. Carter,, it is just fell."

■Some twelve years since I met a 
man Whom I had been acquainted with 
for a number of-fears, and he said to 
me, "Carter, if I believed as you ffo, 
there would be nothing toe mean for । 
me to d»?" I s^id, 'W.-------ill

other, a broad road, which means to 
follow after worldly pleasure, desire,.
dissipation, illusion, etck,. which is 
death or degeneration, or indefinite 
self-involution; and the sting of death 
is sin and consciousness of disobedi
ence to Intelligence. (See I. Cor. 15: 
55, 56.) . . - Y

Those who never feel the sting of 
death or self-involution _ are either 
saints, who have overcome the world, 
or idiots who do not know good and 
evil. Thus, there is a wretched sui
cidal period in the evolution of every 
soul,’ beginning at the ’ dawning of 
their consciousness of sin, and ending

you believed as I, do there is nothing 
mean you would want to do.” He, 
knew me to he a Spiritualist, but he’ 
did not know what I believed, nor did 
he-know what constitutecLa Spiritual-’ 
1st Had-he known, I think he would’ 
never have made that remark. The 
poor, deluded soul eventually mur
dered himself by putting a bullet 

■ through his brain. I believe the most 
¡.of the people who condemn Spiritual
ism know nothing of its principles.

' Emotion'Makes Stotnach' Ache.’
Tile solar plexus Ts the. emotional 

¿rain; says. Prof. Francois.Guyot. An 
emotion that attacks , us is "felt there 
first.’ Thus, if we feel anxiety, if 
may give us, if ,severe, a positive 
stotnach ache,. It.-piay even’ be pro
ductive of nausea^ Grief such as 
comes from’ bereavement, may pro
duce like symptoms. Spasms of hate 
or terror wdirld jlsiye like effect.

While the.Wain does the thinking, 
Prof. Guyot ‘Opinds that it does not 
feel. The c^bniin, the major part 

.of the brain1, is’ intellectual but 
not the emo'tl6nal 'tenter. The brain 
represents, tile intelligence. The. 
spinal cord ’’¿nd tfib cerebellum,' th? 
latter the Tittle'Wain not yet well 
understood dijd attached to the brain 
proper, govern equilibrium and the 
muscles of the body, - But the emo
tions are located iff the sympathetic 
nervous system ramifying through the 
body. Their.1 dhief ¿enter is the great 
plexus of nerves jthich lies against 
the backbone and embraces the stom-

“To ^e, or not to be, is th« ques
tion.” . ’ - A. CARTE»,

LSbaam, Ma.

•Hate you listened to the doleful 
sound:

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, 
As a Coffin was lowered down? .

“The Evolution of Man." Rv Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20o.

Have you listened to the clods 
they fell, 

Filling in the dismal place,

as

Hiding from sight your darling 
Who had felt your warm embrace?

THE WORLD BEHUTIFUL.
Serios one, two an4 three. By Lilian Whiting.
"Tu-oo choice volumes, each com- ' te in itself, 

ta”which spirituality Is related to virydoy Ilf« 
la such a way as to maae the world beautiful 
Price. 314» each.

would see her Indian Doctor ( there 
rhady to help fier about-her'work, 
as well as administer strength and 

’"good cheer. She sald-it seemed just 
as natural and rational to her to see 
and converse with him as with any 
mortal.' She'was a fine, large womau, 
well-and. hapi>y-at the time of her ’ 
story, hud seemed so pleased about it 
after her long illness, unable-tor any 
kind of usefulness, and now busy with 
the family sewing. .She passed over 
some .time since, quite along in years.

While on a visit to that society sev
eral.years since, I -attended a meeting 
one Sunday in which Dr. ‘J. M. Peebles 
■was- present and officiated, delivering 
several ..beautiful discourses, one of 
them being especially to the young, 
As there were many of that class in the 
assemblage. One young brother who 
had been for a time in outside life, 
and but recently returned to his early 
home? was individually addressed by 
the Doctor, He’satf the young man’s 
mother fwho was in spirit life) elope 
by her-son, with her hand uponhiA 

.head, and told him that it was she- 
«who had Influenced his return, giving 
him'much good advice as well as pa
rental sympathy and encouragement. 
The -recipient was deeply affected 
thereby, afid’ was ever after a faithful- 
member and much- beloved by all; 
He passed on several years ago. ’ 
? A medium in New Jersey told me 
that he was once engaged in healing 
by laying on of hands, but had become

ach. ' .
- This does not tgink, but It feels.- 
What it does not feel is not'felt at all, 
apart from .pure -intellectual cogitar 
tion, and its purely passive ahd sub- 
jectivejensations may often be re
garded as warning of danger or possi-

Have you turned with your heart 
most broken, 

To a desolate home and hearth,
And dreamed 

one, 
In her cold

And In after

at night of your loved

bed under the earth?

days, when your heart
grew calm,

Have you gone, with a silent tread 
To the grave, and placed on it flowers

Jn memory of the one called dead?

Then listen to the message L bring 
you, ’ '

And grieve hot o’er that flowery
' . mound, ---^

For your loved one-Is not sleeping
-In a-casket under the ground.

THE LEADING WORKb 
OF

E.D. BABBITT, M. D.

it’s only,, the tenement of the soul ■ 
'. That you placed there to moulder 

and rust.
Ybur darling’s spirit has. soared away 

While earth claimed the. ashes and 
dust. ’

so weakened by the practice, ’ that he 
had to quit it He-said that great 
number of persons had been restored 
throiigh his power. He was a truth
ful man and I had ho reason to doubt 
his word. ’
- He .was« clairvoyant, at times said 
he had met face to face with his de? 
parted friends, and conversed with 
them as naturally and freely-as when 
they were living ’on this side.

He was watching one night with a

So weep not over the casket of clay; 
The tenement house all must leave; 
The spirit grew tired, and has gone.

• ■ - away.” . . ■<, ■
O’er the ashes and dust do not 

grieve. ^ ' .

Think of your.darling as happy and
-free, ’ ;. ’-

Site has found _a new home,, and 
’ friends, 

Where peace' and Joy ever rpfens, '.
Where harmony with love , ever

-blends. ' , ... ? \ ' *•
l . MRS. J. H. DALLAS.

312 E. Belknop-Street, 
Ft. Worth, Tex. ' ..;
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Human Culture and Cure. .
In six parts,.five parts being already issued, i 

PART I. The Philosophy of Cure, including > 
hteihoda and Instruments: 75 cents. _ <

PARTS HI and IV in one volume; ^100. Part / 
III treatsuf Mental and Psychological forces! / 
Part IV of the Nervous System and Insanity }' 
“This work discloses for the first time tin I 

chetalcal mystery of mental phenomena, throw: \ 
the first clear light upon the nature and process j 
es of hypnotism ancLall kindred psychologica f.

which have never before been ex ’ 
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has her» j • 
notonlygiventherationaleof hypnotism,psy • 
chometry,.clalrvoyanco and mental science, in 
eluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working. The subject bf Phreno-physlognomy 
alone is of priceless value as enabling us to un- 

. derstand our fellow beings around us. —Prof.
VT. C. Bowman. . . '
PART V. 'The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 
' and -the Great Natural Methods for Their 

Cure,” aims to be the most practical wo’-Mm 
healing thus far given to the public» Price, 81»

• ' Health and Power.
Brief NMnra'. Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Price; Si cent* “Worth, its weight in dia- 
nionds.'’
. SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper. 15 cents.

RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel- , 
lent work. Price, cloth. $1.10: paper, 00 cents.

Force and Matter KffiS 
book. A’profound work upon a profound sub
ject- Price, cloth. 81.00.

hie mischief well worthy of serious f sick woman’wbawas not expected to
and thoughtful consideration. - 1 live long, whs® suddenly a company 

, JOHN A. HOWLAND, got spirits 1b the room, and

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions with reference . to the use 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped., To which is added un Ap
pendix on Vegetariants’m. By Daniel 
W. Hull, M. d., M. H.1 Price 25 

•ismsrfto, ■ ■ . ■ .

IIO or The Touch of An Angel 
Mother. '

. BY CARRIE E,-S. TWING.
Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 

•he spirit of the book as well as the author, 1* 
reads, “Because my own children are all trades 
the leader care of tho angels, and my heart la 
hungry for tho lore of tho young, I mostlovtag- 
to deiUcaie this book »0 tho children of Um 
durld." This book Is full of soul elevating ana 
{arresting thought, ll .re, cloth, ft. Ste we 
WtMaomea »

t
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âflfe Vanishing Maidens
of the Willow Isle.

^Aylighly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida'
Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal

’ourself,
. whatever you think about | yet I could have sworn that my 

do .not for an instant imag-; mother spoke to me! '
are ill or that your mind is | "1 will have nothing to do with thisIfIne you are ill or

i V>’ °'it ot geai, foi 1 assure you you are sort of thing,” I said aloud; "It’s all 
L ! ■. '.V^ilocUy sound j’n nimd and body. J a delusion, fraud—a He!” And 4 
H» Wiany, W’h cases as yours are upon arose and throwing open the window, 
■ft,, MWrd aud the fact that these spells ’ ' 
B/'A/fiome moie and more irequeutlv 
Hi 5’°ur health remains unimpaired 
fU ?itforce§ me to tlie opinion that, you have

. leaned far out.- ■
| The air was crisp and frosty and 
. the odor of newly fallen maple leaves
J greeted my nostrils. From far away 
¡came the roar of a waterfall, at first 
: indistinct, but gradually rising higher

!

you s'he would come back to -you it 
possible, and, Audley, I must go for 
my own sake, for you know my dar
ling Carrie was taken without a mo
ment's chance for preparation, . and 
the minister said she hud gone to hell. 
O, Audley, tliat just broke my "heart, 
and I have never been into a church 
since, and people called that minister 
‘a man of God,’ and he told me, her 
mother, such a wicked thing as that!”

For several years after my mother 
died I frequently saw her standing by 
my bed at night, but the great aunt 
with whom I lived told me sternly 
that I dreamed my mother was there, 
and I gradually grew into tlie habit 
Of thinking so.

After my conversation with Mrs. 
Dott I went to my lonely home with 
my heart thrilling with eagerness tor 
the next night to come. I was usu
ally calm and matter of fact, but tins 
night 1 indulged In the wildest flights 
of fancy,

The next night. Mrs. Dott and I sat 
in the seance room,which was crowded 
with eager spectators, some of them 
clad in deep mourning—this meant 
much to their hungry hearts. A man 
who seemed to be in charge-called 
three men to come and inspect tlie 
cabinet. -They returned-and said that 
the cabinet was perfectly bare and 
empty, and without window or door. 
Then the medium, a pale, nervous, 
tired'-oiit looking woman, came in and 
entered tlie cabinet and drew the cur? 
tajns together. The lights were then 
turned very low and we waited, 
hushed .and expectant.'

In g few‘minutes the curtain parted 
and an old woman; short and stout, 
came ouQ and .was recognized by an 
elderly man as his mother.- She gjid- 
Id back to the'cablnet, and just: for 
a moment a tall man with long, black 
beard, appeared just outside the cab
inet, door. Then a -ydung woman 
dressed in a flowing robe of -gauzy 
white appeared and was recognized by 
an old married man-as his soul mate, 
and he took the. airily clad damsel in 
his arms and caressed her. The* next 
figure was slow in coming, but she 
was a wonderful sight. Her garments 
were semi-luminous, and her long, 
fair curls falling over her shoulders 
were Crowned by a circlet? of light. 
As she moved slowly into the room 
Mrs. Dott sprang to her feet and 
cried,'"Carrie! O, my child, my dar-

Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
She Is Always on Tap to Answer any Ques-

tion Propounded, 'end Frequently Fails 
to Answer Them Correctly,

Ella Wheeler Wilcox is expounding 
Spiritualism In the,Hearst newspapers. 
She claims to be a believer in theoso
phy and reincarnation in Spiritualism, 
and evil obsessing spirits; In phrenol-

their menial and moral status. In-

WAKE VP, WISCONSIN!

ogy and palmistry 
and card-reading.

and lu astrology
consequently

writings .manifest symptoms of 
who believes too much.

She is profoundly impressed

her 
ono

by

^““Vree'tò^
SICKLY WOMENA Just Tribute of Praise Due Mrs. G. 

W. Barge, of Union Center, Wis

The Wisconsin State Spiritualist 
Association and Wonewoc Camp Asso
ciation aud N. S. A. should all extend 
to Mrs. G. W. Barge, of Union Cen
ter, Wis., their thanks for the service 
she has done in their behalf recently 
under very trying difficulties.

Union Center is a little town of less 
than three hundred inhabitants,mostly 
Catholics and Methodists, Mr. Barge 
and wlfe the only Spiritualists in the 
place, and have lived .there over 
twelve years as highly respected citi
zens.

Mr».. Barge is a very capable wo
man' ii\the line of- entertainment 
work, both as a reciter and trainer of 
others, assisting fancy drills and 
otherwise. She has all these years asr 
sisted jier townspeople in every 
way in her line, in making hundreds 
of dollars in church entertainments of 
various kinds, and Mr. Bai’ge>hua al
ways patronized liberally all their 
church gambling schemes to make 
money; so this winter she thought 
she would get uni an enter
tainment with’home talent, with the 
assistance of the writer, to hglp the 
Spiritualists for this once. She pro
ceeded, and when it was learned by 
the priest that the proceeds were to 
help the pause of Spiritualism he pro
tested, and commanded his people to 
withdraw; some of them did so, the< 
others stood by Mrs. Barge in spite of 
hia threats, thee professor .of the 
school for one, but other of the teach
ers did not have the courage to go on 

.against the word of the priest, who 
also warned his people to not attend 
the entertainment as well. And An
ally the-Methodists of the place 
seemed to show their narrow bigotry, 
too, nnd Mrs. B. thought she would be 
obliged to allundon the effort. But Mr. 
Barge said no, they would have it, if 
there were only two there. She then 
wrote to me to see If I could assist, 
and 1 wrote her I could if she could- 
have it the first of the week, as I have 
to be home here on Thursday evening 
to my own mid-week seance, and Sun
day for my church society, and Sun
day school. So It was planned to have 
It Monday, Feb. 15, apd it was a 
beautiful night, and with the .tew 
loyal one, wno turned out in Union 
Center and several loads from Wone
woc they had quite a good bouse. 
There were very pretty drills by sev
eral young ladies, solos sang by Miss 
Eva Minard, Mrs. Barge's niece from 
Wonewoc; singing by several others 
from Union Center-—1 have forgotten 
the names, as they were all strangers 
to me; a very laughable little comedy 
and a farce; the writer contributed 
some recitations between acts, and it 
turned otrt to be a very nice entertain
ment. Mrs. Barge realized $2(1 from 
the entertainment, and the next even
ing the writer delivered a lecture 
upon Spiritual ism in the hall, at the 
dose of which was raffled off n beauti
ful silk and worsted quilt, the handi
work of Mrs. Barge, on which there

Dr. Peuples OSepi to ämd itrerj í»dj 
Bouder of ibis Puper u Sample Dottle of 
Hl» kuiuou» Huibl-Vlne Voippouud.

uuinerable instances are on record of 
instantaneous conversions from vice 
to virtue and from virtue to vice, and 
that, loo, without any apparent mo
tive.

But when we understand man’s 
psychological powers, we hold the key 
to the above and analogous phenom
ena. The human mind is psycholog
ically influenced in harmony with its 
positive and negative relations. Every 
individual is positive and at the same 
time negative to certain other individ
uals and influences that surround him. 
How common a thing it is to see indi
viduals carried away with mil popular 
excitements. Strong, courageous men 
are knowA to have trampled women 
and children under foot during a 
panic, that under a different excite
ment they would have risked their 
lives tot save. Epidemics are known 
to have driven whole, communities 
frantic with feai\ and it is estimated 
that more victims die from the Asiat
ic chrolera through fear of the disease 
than through the disease itself, Ar
son, rape and murder committed in 
one section of the community often re
peat themselves in similar form In 
other sections. I ndividuals known for 
their exemplary conduct become ex
cited by the flagrant cqnduct of, other 
individuals, absorb the psychological 
contagion and become criminals; not 
so much because they are wicked, but 
more often because they are weak and 
momentarily lose-their balance and 
self-possession. -

Is it any wonder, da you think, 
whan crime and its hideous details are 
constantly flared in large headlines 
before the pub'lic gaze in our daily 
newspapers, that'tlie morally weak 
and unbalanced are.-gaptwed by the 
psychological infjtfe’nce? Would it 
not be more strange were it other
wise?

AU the wicked and reprehensible

hr.keb'Tt

Herbt-Vlup li praised by tbiniful 
and happy wumon In every part of- 
America« the belt aud safest remedy 
for tho HU of worn*, 
unkind they hive ever known. It 
litezuily aaatdiea the victims pf io 
maiodliordenfroBi 
the invalid a cdRIt 
end tho operating */table and mtorei them to full health 
snd tupptneii. It h truly ftwoudorful 
remedy, and it you BuCer twin toy of 
tho Hfo deiUoying 
wacknessef pecub 
Jar to Yemen you 
ehould rend .for a furnpie bottle at 
once. Its record lu curing Ltucorrbil, 
Pninrui.Frof ase^ - Irregultr or Scanty.
Periods, Change of 
Life, Uimalicu, Lacrratlon/rumers 
snd Fulling of thd Womb. Is truly re- mwksble, and If 
youauffcrirom any 
weekness or irreg* 
ularlty of Jh«“® organs you should 
give HorbbVine ft 
trial without delay. 
Just send the Doo* 
tor your name and address and he will Immediately seed, all charges prepaid, 
a sample bottle to*
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Theosophy, but Spiritualism is dan
gerous. 1 quote from her writings in 
the Los Augeles Examiner:

“It is dangerous and wrong to at
tempt to bring these spirits back; all 
mediumship is wrong, because it de
lays the progress of the spirit to the 
higher reiilins^ and weakens the chai'- 
actoi1 of the one who becomes just, 
what the word signifies, a “medium," 
not an individual mind, but a “me
dium,” for another mind without a 
mortal body. > '

“ifany.of the* terrible crimes com- 
mitted in.the world, and seemingly un-. 
accountable, are the result of obses
sion."*

There are rich veins of truth in 
many of her views concerning the 
abuses in’ practice by Spiritualists; 
but many of her statements and con
clusions are absolutely, false. She 
seems not able to penetrate the facts 
of.things,nor to grasp a questlop philo
sophically. ■ .. ...

Many of the. most prominent phe
nomenal and business mediums of to
day are not mediums at all, but JUST 
GRAFTERS!

As. they have nothing genuine in 
mediumship, everybody that consults 

• them is cheated on general principles. 
Many investigators ' but see the 
mountebank side of Spiritualism, and 
Imagine that such characters really 
represent Spiritualism. These pre
tenders make .themselves prominent 
and live hr the best houses and have 
the^best parlors; there is an air of 
respectability - and affluence ' about 
them. and their places Of business; 
they advertise and promise more for 
the money than an honest., medium 
would think of doing, consequently 
they do the business while the real 
medium gets left. a .¡as

Now, the great majority, of invest!-, 
gators gel -steered up »against the 
above class, and when they have been 
cheated as much as theydwilliBland, 
they generally commoncewto seek (he 
cause of the deception and trace out 
how it happened. 'If they should lack 
the ordinary penetration;.’of human' 
beings, and be superstitious (besides, 
they are sure to dig up <syjl spirits as 
the cause. This is exactly Mrs, Wil- 
cbx’s position. . She apparently sees 
more evil spirits to theqsquarq Inch 
than all the' fanatical' pdlierimfh' of 
Spiritualism put togethe»t> Thfcrefpre 

.she considers Spiritualism dangerous,, 
and medium; in league with:dfimons. 

1 In the Los Angeles Exainlmmlateiy 
she comments upon the failure:of the 
California Safe Deposit. aud’ Trust 
Company of San Francisco. It ap- 
.pears that the officers of said ’ bank 
consulted at medium in their banking 
busluess, and her advice preyed a fail
ure. Mrs. Wilcox, with her vision 
focussed oh evil spirits ahd their ma- 
-iignaht influence, sets oqt to explain 
how the bankers Were deceived..
; “The moment a medium gives ad-, 
vice and counsel on purely .earthly, 
matters, that4moment she is under the 
control of an earth-bound, 6OI1L”

But now lt.happens that .the me
dium, whom the bankers'consijlted Is 
well known, not as a mediunij. but as 
an -arrant humbug; she is not even a

8<?me commonly little used faculties 
uhuprmally developed. Now, mind , u»iMU1Ki, uui giauuiuiymms uigucr 
WhatY tell jou: “Give yourself a and clearer until with a rush and 
Complete change aiid.iefuse to think !roar the breeze swept by. and the 
about the unexplainable,” and with sound died away in the distance. My- 
a faipwell nave of Ins hand Doctor . mother seemed . very near mo,-and 
Fixam sprang into his automobile, and ' everything reminded me of her. She 
was soon lost fioni view In a whirl of and I used to walk about in the for- 
®UBt< I ests together during, the-sunny days

Jn autumn and enjoy the fragrance 
of the newly fallen leaves we waded 
through, and how eagerly we w'aited 
for spring to come and uncover the 
ice-bound' brook and 'liberate our 
waterfall, and how often we had vis
ited it together and listened to its 
music! A homesick feeling tugged 
kt my. heart and clutched my throat, 
“O, mother, mother,” I half, sobbed, 
“come back to me. I hive no one ip 
all this world!”

"Aunt Lucy." ;
The words flashed before my mental 

vision In letters of fire.- Sure enough! 
Why had I never thought of my moth
er’s only sister?

To be sure I had never seen my 
aunt, but she had written me a beau
tiful letter after my mother's death 
-but- that was years ago, and'now I 
knew not how or where to find her. 
I felt my cheeks burn as I recalled the 
fact I had ngver answered her letter 
aud she had told me to never think of 
my mother as being dead or far away 
from nie.: .

“O, if I could only believe It," I

"Do not think- about the unex
plainable!” Who is going to decide 
what can bo explained and what can/

It not?".! asked myself with, a touch'tof 
«.irritation. When one calls a thing a’

—^mystery, he simply acknowledges his 
(y iguorunee. Have I not a rlght^-ls it 
T not my duty, to use my mental facnl- 
Y ties to their full capacity.
\ Instantly there came to my mind 
h time when I, a lad. of ten years, 

zutood before the minister with a paper

h
¥

little booklet“ Womanhood" which should be in tho 
hands at every woman, both young and old.

Addreaa, Dr. Peebles Institute, Battle Creek, 
Mich., Box 4t>3-A.

'Jfi my hand upon which I had written 
. some half dozen hard’ questions- re

gal ding God_and the devil, and great 
was iny disappointment .when the 
minister, instead, of answering my 
questions, patted me on the head and
said graciously: ‘"There is a mystery
about these things, sonny, and there 
always will bo; so the best way to do 
Js to refuse , to think anything about 
xhem."

i Then turning io my mother he said, 
V'l am fully convinced that the whole 
Clause of. infidelity. Is that people will

y persist in thinking about things that 
r . cannot be explained. It stands to rea-

son that if God had wanted us to 
’. know he-would..have told us, there- 
' fore It is a sin for us to question any- 

- thing that makes us doubt.”
■ a “I cannot understand,” said my 
' njother," why God should have given 

ink faculties which are never used.
. A llow is it possible for a. person to 

know too much? Is i’t.not ignorance 
father than knowledge that-Is-to be

b a feared? And another thing: Why 
S ' should.we accept ns God’s word what 
| . came through, such dishonest and mi
ni moral men as the Bible shows tho 
l/L- prophets,and teachers of fild to have 
K<T : '. been, wlien to-day we wpulfl consider 
[ik . . the same character blasphemous if 
AAS ’ they claimed to be inspired of God?" 
W ■ ■ ' “Sister. Durand?’ Baid the: minister, 
g/V * sternly,' “1 plainly see Satan already 

has: you; in his net,’’ and lie-looked 
about 'him furtively as If to locate 

a.^-fiald’“net” before he got himself en- 
t^;'T;thtiglfi<l)‘..:.,:::. .
r' •• ¡’ Ab I recalled the scene I smiled and 
I said to myself, "The doctor’s advice 
r a! ■ and tlie clergyman’s are from the 
k.A; fim pull a mantle of ignor-
8!’, ’'aiice: over your head and lie down in 
|r .’./peace.” , x
ri :" . I went to the mirror and looked at 
Lv’’ m -.Twenty-eight years old, tall 

? and\8traight, dark hair and eyes, a 
\ .abroad; high forehead, and a clear

B'
S’

■i

rat

complexion—not a trace of ill-health 
; \ or nervous’tension. “My face Is re- 

'jflned and intellectual,” I said, “and 
- . .1 do n<n look like a crank or a fanatic, 

’ pnd I have no bad habits, desires, or 
; tendencies,^and yet I am afflicted 

with’ a strange—What? Disease?
Whatever it’ is, there are times when 
I plainly see thlngs.which have no ex- 

. ; Istence, : For insta'nee, J saw old man 
' Happle, with an oval shaped mantle 

. —something of. a; dingy brown color,
I streaked with a dull red, and I saw 
X the Riley girl double—or at least 
. 'there was another girl just her sjze 

'-had complexion. thfit kept with lier 
■ all .the. time, and thé girl that was 

: • ■ not ran and? playfid with the one that
was. . '.Queer, that the RUey girl lost' 
a-twin sister when it was a" baby— 

.bosh! TH have none of that non-

:- I shook myself, and went on. 
. “This strange seeing of non-existent 

^.tilings .grows upon -me, and I seek a 
physician of reputation, who tells me 
I am sound1 of mind and body but 

i have commonly little used, faculties 
. abnormally developed! Ihave no fac- 

ulties that are not possessed of man- 
' kind in general, therefore the doctor 

i acknowledges that man rarely uses 
\jall his faculties. ~ What are those fac- 

^litied? ’ Why does man not use them?
mow does the doctor know these fac- 
uiitles are abnormally developed In 
me?" - Perhaps they are as nature in
tended them to be.”

‘¡‘You do not .know yourself,” the 
woi-ds seemed to proceed from within 
myself but they came with such dis- 
tinclfness they startled toe—it was 
“tins other fellow” speaking^-

For years I had been conscious that 
theri? were two of me,-and “the other 

. .. .fellow,” as I termed it, was far ahead 
of me, as I knew myself, in wisdom 
and .goodness;- But who was this 
“other fellqw?” He -always seemed 

'to be of me and yet not me—-oh, per- 
■ ’ plexity of perplexities! ,. •

: ::■ .“O, for a knowledge of the tfuth, 
> ; Whatever it may be! ’’ I groaned. I 

have been on earnest- truth-seeker
- from my childhood to the pressât and 

.« VlT'went the rounds” in religioûs .mat- 
■v:--. ters trying.one church'and’seef after.

: another, forever dissatisfied" but per- 
A i sistently : praying, hoping,- searching. 
• ' for satisfying truth.

Only a short time before the night 
: of which I am writing, I arrived at 
: -the conclusion that there are mighty 

, unseen but practically unknown forces 
■which man might-have more or less 

. control over if he ; understood them, 
but as to a future life it might or 

’■• might not exist, there being no -hbso- 
. . ' Intely reliable proof one way or the 
- , other. I thought the matter settled, 

but to-night I was forced to acknowl- 
. edge it very unsettled. As I sat pon- 

' deringing I lieard the swish and rustle 
i - of skirts and a voice seemingly audl- 
' ■ ble said,-“Go on, Audley—the dead 

live.” I started with the word, 
. "Mother!” Then I remembered my 

^mother had been dead'for-years—but 
H4- the voice said, “The dead live!” :

v “You fool,” I said, angrily, to my
self, “what do you want to go. all 
A er this ground again for?” And

sighed with geeat longing.
“Why, then, do you not believe if^” 

It was' the "other fellow’’ talking 
again, and again I asked -myself, “who 
is this other fellow?” It Is my mind 
speaking to my body. I thought— 
"my mind!” Whose mind? Who is 
thia “my” that claims both mind and, 
body?

"Now, look here, Audley Durand," 
I said aloud, "you will have no more 
of this nonsense; you know what it 
leads to, and this night closes tho gate 
across that roud forever:”-

The bell rang for supper, and I Went 
down to the dining room". As 1 passed 
down the hall I fact the house-maid, 
who appeared to me surrounded by a 
murky mantle from which shot fiery 
tongues and. shafts, of filming red. 
Glancing into the kitchen as I went 
by the open door, I saw my landlady 
standing by the table preparing food, 
but she‘was ;so< shrouded in an Oval 
shaped mantlo'df dingy gray th'at I 
could barely distinguish her form, and 
dull, gray, (prmless shapes were float
ing‘towards her in a steady stream, 
as if borne on an unseen current.

“What is the matter here to
night?”,! asked the young fclrl who 
brought me my food.

“O, mother is in the doldrums and 
bluef than an indigo bag, and the 
hired girl is having a spantod, and is 
cross enough to bite a board nail in 
two. O, dear,” she exclaimed, pet
tishly, "I hate home; anil when I get

ling child!” 
outstretched 
the excited

The figure with out- 
hands turned toward 

■ woman and mur-
mured, "Mother.” Mijs, Dott stag
gered and fell fainting into my arms, 
and I carried her into the hall. The 
halo-crowned figure hurried back to 
the cabinet, and the manager said 
conditions had been broken, and dis
missed the gathering.

(To be-continued.)

INDISPUTABLE evidence.

Sir Oliver Lodge, and Spiritualism.

conduct associated with
sure, is explainable on

man, 1 am 
reasonable

grounds, though tho causes may not
always be apparent.

In proportion - as men grow in

' old enough I'll go away where folks 
■ are good natured. I don't see what- 

makes people, get cross and hateful 
when things don't go right; I’nl sure 
ft don't make them go any better”—, 

: and she gave the sugar bowl ajyicious 
• punch, which overturned the cream 

pitcher. '
I laughed. “It you can tell what 

: is making you cross and hateful be- 
: cause things -are not going right with 

you, you can tell what makes' the
1 others.”
■t The girl stared at me, too astonish- 
; ed to be offended. _■

I went on;- “If you cannot keep 
• good humored when trials come, why 

should you expect, the others to'? You 
want to go where people are good 

• natured; sùppose you -begin by get
ting good natured yourself.. Come 
now, laugh! This 1s the way you all 

; look”—i^nd I 'ftiisted my face until 
■ my attendant broke into genuine 

laughter. -, :
“You are a good singer,” I said, 

“now sing the ' funniest song you
1 know. Come now,” 'ashhe .hesitated,. 

“it you are too lazy to make a simple 
effort to. get them good natured, you 
are-not to be. pitied if they,"are cross.” 

■ “Oh, I know what I’ll do!” she- 
exclaimed gleefully clapping her 
hands. “I’ll have a spantod; too, only 
I’ll have it the other side out!” “And 
judging by the sounds of merriment 
that greeted my ears during.the rest 
of the evening, her experiments work
ed well. • ’ , . .

Mystery againL., .Alone, in ■ my 
room once more I pondered; . “Was.

- .the strange condition. I found the two 
women in that evening .the. result oft 
their mental condition?. When..,, we. 
think intently upon some, subjects, d3' 
we draw to ourselves thought waves

. of like nature to the ones,-.we send 
out?” T asked myself. “It looks-like 
it, and if this"-ls so, are iwe not our
selves -responsible for the good and' 
ill that'comesto.us> 

Wearyatlast: with-dny-troublSBoine 
thoughts, '! wenf tb" bèd/but-nof to. 
•sleep,- for ■ fragments of my.- past hisr 

- tory persisted in coming to me:with 
’ startling vividness. - . ' ■'

Ten years before the time of which
■ I have been/writing I stood one sum

mer evening, with a hoe in my hands, 
talking with the woman whose gar
den I had freed front weeds, for I had

• to earn the money that paid for my. 
education. A more honest, kind and 
motherly woman never., lived than 
Mrs. Dott, and to her kindness and 
good judgment I owe much.

"I do not know anything about the 
matter,” said Mrs. Dott, “but those In, 
whom I have, perfect confidence have 
told me that dead people really come. 
back and appear in material forms so 
they can be seen by-anj- one. Jane

■ Waters told me that, a dozen differ-- 
ent forms appeared at the seance held 
last night, and she knows she not only 
saw her dead mother, but talked with: 
het also. You and I must go, Audley, 
for you know your <Wg mother told

To the Editor: The announcement 
recently made by that eminent scient
ist and distinguished gentleman, Sir, 
Oliver Lodge of Birmingham Uni
versity, England, that ■ indisputAble 
personal evidence has come to him 
that departed spirits Can and.do com
municate intelligently with those still 
In earth life, seems to have aroused 
considerable interest and. comment.

While Spiritualists appreciate the. 
.forceful testimony of so renowned a 
scientist and student of the phenom
ena of ' Spiritualism as Sir1 Oliver 
Lodge thpy also w’ondel- that lie had 
not reached this vital conclusion ear-. 
Her, for the knowledge that he has 
so fearlessly proclaimed to the world 
is,' after all, only that -which .thou
sands In ordinary ranks of life have 
long since learned by honest jTersonal 
Investigation and , .experiences.

/Through the divine gift of! honorable 
mediumship; and also In the quietude 
of their hojne circles they have’ 
caught the .Inspiration and comfort 
from angel friends as they manifested 
convincingly their continued existence 
and • helpful influence;- and, while 
they-rejoice to welcome the unquali
fied testimony of science as expressed 
by Sir Oliver in behalf of the truth of 
the beautiful though much maligned 
and misunderstood teachings of Spir
itualism,' they' are assured that its 
reality will eventually become to be 
recognized -by- the World generally.

To those who know the genuineness ; 
of Spiritualism it transcends in inter
est and importance the speculation ot 
the gospel of tradition, and brings, the 
soul into living vital relationship with 
that which pertains to the life beyond,, 
by presenting the otherwise mysteri
ous problems of.soul life in a reason
able and. comprehensible’manner.

. Honorable Spiritualists do hot fear,, 
but, on the contrary, earnestly invite 
honest, sincere investigation of.Spir
itualism, conscious .that if its. Unin
formed opponents exercised even a 
small percentage of the credulity and 
common fairness when. Its phenomena 
are presented to them that they exe'r- 
Clse.when the speculative declarations 
of tradition^are proclaimed, .they 

-would not occupy the. inconsistent-and 
altogether unworthy position they do, 
but at least would recognize and ac
knowledge Spiritualism's merit or em
brace the truth as presented by intel
ligent; indisputable spirit communica
tion. . . ■ ■

■ At the services every Sunday after
noon in connection - with- -'the: -First 
Church -of Spiritualism. in. this. city 
privilege Is afforded all who wish to 
avail themselves of it, for there a crit-. 
leal and cultured audience receive con-- 
vincinh demonstrations of spirit re
turn through the honest mediumship, 
of MtSyReldinger (Margaret Gaule), 
who has fearlessly discharged thfl.du- 
•tles of medium-in this'society during 
the past-ten years; and has also-re-: 
eently ■ denlonstrated1. twice- privately 
and convincingly to members of. that 
exacting-and earnest body- of Investi
gators, the Psychical - Research ■ So
ciety. ■ ■ ■' ■

Those who understand Spiritualism 
know that it is pre-eminently the 
magic religion and science that 
charms-and cheers the hungry-human 
heart longing for n satisfactory an
swer to-the absorbing query: “If a 
man .dieJ shall, he live again?” 
This question it has convincingly an
swered in a practical manner to Sir 
Oliver Lodge, because he . honestly- 
sought the- truth,that -ft offers, and 
-will likewise answer It for all who are 
willing, to lay aside their, soul-dwffrf- 
ing prejudices ahd honestly seek it,

A. B. PEDEN.
New York.

“Continuity- of Life a , Cosmic 
Truth” By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood. 
The work pt a strong, logical thinker, 
on h deeply important .subject Price, 
doth, 81.09» -• ■

believe)’ in a future existence, and the 
-only spirits she. is familiar with' is 
good old rye whiskey. "

But Mrs. Wilcox's explanation, that 
an evil -spirit -was . the cause of the 
deception, is no doubt Satisfactory to 
the sentimental readers , of the Ex
aminer, and to all that know nothing 
about facts in Spiritualism.

At present she poses as an inex
haustible . fountain tor’. Information 
about everything under the s.unfto the' 
yellpw journals'. There Is’ho question 
.she shies at, or feels too .modest’ fo an
swer. -i ' -J

Heir very latest and up-to-date state* 
ment in the Examiner is the, diagnosis ■ 
of Rqby Casselman’s mental condition. 
This .yobng woman Was lately tried 
in the courts of Los Angeles ph the 
pharge of foygery. But there being no 
apparent motive for the crime, and 
the: young woman had previously said 
that, “a mysterious power moved her 
to misdeeds/’ Mrs..Wilcox is called on 
by the Examiner for' an explanation. 
This she' gives .without .fleeing the pa
tient and In less time than-it takes to 
say, “Jack Robinson,” and her unani
mous verdict Is, of course, “obses
sion.” . ■ ‘ .

To the above' I say; NOT PROVEN. 
Obsession- has become the-bugaboo of 
unreasoning and- superstitious .people? 
It :is a'.nlce,'handy word: to put in -to 

• explain a thousand things not 'under
stood.. a ’
. -The inductive procesa ot. reasoning 

-1s -.valuable only when ¿you-have all 
the facts, in’ the case.. ' ijtlier.'Sise new 
facts may modify, or wholly ®set the 
theory. , - - ,

NoWi when Jfrs. Wfipox.-^ave the 
unquallfied>verdict ith^’ puly: Cassel-, 
.man was obsessed, by .^. eyil spirit 
when she committed tl^.foppery, she 
gave'no facte to sustata1 her position,' 
but expressed a whim or fanjiy of the 
mind. -Crimes- withoutf,a, visible mo
tive, no doubt, are committed every 
day. -But- the causes .respoteible for 
such crimes have long been-linowii to 
psychological students-of ev^i’y coun
try. Hereditary defecyi’, or ire-natal 
taints,-are often never! wholly over
come by education and: effoj't. Dur
ing tho uterior-gestaltoji ana incipient 
formation of the child's individuality, 
it may receive a powerful' influence 
from its mother’s spirit, for good or 
for evil; that will-largely-mould and 
determine its future destiny.

It is also well known that panics, 
epidemics and crime arp contagious. 
Sometimes: one or the other spreads 
like wildfire over whole communities, 
from mlnd to mind, with a psycholog
ical i contagion. History , is • • replete 
with- instances of man’s contradictory 
conduct. ■ The. greatest characters of 
history have at times done that which 
reumJas inexplicable ’¿according to

knowledge, they discard all wild and 
irrational conceptions of the universe. 
But many - well-meaning natures 
seemed to be destined to distort aud 
twist the most simple and beautiful 
truths entirely out’ of proportion. The 
plain and truthful teachings of Jesus 
soon become polluted with irrelevant 
leachings, which have marred so. much 
the opportunity ot the Christian 
church. The teachings of Spiritualism 
have to contend with the same deter
rent influence. The simple and beau
tiful fact of communion with the bet
ter world Is now associated With more 
speculations and demoralizations than 
is af: present the Christian religion. 
Some of the most ardent and ehthusi- 
.nstic are constantly associating -the 
most unreasonable speculations with 
it, which threaten to-submerge the’ 
truth Itself until it shall be. lost to 
sight. .' ■ - (

Obsession and evil splri'ts have be
come the fad of the hour. They are 
the correct thing to talk about in cer- 
cain select circles. Many are attribut
ing their misfortunes to evil -»spirits. 
Business failures, accidents of all de
scription, disease and Insanity they at
tribute to the malignant influence of 
spirits. Indications of facts gleaned 
from here and there are-not enough 
to establish the diabolical theioj’ held 
by Ml"s- Wilcox. When we deal with 
an invisible world and its forces, let 
us be careful Jest we be deceived by 
tffe appearance bf things. It is very 
convenient for us to blame the deni
zens of another world for our crimes 
apd misfortunesi-but, oh, how wicked 
and unspeakably mean!

sP. A. JENSEN.
Los Angeles, ■-

Excellent Work of Mrs. 31. J. Ste
phens. _ ■■

A notable medium and message-' 
bearer; Mrs. M. . Stephens, <02 A 
street S.-E., Wakhington, D. C.i has 
just closed her engagement Jn Rich
mond,'Va.' Her-stay in.our city was 
one of 'the iong-toibe-remembered 
kind in the life iind progress. of the 
place.' Few of, our people knew any
thing of Spiritualising Three-fourths 
of those wfio do, know nothing of a 
trance message-bearer;, in fact, the 
South has much to learn about this 
new-light spiritual doctrine. “If we 
called it “Christian'’Spirituality,” it. 
does not frighten the old-time reli-’ 
gloriist so much; bitt if you forget 
yourself and call It Spiritualism, then 
that is perfectly, dreadful, in the1 minds 
of .our prominent -orthodox church 
people.
-. Christian Spirituality seems to !n-' 
vite the operation- of angel, friends. 
To . those- of our citizens who have 
sat under the spell-binding influence' 
of. Mrs.’ Stephens’ message, and lec
ture guide,’ there'is leffllttie' room for 
■doubt as to her- genuine control and 
most beautiful philosophy of religion.

If Spiritualism is to'be propagated 
healthfully and successfully, either as 
a religion or philosophy, then-the 
proper -thing for us to do is to put 
such workers ns Mrs. Stephens in the 
field, and hold,them Tip..

-Hei' lectures and- her phenomena 
can be made-popular and of interest 
in any town or city In this fair land 
of ours. . - ' • -

No extreme orthodox churchman 
can take offense at her work. Hdr 
brotherhood of man and fatherhood of 
God, and oneness of all life, is a su
preme thought. It is immortal, uni
versal and undeniable, and win stand 
the test against all Christianity and’ 
agnosticism.. --

Sirs. Stephens’ visit to Any com
munity can but mean education on’ 
higher lines, uplift and..soul unfold- 
ment. ■ ' -

LAURENCE .CASSELMAN.
Richmond, Va. ■

;■ , ■ ■ iw» 0 ea«i I •
ORTHODOX HELL.

Church Creeds and Infant Damnation; ’ 
To.say that.this book is p production 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles is: sufficient- to ■

liad been sold over $22 worth of
chances. The quilt was won by a Mr.
Wolf, of Chicago. This ' made some
over $42 In all, and when expenses 
were deducted it left $37, which Mrs. 
Barge informed the writer was to 
be divided as follows: W. 8. 8. A. 
$20, the balance to be divided between 
the Wonewoc Camp Association and 
the N. S..A.

'We should all take oft our hats to 
Mrs. Barge! If every Spiritualist in 
the state of Wisconsin would give 
one dollar between this and the first' 
of Apr]!,- before the spring convention 
takes place, we could have the records 
of the state clean, I believe.

Just think of it, Spiritualists of Wis
consin, allowing your president to go 
to work In the state of Pennsylvania 
and Ohio for the want of his dally 
bread! For shame upon you! Do 
you care anything for Spiritualism? 
Hah it given you twenty-five cents’ 
worth of comfort? If it has, then get 
together in every town where I can 
reach you within the radius of La 
Crosse, and furnish the hall and mu
sic and entertainment and carfare, as 
did Mrs. Barge, and 1 will come' and 
give a recital any evening the first of 
the week,’ so I can get home for 
Thursday; and .see it you can’t show 
how much you love dear old Spiritual
ism. Quit your everlasting singing 
about the test you got, and put your
self to. the test, and^show by the effort 
you make in the behalf of Spiritual
ism that yon are more than corpses.

I am perfectly frqe to confess fUat 
I am disgusted with many so-called 
Spinltualists; they tell what Spiritual
ism has done for them—how much
have they done , for 
I know some" who are 
have given about fifty 
last two or three, years.

Spiritualism? 
well off who 
cents in the 
They should

have giyen $50, and they ought to be 
ashamed tp live in a world and enjoy 
the privileges that liberal thought is 
bringing- them, and Spiritualism' 
is doing its share in extending free 
pen and speech. And I repeat it— 
They ought to be ashamed to enjoy 
these privileges and do simply noth
ing! -

They should make no claims-when 
the census taker comes around to . be
ing anything else but nonentities.

■Yours for Justice, 
. • CATHERINE McFARLINr

LEFT- .$5,000 FOR GHOST HUNTS.

Bequest Also for Daughter, Missing- 
Fifteen Years.

•Worcester, Mass., Feb. 1.,—The will 
of .Joseph^ R. Battles,- of FitthbuTg,. 
which dispose'd of. an. estate - of 
$50,000,. leaves $5,000 -to Clark. Uni
versity, to bd Used inuh’unting'.for: 
ghosts, and $100 to Miss Hattie Jane 
•Battles, daugfiter by adoption, who. 
left home twenty .years ago and has 
not been.,heard from for fifteen years.

Tho $5,000 bequeathed to- Clark- 
University is for lectures on Spiritual
ism and psychic phenomena, that the 
general public may have the benefit- 
of the investigation.—Special to- the. 
St. Louis Republic. ■

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
“ MAGNETISM. :

. a treatise on HU3IAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and -in
structive book. Price $1.00. .

Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejecte.d by the Philosoph- 

-------------- ------- -  - toai Society of Great Britain, with. In- 
and recommend it th every reader of I troduction and Explanatory/ Letter. 
SairStoaUrttollte^------- Price,, 19 cts.' | SWe®, 1® - - . - —
explain, the interesting features of It,

t

■Ü

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in /«//sightand it will 
write more, wjite better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.tChleago,Ul.

THE NEW LIFE. '
Uy I»erpy 1 terrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to tho physical organism, aud 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth. II.

Materialization sw» 111UIU1 luuuunun Hnco au(i Materialization a 
Pact In Nature, byB. F, Austin. These two lec
tures in ono book of IBpagewlll be ot Interest 
to all believers In this phase ot mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon: Price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle

<mi
Io

V

■■it.'

By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-im •’ 
Chief of “the Standard Dictionary"; i. 
Author of “The Widow’s Mite, and -i 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “Tho r 
Next -Step In Evolption," etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions 

supported by startling experiences, ail 
told in a-Wonderfully conservative way. ■ 
It harmonizes -with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review ot Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s . previous 
public^iion of this subject: “A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of' 
work all tHrough;” and also with the 
Judgm ent on the same book pronounced . 
by the Cleveland Record: “There ha» 
never been so.fair and painstaking a '.i- 
book put forth on this subject as this, , 
one." Price, $1.00.

HAECKÉCS LAST Great Work. Just Published.

[«w
11X0 Ntl PMU|<ltcEVOLUTION
SM Copie» SoU.

PROORESSWE TiilNKER, PubHshen 
• H tws*w ite». ästUM KU.

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepublie 
'Ey Charles B. Waite, A. M„ author ot “History 
oi the Christian Keligldn to the Year £00,“ etc. 
Pr^ce, paper» 25 cents.

RODiflNT ENERGY Bin,Its Relati^ 
to Modern ActrophyElcB, by Edgar L. Larkin, ; 
Director Dowa,Observatory, Echo* Mountain. 
California. This book treats upon anew bra'neh 
of research into tho laws of nature, and to the 
student or oven an admirer of the modern oh* 
trologlcal literature will surely come wlthgreat > 
interest- Price, cloth. S1.7&.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Tratfi

By ^*rof. W. M. Iioctwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important 8ub»,,tX:JV 

jecL A powerful argument alonir now and scion- •
tine Hues, establishing on a scientific basis the »' 
fact of the continuity of «personal individual con*' •' s1 
Boious selfhood after laying asldo tho physical v 
body. A book of rare value« With several *' 
fine illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

- - ' • • < . n

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
“There", Is no death; there are no ■ 

dead.”',. ’ -■ . . •', .
These words stand out qa the cover-. 

of Edward C. Randall’s new book.- 
They ate a challenge to the orthodox 
win'i and through ail of Its nages 
runs this challenge to 'those "tenose 
Ideas of God,-of heaven, "of hell, ot a " 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl- ■ 
edge ■ given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price $1:50. ■—

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture» ty lie Snml VlrcktMadt, on BaJsTomi 

or OonQueHng the Internal Naure, and other »uK 
jecta-, alao.-FatanJall’i Tosa Aphorism», rrltb com* -JT 
mcntarle» and a coptoui glohiary of Sanskrit term». 
nevUod and enlarsod,tZmo., Cloth, Baja Tosa " • 
1» an ancient »y»tem of Indian rhaoiopUr, and ono of > 
the four chief method» that the Vedanta PbllMophy 
Offero to obtain freedom and perfection. Bwaml vtv- ....” 
ckananda bceomo a familiar figure tn several Amen' 
ennelllMdnrlngnie three yean foilonins the Pah 
llament of noUgton» atChlbagoi’iowaacordlally.re* 
oelrddln Aniencn, trhero tho breadth and depth of 
ntiitenchlnga «era toon I’ccogntxed. Bi> touchings 
»»»&•
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The love that comes in Summer time1 
Bïay-be like the open rose in bloom,

give that alleged event the 
of truth.

Possibly concealed in 
cranny where hidden 1800

the 
,lit- 
the

The love that comes in the Springtime, 
It may pass as springtime flowers, 

But leaves its Incense in nature's 
' shrine, 
And the blessing ¡s ever ours.

Of Mr. Edward M. Hale and
Madelene M. Sheppard, at 

- Church of the Soul, by Rev.
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REMITTANCES: ' ,
Remit by Rost Office Money^ Order, 
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banks, eq do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted fl om. 
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE , on papers has been 
increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent Ou a single 
paper we .are compelled_to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on tills continent thex paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Continuance of Crushing Facts.
Those of our readers not deeply 

read' in ancient lore, whox have not 
devoted years in tracing the relation
ship between pagan and Chrlstiari 
mythology, were of course Severely 
sho*ckod with our statement of Feb. 
1$, that: -

“There is much evidence to sustain 
the theory that Mary, and her son, of 
the Christian religion, are identical 
with Isis and Horus of the Egyptians. 
But, strange as it may seem, whilst 
Mithras and Osiris, Dionysus and 
Jes, Bacchus, Apollo and Serqpis, with 
many others in name, all masculine 
sun'gods,’.and all interblended, a 
knowledge of one is generally a 
knowledge of the whole, wherever lo
cated or-, worshiped.”

So Lempriere, in his Classical ,Dia- 
tionary, says: - . ■ " -

“Isis xjas identical with' Venus 
of Cyprus, Minerva- of Athens,-Cy
bele of Phrygia, Ceres ... of Eleusis 
Proserpine of Sicily, Diana of Crete, ’ 
.and Bellona of Rome.” J

He should have add.ed Asphoreth 
of Phenicla and Astarte of .Babylonia.

Masperp, author of "Ancient Egypt
and Assyria,” p. 202, says:

“It was the custojn of conquerors to 
transplant nations like trees, sending 
tribes fl'om the North to the South, 
the East to the West, and that after 
each campaign thousands of captives 
■were exiled to •colonize some distant 
.country, while the native population 
.were sent 'to fill vacant places thus 
denuded of its population."

This shifting and amalgamating of 
peoples, languages, customs, religions 
and gods culminated in giving differ
ent names in different localities, to the 
same gpd.

The sun at rising, noon and set
ting bore different names. Each was 
If f raction of Jhe same god, to each of 
whom hymns were sung in his praise, 
and this fact gave us, without doubt, 
the Christian trinity, the Father, Son 
a'nd Holy Ghost. It was the “invincible 
sun” to which Constantine devoted a 
day, still bearing its correct name, 
Suu day, and still giving evidence of 
its ancient rising at dawn, when

THB PROORESSIVB THINKER' -,. « a „ z ■ f ,

wheu.the SUN, which was the god of 
the Hebrews and of all the early re
ligions, as also the sup gods and god
desses by whatever'name, ,or however 
disguised, would give place to tho 
God of Science and of Truth, which is 
superior to all creeds, an^ all fictions, 
and will reign supreme while eternity 
endures. -

Isis is represented as the twin sis
ter of Osiris, the principal Egyptian 
sun god. Horus was the product of 
that union’by a miracle, of which 
Matthew’s drearibstory of Jesus’ pa
rentage is but child’s play in •com
parison. Mural illustrations of this’ 
mother and child aye not-confined Co 
Egypt, but are scattered all over Asia 
Minor, and are numerous in Italy, 
while many temples and shrines are 
yet found which were erected to their > 
memory, Mat. 2:15 claims to be a 
quotation from one of the prophets r 
“OUT OF EGYPT HAVE I CABLED 

. MY^SON.” Again?Ho^ea 12:9, says; 
“I am the Lord thy God from the 
land of Egypt,” f

Open, you. who ' have Jtawlingop’s 
Histo.ry of “The Seven Great Mon
archies of the Ancient East,” Opposite 
page 144, volume 2, Alden’s edition, 
and see a beautiful1 illustration of the 

-madonna' and child, as found on a cyl
inder in the ruins of Babylon. Then 
turn to page 198, last paragraph, and 
read a word description. It fits Isis 
.and Hoj'us, Mary and the infant Jesus, 
Venus and Bacchus. But the story of 
the latter, being an account of the 
■Venus of Milo and child, the latter 
removed and the arms of Venus 
broken off by a Catholic priest soon 
after its discpvery in a cavern, evi
dently to conceal the duplication of 
the Madonna. -We know our readers 
want the truth about it, which has 
long been withheld from the public, 
so we propose to relate it, with other 
matter In our next, if possible. ;

Reconciled Errors.
The Essenlun story of the cruci

fixion, given on our fourth page two 
.weejfs ago, is a learned and an ingen
ious effort worthy the most skillful 
modern lawyer, to reconcile the dis
crepant statements of the Gospel, and

—it that genius did not wholly-ex
haust his legal skill—will be found a 
statement harmonizing the genealogy 
of that same crucified Jesus as related 
by Matthew and Luke. And then 
there are. some other iipportant vart- 

'.ants in the Inspired volume that need 
the' touch of genius to make consist
ent with modern thought. It would 
be desirable to know if dreams were 

• more reliable 1900 years ago than 
nefly; and it may be well enough to 
discover the real parent of this third 
person in the Godhead. The angel 
told Joseph, Mat. 1:20, that the Holy 
Ghost held, that distinguished honor; 
while amazed Mary, Lulie 2:48, who, 
as mother, ought to know, calls Jo
seph the father. ‘

And was the great multitude, 5,000 
says the report, who were fed with 
five loaves—twelve basketsful being 
left—see Mark 8:20, a real, genuine,’ 
honest-Indian transaction? Wasn’t 
hypnotism practiced a la the Flints? 
like the doings on PentecostaTday, re
lated Acts 2?

There is so much hocus-pocus ex
tant in these modern times, all trace
able back to the Magian priests, the 
inventors.of magic, if Christian repre
sentation can be trusted, so it is very 
desirable to gain a reliable account 
from an old Essene, who was possibly 
there, and ’ ate at that immense pic
nic? How large were the loaves? 
Were' the attendants filled with food 
or gas?

As regards fhiracles, Homer relates 
one of Bacchus* a sun-god, identical 
with Mithras Of. Persia, and Osiris of 
Egypt. Some Tyrenian pirates were 
sailing past a desert island. They 
saw a comely yo.uth near the shore 
and made him captive, thinking him 
Of royal birth. They bound him with 
cords; but these instantly fell off, and 
the god sat smiling in silence. The 
pilot saw evidence of divinity, and an- 
nounced to the crew he was a- god.- 

- The captain rebuked the 4>ilot;- and 
said they would take the captive to 
Egypt and sell him for a slave. They 
set sail and were proceeding merrily, 
whe^ lo, streams of fragrant wine 
began-to flow qlong the ship; vines 
with clustering grapes spread over the 
sail, and ivy, laden with berries, ran 

. up the masts and sides of the vessel.
Shipmates, in affright, called the pilot 

' to steer for land. Bacchus, assuming!
the form of ajion, seized the captain, 

s and the terrified crew plunged head- 
longlnto the sea and became dolphins. 
The pilot remained^ aboard, and tt^e 
god made-hls character known, and 

/ tobk the steersman under his protec
tion. , ' ' ' '

< Miracles were common to all the 
-half-gods in the barbaric ages, and the
tnore Improbable the Btory the great
er the evidence of their divinity. The 

. average reader who thinks, places no 
confidence in stories resembling Mun- 

< chanson's, whether told by pagans-or 
Christians, deeming all pf them but 
detached fragments from a common 

. .«ab.-

Mary, the magdalene, was hunting 
the burial place of one of the sun 
gods known as Jes, another name for ’ 
Bacchus,' which, when removed to 
Rome, received the Latin, terminal, us, 
and is known to moderns ad Jesus. 
He was located in th§ .almost un
known Palestine, because that coun
try had been recently desolated by the 
armies of Titus, her people slain, pise 
sold jnto slavery, and there were none 
to dispute the biographical statement, 
a habit still common to fiction, writ
ers the world over, to locate their, 
hero where there are no persons to 
controvert their statements.

But It is of the “Virgin Mother,” 
the “Great Mother,” the “Queen of 
Heaven," names the pagans applied 
to Isle, and were also applied to each 
of the goddesses, titles the Roman 
Catholics apply to the Virgin, and fs 
traditional proof that Isis and her 
additional proof that Isis and her 
prince of heaven, of whom we pro
pose mostly to write on this occasion.

Jqremlah 7:18 charges the cities 
of Judah and Jerusalem with “gather
ing wood and kindling fire while the 
women knead doq^h to make cakes 
to the Queen of Heaven.” And Jere
miah 4'4': 2 5 repeats the fact, and rep
resents the Lord api wroth and swear
ing a great oath on account of it.

If Manes, the Christian founder of 
the Manicheans, whose ability, influ
ence and power was so great, and he 
was correct when be said, “Mithras 
and Jesus are one,” then, qs a-11 the 
sun gods were reputed to have been 
horn of virgin mothers, is It not evi
dent Mary was one of the sisterhood 
of “Queens-of Hqaven?” ■ And are 
not Catholics correct in 'worshiping 
her, if tÿeir worship is extended to 
her son?

Good Christian reader, don’t assail 
The Progressive Thinker, and hurl all 
youi^venom upon the editor for direct
ing attention to these facts of history, 
with conclusions drawn , therefrom; 
but reserve a portion of your' vitu
peration to heap on your false prede
cessors, who', with threats of hell and 
eterûal flames; witjj. unlimited use of 
the forger’s aét, aided by the torture 
chamber, confiscation of estates, thè 
impoverishment of' loved ones, and 
even reduction to mortal slavery of 
opponents; but rest assured the time 
is rapidly approaching/ when .every- 
honest man , of education, whether 
priest or layman, will join us In the 
exposure of these Christian frauds. 
It is only a matter of time..

It was thirty-seven years pgo. in the 
Catholic church'of "Fulton, Ill., "we lis
tened lo a discourse from Rev. Mc
Govern, its pastor, resident of Clinton, 
Iowa, who said from his pulpit:-

“The church knows how the Holy1 
Scripthres were written, and Is re
luctant to place the Bible. in : the 
hands of those who have not this in
formation, to lead them to their de
struction.” , ■ ■■, . v

We noted,* the words, there ■■ and 
then, and through all the subsequent 
years have directed-attention to the 
acquisition of that knowlèdge to 
which the . priest hinted,, and have 
spent many hundreds of dollars for 
booksi.to aid in thé'search.- .We well, 
remember Bishop Grafton, of Fotd- 
du Lac, Wis., who said In his pulpit a 
couple o’f- years or so ago:
. “We of the clergy have-teen made 

. by the church her ministers, to teach, 
NOT WHAT WE THINK IS TRUE, 

• but what she puts into our. mouths to 
teach.”
. . Now if this statement was reversed 
—if the well ■ educated preachers 
would teach what they KNOW to bo 
true, the time would not be distant
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Tlie N. S. A, Calls Aré for the Public 

L Good.

of earth life.” That is con- 
such as the Spiritualists 
is a benediction upon us

nance to it. We are compelled to ask 
for funds, because the Spiritualists 
are slow to send it. Only a compara- 
tive few respond. ...........What have they 

Unless you have given, what

leties of Spiritualists 
would reniii lull dues to the N. S. A., 
it would not need to ask for another

She Writes an Interesting Letter 
From New Zealand, Australia.

In /;
all tilings keep this office ppstqd’t/ ' 
And send here any clippings from youij?;' 
local papers of Interest to our cause??;. .

They uro Irin Earth as. Well as in the 
Spheres Above, and are Doing a 
Mpch ‘Needed Work ns •Illustrated 
by the' New York World.—The 
Real, Genuine Angel on Earth Will, 

At Able ¡to do so, Clothe the Naked, 
Feed the Hungry, Take Care of 
the lufli'tn, and JEncourage the Un- 
fbiiuniite.—Read Carefully What 

. Adolf Lorber is Doing in New, York.
—Hungry School Children Riot for 
Free Food.—Five Thousand Young
sters Overrun Policemen and Stam- 

’pede Into Restaurant for Lorber's 
Hot Dinners.-r-Little Cripples in 
the Crowd.—Three Relays of 500 
Each Made Happy.

Its -History a Stream of Blood.
Thaddeus Burr Wakeman, Esq., 

one of the most substantial lawyers 
of New York, has a long article over 
his signature in the Truth Seeker, of 
date Jah. 4, entitled “Defenders of 
the Faith,” which should attract~gen- 
eral attention. As an Indication of 
the tendency of liberal thought we are 
sure readers of The Progressive 
Thinker will be glad to see an ex
tract? Read and reflect: —J

“The Christian religion, has been 
by far the most persecutive, terrible, 
and bloody of all faiths, and still ‘so 
remains. This fact is now generally 
veiled and kept out of sight, espe
cially by Christian sects and Mor
mons: but when occasion calls, or 
p.ermits, ‘the call of the wild’ soon^re-. 
vehls their true nature. The true at- ‘ 
titude of these religions towards the 
rest of the world is given in tire 10th 
chapter of Matthew, verses, 3 4 to 40, 
which are here quoted from words Of 
Jesus:

“Think not that I am come to send* 
peace on earth; I.CAME NOT TO 
SEND PEACE BUT A SWORD.

“For I am come to .set a man at 
variance against'his father; .and the 
daughter against her mother, and the 
daughter-in-law against her mother- 
in-law. , L

“And a ¿nan’s foes shall be they "of 
his own household. “

“He- that loveth father or mother 
more than rhe is not worthy of mq.

“And he who 'taketh hot his cross, 
and followeth after me, is not worthy 
of me. . ’ ' (

“He that findeth "his life shall lose

, More than 5,000 school children 
created a llot yesterday In an en
deavor'to'force their way into Adolf 
Lorber’s’ restaurent, Nos, 27'4.-270 
Grand street, New York City, where 
for several days ¡the proprietor and 
hfs equally generous wife have been 

■ feeding pupils who have not had suf
ficient food at home because of the 
poverty of their parents.

Mr. Lorber and his ¡wife did not 
realize what they were undertaking 
when they decided td thro^ open the 
restaurant between 12 and 1 o’clock 
each dqy to the hungry school chll- 
drenv and 80 they were unprepared 
for what happened. As -soon as it 
came noon,/hundreds upon hundreds 
of pupilfe from the schools in Christie, 
Forsyth, Hester and Grand streets 
rushed toward the restaurant. They 
came from all direction^, aud in al
most’ an instant the street was packed 
with children, all fighting to get into 
the place.

The dozen policemen detailed to 
the restaurant were unable to handle 
the youngsters. The men were crowd
ed to the walk and the school chil
dren brushed by them, crowding by 
hundreds into the restaurant. When 
the place was full those outside still 
fought to get In.

Suddenly there was a crash, and 
tfle great platp glass window fell in, 
jingling and clashing in a thousand 
pieces on the floor. The ‘children in 
their wild rush had pushed a police
man through the window. This room 
of the establishment bad been re
served for customers, and they ran to 
the other end of the'room in alarm.

Couldn't Club Them.
The policemen did not dare use 

their qlubs; on the children for fear 
of injuringi'them. Had the mob been 
composed of men, it would have been 
far easier‘for the bluecoats to cope 
with it, but the youngsters" rushed 
under their arms and even between 
their legs In the frantic scramble to 
get a warm, free dinner.

The children on the outside seemed 
to fear they would not be able to ge^ 
Into the restaurant in the brief hour 
.that Lorber had set aside for them, 
and they shouted and yelled for ad
mittance. .Fully 500 of the young
sters .had succeeded in getting,into 
the rggtaurant before half a dozen po- 
Hcepicn. barred the door. The others 
stood, iq-the'drizzling rain waiting to 
get in.

Mri Lorber, his wife, -Abraham 
Mantell, his manager, thirty waiters 
and some of the diners managed to 
get control of the'chlldr^n iri the res
taurant and made them pass in sln-

gle Die into the dining halls on the 
second and third floor, where five hun
dred dinners had been put on a series 
of long banquet tables.

Thus, in relays of 500 at a time, 
1,600 children were fed before 1 
o’clock. It was with the keenest re> 
gret that Mr, Lorber Imd to turn away 
the children who did not get In With 
the first three relays. There .were 
many sad faces as the unfed children 
returned tb School.

The scene in the dining halls can- 
hardly be described. They grabbed 
fpod from the. waiters’ trays and in a 
minute or two had cleared the tables 
of food. Then they shouted for more.

“Bring more meat! Give us more 
bread! This is the first we have had 
tp eat to-day?" thqy cried-

There wer.eseveral cripples iri the 
mob. Thp other ■ children, even in 
their excitement, took care to protect 
these unfortunates. One little boy, 
about ten years old, who walked on 
crutches, was carried Into the restau
rant by a policeman, Mr. Lorber took 
the lad to one side and gave him a 
seat where he would not be trampled' 
on by the crowd.

-•“Why did you come here?” asked

it; and lie that loseth his life for 
sake shall find it.”

Then Mr. Wakeman again:
“These few verses are by far 

most murderous passages in all 
erature. It Is the sword and
black flag of Christianity raised 
against all the mass of the human 
race, and consequently its history has 
been a stream of blood. This passage 
never could have been at first con-

1 sclously dictated or written., by any • 
human being. That it was not is now 
one of thp blessed results of the mod
ern science of evolution arid of its 
social and historical discovery of the 
real and tribal growths-of religious 
and political institutions. This- sci
ence now makes it perfectly clear 
that no such person as-Jesus Christ— 
whether-as God or man—ever existed. 
When in the Irish tribal history, an-

' clpnt and modern, we find a flesh and 
blood ‘Banshee,’ we may hope to find 
a similar flesh and blood ‘Son of Man,' 
'Emanuel,' ‘Messiah,’ ‘Jehovah,’ etc., 
in the tribal history of the Hebrbws. 
The ‘materialized’—to use a phrase of 
the Spiritualists—apparition of the, 
‘soul of thp state’ or tribe, as Shake
speare rightly describes it, never was 
a living man, and never imposed this 
curse of-the sword i^jon our. race.”

It is probably not generally kn'own 
tha't Col. Ingersoll, in his last lecture 
at Kansas^City, Mo., spoke of Jesus as 
a myth. ’ And it has been .reported 

“the Colonel had in preparation a lec
ture at the time of jhis- demise, in . 
which he proposed to fully establish 
the mythical character of'“our Sa
vior.“- . v‘.;. ■

"Col.. Burr’s Statements.
It was Col. Smithy late deceased at 

•Topeka, ’ who 'defined- religion^ as “Hu
man-effort to obtain divine aid.” - So 
writes Wm. H; Burr, -Esq., of Wash? 
ington; who-knew- the Colonel long 
and well. He says while Col. Smith 
was president of 'tins' -Washington 
Spiritual- Society there, were no '“in
vocations.” Some'good Spiritualists 
think Invocations are out of place im 
societies without the cabalistic 
"Father, Son and Holy Ghost.”

Col. Burr says it was Col. Smith, 
who practiced before" the Supreme 
CourUof the United States who said, 
"Justlce’Bradley declared nine of the 
justices of the Supreme Court at that 
time were, skeptics, less Judge 
Strong.” -

Mr. Lorber,
“My fatbier sent me because we 

not have food enough at home,” 
swered the boy.

Treat for the Cripple.
Mr. Lorber called a waiter and

dered a biscuit tortoini for thercrip- 
ple. The eyes of the youngster fairly 
popped from his head when The saw 
it brought in. And the eyes of every 
boy and girl near the cripple looked 
enviously at the lucky youth as he 
ate' the ice creajn.

“I will take the box home to show 
my mamma,” said the boy, putting it 
into his docket. . “Can I come here 
every day fpr dinner?"

The bey was assured that he could 
have his dinner every school day at 
the restaurant. Tlris Inquiry prompt
ed Mr. Lorber to make a brief speech 
to his guests.

“I will continue to feed you chil
dren every school day as long as cold 
weather lasts," he said. “I can only 
give seats to 500 boys and girls at a 
time, as I must reserve room for my 
customers, but I will gladly give din
ners to as many boys an<f girls as I 
can accommodate In my place between 
12 and 1 o’clock each school day?" 
- As each relay of children was 
passed out of the dining halls, Mr. 
Lorber noticed that many of the chil
dren bad filled their pockets with 
bread and rolls. He asked one boy If 
he had not had enough to eat.

“Sure,” said the lad, “but want-to 
take these home to my mother and 
lather.”

Abraham Mantel!, manager of the 
restaurant had his seven-year-old 
son, Julian, ’present yesterday when 
the children were fed. The boy has 
not been eating well for ten days, an4 
the father said he wished him to see 
how real hungry children did eat. 
Little Julian'followed the children's 
example and ate a hearty dinner.

It will cost Mr< Lorber $1,000, he 
says, to restore the broken plate
glass window, but he declares he does 
not care, his only regret is that he 
cannot feed all the children who need 
food.

The children ate'800 rojls and 125 
three-foot loaves of bread yesterday, 
In addition to vegetable soup, ham
burger steak with onions, spinach, 
boiled potatoes and tea.

(To the congregation.) ,
We wish to say to, our friends: 

“That all the world loves lovers.” We 
love them, whether in the May time 
of life, just coming forth to meet the 
world: whether in the summer time, 
with mffturer thoughts and affection; 
or Whatever be the- peripd of life, for 
in love there Is neither springtime,' 
summer nor winter, but only the per
fect joy of love. ,.
’ We have here two workers in the 
spiritual vineyard, who have done 
their work separately for a good 
many years. They knew and loved 

'each other in early years, but drifted 
apart. Both have had their trials, 
both have had- their joys and sorrows, 
and, after years pf friendship, they 
have found that it is not good to be 
alone, and have come here, choosing 
this church—and its pastor—as the 
one favored shrine-, for - their mar
riage. service. So they have come ail 
the way frota’Lima, Ohio, to be with 
us here to-day, that we may help 
them celebrate the eyent that brings 
them together.

At the shrlrie of marriage we have 
Edward M. Hale and Madelene/M. 
Sheppard. , v

(To those about to be united.)
Dear Friends: Y?u have had for 

each other • a long and ‘ fraternal 
friendship and know the qualities of 
each, so this union that you .now 
solemnize is-the mature fruitage of 
your lives, the blossoming thpt comes 
with those /golden days that crown
life’s-best and happiest moments. We 
afe'glad ton meet and 'welcome you 
here lnt|this: perfect hour of your nap- 
pinessJi ForKthe years of labor may 
there be added years of blessings, and 
for evqry sorrow, may your mutual 
love’an^Joy bring you brightness anil 
compefieation. As your separate lives 
have been dedicated to truth, so may 
this unlpn(make of your gifts and of 
his sustenance an added, te.stimqny 

^unto’thp light of the spirit.
It needs nor words of ours, for you 

well know the nature-and solemnity 
of the Jlfe into which you are enter
ing, and twhich has come as the crown 
qf your pxistence^ „ «

May .this sacred He more and more 
bind'.you together, and in token of 
which" to each of you l give one these 
sacred lilies, as symbol of the added 
life that is yours.

But the petals sometimes fall on the
way

And wreafhe with fragrance 
lowly tomb.

The'love that comes like Purple 
And the golden' grain of 

~ Autumn time
Brings its wonderful ripening;-

Joy-bells like those that angels 
chime,

Like those rare lily-bells from 
• heaven,
Like the'wonderful message unto 

you given.

Now may these jby,-bells chime for 
you,

May their music each day, more 
' and more, fill "

Your home with that Love which is 
ever new,

And win you to added strength, un
til

You ever know that the Powers bend 
. Around and o'er you from the realm 

above, , -
That they ever on your paths attend, 

“For love is heaven and heaven Is 
love.” rx.

NECESSITY THE MOTHER 
OF INVENTION.

“Verily a Sledge Hammer Will Fre
quently. Do What an Air Cush

ion Would Fail to Do.”

• Nan is frequently very stubborn. 
Old ideas are good enough xfor him. 
It is impossible to make hlnr change 
hlsi' .thoughts until- new things or 
great, calamity make hirii a "has 
been.”

Thus when good old Doctor Finley 
insisted that yellow fever was not 
caused by a miasma, but by 'a mos
quito bite, hiq conferees laughed at 
him and -.called him a \craqk, but 
wpeii the government. sent a lot of 
soldiers - to Cuba ■ they natilrally be
came alarmed lest the yellow fever 
would.do what'they had confldence ln 
that the Spaniards qould.not do; 
hence they appointed a Yellow Fever 
Commission, which; found out that 
good Dr.'Finley'was correct, aridmow 
the world is compelled to recognize- 
his cranky idea. . . . " '

The doctors of America had an op- 
portunity-to also engage_in the work 
of psychotherapy inaugurated by their 
French conferees, Charcot, Bernheim 
and Liebault, but they refused to do 
so. Along comes the Christian.Sci
entist, and the inroads that they have 
made in the doctor’s field as. weH as 
In tho old dogmatic church ideas has 
compelled 4hese old hidebourid "We-' 
are-Its,” to look into psychotherapy. 

xThe leading doctors of Baltimore and 
Boston have recently read papers on 
this subject'and on Feb. 14 the Chi
cago Physicians' Club, composed of 
"We-are-Iti" ’ discussed the matter 
and- endorsed the Christian psychol
ogy movement. Verily a sledge ham-'

t

All Should1 Read It Carefully, and Theup 
Respond.

e no /

I trust that Ure Spiritualists will 
hot look upon ipyi call fof the usual 
spring collection by Societies as the 
continuance of a begging habit. Too 
many people think the N. S. A. has a 
mania to ask for funds. Well, exam
ine the record and find hpw finance is 
being ■ applied by this body for your 
welfare personally, and for the futuje 
of Spiritualism. You will then feel 
the need of adding your dollar or all 
you can send, in order to assist the 
great work. '

The N. S. A. should have a million 
dollars In an endowment fund.

That would give permanent suste-

  There are many 
liberal souls allied with the N. 8. A.; 
but you are also needed. A good, old 
lady sent a few days ago, twenty dol
lars, one-half of which she dedicated 
to the endowment fund; and that will 
be a perpetual monument to her, for 
its Income will be 'continuous. She 
added: “Am quite feeble, but wish to 
do a little for the cause, which is my 
only hope in the feebleness of eighty- 
two years " ------------
seeratidn. 
need. It 
all.

if the

dollar. If each Spiritualist would give 
a dollar annually to their local So
ciety, no p/ied would exist to present 
attractions for the public to patronize 
their meetings in order to sustain the 
work. Let us get out of the specula
tive conditions and into the self-sus
taining era. We need more close

forth froip tills office;, they f°r 
your benefit. What assists once; as- 
sists all. Do not hesitate to senil your f 
mite, no more than should you'delay v, 
giving liberally, if you have that de- ® 
sire. The giving is needed now, and $ 
your giving in the future may be un-/ cemin. ,

If your Society is not an auxiliary . 
of the N. S! A., or of a State Associa- •' 
tion, that does not prevent your tak-' / 
Ing a-special collection for the Na-/ 
tional cause. /

I have not made sufficiently proiril- 
nent the accumulation being madejof 
an N. S. A. Endowment Fund. That 
will be for a perpetual income for' 
the cause of Spiritualism. Every Spir
itualist should feel that to be a de
mand upon their generous giving.

The general fund is the only work- . 
ing fund of the N. S. A. That haq £ 
heavy demands upon it. Do not for- f 
sake it, for help must be gi/en to A 
many localities and workers, in need,

Send'to me your name and address/' 
for future important notices to bet, 
sent to you. ' ' • y

Each Society of Spiritualists in the y 
United States should send to this of- 
lice'the names and addresses of their/ 
officers. {

These addresses are often important j 
herj for office use, and for inquirers' ' 
going your way. ’ / :

Mediums and speakers should notify 
this office, as their addresses change,

Reflect on all this, then act. 
Fraternally,

, GEORGE W, KATES, ,. 
Secretary^, 

600 Pennsylvania Ave. S.-E., 
Washington, D. C.

I’ve reached the land of the South
ern Cross and am not a*t all disap
pointed in the little Dominion of New 
Zealand, with Its pretty harbors and 
climate somewhat resembling that of 
Italy.

In looking over a report which is 
said to be authentic, 1 find that the 
population on Dec. 3 1, 1 906, was es
timated at 9 68,797.

There were 47,731 Maoris in this 
total.’ '

The coast lino is 4,330 miles In 
length, the area of North Island is 
29,459,520 acres, and the South 
Island comprises 37,4 56,000 acres. In 
four years the Dominion has gained 
51,772 people by immigration. The 
principal cities are Auckland, Welling
ton, Chrlqt-Church and Dunedin.

Jan. 1, 1907, there were 226 pub- 
ll<¥itions on the register of New Zea
land newspapers; 65 are daily news- 
-papers. There are 411 public libra
ries; 50 public hospitals. Over 900 
miles of telephone wires are laid 
down. Telegraph lines cover nearly 
9,000 miles. The state railways are 
some over 2,500 miles in length and 
employ over 10,000 hands.

There are 80 members in the House 
of’Representatives; the legislative 
council membership varies, the ap
pointments and reappointments be
ing optional with f’" government.

There were 4. ■ manufactories
and works operating in April, 1906, 
emplci' •< 56,350 hands. The yearly 
wages paid totalled 4,457,619_pounds. 
Woolen mills employ many' hands, 
among whom women predominate. 
, In 1906 the exports were valued 
at 15,211,403 and the imports 14,- 
303,170 pounds, English money. New 
Zealand exports annually over 2,000,- 
000 pounds’ worth of butter and 
cheese and nearly 3,000,000 pounds’ 
worth of frozen lamb, mutton and 
beef. Wool is New Zealand’s most 
valuable product; the colony exports 
over 6,500,000 pounds’ worth yearly, 
which amounts to almost $32,500,000.

•Thus, taken altogether, the figures 
sum up weir for a comparatively new 
country of small area.

It is also said that New Zealand 
has an excfess of bachelors over spin- 
ister. Have nor heard an authentic 
report' as to widowers, but I know 
there are ¿ome in the colony. Wqmen 
have the ballot, are considered quite 
free and equal to their brother-man. 
Perhaps this accounts for the small 
percentage of spinsters. I seem to 
hear a sigh from' some of our good 
sisters iri New England and elsewhere 
saying, i'How I’d like to visit New 
Zealand. Comb along, dear girls, 
there is room for all. ‘

i.am at present in New Zealand’s

capital, the city pf Wellington. The . 
seat of government of the colony is I 
a busy sea-port, with a population of ? 
70,000. The days are ■ bright and g 
sunny, as we are now in the midst of y 
suipmer, but, oh! the wind! How _> 
it whistles’. Chicago must make her 
most polite bow, and say, "Dear Miss 
Wellington, in this one thing you cer-? 
tainly do surpass the greatest city on 
earth." The gentlemen often hold 
their hats on with both hands, and 
the timid lady is sometimes nervous, 
for fear the ruffle on the bottom of 
her dress may take a sudden notion to 
whisper a little gossip to the flowers 
on her hat.

I arrived in this windy city the day
before Christmas, and found every- / 
body preparing for a good time, and / 
fell in for my share of it all. (

The holiday week is observed hera 
by visiting and picnic going, ana 
everybody has a royal good time. I

The people vu'e very fond of holl- • 
days In New Zealand and Australia, 
and every possible excuse for having - 
one is taken advantage of.

My engagement with the Welling- 
ton Association opened in New Cen
tury Hall Building, Sunday, Jan. 6, 
where 1 opened to a full house of 
most interested listeners. The society 
own their own church, a spacious 
building, well built and neatly kept. 
A new organ has just arrived from 
England, and Is under the—manage- 
iqent of Mrs. Paul, who fills her posi
tion with abili'y and ease. The pres
ident of the society, Mr. W. McLean, 
is the right man in the right, place, 
and has his heart and soul in the up
building of the cause. The ladies of 
the organization arc also striving in 
their endeavor to make everything a 
success, and showed excellent taste in J 
decorating the platform most tastily 
with flowers and flags for the opening ,.,v 
service, the American one, with ItSi?Jf 
glorious stripes and stars that have 
never known defeat, occupying a most 
conspicuous place.

1 A sweet and never-to-be-forgott 
surprise also greeted the speaker 
tbe opening of this meeting, wljten. 

 

several dozen of beautiful postal
postal cards from various states nd
cities in American were read to ¡her, 

 

among them the American flag1, as 
sent by the president of the N. . A., 
Dr. Warne, and his good wife, algain 
made itself manifest in glorious colors 
with the words “Your nation saflutes 
you,” brought all the patriotism of 
my soul to the surface and I felt like , 
giving three cheers for America and . 
its faithful workers.

' I thank you one and all, good 
fHends, and may I ever be worthy of 
your / esteem. With your good 
thoughts you have helped' me in the 
past, with them you are helping me 
in the present, and through them we 
will all meet again in the future^.
. Yours for truth and progress.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

mer frequently will do what an air 
cushion would fail to do. :•

Psychic phenoinena, which- is' the 
basis for all religions, will not receive 
the'advantages of the age of ours: un
til the Christian church ip;-almost 
dead, and then'some one will rejuve-, 
nate Jt with a hypodermic injection, 
and thereby show it that its founda
tion fa really, its-despised phenoinena, 
and then there will be a scramble to 
apply the same laws that are: applied 
to’ the other sciences, viz.: That of at- 
■terition as well as critical analysis, so 
thatdts laws may be understood, and 
when these ate studied, understood 
arid obeyed, they, will begin to under
stand what a master meant when'he 
said: “I have yet many things to tell

you, howbeit you cannot bear them 
now, but -When he the spirit of truth 
is come, he will lead you into all 
truth.”

DANIEL S. HAGER, M.D.
; Chicago, Ill.

A There is not the least necessity in 
trying to prevent people from think
ing. They are quite feady enough to 
be stupid or indifferent without any 
external inducements. The huge dead 
weight of established prejudices is 
amply sufficient/ We may say that 
free thinking is not only right, but a 
duty. A man, that is, i< bound to be A

•as reasonable as he can.—Sir Leslie / 
Stephens. ■ - -
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Old General Debility”
As Viewed by the Great Seer and Author, An- 

,drew Jackson Davis and Other -
Celebrities.'

It
IB SPIRITUALISM GAINING

OR LOSING? 
t ---------- -

Symposium on the. Present Status 
of Spiritualism by Hudson Tuttle, 

l W; J. Colville, Sirs. Coy a L. V.'
Richmond,' and Andrew Jackson 
Davis.

To Hudson Tuttle, Esq.,

ip
Berlin Heights, O.

• Dear Mr. Tuttle: .In the New York 
Times’ Saturday Review of Books,iiuiua Mavunviwj »

' issued t6-day, there appears an arti- • 
clo headed “Spook Hunting, which!
,fs a review-of /M. Camille 'Fiam-- 
marion's book entitled “Mysterious 
Psychic Forces.” You aud I-believe in 
progress as much as we do in immor- 

. tality or the veriibes of religion. So 
. toepl believing, can you explain why it is 

. sewfrthat Spiritualism is a great deal more 
। lov.p/ unpopular and' despised than it was 
.■i -....suit forty years ago? The heading of the 
?• ■ above-uamed article is a case in point.
(The writer of this review is substan-

tially a believer in Spiritualism; .has 
i * great respect for Sir William Crookes, 

and has'no doubt that the phenomena 
-are not wholly explicable on the hy- 
pothesis of trickery; and yet he Is 

¡\ not able to write his review without 
| \ apologies arid grimaces to ward off
i ' \ prejudice. • My recollection is that
i ?. Spiritualism and. its manifestatlorZ

. i.. were nothing like bo unpopular or de-

ini
ca>\

-ne;

succumbed to the attacks of foes and 
the folly of its friends. In cataloguing 
the causes which have produced'the 
greatest harm, commercial medium
ship. should be placed among the most 
injurious. Whatever may be. said in 
favor of tho laborer receiving.his hire, 
all that is spiritual has no price and 
cannot be measured by dqllars and 
cents. The gospel may . not be free 
now, but Christ asked no door fee 
when he delivered the Sermon on the 
Mount. A medium cannot make 
commerce of his gifts; for to sell. 
them is 'eventuallly to destroy them. 
Without this incentive the class that 
thrives on deception would, have no 
motive to prey on the affections . of 
those who hopefully seek for mes
sages from their departed ones.

In the face of all discouragements,' 
I have to believe that Spiritualism, as 
a cause, is steadily advancing, The 
flotsam and jetsam of crass theories, 
the assurance^of prententipus ignoY-, 
anc and folly, with the wreckage of 
old beliefs aud system,, may obscure 
its current; but my faith is strong and 
abiding that the current wlR forfe all 
these aside and flow clear as - fbe 
heavenly springs from whence it is
sues. It came at the demand .of an

couragement has been given to op
ponents to sneer at the entire Spirit
ualist movement. I fmd in all my 
travels, coupled with the opposition 
to which you call attention, more 
widespread, interest and general sym
pathy than ever before. The more 
rationally, temperately and construct
ively the subject is presented, the 
more respect it receives; and I can 
truly say the press notices of my re
cent book, '‘Universal Spiritualism,” 
have been, for the"most part, entirely 
friendly and often eulogistic.

Alameda, Cal.

Response From bora L. V. Richmond.
To my mind, the problem which 

your inquiry implies does not exist, 
aud therefore needs no solution.

First, I dq.uot consider it true that 
Spiritualism, even as a name, is more 
despised now than it was forty years 
ago. The fact that some, presumably, 
very young writers who have uo 
knowledge of the history of Spiritual
ism,'write of all who believe in spirit 
communion as “spook-huuters” does 
not. affect the' facts.. The press 
throughout the country is willing jo 
publish any well-written account of 
the facts and philosophy of Spiritual
ism. Recently two large daily news
papers In, Chicago, formerly very vio
lent in their antagonism to anything 
pertaining to Spiritualism, devoted a 
•column each week to the subject of 
Spiritualistic phenomena.

To-day; Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace,

Mrs. Mary T. ^ougley Writes of Journeyings 
and PMaant Visits in California.

Our last chronicle, of happy days 
spent by us in Suupy California was 
penned from San Fraucispo, the won
derful city by the. Golden Gate. We 
are still here, and the 'more,, we see 
of the great work going on all around 
us, the building of great and hand
some structures; the clearing away.of

of the terrible earthquake and fires 
of 1906, the more we are impressed

\ spised cue or two score years ago. 
Some time, when, you have a half;

\hour of leisure, I should be glad to 
Rave your explanation.*

/ X am sending this same query to 
W: J-'Cnlvllle, Cora L. Vv Richmond, 
and Andrew Jackson Davis. I am 
generally, or arteast frequently, able 
to answer such Interrogatories for my
self, 'but I confess to. be In the dark 

x regarding the solution of this_qties- 
self.

. - Very truly yours, .
\ - EMMET DENSMORE.

Now York'.'
Response From Mr. Hudson Tuttle.
- . While I do net believe that Spirit
ualism is dying out, no one convers- 

, ant with the movement from its ad- 
ven will deny that it. has greatly 

< changed in Its public exhibit. Many 
\ causes have contributed, but in? the 
(main this has been the 'work of its 

: ¡promoters. . - •
। In- the old time the Spiritualistic 
meetings depended on lecturers to 
draw the audience. The managers 
found,, however, ■ that where admit
tance fees were asked at the door, to 
draw a full house"‘npthlng succeeded 

. like a spiritual show. They followed 
tho ¡ecture with a "test medium.” 
Then the lecturers found that to se
cure, dotes they must supplement 
their lectures with “tests.” Many 
added this business, and those who 
did not were starved from' the field.

- I well remember the one tlmejbat 
J was foll^ived by a “test exhibition.*' 
Well knowing that a piytion of the 
?.udience cared nothing for the lec- 
ure, having attended for thetests,: 

■ Irfelt hurried and. Ill at ease from

age yit satisfied with bltnd/faith in 
the past, that required the spiritual-to 
be demonstrated by tjjé 'rigid. fuies. 
applied by science to the material. 
Whenever it has been met by scient
ists with»honest, unprejudiced endeav
or, it has not been found wanting, 
Iffie shams and ’ frauds which,' when 
exposed, seemingly wrought irrepara
ble damage, have produced only rip
ples. on the miéhty Current; The na
ture of. spiritual beings, their capa
bilities and limitations, is being' 
learned, and th5 old belief in their 
omniscience cast aside, fife realm 
of spirit is a realm of law.

Spiritualism is for the home, and 
the influence of the countless circles 
gathered round the family board, and 
the unheralded mediums. w£o admin
ister thereto, are the most- important 
factors in determining the growth of 
the movement. I do not think the 
tone of the secular' press has grown 
more unfavorable. Nbwspapers are 
published to please the general pub
lic, and not one advocates any move-' 
ment from principle. Yet J. R. Fran
cis, editor of the Spiritual paper hav
ing the largest circulation in Ameri
ca, recently-predicted that the time 
was not far qway when special jour
nals for the diffusion of spiritual 
knowledge would not’ bo demanded, 
the secular papers taking that office.

co-discoverer with parwin of the-the
ory of Natural Selection, stands as the 
foremost naturalist of his time; yet 
he distinctly stated of the Interna
tional Spiritualist CMiferen.ee in Lon
don in. 1898, that hfe views concern
ing the facts and philosophy of Spirit
ualism had not ehanged.since his first 
investigations were published-. Sir 
William Crookes has gone on from 
honor to honor, notwithstanding 'his 
repeatedly avowed belief In Splrftiial-' 
Istic phenomena. When Judge .Ed
monds declared his belief in Spiritual
ism he was persecuted and lost his po
sition on the supreme bench of New 
York because of that avowal. To-day 
no man Is publicly ostracised on ac
count of Spiritualism. .

The fact that the American So
ciety for Psychical Research was 
formed (or the purpose of investigat
ing the phenomena of modern Spir
itualism places its investigations and 
results within the Spiritualistic field. 
Therefore, -I consider the investiga
tions and conclusions of such men as 
Professor James,Professor Hyslop, Dr. 
Hodgsou, and ^others as belonging to 
Spiritualism, and, wlth/tho work of 
Frederic W, H. Myers, as Spiritualism 
pure and simple.

The resaon therd is. not so much 
fuss made about it when a man ac
cepts Spiritualism to-day 1b because 
it is not uew. Judge Edmonds some- 
tinies attended, and sometimes spoke, 
at Spiritualist meetings (not organ
ized then), but he’always avowed 
himself • an Episcopalian. Professor 
Mapes called himself an "investigate 
or.”

donutable energy of these people. 
So much has been ^accomplished in 
eighteen months that the result is 
almost like the magic rising-of a 
handsome city from , the \ sea. San 
'Francisco is enterprising; it cannot be 
denied; it is sure to'rise above any 
condition of disaster and. to triumph' 
over every ill. ;

While in. Squia Cruz, we'had in
tended to avail oursehes of the, wdrm 
and cordial.: invitation of ’ our friend, 
Henry Harrison Browu, to Visit his 
“Now Home" coltmy for a feyv days, 
but owing to the heavy rains, we did 
riot venture over the long road which 
Stretched for -miles between our stop
ping place and that Home. However, 

"we' bad the pleasure of ’ greeting 
Brother' Brown, at, the home of the 
Parker family; and, of holding a most 
delightful interview; with him. He 
appears hale and hearty, fgjl of spir
itual enthusiasm and mental vigor. 

•He is spending a portion of the win
ter' in Oakland and dhe vicinity of 
San Francisco, lecturing and holding 
classes in spiritual love;,

W. J. Colville, the Indefatigable 
orator and teacher in our cau^g, is also 
doing a grand work here and else
where in California this season; and 
continues to be the embodiment of 
eternal youth and power.

him a very genial, friendly fellow in
deed, atfd that his strength is given to 
the service of humanity iu many ways 
not suspected by the “madding, 
crowd.” ■ .

On the evening of Feb. 5 two close 
friends of Brother Ditwbarn appeared 
by special invitation, to spend a few 
hours with us—and the spirit friends. 
These gentlemen are both ’ medical 
men, specialists iu their respective 
lines, successful practitioners and in
telligent thinkers.' They-are interest
ed in Spiritualism and kindred sub
jects. . ; .

We had a delightful evening, which' 
concluded with a bountiful and dainty 
repast of .choice viands about midr 

. night. Father Pierpont came fyr 
an hour to reply to'the many ques
tions .of ap Occult, philosophic and 
scientific character ,as applied to; 
spiritual mediumship, the processes of 
life in the spirit spheres, etc., which 
the,visiting gentlemen propounded. 
Both Doctors Meacham and Rice ex- 
piessed their gratification. . Spirit 
Nannie . followed with accounts, of 
'school life, methods of study and em
ployments incidents and experiences 
in the spirit world. The gentlemen 
both declared they, would" gladly en
ter such “kindergarten” schools, and 
work as she described. Nannie' con
cluded by giving impromptu poems to , 
tlie gentlemen on subjects selected by 
themselves. .

' During thq evening ,pur host occa- 
; sidhally made a .remark or asked a 

question, but declared that, he pre- | 
। ferred his friends to have the full 
i ’benefit of the seance. At its close he 
■ said to his friends, “You have to-night 
I seen an exhibition of true Spiritual-" 
I ism.” - '

Convention Proceedings.
(Continued from page 7.) 

frain from lending aid and encouf- 
agement to outside organizations that 
are avowedly or séçrètïy antagonist; 
lo to .HRs organization or to the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association.

Tljis resqlutiou is intended to ce
ment the ranks, and do untold good 
to the cause. It certainly indicates- 
that the State Association will take 
care of Itself agaiust all opposition, 
and that perfect unity was better 
manifest in tills convention than ever 
before, even iu the election of officers.

Another substitution in the medi
ums was that of Dr. Burgess putting 
Mrs. Amanda Coffman on in his stead. 
The Doctor was perhaps too bashful, 
for we all know he is good iu that 
line of work. ‘

At the dose of the Thursday even
ing 'meeting the fallowing resolution 
was read. from the. rostrum by Presi
dent Wilkins:

Whereas, bur beloved President. 
Dr. George P. Warne, having been 
called to the presidency of the Nation
al Spiritualists’ Association, the duties 
of which high offife making if impos
sible for for him to longer fill the of
fice of President of the State Asso
ciation:

Resolved, that the Illinois State

Not Heeessara
Ejeulgbt Cuu Ue Strengthened, and Moat 

Forum of Dipeliseli Eyes Suceepuful- 
ly treiiud Wllhuut C'uttlug er 

Drusgiug.

That the eves can. lie strengthened so 
that eye glasses can be dispensed with 
in many cases lias been proven beyond 
a doubt by the testimony of hundreds of
people .who pub llcly claim that. thofr 

eyesight has been ro- 
alored by that wun-

, derful little Instru-
s meut called '¡AftIna.-'.

Act hi a-- also-relieves 
sore and Krauuluted 
lids. Iritis,etc.,and re-

start'to finish.
Then thé well-advertised medium, 

who was to give a demonstration of 
Spiritualism, came on with an at
tendant supposed to be his wife. ‘A 
committee .blindfolded him, and he 
proceeded to tell the colors of various 
articles handed to him as signalled 
to him by his assistant through a code 

' Well-known to stage "mind-readers.” 
Then he said that a spirit named 

' "John" appeared to someone “over 
there,” and some one recognized John; 
and so he went' on giving names and

I*

areOwing to the fact that ,we 
called East earlier than we had

mass-Spiritualists’ Association in -----  
meeting assembled, wlille congratu
lating the National Association and/ 
the cause of Spiritualism- at large

- I recognize the fact that Spiritual:
My own experience as edltor-at-large ism js the open door through which 
of the National Spiritualists’ Associa- Theosophy, Christian Science, Mental 
tlon assured me of a rapidly growing Healing, Psychic Research, and other 
liberality. I had-no difficulty.in se- cults have trooped in, each one bor-
curljig publication of articles in the rowing from its facts and philosophy; 
dally newspapers of Chicago, New but when Professor Elliot Coues spoke 
York, Boston) Omaha, Cleveland, and ¡n Chicago for the Theosophlsts (he 
man/ lesser towns, and sometimes -was the president of the Theosophical; 
these contributions were glyen prom- Society) he devoted the whole eveh- 
InenO places with large headlines. ing to Spiritualism as having brought 
However, every article was written an these things Into the world. The 
with full understanding of the policy orthodox thinkers and the. Theoso- 
and requirements of the paper ad- phists, under’ whose patronage he 
dressed., ,• spoke, were disgusted, but the Spir-
- I began fifty years ago—perhaps as ituallsts were delighted.
a boyish dream—to inculcate Spirit- j think In any general nfeetlng of 
ualism as the science, of life here and SnJiltualists, National Spiritualists’

' generalities of descriptions and ferc- 
ing recognition whenever he saw' the 
opportunity. It was humiliating to 
have such a puerile performance pass 

> as Spiritualism, and to stand there as 
.its'exponent. In conversation with 
many old-time lecturers they have ex- 

a -pressed the same opinion.
Not that I object to (tests;, there can

not be a superabundance; nor is there 
■ â question that there, are many genu
ine and true-sensitives Who give their 
best efforts to satisfy the demand. I 
object, because if we know anything, 

- of psychic laws and influences, the 
¿-/platform, before mixed audiences and 

¿confusing agencies, is of all places 
the. most unpromising, and the best 

-psychics must meet with repeated 
. /allures. In many cases,"the “fishing 

for. pointers,” and attempts to have 
broadest generalizations of descrip
tion recognized as personal, are pitia
ble. - '

The”manifestations of psychip pow-- 
\ er demand silence, harmony, and 

I passivity, all of which the platform de- 
*i nies, and when an attempt is made to 
\ thrust its manifestations before the 
^public the utterance is imperfect and 
Uhe-pathof pretence and fraud is easy 

- \tol-follow. The platform should be

planned, we shall have to forego an
other delightful visit that we have 
anticipated—oue to the California 
homoi in the northern part of this 
state, at Healdsburg, of the Hon. D. 
P. Dewey, formerly Of Grand Blanc, 
Miçh., once president of the Michi
gan State Association, and fqr several 
yeiys a trustee of the N. S. A.

Brother Dewey is-a staunch Spirit
ualist and a fine trançe medium. We 
have highly valued liis \Vork and en

joyed hid counsels land inspirations.
Botlfhe aud his genial wife are num
bered among our choice friends—and 
;ve are sorry not to avail ourselves 
of their urgent invitation to. visit 
them. '

But this is not the>finis o( our Call- 
Yornia experiences, lit is written, “In 
the air” that we shall coftie again, 
probably then to retain 'and to plant 
our own vine and fig' tree—literally— 
not far from the “Goldèfi Cate”—at 
that time, Brother Doweÿ, we shall 
search ybu out-. I- ; 1 ■

Since our last notes to "The-Pro
gressive thinker we have been doing 
things—top many "to- 'chronicle, ex-‘ 
cept In the memory-'-almong'the most 
valued of our expérience has been 
our visit to, and all too brief stay 
with, Charles D^wbarn, the San Lean
dro philosopher., so well known to the 
readers of the Spiritual publications 
here and abroad. We had been slated 
tor a week with our long time friend,

I mention this to show our friends 
at large' that the San Leandro philos
opher does not repudiate mediumship 
nor. Spiritualism.

Words will not express the personal 
pleasures of our visit at this beautiful 
borne—their memory is registered 
upon the brain and I am satisfied that 
it'is of sueji an high order that it will 
take its* part In the registration of 
psychical experience upon the brftin of 
our spirit bodies when they are'made 
up for’our use "over tiiere,” and that 
we shall carry them with us to that 
fair country beyond the “Fogllind," 
which wq hope to attain.

In the process of -lime Nature 
makes over our physical bodies, arid 
so gradual we are told it takes about 
seven years to complete the trans
formation. In her work, Dame Na
ture replaces atom by' atom In the 
same mdnuer as before, so that the 
scar of burn or wound received in 
early years appears the same a score 
or more of later years, though the 
original body had been outlived and 
replaced several times in the mean
while. Why, (hen, should not Nature 
In building up our spirit^ bodies from 
such material as she has at hand— 
and which we must largely furnish— 
re-reglster upon, or within the spir
itual cranium such memories of ex
perience as have made, a deep Im
pression on our consciousness?—an 
impression perhaps as indelible as 
that of scar.on the physical frame.

upon thé change which has given,, 
them such a capabje and devoted lead- 

j er, it cannot refrain from expressing 
its high appreciation of the long self- 
sacrificing and intelligent service, of 
Dr. Warne, to this association and- 
tfie cause of Spiritualism in llinois. 
From the ever memorable year of 
1898, when the very life of our asso
ciation and the cause of true and gen
uine Spiritualism In the State were at 
stake, up-to the present hour, almost 
triumphant, through the many and 
vital conflicts that have met us in 
Illinois, like Henry of Navarre, wher
ever the fight was thickest aud the 
din of battle the loudest.there proudly 

• Waved the white plume of our devoted 
leader, aud in that plume and that 
leadership lay the honor and the glory 
of our cause.

Be it therefore resolved that this 
association and the Spiritualists here 
assembled in behalf of the Spiritual
ists of Illinois do hereby extend our 
heartfelt thanks to the peerless lead
er, the devoted servant, the genial, 
the fair-minded, lovable and loving 
gentleman, Dr. Geo? B. Warne, for 
his many .and constant valuable ser
vices to oil- association and the cause 
we love so well, and that we give him 
onr hearty good wishes and God-speed- 
for the future.

DR.'T. WILKINS, Reporter.

COMMANDS OF THE SOI L

Go down! Go down! 0 man of clay! 
Arise, 0 Soul, and find your way 
On wings of thought and strength

• keve,
To realms of angelhood above!

•hereafter. I claim no credit for my A§(ÿciatlon conventions, etc., you will 
writings, for théy-have been given me find as many-representative people as 
as I. have given them to others. I do, formerly. At The Hague last summer 
however, claim to have labored unself- there was only one other . Spiritual-' 
ishly, and have been amply repaid by (Mr. Stead) present beside my? 
.the culture it has given me. That my self, yet I,, known to. have been a life
publications are more'.and more de- long medium and Spiritualist, re- 
manded encourages me to believe that caived marked honor.
a sane philosophy will sometime tri- One other thought is worthy of 
umph over the crass theories which note;,the public mind GENERALLY 
now seem to predominate. accepts Spiritualism as a factor in the

IT MUST, for Spiritualism 1b the world. Wills are decided in favor of 
only solution of the great and all-im- ¿pg spiritualists in nearly every case 
portant problems of existence—our tiiat ¿aB recently come, to my notice, 
last hope? and iflt fall, what Is there Railroads (when clergy rates were in
to take its place?^ 

Berlin, Heights, 0.

consecrated to the exposition of re
sults; to teaching what Spiritualism 
is-at its highest and best. Investiga
tion %hould be confined to the'private 
circle. ■ ■

- ? Jn'many cities and towns, “test me
diums,” having been “ordained” by 
some local or state society as pastors, 
organize churches and hold Sunday 

.- meetings which advertise their “me- 
• dlumship.”. The result to the world

■Is that these self-assertive mediums 
are classed -with the fortune-tellers, 
palmists, astrologers» clairvoyants 
“born with a veil," etc., whose allur-

,. ing advertisements fill the personal 
columns of the daily,newspapers.. In 
many places the reporter for th,e. 
Press will find only these "shows” in 
place of the societies which formerly 
commanded public respect.

As "materializations” caused the/ 
greatest wonder, so they have caused 
the greatest harm, . The' demand- for I 

/IMPOSSIBLE manifestations was in
satiable; the mediums over-reached 
In their confidence in their dupes, 
and shameful' exposures followed.

. POSSIBLE, under the most exacting 
/conditions,, they - ate easily imitated, 
. and an exposure of the fraud becomes, 
, in the eyes of tjic. world, an exposure 

of Spiritualism. Bfirely no cause has 
\ had such a,burden to bear or had 

' stronger opposing influences to con- 
.::•: tend with; and, had it not possessed 

the vitality of'truth, it would have

.vogue) accepted the credentials of 
properly endorsed speakers, and, th

I fact, the whole subject has passed 
Response From W. 3. Colville., into the domain of general recogni- 

In reply to your- inquiry concerning Uo"- , *. .
the present status of Spiritualism, I- 1 am opinion, however,-that 
can only say that last June and July, the early^days, when to be a §pir-
when I had much opportunity for feel- ^“aJist it meant martyrdom, minds of 
ing the public pulse in England, I ob- ? certain stamp were found ready, as 
served a higher appreciation of Spir- }n case of a new persuasion of 
itual philosophy than ever before, and tru^b> to be pioneers.
I found that the London Spiritualist, Rogers Park, ill.
Alliance and Light were very highly --------- I
respected. . 'Response from Andrew Jackson Davis.

'In.America, organized Spiritualism In the'nineteenth century the work 
is not as well presented to the pub- accomplished by the extraordinary 
lie as in Great Britain, and my ex- flood-tide' of spiritual intercourse 
perlence, wherever I go, teaches me was, arid continues to be, a universal 
that the most cultured, and influential demonstration of the central truth

. people who are deeply interested in.- that every Human individual is im- 
psychic qudstions prefer to work on mortal.

. independent lines, or, it they ally. But'as a novelty In’the .religious 
, themselves with any society, they pre- world,'Spiritualism is afflicted with 
. fer New Thought or some nndenomi- visits from old General Debility, As 

national affiliation. I ■ consider the a continuous vaudeville performance
• coarseness with which Spiritualism is the ISM is steadily vanishing.
( of(en associated,: and the low=mindfed- And yet, notwithstanding all that 

ness of many Spiritualists, as two of may be implied concerning' 'the sub- 
the chief causes for the contempt in- sidence of the ISM,-the spiritual: dis- 
whicb. certain phases of Spiritualtem: pensation was never more prosperous 
are hfeld." '. as a source of new ideas and of-uni-;

• • Psychical Research Is really” .in-- versa) inspiration; .. - ' ...
quiry in Spiritualism under a rattier Boston, Mass.-,.. , ;
non-committal name* I, cahnot be- -
Heve that .Spiritualism as- a philosophy When Things Go Wrong;
is losing ground. I am convinced that. T jto-tay” SitTdtsUncily teX - ‘ Wtie^ith.tb gaii.the efdsL see!« 
to-dw wouia start a aisunmiy mgn j asl£ not-for the luck that lifts '

“e^^ XtlrthatTX’sUn beTrav’’
universal acceptance. .As'a distinct- “ ^thin^go wrong ° 
ive and exclusive body of people, . When uungs go wrong. „ 
Spirlt"am^^oraZUnnfl^ I do not plead for favors whigli

My fellow toller may not share;constant airing of ^tty grievances Let him who wis]jes. to bc ,rlc^ 
and. putting the worst foot fc ward . M k wealtll tho burden of hia

' which Is very largely responsible for prayer- ' '
tha .low esteem in which some .ns- Whafevor comes, however ill 
peits of Spiritualism are generally ' jnd blo ,,,, .. .

that distinctive _ phenomenal move- When things go wrong. -
■ ments rise and decline, , to fill definite , -- - ' S E KISERneeds. A .wider scope is being given ' - ; ' • K'

than Iror b?fo^ HER^| AND
elusive manner. I think we’ can safely THE HEROIC JN HISTORY.
aver that, on the whole the public By Thomas Carlyle.
pi ess nil oier the world-treats syery remarkable, book by a remarkable
psychic question far more, respecttolly ,man. Marked by terse'strength and 
to-day than even ten years,ago;-hut vigor, deep thought, philosophy'and dra. 
so much imposition,, in connection with: matlc tensity of earnestness. Anotabto , phenomena especially, has been ex; Ktomry effort. A fine edition'fa «1.3?
poped to public view that much en- ggggs 10 ^ita. -

Brother Dawbarn, but oozing to our .1 
recall East, we could only remain with f 
him three days, For twenty-eight i 
years we-have been friends; have only , 
occasionally seen each other, but ' 
have been regular correspondents; 
and I have In my possession, at home 
many cherished letters' from his 
hands. He and I have not always 
'agreed upon subjects that his pen 
and brain have handled, and. I have 
not hesitated- to mail him my criti
cisms and objections, which invaria
bly brought forth his prompt re^ 
joinder, which, sometimes, would 
come in such clear and unmistakable 
terms as to give me new understand
ing of hls-positlon and theories.

Now aftor a period of fourteen 
years—for fn 1894 we were privi- 

-leged to visit the Sari Leandro sage
in this same beautiful, home—we 
again met our brother and received 
his hearty welcome. He Is but little 
changed, the years deal kindly with 
.him; those-who knew him in the 
years of his lecture work from city to 
city and camp to camp’, in the 80’s, 
would; not fail to recognize him now. 
His home in San Leandro is an Ideal 
one of beauty and comfort; presided 
over by Its home-keeper, Mrs. Beeson, 
a lady of refinement, spirituality and 
Intelligence, it presents an air of per- 
-fect hospitality and genial hominess 
to €hose who enter its doors.7-All 
who have read and been.interested in 
the articles thqt have been published 
from - the brain of Brofessor Daw
barn, who may read, these Tines,..will 
envy us our visit to this home aud its 

’ master. '.
• d regret that- space .in The Pro- 

- gresslve Thinker Is too limited to per
mit-an- extended account, o/ our visit. 
We. feasted constantly on.good things

Memory is u mental process, it be
longs to the^psychical, why should we 
not carry it beyond “Fogland,” Into 
spiritual spheres of vibration and, con
sciousness, as a part of ourselves? - 

But I* must not linger—ouj visit 
terminated all too soon. PerImps it 
is as well, it ended white still the 
bloom and sweetness of its interests 
and' significance lay upon all our 
hearts. We left with regret and with 
t-he expression of regret from our 
dear entertainers ringing in our ears; 
but we had- the great pleasure Qt the 
company of Brother Dawbarn through 
IO—hedge FEB^P
several ’ beautiful towns* the city of 
Oakland, across the bay to San Fran
cisco, to the hospitable home- of our 
dear 'friends, the Winks—who are 
also personal friends of the San Lean
dro sage—for a day with them and 
us, of never-to-be-forgotten happiness.

Love to our friends all—we shall
soon be on the wing again.

■ MARY T. LONGLEY.

- HE HAD A VISION.

Which Implied an- Impending 
' Disaster. i

'I

from both sides of life. Ppfessor 
■Dawbarn, gave us a twenty-five mile 
spin, in a commodious auto over?, the 
country boulevards^ which; is eventua- 

;ally to reach Sgn-.Joae-^a-fine road 
'from which we drank .in the sunlit

moves cUtaracte with- 
. „ -- out* cutting ox drug.Btng. over 75,00c "Actinas" have •. 

been told, therefore "Actma.” is not an 
uxporlnient, but Is reliable. The follow
ing letters are but samples 6f hundreds 
wo receive:

Mr.- fa. M. Walltpr, corner Carolina arid 
Palmetto Sts., Los Angeles, Cal., writes:
About two years ago my sight began 

to fall rapidly. I consulted so-called set- _ 
entitle oculists and had .special glasses 
made, but all to no avail. I bought an 
Acitna and- in less than thirty days 
throw away my glasses. <
..Thanks to Actlna, U can read or write 

pow for hours every day. I would not 
be without It tqr any amount of money.” 

. Rev. Charles Carter, East Springfield, 
N. Y„ writes:—Itohve. made a severe 
tost of "Actlna” by casting aside my 
glasses and have not had thorn on slrice 
except to see what change, had been 
wrought sineb tile treatment begun. 
My eyes gradually gained strength and 
power, and now my glasses are no 
longer necesssary, for I see as well, if 
not better, without them. I recommend 
-1'AcUna” to all my friends.

E. If. Holbrook. Deputy County Clerk.
: Fairfax, Va., wrltoa:-T-"Actln'u has cured 
; my eyes so that I can do without 

glasses. ' I very seldom^have headache 
now, and can study up to eleven o’clock - 
after a hard day’s work at the office.".

"Aetlna" can be used by old and 
young with’ perfect safety. It Is impossi
ble to do harm 'with one. Every mem-' 
her of the faihlly can use the one 
“Aetlna” for any form of disease of the 
Eye, Ear, Throat or Head. One will 
last tor years, and is always ready tor 
use. It will be sent on trial, postpaid.

If you will send -your name and ad
dress to the Aetlna Appliance Co., Dept. 
342N, 811 Walnut street, Kansas City, 
Mo.. you will receive, absolutely 
FREE, a valuable book—Professor Wil
son's Treatise on Disease. ’

Some Good Books.

of

Let .all earth’s fiery passions yield 
'And give to kindness Life’s whole 

field.
Go down! Go down! O selfisjiuess! 
Arlee, O Soifl, from thy distress, 
And leave-below to fade and die 
And harmless on the future lie 
Thy faults and woes! arise and be 
Thy part of the Divinity!
Go down! Go dow'n! O humaan lust! 
Arise, O man, and love and trust 
The true, theAood, the noble thought, 
And in thy soul have fear of naught.
Put all thy faith in justice true, 
And in-thy sojourn dare to, do!
Go down! Go doWn! O falsity!
Arise, O Truth! forever be
The fount of thought that feeds 

stream
the

Of human souls, and fills the dream 
Of earth with fresh and pure intpnt, 
.And leave no earthly time misspent!

DR. T. WILKINS.

Ed. Lunt in Corvallis, Ore.
Will you*kindly allow me to' notify 

my friends and^numerous correspond
ents that I am now located in Corval-

BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“Tho World Beautiful.” First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Onr Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Ealing; I'hat Which is to Come.

’’The World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; 'The Un
seen World.

“The World Bcasitlful."- Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am- 
etn.vst;'Paradlsa Gloria.

■’Arter Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field aud a sketch ot- 
how site made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life."
As the*title Implies, itcurrios one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Fu|l of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Dl- 
ylno Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

"The Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book Is "Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; .The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

"From Dreamland Sent.” Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one Is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price (1.00. each.

I

»

lis, Oregon, for some time to come, I 
I hope. I find Corvallis to be quite a i 
church town. About 15 churchesi if 
I have counted correctly, afford 'de
votional privileges to its 4,000 in
habitants. Being a college town, ani 
seat of Oregon Agricultural College, 
it needs to be, df course, on its good 
behavior. Hence its numerous “gos
pel joints.” Prohibition'of the liquor 
traffic is also in effective force, and 
AJose who must have strong drink 
rare obliged to import it from a dis
tance, and also to.be mighty sly about

To the.Edltor: In the y^ar 1904 I.' 
had a dream and vision. ’ I dreamed 
of seeing America with an immense 
umbrella unfurled over it; this was 
covered with the stars and stripes. 
I observed many1 people strolling 
around the staff supporting, the um
brella. Suddenly the people' became 
excited, and making a frantic rush 
toward the ropes which held the flag 
in place, grasped them, and pulled it 

.entirely down. The stars and stripes 
were not returned, but instead a flag 
.of solid buff color. 'After this, peace 

| was restored and quietness and har
mony prevailed as before: \ ? .

| / When I' awoke I.: observed ,dls-

air of, the hills, laden with- thè sweet
ness of morning* find the scent/of 
flowers. , not m

- Many Spiritualists hàVe been say
ing that the San Leandri» philosopher 
no- longer, Accepts the frict of spirit- 
communication through' mediums. 
They would revefse that opinion 
could they ' have t<takeri occasional 
glances at us durlrfg thoÈii'three days. 
On. two of them Professor Dawbarn 
held extensive InterViewk'-with Spirits 
John Eierpont and1 Dr. ‘ifohn Warren, 
by special request s our host; each 

। evening was largely' devoted to inter
views with Spirltp Pierpont, Loteia 
and Nannie, at which crfblr of these in-1 
telllgences were-closely questioned on,i 
a variety of spiritual- topics and en-' 
couraged to give elaborate expres
sion of their experience, researches, 
and modes of life in the spirit world. 
Our friend is a Spiritualist', and after 
nil we found very, little difference be-’ 
tween hig conclusions and tho teach
ings of our spirit inspirerà, when 
they came down to a definition of 
terms and té- an analysis of opinions. 
Our Spirit helpers have dared to beard 
ths lion: in his den, and have found

tinctly the full form of.Abraham Lin- . 
coin. Upon his countenance a. trace 
of sadness rested.. -This lasted: about 
ten seconds. For fully thirty nfinutes 
after he had passed beyond my spir
itual vision, I felt- an Intense, deep 
sadness of impending evil to-our na
tion, in political, financial and social 
affairs. • '. '■

Mf. Lincoln, while In the physical 
brganization, delivered' a speech,' in 
which he “warned the people to be
ware of the rapid concentration of 
wealth.” Th^ present time is proof 

i that the old-flag of sterling principles 
is being torn- asunder and the people’s 
protection of. right and justice ig
nored; and that a new system will 
prevail In religious, social'and polit
ical matters. Through the new order 
of things, there will be more sister- 
hood" and brotherhood than ever b’e-' 
fore—a better, brighter, way and .day.

This is my personal Interpretation 
of it. ' '

. ALLISON H. TRASK!
Webb City, Mo..
“A Discussion on. Reincarnation or 

the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit." , Reiricarnatlon, or 
the doctrine of the Saul’s successive 
embodiments.. - Examined and . Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr.- .J, M, Feo- 
mles versus Dr..Helen Densmore add 
,W. 3. Colville. Price 30 cents.

it. - z
I have unearthed a few Spiritualists 

who have the courage to avow their 
convictions; and most prominent 
among these are Dr. and Mrs. L. V. 
Flint, who havè held the tort here for- 
twenty'years, in the face of opposition 
and ridicule. They have erected and 
maintained for several years near 
their residence a commodious build
ing. in which to hold services peculiar 
to our religion or science, or cult— 
whatever you wish • to call it; while 
there are not many avowed Spiritual
ists in this community, I am assured 
that very many among- the church 
people have become intqyekted in the 

I question of spirit return, and although 
¿1rs. Flint is not able, owing to ill 
health in the home,-to'do much public 
work,'*she is doing, a great ampunt of 
good.among- the young people, who 
flock to her home for such instruction 
and good fellowship as they find al-

'ji-

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness?^ 
By Sara A. Ijubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price oUc.
' “Tne Majesty or Uidmness.” By 

William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. ."The Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living1 Creature;” "The 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” “Char
acter Building.” By .Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35. cents each.

"Fate Mastered. Destiny Fullllled." 
"By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

ways ready for them. .
. '-I find I ;have taken upon, myself 
quite a large Contract in agreeing to 
answer letters of inquiry regarding 
my telephone article in-your issue of, 
Feb. 8:, But I hope the friends -will | 
have patience as I shall reach,thqm i 
all in time. - - ED. LUJJT.

Corvallis, Oregon. • • .

tion.'i 
Did.

SbrfiiSniistory of the toquisi- 
tyhat It Was and What It 

To which is appended an Ac- 
of Persecutions'Dy Protestants,count — . .

Persecutions of Witches, The War Bet 
tween Religion and Science, hud the 
Attitude of the American Churches 
Toward African Slavery. Fully illus
trated. Price, $2.00. ; ,

“Spiritualism and tlie Law.” A 
Series of Papers Compiled 4ïom .Legal 
Authority . by the Hon. Charles R.' 
Schirm of Baltimore, Md. This pam-
phlet is- one that every Spiritualist 
should re;ad,: It |s a subject that peo
ple are not familiar with. Price, 25 
cents. . , .. ■ : '

: “Materialization?’ By- Mme. E. d- 
Esperance'» and Rev. B. F? Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents. —--

BOOKS FOB THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Rim 
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing. By 
Janies H.’ Stevenson. Price $1.50.

"Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians.” By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50. ,

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1:00.

“Practical isungaiows and Cot
tages.” " One • Hundred and Twenty 
Flue Designs. By Fred. .T. Hodgsou. 
Price $1.00. "

"Practical Carpentry or thg_Build
er 's’ Standard Library." Four (looks , 
In a box, including—“Practical Uses “ ■ 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 &'2, 
$1.00 each. ... . .

"Common-Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00. • ” -

' “Modern Carpentry,” Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred. .

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or
i four for $3.50. i . ■

These and many other good books - ,
can be found in our Catalogue? • >

UNCOOKED FOODS, JI
And How to Live on Them-^-VVith

Recipes for Wholesome
* - - Preparation. , 

proper combinations and' menus,.
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength . 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene ' * 

• Christian; Illustrated.
No one can afiprd to be without this 

book. Any one who tries some of, the 
special redlpes ’will discover that proper 
preparation increases thepalatability of - '-
food. Learn how and what to cook in 

' order ta build and retain'the highest d'e- 
greo ot normal health by following the

' recipes of this cook book.
I It will simplify methods of living—- 

help to settle toe servant question and r 
the financial problems ns well as point .■. 
the way for many to perfect health, v

CMiferen.ee
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, ¡¿J Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY BEPART* 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THt 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT. BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. .

KEEP COPIES of your poem» sent to 
thia office, tor they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

■ The Song Cards tor sale nt this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail 'ÇI.SO, are 
the help you need in society work.

Mr. E. A, Schram writes from Peril, 
Jud.: • “The SpiritualistB of Peru had 
a most interesting meeting last Sun
day. Mr.- Wm. G. Miller, of 'Ft 
Wayne, paid the society another, 
pleasant visit, and gave some most In
teresting messages, Mr. Miller Mb an 
honest worker and: wil)1 do the ‘cause 
good wherever, he goes.”

Dr. Jos. Montoya writes— from' 
Wichita, Kans.;' The’cause is pro* 
grossing nicely here under the able 
leadership of Mrs. Sargeant, presi
dent of the First Spiritualist Society, 
and the future of Spiritualism here 
appears much brighter than ft has for 

. many a day. Mrs. Bessie Bellman, 
president of the State Association, of 
Winfield, Kans,, has delivered two of 
her stirring addresses here during the 
last si« weeks. Dr. Castleman, of the 
Masonic Home, haB also spoken for 
the society. Last Sunday night Hon. 
Benj. Wilson, the noted Socialist agi
tator of California, delivered a re- 
liglo-political address at the F. A, A‘. 
.hall, the regular meeting place of the 
society here. All . three of these 
speakers have beep well received and 
their efforts Ijave greatly aided the 

' cause of truth.”
S. W. Mahaffey writes from Con

neaut, Ohio: "Mr. Will V, Nlcum, of 
Dayton, Ohio, is delivering a course 
of lectures in Conneaut to large apd 
enthusiastic audieaces. Not oaly the 
Spiritualists are turning out in large 
numbers from every part of the city 
arid surrounding country, but the au- 

- diences are well represented by 
. church going people and also thinking 

citizens who are ready for the. higher 
teachings in spiritual philosophy. In
deed we are having a spiritual re-

general wish isvival and the „----- 
that we might be able to keep 
Mr.- Nlcum right along. The follow
ing clipping is frojn the Conneaut 
News-Herald: ‘The Spiritual meet
ing Wednesday night was well attend- 

. ed, a large number being attracted to
"listen to the discourse of Will V. Ni- 
cum of Day ton, upon the subject ’’The 
Great. Purpose of Spiritualism.’ Mr. 
Nlcum-is acknowledged- throughout 

• the country. "as a broad and liberal 
thinker and one of the most logical
and eloquent speakers on tlie public 

• platform. He does not antagonize 
any one but aims to harmonize all 
conflicting beliefs, holding that they 
are all factors in the upbuilding of 
tlie race which aids to the perfecting 
of civilization. There will be another 

. meeting to-night at 7:30, to which all 
interested are invited.’ ”

Correspondent writes: “Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held its 
usual grand good meeting on Sunday, 
Feb. 16, with W. F. Peck of St. Louis,- 
giving us something that will prove to 
the hungering soul food for the fu
ture. “His subject was “Christ and 
Buddha.” The sublimity of thought 
of the purposenhd character of both, 
as it fell- from his lips makes. us all 
want to be masters and seers, and go 
forth battling for the right. We hope 
to retain Brother Peck through the 
month of March. Messages were given
by Mrs. "Nora E. Hill. All were 
nized and gave satisfaction.”

Mrs. W. J. Youmans, state 
tary, writes from Portland, 
“Ender instruction from the

recog

secre- 
Ore.: 
State

Board of Spiritualists. of Oregon, I. 
am to notify you of the recent 
changes in the Board, MT. L. B. 
Larsen resigned and Mrs. M. A. Cong
don was elected to fill the vacancy. 
Mr. J. H. Lucas resigned as secretary 
and Mrs. W. JrYoumans was appoint
ed to fill that vacancy. Mrs. M. A.

■ Congdon was also elected state mls- 
slonaryf - The’ fifty-ninth anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism, in which all 
the state is invited to join, will be 

• celebrated under the auspices of the 
State Board, Mar. 29, and we are look- 
ahead to a grand reunion. A hearty 
■welcome is extended tp all medhims 
and friends. Try to meet with us oh 
that day. My .address is 445 Colum
bia street, Portland, Ore.” ’

’ Mrs. Elizabeth Hite, who résides'at 
Elmont, Kans., Rout No. 10, deslirei 
the address of the healer, Mrs. L. A. 
Mai bee, as she is sick and needs her 
sei vices Will some kind friend give 
hei the information she desires?

Frank T. Ripley goes-to Belding, . 
Mich , for the Sundays In March. He 
would like to lecture and give spirit,, 
messages In-that state for week -even
ings' Terms reasonable. - He -will 
officiate at funerals. ^Telegrams and 
letters should be addressed to Beld-_- 
ing, Mich. April and May open for 
engagements. ,

Al B. Peden writes frota New YOrk: 
i “I Take peculiar pleasure in renewing 
my privilege;of enjoying. The . Pro- 
'gresslve Thinker (prbspectively) for 
another year. It comes as a radiator 
and regulator each week and should 
receive the practical" support of every 
earnest, honest Spiritualist, since its 
one persistent purpose is to relegato 
the charlatan and mountebank to tho 
legitimate domain of righteous con
demnation. This diabolical "material- 

• - izatlon" has done inconceivable injury 
to the progress of genuine Spiritual
ism. It has shrouded the “house 
beautiful”>wlth the repulsive drapery 
of deceit, and made every honest Spir
itualist to feel chagrined that his holy 
religion should-thus be dishonored by 
base, misrepresentation. Keepcthe 
fire of Just exposure burning in the 

. crucible until every 'form of this 
damnable ■ “dross” disappears and

• Spiritualism, is permitted to stand 
forth in all its inherent beaqty. -

HEAR IN MIND that the editor
The Progressive Thinker is in ho wise 
responsible for tho view's expressed by 
contributors. - -Ho may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

-TAKIS NOTICE.— Corrcspojiilents 
arc requested when writing for" this 
paper to uso either a typewriter ®r a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of thp paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and. thus avoid the. ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

Edith M. Crosson writes from San
dusky, Ohio: “On Sunday, the 23d 
of this riionth, I will close a two 
months’ engagement with the San
dusky Spiritualists. Sin.ce being here 
I have had remarkable success, the 
hall being filled at-each service. Last 
Sunday I held, ttyree services, one at 
Huron, Ohio, where I officiated at the 
funeral of; brother Wm, Meeker, a 
staunch Spiritualist; also hn Odd Fel
low, He was the' only Spiritualist in 
tfie town; and had requested a Spir
itualist funeral. The church was 
crowded, and I had the pleasure of 
hearing the remark ‘'that was the 
finest funeral sermon ever delivered in 
Huron.” Then I came back to San
dusky and spoke tp the order of the 
K. of P. on Fraternity, it being their . 
anniversary. , I wish to make dates 
with societies through Ceritral Kansas 
after March. Address, me during 
March in care of general delivery. 
Station A, Columbus; Ohio.”

F. G. Ward write's from the-Vet
eran’s Home, Cal., as follows: "I re
ceived a message from the invisible 
/orces which, if true,-ought to be 
made generallyritnown, and would be 
of more value "to this state alone than 
all the gold that was ever dug out of 
the mines. It is as follows: 'If the 
fruit growers of this state would plant 
a strip of vegetables of all kinds," ex
cept'potatoes and .cabbage, each side 
ot their fruit orchards and vineyards. 
In three or four years they wpuld not 
have any Egyptian moths or cottony 
scale, for when they came to their 
full vigor they would go to the veg
etables, rind that would destroy them 
and their larvae.’ ”

Mr. and Mrs. Bloom served the Pro
gressive Society, North avenue, Sdn-‘ 
day evening, Feb. 16, to the edifice?; 
tion and comfort of a large audi
ence. These good people are willing 
and faithful, and always ready to, do1 
a good turn, for the cause and" some 
society.

• G. C. Smith of Grantsburg, Wis., 
tells how he recovered his health; and. 
now, when the day's work on bls 
farm is over, h^devofes his attention,. 
free of charge, to healing his afflipted 
neighbors, thus accomplishing .mqch 
good.

Mrs. E. ,D. JohnSon writes from 
Fredericktoh, Ohio': ”My husband 
and myself are the oply Spiritualists 
in this very strong orthodox com- 
hiunlty . where they talk of nothing 
but the “Blood of the Lamb and the j 
crucifixion of the Savior’' in a revival 
which is just now going on. We are 
waging a fierce battle with Them for 
the,-angel yprld, and fòr "true-Spirit
ualism.”

W. J.jSponsler wyites: "I think 
your paper the greatest of all Lor In
formation, provoking ' thought, . and 
leading one out of the ruts of super
stition and bigotry; deep, clear and 
convincing.”

W. T. Schumacher writes: .“The 
Spiritualistic. Church of the Student- 
of Nature, on Sunday, Fep. 16, at 
Van Buren Opera House, had a large 
audience. The pastor delivered an 
uplifting discourse.; The flower read
ings were taost excellent. ■ Every 
communication was satisfactory and 
was recognized by. spine one Tn the 
audience.. Mediums are always en
couraged to give the-spirltual mes
sages to the grief-stricken mourner.”

Harriet Boulton Byers writes from; 
Louisville, Ky.: “The Church of the 
Soul holds services every Sunday night 
at 6th and Walnut streets. Mrs. T. B. 
Grunwald, the- pastor, is doing a 
grand and glorious work for the 
cause. Her society is growing all thè, 
time, and is seif-sustaining- The .La
dies’ Aid meets at her home once a ■ 
month, and the developing class-meets 
every Tuesday night. It is well at
tended and very instructive. The' 
spirit messages- and psychometric 
readings are. so convincing the most 
skeptic are bound to believe.” ■* -

Ferd C. Suhrer writes; “We regret 
exceedingly having to announce re
ceiving a message from Hon. Harri-" 
son D. Barrett, statìrig'lt will be im
possible for him to be in Chicago to 
fill his engagement -with the Fratern
al Order of-Spiritualists on the §th’ 
of March as advertised.- We hope to 
'be able to give the exact date in the ' 
next issue. Rqy. Will J. Erwood’s 
engagement- ended to-night. He as
sisted in the afternoon in initiating • 
one.of .the largest classes we have yet- 
had and ^poke to; the largest after- - 
•noon audience assembled this season. 
Do not fall to hear Mrs. Ada Turiti 
Knapp tell the story, of her "five-days’ ■ 
entrancement on Sunday evening. 
Mar. -.I,: Hygeip, hall, 466 Ogden- ave
nue, corner'of Robey street, second- 
floor.” ....
- _Mrs.->® Roberts -writes from 
-Blackwfell^Qkla;: ‘.'Feb.-,12 Mrs.-'-S. 
E. G. .Thorp, - of Oklahoma City, or
ganized jind. phartered the First Spir- 
Itual Church' of Blackwell, "with a 
membership of thirty. Mrs. Thorp- Is 
the Oklahoma State Organizer, and is 
certainly well qualified for--the. work. 
"She was with us three days, glvlng-us 
her soul-inspiring lectures and follow
ing them with most beautiful spirit 
messages each evening, and holding 
circles each afternoon, most of which 
time was devoted to felving spirit mes- 

i sages which always fall as balm on 
(the aching hearts. We cannot praise- 
| Mrs. Thorp too highly. She will be 
with us again in a few weeks, at 

I which time-one of our members will - 
i be ordained, by her for the ’ministry. 
i From here Mrs. Thorp.goes to Perry, 
i Guthrie, Mulhall and .Wesgate; theft- 
I to her home in Oklahoma City, where 
I sho Js minister of the Spiritual Church 
i of that place.” . ; » ' '

Thus. ,S, Kizer, of Decatur,. Ill., 
sends us $13 for a list of Eubacrjbeig. 
Thanks, brother. Your example is 
certainly worthy of being followed 
by others.

E. H. Thompson writes: The Fra- 
rernal Daughters held tLeir regular 
Wednesday meeting in Atlas hall, 
406 Ogden avenue, and the following 
mediums took part: Sisters Dr.Caird, 
Adams aud Schmidt, and Brother 
Schmidt. Our next meeting will be 
Feb. 2 6, 2 p. m. and 8 p. m. This 
will bo our regular monthly get-to-
gether social.
iuvited.

Everybody is cordially
The ladles serve lunch tree.

<rap a blanket about me to protect 
mq. tlje /inclement weather, but 
uotjijng qoiild answer ag a substitute 
ior' Tpe Progressive Thinker. ..

I admire the course you take In re
gard to the frauds in our ranks, and 
I hope you.may bp able, with the help 
of all houest'Spirtfuansts, to drive 
them to the wall. May you long be 
spared to - drive hot shot into their 
ranks, till not'one dare to show their 
face among honest Spiritualists. We 
want truth, tlie whole truth, and noth
ing but the truth. ' ■

Yours for honesty and Spirituality,

ng trumpet geapces. Ie who at-

We hope to see a large gathering, and 
want everyone to shake hands with 
one another, and-feel within them
selves' better in every sense of the 
word for having met us.”

The Church of Progressive Spirit
ualists, 3329 Vernon avenue, was 
crowded to the limitations of the room
Sunday, the 23rd, and it made our
growing colored auxiliary think more 
strongly that ever of increasing their 
capacity. The part they , took in the 
State Convention has given them extra 
popularity, and the road to success is 
plainly visible. Let the good-work 
go on. - '

' Miss Louise Loebel, the efficient and 
energetic Secretary of the-Wisconsin 
State Spiritualist Association, re
mained in the city, over Sunday, a 
visitor to the Band qf Harmony ser** 
vices, Sunday Morning, the Church 
of Progressive Spiritualists, whose 
services begin at 4 o’clock and'Where 
Blie'gaye a short and■ beautiful talk;- 
and in the evening gave the messages 
at'Wiicox Hall, 361 east 43td st., for 
Mrs. Cleveland, who is still In the 
hospital, and who was reported in the 
naeeting as Improving. . Migs Loebel 
made herself useful while among the 
Spiritualtets of the Convention, and 
put of the convention, and stye has a 

-standing invitation to come agaia 
■and will .be more sweetly welcoiried 
-next tiirie for the closer acquaintance 
she has with our people.

Geo. H. Brooks was not intention^ 
ally omitted from the special mention 
in the "proceedings of the convention, 
but Dr. Wilkins, tjie reporter, was also 
the Secretary of the Convention until 
he became President, and he Bays he 
had to hold so much .in memory until 
the close, when he-eat down to the. 

-machine, with the program before him 
and put the proceedings tn type, and 
was .liable to omit something. The 
President of our neighboring State 
Association, as he is,-is deserving, 
with his .secretary, Miss Loebel, "of 
great credit for his services to the 
cause, ¡n liis untiring efforts, and his 
mental worry over his-arrest. : He is 
also tp be credited with having done 
good work at our late convention.

Mr. and Mrs. Kirchner did wbrk at 
ttye Occjilt' Society, on Sunday, the 
23rd, to the edification and education 
and comforting of all Who were in at
tendance. These people are good, 
faithful workers in the cause.

Brother J. H. Demby, pastor of the 
Church ot Progressive Spiritualists 
is recovering from his attack of 
la grippe, aiid was at his post of duty 
last Sunday, to the pleasure of all 
the members and friends. Jie was 
assisted in the servícés by -Mr. and: 
Mrs. Kirchner, Mr. Pease, Mrs.. Caird, 
Mrs. Lyons, .who read-an interesting 
paper, Miss loebel, of Milwaukee, 

-Dr. T, Wilkins, and all those -sweet 
singers, ever present at the meetings. 
: Dr. T. Wilkins -says; “Mofe will be. 

said of the Convention next . week, 
anything that may have been omitted 
will bp willingly given;-but he wants 

.to take this opportunity for thanking 
'all who had the courage to face the. 
blasts of frlgldlty and assist in making 
the Convention and Mass-meeting 
success, to the extend ft so proved to 
be. Also to regret that the o.utside 
auxiliaries' were not permitted to be 
■presen^, tand asks, as the President of 
the State Association, the aid of all 
societies,'in the way ot special collec
tions,.to aid in wiping out the deficit 
Send all moneys to Miss Eugenie Rou
ble, Secretary, 567 E 62nd st., Chica*

-go, and says “this Is not begging, but 
there IS'-a great work to be done yet, 
aifd it will need money all the time 
to do it with,”

The Band- of Harmony services on 
Sunday, February 23, were at its usual 
height of grandeqr and upliftment. 
Noi one can listen to the eloquent 
words of this highly inspired old-time 
and present-time lecturer. There is> 
always food for thought in her-ser-t 
nions, and they-will make people bet-. 
,ter who listen to them. The services 
are held in the forenoon, at 11 o'clock, 
when no other Splritiialisf'meeting Is 
is-in session, and ought to have, a full 
.attendance every Sunday, that, would 
even fill a larger hall.- They should 
bejattended by every speaker and ine- 
dlum in .the city. A -, -

! Prof. W: F. Peck Vill "give a lecture 
1 oh Astronomy, Illustrated by stereop- 
tlcan pictures, on. Wednesday evening,. 
February -.2 6¡ at O’ponnéH’s Hall, ,43- 
South íaulipá; street; * :He will speak 
at the. saipe hsdl.Sunday, March- L, at 
3 and-8 p/m- ■ ' " I ’ -■ " .

A LETTER FRoTi STOWE VT.

The. Writer ' Expresses .Mis Apprecia
tion of the Grand* \Vork B?ing

’ Done" by The. Progressive , 
Thinker. ” -

To the Editor: For the .enclosed 
stamps please send me a Lew Progress
ive Thinkers of Feb; 22,1908. I'wish 
-to distribute' therii to" -my Christian.. ■ 
friends,: to see*ifTlcan indúcela little 
■"think” -alctag/Splritúal'lines, ■• The 
•whole paper iá* a mine of "knowledge' 
and educational "along all.: psychic- 
lines. The-information, spread out in 
this.: one -paper'ft worth- to me more 
than the whole year’s subscription.
: - Th ere" a re some- twenty ■■ or. more 
who claim to be-,Spiritualists 1ftthis' 
•town’ilnd Waterbury/ and I know of 
only three (theremay be more) be
sides .myself who take any ^Spiritual. 
publication. Many times?! have tried 
to Induce them to subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker, but they seem to. 
be as indifferent/to . what is going on 
in our ranks as the’wild Sioux-In
dians. They can always find a dol
lar for some cheap, trashy publication . 
that is not worth the paper it 
is printed on, but for a paper that 
teaches arid upholds what they claim 
to believe, “nary cent.”

Tf Spiritualism don't make us bet
ter men and women it is no good.

I have been hero seventy-syven 
'winters, and of. course have got nearly 
to .the base of the western: slope/ but 
as long as my fceL press this little 
sand -.hilli. I must -have,.The. Progress
ive' Thinker* even if ..Pmr obliged to. 
sell my . winter overcoat to - get the 
"almighty dollar” to obtain .lt; I can.:

Stowe, Vt.

News

On 
enee.

On

D. M. AMBLER.

LAKE HELEN, FLA.

from the Southern Cassadaga 
Camp.

Monday, Feb? 10, usual confer^
In the evening, card party. .-•• 

Tuesday afternoon your corre
spondent was the speaker. ' Subject
was a poem, written by Mary Marsh 
Baker, of Kansas City; entitled, "The 
Law,” Thè following stanza is a ser
mon in itself:
”1 hold this true,-it is my creed: ■

Within me lies my heaven or hell; 
It is by toy own thought and deed

I build tlie hritae,: where L must 
dwell—

A marble mansion, tent of straw,
I am the builder, 'tls the lawv" \ 

i. Mrs. Throudsen-followed with ift’ 
< teresting messages, which were- all 
. recognized, .Mrs.-J, D^Bartholomew 

gave the Wednesday after-boon séance, 
which was well attended. She is a 
lavorile here, and hag comforted many 
by her phases of mediumship. It was 
hei’ .first -appearance In "a public way 
Since her violent illness. The old sol
dier's entertainment ón Wednesday 
evening was an unique affair. The 
soldiers and their.wives, together with 
the phoir,/made the number tfpon the 
platform .about forty. President Hil- 
jigpcs h'ad his "Victor" there, which 
charmed 4he audience with patriotic 
songs and gave out the bugle calls, 
from the one calling to ■ "action,” 
down to "taps.” Bari M, Johnson 
sang a beautiful solo which was en- 
xored, and Capt, J. H. Young and his 
wife, both nearing the "Sunrise" 
land, stood side by. side holding flags 
and sang a long "medley”, together 
which would be quite a marvel for ft 
young person'to remembér all the 
lines. The names of all the soldiers 
present'.were not obtained by your 
scribe, but* among, the number were 
Col, Van Horn, of Kansas City, Mo.; 
Mlijor E, R. Hopkins, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y.; Càpt. J. H. Young, of Onset, 
Mass.; Dr. Browp, Hudson, N. Y.; 
Dr. G. N. HUligOM, Cincinnati, O.; 
Dr. Wm. Critbhley,. Boston, Mass.; 
George W. Wpbst^r, Lake ; Helen. • 
There were (wo Confederate soldiers 
whose 'namesrefe ,liot reported—but 
it's the same flag upw—ho .North, rio 
South. . t

Mrs. J. D,'palmpr and Mrs. H. S. 
Kellogg, acceded to the earnest re
quest of .their (rietyils to sit upon the 
platform. Thèlr companions were 
wont to be, in persón at these gath
erings, but they have both- listened to 
a higher call, and .whisper words of 
comfort from.Atye Plains of Peace:

Major E. R;'Hopkins,was the first 
speaker; he Was graduated from West 
PÓlnt and 'betòn .V». military career 
iti 1.860,. ari'd/^as ah Qfllcer jh the 
regular army until alter the return of 
the" troops to Washington. He spoke 
briefly of the causes which led to-the 
war, of the strange vicissitudes,. of 
the darkness which prevailed during 
the years- of conflict, of defeats and • 
victories, and then of the Peace that 
crowned bravp efforts,-but at a terri
ble cost.

Dr. Brown responded to a call, and 
piade a speech that solved the prob
lem as th planetary conditions upon 
people. Mars,, one of the sun’s chil
dren, and the “god ol war,” touched 
the souls of 'those' who came under 
thé' influence of that planet and they 
had to do thè lighting, bitt not be
cause they loved to/kill. His kindly 
spirit shone out, so that no "one could 
accuse h.iiri of having afty desire, other 
than that which tended to the better- 
ment'of the nation and the safety of 
Its homes.
' Mr. Johns, of Mendota, Hl.,'al-' 
though not a soldier, gave a humorous 
selection of how he “enlisted in“ the 
army.” At the 'close of, the regular 

’ program,. Mrs. • Morrill and Mrs. 
•^Throndsen gave messages'to the sol- 
-diere, which were very much appre
ciated. ■ ■.

Thursday afternoon Mrs. "Morrill 
lectured to a large audience, closing 
with messages which-were thoroughly 
pnderstood. "• • ■ '■

Friday afternoon, conference, sub
ject, "Co-opeïation,” and it seemed to 

7be’ tlie corisengusof opinion that the 
Christian" Scientist understood the 
power of successful! co-operation"' bet
ter than .any cult, known. ' K -

Saturday Mfs.J Tiirondsen gave a 
tàlli (as she calls her spèechës)., also 
messaged;-.the talk"was good; the. 
messages foqnd a place in troubled' 
souls. '■ - ' “ ;-

Major Hopkins"has been called to 
Clearwater, Flàì, -to?"attend -the-.fu
rierai of His brother^ & T3oV- 
kins. He. has; the sympathy of Jiis 
many friends.

: Sunday brought'a large number to 
the camp/" After the singing of “The 
Home of the - Sodi,” J. Clegg Wright 

-gave the Invocation and later on de-', 
livered the .address-of the morning.- 
His subject was ”14ie Conflict Be- 

: tween- the White and Yellow Races, 
I and Hori- to T'rèatit;” The subject 
1 was treated iri-m masterful manner.
He affirmed tfiHt H19 differences in 
status; Intellect1; atfA. moral "develop
ment are largUJy deifendent upon cli
mate and “ g^grarihical influences. 
The white rac®. are the product of 
the north temtférató1zone.. They .are 
thè latest and4nost highly developed - 
race. -The corii’positó’ race will be the 
ideal race andI'wlt'H'"the intelligence 
brought about'ririar wtJftld cease. The 
late ' peace' conference at The Hague 
is a: fore-glearri'of that most desired 
time.- There will be-rio war between 
the white and’yellowy-'races. e

The afternoofi1 service was also full 
of interest.' M1?. Threndsen, sang the 
Holy City with great effect. Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, from everywhere, was intro
duced and his stories of experiences 
in the different countries visited 
filled us-with wonder. The marvels . 
he had witnessed/stèro like the mira
cles of old. Thé people he had vis
ited prayed most1-earnestly-for the 
wonders performed, lived near, to na
ture, arid yet we call them -heathens.. ' 
Mrs. Morrill spoke and gave- tests In
the evening with-bbr usual success. • ■"

■Mrs., Wreidt, of-Detroit,- Mièh;,- is- it

end speak very highly of them. ’ .
0. E, 8. TWING.

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 
" OREGON

The State Board of Spiritualists 
earnestly desire to come into commun
ication. with- every ■ Spiritualist 
throughout the state of Oregon. Will 
all those who read this please write 
to the state secretary, Mrs. W. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port- 
lantl, Ore.- . 953-3t

ATTENTION, WISCONSIN! j 

Wisconsin State Spiritualists' Asso- , 
elation Convention, in Portage, 

~ - ..April 21, 22 aud 23, ।

I desire to call attention of Spirit
ualists of Wisconsin, as. well as to all 
frlepds everywhere, that the'State As
sociation Is to hol$ their’annual con
vention in Portage, and we are_to" 
present to the convention as .fine ar
ray of talent as ever came into the 
state, that there will be extended a 
welcome to all who can attend? and 
it is desired and hoped there will be a 
large gathering of friends from all 
parts of the state, to take part in" all 
the deliberations that pertain to the 
welfare of the cause in the state.

Many questions will come before the 
friends, of vital importance, that per
tain ta the advancement of our cause, 
and I earnestly ask the Spiritualists 
ot the state to come. The great bur
den of debt .under which the Society 
has labored almost from its inception, 
making jt next tp impossible to do 
anything, la nearly lifted, thus giv
ing one and all an inspiration to do 
something, so that now the State So
ciety is in better shape than it has
ever been. And now, dear friends, 
please come. I know you will never 
regret the time spent.

Monday evening, the 20th, there 
•will be a grand reception tendered the 
officers, members and visiting dele
gates; this reception is to be given 
by the city of Portage to the Associa
tion, and I ask of the friends every
where ta attend. Our State meetings 
have never been very well attended, 
and to me it has ever been one of 
thq crosses I have had to bear, In the 
fact that the Spiritualists throughout 
the entire state seemed to take so lit
tle interest in our annual convention. 
I therefore feel to Impress one and 
all with the importance of altexting 
this convention, and give the State 
Society a boost. No pains is being 
spared by- the friehds of Portage to 
do all they can to make yoqr stay 
there a pleasure.

Rev. .Nellie K. Balter, whose home 
Is in Portage, is working with all her 
might and main to make the meet
ings a success, and I feel we shall 
have the best convention we ever had. 
Write to our Secretary for any 
further'information, and sho will be 
more than glad to give you all the 
information, she possibly can. The 
secretary is Miss Louise Loebel, 3630 
Wells street, Milwaukee, Wls. -Watch" 
thetpapers for further information in 
regard ,to hotel rates, and other mat
ters. Let us unite our forces and 
make a showing that we never have 
before, and prove to the people that 
Spiritualism Is not dead, nor dying.

G. H. BROOKS, 
President" Wisi State Spiritualist 

Association.
190 S. 6th Street, Columbus, O.

IMPORTANT MEETING.

Held at Joliet,- Ill., tho Notorious 
Hagamau Being Present.

On Sunday evening a well-attended 
Spiritualistic meeting-was held in 
Joliet, III., which was addressed *fey 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, 
who was accompanied by Mrs. Warne 
aud Mrs. Alice Sexsmith, the medium.

Joliet has recently been visited by 
the anti-medium agitator, J. Dwight 
Hagaman, who had held a series of 
meetings at several of the local 
churches. Hagaman had literally 
floatèd into town in his house-boat, 
which was anchored in the old canal, 
and in which he lived while -he was 
edifying the local elect.
. : Dy. Warne, in his remarks, said that 
it had been affirmed with a great de
gree of truth, that “our best friends 
were our worst enemies"—the 
thought being that the attacks of 
those who assailed, and vilified us, by 
forcing us to aggressive action "and 
unusual effort, stimulated us to a de
gree of exertion ttyat resulted in fay- 
warding the interests of Spiritualism, 
by compelling getting together and the 
forgetting of differences between 
Spiritualists, in repelling "the assaults 
of the common enemy. The .Doctor 
then recalled one or two personal ex
periences with Mr. Hagaman, and 
read some remarks of Moses Hull re
ferring to the same individual. The 
Doctor then gave a most Interesting i 
and masterly presentation- of some of 
the basic principles of our belief. He 
was listened to with the closest at
tention.

Mrs. Sexsmith’s messages* were nu
merous, concise, full of individual in
terest, and were without exception 
recognized by those to whom they 
were addressed.

At the close of the meeting, while 
the speakers were exchanging greet
ings with the many who lingered, 
Hagaman himself, who, with his wife, 
had been in attendance, made himself 
known to Dr. Warne, though so 
quietly that only Hiose who were 
-standing by knew orvthe incident, 
which was qqite without any belliger- 

,ent manifestation by the anti-Spirit- 
ualist.

The Doctor and his party were en
tertained by local friends, whose ac
quaintance he had made at the Lily 
Dale Camp, three years ago, remain
ing one night and Monday, making an 
inspection of the penitentiary and be
ing entertained at lunch at the Joliet 
Commercial Club before returning to 
Chicago.

It is believed that the visit of these 
friends will give an Impetus to the 
already active and considerable local 
interest, in Joliet, in matters Spirit
ualistic. G. F. S.

Joliet, Ill.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to- the extent of ten 
lines only will be Inserted free. All 

-in excess of ten Unes will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.)

TGennan Spiritualist Society in St. 
. , Ixiuis.

To the. Editor: We believe your 
readers will be interested to know 
that a German Spiritual Society was 
organized In St. Louis on Dec. 1, 
1907, and that we have obtained a 
charter froni the State Association. 
We named it "The, Chain of Light 
Spiritual Society,” this name being 
suggested by one of the spirit guides 
ot our society.

Organization has been the slogan of 
our society^ and we shall announce 
the Spiritualist papers and the great 
assistance, one qbtains In the study 
of Spiritualism, and all the allied sci
ences bjf being a regular reader there
of. —

Some of our pessimistic friends 
tried to dissuade us from the under
taking, claiming we could not suc
cessfully launch Buch a sopiety, and we 
would find the work too burdensome" 
and would be" money but of pocket; 
also that there was no field for us, 
and. ended by predicting disappoint
ment and failure. "TKIs s"eemed to be 
just the required stimulus.

Well, after an-existence of two and 
one-half months we find that we have 
been Instrumental in arousing inter
est in Spiritualism among people who 
never before had given It serious xon- 
Blderatiorif We are now out of debt, 
and have a few dollars in the treasury. 
Our field is enlarging in the propor
tion that we minister to the rèal spir- 
itual 'needs of thè people, and the 
“burden" is a-pleasure because-wé see 
the* great amount of good accom
plished, and finally we fteyer thought 
of-failure.and we see .our work. 
•blessed with-happy, faces and 'new 
members/ and the society sends two 

. delegates .to'the State Convention at 
Kansas City, Mo. Feb. 26, 27 and 28, 
viz.: Mrsi. Henrietta Ackerman, our* 
regular speaker-and medium, and the 

.undersigned, all of which is made pos
sible by just-a few months’ organlza- 

i tion-.- ■ -/ .. _ • .-.
i :Had we . awaiteed the. approval of, 
the. “rest-easies,” ■ we ourselves may 
not have;:had just bo much w®rk nor 
so much pleasure-and experience. •

We- believe it was Dr. Benjamin 
Franklin who'wrote; “If yon-w$sh to 
hate any business faithfully-, and ex-' ■ 
peditiously performed, go and do. it 
yourself; otherwise,, send.” ■ - - 

■ We adhere to .the former: part of ' 
the maxim. ’ , ' . ' •s
• We are working for a clean Spirit- : 
ualism and a clean mediumship. - . ,

We believe pun National, State and- 
local organizations should, upon 
every proper. occasion, declare their 
unaltered and positive opposition to 
all fakes and frauds that masquerade- 
under our good name; '

Most public officials do not under
stand the difference between .the for-, 
tune teller and the spirit medium, and 
cannot see why our mediums should 
be exempt from paying the fortune- 
teller's license. • " - , -

Let Jis educate the public officials 
up to our standards, and discussions 
as to how. this can-best be’done will 
be valuable, ■ for-we Relieve. the fight 
is on.: OTTO WHIRLING, MD. -

St. Loftis, Mo. . '

"The Jesuíta.'__ _________ ny Ket. B. F;
guest of ^Irs. McGarvey, and Is giv-1 .. Price, 15 -

home near Reinbeck, Iowa, Jtyi. 26, of 
dropsy aud paralysis. She had been 

•sick four years aud conöued to her 
home three. She was (as most of her 
Ijeople were) a firm believer in Spirit
ualism,, and died as she had lived, 

i true to her belief, friends and family.
She will be greatly missed in her 

i home- and vicinity.

i Passed to spirit lite from her home, 
i on the morning of February 17, 1908, 
Mrs. Almira Augusta Stearns, of Gur- 

. Gurnee, Lil. She was born inDorches
ter, Mass, November 7, 1829,. was 
married in Warren, Lake Co., ,111., to

I John Stearns, who preceded her to the 
spirit home, leaving one son and two, 
"daughters to mourn her departure.) 
Services conducted by Dr. T. WilkJns\ 
of this city, aid Mrs. Amanda Coff-i 
man, of Gbaud Rapids, Mich. De/ 
ceased was a staunch Spiritualist, up- /. 
to the time bf her transition to the ■ 
higher life.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

Tlie Church of the »Soul, Cora L. V. 
.Richmond, Pastor; services in Hull 809 
Masonic Temple at 11 a/ -in. Sunday 
School at 10 a. m. Mrs/Rlehmond will 
be at home, 3802 Ridge Boulevard, Fri
day afternoons, to receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at HaJl / 
309 Masonic Temple, the secund and ¡1 
fourth Thursdays of each'month. Sup- ly 
per served at 6 p. m.. X t

The Students of Nature, Mtb. IL \T( 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van Bu- 
ren Opera House, corner Madison street » 
and California avenue. Service at 7:30* 
p. in.

The Fraternal Order of Spiritualists;.' 
ï)r. Alex Caird, president. Services at 
Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden ave., at 2:30> 

^p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; Song servipo 
o:36; concert, 7; evening, 8.

The Occult Scientists meet every Sun
day at Vincennes Assembly Hall; 3514 
Vincennes Avenue, 3 p. m.; Mediums’ 
meeting and conference, 8 p. in.; lec
tures, music and messages. Mrs. W. 
Brockway, pastor; residence 2962 rPal- 
rie avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite; meet at 8 p. 
in., at Unity Hall, 431 31st st.,- cor. 
Wentworth Avenue.

The Church of Progressive Spiritual
ists, (colored) holds services .............
Vernon avenue.
to 7 p. in.

«wry Sunday,
No door fee. All

Rev. J. JI. Demby, Pastor.
The Progressive Spiritual 

holds services at 8 p. in. every 
183 E. North avenue, corner

ut 332». 
f rom 4 I 
invited.

Society 
Sunday,

. ___ _ Burling
street. Mrs- B. Hilbert, manager.
. Society of the Psychic Force» holds 
services at Wilcox Hull. 361 E. 43r<T
street, nt 8‘ p. in., conducted by lea 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening, also 
Wednesday evening, al 7:30. Lecture, 
music and messages, 320 Flournoy st. 
Mary B. Hill, pastor.

Spiritual meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8'p. m., at 239 Lincoln 
ave., conducted by F. E. Loner.

Tho Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday ’evening, at 
319 55th st. Good mediums in at
tendance.

t Blbliefjl Spiritual Society holds mect- 
। Ings every Sunday evening at 56th st.
1 and Madison avenue; conducted by 
-Rev. Esther M- Cahoon, and other me* 

। diums.
1 Tho Universal Occult »Society meets 
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. m., 
»Sundays; meeting conducted by -Mrs. 
Maggie Henry. Home address 3103 
Prairie avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle- 
, ty holds services every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., sharp, at 43 »South Paulina 
street., between Washington Boul. and 
Park Ave. Nora E. Hill, pastor.

The Rosoklnd Spiritual Culture Club

Mrs. Lulu Barlow, the beloved'wife 
of EJsworth Barlow, passed to the 
higher sphere of life at Elwood, Ind., 
Feb. 4, 1908, at 33 years Of age- She 
not only leaves a husband .and two lit-, 
tie girls to lament her departure,* but’ 
a father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. 
Nelson Gunn, and a host of relatives 
and friends". Mrs. Barlow was a true 
and earnest Spiritualist, and believed 
in "living the life, and thus knowing 
the doctrine.’’ According to Her re
quest the funeral was held In the Spir
itual hall, the place she labored so 
earnestly and loved so well, The hall 
was packed to overflowing and many 
people turned away. The floral of
ferings were beautiful. The services 

writer and the 
beautiful cem-

V. VICUM.

bolds services in Boek's 
Michigan avenue, the tirsi 
Sundays in ouch month.

Hull.,’ 11526
und thir.il

Good music
good speakers- and good message-bear
ers arc always on hand. Mrs. 3. Long- 
staff, president; residence, 7932 Kings
ton avenue. City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society, 586- 
32nd TstreeL holds services every Sun'- 
day ^veiling: also Monday evening» 
and Friday afternoons. Mr. Bnnde, 
pastor; Mrs. Weinirk, medium. No- 
door fee. Everybody welcome.

The Church of Spirina! Revelation 
holds services every Sunday evening, 
8 p. m., 59G3 S. Halsted St. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted 
by Edward Dierkes.

were conducted by the 
interment made in the 
etery at Elwood.'

WILL

Passed to spirit life. __ Feb. 7, at-Co
lumbus, Ohio, Mrs. Kuelmer, age 75 
years. She was one of the oldest 
Spiritualists of this city, also one of 
Its oldest citizens. Such women as 
she make the world feel empty and 
lonesome when they go away. She ' 
had been a faithful wife, mother, and ' 
advocate of the larger truth, being 
something of a medium herself. The 
funeral was very largely attended, she 
being a member of one of the oldest 
German lodges, also bne of the found-
ers ot the Old Ladies’ Home. She 
leaves one daughter and son, and one 
brother, Agustav Blesh, of Detroit, 
and several grand-children. The uu\ 
dersigned officiated at the funeral.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.

Mrs. Olive B. Fowler passed to 
spirit life Feb. 8, 1908. She was a 
devoted Spiritualist and reader of 
The Progressive Thinker, 
past twenty years she has 
member and constant

For the 
been a

Verona campmeeting.
BY THE 

Lincoln,'Me.

’Mrs. Margaret Smith 
spirit life at her home on

attendant ot

FAMILY.

passed to
________ High street, 

Plainview, Minn.;- Jan-. 1G. 1908. She 
is a sister of the lecturer, Mrs. Cath
erine McFarlin. Many years ago she 
became converted to the religion of 
Spiritualism and ever remained faith- 
ful'to its sublime teachings. There
were present at the funeral services 
only..the Immediate-friends and rela
tives of the deceased. The services' 
were very ably conducted by the Rev. 
■Geo. F. Patterson, pastor of the Uni- 
versalist • church, Rochester, Minn. 
His<words and poems were full- of the 
beauiiftri sentiments and teachings of 
Spiritqtuism.: The song service was 
-sweetly rendered. .t}y. -aladies* 
quartette':. . After - the_ home services 
the remains were conducted- to the 
famllyTot. in-Greenwood Prairie cem
etery.' ■ • '•- .

On Monday, Feb. 10,- we conducted 
the funeral- services, of Mr. Warren 
Sanders, who passed to spirit life 
from the home of-his brother, Mr. Al
lan Sanders, of Elyria, Ohio, Feb, T, 
A-short service was "held at the home, 
after which-we went to La Grange, 
a distance of fifteen miles, to the 
Methodist church,. There we were 
met by a large gathering of friends 
and acquaintances, many drawn there 
through curiosity, and the announce
ment that there was iff be held there 
a Spiritualist funeral, and "it might 
be weir for them, to stay at home.”

MRS. FRANCES SPALDING. .

A. M. Whuylen's devoted wife, Tes
sie, passed' to spirit life at her country

PUBLICATIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
THE ARCANA OF SFIRITUALISM» A 

Mununl of Spiritual Science and i’hll- 
■ OBopUy. FrlcCf f.t.25j postage, 10 et*. 
THE EVOLUTION’ OF TUE GOD aud

ChrUt Ideas. Price, $1.23 J postage 
10 centa. < x

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

For the uso ot Societies, Lyceums, 
Sunday Schools and tho Home, A man
ual of physical, intellectual and spirit» 
ual culture, containing a collection ot 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
Funeral Services, Programs for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Rules, Instructions for 
organizing -and conducting Lyceums, in
structions jrf Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. A book 
by the a|d of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be* organ
ized and conducted without other assist
ance. Price, 50 cents, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

the author’s' best poems^ embracing a 
wide range of subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive, ihey are 
admirably adapted for recitations. The 
book alto'contains five songs, with mu
sic by*the eminent composer, James G. 
Clark. 250 pages, beautifulb bound.' 
Portrait of author. Price. | LOO, post
paid. .

ASPliODEL BLOOMS AND OTUEB 
OFFERINGS.

This volume is -dedicated: “To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach Into 
tho Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
of Asphodels, mixed with commion flow
ers is offered, hoping to .give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta- 
■tion on the journey thither.” It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nlno'Tb- 
ems, j^nd twenty storiettes, a part of tho. 
'latter by^Clair Tuttle, in ner most, 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page; 
iUustratrons. among which are Hkeness-J 
os of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau-1 

1 tlfully bound in blue, with silver em
bossing. -Price. 11.00. prennid.

! ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST REC1TA- 
~ TIONS.

To Advance Humane Education.—¡For 
use in entertainments managed by. So- 
cletiesr Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over' . 
Wrong, kindness ov^r cruelty, , knowl
edge over ignorance, and justice , over ; 
all. The plan Is this: Some large church 
or public hall Is secured; several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak- ‘ 
er or reciter to compoto for the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens ’ act as the 
committee of award, and a small admis- * 
slon fee, ten or twenty cents» pays all ' 
the costs, and loaves a handsome bal
ance. Price, 25 cents, postpaid.

Address, all orders to -
HUDSON TUTTLE. Berlin Heights,O.

FATE MASTERED,

And Destiny Fulfilled. By/W.' J. 
Cohille. “ .

’A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
In heavy " white cover with, cat-tail ' 
decoration.

Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior 
Force. Its Practical Evolution/ 
Thought as a Shield. The -Human ■ 
Aura. For sale'at this office. ■■ Prlco 
89 cents.

thir.il
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Raise your platform standardsism.
for both speakers and message giv-

Never allow your local auxilia-eis

0! Spiritualistic Literature

of

of

Dele- 
Tenth 
Muss-

said: “If any man would be first, 
shall be last of all and servant 
all."
. I would not, if I could, tell you

llvlon. Inspired^ lips of a medium of 
by-gone centuries voiced a present day 
truth for’ every generation when he 

■ he

to the proerew of

faryc/ihe Declint and Filli of

Wever before Published tn itud Country.) of^ome pass*
ages mthc Fifteenth and Sixteenth Chapters.)

With A Lipb*of tub Author. Preface and Notes by Ferali

English Churchman,” and other scholars.

PROGReSSlVE.THlNKER,
40 Loomis Street.

CHICAGO,.ILL,

It Is profusely liiastrate« vita »inj slrikbt Illustri 
liens, wttfkclng ths Cdues, and staring la
Kani bus all IM authority tha Mbit has.

MST 8V0. US mu. CUT TOA 52-00

¿Wuary sto, ±^3.

WHOIS STATE SPIRITUALISTS’ ASSOCIATION.

President's Report.
To the Officers, Members and 

gates Assembled in the 
Annual Convention and
Meeting of the Ill. S. S. A.

Fraternal Greetings: It has fallen 
¡jto nij lot to hold the office of, presl- 

& ' dent of the Illinois State Spiritualists’
Association since February, 1898. 

. |^t that tune our state body first affil- 
1 dated with the National Spiritualists’
Association.

'(During each succeeding year of the 
Intervening decade the office has 
come to me unsolicited, and been ac- 

-cehted against my individual judg
ment and private interests. My 
sei vices have been given as a labor of 
love for Spiritualism, and not for .per
sonal financial gain. Only those who 
do nothing at all make no mistakes. 
The fault of omission may, however, 
Outweigh wrongs of commission by ac
tivity. Through this long period 
here may be found some errors of 
Udgment that later wisdom would 

„ave avoided, but not a word has 
been spoken, or act done, under the 
Promptings of worthy motives that has 
meen fruitless or wasted. Experience 
Jjpon our local, state and National 
fields emphasizes the uniform" les
ion- t)iat every endeavor and move- 
ineAt zhorn in selfish ambition and* 

. nurtured solely for personal glory is 
I foredoomed to be evanescent and pre- 

■ destlnated for the cemetery of ob-

-"z4ho weariness endured, or of the trials 
;■ faced and difficulties overcome in the 
¥ pathiyay of official duties. None but 
( the* Recording Angel knows how

many hours of time have been devot- 
' ^cd to the private and public tasks of 
/; the position, the total number of miles 
{ > traveled, points visited and addresses

lollvered in Illinois, or how many vol-1

novel in our work to the substance of 
truths proclaimed and the manner of 
their demonstration, and not invite at
tention by indifference to reasonable 
current and popularly accepted fash
ions of good taste in dress or speech.

It is generally a waste of time and 
money to fiend missionaries into com
munities where only curiosity calls 
for- them, and the people themselves 
will not share the burden of then- 
coming. Workers endowed with an
gularity. of disposition, or the ham
mer and tongs method of execution 
call out responses like in kind, and 
do not accomplish lasting good. Itin
erant mischief makers who oiien their 
packs of wholesale gossip and slander 
at every opportunity and gather addi
tions thereto in pvery home they visit, 
are-both a disgrace and a downright 
injury to Spirltuallsjn .

Officers of the présent and previous 
state boards have done much mission
ary work^ithout expense to the As- 
sociation/and have lent a. hand many 
times to meetings /not affiliated with 
us. Spiritualism first, and the- good 
of the State Association next has been 
our motto.
,J remind you that, the State Asso

ciation led thé struggles in. 1907 
which defeated at Springfield a bill 
which would, if it.became ¿ statute, 
have been. absolutely, prohibitive of 
mediumship in Illinois. The contest 
was won by Spiritualists combining 
with other influences and not in our 
own strength alone. Amusing are the 
efforts to belittle the work done by 
the Association’s representatives at 
that time. One medium tells that the 
latter had to come to her for.creden
tials, whereas the letter- of introduc
tion she gave One of them was never 
presented to the gentleman at Spring- 
field to whom it was addressed, 
hence yw useless. Again we hear 
that onw legislator says thé repre
sentative* of this Association worked 
almost t*o hard against the measure. 
That maa, if correctly quoted1, is one 
who sat at his desk, absorbed in 

1 weightier matters, and' did not note 
a point scored against us until the au
thor. of this report stepped to- bls el
bow and then passed quickly to an-

tprest foes have been benefited by Its 
course.

Genuine mediums have found its 
.officers their truest- friends, while 
tricksters have hated-them and hoped 
for their death.

Let me urge upon your attention 
that none but men and women of un
swerving loyalty to the 111. S. S. A. 
and the N. S. A. be allowed a place 
upon your incoming board of mana
gers. Individuals with allegiance di
vided between two or more bodies, an
tagonistic in purpose, cannot be 
equally faithful to each- one of them.

An irresistible demand is setting in 
over the entire country that Spiritual
ists themselves shall aid officers, 
courts, lawmakers and the public in 
distinguishing between the genuine 
and the imitation in mediumship of 
every phase. This Association has 
been a pioneer m that ■ work in the 
past, but a .greater usefuness awaits 
it in the future. Do not rest content 
to allow graftprs and wilful trick

sters to brazenly proclaim themselves 
'the representatives of real Spiritual-

rlfes to degenerate Into mere smut 
mills by their officers and members 
becoming purveyors of idle gossip or' 
supply tanks' for jealous slanders of 
other workers. Strangers are not 
slow in 'sensing whether the atmos
phere of a meeting is spiritually ele
vating in- tone and vibrant with real 
harmopy and glad good will, or that 
those qualities go nd deeper down 
than the lipa. Finally remember:’

“The road ¡that leads to Mount Suc- 
- cess

Does not go by the- .way of ¡Chance, 
But goes through ’ the stations 6f 

Work and Strive,
Through the Valley of Persevere, 

And the mep who succeed, while oth
ers fail,

- Must be willing to pay most dear. 
So on and up, though the way be 

. rough,.
*And the storms come thick and fast, 

There is room at the top- for those 
who try,

And victory comes at last.”
. GEO. B. WARNE.

quired much time and some expense, 
but wick the hearty co-operation of 
the officers of the aforesaid Spiritual
ist organizations a greawiwiu'k- has 
been done—and not a delumtojadver- 
tlsement of thi? sort has-iheenjfleen in 
the columns of. the secfilnc press 
since. We consider this # work 
in the right direction and ought to 
put,to rest fora time the question 
often asked by enemies ,oi these in
stitutions—“What is thq. State Asso
ciation doing?” What is the .League 
doing?” We have worked;! hand in 
hand with this City organization for 
fhe elimination ot an element that has 
beeiy doing the Cause of Spiritualism 
more harm than anything else it has 
had to contend with, except the back
biting, snarling disuniters, gossipers, 
upon the Inside of Spiritualism. It 
has to ytots. rankseiaiwya qLegg 
lias eliminated some ot the barnacles 
that were holding Spiritualism down 
in- the mire of decay and the malaria 
of public opinion. And now, if we 
can turn and eliminate the gossip, the 
malignity and vituperation that looms 
up from one quarter and another— 
supposedly lii our own ranks?—in fact 
if we can teach people to speak good 
or not at all of 'each other, we shall- 

, have pretty well purged our ranks of
all that tends to hinder growth and 
ithat higher and more beautiful un- 
foldment taught us4n our own con
sciences and by the higher ¡intelligenc
es from the other side, of life,.

This is a report in brief, of the work 
done by'the State Association -from 
the viewpoint ot your Secretary, 

’ We ¿feed ' missionary work all over 
tiie state, and need, it badly, but must 
expect aid frein the flections them
selves where the work- is’needed to 
carry the work forward. It is; too 
much to expect in the present finanr 

■ ciql-standing’of your State Associa
tion ;tiia( they put out paid mission
aries to work -up an interest In tile 
cause; but each one In his and her 
own home district can do mère, if 
they, wilf,' and the- State Association 

■ will aid them inmany ways.
DR. T. WILKINS.

the Christian R&Udoa In th® ‘ ha-

men Eityuc,'' and

Eckler, Including’ variorum notes by* GuUoh Wenck; Milnun, an

through.
Thomas Grimshaw (and his elo

quent guides) were there with all the 
vim and wisdom of the two spheres 
possible for them to gam and united
ly dispenbe. These lectures always 
pass beyond description, and everyone 
was entranced, enthused and in fact, 
completely captivated by his forceful 
pleadings'for higher thought and 
uuioldment.
. E. W. Sprague made almost the 
limit in logic, pathos, sarcasm, hard 
knocks, faubstantiated statements, and 
higher reason along the line of hu
man slavery. , He is a grand and 
forceful speaker, and held his audi
ence to lily text all through the dis
course.

Last, but never least in the minds 
and hearts ot a Chicago audience was 
the presence, the invocation and the 
address of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
No oue can listen to the words of wis
dom of the combined influences of, her 
guides and not be benefited or without 
being more highly inspired for- a 
higher and better life. Her words al
ways scintillate with sudlight and 
dew, with wit, wisdom and love, with 
sparkling cheer and brilliant thought.

Among our message-bearers were 
such grand and genuine mediums as 
Mrs. Susie Thompson; Nora E. Hill, 
Mrs. Mary E. Weaver, of Chicago, and 
Mrs. Amanda Coffman of Grand Rap- . 
ids, Michigan, a guest of Miss Rouble, 
the newly elected secretary of the 
State Association, substituted for 
Mrs. Delia L; West, who was unable 
to appear, Geo. H. Brooks of Pitts
burg, Pa., and E, W. Sprague or De
troit,- Michigan. ' . Mrs. . Elizabeth 
Soltaus» was substituted for Mrs, Isa 
Cleveland, who was ill in the hospital 
at tlje time. Mrs. Schauss is the Na
tional Superintendent of Lyceums, 
and-chose rather to deliberate -during 
tiie short time allotted to her. on this 
Thursday 'evening, upon the theme 
nearest her heart and for which she 
has been chosen in a national capaci
ty, that of the Lyceum wotk. This 
was her errand to the city and to the 
Illinois State Convention.

Also on Wednesday evening were 
the two- splendid colored mediums, 
Mrs. S. D, Speight and Mrs. N. C. 
Campbell, followed by Mr. Sprague,

Ail the mediums did remarkably 
well and gave excellent satisfaction.

The hours set apart for Lyceum 
agitation and discussion, Thursday 
forenoon, found Mrs. Schauss absent, 
but thp discussion was opened by Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, followed by the dear- 
old worker, Lucinda B. Chandler, 
Brother Grimshaw.Mrs. Schauss, who 
appeared while Mr. Grimshaw was 
speaking, followed byMr. A. M. Griffen 
and Miss Louise Loebel, the secretary 
of the Wisconsin State Spiritualists’ 
Association. All speakers were enthu
siastically in favor of instituting the 
Lyceum work in the state; and a res
olution was passed recommending 
.that the incoming board of trustees 
appoint a committe of five ladies to 
take up the initiatory work, of- organ
izing and maintaining ~ lyceums 
throughout the state of1 Illinois.

This is a resume in brief of the pro
ceedings of the Mass-Meeting, and 
the only thing that hindered perfect 
success all through was the awful 
storm that broke in upon the city at 
about the time of convening. But it 
was not considered a special dispensa
tion of providence only by those who 
despise Us. Only the outworkings of 

.a pent-up condition in the atmosphere, 
to be shed upon the just and faithful 
as well as the unjust and unfaithful.

THIS volume contains Gibbon’s comploie Theological writings, separate from 
his other works; and is. to use nls own lantnuge. an enquiry into the 

human causes of the progress and establishment of Christianity’ —showing 
inhere, and how It originated; who were its founders: and what woje.tho sentiments, 
character, manners, numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians
•i Gibbon s Vindication at the I Sth and J Qth chapters of his History from the ah 
lacks of his Christian opponents. Is reprinted vovatw from the original edition ■ 
of his Miscellaneous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1786.1 H effoctu- 
ally and forever silenced his detractors who. being vanquished in argu* 

1 ment. unhesitatingly accused Gibbon oLinfldehly
< AU tUt can bo said by Christians In regard to the Origin of ChHsli- 

amty is reprinted from the valuable notes of Dean Milman, Wench, 
Guizot, and other eminent Christian historians who^nave edited 
Gibbon s works

Among the Illustrations will be found ropresen'ationa of 
the principal divinities of the Fagan mythology.

This celebrated work has run through many edh 
Hons, and Is now the acknowledged authority on the 
subject & Christianity,

Convention Proceeding».
Your reporter begs to take a new 

tack oa- the proceedings of the recent 
Ulnois State Spiritualists’ Convention.

• Of course we had ah overture by 
the mandolin quartet/, ah invocation, 
violin solo, from one to two addresses i 
each day and evening, some more sing
ing and grand and comforting mes
sages all through the session; and we 
had even more than that,1 we had one 
of . the worst blizzards on record for

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study, 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Frise, $1.10.

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospect 
of mankind. By,Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Frice, cloth, $1.00.

Manrin'e and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.00.
Mary Anne Carew. By Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.00.
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable- book by Hudson Tuttle. 

Price 35 cents.
Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Givingmn account tof the 

most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram 11. 
Daijey. Price $1.50.

Morality Without God. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cents.
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums; By 

a life-loijg Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulentmediums 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity; It 
simply tells how to prevent, and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural 
.way. By Drs. M. E>and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth;' fancy, $2.00; 
common, $1:50.

Nety Testament Stories Comically Hlustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.00.

No Beginning. By W. H.,Maple. Price 75 cents.
Obsessioh. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard 

against the same.,., A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents. - -

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, 
paper cover only 50 cents.

Old Testament-Stories. By Watson Heston. Price boards, $1.00 ; 
cloth, $1.50. • . x
' Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth; gilt top, 50 cts.

Our Children? Hints from Practical Experience for Parents -and 
Teachers. ByPaulCarus. Price $1.004

Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read^vith 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel BoMes ; Mrs. Carrie JE- 8. 
"wing, medium. Price 25 cents. ■.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By 
Mpse6HulL Price $1.00.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.' .
Perfect Motherhood,- or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to wo

man everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By-Lois 
Waisbrooker; Price, cloth, $1.00. 7 H \

Philip -Carlislie. By Carlyle Peiersilea Price $1.10.
phenomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena.
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.- 

Pioneers of Progress. By Dr. T. A. Bland. Price $l.Q0. < 
Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $i.00. .
Poems of Pleasure. By EIJa Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.00.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.00. '

" Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing thedhree volumes— 
'‘Common Sense,” “.Hie Crisis,” and “Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price cloth, $1.00.
v Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two'styles of bind- 

paper cover, 50 cents; cloth coyer, 80 cents.
Practical Bungalows and Cottages for Town and Country. By Fred.

T. Hodgson: Price $1.00. '

Secretary’s Report.
To the Honorable Board of Trustees 

and members bf the Illinois . State 
Spiritualists’ Association in Conven
tion:

I, your Secretary, come with greet- 
,ings, and the following brief report:

Upon the 34th of April, 19.07, I.was 
notified, by the Président of your Stale 
Board, of the resignation of my pred- 
cessor, Dr. H. A Cross, and my unan
imous election to the office of Secreta
ry, and soon thereafter accepted the 
position, and took possession of the 
books and papers belonging, thereto.

The first meeting of the Board was

many years, at least for Chicago, and 
consequently had- the Smallest audi
ences ou Tuesday and ' Wednesday 
we have ever had, and in ¿onsenuence 
the Association “fell <JpwU|.> Part 
of which: was made up on,the last.eve- 
ning by a special Cojlectf^n. of d* A <1 41 A w« — 4- — — —«« «*1% 4 y- 11X^4 nil’

•standards President Roosevelt’s sim-

ed, and enacted, by the-City Council—whether assailed lit city and state leg;

tlons of the best-meant efforts will be 
put in circulation; misunderstandings

othar member who at once set In mo- 
I tion-an effort which regained tfie next

I have cost many months of anxious 
I waiting and. some thousands of dol- 
i lars to have regained their rights for'

, J In the Supremo Court of Jllinois.in radical departure from accepted . . .

a more beautiful appearance, '¿nd the 
flowers and plants lent tlielr aid to the 
height of the soul, inspjrat.lpif ,Of tile 
music',’ messigesand the eloquent dis
courses. rt

Grammar was so fearfully and won
derfully applied that her system must 
have been a self-made one; while her 
.method of pronunciation outrivalled

will be inevitable; the envious will I 
be ready to magnify .mistakes and

The Association’s : representatives, 
have never 'shirked- maintaining, the

held upon May 29, since which time $48.29—not enough to 'Peira6'urse or 
it has only been necessary to hold defray expenses of the cinveptlon.but 
two business meetings, one October L,|this has not discouraged11 out'people.

Just how so' many of the faith- TL_ "------ ¿¿1— ---- "
fui’managed to get out Tuesday even- 'of a tedious consideration %f the ere-

to Spiritualism when we shall, haft ^t 'e halls oTtocouS tlle fraudulentMverHsto^ of .........  ....... „,. ......
i learned to confine the uh usual and ¡staunchest friend» as weH as ¡bit- nmnlfestatioaSv;. ’ ¿Th^s re- Splritualistofree. to, thinks unbi

constitutional righto of. Spiritualists,«aUer aud hoM. audiences- respectful

The Convention proper, consisted..

umes the official correspondence and 
printed utterances would make.

Let me emphasize for the encour
agement of my successor that his la
bors ¡will not be wholly unre^ ]Q8t
pensed. Criticisms will be generously । bln b )uw jt would
bestowed, deliberate misrepresents- : -

keep silence upon, successes scored. 
There will, however, be the support of 
many loyal-hearted men and women, 
the priceless aid of spirit helpers, and 
the. supreme approval of one’s own 

.¿inconscience. Conscience, means more 
’ ~ than consequences.- ■ . ■

I -Let mb bear glad testimony to the 
• unbroken harmony which has domi
nated every official board of the Ill. 
8. S. A. of which I have been a mem- 

-.ber. ' Mutual respect and fraternal re- 
• gard have been created by these re- 
latio’ns, and have continued ¿fter the 
return of the individuals, one by one,

1 to private life. The greatest good 
V of our common cause has been the 
\insplring motive bf each member of^ 

tevery board. I desire to acknowledge' 
iny obligations to the.men and wo
men, without a*single exception, who 

- have given - me the co-operation -of 
their counsel and efforts to assist in 
the work, of the Association.
• “What is the State Association dq- 
ing anyway?” No -question Is more 
frequently, heard and in more than a 
majority of instances it merely voices 
the veiled complaint of the one who

1, asks it because the "Association is 
) not. spending money for his or her 

services—là other words its prompter 
Is often' individual selfishness.

. Successive board9 Lave wrestled 
¡'-/many hours.over the problem of mis-

; sionary work in the state.. Available 
funds have not been sufficient for that 
purpose to warrant their distribution

■ ; w.lth a,lavish hand. Nothing is so per- 
- piexlng as the finding of missionaries 

■ • thoroughly adapted by temperament, 
education and spiritual development 
for that special field. Some are 
sfieaketoonly, while others are merely 

• -rttossflge ¡'givers. '. Few combine these 
two gifts, and in addition to them a 
tactful adaptation to the task of or- 
'ganiting permanent societies. There 

< Is-little- demand for those who are 
' Anxious- to work, and the ones whom 
\wé would gladly send are constantly 

busy-
; " 'll is hardly good judgment to em- 

plby those who are not-called again to
-, some fields they have once, visited, or

the mediums of Illinois by long drawn 
out litigation. It was wisdom to 
make sure of what we already had, 
rather than forfeit all claims thereto.

Keep watch pf the next legislature. 
Bills similar in character may come 
up again. There are apt to be some 
member», ready ..to use such measures. ; 
for purposes of graft, and-antagonis
tic churchmen -are always eager to 
help their enactment into laws.

The officers of this body have_stopd 
side by side with those of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League in endeavoring 
to safeguard the rights of Spiritual- 
isgi in Chicago, an'd have shared 
equally the expense for necessary le
gal advice upon the ordinance recently ■ 
adopted by the city council. The 
present relations ketWeën the League 
and State Association are those of 
complete co-operation.*
. The detailed- report of ôur highly 
esteemed treasurer, Brother A. M-. 
Griffen, will cheer you by showing a 
balance on hand of $280,. or there-' 
abouts.

The report and records of Secretary 
Wilkins will remind you of important 
amendments to the Association’s or
ganic law which come up for action 
at this meeting, and supplemented by 
theit annual reports. and the words 
of delegates present give you a clearer 
understanding of the present condi
tions of oui; local auxiliaries.

You should know that the prepent 
per capita .tax of twenty-five cents 
annually, per member is made a- rea
son for some societies and regular 
Meetings not chartering with’ the 
State Association. ’ Such centers arë 
often maintained mérely to advertise 
the officiating mediums amL-"benefit 
the private pockets of the manage
ment. A few of them- are hardly able 
to meet their current obligations and 
keep out' of debt-. Others prefer to 
let publicly proclaimed depreciation 
of the State Association mask their 
unwillingness to do their duty in sup
porting it. T would' urge that from 
this time forth a greater effort be, 
made to swell the membership of tour

and the other November 5, the last 
named helps called to arrange for the 
present annual Convention and Mass
meeting, at .which were present all 
members of the board, exceptk.Mrs. 
Ella Johnson Bloom. ,

During the time our National Pres-

- Whqse' best endeavors, are so uneon- 
vinclng as to invite ridicule upon me-

' diumshlp. ■ A faithful apprenticeship 
In private work and- home circles 

> sh'ould generally precede message' giv
ing upon the public platform. ■ Fit
ness (for the last named appearance 
should be most carefully proven.

< We should hesltaté about ■conduct-- 
. Ing our public meetings on the prin-

■ ciple of medical clinics, merely to al- 
{ _ low tyros to experiment upon the pub- 
| île, if we would avoid a harvest of 
L. ..disgust; Not long ago,; in the interior 
'* of our state, I found Spiritualists still

..¿ laughing over* the-message work of 
' a visiting medium—one of the very

ones who ask what, the State' Associa- 
tion has done that amounts- to any- 

: : thing—and some of her. meaningless, 
' messages had been adopted ah current 
/. by-words, . The medium,: though sim 
; cere, was not equal in fitness for plat- 
:— form work to ¿her ambition to do it.

I^i another of our smaller Illinois; 
"t'clties a denouncer of this Association/ 
" whose zeal for public wprk outruns 

qualifications theréfor, is remembered 
v:., for "her sloppiness in dress”'and her

' - skill as an assassin of correct English.’

•local auxiliaries, and where none ex
ist, to persuade individual Spiritual
ists all over the.’ state- to. become en
rolled with our state body. The.as
sistance1 of your offieérs in -uny non
chartered meeting, ought to entitle’ 
this Association to asfc for at least ohe<( 
generous’; collection from that center' 
during the. year. D,q/not forget that,, 
the N. S. A/.i.s'Antltledtto' tweirtyfive. 
cents for every individual member of 
your. State Association in good, stand- - 
Ing who is nota member of sbme'locai 
auxiliary society.

Scarcely'had the-189g board of this 
Association entered" upon its duties 
before it forced Rev. Frank Talma'dge 
tp> décline a public debate in- which he 
would have been obligèd to defend-his 
•pulpit defamation' . of- Spiritualism. 
.He -never again attracted our- atten-, 
tion in Chicago by vehement declama
tions ‘misrepresenting us. .

A few months later the board, 
unanimously decided upoh the litiga
tion with Mabel Abet Jackman, which,, 
after nearly two years and' the ex
penditure. of - several hundred dollars, 
raised entirely, in lllinols, was.won as 
an enduring victory for the :N. S. A. 
as well as itself; ■ ' ■ . . ' •

More recently the president.of this' 
Association was able to render much 
appreciated assistance/. in the final; 
winning of: the Crumbaugh. Willi Case.

ident, -Harrison D. Barrett, was so 
anxious to get the numerical standing 
of Spiritualism throughput the coun
try, your Secretary interested himself 

tin the matter through .the-columns of 
The Progressiva Thinker anil by per
sonal communications throughout the 
state, and'aa a result of special effort 
in this direction, about 150 names 
were sent in to be counted upon the 
census roll, not as organized Spiritual-, 
ism, but as believers in the philoso
phy and phenomena thereof, with an 
estimate of the Illinois State Spiritual
ists' Association at 500.

But, undaunted, undisoounaged by 
the light result in this- direction, arti
cle after article has- been placed be
fore the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker] upon the subject of Spiritual
ism and the necessity for organization. 
This subject cannot be discussed too , 
trfuch in. our societies and circles:.- It 

4s,a- vital one, and the hypnotic effect 
of its continuous presentation must 
redound to the cementing of .our 
ranks, and placing the cause upon the 
basis of other religions, ot all other 
thoroughly organized institutions of 
a similar character. The' attention 
and effort of your Secretary'has been 
more in this direction than any other, 
both personally and publicly, and as 
a result, four new societies have been 
added to the list of auxiliaries, two de
linquents have been recalled into the 
fold; and all are'wide-awake, energet
ic, enthusiastic. Another thing 'it 
gives us pleasure to report: Societies 
have been given special attentlon-^-es- 
pecially* in the city of Chicago and 
near-by /towns—by our energetic 
workers—mediums and speakers— 
.and the results' are magical'. Many of 
these working without price for serv
ice», and when the societies are finan
cially low; often paying their own car- 
fare to- and from. -This office has been 
used' in many instances to supply the 
demands for these ¡workers, not only 
personally, but by sending: out ¿other 
workers. There is great need’tof or
ganizers, but great care'must be- used 
in their selection. Not everyone* who
is energetic in-this direction-is adapt
ed to the work.. It Is often easiOir to 

- ■ disorganize than to unite these tittle, 
bodie^ of believers, who ’a_re always 

- sincere and honest; .but sensitive and 
apt to resent any show of'egotism dr 

; assumption of those sent to them, and 
often kick over all that has; required 
days and weeks .to accomplish, fa a 

' single’ kitk. .So; yon see, these- inat- 
ters must be handled with tact and 
gentleness or your societies bannot 
last when organized. - .

We have to report, the dissolution-of 
but one society—that of the Psychic

One thing can be said: It was the 
most harmonious session Held in many 
a. year, And the electlo'ii of’ officers 
passed along without a’/nitefi or jar.

Mrs.. A. WwBloom, assisted’ by Mr. 
Ichejberger—"Iky/’ as all otlr peo
ple call him by way of pet name— 
certainly did the work pjaced ,1m their 
hands to do. The rostrum never had

Ing we did not inquire, but the pro
gram* was gone through to a comple- 
ttori,’ despite the raging storm.

The speakers were: Tuesday even
ing’, W. F. Peck of St Louis; Wednes
day afternoon, Sara G. Hull and Lina 
M. Chanbacher, from the Morris Pratt’ 
Institute; Wednesday evening, G. 
Taber .Thompson, Philadelphia; Thos. 
Grimshaw, St. Louie; Thursday after
noon G. Tabor Thompson E. W, 
Sprague, Detroit, Mich; Thursday eve-

Research-Society, of Rockford;
. There is no reason to think the1 
Cause in Illinols'is waning, frpm the 
present outlook. It is true there has 
been legislation attempted in thé Slate 
against mediumship^ It was,prompt
ly attended to ;by our President and 
thé President of the Chicago Spiritual
ist League. But that only seemed a 
cord to throw around our workers'to 
unite them. .When the call came for 
financial aid along-this: llfie, they 
poured in. funds sufficiently to cover 
the: expense- of the: battle.

Again, a wdrsé bill was attempted 
lin thel halls of the Chicago City- Coun-. 
cil; ' But a watchman, was- in the towx 
er. , Thé attention of the Chicago 
Spiritualist. League was calleA to it, 
and after much counseling between 
the officers of-, these two. organizations 
ia bill was : prepared,. presented,'accepts

ddntials of delegates, caused, by the 
lateness of many of the delegations, 
and but two from the outside districts 
cguld get in at all, on account of the 

..inclement, weather, therefore the rep
resentation was unusually small, but 
336 members were represented, as

.ning, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Thos.
Grmshaw. 4

The music was in the hands 
of' the Myers Mandolin Quartet, with 
tlie/exception of . the singing Wednes
day afternoon and evening,, which was 
wholly in possession of the sweet . 
singers of the Church of Progressive 
Spiritualists, our good auxiliary of 
colored folks—a large chorus as
sisted by Miss S. A. Jenkins, soprano 
soloist, and Mrs.. J. L. Lyons and Miss 
,J. E. Summons.

An agreeable feature of the singing 
was—to many Spiritualists—the pre
sentation of some of. Longley’s, mu
sic instead of the usual card singing of 
the old brthcrtkix'^ongs-.

Master. Elmer Felton, on the violin, 
andi Master. Joe Higgins vocal soloist, 
did beautifully, and were roundly ap
plauded. %

The duets from Longley’s* music,, 
by Mae Wilkins and Miss'" Stevéns,. 
werè well rendered, as were tira piano 
duet by Mae and, Ed|th Wilkins, 
(nieces-of Dr.. T.. W-llkins), ancl the 
beautiful, solo, "Love. Me and: the 
World is mine,” by: Mae Wilkins.

•The. Mandolin work whs a distinctly 
new feature of .pur. conventions, and 

. was: highly appreciated ali. .Also/ 
‘ upon Thursday .evening,Th& solò by 

Mr. Muir,. "Lead Kindly Light,” 'was, 
'beautifully dime'and highly appreclat- 
ed. and; that appreciation expressed; . 

: Brother Peck, in: his Tuesday, even
ing address,, showed himself up to his 
highest: pitch, of eloquence and. logic. 
¡Like the old violin he loves, he seems 

' to grow richer in soul vplue with’ age'.
The addresses by the,,Morris Pratt 

students, . Misses'Hull, qnd Qhanbach- 
er, certainly show the efficacy, of thor
ough'training for rostr,ujn ^prk, and 
bespeak for that instifflitioi}-, the fur 

i turé.succéss and evidepf,,valnp to. the 
cause of higher Spiritualise^ Each

against over 600 enrolled.
Durinsgthe delay in the proceedings 

Incident topon the examination of 
credentials short speeches were made 

•by Dr. Warne,’ Thomas. Grimshaw, 
G. Taber Thompson;^t Philadelphia, 
Mr. Jones, Mr. Simms, Mrs. Coffman, 
of Grand- Rapids,. Mich., and others 
ffpon topics nearest their hearts in 
-relation to the upbuilding of the tause 
and the best methods of elimifiating 

- charlatanism, but less upon this point 
than usual.

The President and Secretary’s re
ports (which appear, as per resolu
tion of request in Xhis issue of this 
paper), were read and accepted.

The election of officers resulted as 
follows: Dr." T. Wilkins, President; 
Dr. H. A. Gross, Vice-President; Miss 
Eugenia Rouble, Secretary; A. M. 
Griffen, Treasurer; P- ‘A. Quonstrong, 
Genoa, Geo. Brummett, Dana, and'C. 
A. BurgeswChicago,- trustees.

The President find Secretary were' 
elected without opposition; as was also 
the efficient treasurer, who is also 
our tried and true counsel, a1 lawyer, 
and a staunch Spiritualist of the good 
old Quaker stock, along with Dr. Bur
gess. 'i . . ’

Under the head of communications, 
the secretary read .a communicotion 
.from'Brother J. S. Maxwell, president 
of the Spiritualist Association of Min
nesota, ffiled with many very suggest
ive ’ ideas of the present day methods 
.of- running or conducting '- organized 

i Spiritualism- mtjst,effectively. Under 
the same- heading Miss Louise Loebel, 
the Wisconsin. State Association Sec- 
retary>was called upon, and in ■ her 
own beautiful manner gave a glowing; 
account of, the-work in. Wisconsin, es
pecially' in the matter of paying up

handled the subject wl,tji gçeat care 
and with the: coolness and cqlmpess of 
old: hands at the work,: ’. Tills was an 
inspiration, to all and. wjH qioubtless 
give the Morris Pratt School [ Such an 
uplift as it has never hq4 in-iJie minds, 
of 'Chicago Spiritualist, „^he girls 
were well looked afteirjwhll^ in the 
city, and Prof. Weaver .jieefi^ot fear 
to allow them to comew to 9qur large 
city- whenever occasiopyoallg;, and1 al
ways with,.a good- résujîrto .tqat insti
tution. .- --

' G. Tabor Thompson,,,was-; a new 
one to- our audiences an^' touched à 
responsive:- cord in. the. hearts 'and 
minds of pur people.. .JVhen he left 
thé Baptist church- to lake up , the 
•work pt Spiritualism; lie left all. its 
creeds and superstitions-behind^—just 

' washed hisniands- and feftt. of all the, 
vagaries and idiosyncrasips. of ala 
¡theolbgy, put on- nev/ clpthes,; ¿ven. 
•to the very .undershirt,:’

the indebtedness left by thé former 
board of officers, enthusiastically 
commenting ufion the success and har
mony of. the present convention of the 
Illinois. State Spiritualists Association.

Of course,, as is-always the case and 
always expected,/the .time allotted to' 
this part of the convention: being too 
short-by many hours, temporary,ad
journments were take, and .aa many 
times for convening until the last hour 
on' Thursday . " evening. . Upon this 
occasion. the report of the Auditing; 
'Cbmpitteè,, upon the books and. ac
counts of-'the treasurer were handed 
in, accepted and' the commltteed' dis
charged, and' the convention on mo
tion of Dr. Warne adjourned slffe die.

The foilowing resolution by Dr. C. 
A. Burgess, through the committee,

^Practical Methods for Self-Development, Spiritual, Mental, Physical. 
By Elizabeth. Towne. Priee-.$1.00. . -

Practical Methods to Insure Success. valuable little work, full of . 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth niany times its cost. Price 10 cents. •

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By- E. D. Cope, Ph.D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor tof Zoology in 
th'e University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth,. $2.00;

Pflychic Riddle, The. By I. K. Funk, D. D. LL.D. A book full of 
psychic suggestions. Price $1.00.

. .Prophets of'Israel. Comprising in. the main popular sketches from 
Old Testament-History., By Carl H. Cornill', Doctor of Theology and 
-Professor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents. ' - '

Psychic ^ht.-r-Cbntinuity' of Law and Life; By Maud Lord Drake. 
This- book ia from the pen’ of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successfill demonstrator of its: phenomena," and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education.: Cloth.bound.. 
Price $L5Q< ” ■ " > ’ ’ ■

composed of Geo. Drummett, C; Kirch
ner and Mrs. Isa Cro^s, was unani
mously adopted: ■. . '

Resolved. That the - true interest' 
and, welfare of Spiritualism lie : ih 
thorough and complete organization,' 
and harmony in such, organization; , 
and resolved that it is the sense of the 
delegates and members of the Illinois 
.State Spiritualists’ Association In 
¡convention assemhlhd^ that speakers 
•and workers, /in'tiie" cause should te-

-, / (Continued,oh 5jUi Page.)

Psychometry,—Its Science and' Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. IV 
Grumbine; Price,, 50 cts. ' " ’ . • ' . '

: ^Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second- paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads¡‘“Christiainity is one thing for grown men.. If is.quite; another 
thing for women and'ehildren- By Helen:H. Gardner; ' Price 10 cents. 
' Radiant Energy and Its Afialysis. \ Its; Relation ib.-: Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin,; director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous hlustrations.andidiagrams. Price $1.75. ’ -

Rational Memory Training. By Rev. B: Fi Ahstin; ^ •
t Realization. A Course of Lessons .Upon the Inner Nature-of tiie 
Self. By Loraine Follett.- Price 50 cents. ■ : ’-V

■ Reincarnation. By Walker and .Wood. Price, leatherette, i5 cepts; / 
paperj50 cents. ’ • x ‘ <
.: Reincarnation, or the Doctme of the Soul> Successive Embodiments. . 
Examined.and discussed pro and coii by DE J, MzPeebles versus Dr. ' 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price SQ' cents; ■

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universse' and the Law of ' • 
Control. ByM. Faraday. Price-15 cents. / . . ¥ > :

■ Religious and Theological Paine. Here is a-I^dolf /.
that should be? in the library ofeveiy. Spiritualist .and Freethinker ih^: r 
the land; Price, cloth, $1.00 ■ j
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Pope Pius on “Modernisms.”
A -Trenchant and Historical Showing-Up of the 

Attitude of the Papacy Toward Progress 
in ; Learning and Reform.

Ir-

tïir-Æir.is".-

'S',

-And so it is “-modernisms” that our 
Holy Pope objects to, is it? And 
pray, what does lie menu by •"modern
isms?” ' Is it the opposite of “ancient- 
isms?” If so, we may be able to 
strike a- comparison between them 
which will aid us somewhat in decid- 

l Ing which is the more objectionable 
to air enlightened age or to the ad
vanced ^thought of the times winch 
more and more recognizes truth .for 
authority rather than authority- for 

. truth.
The church of which Pope Pius X. is 

the head, has even gloried In its uh- 
. changeableness. Claiming- to have 
been built upon the rock of St. Peter 
of whom the present Pope is affirmed 
to be a. lineal descendant and success/ 

- or, it cannot? therefore, change, that 
rock being the eyer changeless truth' 
itself. The “gates of liell” whicif, 

-translated into phrase of the present 
day is “modernisms,” shall hot and 
must not prevail against it;

Well, what are some ‘pt. the- “am 
. ciehtisms” of the Roman Catholic 

church? It would be folly to.attemiit 
to enumerate them, alienor will it be 
necessary for the object in-view, t|iat 
of Instituting a comparison between 
tfem and the present advanced civil-" 
izatloja and education ¿utside. of and 
beyond the pale of that church net- 
only; but among ;a growing circle o( 

/advanced thinkers within.it, for whom 
the Pope’s- recent encyclical on “mod-. 

" .ernisms” seems to be espectiapF/ln- 
. "tended- He1,is frightened at'"the dif- 

’ . ' fusion of modern education among his 
- - own people, observing with fear and 

trembling the fact that his parochial 
- . schools are not adequate for the pur- 

pose of preventing the onward march 
- ’ of science, investigation and research;

Hb sees, as do ,the entire hierarchy, 
•. "the “handwriting on the wall" of the

Vatican and the interpretation thereof 
as rendered by hls cabinet of advisers, 
is £hat science, education, free and in- 

" dependent thought, or, in one word, 
’ ¿‘modernisms,” is threatening the very 

foundation not only of the Roman 
Catholic church, but of all old-time 

" thpology. The public schools of Amer
ica, the sciences, astronomy, geology, 
etc.;’ Indeed the whole of modern 

/ thought, all are proving equally as in
imical to Protestant as to Roman 

> Catholic Christianity. We have only 
-c ’ . : to'wait for-the .’outcome which Is not 
' .-very far off; another century will per- 
' haps tell the Btory, although Ignorance 

- among the masses is yet very provrn 
.. lent. -
¿g.1 ’ Let the reader who is interested in- 

. the study of the conflicts of theology 
T- and.science (and till readers should be 
-i ; so interested) spend a day or two a 
-~i“Vveek in some public library in special 
- ■ research and It will hot be long until

¿he will gain a very good working idea 
of, the entire,subject and be surprised

T . aVmany points of historic interest.
' "¿I" "'Bu^.what.are a few of the “ancient- 

- Isms”'of the Catholic church which, 
¿¿¿I’ behig'changeTess, it still adheres io.as

1 Peter's rock of truth? .
V This earth it considers a flatsurface, 

- • and this world the only one in the uni- 
: ' • verse.

The sky It considers* a region of 
.eternal light and happiness which is 

’ “heaven,” the abode of God, angels, 
- etc., and beneath the earth is a region 

of eternal -darkness and misery, 
“hell,” the habitation of those that 
are evil. /

In ttie year 1507, Copernicus com- 
pieted a book “On the Revelations of 
the Heavenly Bodies.” For fear of his 

' . churetThe did not publish it for -36 
years, although he addressed its pre
face to Pope'Paul III. Hls fear was 

- well founded, for the Inquisition con- 
.. • demned it as heretical, . .

.In the year 1632, Galileo, published 
t book ‘entitled “The System'bf the 

- -, World.” He was summoned before 
the Inquisition at Rome, accused..of- 
having asserted that the earth moves- 
Mound- the sun. On hls knees, with ’ 
his hand "on the Bible, he yvas. com-; 
pellsd to abjure this “modernism", ot" 

• 7 his day.’..
Glor^na Bruqo taught that the Bi

ble Was never ’ intended to teach bcI-
:ence, and that it was no authority on 
astronomical, geological and other sci
entific subjects, rejecting its view that 
■the earth is a flat surface, supported -'

of the Italian clergy, and-the Italian I 
clergy has occupied it rather religious? 1 
ly ever since. The Catholic church’is 
yet and no doubt for some time heuce 
will continue do be peculiarly “Itali- 
an" in its make-up, authority, etc. 
When tiie time comes, if “it ever .does 
come, that some other than an Ital
ian osccpicB the ehair of St. Peter, 
we cap look with some progress ip the- 
Cathciic church. Would that Cardinal 
Gibbous, our own American, were 
even now’the Pope of Catholicism.

Up to the end of the twelfth century 
tho Popes were the vicars of St. Peter, 
but innocent III. made them the vi
cars of Christ.

The pecuniary necessities of the 
popes compelled them tp resort to all 
kinds, of methods to raise money,■ Um ’ 
sale of. indulgences b.eing a prominent 
one, ;the one which turned the back 
of Luther on the Catholic church'after 
nai ling -his' protest pn'ita door. Pope 
Sixtus .did a tig business in’ selling 
positions he had established, inho-. 
cent VIII. pawned : the papal, tiara. 
Pope ' Leo X., who, if is said, had 
syphilis '(though 'probably innocently, 
contracted) is sajd'tq have sqúánijéreü I 
thè rpvenues- of''three , popes,’ wasted ¡ 
the savings of hls predeéesspj-, .spent 
his own; income, anticipated that of 
his successor, created 2,150 new af- 
fice.s and .sold then1'. ■
- Another, “ancientism” was that tjie- 
electlon of the Pope apd other pífléérs ■ 
was-made by the whole-body-of UJq 
Roniap'tílérgy with the concurrence,of 
the magistrates and citizens.. Pope 
Nicolas- IL, however, « Introduced a 

■“modernism” io this changeless 
church, restricting elections to. the 
College, of Cardinale by a .two-thirds 
vote, and gave to the German Emperor 
the right of conflrmatton. ’ -

It was not until the end of the thir
teenth century that the Catholic 
church discovered purgatory: c What 
this changeless church did with its 
faithful-communicants "gone before” 
before That "period, ¡jf would be Inter
esting to know? Purgatory has prov
en to be, however,1 a most important 
and profitably -discovery. It is (yield
ing immense revenues to the church. 
For a liberal stipulation the priest will 
pray the soul? of -his departed out of 
it, and the ’Pope, if is said,’ can en
tirely empty it by hls indulgences- 
when the required price is forthcom
ing. - '

Another “ancientism" was the sale 
of Cardinal's hats. This may be also 
a “modernism," judging by the cor
respondence which leaked put a year 
or two ago, from which it appears that 
the Cardinal's Jiat for Archbishop 
Jreland had been In process of nego- 
tiiitinn.

Another "anélentlsm” of the church 
and to which it most, tenaciously 
clings at the present time, is tho policy 
to keep its parishioners not only ' Il
literate, but Ignorant. Indeed, it is 
this policy that prompted the recent 
papal encyclical against' “modern-, 
isms." - -

Among other “anclentlsmB’1 may be 
mentioned the worship of the Virgin 
Mary, the invocation-nf saints, the 
working of miracles, supernatural 
cures of the sick, 'and thè purchase of 
indulgences for the perpetration of 
sin. The miracle of the jiquefaetion. 
of the blood of'St. Januarius is said, 
to be stifl perfornfed by the priests at 
Naples. •

Another “ancienthm" ■ is the his- 
'toric fact that at one time there were 
three Popes, each one claiming to' be 
the only Inf aliible, genuine one. ’ King ' 
Philip of France was excommunicated 
by Pope .Boqiface VIII. because he 
checked a very serious drain of hls 
revenues into¿the coffers of the Vati- 
canr This was iri ISfiOTf-TKe kirig acy 
cused the Pope of atheism. • The Pope 
Was seized and treated, with much se
verity, dying a fewx days thereafter. 
His successor; Pope' Benedict XL, was 
^QlBoned;.. -.The papal . court was're
moved to Avignon,' In France," and 
Rome,*- Was ' abandoned "for seventy 
years -ah the-metropolls of Christianity.

Another “ancientism” of the Cath-, 
olle.church -was and, being changeless 
and,’infallible, still is,, the age of this .1 
world and. the. date of the creation of I 
mam The infallible Pope Urban VIII., ।

It’

on plljars;. that the sky is a firma
ment or. the floor of heaven. On the 
contrary, he taught that the universe 
is "infinite, and-that there are many 
other worlds than the one we inhabit;

■-.< .. many-pf them inhabited as it our own.
On the demand of the Church of Rome 
he was removed from Venjce. to Rome 
and confined in the prison of the In- 

' quisition, accused of. be lag ar heretic 
- and a hereSiarcli, .the special charge 

being that he had taught the plurality, 
of worlds. After .an imprisonment of 
two: years lie was brought before.his' 
judges, declared guilty of his "mo~d- 

. । ’’ernisms,” excqjhmunicatqd and .- de- 
7 . ' livered over to the secular authorities
.- to' be punighed/ He was accordingly

-burned at? the stake at Home, Febru- 
ary..!6, 1600. Verily, “modernisms”* 

.■ - fared terribly in those days. ■
*" The prayers of the priests were-in 

; ■- - demand fof-the prevention of diseases, 
-J. .x -fon ralntaud dry weather and deliver-. 

-. ^ ance-from the baleful influences x>f 
eclipses- and comets. - Pope Uallxtys 

r- .jn.- exorcised and expelled the comet
of 1456, so that it- did not show itself- 
again for seventh-five years! -Won-

- derful. Pqpe! cHis bull against the 
' comet"- had more effect ’than’ 

? . the • present Pope’s ' encyclical
; .will have against' “mqdernlsms,” T 

- anr. inclliled'-to think. There is a 
^^. ¿w-mayked dittprepce in the obedience to 
. - - papal-authority between the “comet” 

? of- 1456 and the “modernisms” of
19A8. / '

Among the "anciontisms” of the 
. 1 Catholic church,there wdre several ab-

< ■ beys that possessed the.Savior's crown 
: / of thorns.. Eleven had' ihe lance that 

- ---pierced hla side. During the holy 
•- , wars a profitable business was In oper-

• atlon consisting In bringing from Je- 
' ruealem to tho crusading armies bot- 

tl?s-df the milk of the Blessed Virgin, 
. which brought enormous sums. A 

. •■ in .Jerusalem presented'to
" ■" the b%liolder one 6f the fingers of the

Hd|y Ghost. ? .
■’ ? . The whole Christian world by-Gra- 

, decree, was made the domain

.declared that the creation of man took 
■place 519? years_-before Christ, which, 
as: “modernism” has revealed,.Is hun
dreds of thousands-of years from the 
truth; - ■
■ Another “ancientism” of'this-infal
lible church was that this world was 
made ip sly days Of twenty-four hours 
each, if not in one day, • “the. day” 
in which -“the. Lord God made the

Another “ancientism” which held 
i sway tor twelve centuries was the con- 
i tempt the Catholic church poured 

upon all investigators lnto_ a science 
of Nature, insisting that everything 
except the .saving of souls was folly.’ 
Pope Gregory from the depths of his 
infallibility declared with hls noted 
chancellor, Peter Damians, that all 
worldly sciences were “absurdities" 
and “fooleries." Jn 1278 Roger Ba
con’s scientific teaching was con
demned and several Popes (Nicholas 
III, and IV.), infallible Popes, be li 
remembered, decided that he was too 
dangerous to be at large, and he -was 
imprisoned (or fourteen- years, re-; 
leased at the age of "eighty, a year or 
two before his death. His offense was 
his study , of chemistry and physics 
which resulted in his introducing what 
the Popes denominated “dangerous . 
novelties,” or what the present Pope 
would label “modernisms.”

But I must stop lest I become weari
some, if indeed I have not already 
tired the reader. My original plan 
was to cite some of the “ancientisms” 
of the Jlomaii Catholic church and its 
infallibief?) Popes, and then close by 
presenting their, present opposing 
“modernisms” based upon progressive, 
scientific thought of the day irrespect
ive of any church, or sect, theology or 
religion. But the subject grows amaz
ingly on my hands and to treat It as 
J would like to do, somewhat exhaust- 

Jyely, would’ require niueji time and 
more apace in: The Progressive Think
er than 1 would -be entitled to, no ' 
doubt. " \ - ,. - ■ '

But what grand opportunity for 
some writer far mpré.qualified than 
myself, for a most-telling article or 
book, is presented by the recent ency
clical of-'Pope PiusX, ^om ’’jnoderçi- 
isnis.!” " Think of ti! The very idea 
of an infallible'( ?). Pope of the twen
tieth' century condemning the glorious 
victories apd achievements of (he sci- 
ences of the present day, under the 
general head, of “modprnjsms.”

Knqwing ah he must know the char
acter and Blgnifléànçeiot thousands of 
the “ancientlsms’i 'of. his church, its 
ignorance 'and superstition, its fight 
against science . and- education 
throughout. Its entire history, hls ef- 
fbi't at this late day to .stem' the tide 
of progress-by the issuance of an en- 
cyellcal condemning “rhodernisms,” is 
a'manifestation of a presumption 
which I had supposed-was no’longer 
possible even In the Catholic church.

I would suggest to the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker that he de
vote two or-three: whole pages of his 
paper in'ân editorial giving side by 
side in parallel lines In condensed 
form the “ancientism” of .the. Catholic 
church and the “modernisms” of sci
ence and education which Pope Phis 
X. so. much condemns. ■ All- the laity 
of ■ the. Catholic churëh needs is to be 
Informed along these Iides,'—-to be ed
ucated in the history of its own 
churchr ''8om0 of them are being edu
cated in spite of all the .efforts of the 
Popes jnd priests te prevent it, a ,fact 
which was the prompting cause for 
the issuance .of the encyclical: -As ig
norance of the masses’constituting the 
laity of the Catholic church disappears 
from, them, just-in'thatTartio wllilthe 
power and authority of " the xhurch 
over them vanish. " The hierarchy 
knows this fact tob well; hence Its" 
bitter opposition- to. our public schools.
\ - ,A««D..VANÇE.

’-■ ' How-Color. ’AiWctsjGyowth..
Color agriculture is the latest., 

Camille Flammarlôn. pùt Seedlings of 
fhe'sensltive plant" ihtq four diffèrent 
houses—an ordinary(conservatory, a’ 
'bitie fiotrse,' an ef’dlharKgreenhouBe a 
red house, After a few/months’ wait
ing he found, the little . plants in thé,' 
blue house' practically just as he had 
put them In. They " seemingly had 
fallen asleep and reinalped unchanged. 
In the.green glass, house they- had 
grpwn "^more than Tn -the ordinary 
glass house, but theyjweije weedy and 
poor. In the red house^ the seedlings 

"had become positive? giants, well nour
ished and .well dgyigoj^giftéên times 
"as-’big as the normal plants. In the 
red light the plantsj-had become - hy
persensitive. j It was.’found that bluer 
light, retards the processes Of decay as. 
well’ as those of growth) Perhaps the 
'most extraordinary .'.development is 
that of forcing'plants by the use-.of 
anesthetics. ■ It was. .the discovery of 
'Dr, Johannesen of 'Copenhagen,. The 
plants are put into, a'-box-Into .which 
ether is evaporated. The"heavy vapor 
descends and envelops the -plants; 
After forty-elght<hoürs''thé* plantB are 
taken out-and.placed in-à"cool-house., 
The buds and plants at'once’ begin to' 
sprout, far more •rapidly than those 
plants that have been'treated with an
aesthetic.- Chloroform"- can also be 
used. Dr -Jobanneshn suggests that 
we-here come on‘the question of re
pose in plants/ . In France, by: setting 
up a,sort of lightning--conductor in 
.the center of a field-and connecting.it 
with a network of -wires • running
through the soil ofvthe field, an in- 
preabe of, 50 per cent Was. secured- in 
a potato crop;- The ■ electricity-----

earth and the heavens.” But'“mod- 
-cruism’' hasjproven this to be an error 
also;' ..... - ■, - 1 •-■ •'■■ ’ ■

Another “ancientism” of the in? ■ 
fallible-Church of Rome-.was Jtsdecr 
laraHon of the uselessness^ of-the sell- ■ 
ence of astronomy, and^ in truth, ..its 
■opposition to -aliyot the- -developing- 
sciences. -

Another "ancientism"; waS a. piece. 
of wax. Agnus Del ■ blessed, by Pope 
Urban V., which was considered--'a 
most5 potent. means ot-.dispelllng/hail, 
pestilence, storms, conflagrations,- and 
enchantments.- ’ — v . ' : '
; ■Anothnif'/'ancientism’?- was* .-great ’ 
processions bearing statues; relics, and: 
holy. emblems~ through the streets. 
One7 at-Llegq,in the thirteenth century, - 
for the purpose of bringing Tain, was, 
nttei' three trials, unsuccessful!; - -at, 
last It was discovered that* the image 
of the -Virgin had been forgotten! 
Another procession with ■ this image 
and the singing of the Salve Regina 
brought down the rain in torrents.
• Another “ancientism”'- was that-of 
Pope .Innocent VIII. In the. shape-of 
a bull summls 'desiderantes against 
-witches, based on. ztlie Scripture; 
.“Thou- shalt not . suffer a witch 'to 
live.”- This bull or encyclical caused' 
the killing of thousands of supposed 
witches; who were considered to be 
the cause of evil weather which de
stroyed vineyards, gardens, meadows, 
and growing crops. Will God Al
mighty ever forgive the Catholic, 
church'for the murders it has com
mitted?. ■ Those Infallible Popes ar
gued that: "If the Allwise God pun
ishes his creatures with tortures-in-, 
finite .in cruelty and. duration, -why '

-should not hls .'priests: and ministers, 
as far: as they cah, imitate him?!’

drawn ’from ,the atmosphere.
was

- .:, An. Excellent Test. ■■
,5To^the Editor:-' ’The:-' . Progressive 
■thinker of-FebVl Isibefore me. The 
lady from Richmond,- Vt.-, whom H. 
>E. Kelly refers to, it'know very -well, 
and' .her name «18 Mrs;, -Van Curler. 
:She ' is. totally "blind,-and hits been 
so- for nine yearq-,<;slnce-'which- time 
.her Inner sight has been developed.
' ~Within the past'month I received 
a wonderful test from l;er. For some 
years my goods had been stored be- 
ToYe' we moved to Queen City Park. 
Wiiei^they. were 'unpacked, two or 
three years ago, I- could: not -find' my 
bible. A short time ago I said to her, 
J‘How.1 wish I knew where -to find -my 
bible.“ 'A little later., she told me 
where'to write for It. I wrote as 
directed and three weeks ago received 
my book. My-husband- and I have 
had many remarkable tests, but this 
I call one of the best, as I_Jiad> no 
idea where,:my book could be found.

MRS I. W. HATCH.
Queen City Park,.-Vt'

FROM SOUL TO* SOUL. .

- By Emma "Rood Tuttle. ■ This vol
ume contains the-best-poeins of the 
author, and some of the host popular 
songs with, the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are-admirably 
adapted for recitations. - 225 paged; 
beautifully bounds ••■Price 11.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLUftpY.>

- By William' E. Towfie. ' Learn how to, 
cast aWay unnecessary Care. This 
booh poieta the way. Price, 65 cents.

&

Rewsed. Premium List
React Carefully,as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Boolf, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You ReadI > OOR
PREMIUM

I BOOK
I OFFER? J

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before.- Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here - and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All itre substantially 
bound and neatly" pointed, and those 
Who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

■ We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM. BOOKS which you 
can select from;

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price. 
$4.55.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for'FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as cun be found that , 
treat of Spiritualism or Occults sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
Increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequedcp of the rise 
in the price of paper;

. Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world-has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 
' PREMIUM BOOKS’ FOR $4.00. - |

The following is the list of titles’ of 1 
the Fourteen Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. ’’

3—The Enclycopedia ofljeath, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3,

These three volumes have been Pre
pared ; by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data. ' 
. ’4^Ghost Land, Spiritualism^ Oc

cultism, fey Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brlt- 
ten.’* '

‘fl DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS.”
\ THE STORY Of THE GREAT■ X W STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying ihgjl and description thereof, its won derful and advanced civilization of 

12,000 years ago, and the light and lesson It gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and ■ even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
—- .■ ■ - - - - which it treats, sufficient to interest

momentous time of the world's hls-

12,000 years ago, and the light and

and ■ even the general reader, than
say nothing on the many topics of 
deeply every school of thought in this ------------ ...„
tory, This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
¿dentist; he regards It as one of the greatest Books of the • present age. 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415- North Fremont avenue, Los 
Angeles, Cal. Price i2.00-; postage 14 cents.

MASTERSHIP IS ÌHE RIGHT WAY,
THE GREAT .WORK is Vol. III., 

of the “Harmonic Scries." It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This, 
is the Way that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

MASTERSHIP, and not. Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Upfoldment, and that it Is open tp all 
who elect to travel it.

. ___ __ ______ 4. Its author speaks from . the ;
, Every intelligent man and woman-standpoint of one who has “had-the • 
who Is seeking fap Spiritual Truth personal experience and made the' 
should read THE GREAT WORK, demonstration.’1 
Why?- Because: 5. It presents to the world a Mor- ■ ’

1. It teaches , the .Constructive al Philosophy so simple and exact 
Process of Spiritual Development that it may ba .understood by a cl^ild, 
Whereby we may communicate with and yet ;so profound as-to meet the 
oiir spirit friends without becoming " .............................
Mediums,

2. It expläins the most mysterious

awu jvv.ou piuiumm CU3; tu meet mv 
deepest and most exalted demands of 
the human .soul. /

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. . Address. 
Department P. T._ ¿ _ J

and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly. . juepartmem I'. t.
. 3. It presents a new array of dem- THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.
■onstrated facta which prove that 88 N. Kedzio Ave., Chicago, ''88 N. Kedzio Ave., Chicago,

The
PEONIES.

Best Stock of These Beautiful 
Flowers

BRAND’S NEW CREATIONS,

Any one of the Premlum Books you 
may. order, price 25 penta. This- 
is the price-,, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25. -

5-vThe Next ‘ World Interviewed, 
by‘Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most-remark
able medium. ■

. 6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
>J Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 

Sifts. ’ _ /

No premium books will be sent out 
Unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The "Progres
sive Thinker; bjit if you order'more 
than one back, the price is as follows: ~

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books jou may order, price 70 cents.

Any Hire« of Hie Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1,15.

Any .four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of-the Fourteen Prcmiun 
Books you may order, price$1.75.

Any six of- the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $£.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, pricq Sa.IB.'

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3:80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.15.

Any ten 61« the -Fourteen dyemlum 
Books you may order, price $8.50.

Any <deVCh-of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $8.85.

Any twelve’ of the Fourteen Premi
um. BookBryou may order, price $4.20.

7—A . Wanderer in the - Spirit 
, Lands.- Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English jnedium.

8-—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9—Seers .of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10—The Great Debate Between 
-Moses Hull-and. W. F. Jamieson.

.11.—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship, of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18—-The. Unknown Life of Christ, 
• ith thirteen Illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
"rom a-Son to a Mother.

■SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
•that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers.’ At that’ price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above. .

‘ Last summer we named and described 
864 kinds in our new 36 page Catalog; 
Among them Moses Hull, Judge Ed
monds, Andrew Jackson ’ D.avls, Flor
ence Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beaters. If you want 
the best, send for.Catalog. 44 years in 
business. O. F. BRAND & SON, 

Faribault, Mian.

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York. 
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
'business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00, Tel. 3464 River.

What Science Is Doing 
With our meth
od you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD. 
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com

munications just as received. The 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, ill., 
.Dept. 7.

FOB 25 CENTS and stamp I will send 
Juli reading- and answer questions. 
Send date of birth. Mr«. Pond, 57Q ■; 
Sierra St., Los A'*seles, Cal. ,

MISS M. B. HEDRICK. Psychic. 810 Schermer
horn slrcel. Brooklyn, N. Y. Seances Tuesdays . 
and Fridays. 8 u. M. Ladles class and mystic, . .. 
circle Wednesday afternoons 8:80. Private x 
consultations daily. Phono 4499 W. Main- Read
ings by mall, 82.00.

STANDARD BOOKS ON J
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT, f

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. I 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the i 
future and past, the crystal, develop,/ 
seershlp. "An Inspired book"-rPFn- 
gresslve Thinker. "A revelation/*— - 
Llg'ht, London. “Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from 82.00), >1.50.

Auras and Color«-~A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. three thousand 
edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price f>0 cents. ' _ ■

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMBINE, s. 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass. ;

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES 
IN COLORS.

Size .8x30 Indies—Not Framed.
By Mail, Postage Prepaid

A 
A 
A 
A

FRED P. EVANS, / /
Noted Medium for (

Slatewritirii, Clairvoyance, Etc. /
Interviews dalhr from TO to t. Readings aoTde» / ■

▼elopment by mall may be obtained by wHltfn; te / 
Mr. Kvana for particular*. Famous book oi ‘ \
Slate*writing, fl.30, while they last. Address. \

FKKl> P. RVAXS» ■ * JN28 Sacramento atreet. Sao Francisco. Cal- Zz

GOOD AVGRDS.FROM MA.INE. 

hr-Appreolaiioh - of" thé ; Grand 'Work;
Of. Thb Frbgressive Thinker. -

*• Ï have long' been -a subscriber to. 
and reader of The Progressive Think
er, a’ndj wish to say a word In behalf 
of the good It is doing In ils mission
ary work throughout the country. It 
visits thousands, of- homes In- its cir- 

, culation, carrying good chqer to all 
who believe in-Spiritualism; also to 
the. investigator and agnostic.' Every 
one can find;: food for- thought and 
sentlmènts expressed therein which: 
maÿ coincide with their own peculiar 
views. "

Only think " of Col. :R. T. Van 
Horn’s ■ article on.'the "Evolution of 
Life’. Forms/’ a prize.'within itself. 

; How dlfferent'.from the'GenéBls form- 
-niary^ the ’orthodox theory jof ,orea»’ 
tion. r,But this is but one of many 
good things^received- every" week dur
ing (he year, every paper being re-. 
plete :wlth scientific and phenomenal 
articles. . > - .-

■ Allow- m&td express an opinion in 
favor of the editorials. -It seems to 
me they are doing - a work second to 
no - part of thought expression upon 
the different subjects treated Jn-The 
Progressive Thinker. ■ Striklhg at the 
foundation of superstition, which has 
governed and 'controlled-man for the. 
last thousand years (more; dr less); | 
fa. showing-Biblical errors -that have 
been, engrafted Anto man’s _natnre 
through-^he-shrewdness of- the cler
ical element in behalf of churchanity, 
it is:doing that which is far beyond 
,financial- worth. . \ ■ •

. Another feature' of The Progressive 
Thinker is, ït keeps . abreast 'the 
times; it is hitched to no_ one partic
ular theory, .but always^ln the lead 

• of. .everytiring-, best- adapted -to the 
Spiritualism.iof mankind. . •

Although we may differ, in' opinion 
about “creaatlon” and the evolution 
"of objective life;. yet- there is a unity, 
among Spiritualists upon ' the con
tinuity of this life-as ^velFas-its return 
in communion. This return is the 
basic principle; of Spiritualism. It is • 
tile one thing and all the thing that 
gives men a knowledge of a future 
life after the death, of .the body. - 
■. We admireithe philosophy of Spir
itualism,' but we must remember it is 
but the opinion of man in-regard to 
future "existence;- ■ This - heaven "and. • 
hell, this God-ahd- devil theory, is but 
tbe imaginaryrhallucination of man, . 
and has not more foundation soientlf- 
Ically thamhas the: Genesis theory of 
world creation; In. six days. '

We are glad to know you are put: 
ting forth an effort to rid Spiritualism 
of Itg falilrs; and hope you may suc
ceed iu accomplishing the. object 
sought. But -while honest medium
ship is fully countenanced and sup- । 
ported by s.The Progressive Thinker, ■ 
there are 'others—-if wo may be able 
tp read- between the lines—Wio class 
all phenotnenrods fraudulent or nearly 
so. • WitMut'(the phenomena-Spirit- 
uallsm becomes merely , a; church af
fair,- and will therein Jose all.- Its 
spirituality. . IL we. could look back 
and seo what- religion hâs-doné for 
the world,, the-mlllions and millions Of 
lives Its adherents have destroyed in 
their zeal to Support a- man-made In
stitution "Whoso .members .-have been- 
augmented by the : clerical > - element 
through i|»e -ignorance of the masses, 
it Bems, to mo' we should have less 
love for suck an institution. ’

A study'Of the works ôf .nature je

the only thing that can.elevate man. 
abdve the.,br.ute. .In nature’s works 
we And something real, something 
tangible’ on which to put forth an ef- 
forf; while In religion it Is all occult, 
a mystery of godliness.

Does knowledge make man great?
! And if great, tfhy not good? These 
two things must go .together—not 
that every scientific man and woman 
to-day is good or. perfect, but rather 
through knowledge Is the only way 
whereby man can progress, and when 
man shay hâve advanced to that.con
dition where he can understand the 
process in thé. evolution of worlds and 
the' propagation or generation of ob
jectivé life thereon, he will -have no' 
use, for a Jêhovph'ic Deity; for .he will 
be'far in advance of the one wor
shiped by the Jews, If we may judge 
hls ability, by ’hls'Genesis creation 
theory.. -. ■ !

. WM., J;. HAYNES.
’ Norridgewock, ’ Maine. '.

SPIRIT RETURN.

Yard of Roses............. 7.............
Yard of Kittens,. .. .... . . . .
Yard of Pansies. . .................. 
Yard of Assorted Fruits for 
dining room..........................

• 39c. 
.35c. 
.37e.

.39c.
Most beautiful adornments for -any 

’Wigwam or Home. Order to-day.
COOPER WALKER.

28-Ogden Avd., Chicago, Ill.

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.
“The System of Philosophy concern« 

ing1 Divinity" Is certainly reaching the 
people and doing the work. To develop 
one’s psychic powers in a sane and ra
tional way, consciously, so that Inunor« 

” tality .becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with tho unseen a 
façt, is worth all the effort one can 
make to realize U. Mrs. Bowes of To-

It is.Fully Demonstrated in This Re- 
maridable Manifestation.

Tp the Editor:- I had one-ol the 
greatest . pleasures which one can 
have. and -I dpubt if anything like It 

; ever happened before, in witnessing a 
most' Inspiring phenomenon ef the 
continuity oLHfe, on the 25th ult„ at 
a private: gathering, there being eight 
persons. present.-. A spirit form ap- 
peared tq .ua and seemed to be some
what bewildered and said, “Where am 
I?- You are strangers to me?" When 
toId shV wps with friends (not know
ing she:was out of the-body ) and was 
asked, if she could give jls her name 
she replied, /'Of cofirSe" f can. - ,My 
name Ts - Lucine'May- ■ Carpenter?“ 
“Can you \give us your, address where 
you ’ lived T“ was oBked, to which she- 
replied; “You are getting .too per
sonal;” then dematerialized and'dis
appeared., Our Spiritual Instructor 
came soon after and said1, “The-spirit 
form which you have just, seen has 
only left .the. body; a. few days-ago.”- 
Being greatly interested and Wishing 
to find. an account of her death, we. 
referred to’- the Boston Daily -Globe 
and found under, the heading’ of 
Deaths..the. following: ■ . . .
- “In .Malden, Jan. ‘23, Lucine -May, 
widow of Jerome. B. Carpenter, form
erly of. South Boston, agbd 68 years, 
8 days. Funeral Sunday, Jan. 26.” 
; Having had the pleasure of seeing 
and conversing witlf my. own spiyit 
wife and relatives many times -and 
having seen a-great many spirit forms 
come to others, this was the most re- - 
markable manifestation .of spirit re
turn that; I have ever, witnessed,-—l 
the spirit of Mrs. Carpenter appear
ing to us on the second day. after 
leaving the body-and one day before 
her remains were , placed in ' the 
ground.^ It thus brought to my mind 
the’following, beautiful lines; - ■ ■
“There is no death! Born unto that

: <. undying life, . ,-
■ They-leave us but to come again; 
With-joy.- we welcome rthem the 

■ - -same— ■ • ■
■ Except their sin and pain. . 1 -

ronto, writes: “1 certainly think ytTur 
System grand. 1 can always see and 
hear at my sittings. Dr. D. Crichton, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: "IJike the 
scientific tone of the lessons so much 
that I am writing them out for myself. 
One perusal Is not enough." Mr. Dal
ton, a prominent’real estate‘dealer of 
Toronto, writes: “System is Itself a good 
demonstration of inspiration.”- So the 
students, succeed, Send for list of 
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J« C. F. GRUMBINE, 24 Strnth- 
more Rd., Brookline» Ma»»«

“Life and Moral' Axioms of Con- 
fucluB,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and' terseologfcal 
teachings ot the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 651 years before 
the Christian Era, ahd whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25c.'

“Right Living." By Shsan
Wlxon. The author shows a wise 
practicality in her method of teach
ing the principle of ethics. . She il
lustrates her subject with trief nar
ratives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more Interesting .add more 
easily comprehended... It is especial
ly. adapted for use In Children's Ly
ceum. Tn the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very use
ful Young and old will be benefit
ed by it. Price, $1.

"And ever near ..us, thbugh unseen, 
. The.dear immortal spirits tread;

For all-the-boundless-universe . .
•' ..Is life1—thereare no dead.”

i ■ W. H. BEEKMAN. 
Boston, Mass,

Äh

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your uge, huw long you have worn andc- 

tacfes: 1 will mull Unc Pair of 11.10 Melted Peb
ble Lens in a good straight temple steel frame, 
guaranteed to tit your eyes. Also a Vegetable 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eye-Watch 
that will cure sore eyes- All fur ILiu; If only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty centa 
Battery Weems; Magnetized Compoahd, 10cts.- 
PPFF For your address on a postal card, a. 
I nuU beautiful photo of Yermah, chief of 
the Atlamlans; lived on earth Itl.OuO years ago: 
also illustrated circulars showing styles and * 
prices, telling all about my Melted Lona f 
flieetacJe. and my method of Utting EYES as ' 
perfectly at your own homo as it you were in 
my office. B. P. POOLS, 15? Winthrop avenue, Chicago. UL

PHycho-('inlrvo;rnut RentllnjiN by Mull 
on ui! affaira of life, $1. Questions an
swered. Mrs. L. J. William«, Heaver 
Dam, Wia?, 122 4th st.

IMPOHTAST NOTICE.

Chicago,.February II. 1808. /
Notice Is hereby given that al ai 

meeting of the Stockholders ot Meys 
Chemical Manufacturing Company, A 
corporation .xistlng under the laws fit 
the State of Illinois, held In the City of 
Chicago, on the 16th day of January, . 
A. D, 1908, the number of the direct-/. - : 
ors of the-said Meys Chemical Manufoc-: 
luring Company, a corporation exist
ing under the laws of the State .of ’ 
Illinois, was Increased from five (5> t<y 
seven Ct), by unanimous action of said '.? 
stockholder», conformably to the By- A’ 
laws ot the said Meys Chemical Cdmi 
pàny, a corporation existing under thé . -. 
laws of the State of Illinois. . >/• .

. C. A. BURGESS, President. T 
M. Burgess, Secretary-Treasurer.

Be Sure to Read This,
Princes L. Loucks, one of the 4rSMust nsyahts 

wonders U vlnr. t use the aplrUuai X-ray-to io 
cate si) internal dlseaaea. A trial wiu oonrlnae 
you. Nervous exhaustion andloel .viror of Doth 
saxes succeBituhy treated, as hundreds ean tea* 
tlfy. Send name. age. sol, complexion, one lead* 
tor symptom, ana ten centa In stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 

p ! worth dollars to you.. Be aura to writ« your own 
! letter. Dr. J. S. Louoka. who lately passed on. 
continues to treat tho alo<c through my medium* 
•hip. Address all ettorato

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
Stoneham, Mass.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM..

6y. Thomas Iqman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
.Worship, on - “The Assyrian Sacred 
’Grove," and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred Ulus.
tretionSt; Cloth, >1. ■

THE RELIGIONOFOHEERFULNESS' 
By Sara-A.-Hubbard. .

This little booklet sets forth inter- 
-estingly,a religion which, all .may ad
mire and experience with benefit- to 
body-and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present Daintily ¡printed1 and 
bound, in a case.L .Price 50 cents. •

■WOMAN'S SOURCE;OF POWER;
. Ry Lois Waisbrohcr;-

Mrs. WalSbrolter has been known aS 
a writer qn the question of -sox and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study, Price,, paper onjy, 2S cts.

. '‘'Longley’s .Bea-UtifuL Songs, 
now edition comprising in one vol-

A

ume-the Tour parts heretofore pub- 
dished, to which is added part ' five,' 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, Including . “Only a 
Thin-Veil Between Us,“ and its "Coit- 
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents 
Boards,50 cents. • s ,

“The Attainment of 'Womanly 
Beauty of . Form and-Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal Beauty, 
Based-on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture.- By twenty physicians -and spe
cialists. Edited ’ by Albert Turner,“
Of. special Interest and value. 
gl.ÛO.

CLARISSE HUMr’HREY-MLLI.INS will . 
give clairvoyant readings by mail/ 

beqd lock of ball* and $1. Address, % 
Whitewater, Wis.

\. The Natural.Heu Incubator
Costs only. S2.00: New Method: uses hen and hey' 
heatv Great succ ess« AY-ritiMor circulars. v<y 
will never use any other, Address Albert (> 
Bunde, 4316 State St., Chicago, 111.

. <■ ■
PSYCHOnETRIC READINGS W cent;. J. 'A, 

Bost, General Delivery. Pittsburg. Kan. / '

Works of Thomas Pains
A uqw edition In papct covers with largo clear 

qcmprldngi A -
-Age of Reason....... -.25 cts. ■

• . Rights of-Man........ .25 cts.- • ■ 
Crisis...... ........ 25 cts. '
Common Sense.:... ..15 cts,

TIUb lit splendid opportunity to secure'ttieBO Ptliad. 
wd works, u tbe price It within the retch of alk'BUr 
Kia at thlt office. y • c

’ ' , NAME THE BABY,
Or Give the Charge. . A song with 
solo, duet and chorus, by-John-W; 
Ring, arranged by M. ’H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

"How to Train-Children ana-pa
rents;” Mrs.’ Elizabeth Towne takes 
the-position-that in many .cases ft is 
the parents that need ths treining 
more thftn the children, and udvfses 
pdrents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-five cents could not be better cnent 
than in buying the book. Anyone 
that has The care of children should 
read it. Price 25 cents... .

■ ."After Her Death.” The-Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thought 
can.fall to bo fed and delighted wit.i
this book. Beautiful ' spiritual
thought, combining advanced ideas 
on the' finer and ethereal. phases of
Spiritualism, Jefidlng tho mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex- 

PrUn-i hlt®d spiritual truth. : A book for the 
-“'^higher Dfe. “Price, cloth, 81 <00.:

within.it
connecting.it
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DUALITY- THE ROMISH OCTOPUS

THE ROMISH HIERARCHY.

It

IMPORTANT QÍ'|!STÍON.

This

SCIENTIFIC CONCLUSION.

Dust is Necessary to Our Comfort.

hta

it

in the absence of the bishop or 
parish priest.

4. These engagementsjshould be 
couraged. If made some months

is a Menace to Human Liberty and 
American Institutions.

Pure Thoughts Necessary to Spiritual 
Attainments.

Genius alwtfys gives, its best first; 
prudence at last.—Lavaper.

I would rather boa poor man in a 
garret with plenty, of books than a 
king who did not love reading.—Ma-, 
caulay. t

Be kind to everybody, .but espec-.

Thore would be more happiness In 
tho world if we would rojoico more 
with-others instead-of feigning sym
pathy, with their sorrows.-—Mas 
Hewer. „■.■■..
. - Soft is tho muslp that would charm 
sorever.—Woidaw^m,

VIVID DREAM FINDS
LOST WEDDING RING.

Chester in Tin-ice Repeated Vision 
'Sees Circlet Wife Dropped Five

Years Ago, Thus Illustrat-
' iiig Spirit Power.

tally to the aged, for are all trav
eling that way very-rapidly. .
■ The world iq contlnjially ■ growing 
better to. all who ar? honestly frying 
to make It better.“^fcy|rett McNeil.

The only timeivhehw person is too 
old to. learn rtS",w1ieh!' ho Is on hta

How, is Your OpsoniptMdex
., ——* i' ü ' •

be
SPIRITUALISM Progress, tb« Universal Lav) ot Satúre ; Tboûgbt the golVer)t of fier Problems— gPI^ITUALIgM

VOL, 37
NO. 954

! ME TELLS HOW TO HEAL. INTERESTING INCIDENTS,

lets as u Missionary Among His 
Neighbors, Healing Them Free.

I To the Editor: The writer has been 
1 reader of this paper ever since its 
list issue. Mrs. Minnie C. Hays, of 
derington, -Kansas, whose letter ap
pears in this paper Feb. 15 puts me 
!o work to write a letter which I have 
Peen wanting to write for a long time, 
for many years letters have appeared 
in .The Progressive Thinker from 
time ‘ to time written by persons 
who have claimed to be “Magnetic 

\ Healers,” "Divine Healers,” “Spirit 
Mealers,” etc., but without a single 
w)ord of explanation. The, readers 
Jue always left In the dark,as to how 
KiJl this is done. There is always an 
dir of mystery about these letters. ■

Tlie writer is a graduate from the 
Weltiher Institute of Magnetlq Heal
ing.- I have practiced this kind of 
healing for many years, have treated 
hundreds of people, and I have read 
everything that has been written on 
this subject, including the writings 

o of the Indian Yogis and philosophers 
4\on this subject. Surely I ought to be 

able to write Intelligently on this sub
ject. I think I can truthfully say that 
I never treated but one person" who 
was not benefited. I am very psychie 
and sensitive. I never treat any one 
but what F am more or less under con
trol. Of course I live in a Christian 
»neighborhood, I invite everybody to 
be treated. But I do not talk to my 
neighbors about “Divine Healing" or 
I'Slpirit Healing.” I tell my ortho
dox neighbors that I am a “Magnetic 
Healer,” and let it go at that.' If I 
would talk to my neighbors about 
“Divine” or about “Spirit” I would 
not get much healing to do. My prin
cipal object is to convince the people 
-that there 1b something in it. I do all 
such work entirely free of charge. 1 
treat people at home or away from 
home.

Here I will make a statement 
which will be hard for some people 
to believe. I will give it word for 
word as I have heard it many time& 
Jrom Prof. Weltmer.'and as it occurs 

_ in Hatha Yoga: “Any strong, healthy 
\person, man or woman, can practice, 
magnetic healing with success.” Of 

■ cdurs if you are mediumistic then this 
will be a great help to you. Many

Showing Conclusively That Spirits 
Can Return to Earth and Com

municate With Mortals.
It is Extending Its Tentacles Over the 

United States.

SEEKING THE LIGHT. EXCEPTIONALLY IMPORTANT.

of-you will find that you will 
mediumistic if you practice 
awhile. 'The -general notion

become 
healing 
among

■ people Is that magnetic healers are 
endowed, and that we were born with 
a special gift, and that there is some
thing mysterious about such persons. 
This is all a mistake. "Any strong, 
healthy person can heal” by the appll- 

" cation of the hands, the main thing 
that Is required is just a little confi
dence in yourself. Just think so.

Now I will proceed to tell how and 
- what ■ to do in this kind of healing. 

Just how and where to place tlie 
- hands, the healer must be governed 

by. common sense. Any student will 
1 learn all this by practice. .There are 

plexuses—plexf, in different parts of 
-the body. A plexus |s a place where 
the nerves cross and recross—a bun
dle of nerves. One principal thing in 
magnetic healing 1$ to get the hands 
in contact with thejnervous system.
: Here I will ntfmij and locate the 

b principal plexuses tlyat a healer has 
\ to do with: The cervical plexus is 
\sltnated in the back of the neck. The 
»dorsal and solar plexus behind the 
¡stomach. Lumbar plexus, in the lum
bar regions of the spine. Sacral 
plexus, low down in the spine, below 
kidneys.
-- I never place my hands on the bare 
body of the patient; this is not neces
sary at all. Treat men over the un
derclothing. In warm weather, when 
thinly clad, I treat ladies right over 
their clothing. The magnetism, spirit 
aura, .vitality, vital fluid, or the Yogi’s 
prana< which goes from- the hdaler’s 
Hands passes through clothing more 
readily . than water. That' “thing." 
which we in this country call “mag- 
netlsm,” for a better name, is of a 

, spiritual nature. Never treat a pa
tient without treating the stomach 
■and the heart. Always tell the pa- 
tient just vfhat you are going to-do, 

- so they/ may take the suggestion.
Treat a person not less than one-half 

. hour;
■Such things as pounding, slapping, 

hard rubbing and' being rough with 
the patient, as is generally the case 
With osteopathists is all unnecessary. 

-It Is the application of the hands that 
does the good.

' But now how? Have the patient 
lie ; down on the right side and get 

\in as easy a position as possible. The 
{patient must relax. Tell the patient 
"to get into the condition of Bleep as 
near as possible. Don’t talk, nor al- 
how any one else to talk in the room 
dr wherever you may be. The healer 
Should keep his or her mind right on 

'-what.you-are doing. Remember there 
is,such a thing as mind .healing. 
While treating a patient: direct your 
mind’ properly, and say to the-patient 
and within yourself, “This will help 
you.”.. Be sure to get the good will of 
the person. Don’t argue with them 

■on religion or anything else. Give a 
child patient candy and get their good 

■ will. In treating for any kind of 
fever, Bright's disease, diabetes, or 
most any ailment we call sicjtness, 
stand or sit by the patient,, place the 
left hand over the stomach and the 
right hand over -the..solar plexus in 
the back. Hold the hands quietly for 
sometime. Then it may be a good 
idea to slowly and qiiietly pass the, 
right hand;down the whole,length of 
the spine from the neck down. Be 

■sure to have the ends of the-fingers' 
in contact wltb-The person as the hand 
passes down the spine. When'.people 
are ailing they are suee to have head
ache. For headache place the left 
hand over the forehead and the right 
hand, over the back of the neck. . For 
lumbago, kidney trouble or any-ail
ment along the back, place the left 

■’■ hand in. front and the right hand over 
the- part that is ailing and gently 
stroke and massage the spine. For 
rheumatism and all kinds of neural
gia troubles, plape tlie hands over the 
parts affected and then gently knead 
■find rub the parts, In rubbing the 
tipper or lbwer limbs always rub from 
.the body. If while you are engaged

To the Edltqr: I have thought 
many times' of the view which my 
mother had a short while previous to 
her exit from earth, and wished that 
I might be Informed to my satisfac
tion as to its meaning, as I am en
tirely ignorant of the same.

She had ulcerated ankles, resulting 
from erysipelas, and I had to dress 
them -twice dally. One day when I 
went to her room and commenced 
operations she said: “Who is it 
comes in with you every time to do 
this for me. Some one that looks like 
you, and walks close by your side? 
Perhaps it’s your Houble, or may be 
your sister, who recently died. I do 
not know what ft can mean, it seems 
so strange.. Are there two of you, 
for you both look' to me just the 
same? The last time my ankle was 
dressed, you did not do it,-but the 
■other ^lone did it.”

My mothef was always skeptical in 
regard to spirit manifestations, and 
often opposed me in iny belief of 
them, yet on several occasions . she 
saw the disembodied herself-—one 
particular time, as follows: She was 
keeping house for a man who had 
recently lost his wife, and the only 
child left a young daughter of twelve 
years, lodged in the same bed with 
her. She said one n“iiit after retir
ing, she saw the ladyMI plain as ever 
she had in life, and had been ac- 
qauinted with her tlir several years. 
She approached the side of the bed 
where the girl was already asleep, 
bent over and looked earnestly at her 
for an instant, #nd then vanished on 
the spot.

Another' view she had was this: 
Months before my oldest sister 
passed on (then eighteen years old 
and in good health), she saw a casket 
in her room with a young Woman 
therein prepared for the burial; she 
said she did not know who it was.,

On telling my sister of it she 
laughed at her, saying it was "all im
agination, and to think,no more about 
-it.” On golug among her young com7 
rades she rehearsed the incident, and 
said to them, "It was I she saw, and 
I know It.” In less than a year she 
passed on with quick consumption, 
being a source ot great grief to all 
of us.

A short time previous to mother's 
departure she asked, "Who was it 
singing in the house this morning? 
I never heard such sweet music In all 
my life.” I asked hen.what time, and 
if she beard It. She-said, "About 
three o’clock.”

"Why, mother,” I said, "it was the 
angel music you heard. No mortal 
but ourselves was in this house at 
the tiniir’

"Well," she said, "it was the 
sweetest sound I ever heard.’

She told of seeing beautiful flowers 
the day before her demise, but said 
it must be something wrong in her 
head. “No,” I answered, “they are 
the flowers of paradise. You are nean- 
ing the other shore, and will soon be’ 
with our departed spirit friends, and 
be very happy.”

She heard voices, but mostly of an 
unpleasant kind, accusing her of 
things entirely foreign to. her mind, 
which annoyed her very much, as she 
could not see the source from which 
they came. ■ She said they were some
times near the house; again beneath 
it, out in the fields,’and even, miles in 
the distance. One good, friendly voice 
which she always knew from the rest 
defended her case, and displeased 
them, so that for a time she could 
rest. This friend would tell them 
that their “stories 'were all false and 
they knew it; they were only trying 
to torment her.” She bellevpd that 
it was all of mortal origin, but fbr 
some reason the instigators would not 
show themselves inside the house. I 
believed that It might be a case of 
obsession; but others thought her 
“demented,” yet on. every other topic 
she was more saneThan those who 
thus judged her, and without doubt 
was mediumistic.

J. H. JOHNSON.
¡ Pittsfield, Mass.

A vivid dream thrice repeated 
showed George Chester, of West Liv
ingston, N. J., where to find his wife's 
wedding ring, which she lost nearly 
five years ago. The dream first came 
to him on Friday night. He saw him
self walking along - Roseland avenue 
toward Caldwell. About half way to 
Caldwell he grew weary and seated 
himself under a big , tree whose 
branches shaded the road. After rest
ing awhile he got up. His foot slipped 
and displaced a small stone: Then he 
saw a bright object and picked it up, 
It was the ring he put on his wife’s' 
Anger ipn the happiest of days.

Saturday' night the dream was re
peated even more realistically, for in 
it he saw engraved within the gold 
circlet "G. C. to L. T. W.” So he told 
the dream to Mrs. Chester, who laugh
ed at him. But while he slept Sunday 
night the same vision appeared to, 
him again,

He was so impressed that despite 
his wife’s scoffing he determined to at 
least find the place three times indi
cated to him. Yesterday Chester per
suaded his wife to drive with him 
along ROseland avdnue. Half way be
tween Roseland and Caldwell he 
pointed ahead at a tree whose -bare 
branches extended over the road.

"There's thé tree,” he said, posi
tively. "Now I’m going to search un
der it.” In five minutes he had found 
the ring.—New York World.

To the Editor: If every one of us 
who could, would get one new sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
and would send one dollar to the N. 
8. A., what a great good would lie 
accomplished. I want to refer to the 
able article by- Dr. J. D. Buck on the 
“Holy Roman Empire,” published in 
The Progressive Thinker., No. 947. I 
am sure all intelligent Spiritualists 
Bhould-feel as deep an Interest in this 
menace to our liberties as the Masons, 
and join as heartily as they in what
ever can be done to thwart the crafty 
designs of the arch enemy of free
dom, the Catholic Hierarchy in Amer
ica. I want to refer to the article by"' 
E. J. De Camp, No. 946, The Progress
ive Thinker. In the wonderful demon
stration of the cross and crown ot 
thorns 5n the stove. Does "it plainly 
prove to us the reality of’ the Chris
tian religion—establishes anew the 
crucifixion of our beloved Savior,” 
etc. This demonstration of- spirit 
power proves, as many others have, 
that there are laws unknown to us, 
that the spirits can usé, but was it a 
“divine rebuke?” If so, are all com
munications divine—and have we a 
“beloved Savior?” If -so, then the 
mission of the spirit world to us has 
been a failure, jnd we may all go 
back to the dark' past. If Jesus lived 
and was crucified because of his liv- 
Ing'.'a life and preaching a doctritw in
comprehensible to some of those in 
power, and he suffered death because 
of his adherence to his ideals, só have 
thousands of others, and he is not 
the only Savior. . But I thought we 
had returned to Nature, and to natur
al law—there is no miracle, nothing 
can occur outside of law—there may 
be laws we have not yet learned, but 
all the same*we cannot get outside óf 
the universe of nature, for nature has 
its spiritual Bide.

I do not understand how it is that 
so many Spiritualists ape the church 
and its ceremonials and seem to think 
they have a Savior. Intelligence and 
knowledge, character and kindness, 
love and justice, are our saviors. Let 
us have done with superstition, with 
false beliefs, and depending'upon an
other to bear our sins of either ignor
ance or selfishness.

S. S. ROCKHILL. .
Alliance, Ohio.

. How many of us realize the part 
duality plays in each and every one 
of our lives; but-it is only when we 
make a close inspection aud follow it 
in all of its ramifications-that we be
gin to realize its full meaning as ap
plied to the individual add the great 
whole. J

In using this term I shall attempt 
to show tli-at life is dual¡ and every
thing has its opposites pr duality. 
To illustrate: HeatTs thd'opposite of 
cold, wet the opposite èf dryness, 
health the opposite of sickness, good
ness the opposite of wickedness, vjrtue 
the opposite , of vice,-happiness the 
opposite of discontent, love thé oppo
site of hatred, male the opposite of 
female, pleasure the opposite of pain, 
morality the opposite of immorality, 
light the opposite of darkness, >nat- 
ter the opposite of spirit, death the 
opposite of Rfe, the poaltiveMe op-' 
posite of negative; and.without the 
one we could not hayeMé óthér, 
' We are surrounded by g mighty 
force known by the name ;of electricity 
.and by splitting up this oéeàn of ^ther 
the‘positive and negative currents 
have such an affinity - fpr each other 
that they uni té into the Origina] force 
and become the Seiteama force as be
fore man brought ; thejn under his 
subjection, and returnedito the same 
source from whence'the^ came.

Now we have seen thei part duality 
-plays in nature, man Wng not ex
empt for he is both mortal and im
mortal, nay more, h^ 14 spirit, soul 
and body, and if he bW.ngs.his soul in 
rapport with thg. Ulvinè.rrom whence 
it came. Upon the .dissolution of his 
body, his soul is atiiacted to the di
vine, as like attracts'like,and positive" 
and negative electricity pas an affin
ity for one, another. They are really 
one when blended. Sb is .the soul of 
man when brought ln/hprmony with 
the divine laws of néture^and^puch 
a .union is the highesttàn^most desir
able of all attainments mankind can 
ever expect to attain; ^or with this 
state comes that ecstasy of joy and 
freedom that only tho^se Who -have ar
rived there cap reallyjMÛipfèhend.

What right .have t^osp .¿who are 
steeped in materialigfn pnd live un
holy, sensuous lives to'deny,(he exist
ence of a future Ufe?oç of a divine 
creative power? Suchi persons drown 
out all their splrituaVnature by giv
ing up and indulging themselves in 
sensualities of all kinds. ( To bucIi this 

.life is real. But to airman of spiritual 
attainments, he'kno^B that, it is but 
an illusion. Oh! if t|re . majority 
cbuld only be brou^ht'tq tbf>.,génse of 
this realization,-this'vropld'iLWouid be 
transformed into a temuprary heaven.

The Baying", "“Seek flfst the king-. 
dom of heaven and alùtliings- shall 
be added unto you,’1' is as true to
day as it was in the days^t Babylon. 
This“'kingdom of hekvCn Is within 
-yourself. It is bn|. a spiritual unfold- 
ment that is worth more than gold, 
diamonds, rubies or any other , ma
terial wealth. As a proof ot this we 
have not‘only the bîblè but the at
tested proof of Christ aiifl many noted 
sages and seers who have devoted 
their'entire lives ID search after the 
divine truths for truth’s sake.

In India 'these sages Mate back to 
more than four thousand years be
fore Christ. : ‘ :

This Is a world' of- tompensatlon. 
Those who aspite to high spiritual 
attainments must of necessity pay the 
price, or in other "wdrds -live a life 
that Is not only. good, but absolutely 
pure. - ?

For thoughts are things mote, real 
than anything we catf sense. Hence 
those who have impute,'thoughts can 
never hope to make siMritual attain
ments. ‘ A. A.!WARREN.

Dubuque, Iowa."' ■' ;

After Easter, April 19, of this year, 
Catholics yho marry will be governed 
by the new laws regulating marriages 
issued by Tope Pius X., in which some 
radical changes are announced, re
garding engagements as well as mar
riages, qays the Toledo Blade, ' '

Under the new law an engagement 
will not be regarded by the church as 
biiiding, unless it be a written agree
ment, .witnessed by the parish priest 
or two witnesses.

The most drastic change is that 
which makes invalid marriages before 
a civil magistrate or minister where 
one or both papdes to the contract are 
Catholic.

• Under the old law such marriages 
were valid, but were regarded as grave 
scandal,

The marriage of a Protestant to 
a Protestant, providing" neither has 

•been baptized in the Catholic 
church, is considered valid, as is, also 
the marriage of nbn-baptlzed man and 
woman.

While this may seem to be outside 
the question, it would be important in 
preventing any such persop using it 
as a protext to break a marriage con
tract and marry a Catholic.

. The Rev. James P. McCloskey, rec
tor of St. Patrick's,was asked concern
ing them, and in reply stated that the 
Rt. Rev. Bishop Horstmann, D. D., of 
Cleveland would probably embody 
them in his Lenten pastoral to the dio
cese. <

Asked about the changes, Father 
McCloskey stated that they were 
meant to still further safeguard mar
riages.

The church has long disapproved of 
mixed marriages, as invariably it 
means a loss of religion to both par
ties as well as to'the children of such 
marriages.

The hew rulqs bearing upon engage
ments were also-* commended by 
Father McCloskey, who explained that 
heretofore an engagement was con
sidered binding by the church and the 
party withdrawing could not marry 
without the consent of the other.

It was difficult to determine some 
times whether the engagement was a 
real one and the word of one party 
or the other was all the evidence In 
the matter. "A written contract, with 
the names of witnesses attached, does 
away with all doubt and would be val
uable,” added the rector, “in a breach 
of promise suit.

“Parties are not required to sign a 
written contract of engagement,, but it 
will not be considered as binding when 
one of the other desires to break !t.”

The-'lmportant changes are noted in 
the article below taken from the cal
endar': ' - -

Engagement.
1. Every matrimonial engagement 

after Easter must be In writing, a- 
though there is no necessity nor obli
gation to enter Into a formal engage
ment before marriage.

2. . In the eyes of the church and 
before God; private betrothal after 
Easter between Catholic parties,or be
tween fallen-away Catholics, begets no 
matrimonial obligation whatever, be
cause the church decrees that every 
prenuptial contract is void unless it is 
written and duly attested.

3. Parties wishing to become en
gaged must sign the pre-nuptial con
tract. and have_the bishop or their pas
tor witness it." In the absence of the 
bishop or priest, two witnesses must 
sign the engagement. If one or both 
of^those to be engaged cannot write 
this, should be noted, and three lay 
witnesses must sign the engagement

What Are" the True Conditions ot 
Spirit Life.

How little, we have learned of the 
real condition of those who ’ have 
passed through the change called 
death, and come, or send their mes
sage to us. Many times the questions 
asked concerning the life of our 
spirit friends are answered by telling 
us they cannot find words to express 
so we will understand the true life 
as they know it. Many tell of the 
summer-land. Where and what is it? 
W,e think of flowers, of balmy air, of 
grassy hills, of shade trees, and all 
the beauties of the country. We are 
told of schools, of musical' progres
sion,, of labor of various kinds, and 
also of souls in prison, and in dark
ness. Do we really .understand what- 
all these conditions mean? Do we-un- 
derstand what is meant by the ipw 
of vibration?

We take so much for granted, think 
ot the material life here, or what 
someone has told us, and come to 
hasty conclusions.

I am going to give a few illustra
tions, for those who have been to a 
place know best what is there, and 
pre best able to enlighten us.

At a meeting at my home this win
ter, a spirit came and, giving her 
name and incidents connected with, 
her life on earth to identify her, fold 
of her home over there. She had been 
tliè' colored nurse in the home of one 
of the gentlemen present, and in her 
simple way had lived an honest life, 
and as she expressed it, "Done right 
by every one, and was all right there.”

She had her ideal home, a three- 
room cottage, neat and tidy, a cow, a 
pig and a garden. She gave the mes
sage so that more than one medium in 
the room understood and all agreed in 
the statement. She seemed to find no 
trouble in coming into our atmos
phere to give the message.

The law of vibration, transmission 
of thought, Is the usual way of com
munication, but the thought Is often 
expressed in pictures, we see the pic7 
ture the other mind presents, in
stead ol hearing the spoken word; 
thus proving that thoughts are cre
ative. They are not things, but are 
the power that creates. When we can ' 

^Uidy deeply enough into this matter 
we will learn that everything is the 
result of thought and desire from 
some plane of consciousness and soul 
unfoldment.

- It is not always those who-have 
been the greatest sinners who are in 
darkness, and not always the wise 
man, as we call the student of earth, 
who is -most progressive. Ofttlmes 
“A little child shall lead them.”

Those who, with the simplicity of a 
child, with faith, for they have not 
learned to -doubt, are only conscious 
of life and light and love,., have. no 
fears fpr they know only of the good, 
go1'on‘in the light of the spirit, and 
know no darkness.

Thus the colored nurse, with her 
simple nature had found peace and 
light, If not yet, great progression,

Mystery of Brain and Soul—Habitual 
Criminals Are Virtually Moral In. 
valid«.—Some Criminals So Ment
ally Constructed That They Can
not Go Straight Under Any Circum
stances.
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What is a Hypocrite?
To the Editor: The very learned 

editor, W. R. Hearst, owner of the 
New York American and "dpurna 1, 

' printed in the city of New York, and 
incorporated as a trust paper under 
the laws of the state of New Jersey, 
asked 'the readers of his paper to give 
a definition of the following question: 
“What is a Hypocrite?” After the 
answers of several persons and 'as 
many creedsTiad been printed, I wrote 
mta,e, which never went tp press, and 
aÆ- as "follows:

■’-WHAT IS A HYPOCRITE?—Any 
person of whatsoever sex; who preach
es of.any other God than the'real God 
of Nature, of which . every animal, 
plafat and vegetable is filled, is a 
HYPOCRITE. Anyperson of whatso
ever creed who preaches race suicide 
and at the same time refuses to. take 
unto himself a wife, which is one of 
the laws of. Nature, is a HYPOCRITE. 
Any person of whatsoever sex and 
creed who professes .religion in their 
own heart and at. the same timé in
fringes on the constitution of the 
United States by trying To down a 
true religion, .Spiritualism, is à 
HYPOCRITE;

- CLARION D. SMITH.
. New York-City., .... " ,

id treating’ your hands ail'd arms get 
to aching, or if you get weak and ex-, 
hausted, don’t be alarmed. . Just stop 
and rest awhile. . You will soon re
cuperate and be all right, then pro
ceed to treat again. Always wash the 
hands after treating a patient. > ,

Now I have told just a little, a very 
small part about, »magnetic, healing. 
If Brother Francis publishes this, and 
if the readers want it, I will write, 
again, '■'' '" .

Friends, send Rev. G. H. Brooks 
money. I have known'him for twenty 
years. Ho is all right.» s

JACOB FULMER.
Jamestown, Kansas.1

The usefulness of dust is proclaim
ed by science; despite all the house
wives of- all the ages. Dust is part of 
the machinery that produces cloud 
and rain. It is also a protection from 
the sun. Without it the sun’s rays 
would be unbearable. The reason 
that sunburn is more .easily acquired 
on the mountains than In the low-: 
lands is said to be .probably because 
of the comparatively dustless air of 
the mountainous regions. ' ,

A dustless atmosphere during fatti» 
would mean a much greater degree of 
discomfort than rain' ever j brings; 

¿Trees and; buildipgs would be /drip
ping with moisture; our clothing and 
the exposed .parts of. our bodies would 
be constantly wet; .umbrellas would be 1 
classed as; useless curios and instead 
of trying to conquer, the dust in the 
house we should have to face a much’ 
greater enemy In wet floors and drip- 
ping walls. In évery drop of rain and 
in every, particle of cloud there is a 
partlclé/Oi dùst.’ ,¿A,sample of air may 
be takgn anywhere and ' the number 
of Its dust particles accurately de
termined,- Dust, too,! produces th e 
glofious-.Bunset effects in the evening 
sky; thus pausing the faint obscurity 
we call twilight. - .

The twilight is always a reflected 
glory.. The light comes from the sun, 
which has the meanwhile sunk below 
the horizon. The reflector is an up
per layer of dust. Were the air per
fectly dustless there would be no twi
light. Darkness would Immediately 
follow thè sunset.

, JOHN A. HOWLAND.

Sir A. E. Wright is! the inventor of 
the word opsonins. It comes from a 
classic verlp'fur-caterlngr.or preparing 
food. The idea is 'that“opsonic sub- 
stancer'CQOk the microbes of disease, 
or at ¡any rate reduceitfiem to a eon-' 
ditiory when they fall a ¿ready prey^ 
the white corpuscles of .-the blood.’ 
Prof.-Wright and Dr. Douglas first 
separated thq, blood -.corpuscles from 
the blood fluid or sefium, and placed 
the white corpuscles in. a fluid by 
themselves; After that a colony of 
disease producing riiicrobes was cul
tivated. This coJonjirwijs let loose on 
the _white_ corpuscles'1in ¿ the neutral 
fluid. _ The corpuscles remained inac
tive.;'It was as if,two ¿contending ar
mies had been brought; iace to face 
awaiting .attack,, but restrained' by 
their.commanders;- ; t-

had been a nurse, also gave-me a mes
sage regarding his condition over 
there. He was in partial darkness, as 
he explained it. I was able to see 
him, as if I looked from my window 
across a ■ dark street into another 
window where there5 was light. He 
was there, but said he could not see 
nie, could- only see in the one room 
or space where he was, all beyond was 
darkness. If he tried to see those 
left on earth, it was like looking Into 
a dark cellar. If he tried, to go to 
them he lost his way in the darkness 
and had to be led back by someone 
who was capable of going from one 
plane to another at will.

He was safe, not unhappy, had been 
a good man, but appealed to his rea
son, and in his Ignorance of psychic 
laws, lost sight, just as weSvho are 
in the physical body, lose sight of all 
we can not see with the physical eye.

He1 must learn as a little child 
learns to use its powers, and gain 
faith in himself, then he will find the 
light of the world, because there is 
light within himself. •

It is said that we make our own 
conditions over there, build our own 
houses. They tell me It is true, that 
the book of life is for all to read, and 
not only each act but each thought 
has left an impress. If we injure 
people, we can not find peace till we 
have gained their forgiveness, we can
not forget, they cannot forget, and

’’The researches Chavo made into 
the brain and its workings for the 
last twenty years have helped to de
monstrate both the existence of the 
soul and the'possibility and probabili
ty of its .continued existence after 
death.!'

This Is the statement of Dr. Albert 
Wilson' [as set forth in the Chicago 
Record-Herald], the famous brain 
specialist of London, England, who is 
a firm believer in that intangible, 
mysterious and solemn after-life pow
er popularly known as the soul. He 
has many agnostic opponents who do 
not believe Jn a hereafter, but he 
clings firmly to his -proposition that 
the soul is the superstructure of the 
mind and that therefore, according to 
the laws of the conservation of en
ergy, the soul is bound to go on liv
ing.

In a recen't interview in the London 
publication. Black and White, Dr. Wil- 

■son, in speaking on the mystery of 
the brain and.sou), said:

“We must treat the soul as the 
highest form of energy. One begins at 
the lowest forms of vital energy in the 
shape .of muscular movement, which 
can easily be measured. Then comes 
nerve motion. We can measure its 
velocity, but we have' no powey of 
estimating what nerve motion is, al
though we can see the effect of mo
tion in the further changes in the 
nerve cells, consisting in the altered 
appearance of the stainable granules.

"We then pass from the nerve cells 
which receive impressions and from 
others which emit motion to a new 
type of cell, the association cell. This 
is feebly represented in the lower cre
ation but it is a special feature of the 
human brain and is connected with 
thought, mind, memory emotion, 
ideation.

"The question now arises—has file 
Qreat Architect completed His work? 
Is He finite? Can He do nothing ex
cept what is easily understood by the 
human mind? The human mind is a 
miracle, but is the end? We have 
every reason to believe it is not, be
cause tilery, is no science in which we 
have reached the ultimate goal of its 
capacity. There is every reason then 
to believe that there 1b something be
yond the mind and something built on 
the mind, just as the mind is built on 
the brain. We have such remarkable 
psychological experiences of what we 
term spiritual and religious phenom
ena that there must be a basis for 
them. The only hypothesis or basis 
is what we term the soul, as an actual 
vital force.” .

Dr. Wilson maintairied that the soul 
means the higher development of 
man, or the ego.

"I have always held,” he said, “that 
from a religious point of view, we 
are like a seed of corn. There Is noth
ing In the seed to indicate life, any 
more than there is in the pyramidal 
cells of the brain. At the same time, 
there is life in the corn, it it has its 
proper environment?—moisture, light, 
heat. And in the same way, If the 
human mind possesses its proper en
vironment, the soul breaks forths into 
vitality.

"The body and mind must be fed, 
nourished, warmed and exercised or 
atrophy ensues. The same Is true ot 
the spirit. If a' man neglects the 
nourishment ot his soul, how can it 
possibly live?

"At the top of the brain is the su
perstructure, which’has to do with in
stinct and intelligence. The active 
part of the human brain is a thin coat
ing of a quarter of inch deep. This is 
the cortex. Now this is made up of 
rows of cels, which can be divided 
Into three principal portions. Of the 
three layers, the deepest is represent
ed in the lower animals as instinct, 
and this guards the natural instinct of 
man. ¿This instinctive layer is ho bet- * 
ter toms than in the rabbit, whereas/-, 
our outer layer, which is the intellect-;!
ual layer, is six times thicker than it 

1 that is the
ual layer, is six times 
is in the rabbit, and

" As soon as the blood fluid or serum 
was poured on them, ¿the corpuscles 
began their, normal ¿,Wdrkr,bf microbe 
devouring. ¿Clearlyt/the ,blood'xfluld 
supplied a ;cpnditio4,;-nee3^d for MV 
activity of ' the co^pusclps. - Clearly 
also . it possesses ajinet^ing- ' either 
stimulating to the white cpypuscles or 
damaging to the microbesjTliis some
thing Prof. .Wright, ¿called opsonins. 
The opsonins are caprieW (by the blood 
stream everywhere; or, ¡perhaps, as 
Prof. Metchnikoff avepg. pey are in 
the corpuscles and pro^liced on «stim
ulus of the'serum. (Th? pleasure of a 
man’s germ-killing .power in so far 
as opsonins are concerned,-is called 
his opsonic index. ..The way to keep 
well is to increase yotir opsonic index.

JOHN A. HpWLAND.

tore marriage, they will help to stop 
hasty alliances, which are the cause 

'of so many divorces outside the 
church and of so many unhappy mar
riages among Catholics.

5. Protestants and all who have 
never been baptized in the Catholic 
faith are not subjects of this law, 
hence theri private contracts b'ind for 
the simple reason that the church has 
not made these the conditions under 
which they must enter into an en
gagement.

6. All fallen-away Catholics,wheth
er they have become Protestants or 
Infidels, are bound by the law. The 
church, like the state, han bind her 
refi-a6tory subjects.

Marriages.
1, Every" bishop (or vicar general 

or administrator. of a diocese) can 
validly marry in his qjfc diocese any 
parties, irrespective of the country or 
place whence they come. The bishop 
can delegate any priest tp the same.

2. The bishop outsjde his diocese, 
and the pastor outside the limits of 
his parish; cannot vqlldly niarry their 
o.wn. or. other subjects Without due 
authorization.’ '
. 3. Marriage before a Palest who is 
suspended dr excommunicated by 
name will be no marriage at all.

4. Marriage of. all Catholics, (both 
parties Catholic) before a.minister, or 
civil magistrate-will be no marriage 
at all.
' 5. Marriage of a Catholic to a Pro

testant (one never baptized in the 
Catholic church) before a minister or 
civil magistrate will be no marriage at 
all, unless the Holy See makes a spe-" 
clap law for the United States. ■■" '

6. Marriage of’.a Protestant to a 
Protestant (provided they were never 
baptized in the Catholic church) is 
valid.

7. Marriage of a iion-baptized 
man to a non-baptized woman Is valid 
as a life-long contract. These parties 
do^not receive, however, the sacra
ment of matrimony.

• 8. If for. an entire month, parties 
cannot secure bishop, parish priest, or- 
any priest appointed by either of 
these, they may in the presence of two 
witnesses (there is no marriage if 
there be not two witnesses) declare 
their consent to marry. They are 
then in the eyes of tho church and be
fore God married. As soon after the 
marriage, as posMble they should send

our thoughts as well as
thoughts 
haunt us.

become phantoms
their 
that

But it is ignorance that
keeps spirits in prison,—ignorance of 
psychic laws, ignorance of mental 
laws. How 'touch need there is of 
study, of trying to learn how to live 
so as to make our lives profitable. 
“Blessed are the pure in heart, for 
they shall see God.” It is the purity 
of the child that we must gain, and 
when we have found God we shall 
have found the light.

' MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Washington, D. C.

THE LITTLE SINGER.

I heard a voice that made.me glad.
Thatcaused my cares to flit away, 

And gave the duties, that I had
A tinge of pleasure all the day.

A little .maiden joyously
Sang as she gazed down at her doll, 

From worldly wants and troubles free, 
' A hopeful ditty—that was all.; •

She saw me not and ne’er will know 
■ The Charm her childish singing 

had;
A lasting debt to her I owe, : 

She sang a song that made me glad.
—‘ —9. E. Kiser.

strength of man. Upon the healthy ?. 
activity of the cortical layer, and its '■ 
proper number of cells, depends- our 
success in this world and our happi
ness in the next. There Is no separa
tion between the mind and the brain, 
and the whole question of responsi
bility depends upon the pyramidal 
layer or the-cortical department of the 
brain.”

During the extensive researches 
-into mental diseases Dr. Wilson came 
to the conclusion that habitual crim
inals are virtually moral invalids, 
owing to heredity, and that they 
should be dealt with specially and hu
manely by the state. He maintains fc.; 
that there are some criminals so 
mentally’ constructed that they can; 
never go straight under any circum
stances. .

“Alcoholism and-dissipation In our’ 
ancestors,” he sayS, "left a scar on- 
their progeny. -Alcohol has beem 
proved to exert a deteriorating Influ- « 
ence on progeny. Alcohol puts but-ot 
.action the prefrontal arc of the brain, . . •■ 
which is the last and highest piece , 

«of architecture. It is the seat of con
trol. Destroy that and you have as 
a result a person who cannot help be-, 
ing a,-, criminal.. , ’

“There.is, in-fhet, no such thing hp 
free{will, except in-a perfectly normal- 
brain, and as a-normal brain is more 
a matter of theory and speculation* 
so we ought not to
sponsibility in those 
the criminal classes, 
from, every class in 
We cannot look for

demand full ro- 
whom we style 
who are drawn 
the community.
normal brain

among the poor,, who are devastated 
by alcohol, disease and starvation. 
'Therefore, it is a mistaken idea to ei- 
pecF-as much responsibility'-from a 
working lad as from a properly 
brought-up, well-fed young man of 
the upper classes.’’

their names to the parish priest for 
registration and do whatever is re
quired to have their marriage legally 
recognized by the state.—Morning 
Republican, Findlay, Ohio. \

"To malic-war with those who trade 
with us, is like setting a bull-dog 
on a .customer at the slfop door."—« 
,ThomaB Paine, in Crisis.
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.Explain Farther in Regard 
to Anna Eva Fay.

placed in either pocket. ' Neither Miss 
Fay or her. manager required or cared 
.whether the questions were written 
at tho homes of the experimenters ?r 
after their arrival at the theater: All
that sho required was that the ques
tions be written and pocketed and 
when she announced' and answered 
tliein she very properly desired them 
to be produced and handed to.the 
manager or to any other person to' 
read to the audience in order to verify 
the tost given and receive the proper

j-jjygje—T—........... .......... ............—________________________________ ___ _______ ...

* Prof. Lockwood’s Address.
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A'- (Coutlnued from page 5.)

piocess, by psychic impression, aud. when such spirit comes iu 
- jnagnetic touch with that individual he knows he is telling that 

.which is not true, and he iuipresses your medium upon this ros
trum that that mah’s name isnot Brown, it is Jones. He is tell
ing you a fib, and he has come here for the purpose, as he thinks, 
of trapping you.

When the iuudaiuental principles underlying the Spiritual 
philosophy are understood by your clergymen, they will be 
ashamed to say that Spiritualism does not stand for the .highest 
order of ethical development that has ever been known to the 
page of time. It shows there can possibly be no secrets in Na
ture; all things have their legitimate relationship; all things. 
Saul did not know it. But I wgnt to show you ijow something 
more. Mere is where David wanted,a communication. I. Samuel 
XXX. 7: “And David said toAibihthar, the priest, Ahimelich’s 
son, 1 pray thee, bring me hither tlje ephod.” 0 lio! They had 
ephods iu David’s time, did theyi' They had to have, one, did 
they? The same as Spiritualists have similar instrumentalities 
to connect with the spirit world, j wonder if David was a liar! 
I wonder if the priest was a liar! I; wonder if everybody is a liar 
who believes in Bible divination of. the past, as well as in modern 
mediumship! 1 think not. And when the ephod was brought 

. there came the order of divining. And what is strange, although 
it is true, it was God that was brought up every time, so rep
resented; and not Samuel, in this instance.

In the Old Testament Hod is everywhere represented as talk
ing to men directly. And when we talk with some of our church 
people about it they say that it was a phenomenon* of 
that dispensation,, that it was God. But who • was this 
’God, we inquiref Let us' get down to bottom facts. 
He was Jehovah; he. was Jahveh; he was a tutelary deity in 
the system of the theogony of the Jews. What is a tutelary 
deity? A person that lias been deified. Once a’man living in 
the form; a successful governor, a successful prince, a success
ful potentate, a successful warrior; and when he passes out, peo
ples deify him. Look up your encyclopedias and you will find 
that Jehovah, Jahveh, the Go.d of the mountain was that kind 
of a God. Hence if Jehovah talked through the ephod, and 
through the Urim, and other signs to the prophets of that time,, 
he did precisely the same thing that controlling influences of 
modern times do when they speak through a medium. It is the 
same order of Nature.

I challenge any scholar that lives to show me it w’ a^special 
dispensation of that time, save of a. religious beliei. There 
has been no change in the order of nature. Nature has always 
swung the majesty of her planets in space by the same order 
of attraction and repulsion. Nature always had these prop
erties, and always will. There never was a dispensation in 
which a certain tutelary God could talk to the people, that does 
not exist now. The same method, the same thing, is happen
ing to people to-day—precisely the same thing.

Here is another one in which Jahveh figured. Get your clergy
man, if he is a scholar in Greek, to look up the origin of some of 

• these testaments. In the X. chapter of IL Samuel, 23d verse, we 
find this:

- . “And when David inquired of the Lord, he said, Thou shall 
not go up; but fetch a compass behind them; and come upon them 
over against the mulberry trees.
“And let it be, when thou hearest the sound of a going in the 

tops of the mulberry trees, that then thou shall bestir thyself, 
-• for then shall the Lord go out before thee, to smite the host of 
■ the Philistines.”

That God, 1 ¿uess, is the God worshiped in the mental sanc
tuary of the Kev. R. V. Hunter, and hence his inspiration to 

> smite us who believe in intellectual progress and intellectual 
■ liberty, with the same kind" of spleen as that of old Jahveh, 
who went ahead of David and helped to kill a few thousand 
Philistines because they did not worship him, but were wor
shipers of some other deity.

For shame, my friends, that these sentiments have got hold 
of the human intellect, and that any person can stand up in 
the city of Buffalo and call all men liars and frauds, who b6- 
lieve in these phenomena. So far as those are concerned that 
believe in the rights of humanity for humanity’s sake, they are 
working for the interests of humanity for humanity’s sake, and 
not to build up a special religion but to extend the boundaries 
of intellectual thought. Those are what the intellectual Spirit
ualists of the world are working for to-day. Inquire; read the 
papers, and see what is going on arqund you. "

But, say some people, these phenomena belong to a time in 
which we have no method of proof, save that of the texts re
ferred to. Some say that it did not belong to the time of Jesus. 
Let us see about, that a little.

Jesus, iu talking to. his disciples, St. John, xiv., 10, instructs 
them regarding who the speaker is, and he says to them: “Be- 
lievest thou not that I am’ in the Father, and the Father in me? 
The words that I speak unto you I speak not of myself; but 
the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works.”

Father was a very common name. A great many churches in 
Oriental times called the priest “Father.” Our Catholic church 
does to-day; and I do not know, I am not quite satisfied that 
the word Father here meant God. If it did, it is all the same. 
It is in keeping with the philosophy. “Believest thou not that 
I am in the Father, and the Father in me? The words that I 
speak unto you I speak not of myself; but the Father that 
dwelleth in me, he doeth the works.” The spirit speaks.

When Mrs. Chase was here a week ago last Sunday night she 
corrected some one in the audience who said, “Tljank you, 
Madam.” “No,” said the control spirit. “I am Mr., if you 
plehse. ’ ’ The influence was a masculine influence and it.correct
ed the party who addressed it. You will find this to be the case 
every time, my friends.
J want to read you another little text about how;Jesus taught 

his disciples: • _ ■ ■ "
“But when they deliver you up, take no thought how or what 

ye shall speak: for it shaU be given you in that same hour what 
ye shall speak. _

“For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Fattier 
1 which speaketh in you.” ' ?■ . '

' Pretty good proof, is it not, that even in Jesus’ time Spiritual 
. influences controlled human beings '■and spoke through them.

To-day people for some rgason that I cannot possibly compre
hend,see fit to join in with the vast majority who are nnt famiL 
iar with the history of these books; have not read any coinci
dent history of these times, and they are Unite likely to join in 
theory ofjlenunciation. .. ’

A gentleman said to me in one-of your stores last week, “Why 
the Rev. Hunter gave you an lawful goodihrasliing, didn!t he?”.
“No, he didn’t. No, he.didn’t He did no,t even know the\ 

. history of Spiritualism. He toldi Von it' had its origin in ttid 
“voodooism,” peculiar to’the Mongolian race. It did not have 
its origin there. No truth in Nature ever had its origin in a race 
of people or a church. No scientific truth''ever had its origin 
in a priest. No great truth for.the benefit of humanity, ever had 
its origin in any system.of.religion. Truth is in nature. There 

, IB no truth save nalurq! truth. What you call truth frequently

is not truth, but speculation, and wild speculation ^t that. Spir
itualism is a truth. It had its origin in the'vefy structure of 
matter itself. Had 1 some of my apparatus’here1 which I em
ploy iu my lectures, I could demonstrate to ^ou shine facts that 
belong to and underlie this Spiritual philosophy*?' These priu 
ciples nf electro-magnetic attraction have aitvaysoexisted. We 
could have no building up of forms; we coul,!'! have no chemical 
action and chemical reaction were it not fonithe i^ct that these 
truths are infinite, without limit, have always-existed. The fact 
that iu David’s time they did not undérsttìid Spiritualism in 
any better sense than they seem to have understiiod it, was be
cause they did not understand matter, its orderJqnd organiza
tion. To-day we understand that in the structure. of matter 
itself, we find the basis of all cosmic process.

Come with me, if you please, some Spring morning when your 
flowers are just beginning to set; let me point oiit to you how 
certain little bulbs or glands attract out of the vast ethers of 
space certain elements selective to their individual growth; let 
me show you how, by psychic process and the action of light, 
that gland receives that invisible energy or element; let me 
show you, if possible, how we have the seanc.e of night; How, 
when the great solar sun is withdrawn from the heavens, and 
the influence of earth sets up; a change takes place in the spec
trum of organization in the order of Nature, and how these in
visible modes of elemental motion which were projected upon 
the plant during daylight are materialized into visible form.

Wonderful Nature! If the Rev. R, V. Hunter could have gone 
through some of your gardens, through some of your flower beds, 
and could have understood something about the'development 
of plants in floral nature, showing how the action of soil,, how 
the action of certain compounds in jibe soil, how the action of 
sunlight and-the atmosphere with certain compounds in them, 
have all united their latent energies toward the development of 

. that flower,"he would have perceived that this class of people, 
this mediumistic intellect, eminent to-day all over the world, are 
not liars. He would.be ashamed.to look any decent man in the 
face khowing he had called such a man as Russel Wallace a liar, 
suçh men as Von Humboldt a liar. Great discoverers of modern 
time, gpeat students who have perceived this great truth of Spir
itualism, who acknowledge that all life is progressive.

These great mediumistic intellects that have helped to dis
cover these truths have worked too zealously and too unselfishly, 
and in too many'' instances they have given their life and sub
stance, and in some instances have died in penury 'that the worjd 
in after time might have the wealth of their discoveries. These 
men liars! I am sorry to think that there is a Presbyterian 
priest in the city of Buffalo who can lend himself to such verbi
age. It savors of Calvin’s time. It_belongs to Calvin’s time. 
It is the siime kind of language Calvin used when he wished to 
do away with Servetns. He’called him a “vomit;” he called 
him a liar, a fraud? a. deceiver. The same kind of language was 
used last Suuday night upon some of the most eminent scholars 
we have got in the~world to-day. Some people i^ Buffalo may 
applaud the gentleman’s sentiment. But Jet me tel) you to
night, as your friend, as a man who dares ttf stand between the 
priest and these great truths of Nature, and'poi^t them out to 
you as being facts we cannot afford to underrate. Let me tell you 
the lime will soon come when this kind of ti^'k hardly pass 
over the rails of the sinners’ seats.- Hardly. ^People are getting 
tired of it. Calvin’s time, what of him? ” ।

In our insane asylums we are familiar witli'soifife of the meth
ods of mental disorder, where we trace dementiat and insanity. 
When we find that the individual who is admitted as a patient 
has^a certain type of mental disorder, the suppriÀUndent, or the 
leading physician, will point out certain plexus in the Encephe- 
lon, or in the spine, possibly in the dorsal pleads, that is affected. 
It has become to be understood as a truth that people that have 
similar forms of mental disorder have similar physiological-.dis
turbances. And so we read to-day the. history of the mental 
tendencies of the past, by reading the characteristics that be
long to you as individuals. And so we say that people to-day, 
I care not whether they be Presbyterians or what may be their 
religious name or creed, we trace back into heredity the time 
where we find that these expressions of severity, these criticisms 
that are austere and unkind, are relics of an age and intellect 
of dogmatic and combative character. Michael Servetus burned 
at the stake, with all of the volumes lie had printed. What a 
world of wealth was lost. Did you ever know the theological 
difference of opinion between Michael Servetus and that of Cal
vin? Let me tell you. Calvin wanted Servetus to say or ac
knowledge the “Eternal Son of God.” Servetus claimed rather 
it was the “Son of the eternal God.” He did not claim that 
the son was co-equâl in time with the Father.. Calvin did, and 
hence between these two forms of words, Calvin-claiming an 
eternal son of God on one hand, and Michael Servetus-affirming 
the son of eternal God on/the other hand, the man was taken by 
a crowd, by a mob, and bound to an iron post with chains. 
Green fagots were piled around him, that slowly burning they 
might prolong his agony. His books were brought around him. 
Sulphur was thrown into his eyes, into his garments and intô 
the pile, and the torch applied; and whilst the flames were leap
ing up around poor Servetus, and he in agony, the greatest 
agony the human can conceive of, a man dying in flames, slowly, 
Calvin looked on and.said, “God be glorified.”

These are strange religious occurrences. . We read of them 
in the past. We can hardly imagine that such condition ever 
obtained. But to-day we see the lineal descendant of the same 
kind of thought. The man who, in a religious brain-storm, tells 
Wm. Stead, tells Sir Oliver Lodge and all of that class that they 
are liars and frauds, belongs to thé mental cijrriculum of John 
Calvin. And the people of Buffalo will tire 'of paying for that 
kind of religion, and'these oracles will be asked fé read up, and 
if theyVon’t read up, they .will be told to go into some business 
for which they have a genius. The people of Buffalo are fâr 
too intelligent to be amused or instructed by this sort of calumny. 
They are too far advanced intellectually. You have too many 
newspapers; you have too'many magazines; yon‘have too many 
works on science; you Jiave too many wòrks on ar& you have too 
many works in the department of human etliscs aind unfoldment 
for the people to desire to go back to th^“ religious vindic
tiveness of the sixteenth century. People are^piting-exceedingly 
-tired of the poetical allegory of hell and dambatidh as a religions 
canon. -

Contrast this kind of speech of the Rev.qR. Wo Hunter with 
some of the'sublime thoughts given by Brother Holmes. ’ I have 
neve? met Brother Holmes, but I have.read s9^tìé^ his thought, 
and I don’t care' whether,Brother. Holmes believésms I do or not, 
that makes no différence. I çàn.tracé the mei^al^hdéncy—nay, 
more, I can see the intellectual organizations of l a man that is 
more interested in humanity than he is in Gâlviaism; a great 
deal more. And the hope of the people andatile progress of the 
jeople depend more upon the sublime utterance® ¿of such men 
han they do upon all the platitudes and sophf^.^ualifying the 

•religions zeal of Jolin Calvhiri The time has còme when the 
torch of science is lighting up every department bf’-tlie universe; 
wonderful discoveries; most wonderful discoveries? yZe thought 
the X-ray was a wonderful discovery; and so it was; and then 
wireless telegraphy, another wonderful discovery; and so it 
was; and then Poulson with his discovery of wireless telephon
ing; , and now comes Edison and says the? timo is ap.

■ . ■ ■’/ ' -'d ' I

proaching — think of if — when a whisper will be sent 
around the earth by telephone without a wire. How? Because 
Nature is so structured’in atmospheres and ethers of space-H 
they are so highly electro and magnetic, that they in connection 
with a ground, make a complete circuit of electro-magnetic 
character, that thought itself, in a-faint whisper can surround 
the entire globe. These are modern discoveries. These'dis
coveries belong to the sensitive intellect, to the mediumistic 
intellect. We claim that* people are not necessarily mediums 
because they belong to the Spiritualists. I know a great many 
médiums that are not Spiritualists.

Let me s y again that Spiritualism is imt a sect or schism 
by itself. xTt is the representative of "Spiritual cosmic process; 
it is the philosopher and the'analyze of Spiritual methods of 
association. Apd it stands squarely to-day upon tlie solid ped J 
estai of those facts in Nature acknowledged by the best scholars 
of the world. I have in my possession the names of over 200 
of these scholars who have graced withiq the past fifty years 
and do grace to-day some of the highest positions and scholar
ships known to your universities, known to your college? and 
known to the various departments of science. These men, all 
of them, are Spiritualists. These scientific men are working for 
the upliftment of humanity and they are placing that uplift- 
ment, not upon the declarations of apy book, not at all, but upon 
the demonstrations of modern science. The inductive and de
ductive methods of syllogistic reasoning-are the giant philoso
phers, before whom aU systems of religions, all nations of think
ers must eventually bow.

We call your attention, in conclusion, to the investigation of 
some of tliese sublime triiths; and ask you to compare these 
methods with that which stands up in its brazen-faceduess and 
calls all people liars and frauds who do not see through Calvin- 
istic spectacles.

THE MATTERkIN DISPUTE. acknowledgment of its correctness.
* 1 Brother Jensen writes: “I always

Dr. Sweringen Insists That He Must I tremble for those who are absolutely 
b j certain of their premises since ex-

I have read Mr. P. A. Jensen’s sec
ond effort at an explanation of a per
sonal experience of mine at one of 
Anna Eva Fay’s public performances 
in tile Masonic Temple theater in 
Fort Wayne, and find it no more sat
isfactory than his first.

The fact that Miss Fay makes forty 
or eighty thousand dollars a year by 
her entertainments, or that they are 
chiefly trick and fraudulent in char
acter, or that she does not claim to be 
a Spiritualistic medium, etc., cuts no 
very Important figure in the case be
fore us in my opinion,nor are the facts 
that Dr. Peebles and other prominent 
Spiritualists were deceived after be
ing "absolutely certain of their prem
ises,” any evidence that I was de
ceived in my personal experience as 
related.

Not until the proposition, “falsus in 
uno, falsus in omnibus,” cgn be log
ically established as unquestionable 
truth, can J attach much importance 
to Mr. Jensen's, method of reasoning 
or accept his conclusion that I was 
deceived in this instance, in the ab
sence of any better showing that I 
was deceived than he has given. Be
cause Peebles and others were de
ceived therefore I must necessarily 
have been deceived Is an argument 
that any “ten-year-old schoolboy” 
would hardly accept.

Mr. Jensen thus writes: “I am 
quite certain that It was a trick, and 
I should not fail to explain it satis
factorily had I all the facts in the 
case," plainly intimating that I did 
not give a true and faithful history 
of the occurrence or that I had kept 
back some fact or facts which, if I 
had reported, would have rendered it 
very easy for him to explain it as a 
fraud. It will thus be seen that 
Brother Jensen ,1s as “absolutely cer
tain of his premises” based on pure 
supposition that it was a trick, as I 
am absolutely certain of my premises 
based on actual observation and ex
perience which I certainly would have 
no object in reporting otherwise than 
truthfully, and in which I, find no 
room for a fraudulent explanation. A 
lady that rakes in “forty thousand 
dollars annually” by her perform
ances is certainly in no need of any 
advertisement on my part, even if I 

..were able to so advertise her.
If there was any fact or circum

stance connected with my premises 
that I did not report, it was because 
of my absolute ignorance thereof. It 
was because of the fact that I could 
see nothing in the entire occurrence 
pointing to fraud or trick that led me 
to report. The trick theory did not 
satisfy me, no matter what the gén
éral reputation for trickery and 
fraud the performer possessed. I 
don’t know that we are obliged to ac
cept everything done on the platform 
as a trick ahy more than we are 
obliged to accept everything per
formed thereon as genuine.

Brother Jensen clalmsjhat there is 
"an elision somewhere in; my state
ment which, when supplied, w.cluld 
make the miserable trick plain enough 
to be understood by a ten-year-old 
school-boy.”

It is to be regretted that, Mr. Jen
sen, who is-so absolutely certain of 
his premises which cannot possibly 
amount to anything more than a sup
position that it is a “miserable trick,” 
does not supply the missing link, fill 
up the gap, furnish the elision, or 
produce the fact or facts I am sup
posed to be suppressing in the report 
of this experience. This would be 
more satisfactory to the reader even 
if the imagination of Mr. Jensen 
would be subjected to a heavy draft 
in the effort.

■ Ì can think of nd "elision” of which. 
I am guilty, or no fact I have sup-' 
pressed in the report'd! this experi
ence, unless it be the fact-that a num
ber of other members of thè audi- 
eàcé received tests similar to the one 
T received and that in not a single 
instance was any person in the audi
ence required to write a question on 
a pad or tablet furnished by Miss Fay 
or her manager- whereby duplicates 
of the writings might be secured and 
delivered to Miss Fay for her answers. : 
-The questions written were allowed i 
to be written anywhere and on any pa- । 
per chosen by the experimenter and ,

perience has taught me that they are 
oftenest deceived.” I wonder if this 
statement of his is not as applicable 
to himself as it is to me. Judging 
by the “absolute certainty” with 
which he maintains that the experi
ence I have related is but a trick of 
Miss Fay’s, ought not Brother Jen
sen “tremble" a little, just a little bit 
for himself? He has a perfect right 
to believe, to think, to suspect that I 
was imposed upon by a trick, but is 
he not going just a little too far in 
affirming that he is absolutely cer
tain that I ¡jvas? Is there not a bare 
POSSIBILITY that Mr. Jensen MAY 
be mistaken? He is more positive in 
his statements and position than I 
am in mine. I am positive only of the 
history I gave of my premises:

1. I wrote four questions on four 
prescription blanks in my office direct
ly after dinner or supper and placed 
them in my right vest pocket. I was 
then detained in my office until the 
performance had almost or already 
begun.

2. I walked to the Masonic Tem
ple, and while within about a- square 
of it, 1 concluded that, one question 
■was sufficient for tlie test should I 
get one, and I tore up three of them 
in the dark on the street or sidewalk. 
I was entirely alone, 1 did not look 
to see which one of the four questions 
I had reserved. It would have been 
no use, for it was too dark to see.

3. I entered the theater and took 
a seat back in the audience. The per-, 
former, Miss Fay, was seated oh the 
platform entirely covered, head and 
bust, with some kind of fabric. The
manager was down in the audience 
gathering papers on which questions 
were w'ritten, from the pockets of 
those whose questions were announc
ed and answered, when he would have 
them publicly verified as to the cor
rectness of the test. etc.

4. Miss Fay announced that a gen
tleman in the back of the audience 
had a question written on a presci-ip- 
tlon blank. She gave the question as 
I had written it on a prescription 
blank and' answered it, I not knowing 
what question I had reserved until 
she repeated it.

Now, this Is the plain, simple, un
varnished story which I propose to 
stick to simply because it is true. It 
is the absolutely true history of the 
part I played in the occurrence. Be
ing unable to think of or recall.any 
other thing connecting myself with 
this test, I therefore am at a loss to 
know where the ''elision" come in, 
what facts I have suppressed, etc. 
Perhaps Brother Jensen may be'able 
to suggest the “elision” for 1 certainly 
cannot even imagine where in this 
short, simple story it' could come in. 
for I have narrated all there is to it.

Brother Jensen writes: “I am all 
at sea with fact and a starting point 
in the case." He has all that I have 
concerning it. I could get him the 
names of a good many prominent men 
and women who had precisely the 
same experience as my own on the 
very some occasion, and who are as 
“absolutely certain of their premises 
as T am,” but to go to the trouble of 
hunting them all up and re-uiring 
them to write out their experiences 
as I have, and at the risk of an “eli
sion" in each case is more than Broth
er Jensen would ask of me I know, 
and I would not by any means febl 
like subjecting him to so much 
“trembling” at so much “absolute 
certainty of premises.”

I am not discussing the personal 
character of Miss Fay or anything 
whatever' about her. I don’t know 
nor care what she is so far as this mat
ter is concerned. I am simply relat
ing a personal experience I had at 
one of her performances and I have 
related it as truthfully, aa I can, hav
ing added nothing to or taken any
thing from my story. I know of no 
“elision,” suppressed fact, missing 
link or anything of the kind.

As I have said elsewherb? we are 
all very well aware of the damnable 
prevalence of fraud, but it is by no 
means confined to Spiritualism.

I am not denying the great risk of 
contact with fraud in any and every 
given case or instance. But is there 
not truth at all? Is there no truth 
mixed with fraud? Miss' Fay may 
have been guilty of fraud a fhousahd 
times; is it'therefore impossible for 
her to give a genuine test? ■ Is it im
possible that both the false and the

HOW I TOOK MY 
WRINKLES OUT

After Facial Massage, Creams aud 

Beauty Doctors Had Failed.

Bl’ BAKBIE'W meta.

Trouble, worry and 111 health brought 
me deep lines and wrinkles. 1 realised, 
that they not only greatly marred my 
appearance and made me look much old
er, but that they would greatly 1nlurfero 
with my baccess, because a woman's suc
cess, either socially or financially, de
pends very largely on her appearance. 
The homely woman with deep lines and ' 
furrows In her face, must fight an une
qual battle with her younger and better 
looking sister.

I therefore bought various brands of 
cold qream and skin foods and mas
saged my face with most constant reg
ularity, hoping to regain my fornjer 
appearance. But tlie wrinkles simply 
would not go. On tlie contrary they 
seemed to gel deeper. Next 1 went to 
a beauty specialist, who told me she 
could easily rid me of my wrinkles. 1 
paid my money and look the treatment. 
Sometimes J thought they got less, but 
after spending all the money 1 could 
afford for such treatment 1 found 1 still 
had my wrinkles. So 1 gave up in de
spair and concluded I must carry them 
to my grave. One day a friend of mine 
who was versed in chemistry, made a 
suggestion, and this gave me a new idea. 
1 immediately went to work making 
experiments and studying everything 1 
could get hold of on the subject. After 
several long months of almost number
less trials and discouragements, 1 final
ly discovered a process which produced 
most astounding results on my wrinkles 
tn a single night. I was delighted be
yond expression. 1 tried my trealmenl 
again, and, Jo, and bvhuUi. my wrinkles 
were practically gone. A third treat
ment—three nights in all—and j had no 
wrinkles and my face was as smooth as 
ever. 1 next offered my tnmtimml to 
some of my friends, who used it with 
surprising results, and 1 have now de
cided to offer it to the public

Miss Gladys Desmond of Pittsburg. 
Pa., writes, that it made her wrinkles 
disappear in one night. Mrs. J. M, 
Black of Yonkers, N. Y., says that when
she looks in the glass scarcely
knows herstdf, the improvement is so 
great and that the wrinkles'are entire
ly removed.

1 will send further particulars to any
one who is interested, absolutely free 
of charge. 1 use no cream, facial mas
sage, face steamings or so-called skin
food: Is nothing
nothing to injure the skin? Il Is an en
tirely new discovery of my own. anti so 
simple that you ran use it without tlie
knowledge 
friends.

of your most intimato 
You apply the treatment al

night and go to bed.
Io! he wonderful tran sforni 

often write me It sounds to< 
true. Well, the lest will

dress Harriett Mein, Suite 290A, Syra
cuse, N. Y., and 1 will send full pmUr- 
ulars.
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Price, CLOO each.
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true might issue from one ahd the 
same source alternately? Do we not 
usually' find the good in everything 

srs or Amore.or less mixed with the bad? If 
’ A" Mr. Jensen is not allpwlng his.preju

dice against Miss Fay to Influence Hirii. 
greatly, I fear he will doconsldera-
ble, “trembling” when he reflects how 
“absolutely certain of his premises". 
he is that she perpetrated q fraudur 
lent trick, on me in this instance.

' 9. V. SWERINGEN. "' 
Ft. Wayne, Ind- ----- ■

Cultivation of Per^onar Maonetlsm 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy 
liar, anthropologist and (author. A very aug. 
festive and instructive bqpk- Price 11.00. <

Whu I Rm a Veoetarian, 
. An adì ress dollvered boforo thè Chicago Vago, 

tarlan Society. By J.Howard Moore, Prua- 
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. The^eîioion of Spiritualism,
1 Is Phenomena, and Philosophy. 1 By. the Rev, 

Samuel-Watson. This,work was written 
modem Savior, a grand: and noble man. I

I
 modem Savior, a grand: and noble mai 
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i. Ilie Vanishing Maidens
of the Willow lslet

A Highly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida 
Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal.

I went home that night in a state 
$f excitement such as I was never in 
’Before or since, and over and over 
I said, "My mother lives and I will, 
yet see her—the dea'd are alive.

“Surely,” ¿aid I, struggling with 
a sense of irritation, "you could not 
have been in the company of such a 
man .and forgotten it completely as 
soon as this.’ _ •

Mrs. Dott’s joy knew no bounds, 
d we spent the most of the next _____________________ _____
y talking over our new-found hap-1 see this man or'any other ut that 

piness; but at dark such a tempest of time, and I never’saw but.one Buoh 
wind and rain set in that we were man as you 'have described, and he 
compelled to stay at home. The next has been dead for years.” 
day a man came Into yard where j For a moment there was silence, 
Mis. Dott and I were talking and 
eaid that the night before a man at

•"As true-as I live, Mr. Durand,” 
said Peters, respectfully, '“I did not * t‘nn 'thia ' nt r.», «%«« «% «r «««« n 4 that

\the seance hastily caught one of the 
: spirits that came from the cabinet as 

child, and found it to be the — _ 
di^um herself. Search revealed lum- 
incuts paint, wigs, and yards of flimsy, 
white stuff.

mer

and then Jones said, "You must be a 
very good medium, Mr. Durand." :

“Medium!” I exclaimed wrathfully;
"I would have you know, sir, that I

”1 was never bo happy in my Ute.” 
said the newB-bearer ‘as I was while 
I believed those manifestations gen
uine, and I would never have believed 
them otherwise if I had not been there 
last night and §een. the Exposure n*y 
self.”

As Mrs. Dott listened to the man’s 
story her face grew white and drawn 
aud it seemed to me she aged ten
years during the recital. After the
man was gone she looked Ttbout her 
feebly as one’ who seeks for support. 

\I helped her into the house, uliere 
(she sank into a chair, and covering 
Jier face with her hands, broke into 
viblent sobbing. As for me, I was 
nev\er so angry before, and every time 
I looked at the sobbing woman, so 
crushed and broken by this new grief, 
my wrath increased.'

At last I broke out in a torrent of 
abuse. “I will never believe anything 

I more in ghosts, spooks or spirits,” I 
said savagely, “and as for Spiritual
ism, I am- glad I have found it out 
nt my first initiation, and I will never 
have anything jnore to do with it; 
and ns for those that believe in it, 
they are either deceived or else they 
are frauds and ought to be hanged, 
and hanging Is much too good for that

FB. Dott arose and came to me,.and 
er cold, trembling hand upon 

“Aydley« poor boy,” 
‘you are letting a

spy hot brow.
sfl« said, kindly, 
semse of injury mar your sense of jus
tice,1 and this will never do. Because 
this'.woman is a fraud does not prove 

be frauds and you 
I tell" you if there is any 

/truth in this world there is truth in 
Spiritualism, and those who'seek for 

I tell you thisft will surely find It.
woman is to be pitied, for she has a 
terrible harvest to reap, and from it 
there xyill be no escape. A person
who-will do Buch a dreadful thing as 
to make merchandise of the most sa- 

“is 
not fit to be on earth,” I broke iu,
cred feelings of the human bouI”

hotlj
“Hush,.child, you do not know what 

strong temptations this woman has 
met with," and Mrs. Dott’s voice grew 
tender in defense of the woman who 

whichliad so wronged her, a
caused me to wonder greatly.
woman is working for money,

"This
Mrs.

Dott continued, "and any person who 
holds money, or any matérial thing, 
of more value than that unbending 
principle which, adhered to, means 
honesty, purity and righteousness, 
Jtyst so long that person Is liable to 
commit any sin that leads to the at- 
tarnment of the material object most 
desired.■ I think it likely this woman
was\ honest at the start, but finding 
the public demanded something more 
sensational than she was giving, she, 
for the sake of the money it would 
bring her, tooty up her present prac- 

[ am not' upholding this woman 
in her crime, as youjian-easily believe, 
but just so long as a great number of 
people prefer a startling sensation to 
the truth, just so long weak and un
principled persons will yield to the 
powerful temptations thus opened to 
them. . Let us try, Audley, to always 
think the very best possible of every 
one, and remember that in order to 
be just wa must thoroughly under
stand ”

Toward morning I fell into a trou
bled sleep and dreamed I was out in 
a very dark night hunting for truth, 
and-a man in a long, flowing robe of 
white came and took me into a room 
where the bibles of all nations lay 

“There is muchpiled upon a table.
truth there,” said my guide, pointing 
at the bibles, “but you will have to 
be careful, for much error is mixed
with it.

“How did those writers get the 
| truth?” I asked, 
X “God, who is spirit, reyealed it to 
Chem,” he answered.
X “Then I will get my truth -from 
headquarters and not bother to hunt 

* ov\er the rubbish,” I replied—and 
awloke.

The next day I began work in the 
toxVn of Dragville. Among the men 

a bright;I Had in my charge was _ . 
cheerful fellow named Jones, whom I
soon grew to’ like very much. All I
saw:of an occult nature I put at once 
from my thoughts, until one day'T. 
found myself so entangled in the web 
of the unknown forces that Tcould 

I was watchingthink of little else.

am no such person—I am an 
man, sir!”

“I perceive you are,” said 
kindly, “but perfectly honest 
are sometimes mistaken."

honest

Jones, 
people

“0, no,” said one of the men taunt
ingly,” he has seen or heard of the 
min described-r-everybody knew Par
son Lotten.”

“Ijiever saw or heard.of any Par
son Lotten,” I exclaimed hotly. “I 
don’t know what you men mean in
sulting me in this way. I am no fakir 
•—I have told you the truth.”

“0, come now,” said one who had 
listened in silence, " there is no use 
arguing for you gave yourself away; 
you could not possibly have told you 
the color of the man’s eyes from the 
place where you stood."

The words struck me like a knife 
—-the man was right, and yet I did 
see the stranger's eyes were blue— 
but hqw?

“To your work, all of you," I said 
with dignity' and turning I walked 
away with my blood hot in my veins.

“Now you know how an honest 
medium often feels”—the words 
come clearly, but from whom? Was 
it the “other fellow” speaking? Or 
was I iu communication with some 
outside intelligence? I could not tell.

That night I went to my room to 
have it out with myself. “Why is it 
I cannot get rid of this tormenting 
habit of seeing things that don’t ex
ist?” 1 asked myself, as I dropped into 
a chair, and instantly came the words, 
"Because you cannot get rid of your
self.” 1 groaned, and the event^ of 
the day passed and repassed In my 
tortured brain, but no possible expla
nation presented itself except the one 
1 would not accept. 1 was roused at 
last, bv a knock at the door and ad
mitted Mr. Jones.
, "I hope you will pardon the lib
erty I have taken," he said, kindly, 
"but I felt a strong Impression to 
come here to-night.' Mr. Durand, 1 
know you are au honest' man, and 
Peters says the same."'

Contrary to myself, as I knew my
self, I welcomed Jones’ remark with 
joy, and said frankly, "Mr. Jones, I 
am face to face with the unkndwn, 
and it 1s the toughest problem I ever 
tackled.”

"Spiritualism offers you an expla
nation,” said Jones, quietly.

"But I will not accept it," I said, 
and I told him aniy own experience. 
Mr. Jones listened attentively, and 
when I had finished, said, “When a 
person makes a statement the ques
tion should not be, what sort of a per
son made the statement? But rather 
Is it true? If it is true, is not that 
enough? That you were cruelly de
ceived is beyond doubt, and I also had 
the same experience, but I did not 
let it discourage me at all. The 
church people all assert the dead still 
live, but how do they know? They 
cannot give one sensible answer to 
the question, therefore I doubt, and 
along comes another class of ■ people 
who say the dead still live. How do 
they know? They have seen,heard and 
felt them. I did not believe them— 
they were mistaken—I would find out 
for myself. I did, and now I know the 
dead still live. As for you, Mr. Du
rand, if every medium in the country 
was proven a fraud you would still 
have the evidence of your own senses, 
and your problem would still confront 
you. This one instance to-day ought 
to be sufficient to prove to you the 
dead still live and are with us—when 
they choose to be at least.

“How do I know but the appari
tion I saw to-day was a thought pro
jection?” I asked, rather sulkily, I 
am afraid.

“It was not, for I asked Peters if 
’he was thinking of the man, and he 
said he was sure he had not thought of 
him for weeks.”

I was silent, and .Mr. Jones went on, 
“You are too broad minded and sensi
ble, Mr. Durand, to harbor a preju
dice—only narrow or ignorant peo
ple will do that long, and I beg of you 
for your own sake not to mar your 
life’s happiness and shut the door of* 
knowledge in your own face by letting- 
one unfortunate circumstance, dread
ful as it was; stand between you and 
all the good that is waiting to come to 
you from the spirit realm. Water Is 
water to the man dying from thirst, 
and he does not quarrel with the 
name on the can that holds it. Hon-

ayes have failed to penetrate the veil 
that separates us, but, my dear Aud
ley, I kqpw your mother is often with 
is "and desires our best good always, 
aud I beg of you to leave your cold 
New England hope and come and 
spend the winter with &e where all is 
bright aud beautiful. The place is 
called Willow Isle, but it is an island 
surrounded by desert sands and not 
by water. This place has a history 
which in part runs as'follows: Years 
ago a highwayman—or some such 
criminal—fleeing from officers of the 
law, came down here with some Mexi
cans and half-breed Indians. This 
man had plenty of money aud soon 
found water In great abundance. He 
built a fantastic house and some other 
buildings, and planted many trees and 
plants which are still flourishing. 
After several years he was killed in 
some sort of a drunken fracas, and 
Jiis companions fled to parts unknown.
Homer McArland, my husband's only 
brother, who married a dearly loved 
friend of mine, found and purchased 
this strange place and brought his 
family- here, and I came with them, 
for I had been a member of their fam
ily after my husband's death-- Mrs. 
McArland died, soon after coming 
here, and I promised her just before 
her spirit departed that I would re
main with her family as long as I 
felt myself needed. Mr, McArland 
lived four years after coming here, 
during which time he made many 
changes and Improvements in the 
place. The family at present consists 
of Isabel, aged twenty, and Hugh 
Kneeland, my friend's son by a former 
marriage, myself, and . four negroes, 
who do the work. I shall look for a 
letter from you stating at what time 
you will be here, and I feel certain 
you will never regret coming.” Plain 
directions for my journey completed 
the letter, which was signed, “Your 
loving aunt, Lucy McArland."

Three weeks later I stood upon the 
platform of a very small depot with 
a very big name. I watched out of 
Sight the train I had left with a feel
ing akin to homesickness and then I 
began to look about me,and a strange 
sight greeted my eyes. Mlles of 
desert sand dotted ■with low growing 
scraggly bushes, with here and there 
patches of alkali 'Which looked like 
patches of snow. At my left the 
desert stretched far away, bounded in 
the distance by a faint blue line of 
mountains lying against the sky. 
Great black stones were scattered 
about freely, often heaped into piles 
resembling ovens and chimneys, as if 
the children of giants had sometime 
used this place for a play ground. 
Heaps of bones grewsomely sugges
tive shone white upon the sands in 
places, or marked a stranger growing 
clump of bushes. At my right ap
peared a scene never to be forgotten. 
The sun was dropping down behind 
a giant snow-capped mountain which 
reared its shining jagged head into a 
sea of molten gold leaping into flame 
which sprang across floating islands of 
crimson and purple, where ruby sig
nals waved upon the bluest of blue 
skies. The glorious light touched the 
nearer hills, crowning their bare sum
mits with splendor, while their rocky 
precipitous sides remained iu purple 
darkness. Great masses of red sand
stone stood out In the foreground, 
locking like round castles and watch
towers, and fallen pillars, emblems of 
a vanished greatness, lay piled in con
fusion about 'them. Fancy held me 
spellbound and I seemed to see giant 
warriors fleeing across the plain while 
their huge castles rocked, in the earth
quake's grasp and the dark-robed 
mountain with its hollow top belched 
fire and flame.

"Lookin’ for somebody, sah?”
, I started like a guilty person, and 

turning saw a well-dressed negro 
standing near me.

"I want to go to Willow Isle— 
are you from there?” I said.

"Yes, gah. I’se just come from thar. 
The missus say she spect her sister’s 
boy to-day, and I 'spect you'se him 
—this way sah,” and in a tew minutes 
we were galloping across the plain, 
leaving the baggage to be brought by 
mule team the next day. The next 
day I arose late and finding -my aunt 
busy in the kitchen with Mammy 
Vine, or “Mam Vine” as the old’ ne
greas was usualy called, I did not dis
turb her, but went out to examine my 
surroundings. Numerous^ windmills 
scattered about the oasis testified to 
an abundance of water as also the 
growing vegetables heavily fruited 
orange trees, and many luxuriant
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vines and flowers. I found Willow

Jessie Bellman, President, Gives 
Encouraging Rep^ of Mis

sionary Work.

in

I wish to record in the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker my: report 
for the circut just closed. 'Jan. 22, 
23, 24 we spoke in the coiirt house 
in Larned. While no. society exists 
there, Mr. and Mrs. George Çrawford 
backed up the meetings anji enter
tained the speaker. Lttrned-ioffers a 
good field for good workers.

From Larned to Wichita—a regu
lar semimonthly engagement Here 
a good audience attended the Satur
day evening parlor meeting’ held at 
the residence of Mys. Jerry Simpson, 
at which Mrs. Anna L. Diggs, of 
Kansas City. Judge S. M. Tucker, of 
Wichita, and myself spoke. Mrs. 
Diggs’ subject was “Soldiers of La
bor." Mine, “The Higher Life.” Mrs. 
Diggs has been a student of economics 
in America and Europe for years, and. 
electrifled her hearers every time. 
The Sunday night meeting was held
in the hall used by the’ First Splr-tu vue, wan uocu uj vnc j.-aaol py«* • - —,
ituallst Society, was well attended '^Pa9e> Fremala,

. n Earnest Plea for an Aged Worker.

To the Editor: Permit me to make 
ise of your humanitarian nature, and 
ask you to give space to the follow
ing:

One of the oldest workers in our 
cause, oue who lias manifestly tolled 
for humanity, is in real pecuniary 
need in your city. She has written 
many valuable books, and they are 
for sale by her; among them, “Three 
Lessons in Eugenics or Race Culture,” 
the ripe thought of 80 years; price 
$1.00, and “My Century Plant,” 
$1.00; paper, 50 cents; and “Wo
man's’Source of Power,” 25 cents.

Those who send $1.00 for the 
Three Lessons can have with them 
their choice of “Woman’s Source of 
Power,” or “Bible Truths Bursting 
Their Shell,’’’
- It is strange that 'one who gives 
such valuable books to the - world 
should suffer want.. Address . her, 
Mrs. Lois Waisbropker, .335 North 
50th Court, Chicago, Ill.

Thanking you, Mr. Francis, for the

An Earnest Exhortation to Spiritual
ists for tho Welfare of Our 

Cause.

FREE TO
SICKLY WOMEN

To the Editor: 
gressive Thinker I

In the last Pro- 
flnd an article

Dr, feeble* Offer* to 8®ad Every Ludy 
Beader of tbl* Paper a Sample Battle of 
Hl* Famoui Herbi-Vine Compound«

and'promises are good for ii continued 
growth. Next Sunday we serve them
again.

Sterling was the nbkt point, and 
here we held four meetings. Mr. 
Tenney is president of this society, 
The hall where the meetings con
vened has been used by the society 
for a long time, and Is well magnet
ized. At this place we were refreshed 
by the best congregational singing I 
have ever heard at a ’ Spiritualist 
meeting, Mrs. Bruer, state secretary; 
Mrs. Wingett,-trumpet medium; Mrs. 
Brown, trance speaker and pastor of 
the society; and Mrs. Clark, all did 
their best to feed me physically and 
mentally, I remember them all most
kindly.

Thence to Lincoln Centre, where
Dr. H. D. Dwight and. Mrs. Wait had 
prepared for meetings. Here we had 
the court house—a new, clean build
ing, which seemed to help draw the 
people, for they turned out beautiful
ly to hear (and Bee) us. At this 
point Lwas joined by my friend, Mrs. 
Louise Brown, of Plainville, who 
helped with her sweet messages to 
make a strong meeting. Each night 
the crowd was larger, and the people 
semed to regret pur leaving for Bar
nard when our dates expired. We 
were royally entertained by Dr. and 
Mrs. Dwight, and shall never forget 
either of them. From this home may 
be expected to Shrise a star In the 
psychic firmament—-when the angels, 
are ready to reveal her.

Then overland to Bernard, behind 
Mr. Usher’s good roadsters. Three 
meetings, the organizing and char
tering of a society, tyssides.an in
formal afternoon meetfpg, filled up 
the time well. The goo<rwill and sin
cere affection shown by! Barnard peo
ple mark a sunny place!« memory for 
Mrs. Brown and myselt. They have 
engaged ub again for ml&tings in May. 
Mrs. Brown returned home from 
Barnard via Lipcoin, and alone I went 
on to Delphos. !

Here I felt myself* arnong old 
friends; for the Delpjios qfpip has 
brought us very near to each other. 
At this place the aftendhliie was 
somewhat impaired by: heavy rain. 
But good,will prevailed; an^ ye made 
up in interest what ye lacked in num
bers. Mrs. McIntyre 'gavii'me the 
lovingest welcome to her beautiful 
home, and to say I enjoyed it all is 
mild; I revelled In it!

Last Sunday was my regular Sun
day at Cedpr Vale, and it was restful 
to be again with these friends. They 
encouraged me with regular engage
ments in Cedar Vale when I was a
wry faint-hearted youpg nner.

Yours sincerely,
. R. STARCKE. 

Beaver Falls, Pa.

FUNERAL SERVICES,

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, an Official of

from P. A. Jensen that pleases me 
very much. . I wish every Spiritualist 
would read |t and think, then act"? If 
they would, such questions as the one 
that called opt “General Debility” 
would not have to be asked.
- I cannot understand what the Spir
itualists as a body are thinking of.
They all
prominent 
yet they

and
want Spirtuallsm

will
recognized, 
not unite

and 
in

a man named Peters untangle a coil 
of rope, and beside him, also watch
ing« stood a man of striking appear
ance. I concluded he was an interested 
friend, but thinking he must be a man 
of considerable importance, I said to 
Peters when we met at noon, “Who 
was the man that was with you when
you untangled the rope?

Peters stared at me. ------------------- I don’t know,
sir; I have spoken to no one but you 
and Jones since I began'work this 
morning.” •

I looked hard at Peters, and he
looked hard at me

“You have forgotten I said,, “the 
man was tall, and broad, and had'yel- 
low hair, worn rathej long, and a 
mustache of the same color; his 
features were strong, and his eyes a 
deep blue, and I think him about
forty years old,

Peters regarded me open- 
mouthed astonishment. -Jones and 
some of the other workmen now came 
along and sensing something unusual 

,> transpiring, stopped to listen.

estly, Mr. Durand,, do you not think 
you have been acting rather fool
ishly?”

The man’s tone was earnest’ and 
kind, and'it touched.a chord that set 
my better nature vibrating. - , ” .

“Ÿês, I have, been very" foolish, but 
I will be so no more,” I saTdi “From? 
this hour I will accept what cornés to 
me regardless of where I find it, or 
who brings it, or what ’name is upon 
ft-’’ ■ J, ' Ï? . ■
' “Good ! * exclaimed Jbnes. , "That is 
your rear self speaking» and ii you- 
are true to that 'sentiment you will 
soon be out'of présent'difficulties.”; ‘ 
The pext day' when I came Home-to 
dinner I toiind a -' iéttér beside . my 
plate; I opened Jt ieagefjy and read 
as follows: .

l(Mr. ; Audley Durand, My Dear 
Nephew: ’ I have never heard one 
word ; from' you since you wrote to 
tell me of my dear sister’s transition. 
You are the nearest relative ! have in 
the flesh and I am eager to see you. 
For several weeks it has'seemed to 
me that your mother was urging me 
to yrrite to you. So strongly have I 
felt: her presence with me that it has 
seemed to me I must see her, but iny

Isle one 'great garden, with streams 
and tiny ponds where tropical aquatic 
plants were growing, and goldfish 
glided’ over the white sands and un
der the green leaves. I found the en
tire oasis surrounded by a . cactus 
hedge from ten to fifteen feet high, 
which with its formidable spines pre-'' 
sented a decidedly unhospltable ap
pearance to any prowling wanderer, 
whether upon two legs or four. In
side this cactus hedge grew a row of 
graceful willow trees which gave the 
place its name. Every turn was a de-; 
light to me, for it brought into view 
some artistic ideal, materialized, or 
some whimsical fancy made manifest. 
Here and amid the shrubbery stood, 
semi-human figures carved from 
stone,' with fragrant jessamine form
ing a clinging drapery, orange trees 
with both ripening fruit and flowers 
upon them,-tall growing palms with 
their shoulders wrapped i n- a mantle 
of coarse gray hair from the top of 
which appeared a few .green " leaves 
like the .plumes in a warrior’s helmet, 
clumps of bamboo and pampas grass, 
and vines and flowers'galore formed a 
fascinating scene to my New England 
eyes. ...

The ground was covered With soft 
green grass, and numerous benches 
were scattered abóut in tjie shade, 
inviting thé dreamer and the-weaty. 
to còme and -rest . I threw myself 
down upon one of these benches and 
drew a sigh of contentment.

(Tcr bh continued.)

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
-MAGNETISM.

' A treatise on HUMAN .CULTURE. 
By Leroy Barrier, Anthropologist and 
Author.' A very suggestive-and in
structive book. Price $1.00.

"Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D.> Ph.D., Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph- 
tonl Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price. 10 Cents.

“The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation," by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Dedicated to Preachers, 
Missionaries and Church Members. 
Price, 30 cents. ’ ~ v

So they “Are friends whom we never 
forget.” Mrs. Leota D. Whartenby 
opened her heart and home for me, 
and made my stay a blessing.

The work everywhere meets with 
unexpected ' support, encouragement 
and Interest,. Our grand philosophy 
is coming daily into a more general 
acceptance by loving, thinking peo
ple of all denominations. Our light 
is becoming light for all mankind.

I wish to state. In conclusion that 
I am open to engagements through
out the week, and on the occasional 
fifth Sunday the calendar gives us; 
and will be pleased to hear from those 
who desire our' services. ■ Hope for 
some, work in Eastern Kansas, so my 
June report may include mention of 
that locality. Toall who assisted in 
this work just acÔHmplished we extend 
sincere and loving thanks.

Thanks to you also, Brother Fran
cis. '

Yours for progress,
BESSIE BELLMAN, 

Pres. K. S. S. A.

the National Spiritualists’ Associa* 
Cion, Delivered Beautiful Perora
tion Over Body of Late Howard 
Sheppard,

Spiritualism rightly understood 
does away with the sting of death," 
said Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, Spiritual
ist pastor, of Toledo, and an officer of 
the National Spiritualists' Association, 
Saturday afternoon, while conducting 
the funeral services of the late How
ard Sheppard in the Ebling hall, on 
South Main street.

This one of the nine Spiritualist 
funerals ever held in Findlay, was 
watched with considerable interest by 
many who do not, yet would like to 
understand Spiritualism.

Slowly wending her way down the 
aisle; followed by the procession of 
bereaved ones, friends and relatives 
of the late Howard Sheppard, Mrs. 
Schauss took charge of her audience 
and by her kindly manners, and with 

• words that seemed to come from the 
source of spirits beyond these mortal 
frames, she addressed the friends, 
relatives and the curious.

“To those who understand Spirit- 
uaJlsm,” she said, “there comes a 
means of knowing about -the. spirit of 
the dead that cannot- be otherwise 
comprehended. These of earth are by 
this means put in communion with the 
spirit wofld. This is a means of edu
cation; a manner of gaining knowl
edge. The spirit just departed has 
gone from the earthly tenement to de
velop in the spirit world. Yes, it will 
grow and develop In knowledge there 
the same as here, only he is no longer 
subject to the pains and physical ail
ments that this mortal body cannot 
withstand, and his progress will be 
far greater.

“He is not gone from our midst. 
Now, his departure has formed a 
means of spirit world communion, 
and one is enabled through the prop
er medium to converse with the de
parted. As a dear friend goes to a 
school many miles away to get knowl
edge, and our only means of knowing 
that he is there is through the tele
phone or by means of the mail. So it 
is with this departed one. In his new 
life he has-aspirations of growth and 
development the same as while on 
earth, with his spirit encased in the 
tenement of clay, and interested ones 
should rejoice in his aspirations and 
thus make hi^ progress easier.

“‘Is Spiritualism a religion?’ you 
•ask. We answer, yes; because it 
teaches us how to act, one toward an
other. Like returned for like. That

any organic form to make it so. 
W^en anything comes to bring ub 
Into court, the first question asked us 
is, what organization do you repre
sent, This was the first question 
asked jn court when Mr. Brooks was - 
arrested, “Have you a State organiza
tion?” When the will cases have 
been fought, this is asked as well, and 
the people will acknowledge that we 
need such. And then when the N. S. 
A. does its best to make sound legal 
rulings and laws for us to follow, 
that we may have some standing and 
power, the first thing we hear, East, 
West and Middle West, “We won’t 
stand for that, for it conflicts with 
our personal ideas and interests, so we 
will have an Independent State Or
ganization and a new National." I 
say, shame on all who love their own 
little way and ambition more than 
the cause. If you cannot agree to 
work in the bodies now struggling to 
live, you cannot agree to work in a 
newly organized one.

Remember, Emerson said, “YOUR 
SUMMIT WILL BE AS HIGH AS 
YOUR BASE IS BROAD.” If your 
base is to have your own way and run 
things, your summit will be in the 
MUD, and Spiritualism the laughing 
stock of the world so far as its work
ing- body goes. But if you can for
get self for awhile, and try to adjust 
yourself to the work for the sake of 
the Cause, our summit will be in the 
heights, and there would be no ques
tion as to our state of decline or 
growth.

It makes me blush when I open 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
and there see an appeal from our N. 
S. A. secretary. To think the Spirit
ualists will boast of their number, and 
their great truth, and then will let it 
become a common beggar.

1 am surprised that any man or 
woman will consent to be your sec
retary, when you put them in such a. 
humiliating position, that they must 
constantly hammer for the regular 
funds necessary to carry on your 
work. I say to California, Ohio and 
New England, and ALL INDIVID
UALS, lay down your little selfish 
hammer and come and help the or
ganized body now. What Is the use 
of others, when there are those al
ready started.

1 wish to congratulate California 
upon its new president, Mrs. Patter
son. I know her to be a woman of 
strength, ability and capacity. Up
hold her hands In the work, and be 
the Golden State in Spiritual work 
as well as in material things.

All should rally around the presi
dent of the N. S. A. and its officers, 
and say this SHALL BE A BODY OF 
REAL WORKERS. No organization 
had a better corps of men than you 
have, and you who read The Progress
ive Thinker can no longer ask, “What 
Is the N. S. A. doing?” for it often 
tells you of some thing it is doing.

In the name of Truth and Progress, 
let us NOW STOP bantering, and in 
tho next sixty years put so much en
ergy, hope and strong thought into 
our work, that we shall IN DEED as 
well as in word, become the LIGHT 
OF THE AGE.

In behalf of organized Spiritualism, 
ELIZABETH HARLOW.

Columbus, Ohio. .

o COMPOUND

MOAT VALUAM.L AlNUlY
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Herbl-Ylue 1 
pruned Uy tb&nWul 
aud happy women !u every part of America us the best 
aud safeit remedy 
lor tbeliuof worn* unkind they have ever known. It 
ilteruHy snatches the victims of ic- 
male disorders from the iuvalld's chair 
aud the operating 
table and reaiorei 
them to full health aud happiness, it 
is truly a wonderful remedy, aud if you suiter from any of 
the MfealeHrojUig weaknesses pecul
iar to women you should scud for s 
sample bottle at uucc. Its record in 
curing Leucorrhea, Peiuful. Prof use, JircgnhrorScanty Periods, Chance of 
Life. IHceratlou, 
Laceration. Tumors 
and Failing of the 
Womb. Is truly re« 
markable, and if 
y ou suffer from ahy 
weakness or irreg
ularity of theso 
organs you should ghe Hrrbl-Vlnu * 
trial without delay. 
Just send the Doc
tor your name end address aud ho will 
Immediately send, 
ell charges prepaid, 
a sample bottle to*

■little booklet “ Womanhood" which should bo tn the 
buuda of every woman, both young and old.

Address, Dr. Peoblea Imulcutu, Battle Greek, 
Mich., Box 483-A_

It will write in full sight 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO. 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,III

THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Barrier. Au eminently suggestlvi 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of tin 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding ol 
health and character. -Cloth, II.

Materialization*1^lUUlUl XUllUUUuU ancejlnd Materialization
Fact in Nature, by 13. F. Austin. Thesa two lec
tures luOue book of 48 page will be of Interest 
to all believers in tills phase of luwltnnishlp 
and may servo to st^rt many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle,

Winfield, Kan. J

Trenchant Items in. Reference to_ 
Women..

The California, Connecticut and 
Washington Stàte Federations of La
bor each held their annual meetings 
recently and each declared for wo
man suffrage. - California and’^Son- 
nectlcut Federations have taken sim
ilar action in previous years,' but this 
is the first time'for Washington.

The Internatlonàr Unipn 'of Brick
layers and Stpne Masons of America, 
meeting in Detroit, qlso adopted a 
woman suffrage resolution,

By unanimous vote; the'committee 
on election of the Michigan constitu
tional convention has {..reported the 
woman suffrage recommendation back 
«to the convention. ChairmàfilWatsoh,' 
of this committee, defjare^jthat the 
women shall have a square deal.

Hon. J. B. Pumphrey his intro
duced a bill into, the jphiqjjlioùse of 
representatives, providing for the. sub
mission of a constitutional, amend- 
.ment enfranchising women ( land Hon. 
Frederic C. Howe has(iptrpduced the . 
same measure in thè senate. I 

. The Arizona” ReplfbllcaV' reports 
thè classification of prisoners in the 
penitentiary of the territony. on Dec. 
31, 1907, as foll6gb:’’'‘Whitès, male, 
112; Mexicans, male, B49,-fétaale, 1; 
negroes, male, 24, fendale, Ji)Indians, 
male, 20; Chinese, male, 1>, The to
tal shows 408' prisoilfers,J therefore, 
only 2 of whom arewomenlfiT 
. The state librarian , pf Iowa is au
thority for the statement that.in 19.00 
152 articles relating - to’ Women ap
peared in the best Bugiali and.Amer
ican periodicals; and in the. flrst fline 
months of 1907, in these same best 
magazines, 187 articles on the woman 
question. .. . ,

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. 
A. Bland. Interesting, Indtriictlvo and 
helpful; •Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price §1.

which we do to another, 
do to us. We cannot 
judgment of our lives 
lived them. For every 
there is a punishment.”

so they will 
escape the 
as we have 
wrong deed

MICHIGAN NEWS.

Mass

During these services Mrs. Schauss 
addressed the superior being of all in 
the spirit world as “infinite Spirit.” 
—Evening Jeffersonian, Findlay, 0.

Words of Heartfelt Thanks.
We wish to extend our .heartfelt 

thanks to the many friends for their 
kindness and sympathy in the hour of 
sorrow.

Our mother, Mrs. H. J. Sexsmith, 
passing so suddenly away on the 
morning of Feb. 5, came as a terrible 
shock to us. And as yet it seems 
that she is-only away visiting some
where, and will return soon. But we 
know she is visiting in that clime 
where she will only return with a 
sweet message of cheer and a helping 
hand to those she has left behind. 
She left many friends, for all that 
knew her loved her. She was’always 
willing and-ready to lend a helping 
hand to any .pn'e that was in need. 
Her profession as a nurse brought hdr 
in’ contact with many people, both 
Catholic and-Protestant, and they all 
loved her.

Grandma, as she. was called by 
many of her friends, never failed 'to 
let them know her belief in Spiritual
ism, and she had that power to de
monstrate to. them that hers was not 
only a belief, but was a knowledge. 
We knew that when the death’angel 
called'her on that .morning, without 
a moment’s notice, she was ready to 
go. She had many dear ones ihat had 
preceded her to the spirit world, and 
we know they were there to sing her 
a welcome home. And while we will 
miss her in the mortal form, yet we 
would , not wish', her back, for we 
know that while it is our loss it islier 
eternal gain, and that she is just, one,, 
more link that will- be added to the 
great chain of helpers that- will re
turn to help lift up the fallen and? 
cheer those that are faint.

We wish to thank the Fraternal^ 
Order of Spiritualists, and^the Golden' 
Rule Society for their beautiful floral 
offerings, and also the many other 
friends. Also the Sunflower Club 
and others that sent letters of sympa
thy and love. They will-always bet 
cherished by us, for it is in times like 
these that we feel to appreciate the 
kindness of dear, loving friends, both 
those that are mortal and those im
mortal.

• ALICE: M; SEXSMITH.
1321 Wilcox Ave., Chicago.
"Continuity of Life a Cosmic 

Truth." - By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply Important subject. Price; 
cloth, $1.00. . ,

Meeting Held at Port Huron, 
Mich., Feb. 15 and 16.

By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 
Chief of “The Standard Dictionary”;
Author of “The Widow's Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena,” 
Next Step In Evolution," etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, ali 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, $1.00.

To the Editor: I write at this time 
to give you a short report of our last 
mass, meeting, which will you kindly 
insert in your valuable paper. It 
was held at Port Huron, Feb. 15 and 
16, at the Majestic hall-

JJpon our arrival in Port Huron, 
we were met by a committee and ush- 
ered'to the above named hall whpre 
many friendly ones were gathered to 
greet us, and at once we were made 
to feel at home. This was not all— 
many busy hands had prepared a ban
quet. The tables were beautiful with 
their snowy linen, silver and flowers. 
To this the State Board and members 
of the Occult Club were invited.

The first meeting was • Saturday 
evening and there were three sessions 
Sunday. Every one was a feast of 
good things.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague were 
at their best, their work being es
pecially fine.

J. C. Andre, the state president, 
made some very good remarks. The 
singing of Miss Sanders, of Grand 
Rapids, a little lady who is just com
ing into the work, being greatly en
joyed.

Port Huron is to be congratulated 
on its own, and resident worker, Dr. 
R. McL. Angus, and it was with great 
pleasure that we listened to his 
scholarly talk Sunday afternoon.

.Sunday forenoon the subject of or
ganization was taken up, and many 
expressed themselves, Remarks being 
made by nearly every ode present. I 
am more than pleased to say that 

• Port Huron Occult Club has filed ap
plication for charter, and will become 
brothers,and sisters in our great fam
ily. ’

: I wish to extend to the Occult Club 
through this .paper, our heartfelt 
thanks for all courtesies extended to 
the State Board and .others who Were
present, and feel that we are all bet- 
tet.for meeting;-exchanging thoughts.
and ' becoming • ■ - ■
your society

acquainted.
will

That
’grow ' in

numbers, and. that each new 
member feel the- beautiful influence 
you send forth and strive to work in 
harmony. .The Occult Club is the 
inost harmonious society it has been 
my pleasure to visit.-.

Again wishing you all success and 
thanking each and every one who 
helped to make the state meeting the 
success it was, I am sincerely yours.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
, Secretary, M. S. S. A: 

Battle Creek, Mich,

“The Arcana of Spiritualism,1 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.25. By

mo copie, s,».

PROGRESSIVE THINKER, Publishers 
M Lm ¡¡tout, iMtauw äb.

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepublie
By Charles B. Waite. A. M-, author of "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. 
Price, paner. 25 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relatkm 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain. 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into tho laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. I1.7&

A MASTERLY WORK 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub* 

, ject A powerful argument along new and soien 
tific lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con- I 
bcIous selfhood after laying nslda the physical 
body. A book of rare value. With eeverul 
fine illustrations, Cloth« C .00.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION
-^‘There is no death; there are no 

dead."
.-These words stand out on the cover 

of. Edward C. Randall's new book. 
They are d challenge to'the'orthodox 
woiAi, and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God; of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, baaed on. positive knowl 
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond 
Price $1.50.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectum by tho Swami VlrdcoiMlm oa HaJaYogai 

or Conquering tho Internal Naaare. and other sub- 
Jocut alio, ratanjall'o Yoga Aphorlimi, with com- 
rnontatleaand acoploua gloiaary ol Banlkrlt terms. 
BcTlipd and enlarged, I2mo., Cloth. 11.50. Bule Votto la an ancient ayltem of Indian Philosophy, ana one of 
the four chief method* that tbo Vedanta Philosophy 
offera to obtala freedom and perfection. Bwamt V*v 
ekananda became a familiar Oguro laiorcral Amen* 
eu cltloa daring tbo three years following tho Par- 
■lament of Religions at Chicago: he was cordlollr ro* 
ontvedfn Amerlcn. where the, breadth and dopUi of 
ntiitecohmga wore soon rocognlied. Illa tcncblnga 

1»,‘holr oppllontloa, ’Tho book it chowSHIM For sale at thio offloo. ’ '
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» AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
! The POSTAGE on papers lias been 
' increased to all the British posses

sions on this continent. On a single 
. paper we are conipeBed to pay ONE 

CENT edch week, amounting to 62 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid tlie pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all tho British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.60 per year.

to meet^ourageously the issues priest
craft is determined to force on the 
people, else see church and state again 
will be united. It is not God they love 
so well, but the guild from which 
comes their support.

duce belief in Jesus, should have sug
gested to every thinker, "there is
something back of 
coaled.” "Believe 
son of God and you 
life.” And they

this that is con
thut Jesus is the 
shall have eternal 
who could not be

X. The Goddess and Her Child.
Have we a reader who has not seen

either the mutilated stable of the so- 
called Venus of Milo, else a plaster of 
Paris cast? Her arms are broken off 
half way from the elbow to the shoul
der, yet the figure is an object of ad
miration to all who gaze on it.

The history of the statue is inter
esting. A peasant, with his son, was 
working in a field, on the mountain 
side, near the village of Castro, on 
an island off the southern coast of 
Greece, in February, 1820. Suddenly 
the earth gave way before t^ein, and 
a ca-vern was revealed. This was ex
plored, and a' subterranean temple 
was developed. It contained a shrine, 
and the whole apartment was nicely 
decorated. Jorgos Bottonis communi
cated his find to the village priest, a 
monk of the order of St. Basil. The 
I< rench consul at Melos was informed 
of the discovery, and visited the site. 
Jie carefully Examined the ruins. He 
decided, the ancient shrine had been' 
burled, either by a landslide, else the 
temple was constructed under ground. 
Within he found a beautifully^ exe
cuted marble statue of a female form, 
near six feet In height. Around-were 
scattered two small statues, fragments 
of broken arms and legs, also the 
head and limbs of a child. He deters 
mined to buy the statue and remove 
it to Paris. _

Without continuing the interest
ing particulars, an ecclesiastic had 
been there before the consul, and as
sumed control. A long congest fol
lowed, finally resulting In the inter
ference of the Turkish government, 
which confirmed the sale to, the con
sul and authorized its removal to 
Paris, where now it can be seen in

Cities in the Clouds.
Many stories have been written 

about mirages and delusions, but none 
has been more interesting and cuilous 
than that of the Silent City milage 
which makes it$ appearance near the 
Pacific'* glacier in Alaska. The dis
covery of this wonderful mirage was 
made by the Indians, who would tell 
of the city which was built in the 
clouds. The mirage can be seen in 
the early part of July from 5 to 6 
p. m. It rises from the side of the 
Pacific glacier, it first appears like a 
heavy mist and soon becomes clearer, 
and one can distinctly see the specter 
city; well defined streets and trees, 
tall spires, huge and odd shaped build-.
ings, which appear
mosques or cathedrals.

to be ancient
It Is a city

which would seem to contain at least 
25,000 or 30,000 inhabitants.

As yet no one has been able to iden
tify it, although several have claimed 
to recognize the place. There is no 
city like it in Alaska, nor in any coun
try about it for thousands of miles. 
Some claim it is a city in Russia, 
others say it is a city in England, but 
none can tell where and what it is. 
The mirage was given the name of 
Silent City, as it appears to one like 
a dead city These is nothing that 
would indicate that it is inhabited.— 
Ex. ' •

These optical illusions', leflected In
verted from the clouds, are more com
mon in desert regions than elsewhere. 
The soldiers of Napoleon who accom
panied that warring chieftain to 
Egypt, were greatly tantalized by the 
reflection of large bodies of water 
fiom the clouds. They wer^sure re-, 
lief from great thirst was near; but 
the originals never materialized. •

Is it not probable the idea of a New 
Jerusalem just above the clouds had 
its origin in the desert regions of Asia, 
where these mirages are most com
mon? The masses, ignorant of the 
causes which pioduce the reflection of 
objects in the clouds, which act as 
mirrors, supposed them real, and the 
home of .the gods. Imagination of 
poets or seers clothed them with life, 
and rounded out the illusion, and- 
made them substantial facts.

Is Spiritualism the Substance of 
Faith?

Sir Oliver Lodge, scientist, and au
thor of The Substance of Faith, the 
publication of which no later than 
last spring was attended with so many 

. expressions of reassured belief in the 
continuity of life after death, on the 
part of his readers, has become a pro
pounced convert to Spiritualism. The 
distinguished scholar believes, how
ever, that his new views do- not con
trovert those he has already voiced, 
but carry them to a logical fulfilment, 
The Substance of Faith having been 
published by the Harpers on both 
•Bides of the water, this sequel Io it 
has astonished America almost as 
jnuch as the continent, where for a 
quarter of a century Sir Oliver 

. Lodge's name in the line of scientific 
thought has been, pre-eminent.

Oh, the Scamps. ■ . •
The House Committee on Coinage, 

reports favorably to the restoratlon-of 
"In God We Trust,” on the national 
chin. One member, probably an irrev
erent, cuss, proposed to add to the 
Clearing House Certificates: "I know 
my Redeemer liveth.” That adopted 
and- ip operation toi- a decade then 

■'would be added: “To doubt- which 
.you’ll be damned.” .. .

The truth is, when Congress refused 
to put God in the constitution, dema
gogic church'lenders set out to do in 
detail what could not be accomplished 
as a( whole. A nearby generation has

the Louvre, 
good state

Though reported “in a 
of preservation” when

bribed with after-death rewards felt 
the hangman’s whip and the undying 
tortures of the damned. Feeble 
minds believed, and escaped death. 
The wise and good went up in flame. 
The navies of the world could float in 
the blood of those who were slain to 
make Christianity possible. Faith 
was the sine qua lion, the essential 
that distinguished the believer from 
the unbeliever, the Christian from the 
pagan. \

A whole library of hundreds of vol
umes is needed to expose the forg
eries, frauds and fictions of the most 
villainous priesthood the world ever 
knew. The Jesuits who came on the 
stage about 1534, whose damnable 
wickedness as propagandists has be
come proverbial, were not the first to 
throw morals to the dogs to advance 
the faith. They only took up the acts 
of their predecessors, the Catholic 
clergy, and systematized the rascality, 
felt by .every nation wherein they 
have located^

We have assured our readers that 
all the sun-gods, half god, half man, 
by whatever name designated, were 
one. We have cited an abundance of 
Christian authority to demonstrate 
that fact. We have proved by an'an
cient founder of a Christian sect, that 
Mithras, the' Persian sun-god, and 
Jesus were one. We challenged the 
entire Christian world to name one 
rite, ceremonial, sacrament, symbol or 
custom claimed to have been peculiar 
to Christianity, other than _ persecu
tion, torture and death for opinion’s 
sake, which had not its parallel in 
older^systems of worship.

And now we come with corrobora
tive proof of Manes' statement, from 
the pen of the Roman Emperor, 
Adrian, who, it will be remembered, 
caused Mdnlcheism to be introduced 
into Rome. We duote from Clement’s 
History of Egypt, page 27:

He Has Taken an Interesting Journey Through 
^Roinanism, and Thoroughly Under
a ' stands Its Exact'Status.

Thoughtful by nature,and born and beckons towards a faint white light 
bred under ¡conditions where about leading over the eternal hills—steps 
the only mental food of a religious in and contends with the second for 
character obtainable came from the the_ mastery. ' f ’
sermonp of “gospel” spouters and" ’ 
Sunday school lesspns taken from 
Jewish history, myth and criminology,
and from cheap imitations of mas
ter-teaching, paganistlcally tiyisted, 
arranged by bigots and dispensed by 
Ignoramuses. I was early in life 
placed "under the droppings of the 
sanctuary;” and in the Sunday school 
plass, there to. learn that man, be
cause of Adam’s fall—which occurred 
soon after God made the heavens and 
the earth and their inhabitants lq six 
ddys and rested on the seventh—was 
a poor,'unworthy worm, whose only 
chance to escape eternal incineration, 
and win a future membership in the 
orchestra of heaven was to “give his 
heart to God” and “cast his sins on 
Jesus.” . ■

One evening duping a “powerful re
vival'5, of hypnotic .fanaticism, J with 
others went to the “altar for prayer ” 
feeling Mart-sick and mind-muddled, 
and remaining In that state until the 
next day' when such a flood of ec
stasy came into my consciousness as I 
had never before experienced. This 
was the looked-for “change of heart,” 
“the new birth," which temporarily 
produced a feeling of great happiness.

Had I since been , content to only 
feel and never think, I might have set
tled down upon that experience, as 
many others have done, and allowed 
my consciousness to become as Wax 
in the hands of fanatics in the flesh 
and POWERFUL SPIRIT HYPNO
TISTS. 1

But I soon began to think, and 
have been thinking ever since. I have 
thought my way through evangelical 
salvationlsm, Protestant Christianity, 
paganlstic church dogmatism, the ma
terialistic dogmatism of physical sci
ence, Miller-Whlteism, Eddyism, 
Blavatskylsm and many other isms 
arising from selfish ambitions for 
personal leadership. *

Before reaching that state of men-

The conflict of these three impulses 
forms a life crisis. The first impulse 
is when the intelligence weighs eccle- 
slasticism in the balance and finds it 
wanting. The second one is the oppo
site swing of the same pendulum, 
when the mind naturally turns to 
those theories of physical scientists 
wh|o dogmatize beyond their province, 
and try to unfavel the skein by be- 
ginning-at the wrong end! But the 
heart never follows the mind into tills 
skeleton closet| The third impulse, 
"that still small voice," the divine 
intuition of.the soul, the God within, 
holds the heart while the mind belit
tles itself.

Passing through this reconstruction 
period, I tasted of 1th hell of dissatis
faction, perplexity, doubt, fear, dis
gust and Indignation; its purgatory of 
hope, intuitional faith and mental 
longing, and since I have obtained a 
glimpse of the heaven of rational 
faith, demonstration of truth, identifi
cation of intuition, and personal sat
isfaction in a knowledge of the reality 
of the soul, of the continuity of indi
vidual life after physical death, and 
of intelligence here and hereafter.

My object here Is not to draw at
tention to these experiences because 
they are mine; but upon the basis 
of personal experience and investiga
tion, supplemented by the teachings of 
the great Spiritual illuminators of the 
past and present, and aided by the 
light of reason, to take the reader into 
the great Roman ecclesiastical slave
pen of gilded ignorance, soul stultifi
cation, intellectual prostitution, and 
spiritual devolution, and endeavor to
get a closer 
machinery.

What is 
church?

What does 
what does It

view of its wonderful

the Roman Catholic

it profess to do, and

The Spirit World
. Is Near to This

the San Francisco Sunday Call^ Illustratili

Communicate with Mortals.

The following story is vouched for 
by Mr. M. Q. Laughlin, and the names 
of the persons concerned in it are in 
possession of The Sunday Call:

When the wall paper factory of M. 
H. Birge & Son in Buffalo was de
stroyed by fire on Dec. 17, 1881, 
eleven employes met death.

At a quarter to six^that fatal even
ing there was an explosion of chem
icals on the third floor; an instant 
later tjie entire place was a seething 
furnace, fed by great quantities of 
loose and reeled wall paper. Explo
sion after explosion quickly followed, 
making escape impossible for those onjj 
the upper floors. Many on the fourth 
floor escaped by jumping through 
rear windows to an adjacent roof, 
but those on the fifth floor were over
come by the awful fumes and smpke 
and were carried down with the flam
ing floors of the structure. News of 
the fire quickly spread and anxious 
people struggled madly through the 
crowd that gathered.

While the hour of six was still 
striking the thin brick wall fell wjth 
a crash and mpny heartrending scenes 
were enacted by those in search of 
missing relatives. Their awful grief 
so touched the heart of Mayor Brush, 
who happened on the scene, that he 
remained all night, giving words of 
hope and consolation to the afflicted,

to the grave.”
One member of my 

marked: “That was a 
dream.”

I asserted that It was 
that 1 had not slept one 
the night.

family re- 
very vivid

My mother grew restless and called 
in a neighbor, to whom she repeated 
what I had told. The woman turned, 
on me and gave vent to her doubhf 
Nevertheless, she left shortly after/, 
and spread the story of my "queev'” 
dream around the neighborhood. /

At 10 o’clock that morning, a few 
hours after 1 had seen my brother, 
and while the story I told was be
ing discussed, workmen engaged in re
moving the bricks and debris came 
upon a body lying on the stone walk 
of the Perry street side of the ruined 
factory. Among the curious that 
gathered around the body was a next 
door-neighbor of ours, who recognized 
the body as that of my brother and 
hastened to notify my mother. We 
hurried to the scene but the body had 
been taken to the morgue, where we
followed. After the first 
had subsided wp called in

wild grief 
an under-

and lie personally conducted the
search for bodies, which, owing Io the
terribly cold and stormy 
lasted for several days.

A few charred remnants 
were recovered, and these 
vlded and placed In eleven

weather

of bodies 
were <11- 
dark oak

found, the dismembertneiit unques
tionably occurred while the ruins 
were subject tt> priestly'interference. 
The pose of the figure showed a 
weight had rested on the left arm and 
shoulder before it was mutilated. 
Only plaster of Paris casts, or very 
defective copies, have been seen in 
America. '

The statue has been an object of 
admiration for three-fourths of a cen
tury, and its disfigurement a subject 
of general regret. Many artists la
bored for years to reconstruct the fig
ure. It was apparent to all it repre
sented a goddess. Classical authors for 
a.time were consulted in vain to as
certain whom it represented. Finally, 
it was determined It was the Matrom 
Deorum—the mother of God; that 
her head had been encircled by the 
sacred halo; that she had held on her 
left arm and shoulder the divine 
child,-Jes, otherwise the infant sun
god, Bacchus

Frank Paloma, a yotfng American 
painter, born In Was'hington. in 1868, 
who studied his art in Paris, and prac
ticed In the great schools of Germany, 
Bavaria, amd Holland, jyhile standing 
before the o'rlglnal, caught the spirit 
of the artist, and soon made a faith
ful painting of the restored statue, a 
good photogravure of it being before 
us as we write, She was probablydhe 
.first who was designated “the Mother 
of God, with the Holy Child.” Lov
ers of art, and/he curious in theology, 
will find a faithful picture, with let
terpress description, in “The Cam- 
'bridge Encyclopedia,” as the figure 
appeared before it fell into the hands 
of priestly Iconoclasts, who were con
scious all seeing it unless dismem
bered, would suppose it the original 
representation of the dream-begotten" 
junior God, co-equal and- co-eternal 
with the Father, and his fabled 
mother. ' '

The conclusion of every honest 
thinker must be that Christianity is 
not the ancient faith claimed for it; 
that it is a reconstruction of older re
ligions, a merging of several pagan 
sun-gods into one, best known to mod
erns as Bacchus, the god of wine, 
who, by a natural miracle, converts 
water into wine, the very first mira
cle credited to Jesus, the others addi
tions to make his acts as glorious as 
were the miracles accredited to other 
gods. The symbols, sacraments, fes
tal days, rites and customs, every one 
of them, belonged to other, peoples 
and to an earlier civilization. The 
wars, the persecutions, the sacrifice of 
human life and the innumerable In
struments of torture employed by the 
Inquisition were all aids in concealing 
the_ truth from later generations.-

The Protestant. reformers were nbt 
equipped with historical' facts to go 
back of the age In which they lived 
and wrought, There were but few 
books In those times, and these were 
mostly Catholic made, and they com
manded an enormous price, which, to 
private parties, amounted to prohibi
tion. The scholars, like Bruno,' Gali
leo and Servetus, were imprisoned dr 
burned. ;

The Reformers saw- traces every-; 
where of Pagan thought; but so well 
ha,d the forgers covered their foot
prints, they supposed' t’.:e ancient 
faith was an engraft.^n Christianity 
Instead of being the parent.

The /bribe so generously offered, 
found throughout the New Testament 
and in ecclesiastical lltoriAure, to in-

---- ------ -- actually accomplish for 
the well-being of the individual, of

"Adrian Augustus, to Servianus, the-"la] equilibrium when the mind can 
Consul, Greeting: * * * As for j .... ‘ ”
Egypt, which you were praising to 
mp, dearest Servianus, I have/'Tound 
its people wholly light, wavering, and 
flying after every breath of a report. 
Those who worship . Serapis are 
Christians, and those who call them
selves bishops of Christ are devoted to 
Serapis. There is no ruler of a Jew
ish synagogue, no Samaritan, no pres
byter of the Christians, who is not a 
mathematician, an augur, and a sooth
sayer. The very patriarch himself, 
when he came into Egypt, was by 
some said to worship Serapis, and by 
others to worship Christ. As a race 
of men they pre seditious, vain, and 
spiteful; as a body, wealthy and pros
perous, of whom nobody lives in idle-
ness. * Their one god is noth-
ing; Christians, Jews and all nations 
worship him.” .

The priesthood in possession of 
usurped civil government, and those 
governments administered In the in
terest of the ambitious church, now 
dominate civilization, and are bending 
heaven and earth to tyrannize over 
the globe. - Their origin is not what 
they claim. ' x

CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST LEAGUE.'
A special feature of the Spiritualist 

League entertainment to be held at 
Handel Hall on the evening of Mar. 
7 will be the appearance of Harry E. 
Burgess (The Boy Chief of the. 
Pawnees”), in full Indian costume. 
Mr. Burgess will speak upon the re
ligion and Spiritualism of the Indians 
of the plains, and will impersonate 
the famous medicine man, "Sitting 
Bull,” and will deliver that old war
rior’s dramatic speech against civiliz
ation, which he made just before his 
captivity and death. The buckskins, 
beadwork, gear’s claws, red-stone 
pipes, etc., which will be used by the 
“Boy Chief,” were presented to him 
by his friends among the warrior 
chiefs and “medicine men” of the 
plains. Mr. Burgess is the author of 
several books about Indians, and was 
associated with the famous •Buffalo 
Bill for a number of years. This 
feature of the program promises to be 
of more than ordinary interest. There
.should be a large audience present 
this occasion.

on

Spiritualist Song Books.
There is, a need- for an appropri

ate and low-priced song book' with 
music, for Spiritualist services. “ < '

-The. N. S. A. recognized this and ap-- 
pointed a committee at the 1907 con
vention to compile and report such a 
collection .for issuance. The chair
man of "that (committee is Solomon 
Qill, Centreville, Michigan. ' He is 
very anxious for musical- people to 
contribute such songs, words with or 
without music, that would assist his 
work, in which he is much Interested. 
■Any suggestions or 'assistance that 
can be given Brother Dill, will be of 
much irqiuy'tance to the. end desired-. 
. - There are excellent musical contri
butions to our cause, such as that of 
Prof. C. Payson Longley. His books 
are of great value to choirs and solo
ists. The- intent Is for a congrega
tional book of such songs as will be 
available for public use at Spiritual
ist services; Such a. compilation is a 
worthy enterprise for the N. S. A. 
to engage In; and by earnest solicita
tion of Brother Dill, I appeal for any 
interested persons to correspond with 
him and give any possible aid. ,

• Fraternally, '
GEORGE W. KATES,

Secretary, N. S. A.

In wonder all philosophy [say relig
ion] began, in wouder it ends, and 
admiration fills up tho interspace; but 
the.first wonder is the offspring of ig
norance, the last Is the parent of ado*
Ration.—Coleridge

logically reject superstition and theo
logical tot, I saw the Inconsistency 
of Protestantism, divided Into hun
dreds of sects, quarreling over Bible 
Interpretation to the point of hatred, 
while still holding to the central doc-
trihes of special creation, the fall of 
man, the Trinity, and the vicarious 
atonement. '

This crack Id my faith naturally led 
to admiration of the Catholic church. 
Here everything was intact, the legis
lative, executive and jnaicial depart
ments all vested in one supreme cen
tral authority.

After reading vAlous Roman Cath
olic bookSi and taking a thorough 
personal,Instruction from a priest, I 
ascended the high altar and upon the 
gospels'rejected and abjured all Pro
testant isects. . I went to confession 
and laid bare before a brother man 
that which lies exclusively between 
the individual and his own conscience. 
I submitted to conditional baptism 
for fear the Protestant minister had 
done- a poor job. I went to “Holy 
Communion” and , partook of the 
“Body of Jesus,” and lastly was con
firmed by the “Right Rev. Bishop.” 
I was now a full-fledged member of 
“The Holy Roman Catholic Apostolic 
Church.” All that was necessary was 
to pay the dues, eat, drink, breed, and 
die, leaving money enough to pray my 
soul out of purgatory.

'All- fears in regard to the disinte
gration of Christianity were now al
layed. I belonged to the “Mother 
¿hurch, "founded upon the rock of 
St. Peter,” ‘doing business at the old 
stand.” All the 'details of life were 
carefully looked after; every phase of 
.human weakness nicely taken care of; 
in fact, everything provided for ex
cept soul-growth and the progressive 
unfoldment of the intelligence. But 
lacking any definite conception of hu
man evolution, this worried me little. 
I c/nsidered man a physical being 
which possessed a something called a 
soul which God made, Adam lost, and 
Jesus saved through the church. I 
was a sheep Which had gone astray, 
and now returned to the "true fold,” 
whose shepherd was the "Holy 
Father, the Pope,” "the Vicar of 
Christ,” “The Vice-regent of God,” 
the “infallible” keeper of the soul, 
mind and body, boots and breeches of 
every son and daughter of Adam.

I thought the problem of existence 
was solved. But no! The chained 
mind again began to show alarrhing 
signs-of activity. It-would not stay 
put to sleep, and. circumstances that 
occasionally came up caused it to tug 
more and more tat its chains. Carry
ing these doubts and fears Into the 
confessional, L was told that al] this 
was a temptation of the devil; that 
going often to confession ahd com
munion would obtain for . me. the 
“grace of God” to cease thinking 
“sinful thoughts” and lead a “good 
Catholic, life.” . -

Soon asldeiXom ethical and spirit
ual problems, difficulties came up1 in 
every-daj^iiraifilcal life, which, after 
faithfully trying every conceivable ap
plication and dose of grace, I found 
Were as unadjustable as before, and 
after pondering the matter over care
fully,.I came to the conclusion that 
the whole/blasted business was a co
lossal dettmibn; a gigantic humbug, a 
subtle, cuEnlngQppliistry to cheat the 
soul out.-pt; ttq just charter of rights. 
This conclusion-was not reached pre- 
maturelyi'Tt took a long time. (Time' 
to the sodl is not measured by plan
etary revolutiojij'but by progress.)

To a cqrtainj class born in the 
church, Str to'^peak, there comes -a 
time-^befefce they have access to the 
light of ¡real spiritual demonstrators 
—when the mmd is ground between 
three miltefones'of thought, when the 
heart is torn with three conflicting im
pulses. They; are aware of three dif
ferent avenues 'of mental and moral 
activity opening before them. The 
first two are distinctly outlined, ap
parently opposed, yet in reality paral
lel. ■' :''' '■ ' ' T

When the consciousness awakens, 
.the person feels a repulsion from the 
first, which he has hitherto traversed; 
then an attramtian for tho second; but

> Linamedlr.r? ïc third Impulse—i

nations, and of the world?
These are questions we have the 

right to ask, and to have answered.
The Roman Catholic church is 

probably the strongest systematic 
manifestation of the retrogressive and 
destructive principle in nature that 
has yet appeared in the world.

She is a secret religio-politleal, 
autocratic absolutism in a class by 
herself. In principle she has always 
existed, advancing and receding as the 
cycles permitted; but distinctively 
Roman Catholicism dates from Con
stantine. , '

In the first centuries of our era the 
Spirit of Light penetrated, but could 
not illumine the vast pall of paganls- 
tlc selfishness hanging over Rome, 
which was the world. The light re
ceded, leaving In its path the blood 
of martyrs. When the hand of the 
mistress of -the world became palsied, 
superstition changed her coat, and 
seized the scepter. She colored, then 
darkened the light of the gentle Ju
dean Master, and hiding her diabol
ical face behind it, destroyed the bud
ding reign of love, and continued that 
of the sword. She made and unmade 
kings, and created executioners; and 
blood that could not nourish a fetk 
tered brain flowed back to nourish the 
soil.

The church embalmed what the em
pire had diseased and rotted.

-Rome seemed to possess a dual per
sonality. As the gigantic manifesta
tion of force disintegrated the colos
sal profession of love rose over the 
ruins.

Was this profession sincere?
Is it sincere to-day when the Pope 

sends those gushing love-letters to the 
people of America?

Search history!
Hear the words ef those who have 

dared to think, coming from lips whit
ened by torture and closing in death 
—those notes of agony from the in
quisitorial rack!

And does not the church to-day ex
hibit the legitimate result of the mo
tives which produced the dark ages?

If -she found sin, why did she not 
substitute righteousness?

If she is the institution of "God Al
mighty,? why did the dark ages fol
low her advent?

If she is the “Bride of Christ,” why 
has she not made good?

■ Every nation, where thé Catholic 
church has bedn the power behind the 
throne and the conscience of the peo
ple, has decayed or died prematurely, 
unless the people have succeeded in 
loosening the ecclesiastical fetters. .

Why has this been? • \
The church answers by laying her 

crime upon the Kings who were her 
puppets. . -

See the mark .of devolution upon 
^he brow of those serfs who are com
ing to this country to blindly help 
make us a Catholic>nation!

Why do these foreign victims of 
oppression make , such good laborers 
in those Industries where the maxi
mum of. work is required for the 
minimum of pay? .

Because owing to their church' 
training, they are accustomed to be 
drivenllke cattle, and give over what 
little there is left of their mind to 
the keeping of the priests.
..In this way Rome loans her slaves 

to corporate greed, and then even ex
acts a part Of the pittance they re
ceive. In return for this, concessions 
are granted;, the press is .muzzled; 
'wages are leveled, and she fastens her 
skinny fingers around 'the throat of 
liberty. . .-
; Look to-day ..at the-self-imprisoned 
Emperor in the Vatican, who does not 
¡permit procession of the clergy In 
“The Eternal City'' for fear they will 
be stoned!
; Why?' ■ ; ' ...' ' .
> Because hé has fed the populace 
with stones instead of bread, and is 
only getting: them back. Because he 
is hoarding in his magnificent palace 
treasure enough to alleviate the suf
ferings of. the poverty-stricken 
wretches who now throng around the 
King's carriage and cry for broad.
' Will this lesson pass unheeded by 
Americans? Or ehalLwe wait until it 
requires'a surgical operation, to re
move these ecclesiastical microbes!

(Continued on page

coffins. By mutual consent of rela
tives of the victims one funeral was 
held fromJBt. Joseph’s cathedral and 
the burial took place in Holy Cross 
cemetery. As a mark of respect the 
city hall, which is near the cathedral, 
was draped in mourning and many of 
the city officials, including the mayor, 
attended the funeral in a body.

Surviving relatives of the victims 
still cherish with deepest gratitude 
the generous human sympathy ac
corded them in that dire time of their 
affliction.

My oldest brother, a high minded, 
intelligent lad, was one of the victims.
That he had a premonition of ap 
proaching death for some weeks be

I-
i-

fore the fire many acts and sayings 
of his would strongly indicate.
Against his mother's will he had 
life insured. So vigorously did 
argue the uncertainty of life and 
duties attached to all that she 
luctantly consented to his taking

his 
he 

the

out
a policy for a small amount. Other 
affairs he also attended to as though 
preparing for the end.

From December until March, after 
the fire, I had several startling mani
festations of the so-called supernatur
al; but wjll confine my story to the 
last and most important experience.

On the night of March 31 I retired 
at 10 o'clock. In spirit! had felt very 
close to my brother that entire even
ing, so I lay awake, thinking over a 
significant little verse written' on the 
flyleaf of a much-used book of mine:

Should frowning fate e’er grasp my 
hand

And lead me far from thee;
Oft call to mind when ihst we met, 

And fondly think of me.

I was aroused by sounds of trick
ling water, which seemed so close arid 
loud that I put both hands to my ears 
to shut out a peculiar drip, drip, drip. 
I then discovered that the disturb
ance was caused by unfelt tears that 
poured over my cheeks and filled the 
hollow of my ears and overflowed In 
little streams that soaked the pillow 
around my head and neck.

I sat upright and looked around. 
Every object in the room was plainly 
discernible in the flood of mellow 
moonlight that poured in through m 
partly open, uncurtained window near 
the head of’my bed. I looked at the 
clock, the time was a quarter of 
twelve. I had wiped the moisture 
from face, ears and neck, turned the 
pillow over, lay back and was about 
to close my eyes when I saw the door 
open and close behind my brother. 
As'he came toward me I called his

taker and were about to make ar
rangements for the burial, when tv'/o 
women, mothers of victims of the flli-e, 
rushed In and upset dur plans for the 
time being. After looking the body 
over one stoutly maintained It was 
that of her son, who was about the 
same age as my brother. Arguments 
and remnants of clothing which we 
produced in evidence of our claims 
were unavailing. She was positive in 
her belief. My poor mother wus on 
thb verge of collapse when the coro
ner told her he could not allow our 
undertaker to interfere until identity 
was proven beyond a doubt. ■

Crushed and disappointed, we were 
about to leave, when, close to my car, 
there came a sharply whispered 
"Why don’t you tell them about my 
ieeth?” Instantly Ahere flashed acrosaf 
my mind something I had entirely for
gotten. A few days before his dentil 
my brother called my attention to a 
second row of teeth that had made 
their appearance in the left upper jaw. 
I quickly turned to the coroner and 
told him, describing the teeth and 

-their position as I remembered them. 
He and the undertaker at once pro
ceeded to find out if tlie peculiar 
proof was present. They opened the 
jaws, and there, just as I had de
scribed them, were the inner row of 
teeth. We burled him in the plat 
with the other victims, for his name 
with theirs was inscribed on the hand
some brownstone monument. ■ .

Should you ever have occasion to 
visit Holy Cross cemetery please ask 
an attendant to direct you to. the 
Blr^e Fire monument and read the in
scription thereon, reading downward. 
When you reach the ninth name on its 
eastern face kindly pause for a mo
ment, for that name perpetuates the 
memory of one who came back from 
the great unknown. .

Twenty-six years have passed since 
the above mentioned facts occurred, 
and I have had many retrospective 
moments, moments in which I deeply 
longed to commune with my dear lost 
brotltar, but have never been reward
ed with anything more than a wlils- 
pered "All is well!" and a more sub
lime sense of pervading peace. Still, 
I have had other experiences that 
have fully confirmed my belief in 
“ghosts.” -

name and was about to sprin,
the bed, when he raised

;g from
his right

hand with a gesture that caused me to 
lean back. In manner and dress,he 
looked just as when I last saw him, 
but the eyes were dull and hollow, 
and the facial expression was one 
of extreme sadness. He spoke my 
name in a perfectly natural voice and 
said:

“Tell mother I am coming back to
morrow. Tell her not worry any 
more about me. I am all right. 
They left me there on the sidewalk all 
winter, and I look bad, but don’t be 
afraid; there is nothing to fear. I 
will not trouble you again. Good
bye.” '

Before I could utter a word he had 
passed . through the door, which did 
not seem to open .as when he entered 
the room.

With a wildly beating heart I arose 
from the bed and staggered to the 
door. It was locked and bolted as I 
had left it on retiring. Weak from 
excitement—I wasnotafrald—X sank 
into , a chair and remained until the 
painful throbbing of . my heart and 
temples passed oyer. I decided not to 
disturb any member of the family, 
and. so I spent , the remainder of tli> 
night pacingthe flooj from door to 
•window, watching the full Aprils moon 
serenely sail down the western sky, 
and counting the lonely hours chimed 
by the clock in a nearby church stee
ple. ,

I went down early in the morning 
and proceeded at once to. tell my 
mother what I had seen and heard. 
She was much affected and brokenly 
Cried: ■ - ,

“Odd is good. - He may be alive; 
he may come back again. I can never 
jepi thot b« <B among those I followed ■

PAID THE LAST TRIBUTE
TO A NOBLE LIFE.

Followed to the grave by a large 
number of sorrowing friends, all that 
was mortal of the late Mrs. Amarnia 
Martin was buried Feb. 17 at-Villa 
Ridge cemetery, beside the body ,of 
her husband. '

Funeral servecs were held at the 
residence of the deceased, at Twenty
eighth and Holbrook, Cairo, Ill., at 
4:30, conducted by Rev. Charles H. 
Armstrong, pastor of the Lutheran 
church. Music was furnished by a 
double quartet from the high school, 
composed of Misses Minnie Conant, 
Linnie Green, Alice Strong, Mrs.- 
Clarence Flournoy, Herbert Steimel, 
Kenneth Wenger, Henry Steinel and 
Kyle Ent. In the quartette were rep-
resentatives from each class that bad 
been in_ the high school sim e Prof. The 

Thee”
Bannister had been principal, 
songs were "Nearer My God to 
and "Sleep, Sweetly Sleep.”

Mrs. Martin possessed a 
genius and a highly cultivated

brigb 
mind

She brought to'her educational wor/k 
a sincere love of service to her fal
lows and an abiding faith in the up
ward and onward march of humaa- 
ity. She loved the young, and it w/is 
ever, her first care to guard in thpm 
the "irtceless jewels of truth and'vir
tue.

She gladly gave the fullest meas
ure of her time and talent for the 
good of others. Her gentle manners, 
her kindly tolerance of adverse opini 
ion, her charity to all, her malice to
ward none, her all-embracing love 
for humanity, were qualities pos
sessed by her In the highest degree,- 
and these endeared her to us all, and 
to every one who came within the 
circle of her influence and compan
ionship. <

Mr.. Armstrong read the - 90th 
Psalm, and paid a fine tribute to the 
life and character, of the deceased^He 
closed his remarks by reading; one Of, 
her poems In which she told of the 
triumph of the soul over thè' body, 
and which expressed her views upon; 
the life here and hereafter. He char
acterized tills poem alone ns justify- 
ing.her as being called a poet. '

At the close of the service at. the; 
house, the remains were taken to 
Fourteenth street where a special 
train was waiting to take them to 
Villa-Ridge cemetery. The Board of 
Education, of which she was a mem
ber followed in a body.

The flowers were most beautiful 
and were in great prolusion. " 
Evening Citizen
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7 bi a Thoroughly Logical and Eloquent Address, 

N this Able Scientist and Lecturer Replies to
V 1L - A I 1 1 /N i n

V. Hunter, a Prominent Clergyman. The Pro
fessor’s Magnificent Address Will Be Read by 
Over 100,000 Before The Progressive Think
ers Containing it are Worn Out by Handling 
and Reading. ■ . _

( A crowded x auditorium greeted the Revi R. V. Hunter last 
Í night at the Central Presbyterian Church, Buffalo, N. Y., where 
^he preached a sermon to the question “IS’JESUS FOUND IN 
Spiritualism.”

In his opening remarks ¡Dr, Hunter objected to the term 
“ Spiritual jsm” as applied to the cult, and preferred the term 
“Spiritism,” for he declared, no incentive to moral uplift, nor 
pay of the tenets of the Christian creed had been promulgated- 

y by any of the disciples or “médiums” of the sect which pro
fessed “to fit man for eternal life” since the movement com
menced in America in 1848. The word “Spiritualist” implied 
K godly person, one whose life is a moral example, therefore the 
title as applied to members of that body was a misnomer, he 
argued, since nothing of that kind was required by the sect, 
v The speaker then detailed the origin and growth of the Spir
itualistic movement, which, he declared, had been known in an
cient times and was practically a revival and adaptation of the 
barbarous practices of vQodooism and of the heathen Mongol
ians of China. The ancient Mosaic law had provided that necro
mancers, witches and those having dealings with the spirits 
should be put to death. He recalled the experience of King/Saul 
of Israel with the witch of Endor.
“God’s purposes are not manifested after that fashion, and 

where can you find Jesus in any of the practices of the cult? 
[What incentive .does it offer to any person toward moral re- 
ormation or progression? It is of liars and frauds, and deals 

tvitli deception,” said Dr. Hunter.

... X Prof.1 Lock wood replies as follows to this attack, every availa
ble seat being occupied:
. 'We live in an age supposed to be dedicated to intellectual 

, Jibgrty, in which the rights of every man are conserved only by 
th6 rights of other men. This ideal of intellectual liberty is 
the basis of all moral procedure, of all systems of ethical unfold- 

■ ■. ment, and of all systems of education. We expect, naturally, in 
Im age dedicated to intellectual liberty, to find people who are. 
prominent before the public usin^Jntellectual methods. We d° 
Hot believe it to be wise in any form of debate,Tn any system of 
'polemics to deal in that class of cheap artillery which so fre
quently lumbers the mental citadel of many theologians.

Truth can be told in plain terms; truth can be demonstrated 
by analytical methods, with the assistance of science and syllo
gistic and inductive methods of reasoning. There is no occa
sion fo^ men, however public or however prominent to call other 

- men equally prominent and equally public, liars. This method 
belongs, ot should belong, to a remote past. It does not qualify 
a gentleman in the public pulpit, and the time will come, my 
friends, in the history of the', mental evolution of Buffalo, in 
¡which severe statements of this character will fall upon ears that 
are deaf. People do not care to hear these low expressions 
pf verbal folly. We go to church, we suppose, for instruction. 
We expect to be instructed. We expect to leapn something dur- 
ipg the discourse. We pay great money for such instruction; 
w'e have a right to demand it.

The Spiritualists as a class, so far as I know them, are not a 
cornbative element. There ARE FEWER SPIRITUALISTS 
in the penal institutions of New York sta^e, than any other class 
of people living in the-state. You need not take my word for it. 
I>ook lip the reports of your penal institutions. The Spiritual- 
igts-^and I am speaking of the intellectual class, believe in fair 
dealings; they believe in fair methods. They have a truth, and it 
is unfortunate for the public welfare that that truth is not 
known. It is not understood. And because, forsooth, that truth 
seems to hedge against some religious dogmas of prehistoric 
ages,.there are people inclined to oppose Spiritualism, who do 
not know the meaning of or the application of the word.

Last Sunday evening a contemporary speaker, the Rev. R. V. 
Hunter, saw fit to attack the Spiritualists; not only of this city, 
not only of this state, but of the United States; not only of'the 
United States but of the world. Aud in the state of New York 
there are some Spiritualists residing, who, in matters of letters, 
pccupy some of the highest and best chairs in your universities. 
In the United States alone there are something like ninety Spirit
ualists that hold the most important public positions in your 
universities and colleges .and institutions of' learning. These 
men are scholarly men. They believe in the intellectual formula 
.of life. They do not believe in strife; they do not believe that 

regress is made more possible by calling all people that do 
pt believe with them liars and frauds; and were it not for the 
let.'that this severe criticism has been pronounced upon the 
mritualists of the entire country, I would consider any effort 

•W.answer the ignorance of last Sunday night as voiced by the 
Rev; R. V. Hunter to be beneath my. dignity. . Ordinarily we 
pay no attention to, people who are not inclined to tell the ^nth. 
¡Ordinarily we pay but little attention to people who do not seem 
to know the meaning and application of common words in every- 
dgy use. '

' This gentleman, the Rev. R: V. Hunter, was not satisfied with 
the term “Spiritualism” and “Spiritualises,” but he must needs 
coin a word, unfortunately for .himself, that he might set up a 
kind of man of straw to knock down. He said he preferred the 
term “ Spiritism ” Let us see. Spiritism is a term of very an
cient origin. It came from the inception of the Ionian school of 
Philosophy, whose. founder was. Anaxagoras. Anaxagoras be
lieved that allnpace was filled by “Nous” or spirit, and that that 
space, that Nous, or that spirit, was all wise, knew everything, 
was omnipotent and all powerful. This was-the belief, briefly 
stated, of Anaxagoras. Hence Spiritism as a counter expression 
to Materialism had its inception; and l am obliged to say to the 
friends of the Rev. R. V.Hunter, if there be those present to- 
night, that the selection .of this term, for the sake of-throwing 
obloquy upon certain people is most unfortunate? for if he. be- 
lieves-T-we presume he does—-that some Almighty God made this 
earth and the heavens and the ethers of. space, he must certainly 
have made them of His spirit- He certainly must. And if there 
be such a thing.as Materialism in existence, either in philosophy 
pr fact, his God was the author of it. For we affirm, without

fear of successful contradiction, that the onlj expie huh tint 
this term has, to-day that indicates materialism, i^ in tUe visible 
aspect of .matter. Hence the word Spiritism may be applied con
sistently to the time in Which God was said to have made thé 
heavens and the earth. If matter had always existed, as Anax-' 
agoras claimed, then we have a combination of, what the agnos
tic might call ■■Materialism” and “Spiritism.” 1 But no well- 
read scholar to-day believes that Such a condition as that eVer 
existed. There have been mighty discoveries made, giant strides 
of the human intellect, sincti. those days to which I refer, and to
day the physicists of the world, the scholars of the world, are 
seeing in that invisible psychic relationship which unites all 
forms, all modes of motion—they see in this order of Nature the 
basis of a continuity of life, of which the church, has only had à 
faint dream, and it is upon this basis of scientific truth that thé- 
Spiritualist of to-day plants his standard.

Let us say to you—we believe you to be a progressive people, 
we believe you to be an intellectual people who are prepared 
to balance facts mentally—let us say to you that this thought 
is gaining ground. -How rapidly we cannot tell you to-night; 
but in these data thinkers are seeing a inore lucid comprehension 
of the subtleties of the universe, than heretofore hgve been 

■ known, and these psychic subtleties, these invisible somethings 
that unite to make matter visible, or to form matter itself, is at
tracting, as I said a moment ago, the attention of the scholars of 
the world.

Hence Spiritualism does not plant its standard upon the con
ceptions of Anaxagoras, nor of Democritus, nor of any of the 
savants of that time. It plants its standard rather upon the 
INDUCTIONS OF MODERN DISCOVERY, and these induc
tions, more or less, are voiced iii your universities, are taught in 
your colleges wherever chemistry is taught, are taught in your 
institutions wherever physics has a place, and are known to the 
reading intellect all over the world. Hence it seems to me to be 
untimely for any man in the pulpit, however self-opinionated 
he may be, to get up and say to this world of thinkers, “You are 
alLof you liars; every one of you.” To such men as William 
Stead, to such men as Sir Oliver Lodge, to such men as Crookes, 
to such men as Russel Wallace, you are liars; your researches 
ill the various departments which have made you noted the world 
over, are of no value.
•-~Why?

Because a clergyman here in the city of Buffalo, under the in
fluence of some evil genius rather than that of a'scholar, tells 
the people that every one is a liar who believes in 'Spiritualism. 
These are solemn facts, my friends, and-I wish” to call yorir 
attention Jo-theni. !

The intellectual Spiritualist is willing to place his facts upon 
the ALTAR'OF SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION. If they are 
found to be in accord with truth, he is pleased; if they be re
jected, he has learned something. He has no cudgels,, he car
ries no bludgeons, he has no harsh names; because, forsooth, 
he may have been mistaken. We look upon the iuçlivijiual who 
^s able to stand by, finding himself severely criticised,, and see
ing in the order of fhe fraternal criticism that it nïay be he was 
in error; if he can stand by and see that the friend who has 
criticised him is in reality a friend, that intellect 'that can receive 
such criticism in kindness of heart, is the beginning of'a philoso
pher. These facts are self-evident the world over.

Spiritism, then, as a term, has reference to the duality of' 
matter—considering matter as a material or corpuscular1 sub

stance, .and spirit an omnipotent energy, moulding matter into 
form. The term Spiritualism on the other hand, has reference 
to the unity of matter and spirit. In its etymological sense, it is 
a compound word, and has its root in both Greek apd Latin 
terms. Spirit, an hypothesis if you please, of the primordial 
state of matter—matter being the result of invisible spiritual 
elements in combination. The suffix, “ism,” means “the doc
trine or philosophy,” while the syllable “al” connecting the root 
and its suffix, means “all,” or'“collectively,” thus Spiritu-al- 
ism, the philosophy of spiritual elements, energies and forces as 
the basis of matter and all cosmic process. Those of you who are 
interested I psk you to read up on this question, an4 you will 
find I am correct. , '

THE WORD SPIRITUALISM is a term that expresses the 
philosophy of cosmic process, and to the • extent which the 
genius of our time is able to analyze cosmic process, to that ex
tent we find Spiritualism has made advance.

A great many people look upon us as a distinct sect, as though 
ip some way we are like the Baptists, in- a little school by our
selves; or the Presbyterians, of Calvinistic creed, a little set by 
themselves or like the Methodists^ another set by themselves. 
Let me say to you, that this is a very erroneous conception, as 
the philosophy of Nature belongs to "all mankind; the Spirit
ualists of to-day, the intellect of to-day, espouse the cause of 
Spiritualism, because it is the friend of humanity, and voices, 
so far aS they are able, the majority of these sublime truths, 
that Nature inlier elemental and primordial states is INFINITE
LY SPIRITUAL; that all of her modes of motion are psychic; 
that all things grow by psychic process; that the grasses and 
flowers grow by invisible processes; that the human intellect 
is the most psychic receiver, in the entire laboratory of cosmic 
art; that invisible modes of'mental motion unite the conscious 
soul to the conscioùs soul the world over.

Thus Spiritualism of to-day instructs that we'•cannot see yojir 
soul; we cannot see-ÿour ego; we cannot see anything except 
your external form. We may be able to sense some things pe
culiar to your individuality, but we do not see yôur.soul; we 
do not see your ego. Hence this thing thât we cannot §eç<we are 
related, to by psychic modes of motion. 31- < J v .

If the. gen tipman who criticised fis so séverël^k^ Sunday 
night hadjjeen familiar with the reports of-the^syohic Re
search Society, he would have known that in onê, iâ^^ 

-the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, there ai^noQjfp repre
senting something like 1,200 PSYCHIC RESEARCH EXPERI
MENTS, EVERY. ONE OF WHICH WAS VERIFIED. And 
this phase of investigation has been going on e^er Isfnce the 
esteblishmerit of the first Psychic Research. Society« in ¡England. 
It has been augmented by Psychic Research Sociétfôs ^France; 
augmented again by Psychic Research Societies ^fn d-ermany, 
in Norway, in Sweden/in Italy, all over the world/ and in 
America. And these reports of the Psychic Rese^cOocieties 
indicate the relationship of conscioushèss to consciousness by 
psychic or invisible-methods the world pver. ' . A

So Spiritualism m its proper sense is not a thing toAe scorned. 
If there be noi. this psychic relationship between .wîiat wé call 
“mind and mind,” .between consciousness and consciousness, 
I want to ask you by wliat method may we know of each other. 
How shall our ¡feelings have expression? How shall we know 
our .friends from our eneihies? • How'shall we .know'-those who 
love us? How. shall we know those who appreciate our endeav
ors for the world and for humanity at largo ■

a
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Tbo alien a books arc beautifully bound lngrAV*Erter 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old green and Kolvwlu 
gUttop. Price, 9135, For Balo atthtu offlQfe

Uungaiows and toi-
Hundrcd- and Twenty

By Fred. T. Hodgson
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“Practical 
tages.” Oue 
Fine Designs. 
Price $1.00.

*Vir * * -«I*.

■ This psychic- invisible relationship and principle of nature 
then, becomes the basis of Spiritualism. Perhaps I had better 
tell you here—I spoke of it this morning; of a little instrument 
that is being developed in Germany, no larger than my watch, 
constructed upon the idea somewhat analogous to our modern 
barometer. In the barometer we notice a'mechanism of sensi
tive character that is susceptible to the electromiagnetic influ
ence of waves of atmosphere taking place a thousand miles 
away. This instrument is so sensitive and so related to this won
derful energy of nature, that the moment a storm has reached 
a certain point of development it begins to be indicated upon 
the barometer. Upon that fact a German physicist has con
ceived the invention of a small electro-magnetic receiver, the 
size of a watch-case. That watch-case, or the mechanism within 
it, is attuned to the electro-magñetisin of some friend—we will 
say, to our president, so that whenever our friend tjfinks of you, 
if you have that/mechanism, the transference of tnat thought- 
through space by precisely the same formula that nature trans
fers all of her forces, the transference of that thought rings a 
little bell in your watch-case. Electro-magnetic induction.

I want to call the attention of the clergyman who- criticised 
us to the fact that the Scientific American of New York has 
recently published a book upon electrical experiments; and its 
author, Geo. Hopkins, of the Hopkins University, says: “Elec
tro-magnetism will be found to be in the not distant future 
the basis of all co-relations, the basis of all organization, the 
transferrer of all modes-of motion in nature.” That is a pretfy 
good institution, the Johns Hopkins University, and this dis
covery funs so closely within the lines of the data of modern 
Spiritualism that if I were a clergyman in the Presbyterian 
pulpit I would not risk my reputation by saying that that in
stitution was a liar; and I do not believe any of you would. 
•But this gentleman walks over a large field of courtesy to find 
something to thrash.

Every minister that wants to say something bad about the 
Endor woman, always calls her a witch, tlie witch of Endor; and 
yét you cannot find that term in the Bible. It never was there. 
The man that interprets it as being there, I won’t say he is a 
perjurer; but he has not read his Bible closely. It is the woman 
of Endqr. And this gentleman tells us that God does not work 
through those ways. Doesn’t he? Let us see a little about that. 
They liad some strange devices for communication away back 
'in the past. They did have prophets and those that saw. You 
will find recorded in the 9th verse of the IN. chapter of 1. 
Samuel this: Beforetime in Israel, when a man went to in
quire of God, thus He spoke, Conic, and let us go to the seer; 
for he that is now called a prophet was beforetimes called a 
seer. So all- the prophets in the Old Testament were seers.

“What is a seer?
A person who senses when! he comes in contact with you, not 

only by individual environment but by Spiritual inibiences 
around; Those things haw been demonstrated upon this ros
trum thousands of times. Many of you have seen these demon
strations. This was the order at the time of which 1 speak, 
and I want to show you, furthermore, that this order was uni 
versal in Bible times. In the XXV'Hl. chapter of 1, Samuel, (>th 
verse: “And when Saul inquired of the Lord, the Lord an
swered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Crim, nor by pro
phets.” They had in those times divining appliances and vest
ments. One of them was known as the ephod, a cloth garment 
worn like a vegt, containing two large stones, one on each shoul
der, and twelve in the breast-plate. While the whole vestment 
was called the ephod, the breast-plate was called the urim. 
These twelv? stones were named after the twelve tribes of 
Israel, and the prophet at that time used this vestment for simi
lar purpose that we use our tipping tables, our ouija boards 
and other forms of communication with the spirit world. And 
from this spirit world there came in those times communica
tions directly, it was said, from God.

Saul at the time I speak of was in great distress. He had 
outraged some of the laws of the time, and he wished to find his 
way out of his trouble. “Then Saul said unto his servants,” 
7th verse, “seek me a woman that hath a familiar spirit, that I 
may go to her, and inquire of her. And his servants said to him,, 
Behold, there is a woman that hath a familiar spirit at Endor.” 
“And Saul disguised himself and put on other raiment, and he 
went, and two men with him, and they came to the woman by 
night; and he said, I pray thee, divine unto me by the familiar 
spirit, and bring me him up, whom I shall name unto thee.” 
“And the woman said unto him, “Behold, thou knowest what 
Saul hath done, how he hath cut off those that have familiar 
spirits, and the wizards,-out of the land; wherefore-'then layest 
thou a snare for my life to cause me to die?” “And Saul sware 
to her by the Lord, saying, As the Lord liveth, there shall no 
punishment happen to thee for this thing.” “Then said the 
woman, whom shall I bring up unto thee?” “And he said, Bring 
me up Samuel.”

Now, Samuel was one of these prophets; he was one of those 
mediums, seers, who wore in his time this land of breast-plate 
and vestment, called the ephod. It was said that the surface of 
this breast-plate became cloudy or lit up as -questions were asked 
it, and each kind of color or light had reference to some spirit
ual answer. But here the woman was conversing directly with 
the spirit of Samuel. '“And when the woman saw Samuel, she 
cried with a loud voice: and the woman spake to Saul, saying, 
Why ha'st thou deceived me? For thou art Saul.”

Let me tell you some things right here that some clergymen 
do not know. I wish they did. It is a time some people who 
are inclined to talk a great deal about “moral uplifts” to know 
that the Spiritual philosophy is the only philosophy in the world 
that instructs that there are no secrets in nature. None I That 
whatever a man is, he vibrates. ‘Wliatever condition he has he 
vibrates. If he is a liar he vibrates that. If he is a friend to 
humanity, hé vibrates that. These are the facts. Why, the very 
bgsis of the Spiritual philosophy'includes these facts, my friends, 
and these facts ¿re for humanity’s sake; they are not for Christ’s 
sake or for God’s sake! They are for humanity’s sake! They 
are principles eternal in tlje order of Nature. And so when Sam
uel appeared he-impressed upon this medium that this was Saul. 
Saul vibrated his. individuality. Naturally enough she was 
afraid, because Saul had caused all of the women mediums of 
that time, called witches, to be killed. She had reason to be a 
little bit disturbed. Hère is what followed : ‘ ‘ And the king said 
unto her, Be not afraid, for what sawest thoul And the woman 
said unto Saul,I saw gods ascending out of the earth.” “And 
he said unto her, What form.is he -of? And she said, An old ; 
man cometh. up; and he is covered with a mantle. Arid Saul 
perceived that it was Samuel, and he stooged with his face to , 
the ground, and bowed himself.” ।

Several tithes within thé last two months Mrs. Chase has told 
people in this audience that they were not what- they repre- J 
sented themselves to be; that they camé here with certain mo- । 
fives; that they had in their pocket cej^ain things. And.their 1 
motivo had been read by her spirit control^ Do you suppose a ' 
man can sit in'this audience,'or any Audience; who -knows the/e 
facts, and s'ay to himself, I will fool that medium. My name is 
Jones, but I anr going tb fool her and make, her tiling I am 1 
Brown. He thinks he is footing the medium., But here comes ■ 
an intellectual controlling spirit, and that spirit reads by mental

(Continued on page 2.) |
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WonderM Success of 
“Actina”

IN THE TREATMENT OF

AFFLICTIONS OF THE EYE.
Every person with Impaired eyesight or suf 

teriug from weak or diseased eyes should write 
for our latest free booklet, entitled ‘‘Positive 
Evidence."

The records of phénoménal cures by the 
"Actlna” treatment, as described therein by 
grateful patients themselves-names and ml- 
dresses given- will satisfy the most ukentie ü 
that “Aftina” is not only a reXHirkubla. gfmuU 
and harmless invention, but restores eve-sight 
even after specialists have pronounced cases 
incurable. *

Following are "a few of 
the successes produced by 

A “Actina," but more fully 
A described in our free book« let.

A Chicago gentleman, 
after suffering 12 mouths 
with inflammation of the

8118

atn-i™8 9 “st resort, ugalisl
wrliet IJ>!..“d8' 8il0 trlod "AcUua.” Sho 
writes.-r-"For many months I have written-7l 
invwl“Klasses, Nomorepalnlu

eyes and drooping eyelid is restored.'’ 
an ow “ ?auract ûwn the oyo otan Oklahoma lady; relieved thy closure ot a 
tear duet tor a well known Chicago lady and lu 
dtaïï’ .^i1"1“1 People have been'able co 
"Action ’’^ri88'?' 'ri'?1“1 thithtul use ot

-1 ? K”!ttu ldea of 1110 enthusiasm ot 
bSiÆîd te reSd Ve “51’rinl8d 1,1 ul“'

Uis will apnea) t0^uy OIW that wlu lnve’tI* u 
il nf d you °iae ou l"'° "'“»I«' trial. Uae R 
hlei’ i ¿Ju“/’ uJse anJ lf yuu are u°l bellu- ' 
iknà 81T ''easuP are dissatisfied 
todav* cb,arKe wm I™ made. Write
D?nty' d 2?? iua Appllahoa Company.
D.pt. Sy vv, 8it Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo -

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful,” First Se- 
l ®s- „ Comprising The World Besuti- 
‘ui. Friendship; Our Social Salvation: 
Come'KUting' ihat Whlch 18 t0

'v“,ld Beautiful.” Second 
Comprising The World Benu-

II »1, Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Llerua Beauly; Vibration; The Un- seen World.

“The World Kcautihd.“ Third Se- 
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose or Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World: The Ring o[ Am- 
euiyst; Paradisa Gloria.

Altep Her Death, a Story of a 
Huiinner.” This book contains a por
trait ol Kate Field ami a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
b«Ber her death in Honolulu
’ihe SpiHtiud Significance.” Con

tains tile following iuieresiing cha|i- 
tens: The Spirlliuil Signilicauee; Vis
ion and Achievement; Belweou the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Lite

"From Dream to Vision <>f LU, " 
As the title implies, itearries one 

from the mortal to the immortal liie: 
Bull of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful.” Con
tents: Tile Delusion of Death; Real
ising the Ideal; Friends!) p as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World’ 
1 he Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward .Stillness; The Miracle Mo- 
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant.? The motto ot 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It 
hollow the Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Ago Lle.s Onward; Difiiorning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm- 
The Power ot the Exalted Moment; 
1 he Nectar of the Hour.

"From Dreamland Sent." Voises 
of the Life to Come. This Is Mi-s 
Whiting's only book ot poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding,, and are, especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

1 he Religion of Cheerfulne«*." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure aud protit. Price 5uc.

"The Majesty of ('¡tininess." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents 
.."The Kingship of Self-Control" 
By William G. Jordan. Price 3 De

"Every Living Creature;" “’J lie 
Greatest Tiling Ever Known;" “Chai- 
ncter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

"Fate Mustered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Fnvni Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine: The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

"Dynamo Tending, for" Engineeis 
or Electricians." Bv Henrv C. Hoisl- 
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Pi ice 
$1.50.

"Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library." Four books 
In a box, including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square." Vols, 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each. .

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and Ù 
Stair-Building." Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry.". Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50.
t These and many other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.

” UNCOOKED FOODS, ~
And How to Live on Them—With

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book.' Any one who tries some of the 
special .recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatabllity bl 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the - 
recipes of .this cook book. _ iy...

-It will simplify methods of living— . 
help to settle We servant question-and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health, 
Price »1. -•*•
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Convention BrleîsTO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF

THE I. S. S. A, CONVENTION.

It

953-3tland, Ore.

be
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it.

A. M.
Griffin, Dr. J, H. Randalhand Dr. T.

cents;

music
to the

NOW IS THÊ TIME.

For

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

FATE MASTERED

W.By

s

iTffl

having been accomplished 
"pay after satisfied” plan.

in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words ¿onstitute a line.]

hereof, but 
is from Ge- 
our dearly- 
co-worker,

a stranger to the writer 
it is enough to know He 
noa, and a son-in-law of 
beloved old friend and

Spiritualists 
into commua- 

Spiritualist

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be inserted free.

were
Quon-

ten 
All

Hall, 
and

holds services in Bock's 
Michigan avenue, the first 
Sundays in each month.

Was a Success in Spite of the Aw
ful Blizzard That Raged.

Now that the Illinois State Spirit
ualists’ Convention has come and gone. 
into history as an event of special 
note to many and of great importance

Spiritualists to Fall Into Line 
and Stand-by the Workers.

and Madison avenue: 
Bev. Esther M. Cahoon, 
dlums.

The Universal Occult

services at Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted . by 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening,

Wilkins. • 
Collection, afternoon, 10

1 . W. H. LEIDIGH.
Villa Ridge, Ill.

truth. She had a host of friend! 
Her remains were taken to Portlam 
for cremation.

MRS. SAM. A. GARBER.

all those who read this pieage write 
to the state secretary, Mrs. W. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port-.

OREGON
The State Board of 

earnestly desire to come

evening, eenjts;
The comriiittab' have arranged a 

special feature ’for this occasion, 
which has never before been presented 
to any audience />f Spiritualists^

And Destiny Fulfilled, 
. Colville.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
arc requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear tills in mind.

The InfMu of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Montu o to American Civilization. By Prof ■ 
W. M. J ockWood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, æ cents.

¡cation with every
throughout the state of Oregon. Will

strong, son-in-law and daughter of. 
Orrin Merritt, of Genoa, one of the^

1st«, (colored) holds services 
Vernon avenue, every Sunday, 
to 7 p. m. No door fee. All 
Rev. J. H. Demby, IMstor.

Tho Progressive Spiritual

to the cause of Spiritualism, it 
hooves us to Iiave something to say 
thereon.

Mrs. ZaZeiie: " , .
Door Committee.—Mr. A, S. Cleve^ 

land pnd. Mr. Gustav Tampal.
Burea of Information.—Mr.

When the affairs of men go 
against the affairs of nature, the re
sult is usually more in favor of na
ture than of meu, and so it was in

Three Remarkable Books
•♦Th« Divine Pedigree of Han?’ 
“TbeLwwofJPiyehlc Phonomcn»»” 
••ASdeutlflo Demonstration of tho Fb.*

tareXAf«»*’
The Diyino Pedigree of Man,or the Testimony 

Ot EvolutionaM Psychology to luq Fatneruooa 
Of God. By Thompson Jay Hudson, LL. D. A 
Eost remarkable work, demonstrating the ox* 

bence of the Soul and Future Life. It Is scion« 
title throughout. Price 91.&& Dr. Hudson’s 
workon”Tne Lawof P^ychio Phenomena’’ is 
also valuable. Prlco, fl.50. His ”Sci«ntlflo 
Demonstration of the Future Life” should be 
KW by all. Price li.ro.

in., at Unity Uall, 431 31st at.,

BEAR JN MINI) that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is iri no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. He may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT TH£ 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS 6AY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
HOT 8PACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.
'KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 

this office, tor they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

The Song Cards for sale at this office 
at H per hundred, by mail are 
the help you need in society work.

D. C. Stewart, a prominent Spirit
ualist, of Cleveland, Ohio, relates Row ] 
he was cured through the instrument- ( 
ality of the spirit—a most remarkable ; 
restoration to health. 1

J. H. Collins writes: “In a'late i 
issue of The Progressive Thinker was 1 
a notice of the transition bf J. B. < 
Chrisney, of Chrisney, Ind. This । 
marked the passing of a greaband po- i 

—hie man. He was to me a valuable J 
- friend, and a friend to humanity. * It 

was at. his kind and hospitable home I 
that I received my first real lesson in I 
the beautiful truths of Spiritualism. । 
There my spirit eyes were opened, and i 
J beheld the ethereal realms; the i 
light streaming through a soft, white ' 
cloud, revealed a_multitude of the i 
heavenly host. Never will I forget i 
the beauty of that celestial scenery. I ; 
arose from my knees with a new sense i 
of the nearness'of the spirit world, । 
and the powers of the inner man. 
Since that time I have witnessed in i 
my own room several distinct spirit ' 

.appearances."
A. H. Thatcher writes from Wash

ington, D. C.; “The Spiritual Tern- i 
pie League meets every Sunday even- ' 
|ng at Pythian Temple building, 1012 
0th street N.-W, This League is or- 1 
ganized with officers according" to law 1 
for two purposes: First, to raise a 
fund to build a Temple for Spiritual
ists; second,to have a good social time 
and prove to the honest investigator 
by the many good tests and genuine 1 
messages given them through good, 
honest mediums, that Spiritualism Is 
true. The Temple League was organ- 

•ized aboutthree years ago,.the first 
year meeting in the parlors of the 
members. Later, as the crowd in- 
treased, we hired this hall. Mrs. W. 
JIL Farrow has been president since its 
organization. Her parlors have been 
thrown open for the meetings from 
the beginning. We also meet every 

• first and third Wednesday evenings of 
each month in her parlors. Last 
Wednesday, Feb. 19, there were forty 
persons-present, and we had many 
wonderful tests and messages given., 

¿We charge no admittance fee; all 
are welcome. We only take up a col- 
Jectlonr The League has quite a sum 
of money in the bank, and not one 
cent can be drawn out for anything 
but for building a Temple. We are 
working for the good ot the cause. 
Our mediums’have developed' right 
with us, and are good ynd bonbst, and 
above the average, it we cannot 
build this Temple in our own short 
Jives, we hope some .one friendly to, 
the cause may aid us."

A Member of the Church of the. 
Soul makes the following correction: 
"The pastor and members of the 
Church of the Soul were very glad to 
■welcome Miss Louise Loebel and her 
genial escort last Sunday morning. 
It was NOT a session of the Band of 
Harmony that they attended, how- 

"ever (all kindly mentioned in the 
“General Survey” of last week's Pro
gressive Thinker). The Band of Har
mony is auxiliary to the Church of 
the Soul, and meets the -second and 
fourth-Thursdays of each month. We 
are always glad to welcome all visit
ors at both the Church of the Soul 
(Sundays, 11 a. m.) and the Band of. 
Harmony, but we like them to be 
designated by the right name. Come 
again, dear friends.

Reporter writes as follows oLMts. 
Gora L. Vf Richmond’s work'in Mil
waukee: “The three strenuous Sun
days’ wonk performed by Mrs. Rich
mond (Feb.i, 16 and 23) has been ef
fectual in arousing a greatly Increased 
Interest' In the Unity Spiritual Society 
of the beautiful city of Milwaukee. 
Mrs. Richmond, after the Sunday 
School and services of the Church of 
the Soul in Chicago, Sunday morn
ings, journeyed to Milwaukee, where 
her inspirers gave addresses before 
the above-named society in the even
ings. Large and representative audi
ences greeted her, and the able offi
cers' and members of the Unity Spir
itual Society feel greatly encouraged."

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of Toledo,- 
Ohio,'will serve the society of Jack- 
son, Mich., the first and second Sun
days of March.

Nicholas Becker writes from Okla
homa: “I want ^report the progress 
Spiritualism is making in this land of 
sunshine and flowers. I have just re
turned from our regular Sunday meet
ing, and I am glad to say: our large 
hall yas completely filled, which is 
now; of common occurrence. The

a move in the right direction. Every 
State Association should have such 
a committee to cause Interest.”

Mrs. E. R. Hare writes: “We have 
been constant subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker ever since it was first 
published, and it has become almost a 
household necessity to us. it is need
less to say that we ioqk forward to 
its coming wjth great pleasure, and 
enjoy eyery. bit of it. We have family 
sittings on Sunday evenings, ami my 
daughter is inspired to write at 
times.”

L. L. Henkleman writes from De
troit, Mich.: “The First Church of 
the Soul-holds services every Sunday 
evening at 46 Grand River avenue. 
Our pastor, Mrs. Laura L. Crawford, 
is to be highly -commended for her 
work. She is carrying the’ message 
of truth into the hearts and homes of 
thinking people. Sunday evening, 
Feb. 16, our hall was crowded to its 
utmost capacity to listen to a. grand 
discourse delivered, 'by her guides, 
which was highly instructive; also to 
receive the beautiful messages by 
those indefatigable workers, Mrs. J. 
McDonald, Mrs. Dr. Fish, Mrs. Shar- 
low, and Mrs. Waterlane, and also to 
receive the soul-inspiring-poems by 
our sister co-worker, Mrs. Crowell. 
Much praise should be given our Ly
ceum children, who form a choir at 
each meeting, and render those soul
inspiring songs of Mr. Longley’s. 
Don’t forget to blow the trumpet, 
loud and clear, for the dear old Pro
gressive Thinker, looked for so 
eagerly every week. Success and 
greeting to all."

Mrs. S. A. Garber writes from Sa
lem, Oregon: “There being no Spir
itual church here, we are all at the 
helm of the Unitarian, but do not 
hesitate to work for Spiritualism. We 
are at least getting the members in
terested in right thinking along our 
line, so when the time is ripe we hope 
to have a spiritual awakening and un
furl th^banner of Spiritualism."

Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb writes: 
“The First Spiritual Church bazaar 
held lately in the Temple, was a finan
cial success. Mrs. J. H. R. Matteson, 
clairvoyant doctor, 24 8 -N. Division 
street, donated $100. .She and James 
Stearns are the main pillars and sup
port of the First Spiritual Church.”

Correspondent writes: “The Uni
versal Occult Society, 77 Thirty-first 
street (old 77), has been enjoying 
quite a boom this past three weeks, 
the only drawback Arns been the ab
sence of its able conductor, Mrs. 
Maggie Henry, whose severe illness 
has. compelled her to remain at home. 
We hope for her speedy recovery, that 
we may have her presence with us 
again. During her .absence Mrs. Lu
cile de Loux, of 2946 Cottage Grove 
avenue, is conducting the meetings. 
She is an excellent platform-medium. 
The meeting Sunday was a. success 
from every point of view. There were 
many mediums present to assist, and 
they gave many messages, nearly all 
of which were recognized. Next Sun
day’ we are to have Mr. and Mrs. A. 
W. Bloom with "ns, and expect to have 
Dr. T. Wilkins, and in the near fu
ture Dr. Geo. EL Warne. We always 
have the best music, vocal and instru
mental, to bring about that harmony 
of spirit so necessary for tile best re
sults from our mediums. All are 
welcome; and it will surely pay every
one to attend the meetings.”

FROST-KENDAL.—A very pretty 
wedding was solemnized Feb. 16 at 
2 p. m., at the home of E. D. Frost, 
in Almond, Wis., when Mr. E. D. Frost 
was united in marriage to Alice Bell 
Kendal, also, of Almond. The cere-’ 
mony was performed by Rev. Nellie 
K. Baker, of Portage, Wis., in the 
presence of a number of relatives and 
friends. The bride was gowned in' 
a beautiful shade of ashes of roses,and 
looked very pretty as the couple stood 
before the assemblage and took upon 
them the vow of matrimony. , The 
wedding march was played by Miss 
Etta ,Cowan, a niece of the groom. 
Mr. Frost Is vice-president of the -W. 
S. S; A., and has been a tower , of 
strength to the Association for a num
ber, of years. —

people of 'Oklahoma City have had 
quite an awakening.. We -have a 
flourishing society here, and some 

■ good, unselfish workers, able to prp-, 
sent the philosophy and also the phe
nomenal side of Spiritualism, The 
success of our society Is mainly due.ta- 
the efforts and efficient work of Mr; 
and Mrs. ;Thorp, who give lectures 
and tests, your humble writer assist-.

- Ing in - giving written messages -and: 
tests.” _ •*

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss writes 
from Toledo, Ohio:1 “The Lyceum 
work Is ■ progressing slowly but. en
couragingly, but there are *yet many 
Lyceums 'who have not let me .hear 
frpm them, the. ones who do report, 

-©We accounts of progress. Much sat
isfaction Is being exbressed by many 
about the Lyceum Lessons, and there 
ere those who already await with 
much interest the publication of the 
Second issue.' The resolution passed 
f>y the Illinois Association to appoint 
k. committee of-five to interest socle- 
lies in the state in Lyceum work was

their teens, and one thing iu particu
lar, that we are trying to do, was very 
noticeable. We are trying to elimi
nate from our society all idle gossip 
and make it a place where we cau say 
to everyone, “Come, and we will do 
you good.” Our next meeting will 
be March 4; 406 Ogden avenue.

Miss-L. Loebel writes from Milwau
kee, Wis.: “The Literary and musical 
entertainment will be given by the W. 
S. S. A., March 14, at Hie home of Dr. 
and Mrs. Ray, 9G9 2nd st., Milwaukee. 
Admission 25 cents. All are cordial
ly invited. Mrs. Niver of Whitewater, 
from the Morris Pratt Institute, will 
assist in the entertainment, and that 
means something of a high-class order 
in elocution, and also means that the 
entertainment will be well worth the 
price, and go to a good cause besides.”

Secretary writes: "The Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society had for its speak
er, Prof. W. F. Peck of St. Louis, Mo. 
Sunday, February 23 the subject was 
"The Age of Reason Means the Age 
of Faith.” ’ Mrs. Mary Weaver was 
tHe^message bearer. The. Professor’s 
subject in the evening was "ImmortaL 
ity,” and Mrs. ^.liee Sexsmith and Mrs. 
Clybourn were message-bearers. The 
Professor has been retained for the 
iponth of March’ by, this society, and 
the attendance increases with each 
meeting. Ills ’ subject' for March 8, 
afternoon", ’Andrew Jackson Davis; the 
20th Century Seer;' evening: ‘What 
Constitutes True Marriage?’ O'Don- 
nelVs Hall, 43 Paulina street."

Carrie L. Hatch writes from Apple
ton Hall, Appleton street, Boston, 
Mass.: "The First Spiritualist Ladies’ 
Aid Society met as usufil, with the 
President, Mrs. M. E. A. Allbe in the 
Chair, A very interesting meeting 
,was held. In the evening among 
those taking part were Mrs, A. S. Wa
terhouse, M. Darrell, Mrs Lewis, Mie.' 
Moore, and Mrs. Shackley. Mrs. Lew
is sang several selections, and the 
others spoke and gave - messages. 
TJie benefit given by Mrs. Kate Ham, 
on February 21st, was a most delight
ful one, and was of a high character. 
Thanks are extended to this worker 
for our Cause, for the interest mani
fested la the society. Meetings 
held every Friday. Always some
thing good to be had at this Hall on 
these days."

Secretary writes: “Profj, Peck’s lec
ture at O’Donnell’s Hall, £3 Paulina 
street, on Wednesday evening, Febru
ary 26, was a masterful and Instruct
ive explanation of the movement of 
the planets, and showed him a very 
deep explorer into the science of As
tronomy The stereopticon views he 
used were the means of making all 
things plain to the audience."

Mr. and Mrs. Kirchner did the work 
at Roseland, Sunday, March 1, and 
were greeted with a splendid audi
ence, and did good work. They are 
true and faithful workers In the cause.

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the immediate future, are as 
follows: March with the First Asso-’ 
elation of Spiritualists of Washington; 
D. C. April and May with the Spirit
ual Fraternity, Ayer’s Temple, Boston,' 
Mass. First three Sundays ot June 
still open for engagements. June 28 
to July 5 is engaged with the Lake 
Brady Camp Association, Lake Brady, 
Ohio. Sunday, July 12 and 19, open 
for engagements. From July 24 to 
July 30 he is engaged with the Lily 
Dale Association, Lily Dale, N. Y. 
From August 8 to Aug. 14, and from 
Aug. 14 to Aug. 30, he will act as 
chairman at Grand Ledge Camp meet
ing, Grand Ledge, Michigan. From 
Aug. 8 to Aug. 14 he will fill an en
gagement with the I. A. of S. at Ches
terfield Camp, Indiana. During the 
month of September he will serve the 
Ladies Spiritual Temple Fund Society, 
of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Edgerly will 
be pleased to" hear from societies de
siring to engage a . trance speaker and 
test medium for either or all of . the 
following named months: October, 
November and December, 1908, and 
January and April and May, 1909. 
Address during March, 1908, 511 
Eleventh street N.-W., Washington, D. 
C. Permanent address, 42 Smith 
street, Lynn, Massachusetts.

suite a successful healer in a private I 
way. I

There were gsome other things 1 
wished toi^peaic about, among them 
being the valuable library that we 
have been accumulating through your 
magnificent liberality, anjl the most 
highly appreciated of thè books re
ceived ar^^the ^’orks of Hudson Tut
tle. We ’.also , have the “Góldén 
Sheaf.” XVhat'',^ graud and spiritual 
couple they arè! How we would love 
to meet thpm.¿ .What a grandly ideal 
SpirituaUsf. li’fp they have lived 
through tifose fifty years, and not- 
wlthstandfeg Qui’ appreciation of the 
“Golden $hpaf”. I have carelessly neg
lected,!^ acknowledge the receipt of

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
Regular monthly meeting of the 

Chicago Spiritualists’ League will be 
held Saturday afternoon and evening, 
March 7, 1908, at Handel Hall, 40 . 
East Randolph street. Afternoon 
meeting will be held in the Blue Room 
at 2:30 p. m.; evening meeting in 
large auditorium at 7:30 p. m. '

Entertainment features will con
sist of orchestral music, vocal solos, 
recitations, addresses and messages.

The League has invited the follow
ing speakers for the occasion: Mr. 
Harrison D. Barrett, ex-president Na- 
tionalSpirltualists’ Association; Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, president National 
Spiritualists’ Association; Prof. W. F. 
Peck, of St. Louis; Dr. T. Wilkins, 
president, Illinois State Association, 
and Mr. H. E. Burgess, of California.,

Message Bearers.—Mrsr'W. Brock
way, Mi's, H. Lichtig, Mrs, 8. Thomp
son and Mrs. A. W. Bloom,

Music.—Violinist, Master J. Rich
ards; vocalist, Miss Bessie Gaul; elo
cutionist, Miss Mae Rodwell; orches
tral music by Professor Richards and 
family.

Don't fail to attend this meeting 
and bring your friends and learn more 
of the good work the League is ac
complishing. Arrangements have been 
made to serve coffee, s6 bring your 
lunch with, you in the afternoon and 
have an enjoyable time.

A special feature will be a talk on 
the “Spiritualism of the Indians," by 
Mr. Harry E. Burgess, brother of the 
president. ’

Entertainment Committee.—Mr. C. 
Kirchner, Mrs. A, W. Bloom, Mr. W. 
J. Lynn and Mrs. Jennie Kingsbury.

Reception Committee.—Mrs. M. 
Waite, Mrs. Bertha Hansen, Mrs. C. 
Kirchner and Mrs. A. W. Bloom. ,

Supper Committee.—Mrs. O.- B. 
Wilson, Mrs. C. Schwahn, Mrs. Nora 
Hill, Mrs. A. Moore and Mrs. Mary 
Weaver. , 
. .Committee onCNew Members.—Mrs. 
Wm. HilbAft, Mrs. S. Thompson and

regard to the late convention; the 
affairs of nature prevailed against' 
us, and the result was a very slim at
tendance, but all the same, a great 
good was done, as usual, and the 
cause has taken a new slide upward.

Every Auxiliary came to time with 
its per capita and all were anticipat
ing attending the convention, but 
had to put up with being on hand in 
spirit rather than in the flesh.

But the tangible evidence of their 
sincerity and good standing was ac~ 
ceptible 4o the Association, and will 
largely relieve the strain of deficit 
produced by the storm.

There Is no time to lose in worry 
or. speculation; the future is before 
us; and we are marching toward it. 
There Is much to dp during the com
ing year that the preceding one has 
led up to, and while the cause is not 
in any state of coma or decline, we 
can each and everyone find something 
Important to" do towards uplift 
ing the cause to a higher place In the 

- ranks of similar institutions.
After the first meeting of the new 

Board there may be something of 
interest to all Spiritualists-in all parts 
of the State announced, for there is 
bound to be some work done to make 
this the-banner State Association and 
the foremost auxiliary to the N. S. 
A. It seems that a harmonious fu
ture is predicted by all, and if there 
is anything in the power of thought 
for good, it is to be felt in our work 
of resurrecting and erecting. There 
are many districts in which there are 
enough Spiritualists, often where a 
society has once been formed and 
dissolved from want of push, that 
should be looked after, and many 
places where there never has been a 
society,with a sufficiently large num
ber of good, substantial Spiritualists 
ready to act, if they can have the 
proper encouragement and the right 
suggestion upon which to work.

The formation of home circles will 
do much to aid the cause, both in an 
educative and financial way, if the 
giiod, earnest people will only take 
the pains to form them—of harmoni
ous families, of course—then charter 
with the State Association, devoting 
an occasional circle and Its proceeds 
to the use of said Association. It is 
not asking too much of those having 
the cause of truth at heart, to hope 
for one circle out of every four be
ing thus appropriated. The cause of 
organization demands that we do all 
in our‘power, each and everyone, and 
not let the weight of the heavier 
burdens fall upon the few who are 
(willing to sacrifice—often more than 
they can really afford, and more than 
they should, to aid.those who could 
and will not bear their share.

efficient secretary for the association 
for a year and a half, and was always 
iu the fropt yltli his work and sug
gestions of vjilue to the cause. He 
will make a good vice-president, and 
member of the board, and his past 
knowledge of the affairs of the asso
ciation will be valuable' in every de
liberation of the matters that will 
arise for adjustment. Address, 560 
East 65th st., Chicag., 111.

Miss Eugenie Rouble, the newly 
elected Secretary is Auditor for the 
Postal Telegraph Company, cor. Van 
Buren and LaSalle Streets, Chicago, 
a staunch Spiritualist of the enthu
siastic and intellectual class, a. work
er ever, and previous to her .resL 
deuce In this city was for about eight 
years connected with the Watertown, 
N. Y., society of Spiritualists, as its 
secretary and in o^ier useful capaci
ties, and her experience in this' re
spect will be of ' great help to the 
new board. She is eminently fitted 
for the clerical work, besides posets- 
ing broad ideas of her own regarding 
the work that ought to be done in 
the uplift of the cause. Address, 567 
East 62nd si., Chicago, Ill.

A. M. Griffen, tne treasurer, is a 
lawyer and court reporter, and has 
proven an invaluable member and 
counsellor in the board’s ppst delib
erations; and especially lias he been 
a leading factor in the recent ordi
nance exacted by our city council in 
regard to the fraudulent advertis
ing, which once was so prominent in 
thp dally press and which is now 
conspicuously absent from those col
umns. His past record as the effici
ent treasurer is too well known to 
need mention here. Address, 231, 
Honore st., Chicago, 111.

Dr. C. A. Burgess, trustee, is the 
fearless president of the Chicago Spir
itualist League, the fighting, the pro
tecting organization of the city. His 
prominence on the ordinance com
mittee and- his popularity with the 
council and with the Spiritualists of 
the city, his broad-mindedness and 
energy for the cause, his psychic pow
ers, and his generosity in all that 
portends advancement of a higher 
Spiritualism make him also invaluable 
-in the counsels of the board. Address 
54 Pearce st., Chicago, 111. >

George Drummett, of Dana, trus
tee, has been in the same position 
before on the board, and knowsJiow 
it is himself. He is a business man 
of no small experience, and a worker 
wherever placed. His zeal for the 
cause keeps him before the people of 
his town prominently, and his experi
ence will be of value to the new 
board.

P. A. Quonstrong is comparatively

Passed to the higher plane of life,, 
in Ludlow, Vermont, Jan. 31, Mrn. 
Louisa M. (Farwell) Tarbell, widow 
of the late Martin M. Tarbell. Loyal 
and fearless, she held to her beautiful 
faith. Her reward Is sure.

EVA AMES.

RHEUMATISM
Don’t Tako Medicine, but Try ^faglc 

Foot Drafts, the Great Michigan 
External Remedy Which is 

Curing Thousands—Let - 
Us Send You a

$1 Pair on Free Trial.
. .Mpgic Foot Drafts ar.e curing ev- 
try kind of Rheumatism without med
icine, no matter where located or how 
severe. Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, 
Gout—chronic or acute—all yield
quickly to these wonderful Drafts,' 
which have brought comfort to hun? 
dreds of thousands, including cases of 
thirty and forty years’ standing.

Magic Foot Drafts are to-day in use 
all over the civilized world. They 
are curing where doctors and baths ■ 
and medicine fail.

Magic Foot Drafts pre the only 
American external remedy ever pro
tected by the courts of England, the 
worst rheupatic country on earth, , 
where Magic Foot Drafts have become V 
a universal household remedy.

Magic Foot Drafts are always sold 
on free trial, their world-wide success

on the
Only a

true cure could succeed on our plan

If you have Rheumatism, let Magic 
Foot Drafts cure you. Simply send 
your address. You will get a $1 pair 
of Drafts by return mail. If you are 
satisfied with the benefit received, you 
can send us one dollar. If not, keep, 
your money. We take your word 
and trust you for a square deal. Our 
new illustrated book on Rheumatism 
comes free with the trial' Drafts. 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X010 Oliver 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Don’t delay, 
but write to-day.

Mrs. M. T. Longley is now located 
at No.' 315 S. Street, N-E. ’ Washing
ton, D. C.

Mrs. M. B. Hill writes: “The enter, 
tainrfient given under the auspices of 
the Band of Harmony was a .decided 
success, and'there has been ¿¿request 
to have It- repeated; meanwhile tho 
next 'regular meeting' will be March 
12, and March 26 will occui](the an-' 
n.ual dollar experience meeting. ; We 
hope'the members/ and friends who 
live outside the city and are not able 
tp.bO 'With us, Will remember the. date. 
Bring your luncheon; coffee served at. 
6 o’clock. These ¡are very enjoyable 
occasions,' ahd we hdpe you will all be 
lb attendance.” ’ . " - . '
. ,Dr. Geo. B. Warne returned to the 
city last’ Friday, from; Pittsburg, Pa.,, 
where he lectured; on the.same -day- 
lie started for Minnesota, to attend the 
-State Mass-meeting, J. S. Maxwell, 
President, .. :
r ‘ “The Fraternal " Daughters held 
their social monthly "Get-together 
Social,” • Wednesday, February. 26. 
Various mediums and speakers took 
part. At the evening session we were 
served with-free: lunch and coffee by 
the ladies. This was one of bur larg
est gatherings .this winter, and will 
never be forgotten by those present. 
It made the old people feel that they 
had been in the enchanted room and 
came, out as young people again, ’ It 
wsa a fine sight'to see the grandpas 
and grandmas dancing as when in

To the Editor: We have taken the 
grand old Progressive Thinker since 
its first appearance, in its boyhood, 
until now, when it has grown to be a 
full-groWn warrior, fighting for the 
uplifting of the race. I will not at
tempt to enumerate the good things 
it has accomplished in its good work. 
It has been a true and staunch defend, 
er of all honest mediums, and fearless 
in its denunciation of fake^ and 
fraudulent scoundrels that bjave been 

»Infesting the ranks of our hard 
worked speakers and » mediums. .Too 
many of them have escaped justly de
served punishment, ’.

I was very much pleased to see in a 
late number of the paper the case of 
Mrs. “Hall’!,in Albany, N.-.Y., having 
been arrested and accused of being a 
common fortune teller, and Wed/and 
acquitted. Is hot her case; similar .tQ 
that of Brother Brooks in. PIttsbdrg;, 
Psu, who is now under arrest, and has 
been indicted, as being. .a * fortune 
teller;/ ’-
\ Now-is the time, for'Spiritualists to. 
fali> into line, and ’stand by a true 
and tried (speaker and. medium, one 
:who has given his whole life up to the 
present to our cause. Now is the time: 
to send him all the-aid we possibly 
can, both financially and morally, also 
in every way possible. We have 
known Brother Brooks for eighteen or 
perhaps;twenty years, and.have found’ 
him always on the side of right and 
justice, an eloquent, fluent speaker, 
and an excellent medium.

Within the last year we have lost 
four good, staunch Spiritualists from 
this end of the state: Mrs,Maria Mc
Ginnis, of Cairo; Uncle Joseph Luf
kins and wife of Mounds, and last 
Saturday, Feb. 14, Mrs. Amarala Mar
tin, of Cairo, passed away. -Her re
mains was buried in their family Jot 
in Villa Ridge cemetery. She was a 
most excellent woman, an ardent, and 
consiptent Spiritualist, and quite 

| prominent in literary circles, and also

—p ’’it“1'—:— >
TO»SPIRITUALISTS. .

-il’l; . -r-i------------
A. Touching: Ijettec from Titus Merritt,

To the Editor: In the summer of 
1891 Margaret Fox Kane was taken 
suddenly very ill, hfir friends were 
mostly out of the city, and I made an 
appeal fdr aid through your widely 
circulating paper, and the friends re
sponded, nobly, up to March; 1893, 
when her spirit vacated her physical 
form. During that time I received 
300 letters and from 30 states col
lected $600. Soon after her death, 
her sister, Katie Fox Jencken’s son, 
Ferdinand, received attention from 
Milton Rathbun and myself. Since' 
Mr. R.’s death I have given constant 
attention, aided a few. months by the 
late Miss Abby Judson. In 1903 the 
N. S. A. of Washington, D. C., at the 
request of Theo. F. Mayef, employed 
me to have headstones at the graves 
of the Fox .sisters in Cypress Hill 
cemetery,-Brooklyn. Soon after this 
tie found that Ferdinand was not ca
pable of making- the right use ot 
money, and for several years has sent 
me, through Mrs. M. T. Longley, $20 
every six months as • an emergency 
fund for Ferdinand. -

Mr. Mayer- passed away last April. 
Since then I have been advancing to 
Ferdinand Fox Jehcken, up to Octo
ber, 1907, $24.69. He is in an in
cipient stage of consumption. Since 
Oct.- 1, 1907, Mrs. Margaret Gaiile 
Rledinger has taken a great Interest 
in him, and through the Ladies’’Aid, 
of which she is-treasurer, has support
ed him. by putting in my bands 
enough to pay his board at Mills’ Ho
tel, and on Feb. 17 had him enter the 
Metropolitan Hospital, Blackwell. 
Island. -With my small income Of $20 
per month, and' the pittance made on 
books and papers, I feel assured the 
friends will make up to me, as he, 
Ferdinand, is the'last of the . cele
brated Fox family. • .
, Very-sincerely,

TITUS MERRITT.
New York City.
In. an accompanying, hote, Mr. Mer

ritt says he recently had the'misfor
tune to hfiv’e his'pocket picked of $ 12,

Building a-Temple. ,-
The dlffel&t Societies of Grand 

Rapids', Are wiUiigiiii: selecting 
and electing.! "Mn-partisan.’^Vnon- 
factioiV’ lniAW^ committee from all. 
the societies“ to erect a "church” dr 
Spiritual' Temple on. a lot. nearly Paid 
for arid close^to wo street car lines. 
May success attend their efforts. .

When lukewarm, friends see it is a 
success fromJ„th& efforts of persever
ing enthusiasts and peace-makers and 
harfnonlzers, them.’they will be will
ing and anxious' come to our home 
and Temple* as. ducted and built by 
loving brothers fin'd sisters who have 
let by-gones Jand" mistakes and dif
ferences and rivalries and quarrels be 
by-gones lntA.‘forgbjten oblivion.

He who cannouand will not throw 
out one singfe olive branch for the 
good of the local and general cause, is 
not a spiritual bonded person and 
should not be reflected to any office.

...Forget an’d forgive , 
And learn how to live ■ 
In friendship and love 
Like angels above.

Hurrah, hurrah for the temple; let 
all unite. Rejoice Bo glad.

( H. E. MARTIN.
| Grfind Rapids, Mich.

Convention Briefs.
Among the new faces (new 

reporter) at the convention, 
those of Mr. and Mrs. P. A.

Orrin Merritt, whom he succeeds to a 
.place on the board. His work will 
speak for itself in his activity already 
^hown upon the committee on creden
tials at the past convention. Ad
dress, Genoa, Ill.

Mr. Jones and Mr. Simms, made a 
good impression by their activity In 
[he convention, and all five of the 
delegates represented the Church of 
Progressive Spiritualists in an ad
mirable manner.

Mrs. Cooper, of tho Clinton, Iowa, 
camp, was an attendant at the-con
vention early in the session.

We want to thank Prof. Weaver 
and the entire faculty of the Morris 
Pratt institute for the excellent tal
ent sent us in the persons of Miss 
Hull, niece of the late Moses Hull, of 

-world-wide fame as a Spiritualist

best and most energetic and faithful 
old Spiritualists in the State. Mr. 
Quonstrong brought in the vote from 
Genoa, and got himself into the office 
of trustee of the association—unso
licited, of course. They enjoyed all 
the mass-meeting they were privileged 
to attend, and promise we shall see 
more of them.

Mr. George Drummett, of Dana 
is so much of a pioneer that he ^ould 
not be outdone by the elements, and 
came through the terrific storm to at
tend the Convention. His familiar 
face is always ah inspiration to the 
souls of other Spiritualists of the true 
blue stripe. -

A message from Brother Everett, 
of Rockford, gave us the disappoint
ing Information that he could not be 
with us. But his vote came in just 
the same. His presence would have 
been, more appreciated, with the vote 

•arid his energy for the cause. He 
and the Spiritual Science Society are 
even^now considering th^ next con
vention. Success attend their ef-- 
forts. 7

Mr. Seeley, a newspaper man, of 
Joliet, was an early visitor at the 
convention. We hope to see' and 
hear "more of him in the future.

"We. hasten to make a correction in 
the name of Chas. A. Eichler, whose 
name was wrongly Inserted. We 
wish to thank, this energetic gentleman 
for the good work he has done.' He 
is ever ready to do a kind act to each 
and ail, and our convention would not 
be complete without him. "He did his 
usual goq.d service at the door, and the 
Associatio'h fully .appreciates the 
brother’s worth;

The Sunflower Club was out in its 
usual .iorce'j'bqth at the Convention 
and; Mass-miieting. ,’We do not know 
now tii'e'State Association would do, 
without its companion and ■’helper.. 
•It devolved/upon the.President of this 
auxiliary, Mrs.- Francis, to make the 
nominating speech of/ the new presi
dent; and-right well'Sid she perform 
that mission. Not a Word too much, 
and as politic as : an old-timer. She 
was certainly inspired—-at least by the 
Influence of the great .truth .that 
.brough the organization into exist
ence: Mrs. Curtis did her part on the 
committee, ¿and made , a good helper- 
to Dr. Cross and Mr. Quonstrong; ' .

Mr. C. . Kirchner made ’ himself 
generally Useful around. the door of 
the Convention,’ and as usher. He. is 
always -a good worker in the ranks, 
and'does-yeoman service among (the 
auxiliary meetings.

The’personnel of the official board 
needs a little attention in order’to in
troduce them to the.Spiritualist pub
lic: ' The President, the writer here; 
of, is too modest to even more than 
state that, doubtless,1 those who do 
not know him personally, know him 
by his work for the cause, in many 
ways. Be it for himself to say he 
will continue In the work with all his 
might. Address, 40 Loomis st., ’Chi
cago, Ill.

lecturer and author, and Miss Chan- 
bacher, each of whom did such ele
gant service for the cause and were 
of such benefit to the future of the 
school. These ladies will graduate in 
June, we understand, and will be well 
fitted for the work they have chosen.

The total receipts of the secretary 
from September 4, 1907, to Febru
ary 15, 1908, were $267.37; and the 
disbursements were $233.84; leaving 
a balance over for the treasurer, of 
$33.53. This is not so bad a show
ing, and when the call came for mon
ey to helnjlefray the expense of a leg
islative committee, Dr. Warne and 
Dr. Burgess, the response was magic
al, and indicates what Spiritualists 
will do when occasion requires, for 
the protection of mediums and the 
cause of truth.

Besides all else, the Mass-meeting 
is a splendid Institution for mission
ary work, and for the purpose of 
uniting, re-uniting and cementing the 
ranks more of them should be held, 
and perhaps will be in the future. 
This will be a matter for the new 
board to determine. •

DR. T. WILKINS, Reporter.

Howard- Sheppard, an exemplary 
young man of Findlay, O., wis pro
moted to the higher life from the 
home of his parents, Feb. 13, aged 
21 years. His passing on was partic- 
iticularly pathetic in that hfs next 
oldest-brother was at the time in the 
hospital, having undergone an opera: 
tion. The aged grandfather of the 
boys was also very .111 at the time, 
and tour days later, on Feb. 17, he 
followed his grandson to the spirit 
world. Both funerals were conducted' 
by the swriter. Mr. A. M. Sheppard 
(who-is the son of the old gentleman- 
and father of the young man) and his 
aged, mother, his wife and remaining 
children, have the sincerp sympathy 
of a host of friends, and being.Spirft- 

. ualists they have a ' comfort that 
strengthens them to bear their sor
row and fortitude. -

MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS.

Mrsi Susan R.-Price, aged 71 years, 
passed to spirit"'life Feb. :16, front her 
residence in Toledo, Ohio, after a long 
illness. She had -learned ' a little 
about Spiritualism-as had her. daugh
ters, and when the sad hour?came’, 
believing that it contained the com
fort that they needed, they ’ called 
upon the writer to hold the services.

"_MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS. - 
Toledo, Ohio.

' . ' / ; ;
Passed" to the higher life at her 

home in Salem, Oregon, Feb. 16, 
1908, Mrs. Sara F. Learned, aged 70

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAG
TJie Church of the Soul, Cora L.iv. 

Richmond, Pastor; services in Rail <309 
Masonic Temple at 11 a. m. Sunday 
School at 10 a. in. Mrs. Richmond will 
be at home,. 3802 Ridge Boulevard, Fri
day afternoons, to receive callers.

The Band ot Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
809 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. . Sup
per served at 6 p. m.

The Students of Nature. Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van Bu
ren Opera House, corner Madison street 
and California avenue. Service at 7:30 
p. m.

Tiie Fraternal Order of Spiritualists. 
Dr. Alex Caird, president. Service's at 
Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden ave., at 2:30 
p. in.; circles, 4; supper, 5: Song service 
6:30; concert, 7; evening, 8.

The Occult Scientists meet every Sun
day at Vincennes Assembly Hall, 351* 
Vincennes Avenue, 3 p. m.; Mediums’ 
meeting and conference, 8 p. m.; lec-

inesHaMPs. Mrs. W.
Brockway, pastor; residence rl’al- 
rie avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mr«. Maggie Waite: nlcet at 8 p.

cor.

The Churclt of Progressive Spiritual-
at 3320 
from 4 
invited.

Society
holds services at 8 p. in. every Sunday^ 
183 E. North avenue, corner Barlins 
street. Mrs. Ji. Hilbert, manager. \

Society of the Psychic Forces hold®
43nd 
¿03

also
Wednesday evening, at 7:30. Lecture, 
muslo itnd messages, 320 Flournoy st. 
Mary B. Hill, pastor.

Spiritual meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8 p. m.. at 239 Lincoln 
ave.. conducted by F. E. Loner.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, at 
31!» E. 55th st. ’Good mediums in at
tendance. '• .

.Biblical Spiritual Society bolds meet
ings every Sunday evening at 50th st.

conducted by 
and other me-

Soclety meets
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. m„ 
Sundays; meeting conducted by Mrs. 
Maggie Henry. Home address 3103 
Prairie avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m.. sharp, at 43 South Paulina 
street., between Washington Boul. and 
Park Ave. Nora E. Hill, pastor.

The Roseland Spiritual Culture Club

third
Good music,

good speakers and good message-bear
ers-are always on hand. Mrs. J. Long- 
staff, president: residence, 7932 Kings
ton avenue, City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society, 58G 
32nd street, holds services every Sun
day evening; also Monday evenings 
and Friday afternoons. Mr. Bunde. 
pastor: Mrs. Welnick, medium. , No 
door fee. Everybody welcome.

The Church of Spiritual Revelation 
holds services every Sunday evening, 
at 8 p. m., 5963 South Halsted St. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted b^ 
Edward Dierkes.

A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
in heavy white covey with cat-tail 
decoration. . .-

- Contents: Fate Mastered. ‘Interior 
Force. Its ‘ Practical Evolution. 
Thought' as a Shield. The Human 
Aura. For-sale at this office. .Price 
JO cents.

COMMON SENSE»ÄTÄM- 
let, addressed to tho inhabitants of America ti ' 
1770, with «¡planato-,/ notice by an Engllsl 
author. Faner. 15 cents.. - ■ -I years. Sho was survived by husband 

and son. She was a devout Spiritual 
ist, and an earnest seeker after tho
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there have been more or less 
ions between the sexes. The 
runs thus: “Man, perfect man, 
original wholeness, has a rib

Boxes of Thought Oranges.
The other day I sent a box

MarianE. Webster’s 
the campmeeting 

>1/
was beautifully dec-

To every man a soul is given, 
And heeding It, he finds a heaven; 
Ib it neglected? Then, behold, 
That man is lost to heaven’s raid 

JULIA GOODRICH BISHOP, 
Chicago.

A power within me comes at tim?a 
To sing a song pf silvery rhymes, - 
All in accord with thoughts of mine, 
I.feel it is a Power Divine, > .

This subHe -Power—what can it be 
That .so, becomes at ¿ne. with me? 
A voice from -out the inaze replies: 
Lo, I a'm God of earth and skies.

Oh, 'thou, the efer Ruling power— 
We ask thy guidance- every, hour;
Thy strength, to vanquish thoughts of 

of sin. . ’.
Thy peace, and-purity within.

Lyceums.

most

ths

torch 1, 1908

Thi# department is under the man- 
goment of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
,< ^.slàregB him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

,'N ÔTK^Thï Quest!Üîis~âÀ n s w e r s 
i have called forth such a host of re- 
»pondents, that to give all equal hear- 
tn« compels the answers to be made in 
th($ most condensed form, and often 
elclirness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity, Proofs .have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be 

‘ deprecated. Correspondents often wea- 
. t rv with waiting for tlie appearance of 

,clr questions and write letters of 
¡quiry. '1'lie supply of matter is al- 
'ays several weeks ahead of space 

.Iven, and hence there is unavoidable 
r'delay. Everyone ha’s to wait ids time 
and place, and all are1 treated with 
equal favor. .... ,

NOTICE—No attention, will be given, 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
ress must be given, or the letters will 
ot be read. If the request be made 
ïe’ name will not be'published. The 
yrrespondenee of this department has 

uiecome’ excessively large, especially 
letters, of inquiry requesting private 
emewers. and while I freely give what
ever information I. am ■fible, the. ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

E; 8.—Q—Is there records of any 
paediums receiving communications 
from spirits of other planets? What 

^|s the spiritual condition of the in- 
gque after death? Does not immor- 

H tallty apply to all human souls?
A,—There are many communica

tions claiming to be from the spirits 
fijf other planets. Mars has furnisfied 
tllie most prolific writers. As to the 

^Mthenticlty of these communications 
tiñere are quite opposing opinions. In- 
saijity may and. usually is caused by 
ailnvents of Jhe physical body, and 
wherte it is, of'course when the spirit 
is freed from the body, its faculties 
pre no longer distorted in their activ
ities. There are cases of derangement 
where the mind is affected and these 
are carried luto the next life to be

it 1b true that the human family start 
“In halves,” the “halves" being of op
posite sex, and in the next existence 
the “halves”, njude in one whole.

A.—I: do not know anything about 
what will happen in the "sixth heav
en.” 1 do not believe heaven is di
vided into arbitrary lines or bounda
ries. This theory of “halves,” and 
their uniting, 1b a fancy, and mischiev
ous because if absolute harmony in
dicates the union of the right halves, 
we are led to the conclusion, practic
ally none ever get together, and hence 
there is unrest and a constant search 
foi' the right consort.

The first and lowest living being is 
neither male nor female. It absolute
ly blends bojh, and multiplies by the 
simple process of division. The' glob
ular mass is constricted through the 
middle, taking the form of an hour 
glass, and then the two break apart.

The germ of the highest being is 
apparently identical and for some 
time is a blending of both sexes.

As growth proceeds the distinctive 
lines are drawn more sharply until 
the mature form is reached. Each, 
individual in its growth has not, the 
least' dependency on any other.

As there are from 8 to 10 per cent 
more males than females born, tjiere 
is this, number of misfit halves, that 
if the others, by the plan of a crea? 
tion are to be welded, together in the 
“sixth heaven,”, will have a one-sided, 
and lonely prospect, Perhaps, how1' 
ever, it is quite as desirable to main
tain one's individuality, as to be melt
ed Into an alloy with another. If 
there is speh iinion, which is it that 
loses individuality, the man or the wo- 
man, or do both disappear in the new 
being? ’

This is a very old, old fancy, and 
being so old it comeg to us as a folk
lore story from the Childhood of Man, 
yke Jack and the Beanstalk, Santa 
Claus and the Bogy Man.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

News

On 
ers

ill there outgrown.
r A spiritual being is not necessarily 
\ Immortal. The term, “human soul,” 
is too vague to admit of unqualified 

inswer. Where in development from
’ tip animal to man, shall we draw the 
line and say above this is human?

from the Southern Cassadaga 
Carni».

Sunday, Feb. 16, the camp- 
hear with sincere regret

of the passing away of Mrs. Maria 
j Webster, of Hotel Webster. So gen
tly had the Death Angel made his ap- 

I pearance that even her own were sUr- 
j prised at the call. She knew what 
■ life, love and sacrifice meant. She 
. was a medium for different phases, 
! and she never withheld her gifts. 
| Her Interest in this place as a splrlt- 
| ual center was intense; she was a

( There are races pf so-called men tha; । faithful wife and a loving mother, 
t arb human in nothing more than gro- , There should be no such word as 
\tesque caricature of the human form. WAS when connected with tl\e best 

\ —------ attributes of our friends—what they
A. Palmer:

Bifido can be found the passage, com
•Q.—Where in the were here, they are there intensified

- manning 
ptc.?\

to hate father and mother,

A.-i-Luke xlv., 26.: "If any man 
come j to me and hate not his 'ather 
and toother, and wife and children, 

. and brethren and sisters, yea, and ins 
, own life also, he cannot be'my disci-

; pie.” This passage is often quoted as 
showing the arrogance and inhumani
ty! of Christian doctrine, but we 
should be fair and just. Literally as it 
Stands it is not a pleasing command, 
and would be better In the breaking 
than keeping. It stands alone as a 

' blotch on the teachings of love and 
charity which takes in enemies as 
well as friends. Matthew x. 3 7, has 
the-same speech repeated dlftereritly, 

"He that loveth father and mother 
more than me, is not worthy of me,” 
etc. John xil. 25, has repeated a part- 
"He.that loveth his life shall lose it; 
and hp that hateth his life in this 
world shall, keep it unto life eternal.” 
The - Greek word for “hate” niay be

—weeds are not cultivated in the 
"Home of the soul.”

Mrs. Webster was born 61 years 
(ago at Albion, Mich., but has been a 
ipisldent of Florida since 1882.
I Monday afternoon a large audience 
gathered at the auditorium to pay 
their respects to the deceased. Mrs.

, Pratt. Mrs. Sage, Mrs. Ballard and 
¡Mrs. Slater sang appropriate hymns. 
Mrs. Ballard played the accompani
ments.

| The ladies of the Auxiliary were 
। glad to decorate the platform with 
roses; they knew she loved them so. 
Mrs. Twing offered an invocation, and

' J. M. Peebles, M. D., a friend of thirty 
.years, paid a fitting tribute to the 
arisen ope.

I Tuesday J. Clegg Wright again in- 
jterested the audience, and Mrs. 
(Throndsen followed with messages. 
; Wednesday afternoon the writer gave 
, the benefit seante. Wednesday even-
i ing Mr. Johns, of Illinois, assisted by 
several others, gave a very laughdble 

translated “to love less,” and with this ' entertainment, "Dr. Killum's Pa-
meaning the passage is in accort^ with | tients," which was enjoyed by a large 
the spirit of the whole. A man must audience. Plantation songs by

vo less father and mother, etc., than . “Auntie” Hampton, to which she 
this master, or he is not a disciple. played her own accompaniment upon

ho translators made a mistake, j the guitar. “Red Wing” by Mr. 
an thus threw a stumbling block in ¡Throndsen; solo, Dr. Pritchley; reci- 
the''(way of belief, or Luke may bejtation, Mrs. Bouschard; violin selec- 
Buppfpsed (to have made an erroneous tion, by Mrs. Johns and Mr. Meyers, 
report, exactly in opposition to Mat- Thursday Mrs. Morrill gave another
thew.

A. Shiel:— Q.—This from ■ the
Ned York World. Is it true?
SPIRITS AND TWO SCIENTISTS.

"Camille Flammarlon, the French 
•astronomer, is a man ot brilliant imag
ination. He has written daring ro
mances of other worlds and plausibly 
prophetic tragedies of our, own globe. 
For'more Ahan forty years he’has In
vestigated the so-called - manifesta- 
ttwas of Spiritualism, and in his latest 
work on this .subject, just published, 

,he declares that “up to this day I 
have sought in vain for certain proof 
of 'personal identity through medium
istic communications.’"

A.-—To be'accurate Flammarlon has 
not investigated Spiritualism forty 
years. This “latest work” is now two 
years-old, and the author does not 
deny his belief in Spiritualism there
in. He simply denies belief in 
some some - forms and • mani
festations, in which he has a 

Hawing of most Spiritualists. He 
las in a' published letter affirmed that 

s belief-was. unchanged. Yet this 
port is sent on its rounds, with the 

ularity of the seasons by those who 
knobw it Is a lie, who circulate it to 
Injure, without caring It it be true. 
After Flamnrnrlon is dead, this denial 
will lie-given more florid coloring, and 

< a deith-bed scene of horrors added!
That\such people are allowed to write 
of one after death deprives of the 
means of replying, adds a horror to 
the thought of death. ”

Thursday Mrs. Morrill gave another
of her.- powerful lectures, and after: a 
song by the choir, voiced messages
from those called dead'. It is inter
esting to watch the countenances of 
those receiving messages for the first 
time, and see unbplief fade away and 
hear the response, “that was my 
mother” or some other member of the 
family.

Friday's conference was well at
tended, the subject being “Prayer." 
There were different opinions ex
pressed, but .still all felt that an earn
est desire accomplishes much.

Saturday your scribe was the sjeak- 
gr, the pubject being “They Still Are 
■Mine.”

■ Sunday niorning Mrs. Clara Field 
Conant was the speaker. She is well

-Arthur E. Wilmot:—Q.—Wliat is 
the patio of the orthodox Christian 

.• population of the globe to its entire 
■population?

■ A.—There are 475 millions of
■ Christians', that is the estimate of the 

population of all the so-called Chris- 
-tian nations. About one-half are or- 

■ thodox. The population of the globe 
is estiihated 1,500 millions. The mis
sionaries who believe that the gospel 
must be preached to the whole world, 

■ and that the ’heathen must beacon- 
verted, have a desperate- task before 
them, for since the apostles were sent 
out nearly 2,000 years have.gone by 
and scarcely- a perceptible Impression 
has been made on paganism. The- 

;other. great religions—Mdhammedan- 
‘ism and Buddhism—¿extend their.em
pire and hold their devotees. -

. John P. Shideler:—Q.—If map is 
created male and female, and as such 
passes through this life and ’ after 

. physical death on to the sixth heaven, 
do they become one?

Jeremlh li Walker has a^omowhat 
similar query.- Be wants to know If

known, having been upon the 
form as a speaker for 50 years, 
subject was, "Behold I Bring 
Tidings of Great Joy to all the
pie.” Her lecture was full of remin
iscences of the past, the hardships of 
the previous workers, and the tenden
cy of the times to make it harder for 
those who brought anew the g.lad tid
ings.

In the afternoon J. M. Peebles 
was the speaker to the-large audience. 
His subject was "Then there arose 
a reasoning among them which should 
be greatest, and Jesus placed a little 
child in their midst and taught them." . 
He gave a word picture of the suffer
ings of those who passed away, lured 
by sin and charmed by habit, and of 
angels who led them^glowly into the, 
light. He denounced all places that 
lead into temptation, no matter If li
censed by law, or under ‘other condi
tions.

There were people from many 
states there. He suddenly asked, “As 
many i>f you as visit saloons, raise 
your hand:" Of course no hands 
were’ raised. “Well,” said he, “you 
are a good people,- and went on with 
his sermon! •

_J. Clegg Wright’s morning lectures 
are increasing in Interest and num
bers every day. • ■
"Mrs. Tyler Moulton has resumed 

her class work: at the pavilion be
tween the’ hours .of 1 and 2 p. m. 
tevery; week day. ' .

■ Sunday evening a large ' number 
gathered at the pavilion to listen to 
Mrs, Throndsen, who prefaced her 
message giving.by an interesting talk. 
•She gave many names and messages 
that were fully recognized. / 
' Resides .the singing by the choir the 
morning audience was favored with 
a solo by Dr. Critchley, entitled, "The 
Song I Heard One Sunday M :rn;" and 
in the afternoon Mrs. Throndsen sang 
a dream of "Paradise,!’ and in the 
evening another beautiful solo. ■’

Sirs. Wreldt, of . Detroit, Mich., a

Scintillations From the Phirim
’ _____ _____ • ■ 1111 /

Etchings, Items, Suggestions und 
Passing Affairs Relating to Spirit
ualism, by J. M. Peebles^M. D.

The credultiy of sectarlsts and pas
tors of churches astonishes’me. They 
piously believe that the Lord in Eden. 
literally opened Adam’s side and 
surgically took out one of his ribs 
from which he made a woman—be
lieve that Samson chased and caught 
the foxes—believe that a big fish swal
lowed Jonah, cuddling him in ids 
stomach for three days—believe that 
‘fie sun and moon were made to stand 
still—and other petrified survivals of 
archaic ages; but they cannot, WILL 
not believe“ the testimony of the ages 
that invisible intelligences have mani^ 
fested to mortals—cannot take the 
testimonies of their honest neighbors 
-—cannot take the testimony of sci
entists, scholars and-jihilosqpkers; 
who have given.’ the subject months 
and years of candid study, and pre
pared. research. '

Who can account for such stubborn
ness—such willful unfielief?

Tampa by the Gulf.

A beautiful, stirring city is this, fa
mous alike for its shipping, its cigar 
manufactories and business enter
prises In embryo'.

Lecturing a^month or more in 
Tampa, where they have an excellent 
spiritualist society, and a superior 
trance speaker as their pastor,xRev. 
J. T. Ireland, it was rumored that 
Carrie Nation, of hatchet fame was 
hovering hawk-like about Tappa. 
Announcing through the Tampa press _ 
that I would lecture in Odd Fellows’1 
hall to “young men and men oniy," 
lo, it was announced in the same pa
pers that Carrie Nation would lecture 
in the Casino at the same hour. And 
she did it, and to an audience of 2,- 
000—standing room being at a pre
mium; and I had an audience of less 
than 50—beaten, numerically beaten 
by crusading Carrie!

Ever since that tribal God, Jehovah 
—walking where the serpent talked 
—hypnotized Adam into a deep sleep, 
removing the rib to fashion a woman,

than the original woman, and as the 
greater includes the lesser, man in the 
colossal majqsty of his wholeness and 
mightiness of his physical strength 
—fox-chasing Samson being the sym
bol—in justice, should be at the head 
of all things." That is the logic of 
theology; but intuition, equality and 
justice decide that man and woman 
are the two halves of one circle— 
equals.

A gentleman who was present to 
hear Sister Carrie told me on the car 
next day that the lecture to men was 
largely against liquor and tobacco, 
with a brief yet savage slap in the 
face of "The spooks of the Spiritual
ists.” This, although nice for the 
mob present, was very naughty in Car
rie Nation, queen of the hatchet!

Climbing a Ciinipiueeting Gate.
It is written in the New Testament 

that “He that entereth not by the door 
into the sheepfold, but cllmbeth up 
some other Way, the same is a thief 
and a robber.” When climbing the 
lesser gate at the Lake Helen camp I 
thought about the passage, "Entering 
into the sheepfold some other way." 
Off from the main street I was halted 
by my old friend, Young, whom I 
knew In New Orleans, and taken into 
his sunny home for a social chat while 
on my way to J. Clegg Wright’s class 
lecture; time passed rapidly, I was 
behind, and rising, friend Young said, 
“Go right around the corner of my lot 
here and by that house—it ip the 
nearest way to the pavilion, thè gate
way open the other day.” I went; 
•the gate w-as shut- and chained, and, 
though rheumatc, I climbed oyer,- I 
did.' . A man said, “He did this to 
avoid paying the gate ’ fee.” Build 
this man a monument for discovering 
in the lower stratum of my being the. 
vice of financial stinginess! Yes, I 
climbed the gate, and would climb it 
again, and smash it down—paying for 
It next day—if there was nò other 
way to get to J. Clegg Wright’s lec
tures. Thé word “defeat” is not in 
the dictionary that I consult, and the. 
cry of qld age is only the hazy dreap 
of pessimists. •

Richly do I enjoy hearing the ad
dresses -of our • speakers. Mrs. 
Throndsen, of Indianapolis, and Mrs. 
Morrill, of Michigan, have given most 
excellent lectures. They both ’ give 
fine readings. '

The other day Mrs. Twing came 
onto the platform, Bible in hand,' giv
ing a splendid-discourse, showing the 
continuity not only of life, but of in
spirations, visions and, trances. A 
clairvoyant said that that very able 
and. grand man, now a spirit (Moses 
Hull), was her inspiring helper. Her 
lecture so edified ,and thrilled the

gudlence that the presidenb compli
mented both her and thei listeners.
Thought-out Suggestions Abolit Tests.

Meditating upon whaif is. best for 
the cause, I said to myself “would, it 
not be better for platfoym/tests and 
readings to be given before'(he reg
ular lecture instead qf 1 after?.. Let 
there be two or three', ¿ymns and 
songs sung, and ! if tA'ete , were mis
takes made, or tests not recognized, 
the lecturers, inspired of entranced, 
could philosophically and satisfactor
ily explain the failures in the course 
of the lecture.
—And then, aga|n, inasmuch as in

spirational and trance lectures re
quire different aural influences and 
environments from the auras used in 
giving tests, would it pot- be better 
to have the . whole service one^ 
part of the Sunday devoted to the test 
readings, and tlie other portion to the 
lectures? Some-dislike tine- test read
ings; others do not care for the lee-, 
tures. There is a growing feeling 
among intelligent Spiritualists that 
the home seance is the place for these 
phenomenal readings.. ;(They are sa
cred. Many do not care>to have their 
names, the names of their relatives 
and their social famlly.’.affai.rs parad
ed before a curious public, While the 
phenomena are indispensable to those 
who need them, and while genuine 
messages from the loved> ones are en
couraging and uplifting; the-philoso
phy of their coming , & very K poorly 
comprehended and often where there 
are failures in tests calling doubts 
and disagreeable controversies. .
Rising Up to-tlie Highlands of Immor

tality.
That eclipse of life called death is 

the open gateway to tlie homes of our 
loved ones, the illumined passage to 
the Isles of the Blest, i The dying 
never weep, but often smile when 
laying down the burden of mortality. 

„'- Over fifty years ago Mr. Webster, 
proprietor of the Webster Hotel here 
at Lake Helen, nean. the camp 
grounds, was a member of my choir 
4xi_gattle Creek; and at-that time An- 
drewJaekson Davis, the seer, visited, 
that city and ‘an outjyipg village 
called Harmonia. And thirty years 
ago I attended a campmeeting in Iowa 
where Mr. and Mrs. Webster were the 
Inspiring spirits. , y

To-day Mrs. Twing and myself of-

orated by the camp ladies, with twin
ing vines and white rofla, symbols of 
the pure life that this noble woman 
lived. One word tells tbe sfQjjy of her 
life, and that word ;!)is service— 
SERVICE—she lived apifl wqrked for 
others. |„ ,

She was a medium, walking and 
talking almost daily with spirits, and 
her dying was like a peaceful passing 
into tlie .trance of death—flream out 
of which she awoke into the sunlight 
of immortality.

shadow of a doubt the fact—-the colos
sal fact—of a future progressive üfô 
beyond the grave.

Spiritualism is truth, and no 
truth ever dies, foy it has in it the 
moral, the divine’ germ of immortal
ity. And, thanks to good angels und’ 
thousands of self-sacrificing workers, 
it is marching steadily.on to victory; 
if not under the name of Spiritualism, 
then under the names of Naturalism, 
Fraternalism, Psychism or Liberal 
Christianity.

In an article of friend Jensen later, 
resurrecting the medium, young Brit
ton, he says ^vith a tremendops em-’ 
phasis, “Dr. Peebles unqualifiedly xeu-, 
dorses Britton as a (wonderful?) me
dium. * • • He was absolutely 
certain, etc. Yes/ I unqualifiedly en
dorsed, not his habits nor his con-1 
duct,- but his mediumship; this I still 
endorse, seeing through my own eyes, 
hearing through my own ears- and 
judging for inyself. Each seance must 
stand upon its own’merits. . Frauds In 
business transactions, politics or me- 

■ diumshi’p I loath, abhor, abominate, 
and I have exposed several mediums, 
or pr.ofessed mediums, ip the past; 
and here comes up a painfully sad 
thought,—J believe that some genu
ine mediums have at times stooped to 
fraud from mercenary motives; and 
others when frauding I believe were 
influenced by diakka and tricksters. 
Dying does not transform savages into 
saints, nor clowns into Christs, in the 
twinkling of an eye. If such charac
ters act over these they must neces
sarily act from the plane of conscious
ness they occupy.

This Florida campmieetlng, consld- 
ering'the talent present, the accommo
dations, and the harmony, is one of 
the best that I ever attended. The 
audiences are large and the enthusi
asm is inspiring. The president, Mr. 
Hllligoss, the vice-president, E. W. 
Bond, and other officials understand 
their business and attend to it.

Up to date I have been written to.or 
am corresponding with the secretaries 
for eight next summer campmeetings, 
beginning with the Hubbard City 
camp, Texas, then the Clinton, Iowa, 
camp (where I am positively en
gaged), then the Etna camp, Maine. 
Only think of the railway stretch of 
country from Texas to Maine! To at
tend all of these camps is an impossi
bility. At this Florida camp I have 
met several pioneers, many old 
friends—blessed be unselfish friend
ships. As a further pleasure I met 
socially “Sargis”—Sargis, the able 
contributor to The Progressive Think
er. Flesh and blohd did not reveal 
to me his identity; I got the person
ality through my intuitional clair
voyance, and psychometric clairsen- 
tiency, these interior soul powers that 
are now being so philosophically 
elucidated in J. Clegg Wright’s class 
lectures.

Looking Backward.
Seventy years ago, exactly seventy 

this winter, I commenced public life, 
teaching a district school in the towu- 
ship of Pilcher, N. Y., and was not 
quite sixteen years of age; and the 
same winter I lectured Saturday even
ings and Sundays upon temperance 
and anti-slavery; for the subject of 
Southern slavery was then being ag
itated. What changes, political and 
religious, since!

A little over fifty years ago I was 
pastor of a Unlversalist church in 
Baltimore, Md., then a slave city; and 
I exchanged Sunday services once with 
R. P. Ambler, a Spiritualist medium, 
lecturing in a hall. Whew! What a 
talk it made among some of the more 
conservative members of my church. 
This eloquent R. P. Ambler later be
came a Unitarian clergyman, who may 
yet remain in the flesh. Of this I am 
informed. Before me lies his book 
of 150 pages, written through his or
ganization in "precisely forty-three 
hours and forty-three minutes by spir
its from the sixth sphere. He states 
this in his preface, and the statement 
is confirmed -by five witnesses of 
Springfield, Mass., March 20, 1852.
A Paragraph That the Spirits Wrotp 

Through His Hand. '
“Spiritual manifestations are almost 

constantly occurring in different lo
calities, and these irresistible evi
dences of invisible power are con
founding the skeptics, enlightening 
the ignorant and reforming the vi
cious. The? spirits are pleased with 
the result which ■ has thus far been 
produced; they are pleased that the 
human mind is arousing from its 
lethargy and arising to a realizing 
sense of the destiny which awaits the 
race; they are pleahed that the world 

•has received an evidence of immor
tality which It could not find in the 
musty records of the past ages; they 
ata. pleased that the reunion of 
frjends In heaven and a communion 
with the departed on earth has served 
to elevate, the thoughts, desires and 
affections of men, leading them up
ward to that Eternal City whose 
builder is God.”

The above paragraphic quotation 
from “The spirits of the sixth sphere, 
through the medium,. R. P. Ambler, 
1851-2,” will Interest friend Barrett, 
appointed the historian of Spiritual
ism by the N. S. A., a work that 
should have been done, at least the 
first volume years ago, and would 
have been done if Spiritualists had 
opened their purses and helped Ly
man C. Howe to the proper documents 
and a typewriter. This may not please 
certain readers- of The Progressive 
Thinker. But no matter—I dare in
vestigate—dare say—and dare write 
what I conscientiously think ought to 
be written. .

J. M. PEEBLES, M/ D.
, Lake Helen Camp, Fla. , .

A Spiritualist Now.
(Continued, from pfige 4.^ 

Look at Spain, once the pioud mis
tress of the sea and of colonies, where 
the church has had undisputed sway!

Why is it that Catholic nations are 
the most cruel, bloodthirsty, vain and 
arrogant?

Because the more men bow bpfore' 
those whom they think are above 
them, the more they; tyrannise qver. 
those whom they think are below 
them. , ; '

There Is only one kind .oi prayer 
that is good: That which breathes 
the spirit of the divinity and’ brother-' 
hood of man, a communion with the 
depths of the soul.

In answer to the criticism that oth
ers bepide Catholic nations and peo
ples have been victims of the differ
ent kinds of evil herein mentioned, it 
is only necessary to point out ’ the 
fact that the Roman church is ex- 
quisltissimus in that which her’ imi
tators are more br less proficient. A|1 
nations, are affected with ecclesiastical 
leprosy. Knowledge is the only cure.

Let us consider for a moment the 
influence and Authority the church 
has over her members: The average 
Catholic child is born with a predis
position to submission. The rudi
ments ot their creed are imbibed with 
the mother’s milk, continued on the 
mother’s knee, and from there into the 
confessional, where their very soul is 
saturated with the principle of sub
mission. They are stripped of every 
vestige of independence, and made to 
fee! utterly helpless, and dependent 
upon the church for the salvation of 
something they realize only in name.

Even the operation of the digestive 
and reproductive organs are regulated 
by the church. Were this all, little 
harm would be done; but it is in the 
realm of mind where this dragon gets 
in its deVolutionary work. The 
natural fountains of wisdom are sup
pressed, or they are poisoned and the 
waters bottled and dispensed by the 
church.

The young Catholic is never a real 
student—an investigator! He merely 
crams in his brain what the church., 
allows, and keeps out what the church 
forbids. He is given ecclesiastically 
canned conscience and philosophy, 
which belles the name.

In proportion as he dares to think 
for himself—which seldom occurs— 
he ceases to be a Catholic. If he at
tends a secular university, he seldom 
studies sciencd, and if he does, his re
ligious training serves as a strainer 
to keep out the best of the knowledge 
of the facts of nature. The writings 
of the great Spiritualists and moral
ists ot the ages are proscribed by the 
church. Pages may be fillecf with the 
names of those mighty thinkers who 
have left their torches of truth burn
ing for the enlightenment of human
ity, as well as those whose mental 
fires are gleaming athwart the sky of 
the present age. All are cursed by • 
the church, and their saving light 
withheld from the eyes of Cathqlics. 
As an example 1 will mention one: 
That glorious soul, mighty mind, no

FUBLIGflTIONS
'! OF
HUDSON TUTTLE

THB ARCANA OF 8PIRITUALISM1 A 
Alauunl of Spiritual Science and Phil- 

Pricet 91^25{ poatase« 10 eta. 
TJW BVOLD'liON OF TUB GOD und 

Idea«. Prlce> 91*25) postage '10 cent«.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE
THE LYCEUM GUIDE. 

. For tlio uso. ot Soclelies, 
Suuday Schools and tho Home. A man 
ual of physical, intellectual and spirlt- 
ya* ,eU.l‘uro, containing a collection ot 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
s unerai Services, Programs for sessions. 
Parliamentary Rules, Instructions tor 
^organising and conducting Lyceums, In
structions in Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners. Stand- 
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid ot which a Progressive Ly
ceum. or Liberal Society may be organ
ised and conducted without other assist, 
once. Price. 60 cents, postnalil 

FROM SOUL TO SOUI 
Cohtains uiiu hundred umi 

pie author's best tioetnp, einUmum 
wide range of subjects urU versatility 
In composition; historic, heroic, pulhel^ 
lc, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted for recitations The 
book also contains five sons«, with mu
sic by the eminent cornposei, ___  
Clark. 250 pages, beautlfull) bound« 
Portrait of author. Price 11.00. post
paid.

ASPHODEL BLOODS AND OTUEH 
OFFEniNGS?

This volumu is dedicated: "To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach intoi 
the Unseen Land of Souls this hundfuL' 
of Asphodels, mixed with common How
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither." It con
tains one hundred and -thirty-nine po- 
elns, and twenty storiettes, a part of tho 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in ___ _
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
illustrations,/among which are likeness
es of the author and Clair Tutllo; beau
tifully bound In blue, with silver em
bossing. Price, $1.00. prepaid. 
ANGELL ....................... ............

To Alliance Uutnuae Education, 
use in entertainments managed by So 
cieties, Lyceums, Bands ot Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming-to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this: Some large church 
or public hail is secured; several socie
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens act 11._ 
committee of award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 2R cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights.O.
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Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY’S 

Choice Collection of
ble heart, Victor Hugo! 
he runs the gamut of 
tionary struggles!

How truly 
man’s evolu-

Often ipdigrtant, but never malig-
not exagger-

ate,” yet he tglls that which cannot be 
overdrawn, and which fills the full 
measurd of indignation. He says: 
" “Superstitions, bigotries, hypocri
sies » » » have teeth and claws, 
and we must grapple with them body 
to.body, and make war upon them, 
and war without truce.”

Read the French struggles for lib
erty against oppression engendered 
by ecclesiasticism. France has lately 
loosed the papal knot, and Rome 
whines! When she has the poyver 
she tortures and kills. When she is 
seeking power she pretends patriot
ism, and when liberty steps on her 
toes she whines, yet with a menacing 
sullenness.

Why are nearly all of the Roman 
college of- cardinals Italians? It 
would seem that the name Catholic

Beautiful Songs,
Containing ninety charming songs tor
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including ' Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us," and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works ot Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at nis setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music .»e has given her 
words. President Barrett ot the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af- 

i firms It as his opinion that Longley’s 
I musical compositions have ennobled 
! the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
। bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers.

phenomenal medium who gives 
trumpet manifestations either in the 
light or darkness, is at Mrs. Mágar- 
vey’s. -Her seances aré spoken of as 
very convincing by those who. are 
fortunate enough to attend them.

Mrs. Bartholomew also gives trance 
.and trumpet seances. . Mrs. Dr. 
Critchley, Mrs. Greenameyer, Mrs. 
Moulton, Mrs. Gill, Mr. and Mrs. Nor
man áre sought in. their different 
phases. Mrs. Clark Kelsey Is well 
known'as a fine psychic and speaker.

Dr. John E. Wyman, a fina speaker 
and writer from. Brooklyn, N. Y., and 
Mr. R. B. Van Brunt, also of Brook
lyn, are among the late arrivals at 
the Cassadaga.

A rather uncommon, thing, has been 
brought to light here. Mr.’and Mrs. 
.Charles Dykeman, of Stowe, Chauta- 
qua County, N. Y., left their home in 
November and wijj not' return until 
April. They are living without 
trunks; each has’a large suitcase, and 
there-is one small hand-bag for toilet 
articles.’ She has with her two gowns, 
seven shirtwaists, they wear soft un
derwear, that does not take up much 
room. Her every-day dress is of good 

jgoods and bears sponging and press
ing well. They can travel and not 
fear the baggage smasher.

George Bartholomew has had a bad 
attack of la grippe, but is better now;' 
we miss his cheery voice on the street.

. .A B S! TWING.

oranges from south Flòrida«to Mrs. 
Peebles, and purposed sending a box 
to Mrs, Francis;- Mrsm -Tattle, Mrs. 
French, Mrs. Austin and several in 
Battle Creek, but learning that the 
express on a box to Battle Creek 
would be $3.92 (almost four dollars) 
I changed toy mind and concluded to 
send "thought" oranges,wor accord
ing to New ThoughtF literature, 
“Thoughts are things,” and things be
ing defined in dictionaries as forms of 
matter having dimensions such as 
length, breadth, thickness, weight, 
shape, such as a brick, a potato, a 
pound of pork—mark well, these are 
things—and “Thoughts are things," 
Se I sent off boxes and boxes of 
thought oranges to Northern friends: 
Intensest cold could not freeze them 
—will those who received them and 
feasted on this golden, juicy fruitage 
report to me. I am conservative 
enough to believe that thoughts in
stead of being “things,” are refined, 
sublimated or ethereaPTorces origin
ating in the conscious spirit—conserv
ative enough to believe that 
“thoughts” outside of purpose, en
ergy and skill never created so much 
as a pin or a pinhead—qdit this rep
etition, “Thoughts On Things!” The 
phrase is too coarse, too material. 
What the. thoughts of spirits are and 
how they express them in the spirit
ual world-Is another matter.
“ Unrestricted Individualism ” — A 

Dirge.
In the issue of The Progressive 

Thinker, Feb. l,Mr. Jensen, after stat
ing that "many worthy mediums no 
doubt, see the castles of their own 
creations when they claim to see 
things spiritual,” etc., etc., continues 
thus: “To tell the truth, with all 
these advantages it (Spiritualism) is 
in many respects a failure. The ly-. 
ceum is almost wholly neglected; our 
periodicals receive too little support; 
societies are no sooner’ formed than 
they commence to disintegrate. They 
have become a temporary resting 
place for the turious,’ who drop in, 
look around, get a few tests and de
part elseyyhere for more staple food. 
* * * The light of modern Spirit
ualism shone brightly but for a short 
time, then commenced 4o-vanish like 
it has previously done inatte history 
of .the world.” Whether Brother Jen
sen in thè above refers fio Spliitualism 
or Spiritism I am not fbrta.ni; but it 
is certain that antqnynre; pbeflxea and 
suffixes have their midlfymg influ
ences and meahings. Ul '

The condition óf tfife pWchic mo
ment as portrayed abdve1 lay Undoubt
edly dbrrect within tn&’ nfcow lim
its of Los AngeIes-7-coFrecf' as\ seen 
from the viewpoint of? friend . Jensen. 
Nevertheless, the words‘“dléintegràt- 
!ing,” “vanishing,” attd; “failure” 
must have a depressing eftbet upon 
such grand old ploneera'as S ^S. Love
land and others whose ’willte ‘hairs are 
already crowns of glory! ’ ? '

Dropping Los Angeltì' I have to say 
that from my viewpoint; in this coun
try and afàr off, SPÌRITIÌÀLISM is 
moving on like a'mighty torrent, 
crushing to atoms churchianlc creeds 
—destroying old, musty „confessions 
of faith, illuminating the. columns of. 
the press, diffusing spiritual light, lib
eralizing preachers, encouraging the 
despondent, cheering the reformer 
healing the sick, comforting the 
mourner, extending the great prlnci- 
ciple of brotherhood, uniting in bonds 
of sympathy the Orient a^id Occident, 
and demonstrating- beyond tho

Implies that each nation should 
represented in the governing body 
proportion to its membership.

How inconsistent for Catholics 
resent the name of Romanism.

be 
in

to

Maxham’s Melodies
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This is/a song book adapted tfl the populai 

spiritualistic tests, and isemlnedtly fitted to do 
good service In the lecture hall-dr family circle. 
Trice, 15 cents.

This mighty destroyer of individu
ality, ruled by an Italian aristocracy, 
who are masters of statecraft, adepts 
in hypnotism and spiritism, and 
thoroughly informed of every 
phase of human weakness, with 
the pope as their figurehead, with the 
great army of priests as their partial
ly innocent agents, and the notorious 
Society of Jesus as their detective 
corps, thunders Its damnable doctrine 
of life through credulity and death 
through knowledge oter the beads of 
its millions of victims.

Some may offer the criticism that 
these statements are exaggerated, and 
the language harsh.

Catholics dare not read such awful 
literature as The Progressive Think
er.

Harsh the language may be, but 
the half has never been told, and the 
people are forgetting what has been 
told. With a cowardly spirit ot con
servatism miscalled tolerance, they 
read their charter of liberty with a 
placid smile, failing to realize that it 
is not mortgaged for nearly all it is 
worth to the mammon of unrighteous
ness, to ecclesiastical and political 
graft and conspiracy.

Rome openly declares her Inten
tion to make the United of America 
a Catholic nation. *

She is making her last stand here 
against the progressive intelligence of 
the age.

Oh! That a congress of the world’s 
thinkers might stir the hearts of men 
and open the windows of heaven that 
light from within and light from 
above might blind the eyes of those 
who seek to impoverish individuality, 
and adulterate and destroy and pre
vent freedqm and happiness!

I had intended in this article to 
touch upon' the subject of Roman 
Catholic Monasticism, together with 
two others intimately connected there
with, namely, The Catholic marriage 
system and the parochial school sys
tem, but lack of'space forbids.
‘ I hope sometime to write a paper- 
npon this triple phase of Catholicism; 
also one treating of the .similarity of 
the Catholic • doctriné of purgatory 
and the communion of saints to the 
demonstrations of spiritual scientists 
In regard to the magnetic plane; of 
earth-bound "souls. A careful study of 
this subject will throw much light

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use of congregations, circles and farnriAA 
Price, 10 cents, or $7 per hundred

(08HIAN HYNN BOOK.
A collection of original and selected Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washbum. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
268 choice selections of poetry and music, em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents.

TWO IN ONE
. A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Th< 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
This highly toitrnctlve end interesting work Is a 

combination into one volumo of two of Mr. Hull’s 
splendid works. By thia arrangement the cost is each 
that tho reader is enabled to secure the two books 
coiaj.nsd at the same price as was formerly asked 
for thorn separately. This volume contains 462 pages 
and 1« handsomely bound in cloth, and contains on excellent portrait of the author.

THB QUESTION 8BTTLBD
Is a carGfu' wimnarleoo of Biblical and Modern Spirt* 
uallstn. No book of the century bos made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as ibis. The author’s 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tlx wants of human- 
ttp its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
tninlstry; the spiritual nature of man. and the objeo- 
Uop*bffered to Spiritualism, tro ail considered tn tho light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and commos 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
* .critical comparison of Evangelicalism 

and Spiritualism. It is a most abio production, and 
Is a Perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to wand Spiritualism, or find arguments against the MsumpUons of Orthodoxy. ui«
PRICE. Sl.’ FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

AFTER HER DEATH.
Th» Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pwrvaded with pure end beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
lore and *Mk the higher and finer wave of 
Olrltual experience. .Price, 11.00.

ptlfE OF ÎH0M8 PAINE.
By the Editor of the National, with Préfaça 

tuia Notes by Peter Ecklef. Illustrated wlttlupon the permanency of Catholicism, ! virai ot tbo oia PaineHomesuadwniubum 
and explain many things concerning Monument., atNow Rochelle: also par trait« of 
this krent system now little under-1?. omsscllo Rickmau, Joel Barlow, Mary-Wot uus gicui. ereuu uvw mutt ui-u<-t- stonecraft,Midamo Roland,Condoroe, Bristol 
Stood. - . I tt?» most -prominent oi Paine’s friends

HARVEY W. JAC,OX. j Europe m Anwrh a. cloth, to cento.
Caledonia, Michi, . ■ _
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estingly a religion which all may ad-

body and spirit Very nice for a hpl-

.W. 3. Colville. Price
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Iday present Daintily printed and 
bound. In a case. Price SO cents.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

c • ________ k -T-- -
By Thomas Carlyle.

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fins edition tn doth. 
0ries 60 cants.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter-

WANTED—A second-hand copy of 
a volume by Hudson Tuttle, published 
In America as Vol. IT. of “ARCANA OF 
NATURE,” and in England as “THE 
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT”. Address 
DR. E. DENSMORE, Hotel Astor, New 
York.

cover an immense amount of sins) ■ - ■ 
but we make it, even at the cost in- 10n of maD-

cuBseS pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen

PEONIES.
The Be>t Stock ot Theie Beautiful 

, Flower«
BRAND’S NEW CREATIONS.

Last summer we named and described 
364 kinds in our new 36 page Catalog; 
Among thorn Moses Hull, Judge Ed
monds, Andrew -Jackson Davis, Flor
ence Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many other world-beaters. It you want 
the best, send for Catalog. 44 years In 
business. O. F. BRAND & SON,

Faribault, Minn.

Revised Premium List

Densmore and!
30 cents. r

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol
ume contains the best poems of the 
author, and some of the' best popular 
songs with thè musicx by eminent 
composers. The'poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully- hoùrid. Price $L

CURED. WORRY,HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

By William E. Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. This 
book points the way. Price, 25 cento.

;
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Missouri & P. S.i Ai
President’s Annual Message to Convention of ¡3, 

P. S. A. of Missouri, Held at Kansas
City, Feb. 26, 27, 28, Ï908.. ’

To the Officers and Members of the 
State Progressive Spiritualists’ 
Association of Missouri in An
nual Convention Assembled, 
Greeting:

Our second term of office having 
expired, in obedience to the require
ments of our rules, we herewith sub
mit for your consideration the fol-
lowing annual report, 
back over the years’

In looking
work we see

I tion, outlining the difference between 
commercial and religious mediumship, 
and submits the above mentioned Pa
per for your consideration.

Notice.
For the protection of the public 

from commercial and fraudulent me
diumship, the State Progressive Spir
itualists’ Association of Missouri de
sire to make the following statements:

much to rejoice over, much that hasJ Mediums affiliated with the State
’ ‘ .... . ^"Association are members of a rell-been accomplished for good. We 
have had, It is true, our difficulties
to encounter, our obstacles to sur
mount, but we have also had our tri
umphs and our victories. Our eu- 

.deavors to be fair to all have (as was 
to be expected) not pleased all, and 
■in many instances it is probable that 
our motives have been misunderstood; 
we can say, however, as we lay our. 
office down, that wè have endeavored 
to the best of our ability to render 
equal and exact justice to al], and to 
execute the laws rs made by t)jp dele
gates of both State and National As
sociations, without fear or favor.

• Defense of Our Mediums.
‘ During thé early part of 1907 quite ! 

q number of our mediums in St. Louis 
were visited by men from thq. License 
Commissioner’s office and notified that 
in compliance with the city statutes, 
they must take out a fortune teller’s 
license or be prosecuted. In vain they 
endeavored to explain that they were 
not fortune tellers, but were members 
of a religious organization, regularly 
incorporated under the laws of the 
state and as such were entitled to all 
the rights and privileges accorded 
other bodies of a like character. 
They further explained that they 
were exercising their mediumlstlc 

• gifts are part of a religious function 
and for the upliftment of the human 
race. The men, however, stated that 
the law did not recognize the distinc
tion between a religious medium and 
a fortune teller and left notice for 
them to appear without delay before 
the License Commissioner and pay up. 
Your president, on being notified, laid 

’ the matter before the State Board, 
■’arid it was decided, after a consulta- 

■ ;tton, that a committee be appointed 
? .'to devise ways and means of defend

ing our mediums from persecution, 
and Mr. Peck, Mr. Grimshaw, sDr. 
Whittier, Dr. Faber and myself were

Igious bo.dy, regularly incorporated un- 
| der the laws of the state, a chartered 
auxiliary of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association, and are exercising their 
mediumlstlc gifts as part of a reli
gious function. They endeavor with 
the co-operation of excarnate intelli
gence to prove the continuity of life, 
to comfort the mourner, and by spir
itual advice and consolation to uplift 
humanity, \ ।

They DO NOT undertake to locate 
gold mines, buried treasures or lost' 
articles.

■They glye.notztips on horse races 
or stock- markets:

Sell no charms, loye powders or in
cense to remove evil influences.

No medium affiliated with the State 
Association has a sign out or adver
tises in the papers, Report violations 
of the above, to,

—■— --------, State Sec,,
• --------------- Street,

----------- —- City.
We recommend, second, that the 

practice of commercial mediumship 
as outlined, shall be deemed sufficient 
cause for revocation of license and ex
pulsion from the State Association.

The Graham Expose.
With the assistance of Dr. Vierling 

(now president of the new Chain of 
Light Society, of St. Louis), and Mr. ' 
Cochrane of the St. Louis Republic, 
your president succeeding in exposing 
a fraudulent medium, one Katheryne 
Graham?by name,.catching her red- 
handed "In a fake materialization 
seance with all her toggery on. While 
we were denied a warrant on the 
ground that we were not defrauded, 
not having previously believed her 
seance'to be genuine, yet we believe 
that much good was accomplished 
for organized Spiritualism, as by it 
we were able to show the public thqt

very poor iponths in which to hold 
a mass meeting (unless an outdoor 
one could be arranged) and advised 
that the matter be left over until fall. 
The matter] has never since been re
ferred to by the Kansas City societies. 

■ Application^ tor ordination have 
been received from Sisters Ella Bald
win, of Kansas City, and Loi -Stanton, 
of St. Joe, and have been left over 
for action to the delegates of this con
vention, your board not having been 
able to grant either, both candidates 
not having served a society as an asso
ciate minister for a period of one 
year, as our rules require.
The Outlook for Organized Spiritual- 

ism.
In the opinion of your retiring 

president, the causes for the exhibi
tions of prejudice so frequently dis
played against us as a religious body, 
are due more to the laxity of our rules 
and our ofttime failure to enforce 
such rules as now exist, rather than 
to any lack of interest on the part of 
the intelligent public, in the Investi
gation and study oLpsychic phenom
ena. There are a large class of work
ers within our range who seem to be
lieve (if one may judge from their 
lives) that all that Is necessary in or- 
ers within pur ranks who seem to be
lieve In the phenomena, The ethical 
side of our religion In many instances 
seems to be an unknown quantity. 
As an inevitable result, we are judged 
and condemned because of the para
sites we tolerate In our midst. It has 
been often said that a chain is . no I 
stronger than its weakest Jink. Of our. 
religion it may be said with equal 
truth, that as a whole we are no 
stronger than our weakest. teacher or 
medium, Believing this to be true, 
and. with an earnest desire-to see a' 
remedy provided, your writer has en
deavored throughout the year to write 
and speak without fear or favor, for 
the enactment and ENFORCEMENT 
of such laws as would eliminate these 
evils. Through the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker we have written 
several articles calling attention to our 
weak points and urging that steps be 
taken to remedy them, They have 
been favorably commented on . by 
prominent thinkers and writers in our 
movement, among whom I might njen- 
tlon Harrison D. Barrett and the'late 
lamented Moses ^Hull. We have also- 
received through' the mail several per
sonal letters from all over the coun
try endorsing our position. At the

fl DWELLER Ofl TWO PLANETS.
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable,

oün i 
innwinifi I
BOOK

OFFER ?

selected to serve. The result of that 
committee’s ..deliberations was the 
adoption of the following plan, which 
has been used by Mrs. Stephen, of 
Kansas Citv, with success. Before, 
however, entering into an explanation 
of the remedy provided, it would per- 

' haps be advisable to diagnose the dis
ease. _

■ ' Thé law designates as a fortune

we were not only opposed to fraud 
but were alert to expose and punish 
it when done in the name of our sa-

jcred religion. The press, especially 
Aho St. Louis Republic and Post-Dis- 
! patch, were very fair, giving organized 
! Spiritualism the credit for the endeav-
ior to purify its movement. There was 
a strong editorial in the Post-Dispatch 

| sharply criticising the prosecuting at
torney for his refusal to issue a war- 
rant for Mrs. Graham’s arrest. Much 

—...._ j-.v.—‘L’“" ’credit is due Brother Vierling for the ent and future, foi a c P ’ ' successful manner in which the ex- 
and endeavors under this clause to

teller, one who predicts the past, pres-

and endeavors under this clause to
exact a fortune teller’s tribute from,!’» was brought about), and your
Anr mpdlnms Thev however ex- Present hereby heartily recommends ‘ e nut the ^lest and cl Jgy whose tllat « be tendered him
every stetement XX'a future and C°’
place of abode for saint or sinner Ja (°Peral on-
PREDICTION pure and simple, and change of Name, Constitution and

By-lpws.most certainy for a compensation, the 
salary of the average priest or clergy
man being in excess of the earnings 
of the average RELIGIOUS medium. 
They also expect extra compensation
for every wedding, funeral, Ur bap-

The matter of petitioning the court 
for permission to change the name, 
constitution and by-laws of our State
Association, which was left last rearA - Al . J»___ H _ _ . _ *iu* vsvcij «cuuiMB, xuuuiai, v.r uup- jn-oouwanuu, wmcn was leu last year 

tlsm, at which they officiate. Under,to the discretion of your board, was 
this unjust statute our mediums,'again deferred on account of the 
however, are denied the right to ac-

same time we have been warned of a 
secret opposition that was being 
stirred stisred up against us, not only 
among the grafters (which was to be 
expected), but among many workers 
who felt that the elimination of the 
fraudulent and Immoral . element 
would mean the loss of many societies 
now affiliated with thé organized 
movement, and as a consequence, less 
lecture engagements for them/

One prominent speaker and me
dium of national repute, Baid to us 
(in the presence of three fellow dele
gates from Missouri) at the late N. 
S. A. convention held at Washington, 
D. C., that were our ideas adopted and 
enforced, it would mean practically 
the elimination of four-fifths of our 
present workers. Not-having so small ‘ 
an opinion of the honesty and sincer
ity of purpose ot so large a portion 
of our workers, your writer presented 
to the delegates of the National con
vention, the following amendment, 
which was rejected by a majority vote 
of ten after a heated debate.

The Proposed Amendment.
We recommend that an index book 

be purchased by the secretary of 
each State Association, also the in
coming National secretary, in which 
shall be kept a record of-all speakers 
and mediums found guilty ot Immoral 
conduct or fraudulent practices, with 
their names, descriptions and all in-

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, In 
every nook and corner ot the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS, They constitute a wonder- 
fujly valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase*them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you j 
can select from. • ’

■ Any one at tlte Premium Books you 
may order, . price 25 cents. This 
is the price, remember, when - yon 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in eon> 
nection with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25.

No premium books will be sent out 
j unless the order Is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; but ff ypu order more 
than one book, the price is as follows:

Any two of ■the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. 

. Any three oéthe Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.15..,

Any four oPthe Fourteen Premiuri' 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five-of the Fourteen Premlun, 
Books yoii< may order, price$1.75.

Any six tot the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any ¿seven otthe Fourteen Premium 
Books yow.may order, price $2.45.

Any eight ofitho Fourteen Premium 
Books you-may order, price $2.80.

. Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books your may order, price $3.15.

Any ton of the Fourteen Jremlum 
Books you; may order, price $3.50.

Any eleven of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you imny order, price $3.85.

■ Any twelve tot the Fourteen Premi
um Books 70U anay order, price $4.20.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.UO.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all theserbooks, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult subJ 
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
Is $1. ‘We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR . FOURTEEN . REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, qnd 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol, 2.
3—The Enclycopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol, 3,
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc- 
eultism, bjcJUra. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5-—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs, S. G. Horn, a most remark
able medium.

6—The Occult Lite of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.

7—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson T'uttle.

9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10—The Great Debate ’ Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
.vlth thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTJCE.
If you want ONLY dNE Premium 

Book, the price is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker, 
Where more than one Premium Book 
Is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above.

THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and tho accompanying 
map and description thereof, its wott dèrful and advanced civilization of 
12,000. years ago, and the light and ’" 
lems of to-day is worth more to tho 
and even the general reader,'than 
say nothing on thé many topiço of 
deeply .every school of thought in this 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof, 
scientist; he regards it as one of the 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00; postage

— — .w —villGfeUCIVU UI 
lesson It gives forth upon the prob- 
historian, the statesman, the student, 
many times the price of the book—to 
which it treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world’s hls- 
Larkln, the great Astronomer and 

greatest Books of the present age. 
4IS North Fremont avenue, Los 
14 cents.

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY.
THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., 

ot the “Harmonic Series?’ It makes 
clear the Way ot Mastership. This 
is the Way that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
who Is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE. GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the .Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whefeby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
Ute simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove tbal

MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship, 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual 
Untoldment/and that it is open to-All 
who elect to travel it.

4, Its author speaks from the 
standpoint of ohé who has “hud the 
personal experience and made the 
demonstration."

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands ot 
the human soul. /

It will be sent post-paid to any ay- 
dress on receipt of $2.00. Addresa, 
Department P, T. -,
THE INDO-AMERIOAN BOOK CO.)

83 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

tí

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York.
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. Consultation by 
mall $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

FOB 25 CENTS and stamp I will send' 
full reading and answer questions, ;. 
Send date of birth. Sir«. Pond, 670 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

STANDARD BOOKS ON
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages," 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, tlia crystal, develop 
Beershlp,- “An Inspired book”—Pro
gressive Thinker. “A revelation.”— 
Light, London, “Clearest clew of Clair 
voyanCe yet presented.”—W, J. Colville 
“Epoch Making”—Lilian Whiting 1 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduce 
from |2.00), 11.50. ,

Auras and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A three thousand 
edition just published to supply I tho 
great demand. Price 50 cents. '

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMB1NE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

What Science Is Doing 
With our meth- 
od you can pos
itively commun- 
icate with the 
UNSEEN 

WORLD.
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com

munications just as received. The 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, Ill., 
Dept. 7.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES 
IN COLORS.

Size 8x30 Inches—Not Framed.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance,. Etc. 
Interviews daily from 10 to «. Ro&dluss anlde* 

▼elopmint by mail may be obtained by writin r to f 
Mr. Brane for partioulara. Famous book oj 
Blate-writing. |l.w, while they last. Addreai 

FBED P, «VAN», 2826 Sacramento street. Sau yranctaoo, Oat. •

cept any compensation whatever under 
penalty of the law; their only recourse 
being to take out a -fortune teller's 
license, costing $100 per year, for
feit the rights granted all religions 
impartially by the constitution of the 
United States, and be classed with the 
fakes and grafters who," under the 
protecting wing, of the law and with 
the city authorities as partieeps 
criminis, are bleeding the public in- 
the sacred name of mediumship. If 
the practice of mediumship in all its 
phases is wrong, it were a pertinent 
question, why the city authorities sell 
the privilege to commit wrong at$100 
per license.

The remedy provided by the above 
mentioned committee was as follows: 
Every medium affiliated with the 
State Association was to be given a 
block of receipts especially gotten up 
for the purpose, each receipt having 
a stub which was to be retained by

! heavy expenses incurred In other mat
ters, $50 alone being expended for the 
defense of our mediums. Hence youn

, board felt that It would be unwise, to 
' cripple the Association by any further 
expenditure of the State funds.

..Vacancies on the State Board—Dr. 
Olin D. Whittier, resigned, leaving 
city; Mrs. Laura M. Jones, dropped 
for non-attendance; Dr. E. H. Green, 
dropped for,non-attendance.

. New Societies Granted Charters— 
The Truthseekers and the Chain of 
Light, both .of St. Louis. /

Ordination granted.—Mjxb Nelson 
Armstead, pastor of- the Martinsburg 
(colored] Society, was granted full ; 
ordination.

Associate . License Granted.:—Mrs. 
A. J. Baldock (colored) ot Kansas 
City; Mrs. Emma Stadt, of St. Louis. 
Rejection «of Application for Lay

Membership.
I After a lengthy correspopdence.and 
Investigation, the application of Mrs. 
Inez Wasner, of Kansas!citv. for !inv

-.the medium. When a patron had had- . ______
a reading,-the medium was not to ¡Inez Wagner, of Kansas”City, for Say 
make a charge, b.ut could accept con- • . ... .i .
tributions or donations to the State 

, Association, but must give the do
nator a receipt stating specifically 
what the donation was for. A record 

■ of these contributions was to be kept 
on the stubs, which, at the end of 
each month, must be turned into the 
state treasury and the amount entered 
on the State Association books.. Each 
medium would then be paid a gradu
ated salary, the amount depending 
upon the contributions turned In.

The plan as outlined was not put' 
into effect, the necessity for it beiig 
obviated by an agreement between the 
State Association and the Licehse 
Commissioner made by our attorney, 
Mr. Grimme. Your president outlined 
to Mr. Grimme to the best of his 
ability, the difference between a com
mercial medium or fortune teller and 
a religious medium; this he in turn 
submitted to the License Commission
er, who, ns a result, agreed to exempt , 
our mediums from prosecution, if wè 
on our part would obligate them to 
use their mediumship for religious 

. purposes purposes only as outline^.
Proof of a violation would render the 
offender liable to the charge of. be
ing a fortune teller, and we pledgéd 

■ ourself not .to protect such a one in 
' their wilful violation of the law. We 

were also advised by our attorney to 
put our definition .into writing and 
have same printed for général distri
bution for the better Understanding 
of the uninformed public.

Your president wishes to stater that 
one of the greatest factors • in the 
bringing, about of the above mentioned 
agreement was the record of the State 
Association m fighting and exposing 
fraud and r'Uft done in the name ot 

-Sjintnallsm . .
In view of situation, your pres

ident recommends: First, that a pa- 
per be printed for general distrlbu-

membership was rejected for reftisal
to appear bèfore a committee appoint
ed by your board and demonstrate 
the genuineness of her two claimed 
phases ot mediumship—blindfold bal
lot reading arid trumpet. -

Thè application of Prof. W. Ji 
Voss for lay membership, sent tn by 
Brother Embree of the First Society 
of Kansas City, was passed upon fa
vorably, which action was afterwards 
rescinded and the dollar returned, be
cause of a card enclosed in, a letter 
received from the professor, which 
read as follows:,
“PROF.W.J.VOSS, GREAT PSYCHIC, 
Advice on business ind all ot the af
fairs of life. Also teaches the law of 
the development of all phases of. me
diumship. Has highest endorsement 
and recommendation! Give him à call. 
Satisfaction guaranteed.”.

Your board felt that the State As
sociation' should not cast the protect
ing wing of. a religious,organization 
over one who is openly using his 
claimed mediumship for the almighty 
dollar.

Applications for Ordination.
Your delegates to thè State annual 

convention last year,, decided in the 
matter of the ' application of Sister 
Kraas,'of Kansas City, for full ordi
nation, that a committee be appoint
ed by your board and sent to Kansas 
City to examine into the qualifications 
of the said sister for same. It was 
also' agreed that a mass meeting be 
held at Kansas City to defray the .ex
penses of said committee, the dele
gates: from Kansas City agreeing on 
their part to at once set about arrang-, 
Ing for said mass .meeting on their 
return home; It was not, however, 
until July that we received a letter 
from Mrs. Stephens notifying us that 

। they were ready to begin. ; We at-once 
wrote calling their attention to the 
fact that July and August were two

formation obtainable concerning 
them; that this information be ex
changed one with another to the end 
that an up-to-date record be kept for 

s the protection of the public and the 
good name of organized Spiritualism.

-This, recommendation was made by 
your president because of th?, need 
felt in our war on fakes and immoral 
grafters, of tabulated data concerning 
their past records. The incomplete’ 
the name of Spiritualism had b?en 
of untold value to us. On two occa
sions It has been the means of drlw-' 
ln^.vampires from our state who in 
t'he name of Spiritualism has been 
bulling the public.- In a recent arti
cle replying to an open letter signed 
Truth Lover in The - Progressive 
Thinker, Harrison D. Barrett endorsed 

-the amendment as a sure means of 
purifying the movement of all who 
by their conduct and practices were 
injuring us in the public eye.

On our return from the convention 
we were Invited by Brother Francis tp 
give our views of the work done, for 
the readers of his paper, ^hlch we 
did; giving - among other items, the 
history of the presentation and rejec
tion of our amendment As a result 
we received over one hundred letters 
from all over the United States and 
Canada endorsing our stand and urg
ing us to fight on. in view of the sit
uation, we earnestly urge that the 
Missouri State convention go on rec
ord in_fator of the purification of our 
movement from these evils, also that. 
Its delegates to the next annual con
vention of the N. Si A. to be held at 
Indianapolis be instructed to again 
raise the voice and cast their votes,in 
favor of reform.

In the opinion of your writer the 
movement that is opposed to its own 
reformation cannot hope to Improve 
or reform anything else, for reform^ 
like., charity, begins at home.- -If we 
wait until we are.-forced.-by outside, 
influents, to mem! our ways we shall 
neither command nor deserve the re
spect of the intelligent public.
- The repeated efforts all over the 
country on the part of the'authorities 
to force our mediums to take out a 

j fortune teller's license and thereby ac
knowledge that we are a commercial 
body out for the almighty dollar, show 
the absolute necessity of being able 
to prove by laws enacted and enforced, 
that we are ns claimed a religious and 
a law-abiding body and as such enti
tled-to the-respect and protection of 
the the authorities and public at 
large. We must be .able to stand the 
rigid investigations of our avowed op
ponents. Our workers (as a whole) 
must be compelled to either respect 
•and obey the ethics of all religion per . 
se or gravitate to that position to 
which they must undoubtedly come, if 
they continue to resist -purification— 
that of commercial fortune tellers.

That the taking of such a step will 
involve hardship and sacrifice on the 
part of our workers In indisputable, 
but when has anything ever been ac
complished Xgr -humanity..without sac-

rifice? Ths result of these sacrifices 
• will more> thadicompensate; ‘the satis
faction ofiih duty well done, the joy 
of having added to the world’s faith, 
a knowledge that the so-called dead 
live after the change called death, 
which knowledge the grand old man, 
Gladstone, pronounced, to be the 
greatest on earth.

The different religious beliefs 
(Spiritualism included) are all agreed 
that life in any other world is deter
mined only by .service in this. It this 
be true, we shall not only have earned 
as the result the respect and attention 
of the world of to-day, but we shall 

। have also earned a home and a wel
come, in the life that is to come.

Another statement we feel Impelled- 
to make. We believe that the men 
and "wpmen in cur movement who are 
endeavoring to blpck the .work of 
purification now oil' in our 
ranks, are the Judas Iscariots "who for 
pitiful cheap notoriety among Ignor
ant, deluded dupes, for lecture en
gagements and readings; are betray
ing and selling to further their own 
selfish ends, the beautiful truths they, 
profess to love. We know that In 
making this statement we again lay 
ourself open to .denunciation as a rad
ical, and a medium persecutor (which 
two charges, like charity, seem to

volved.
The future history of our move

ment will clear away much that now 
seems to be obscured by ignorance 
and’ Eelfishrtess and will render exact 
and impartial, justice to all. We are 
willing, therefor, it necessary, to look 
to the future for our vindication,»be
lieving, nay, knowing that all that was 
honest and unselfish shall not have . 
been in vain; We can recall in our
life many instances of sorrow and dis
appointment brought about through 
the pinning of our faith to men, but 
we have-yet to fail in finding comfort 
and peace from within, through' a 
steadfast adherence to truth.

We wish to acknowledge our obli
gations to the fellow members of 
the board for their ... co-operation 
throughout the year. We wish also 
to public express our thanks and ap
preciation ;to the able editor of The 

l'Progresslvé Thinker, J. R. Francis, 
for the many favors granted us diiring 
ounterm ùf-office. All notices, arti- 
cles.etc., .eenbhim have been cheer
fully inserted in spite of the fact that 
some of ihem.'were frank .perhaps to 
a fault. We '/earnestly recommend 
that a voteibf thanks be tendered him-, 
also that .every -Spiritualist in Mis
souri show' their appreciatioh of his 
sturdy stand for honest methods and 
pure Spiritualism by becoming a sub
scriber R/The "Progressive Thinker.

"All of -ivhich is respectfully siib- ■ 
mitted. ,

: PAUL McARTHUR.
. President S. P. S. A. of Mo.

The Livfhg Decalogue. From Sinai- 
to Zion, by W. J. Colville. This book 
Is full ot instruction rind clear, co
gent reasoning. Price, 50 cents;

Success and: Happiness and How to 
Obtain and Retain Them. A series ot 
26 lectures in which 1b included “Hap
piness as a Fine Art/^ Price, 25 
cents.
'Rational Memory Training. ’A se

ries ot articles on memory. How to 
Improve and develop. A most excel
lent book. Price, 50 cants.

I Whiclf Is Right?
President Roosevelt, an Intellectual 

man and a thinker, is in favor of 
large families, and in this he agrees 
with the first Napoleon, ■ who said: 
"She is the greatest woman who has 
the most children.” He thinks moth
erhood the crowning glory of woman
hood; that parents should have as 
many children as possible, as a patri
otic duty, and that any means to re
strain and-curtail that number is sui
cide, to be condemned.

There is another class of thinkers 
who do not agree wittr the president. 
They hold that where the generative 
instinct Is unrestrained, population 
presses on subsistence to that degree 
that war, pestilence, and famine are 
necessary to keep the population on-a 
living basis. As prdbf of this they 
point to India, where child marriages 
are the rule and the president’s the
ory Is apparently carried out. They 
hold that although mbtherhood is a 
glory, it 1b not the only or the highest, 
she can attain to. That since the 
dawn of history she has been more a 
slave to man than a' companion; that 
a “new era" Is dawning, in which wo
man will take her true place, side by 
side with man, in business, the forum, 
and the hall of legislation, as a co
worker, a helper, and true compan- 
ton ef man. That in order to do this 
the period of child bearing must be 
shortened, and "fewer children and 
better," must be her motto. That 
she shall not forced to bear unwel
come children, that chastity and con
tinence shall so regulate offspring, 
that she shall have time and strength 
to be’all that nature Intended her to 
be, viz,: A companion and equal of 
man. '

I would like to hear from the writ
ers of this paper, which they think the 
true path of progress.

SIMEON CARTER.
Winchendon, Mass.

•'After Her-Death.” The Story of 
a Summer." By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thought 

1 can tall to be fed and delighted with 
this book. Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanced Ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on
ward Into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. A book for the 
felgher life. ; Price, cloth, $1.00.

By Mail, Postage Prepaid
Yard of Roses....................39c.
Yard of Kittens,.............. 35c.
Yard of Pansies................ 37 c.
Yard of Assorted Fruits for 
dining room.....................39c.

Most beautiful adornments for any
Wigwam or Home. Order to-day.

COOPER WALKER.
28 Ogden Ave., Chicago, Ill.

I THIS WEEK ONLY.
I MIND MARVELS—Authrnllc Accounts 

of remarkable dreaniB, visions, appnri* 
tlons, trnnrvH. instances of cJalrvuy- 
ance, clairavKHenvo, original and se
lected—just issiicd (.James Doty, M. 
D.); 112 pp.; paper.... .. ................50c

IMMOHTAMTYi— Hs Naturalness. Its 
Possibilities and Proofs (J. M. Pee
bles, M. A.. Ph. I).);49 pp.; paper..15c 

3MGNETIC HEAMKG- How to Heal 
Through Magnetism, and how to de
velop Psyehonietry (D. W. Hull. M. 
D.); 62 pp.; paper.......... .... ..25e

THE HIJMAY AUHA and the Signifi
cance of Color:—Three lectures (W. 

J. Colville); 32 pp.; paper...............15c
ONE TEAK’S SubMeription to REASON

Mngnxinc—-(1” Kinie»»)— Pxychic Svl- 
Mngazlue (12 issues). Psychic science, 
and Healing, Success and Social Ke- 
form—Edited by B. F. Austin. D. D., 
sometime Methodist Minister, and 
now Pastor Plymouth Spiritual 
Church, Rochester, N. Y.; 48 pp.; per 
year.............................................................. 50c
Total V'nlne nt Retail Prices, *1.55 
This week, to Renders of The Pro- 

grcMMlve Thinker, only. ONE DOLLAR.
AUSTIN PUBLISHING CO., 

Rochester, N. Y.

ancient pagan and
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with, two hundred Ulus* 
«rations. Cloth, fl. _____

AN OPPORTUNITY/ 
I Give your age, how long you have worn s 
| taeles: 1 will mail One Pair of Si. 10 Melted J 
I ble Lens in a good straight temple steel frame, 
guaranteed to fit your eyes. Also a Yegemol« (Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in tho heal. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oa. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11.1U; if only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
Battery 60 cents; Magnetised Compound, 10 cts. 
PDFr For your address on a postal card, a 
I t\LL beautiful photo of Yermah. chief of 
the AUantinus; lived on earth 16,0u0 yearsago: 
also illustrated circulars showing stvles and 
prices, telling all about my Melted Phobic Lens 
si eetacle, ana my method of fitting EYES as 
perfectly at your own home as if you were iu 
m y office. B. P. POOLE, 1&7 Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. BL

zrayeho-Clnlrvoyant Iteadlagw bj- Mail < 
on all affairs ot life, 11. Questions an- “ 
swerml. Mrs. L. J. Williams, Beaver 
Dam, Wis., 122 4th st.

| 1MPORTAXT NOTICE.

1 Chicago, February 14, 1808.
Notice Is hereby given that at a 

meeUng of the Stockholders of Meys 
CJiejnjea 1 Manufacturing Company, a 
corporation listing under the laws of 
the State of DJInols, JieJd In the City of 
Chicago, on the 16th day of .January, 
A. D.. IMS. the number of l)h* dire< 
ora of the said Meys Chemical Manufa 
luring Company, a corporation exi-j 
Ing under the laws of the Slate /of 
Illinois, .was Increased from five (5)/to 
seven (7), hy unanimous action of paid 
stockholders, conformably to the / By- 
Jaws of the said Meys Chemical Com
pany, a coHioration existing under tho 
laws of the State of Illinois.

C. A. BVROESS, President.
M. Burgess, Secretary-Treasurer.

Be Sure to Read This,
Traucca L. LOuake, cue ot the ire oust usyohh 

wonders Uvlnf. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all interaal diseases. A trial will courlujj 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lest virorotooth 
saxes successfully treated, aa hundreds can tea* 
dfy. Scad name are. sex, complexion, one lead* 
Ing- symptom, and ten cents in stamps, and you 
will receive & correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Bs sure to write your own. 
letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on. 
continue« to treat the sick through my medium* 
ship. Address all otters io

FBAXCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass.

6LARISSE HUMPHREV'-MCLUNS will 
give clairvoyant reading« by mail.

Send Jock of Jialr and (1. Address, 
Whitewater, Wis.

The Natural Hen Incubator
r Costs only $2.00: New Method; um s hen and ho 
heat. Great success. Write for circulars. JO 
will never use any other, Address AlberVCL 
Btuido, 4310 Stalo St., Chicago, 111.'

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMKNT.
“The System of Philosophy concern

ing Divinity“ Is certainly reaching Um 
people and doing the work. T<S develop 
one’s psydile powers In a sane and ra 
tlonal way, consciously, so that Imnior 
tallty becomes a positive knowledg 
and communication with the unseen 
feet, Is worth all the effort one 
make to realize It. Mrs. Bowes ot fro- 
ronto, writes: “I certainly think your 
System grand. I can always see/and 
hear at my sittings. .Dr. D. Crichton,

mlre and experience with benefit to ot Dundee,’Scotland,' writ«: "Ilikatho

I WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Wqisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known aa 
a writer on the question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy nt care- 
tol study. Price, paper only, 25 cts.

.“Longley's Beautiful Songs.” a 
new edition comprising in one vol
ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which'Is added part five, 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us," and Its "Con.- 
pardon Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents. 
Boards,50 cents.

“The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and. Health Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner.” 
Of special Interest and value. Price, 
$1.00. — '

"A Discussion on Reincarnation-or 
the Successive Embodiments of. the 
Human Spirit.” Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dia-

_____ «jhvo. x.iuiaxne • 
scientific tone ot the lessons so njnich 
that I am writing them out for myself. • 
One perusal is not enough.” Mr.?Dalr " 
ton. a prominent real estate deader of 
Toronto, writes: “System is Itself.a good 
demonstration of Inspiration.” So tho . 
students succeed. Send for of
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. GK1 MBINE, 24 Strath
more Rd.» Brookline, Mass.

Works of Thomas Paine 
Anew edition In paper cover* with luge clear typet 

comprising:
Age of Reason.......25 cto.
Rights of Man............25 cts. .
Crisis'............................25 cts. .
Common Sense........... 16 cts. .

ThLiitipleaaH opportnnli, to ncore tne«e 
Udirorki.Mtbopnc« is within tbereaobolSU. ra

NAME THE BABY, 
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by ,M. H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

“Spiritualism and the Law." A 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by the Hon. Charles R. 
Schlrm of Baltimore, Md. This pam
phlet Is one that every Spiritualist 
should read. It is a subject that peo- 
nle are not familiar with. Price, 25VTi 
cent^
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BOWER Ol<' BEAUTY LYCEUM. RELIGION AND MORALITY.

Report of the Secretary, Mrs. Mary 
Utnike Jeune, Monson, Maine, for 

tlie year Ending Feb. 1008.

Dear Co-workers of the Lyceum 
Cause: I have the pleasure of submit
ting to you the seventh annual report 
of the "Bower of Beauty Lyceum” of 
Monson, Maine. I am happy to in
form you that as a lyceum we stilj 
exist, although our progress is very 
slow. We have now sixty members 
scattered far and near over our “Pine 

\ Tree State.” A library of twenty- 
-^ight choice volumes, through the gen
erosity of devoted friends. We have 
been studying over in the past our old 
lessons that our noble, beloved broth
er and former superintendent, John 
W. Ring, gave us in the Progressive 
Lyceum until now, we have "Spiritual
ist Lyceum Lessons,” Issued by the 
N. S. A., and “The Informer,” issued 
by J. L. Mussina, both of which-will be 
valuable and deeply appreciated by, 
our lyceum. ’ '

Only twenty children are amon§ 
our number, but more could easily be 
added could we get into better work
ing order and ,do more for them. 
Since the- transition of beloved 

"\mother, Delana 8. Drake, our way lias 
ibeen full of rough places, but we are 
determined to push oh. K,In two dif- 
fferent homes the lyceum regularly 
¿holds its session every Sunday, after- 
lupon at 1 o’clock, and seeks to instill 
into the minds of the children the 
grand truths of Spiritualism. We use 
“Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide,” A. J; Davis’ 
“Children’s Progressive Lyceum- Man
ual," C. Fannie' Allyn and Mattie 
Hull’s sweet little sang books and 
make use of “The Wisdom of the 
Ages,” by Dr. Fuller. We ■ have a 
“Flower Basket,” in which each Sun
day we place choice bits of poetry, 
views of thought from each member. 
That is, each member is expected to 
send a verse for every Sunday, and In 
that way speak to us who are assem
bled; this seems to hold us together 
with greater power. In the middle of 

, K tho, year Mrs. Mattie Coy and her six 
V beautiful children moved away from 

'Morison to Guilford, and it is in her 
ft-orne that she weekly gathers the 
children about her and seeks to HU 
(liolr minds with that truth which will 
miike them noble men and women. 
We exchange verses for our "Flower 
Baskets,” and thus seem as one, al
though space separates us.

Ah, my dear friends, did every Spir
itualist Jovg the Lyceum cause as we 
do, hosts of sweet "children would be 
gathered in from the streets and 
taught those grand lessons, which 
would soon make this world a sweet
er, better place to live in. For the 
truth, of Spiritualism deeply Imbedded 
in tlie minds of the children will sure
ly result in noble, clean lives. The
Lyceum work is one of very great 

' value,...
In the récent transition of Mrs. Al-

Jfri.p;,Stevens, pf Guilford, tho “Bow- 
of Beauty Lybeuhi” has met with a 
great loss. She was -one of our most 
thoughtful, most useful, most active 
members, and even when deeply wast
ed with severe suffering, she remem
bered iis, in most tender, beautiful 
expressions. Peace to thy arisen spir
it, sweet sister, we still crave thy 

\ kindly ministrations.
/One of our members who now re- 

jsldcs.in sunny California, Earl Pres- 
)cott, sends across the continent bis of
fering in verse for our “Flower Bas- 

/ kpt,” and ttyis adds to the strength of 
the Lyceum. Our foster mother, The 
Dover and Foxcraft Spiritual Associa- 
tjqri,' assists us In~ a financial way by 

. helping us to buy our lesson papers, 
and furnishing us with The Progress
ive Thinker. All these helps we are 
deeply grateful tor, and shall endeav
or to push on until we emerge out 
into a larger field. We crave the 
kindly thought of every noble soul, 

, and would gratefully receive help in 
' any direction. Our library has many 

.empty places which we should be 
<iglad to have filled by choice volumes, 

fitted to Interest, instruct and bless 
the children or Older ones. We are 

X , grateful, Indeed, for any help you may 
' give us. Even your silent thoughts of 

love are building for us a strong 
foundation for Lyceum work here in 
the dear old state of Maine, and we 

‘believe the coming year will be one 
, of progression in that line.

- - We would take this opportunity to 
extend to our newly elected superln- 
Intendent, Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, 
our sincere thanks for her kindly re- 
cognitlon of our Lyceum; also Mr. 
Harrison D. Barrett, Miss Belle Bush, 

. and all other dear friends who have 
S BiVen us kindly thought. A. J. Davis 

—God bless:him——he lives in the 
hearts of the children of the Bower of 
Beauty Lyceum, as a sweet refining 

Spower,“ polishing and making better 
reach life.
t 1!Ve are doing the best we can. Dear 
^brothers and sisters, we need you, you 
meed us; let uswork together for that 

. iruth that here and now creates a 
heaven in every human heart.

■Yours fraternally for the children, 
MRS MARY DRAKE JENNE, 

. Sec-Bower of Beauty Lyceum. 
Monson, Me. :

The Higher Duty.
Not for the profit you albnemaygain, 
. Nor. for the peace that hopefulness 

insures; J. * "•
Not forthe freedom from the.uBeless 

pain' . , • ‘t ' ",
That.he who nurses spitefulness en- 

'■ dures. ■ .

Not merely for the sake of. being free 
From profitless; regret and need

less care; .' '
Not merely for the joy that there may 

be
In spuming sorrows that you need 

not bear. - '■ -

But for the sake of those who come 
and go

Day after day within your little 
sphere

Forget the fancied ill, the needless 
woe,.

And speak the helpful, hearty word 
Of cheer. ■ ' .

S. E, KISER.

Morals Should Be Taught in the 
Schools.

I am greatly pleased with the arti
cle on “Schools and Moiallty,” by 
J. F. Baker in The Progressive Think
er of Jan.-18. What he says should 
be kept before the people. The most 
important subject, the one having the 
most to do with our happiness and 
progress, morality or scientific sociol
ogy, is most neglected or Ignored in 
our schools from the primaiy to the 
university.

The people have been too religious 
—have had too much confidence in 
the church as an instructor in morals, 
and the church is as ignorant of moral 
science as the. world. The Sunday 
School aud church teach religion and 
not morals. All they say pertaining 
to. morality is, to do right, but do not 
tell and prove what is right. They 
also, teach rewards and punishments 
in a future world, and ignore the cer
tainty of punishment and reward for 
conduct in this life.
. The church is. a religious institu
tion, pertaining" to our relation to 
God arid a future life—the unknown 
and unknowable to them. Morality 
pertains to oiir relation to our fellow
beings in this life, arid is knowable. 
Sociology or morality hap been re
duced to a science by Herbert Spen
cer in his “Social Statics," which 
should, be a text'book in every high 
school, and the principles of it should 
be in smaller volumes for every class 
from the-primary to the high school. 
The principles are so.simple and few 
that any child can understand them.

The schools are to teach scientific 
truths that do not-have to be.uii-. 
learned in after life, and all religions
should be excluded and left to 
church. -

the

The church was at one time the
custodian of all morality—but ac-
cording to the law of evolution, arid 
differentiation into specialties, the 
church now treats of religion as Its 
specialty and the little morals It 
teaches is that of religious belief— 
Hint a good life is a religious life and 
no one can be good without being 
religious. The churches do not teach 
the natural laws, which are knowable, 
and the certainty of nature’s rewards 
and penalties. If the clergy did teach 
natural laws and their penalties here, 
the injustice of a future arbitrary ex
tra punishment might come to thejr 
minds, and the injustice of man ban
ishing his fellowman when God pun
ished him also.

When the moral law, the law of 
equal freedom is taught and learned 
by all, man will cease to inflict pain or. 
injury in any way upon his fellow. 
Each person will attend to his own 
business and let every other person do 
the same without restricting his lib
erty. The moral law is very simple 
and easily understood. It Is “Every 
person has a right to do as he will, 
limited only by the equal freedom of 
every other person to do the same 
thing.” If the moral law was taught 
In schools we would soon have the 
democracy of heaven on earth.

The way to bring It is for every one 
who knows it to live and teach it. 
It will not come through institutions 
nor organizations, but by every one 
living and teaching by prbeept and 
example.

Yes, keep religion out of the schools 
and morality In them.

J. C. BARNES.
Arcola, Ill.

Not Wanted.
Stand aside, there are grey threads 

your hair,
In

Your step Is slow, your brow is lined 
with care,

Your eyes are dim, you have a weary 
air

And trembling hand.
Quick, stand aside, your youthful 

strength has flown,
Numberless thousands reap where you 

have-sown, .
The golden harvest is for those alone 

Who stalwart stand.

Go, there’s no work for you in shop 
oratore,

Only the young are called, your time 
is o'er,

Fresh faces fill each mart from shore 
to shore;
You're oid.and grey.

Stand back, youiTbraln’s as palsied as 
your hand, . ' .

You are unstable as tbe shifting sand, 
And so stupid you cannot under

stand—.
Go on- your- way.

Still her^, asking to work for bread, 
and share

The warmth, the shelter and tedder 
care, ..

Of those 'for'.whom you once could do 
and dare. - - - ' '

You had your pay.
Do you say, they transmuted blood.to

gold, ■ . ■ .A.. ‘
Robbed you of health, and all" that-life 

■ could hold, . ■ < -
Turned-you out to die, when.you were 

old?.;
'Tis false, I say. , ■ '.

Alas, 'tls true!; They took the lion’s 
share, .. ■?. ■// ■ • /- ..r.

Grew rich upon my toll, I did not 
idare ■ ■ .■;.

To plead my cause, or beg’ them to be 
fair. ./ ..

Their hearts were cold. -/
Now. boundless wealth- supplies their 
. .. every need,. ■ '.
Whiiei have riot thework for which I 

plead,
To 'earn- the bread sriatched- from my 

. - hand- by greed— ;;
Alas! -l am old. .

NETTIE P. FOX.
San Jose, Cal.

We have, in fact, to make our 
choice between science and suffering. 
It is only by wisely utilizing the gifts 
of science that- we have any hope of 
maintaining our population in plen
ty and comfort. Science, however, 
will do this- for ub if we will only let 
her.—Sir John Lubbock.

Heart keeping Is the secret of happy 
housekeeping.—Anca

How a Spirit Message
Foretold a Death

It Fully Illustrates the Power of Spirits to Be 
turn to Earth. ■ /

Philadelphla, Pa.—IT_ 
of a ‘Philadelphia merchant — . 
dieted to him from the spirit world
ahd how, after the prophecy had been 
fulfilled, the shade of this man held 
communication with him, is the re- 
markabje tale told by James H. Hys
lop, the secretary of the American Sor 
dety of’ Psychical Research.

Like other stories of this sort, it is 
probable that wheri Dr. Hyslop’s nar
rative is thoroughly thrashed out by 
scientific investigators it will be 
knocked as high as the proverbial 
cocked hat, Yet it is. worthy of atten
tion not only because of its strange 
character, but on account of Dr. Hys
lop’s prominence and the fact that the • 
medium who figures in it is the wife 
of a minister who gave him the spirit 
messages without pay..

So far as hl's personal character is 
concerned no. attack has ever been 
made jipon Dr, Hyslop, although em
inent psychologists have scouted his 
researches. He is well known in the. 
college world and was the occupant of 
thé chair of ethics and logic In Colum
bia' university until he gave up teach
ing to devote his time to the investiga
tion of alleged supernatural phenom
ent. Hé it was who, with Mrs. Piper, 
of Boston, as the medium, got the fa
mous Hodgson “communication" 
which Hodgson during life had agreed 
to send him.

Up to date he refuses to divulge the 
identity of the medium, or the psych
ic, as she is techically called. He as
serts, however, that she is the wife 
of an orthodox clergyman In a small 
town “fully five hundred miles from 
Philadelphia," that she is of a deeply 
religious temperamnet, and has never 
requested any remuneration for the 
services she has rendered.

The Central Figure.
George W. Hall '¡yas the name of 

the man whose death Dr. Hyslop de
clares was foretold to him. For a 
long period he was engaged In tlie 
woolen and dry goods business, but 
for something like thirty years before 
his demise, on Dec. 14, 1906, at his 
home, 1131 Arch street, he was not 
actively engaged in trade'.

Mr. Hau was Professor Hyslop’s 
father-in-law and the message which 
announced that he was to pass away 
purported to come from tlie wife of a 
learned psychical investigator who 
had died in 1900, her maiden name 
having been Mary Fry Hall.

Neither Mrs. Hyslop nor her father, 
Mr. Hall, believed in Spiritualistic 
communications and both, says the 
professor, made it plain to him that 
they had changed their opinions.”

Absolve Medium of Fraud.
Dr, Hyslop has just recently made 

public his remarkable story, he hav
ing carried on a number of other “sit
tings”' after receiving the message 
from his wife and the “testimony” of 
his father-in-law’s spirit.

As he views the facts, he believes 
there is no ground for suspecting the 
medium of fraud or previous knowl
edge—in fact, he is very much im
pressed with her honesty and disin
terestedness.

“Mrs. Smead” is the pseudonym he 
gives to the psychic. He admits that 
she had on one occasion met his 
father-in-law in 1909, but he asserts' 
that he does not believe she had any 
information concerning him at - the 
time sho wrote on her planchette the 
message whiich predicted Mr. Hall's 
death. “I was not aware Qi Jüs.crit- 
ical condition myself at the time,” he 
says, “and had no reason to suspect 
that his death was impending or even 
threatened.”

In fact, he is inclined to think that 
it would have been impossible for 
“Mrs Smead” to have come by the in
formation even from persons in Phil
adelphia had she been willing to de
ceive him. Just as soon as his father- 
in-law’s condition had beeri pro
nounced dangerous, he declares, he 
Was notified by his mother-in-law and 
the letter did not reach him until thé 
day following tüat bn which he had 
received the "spirit message" from- 
his wife. ?

. One might imagine that "Mrs. 
Smead,”. wishing to give him a strong 
piece of "evidence” might have had an 
assistant looking over things in this- 
city. But'he meets this, with the 
statement that the medium was uridèr 
his surveillance,’in his New York resi
dence,'tor some days prior to thé time 
he.examlned the letters rind telegrams 
which* were sent to her.

Beginning of the Séance..
It was in .1900 that Dr. Hyslop be- ; 

camé acquainted with the alleged 
psychic . powers of. "Mrs, Smead” 
through her husband, but It was not 
until October, 1906, that he got the 
message of death from the ‘spirit of 
Mrs. Hyslop. At-that time he Induced 
the woman to come to his home with 
her husband, believing that better 
“tests" could be held there. It was 
five days after her arrival, on Oct. 15, 
that the “sitting” was held at-which 
his wife made her “presence” known.

There were present at this “sitting” 
only Dr. Hyslop and “Mrs. Smead.” 
The professor's very complete report 
of what transpired shows that it was 
filled with the usual rigmarole. “Mrs 
Smead” going off in a trance and the 
pencil she held in her fingers working 
In such an uncertain and inaccurate 
manner as to waste a lot of time.

Following the usual form of produc
ing some material possession of the 
the professor says he-laid to evoke 
the spirit; the professor says he laid a.

’ I f .
How the death pn eye tp detail; “ftt, 10:42 .'the hand 
rehaut was pre-)began to tremble; ¿id at 10:43 to 
the spirit world write."

pair of his wife’s gloves on the table,

Then came a lot of scrawls .and in
coherent writing ppd finally the name 
of Mary, that of his wife,,,was written. 
After that there were‘more broken 
sentence's, but pieced together these 
were to thereffect that her father was 
to die “very soon,” that flm would be 
glad to welcome him, and that Pro
fessor Hyslop should forward a mes
sage to the dying man saying -that his 
daughter In the spirit world told him 
not- to worry.

From that point the professor’s rec
ord shows, the message/drifted off to, 
•a discussion of how Mrs- Hyslop and 
he used to spend their time jm Sunday 
afternoon singing hymns^: besides 
other, little bits of gossip «about her 
existence while op earth, j;

Looks for a Lçali
To offset the charge' t^at he had 

been gulled, Professor Hyslop after 
telling that he received' worp of his 
father-in-law’s condition thé next day, 
describes how-he put tyls riousekeeper 
through thé “third degree," “But," 
he adds, “my housekeeper .told me 
that she had littered not'ri word about 
my father-in-law or his affairs, or any
thing which might give "Mrs? Smead” 
a clew.

This he accepts as final proof that 
there was no leak, but.'he! admits that 
hé cannot disprove thrit )t was not a 
bold guess. To niariy trilij will appear 
as a strong possibility, ¿specially since 
the -professor himself says that “Mrs. 
Smead" had seen Mr^Hallioncâ in 
1900 and undoubtedly*, washable to 
note that he. was an aged-man and 
therefoïo likely soon tp passjuway.

On his own account, however, he ap
pears to believe the message was an 
authentic one and cites the hymn 
singing reference as a. basis. “Mrs. 
Smead,” he says, “knew my ¿wife was 
a musician, but she knew ' nothing 
whatever of the fact that we used to 
sing hÿmn together on Sunday after
noon,

Visions Begin to Appear.-
Dr. Hyslop declares that/he tried 

his best to keep a doso” secret’the 
"message” he received; tolling him 
about his fatlier-ln-law’SP Impending 
death. He says he ., concealed.;-the 
writings so ‘that "Mrs. Smead" 
would knoW nothing of them when 
she awoko from her “trance," 
and he placed them in an iron box, so 
nò one else would be aware of their 
import.

Therefore he Ib greatly impressed 
by a series of “visions" which were 
seen in his house when thei time came 
for his father-in-law’s death. Of these 
he has to say: '

“On the night before bls death a 
servant was awakened between mid
night- and 1 a. in., having, looked at 
the time.hearing _my 'father-in-law 
coming upstairs and calling my little 
boy by nariie. Thls was put on record 
In the morning, before: wé received 
any word of his death? He died at 
9:30 a. m. and I rétÆÎYédja. telegram 
nt 12: 30 p. m., tollipgftne of the fact. 
I was at lunch when . tlie'telegram 
came. I mentioned the riatiire’of the- 
telegram at the table immediately, arid 
we came upstairs in $ few moments. ■

"As soon as riiy secretary stepped 
into the rqom where dur ijiorli is done 
she started back; frighteriéd, arid said 
she saw a mân (apparition) there. I 
asked her to describe htai, and ' she 
said that he was frightened.”,'

So far as the description went, one 
can hardly be Impressed "by that, be
cause the professor aéknoTvledgeB that 
she had seen Mr. Hall. and he’ states 
that there was a phoiogrriph:, of the 
-dead man in his parlor;-but lie lays 
great stress oh the 'éecréthry’s state
ment that the "apritotjori’’ was agi
tated. : ,/'■' ’ “J 4 / ’

“T ascertained from l'.ïne nurse in 
Philadelphia," ' he sàyri./illiat about 1 
p? ml the night befprfi .he died,”, he 
was delirious and frequently called for 
my little boÿ by rihriie. ;,Ùascértained 
also from his nlece.'thdt'abcmtlhalf an 
hour before thé crisM 6e was con- 
sciouB of dying arid slibwed signs of 
fright.” - . ? v •/ /

■ The. Grand Climax.
. In some, way the learned investi

gator has come to the Conclusion that 
it was impossible for ■ Mf. and Mrs. 
Smead to hear, of thé’ pàssihg away 
of his father-in-law, ?T withheld all 
information , of tlie death,” he de
clares,' “from Mr. rind Mrs. Smead, 
who lived . in the,wilds,of another' 
state, more than 500 mHes distant, 

‘and. where no information of even 
public matters in Philadelphia can be 
easily secured. i J

However, on Jan. 7, "Mrs. Smead" 
went into a “trance!1 with her clerical 
husband as a witness, and,Dr. Hyslop’s 
father-in-law purported-¡to cornmuni- 
cate. ’ Consequently 1 thé ' professor 
went to the home pt the ^Smeads” in 
the’ following April and.held three 
“sittings,” during which the dead man 
chatted very exhaustively of the 
things of earth. <

To Dr. Hyslop the most consoling 
feature of the “wpting" which his 
wife’s fathe “dictated” was that part 
in which the "spirit" éet himself right 
for having opposed the professor’s in
vestigation of supernatural phenom
ena during his lifetime. ■

But the really peculiar part of. the 
affair was the amount of. personal 
matter brought out. it the sittings. 
This so affected,theptivate life of the 
dead Dianfand his surfl^ors that one is 
led to - the. thb^l^/.Riat If the

lop’s family with a fine tooth comb.
The Spirit’s Testimony.

In part, here Is the conversation 
can led on as Dr. Hyslop records it:

"Mary came to see me trying. She 
said tell jou we believe now all right."

“Do you remember what I said 
about that?”

‘At your house?”
“Yes."
“You said I would have to belipve 

here and I had better before I came.”
“Yes. That’s right,"
"If I had known what you do I 

would have long ago."
“Did we talk about this subject 

elsewhere?"
“When I was there with you?”
“Yes, In some other place than my 

house?"
“You talked with me at my house 

and at the lakes. James, we talked 
much about it, this living continu
ally.” ;

’’Yes wd did. Do ;you remember 
the last summer where' we talked 
about It on the mountain side?"

"Oh, yes, I was going to say it was 
under the trees. We talked where no 
one could hear us. I said I wished 
that I could have proof of my Mary’s 
living; I would then believe."

All of this talk from the "spirit,” 
according to Dr. Hyslop, was exactly 
as |t .would.have, been, so far as facts 
«re coriderped had Mr. Hall been be
fore him in tbe flesh.

But the amazing part of this "sit
ting” lay in the “spirit’s" writing 
anent the apparition which Dr. Hys
lop’s secretary had sworn she had 
seen. The professor records this as 
follows:

"I am glad to be free. You under
stand me, James?”

"Yes, I understand."
"Yes, I did come to see you so that 

I could tell you. I wanted to tell you 
that j was living still.”

“Do you remember how soon you 
came?" *

“Came where?”
“Came to me?”

-“As soon as I.left the earth Mary 
brought me to you, but I could not
talk. It was because I was 
when I tried to come back."

“Did any one see you?” 
"Where do you mean?"

weak

“When you came to my house.”
"You know the lady saw me and I 

tried to make you see me.”
Had the secretary given Mrs, 

Smead information about the alleged 
apparition is the natural question 
which arises in. the average person’s 
mind. Dr. Hyslop asserts that this 
was not done—he feels positive of it. 
The secretary so told him.

He admits that it is possible Mrs. 
Smead might have made a guess 
which led to stating things which were 
in keeping with the situation, but he 
does not think there is any evidence 
to warrant this suspicion.

Still, thosh-who have . criticised 
\vhat Dr. Hyslop has dope point out 
that while:he ’ls extremely cautious so 
far as surface conditions are con
cerned, he is too much inclined to ar
gue away things which to others 
would look .very suspicious.

As to the value of these latest “spir
it writings” which mean so much to
the professor, it is pointed out 
critics, much depends on human 
ture—the' honesty of persons

by 
na- 
in-

volved.
Some questions Involved are: 
Is “Mrs. Smead" the. wife of a cler

gyman, honest' and straightforward?
Because she gives “sittings" with

out pay Is she incapable of fraud?
Though she lives 500 miles from 

Philadelphia, was it impossible for 
her to '^now of Mr. Hall's condition, 
and to hear of his death?

Did Mr. Hyslop’s housekeeper in 
her conversation give any Informa
tion, despite her denial?

Did the secretary ‘leak” regarding 
the “apparition” which she Bays she 
saw,, but which the .professor did not 
see?

Yet, while such questions stand 
against it, the story still remains one 
of the weirdest tales ever told in the 
form of fact.—Philadelphia Corre
spondence of the Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Reply to Mr. Wheelock on Reincarna

tion.
. I am glad that our friend, Mr. 

Wheelock, recognizes that natural law 
cannot be put' aside. Personal opin
ions, or wishes, or visions, have no 
effect—in unalterable majesty. Divine 
Law still rules. But of course our 
concept of this law is determined by 
our own spiritual arid intellectual un- 
foldment. As a child, the door of 
knowledge that is now open—was 
then closed; and even now, are we 
not as 'little children, grasping the 
rays of light that we can reach and 
eagerly searching for more? Our 
scientist of the present day does not 
Ignore the spirit side of nature, and 
he finds that life Is law—immutable, 
unchangeable. Ho is also finding 
that matter is; transmutable: and that 
involution bf life brings evolution of 
form—but who has ever found form 
stable? Now,'what is bur friend to 
de when his bodies—o.t both physical 
arid spirit substance, pass from him?

“The law of Being knows no stay,” 
and the law of Life is to express. 
How can he express himself without 
a body? And how keep a continuous 
record when all matter is under the 
law of change?. Eternity comprises 
the past as well as the future, and the 
present, or now, Is but a link in the 
great circle. Experience and expres
sion are tw'o different things. Ex
perience fades—belongs to the per-
sonai man. Expression is under
natural law,—-experience is under 
man’s law. In thought, we must 
separate the two before we can un
derstand tbe Eternal Power of Life. 
Our friend might justly be puzzled at 
the heading of our last reply. Please 
allow us to correct the mistake of the 
printer and give the quotation again:
"World builders are we, 
Destined to overthrow centuries. 
.Mountains shall be leveled— 
Seas dried in their beds—- 
All things vanish with man— 
And yet there shall spying-forth a 
; world,—born of necessity.

new

A SPIRIT MESSAGE, SHAKER SPIRITUALISM.

"Sineads’’ are frauSsi’ttey-must have
"This was at 10:85," hé records, with ®oae through thè agito oí te. Hys-

The Lkw of Being knows no stay.” 
, JESSIE S. PETTIT FLINT. 

ComUJs, Oregoa.

Love is One of the Grandest Attrl 
butes of Spirituality,

One Unpleasant Episode That Oo< 
curred.

Life In ; Its elements consists of 
force, activity, change. Wherever 
there is stagnation, inertness and im
mobility, there can be no active life. 
Forceful, coherent, intelligent activity 
and change are the attributes of God, 
and are the necessary antecedents of 
all coherent and intelligent life, And 
there is no life, however humble, 
whether animal or vegetable, that has 
not'more or lesd coherence and intel
ligence In it. All life, all force and 
activity is continually producing a 
higher and more intelligent type of 
life—all growth Is upward to a higher 
and more complex standard.

Force, activity, life, is selt-exist- 
eut and eternal, and what is, for con
venience of designation, called mat
ter, is a mere manifestation or' rather 
the product of force—the mere out
come of activity. From these gener
alities It follows that there can be no 
such thing as the destruction of life. 
It existed in the beginning, if there 
ever was a beginning, and will remain 
forever and ever because there can be 
no end. In the bright universe of 
God there is a general and there is an 
individual life, and without the form
er the latter could have no existence. 
The former must have had existence 
first and the latter has been evolved 
by the progress of countless ages as a 
higher manifestation of the growth 
pnd development of the spirit.

What, then, is human life? It is 
life detached from the mass of gen
eral life; It Is life on a more enlarged 
and higher scale than general life. 
It Is made up of the aggregation of the 
Individuals who constitute its mol
ecules. It is the highest form of life 
possible on earth. The individual 
life develops the soul, and makes it 
fit for celestial life. There can be no 
life without activity, and activity 
means attrition with other individ
uals and conditions which surround 
human existence. Without this ac
tivity the soul could never be fitted 
for the great possibilities In store for 
it. With it it has a life within itself 
and for itself which could not other
wise exist. *•

These labors In the incarnate life 
are of the utmost Importance in their 
influence upon the after life. They 
form the groundwork upon which the 
edifice of our spirituality must rest. 
On earth the seeds are sown which 
must blossom in heaven.

Love, not lust, is one of the grand
est attributes of spirituality. It is 
heaven-born. It is God-like. Love of 
God and humanity, pure sex love, and 
love for all of the creation of Omuific 
power, lift up the soul and fit it for 
after life.

In the happy but ignorant days of 
childhood the- human family thinks 
but little of tbe world beyond. In 
afte;- years the spirit gradually reaches 
out to the unknown—to a future life 
which shall be a refuge from the ills 

.to which flesh is heir. As human be
ings advance in life, the life beyond 
becomes of more and more import
ance. Glimmering light comes from 
heavenly shores, which becomes 
brighter and brighter as humanity 
approaches the grave.

The witnesses of the Hereafter are 
mostly mute, yet they teaoh, In a 
manner that cannot be Impeached, 
the existence of the soul forever after 
the grave shall have been passed and 
forgotten. The incarnate soul can
not think that the loved one who has 
passed the portals of death Is annihi
lated. It intuitively believes that it 
has gone to that glorious clime which 
knows no winter, to live forever. 
This Intuition comes from God. It 
inheres in the soul. It silently teach
es the Immortality of the spirit. The 
individual soul cannot edneeive the 
idea that it is possible for it to cease 
to exist; it cannot look upon itself 
otherwise than as an heir to eternal 
life. This intuition has been im
planted In each soul by the great Om- 
nifle power as a standing testimony 
of immortality. When these evidences 
are noted and understood, they fur
nish to poor humanity all of the 
proof required of the persistence of 
life.

Life is progressive—it advances to 
higher and still higher planes, and so 
it must continue throughout eternity. 
As time goes on there will be more in
timate relations between the earth 
and heaven. In other words, the souls 
of the incarnate will become more en 
rapport with the souls of those who 
are dead to earth. - On earth enough 
will be known of heavenly conditions 
to give courage to the weary. The 
two worlds will never Mini together. 
They must remain forever apart. Yet 
closely connected. Death, a very 
small but important step, must ever 
exist between the two. But Instead 
of being regarded with dread, death 
will be more and more regarded as 
merely the emancipation of the soul 
from the toils and sorrows of the 
earth. -

Make the best of life you can, and 
by this I mean cultivate your soul. 
■How mean the possesion of wealth, 
how trifling the distinction of human 
honors appears at the grave. They 
count for riothing here or may be. 
worse than nothlrig. The pure, arid 
intelligent-soul, imbued with love, is 
sure to he encircled Uy the out
stretched arms of angels on its ar-: 
rival in heavenly domains. Truly the 
pure in heart shall see God as he is. 
Those who have flung away their lives 
on earth in pursuit of earthly wealth 
and distinction, must not be disap
pointed in not enjoying those high fe
licities here which they have not

Although much has been written in 
regard to the spirit manifestations 
among the Shakers (which . com
menced in 1837, running through ’a 
period of eleven years) I am intending 
soon to recount the whole story from 
beginning to end, as they occurred in 
our own home at Tyrlngham, Mass., 
being the only one now living on 
earth who was resident of that plac^ 
at the time of their initial Introduc
tion. There are still on earth two or 
three of whom I am cognizant, who 
were witnesses of the work iu its later 
years. .

I will say rrlght here that no “dark 
seances” were ever held in our midst, 
nor an assembly called together for 
a fraudulent purpose whatever, nor 
was' there ever a penny expended on 
account of any kind of mediumistic 
service, all being freely given as it 
it was freely received. I can tell of 
but oue case of a fraudulent klpd oc
curring in all the years that those 
manifestations were in progress, and 
that being a slight affair in compari
son to the wicked performances of to
day by some calling themselves me
diums.

1 will relate the episode, in as brief 
a manner as possible: There was 
one sister in our little family circle, 
who was possessed with several me
diumistic phases—was clairvoyant,-in
spirational speaker and writer, and 
was occasionally seen in the trance 
condition. For some reason she be
came quite disaffected in connection 
with our head Sister, and thought to 
get the better pf her by a written 
communication (purporting to come 
from some high authoritative spirit), 
in the shape of rebuke, warning, etc. 
She thought the great faith her su
perior had in the spirit manifestations 
would surely be the means in this 
case of subduing her, but she was 
mistaken.

Our leader accepted the writing 
without any comment to the writer, 
but toher room-mate said,“There is no 
genuine spirit communication, only as 
it comes from her own revengeful 
spirit. I will never hold it as sacred, 
nor store it with those which have 
been written by others, and which I 
know to be true.” She said, “1 will 
lay the article aside and await re
sults.”

It was not long before the writer 
came to her and humbly acknowl
edged writing the article under the 
influence of her own vexed spirit, and 
entreated the forgiveness of her El- 
dress. She seemed to feel deep grief 
on account of this affair, and said 
“tho good spirits had forsaken her, 
and she would never have any more 
gifts” (as the manifestations were 
then called), and her former partici
pation in the work did come to an 
end. She had been in the society 
only a few years—was of middle life
when she joined the people.
finally left, and 
whither she went.

we never
She 

knew
She was lutelli-

gent and well educated, and had been 
quite a useful member.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Pittsfield, Mass.

Spiritual Meeting at Madison a Great 
Success.

The most successful meeting ever . . 
held in this place was given Sunday, 
Feb. 2-3, in Union Hall, through the 
strenuous efforts of Mrs. Lona E. 
Strickland, who acted as chairwoman 
of the meeting, and who is secretary 
of the Madison Camp Association, and 
vice-president of the Ladies' Aid. The 
hall was well filled promptly at 2:30 
p. m., to hear the world-renowned 
psychic and spiritual lecturer. Rev. 
jfay S. Vanderbilt, who perhaps would 
be quicker recognized as Rev. May S. 
Pepper, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and who 
was pastor of the First Spiritual 
Church of that city for many years, 
until she resigned her position shortly 
before her marriage with Mr. Vander
bilt. The lecture in the afternoon 
was Intensely interesting. Mrs. Van
derbilt explained that the belief was 
not of late origin by reading a letter 
Benjamin Franklin wrote to his 
cousin on the transition of one of their 
relatives in the seventeenth century, 
which fully contained the theory upon 
which Spiritualism is based. With a 
short Intermission, during which time 
there was a selection sung by a quar
tette, with Miss Bertha Rushworth, 
pianist, the seance then began: the 
messages were delivered in a straight
forward manner from those in Ute 
spirit world reaching out to friends 
and relatives still-in-aarth life, which 
proved very conclusive evidence to
those who 
munications.
spirit world,

witnessed the
Many from

pendent of the 
the stand. In 
hall was filled to

manifested 
ballot placed

com- ’ 
the 

inde- 
upon

the evening the 
its utmost capacity.

earned and for which
fitted. As one sows so
is a truth as clear as 
sun here. As tbe soul

they are not 
shall he reap, 
the noon-day 
makes up its

record on earth, so shall that record 
be when it arrives here. Merit is 
sure of its record, but the undeserv
ing will- not receive rewards to which 
they are not entitled.

That life is best which conforms to 
the purposes of the creation of man. 
Enough has been written to demon
strate the great truth that to live in 
harmony with the laws of God, to love 
the author of our being and all things 
of his creation, is the only way to

The meeting opened at 7 o'clock, .the 
subject of the lecture being taken 
from the Bible, exemplifying the prac
tice of this broad religion during the 
history of the Old and New Testa
ment. Much Important information 
was communicated and understood by 
those in pursuit of such. A trio fur
nished music, with a vocal solo, sung 
by Neva Johnson, of Norridgewock, 
which was highly appreciated. Miss 
Beatrice Town presided at the piano, 
then followed a most successful 
seance, after which the • meeting 
closed. The meeting was a grand suc
cess from beginning to end, the. peo
ple of Madison realize the rare treat of 
being able to listen to the voice of this 
worthy teacher of occult things, and 
we are pleased we can assure them of 
the privilege of again listening to her 
voice in -the early summer months at
the beautiful grove 
Maine.

The remainder of

at Lakewood, ,

the collection
that was left after defraying expenses 
was given to the Ladies’ Aid.

LONA E. STRICKLAND. , 
Madison, Maine.

earn a crown of glory which shall en
dure forever

B. W. B. j
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MRS JENNIE LEYS-EDSON. A SERMON FOR TO-DAY.

A Remarkable Medium Passed to 
Spirit Life. r

Looking for Life, by Henry F. Cope.

A generation ago^lie name of Jen
nie Leys was emblazoned on the ban
ner. of Spiritualism, as that of one of 
the most brilliant and powerful of 
lecturers upon the rostrum. Led' by a 
“Voice” from the privacy of a quiet 
and studious life, Miss Leys at once 
sprang into popularity in our ranks 
and for several years she lectured 
from one end of the continent to the 
oilier, bearing the “glad tidings of 
great joy,”, the gospel of Spiritualism, 
to thousands of enraptured hearts 
who listened to and accepted her in
spired words. But while In the full 
blaze of her popularity and long be
fore she could have reached the zenith 
of her fame and power, Miss Leys, 
still led by the "Voice,” gave up her 
public work, and with her faithful 
friend, Miss Peck, withdrew into se
clusion in. the city of -Los Angeles, 
Caiitomia, where for a period of about 
sixteen years she remained dead to the 
world. Miss Leys during all : these 
years firmly believed that she was 
wisely led and that her spiritual con
sciousness was more fully awakened 
and her inner iiluminatipn greater 
because of the sacrifice, of name, fame 
and power that she had made; but in 
time she emerged from jier seclusion 
and returned to Massachusetts, resum
ing for a brief while her platform 
work. She was lovingly welcomed 
lack to our Cause by old friends and 
new, and eyery, encouragement w.as 
given to our sister to continue in the 
public field; but,her .long isolation 
from the work had unfitted her sensi
tive nature to cope with the conditions, 
of the present day society work, and 
ere long she retired. from, the plat
form, remaining with her relatives 
and friends in New England until 
about six years ago, when, she became 
the wife of Gapt. Milan C. Edson, of 
Washington, D. C.; a wall known and 
prominent Spiritualipt and writer, and 
in former years ¿n -honored; member 
of the N. S. A, Board. ? '

Mrs. Edson after her marriage lec
tured for two-; or more months each 
season for three successive years, for 
the First Association of Spiritualists 
of Washington. She also filled en
gagements at Lily Dale Camp and 
elsewhere, and was universally be
loved and respected wherever she ap
peared.

In October last Mr. and Mrs. Edson 
removed from Washington to a beau
tiful spot in Florida near the town of 
Eustis. Then, and subsequently, the 
lady was in the best of health and 
spirits, busy with her preparations for 
settling down tn her lovely home with 
her dearly beloved companion. A let
ter from Capt. Edson to the writer of 
these Unes has been lately received— 
it is dated Feb. 11, and contained the 
following:

“Now, as to ourselves, Jennie and I. 
We were quietly aud happily busy in 
fixing up our Florida modest and cozy 
■bungalow home, aud all went well 
with us till Friday, Jan. 24, when the 
Death Angel came and called my pre
cious wife to come up higher and -join 
the many waiting loved ones gone be
fore, of the heart trouble, so sudden 
and fatal in her family; without a 
warning to her, without a struggle or 
a groan or a sigh, without a word of 
good bye to me—like the crash of a 
thunderbolt, she was gone! And I—

"Good master, what good thing 
shall I do that I may have eternal 
life?”—Matt, xlx., 16.

It in the light of the new day a 
man leaves the religion of his fathers, 
is there any religion for him in this, 
the day of a new generation? Is re
ligion something of which one may 
have either the old familiar form, the 
type recognized by all men, or have 
none at all?

Many tell us that the world is be
coming irreligious; they lament what 
they call a tendency to secularism, a 
forsaking of old customs and old be
liefs. They miss the familiar forms 
and landmarks of their childhood, and 
therefore imagine that the moral uni
verse has jumped the track.

Religion simply is man’s search for 
the larger, more complete life. Its 
restlessness, its change, its continual 
newness is the best proof of its de
velopment and its vitality. If it is 
larger life that men want they will 
find it not by looking back to ideals 
qnd standards that have remained un
changed but by looking forward.

For the developing life there must 
be developing ideals,'enlarging con
ceptions, the clarifying and elevating, 
of standards. The sources of inspira
tion and strength that were sufficient 
for one level of this life will prove 
inadequate for the next, If a man is 

. not a better; larger saint ■ than his 
fathers he is falling far below them.

The greater part of the skepticism 
of to-day and not a little of the op
position to religion ip but man's de
mand for higher types of faith, for 
,religious ideals and characters suited 
to tljis day.

The fact that you find nothing in 
the phrases and exercises, tbe services 
artd the consolations that mean so 
much spiritually to others, so far 
far from proving that you are desti
tute of faith may but indicate that 
you cannot content yourself with the 
forms that once held yesterday's vital 
piety; you demand the fact for to
day.

We die told that there Is a lack of 
reverence for ancient Institutions that 
bodes only ill to the future, that the 
foundations are slipping away because 
men no longer regard with supersti
tious fear the customs and practices 
that attached to holy places and per
sons. Does it not signify that what
lias happened in every age is 
ing now; men are seeking a 
that proves its reality by its 
to our own day.

We are dropping pious

am left alone, yet, not alone. Be
reaved—yet’comforted! The sudden
ness of the shock left me dazed. The 
funeral was private, only a half dozen 
of the near neighbors, without the 
services of a speaker of our faith or 
the presence of one Spiritualist be
side myself, we laid her mortal form 
to rest in Greenwood cemetery at the 
village of Eustis, seven miles from our 
home. Her gloriously bright spirit, 
now unfettered, will enter into her 
great work "Over there,” with all the 
vigor ot perpetual youth. I shall 
spend the rest of my days right’here, 
in my bright, sunny Florida home— 
our home!—I am so lost without her 
1 have as yet really not found myself. 
My thoughts turn to you, and if you 
were near I should fly to you for mes
sages of comfort. 1 have not written 
a notice of my wife's transition for 
the Spiritual papers; could I ask you 
to do so?”

And when this letter was read, I 
felt that its own account of her pass-j 
ing aud the loving companion’s sweet 
words of the departed would be the 
niost tender and appropriate notice 
that could be given to tfye world, that 
Jennie Leys had entered the spiritual 
dawn of her new life, where all mys
teries in her experience will be solved

- for her soul's gratification.
Thosands have known Jennie Leys 

Edson,- have admired her work in our 
Cause, have loved her as woman and 
friend; to many of these, this notice 
will convey tbe word that her latest 
years were filled with the sweetness of 
true home life and conjugal compan
ionship, and that even at the hour of 
her passing, she was one of the hap
piest of happy souls. Our tribute is but 
brief; but it pays to her the recogni
tion of a beautiful life and of a spir
itual work commenced on earth, to go 
forever on In worlds of light beyond.

MARY T. LONGLEY.
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We admit Mr. Carriugton’s article as it appears 
below, as he is an author o^grgat prominence, 
and a member of the Psychical Research So-

J ¡7 :n- v
~ ciety, and we trust this will end fhe discussion. 

If the reader will refer to Dr. Sweringen’s ar
ticle, he will see that the test be instituted is 
seemingly perfect, and'no one can detect the 
“elision.” The Doctor is a careful observer, 
an able writer and a prominent physician.

and obsolete forms of expression. If 
our faith is going to save the world 
it will have to be intelligible to the 
street; it will have to have a meaning 
that the modern mind can grasp; it 
will'have to manifest efficiency and 
sufficiency for the real problems that 
confront us individually and (Socially.

Better to have nothing to do with 
the faith that exercises itself only in 
the grave clothes of the past, in wor
shiping the dead; your business is liv
ing, you? great need is larger life. 
Searching, striving, serving for this is 
a religion that justifies itself in any 
age.

The question whether one has reli
gion or not is not to be determined by 
whether he has passed through some 
emotional experience common to men 
of yesterday, nor by whether he sees 
tilings Intellectually as they did. It is 
to be known by whether he sets his 
face toward more life.

It makes no difference if he be la
beled atheist, unbeliever, or what if 
he is living for the best life in himself 
and the best terms of life for all, if 
he is setting his life in harmony with 
the all inclusive divine life; he is find
ing life.

If we really desire to make the 
most and best of ourselves and our 
world there soon develops the passion 
for reality, the love fpr truth, the 
sense of the need of every good 
thought, aspiration, example, impulse, 
and force that the world ever has 
known.

A new life comes to every seeker 
after life; he enters a world of kin
dred spirits, the good and the great 
of every age; he interprets his daily 
life in new terms; he finds new joys 
and compensations; he feeds on the 
bread of heaven, nor cares what may 
be the estimates or epithets flung at 
him by those who prefer truth’s gar
ments of yesterday to truth and life 
itself to-day.

To. the Editor: , L should like to 
say a few words upon one or two ar
ticles that . have. appeared lately in 
your paper and some others. First,, 
as to. the Fays. It is a marvel, to me 
how any sane person can insist t|iat 
their performance is genuine, or any
thing but the results of trickery. 
They themselves do pot and will not 
claim that it is anything supernormal, 
but leave you to form your own con
clusions! Even granting that tel
epathy is a proved fact, it is. certainly 
not a thing that can be commanded as 
yet, since all that we know about it 

that we know nothing about it!
It may happen now and again, as a su
pernormal fact, but it is certainly 
very rare, and cannot be commanded, 
and made to appear and operate 
whenever wanted—since we do not 
as yet understand its laws and ..ac
tions. It cannot be called upon and 
put into operation just whenever the 
operator wants to show off his or her 
powers. All that we know about it 
is that it operates, and just how, 
we do not know. So that any .person 
claiming to know all about it, and 
claiming that he can teach it to oth
ers, etc., is either ignorant“self-delud. 
ed, or an Impostor. It is.perfectly easy 
to see how the Fays perform their 
act; to one who knows the methods 
of trickery that are employed by per
formers of this type, there is no dif
ficulty whatever in accounting for 
all their sealed-letter reading, and 
everything that they do. I outlined 
the nature of their performance, and 
explained the greater part of it on 
pages 310-11 of my "Physical Phe
nomena of Spiritualism,” to which I 
refer the curious. I have, since I 
wrote that,received definite proof that 
their performance is legerdemain. 
One man—who played in the band at 
one of the opera houses where they 
performed—learned the whole secret 
from one of their assistants, and told 
it to me. He stated (what I had pre
viously said) that they employ a num- 

. her of confederates and assistants, 
and use prepared pads for their ques
tion-blanks. When one of the au
dience writes his question at home, 
they follow the following method: 
The usher goes among the audience, 
and sees someone holding onto a slip 
of paper like grim death. He asks if 
he has a question upon it. The man 
states that he has, but refuses to give 
up his slip.- The usher passes him 
by for the time being,—<>nly keeping 
him in mind. Later, when some tests 
have been given, he goes back to this

' The result of all of which is. this: 
That Dr, Sweringen may have over
looked some very trivial Incident, (apt 
patently) y/hicb is in reality the key 
to the whole mystery,, If we had that, 
We coule} explain his-case; and that is 
the key ,that . Idr. Jensen wants, and 
that I want.are told practically 
nothing of,.t,lie',détails of the .question 
and the answer by Dr. Sweringen, and 
it may have, beep more or less com
monplace, aufl jreàdily guessed. Grant
ing that no fraud took place pt all, 
on this occqqjon, suppose this was 
what happened ; Miss' Fay made a re
mark that some gentleman in the audi
ence had a question written on a pre
scription blapk. It is more than 
likely that some one would have a 
question written in this manner; and 
if not, it wopld be passed by without 
further noti.ee, and have been for
gotten. But someone HAD a question 
written in t^iat manner. Very well! 
Miss Fay might then have formulated
a question in very vague terms, capa-
ble of being interpreted in various 
ways, and was possibly helped out in 
this by the sitter. Only the general 
trend of the question was given, and 
that would be ifiimediately swallowed 
up In a long and profuse answer, so 
that It would be entirely forgotten 
by the time the end of the answer 
was reached—and perhaps the audi
ence in a laughing humor, as the re
sult of one of her many jokes. Mind 
you, I am not saying that this was the 
manner of the production of the test, 
on this occasion; I suggest that it
MIGHT have been—even granting

SrailTUAUSX LYCEUM LESSONS

Elizabeth Schauss, National Superiu- 
peyiutendent, ÍI17 Congress St., 

Toledo, Olilo.

Happy greetings to all.
Dear Members of the Lyceum: 'As

the first of March draws near I am 
reminded that this is the month that' 
brings our anniversary of modern 
Spiritualism, and I feel that I want 
to write to you.

I wonder how many of you know 
WHERE and under WHAT CONDI
TIONS Spiritualism came to the world 
in its modern expression? 1'

I would like to see every hand go 
up in answer to these questions. every 
Lyceumlst should know, and so I hope 
that you will each try to inform your
selves and when youn conductor on 
anniversary Sunday,' Afar.. 29, asks 
you these questions again you will be 
ready to answer.

How I wish that I might be with 
you on that'day to talk about it and 
the many blessings that Spiritualism 
has brought to us,

Do you know, dear qtufients, that 
our anniversary Is a very Important 
day, because it is the day that brought 
to us a new explanation of a truth 
that has always existed, but which 
had for a time been eliminated from 
the religious teachings of the world, 
and so became lost, but now it can 
never again be hidden or excluded.

Do you know what truth I am talk
ing about? Of course you do; it is 
the blessed truth of the continuity 
of life after death, and of the possi
bility of spirit reunion.

We must never forget that without 
the manifestations that took place 
on that day we would not be the free 
progressive people that we are; and 
so we should each year celebrate our 
anniversary with songs and recitations 
and gratitude. And do you know I 
think it would be just lovely if you 
would learn to know the names of the 
little girls who were the first to hear 
the raps that heralded the message of 
life beyond the grave, and remember

that Dr. Sweringen give us the con
tents of the letter, so that we may 
have some idea of the possibility of 
its having beep guessed or interpret
ed as beini the 'éxact repetition of the 
questlon^r We^should then be in a 
better portion take up the alterna
tive exploitions of his case.

I shou)4 like to answer, now, a 
few objections (bat have been raised 
against booit of late. That it would 
arouse a.^pod ¿eal of hostility I did 
not doubt. If Spiritualists had a par
ticle of s^nse In this matter they 
would j^mp at my book as tbe 
strongest'‘piece"bf evidence in their 
favor the^ have'ever had presented! 
And for tills reason: In Part H.— 
which int reviewers have invariably 
neglected^to nqt|ce in their criticism, 
I defendèü’the physical phenomena, 
though r.hiVyX^r seen any genuine 
phenomeO nïÿsptf. K I were to 
judge frdm my own expérience, I

- FUNERAL SERVICES,

Frcquently the Discourse is Delivered 
by a Pronti lient Lawyer. :

them, too, so that 
asked, you may be 
about it.

I hope that soon

If ever you are 
able to tell all

the Spiritualists
will celebrate their anniversary with 
just as much animation as the Chris
tians do Christmas; you know we all 
are in the habit of celebrating Christ
mas, which is the Christian’s anniver
sary, but let us get into the habit of 
celebrating our own day fittingly.

Now 1 want to ask another ques-
tion: 
terly?

How do like the Lyceum Quar-
I wish that you would

and tell me all about it.
Another time I will tell you 

our home Lyceum, but first 1

write

about 
want

you to answer my letter each one of 
you who can write.

Lovingly to all,
MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS, 

National Supt. of Lyceums.
Toledo, Ohio.

skeptical of results, until these re
sults are attained under conditions 
that render fraud impossible? If we 
should indorse phenomena not ob-
tallied under 
our Influence 
and with the 
vanish; and

these conditions, then 
with the community 
scientific world would 
then good-bye to the

Convention at Indianapolis, Indiana.
The fourth annual convention of 

the Indiana State Association of Spir
itualists will be held in erpheum 
Hall, 135 North Delaware Street, In-
dianapolls, March 20, 21 and 
1908.

22,

We have secured a . good rate for
rooms at the Morton Hotel on the

Fortuno Teller Fined.
Hamilton, Feb. 28.—Mrs. Hlggln- 

bottom, who resides at Crown Point, 
was charged before Magistrate Jelfs 
this morning with being a fortune
teller, and was fined $50. She ad
vertised in the local papers as a clair
voyant, and a few days ago a consta
ble went to her home and had her tell 
his fortune, after which he Maid the 
charge. Her defense was that she was 
a Spiritualist, and that she was speak
ing under spirit influences when the 
constable called on her. She also 

'claimed that she devoted the proceeds 
of her calling to spreading her belief. 
The Magistrate put her though a long 
cross-examination, during which she 
told of several Instances in which she 
had warned persons of approaching 
accident and misfortune. The Magis
trate asked her if the spirits could 
tell her what the sentence of the 
court would be, but she made no an
swer.

After fining her, his worship'said 
he found that she was a common 
fortune-teller, who practiced on ig
norant people, and he thought It was 
time some steps were taken to put a 
stop to such practices.—Toronto, Ont, 
Daily Globe.

"Continuity of Life, a Cosmic 
Truth." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply important subject. Price, 
«loth, $1.00. , -

South side of the Circle and there 
is a good cafe near by, thus .making 
the expense of attending the conven
tion very small. We trust that every 
Spiritualist within reach of Indian
apolis will make an effort to attend 
this convention and help to “arouse 
the interest in the National conven
tion which comes to us in October. 
We have a few personal inembers, 
and hope to have several more before 
March 20. We have not solicited 
personal memberships because we 
much prefer that everyone should be
long to some society which 1b char? 
tered with the State Association. 
Mr. W. C. Jessup and myself have 
been very, successful so far In our ef
forts to Interest the people in organi
zation. There was a society at Fort 
Wayne and one at Martinsville which 
were working independent but 
through our efforts both have decided 
to charter with the State Association.

We organized a good society of 26 
members at Terre Haute, and they 
have-taken out a State charter, and 
are starting out with the brightest of 
prospects. We also organized a col
ored society "at-Indianapolis,-through 
the assistance of Mrs. Martha Wool
sey,1 which chartered with the State 
Association. " We still have a little 
time we can devote to visiting socie
ties before the convention and if 
there are any societies that need our 
services we will be glad to visit them, 
or if there are any towns where a so
ciety Can be organized in time to be 
represented at the convention, let us 
know at once. -

Mr. Jessup has given most excel
lent satisfaction in his trumpet seanc
es whereevpr we have gone and is 
daily receiving calls for return dates.

CARRIE H. MONG, Secy.
415 S. Franklin St., Muncie, Ind.

man and asks him if he has re
ceived his test. He naturally repljes 
in the negative. The usher then takes 
the slip in his hands for a moment, 
saying, "Never mind, hold on to your 
slip awhile longer, and you may get 
an answer yet.” When saying this, 
he has contrived to open in part the 
slip handed to him, and to glance at 
its contents. He then gives back this 
slip, and the person continues hold
ing it tightly in bls hand. ' Later, this 
information is given out from the 
stage, and it is considered very re
markable. One or two such tests are 
considered to be worth more than all 
the tests on prepared pads. In fact, 
the whole performance is so obviously 
trickery from start to finish that I 
wonder that anyone can seriously con
sider it anything else. In claiming 
that it is, they certainly show them
selves to be ignorant of the methods 
of trickery usually employed. Pub
lic performances of this character, 
from a public stage, invariably are 
produced by trickery, and need never 
be explained in any other manner.

■In skying this, f do' not wish to be 
understood as saying that Dr. Swer
ingen has not reported his facts cor
rectly, or as they appeared to him. 
To his mind and senses they doubtless 
appeared exactly as he says. The or
dinary man will say, I see a table, or 
“that tree is green,” without stopping 
to think that the green does not in 
reality exist in the tree, but in the 
eye of the beholder, and that matter 
(and hence a table) does not exist in 
any such sense as the ordinary man 
supposes. His senses have been de
ceived; that is all. But, leaving all 
that aside for the moment, we know 
that a person can report upon one 
event perfectly accurately, and even 
a number of events, but when it'comes 
to string those events together, and 
drawing, inferences—there is where- 
the mistakes and illusions occur. To 
put the matter a little more clearly, 
let me quote from my “Physical Phe
nomena of Spiritualism” (page 54) as 
follows: rt

. «» » » » There is a great diffi
culty between what happened, at any 
given seance, and what the-accounts 
say transpired. .The general public 
cannot get that all-important fact too 
strongly rooted In its mind; that the 
events which transpired at a seance 
may not be reported accurately, so 
that the report of the seance may be 
altogether wrong and erroneous, 
though the sitters, and those who 
drew up the -report, may have been 
thoroughly honest in their belief that 
the report is accurate in every respect. 
The' effect of all this is very great in
deed. Many Spiritualistic seances are 
quite inexplicable AS DECRIBED, 
but the description is not a true report 
of what took place at the seance in 
question. The facts are distorted. 
Consequently, the person taking it 
upon himself to explain what took 
place at the seance is called upon to 
explain a number of things which, in 
reality, never took place at all. We 
must remember, in this connection, 
that a number of conjuring tricks, AS 
DESCRIBED,; would be quite impossi
ble to explain by any process of trick
ery. The description of tha trick was 
not correct-u .

should say that 100 per cent instead 
of 98 per cent of the physical phe
nomena were fraudulent,—since I 
have never seen anything that was 
not fraudulently produced (of the
physical phenomena).
admitted that physical 
probably took place, on 
of testimony of other

However I 
phenomena 

the strength 
persons (is

that not fair-minded?) and in fact ar
gued strongly In favor of their reality 
—quoting a number of cases that I 
frankly said could not be explained 
by any process of trickery known to 
me. Now the point I wish to make is 
this; What Spiritualists should do 
would be to take my book to the 
skeptic, and say to him: “Here is a 
man who knows thoroughly ail the 
tricks of the trade—all about fraud 
and trickery; is as skeptical as you 
could wish—and yet he believes in 
the reality bf physical phenomena, 
and argues for their reality! And 
what could the skeptic say ? His or
dinary reply, that the recorder was 
tricked, would no longer hold good, 
since we know that the person, in 
this case, was too well up in the meth
ods of trickery to be deceived in the 
usual manner. That objection of the 
skeptic would, therefore, be silenced, 
and he would be forced Into the po
sition, either of admitting the facts, 
or of admitting that he could not ex
plain them. That is exactly as it 
should be; jt would make him do his 
own investigating before he talked 
about the subject,—and that Is ex
actly what the Spiritualist wants, and 
what I want. As I said before, if 
the bulk of the Spiritualists had any 
sense, they would see, In my book, 
their best friend instead of their 
greatest fqe.

In a recent review' appearing In 
Reason, I have been roughly handled 
for reviving many of the old doubts 
about the Fox sisters, quoting a num
ber of out?of-date* books, etc. My ob
ject In doing 'Bp, was to give a review 
ot the thoughts, pro and com ot the 
times; to state what was saia on one 
side as .well as on the other; and I 
could not do this' without referring 
and quoting." Thus: I did not and 
do . not contend that the Fox sisters, 
actually produced, their- raps with 
their toe joints; stated that certain 
persons (three doctors) asserted that 
they did so produce them,—and that 
statement whs necessarily inserted In 
any historic^)’ sketch. To leave it out 
would be to'.'mak^ .the sketch imper
fect I dM.’^ot ifi^orse the views of 
any of the authqra quoted; I stated 
what they said. L also said that, so 
far as my own ihivestigations went, 
they agreed,,^vith t)iose of certain au
thors. 'r

We of .the Rsychical research so
cieties are not.opposed to any of the 
aspects of Spiritualism; if we were, 
we should ndLbe spending our time in 
investigating’theip.; What we want 
is tests produced','"under conditions 
that would preclude the possibility of 
fraud,—‘and that Is, I venture to 
think, a reasonable and sane demand. 
Now, whenever the English Society, 
or we of the American Society, have 
endeavored to obtain tests under such 
conditions, the mediums have either 
backed out, or nothing happened, or 
fraud was detected. Can it be won
dered at, then, .that we are rather

Judge Andrew 0. Dunn, a promt-'1 
nent lawyer of Winnebago City, Minn., 
delivered an able address at the fu
neral of R. W, Teetey. We only have 
space for the following: *

Our friend was a thinker. He was 
not content to take the interpretation 
of things concerning a future life and 
state of existence so personal to him
self, made by those who had not in
vestigated and weighed the evidence 
by which that state is either admitted 
or denied. He was not content to ac
quiesce in the statement of the cold 
and exact scientist, that because mat
ter had not the power always and un
der all conditions of maintaining its 
form and organism and must therefore 
be subject to the changes inherent in 
mere matter, and that because there 
could be no so-called purely scientific 
evidence given of a future state of 
existence for the spiritual part.of man, 
therefore no such existence was possi
ble or even thinkable, and consequent
ly the claim of the materialist that an
nihilation was the only solution and 
result of the phenomena of death so 
called and the denial of the fact of a 
spiritual part of the genus homo was 
a necessary consequence of non-ability 
to demonstrate its existence.

And he was not willing to accept the 
dogma of the theologian, who. asserts 
that his future state of existence, 
whether it be a happy or a miserable 
condition was altogether not all de
pendent upon his ability to accept 
mentally and by mere faith what is 
called the gospel plan of salvation by 
grace as illustrated and bottomed 
upon the narration of the scene on 
Mount Calvary enacted more than 
1900 years ago, when the crucified 
thief called upon the crucified Master 
to remember him when he came into 
his kingdom, and was rewarded there
for by the promise tliat“thls day thou 
shalt be with me in paradise."

His reason forbade him to believe 
that a just God who loved the works 
of his hands could be thus partial in 
the distribution of the rewards of that
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bridge that niany of us are trying to 
erect between present day science and 
a future science, that may Include a 
Spiritual world. All we want is de
cisive tests, and until such tests be 
forthcoming, it is only natural and 
right that we should remain skeptical 
in our treatment of certain phenom
ena, and of a subject where so much 
fraud is known to exist.

I do not deny that such doubts 
may seem puerile to one already sat
isfied; to one who has, perhaps, seen 
wonderful manifestations in his own 
family circle. But many of us have 
not been fortunate enough to witness 
anything of the kind,—though we 
have endeavored to obtain informa
tion regarding persons who could 
produce phenomena of this type. We 
have no desire to belittle the work or 
the zeal of any others; we acknowl
edge its worth; what we want is 
MORE EVIDENCE of the same type, 
and EQUALLY WELL OR BET
TER ATTESTED.

I do not believe, as my critic as
serts, that my explanations fall to ex
plain; but,qn the contrary,! have nev
er seen any single phenomenon that 
"could not be readily explained by one 
or other of the methods I have given. 
I have looked long for proof, and 
have failed to find it. If my critic 
can introduce me to a single medium 
who can produce one single, genuine, 
physical phenomenon In my presence, 
I should be one of the happiest of 
men; I should rejoice in finding such 
proof. I am anything but unsympa
thetic with the movement; all that I 
want to see is more evidence, and evi
dence of a character that entitles it 
to consideration from thoughtful men, 
evidence that may be called. In very 
truth, "scientific.” -

Sincerely yours;
' HEREWARD CARRINGTON.. 

519 West 149th St., New York.

realm of the spirit into which he 
knew he must some day enter.

And thinking upon these subjects 
he found to his great satisfaction 
that it was possible to have a demon
stration that this life did not end all; 
and that the momentous question ask
ed by the Patriarch, Job, "If a man 
die shall he live again?” or that bet
ter translation, "Shall we live on?” 
could be answered in the affirmative; 
and having found from the evidence 
and statements of others that this an
swer was possible, he made such in
vestigation that convinced his reason 
and mentality, and the affirmative an
swer was a realistic fact, and while in 
his early manhood he had accepted im
mortality upon faith, he now walked 
by the light of revealed knowledge, 
and bade defiance to the Materialist’s 
theory of annihilation, the theolo
gian’s doctrine of salvation by grace 
and faith in a sacrifice of the second 
person of the Trinity to condone the 
disobedience of the first Adam, and its 
consequences upon the children of 
men, and to appease the wrath of the 
Jewish Jehovah; and he revelled in 
the demonstrated existence of his spir
itual’ being in a realm of conscious
ness, of reality, of labor, and of love. 
And it was clearly demonstrated to 
his entire satisfaction that the state 
of his existence in the realm of spirit 
would depend entirely upon the con
ditions he made for himself, commenc
ing here in this sphere and extending 
on and out into that higher sphere, 
that what we had sowed and did sow 
that also should we also surely reap; 
If we sowed tares we would reap 
tares; if we sowed wheat—wheat 
would be the harvest, and that he and 
all must puffer to the uttermost, all 
the consequences of infraction or vio
lation of the laws of our being; that 
each and all would assuredly go to 
their own place in that realm; that 
forgiveness for wrong doing, for self
ish actions, for unkind deeds, for 
wrong thoughts, for any and every in
jury committed either to ourselves or 
to others while in the flesh, could 
only be obtained and satisfaction 
made, to and by those against whom 
the wrong had been committed, the 
injury inflicted; that there was no vi
carious atonement the Innocent for 
the guilty. That progression was the 
law of our being, that progression was 
life eternal, that there was no stand
ing still, that our life hereafter in the 
realm of the future would depend for 
its happiness upon our actions and not 
our beliefs and faiths.

consequent disease.
There Is nothing to equal these gar- ’ 

ments in the preventing of cold and . 
consequent catarrh, rheumatism, lum
bago, la grippe and kindred ailments.

They keep the feet 
and body warm; be- 
cause they keep up 
a perfect circulation. ! 
Lold type cannot‘poif»'. ^ 
possibly describe the :• 
valuable information ' 
contained in this trU- ' 
ly remarkable book.
You must read it to >' 
comprehend its value. 
It also contains the 
names and addresses’ 
of prominent men and 
women who entiiusl- / 
astleaily praise this /' ' 
Common-sense Hygi- f 
enlc treatment. Some Z

* of them publicly an- I
nounce that they have been completely > 
cured of all such ailments as throal? 
troubles, muscular sciatic rheumatism! / 
nervousness, Insomnia, stomach trouble» 
of all sorts—besides mental and physA 
leal weakness^ Some of these patients 
describe most miraculous recoveries.

Simply send us a postal card asking 
for a copy of our book entitled ‘'Health, 
How Maintained.” It will be sent post
paid by next mall and upon receipt you 
will probably write us a vote of thanks, 
Address Actina Appliance Co,, Dept. 
742B , 813 Walnut Street, Kansas City, 
Mo.
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A Prominent Spiritualist 
Spirit Life.

Born -to spirit life Feb. 
at Albany, N. Y., Mrs.

Passed to

18, 1908, 
Catherine

Leonard King, in her eighty-sixth 
year.

For. more than fifty years her life 
was made radiant through her knowl
edge of the religion of .Spiritualism.

At her request Mrs.'Helen T. Brig
ham, bf Manhattan; delivered the fu
neral oration, basing her1 exalted and 
consoling message on the Scriptural 
assurance, “Blessed are they that 
mourn, for they shall be comforted.”

Many beautiful floral designs at
tested the high esteem of friends and 
were an Inspiration for rare, eloquent 
and comforting improvisations by the 
speaker.

Mrs. King had been in unusually 
good health the past year; she arose, 
as usual, and after taking her break
fast, seated herself In her. rocker, 
Suddenly she called to her daughter, 
whom she clasped in loving embrace, 
as she drifted, out upon that myster
ious sea whose farthest waves lave the- 
golden shores of eternity.

Mrs. King was born June 16, 1822, 
in Chenango, Broome County, N. Y.

At the age of thirteen years she 
moved to Troy, Michigan, where she 
lived to the time of her marhage to 
Alanson King, Dec. 28, 1843. 1

Two sons, Marshall and Ransom, 
preceded her to spirit Ifie. ..One son, 
G. Shepard, and one daughter, Mar
garet L., have cheerfully rendered 
every kindly service possible to the 
dear mother whose dally life was a
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The abovo la the number or the pre»- ' 

•at Imuo of The Proe.—'Mve Thinker, 
■■ printed at the top ot toe Brat page, i 
right hand corner. If thia number cor* i 
responds with the figures on your wsap- 
per, then the time you have paid to: has/ 
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new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the firtit 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up tn date. Reap watch of the 
number en the teo ef your wrapper

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Serios one. two and three. By Lilian Whiting, 
Throe choice volumes, each com; l^te in itself, 

tn which spirituality Is related to* veryday Ilia 
tn such a way as to make the ^orld heautifuL 
Price. 31XX) each. 5.

Force ana Matter ..
book. A profound work upon a profound aul> 
ject. Price, cloth. >1.00. ’ ’ •

||U or The Touch of An Angd ' ‘ ■ 
JUHl Mother.

BY CARRIE E. S. TWING,
Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show ’ 

the spirit of tho book as well os tho author, It 
reads, “Because my own children are all under • ’ 

| tbe tender care of tbe angels, and my heart is .; . , 
hunffry fot the love of the young. I most loving« . ./ 

dedicate this book to tho children of the 1 
world.” This book is full of soul elevating and • ‘Mii 
taterestlng thought Price, cloth, IL For sale / 
it this office. / r;l'

In Tune with the Infinity
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within youraelf Ilea the cause of whatever enters 
Into your life. To come Into the full realization ot 
your own awakened interior powers, is to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From Title Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. The Supreme Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fact or Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
The Secret. Power and Effect of Love; V!. Wisdom 
and Interior illumination; VIL Tbe Realisation of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullneMuf power; 
IX Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets. Beers. Sages, 
and Saviors; XL Tbe Basic Principle of All Religions 
—Tbe Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
the RealU&Uoa of tbe Highest Riches. Fur sale Al 
Lhlsoinco, Price, postpaid. 11.25.

living inspiration and whose memory 
will always remain a blessed benedic
tion.

In June, 1902, Mrs. King and her 
daughter moved from Ionia, Michigan, 
to Albauy, N. Y., where they made 
their home with the son, G. Shepard, 
at 615 Central avenue.

Mrs. King retained many enduring 
friendships especially in the "West 
End, among her neighbors, who re
vered her for her kindly cheerfulness, 
although she led a quiet home life, 
and only went out in her carriage. 
The sunshine of her inner life was not 
clouded when in August of 1903 she 
lost her eyesight; and the writer will, 
with other friends, long remember her 
cheerful smile, generous welcome and 
animated conversation.

Mrs. King was intensely fond of 
music and of company, and the few 
occasions when she entertained al
ways remained, memorable.

. Beside her son and daughter, Mrs. 
King is survived by two sisters, Mrs. 
M. A. Leonard and Mrs. Dr. John El
lis, of Manhattan; two granddaugh
ters, Mrs. B. R. Phelps, of Lakewood, 
N. J., and Mrs. Josephine Shauman, of 
Greenville, Mich., and a grandson, 
John E. King, of Big Timber, Mont 
/ E. A. DOTY.

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that- this book is a production 
of Dr. J.! M. Peebles Is sufficient to 
explain the interesting features of it, 
and recommend it to every-reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

"The Spiritual - Significance, or 
Death as an Event in Life.” By Lil
ian Whiting. One of Miss Whiting’s 
most suggestive, intensely interesting, 
spiritual books. It is laden with rich, 
thoughtful spirituality. Price 1.00.

"The Light of Egypt." VolUmt . 
and 2. An occult library In itseli. a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge,' as 
taught by the Adepts of Hermetic 
Philosophy. Price $2 per volume.

Thp IpCIlitc Ceniabiinc cnapuirs on Or- 1 HU elUyUlbc) Igln aud Illsiorv or tho J«s 
airs; Principles and Alm of Hie "Company ot 
Jesus;" Immoral Teaelilnusol the Jesuits; Con 
demuattou ot tbe Order: Expulsion ot the Jeu 
ults;Bull ot Pope Clement XIV., Abolishing th ‘ 
Society; Tho Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
of valuable Information. By B. F. Austin A. 
M-, B. D. Price 15c '

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH  ̂ROME.
K Remarkable Book.

Thia la a remarkable work by P.Tnxa Cauruw. 
tt expoaee even to tbe mloutett details tbe corrupdoa 
that ezl.u la the Church of Rome It Ie a work of Sri 
p^ei. and ebould be reaj u a nutter ot hlitorv br 
every BpIrUtulUt.

Price ?2.fi5.

Agoifonius of Tuana Christian Jesus. aJ 
wonderful communication, explaining howhiav 
Hie and teachings were utilized to formulate j 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. ____ ;

“ORIGES OFTiW 
B&d How the Spirit Body Grows, By M. Fwatafo 
Price. 10c. For sale at thio office

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Bob 
tier, anthropologist and ¡author. A very mur 
■estiva and instructive book- Price 11.00.

Vlhu I Am a Vegetarian.
An address delivered before the Chicago Vege

tarian Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price. 
Scents.

The-Religion of SoirituahsiTi.
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Jter. 

Samuel Watson. Thia work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
(L00. A valuable book for the money. .

MAHAMFT S1’ Birth, Character and 
mnnV/nLI Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. Thu Is No. 6 ot ths Library ot Liberal 
Classics. Itis conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach ot adverse 
criticism. This work will be round, intensely 
tatarestlng. Price, 25 cents.

The DeveFoomentof the Soirit
After Transition. By the lateM. Faraday. Tbe 
origin of religions, and their influence upon tM 
mantel development of the lauan race. Priest
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But not for me are the mansions rare, 
And the heavenly joys untold.

ill?”
Not an eyelid quivered—she 

not hear me. I started toward

Mattle E. Hull Writes.in Answer to 
Her Many Friends and Cor«

Lawton, Okla.
To the Editor: The Church

purselyes dominate our lives, thereby 
bringing to us health, success and 
happiness.” ■

When my aunt concluded her re
marks, I went to her and took her
hands,in mine, "Forgive me the 
words I spoke so flippantly,’’ I said; 
“you not only have given me higher 
ideas of what life may be than I-ever

closed and her face white and rigid. 
"Miss MacArland,” I cried

alarm, “what is the matter? Are

f he Vanishing Maidens 
of the Willow Isle.

/ Highly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida
•i Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal

‘/-do not see how anyone can be 
^Whited or unhappy here,” I said to

be, the more hypocrites there will be 
professing to have attained it. All 
these have failed to grasp that great 
central principle which makes a per
son want to do just right Instead of 
about right. Such persons see ma
terial things all out of proportion to 
their true value. True Spiritualism 
reveals the true and the false, and 
stimulates in its possessors an uncon- 

’ querable desire to obtain and express 
: tlje highest,good possible. Spiritual- 
I ista, as an ism, Is greatly misjudged 
by the world at layge, and even those 

, who take the’name seem, as a whole,

ii\nysel£.
y “it is all within yourself”—that 
;;was the “other fellow,” and he spoke

, iim plainly.
\ ' Yes, I thought, that is the truth, 

¡According to the Bible the devil was 
„g >once a strong and beautiful angel, 

(but he got real mean and ugly, right 
■,'tii heaven where God was, and he 
Aicted so badly they turned him out. 
I (never took much stock in that story, 
but if it is true it is important, tor 
it proves conclusively-that a . person , . •• -- •
can' get wicked, maybe unhappy ln i\to fail to grasp the magnitude of its 
any place, no matter how beautiful it scope, Spiritualism has not come
may be or how good the people who to offer us in mediumship an excuse 
dwell there—even God himself can- for idiocy or ' lunacy. Spiritualism 
not help it if the individual will not, has not come to us, as some appearTiTi j . » . » • ' ' ' . . • .. i- it-»..». » i : . •••••■L Ayimt one person thinks is gopdy an- 
other will call bad, what will make 
one person happy, will make another 

, miserable. It all depends upon one’s 
’ desires; and mental condition. The 
/ l.iore laws we lay down for people 
i'*‘aud thiugs to abide by, the more un-

•happiness and disappointment we will 
get. Therefore in order to'be: happy 
I'/must lead my own life in my oWn 

' wity, and let other people do the 
same, and rest assured I will get j,ust 
whab I have earned, whether it seems 
desirable to me br not.

Ju^t at this point in my meditations 
I saw a woman’s arm against the 

: rose tjrellis opposite the bench I was 
lying on. Changing my position I 
saw a beautiful young woman had 

r, reached out of a tiny summer house 
' V to pick a rose from the trellis. She 
'’find wavy golden hair, a plnlt and 

(Vbito complexion, and a fine figure. 
ía thought she did not see me, and I 
\watched her admiringly. Suddenly, 

ijs I was looking at her, she made a 
swift movement as if startled and 

vdarkness seemed to wipe her out of 
jpiy sight, and in her place stood a 
dVirk, scowling.maiden with set, cruel 
fpice, and fiery’eyes which seemed to 

ie gazing intently at some object near
■

IXlooked In the same direction and 
saw in young man and an elderly wo
man /sitting together upon a bench 
under | u wide spreading pepper tree. 
Completely puzzled by the strange oc- 
currence, I looked back at the sum
mer'bouse and saw no one. Not 
wishing to Intrude upon the stran
gers, I stole quietly around a huge 
bunch of scarlet salvias whose flaming 
spikes rose far above my head, and 
walked in . the -opppsite direction. I 
soon came to a group of date palms, 
behind which I found a low, stone 
building with massive walls covered 
with vines gay with flowers, and 
humming birds and butterflies flashed 

r-'here and there gathering sweetness.
' The end of this odd structrire had no 
opening but a heavy iron door, which 
stood half open. I pushed the door 
wide open and entered, cautiously, 
wondering why it was bo dark. I 
could- see that wide tables ran half 
the length of the long room and rude 
benches stood each side of the tables. 
Breaths o|. icy air from some unknown 
source. greeted men and 1 shivered 
violently, Suddenly a feeling of dea'd- 

terror seized me, and without stop
ping to consider I fled from the place 
ns ri pursued by fiends. Several feet 
nwayj from the door I paused, trem
bling', in every limb, “You fool!” I 
suld tjo myself angrily; "you cowardly 
fool, i You are as silly as a school 
girl,” and I turned toward the house, 
walking with lofty dignity to make up 
for past unmanly conduct.

I found niy aunt at work In the din
ing-room and,I told her about the 
vanishing maidens, but I did not tell 
her about my experience in the stone 
house, for I was ashamed of my fool
ishness, besides no man wants a wo
man to think him a coward. Aunt 
Lucy listened attentively, and in an
swer to my question, “What does 
this mean?” said, “I do not know of 
but one explanation and that is, you 
nrc a psychic.”

"I suppose that means I am a Spir
itualist medium that is ashamed of 
the name and so calls himself a 
psychic,” I said, laughing uneasily, 
for I. remembered my experience at 
Dragvllle.

"Audley Durand,” said my aunt, 
pleasantly, "I am a Spiritualist, and 

■< I am not ashamed of the name, and 
y no one has any occasion to be unless 

he is using the name as a cloak to 
cover his own deceit and vileness. In 
ny mind there is little doubt but you 
lire clairvoyant and tho power will 
wove, a blessing to you and others 
if) you „.learn to use it aright. Per- 
tniins who have used this power for 
evll( purposes were Ignorant, they had 
not ■ eaten of the Tree of Knowledge 
and \did not know themselves or 
others and they suffered moral ruin 
as the result of their actions.”

I ¿harp knock came just over our 
heads, and was followed by a succes- 

-slon of raps. I started In amazement, 
and my aunt laughed. “Nothing but 
rats,” she said.

’ll am surprised at you!” I ex- 
> claimed. “I would think you, a Spir

itualist, would say those raps are pro
duced by spirits instead of rats.” 
.. "Because I am a Spiritualist, it 
• does not nécessarlly-follow that I am 
a fool,” she safd, without a trace of 

• irritability.
"I think you are the exception that 

proves the rule, for among all the 
Spiritualists I have known, you and 
one other are the only ones who have 
not been fools, or worse,” I replied 
recklessly.

My aunt looked steadily at me and 
said, calmly, “How many Spiritualists 
have you ever known?” :

I felt my cheeks burn, hotly under 
her .steady gaze, and was silent. I 
felt my aunt possessed a power I did 
not, and there sprang up in me a 
hungry longing for an, to me, inde
finable something I possessed not.

“Audley, dear boy,” said my aunt, 
tenderly, "I perceive you have some 
time asked for bread and received a 
stone. Such experiences are hard to 
bear, but they should never, stand be
tween one and. their search for a 

riceless truth. The more so,, the 
ore it is imitated, and the more de- 
‘able a certain condition seems to
A- ...

to think, to teach any one to blindjy 
yield his organism to the control of 
decarnate. spirits simply because the 
thing is possible, neither'does it teach 
us to cling helplessly and without in
dividuality or definite purpose to any 
class of spirits, no matter how ad
vanced they may be. I tell you, Aud- 
Jey, Spiritualism in its teachings is 
¡'upliftfrig and strengthening and puri
fying, and it teaches us to develop all 
our faculties and let the God within

had before, 'but you have awakened 
in me a strong desire for truth and 
goodness.”

My aunt patted my hand and said 
smilingly, “You are a good boy, Aud
ley—you will always be a boy to me 
—but you will have to leave me now, 
for I cannot preach to you and pre
pare dinner at the same time, and ac
cording to my religion they serve God 
best who do the necessary work best. 
Oh, I tell you what to do; go into the 
laundry, where Mam Vine is ironing, 
and ask her to explain to you the Bi
ble account of the temptation.”

With all the politeness I was capa
ble of I made known my request to 
the old negress. She seemed much 
pleased and dusted an already Immac
ulate chair for my' use. As soon as I 
was seated she began, "Why, chile, 
dat story is jest a story, and plain 
as the nose on yo’ face. It’s jest.to 
’lustrate how eberything Is going all 
through life. It’s jest like this, chile: 
You "sit down to breakfast and the 
missus bring in the batter cakes and 
honey and you eat and eat till you 
know you should eat no more, and 
then the missus come erlong with one 
more and you hes’tate and she say, 
“Do eat it, honey—it’s only a little 
one, and so nice and brown,” and then 
you eat that cake and have a dreadful 
pain and am so mis’able, and so you 
learn good from evil and the missus 
learn it, too, for you make so much 
fuss ’bout that batter cake, and the 
pain, and you am so cross and hatefifl 
the missus hardly live in the house 
with you.”

I told Mam Vine that I wished she 
could go and preach to the white peo
ple, for her explanation was the only 
sensible one I ever heard, and I fell 
to thinking if such practical explana
tions of Bible legends had been given 
to the world during the past centuries, 
how much better off the world would j 
now be in spite of man’s dislike to ac- | 
cept any teachings that Interfere with 
the gratification of self, and I suppose 
it is for this reason he has ' ever 
sharpened his wits to invent some 
thory whereby he and a few who be
lieved with him could escape the con
sequences of wrong doing.

"What religion do you profess?” I 
asked. Mam Vine set her flatiron 
upon its stand, and said impressively, 
"I has two ’ligions, chile. I am a 
Baptist—I perfess that ’ligion, and 
then I am a Splrit’list, like Missus 
Lucy; I don’t perfess that ’ligion, I, 
has it in me.”

I was a good deal mystified, and 
asked for an explanation.

“Why, chile,” she said' honestly, “I 
belongs to the Baptist church at Snell
ville—a long way from here, and I 
only goes thar when they has big do- 
in's, and then I goes and helps them 
sing and holler and get happy. The 
rest of the time I stays at home and 
works, and is a Splrit’list—that is n 
heap better 'ligion to work with.”

"Do you ever go to see a medium?” 
I asked, I asked, with more interest 
than curiosity.

"O, Lawd, yes!” she exclaimed 
with enthusiasm.- “Thar is a Baptist : 
medium down where you got Off the 
cars. I always goes to see her when 
I gets discomflected and she shuts her 
eyes and goes on so high and bootiful 
I am jist lifted right up to glory.”

“Do the things she tells you al
ways come true?” I asked, •

“Yes, chile, leastwise I makes ’em 
when they.don.”.

“You make them come true! 'How- 
do you do that?” I asked with deep
ening interest.

“Well, chile, it's jest like this: 
That medium tell my gal Lidy Celes
tine if she will marry that nigger, 
Cephy, she will be happy forever ( 
after, and so Lidy Celestine marries I 
him. • After, a spell she 'come to me 
blubbering and' says,' ‘O, granny, dat 
Cephy the medium tells me to marry ' 
Is a fool nigger for sho,’ and I said, 
awful like, ‘hush, chile, dat was a 
good-and beautiful prophsy that me
dium inade for you, and don’t you go 
arid- spile with any of yo’ high fool ■ 
notions; you jest believe that Cephy 
is a hlgh falutirig nigger and knows a 
heap, and you’ll live with him and be 
happy as the medium said.”

‘.’Well, how has It turned out?" I 
Eskcd■

“Oh, it’s turning all right, but I 
had to “do a heap argufying to keep ; 
that perwerse Lidy Celestine from 
spiling that bootiful prophesy.”

"Good for you, Mam Vinel” I ex
claimed, with genuine admiration. 
“You have got a religion that is 
worth having, and it has made a wise 
philosopher of you.”

“Of case It has, chile,” she said
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with dignity, “only It ain't the 'liglon 
that makes you; it's you that makes 
the Tigion. If you got in you to be 
good, no ’liglon will upset you from 
ueing good,"

I felt this last remark contained 
wisdom beyond my understanding, 
and L withdrew to think it over. That 
evening at dinner I was introduced to 
Hugh Kneeland, to whom I took an 
Instantaneous liking, although I felt 
that no intimate friendship would be 
likely to exist, between us. Mam Vine 
announced that Miss Isabel was hav
ing a spell and could not come down, 
and Mrs. Harmon wanted to be ex
cused. It was not until the next even
ing that I met Isabel and then she, 
came in with her golden curls 
wreathed with white roses and green 
leaves, and I at once recognized her 
as the girl I had seen in the door to 
the summer house, who had so sud
denly disappeared. I found her .a 
sensible person and a good talker, and 
I felt attracted toward her one minute 
and repelled the next, although I 
could not explain wNy.

Being left alone for a short time 
after dinner, I asked her if she would 
play for me on the organ, which stood 
invitingly open. A look of sadness 
and anxiety instantly came over her 
face and she replied hesitatingly, “I 
will, try, but there is something 
strange, Mr. Durand, which I. cannot 
explain. I used to feel happy when 
singing and playing,, but now it Is all 
changed, and such a strange feeling 
comes to me it frightens me, and I 
don’t know whether I am, myself or 
some one else—but I will try it once 
more.” ■ .

I felt an uneasy sensation, as if 
something was going to happen, but 
I laughed and said gaily, “You must 
bp a great genius IT you have such 
feelings.”

: "That is a lie, and you know it,” 
the words came so clearly j felt guilty 
but it was only, the “other fellow" 
speaking. I opened the music and 
Isabel played and sang several simple 
songs, then she began “Home, Sweet 
Home,” and went through with the 
first stanza all right, but in the 
chorus she stumbled and hesitated. I 
looked at her and saw her eyes were

door to call my aunt and was much 
relieved to find her coming to us. 
She gave one glance at the rigid fig
ure at the organ, and said, calmly, 
"Don't be frightened, Audley, but sit 
down and listen to what will come.”

Presently the rigid figure of the 
girl seemed to spring into new life, 
although her eyes remained closed; 
she passed her hand over the keys 
and began to play and sing the fol
lowing song, gently at first, with In
tense sadness and longing, gradually 
sinking and hopeless despair, which 
ended in a burst of passionate weep
ing.

THE SONG.
When shall the light of morning 

break-
And the night mists roll away?
when shall my tortured soul find 

peace
In the Warmth of a sun-lit day?

have heard of a heaven bright and 
fair,

With its streets of gleaming gold,

For I am loaded with many a sin, 
And bound -by dark passions’ 

chain—
I’ll find no rest till the voice of love 

Shall speak to my sou! again.
(To be continued.) ’

Spiritual Light of this city is holding 
meetings, the fnilts of which can be 
seen every day. Since my mother and 
I have been hère, many people have 
been “converted” to our faith, or 
rather knowledge of spirit return. Our 
society has bad, and is still having a 
desperate struggle to meet expenses, I 
and a few loyal, unselfish Spiritualists 
have had to give mpeb more than 
they could afford, but the cause has 
been greatly benefited by their noble j 
sacrifice. !

Only to-day I met Rev. Oliver B. 
Loud, the Congregationalist minister, 
on the street. He made himself 
known to me, and treated me as 
courteously as he would have treated 
any orthodox minister, and said that 
he had heard many kind remarks 
about the uplifting and spiritualizing 
effect of our work in this city.

My mother is now in Muskogee, 
where she recently organized a so- । 
ciety. During her absence I will at
tend to all the duties'that have here- j 
tofore devolved upon both of us. '

Though the greater share of my 
work this winter has been confined to 
Lawton, I am pleased to say that I 
have heard many good reports about 
the work all over the state. Our pres
ent state missionary, Mrs. Thorpe, is, j 
I hear, doing good, and effective work 
in the interest of Spiritualism. Not 
long ago the state work looked rather 
unpromising, the only societies hold-1 
Ing meetings at all being those in | 
Oklahoma City and Lawton. But con
ditions are greatly improving, as I 
hear that Perry is "picking up,” and a , 
society at Blackwell has been char
tered, as well as at Muskogee.

. The Spiritualists of Lawton are,en
thusiastic over the state convention 
■which Is to meet here in September, 
and we- wish to assure, all /delegates 
and friends that they will receive a 
cordial welcome. - , 

Fraternally, '
MILTON BAKER, ’ ' 

Asst. Pastor, Church of Spiritual ■ 
; Light of Lawton, Okla. • ;

r To the Editor: I trust wljen those 
lines fall under the eyes oftny many 
friends who read your valuable paper, 
they will not conclude that ; I ' Juive

I just awakened from a “Rip Van 
Winkle” .sleep, or that I hiçvq heen 
“droning” the months away since I 
made a public report of m.y work, 
whereabouts, etc. I have.netther been 
sleeping,1 nor have I been Idle during 
my silence, as far as the general pub
lic is concerned. I am glad that I 
have so many friends who waive all 
conventionalities in the way of corre
spondence, and continue to send me 
their written words, trusting that 
sometime they may meet a personal 
response. Real friends somehow 
have an understanding one with the 
other, and soul reaches soul many 
times. Independent of voice or of pen. 
I rejoice that I have sb many real 
friends who must uuderstqnd at times 
my condition, and knowing‘.that their 
messages are helpful to me, continue 
to write, not at regular intervals, but j 
just when the soul prompts, and and 
never say on paper, "I will write again 
when r have received an answer.”

I have just re-read some of the let
ters sent by such. friends ‘ as I have 
mentioned, and I find so many of these 
communications contain in aübstancé 
the >pme questions that I fepl. at this 
time I can do no better than to ask 
the genial editor of. The Progressive 
Thinker to give me space-in its col-, 
umiis to respond to the queries that 
seem of the most-interest to the writ
ers who have addressed me. ;

First, How is my health? I ought 
not to complain when I am enabled to 
regularly attend to the routine of, du
ties that are incumbent upon, me in 
connection with the home, school, and 
the First Spiritualist Church ‘(which 
we consider an auxiliary to ’ the 
school), and attend to a large' line of 
correspondence. '■

My friends, ns well as myself, had 
entertained some doubtp as to how 
I would endure the rigors of the Wis
consin winter climate, after having 
spent several seasons on the Pacific 
Coast and thus had escaped the bleak 
winds and the snows. I am glad to 
report that 1 have had less bronchial 
affection the, present winter'than be
fore in ten years; the extreme south
ern portion of California was benefi
cial to me; I was entirely free from 
the throat trouble in San Diego and 
Los Angeles, but was eontlniiousjy af
fected during the winter Reason in 
Washington and Oregon.

Have I finished my platform whi'k? 
No, friends, not if I have any choice 
In the matter. I have never, in .qll of ' 
my experience, felt so wel)1 equipped 
for public work on behalf dfSplrltual- 
Ism, as since I was left a Iona”PiI- 
grlin,” nearly three thousand yylles 
from home, to contiuue the work'the 
“Pilgrims” had planned r together. 
Arid who shall say we are riot at times 
participating jointly in th'A worK I 
feel in my lecture and class work, an 
added power, a personality at times, 
that he, my arisen “yoke-fello)y;” is 
engaged with me; in fact,It has been 
well proven to others that it is so. I 
cannot ask space to. go into , details, 
but will say In passing, ap. surely (as I 
know Spiritualism is true’ sd/'sürély 
do. I know that my arisen companion, 
Moses Hull, is active in' tile work of 
promulgating thé grand principles un
derlying the phenomena and the phi
losophy of Spiritualism. His person
ality is sometlmés so strongly marked 
that persons who were familiar with 
his methods of presenting his Ideas, 
recognize him as a factor in the work.

In the realization of the return of 
our spirit friends, the most satisfac
tory- evidences are those that cannot- 
be told to another; that the physical 
eye does not see, the physical ear does 
not hear; there is nothing to which 
they can be compared; they are soul 
experiences, and no soul can present 
those experiences to any other soul. 
Such evidences are self-satisfying; 
the world may laugh, scoff, ridicule, 
present argument, but any amount of 
one, or of all these, never 'can prove 
that another does not know.

Letters reach me every week, con
taining' inquiries relative to Moses 
Hull’s publications. Are the books I 
still In stock? Can they be re-pub- I 
llshed, etc., etc. In answer would say, 
yes, the books are in stock, many 
hundreds of them; the world needs i

a

Judge in Trance Reviews
Case; Sends Man to Death

Remarkable Story of Jurist’s Feat While in 
Subconscious Condition, Brought to Light 
After Thirty-Seven Years.'

Chattanooga, Tenn., Mar. 1.—A re
markable story lias Just come to light 
here of an opinion of the supreme 
court of Tennessee affirming the death 
sentence of Andrew Smith, ¿olored, in 
1870.

The opinion was written by the 
chief Justice of supreme court when 
he was in a sub-conscious condition, a 
trance, or in the midst of a somnam
bulistic state, and the. remarkable 
thing was that his opinion was thor
oughly sound both as to the law and 
the facts, and is one of the reported

opinions being printed and is an au
thority to this day on the technical 
law points involved.

Justice Nicholson was the man 
who wrote the opinion, and Peter 
Turney, afterward governor of Ten
nessee, saw him arise from his bed, 
write the lengthy document, and 
again retire.

Next day. Justice Nicholson had no 
recollection of the incident. The elab
orate opinion covered all the facts, 
cited numerous court differences, and 
ended with an affirpiation of the 
court below.

FREE TO
SICKLY WOMEN

Dr, Peebles Oflera to Bend Every lady 
Header of title Paper ft Sample Botilo of 
His Famous Herbi-Vloo Compound.

OST nppmuF.r

o COMPOUND >

A MOST VALUABLE. AKMCDT

' . Peace—Be suit ■
I hear a whisper in my ear;. 

Peace--be still!
I hear a whisper—still I hear: 

Peace—be still!
All things come to them that wait, 
Be it early—be it late— 
Then have patience—only wait;

Peace—be still!

Ask the gods for what you will;
Peace—be still!

They your cup will surely fill:
Peace—be still!'

They have gifts for great and small
They have gifts for one and all;
Some on you will surely fall:

Peace—lie still!
E. H. GORDON.

Oakland, CaL

HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CAN.

Good, Honest Mediums and Pleasant 
■ - Occurrences,

To the Editor: The First Spirittial 
Society of Hamilton is steadily gaininf 
groufid by keeping supplied with hon
est mediums that are. able to place 
the truth before a skeptical audience, 
so that they cannot refuse to listen 
and investigate for themselves.

Mrs. Ripley, the mother medium of 
our society, has just finished her last 
engageaient with us for this season. 
Sho Is also a member of the Ladies’ 
Aid in connection with the society, 
and at the close of their business 
meeting she had a very pleasant sur
prise, as Mrs. Goodwin, president of 
the Ladies’ Aid,tendered her a very 
affectionate parting address, and on 
behalf of the ladles presented her with 
a beautiful tea gown along with the 
best wishes of all the members. Mrs. 
Ripley thanked them in her usual very 
effective manner, so as to leave an 
everlasting impression on their minds 
of thé good feeling that she always 
has for the socieety. She was then 
escorted by all the members present 
to the dining room, where they were 
entertained by Mrs". King and her 
daughters.

After a couple of hours of pleasant 
chat they gave her a fond good-bye,’ 
hoping she would soon be with us 
again.

We have Mrs. Birks engaged for the 
month of March, and C. Fannie Allyn 
for April, when some ot her old 
friends from a distance from the city 
will make an effort to be present and 
bring Investigators with them.

S. S. KING, 
Pres., H. S. S.

Hamilton, Ont., Can.

ASSUMES A NEW POSITION.

Would ,Havo Mediums Cease Giving 
Private Sittings, Even for Money.

This is 'my experience, after living 
with a medium for ten years:

A few reasons will follow. I may 
be excused for illustrating, In part, 
from my wife’s experience. She is too 
sensitive a medium to mix into the 
lives and love affairs of other people, 
for the latter Is what most sitters 
want to know.

If a woman has two lovers, she 
usually wants some advice and in
structions about which one to choose. 
Now each suitor for her hand has 
spirit friends and chums who want 
their earthly friend to succeed.

If the medium and her controls fa
vor one suitor, the spirit-chums of the 
defeated suitor are displeased aud act 
according to his feelings. If his dis
position is revengeful, his spirit chums 
are like him, or they would not be 
his unseen associates, for it is an 
axiom in society that chummy friends 
have like attributes. Hence, the de
feated suitor and his spirit chums 
wish and think revenge and bad luck
on the successful suitor; 
they take out revenge on 
for mixing in, and cause 
or sickness. One suitor 
vious and jealous, even

hence, also, 
the medium 
her trouble 
may be eli

____  ___  to a crazy 
tinge. The defeated, envious spirits 
would bring sick, stupid, ugly spirils 
to the medium to make her sick and

Ot. tscMu luUite M K«aU

HerUt-VIne t> prdied by tb&ukfal 
and happy yumea 
In every p»rc of 
America (mibobeai 
and aafeet remedy for the ill« of worn» 
unkind they have 
.oyer known. It literally unatebea 
the victims pf to- 
tn u J e d I«ord er» 1rora 
the Invalid’« chair 
and the operating table end restore« 
them to full health and liappircM.. It 
la truly awonderful 
remedy, and If you 
lufler from any of the IlfedeitroylDg 
■weakocue» pccup jar to women joa 
ebonld eend for a 
temple bottle at 
once. Jit rccord fn curing Ltucorrbea, 
PafofahProf uae. 
IrreokTor Granty Feifod». CbiDge of Life, ulceration, 
LaccrattoD.TDmora 
and Fallin? of the “Womb, ia.truly re- 
markable, and Ifyou Buffer from any 
weokr.ee« or irregularity of the»« 
organs you should HerbbVioe a 
trial whbout delay« 
just tend the Doc
tor your name and address end he will 
Immediately »end, 
all charges prepaid, 
a «ample bottle to
gether with abe&u« tlfnl and valuable 

little booklet "Womanhood” which should be In the band« of every woman, both young and old. M , ■ 
AddrbsB, Dr. Peebles Institute» Battle Creek,

Mich., Box 483*jL

It will write in full sight-— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier .and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,Hl.
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has a keener appreciation of the earn
est, honest efforts q^ all workers in 
the field, whether 'that work is 
through the. press or presented from 
the rostrum.

The last artjcle Mr. Hull prepared 
for the press was for The Progressive 
Thinker. It was written four days be
fore he closed his work upon earth. 
Those among your readers who read 
that communication under the head
ing, "Wanderings of the Hull Pil
grims," may possibly remember the 
last words of the article: “We com
mence our work to-morrow, we hope 
for the best, but are prepared for the 
worst.”

Thirteen months and more, have 
passed since I sat by the bedside of 
my stricken fellow-pilgrim, and ever 
since that time those concluding words 
have seemed, to me like a half-prophe
cy. When I realized that his life
boat was silently slipping ®om earthly 
moqrings, that he was in tne embrace

them, and 1 surely need some „of the 
dollars we have invested in them. ’ 
They can always be procured at The 
Progressive Thinker office and of the 
writer; the headquarters for the Mo
ses Hull & Co. publications is White- 
water, Wis. As I have been a mem
ber of the Moses Hull Co. for thirty 
years, holding an equal interest with 
Mr. Hull, there was no obstacle in the 
way, when he dropped his work on the 
mortal side of life, to hinder the work 
of disposing of and republishing the 
books.

“What of the Morris Pratt school?” . 
Our efficient asistant secretary, Mrs. 
L. S. Weaver, so .frequently reports, I 
do not feel there Is need. of. my say
ing much in this article On the sub
ject. I feel, however, I must pay a ' 
word of tribute .to' oiir most excellent ' 
students, some of whom will leave us 
at the close of the present term, hav- ! 
ing filled to the letter the require
ments ot the rules in the. .way of. cov
ering the ground that Is required for 
graduation. We are loth‘to par;t With 
them;:they have bccome,'(so neSr tnd 
dear to us. - They have been devoted 
to the work, and withoutaia ex^ption, 
they, will do honor to the school ¡wher
ever their, lines may be ijiist, whether 
In public or in private lltfe. M pres-' 
ent writing, two of thqJ)uniiyr/ class 
are attending the Illinois' State Spir
itualist convention; they pre there by 
courtesy of the official bb|rd, who ex
tended an invitation, thtougij Prof, 
Weaver, for two of our strident^'to at
tend and deliver an address. .Accord
ingly two young ladies'were Selected
to go as the representatives,^' our 
school.. ' ' ; .”

Dear Brother Francis'/h'S I^ft here 
writing these lines, I ain aware of 
"Our Moses’ " presence;1’) wiêfj a di
rect message could be smit you from 
that arisen soul. Why should he not 
be attracted. I am at his desk where 
he wrote you scores of .communica
tions. I am writing these Words on 
'the typewriter he used less than one 
hour before he closed his work on this 
side of life, but the strongest rea
son why he should be attracted at this 
timé: He cherished you as a brother 
in spirit, and was. in close'sympathy 
with you in your work'on behalf of 

| thp cause to which he devoted his best 
1 energies- In fact, I believe now

of “The White Angel.” I knew he 
was not dying as a real man, as a 
soul, but I turned away with a pierced 
heart and a soul seemingly stunned. 
It was so sudden, so paralyzing to my 
senses. When the hand loosened its 
clasp, and I knew I had heard the 
voice that had for so many years been 
„an inspiration to me, I was for the 
tlmb benumbed. The tears were with
held in the frozen deeps of my being. 
Some one may say, "And you are a 
Spiritualist.” Yes, I am a Spiritual
ist,; but there is a great human side 
to my nature. I knew he would not 
leave me without comfort, but the 
world seemed so strange, so large, and 
so desolate without the bodily pres
ence. That was the human side. 
But the test came, and when he was 
enabled to assist in sustaining me j 
when I stood by his dead body, and 
voiced the message of the Spirit, 11 
was comforted.

Days come and- go, I am not with
out my seasons of loneliness. There 
are reminders of the one gone on 
every hand, and, unconsciously I yield 
to the passing storms that sweep my 
soul, but even then, the comforter is j 
with me. He encourages me onward,1 
and I know, sometimes when I feel 
I am the most alone, I am In company 
of faithful aids and teachers.

There were times when Mr. Hull 
was in the body, when the ways and 
the days Seemed-dark-to us, but he 
did not lose courage; and his loyalty 
to what seemed-his duty was . un- 
faiilng. If I, grew disheartened, he 
often quoted to me the old : stanza 
(which I give below), with-thè slight 
alteration he gave it from the orig
inal: ’ ' -

"We must then be up and doing, -, 
With a heart for any fate,

Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to -wait.”

to torment her for mixing into 
■their exclusive affairs, so considered 
by them. They would also bring 
some newly born or arisen spirit who 
had just recently died or passed from 
earth life on account of some old, 
lingering, chronic disease. You all 
know that when such a new spirit 
first comes in contact with a sensitive 
medium, the medium senses and feels 
all of the dying conditions and death 
scene, and that a personating medium 
acts it all out, which is not very 
pleasant. Often the sick spirit may 
be around the medium for hours and 
days before the medium is aware of 
the origin of her sickly feeling. Then 
it is work to get rid of the sick spirit.

Sometimes the opposing, revengeful 
spirit gets a chance to control the me
dium to talk and vex his feelings; and 
gradually his identity with his earthly 
chum is revealed. They make the 
medium talk for them in an abusive 
manner; hence, giving readings con
cerning love affairs is not pleasant, 
and does not promote the medium's 
higher spirituality nor development.

Giving readings tends to lower the 
medium's thought vibrations and 
quick inspiration. Most common peo
ple are slow thinkers; their thought 
waves or mental vibrations aro long 
and slow. In order to give private 
readings and tests the medium must 
descend to the mental level or slow 
thinking of the sitter, and must mix 
into his material affairs, into busi
ness matters, into selfishness. Giving 
readings and private tests requires the 
aid of. spirits living on a material 
plane of thought and action. They 
are quite selfish, yet in a worldly 
sense, grasping after money or its 
material equivalent. Hence, such a 
test, medium is apt to become like 
conies a flatterer, a fawner, a syco- 
grasplng after money, to get fine 
clothes and Jewelry to please her 
pride, and that of kindred spirits; 
many test-giving Indian maiden spir
its still like jewelry and red clothing.

A test medium soon grows to think 
that most every person she meets-will 
soon be her victim for a reading, and 
pay her a dollar. She soon thus be- 
ocmes a flatterer, a fawner, a sycho- 
phant, to say most anything to please 
the sitter or to excite his wonder or 
Interest, or to mystify him.

AU such vulgar, material, worldly 
thoughts, are repugnant to higher 
spirits who would rather speak like 
orators and reformers, and thus up
lift humanity.

Such advance spirits bring a happy 
feeling and inspiration to the medium, 
that elevateg her and happffles lier 
mind for days, bringing her better 
health.,

A personating .Inspirational me
dium with a good voice and delivery 
can become a good speaker and ora- 

‘tor. H. E. MARTIN.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently Hiiggestlve 
work, of excellent» tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
healtl^^nd character. Cloth. $1.

MaterializationlUUWIiUHiiUUUU auc0 and Materlulkatlon a 
Fact In Nature, by B. F. Austin. These two lee- 
tureslnou« book of 48 page will be of interest 
to all believers in this phase of mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle.
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 

Chief of ‘‘The Standard Dictionary"; 
Author of ‘‘The Widow’s Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena,” “The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told In a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: ‘‘A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, $1.00.

HAECKEL'S LAST Oreat Work. Just Published.

(Mt Net. PoitM* Ke»

PROGRESSIVE THINKER, Publisher» 
.«Un** ¡¡tail, «tallii*.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublie
Ey Charles B. Walto. A. M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year W etc. 
Price, paner. 26 cents. ,

RADIANT ENERGY Bis.ltsReUtlou 
to Modern Avtrophyclcs, ny Edgar L. Larkin* 
Director Lowe Obs'irvatoiy, Echo Mountain* 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into tbo laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern ax« 
trologicalllterature will surely come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. 11.7A

A MASTERLY work.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood,
A masterly presentation ot an Important enb- 

Joel. A powerful argument along new anti eclen- , 
UflcUnes, establishing on a scientific basis ths. ' 
fact ot the continuity ot personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book or rare valno. With several 
GaeUlustrauSns. Cloth, tim.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
•id 
d

■i'J

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author., A very suggestive and In
structive book. Price $1.00.

■Mr. Hull had-been a faithful stu
dent in the great lessons of life, be 
had learned to labor, and he waited 
with all patience. May I learn the 
lesson as well, Is my earnest desire.

. Most sincerely yours for the cause, 
"ATTIE E. HULL.

Whitewater .’is. .

• "Immortality, Ite. Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’’’ By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.,- Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph- 
isal Society of Great Britain, with in
troduction and Explanatory Latta?. 
Price, 15 cents.

"The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 

Preachers,Peebles. Dedicated to
Missionaries and Church 
Price, 20 cents.

The Living Decalogue.
So Zion, by W, J. Colville.

Members.

From Sinai 
This book

is full of instruction and clear, co
gent reasoning. Price, 50 cents.

Success and Happiness and How to 
Obtain and Retain Them. A-series of 
26 lectures in which is included "Hap
piness as a Fine Art.” Price, 25 
cents.

Rational Memory Training. A se
ries of articles on memory. How to 
improve and develop. A most excel- 
^nt book. Price, 50 cents.

I "There ft no death; there are no 
1 dead.”

These words stand out on the cover 
Of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
wot a«, and through all of Its pages 
runs this challenge to those whbse 
Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a' 
future life are based strictly upon the 

’Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes Ln 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge. given him from the living 
friends passed to the lite beyond. 
Price $1.50. '

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture« by the B^cn! VlrekMMBdi, on R&H Yugt| 

crConqucrine tbe Internal HMire, *nd otherwb« 
JecM; ^to, Ton Aphortgau, ^rith cotib
tncnUriee and a copkrai £io«iary of Binckrlt terms. 
Revised Mi enlarged. Itara., Cloth. YIM RnJ&Yok* 
Is in indent syctem of Indian PhUotophy, ini one of 
the four chief method» tint theVed&nt* PhnoBophy 
©fferi to obtain freedom and perfection. 8r«mi Vtv- 
ckMiodB became * familiar figure In several Amen* 
cau cities durloE the three yean following the Pair 
Msment of RtUgkrat at Chicago: be was cordially re- 
txsivedfti Amerldk where Ura breadth and depthot 
Mr-teaching» were soon recoEblted. Eis teachlat» 
roitmlvon&Hn their application, T&e

f.il
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REMITTANCES- * “ 
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Loiter or Draft on Chicago 
pr New York. It costs from 10 to 15 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banka, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis BUeut, 
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The Rascals.
The way the Catholic priests ac

count for the Identity of the ancient 
religions and Christianity, Is set forth 
as follows, In the words of Bishop 
Chatard, as given in 1904, quoted 
from the Catholic World:

“If we meet with some analogies 
With the doctrines of Judaism and of 
Christianity, and there has been bor
rowing, we have a right to assert, it 
is the Vedas that borrowed from the 
Bible, not the Bible from the Vedas.”

Again, in the same article with the 
above:

“It is a very curious thing to exam
ine the text of the citation from the 
laws of Manu, and see how they are 
like the words of the Pentateuch.”

The learned author of “The Ten
Great Religions” says:

"So numerous are the resemblances 
between the customs of this system 
[the ancient religions] and those of 
the Romish Church, the first Catholic 
missionaries who • encountered the 
priests of Buddha were confounded 
and thought Satan had been mocking 
their sacred rites.”

But the truth IS, all those so-called 
ancient pagan religions, as well their 
literature, and inscriptions on monu
ments, antedate Christianity, some of

WORDS OF CAUTION.
< Yon should not send money In a 
fetter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolen, Secure a pos
tal order for live cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The’POSTAGE on papers has been 

Increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent On a singlé 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to S2 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
pnly paid the pound rates—a mere-l 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will.be $1.60 per year.

A Philosopher’s Reasoning.
. H. E. Spelman, a correspondent of 

. the "Ingersoll Beacon,” in an article
In the February number of that 
journal, reasons' like a philosopher 
in support of the theory that continu
ous life beyond the grave is suggested 

- by what-scientists teach in regard to
- evolution. • Hear him:

"If tlie universe, or the atoms of 
matter dnd force composing the Unl- 
¡verse, have existed from all eternity, 
-and there Is no ‘first cause,’ then we

. THE- THIH^gfeR
Ä-e—i————-¡œ^

had been employed to usher in the 
system which was running riot with 
human JJfe, and was then selling in
dulgences to commit and excuse 
crime.

Our censures are for Popedom, the 
prelates and the Jesulsts, who did 
not hesitate to commit any crime, if 
they thought It would in any manner 
advance the interests of the church.

Protestantism Ib at fault in pushing 
aside and punishing her own scholars 
who have learned the. truth about 
church frauds, and have- sacrificed 
their positions and means of support 
In trying to .teach the people the 
Truth. The church should cease that 
wrong.

Milton, the Poet, a Medium.
Many years ago, the writer, then as 

now an ardent Spiritualist, read to an 
orthodox clergyman and wife, con
tinued for several winter evenings, 
Milton’s Paradise Lost. At its conclu
sion, said the dominie, “If any book 
was ever inspired it is Paradise Lost." 
We replied: “There are portions of 
it which have the imprint of inspira
tion." As we conned with care the

them thousands of years, and are older 
than the alleged age of Moses by more 
than a thousand years. The . earlier 
Christian Fathers, in direct daily con
tact with thqse ancient pagan reli
gions which they had stolen and made 
their own, had a more reasonable 

। story to tell, and it more clearly ap
proximates the truth. Wrote Justin 
Martyr to Antonius Pius;

“If we hold some opinions near 
akin to those of the poets and philoso
phers in most repute among you, why 
are we unjustly hated?, In saying all 
things were made in this beautiful 
manner by God, what do we seem, to' 
say more than Plato?- When we teach 
a general conflagration, what do we 
teach more than the Stoics? Bÿ op
posing the work of men’s hands, we 
concur with -Meander, the comedian; 
and by declaring the Logos, the first 
begotten of God, or Master Jesus 
Christ, to be born of a virgin, without 
any human mixture, to be crucified 
apd dead, and to have risen again, and 
ascended into heaven, we say no more j 
in this than what you say of those 
you style sons of Jove; for you need 
not be told what number of sons the 
writers most in vogue among you as
sign, to Jove. There is Mercury, Jove’s 
interpreter, in imitation of the Logos, 
In worship among you. There is Es- 
culapius, the physician; Bacchus, torn 
to pieces; Hercules, burned to get rid 
of his pqins. * * * As to Jesus be
ing crhclfled, that suffering was com
mon to all the sons of Jovo, ouly they 
suffered another kind of death. As 
tp his being born of a virgin, you have, 
your Perseus to balance that. As to’ 
his curing the lame, the paralytlp and 
the cripples from birth, this is but llt-

arch 14, 1908.

As^tivew*. Charles Bailey, the Wonderful Medium
At^^lifpi^y Folks Most Interested In * f
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Spiritualism?
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article we gave our readers on the 
fifth, column, fourth page, of our issue 
of Feii. 15, entitled, “'What Science is 
Doing,” the first paragraph of which 
says: . ■

“Science Is not content with meas
uring the human heart-beats or weigh
ing the human brain. It is not even 
satisfied with locating the physical

i source of particular human emotions.- 
It must- delve Into the mysterious 
chambers'of that peculiar phase or 
condition of mentality, which- man- is. 
pleased to call the‘soul.’”

We recalled the following passage 
in Bool V., which Milton placed in 
the mouth of that winged hierarch, 
Raphael, in an address tp Adam:

"Time may come,, when men
With angels may participate, and find 
No inconvenient diet, nor too light 

fare;
And from these corporal nutriments,

perhaps, 
Your bodies, may at last turn all to

spirit, 
Improved, by tract of time, and

wing’ed ascend,
Ethereal, as we; or may, at choice, 
Here or in heavenly paradise dwell.”

Again, in Boqk VI., Michael, the 
great archangel, during an address to 
Satan, Is made to say:

“Spirits that live throughout 
Vital in every part, not as frail man 

man
In entrails, heart or head, liver or 

veins,
Cannot but by annihilating die;
Nor in their liquid ■ texture mortal 

'wound
Receive, no more than can the Quid

JEbls question confronted me in the 
ml^iona^y work, and now it appears 
to.)|e-fac[ng me in the national issues. 

! ¿iregrqt very much to see the lack - 
of interest taken by the young peo- 
pl^ijin spiritual affairs. It was as a 
yoppg man that I began as an en
thusiast 1# the Spiritualist cause.

Tlie Children’s Lyceum attracted 
me. Why does it fail now to enthuse 
the young men and Women? If our 
societies ,do not -furnish the social 
element to hold young people, the 
latter should make the conditions for 
that necessity. My young associates 
were all Spiritualists. You can at
tract the same to you! Why do you 
fail to do so? You look to the main 
society, but the society looks toward 
you for effort.

A- young man cried aloud in a 
crowded theatre: "That is the work 
of spirits, but not half as good as I 
have seen!" when some persons on a 
Vaudeville stage were producing 
physical manifestations of a startling 
character, and posing as “Wonder 
Workers!" _ .......

That Is the enthusiasm that crops 
out occasionally, but why do we in’the'' 
organlzedwork, fall to centralize it, 
and utilize It?,

If our Young People’s Union, led 
by Trustee Evans of the N, B. A., 
wbiiid hold Ite .enthusiasm tp a high 
pitch, the cause would attract the 
young Spiritualists, who are numer
ousas the.elders. v

But, -in this executive office of'the 
N,_ 8. ,A!, I get very few letters from 
young Spiritualists. ,

This Is < an appeal I now make,-to 
write to- me and state your case.

Tell me What you think should be 
done tQ encourage you.

We need you In the organized 
work! How can we obtain your sup
port and enthusiasm? . Without you 
our struggle must be prolonged; with 
you our success will be assured.

Let us revive the Young People’s 
Union.

Then the Children’s Progressive 
Lyceum will be assured of great and 
growing Interest.

These are the reflections of my 
official position in [he receipt of let
ters from elderly people.

In a lai®, letter to The Progressive 
Thinker, I recited the sentiment of 
an elderly donor to the N. S. A. funds. 
That inspired a good lady to write 
to me and send a donation of twenty 
dollars. She said: “I have passed my

We are Glad to Again Present Our Readers 
Another Account—as Published in the Har
binger of Light, of Melbourne, Australia— 
of the Remarkable Manifestations Given 
through the Mediumship of Mr. Bailey.

In the October number of the Re

. feave attained our present condition by 
evolution. We have evolved from ___  _
gtoms of matter and force to a being ¿¡e more than what you say of your

, with mind. Does not this demon- Esculapius.’’ 
atrate that matter and force can pro- Tertullia'n admits 
duce and are capable of having mind? ..(And If matter and energy are in^te- doctrines of the 
ptructlble, why-should we reason that tile literature.

. ' this life ends all? Melito, Bishop of
v .“Sir Oliver Lodge, one. of the Apology, addressed tp Marcus Aurel- 

' , greatest of modern scientists, has de- jUSi 8aid;
jnohetrated that energy has and will “The philosophy we profess, truly 
exist from and to all eternity, afid it flourished aforetime; but having blos- 

. pannot be destroyed. If energy and somed again In the reign of Augustus, •* ... -----a x_ t. _ .,1t

the existence of 
Gospels in Gen-

Sardis, in an.

All

All

air;
heart they live, all head, all eye, 

all ear,.
intellect, all sense; and, as they 

please,
They limb themselves, and color, 

shape or size,
Assume, Ab likes them best, condense 

or rare.”
That Milton, “old and blind,” as he 

says he was, possesses what is now 
known as mediuifiiBtlc powers in a su
perior degree there can be no ques-

through permitting the mind to gain 
complete dominion for evil over, the 
physical body. Any physician will tell 
you that this is the truth. I have 
just been speaking with some of the 
most Intelligent physicians who have 
passed from-your earth plane and they 
inform me that they have met in their 
practice hundreds and thousands, of 
people who never ought to have been 
sick, and who were not In reality ill, 
but had permitted their mind to gain' 
complete dominion and influence over 
the body. It is logical to suppose 
that if the mind can produce disease it 
Bliould also be able to heal, and I shall 
dwell on this phase of the subject 
_for a little time; because I have met 
with hundreds and thousands of per
sons who have been cured by the 
mind. There are among you Chris
tian Scientists. The only science that 
is in it Is the fact that they teach 
people to train their minds; in other

vue Scientiflque du Spiritisms, a lead
ing French journal edited by Gabriel 
Delanne, the gifted author of “Evi- 
denees of a Future Life," and other 
volumes, special mention is made of 
these seances. There is an account 
each month In this paper of what 
transpires, but in this latest number 
surprise is expressed that they are 
not moje generally noted by the 
European press. Although bo fre-1 
quently denied by skeptics, “it would j 
be difficult,” says this writer, "to ex-1 
plain how nests with eggs (as in this I supplement), living birds and other1 
noteworthy apports could be brought 
by fraud," Besides, this, attention Is 
directed ti> the most astonishing fact 
of all, that addresses “.with exact facts 
of the history; manners, geography of 

' different nations of ancient and mod
ern times should coine through the 
lips of Bailey. It is true," the report 
goes on, “that it is- easier to pass over 
tn. alienee these marvels than to rebut 
them,” and it is regretted that “adver
saries scarcely" speak of such things 
while dwelling with so much persist
ence on all that is open to discussion 
in mediumship," There is a growing 
desire all over the world to draw a 
sharp • line of demarcation between 
phenomena - that cannot .be scientific
ally tested and those of the Bailey 
seanoes and others engaging the at
tention of scientists In Italy and else
where. A highly suggestive article 
from the ?>en of Dr. Hager, of Chi
cago, in' The Progressive Thinker, 
suggests that those who see the im
portance of thlB should call them
selves “Spiritual Scientists.” The 
doctor says that it Is a fact "that in 
Europe Spiritualism is on a much 
higher plane than elsewhere, because 
it is almost exclusively in the hands 
of the scientists,” and he contends 
that Spiritualism must get on these 
modern scientific lines if it is to claim the attention of thinking, intellectual j

smile In ignorance. Christian Sr’ 
ence can produce innumerable c; 
of persons who have been ill fo 
long time and have been cl 
through the mind by suggestion 
do not agree with their teaching < 
rled to the extreme. In spirit life 
take the middle path. -The unlvei 
—all the worlds, planets, and constel', . 
lations-^Is controlled by unhe/sni 
mind, As there is a drop from »his rj 
great ocean of mind in every physical h 
organism, you should have greater,-/ 
powers than some of-you possess to-. : 
day. ' You can get that power by go-v; 
liig to the'source of all powei, by a«*1 
Study of nature, and by close adher-i ., - 
ence to tlie laws of health and right»« 
living. It Ib folly for any one who de-ty 
sires to become- a teacher of mind 
cure to attempt to heal others unless »T, 
that person is himself living rightly.if 
I cannot understand anyone who is at 
constant drinker of alcohol or smokev
of tobacco attempting to set up as? a J 
mind healer, I believe that these ]
things defile the human body, I [do 1
not say that alcohol in moderation 
does a great deal of damage; but I do 
assert that excesses of all kinds -de- ;
file and injure, and that a man can- j
not be possessed of this great and ; .J 
glorious healing power unless he lives 
a pure life.

Thought and Prayer.
As thoughts are substances, the p 

jection of good thoughts to o.ther per
sons can do them good, and here is 
found the secret of prayer. For Ion 
yeftrs people have wondered, whilte 
some have revijed and others sneered, 
■at the power of prayer. Many 
pie make the same-mistake as \the 
Pharisees of old, they stand at he 
street corners, so to speak, and Hi up 
their voices that all may hear, ht is 
not necessary even to move the! lips 
In prayer, but simply to project the 
thought towards the object of your 
affection, and as thoughts are. sub- / 
stances, they travel through the ethers 
and take effect. They are received in 
many cases by the mind of the one 
you are praying for. The time is com- S 
tug—I do not care if you believe it or / 
not, because nearly all the statements)’ 
that we make are laughed at, but 
after years scientists prove them 
be true—when you will be able 
project a message to a friend I 
miles away. The trained mind ' 
be able to (iroject its message, and 
suredly it will be received by 
other mind and acted upon just a 
sent from the telegraph office.

' question has Its dark side also/; for 
| if It Is possible to do good it 1st also

78th birthday, and with the old lady 
of over 80,‘you mentioned in your ar
ticle ’in Tpe Progressive Thinker, I 
give" this. ’’ It Ib a widow's mite. I 
GIVE IT WITH MY WHOLE SOUL! 
willingly, too, for the truths of Spir
itualism the great'source of my 
happiness,zjoy and love, during these, 

I trust that themy declining years. _____ 
fund'”wiir Continue to increase, and 
thab-all who read your article will

UV ULDVIUJVU. 41 DUUICU UfiUiu m - ----- c—- ---------- ,

matter have mind, and are capable of thy ancestor, it proved to be above all tion. In the closing stanzas of his
tU omlnous of good for thy king' P°em 0“ bis own blindness, he says:

sonable to hope mind is indestructi- dom. _n]>Ie, and that we may evolute beyond Ammonius Saccus reported by and go;
the grave to a higher and more intel- M ” saccus, reported by shapes of resplendent beauty round 
Ugent existence, and the-phenomena - me throng,

•culminating in death lead on to im- ., p'J Vh ? a fk adniT Fro“ «ngeI Hps 1 Beem to hear the
mortalitv’ Intelligence Is comnelled the Christian religion, are to be illus- flow
to halt and say, ‘I don't know,’ as we jpvQal nhilnROnhv Iknow nothing of the great beyond. £“ ^1°*? y'« ,If H

“All Intelligent people who are not St. Clement of Alexandria wrote: It is nothing now,
loo biased to get out of the orthodox “Those who live by reason are in When heaven Is opening on my sight-
rut and inform themselves, must be- some sort Christians, notwithstanding less eyes
Heve In the NATURAL, and abandon they may have passed with you for When airs from Paradise refresh my
Iho supernatural; but I cannot find Atheists, such among Greeks were .Y'. «

- any reason why we should say: “The Socrates, Heraclitus, and the like.” me earth in darkness Iles.
grave ends all.’ Nature, the parent of We pass scores of similar passages (
'everything, has brought us to our pres- WG had marked for publication, as re- My withrapture-waves of

luted by the Christian Fathers, yet thought
we Roll in upon my spirit—strains sub-

>nt condition by evolution, and we are 
Justified in hoping it has something better In store for us beyond mor- they are only cumulative,’still 
tality. She has taken care to bring us must not omit St. Augustine, who 
thus far. Why stop with our present nourished between 354 and 403* He

lime
Break over me unsought.-

pattotm. after the liberality of our 
good Bister.’.’

My soul .cries; “God bless her!” 
Nqpt, the question is: “Is Spiritual

ism of more benefit to the aged than 
to ;t|tg yoiijig?” Shall we hear from 
the Mgng?
, U^tp-the aged the philosophy and 
phenomena’ of Spiritualism 'appear 
with great .force. You are each grow
ing into the elderly class. I can 
scarcely realize that I have outgrown 
,my youth, but years are of the nu
merical quantity to make me reflect.

You, too, are coming on! As I 
commenced to work tor Spiritualism 1 
in my youth, hence I believe you can, 
with great, satisfaction to yourself.

has blessed me! So, It will make 
ydlij^Iife satisfactory, and draw to 
you congenial companions. Try it!

I will not ask for a contest of in
terest between young and elderly 
people, but I believe the young peo
ple will do their duty and show en
thusiasm, if sdme encouragement is 
given them.

This is a. matter that will attract 
much interest, if given some promi
nence. Fraternally, -.

GEORGE W. KATES.
Secretary N. S. A.

Washington, D. C.

THE WORLD I AM
PASSING THROUGH.

people.One of the most remarkable exhi
bitions of spirit control took place on 
Nov. 22, when Dr. Robinson trans
lated a number of manuscripts 
brought from Thibet. To ordinary 
people these are perfectly unintelligi
ble, but in the dim fight came through 
tbe lips of the medium a most learned 
and interesting translation of the 
time and weather-worn MSS. lying 
on the table. Most Interesting of all 
was Dr. Robinson’s interpretation of 
some containing hidden writing, 
which he promised might, by a pro
cess to be explained, be later made 
visible to us. Thus a visible line said 
on one of these: "There deep by the 
water’s edge will it be footed. ” Tho 
invisible Unes then gave directions 
where hidden precious metals could be 
found at the water’s edge and the 
time to go la search for them, when 
the Thibetans would be at their 
prayers. It may be possible in the fu
ture to reproduce some of these trans
lations and fac-similes of the MSS. 
Other noticeable things have been the 
bringing for the first time of a live 
turtle about seven inches in length, 
and the growth of a spirit plant by à 
new Indian control. Special condi
tions had to be made for this, and the 
flower-pot was carried round tho cir
cle, when the spirit-plant, which was 
a mass of light, became visible to 
everyone present.

The following is a brief account of 
the seances held since those recorded

words, not to allow mind to have an 
influence over the body for ill. The 
Old Book declares that man Is as he 
thinketh. Thoughts are, moreover, 
substances, and may be projected for 
good or for evil. Hence it is possible 
to heal persons at a distance by pro
jection of healing thoughts.
Mesmer and Present Day Magnetism.

Score of nervous diseases from 
which people are suffering at the pres
ent time upou your earth plane would 
be swept away if the physicians treat
ing the patients could implant in their 
minds that they are not really 1111; 
that they have no organic disease, and 
that they should and must get well. 
This Is “suggestion." I suppose all of 
you have read the life of Mesmer 
and how people denounced him as a 
fraud and charlatan. For long years 
after his death demonstrations of mes
merism were regarded as entertain
ments got up to deceive, and the sub
ject under the mesmeric influence as 
one in collusion with the mesmerist. 
Mesmerism has given place to magnet
ism, which is its true name. At one 
time a majority of people believed 
that some base influence proceeded
from the operator to his subject. Now, 
permit me to say that this is a mis- 1 
take, as well as the fallacy entrant at

¡possible to injure. I know thnt/there 
i are myriads of people done to ¿loath

short span of life? Why not evolute proves t0 kave belonged to the Man- | "Give me now my lyre; 
forever, an eternity of progress . ( whjch Maneg tbe j feel the stlrrIngg of a glft divine;

----—’ .a u». -i ' Within,my bosom glows unearthly fire, 
Christianity as the Harbinger of ^hlch te MW called the L>t

Peace. Christian religion was really known to ”'"r 1
Hallam, in his “History of the Mid- the ancients, nor was it wanting at Irresponsible Promises.

' file Ages,” page 22, Harper & Bros.' any Ethan Allen, the hero of Ticofider-
.. edition, gives un an unfavorable opin- christ came in the flesh, from whence oga^and of Revolutionary fame, used 
» ion of Charlemagne, who ravaged tbe true religion, not as having been to make mirth of tbe proposition of 

Europe during the eighth century and wanting tn former time, BUT HAV- the Devil, to give all the’kingdoms of 
devastated Saxony in his wars to es- IN® TIMES REC tbe.earth, to Jesus if he would fall
tablish Christianity in opposition to NeltUer we omlt the statement down and worship him. “Why," said 
tho wishes of a free people. The peo- o( Faustug; a Manlchean Bishop, who, »e, “the poor cubs had not a rood of 
■pie submitted when they saw total ex- in addressSllg St. Augustine, said: earth to .......
tinctlon was their doom, if they con- "You have substituted your Agapae generous in his offer, for a paltry 
tinued resistance. We quote: [love feasts] for the sacrifices of the service.”

“The great qualities of Charlem- pagans; and for their idols your mar- Query 
agne were indeed alloyed by the vices tyrs serve the same honors; Youjap-. “wherewith ” when It¿f a barbarian and a conqueror. Nine pease the shades of the dead with short of the wherewith, when . It 
wives whom he divorced with very lit- wine and feasts ; you celebrate the proposes to bribe unbelievers with the 
tie ceremony, attest the license of his ’ solemn festivals of the Gentiles, their joys Of heaven, if they-will merely- 
private life, which Ms temperanca and Calends and their Solstices; andI as to be)leve Jesus lg thelr Rede€lnel- the 
fmirnlitv can hardly be said to re- their manners,those you have retained . . •’ •d7em Unsparing of blood ♦ * ♦ without any alteration. NOTHING eternal son of God? Irresponsible 
HE BEHEADED ONE DAY FOUR DISTINGUISHES YOU FROM THEM promises are worthless in the business 
THOUSAND SAXONS; an act of atro- EXCEPT YOU ASSEMBLE APART world_ ?
clous butchery, after which followed FROM THEM.” ■ ' 1
his persecuting edicts, pronouncing the And now we conclude with a quota- An Observer and Wit.
pain of death against those who, re- t}dn »rom Abulmerar, a Greek Chris- , , , ' ., - ,fused baptism, or even who ate flesh “°" TL - : - The late ex-clergyman and lamented
during Lent”. * “We have" in the first decade the Moncure D. Conwaÿ, must have been

The sanguinary acts of the great sign of the virgin, following the most something of an observer as well as 
Christian conqueror, which led the ancient traditions of the Persians,- wit> for> reminded one afternoon that 
way A little later to the Inquisition ^e Chaldeans, the ^J^n “Tkis is Christmas Day,” he respond-
and the sacrifice of full five millions Sited in thé "Persian language Se- ed: “Yes, the crowd is larger and 
of lives, the noblest and the best Of clindos de Darzama; in the Arabic, drunker than usual. It is the birth- 
the race, was a practical exemplifies- Adrenedefa—that is to say, A day oj the Christian’s Redeemer.” 
tion of- Jesus’ words, Mark 16:16: SUCKL1NG aTiNFM^ Conway did not believe that Gods
•'Hethat believetfi not shall ‘ be WHICH’ SOME NATIONS CALL JE- are born of virgins, hence the seeming 
damned.” - SUS, BUT WHICH WE IN GREEK Irreverent remark.

_____-—. CALL CHRIST.” ------------- -----------------
Metaphor, or Fact, Which? The fathers of Protestantism are Christianity and the Inquisition.

Tbe dust accumulating on untouch- scarcely censurable for not compte- The Boston Pilot, a Catholic organ 
ed Bibles speaks as forcibly of depart- bending the truth in regyd to tbe Of Boston, said in its columns a few 

' ing glory, as does the grass that waves beginning of Christianity. The world rears Sgo: “There Can-be no religion 
over the ruins of ancient Babylon, was just awakening Iron .a stupor of without an Inquisition.” Had it said, 
Yesterday a fetish, too sacred to be ages. Education was almost wholly "Christianity is what it is because of 
touched by other’ than sanctifled limited to the priesthood. The Re- the. Inquisition," he would have
hands. To-day its contents better formers were young men, born Into clared a great truth. When the
knevra, its principal useiulness is the chn.ch, and educated for the min- q-nisition was suppressed in 1808,
fov-’d in its blank paws on xhich to istry. They knew noting of the church lost its most successful,
write the family recor.-J .. frauds, forgeries and falsehoods which fender.,.

his name, and yet was so

Is not the church equally

de- 
In- 
the 
de-

The following poem is by Lydia 
Maria Child, born in 1802, author an$ 
abolitionist, who wrote a book on 
slavery , during slavery times, which 
had a great sale, but cost Mrs. Child 
many friends: -
Few in the days of early youth, 
Trusted like1 me in love and truth. 
I’ve learned sad lessons from the 

years;
But slowly,' and with many tears;
For God made me to kindly view 
The world that I am passing through.
How little did I once believe 
That friendly tones could e'er deceive! 
That kindness and forbearance long, 
Might meetlngratltude pnd wrong! 
I could not help but kindly view ; 
The .world tliat I was passing through. 
And tho’ I’ve learned some souls .are 

' 'base;''' ■ - .■ , n-,
I would not therefore, hate the race; - 
I still would bless my fellowmen,« 
And. trust them tho’ deceived'again. 
God help mentili to kindly view 

i l am passing through.
•Through weary conflicts 1-have passed 
And struggled into rest at last; '■ 
Such rest as (When the rack has broke 
A joint,.or nerve, at every stroke.. 
The wish survives to kindly view 
The world that I am passing through.
From ajj that fate has brought to me 
I strive, Jo learn humility.
And trust in him who rules above, 
Whose universal law Ib love. 
Thus oply cap I kindly view 
The wqrld that I am passing through.

■ I fl, approach the setting sun, 
And feel my^purney nearly done, 
May eaYtìi be.yeiled in genial light, 
And her last smile to me seem bright; 
Help méttili $!en to kindly view 

’ The world that I am passing through.
And all who tempt a trusting heart 
From faith and hope to drift apart—’ 
May they themselves be spared the 

pain
Of losing power to trust again!
God help ns all to kindly view
The world that we are passing 

through.

The law imprinted on the hearts of 
all men is to love the members of 
Botisi thematìvea.—Roma.

in our last Issue:
64th Seance. Nov. 1. Address by 

Signor Valetti on “A Search for the 
Holy Grail. Phenomena. Two birds, 
the second one caught in the light as 
described before. Clay with Mosaics. 
Nest brought of fine texture; very 
beautiful. Manuscripts from old dry 
well in Thibet. " .

65th Seance. Nov. 8. Address by 
SlgnorWalettl on “Italian Painters of 
tile Renaissance and their Spiritual 
Conceptions." Phenomena. Lump of 
clay with Mosaics. Bunch of wet sea
weed. A nest with two eggs brought 
as a special test for visitors after 
searching the medium. It was shown 
round the circle and then taken away

the present lime, that it is only’weak- 
willed persons who can be magnet
ized or hypnotized, it is not besides 
a babe influence that proceeds from 
the operator, but the power of a 
trained mind over the untrained mind 
of the subject. When you come to the 
spirit side of life you will know a 
great deal more abou this wonderful 
power, because if you depjre to control 
a medium bo as to speak to relatives 
it will be necessary for you to hyp
notize the medium. There is nothing 
irrational about the trance state. If 
it be possible for the man in the flesh 
to hypnotize one of his fellows, thou’ 
you would expect that when the spirit 
gains its highest activities out of the 
body it should be able to hypnotize its 
fellows, especially those with medium- 
istic gifts. It is possible that diseases 
of other persons may be cured by sug
gestion, because there is a powerful 
mind in the ascendancy. The mind 
that has been brought into subjection 
is not necessarily weak. But with 
some if they have any ailment, their 
symptoms are aggravated.and they feel 
through their keen nerves all the evil 
sensations of a vital disease. Spirit
ualists should disseminate knowledge 
on this subject. You cannot expect 
the ordinary physician to know much 
about the matter, for the reason that 
he has been long years in a certain 
school, and does not take kindly even 
to scientific discoveries, which are 
regarded as fads, and the person using 
them as cranks. There Is present to
night Dr. Motherwell, who, I am in
formed, was a resident of your city 
some years ago. He has just stated 
that this is undoubtedly true, as he 
has proved it in his own experience.

Spiritual Healing.

by evil thoughts and malice of others. 
But I tell you for your consolation 
that, the man living according to his 
light and conscience and dally com
munication with the spirit world is 
guarded and protected in a manner 
other people are not. It is very hard, 
nay impossible, to break through sticlr- 
a guard, I assure you. That man or
woman 
enees.

The
The

Is safe against all evil influ-

Power of Mind Illimitable.
time Is coming—another pro-

Magnetism will play an important 
part in the future with medical prac
titioners. Through Its influence it will 
be possible to perforin certain opera
tions without the aid of anaesthetic. 
The discovery of chloroform has been 
an undoubted blessing to mankind, 
but it has its dangers. Thousands 
die under it, and, at the best, it is a 
disagreeable experience. A subject 
when magnetized will not experience 
any disagreeable sensations or incur 
the risks of chloroform, indeed, after 
an operation, the medical magnetizer ' ■ ■ • ' - •-’*--- «U

again.
66th Seance. Nov. 15; Address by 

Dr. Channing on “The'Powers of the 
Mind,” reproduced below. Phenom
ena. Clay with Mosaics. Flower pot 
placed on table at request ot Abdul, 
jseed placed In soil by one of the sit- 

। ters, and plant about 6 inches high 
| grown. —....... ......67th Seance. Nov. 22. A memora- should be able to. infuse life and vi- 
ble evening. A bundle of manuscripts tality into his patient. I remember 
from Thibet translated by Dr. Whit- once, In Connecticut, America, a wo- 
comb with introductory notes on "the ¡inan who had been lying upon a bed 
development of writing among the of sickness for a long time with an 
various nations .’ of antiquity.” No affection of the spine. An old Quaker- 
phenomena, but testimony from sev- ‘ess who lived In the same town had no 
eral sitters as to great benefits re-; great love for medicine or the present 
ceived from attendance, at the circles.’day system of healing. Visiting this

' i-----_______________J sick lady one day, she said to her.■ ' ;

the powewOf tiie ¡Sind with 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

HEALING.

phecy—when .it will be known in a 
court of justice it a man is commit
ting perjury or not, because it will 
be possible through an invention not 
yet discovered, but the idea of which y 
will be planted in minds on the earth c 
plane by spirit power, to discern if a f 
man is lying or not. These statements Y- 
may seem strange to you but just look J 
back a few years and see the wonderX 
ful Inventions and discoveries. .luj&t 
think of the scieiitist who invetyted 
the machine whereby you can box up 
the human volee and reproducer it 
again. Your forefathers never 
would have believed such a thing to 
be possible, and would have sought to 
incarcerate you In a madhouse If you 
had suggested it. The sending of mes
sages without wires is leading up to 
what I have told you to-night—that 
you will be able to receive your own . . 
messages without a Marconi instru
ment to receive them. Round about / 
you is a subtle influence which you-i- 
cail ether. There arc as many ethers, 
as there are kinds of electricity. By 
medium of the others wondrous 
things are brought about, of- which 
you know nothing; electricity, that 
wonderful force of which you know so 
little, Is found in every part of the 
universe, aud what an important part 
it plays in your very existence. There 
Is nothing that you eat or drink or 
wear but what you are indebted for, 
in some degree to electricity. Man 
has groped for a long time in dark
ness, but a better day has dawned for <’ 
him. He may now Investigate and r/ 
test all the secrets of nature without Y 
fear. You may have faith, but if you ( 
cannot demonstrate the world does } 
not take much notice. Spiritualism^ 
courts inquiry, and Spiritualists^
should be teachers of these grand

"Friend,' hast thou ever read the 
The invailld repliedScriptures?”
“Hast thou ever read

Address Delivered by Dr. Channing on 
Nov. 15.—Specially Reported by 
Miss M. yZllBon, Shorthand Writer 
and Typist, Premier Buildings, Col
lins Street, Melbourne.
It is with much pleasure that I 

speak to you to-night on “The Powers 
of the [Human Mind,” a subject that is 
little understood—man and his won
derful powers. We have often heard 
the question asked, What is mind? 
Let me Bay once and for all that the 
brain is but an organ of the mind. 
When the materialist disputes this he 
is simply disputing facts. Mind is es-1 
sence—spirit, and the human spirit ! 
is a portion of tbs’ universal mind or 1 
spirit, whom men call God. God is 
not an anthropomorphic Being. That 
conception is irrational, and the pow-' 
er of God manifest throughout the' 
universe can be discerned by those 
who trouble themselves to look for it

It is a scientific fact, that a very 
large number of the diseases that peo
ple suffer from ore brought about

noble truths. You should teach metà 
that they are not puny creatures, vefry 
■litio removed from the animal creAt- 
tions, as some have taught. You have 
been told for a long time that /you 
are only fit subjects for burning I 
tell you, No. You are sons and daugh
ters of the living God, and within, »you 
dwells a shark of the Divine, ¡with' 
great posibilities. You are not. under '' 
the curse of God. you are under tho 
blessing of God, because you are part 
of Him, and He says, search, probe, 
prove all things. Law is growth, jaw 
is essence, and with the reception of 
knowledge man rises up to the high-. 
est state, becomes, in fact, a god. 7 
“My people perish,” said thé prophet, 
“for lack of knowledge.” Therefore 
Icome to you to-night to tell ybu-ot 
your high estate. The more knowl- 
edfe you can get on this subject the 1 
better fqr yourselves when you ; pass ' 
into thè spirit world, and with added 
knowledge you will be able to return 
to the earth plane to help those who 
toll and suffer, and are seeking a city 
to come. In doing this you. will be 
fulfilling the law of God. You can 
do something towards it while you are 
in the flesh: you may not be able to 

- deliver scientific addresses, but you 
can tell of your experiences and the 
satisfaction that it brings you. H in. 
touch with the spiritual it must have 
brought you peace and comfort and 
satisfaction, and if it has not done so,

that she bad.-
how the Great Healer said to those 
who showed faith, 'Arise and walk.’ " 
asked the visitor. “What Is to pre
vent thee from arising and walking to
day? Disease Is an enemy,” perfect 
health of spirit, sonl and body, is what 
God intends for all His children.”- 
Suddenly the sick lady caught the 
idea, and said, “That is . true." The 
Quakeress then said, “God has not 
changed, and that power whereby the 
Nazarene healed is present to-day if 
we will but avail ourselves of it. ~I 
say unto thee in the name of Jesus of 
Nazareth, rise up and walk.” The 
woman rose and walked, and never 
returned to her bed again bnt to rest. 
The healing power had reached that' 
woman: her mind had been influenced, 
it had acted on the physical organism 
and the nervous affection from which 
she had suffered for some eight years 
was instantly cast out. It is in this 
field that the Christian Scientists are 
making great headway. Some of you , ....... __ ....
people—I mean the community at wrong source. But. those who have 
large—when you hear of Christian ¡received peace will be able to point '"»T 
Science healing turn up the corner of others to the., source of peace and bt i the mouth and smile. Yon «imply happiness, which is God. X

tben inneed has your work been in 
vain. You have been looking to the

will.be
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WHO IB RESPONSIBLE 
FOB THE CRIME?

PROMINENT SPIRITUALIST 
PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

AN IMPORTA

Wb talking to Rosa and Annabel 
--v ■ Lee, 
/Slough there’s nobody there but her- 
l : helf that I see;
Site's talking to Flora and Linda and 

Jane,
£ut I look for her playmates beside 

; her in vain;
■®he chatters to Polly as If she were

Ä

there,
pgh nothing seems present to me
'.but the mr,
when I come by with a doubt in 
my tone
.shadows my little one’s 1 play
mates have flown!

Tlie Assassination ¿I Father Leo in 
Denver, Colo

Bust now as I sat by the window in 
dream

I thought from her talk that her 
friends in a stream

Had dropped in to bid her good morn
ing aqd say ' '

Jf sho'wanted them to they believed 
they could stay;

Bpt, Ip, when I looked she was all 
by herself, .

Her tongue all a-chatter, the wonder
ful elf,' j

'And nothing at all in the room could
' I see

Of Rosa or Flora or Annabel Lee,

Last night when we sat for the story 
and song, " : .

Her playmates came back through the 
dusk in a throng; ■ ; ’ -.

Bhe chatted with Flora and laugheij 
with Louise, ; ;

'And called them her cousins as pat as 
you please; ; .

Borne seemed tp dwell in far cities of 
, fame, /'
But however, they journeyed or 

whither they came, • ,
tit puzzled me still, to the point of 
’ , despair— ■ ’
^fy own-.little girl was the only one 
j' there! ' '

pay after day in her spirit of dream 
Bhe talks 'with the playmates of 

. shadow and gleam; -
K touch of her fancy, and; lb, in the 

room--
They come like the velvety breathing 

of bloom;
Each with a name and a charm of her 

own,
’ A voice of distinctive, though similar 

tone,
'And they tell of their st;udies, their 

dolls and their beaux, 
Their bonnets and ribbons and child 

furbelows!

Four days ago one Guiseppe Allo, 
an illiterate Italian, a very recent'ar- 
rlval in the United States, shot and 
killed Father Leo, a Catholic priest in 
this city. Ever-since that deplorable 
event the cry has gone up from Cath
olics and a few ignorant Protestants, 
that the assassin is a "Socialist-An
archist.” Father O’Ryan in iris ser
mon called him a Socialist. In the 
course of his address he declared: 
' “Agnostic, materialist, atheist, so
cialist, anarchist—they are all but a 
dread succession of diseases—rather 
various phases of the same disease."

Now I abhor violence of every sort, 
and‘have nothing but condemnation 
for the murderous act of Allo, the as
sassin, but I pity the Ignorance of 
Father O’Ryan, who is not better in
formed than to class socialism and 
anarchy together. Webster’s diction
ary would show him the difference. 
He might as consistently allude to a 
bird as a “white-black bird.” The 
larger number of intelligent people 
of this age knows that socialism and 
anarchy are as opposite in their alms 
and methods as the East is opposite 
the West.: .

Rev. O’Ryan’s discourse, revealed 
the belief of the Father that there is

Meets death She Defied in Verso— 
Eliza A. Pittslnger, Once Famous, 
Answers Final Call-—Passing of 
Aged Woman Whose Writings Were 
Popular in Early Days

Eliza A. Pittslnger, at one time one 
of the most popular of California po
etesses, is dead, and in the homes of 
many who as little children learned to 
recite and reverence her poems and 
verses there is the sorrow that comes 
with the loss of a dearly loved friend.

Early in the morning of Washing
ton's birthday, just as the sun rose 
on the beautiful vista of the spreading 
city that she had loved to watch from 
her home nt 57% Prospect avenue, 
the woman who thirty years ago was 
one of the best known poets in all the’ 
West and whose name was a house
hold word here, passed quietly away, 
her popularity but a memory save to 
those who had known her in childhood 
and the small coterie of old time 
friends who gathered around her. To 
them almost her last words were, “I 
am not dying," and her thoughts were 
centered on a hereafter of poetic fancy 
and freedom of soul that she had 
often pictured to them by voice and in 
song. She was sighty-four years of 
age»'.

Its Answer by Dr.'G. B. Warne.

Has our able and’iilwaÿs instruct
ivo brother, Hudson Tuttle, at last 
been caught napping?

In The ProgressiyfelThiuker’s Ques
tion ûnd Answer dep'artmMt of Mar. 
7, the sage of Berlin'lIeiglits used this 
language in reply tfr 'á query by A. 
Shiel:

“To be accurate''(Camille) Flam
marion has not InvesflgatfeH Spiritual
ism forty years. Tlijp“‘West work” 
Is now two years old, and the author

Georgia Gladys Coole;
Letter from New Zealand

MINNESOTA STILL 
„ SURGING AHEAD.

Took Two Crowded Halls to Hold the 
People, and Then'Some Were 

Turned Away.

EYESIGHTRESTORED
Eyeglasses May Be Abandoned.

'(One is a princess and one is a queen;
!^.t least I have heard, though I never 

have seen
Tijieir Majesties come in their coaches 

and four
jWlth a rattle of wheels rolling up to 

the door;
'And when I have asked where their 

Highnesses are
ghe fosses her head and she glances 

afar
i .With a mystical manner as much as to 

say: _
"Oh, papas don’t know. anything 

■ about play!”

Sometimes I gather from what I o’er- 
hear

That she quarrels with her playmates 
of shadow, oh, dear,

The same as air little girls will when 
they're wild

; With the fervor.and fancy of spirit-of- 
/ child;

But sooner or- later 'tis easy to see
She’s made it all up with her Annabel 

: Lee,
And • Rosa and Flora and all of the 

dears, 
v, As they chatter together, forgetting 
\ their tears!

¿’alrics of fancy, dear playmates of 
- dream, &

ib the make-lffilieve region of child- 
l hood and gleam,

Play on ’neath the willows and here
.. by my chair,
For often I feel like a romp .with you 

there,
And'I join In the chatter and joy in 

the bloom
Of the shadowy company Alling the 

room;
- And I am learning to love—though I

- ' never may see—
Per beautiful Rose and her Annabel 

Lee!

SEND CATS TO EAT RATS 
AND BANISH INDIA WOE.

but one true religious faith, and that 
the Itoman Catholic. He did not di
rectly' sgy: that Erotostantisin ,is á 
“dread .disease," but strongly go inti- 
matedi'CNow I enter . my protest 
against classing Ruskin, Hugo, Wal
lace, Flairimarion; Ingersoll, Frances 
Willard, Ella Wheeler Wilcox and 
hundreds of other scientists, states
men, poets, and philanthropists as am . 
archistB and- assassins, w that they 
teach anarchy or violence;

As to Gqiseppe Alio; Mr. G, Map- 
pelli,bookkeeper pf the Frazzlnt Bank, 
of this city,; who knew the assassin 
well, says the man was clearly in
sane. Since coming to Denver he 
could secure no employment and was 
destitute.' In Italy he'had serious 
trouble with,the priests because of a 
strike of workingmen for better con
ditions. He was a devout Catholic, 
but as a striking shoemaker he was 
persecuted, "assaulted, and excommun
icated from the church. He held the 
priest responsible for his separation 
from his wife and children. Because 
of this priestly ill-usage he became 
embittered against all priests—so 
much so that he went forth to kill 
them. Now, in all candor, I ask, was 
socialism (which is another name for 
universal brotherhood) responsible for 
this man’s hatred of Catholic priests? 
Who drove this Catholic man insane?

Again: In the Denver Post of Feb. 
26, the statement 1b made on Catholic 
authority that: “Ab Alio was once a 
Catholic, if he should desire to avail 
himself of the privileges of the con
fessional he could not be denied ab
solution. The forgiveness of sins 1B 
one of the fundamental doctrines of 
the Catholic church, authority for 
which is found in the New Testament 
in St. John, who says: 1 ‘Whose sins 
ye shall forgive, they arp forgiven 
them.’ ”

Npw I am pretty conversant with, 
the standard writers on socialism, and 
not one of them teaches their adher-' 
ents that they can hate, and fob, and 
murder their fellow man, and then 
“confess” their crimes to another fel
low-mortal, and be, by this act, “ab
solved” from all blame and thus wipe 
out all the consequences of their 
crimes. Neither do I know of any ag
nostic, materialist or atheist who 
promises any such easy escape for 
the wrong doer.

Guiseppe Alio is not a Socialist. It 
is an infamous slander ori a noble 
movement for the betterment of hu
manity to call him such. He is i Ro
man Catholic. He was born and 
reared in that church, and his church 
brethren cannot now"unload hlm,upon 
socialism.

It remains to be seen if his “priest 
confessor” now absolves him from 
all sin for killing Father Leo, accord
ing to the law of the church, and then 
insist on the state of Colorado taking 
him to the scaffold and choking him 
to death. If so, I shall be glad to be 
Informed what logic they1 justify the 
hanging of a sinless, pardoned, saint
ed soul. Perhaps they may forgive 
his sins as a Catholic, but choke him 
to death as a Socialist-Anarchist.

R. A. DAGUE.
Denver, Colo.

Writes War Songs, .
In the early sixties and the seven

ties the name of Eliza A. Pittslnger 
was one to conjure with in the poetic 
world. Then her poems breathed of 
the eternity, of life, the sublimity of 
love, and the glory of, patriotism in a 
way that thrilled the people. With 
patriotic fervor shfe wrote war aongs, 
.the Inspiring words' of which qtlrred 
many a California youth for the 
cause of the Union in the days of the 
Civil War. There, was something 
about them, so said an old pioneer 
friend, that seemed to make the blood 
quicken and to move the spirit- of 
the sluggish.

“The California Poetess” she was 
called. , Her poems were recited in 
the schools and taught by teachers of 
elocution. No public mefeting ‘ was 
complete in those days without a ren- 

. dition of one of her thrilling “Bugle 
Peals,"or her “Song-pf the Soul Vic- 
torious? a lyric on the Immortality of 
life which she considered her Inaster
piece. From one end to the other of 
the state of California she was known 
and revered, and her fame did not rest 
there. ■

But in later days the lyrics of the 
gifted woman grew less Inspiring, 
though her enthusiasm ne^er wavered. 
Slowly among the rising generations 
of young people her popularity waned 
and faded away. At the time of her 
death her name was practically un
known save to those who remembered 
and could not forget her triumphs of 
former days,

Eliza A. Pittslnger was born in Mas
sachusetts and came to California 
from her home in Chesterfield in 1852, 
making the voyage around the horn. 
At the outbreak of the civil war she 
devoted her whole energies for a time 
toward molding the public sentiment 
for the Union. After a visit home to 
Massachusetts she 'was married, but, 
her life proving unhappy, she was soon 
divorced. When she again returned 
to California she began writing for 
different papers, taking a deep inter
est in Spiritualistic investigations and 
phenomena. She was a regular con
tributor to the Golden Era, the Car
rier Dove and the Banner of Light.

Poem on Earthquake.
For many years Eliza Pittslnger 

lived with her Invalid sister, Almira 
Ingram Holcomb, and after she died 
last May she had practically lived 
alone. As late as 1906 she wrote a 
short poem on the earthquake, and it 
was one of her hopes to some time 
have all her works gathered and pub
lished.

Though her great age of eighty-four 
years had made her feeble, she had 
been. lll but four days before her 
death. To the last she protested that 
she was going to recover.

What she considered her greatest 
poem, “Song of the Soul Victorious,” 
treated of the eternity of life, one of 
her favorite theme. Some of the best 
verses follow:

does not deny his belief in Spiritual
ism therein. He simply denies belief 
in some forms and manifestations, in 
which he lias a following of most 
Spiritualists.” :i

The preface to Flammarion’s "Mys
terious Psychic Forces” Is dated De
cember, 1906, while the volume came 
from the press of Small, Maynard & 
Co., bearing the imprint of 1907 upon 
its title page, which year also marks 
the publisher’s copyright.

On page 440 the eminent French 
astronomer uses these words:

“Up to this day I have sought in 
vain for certain proof of personal 
Identity through medlumistic commu
nications."

Again on page 436 we And th® Al
lowing as to our phenomena being 
caused by “Souls of the Dead:”

“This Is far froin jielng demon
strated. The innumerable observa
tions which I have ' collected during 
MORE THAN FORTY; YEARS all 
prove to me the contrary. No satis-. 
factory identification has befen made. 
The communications obtained have al
ways seemed to ¡proceed from the 
gro.up (sitters) of-'-when . they are 
heterogeneous, from’SPIRITS OF AN 
INCOMPREHENSIBLE' NATURE."

-Now, Flammarion tells us, Nov. 15, 
1861, was the date of'his debut into' 
psychic studies under the tutorage of 
Allan Kardec, whose1 funeral oration 
he delivered after the latter’s death, 
Mar. 30; 1869.

Brother Tuttle doubtless had in 
mind the French astronomer’s pre
ceding volume, “The Unknown." In 
both the earlier and later of these 
works, Flammarion reaches Identical 
conclusions, viz.:

1, “The soul exists as a real entity 
Independent of the body.

• 2. “It. is endowed with faculties 
still unknown to science.

3. “It is able to act at a distance, 
without the intervention of the 
senses.”

Our French coadjutor seems to be 
inclined to the view tyiat the phenom
ena may be due to a,special order of 
souls who have neveifoccupied mortal 
bodies on the earth pjane,,, That the
ory recalls the teaching ot Chrlstlalty 
that angels were created angels and 
have never been mortals...,

GEp. B^WARNE.

TO THE EDITOR: YOUR VERY 
WELCOME 1’OSTAL OF CONGRAT
ULATION REACHED ME IN WELL
INGTON, N. Z., FOR WHICH I 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH. I FEEL 
MYSELF UNWORTHY OF SUCH 
PRAISE,, BUT HOPE TO WORK
FAITHFULLY FOR THE CAUSE
THAT I MIGHT MERIT ALL YOU 
SAY OF ME.

I MET ONE OF MY VERY DEAR 
FRIENDS, WHO HAD MUCH TO 
TELL ME ON MY ARRIVAL HERE;

- ------ ***"*7—n— 
HE MAKES A NEWhIHOVE.

W '¡I
He Doesn't Want Any Phenomena in 

His Spiritualism, rind Leaves Our 
Ranks.—Verily, What

Next? ' 1

MUCH THAT 
WITH JOY 
STRENGTH.

FILLED MY HEART 
AND SOUL WITH

THAT FRIEND WAS
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. 
THE WEEK WITHOUT YOUR PA
PER IS LIKE A MEAL WITHOUT 
FOOD, OR A HOUSE WITHOUT 
HEAT; THE FOOD AND WARMTH 
IT BRINGS SUSTAINS THE SPIRIT, 
AND ONE FEELS STRENGTHENED 
AND ENLIGHTENED THROUGH 
READING IT, MAY IT LONG LIVE, 
AND YOU WITH IT, AND MAY THIS 
NEW YEAR PROVE ITS BEST IN 
VALUE TO ITS READERS AND IN 
RETURNS. TO ITS EDITOR, WHO 
HAS» EVER BEEN FEARLESS AND 
COURAGEOUS IN HIS WORK FOR 
.TRUTH..,. ....................... ...

Yours for Truth and Progress, 
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

Wellington, New Zealand.

HELP HER, IF YOU GAN.

An Earnest Plea for an Aged Worker.

To the Editor: Permit me to make 
rise of your humanitarian nature, and 
ask you to give space to the follow
ing: ¡

One of the oldest workers in our 
cause, one who has manifestly toiled 
for humanity, Is in real pecuniary 
need in your city. She has written 
many valuable books, and they are 
for sale by her; among them, “Three 
Lessons In Eugenics or Race Culture," 
the ripe thought of 80 years'; price 
$1.00-, and “My Century Plant,” 
$1.00; paper, 50 cents; and “Wo
man’s Source of Power,” 25 cents.

Those who send $1.00 for the 
Three Lessons can have with them

To the Editor: The State Spirit
ualists’ Association of Minnesota has 
just closed the most successful three- 
days’ mass-meeting that was ever held.

It took two large halls. Instead of 
oue, to hold the people. Odd Fellows’ 
hall, where the annual mass-meeting 
had been held for a number of years 
past, proved too small to hold the 
crowds that came, and an overflow 
meeting had to be held In an adjoin
ing hall In the same building. Peo
ple came from all over the state, also 
from North arid South Dakota and 
Manitoba, and we had large audiences 
at the first meeting. Surely the signs 
are splendid and the cause of Spirit
ualism goes marching on..

Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association of 
the United States, was the principal 
speaker at the Saturday and Sunday 
meetings. His subject for Sunday 
evening was “The Present Outlook for 
Spiritualism," which of course was 
ably handled.

The local workers should be fever 
kept in mind for the. splendid work 
done by them, and each one the best 
in their particular field, and added 
much to the success of the mass- 
meeting, Among those who took act 
tive part are: Mrs. Carrie Tryon,Mrs.’ 
S. M. Lowell and Miss Alice Wick- 
strom.of Minneapolis; Mrs. Joseph P. 
Whitwell, of St. Paul; Mrs. Paul 
Buehler, Mrs. Emma Peake, Mrs. C. 
W, Lutz, Mts. E. A.' Sauer, Mrs. Mary 
Griffin and Mrs. H. P. Courtney.

The music under the direction of 
Mrs. Maud Pratt, assisted by Miss 
Lillian Swanson, was exceptionally 
good.

Another feature which must not 
be omitted is the Lyceum, which, un
der the direction of Mr. J. P. Whit
well, gave a very interresting pro
gram Sunday afternoon, before a 
large audience. Mr.-Whitwell Is prov
ing himself very apt at teaching these 
little folk and as a teacher Is gifted 
with the faculty of establishing-sym
pathy between himself and his pupils. 
He has courage and his heart is in the 
work.

All in all this was a “red-letter” 
mass-meeting, and Minnesota is proud. 
The Progressive Thinker was very
much

St.

in evidence at all the meetings. 
FRANK E. IRVINE,' 
Secy. S. S. S. of Minn.

Paul, Minn.

A LONE BACKSLIDER

They say I am only mortal. 
Like others I'm born to die;

In the mighty will of the spirit, 
I'answer “Death I, defy."

their choice of “Woman’s 
Power,” or “Bible Truths 
Their Shell.”

It . is strange that one 
such, valuable books to

Source of 
Bursting

who gives 
the world

Onco a Prominent Spiritualist und
Lecturer, He Now Thinks Our 

Glorious Cause is to be Split 
in Twain.

Salvation Army Officers Gather Thou
sands of Felines for Deportation as 
Part of War to Exterminate Bu
bonic Plngue.—But Who Made the 
First Rat?

The Salvation Army, using the 
harmless American cat as a weapon of 
extermination, is preparing to wage 
relentless war on the 'bubonic plague 
and drive it out of India. Millions of 
felines will be sent to India to kill 
the rats that Infest that country and 
Ithus deprive the plague of its tnost 
prolific spreading agency.

iThe dreaded scourge Ib scattered 
roadcast by a flea that thrives on the 
riddles of rats. If the rats can be ex
terminated the army officers think of 

course the flea must go also, and that 
would end the plague.

The natives of India might kill the 
rats themtelves, but they have a su
perstitious reverence for the lives of 
animals, and refrain from killing 
them, no matter what the provocation, 
put they have no objection to one an
imal killing another.

It has recently been discovered in 
the Punjab that the bubonic flea never 
infects a cat or a guinea pig, and 
these immune animals are therefore 
'to be employed in driving put the In
fection. '

Already vast numbers of cats and 
guinea pigs have been collected by the 
Salvation Anny in England and 
shipped to the oriental country, but 
it is only recently that the movement 
has been begun in America. Minne- 

. »polls, Minn., is the first.large city to 
report activity in the movement, and 
the cat collectors will get busy in Chi
cago soon.

Ensign Lillian Wagner, of the Chi
cago army headquarters, said last 
night that ail the corps in the' city 
would be glad to undertake the gath
ering of felines for deportation, be
cause the Salvation Army believes in 
any movement which- makes for 
mental, moral or spiritual health.

“There are seven er eight cats in 
our flat that I would be glad to con- 
tibute,” she said.—Chicago Record-

PASTE THIS IN YOUR HAT.

(Read by the Author before the Mass- 
Meeting of the Chicago Spiritualist 
League.)

We’ve no fault to find with people 
who have ideas of their own, 

But' we must insist most firmly on 
their letting us alone;

We don’t care to be disciples of a 
dead and mildewed creed,

And are proud to be from blindness 
and old superstition freed;

We do know wo are not perfect, and 
in soul without , a flaw,

But demand the right of freedom and 
of peace before the law.

We don’t worship, wooden idols, nor 
a God of bras« or stone,

But we love, and sweetly cherish all 
.‘ the spirits of -our own.
We can build no gaudy churches With 

the money others earn, .
But we can unto our brothers often 

do a’splendid turn.
Wo have little in our purses, but On 

justice we can draw,
And demand the right of freedom and 

of peace before the law.

We've no wish to be protected in the 
wrong things that We do,

But we claim to be entitled to respect 
when we are true.

We may not possess religion in old 
Orthodoxy's way,

And bow down unto Jehovah as we 
used to yesterday,

In the frailty of our thinking, ;pnd in 
’ dreadfulhess and awe,

But demand the right of freedom and 
of peace before the law.

We may have no church communion, 
with unleavened bread and wine, 

But we DO have SOUL-communion 
with out1 friends and the Divine.

We may have no waUs of jasper, and 
no Heaven paved with gold,

Bat the sacred truth within us will 
bring wealth to us untold,

In the future life, and knowledge, 
and no fickle, faith of steaw

Shall prevent onr right of treedam 
I and of peace before the law.

DR, T. WILKINS.

And I feel a power arising, ■ ' 
Like the power of an embryo god, 

With a glorious wall lttsurrounds me, 
And lifts me up from the sod.

I

I am born to die?” Oh, never, 
This spirit is all of me. 
stand in the great forever, 
O God, I am one with thee.

—San Francisco, Cal,, Cail.

Shelley.
Dear Shelley! ‘ Rare and sympathetic 

heart! ■
Enthusiastic votary of-art! ' ’
The sweet, soft music of thy written 

words'
Is as appealing as the songs of the; 

birds' ■

F/om all the depths of tragedy and : 
■ .pain, . ; ; -y -

Thy heaven-guided pen hath drawn, 
the.vain -, ■

Wild criés, the awful miseries of 
. : those, ' / ' ■“ -

Whose lives’ are sacrificed to gnawing
. woes. ; ■ - ■' : '■ .'

To the Editor of the SUhday Jour
nal: Having severed my connection 
and labor in’ the ranks of Spiritualism, 
not because I haverehfeti need the 
mariy'truths contaiiifed iri’fts philoso
phy,.but because for'tiife"g?eater' part 
its followers are wedded1 to the‘ phe
nomena, the results of which'I be
lieve from actual experience to be dis
astrous to the’sprltual growth, of the 
human soul, leading men and women 
to live lives on the material plane of 
life, who never aspire to the divine 
teachings of love and God and Vh° 
care not for the upliftment and salva
tion of their fellow men, but live in 
the mire and dust of material things 
that do not draw the souls of men and 
women heavenward and Godward. I 
have come to the parting of the ways 
and shall devote ray life to the work 
of the Master to raise the fallen and 
the drunkard and lost of earth, en
deavoring to show them the more ex
cellent way. My room, which I have 
used for a circle room in the past, 
will be opened on Sunday evening, 93 
Bridgham ^'eet, as a rapel temper
ance mission, reaching out to all in 
need of help, and if possible pointing 
the way to a higher and a better life. 
I was formerly engaged in temperance 
work in Maine for more than twenty 
years, and have many experiences in 
that .work. This work will be con
ducted from a Christian standpoint, 
and I.shall endeavor, with God’s help 
arid the many friends interested, to' 
lead many to a life of righteousness 
and peace. . ' ji.«™. .......

So I must say farewell 'to the past, 
thankful for all its experiences, and 
set my face toward the tight of divine 
truth and looking to God the Father 
who leadeth us Into, all truth.
--. . . , A. T. MARSH.

Formerly president, of . Providence 
Spiritual Association at Columbia 
hall for four years.
Providence.

-—Providence, R. I., Journal.

Immortal child of soulful poesy! 
.To suffer was, thy bitter destiny; 
Thy worshipped memory is drenched 
.t with'tears;
Ah! few-and luckless were thy earthly 

. years.'

Oh! youthful author of-impassioned 
song!

Thy days were neither prosperous nor 
“long;

Thou wast a prophet sent from 
spheres, above;—

Embodiment of tenderness and love. 
MILTON BAKER.

Lawton, Oklahoma.

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena.” By Rev. I. K. 
Funk. Price $2.00. ' '

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold Hamilton' Myers.
This is an invaluable 
subject of Spiritualism.

“Materialization." J
work on the 

Price $2.00.
Py Mme. E. d- 

igsperatee and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Râtellent Prie» ID cents.

should suffer want. Address her, 
Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker, 335 North 
50th Court, Chicago, Ill.

Thanking you, Mr. Francis, for the 
space, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 
R. STARCKE.

Beaver Falls, Pa.

Spiritualism a Religion..
To the Editor: 

for -some , time
There Have been

past, at different

The Sunbeam’« Message.
One morh, when tlie' clouds were

' drooping
And ¡the day had just begun,

■There came o’er the eastern hilltops 
A glimpse of the rising sun.

And the fields and distant woodlands 
By yon regal splendor kissed, 

¿Were drenched in a Jambent glory— 
A soft sea of golden mist.

' ' -u, ■
I stood at my chamber wlridow

, While the gorgeous vision stayed; 
Till a mass of sombre rain-clouds, 

Low over the bril'llancfl.fetrayed.
And methought of lives so burdened, 
’ By dark clouds, fast drifting down, 
That only a golden ^leariiihg,

Shines through'','their1 lowering 
frown. L

periods, articles .in regard to Spirit
ualism as a religion, appearing in The 
Progressive Thinker that have inter
ested me very much.

To my mind, religion means a form 
of worship,, whatever that form may 
be( denoting and signifying the belief 
of people in a future life, and teach
ings as to ways and means of enjoy
ing and gaining that future state, 
whatever or however that may be. 
Every race of people on the face of 
the earth, civilized and uncivilized, as 
far as we are acquainted with them, 
have some form of religion. There
fore, we can readily see what the 
word means, and at .once the mind 
turns to the invisible sphere of nature, 
and the immortality of the human in
dividuality and the ethical and moral 
teachings which prepare him for its 
enjoyment. I am not an agnostic, an 
atheist, a materialist, nor an infidel, 
but a Spiritualist—have I no religion? 
If the word signifies worship, is there 
a true Spiritualist in all the land that 
allows a. single day to pass over his 
head without worship? That every 
avenue of his being is not-filled with 
a divine reverence for the greatness, 
the sublimity, the grandeur of nature, 
that which the Spiritualists call God.

Because the Christian religion (so- 
called), of the present day has de
graded the name, has fallen from 
grace, and lost most--of its virtue, 
and all of its spiritual gifts, is no rea
son that the word religion is not just 
as beautiful as it ever was. Primitive 
Christianity was true religion, found
ed, based and built on spiritual mani
festations—spirit communications, 
through mediums or sensitives—true 
religion. ' .

: But the most Important part of this 
question ’Ues in another -direction. 
Brother McColgan, in The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 952, asks If we wish to 
establish a priestly hierarchy. I say, 
NO; 'but, as*an American citizen, I 
do demand the same rights and priv
ileges as the ecclesiastic fraternity, 
enjoying the same protection under 
law. If our municipalities, states and 
government legislate laws granting

I turned away from 'the wfhdow, 
To the cares that'filled'the day;

But the sheen of misty brightness 
I saw pictured.alfthe ¡way.

,And I mused upon the message 
Adrift on the gSltlén, sea, 

That had left its royal ' harbor
And floated over .'to m?.“

Gather the ends of the sunbeams 
That'gleam through life's clouded 

way,
And weave them Into a. mantle 

Of glist’ning, shimmering ray.
Wrapped in this beautiful garment, 

The clouds will scatter and flee;
And this .was the message eent .me .

■ That morn, from thé golden sea. ■ 
BERTHA A. WEEKS.

I Willimantic, Conn.- •
"The Arcana of Spiritualism." 

Hudson Tuttle. Price 81.25

A Wonderful Discovery That Corrects 
Aill|ction8 of the Eye With

out Cutting or
Drugging-

There Is no need of cutting, drugging 
or probing the eyo for the relief of tnost 
forms of disease, as a now method—the 
Actina treatment—1ms been discovered 
which eliminates the necessity of form
er torturous methods. There Is no risk 

or necessity of experi
ment, as many people 
report having been 
ured of falling eye

sight, cataracts, gran
ulated lids and other 
alillctlons of the eye 

... after being pronounced 
Incurable through this grand discovery.

Kev. C. Brunner, Pastor of the Re- 
Church, Bridgeport, Ct., writes:

So tar your Actina has done me good 
and my eyesight has greatly Improved 
and I have good hope that, by continu
ing, my eyesight will be restored.”

Mrs. T. F. Moyle, Waterford, WJs, 
writes:—"About two years ago I was 
taken with Iritis in both eyes and nearly ■ 
went blind and it was thought an opera
tion would be necessary. I sent for an 
Actina last April and It has taken all 
the inilamatlon out and my eyes are 
now well.
nr1?’- Pennington, Special Agent
Mutual Benefit Life'Insurance Co., Kan
sas City, Mo., writes:—"Having used Ac-’ 
tlna for several years, I cheerfully, rec- 
ommend It for the cure of eye, ear and . 
of Cataract s,"°nS’ “ CUred my mother 
i „H"1'd.,’eds of other testimonials will 
be sent on application. ' : "Actina" Is

a ’‘omoteeatment arid Is self-ad- 
WW be. sent on trial, 

postpaid. It you will send“your name
retina Appliance Co., 

Dept. 342B, 811 JValnui pt„ Kansas City, 
Mo., JOU will receive, absolutely free, a 
on dkeaatH2°k—PrOt' wlls0"'a Treatise

Some Good Books

Rev. Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newbury
port, Mass., a former Spiritualist and 
Agnostic, but now a preacher of the 
Congregational denomination, ad
dressed a gathering of Spiritualists 
lately in Frances Willard Hall, Provi
dence, p. I. These particular Spirit
ualists are about to form the “First 
Bible Spirlual Church,” a movement 
which is understood to be a radical de
parture from the old doctrines of Spir
itualism. ,

-Dr. Hidden cited this movement as 
one of the “advancing rumbles” of the 
upheaval which he said was coming in 
Spiritualism. This upheaval, he as
serted, was to embody a division of 
Spiritualists into two classes, the one 
adhering to “phenomena,” the old 
basic principle of the cult, while the 
other was "to seek for the higher 
things of lite along religious or philo-

special ^privileges to religious * or
ganizations, exempting their
erty from taxes, and granting 
certain protection, then I say 
Spiritualism must enjoy the 
privileges.

prop
them 
that 

same

sophical lines, and thus 
to God.”

Dr. Hidden said:
“While engaged In 

work in Lewiston, Me.,

draw nearer

evangelistic 
I saw in the

And as long as we have such laws," 
it is suicidal, to think of-proclaiming 
that Spiritualism is no religion.

And again, history has never re
corded a harum-scarum, go-as-you- 
please movement that ever amounted 
to anything. .WE must be organized, 
and have a head, an official head, 
state organizations, and the states all 
centered in the N. S. A. Give out in
dividual and collective support to the 
N. S. A. And when they issue ordina
tion papers to a true medium under 
the name of religion, let them be pro
tected. And if preachers can ride on 
half fare, for God’s sake let the poor 
half-paid mediums do the same.

REV. J. F. IRELAND.

BOOKS BY LIMAN WHITING. '

“The World Beautiful," First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship"; Our Social Salvation; 
LotUB-Eating; That Which la to 
Come.

"The World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Unseen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am- 
etnyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance.” Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life.”
Ab the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

"Tlie Outlpok BeautifuL" Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“Tlie Life Radiant.” The motto of 
this book IS “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; ' The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar pf the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

basement of a big department store 
a placard addressed to employes. It 
was headed, ‘Taking the Initiative/ 
and conveyed the thought that the 
employe willing to take advantage of 
situations as they arise, to do the 
right thing at the right time, is bound 
to add to his value to the store and 
win the approval of the firm.

“In life,- as in that department 
store, it is taking the initiative, doing 
tlie right thing at that right time, th'at 
counts. There ,is a lesson in this for 
you. An upheaval of Spiritualism is 
coming. The advance rumble of this 
.movement is in our ears to-night. 
Spiritualists are dividing into two 
classes—one wedded to phenomena; 
the other seeking for the higher 
things of Hie along religious or philo
sophical lines, and thus drawing near
er to God.

“The class to which you belong is 
indicated’ by the use of the words 
Bible and church in the name, of your 
proposed organization, viz.: ‘The First 
Bible Spiritual Church.’

“In all fairness it seems proper to 
say that in turning away from the 
things lacking In the soul-satisfying 
quality, you have taken a tremendous 
stride forward. It remains for you 

"te. take advantage of the situation, to 
do just the right things to win the 
approval of God and the world.

“You are at the parting of the 
ways; face to face with the sunrise. 
The past is behind; the future before 
you. Will-you go forward or turn 
back? Will you linger on the border 
of debatable land,, or press on to the. 
glorious -country illumined by the 
golden glow of Calvary? If It be your 
purpose, to have’ done with the past, 
to love,and serve GOd faithfully, the 
time Is not distant when the Master 
will hail you in the glad, Sweet cry: 
‘Thou art not far from the kingdom!’-

“Naturally my first thought Is that 
the wiser plan is to secure direct con
nection with, the church of Christ. But 
if vou are not quite prepared for thiS 
step, it would be unfair to press my 
personal views while present as a 
guest.” ‘ .

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In
structions with reference to the use 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped.- To which Is added an Ap
pendix cn Vegetarianism Bv Daniel 
W. Hull, M. D . M. H. Price ’25

The New Life. This book deals 
with the principles and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates of infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Price.
cloth,

tion.” 
Did.
count

80 cents; papr. 50 cents.
Short History of the Inquisi-

What It Was and What It 
To which is appended an Ac- 
of Persecutions by Protestants.

Persecutions of Witches. The War Be-

' ' DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“Thp Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None -can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 5oc.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . "The Kingship of Self-Control.'! 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

"Every Living Creature;" “The 
Greatest Thing Ever Kviown;" “Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled. 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Rùn 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of_Successful Threshing,, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians-" BV Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. . Price
$1.50. *

"Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T, Hodgson. Price »1.00.

i’raccicui
tages.” One 
Fine Designs.
Price $1.00.

Bungalows and Cot-
Hundred and Twenty 

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er's Standard Library." Four hooks 
In a box, including—“Practical Use« 
of the’Steel Square.” VolB. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable book«-are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50.

These and many other good book« ■ 
can be found in our Catalogue.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menu«, 
with the reason uncooked food Is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
»nd Vitality, By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation Increases the palatabllity of 
food. Learn how and what to cook In 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following th« 

! recipes of this cook book.
j it will simplify methods of living— 
, help to settle ike servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health.

। Price 81.

tween Religion and Science, and Ilie \ Whlv AU th® World 8 8.-S6ekillgi 
Attitude ol the American Churches I 
Toward African Slavery. Fully.illus- '
trafed. Price, $2.00

BALPH WALDO T?.m.
EftehU bomtlar bit wlñ from trllhlo; thouguti« 

the builder; for (bought» are turcm.—rcb.le, rlul,_____ ; Uwtmbie. omnlpoieoL.—sb4 «.ccordlüß w sroU ôg
“ÏD the World Celestial,” by Dr. T ; «berbrloa mvrer or impotence, pCtMGrpalBK.uc.eeM 

A. BlSHd. IntClßStfng, instiucthc and I Ti)PftboTt!biH.tks.*rebPBUil'Bl]Tboijnii!BSniT-<Tfien 
hetpftll; Spiritually Uplifting. Cloth I «¿low. mwe Î taüeuv ow-treen tnfi pulû, 
bound, price 81



THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART« 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE, 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
Ulis office, for they will not be returned 
U we have not space to uao them,

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondente 
are requested when writing for, this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen,-with black ink. Write on only 
one side of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

March 1^, 190?, \

&
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To.

Address
land, Ore. 953-3t

To the Friends and Co-Workei;s: Maik Foot Draft Co., Jackson, Mich. XO

HEAR IN MIND that the editor of
the past, it is time to lean your el-UXlw ¿/CLDlt tv 10 UlllU LtJ Ivilll JUIU vl ■ • 2 i . • ,
bows on your knees and your thins ®al): *° charter and organize new so- 
upon your hands and wonder what cietles. As lecturer and test medium . rAV AtlV nnhlo ne\ .ton T .t mm*. «Andi»

that are beyond your power to ascer-

REV. S. E. G, THORP,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

the best.
Let us form an endless chain of HEAVEN, LIKE UFE, IS WITHIN,

tion.. Hope for the best; hope for 
the right and work for the right and ?

The Bong Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mall $4.50, are 
tho help you need in society work.

prs in her line of work.” 
Titus Merritt writes

York: “Those who have

State Missionary, 
128 W. Tenth Street. :

from New 
not availed

the new Board thought-waves that 
will act as a propelling power in their 
human machinery, in the right, dlrec-

Do not think for a jnomept because 
the election of State officers and the 
Mass-meeting are over and events of

Come, Let Us Reason Together and 
Evolve Ways and Means, and 

Push the Car Along.

The Progressive Thinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

Important Notice.
To the Readers of The Progressive 

Thinker: As State Missionary of the 
First Spiritual Association of the 
State of Oklahoma, I am ready, upon

Good for a $1 Pair of Magic Foot 
Drafts to be sent Free on Approval,' 
as explained below, -

««wo

tain, but do what you know ought ,
to be done by you, and throw out to ne my s pLi,68;

upuu yuur iiuuuB aim wuuuci nuau . . ' ■
the new Board will do. • [°1,011 V01^? ca“se- 1 am ever ready

Don’t stop to speculate upon things Ìu? ln advancement of Spir- 
- - itualism and its philosophy. I will

be pleased to hear from any one need-
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, ite Work 
and General Progress,/t|ie World Over.

W. J. Lolvllle gave ei«v»n loctures 
In Santa Cruz,Cai., February 26, 27, 
28, 29, and March 1 and 2, under the 
auspices of the First Spiritualist So- 
defy, which is now in a thriving con
dition. Eight of these lectures were 
delivered in N. S. G. W; Hall, Pacific 
avenue, the other three at the resi
dence of the President, F. II. Parker, 
186 Mission street. Great interest 
was displayed by representative peo
ple, and there is great general interest 
in all phases of progressive thought 
in that enterprising seaport city, 
which is a truly charming place to 
visit at any season, the summer is the 
time when it reaps its golden harvest* 
Mr. Colville is now Jn San Dlegd, 
lecturing daily In tho beautiful spir
itual temple, 7th st.- His permanent 
address 1b 2309 Santa Clara avenue,

, Alameda, Cal. 1 ■
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bloom will give 

circles, every Wednesday evening dur- 
‘ ing .Marcli for the bpneflt of the Clil- 
■ cago Spiritualist League, at their 

home, 1113.Lincoln avenue, 3rd" flat
. Will V. Nicum writes: “My camp 

dates for this, summer, so far, are 
- • filled from July 9, to August 22, ex

. cept ; one: week, beginning July 27, 
and closing August 3. Any camp 

- desiring, my services during that 
week that is vacant ean address me 
at 1551 West 2nd st., Dayton, O." _ 

■ ; , Frances Spalding writes: “Sunday? 
-¿ February 23; I closed a month's work 
. ■ for the First Spiritual Society of Ely- 
• . ria, Ohio. . The audiences continued 
‘• 'good-throughout, the month. The 

. ladles of tlie-society are holding so- 
• cials and sewing circles, and prepar- 

■ ing for a-sale in order to help along 
in the good work, and so proving 

' i themselves a veritable Helping Hand.
During the month I held one seance 

. in Loraine, and three meetings in 
. Wellington. Sunday, March 1, I 

opened a two-months’ engagement 
with’the Temple Society of Cleveland. 
I will answer calls for week evenings 
in the vicinity, and will officiate at 
funerals. I have a few open dates 

. in the season o£ 1908 and 1909, and
Would like to correspond with socie
ties wishing for my services." •

• : < G, A, Eetford, the Drummer Medi- 
um/bf Chicago, who represents Buck-

I'lin.1 & Co., was here Tuesday night 
and yesterday, a guest of the Orange. 
We have known Mr. Letford for the 

■ past ten years, and he has proved him- 
• self to be a tried and true friend. 
- He'probably has more friends among 

the-¡newspaper men of Florida than 
- any other- man who travels the State, 

and we can certify to the fact that a 
fairer roan does notjive. We are al

- ■ ways-glad to "meet George Letford.— 
■'' Chronicle, Inverness, Florida;

Mary C. Vlasek,. Pastor, * writes 
■ 'from Los Angeles, Cal.: “The Society 

(of Spiritual Progression is holding 
ff-Svellrattended meetings at 337% S. 
J Hill, Los Angeles, Cal. Our Lyceum 

- meets at 9:30 a. m. On February 16, 
the children were presented with a 
valentine. We have a lyceum post

> office which the children use to send- 
letters to their leaders or .friends, 
dropping a penny when they mail 
their letters. This fund is used to 

' buy books for the ij-ceum library. We 
have a library of 78 books. ■ We have 
conference and messages at 10:45 a. 
m., - in -which interesting talks are 

■- given. At 2:45 p. m., ' circles are 
■ held by the different workers, giving 

comforting messages to those present. 
" These circles are well attended. At 

6:30 p. m., our-Young People’s Pro
gressive League holds its .meeting. 
At'7:45 p.-m.,we have the lecture 

• and messages by the pastor, Mrs. 
- Mary C. Vlasek. These are. well at

tended. The Ladies’ Auxiliary, the 
-Sunshine Club, meets every . Thurs
day afternoon at 2 p. m.; at the home 
of the pastor, 121 E. 30th st. The 

»ladles are doing a good work in help
ing others. We hold a social every 
fourth Friday of the month, and 
have good times. We would Invite 
all visiting Spiritualists to "visit our 
meetings; the doors are open to all.”

E. H. Thompson writes: “The Fra- 
ternaU Daughters held their regular 
weekly meeting in Atlas Hall, 406 
Ogden avenue, February 4, The fol
lowing medinms took parti Sister. Dr. 
Caird, Sisters Adams, Lloyd, Windell, 
Bieliler, and Goldstein. We had-"a 
very successful meeting. Our next
will be March 11, 2:30 p. m. Don’t 
forget our Get-together Social,' given 
by the men. This- will be the great

’ - ebt treat of-the season, at 8 p. m."
A Correspondent from ‘ Fitchville, 

Vt.. writes: “Mrs: Laura Cummings 
of Hardwick, served the people here 
the 26th of January and February 
2nd, with good success, and while 
here she-organized the society as 
‘The Progressive Spiritualist Society, 
of Fitchville.’ and Mr. Dwight S. 
Hammond was chosen president by 
unanimous vote. A Ladies’ Aid, with 
Mrs.' Jane Hammond as president, 
was also organized at the same time 
with a' good board of assistants, and 
at once began their work of holding 
a supper and social, February 4th, at 
the home of the president. Every
one was enthusiastic in regard to trie 
work, and each one seemed ready and 
willing to put their shoulder to the 
wheel for the cause of Spiritualism. 
The meetings are held in the Univer
salist Church, with good audiences 
from both societies. The entertain
ment hall was burned last fall, bo it 
was decided to hold the supper In the 
homes through the winter. The new 
society has about 25 names now, as 
charter members. We hope to have 
Mrs. Cummings with us again in the 
early spring.”- ■ •

Correspondent writes: “An error 
was made by ‘Correspondent’ a week 
or two ago in the write-up of the Star
light Society, 586 W. 32nd street, in 
stating that Mr. Bunde was the pas
tor of the society. Mrs. C. Weinick 
has the honor of occupying that posi
tion, and Mr. Bunde lends his valua
ble assistance, with pleasure. This 
society is progressing nicely, and is 
destined to be one of the largest aux
iliaries to the State Association in the 
city. They hold Sunday evening, 
Monday evening and Friday afternoon 
services, and a board meeting once, 
a month—the first Tuesday in each 
month.” ■ '

A. W; Claytoq writes from Victoria, 
B.C.: “Mr. Henry E. Howse, formerly 
president of the London, Eng., Psy
chic Research Society, has been doing 
excellent y/ork bn' the platform in this 
.city under the auspices of the yicto- 
ria ■ Psychic-Research : Society. ’ Mr. 
Howse arrived here early In January, 
after an exerided tour of Australia 
and New Zealand, and will tour Cana
da and trie United States before re
turning to England. Mr, Howse is a 
faithful worker in the service of Spir
itualism, and one whom we shall be 
loth- to part with.”

Paul McArthur of St Louis, Mo., 
has been again elected.president of 
tho Missouri State Spiritualist Asso
ciation, good evidence that he is ap
preciated in that state.

A. M. Crine writes: “The Cam
bridge, Mass., Spiritual Industrial 
Society will hold its regular meeting 
Friday, Mai'ch 13, in Cambridge Low
er Hall. Emma E. Zwahlen, presi
dent; Mr, Frederlch Nickerson will 
be the speaker; public supper at 6 
o’clock; riieeting at 8; business meet
ing, at 5 p. m.”

A. D. Morgan, Secretary, writes 
from Washington, D. C.: “During the 
months of February and March, Os
car A. Edgerly as lecturer, arid Mrs. 
Hattie Ripple as test medium are 
serving the First Accoclation of Spir
itualists of Washington, D. C. This 
is the third consecutive year that Mr. 
Edgerly has filled engagements with 
our association. During his present 
engagement his guides continue to 
give us "the same eloquent and in
structive discourses they have fur
nished in former engagements. Mrs. 
Ripple’s work as message medium is 
all that could be desired by the most 

.exacting’ critic. We feel that with 
Mr. Edgerly as lecturer and Mrs. RIp- 
j)le as message medium, we have a 
fine cbm bination for the proper pre
sentation of both the phenomena and 
philosophy of Spiritualism. The val
ue of the work accomplished is prov
en by the good audiences that we have 
in attendance on each Sunday.”

Mrs. G. Gibbons writes from Mon
treal, Canada: "I am delighted with 
the Premium Books, land think they 
are beautiful and marvels for the 
price." ‘

The cause of Spiritualism in this 
city has been steadily growing since 
the Church of Spiritual Light was or
ganized. The peculiarities of their 
belief have been attracting considera
ble attention since they have -been 
conducting regular religious services; 
and the cause in this city has had the 
added advantage of novelty by the 
fact that one of the speakers for the 
local organization, Rev, Milton Ba
ker, is the most prominent boy ora- 
ter in the United States today. There 
have .been literally hundreds of peo
ple In the United States converted to 
the belief that the dead come back to 
visit their earthly friends as the re
sult ot his lectures. Though a flrm 
believer in spirit return, Mr. Baker 
is enthusiastic in his denunciation of 
anyone whom he has reason to be- 
Ueve to be a charlatan, seeking to 
make a living by fraudulent spirit 
phenomenon. He says that the fact 
of spirit communion is to him a seri
ous matter and that deception under 
the name of Spiritualism is the black
est of crimes.—Lawton Star, Oklaho
ma. '

Wm. Christie writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “I cannot renew my sub
scription for your valuable paper, 
The- Progressive ^Thinker, Without.ex- 
pressing my gratitude to you for 
sending forth such a powerful aux
iliary to the"'great case of Spiritual
ism. I would also say that your Pre
mium Books have been a source of 
pleasure and profit to me in build
ing up my faith in such a, beautiful 
and consoling doctrine. J. am ad
vanced in years (although a young 
Spiritualist), being in my seventy
fifth year, and have all along pro
fessed the Presbyterian faith, but I 
am glad to say I have freed myself 
from what I now consider ‘man-made 
creeds; although I do not want your 
numerous readers to infer that I have 
given up faith in some of the great 
trnths contained in the good old Bi
ble.”

Libbie Shelton writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: “The Progressive Spirit
ual Society is proud of the glowing 
reports from Lake Helen, Florida, of 
Mrs. Annie Throndsen’s work there. 
She has served this society nearly 
three years as speaker and message 
bearer," and we who know her so well 
are not surprised to hear of her buc- 
cess there. She would succeed in any 
place. During her absence Mrs. Asa 
Talcott, the talented Inspirational 
speaker and medium of Minneapolis, 
Minn., has been serving us. Not
withstanding the inclement weather, 
we have had every Sunday nnd such 
counter attractions as William Jen
nings Bryan, she has had .good sized 
audiences. Last Sunday the hall was 
filled to its capacity. Coming to us 
an entire stranger, except to the eae

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 
OREGON

The Slate Board of Spliitualists 
iûrnestly desire to come Into commun
ication with every. Spiritualist 
throughout the state of Oregon. Will 
all those who read this please write 
to the state secretary, Mrs, W. J, 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port-

who recommended her, she has made 
herself loved by all the members and 
many friends not connected with tbe 
society. Our only regret is that she 
leaves us so soon. We have nothing 
but praise and commendation for her 
and consider ourselves most fortu
nate in having secured her. Her 
beautiful fioems were especially ap
preciated. Mrs. Josephine Ropp, the 
well-known m'edium, kindly offered 
her services free of charge Sunday 
evening, and gave many messages and 
tests from the spirit world that ought 
to convince the most skeptical. Mrs. 
Ropp has few equals and no superi-

themselves of the grand opportunity 
of your kindly offer to procure a val
uable library from the premium book 
list at a nominal price, have made 
a mistake. I have sold and received 
subscription for Brother Francis’ pa
per from the first issue to the present. 
Some have felt able only to purchase 
a part of the list, and many the com
plete set, and subsequently expressed 
their satisfaction, and concluded they 
had made a good ■ investment. I am 
still receiving orders. My perma
nent adress is Mills Hotel, Bleecker 
St., New York.” , ' . ; -

Mattie E. Hull writes from' White
water,. Wis.: "Somehow the thought 
seems to be abroad that I desire to 
make no more engagements.: I have 
hot suggested in one Une of the hun
dreds of letters written dúrírig the 
past year, that I intended to leave the 
field as a worker, if opportunities 
were mine to work, Possibly my si
lence during the past winter as far as 
the general work has been concerned, 
has led the- Spiritualists to think I 
was ‘resting on my oars,’ and intend
ed to prolong the rest, but 1 have 
been as actively engaged as one could 
well be, I shall continue with the 
school until at the close of the ses
sion in May, but can,attend to a few 
Sunday calls during the time inter
vening between this and the date of 
closing, which is in May. Members 
of thç class which graduate when the 
present term expires will conduct.the 
services on Sunday evenings; this 
will relieve me, as the pastor of the 
Church organization, to go elsewhere. 
My periods of director of the psychic 
class are Tuesday a. m., and Thurs
day p. m., so I can easily arrange to 
make short trips if friends in adjacent 
points desire my services. I am 
ready to make dates with camp meet
ings or .otherwise. Address me at 
Whitewater, Wls.” • -

Geo. H. Brooks, the lecturer, writes 
from Columbus, Ohio: “My case Is 
called for March 11, at half-past 
nine. I leave hero next Thursday, 
and will let you k-now as soon as trie 
case is decided.” •

Tourists visiting Los Angeles, Cal., 
will always find The Progressive 
Thinker for sale at the store of Oli
ver & Haines, ■ . , ;• • . ,,

Chas. A. Thompson writes; Allow 
me to thank you for the pleasure of 

-being able to read in the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker that master
ly lecture by Professor W. M. Lock
wood. 1 think it is one of the many 
treats we get when we least expect it. 
I shall try my very best on the com
ing Sabbath to get as many as possi
ble to take that Progressive Thinker. 
1 only wish that every Spiritualist 
and every member of any church 
throughout the length and breadth of 
the world could read it, with an un
biased mind, and them^iye would see 
the real work that ame progressive 
Thinker is trying to accomplish for 
the good of our cauVe.” . '

Dr. T. Wilkins writes: "The name 
of Mrs. Mary Weaver was accidental
ly omitted.from my report of the con
vention, as a message-bearer. These 
errors will creep in. Mrs. Weaver Is 
one of our best message mediums, 
and is always so willing to work 
wherever her services are needed, and 
without murmur, that her name can
not be lost sight of by any slip of the 
memory of correspondents. Her ser
vices for the League Saturday after
noon were exceptionally good."

The Band of Harmony will hold its 
next regular meeting on Thursday, 
Mar. 12, afternoon and evening. Sup
per at 6 o’clock, at hall, 309 Masonic 
Temple. These meetings are always 
full of interest. Mrs. Richmond is 
ever ready to give a warm welcome to 
visiting strangers.

Cot respondent writes: "The Illi
nois Sunflower Club will hold its third 
annual entertainment or birthday 
party, on Friday evening, March 20, 
in Washington hall, Fraternity Hall 
Building, 70 E. Adams street; A good 
supper will be served from 5:30 to 
7:30. A literary program .will then 
be given. ■ Fine talent has been se
cured. Mrsh Soffle and Miss May Mc
Donald, who’ so kindly gave their help 
two years ago; will favor us again this 
year. The balance of the evening will 
be given over to dancing. Good mu
sic. The supper, entertainment and 
dance are twenty-five cents each. We, 
however, give all three, as well as a 
hearty handshake and smile of wel
come for the small sum of twenty-five 
cents. - ’

Ruth McMenamin writes from At
lantic City, N. J.: “I Would like to 
call the attention of our Spiritualist 
friends to the fact that there has been 
added another star to the cause of 
Spiritualism. The First Spiritual So
ciety of Atlantic City (colored) has 
been organized. These friends have 
been holding their meetings for the 
last fouf years. They have now ap
plied to the N.ZS. A, for a charter. 
They have thirty-eight active mem
bers. I have come in touch with these 
people for four years, and they are 
a spiritual class. They have an or
ganized choir, and the singing is won
derful, and it gives the mediums a 
condition which enables them to give 
fine messages. The -writer always 
gives her services gratis, and her mes
sages have always been acknowledged 
by those who receive them. Their 
regular medium is Mary E. Henry, 
1027 Baltic avenue, who is a sweet 
voiced Christian woman, and 1b a 
credit to their society. The attend
ance to the week services always is 
great, usually 80 to lüû_belng in at
tendance. I am now calling on white 
fríen Ss to gather and forte-a society.

They have never been organized as 
a body, but always holding meetings 
weekly, I hope when next I write I 
can say another star lias been added 
to the list of the N. 8, A,”

Carrie L, Hatch writes from 9 Ap
pleton slrieqt^ ^.ppleton hall, Boston, 
Mass. :.. lÆ’lrst Spiritualist La
dles’ Aid' Society met us usual. Sup
per was served as usual, and social 
hour after tea. Next Friday, Mar. 13, 
we wili liave ,i|/costume supper and 
a fine eMqrtqjhmeut in the evening, 
consisting' of0 recitations, Binging, 
dahclngj etc. ;:Be sure and - attend. 
Remember! the sixtieth anniversary is 
to be celebrated this month. Watch 
for news.”

Correspondent.writes: “If anyone 
believed the Spiritualists were not in 

.earnest in their endeavor to unite in 
one grand city organization their be
lief was put to rout by the fullness 
of Handel Hall, Saturday afternoon 
(Blue Room), and evening in the 
large hall, March 7, and by the flow of 
soul, the feast of reason and mani
festations of the truth underlying 
Spiritualism. The Chicago Spirit
ualist League proved itsely THE or
ganization of the city, and it is neith
er the time nor the purpose or desire 
Jiere to speculate upon the incentive 
to this union—it is too good and too 
near the right move to speculate 
upon. Everyone was in harmony 
with everyone. Time and space are 
Inadequate to do justice to the oc
casion; the riieeting having been held 
on Saturday and The Progressive 
Thinker going to progs Monday morn
ing. But suffice it to say every speak
er, every medium and every worker 
did- his and her best towards the suc
cess of the meetings; the purpose of 
all was united and their acts proved 

• it. The League now has about 200 
members,' and at the present rate of 

• increase will soon, go beyond that 
.number. 'The next public meeting 
will bo April 11, at the same place. 
We canriot close thé wyite-up without 
a hint at the fact of the splendid 
music by the'Richards Family Orches
tra, of Roseland, thé oration by Har
ry Burgess,, dressed as a Pawnee In
diari, something new, good and true, 
and the rope trick; which final end
ing was the means of leaving a tired 
audience in a good humor.” 
Correspondent writes: “The Church 
of Progressive" Spiritualists, 3329 
Vernon avenue,, was filled to overflow
ing on Sunday, March 8, by .an. en
thusiastic audfehep. Rev, J. H. Dem- 
by delivered orio of his very forceful 
and highly Inspired discourses, to thé 
edification of all, Dr." T, Wilkins 
read a new original poem entitled 
‘Down the Mortal Great Incline,’ to 
the appréciatlôh of all. The usual 
good singing arid, the many others to 
follow lylifen ÿbur reporter" retired, 
told of it^lf Wlfat the interest would 
be and wàri. Mr. arid Mrs. Kirchner 
were on lihnd.'ris was Mr. Perry, of 
Roseland’”rind,panother young man, 
whose nani'é has’escaped us now. The 
hall contained’ inany strangers, ■ arid 
the indications Are this society is pro
gressing 'bhyond’ the -expectation of 
the most éUngulhe."

Reporter 'writes: “The Church of 
the Spul, JSundaS'. morning, March 8, 
presided dyer by’Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, iqria ’ her ‘r'band of intellectual 
workers, whs treated, as usual, to a 
splendid'discoutee by the pastor, and 
though the audience was small, it 
iWas,certainly qp attentive, one and a 
iwejl instructed one. These meetings 
should bè attended .by a full house, 
being held in the morning, as they 
are, and at a time to interfere with 
no othér meeting of a spiritualistic 
character in the city, Good, digesti
ble and wholesome soul food can be 
had at-every discourse of Mrs. Rich
mond, and .those having afternoon 
and evening me'etihgs will do a splen
did thing to attend and receive an 
extra inspiration for their own ser
vices. Fill up that little hall, 3rd 
floor, Masonic Teriiple.” .

Correspondent writes: “Dr. T. Wil
kins delivered the discourse at Wil
cox Hall, 361 E. 43rd street, Sunday, 
evening, March'8., on the subject Of 
'Love and Harmony,' to an interested 
audience. Mrs. A., W. Bloom gave 
the messages in her own inimitable 
style and with accuracy. The nieet- 
ing was well attended, àvd the audi
ence had a perceptible light of inqui
ry as‘ to the time when they can see 
their own Mrs. Cleveland back in her 
place, which was . answered by Mr. 
Hooper, the manager of the ineetlng, 
in the promise of a hope to havé her 
there in. a week, that she is rapidly 
Improving, but not yet able to work.”

Mrs. M. L. 8. Chase writes: “Mrs. 
Cora Richmond of the ‘Church of the 
Soul,’ Masonic Temple, will speak for 
the Roseland Spiritual,Culture" Club, : 
at Boct's Hall, 11526 Michigan ave., 
Sunday evening, March 15. Every
body invited to. attend and hear this 
world-renowned speaker.”

A member of,the society writes:- 
“The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle- 
ty, presided over through the month 
of March by Prof. W. F. Peck, of St. 
Louis, has considerable on the board 

. for the edification of the .public this 
month:. Besides ,the afternoon and 
evening lectures each .Sunday, there 
will be an entertainment and old- 
fashioned and new-fashioned dance, 
and supper at the hall, 43 Paulina 
street, Saturday evening, March 14,; , 
a Home Social at the residence of Mr. 
and Mrs. Boll, 430 Clairmont avenue, 
near Polk street (Western avenue . 
car.), Saturday evening, March 21. 
Ice cream will be served, music and 
recitations,, and a general good time 
may be expected; and last, but not 
least, on Sai-urday evening and Sun
day, March 28 and 29 this society 
will hold Anniversary Services, and 
will present.,a good program at each 
eervice, ar^d Prof- Peck will deliver 
the anniversary,“gddress in his own 
good and 'ïdrceîÿl and impressive 
way. All turn out and -make this a 
veritable cèiébration in honor of the 
cause we love.”

NOW LET US 
GET TO WORK !

est possible good to the human race, 
and thus help to fill the mission of 
its coming. -

Buckle on your harness anfi keep 
in the middle of the road and your 
beloved guides will“ aid you to the 
highest possible accomplishments.

T. WILKINS, President, 
Illinois State Spiritualists' Association

workers, and all pull together in one 
band of united laborers, If it needs- 
more dollars let us give more dollars, 
If it needs more love and union let us 
love and unite and push that infernal 
disorganizing "Madam Grundy" back 
into the rear and finally into the quiet 
grave under the dumb clod, Let the 
earth cover her horned head and clo
ven feet, and then forget that any 
such being existed. ■

• Let every worker, in every auxilia
ry help every other auxiliary, when 
opportunity presents- Itself, especially 
the weaker ones, when they have a 
social, a bazaar, a: dance or any thing 
else to raise funds for the work, for 
the good of the Cause; turn out and 
give them a crowd and they will serve 
you the same when your society has a 
similar entertainment. Instead of 
making your special, society the ex
clusive, field of your labors, go to 
your neighbors with your whole soul 
wide open and let them know you be
long to the same State organization 
and the same cause, and that you are 
brothers and sisters in the true sense 
of the word. Go with love and grace 
in your heart and your dollars- in 
your hand. Make your love and fel- , 
lowship and appreciation known In 
a tangible way.

You haven’t half showed your love 
for the cause so dear to your heart 
till you have clasped hands with your 
brothers, and sisters, your neighbors 
and your friends. Your loved ones 
do not teach you selfishness, envy and 
glvenWILKINS SIX March 5 
gossip. ’You have no time to spec
ulate upon how much the antagonism 
of some other organisation will injure 
your parent Association. That will 
take care of itself if you look straight 
ahead, go straight ahead and be true 
to the forces that urge you in the 
right direction.

Spiritualism appeals to each one in 
accordance with his or her desires 
and inclinations, as well as their ca
pacity' to receive it. If they are of 
a commercial and material make up 
it is- likely to appeal to them in a gelf
ish and commercial way, and breed an 
ambition to be at the head of some
thing that will evolve some personal

Underneath the snow, . 
' In the heart of things, 

Sparkling soft and low, 
■ Something seems to know, 

■ Something sweetly sings, 
"Spring is coming!"
Life occult and sure, 

In the buds so still, 
In the earth so cold, 
In the air so pure, . 

O'er dale and hill,—
. Locked in Winter’s fold, 

Rocked In Nature’s mold-— 
Slowly swells until 

Spring has come.
Underneath the cares, • 

Along the dark way,
Of those who complain 

Of hunger and pain, 
Those who afe leaping 

In destructive snares. 
Those who are reaping 

Their harvest of tares;
Is something keeping 

The sad heart to say: 
“Heaven is coming!”

In the eye ot those 
Who have overcome, 

Are beams that disclose 
A nearness to home.

In the patient face, 
In the loving breast, 

In the quiet grace . 
Of g life that’s blest

With a right living 
And a right striving, 

With a clean seeing 
And a wls§ willing;

Is sensed that sure gleam 
Of light—that pure beam 

Bridging soul to soul, 
And earth to that goal 

Within, which speaks of" 
The triumph of love— 

And Heaven has come! 
HARVEY W. JACOX. 

Caledonia, Mich.

This free offer is open to every ( 

' man, woman or child who has ' .' 

RHEUMATISM
Let Magic Foot Drafts cure your 

Rheumatism,'no matter wwher or 
how you suffer. They are curlfig 
cases of every kind, Muscular, Sciatic, 
Lumbago, Gout, chronic or acute
curing after doctors, and baths and 
all else had failed, curing even after 
30 and 40 years’ suffering. ■

Magic Foot ‘ Drafts are • powerful 
yet harmless antiseptic plasters worn , 
on the sensitive" foot soles, their / 
soothing and healing effects reaching/ 
■the entire body through the circula-i, 
tory and the nervous systems. '

Don’t Doubt. Take our word and ■ 
that of the thousands upon thousands 
who have tried the Drafts without 
cost and afterwards gladly paid for 
value received. You can see that we 
couldn't-afford to send them on ap
proval If they didn't cure, . ,

Let Magic Foot Drafts cure you. 
Send us the coupon with your full 
address today. You’ll get the Draft 
by return mail—to try free. Then 1 
you, are satisfied, you can send Orii- 
Dollar. If not, keep your money? 
You decide. We take your wor;a. . 
Address Magic Foot Draft Co., X011 
Oliver Building, Jackson, Mich. Send 
no money—Just the coupons. Write 
today.

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

The Church bf the Soul. Cora L. V; 
Richmond. Pastor; services in Hall 309 
Masonic Temple at 11 a. m. Sunday 
School at 10 a. m. Mrs, Richmond will 
be at home, 3802 Ridge Boulevard, Fri
day afternoons, to receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, th« second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. Sup 
per served at 6 p. in.

The Students of Nature, ..
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van Bii 
ren Opera House, corner Madison stre 
and California avenue. " "

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE?

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be inserted free.

ten 
All

in excess of ten lines will be chargedgood, but on the other hand, when 
it.appeals to a man or woman as a .. . „ . .... - v
grand arid ^Ibrious truth the, world About " words constitute a Une.]

at the rate of fifteen cents, per line.

p. m.
The Fraternal Order of Spiritualists. 

Dr. Alex Caird, president. Services' at 
Hygeia Hall, 406 Ogden ave., at 2:30 
p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; Song service 
6:30; concert, 7; evening, 8.

The Occult Scientists meet every Sun 
day at Vincennes Assembly Hail, 3514 
Vincennes Avenue, 3 p. m.;_________  
meeting and conference, 8 p __  ... 
turcs, music and messages. Mrs. W. 
Brockway, pastor; residence 2962 rPal- 
rle avenue.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas 
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite; meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434 31st * 
Wentworth Avenue.

The. Church of Progressive Spiritual 
ists, (colored) holds services at 3320 
Vernon avenue, every Sunday, from 4 
to 7 p. m. No door fee. ................. .....
Rev. J. H. Dembÿ, Pastor.

All invite^.

——«-I—«—---------
Wanders Far,"loonies to Senses.
St.LouiB,,;. Mo. s March 6.—While 

wandering alplrissiy along Broadway, 
not knowlngLwhi& city he was in, V. 
H. Simonsori^a salesman for the Yaw
man & Erbe;;Manufacturing Company 
of New York, who disappeared from 
Patterson, N. J., one week ago, sud
denly recovered his Benses to-day and 
made Inquiry to'^nd where he was. 
He at once reported at the branch of
fice of the company here.

BOOKS BY LEROY BEERIER. 
The Cultivation of Personal Magnet
ism. This book leaches how best to 
conserve and née Personal Magnetism. 
Price,, cloth binding, W cents; paper, 
SÛW8. . . ’

should have, a peace-giving and com
fort-giving principle that can reach 
the soul of the depressed, the des
pondent and heart-broken mortals on 
the verge of desperation and self-de- 
iltruction, it has no place in their 
being to be trifled with.

It is to be expected that the State 
Association will have dissenters in 
and outside of the membership, but 
we must heed not the little obstacles 
they throw in the way of the great on
rush of Spiritualism. There are so
cieties running independent today in 
the city and out of the city, that are 
doing a great good for the cause, and 
in many instances, the heads of the 
societies are individual members of 
the State Ass6c£ation, patrons of the 
same, and as good' supporters as any
one. Some day we hope to induce these 
to become auxiliary and in whole fel
lowship with us, with their little so
cieties, but we do not feel to exclude 
them from our attention and brother
ly assistance, unless they become in 
reality antagonistic to’the State and 
National Associations.

Wisdom from on high brings us the 
thought that we must blend in one 
harmonious whole, with one aim and 
one object—that of progress, and we 
must utilize those thoughts if we 
would press, on to success, and not 
stop to stoop pnd indulge in the silly 
deteriorating thoughts and words 
upon the plane of the selfish bouIs.

There is no way we can become a 
power for good- but to be good within 
ourselves and then unite that good
ness into one great working body.

We all love the cause to the extent 
of our ability, .and have our own pe
culiar ways of expressing it, but the 
one Who loves only, to propagate and 
boost a personal ambition has only a 
small conception of the real value and
possibilities of this great movement.

There is. nothing selfish in the ba
sic principles underlying Spiritualism. 
It is plain to be seen the phenomena 
are coming . through all conceivable

Passed to Spirit Life, February 2 6, 
1908, from San Jose, Cal., Arthur 
Martin, beloved sou of Mr. and Mrs.
H. D. Anderson, aged two years.
Little Arthur was a lovely and prom
ising child, the idol of his parents, 
and the sunlight of their beauti
ful home. The white casket where 
the little wax-like form rested was 
fairly embowered in flowers, whose
fragrance filled the house, 
neral was largely attended, 
derslgned officiated.

NETTIE PEASE

The fu- 
The un-

FOX.

Jacob Beber passed to the higher 
life, March 1st, 1908, at his home in 
Jackson, Mich., aged 72 years. He 
was a devoted- Spiritualist, loyal, and 
zealous. He held to his beautiful 
faith, and had faced the great and fi
nal change in life with calmness, 
many- floral tributes surrounded his 
remains. Services were conducted by 
the writer hereof.

LAURA L. CRAWFORD.
Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. Allie E. Stevens of Guilford, 
Maine, passed to spirit life. December 
14, 1907, at the early age of 61years. 
She was a good woman, true in every 
sense to her convictions of right, a 
Spiritualist at home and abroad, a 
loved and valuable member of the 
"Bower of Beauty Lyceum.” The 
expression of her life here upon earth 
has been a power for good. We shall 
miss her greatly and lovingly watch 
for a message from that larger life 
into which she has now entered. 
Peace , dear sister, and a joyous hand
clasp, when we, .too, shall graduate 
Into the real life. Your memory will 
ever be to us dike the rare fragrance 
of sweet flowers, and your love an in
spiration to nobler living.

MARY DRAKE JENNE.

Passed to spirit life, Christmas 
morning, 1907, little Norman Spoliett

. „ r . - . .. .---- of Palmyra, Maine, at the tender age
and possible doorways, whether it be Of io years. He was the adopted son in Iha co nf n CnhiH«<nll«4 n TH otk . _  _ • — .... . ■ .in the house of a Spiritualist, a Meth-... „ , x „ „ of Mrs- O- E. Spoliett, and his goingodist, a Baptist, a Catholic, or an ag- away has taken all the sunshine out
nostic, where there are conditions fa- of the home, but through out tears
vorable, the truth is presented from we know full ■well he has carried sun' 
the other shore, that life is continu- . ' ■ - ■ - - -
ous, and that the conscious individu-' 
al here remains a conscious individu
al through the change of death, and 
that those individualities have the 
privilege and the power to communi
cate one with the other.

Now doesn’t it seem Billy to think 
we have it all and a warrant}' deed to 
it; that it is ours by divine right; that 
we can use it to further our own self
ish ends, to foist our own ego?

One medium cannot have the me
diumship of another. One speaker 
cannot have the inspiring band of an
other. There is nothing to quarrel 
about; nothing to be jealous over; 
each one has the phase that is adapt
ed to hIS' or her nature; his or 
her characteristics; his or her adapt
ability. No one can take from or add 
to, to the Injury of the other. If it 
is true mediumship; If lt-is true in
spiration there is no need of fear for 
Its retention and utilization, if the 
possessor holds himself or herself in 
perfect harmony with those forces, 
and the work by them laid out to be 
done. -

. Come, let us reason together, and 
be brothers and sisters all, and pull 
for the larger -and greater success ot 
g^rituaiism ss a factor for the great-

shine into the. other home; and the
value of .Spiritualism Is realized more 
fully since his little hands are beck
oning us onward. Funeral services 
Were conducted in the home by the 
writer. MARY DRAKE JENNE.

Passed to the higher life at the 
home of his daughter, at Bridgewater, 
N. H., Mr. Thomas E. Boutelle, aged 
89 years. He was once a resident of 
Exeter, N. H., and lived at one time 
at Amesbury, Mass. He leaves a wid
ow, arid daughter who sadly miss his 
presence in the physical form. He 
passed away peacefully, knowing he 
was going to meet those gone before. 
He was a thorough and practical Spir
itualist, beloved by all who knew him. 
I hear he was totally blind the last 
year of his earthly existence. His 
form was laid away in Exeter.

P. C. M.

Frederick Cannon Warren passed 
to spirit life, from his home in Proc
torsville, Vt., February 12, 1908, aged 
75 years. He was a firm^believer in 
the beautiful philosophy of Spirit
ualism. 'A wife and five children ore 
left, but we shall meet again.

ALICE M. WARREN. "

The Progressive Spiritual 
holds services nt 8 p. m. every
1S3 B; 
street.

North avenue,
Sunday.

Mrs. 13. Hilbert, manager.
Society of the Psychic Forces holds 

services at Wilcox Hall. 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. m., conducted ’ ’
Cleveland. 

Services every Sunday evening, also 
Wednesday evening, at 7:30. ___
music and message?, 32u Flournoy st 
Mary B. HH1, pastor.

Spiritual meetings held every Surf^ ' 
day evening at 8 p. m., Ht 239 Lincoln 
ave., conducted by F. E. Loner.

The Hyde Park Occult Society wlllj 
hold services every Sunday evening, a.^ 
319 E, 55th st. Good mediums In al'- 
tendance. . :

Biblical Spiritual Society holds meet
ings every Sunday evening al 56th st." ’ 
and Madison avenue; conducted py 
Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, and other me
diums.

The Universal Occult Society meets . 
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. m 
Sundays; meeting conducted by Mrs 
Maggie Henry. Home address 31Q3 
Prairie avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle 
ty holds services every Sunday at 
and 8 p. m., sharp, at 4 3 South Paulina 
street., between Washington Boul. and 
Park Ave. Nora E. Hill, pastor. .

The Roseland Spiritual Culture Club • 
holds services in Bork’s ................... .
Michigan avenue, the first 
Sundays in each month, ... .   
good speakers and good message-bear 
ers are always on hand. _
staff, president: residence, 7932 Kings
ton avenue. City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society 
32nd street, holds services eVery Sun

Lecture,

Mrs. J. Long-

day evening; also- Monday
and Friday afternoons, 
pastor: Mrs. Welnlck.
door fee. Everybody welcome. 

The Church of Spiritual ” 
holds services every Sunday evening.
at 8 p. m.. 6963 South Halsted SL 
public cordially invited. ' '
Edward Dierkes.

FATE MASTERED.

And Destiny Fulfilled. 
Colville.

A dainty book of 52 pages, bound f 
In heavy white cover with cat-tail/' 
decoration.

Contents: Fate Mastered.
Force. Its Practical
Thought as a-Shield.
Aura. . For sale at this office. 
SO cents.

Three Remarkable Books
•‘The Divine PeAtgree of Hau.
•‘The Lavr of Payehlc Phenomena
•‘A Bclentlflo Demonatratlon of the Fw 

•arellfe.” - 1 -
Ths Divino Pedigree of Man,or the Testimony 

•f Evolution and Psychology to the Fatherhood 
©f God. By Thompson Jay Hudson, LL. D. A 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex» 
UWmce of the Soul and Future Life. It is scien« 
tlfic throughout. Price fL&a Dr. Hudson's 
srork on ”Tho Law of Peychlc Phenomena” is 
also valuBlile. Price, 11.50.
DemouBtrati&irH the Future Life” should bs 
sat by all Price 11.50.

Ills “Scientlflo

The InHdeHtu of EccfesiastÎGÎsm.
A Menai e to American Clvillmion. By Frol 
W. N. Jockwoofl. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, K cents.

Stet Music. ■"’"Lftf“!™.espiritual Songs.

Li<ln Be»5“-" Enam »Mi Gernwn 
75?, I, tS- J?’ tans ot KlnSjT 
msnL ' Price 25 Cent®. . ■ i

C0M0N SENSE ESSI
È»t. aâareraaa to the Inhabitants ot America. Î3 
R73, with explanatory notice by an. tlsglite 
ete&or. Panar,.IS cent®._____-
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THE PROGRESSIWTHINKER

This department is under the man* 
emmt of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

’ho QuestlonsHa-nd Answers 
, J forth such a host of re-

BV>oMdents, that to give all equal hear- 
mg compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is- perhaps sacrificed to. this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, ■ and the stylo becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all tilings Is to bo 

, deprecated. Correspondents often weu- 
ry with waiting for the appearance of 
tiic.fr questions and writ« letters of 
Inquiry. The supply of matter Is al
ways several weeks ahead of space 
given, and hence there is unavoidable 
', Everyone has tq, wait his time 
and place, and all are treated with 
equal favor. /

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must bo given, or the letters will 
Inot be read. If the request bo made 
the name will not be published, The 
correspondence of tide department has 
become excessively large, especially 
letters of Inquiry .requesting private 
answers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordl- 

. nury courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
["'pected ■ HUDSON TUTTLE.

delay

D. A. Middleton.—The reader can
not otherwise than be interested in 
the following letter, which reveals 
a phase qf manifestation, most con
vincing, as a test of personal identity, 
and illustrative of the philosophy of

must have had to make her presence 
known to het daughter, and when she 
came Into the earth sphere by eu 
rapport with the medium, the recol
lections and accompanying sensations 
struck her with sudden, unexpected 
and overwhelming force. Now, with 
understanding, the circle will not 
have the undesirable experience-re
peated. The mother will be as glad 
to communicate as her friends are 
to receive.

Tlie members of the circle may con
gratulate themselves on their extra-1 
ordinary success, and should not feel 
discouraged by an incident, which 
really has no other meaning that that 
there was misunderstanding.

■ For future success it will, be im
portant tor the circle to overcome 
the alarm and distrust that has been 
awakened. Its members may. feel 
assured that they have no power to 
compel a spirit to come or converse. 
The circle is only a means, and 1b 
joyfully accepted by spirit friends.

The re-enactment of such scenes is 
not always referable to the cause giv
en in the above explanation. They 
may be presented as tests of Identity, 
andas such are often most valuable 
and convincing.

Julia H. Johnson—Q. Will some
one who knows tell us of the “Astral 
Body”, of what composed, its use,

The Tottering Ruins /e
li

i‘jn 
ill

st i

i
•.H 
Id

of Old Sy^étns.
a

How strange, then, and how inconsistent that Spiritualist# should 
ape the church.. Why steal the livery of thq dead. Why rb^ thq' corpse 
of the old theology of its titles and perquisites, wearing ita/shroud 
as a sacerdotal robe when we appear on the platform of a'cult having 
nothing in common with a dead past? , . < ;

I am not at all certain but it would be better for the cause of true 
Spiritualism if the word religion was expunged from our, vocabulary. 
Spiritualism as a science and a philosophy is good enough £pr the 
writer. What has filled the world with the glory of modem achieve
ments? Has the church done it? Has religion had anything to do 
with it? Has it contributed anything to make known the stupendous 
FACT of demonstrated immortality? Has it drawn aside the sable 
curtain of this tomb, saying to the sorrowing denizens of earth, “Why 
seek ye the living among the dead? They are not here, but are risen? 
There is no proof of life beyond the grave if Spiritualism- does not

¡furnish it.’ ” . -

The Origination of
/Vnimate Forni Life

rUBLIGftTIONS 
■ 

HUDSON TUTTLE.

“Considering from the evidence of conservation by nature through
out the ages, of the most precious of her assets; the separations of the 
minerals from the cosmic dross comprising the bulk of terrestrial mat
ter; the natural maintenance of soil fertility; and the renewal of 
arboreal growth throughout earth’s forest regions, we should consider 
with due and reasonable argument, that the supernal law has created 
us with a soul life susceptible of a transcendent power; and made pro
vision in the great plan of creation for a preservation of the essence 
of human consciousness, for an infinite'period of glorification, and the 
happiness to labor in the extending of our universal domain.-'’

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 
Manual of Spiritual Science and 
oeoptiy. Trice, 91.2S) postage, 10 ota, 

Tltltì UVUhtiWA UF THE ÜÜU und
Christ Ideas, Trice, Ç1.2& j puMlHtfc 
1U Ceuta,

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, i

spirit:
A few months ago', we organized 

X In our city, a club for the InveBtigar 
Sin of Psychic Phenomena, a report 

which appeared in The Progressive
TM”^er of date January 18, 1908.
/ Our club was composed of six mem: 
hers, equally divided as regards sex, 
a very congenial, earnest and enthu- 
Blastic number. We have met'week
ly and held our sittings punctually, 
and in strict accprd with your rules 
as laid- down in “Mediumship”.

During our last two months a cab
inet was introduced and one of our 
number who appeared to be more 
mcdlumlstlp that the others, Bat 
alone In the cabinet. A very short 
time,had elapsed when the gentleman 
it b cabinet was seized with a sense 
LD iniffocation and his breathing was 
heavy and evidently of great difficul
ty. Shortly he fell from the chair 
to the floor. . Thinking perhaps some
thing might be wrong, wq turned on 

■ X the lights, when he sopn recovered 
l\ls normal condition,

During this time' the wife of the 
gentleman referred to, was seized 
with a violent trembling and became 

ervous that she begged to be ex
cused from the circle, for she was 
positive something was wrong, How
ever;. we persuaded her to continue, 
and'' her husband eat by her side 

, while another member took his place 
.\in- the cabinet. '

, x Again the same gentleman took 
f on the previous condition, viz.: The

etc.?
A.—The Spiritualist has no use for 

the “Astral Body,’-’ for-he believes 
that the spiritual body is a natural 
growth from “substance”—a conven
ient name for spirit matter is dis
tinctive from’.physical matter—as the 
physical body Is from matter. The 
“Astral" Is distinctively theosophic
al,''and as; such the . Theosophists 
ought to define it. But this they 
have not done . with- any clearness, 
It may be gathered from the theo
sophical writings here and thei'e, that 
it is made up of the odds and ends, 
shreds and patches of material, the 
spirit carries out of the wreck of the 
body. It is by means of this that 
such spirits, as long as they retain 
this.'astral shell,” are able to make 
themselves seen, and communicate. 
This shell Is sooner or later cast off 
and the inference is that after such 
moulting the spirit is unable to man
ifest to its friends here. Hence it 
1b inferred that spiritual communi
cations are only received from “as
tral shells.” I

To be just to the Theosophists, I 
this definition may be from the be- 

; fogged understanding of Ill-informed 
disciples.

I A. P. Sinnett, uses the term as 
synonymous with the spirit.

The Century , Dictionary defines, 
Astral Body: "In Theosophy, an as
tral form or body," “a living form 
composed of astral fluid." When we 
ask what astral fluid is, it replies: 
"Od; Biogen.”

What is Od; Biogen?" Reichen
bach says Od is "blogen, animal mag
netism, so-called."

Prof. Coues, in his book on Biogen

labored breathing, and made fre- 
quent attempts to talk, which at first 

; were' unintelligible. Gradually the 
the talking became more distinct, 

’’ and all present recognized the fol
lowing exclamations repeated over 

; and over again, and in very evident 
< - distress: “Oh; Must I come back?

Must I come back? I don’t want to 
cotne ; back again. I don’t want to 
coine back to this earth again, after 
all ! have suffered! This Ib mother, I 
and-I don’t want to come back!”

We ‘were all seriously depressed 
with the piteous appeal, for it was 
said» In such heartrending tones as 
nqyer to be forgoten.
_\The lady to whom this appeal was 
made burst into tears, and cried as 
if her heart would break, for she felt 
gufyty In being the means ot bringing 
ttie\ spirit back to the earth condi
tion' wherein she had suffered so 

, mucli, and now refuses to sit in the 
circle, fearful that the same experi
ence’might again resilt. .

.She told us that her mother was 
._ for a long time previous to her pass

ing out, a great sufferer from heart 
trouble, and a great share of the time 
was unable to lie down in bed owing 
to the excruciating pain which she 
suffered. She constantly prayed that 
she might die, and now her daughter 
is almost inconsolable to think that 
Bhe has been in part, at least, the 
ineM» of re-eBtabllshing that Buffer-

defies it as “hypothetical soul stuff; 
the substance of a supposed spiritual 
body; the Od of organic life."

Now we have all data for knowing 
exactly what the “astral body" is. 
It is Od, Od is blogen, biogen is soul 
stuff, soul stuff is blogen, and blogen 
Is the astral bodyljJVe have gone 
round the circle of "definitions that 
sound scientific and have become lost 
in a fog bank.

Now why is ttibre no 'clearness-' of 
definition? Is it not'because there is 
no clearness of thought? Because 
those who attempt to define have no 
idea of what they would define?

The days-of dogmas, creeds, and 
isms are rapidly passing away.

The unquestioned dominion of ec- 
clesfastlclsm is at an end. The dawn 
of a new age is here. Its disclosures 
are superseding all past revelations. 
They are bursting upon the world In 
all the effulgent glory of seven senses 
in one. Old' dogmas -are being blown 
away like the withered leaves of au-, 
tumn. Old theories that once held 
millions in their grasp are every
where being exploded by demonstrate 
ed facts.- .What was once supposed to 
be truth, is now proven to bo error, 
wearing the mask of truth.

No Intelligent preacher or priest 
can be true to his own convictions and 
long retain his pulpit. ,

By an arbitrary system of ecclesi
astical tyranny, he Is compelled to 
preach, not what he believes, but what 
the creed demands. Ho must be false 
to his own convictions, or lose his 
salary and beggar his family, whom he 
has sworn to provide for and protect.

Preachers have told the writer that 
they no longer, believe the doctrines of 
the creed, but, say they: What shall 
we do? We have our families to pro
vide for and our children to educate, 
and we do not know how to make a 
living outside the pulpit. Most qf 
them entered the ministry when they 
were young men, before"they had 
ever learned to think or reason for 
themselves. They simply believed 
what they had been taught concerning 
thq doctrines of their church. Now it 
dawns upon them that they have no 
right to reason or think outside the 
narrow limits of this system in wljich ’ 
they were schooled. Any preacher 
who presumes to think and speak as a 
man of independence, treads on dan
gerous ground.

A conflict thus goes on between 
. their sacred convictions and a beg

gared family.
No one knows the struggle save 

those who have experienced it. The 
’ creeds formulated by Calvin, Bunyan, 
• and Wesley antedated by centuries the 
; revelations of modern science.

In . fact, theology entirely ignores 
> science., It winks at l(s vast arr^y of 
J facts, because they are in conflict wuti 
, so-called revelation.

Geo. E. Sly.—Q. In your reply in 
The Progressive Thinker No,’ 948, 
you think there has not been any 
sudden catastrophy in the past, af-' 
fecting the earth. Is It not possible 
that it has been struck by a meteor
ic mass, such as exist in the meteoric 
zone, through which the earth passes 
every year? or a comet, and thus 
the tropic zone become the -frigid? 
and the circular orbit to the present 
ellipse?

How else account for the mam
moths and other tropical animals 
frozen in the cliffs ot the -Arctic 
Ocean?

A.—It is possible for the earth to 
be struck by a meteoric mass. There 
is, however, no indication that it has 
been. A comet is composed of such 
highly attenuated matter that the 
earth might pass through one and 
no one be aware of the event. The

Are we to infer from the foregoing 
experience, that the condition pre
vailing in the circle brought this spir
it back against its will? That it 
could not resist? I had always sup
posed that before it was possible for 
a spirit to come back that the desire 
had to be mutual, that It is as much 
a desire on the part of the spirit 
friend as on the part of the ones In 
the circle.

. Again, how is it possible for a 
Jsplrlt to suffer the pain that this one 
¿evidently suffered, when the very 
xneans of suffering had been dis
solved, viz.: the physical body. If 

again resume our sittings, In what 
can we prevent a repetition of 
same experience? which I am 

suré, were It to occur again, would 
forever settle any desire that our 
friend has for further communica
tion, with our loved ones.

Again, some spirits come back to 
a circle who In earth life have had 
just such experience of .physical suf
fering as the one I have described, 
and now seem overjoyed at the bles
sed relief of the spirit life,' where 
they assure us that their sufferings 
are all ended and they live in delight
ful bliss, and are anxious and happy 
to communicate with the friends left 
behind.

Trusting that you will give your 
earnest attention to the foregoing 
and such advice as, I am Bure, your 
long years of investigation ànd earn
est study has fitted you to impart,

A.—A spirit who departed this life 
In great suffering, when It does , not 
understand the laws which control 
communication, and thus be enabled 
to guard against the influences, will 
experience the sensations of its latest 
physical conditions. This, fact has 
come into the experience bf those 
who have made researctFTb any ex
tent. It is true that spirits cannot 
be forced to communicate by the de
sire of a circle, against their wills. 
The desire only is one of the factors 
of • .ccess. The spirit may have the 

■ atrongest desire to communicate, as
mother In th& preceding instance

Ing upon the. world, Independent of all 
isms, and in spite of all creeds. The 
new wine of modern thought cinnot 
be bottled up within the narrow lim
its of old time conception. As well 
bind the sunshine, or fetter, thought, 
as it goes on Ito circuit of wireless
telegraphy, 
fpols, never.

"Wise men. change; 
Only fools Ignore pro-

gress._ Error shuns the light of inves- ] 
tigatlon, shuts its eyes and. swears the 
sun does not shine. The throne; of 
superstition is Ignorance gearing the 
mantle of authority. ,

The system , that would make this 
country a theocracy on’ thq one hand, 
or an oligarchy on the othqr, are both 
relics of barbarism,. hostije alike to 
liberty and human progreqs.

“The mills of the gods grind slowly, 
but they grind exceeding Jine." Let 
no one think that ip the decline, and 
fall of old systems, the, throne of 
mammon can escape. Its. days ' are 
numbered, and its doom Is sealed. Its 
cup of rlghtous wrath Is full. Seventy 
millions of people will not forever 
submit to be treated like slaves by a 
few thousand plutocrats. The reign of 
free men means the death of tyrants, 
Thinkers and honest men. to the front. 
The great battle of the. qges Is on. 
Cowards and weaklings?.» the rear, 
No power can stay the’ conflict till 
freedom reigns and liberty In FACT

To the Editor: Upon reading the 
treatise'of Col. R. T. Van Horn, in 
No. 951 of The Progressive Thinker, 
I was much impressed to perceive that 
I have long entertained a similarity 
of idea relating to the origination of 
animate form life; and the implied 
necessity for an epoch of climatic con
ditions, suitable for its origination, 
and development. This condition of 
the earliest environment of the hu
man race is exemplified in the second 
chapter of Genesis, eighth verse, “And 
God planted a garden eastward .in 
Eden,” etc., thus, we perceive that 
profound modern thought is in ac
cordance with so much of our Biblical 
chronology.

Admitting that life may have 
originated through the opera- 

I tion of chemical agencies upon 
an inorganic substance; there still

described in the legends of nearly 
every race who claim descent from 
historic ancestry.

Reviewing the foregoing Ideas, I 
am somewhat skeptical regarding the 
views of scientists who assert that the 
sun is losing bulk, and its life-pro
viding potential diminishing. I am in
clined to think from the discovered 
movement of the sidereal pniverse, 
that the fact Is to the contrary. We 
are assuerd that the suns and their 
satélites move in a certain and con
stant direction, and that there is ma
teria] energy in the vast abyss through 
which they are moving, and that they 
are perpetually acquiring growth, and 
¡power to continue their beneficial in
fluences we should not have reason to 
doubt.

THIS LYCEUM GUIDE.
For thu use ot tiooletiua, Lycoutna, I 

Sunday Schools and llw Homo. A man
ual ot physical, intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection ot 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Heclta 
tlons, Memory Gems, Choral Responses 
Funeral Services, l-Togi'ams tor Sessions 
Parliamentary Rules, Instructions tor 
organizing and conducting Lyceums, In
structions In Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band ot Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid ot which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ised and conducted without other assist
ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.

VHOM SOUI. TO SOUL,
Contains Une hundred and twenty ot 

the author's beat poems, embracing a 
wide range ot subjects and versatility 
In composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
Sdmlrably adapted tor recitations The 

ook also contains five songe. with mu
sic by the eminent composer, James G. 
Clark. 250 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait ot author. Price $1.00, post 
paid.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTUEB
OFFUjIHNGS,

This volume Is dedicated: "To those 
whoso thoughts and longings reach Into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful

But the fact remains with more con
vincing force than ever, as men be
come more enlightened and begin to 
think and reason for themselves. 
While creeds and dogmas are con
stantly losing their hold on the peo
ple, astronomy and geology have ut
terly demolished the premise of theol-

and not in name only, s^ays the scep
ter. Whatever system ^ands In the 
way must go under. Sk%U ¿tqck gam
bling rule or ruin at plq$surq,f Shall 
frenzied finance centime ,i,^ mad 
sqheines, to result |n t^ft rul&.of mil
lions of honest men; Are emp rulers 
blind? Can they not „see the rocks 
upon which the ship of^tat^fs run
ning at a fearful rate of speqd? Will 
tljey take no warning ¡from, ¿he fate 
of the dead nations of qiitlqi^ty ? Do 
they not know that history Bqfnetlmes 
repeats Itself., Certainly a.,,, radical 
change of program mu^ bopeffected, 
or, at no distant day qUr nq$|on will 
be sepulchered with, ttiotiq tfi,at have 
gone before it. It woj^d qqpm that 
“Justice has fled to brutishu beast.

And men have lost itoeir .ifeason.".
The only tihjie lhinJthG feoiJie1.’’ 
a few thousand multi-mjlliprih.lres rule 
this country, or shall' th'e ¿everity mil
lion people rtiie' it? Shylock can op-

remains the fact that this 
evolution of life form was wrought 
through process and under conditions 
that had been1 conceived by some of 
the. most able scientists of this ad
vanced age. of philosophy.

Considering the fact that galvanic 
Impulse Is often a prominent factor in 
chemical combinations and experi
mental results, we might infer that 
all those experiments of a scientific 
nature, wherein life forms have been 
dveloped, have derived results through 
ithe activity of a galvanic element; or, 
a galvanic transmutation of elements, 
produced in their combination.

Taking into consideration the gal
vanic quotient that pervades all mat
ter; we arrive at a point in our colla
tion of data, where electricity as a 
stronger and more far reaching poten
tial, may become the factor of direct
ivity; and results implied to the hu
man achievement may .have been ac
complished through an impulse orig
inating from beyond the terrestrial 
sphere of mutability, through laws 
that are fundamental and which have 
controlled the origin of life through 
all the eyas embraced within the uni
versal plan.

Reverting to the presumable exist
ence of Elysian regions suited to the 
origin of an embryonic life: The tra
dition of man places its location in 
various favored regions of the east
ern hemisphere, as shown to be moq£ 
suitable,, as to climatic conditions of 
various geographical sections.

I have always associated the as
sumption of a garden in Eden with 
the legendary dominion of Atlantis. 
In my opinion, the favorable epoch 

. that conceived the earth-born man; 
'and cradled his race to the" status'of 
philopolemlc lord of bur-” terrestrial 
creation, was the most stable epoch, 
as regards earth equilibrium, that the

press the'poor and take his pound of. 
flesh, but let him beware, a mightier 
than a Daniel 1b coming to judgment 
The doors ot a brighter day are swing
ing open. The gates to the cemeteries ; 
of the dead nations of antiquity are' 

| also being lifted up to receive thoseogy. , -------- .
The logic of truth and fact fore- of to-day, unless they heed the “IN- 

shadows its ultimate extermination TERPRETATION OF *THE HAND- . .. . __wnrTTNr. nN THE WALL."from the earth. Superstition will die

axis of rotation of the earth was es
tablished when it emerged from the 
fluid state, and now that it is rigid 
this axis cannot be changed.

The mammoths and the - tropical 
animals found in the cliffs of Siberia, 
frozen in the mud, the flesh bo well 
preserved that the flesh was devoured 
by wolves and beasts, were floated 
down from great rivers flowing from 
the south and covered with silt. The 
temperature ” was low, for this was 
in the Ice Age, an<J the frigid zone 
extended well down toward Southern 
Europe. These mammoths show that 
they had slowly become accustomed 
to a cold climate. They were cov
ered by a dense growth of hair and 
woolly fur, and the contents ot their 
stomachs was ot cedar boughs and 
other trees and shrubs ■ growing In 
frigid cold. There had been no'sud- 
den change, for the almost hairless 
mastodon and mammoth had, by the 
evolutions of many Pges, become pos- 

' sessed ot this net^sary protection, 
and. learned to live on the hard ever
greens of the North, instead of the 
succulent plants of the South.

The elliptical form of the earth’s 
orbit depends on other elements, and 
Is the method by which irregularities 
which otherwise might increase to 
disastrous results, are taken up—just 
as the swing’ of the earth’s pole 
through a small circle balances the 
disturbed equilibrium.

Let us have full confidence that 
however terrible fancy may paint the 
consequences of colliding worlds, 
run-away comets or expiring worlds 
the danger line Is never reached and 
the order of the universe is main
tained.

hard, but its end cannot long be de
layed. The life and soul of the sys
tem has long since departed. ■ The 
soul having left it, the body is dead. 
A mere form of godliness with no 
power to give it force, destitute alike 
of reason and common sense, is all 
that remains. *

How strange then and how incon
sistent that Spiritualists should ape 
the church. Why steal the livery of 
the dead? Why rob the corpse of the 
old theology of its titles and'perqui
sites, wearing its shroud as a sacer
dotal robe when we appear on the 
platform of a cult having nothing in 
common with a dead past?

I am not at all certain but it would 
be better for the cause of true Spirit
ualism if the word religion was ex
punged from our vocabulary. Spirit
ualism as a science and a philosophy 
is good enough for the writer. What 
has filled the world with the glory of
modern
church done It?

achievements? Has the
Has religion had

WRITING ON THE WALL.1
The United States >as a government 

is rushing on to the doom of Great 
Babylon of, old at a fearful rate of 
speed. Almost every department of 
government carries enough inbred cor
ruption to sink the ship unless it is 
thrown overboard. It is well while 
there is a general ' shaking up all 
around to put thingsin order and 
be prepared for emergencies. We be
lieve in the perpetuity of “a govern-

ot Asphodels, mixed with common llow- 
I era Is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
I pleasure while waiting at the way sta- 

___ . „ , ,, . , ,,,. tlon ’on the journey thither.' It con- bun spots are, in all probability, tains one hundred and thirty-nine po- 
Qccasloned by the irregularity of the ema, and twenty atorlettea, a part ot the 
supply of solar fuel, as distributed'*1^ m^ageii? six'tun paw
through the channels transporting it illustrations, among which are likeness" J-' I Al. - ..A.«-. . A Al . Afrom an original source of creation or I
transmutation.

Regarding the necessity, or proba
bility of some psychical intelligence, 
supervising the order and stability of 
universal world -construction and 
movement, I would consider it to be 
an essential element of the Creative 
Autonomy.

We know of no Instance where 
the product of forest and mine have 
been transported from their original 
locations of deposit and growth, and 
assembled in the structures suited to 
human habitation; unless through the 
exercise of human supervision, and 
added expenditures of human ener
gies. From this viewpoint of our ter
restrial affairs we must judge by 
analogous reasoning, that it is an evi
dently more necessary desideratum 
that the assembling of the materials I 
that compose the enormous masses of 
the stellar universe, the forming of 
the spheres, and assigning them to 
their stations under a fundamental 
law ordaining the order of motion, 
should have proceeded by directivity 
of an intellectual agency, that compre
hended all the infinite details of past, 
present and- future as relative to a 
conceived and definite plan.

Presuming this view of a necessity 
for an Intellectual Creative Power was 
acknowledged and established fact; 
that it was cognizant to every individ
ual of the human race, and that in
dubitable evidence was extant to prove 
it beyond cavil; Would that evidence 
of the divine agency in the activities 
of creation solve the mooted problem 
—Is there an existence and personal 
consciousness for each human entity 
beyond the grave.'

From a marvelous collation of

es of tho author and Clair Tuttle; boaii-
tlfully bound In blue, with sllyer em
bossing. Prien. $1.00. prepaid.
ANGELL rUlZR-CONTUSA

T1OAS.
To Advance Humane Education.—J- or 

use In entertainments managed by .So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or In
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over ignorance, and Justice over 
all. The plan Is this: Some large church 
or public hall Is secured; several socie
ties are Invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prize 
medal; some prominent citizen presld 
other prominent citizens act a __  
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion tee. ten or twenty cents, pays nil 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 25 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE. Berlin Helghts.O.

Excellent Books

"The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health nnd 
spirituality. None can read it ’toth- 
out pleasura and profit Price 50c.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or bookB should put in 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. Price 10 cents.

"The JesnHB." Êy Rev. B. F. 
. Austin, A. M., B. D. Aa excellent 
। Fwphlet. Pries, 15 ecata,

anything to do with it? Has it con
tributed anything to make known the 
stupendous FACT of demonstrated im
mortality? Has it drawn aside .the 
sable curtain of this tomb, saying to 
the sorrowing denizens of eafth, 
.“My. sg.ek. ye. .the. living..among-ihe» 
dead? They are not here, but are 
risen? There is no proof of life be
yond the grave if Spiritualism does 
not furnish it.” .

But the church has sneered at its 
proofs, held up to scorn its advocates, 
cast out its members who became con
vinced of its truth, and heaped un
founded Blunders upon it as a syno
nym Of all that was vile. The priest
hood have fought,every step of scien
tific progress and contributes nothing 
towards its advancement. The pages 
of ecclesiastical history are stained 
•with human blood. Oh, Christ, what 
crimes have not been committed in 
thy name. Surely it is time the theo
logical bulwarks of Ignorance and bu- 
perstition should fall like Babylon of 
old.

But let no one think’ that In the 
fall of the false systems of theology, 
Spiritualism as an ISM 'will entirely 
escape. ■ -

There is a vast amount of debris 
to be cleared away, and many excres
cences that must fall or the system 
itself will go down with the general 
wreck. Its divine mission can never 
be attained loaded with sham and 
fraud- as at present- Of all the shame
less, injurious, damned ghosts that 
will people the hell of evil doers, In 
the world to come are men and 
women who live and grow rich by de
ception and the practice of fraud 
while posing as messengers of light.

We can conceive of no deeper grade 
of depravity, or lower strata of hu
man existence. ------- -

-The light ei. immortality is burst-

ment of the people, by the people, and 
for thè people.”

Does the United States meet those 
requirements? If so, then a magnifi
cent future is before it. But if the 
money power is allowed to reduce the 
laboring population to the condition 
of serfs, if the objectionable'elements 
of all countries are-allowed to pour in 
hei;e to compete with our, laborers, if 
white men, American citizens with 
families to support, are forded to work 
for a mere pittance, then it requires 
neither a sage nor a prophet to fore
cast the destiny of this nation. Now 
men from India are coming here by 
every steamer, and with them the Bu
bonic plague. They ;are'brought here 
by corporations, because they can live 
on ten cents per day.

, No one need wbnder that the battle 
waxes hot betweenriabor and capital. 
-The great combines of-wealth have 
compelled the creation df Labor Un
ions in sheer self defense. And yet, 
Without labor, and skilled labor at 
that, capital would be helplèss as a 
steam engine bottom side up in the 
ditch.

But I must proceed to another 
topic. I believe in the triumphand 
unity of truth, and thtit all sincere 
lovers of truth will comi at last to see 
eye to eye. ”
“They will know cacti l:ottòti better 
When the mists have tolled ¿way."

I also believe In the“ultimate vic
tory of pure Spiritualisti!; whjth shall 
in the future, more that? in the past, 
revolutionize the rellgibus and scien
tific thought of the ages“

N. K RÀVLIN.
West Berkley, Cal. ,;1 ’

races of earth have known. Essen
tially so, if we ascribe to earth con
struction any supervision by an 
eternal, supernal power. With due 
regard to the opinions of various and 
profound investigators, I am, rather 
skeptical about the • correctness of 
any views expressed that definitely 
fix the boundaries and limits of At
lantis, and am inclined to the opin
ion that the site ot this ancient do
main was somewhere upon the sub
merged continent of Lemurla. I have 
also considered that its ruling race 
were Etruscans and allied clans, per
haps the Phenicians, who so long held 
sway over the maritime affairs of the 
Oriental world.

My research in geology inclines me 
to think that the earth was spheroidal 
top-shaped; and the climatic condi
tions Influenced by three zones. A 
tropical' zone, embracing the Pacific 
Ocean and contiguous shores, and a 
frigid zone, embracing the' antipodal 
regions; with a temperate region be
tween. A certain racial affinity of the 
aboriginal inhabitants of the western 
shore of the continents of our hemi
sphere, to those of the other, is ap
parent to the anthropologist. For in- 
instqnce, the Mexican and Peruvian 
to the Egyptian and Mongolian races.

Allowing my concepts as facts, we 
naturally may deduce facts sustaining 
my belief that earth movement In this 
embryological era, was substantially at 
variance with its present rotary 
course; and I should posit that there 
existed a movement circumlocutlon-

"How to Train Children and pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that In many cases it is 
the parents that need* tho'-’ training 
more than the children- and1 advises 
parents to look to themselves? Twen
ty-five cents could not be better spent 
than ip buying the book. : Anyone
that has the care ot children should 
read IL Price 25 cents.

"Worry, Hurry, Scurry, Flurry 
Cured.” By the Blissful, Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
away worry, anxieties, needless cares, 
etc. Price 25 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts and Political Fin Points."

ary; with the sun central in its-orbit 
somewhere over the Pacific Ocean. 
Over the Atlantic Ocean and the west
ern part-of the Eastern hemisphere, . 
was the lunar orbit. Under thèse condi
tions, as described, we can account for 
the glacial epochs, when ice conditions 
and extremes of cold existed beyond 
any comparison of present conditions 
at either of earth’s poles. 'Admitting 
that so far my postulation may be cor
rect; we must entertain concepts of 
changes to occur in earth formation, 
when the solar potential overcame the 
equilibrium as I have surmised its 
establishment in those embryological 
ages.

With the beginning of rotary move
ment we should expect on expansion 
of the terrestrial sphere. This, after 
a period of equipoise would take place 
along the path of solar ecliptic, chang
ing gradually until the newly acquired 
motion had established a new equili
brium;

This period of equipoise might cor
respond to the traditional date of Bib
lical history, when Joshua command
ed the sun and moon to stay their 
course. There may be a scientific ex
planation worked out some day to 
verify this most remarkable assertion 
of sacred historians. ;

Then, under the impetus of a grad-! 
ually increasing centrifugal force; 
we should expect to see vast chasms 
Open in the crust of the globe, and 
the seas, and rivers'flowing in would 
produce enormous volumes of vapor. 
Under these condition, we should an
ticipate an unusual rainfall and cer
tain regions subsiding would- bo ex
posed to very disastrous inundation. 
Here are conditions that may corre
spond to the events chronicled in the 
Sfeauhle deluge; asg ia the deluges

psychical phenomena we are afforded 
abundant data of soul power to cor
roborate the almost universal belief, 
that our corporeal existence is .intend-, 
ant by a spiritual proclivity, that is 
endowed with a continuity of life, and 
presumed to be immortal. Dreams 
and visions may play fantastic pranks 
with our mentality, and mediumistic 
sensitives working an rapport with 
the pregnate Intellectual forces of our 
environments, are perhaps not infalli
ble. Still there exists an authenticity 
of such creditable and profound pro
phetic utterance through all the his
toric ages that we must admit the 
proof of lifo's futurity, if we shall ad
mit that fundamental law ordains 
equal privileges to the conservation of 
matter and mind.

Considering from the evidence of 
conservation by nature throughout 
the ages, of the mo^t precious of her 
assets; the separation of the min
erals from the cosmic dross compris
ing the bulk of terrestrial matter; the 
natural maintenance of soil fertility; 
and the renewal of arboreal growth 
throughout earth’s forest regions; we 
should consider with due and reason
able argument, that the supernal law 
has created us with a soul life sus
ceptible of a transcendent power; 
and made provision in the great plan 
of creation for a preservation of the 
essence ot human consciousness, for 
an infinite period of glorification, and 
{he happines to labor in the>extending 
of our universal domain.

B. F, AVERILL, 
HowardSvllle, Virginia.

Nothing equals a good book as a 
gift. It is better than gold or- dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facte contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. The following books 
will make beautiful as well as in
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“Asphodel Blooms and Other Or
ferings.” A choice collection dr po
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R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.
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man Life." By Eleanor Kirk.
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“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
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"The Pathway of the Human Spir
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MOUNT WEATHER.

'Uncle Sam’s Goose Bone Coste Money.

Uncle Sam’s weather bureau Ib big
ger than any one else’s, and he spends 
more money on It than do all the gov
ernments of Europe combined. It has 
a staff of many hundred skilled ex-1 
perts and observers who In all parts 
of the country are constantly on -watch 
to see what thè heavens will bring 
forth. Some Insurance men are Baid 
to have computed that the people of 
the United States are spared from 
losses amounting to $30,000,000 
every year because of their weather 
service. ,

The sun holds the key to the weath- 
ed. The weather bureau plans to 
search for this key and unlock the 
mysteries of cyclones, of- droughts, of 
torrential floods, and thus foretell 
years of plenty and of famine. Con
gress recently gave the weather bu
reau a sum of money to found a me
teorological solar observatory.. The 
site chosen was an unnamed peak In 
the Blue Ridge, sixty-five miles from 
Washington. The weather chief has 
christened the peak Mount Weather.
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pages are Indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price $5.00.

“The Bible." By John E. Rems 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility 
and morality. A large book tor 
$1.25.

“Six Historic Americans.” 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.

“The Evolution of Man." By Ernst 
Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 20a

“Right Living.” By Susan H.| 
WIxon. The author shows a wise 
practicality in her method of teach
ing the principle of ethics. She il
lustrates her'subject with brief nar
ratives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more interesting and more 
easily comprehended. It is especial
ly adapted for use in Children's Ly
ceum. In the hands Of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very use
ful Young and old trill be l«neat- 
ed by a. ’ Thio®, 81.

MOLLIE FANCHER
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An autbenUo BtstemBnt of fact« In the life Of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable tests, 

-rnony of many wltnsesas. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With Ulustzauona. Prios, cloth. ilJSO.
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Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr SI., Toledo, O.

28 Ogden Ave., Chicago, III

39c.
35c.
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copy of

Can be seen daily, also Sunday 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

Mbs. B. M. UHTHCOCK Will -answer -i 
questions for 25c. Send owu handwriting mid 

look of hair, Full reading, ¡1. Fern Hill, PiercO 
Co.. Wash.

WANTED -An honest-and reliable man. ono 
who uud-rsiands farm work, io work on u 
smaU farm, will) Spiritualist fanülv oi iwo.

EVA THOMPSON, Weils. Vl.

In America as Vo). JJ, of "ABCANA OP 
NATURE," and in Enghtnd as "THE 
PHILOSOPHY OP SPIHIT". Ailtlr^ns 
DR. E. DENSMORE, Hold Astor, New 
York.

CLARISSE HLMPHILEY-MVLLINM will 
fflvn clairvoyant readings by mall.

Send lock ot hair and |1, Address, 
40 Loomis St., Chicago, H).

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic, - 

6 West 107th St., New York.

dining room.............................39c.
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■ THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

«a.
NOTES FROM COLORADO.

11. A. Dagu<> Treats of Matters of 
Much Interest, including Christian 
Science and Orthodoxy, Christianity 
and Paganism, Etc.

There is in Denver a Rev.- Mr. Fink, 
an orthodox Congregationalist, who, 
on Wednesdays of each week, holds a 
“healing meeting.” The lame, the 
deaf, tiie blind, the sick, kneel at the 
altar. The preacher lays his hands on 
them and, in a loud voice, commands 
"the demon of sickness to come out 
of tiie afflicted one." Many notable ! 
cures have been made—some almost 
Instantly, by Mr. Fink, In some, in 
fact in many instances, he fails.

He claims to do these miracles in 
the name of Jesus Christ. He admits 
that often church members fall to be 
healed, while some of his noted cures 
were intemperate, non-rellgiouB, even 
profane fellows. Spiritualists, of 
course, understand why lie cures some 
cases and fails in others, He is a 
"healing medium." His healing mag
netism can be projected into those pa
tients who are “negative" to him, 
while it cannot be sent into the sick 
who are "jioBltlve." If Jesus Christ 
were the “Divine agency” there would

THE LOST ATLANTIS. ‘

D, W. Hull Entertains the Opinion 
. There Was Such a Continent.

In answer to nn inquiry of P. Max
well hr The Progressive Thinker, No. 
945, Brother Hudson Tuttle, usually 
one of the most level-headed writers 
in its columns, tells us “Any one un
derstanding the conformation of tile, 
ocean beds will well understand that 
the story of Atlantis Is fabulous.” 
He 'then tells us to have a continental 
area plunge suddenly to the depth 
of from four to nine miles “is simply a wild fancy.” i In sustenance of tills A 
argument he tells us: “The northern section between Halifax and the 1 
English coast was thoroughly sounded 
for ascertaining the possibility of the 
ocean telegraph. It was found to be 
an extensive plain, the so-called tele
graph plateau. The average deptli 
of tills plain, after leaving Newfound
land, is 12,000 feet, sinking some
times to 14,000 feet, and.nearlng the 
English coast diminishing to 1,500

be no failures,As might be expected, the fat, 
Bleek, well-fed, well-groomed clergy 
of the city are hostile toward Brother; 
....... He had much difficulty in be
coming a member of the “Denver 
Ministerial Association.” He, how
ever, got In by a tight squeeze,through 
tho championship of a Unitarian mln-

Fink.

inter.' ' / -: ■
. ; Recently a prominent orthodox sky
pilot of Denver preached a sermon1 
in which he, in the language ot one 
of his members, ’‘tore Christian Sci
ence Into shreds.” That movement Is 
playing havoc with the “orthodox 

: churches," and th’e pulpiteers are 
frightened. The Christian Scientists 
have recently erected a beautiful 
church hbme here at a cost ot $175,- 
000. Every Sunday Its 1,700 peats 
are filled, and from 100 to 300 stand 

' through the services,.. I am informed 
that they have 6,00'0 members, and 
are planning to build one or two more 
church edifices. The large majority 
of Christian Scientists come out of the 
orthodox churches.- ’ I am not a Christian Scientist, but 
I rejoice and am exceedingly glad to 
see so many leaving the paganized 
Christian church organizations, and 
gojng over to Christian Science. It is 
high time that pagan Christianity, 
lous blood atonement, its ubiquitous 
devil, who upsets God’s plans, its end- 

y less he]l—high time, I say, that It re-
I 'celyes its solar-plexus blow. Chris- 

TvV-T'nn Science Bays: .-“.God is the. all- 
all-acting, all-seeing, ail- 

" 'K'loyipg principle. God is Mind; Soul; 
: .Spirit; Truth—all substance; all-Jn- 
' : teliigence; all-life—that everything 

. in the universe, visible and invisible, 
lonstltutes God.Christian Scientists deny the “fall 
bf man;” the personality of the devil;

. the existence of an endless hell; and 
f ; .I'.spert that however ignorant and un- 

folded man may be, he is as much 
’ divine, as-was Jesus. They say we are 

Ur gpdB—undeveloped, -
: This suits me better than the so- 

I,',if;' „ jajleii'orthodox creeds which repre- 
•. ?- ' tent God as being not unlike an III- 

' hatured earthly king in the form ot' 
-Tn old man with a long, white beard, 

; ; ?.lyhose; original plans were thwarted 
byySatan, and so seriously were they 
hpset„ that he had to send his son, 

, Who’ was as old as himself, to be ent- 
Hfled; and he is so jealous and wratb- 

.. Tul that he requires that son to stand 
before him throughout eternity, show 

■ • ueapiiqa pun peniOM ;uoui Maj u jseo(
. ' ju 0abs ||uqs aaqjuj XtipuA sjq juqj
j >' .. ‘3aq puu puapl put: 'spuuo.u sjq iu;q 

from endless torture, for his

feet.”
He tells us that the soundings were 

made in the northern Atlantic, which 
was true, as the cable was laid in the 

I route usually traveled by ocean steam
ers in crossing the Atlantic. Vessels 
never get below 45 degrees north lat
itude, and ships pass nearly as high 
as 55, coming back to 50 at Liverpool. 
No one that I ever heard of located 
Atlantis north of 60 north latitude. 
Had Brother ' Tuttle examined his 
charts farther - south he would have 
found a ridge of. shoal water between 
latitudes 28 and 45 and longitude 10 
and 20, from 500 feet to' 2,800 feet 
in depth. The;deepest place of al! 
this shoal water Is about a-half mile, 
This little continent, if ever it was 
above water, would- .be.- about 300 
miles yylde by,.over l.OOO^mlleB long; 
running southwest and northeast, :as 
long as the state of California and as 
wide as California and ■ Nevada to
gether. . It includes the Azores and. 
Canaries, arid, from this there Is a nar
row ridge ranging in width, -from 
about 100 to. near 200 miles, extend
ing nearly to-the coast of Brazil.

Of course those communications 
professing to come from Atlanteans 
must be received cum grano sails. - 
It would be doubtful whether any At-

(Christ’s) sake.
Yes, 1 am glad'Mrs. Eddy was born. 

I believe she was an instrument in the 
hands of exalted and wise spirits to 
break' tbe influence of the orthodox 
church,the cardinal doctrines of which 
are paganistlc—especially that ot the 
Blood Atonement. Pagans taught 
that the wrath of their gods could be 
propitiated by shedding the blood of 
fowls, and animals, and humans. This 
idea was engrafted onto Christianity, 
after a long struggle, and the doc- 

. trine that the blood of .fesus was shed 
to asst.tge the anger of God, became 
the chief corner-stone of the Roman 
Catholic and Protestant churches. 
Through the merits of Christ’s spilled 
blood, bad men could escape all the 
consequences of their crimes and go 
with one great leap to heavenly bliss
and joy.This doctrine is grossly immoral, 
hi that, it counts a life of good and 
kind deeds of no avail, but promises 
a iife of felicity and happiness to the 
atrociously wicked, if they-accept the 
atonement is a mere profession of 
belief in it. There has scacely ever 
been known a fiendish criminal who 
was not a firm believer that he could 
escape all punishment for his crimes 
by subscribing to a church creed, be
ing baptized and accepting pardon 
through the blood of Christ.

Christian Science repudiates this 
bloody, Immoral, vicious, and false 
pagan teaching. For this, if for noth
ing else, I honor Mrs. Eady and her 
followers. Let the sky-pilots of old 
paganism howl! The Christian Sci
ence movement is destined to empty 
their churches unless they, too, catch 
the progressive spirit of this glorious 
age and revise their creeds, brush the 
dust from their eyes, and join in the 
march of humanity to a higher splr- 

■ Huai plane and a more sensible theol-

Revised Premium List.IS SPIRITUALISE A RELIGION? 

This Writer is of a Decidedly Negative
Opinion,

I noticed in your issue of Feb. 1 a 
series of Lyceum Lessons adopted by 
the N. S. A. in 1899, and under the 
head of “Spiritualism as a Religion," 
I note a very singular assertion, that 
the definition of religion was “right 
relation,” which seems to be a mean
ingless, trumped-up definition, en
tirely outside of Webster? I am not 
aware of any sect that claims to be_ 
a religion, that does not have a creed"; 
that Its members have to subscribe to, 
and yet the 'N. S. A. claims to be a 
religion without a creed. I do not 
wonder that the so-called religious 
sects sneer at Spiritualism.

I had always supposed that the dis
covery of evidences that communica
tions between the living and those 
who had finished their earthly exist
ence, was the most important discov
ery of any age. It was a scientific dis
covery, which has been demonstrated 
for over half a century by the ablest 
minds of the age. During that time 
there have been thousands of wonder
ful discoveries, which there would be

Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read
1OÜR I

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER?
as much propriety in calling a 
religion, as from the results of the 
little raps at Hydesville. The idea 
It is a well-known fact that thousands 
of members of the different churches 
consult our mediums, and unless they 
believed.in our.claiins of spirit com
munion, they would not do bo. They 
evidently look upon Spiritualism as a 
scientific demonstrated fact, and 
whfere the religious' part • comes in, 
would puzzle any broSd and liberal- 
minded person, <.

If the N. S. A. desires to formulate 
a religion but of .the results of Spirit- 
ualism, it should get out its “creed.” 
There are thousands of orthodox, 
Deists and Infidels, so-called, who be
lieve Ip our discovery, and what kind 
of a "creed” wpuld be adle to unite

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pier 
mlum Books you may order, price 
$4.55,

Lastly, aU these Fourteen Preminin 
Books; i$4.00.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 

I only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 

| treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub-
jects. The whole world never saw
the like before.

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT ‘ AND MODERN;’ 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look'here and there, in 
every.nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute aA wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

. We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 

_ can select frdm.

THE STORY OF THE GREAT 
map and description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light and 
lems of to-day is worth more to the 
and even the general reader, than 
say ^nothing on the many topics of 
deeply every school of thought In this 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof, 
-scientist; he regards it as one ot the 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00; postage

increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, .which 
Is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The .following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

•Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The. EncJycbpedla of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
These three volumes have_been pre-

Any one of the Premium Books you 
may,order, price 25 cents. This 
is ’ the, price; remember, ' when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE' BOOK In con- 
flection with a yearly subscription. 
Thepaper one year and one Premium 
Book,$1.25.

No premium books will be sent out 
unless, the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker;- but If you order more 
than one book, the price fa as fol
lows:
- Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books-you may order',-price 70-cents.

Any three of theFourteen Premium 
Books you may order,’ price $1.15...

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may; order, price $1.5P. I

Any five, of the- Fourteen Premiun 
Books - you^may order, price$1.75.

Any sin .of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you: may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen.Premium 
Books yom may order, price $2.45.

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you; nmy order, price $2.80.

Any nine; of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten-of the Fourteen Jremium

ajl of those conflicting ideas? . '
It was an unfortunate mistake for i 

the N. S. A. j.n claiming to he a re- 1 
Ilgious body.

I commenced the investigation of ; 
Spiritualism ' in 1855,- aiid.'have seen 1 
every- phase, 'even the frauds arid 

.fakes; yet Í have seen enough 
It would be oouDuui wuKiuo, aw of . 'the . genuine to convince
lanteans had mastered the. English me that, "Thqré Ib no death,” and we
language sufficiently to give, us an in- can nnd do communicate, with the
telllgent account of the country; I loved ones gone before: I cannot see
never heard that any one had sup- that there Is any religion in that—■ 
•posed that. Atlantis had extended to cun you, gentle, reader? I have never 
the Caribbean Sea, unless it may be read among the thousands of com- 
the account found in the Book of munications from the brightest intel- 
Mormon; nor do I thlpk it was nec- Mgenees from the other Bide, that they 
essary that the continent should considered our communications with 
“plunge suddenly to the .depth of them In a religious light. Their work 
from four to nine miles, or to any was more of an educational nature, 
great depth. If the stateci California and the uplifting of humanity, instead 
was to sink from an earthquake to °f the establishment of a: religious or- 
the level of the sea, or not even so ganizatjon. - 
low, the succeeding waves from the The sooner humanity outgrows 
sga would overflow the whole state those old pagan ideas and formulas, 
aijd high up the mountains, and for the better, and it seems to me to be 
days the 'state would be Inundated absurd for Spiritualists to claim to a 
with water. Then afterward It would religious body. Religion has been 
be possible for a gradual subsidence more tyrannical, and has, committed 
of several thousand feet. Cape Cod more murders and loss of life than 
is sinking at the rate of one or more war, and as for me, I have no use for 
feet a century at the present time. In a,)y of the so-called religions, for it 
fact there is probably no territory in hhs been the history of the world, 
the world that is in a perfect state of that where any religion dominated, 
rest. there followed tyranuy, oppression and

Traditions of the fall ot Atlantis, murder. Look at the millions mur:.
' existed not alone on the Eastern side dered In the name of religion 

ot the -lyorld, but also in America, through all .the ages; evan New Eng-, 
Dr. LePlongeon In Ms excavations of land religionists murdered unbeliev- 
Gentral América found four separate ®rs, in; oi;r o\vn “land of the free;’’- 
accounts of it, giving details of its Religion has been the curse of the 
submergence. He tells us in his work, ages. If Spiritualism 1b a religion, I 
Queen Moo: "The records of the ca- am not- a Spiritualist, and yet I have 
tastrophe are to be found full ot de- been °“8 its interested, followers 
tails in the writings of four different tor fifty-three years.
Maya authors, in the Maya language. G- MAJOR TABER.

I Eaeh'of these has written the relation Los Angeles, Cal.
I in his own style, but all agree as to ------ .—■_----------------- -
, the date of occurrence, and the man- Liberty to be Wise,

ner in which tbe destruction of the __ , Atlantean land was affected. relfetoS_____________________ raT
“One of these relations carved in ¡

stone in bas-relief, Is preserved in the m2íni,?Xe city of Clilchen. The slab on which it ^ft astrologersi palmists
Is written forms the lintel of the door of the Inner chamber of the southern ««XpnU nr nn« Th“ f u 
end of the building, called Akkashlb, ^1«,® “u-“ nñmnfrla J 1 i 
•The Awful, the Tenebrous Record.’ f^8
Not only did the Maya historian re- cord the submergence of Mu (Atlan- a^orit tw^ntv%iTdn^^^ 
datVof lu'L'c^ ,That Chicago aidermen should come • ■ , , ? Trumpet Speaking.

\ a «»Boston and learn about prices paid Exodus xlx: 13; 16,19.
\n<ea\e’ai’ »and reckoned the to Catholic priests to ptay souls out Of' Exodus xx: 18.

epochs of their history, as the Chris- purgatory. Revelations 1:10. >
M6do/rom C'e bfl/h of Christ, and Hnnds off from all our mediums by >' -'Trance.the Mohammedans from the Hegira, Romanlst6 and personfi - of oth/r Genesis xv;i2, i7i

or flight of Mohammed from Mecca. creeds. Let them clean :their own Daniel vili: 18. - ■
„„iPi’nn aÀn° “T' roosts, and let Spiritualists alone. Daniel x:9.
putations on the base of thirteen in Lawg Bhould be and just S1 Acts lx': 3. 9
memory of the 13th Cbuen, the day ltuallsm is almost as old, as a reli- Acte zxli:17.
of the yonth in which the cataclysm. glon- a8 the hiatory- by men. .... H. Cor. xli:2.
occurred So they made weeks of Astrology, as a religion, is of an- „ Healing-Old Testament.
thirteen daj s, weeks of years of four cient'Egyptians, in fact it Ib older Numbers xxl:8, 9.
times thirteen, or fifty-two years, and than Jewlsm and Chrlstism. II. Kings v:l, 14.

Palmistry Is of the Bible, therefore it can be a religión the-same as any J*. Kings lv:is, 37. • -.other creed.’ Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick.

Year after year we fight - against making of mean arid nàsty special . ■"
laws against free press, speech, reli- *t’- - ¿a _glòn and liberty In Boston, . AAiaJ?¿® BPl?H th 8 ck-

'Protect a people too much, and " S’, o ; . ; i .
when they visit other parts of the AC1i 1 ■ • ;
earth It is found that protection Healing: New Testament—Jesus the 
causes such people to be stupid and - “ - . Healer Ignorant, to; be.easy guys).. Matt, vilb 5/13; ■ ’

; Ask for reasonable liberty to be MatL xii: 10 13 
wise. : A. F. HILL. ■ Luke xlv: 2. 4; “

Bòston, Mass. - , - 'Mark ill: 2, 5. : I
1 ’ ■ - - ' Luke v: 17, 25.,

their great cycle of thirteen times 
twenty, or 200 years as we are in
formed by Father .Palro of Beltram." 
—Queen Moo, page 145.

1 have often thought possibly our
superstition côncerning the number 13 
started back at that time.

For some reason the religious ob
servances ot American aborigines, 
their customs appear to be much 
alike. That the Asiatics Copied from 
the American,or vice versa, the Amer-

ogy.Perhaps I should offer an apology 
to paganism for what I have said in 
the -foregoing. Russia is-Christian; 
Japan is pagan. Yet ever and anon 
Christian Russia horrifies the world 
because of her savage murders, rapes, 
and other atrocities perpetrated upon 
Inoffensive Jews, while “heathen Ja
pan” has elicited world-wide praise 
for her kind treatment of the prison
ers of waf and her many other virtues. 
- For sixteen years I resided in Call-: 
fornia, and I do not hesitate to say, 
what all old Californians know, that 
the Japanese and Chinese are, as a 
class, industrious, temperate • and 
honest, and that they give the civil 
authorities less trouble than an 
equal number of white Christians.

Japan is a nation of Spiritualists. I 
prefer their religion to that of Chris
tian Russia, with her virgin-born God, 
her all-powerful devil: her election, 
reprobation and infant damnation; 
her endless hell and her bloody vi
carious atonement through which 
•wlckesr^mallgaant monsters are al
lowed to escape merited punishment 
and £0 to glory in one lean, while un- 
Jbaptized men,- women and children,

can copied from the Asiatic and Euro
pean, no one who has made a study of 
the subject will be willing to dispute. 
While we are satisfied that Phenlcian 
sailors traveled everywhere, there was 
more than à mercantile connection 
that brought widely divergent peoples 
In such unity as tp'custotns-'and reli- ■ 

। gious observance. . - - .
Another, strong; proof isi found in 

the traditions of the' Azt^s. Pres
cott tells ub: .“The migration from 
Aztian (Atlantis)' to * Ahffiiuac was 
typical òf thè Exodus.”—Conquest of 
Mexico, VoL 2, page 391. Not only 
had they a tradition of emigrating 
from Atlantis, but they have retained 
the -name In-several ways. Instances: 
Quetzeco-Attle, Gloco-Attle, Aztian, 
Aztec, etc. .

j At Borne other time I may attempt 
to ahow the • similarities In religion 
and religious observances.
' . DAN’L W. HULL..
• Olympia; Wash.

Jews and non-churchmen, are sent to 
eternal torture, no matter how up
right, moral and good lives they may 

, have lived.
I < R. A. DAGUE.
| ‘Denver, Coto.

. nA Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments ot the 
Human Spirit.” or
the doctrine of the' Soul’s successive 
embodiments. . Examined and DU- 
cuased pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versos. Dr. Helen Densmore and 
"W- ¿¡. Colville. Price 20 cents. .

ATRANTIS, and the accompanying 
derfui and advanced civilization of 
lesson it gives forth upon tbe prob-, 
historian, the statesman, the student, 
many times the price of the book—to 
which it treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world’s his- 
Larkin, the great Astronomer and 
greatest Books of the present age. 
415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
14 cents.

THE GREAT WORK is.Vo). III., MASTERSHIP, and not Mediumship,} 
of the “Harmonic Series.” It makes js the Constructive Road to Spiritual ' 
clear the Way ot Mastership. This Unfoldment, and that it is open to oil 
is the Way that leads to Individual - - ■ -
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
who 1b seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK.
Why? Because:

1. It teaches the , Constructive 
Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit-friends without heconiing 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
Ute elmply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array ot dem
onstrated facts which prove that

Who elect to travel it,
4. Its author speaks from the 

standpoint of; one who has “hsd the 
personal experience and. made the 
demonstration.”

5. It presents to the world a Mor- 
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that It may be understood by a child, 
and yet so profound as to meet the 
deepest and most exalted demands ot 
the human soul.

It will be sent post-paid to any ad
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T.
THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO. 

- S3 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

FOH SB CENTS and stamp I will sand 
full reading and answer question*. 
Send date of birth. Mrs. Pond, . 670 
Sierra St, Los Angeles, Cal.

STANDARD BOOKS ON
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

pared' by J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4—-Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.

5—The Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs,. S; G.- Horn, a most remark
able medium'. -

6—-The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts. .

7—A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9—Seers of tho Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. '

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18-—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
4th thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

PEONIES. !
The Beat Stock of Tbeae Beautiful 

ICloivcra
»HAND’S NEW CJIBATIONS.

Last summer we numed and described 
864 kinds In our new 36 page Catalog; 
Among them Mosey HuB, Judge Ed- 
nionäü, Andrew Jackson Davis, Flor
ence Nightingale, Frances Willard and 
many othef world-beaters. If you want 
the best, Bend for Catalog. 44 years In 
business. O. F. BRAND & SON,

Faribault, Minn.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, ICO pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seership. "An Inspired book"—Pro* 
gressivo Thinker. "A revelation/’— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented.”—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduce 
from 12.00), 11.50.

Aurna and Colors—A fascinating sub», 
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A three thousand 
edition just published to supply tho.

I great demand. Price 50 cents.
Send moneys to .T. C. F. GRUMB1NE, 

I 24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES 
IN COLORS.

FRED P. EVANS, 
No led Medium for

Slat ewrit ing, Clairvoyance, Etc.
Interviews dally from 10 to A. Readlnga an Ado • 

▼elopmentby mall may be obtained by wr!tln; io 
Mr, Evans for parUoulara. Famous book oj 
Blate'Wmtnr, MM while they last. Addrest 

FKE1> P. EVANS.
W28Sacramento •treet, San Francisco. Cell

If you want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book, the price Is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price Is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books mqst 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The -Progressive Thinker.-------- n/T/xb

Books yon; may order, price $3.50.
Any eleven of the Fourteen Preml- on.,,.-». —. ------- --------

um Books>you may order, price $3.85. Where more than one Premium Book 
Any twelve o£ the Fourteen Preml- is desired, see the terms mentioned

um Book»you may-order, price $4.20. above.

AN OPPORTUNITY. /
Give your nge, how long you have worn spe« 

taeles: 1 will mail Onu Pair ot SI. 10 Melted I’M;« 
Die Lens in a good straight temple steel frame, 
uuaranteed to tit your eyes- Also a Vegetable 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the heal 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for H lu; if only 
one is ordered, scut (or sixty cents.
Battery 5U cents; Magnetized Compoun<{, 1U cli 
enpp For your address on a postal card, a 
I nLL beautiful photo o( Ywmah, chief ot 
the Atlantians; lived on earth Id.oou years agor 
also illustrated cireuhirs showing styles aud 
prices, telling all about my Molted Len< 
spectacle, and my method or titling EYESlw 
perfectly at your own home as if you were tn 
my office. B. P. POOLE, Winthrop uvenuo, 
Chicago. HL

PASTE THIS »UN YOUR BONNET.

-Biblical Quotations’You'May Need in 
Your .Teachings of Spiritualism.

Materialization.
Genesis ill:8.
Genesis xvill:l; xxxli:24.
Exodus xxlv:10,ll.

. Ezekiel xi:9.
Daniel v:5.
Luke xxiv: 15,. 16, 29, 30, 31.
John xx: 19,'30.
Luke xx: 30, 31.

Spirit Writing.
II. Chronicles xxi;12.
Daniel v: 5. ’

Independent Spirit Writing.
Exodus xxivtl2.
Exodus xxxi’.lS.
Exodus xxxii:16.
Exodus xxxiv:L 
Deut. v:22.
Deutix:10. \ a

We Are Aerial Sea Duellers.

We are living at the bottom of

I’syvho-Chrin oynnt HcntHngN by .Unit 
on all affairs of Jilo, $1. Questions an* 
sweml. Mrs. L. .1. Williams, Beavef 
Dam. WK, 122 4th st.

ocean of air 200 miles deep. The 
tai weight of this ocean on the earth 
is over five millions of tons, and at 
the sea level It exerts a pressure of
nearly fifteen pounds on every square 
inch of surface. Every full grown 
man carries sixteen tons of this 
weight, yet we do not feel the press
ure because it is exerted in all direc
tions, upward and downward, inward 
and Outward, just as In the case of the 
fish. However, should some inquisi
tive being from the heavens reach 
down Into the ocean of air, trap one 
of us and lift him to the surface, 
the victim would feel exactly like a 
fish out of water.

Men who have climbed tall moun
tains have experienced symptoms 
showing that the air pressure within 
them is much greater than the press
ure without. Nose bleeding some
times occurs, and occasionally the 
pressure suffices to cause blood to ooze 
from the ears and pores of the skin. 
At the same time one 1b taken 
with nausea and vertigo, and experi
ences difficulty in breathing because 
the rarefied air does not contain as 
much' oxygen as he is accustomed to. 
breathing. If one should climb a big 
mountain slowly he will experience 
np unpleasantness, because the press
ure in the body will have time to 
pass off and' equalize the exterior 
pressure. Of course a point can be 
reached where there Is not enough 

. oxygen to support life.
JOHN A. HOWLAND.

Be Sure to Read This, 
France** L. Loncim. une or ilio ■‘¿e ■tust niyuhH 

wondurs ilrlng. I una Uis apit’l;ua; X-riy V3 Lu 
cato all internal aiueaaes. a trial will cunvlnuj 
you. Nervous uxhuuMÜun andlctl viyor of oolti -* 
Boxea oueeuasfully treated, aa hundreds can lev 
tlfy. Send name. aire. aex. complexión, one 
Ing symptom, and ten cents in sumps, an I yoi 
will receive s correct diagnosis of your case free.

ANC1ENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
■nd enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "Tha Assyrian Sacred [ 
Grove,” and other allied symbol«. 
Third edition, with two hundred Ulna- 
trttlon«. Cloth, $1.

--------- ----------
THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 

By Sara A. Hubbard.
This little booklet sets forth inter

estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

PSYCHIC IIEVELOPME'.T,
"Tho System of Philosophy concetti»1 

Ing Divinity” Is certainly rciu-hlng the 
people and doing the work, io develop - 
one's psychic powers in a sane anfl'ro . - 
Ilona! way, consciously, so that Imtnor- ' 
tnlity becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with the unseen a 
fact. Is worth all the effort one can 
make to realize it. Mrs. Powes of To
ronto, writes: "1 certainly think your 
System grand. 1 can always see and 
hear at my sittings. Dr. P. Vriehlon, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: "1 like the 
scientific tone of the lessons ho much 
that I am writing them out for myself. 
One perusal Is not enough.” Mr. Dal
ton. a prominent rial odafe dealer of 
Toronto, writes: "System is itself a good 
demonstration of Inspiration.” So th'*
studvnU FU<'<‘o< 
names and full

far
planation and tenu

of

Ì enclosing n stainp.nl addressed entri 
ope to .1. C. F. GHI'MIilNE, S-i Slmili

I more Hd.. Brookline. Mass.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
ar writer on the question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price,- paper only, 25 cts.

Works of Thomas Paine
A sew edition tn paper coter» with Urge cle&r uiA

Electric Light Turned On and Off by John iv:47, 54. ■ . ■ ■ v
the Spirits. < . Luke ix:ll. \ <

To the Editor: I am delighted to j r ’ aiing.
say that I never read a paper with so „».ni~i smuim -
much meritorious work to its .credit.

( I consider my subscription for the pa- Acts xix-li lS ,- - • ; . "
per some weeks ago to be the best in- ~ ’vested dollar that I ever made. . P

A few of us have banded together j Snmuôllil:3â9. - . ' -here and formed a society, the Mystic Fzekiel T-28' * '
Truth Seeker. Five of us met last -MatL “ ■ ,.-s . : ' ■
Sunday night, and had a beautiful John xii’SS, 2%30. demonstration of spirit power. The Acts 7’30'31 ■' ' ' ■ "
electric light in the meeting room Acts 9:4' 7. ' " ; ;
was turned on and off five times ¿cts '■
(switch being on all the time) at our SpÎri$ELevItattorù
request. When thé light was turned I. Kings 18:12:6 
off, it went bo gradually that some- Ezekiel 3:12. 14r
times it took ten minute? to put it Ezekiel 8:3. £ '
out. This was, I suppose, done to Acts 8:89; - •
show that we might see that no hu- Possiblyafeo H&tt. 4:L
man hands were doing this. When ’ : ilSpIrlt Tests. ■ - '
the light came hack, it came in an Genesis 24:14;1B. •
instant, or, in other words, the natural Exodus- 4^14, SL ■ ■ '
way. Judges 6:06, 40.

I held a long conversation with the 1 Samuel 1:10,11, 17, 26, 27.
renowned ■ Tom Paine last night L Samuel 10:2, 6; 8,10.
through letters and alphabet printed . Spirit.Communication# In Dreams, 
on the table. He says he has been Job 33:15. 
helping to mold my thoughts, and I Joel 2:28.
shall gain much knowledge through Genesis 28:12.' 

' The Progressive Thinker. Genesis 81.24. •
JOHN T. FISHER. • Genesis 37:5. . .

’ Birmingham, Ala. Genesis 4L _______

I By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol- 
' time contains the best poems of the 
r-author, and some of the best popular 

- songs with the music by eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably 
Adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
.beautifully bound. Pries $1.

i CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY,
• .-.FLURRY.-
. By ’Willlam E. Towne? ¿earn how to 
cast away unnecessary - care. This 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man." Marked by terse strength hud 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition tn cloth. 
Price £0 cants.

“JustHow toTfe the Solar Plex- j “&rolaüo«'ôf tbe Geri nd Christ 
S’^eth Towne. Valuable lde&s.’ By Hudéoa Tuttle. Price 

tor keaRk. ; Frie» H scat*. ....... ■■ -

Origln, Development and Destiny 
oiMan.

A Sclentiflo and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

4orrxrr»i Tbe Beginning»; Fandtmentü Price 
Kelt F&nnttlbn cf coniteuitloD», Bretemi, Bao 
FlueU «M Attilliti». Tbe Origin of Meteor* en 
OoneU; Tie Organi2 Kingdom; TbeOHrtn ot Mar Min—Hl» Attribute» and Power»; Tht Baal—How l 
Beoelve» «nd Imputa Knowledge: BOW tbe Bool Re 
eeJye»X4HlxhMt Impreirion»; The Record B00V0’ 
lie Hurenlr Etbor ; How to Cultivate tbe 6lxtl 
tenie; 1 be Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
Eiaeratloo; Morally, Bplritnallim Proved by tbe 

iblei The Bible and Chrlit; Tbo Summary: "Wbai Ult XT« Do to Ba For «ale at tbl* office
/ Price, doth, 81.00. Paper 50a

compriafag;
Age of Reason.... 
Rights of Man.... 
Crisis..................  
Common Sense,...

,25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
.15 cts.

Thklie splendid opportunity totccure mese st^k 
«rd vorks. m tbe price U vltfiln tbe reach of BU. Eut 
««je st this office.

t

THUMBSCREW AND RACK, 1
Torture implements employed in the 15th anS 

HUi oentvrfes for the promulgation of Chris* 
ttahity. wi th p! Storla) Ulmtratlona. By GoozoS ! 
KMaodozKA. Price, to cents. ____ -—

WORLD MAKING.
A scientific explanation ot me birth, 

growth and death ot worlds. By Sam
uel Phelps Leland. Ph. D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound In cloth. Price 75 cents.

“After Her Death.” The Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thought 
can fall to be fed and delighted with 
this book. Beautiful spiritual 
thought, combining advanced, ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases ot 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on- 

I ward, into the purer atmosphere of ea» 
Alted spiritualAruth. A book for the 
kJghar Ufe. Fries, cl&tk, 31.59.

NAME THE BABY, (
Or Give the Charge. A song wIWi - 
solo, duet and chorus, by John w. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer.
Price 35 cents. ' t

"Spiritualism and the Law.” ‘ A J 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal' • 
Authority by the Hon. Charles R. 
Schlrm of Baltimore, Md. This pam- : 
phlet is one that every Spiritualist 
should read, it is a subject that peo
ple are not familiar with. Price, 25

STARTLING FACTS, OB
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

cents.
b itth ana | “Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” a 
or carl«.' new edition comprising in one vol- 

' nine the four parts heretofore - pub- 
lished, to which is added part five' 
also a number of the’ author’s rifost 
popular aongs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us," and Its “Com 
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents 

j Boards,50 cents. .

Thia work devotea special attention! 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re; 
llgicns liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence ot the pernicious influence oi 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
19 of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, tht 
mote! tepitude and'evil works of Ro- 
mnlsm. Cloth, 75 centa

"The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty ot Form and Features. -Tho 
Cultivation of Personal Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner." 
Of special interest and value. Price, 
$1.00.■Ute and-Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of tbe 
moral aphorisms and terseologicai 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher,-who lived 551 years before 
the Christian-Era, and. whose wise 

. precepts have left a lasting impress- 

.. ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
"Marceaus R. K. Wright Price 25c.

stainp.nl
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THE DRUMMER MEDIUM.

George A, Letford Has Huppy Ei- 
periences ini the South.

.While at Tampa, Fla., I -followed 
that Grand lecturer, Dr.'J. M. Peebles, 
with messages, and it did my heai t 
and soul good to hear his fine lectures. 
You know it is not often I have the 
pleasure of hearing Spiritualist lec
tures, as there are so few societies in 
the South, and when I do have the 
pleasure, it brings new lite and zeal 
to my work. In my work as message 
bearer it is all giving and seldom re
ceiving any tor myself.

The 'Tampa Society is a fine one, 
and Mr. J. F. Ireland deserves great 
credit, as well as the other officers 
for it They have held it up, under 
many trying times, but'now have it 
on a good foundation and very good 

''audiences. While Dr. Peebles and 
myself were there the hall was crowd
ed to its full capacity. It will seat be
tween three and four hundred people, 
and 1 found the very best people of 
the city attended, and so hungry for 
messages, and very appreciative of 
those received. It makes one feel as 
if he ®?re nearer heaven and the 
spirit world to know you are counted 
by each person (even skeptics) as a 
brother, as they seem to do at Tam
pa. I have been giving a great many 
messages as usual to the friends, as 
I travel. . ■ . '

1 While at Eustis, Fla., my heart was 
filled to its utmost with joy at know
ing Dr. Guy Hutchings, a personal 
(friend of mine, had, through the

/

fis tuen Emanate from the Fen oí Henry Mor 
rlson Tent, Norwlßli, N. y.

not certain but alL events, acts and situations in life are governed 
and ordered by fixed laws. That which we call free-will is simply 
obedience. Nature js free—yet uniform in her action. The most per
fect liberty comes with the most perfect compliance with surround
ing conditions. An honest man never feels any restraint from the ■ 
law. -

To every question, however clearly understood, there is a back
ground of mystery—a point beyond which we cannot see. The more 
wonderful a thing appears, the more eagerly people are to investi-

“The Mind is Like a Merchant's Ledger,-It Requires to be Oontin- I 8»te U- The_ more unreasonable the doctrine, the stronger the belief.
! Matters easily understood soon lose their power. All religions are. ally Posted Up to the Latest Date. • I foujlded (m the supe¡,]¡ltnrab otllP1,w¡se lh¿ would be lackl^g in in.

■ The multitude are invariably wrong in their estimate of men and I leiÇ&L Ignorance .never demands proof, but assertion, aflii'm.etion. 
measures. Until some leader, thinker or master mind lifts the veil, I “ ls JW the unlearned and unlettered to believe in miracles. ' 
their eyes are always blinded. Because a man adheres strictly to a I Knowledge begets doubt. But the mind of man is never at rest. Whaf- 

.ehurch or sect, it is no sign that he is a Christian, it is no evidence I fver is hidden must be revealed. “Necessity is the mother of invon- 
of pietyc On the contrary, the stronger the belief the harder the heart. U ls. niQther of. creation ; it creates whatever it ,needs, from

Society prohibits independent thought and action.. You must be- I l)1Hn*'. to animal—from protoplasm to man. The yyorld came into ex- ’ 
long to some party, or be politically ignored; you mustbelopg to some U- Ks command. ... -, ... _ . , ■
ehureh, or be set down as a heretic; you must conform to the-rules of . , an<* ^fitter are one. A close connection exists -between, the
society, or be socially ostracised; There,-isviiothlng so• deadening-.to ,sP}ri™ol apd the material. .A moral coward is always a physical 
a person’s imagination, feeling and seiitinmnt, as a continued level I G0^a™- be without a man must be strong within. The 
country—a ..vast prairie stretching out miles and miles without an in- strengthens the body, and t^ body strengtheps the soph. A -,
tervening obstacle. It needs all the variety of hills and valleys, for- unproperly housed is crippled. Strength and weakness, sin and 
ests and streams, cascades and fountains, to give forcé and vigor to «ghteouspess get - strangely mixed in the same individua . A man 
thought and action. A perfectly even-balaneed mind in time becomes be among the criminal class and yet not be absolutely had.
nioiiotónóus ‘ ■ Mere, is what a writef says upon this question : “ His personal disaster

The world is never moved except by force-physical or moral. I be duG tho possession of a hold and enterprising character,
Every great moral movement first becomes a living, all-consuming force Q ^degree cfpnflq and energy above the needs of the position his 
in one individual brain, and when it does, it finds expression in what Sy.e1“ forced upon him. Another citizen may have
the world calls fanatical action. Fanaticism is never rational or prac- ab ^ns man desirds .aijd impulses checked and sterilized by a lack 

- tical. It takes a bee-line to the point of attack,- however insurmounta- -P* Perv®l,a£^^»;b7r“11 »hjeetfear of the policeman apd of the con- 
ble the objects that are in the wav. The principles mav be right while of the disapproval.of.his more prosperous fellow-citizens,
the practices are wrong. When Carrie Nation commenced her career .. In »1^ ° mim perfeet-you would, often, have to destroy 
as a destroyer of the saloon traffic, Willidm Allen White, speaking of blm-rob hun of his power. It is sometimes easier to describe a per
certain Kansas characters, said: “John Brown was a crank and was son 8 °P’“ negative, than it is by positive statements. Some 
dead wrong in theory and practice, but a grept many men are'right luGn ,,ire neÍtherÁb°t »ot cold-they are always lukewarm neu ral, 
who are wrong. For the last ten yeári there has been a feeling among I G°Iorlesa ,worth ess. Strong characters nèver do thmgs by halves
business men that liquor is injurious to the best development of Ameri- ^be ^le8 neyep halanee ; one side or the other kicks the beam. Don t 
can minds and hands. This feeling has been in the air; and now I sPeak to me “ the weaknesses of a man if his virtues are monu- 
comes Carrie Nation with her hatehet and chops the outward and visi- mentaL ’ ; . -

■ ble sign of this sentiment in big- wood-type letters into the everlasting TY y 11 ?nan as 1
marble of history. Carrie Nation represents a universal feeling of 1 find so much or goodness still ;
animosity toward liquor and liquor traffic.” • ^n mra^vhoni men pronounce divine

Slavery was once as strongly intrenched in the United States as the t i ,°A81 r a, • b
liquor business is to-day—vet when the proper time came one stroke 1 to. clraw tne line .
of the pen removed it forever from our laud. There is nothing im- . . BçW'een 4he two when God has not.
possible with man. Neither virtue nor vice is stationary. Both individ- Perfection is -ppi, the .sign of. the highest intellectual state. The 
uals and people are growing either better or worse. There is no sueli gi’eatest of men pass enpily front the sublime tó the ridiculous. It is 
condition in life as happiness or rest. No man is exactly, contented KU’d of Goldspiitli that, “He wrote like an angel and talked like a 
with his present situation. However high we stand, there is still the poor Poll.” A ppm’s idaiiy walk and conversation is a truer index 
unattainable—that which neither money, nor power, nor position-can 1° b’s tliap liis jmblic teachings. The home is a better place to 
obtain. All nature ami life are continually reaching up to that Which study character ipap the platform or the pulpit. The highest grade 
is nobler and higher. No community, state or nation is ever quite of .virtue, is not- fpimd- among the educated and refined. Experience 
satisfied with the progress already attained. The future-always looks I teaches that the ordinary, life produces the most stainless characters, 
fairer, brighter and higher. I The common xpind knows just as much 'ábout God and His dealings

“Ideals,” said Carl Sdiurz, “are like stars; you'.will not succeed With men, afi'the’jnqst,.learned. All the essential qualities of morals 
in touching them with your hands. But like the sea-faring man op And religion hadhéen considered beforç our sacred literature was born, 
the desert of waters, you choose them as your guides, and following You cannot leariY what Christianity is by studying theology or the 
them, you reach your destiny.” . catechism. Wlfa^Uhr^t,,taught needs.;no explanatory potes. ‘ Wppt

The most of us, like children; are easily pleased. Our lives are Beecher said of' th/Bibíé is true,“Coming to itthrough corinnentaries 
filled with trifles. The same acts done, the same words said, day after is much likp-'lpQkipa dt.ítópd?^^ gárpet
day." There is no person sb busy Hut what, tiiiié ■ coyld be taken to generations of. iinpiqlested.sp.ideps have spun their web.. The clergy, 
cultivate his mind aiid thought .to a greater or lesser degree o/intel- hàdipèred'bÿ Creed, spre no linger the interpreters of the best thought, 
ligenee. Utter barrenness of knowledge is nowhere obligatory. Life is ^®en have had-to.to from the professional teacher to the philosopher 
serious. Men in their deepest thought are serious. When any matter Hæ P°ets and prpphets, for guidance jn spiritual truths. The great 
of great import is under discussion, a joke woven in always weakens mind.leaders to-d^y,,are outside the church. Therp is no longer in the 
the argument - Thé true interpretation of life must start from the pnlpit a Beecher .wlio stood defiant of formulated doctrines—and was 
heart. This is the basis of all art. The intellect adorns, shapes and a law unto InmseH-.and uiitp .t)le people to whom he ministered, 
gives construction to what the heart suggests, I . Religion is a p'prij of the world and' its activities, and not a separate

The finest work of art caniiot be done by mechanical process, or by institution. It isp;yeek-day business and not simply a Sunday entei- 
any set rules. You cannot make an orator by studying the books I tainment. , ‘ . , „ . , ' , ..
on oratory. Meter and rhyme do not make poetry. The; living soul 'A inan can jiCMHie so pious as to be effeminate, loo much senti- 
must be incarnated in the picture, the statue, the book,- the song or luent is weakness^ Jf .Chrigt was, alive to-day,he .would be ashamed 
the oration.' of his pictures.; 'pe is never painted as a real, robust man, but^-in

Aspiration is prayer. A 'man’s ideals refine, elevate, and purify order to make him spiritual, holy, transcendent, the artist, makes him 
his life more than his creed. Experience is better than reason or logic. I weak, feminine ahd without that manly fiber the world .admiresin an 
his life more than his creed. Experience is fetter than theory; it is I actual, living huiiian being. Brawn and muscle are the ounda ion 
more commanding than reason or logic. “Truth itself becomes a lie, stones upon which (gq^rnments.and.exvilizatipns are buuL .The grea - 
unless it gets into flesh and blood at once.” ' ' est courage hasto'be.accompanied by a certain amount of brute force.

We are all the while receiving impressions from our surroundings.’ Slang words, m|nwçtùréd on the street, give vitality and vigor to 
Education is continuous. We are giore influenced by what wc see and I language. The ñilnglihg of the blood of different races adds physica 
hear than by what we read. A picture conveys more meaning to the aud mental strength to a people. . .. T-j • x, , .
mind than the printed page. Do people realize the effect that their Out of the dust of the earth God made Adam. Life is the goal of 
daily associations have upon their lives? • The air we breathe, the .the °ne universal, primal substance; it is the highest expression ot
scenery we- behold, the food we eat. the men and women we meet, matter. Things bape’become noble; that which is pure becomes vi e.
all have indelible marks upon our physical and mental make up. A There is always aniÇnçiqt/prQgress, It seems a paradox, but it is true,

ate answer iiuf after the noon recess «Mid born in America will grow up and be an entirely different per- that the older aiid trnheta nation gtows, thé more.refinedAnd cultured
asked for the floor in Order to give son in looks and appearance than if born of the same parents in spme. sb® becomes, the;l|^i patriotism and moral sensitiveness doe? she pos
the natae of a man cured of leprosy foreign country. Yea, the street and neighborhood in which a boy- or I sess. Eveil suicifle.seems to be a product of civilization. Ao man is

Scientists. Wa a girl lives fixes their character forever.. Life is madb up of trifles, free—all.are subj^tx, ^Mankind is like a running.stream of water—
• herald,6‘And he “A kiss from my mother,” said Benjamin West, “made a painter of eaeh individuaL^-to “oye With the current. : Individuality melts

told me of the facts in his case per- me.” How many a man can look back to some person, to some oneJ away and is bl^dd^d with the individual mass-and loses its singular 
word/to a siiiglé transaction that became a guiding star io his course character. • t
and changed the whole current of his history. • Henry,George says: . ; The fighting, qualities of a regunent may

• „ . beentirely diffefeni irom those of the individual soldier. ’ Natural
■ Think naught -a trifle, though it small appear; -, ... . laws, whetheir physical or social, are• and binding than

Small sands the mountain, moments iiiake the year, . fi10Se enactea by statute. You cannot indict a whole community, but
And trifles life. . - , . . "■ . . j society, tried-'by ^

• Nature bestows asmuch care and perfection-in the construction of committed by its Jndividuals. A division of responsibility, increases 
The hearing closed at 6 o'clock and W1 inseet whose existence lasts but one hour, as slíé does úpon a’ life l courage and boldness. Men do in numbers what they would disdain 
on after that hour Mr. Farl®? re-. ^hat j8 continue for a century. ’ . ■ ; - ; . . ; to ' do as units.: B.iit the principle of right-and Wrong is the same

■.cry' Every widespread movement had a small beginning. . Ño moral, whether it concerns an individual or a. corporation,- a state or a nation, 
_„u . soda], or'political victory was eÿér won in a day. The anti-slaveiy l a peasant-.or.;a kiiig. Among all nations there is the rece character,
_ George W. Barrett, 224 9A South; kovenien/began with asingle voice,, but ended with the Emancipa- .the. racé : morals, the race ideals. The individual standard always 
flXvthat tion Proclamation. It takes time tb estimate wheth^: a transaction standard. The stoits may. be narrow, mean, and
feprosy by Christian Science. Give is small dr great. Empirês tiSe and fall on the Wager öf ä single bat selfisli; while themass may be broad, noble and; generous; .. .

L “It is Superficial to say,” says a writer, “that the state is merely 
r , ... . Presidetit of the United States. The blowing tip of the Maine pre- a'collection of individuals. It is indeed that, but it is more. There is

?arlow, Berkeley Building,-ßostonA cipitated the >ar--with Spain¿ A few months changes' the creed of a .personality in-an association of persons, a composite individuality, 
Healing took placé 25th.day of Sept parties, the dpnrions of'inén, and the duties of citizens. A little turn so to-speak, which lives and moves and has its being distinct from 
tomber, 1891. Yon aré correct in jn Uxè ïvheel of ‘ftiHuneAnd the'.--most' obscure person rises to-proriii-. them. Thé spirit thr' stirs a mass meeting or moves a mob is not that 
your inquiry. Will find full account Three conditions"appear to come more by chance than cal- which animates'each man.” Each nation is animated and cbntrolldd
n en ne . . w BARRETT. culation. The unexpéçtêdjs.continually happening in every depart- by some definite; dominant spirit, the same as is every human being.

• —-x;— . _■ : mént 'oflife." It is the most.-unpromising child that adds glory to • The world is a theater; eachperson’s.lifeformsadistinctplay—
The above is from the Chicago Trib- thé-fftitiily name. - It is seldom that the idol of a party receives its it may be a comedy, a tragedy, a romance or a farce.

une. The probability*' is, however. • richest reward; “Two hours before James K. Polk was nominated The power.that placed us here had perfect knowledge of our sur- 
that the Eddy Faith had nothing for the présideney,” savs Henry Watterson, “he was a weak candi- roundings,'limitationsand the path we had to tread. But it is neither
tNs^thXp^^^^ date for vice-président. ‘ Two hónre before Franklin Pierce was nomi- prudent nor wholesome to dwell too much upon the past or upon the
and spirit influence cured the lepe/ nated he was practically unknown to the American people. Two years future. The present iis the all consuming moment.
Such a wonderful cure may never oc- before Abraham Lincoln was nominated he-had not had his debate The earth with all its freshness and vitality is old. How many
cur again; ' Equally , as . remarkable -^jth Douglass, and had not been heard of outside of Illinois. Two races of people 'have inhabited it, or how mativ civilizations have
cures nave'been performed, in the kefóre Samuel J. Tilden was nominated he was a plain citizen come and gone? are unknown. What we call history is'only a passing

right ove^ in Gramerer Park. Two years before Cleveland was nom- phase, a momentary experience of the world in which we live.. Both
inated he -was -mayor of Buffalo. When- Harrison was nominated he what has gone before us and what is to'eome aftej' us are wrapt in mys-
was supposed to have died politically two years before, on his retire- tery.- '
ment fromèthe United^States senate.” ‘ “What learn we from the Past? The same

Dien do not order their lives. History shows that Fate. Destiny. I Dull bourse of gloiy, guilt and gloom; \
ForeOrdination, have more to do in shaping the course of events I asked, the Future and there came ’
than individuals themselves. Did Theodore Roosevelt want to be viee- Nowowe from its unfathomed womb. . „ •

ôjlng the world with mercy, justice president withMr. McKinley? But if he. had not beeu-would heever I ... - .i;.... L- MVhKlbOxy IhhKK .
joy—Robert G. ingertciL ■ -have occupied in the world the position that he holds te-dayî It ¿si Jierwich, Natr York, •

"Home circle, been changed to be a 
(strong Spiritualist. He had been a 
.materialist and atheist for years,, and 
was honored even by the. orthodox 
people, because they knew him to be 
an honest, - high-minded man—one 
strajght. in his business, yet a ma
terialist. His son passed to higher 
life a short time ago, and since that 
time, through the influences of some 
of his liome people, he tried the table 
tipping and bo.me circle,, and says he 
has found that his SON STILL LIVES, 
and receives messages from him 
whenever they sit.

; When I called dp him he was 
pleased to see me, and to talk Spirit
ualism, and when I saw how happy he 
was it made me feel more close to 

> 'Spiritualism than ever, and glad I 
y was a Spiritualist. I almost felt like 
i the orthodox people say, "Glory! 
<, Glory! I , know the Truth-v-and the 
Truth has made me free.”
- Well, camp time is. not far off, and 
I am waiting, anxiously for the time 
to come, sb I-may meet the friends 
again,. GEO. A. LETFORD.

LEPER CURED BY EDDY FAITH

Christian Scientist Takes Up Challenge 
'of Foe.'—St. Louis Case Cited.—G.
W. Barrett Wires Boston Church- 
ninnof Recovery from Disease.

Boston, Mass., Mar. 3.—(Special.) 
—rTlint a leper was cured-of his dls- 
case by Christian Science was the 
statement made to-day during a hear

. ing before a legislative committee on 
, the Peabody 1)111 designed to make 11

1 legal the occupation of healers.
Frederick W. Peabody was urging 

a favorable report on his bill by the 
subcommittee on public health. Al
fred Farlow, head of the publication 

V department of the Christian Science- 
}■ ists, fought the bill, and during the 
\ argument Peabody said that If authen- 
\ tic information were furnished of any 
' . cure'of leprosy by Christian Science 

methods he would withdraw his bill 
and himself become a Christian Sci
entist.
:. Challenge is Answered.

At th^ same time he reminded H. 
■ Ab Johnson,' clerk of the First Church 

; of Christ, of a cure of leprosy he once 
told him had been made, and asked 
for its verification.

' ' Mr. Johnson answered that the case 
. he had told of was one that had fig

ured in the recent litigation over the 
affairs of Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy.

Mr- Farlow did not makfe-immedl-

sonally. I could tell his story if I 
cared to, but felt that this committee 
would rather have it from Dr. Barrett 
himself. Therefore during the ses
sion I .have telegraphed him at St. 
Louis ,and asked him to wire his own 
story for your benefit.

Answer Comes Later.

soon after that hour Mr. Fari
ceived the telegram he had h
ing for from St. Louis. His
and the answer follow:

luery

late of healing. Wire Immediately.1
ALFRED FARLOW.

G. W. BARRETT.

ranks of Spiritualism.
DIVINE WRIGHT.

Who plays for more than he can lose 
with pleasure stakes his heart—Her- 
bert.

The glory of science Is that It is 
• freeing the soul, breaking the mental 

manacles, getting the brain out of 
bondage, giving courage to thought—

Mother's IDeat
The. gladness that only a mother may know, 
Shone o ’er her sweet features in love’s overflow, 

‘As quietly resting, in blissful content, . ' .
She gazed on the baby that Heaven had sent; : ■ . 
'And she said in her heart, in her fulness of joyr 
“You’re my dear boy, baby—you’re my. deqr-boy;,^'

Enfolded with love did the little one grow, . ‘ 
'And lived in the sweets that from mother love flow/ 
In health,and in happiness, frolic and play, ■ 
Surrounded and shielded in love’s sweetest way; : - 
And the mother heart said, in the purest of joy>;;, . (
“You’re my dear boy—my dear, beautiful l)^, *

- ■ t V.
The days glided swiftly—she saw him a youth, 
All loving in nature, and noble in truth; • .
Expanding in wisdom and true, manly ways,. 
That gained him the richest of friendship and praigt, 
And his mother still said, in her gladness and joy; ■ 
“You’re my dear boy—my dear, beautiful boy.” ■

Oft, bounding with life, and with love-lighted eye», 
Ue would cease from lus sports, and with sudden sur

prise, ... -
Burst into her presence, his cheeks all aglow, 
His spirits exultant, in boisterous flow, 
In her loving embrace he would voice his sweet joy» 
“I’m your dear boy, mother—I’m your dear boy I’1

'Alas and alas! Oh, the terrible blow!
The anguish that only a mother may know!
Alas for the hopes of the sweet mother heart—
She was called from her cherished and dearest to 

part.
Enveloped in sadness, bereft of life’s joy,
She moaned o’er her loss, “Aly dear boy! Aly dear 

boy!”

The darkness of sorrow her mother-heart knew— 
She longed for that presence, so loving and true— 
The day dragged in weariness, tiresome and slow— 
The nights were all weighted with sadness and woe— 
Her life-light had vanished, all gone was her joy, 
As she moaned in her grief—“My dear boy! Aly 

dear boy!” '

One day as she sat in the silence, alone, 
With sorrow too deep to find vent in a moan, 
She heard a loved voice—it was silent yet clear— 
As softly, like music, it spoke in her ear, 
With power that thrilled all her being with joy: 
“I’m your dear boy, mother,—I'm your dear boy!”

She sensed his dear presence—her heart was aglow 
With rapture that only a mother may know!
And still, as she listened in silence profound, ■ 
She heard his loved voice, though it uttered no sound, 

' Repeating the words that had oft given joy:
‘‘I’m your dear boy, mother,—I’m your dear boy!”

• No longer the days drag in wearisome ways;
Her heart was attuned to the music of praise; 
And oft in the silence, and oft in life’s stir, 
She hears his loved voice speaking clearly to HER, 
And she knows of a truth ’tis his own word of joy: 
“I’m your dear boy, mother,—I’m your dear boy!”

No longer she moans, tho’ she sees not his face, 
For she knows he is near, with his loving sweet grace, 
And she senses his love, deep, undying and pure, 
A blessed, sweet knowledge, assuaging and sure, 
And his words fill her soul with a restful sweet joy: 
“I’m your dear boy, mother,—I’m yogi' dear boy!”

L’Envoi.

Tn peac^nl content and in happiness sweet, 
Time passés on swiftly. O’er yonder they meet!! 
He has grown in the fulness of beauty aiid grace! 
They clasp soul.to soul, in pure, loving embrace;— 
She hears his glad cry, with ineffable joy : 
“I’m your dearjxoy, mother,—I’m your dear boy!

Oh, bliss most ecstatic—no tongue can portray , 
Their joyful reunion ; all clouds roll away ; * ' '
The mists and the darkness of earth all are gone, 
In the brightness that ushers the heavenly dawn ; 
While she hears' yet again, with unspeakable joy : 
“I’m your dear boy, mother,—I’m your dear boy!

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind. .

Unspoken Words of Cheer.
How many loving words are left un

spoken;
How many flow'rs unStrown along 

the road. *
Where souls in bondage held, and 

broken-hearted, ’
Need them to help' them bear their 

heavy load.
Why do we wait until our dear ones 

' . leave us,
To swell, the. ranks of loved ones 

gone before.
Ere telling them how sadly we would 

. miss them, .
If they were with ub here on earth 

■ no more?
Give me-my flowers now, just when I 

need them; . . ;
Don’t wait till I have passed from 

. mortal sight; ’ ■ -
Say now, my own, "My mother dear, 

.1 love -you, 
' For you have .sought to lead my 

, feet aright.” .... ' ...
0, blessed thought! 0 happy inspira-;

' tion, • ' . -
To feel assured that Death Is but a 
. friend, ■ - -

Who opens Wide the door that we 
may enter, 

To life immortal, life that hath n& 
end.

I want no tears when I shall pass the 
portal

Naming the Baby.
I suggest the following formula 

for use by Spiritualists in consecrat
ing or naming a child or Infant. It is 
taken partly from the Aztec, with ad
ditions of my own. I would be 
pleased to be Informed in case It Is 
adopted by anyone. Prayer as fol
lows:
Omnipotent and Eternal Energies 

and Exalted Spirits!
Your servant Jiere present is come 

into this world, sent hither by your 
wisdom.

Wè know not what are the glfts -Ee 
brings; we know not with what-Jtie 

' has been assessed nor with what 
■ fortune he comes charged. . ' .

To the friends and congregation: 
Behold, there is come to earth this

little child. •
May his parent endow him with the.ir 

lové; may brothers, sisters, relatives 
.. and friends enrich him with their 

affection. May -the world deal 
justly with him and may. he deal 
justly with the world. ' •
To the. child:

Beloved child, I name thee ••--------- •—

We now commend thee to the care of
thy guardian spirits. Amen.

DR. C. C. CARTER.
Lancaster, Ohio. ■

i
J

That opens to the fields Elysian and 
to light;

" that I

I would, rather be a poor man in 
garret with plenty of books-than

a 
a

But gladsome smiles 
clearer vision, 

Where poor, blind 
perfect sight. 

MARY E. 
Milwaukee, Wis.

king who did not love reading.—Ma- 
have I Camay.

I Shun passion; fold the hands of 
eyes are given I thrift; sit still—and truth is near.—•

VAN HORN.
Emerson.

Soft is the music that would charm 
lorever.—Wordsworth. ' -<
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The Field of Inquiry.
SAN »lEG^cÀl.

Numerous Very Interesting Occur- 
‘ rences Are Mentioned.

LIGHT ON THE BIBLE.

Interesting Questions Answered at a London
' ’ Spiritualist Alliance Social Gathering,

Question—How long do earthly 
relationships continue in the. spirit 
world?

Answer.—That depends mjicl) zipon 
those who pass hence. . Of course, 
from one point ot view it may be 
claimed that earthly relationships al
ways continue if the memory of them; 
be retained—that the relationship of 
parent and child,-for instance, is al
ways continued, but children grow 
away from their parents "even on 
earth if there is lack of sympathy, 
and it is -so on the spirit side, though 
often, through spiritual development, 
a closer degree of sympathy is ex
perienced. It would not be difBsciu.it 
to settle upon any definite period dur
ing which the relationship . should 
continue. It maybe broadly' claimed 
that where there is sympathy and af
finity, the earthly relationships are 
maintained continuously; but where 
there is lack of sympathy, where it 
is only the result of earthly associa
tion, the relationship is not contin
ued for long after the change of 
death. In some cases, it. would be 
very uncomfortable for people to be 
compelled to maintalA their relation-' 
ships after passing'through.'death,’'

Question.—Are marriages made in 
heaven, and do married people live 
together.forever?

Answer;—True marriages may per
haps be claimed to .be made in heaven 
in one sense, but heaven is not a 
place. However, .many, people ¿Milk 
they are/in.heriveri during the e$rly 
years of thefr married life, and'-if 
there is. the true degree Of affinity 
'and sympathy it; is really jv spiritual 
marriage, and continues •a'fter the 
change;of death'; but if it be not, theti 
it is simply a qontract of physical as
sociation and purpoM-which is, out-

vantange because ot this lack of 
earthly experience, and, although 
there are many compensations, I con
sider it is better for them to remain 
on this side, and parents are in a 
measure responsible when children 
go as children to the spirit side of ex
istence, unless it is through' accident.

Question.—Are their sympathies 
awakened sooner on our side or 
yours?

. Answer.—I should judge that sym
pathy is awakened almost more 
quickly on the spirit side of life than 
on yours, because when tho children 
are brought back to the earth they 
bee so much of contrast in that state 
that they are somewhat inclined to 
pity strongly those who have to re
main on the'earth side of life. Very 
riften a spirit child is a fairly constant 
companion to an earthly child, so 
that tlie spirit child brought back— 

-ii little brother or sister, perhaps— 
gathers something of earthly experi
ence, and, in return, the earthly child 
'receives some spiritual assistance. 
I-do not, however, want to convey the 
impression that I deem it the best 
thing for children to pass over. '

Question.—We see in children cer
tain tendencies to do right or wrong, 
They still have those tendencies, I 
suppose, ■ and; do' they have to work 
out those tendencies on the other 
side?

Answer.'—Yes. The}* are not so

I am writing this beautiful morning 
in the library room of our dear old 
.temple. But, oh! the change, the still
ness, and the quiet calm, almost to 
loneliness (only we know, .‘we arq 
never alone); after the dieparture yes
terday of oiir very, own dear Brother 
John W. Ring from’here. He goes 
north through this state, and then on 
East to Shelbyville^ Ind; And with 
his going ends four of the most event-, 
ful months of bur temple work, and 
although we dd feel-sad with having 
to part with him for ,a time, still we 
will not weep and moprn, J>ut rather 
hold the thought that wherever he 
goes he will be busy in helping to lift 
other hungry souls into the higher 
Light of Truth arid Love. ■'

Since writing- my last we have had 
on Friday eyenjng, Feb, 21, the fol
lowing musical program:

Mrs. Katherine Npilson furnished 
two vocal selections, “Vilanelle” and 
“When Love is Kind.” ' Miss Kathe
rine Meyer, two- . violin selections, 
“Pizzicata” -and' "Simple Avioutx,” 
also violin obligatos for several vo
cal selections. Mrs.-J., Vai Loebel 
gave two vocal selections, "For All 
Eternity” and "O Dry Those Tears." 
Professor Darling greatly assisted in 
the accompaniments,' Misses M. Belle 
Clark and Emma Dugan, piano duet. 
Quartette, Mrs. Mack, Mrs. Loebel 
and Messrs. Dryden arid Ring. Mr. 
Ring sang “The Brighter Day" and 
“Sing Me to Sleep.” With the sing
ing of hymns, by the audience, and 
the above, a pleasing program occu
pied the evening.

On Bunday, Feb. 23, was another of

An IntCTCSimg Letter from Mrs. M. T. Longley

fl
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grown by the .change of death. - How
ever, often there is, a development-of 
spiritual kinship which Is maintained 
after death. A certain proportion, 
perhaps, a larger proportion, of the 
discomfort and trouble which exist 
between people on this side arises 
from the lack of power of -under
standing each other, and, passing 
hence, they develop that power, culti-' 
vate the. habit of forbearance, and 
even become more closely united than 
they were on earth because of the 
greater knowledge gained.

• Question.—Do we make our"“heav- 
“hell”or “hell," or. are there locali-
ties which are called "heaven" 
"hell"?

Answer.—There are localities 
spiritual spheres, but “heaven" 
'“hell” must be made largely by

or

or 
and 
the

surrounded with restrictions as to 
render it impossible for them to act 
wrongfully, but as ..the attendants or' 
kindly friends or relatives in charge 
of them understand them better than 
the majority of earthly people under
stand children, they can often take 
suitable means' to prevent sinful or 
wrongful expression. These attend
ants can penetrate behind expfission 
and'" discern the working of the child
ish mind. . It is not the object of the 
spiritual nurses to make the children 
puppets. As the children have a 
greater power of perceiving the re
sults of their actions, they more read
ily understand the consequences of 
wrong-doing, and usually more readi
ly retrain from it. One great meth
od on the spirit side of life is to fill 
the mind with bright and true 
.thoughts, and so naturally crowd out 
the dark and false, and to fill the lives 
of the children so full in a healthful 
way that there is little time or oppor
tunity, as. you would nay, for the 
manifestation of the imperfect.

our all-day meetings, when quite a 
large number of, members and .friends, 
brought their baskets and had lunch 
in our large dining hall. the Busy Bees 
.serving hot tea and coffee. So we had- 
an extra feast, of good things, the 
ladie| serving' the .material and 
Brother Ring serving the; spiritual-^- 
a. day long to be remembered.

On Friday, Feb, 28, wan the,last of 
Brother Ring’s many interesting en
tertainments, a laughable .farce: 
"Leap. Year in a Village With Ope 
Gentleman,” and you may all guess 
who the one . gentleman was in this 
case, we can truly,say last but riot 
least, for we had a. crowded house and 
all voted it a grand success.

A.t this writing we are home again, 
in the Capitol City of tlie nation, and 
glad, of course, to be back, amid fa- ; 
miliar scenes and associations, foi’ 
though we |ypyq;perished'friends on 
the Paçlflc sRope ,we have, no less 
valued ones1 upon "the shores of the 
blue Atlantic j and! Wso by the side of 
that wqild-rejjojvned river, the Po
tomac. But, tïierp is something to bri 
said of our closing week in California, 
so much was crowded Into the last 
ten days of o.uivstÿy.in San Francisco.

As an anniversary of much import
ance to myself, and triose who have 
been associated-wjtli me in family life 
and public work for these many years, 
occurred during our stay in San Fram 
cisco. We invited Dr. Nellie Belgie 
and her son-in-law, Mr. Taylor, to ob
serve, it with us in a spiritual seance 
at the home arid Jn the présence of 
our beloved 'friends, Mr. and-Mrs. 
Wink. This anniversary ' was that of 
the fortieth anniversary of my me
diumship, and ocaqrred on the even-, 
ing of Feb, 10. Just think of it!—- 
forty years medium, and most of 
that time passéd in public work for 
thé spirit world;‘I What a. long series 
of years and an Array of experiences 
to look .back , upon'.-since the evening 

■of Feb. 10i;18G8,;iwlion L a child of 
fourteen years, was first entranced by 
a spirit intelligence, and made to 
voice a-- mes^ge^^ love and çhéer 
from an angel daughter to her lonely 
mother on eavyj..

Of course ft wàs à» event in the his
tory of a medium, 'arid we Observed it 
reverently Jn conjunction with our 
dear spirit'helpers *and guides, who 
came with their messages, poems, ad
dresses and'tender'blessings'in honor 

. of the occasion.: Àli présent expressed 
their ijppreciatlbn of the occasion, and 
at the close c>’f, the seance we were so 
beautifully feâstÿd , with dainty edi
bles at the hospitable table of the

beloved sire; and it was a grand re
union, a feasting time ■ in every re
spect.,, Spirits and mortals vied with 
each other in doing honor to the occa
sion; love and harmony reigned and 
the two worlds were blended into one. 
Our festivities commenced on the 
evening of the 14th, when we held a 
family circle,-and received messages; 
many'philosophical, poetical, congrat
ulatory and inspiring for our host in

Thoso Forged Epistles of I’uul.

In The Progressive Thinker of Feb, 
8 I see an inquiry by 'David. S. Fbs; 
ter as to whether these epistles are 
forgeries; to which the Editor, among 
other tilings says, "Our fi|end isTjob- 
nbly aware that Christian; clitics have 
pronounced all but four bf Paul’s epis
tles spurious.”

The Editor is probably not aware 
of the fact that a later criticism in
cludes these four among the spurious 
ones.

Since the Tubingen school, headed

956
. The above 1« th® numcor '^t the preh 
'eat beuo ot The PfOs-—'“lYe Thinker, 
aa printed at the top of the first page, 
right, hand comer. ' It this number exm 
responds with the figures on your wrap* 
per, then the time you have paid to.- Um 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right- band corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing, 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
iBsued up to date. Keep wateh of the 
number en the tag of your wrapper*

individual .because these are mental 
and spiritual states and conditions 
rather than localities. Where every- 

. ■ thing is harmonious, we may say there
the heavens are. Where there 1S'. 
much of discord and inliarmony, there 
the hells. Man makes his own heav
en and his own hell to a very large 
extent, idr,1 though all pleasant things 
may externally surround him, If he 
be not ip.1 unison with them he will 
have some degree of the hell state in 
hls conBciouBbesi; If, however,:he 
rises above dlscdmfort he is in heaven. 
You cannot make a man go into 
heaven, and you cannot keep him in 
hell, |f lie is capable of getting out 
of it. When he gets out of the con
dition pf discord and Inharmony, 
then he gets into a heavenly state. 
While man is contented there is a de
gree of. harmony. Very often, how
ever, through discontent—divine dis
content—be is aroused to the thought 
of greater need, and, becoming con
scious of a degree of inharmony, he 
endeavors to attain and maintain that 
which seems to him desirable. If he 
be wise he will try to preserve a 
calm attitude of mind and self-con
trol, even while he is trying to attain 
to something else.

Question.—Do little babies grow 
up in the spirit world, and can they 
communicate with their friends in 
this life?

Answer.—A very young child can 
Scarcely communicate unaided. In: 
fants certainly grow on' the spirit side 
of existence at somewhat the sariie 
rate as they would have grown physr
ically upon the earth. Spiritual bod- 
lee"' present an appearance somewhat 
similar.to.’that which the physical 
bodies wojild b'avepresented had they 
developed in earth life, ; ThSre are 
plenty of nurses, kindly, sympathetic 
people, teachers for the infants, as 

* they require them. Thein is.this de- 
- gree of comfort which can be held

by those who have lost children; the

Question;—How are we to recog
nize a spirit who has been fifteen or 
twenty years on the other side and 
then manifests? '

Answer.—You have to rely upon 
the claim made by someone who has 
authority,here. Suppose, for instanec,' 
relatives leave a child on this side 
and go to a far country, the same 
question might be asked. The state
ment is that the child is so-and-so, 
and usually that statement is accept
ed; and so, if there be no other means 
of recognition, it must rest on the 
claim'mad® by,those,in charge of the 
child. “ Sb far'as my observation goes 
it is very rarely that there is any 

-difficulty on the part of either pa
rents or" children in the recognition 
of each other after passing over. The 
point I would seek to impress upon 
Spiritualists is that, haying received 
the proof which to them is satisfac
tory of the power of the departed to 
return, they should try to get above, 
and away from the cruder methods 
of expression, and accustom them
selves. to receive spiritually the as
surance of the presence of those they 
love.

Question.—How can this be done?
Answer.—Through aspiration and 

the cultivation of the power of recep
tion and response. Repeated experi
ments may have to be made before 
conviction of association be gained. 
Mediumistic persons usually have 
very little difficulty in getting into 
touch with their guides. They can 
interchange thoughts without the ne
cessity-of actual control, and those 
who have a slighter measure of phys- 

; leal, or mediumistic powers would 
' soon be able to gain the assurance of

Sunday, Mar. 1, being Brother 
Ring's last day of this engagement 
with us, this day wag made the most 
eventful of them all. The Temple 
rostrum was most elaborately' deco
rated with "Flowers and Greenery” 
by the ladies, and then it was arranged 
by our good Sister; J. L. Bropks, so 
that just after Brother Ring had fin
ished singing his beautiful song of 
"Love to AU Humanity,” Migs’ Katie 
Isvanovltz, “The Lyceum, Musical Di
rector,”, marched in and took her seat 
at the'piano, then came the Lyceum 
children marching down the aisle, 
over the rostrum and out the other 
aisle, and each one while passing, 
presented Brother Ring with, a beau
tiful rosebud), the last one, who Was 
also the least little tot,’a sweet little 
girl, making the presentation speech. 
And to finish up the good day’s work, 
after one of Brother Ring's masterful 
talks on “Shall Space Divide . Us,” 
Judge Sidney Thomas made a nice lit
tle speech, in presenting our speaker, 
with a piece,of ’‘battenberg yzprk,”,‘.lri 
which he said "every j BtiicK .w^ 
'worked in" with a- LqVe Thought for 
Brother Ring,” and even the preacher 
wept. ' .

T.' J. McFERON, 
Sec. First..Spirltual Society of San 

Diego, Cal.

Winks, that it.was close to midnight 
ere we adjourned,.

A. lengthy article in the San -Fran
cisco Call of Feb,. 1?, has given' well 

.-merited attention to, and praise of, 
the healing work of Dr. Nellie Belgie. 
Our healers and .other faithful me
diums are gradually winning the wide
spread public appreciation and en
dorsement that they deserve. A few 
months ago a pea);, and able little mag
azine called The Celestial Messenger 
was started .In ' thp interests of our 
cause in Oakland Cal., by our val-
ued friend,“Joseph,,Dorety, a*veteran 
and earnes^BplrJfualfst. The little

particular, but beneficial to us all.
Jolin Pierpont, Robert Ingersoll, 

Pomeroy (Brick Pomeroy) and many 
Other old-time and dear friends of 
Mr. Wink manifested, with intelli
gence and power. This was a fitting 
beginning of the happy hours to fol
low on tlie 15th and 16th, the clos
ing days of our stay in the magic city 
that is rising like a giant of strength 
from the ashes of other days. As I 
had received .a most cordial and ur
gent invitation invitation from thé 
officers of . the Ladies’ Aid to co
operate, with their speaker, Mrs. Seal, 
>in the lecture work of Sunday even
ing, we decided to waive all other 
claims on our. time for that hour and 
to accept; accordingly the last night 
of our sojourn was shared with that 
worthy society, the hall being crowd
ed by a most attentive'audience. Mrs. 
Beal delivered a brief but powerful 
discourse, practical and full of strong 
and uplifting thought, and Mrs. 
Longley followed with a lecture con
cerning "Spiritualism and Spiritual
ists, Their Needs, Duties and Bless
ings.” Well rendered singing and 
music, including -a selection by Mr. 
Langley, added to the Interest of the 
hour. Every one seemed to be happy 
and, loth ,to paTt, but adieus had to 
be spoken, the farewell hand-clasp 
given, and the parting of the ways to 
be met, as wè turned our faces toward 
the "Golden Gate."

The next morning, Feb. 17, our 
farewells were again spoken to the 
dear ones we were-leavlng in the Wink 
family, and . there indeed were sad 

! hearts and tearful eyes, though all at
tempted to show only the smiling 
countenance, for not only were our 
hosts about to part from ourselves 
as dear friends, but also from the be
loved daughter, Agnes, and her pre
cious "Payson boy.” Yet the moment 

■ had to come, when we four boarded 
1 the "Overland Limited” for our jour- 
■ ney East, and waved good-by to the 
■ dear ones left behind.
, Our long journey over mountains

by its president,; F, C, Baur, con
demned ten out’ of fourteen of these 
epistles as spurious, another school of 
critics has arisen, headed, by A. sD. 
Lomon, of Amsterdam, and, followed 
by Steck of Berlin, Voter and Van 
Mono and others, who have, written, ex
haustive treatises on this .matter, 
wherein they show from internal and 
external evidence, that not only the 
ten, but the entire fourteen epistle? 
are spurious. They say Paul lived in. 
the first century; that, being refused 
the hand of' a wealthy, 1(Tewess, he 
traveled over the country as -an itin-. 
erant preacher, abusing his . people, 
but left no writings; that .he was too 
Ignorant to have been the author of 
these epistles; besides the epistles 
bear on their face the evidence of a 
later date and of being the work of 
more than one writer; that the con
ditions of the church as described in 
the epistles, as well as their style of 
language, belong to the end of the. 
second or beginning of the third een-, 
tury.

They then say, the epistles were the 
work of a school of Paulists of Asia 
Minor, who attempted to throw these 
epistles back to the first century, by 
using the personal pronoun I ,aud we, 
as Paul would have done. But Mr. E. 
Johnson, in his work, “Antiqua Ma
ter" (1887), denies that Paul evei' 
lived.

In this he 1g supported by a strong 
array of evidence, as I have always 
contended in all my writings touch
ing the alleged man Paul. As . the 
Higher Criticism says, nothing can be 
learned as to Raul’s birth or death or 
labors, other than from oral, vague 
tradition. All that-can be found in

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Three choice volumes, each com; Icte in luelt, 

tn which spirituality is related to everyday 1 ft« 
tn inch a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price. Bi AO each.

ForGB ana Matter
book. A profound work upqn a profound sub
ject- Price, cloth, 11.00.

Al

and across plains was a most pleasantUUU UU1 mu ULLJU uviumj pianiC v» UU a Ai!'-- ,------
magazine w^s crqaltable to Spiritual-1 and even delightful one. Reaching 
ism, and it' promised well; but owing Chicago oh Thursday the 20th, just
to a seriouk.^ccl4ejt befalling itd ed
itor and others £pnnected with the 
work, the little booklet has been sus
pended for *th‘e prSSent.

after its big ’blizzard, without en-

We had tile plehsure of an extended

countering any storm or inclement 
weather on the way, changing cars 
there for Washington and arriving 
here the following day on schedule

call upon Brothejn;Dorety in bls of- time, we felt that we were truly pro
fice on Feb .-cl 0 , arid the-added .satis- tected and blest, and were thankful 
faction of ain? evening visit from him for ail the mercies that had attended
on a subsequent évenihg, on both oc- our way.

We were met nt thé station by Mr. 
Fugitt, the genial and hanpy husband

II11 or The Touch of An Angel 
JIMp Mother.
, BY CARRIE E. S, TWING.

Her dedloitory line« are «ufflolent to show 
the spirit ot the book u well as the author, it 
read«, "Because my own children are all under 
the tender care ot the angola, and my heart 1« 
hungxy for the love ot th« young, I most loving, 
fa dedicate this book to the children of th« 
world." This book 1« full ot soul elevating arid 
taterestlng thought. Price, doth, 11. For sal* 
MthUofilo«.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Ho* the cause of whatever enter* 
Into your life. To come into the ful) realisation of 
your own awakened interior powers, 1* to be able to 
condition your life in. exact accord with what you 
would have U.—From Title-Page.CONTENTS—I. Include; II. The Supreme Fact of; 
the Universe; HI. The Supreme 1 set of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Lifo-Bodlly Health and Vigor: V, 
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the Realization of the Higbeat Riche*. For U1SM 
this office. Price, postpaid, 11.23.
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spiritual nurses, or' foster mothers, 
understand and love children, and 
love the work in which- they are en
gaged. There are no hirelings. On 
earth there are people who engage in 
such tasks simply for remuneration, 
but not so in spirit life. The nurses- 
love the children, and fathers and 
mothers who have lost children can 
be comforted with the conviction that 
their little ones are well cared for 
and have every happiness. Many of 
these spirit children are brought 
back to earth, but a very young child 
could not communicate unaided. A 
degree of power Would have to be 
supplied, and though it might not be 
possible for the child to speak, the 
parent might grow conscious of the 
presence of the little on®.

Mr. Thurstan.—That makes us 
Uhink it is a good thing for a child 
lo pass over quickly.

Answer.—-There is a wonderful,law 
of compensation, and it would cer
tainly be a bard burden for a child 
passing over very young if this were 
not so. Spirit children grow and 
gain power in certain ways to compen
sate them for the lack of their life

spirlt presence.
Question.—Does sex exist on the 

other side? If so, is it always the 
same as on the earth side? •

Answer.—There is the continuance 
of individuality, and both men and 
women continue to be themselves. 
I was a man upon the earth. I have 
been on the spirit side, as far as I 
can gather, considerably over a hun
dred years, and I am still a man, and 
I find no Indication that my nature 
will change. I do, however, find 
greater power of sympathizing with 
the feminine side of nature. As far 
as I can gather, a woman would re
main a woman, with the distinctive 
differences largely maintained, though 
she would develop greater power of 
understanding the masculine nature, 
and the differences would grove, less 
and ever less. ' .

Question.—-IS there not a celestial 
state where the two sexes coalesce?

Answer.—I am Informed that there 
is a celestial state, but up to the pres- 
nt I have not reached it. I cannot, 
therefore, speak with authority upon 
this. Up to that condition, as far as 
I can judge, there is the maintenance 
of Individuality aS man or woman.

Question.—Can pain be felt by a 
spiritual body?

Answer.—You do not feel -pain ex
cept as It affects you In the sphere of 
your consciousness. Theie is very 
little recognition of pain as associated

to them, for the time being, limita
tions. .

Question.—Wh|it is your opinion 
respecting salvation? Is Father Mil
lar’s idea that Spiritualism is ' the 
work of impersonating demons cor
rect?

Answer.—-This is, perhaps, a some
what awkward question to answer, 
because, if the claim were true, I 
should be one of the impersonating 
demons. You can hardly expect that, 
even if that were so, I should admit 
It. (Laughter.) People go on be
ing themselves, with all their Imper
fections or perfections, and they man
ifest their personal pecularities when 
they return to you. Those who are 
termed degraded or undeveloped spir
its can draw near to those with whom 
they formerly associated. The only 
way to overcome the difficulty is to 
cease to send ignorant ond unsplrit- 
ual people through the Change called 
death, because so long aS ignorant 
people go to the other side there is 
every probability , that ignorant • peo
ple will be able to return and manifest 
their power in some degree. There 
are two methods 6f the work of salva
tion to be adopted, on the earth. One 
Ib to try and train people bo that they 
no longer go hence in as ignorant a 
state as so many do now,, and the other 
is-to'try and sei up better conditions, 
so that there will be less attractive 
influence for undeveloped spirits. 
Salvation is attained through develop
ment. Man has to work out his own 
salvation, and when he has so worked, 
it but it is. forever attained by him.— 
Light, London, England. . ,

caslons "a (feast of) reason and a flow 
of soul chailmed and uplifted us all.

On the; atternodn of Wednesday, 
Feb. 12;7th&33pk’Uualists Ladies’ Aid 
of, San .Ijlrauniaoo;,tendered a reception 
to.’Mr; ,andzMrHi?Eongley;' On this oc
casion thoiiodmmodlbus hall was well 
filled with old friends and'new, and 
we were again' made happy by the 
«cordial hand-shakes, the loving words 
and frlendly-dmiles that greeted us. 
The order of exercises, ably presented 
by the president of the society, Mrs. 
York,zconsisted of speeches of wel
come, commendation, indorsement and
good-will, while qjl teemed with splr-

and father of the dear little woman 
and sweet child-of our party, and by 
hint conducted^ the new and bright 
home lie had secured and prepared for 
us,- where well heated, brilliantly 
lighted rooms and a dainty supper 
awaited us, evincing his thoughtful 
care and loving labor for those near 
and dear to him.

And here, in this pleasant home we 
are established; our work is before 
ub, but already in hand. We have 
been busy removing our household
effects from our old home at N. S. A.good-will, while njl teemed with splr- | enects rrom our old hot 

itual and spiritualizing thought, and headquarters; and are
were grandly eloquent with the truth, 
sincerity and power of each heart and
voice. The speakers were Mrs. York,

; at present 
well satisfied with what has been ac-
compllshed.

Mr. and Mfs. Kates have been more
Mrs. Sarah Seal (the renowned lee».*'than .kind to.us in our affairs and 
turer of California), Mrs. Sexton, Mrs. ’’work and we highly appreciate their 

¡-aid. Brother Kates is a most effl-Place and others, while Mrs. Longley. __ _ ___  ....
responded to all the touching and ten- .cient secretary of the N. S. A., and his 
der remarks that had been made. I office shows that he has done a great 
Mrs. Kate iTarveston rendered a ; deal of good work since he entered on 
beautiful solo,' and Mr. Longley sang I its duties. Mrs. Kates has mad? die 
selections from-.his spiritual compost- .home most attractive and pleasing, 
tions. Other musical selections were | and is the spirit of hospitality. Good 
delightfully rendered by ladies whose j.words should always be spoken of

■ The Anthem of the Sea.
Let us bend.our heads and listen 

To the anthem of the sea;
Far away get always near us— 

Ocean of'eternity.

How insistently : Its billows- 
Whisper, •‘Come and have no fear;

Wash away all pains and heartache 
When earth’s pilgrimage- grows 

drear. .

names we do not-know. At the close 
of the entertainment a beautiful re
past was served to. all present and 
an hour or more spent at the tables in 
discussing thé dainty viands and lh 
social converse still further con
nected the bonds/ of fellowship be
tween us all. Vhlle on this subject 
we must not forget to mention the 
elegant bouquet qf golden Narcissus 
presented to. Mr. and Mrs. Longley in 
eloquent words by the president, 
Mrs. York, arid.-the equally beautiful 
floral offering we received from Mrs. 
Wells in a sweet and tender'’speech 
that brought to ub a benediction of 
spiritual strength and. peace. Mrs. 
Wells is a finely attuned psychic, one 
of many in California.

The Ladies’ Aid,of San Francisco is 
blessed in having her. influence and 
that of Mrs.’ York arid Mrs. Place and 
other tried and'trusted'sensitives who 
are^ever worklngffor the blessing ot 
humanity. -

Once in every month, on the 13th, 
Mrs. Wells opens .her spacious home 
and invites those who wish for pure 
spiritual food and to exchange thought 
on subjects uplifting to mind and 
spirit, to enter.. It,was our good for
tune to be especially invited to one of 
these seances,, apd they are rarely 
beautiful and eleyâting in tone, influ
ence and p^ntiment. On the occa
sion of our visit the spacious parlors

those whom we see are doing well;
the spirit of appreciation is none too 
freely manifested in the world.

We are now at home at 315 S. 
street N.-E., Washington, D. C.. To 
my former patrons and friends, and 
to the strangers who'have been writ
ing to me as to my plans I wish to 
say that I. shall not give personal 
private.sittings, but that my work will 
be by mall; Spiritual and Psychome
tric Readings, advice on health and 
affairs such as may be revealed to me 
by my spirit guides.

Love to all friends.
' MARY t. Longley.

315 S Street N.-E., •
Washington, D. C.

favor of the man’s existence is con- I 
tained in the Acts and the epistles . 
ascribed to him, all of which have 
been by the Higher Criticism, includ
ing the later by the Domon school, 
pronounced spurious—a soft word for 
forgery.

The epistles were originally very 
numerous, all except the fourteen 
were at an early date declared spur
ious by the church fathers. The coun
cil of Nicaea (325 E. E.) found these 
indispenable to save the church and 
its Christ, so that body of 318 lizard
eating monks placed the fourteen 
epistles in the canonical scriptures.

Further; as to their time, refer
ring as they do to the church, Chris
tianity and to Christ, they necessarily 
must have been later than the known 
sect of Christians and the Christ.

As to the system called Christianity. 
It came first into notice 120 C. E., 
which was the time when the Thisra- 
peuts and Essenes dropped their 
names and consolidated under the new 
name of Christians—goodies—mean
ing pious men.

This was the birth of the system, 
which then had no Christ as a head. 
The myth representing Christ came 
came later, and was of slow growth; 
first as an embryo, begotten of the 
more ignorant, as a real ipan; by the 
intelligent people, as Plato’s allegory; 
finally as a full-grown man-god he was 
given life by the council of Nicaea. 
This allegorical myth first appeared 
to the common people as a real man 
about the middle of the second cen
tury, so it must have been after this 
that the so-called epistles of Paul 
were written, otherwise Christ would 
not have been spoken of ip them.

Leipses, in his exhaustive research
es, says, “The man, Clirist, was un- 

' known to Clement, Barnabas and Her
mas, 1 40 C. E. Nor wtw'he ever men
tioned by them or by Origen, the most 
learned of the church fathers, nor 
by Celsus, so the epistles must have 
been later than 140 C. E.”

In conclusion, let it be said, every 
writing in the- New Testament and 
every book in the Old Testament, ex
cept two, have been declared spurious 
by the critics. ’

The entire mass of Hebrew writings, 
until separated" into books in our era, 
were in one mixed jumble, without 
without names, places or dates; when 
divided into books, names as authors 
were picked up here and there among 
dead men and myths, and this Is 
equally true as to all the New Testa
ment writings, including the fourteen 

’ epistles ascribed to Paul.
1 In the old literature of Babylon,

Thft locilltc Containing chapters on Or- 
1110 eludll I Ue> l«ln and History ot the Jes. z 
ultsi Principles and Alni ot* the "Cpim>any pt 1 
Jesus;" Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits; Ooh- । 
deiunattou ot tho Order; Expulsion of tho Jos ( 
ults ;Bull ot Pope Clement XIV,, Abolishing tho ' 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
ot valuable Information. By B. F. Austin, A. 
M., B. D. Price 15c

fifty years
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k Remarkable Book.
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Anoiionius of Tuana Christian Jesus. A y 
wonderful communication, explaining how his ■ 
Ute and teachings were utilized to '
Christianity. Price 15 cents. 
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ftp fl How the Spirit Body Grow*, By M. Frrsday« 
Price. 10c. For sale at this office

Cultivation of Per^onaF MaonetUm
A treatise on Human Caiture. By Leroy Her- * 
tier, anthropologist and I author. A very Bug- 
Beat»ve and uistruotlve book* JPrloe 11.00. -

Why I Am a Ueoetarian.
An adi ress delivered before the Chicago Vego. , 

tarlan S oclety By J. Howard Moore. Price,, , 
££ cents. .

The Rehoion of SDirituaB&m.
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
U.00. A valuable book tor the money.

UAUAUET His Birth, Character and 
/finn v/llL I Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No. 0 of the Library ot Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect. and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to bo practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found Intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents.

The Devefooment of the Spirit, 
After Transition. By the law M. Faraday. The 
origin ot religions, and their Influence upon the 
mental development ot the hr«man race. Prlo^ 
10 cents.
I ir\MHN ■ A Lecture Delivered to Lattice Wvl Inn I Cnly?37 Mrs.'Dr. Hulbnrt. On 
the present status ot woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
Of true uarmon lai marriage, etc. Price. 10c.

Germs of Mind in Plants

Message from James G. Blaine.
Behold the man that Is- born of- 

woman, he passes away and is gone. 
Now behold that same man,-as he 
passes away, is born again, born of 
the spirit, and he lives not as he.did 
before, but a man still he Is, with all 
his reasoning faculties. Mourn not 
for him, it is lié that mourns for mor-

the dates and names of the writers 
generally appear. This practice 
ceased after the Assyrian conquest, 
and so continued until about the sec
ond century of our era, which acounts 
for the anonymous writings of the 
Old and New Testament. So every 
piece of writihg in the Bible, with the 
two exceptions, Is a forgery, that is, 
the names ascribed are not the au
thors of these books and other writ,- 
ines as we now have them in the Bl- 
b]e PARISH B. L'ADD.

Alameda, Cal.

By K. H. France, Translated by A. JL 
Hintons.—Cloth, illustrated,

50 Cents.
A cardinal point in the philosophi

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes Is that the mind of man Is 
Bomethlng unique In the universe, 
governed by laws of Its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in trite book 
in so charming and entertaining a 
'style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of ths facts.

on . earth. Children, however, are 
born to live and are not born to die 
as children.

Mr. Thurstan.—Which is the most 
fortunate family, a family where 
three children die and three live, or 
where all six live?

Answer.—That would depend very 
much upon the members of the fami
ly. I would certainly not by a single 
word seek to strengthen the thought 
that It is better for children to go. 
I am- strongly convinced that this 
earthly life is of great „import, and 
that it is better to live the life here 

, before passing to the spirit side of 
existence. It is difficult to answer 
this question, but the point I want to 
emphislze is that when-children do 
pass away they are at a great dlsad-

with the spiritual body. During the 
earlier experiences, as a result of the 
difficulties encountered or the suffer
ings endured upon the earth, there Is 
the registration of those conditions 
in the spiritual body so that it appears 
to be a source of suffering. Hence 
the necessity for places which are 
somewhat similar to your hospitals, 
where the spirit people who are suf
fering the result of the inharmonious 
experiences on the earth plane are re
ceived and nursed back to health and 
strength, and as the spiritual body 
outgrows the results and conditions 
of the earth life the consciousness of 
pain as you feel it is not associated 
therewith. If is the consciousness of 
mental and moral pain which causes 
the discomfort. Memory, of course, 
continues. “Many manifest their old 
prejudices or convictions, which are

“You will find when sorrows gather, 
In my arms a place of rest;

In my deeps find youthful vigor, 
Lean thou ever on my breast. ” : .

How uplifting are the voices 
From that teeming, unseen sea, 

All-pervading, all sustaining 
In its sweet immensity.

Let us listen to its music, 
For our life-barks ebon shall be

Cradled in the life eternal, 
Rocked forever on- that sea.

SUSANNA DRAKE BISHOP.
La Habra, Cal.

THE SELFISHNESS of Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best 
pamphlets written. Every one order
ing the paper or books should put In 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
toek. Price 10 cents.

were thronged , with cultivated and 
highly intelligent 'men and women, 
most of wh^m gave some expression 
of spiritual thought, some message to 
the assembiv, to ^ear a lasting influ
ence for good to fench one. We tried 
to do ourflitle p^rt in contributing 
a little to pie mental products of the 
hour, though we jound our greatest 
pleasure in'listening > to the good 
things which, other's gave. •

Feasts, Spiritual, mental and phys
ical, follow^ thicjc 'and fast with us 
in this closing week of bur Western 
stay. Saturday, jjhe 15th, brought a 
“birthday”’oqr- honored friend, 
Mrs. G, Y. Wink. For this occasion 
we had remained, and. on this day we< 
all gathered in the beautiful home of 
our host and hostess. The eldest 
daughter and kef husband, Mr. and 
Mrs. Elmer Hollar, of San Jose, the 
other beloved daughter, Mrs. R. E. 
Fugitt, of Washington, and the one 
wee grandchild, "Robert Payson 
Fugee,” as he calls himself. They and 
we to make merry with Mr. and Mrs, 
Wink on the sixty-firat birthday of the

tai man. Misguided man as to that 
is real and unreal. .

There is a life after what mortal 
man terms death. There Is another 
life beyond the life of mortal. There 
is the Spiritual Life, a spiritual man, 
a spiritual world, a spiritual home, a 
spiritual heaven, and . a spiritual hell.

A Spiritual and Divine Power that 
rules, but not a Spiritual devil ruling 
over a lake of fire and brimstone, re
ceiving a part of the children of the 
Divine Power and torturing them for 
disobedience or unbelief.

Your own guilty conscience In the, 
spirit world creates the spiritual .hell ‘ 
I have spoken of. A few hints to the 
mortals of earth is sufficient Look 
not to the Father Confessor, the 
priest, look not to the minister of 
the gospel, to save you from a devil’s 
hell. But look to your own good 
works, or bad, as the case may be. 
Y’Our own good works wilLbe reward
ed with a spiritual heaven, your bad 
works and bad deeds will give you 
a reward of a guilty conscience and a 
spiritual hell. So do all the good you 
can, and as little harm as possible, 
and remember the so-called dead can 
and do return under conditions that 
are not visible to all.

I am truly glad of this opportunity, 
and trust my little message may be 
of some good to mortal man of earth.

- SAMES G. BLAINE. -

The Dearest Face.
The dearest face 1b mother’s face, 

Tho’ wreathed with lines of care;
Her duty done reflects a grace, 

A radiance everywhere.-

Oft when the night of fear and gloom
Has ’round my bedside closed, 

To cqmfort me, from out the dark
Her loving face arose.

When pain was mine, sweet sympathy 
Shone from her soft.dark eyes; - 

When vlct'ry ever crowned ,my work, 
She showed a sweet surprise.

My loll was here, my cares and tasks 
Were lighter for her aid; '

When tempted by the reptile, Bln, 
She saw I never strayed.

When from the toil of Earth she goes, 
Into-a fairer land,

We’ll find no face one-half bo dear, 
Nor one so sweet and grand.

ELSIE RUSSELL.
Murphy, Cal.

The New life. This book deals 
with the principles and laws which 
open unto man.the floodgates of infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the magtary orer all things. Price.

• ctoth, 80 cents: papr, 50 cents.
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TWO IN ONE;
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume,

BY MOSES HÜLL.
TMi hlyhly'tn.tnicttr. aad Intereatliig wprk it * 

eomMotlloft Into one volame of two of Mr. Hull’* 
iBleadlttwork*. Bytht»arreogemeulth6aost1* BUch 

eatbled to boouto the two book* 
at th* lArne price a* wu formerly asked 

forthfa eepMstelr. Tbli volume co&laln* «3 page* 
ogA u h*nd*om»lybound In cloth, wd- contain* an ex* , 
t«]l*ntpDrtr*Hoi the author.

THS QUESTION SETTLED 
t* * oomparisoB of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
naitan. No book of th* century ha* made so many 
convert* to Modern BpfrituxHam a* tbf*. The author* 
>tin, faithfully to, compare the Bible with modern 
pbenomen»and philosophy, has been accompllclied.

■ Th* adaptation of Spiritualism to tlx wants of human« 
Hr; it* moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
tninlitn’; tbe spiritual nutre of man, aad the objeo- 
Uonsoaered to are all considered in the
light of ths Bibis, ntture. history, mson and commas 
»ense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
milstt of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It 1* a most able production, and 
I* a perfect storehouse of fact* for those who with 
to defs»d Spiritual! vm. or find argument* against th* 
uiumptlons cf Orthodoxy.
PRICE 61. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
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The Vanishing Maidens
of the Willow Isle.

Highly - Interesting. Narrative, by Airs. Ida
Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal

/ Aunt Lucy went to the sobbing 
iyirl and took her iji her arms and 1 
left them alone for I wanted to think. 
That it was-a clear case of. spirit con
trol was beyond doubt, and I could

I 'I can see afsp!rlt standing
!• Closely now thy form beside;

And sho says to tell her Henry 
I She was once his happy bride;
I But she died-r-she could- uot help it— 

And your heart was torn by pain, 
But she says to tell her Henry

She will never die again!”
“Isn’t that lovely?” he asked siu- 

eastically. ■ “Just imagine how glad 
Henry must have been to have his

I once happy bride return with .such a 
message as that!”

He looked up as with an air of ti 1- 
umph, as if the matter was settled, 
and Aunt. Lucy said, “If people who

~ • investigate Spiritualism would use
the dinner table Isabel entered the one-lialf the sense they use about their
room. She was dressed in gauzy business enterprises, fakes and hum- 
white, ana wrote rose ornaments, »nd bUgS WOuld fade from its ranks and 
she looked more beautiful than I had: tlie great truth it contains would be 
ever seen her before. Hugh came apparent to the investigator, In the 
forward to make a formal iiitroduc- case you have just, cited, the question 

Arland suddenly disappeared ffonrHie ¡ton, but (o the surprise of us all js not, what did. the wife say? But 
music stool and tjie dark maiden I Ralph Milborn and Isabel MacArland was she really there and gave the mes- 
had seen take her place in the sum- :clasped hands in a most cordial .man- | sage? Was tlie man’s name Henry? 
mer house take her place on tiro music

not deny it’, but why had MJ^s Mac-

stool? I,ater I sought my aunt, but 
I did not mention tho transformation 
I had witnessed. 1 told my aunt that 
I was perfectly convinced that Isabel 
was under spirit control, but what is 

\the good of it? I asked, and I pro- 
¿duced my notebook and read the 
'poem I had taken down. “As a lit- 

, erary production the song is worth-

ft

less,” said my aunt, “but as t)ie ex- t 
preBSlons of a decarnate spirit it is 
valuable. The song proves the,spirit 
very unhappy and’welglied down by a 
sense of. sins committed from Which- 
she longs to be free. Happiness and, 
sorrow are mental conditions’; and this 
song proves we do not leave them be-- 

' hind us when we leave our bodies, 
< Th Isr spirit is still bound by mental 
. conditions and they are chains of her 
'\owii forging, .therefore she only can

bu eak them. As long as she holds the 
iatea that she will find no rest until 
tllie voice of love shall speak to lier

ner. Explanations followed and we And had he lost a wife? Did the 
learned the two had been acquainted medium know the nian? See how 
since Isabel first went away to school, how easily you might have tested the 
but why they had Kept their acquaint- matter. If you were in great anxiety 
ance a secret they did not say. I had to hear, from a dearly loved one lost 
noticed for some time that Hugh had to you, do you think, Mr. Wentworth, 
been wandering restlessly about as it that you would criticise the composi- 
anxiously watching and waiting; he tion of the long prayed-for message 
now hurried into the hall, but soon when it arrived?"
returned with un elderly woman whom “Perhaps not,” the- stranger re-

X

Kgaln—whatever that juay mean— 
¿he cannot be free. Spirits in or put 
of the flesh are controlled by one 
tin changing law, and as long ae any 
one depends upon another for peace’ 
and happiness, so long that person is 
doomed to disappointment, ^5’lien we 
have learned that we can and must 
control dur minds and think only 

i such thoughts as tend to happiness, 
when we have learned to be sufficient 
unto ourselves and lay down no rules 
for otlier people to Ro by, we shall 
have f/nmd peace and happiness; but 

l ns long as we hold in our minds that 
( anyone must look a certain way, do 
yerta/n things, speak thus and so, in 
(oi'fler for us to be happy, just so long 
Iwo are slaves and miserable.” 
y The next morning after this con- 

- ¿vernation, as 1 was walking rapidly 
through the grouds X came to a clump 
of) blue gum trees, and standing be
neath them was a young girl, clad in 
the garb of a nun. Her large, dark 
oyek looked straight into mine for an 
Instant and then she was gone. For 
n moment I stared at the place where 
she was not, and then I laughed and 
said to myself, “It's lucky the girls 
do not all vanish in this way every
where!”

The weeks flew by as If winged by 
magic, and one day, at dinner.Hugh 

- Informed us that his particular friend, 
■ Ralph Milborn, was coming to spend 

a few days with us, and he asked us 
' to spend the following evening all 

together in the library.
The next morning I wandered down 

to the stone house for the ‘second 
time, but though surrounded by 
beauty and bathed in glorious sun- 

- light ft seemed to roe wrapped in im
penetrable gloom. I heard a step be- 

, hind me, and tucqei.- to see Aunt 
A Lucy’s smiling fácé.yr^k

V

%

y "Well?” she said ln ja\tone of in- ’ 
i quiry.
■v “In this desert land enchanted, in i 

Athls home of horror vaunted, tell me
■ tlj'uly I implore, what is this building ■ 

fob-? and why does it give me the 
creeps to look at it?" I answered.
. » VRecause you are a psychic and 

’ jlartiy sense the'record written upon 
the ' unseen atmosphere surrounding 
it, and it fills you with fear which Is

■ born of ignorance. No place is or can 
be by horror haunted, only as one 

. holds that idea in his mind; all is 
" peace and beauty here, Audley, let 

us come in and sit down.”
- . I shivered in spite of myself, but 

I was not going to be a coward—out-
’ wardly at least—so I pushed the door 

open and-entered, followed by my 
> mint. Ab I entered the room I 
-,u glanced around it, and was much sur- 

’prised to see a young woman stand
ing near the stone wall at tlie extreme 

' end facing’the door. She was beauti
ful—much more beautiful than Isa
bel, I thought. She was quite tall, 
but slender, and her hair fell in long 
wavy masses like sunlight over her 
shoulders, and was brushed smoothly 
back from as fnir a brow as roan ever 
looked upon. Her features were 

' strong but refined, aud her face was 
pure and noble. She seemed startled 

\ nt our appearance and hesitated for 
Xnn instant, and then with a swift 

\movenicnt she disappeared, appar
ently in the solid wall. X saw my 
Stunt liad not noticed her, so I said 
ipothlng, but I felt my pulses bound
ing and I was conscious that a great 
htipo had been awakened in-me. and 
th^ noblest and best in my nature had 
been quickened into life. The stone 
hotise had suddenly lost its terror for 
roc. and in the place of aversion I 
felt' a strong desire to be there. I 
knew my aunt was talking to me, 
but my mind was In such a tumult I 
could not grasp what she said. We 
had been in the house but a few min
utes when we heard a terror-stricken 
voice calling, “Missus Lucy, for de 
Lawd's sake come away from that 
pestiferous house quick!”. ..

Hurrying out wë saw Mom Vine’s
bulky figure perched upon a pile of 
stone. She was • holding her skirts 
tightly about her, and her face, was' 

. ashen with terror.
“Why, Mdm Vine, what is the mat 

ter with you?” I asked. ■? .’r
"Matter? Matter' enough to be 

sho’ when the lovllest, goodest hi'ssus 
in the world goes in that awful cir- 

•«romventin’ house, not to mention a 
' nice young gentleman like you, Maree 

■ Ardley. Why”—sinking her voice 
and gazing cautiously around her-— 
“the devil is in that old house for 
sho’—Use seep his old, black face/’

She bad seen the devil and-1 had

iountençii Medium
/ >T Iti ■

ship Illustrated.
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HOW OFTEN MEDXUfilH ASK 
THEIR SITTERS OR AUDIENCES 
TO ADDRESS QUESTIONS TO THE 
SPIRIT FRIEND FROM WHOM 
THEY WISH TO HEAR, AND SIGN 
THEIR OWN NAMES. TO THE RE
QUEST. THE PRETENDED ME
DIUM OR FARE, BY PALMING, 
OR OTHER SKILLFUL TRICKERY, 
JUGGLES; FOR THE INFORMATION 
COMMITTED TO WRITING, AND 
AFTER ITS IMMEDIATE USE, 
SAVES THE BALLOTS UNTIL 
THEIR CONTENTS CAN BE PRE
SERVED JOR FUTURE REFER
ENCE AND THEIR UTILITY IN
CREASED BY EXCHANGE OF 
SIMILARLY GATHERED INFORMA
TION WITH FELLOW PRETEND- 
ERS, WRITINGS OF THIS KIND 
BY INDIVIDUALS ARE A GOLD 
MINE FOR FAKIRS. NEVER 
WRITE UNLESS THE:-BALLOT 18 
SEALED -WITH -GREAT -PREOAU-

TION IN AN ENVELOPE OF YOUR 
OWN, CHOSEN WITH CARE, BE
FORE VISITING THE MEDIUM.

READ AND PONDER CAREFULLY 
UPON EVERY STATEMENT IN THE 
FOLLOWING COMMUNICATION 
FROM ONE WELL KNOWN IN CHI
CAGO, AND WATCH FOR OTHERS 
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR, WHO 
'I'ibSTIFIES OF THAT HE ACTUAL- 
LY KNOWS, AND TELLS WHAT HE 
HAS SEEN WITH HIS OWN EYES. 
SPURIOUS MESSAGE GIVERS ARE
OFTEN DEPENDENT UPON

PENNSYLVANIA CON VENTION.

Jrgunlzaiion of ti State Association of 
Spiritualists.

FREE TO
SICKLY WOMEN

he introduced as Mrs. Hannon, and a plied; “there certainly is no one on 
slight (milt little woman with a heavy the other side I have any desire to 
mass of long, fair curls falling about hear from, and any message purport- 
her facé and pver her shoulders, She ¡ng to, come from any friends of mine 
was 'introduced as Mrs. Hannon’s passed away will be received by me 
frle.nd, Miss Duhon. She ackuowl-. with contempt, I assure you, for I am 
edged the introduction in voice so low by: the grace of God an humble mem- 
hs to be scarcely audlbje, and' It ber of the First Presbyterian church 
seemed Uo tae she: wanted to ‘avoid at Dashvllle, and I am free from-thè. 
observation; J saw my aunt knew delusions of Satan." 
Mrs. Hannon and was gladio see her; L “We are all'very glad to know IL” 
J also saw she was the woman I.had said"Ralph Milborn, “and I want to 
seen with-Hugh my.first: day at Wil- ask one question for my own benefit; 
low Isle and—more. . When at last Why do go many médiums give their 
.we were really seated for dinner we messages in doggerel rhyme—or 
found Isabel was missing. “She was worse? To my certain knowledge this 
faint and went into the hall," salfi my style of address Is often so outlandish 
aunt; ''you go and fetch her, Audley." as to disgust refined people who other-

I went and found—-not Isabel bl'i wise might be convinced of the truth.” 
the dark girl with thç scowlhig face. . “There is altogether too much -— ----- - . . .
As Ï approached herl wondering great- truth in what you have said,”■ Aunt The writer of this paper has asso- 
ly, ghé threw out a hand as If to push Liicy replied, “but the reason is. that ciated with some of the most promf- 
me back and said hoarsely, “Go away neither the communicating spirit nor pent.fraudulent mediums In the Unit: 
—go away, I tell you, I will not go in the medium know what goo^ poetry is; I ed States. ' He has been in their con- i 
there—I hate hèr—I hate her, 1 tell They are intellectually undeveloped, fldence,. and knows Uie inconvenience 
you,” and she stamped her fóot vi- and are pleased by jingling rhymes. I 08 well as danger to’which every ex- 
ciously. But Mr. Wentworth has not told us I P°8e subjects these deceiyers the

“Come, now,” I said gaily, "you ¿f his first experience investigating I world over. While .“there are more 
will spoil your beauty it, you act like psychic phenomena." I way8 Bian one of killing a, cat, ' never-
this—what do you suppose Mr. Mil- I The stranger smiled and said in a I Xheless there is, numerally, a limit to 
born will think if be comes and sees hard, harsh voice: “The ptiier ex-1 P1® ways. There may be, in fact are, 
you like this?" perience is quickly told: I went to a variations of any certain

I was half frightened at my own materializing seance, and every mani-1 method employed by a fraudulent
words as soon as they were spoken, testation was proved to. be a fraud, I medium, and it would be like trying
biit they acted like magic upon the and the wicked creature who tried to drain out the ocean with a quart
girl. ./ . delude a credulous crowd that night Ç«P. >y to expose túfese finé varla-

“Go.and get me a glass of water, sits right there,” and he pointed an I t*ons Sincro
please"—she whispered. When I re- accusing hand at Mrs. Hannon. . I knowledge of the methods ingeneral 
turned the dark maiden was nowbeie (To be continued.) will malie.it impossible_for a^lntelli-
tò be seen, and Isabel herself drank 6®nt Person to be deceived.
the water and returned with me to the ‘ ' I The Chemically. Prepared; Rad.
dinner table, where, seated beside MT. PLEASANT PARK. The life-long quest,-of a dishonest
Ralph Milborn she was unusually gay. _ . I medium is the gathering of- diforma-
Mrs. Hannon and Miss Dubon hardly Prospects of Clinton, Iowa, Camp for 1 tjon about the lives andispirits-frlends 
tasted their food or spoke unless the-Coming Season. I of his patrons. The impossibility of
spoken to, and I followed their exam-I —— ,. I collecting such information --when a
pie, for my mind was greatly dis- The past high standard of work I stranger is in the reception rodm wait’- 
turbed, and I stumbled back and forth done at Mt. Pleasant Park in bring-1 ¡ng for a sitting, and th® equal! impos- 
between two decisions. At last din- jDg the gospel of Spiritualism to the I sibllity of-satisfying the average, in
ner was finished and we all withdrew people will be sustained the coming vestlgator with mere guesses, which 
to tho library. Every door and win- season by .the mnny artists in theiri m ninety, per cent of the oases; prove 
dow stood wide upen, for the air was. .several departments; Visitors cannot inaccurate, led the1 .'.mfracli^ 
unseasonably hot and stifling. ■ A -help being Impressed with the work strategist to devise tlie-scheme- of 
sound of hoofs upon the sidewalk ar- given, and a desire to hear through having his client write questions, with 
rested our attention and a moment mortal Ups messages from the great the names of his spirit friends, .and 
later Cephy announced the arrival of masters, win bring rest and peace of sign his own name while he (the me- 
a stranger lost on the desert, who I mind to all who attend Clinton tho dium). is to reveal the words wrlt- 

■ wanted shelter for himself and horse, coming season. I ten bn the paper, and answer the ques-
Aunt Lucy and Hugh at once left us. Through the earnest endeavor of tiOns embodied therein, through some

As they passed down the hall I the committee the public is offered I occult agency.
heard Hugh say, “Whaf an unfortun-l the following list of speakers and me- . p*or years this has been the fake 
ate interruption! What shall we do diums, which Is of unusual strength meaium’s Eldorado.’ The purposes to 
with him?” ... . „ an<l interest: Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich-1 which he put It wéré more varied

“Accept him as an Invited guest, mond, Benjamin F. Wilson, Mrs. I than any one but a fake medium or 
she replied. “An overruling power Marian Carpenter, Dr. J. M. Peebles, the confidante of one could realize, 
may have sent him here for a purpose joiln W. Ring, Elizabeth Harlow, Ed- Th0 Bjtter frequently forgets what he 
—at any rate he belongs here or he gar W. Emerson, Mrs. Alice Sexsmith, has written on these papers, and later 
would not be here.” Mrs. II. Xj. Lichtlg and others. I tge med^im“springs" the names with

About an hour later Aunt Lucy and Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of Toledo. I which he has made himself acquaint- 
Hugh returned with the stranger, Ohio, will have charge of the Lyceum ed through the sitter's having wrlt- 
whom they introduced as Mr. Went- work for the season, and it is be- ten'them, and the credulous disciple 
worth. He was a tall, gaunt man, Heved that much good will be accom- BolemriIy anj in good faith declares 
with a harsh, cynical voice. To me pushed. Mrs Schauss comes highly | he has received “the teét of his life,” 
he appeared inclosed in oval-shaped recomended, and we believe will be an¿¡ that no one in that town’knew he 
wrappings of a brownish gray color, the right person In the right place. I ha(J a brother by the name.of Daniel. 
We were no more than seated when The Lyceum is a school that appeals that he had been murdered and 
there came another interruption. I to many alike, and an hour each day I hts spirit wife's name was Delta, etc. 
had noticed that the two dogs in the 8penl fn such work will go to’ make Moreover, this enables a medium 
back yard were giving vent to pro- up lost opportunity or to gain a (B0.called) to -pay back.. a brother 
longed howls and severa times shrill credit on the work of the future faker fop assistance he has given him 
neighs from the horses in the stable The Association is ever mindful of | . -i¿ork >> BUt the days of the 
had greeted my ears, but' my mind the pleasures of the young people, book>- ’are Dretty well over
had been so absorbed with affairs in- I and for this season has arranged one Th f k medium« are afraid to trust
doors, I had given It no thought, evening each week for those Who de- r as arnie «
Now there appeared in the hall door ngbt in the revels of the terpsicho- arfl m0Bt Belflsbly jeaious of each oth-
four negroes, aud fear was written ,rQatt pastime. A masquerade party er and M0 not. incl¡ned to be char- 
upon each black face. Mom Vine was ¡B planned for August 7, and already ! ¡t¿b¡e W{th their “dope.” For all 
foremost, and her voice trembled costumes are being devised, and much I tbey knt)W they might be assisting a 
when she spoke, “O, Missus Lucy— fun anticipate!. Of course a com- rIvaI who w)n Bome day replace them 
O Maree Hugh, for thè Lawd’s sake mittee will be in attendance, and I ¡Q tbb confidence of thè people, 
let your poor colored sen-ants comeln everybody must give name and en- . -, . .. . h th t
wid you and we’ll never hear one dorsers before admitted to the hall.
word you say., O. Maree Hugh, some- There will be the usual number oyL^o^tatfhte quest® 
fin awful is coming on the wings of recitals, concerts aud dramas by am- R®?“0 rehdtagevl.^r ♦8h°” n « ■ vou think so- WWCU - alWa’’’ W8Wy 6U' A

“What makes you think SO? .joyable. ™nolna Af the Immedl-íte nrespntasked Hugh. \ Tb® Park 18 surrounded by maiH Bu
“Jest hear the dogs howl and’the points of interest, and many excur- B^80“^y^ 

horses hinker—for . thè Lawd’s sake s|Ons to them by boat, or by way of ” ™’”ace 
jest heat n -N the interumn and; trolley is a a ShpaS

A chorus of dismal howls and shrill I stant delight. . ■ •• I which th wt an imnression "switch-neighs followed her exclamation; 1 In fact, the alm of this camp has nellets” and folded papers etc0 
r I— nn ¿7 ft "cÀfo ' -TÍAni*' "horciHf !■ tnnvollûfl IrTiiNUol Pfì PO írt heltl ñ.11 úlfti _p° I had been exposed so thoroughly that

she motioned to a sofa near herself, increase knowledge, to help all classes it waB an impossibility to successfully 
and the frightened negroes needed no Of people toward;that perfection of „ investigator outsecond invitation. • When quiet .was. ufé, after which all higher thought 0";r V®d Æ 
restored, Hugh began to speak: “My l is striving. Many have received that t venders to do? Answers to ques- 
frlends, life has. proved very unsâtis- knowledge and consolation, and re- tiong in tWg manner, tbat they 
factory to me, and for the past three I turned th their .homes Jaden with bet- d b to do mugt be kcpt Up. 
years 1 have Apent-.thè ttioêt ot.my. ter living and higher thinking. To abruptiy stop after the closures
time In! trying tó determine whether How glorious it is to feel that we Jd be impossible. Fáké they 

' there is a life beyond death or not. can direct our energies into pleasant must but how? 11
• For this purpose X have made the ac- I channels for a vacation time, meet Fr’-,ld„ipnt mediums'’ are notoriousi quaintance of Mrs. Hannon, a so- great'men and women, commune Filent mediums
i called .medium.’ Thus far her . at- with those gone from mortal view, for the'r la^
: tempts have proved unsatisfactory, and. grow spiritually every moment ..A themselves the Ablution to the 

but to-night she-hopes to prove beyond ót the time. Truly,, whatever dispo-all doubt that the dead live, by the | sition one may have, there «8 alway? £UBingSS’,. who8e commercial,instinct 
something at Mt. .P1®d8at9t outweighed his moral, came ;to the
assure his-or her Intel c-st, and there cne of tbe priesthood of . modern 
are few, either young or old, who v sit oracl0S) and invented the cheinically 
the place and return without haying pare(J pad The pfesent ; writer 
spent a delightful vacation. cannot state with absolute cèrtainty,

Mr. Kilby, our most excellent pres- t h tbis benefac(pr of charla- 
ident, is full of enthusiasm and new N but that if was: hot-one
ideas, and the programs which w “ lgn¿rMt. lníter¿te, “ór un
soon be fresh fi om the printers, w ill learned {ake mediums, he caá guaran- 
be worth your attention. They can 1 There is not one‘of them who 
be secured later by adressing' has the brains or tbe industiy to ap-

E. L. KILBY, Pres., I j .himself to learn the first rudi- 
™ ,r -r, . I mente of chemistry. As far as'can beOr MRS. M. B. ANDERSON, Sec y. I ascertained, however, this trick was 

Clarksville, Mo. ■ never employed by so-ca'iiéd mediums

FRIENDLY MATERIALIZING ME
DIUMS FOR THEIR STOCK IN 
TRADE, AND THE RELATION BE
COMES RECIPROCAL BETWEEN 
THESE BIRDS OF A FEATHER. 
THE FACTS GIVEN BELOW ILLUS
TRATE MOST PAINFULLY WHAT 
SPHIITUALISM HAS HAD TO CON
TEND WITH IN ITS STRUGGLE 
FOR RECOGNITION BEFORE THE 
WORLD.

SO-

MT. PLEASANT PARK.

seen the angel! Aunt Lucy and I
. .each took an arm and escorted the 
sj;OM hegress into her home, where she 

sexm became calm. '
That evening Ralph Milborn ar- 

r 'rived—a man about thirty years old, 
ggfcholarly, dark and handsome. As 

were about to seat ourselves at

only positive method—their visible 
presence. . Before we begin our sit
ting, I would Jibe to ask our stranger 
guest if he is interested in this sub
ject, or if he has any objections to be
ing present at cur sittings’”

The stranger laughed disagreeably 
and replied, ”1 have no objections to 
being present at your sitting, but I 
am not interested in Spiritualism for 
two reasons: “I am satisfied with the 
Bible plan of salvation, and I have 
had two experiences with seances and 
that" is enough for any sane man. My 
last experience was a year ago. I 
went into a hall where about three 
hundred people were seated. A show
ily dressed wdman was upon the plat
form giving what she called 'tests,’ 
or messages supposed to be from 
spirit friends. I did not get a mes
sage. I am thankful to saY. but a man 
sitting in front of me did, and here 
it is.” He took a note-book from his 
pocket and read:

' FRAUDULENT MEDIUMS.

A Plain Exposition of Methods of De
ception Used.’

- The resources of the fraudulent me
dium are multifarious. It has been 
said’ that it Is almost useless to ex
pose’ him, because if bis methods are 
found out and made public, he only 
sets himself to work to,devise new 
deceptions. To a certain' extent this 
is true, but there is another phase of 
the question:

by this clever, but simple artifice, 
I will divulge the precious secret.
. The medium takes a tablet of fine 
paper, and rubs the under side of 
each sheet with’spermaceti wax, He is
now ready for his victim, who is re
quested to write Ills questions or the 
names, of the spirits from whom he 
wishes to hear on the upper sheet of. 
the tablet. The tablet will stand the 
minutest examination by one who is 
not “next," After having prepared 
Ills questions the patron is requested 
to fold his paper and place it in his 
pocket. The medium then tells him 
that he finds it a little hard to be
come passive, and requests his victim 
to leave the room while he “concen
trates.” Now, what he really does 
when alone is this: He puts some 
finely powdered charcoal, or, in fact, 
most any colored powder will do, on 
the sheet that was under the sheet 
upon which the investigator had writ
ten. He shakes the paper gently, let
ting the charcoal scatter all over it. 
And lol there are the questions and 
names PLAINER than , they were on 
the original copy. He has “concen- 
troted," and now invites his patron to 
his room, saying that he believes the 
spirits “have got hold” of him at last. 
Of course, the sitter is pleased with 
the case and accuracy with which the 
medium has read the writing on the 
paper that he (the investigator) has 
safely concealed in his pocket away 
from the inquiring eyes of the me
dium.

Like every other method, this is 
susceptible to variations. If the me
dium is fortunate enough to have a 
safe confederate in his employ, he has 
the investigator writs his questions 
tyhlle in the reception, room. The sit
ter'then folds the paper upon which

According to a call Issued by the 
Spiritualists of Pittsburg, Pa., and vi
cinity to hold a convention to organ
ize a State Association of Spiritualists, 
said convention convened on Feb. 25, 
and continued three days, in Bouquet 
street Spiritual church, l^itteburg. 
The convention was called to order at 
2:3(1 p. m. by Rev. Geo. C. Day. Alter 
singing America, an address of wel
come was delivered by Dr, Geo. B. 
Warne, president ot the N. S. A,, fol
lowed by Harrison D. Barrett, and 
Hon. Thos. M. Locke, of Philadelphia, 
after which the following organiza
tion was effected : President, Hon. 
Thos. M. Xxicke; vice-president, A. L. 
Stevens; secretary, Mrs.; -LaVida P. 
Wiard; committee on credentials, 
Mr. Frank Elwanger, Mr. John Gray
burn and Rev. Geo. C. Day. Dr. Geo, 
B. Warne, C. Fannie Allyn, E. N. 
Marqette and Mr. OwenO- Wiard 
spoke on the necessity of a State As
sociation as the best means of ad
vancing the. cause of Spiritualism and 
protection of honest workers and me
diums,’ The committee on creden
tials reported favorably on fifteen del
egate's, representing organized socie
ties, and'a number of earnest workers 
who belong to no organization, but 
were recommended by the committee, 
and by a vote of the convention, were 
authorized to take part , in the con
vention.

The following committee was ap
pointed on constitution and by-laws: 
Rev. Geo. Ç. Day, Owen O. Wiard and 
M. R. Rouse. Committee oh resolu
tions: E: N. Marquette, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Elwanger.
. The evening session opened with an 

invocation by Rev. Geo. C. Day; music 
followed by an address by Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne; messages by Mrp. Elwanger, 
of Philadelphia, and Rev. Geo. C. 
Day, of Pittsburg.

Feb. 26, morning session opened at 
9:30 by singing, reading of minutes, 
and communication. On motion, car
ried, the procuring of a charter from 
state of Pennsylvania and N. S. A. 
was referred to incoming officers, with 
power to act. Report from local so
cieties were as follows: Thos. M. 
Locke, First Association of Philadel
phia; Mrs. M. Snyder, German Society 
of Philadelphia; Mr. Elwanger, First 
Society, Philadelphia; Mrs. K. A. 
Springer, of Royersford Spiritual So
ciety, Pa.; Major M. R. Rouse of Ti
tusville Society; Mr. Owen O. Wiard 
for Erie Spiritualists; Mrs. A. L. 
Stevens, Bouquet street Church, Pitts
burg; Rev. Geo. C. Day, Pittsburg, 
North Side; Mr. E. H. Marquette, New 

' Cdstle Spiritualist Society; Mrs. Thos.
M. Locke, Parkland Heights Camp As
sociation.

A number of greetings were read 
from other societies in Pennsylvania 
and other states. A number of im
portant subjects were discussed, after 
which the morning session adjourned.

Afternoon session called to order at

l|p has written’. his. questions, and’ 
passes with the medium into the se
ance room. As soon as the door is 
closed the confederate begins to de
velop the impression on the sheet that 
was under the sheet on which the 
questions were written. He then 
knocks at the seance room door, tell
ing the medium that he is wante'd at 
the phone, or giving some other .suit
able pretext, and when the medium 
steps out of the room, he shows him 
the paper on which the impression has 
been developed. The medium is now 
prepared to get “grand results.”

The latter method is tlie one that 
the Chicago firm, hereinabove men
tioned, sold to the mediums of this 
country, who, finding it impractical in 
many instances, vqried it to the form
er method.

This system of reading writing ap
parently without the aid of the phys
ical eye, though employed more or 
less by all fraudulent mediums, Is es
pecially used by the traveling, sensa
tional clairvoyants, who advertise to
call you by your name in full, 
you just what Is worrying you, 
names of your friends, enemies,

tell 
the 
etc.

Dr. Peebles Otter» to Send Every Ludy 
Header of this Paper a Sample Dottle ot 
Ulti Famouti Herb!-Vino Coiupuuud»

325 Ito-PEEBLES' 
fiSBSky/íÑS 
o COMPOUND

Dr,It*U»lMhhl« *t HmM

Herbl*Vino !• pndaedby tbauUul 
out! lieppy women 
Ju every part of AmcrleuM theboaC 
uud safest remedy for the Ills of wow 
unkind they Lave over known. H 
IKerolly fluatchen 
tbo victim« of fc> uiHlcdborderbfrom 
the Invalid & cbulr 
turd the operating 
tuble and rceturra 
them to fuh health and happIneR. Jt 
htrulyawouderful 
remedy, and If you 
miler from any of 
the llfe-dcetruylPR we&kDCbseM peeul- 
Jttr to women you 
should send for a bfimple bottle at 
once. Its record In 
curing LeucorrhaL 
PoiDtul.Proi us e, 
Irrcgukr or Seamy 
Periods, Charge of Idle, Ulceration, 
I.uccrntlpn.Tuniora imd Falling of the 
Womb, ft truly rc: 
markable, aud If 
yuu suffer from any 
weak nets or Jrreg* 
uhirlty of these organs you should 
alvo Herbl-VIne u Ida! without delay. 

IjiiBt send the Doctor your name and 
addrcBsand he will immediately aeud. 
all charges prepaid 
u wimple bottle to gather with a beau 
tlful and vuluabh

llttlu booklet “ Womanhood” which should be In th< 
bauds of every women, both young and old*

Address, Dr. Feeble» luatitute, Battle Creek, 
Micb., Box 433-A.

It will write m full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

the Monarch typewriter co., 
200 and 202 Wabash Avc.,Chicago,Ill.

THE NEW LIFE,
Dy Leroy Derrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and. 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, Si.

—»■ ■ -...... until after it had been offered for
■ ‘ilhc Widow’s Mite «nd Other Psy-1 sale by a Chicago firm that sells the 

chic Phenomena.” By Rev. I. K. secrets of modern oracles at fabulous 
Funk. Price $2.00. . - “hair-raising” prices. The fakers of

“Human Personality and Ite Sur- to-day bought the recipe for twenty- 
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic five dollars, and in the very beginning 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by of its use, for a hundred dollars, un- 
hls son, Leopold Hamilton Myers. ¿er a promise to never, impart the 
This is an . invaluable work on the mvstlcal learning. For the benefit ot 

I subject of Spiritualism. Price $3.00. are constantly befa® guile#

Not one of these quacks can tell you 
any of these things without your writ
ing them down, unless he knows you 
or hag previously been given informa
tion about you. Undoubtedly, there 
is not a single one of. these sensational 
clairvoyants on the road who does 
not use the chemically prepared pad.

Then, consider the nonsense of hav
ing to write your questions to aid 
the medium, who, If he be genuine, 
will need no such assistance. If; the 
spirits can answer, your question 
through the: medliiih, It is not nec
essary that you write your question 
fdr their benefit.. And especially is It 
the zenith of folly for you to write 
the names of your spirit friends. No 
honest medium ever has, or ever will, 
ask such help of you. Of this yo,u 
may rest assured: Your spirit frlepdj’ 
aro not so feeble-minded as not to 
know their names, and knowing them,’ 
do not need you to write them In or
der that they may communicate them 
to the medium. ■

The written questions and names 
are used extensively'by slate-writing 
mediums. The questions are au- 
swered on the slate, and the communi
cation is signed by the name you sug
gested on the paper you wrote.

No exposure has been given in this 
article of the carbon and “switched 
paper” tricks, because these methods 
are too universally known to demand 
attention here. None but an imbecile 
or a fraudulent medium very ignorant 
of his own trade would try such oft- 
exposed frauds. But with the sug
gestions contained herein the reader 
can tell if there is an attempt made, 
to deceive him with the chemically 
prepared pad. If you see a medium is 
trying to impose upon you in this 
manner, say nothing, but keep the 
paper on which you have written your 
qucsticns. Take it to the city chem
ist of your city. Upon the strength 
of his testimony that it is chemically 
prepared yon can secure the arrest 
and conviction of the medium for 
taking money under false pretenses.

THOMAS CHATTERSON.
Chicago.

2:30 p. m. Opened with singing. 
Conference meeting, subject for dis- j 
mission: Necessary State and Munici
pal LéglsïàiLn. Remarks by H. D. 
Barrett, Dr. G. B. Warne and A. L. 
Stevens. Missionary work was dis
cussed by H. D. Barrett, Dr. Warne, 
C. Fannie Allyn and J^ W. Briggs. 
Lyceuin, by C. Fannie Allyn, of Stone
ham, Mass., who is conversant with 
the work, also Mrs. Nixon, Mr. .1. 
Hodglngs and others. Meeting ad
journed.

Evening meeting opened with sing-, 
lug. Reading and lecture by H. D. 
Barrett; messages by Mrs. S. Snyder, 
of Philadelphia, and Mrs. J. S. Steele, 
of Pittsburg.

After benediction by^Rev. Geo. C. 
Day, the meeting adjourned.
’ Feb. 27, morning session opened by 
singiqg and Invocation. Committee 
on constitution and by-laws reported, 
and after some amendments, was 
adopted. After various subjects were 
discussed, the convention adjourned 
until 2:00 p. m.

Afternoon session opened with in
vocation. Committee on resolutions 
reported" and after some changes, were 
adopted. On motion the convention 
went into the nomination and election 
of permanent officers, which resulted 
as follows: President, Hon. Thos. 
M. Locke, G05 N. 7th street, Philadel
phia; first vice-president, Rev. Geo. 
C. Day, 21G E. Ohio street, North 
Side, Pittsburg: second vice-president, 
Mr. Owen O. Wiard, Springboro, Pa.; 
secretary, Mrs. K. A. Springer,-Royers
ford, Pa.; treasurer, Major M. R. 
Rouse. Titusville, Crawford Co., Pa.; 
trustees, Frank E. Elwanger, 2241 N. 
13th street, Philadelphia; "B. N. Mar
quette, 29 Neshannock avenue, Npw 
Castle, Pa.; J. A. Buckwalter, Royers
ford, Pa.; C. L. Stevens, 213 7th 
street, Pittsburg, Pa.

On motion, carried, the next annual 
convention be held In Philadelphia, 
Pa., commencing on thd fourth Tues
day of February (23), 1909, continu
ing three days.

Evening meeting opened with music 
and invocation. Addresses were de
livered by Dr. OWen O. Wiard. Mes
sages were given by Mrs. Rowb, Mrs. 
McFarland and .Mrs. Hatten. Bene- 

’diction by Rev. Geo. C. Dp'y.
There wks a'greàt deal of enthusi

asm and interest manifested during 
the entire three days of the conven
tion, and we believe tlia’t all Spritual- 
ists in the state and-nisewhere will 
give the movement their hearty sup
port, as well as their, best wishes for 
success In the future/

' MRS; K. A. SPRINGER, 
Royersford, Pa. Secretary.

Success and Happiness and How to 
Obtain and Retain Them. A series of 
26 lectures in which Is Included “Hap- 
3>lness as & Fine Art.” Price,’ 25 
cents. ‘

THE TUTTLE JUBILEE.

MaterializationiilUlUl lUHiiUllUU unce and MaterUHxatlon a 
Fact In Nature, byB. F. AiwUil These two lec- 
lures tn one book of 48 page will'be ot interest 
to all believers in this phase of mediumship 
aud may «ervo to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle.
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 

Chief of “The Standard Dictionary"; 
Author of “The Widow's M|te, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," "The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of- psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
it harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review ot Reviews, 
New York, 'on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-beaded piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgm ent on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this’ 
one.” Price, $1.00.

HAECKEL'S LAST Grail Work. Just Published.EVÖlMTlON
BUM CoF<e> Se'L

PNOaRßSSJVB THINKER, Publlsben 
« temfc ätaA Maw, Ui.

A Conspiracy AgainsttheRepublie
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. 
Price, pacer. 25 cents.

RRDIRHT ENERGY «« 
to Modern Attrqphytlc». by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Loire Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
ot research Into the laws ot nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modem a«- 
trologlcallltorature will surely come with great! 
interest. Price, cloth. 81.75

A MASTERLY WORK:
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

• By Prof. W® M. Lockwood.
A m&Btfirly presentation of an Important sub« 

Ject, A powerful argument alonr now and Belen» 
tiflo lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
tact ot the continuity ot personal individual con- 
sclous aelfhood after laying aMde the physical 
body. A book of rare values With several 
fine illustrations, cloth, 11.00.

In burnished gdld of love and- beauty 
And - wisdom shines this wondrous 

sheaf; -
While to the garlands Wound, about it 

I fain would add one tiny leaf. .
By trusty hands of friendship woven, 

These garlands claim a sacred 
. right;

But will a stranger’s bold intrusion 
Provoke a smile? a frown? It might.

Still, to present my ardent wishes 
For years of bliss, I beg your leave;

And may tills “golden” treasure one 
day

Be followed by a “diamond” sheaf. 
HENRIETA STRAUB.

Nassau, Bahamas.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
"There is no death; there are no 

dead." ' ■.
These words stand out on the cover 

of Edward C. Randall's new book. 
They .are a challenge to the orthodox; 
woiij, and through all of Its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God, of heaven, ot hell, ot a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price $1.50.

-“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A;, M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price. 15 cent . '

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Leclnrei tr the Brimt Vlrelauaai, on BaliTogH
Conquering the luterani Kuere, and other *n> 

¡ecu; ello. FntnnJnH'« Toc» Àpboritnu, win con- 
montarle» nut • copione tioKurr ot Sennkrlt term». 
Berund nnd enlnrtcd, ITtno.. Cloth. »1.59. Belt Tog» 
i> an anctánl eretem ot Indian FMoiophr, ind one ot 
the toot chief methode that the Vedanta Phliwophg 
esento obtain traedom and perfection. Swami vtv- 
ekaaasda became a familiar etere tn aererai Amert ' 
conclue» during the three yean following the For 
Hnmenbof Religione at Chicago: be eu cordially n- 
oaiireain America, «here the breadth and depth ot 
mutenehlnga eren soon recognlted. Bl» teaching»

’ $
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AN INSPIRING MESSAGE.

CHICAGO SPIRITUALISTS’ LEAGUE.
THB PROGRESSIVE TMINKBR

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
fubllahtd Every Saturday at 40 Loeiab Street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
“fCutcred at hecuud-Clusa Matter, De« 

cember 11, 18H1), at the Post Oliice»ai 
vhcaKo, III., uuder Act of March 3, 1870.°

TERMS Or SUBSCRIPTION*
The ProvreuMlvc Thinker will be fur

nished until further notice at the fol
lowing terms, Invariably in advance:
One Year .................................................. 11.00
Six Months .................      50cts
Thirteen Weeks ...........  25cta
Single Copy .................................  Beta

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Poat Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New York. It costs from 10 to 1» 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street.
Chicago, 111, _______

. TAKE NOTICE.
At thé expiration ot eiubxerlptlon, it 

not renewed, the paper is discon
tinued. No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers.

It you do not receive your paper 
promptly, write us, and any errors 
in address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address ot 
your paper changed, always give the 

. address ot the place to which it has 
been going or the change cannot be 
made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is $2.

The Scholars Are With Us, I
Investigate the beginnings of Chris- I 

tiauity in whatver direction we may, 
and . the same conditions meet us, thp 
want of historical evidence.

Conyers* Middleton, a Church of 
Englund divine, after six months dil
igent search m the Vatican library at 
Rome, made the public announce
ment: "Catholicism is only recon
structed paganism.” He entered into 
details, and proved what he averred.

Jean Hardouin, educated in the 
schools of the Jesuits, pronounced the 
“very first - scholar of his learned 
brotherhood,” a member of that Or
der, and librarian of the College of 
Louis Ie Grand, maintained that the 
principal classical productions are the 
works of the monks ot the thirteenth 
century. He claimed the same was 
true of the Septuaglnt of the Old 
Testament, and the Greek of the New 
Testament. . He insisted* the New 
Testament was originally written in 
Latin, known as the Latin Vplgate. 
He was compelled to retract his state
ment, but later, when danger of vio
lence passed, he re-affirmed it.

Count Volney, the distinguished 
traveler and very learned author, 
maintained the samp facts. ?,

Self-Evident Truths.
Reader, if in possession of a great 

truth proclaim it to the world. Let 
others enjoy the knowledge you pos
sess. Does error employ falsehood 
in support of a false creed? De
nounce that error, and the falsehoods 
used in its support. You have a bet
ter right to advocate, a truth than has 
your opponent to promulgate a lie. 
A falsehood frequently repeated and
of antique origin is as much 
though first told yesterday.

Said Carlyle: "Lies exist
be extinguished. They want

a lie as

only to 
and cry

earnestly for extinction.” And we 
would acid: Blessings on the map 
or woman who aids in the glorious 
work.

A religious lie, a lie to Inculcate; or 
to strengthen a creed, is only a lie, 
whether told by Paul, is published in 
a Bible, or is repeated by a modern 
priest. . Down with lies everywhere 
and up with the truth.

Generous Toleration. .
Suspicion Is the. companion of mean 

souls, and the bane of all good so
ciety. For myself, I tully and con
scientiously believe it is the will Qf 
the Almighty, th^t there should be a 
diversity bf religious opinions among

SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1008.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next reiuittance 
may be lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has been 

Increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single i 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Prof, Edwin Johnson, late of Lon- diversity bf religious opinions among 
don, a Congregational clergyman, and us. It affords a larger field for Çhrisr 
professor of Higher Classics in New Wan kindness. Were all of one way of 
College, London, aided by some 200? thinking, our religious dispositions 
students, translated classical authorl- would want matter for probation; and 
ties from the year 1, down to the Re- on this literal principle, 1 look on the 
formation. He confirmed the stater various denominations like children 
meats of Hardouin. He translated of the same family, differing only in 
the latter’s productions into English, Christian names.—Thomas Paine, in 
resigned his pulpit, vacated hiB pro- Common Sense.

■ Made for Use of Priesthood.
Who has the best right to know the 

■ proper use of a book, the party who 
made it, or they who gained posses
sion of it in opposition to the will of 
the maker, and set out to formulate 
creeds based on its teachings?

Mosheim’s Ecclesiastical history, 
- - -Book 4, Part 1, Sec. 3, paragraph 26, 

subhead, “History of the Ancient 
■ Churches,” refers to the action of the 

' Council of Trent, convened by order 
*Otthe Pope, -1645. That great Coun- 

. pil declared:
"The Scriptures were not composed 

Kor' tho-'use of the multitude, buJ-jmly 
for that1 of their spiritual teachers.” '

!Thpt is,"?a great General Christian 1 
. Council, whose decisions are authority 

■ - formerly substantially declared, “the 
Bible Ib a book for priests, but not 
for tho people.” Mosheim continues:

■ “In consequence these divine 
records were ordered to be taken 
from the people in all places where it 
.was allowed to execute the imperious 
demand.”

The English translation of Mo
sheim, in a foot-note, adds:

“This prohibition extends to such 
Interpretations [of the Bible] as were 
not designed for public use.”

How is that for the Holy Book, in
spired by God from cover to cover? 
The Protestant Reformers who gained 
control of an Important Instrument to 
guide Catholic priests in their minis
trations, should have crushed the er
rant record, instead of giving it to the. 
people and popularizing it.'

A Lesson From Nature.
The world has been made what 

11 by friction. The earth, at first 
molten mass, was rounded into 
globe by equal pressure from I

Somethiiig About Its Work and Its Usefulness to Spiritualism 
.. io Chicago.—Mediums’ Certificates, Etc.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League is a body corporate, 
consisting of men and women who proclaim themselves 
Spiritualists. They have been made Spiritualists by and 
through the gifts of mediumship. They have, therefore, 
or ought to have the true interest and welfare of medi
umship at heart. It Is hard to conceive what the League 
can gain, or how it can profit, by oppressing mediums, or 
in any manner making it harder for them to exist and 
practice their gifts than it is at present.

Spiritualism is, as it were, on trial. It has long been 
under the ban of popular condemnation because of its 
associations and excrescences. The League has under
taken the tafak of setting it right before the public, and 
to show the public that there are true and genuine medi
ums that they will endorse for honesty and integrity, as 

, well as for the possession of true spiritual gifts. The 
League Is the friend of mediums of all phases of power. 
It the'friend of the young and developing medium, it 
believes in ‘throwing around him or her such conditions 
gud environment as shal] be conducive to their highest 
and best development as instruments for the transmission 
óf a knowledge of the truths and blessings of Spiritualism. 
It holds spirit mediumship to be a universal gift, common 
In more or less degree with all people's and rellgions.o It

The. police officials, soon after the passage of the. of <11- 
nançe announced to the committees of the League and the 
State Association that they desired the assistance of the 
real Spiritualists, the religious Spiritualists, if you please, 
who are formed into a religious body representative of the 
doctrinesand truths of Spiritualism—since they had been 
told that Spiritualism was a religion and entitled to the 
same protection under the law as other religious bodies.

They said; ‘Where is your church, your society, the 
head of your organization, to whom we may looKfor Bucli 
assistance? It is very difficult, it is impossible, for us, 
unaided and alone to determine who are your genuine 
spiritual mediums, the true teachers and demonstrators

fessor’s chair, and published several --------- —------------——
volumes in pupport of his discoveries.' Ingersollian,

Judge Ladd; of California, turned Sl,1>pose all the money wasted In 
the light of legal evidence on Chris- cathedrals in the Middle Ages had 
tian - origins; ’and found no reliable be.en 
proof that such a person as the eccle- 
stasticai Jesus ever lived. s es,

Mrs. Elizabeth Evans has investi- wou*d
gated the subject critically, from- a o£ supporting hundreds of thousands 
scholarly woman’s standpoint, with 0 -idle Priests, the money had been 
the same result. Blven to men o£ sclence £<5r the pur*

Wm. Henry Burr, Esq., just de- pose o£ findlng out °f be“*
. , , , , efit to the human race here in thisceased, in books, and numerous pam- , ,

phlets, maintained the same position. world’ what a wonderful advance in
That ripe scholar and indefatigable practlcaI knpwledge for alleviation of 

worker, J. E. Remsburg. for many tbe woes of humanity would be ours! 
years a public teacher, is now publish- No RcstnTnt ^n Crime.
ing a series of articles in the Truth , , „ , „Seeker in which he shows innumerable Tbe healtb£ul lporal e,fect o£ tbe 
discrepancies in the Gospels and cburcb oa community" is uu ecclesl- 
Eplstles, conflicting statements of asticul fiction. It may prevent the in- 
which no truthful historian could be fractlon of a few lesser misdemeanors, 
guilty, and confirming his conviction a8 Sabbath breaking and profanity; 
that the alleged history is only fic- but £be great crimes which have 
tloa cursed the world from the dawn of

People'are little aware of the skep- civilization, seem to have been en? 
ticlem now prevalent in the Christian couraged by the church, such as war, 
pulpit. . slavery, polygamy, adultery, treasbn,p
, Col. Ingersoll put himself on record Wrder, arson, perjury, larceny, etc. 
by declaring- It has hot even held the clergy in re-
' “There is nothing new or original in stralnt’ but baB Berved as a cloak £or 

Christianity. Its maxims, miracles, their crimes. “Oh, dear, it would be

used for the construction of 
houses, academies and univer- 
how much better the world 
have been?, Suppose Instead

and mistakes; its doctrines, sacra- such a terrible blow to our church if 
meats, and ceremonies were all bor- he 8bou,d be convicted," said an old 
rowed. Its virgin mothers, miracu- , , , . , ,lous babes, courier-stars, crucifixions, a<^' n our hearing, several years ago. 
resurrections, and ascensions, were "It would ruin us,” so, of course, she 
familiar things hundreds of years be- was ready to do-anything to conceal 
fore the founder of Christianity was the crlme. An old lawyer at our el. 
born. All the machinery of the su- ,pernal has been in active operation how confirms these statements, and 
for countless generations. All the na- declares “the most difficult cases to 
tions of antiquity had about the same successfully prosecute In the criminal 
religious experience, and substantially courts are churchmen, who have 
agreed as to the correctness of the , , , ,, , ,. , ..same mistakes. Catholicism adminls- ®hurch backing to aid in the conceal- 
tered on the estate of Paganism, and ment of crime.”
appropriated .moat of thé property to ----------- --w—.------------
ita own use. Christianity furnished Little Reason, Big Fuss, 
new steam for an old engine. Fables D . . „ .like most other things, wear out and Robert G’ Ineersoll used to relate
have to be patched, gilded, or re- an anecdote of a Hebrew who went 

into a restaurant to get his dinner.

believes that thé'welfare and happiness of man would 
be greatly enhanced by a proper understanding and ap
plication of the truths reached through-a scientific study 
of mediumship.

Confronted ; with a condition which required quick, 
prompt and décisive action, the officers of the League in 
conjunction with the officers of the State Association 
framed a law which they thought" and believed, and still- 
think and believe would protect and upbuild Spiritualism 
and mediumship In the city of Chicago, and be a land
mark at the parting of the ways-between the broad and 
crooked way of fraud, charlatanism and trickery on the 
one hand, and the straight and narrow path of spiritual 
truth and worthy mediumship on the other.

It now remains to put in force this law ; and in order 
to do it effectively the League must have the assistance 
of the genuine and noble spirit mediums of the city, those 
who work not alone for their bread and putter but also 
for the ^plifflng and enlightenment of humanity.

In ui)|pn thpre is strength, and in union there is greater 
self-projection and progress.

The question is often asked of Spiritualists: “Who are 
your mediunjg? Where can I go to find a genuine spirit 
medim^ , one^that you will endorse and recommend as 
genulnp(|Qnd Jjonest?” And just here conies in the great 

. benefit,jq mesuras of a certificate from the Chicago Spir
itualists’.League. It Js a recommendation, an endorse
ment,-a statement to the public that, we, an incorporated 
body jSpir^ualists of Chicago, who have studied the 
question of mediumship, who have had experience among 
and wi(th mediums, have found hero a true and genuine 
medium, to whom youjn^y go with the assurance at least 
th^yjpi^W.jPot be designedly and wilfully tricked. It 
Is in no sense^n license or permission to practice medium
ship. ’Far" b^ It from the League to arrogate to itself 
thh right and prerogative to dictate who shall and who 
shall not practice the gift of mediumship. That gift is 
the sacred possession of, and belongs of right to the indi
vidual, and he\or she may practice It whenever and wher
ever he or she feels the divine Impulse to assist mankind 
to a higher life and a truer and deeper knowledge.

The officers of the League and of the State Asoclation 
had to fight and contend against the passage of a license 
law against mediumship, which, had it been enacted, 
would have been the quietus and death-blow to all public 
mediumship in Chicago, and at the same time have been 
a boon and God-send to the consciebceless faker and the 
heartless juggler, who for so long have trafficked for gold 
In the holiest affections ofsthe human heart.

But what protection udder the law can such a certifi
cate give? it is asked. W.hy may not any other organized

of those doctrines and beliefs that you profess to hold. 
If we have to go on our owp^JUdgment, without some 
authentic guidance on this ¿fatter of mediumship, we 
may do a great deal of harm and cause your genuine 
mediums a great deal of trouble, in our bungling efforts 
to distinguish between the false and the genuine.”

So it was, that some central organic power and author-'1 
ity had to be decided upon and named to the Police De
partment, whose function it should be to point out the 
genuine spirit mediums, the true teachers and represen
tatives of our gospel of glad tidings. The State Associa
tion, prompted solely by a desire to benefit the cause to 
the greatest possible extent, through its officers, joined 
with the League in the declaration to the head of the. 
Police Department that the League would undertake the 
task of designating those whom it was considered were 
the true and genuine representatives of mediumship and 
entitled'to be let alone by the officers of the law in their 
pursuit of the false prophets, the base pretenders and 
lying spirits that have been deluding the public for years 
with the idea that they were mediums, just as good as any, 
and that all the rest were like themselves.

What else could be done? Were we not willing, ought 
we not to have been willing, in justice and having confi
dence in our cause and the genuineness of mediumship, 
to assist these officers to the extent at least of protecting 
the genuine mediums amongst us by simply naming them? 
Should this prerogative and power have been delegated to 
some other organization? If so, why so? The one State 
organization, the Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association, 
hud consented and requested that the League should act, 
because it had confidence in it and because itself had 
larger duties throughout the State. It was a local work; 
it needed a city organization which was not sectional in 
the city, but which embraced the whole city; and there 
was and Is no such other organization.

We are not hard taskmasters. We cannot afford to be. 
We owe all we possess of a knowledge of Spiritualism to 
mediums- and mediumship. If mediumship is destroyed, 
if it vanishes from the earth, the officers and members of 
the Chicago Spiritualists’ League cannot be the gainers; 
they are greatly the losers. They must be accredited
with good motives until they are proved false. Many 
them are life-long Spiritualists; they have grown gray 
the service of the great cause. They are the friends 
mediums; they are mediums and workers in the cause

of 
In 
of 
of

placed."
And the editor 

Thinker, after a 
tending through

society as well as the League endorse our mediumship and' 
protect us before thé law?

Mediums are entitled to a fair answer to these ques-
of The Progressive The devil of temptation whispered in 
diligent search ex- his ear: "Bacon?’ He knew that If 

many years, has there was anything that made Jehovah

it
: ff 

a 
all

reached the .same conclusions as have real white mad it was to see anybody 
the vast army of thinkers who have eating bacon, but he thought, “Maybe 
preceded and are contemporary with he Is too busy watching sparrows and

points without. As the surface cooled 
a crust of rock was formed. Internal 
heat continued. Gases, confined for 
a time In the Interior, when sufficient 
force had accumulated, bursted the 
shell, while the crust fell back on a 
smaller interlor.and for want of room, 
bilged, and mountain chains were 
formed. -Not once, but thousands of 

_ times this process has gone on and 
will until the whole interior ceases to 
be molten matter.
. The water, formed by a natural 
chemical process, took up the work. 
Fragments of rock, torn from their 
native bed, were rolled along the bor
ders of a shallow sea. By attrition 
and. dashing rock against rock, boul
ders, gravel and sand were formed. 1 
The immense banks of sand, every 
grain of which was made as we feebly 
describe, is the product of attrition. 
Their multitude, without other evi
dence, tells of the eternity that has 
passed.

Leaving material' matter, thoughts 
coming . .in contact with opposing 
thoughts, produce mental, friction; 
this developed the intelligence we 
now enjoy. No antagonism,-and im
becility would follow. The crash oh 
crash of the thunderbolt, while it 
splinters the towering oak, the growth 
of centuries, still has its Use in the 
economy of nature. Little minds, in
capable of grasping the whole, war 
on intellectual advancement, but it 
only adds force to a vigorous brain 

. and causes it to stand firm, as does 
the tree, pelted by winds, which 
strengthen its roots and increase their 
number so as to successfully resist the 
rude attacks of tho warring intruder.

him. counting hairs to notice me,” and so 
he took a slice. The weather was de-

A Sorrowful Ending. lightful when he went into the res-
A late telegram from a Wisconsin taurant, but when he came out the 

town read;- sky was overcast, the lightning leaped
“Wm.' Strlnghle, a farmer, hanged from cloud**to cloud, the earth trem- 

himself to-day. Excessive Bible read- bled, and it was dark/He went back 
-into the restatirant,( trembling with 

and is alleged,to have caused the . , . X . .act." fear, and, leaning; over the. counter.
The error consisted in the vic- said to the clerk,. “Did you ever hear 

tim reading the Bible for himself, such a fuss about a little piece of
He should have done, as do the vast bacon?1 
majority of Christian readers,'allowed ' Nobly Defined.the book to repose undisturbed on the
shelf of a little-used closet, where .lt . We have noticed of late several at- 
would have accumulated the dust of tempts to define religion. Let Thomas 
months, while he should havo R Us- Pffine bb heard; . . '
tened each Sunday to choice selections ; “Religious duties coimlst In doing 
from Its manv naaes—for there are in®tice> loving mercy, and endeavoring irom its many pages tor mere are :to niake our tellow creature8! happy.” 
such-^nd received as divine wisdom That wouId be a fltting legend to be 
the residue. In that, way he', would placed over tbe doorway of-.every -tern- 
have escaped its contradicUone, Its ple devoted God tbe wide world 
inconsistencies, Ite obscenity; ita dis- oven Let it-be firmly and deeply in
honoringcharacter given the Unl- gcribed on every humaa hearti aad 
yersal Father; the wickedness, cruel- observed ln every home.
ty and barbarity of the_ 'patriarchs, -______ _ ■
prophets, and even its kings with Seriosuly Hl.
seven hundred wives, and three hun- We learn with great sorrow that 
hundred concubines who would have our friend and occasional correspond-

Hold your thoughts, your mind, 
g-our will in principle and you will 
succeed.—Huling.

remained unknown. Then he would ent. Wm. Henry Burr, Esq., of Wash- 
have been honest’in eulogizing that ington, is seriously ill. His age nearly 
volume as “the Inspired Word of God,” or- quite a nonagenarian _does not 
just as the preachers do for hire. Dis- promise an early recovery, but-th^ 
belief in the sacredness of the book blessed hope the spirits bring is his, 
follows its Intelligent and thoughtful and he knows there is no death. ’ He 
reading. The consequence is, the late and his faithful companion have bur 
believer is left nothing to stand on, so tenderest sympathies in their afflic- 
with a rope around his neck, he tion.
plunges into eternity, where gloom Eloqaeace may Strike the ear, and 
and regret awaits him, companioned thQ ]anguage of Eorrow draw tbe 
only by the sorrowing who have gone tear of compassiollj but aotbiag caa 
before, and are waiting a friendly reach the hMrt that lg gtee]ed with 
hand to lead him^to the light, prejudice—Thomas Paine, in Crisis.

Some men think they are full of The man who tries to preses i e his 
faith because they are so fharfuTthat virtues by putting them in a vault 
the Omnipotent cannot take' care of always augments his vices by clrcnlat-
Himself ing them

Tho Rov. Worth M. Tippy TiiiukH Ho
Has "God’s Message to Those Who, i 
Sorrow.”—He Visited Collinwood, J 
Where One Hundred and Fifty I 
School Children Were Burned tw 
Death.—Ho Speaks Beautifully M 
the Change Called Death.. /

■ As 1,-yalked along the rows of pifti- 
ful little forms in the Lake Shone

, warehouse Wednesday afternoon, anfli 
■jyatched fathers and mothers eear<A- 
Ing in mute anguish for their 'ehjil- 
dren, I knew, as though the V(ell 
which hides the unseen had been lift
ed, and I had seen the face of God, 
that hfs heart was sorrowful for them, 
as was my own.
. I knew that He loved those broken
hearted fathers and mothers; that He 
loved their children even as they loved 
them; and I felt more than 1 knew, 
that this was the message He would 
have me give to them.

Heaven is Beal and Very Near.
Heaven is absolutely certain 

very near to us, and a part of thia' 
same universe. It is perfectly reat, 
very much' like the earth—only betv 
ter. They hear there the song of 
birds, the laughter of children's' 
voices, and the sound of running wa
ters. Stars shine at night, and suns 
by day, and color lights both sky and 
field. ,

They Entered at Once.
Those children and their heroic 

teachers suffered but a brief' while.. 
They entered at once from those bar- y 
rowing scenes into that fair country P 
to which our hearts turn with long-,. 
ing, and to-night they are free from 
pain. They miss their home toVks 
and love them, be sure ot that, nut 
they are well.

. Loved Ones Received Them. \ 
They were received into lovbfg 

arms; for not a sorrowing home) lit 
Collinwood but had father or mother, 
brother or sister, grandfather or 

I grandmother, or some near relative or 
intimate’iriend in the unseen world. 
They were waiting to receive those 
terrified children and to soothe'and 
comfort them, and they will take carp 
of them in the future.

They Will Go Right On.
These boys and girls will lose no 

time. Their growth, their training 
and their happiness will go on with-; 
out serious interruption. They ar 
still within reach of a mother’s lov
and prayer. “More things ara
wrought by prayer than this worl 
dreams; of"—Jesus everywhere e 
couraged men to pray; "for everyqsfe 
that asketh receiveth, and he that 
seeketh findeth, and to him Vhat 
knocketh, it shall be opened,” were 
his words. i‘

Divine Help.
God will surely help all these sor

rowing hearts that turn to him in 
this hour of need. He will comfort, 
and strengthen them in secret. He 
will take away the bitterness of death 
and leave only a tender and sanctify
ing sorrow. Some day—not so far 
away after all—he will bring them to
gether again.

SPIRIT RETURN.

Spiritualism. That cause is dear to their hearts, as dear
as it is to yours. They ask no reward; they only call 
what is absolutely necessary to keep the machinery of 
organization in good working order.

Your certificates are good only for one year from

for 
the

the
date of Issue, and if within that time they have not pro
tected you, If they have not helped you to help yourselves 
and to help humanity, drop them and go your way in 
peace.

Spiritualism is individualistic, and it is organic. It is 
destructive and constructive. It destroys error and It 
builds up and constructs the truth. It is not revolution
ary, but evolutionary. It Is in accord with the good, the 
true and the beautiful in all religions, cults and creeds, 
it believes in law and order, in truth and virtue. It would 
have every man, and woman a self-centered, self-forget
ting, spiritual-minded, all-loving being. It believes that 
mankind has a common destiny. Its shibboleth is the
moral law, equal justice, life everlasting and eternal pro- 

tions. Here is our answer and the reasons. : gress
First, The enforcement of the ordinance by the recent, It ts t0 further these ends that the Chicago Spiritualists’ 

decision of Judge Wells, ot the Municipal Court, has been League is formed, and it asks and welcomes the support 
relegated exclusively to the Police and Law.Departments , ( ■- .. . ...-------- j o-;-;...
of the "City of Chicago.

Second, The Police Department has declared its in
tention to recognize but one squrce of information, as to 
the genuineness of mediums, from organised Spiritualism 
in Chicage.

and co-operation of all true mediums and Spiritualists of
Chicago in its efforts for their permanent and successful 
establishment, that mediumship and spiritual truth may 
assume their rightful place among the forces of clviliza-
tion and human progress.

A. M. GRIFFEN.

If Christ; Came to London. - i 
The Rev. K J. Campbell, author of 

“Tho New Theology,"- “Christianity ■ 
and thé Social Order,” etc., delivered 
a remarkable sermon in the City Tem
ple, London, one recent Sunday. His 
subject , was the miracle of ' Christ 
feeding? the multitude. "The men 
who .told’ thé story were Orientals," 
he said, “and were not deceived in 
the least. They used it to illustrate 
the spiritual value of . Jesus in the 
world. The feeding of the multitude 

I was not the feeding of the body, but 
thé feeding of the soul with the bread 
of life. If Jesus came to minister to 
us to-day and did not say who He was, 
do you think'His own church would 
receive;ihim gladly? I am perfectly 
sure it would not. It would regard 
Him as a dangerous revolutionary en
gaged In-hpselting order in the church 
and state, -i

“If Jesus came .to London to-day 
He would not' go down to the East 
End an# talk' to the children dancing 
to the organ out in the street, say He 
was their blgjbrother, and give them 
something to 'eat. He would not think 
charitywouid meet the case, and if He 
did Hedwould-ihot have very much to 
give awgy. ■ The East End of London 
would be too. much for Him, and He 
would hhve tal work a fresh miracle 
every day. Tf He jdld it would be 
very, demoralizing..

"Jesus would strike straight at the 
causes which 'are making for poverty 
and degradation, and keeping the rich 
and poor aWay from- each other in 
this modern world. He would espos
tile whole system of giving people ' 
good advice, while we continue to 
profit by their material disadvantages. 
He would probe the thing to the bot
tom, and would make us ashamed of 
ourselves for never having faced the 
situation before. >

“A few days ago an artist and his 
wife wfere found drowned in the 
Thames. They had chosen, that end 
''eranse the struggle to live had been 
too much for them. J suppasa thssre

arc- some people who would say that 
these two. poor things would go to 
hell.If sb, it cannot be very much 
worse than the hell .they left. Who 
makes that hell? I make, it, You 
make it.' We all do our little to help 
to make-ib—-not willingly but thought
lessly.—St,. Louis Post-Dispatch.

A'SABBATH REVERIE.

A Sabbath day. is ending. 
The nightly shadows fall;

And softly kiss each other
Upon the fire-lit w*JJ.

Outside the pure, white snowflakes, 
All day so slowly fell; ;

Weaving a robe of ermine 
On meadow, hill'and dell

I gaze into the darkness, 
With heart both sad and sore;

And long for absent faces. 
Those whom I see'no more.

I miss the loving voices
With laughter, glad and gay;

The hands, whose tender clasping, 
Mine own would feel to-day.

Afar beyond the hill-tops, 
'Mid olden trees and brown;

Upon a quiet homestead
The snow comes gently down.

Dear, peaceful dwellers, gathered 
Within that home to-night;

I trace the cherished picture, 
In memory's glowing light

And yet some chairs are vacant .
That cheerful hearth around;

"’b«.little fair-haired sister- • - I : (
__ n, One in a distant city.

While treading life’s rough ways; 
Still keeps in fond remembrance, 

His boyhood’s happy days.
One other weary wanderer, 

O, noble heart and true!
My shadowed life cries ever, 

Its deep, lone cry for: you.
Here in the Sabbath stillnew 

’Mid sadly falling tears*

Again I see the cottage, 
Our home of other years.

Would I could only gather
Some faith from out the past;

Could strew along the pathway, 
Some blossoms that would last

Somewhere- will Joy awaken, 
Born of a higher blrtfi;

Hope covers the darkened places, 
As snowflakes cover the earth.

ALICE M. WARREN.
Proctorsville, Vt

READS HUMAN BRAIN 
LIKE PRINTED PAGE.

Thirtecn-Year-Old Michigan Girl - is 
Gifted WiUi Wonderful Psychic 

Power.

Battle Creek, Mich., March 6.—A 
strange gift is possessed by Ethel 
Hopple, a thirteen-year-old girl living 
with her grandmother, Mrs. Dolly 
Hopple, in this city. She is known as 
“the girl from whom, you cannot keep 
a secret."

Ethel has a remarkable faculty of 
knowing everything that her family 
and friends are thinking about This 
she has had since a little girl. She 
always supposed that all other chil
dren had the same psychic power.

At Christmas time Ethel always 
knows Just what presents are coming 
to her. When her grandmother 
goes calling Ethel always tells with
out failure whether the person to be 
visited is at home or not She fore
casts every case of illness in the 
family, can tell whenever company is 
coming, and before being told that 
her family had decided to move to 
Battle Creek knew of the fact

When talking to. strangers, the past 
and future of their lives comes to 
Ethel as Instantaneous mental pic
tures, which she interprets. Many 
I interesting instances are told of her 
predictions of events.

1 Miss Hopple was born in the town-

The loved ones linger at our side, 
Rich blessings to bestow,

While we with anxious hearts en
quire:

Do they us really know?
Can they ago^i-MiFuB return

From silent mystic realms
And touch anew our hearts with bliss, 

And love that overwhelms?
Through Medium’s voice the answea1 

conies, (
In words convincing clear: A

Yes, we are near, tho’ hid to viewf
By death from friends still dear.

We can our presence thus make 
known

Through this mysterious way, 
To cheer the hearts of those bereft - 

And saddened by dismay.
We are not dead, as you might think, 

Tho’ gone from mortal sight,
But live to love and help you still 

In battling for the right.
Our eyes a restless vigil keep 

On every move you make;
We seek to influence all your ways 

And every step you take.
But often you this power ignore, 

And take your reckless way, 
Tho’ Influence and suggestion sweet 

We give you day by day.
Cease, then, your sin, It robs the soul 

Of wealth that is divine;
Your life can never blissful be, 

Nor filled with peace sublime,
While you the course of evil go 

And righteousness despise,
For here the soul that happy is 

On earth lived wholly wise.
It sought to mold its every act 

By principles God-given, 
And now It reaps that rich reward-

A perfect rest in Heaven. ।
This course you sometime must pursue 

If you this bliss attain,
For only as you cease from sin 

Can you expect to reign
In realms of light, with full soul 

strength
To minister in love,

For that, dear soul, Is Heaven’s bliss, 
Pure spirit life above.

A. B. PEDEN; 
New York City.

ship of Charleston, Kalamazoo county, 
and lived on a farm until four years 
ago when her family moved to Battle 
Creek. She is a very agreeable girl, 
unsophisticated- and sincere, and very 
large for her, age. She has never 
read or heard Of such a thing as psy
chic phenomena. Her unusual gift 
has attracted much attention, and 
several men here interested in psychic 
studies are making an investigation 
to report her case to the American 
Society for Psychical Research.—The 
Citizen, Ottawa, Can.

True politeness is perfect ease and 
freedom. It simply consists in treat
ing others just as you love to be 
treated yourself.—Chesterfield.

If you riant to know the opinion of 
your neighbor, you want his honest 
opinion. You do not want to be de
ceived. You do not want to talk with 
a hypocrite.—Ingersoll;- -.

Genius always gives its best first 
prudence at last.—Lavater. k x _J
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Some Practical Experience''of Justin Hulburd.

How limited is the knowledge possessed by the people of the pres- 
time of the persecutions and brutal treatment suffered by true mediums 
for communion between the spirit world and our earthly sphere.

How few of the present generation realize the enormity of the 
persecution and slaughter of>the so-called witches of olden time, the 
¡thousands burned at the stake or hanged. Why? Because they were 
Diediums, through whose organism our spirit friends would prove to 
Us they still lived and could return to tell of their home “over there.”

But religious bigotry woflld have none of it. No, they must re- 
piain in the grave until Gabriel blows his horn, and then to be judged 
r-some condemned to sit in the dazzling bright light emanating from 
u resplendent being, sitting on a great white throne, on whom you 
must gaze for all time. Others—the great majority—refused permis
sion to associate with his immaculate immensity, but condemned to 
sizzle eternally in a hot place, which orthodox priestcraft in old times 
named “hell.” "When that name had lost its influence and intelligent 
minds eould no longer be hoodooed by that name, the so-called servants 
of God changed it to “hades,” thinking, presumably, that by such 
change it would lose some of its rank brimstone odor,. . / .

Think of the thousands, yes, hundreds of thousands of mediums 
sent by those religious. bigots to live—as they claimed—and suffer 
eternal torture. Do you think those bigots have a true -understand-, 
ing of eternity? No; they are too narrow 'minded to comprehend the 
extent of that of which they talk so volubly. Poor deluded souls, may 
their befogged brains become.cleared and the “mist roll away,” their 
sight be cleared that they inay see the beauties of a -life of love and 
charity, and welcome the teachings from those bright spirits who 
would gladly teach them the Religion of Truth.

During the last century true mediums have been terribly persecuted, 
bpt the bigots dared not. go to thé extreme of putting them to death, 

, although many would have been glad to do so.
I will now give to the public a few instances in the life of little 

Justin Hulburd—a born medium—through whom spirits manifested 
to the. public almost from birth.

Little Justin was subjected to most cruel treatment by his foster 
grandmother, Lady Robinson, when he would tell of people he had 
peen and children he had played with, whom she would recognize from 

,his description as people who had been dead a long time; then she 
would whip the child for lying.

When his foster parents took him from his Scotland home to New 
York, whenever spirits manifested, especially when lie would leave 
home and be arrested for preaching on the streets of New York, his 
foster parents would treat him most cruelly, saying they would whip 
the Devil out of him. Such was his life until at ten years of age his 
spirit guides, to save him from such brutality, put him- upon the stage 
.where for forty years he maintained a brilliant position.

I have the manuscript of the “Life of Little Justin Hulburd, Me-

of the passengers in the stage was an old brute of a Presbyterian min
ister whose name was Taylor. When the little one climbed the steps 
and entered the stage some of the passengers threw him out backwards 
because, they said, he was a witch. This old bloat of a minister did. 
not stay their hands from the atrocious deed. As he fell he struck 
a good sized stone; it hurt his spine whereby he was confined to his 
bed for the space of three months.

“His foster father had three of the passengers arrested, receiving 
damages to the amount of five hundred dollars. One of them testified 
in court that this brute of a preacher told them to throw the little witch 
into the road.

“So you see how they treated this little medium severity years ago.” 
The following is taken from the communication of Gen, Robert E. 

Lee: ;' ■ ■ ".
“When I was a young man I made a visit to New York City in 

company with another young man whose name was Meade. As we 
were walking along on the outside of Washington Square we discovered 
there was a large crowd collected in the Park. Meade said to me, 
‘Robert, let us enter and see what it means.’ We walked into the Park 
and discovered a little child standing on a bench—a wee little creature. 
He was talking with arbroken Scoteh, and,spoke, of t)|e ‘Needs of the 
Tiriie,’ I was then a full-fledged Christian, and some of his words 
shocked me. Many of the women and men in the erp.wjd.said he was 
crazy and some devil had possession of' the little crea-ture. .. Finally a 
big, burly policeman eanie along, caught hol'd of the little one and 
dragged him down from .the »bench; he dragged him.in such a rough 
manner that I thought some of the little creature’s bones must have 
been broken, but when he arose from the ground I saw he stood up all 
right. He smiled and threw a kiss to. the people.

‘’The burly Irish policeman said, ‘Ye little spalpane, you’re at it 
agin, are ye? This is the third time I’ve had to take ye.in.’ He went 
off dragging the child in such a rough manner that Meade broke 
through the crowd, wept up to the Irish policeman saying, ‘You stop 
dragging that child in that cruel way, or Fil make it .hot for you.’ 
The policeman said, .‘G‘wan, now, its none of your affair.’ Meade

\ dium, Actor and Poet,” prepared for the press in a work of two large 1 
».volumes which will be published when I can find a printing house ' 
¿0 which the word Spiritualism is not a bugaboo, or I can find a Spir
itualist who is not afraid to risk money for the publication of one 
of the grandest works ever issued in the interest of the Spiritual 
philosophy. ■ , ‘

I have taken from the manuscript a few extracts, showing the per
secution little Justin endured during the first ten years of his exist
ence in the material body.

In a communication from Justin Hulburd, father of the medium, 
given May 1,, 1901, he said : This is the sixty-ninth anniversary of 
Justin’s public mediumship—sixty-nine years ago in the part of Scot
land where Sir John Robinson (who then had the care of little Justin) 
resided, they were holding their annual May festival, and on this 
particular occasion Sir John Robinson had four horses hitched to the 
family carriage. When everything was ready to start for the festival 

■ - grounds, the friends and the family entered the carriage, the driver 
started the horses, they walked off pulling the driver from his seat, 
leaving the carriage standing. •

Lady Robinson—the grandmother—got very angry and scolded the 
servants or attendants that were present. She was going to have them 
chastised, but they one and all declared they had harnessed and hitched 
up the horses to the carriage in the proper manner. Finally the old' 

, lady noticed little Justin, and saw he looked peculiar and concluded 
\ he was a witch. She told her husband to have him killed at once. The 
\ old gentleman got very angry and told her to go to hell. He then had 

I his stallion saddled, to<>k the children in front of him'on the horse and. 
jjvent to the festival grounds. While there some of their relatives from 
Forth arrived in their carriage.' On their arrival the bottom of their 
carriage dropped out; then the old lady became frantic and'insisted 
pn having the child killed. She talked to her relatives and succeeded 
in getting them to think as she did, so they put their heads together 
to put the child out of the way.

The youngest son of Sir John told his father of their plans. Then 
the old gentleman, without a word to any one, took the child to the 
north of Scotland where he had relatives living, and left him in their 
pare. After a time his mediumship showed itself, so he had to move 
ths cMild again. This time he took him to 'an island near the main 
land. There also the spirit manifested and again the child had to be 
moved. "This time he took him to the eapitol, Edinburgh.

“During the child’s stay in the eapitol the grandfather heard a 
yoice saying to him: “Bring the child home. The spirits will leave 
the child for a time, and then take him to a new country, and there 
use him to spread the light to the world. ” ,

It is hardly necessary to say, the horses were unhitched and the 
manifestations at the festival grounds were done by spirits.

said, ‘I will make it my affair, for I will walk to the station house 
and enter a complaint against you for cruelty to children.’ The Irish 
policeman laughed and said, ‘You’ll have all your walk for nothing, 
me buckey lad.’

“Meade and I followed the policeman, while a crowd followed us. 
I noticed the child’s clothes were torn, and inquired of some of the 
children if they knew how his clothes became torn in that manner, 
A boy about twelve years of age said, ‘Yes, sir, I know; the women 
tore his clothes dragging him off the bench. He got up again onto the 
bench and commenced to talk, when one of the women struck him in the 
face with her parasol—that’s what makes the blood on his face.’

“As we were walking towards the station house, ithe policeman 
dragged the child in such a way that he became tired and could not 
walk any further. Some of the children hissed at thti policeman and 
called him an old Irish galoot, and why didn’t he give the child a

Doctor William Vaname, who was also a child at the time of which 
he writes, gives the following,which I take from a communication given 
for the life of Little Justin (in after years he also became A powerful 
niobium);

“The child, Justin, was a natural born medium. He was looked 
1 upon by the human race as a strange beirig, and an uncanny creature 
\ to hold speech with. ~
\ “When we were both-children living in the same neighborhood, 
\my parents forbade me to hold speech with him. He had little frizzy 
Ainglets all over the top of his head, which the people called/devil’s 
\knots,’ and when he became angry and the fire snapped from those 
¿yes and the ringlets shake and snap on the top of that saucy head, 
then we fled in terror, for we thought the wicked creature -was work- j 
jrig up some evil spell. So we Had been told by our devout Christian 
parents.

“I knew him when a child to make predictions and they would be 
'fulfilled to the letter. ■

“I remember one day anumber of us children were standing on the 
“bank of the river, when this individual came towards us. He spoke in 

broken English, saying, ‘Canna ye see the boat ganging doon?’ point
ing to a boat, out on the river, .which contained a number of people 
flinging songs and playing on instruments. We .children standing on 
the bank were delighted with'their music. We listened to their sing- 
iug and watched the. boat glide "along the .water, when all of A sudden 
it was drawn into a whirlpool and sank out of sight and.all the people 
were drowned. We fled in terror, screaming. Our screams brought 

’' older people out to see what was the matter. We told them that the 
wit ch had worked a spell bn a boat in which people were singing, when 
the little witch pointed at it and it sank out . of sight, and all were 
drowned. ,.

“They fell to and beat-the child unmerpifully. When they had 
finished beating him, he stood there saying, ‘I wish I was back home 

. wi’ tae auld grandfayther. He’s aw that loves me noo. Ye dinnaken 
the truth when ye see it.’

“I remember when Justin was about seven years of age he was sent 
on an errand by some" of his people,which took him some little ways into 
the town. The distance was more than two miles. On returning he 
thought he would ride back in an old stage that was on that line. One

“Just then a very nice-looking gentleman came Mong'Svith some 
papers in his hand. He stepped up to where we were stiihding and 
looking at the child sitting on the ground panting 'for breath, said, 
‘ Dennis Kelly, you pick that child up and carry it to the station house. 
I know who he is; I’m acquainted with his people.’3 The'policeman 
picked up the child and carried it. ’

“When we reached the station the policeman told His story, how he 
found the child again preaching in the Square.

“Mr. Edwards—the gentleman who came with ilH—spoke to the 
chief of police, saying: ‘There is something behind all this'/if we only 
understood it.’ The chief of police told him, ‘This is tKe jhird' time" 
that child has been brought before me for disturbing the peape. ’ ,

‘ ‘ This same Mr. Meade became your famous Northern General at 
the battle of Gettysburg.

“The chief of police looked down at the little one and said, ‘Why 
do you disturb the peace so much by getting a crowd by you and talk
ing to the people?’ The little one looked up at him, smiling all the 
time, when he said: ‘ Mon, I canna help it; I hae to dee it or I burst. ’

‘ ‘ The chief ordered some water brought. He took a towel and wet 
it saying to the little one, ‘Now get up here on my knee,’ and washing 
the blood off his face, he said to the policeman: ‘How did this come? 
Who cut the gash in his cheek ? ’ The policenun said he did not know. 
I told the chief that a boy said a woman had struck him in the face 
with her parasol. The chief said: ‘I think women are crueler to chil
dren than men as a general thing.’ Then chief then took and kissed 
we little one, released him and handed him over to Mr. Edwards, say
ing: ‘Edwards, you see that he gets to his people.’

“This happened long before the days of the Rochester knockings.
“Twenty years afterwards, when the human mind had grown some, 

I heard a young girl, now Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, lecture on the 
same theme—‘The Needs of the Time’—that I heard the little one speak 
on in Washington Square.”

From communication of Sada-the-lone-one—a denizen of the “Five 
Points,” New York:

“One Sunday morning a pretty little boy strolled into the ‘Five 
Points, rather richly clad. The little child stood on the corner, say
ing to the.people: ‘Come and listen to me. I want to talk to you.’ 
The low, degraded and blear-eyed wretches commenced to jeer and 
make fun of him. A large number of the children remained silent to 
hear what he had to say, Joe and I ainongst them.

“The little one raised his pretty face towards heaven. He uttered 
a fervent little prayer, and, oh! how beautiful I thought the words 
were as they came from his lips. He finished.up by saying, ‘Oh, God, 
bless them all, these thy children, for thou hast said, “Suffer little chil
dren to come unto me and forbid them not, for of such is the king
dom of heaven.” Then he sang a beautiful song. They applauded him 
when he had finished. It was so pretty that I noticed a woman that 
stood near by crying all the time he sang.

■* “He told us that hell was within us, it was in our souls andiit 
was only through the moral lives we. lived that we could dig it out. 
Many of the degraded people laughed and said: ! The brat’s a fool.

him, take him to the station house and lock him up.’ The policeman 
spoke to the little boy, saying: ‘You must come 'with us; you are 
making too big a racket here.’ He said to one of the policemen: ‘Will 
you carry me pig-arback if I go with you?’ The policeman said; ‘AU 
right, bojr, get on.’

“They went off towards the station house, the little boy singing, 
‘When You and I Were Young, Tom.’ The other policeman had to hold 
his'sides, from laughing so much. . .

“A big crowd followed, shouting: ‘The young blasphemer has col
lared a policeman.’

“Finally we got to t]ie station house, but no one was permitted to 
enter but the policemen, the little one and the minister. After a lit; 
tie while I slipped into the station house unnoticed.by the policemen: 
I went over to a bench and sat down by the little boy. I took one of 
his hands in mine; he looked at me and smiled with those glorious eyes 
of his, He put one of his hands on my head and smoothed down my 
hair, saying: ‘Little girl, there is a happy future for you; but blood 
must be shed before it comes to pass.’

“The minister must have heard what he said, for he turned around 
and yelled out, ‘The imp of hell is a witch, besides a blasphemer of 
the Christian God.’- Then the policemen ordered me out of the station 
house. In the-doorway stood that woman that cried so much while he 
was singing and talking. She said to the policeman, ‘If you will only 
permit me to kiss those pure, innocent lips of that child, I think I 
can become a good woman.’ The policeman picked up the little boy 
from the bench, carried him to the door, saying to the little one, 
‘Would you object to kissing this woman?’ The little one said, ‘Oh,* 
no, I like to kiss good:women;’ He threw his arms around her neck, 
then kissed her ori; the lips several times, after that he placed his little 
band on her head, saying, ‘Good woman, you will become a great 
worker jn the vineyard of souls.’ She said, ‘Thank God, never again 
shall rffrace a glass of liquor, to my lips. I Call upon God and you 
men here to witriqss what I say. Please let me stay here to-night in 
order that I may sober up properly.’ They did so.

“The four policemen that were present in the station house each 
one kissed the little one in turn. The chief of police said, ‘Hand him 
to me.’ He too kissed him,"saying at the. same time, ‘If you are in 
league with the Devil, as this minister says, I think to-day you have 
saved a soul from hell.’

“The minister cried out, ‘You’re all blasphemers of the worst kind; 
the little bastard has bewitched you, and I leave you to the Devil, for 
he wijl own you at the last, ( He rushed out of the station house, and 
as he was going down the steps Joe stabbed him in the leg with a big 
pin. He jumped and hollered, ‘Dear Jesus, have mercy on me. 1 feel 
the pitchfork of hell already, ’ which sent the crowd off into a big 
laugh. The young ones shouted after him until he was out of sight.

.“After the crowd had dispersed, I went up to the station house 
door and asked the chief of police, ‘Would he please let me kiss the 
little boy. I liked him so much.’ He called the little boy up to him 
and said, ‘Would you mind kissing this little girl? ’ The little boy said, 
‘No,’ and then kissed me; then he asked the man if 1 eould stay with 
him in the station house. The man said, ‘All right, until his people 
come after him.’ I remained all that night with him in the station 
house. He, the woman and I slept in one bed that night.

“A man called for him in the morning, and oh! how lie scolded 
him; he scolded him so hard that I commenced to cry. The little boy 
took my hand and said, ‘Don’t cry, there will always be fools in the 
world.’

“That woman became Mrs. Spring, the great missionary to the, Five 
Points.

“I have discovered since I came to spirit life that little boy was 
Justin Hulburd, the medium, through whom I give this eommunicn- 
tion. — '

Matilda Herron, the actress, was giving a communication. She.had 
proceeded but a short time when she was interrupted by a spirit im
personating an Indian, who took the control from her. She said, “A 
more fiendish expression I never saw on the face of a human being.” 
It was soon driven away by the medium’s band and Miss Herron re
sumed :

“Miss Davenport asked me to come here and give my evidence, 
'ivlien I was attacked by that vicious spirit who represented himself 
to be an Indian, but is a low, degraded Catholic spirit, who bore the 
name of Father Kelly, and tried to break up my communication.

“You will have to watch, the medium closely, or they will kill him, 
as they do not wish the ancient spirits^to communicate.”

After Miss Herron had resumed and proceeded for some time, she 
was again interrupted by that fiendish Catholic spirit, who suddenly 
commenced snatching the pillows from Justin’s head—he was lying on 
a couch—and throwing them. Doctor Meyer, who was present, imme
diately grasped the brute by the wrists and looking him steadily in 
the eye, commanded him to leave, which he did after cursing us terri
bly and swearing he would kill the*medium if he allowed these.com
munications to go to the public.”

What can a religion be that cannot bear the light of truth and can 
only exist through the ignorance of the people.

“I am glad to give the communication to the public, and you two 
gentlemen can tell what a genuine medium has to pass through.”

Justin at one time was connected with the thearical company of 
Edwin Forrest—the great tragedian. They were en route by steamer 
from New Orleans to St. Louis. While the steamer was stopping at 
Memphis Mr. Forrest and Justin went up into the city. Tjiey had 

• seen but little of the town when Justin said to Mr. Forrest, “Go back 
to the boat and get your trunks, the boat will take fire and be burned.” 
Mr. Forrest immediately returned to the boat, had his trunks sent to 
a hotel. He then .told the captain what Justin had predicted. The 
captain got angry and told Mr. Forrest that he knew his business and 
required no instruction. About an Jiour afterward. the boat took fire 
and was burned to the water’s edge.

The captain went to the landlord of the hotel and told him Justin 
was a dangerous character and advised him to send him from his house, 
which he refused to do, E. W. HULBURD.

Costs Less Than a Single Fee of a 
First-Class Specialist.

. Cold printed words cannot describe 
the wonderful merits of the “Aetina,, 
treatment for all forms of eye troubles. 
You must see it, examine it, and use 
It for a time before you can form a 
just opinion of its true value.

We can supply you with all tho evi
dence the most skeptical person could 
exact that the “Aetina” treatment has 
and does remove cataracts, granula
tions, and most all other causes of eye 
disfigurement and impaired eye sight. 
We can also , show you plenty of evi
dence from former patients that the 
’Aetina” treatment has cur^d many 
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specialists had pronounced thorn us be
ing incurable.

¡Besides all this evidence wo will 
gladly send you our treatment, with 
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oughly test for two weeks. If at the 
end of that time you do pot feel that 
you have been benefited, or if for any 
other reason you do not wish to take 
the treatment longer,'send It back and 
no charge will be made.

The “Actina0 treatment is so simple 
and so logical In construction and ap
plication that It at once appeals to the 
common-sense mind, as well as to the 
scientific. There is no cutting nor 
drugging—simply apply to the afflicted 
parts and the scientifically produced 
vapor currents will relieve the conges
tion, perfect the circulation, so that 
Nature may cure the disease. Not only 
will the one “Actlna” appliance ro^. 
move the cause of trouble, but it will 
strengthen the eyes so that spectacles 
may be entirely abandoned in many 
instances. One instrument can be used 
by the entire family and will last for 
years.

The germ-destroying and health-pro
ducing vapors generated in the “Ac- 
tina” will penetrate the Innermost or
gans of the head; therefore, as a relief 
for catarrh, hay fever, bronchitis, deaf
ness and nil other ailments produced 
by cold and catarrhal deposits “Aetina” 
has no equal.

Permit us to send you a copy,of our 
64-page book, which illustrates and de
scribes the cause and relief of diseases 
of tile eye, ear, nose, throat and head. 
It will Interest you and Is fully worth 
the postal card that will bring it. 
Address Aetina Appliance Co., Dept. 
342P, 811 Walnut Et., Kansas City, Mo.

Some Good Books.
HOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se
rios. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; that Which is to Come.

"The World Beautiful." Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; Tn Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; Tile Unseen World.

"The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Kose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Ant- 
etnyst; Paradisa Gloria.

•After iter lieu tn, a Story of a 
Buuiiner." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life,

“From Dream to Vision ot Life,"
As the title implies, itcarrles one 

from the mortal to the immortal life 1 
Full of spiritual thought.

"The Outlook Beautiful.” Con
tents; The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“Tile Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book Is "Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lios Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book ot poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate tor gift books. Price $1.00. each.

Hell’s down below, and heaven up above.’ 1 •
“He said: ‘If you wish to come nearer to. God you must purify 

your lives by helping each,other to get out of this degradation that 
you have fallen into. - Hell is only a place, in your mind, crated by 
your soul’s desire to live an abandoned life, .You are good men, women 
and children, if you only understood where the good quality was 
located.” : '

“A lot of them commenced to laugh and mock .jiimi.. He said: 
‘That quality is also in your soul. Now I want you to repeai’the Lord 
Prayer with me.’ He commenced to repeat the Loin’s Ptayer, and 
the only one that repeated it with him was the worqbii tout cried so 
mriclL •/<<< : J -ic -

“All of a sudden a low, degraded strumpet caughtkold bf his beau
tiful hair and. tried to drag him into the gutter. As she^Aid so Joe 
kicked her-and knocked her down, kept kicking her urttil she released 
his hair. He cried out with the pain, but went on preaching again.

“By this time a large crowd had collected around. himf He told 
them God was no personal being. He was a universal principle and 
loved the children of men. •• irl

“Just then an old minister came along who used.'to pr£ach some
times for the degraded wretches of the Five Points. His name was 
Clark. After he had listened a little while he cried out:. ‘.‘Sacrilege! 
Blasphemy against the true Christian God I The child is influenced 
by the Devil. It’s one of the Devil’s imps passing itself off for a 
pretty child. Call the police and take it away; it is a blasphemer of 
the worst kind; stop up your ears and don’t listen to it. It’s the Devil 
come to earth trying to ensnare you poor creatures of the Five Points 
who have lost all sense and reason you ever had.* -•

“Two policemen came up to see what was the matter. The minister 
told them that that child was a blasphemer against the Christian God, 
was a nuisance and disturber of the peace: ‘I command you to arrest

’ "Good worids to Spiritualists” in the 
Feb. 22 number of The Progressive 
Thinker, by Ada May Krecker, strikes 
my approbation so well that by your 
leave I will add to It, by giving my ex
perience, as experience is far ahead 
of theory . .

I have had considerable experience, 
being seventy-nine years of age, with 
over forty years of experience in our' 
spiritual philosophy, and feel as 
young as at thirty years. Enjoy life 
and amusements' with a keen relish. 
My other half left me for the “ever
green shore” several years ago, and 
I am homeing with my good children, 
contented and happy. Have a fairly 
good constitution, have always had 
temperate habits, don’t use tobacco 

, in any'form, no intoxicating drinks of 
any kind, eat but little meat, don’t 
drink while eating, take all the out
door exercise I can, have regular 

much for the hy-sleeping hours. So
gienlc part.

I got here from the church, and 
have been learning ever since, am a 
constant reader of The Progressive 
Thinker, and keep in touch with its 
lofty aspiration, also keep in touch 
with, the dear ones “over there,” 
which never fails to give me some
thing sweet to think of,, creating har
monious thought vibrations. But as 
I learned that “I” am the spirit, and 

। what is visible is only the covering 
(or machine), and.that "I” had the 
power, if "I" would but use it, to care 
for it and keep it in good condition, 

¡ and ail without medicine, too. Then 
a new and happy thought struck me, 
thus opening to me a new road in life. 
Possessing the power to keep my body 
in good shape for-an indefinite time, 
probably as long as “I” wanted it, 

I “I” then wfent to caring for it on the 
I same principle as I used tomy farm 
• smschltsSiy, that is, whenever a tap

or screw got loose, or bearings needed 
attention, attend to it-at once, before 
a breakage occurs, and It Is* easily 
remedied; don’t put it off until a 
break-down occurs, when it will be
come serious.

Now when some part of my body 
gets out of tune, I go to work with 
my thoughts as material to repair 
with, 'and my hands to get up action, 
manipulate the parts needing treat
ment, using strong mandate thoughts, 
even using words, to make it more im- 

¡pressive—and stick to the job, treat
ment after treatment, until it yields. 
I have, without the use of medicine 
of any kind, successfully treated my
self for cancers, heart trouble, ap
pendicitis, eczema, rheumatism, neu 
ralgla, eye trouble, etc., and¡ thus am 
enabled to care for this bo^y arid 
keep Its parts evened up, when it will 
mature like ripened fruit and drop 
away, and the real “I" go to join the 
dear ones "oyer there” when there 
will be a happy reunion.

The Spirit Should be Master
Now I have given some of my ex 

perience, that others may profit -by it, 
for all we know is what we learn, and 
if we have the help of others we are 
that much ahead.

I think every person with a fairly 
strong will power or personality can 
learn to master their own body (or 
machine). Use good judgment—don’t 
overload.it, or over-work it, and ex
pect to repair while the load Is on. 
Unload first, then go 
Don't undertake too much at first, or 
you fall and lose your confidence. 
Work up—practice makes more per
fect—but space forbids me- to add 
more at tbis time.

Take and read The Progressive 
Thinker—learn ■ and keep posted.
is a pearl of great price, and we 
should always wear it near our hearts.

: ■ J. PEFFLEY.
Chicago

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the, culture of health aud 
spirituality. 'Noué can read it with
out pleasure and profit Price buc.

“The Majesty or Calmness.” By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
.. “Tho Kingship of Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living Creature;” "Tho 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” “Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

"Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. ’ Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Rnn
The Traction Engine; The 

Science of Successful Threshing, ■ By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
»1.50.

Modern Carpentry and Joinery.
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Cot 
One Hundred and __Twentytages?’ 

Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson.
Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or_tho Build
er’s Standard Library.
In a box, including 
of. the Steel Sauare.
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Bnilding.” Price $1.00.

Modern Carpentry. Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred.

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or
four for $3.50.

These and many other good books
can be found in our Catalogue.

for repairs. Spiritualism and the Law.
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal
Authority by the Hon. Charles R.
Schirm of Baltimore, Md.
phlet is

This pam-

should read
one that every Spiritualist

It is a subject that poo-
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Ite Work, I
and General Progrès, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART* B®AR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Tliinker is in no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. Ho may or may not,

WENT IS ONLY.XINTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
ANO WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THt 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. '

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not bb returned 
if we have not space to use them. ;

The Bong Cards for sale at this office 
at $4 per hundred, by mail $4.60, are 
the help you need in society work,

agree with their respective views.

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents 
are requested when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink. Write on only 
one side, of the paper, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

Correspondent writes: “The. Illi
nois Sunflower Club will hold its third 
annual entertainment or birthday 
party, on Friday evening, March 20/ 
in Washington hall, Fraternity HgH 
Building, 70 E. Adams street. A good 
supper will be served from 5:30 to 
7:30. A literary program will, then 
be given. Fine talent has been se
cured. Mrs. Softie and Miss May Mc
Donald, who so kindly gave their help 
two years ago, will favor us again this 
year- . The balance of the evening will 
be given over to dancing. Good mu
sic. The supper, entertainment and 
dance are worth 25 cents each. We, 
however, give all three, as well as a 
hearty handshake and smile of wel
come for thé small sum of twenty-five 
cents.

Dr. Williams of Cherryvale, Kan., 
writes: “From a little boy, every now 
nud then, spontaneous- spirit phenom
ena have taken place around me, con
sisting of a loud noise, like the rush-: 
ing wind, raps, shots of a gun, moving 
of heavy furniture, footsteps, train of 
cars, and the grinding of a mill, in 
which the whole house is shaken. I 
live here with Rev. Mr. King, one
very much opposed to Spiritualism, 
but he admits the noises are in his

dressed in a dainty white dress 
trimmed with embroidery and lace. 
Her long veil was caught in her. hair 
with a wreath of smilax and roses. 
In her arms rested a beautiful bunch 
of white roses tied with white tulle 
ribbim/emblematical of the purity of 
their, love and the philosophy they 
rqpreseRt. The bridesmaid wore a 
white Swiss muslin dress, trimmed 
with valenciennce lace, in .her arms 
she carried a' bunch of break-o’-day 
carnations. The altar was decorated 
with' palms, white roses, tulips, carna
tions and feyns, ti beautifin settlrig for 
ahappy occasion, Mr. Mazarro 
played the wedding music and his lit
tle daughter, known to us all as “Lit
tle Patsy,” sang “O Promise Me” with 
a delicacy, of feeling that did much to 
perfect the beauty and joyousness of 
tiie occasion.”

Secretary writes, from Brooklyn, N. 
Y.: “The work of Miss M, .B, Hed
rick since her return to Brooklyn Is 
arousing the interest of the many 
Spiritualists far and wide. Her 
seances at her"home are' well attend
ed by most appreciative audiences. 
Her discourses are instructive and in
spiring; her tests to the point, while 
her messages are received with a 
fervor and gratitude that are most 
gratifying."

but he admits the noises are in his Carrie L. Hatch writes: “The 
house, and beyond his understanding. ’ Spiritualists will celebrate the 60th 

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: "The Fra- anniversary of modern Spiritualism 
tetnal Order of Spiritualists is gain-1 in Paul Revere hall,Mechanics' build
ing in membership at each meeting ing, Huntington avenue, Boston, on 
and on Sunday, Mar. 15, another ■ Tuesday, Mar. 31, all day and even-
large class was initiated. We will ing. The best of talent has been se- 
Soon have 200 bona fide members. | cured for that day. All incorporated 
The Hon. Harrison D. Barrett, of societies in the state are invited to 
Washington , formerly president of be present, and unite with the M. S. 
tha National Association, has been en-1 A. and in this way all can help to 
gaged and will address the Fraternal. make this the best celebration ever 
Order on Sunday, Mar. 22, both after- held. Societies intending to be pres- 
?oon and evening. Tell your friends] ent can send word to the secretary, 
hey will miss a treat if they do not 7 4 Sydney street, Dorchester. Be

hear him- Brother Barrett is a fluent J sure and come. Meetings all free."
Speaker, and none is more thoroughly 
posted on.affairs relating to Spiritual
ism’than he. Special services, cele
brating the 60th anniversary of 
modern Spiritualism (commonly 

■known as the Spiritualists' Easter) 
Wil! be held on Sunday, Mar. 29, at 
2:30 and 8 p. m. sharp. Extra and 
appropriate vocal and Instrumental 
telections will be rendered by our 
children’s choir. Select readings and 
addresses by talented artists will help 
tnake the occasion the most elaborate 
end . appropriate anniversary celebra
tion ever held in Chicago. Services 
Dvery Sunday afternoon and evening, 
commencing, at 2:30 sharp. Don’t 
forget. We need you as a member. 
Come and join the big meeting and 
help do big things.”

Mrs. Toney writes: "The Starlight 
Spiritual Society holds services every 
Sunday evening at 586 32nd st. It 
Is organized, with officers according 
to law, for the purpose of advancing 
the spiritual religion and the unfold- 
ment of its members' moral and spir
itual natures. Our membership, 28 
in number, are enthused with spir
itual love and truth, as is witnessed 
In the services. The discourses and 
messages delivered by Mrs. Welniek, 
our pastor and medium, are grand. 
We are also assisted by the well 
known medium, Mrs. Schulz, and our 
orgariizer, Mr. Bunde.’

Mattie E. Hull writes: "I caused 
the announcement of the- forthcoming 
book, the Biography of Moses A. Hull, 
to be published, I did It in good faith, 
ea I had every reason to suppose the 
books would be ready for the mails 
before the holidays. The grippe epi
demic attacked the man who had the 
work in charge, and the workmen in 
the office, in the early winter; this 
caused a long delay as other work, 
previously promised demanded the at
tention of the printers first. I was 
notified a long time. since that the 
book had reached the bindery, and 
would probably be shipped in a few 
days. I have just learned that about 
the time the book was sent to be 
bound, the book-binders in that sec* 
tlon (Wellesley, Mass.) went on a 
strike, and everything in that line of 
work to' the present had been at a 
standstill. It is hoped that matters 
will soon be' settled, and as soon as 
they are, the book will be finished and 
sent me without delay. Have pa
tience, friends; those of you -who 
have' sent your names and subscrip
tion price oLthe book, need not fear; 

-your money is safe, arid ¿b soon as 
they come to hand, I shall get them

• Into the
A. P. 
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Psychic

malls without delay.” 
Courtney writes from Minne- 
Mlnn.: "The Minneapolis 
Society was organized about

Sept. 1, .1907, as an 'independent 
Spiritualist Society. It was with se
rious forebodings that we entered the 
field, not so much from the opposition 
we engendered,as the financial pbliga-' 
tlon we incurred. For a few loyal 
souls to lease the First .Unitarian 
church, one of the most beautiful 
churches in our city, in which to hold 
meetings for the promotion of Spir
itual philosophy, was indeed'a serious 
financial proposition.. That no mis
take was made Is evinced by the in
terest manifested and the large at
tendance at our Sunday evening 
services. Our week day socials are 
well patronized, the attendance often 
taxing our residence to its utmost 
capacity. Sunday evening, Mar. 1, 
an event occurred which will always 
remain in the memory of those pres
ent as a beautiful text in the book.of 
life’s experience. Miss Hazel Chase 
Bensel, a young lady loved by us all, 
and Albert J. Johnson,, staunch co
operative members’ of onr society, 
were united in marriage by Rev. 
Caroline Tryon. The .pride was

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 
OREGON

The State Bpard*of Spiritualists 
earnestly desire to come Into commun
ication with every Spiritualist 
throughout the state of Oregon. Will 
all those who read this please write 
to the state secretary, Mrs. W. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Pbrt-
land, Ore. 953-3t

turned ones1, which the singing

Eugene Hendricks, of St Louis, 
Mo., writes: “A very pretty wedding 
was solemnized Feb. 25, at the recep
tion In Kansas City, when Dr. Otto 
Vlerllng ahd Mrs. Henrietta Acker
man were united in marriage, both 
of St. Louis, Mo., and the ceremony 
was' performed by the viefe-president, 
Mrs. E, B. Price, also of St. Louis, in 
the presence of a number of friends. 
The bride and groom came out of the 
anteroom upon tho platform carrying 
a beautiful bouquet of roses, and Mrs. 
E. B. Price performed the ceremony 
with the Spiritual ritual. Dr- Otto 
Vierllng is the president and his wife 
the medium of the New Chain of 
Light Society, Jefferson and Arsenal 
street. St. Louis, Mo.”

J. G. Hoffman writes: “Mrs. Bur-, 
land, 600 Englewood avenue, Chicago, 
will celebrate the 60t$i anniversary-of 
Spiritualism at 528 West 63 rd street 
(Hopkins hall), on the fourth Sunday 
of March (the 22d), by holding a con
tinuous meeting from 2:30 in the 
afternoon. Coffee will be served 
free, so bring your lunch and have a 
good time. Mediums are especially 
invited to attend."

Charles Ò. Thompson writes: “The 
Fraternal Daughters held their regu- | 
lar Wednesday meeting at 406 Ogden 
avenue. The afternoon session was 
taken up with reading by the follow
ing: Sister Dr. Caird, Sisters Dill, 
Adams, Bieheler, Golden, Lloyd, 
Goldstein, Switzer, and with all thèse 

■mediums, a great many had to go 
home without readings. Next week 
we will have more readers. The 
evening session we had a short talk 
from Brothers Hadley and McDonald. 
We are very pleased to notice by The 
Progressive Thinker that the “dis
ease" of a higher and mòre true Spir
itualism, which the F. O. O. S. caught 
a year ago is' very contagious, and I 
hope it will remain so, until Chicago, 
shall become the psychic circle of the 
world. . President Dr. T. Wilkins 
seems to be the right man In the 
right place. I hope he will continue 
in the good work which he has so 
ably begun, and carry it throughoùt 
the length and breadth-of this stae. " 
Now we have the wheels of progres
sion moving,' let : us keep pushing 
them along in bur own way, that, 
when we get to the top of the hill, 
we all can look back and say we all 
helped in this grand and glorious 
truth, and my prayer and heart’s de
sire is. that the-spirit of harmonj may 
prevail ainóng us stronger every day.”;

A- Gothsori, writes from Pine ■ City, 
Minn.: “In your paper of Mar. 7, we 
read Prof; W. M. Lockwood’s mas
terly lecture, a reply to Rev. R.-V. 
Hunter's scandalous sermon against 
our Cause. It Is worth being read 
and re-read many, times. It should 
be printed again. Please do all you 
can to induce the Professor to get 
this "lecture out in pamphlet form, 
so we.all can get a few copies to give 
away. It will surely do a great 
amount of good to be spread among 
.¿H -claSses of people, becausé it is a 
magnificent address.”

Some one writes as follows of the 
First Spiritual Union of Norwich, 
Conn.: "The month of February was 
one of the most successful in the his
tory-of thé society, both in attend
ance’and financial return. Ori the 
first Sunday evening of the month 
we held our usual monthly concert 
service, a splendid program of vocal 
and instrumental numbers having 
been arranged by our organist, 
Charles A. Dowsett. Our pastor. Rev. 
Albert P. Blinn, has continued his 
excellent work by giving interesting 
and inspiriting discourses each Sun
day forenoon and evening,which drew 
many appreciative straiigers to onr 
services. On - Sunday; Feb. 23, Mr. 
Blinn was assisted by Frederick

Nicholson of Boston, who gave many 
messages, and whose work with us as 
test medium was unexcelled. We 
hope So have .him with' us again. 
The play “Old Acre Folk,” by our 
dramatic club, was a big success in 
every way; the net receipts being 
nearly $100. Every . play presented 
by this organization has received high 
praise in our daily papers, and the 
good times resulting have done much 
to interest the young people. Last 
week the club was banqueted and en
tertained by Mrs. Nathan Brewster, 
Mrs. Wm. F. Bogue and Mrs. Albert 
P. Bllnn, plates being laid for 28 
guests, and a most enjoyable evening 
was spent in feasting, gaihes and mu
sic. We are now preparing for a big 
time'on Sunday, Mar. 29, in com
memoration of the 60th anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism. A special 
mueical program is being arranged, 
and we shall have the well known 
test medium, Mrs. Emma B. Smith, 
of Lawrence, Mass., with us, besides 
our regular speaker and others. In
stead of talking about decadence in 
our movement, numerically or other
wise, we believe in the power of 
thought, and thinking success con
tinually helps to attain it, as we have 
demonstrated. Perhaps some of our 
leading workers might profit by adopt
ing this idea."

Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn',' the noted lec
turer, Writes: "I hope to call on you 
personally before the summer brings 
its sunshine. I want to say that your 
paper is growing In favor,-and'that 
helps me, When we can get out of 
the shadows of the past, taking with 
us the good, we will then leave the 
errors to fertilize . the ground- by 
change of form," •

Julius Wagner writes from Alle
gheny, Pa.: “The Church of Life, 
Grand Army hall, is doing a grand 
work here. Every Sunday brings. 
something new. Conference meetings 
are held every Sunday afternoon, 
Sunday, Mar. 8, I did some mission-’ 
ary work, giving away several copies 
of The Progressive Thinker. In par
ticular I drew the attention of the 
audience to the grand lecture by Prof. 
Lockwood, answering Rev. Hunter. 
It was an intellectual treat. I also' 
spoke of the lecture by the late Col. 
Ingersoll on the Devil. In fact, I 
claimed that every Spiritualist in the 
land should subscribe for The Pro
gressive Thinker. I wish to mention 
Mr. Joseph M. Francis, the chairman. 
He is a very entertaining talker. He 
makes every one feel welcome. The 
writer gave a reading phrenojoglcally. 
The gentleman I read claimed it very 
correct."

Carrie H. Mong, secretary, writes 
from Muncie, Ind.: “The speakers 
for the convention of the Indiana State 
Association, to be held in Indianapo
lis, Mar, 20, 21 and 22, will bfe Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, of Chicago, president 
of the N. S. A., and Will V. NTcum. of. 
Dayton, O. The- message bearer will 
be Mrs. -Josephine Ropp, Mrs. Francis 
Ruddick, Mrs. Mattle E. Hayden, Mr. 
W. C. Jessup, and Mrs. Anna Thrond- 
sen, if she gets home in time from 
Lake Helen, Fla. Reports indicate 
that all societies will be well repre
sented ahd personal memberships con
tinue to come in.” 1

C. L. Hatch writes from Appleton 
hall, 9 Appleton street, Boston, Mass.: 
“The First Spiritualist Ladies’ Aid . 
will celebrate the anniversary of 
modern Spiritualism in the above hall 
on. Friday, Mar. 27—three sessions. 
Admission, 10 cents. The following 
talent are expected: Mrs. N. J. Wil
lis, Mrs. Carrie E. S.Twlng, Mrs. Kate 
Stiles, Rev. F. A. .Wiggin, Rev. A., 
Pl Bllnn, Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. 
Chapman, Mrs. A. S. Waterhouse, 
Mrs. Nellie Abbott, Mrs. Belcher, 
Mrs. M. S. Butler, Mrs. Nettle' H. 
Harding, Mrs. I. P. A. Whitlock, Mrs. 
C. F. Allyn, Miss Etta Willis. Miss 
Creighton will give original poems; 
Mrs. Haidee Hall, -vocalist; Mrs,. 
Mary F. Lovering, accompanist Din
ner and supper will be served at the 
hall."

Mrs. Dr. Caird, secretary, writes: 
“The monthly business meeting of the 
Illinois Sunflower Club was held at 
Lincoln hall, 70 East Adams; street, 
Chicago, Tuesday, Mar.' 10. An un
usually large attendance was on hand, 
and matters of interest were dis
cussed. . The society is In a most 
flourishing condition. The next Tea 
Party will take place Mar. 24. Mrs. 
Allison will serve. J Good mediums 
will be-in attendance. We hope mem
bers will inform their friends.' 
Make a special effort to bring-but all 
you can, thus helping a good cause - 
along. The Club will also oh Friday,' 
Mar. 20, celebrate its third, birthday. 
Supper will be served from 5:30 to 
8, to be followed by. a fine entertain
ment and dance. - 'Tickets, Including 
all three; 25 cents. Come and bring 
yôür friends; - Make this a red letter 
day fbr the. Sunflower Club. - Let this 
be the best birthday party In the his
tory of the L S. C. Remember, 
Washington 'hall, 70 E. Adams 
street.' :-..v „ ; —

Correspondent writes: “Prof, 
Peck’s lecture Sunday afternoon upon 
“Telepathy” was very fine and should 
have been heard by ¿11 Spiritualists, 
in thé city. • The dance and supper 
Saturday evening by the Golden Rule 
Society was a success socially and 
financially.”, .

Correspondent writes: "Dr. T.
Wilkins spoke for • the Progressive 
Spiritualist Society Sunday evening, 
Mar. 15, and Mrs. Hilbert, the pas
tor, gave some excellent messages. 
Thé Doctor speaks for the Spiritual 
Science Society at Rockford, Sunday 
evening, Mar. 22."

The sixtieth anniversary of Spirit
ualism will be properly observed and 
celebrated by the Golden Rule So
ciety, Chicago, at O'Donnell College 
hall, Saturday evening, Sunday after
noon and evening. Mar. 28 and 29, 
with an elaborate program, and invite 
every Spiritualist in the city to help 
celebrate.’’

Carrie L. Hatch writes from 9 Ap
pleton street, Appleton hall; Boston, 
Mass.: "The First Spiritualist La
dies’ Aid Society met as usual. The 
Costume Supper was a great success, 
some thirty prizes being given away. 
The ladles were dressed in many va
ried costumes, and a lively and de
lightful entertainment was held. - A 
grand march at 8 p. hl by the cob-

of the Star Spangled Banner, in which 
all assembled took, part. Singing-and 
recitation by Baby Vinto, a little tot 
of four years old., added much to the 
entertainment. "Humorous stories by 
Mr. E. Warden Hatch were appreciat
ed by all, especially as this was his 
first appearance since his severe ill
ness. Musical selection by Miss Alice 
Waterhouse, pianist, ' Mr. Sam Gra
ham, violinist—4J)ose were well ren
dered. T^e hall was cleared and 
dancing wdb indulged in until 10 p. 
m. This closed; one of our pleasant 
meetings, Remember the anniver
sary exercises, Mar. 27, all day and 
.evening.”

G. G. Lee, president, writes from 
Oklahoma City, Okla.: “There is 
only one State Spiritualist Association 
in Oklahoma, and it is chartered by 
the N. S. A. , There are three state 
missionaries, and any one wishing to 
organize a local society can get blank 
applications for charters, which' are 
issued only by the president and sec
retary of the State Society. Frank 
Aunlauf, route No, 2, Oklahoma City, 
is secretary.’’ .

Michigan Spiritualists, Attention. -
Kindly bear in mind, the annual 

convention will be held this year May 
8, 9 and 10,instead of August, as in 
former years. >

The convention will be held In 
Lansing, Mich., and nothing will be 
spared by the Lansing Spiritualists to 
make the meeting a profitable one to 
to all who attend. The meeting is to
be a 
plenty

three 
of time

days’ 
to

and evening

session— 
transact

and allbusiness, ---- --------- ---- -
day Sunday meetings. All delegates
will be entertained by Lansing friends, 

Trusting all societies will bear In
mind the change of time, I am,

Sincerely,
MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 

Sec. M. S. S. A. 
Battle Creek, Mich.

Important Notice.
To the Readers of The Progressive 

Thinker: As State Missionary of the 
First Spiritual Association of the 
State of Oklahoma, I am ready, upon 
call, to charter and organize new so
cieties. As lecturer and test medium 
for. our noble cause, I am ever ready 
to help in the advancement of Spir
itualism and its philosophy. I will 
be pleased to hear from any one need-, 
ing my services. ‘
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REV. $. E. G. THORP, 

State Missionary.
W. Tenth Street.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

MASS MEETING.

To Be Held in Grand Rapids, Mich., 
Mar. 21 and 22.

RHEUMATISM.

The Cause in Battle Creek, Mich.
To the Editor: Will you grant me 

space to say a word concerning the ‘ 
work in Battle Creek, and thus per
haps encourage some of the other lo
calities, in which less work is being 
done, to go and “do likewise.” We 
have a good, Jive society here, which 
holds meetings every week, Including 
a thought circle every Tuesday after
noon, a message meeting Wednesday 
evening and a sewing club meeting 
every two weeks; also, we, have a 
good Lyceum . and a Temple Club, 
both of which are very much alive 
and doing good work.

Last Sunday Ml’s, Elizabeth 
Schauss, the National superintendent 
of Lyceums, gave us a tool! and had a 
heart to heart talk with our children. 
Mrs.' Schauss was gladly- welcomed by 
the Lyceum boys .and girls, gnd, 
throwing off all reserve, she talked 
herself right into their, hearts and- 

. memories; They, will not soon for. 
get her visit, ap'd, would-bid her a joy
ous welcome again. "

Not the least interesting event of 
recent days was the celebration of the 
forty^fourtli anniversary of Mr. and 
Mrs, Johq Estell, pioneer workers in 
the society and <?ause. The exercises 
were a complete surprise-to the guests’ 
of honor, they1 knowing nothing of it 
until the carriage was sent to the 
door for them, and they were brought 
to the hall where a large number of 
friends were assembled to greet them. 
. A fine impromptu program was ren
dered, a fjafnty, supper partaken of 
and several speeches made, to which 
Mr. and Mrs. Estelle, responded 
gracefully. 11 Thej>? were tried and 
found guilty of having HvSd together 
for forty-four years, and as a penalty 
were senteneced to continue to thus 
live for a period of some thousands ot 
year; and-1! lestr’-' they forget the 
sentence, they were ;made the recip
ients of suitable,.presents to remind 
them.

Altogether a most enjoyable even
ing was spent, aiid after the festivi
ties, the guests departed, feeling that 
another ray of light had fallen 
athwart life’s patn.

The1 wrlti-^ has' been speaking for 
this society ¿Inee October, with the 
exception of a few Sundays spent in 
Chicago. Preparations are under way 
for- a big time on anniversary Sunday, 
for we are going to have a gala time. 
It would be well- for those living in 
nearby towns to remember this fact, 
as they will want to come and par
take of the feast prepared for that 
day. I believe there will be ' three 
sessions—virtually an all-day session; 
and it is well to remember that it is 
the last Sunday of Marchi 

Fraternally,
WILL J. ERWOOD.

Friendly Bacteria.
We physicians have been dwelling 

so incessantly upon bacteria as dis
ease-breeding agencies, that the be
neficent properties of many ot these 
microscopic creatures have been 
rather lost sight of. As a matter of 
fact, however, most microbes are of 
the latter sort. Conn, in his fascinat
ing little book, The Story of Germ 
Life, demonstrates ' how large a part 
these microbes play in the orderly' and 
salutary processes of nature. And 
that wisest of scientists, Metchnlkoff, 
swallows every day many millions of 
the bacillus Bulgericus, which are to 
be found in milk ferments, and which 
In his belief, kill off the putrefactive 
germs, that bring on premature old 
age. ■

What, Indeed, would the farmer do 
without the germ? How could the. 
dairyman otherwise. develop . his 
cheeses and his butters? We learn 
from Mr. K.'H. Kellerman, psycholo
gist in. charge of soil bacteriology at 
Washington, that it is a friendly mi
crobe which has been to a very meas
urable degree, the cause of a trade ex
cess in cèrtàln jlanf growths. Gi
gantic forage crops of alfalfa and 
clover, on which stòck raisers largely 
depend, are greatly enhanced in value 
by bacterial inoculations., both natural 
and artificial; the germs attach them
selves to the roots of these and other 
.legumes (such as peas, beans and 
vetches), developing nodules, which 
have the power to render the free 
nitrogen of the air available, for plant 
growth. We may judge lisw much 
these crops are enriched by the com
putation that the nitrogen content of 
a soy bean cftìp wks 113.55 pounds, to 
the acre for. ' inoculated plants, but 
only 75.98 pounds lor those not inoc
ulated;' inoculated cbw-peas had 
139.21 pounds ofhltrogen, an excess 
of 21 pounds ovèr an uninoculated 
area; the dry weight of Canadian field 
peas, Inoculated, was seven times that 
of a crop uni'noculated with the nitro-' 
gen bacteria.1 Motbover, the nitrogen 
for the largericrops came mostly from 
the inexhaustible ¡atmospheric supply, 
while the lèsser crops impoverished 
the soil.—The Mèdica! Timès.

“A Short- History of the Inquisi
tion.” Whât It Was and What. It 
Did. To which ft appended on Ac
count of Persecutions by Protestants, 
Persecutions of Witches, The War Be
tween Religion and Science, and the 
Attitude of the American Churches 
Toward African Slavery, Fully illus
trated. Price, $2.00.

- MANUAL of Magnetic Healing, .In
structions with'reference to the use 
of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as.-to .the De
velopment of the Psychometric facul
ties In those who have that gift unde
veloped; To which ft added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By Daniel 
W. Hull, M. D., g* Price ■ 25

Edgewood Camp.
Will open July 12, and continue 

three consecutive Sundays. At its 
close the annual state convehtion will 
be held on the camp ground, two days 
being given to work of convention.

For further particulars, refer to the 
secretary, Mrs. Jennie French, or thé 
president, R. F. Little, general deliv
ery, Seattle, Wpsh. /

WHAT MATTERETE IT?

What mattereth it, | . 
All the idle cries and chatter, j- • 
All the praise and the blame, !

What is earth-life,
Tell me, brothers, 

What Is earth-life but a name? 
Cries are lost in the morning breeze, 
Sighs are drowned in the evening air; 
Idle words—just idle chatter-—

Will J.’Erwood,.the young and elo
quent speaker, will be the main work
er, present, assisted by Dr. A. B. Spin
ney, Dr. Batdorf, J. C. Andre, Mr. J. 
Walker, Mrs. Belle Fuller, messages, 
and others.'

A cordial invitation is extended to 
all Spiritualists and progressive think
ers to make an effort to hear this tal
ented worker.

AU those within reasonable dis
tance should attend, or they will miss 
a treat.

Sincerely,
MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 

Sec. M. S. S, A.
Battle Creek, Mich.

SILONA TEMPLE CIRCLE.

•.What does it matter—why should 
care?

.What mattereth it, • 
Angry jeer or friendly praise? 
Ab we sow, so shall we reap.

. ■ What does it matter, 
Tell me, brothers. 

What does it matter, why do 
weep?

we

we

Sowing chaff we reap but sorrow, 
Sowing grain we reap but gold;
What does it matter—this idle chat

ter-—
Wht does it matter when all is told?

What mattereth it, 
Though -the world condemn us, 
Though all condemn, if our soul 

prove?
What power has blame,

ap-

, Tell me, brothers,'
What power has blame our souls to 

move?
Words are lost in the realms of space, 
Deeds are traced In the souls of men. 
Idle gossip: When Heaven is reached 
Will such as that disturb us then?

What mattereth it. 
What others say we do and think? 
Will they our harvest gather in?

What gift has praise,
Tell me, brothers. 

What gift has praise to lessen sin? 
As we sow, so shall we reap— 
Life’s harvest in, life’s harvest in. 
If we do right for the sake of right, 
Though the world condemns, we do 

not sin. —Mrs. Cora Covey.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be Inserted free.

ten 
Ail

in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the' rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.]

Passed to the unseen from Green- 
■ wich village, Mass., from the home of 
her son-in-law, Levi N. Chamberlin, 
Mrs. Abigail Richardson-Johnson, 
widow of the late Joel Johnson of 
Dana, Mass, aged 92 years. A wo
man of rare beauty of character, ¿he 
was greatly beloved. The funeral 
service was conducted by the writer, 
assisted by George A. Fuller, M. D. 
Interment in Dana; the burial ser
vice conducted by Dr. Fuller.

JULIETTE YEAW.

Roger Franklin Jermaln, passed to 
spirit life from Clinton, Mass., Feb
ruary 2, 1908,' aged 80 year's. Mr. 
Jermain had lived in Clinton 45 years, 
and was one of itp most respected 
citizens. He was a man of cheerful 
presepce and shared with his wife 
an unfaltering faith in Spiritualism. 
His home was always open to medi
ums. His funeral service was con
ducted by the writer, and was large
ly attended. The floral tributes were 
very beautiful.

JULIETTE YEAW.

Passed, to spirit“ life at her home 
at Watseka, III., March 1, 1908, Mrs. 
Mary Rowlen, aged 58 years. Spir
itualist services were held on March 
2, conducted by Mrs. Margaret E.

■Skeels of Onarga, and Mrs. M. A. 
¿Alter. Dr.-H. H. Alter also read a 
splendid eulogy. She was a noble 
woman and had strong convictions of
future life.' J. S. D.

Samuel'Albertson, a pioneer set
tler of Whiteside county and one' of 
the ; oldest settlers' of . Sterling, III., 
passed to . spirit life on 'Monday, Mar. 
2, at his homo in Woodlawn, which 
he. occupied for two-thirds of a'cen-' 
tury. Mr., Albertson was In his nine
ty-first year. The transition service, 
was held on Wednesday at 2:30 
o’clock, and we felt-honored In being- 
called upon to pay his memory amov
ing tribute. Let me mention a beauti
ful spiritual experience that was mine 
in connection with the service at the 
home. While sweet voices were ren
dering one of Longley'S beautiful 
songs, I looked into the faces of the 
many friends and neighbors, assembled 
to do him honor, and realized that 
most of them were unfamiliar with 
the teachings of the Spiritual philoso
phy, and the thought came, what shall 
I say to these people that will leave a 
lasting impression of truth upon their 
minds and hearts.” I immediately 
was conscious of-the spiritual pres
ence of Mr. Albertson and his arisen 
companion, standing near the casket 
that contained his body. They came' 
to my side, and as I arose to speak 
he took my hand and said: “Tell 
these people about Spiritualism, and. 
whaf the knowledge of it means to $ 
the world when death comes into the 
home.” No text from Bible or sacred 
book is needed. I had received my 
cue, and in response to the prompt
ings of his arisen soul, voiced that 
which I know would make him glad.

ALICE C. BARRY.
Clinton, Iowa;

A.
Pin the World Celestial?’ by Dr.'T. 

.. Bland; Interesting, instructive and
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, pries ?i. *

Successful and Instructive Methods 
Philadelphia Spiritualists.

of

To the Editor:—On the arrival cf 
Mr. Thompson with us no working 
auxiliary society which could assist

of

the Association was in existence. At 
the Rev. G. Tabor Thompspn’s initia
tive there was formed The Silona 
Temple Circle, and to the activity of 
the ladles composing this society is 
due a great portion of credit for the 
success of the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia.

The six months of its existence end
ing March 4,under the able presi
dency of Mrs. H. C. Lawrence, has 
been an unprecedented success, and 
the appreciation of her leadership by 
the members was shown in her unan
imous re-election for the ensuing six. 
months. It is impossible to overstate 
(he efficiency and push of this able 
lady, whose executive ability Is un
questionable.

Organized early in September, and 
the first officers appointed by the 
Board of Trustees of the parent asso
ciation, on the assemblage of the la
dies interested it was decided to col
lect dues of five cents per week from 
each member, the effect of which 
from the start has been a pocket piece 
in the treasury.

To raise a donation of $100 to
word the re-decorating of Temple, a 
theater party given in October netted 
about this sum. We had close to 
300 tickets to sell (most of them at 
75 cents), from the proceeds of which 
was received 60 per cent., and that 
we did not return a single ticket the 
theater people Informed us was estab
lishing a new record, as they had nev
er before had a similar occurrence.

A Bazar given November 28, 29 
and 30, at which all worked with 
heart and soul, brought in more than 
$200, with which some 50 yards of 
fine, green, body-brussels carpet was 
purchased for the rostrum, together 
with three handsome leather-covered, 
oak-frame chairs, which were present
ed to the Association on a recent Sun
day morning by President Mrs. Law
rence, in a concise speech, most ap
propriate, showing in her expressing
so much in a few remarks 
ling quality of brain and 
A lecturn, to replace the 
some old pulpit is enroute

her ster- 
intuition. 

cumber- 
to Phila-

delphia from its manufacturers, who 
advise us it is the handsomest ever. 
It is made especially for us from the 
finest oak, to a design chosen, and 
the carving required much tedious 
work and extra care, but it is far from 
having an orthodox appearance, and 
when it completes the furnishing of 
rostrum it will seem to all who attend 
our services from both this and the 
other world a far less barren place 
than it has been before.

The Circle supplies flowers every 
Sunday (afterward sent to some 
one who is ill, and so do double ser
vice), and assists the Association 
financially.

The placing an electric advertise
ment across the pavement over door
way in the front of Temple is the next 
undertaking it has mapped out.

To raise more money a package 
party is to be next Tuesday evening, 
and from tickets sold prospects are 
for an unprecedented success, and hs 
it will be the privilege of the ladles 
Identified with this Circle to look af
ter maqy needs which have been 
graoned for through a decade to prop
erly equip the establishment, and 
since there is not an "exasperating 
stupid" in the membership, they will 
in all undertakings, as in this, ac
complish all they set out to do.

■ Now you will ask why I have writ
ten at such length on this line? One 
reason is to let your readers know 
how and why We are developing; but 
the greater is te give heart to any 
struggling societies and advise them 
to follow our example if they would, 
leave inactivity and by work journey 
up the mount of success to prosperity; 
and if there is any inspiration in the 
name of that noble spirit lady, Mrs. 
Andrew Jackson Davis, whose name 
in spirit is Silona) we would not be
grudge your forming Silona Temple 
Circles wherever-Spiritualists- are or
ganized.

We want your readers who may be 
In Philadelphia at any time not to 
fail to drop in to at least one service 
at the 12th & Thompson street Church 
and get inspired if they need to..

I would like to- use this opportuni
ty to express regret that an anony
mous correspondent should have as
signed to the First Association the 
free distribution of "Progressive 
Thinkers,” as was stated in article 
“A Noble Example.” We do not give 
any papers away, but sell about 50 
copies of the Thinker a week. For 
Spiritualism to prosper In Philadel
phia or anywhere, else there'must be 
harmony between Spiritualists and 
as evidence of,our high desire to pro
mote same we would state for the 
benefit of the author of above-men
tioned article that he (or she) should 
be careful hereafter to- state only 
facts and give us no taore credit than 
is due. RALPH C. STOVER, JR.

Bristol, P»

Let us send you ON FREE TRIAL a<- i{
tpl pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the ,r | 

gre-at Michigan External Rem- J s 
edy, which is curing thous- ✓ i 

ands—Jusi / I
SEND YOUR NAME ON A POSTAI/

Let us cure your Rheumatism (r(o | 
matter where located, how severe, oik 
whether it is clwonic, acute, muscular! 
sciatic, lumbago or gout) with ouir 
powerful yet harmless Magic FootX 
Drafts. They have cured cases of 40 / 
years’ standing where doctors and.7 
medicines failed. ' ■ ; jV

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 7 
cured J. Wesley Bennett, Indianapolis, - '■( 
Ind., after 25 years’ suffering. Disease- J 
hereditary, his brother having died T 
with Rheumatism. ’ , -

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 
cured Mrs. C, Tena Segoln, Auburn, 1 
N. Y., after ten years of suffering and ; 
using crutches. )

Magic Foot Drafts cured N. F. Bog- <’/ 
guss, 326 W. 61st St., Chicago, after 
trying six doctors and spending six / 
weeks in expensive sanitariums with-/
out relief.

Magic Foot Drafts cured me
tirely. It is a wonderful 
says Rey. J. Holz, Chicago,

Let 
Foot

Pi'

en
tiling.

Magic 
Drafts

cure you, Sim
ply write for a 
pair to-day— 

to try FREE. You will get them by 
return mall. If they relieve you, 
send us a dollar, if not, don’t send ub 
a cent. We trust you for a square 
deal. Don’t delay, but send to-day 
for the free trial drafts and also our 
free book which explains clearly why J 
they cure so quickly and thoroughly/ 
It will cost you nothing to try. -Magiki 
Foot Draft Co., X08 Oliver BldgL 
Jackson, Mich. Send no money! 
Write to-day. /'

SUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO.

The Church of the Soul, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Pastor; services In Mall 309 
Masonic Temple at 11 a. np Sunday 
School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Richmond will 
be at home, 3802 Ridge Boulevard, FrL 
day afternoons, to receive cullers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the-Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. Sup
per served at 6 p. m. f

The Students of Nature, Mrs. M. / 
Schumacher, pastor, meets at Van Bu- / 
,ron Opera House, corner Madison street 1 
and California avenue. Service at 7:30 / 
p. m. ।

The Fraternal Order of Spiritualists, 1 
Dr. Alex Caird, president. Services at '. 
Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden are., at 2:30/ 
p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 6; Song service 
6:30; concert, 7; evening. 8.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pqfa- 
tor, Mrs. Maggie Watte; meet at 8 ' p. 
n>., at Unity Hall, 431 31st st., cor. 
Wentworth Avenue.

Tiie Church of Progressive Spiritual
ists, (colored) holds services at 3329 
Vernon avenue, every Sunday, from 4
to 7 p. in. No door fee. All 
Rev. J. H. Demby. Pastor.

invited.

Tile Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8 p. m. every Sunday, 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.

Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services at Wilcox Hull, 361 E. 43rd 
street, at 8 p. in., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening, also 
Wednesday evening, at 7:30. Lecturo, 
music and messages, 320 Flournoy st, 
Mary B. Hill, pastor.

Spiritual meetings held every Sun
day evening at 8 p. m„ at 239 Lincoln 
ave.. conducted by F. E. Loner.

The Hyde Pirk Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, at 
319 E. 55th st. Good mediums In at
tendance.

Biblical Spiritual Society holds meet
ings every Sunday evening at 66th st.
and Madison conducted by
Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, and other me
diums.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
ftt 31st street (old 77) at 3 ami 8 p. tn., 
Sundays: meeting conducted by Mrs. 
Maggie Henry. Home address 3103 ■ 
Prairie avenue. /

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socle-/ 
ty holds services every Sunday at &/ 
and 8 p. ni., sharp, at 4 3 South Pauling 
street., between Washington Boul. anil 
Park Ave. Nora E. Bill, pastor. /

The Roseland Spiritual Culture Cl^b 
holds services In Bock’s Hall, 11&2C 
Michigan avenue, the first and third 
Sundays in each month. Good mu^slc, 
good speakers and good message-bear- • 
ers are always on hand. Mrs. ,1. Long- 
staff, president: residence, 7932 Kings
ton avenue, City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society, 586 ‘ 
32nd street, holds services every Sun-
day evening Monday
and Friday afternoons. jlr.

evenings 
Bunde.

pastor: Mrs« Welniek, medium. No 
door fee. jHverybody welcome.

The Church of Spiritual Revelation 
holds setiFicfS every Sunday evening, 
at 8 p. m., 5963 South Halsted St. The 
public cordially Invited. Conducted by 
Edward Dlerkes.

The LiKht of Truth. Mrs. Burland, 
Pastor, ' Meets every Sunday at. 5^8 W/ 
63rd St. (Hopkins Hall), at 2:30 and 
8 p. m.: also free spiritual treatments 
given between 2 aand 3. also 7 and 8 
p. ni.

FATE MASTERED.

And Destiny Fulfilled. By W. J. 
Colville.

A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
in heavy white cover with cat-tail
decoration.

Contents: 
Force. Its 
Thought as 
Aura. For 
SO cents.

Fate Mastered. Interior
Practical Evolution, 

a Shield. The Human 
sale at this office. Price

Three Remarkable Books
‘The -Divine PeAlffree ©man." I
•‘The Law of Psychic Phenomena.” ■ ’ 
“A Scientific Domomtratlon of the FW*tare 1.110.” ,<
The DlTlno Pedigree ot Man,or the Testimony 

ot Evolution and Psychology to the Fatherhood 
OtGod. By Thompson Jay Hudson, LL. D. A 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex
istence of the Soul and Future Life. It Is sclen- 
tlflc throughout. Price 11.50. Dr. Hudson's 
work on “The Law of Psychic Phenomena" Is 
also valuable. Price, 11.60. His "Sclentino 
Demonstration of the Future Life" should ba 
RMbyaU. Price 51.50

The InHdefitu of Eccfesiasticism, 
AMemwolo American Civilization. By Prof 
W. M. 1 ockwood. A trenchant and maBterlv 
treatise. Price. 25 cents. . 7

Sheet Mask Thre:n?4:utifuJ—— ------------ spiritual Songs.
we Ara Passing But OncaThH War " by P' °'Hndson: WICK ¿cent™8 

PrSeX A rCVerla By A J «“»am.

Light ot Ro&son.” English tint) ilfirrnnT»
ku?.

< ■■

/

What All the World’s a-Seeking;
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Euhti boDAIag hliiroiia from vltblo; tboogbttB 
the bonder; for Ibousbti ora tarcee.—subtle, rtcal, . 
trrealoltble, omnipotent,—end according a* used do 
the? bring power or Impotence, peeceor pein, hucceta 
or tailure.—From Title-page. ,

The above books are beautifully bound In grar-grtan p 
ralavd eiotb; stamped In deep old-green and gold, trim K- 
01HC9. Price, 61.35; .Forcale utMeoslce. o <■?

a,
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THE PROœBStVB THIHKBR 7

■V-

--------
■ -'W ¿department te under the man- 
a^^iaat of

' .'¿¿ ' V HUDSON TUTTLE. .
AfiirjiMsa him at Berlin Heights, dhlo.

—The Questions and Answers 
hove m called forth such a host bf re- 
spüJUUoMtijj that to give all equal hear- 

/vowpels the answers to bo made In 
the/ condensed form, and often 

. • cl&AMie&s is perhaps sacrificed to tills 
1 brevity. Proofs have to be omlt-
\ te<J- .and the stylo becomes thereby as- 

Xgartlve. which of uj| things is to be 
œéprccated. Correspondents often wea- 

r, .fry with welting for the appearance of 
-'■«heir questions and write letters of 

inquiry. The -supply of-matter is al
ways several weeks ahead of space 

I given, and hence there is unavoidable 
delay. Everyone has to wait his* time 

I- find place, and all are treated with 
tannnl favor.

for each and every onp has had its 
own.

As man advanced, his ideal ot love, 
justice and duties to others grew more 
sharply defined. Leaders sprang up 
and carried the beacon torch far to 
the nont of the plodding masses, to 
be identified with their light, aud dei
fied as Saviors.

Hence the searching for evidence 
historic; the patching together of 
tradition and myths; the ruling out 
by criticism of one or all,the Christs 
who stand beacon lights along the 
shoreS of the ages, marking the head
lands overlooking the tide of human 
events, does not affect this great cen
tral thought, this divine, superlative 
ideal which has been and is upheld 
us a model of human conduct.
. Take away the Bible, every record 
and creed, aud ceremony, dogma, and 
observRuce, and Christianity might 
rally around this standard the strong
er because purified.

The change in the Christ-idea is a 
change of those who received it,, and 
its full meaning will lead to Its real
ization. If one child is divine all chil-

A True Story of Spirit Mice
” ' ' j? >9)

Its Truth is Vouched for by the St. Louis Globe-Demotrat/iiof St. 
Louis, Mo., in Which it Appeared, and it Illustrates t^e In
terest at the present Time in Occult Subjects, HavmgdBeeui Writ
ten by an Old Citizen of That City. ' ?

- -------------- jl-r -:ai .
“When my wife and I saw the rent sign in the window,aof the 

house on South Broadway we were duighted. It was? ifl^tbej'^pring 
of 1867, and we had been in the city about a year. W^' ha^.come 
from an Eastern-state, intending to make the city our home.—I was 
25, strong and hearty; ■she was two 'years younger, and our pros
pects seemed good. .“After a short, stay at the-Everett house, we moved out to a board
ing place on Washington avenue, near Ninth, and had been there ten 
months. But my wife did not like boarding. She wanted a place 
to entertain her friends, for we had made many acquaintances at the 

| Church of the Messiah on Ninth and'Olive; so we were botji pleased

df the night’s occurrences. The folding doors between the front and 
back parlors were open, just as they had been the night before, but to 
my astonishment,, both doors of the dining room were also open, and I 
could see to the door of the kitchen. I was certain I locked the doors, 
so my first thought was of hidden thieves. I picked up a fragment of 

¡a packing box, and with this weapon peered cautiously into.the din
ing room. No one was there. The pantry was locked, but the kitchen 
door, which I also thought I locked, though closed, opened by turning 
the knob. I did hot go upstairs, but after relocking all the doors, went 
to our boarding house for breakfast. I was two hours early, so walked 
out to Missouri Park and sat down on one of the benches to think the 
matter over, and the more I thought, the more puzzled I became.

“That afternoon I walked out the avenue with Tom Buck, one of
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Wioquul- favor.Pj < NOTICE—Nc. . ... -No attention w|II be given 
é janunymous letters. Full name and ad- 
' . jdresa must be given, or the letters will 

¿biot be read. If the request be made 
,the name will not be published. The 
WrrOBponience ot this department has 

¡■become excessively large, especially 
■ !$et.l.ers of inquiry requesting private 

jmetvci’a. and while I freely give what
ever Information j am able, the ordi
nary courtesy-of correspondents ia ex

pected, HUDSON TUTTLE. .

I L. S.—Q.—When was the first 
X Beare Conference held, ' ? ¿?. •

A.—In 1898 at The Hague, Holland,' *

■hi E- T- Tuhe:—It is said that more 
Sjff (Insanity Is caused by the board of 
KeWrade than the saloons. How is this? 
™i > ; A.—There is no possible manner of 
p \determfning, as there are no statis

tics of the number caused by either 
tfi«^ board of trade or saloons. There 
uro ’ff,500 saloons in Chicago, and the 
TEMÌPORARY insanity they cause is 
jmmctosurable. All the taxes levied 
on liquors and its sales are but a drop

I in the ocean to the destruction caused 
t by drinking. A person under the in- 
■ fluencè of intoxicants is as irresponsi- H ' ble and unreliable as one insane. . If 
II the habit is continued the effect is Bj, usually imbecility, rather than in- 
■Vsànlty, or both, The board of trade 
■k ips a means of transacting legitimate Hi business, is a necessity of modern 
W^methods; as a gambling -resort it Is | wleious in its influences and destruct- ■I Aive of true business character. It H' ilqust be remembered that the deal- 
mi em on the board have the true spirit H; of who gambler, and takes loss or gain 

witHi apparent indifference. The 

 

trouble conies to the “lambs" scat-

dien are divine.
If one mother is holy, all are holy. 

Maia, mother of Krishna, Isis, mother 
of Horus, Mary, mother of Jesus, are 
not exceptions.

If one can attain such excellence as 
to become a synibol of spiritual light, 
It is demonstrative proof that all can 
attain like eminence.

The Christ Is not without, but every 
one becomes a Christ by reaching up 
to his ideal. ■. * ■
, it Christianity, Instead of casting 
¡anchor, -and moving only ,as the curr 
rent compels it to drag by. the. strain
ing cable, would recognize that its 
Christ was subjective to the Jaws of 
evolutions, it would become à living 
power. Like all preceding religions. 
It accepts the changing personaility, 
ignoring the immortal ideal. ,

Immortal! It lived when Horus 
and tile proud empire of his Egyptian 
worshipers passed into dust. It lived 
after the rites of Mithras had per- 
ished with the Persian monarchy. 
And’though Christ be proven a myth,

my fellow boarders, to whom I confided my story. Tom looked at 
me pretty hard, as though he were not certain whether I had been 
drinking, or had taken leave of my wits, but apparently satisfied that 
I was all right mentally, he expressed perfect willingness to help 
unravel the mystery. So that night found us both in the Broadway 
house, each with a good revolver and ready for either ghosts or thieves. 
We lighted the gas jets in all the rooms except the front parlor, 
where Tom said we’d better leave.no lights, so we’d /have the ad
vantage of seeing without being seen; then we turned the jets low 
and lay down across the bed, fully dressed, <

- “We’d been there about two hours and were both awake, when I
at the prospect of getting the house. . ' ’

“We noticed the sign on Suilday afternoon and Monday I went 
to the agent’s office on Chestnut to inquire about the house. ' I noticed 
when I inentioned the number that the three clerks of the ¿lace Ml 
looked up, but I thought nothing of it, and being pretty busy that, 
week I suggested that my wife and myself would go and look-through 
the house the next Sunday, ? But the agent demurred, said he had to 
go out of town, and suggested that I should go the same afternoon 
with one of his clerks, and we could fix up the business next day. So 
on my way back to the office I called at Our hoarding house and. tqld 
ray-wife to qome to tke office' at 4 o’clock. She was'theie,.'on'time',^^ i couiq piainiy see rue duhuum, AAC Wtta OU UUVU1,and we walked up from Second and Vine to Broadway, and took thed™61 _His shoulder straps showed that, He was young, handsome and 

car down to the house. ” ■ ?
“One of the clerks was on the pavement jingling a buncli of keys, 

in his hand. He showed us through the house, opening the blinds of 
one room after another, then closing them,- kept pretty ulose to us, 
locking every door as he went,-and seemed to be in a hurry ; but I 
thought nothing of that,.either. He didn’t go into the kitchen .at all, 
but my wife did, for, of course, to a housekeeper the kitehemis a very 
important place. Her footfalls on the kitchen floor gave la hollow 
sound, and when I heard that, I went in and stamped on tile, boards,

“ ‘Cellar underneath?’ I said to the young fellow. ?
“ ‘Cellar’s under all the house,’ he answered, so we cam» out very

noticed that instead of the yellow flame, the gas burned a clear blue, J 
giving a most unearthly light, in the back parlor. At the same instant 
there was a creak of a door, I nudged Tom and we rose to a sitting 
podium, revolver in hand. Jiy the dim light we could see that the 
door'of the back .parlor was opening. Just as it swung on its hinges 
there appeared to the left of the folding doors the outlines of a sofa, 

■on which I could see the form of a man lying full length. He wore a 
'^nion uniform. I could plainly see the buttons. He was an officer,

ter<)d over the country, who are. in- I 
ducted by. circulars showing how they 
can. double their money, ¡to send their 

■ IraruVearned dollars for these "mem-
bers”\to invest. The greater part of ! 

■ insanity comes frdm this source; how
much (cannot be known. Really, a 
person', who thus sends his money for 
some oi.ne else to bet for him on the 
price of wheat and corn, one or six 

■ months in the future, would seem near 
the border line of insanity, and his 

i loss or gain could not make him more 
’. needful of .¡a guardian. In these 
£ transactions the result is precisely the 
[Xsame as gambling. - Every dollar one 
' makes, another loses. The millions 

* and hundreds of millions of dollars
<-“madb”.'ard lost by others, and after 

‘“'“accbunte are settled there is not a

proven a God, or a man like other men 
who lived and died on the shores of 
Galilee, yet the Christ-idea will re
main undisturbed and rule the world, 

It will live because essentially spir
itual and opposed to the brutal. It 
makes for the millennial age of peace, 
love and righteousness in the conduct 
of life.

Our ideals should be superior to our 
actual, and striving for its. realization 
is the most uplifting force In our spir
itual advancement.

When theology says that we are 
one with Christ and God, It simply af
firms that we are in harmony with the 
laws of our being.

Carping criticism on the existence 
or character Of Christ is a relevant 
as it would be on that ot the other 
Saviors; as Krishna or Mithras. Con
tention over the meaning of texts; 
the interpretation of myths; attempts 
to place on the firm foundation of his
tory; the fleeting Incarnation of this 
ideal, seems a pitiable 5 waste of en
ergy.

The Persians called it Mithras; the 
Egyptians Horus; the Hindus Krishna 
or Buddha; the Greeks Adonis; the 
Christians Christ. The name changes; 
Idea of redemption from the brute 
instincts to spiritual perfection, re
mains, receding as approached, and Ite 

' standard more loftily bo.rnp.

well satisfied.-“We had reason. The house was all right, Wide hal), front, 
parlor, back parlor, dining room, pantry, kitchen, four bedrooms and 
second story, two attic rooms, gas, water; couldn’t be improved on,

“Early next morning I called on the agent and took a lease for a

sound asleep.
“From the opening door two figures emerged, ill-dressed men with | 

villainous faces, one carrying aHieavy sledge, black and grimy. With 
stealthy steps they crossed the flour. Just then there emerged from 
the shadow on the right the figure of a young woman, tall, with a 
¿mass of glisteiiing blaek hair crowning her head, and large lustrous 
eyes that glittered in the faint blue light. Her appearance, attitude 
and gestures indicated agonizing terror. She extended her hands as 
though in supplication to the two intruders. They roughly pushed her 
aside, and one, raising the hammer, brought it down with a crash on 
the head of the sleeping officer. The woman hid her eyes between 
her hands and moaped, while the two men raised the prostrate form 
and shuffled with it across the room. They passed into ihe pantry 
hall, then one, resting the officer’s shoulders on his knee, threw back 
the kitchen door. The form of the moaning woman cut off our view,

h kernel of wheat or a single dollar 
q more. It has changed hands—■ 
k passed to the’ sharpest or most for- 
rp jtunate, and the lambs have paid their 

¡fpo! tax, to roll fortunes for the 
|¡Ci Unscrupulous.

G. Sj Lamborn:—Q.—Do you be- 
ffieve Christ existed, or was he a myth?

} A.—-One of the most numerous and 
. d&mlniint sects of the early Christian

rid, .the Gnostics, did not believe
| ¿.Christ was a person. They 

i taught that he was an idea, the ( 
J "WOT;d," :or “Logos.”. Some of the 
i early\Fathers taughtl the same doc- 
| trine. | Others claimetl'" a literal in- 
l terpretatiOn .and that Jesus, son of 
! . Mary, was an actual person, living and 
b dying as described by the evangelists. 
: These diverse views represent the
! diverse and different standpoints

from which the Christ-idea has been 
i; viewed from immemorial time.
: । ’ ■ Really it makes slight difference 
I : Whether we, believe iii a personality 
¡’ or not. From the time ma,n became 

human, the idea of a Savior, a Medi
ator between him and the invisible 

V forces of nature, personified as God,

John A. Sherman:—Q.—Why Is 
not the system of chromopathy of Dr. 
E. D. Babbitt more popular? Surely
it Is not lacking in merit.

A.—Had Dr. Babbitt been more of 
a fakir and less of a scientist he would 
have been more successful In Intro
ducing his methods of treatment. He 
should have spent a fortulne in adver
tising, for whatever is intended for 
the public must be made known to 
that public.

All the remedies and methods at 
present bidding for favor, are reckless- 
lessly advertised. Hundreds of thous
ands are thrown into advertising a 
new breakfast food. The advertised 
things eell as long as this is continued, 
and then the sales cease. From one- 
half to all the profite goes for pub
licity.

Dr. Babbitt did not do this, and be
yond the limited number of readers of ■ 
his books he was unknown. Now that 
he has gone over the borders, no one 
is ready to accept the task of pushing 
the sales of his books, or engaging in 
instruction in his method.

year, at a very reasonable rent. • a .
“The'balance of that week my wife spent in buying furniture, tak

ing measurements for carpets, curtains and the like, and‘I told "her 
that to save trouble we would have everything sent to tile furniture 
man’s and let it all be taken down at once. By Friday she'jiad bought 
everything we would need at first, and left orders for all'tb be sent 

down on Saturday.But when she got back to the boarding house there ^as a tele
gram informing her that her mother was ill, and rOquesiinguher-to 
come at once. She left on the evening train for ihe East; and11! rode 
over with her on the ’bus to the depot in East St. Louis, and, on the 
way she told me about the things and said I had better go Saturday 
and receive them, and that I ought to sleep in the house until she got 
back. ■”i'

“I thought so, too, so the next afternoon I went to th^ho^e, and 
there were three or four wagon loads of furniture and boxes piled on 
the sidewalk, and half a dozen colored drivers and popters’teitting 
around waiting, as if for somebody to come and take charge. ‘ ihl

“I was pretty mad at the way they dumped the thingg, bep{iuse I 
had left the keys at the furniture store with the iristrucmonsi ¡to put 
everything inside. '■ ■ H'“

“ ‘Haven’t you got the keys?’ I asked the biggest dr^er, , 
* “ ‘Yes, boss, but-wo¿ain’t got time, ,Wei;gqti three-more Wada to. 
make ¿Clear out to Lucas place, find they told us io hurry;’-and so say
ing, he handed me the keys, and in spite of my prbtehts'the Slivers 

mounted their wagons and made off. 5
“Just then a policeman sauntered along and I stated my quandary.
“ ‘Oh,’ Ke said, ‘There oughtn’t to he any trouble about that. Now, 

I’ll stay here and watch the things for awhile, and you go to the Iron 
Mountain yards at Main and Plum. There’s, always a lot of Height- 
handlers sitting around there. You hire three or four of them, and 
they’ll put in your stuff in short order.’

“I thanked him, went to the yards, and in less than an hour was 
back again with five brawny freightmen, and the- .way they -got those 
boxes into the house was a show. In a couple of hours everything was 
in; then, remembering what my wife had said about sleeping in the 

) house, we rigged up a bedstead and prepared my bed in the front

but by a common impulse, Tom and I both rose and followed.
“Although pistols were no defense against spiritual forms, we 

tightly gripped our weapons as we stole through the rooms and hall, 
and peeped in at the open kitchen door. The two men were lifting 
boards from the flopr and we could see a black gulf beneath, while the | 
woman knelt over the form of the officer. They lifted the body, 
dropped it head first through the opening, and I heard what seemed 
a far-away splash as the body fell. The woman gave a scream, sud
denly silenced as one of the men roughly gripped her by the throat 
and threw her on the floor. As they picked up the boards, I felt Tom 
nudge me, turned, and caught a glimpse of him as he crossed the back 
parlor. I followed quickly and found him on the pavement outside, 
wiping his face with his handkerchief, but before I closed the door 
I heard the stamp of a heavy heel in the kitchen, as the boards were
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Excellent Books

»

kicked into place.
“We passed the remainder of the night on the front steps, and in 

the morning re-entered the house. Everything was as we had left it, 
except that thé doors we had locked stood open, and the kitchen door 
was closed, but not locked.

“I moved my furniture next day. It cost me something to even up 
with the agent, and I wrote to my wife that I found the house wouldn’t 
suit. It was unhealthy, I said. There was water in the cellar. Tom 
and I swore each-other to secrecy. We were both afraid of being

Nothing equate a good book as a 
gift. It ia better than gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. The tollowing books 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings." A choice collection or po
ems on everyday subjects, oy Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

“From Soul to Soul." Poems ot 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
$1.00.

“Influence of tho Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life.” By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Ppems by Ella' Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas
sion," “Poems of Pleasure," “Poems

vias been an /active force and the 
s- foundation of religion. The savage 

mind cannot grasp abstract ideas and 
must have objective personification.

Hence the idea became personified 
S In and by . a superior man. Mithras, K Krishna; Apollo, Christ, are names of 
If tqe same idea.Iff The Christ-man is the highest ideal 
® of his devotion. He changes from age 
® • to age. ever keeping ahead as a bea- 
SlVy'con light. No will-o-wisp more unsta- 
| ¡Able, no star In heaven more enduring. 
I ^ie is all things to all men, for he is g (the highest ideal of the most ignorant 
| it\nd of sage and philosopher.
§ Vlere lies'the vitality of Christianity 
i —At has a living, growing ideal—one 
I ■ never attained, scarcely approached, a . yeti zealously striven for, and moral 
| and''religious character measured by H approach thereto in the conduct of

. life. ¿ Christ may. be a reflection of H Krlsllina of India; of Horus of Egypt; H of Apollo and all the “Saviors” who

Medium's Prosecution Dropped.
To the Editor: As you have made 

note of my arrest as a fortune teller- 
In this city, I will say the arrest took 
place Dec. 26. .1 employed a lawyer, 
and when the "case was called in the 
police court, he pleaded not guilty, 
and took ah appeal. I was given 60 
days in jail; bail was fixed at $100. 
Two members of the Progressive Spir
itualists’ Society went my ball. The 
case was not disposed bf until Feb. 27. 
The judge did not want to sit on the 
case, as my attorney placed his de
fense that Spiritualism is a religion. 
They had a hearing and marked the

parlor.“I paid the fellows for their work, slipped a dollar greenback in 
the policeman’s hand for liis trouble and went back up-town;'

“That evening I went back to the boarding house, and after sup
per sat chatting with the boarders until toward 9 o’clock when I re
membered it was time to go home. Everybody laughed when I spoke 
of going home, but I felt rather proud at the thought that I was no 
longer & boarder, but had developed into a renter, which was the next 

thing to householder.
“The evening was pleasant, so afier walking down Washington 

avenue, stopping to look at the ruins of the Lindell Hotel, which was 
burned a month before, I went on to Broadway.' No car was in sight, 
so I strolled past Centenary Church and the Southern Hotel, stopped 
a moment to look at the crowd coming out of the Olympic after the 
first act, then went on to the house. In the entries of other houses in 
the block people were sitting, and as I passed one doorway a lady 
remarked to a gentleman sitting on the steps, ‘Well, they won’t stay

'laughed at. .................. -
i ’‘Two yedrs later'the house was .taken down, and when I heard

oi it I went to see the contractor, had a talk with him, told him 1 had Ih^is on^Tf “he
once rented the house, but gave it up op account of some curious mani- grandest poets of the present age. 
foKlntinn« T noticed “Around tho Year." A . birthday* ■?“», I .1»«« tart a.t ho». ™ L.UOM,’ „¡<1 the eo„-

tractor. ‘In the last year of the war there was a queer family there cox, with half-tone illustrations pre- 
that nobody in the neighborhood seemed to get acquainted with. They ^«8 each month of the year. Price 
were an awfully ill-assorted lot—an old man and woman and a fine- “Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
lookin" girl, tad two or three tough men always hanging about the inspiration, by Carlyle Petersilea. 
kitchen. They say that a young officer-I think he was a paymaster PrLc®£}n°z°'
in an Eastern regiment—disappeared with a large sum of money, and Kjnpcr-Or." a 'weird and dramatic 
the last anybody knew of him he was traced to that house. Then, story of the earth life, and the subse- 
about the same time, the young woman committed suicide, and two fluent $spiritual existence. Price, 
fellows, supposed to be the hangers-on, were drowned near the foot Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful-
of Chouteau avenue, crossing the river in a stolen skiff, and on the ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told v,u w . .i d ...i ___  In n RPnaihta hror>+lnal -»v |jy RevOA UUUUtCaU ttVUUUV, —--------------  ----------, . . ..... _ - --------------
body of one caught in the eddy at Elwood street, they found over ‘D ^s^le'

$6,000 in greenbacks.’ “Universal Spiritualism.”
“ ‘Was there anything unusual about the kitchen?’ I asked. a view of Spiritualism from
“ ‘Yes, there was an old well under the kitchen, and before we a“p^

filled it up one of,my men put down a grappling hook.’ ’ »Tbe pathway of tiie Human Splr-
“ ‘Did he find anything?’ it-” Can it leave the Human Body
“ ‘No, the iron only brought up a bit of cloth with a brass army ^bl*etur^

button. Nothing of any value. ..“This Mystical Life of Ours." Se-
■ '_____ _ . , [ lections from the writings of Ralph

■ —-------------- - “ | Waldo Trine, for every week in the

Giving 
the ear- 

By W.

have Ted or misled mankind, but to
day the name stands for all that is de
votional, self-sacrificing, ennobling, 
spiritualizing; the feign of love over 

P ¡hate, of doing for'others instead of 
•self. .' * ” ■ ’ - ■

As representative of this Idea, he is 
' immortal. This remains though his 
V personality be disproved, and cannot 
\ ■ be wealdened, however assailed. It is 
A. invulnerable to every attack," for it. 
"¿¡ stands for the principles of moral 

rectitude, which none deny and all 
strive for.

■i. ¿Hence it is that Christianity may' 
.flourish after the bbok oh which it 
■■claims to be founded is proven to be 

no different in .origin from other 
books, and its divine, central charac- 

i&te-Usr» an ideal.
‘ It is stiange .that in the ages of 

fc brutality, blood and selfishness, jm-. 
X known ages before the ChrlsJ of to- 
■ - ?day, Ideas of brotherhood and unself

ishness should be awakened even in 
the minds of the most. advanced. 
■These came, however, and found their 
symbols in Krishna, Mithras, Horus, 

* ¿Confucius, the Messiah of the Jews, 
sand Jesus of the Christian world. I »¿There have been as many Saviors as 

i ^’tnplres; as many Christs as peoples,

case nol prossed. •
I wish to,say that my mother was 

taken sick Dec. 4, and has been sick 
ever since. I have the care of her 
night and day. She ' has cardiac 
asthma of the heart; almost ; 77. 
Through your paper I wish to thank 
the Spiritualists of Manchester and 
other places who have stood by me 
through,this trial. .The members of 
the society and the\ Ladies’ Aid con
nected with the society have paid my 
attorney and'air of , the expenses of 
the lawsuit. ’ On Feb.' 33 I spoke for 
our society here in Manchester and 
gave messages, and every Wednesday 
night I hold a public meeting for the 
Ladles’ Aid.? I do not .class myself as 
a fortune, teller, nor do I think the 
Spiritualists of'this city call me that. 
I am a subscriber of this paper, and I 
have always been interested in the. 
work of trying to do good to all hu
manity, and living to our highest and 
best within ourselves, and I truly be
lieve if..we are earnestly seeking for 
truth that God and the angel world 
will lead us on and upward.
' Thanking you for your kindness in 
publishing? this, I remain yours as a 
medium that is trying for the higher 
and better unfoldment of life.

* ; ALBINA L. WARREN.
Manchester, N. H.

( “A Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit;” Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments. . Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr; Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

long.’ . •
“ ‘No, they won’t. I’ll gamble my last shinplaster oh .that,’ an-, 

swered the man, and I remember wondering who they were talking 
about, and why shouldn’t the people stay there as long as they pleased.

“I unlocked the door, and after stumbling over several boxes I 
got into the parlor, struck a match and lighted the gas. -Everything’ 
seemed right, so I made a tour of the rooms with a candle that I’d 
left handy,-stuck it on a nail projecting from à box, then blew it out, 
turned off the gas and went to bed. : — .. , ?

. “How long I slept, I do not know, but (Lwas roused into a state 
of the keenest tension by the consciousness that I was .not -.alone. I 
had not heard a sound, and yet I knew that'there were „others m the? 
room. Suddenly from the direction‘of the folding doorsi there came 
the sound of a heavy ¿blow¿ and it sickened me;, the grating crash 
reminded me of my visits to a slaugbter house, when I wçS a ^gy, for 
the sound was exactly like that, which the ax of the bytebgro made 
when it crushed the skull of an ox. Then came light whisperscand a 
low'moan as of a woman in agony. With straining eyes I^ieePSd into 
the darkness; Another lightwhisper, then.à¿ shuffling of fep^ àg^bough 
men were carrying a burden. A gnst bf cool air followed,, when a 
-door is opened, then painful moans. The shuffling feet seemed to pass' 
from thé back parlor into the dining room, there was’’a éponger 
draught, the’ shuffling’ and the 'mbans grew fainter, ^{it i.,could 
still hear, as the sounds, came through the dining roomyiapp®rently 
fronrthe pantry passage. A shark click followed like tKÆt bf%lock, 

; then a thump as though a door had been thrown bac^apct^tfuck 
against the wall. - A,moment later there came noises from tlie-direc- 
tion of the kitchen as if boards were being handled, and ^,°loiJ scream 

i •which suddenly ceased. The board handling was resumed,;"ending 
J with'one or two heavy stamps ?as when flooring is forced; into-place 

by the heels of a carpenter. . Thé slam of a door followed’then dead 
silence, more terrifying than even the noise.

“I slept no more. It seemed an age until the first light of dawn. 
As soon as I could see I dressed and opened the front blinds. It was 
a, bright .Sunday morning,' but except a milkman ringing bis beV'>'two 
block south, no one was in sight. As I stood at the window the bells 
of the Çhüreh of St. Francis at Ninth and Green began to ¿hime and 
a moment later their cheerful clamor was joined by the bell of the cathe
dral. Refreshed by the cool breeze, I turned to begin an investigation

THINK! READ! WORK! I

Pennsylvania Convention.—¡-Lyceum
Matters.—Christian Threats.

The -Pennsylvania- State Associa
tion, formed at Pittsburg, has taken 
A decided stand for genuine phenom
ena, anti-frauds. . All truth lovers 
will say, . Amen! Success was sure, 
with. Dr., Warne, Brothers Barrett, 
Stevens, Wiard, Locke and Day as

tb sign my name. What a flood of year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10 
criticisms such a letter would call out ‘ What All the grid’s A-Seeking.” 
if written by Spiritualists We, who
realize something ol^Psyc: c. earnest and since/b work, in the au-' 
its expanding and penetrative quail- thor>s best style By Ralph Waldo 
ties—have a chance to forge ahead Trjne. Price $1?25.
—apply principles to practice, and »Man Visible and Invisible.". By 
lead (not follow) to better and hap- q. w. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
pier homes and laws here, and clearer colored Illustrations of the Aura of 
communion with the unseen. the Human Body as seen by a Clair-

■ ' C. FANNIE ALLYN, voyant. Price $2.50.
, r  “The Other Sidg of Death." Treat-

speakers and workers.
Philadelphia societies are doing 

well;. The Locke Society, by their gen
erous gift of The Progressive .Thinker 
to their church attendants, are scor
ing a success. Two Lyceums are Well 
attended.' Mrs. Shope, with one, find 
Mr. Stover at the First Spiritualist As
sociation, are working faithfully. 
Philadelphia is a harbor of kindness 
to all speakers and psychics.

The Pittsburg Lyceum holds pleas
ant sessions. Mrs. Stevehs devotes 
her time to class for adults, and is 
doing a good spiritual work. .Two 
Sundays of rain, but plenty, of sun
shine in the work. A cordial greeting 
and co-op.eration gives me new zeal. 
Sowing the seeds of a better life in 
the hearts of the children to-day 
means “The harvest. comes to-mor
row.” Many-will welcome'the new 
N. S. A. Lyceum thought. It has a 
staff of workers that are a host in 
themselves. The watchword of - the 
hour should be to the Lyceum, Think! 
Read! Work. Every Spiritualist So

_ing of Life. Death and Immortality. Time to Look Into the Truth of the gy c Leadbeater. Price $1.50.
Mutter. ' »Some Glimpses of Occultism, An-

“The voice of the people Is the voice cient and Modern.” By C. W. Lead- 
of God.” beater. Price $1.50.
,, That has been quoted from time im- T »ht’ °f
memorial and is commonly accepted , KnBy Maud Lord
«a tka tm«i Drake. Price $1.50.nothing th- “Continuity of Life n CosmicIt is simply nothing of the sort. Truth.” A powerful argument along 

The voice of the people was against BCientiflc lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock-
those who were burned for witchcraft. wood Price $1 00’’

. Was it the voice ot God? ; “In the World Celestial.” A Spir-
..The voiced of the people of England ual Romance. By Dn, T. A. Bland.

ciety should have a Lyceum.
Christian Threats: I have re

ceived a “prayer” which I am asked 
to send to nine friends. (Wonder if 
I can-count that many; hundreds are 
kindly—friends are something more.) 
Here is the prayer: “0 Lord Jesus, 
we implore thee to have mercy on all 
¡mankind; keep us from evil by thy 
i precious blood, and take its to be with; 
| Thee eternally. Amen.” Then fol
lows a half-veiled threat for “he” 
(they did not say she) “who will not 
write this will-meet with some mis
fortune,” also HE who,will do this, 
will, on the ninth’day, have “some 
great joy,”' etc. Sighed "A Friend/’. 
When I am a friend, I am always glad

was-for the unholy war against the Price $1,00; <
Boers in South Africa. Was It the - -—'—— ■
voice of God? LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

The voice of the people of Florence —-----
was for the burning of Savonarola. “TheWarfareofScienceWithThe- 
Was it the voifce of God? ‘ ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D.

The voice of the people was for the The two large .vqlumes^of about 900
destruction, of the Indians by force. ndiBpenwble^t^^^ student,,
w . t» h,. »» isaz» and. no Hoiary is complete withoutWas it the voice of God? . ■ . them. Price $5.00.

“The Bible.” By John E. Rems- ,a„ 
burg. Its authenticity; credibility.
and morality. .A large book foijr
$1.25;' . . -.’

“Six Historic Americans." By
John' E. Remsburg. Just the book •
for boys and girls. , Price ,$1.25. ; .

“The Evolution of Man?' By Ernst ■
Haeckel. Price >1,00; postage 20e..

The voice of the people in England 
was for the oppression of the thirteen 
Colonies, Was it the voice of God?

The voice of the people of France 
was1 for the victorious, selfish and ty-. 
ranulcal Napoleon—the man who 
lived for himself alone—who had no 
lovable qualities and who was cer-1 
talnly an infidel. Was it the voice of 
God?

In other words, is It not time we 
took stock of many of our easily- 
mouthed phrases and determine their 
truth or falsity?

The voice of the people is either 
wise or foolish, just in proportion to 
the wisdom or foolishness of the peo
ple. . It is an insult to the Almighty, 
under most circumstances to say that 
what the people say, is God’s word. 
The history of the world makes God 
out as something to be avoided, if that 
statement is true.—Evening Herald, 
Binghamton, N. X

MOLLIE FANCHER,
- The Brooklyn Enigma,

An authentic statement or facts tn the Ure of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable teed, 
mony ot many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With UluetraUons. Price, cloth. Sim. ■

fHTTIJ fl! 1T MTTTT Selections from tho con- 
| HIL I AI 1111 ton*'B of that ancient 
IWJ IfUlHUU took. Its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, anti ' legends. Also 'brief 
altctchos of the mon who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Pol&ng. 859 pp. Price, cloth, 11
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A LIFE FORCE PROVED!

MATERIALISM REFUTED!

In the following work : 
VITALITY, FASTING AND NUTRITION

A Physiological Study of the Curative Power of Fast

ing, Together With a New Theory of. the ' 

Relation of Food to. Human Vitality.
BY IIEREWAni) CAHRlNGTONy Mem

ber of the Council of the American In
stitute for Scientific Research. Member 
of the Society for Psychical Research, 
London: Author of “The Physical 
Phenoniena of Spiritualism," etc., with .science HAS PHOVED A SOVI,! 

an Introduction by . , ,
An extensive work ot mote than 700 

pages, of intense interest to all our 
readers . Just out. Price, Cloth. Illus
trated, $5.00 net. Address all orders to

MERMAN COMPANY „
Department.T., 1123 Broadway, N. Y.

A. IIABAGI.IATI, M. A., M. D., F. II. C. S. 
Hon.Gynaecologist, and Late Senior 
Hon. Surgeon, Bratford Royal Infirm
ary; Consulting Surgeon to Bingley 
Hospital, to Bratford Children's Hos
pital, and to the Bradford Homo for 
Cancer and Incurables, etc.

w

Modern Science says that vitality and 
life aro derived from our daily food. 
This work proves conclusively this to be 
erroneous, and shows that a Hie force 
exists in all ot us!

Toronto, Canada.
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‘fl DWELLER ON TWO FLEETS.’’ «
a^ss^ss

the Canadian adherents which num; 
bered one fellow, two full members, 
and seven associate members.

In some respects Canadian opinion 
is very parochial and narrow, and in 
the past anything approaching Inter
est in- matters psychic has been met 
with a storm of prejudice. For some 
reason or other people find it more 
difficult to assume a scientific and ju
dicial attitude on these question than 
on any others. ■

This is partly.due to’the innate dis
position of human nature to rebel 
against novelty;. An order/ to assist 
the convenience of everypne on the 
street cars, for example, Is 'met with 
immediate opposition aud an outcry 
of prejudice without any inquiry into 
the merits of the Case.

It is difficult for the average human 
being to realize that what he does’ 
not know may be excellent knowledge; 
after all. To ask him to take pains 
to prove himself ignorant Is usually 
more than he can tolerate.

And yet the Society for Psychical 
Research does not go as far as that. 
It merely stands for unbiased, critical 
scientific investigation. It does not ! 
seek to prove or to disprove. It mere
ly seeks to ascertain the facts: But 
there are still a lot of people very 
fearful jest some alleged-facts should 
be proven, and rather than face the 
ordeal of a recantation, (hey prefer to 
live in a fool's paradise. Others are 
fearful that some alleged facts should 
be dlsproven and have uot sufficient 
reliance on the eternal truth ot nature 
to convince themselves of its unity 
and harmony,
' There was at one time a sharp con
flict between the- Psychical Research 
Society, founded in 1882, and Its pre
decessor by seven years, the Theo
sophical Society. It Is now generally 
recognized that the latter Allows the 
method of the philosophy .of involu
tion, while the Society for* Psychical 
Research follows the prevailing cult of 
evolution. There is’ no contradiction. 
They approach the phenomena of .life, 
from opposite points of view. . Dr. 

.Richard Hodgsop,- when a very young 
man of 22, once issued an adverse re
port on Madam Blavatsky, with whom 
he was unacquainted and had never 
met. /But later on lie accepted far 
more wonderful phenomena than any- 
he had repudiated, and died a year or 
so ago In Boston, one of the staunch
est supporters of other-world arcana.

Communications From Hie Dead.
It is only a few weeks since Prof. 

Oliver Lodge, president of the Uni- ’ 
versity of Birmingham, England, prac
tically affirmed that after a-series of' ■ 
secret and exhaustive tests conducted 
by certain members of. the society 
communications । had been received 
from the so-cailed‘ dead. Dr. Richard 
Hodgson, the erstwhile skeptic, is one 
Of those stated to be communicating 
from the other side of life. Edmund 
Gurney and F. W. H. Myers and oth
ers;

Revised Premium List
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

TOK STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 
man and description thereof, its won derful and advanced civilization ot 
12.000 years ago, and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student. , 
and even the general reader, than manjr times the price of the; book—to « 
say nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest « 
deeply every school of thought in thia mommim'« ♦<—

to <i say nothing oh" the many topics of Wuivu n treats, sufficient to it 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time of the world 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. J »’'"- iV- 
sclentist; he regards it as one of the t.««™ hooks of tl 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 415 North Fremont 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00; postage 14 cents.

his-- ------- - vi vuv world’s his- . Larkin, the great Astronomer and / 
greatest Books of the present age/.' 415 Nor/h---------------- --------Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre- 

I iniuin Books you may order, price 
I $4.55. ■

Lastly. ull these Fourteen Premium 
1 Books, $4.00.
। Remember, we have to pay the 
> postage bn all these books, leaving us 

only «bout $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable hooks as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the lllje before. We have had to 
Increase the price of these books a 
few cents in consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen tbe like of it before.
OUR FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.90.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen premium Books:
1—Tbe Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life-in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedla of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3,
These three volumes have been pre- I 

pared' by. J. R. Francis. They con
tain invaluable data.

4—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. .

5—The Next Worid Interviewed,’ 
by Mrs, B. G. Horn, - a most remark
able medium.

6—The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts. .

7—A Wanderer lu the Spirit 
Lands. Translated; by A. Farnese, a 
wonderful'English medium.

8—The ’Religion ot Man and Ethic? 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10—The Great Debate ’. Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship, of 
Carlyle petersilea.
- 12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

. 18—The Unknown Lite of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

I ' 14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son. to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price Is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
je desired, see the terms mentioned 
above.

Have Ä Read
I OOH I
I PREMIUM I

BOOK !
I OFFER? I

14 cents. avenue, Líos

MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY.
THE GREAT WORK is Vol. HL, 

ot the “Harmonic Series.” It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This 
is the Way that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every, intelligent man and woman 
who Is seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK. 
Why? Because: .

1. It teaches the . Constructive 
Process ot Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with 
our spirit friends without becoming 
Mediums.

2. It explains the most mysterious 
and fascinating phenomena of human 
life simply and clearly.

3. It presents a new array of dem
onstrated facts which prove that.

MASTERSHIP, and not MedlumsKlp 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual i 
Unfoldment, and that It is open tv an i 
who elect to travel IL

4. Its author speaks from ths* 
standpoint ot one who has “had th« 
personal experience and made tha , 
demonstration." ' 1

5.. It presents to the. world a Mor- 1 
al Philosophy so simple and exact?i 
that it may be understood by a child,( ■ 
and yet so profound as to meet the i ■ 
deepest and most exalted demands otLI 
the human soul. r

It will be sent post-paid to any ady 
dress on receipt of $2.00. Address, 
Department P. T. JTlfit! INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO.

88 N. Kedzle Ave., Chicago. ।It Is the Headquarters of a New Society for 
Psychical Research, “the Most Important 
Question'Before the World to-day,” Says a 
Wise Sage. Leading Minds in it are Spirit- 
ualists. A Provincial Charter is Secured, and 
Dr. John S. King is Elected President. They 
Will Delve into the Supernatural. ' .

'A charter has been issued by the 
/ provincial government [as set forth 

in the Toronto Morning World of Mar. 
9) for the incorporation of The Ca
nadian ’Society for Psychical Re
search. The legal headquarters will 
be situated in the" city of Toronto.

The following gentlemen have been 
ejected by ballot to the position in
dicated on the first board of directors: 
President, Dr. John S. King; vlce- 

' president, Truman Fred Corey; secre
tary, Herbert G. Patil; treasurer, 
James Henry Trott; directors, Col. 
Robert Baldwin Hamilton, Dr. Will
iam Edward Hamill, James Alexander 
Knox, Prof. James Frederick McCur
dy, Ph, D., LL.D.; Dr, James Simpson 

‘ Bach.
, Dr. King, who has been elected 

’ president, has been well known in To- 
/ - ronto for twenty years past as a stu-

• dent of hypnotic phenomena. The 
• ; other gentlemen on the directorate by

their business standing or scholarship 
1 : lend weight to the new organization.

; Objects of the Society.
/</■ , : A fundamental object of the society, 

■ as may be readily comprehended, Is 
?,/ theiabsoclatlon ot those interested in 

the most careful aud exacting investi- 
gatlon along scientific lines, with a 

■ ¿ ' view' - to the extension of our knowl-

¡investigation to the society for scien
tific investigation. - ,

I The acceptance vby the society of a 
report of investigation of any or cer
tain phenomena for record or publics-’ 
tion does not imply the society's ac
ceptance of the hypothesis offered, or 
endorsation ot any conclusions based

J'<" ledge of the various mental psycholog- 
air ‘ ' ' . leal phenomena.

‘ It'iA the purpose of the society that 
: ibe Bystematlc-

conducted; and’ fe- 
.1 '■ - w" ' quits faithfully recorded; and such re-

rL ’ -• ■■ , ' pprta,. whether the work of individ-
U - ,. ual members, branch societies-or com-
R/-/^ / / mittees of the parent body, or of the

branches, shall be placed with the

1^

>V.

Î;;:

board of directors of the parent so- 
/, ciéty: to be déaJft

• The ■ gpnerpj’ objects of the Cana- 
,:,/'dian Society tor.. Psychical Research 

may be summarized from tbe declared 
objects as set forth in the circulars of 
the’London, Eng., and American so
cieties,-as follows: ■
/’ -The investigation by competent per- 

/ sons of. the nature and extent of any 
alleged influence of one mind upon 
another through some process other 
than normal sense perception, and or- 

,. dinarlly. designated as thought trans-
ference or telepathy. . ,
•• The, Investigation of reports regard
ing apparitions, whether of the living, 

-vol the dying, or of the dead, and co- 
fncldliig with some external event, or 
conveying information not previously 
known to the percipient, or represent
ing the experience of two or more 

J persons independently of each other. 
. ’ The investigation’of visions and ap

paritions experienced by dying per
sons, whether coincident with éxterri-

■ .aieventsor no ft ■
' .-.The Investigation of the alleged 
phenomena of clairvoyance, including 
dowsing of the-finding of water, or 

- of minerals .by supernormal methods 
not referable to telepathy- or thought 
transference. : •

... The Investigation of the alleged 
/ phenomena of premonition, or the 

forecasting of future events in some 
way not explicable by chance or nor
mal process of inference.

/. . Investigation of Dreams. '■
/’ The Investigation of coincidental 
dreams, whether they represent the, 
phenomena of chance, or information' 
of. a supernormal character. - ;

. . The Investigation of medlumistic

on the report, unless specifically stat
ed.

Membership of or in the .society 
does not Imply the acceptance of any 
particular explanation of the alleged 
facts'collected by it, or even of the 
facts themselves.

Membership stands only for thé 
need of Investigation ot the phenome
na alleged.

The society may publish annually 
a volume of proceedings, consisting of 
detailed reports and discussions, while 
at shorter intervals it may alêo publish 
a journal consisting of matter for 
investigation.

The society desires to co-operate In 
the’pear future with the English, 
Ameripan, French,. German, Italian 
and other societies operating under a 
charter' from -their- respective govern
ments, for the foregoing or similar 
purposes.

Membership in the Society.
Membership in the socletÿ'will not 

be the result of solicitation,, but .wJH 
be attainable by those who are in 
harmony with its objects and desir
ous of .cooperating, pud wlio-secnrehtt' 
in1 thé regiilaF course provided, viz.,. by 
applying in writing to the secretary 
for an application blank and other iri- 

| formation desired, stating Ills or her 
reasons for seeking membership, and 
the kind of membership-desired.

The entire membership, ot the so
ciety, other than honorary, will be a 
membership selected from among the 
applicants by the directors, who are 
legally constituted a membership com- 
mitteee.

--;p to Represent
/communications with discarnate spir- 

; its or. other knowledge supernormally
. acquired. . ’ .

• - The investigation of the alleged- 
: /physical ' phenomena commonly re- 
. ’ ferred'to the agency of discarnate’

’ spirits, and not superficially, explica- 
ble by. the known operation of natural 
ngencieis. ■ -:’1 a

The investigation ‘of all sub-con- 
’ scious- mental phenoment,’ which’- are’ 

- : calculated to throw .light upon what
Is alleged to be supernormal. ' . ;

■ The , Investigation of all residual 
- mental phenomena of any kind, In- 
. eluding illusions, hallucinations, coin- 

dences, visions, etc., that-may help in 
-, the explanation of the supernormal.

-The collection. of material bearing 
on.-4.he history of these foregoing sub- 

’ jeots. « • 1 . ’ . . . - .■,.■■■
The encouragement of the forma

tion of local or branch societies com-, 
posed, of the membpfs'ot tbe’Canadian 

■- Society for Psychical Research, such 
branch societies to elect their own offi
cers and committees under the objects 
and purposes as hereinbefore set 
forth, and be governed by the pre
scribed by-laws of the society.

Conclusions and Publications. , 
It is not only desirable, but it is ex- ■ 

pected that individual members will . 
report phenomena deserving record-or

4

“We required' .'definite arid .‘crucial 
proof,"’said Sir Oliver, “a proof dif
ficult even to:imaginè as’well as dif
ficult to supply. The ostensible com
municators realize the need of such 
proof as fully as we do and have dona 
their best to satisfy the rational .de
mand. Some, of u.s think they succeed
ed. Others are still doutàfiil.”..

The cautious laniguaga of this state
ment wi)l fie recognized as tljat of sei-, 
enee, whose spirit and ton? is reverent 
above al) of’truth" and fact/ It Is'fa 
this spirit that the work of the Cana- 
^iafljigoclety:-willspreWittablyi'be' i&r* 
ried on.whether the investigations un-B 
dertakbn be trlvial or momentous.

It Is true that some members of the 
English Society, like Frank Podmore 
and J. G. .Flddington, display an 
amount of incredulity which would 
not be regarded as rational In a chem- . 
leal or. physical laboratory, but this 
element of the membership ,1s. a most 
essential one In an, undertaking where 
at the same time the most conclusive 
proof is essential, and yet not desira
ble if the freedom of the will and-the 
reason’ is tq have .due exercise.

The officers...and .council of.the 
English Society are a sufficient testi- ' 
mony to the standing of the organiza
tion. The last "president Is Rt. Hon, 
G. W. Balfour. The. vice-presidents 
are Rt Hon. A. J. Balfour, F.R.S.; 
Prof. W. F. Barrett, F.R.S. ; Sir Wm. 
Crookes, F.R.S. ; George B. Dorr,Prof. 
J. H. Hyslop,. PKG.; Prof, Wm, 
James. Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., D.Sc.'; 
Lord' Rayleigh, F.R.S.!. Rt, Rev. the 
Bishop of Ripon— The council con
sists of .W. W. Bagally,. Prof, Bar
rett, Ernest N. Bennett, M.P.; J.?Milne 
Bramwell, M.B.; the .Earl of Craw
ford and Balcarres, K.T., F.R.S.';“ G.

... ..._____ _ ao Lowes Dickinson,.Hon. Everard Feild- '
bers some of Canada’s best,expert sci- ing, Rev. A. T. Fryer,; Sir Lawrence: ' 
entific-inen; soihe other ripest schdl- * J. Jones, Bart.; Sir Oliver Lodge, W- ’ 
ars, sòme of her ablest thinkers; many, | McDougall, M;Sc.t M.B.; Gilbert Mur- 
other'open-minded, Iputh-seeklng cit- — ” " 
ifdns, men and Women who stand 
ready to applaud the mathematic, or 
physical, or logical demonstration of 
a new truth, ór the equally well de-“ 
monstrated destruction of a fallacy;- 
and will be found ready at the prop
er time to give place to others who can 
better justify the society’s existence 
by. their .individual effort, contribu
tion of knowledge, or scientific status, 

“They also desire to see thoughtful 
plodding investigators interest them
selves in some one or more of the 
phases Indicated; and through the 
provisions for local 'societies, or 
branches composed of members of the 
Canadian society ' for psychical ré-, 
search will in the course Of a few 
months be able to gratify their, .ambi
tion, having first secured: the privilege 
of '• membership, provision for which 
attainment is elsewhere'made.

; “In addition to the foregoing hopes • .a 14i.’— x-

Hopes and Desires.
The privacy, as distinguished from 

secrecy, with which the work of the 
English-and American societies is car
ried bn,-did not encourage The World 
to expect the Canadian body to ren
der much information, but the presi
dent, Dr, ipng, very kindly-consented 
to make a statement as to the hopes 
and desires of-the promoters, as-fol-. 
lows:

■Ropes and Desires of the Promoters.
‘“The. gentlemen , associated in the 

effort to launch into an existence a 
strong Canadian society for psychical 
research, chartered' by the Province 
of Ontarla, aim at securing as mem-

jXLtDti ljMD6rC,-.MUr“ 
’ ray,. LL.D.; Sidney Olivier, :G.M.G.; 
J. Gt Piddington, ,.St. .George/ Lane 
Eox Bitt, Frank Podniore, Lord Ray
leigh, F. C. S. Schiller, D.Sc; Sidney 
C. Scott, A. F. Shand. Mrs,/H. Sidg- 
wick, Litt.D,; H. Arthur Smith, Licut.- 
Col. G. L. Le 'M. Taylor, Prof. J. J; 
Thomson, F.R.S.; Charles ; Lloyd 
Turkey,.M.D;; Mrs. t iA>' W. Verrall, 
V. J. Woolley, AlfredRussell. WhT-. 
lace,. F.R.S.,' is/an 'honorary/member,;

- If is to be doubted If So many ^eml- - 
nent persons are associated in any 
other enterprise. / / « I ; ?

■ Most Important Question. / 
r "It-is the most important question 

before the'^orld to-day,” said a/dis- 
tinguished Englishman in Toronto 
last year during a visit in which he 
discussed psychic research privately. 

The literature of the subject, due 
directly to the operations of the so- 

__________ uupCB clety, Is becoming very voluminous, 
arid desires as to membership the I dyers’greaLyplumes on Human Per- 
mwmntm'A» M.U «—»a».’, ’ ccmlliy;” .Frank Podmore’s Modern

Spiritualism,” and works' by Oliver 
Lodge, Prof. Hyslop, Andrew Lang 
and similar authors Indicate its qual
ity./ : ■ ■ ■

| promoters of this society Imbued with I sonallty 
Canadlàn'patriotism preferred to see 

|hn independent Canadian society rath- 
er than à dependent upon the London 
Society, / the American Society, or 
other foreign societies, and ' with a 
'degree of confidence in the future rec
ord of the society they believe it will 
merit the patronage of such Ca
nadians as have passed the period of 
active investigation, or for want of
time cannot so engage, but who, en
joying Canadian prosperity, aro pre
pared to share with this society and 
put themselves on record as patrons 
endorsing its existence.”

Already Established.
The S. P. R., through the English 

and American Societies, has already 
had a footing in Canada. Among mem
bers of the older organizations are 
W. A. Scott, John MacLean, George 
Mann and Mrs.- U; B. T. Macaulay,, 
Montreal;..George Gillies, Toronto; Dr« 
S.< Av AkrOyd, Kingston; -J. Cromwell 
Cox, Ottawa, and A. Percy Gomeroy, 
Richmond,' Quebec. Dr; King- and 
Prof. McCurdy, have also boen among

The average man when he hears of 
psychic- research Immediately thinks 
of spooks and haunted-house, but the 
activities of the-.society cover a very 
much wider field than these limited 
areas. Great expense and labor has 
been bestowed on the subject of tele
pathy or thought transference and 
many branches of hypnotic and mes
meric phenoriiena,. Men like Andrew 
Carnegie who could assist such move
ments with their purses .stand aloof' 
and have no sympathy; so that -it de
pends op' the truly? earnest' workers 
in these recondite,branches of study 
selLsacrifidngly to 'advance • the i 
bounds of knowledge, and teach hu-1 
manity the better td know Itself. ■■ |

"Continuity of’. Lite a . Cosmic 
Truth.";- By Prof. ,Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong,: logical thinker, 
oh a deeply important subject: Price,

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, in 
every nook and corner ot the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the otter made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a noniinal sum. -All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

■ We have now FOURTEEN magnifl-' 
eept PREMIUM BOOKS which you i 
can select from. ' '
. Any one of the’ Premium Books you 
may order, price 25 cents. This 
is,the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLT ONE BOOK in con
nection with a yearjy subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $L25.;--V -

. No premium books will be sent out 
| unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres-

I Blve Thinker,’1 but if. you order more 
than one book, ,the price. Is as fol
lows:

. ¡Any two)of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. 
, Any three of- the Fourteen Premium 

Books yommay order, price $1.15.. .
■Any four «f the Fourteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $1.50.,
Any five of the Fourteen Premiiim 

Books yon nwy order, price$1.75.’
Any six of the Fourteen Premium 

Books ynn may order, price $2.10.
Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 

Books yon may order, price $2.45.
Any eight «of the Fourteen Premium 

Books you n«iy order, price $2.80. 
, Any nine df the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.15.

Ally ten of tho Fourteen Jremium 
Books you may order, price $3.50.

Any elevesi of the Fourteen Premi
um. Books yon may order, price $3.85.

Any,twelve» of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you.may Order, price $4.20,

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York.
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

C LARISSK HUMt'HKEY-JIULMNS will 
y give clairvoyant readings by mall. 
Send lock ot hair and fl. Address, 

40 Loomis St., Chicago, 11).

MRS. B. M, HITCHCOCK will answer J 
Questions for 25c, Send own handwriting* and 

Jook of hair, Full reading, |1. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co,. Waab.

WANTED -An honest and reliable man. one 
who understands farm work, to work on a 
small farm, with Spiritualist family of two.

EVA THOMSON, Wells, Vt.

Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better 
than metal; insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance, T. P., 
»1.60; light T. P.. »2.90. Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Battery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase of develop
ment. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. 
Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 423 Dorr St., Toledo, O.

What Science Is Doing 
With our meth
od you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD. 
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com-,

munlcations just as received. The 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, III., 
Dept. 7. I; 4 A PROMINENT BACKSLIDER.

«Vie?cJ#tayH®éarg ■ ‘ás : a ‘'Spiritualist,. 
,(iHe Star Gone Bòne Back to the

' “Old Chestnut." 
» —- ' -1 :

, , CONSTANT BIOTION

XViuter and'Summer of the ■Sum«-;!»» 
teresGng Circuit of tiie Heavens.

MRS. MARY T. LONGLEY.
Gives Spiritual Readings by mail, only. 
She delineates character and phases p£ J 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribes ¡fl 
for disease; describes spirits and gives f l 
messages. Her guides give advice on g I 
mundane and spiritual affairs, and are 11 
prophetic. Fee one dollar; send per-Z;| 
sonal handwriting. Address 315 S, St.AUl 
N. E., Washington, D. C. fl

Questions Psychically Answered J 
By Mull, 20 cents per page. Mining /a 
specialty. I do not desire to give tjnes- 
sages. Those who would hold a wetfelcly 
circle for Instruction, developing, xaitd 
healing, write I

WIltUM FREDERICK KEEI.ER, 
Institute of Applied Payeltology, 3(137 
Proapect Avenue, Clevelnud, ObioJ

A- Complete Horoacppe of nativity / 
given by Heliocentric Astrology. Hunt 
by mall for »1.00, and date of birth. 
Address, J. J. SWANSON, 1521 Tremont , 
St., Denver, Col. a

MISS M. B. HEDRICK, Psyelile—310^'1 
Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N, Y.'Sgl 
Readings by mall, »2.00. Consultations 
dally. Test Seance Fridays 8 p. m.l 
Ladles' matinee, Wednesday afternoons,! 

I 2:30. Phone 4403 W. Main. i
1 FOR 20 CENTS and stamp I will seZid 
full reading and answer questioi is. 
Send date of birth. Mrs. Pond, I 70 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

STANDARD BOOKS ON \
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pa/ges. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read/ tho 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seershlp. "An Inspired book”-l~Pro- 
gresslve Thinker. "A revelation."— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of A’lnir- 
voyanco yet presented."—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—Lilian Whiting in 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
from »2.00), »1.50.

Auras and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of color meanings. A three thousand 
edition just published to supply tho ■ 
great demand. Price 60 cents. ■

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMBINE, J| 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass., XI

Our sun through the ' centuries 
travels a • long ellipse dragging the 
woria with it. Just within one end 
of the ellipse blaze the rays of an
other larger sun, Arcturus. At the 
other end of the sun's ellipse are vast 
spaces of absolute zero. More than 
twenty centuries ago Arcturus was 
visible oflly as a luminous speck. 
Now it blazes in the evening sky, 
■bright as the planet Jupiter, a beacon 
among the fiery points that stud the 
firmament this side the Milky Way. 
We are racing southwards at the rate 
of about 5{000,000 miles a year 
toward Arcturus. In about 25,000 
years we shall be carried clear around 
this star and..subjected to the fierce 
rays of this incandescent sun; then 
we shall come back the other side of 
the ellipse and be carried along a 
Wide sweep toward the star Po,laris, 
riow in our rear, through “thrilling 
regions’of thick ribbed ice.” Here 
the sun and the worlds circling it will 
dim and fall into a sleep so cold that 
life will be suspended again to waken 
and begin a new development, as the 
southward turn is made and warmth 

7. flows/in once more. How many times 
.. .----- ------ ------- , . ^placing ■ upon oiir sun has. swung this almost'‘illim-
the platform test ’. mediums galore, liable course it is not known. There 
some. of them Incompetent to such a are two extremes of season, a summer 
degree as to disgust intelligent inves- season at melting, point, and a winter 
tigators. <~ : / séàsôn, 75,000 years away, at frlgid-
.:As lie confesses in his commuhica- ity,: JOHN A. HOWLAND,

tion he haff been holding week Oven-, ”- - -------- ■*’» ------
ing circles for more than a year in his
little . cobWer's shop - .on Brigham -... FROM SOUL TO SOUL. - 
stoeet;■ where-he-labors"for hls> dally mi.i___ _
bread,, we', can wish him all-the sue- ‘By
cess- possible in his efforts to raise the ?,™ . > 2
fallenk fat rite repudiation Spirit-hv  ̂Jmihinf 

. jialism wilWn-thri/fad prove a boome-1 ¿k® kÔL™
rangtohinu

To the Editor: I was one of about 
thirty people who listened to the dis
course of Dr. Hidden', while here, and 
his explanation ’ of the position he 
has taken. After thirty years of pro
fessed belief in Spiritualism, and pub
lic labor tin the Gause, he has gone 
back, bod^t and soul, to the old “chest
nut” of "(Jhrlst and h|m crucified," 
and in the language uf- Scripture, re
turning “like a dog to his vomit, an'd 
the swine to his wallowing in the 

•mire;” Has he ever been a Spiritual
ist?- I leayeithe question for Hudson 
Tuttle to answer.

■Dr. Hidden's sermon was on the 
evangelistic plane, weak as dish wa
ter, the main point being, “Come to 
Jesus and be saved.”-

’ The loss of A. T. Marth to the 
cause .of Spiritualism is of little conse
quence, as he has neither prestige nor 
Influence In the City; .but the reasons 
he gives for turning.his back upon the 
Cause you will no doubt appreciate at 
their .full value from the fact that he : 
has been one of the strongest advo- । 
cates-of the phenomena, in his post- t 
tion tas president- of the ‘'Providence j 
Spiritual Association-/

By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol-

M HynÜNHAM. 
Provident»^ R. I; ~

. HE MOVES ¡TO AMEND. //'/■.

An Effort Be inghiaile to Reinstate on 
' Goinsj “In-God We Trtist.”

. / To the Editor: - I .notice in this 
week's; Progressive Thinker that the 
House- Committee-oh. Coinage reports 

. favorablyr to /the restoration of “In 
God IVe Trusft” on the national coin.- 
Now, if .they will amend that to read 
in . big letters; . “IN THIS GOD WE 
TRUST," vit jvill be appropriate and 

/mean something. -As it Is, it is the 
cheapest kind of cheap political “bun
combe" ob thsspart of the committee, 
and-the-cheapest kind -of religious 
“buncombe" an the part of the people 
—a deliberate- - attempt to fool God 
into a belief that this is a Christian 
nation, and .takeover up all the polit
ical hypocrisy; vgraft, boodle, and- job
bery and ¡other schemes born of dis
honesty trad-self interest, that rules 
this country, riinder that little hypo
critical sentence, “In God We TrusL" 
h{2W, Mr.REdltor, If’a motion is in ; 
order, I move -that-thls_be amended.

S. F. MOORE.’ 
Arlington, Ohio..

/ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr. J. -M, Peebles is sufficient to 
explain ¡the Interesting features of It, 
and recommend it tn Bvefy reader of 
ipiritnidisha literature; iPrlce; 19 cto.

, GUUUCUi.
composers. Trie po.eins are admirably 
adap't'éd? fór ’ recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price >1.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY. '

: By William E. Towne. Learrihbwto 
cut away : unnecessary care. ' This 
book points the way; Price, 25 cents.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

• -. ' By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. • Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dr*, 
matlc tensity of earnestness. A notable 
Bterary effort.. A fine edition fa olcrfh. 
jMee 60 outs.

WORLD MAKING:
A scientific explanation of the birth, 

growth and death of worlds. By Sam- 
uel Phelps: Deland. Ph. D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound In cloth. Price 75 cents.

“After Her Driath.” The Story of 
a Summer." - By Lilian Whltlng.- 
No.mlnd that loves'splrltual thought 
can fall to be fed and: delighted with 
this book; : Beautiful’ spiritual 
thaught, combining .advanced Ideas 
on the finer .and- ethereal' phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on- 
ward-into the .purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. , A book .for the 
higher life. - Price, cjoth, $1.00^--

-■•‘Evolution of the God and Christ 
Tffiak’’'- By Hudson Tuttle. Price; 
»1.63 . - . - , .

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

(tOMTVNTBj TboBoainnlQ«j FuadnmoBti’ Prine 
B Formation of ConateUatloci, byateme. Sun , 

eta And flitelllt it. Tbe Origin of Meteor en ' 
etatThffGrgAak Kingdom; TbeOnstc of Mui | 

Man—Hl* Attribute» and rower»; Tbe SouV-How 1 | 
Receive» and ImpatU Knowledge; How the Soul Ke i 
teivei I a Highest Impreeilonsl The Record Book, o* The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tho Blxii. 
Berne; he Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
BDeration; Morally, SplrltuUHm Proved by the 

hlet Tbd Bible and ChHat; The Summary; "Wba: 
nit IFe Do co Ba ” For »ato at tbisoSce

Price, cloth, 81.00. Paper 50c,

STARTLING FACTSr
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
Thia work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela 
tlons to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
ligious liberty. It Is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious Influence ot 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning' the methods and spirit, th< 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro> 
maoism. Cloth, 75 cents.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture implements employed In tbe 16th and 

18th centvries tor the promulgation ot Chris
tianity, wi 11. pl itorial Illustration«. By Geon» 
SLHaodotai. Price. 10 cents. j

"Life and Moral Axioms, of Con
fucius,” Is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet-, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 561 years before 
the Christian Bra, , and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting. Impress-1 
Ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25c.

.--■ ■■ - \----- 
ANCIENT PAGAN AND 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and Enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred Hint. 
tHtiona. Cloth,$1.

—--- --- "M ■ ---- -—----- -
the religion of cheerfulness

By Sara A. Hubbard..
This little booklet sets forth Inter

estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound, tn a case. Price 50 cento.

WOMAN'S SOURCE OF POWER, 
By Lois Waisbroker.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
a writer on the question of.sex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25^cts.

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs." a 
new eeffon comprising in one >0]. 
ume the four parts heretofore . pub
lished, to which- is added part five, 
also a number of the author's most 
popular songs, Including - "Only a 

,Thin Veil Between Us," and its “Cone, 
panion Piece.” Cloth, 75 cents. 
BoarSB^O cento. , . _ , JI

A

FRED P. EVANS,
' Noted Medium for ■ "r

Slat ©writing, Clairvoyance, Etc».
Interviews dtily from 10 to 4. Reading» endds*/ 

velopmentby mail may be obtained by writinrto 
Mr. kvass for particulars. Famous book oa 
Blate-writing, |I.5O, while they last. Address.

FRED P, RVANM. ]«28 Sacramento street, San Francisco. Cat. 5

A^PFORTU^^te I
Give your age, how long you have worn sjpois, 

taeles; I will mail One Pair of tl.10 Melted ‘
ble Lena in a good straight temple steel frame, 
guaranteed to lit vour eyes. Also a Ve»6taDla< 

.Battery« Cures Catarrh, a Cold in tho heal , 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eyo?Water • 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11. lu; 4f only 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cents. 
Battery 60 cents; Magnetized Compound, IQ cts: 
pnpt For your address on a postal card, a. I i\LL beautiful phblo of Yercnsh, chief of 
the AUautlans; lived on earth 16.000 years ago: ■ ' 
also illustrated circulars showing styles nna / 
prices, telling all about my Melted PsbVie Lens ' >: 
sjectacle, ana my method of fitting EYESas-’ ; 
perfectly at your own home as it you were hi - । 
tny office- B. P. POOLE, 16? Winthrop avenue. 
Chicago- Hl

Paycho-Clnirvoyaut Readings by Mall 
on all affairs of life, Questions an
swered. Mrs. r> J. Williams, Beaver 
Dam, Wis., 122 4th st.

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greaat- 

eat psychic wonders Hying. 1 use the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all Internal 
diseases. A trial wil con vine« you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of<. r 
both sexes successfully treated, as. 
hundreds can testify. Send name, ,agv> - 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom»., 
and ten cents in stamps, and you will-Zr 
receive a correct diagnosis of your ease. 
free, worth dollars to you, Bo sure 
write your own letter. Dr. J.‘ 
Loucks, who lately passed on. contln* J ( 
ues to treat the sick through my. modi-A 
umshlp. Address all letters to J •

FRANCES L. LOUCKS»
Stoneham, Mass« t '

| PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. / 
। “The System ot Philosophy concern- ‘ 
Ing Divinity” is certainly reaching! tho 
people and doing the work. To develop 

1 one's psychic powers in a sane and\rar 
1 tional way, consciously, so that Immor- •' 
tality becomes a positivo knowledge, 
and communication with the unseen a? 
fact, is worth all the effort ofl& can- . 
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes m Tor / 
ronto, writes: “1 certainly thlnk/ypur 1 
System grand. I can always sec and 
hear at my sittings. Dr. D. CrlbMonf. 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: ”1 llke’tho ’ 
scientific tone of the lessons so much ': 
that I am writing them out for myself. 
Ont perusal is not enough.” Mr. Dal- ।
ton. a prominent real estate dealer of ;
Toronto, writes: “System is Itself a good 
demonstration of Inspiration.” So the I
students succeed. Send-for ot
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. ARU3IBINE, 24 Strath- : 
more Rd,» Brookline, Mas». I

Works of Thomas Paine
Anow edition in piper covers with l»rgo clear

I < • comprising?
Age of Reason......... 25cts.
Rights of Man.......... ,25cts.
Crisis........................... ,25 cte.
Common Sense..........15 ct®,

TNtt.opIonMil opportunity to .«cur. n>e,e tuafr 
«rd vorkt, m the price II within tbe re.ch nt «IL BW 
Mie U UH, office.

“Harmonics of Evolution." By 
Florence Huntley. .Volume 1 of the 
H&rmonic Series. Price $2.00. Tho 
Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 
upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law, .. '

*«

»
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, Às Given at the Home of Louise E. Sackett,

J,. Well, frfends. once more I am per- 
K-: jetted to write to you. and like Paul 
nr Of old. I wish to write words that will

Jmm into your soul and will cause 
\yf»u to stop and consider what manner

■&f man you are. from whence you 
'Jbme end whither are you arc going. 
The divine spark that burns in your 
bou! will tell you this, if you will but 

■ hmrkeu to it. listen in quiet.of the 
soul foi the voice within to speak. It 

■• ■' W in waiting patiently for
the spirit it will speak to you and lead 
you safely through life s journey, 

l\ jmd as you keep close to this voice 
a within, all doubts, all care and burden 
n.. will fair from you. you walk with 
B firm and upright step: peace in your 

-heart that no man can take from you; 
t’uMie burden of life will be nothing as 
ojiompared to the joy and peace, as 
yfymr spiritual senses are quickened 
an^d you see and hear the faces and 
voices of loved ones who have passed

will
:arn there is no death, that 
called death is but a new

»

ibiittb, the throwing off of the body 
frees the spirit and as the spirit be- 

’nomos used to its new surroundings, 
you see why and where these experi
ences in the body are necessary to Its 
growth. You have made a wise use 
of life on the earth plane, you pass 
on to higher planes, but. if life in the 
body has not been taught, the truths 
of spirit life, then you have to stop 

•i and learn before you go higher, 
'» Happy is the spirit who has outgrown 
\lts old prejudices and beliefs while in 
the body.

Oh. my people, stop where you are 
0-day, and consider who and what 
you nre. what your earth life is doing 
for you: Are you learning each day 
ifrore of the spirit life? Are you lay-

own reward.
Every time we do a mean or unkind 

and selfish act. we hurt ourselves 
more than any one else. We draw to 
ourselves what we send out to others: 
so it we wish to broaden our own Ilves 
and be happy we must do good to all 
who come our way. be they rich or 
poor, high or low. it makes no dif- 
terence what position they now fill 
they- are all necessary to the divine 
plan, all working their own way to 
the end. What helps one comes to all 
in the final day. so no surer way to 
happiness comes than to scattter it. 
Try to do this, make every one glad 
for having known you. Give them a 
lift—whenever you can: they may not 
need it financially, but they may. oh! 
so sadly, peed a kind word, a bright 
smile or look, and if you keep your 

i heart full of love for all mankind you 
1 will never miss an opportunity to do 
all this whenever there is a need, for 
remember it is by doing for others, 
we reap our greatest happiness, and 
without happiness life is a dreary 
place Indeed, no matter how ricb(?) 
we are. So believe me. life is a barren 
waste without happiness:

REV. DR. BUCKINGHAM.

Spirit Rev.. DeWitt Talmage:
There will be many who will doubt 

the truth of these messages. There 
will be many more who will believe 
them; it is to these I will write, for 
they will be benefited by them. I 
am anxious to reach as many as I can 
for these messages are true and they 
will teach you many things that you 
would like to know, and they will be 
a help and may make your life easier 
In some why. Oh! my brethren.

|ng up for yourself ‘'treasures in
heaven'? by your kind words and
deeds’ Are you living the golden

how I would like to make you 
derptand that the more spiritual 
make your life here; the happier 
will be. and the less you will 
troubled by worldly matters and

un- 
you 
you 

be 
the
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Man s Spiritual Nature Is an Express
ion of Religion.

To (ho Editor:—I do not very of-
ten ask you for space for

As Vividly Portrayed by the Editor of 
the Two Worlds, Munches- \ 

ter Eng.
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few

rule to the best of your ability? Or 
' are vou scattering seeds of envy and

strive. Jiving a material life entirely ? 
ptrifq. living a material life entirely? 
upon- what you sow. what you will 
reap: no one cah cleanse you but your- 

. self and your own deeds. God does 
■ not punish voti for vour sins, but your 

own acts bring reward or punishment.
Once more. I bid you pauso, con

sider, which road are you traveling? 
Is it the straight and narrow road to 

• truth and happiness, or is It the broad
materia] 
to utter 

There
to every

and sensual road that leads 
darkness?
is a conscience within, given 
man: listen to it; don’t lot

it become choked by superstition, 
prejudice and ignorance: conscience 
leads you In all things. It will show 
you the truth, it will need no law but 
the divine one to guide.you. the still 
small voice: follow It as it .speaks 

> from within and gather wisdom as It 
Us given to you. Thore will be no 
^need of help from others. Listen to 
the voice within, as you learn to fol

low its teachings you are led to hap
piness, and peace. and joy is among 
•thje angels In heaven that one more 
soul learns the way ot life. Angels 
are. ever near you, around you and 
help you. These loved ones who have 
entered the spirit world never forget 
those they leave behind, and they are 
anxiously-trying to-help and comfort' 
In every way they can: it remains 
/with you alone whether you receive 
them, or whether you turn from them 
■with, a deaf ear and refuse to listen. 
You have your choice, no one can 
compel you to listen, if you don’t, 
you must .not say they don't 
come back or never have come back. 
You can-find proof enough of our re
turn.'If you seek for it'or .are willing 
to be convinced.

REV. DR. .EUSTIS, 
Pastor in the Memorial Church of

this city

Spirit Rev. 
There are

for many years.

Dr. Buckingham: 
many who pass their

earth' life who care but little what 
: their earth life is-intended to teach.

or what lessons they must learn: all 
their time and energy is spent in 
selfish pleasures, ■with little regard to 

» their fellow-man. They set out on the 
1 road of life with the sole ambition to 
| get rich and have all the pleasure 
l possible. There Is no harm in pleas- 
\ure. indeed all have a right to be 
mappy. ought to be happy and there is 
ii» reason why they would not be if 
tlney went about it in the right way. 
It Jis by trying to make others happy 
w/e then find our own happiness.

lit is the same way with regard to 
riches: if riches are rightly used they 
are1, a great help to us. for one with 
earthly possessions. is better able to 

- help and his power of dispensing hap
piness is better than one who ha's 
barely enough to supply-his own 
need; yet it is often the case the man 
of riches sets bis heart upon'adding 
to Instead of helping: he has no 
thought for the comfort of others or 
their pleasure. It Is money , for self 
lie is after and the fear of'losing it 

■ takes away all the pleasure he was 
, expecting to have. He has missed the 

very thing that would have made his 
life worth the living. If the man so 
eager to get and keep all he could 
.reach only knew that to help his fel
low-man he would reap more, and that 
to make others happy he would in- 

. crease his own happiness a hundred 
fold, he then would willingly do for 
others; as soon as a man realized he 
is a part of the whole and that others 
arc just as much a part of the whole 
■—that it Is necessary to have each and 
every one. no matter how lowlv. to 
make this whole, then will he know 
that everything belongs to the whole, 
thus what help others helps him and 

■ what he does to help others Is a true 
way to receive help and happiness, 
and the more he thinks of others and 

f makes them happy the greater is. hte

things that once seemed so awful and 
hard to bear will seem so trivial you 
will scarcely heed them, at all, or If 
obliged to notice them you will be 
lifted out of them in such a way they 
cannot harm you or cause you deep 
trouble. You will be in the world, 
but not of it. While living in the 
body you are living with angels and so 
far . above this world and its petty 
trials that you will be amazed at the 
little attention they draw from you. 
There are lives tjiat are so full of 
spiritual things there Is little room for: 
anything else, they are living In the 
spiritual realm so much that the 
earthly things seem most unreal to 
them, they live in a world of.- their 
own—a world , they have made for 
themselves by their higher thinking 
and living, and it is to this class of 
people I would say: Don't Jet your 
spiritual life be interfered with in any 
way: Never mind what others may 
say qr feel, live up to the light that 
is given you from within and you will 
never be without help and guidance 
from above, no matter what the 
world s Idea of you may be you have 
the assurance of your spirit friends, 
that you will be watched over and 
cared for. though you may stumble 
you will never fall and all you need 
will be given you. Now. friends, 
there are many in your midst who are 
waiting for the right word to convince 
them of the truth. They may not 
know it themselves, yet there comes 
a time when the right word dropped 
at the right time will bring to their 
soul the very conviction they wait 
for. You never know whethen you 
are the one to speak that word, so 
never fear to speak the words you 
know- to be true, for they may reach 
sopie poor soul ready to receive them, 
they may fall upon ground not yet 
ready but thfey will not be lost, for 
sometime they-will be brought to 
their mind as words of truth and com
fort and be the means of leading 
them to seek the truth, and that is 
all that is-necessary if they seek dil
igently they will surely find that for 
which their soul-has longed, and if 
your words are met with scoffing and 
unbelief, never -mind, have- nothing 
but pity, and patience In your heart 
for them. It Is- their ignorance - that 
causes them, to say such things; and 
they are only putting off the day 
when they will be brought face to face 
with the truths they. must Jearn. 
You can afford- -to be patient with 
these people, for you are. standlng on 
higher ground and -have a clearer vi
sion of what lies before you. and you 
know the ground they are treading to
day you have trod in the days gone by 
and the ground where you now stand, 
they will some time-stand upon. We 
all walk the same path eventually to 
higher and still higher things, and in 
time we - nil will reach the heights, 
but. while on the way, we must have
love and -.charity for all. malice
towards none. . Keep the fire of 
brotherly love burning brightly in 
your heart, and you will never go 
wrong, for love lightens the whole 
world and where love is there is no 
envy or strife.

, REV; DE WITT TALMAGE. .

POPULAR MATERIALISM.

ft

At; the Sixtieth Anniversary of the 
Advent of Modern Spiritualism.

A review of the labors of the past 
sixty years, under the guidance of in
telligent ministering spirits, deepens 
the unwelcome conviction that the 
living spirit of the primitive Christian 
faith, once majestic in.its power, and 
divinely beautiful hi its influence over 
the-heart and life of the believer— 
the. faith that filled the ancient church 
with the manifestations of spiritual 
power—has declined, and nearly lost 
its hold :0n the human mind and af
fections. The nature of the opposi
tion to Spiritualism, and the modes of 
resistance-- adopted by the church and. 
the world, shoy^iow almost faithless 
men are in. the: great vital principle of

“Heaven is, first, a state, and secondly, a place,” said Rev. Dr. 
James Henderson, ot Dominion Methodist Church, Ottawa, .Canada, 
on Mai-. 1, continuing his series ot sermons on the future life. As to 
where that, place is, the preacher said:

“I am not a Spiritualist, and do not want to be denounced by the 
newspapers as an infidel, but I beheve that heaven is all around us 
and within us; that matter is only a curtain woven in the.loom of 
God and dropped to screen our eyes from the glory behind it. ; IL our 
eyes were not so gross and our senses so heavy we would; see this 
glory all through the material universe. We are not far away and 
our/dear ones are not far away. It is only a breath, a sigh, a groan 
and we are at home. This is only speculation, but since my sickness 
I have believed that, wherever and whatever heaven is, if we could 
catch but the faintest glimpse of its glories, our bodies would be too 
frail to withstand the outbursts of the soul. ” '

Ideas of Heaven.
To most, said the preacher, the conception of heaven was either 

very vague oi’ very material, depending on whether it was conceived 
of as a state or a place. If the viewpoint was purely subjective and 
spiritual, the impression was. shadowy, if otherwise very'sensuous. 
He described with flashing eloquence the conceptions of heaven as a 
city of precious stones and gold and eternal praise, as a country where 
there is no day nor night and as a Valhalla where the most sensuous 
delight satiated the drowsy, senses. . .. . >;

“This is the heaven that captivates and charms most people,’’ he 
continued, “and we have to hold the Bible and the poetry that has 
grown out of the Bible responsible for it, but I beheve lha4 belnnd 
all this imagery there are theHieauties of an eternal glory |ha^ no seer 
has ever seen or poet dreamed. ;■ . -

‘ Thb Man Makes Heaven, . ’
And yet one may have such an external heaven as that and be in 

hell, for after all it is the person .and not the place tliat.niakes heaven 
or hell. We do not live in. our surroundings but in ourselves; not in 
places but in persons or rather m persons first and then places/ What 
the man is determines essentially. And so heaven is a state and then 
a place. It is a place where there is serenity within - and , without. 
Wherever love is, there is heaven.” . t

Dr. Henderson dismissed briefly the conceptions of heaven as be
ing a series of existences through which man passed until.Jie reached 
the highest peak of heaven as being situated at the centre df the 
material universe. ■

What shall be done m heaven?. First, worship, ansivered the 
preacher. Man had never got to the core of what was or ineapt. - One 
true act of spiritual worship must change a man forever. ’One could 
adore any being without being assimilated to the being adored. But 
it was never meant that man should, sing forever or fiddle,ioyever on 
ope string of his nature. -Could anyone conceive of the genius: of New
ton or Shakespeare spending eternity playing a harp! FOR J8IM- 
SELF, HEAVEN MUST BE A PLACE OF INTENSE ACTIVITY, 
A PLACE FOR THE EXERCISE OF EVERY ENERGY BELONG 
ING TO MAN’S SPIRITUAL NATURE, ELSE IT ^AS'NOT 
HEAVEN

the harmonlal Qhristlan -religion. In
asmuch' as the word Christian ’ has 
had such a wide, rang©-of opinion 
without a scientlfilc basis, the term 
Harmonlal Christian Spiritualism Is 
far more significant. The selfish syn
dicate formed in the days of Constan
tine A- D. 325. and all down, the 
ages to the wonderful epoch begin
ning with Mar. 31. A. D. 1848, clung 
to the “letter that kllleth,” instead of 
“the spirit that quickeneth or mak- 
eth alive.” * -

If faith be not dead or sleeping, 
with the spiritually blind, why are 
its requirements everywhere practic
ally denied? That its chief claims are. 
virtually denied or disputed, and that 
the popular faith—the oral acknowl
edgment of the truth of a greater or 
less number of dogmatic propositions 
—exert but a feeble influence over the 
lives and conduct of men, is quite 
too manifest to require elucidation.

Many of-our religious teachers of 
the theological school require an Im
plicit faith in the ancient revelation 
and miracles, while they demand an 
unequivocal denial of those which are 
demonstrated to our senses. •and- our 
souls, in the stirring events of the 
past sixty years. There is overwhelm
ing evidence that they do occur ..by 
natural law in this living, present age,, 
hence we conclude they did occur by 
the same law in all ages.. Science 
has enabled us to more fully compre
hend.

Those theologians still spiritually 
blind to genuine demonstration of to
day insist on an unquestioning con
fidence-in-the ancient reCord, and'an 
open denial of the living facts.,

I (or rather we rational Spiritualists 
or Harmonialists.' of which there are 
millions) prefer to exercise a rational 
faith in both the. ancient oracles and 
the present demonstrations. If a liv
ing faith is still cherished among men. 
why .ia. tbe very possibility of spirit
ual intercourse denied?

If the outward church has a reli
gion, why is Spiritualism condemned 
as heresv without a .careful hearing 
and an honest judgment? It is a 
well known fact that the great body 
of opposers have proceeded hitherto 
upon the assumption that the cardinal 
proposition of the Spiritualists ■■ in
volves an impossibility—that spirits 
do not and cannot disclose their pres
ence and their thoughts to mortals.

Thus the old materialism reveals 
its earthly form, and its dusty images 
flit like phantoms of the waning

the Christian miracles, we havg-a-most 
undoubting /tilth in the ocCurrench of 
the remarkable, facts recorded in the 
New .Testament, and on wfiich the 
churfch rests’its claims of Christianity 
to divine authority. Surely-none but 
a mind diseased would be disposed to 
question the startling revelations of 
power and intelligence, which were 
disclosed to the ancient patriarchs, 
and prophets, and seers, because he Is 
permitted to be a living'witness of 
similar manifestations.

The fact is too obvious-to admit of 
concealment, that many ofrfthe most- 
cultivated have silently yielded to a 
most withering skepticism, while the 
defenders of the faith have trembled 
in secret, lest the progress of knowl
edge might subvert the foundation ot 
their religion! Henqe fait]} and sci
ence have not been on fernis of very 
intimate fellowship. ■*.-■■

. A system of philosophy/whloh shall 
know the respective claims of faith 
and science, renderlng.'ftb^ one ra
tional and the o then, spiritual'. is what 
the age demands. If true» to herself 
and to humanity, science will not hes
itate to enter the new realm of 
thought and discovery.1 The startling 
disclosures of the present;» In what
ever, light they may be L regarded 
must be classified and refefred to the 
laws on which they depend. And 
when Science shall have Accomplished 
her mission. here. we shall' fear no 
more the. Influence of a scathing fa
naticism.'and. all rational: and truly 
religious minds will hailiwith un
speakable joy the present: immortal 
quickening which promises to save 
from destruction the last hope of 
the world—the hope of" Immortality.

The spiritual philosophy demon
strates to a certainty that conscious 
life is. and must continue after the 
change called death, and through spir
itual discernment physical death be
comes a blessing instead of a curse.

«• This idea Is so beautifully portrayed 
In the book entitled "Inner Life.” by 
Lizzie Dbten. the subject Life pur
porting to come through the influence 
of "Shakespeare,?' that I will give you 
one verse of the poem: ,

LIFE. •
"To be. or not to be. is; not 

tion:' . ’ ?
-There is no chance of Life;

-it well? — .(
For Death is but another 

change.

the ques-

Ay. mark

name for

night 
of the 
of the 
tional.

in "the dim religious light- 
outward or theological church 
past, and reveals the only ra- 
sclentlflc. and the truly reli-

glous church, all the more potent to 
subserve the best interests of human
ity to-day. It is not true, as has been 
intimated, that modern spiritual mani
festations tend to destroy or dimin
ish faith in the essential principles of 
true Christianity, as represented by 
both branches of the Friends (and 
Quakers), John Wesley, in the seven
teenth century, and John Murray and 
William Ellery Channing of the nine
teenth century and more fully by the 
host of able advocates of the Harmon- 
ial philosophy and Modern.Spiritunl- 
ism since the dawn of the spiritual 
era, Mar. 31.1848 i(it would make the 
article: too long to give the names of 
all I have heard)

While we reject the mpdern theo- 
loglcal idea concerning-the nature ot

The weary shuffle off tins mortal coil. 
And think.to slumber m eternhl night. 
But lo! the man though-dead,'is living 

still;
Unclothed Is clothed upon, and his 

mortality ■
Ig swallowed up in Life. "<

TITUS; l^ERRITT.
New York. r ■'

I bad rather be 'damned with 
Plato and Lord Bacon tlihn go to 
heaven wtih Paley and; Malthus.— 
Shells?

Men are often capable* of greater 
things than they perform. They are 
sent into the world .with bills of credit, 
and seldom draw to their full extent- 
—Horace Walpole. ■ ■.

Tilings unknown are the true scope 
of imposture and leget^emain:. ■ »- » 
lost to me, one after-^nqther. still I 
would; not lie. The. most sacred act 
of. a man’s-life is to say andio feel, 
"I believe such and su^h to be true.—>
HnW ? c

thoughts, but. 1 would like to express 
my idea of the religion ot Spiritual
ism.

There is so much said in opposi
tion to. and ridicule of religion as ap
plied to Spiritualism, that it looks to 
me to be pure prejudice, and unneces-
sary hatred toward the 
Ion.

Religion. I will admit, 
abused above all other 
dear reader, throw aside

name rellg-

has been 
names, but 

all prejudice
and look the question squarely in the 
face.

The article on the first page, first 
column of No. 952. Progressive Think
er, calls out this endeavor to defend 
religion, though no person on earth 
has a deeper disregard for the hy
pocrisy, and willful ignorance, or the 
rascality tlyit has been carried on in 
the past, and present under the name 
of religion. •

But the examples of the past are 
for us to shun, and I will do every
thing in my power to cause the world 
to see the difference between false
hood and truth, slavery and freedom. 
I. have been in the very work more 
or less upon the public rostrum, since 
I comenced the work in Chicago in 
1868. But we cannot do this by hat
red, by denunciation of a grand and 
and -true principle.

। I claim that there is not an intel
ligent being on earth, but what has 
the .principle of religion indwelling 
in his nature, and placed there by a 
natural law, born in them, and every 
person who has intelligence enough 
to be ajjplritua! being has religion, 
and that ^spiritual nature is the ex
pression. of it. and every aspiration, 
every wish to be spiritual, true, pure, 
to advance in these realities and prin
ciples, is an expression of religion. 
From the infant child, who looks in 
its mother s face with love and con
fidence. confident that the mother 
gives it th© needful supplies of life, 
to th© mother mind, has this same 
religion in more or less degree. The 
infantile expression of this principle 
is limited to the capacity of the in
fant, but expands ns the child grows 
older, just in that degree that it is al
lowed to do.

Religion is not a creed, or theory. 
It Is the pleading of the soul-for a 
higher position In life: the urging of 
our spiritual nature for us to advance 
in every good quality and principle, 
and rejection of the lower and gross
er existence.

There seems to be an idea with 
some that religion Is to believe in a 
little god. Bitting'somewhere on a 

.throne in some wajled-in city.- That 
is not religion., blit only the infantile 
conception of it, a dwarfed and blight
ed state-of a ,mind in slavery. It is 

. one ol the great stumbling-blocks »in 
the progress of religion true and 

■pure.
■ There is- an intelligence, infinite in 

its expression, that controls billions 
multiplied by millions of worlds that 
revolve in, space in perfect order. 
Now you may call it intelligence, 
force, law. nature, or anything you 
please, and It will not change that 
force, intelligence one particle. Call 
a rose a thistle, a. plne tree an oak. 
and it does not change a leaf on eith
er. But anyone not an-idiot" knows 
there is a power, yes; an intelligence 
in the expreslon of - nature. . Every 
individual who has a particle of that 
intelligence is a part of that power, 
a child of God. I do not care if you 
call that power divine, It Is not a par
ticle of difference. In the character of 
the force.' or intelligence. It is there 
and to stay, and we are children of 
the same. .

If there was a real old-fashioned 
Devil. I assume he is as much a. part 
of God as I or any other person, Jesus 
not excepted, no. more, no less. He 
is a part of Infinite Intelligence, and 
deserves respect therefor,-

Your, correspondent- says: It would 
be better for the advancement of true 
Spiritualism-if—¡those - who cannot 
shake off the-atavism of the dark' 
ages, if those afflicted with incurable 
cases of scabies, etc;, to return to the 
church, etc. - ,

I have only to reply to this: Let 
Those who • hate-the past so bitterly 
that they cannot endure a good thing 
because some one of the churches has 
practiced it: let him join the Atheist 
.class, where he belongs. But then, 
he will have religion all the same, 
for life cannot help having some deep- 
rooted power calling him to a higher 
plane. Because the churches are an 
organized power, w© as Spiritualists 
must be a scattered, disunited herd of 
goats without power or influence in

To most people the word Home Is 
one of the sweetest in the Anglo- 
Saxon vocabulary. Associated with it 
are the tenderest sentiments of our 
lives, the dearest ties, and the most 
enduring happiness possible to uh In 
this sphere of existence. If. as we are 
assured, a man s house Is his castle, 
a mans home is. or should be his 
sanctuary. Therein he can rest from 
the wearlnes of toil, the worries of 
daily life, find the one spot among all 
others, which is an oasis in the weary 
struggle r existence.

Alas! yet so it is. that many in this 
fair land of ours are homeless, and. 
also, that in many a home it is a con
stant struggle to maintain the stand
ard of comfort due to civilized hu
manity and that struggle grows keener 
with every passing year. Such trial 
may develop fortitude, but too often 
the virtue is cultivated at far too high 
a cost. That such a price should be 
exacted is not God s will, for a man s 
undevelopment in his higher, nature, 
and the consequences of such unde
velopment, are the main causes of hu
man misery and the gloom in many 
a home. When the Golden Rule is. 
Indeed, lived by all men. then homes 
will reflect the happiness and peace all 
wish to see reigning upon earth. 
While health lasts, and labor can pro
vide necessities of life, all is well so 
far.

But there comes the day when sick
ness enters the home, when the strong 
man Is stricken, when the brave wife 
and mother fades away, when the 
loved child departs to the great here
after. Then, no matter whether it be 
the home of the poor or the well-to- 
do, a cloud descends, which for those 
who have not the blessed comfort 
which spirit communion affords, there 
is the sad silence In the death-cham
ber. the vacant chair, eloquent testi
mony that a gap has been made in 
the family circle, a break almost be
yond repair. How many, before they 
were convinced of spirit return, have 
felt the anguish which could not be 
assuaged, when faith was inadequate 
to sustain in the hour of bereavement, 
and insufficient to explain the sad ca
lamity of the loss of the beloved. 
When the knowledge has come that 
■death Is not the end of life, that it is 
merely an incident in our eternal ca
reer. what light is thrown upon the 
situation. Then it is seen that death 
is not loss, but gain: not extinction, 
but transition. This communion has 
comforted millions the world over, 
swept away the agony of doubt, given 
the assurance beyond all question that 
the departed will be met again, for 
they return to tell us this is true.

• Here comes the beauty and strength 
of Spiritualism. Its beauty as a com
forter, Its strength as demonstrating 
man-s survival of bodily death, its 
beauty as a ministry of angels in the 
home life, its strength to help us to 
realize that the beloved who have de
parted can. and do help us to bear our 
burden of seeming loss with a 
strength no other faith can impart. 
Let the skeptic sneer at professional 
mediumship as he mSv. Let us admit 
that professional mediumship may not 
be an ideal way of service between the 
two states. Let us argue. If you 
please, that public-Spiritualism pre
sent some things which seem objec
tionable. let us admit all this, but be
hind them all stands the solid phalanx 
of Spiritualists in private life, who are 
really, the salt of the movement.

For the spirit communion enjoyed 
in the home is the inner side of the 
blessings which such communion has 
brought to the world. The private 
circle is., the domestic altar, around

Many Actors “A Bit Psychic.”

There are few plays, says the Chi
cago tribune, whose influence con
tinues after the audience leaves th© 
theater. 1 he Witching Hour." how- 
eiei, is one that sets the spectators 
to thinklug. Let anything a little un
usual occur and there always is some
one who has seen the play who is 
leady to solve the mysterv. by th© 
two words, "mental telepathy." Ac
tors who delight in story telling, have 
a new theme about which to weave a 
story.

Among the actors who are appear
ing in the piece the subject has be
come almost a mama. Continual ex
periments upon each other have led 
to varying results. No more enthusi
astic adherent could be found than 
Jack Mason.

One of the most interesting tests 
that he made was one time-when he 
was appearing in Chicago. He wrota- 
a letter to a friend in New York ask
ing her at a given time to answer a 
question that he would ask her in 
Chicago. Two men. neither of whom 
she know, were going on a trip. Mr- 
Mason asked her to telegraph him 
their names and also the pljice where 
they were going. The result, for 
which the actor vouches, was a tele
gram in which she gave the exact 
information he had asked for.

.Jessie Milward believes in occult
ism. Some time before the death or 
William Terriss, the actor with whom 
she was so Jong associated, she says.-
T dreamed of it twice. saw
the way it was done, and even
heard the last words he
spoke. ’ The day of the tragedy she 
said to him: •' - - -'Bill. I feel something
terrible is going to happen." That
evening they went to the theater to
gether and as Mr. Terriss opened the 
stage door , a super of the company 
hurried past them, and the first thing 
Miss Milward knew Mr. Terriss fell 
back in her arms and said. "I am 
stabbed. Her dream had come true 
in every detail.

In speaking of how she happened to 
play Peter Pan. Maud Adams says:
It was sort of a mental telepathy be

tween Mr. Barrie. Peter Pan and my
self all the time. Before Mr. Barrie 
prole the play he told Miss Adams 
that a character had come to his 
mind, through her and that he was go
ing to write a play around it. When 
he heard that she was going to play 
the part he wrote her:

I want you-to know that it was 
you who inspired the writing of Peter 
Pan."

A few days ago Fola LaFollette. 
the daughter of the United State sen
ator from Wisconsin, made a success
ful debut in support of Leo Dietrich- 
steln In his new comedy. "Bluffs." 
She claims to possess considerable oc
cult Influence. In proof of which she 
tells of a time when she prevented a 
man from committing suicide. This 
man has been, a friend of her from 
childhood, and she always possessed 
a wonderful power -over him. One 
night she was awakened by the sense 
of feeling some dreadful thing was 
about to happen to him. and by an 
effort of her Will power upon him she 
was enabled to prevent the tragedy.

EVOLUTION AND LIFE FORMS.

Whence and Whither or the Origin 
and Destiny of Man.

the world; 
breathing 
Christians 
church on 
good in it:

must we? Why not stop 
God s pure air - because 
breathe? There is not a 
earth but what has some 
no, nor a heathen nation

(so-called), either. Let us sift the 
false from the true, and take up the. 
good, and add all we can to it. and 
show by our lives, our everyday walk, 
that we have the best religion in the 
world, and demonstrate it by the pow
ers the loved ones from the other 
side “have vouchsafed to us.

I know some of your former cor
respondents have refered to Webster s 
definition of Religion. Just read over 
the mass of reading lie has put.under 
‘■Religion" and you will find my ex
act definition under the head of "Re
ligion as distinct from Theory.”

But we know .first that Noah Wehr 
ster was a religious zealot, and will 
do anything to make his position ap-
pear right, 
of ' Hate. ' 
"Love Less, 
must hate

Look at his definition 
In Scripture it moans to 

Because Jesus said we 
father, and mother, and

wife and children, etc., it means:‘Love 
less." Now does unyone suppose that 
all his other definitions were thrown 
to naught because that- word hate: 
was put In Luke 14-26? Did he not 
know that love; and hato were direct 
opposites, and could not be used in 
the sense he places them? Yes. but 
he must pnt that In to blind the poor 
Ignorant idiot- that dare-not think for 
himself. > This is where the hypocri
sy. of. the past shows its hand. But

which - gather the members 
family to meet and mingle 
dear messengers from the 
Not ‘ angels.’’ but our own 
man friends and ■ kindred, 
touch of their dear hands.

of the 
with the 
unseen, 

dear hu- 
At the 
at their

whispered counsel, at their loving 
helpfulness, what brows are smoothed, 

“what heart burdens.are lifted, what 
perplexities of mind are straightened 
out. Millions can say to-day. "Thank 
God for the Spiritualism of private 
life learned at the family altar, in 
the safety of the home circle. " '»^uJy 
the doors of heaven are opened, tile 

. light of the Summerland fills all 
hearts, and the music of the spheres 
thrills every soul when in such gath
erings we commune with the visitors 
from the land of the spirit.

Heaven knows what service our 
public mediums have rendered to the 
world, and at what cost of health, ef
fort and discouragement. Often mis
judged by those whom they serve the 
best, they meet the case of the hard
headed. and the hard-hearted,, too. 
Often they are as conscripts bearing 
others' burdens. Sensitive beyond 
words, else not fit for their task, they 
deserve encouragement and support,: 
rather than often undeserved carping 
criticism. . They are soldiers fighting 
battles that the world may gain con
quest over death and the unseen. For 
the Inestimable service they, render 
why grudge them the. pittance paid 
them, for to millions they have indeed 
brought -the pearl: of great price.’’ 
the absolute knowledge of a- future 
life. They are our pioneers, "exca
vators" if you like, and without them 
our Wallaces, our Crookeses our 
Lodges would not have, had the evi
dences which, from the standpoint- of 
science, enable these and other Inves
tigators to add. for themselves and 
the world, to those foundation stones 
which have been laid by .mediumship 
alike public or private.

But the family altar Is our pride 
and glory. It is there the intimate
ness of spirit communion is demon
strated. and the purity, and value of 
our Cause demonstrated and estab
lished.

To the Editor: Will you allow me 
a little space in the best spiritual pa
in the world to ask your honored 
correspondent. Col. Van. Horn, a few 
questions? I do this not for the sake 
of controversy, but for information.

I was deeply Interested In reading 
his article In a recent number of The 
Progressive Thinker.- on "Evolution 
and Life Forms." I hoped he would 
tell us whence the origin of man as 
faculties, endowed with the mental 
faculties, endowned with the mighty 
power of thought and reason? Are 
we to believe that spontaneous gener
ation without seed gave the world 
Copernicus. Bruno. Galileo. Huxley.
Darwin. Spedcer, Edison, 
and all the great lights of

Marconi, 
ancient

It does not change the facts on© par
ticle. neither will all this blowing 
against religion. It will go right on 
doing Its work all the same.

P C MILLS 
Seattle; Wash.

and modern times. Even if the illus
tration of the pond of still water 
could be made to account'for every 
material object on the planet, still 
the question is unanswered: Whence 
came the thinking, reasoning, death
less being called Man?

Has spontaneous generation ever 
produced a single' specimen since this 
globe we inhabit became the abode of 
vegetable and animar life? It is an 
axiom that 'the exception proves the 
rule. But there are no exceptions. 
It is the undeviating order of nature 
in . the propagation of all species, 
whether vegetable, animal or human, 
to unite or blend the positive and 
negative or the male and female ele
ments. So far no other law of propa
gation has. been observed.

■ Now, speaking of evolution (I ask 
for; information) can anything be 
Evolved that is not first Involved? 
We know- the oak trbe is evolved from 
the life germ In the acorn;: But'.was 
ribt the same - tree involved in that 
germ? ’ . >

. .. In this' brief article I advance hq 
theory concerning the birth of Intel
ligence or-the origin of man.

: Theories, .unsupported bv well- 
known facts, are. mere idle specula
tions. .

I have not the-slightest idea that 
a man endowed with the mighty Im 
tellect of your correspondent, for. one 
moment believes that human beings 
have ever been or ever will be pro
duced by spontaneous generation. I 
have assumed such to be his belief, 
merely to provoke deeper thought on 
this subject. Of all the theories 
hitherto promulgated, from the Bible 
account of creation, on down through 
the centuries, not one gives a reason
able solution to the problem. I have 
■met men who have assumed to know 
all'about it. I appeal not to them, 
but to some sage who DOES KNOW, 
to give us light on this subject: 
"Whence and Whither," or the ori
gin and destiny of man.

. N. F. RAVLIN.
West Berkley, Cal.
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An Important Question Critically Discussed by
Daniel W. Hull, Olympia, Wash

That man is a dual being is not 
questioned by Spiritualists, nor ; for 
that matter, by any persons except a 
few antiquated materialists,’ whose 
studies in science aro a quarter of a 
century behind date. But it has long 
been a question: Whence the Spirit? 
At what time in foetal life ..does it 
migrate to the fleshly body of the be
ing to be? Where and how does it 
exist prior to its incarnation? To 
some of us who bav4 studied the hu
man embryo from its incipiency 
through tho development process,these 
questions seem a trifle superficial. 
Yet we should not be too sanguine—. 
lest we ourselves become bigot?, yet 
boasting our , freedom from bigotry. 
Perhaps the last word has not yet 
been said. The other man may have 
some suggestions which will be new 
to us.

Theosophists maintain that the spir
it is a separate creation from the 
body, which has been subsequently 
added to the physical organism as the 
good florist “pots.” his plants. These 
spirits are sometimes called “element
arles,” “undiues," etc., and float 
around in the ether and earth atmos
phere,', much as the spores of barna
cles float in water before attaching 
themselves to the hull of some pass
ing vessel. They are entirely charac
terless, as we shall soon see, till they 
become attached to some carnate be
ing, nor do they súcceed in developing 
very high characters till they have 
been taken out of several bodies and 
“repotted” as many times (I had’-.ál-' 
most said an infinite number of times,, 
but I caimot j emémbe^--anything in 
theosophical ^literature? thqt . .would' 
justify such a hyperbolic statement). 
The Buddhists believe, that the in
carnations are - repealed-till Vlwjha,, 
or a state of rest 1s reached. ; " s

alter believes he 1b uttering the truth, 
and no doubt he experienced every
thing that he relates. May he not 
have been under some magic spell 
from some spirit, either incarnate or 
discarnate? We might imagine such

o

A TYPICAL SPIRITUAL SERMON.
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Delivered by the Venerable WiUliMn 
F. Nye, at New Bedford, Moss.

The funeral services of the late 
Simeon B. Coffin were held at 2 o'clock 
at his residence, 133 North Second 
street, New Bedford, Mass., and were 
largely attended by friends and rela
tives. "■

Incidental to the services, William 
F. Nye made a brief address, eulogis
tic of Mr. Coffin, speaking as follows:

Well may we bring with us here to
day feelings of sadness and sorrow 
that one we have long and well known 
has departed, and yet were we at
tuned to hear and see him from 
across the divide, we should hear him 
exclaim—do not mourn, be cheerful, 
be glad, and we should see upon his 
face only expressions of exultant joy 
that he has reached a home of peace 
and rest, as he bids the boatmen that 
ferried him across' life's turbulent 
river good-bye, and is welcomed by 
many waiting friends gone before.

At some time in the past I remem
ber of reading an exquisite little book 
entitled "In Distance and in Dream." 
To me it was a wonderful uplift of 
truth and hope, and I believe we all 
experience at times these tender,ac
cents of our inmost souls-that make 
clear to us-visions of the future, and 
•we may on this occasion feel that we 
are standing in the presence of these 
ethereql forms and surrounded by a 
great cloud of witnesses that are ever

ic influence of Prof, von Marx, ■ who I Information Wanted Concerning “God,” “In-p 
seemed to believe that thought ema- I . „
nations formed themselves into I n . p nnifp. TntiHnO’PnfiP ” Kit.Pgnomes, sprites, etc., but his experl- v | Him« MlVemgeilOe, I1VG.
euces far outran all of the Professor's I r, ---------------- - ----
l^th^Profes  ̂ Lette^ toSjhit William Denton: ¡order of things, we shall leave hip
revelations thought in ms j to aubmlt to r aurg6 tQ faMy untn Ug mlnd

After relating the Innaitace of a »° r «msidër tl n several subjects expands.rhapsodical invocaUon to “Swaphial, 11 1 11 L wor^to® the
Spirit of the Air,” he tells that In. “ dqm like as detailed a God at al ? Yes, the word to the
answer to the nAver “I have seen statement of your viewsand knowl- writer’s mind, may rightly apply to a “e whole levage sink on their a? k (/possible to give through far advanced spirit intelligence who 
knees, and break forth into uncom. pour medium. - may have charge of a globe or the
trollable sobs, cries, appeals to Reflections on God. supervision of some arge system o

oniriic tritalo and ikmontn either a cosmic or social nature. Withrip« I hnv/tolt the wa^sUfke the 'rhe c01166^011 touching God is yet this understanding of the use of the
±«P tramMa hPheld the floor riven à bewilderinS Imposition. A great wotd God; we shall pass on to the con-
aoart f^rv ton^òs flv sw fUv many Spifnualfste, as well as Chris- sideration of a kindred conception,
through ihf?nn»rfS and q, «ans, postulate the existence of a per- Touclllng causation, under the name
emmental sDiX^ functioned, thinking God of infinite intelligence, the coiners of
Hands” have been seized- many OtherB expr0Ba the Bame «»ucept with this phrase have to the writer’s mind, 
amonLt us hAe been thrown vim name Infinite Intelligence, differ- failed to make their meaning plain, 
kn lv oa the around lifted un to the lns only ln the of omnipres- Two inferences may be drawn: One
i-oof and held susnended in the air I 6,106 wblch could not be consistently ¡s that the cosmos, having no begin- 1’lie entire scene has been one of thé MCI'ibed to a personal God, in express- king and no ending, has throughout 
most ?romendous and occult charac- lng the thought o£ a cosmio Principle, infinitely been ultlmating the inner 
tPi- and though the exnerience of Ian spirit essence or a univers- spirit principle into functioned forms 
modern invèriigators with strong al ’aw- Tb6S0 conceptions, with the capacity of intelligence, un-
“nhv-ii.-Hl mediums”' mav sunuïv èxPressed the word God, lead to der specific, atomic combination and, 
abundant parallels of such scenes and confusion, and for the purpose of vibratory relationship, the highest un
furnish what they deem to be a com- clearness it will be necessary to de- foidment of which we perceive in man.exManat on o i its marvels the“ tbl8 mrd and apply it to such a This process has been continuous 
can be no question that the strong c°ncept as will be consistent with the from the simple.to the complex. The Xtaî afflatus evoIveX ^ond inference is that this spirit
time and modes of communication The dictionaries define God as a principle possesses the capacity of in- combinedto“ suuDly Ihe nowS intelligent and acting being; telligence; that, by the process of
Pabulum by which invisibte beings ef- a,ld mankind, generally, when the thinking, understanding and knowing, fected such demonrirations b“ tlwir word Contused, has a thought of a kan and spirits, as well as all manl- 
n.wmw" iPngR 75 1 functional intelligence, generally hav- fgsted life, are continuouslly gener-

These nhenonmna seemed to nro- ing the form of man; therefore we kted. :.
ceed from “elementaries” snirits sha" use tbe word God ouly to ex" Tbls Becond view involve? the ne- 
who had never vet been clothed with i1'688 the conception of a personal, in- cessity of head and function to this fleshiv bòdtea XHow itX belng' ' The aPP«ca«°n °' Infinite Essence, as a requisite to the
nrov ded there aro iuch TeingH^^ word God'In tbe “^t of the gen- generation of thought, which would 
should come in contact with and’affect eral understanding and above definì- be inconsistent -with Infinite exten- tnd control ove^mattefils someth tlon' to tb® concept of a cosmic prln- slon, and leave us in a similar dilem- 
bevond ordto^^^^^ clple' or an spirit essence sr ma as to the prevailing idea of a per-
would sunnose7 tlmAhev woflid not 1 a universal law; is a misnomer. As sonai God;- as the primary generation 
o^iv internenetrale matted, without I u 18 °^r purpose to efiminate from the of thought, on the part of this spirit 

when Brother Coleman or some one touching-it, but that also matter I Ie ,m'
else answers that the fire'mist was a would interpenetrate'them, briefly state^some inconsistencies that p t! those ^ possi-
Kdaf^ cÆ’iUÏÏ^^^^ op- aPP6ar 18 the path of our Investiga- bility pf the existing of na-

feM First, God-is said to be infinite In X'lnfi, inflhl^
Sd ver’y brief to the DoS ncarnattoh duration, and the creator of all that as à cause, I would say by what logic
ouestlonl ’ • In the next nane "I do not myself occupies or fills space. Now if God do you postulate the self-existence of
Q ‘ nnv Lnnflt from th« khtave’ I created all things, we are forced to this’ greater cause,- and deny that pos-1 cannot agree with the Doctor that a, beginning to His active kibitity to general, cosmic manifesta-.
“we have the miracle—the astounding m®“1 01 mtercourse with elementary operatJongi wblch again forces ub to' tiens? ! Does not the mind Instinct- 
miracle, of existence from’non-extat-, H® condud'e-. God was inactive ively ask what caused this infinite in-
ence—somebody from nobody— “ b® Often malevolent ana incaparne througtouv We cannot telligence’and bo on in the line of
something from nothing." Clearly attaining to thepercepUon of good^ conclusion in postulating causation, ad infinitum?
the elements IN the fire-mist were tn They seemed to look up to man as a g creatlve. fiat as the cauBe of tiæ ex. The cruciar que8tlon which Is here
existence in all the subsequent mani- to be rearqa _propnm^ ana JgtJng oj.dep oj- ^g uuiyerge, and thus directed to Spirit William Denton or
testations. The elements of Brother 8®rved, but few of their at th 0 t W0 are compel]ed to others from the spirit realms, is this:
Coleman's physical organization g°°nd’*rU^ and hteh ex abandon the idea of creation. Does the infinite spirit essence pos-
were found in the elements of the b®“»®8® “ P“r® ioa ° thev natmrally ■ But I®*-“8 took a little further into BeBs the capacity of reasoning, think-
matter evolved, and the fire-mist itself a‘tat,®n of mukìef torme^? and de- tbiB tb^^y o£i^od belnS tbe creator ing and acting like man, ór like spir-
was like the principle existing In resold to mlscMef torment and de- * tafliit^.univeroe. Those who its in all of their stages of develop-
matter. This, the Doctor admits Ìand excent belleve^'a (remember our defi- Lent? Or is the spirit entity Who 
another place. Speaking of the block,? inatolee« of Communion w^th nition IgWe is3fl personal intelligence) first functioned in a material organ-
of stone in the pyramid of Cheops, he bairns of Œre sprite " ascribeH^ certain ' attributes. Lm and has been existing In spirit
says, “Those immense blocks of finfly the higher realms of nature spirite, namaJy ) ( omnipotence and omni- life for millions of ages and having 
polished granite, lining the king's dn^er knew good, happiness, m God, being a personal be- attained sufficient knowledge to be
chamber in the Great Pyramid, have « ml“d> or mB or entity, can by no possibility able to form and-guide a globe, such
probably remained there for 6,000 a“11. ^®“ “®“‘aIerc?®“u“nS®’, be ever™heri? present. Thus the as the orbs in space (If that is a pos
years, and to the touch seemed cold £n attestation of _the truth of this find tnconslsten- Ability, of such an entity)—Is such
and dead—dead as a mass.” Then he sk »? to end nf rhin- cles a“^> Stumbling blocks at every a being the highest expression of this
tells us, But if dea to the percep | . .i.a I turn apd kuh,, of our investigation, cosmic, operation?
tions, life permeates it, for life—di- !? ’ a ?? th«» rtemenfnriM Wbat ;tra^ of omnipresence is We shall further, consider the na-
vlne life—pulses through all-things, ^„y.0 2dts Lîu equally ,trqe all of the other attrl- ture of this Supreme Intelligence, by
animate and inanimate—and all life I w,°' ® bat foroe butes. >' personal God, being lim- presenting Borne expressions and
could come only • from antecedent aoa®a> la a“ ®x“pl tae ited in extent»could by no-posslbllity views from the spirit world. ' A great
life.” Exactly; and that explains the 8tated'in- many spirits-in speaking and writing
growth of life through the ages in ?yàao0J8 alt2g?£b0r ,c.®^a0d: J0 'ApRy t^uM
which the earth was preparing for objective forms. Indeed, it seems to FjnkljSg troni ’the above reflections God in the sense of a thinking intel- 
the. reception of man upon Its face— 8®e , 58 that pre-existing, personal God is but bigonce, to whom they pray and ap-
the fire-mist. . . J Lo a As®«“1 fancy of tbe child-man peal for light, aid and assistance.

Outside of all this, my readers will n®‘uac®®®°® £®La 0®‘^®Z.a b ® nle in trying to account for the existing Now if this Supreme Intelligence has 
find this not only an entertaining kady 0S ’ ' an existence, possessed of the attrl-
book, but a thoughtful book—one r0^/®ca”r”“gl. 0., a^0La^r®X^ ■ -■ —......... — ........ ..... -= butes of omniscience, omnipresence
that should be given more than a sin- j£ n wag Just beln'g enacted. This dense mass .was entirely obscured. On and omnipotence^ wouid He not, as 
gle reading. I have referred to it, | t } manner account for the the occasion I first alluded to, I be-1 the CjU?0 ?£ a11 things, man s actions 
because it came in my way in the dis- ® a ™ “an“0^ came 80 flxed wltb aatonlshment and Included, have everything perfect?
cussion of the subject in hand. Along | l’808do ®0®°J’0?, °F J1®80 oiL baye men- Would It be consistent for manside of it I wish to call the attention have happened in a former Incar- tioned Whit l eaw, had not the figure or spirit to invoke -His aid, when He
ofthe reader ' to"* another work, a “ aaye panlc bf 1907 was returned and from the side where Is. the cause of all, and rules all to His
work with which he is probably-fa- | , ‘° •. 7 „„ . 7~ I u «tBnnnearód I beheld it slowly I supreme purpose?miliar, If he has beeri in the habit or g^dtl^ that ¿ture timi I gradually, linmistakably float by thé Some state that it is the purpose 
taking advantage of Brother Francis' 00 J „„ if obiect-elass' with even more distinct- of the Supreme : Ruler to put mansplendid premium Offers. ‘‘Ghostland’J °°^d se<^^ thanat first. Thls' second time Uhrough-trialsmnd tribulations for the'
is No. IV of a series of.premiums sent “ "ere ®<^ ®ys®[ j could percelvë M unequivocally as purpose of a better development and
out with The Progressive - Thinker, aaea“ ® ®a®:, “®*.®a®“y * ®*°Pi lf. had been gazing at my own reflec- appreciation of the sublime and theand I wonder that astute writers ^^“¿d irnagÆ Kn a^rrS aqull- beautiful. ; Let me .submit to the
should have passed It over in silence. y®®? and ‘®ag®® “I8®1“ line cast of feature’s, the compressed reader ia picture, part of the supreme
I was really anxious to read what they «vy®d ¿Lunato Account to“ all the »Pf and stern .expression of the face, Plan that stretches the proba ion fea-
mlght have to say concerning it, as | rbeVaiier relates to u? He relates to the large, glittering eye, fixed like a |tnr® to the Hnilt. At a circle in North 
I found myself very much bewildered Ga tbe vlew hehad of a Titan esneé- star upon the earth beneath, and fon g Denver, the medium b name being 
with its contents. After reading “8 tae y10™ 00 “ad®i.^ fall- Zeigler, the controlling guides state
“The Pathway of the Human SpMt” £0I^bat a^ sbfe.of the face. A vast that a-great number of spirits are in
1. decided to again read this wonder- b0 *as loohfog tB^gh L°r^ Koss® » of eapling halr floated darkness and have been so ever since
fui book, and I wish my readers ® ®8®p0^“‘^ 7®®ds j"8^ “0 back {rom tû head> lt8 arrange- man’s advent upon -the earth. Now
would do likewise. If you have not ^fjtywh^ whM he feH -covered nini ment seemeFto imply that the form these ép rits suffer thM state simply
got it yet,- you should, get it at once. ™ad’ ^^earth But Achilles must was moving at an Inconceivably rapid from bring Ignorant and of dlpp ng
If costs only twenty-five cents In con- | a®£8 “ed to «ate through a strong current of op- Lo deeply Into the shady side o^B

the face coming into view of his tele- posing wind?,” (Pagel08.) A» °f .this is the result of, shall we
scope. I will glve hlB description in His five friends assured hlm that .Ey;g é choose to
fu»: . . - - they hadWH sgen the same figure a

“In about forty seconds from the number of times during the last SI,X tributesP above referred to réasonins
time when I first began to look months. ;• He afterwards saw this Ti' thinking and foreknowledge of things_ a— 1. . I ................ .3 .. n ', n „ t ' Tl „ done;^ ¡It seems to me that such condl-

In replying to a criticism of Will
iam Emmette Coleman, the doctor 
brings this argument: “For instance, 
where was this writer, Cplenian, and 
‘what was he doing’ when this earth 
was a liquid, seething mass of fiery 
fluid? Or where was he when it was 
■btji'.g transformed into rocks, Into 
soils, mosses, rushes,’ and ferns? Was 
he wrapped in the soil as are worms 
and insects? Did he grow up out of 
the. earth as did mushrooms and in
sects? Certainly not.

“Briefly, then, did he.as a conscious 
spirit at this time exist—pre-exist? If 
not, then we have the miracle—the 
astounding twentieth century miracle, 
of existence from non-existence— 
somebody from nobody—something

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. \
Serios on«, two ana throe. By Lilian Whiting. \ 
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ia which spirituality Is related to’ .viryday Ufa ' 
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from nothing. Coleman from 
gaping womb of non-entity.”

the

theTo answer such question to 
comprehension of non-aualytical
minds requires more space than is or- 
dlnqrlly allowed in u newspaper arti
cles. The ordinary public are not 
accustomed to grapple with such prob
lems, for which reason, I suppose, 
sonie of them take the shortest cuts, 
and either become materialists or re- 
incarnationlsts. This is evident from 
the doctor’s answer to a hypothetic 
question, “What was the pre-existing 
spirit doing all through the ages?” 
The doctor answered, "I do not 
know.” If Brother Coleman answers 
Doctor Peebles’ questions in the same 
language, they will be on equal terms 
so far as the argument is concerned, 
but neither . would thus imply that 
•such a matter was unanswerable or 
Incomprehensible. In fact we can all 
comprehend much more than we can 
'explain. Btit it seems to me that

This matter has been brought 
freshly to my mind by readIng;iDrf: 
-Peebles’ latest work, “The Spirit’s 
Pathway Traced; Do Human Spirits 
Pre-exist? And, Do They Reincar
nate?” Of course every up-to-date 
Spiritualist reads Dr. Peebles’ -books, 
without reference to whether he can 
endorse all that he says, For we 
are all well aware that when Dr. Pee
bles writes a book, it Is because he 
has something to say worth reading.. 
As hinted above, I am very positive in 
my views on this subject, as Dpctor 
Peebles is also very sure of his 
ground. Both of us cannot be right, 
and I am fis likelyto be wrong as is 
the doctor.

In his first chapter the Doctor 
draws a distinction between body, 
soul and spirit, which I would prefer 
that others should criticise, as I wish 
to spare no space from the matter In 
hand. The argument for the pre-ex
istence of the spirit is opened in his 
second chapter. He says: “I believe 
the Spirit, the Ego, to be an eternal 
entity, or unit from all eternity. The 
spirit is immortal and has its state of 
being within God. The spirit is abso
lute. Nothing can be taken from ft or 
added to it.” And again: “The spir
it is the only pre-existing .entity except 
God; having its-being in eternity, and 
its existence in time. * ♦ * The 
spirit geometrically expressed is a 
complete circle having neither begin
ning nor ending."

I am not certain that we Who take 
the grounds of the co-ordinate devel
opment of the spirit with the body 
will take issue with thb doctor in 

^what I have quoted above, until the 
doctor comes to state more definitely 
his meaning. We (and I suppose .I 
may yet include myself) believe that 
God is Immanent—that he is Lite, 
that he exists in all things or more 
properly, all things exist in him. It 
there was in the universe a nation 
where God was not, he would be just 
that atom short of Infinity. Indeed 
if there was an atom where God was’
pot, that atom would be subject to no 
law of the universe. It would neither 
Attract to another atom nor yet to' 
our earth, but if you were toplace it 
anywhere in space, even though 
within .four feet of earth or sqme 
other planet, it would remain there; 
unless removed by soine"outside pr^ss- 
ure. : i : .

But tbe'ipoctor is .talking .of
' spirit as an individualized entity^ 

Even here ' he will probably "Sjlinit- 
with us (by “us” 1 mean all who'-be- 
lieve in the co-existence find develop- 
pent of spirit and body), that as ah' 
entity it is eternally subject to mental 
and moral growth, though I belleye 
some Incarnationlsts deny even that), 
but certainly not as an "elementary" 
or, "undine.” Let us suppose one of 
those spirits floating in space from all 
past eternity, without any physical ex
perience—an empty piece of Intelll- 
gence—minus the intelligence; that 
Js, • an empty possibility of intelli
gence, a mere germ, what have we 

.. more than we have in the atom?
The principle of life exists -in the 
atom, as demonstrated by its obedi
ence to natural laws, such as attrac
tion, gravitation, etc. In a microscop
ical speck in the nucleola of an egg, 

\ we find all the possibilities of the 
future animal, whether bird, fox, and 
why not in man? The germ of the 
bird- itself cannot fly, And direct its 
course in the air, build nests and plan 

- for its forthcoming fledglings, or : it
the germ of a fox, build a cave dwell
ing in,the side-hill. Yet all these 
possibilities are bound up in the mi
croscopic speck we have been consid
ering. I do not wish to say that all 
the possibilities of the engineer, the 
astronomer, or ■ the philosopher' are 
bound up In a single Inorganic atom. 
But the law of development leads 
from the atom' to manhood. "God is 
able of these stones to. raise up chil
dren to Abraham,” but only through 
the grinding process of God’s mills 
can they be fitted to evolve into, 
higher organisms. In the evolution
ary process these stones grow up to 
be men and women, and the spirit of 
'life (of God) in and through them, 
passes through all the organic condi
tions below, up to manhood. Thus I 

,am ablq .to coinprdhend the gi^idual 
development ,oT organic from inor
ganic forms. But I am unable to 
have any conception of spirit entities 
—small bundles, of animal life— 
minus the animal and everything ex-, 
cept life floating in an.incomprehensl- 

•ble physical (minus the “physical”') 
form—floating in space awaiting an 
¡opportunity for incarnation. -.

faection with a year's subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. I want 
you to tell me what you think of it. 
I yet, at this reading of it.'the Second 
time, find myself in water beyond my 
depth. Though I have argued on the

I found”a singular-blur coming between | two seconds, another time seventy-one I uu“c- "fu^ Stak'
L nn M 8bl,llng £ra®e ofthebeavens and and one-half. seconds in crossing thetaeÄ no I was about to draw field view of his tejescope. fcÄ Äse* ? Ä to state
hâve hitherto entertained. Yet Un back, deeming some accidental speck Tbe form of the-Titan seen by the tbat to con.
the matter is settled in my mind, I had faGen uP°a the plane of vision, I chevalier and- his companion could not t j M1,s Zeigler in full trance, were 
must “maintain my old convictioM, wbea * tave-been etherje. Ifit been so Maboniet, st. John 'and Jesus, re-
-pfirh-inH I nm like the Scotch church- I what I had deemed to be a blur actu- | imponderable, as ether it would have downed in history.maSho “plied, when he found allya88U®0d the shap0 o£ a I®n»n cast no shadow across the field-view 8Ugge8t that spirit William Den- 
facts against his’theories, “So much | Pr°5?e’ aad w®3- ®v®n fls I gaz®d> I of the telescope.- .. It was then a ton and Thomas Paine visit this cir- 
the worse for your facts." I can Un- I the act of moving along in space J terial.form.. It .a material form, the cje and learn- the - facts and ■ report
¿?Btend the attitude of the minds of beween the glass and the heavens form was either developed from pre- tbrough Mr8. Carlyle Peter9ii6a.
some scientific men who, in the early K as<ilna£ed. and .won^FB^ ¡existing matter, or it crystallized in Thomas' Paine states "in "Rending the
times of Spiritualism, refused to in-I r®ta ned tbe ,cal® and’ bx®d purpose J that shape, for .matter is®ver clmng- yeu •> that he has not been able to
vestlgate its phenomena. of continuing my observation and In lng relations throwing off old condi- flnd tbe cbaracter knowil a8 JesttB.

rr.L. V »'F „„„Ft., this way I saw, yea!-I distinctly saw, I tions and taking- on new. Brother Hp ’ a -rbanèe for him toHitherto I have been pretty well I a gigantlc beautiful proportioned Peebles thinks they always existed as find the obiect of his-search The 
settled in my convictions because I buman face sall by the object-glass, they are. This is unthinkable. If Loiter would like to know if the above 
could understand how -Jhe spirit intercepting the view of the stars and BUCh was the case we should have but mentioned nersonalitles are imhér- 
could develop along with the physical jnaintainlng a position in mid-air inert mechanisn)^—If we may call nop- „ ated bv other snirits St John in 
organi?aU°n, and it seemed tam? that Which I should judge to have been created objects,,^ that name. Here ® trolling made verv liberal use’of mF" or& "undineO“to°aMde Ttoe H0“6 a”ÔVe earth’S T °rSiU?S? tlTwÄÄ "^o’d
ar J,, or unqiue, roauiue “face. ing in spflpe, and it cannot do that nl mp v. ad b]pBine„” _.tR-
same house, and so it seems yet. “Allowing for the immense magnl- without having Ôrst the feeling of un- tll0,’1Kbt lt. Grange that an all-wise

"Ghostland”comes to us under a lle- hying pOwers of the Instrument, I Lst. Unrest. I» caused either by a ^1°1“g^ ‘A
titious authorship. I can well under- Could not conceive of any being, short want, or ahsup'fy:{luity in the system. “ ‘Xros to do Xt which He shöuld 
stand why that Bhould^e so. I be- o£ a giant whose form would him SomethingiiSaÄ the system uneasy, best “tatErstand iXsrif but nerharis 
lieve I should shrink, too, from giv- covered whole acres of space, to whom or dissatisfied>itb.its present locality. ““XaXealedX-G^d is Inclined 
ing to the. world all those wonderful lbl8 enormous head could have upper- it desires'a, change, and this change tblssl®¿r, 
occurrences. \Indeed, if one should taiued. When I. first beheld this tre- iB necessary to H p equilibrium of the
do so even in, this late date, a jury mendous apparition, it seemed to be system, n must, change its parts for b, - - ,, nuarter? mav
inquiripg lnto,Jiis sanity would likely samng perpendicularly in the air, in- other parts.^üst'ms we homos do here ®8 at ®time^hearken to the'feront 
be called, and, the caro would be sure | terceptlng the field of vision just, be- | upon the &th. .^hus we know that Xer\ “nd dream sweetly of the 

they coul(|,Hnotflpave existed in the lj,ood 0Id‘tlme when, before creation's 
present forn^s frgm all eternity. They | morn> jj0 floated at ease on ether’s 
must have flcomb[ into being, then, as • - • -- .............
animals uçpn tire earth do. If they 
do, the supposition.' is that they have 
some means of propagating their su-

to go against him. But the author is I (.Ween myself and the planet to which 
vouched -for by no less a personage I the glass was pointed. I have subse
than Emma Hardinge Britten, ’who Lquently seen it four times, and on 
edited the book, and was testified to I cacb occasion, though the face was 
in part, -by John Cavendish Dudley, I the same, the inclination of the form 
an assumed name, also. But Emma | must have varied, sometimes floating 
Hardinge Britten- was well acquainted [ horizontally, at another times looking 
with the author, the Chevalier de gown as if from a height, and only 
B--- . Suffice it to say that it is tho 1 permitting a partial : view of the
most weird relation of what seems the I features, greatly foreshortened, to ap* 
impossible I ever rend. My credulity poar. still again I have- seed It as at 
was-taxed beyond the limit in the J first, and finally, it sailed by in such 
reading of it, and yet it was equally a fashion as to permit the sight of an 
impossible to disbelieve a man so I immense cloudy bulk which followed
highly endorsed as was the Chevalier- hn the wake of the beautiful head, 
In the beginning of his first chapter ] the whole apparition occupying at 
he informs us that, "For many rea- .1 iea?t a hundred seconds In passing the 
sons, unnecessary to detail, I have a I glass, during which period the sight 
special dislike to. fiction.” The Chev-1 of an other objects but this sailing,

permundane speq^s, .
Thore is .also ^pother wonder! That 

is, why this Titan has never been seen 
by others. One would think that 
sometimes he would eclipse a part of 
the moon from observation from some 
one. • : < .

And yet, "There arq more things In 
heaven, Horatio; than have been 
dreamt of in yotlr philosophy.”. We 
have not discovered all yet. ; .

DANIEL W. HULL.
9 Olympia, Wash.’ . .... ...
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II11 or The Touch of Ad Angel 
JUn; Mother.

BY CARRIE E. S. TWING,
Her dedicatory llnaa are sufficient to show / 

the spirit of the book as well as the author, it x 
reads, “Because my own children arc all nnders' 
the tender care of Ue angels, and my heart la I 
hungry for the love of the young, I most loving- ( 
nr dedicate ibis book to the children of the} 
world. ” This book la full of soul elevating and ) 
UUrcBtiug thought. Price, cloth, Si. For sale , 
61 thia office.

about us.
The rigid form of Simon R. Coffin 

that we now look upon is not him. 
This form is but the house he 
has moved out of—the uniform that 
he has laid aside. He has no per
sonal interest in its further use, for 
he has passed on and now robed with 
the ethereal garments of the sphere 
celestial—we may all believe who 
knew him well and who know that 
he possessed a large and honest heart 
that knew no guile Or deception, but 
only kindness and absolute honesty 
toward his fellows, that it is well with 
him.

This man’s life had been handi
capped in many respects. Bred to 
Incessant struggle for subsistence at 
his early island home, with lesser ad
vantages of education than the present 
affords, it never made his nature less 
noble. His duty was ever strictly 
fulfilled, and his untiring Industry 
rendered him competent in the duties 
assigned him.

For very many years he was em
ployed In the oil refinery of the late 
George Hastings & Co., and for well 
nigh a quarter of a century he has 
rendered me the most faithful service 
In my factory at Fish Island, where 
we shall miss him exceedingly, and 
each of his associates mourns his de
parture. He ever expressed charity 
towards all, and malice towards none 
—and so, friends and relatives, dear 
wife, son and kindred, though unseen 
and unfelt by you, do not sadly mourn 
his departure. He is not dead, but 
glancing back as he enters the portals 
of another sphere, he wants to say to 
you—"All |s well,” and that when you 
come to him you will wonder why you, 
mourn.

There Is a great spiritual reveal- 
ment that has come to the world at 
this more enlightened age, teaching 
us that the spiritual world is but a 
substantial, omnipresent place, where
in all degrees of happiness are experi
enced according to thq inward states 
of those who dwell In this boundless 
space. The law of attraction is the 
only law there is; we all go to our 
own places; we simply gravitate where 
we belong. - The joys of the highest 
heaven and the miseries of the deepest; 
sorrow alike resultant from the work
ing of this one universal law.

We have no reason either to fear 
death .or to court it, as we evolve 
from within ourselves that force 
which enables us to accrete from 
without whatever forms our spiritual 
garments and dwelling places are. The 
unseen spiritual world is the scene of 
all activities; everything is born there, 
and only ultimated in the external 
state we call the world. This is a 
truth of reason and revelation, alike 
fully borne out In our dally lives and 
Illustrated in our ceaseless exper
ience.

Through the law of vibration we 
come into living touch with all who 
think and feel with us, no matter 
how far removed our respective out
ward forms may be. As we learn how 
to vibrate together through mutual 
sympathy more and more consciously 
and intelligently, we annihilate all 
sense of remoteness, and bring to our
selves the joy of intimate communion 
with all who are in the fellowship of 
a common affection.

The floral tributes were profuse and 
beautiful, Including among others the 
following: Mound, Inscribed “Shop- 
mate,” from employes of William F. 
Nye; pillow, Inscribed “Husband,” 
from wife; spray of pinks, Herbert 
Coffin; spray of pinks, James H. Cof
fin; basket, Mr. and Mrs. Dowty; 
spray of lilies, Salvation Army.

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

WRUto yourself Iles the cause of whatever cuten 
into your life. To eome Into the full realization ol 
your own awakened interior powers, Is to bo ablet« 
condition your life in exact accord with what you 
wouldliaveIt.—From TKlc-Fogo. ¿

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; 1J. TheSunreme Factot 4 
the Universe: HI- Tho Supreme Fact of Human Life; 1 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V, j 
The Secret, Power aud Effect of Love: VI. wlsuout^ 
and Interior lUuminatlou; VII. The Realizationoig 
Perfect Peace; VIH. Comlug íutofulUeeaof pawur> 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity» 
X. How Men Have Become Trophels, Scorn, BsgeA 
and Saviors; XI. Tho Basic Principle of All Rcligioñi 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now ifti 
the RealUatlou of the Highest Riche». zW 
tbieoOicc, Price, postpaid. 11.25. >.

Ths Jesuits
ullo; Principles and Aim of the "Company of 
Jesus;" Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation of the Order; Expulsion of the Jes 
ults;Bull of Pope Clement XIV., Abolishing th" 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
of valuable Information. By B. 1-’. Austin, A 
M., B. D. Price 15o -

FIFTY YEARS ?
IN THE /

CHURCH?'ROME. / 
k Remarkable Book. /

Th!» is • remarkable work by Father Chin-jut. ) ; 
R exposes even to the minutest details tho corrupUoa 
that exists In tbc Church of Rome 11 Is a work pf W2 • V 
pages, and should ba rc»4 a* 6 matter Qf htstbr* bv 
vvery Spiritualist. >

' Price $2.25. ■

ADoffonius of Tuana K jeM 
wonderful communication, explaining bow bls 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents. _ _ __ ___

ORIGIK OF LiFJi 
and Bow the Spirit BodyGrowi, By M. F^-oday, 
Price. 10c. For sale at tbia office-

Germs of Mind in Plants
By R. H. I rance, Translated by A. M. -

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated, ■ !?’z ’
50 Cents. > t I

A cardinal point In the phllosophi- ■ ‘ 
cal systems favored by the ruling' ■ < 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the’ universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has pror-m 
that not only animals, but also plant» / 
receive Impressions from the outside. ■ / 
world and use data thus obtained to y 
modify their movements for their own / 
advantage, exactly as human beings \
do. These facts are told in this book
In bo charming and entertaining a / 
style that the reader Is carried along / , 
and does not realize until later thel . 
revolutionary significance of the factsj

Cuftlvatlon of PersonaF Maonetlsm" ' 
Atreatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Bew ."i 
rler, anthropologist and author. A very bw- ' 
(festive and Instructive book. Price 81.00.

VJfiu I Am a'Veoetarian, 
An adfress delivered before tho Chicago Voge. 

tarian S oclety By J. Howard Mooro. Price, 
cents.

The Refioion of SDirituarism.
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
S1.Q0. A valuable book for the mousy.
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E. D. BABBITT, M. D.
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misty seas, from a time that had no 
beginning. Oh, sublime nirvana, me
thinks : I will to thee return. My 
handiwork is pleasing and I love to 
see the systems of suns and ail of their 
attendant, brilliant orbs, moving ma
jestically in rhythmic cadence, 
through illimitable space. But man, 
into whose make-up I infused a part 
of myself, pesters me. with Iris ques
tions and appeals as to what I shall 
do and how I shall do things, and has 
become a-disturbing factor in the 
rhythml flow of my infinite purpose.

Musing, thus I asked St John what 
ho meant by the word God. ? 

। ih"» ria* (a yen and me

and all that Is. After hearing this 
definition, I thought he evidently did 
not believe-that there was a pre-ex
isting, thinking entity, and that the 
cosmos neither had beginning nor end. 
The conclusion, is that we must look 
into nature’s laboratory for the secret 
of causation. Yet the language used 
by this and other spirits was such as 
is used by the most ultra orthodox. 
The phraseology used by these spirits 
does not harmonize with'the view in 
the answer to'my question. This God 
idea forms the basic - premise for 
man’s belief and action; and if false, 
all actions based upon it must be 
false.' By natural gradation this sub
ject will lead to the consideration of 
our relation to tho cosmos, to our fel
low men, the spirit world and to the 
nature of our own being. After an
swers or comments by spirit William 
Denton or others, I shall continue the 
discussion. t

L. ALDRIN. • 
2202 Julian street, 

Denver, Col.

. The New Life. Thia book deals 
frith the principles- and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates of infi
nite creative power, and put him into 
conscious possession of his birthright, 
the mastery oVer all things. Price, 
doth, 80 cents; papr. 50 cents.

THE SELFISHNESS of. Grief, by 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones. One of the best' 
pamphlets written. ' Every one order
ing the paper or books should'put in 
an extra dime for this valuable little 
book. .Price 10 cents.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.’ By 
Chas. B. Newcomb. .^Excellent in 
spiritual BUggestivennssTCloth $1.60.

The Principles of Light and Color.
Superbly issued, royal 8vo, with over 200 en« 

gravlngs and colored plates. Price. $5.00; in 
massive binding, Imitating half Russia. bOc. > 
extra. “An imposing volume of nearly WJ 
pages» Shows a great amount of research on 
the part of the author. Will prove a great ac
quisition to Scientific Libraries N. Y. Herald

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, five parts being already Issued. 

PART L Tho Philosophy of Cure, including
Methods and Instruments: 75 cents.

PARTS III and IV in on© volume; ^1.00. Part/ 
III treats of Mental and Psychological forces;/.: 
Part IV of the Nervous System and Insanity?, 
“This work discloses for the first time thoT 

chemicalmystery of mental phenomena, throws \ 
the Rrstclear light upon the nature and process?' 
©a of hypnotism and all kindred psychological 
phenomena winch have never before been eat- 
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has heVn 
not only given tho rationale of hypnotism, psy- 
chometry, clairvoyance and mental science, in
cluding tho mysterious subject of memory? but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working; The subject of Phreno-physiognomy 
aloue ie of priceless value as enabling us to un
derstand our fellow beings around us.”—Prof.
W.c. Bowman.
PART V. ••The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Their 
Cure,” alma to be tho most practical wo~< on 
healing thus far given to tho public. Price, Si.

Health and Power.
Brief Natur»’. Treatment for 110 Diseases.' 

Price,8i cents "Worth Its weight In dia
monds.'-

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper, 16 cents.
ItELIGION.—A most- thoughtful aud excel- 

'•intwork. Price, cloth. 81.10: paper. <50cent».

MAHAMFT Hls Birth,-Character..and /nnilV/nLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib- 
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Classics. It Is conceded to bo historically cor« - 
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Interesting. Price. 25 cents.
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^Vanishing Maidens
of the Willow Isle

ighly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida 
I Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal.

' /“Tl^at. truth,” I said, “for I )' “As 
hnvo-wilnei-scd liei ii.iudulent 

n^ifestofion.”
; Mrs. Hannan turned deathly white 

kudo cowered as it irom a fatal blow,

tills woman closed her re-

Klpdi then turned her quivering face 
■jxwjird Aunt Lucy with an imploring 
WWt. as name poor, hunted creature 

have when it. look« in the face
BpV its captor.
□““At the’ sight of that face and look 
nin^theart filled with pity, and I would 
■ liav^ given much io liave recalled my 
■ pari tof the accusation. Aiint Lucy—- 
Ims®§ jjiér'dear soul, went to tlie wo.-. 
I GilMi a|nd' took her hand m a kindly 
lEw-U
I ■ • Hugh spoke Sternly—almost sav- 
Imgely, "Mrs. Hanan, you have heard 
Kwhat the two gentlemen have'said;— 
Hwhat have you got to say in answer 
Hvo their Charge?”
P <For a moment the poor woman 
Kv,V'ied her lace in my aunt's pro- 
¡K king arms and she: faced us and 
M^la halting! trembling voice, which 
■phfcliiaily grew firm as siie proceeded; 
ifhe'tifrld the following story: > 
I ’‘Vjhen I was a young woman my 
Itiusbawd died and left mo with four. 
Bimal) children and • my bed-riflden 
iinother Vo care for. Doctor,'b . bills 
■land fmiei'al expenses took all: We had 
Laved fojr a rainy day, and I-went 
I from my) husband’s grave to niy home 
fpenhileers. A kind friend w]io was 
L\oo"Poáf to ¡help me otherwise,. gave 
lire the irise of air old house which was. 
■Lo out of repair to rent.' With this 
BjrJénd’B' help I moved my family and 
liiouBehold stuff to this poor house 
®«nd began to take in washings and 
KHfanlngs tos support us. I had all the 
KwJrk I could do, and some kind wo- 
BjjJm frequently gave mo partly worn 
jiigqmienta for my children. My fam- 
Iltiyi needed much of my time and 
Btrehgta, and I worked eighteen hours 
ri day;, Sundays as well, for two years, 
and then my health began to fail. 
About) this time n Spiritualist medium 
came to our town and began holding

¡ meetings in the town hall. She at- 
btriictecl much attention and many, 
¡went to her meetings and thronged 
L her rooms during the day. One night 
I j went to hear her, and on my way 
[home it'.suddenly came to me that I 
¡¡Might hold meetings and do the same 
¡Work this medium was doing. I 
■ stopped in the snow-drifted road and 
¡'thought the subject over. From’a 
| child I hud heard voices speaking to 
»ime, I had been a keen reader of char- 
Ífactor and was in the habit of receiv- 
»Ing strong impressions and had 
■ learned by experience they were al- 
jAvays correct,. ‘I have been, a medium 
f itJl my life only X have-not known it.’: 
J I’thought, and there is no reason why 

should, not uso this.gitt for my own
|jSn0flt and for-;others. .A womqn I- 
Idld work for took a Spiritualist paper 
I called The ¿Progressive Thinker, and I 
I Aad-Bbown: so much interest in one of 
lithe papers, I chanced to pick up that 
fche kindly-gave me a large roll of 
S?' ;iem, so I was not wholly ignorant re
Ri jirding the: teachings of Spiritualism.
“d'l can get enough of those papers I 
Bhmjl flnd out all there is known about 
SplrStualfam,’ X said to myself, and 
I can) t‘ien begin the work. The next 
day took home some fine laundry 
work? to the lady who gave me the 

¡papers, and I told her all about iny 
knew’ambition and she was much 

pleased and said, "We want a me
dium here v.ery much, and if you can 
dp the w’orl'c you are just the one, for 
you are an honest, hard-working wo- 
man of stainless character, and that
will go a long ways with the church 

stirred 
people

I people who are getting well 
I Up__they don’t like to have 
' prove what they preach.’.
..-.“So it was arranged that I
meet a small company of Spiritualists 
.at.her home the next evening and test 
niy powers. I had excellent success 
and progressed so rapidly that in a 
luonth I was holding public seances 

¿abd giving private sittings! For sev- 
Wal weeks I did better than I could

should

marks, an old friend of mine came in 
and agreed with the last statement 
made, they then made a plan to meet 
iu my room tlie following evening and 
bring a few chosen friends with them, 
which they did, and tho results were, 
two of those present said they saw 
shadowy forms come out of .the cab- 

linet. which had been improvised, and 
one woman declared that 1 looked so 
much like her Aunt .Polly that she 
could hot have told the difference but 
for my clothing, and they all knew I 
was a materializing medium, and it

I.ymve hoped for, and then people be- 
I,'¿-an to fall away from the public 
I'-mcetings. I observed from the. flrst 
¡ “hat the majority of those who came 
k to me privately wanted me, to find 
rVometjiing they had lost, or untangle 
»' tome lovOi: affair for them, or advise 
itherii to ¿0 something they specially

Wanted to do. I . did not like this; 
Six. felt that I was making merchandise 
BW my highest faculties, but I had to 
| Wcive the money and boA did the best 
| I'could to satisfy, but when the be- 
| reaSved and heart-broken came to me 
I jind; went away rejoicing I was happy 
? and ¡encouraged.. One fateful day an 
I. 'old^Spiritualist,’ as she called, her- 
ii self, came to consult me, but she was 
I in no. way pleased with what I gave 
¡ ;hcr, which at least had the merit of 
■•'being genuine.
» "‘Oh) I do. not care for such
» things,as you give!! she exclaimed, 
|<;i have had so much of this.sort of 
r thing I' am'.sick and- tired of it; I 
| want something really wonderful.’ 
| She then gave me a long .account of 
L-many wonderful ¡mediums, she had 
( consulted . who could^-tell one every. 
I .thing they had done oj would do, who 

• could read sealed letters and produce 
K ail sorts of phenomena at order,-'but 
I-1 do not. care for anything now but 

[“materializations! ’ she exclaimed. ‘0, 
vlf you could only give the'm—why do 
kyott not?'” ,

“I have no reason to think I can,’ 
.answered.

“ ‘0, yes, you can if you try—X 
“feel sure of it, for you look just like 
h one of the best mediums I ever knew 
L—why she brought out,twenty spir- 
K its one night!’ She regarded me at- 
hitentlvely a moment and then went on, 
biO, yes, I know you are a-materialize 
Klqg medium, and you really must take- 
[/.it up; indeed to be plain with you, 
f -yon will have to or starve, for peo- 
fe.ple are getting dissatisfied with you 
h and will soon keep a,way from you 
fp.unless you can do something to at- 
E“ract and hold them.’

’’I . am. not telling this- conversation
¡gto.excuse my conduct afterward, for 
yltis no excuse, but I do hope if any 

you present ever go,-to consult, 
gfeedium you -will be careful what you

-and .encourage .and help rather: 
ama-destroy.”

was decided that I should try again 
the next evening. At this time my 
mother was much worse and was vis
ited every day by a .physician, and I 
was obliged to be with her the-larger 
part of my time. That night I lay 
down upon the couch by iny mother’s 
bed, but I did not sleep, although I 
needed it badly. A terrible tempta
tion had seized me, and my brain 
eeeemed on fire. ' The : friends who 
had, been with me that evening had. 
talked about impersonation and 
transfbrmattons an4 they had said if 
J equid do' such work I . could take in 
lots of money. Why, you . could 
easily hire'a comfortable house, and 
take carq of your family ( in good , 
sflape/ exclaimed one,, more enthusi- 
astic than the rest. I tossed upon 
niy hard couch in a feverish distress 
I had never known before. A long, 
cold winter was before' me, ànd—0, 
God!” • ' ' , ’

Mrg, ilanhan paused for a moment 
and then said' éà)ùily,\ /i 'ask neither 
justice nor nj'erc'y from any qf you 
who listen, but‘tell me this; Have 
you eVer seen yòùr sick mother and 
your helpless children suffer tram' 
cold and for the necessities of life? 
Haye you ever worked until every 
bone in your body ached and 'every■ 
muscle was lamé and sore apd fol
lowed ft month after month?"

“The next evening'the same friends 
came again and we had what they all 
pronounced 'genuine manifestations.’ 
A month from that night I was living 
in a comfortable house and my family 
were properly fed and clothed. Why 
are the honest—those who with their 
whole being, desire to do just right, 
often left to starve, while the de
ceiver lives in plenty? Who will tell? 
I suffered continually from fear qf de
tection; and what was worse, a guilty 
conscience and work ■ yyore upon me 
worse than the laundry -work, about 
this time my mother died, and I hired 
a girl to take charge of my-children 
and went to other towns as my friends 
advised. Any mother who neglects 
her children may be sure ihat pun
ishment in some form or other will 
come to here sometime, and it came to 
me speedily. I had success in my 
criminal enterprise' wherever I went. 
When I saw the rich class of people 
coming to me, my heart hardened 
and I said to myself, ‘They much bet
ter pay their money to me, that ! may 
care for my children, than to spend, 
it on jewelled dog collars.’ I had 
not then learned that one must do 
right because it is right, and for no 
other purpose; I had not learned that 
the words, ‘Do unto others as you 
would others should do unto you,’ 
are only for a- text to apply to your 
conduct to others to determine wheth
er it is right or not. And I want to. say 
now that I think the greatest outward 
incentive to some forms of crime is 
the extravagance of the .ultra rich 
flaunted in the faces of the over
worked, hungry, suffering multitude.

“In the midst of my success I was 
summoned home, to find my two old
est children dead from scarlet fever. 
I was overwhelmed by my loss and 
felt it was a dreadful retribution for 
my evil doing. I did hot think a 
vengeful God killed by.two little girls 
to punish me for my misdeeds, but 
I well knew their death was the re
sult of them, for If I had been at 
home caring for them they would 
never have gone to the place where 
the disease was contracted. But Ì still 
had two children left, and'’ after a 
time my mood changed and I resolved 
I would resume my work arid use all 
my cunning-and strength to extract 
from the public all the inon'ey I could 
get. I then went to the town rif Ven
ton (the town where Mrs. Dott and I 
went to see her) one day before I 
was advertised, and hearing a trance 
medium was going to-hold a meeting 
in the hall that night-1 covered .my 
face with a veil and went- into the 
hall with the crowd. I knew I was 
an entire stranger but I: did not want 
any one to know I had been there. 
At the close of the lecture the speak
er began to give messages. The third ■ 
one came to me.- The-medium said, 
T see an aged woman standing .be
side you and X feel that she was a long 
time helpless and, depended upon you 
for care and support, ■ and she says 
you were a,good, child to her and she 
loves you more than she can tell, and 
always will, but; she sobs and says, 
‘0, Nellie,, don’t do It any more—-O,- 
please never do such a thing, again.! "

“ 'Do you understand,-me?’ asked 
the medium. Did I understand her? 
0, God, did I not! I went to my 
room and spent the night. In tears. 
When we know we are. doing wrong, 
why do we not stop instead of crying? 
How long will-it take the sinner to 
learn that prayers and tears count for 
nothing? I was advertised to hold, 
three seances. The first one passed 
as usual, but at the next one some
thing happened. When I stepped out 
of- the cabinet rigged to represent a 
very aged woman whom X felt sure 
someone would recognize as their 
mother or grandmother—for the 
credulity of the average individual is 
amazing—a .shadowy figure glided by 
me and proceeded before me. I was 
so surprised, and frightened I could 
hardly stand but "fear of detection 
made me go through with my part. I 
was recognized as I expected to be, 
and tho shadowy figure was also 
recognized as a peddler: who had been 
murdered in that town some years be-' 
fme. When I got back in: the cabi
net it seemed to-'me-to bo:-full 'Of 
sehif-liumnn features whtykneeled* 
before me scofllngly and leered at

terror, but 1 managed to go through 
with my performance until a woman 
iu the gathering fainted from the ex
citement of seeing what she supposed 
was her spirit daughter—that was 
too much for me and I stopped at ■■ 
once. I told tlie lady at whose home 
I was stopping that I was ill and must > 
return home at once, but she begged 
so hard for me to fill the remaining 
engagement that 1 did and was 
caught.

'I went from the scene of my hu
miliation to my room, and however 
strange it may seem 1 felt a sense of 
relief. I found some one had laid a 
Progressive Thniker upon my bed. I 
had shrank from the'sight of this pa
per during the whole of my wicked 
career, and had never once touched 
one, but to-night I took it up aud be
gan to read. Tlie more I read the 
more I hated myself and the sen
tences were often like dagger thrusts 
to me. When I laid the paper down 
I made a solemn vow that from that 
hour on I would lead an honest life, 
whatever came to me, and it is a vow 
I have never broken. I went home 
and settled all niy affairs and then 
took my two little ones and came to 
this state where I have earned a liv
ing at dressmaking, and this is only 
tlie fourth materializing seance I have 
attempted to hold. Now you have 
heard my story you can pronounce my 
sentence.” : .

For a moment there was a silence 
broken only by the sobs of the negro 
woman, and then Hugh spoke: “Mrs. 
Hannan, I shall hot condemn you, for 
I think I am, in a different way, as 
great a sinner as you. When I was 
still in college I married the best girl 
that ever lived. My mother cried 
herself ill and my stepfather was ygry 
angry and cut off my allowance to 
pay me for my foolishness, as he 
called it. I was pot used to hard 
work, and I thought myself badly 
misused and lllfe the weakling I was, 
I got melancholy and played that most 
detestable role, the martyr. My poor, 
little wife tried to help by taking iq 
plain sewing.. I np sooner found a 
permanent job than I broke my right 
arm, and then my wife took in laun
dry work and went out doing odd, 
jobs for those who would employ her. 
During all . this time I fretted and. 
sulked and grumbled and hated the 
world because to my foolish fancy it 
did not use me well.- ■ I also hated to 
see my wife work in the way she had 
to, but I never told her so, nor spoke 
one.kind word of appreciation or en
couragement, and it never occurred to 
me that I was making her life much 
harder by my conduct, neither did 
I think how much more manly it 
would be for me to be cheerful 
whether I felt it or not—but that 
takes strength and I was weak and 
foolish. About the time I got able 
to work a little girl baby was born, 
to us, but it only-lived two months. 
After the child had been laid in its 
little grave, I grew more gloomy and 
fretful than ever, and one morning 
when I set out in search of work I re
marked with childish pettishnees that 
I wished I had not got . married. 
When I got home that night I found 
upon a neatly set supper table a note 
blotted with tears. I tore it open and 
read:

“'As you are sorry you are mar
ried, I am going away for your sake, 
for I want you to be happy. I have 
tried to ,be a good faithful wife to; 
you, and my own soul tells me L 
have been, and in spite of the hard
ships I would have-been happy if you 
had not been so miserable. Now you 
must forget me, and then you will be 
happy, but I shall love you always.’

“That-lettpr broke my heart, but I 
deserved It all and more; and I cried 
like the baby I was, and then I grew 
angry at my wife because- she had 
not understood my words and taken it 
for granted that I loved her, and then 
her untiring devotion with never one 
word of complaint, and my base con
duct rose up before me and I was in 
hell. I tell you, my friends, if a 
person knows himself he knows God 
and the devil, and has solved the mys
tery of heaven and hell.

“I searched for my wife for a year 
and then my friend, Ralph Milborn,' 
sent me a country newspaper which , 
contained a list of deaths, and there 
I. found my wife’s name. Knowing 
my wife had relatives in that town, I 
was forced to accept the sad news.

“No, Mrs. Hannan, I shall not con
demn you, for in one sense I killed 
both my wife and child, and my only; 
■reason for having you here to-night 
is the hope I may hear from my wife 
and babe. X trust you, Mrs. Hanhan, 
and for God's sake don’t fail me!”

’ (To be continued.)

AN EXCEPTIONALLY ? il 
IMPORTANT WIH.

Giving, Not Receiving, Makçs One
Grow Great Spiritually?'1 ■

' Some friends of mine (as set forth 
in the Chicago-Daily Journal] were 
having a heart-to-heart talk with me 
the other day and one ot theip saidj 
“You have simply given your "whole 
life for others and have had npthin^; 
for yourself!” My friend wafl^gayin^ 
it in a eluding way—but whut'aii un
conscious tribute she paid me! .

My answer, however, showed that 
I did not quite appreciate the prize of 
my high calling, for I Baid, puckering 
my face up into a confused Jfrown, 
“Well, I don’t mind that—tba(.is all 
right, if only one might have a little 
gratitude and appreciation from those 
for whom he has made the sacrifice!”

Now that was all wrong and should 
not have come from the lips of. pne 
who knows that virtue is its own re
ward. My friend was flattering me 
enormously, for I haven’t done any
thing of the sort, but, supposing I 
had, the sacrifice would have paid in 

-the development of character.
Everybody who does anything 

great is a servant. “Ich dien” is the 
motto of all who have given the 
world the best it has known. The 
poet, the artist, the statesman, each 
has died with the consciousness that 
"his meed of appreciation lias been 
small. So, she who ^ives her life for 
others, even in the small ways,, wo- 
man's work and the common cures of 
woman's life, shares iiv proportion to 
her sacrifice with the 'great opes of 
earth.

It is in giving, not in. receiving, 
that one grows great, it is in self- 
effacement rather than self-aáse/tion. 
that one gains in character. And retr 
member .that what the world knows 
of you ' Is not half- so important as 
what you know of yourself. You 
have' to be your own companion for a 
lifetime, and it is not half a bad thing 
to reflect upon that you gave all that 
one human being has to give toward 
the betterment of society. And when 
I. say this I do not mean what many 
people mean by the expresslon.
. My theory as to the capabilities of 
one woman in bettering society is 
that she can't , do much moré than 
raise a family mid keep a soul in the 
home. This sort of work doesn’t seem 
to count. A woman doesn't get her 
picture in the papers for doing It; she 
is not called a popular society leader, 
but if there were more who were just 
quietly staying by positions <jf this 
kind the world would be a1'better 
place. In these days fame is dimply 
nothing. .4,!

Celebrities orc thicker thiiii mògi 
quitoes, nnd their little buzzing quite 
as annoying, A woman c(nf doflg¿ 
many better and more worthy1 things 
than win renown. : Unless oñff co'iild 
be a veritable George Eliot Rbfea 
Bonheur it-would scarcely b^'worth 
while to have talent. So mány"peopl¿ 
have it. •>

But. to have character is a diffefáít 
-thing. To be "balanced;“ ablego look 
about and take a philosophic“ieifr tit 
things in generalato be aboVfc petty 
little rivalries and ambitions, tb know 
how to do the real,- useful things ‘of 
common, every-day life; to Wn a 
burden nobly and'go smilingly1 alóifc 
a rough'pathway of■ life'! •poès’ aty 
one suppose that these things W ntít

All of us who have known men and 
women who have done them know 
that they do count, and that a'faithful 
application tq the business of having 
“no life of yqur owi(” but of “giving 
your life for others" bears fruit at 
once in character which is the most 
important thing in the world.

I would, then, that what my friend 
•said to me were true. Though the 
circle for whose benefit my "giving" 
has been done Is very small and I will 
probably never be recognized as a 
philanthroi>ist or, by many qf my 
friends even as a' self-sacrificing wo
man, I have lived enough of the 
life of self-effacement to :see the 
beauty of it, if only the old Adam 
didn't persist in cropping Put in big 
streaks of selfishness and vanity and 
longing for “appreciation." '

JULIET V. STÍRÁtíSB.

A

MY THOUGHT ORANGES. LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.
.'J1

jme. I was almost beside myself with

A SABBATH REVERIE.

A Sabbath day is ending, . ' ■
The nightly, shadows fall;‘

And softly kiss each other 
Upon the firedit wall.

Outside the pure, whlte snownakes, 
. All day bo-slowly fell;- • 
Weaving a ròbe of ermine

On meadow, hill and dell
I gaze into the darkness,

With heart both sad and,sore;
And long for absent faces, • 

Those whom I see no more, 
.1 miss the loving voices . : •

With laughter, glad: and.gay; • • 
The hands, whose tender clasping, 
. Mine own. would feel to-day. . < :
Afar beyond^ the hill-tops, •

• ’Mid olden , trees and, brown;
Upon a quiet homestead 
: The snow comes gently down. : : ■ 
Dear, > peaceful dwellers, gathered : . 
■ Within that home to-night;
I trace the cherished picture, 

In memory’s glowing light.-
And yet, some chairs are vacant, ‘ : 

That cheerful hearth around;
The little fair-haired sister, “ . . 

■ Another home has found
One in a distant city,

While treading life’s rough ways; 
Still keeps in fond remembrance, .

His boyhood’s happy days.
One other weary wanderer,^ - 

O, noble heart and true! ;■ ■ 
My shadowed life cries ever; , 

Its deep, lone cry for you. .
Here in the Sabbath stillness • ‘ ■

’Mid sadly falling tears; : : ;
Again I see the cottage,. ■ 

Our home of other years.
Would I could only, gather- ,

Some faith from,out the past; • ’ . 
Could strew along the pathway, . 
. Some .blossoms that would last c 
Somewhere will joy ajvaken, . . 
, .Born ot a higher birth;.’ 
Hope covers the darkened places;

.Ab snowflakes cover the earth;-. ■ 
ALICE M.'WARREN.

Proctorsville, Vt.

S - r‘ «■ •.
Hie Cause in Washington?

To the Editor,: The .Firs't' Associa
tion of Spiritualists . of Washington, 
D. C., is pleased to report' the con
tinued good success Of its meetings.. 

. On Thursday, Mar. 12, B meeting 
of more than -ordinary intekest was 
held at the -home of the president' of .' 
the Association, Mr. F, A. Wood. Thé 
.house was completely filled with éufh- 
est 's.eekérs tor truth; looking for1 
some word of consolation or love 
.from: those who have gone before.- ' 

,- We feel that never was gathered to- 
.gether a better array of niedlumis- 
tic talent than was present on-this oc
casion; .this can be understood when 
I say that'-Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly; the 
regular speaker for. our ' society" for • 
.March presided, assisted by Mrs, M. T. 
Longley, Mrs. M; J; ' Stephens, Mrs. 
Hattie-Ripple, Mrs. Nobbfe and Mrs. White.

-The meeting was a veritable love 
feast,- participated in by: the mortals 
of this world and the immortals of the 
“summer land."

,Mr; F. A. Wood, the vetèrah presi- 
dent of the Association, has this to 
say of. the - meeting: . ‘T lové 'to see' 
-people interested.- This home has" 
■ seen -many;- large meetings ’ ih'J thenfast 
ten. years,-but this is one of (fié Idlest' 
and best.” - ill . irn. -

j 'We, of the F. A. of S. -of Waiüihg- 
tpn, D. C., .would like, thtMigli the 
columns of your paper, trftyritilicly 
express our appreciation ortho bible 
■and unselfish devotion to tlib càp^e of 
Spiritualism, or our president; “Mr. 
F.-A. Wood; His time, liii moriey, 
his home, end in .fact his eyéry eriergy 
Jiave always-been at the common'll of 
.our Cause. 'If honor is glVen wfiere 
honor is due, then indeed"faiusi" the 
world of spirits honor and1lové ’him. 
.- .With best wishes for the ^.-eai'Wiis- 
siohary of our cause, thri'-’bflli'HÆal- 
istic press. ■ • "U : 11

H. D. MORGAN,/" 
Secretary First Association’Uf Smr- 

itualists. V • -
. Washington, D. C.

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.^’ By Frederic 
W: H. Myers; edited and. abridged by 
■his bod, Leopold ; Hamilton '.. Myers. 
Thia is an Invaluable work, on the 
subject of Spiritualism, price $3.00. 
r i Rational Memory Training, A se
ries of articles on memory.' Uqw to: 
Improve and. develop? A most excel
lent book. Prlce> CO cents.
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A Suggestive Letter’ , from Emms 
Rood Tuttle.

I received my box-of Thought-Or
anges tiom Dr. Peebles, aud wish to 
tell him that 1 never tasted better 
fi nit, and that they exactly suited 
my taste. They were teu-to-one bet
ter than the kind he would have had 
to send by express aud pay that big 
bill to do it. They would have been 
gone in a little while, they aré so 
good, but these Thought-Oranges will 
keep fresh always and be just as 
handsome as the day they were sent.

Thank you, Dr. Peebles. I retiiMi 
you a bouquet of American Beauty 
Thought-Roses.

Now, this makes me think that I 
would like to send some Thought- 
flowers to the many dear friends, 
seen and unseen, who have written 
letters to us since they read our Gol
den Sheaf. I thank everyone, and 
would bo glad to write a^personal 
letter to each. I intended to say this 
long ago, but have had so many 
things crowding me that I have been 
obliged to let the pleasures of life 
go to attend the duties I could not 
put aside.

I liave laughed at' the wrong ideas 
some have entertained about “The 
Tuttle Twain,” as our friend Charles 
Dawbarn calls iis, , '■

Most people Beem'to think we dwell 
in the region of calmness, in perfect 
harmony, as one 'Individual. Oh, 
no. That would be too dull—toO 
monotonous. I was not born one of 
the “Submits,” and Mr. Tuttle likes 
discussion—.provided he comes out 
ahead in the argument.. We have 
differed, argued and crowed thousands 
of times during our fifty years togeth
er. ■ We started young, ’ when. our 
minds were, as Carlyle says, in a 
fluid state,' and could be more easily , 
moulded than now, when I suppose 
they have reached the rock and Iron 
states; but we never melted so there 
is only one of ub! we have Jed each 
other, downed each other’s argument, 
and picked up to carry along with us 
on our journey what seemed worth 
totelng. We never had anyidea pt 
being the Split Tuttles. .We were 
best pleased to ‘‘sink, br swim, Sur
vive or perish” together. '

A .few years ago, when Mrs. Mc
Kinley flrst went to the White House, 
she was asked to give he,'.views of an 
ideal home for públicátípn. They 
pleased me so much that ! clipped 
them and found they were in accord 
with, my policy in home. making. I 
quote them as an expression of my 
theory and practice:

- ‘Wealth cannot make any home 
ideal. Power cannot make home ties 
more sacred, Social standing will 
not uphold a home. The Ideal home 
is where husband and wife, parents 
and children, have a common purpose 
—the purpose and help for one anoth-
er. Husband and wife may have
many varying opinions—disagree
ment is often helpful—but when
above their separate views rises the
spirit ot unselfish love, they bring the 
home as near ideality as it can be. I 
do not know but I have sometimes 
thought that more homes were disin
tegrated through selfishness than any 
other, one cause, , Love can have no 
affinity with selfishness. Love is.in
variably sacrificing, and -when two or 
three or four stand together in this 
spirit, we have the home beautifuls 
From it radiate,‘the purest Influences. 
All life is brightened, by R. The in
cense from its altar rises to heaven.” 
’ Again, thanking Dr. Peebles for 
my, fine box of Thought-Oranges, I 
beg, my friends to accept my thought
flowers; take your pick of roses, lilies, 
carnations, and pansies and write 
again, sometime.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. 
A STARTLING VISION;

/. "Yoimg "Girl Sees” a Phantom Fu
neral-Procession Coming and 

Soon After Passes to 
Spirit Life.

The books ordered, the Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W.. F. Jamieson, 
and A Wanderer In the Spirit Land, 
have reached me. . , ’

On opening; the Wanderer, the first 
words,which met my .gaze was a say
ing of your own: “This book should 
he read by every Spiritualist.” But 
Why not let outsiders read it also? In 
less than thirty minutes, after I had 
-completed the reading of, the book 
its pages were being perused.by Mrs, 
Meeker, a Christian lady') of ■ Ham
mond. . F

Nellie Meeker, sixteen years of age, 
daughter of Mrs. Sleeker, when near 
the time she passed away; said to her 
mother: ■ “Ma, what funeral proces
sion is that coming?” ■ " ,

Mrs. Meeker, on returning from the 
door, replied, “There’’ is no funeral 
procession coming.”

“Yes,” there is,” said Nellie, “and 
they have stopped here, but I ain’t 
dead.”. ■ .

. Shortly after the girl-vacated the: 
earthly tenement. The circumstances 
of the death was »the cause of Mrs. 
Mfeeker’s becoming interested in Spir
itualism. •' .

H. P., WAITE.
Hammohd, La. ■; . -

A COMMON NEST.

How Caterpillars Build Houses,

Many clever caterpillars which 
dwell habitually in company build a 
common nest for the common benefit. 
Of these is the famous American tent 
caterpillar. The tents are really nests 
of silk spun among leaves and twigs. 
In them the caterpillars dwell when 
young and to them they resort for 
shelter in rainy weather even when 
larger grown. Allied species which 
pass through the winter in the cater
pillar state construct winter sleeping 
places which the bookish folk call 
hibernaculums. These are often con
spicuous among the "branches during 
the cold winter months of the year. 
If torn open they reveal a surprising 
thickness of spun silk forming a dense 
nonconductive wall. At the center of 
the mass lie from thirty to.fifty tight
ly packed caterpillars waiting, for the 
return of the warm weather when 
they will resume their feeding.

JOHN A. HOWLAND.
: “Continuity of Life " a -Cosmic 
Truth;”- By.Prof. Wm. M; Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply Important subject. Price, 
cloth,$1.00.

“The Widow's Mite and Other Psv. 
chic Phenomena.'!. By Rev. J, K, 
Funk. Price $2.00

News

To 
and 9

Fioui Hie Southern Cassadaga 
Camp.

the Editor: Between Mar. 2
this city in the woods has

a very busy one. The meetings 
kept up in interest; conferences 
been well attended. Numerous 
ists have been here for a day or

been 
have

tour- 
two;

and then gone a little farther North. 
The outside world is interested, and 
there seems to bo no dividing line bo- 
tv een the believers and the unbellev-

The prejudice has faded out, and 
campers have neighbors outside the 
gates.

Mrs. Morrell has kept up the stand
ard of her work both as a lecturer and 
message bearer. A few days ago she., 
gave a lecture upon “Personal Re
sponsibility" that must have appealed 
to all. , . .

Mrs. Throndsen has been highly ap
preciated. The camp is nearlug its 
close with success in all ways. Dr. 
Wyman, of Brooklyn, N. Y„ has 
spoken two Sunday evenings in a way 
that appealed to bis hearers.

J. Clegg Wright, both upon the 
platform, and In his class work, has 
be$n at his very best. The interest in 
his class work is growing instead of 
diminishing. His Sunday lecture, 
‘‘Roman Catholicism and American 
Ijiberty,” was very fine, and carried a 
lesson with It to liberty-loving peo
ple.

Dr. Peebles, the eighty-six-year-old 
boy, has gone to his Northern home; 
a sister needed him. He has added to 
hi.s kind acts, giving a benefit to the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary of an evening’s lec
ture, subject, “The Pyramids and Pal
estine,” The lady mediums, Mrs. 
Morrell and Mrs. Throndsen also gave 
messages, which added to the inter
est, The occasion netted a good sum. 
A vote of thanks was extended by the 
audience for the evening's entertain
ment.

Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Greena- 
meyer was the message bearer and 
was very successful.

Wednesday evening a most amusing 
entertainment was given. Maj. Hop
kins, of Brooklyn, Introduced the 
play as “The’Southern Cassadaga In 
1999." Naturally the place had be
come the center of the world, with 
connection by water, railroad, trolley, 
and air ships to both the North and 
South Poles, Honolulu and all the 
great centers of commerce. The cur
tain raised upon a scene in a railroad 
station, and passengers for all points 
were demanding tickets over the dif
ferent lines. There were several ac
tors in that and other numbers who 
dbserve mention; all did extremely 
well.

Thursday evening Mrs. Arras, of 
Columbus, Ohio, furnished prizes and 
had the champion progressive euchre 
party of the "Beason. There were 
twenty euchre tables and one of whist, 
making eighty-four who were busy at 
cards; in all there were one hundred 
and fifty present. Those not playing 
cards received a number at the door, 
which number gave the fortunate gen
tleman and lady a prize, the same as 
though they were fortunate in card 
playing. The prizes were all nice 
ones. Mrs. Thomas Black, ot Cleve
land, drew the first lady’s prize; Mrs. 
Kate Lowber, of Brooklyn, N. Y., the 
second, while Mr. Martin, of Elyria, 
O., drew the flrst prize for the gentle
men, and Mr. Wm. Plafsted, of Char
don, O., the second. Prof. Hilllgoss, 
of Cincinnati, O., and Mrs. A. J. Un
derhill, of Canton, O., were the for
tunate possessors of the spectator’s 
prizes. It was a gala evening for 
Ohio. Mrs. Throndsen was dressed as 
a gypsy, and made a most charming 
one, and really gave very true read
ings; her guides were with her. 
Fudge and taffy were for sale. Mrs. 
Arras received a very hearty vote of 
thanks. The sum realized was a large 
one considering the size of the camp, 
and thankfully received.

A large masquerade ball occurred 
Friday evening.

The weather is ideal, and those who 
came here 111 are rapidly recovering.

C. E. S. TWING.

WISCONSIN SPIRITUALIST ASSO
CIATION.

Will Hold Its Convention in Portage, 
April 21, 22 and 23.

I desire to impress upon the many 
Spiritualists of the great state of Wis- 
.consln as .well as of the Northwest, 
that the State Society meets for the 
transaction of business, the election of 
officers and for a general upliftment, 
and it is most earnestly hoped and de
sired that there be a very large at
tendance at this convention. We have 
the best array of talent ever offered 
by the State Society. Mr. Thos. Grim
shaw, the noted trance speaker of 
St. Louis, Mo., is to be one of the 
chief speakers; Mrs. Mattie E. Hull, 
and Prof. Weaver, of the Pratt Insti
tute of Whitewater, Mrs. C. McFarlin, 
of the State Society, are all to be 
there and to deliver addresses. Mrs. 
Buehler, of Minneapolis, Minn., the 
noted test medium, is the one engaged 
for that work, and to follow each lec
ture In the evening with tests and 
spirit messages. Other talent has 
promised to be there, so there will be 
no-lack of interest from first to last; 
- On Monday evening, the 20th, the, 
citizens-of Portage are to give the offi
cers; ■ delegates and friends a public 
-reception/ Rev. Nellie K. Baker Is 
doing all blie can to make the meeting 
a success.

Hotel and boarding house rates are 
most reasonable; due notice .will be 
given of these.' . • "

Write to our secretary, Miss L. 
Loebei, 3630 Wells street; Milwaukee, 
Wis., for any information you may de
sire, and she will be more than glad 
to give you all the. information 
needed. ■ ,
. Now, friends,-the State Society has 
been to a great-expense in arranging 
all this, and bringing all this varied 
talent before you; will you not show 
your appreciation of this work by at
tending our meetings; helping us by 
yonr presence and your counsel. You 
owe It to tho cause of Spiritualism, to 
yourselves tmd the spirit world, to 
lend a hand and help, and I trust you 
will come. Take this as a personal in
vitation and come. . ■ -
.. All sessions will be held in the Elks’ 
•hall, centrally located,, where you will 
also be near the hotel and boarding 
houses. COME—COME, to. the feaflt 
of good, things offered to you in Port-
age.

Columbus, Ohio.
G. H; BROOKS, 

President W. S. S. A

FREE TO " "
SICKLY WOMEN

Dr. Petxiua Offers tp Scud Every Lady 
KeudcroJ this Ficper u baiuplo liuttlo ot 
His l'amour Uerbl-Mau Compound.

® ¿HEEBIES'

praised by thankful 
aud happy womun in every part of America aa the beat. 
and aaiuMt remedy tor the ¡Ua of worn* 
ankiud they have 
ever known. It literally matches LUU V1CIHD8 or fo* 
mule diaorders from 
the iavaHd'a chair ' aud the operating 
table aud resiort's 
them to full health 
aud happiness. It h truly awouderful 
remedy, aud It you 
suffer from any of 
the life destroying weakuesbes pccuV far to women you 
should send tor' a 
uituple bottle at. 
odcc. Its record in 
curing Leuconheftf 
Falum.Prof UNO«- Irregular or Scanty 
Periods, X'baagc ot • Life, I'lccrailou, 
Laceration. Tumor« 
aud Falling of the 
Womb. Ie. truly re* 
markable, and If 
youeufferfromaoy weakness or irreg*. 
ulurlty of these 
organa you should give Herbl-Vluo a 
trial without delay, 
.lust scud the Doc* 
tor your name and addresa aud he will 
Immediately send, all charges prepaid, 
a sample bottle tq;

---------------- uiui *uu tuiu»utv little booklet“ Woinauliood’' which should be In the 
hands of every woman, both young aud old.

Address. Dr- Peebles inadtuto, Battle Creek, 
Mich», Box4S9-A.

It will write in full sight—- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,Ill.

THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of tho 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, jt

Materialization »JAUUIUI auiauuuuu aUfl Materialization a 
Fact In Nature, byB. F. Austin. These two Ibo 
ture.s In one book of 48 page will be of interest 
to all believers in this phase of medlmnbhlp 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents,

The Psychic Riddle,
By 1. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Editor-In- 

Chief of ‘‘The Standard Dictionary’’; 
Author of “The Widow’s Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," "The 
Next Step In Evolution," etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s previous’ 
publication of this subject: “A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of. 
wqrk all through;’’ and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, $1.00.

HAECKEL’S LAST Orest Work. Just Published. {

1
•~ll.timi fritut lit.EVOLUTION

PROGRESSIVE TÜINKÊR, Publishers 
,« Ism». Stati, Moia, Ult.

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepublic
By Charles B Waite, Ax M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. 
Price, paper. 25 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY sis, Its Relatkm 
to Modern Actrqpbyeics, by Edgar L- Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
Californio. This book treats upon a new branch 
ot research Into tho laws ot nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer ot the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. (1.7& r

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lookwood. ■
A masterly presentation ot an important sub

ject, A powerful argument alonrnew and eden- 
tlfio Hues, establishing on. a ecientlflo basis the 
fact of the continuity ot personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside tho physical 
body. A book of rare vaiac. With aeveral 
fine illustrations. Cloth. 114XL

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
“There Is no death; there are no 

dead.”
... Tnese words stand out on the cover 

of Edward O. .Randall’s new- book. 
They are n challenge to the orthodox 
woim', and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whoso 
ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive know!* 
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price $1.50.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
’ Loetura. by lb. Swami VlrokwWa, on Baktom : 
or Conquorlng tho Inter«.! Busra, .nd other aub- 
Jocta; .Iio, Potanjall'a Yon. Aphoriama, with com- moniBrlca mid acoploua gloaatry of Banikrlt tenna. 
Borland »nd onlarsod, 13mo., Cloth, (I.S0. B.J.Yoin 
.t. an ancient ayatsm ot Indian Phltoiophy, »nd one nF. 
thptour ohlof mothMa tbat th« Vedanta Fhlioaophy offer, to obtain freedom «nd urtootlonr Bw»ml viv- 
okUMMbeo»mo*t»mnur figure Ineover«! Ameri’ oaqoltle. during tho tbfee yetn following the Par ■ Uament of Religion, at ChleagO; ho teu cordially ro- 
oared In America, where tho breadth and depth ot ■ 
nuiteachlng. were .non recognltod, HI. toaohlnga 
W?oSXu&P^ mstsutiaoh«.
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TBE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
PubltoM Every 5»iurd»y at 40 L&otsls Street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor

“Maúred as Secoad-Cla»» Matter, De
cember 11, 1888, ut the Post Ofllee at
Ühcaço, Ill.» unâcx’Act ot Mureh 3,

An Arraignment of Catholicism.
In the late series of articles in 

these columns showing tho pagan ori
gin of Christianity, wo apologized 
for the founders of Protestantism, 
and showed they were deceived by the 
frauds and forgeries of the parent

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONi
Tke Prozrexidve Tliluker will be iur- 

tiUhed until further notice at the fol
lowing; terms. Invariably In advance. 
Ono Year .................................................
Blx Months ............................................. jOcts
Thirteen Weeks .................................. ‘r®!"
Single Copy .................................  6C“

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Dratt on ChkabO 
or New York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address all k . 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis BWoot, 
Chicago, Ill. _

TAKE NOTICE.
At th» expiration ot »ubaerIp 

not renewed, the paper 1b d'scon 
tlnueA No bills will be Bent for 
extra- numbers.

If you do not receive your 
promptly, write us, and any errors 
In address will be 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the adtaH 
your paper changed, always glvo the 
address of the place tc which lt;h“ 
been going or the Chang« cannot be 
made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The Progressive Thlnkei 

per year to foreign countries 1» la.

SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 1008.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has been 

increased to oil the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all tho British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter wiU be $1.50 per year.

No Reason for Lying Awake.
Every day the Thames river scoops 

out of Its banks 1,500 tons of earth, 
or half a million tons a year. All the 
rlverB of the world are doing similar 
work, the Mississippi at the rate of 
360,000,000 tons a year.—Ex.

And so with all the rivers and 
- water courses on the . globe. T^he 

frosts, winds and rains disintegrate 
and wear away the mountains, up
lands and plains, while rills and 
rivers bear the detritus to the sea, 
forming deposits in its bed, which in 
process of Ages become stratified rock. 
!An upheaval, and new mountain 
chains appear; but the time will come 
When the internal heat will cease, 
and upheavals will end, and every 

■ particle of solid matter now above 
the water-line will be lodt in the 
mighty ocean. Then the winds and 
wave will bear sway and roll on un
interrupted over a boundless, waste. 
Intense cold may, finally, convert the 
waters into a mass of solid ice. Such,
in place of a world in 
teaches is the end of 
earth.

But it is not well 
nights on account of it.

flame, science 
life on this

to Ue awake

Tied Back to- the Past.
Now comes Information that Abbe 

Loisy, lately condemned by the arch
bishop of Paris for his Synoptic Gos
pels, and his reply to the Pope’s ency
clical against modernism, has ' been 
excommunicated, with the usual 
abundance of curses. Not only ex
pelled from the church and cursed, 
but all Catholics are forbidden to 
hold any communication with him.

That was one of the methods em
ployed in the Middle Ages to make 
Christianity what it now is. While 
Protestantism does not issue’ a formal 
mandate of anathema, when a mem
ber Is expelled from any of its church
es, yet it labors to make the position 
of the recalcitrant a miserable one.

The whole policy of all churches 
is to tie Its members back to ancient 
modes of thought, and deny them the 
right of knowing more to-day on re
ligious matters than they knew yes
terday. Progression ends when 
Church fellowship begins.

r ---- --------  • 

Wanted in Book Form. 
There seems a desire to have the

series of articles running through The 
Progressive Thinker for the last three 
months relating to Christian Origins, 
appear in book form. One party 
Writes he wants twenty copies. A 
series of five or six articles which ap
peared in thesd columns, written by 
Dr. Brown, some a year and a halt 
ago, should form a part of this series, 
with a connecting chapter, showing 
how Buddhism afid Mithraism were 
Anally merged into each Other, and 
idok on the name Christian.

Parties Who- would like to- encour-: 
age such a publication may write,, if 
they please, G. W. Brown, M. D., 
Rockford, Ill., who will probably pub
lish the hook if sufficiently encour
aged. Hehas a private printing- of- 
flce of His own, and has brought out 
several books, being formerly a- prom
inent publisher. ; „

| A Good Retort. _
I "The wicked stand In slippery 
places," said the preacher to his 
fallen companion, "i see they do,’’> 
was the prompt reply.

church.
Rome 

fore our 
religion

was 
era. 
was

founded 753 years be- 
Soon after a system of 

designed, and the em-
peror, by virtue of his office, was made 
the Pontifex Maximus, otherwise 
Great Bridge Builder to the skies. 
The civil and religious elements thus 
united remained in force through all 
the subsequent centuries, with scarce
ly an interregnum, until broken in 
Italy, when the civil power was wrest
ed from the Pope, in the revolution, 
led by Garibaldi in 1863, and trans
ferred to Victor Emanuel. .

The Pope based bls claim to civil 
control on a decretal alleged to have 
been issued by Constantine, who, they 
say.jvas cured of a leprosy by admin
istration of Christian- baptism. To 
show his gratitude they claim the em
peror issued a decretal letter In words 
following: f .

“We attribute to the Chair of St 
Peter all imperial dignity, and power, 
and glory. We give to Pope Sylves
ter, and to his successors, our paldce 
of Lateran, one of the finest in the 
world; we give to . him our crown, 
our mitre, our diadem, all our Im
perial (vestments, We give to the 
Holy Pontiff as a free gift the city of 
Rome, and all the cities of Western 
Italy, as well all the cities of other 
countries. To make room for him 
we abdicate our authority over these 
provinces, transferring the seat of opr 
empire to Byzantium, since it Is not 
just that a temporal emperor . shall 
retain any power where God has set 
the head of his church."

That instrument, If genuine, should 
have appeared while Constantine was 
yet living, in the fore part of tho 
fourth century, Instead It first ap
peared in the ninth century. Pope
dom, notwithstanding its long array 
of Pontiffs from Peter, had no exist
ence in fact until near the beginning 
of the thirteenth century, if we can 
place full trust in the discovery of 
learned critics, whose historical re
search was turned in that direction. 
The decretals were forgeries, like the 
Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius, 
Josephus’ Works, those of Justin 
Martyr, Jerome, etc., all professedly 
found in old cloisters, first appearing 
in fragments, and then compiled by 
literary monks, not far from the 
time when the Inquisition commenced 
its brutal reign.

It is only a very Ignorant, or a very 
credulous Catholic who will place 
any confidence in the genuineness of 
this quoted decretal. In some of the 
many upheavals of the Roman em-

eian, senatorial or imperial, when in 
conflict with Catholic ordinances.' 
To-day, as in all time, the church 
commands tho.spiritual part of man; 
and in ruling ¿ver the spirit, she rules 
the body, rules over riches, over sci
ence, over affections, over Interests, 
over association—rules, In fine, over 
monarchs and their ministers.”

And thus Catholicism has ruled all 
Interests since she gained, supremo 
control of tlie Roman empire, and so 
she determines to act In the future. 
She formulated her creeds, and 
forged her literature during the long 
night and ignorance of the Dark 
Ages, before learning dominated 
Western civilization. To this she has 
made additions as need required down 
to present times. A doubt in regard 
to any theological fact and the meth
ods first employed to make Bibles and 
history is repeated. A manuscript, 
apparently soiled with the dust of 
ages, is resurrected from the debris 
of some old monastery, and It is pro
mulgated as newly discovered evi
dence of the goodness of God in sav
ing it from destruction. And Protest
ants, with bulging eyes, open mouth 
and uplifed hands bless God for his 
beneficence, whilst the scientist, with 
manuscript in hand has only to feel 
its surface to determine the paper on 
which the old-time ink appears, is 'a 
modern' production

robbers and outlaws, secure in caves 
and un'derground passages from ar- 
re'Jt atid punishment, fiction writers 
iliagulfiUd it first Into the footstool of 
diid, tlrdn his throne; but Time, that 
mighty corrector of historical error, 
will bury It in oblivion.

SIXTY YEARS OF 
SPIRITUAL WORK.

Are You Satisfied With Achievements? 
A Very Pertinent Question.

THE GOD WITHIN US.

How We Speak With God Face to 
Face.—By an Ear and Eye 

Witness.

PURE RELIGION IS ’ 'j
SOUL elevatine;

A Few Thoughts About Religion is“ 
Reply to Mr. Tabor.

IMPORTANT.

Wok Oiit for Next Week's Progressive 
J Thinker.

: i Ju our next issue we will commence 
tho publication of un analysis of the 
spirit manifestations at the campmeet
ing at idly Dale last year-. It will 
create a VIBRATION in our ranks 
never before witnessed. Hereward 
Carriugtou, prominent as an author 
and connected with the American So
ciety for Psycliical Research, gives 
Ids experiences there in tho late Pro
ceedings of that society. What is 
true of Lily Dale is no doubt true, to 
a certain extent at least, of all the 
other camps. Every camp meeting 
official in the United States should 
send for a copy of .the Proceedings, 
Vol. IL, Part 1. Price, $1.60. Direct 
as follows; Prof, James H. Hyslop, 
Department P. T., B10 West 140th 
street, New Yorkj,

pire, some bishops, as 
pagan temples were 
gained ascendancy and 
government, then that

overseers of 
designated, 
control of 

spurious de-
cretal first saw the light to justify the 
usurpation.

But all this is very brief outline, 
merely as an explanation how Cathol
icism became what it is and was, 
when the military under Garibaldi, 
succeeded In wresting civil authority 
In Rome from the Pope, and trans
ferred it to King Victor Emanuel, 
about 1863. .A distinguished Prot
estant author about that date, ar
raigned the mother church, and' told 
of its corruptions as follows:

“When-we see an Institution pro
fessing to be of an exclusive Chris
tian character, organizing its depart
ments upon a financial basis; enjoin
ing on its members the vow of uncon
ditional obedience, to subject them to 
despotic domination; the vow of ab
solute poverty, to enable them more 
successfully to administer tg'the In
crease of wealth; the Vow of celibacy, 
to prevent them from having legiti
mate heirs,-to divert the ecclesiastical 
possession from the church; when ¡we 
see it establishing schools to select 
and mould to its designs the most, 
promising among youth; instituting 
universities to enrich itself by the 
sale of Its honors; absolving sins 
for money; selling indulgences for
the commission of premeditated 
crime; erecting missionary stations
among Pagans for the purpose of 
traffic and emolument; manufactur
ing evidence; committing forgeries; 
corrupting and interpolating the text 
of ancient authors; denouncing rea
son; crushing liberty;'circumscribing 
knowledge; anathematizing those who 
disbelieve in its arbitrary dogmas; ■ 
torturing those who, question its su
preme authority; burning those .who 
oppose its pretensions; having a na
tional cabinet, ministerial officers, 
accredited ambassadors; maintaining 
a standing army, a naval force, reli
gious military orders to. extend and 
enlarge its domains; carrying a na
tional banner; wearing a political 
crown; declaring war; concluding 
national covenants; coining money; 
and exercising all the rights of an 
acknowledged independent monarchy 
^It Is more than credulity can admit, 
to concede that such an organization 
is not a corrupt,- cruel, despotic, and 
political institution^ That such, is 
the condition of the Catholic church 
is a fact attested by the existing Papal 
government, and by the spirit and 
acts Of its past history; and that it is 
now. what in the past it has been, is 
established by the 'unanimous testi
mony Of its acknowledged expound
ers. * * ; •

■ "The Papal SeO has never resigned 
its: preposterous claim to universal 
temporal sovereignty. The bulls and 
canons 'asserting; this pretension have 
nevei- been annulled. They still form 
the. canon law of the church. No offi
cial declaration has announced an ab
rogation of them. The Pope's reit
erated and blasphemous claim to in
fallibility precludes the possibility of
such a sensible act. * • Thé
Pope's, organ nt Rome declared a fow 
years ago: 'From the darkness of the 
catacombs , the Catholic church dic
tated laws to the subjects of emper
ors, abrogating decrees, whether plob-

Jerusalem, a City of Desolation and 
Decay.

All the great religions bad capital 
cities to which the faithful made pil
grimages to pay their devotions. 
Jerusalem, the reputed principal city 
of the Jews, is venerated by all sects 
of the Christian faith, to which re
sort is made, and it is the prototype 
of the New Jerusalem, whose God, 
seated on an Ivory throne, is to be 
found there. The streets of that 
heavenly city are represented to be 
paved with gold. It is claimed by Ig
norance that the earthly Jerusalem 
Is the center of the universe; that the 
sides of the great cerulean vault 
spread over it, is of equal distance in 
all directions, thus, they say, proving 
the claim.

This Jerusalem, Jeremiah 3:17, de
clares, shall be called the throne, of 
the Lord, and all the nations shall be 
gathered unto it. Joel 3:3, The Lord 
will gather all nations at Jerusalem, 
and bring them into the valley of 
Jehosaphat, verse 19, where- he will 
sit to judge all the heathen round 
about. And verse 16, “The Lord shall 
ROAR out of Zion, and utter his 
voice from Jerusalem, and the' heav
ens and the earth shall quake.”

Jehosaphat, the word means In 
Hebrew, "God Judges," is a valley 
bounding Jerusalem on the east, 
through which flows from the porth 
the rivulet Kedroh, beyond which is 
the Mount of Olives. And on the 
south, descending to the east, Is the 
valley ot Hlnnom, Gehenna, in Greek, 
the latter word occurring eleven times 
In the Greek Testament, and in eacl^ 
place it is rendered hell. It is a 
deep ravine, into which the Jews 
threw the refuse of the city, and 
carcasses of dead animals. Fires were 
kept constantly burning to' consume 
waste, whilst thé worms ,of~unburned 
animals, did not die, neither was the 
fire quenched. See Mark 9:45 to 48.

A railroad from Jaffa to Jerusalem 
has its terminal at the west bank of 
Gehenna ¡or hell, as the translators 
rendered the word. And some three- 
fourths of.a mile further east is the 
judgment seat of Jehosaphat.

But we took up our pen to acquaint 
our readers with Jerusalem itself, as 
seen and described by Sir -Frederic 
Henniker, who visited the city some, 
years ago, and whose description is 
quoted onvpage 682, Encyclopedia of 
Religious Knowledge. He says:

“The streets of Jerusaleni are har
row and deserted, -the houses dirty 
and ragged, the shops few and for-' 
saken; and throughout the whole 
there is not ;oné symptom of either 
commerce, comfort, or happiness. 
The best view of it Is from the Mount 
of Olives; ft commands the exact 
shape and nearly every particular; 
namely, the church of the holy sepul
chre, the Armenian convent, the 
mosque of Omar, St. Stephen’s gate, 
the roun'd-topped houses, and the 
barren vacancies ot the city. With- ' 
out the walls are a Turkish burial- 
ground; the tomb of David; a small 
grove near the tombs of the kihgs, 
and all the rest is a surface of rock, 
on which are a few numbered trees__ u

“The Jerusalem of sacred history 
Is in fact, no.more. Not a vestige re
mains Of the capital of David and Sol-' 
onion; nor a monument of Jewish 
times Is standing. The very course of 
the walls Is changed, and the bounda
ries of the ancient city are become 
doubtful." . , ,

Dr. Richardson says:
"A fëw gardens still remain on the 

sloping base of Mount Zion,'watered 
from thé pool of Siloam; the gardens 
of Gethsemane are still in a sort of ■ 
ruined cultivation; . the fences are 
broken down, and'-the olive trees are 
decaying, as. If the hand that dressed 
and fed them were withdrawn. The 
Mount of Olives still remains a lan
guishing verduret and nourishes - a 
few of those trees from which it.de
rives itsname; but all round about 
Jerusalem the general aspect is 
blighted and barren; the grass is 
withered; the bare rock .looks through 
the scanty sward; and the grain Itself, 
like the starving progeny of famine, 
seems in doubt whether to come to 
maturity, or die in the ear. The vine 
that was brought , from Egypt is cut 
off from the midst of the land; the 
vineyards are wasted; the hedges aye 
taken, away; and the graves of the 
ancieht dead and .tenantless.’’
”A gloomy picture indeed for tho 
"throne of God;" but' its glory is 
still waning. Origin Jly the home of

We Want An Exception!
Yea, Jve want an EXCEPTION, and 

want it badly. Every honest Spirit
ualist wants it, too. It is needed 
very much at the present time in our 
ranks. Chauncey Britton, a material
izing medium, was exposed a few days 
ago’ at ' Battle Creek, Mich. Many 
were willing, no doubt, to testify un
der oath that they had seen fully ma
terialized at his circles some dear 
spirit' friend, illustrating how an en
larged CREDULITY will mislead 
some persons. Suffice it to say a few 
Spiritualists who saw the gauzy trick, ' 
grabbed the “heavenly spirit’’ as it 
came out of the cabinet, and the “ce
lestial visitant’’ proved to be Britton 
himself dressed in coarse, artificial 
toggery. FuR particulars will be 
given next week, as published in the 
Battle Creek Journal. Alas! Alas!! 
Every spirit heretofore grabbed has 
proved to be the medium or a confed
erate dressed in artificial toggery, thus 
establishing a rule to which we want 
anEXCEPTION! None has been of
fered up/to date.

Sixty years have rolled their runic 
record into the history of Modern 
Spiritualism. Are you satisfied with 
the achievements that can be notat
ed?

I am not. The Christian Advocate 
publishes from official statistics of the 
1807 census,that the Spiritualists 
have 748 churches (possibly meaning 
the total of our societies) and 150,000 
members. The record of ministers, 
or speakers, is not made. But they 
report that the Spiritualists have ad
vanced from 39th to 24th place in the 
list of. denominations, since the census 
of 1890, the latter is a little comfort. 
If the correct census should be made 
by the devotion of loyalty and fidel
ity to the cause, would we not rapid
ly advance amongst the leaders ot 
denominations? I feel sure of it! 
Why have the Spiritualists been neg
lectful of affording the full statistics?

And, if we have 748' societies, and 
.150,000 members, what mighty work 
are we doing commensurate with this 
quantity?

The plain question to you personal
ly, is: Have you done your best to 
proclaim the truths taught you lly 
the spirits, and revealed unto you by 
your own loved in the soul Tealm? 
Have you done your best to proclaim 
Spiritualism to the world, and unfold 
its organized force for good? I sincere
ly hope so.

A letter just at hand from the sec
retary of a successful society says 
their work goes on In a way that 
means prosperity, but the internal 
growth of the society Is not with a 
spiritual esprit; but rather with per
sonal motives for spirit help, and the 
lack of inculcation of spiritual truths 
to their- children. Here a splendid 
Children’s Lyceum flourished when I 
last served that society, and now the 
report, Is, the children have grown 
and others are not forthcoming And, 
the children now more fully grown, 
have drifted Into other denominations

To the Editor: Please allow me 
enough space in your valued paper to 
explain a curious phase of Spiritual
ism which does not seem to bo cor
rectly understood, judging from what 
I have read in your paper for some 
time past. This seems to be a new 
phase of what is termed Modern Spir
itualism, but in reality it is the very 
oldest phase of it that we have any 
Christian record of, being explained 
on scientific principles so that all may 
understand.

In The Progressive Thinker, No. 
953, page 1, appears an article by 
Divine Wright, In which he says In 
part:

“James H. Westcott, of Portland, 
Me., ‘holds that God Is with the peo
ple of to-day as with those who lived 
thousands of years ago, and that .he 
speaks to His people audibly as he did 
to the ancient prophets., ♦ • . 
He believes that God speaks to him 
personally and audibly, and that he 
literally talks with God face to face, 
but he is far removed from spiritual 
pride or a belief that this communion 
with God is anything peculiar to him
self. He holds that It is just as pos
sible in the case of any other Chrls-
tian.’ Mr. Westcott heard

À MODERN SERMON.

Torching, the Human Heart in Ex-
I! oqtly the Right Place.

^hè n^st important conviction that 
cah dòmi to any man Is this, that it 1b 
entirely In his own power to deter
mine his destiny. The freedom of the 
will 1b more than an abstraction of 
philosophy; it is a working fact that 
has, by Its realization, brofight man to 
self-realization, to freedom and salva
tion.

The coward and the weakling may 
seek refuge in heredity and in en
vironment, but none 'will escape re
sponsibility for his own life by blam
ing Ills grandfather or his neighbor. 
If circumstances mold you it is be
cause you are pliable; you are the 
willing clay fthere you should be the 
sculptor.

No man who has waited for winds 
of circumstances ever found himself 
wafted to ths skies. Character never 
1b a windfall. Ideals and opportuni
ties offer themselves from without, 
but we must up and possess them for 
ourselves. We never shall enter the 
desirable land of what we would be 
by any other way than deliberately 
setting out for it.

How many are going through all 
their days drifting, waiting for some 
favorable tide or heavenly wind to 
swell the sails and carry them to any 
desirable haven. They would be good 
if they could be good without the in- 
vestmeab of energy; they would be 
willing, to be wound up and made to 
run in the right way if some one else 
would do the winding.

SdppoBlng goodness could be con
ferred from without, how much good 
would it do us? Nothing becomes the 
possession of character except as a re
sult of determination and endeavor on 
the part of the individual. Beauty of 
life never is the product of passivity. 
Character admits of no external com
pulsions.

No power of heaven or earth can 
force us to be good either against or 
even without our wills. The only 
good we have is that we will to have 
and to be. There is no power that 
wills our 111, nor any, outside our- 
selves, that can take trovi us the 
power to choose and to achieve the 
highest.: Any other-view of life finds 
Its source either in superstition or In 
sloth, 
■ The creature of circumstances is a 

"pitiable object, a piece of driftwood 
where a. strong swimmer ought to bé, 

■a craven crying for mercy .where the 
Courageous rejoice to find Strength 
and the'pWze through struggle should 
be. VWè èrgili to make tills world so 
that^lie weak can develop their .wills 
and $id tJ^eir salvation; biit we never 
can wisely make it so that the delib
erati dbrciil'ts all can find fair havens.

Life with all it brings of-joy and 
care, ot weal and woe. Is just the call, 
of eternity to man, crying but to the 
sonilo set Itself.free, to gain the high 
prizes,1.to will to do and be and over- 
comft/ Everything is decided by how 
yóu face yqttr life, whether wRh com
plainings, agd fear or with’rejoicing, 
and fesoViRon for its strength J :

In awbria where character is devel
oped1^ freedom of choice and by ex- 
erclsq bf :Will the greatest curse that 
coul^®>m^ w°uld be to have, no need, 
no trlS. n<x sorrow; no difficulties, nor 
disnpppintinents, to be free from the 
Strenuous'rfiibices. These are the chal
lenges' of fàté; the ways to power, the 
paths to .salvation.. . ■

, . Wfint,, then, has religion to dó wltlr 
réalizinè 'the full Il(e? Does It 
offer divine aid- which, regardless of 
our wlllé,lean-carry us on to perfec
tion? If it docs, it offers that which 
is valueless because conferred and 
therefore only external, a • robe of 
righteousness where wo need the 
righteous Ufo within.

This la wbat religion offers; ideals,

and cults. What Is wrong?
The truth is told by stating: 

Spiritualism of the society has 
been spiritual. The society

The 
not 
has

sought for financial speculation rath
er than spiritual culture, the pre
sentation of “attractions” that will 
pay financially, rather than for the 
higher mental and spiritual growth, 
has been the "policy” of the society 
officials. Does that hurt to be said? 
It 1b true! Perhaps there are other 
societies managed that way. I have 
attended some of them. Again, I 
ask : Are you satisfied. with the 
achievements that can be notated? 
I am not!

There are more earnest Spiritual
ists outside of organized societies of 
Spiritualists than within. That au
gurs something lax. What Is it? Let 
me say;. The societies try to convince 
skeptics, which is well, but fall to In
terest and cultivate the Intellectual 
and spiritual forces of their members, 
Missionary work revealed all that to 
me. And such societies continue to 
ask: “What good Is the National As
sociation to us as a society?”

Look at your selfish self for a mo
ment!

Does the splritl world send its com
municating spirits -and teachers only 
for you? Do the spirit-world Con
gresses feel satisfied that one of their 
number occasionally communicates or 
manifests a spirit power to the earth 
world? How silly such a supposition!

And yet, many say: "All the spirits 
desire to do, Is to manifest.

Are they not organizing to teach? 
Would not the higher Intelligences 
of the spirit world more naturally 
come to teach than to simply manifest 
their power to rap, levitate, write 
their name, materialize their self
representation, or do some wonderful 
psychic thing for the satisfaction of 
gaping credulity?

Are the more intelligent classes of 
Spiritualists satisfied to have only 
phenomenal evidence of spirit power? 
No! And a thousand times ten thous
and No’s will reply, if you listen.

We want these thousands in our 
organized effort, and want them more 
than the others who may affirm only 
the crass an^ sensuous side of Spirit
ualism.

If your society confesses that they 
cannot , see that the National Associa
tion is doing any good, it is only 
from the selfish standpoint of want
ing one hundred per cent returns 
physically and financially, for their 
small investments.

What is needed, is: UNSELFISH 
SPIRITUALISTS WHO ARE WILL
ING TO GIVE UNTO HUMANITY 
FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. We need 
the consecration to truth for the upliftr 
of the generations to come, as well as 
for our own immediate welfare. We 
nee'd humanitarianism. We need to 
realize that humanity Is suffering for 
the revelation/of the spirit and the 
teaching of eternal truths. We need 
mutual protection, zeal, earnestness, 
fidelity, spirituality, mental unfold- 
ment— and the sublime devotion of 
martyrs to truth.

If you have some of these forces 
stirring your soul, you will realize 
thaCthe N. S. A. Is'your helper, pro-, 
tector;' friend, ally, defender, and thé 
greatest promise for the future good 
of all people in the opportunity to 
worship and. hear at the shrine of in
finite .wisdom. Will you forsake the 
opportunity to help?

Will this sixtieth anniversary mark 
a new epoch’ in the history ( of the 
Spiritualists, as lovers of humanity, 
and devotees of .truth? Fraternally,.

/.■ GEORGE W. KATES, 
Washington, D; C.

a Spirit Voice, and at once regarded 
it as the Voice of God, thus illustrat
ing the kaleidoscopic character of 
Spirit Return, which is being mani
fested bo prevalently at the present 
time.

“In all ages the Voices of Spirits 
have been recognized as the Voice of 
God, and therefore religious Beets 
and cults have been, formed, which 
have had a commanding influence In 
the world. And 1b It any wonder 
that the Spirit Voice is often mis
taken for that of a God?”

From the above statements it is 
clearly evident that Divine Wright 
thinks we are mistaken In our spirit
ual vision. He seems to believe that 
we have really only heard some dis-' 
embodied spirit talking with us, and 
that it is not the Voice of God we 
hear. And if I am not mistaken, this 
seems to be the view generally enter
tained by the Spiritualists everywhere 
at the present time, hence this letter.

The fact 1b, we are not mistaken at 
all. We look inward, and not out
ward, and WE SEE AND HEAR 
THAT GOD IN US. He is not a dis
embodied spirit at all;'but he Is a part 
of us, as our Scriptures plainly tell 
us. He appears as a living, sentient 
being in the interior of our mind. 
He appears in the form of man, and 
he seems to be endowed with all the 
facutles of man. In appearance, he 
resembles our father; but my experi
ences are such as to prove conclusively 
that he Is not to be identified with our 
earthly parent. He Is the God, the 
Father of the mlcrcosm, which 1b In 
all men; and our ability to see and 
hear him depends upon our inner spir
itual development. He sometimes ap
pears Inside, and at other times out
side of the body; but he usually ap
pears as an Ego, or as a person, resid
ing In the interior of our mind, or In 
the cranium. This phenomenon is 
often referred to in the Scriptures as 
“God” and “the Father,” and there 
seems to be some connection between 
this God and the God of the Universe; 
but concerning this I do not yet fully 
understand the whole mystery. I do 
know, however, that he Is not to be 
Identified with any disembodied spirit.

It seems that Jesus referred to this 
phenomena when he said: “The Son 
can do nothing of himself, but what 
he seeth the Father do; for what 
things soever he doeth, these things 
doeth the Son likewise. • « • 
These things have I spoken unto you 
In proverbs; but the time cometh, 
when'I shall no more speak unto you 
In proverbs, but I shall show you 
plainly of the Father. * » * 
Whatsoever I speak, therefore, even 
as the Father said unto me, so I speak. 
* * * All things are delivered unto 
me of my Father; and no man know- 
eth the Son, but the Father; neither 
knoweth any man the Father, save the 
son, and he to whomsoever the Son 
will reveal him.” And very many 
other passages of similar Import 
could be cited.

Mr. Hudson Tuttle came near the 
truth when he concludes that the an-, 
cient idea of God is only the reflection 
of the mind of his devotee. He says: 
“In proof, is Jehovah more than an ■ 
enlarged Jew. Is Brahma more than

Several weeks ago an article sAjj 
peared in this paper from our pJëiÀ 
stating that to the present gen,era’ 
tlon Spiritualism is a religion-/tha 
the majority of those objecting» to tin i 
term, religion, it is noticed have beer' ! 
Spiritualists for fifty years oi more l

Since then we have read J other', 
thoughts for and against the »idea of 
religion applied to Spiritualism, andvi 
our statement seems to be cornoborat-' I 
ed. In number 955, after reading G.M 
Major Taber's remarks, who jmen- 
tions being- an “interested follower, 
for fifty-three years,” we felt like 
claiming, “I told you so.” I

Recently we heard a man of h^gh: 
intellectual attainments assert that| 
all men are religious. Said he, “Show jj 
me the man who delights in doing a!L< 
sorts of mean acts and is still ¿app/J; 1 
and I will show you a man who Is nipt < 
rejiglpus,’’ Religion, he considered/ 
the relation between the soul and tjhe 
unseen. That sounds to us very 
much -like religion-—being "rightfre- 
latlon" contained In the Lyceum! les
sons to which Mr. Taber disagrees.

In speaking of communicating with 
loved ones gone before, Mr. (Taber 
sees no religion, and asks if the read
er does. Communication, and partic
ularly communion, with loved ones of I 
ours or others, we hold to be a sacred i 
thing, and is to us a religious matte-; 
What does Carlyle say?

“It is well said, in every sent? 
that a man’s religion Is the chit f fa1
with regard to him; a man’s, oi 
tlon of men’s. By religion I d 
mean here the church-creed whi 
professes, the articles of faith

a a
not 
he 

hioh 
ds orhe will sign, and, In ipany wc ___  

otherwise, assert; not this/wholly,
and in many cases not thi at all.
We see men of all kinds of professed 
creeds attain to almost all {degrees
of worth or worthlessness .under 
each or any of them. Thls/ls not/ 
what I call religion; this is piiofessio^ 
and assertion; which is often only J 
profession and assertion from the out-\ 
works of man, from the mere argu- : 
mentative region of him, if even so/ 
deep as that. But the thing a na| 
does practically believe (and this 
often enough without asserting It ev^i 
to himself, much less to others), two 
thing a man does practically lay ¡to j 
heart and knows for certain his vital 
relations to this mysterious Universe, I 
and his duty and his destiny tffiere, 
that is in all eases the primary (thing 
for him, and creatively determines all 
the rest. That is bis religion; 0r, It 
may be his mere skepticism and no- 
religlon; the manner it is in wjiich 
he feels himself to be spiritually re
lated to the unseen world or no- 
world; and I say, if you tell me what 
that is, you tell me to a very great 
extent what the man is, what the
kind of things he will do is.” 
tie further he says:

“Some speculators have- a

A lit-
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the ideal of the Hindu? Is 
more than the reflection of 
clent fancy of the Persian? 
Christ the constant growing 
panding ideal of the highest

Ormuzd 
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ís not 
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civil iza-_

way of accounting for the pagan roll- 11 
glon; mere quackery, priestcraft, and J 
dupery, say they; no sane man ever t| 
did believe it; merely contrived to.l 
persuade other men, not worthy thef I 
name of sane, to believe it! It wlljr I 
be often our duty to protest against .] 
this sort of hypothesis about menja-1 
doings and history; and I here on tii»-I 
very threshold, protest against It in ’I 
reference to paganism, and to all ] 
other Isms by which man has ever for' I 
a length of time striven to walk In I 
this world. They have all had truth/.I 
in them, or men would not have I 
takdn them up. Quackery and dupery/ I 
do abound in religions, above all 1 
the more advanced decaying starfei I
of religions, they have fearf/blly
abounded; but quackery was njever I
the originating Influence in £uch
things, but their disease, the sure pre
cursor of their being about to .¿Ie!
* * * Quackery gives birth to/noth- 
Ing; gives death to all things/ We 
shall not see Into the true heart of 
anything, if we look merely, at. the 
quackeries of it.” ,/

"Religion,” Mr. Taber continues; - 
“has been more tyrannical and has 
committed more murders and loss of 
life than war," etc. '

We think IGNORANCE, not reli
gion, is the proper word to use. Evo- - 
lution and progression are' steadily'' 
taking place, even in dictionaries. 
Creeds do not make religion. Artl- l 
cles of faith of different churches I 
may influence the followers in the at- I 
tltudes toward the unseen. /

It' is the relation between souls \ 
in this world and the unseen that I 
binds humanity in one great brother- , 
hood and this “right relation,” this 
sacred relation Is considered religion. ,1 

E. K. EAGER. ¡1 
Waterford, Conn. gl

oppprtunltles, sympathies, Inspiration,-’ 
■environment’,’and nurture for .the real
ization ôf thé best life.? Yet all thèse 
wait for our wills. The kingdom' of 
lo;ye àiid peace is thrust on no one; 
all enter It who set their faces stead
ily toward it. -
: Yes, says ohé, that may be good 
gospel: for.-the. strong; but my will is 
weak; that is the way of the mighty;
I cannot walk In It. If your will Is 
weak it is because it is unused.. Your 
will- ls as strong as- you believe it to 
be,' With what strength you have 
seek the best, endeavor to bredthe the 
dir Of’ liéavèn ; every ’ high thought 
will be a tôhic;;:Îrrall things will to do 
the best; your will will respond to the 
exercise, will find harmony with high
er will, and .you will find the way to 
strength.—Henry F. Cope in the Chi
cago Trlbqne, :

tlon? Is any man’s God greater than 
himself? Does he possess powers or 
faculties which man cannot suppose 
hjmself capable of possessing? As 
each individual who sees the rainbow, 
sees a different bow, because his 
standpoint is different, so no two in
dividuals' believe in the same God, 
because each sees his own Image.”

Theodore Parker has taken,a differ
ent view for he says: “Will our line 
reach to the'bottom of God? There 
is nothing on earth or in heaven to 
which we can compare him; of course 
we can have no image ’of him in the 
mind.”

James Freeman Clarke, In his "Ten 
Great Religions,” has come nearest 
to catching olir Idea when, In speaking 
of Moses, he says:

“But besides genius, besides knowl
edge, did not Moses «Iso possess that' 
which he claimed, a special inspira
tion? And if so, what was his inspir
ation and what was its evidence? The 
evidence of his Inspiration is In that 
which he said and did. His inspira
tion, like that of Abraham, consisted 
•in his inward vision of God, in his 
sight of the divine unity and holiness, 
-in his feeling of the personal presence 
and power of the Supreme Being, In 
his perception of his will and his law. 
He was placed by Divine Providence 
where he could see these truths, and 
become the medium of communicating 
them to a nation. His Inspiration 
was deeper than, that of the greatest 
of the subsequent prophets. It was 
perhaps not so large, nor so full, nor 
so high, but it was more entire; and 
therefore the power, that went forth 
from the word and life of Moses was 
not surpassed afterward. “There 
arose not a prophet since In Israel 
like unto Moses, whom the Lord 
knew face to.face.” No prophet 

• afterward' till the time of Jesus did 
such a work as he did. Purity, sim
plicity, and strength characterized'his 
whole conduct. His theology, his lit
urgy, Ms moral code, and his civil

code were admirable in their desigrijl 
and their execution." y 1

No, the God in us is not strictly áft I 
image, neither Is it the reflection pf I 
our mind; because it is really the Gdd, 
the Father In us, or the Christ ■ In I 
us. It is evidently true that our ideas, 
of God are ever advancing In perfec- : 
tions before us as we advance, And'; 
“our belief bespeaks the nature ot tho . 
man’.” It could not be otherwise; for 
our God is as we are, advancing aá we 
advance, but no faster. As Wé adopt 
the ideal we imbibe the spirit and 
proceed’to higher growth.. Ooicern- .! 
Ing this, St. Paul says: "But we all, 
with open face beholding aa in!a glass 
the glory of the Lord, are changed 
into the same image from glory to 
glory, even as by the spirit of the 
Lord." (2 Cor. 3:18.) .

To those who do not; see visions“'] 
Christ can only appear as ‘ an ideal j 
toward which they are. striving. But J 
to those who aré spiritually awak- j 
ened. the Lord may appear as an In- «I 
structor, or as Living Sentient Being-, JI 
and thus he may teach us many things^ I 
which we could not otherwise learn. 
Very much of our Scriptures were in
spired and taught in this way. Moses, 
Abraham, and many others are In
stances; (but this method is .not the 
only means of inspiration. ’

It would make too long: a letter J 
to write a thorough exposition of this !| 
phase of Spiritualism, but If this let- 1 
ter should awaken any interest in the 1 
matter, then I will give a more elab- / 
orate view with some practical ideas 
of how the gift may be attained.

B. F. LOOMIS. 
Viola, Cal.

Some impose upon me world that 
they believe That which they do not; 
others more In- number, make themk । 
selves believe that they believe,- nor ’ 
being able to penetrate Into what it A 
to believe.—Montaigne.
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Jessie M. Purlieu Says That Under 
Vertuta Well Denned Circum

stances It is Justiflable.

clothing or . on the arm, he realized by that symbol thafirthe one who 
made it or wore it was a. Christian and understood the Christian mys
teries. , ■. - • ' . ..

píete.
I wish you nood-nivht

Sill
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The Wonderful Australian Medium

“ di' „ 
mystical or sacred number. The Babylonians aud ma.^y ypjor Eastern 
nations also regarded certain numbers as possessing nyi/jieal value 
and influence. Coming down to the Middle Ages th$$ Wijfe numbers 
of people who were true mystics, but their eontenyjoragies did not 
understand them or their powers. , lu'

Two Classes of Mystics. !u , >
__________ u— , Mystics may be divided into two classes. Thpre is the true mystic,

’ WF FIVE THIS WFFK ANOTHER. INSTALLMENT OF THE WH0 IS RELIGIOUS, AND FEELS HIS POWER A SACRED GIFT, 
WE GIVE THIS WEEK ANOTHER INSTALLME „„.m and there is the mystic who will sell his omens unduprogpostications.

REMARKABLE MANIFESTATION GIVEN THROUGH THAT JIe is a luei.chailt) ’and j du uot caU hi)11 a true luystic. ne is, how- 
WONDERFUL MEDIUM, MR. BAILEY, AS FURNISHED BY THE ever, possessed of mystical powers. It was the practice in those days 
HARBINGER OF LIGHT, OF MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. MR. that I am speaking of for a man who desired to strengthen his occult 
BAILEY SITS UNDER ANY CONDITIONS WHICH THE SITTERS powers to withdraw himself from society. We see a continuation of 

tt, TT» Tes nHTTTMr, ta «TT TN A this. 111 tlie monasteries and convents of the present day. It is, matcu,MAY DEVISE. IF DEMANDED, HE IS WILLING TO SIT IN A CoMfu(. u MahoJliet,
BOX, TIGHTLY NAILED, THE ONLY CONDITION REQUIRE» and all other great teachers went into solitude for a season. AVhy, you 
THAT HE HAVE FREE ADMISSION OF AIR. . will ask, could they not have developed their mystical powers in the

MP fiTANFORD UNDER WHOSE AUSPICES MR. BAILEY haunts of men ? Because man is not en rapport with- the Unseen in 
GIVES HIS TIME IS WORTHY OF GREAT PRAISE FOR THE the haunts of man midst turmoil and strife and struggle, but where 
Fwom WF IS MAKING TO ESTABLISH SPIRITUALISM ON there is peace,and seclusion he can perfect his gifts, he can commune 
EFFORTS HE lb MAKING 10 tottatv Wlth Nature, he ean be alone with the power that will assist him to
A BASIS WHERE IT WILL STAND BEFORE THE WHOLE develop his giftg rfhia ig the reason why mystics have withdrawn I 
WORLD AS AN ABSOLUTE TRUTH. I themselves from the world. Mapy of the philosophers of ancient

, -- ---------- - ,—r— I Greece were true mystics—Zeno, Plato, Pythagoras, -Apollonius. I
! Mr. T. W. Stanford’s Seances With the Medium, Chartes Bailey. believe that all these were, like Socrates, communicants with the un- 
' . , . ., .. . I seen, and that they possessed magical powers.

In an admirable address given before the London Spiritualistic | S < .
¡Alliance on Nov. 21 by Miss H. A. Dallas, on “Hindrances to the How to Distinguish th© Tnie Mystic.
Spread of Spiritualism,” she says: ‘‘One of the commonest hin-í I wish you to note the difference between the true mystical çower
'Avances to the acceptance,of the evidence for Spiritualism is the un-1 what passes current fhr it at the present time with,£ majority of 
fortunate notion many persons have that they know what can happen people. In my own country there aré people, especially females, who, 
in the Universe, or, at least, that they know what cannot happen. I picturesquely dressed, can be met with on the-Campagna, and 
¡Many of us have realized this when attempting to explain to persons I who offer to tell the stranger’s future and the past. These are not true 
entirely ignorant on the.subject the modus operand! of .spirit-power mystics, and your own cities' arq crowded with -people who pretend 
¡which brings to our astonished eyes a bird’s nest for instance, with to be mystics, BUT WHO ARE NOT REALLY SO.. The true mystic 
mother bird and newly-hatched fledgling, or grows in the light in view I regards his power and the source of his power as something sacred, 
of all, as on Jan. 10, the beginning of a plant from a bulb deposited I and reaijzes that he is en rapport with-.something that speaks.to 
on the table by Abdul. There is no test to which Bailey has not sub- his spirit and his spiritual nature. But this can .be besmirched and 
mitted cheerfully, and, even when the<ïhairman at the seances at Milan I defiled if the man does not live as he should do, and if for the sake 
considered something suggested by tin oùtsidci- as too stringent, Bailey of emolument, for honor, or for position HE SELL THE FRUIT OF 
acceeded at once and says he would be willing to be enclosed in a gjg gift, then the true mystic knows that his gift is being defiled, 
box if sufficient air-holes were provided should that be required of I and ]ie n(d do Most of the true mystics are quiet, reserved 
him. But-it is the attitude of mind toward these phenomena that I peopiei They do not pretend to. know a great deal, but when you have 
needs changing. Even the regular sitters at the Bailey circles feel that I sa|. jor some time at their feet you become impressed with their knowl- 
they are only beginning to realize the possibilities of thé Unseen Uni- I edge and simplicity. They do not appear to realize that they are 
.verse as fresh wonders are revealed. But when the meaning of an speaking profoundly, and yet they are giving you in simple language 
article on the electrical basis of matter like that by Professor Edgar I the-grandest lessons you have ever received in your life. The true
Larkin, in another column, is grasped, it will be seen that we are only mystic has helped on the civilization of the world in a degree that
as Dr. Dr. Channing says, on the threshold of understanding the 1 most people are not conversant with. I do not mean the civilization
powers of the spirit, or the possibilities of mediumship ; that what -whieli is supported and upheld by bayonets and cannons ; I mean the
¡we see at the Bailey seances is but a feeble expression of these powers j ¡dea] atate towards which the whole creation moves, the refined, eul- 
compared to the wonders that will be ultimately revealed to man- ture(j) humanitarian civilization—the republic of humanity where all 
kind. And who can doubt it? To talk of these things to those who I are equal, irrespective of creed or color. Perhaps you will say the 
have not begun to lift their thoughts above material surroundings-! culture^ refined man or woman cannot enter into or take any share 
is futile. The only thing is to work on regardless of criticism. One I or¿inary affairs that interest men or women in .the present life, 
of the leading Spiritualists of London, jn a private letter received j appeal to some of you who, though not mystics, have received the 
lately, said: “We are bound to win having facts on our side. Noth- mystical spirit, if you do not believe that there are many .hidden 
ing like piling them up. That is where Mr. Stanford is doing so much 1 tilings, and that you should probe them, test them, pro va. them, so as 
good in his private circle. Time will cerne when they will be quoted knowledge. It is tho shallow thinker who declares, that all is 
with authority.” Nearer home come gratifying statements regarding I matter) that after life’s little journey there is a blank,, The true mys- 

( these monthly reports of our doings. A gentleman from the country I and those who have the mystical spirit, know that there aff? more 
3 called at the office lately and said that after carefully reading the I things hidden than there are revealed. Oh, how little you’know, 
.., scientific explanations in the Harbinger concerning the passage of I sjgnorS) how little! What do you know of matter? Your bodies are 

. matter through matter, he was as convinced of the actual facts as if composed of matter, you knock up against matter every hour of your 
, he had witnessed them. This shows the importance of reading the I yOU contact with matter all the time, you'are in the realm 

vast literature on the subject, without which the wonders of the seance I matter, and what do you know of it? Very little, yery Ijttle ! How, 
room are as unintelligible as an advanced lesson in Greek would be to I ^en, can the-majority of people know anything about, or .understand, 
one who had not yet mastered its alphabet. _ I great hidden truths of the Universe? > ■ d

The following is a brief record of phenomena and addresses since I ,. ,,
the January issue: I Exoteric and Esoteric Knowledge.: z

6.8th Seance. Nov 29. Address by Rev. Gilbert White from the jn the Buddhists have a philosophy which ;Üiëy%rm “esQt- 
...text, “For the Lainb which is in the midst of the throne shall teed I er¡c»> anj “exoteric” Buddhism. The exoteric is^-that- which is 

them and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters-, and God I graspe(j t>y the majority of people. It is the teaching of Buddhism, 
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes.’ Phenomena : A live tur- I gut the esoteric is the hidden wisdom of their faith, For instance, 

- tie. Clay with Mosaics. A new Indian control, Ibrahim Mahomet, in- exoterjc teaching of Christianity is that which every boy knows 
; ‘troduced. . ■ who goes to Sunday School—that which is to be found in the creeds

69th Seance. Nov. 29. Address by Dr. Channing on The Powers 1 an(j ¿octrineS) js more often false than-trrie. But the esoteric 
...of the Mind.” Phenomena: Clay with mosaics. Bird s nest with one Christianity contains the truths which can only be received by the 

• bird just hatched and eggs, also parent ”ir“- ■ig“'er. shown I Spjrjt of man. Take a man from the street. What does he know of 
round circle the nest was taken back again at Mr. Stanford s request. Sp¡ritual matters? He follows the dictation of the priest, and attends 
Plant grown by Mahomet about 6 inches. I cerfajn ceremonies. ' The Congo savage at the dictation of the witch

• 70th Seance. Dec. 13. Address by Signor Valetti on “The Wis- <joctor does certain things. The nominal Christians of the present day 
'dom of Confucius.” Phenomena: A spirit plant grown by Mahomet I ¿0 ^|le aame. Masses are said for the souls of those who have de- 
Btarted as it were from plant grown by him, about 6 inches at pre-1 parted ; all must believe and be baptized, and so on. This is exoteric 
(Vious seance. Special conditions had to be made. The sitters joined I Christianity which, though a man may not call himself by the name 
hands and the room kept“dark. The spirit plant, with glowing stems I of Christ, works out through his life and shows him in those beautiful 
and leaves, was shown around the circle. When the light was turned lights and colors which the majority of people do not readily recog- 
up it was found that both the real plant and the spirit plant had dis- | njze. when heart speaks to heart, when the spiritual man comes 
appeared. Lump of clay with mosaics brought through Abdul. Throat jn contact with one like- himself, there is unison, there is telepathy 
of gazelle with poisoned arrow head. Manuscript from dry well at I between these two, and they readi|y appreciate and understand each

ANSWERS HIS OWN QUESTION.

Can the Spirits of Those We Call Dead , 
Communicate With aud In

fluence the laving?

In the Boston Post of February 9, 
we find that Miss Mary Woodman, 
of North Woburn. Mass.,.who was a 
former teacher of Don Carlos, the. 
dead King of Portugal, when.he was 
a boy, and to whom she was much at
tached, saw in a dream the events of 
his assassination before the informa
tion camo of his death, aud she can
not explain why it was ( that this 
dream came to her.

On June 15, 1868 (as some of our 
readers will remember), while taking 
qiir customary evening horseback 
-ride, in perfect health, we were sud
denly seized with a terrible sickness 
which compelled us to get home as 
soon as possible, and which continued 
for several hours and for which we 
could assign no cause whatever. The 
next morning we learned by telegram 
that at this precise time when this 
terrible sickness came upon us our 
good mother was dying or had just 
died, more than a hundred miles 
away.

When in the practice of law many 
years ago, we- were called upon by a 
gentleman residing (if we remember 
rightly) in Foxboro, Mass., whose 
son had recently been shot by the In
dians in Oregon. The son left con
siderable property, and the gentleman 
wanted proper papers made out to 
enable him to take opt administration 
on his son’s estate. We were, at that 

"time a commissioner of Oregon, and 
knew perhaps more about the busi
ness than anyone else in Boston. We 
prepared the papers, and as he paid 
us our bill he said, “Rufus Choate 
sent me to you.”

“Why, Rufus Choate,” we replied,

Do you tell Ues? Ten to one you 
do [as set forth in the Chicago Daily 
Journal], for the absolute truth is in 
no man or woman! If you are a man 
you will confine most of your fibbing 
to business deals and excuses made 
to your wife when you failed to come 
home to dinner and appeared rather 
muddled at 1 a. m.

And if you are a woman you may 
tell an untruth for th'e truth and 
never know the difference! Women 
have that peculiar faculty.

Some of the most artistic and con
sistent Ues I ever heard were told by 
saintly women. They always, ex
plained it as being “for the good of 
the cause.” Sometimes it meant pro
tection for a silly girl, sometimes the

“has been dead tor years.”
“I can’t help that,” he said, “I did 

not know who to go to for this busi
ness and so consulted the spirit of 
Rufus Choate and he told me to go 
to George T. Angell, 46 (now 186 
Washington street, Boston, Mass., 
and that is why I am hrere.”

And then he went on and stated 
that he would Just as soon die any 
moment as not, as it was only taking 
off an old coat and putting on a new 
one, that some years before he had 
attempted to expose the absurdity of 
Spiritualism, but had become a con
vert, and then aded that if we would 
come down to Foxboro (we think it 
was) any day when we had leisure, 
he would agree that we should go 
back to Boston fully satisfied of the 
truth of Spiritualism, or he would 
cheerfully give us ten dollars as some 
little compensation for our time.

When we were about to go to 
Europe, we asked Joel P. Bishop, an 
emnent law writer and most excellent 
man who was somewhat of a Spirit
ualist, to find out the best medium In 
Boston and go with us to the medium 
to see what she would say. The me
dium, having no knowledge of us

Thibet.
71st Seance. Dec. 20. Christmas Address by Dr. Robinson from I Symbols. •

the text ‘‘Fear not for behold I bring you glad tidings of great Joy I m Christians they employed-symbol«, especially in
which shall be to all people; For unto you is born this day in the City I-,, oj uu , « v
of David a Savior which is Christ the Lord.” Phenomena: Clay with -the days to sh°w to th,e
mosaics. A bird brought after light turned up by request of Abdul. ?r* Christ There was the symbol of the fi&, ’ hmystjeal sym-
Manuscript from Thibet. Another bird from India brought in full bol with a mystical meaning readily understood by those ^who were 
r hL F - I.initiated mto the mysteries of Christianity. The initial letters of the

~ '■■■’■ I name and title of Jesus the Christ being put together in Greek, makes
the word “Ichthys,” which means “a fish.” When the Christian be
liever saw a fish on the wall, on the footpath, on the road, .on theMYSTICS AND MYSTICISM.

'An Address Delivered by Signor Valerti on Friday Evening, Jan. 10.

(Specially reported by Miss M. Wilson, shorthand writer and typ
ist, Premier Building, Collins Street, Melbourne.)

In every age of the world among all creatures, no matter how 
ignorant, no matter how modern, how cultured, there is an over
whelming desire to penetrate the great mystery of the future, the 
world beyond. You can realize this for yourselves by reading the 
history of both civilized and savage peoples. If it were not so the 
many hundreds and thousands of people who call themselves fortune
tellers could not exist. That it is not altogether evil—tfiis . desire to 
know something concerning the future and the life beyond, to pene
trate the veil of the great unseen, hidden from fleshly eyes, I trow, 
because it is universal and deep-seated in every human soul. If 

- ¡we go among Congo savages we find there certain men who are. called 
i witch doctors who pretend to produce magical effects through incanta
tions, arid to tell the future. In ancient Rome and Greece there were 
the Augurs, who had, certainly, a very peculiar method of forecasting 
events. On a set day the Augur or soothsayers came forth arid looked 
at the sacred chickens in the temple. If they picked up, their seed 
in a certain way they considered the omens propitious, arid if in an
other way the fates were against them.. In ancient Greece, in Athens, 
in her palmiest days, her cultured people were superstitious, and at the 
many Oracles throughout the country, notably at Ephesus and other 
places, the Pythia, or female'mystic, sat before the tripod burning the 
sacred fire, on which she placed incense and uttered her predictions. 
There cannot be any doubt, moreover, that many of . them came true, 
hr early Christian times we read in the Acts of one Simon Magus. He 
cured, disease and performed certain magical acts, through incanta
tions, and .he impressed large numbers- of people with his occult or 
mystical power. He is regarded in the Scripture as one who derived 
his occult power through the help of evil spirits, and was denounced 
by Peter because he had,thought thatthe gift of God may be pur
chased with money. Among the ancient jews, in Jerusalem, there 
were Jewish mystics, and I'draw your special attention to the Urim 
and Thummim worn upon the breast and head of the high priest, in
scribed with mystical characters. The phylacteries, too, contained 

. certain words of Hebrew which were of mystical import. Have you 
ever reflected that even amongst yourselves you attach some import
ance to certain numbers which were once held to be mystical numbers 
'—thirteen, seven. The.ancient Jews regarded the number seven as a

Reniafkabl®
Invention

“Actlna" a Scientitic Appliance io* 
Relieving Defective Eyesight— 

Has Achieved Wonderful 
Results.

If your eyesight Is defective or you 
have any form of eye trouble that 
might endanger your eyesight, you 
should loso no time In investigating 
“Actlna." It Is applied directly over 

tho eye and its po
tent action stimulates 
and maintains tho 
circulation of tho 
blood thereby re
moving- congestion 

r and assisting nature 
to repair the defects 

. t x a and restore the eve-sight to normal condition. Hundreds at 
people owe tho restoration of their eye- 
the follSwlng?1““ " An‘Ong thera ur9

whatever, said some remarkable 
things: first, that we were going 
abroad and would find some one there 
who would be of great srvice to us, 
and second, that we had got to write 
agd got; to speak, and that a great 
variety of spirits of different times 
apd places were about us.

Our uncle, -an old Salem lawyer, 
became something of a Spiritualist, 
and used to have meetings at his 
house occasionally, and our good 
brother being there at one time he in
sisted that she sit in the parlor and 
listen to the communications. As 
soon as the party came and operations 
began she went Into silent prayer, 
and they could not obtain a single 
rap while she Was praying there. 
Finally she left the room and then the 
raps became as usual.

Our good uncle became somewhat 
alarmed after awhile, as In the com
munications from some unknown 
spirit th'e question was put, "Whose 
spirit are you?” and the answer came 
back, “the devil."

In the early history of our Massa
chusetts Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals (as some of our 
readers will remember) several cir
cumstances occurred to help us for 
which In human reason there would 
not have been one chance in a million 
of their occurrence. '

On the first page of our Autobio
graphical Sketches, under the head of 
“A Higher Hand,” we tell the .story 
of a little boy who sat in front of his 
father and held the reins that con-

honor of » mail. ...
Not Infrequently their white lies 

have saved a man or a woman’s hap
piness, changed the whole current of 
their lives, arid nobody was the wiser, 

Can such glossing of the perfect 
truth be wrong? Should a man or 
woman be condemned when the truth 
means a wrecked life and enduring 
misery for a.loved one, and a He—or 
silence merely when one could have 
spoken—means happinesss and re- 
spect.and honor? I think not.

Surely the angel with the book must 
forget to record such glorious dins or 
hets them down in a fit of absent- 
mindedness in the column devoted to 
good deeds!

As an example of the "righteous” 
untruth I will cite the story of a girl 
I knew. When young and Ignorant 
of the world’s everlasting suspicion 
she had committed an indiscretion. 
She had not Binned; at heart she was 
sound and true and pure, but she had 
not avoided the “appearance of evil." 

The aunt with whom the girl made 
her home—she was motherless—was 
wise enough to know that in this 
world the appearance of evil is often 
punished more severely than the evil- 
.itself.

Christian gentlewoman as she was, 
all the womanhood in her rose in pro
test against this Injustice. Why -----
should this young girl, whose very “Tho World Beautiful.” Third Se- 
honesty and innate truth had placed rie®. _ponJPr^8'n® ^he World Beautl- 
herin a false position, be made to suf- The Kose of Dawn; The Enclr- 
fer all her life when she had done no einysi^'paradlsa Gloria RInB Oi Am' 
actual wrong. ‘ After Her Death, a Story of a

She suppressed the truth. I can not Summer.” This book contains a por- 
call it by a harsher name. And the trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
girl, following her aunt's instructions, how she made herself known ta 
forgot as nearly as may be this pain-" Europe after her death in Honolulu, 
tul episode in her Ute. She is to-day “The Spiritual Significance.” Con- 
a happy wife and a mddel mother. tains the following interesting chap-

The fact that one time In her life ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis- 
she told a lie, acquiescing tn her ->on and Achievement; Between the 
aunt’s decision that the past should Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com- 
never-be mentioned, lias not weakened niunication; The Gates of New Life, 
her character. Rather it has made Pi6“?1 Life.”
her a stickler for the truth and gen- . tit!e mpl es, itcarrles one
erous in her judgment of other wo- tVougl “ 1
me®’ “The Outlook Beautiful." Con-Suppose she had shouted her story tentg; The DeIuBlon of Deatll. Real. 
from the housetops, what good would izjng the ideal; Friendship as a Di- 
it have done? vine Revelation; The Ethereal World-

Sin is a relative term. It may The Supreme Purple of Jesus; An ' 
mean much or little. And I cannot Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo- 
belleve that anything that will make inept May Dawn on any Hour.
a human soul better and stronger can "The Life Radiant.” The motto of 
be very wrong. Sometimes the power this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
that is above and about .us brings , .ow toe Gleam.” Contents: The 
great good out of a little evil. ”ol“n Ag0 LIos Onward; Discerning

JESSIE M. PARTLON. Kh® future; The Ethereal Realm; 
----- -- — The Power of the Exalted Moment;

trolled the horse, but, unknown to „ Vo„.o
the boy, the reins passed around him oi the Llfe t0 Come Js M)ss
and were also in his father s hands, whiting’s only book of poems; each 
The father saw an occasion to pull one 18 flUed wIth poetic thought.
them, and with artless simplicity the All of these books are in uniform 
child turned around, saying, “Father, binding, and are especially appropri- 
I thought I was driving, but I am not, ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

Prof. T. S. Sllgh, Mansfield, La. 
Rev, J. M. Foster. Burton, Wash. 
Rev, W; C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan. 
Gen. Alex. Hamilton, Tarrytown, N. Y. 
Rev. 0. Brunner, Bridgeport, Conn.

i'ba*' H" ®nF,cr, East Springfield,
Mr. S. A. Donnella, Agt. V. 8, Secret Service, JLoulnvllle, Ky. re*

know what the "Actlna”. 1“ add what k

I'rvEihj TRIAL OFi*'ER and ottr unnw -treatise ON DISEASE0 The book 
contains most valuable Information. 
Isa ‘ *ACaJd bring It to you. 
Address Actina Appliance Co Dant 3424, 811 Walnut St, Kansas Clty°M^

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful.” First Se
ries, Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which is to 
Come.

'The World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau- 
Wul; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Un
seen World.

am I?" Thus It Is often with men 
who think they are shaping a destiny ---------
which a higher hand than theirs is 
really directing. I DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

In the progress of our humatfe ---------
work we have frequently been led to - . of Cheerfulness.”
think th»t it YnR.v not have hcGh w© 1 « **ubbard. An Qxcclloutthink that it may not nave oeen boo]t for the culture of and 
that were driving, but a higher hand, spirituality. None can read it with- 

GEORGE T. ANGELL. out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.
The above is in the March number G^Joidan* PNc^e3So‘"centey

of Our Dumb Animals, a monthly de- « ^d^ . ^PNce^S^O ^cents.
voted to humane education, and. ed- By WUUam G Jordan Prlce 30c 
ited by George T. Angell. He brave- I “Every Living Creature;” “Tho 
ly testifies to his belief in the pres- Greatest Thing Ever Known;" “Char- 
ence of the Spirit World. There is acter Building." ' By Ralph Waldo 
a vein of policy in his story of his I Trine. Price 35 cents each, 
mother’s prayer. Spiritualists well “Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
understand that the positive attitude By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents, 
of this lady during her prayer would ---------
tend to make communication difficult, I BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS, 
if not Impossible. I '1 “Farm Engines, and How to Rnn
-j——n— -J 1 1 " i.-= Them.” The Traction Engine; The

There Should Be a Revival of Mysticism,
I should like to see a revival of mysticism, true mysticism. But 

when I say true mysticism, I do not mean a number of people meeting 
in secret and not letting anyone know what they are doing or receiv- 
ing, but. a-meeting place where men may study and investigate , thp 
occult wonders of the Universe.' You know so little,/ There is hardly 
one man ainong you that can intelligently explain—arid, until he has 
heard it from the spiritual world as you have, done in this circle it 
was impossible for him io explain—the passage of matter through 
matter. You have discovered many , things which;-years Ago, would 
have been deemed iiripossible. . You don ’t know much about the other 
planets Jfrhich revolve in their orbits ; you know np^iRg, about’the 
Solar system but there are hundreds, bf solar sys^emswilh: planets 
eontainirig,^ curious life. If ra silyer-tongW ’^ could 
coine -direct from one of these marvelous pjanets, ‘Sh’d’531 your own 
language .discourse for ages, you woifld not be?a^ 
because it:is all-foreign to your'nature, to yoiu’ ktate^ji^. ^

'•■J" Mystics and Teachers. •
God has seen fit to give us teachersi through the ^yStrK$.' • The true 

mystic'should be judged by his power and his wor^nd'tiie effect of. 
his work on humanity for gopd or for evil. Signorspyouiiwill pardon 
me, but I do not believe one atom of good is don^by^the so-cajled 
mystics who for a franc will tell the future, past or iresiSi, I do not 
believe one atom of good is done thereby to humaiy^ rather should. 
I declare that evil is the' result. . I am not one who would put one hair 
in front of the progress, mental or physical, of any humdn creature. 
My reason for saying this is that the vast majority; ^ ^¿se so-called 
mystics are not spiritual, and unless a man be spiritual ms work will 
become of non-effect. If your life be good the people whom you tell 
the wonders of this circle will say of you, no matter how stupid your 
beliefs may appear to them, how ebcentric you may Appear, they will 
say, “He is consistent, he is honest and lives accordingly.” This is 
the fruit of your belief, and unless this fruit is apparent then your 
work is of non-effect.

What Shall We Use Mystics For? n ,
For one purpose only, for the UPLIFTING, PHYSICALLY AS 

WELL AS SPIRITUALLY, OF. THE GREAT MASS OF MANKIND.

7 ‘ . . -v Science of Successful Threshing, By
How can this be done? First, by impressing upon every soul born into James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50;- 
this worli that there are more things unseen than there are seen. Let ^^ynamojT^ndteg, 
me say that the little which does appear is but a poor manifestation of mann and victor H^ Tousley. Price 
the unseen, for you cannot follow it, fathom it, or come in touch with $1.50. .
it per me’dium of the physical senses. If no spirit had ever been per- “pr^LL.
mitted-to return to the earth plane is there one man among the count- “practical Bungalows and Cot- 
less millions oh earth-is there one among them all who could have ‘^es-” °?«.
brought any proof of a life hereafter? None. Apart from the work prlce oo; '
of mystics—apart from the efforts put forth from the spiritual side of »practical Carpentry or the Build- 
life—there is not one scintilla of evidence, not one Priests medicine ^bX'tacta^
men, witch doctors, rituals, genuflexions—you may have all these, but of the Steel SQuare.. Vol3 1 & 2, 
they give no. evidence. The mystical exists for the purpose of producing $1.00 each. ' 
evidence. Mysticism will keep pace with man’s progress, and if man “n<1
be but sincere and spiritual, he will be able to call to his aid .the forces »Modern Carpentry." Price $1. 
that are unseen. But at present, he is not spiritual! enough, and the .These valuable hooks are by Fred, 
very first thought is, “How much will- it bring?” When man has I Prlce * each’ or

advanced fartker, he will be able to call on the unseen, to employ its These and many other good books 
wonderful powers and forces, but at. present he is not relined and can be found to our Catalogue, 
spiritual enough. If it were permitted, the first thing would be- _ . _
How can we turn this-into dollars? Humanity’s hope must be cen-1 ofp^pers Compiled fromLegal 
tered in the uriseen. . Now the'materialist'says, “There is no evi- Authority by. the'Hon. Charles R. 
dence!” That is, poor man, because he has not investigated. Per- Schirm of Baltimore, Md. This pam-. 
haps he has been brought rip m a church, the son of a clergyman and J
how he has.thrown tt all aside; he has put out the beacon lightand I p^e are familiar -with. Price, 25. 
there is nothing to warn him when he is near the shoals, and he goes cents.
on drifting until his barque "is wre in Materialism. But in -place _
ofttke Yalse beaconk that have shon^ for so many centuries, there “^10 cents.'

burns to-day,'Clear and beautiful,’ the true spiritual light which brings -immortality, Its Naturalness, its 
to the earnest, consistent/investigator absolute knowledge.. It is the .PosslblRUes and Proofs."“ By J. M. 
spirit ofVGod bearing/ivitnesk with the spirit of man which produces
conviction. Some had to toil tediously, but conviction/came like a Society of Great Britain, with in- 
flash of lightning, and froin that moment you have never doubted, troduction and Explanatory Letter. .. 
When others have wavered and are. full of doubt, it has been but a Pttoe. cents. •
stimulus for yoirto: go forward. .AU honor and glory to those who '
seek to advance the cause of. humanity m whatever way they may do Human Spirit.” Reincarnation, or 
it, but let them be assured that power Cometh; from on high. Yes, it the doctrine of the Soul’s successive , 
is true, Signors, power is from the unseen.. Remember that there,are embodiments. Examined and Dis- 
more things unseen than there are seen. Strive after the unseen, ml^vereus^r. Helen Densmore and 
remembering the unseen is present, remembering the unseen is per- w. J. Colville. Price 30 cents. - 
manent. Ah, how hollow,1 transitory, fleeting is what- you call per- I “The. Spiritual Significance, or 
manent. Even the rOcks, the everlasting hills are wearing away, the uo whUtog. One o" Miss Whitti^ 
ground on which. you. are standing is changing form, everything is I most suggestive, intensely Interesting, 
transitory, passing. The man who has a fortune to-day may be a [ spiritual books. It is laden with rich, 
beggar to-morrow. But in the unseen' the :change is for good, and Hui-X ^S^
the only'real good in every life will bring happiness, perfect and com- cured.” By the Blissful Prophet and

Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
away worry, anxieties, needless cares; 
etc. Price 25 cents.
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BEAR IN MIND that the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker is iu no wise 
responsible for the views expressed by 
contributors. He may or may not, 
agree with their respective views.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Ite Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART» 
WENT IB ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THi 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY VALL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent.to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

The Song Cards foreAl« at this office 
at §4 per hundred, by mail $4.50, are 
the help you need in society work.

Thé General Survey is intended 
merely to simply announce the en
gagements, movements and work of 
speakers and mediums, and not to re
port what they have to say.

H

fr.

THE FRCGRE3SIVB THICKER
TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 

OREGON
The State Board of Spiritualists 

earnestly desire to come into commun
ication with every Spiritualist 
throughout the state of Oregon. Will 
all those who read this please write 
to the state .secretary, Mrs. W. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port
land, Ore.- 9 5 3-31

circle ot sitters aud courteous treat
ment of any mediums we may em
ploy, but. we shall tolerate no trickery 
and shall expect to be met at least 
half way by the medium until we are 
satisfied of his honesty. A medium 
who has just finished a three weeks’
engagement says that we gave him . (l10 o{ cou(jitiolls ”

TAKE NOTICE.— Correspondents The Sunflower Tea-Party will be 
are requested when writing for this held ou Fiidal afternoon, March 27, 
paper to use either n typewriter or a at 7fl East Adams street. This reg- 
peu, with black ink. Write on ouly ular entertainment can and should 

f one side of the paper, and in a plain, be n)ade very interesting 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne- j-~ ... - ■

diums should take a smiling and Printer. Please bear this In mind. teaching interest in them.

~ ------ j ...tv, couug, and
ing the skeptics, aud our good me-

---------------- :--------- --------—- Correspondent touchingly writes:

Mnv nt Pnrrnt hall 2^09 Santa W6ie tll6 GoldOll RlllC Society»
Clara avenue Meetings at 10 a m the Chul’ch of the Psychic Forces, the 2'30 and s t m Lectures by W “j’ Progressive Spiritualist Society, the 
^iviita a, HnhhnrH Hyd® p®rk Occult Society, the Church
All wwker^’invited to parttolS of th® Soul, the Chicago Sppiritealists’ 
All workeis aie invitea to parucipaie. Leaguej flnd other6j not the

Mrs. M. Bishop writes. Fraiiiv««! 'Anu* All-wer© united in
Correspondent aesk: “Have you '«The Lyceuip of First Spiritual So- Wrre nseen those little programs , of th® J ciety of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, has {Si Heaven Mes®

Golden Rule Spiritualists’ Society, forjbégn organized: tor about one year,- revere her sweet
the Sixtieth Anniversary of Spiritual-. and has sixty members, Mrs. Brack- a^^
ism, at O’Donnell College Hail, 43 So. ett, the president, has worked faith- hrOtUhpV^
Paulina St.? It is to He held on Sat-, fully for the advancement of the Ly- nr
urday eveuiug, Sunday afternoon ceum and Society, and is beloved by ^M8® ®f
and evening, March 28 and 29. No the children and members. Mr. Rich- ? cominon humanity; the Cause of the
Spiritualist can afford to miss it. Get jnond L. Bishop, of Boston, has chris- Iov^a °de S®n® higher; ■ - • «
a program and see the talent there :tened many children of the Lyceum W. Sprague writes: “Spiritual- 
to be presented. Prof. Peck of St. i this past winter, and has been serving ar® often unable to provide good
Louis, will deliver the principal ad- the Society very successfully. Mrs. musical talent for their meetings,
dresses, but the entire program will,Maude F. Bishop serves the Society and u might be helpful, to some of 
bp of Interest to everyone who knows May 17th.” them who are not too remòte from
or wishes to know about Spiritualism, j From Milwaukee Wis • “A music- <31eveiand* Ohio; to know that Mtb. 
its mission and its progress." nl and literary entertainment was F10ra Rus^eli ft that city-may be

Mary Drake Jenne writes from plven at the reBjdence of nr and Mrs engaged occasionally to Bing at Spir- 
Monson, Me.: “Nettie Holt Harding Claude F. Ray 969 2nd street Mar’ itualist meetings or ùt funerals. Mrs. 
of Somerville, Mass., has been do-'i4/fOr the benefit of the State So- Ru88ell is fluite well known in Ohio, 
Ing a most excellent work in our c|ety. Alfretta Hull-Niver daughter and 8°me other parts of the country, 
town. March 10, 11 and 12 she de- of tye ]ate Moses Hull abd ’teacher of She sang at one of the N* s* A* Con’ 
llvered lectures, followed by spirit oratory at the Pratt Institute ren- v®ntlons, and^her voice has been ; 
messages. The last evening the hall dered a number of classic readings beard at Bev®ral State Conventions, 
was packed to its utmost capacity. Miss Grace E. Smith and Mrs Ray of Spiritualists. She had charge of 
She toook as her subject, ‘Spirituu-, presented the piano selections and the music at the Lake Brady Spirit
ism, and What Its Use Is to Human!-. Master Howard William Ray sang the ualist Campmeeting for several years, 
ty,’ expounding its beautiful truths ( vocal numbers. About seventy guests She also had charge of the Vicksburg, 
in such a clear manner that we, ; were present. Miss Louise G. Loebel, Mich., Spiritualist campmeeting for 
Spiritualists, felt honored to have , secretary, was master of ceremonltes ”■ dve consecutive seasons, and she has 
Buch an able exponent of our rellg- B R Fjeldlne writeH from Wish- been ®ngaS®d in that capacity toion stand before the people. Shellngton D c. “The Auxiliary of the serv0 tlie Clinton, Iowa, Spiritualist
leaves us with our deep appreciation . rjrst ;ssocia;lon held a b se Camp next season. She is .a fine vo-

her woith." at the residence of F. A. Wood, the calist and a great favorite wherever
, Correspondent writes: "The Metro-1 pres)dent Jt netted c.ulte ft ’ „ her voice is heard, and last, but not
politali Spiritual Society, with Mrs. jThJg benefit was gjVen by the me- lea6t. Bhe is a good Spiritualist. Ad-
Maggie Waite as ita pastor, will cele-[dluni8 Those who gave their services d’’eM, her at 7110 Central avenue,
brate the sixtieth anniversary of Spir-; werft. jjrs jj j stephens, Mrs Cleveland, Ohio.
itualism on Sunday, Mprch 29. at Mary T. Longley, Oscar Edgerly thè Remember that the next day and 
the hall, corner Wentworth avenue speaker for the Association .Mrs Rip- evening set for the Chicago Spirltu- 
and 31st St. An unusual tine pro-.ple (independent voices), Mrs. Hinkle aiiets' League public meeting, is Sat- 
gram-ls prepared. Dr. Sterns White] (te3t medium), Mrs. Nabbe, Mrs. urday afternoon and evening, April 
will deliver the address on that oc- iWhite, Miss Brown, and others’ Mrs’ 1X* Everybody known, what this is 

„„„i™ w.iu »in, ’’"" Longley Is the president of the Aux- to th® Cause of Spiritualism In the
Iliary; Mrs. Dr. Moore, vice-president, City of Chicago, and everyone knows 
and Mrs. H. D. Morgan, secretary. what Interest these meetings are now 
Next Thursday evening the Auxiliary awakening in the ranks, and how they 
will give a public seance: no charge. are uniting the forces to fight the 
Mr. Edgerly, 'who has been serving {$Gr element. The previous meet- 
this Association, will go to Boston, W is still fresh’in the minds of ail 
Mass., where he Is engaged in speak in who attended. The talent for the A.. — —l_rn « ... - - ---  * • •

great Cause you proiss to love. Let 
It reach every ¿family < in tho state of 
Illinois, and carry the truth to all. 
Nothing succeeds like printer’s, ink, 
even In religion and literature.

Fred G. Ward writes ¡from the 
Veteran’s Home, Cal.: "This is a mes
sage from the invisible forces: ‘If peo
ple afflicted with cancer would live ou 
clear fat pork iu any’way that they 
have a mind to, without a particle 
of the lean, and small quantity of 
potatoes, aud no other thing, they 
would iu time efire any cancer.”

CorresponderU writes: "The first 
meeting of the West Side Church of 
Occult Scientists Thursday, Mar. 12, 
iu Conway hall, corner of Lake street 
aud Western avenue,* was a success, 
both in attendance' and remarkable 
messages given. The South Side 
Church of Occult Scientists, which 
meets at 3514 Vincennes avenue, has 
had large attendance all winter. Sun
day, Mar. 15, the hall was crowded to 
its fullest capacity to listen to the 
messages given through Mrs. Brock
way. Suffice it to say the scales are । 
being removed from the eyes of doubt
ing Thomases, of i which there are 
many who attend. These meetings 
will be continued at the above ad
dresses by Mrs. Brockway.”

Douglas Allen, secretary, writes 
from Atlantic City, N. J.: “The First 
Colored Spiritualist Association of At
lantic City, N. J., has been greatly 
benefited by the presence of Madame 
MacManaman, of Buffalo, New York, 
for the past three weeks.' .We extend 
aq invitation to' all- mediums visiting 
Atlantic City to visit our hall, 1140 
Mediterranean avenue, We ask for 
the best thoughts from all associa
tions.” ' ■'

C. L. Hatch writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “Preparations are blng made 
for the great celebration to be held 
Friday, Mar. 27, and everything prom
ises to be a great success. We will 
have three sessions/ Dinner and sup
per will be served at the hall. All 
who attend will have a feast of good 
things for the spirftual as well as 
physical.”

• The next regular' meeting ’ of the 
Band of Harmony will occur Mar. 26, 
at hall, 309 Masonic Temple, this be
ing the occasion of the annual dollar 
meeting. We look for all members 
and friends to be present with their 
dollars, and to enjoy the pleasure to 
be had at these meetings. There will 
be the usual order pt pxerclses, supper 
at 6 o’clock, each .providing their own 
lunch, and that of their Invited guests. 
Your coffee at the nominal sum of ten 
cents. '

Frank T. Ripley is in Iona, Mich. 
He has the three last,gundays in April 
and all of May still open for engage
ments to lecture pnd give tests. Terms 
reasonable. Addressiihlm at Jackson, 
Mich., in care pf general delivery.

Send your address on a postal card 
to W. D. Wattles., Elwpod, Ind., and 
you will receive a free sample copy 
of CONSTRUCTIVE''- SCIENCE, ; a 
monthly publication which tells you 
how to do what you want to do; how

TEMPLE FUND SOCIETY.

A Touching, Stirring and Urgent Ap
peal From the Secretary.

Information came a few days ago, 
■ that in a good little city, a few earn

est Spiritualists were compelled to 
lose their edifice, which had received 
several years of their struggle aud 
sacrifice to partly secure. They 
said to an official of the Temple Fund 
Society: “We have only you to turn 
to for assistance at this critical time. 
If you cauuot make us a small loan, 
we must lose all.”

Alas! there was not enough funds 
in the treasury of the Temple Fund 
Society to make the desired loan. A 
LOAN, MIND YOU; AND NOT A DO
NATION.

If the Spiritualists of the United 
States would but realize the great 
need of this xemple Fund, they would 
surely supply it. That fund will be 
a perpetual assistance to the progress 
Of the public cause of Spiritualism. 
The president of the Temple Fund 
Society, Ib George W. Kates, Secreta
ry of the N. S .A., and he is appealing 
for bo much in aid of public work, 
that he asks me to look after the 
financial progress of the Temple Fund. 
What can I do? Appeal to you? Will' 
you pay attention? If so, then only 
one dollar is expected of you. But, 
a dollar IS EXPECTED! Why? Be
cause it is for the good of all!

What helps a part of the public 
cause, helps all. Our progress is mu
tual. We must put on the armor of 

i earnestness, or there will be shackles 
of prejudice depriving us of power,

One dollar a year for Temple build
ing for the Spiritualists of the Unit
ed States, fhat will -build many 
Temples, or edifices for Spiritualists 
to meet in, call them whatever yo.u 
may desire.

Your heart will bleed when you 
realize that your lethargy has caused 
the earnest persons referred to to 
lose their edifice after years of 
struggle, for the want now of a public 
fund supplied by devoted recipients, 
of spirit help. Will you respond 
NOW, and save some others equally 
earnest? If you can do better than a 
dollar, then do so in the name of your 
loved and of the good and true who 
have ministered unto you. Very ex
pectantly and urgently, yours fra
ternally,

MRS. CARRIE H. MONG, Sec., 
416 S. Franklin St., Muncie, Ind.

A Line From G. H. Brooks iu Regard 
to His Trial.

To the Editor: I left Columbus, 
Ohio, Tuesday morning, the 10th, and 
Wednesday, in company with Mr. C. 
L. Stevens, and others who were to 
be my witnesses, went to the court 
house ready for business, having had 
a session with Mr. Robb, the lawyer, 
after my arrival the day before. We 
had not been in the court room more 

। than fifteen minutes when we were 
informed there would be no trial that 
morning, but would be postponed un
til April. I was greatly disappointed, 
having been at the expense of getting 
there and expense while there. So 
all we can do Is to wait Until some- 
time in April, when it is to be hoped 
it will come tip. I am to return to 
Pittsburg to serve the First Society 
fqr the first three Sundays in April, 
and being there can look after matters 
and attend to the case. I shall start 
Sunday night, ApriJ 19, for Portage, 
Wis., and arrive there’ in time for the 
reception Monday evening. I' am 
more than sorry I cannot report the i 
trial came off, but it Is not the fault 
ot Mr. Robb or of myself,. All we can 
do is simply to wait and trust. I 
have no fear—am not at all afraid as 
tq the results. I will report as soon 
as I can any further action.

G. H. BROOKS.
190 South 6th Street, 

Columbus, O.

March 28, 1908.

RHEUMATISM

casion, Mrs, Walte following with lier
psychic demonstrations, 
lets and skeptics invited 
us on that occasion."

• E. H, Henderson writes

Spiritual- 
to be with

from Okla-
homa City, Okla.: "We have become 

/deeply interested in the philosophy of 
spirit.return, and have given some at-i X.r . , J. 1 . " •«'-I n uc IB rIl^ugeu in blieaK in WMU'aiwuucu. ' 1UC LajcHL LUF LUe
tentfon to investigation, finding, hoW-1 Ayer’s Temple. Address him there in coming meeting will be equally good, avnv fhni rrnnd ronriino' mattoi* napamA ~_ - a__ > . _ *» •? . _ /* *. ovw'**ever, that good reading matter became

• necessary to assist us. We spoke to 
the State-President, Mr. G. G. Lee, 
who handed us" The Progressive 
Thinker, in which we are very much 
pleased, and must say as an organ to 

.■ forward the cause of true Spiritualism 
It deserves appreciation and credit, 

. and we feel thankful to the State 
President for telling us how to obtain 
it. We have with us at present, Rev. 
Edna McCarthy, a teacher and a me
dium. We assure you we appreciate 
the privilege of having with us one 
capable of giving a clear understand
ing of the laws that make it possible 
lor us to reach and communicate with 
8ur departed loved ones. We feel 

Jnore light has been given, and a door 
opened to success and happiness for
us.

S. H. Keech writes: “The Kansas
City Bible Spiritualist Society is a

I care of Ayer’s Temple. He would like a 'a now largest Spiritualist or- 
to hear from the Pacific coast and ganization In the city or state and 
Australia for 1909. Mrs. Mary T. is doing a vast amount of good work,

1 Longley speaks for the First Assocla- unknown to the general public. It is 
tion of Washington for the month of th® protective organization, and all 
April. Washington has some very are beginning to understand this fact, 
good workers in Spiritualism and for Remember the date Saturday, April 
camp work. Their address can be ob- 11» next, and come prepared to stay, 
tained from the secretary of this As- by bringing your lunch, and we will 
sociation. The Temple League is do- have a social time as well as a feast 
Ing good work -with Mrs. Favrow as Qf reason.
preslflent, and Mr. R. Potts as secre- The Ladies’ Sunflower Club out- 
tary.” did all previous efforts, on the even-

Oscar A. Edgerly writes: "While Ing of March 20, in regard to crowd, 
filling an engagment in Cleveland, O., entertainment, dancing, and supper 
in January, I had the pleasure, after A. piano solo by Mrs. Foxcroft was 
a lapse of seven years, ot again meet- Hie ®rst uuS!5er i,,?1!
Ing the veteran worker for our cause, program. Miss Ethel Munger rea 
Frank T. Ripley. For several even- finely Jean Vaijewi and the Bishop, 
ings he gays' tests after my lectures. Mrs. Gertrude Soffel, who is one o 
It» was indeed gratifying, in these faculty of the Chicago Musical 
days when test mediums are so se- Seminary, sang three songs in her

to become what you want to be, and 
how to get what you want.

Mr. Thompsoh1 writes: “The Fra
ternal Daughteràj'held'i their regular 
weekly meetlngeMar., 18. cThe after
noon was taken, ¿ip with readings, by 
the following .' 'niqdiums: Sisters 
Caird, Adams, Efie'liler, .Golden, Gold
stein ¡ahd Swltzei*.:' In the evening we 
had a business meeting, with .a very 
good attendance. ,Our next meeting 
will be Mar. 25, 2:30 p. m. At 8 
p. m. the gentlemen give their Get-to
gether Social and Entertainment, with 
a free lunch. Everybody is invited, 
especially the ladies, but' remember 
thé ladles must not make any sugges
tions, as this part of the program will 
be carried out to the letter (by the
men). We have the promise 
best waiter west of the river, 
host of funny things besides, 
early and secure a seat; 4Q6 
avenue, Atlas hall. /

of the 
and a 
Come 

Ogden

new organization here.
upon strictly Bible principles, with

It is based

Rev. Lloyd, speaker, and Mrs E. E. 
Lincoln, medium. The society, al
though lately organized, is meeting 
with grand success. The meetings 
are wall attended. Rev. Lloyd is a 
very eloquent and able speaker, who 
tnM- hfe audience spell-bound, while 
Bister Lincoln is certainly one of the 

■ ablest mediums we have ever had the 
pleasure of listening to. Her mes
sages are readily recognized to be 
correct and with those combined forc
es, we hope to awaken great interest 

■ In our Cause. This society meets 
every Sunday evening, at § p. m., in 
A. O. U. W. Hall, at 9th street and 

’ Michigan avenue, Kansas City, Mo. 
■ . All Welcome. Investigators especial

ly invited.”
> Conrad Bock writes from St. Louis, 

Mo.: "The First Spiritualists’ Socie- 
- ty of St. Louis, holds services every 

Sunday and Wednesday afternoon, at 
Victoria Hall, 3,000 Easton avenue. 
Our pastor, Rev. Laura M. Jones is 

. doing noble work in giving convinc
ing messages and beautiful soul-in
spiring poems to good audiences. 

....We also had the pleasure of listening 
to Rev. Mrs. K. 'GV Harv, who visited 
us last Sunday? We will have a cel
ebration on Sunday, April 5th.”

Mrs. Nora E. Hill writes: “Prof. 
Peck’s lectures at the Golden Rule 
Society on; Sunday, the 15th, were 
among the best of his exceedingly 
able course. In the afternoon he took 

t up the subject of "Telepathy," and 
reviewed Hudson’s "Law of Psychic 
Phenomena”’ with such' keen analyt
ical skill as to completely riddle its 
pretensions'and showed that the spir
itual philosophy is the only rational 
and logical solution of occult phenom-. 

• ena. In the evening he applied the 
scalpel of his logic and wit to Theos
ophy./ The, facts and arguments of- 

■ tered by Mr. Peck in these lectures 
ought to be in possession of every 
Spiritualist and investigator, for they 
are simply unanswerable. His .lec
tures on Sunday, the 22d, on "Thb 
Danger of Emptiness” and "The Re
ligion of Jesus vs. Modern Christian- 

- ity” were treated in tho same unique 
. and unanswerable style. The last op- 

" portunity to hear this brainy speaker 
will be afforded at the anniversary ex
ercises Saturday night and Sunday, 
the 28th and 29th, at .43 S. Pauling 
Itreet. The Golden, Rulo • Society is 

vgiming to take high rank as a dissem
inator of spiritual truth and .Is fast 

■ attracting to itself the attention and. 
support of the real seekers after spir- 
/ual knowledge.”

verely criticised, to listen to such di- charmifig manner; "to the delight of 
rect-and unequivocal evidence of '®^’ Mrs. Merle Green McDonald 
spirit presence as was furnished by ?s ^® president of the same school, 
the messages given by Mr. Ripley. and Her little daughter, May, gave 
I like to give credit where credit is’ *-wo whistling solos; she cannot be 
due. I understand that he is open surpassed. These ladies are daugh- 
for engagements for April and May tef8. and grand daughter of our old. 
I feel that any society will be well re- friend, Dr. Greer. Mr. Smith read
paid by employing him for those an original poem, full of thought, 
months.” Miss Alice L’Hommedieu sang; in her

r, t »T » ». ».mu joyous manner. When We hearCai rie L. Hatch writes: The this jady sing we always think of
Massachusetts State Association will Shelleys poenl( "To the Skylark,” 
celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of d want t0 .<HalI to the-blithe 
Modern Sp,ritUalism (with other so- lrlt;>. wlth a few. words from 
cetles ÍS invited gueste), in Paul Re- Dyr . Wa t0 the seriousñeas 8nd 
vere hall, Mechanics’ building, Hunt- need f the cause of Spiritualism,' 

the .program closed, and danc- day, Mar. 31; Three sessione. All ln ; ® d th6 tWo.aten waa.
b^witt^m indulged in till the hour of ¿idnight.
be with us. The management are en- Tlle Birthday Party was everything 
deavoring to make this the finest cele- to all in the wav bf an entertainment 
bration ever held, and the best talent “Success SSS- a

& part“ and

nected to take part- Mrs C F Jtor- ladies oi the aub' ' A” Join
ing, Mrs. Nellie Abbott, Mra Annie'
Chapman, Mrs. S. C. Cunningham, Mrs B w Belcher * Mrs MaiiHá the center of attraction, the sooth- Snnona’nr Wm * a er ’.of - anlmosities^a mother to
^ternoon^ R¿v F’t -all. The chndrenran seetó
Jultett ŸkwR Mrf't 7 P^ttiiteill' glad bfLthis family reunion-and birth- 
Mrs. A. S. Watérhôiise, Mrs. À.' Cog-' V
ecshall Mrs M T Butler- Mrs narrià and„berand prove the palUating. force, 
F. Loring, ¿nd* Mrs; Nettie-H. -Hard-
ins In the evening’-Drthe rohd. of life smooth..
1er Mrs‘ Ñ J ’’Willis''h D Barrett .The hew Board of the State Asso- Mrs May PeDÙ<^ ^ 'elation are mapping put a Une of ab-
T ChurbhlU and Mrs Kate H Uvity for thé' comlng sensOn> whlchMU« promises much for the Cause, and in .music oy Miss ,Mnei U, Palmer .and * , 
Mr. Bert Whetmore (vocalist), accom- wm rf 
panted by Mrs7 Grace O.' 'Çfàwfbrd. asks ■ thfr Srtritua
These meetings aré: opened free'to ¿tlte to cet in°tou’ch with Miss
everybody. Come and help.make.lt a 8^® to get in touch witm,Miss
gala day. Lunch will be served in Eugenia Rouble, the now Secretary, 
thé hall for. those desiring the same.” and help to formulate plans for a

• , campaign of progress and push. It
Mrs. .Maggie Henry writes: “At ednnot well be done without the peoi 

the Universal Occult Society, wè had .pie get in touch with this body of; 
a very fine conference meeting:.at 3 earnest, honest, conscientious work-' 
p. IÜ., quite à. nüiúber taking part; ers. If there aré but few in your lo
then message was given by Madame cality, of pronounced Spiritualists, 
De Loux and others. In the evening get after them In a brotherly or slster- 
we had a very, good lecture by Mr. ly way; plead for their loyalty; plead 
Becker, a new worker in the field, for their energies'; plead for their 
Messages were, given by the different good thoughts and harmony, and do 
psychics. I am glad to know that not forget that it takes money to 
during my , Illness the meetings were move in the right direction in even 
■well attended. We have good music ■

Mrs. K. A. Springer, secretary, 
writes from Royersford, Pa.; "That 
the Spiritualists of Pennsylvania who 
are interested in the Pennsylvania 
State Spiritualists’ Association, may 
know what is being done, I wish to 
state the Committee on Charter, Con
stitution and -By-laws report progress, 
the work proceeding as ra'pidly as pos
sible, and -we expert .In the near fu
ture to be in a position to grant char- 
térs to local sôciétres desiring them, 
and. also to -accept individual mem
bers, especially thpse who, - have no 
nearby local society. We ■ hope all 
good Spiritualists will see the neces
sity and advantage of uniting with'the 
State Association, and will-give their 
support and aid in every'way, that we 
may have a good, strong organization, 
that will aid in putting the truth of 
Spiritualism before the people, and 
give it thé standing it deserves.” .

Ferd. C, Siihrer writes: “Fully 300 
people attended the services of the' 
Fraternal Order of Spiritualists Sun- 
day afternoon and evening, Mar. 22,- 
and listened with unusually marked 
attention to Brother Barrett, who was 
at his best. Negotiations are under 
way for his engagement next season 
for the F; 0. 0. S. Don't forget the 
Get-together Social ' and luncheon 

■Wednesday evening, Mar. 25, in Atlas 
hall,, 406. Ogden avenue, when the 
gentlemen will show the ladies how 
such affairs should be conducted; An-
other ,-reminder: Our celebration of 
the sixtieth anniversary Sunday, Mar. 
29, an appropriate program taking in 
the entire day.will be rendered. On. 
this occasion.an bld»titae supper will 
be served at 5:3QnLJust tell the folks 
at-home, you won’^ bo..home for 
per and'come prepared to spend 
entire day with us.1-'- A . P,9;. • . ■

sup- 
the

' PASSED-Ti^P^T. LIFE. '

'[Obituaries td’^the'^xtent bl __  
Jines only will he inserted free. All 
in excess bf ten lines'will be charged

ten

to

IMPORTANT. 
' i— . 

To the Spiritualiste of Wisconsin.

Your attention is called to the 
Eighth Annual Convention of the 
State Association, to be held at Port
age, Wis., April 21, 22 and 23, 1908, 
in Elks Hall, which has been secured 
for the occasion. Good music, speak
ers and mediums, both local and out
side, will be present.

Hotel headquarters have been es
tablished at the Planter’s Hotel.

Thomas Grimshaw, from St. Louis, 
Mo., will be the main speaker at all 
public meetings. He Is well known 
for his eloquent lectures everywhere; 
do not fail to come and hear him.

Mrs. Paul Buehler from Minneap
olis, Minn., will be the message bear
er at all public meetings.

The order of convention business 
will be about as follows:

Monday, April, 20, 8 p. m., recep
tion at Elks Hall for the officers, del-

PALMISTRY. By the Zanzlgs. 
Well bound in cloth, gilt top with gilt 
tide stamp; 212 pages; profusely 
illustrated. A mofet valuable, clear 
and complete work on the subject 
Reduced from $1.00 to 50 cents.

SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS, and 
Hoiv to Attain Them. By B. F. 
Austin. New Thought Lessons. 
Beautifully printed aud bound in 
cloth. Helpful in every way. Price 
50 cents.

THE STORY of the Other Wise 
Mau, or the Fourth Wise Man, by 
Henry Van Dyke. .The Man who nev
er reached Bethlehem iu time to see 
the Infant Jesus. Cloth bound. 
Price 60 cents.

"The Attainment of Womanly 
Beauty of Form and Features. The 
Cultivation of Personal Beauty, 
Based on Hygiene and Health Cul
ture. By twenty physicians and spe
cialists. Edited by Albert Turner.” 
Of special interest and value. Price, $1.00.

■ - Right Living." By Susan H. 
Wlxon. The author shows a wise 
practicality in her method of teach
ing the principle of ethics. She il
lustrates her subject with brief nar
ratives and anecdotes, which render 
the book more interesting and more 
eas|l»iljoinpreheuded. It is especial
ly adkm-ed for use iu Children’s Ly
ceum. In the hands of mothers and

Let us send you ON FREE TRIAL a 
$1 pair of Mugic Foot Drafts, the 

great Michigan External Rem
edy, which is curing thous

ands—J ust
SEND YOUR NAME ON A POSTAL 

| Let us cure your Rheumatism (na 
matter where located, how severe, 01 
whether it is chronic, acute, muscular, 
sciatic, lumbago or gout) with out 
powerful yet harmless Magic Fool 
Drafts. They have cured cases of 40 
years' standing where doctors and 
medicines failed.

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 
cured J, Wesley Bennett,Indianapolis, 
Ind., after 25 years’ suffering. Disease 
hereditary, his brother haying died 
with Rheumatism.

Magic Foot Drafts permanently 
cured Mrs. C. Tena Segoin, Auburn, 
N. Y., after ten years of suffering and 
using crutches.

Magic Foot Drafts cured N. F. Bog- 
guss, 326 W. 61st St., Chicago, aftet 
trying six doctors and spending sl^ 
weeks In expensive sanitariums with, 
out relief.

Magic Foot Drafts cured me en« 
tirely. It Is a wonderful thing,'1 
says Rev. J. Holz, Chicago.

Let Magic 
Foot Dratts 
cure you, Sim
ply write for a 
pair to-day—<

to try FREE- You will get them by. 
return mail. If they relieve you, 
send us a dollar, if not, don't send us 
a cent. We trust you for a square 
deal. Don’t delay, but send to-day 
R>r the free trial drafts and also out 
free book which explains clearly why 
they cure so quickly and thoroughly. 
It will cost you nothing to try. Magic 
Foot Draft Co., X012 Oliver Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich. Send no money. 
Write to-day.

BUNDAY MEETINGS IN CHICAGO

The Church ot the Soul, Cora L. V) 
Richmond. Pastor; services in Hall 30( 
Masonic Temple at 11 a. m, Sunda] 
School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Richmond will 
be at home, 3802 Ridge Boulevard, Frl* 
day afternoons, to receive callers.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets al Hall 
309 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. Sup
per served at 6 p. m.

The Students of Nature, Mrs. M> 
Sehumacher, pastor, meets at Van Bu
ren Opera House, corner Madison street 
and California avenue. Service at 7:30 
p. m.

.11

egates and friends.
Tuesday, April 21, 

Ing of delegates and
10 a. m., meet
members at the

• hall for the purpose of introduction; 
and outlining for the convention.

Afternoon, business meeting.
Evening, public meeting.
Wednesday, April 23, morning and 

afternoon, business meeting.
Evening, public meeting.
Thursday, April 23, morning, busi

ness and election of officers.
'Afternoon, public meeting.
Evening, public meeting.
Legislation fo,r this convention will 

be the revising of the Constitution and 
By-Laws; also matters of great im
portance concerning the carrying on 
of active missionary work, the ex
tending the influence and holding up 
of societies, and in short, an active 
work in extending the influence of 
the Assoclaion. Fixing of place for 
next convention. Election of dele
gates to the N. S. A Convention, elec
tion of officers of the State Associa
tion, and questions of vital import
ance.' |

• For further information apply to 
the Secretary,-"Miss Louise G. Loebel, 
3630 Wells street, Milwaukee, Wls.

It is hoped that every member of 
the Association and all friends of the 
cause will be present and add their 
influence to. this convention, to make 
it serve the best, interest to the cause 
of Spiritualism’ and 'Humanity.

GEO. H. BRO.OKS, Pres.
LuUISE G. LOEBEL, Sec’y.

teachers it may be made very use
ful Young and old will be benefit
ed by it. Price, $1.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible 
Chestnuts and Political Pin Points." 
By J. 8. Harrington. A pamphlet 
containing 79 pages of racy reading. 
Price, 25 cents.

■ “The Jesuits." By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.

"How to Train Children and pa. 
rents." Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that In many cases it Is 
the parents that need ths training 
more than the children, and advises 
parents to look to themselves. Twen
ty-five cents could not be better spent 
than In buying the book. Anyone 
that has the care of children should 
read it. Price 25 cents.

■ "The Orthodox Hell, Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Dedicated to Preachers, 

i Missionaries and Churclf Members.
Price, 20 cents.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai 
to Zion, by W. J. Colville. This book 
is full of Instruction and clear, co
gent reasoning. Price, 50 cents.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture ot health and 
spirituality. None can read It 'nith- 
out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.

PHRENOLOGY.
The Power of Self-Formation, De

voted to the science of Human Culture, 
teaching us how to think so we can 
control our thought. Price Cloth, 80 
cents: paper, 50 cents.

“Harmonics of ' Evolution. The 
Philosophy of Individual life. Based 
Upon Natural Science, as Taught by 
Modern Masters of the Law.” By 
Florence Huntley. -A work of deep 
thought, carrying the principles of 
evolution into new fields. Price, 
cloth. ?2.

•‘Handy -Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical terms or phrase. Price, 35cts,

"The Light ot Egypt.” Vol'umt { 
and 2.' An occult library in.ltseli, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge, as 
taught by the Adepts of Hermetic 
Philosophy. Price $2 per volume.

The Fraternal Order of »Spiritualists, 
Dr. Alex Caird, president. Services at 
Hygeia Hail, 406 Ogden ave., at 2:30 
p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 5; Seng service 
6:30; concert, 7; evening, 8.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. .Maggie Waite; meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hull, 434 31st st., con 
Wentworth Avenue.

The Church of Progressive Spiritual
ists, (colored) holds services 
Vernon avenue, every Sunday, 
to 7 ‘p. m. No door fee. All 
Rev. J. H. Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual 
holds services at 8 p. rn. every 
183 E. North avenue, corner

at 3329 
from 4 
Invited,

Society 
Su nday.
Burling

street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager.
Society of the Psychic Forces holds 

services at Wileox Hall, 361 E. 43rd 
street, st 8 p. in., conducted by Isa 
Cleveland.

Services every Sunday evening-, also 
Wednesday evening, at 7:30. Lecture, 
music and messages, 320 Flournoy st. 
Mary B. Hili, pastor.

Spiritual meetings held every Sun-, 
day evening nt 8 p. m„ at 231» Lincoln 
ave., conducted by F. E. Loner.

The Hyde Park Occult Society will 
hold services every Sunday evening, at 
319 E. 55th st. Good mediums in at
tendance.

Biblical Spiritual Society holds meet
ings every Sunday evening at 5Gth st. 
and Madison avenue; conducted by 
Rev. Esther M. Cahoon, and oilier me
diums.

The Universal Occult »Society meets 
at 31st street (old 77) at 3 and 8 p. ni., 
Sundays; meeting conducted by Mrs. 
Maggie Henry. Home address 3103' 
Prairie avenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., sharp, at 43 South Paulina
street., between Washington Houl. and 
Park Ave. Nora E. HID, pastor.

The Roseland Spiritual Culture Club 
holds services in Bock's Hall, 
Michigan avenue, the first and ...... ...
Sundays Jn each month. Good music, 
good speakers and good message-bear
ers are always on hand. Mrs. .1. Long- 
staff, president; residence, 7932 Kings
ton avenue, City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society, 586 
32nd street, holds services every Sun
day evening; also Monday evenings 
and Friday afternoons. Mr. Bunde,- 
pastor: Mrs. Weinlck, medium. No

11526 
third

door fee. Everybody welcome.
The Church of Spiritual Revelation 

holds services, every Sunday evening, 
at 8 p. tn.. 5963 South Halsted St.. The
public cordially Invited. 
Edward Dierkes.

The Light of Trulli.

Conducted by

Mrs.
Pastor. Meets every Sunday
G3rd St. (Hopkins Hall), at

Burlane?, 
nt 528 W. 

2:30 and
8 p. m.; also freo spiritual treatment» 
given between 2 aand 3, also 7 and 8 
p. in. .

Church ot Occult Scientists meets at 
3514 Vincennes avenue, every Sunday; 
developing class, 3 p. m.; lectures and 
messages. 8 p. m. Conway Hall, corner 
Lake street and Western avenue, every 
Thursday; developing class. 3 p. m. 
Lectures and messages, 8 p. m. Mrs. 
W. Brockway, pastor.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT. FATE MASTERED.

andialways good psychics to give spirit 
’messages. All are welcome, tit (old 
77), 31st street meetings.”

Ernest Weltmer writes from Ne
vada, Mo.;.."We want to make engage
ments with, reliable mediums to give 
sedn'ces'ln'bur rooms for, the purpose 
of instruction and investigation; un
der reasonable test conditions. We 
can promise good :. influence, in th®

spiritual matters. Speakers must
live; must wear clothes; must live in 
houses; must travel from place to 
place, and a HtUb . from each—an 
amount .that will-not be missed by 
anyone ono day after its passing. 'Pre
pare for this activity; and.in order to 
keep in touch with each other, get in 
line on The Progressive Thinker list 
of subscribers and correspondents, in 
brief. Make this the medium of the

at the rate, of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.] ,

Passfed to eplriWif® dt his home, 61 
Andrei) street, Wilkesbarre, Pa., Mar. 
11, 1908, Mr. Nhtna’niel Butler, aged 
64 years. He was'-a Highly respected 
citizen, a man of tchberful presence, 
with an unfaltering fajfh in Spiritual
ism. His home was always open to 
Spiritualists. He leaves a wife and 
two daughters, Rosetta and Alice. 
His funeral was largely attended. The 
floral tributes very beautiful..

'. R. B.

‘‘Just How to Wake,the SolarPlex- 
ns.” By Elizabeth' Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 26'cents.

■Uh the World.Celestial," by Dr. T.' 
A. Bland. Interesting, instructivo and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, slice $1.

.Third Course of Illustrated Scientific 
«Lectures'by Prof. W.-M. Lockwood 
aithe’ Spiritual Temple, . Jersey St, 
Corner Prospect Ave., Buffalo, N. 
Y., Commencing ’Friday Evening, 
Mar. 0, and Continuing Five Con
secutive Friday Evenings. '

Lecture 1.—Great Variation in Life 
Principles.’ ; Illustrated by the,elec
trical' illumination ol Geisler’s Vac- 
uum Tubes. ■ . ■ '/ : -

I Lecture 2.—The Affinity of 'Human 
Thought for Matter. ' ScientificanyideL 
monstrated in a variety of ways. s. r 
. Lecture 3.—The Human Dynamo, 
the Most Wonderful Mechanism for. 
the 'Transmission of Telegraphic, 
Telephonic and Telepathic Communi- 
catioiis. Demonstrated with unique 
telephone experiments. •

.Lecture 4.—The Influence of Buf- 
falo Atmosphere on the Health of the 
People. Illustrated by the phenome
na! color illumination of a set of Prof. 
Crookes' wonderful vachum tubes.

Lecture 5.—Tlm-X-Ray and Pene
trative . Character of Human - Con
sciousness in Its Higher Forms of De
velopment. Illustrated by experiments i 
with an X-Ray apparatus and by psy- | 
chometry. -. •- ।

It is universally admitted that Prof. I 
Lockwood has no peer as a lecturer 
and demonstrator of these and anal
ogous principles of natural philosophy 
in. this country, .Those discourses are 
thoroughly cosmopolitan in character, 
and appeal to the intellect,

Fdll course ticket, $1.00; single ad
mission, 25 cents. \ .

! NAME THE BABY,
i Or Give the Charge. A Bong with 
"solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

"The Truthseeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents.

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Th*. J. M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain the interesting features of. it, 
and recommend it to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, ^9 cts.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

: By William B. Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. Thffi 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

From Dream to Vision of Life

And Destiny Fulfilled. By W. J. 
Colville.

A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
in heavy white cover with cat-tail
decoration.

Contents: 
Force. Its 
Thought as

Fate Mastered. Interior
Practical Evolution, 

a Shield. The Human
Aura. For sale at this office. Price 
80 cents.

;H -

Three Remarkablo Books
•Tn» Divine Pedigreo ot Man.” *
•VTho I.ftW of Piyehtc Phenomena.”

Bdentmo Demonstration of the Ta. 
tare Ufo.”

The Divine Pedigree of Man,or tho Testimony 
pt Evolution and Psychology to the Fatherhood 
Of God. By Thompson Jay Hudson, LL. D. A. 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex» ■ 
tstence of the Soul and Future Life. Ills soles- 
tlflo throughout. Price 11.6a Dr. Hudson'* 
work on "The Law of Psyohlo Phenomena" !» 
also valuable. Price, Sl.ba His “SclentlBc 
Demonstration of the Future Life", should w 
tSMbyalL Price 11.KI

. "The Arcana of Spiritualism,'’ 'Ey 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.85.

By Lilian Whiting, Author of (‘The 
World Beautiful," “The Spiritual Sig
nificance," “The Outlook Beautiful," 
etc. '

■ This. book finds Its keynote. In the 
question asked by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury—"The Life Beyond,—what 
it it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting' 
brings, the results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 

’tn“The Life Radiant” and some, of. her 
other books.' It is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader in a certain radiance 
and liberation of new energies. Price

"Wo Aro Passing But OncoThW Way." Song 
and rotrain, by P. o. Hudson; prlcw 25 con la

"Satisfied." A rovorlo. ' By A. J Maxham.
Price 26 cents. '

"The Light of Reason." English and Gorman 
words: -sung to tho tuno of "Load. Kindly 
Light." price 25 Cents.

What All the World’s a-Seekhig
BALPH WALDO TBIXE. ’i

Each Ib bufldlOB bl> -world from irlthln; tbdutbtül 
thé builder; for tboufbu Oro iorceB,—iiibtlo, vital, . - 
IrreitBtlblc. omnipot«nt,-4ma aboordlnk atuaed da ■ 
maybrlrn power or Impotence, peaoo or pala,auoc^o 
or roll tiro.-. From Title-page.

The above books aro beautlfnllf bound In Rrav-bToan . 
railed cloth,atampod In deep old-preen and sold, trtlA - 
Instep. Price,41.15, For MloutUsaao* Ft . '■r

«K

help.make.lt
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ER&
This department is under the man

agement of
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

k

< NOTEI—The Questions and Answers | 
J havu called forth such a host ot re- 
/ spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
I tng compels tlie answers to be made in 
\ the most condensed form, and often ■ 
S clearness Is perhaps saerliiced to this 

forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
tertlve, which of all things is to be 
deprecated. Correspondents often wea
ry with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of 
inquiry. The supply of matter is al
ways several weeks ahead of space 
given, and hence there is unavoidable 
delay. Everyone has to wait his time 
and place, and all are treated with 
equal favor.NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Ifull name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published. The 

( correspondence of this department has 
\ become excessively large, especially 
•letters of inquiry requesting private 
( answers, and while I freely give whatr 
/ ever information I am able, the ordi- 
/ nary courtesy of correspondents 1b ex- 
' peeted. HUDSON TUTTLE.

\ >

Dayton Bowers:—Q,r—a . sat» 
of money burled by persons, long: since 
dead, be obtained and trustworthy ad
vice on the subject be given by spirits?

A.—'Perhaps, than this, no question 
. js more often repeated. To the quea- 
\ tioners it would seem the truth and 
i Importance of Spritualism rests on an 

\affirmative answer. There have been 
instances where spirits HAVING 

RIGHT to give such.information 
have given it to those in whom they 
had deep interest, and desire to ben
efit. As a general statement, consult
ation of spirits on this and kindred 
business subjects has met disappoint

'A.—All representations are en
tirely Imaginary. Of that temple 
with its foundations and massive ma
sonry, not a vestige remains! Its 
site is pointed out with the authority 
that may ba ascribed to the “tomb of 
Adam." As described in ilia Bible, 
it was an impossible structure, quite 
as much so as the ark, a craft that, 
if built to-day, could not get insured 
as a /narine risk, at any price.

Q.—I am told by a Lutheran minis
ter that the Holy Ghost was intro
duced into the trinity at the council 
of Nice in 1400 by a majority of one 
vote. Is this true?

A.—It is almost too absurdly un
true to require contradiction. The 
council of Nice which gathered to 
settle the question of the trinity or 
unity of God which was rending the 
church did not have the Holy Ghost 
to trouble It for that received atten
tion of the council ,of Constantinople, 
A. D. 381.

The doctrine of the trinity existed 
thousands of years before these 
councils, or the advent of Christ and 
the . Holy Ghost—the spirit—the 
word,. the Logos, were associated as 
the Father,

Arthur E. Wilmot.—Q.—In an 
“anti-infidel” pamphlet, “Will the 
Old Book Stand,” T find the following 
in regard to the death of Thomas 
Paine, written by Mrs, Mary Benja
min:

“I was invited by a distant connec- 
. tion * * * to go and see T. Paine

I“

«
Ì

THB FROORBSSIVB THINKER

The Arcana of Natte.
nJ in

All are but parts of one stupendous whole w ; s’> 
Whose body Nature is and God the soul.” ' '

Live not the stars and mountains, are the w$yestl
Without a spirit, are the dripping caves, lir. 
Without a feeliug in their silent tears.” ' ¡11 i

□1 
.in 
it

Nature is the existing system of things, the aggregate,of ftye known 

causes and effects, the world of matter aud of mind. ■ "
From this definition it may be assumed that nature, so far as the 

finite mind can comprehend, .contains the power and potency of all 
things. Nature fills the entire sphere of tlie knowable; h^r laws hold 
sway from star dust to man; her endless diversity, of forms and vari
ous gradation of force, held the keys to all the mysteries ensphering

bu hls death-bed. * * .* The scene 
to me . was appalling, and I wished to 
leave at once. I remember him as he 
Igy, his head -near and . close to the 
door we entered, hie glaring, rolling 
eyes, uttering Imprecations apparent
ly in agony of. body and mind, his 
screams could be heard at a great dis
tance. As I shrank back they said 
(there were many there) he called on 
Jepus Christ for mercy, and next blas
phemed."

A.;—From the Life of Thomas

ment.
A similar question might pertinent

ly be asked: Can a lost treasure be 
discovered and its location told by 
world's people? If there is a burled 
treasure and a person knowing of it 
could be found, he might give the in
formation. More, perhaps, he would 
consider the secret bis own. There 
is more probability of a mortal taken 
by chance from a crowd, knowing of 
a certain “lost treasure," than of a 
spirit. If the latter knew he might 
not desire to give it over to the treas
ure hunter. If he did not, It would 
be robbery for another to reveal the 
secret. Communications on such sub
jects are NOT “trustworthy.” On the 
Contrary, they are Invariably, if not 
fraudulent, from spirit intelligences 
vylio delight in the credulity of their

Paine we take the following:
• “Mr. Paine suffered greatly during 

his last Illness (.dropsy, attended with 
cough and constant vomiting), yet 
his mental faculties remained unim- 
palred to the last On the 8th of 
June, 1809, apout nine o'clock in the 
forenoon, be expired, almost without 
a struggle.” '

This death-bed scene has been re
peated so many times by thé orthodox 
ministers, they probably begin to be
lieve it true, and place confidence in 
this unknown Mary who was so op
portunely present, where no one was 
allowed to come! It is a lie of the 
same character as that published in a 
tract by the American Tract Society, 
wherein the story is told how Paine 
sent the MS. of “The Agq of-Reason" 
to Benjamin Franklin for his opinion. 
Franklin wrote: "I would advise you

;

dtipes.
/We will suppose a treasure seeker 

visits a "business medium,” one who 1 
is able to "find lost treasures," and 
puts his question. It spirits can give 
him the desired Information? Can 
he, for a moment, believe that out 
of the infinitude of the spirit-world, 
the one spirit who can inform him will 
come, that the medium may gather a 
paltry fee? There are—taking the 
medium as genuine—waiting spirits 
who will .readily answer, echoing the 
thoughts’of the, seeker, and tell him 
just what ho desires to be given in re
sponse.

If such knowledge Is to be gained, 
it must be from spirits possessed of 
it, and willing to communicate it. 
Just, plain, common sense ought to' 
tell any one that a medium who re
ceived such Important messages would 

. not impart them for a fee, or if he 
could get valuable business informa
tion, he would with such aid, become 
Independent of fee-taking.

Mrs. J. V. Smith:—How do 
account for the failure ot the 
made by Mr. M. F. Cummins

you 
tests 
(see

admits this fact when he'says: “There is something in nature I will । 
not call he, she, or it.” ’

Viscount Amberly in his book, “The Analysis of Religious Belief,” 
says: “The unphilosophical materialism which I contend against is 
that which confounds the two orders of phenomena, physical and 
mental, under one idea, that of matter; in this philosophy matter is 
supposed to be the parent of mind.” t

i Another distinguished author says: “The indivisible cannot be 
| matter. Atoms and forces are acts of will, matter is in fact resolved

the finite mind.
Nature is our mother; the billowy waves of her. life.forces surge 

through the channels of. our being; her laws have evolved the forms 
through which we find expression, and her inexhaustible storehouse 
supplies all necessities.' : Í

The human mind has dropped its plummet into tlie deepest depths,' 
and winged its flight to loftiest heights; it has familiarized itself with 
the infinitely small and infinitely great; its sails.have whitened the 
most unfrequented seas of thought, and yet, all of its' trophies are 
brought from nature’s realm. The botanist, the chemist, and the 
physicist all assert that the facts in their several sciences, are fads in 
nature. Professor TyndalL says: “Matter contains the power and 
potency of all things.” ¡My. Herbert Spencer writes of the unknowa
ble but not of the-supernatural. Professor Von Hartmtiti treats of the 
unconscious in nature. So around, above and within ¿is found the 
incomprehensible but not tlie supernatural. For although it is possi
ble to lift the silken fringes of the curtain hanging betwbgh the sensu
ous and the supersensuous, the human and the superhuman, yet be
yond the shining folds nature rules as she rules in the outer courts 

of her vast domain.
-Nature has her exoteric and her esoteric truths. The former 

through forms, colors, and sounds, appeals more directly to the phys-' 
ical senses, and may be more easily cognized. The latter relate to her 
arcane or secret principles. The most powerful microscope fails to 
reveal them. The spectroscope, through which the tremendous rays 
of light bring revelations from distant stars, brings no tidihgs of them. 
They lie securely concealed in the profound depths of natural being, 
only to be discovered and comprehended by the few who have brave- 

( ly faced the most abstruse problems, students whom no difficulties 
, could intimidate, those who have learned to listen for the voice that 
' is still, and to perceive much that lies beyond the range'of physical

not to attempt unchaining the tiger, 
but to burn the piece before it is seen 
by any other person! If men are bo 
wicked with religion, what will they 
be without it?"

The first part of the “Age of Rea
son was written In 1793, and Frank
lin died in 1790. Hence he must 
have read the MS. and written this 
advice at least three years after his 
death! But that is no obstacle for an 
orthodox lie. The lie Is too good 
stock in the trade of scaring people 
into the church to be discarded be
cause repeatedly proven false.

If Pqinpv.Ilved to-day;he would find 
no dlfflcqlty in being taken Into the 
Unitarian ranks, or the Universallsts. 
He was a deist, not an atheist, and no 
more than what now passes as a 
liberal. After the great work he had 
done for the freedom of the colonies, 
it is strange that he should have re
ceived such atrocious treatment from 
vindictive hatred. The spirit ot big
otry and intolerance can scarcely be 
appreciated by liberal minds of the 
present. A slight reflection of it ap
pears in the snap shot our President 
takes of calling him “A filthy little
atheist, 
citizen’

FUBLIGfiTIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Progressive Thinker) of spirits to 
produce facts.not held in the minds of 
the living?
; A.—In law negative evidence is not 

•• eceived against positive. A thousand 
. Utnesses might testify they did not 
y>ee an act done, and their evidence 
¿would be overbalanced by that of one 
who did.

Mr. Cummins did not receive 
the tests he wanted. It only' 
proves that he unfortunately 
did not have the . means at 
hand, or perhaps in his personality 
made such tests impossible. Volumes 
might be filled with Instances where 
such information has been given. Re
cently Sir Oliver Lodge, peer of any 
scientist in England, maintains that 
he has this evidence gained by the 
most crucial of all tests, that of cross

into will and idea. ” .
In accepting this conclusion the student does not become an ideal

ist,’for as one of the sevenfold differentiations of the Absolute; matter1 
is to the finite mind a reality. Thus it will be seen that the study of 
matter prepared the way for the better understanding óf natufe’s 
esoteric truths; but the vastness of the material unverse, its■ beauty 
and sublimity, are of less interest than the destiny of humanity and 
an answer to the ever recurring questions, “What Am I?" “Whence 
Came I?" and “Whither-Do I Tend?” _ .

Forms perish. Every living form in the world to-day is'each 
moment hastening towards the inevitable. What is the result of the 
of the disintegration of the human form? After death, what? These 
questions have been asked by the brightest intellects of the. ages,-and 
are to-day still wrung from agonized hearts, breathed in ig'apj And 
sobbed in prayer. One reason why to the majority of individuals 
this question remains so long.unanswered is, that they are top com
pletely absorbed in'their material environments to heed the .voice 
crying: , “Seeli;.an(i yp shall find, knock and it shall be opened,ùnto 
you.” To understand the dawn of the external expression of in- 
dividah conscious existence is to comprehend one of the most pro
found mysteries. It je to stand in a blaze of light illumining the past 
and projecting its rays into the broad avenues of the future. She 
who has received this light is calm and serene, she knows the night 
will tie followed by the day, that beyond the darkest valley stand the 
ever green mountains of lifé, She can understandingly repeat the 
thought of an ancient teacher:

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 
Manual of Spiritual Selene« and I'hll- 
esophy. Price, 91.201 pontage, 10 et«.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE GOD and 
ChrUt Idea*. Price, dl.SSl posing« 
10 «ent«.

EMA ROOD TUTTLE. .
THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

For the use ot .Societies, Lyceum», 
Bunday Schools and the Home, A man
ual or physical. Intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection ot 
Musto and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, . 
Funeral Services, Programs tor Sessions. 
Parliamentary Rules, Instructions tor 
organizing and conducting Lyceum«, In
structions tn Physical Culture. " Calis
thenics and Marching; Bunners, Stand
ards, tha Band of Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ-. 
Ised and conducted without other assist
ance. Price, 60 cents, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

the author’s best poems, embracing a 
wide range ot subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They art 
admirably adapted tor recitations. Tha 
book also contains five songs, with mu- 
aio by the eminent composer, James G. 
Clark. 260 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait ot author. Price $1.00, post
paid.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS AND OTHEUt
OFFERINGS. __

“Never the spirit was born; the spirit shall cease to be never. 
Never was a time it was not; end and beginning are dreams.

Birthless and deathless and changeless remaineth the spirit forever, 
Death hath not touched it at all, dead though the house of it seems. ’ ’

vision.To realize that forms are but the fleeting drapery of realities lying j 
beyond, only outward expressions of interior realities; that all florins 
perish, is to create a desire for knowledge of the permanent; a wish 
to look deeper into nature for the cause underlying effects f to study 
the substance from which forms are evolved, and'then atoms, forces 
and cells become the subject of inquiry.

What are atoms, what their shape and law of motion? Are they 
¡ too effects of a more interior cause ? . ;la ,

Professor Faraday says: “We know nothing of atoms.M
Atfield’s Chemistry says: “Atoms are centers of force ©Penormous 

power.” ’ 10 ,!b
Professor Babbitt, in his work on Principles of In^ an’d Colors, 

says: “Atoms are the primary and indivisible particles pf things. 
We cannot understand the exact nature of the simplestvobjeet without 
apprehending its atomic constitution.” -!w <

After treating exhaustively of the form and unity* of' jitorns he 
writes: “Atoms are but vehicles through which flow-ctherfj of vari
ous gradations.” Continuing, he says: ‘‘While delving,dn the cruder 
elements of matter, the interior lightning which gives' it jfotentiality 
eludes the grasp of many scientific men, because the^’ have sought 
the outward body of things, and failed to,grasp the .ityV^jible sbiil 
of things. Such scientists have failed to, arrive at tHoi fundamental 
laws of any style of power. Ask them why the atoms'hi'» silver dol
lar cling together with such tremendous tenacity. They ’will answer, 
cohesion. But when forms decay where is cohesion? Put a piece of 
zinc into sulphuric acid and it is torn tp pieces. If this is accom
plished by chemical affinity, what is the law of chemical affinity? Here 
the scientific world comes to a halt.” - .

Dr. Atfield says, “Chemical affinity, like other forces, cannot be 
described, for like them it is known only by its effects.”

•Professor Hunt writes: “We have scarcely arrived at any satis
factory knowledge of the powers regulating the internal conditions of

I To say that man is composed of soul and body gives but little 
\ understanding of his true nature. The ancient sages of the East 
taught the sevenfold division of the macrocosm, and Esoteric Budd
hism emphasizes the seven principles or natural qualities of man. 
Time and application are required to become familiar with these 
various^qualities, yet no explanation of the science of life or the 
destiny of the age can be complete without this knowledge. Soul and 
spirit are not synonymous terms; the word soul has been understood 
as representing the imperishable and most important part of the 
human organism, and yet it has been the least understood of any word 
in the English language. Soul is the fluidic form ensphering the outer 
body; it is composed of substance of much finer texture than the ma
terial body. In the kingdom of Nature, soul is the type or model. A 
philosophical writer says: “The prototype of all forms exists in the

Tbla volume is dedicated: “To thoB* 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
ot Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers Is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way ela
tion on the journey thither.” It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part ot the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in her most 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
illustrations, among which are likeness- 
sb of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound in blue, with silver em
bossing. Price. 81.00, prepaid.
ANGELL PH1ZE-EONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
. To Advance Humane Education.—For 
u«« In entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, or in
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this: Some large church 
or public hall Is secured; several socie
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citlsens act as tho 
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, f pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Prme. 25 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights.O.

Astral Light, which is the universal soul. When a form conies into 
existence on the physical plane, its growth is a process by which some
thing that already existed becomes visible or a lower state of vibra- . 
tions of the same elements. This something is the idea of the form.” ।

Excellent Books
- Nothing equals a good book as a 
gift. It is better than gold or dla-

It will be observed that the model existing prior to the material body monds. When the book is once read, 
is here spoken of as tlie idea, the same term used by Professor Hartman away^omkyourX™^^^^ 
in his explanation of the reality beyond external matter. Other writ- tl10 memory/ The following books
ers refer to the model here spoken of as the perispirit. When, in con- will make beautiful as well as in-
nection with the body, it is referred to as the astral body, or fluidic structive presents:
form, after the death of the body, it is termed Singa Sharira, a Sap- ferings,"° A cho!°cT8coa'ectlouieor po-
scrit word, meaning the design body. In making a study of this sub1 ems on everyday subjects, ny Emma
jeet, the next step would be to understand the relation existing be- R'.™' Poems of

i tween the astral and the earthly body. It would be learned that the ^e heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price
sevenfold classification is divided into the immortal Triad and the $i.oo.

Paine was an “undesirable
-that Is to the ultra ortho-

dox, though it has been said hie pen 
did ae much to free this country as 
the sword of Washington.

It would not be wise, however, to 
have a clique or clan in this country 
decide whether or not certain other 
citizens were “desirable."

THE MORTAL GREAT INCLINE.

matter.”
Electricity has been explained as a vibration of polarized atoms. 

Now the question is, what polarized them? Natural law has beeh 
referred to as a tendency of matter to move in certain directions. 
But whence the tendency?’ It was no doubt these .perplexities that 
caused John Stuart MiÙ to denominate matter a “permanent possi-

Why cannot mankind be brothers and 
be; sisters :ev^ry day,

As they .float along together o'er this 
earth -life's, Ocean-way?

Why should not we all be angels,—as 
in souls we are divine,

And are gliding on together down the 
mortal Great Incline? ’

communications, from the spirit 
through different mediums, a com
munication being commenced by one 
medium, continued by another, and 
finished by a third. The mediums did 
not confer with each other, yet the 
communications were continuous and 
characteristic.

Q.—Dr. Peebles, In a lecture, said 
Jerusalem had been captured sixteen 
times. Is this true?

A.—Jerusalem at Its first mention 
j was a city of the Jebusites, and was 
'vpartlally captured by the Israelites 
Boon after the death of Joshua. Its 
¿omplete conquest was made by King 
David, who made it his capital. Its 
next capture was made by Joash, 
Idraelltish king. It was captured and 
destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar B. C. 
586. It was held by the Persians, was 
taken by a trick by the Egyptians. 
Then it came under ' Greek control. 
The Jews revolted and held the city. 
It Is captured by Pompey and made 
tributary to Rome B. C. 63. Anti- 
gonus seized it, and was stormed and 
taken by Herod. After Ilfs death 
Judea became a Roman province. It 
rebelled and was destroyed by Titus. 

. There was rebellion, and Hadrian 
completed the destruction. The’ Per
sian Cashroes captured it in 614, de
stroying the churches. Heraclius, 
■the Greek emperor, conquered the

Why should not we give the hand
clasp to our brothers, weak and 
down, ■

When beneath the surging billows we 
are liable to drown?

Why not buoy him with true courage 
and thus make his spirit shine, 

As we glide along together down the 
mortal Great Incline?

bility of sensation."
But it is not strange that those who have not looked beyond the 

outer veil of matte? fail to comprehend it as the expression of a more 
interior reality. To such thinkers sensation appears to be^erived from 
non-sentient matter. Conscious individual existence, to emerge from a 
night of impenetrable gloom, exist for a moment in the sunlight and 
shadows of earth, then, become absorbed in the dynamic forces of the 
univefse. They hold that consciousness is derived from unconscious
ness,1 that spirit is but the manifestation of material forces; individ
uality, but a combination of material atoms and physical forces, and 
when the form disintegrates individuality is lost. To them death is 
more potent than life. It is'the king who sits triumphantly upon the 
throne of the universe. But those who have penetrated deeper into 
the Arcana of Nature’, understand the sublime truth embodied in the 
words, “There is no deafh.”

?
None can be an angel 'ever in some 

other, higher sphere,
If the angel is not In him and propel

ling him right here.
No one need to feel important when 

he hears a brother whine,
For they must pass on together down 

the mortal Great Incline.

None .ean mita it, lest too early he 
may sink/beneath a wave;

But e’en'then" he finds ’ the. doorway 
to thè same, old timely grave, . • 

And in passing o’er the landing must 
I observé the wise design
I In ALL gliding on together down'the

mortal Great. Incline.

We may struggle to be youthful 
the form as well as soul,. ■'

But we find the finger imprint^ 
old Time's eternal roll, <

in

of
InMarking somewhere on the- mortal 

1 the furrows coarse and fine, 
That we,'too, ; .are passing onward,, 

down-, the mortal Great Incline.,

Persians, and re-established the 
Christian Inhabitants. In 687 It was 
taken by the Mohammedans. In 1099 
it was taken by the Crusaders. In 
1187 It was recaptured, and three, 
times afterward was taken by the 
Christians and again by the Moslems, 
until 1517 It became subject to Se
lim, coiXiucror of Egypt, and has 
since remained in possession, of the i 
Sultan to this day. ■ '

Q.—Are there, any authentic ,repro- • 
floatations of the-wondorful temple of; 
•’olomon?

It is grand old Nature’s edict; It !ö 
■ evolution’s plan,

To move on in endless cycles, disre-
' ' garding mortal man,
Who, - ä, little, helpless creature, is 

. compelled ’to fall In Une, '
And mUVe on like other driftwood 

i down the mortal Great Incline.
‘ •"•••■■? 1 DR. T. WILKINS.. s; .- .. it •

“The eye that shuts in a dying hour
, Will open- next in bliss,
' ' The welcome will^ound in the heavenly world 

Ere the farewell is hushed, in this.” '

' 4 Ethers.

quaternary or mortal four. The latter consist of desire, life princi- . i a i x i i » i í i itiuu uhv, uy xuivUuur irrivo
pie, astral body and physical body. Í1.00.

A thinker, writing upon this subject, thus expresses himself: “The Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
quaternary or lower man is a product of cosmic or-physical laws and Prlc®. ^.U00’ eactl: “ Poem®, Pns'
substance. It has been evolved during a lapse of ages, hke any other of j.0WeP(.. “Kingdom of Love and
physical thing, from cosmic substance, and is therefore subject to Other Poems." She is one ot tho 
physical physiological and psychical laws which govern the race of 
man as a whole.” , book, compiled from the poetical and

A new world is here opened for investigation for the physical part prose writings of Ella Wheeler WI1- 
-of man’s nature is found to extend to a second department. ^“Bteations pre-

Leaving this point for the present, your attention is called to the $i.oo.
real man, Atma-Buddhi-Manas, or Spirit and Mind. This immortal “Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
part must always use form through which tc,.express itself; it is, never by Carlyle Petersilea.
unconscious, its existence means consciousness, that is consciousness “Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
on varied planes; or, states of being. In speaking of Atma as the Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
higher self, a late .writer says: “Atma must be regarded as the most story of the earth life, and the subse- 
abstract part of man’s nature, the breath which needs a body-for its cloth $li2. U& eX 8 enC6' r C8’ 
manifestations.” “The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful-'

The limits of-this paper will not permit an analysis of the immor- pxPerlence- Told
tai self, the spark of divine life, the living flame from the Central j. k Funk. Price ii.eo.
Fire, but the distinction between the higher self and the astral form “Universal Spiritualism.” 
Rhniild net he foriroftpn a view of Spiritualism fromsnouia not De rorgotten liest time, and in all nations.

In reasoning upon the continuity of life it becomes necessary to j. Colville. Price 61.00.
locate the higher principles manifesting through the physical sense, “The Pathway of the Human Spir- 
and to understand whether they inhere in the outer body, the astral ,t’’ it leave the Human Body 
form, or the higher self. If they are found to originate in the ex- peebies. Price 75 cents; postage 12c. 
ternal, and to be dependent upon the physical sense for their expres- “This Mystical Life or Ours." Se
sión, they may be dispersed when the body, no longer capable of giy- ^“Vrta“ lor eVery“ week M 
ing them expression, ceases to live, but it able to demonstrate their year. chOsen by himself. Price $1.10. 
independence of the physical senses, the probability is that they inhere “What AH the World’s A-Seeking.” 
in the astral -form, or a still finer and more ethereal substance. ' By„?alS^ Waldo Trine. Price Í1.25.

Sight and hearing certainly are not limited to the physical senses, earnest and sincere work, in the au-

Giving 
the ear-

By W.

Democritus speaks of minute atoms in swift motion, which by their 
smallness and rapidity were able to penetrate the hardest bodies, in
dicating he had d corrreet.iidea of ethereal fluids; -but there is some
thing back, of ethers, something that keeps them in perpetual motion. 
For like atoms-through which they pass they must be’vitalized.. The 
ethers are'so numerous and varied that time permit?;ibut the men
tion of a few of these finer forces found in the inner vestibifles of the 
great temple of nature. The Cosmie ether is the mbdiutii’for com- 
munnicating waves of light; over it pass the solar ana st%^ar forces, 

i the different grades of electricity, heat and -other forces. A scientific 
writers mentions “thermal,, ether constituting the coarseFgrades - of 
heat; electro ether, the element of frictional elect^ii^f chemico ! 
ether, the lower grade of chemical Jforce; magneto eth§r, usqd in mag
netic electricity; odylo ether, the basic fluid of odic light and force; 
psycho ether used in connection with mental action.”’7

. A knowledge of ethers and its various gradationgpof.-JtJght, heat, 
color and sound suggest the presence in nature of a factor mere potent 
and totally unlike the prevailing idea of matter; thusiby tHcing mat
ter to its higher, plane we arrive at its hyper-physicaFba^ will and 
idea. - Ancient’philosophers taught that -phenomena; ¿pttljg essential 

■ ‘nature or' body of matter, was seen; that mind wasjihe 'intelligent 
part outlie cosmos,-that.real or primordial matter is MWayiVinvisible. 
Professor Von Hartman, in his work “Philosophy of the’Unconscious,” 
writes: “The spiritual cause is will, in union with idea, the idea of 
the material event which is to be brought about.” -

for during natural sleep we see and hear, suffer and enjoy. The som- thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo 
nambulist, with every sense securely locked in sleep, walks fearlessly Trl.^an ^feibte and Invisible.” By 
and safely in places that no one would venture upon when awake, and c. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
not only has he clearer vision than when in possession of his outward .colored Illustrations of the Aura of 
senses, but he also writes essays, composes poems, and solves mathe- voyant^Prire $2 50 8een by & Clalr" 
matical problems. This is but a fraction of the proofs available in “The other side of Death," Treat- 
demonstrating that the physical senses are but channels through which ing of Life, Death andt>IFinl?ît?I!ty‘ 
the higher s^lf manifests, but-they are sufficient to indicate lines, of By,gome Glimpses8^ Occultism, An- 
thought which can.be followed by the investigator. . ^ient and Modern." By C. W. Lead-

. All who have given attention to the subject of transcorporal action ^^pfjciJj’LighVor Continuity of 
of spirit, understand there are other planes than the external upon and Life.” ’ By Maud Lord

- - Drake. Price $1.50.
“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 

Truth." A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock-

which the conscious ego can act. There is positive proof of the exist-
ence of the astral form, and that under certain conditions, the ego 
can project it some distance from the living body; that upon such 
.occasions it has manifested intelligence and affection. There is also 
evidence-that the Linga Shavira survives the death of the outer body. 
Is that survival permanent? Can immortality be predicated upon it? 
If not, has not nature 'power. to evolve other femis? It has been 
said, “The ego is.infinite in its origin, and could no^be limited in its 
destiny.” -Even while in mortal form, there are faculties, and an 
interior life, that cannot possibly be measured while upon this: plane 

. of matter. Human existence can be no more a measure of the higher 
| life than a'leaf is the full measure of a majestic oak, but to-day all 
| who will may lift the outer veil of master ahd know:

San Jose, Cal.

“There is a beautiful sphere not far away 
With its shore of emerald green; -

Where rise the beautiful hills of day, 
From meadows of amber-hued sheen;

There1 beautiful flowers forever blow
With beautiful names that ye. do not know.”

NETTIE P. FOX.

MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In-

Success and Happiness and How to 
i Obtain and Retain Them. A series Of 

26 lecturee ln whlch Is included “Hap- 
.piness as‘a Fin«’' Art"' Price, 25 
cents. . ■ ' ■ " " ■

J The order and mathematical precision noticeable upon the various 
planes of matter, for instance in the evolution of fonns; the laws of 
■light and the exact, combination of gases, as hydrogen and oxygen in 
proportions thnt'never vary in the dew drop, the rain, or the mountain 
torrent, indicate the existence in nature of something higher than mat- 
ter, greater than force, and grander than law. Professor Tyndall

■Btructlons with reference to the use tian'» 
of'Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as. to the De- ■ “• 
veloppient ot the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde
veloped. To which; is adfled an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By Daniel 
■W. Hull, H. D„ M. H. Price 25 
Wta. ,

'4

wood. Price $1.00.
“In the World Celestial." A Spir-. , 

ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. . 
Price $1.00.
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The
ology,” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 90ft 
pages are indispensable to the student, 

..and. no Horary is complete without
them. Price $5.00.. ■

“The Bible." By John E. Rems- 
burg. Its Authenticity, credibility.

! and morality. A large book for 
! $1.25. .1. “Six Historic Americans.” By 
! John E. Remsburg. Just the book
for'boys-and girls. - Price $1.25.

। “The Evolution ot Mon." By. Ernst 
I Haeckel. Price $1.00; postage 200.

4

MOLLIE FANCHER,
' Tho Brooklyn Enigma.

r AnWithenttc Btatement ot facts tn the Ittaotji . ' ' 7“ t , O«»«nuuuw V; l<miu VMW »»w w
"A snort History ot tlie ’lnquisl- ' Muy J. Fancher, the psychological marvel at 
— •• Whnt Tt Wm »hi’ : u i the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable tertfe wnat it was ana .wnat It monyot many witnesses. By Abram H. Dail», 

To .which Is appended nn Ac- With illustrations. Price, cloth, u.so. _ .j
count of Persecution^ by Protestants, 
Persecutions of Witches, The War ’Be-
tween Religion and Science, and the 
Attitude -ot the American Churches
Toward African Slavery. Fully illus
trated. Price, $2.00.

WTAIMLUjlllUU book, Its commentzrlM. 
icuci'lug". .poetry; mid iBgendl. Also litlof ' 
tkeleMM of t he invìi who muda and commentali 
UÿouU. Uy il l’ohm”. 859 pp. Prion.ciotti;U
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I-V A LIFE FORCE PROVED! ENERGETIC WORK.

MATERIALISM REFUTED!

' In the following work: ‘

VITALITY, FASTING AND NUTRITION

K A Physiological Study, of the Curative Power of Fast

ing, Together With a New Theory of the 
Relation of Food to Human Vitality.

BY HBBBWABB CAHHINGTON’, Mem
ber of the Council of the American In
stitute for Scientific Research. Member 
of the Society for Psychical Research, 
London; Author of "The Physical 
Phenomena of Spiritualism,” etc., with 
an Introduction by

A. RABAGLIATI, M. A,, M. D., F. R. C. S. 
Hon.Gynaecologist, and Late Senior 
Hoh. Surgeon, Bratford Royal Infirm
ary; Consulting Surgeon to Bingley 
Hospital, to' Bratford Children's Hos
pital, and to the Bradford Home for 
Cancer and.Incurables, etc.

Modern Science, says that vitality and 
life are derived from our dally food. 
This work proves conclusively this to be 
erroneous,- and shows that a life force 
exists in all of us!

' SCIENCE HAS PH OVED A SOUL!
An extensive work of more than 700 

pages, of intense interest to all our 
readers . Just out.- Price, Cloth, illus
trated. 15,00 net. Address all orders to

REBMAN COMPANY., 
Department P. T., 1123 Broadway, N. Y.

The Church and Future Life.
IK

»
An Admirable Letter to an Orthodox Editor, 

and His Reply.

!Ä'

• ;:®he following communication was 
addressed to The Interior, a Presby-

• terian paper published in Chicago, by 
Dr. H. V, Swerlngen, of Forf Wayne/ 
Ind. It was rejected and returned to 
him with the editor's letter, which

, follow«:

i • To the 
Would it

The Future Life. ;
Editor of The Interior: 
not be well for the church

to define its position in regard to a 
future life somewhat more positively 
than it has yet done, considering the 
recent researches of scientific invests 
gators in this field of inquiry? Fbr 
some unaccountable reason the church 
has preferred to indulge and* preach 
the “hope” of a life after death, 
rather than to assert the same as an 
absolute theological and scientific 
truth demonstrated by certain genu
ine phenomena of the present day 
supported by ancient phenomena of a 
like character as recorded in the Bi
ble.

I ask this question because of the
fact that the young men of the
church are being led astray along the 
Jines of materialism, agnosticism and 

. -rationalism. A prominent wealthy 
. man of this city who was reared in 

the Presbyterian church and who had 
a brother who was a prominent 
preacher in it, recently purchased, it 
is said, a number of extra copies of 
Haeckel’s "Riddle of the Universe” 
■for free distribution among his friends 
and acquaintances. Haeckel, as is 
well known, is a rank materialist and 

"teaches accordingly, that death is ab
solutely the end of human life.

The fact cannot be denied that the 
young pien of all churches are reading 
literature that Is calculated to crush

church ’has -too-Icing remained, neu
tral, unconcerned and uninterested in 
establishing as a scientific as well as 
a theological Jrntli the continuity o.f 
life .after death,■ thus allowing its 
ypupgey membership to indulge a 
waning-"hope” of immortality or to 
jojn'-the ranks of materialists if . lt so 
desire." :

The book to which- the Rev. Dr. 
Mackay refers is entitled “Human 
Personality and Its Survival of Bodily 
Death”; and not “The Immortality of 
the Soul" afi he quotes it. We find, 
hpweyer, in his cpmments upnn the 
subject of which it treats,- the key to 
the church’s lack of- Interest in it, 
and the reason why it is so indifferent 
about t{iq younger generations of‘its 
membership .absorbing the doctrines 
of materialism and agnosticism. He 
thus writes: • - ■ ■ ■

"The. hope of immortality will never 
be more than.a hope, and faith in it 
must rest rather.in the region of the 
affections than in that of the intel
lect. » » »

“If the. certainty of "the future life 
were revealed so clearly and definitely 
that doubt would be impossible, that- 
knowledge would not only cheapen, 
but degrade the nobler side of life."

It is unnecessary to say that as long 
as this idea is promulgated by the 
Christian church, so long will its

Catherine -McFarlin Doing Missionary 
Work in Wisconsin.

Union) Center, Wis., is becoming a 
popular center for the propagation of 
Spiritualism of late, especially since 
the entertainment and lecture given 
there recently for the benefit of the 
Causa in Wisconsin.-

There was such a commotion raised 
by the article or letter from your cor
respondent giving the account ot the 
struggle of Mrs. Barge in getting an 
the entertainment that the agent at 
the depot became interested and took 
a .hand in the dissemination of the 
truth by sending for copies of The 
Progressive Thinker and distributing 
them arouud the town and also by 
sending one to the priest that con
tained the letter of the writer, in con
sequence of which the priest felt it his' 
duty to read the same in his church 
on Sunday, besides, as the writer un
derstood, also read the article upon 
“Pope Pius on Modernism.” It caused 
so much of an agitation, no doubt it 
started some of the good people to! 
thinking, and no doubt in tifiie they 
will he .piloted into, larger and 
broader channels of. thought.

We are like "Banqub’s Ghost,” 
every time we are struck we bob pp 
serenely, and therefore I bobbed up 
on the scene again Mar. 9 and deliv
ered two moie lectures. '

The'first night the audience was 
small but attentive and orderly—show
ing they ytere interested and well bred, 
though one gentleman whose thought 
and’ experience in spiritual matters 
was limited, was heard to remark that 
he thought, some of the phenomenal 
reports of the speaker sounded flshy. 

. We jorglye him, knowing he liad not 
’wholly, shed .the scales from his eyes.: 
And we predict he will-be a full- 
fledged Spiritualist wllen he gets to 
freely investigate,1 and’that’will be no 
distant day. 6 s ’

The second evening ;the speaker 
was greeted with’more-than twice the 
number of the first evening, with a 
very respeotablie audience that gave 
undivided attention to' * the .dlseou rse, 
and many thanked the speaker after
ward and regretted that they could 
not be privileged to hear more.

The only little unpleasantness was

Revised Premium List.
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read
I OÜR I 
»UM

BOOK
OFFER?

if .efen the "hope” of a life beyond 
death. Such writings as those of.

;iHa$ckel, Ingersoll, Paine, Huxley,’ 
Spencer, Tyndall, Hume, Kant,Strauss 
end other« bejng eagerly devoured by 
them.. - ’ .

■ Nor can it be successfully denied 
that the church has ’ not only done 
very little toward stemming the rising 
tide of materialism and agnosticism, 
but has indirectly aided its flood by 
assuming a neutral position between 
materialism and Spiritualism, With ah

membership be composed of the ma
terialistic, agnostic, careless, indiffer
ent and rationalistic class of people, 
if Indeed it retains any considerable 
membership at all much longer, and 
just so long will its preachers raise 
and discuss the question: "How can 
we reach the masses?” at its various 
conventions, . conferences, assemblies 
and synods. '
.. Jt is presumed that ministers of the 
Gospel preadUn. Jiiture life,, and’•yet'1 
according to this reverend gentleman, 
If what.-they h^verbeen. preaching for 
16! Urges ,Vwd,nty centuries past should 
become1’demonstrated' as a scientific

fj

R?

implied leaning toward the former, as 
manifested by its open antagonism of 

/■ ;the latter. It is-quite the -thing 
"■ ’amo’/ÿ young men to-day to quote the 

. " 'utterance of ’ Karl, Vogt that "the 
brain secretes tfipught as -the liver 

r secretes bile,” thus resolving thought 
. ..into a physiological function at one 

fell swoop.
If our young men would but extend 

their scientific studies further ("a lit
tle learning is a dangerous thing’’),. 

■ they would learn that the newer sci
ences of psychology, psychophysiology, 
psychophysics, psychical research, 
"which are coming rapidly to the front, 
aré emphatically repudiating and re- 

• senting the doctrine of materialism, 
which is discovered to be more de
cidedly a philosophical dogma than is 
Spiritualism or idealism. n ' 

Professor' Huxley wrote: “The 
. fundamental doctrines of materialism 

"like those of Spiritualism and most 
other “isms” He outside the limits of 
philosophical inquiry; and David 
Hume’s great service to humanity is 
his irrefragable demonstration of 
what these limits are.” But since the 
death of Huxley a great advance has 
been made in" the study of Spiritual
ism, Idealism, psychology and occult 

* subjects and some of the most noted, 
scientists of the day have become con
vinced of the continued existence of 
the mind or spirit after the changé 
called death, in a number of instances 
of their personal investigation and ex-’, 
perlence.

It is passing strange, however, that 
the church should wholly ignore the 
subject of Spiritualism, giving no heed 
whatever to its present phenomena, 
which are but reproductions in -kind 
and character of those ancient phe
nomena recorded in the Bible It claims 

■ - to believe, and apparently uncon
cernedly stand by and observe -its 
■young people absorbing the literature 
of materialism and agnosticism. ’ ’

If there is any organization under 
the stars which has a right to and 
should utilize the present day phe- 

< nomena of modern Spiritualism as 
demonstrable proof of life beyond- 
death it Is the Christian church; which 
cannot successfully separate them

and theological truth, it would 
“cheapen and degrade the nobler side 
of life.” If this is a sample of ortho
dox logic on this subject, there is 
not much wonder that materialism is 
making such inroads In the church.

.Bishop Foster of the M. E. church, 
in his book, “Beyond the Grave,” gave 
utterance to an agnosticism equal to 
any uttered .by Ingersoll, and which 
is in accord with the general attitude 
of the church upon the subject. He 
writes:

“However it may awaken surprise, 
truth demands that we make the con
fession' that we do not know that 
death, does not end all.” . ' ' ■

And right here it may not be amiss 
to qúote from a sermon delivered in 
the North Congregational church, 
Chicago, by theRev. Dr. Libby, as re
ported by the Tribune of that city, 
as follows:

■ “One reason why so many men are 
going past the church to-day is that 
to many men has come a disbelief in 
a future life. Too many men aré say- 
ing to themselves, either carelessly or 
sadly, that this life is about all they 
are going to get.”. .

And the question" naturally arises 
whether the church is not responsi
ble for this disbelief in a future life, 
if it be true as Rev. Dr. Mackay 
preaches, that “knowledge of a future 
life would not only cheapen, but de
grade the nobler side of life,” Can 
it be possible that’ the-church will 
breach this kind of doctrine and then 
ask, “How can we reach.the masses?” 
If materialism be true and death: ends 
all, v^hat is the -use in : the" masses 
joining any church at all?”

So far as I am- personally - con
cerned, I- would rathef bê jn posses- 

■ sion of thé absolute knowledge of a 
future life sclentJAcally demonstrated, 
than indulge the iriere ‘‘hope” of "the 
samé, gladly Incurring the risk of that 
knowledge "cheapening, anid degrad
ing the nobler side of my’ life.”

’ " • H. V. SWERINGEN.;

a disposition shown the speaker after 
the lecture In giving a few psychic 
readings when she turned to one 
young lady, who was visiting in the 
town, her own home being in Mont
real, Canqda,’ She, ar.qse and told the 
speaker she “djd,, nbt’ wish to hear 
what she bad to 'say" in a manner' 
that sayored of ih-bre’edlng, and she 
left the hall, breaking the condition 
for much. successful reading. to fol
low., But’ yre foyglve her, seeing very 
plalfily she was not possessed of a 
great amount, of selT-control, and will 
grow wiser when she becomes better 
informed, \ f

People1 may be-college bred and 
graduatefl, and yet lack much knowl
edge not to be gained in college..

Mr. Editor, I am predicting great 
things for Union Centre. I am not 
so sure but it.may become a suburb 
of Chicago. Mr. and Mrsl Barge are 
stirring elements in that town, .¿nd 
are doing much to raise the people in 
these broader lines of thought, by 
making ft possible for the Spiritualist 
speaker to get a hearing in their 
town. ¿'Aanyway. The Progressive-' 
Thlnkey has had a good airing there, 
in which everybody seemed-to take1 
part, Including the banker. But it 
was not a case of bloodshed. But I 
think there is much good fellow-feel
ing after, all between the citizens of 
the little *burg, and I was just a little 
pebble cast upon the stream to stir 
up the sluggish waters, and good will 
be the final goal of all seeming ill.

Before closing I wish'to say I gave 
two parlor meetings In Baraboo, Wls., 
Mar. 2 and 3, and the attendance was 
small, but also increased the second 
evening, and I also met v.ery lovely 
people. ’ I was entertained by good 
Mr and Mrs, Pratt, who. were instru
mental In my going there, and some 
good no doubt, was accomplished. Mr. 
Pratt is a buhy 'niari, striving to do .his 
work in an excellent nlanner as chair
man, qf the “board di directors of the 
coining Spiritualise cajnp meeting to 
be held in \Y"onew6c, <>pening July 14.

■Mar.' 23 I am expecting to be in 
Lebn, Wis,, to do" shine work there,, 
and by attending to’my People’s Sun-’ 
day School, which I wish to report has 
been a success so far, and with my 
church jfrd/k here'jny -time is full. 
But freedo'm' is my’Watchword and 1 
will do all in my power to let in the 
light.

Yours for progress, 
CATHARINE McFARLIN. ’

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
pritically .examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT’find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
ROOKS, They constitute a wonder- 
jully. valuable Spiritualistic and Oc- 
.cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. Ail are substantially 
-bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED j 
WITH THEM.

.. , .We-have now FOURTEEN magnifl- 
cent ; PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select, from.

Any one ot the Premium Books you 
may ; order, price 25 ‘ cents. This 
is the pilce, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK ip cob- 
nection with a yearly- subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25. ■ . ’

No prernlum books will be sent out 
unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly, subscription to The Progres
sive Thinkefc; but if ybu order more 
than one book, thé price is as fol
lows: 1

Any tliirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55.

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.

Remember, we have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN a« 
valuable books as cau be found that 
treat "of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. The whole world never saw 
the like before. We have had to 
increase the price of these books a 
few cents iu consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1. We repeat that the world.ha« 
never seen the like of it before, j - 
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 8,
These three volumes have been pre-

. A**y two of' the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premiuril 
Books you ord^r, price $1.15... 
, Any four ofitlio Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of tlie1 Fourteen Premlun 
Books youvmay order, price$1.75.

Any six, of*the Fourteen Premium 
Books yon onay order, price $2.10.

Any seven oi’the Fourteen Premium 
Books yon auay order, price $2.45.

Any eight ofc the Fourteen Premium 
.Books you;¡may order, price $2.80.

Any nine* of-ithe Fourteen Premium 
Rooks you -may order, price $3.15.

Any ten of the Fourteen Jremium 
Books you may order, price $8.50.

Any eleveniof the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85. 
> .Any twelverBf the Fourteen Premi- 
um Books you may order, price $4.20.

FJ THE. POWER OF THOUGHT.

Its iInfluence>;May" Be- Helpful and 
.. ?• Good, or Hurtful.

Dr.

- ■ Th'e-Editor's Letter. .
. f ’1 ■ Chicago, Man 9, -1908.

H. V. Swerlngen, :
■Fort Wayne, Ind. ’ »■.

from the ancient Spiritualistic phe
nomena recorded in the Bible. "The 
things that hath been it is that which 

■ shall be; and that which is done, is! 
- that which shall be done, and there is 

no new thing under the-sun. That 
which hath been is now, and that 
which is to be hath already been; and

: ;God required that which is past.”.
" In-the-North American Review for 
June. 1907, Rev. Dr. Mackey, pastor 
of St. Nicholas, Fifth avenue and 
•48th street, Manhattan, gives expres
sion to his.vlews of a continued exlst- 
•ence in the light of recent science. 
He quotes F. W. H. Myer’s assertion 
that "Within a century, the scientific 
proof of personal immortality, would 
be so strong that no reasonable man 
-would question it.” . But it seems 
this reverend gentleman', Dr; Mackay, 

■: Is in’ no sympathy with this scientific 
prophecy, breforrlng to remain as the

My Dear Dr. Swerlngen: The pam
phlets-that you were good enough to 
send I have read with interest and 
profit, and thank you for them. I re
gret to say that "with the manuscript 
which you submitted on the future 
life I am not able so readily to agree. 
It does not seem to me that the so- 
called scientific proofs of a future life 
can become of any value to faith un
til they prove something—which I 
venture to say they have not yet done. 
I am dubious whether experiments 
undertaken by -those interested in 
psychical research have anything to 
do with -a disembodied spiritual life, 
and if they have, they certainly- give 
no light upon the mode of that life. 
On this account I think the church 
well justified in ignoring all this 
matter;-and feeling sef you will un
derstand that I -scarcely deem it for 
the edification of our readers to print 
your contribution. Nevertheless you 
will allow me to thank you for the 
clearness with which you have pre
sented your-point of view,--

Very sincerely yours;: 
NOLAN R. BEST,

A- Sultable 'Prayer.
To the E.ditor: Ths followingjray- 

er seems to be very suitable for Spir
itualists’ use, so I .thought I would 
send it tQ,iyou.;Il;;was given by Spirit 
Rev. Frederick1#? Robinson, through 
a medium in .a.private circle, in Eng
land, about 1’875./ It is to be found 
in the little 'pamphlet, "Automatic 
Speaking and Writing: A Study,” 
by Edward;, T. R^nnett. ’ This book 
can. be. obtained 'from. Prof. Hyslop, 
N. Y. It is a very iiiteresting: little 
book. T bgye paraphrased the prayer | 
from th6-.singular-Ati.idie plural:

"In the darkness of our present 
state, be Thou otir Light. In the ig
norance of our, present state, be Thou 
.our Knowledge. -In* the-.hate* of our 
present state, be Thou our Love. Be 
all things to us which are necessary, 
and make us evermore to seek with 
earnest spirit after Thee, O God, Who 
art >the only true Spirit. Keep this 
thought first in us—that we may 
strive to.be whatever, is Thy will. We 
believe that we yet have to pass 
through the cloud and through the 
sea, but knowing that Thou1 art be
yond it is no longer cloud or eea to us, 
only in .as far as it'may teach us the 
necessary lesson -which we have to 
learn.’ :'

i “Give the world light and knowl- 
; edge of Thy ways, and wrap it round 
in Thy love, bo thick, so warm, that 
the waste places of the desolate earth 
shall get a little comfort from the 
warmth of The divine Spirit. Why 
the world suffers as.lt does, even now 
we do not know. Teach tis to know 
this, because we aro still puzzled at 
Thy working, Thy ways. Not in dis
content, but we want to see how it is 
that evil1 is not already overcome of 
good; And for all the earth and for 
all In it, we do ever pray—grant it all 
Thy tender care and love—Thy most 
blessed love." . -

DR. 0. C. CARTER.
• LancastW, Ohi6; ■ •'

OÉLLER ON TWO FLMETS.”
THE STORY . OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, and the accompanying 

derful and advanced civilization of®MJ> and description thereof, its won 
12,000 years ago, and the light and 
lems of to-day is worth more to the 
and even the general reader, than 
«ay nothing on the many topics of 
deeply every school of thought in this 
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof, 
«dentist; he regards it as one of the 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 
Angeles, Cal. Price $2.00; postage

lesson it gives forth upon the prob- 
historian, the statesmau, the student, 
many times the price ot the book—to 
which it treats, sufficient to interest 
momentous time of the world's his- 
Larkln, the great Astronomer and 
greatest Books of the present age. 
415 North Fremont avenue, Los 
14 cents.

•MASTERSHIP IS THE RIGHT WAY
THE GREAT WORK is Vol. III., 

of the "Harmonic Series." It makes 
clear the Way of Mastership. This 
is the Way that leads to Individual 
Liberty here and hereafter.

Every intelligent man and woman 
whq 1« seeking for Spiritual Truth 
should read THE GREAT WORK.

pared by J, R. Francis. They cen- 
taln invaluable data.

4—^Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism; by Mrs: Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.1“ ■■
- 6'^The’’ Next World Interviewed, 
by Mrs.-B. "G. Hern, a most remark
able medium.

6—¿The Occult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts, :■ .

, 7y~A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. ..Translated by. A. Farnese, a 

■ wonderful English medium.
8—The ReJigion of Man and Ethics 

of Science, by , Hudson Tuttle.
9—Seers ’ of the Ages, or Spirit

ualism Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F, Jamieson.

U/-Lqtters from the Spirit World, 
wrltfep through -the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersflea.

12—-Gems of Thought, by 'Seven
teen leading authors.

18—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
vitti thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son to a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you want ORDY ONE Premium 

Book, the price is 26 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price is practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be sent.out. All orders for 
one or more Premium Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above.

It has been generally conceded by 
the most brilliant and active minds; 
by scientists who have spent years, or 
perhaps a lifetime in the study of 

•metaphysics, that, thoughts are things; 
We hear it from the rostrum, and read 
it in some of the most popular litera
ture of the day. The words fall glibly 
from the lips of eloquent orators, and 
are caught: up and repeated' by itin
erant lecturers, and by preachers and 
teacherstho world over.
. Undoubtedly, the majority of the1 
people who have made an earnest, 
thoughtful study of this post interest
ing subject, have come to the conclu
sion -.that thoughts- are things. But 
how -many: stop to reflect on the deep 
meaning, hidden beneath those seem
ingly simple words? How many take 
the trouble to’conslder that if this be 
be true, if thoughts are things, they 
must be reali tangible objects, invisi
ble oftcmirsetJo human sight,, imper
vious to human touch, and yet, pos
sessing the power to\ inflict good or 
evil, according to the sentiment ex
pressed-by the sender. - ■

We.send out a kindly thought to a 
.friend# ¡a desire for hid dr her happi
ness, comfort, or welfare.' Or perhaps 
a wish to sympathize with one who 
is Buffering physical, pain, or per
chance, plunged into an- abyss of sor
row and despair. We believe that 
these kindly thoughts, sent forth upon 
their errand nf mercy, wilt find.their 
way into the hearts and lives of those 
for whom they were intended, .and

MASTERSHIP, and not MedlumshiQ / 
is the Constructive Road to Spiritual { 
Unfoldment, and that it is open to all ’■ 
who elect to travel it.

4. Its author speaks from th< 
standpoint of one who has “had the 
personal experience and made th«..
demonstration.” ..

5. It presents to the world a Mor
al Philosophy so simple and exact 
that it may be understood by a child,

Why? Because: .
1. It teaches the .Constructive 

Process of Spiritual Development 
whereby we may communicate with and yet so profound as to meet th« 
pur spirit friends jvithout becoming deepest and-most exalted, demands ol

—— ■ t i •- the human soul.
’ 2. ' Jt explains the most mysterious It will be sent post-paid to any ad- / 
and fascinating phenomena of human dress on’receipt of ’ $2.00. Address, J

" ’ ‘ Department P. T.

Mediums. - ,
■ 2. " Jt explain« the most mysterious

Htl81R%sentsCa new array ot dem- TH1HÄ GO.

castrated facta which prove that 88 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

J. H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic, 

6 West 107th St., New York. andCan be seen dally, also Sunday 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. Consultation by
mall $1.00. Tel, 3464 River.

MRS. MARY T. LONGLEY.
Gives Spiritual Readings by mall, only, 
Sbe delineates character and phases ot 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribes 
tor disease; describes spirits and glvei 
messages. Her guides give advice on 
mundane and spiritual affairs, and are 
prophetic. Fee one dollar; send per
sonal handwriting. Address 316 S. St., 
N. E., Washington, D. C.

MBS, K. M. HITOBDOCK will answer a 
questions for 25c. Send own handwriting and 

look ct hair« Full reading, 11, Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co.. Wash.

WANTED-Aji honest and reliable man, one 
who understands farm work, to work on a 
small farm, with Spiritualist family of two.

EVA THOMSON, Wells, Vt.

What Science Is Doing
1 With our meth

od you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD.
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com-

muhicatlons just as received. The. 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, 111., 
Dept, 7.

Tlie Natural Hen Incubator
Costs only $2.00; New Method; uses 
hen and her heat. Great success. 
Write for circulars; you will never 
use any other. Address Albert G. 
Bunde, 4316 State St., Chicago, III.

Questions Psychically Answered
By Mall, 20 cents per page. Mining i 
specialty. I do hot desire to give mes1- 
sages. Those who would hold a weekly 
circle for Instruction, developing, and 
healing, write

WILLIAM FREDERICK KEELER, 
Institute of Applied 1'sycliology, 81137 
Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Writing Plauclietts—Reduced from 91 
to 75 cents. Sent by mail. Address 
E. K. FIELDING, 937 Maryland avenue, 
South-west Washington, D. C.

MISS M. B. HEDRICK, Psychic-—310 
Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn,’ N. Y. 
Readings by mail, J2.00. Consultations 
daily. Test Seance Fridays 8 p. m. 
Ladies' matinee, Wednesday afternoons, 
2:30. Phone 4499 W. Main.

FOR 25 CENTS and stamp I will send 
full reading and answer questions. 
Send date of birth. Mm. Pond» 570 

: Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium tor /

Slate writing, Clairvoyance, Et$
Interviews dally from 10 to 4. Read

ings and development by mall may ,be 
obtained by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. Famous book on slale- 
■writinB, |1.20, while they last. Addrvss

FRED P. EVANS.
2928 Sacramento street, San Francis« o, 

California.

HISTORY OF PROGRESS. .
•' In a Nutshell.

Dr. T. A. Bland, physician, journal
ist, author and reformer, has a. re- 
~vlew of political, religious, social, sci
entific and philosophical progress of 
the nineteenth century. He is emi
nently qualified to write such a book 
by the fact that he enjoyed the friend
ship of the leading men and women 
who have been at the head ot the 
great reforms of theage, for, as Hon. 
Tom Watson says: "He is, himself, a 
'Pioneer of Progress.’ ” Mr. Watson 
further says: “I began reading this 
book, the day I received it, and read 
it through before I slept. It was so 
fascinating that I could not lay it 
down till. I finished it. In his review 
of it in the Arena, B. O. Flower says: 
"This book la Intensely interesting 
President'Roosevelt says: "It is high
ly interesting and very instructive.” 
“It glorifies the century and the coun
try,” said Jenkin Lloyd Jones in Uni
ty Magazine. In elegant binding, 
254 pages, price $1.
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fulfill -their mission of love, bringing 
hope and'consolation to the wounded 
soul, and comfort and healing to the 
sick rand suffering, -This is a grand' ■ 
and. .beautiful ’ sentiment-one that 
should -fill our souls wlth joy and sun- ; 
shine, To ;be able to perform a good:.. 
deed, by the. mere transference of a j 
loving, thought, to be a comfort’ to our. .. 

■friends, a help to the sick and -help-' 
less, and a benefit, to humanity.- ’ 

• But if this be true, then we must 
suppose that-evil thoughts are pos
sessed of the same power for. evil, as 
the good ones are for good, and. an ■ 
unkind thought • sent forth from a’ 
cruel, and vlhdictive" heart, is. capable 
of producing;disastrous results. . >

If, then, these things are true, how 
careful we ahofuld be to analyze every 
sentiment before we allow it to find a 
lodgment in; our hearts. How doubly 
careful ■ that every thought we send 
forth is pure and holy, and replete- 
with loviugnkindness and charity fo? i 
all mankind. .If we wish to be a 1 
power for good, we cannot keep too ■ 
close a guard over every word we 
utter, every act we commit. The feel
ings we most ^tenderly cherish will 
dominate our lives and control our ac
tions. If we encourage a noblo gen
erosity, eveily fiber of our being will 
be enriched'by lit. If we nurse self
ishness, hatred’tfind revenge, our own 
spirit will Absoth the poison, and our 
influence over others ryill be noxious 
and venomous, as -the sting of • the 
serpent, whose life Is evil and whose । 
errand-is destruction and death.

LOA N. RECK.
Toledo, Ohio.

MownSpiritualism
■ .''-'bythe

Golden Rule 
ySpiritualists’ 
^Society. ...a

At O’Bonnell Colley Hall.
■i■'?' ’.’43 So. Paulina St., 

(Between Washington Blvd, and Park
■ 1 * : ■?. Avenue. )

SATURDAY EVENING, 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON AND EVEN. 

ING, MARCH 28, 29.

WORLD MAKING.
A scientific explanation of the birth, 

growth and death of worlds. By Sam
uel Phelps Leland. Ph.- D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

"After Her Death.” The Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves spiritual thought 
can fait to be fed_and delighted with
this book. Beautiful spiritual

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

itoKTJMTB: ThOBeginnings; Fundamen«! Prine 
Jleii Formation of ConBUllaUom. System«« Sun

Taneta 8atoV.lt««. Tho Origin of Uetoor* r.a 
lomotaiTuvOrganl J Kingdom; The Origin of MapMan—HU Attribute* androvrero; Th« Soul—How ]i 

Receive« and taperta Knowledge; How the Soul Ro 
•elves 14 Highest Impreaatoni; Tile Record Book, or 
ibe Huveuly Ether; How to Cultivate tbo Sixth 

snse; the Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do- 
■ausraUon; Morally, BpirituaiUtn Proved by the 
Bible; Tho Bible and Christ; The Summary:/FLat 
Must TTo Do to B* " For $&;o at tblsoflca

Price, cloth, 81.00. Paper 60a

STARTLING FACTS,
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convepts, 
monasteries, morality and olvll and re 
Ugtous liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence ot 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eyeopener con
cerning the methods and spirit, th< 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
manism. Cloth, 76 cents.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
‘ Torture Impluments employed In the 15th and 
KUi centtrfes for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, wl lb pictorial illustration«. By George 
E-Maodoca f Price. 10 cents.____ - .

STANDARD BOOKS ON
PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.

Clairvoyance—Cloth bound, 160 pages. 
Teaches how to see spirits, read the 
future ^nd past, tho crystal, develop 
seership. “An inspired book”—Pro- 
gressh'e Thinker. %• »revelation.”— 
Light, London. "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance yet presented."-1—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch Making"—LJllan Whiting In 
Chicago Inter-Ocean. Price (reduced 
fitaip 12.00), $1.50.

Auran and Colors—A fascinating sub
ject brilliantly treated, with a hxlcon 
of color meanings. A three thousand 
edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 50 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

&

AN OPPORTUNITY.
Give your age, how long you have worn spec

tacles: 1 will mall One Pair of Si.10 Melted Peb
ble Lens in a good straight temple steel frame. 1 
guaranteed to fit your eyes. Also a Vegetaole / 
Battery. Cures Catarrh, a Cold in the head. 
Magnetized Compound, for 4 oz. Eye-Water 
that will cure sore eyes. All for 11. lu; if only nnaia ------------ ~ v wjww. .... *w* Wi.tv, U VJU» 
one is ordered, spectacles sent for sixty cent» 
Battery 50 cents; Magnetized Compound, 10 eta
PDFF For your address on a postal card, a 
I IxuL beautiful photo ot Yermah, chief ot 
the Atlantlans; lived on earth 16.000 years ago; 
also Illustrated circulars showing styles and 
prices, telling all about my Melted P-^b'o Low 
siectacle, ana my method of fitting EYES as 
perfectly-at your own home as It you were in 
my office, b. F. POOLS, 167 Winthrop avenue, 
Chicago. UL

___ .. . I’sycho-Clnlrvoynnt Reading« by Mail fôlM. ByGeoigo on all affaire of life, $1. Questions an- 
. swered. Mrs. L., J. Williams, Beaver 

1 Tinrn Wls., '122 4th St.

“Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains-many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. .By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright., Price 25c.

ANCIENT FAGAN AND - 
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thoma« Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on-Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 

I Grove," and other allied symbols. 
| Third edition, with two hundred Ilin*, 
i trationi. Cloth, fl.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the great

est psychic wonders living. 1 use the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all internal 
diseuses. A trial wü convince» you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of> 
both sexes successfully treated, as 
hundreds can testify. Send name, age. 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom, 
and ten cents in stamps, and you will 
receive a correct diagnosis of your case 
free, worth dollars to you. Be sure to 
write your own letter. Dr. J. S. 
Loucks, who lately passed on, contin
ues to treat thé sick through my medi
umship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass. ।

THE RELIGIONOFGHEERFUXNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard. .

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hob 
iday present Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Pried 60 cents. ■

WOMAN'S SOURCE OF POWER, 
By Lois Walsbroker,

Mrs. Walsbroker has been known as 
a writer on the question of sex and 
this, her last book is worthy.of care
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 cts.

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. /
"The System of Philosophy concern^ 

Ing Divinity" is certainly reaching thje 
people and doing the work. To develop 
one’s psychic powers In a sane and ra
tional way. consciously, so that Immor
tality becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with the unseen a 
fact, is worth all the effort one can 
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes of To
ronto, writes: "I certainly think your 
System grand. I can always seo < mid 
hear at my siltings. Dr. D. Crichton, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: "I- like the 
scientific tone of the. lessons .so much 
that I am writing them out-for myself. 
One perusal Is not enough." Mr. Dal
ton, a prominent real estate dealer of 
Toronto, writes: "System is itselt-a good 
demonstration ot inspiration." So* the 
Students succeed. Send for list ., of-J 
names and full explanation and terms,/ 
enclosing n stamped addressed envcl-.' 
ope to J. C. F; GBUMBINE, 24 Strath* 
more Rd., Brookline, Muss.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” 
now edition comprising in one vol
ume the four parts heretofore pub
lished, to which is added part live 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us," and its "Con., 
panion. Piece.” Cloth, 76 C6nfn 
Boards,50 cents. ,

A

Works of Thomas Paine
Anew edition In paper oovorevylth Urge ctartypet 

Gomprltlngi

thought, combining advanced ideas 
on the finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism,1 leading the mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. A1 book for the 
higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00.-

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HERQIO IN HISTORY.

By Thoma's Carlyle.- a remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked.,by terse atrangth and 
vigor, few thought, philosophy and dra- 
giaUlo tensity of e&raeStnesa. A notable

FROM SOUR TO SOUL.

Aga of Reason. 
Rights of Mad. 
Crisis................  
Common Sense.

.25. cts. 
25 cts. 
25 cts. 
.15 ots.

ndBln. ipleodld opportunity to secure these itwA 
HAwtlrke, M the price ii within the reach of ML ITtA 
MM Mlbn com.By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol-1 

ume contains the best poems of the 
author;-and some of the best popular 
songs -with the . music by- eminent 
composers. The poems are admirably 
adapted;for recitations. -------  
beautifully bound, Price $1,

The Infidefitu of üccfósiastíciám, 
A Menatelo American ’Civilisation.' By Prof. 
W. M. lockwooA A_ trenchant and masterly

■ETERNIT® OF THEt'EABTH.
tim» ot t$»e God s «nd Christ - . Elsatrlcitr lho UaiversalTorcs; • By 
By Hudson-Tattle, ' Price Daniel K< Tsaney. A' valuable boob

"Evolution ot tfee; God
Ideas? Qtetfej?« mía.

225 DBR60. aW. M. lockwood. Atre ; * ^»/»treatise. Price. 26 conta.

ft
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Spiritual Science, and DON'T.

by The
of

»

of

patience rewarded on Christmas day;we have promised to return in two

BOGUS SEANCES,

afid

)

you

—S, E. Kiser.vies.

Don’t storm around the threshold 
the church and curse the creed,

alike to the unltlate. Ah! that great 
expanse of waters! - ■

loose around your home.
For the world will only measure 

the things they hear and see,
And will not endorse the shadow 

the folks we claim to be.

Don’t train your guns on Jesus and
-the Bible, nor on Rome,

Till you clear away the rubbish lying

soft stepping natives. Light, palms, 
, flowers .everywhere. P ‘

menced my work the first of February 
to packed audiences. Although it is

claim, “How beautiful!" V 
next pay a call, you feel that

for the Spiritualist Society, and. mak
ing mariy friends for herself. At each

would be’, only a dim memory of the 
past.

We remained three days in Sydney, 
then set sail for Wellington, New Zea-

‘Behold, the Harvest is Ripe, but the 
Laborers Ahi Few."

Repeating the. “Lord's Prayer," 
Singing ♦‘Nearer, My God, 

to Thee."

Spiritual Scientists.

On the eighth day, Sunday, our- tben set sail for Wellington, New Zea- 
slght was gladdened by “The Jewel of । land, Where I found Mrs. Georgia 
the Pacific,” Hawaiian Island coming ( Gladys Cooley doing excellent work 
into view. How quickly ship’s attire if

am confident that great benefit to hu
manity. will be derivei( therefrom.

Not only must hygfeac m3 prevent
ive medicine be teaghjt nag maSe of 
practical-benefit t^ diuinaB^,- but the 
spiritualistic part femA aisp fee made 

. ' ------------------Lof penctical heBefitf ^ije’it^S'Wssage
wherever possible, “ There must be no from ,loved ew," gives, iaaat be

, ’’ 1’"- ‘"'s' . '
v UL. •*

Ijc Woflf®
■ --------- ------ ---------------------- -------------- •----- —-------- .______ _______ ............................ ................... ................... :_______________ - . .............— ..... j .■ .. .... - - .■ . -,

.SPIRITUALISM—Progress, tbe Universal LaW of Satúre; Th^gbt, tbe SolOept of fier Problems.—SPIRITUALISM
VOL. 37 NO. 958

Ihlercslmg Narrative of Travel and Experience 
by Loie F. Prior.

, Op Dec. 4, 1907, I again said 
. “adieu” to my friends and native 
.l^nd, turning my face once more tow
ard’ the West. Not traveling alone 
this’time, however; my eldest daugh
ter, who has been in poor health for 

\the past three years, with her infant 
Ajiild. were my traveling companions. 
We left Seattle at midnight for Van
couver, B C , where we were to em
bark on H M. S., Aoranyl," tor our 
long voyage across the Pacific. Al
though the hour-was late, there-were 
many dear friends at the wharf to 
wish us "Bon voyage." We will never 
erase from our minds the smiles and 
tears, Interblended, which oiir dear 
ones did not try to hide, as our bpat 
P,ulled out In the stream. Although

ever hover about us. Sad faces turned 
to the shore, when our ship was again 
under way, and I said, "Yes,” to my 
daughter’s words, ‘ Mollier, let us 
come to Honolulu ■some day, when 
your work is doue, and make a 
home!” What a beautiful ending it 
would be, after years of contention 
and strife, to rest, waiting for the call 
"come up higher,” there In the fra
grance, the peace, the quiet of Hono
lulu.

Tbe days went slowly by—nine of 
them—what- trying days! We were 
in the tropics;—the sun beat hot upon 
the waters, which reflected back the 
heat,- day and pight were like hot 
blasts from a furnace. We all looked 
anxiously for some sight of land, our

Trenchant Thoughts for the Careful and Critical 
Consideration of Thoughtful Spiritualists.

\years, who can tell how many of thpse ! yet were disappointed, for we did 
dear faces will be seen among those 1 n°t bud Sura, Fiji, as interesting as 

'■who come to give /is '‘welcome ' thought it would be. , Having seen 
home?” We know, thought if we Pictures ot the Fiji islanders, we 
never clasp hands again, on earth • thought rye would find them an Inter- 
planes,there will be a reunion some- “ "°"’ ” " ........
time,, when life’s pilgrimage is o’er,
on the spirit plane. What a comfort 
to know that we will meet and know 
our. own loved ones there!

We reached Victoria, B. C„ early 
the-next morning, and spent the day 
there going about'the city, and visit-, 
ing friends. The day was dark and' 
glloomy, raining all • the • time, so 
neither one was sorry when the hour 
arrived when - we; must continue on 
our way. Leaving Victoria at night, 
brought us to Vancouver early the 
next morning, where we got our first 
and only taste of winter for 1907. 
The mountains round about were cov
ered with snow and a cold,wind blow
ing.' We reriiained two days in -Van
couver, owing to something having 

/ gone wrong with the 'machinery of the 
/ “AQranyi,” and spent the time in 

f'. forming some Idea of the British Co
lumbia city. At 2.p. m., Dec. 7, we 
were outward bound. What awaited 
us; wo knew. not;, it was well that we 
were in ignorance, for our hearts, sore 
nnd sad, I am sure would have failed 
us, had we'known.7 Our ship barely 
rounded Cape Flattery until it was be
ing bunted about by a strong gale, 
blowing from the southeast. For five 
days and nights we were tqssed about, 
much as a child does p ball; (the only 
safe place, our cabins, for only well 
seasoned sailors could keep their feet 
on .deck, While everything ‘had to be

egt-ing study, but has grown to be, at 
S.ura, but a bla^k edition of bls Eng
lish brothei whose servant he is, 
white linens and all. The Fijian is a 
picturesque. fellow, when seen ‘ at a 
distance or'in books, but very disap
pointing at close range. Sura is a 
pretty .spot,, truly tropical, a little too 
muclrso on Christmas day. You who 
spent the Yuletide' In the Northern 
hemisphere can Jiiiaglne how strange 
it is when celebrated in the Southern 
hemisphere,' .with the themomete'r 
ninety-four in the shade. Imagine 
trying to eat “Turkey and flxin’s" un-
der such weather conditions!

We remained forty hours at Sura; 
as both the 25th and 26th of Decem
ber were bank holidays and the na
tives refiised ip- work; our Ship had 
to “lay lohgside” that: hot wharf, 
waiting for coal and provision. Even 
the hotels Were on strike; they, re
fused to serve the ship’s passengers, 
although wè had money burning holes 
in oui- pockets. .‘.‘It's a holiday; we 
will not open;” it was by merest 
chauce that we were able to buy post
cards. How glad all were to say 
“good by” to Sura. The corar reefs 
have been passed safely—again are
we on our way; chàirs are put in 
shady corners, books brought out— 
for nine days moré ere we stop at' our 
first pobt of call in AustralialBrisbane, 
which’place wè, rèached Jan. 2, 1908. 
A hot’ wind'Vas blowing, dust flying 
and wé wérp^tired,' só the day was not 
pleasantly Spent. Two days mpre on 
the sea, off tor Sydney. But one of 
the worst experiences was ours. We 
caught a costal.storm, the “Aoranyl”

.; VJpphed down;") crash, bang; a 
shock-felt from one end of the ves-

i sei to the other, and we poor women 
’ . the ship .would right

v herself or not. . The old Pacific can.be , ™-o-- H iUtJ auruuyi
.. ftny^hliig but peaceful, as we have got a worse drubbing for thirty ;hours 
jepyned. by . experience,': When the | than?she, did. in the five days’ gaie.

? stofm abated, we were sixty miles out; So when Sydney Hepds at jhst 'came'in 
of our course, so the “skipper" fold । view, jt-was with thankfuliiess'In bur 
us/and we had to take his word for’ hearts we felt that soon the voyage

■ It,: for the unmarked seas look all would be', only a dim memory of the

The university of to-day is a pro
totype of the church of the future. 
Education is the hope of the world. 
The printing press has made possible 
the kingdom of Gu(o)d on earth.

Specialism and special education is 
the order of the day, and -thè special
ist of to-day by educating himself 
along certain lines, and by the aid of 
special apparatus and instruments, is 
able to work out the problems for the 
benefit of mankind that was impossi
ble in the old way.

Thp world is tired of theory and 
wants practical things that will bene
fit the individual and thereby human
ity. Thus the Young Men’s Christian 
Association has become an organiza
tion that is ever respected not only in 
America but all the world over. It 
has become so, however, not on ac
count of its religious teachings, but 
because-Of jts practical, social, uplift- . 
Ing work, and in teaching the prac- 
ticar things the young man wants to, 
and rightly ought, to know, and which 
are of vital interest, to him; therefore, 
it is growing, and is respected all over 
the world; regardless of creed or 
dogma, while theoretical, dogmatic 
man-made religion is on the wane. '

The missionary says: "I cannot In
terest the.Chinese, or Indians, or:Afri- 
can in my Christian religion, but if I 
can ;get a medical man to open a dis- 
pepsary and thereby minister to his 
practical needs, Which I .kpow he ap
preciates and .Will welcome, and then 
I will be able'(o wedge myself and 
my. doctrines slowly in with the prac
tical,'and finally force myself and my 
dpctrlnes .onto him. . Hence medical 
missionary training schools are flour
ishing all over tbe world.”

Human beings pre much alike,- and 
many of us are not far removed from 
savage instincts and traits, pùr 
wants and appreciations are much 
alike.

Seventy-five per cent of London’s 
population, fifty’ per cefat of-that of 
New'York,.and about thirtx-thrpe per 
cent of that of Chicago are treated at 
the frpe dispensaries. . Most- of -those 
who attend these dispensàries receive 
no benefit whatever, because . their 
real ailments cannot be reached by 
drugs, but could be reached;by teach
ing them where the. fault lies. . Most 
of them are poor,, ignorant people who 
ought to, be taught how to Jive, prop? 
ei'Jy,. but this thè‘dispensary, naturally 
cannot’ dò.: - Hére.vthen, to ..some ex
tent the Christian-Scientist ■ and the 
Christian Psychologist are finding a

The Two Memories.
----------- :--------- .':«i ' '

Mortal Memory and the Spiritual Memory.—An Address by 
Alartsa, to the Readers of The Progressive Thinker,

was changed for street dress! How im
patient all were for the port doctor to 
come on board, that we might be de
clared “out of quarantine.” When 
ope-has had more than a'week of 
¡ship's farq, he is anxious, to know 
What land stuff is like.
cWe’ Were'to remain at’ Honolulu 

for twelve hours, long enough to get 
dinner and to see the city, if you

of the meetings conducted by her the 
hail is filled' by an intèrested audi
ence; and her lectures are helpful and 
uplifting.

Ï ' remained in Wellington, two 
weeks, left ;my daughter there under 
tbe.care of an excellent physifclan, and 
returned to Sydney, where I com-

went about It in the right way. We , to packed audiences. Although it is 
first thing we did was to hire a motor । very hot In Sydney at preqgnt, one can 
car. Being whizzed about through , always find a..cool spot; for Sydney is 
shady streets, along the sea shore, and situated bn the southeastern coast of 
to extinct volcanoes. When you visit Australia, where is to be found the 
Honolulu for the first time you ex-1 most beautiful harbor, in the world;

When you and there are boats,, little ferry boats, 
[ going all day and far into'the night, 

to points of interest. If one wishes towould like to spend the rest of your 
davs there, doing nothing, just listen
ing to the soft speech of the natives, 
eating fruit, and. gathering flowers. 
How softly could life's river flow 
along in such environments?

For three hours we were driven 
from place to place, getting a splendid 
view nf sen and islands from the high
est point above the city. Then buck 
to the hotel “Moana,” where we had 
an excellent dinner, nicely served by

get a surf bath,- he may go to Manly 
or to Cogee, .where the sands are 
white and clear, and the breakers roll 
playfully upon, them: or he( may go 
on a trip to the Blue mountains; where 
lie finds the'gum trees in their strik
ing, individuality; or up the Param- 

1 matta river for many miles, where he 
‘■see's native Australian birds and flow
ers. , ■ •

I I am making mv home with Mr.
)( 1 and Mrs. Burwood, a few miles out 

It did not re- of Sydney. My.host and hostess have 
quire a great imagination to think-you J’e®n Spiritualists, and are true 

\ -were in fairyland! . f''ie“ds t0 mediums; their doors
) . After dinner a moon-Jight drive was' I-* incF tiw thine Rn with a ”hnnk ^»ffew more such noole\ •. a 1 s-feas“« *« °»

1 AiSilJ «ku« «Hi. ha Par* or.the world, and as the spirit of
•'should drive about when the moon is ther^wili b^rn'an^more eV^ 
?at full, and if for guide he has Mr. I thr ® ntVtA

‘ in Sydney, ;wHen ril go on to some
Other - part /of, this little known conti-

field which they poorly occupy. . .
A.practical hygienic religion, how

ever, could do much to help make life 
pleasanter for these., poor souls,-by 
teaching them things they ought to 
know and thus relieve them- of this 

‘burden and teaching them how to 
maintain good-health.

The Congress of mothers,, and the 
increased liiterest-ln eugenics Is.filllng 
a ,much neglected ¡field, but It can 
never accomplish, the results It should 
until it is divided, into smaller units,' 
and until-it educates the' individual 
mother. President.. Roosevelt recog
nized this principle..when in his ad
dress at the Congress of Mothers in 
Washington, D. C.,- a few. weeks, ago', 
he said that the only hope to. do work 
at .Its best , was along the Unes of 
special, apd individual education. -

The Church of the Future must aim 
to do practical. things, and do these 
as they are worked out by special 
lines of education. Not.on^-Kust she 
do practical things to lift up and help 
along by practicar education-'but she 
must encourage and aid science in 
every way that she can, for science 
is only a classification . of.. corelated 
facts, which occur in. nature, and sys
tem and order , aré methods .that rule 
the world, . The scientist aims.to “hew 
to, the line; let the. chips , fall-where 
they may,” pnd ’ his : alm, therefore, 
must be towards perfection, and he 
usually comes very near hitting the 
mark he alms at. ■ -

The appalling ignorance-thst.is dis
played everywhere in: regard to the

conflict. It is disastrous <O;tl|ose who 
oppose science. There canille no con
flict, because truth’ never changes. 
Practical ideas must ber worked out 
for the benefit of humanity, and this 
requires concentrated effort. Truly 
this will be educational.

Science says that a human being 
cannot die of old age before it is óne> 
hundred and fifty years old, and yet 
twenty per cent of hunifiu beings die 
before they áre one year old; twenty- 
five per ;ent of human, being die be
fore they are five years, oíd; fifty per 
cent of human being’s die before-they 
are twenty-five years old.

The majority of tlie Chuses of death 
in early life are from pure ignorance, 
and could be prevented by .educational 
methods that would prepaì-e and .edu
cate the mother and father for the 
high calling of parenthopd!

' Millions of men and Vfolnen are in
habiting poor, frail, weakened bodies 
for no other reason' thah that the 
parents did not understand the prin- 

; clples of child nutrition and hygiene.
’■ Practically every case of fieath from 
the dreaded scourge, tubproulosls, as 
wejl as the dlsflgurment and cripples 
that It leaves in its wake, such as 
hump-back, hip-joint disease, as well 
as other forms of bone tuberculosis," 
could be prevented, dnd. are’standing 
reminders of Ignorance,that could be 
and should be avoided; ; ■

The highest medical authorities to- 
dW;agree that- the Questióni of as
similation, together 'With the quality 
of food, solves - the problem of the.' 
treatment of tuberculosis,-in Its early 
stages, and yet pbserye' if you will. In 
the malority. of Individuáis,, the essen- ' 
tial elements of assimlmtion and mas
tication, Which aro the- teeth. These 
Gpd-giveh organs are-abd&il. by ' the 
ordinary individual, liptH they-are de
cayed and uselèss, and tlie ‘ gums 
bleeding, sore, and spongy,'and thè 
mouths, therefore, unsanitary, ' un
healthy and' harbor Üja i^st virulent 
kinds ' of disease-producings germs; 
Practical .education in', thlip.ifleld Is 
very-much’needed. ,;J. •' ú

The. mother Amst béís^own that It? 
Is not'an offended deity,-blit Impure 
or improper foo‘d;that makes her child 
sick, and that fresh,dalli ¡^¿0$ thé 
cause of her cold, «Máidainage 
from the foul, vltlatéd; polsonous air 
from the IllyYenUia^pooom she.Uves

Thé '.man ,mtàt be, taught Ahati'Ms 
tired feéling is . .from .the premature 
decay, of his’art-èrial sÿstém, fromithe 
use of alcohol., tobacco pr other abuses 
■which he cotfid'and shquldsavoid, for 
“a man Is jlist as old jàs ids artdrlos?'

Thè very latest medical'.opinion now- 
is that practically alliiorjns'of heart 
disease, rheumatism addogali bladder 
trouble, are caused from-germs that 
gain entrance through (he. mouth, and 
could, ..of course, to,\a‘é’reat extent, 
be prevented. - . . ; ■ . , .

What á vasf;fl^d';i0chfng, practical 
things that would’-fièçêllf-,humanity, 
opens uif in this OB^ddpartment of 
preventive medicine ajon'e,.‘ which can 
only be reached by ¿yiorganizatlon 
that will come close lificpmaet and re
ceive the confidence, op pooFIgnbrant 
humanity. -, ..,1 ,'r f.

. The. world Wants\;a., $RACtICAL 
RELIGION that wilfaàŸe the Ignor
ant, by teaching themaów to live, and 
future unborn ge$eraticiiB will' bless 
the founders-.of jBuch' irA'ellgious sys
tem. ■■ ,, ''•. ' ?
' Scientists and ..philosophers fre
quently point out tl^è -way . that, if 
followed, wl 11 bring rewards. • Metch- 
nikoff, head of the Pasteur institute, 
and acknowledgedthe'xvorid’s greatest 
living scientist,. believes that Ulan 
ought to live until the-. Instinct that 
he, wants to die copies upon him. 
Alas! . .How. few. peach that_ goal. 
Lodge, the greatest jibing philosbpher, 
believes that we pre . oh this earth 
clothed with jts -elements for the pur
pose of gaining experience and-for 
educational developmeht. : If. these 
theories are very nearly correct, then, 
one of .our chief aims in life should

Till you formulate aud fashion and 
produce from belter seed, 

Something free from fraud’s pollution 
something that can stand the test;

Just present the very purest and the 
world will do the rest.

Don’t paw the air in ecstasy at scan
dal in the cl|urch, ■

Till you know you are above it, and 
’Us clean around your perch.

Don't criticise a brother for ;kowtow- 
ing to a Pope,. ,

When you blindly follow sirens'down 
the everlasting slope,: " '

Don’t glory fn.the downfall of a mor
tal, though a foe, • .

For you’ll find Fate at the throttle 
with his freight of human woe, .

And. you cannot tell what moment 
your own trestle work may break, 

And with that same brother mortal 
you your fatal tumble take.

Don’t climb so high the mountain of 
your personal conceit

That you think you have the only and 
the safest higher, spat,

Lest a zephyr -of true, justice', softly 
whistles 'round the base . ’

And removes the .false foundation 
with a true andWsy grace.

Don’t burst' your shell with thinking 
that in knowledge you have all,

When In fact, in .truth and wisdom, 
you have just begun to crawl,

And forever out beyond you there Is 
always more to learn;

Don’t forget this planet' doesn't on 
.‘your human axis turn.

DR. T. WILKINS.

: To the Editor: Yohr letter of in
quiry rega'rding ^Chauncey Britten be
ing caught when/poslng as a material
izing medium,’.came-duly to hand.

He was 'cafigh^ill. right. He is 
quite smoplh/in' his. ' work. He was 
giving, a t^fsqan?©, that night.' The 
test'was: ;‘’To-'sit: with his feet in a 

. diehbf .fldurl'irM with his hands full,” 
afid'thus fixptf-tlie'seance began.' He 
had'us .'refle^tiie'‘‘LORB’B^^ 

'■ER;". fthd th^ sing -‘Nearer,TMy God, 
to Thee." '■.

Before he went In the 'cabinet he; 
said; that maybe. he would not get 

.more he
would' ggt ;flve.'dr-six;'so 'wpen he 
showed the.4fjt;ipne he was'.caught. 
He had sbifi'e^biack;' mosquito netting 
on for hlS-iMr,"'and some old faded 
netting fixed on for whiskers, and the 
make-up Ippked reaLenough, too, with 
.the light turned-down:' Well, when, 
-he saw he'was caught he said, “This 
-is transfiguration,” He then said, “I 
am a fake, and the one I learned of 
was a fake? and all materializing me
diums are,” but-that don’t make that 
statement true.

Chauncey "Y. Britten and Clarence 
Britten are two;'. .different persons. 
Clarence has given, four seances at my 
house, and I think they were genuine.

:-' : F. W. WACK.
Battle Creek,,Mjch, .

WHILE"HIS WORK IS BEING-DONE.

He merits praise who bravely tries
To win the rights that worth may 

? claim, : ,
To reach the ladder and to rise,

Lured on by fortuné or by fame,
If while his work is being done 

Thehumble place he occupies
Is graced because he labors there, 
If; pressing onward, he is fair

Through all to those with whom he

On one occasion not long Ago when communicating with my 
guardian spirit through that excellent medium, Mrs. M. T. Longley, 
I was told that when.asleep I visited the spirit world and associated 
with my spirit friends and participated with them to some extept in 
the occupations of spirit life.

Luter I asked why’I did not remember when I awoke what I had ' 
seen or experienced in the spirit world when my mortal body was 
asleep? I asked also if I had two memories? The reply was as fol
lows: •

“In Dreamland—a real land—thou dost gain soul experience। 
faint flashes might perchance come to thee in moments of the earth 
expression ; but thou art then outside of the vibratory force that encir
cles and enthrills thee when bodily sense is wrapped in sleep. Thou ■ 

-must gradually ascend to that vibration as sleep grows more profound 
with the body; thou art, then in another world, On returning to 
earth thou dost descend to a lower rate of vibration^ thus the sopl fails 
to register, its experiences upon the physical brain. There is a mem
ory of the mortal and memory of the spirit, The laterr-higher—cap 
review, contain all essential elements of the lowei’;i the mortal mem
ory cannot sustain or contain that of the spirit,” ;

After this spirit had finished Writing, Spirit Pierpont added a post- 
. sçript^to the letter recommending me to get.the book, “The Mysteries 
of Sleep,” by John Bigelow; for he said that book would explain 
further about the two memories. I got the book and found very much 
in it that enlightened me upon the subject of the Dual Memory. I 
will now read extracts from the book. First, I will give you extracts ’ 
from Swedenborg’s Arcana Celestia, published about 1758:

“It is scarce known to any one at' this day, that every-man has 
two memories—one exterior, the other interior; that the exterior is 
proper to his body, but thé interior proper to his spirit. Those two 
memories are altogether distinct from each other; to the exterior 
memory, which is proper to man during his life in the mortal world, 
appertain all expressions by language; also all objects of which the 
senses take cognizance, and likewise the sciences which relate to this 
world ; to the interior memory appertain the ideas of spirit, which 
are of interior sight, and all rational things, from the idea whereof 
thought itself exists. That thèse things are distinct from each other is 
unknown to man, as well because he does not reflect thereupon, because 
he is incorporate, and cannot so easily withdraw his mind from cor
poreal things.

“Hence it is that men, during their life in the body, cannot dis
cours? with each other but by languages distinguished into articulate 
sounds, and cannot understand each otk^r unless they are acquainted 
•with those languages. The reason is, because this is done from the 

. exterior memory, whereas spirits converse with each other by a uni
versal language distinguished into ideas, of their thoughts, and. can 
thus converse with every spirit, of whatsoever language or nation- 
lie may have been; because this is done from the interior memory; 
every man, immediately after death, comes into the comprehension 
of this universal language, because, he conies into this interior mem
ory, which is adapted to his spirit.

•“The speech of words; as just intimated, is the speech proper to 
..ipan,..and indeed, to his corporeal'memory; bpt.a speech.consisting 
'. bf;i'deas of thought is^The: speech proper to spirits. It is hot-known 

to men Jhat' they possess this interior memory, because the memory 
of particfilar:' 'or material; thipgB,. yvhieh- is corporeal, is accounted 
everything, and darkness that which is interior ; when, nevertheless, 
without interior memory, which is proper to the spirit, man would not 
be able to think at all.

“Whatsoever things a man hears and sees, and is affected with, 
these are insinuated, as to ideas and .final motives or ends, into his 
interior memory, without his being aware of it, and there they re
main, so that not a single impression is lost, although the same things 
are obliterated in the exterior memory; the interior memory, there
fore, is such, that there are inscribed in it all the particular things, 
yea, the most particular, which man has at any time thought, spoken 
or done; yea, those which have appeared to him only shadowy and 
with the most minute circumstances, even from his earliest' infancy to 
extreme old age; and man has within him the memory of all these 
things when he comes into spirit life, and is successively brought into 

-recollection of all of them ; this is the BOOK OF HIS LIFE, which is 
opened in another life, and according to which he is judged; all final 
motives or ends of his life, which to him were obscure; all that he 
thought, and likewise all that he had spoken and done, as derived 
from those ends, are recorded, to the most minute circumstances, in 
that BOOK OF LIFE; that is, the interior memory, and are made 
manifest before the angels, in a light as clear as day, whensoever the 
Lord sees good to permit it; this has at times been-shown me and 
evidenced by so much and various experience, that there does not 
remain the smallest doubt concerning it.

“Men, during their abode in the mortal world, who are principled 
..in love to the Lord, and in charity toward their neighbor, have with 

themselves and in themselves, angelic intelligence and wisdom, but
liidden in the inmost of their interior memory, which intelligence 
and wisdom can by no means appear to them before they put off things 
corporeal; then the memory of particulars spoken of above is hud 
asleep, and they are awakened to the interitjr memory, and afterwards 
to the angelic memory itself.

“A certain spirit, recently deceased, was indignant at not being 
able to remember more of the things which he had knowledge of dur
ing his earth life, sorrowing on account of the light which he had lost, 
and with which he had formerly been particularly gratified; but he 
was informed that in reality,^ie had lost nothing; and that he then 
knew' all and everything which he had ever known, but that in an-. 
other life .it .was not allowable for him to call forth such things to 
observation; and that he should be satisfied to refleejt that it was now 
in his power to think and speak much better and more perfectly, with
out immersing his rational principle, as before, in tha gross,' obscure, 
material and corporeal things which^were of no use in the kingdom 
to which he had now come, and that those things which were in the 
kingdom of the mortal world, were left behind, and he had now what
ever conduced to the use of eternal life, whereby he might be bleated 
and happy, thus that it was a,proof of ignorance-to believe that ni 
another-life there is any loss of intelligence in consequence of not using 
the. corporeal memory, when the real case is, that in proportion as 
the mind is capable of being withdrawn from things sensual and cor-- • 
poreal, in the same proportion it is elevated into things celestial and ■■ 
spiritual,”

Comments as follows on- the 'foregoing by .the author of the 
book; ‘‘ The Mysteries - of Sleep: ’ ’ V We find in the- passages here cited; -;

“First. A recognition of the existence in man of two mnemonictilX' 
functions, each quite distinct from the Others one which takes note 
of all. our thoughts and acts, having an apparent bearing upon; Our 
external or phenomenal life in the ■ mortal world: the- -other, which ' 
not only takes note of those events, buf which takes note also of the 
moral quality, of the ’Ultimate, end "in which such thoughts or nets 
originated. ’

. “Second. That while: some of the impressions which are-recorded . 
in what Swedenborg calls the external memory are ultimately, oblit- 
.erated, all which are recorded in wiiat .he -calls the internal -memory 
remain, even to the most minute particulars, and shades, from earliest ' 

.infancy to old age, and are absolutely imperishable. . . ’.i . .
“Third. That.as ii^the spiritual there are no limitations"of- tittle, ’ 

space, or sense; all eooimunication is, not by the language of words, '
- (Continued on page ” '

just ns reliable ns n telegram is to
day. ..Warnings, advice and consola- 
Uqns, if given, must convey the same 
as?-laws . in chemistry, electricity or 
bacteriology;

Under'the old system of the Jews, 
Egyptians and Greeks, the. priest was 
the logical physician, and I firmly be
lieve that neither, medicine nor reli
gion will give their best’to humanity 
until the same-rule will again be op
erative, and the' priest-physician will 
be dominated by desires other than 
dollars' and . personal advertising. 
This, however, can not be brought 
about- until .medical- science has 
achieved still greater success, and un- 

Jil the basic principles of religion are 
scientifically studied and its laws uti- 
derstood; meanwhile the organization 
which comes nearest meeting these re
quirements Is the one which will do 
the greatest amount of practical good, 
and is therefore the one which will, 
meeting the practical requirements of 
meetings the practical requirements of 
humanity.

A thorough training in the funda
mental principles of anatomy, chem
istry, physiology, bacteriology, and 
-cause and prevention of- disease. Is 
necessary for the. future teacher as 
well as the knowledge of -the princP 
pies of religion. . /

Such air organization or religious 
svstem, would, gain a hold not only.in. 
this land,, but like the Y. M..C. A., 
would be commended everywhere and 
its founders ■ blessed as well as the' 
practical benefits appreciated by men 
and women all over-the world. Such 
a religion must necessarily keep close 
to; and encourage, scientific methods. 
Such a religion’should necessarily be 
called by its, proper name, which 
"would ■■ naturally he "SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE,’’, and its followers SPIRIT
UAL SCIENTISTS.

DANIEL S. HAGER, M.D.
Chicago, nr. _______
Soft is the music that would chares 

forever.—Wordsworth.

.nent, ; LOIE.F. PRIOR.

must als» aid’.science -whenever ' and

must not only keep cloi 
science in. every way p

126 .Wellington Parade, ' ' 
■ E. Melbourne, Australia.

luchwith 
i; but she

stories of the islands, his pleasure is
increased, for has not Jim Quim been 
there for more than thirty years? 
-Does he not speak like a native? The 
town clock was chiming ten-thirty 
(n. m.) and we perched, on the top 
of the “Punch bowl,-” a .large crater, 
looking down upon a sleeping city, 
which, with its many'electric,lights 

: gleaming, seemed but the- reflection 
beneath us of the starry heavens 
above.

How we longed to remain there, to 
■give full play to the romantic fancy, 
that time and place called forth! 
But—the “Aorangi” was sailing at 
midnight, and there was a dear little 
girl sleeping peacefully .in her cot on 
that ship, while her -¡.mother -and 
grandmother were “gadding about”-— 
that must not make the long voyage 
to Australasia alone; so with, a sigh 

• in our hearts we said, “Jim Quim, 
you must take us back to the boat.” 
Ah, the ride doyn the mountain side, 
in the clear moonlight, with the sweet 
fragrance of fruit and flowers all 
about us, the soft call of night birds,

Nature Supreme in the- Estimation of 
. Columbus- Wells.

.Nature is infinite, supreme; every
thing7 In "-existence belongs to qnd is a 
part'of Natuwr>»The boundless spirit 
world'is < all. natural, and in accord 
with nature’s laws. The spirit world 
is so near us that it is not one step 
from death to life everlasting. There 
is,no such,thing as creation. This life 
is our, first, existence as personalities, 
rand ¡we will< always remain personal 
.beings-; Man is the highest intelli
gence In existence. There is no for
giveness of sins> for there is-no power 
to forgive. ( '

If the above is Atheism, I am a pro
found Atheist.

■ ' COLUMBUS WELLS. ;
Laporte; Indiana. ■

,, . „ , j. ,■ In wonddr all philosophy [say.rellg-tho chirp of insects, the night sounds . Jon] began, in wonder it ends, and 
that seem to emphasize the stillness, | sdmirptiom.fills up the interspace; but 
breaking on our ears, and the flitting the first V»Wer la the Offspring oftik- 
of shadowy figures along the wayside!, sorance, the last is th'e part^ 
The sweet enchantment of ft all will ration.—Coleridg®,

be to receive speh practical education 
as possible, and to endeavor to obey 

., . ¡-the laws of health 'so.itbat we mav 
there is a field here thrt must be oc-1 longue ‘”^0 v^t «rid
cupied, sooner or later, by some socio- a hv^nic n
¡cienre Vasglongatsince^ ^0Dg these Hnes’ these ihin^

nn'I ^Siene, but practically very litUe . tjle Spiritualistic problems, and sooner 
medlca “colleges6 ° ° 6 Ior la.ter U is hope4 they wln hrlnE

iSStoi wun ''ammv'n Practical results out of. the present The Jews started with a BPIRITU- chaos. and make its la'ws and 
then these must-be taught' so thatALISTIC-H YGIENIC RELIGION, blit 

they did not live in an age of science, 
and hence very naturally they drifted 
into ritualism and ¡superstitious mysti
cism. : ; ■
"■ In our age, ho!wever; .it':i8\different. 
Practical -things are wanted' and ‘ en
couraged. Crooked paths are made 
straight. Difficult problems are made 
plain.-

This. Is an age of crlticlsn^ au age 
of investigation, an age'when1 the old, 
Impractical things mulsh ■ give way to 
the new, modern and practical things 
which benefit mankind, and therefore 
they are appreciated and encouraged 
by humilnlty. • ■ , - / •

Science has worked out many prob
lems of hygiene, and since the knowl
edge of bacteriology and' pathology
play such important .parts in 
the Haws of health,-the stimulus to re
cognize: and study -preventive meas
ures has become ¡greater than ever, 
thbn sfle will- become, triumphant and 
practical. -. -- .......

The CHURCH OF THE-FUTURE

each individual may&now and under
stand them, and them apply them in 
his daily life. As-ltnow is shows all 
these things unreliable and the divers
ity of its teachings is-stich a conglom- 

. erated mass, that mostlneople are dis
gusted with It, and prefer to keep out 
of if altogether.

Thinking people,-¡however, are con
vinced that the foundation of all relf 
gions ■ is one and if tile -same, .viz.: 
Psychic, metapsychic,1 or spiritistic 

। phenomena, but that -it now holds, 
and alway? was unreliable (perhaps 
because we do not...'understand its 
laws), and that it iseonatantly preyed 
upon by the charlatansijmd pretend
ers; but if carefully studied by intelli
gent men, over a series of: years, and 
its laws be discovered* (just as chem-- 
istr.y, electricity and ¿impdern medi
cine are now being .'¡studied), then I
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Cultivation of Personal Magnetism 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Beb 
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THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Berles one, two end three. By Lilian Whiting, 
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in which spirituality Is related to everyday lUe 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price, aioo each.
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Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sui> 
Ject. Price, cloth. 11.00.

Whu I ftm a Vegetarian.
■. An add resB delivered before the Chicago Vege
tarian Society. By . J. Howard Moore. Frloe, 
SSeenta.

' The Region of Sgirituaiistfi.
It* Phenomena and Philosophy. By tho Bey. 

Samuel Watson. This work was written by *' 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man.- Priofe' 
81.00. A valuable book for tho money. ,

Thp nite Containing chapters on Or- 
1110 eJOdulud Igln and History of the Jes- 

Ulfs; Principles and Alm of the "Company ot 
Jesus;" Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation o' the Order; Expulsion of the Jes 
ults;Bull of Pope Clement Xfv,. Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
of valuable Information. By B. F. Austin, A 
M-, B. D. Price 15c
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ANOTHER

We present the Spi^tiah^ts of the World this 
week another Object 'Lesson of intense inter
est, illustrating Ihe important fact that a great 
deal presented by alleged: mediums as spirit 
phenomena has no foundation in fact—having 
no connection whatever with the-Spirit World. 
It is an appalling lesson to, know absolutely 
that whenever a “spirit” has been grabbed at 
a “materializing seance,” the same ha^ proved 
to be the “medium” or a confederate dressed 
in the Garb of Deception, prepared expressly 
for the occasion. There has not been a single 
exception to this during the last fifty years, 

* Under these circumstances, Spiritualists^ drape 
your house in mourning, and wear crepe on 
your arm, as /Emblem of Sorrow that the 
GRANDEST, HIGHEST‘ and HOLIEST 
TRUTH in the world dias been so badly de
filed by “ phenomena” that have no connec
tion whatever with the Spirit World. - .

The American Society for Psychical 
Research |s composed of distinguished 
men—those who stand high in the es
timation of the general public and 
who are EXTREMELY ANXIOUS 
that SPIRIT RETURN in its various 
phases shall be proved TO BE TRUE 
in all respects. They are typical in
vestigators;—quiet, unassuming and 
gentlemanly, they are investigators 
who should be welcomed by every me- 

< dium.
The result of Mr. Hereward Car

rington's investigation at the Lily 
Dale camp has not come like a CLAP 
OF THUNDER on Spiritualists, for 
by ,many leading minds in our ranks 
it was expected; nor is the result a 
particular blow at this exceptionally 
popular place of resort, for nearly rill 
tho camps.ba.vc been afflicted to a cer
tain extent witji bogus phenomena, 
Aat has Jieen heralded to the world 
as GENDWiE..

vldentlal aspect of 
enee, and for their

Proceedings of the American Society for Psy
chical Research.—Lily Daje.-^ïntroduction

Mr. Carrington gives below his ac
count of an investigation into the 
phenomena that are alleged to occur, 
from year to year, at one of the most 
distinguished of the Spiritualistic 
camps in America. All thut I wish to 
say here is that he was not sent there 
with any motive of making an attack 
on wither that organization or its 
creed, and that I am not now taking 
up the cudgels against : the »stem 
which the believers in Spiritualism ac
cept. Such places simply invite inves
tigation by the very claims t hey make. 
Perhaps they would-not have invited 
it a quarter of a century ago, but now 
that the English Society has published 
so much evidence to sustain some of 
the older claims; it has become neces- 
essary to determine what is true and 
what is false, in such places, where 
scientific discrimination Is not. always 
as much respected as it should be.

This investigation offers an oppor
tunity to say some things which would 
not be provoked, by the ordinary drift 
ofxhuman' discussion, and especially 
at this time. What I wish to empha
size; however, in this Introduction, is 
that the exposure of, things at Lily 
Dale is n«t' gratuitous assault on the 
place or-its alms. I am very glad to 
exempt the organization which owns 
the place and; conducts- the meetings 
there from’any intentional complicity 
in the phenomena whlchrere here the. 
subject of criticism. The letter, of. 
President Warne, on’ithe ■ matter,

ill li ;■ ■
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nomenu fonq whiqh they sought scien
tific attenMou;. jlfi they hud made It 
clear that .¿hey wip e quite as interest
ed in tlie'ieXnicjy and social work of 
the world jis inqi future life for per
sonal and selfish reasons, they would 
have won.their. .triupiph fifty years 
ago. But in their persistent defense 
of the Fox sisters and the whole crew 
of frauds -which sprang up after them, 
they have only succeeded in disgust
ing the intelligent classes until it will 
now require a longer tune and much 
more effort to.convince the world that 
there are any phenomena at all that 
deserve attention.. If the Spiritualists 
had spent one-tenth the money in le
gitimate scientific investigation that 
they ■ have wgsted In running after 
fraud,. they,mig|it have had something 
to Bhow for it. Rut we have still to 
convince the scientific man that there 
is anything but baud and delusion in 
the whole subjeef. The principal an
tagonists to. ppycliic research I find 
among large numbers of Spiritualists, 
and. only thb skeptic, has the good 
sense to hftlp it.,’,The Bplrltualiet toq 
often has pp c.qpf^de^ce in the science 
which he. invokes pr in the truth 
which he believes. He too . readily 
..thinks we qan1 convert fhe world, by 
fooling It or concealing the difficul
ties-of the problem , to be solved, 
Wlfat he has to learpis that the prl-

Wp believe thut Mr. Carrington's 
analysis of the manifestations given 
through various mediums at Lily Dale, 
will result in GREAT GOOD not only 
to all the camps, but to the CAUSE 
OF TRUTH, the CAUSE which The 
Progressive Thinker has championed 
for years.

That the physical phenomena in our 
ranks have been in some respects 
a PUTRID STREAM of trickery and 
fraud is ,now generally acknowledged 
by all the leading Spiritualists in our 
ranks. There has never been in tills 
country a “materialized spirit" 
gralibed that did not prove to be the 
medium or a confederate dressed in 
artificial toggery, and those who have 
bpen exposed in thut manner have 
constituted quite an army of men and 
women.

As an impressive preface to Mr», 
Carrington’s investigations at Lily 
Dale,, we give the following from the 
Baltic Creek Journal of March 16:

which Mr- Oarrlngton/embodies In his 
report, is ample Indication of what 
the best Spiritualists desire to see ef
fected. No reflection on their beliefs 
and motives is here expressed or im- ■ 
plied by this exposure of. what ac
companies, and apparently must ac
company, the methode which have 
kept Spiritualism alive so long. But 
this very exemption from direct sym
pathy and Interest in- the frauds asso
ciated with the work, offers a reason 
for making some remarks on the 
whole problem which faces the adher
ents of that creed.

Spiritualism has, of course, been a 
concession to the scientific spirit, in 
so far as it claims to give evidence ot 
survival after death. It received no 
sympathy either from the scientist in 
this pretension, or from the church. 
The result was and it that, in order to 
sustain Its allegation, it has thought 
it a duty to give "demonstrations” 
of Its doctrine as a part of its regular 
work. At first Its meetings and exer
cises were little or nothing else than 
“tests,” perhaps accompanied by "in- 
suirational" preaching and teaching. 
Gradually It Introduced some of the 
elements of regular, church worship, 
thus imitating some of th,e emotional 
aspects of the orthodox sects. But It 
has always clung to the “test” as the 
justification of its existence and as the 
means of satisfying the skeptic, while 
It discriminated its-own method from 
the traditional mode of establishing 
personal conviction. But as a sytem. 
it has come to the parting of the ways.,

mary duty of ipeu fs to hand the In
vestigation and' pro,of the doctrine 
over to scientific men, and then,, under 
the Inspiration,of his belief, tq enter 
vigorously Jflto .poetical work bf eth
ics. . It was air .Weïl enough to adopt 
the same geperal methqds as the 
•churoh for. exciting 'attention to facts, 
but the moméiQ that science offered 
to take up the settlement of the inves
tigating isspe, |t was the duty of the 
Spiritualist to yield the matter of 
method to tHosq/^Jio could eliminate 
dubious condïtlohri. But instead of 
this, it still insiéte'on methods that 
do not discriini'nate bptween the 
most palpable frél/W and genuine phe
nomena, but wjiiçh'. in fact attract 
more attention to Spurious phenomena 
than-to those >hfch have pome prom
ise of interest. The methods of Spir
itualism have outlived their useful
ness. They -have kept the- existence 
of the phenomena before public atten-

own mbraFbenefit join the other prac
tical efforts, in the world, to redeem 
its evil tendencies. It' is ’quite as. 
easy to :be selfish about a future life 
as about wealth, and it will have no 
other color if it is to remain in the 
condition-it has‘beep in, ever since 
the Fox. sisters. The sooner that this 
is recognised the sooner will the or
ganization make Its peace with the 
methods and principles which it has 
always claimed to respect:' namely, 
those of science. Unless it takes up 
the practical and ethical functions of 
a religion, it will be beaten by other 
churches; for one of the surest things 
of the future is a reorganization of 
religious methods in respect to creed, 
while they continue the social and 
ethical work that the agS has forced 
upon them, in lieu of theological con
troversy. Science must be left to its 
task ot estimating evidence, and when 
this is done, and done by the Spirit
ualists, they may be sure of their tri
umph, but not by anything in their 
present methods.

I not critid!slng,' individuals but 
methods. I freely concede that the 
motives and'alms of the whole sys
tem have as much to 'commend them 
as in the more orthodox and respecta
ble religious Organizations. When a 
future life wins' its victory, the Spir
itualists will have the credit of hav
ing rightly conceived the problem, as 
one of proving personal indentity, and 
of having insisted,in spite of great ad
versity, upon the existence of certain 
facts which • certainly have at least 
that superficial-appearance of approv
ing ft, and may in' the 'end be con
ceded that real quality. But, while 
they can- hardly be blamed for er
roneous methods in the midst of both 
orthodox 'and scientific contempt, they 
will have1 to yield to better methods 
when science overcomes its bigotry, 
and shows humility enough to actu
ally ¿investigate facts Instead of laugh
ing at them. In the meantime we 
have arrived at a stage of' interest and 
development la the subject that makes 
it imperative that the discrimination 
of evidence in this problem shall be 
wholly deferred Jo scientific method.

JAMES H. HYSLGP.

sketch, of Lily Dale—its surroundings 
and management, in order that the 
reader may feel a certain familiarity 
with th% camp which he could, no| 
otherwise have. . .

? Idly Dale is situated about sixty 
miles south of Buffalo, New York,'arid 
consists solely of the station, a couple 
of hotels, a few farmhouses, and the 
“Assembly Grounds," of soiriri ' tei ; 
acres,—containing the hiitel | ; thia
assembly, a library building, several 
smaller halls, a large auditorium 
(seating, perhaps, two thousand), and 
a number of small cottages, rented 
eitller to visitors, byi^he s^on. vb ; 
mediums,—in which case- one’ room 
would be promptly converted into a 
“seance room," and the windoih nailed 
and boarded up for the rest’ of the 
season,—effectually shutting out all 
fresh air thence forwardl • One would 
pass such cottages at night, and hear 
issuing from them, anything but me
lodious sounds,—the house itself dark, • 
shadowy, and closely, boarded up. 
Lectures are usually delivered.¡in the 
big auditorium twice daily )’ while all, 
the mediums renting cottages give 
seances and sittings throughout the 
day, to whomsoever may call upon 
th’dm.? As most of them are buBy, 
however, these sittings ace mostly ar* 
-ranged for in advance. - I-..shall give: 
an‘account of my own sittings, with; 
these mediums immediately.

I arrived in Lily Dale on Saturday 
afternoon, and found everything in 
full blast. In one'eorner of the hotel 
veranda was an excited group of men, 
discussing some problem connected 
with Spiritualism. Looking up, I saw 
the sjgn "Philosophers’ Corner” 
nailed to the wall of the hotel; and 
later I discovered a slate (obtained 
from Keeler, I understand)' covered 
with writing, framed, and christening 
the corner with that name. After 
walking about the grounds for some 
time, and finding out what mediums 
were present, arid where they were 
situated, I made an appointment for 
the next day for a ^pirit-photograph, 
and a trumpet seance, and rested the 
remainder of the evening.

The following accounts of seances

RHEUMATISM
Let Us Scud You FBEE TO TRY, a 

Dollar's Worth of the Great 
Michigan External Remedy 

That Is Curing Thous
ands. -

I --------- . {
Let Us Have Your Address'To-day.

We have found a quick and posi- 
tlye remedy' for Rheumatism. We 
are proving this fact day in and day 
out by. .thousands of cures, including 
old chronic cases of .30 and 40 years' 
Buffering from this cruel torture. We 
know this, and if anyone doubts, we 
will introduce him or her to hun
dreds we have cured. We will let 
everybody know,' as we know, that 
Magic Foot Drafts are a real, genu
ine cuje for this dread disease.

, Maglp Foot Drafts are so sure to 
dure that we gladly send .them to any
body Free on Approval’ and- wait for 
our pay until the work is done. Send 
us your name to-day. Return mail 
will bring you a regular dollar pair 
of Drafts, prepaid, to try free, 
Then if you are satisfied with th« 
benefit received, you can send us On« 
Dollar; if not, they cost you nothing, 
You decide. You can see that we- 
couldn't afford to make such an offer 
if the Drafts didn't cure. Address 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X014 Oliver 
Building, Jackson, Mich. Write to, 
day.

O'host Stock Took a Drop.—Man Who 
Has Mystified East Enders for 
Months Conics to Sudden Grief.— 
Spooks Turn Out to be False 
Whiskers, Etc.—Husbands of Inter
ested Women Take a Hand at Se
ance.—“Medium" Confesses.
Spooks, ghosts, and other supposed 

Inhabitants of the other world took 
shape In the form of blasck gauze 
whiskers, an extra pair of black socks, 
a white pocket handkerchief, and a 
wild scramble Sunday night at the 
home of Fred W. Wack; 104 Illinois 
street, when Chauncey (Chan) Brit
ten, who lives near Goguac lake, was 
exposed as a Spiritualistic fake by a 
company of men who attended the 
“test meeting” for that purpose.

Britten, who has claimed up until 
Sunday night to be a Spiritualist me
dium, has been holding meetings at 
the Wack home for the last four 
months, usually appearing there two 
nights a week, generally Wednesdays 
an,^,Sundays. -Many of the women 
livMfc ln the east part of the city

spirits were .at a discount.
With the kerosene lamp turned so 

low that only the dimmest light was 
seen, and the audience1 singing “Near
er'My God to Thee," Britten closed 
the curtains of the cabinet, and wait
ed for the “spirit” to move."

■ The Undoing of “Bennett.”
It did and bo did the investigators. 

A real bona fide spirit could never 
have uttered more realistic groans 
that the black whiskered shadow of 
“George Bennett” whom Britten de
clared-was his guide. George made 
his appearance just as the audience 
reached the last score of the first

It Insists that it is a scientific religion. 
But an examination of its claims 
seems to indicate that it is neither sci
ence, nor religion. Its methods, at 
least In public, are not those of sci
ence, and its ethical work has not 
been that of religion. • '

In the long conflict with science, the 
more orthodox religions have gradu
ally been forced to emphasize ethical 
and social work as a primary function 
of the church, and have more or.less 
abandoned or modified their creeds. 
In this they have returned, in some 
respects, to the ethical ideals of their 
founder,—though they are not so 
sure, or at least offer no Sureties, of 
his intellectual belief of a future life. 
But after first abandoning, his social 
ideals they fought long for theological 
doctrines, which critical methods have 
dissolved or are fast dissolving, and 
are left without any excuse for exist
ence, except the ethical duties imposed 
by the early teachers. This recogni
tion of its ethical duties 4s the one 
thing that enables the church to play 
any part at all in modern life. Though 
its original creed is held as a matter 
of faith, the chief Influence that sup
ports this faith is the inertia of tra
ditional ethics, which die harder than 
intellectual doctrines; and belief .in 
a future life is rather an effect of their 
confidence in an ethical ideal than it 
is a support of it. How long it will 
last is another matter; for in all 
ages ethical conceptions, in the long 
run follow beliefs or have their cohe-. 
siveness and tenacity„ determined by 
them, . Seeing this, and • intent upon 
assuring the first condition of a spir
itual ideal of life, the Spiritualists, 
from the time of .Swedenborg, have 
laid stress upon the proof- -of a fu
ture life, and while.f.ew ,o,f. them have 
followed Swedenborg into a dogmatic, 
and unprogressive dependence on au
thority, they have yielded to the temp-’ 
tation to. concentrate their' main efforts 
on a problem which does not beloirg tb

tlon, but tl)$y> ha,ve never convinced 
a single ma? who.fias had any respect 
for science. bTfie j&ne has come for a 
complete change ofjiPolicy in this mat
ter,—a sugg^ption.^hich is made here, 
not because (¡., ha,ve any interest In 
what popularly pafl?es as Spiritualism, 
but because,!,I a(|n)it that there are 
facts for wblqh. Spiritualists have a 
right to claim ,a .njost important sig
nificance. facts wt" receive
no credence ,pr defense until they are 
protected by Jiip most careful arid crit
ical methods.,,, If,.J&en, the Spiritual
ists will singly Ifiave to science the 
determinatiop pf evidence and share 
with' other r^llgiqup efforts the duty 
of personal apd so^gl-ethics, they will 
■be entitled- jp ,thq,-consideration they 
desire. But it. will.not be unti) then.

that he was doing what he claimed 
to do. However, it was decided to 
call at the Sunday night meeting and 
investigate'Britten’s methods. W. W.: 
Brown, Guy Wells, John Coney, Rule 
Seeley, Herbert DePeel, C. W. Shu- 

। man, C. M., Walsworth, C. W. Tuttle 
and M. Loomis composed the party, 
that attended to make the investiga
tion.

Showed He Was No Fake.
Forty persons were assembled to 

see the tests made, and the investi
gators took two front seats near the 
curtains which Britten had hung over 
a door of another room. Each one 
who-attended dropped fifty cents at 
the door and all awaited the coming 
of the alleged medium in fear and 
trembling..

• Britton appeared about a quarter 
after night, and immediately prepared 
to conduct the te8t. *“He removed his 
shoes. and stockings, sitting in the 
audience. Then he arose and an
nounced his Intentions of carrying out 
the beance. To prove that he was no

. Jake, he secured a large lard can 
cover and filled It wltfi, flour, taking,.

, it into the room which he was using 
; for his, “cabinet.”. Here he put? the.

lard can cover on the floor and step- 
yed into it, at the same time filling 
his hands with the flour. This he stat
ed would prove that he would not 
move from his tracks as the-flour 
would show.

Then the test started and quick ac
tion renulted. Things -were doing 
and when the emoke cleared away

“Transfigur— H—" yelled back C. 
W. Shuman, who stood near by.

Women shrieked arid the men who 
had thought Britten to be genuine 
In the spirit business, stood aghast. 
Brown and -thé others held Britten 

,anfi sehrehed him. On his person they 
found a-quantity of gray and black 
gauze which be told them he had 
used for whiskers and gray and black 
hair. Brown held a large bunch of 
the false whiskers in his hand, these 
being the ones that Britten had wqrri. 
Ori his feet were a pair of black socks, 
which he had carried in Mis pocket 
and put on in the cabinet so 'that 
the* flour woqld he covered. :. He had 
worn ri »black sateen shirt, and over 
this-he had’ folded a pocket handker-- 
chief to resemble a collar anfl shirt 
with more of'the black gauze as a” 
necktie.»- • ’ti?'

■j - M Tiie<^&ÿer Confesses, ,~
Ttei market price on real ? good 

spirits; dropped to zero in a way that 
seemed disastrous - to ' the personal 
safety of.Britten. The women in the 
audience were ready, at a moment's 
notice to. evidence .their indignation 
and chagrin, by putting- Britten’s face 
àn£ halE.Jn, an. unenviable- condition. 
This"^ae. riot done, however, but the 
jia|;er watLuiade to tell his story and 
ebrifess qls falsity.'

VI found out last August," said 
Britten, "that I pould get easy money 

,using the Spiritualist game, and so I 
'announced that I had discovered that 
J cpuld tiring out spirits. I have been 
holding meetings here and at Chrir- 

. lotte for,^hé-,last four months, and' 
hay^jm^e .as high as $25 at a meet- 

. llng. ,^Ne;.prie!'knew that I .was a fake, 
but I, was and so are all other Spirit
ualist mediums.”
. ,Mr. Britten’ claims he learned his 
methods of Mr.. King and Mr. Riley, 
both materializing mediums.

religion as an ethical Institution, but 
to seiencq as a’n„fiftYAStlgatiag. agency» 
The result . hasibe’eri^he 'fieglecf-of 
both the. - Indiyjdjual ami.,,.the,,social 
Ideal of a spiritual ,life.';In:accepting?^ 
the challenge ? whl.riU .science has* al- 
waystissued against religion, tp pro-. 
duce evidence of ¿a futurp.life, it,has 
forgotten the primary objeettior which 
that belief has existed; -and. Jn'seek- 
ing the consolation,, which the. belief, 
affords, It has become.as;distorted in 
its'perspectlve .oLdife’-as. any of the- 
sects that It aimsto displace..

The great error has been in the ef
fort to combine science and religion in 
a inanner in which-they-will not fit? 
Science has its- place and; methods, ■ 
and .religion has,its. ..Burifwe cannot 
combine the ethics and aesthetics of a 
ritual with theK.dlrt and, dust of the 
laboratory.. The refinement, symbol
ism, and emotional, moods of a ritual 
hardly consist witti: the confusion and 
triviality of scientific tests; That part 
of the work ’which aims at proof 
should be left to. the scientist and his 
laboratory methods, which can never 
be carried on in public. .The demands 
Mr the.sensational.only.-result in det 
veloping frauds’to ekeite the -wonder 
of the crqdulous.-. What the-Spiritual
ists need to learn is the duty of .re- 
ferring the-problem.of investigation 
to, qualified- scientists. 'If .they had 
■done this long ago;, if they-had care- 

| fully eliminated fraud from the phe-

JU'exposing the frauds.which infest 
the history and methods of Spiritual
ism, as it haa bqen popularly under
stood, I am frank to say that I do 
not think its Bins are any worse than 
those which prqvail in theUbuslness 
world. They are precisely the same,- 
and there Is no reasop for exposing 
them more than file frauds of busi
ness: Many a man will hold up his 
hands in horror at the kind of thing 
exposed in Mr. Carrington’s report 
who will expect to cheat his neighbor 
out of his property in practically the 
same way under the forms of the law. 
There is no more disposition on the 
part of the public to live and let live 
than there is on the part of the ad
venturers who take the last ceht of 
their dupes rind laugh at the most 
sacred feelings that men can possess. 
It is not Spiritualism alone that is in
fested with fraud, but the whole basis 
of modern soçjefy, and ,we are only 
touching tfié surrec^whep. w,e call at
tention to the Inigctipn In what claims 
to be a religion.' ^“Business” does not 
profess to have any principles but to 
get all it can of .other people’s prop
erty by hook or.by crook, and so is 
not bound by any maxim of consist
ency or sincerity , of conscience. This 
is exactly the doctrine of the fraudu
lent medium, and I shall only Insist 
that they who live in glass houses 
shall not throw stones.

This is not an apology for such per-, 
formances as are,here exposed. It is 
only a statementJof fact which shows 
that the. task of ? science may be a 
larger ime than the investigation of 
Spiritualism, and that whatever dis
gust we feel at. the associations of an 
alleged rellglpn, holds, good for other 
crimes as well: Half the. gloating cry 
of fraud, very often, on the part of the 
skeptic is influençai, by. a desire, to 
escape the belief wLlçh the Spiritualist 
wltn equal prejudice wishes to sus
tain. The only. cquree to , take, then, 
is to clear thé stïtüect’ of objection at 
any point, and this can be dorie only 
by the most " mqtcliéàs^ exposure-of 
fraud;, and -thq'.'^tógSljàon of ¿p»- 
féctly ’immenBeflimailtips in the way 
of obtaining scientfffc .proof of a fu
ture life. Nothing: is gained by in
sisting on evliejiqejb.at will riot ineet 
the strictest détaaWé of’ seléritifle 
method, even thutœLthe adherent of 

■ such betrays equar nips in his.obstL' 
nate blindness, to facts. Of one thing, 

' however, we niày Ijtì'Slìre, and that is, 
that no intelli^rit', man intends to 
be fooled in tins'piSblem. We can
not afford to be, foolèd on either side

Report of a Two-Weeks’ Investigation 
Into Alleged Spiritualistic Phenom
ena . Witnessed at Lily Dale, New 
York.—-By Hereward Carrington.— 
Sec. 1—Spirit Photography, Trum
pet Seances and Slate-writing.
For a number of years past, those 

Spiritualists who could afford the 
time and the money have made it a 
practice of visiting so-called "camps," 
situated in various parts of the United 
States, where they could meet, ex
change views and Information about 
“The Cause,” and have the opportun
ity of personally testing the numerous 
mediums of all classes that flock to 
the camps like flies about a honey
comb. In this manner it is possible to 
test, or at least to have sittings with 
a number of first-class mediums, with
out having to travel all over the coun
try to reach them; and it is, of coursd, 
a great advantage to them to have 
such opportunities for investigation. 
It Is only natural, too, that mediums 
should go to /he various camp meet
ings, in. order to add* to their reputa
tion,—by converting a number of 
doubters to belief in spirit-return, 
and more firmly rooting the faith of 
those who already accept the teachings 
of Spiritualism—especially those ob
tained through these particular medi
ums. As inay be imagined, these 
camp meetings become profitable 
sources of -revenue to the mediums, 
who charge fair prices for their sit
tings (from $1.00 to $2.00, as a rule), 
and enable the mediums to add to 
their reputations. When famous me
diums go to such camp meetings, they 
are literally besieged with persons 
asking for sittings, and thev can give 
a sitting every half hour during the 
day,, as well as seances In the even
ings: and in fact many of these me
diums do so. One would think, a 
priori, that, were their mediumship 
genuine, such continued wear and 
tear would soon exhaust the medium 
or ht.s power; yet such does not seem 
to be' the case—some mediums giving 
from twelve to eighteen sittings every 
day (for slate-writing, e. g.), besides 
seances two or throe evenings each 
wee-fc,—-which are attended by from 
ten io thirty sitters,—at one dollar 
per head. Such,being the case we 
might naturally suppose the.best me
diums would be drawn to the camp 
meetings,—they having far more op
portunity for money and fame-making 
than if they were to remain in their 
native town; and. though there are 
doubtless many Inferior and little 
known mediums who’ go to such 
camp meetings, still, the majority of 
them may be taken as representing 
the best of their kind that can be 
found or brought together for pur
poses of investigation. At least we 
may with justice suppóse that what 
results were obtained from these me
diums would be representative of re
sults obtained from mediums as a 
class anywhere . else’.’ Especially is 
this true of Lily Dale,—the. best and 
most aristocratic'crimp, in the. States, 
—and the1 - best ktioWn. Whatever 
conclusions ThlgHt be -formed from a 
study thesePmeàlunis would probably 
apply tb all rii'riiiiàr ùriinps.

It therefore'riècarrie g , matter of 
very great Interest; tq ascertain, as far 
as possible, rtfie?'aVerage’. level of the 
scientific spirit present In a camp of 
this. character,.disorder • tbsascertain 
so far as possible the valuable of the 
testimony coming from'the crimp vis
itants, and’ the. character of . the, av; 
drgge’ medhlYn !ìtre(iuents It An

without change or alteration, except 
in a few minor details. I shall give 
the series in as nearly chronological 
order as possible, though, for various 
reasons, it will sometimes be better 
to altar this arrangement, and to give 
the results of my sittings with one 
medium (although given on different 
days) together—thus completing that 
medium’s record, before passing on to 
consider the next case. This, I think, 
will be found most satisfactory. I 
now present the following record for 
the reader's consideration.
Sitting With A. Norman (Spirit Pho

tographer) .
Sunday, Aug. 4, 1907.

I was granted a sitting with this 
medium immediately upon request. 
Mr. Norman explained to me that he 
had no control over the phenomena, 
but would obtain for me what he 
could. I sat on the veranda, and he 
disappeared into the house, and 
brought out a large camera and two 
plates,—already in the slide, pre
pared. I noticed that there was a 
small white chalk mark on one Bide 
of the “double-back” plate slide (a 
slide that holds two plates) and this 
side was carefully Inserted foremost. 
Mr. Norman erased this chalk mark 
with his finger as he inserted the slide 
into the camera. The movement was 
very slight, and would probably have 
escaped detection in the vast major
ity of cases. However, I posed, and 
the photo was taken.

Next, we went indoors; the plate 
slide was reversed, and the room 
placed in almost total darkness. I 
was informed that “the spirits would 
materialize their own light" and that 
none was needed. This was "where 
the mediumship came in.” The sec
ond plate was then exposed, the cap 
being removed for about a minute. 
During that minute I was informed 
that I should sit for physical mani
festations; and the medium asked me 
if I had ever sat for a spirit-photogra
pher before. Why was that question 
asked. I wonder?’ Was it mere idle 
curiosity, or was It in order to ob
tain for me. on the plate, the same
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of the Issue, arfdwcfiiay as well keep 
cool heads and1 iMinitjthe truth of sci
entific methodes looestroy our influ
ence by such T§iSttirnly>riiethads as 
lead only to ilt^ldn ^£nd’ fraud.

The primaryalyiilui£ of a belief in a 
future life is lu?'.’ethical implications 
and the use tliiSt’can tie' made of it by 
rationril men tb 'srippbTt an ethical 
view of human tine,Tprly ate and pub
lic. . It does fiqt,;illwhys moralize a 
man by itself, if; ever? But whatever 
limits its influence:may have as an. 
isolated conviction, We know enough 
of history, individual and social, to 
khow that the rational man can 
strengthen an ethical ’ view of the 
world by-It. "This1 being the case, the 
Spiritualists will hdve to learn that 
their methods have had. their day of 
usefulness and that, they will- have to

investigatton of this kind would not; 
of course,'riffect’the ¿tiaracter of all 
other mediums—^fay.orably or other- 
wise—but wolild'fUrnfBli'a clue to the 
character of nhenpmenq generally wit
nessed; and; If; ',teWin well-known 
mediums’were present, would, at least 
afford an opportunity for testing their 
powers, and ’ the genuineness of the. 
phenomena dbbiirve'd ~ ’through that 
mediumship. .

It was determined, therefore, by the 
secretary, that some 'bystbmatic and 
thorough investigation should -be 
made, to detrmiqe, so. far as,possible, 
the nature of'the phenomena at Lily 
Dale; anl I—as one,pfrtlie Council—. 
was asked to ufidfirtalce the, investiga
tion of the phenomena occurring in 
that camp. Accordingly, I spent the 
greater part of two .weeks at Lily Dale 
(from Aug. 3 to' 16, 1907), carefully 
Investigating every medium, of note 
there, and having'several sitting with 
certain mediums, where the case or 
the results seemed to warrant such 
prolonged inquiry. The results of this 
investigation I give below. Let me 
first,.however, give very ’"rapid 
A - - -V ;u:i: a’il

under which name I had registered at 
the hotel, and which name I gave to 
every medium on the grounds. The 
amusing consequences that ensued 
upon this will be detailed presently. 
However, I was informed that I must 
call in a day or so, in order to look 
at the plates. I was to see these first, 
and if no results had .been obtained; I 
was to sit again. Mr. Norman then 
bowed me out (after first requesting 
and receiving his payment) and ex
pected me to leave. I asked if I 
migh,t not see the plates developed. 
The reply was, “No, I won’t get at 
them to-night, anyway.” I replied 
cautiously that I should think it would 
be very interesting to watch the de
velopment of a plate upon which 
might appear spirit faces; the answer 
was that these faces developed in ex
actly the same manner as any other 
faces whatever. I then replied 'that 
I should like to watch the process, in 
Order to convince myself that'‘they 
were developed in the manner said, 
arid that they were not already on the 
plate. The result was to bring forth 
ri flat refusal to allow me to watch the 
process of development. -I then asked 
if I might bring my own. plates' next- 
sitting; and that too was refused1 me.
I had to go away content with’ what 
I had. If results should be obtained,■- 
they would be absolutely inconclusive, 
since no tests ’were allowed, nor are 
tests to be allowed at any future sit
ting. '.Spirit faces, when obtained un
der such conditions,-and if‘recognized, 
would be -not only inconclusive^-they' 
would.be farcical. - It remains'ttf‘be1 
seen what the plates containj --.

Later. 11 have just called on Mr? 
Norman, and, seen the plates'taken, 
yesterday. There is only one plate, I 
find, as the second exposure, made 
in the dark room, was supposed to be 
on the same plate as that which was 
exposed upon the veranda. As a mat
ter of fact, I know this to'be untrue, 
:for the reason that I saw Norman 
change the plate slide, after; we had 
taken -up, our positions in 'the! dark
ened ronm- -It.is more than probable, 
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The Vanishing Maidens a knock at the door and my aunt en

of the Willow Isle.
A Highly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida 

/ Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cal.

\ “I ’.will do all 1 can do,” said Mrs. I Among those that bear Thy name 
Hiannan gently, and she went to her Is there not one, O God, to save
iniend, Miss Dubon, who had appar- | From death or paths of shame, 
ejatly been sobbing during the whole
of Hugh’s story. I felt suspicious of One who through love and ignorance,

IU »liss Dubon and I told Mrs. Milborn 
IB sip before we entered the room, and 
u ww decided to watch he)'.. , ’Our 
|f| stranger guest had leaned back ip an 
(L easy chair, closed ills eyes and kept 
IB perfectly silent until now when he sat 
M "1\ very straight and said, “I have 

hemp listening to your conversation, 
|| and las for you, Mrs. Hannan, if that 
|| is j<ijur name, which I doubt—-there 
U was no excuse whatever for your con- 
fl duct.-' You ¡might have put yoiir chll- 
R dren in a home somewhere and made 
R the county ¡take care of your mother,

I . And trust that was too great,
Deserted now by human kind 

Can only pray and wait?

and then you could have taken care 
ot yourself! like an honest woman. I 
have no patience with dishonest peo- 
pie anyway.” ■

te “1 wouln like to ask,' said Aunt
■sH*ucy, pleasantly, “if you were ever 
^Siampted to obtain money by decep- 
f* lion/' “Never, madam!” was the 
L steffn reply.
Ilf “Then it is no credit to you that you 
M nevei? did it,” said my aunt, “for if 
P you had been temptefl the chances 
H are yot) might have yielded. I cannot 
I think, Mr. Wentworth, that you have 
| never done । anything wrong in your 

life, and who is to judge what is the 
w, greatest sin?" . .
Li "Whatever sins. I have committed, 
|U God in his, mercy has fogiven, and 

they will he remembered no more,”
I? was the haughty reply.

During this conversation Hugh and 
r'^hls friend stretched some heavy 
B * ; rapery across one corner of the room 
iF-uind they now requested us to be quiet. 
J /JUrs. Hannan seated herself in a chair 
I j'ust outside the cabinet, but no one 

eK'se changed position. The room was 
I wi;ll lighted and not a movement 
j couvld be made without detection. A 
n deem silence, which by the mantel 

clocjx iaslrid twenty minutes, followed 
Mrs) Hanpan’s movement, and then a 
sliapowy ! figure seemed to step 

* through the drawn curtains, and glide 
inj,o ¿lie center of the floor where it 
paused), wavered and disappeared. 

[ My heai’t ' gave a great bound—al- 
| though, scarcely more tangible than a 
n ■ shadow* it was a genuine manifesta- 
I tion beyond doubt. A few more min- 
I iites’ watch and several dusky forms 
u • came out of the cabinet at once, but 
I’. .*they quickly vanished. Then there 
K appeared:upon the floor an irregular 
I \ patch of' semi-luminous mist, -which 
I /slowly rose Into a human figure and in 

il short time stood before us the ap- 
| />ureutly tangible form of a young 
I woman oi/abbut the' average Height, 
L-StSVlth long, golden hair falling in a 
pj^yavy mass over ri flowing robe of 
fif white. Tlie girl: turned slowly so* as 
KS to bring her face into the full light, 
'a' upon which Morn Vine gave a piercing 
ly scream arid * cried, “Miss Clara! O, 
in^or the Lawd’s sake, it is Miss Clara 
vl’bei’self, for sho’ I ”

The figure stretched her hands 
¿toward the old negress in recognition, 
n&d theri Without another movement 
vanished. During all this time Mrs. 

. ' l-Jripnari had. sat motionless with her 
antis folded and her eyes closed, but 

■ now she sat upright and looked about 
\lier;.but whatever remark she might 
have made was prevented by the un
expected happening.

Isabel gilded from her seat on the 
: . sofi). beside Ralph. Milborn, and cross- 

* Ing) the floor with a rapid, swaying 
t motlbn, stood directly in front of the 
/ stranger. Her.eyes were closed, her 
' form became rigid and her face white 
' and fixed. In a moment she began to 
- speak in a voice low, intense and pa- 

•> thetic. It was a poem she gave and 
I ■ the rendering was painfully realistic. 
h ; I- had my note-bopk—here is the 

poem: ■* *
fc: They walked alone in the twilight 
j/---.- '.hour,:'-
A -Through the valley sweet and still, 
-7 WMIfe night its somber inantle 

wrapped
. ' Round forest, field and hill.

■) They talked of love and her eyes met 
: :*l -. his
<: : With a tender, fearless gaze, 

* ’ And many golden dreams she wove 
L* ■ As he pictured pleasant ways’

' \ They two should walk along life’s 
' ■ \ ■ ■ path,

\ Together side by side, 
A)nd she the fairest flower of all 

i ‘■His happy rose-crowned bride.

' He\took the hand of the trusting girl, 
A'pd away from her home he led— 

’ We*31 send for the parson to-morrow, 
' dear,

•' T6-morrow we will be wed.'

And he to whom I pledged my faith 
Life’s pleasant pathway trod, 

A-ma.idep’i' love again he claimed, '
Wealth’s treasures 'round .him 

spread, : .... .* v. ..**

The . world looks, on and laughs and 
jests ■*. ' .

And heaps on him no shame;
In fashion’s giddy whirl and show • 

She walks who bears his name,—

The name my child and L, should 
bear—,- ,■ ■■ .. *; ■

O God, is tljere no aifl?
Pure I will die, for pure I've lived—r 

I know ! have, I’ri). riot, afraid."
A

i

cloak she wrapped around 
form—

“0 Gqd, my babe is dead! <
thank thee, Lord"—she took 

.child '
And down the street she fled.

her;

the

The silently stars looked\kinfliy down- 
On the rjver dark and cold, 

The river that many a secret held
By human lips'untold, .

One more it took that bitter night 
And on its bosom bore, /'■

Till in the early wintry .morn ■' 
It hurled It o'n the shore.

An 
On

angel came from realms of light, 
her brow a jewel was gleaming 

bright,
And the mother and babe she bore 

away 1 .
From earth’s scenes of night to realms 

of day,
And the world whirled on and the 

crowd rushed by
With never a pitying word or sigh

For the helpless victims laid away
From sight in the potter’s field that 

day.
But one there was in the jostling 

throng
Where arose the ribald -jest and song, 
One hungry soul in the haunts of sin 
Was moved by a pity that makes akin;
Her

And

As

She 
The

face was haggard and thin and 
bold,

she shivered and shrank in the 
bitter cold,

with trembling hand and tear- 
dlmmed sight ■

laid on thb grave a lily white, 
last sad token—will God forgive

And let the sinner unpunished live?

ter

WeeKs and months rolled steadily on 
Bringing a sense of shame,

.- And uhe maiden .wept in sorrow deep 
For'the parsonmever camfc

She thought of her happy, childhood 
days—

• They seemed so long ago—
Of the mother who wept o'er the run

away--- ’ • :
Ah, she should never know;

fete.-For she now thought of her darling 
F,* child
,h • As a happy, honored wife— " ,

teuShe would be brave and hide hen 
shame ■

¡Though it cost her nil—her life.
ferBut the night grew dark,-and darker
VA1’. s«ii
Six ; And a hopeless blind despair 
r-S;>.-Clutched at her heart and" from

* vored dreams.. .
. She cried in frenzied'prayer:

pl, ; “O thou who once in Bethlehem 
fe; ., An infant helpless lay;; '* 
ferfLook in thy mercy on tha babe 

. > ? I bring, to thee to-day^-.

ffe .O God, why am I left like this?”

fe-

The mother's voicQ^grew wild—«•< 
'None but,myself I’ve? ever • wronged 

And thee, my helpless child. i • ’
^ibar.the church-bells ringing now;

tered, seated herself and in her usual, 
straightforward manner began:

“I have come, Audley, to relate an
other chapter in the history ot Willow 
Isle, and when l am through you will 
better understand what caused Mom 
Vine to cry out. The founder of this 
place was known by the name Devlnci, 
After he had been here several years 
lie left the place and his comrades for 
a time, and when he relumed he 
brought with him his daughter, Anita, 
aged twenty years, and Mom Vine, 
then a widow, who had taken care oi 
Anita for eighteen years. Mom Vine 
told me that she and Anita were both, 
very much afraid here, and would 
have fled if they had dared. Execept- 
ing two black servants they were the 
only women, here. Among the Mexi
cans who staid with Devlnci was a 
young man named Juan, and. in a 
short time he and Anita became 
lovers. For several months the two 
seemed very happy, and then. Devinci 
again went away for several weeks. 
When he returned he brought with 
bim-two beautiful girls and introduced 
than). as his pieces, Miss Clara pud 
Miss Rena. Clara was seventeen 
years old and Rena ten.. Mom Vine 
about, jf no.t quite, worshipped little 
Rena, and if half she,tells about her 
is correct she was certainly a-jnost re- 
markable as well as beautiful child, 
, “After a few weeks Mom Vine no
ticed thai Juan avoided Anita when-, 
ever possible and sought Miss Clara’s 
society Instead. Mom Vine said as 
soon ■ as she saw this state of affairs 
her heart went ‘hipity-hop? for she 
knew Anita would do- something 
dreadful as soon.as she was sure of 
her lover’s change of. heart,* arid she 
did.
, “Ope night when Mom Vine and lit
tle Rena and. the two negro servants 
were walking in the moon-lighted 
garden, they saw Juan and Clara 
walking arm in arm toward a rose 
covered summer house when Anita 
sprang out-from under a date palm 
leaf, which had screened her and 
sprang upon them. There was a 
gleam of steel, a hoarse oath from 
Juan, and Clara fell to the ground, 
-Mom Vine and those with her 
screamed wildly and Anita, with Juan, 
in close pursuit,-fled toward the old 
stone house where Devinci and his 
comrades were holding a drunken ca-

At first the stranger looked at Isa
bel with amazement, but as she pro
ceeded his jaw dropped and there 
came over his countenance such a 
look of terror as I had never before 
seen on a human face, and he.several 
times shivered and looked about him 
as if fearful of seeing someone.

At the conclusion of the poem Isa
bel became very weak and I think 
she would have fallen if Hugh had 
not sprang to her assistance. Mr. 
Wentworth staggered to his feet and 
in a voice that sounded harsh and 
shrill despite its trembling, said, “I 
do not believe in these seances—the 
wrath of God overtakes all who par
take in them—I do not believe in 
Spiritualism, It’s all of the devil—no 
wonder people are afraid of it—It's a- 
delusion—a fraud—mind-reading. I 
am not well—it is fearfully hot here,” 
and he mopped his brow with a hand
kerchief held in a shaking hand.

“It Is light.as day, and I must go 
at once; I thank you for your kind
ness—0 this is awful,” and he stum
bled blindly toward the door. Hugh 
arose. “Come, Cephy/' he said, and 
followed by his. reluctant servant, he 
left us. As they left the steps Hugh 
sajd,.“Just hear, the dogs howl and 
the horses whinny! Even the parrot 
has.been screaming all the evening, 
‘Bonder and blitzen—look out’!”

“Yes, the devil is loose to-night 
and ..has .got Into; everything,” replied 
the stranger, as he hurried onward.

“Poor man,” said my aunt, “he 
cannot see that all the devil he is con
scious of to-night is within himself. 
Many very good people honestly object 
to Spiritualism because they doxnot 
understand it,., but no* one is afraid 
of it excep't the very Ignorant or those 
who have something to conceal."

“I went to my room and sat by the 
open window leaning out for-a breath 
of.cooler air. The- moonlight fell 
through the branches of<• the pepper 
tree that shaded thewlndow and cast 
delicate, fern-like shadows -on the 
ground. I was. in a state of excite
ment new, to me, but-it was not occa
sioned by the-wonderful manifesta
tions I had seen, nor by the sad mes
sage from the spirit world that caused 
the stranger such pain and alarm. I 
had seen what, the otheTs had not. 
From the time-Mrs; Hannan began her 
story until ..Isabel i had finished her 
communication,- the young woman I 
had seen in the stone house had stood 
in the shrubbery outside the window 

Lmy vision had - commanded. As I 
looked ,at her-It came to me like a 
revelation that she was- a woman of 
.flesh and-blood and a noble type of' 
womanhood; too, and as I looked 
upoucher strong; pure face there arose- 
in me an,intense hungry longing for 
the companionship of such a being. I- 
had grown accustomed to seeing peo
ple in various colored wrappings and 
my aunt had explained to me what cer
tain colors, signify, but never'befo're 
had I seen any-one. wrapped as this 
young woman* was in blue', and white, 
With./lashes, of-gold and rosy pink, 
and ' a halo, of light encircled her 
head.* .... - - , ■

;At Mom Vine’s- cry at sight'Of the- 
amritjwoipan, I moved a* little arid; 
when.;. I* resumed my former position!' 
the 'object of my admiration had van
ished. ■ As I sat by my window, pon
dering over the situation there-came
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rousal.
"What followed Mom 

cannot tell, but Devlnci was 
and excepting one man, the 
gang with Anita and

Vine 
slain 

whole 
Juan

rode away on galloping horses and re
turned no more. The one man that 
remained told Mom Vine that his 
guardian saint had appeared to him 
the night before and warned him not 
to get ,drunk for he would be needed, 
and needed he surely was. My broth
er-in-law spent a good deal of time 
trying to complete Mom Vine’s history 
of the tragedy. He learned Anita en
tered. a convent and gave her property 
to the church, and Clara died in the 
hospital to which she was taken as 
the result of her Injury six months
after it was inflicted, and it'was 
Clara, who came to' us to-night.1’ 

(To be continued.)

this

An Experience of Many Years Ago,
I am a. reader of The .Progressive. 

Thinker and have seen so,much of .the 
experiences of our. brothers and 'sis
ters I thought it might be profitable 
to give a little experience of my own, 
as all genuine truths are helpful and 
add to the lights along the shores.

My mother was a very staunch 
Catholic, always telling, her children 
of that dreadful place called hell, and 
the Inmates thereof. So much was 
said of that old fellow, we almost felt 
his presence at times.

"When I was nineteen years old I 
went to a lady’s house to stay a few • 
days., I was three miles from home. 
When bed-time came I went to my 
room with a little twelve-year-old 
girl and went to bed without thinking 
6f any harm coming to either of us.. 
Our room was small. There was no 
one in it, except us. , My head had no 
more than touched the pillow, than 
I felt the left hand of some one. I 
could feel the thumb and fingers 
pressed around my throat. It was 
positively a hand, but'seemed not to 
be flesh, bone, muscle and blood, but 
something I could not' understand; 
so in my innocent and ignorant belief 
I thought it was this old, so-called, 
aevil, and I began my prayer; and I 
certainly did my part in praying— 
prayjng too many years trying to keep 
this’old devil away;

How the,spirit world ever succeeded 
in getting me out of the darkened pit 
is more than I can.'understand. How- 
ever, after I became a Spiritualist, the 
light began to dawn, and my fear of 
that old serpent left me. I was sure 
it Was some poor spirit trying Im 
some way to return andie recognized.

About bIx years ago the proof came 
to me. I went to my room and sat in 
the dark. I had no fears of darkness 
then. I was sitting for development 
As I looked across the room I saw 
an old lady, with a wjiite cap and a 
ruffle around the .face.- .When I 
recognized hqr, she gave me this in'es- 
sage: . ‘The hand that.was placed on 
your throat many years* ago was that 
of my daughter, Annie.” ' *_

MRS. H. B.-VAN VOORHISi
■Morgantown, W.Va,'"'

FAME.

is going to make a platform speaker 
of me! He may be a professor of 
languages, but if he mangled the other 
languages as badly as he mangled the 
English language, through the trum- 
pet, I am afraid he would make an 
instructor very dangerbus' to follow!

The next spirit was a supposed sis
ter of mine, who also promised to as
sist me in my development. At this 
point, the medium asserted that she 
saw a slit of light coming from be
neath the curtain, and stooped down 
and adjusted the curtain of the cab
inet. A few moments later an “in
telligent force" began to manifest in 
the room outside the cabinet—shak
ing a bell and tambourine on the ta
ble close to the medium’s left hand. 
It claimed to be the spirit of an In
dian. Finally, the bell and tambpur- 
ine fell off the table, onto the floor, 
and came inside the cabinet of their 
own accord. The medium took t)ie 
tambourine upon her lap, but soon 
placed it upon the floor again, It rat
tled with her movements! I had no 
doubt whatever that • the medium 
picked up a thread, that was upon, the 
floor, at the moment she. pretended, to 
adjust the curtain; and., by .means of 
this thread, pulled the. bell and the 
tambourine, previously attached to the 
other end of this thread, into .the sab-; 
inet. I may say that all the informa-

it?1 Your son, Charles Henderson.”
Both of these questions were writ

ten upon a* single sheet of paper, 
which I then folded and placed in the 
envelope.- The latter was not sealed. 
The medium then allowed me to in
spect two slates, which lie placed to
gether, the envelope between them. 
A rubber band was then placed around 
both slates. The medium then re
marked: "Now, you hold the slates 
with me under the table.” He took 
the two slates, and apparently placed 
them beneath the table. I placed my 
hand under the table on my side, 
through a slit in the table-cloth, and 
caught hold of the slates from my 
side of the table. In reality, an ex
change was niade at that time, and I 
distinctly saw the medium drop my 
two slates onto his lap, and hand me 
a duplicate pair of slates to hold, 
My slates rested upon his knees.

We waited for several minutés,' 
when the .medium remarked: "We 
had better hold the slates above thé ’ 
table now,” and withdrew- the two 
slates, placing thepi on the top of the, 
table. He then covered them with a 
black cloth, and our hands were 
placed upon-the slates, over the doth. 
Where they remained several minutes. 
Thé music box was playing all this 
Lipte, At the end of about four or 
five minutes, the medium removed his 
hands, requested me to remove mine, 
lifted off the black cloth, and placed 
the two slates beneath the table again 
(apparently) when we again held 
them for . some time. At the end of 
about three minutes, I was requested' 
to remove the slates myself. On do
ing so, I found the insides of both 
slates covered with writing, while the 
envelope containing my questions 
were still between the slates. The 
answers were as follows:

(I) “My dear son: Mother is here 
to love and bless you. Go on dear in 
'this truth. 1 am often with you and 
ft was me with you. You have grand 
forces with you my darling boy, and 
you will receive grand things from the 
spirit side. Give my love to all and 
blessings will attend you. Mother, 
Jane Henderson.”

Comments. The writing' is exceed
ingly bad, and it will be seen that the 
grammar and construction of the 
"communication” is atrociouj. “It 
was me with you!” And I wonder 
who Jane Henderson Is? And she 
was with me in Chicago the other day! 
I have not been in Chicago since 1903, 
—when my mother was still living.

(Continued from page g jl ' 
jp my estimation, that no plate at all 
was exposed in the second case—sim
ply a pretense being made, and tne 
original plate “doctored;” and this 
supposition is strengthened by the 
fact that only one exposure is some
times made (so Norman informed me) 
and spirit faces come on thà'W’ BWt; 
as stated before, the faces aVpearirig 
on the plate are quite inconclusive'for 
the reason that no tests were kllbri'èd, 
*—this really strongly indicating 
fraud. For, if genuine, why should 
tests of a rational character be ob
jected to? .

After much delay, I finally Succeed
ed -in securing the two- photographs, 
and not only are noneJof the faces 
recognizable, but they do not bear the 
slightest trace of any family resem
blance whatever. They are as'alien as 
possible. One of the faces Is that of a 
woman; the other three of men,— 
one of them wearing à turban; More 
than that, the photo shows signs of 
fraudulent manipulation. One of the 
faces (that of the woman) upon be
ing examined through a jnagnifylng 
glass, clearly shows the miniature in
dentations made by the electric needle 
used in reproducing newspaper cuts. 
This is clearly noticeable on the fore
head, but can be seen to extend all 
over the face,, even with the -naked 
eye, when examined caréfull^.11 This 
face' was, therefore, copied froui 'iidihe 
newspaper, or from some magazine, 
reproducing it from the paper, ip 
which it originally appeared. One of 
the other faces shows clear marks of 
manipulation also. Tfie line of'the 
hair extends some distance dowry the 
side of the beard, beyond 'thé jibint at 
which the hair would normally end, 
and' shows that thé face was cut put 
from .some magazine, pastéfl upon a 
dark background, ¿nd photographed 
upon thé same plate upon which my 
portrait was taken. I referred, to this 
method of .obtaining' spirit-faces on 
page 219 of my. bobk, Tire Physical 
Phenomena of Spiritism. ‘ "‘-

Since Mr. Norman would .’submit to 
no .rational test condition'' Whatever,' 
and inasiriuch.;as the photograph, 
shows perfectly L.c|ear lndi^ations of 
n^ntpûlâtton, I* think wé; need have 
ho hesitation in' attributing all that 
transpired through this individual's 
mediumship, at least ori t.h^ occasion 
of my own sitting, to perfectly ordin
ary methods of deception grid thé re
sort to spirits is absurd. ’

Sitting With Mrs. M. McCoy 
(Trumpet Medium).

Monday, Aug. S’, 1907.
By appointment, I called upon Mrs. 

McCoy this morning, and obtained my 
sitting, after a short wait: I Was 
ushered into a darkened rd'om,' and a 
lamp was lighted. EveryYCrack and 
crevice was then carefully covered 
over, and I was requested!'to take a 
seat in the cabinet—a curtained trian
gular space in one corner of'the Mom.. 
The darkness here was iriiehse,“bnly; 
at the top of thé curtain a frilht streak' 
of light became manifest,—wheri my 
eyes had grown accuatomfed to ' the 
darlyieqs. Immediately I énterëtf the 
cabinet and took my seat," the lamp 
was extinguished, and the irieflihiri en- 
tei'efl the cabinet and totr'ft a'"chair 
close, beside me, letting tli&'',ca'Blnfet 
.curtain fall behind her/ '**<• '

I was asked' to talk as mbeh'as pos
sible, and the medium talked a great 
deal also. ■ A barid war playing out
side, in the auditorium. In a few 
minutes (probably three or four) -I 
felt a touch ot the trumpet on the-iop 
of my head, very gently. I slid out 
my hand carefully, aijd found the 
trumpet gone from the spot where it 
had been standing. The medium had 
Slightly withdrawn her body, so that 
her skirts no longer touched, me, and 
I could riot feel her, as I could at 
first. Once or twice during the seance 
the medium advanced her foot and 
touched- my legs, saying quickly, "I 
beg your pardon." It was evident 
that this was to see where my feet 
and legs were. A whisper them came 
through the trumpet, and I risked, "Is 
that father?” ' I intended to'help the 
medium as much as possible, at first, 
so as to get her started. Later, I in
tended asking for tests. -The reply 
was “yes,” and the message tontlnued, 
—giving about thé usual ibe'Ssages for 
mediums of this class’, such as:- "I 
am glad “to see you are investigating 
tjils grand truth;" “so glad to see you 
here and talk to you;” etc., etc. The, 
messages and the language were ab
solutely inappropriate to my father; 
they could not be. more'so. For'in
stance, In answering a question- of 
mine, my -father..replied, “yes, sir!" 
with a very American accent. I may 
say that my father was a very con
servative Englishman; almost classical 
in his speech, and disliked most things 
American—particularly thé manner of 
speaking and_ the slang;. It may be 
imagined how appropriate this was. 
The voice also said that my father had 
been ill “many months” before the 
died; while the truth Is that he died 
as suddenly as the snuffing out of a 
candle, and was dead before any of 
us could reach him by trait', in reply' 
to telegrams. - . ’ *

The next “spirit” was . that of my 
mother. The usual platitudes were 
spoken—tof the same general charac
ter as in the- last case—many wrong 

é.ontr ’win«' elven, whli/i the lau- 
guage. and style were'ehtlrely inap
propriate-many gross siïps of speefth 
and of grammar being' niafle The 
medium, I may add, wai g very illit- 
.erate .woman, and my motlfer'an ex
ceptionally clever and w'b'1l,-liiformed 
woman on many lines, 51

- The next spirit that sppk’q I.plalmed 
'as a friend of mine-/-“J^mes.” I 
asked him if it were he, o)fl^friend, 
and the reply was, “yf?*” -, I( asked 
him if he remembered ^11 v,thç tours 
and the campingtrips w^jusç^to take 
together ‘!by that old Jjke Hjn Ken
tucky.” Yes, yes; he.,.,remembered 
that well! And was Ije^pg^ged in 
electrical work now, as,“be was here? 
No,.he was engaged iUj "pothjp’ par- 
tlc’lar?’ there being no ¿‘spiçnce of 
electricity”, over there/ i)(OJhgr inti
mate scraps of information were, 
givfen, and .many, membres/recalled. 
Their value may be estimated* when I 
say that I never knew.anyone by the 
name of James Intimate^'; never had 
a* chum of that name; p,ever,;was in 
Kentucky In my life; .and, in fact, I 
made up the whole thing*.out of my 
head. It was evidently* a "lying 
spirit,” and not that of any friend of 

•mine! , : ■
The next ..spirit .was i’.’Professor- 

Stahfotd”—professor of languages— 
who'would control my “mental facul
ties"-when I sat for development next 
winter, @31 was Instructed to do. Ho

It will write in full sight-— 
yes, in fullsight and it will 
write more, write better, 

• Write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter. •

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,RI.
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’ THE NEW LIFE^ ~ 
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding ot 
health and character. Cloth, 11.tion the trumpet gave me I supplied 

to the medium first,* and false as 
well as true information wag given, 
back to me-through the, trumpet. It 
was therefore only a question , of 
whether the medium produced „the 
voice or not, and that we* must now 
consider. ■ .

■ - Several times, during the aeance, i 
leaned forward In my chair and nd- 
vanced -my ear close to the medium's 
head. In this manner I was ,enabled 
to reach a point from four to six 
inches from her mouth, ( distinctly 
heard Ute medium* doing the talking 
herself,—the sound of the.constrained 
voice being distinctly, audible in 
her throat. There was. no doubt 
in my mind ■ that she wab do
ing the talking, as I could 
clearly hear it. Several times I saw 
the trumpet outlined against the light 
at the top^of the cabinet, and every 
time the angle of the trumpet Indi-, 
cated it wan, pointing directly tor the 
medium’s mouth. Her own voice and 
the voice issuing from the trumpet' 
'were never heard together, and the 
voices were such as the medium might 
easily have imitated. Several times I 
felt the medium moving about, agd 
heard the rustle of her skirts. Every
thing pointed to the fact that the me
dium ' and she alone was doing the 
talking—even had I not heard her do
ing so. My conclusion is, therefore, 
that the phenomena observed by me 
through this medium are to be ex
plained by the most obvious and sim
ple trickery.
Sitting With Mrs. S. E. Pemberton 

(Trumpet Medium.)
Aug. 5, 1907.

. My experiences with this medium 
simply'duplicate those with Mrs. Mc
Coy. I was ushered into a darkened 
room, and seated in a chair close be
side the medium. We sat in the mid
dle of the room, in this case, and not 
in any cabinet. The medium sat be
side me, after having placed a large 
tin, trumpet on the floor in front of 
me, and about three feet from.herself. 
The light was then extinguished. The 
medium grasped my right handdn her 
left, and we sat in darkness for a few 
minutes, chatting. At the conclusion 
of that time, a faint noise was heard 
to issue from the trumpet, and one by 
one all my old fictitious friends ap
peared—James Robinson, of Ken
tucky (where I have never been); 
Jane and Robert Henderson—my sup
posed mother- and . father; sisters, 
brothers, grandmothers, grandfathers, 
as well as the customary Indian con
trol—all oj whom, with the exception 
of the Indian control I know positively 
never existed. Several names were 
thrown out by the medium, none of 
.which'were recognized (i. e., she was 
“fishing”), and relationships claimed 
which were false. The information 
was volunteered that my father died 
as the result of an accident on the 
railroad (qujte untrue); and, upon 
my asking him if he remembered his 
last trip to Chicago, he replied, “oh, 

■yes, quite well,” and volunteered re
marks about it. As a matter of fact, 
he had never been to America in his 
life! Much other false information ot 
this kind was given, that it would be 
useless to repeat. Several times, dur
ing the seance, I leaned over towards 
the medium and again distinctly heard 
her vocalizing the sounds in * her own 
tfyroat, and muttering or whispering 
them into the trumpet—the voices 
being modified or changed according 
to the direction of •• the trumpet— 
louder and more distinct when turned 
away froin the sitter, and vice versa.. 
To my mind, the whole seance was 
obviously arid conclusively worthless 
throughout. It remains to be said that 
the medium decried fraud severely 
just before the seance commenced,— 
stating that there was doubtless much 
fraud in connection with the subject. 
Indeed, one would think so!
Sitting With A. Norman, for Slate- 

Writing. .
Aug. 13; 1907.

■ According, to appointment, I-called 
on Mr. Norman, and, after-considera
ble waiting, obtained- a sitting;: -The 
room in which the sitting took- place 
was a small one, shaded fro'm-the sun
light, and containing . only-a table 
and two chairs. The-latter were on 
opposite sides of the table—from 
which hung a table-cloth, reaching the 
floor on all sides.-* Almost one-half 
of this table was taken up by a large 
music box, which the medium proceed-* 
ed to wind up as soon as we took our 
seats. It played throughout the sit
ting, until the writing had'been ob
tained on the slates. The table was- 
pushed against the wall of the room, 
so it would,have -been an easy matter 
for some person in an adjoining room 
to have opened a trap-door, connecting 
the two rooms, uhder the table (hid
den by the long table-cloth) and 
reached his or her arm under the ta
ble in that manner. - -But of this later.

At the request of the medium, I 
asked two- questions—^writing - them 
upon a large sheet of paper—torn 
from a pad, and-placed this piece of 
paper in an envelope..; The; questions 
were as follows: .

(1) -"Dear Mofher (Jane Hender
son): . ■ .

. : “Were you-wl.tl^ie In Chicago the 
other day? I felt your Influence 
strongly. Youh^son; ¿Charles Hender
son."

(2) “Dear Father (Robert Hen- 
fiereon:

"Brother Bob wants to sell our old 
tea® is Chicago. Would you advise

Material^
FictlnNature, byB. F. Austin. These two lec
tures In one book ot <8 page will be of Interest 
to all believers In this phase ot mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously tljereon. Price 10 cents.

The Psychic Riddle,

(2) The second slate 
the following'message:

“My dear son Charley, 
and so happy to reach

contained.

I am here 
you for I

By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Editor-In- 
Chief of “The Standard Dictionary": . 
Author of “The Widow's Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “Thd 
Next Step In Evolution," etc.’ 
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told In a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro- ' 
nounced by The Review ot Reviews, 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: ’’A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: "There has 
never been bo fair and painstaking a ' 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, fl .00.

.iiwanted to give you a little advice— 
both for the materia] and the spirit
ual. Yes, dear, I think it will be all 
right to sell the house. You will 
have an offer for it and I will impress 
you when it is right. Tell Rob I am 
often with him. Charley, we want 
you to sit and I will give you writing 
when you are sufficiently developed. 
It will give you more satisfaction 
than all the pleasures of the world. I 
haye,tried to show my face on your 
picture. Mother is here with me. 
Good-bye, Father, Robert Henderson, 
with love.”

Comments. There is no such per
son as Robert Henderson, so far as I 
know. My name is not Charley. We 
have no house in Chicago, and never 
had one. I have not and never had 
any brother Bob. The same bad Eng
lish, and the same bad handwriting 
were present, as in the last case, and 
obviously written by the same person. 
I may add that my father was one of 
the most expert and beautiful writers 
I have ever met, and spent a great 
part of life writing. I need hardly 
add. that the message is, therefore, 
somewhat uncharacteristic.

So, taking into account these facts, 
we may be certain that no spirit was 
Involved in the production of the 
writing; and I may add that, since no 
slate pencil was placed between the 
slates, the writing must have occurred 
in some other manner. The manner 
of obtaining the writing on the slates 
might have been in either one of the 
following ways:

(1) When the medium placed the 
slates beneath the table the first time, 
he dropped the two slates containing 
the envelope (in which were my ques
tions) onto his kness and passed me 
a dummy or duplicate pair to hold. 
That much I distinctly saw done. 
When I grasped the' duplicate slates, 
the medium rested his end ot the 
slates on his knees, and, with ills dis
engaged right hand (our unoccupied 
hands were clasped above the table), 
worked off the rubber band, opened 
the slates, read my questions, wrote 
the answers on the slates, replaced 
the envelope between the slates, and 
re-fastened them. The holding of the 
slates above the table was solely for 
the purpose of lifting the slates up 
and down twice, and so affording op
portunity for substitution on two sep
arate occasions. When the slates 
were placed beneath the table the sec
ond time, they were once more sub
stituted for those upon which the mes
sages had been written. The trick 
was now done, and I could remove the 
slates myself at any time.

(2) The second method would in
volve a confederate—probably his 
-wife, who assists in developing his 
spirit-photographs. In such a case, a 
trap-door would be cut in the wall, 
between the two rooms. Since-the 
table was pushed up against the wall, 
it.effectually concealed this trap, and 
It would be possible for the medium 
to pass the original set of slates Into 
the hands of -the person in the next 
room, that person merely extending 
his or her hands under the table, to 
receive such slates. This person, the 
confederate, would then., withdraw 
Into the next room, open the slates, 
read the questions, write the answers 
on the slates, replace the envelope, 
and fasten the slates together again'. 
She would then open the trap (the 
music box would cover any faint sound 
this might make) and touch the me
dium’s foot. 'He would then know 
that the writing was completed; lie 
would remove the slates from the top 
of the table—-where they had rested 
until that moment—and replace them 
beneath the table—-really substituting 
these two for the two handed him bjh: 
his assistant. These two would be 
the ones that Wire held, and finally 
removed and Inspected by the sitter. 
The trick might have been worked 
either way; but of one thing I atn 
sure,'and that is, that the slates were 
twice exchanged when placed beneath 
the table, since I distinctly 'saw -the- 
medlum-.effeot this,exchange of Mates- 
on two occasions. In view of the'facts' 

‘that no spirits., wrote the messages; ■ 
that fraud was quite possible; that I 
actually saw the substitution of slates 
on two occasions; and that this me-

(Contlnued on page

A ConspiracyAgainstthcRepublic
By Charles B, Waite. A. M.. author of "History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," eta 
Price, paner. 26 cents.

RADIANT ENERGYlai’WSS 
to Modern Artrophytlcs, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
Californio, This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into tho laws of nature^ and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern oh« 
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. 11.70

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and eoieu- 
tifle lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
fuel of the continuity of personal individual con
scious selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book or rare value, with several 
fine illustrations. Cloth, UM

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.
"There is no death; there are no 

dead."
These words stand out on the cover 

of Edward C. Randall's new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
woia*, and through all of its pages ' 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God, ot heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive know)- ■ 
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price »1.50.

The Poetical and Prose Wo rk
----— BX------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
Mrs. Wilcox's wilUngs have been the 

inspiration of many young - men and ' 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas- . 
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome eppr to .flagging' effort ■ 
Words of truth so vital that they Uri 
In the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it . 
lies—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation In 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait Price JI.
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POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
jnore.than one hundred new poems, di» 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
iriee *Lcraving, thirst for. fame was never 

. mine; *' . ■■ '
was enough to dream and go my 

way, - " . <•
To seek for fire deeb hidden in the 

clay : - .. * '- - .

It

And yearn amain to flnd one spark 
divine;

To strive,, to suffer; yet to ..make no
-sign; ■.• .... .

Salute the Fates, and what they willed 
■.•■.obey; *■■■■' •< .....

To reck not ot to-morrow nor to-day 
And bide In strength, or either storm 

or shine. ■■■ ■' ■ ■ :
And .to that, high hope which the 

. Bards have sought; ‘ ’J* ‘
The Tantalus fruit which, men have 

miscalled Fame,:
I am not urged, but leave'my lusty

* rhyme ■ ■ ■■
As some: male foundling through the 

■ snow' is' brought*?— '
To Hve'or die, with orwlthoufa name, 
Abandoned on the: doorstep cojd of

Time. ■■■■•■■" . „ ' :; ''
;, • —Ernest1 McGaffey in Unity.

" national Memory Training. A se-< 
ries of articles on memory. . How to 
improve : and develop. . A most excel
lent book. Price, 50 cents

POEM8 OF PLEASURE. '
By Ella Wfieoler Wilcox.

This charming Collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheel,er.Wilcox. •

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as over poet created. ' 
With portrait of auUior. Price >1,

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX. " *.

A birthday book complied by Ella ' 
'Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheejer Wilcox • 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halt-tone Illustrations ' 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, |L '

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER
POEMS. ’

By Ella Whetler Wilcox
* A. magnificent collection- of poems ‘ 

suitable for.recitations and readings,' 
true to the very best there is In human 
suture. Presentation edition, dark red 
^Oth.tV ■
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SPIRIT RETURN FULLY PROVED.

a

RELIGIONS.'

An Excellent Proposition. I
We find our-

who
gone rather than of ourselves.

as

if

will

i-i

31

ill'll

a horse,” as 
would know

An extraordinary experience with 
medium is given in the April in-

speak in retrospection.
selves thinking of those

aside 
and

Already my official correspondence 
bringing requests for particulars

have 
You

sal th 
which 
force,

the 
1

wrote under lt‘ “This is 
he was not sure anyone 
what animal it was.

Thus with the N. S. 
would have known that

clairvoyants 
mediuhis,

Ya-

the Lord," repulsing them, 
saioonists quote with great 
sustaining them in their vile

man’s Latin Christianity.
“Such were the claims of

men and

A. No one 
it was a re-

women who

_ ... «ligi a o i ■ ■ -

Hold your thoughts, your mind,

An Important Incident in Connect ion 
With the Life of Corl Schurz 

and the Medium.

monkeying 
look with

So I put

Mt' &f «jr Vía»****<■
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Dther S?ho treat Spiritualists 
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Tbe Progressive Thinker will be fur
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' REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New York. It costs from 10 to 16 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Address aU letters 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Bteset, 
Chicago, Ill.

TAKE NOTICE.
At tbe expiration of subscrlptlan, if 

not renewed, the paper is dlscon- 
) tlnued. No bills will be sent for

extra numbers.It you do not receive your paper 
, promptly, write us, and any errors 
I In address will be promptly corrected, 
> and missing numbers supplied gratis. 
.Whenever you desire the address of 
I your paper changed, always give the 
(address of the place to which it has 

been going or the change cannot bo 

made.
, TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is $2.

SATURDAY, APRIL 4, 1008.

-—----- -------
WORDS OF CAUTION.

You should not send money in a 
letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may bo lost or stolen. Secure a pos- 

' tai order for ' five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and wiU save 
yourself afinoyanco and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has been 

increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—-a mere 
trifle. Hence, to aU the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Tho Atonement.
What is ipeant by the term atone-, 

inent, as taught by Christians, and 
whence the origin? inquires »fin earn
est investigator of religious creeds 
and faiths. In a broad sense if is ap
plied to one who intervenes between 
parties at variance to create harmony 
between them; to make peace where 
was strife or war. Theologically It 
is represented man was made perfect 
by God, but disobeyed his commands, 
therefore Incurred the displeasure of 
the Infinite, to regain which Jt became 
necessary to placate him by some 
kindly offering. Aaron acting as high- 
priest under Moses when the' fleeing 
Jews rebelled against authority, of
fered a bullock in sacrifice to God as 
a sip offering. The animal was' 
roasted on a fire. The incense went 
up in a cloud to heaven of which Je
hovah was supposed to'partake, while 
the baked flesh was consumed by the 
priests.

Then, to placate Azazel, otherwise 
Satan, see Leviticus 16:10, a second 
goat is brought forward; Aaron lays 
his hands on the goat, confesses over 
him the iniquities, transgressions and 
sins of the people, puts them—the 
sins—on the goat's head, and gives 
him to a man to take away into the 
wilderness.

This whole method of getting rid 
of sin, and bearing it away into the 
desert, like nearly every other sacred 
rite among the Jews, was borrowed, 
according to church historians, from 
Egypt. But without regard to the

An Absolute Colloquy.
Dr. Brown, author of “The Teach

ings of Jesus," writes:
“During the last week the zealous 

' friend who thought the pamphlet 
bearing the above title is 'the awful- 
ist booklet ever written,’ called on me, 
and during a pleasant conversation 
Changed the subject and inquired:

“ ‘Do you still entertain the same 
J lews you expressed in your ‘Teach- 
ngs of Jesus ?'

" ‘Most certainly I do, and were I 
to re-wrlte Jt now I would strengthen 
every point made, and cite many other 
objectionable features I neglected to 
mention in either of the three edi
tions now published.’

“ ‘Doctor, I used to think a great 
deal of you, but you have fallen off 
pne hundred per cent since I read that 
pamphlet, and because of it.'

“ ‘Yes, because of iny thoughtful 
reading I have reached a different 
opinion from you, I have depreciated 

" alarmingly in character. Fortunately 
the world’s ablest thinkers and schol- i 
ars are with me.’

" ‘How does it happen we have not 
hs learned men in the church as there 
are outside of it?'

“ ‘Because they are tied down to a 
creed in infancy and youth, and are 
falsely Instructed. The church does 
not allow its members to read the 
great^discoveries scholars have made 
in regard to Christian origins. Your 
scholars who chance to make the 
same discoveries liberal thinkers have 
made, you close your pulpits against 
them, you assail their reputations, 
and a few centuries ago you burned 
.them at the stake.'

" ‘That was the work of Catholics.' 
“Protestantism is a daughter of 

Catholicism. It inherits the errors, 
and many of the vices of the parent. 
Had there been no mother church, 
¡with its crimes and cruelty, there 
[would have been no daughter. The 
creed of Catholicism, in every essen
tial feature, is identical with that of 
every Protestant sect. Their old 
plothes are a snug fit for the needy 
youngling. Their Inquisition and sale 
of indulgences, to which the Reform
ers took exceptions, reappear in other 
forms of Intolerance. And, see here, 
do you not know you Inherit with 
your faith all the supposed benefits 
Catholicism derived from its brutal-

source of sacrifices among this na
tion of priests, as Jehovah promised 
Moses he would make of Israel, it 
continued a practice among them dur
ing all their history, devoting by way 
of sacrifice, kids, goats* lambs, bul
locks, doves, infants, and, on great oc
casions, adults to God to appease his 
terrible wrath.g

Christians, when they came on the 
stage, claim Jesus, the son of God, 
was offered as a final sacrifice to the 
Father, as atonement for the sins of 
all the world, conditioned, they ac
cept the offering, and believe he paid 
the universal debt. But note: Chris
tians could not disregard the demand 
of God for a bloody sacrifice, nor 
abandon the right of the people to 
feast on the bloody remains, so a fle-

The Trail of the Itascals.
A correspondent of the Truth Seek

er, in showing the venal character of 
Christianity in a series of very Inter
esting articles, under the subhead of 
"Civilization of the Middle Ages,”— 
the forming stage of Catholicism, In 
the opinion of this writer—relates 
some startling facts, which, in copy
ing a few paragraphs only, we shall 
condense as much as possible to re
tain the points. He says substan
tially:

“In considering the character of the 
civilization of the Middle Ages, the 
fact .must not be lost sight of, that 
from church view, that civilization 
was, in Its entirety, the work of God. 
The church authoritatively taught the 
nations of Christendom, and the lat
ter accepted as a fact, that the Sov
ereign of the universe was actually 
managing all the affairs of the world 
through the agency of his priests. 
To make that pretense plausible, the 
priests claimed.to be in constant com
munication with God. Occasionally 
credulous Christendom was made a 
confidant of the 'details of the secret. 
Every now and again such persons 
were informed God appeared op 
earth to submit plans and Instruc
tions, either in person, dr through a 
deputy;, now-it was Christ, then his 
mother,-the»i Peter ,or Paul. Some- 
tltpps.lt was H oatnt or martyr, or an 
angel of high rank, Peter and Mary, 
being the mqst frequent messengers. 
Peter ¡was hardly, ever absent from 
the elbow of the church, directing; 
suggesting, and always ratifying by 
assent the deeds apd words of his puc-r 
cessor. Sometimes, instead of appear
ing In person, he would dispatch a 
letter, or let drop from the skies ah 
ivory statue of himself with the 
heavenly instructions inclosed within.

“In a thousand ways the church 
made known to mankind that it was 
running this world for God; that it 
had, indefeasible right to command, 
to judge; to dictate, to ,correct, to 
punish and reward every'human be
ing as it deemed fit. It declared all 
powers, all dignities, all possessions, 
yes, the earth itself and heaven, yea, 
hell also, to be at Its exclusive dis
posal. ■ Said Gregory VIL, addressing 
the bishops of the church in council:

‘Come, ye fathers and holy pre
lates, let all the world understand and 
know that since ye have power to 
bind and loose in heavep, ye have 
power to take away and grant em
pires, kingdoms, principalities, duch
esses, marqulsates, countesses, and 
the possessions.’—Quoted from Mll-

OHApNOfJ BRITTEN EXPOSED.

He Was Grabbed at Battle Creek, 
Mich,, When Posing as a Material
ized Spirit and Was Dressed in Arti- 
IIcJAl Toggery Especially Prepared 
foi*lthe Occasion. See Full Account 
oiP Page!i3,

Tl^e “siUidls" materialized in the 
circles; held ¡.by Mr. Britten, are, no 
dobbj, all of mundane origin.

It Js an ^tablished fact that in the 
entirgi histpry of Spiritualism in the 
United; .Statics whenever the “material
ized spirit" has been grabbed, the 
same has invariably proved to be the 
medium or a confederate dressed in 
artificial toggery; The extreme rot
tenness of the great majority of dark 
circle seances, held during the last 
forty or more years, is enough to 
make every honest Spiritualist blush 
with shame. There is not to-day in 
our entire ranks a. single materializing 
medium who will, like Mr. Charles 
Bailey,; sit under conditions that will 
preclude ''all possibility of deception. 
You grab their “materialized spirit" 
and you will find it, in ninety-nine 
cases out of a hundred, to be of mun
dane origin, and dressed in crude arti
ficial togge/y, A DISGRACE, BLIGHT, 
stench - and curse to our 
cause;

Michigan has been a prolific source 
of trouble to the Cause of Truth. 
Poor’ Maybee was caught with his 
“saintly” artificial toggery on, and 
consigned to the work-house for 
ninety days. Fifty others whom we 
could n. ,ie should have been con-, 
signed to cells in the same prison. •

F-rbush, where is he, endorsed by 
the mediums bf Grand Rapids as be- < 
ing “gendine," yet in his whole ca
reer he never gave a genuine spirit 
manifestation.

Thus it is that SPIRITUALISM has 
been infested by those who are in no 
wise in touch with the'spirit realms, 
and who rely wholly on legerdemain' 
to produce their “spirits" for the edi
fication of an Ignorant, gullible pub
lic.

Anxious for an EXCEPTION.
.Last week we alluded to the fact 

that wo were exceptionally anxious 
for an EXCEPTION to that which 
had been firmly established in our 
ranks in'connection with the exposure 
of materializing mediums For forty 
years, whenever the materialized 
spirit lias been grabbed, it has IN
VARIABLY PROVED to be the me
dium or a confederate dressed in the 
GARB OF DECEPTION. Under these 
impressive circumstances, one lias - a 
right to suspect those mediums whose 
“materialized spirits" have up to dafe 
not been grabbed! In other words, 
are their “materialized spirits" any 
more genuine than those mediums 
who have preceded them, and who 
have been exposed?

This is a question which Spiritual
ists in every section of the country 
must calmly consider. If a score or 
more materializing mediums, one 
after another, have proved bogus— 
and 4Key have—shall we then extend 
our suspicion to those who have not 
passed through a like ordeal?

For instance, Mr. X. Is at the pres
ent time traveling around, giving his 
materializations. He sits invariably 
under his own conditions. Whenever 
A person approaches the cabinet, the 
hands of the,visitor arc firmly held 
in order to prevent any interference 
with the “materialized spirit," grab
bing jt or Interfering with it in any 
way whatever. Place Mr. X. under a 
mosquito bar and tack the same to 
the floor, and await results. You will 
probably get none. Place him in a 
wire netting from which he cannot 
get out, and you will have no mater
ialization! The inference is that the 
only spirits that appear at X.’s seance 
are composed wholly of the medium, 
or a confederate. Try the experiment 
with him and OTHERS. The time lias 
time has arrived for action.

tlon 
tion 
and 
ful

was invented. Transubstantia-
took the place of the real body
blood of Jesus. By the wonder-
power of prayer and blessings

ity and violence? Those crimes 
against nature were indispensable to 
compel belief in an angry God and a 
flaming hell. Nothing less than the 
torture chamber could have tnade 
such a horrible belief possible.’

“ 'Excuse me, I doj.not desire to 
¡continue the conversation.’

" ‘You introduced it and tire with 
the facts presented.'

“ ‘Good-day, Doctor.’
” ‘Good day, my good friend, and 

- when you want additional facts, 
please call.' ’’ >

bread was transformed into the body, 
and wine into the blood of Jesus, so 
cannibalistic ' feasts are held in the 
churcp, and communicants partake of 
this factitious body and blood of Jesus 
as the real thing; while in Catholic 
practice the priest swings his censer 
filled with burning coals and incense, 
which rise in clouds of smoke to God, 
and is supposed to be accepted by 
him as evidence that the accompany
ing prayer is welcomed, and the peti
tion meets his approval.

But sacrifices to the Jewish God, 
the Sun, to placate his anger, Were 
not limited to Jews and Christiane, 
the latter claiming Jesus was the last 

| sacrifice which was acceptable to his 
divine majesty. Such sacrifices, on 
the contrary, were common to all the 
ancient nations; and in times of great 
calamities, when it was supposed In
finite wrath could not be stayed by of
ferings of doves, lambs, heifers and 
bullocks, the Innocentand most loved', 
the first born of humanity, were 
roasted on the sacrificial altar, as 
Abraham was about to do by Isàac. 
And Jephthah made a burnt ottering 
of his daughter, because the Lord 
made him victor in subduing twenty 
cities. Judges 11:39, says, “It was 
a custom in Israel,” and we have an 
abundant authority that such state
ment was true. Instead of limiting 
the eating of the victim to priests, 
the aroma ascending to feast the ■ 
Lord, the Christians have enlarged 
the participants in such feasts, so by 
a miracle incited by prayer, the body 
and.blood of the dear Jesus are infi
nitely magnified until every believer 
for all time can have a taste of that 
flesh and blood.

Spiritualists in organizing churches, 
and a species of priesthood, claiming 
to, be Christian Spiritualists, to be 
faithful, to their creed, should -feast. 
on the body and blood of their sac
rificed Savior. .

Ovid, that celebrated Roman poet, 
ridiculed the idea of people feasting 
on their God. Said he:

"When thou thyself art guilty, why 
. should a victim die for thee? What 

folly to expect salvation' from' the 
death Of another."

And that other old heathen philoso
pher, Cicero,_ made mirth of people 
who eat their God.

Our own Wàshington declined to be 
a participant in such cannibalistic 
feasts,: and withdrew frani the 
church on such festal occasions.

church, and the peoples; and the na
tions of Christendom admitted and 
plainly acquiesced in such assump
tions, and the civilization of the Mid
dle Ages was the outcome. Were 
these two conditions absent, it Is safe 
to affirm so preposterous a phenom- ! 
enon would never have taken place."

It was to pave the way for this ter
rible usurpation of acts of barbarity ; 
these forgers of sacred literature put 
into the mouth of Jesus the declara
tion, Mat. 16:19:

I will give unto thee [Peter] the 
keys of the kingdom of heaven; and 
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth 
shall be'b6und in heaven; and What
soever thou shalt loose on earth shall 
be loosed in heaven.”

By the preceding verse it will be 
seen this Peter was the rock on which 
Jesus was to build his church, 
"against which the gates of hell shall 
not prevail;” and the people, were 
kept In ignorance, so far as Catholi
cism had power, to make those horri
ble words effective.

We imagine hearing some doit of a 
Protestant preacher saying: “Those 
words do not mean what they pur
port; they are not in harmony with 
other words of Jesus," and thus they 
fool themselves, anfl, if believed, de
ceive the people to whom they preach. 
The Inquisition, with all its crimes, 
drew its inspiration from the above 
quoted text.

Bible and Intoxicants vs. Prohibition.
The women, God bless them, are 

making efforts In every direction to 
Close the saloons, and all places where 
intoxicants are sold. The Progressive 
Thinker thanks them in behalf of its 
hundred thousand readers for the 
anxiety, toll and thought they ex
pend in this direction, and it earnestly 
hopes success' will attend .them, and 
that the product of the still-worm be 
banished from the world. But' they 
are met, as was the anti-slavery agi
tators fifty years ago, with a “Thus

' An Imaginary Temple. '
’ Dr.' Magdllouth, in his scholarly 
work on "Cairo, Jerusalem and Da
mascus,” in telling his story of jeru-, 
salem, does not accept the Biblical i 
version of much that passes for his
tory. He says In Solomon's time the' 
city of Jerusalem, with all its glory, 
"was probably largely a collection of I 
wooden huts.”

There is no human probability that 
the magnificent temple which Solo
mon is credited with having built to 
the Lord, and dedicated to, him, I 
Xings 8:9, in these words, "I have

surely built thee a home to-dwellln, 
a settled place for thee to Abide in 
forever,” ever existefl.' Years of anx- 
lbp&,iabor> have been spent exploring 
.the base of every wall-in Jerusalem, 
save that' under the • court of - Omar, 
and not a vestige, or a hint of such a 
temple was found. It was the active 
imagination of the Inspired writer 
who gave Solomon such wondrous 
wealth, with 700 wives and 300 con
cubines, and saw that gorgeous struc
ture, which, -if ■ real, as described; 
should have been biassed as one of the 
world’s wonders.

business. Read and think:
“Thou shall bestow thy money for 

whatever thy soul lusteth after, for 
oxen,-or for sheep, or for WINE, .or- 
for ST-RONG.DRINK, or for whataver 
thy^ouldeslreth.”—-Dent. 14:26.

And then:
“Give STRONG DRINK untohlm 

that is ready to perish,-and WINE 
unto those that' be'of heavy hearts. 
LET-HIM DRINK, and forget his pov
erty, and remember his misery no 
more.”—Proverbs 31:6, 7.

‘ So Paul to his .beloved Timothy: ;
“Drink, no longer water, but "USE A 

LITTLE WINE for thy stomach’d 
sake, and: for thine often infirmities." 
—I Tim. 5:23. -

But listen, dear, good, earnest sis
ters. Paul addresses’.YOU: . •

"I SUFFER .NOT -A WOMAN TO 
TEACH, *nor to. Usurp authority over 
man, but to be in silence.”—I Tim. 
2:12.

“Inspired of God,” every word in
fallible in the Bible from kiver to 
kiver,” says the deacon. That book 
is with the trafficker in Intoxicants, as 
it was with the slaveholders. The 
Abolitionists found it impossible to 
make any progress towards emancipa
tion until they made open war on the 
book that sustained "the sum of nil 
villainies.” '

Beneficial and Practical Results.
One needed and practical beneficial 

result pjf the, article The Progressive 
Thinkéf is ^pblishing, giving the re
sults o^ critical Investigation of the 
methods of claimants of various 
phases, of spirit mediumship, will be 
this: The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker will be educated so that they 
will begonie skilled, sharpoeyed, to de
tect fr^ud, find thus be able to pro
tect t^enjsejyes against imposition, 
and at the same time be able to know 
and aid the genuine medium—which 
is at Ig^t as important and needful 
as to detect ,«nd expose those who 
practice.Jtraui..and imposition under 
the guise .of mediumship.

We are aware that there are Spir
itualists—ptoo many of them,—some 
of whom are brlfcht and intelligent in 
general—who are much opposed to 
the public exposure of fraudulent 
methods of persons posing as mé
diums—because, Jhey aay, it will 
“hurt the Cause." The logic by which 
they reach such a conclusion, it seems 
to us, if extended to other matters, 
would leave any gang of counterfeit
ers of genuine gold coin and bank 
notes free to carry on their business 
undisturbed, lest their conviction, ex
posure and punishment would unset
tle public faith. In the genuine, and 
work disaster in the financial affairs 
of our country.

As to thq mediumship of these de
ceivers of Jhe gullible, If they pos
sess any mpfliumship at all, they are 
of the. class- whose cranial organiza
tion is such that they are deficient in 
moral stamina;. and lend themselves 
as'willing tools in the power of Jesuit 
spirits, who use them for the nefar
ious purpose of bringing opprobium 
upon Spiritualism, to- further the 
power and influence of their beloved ■ 
Romish church, whose ' mental and 
immoral influence these spirits have 
not yet outgrown. Jesuitical spirits 
are the Inciting cause of much of. the 
fakery carried on in the name of Spir
itualism and mediumship. It is, in
deed, a sorry load, that Spiritualism 
has to bear, fastened upon our Cause 
,by the malevolence of Jesuit spirits, 
by means of-their unprincipled dupes, 
the fake mediums.

And yet, strange as it may seem, 
there are Spiritualists who'are ever 
read^ to cry? "Hush up—let them 
alone—5>r- you svili hurt the' Cause! ;.

Let it be noted again: The readers, 
.of The PTOgrerolve'Thinker will pos
sess an a^yl^lDge over 'those who'do 
not‘read it .and: thereby fall to post 

Ì themselves,,^Hi.ihe dark ways and 
. methods 06'ttMs'e'Who practice to de

ceive.. ,
’ ; ,! Y'-,, ■ ' '

Attitude pf^T^;Progressive Thinker. 
- No one can mistake the attitude of » n -nss ■ --The Progressive Thinker. It is edu
cational ALONG ALL THE LINES 
that concéfìi tftò 'welfare of our Cause.

The Object Lesson.
The Object Lesson given this week 

at Battle Creek, Mich., and at the 
Lily Dale camp last year, is enough to 
make every Spiritualist stop for a mo
ment and consider the exact status of 
our Cause.

There is no truth in existence that 
excels in importance SPIRIT RE
TURN. That spirits can and do re
turn to earth and communicate with 
mortals has been established from 
THOUSANDS of different sources, un
til it has become an ACKNOWL
EDGED FACT in every nation on this 
globe. It is really the most import
ant factor in existence to-day. It 
transcends in importance and real in
trinsic worth every other truth that 
has for its object the reformation of 
the world. It is the great value of 
Spirit ' Return to humanity that has 
led to its Imitation Jby a set of con
scienceless tricksters whose only ob
ject is to gain the “almighty dollar." 
They have become so skillful in their 
deception that often they succeed in 
misleading those who are highly in
telligent. So great has been the de
sire for material and methods to de
ceive the public, that places of busi
ness (measurably kept a secret) have 
been established to supply the de
mand, and one in particular has been 
doing a lucrative business.

should not have the whole truth, have 
died. By1. ,?c^ing The Progressive 
Thinker you know the exact status of 
our Cause, n condition that cannot bo 
obtained from any other source. Read 
it, or remain in ignorance as to what 
is going on-in our ranks.

I your will in principle and you 
succeed.—Hultng,

Be kind to- everybody, but espec
ially to the aged, for we are all trav
eling that way very rapidly.

The world4s 1 continually growing 
better to all who are honestly trying 
to make it better.—-.Everett McNeil.

about the Brooks Defense Fund.
Late advices from Treasurer Stev

ens give the amount in his hands for 
that purpose as $263, while I presume 
some additional sums have been sent 
directly to Brother Brooks. -

“Has all money needed been col
lected?” It Is Impossible to,make 
definite answer to that question at 
this stage of the contest. - We do not 
yet know how piuch the battle will be 
prolonged, or where it will end. The 
possibilities range all the way from 
the dismissal of the case by the prose
cution to a final resort to the Supreme 
Court of the United States, after the 
various courts of Pennsylvania shall 
have failed to do us justice. , If the 
latter step becomes necessary hun
dreds of dollars more will be required. 
Spiritualists will be fully advised 
through our press of all progress in 
the case; Be patient and watchful— 
mills of justice have not kept pace 

speed with modern means of loco
motion, or business, and surplus 
funds after the ending ' of Brother 
Broods' defense will be transferred 
to the N. S. A. Mediums' Defense 
Fund for use in the next equally mer
itorious case, unless donors direct a 
different disposition.

No, it is not true that the N. S. A. 
has refused aid to our long time and 
aged worker, Pro. J. S. Loveland. 
Just after the Executive Committee 
had voted a monthly allowance for 
his benefit word came that it was not 
needed, because of the favorable out
come of a long pending business deal 
which will insure him independence 
and comfort.

It is no unusual thing to receive ap
plications for aid from friends of 
mediums who have never allied them
selves in any manner with the N. S. 
A., some of whom have not only been 
indifferent, but actually hostile, to it. 
Our first benefactions ought to^be to 
the needy ones of our own household 
—the friends of the organization— 
and particularly when limited funds 
for that purpose compel discrimina
tion In their disbursement. “However 
the eonstant desire of the official 
board to alleviate the sufferings and 
minister to the comfort of Individuals, 
coupled with the added fact that the 
National Association is often made 
the almoner for 'relief donations by 
individuals who are not themselves 
identified with that body, that led to 
only one positive requirement in the 
bestowal of our charities,viz: Satisfac
tory evidence of the beneficiary’s pres
ent need and actual worthiness by 
previous labors for our Cause.

It is to be hoped that neither per
sonal dislike of, nor Individual prej
udice against, a needy applicant for 
aid will influence anyone to such an 
extent that he or she is unable to 
make an unbiased report of the actu
al necessities in the case under con
sideration.

There have been instances where 
the Board has been almost driven to 
exasperation in its search for exist
ing facts in a given case because no 
two individuals of the locality agreed 

■ upon the actual circumstances, while 
sometimes the same individuals have 
been unable to agree with them- 

’ selves in successive reports on the 
■ same matter. Our outside critics 

may sometimes find some of us as

stallment of the Carl Schurz memoirs 
in McClure’s. .

After receiving .what purported to 
bo a message from Schiller, Gen. 
Schurz asked that the spirit of Lin
coln be summoned to tell why Presi
dent Johnson had called Schurz to 
Washington.

“The answer came: ‘He wants you 
to make an Important journey for 
him.' I asked where that journey 
would take me. Answer: ‘He will 
tell you to-morrow.’ I asked further, 
whether I should undertake that Jour
ney. Answér: Yes, do not fail.'- (I 
may add, by the.way, that at that 
-time I had not-the slightest anticipa
tion as to what President Johnson’s j 
intnetion with regard to me was.) j 

■ “Having disposed of this matter, I. 
asked, whether the spirit of Lincoln 
had anything more to say to me. The 
answer came: ‘Yes, you will be a Sen- 
ator -of the United States.' This 
struck me as so fanciful that I could 
hardly -suppress a laugh, but I asked 
further: ‘From what State?' Answer: 

. ‘From Missouri.’ Tills was more pro- 
voklngly mysterious still;' but there 
the conversation ceased:

“Hardly anything could have been 
more improbable at that time than 
that I should be a Senator to the Unit- 
é<I States From the State of Missouri. 
My domicile was in Wisconsin, and 
I was then thinking of returning 
there. I had never thought of remov
ing from Wisconsin to Missouri, and 
there was not the slightest prospect 
of my'doing so.

‘But—-to forestall my narrative 
. —-two years later I was surprised by 
an entirely unsought and unexpected 
business proposition which took me 
to St. Louis, and in January, 1869, the 
Legislature of Missouri elected me a 
Senator .of the United States. I then 
remembered, the prophecy, made-to 
me at the spirit, seance in the house 
of my friend Ticdermàn, in Philadel
phia.”

As Illustrated by H°"'ui'd iu (lie Bos< 
ton Sunday Globe.

New York, Mar. 14.—By George, 
here we are in the middle of March, 
1908—on the very threshold, as it 
were, of spring. Great names have / 
been chiseled, in marble since 190i8 
came in, The world has been called 
to mourn the loss of poets, orators, 
journalists, preachers, factors oftva- , 
rious names in great affairs. But »he y 
loss , to the world is a something/the 
world must stand for. With individ
uals, however, it is very different. 
How many of us have met bereave
ment In the domestic circle? . Wherp- 
does relief come in? For such wliat / i 
is the balm? I have noticed that men t 
and women who give themselves unre-./ ■ 
stralnedly to outward manifestations I 
at the moment of bereavement rarely,» / 
.remain in the valley long. The shal- / 
low water bubbles loudest, and the 2 
great depths are dumb. Men very/ 
widely differ In the sources of consola- V 
tion in Hutes of trouble. Some drown 7 
their sorrows in drink. Some seek re- ' 
lief in change-of scene, and time, the/ 
great healer, brings matters to aja 
even keel as certain as the seasons 
roll round. Some find unqueetion^d 
assuagement in the consolations to ,'be 
found in the pages of holy writ. That 
marvelous book is the poem of uni
versal life; it is a mirror which re
flects the thoughts, the feelings of 
every strain of men. Inspired or not, 
its writers were well versed in every 
phase of human nature, easily touch
ing the uppermost round in the lad
der of exaltation, searching also- with 
reliable plummet the deepest depths, 
of earthly woe. Men and women, 
earnest and sincere In their faittp, 
find the bnlm of gilead in that gre^lt 
volume. Such are to be envied, ahd 
many such exist in every land beneath 
the sun. Millions go to the sabred 
volume with tender thoughts and re
spectful mien, as children to their 
parents, as young girls to their moth
ers, as believers to the cross.

How subtle the connection. It Is 
not given us to know anything be
yond the physical line. What is life, 
what is death, what If anything exists 
beyond the boundary? The wisest 
scientist in history could tell us noth
ing. Every one of us has an imagina
tion, and If we will only give it oppor
tunity and exercise, its wings win soon 
sprout, and, ere long, will plume 
themselves for the upper and the 
purer air.

1 look with great respect and inter 
est upon our Spiritualistic brethren!. 
The time long since passed awayy 
when common sense sought refuge 1 
ridicule of anything presented sober))- 
and earnestly by earnest and since 
men and truthful women. It maters 
not to me that there are fraud/h In 
Spiritualistic circles. There is ffrand 
everywhere and in everything. Wo 
find fraud in the pulpit, fraud on the 
bench, fraud in journalism. Shall we, 
therefore, refuse credence to earnest 
preachers, to honest jurors, to saga
cious and well-meaning journalists'

poorly qualified to rightly recognize 
real facts in other realms of inquiry, 
as in those of phenomena. Patient 
Investigation, acute observation and 
discriminating judgment are valuable 
aids.

1 would suggest, until the receipt 
of later advices, General Delivery, 
Portland, Oregon,,as the present ad
dress of Brother Jlarrlson D. Barrett. 
I cannot at this time answer any dif
ferently.

A recent visit to Indianapolis leads 
me to hint that the next Annual Con
vention of the N. S. A. will be more 
than pleased by the central location, 
ample capacity, beauty of decorations 
and all accessory conveniences of the 
hall placed at Its disposal, for Its ses
sions. Grand Lodges of both Masons 
and Odd Fellows have convened there 
heretofore. I heard an executive of
ficer of the Business Men’s Associa
tion of the Capital City of Hosierdom 
congratulate the officers of the Indi
ana State Spiritualists’ Association 
upon their good fortune in securing 
such advantageous headquarters for 
our National body. There will be fine 
hotel accommodations near by

GEO. B. WARNE.
Pres’t. N. S. A.

To the Editor:—At the last session 
of the N. S. A. the association was re
minded by the Chairman, thus: “This 
is a religious meeting." That was 
a very. Important statement, as the 
hearers probably did not know it, 
as their actions afterwards did not 
indicate a religious or prayerful con
dition. This trying to be religious 
was like the artist who painted a pic
ture. After it was completed he

ligious meeting unless the statement 
had been made.

I Let us now consider a subject 
which is of vital importance to all 
Spiritualists. That is: To see to it 
that The Progressive Thinker is sus
tained by sending in new names to 
the subscription list. I sent ’In a new 
name a few months ago, and shall 
send in one or more every yéar if I 
have to pay for*lt. In the name of 
Spiritualism, I ask every old subscrib
er to send in one or more new sub
scribers every year. If we all do, 
behold the result!, the list-doubled. 
How can anyone do. so much with: so 
littlé mopey to alfl the diffusion-of 
spiritual truth-? - ,

DO IT NOW!

There is not the least necessity in 
.trying to prevent people from thlnk- 

i ing. They are quite ready enough to 
i be stupid or indifferent without any 
i external Inducements. The huge dead 
weight of established prejudices' is 
amply sufficient. - We may say that 
free thinking is not only right,, but a 
duty. A man, , that is, is bound to be 
as reasonable,;, as he can.—Sir Leslie 
Stephens, ■■ ■■■

DO NOT DELAY
or hesitate.. Send in a new name: 
you have to'pay for it yourself!

EDWARD PAGE, M. D.
Boston, Mass.

tell me their experiences in Spiritual
ism, assuring me of the wide horl- 
zoned comfort they receive and the 
full-orbed satisfaction and content
ment their experiences bring; them. 
Who can beglh to tell the helpfulness 
a bereaved husband or wife may have 
from the other world, if in that possi
ble world there Is intelligent life and 
actual communication between spirits 
of the departed and the activities left 
behind? Mothers whose little ones 
were left to them long enough for
tendrils to grow and twine, for th<i 
eyes of affection to discern beautle^ 
of character and charms of develop
ment, can tell you whether belief in 
the possibility of intercommunication
brings balm to their bruised breasts / 
or not. V'

Fathers who have lost sons, npoii 
whose strong arms they hoped to leqii 
In later life, can bear testimony to , 
the upliftment given by faith in this . ; 
same intercommunication. But do 
they? Let. facts answer the question.
Of course they do. We find not alone 
In journalistic organs of Spiritualism, - 
but from private sources, testimony in 
this respect, which must be treated 
seriously, because It Is given in evi
dent good faith, it would ill become * 
you or me to accuse the witness of 
weak brains, because of matter of' 
fact, many of them are persons of su
perior intelligence. That it is, like 
the reading of the scriptures, of great 
benefit to those who thoroughly be
lieve in it, no sane man will for a 
moment doubt. But there are other 
sources of consolation to. the bereaved. 
After the sharp pang of the blow is 
past, there comes a second degree, as 
it were, in which while the grlgf is 
less poignant, it is enveloped so to.

see, we are all selfish. (
Man is born to selfishness as the / 

sparks to fly upward, and the first 
thing we do, the first step we take, 19 
in the direction of selfishness which 
makes us appreciate our loss and 
weigh that which is taken from us, 
looking at ourselves as it were, in a 
mirror, shorn of some part of our
selves. Then comes this other ex
perience, and we dwell long upon the 
character and the friendship, and iove- 
ableness and the comradicity and the 
good qualities of him who has gone. 
Little by little other faces obscure the 
shadow, other interests supplant the 
partnership of long ago and after a 
while we find ourselves regarding the 
whole procedure as a natural step, a 
perfectly-to-be-expected sequence, in 
which strange as it may appear, we 
have no personal lot

HOWARD. .

Much of the religion to-day is only 
respect for the religion of the past— 
■Investigator. ‘
- AVe are.so vatn. as.to set the highest 
value upon those things to which na
ture, assigned the lowest place.— 
-Seneca.- ■....■■■>.

“To make war with those who trade 
with us, is like setting a bull-dog 
on a customer at the shop door.”— 
Thomas Paine, in Crisis. .J.. ' ;

The law'imprinted on the hearts of 
all men is to love the members- of 
society as themselves.-—Roman. -

We have, in fact, to make our 
choice between science and suffering.

i It is only by wisely utilizing the gifts 
i of science that we have any hope of 
maintaining our population in plen
ty and comfort. Science, however, 
will do this for us If we will only let 
her.—Sir John Lubbock.

I would rather be a poor man In a 
garret with plenty of books than a 
king who did not love reading.—Ma
caulay;

Shun passion; fold the hands of 
thrift;- sit still—and-truth is near.—■ 
Emerson. • ‘ i

tltpps.lt
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Some Good Books,

BOOKS FOK THE WORKERS.

“Practical
One Hundred and Twenty

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

« Os?

$1.50.
“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 

By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price »1.00. 
■ ’ uuugaiows and Cot-

April t, mut.

0

\ Transition Service Dy Mrs. Gora L 
V. Rlclimonfl.

“In my Father's house are many mansions, if it were 
(J not bo I would have told you; I go to prepare a place for 

, you." “And there shall be no more death.”-
One in India said: “This lite is death into which you 

enter with struggle and pain. It is birth when Rrahma 
calls you home." .

One in Arabia said; “If this be birth, this thing of 
mortal clay, with pain and penalty, then give me death, 
for I am free then to soar away."

Beloved friends, we have pome into this house of human 
life by the invitation of one who is greater than him 
whose body lies here.

Our friend and brother, Dr. T, A, Bland, inhabited this 
abode with his beloved companion a number of years. 
We have seen him here oftentimes, and have had com
munion with him here and elsewhere. We have some
times met him in his joy and sometimes in sickness,

Wo knew him in his comparatively young years In life, 
and knowing this invitation was from a Greater and High-, 
er and more Perfect Source than mortal, we come into 
this human habitation feeling the great baptism pt a 
wonderful and glad new'life.

The name that human beings have given to this great 
baptism is Death; but we know, in the innermost secrets 

.of nature, in the higher interpretation of existence, that 
this 1b but a transmutation of life. We know, that in 
no chemical laboratory, in no scientific investigation has 
there ever been found room anywhere for actual death. 
The substances change places, they are transmuted into 
Other things, and that which vitalizes and governs life 
goes, the agnostic or materialist says "we know not whith-

À

THB FROGRBSSIV’B THINKBR
always anticipate that which is coming. Our friend here 
was a dreamer and worker in the great laboratory of 
human progress.

It was twenty-five or thirty years ago when your pres
ent speaker saw Dr. Bland in Washington. He saw tire 
injustice that had been and was being done to the Indians, 
and when he thought there was some chance of General 
(then President) Grant changing the Indian policy of the 
government, he worked hard in that direction until com
missions were appointed to investigate the. treatment 
of the Indians, and it was found that the officers of the 
army really wanted to slay the helpless and innocent peo
ple, and the merchants of St. LouIb wanted the Indian wars
on their frontier because, they said, “It made business

er.”- Rut the agnostic and materialist know that Nature 
never stultifies herself; that the great thing that vivifies, 
ennobles and reaches the best form of life while it is here 
cannot be destroyed, for nature does not destroy .that 
which is here.

We make no argument, for to-day the world 1b full of 
the evidence of the life of the mind and spirit; and 
humanity and the world to-day 1b full of the evidence 
Of the existence of the soul beyond the change called 
fleath. It is not only the evidence of the enthusiasts of 
the various forms of RELIGION the world over, but now 
SCIENCE has taken up the theme in the wonderful in
vestigations of psychic research, in wonderfql revealments 

f Modern Spiritualism. So in the light of all that has 
ome to humanity, the next step, miscalled death, is sim- 
ly the next step of life.

। The agnostic knows that nature does not stultify her- 
BOlf: She does not give eyes where there is nothing to 
see; she does not give the sense of hearing where there 
Is nothing to hear; she does not give the sense of touch 
Where there is nothing to feel; she does not endow you 
With Immortal longings and hopes where there is no im
mortality.

Tho functions of the human mind are governed 
by the requirements of that which is within (as the body 
Is governed by the mind); we name it Spirit; the deeper 

'fiOssenie We name the Soul. But whatever this 1b named, 
It Is the intelligent acting force and principle. So we are 
summoned to this dwelling to-day to witness its apotheo- 
Bis, not its destruction. If we were here to-day but to 
bemoan the departure of our friend, If we were to say 
life is full of trials and after a time, as the tree falls, so 
this life must go back to nature—but this is no physical 
decadence—there would be no word of comfort to offer 
You, dear friends, who knew this man. But when we 
speak of Dr. Bland, we do not speak of this form that he 
tysed and that was so valuable to him for the seventy- 
eight years of his life, we do not speak of this form that 
can perish and will be laid away, its elements returning 
to earth; we are speaking of that Intelligence, of that life 
and that loving heart, of that friendship, of those quali
ties of mind and spirit that endeared him to all; we are 
speaking of the ability, and attributes, and powers invisi
ble to the senses, that have wrought in his life the most 
wonderful results.

Dr. Bland has touched every movement of human pro
gress for three-quarters of a century, and for the last half 
century he has been an . active worker in these depart
ments of thought and progress.

In his young life he chose the companion of his life. For 
more than half a century they have passed on together. 
The fruitage of that life is not the wealth that will perish, 
It fB not lands find houses over which heirs will dispute, 
It Is not of ships that will sink out of sight, nor railway 
interests that the corposations will run away with. But 
the fruitage of that life was that active purpose of LOVE 
FOR HUMANITY. Count the deeds and words in that 
direction; they form, oh! such an inheritance for one 
»ho can really appreciate it. To think of such a herit
age; that no movement for human progress has existed 
in the whole of his active life that he has not sympa
thized with, no movement that he has not, in a measure, 
taken part in, and many that he was the prime mover 
in, and the active working force.

When we think of. the books he has written, the articles 
he has published on various topics that have engaged his 
bought, and then say that this mind can perish! Why! 

that would be an insult to the Infinite Intelligence of the 
universe, .who never makes an Instrument greater than

better.” Dear friends: ’ Is it true that a nation can afford 
to slay in< their weakness^those who are dependent 
upon It? _ - .

When year after year and decade after decade new sub
jects and themes came before the people, ho Wgs. among 
those to herald the people's rights, and to vindicate their 
right of conscience. He pot only .believed that people hafl 
the right to live according io the dictates of conscience, 
but also , thp right to dip according to. the dictates of 
conscience. According to the mandates of modern medi
cine, you must employ a physician approved of by the 
schools, but-ho believed that people had the right.to em
ploy “Healers,” “Mental cure,”. "Christian Science,” 
“Magnetism,” “Suggestive Therapeutics/’ or any of the 
recent avenues opened to give humanity health,. -He not 
only believed this, but much of hiB time and energy has 
been spent In the last ten or twenty years to change the 
various state laws that were contrary to the freedom of 
human. judgment and human wishes in this matter. In 
this city and in the city of Washington every measure 
that tended to deprive the people of their rights in this 
direction he has assisted to defeat, or has tried to; and 
all of this he has stood for, and how wonderful now, as If 
it were a realization on this very day: That Bishop Fal
lows, the founder of, and one of the most popular bishops 
of the Reformed Protestant Episcopal church, is employ
ing the “gift of healing." We wonder what the schools 
of Materia Medica will do with him? It is a great tri
umph for this silent form that lies hete, for the arisen 
spirit, that this man, standing high in the church and 
social circles, shall have veered around, as a weather 
vane, in the direction that he had the courage to contend 
for more than twenty-five years ago. Let us be thank
ful that such Ilves ar® given to the world, and that he 
has joined the rank» of those who marched forward: 
Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison and others who 
took the stand in advance for the rights of men and 
women to freedom against chattel slavery. Mr. Garri
son mobbed in the streets of Boston; Mr. Phillips when 
emerging fresh with honors from the schools and could 
have had any position he might covet—he had the gift 
of eloquence and the most oratorical powers of any man 
in the country—but he chose to take the side of the 
reformer and of truth. Dr. Bland follows^ also in "the 
same list.

When the abolition of slavery was accomplished by the 
government, someone said in the “Anti-Slavery Society, 
when it was about to be dissolved, “Well, God could not 
have abolished slavery without us.” Wendell Phillips 
said, calmly, with splendid eloquence, “God could have 
abolished slavery without us, but we could not afford to 
be outside of that movement.” Neither could the intel
ligent helpers that assisted. Dr. Bland said, “God can do 
his work, but if He shows me thé way I must help it; 
I cannot set aside this that is for human progress. It is 
an opportunity to work for human freedom and enlight
enment.” . He represents that which comes only, to the 
individual through the enlightened mind and understand
ing tfiat is'pervaded by the spirit. He did not believe in 
the power of the intellect only; he knew that the soul 
of man Is deeper in its grasp of primal truths. He knew 
that the entity still survives the body and mechanical 
brain, and knows more than it ever can express. So he 
worked on, permeated from within, and after the knowl
edge came to him, about "the same time It came to^some 
scientific men and philosophers throughout the country, 
that death is the next step of life.

About that time Dr. Thomas also received that knowl
edge from the fact that his own dearly beloved children 
came to him from spirit life. If he was in the city to-day 
he would pay tribute to our departed brother. But he 
is far away in Florida, but he knows that the spirit that 
has arisen Is with the loved on earth.

Let us bear in mind the events of the past fifty years 
.which record these different steps of progress taken 
by science. It hqs become an established fact that the 
scientific mind has beên summoned to these «subjects. 
Only twenty years agd ^there could not have been ad
mitted into any Chicago medical college, or by any jury, 
the subject of hypnotism. Now there .is not only not a

invidious legislating ^as^pendlng with reference to the 
rights of the people, tp employ the massagist, the hypnot- 
1st, the magnetic hqajer oi, people who believe in any sys
tem outside the pale pff materia medica, and when the 
legislative bodies resolve themselves into a “committee 
of the whole” to listen'to those arguments it proved them 
to bo of sufficient interest/' The time will come when leg
islation that goes biickwarfl/legislation that reverts to the 
past and restricts tire rights of tho people, will be impossi
ble, for even now, >‘in the midst of these, great earthly 
powers that control liumátV life, we are marching forward 
to the fulfillment of the knowledge that “there are more 
things in heaven and earth than is dreamed of" in the 
usual philosophies of life, because many other things-are 
revealed with the change called death.

The struggles and privations of his life could not bend 
nor break the strong spirit that was within him, could not 
brealf the strong dove that was between him and his com
panion, and could in po wise Interfere with the onward 
march of those truths for which he stood; the liberty'of 
conscience, the freedom of. belief and action that floes not 
interfere with tho rights of others, and for that which 
shall be toward the progress of the human race here and 
hereafter. , • <■- • ’

To stop at the threshold of human life and say that 
man does not grow after he has passed from the physical , 
body is, of course, to. limit the boundaries of existence 
to thia simple gauge pt human life here, Dr. Thomas 
has said so mapy Jflmqs; „ "We know, that this earth-life 
is but one.of,the stages, ope ot the pausing places in the 
great pilgrimages ot existence." We and others have 
often said: “Why] e^rth 1b one of the shadow places 
in the great golden light pl the Soul, that pauses here 
for work, and in which to greet each other and meet each 
other, and recognize through the outward barriers .the liv
ing soul that is within."

So he has come ^nd,he has filled the purpose of his lite 
here. Hq has taken his Stand, has given expression to his 
ideas, and has longed to give expression to more, and he 
has passed on. Yoji ¡could not say---you cannot say— 
that “he died.” The .body 1b dying every moment after 
the time it reaches, maturity; the receding wave is upon 
it, but the mind goes on, and on, and on, in all its activi
ties and powers. Humboldt learned a new language after 
he was eighty years of age, that he might investigate the 
Fauna and Flora of South America. The life that is 
greatest grows stropger with years. True intelligeuce 1b 
not baffled by these so-called Imperfections of age.' So 
he passed out from the physical body, when he saw in 
partial vision one copie for him in a car that was to bear 
him to the other world, and when the sentinel said, “Oh, 
It 1b not to-day, but a little later I will come back for 
you,” they said, “Tell him it is not a dream,” “tell him 
it is a great knowledge, that one walteth for him, waiteth 
in Immortal life to bear one Into the next step of life.”

When Milton saw "Millions of spiritual beings walk 
the earth unseen both when we wake and when we sleep," 
it was not the drehjn of a blind poet; it was a rare, 
luminous vision, stronger because of the outward blind
ness, and more Inteht on those invisible things, and when 
Longfellow says:

all nations are there." Was Dr. Barrows telling a false
hood? Ingersoll, the great agnostic, said in his last 
eloquent tribute to bls departed brother: “We hope to 
meet again.” It was not the hope of the agnostic, it was 
the hope of the Immortal spirit within Robert Ingersoll; 
it was not a flight of the imagination, but that lofty hope 
that is enkindled from within, that comes despite the 
human intellect; despite the human mind that cavils. .

Now we are here by the open gateway of Immortal life, 
he bids us tell you he is here, though not in the modal 
form but in full consciousness, and is rejoicing for this i 
great change, that he is released now from the form. 
Do you know what It is to be set free from bodily suffer
ing?. It is like a caged bird set free to fly in its native 
air; like a prisoner who has been bound In a dungeon 
cell set free; like a miner in one of those terrible disasters 
Who finds himself once again In the sunshine. But all 
that even is nothing compared to this one gratifying and 
glorious consciousness of being set free. Yet the ties of 
affection are just as strong, the friendship as true in 
spirit as itis ip human life, and the love that bound him 
to you, to all his household, and to you, dear friends 
add neighbors. He says “how kind you have been,” and 
to thbse who would gladly be here to-day if the limits of 
this dwelling would permit, to all he would pay his tribute 
of appreciation and thankfulness for all the pelp and 
strength you have given him.

To you, students, and to you, doctors, oh! remember 
his words to you, take up the theme of his life in the same 
way if you can, and make it your life theme. You must 
have some well defined work while you are here.

And remember what he has said to you friends and 
beloved ones of younger generations, these dear ones of 
(he household, that were like his own children, how you 
have gathered around in his time of Buffering, who have 
always been so attentive Oh! boys 'and girls, he loved 
you well. Whatever there was in him true and strong

DE/VFNESS

By
Successfully Treated 
the Simplest Methods 

Yet Discovered.
■ Ninety-five percent ot the cases of 

deafness brought to our attention are 
the result of chronic catarrh ot the 
throat and middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by catarrhal de. 
posits, stopping the action ot tho vibra

tory bones. 
Until these 
depon its 
are ro-
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Neither

and noble, remember
Let no one suppose 

here with her human 
needful—walks alone.

and strive to emulate.
that the DEAREST ONE, who Bits 
heart and human tears—that are 
These two lives that have walked

side by side for more than half a century are not divided 
by this change, but nearer, dear heart, by one body less, 
nearer by one tenement less are you than before. Greater 
in his power to aid and strengthen you, and nearer to 
you beloved will he be, than ever before. For all of your 
kindness there will be loving ministration in your hours 
of dependency or in your hours of triumph. For all your 
struggles, dear heart, and for that which you have done 
for him, there will be added strength and measure of 
light for you, and the great, glorious setting of his life’s 
sun will be like the morning welcome when you come.

Have you Been the sun go down with argosies of splen
dor that light up the way, and flocks of clouds one by one 
from the north appear as attendants upon the setting 
sun? Have you seen like columns of light the rays unfold 
forming a crown of glory for the King of Day when its 
splendor sinks from the visible heavens? Thus has his 
outward life sunk; but on the other side Is the morning, 
the glad, golden, resplendent morning.

-........- ------ — - ---------- can ear
drums cure deafness.^ But there Is a 
scientific treatment ffor deafness aijd- 
catarrh which is demonstrated every 
day by the use of Actlna. The vapor 
generated In the Actlna passes through 
the Eustachian tubes Into the middle 
ear, removing the catarrhal obstruc
tions and loosens up the bones (hdm- 
mer, anvil and stirrup) In the Inner 
ear, making them respond to the vibra
tion ot sound. Actlna is also very suc
cessful In relieving ringing noises In 
the head. We have known people af
flicted with this distressing trouble for 
years to be entirely relieved by a tew 
week's use. Actlna lias always been 
very successful In the treatment ot hay 
fever, asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, 
weak lungs, colds, headache and other 
troubles that are directly or indirectly 
due to catarrh. Actlna will be sent on 
trial, postpaid. Write us about your 
case. Our advice will be free as well 
as a valuable book—Prot. Wilson's 
Treatise on Disease. Address Acting 
Appliance Co., Dept. 342DA 811 Walnut 
St., Kansas City, Mo.

ADD MEETINGS

. “When the iiburs of day are numbered, 
And the -¿01008 of the night 

Wake the bettef soul that slumbered, 
To a hoi/,’calm delight;

If he could have said, “good night,"
“Good night, dear friends, rest peacefully; 

May your dreams be beautiful and bright,
Until at last you come to me,

May you know the golden beauty there, 
Walting for you so bright and fair.”

Ere the evening limps are lighted, 
And like phantStns, grim and tall, 

Shadows frdiiS'iWfitful fire-light 
Dance upon the parlor wall,

Then the forms of the departed, 
Enter at the open door,

The beloved ones, the dear hearted 
Come to visit me once more."

This day will sink, is sinking to rest, 
And all the beauty of the day

Is garlanded in the sun's warm breast 
When the day-light will fade away, 

Then the stars will come out one by one, 
Greater than an earthly sun.

the.one w^o makes it. That would be an insult to the 
laws of nature which never stultify themselves by causing 
the stream to rise above the fountain. So it is an ipsplt 
to- those primal principles of Intelligence that know 
th&t which is primal never can cease to ie primal in 
•whatever state. The ultimate foundation of intelligence 
is Intelligence whenever and wherever it is found. This 
active force, this sublime love for that which is true and 
Spiritual in the human race pervaded his entire nktùrè.- 

Ot course, true reformers are Optimists; of course they 
are called Dreamers. But if it were not for optimists and 
dreamers we would never have had electrical railways, 
nor the lightning to be our errand boy; never would 
have had the steam horse to carry óur burdens across the 
continent from ocean to ocean, never have opened ,up 
these wonderful forces ot nature that are thrusting them
selves now into the dilli minds ot humafi life; ‘ It was" 
the dreamer Franklin who drew this lighthinfe-from'the 
sky that is now yòur message boy and burden bearer. 
It is the dreamer Edison who dreams out things ih' the 
night that he elaborates in the day. “Where they còme 
from,” he says, “I .do not know; they come to'me iii my J 
sleep. So when Herschell saw the wonderful system that 
made the solar system perfect In its arithmetical order, 
he said: “Over there should-be'a' star in the exact order 
of the universe or solar system as I see it,” he was pro
nounced “a dreaméf.” But when, the telescope was buiit 
that was strong enough, it revealed that wonderful planet. 
It was called justly by his name until other astronomers, 

, . . v jealous of Herschell, caused its name to be changed. Let 
ns give credit to the ’•dreamers;” they are the ones that

college In the city that has not Instructions in psycholog
ical' subjects, but the whole realm of thought has been 
opened to human study. Only this'year the great lumin
ous other house of the soul, that which is the larger hab
itation, “not made with hands,” has come more and more 
to be conceded and apart of the acknowledgment of those 
who are outside of all theologies, those who have passed 
through the reign of theology into the reign of true spir
itual perception.- So his mind and spirit,- acting harmon
iously in the great works of his life, made him believe 
in the freedom of all for their own worship, but he also 
claimed that liberty for himself, as did his companion. 
It is beautiful to know that they walked together, that 
side by side they climbed these heights, that side by side 
they battled for freedom of- thought; it is beautiful to 
know that they , were together as reformers and true 
■Workers in human progress in intellectual and spiritual' 
ways so long. ‘ j

The one great longing of his later years was, that some 
of you young men, some of you young students, or some 
of you who have had experience In-four lives -would take 
up the work that he so reluctantly laid; down because he

Do these poets tell falsehoods? Are these dreamers of 
high and lofty themes falsifiers of the human race? Then 
scientific men tell falsehoods: Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, 
Sir William Crookes, Frederick W. H. Myers, and others 
whose investigations and works prove the existence be
yond this life. Do they tell falsehoods? Are they, with 
human ties, human affections, and human intelligence, 
doing this merely to gratify the idle romancing of the 
liour? These things prove that the immortal life is more 
and more manifesting Itself.

Shall there.be no anticipation for these two, this lov
ing pair who have walked side by side, as lovers? To 
the. very, very last day they were together in the human 
form they saw and 'they stood together; they investi
gated together, and they received the knowledge of the 
future life together.- ft is but justice to him to say that 
he did not BELIEVE in immortality, he simply knew of a 
future life, and he knew that knowledge opened up the 
pathway that led triumphantly unto that next step.

Raffled as people are in their seeking, and indifferent 
as they are when things come, still we know there Is no 
house but what has an empty chair, no fireside but what 
some absent place is there; so each heart turns longingly 
toward that next step of life, to know what triumph is 
there, what love is there, what the next step or state of 
knowledge may be. We know it is not a state of idleness; 
we knot? if one is active here there is greater activity 
there; if one has knowledge here there is greater knowl
edge there, and greater opportunity for knowledge there; 
if one has enthusiasm for the progress of the human race 
here, there is greater opportunity for enthusiasm there.

The great lives who move on from physical life do not I 
leave the household; deserted, do not depart from the j 
things that interested them here. - Dr. Barrows, in open
ing the Parliament of- Religions, during the Columbian J 
Exposition, said; “The -greater Congress of the skies 
is bending o’er us;- Washington, Lincoln and the found-

“Good night,” he would say to the body there, 
“You have served me well all these long years.

You have served me for my purpose rare, 
But now, without sighs or tears,

I let you sink out of my sight.
Body, you are not me—still, good night.”

And then, dear friends, when the day is done, 
And all the golden glory here

Of your life-work is fully done,
You pass, as he, to that other sphere,

You’ll say to all your friends, ‘- ’tis so bright
I am going there. Good night; good night.”

And over there the resplendent throng . 
Greeting you with their perfect song; 
When there are all the dear ones above, 
Thronging around with' their thoughts of love.

Then when the light of the morning shines upon you,— 
All the hills with resplendence adorning—

How beautiful; and the first In view
Will be the loved; be will say: “Good Morning.”

Unto our Heavenly Parent, Giver of Life, and of 
higher life that men call death, we turn in praise, 
neath the baptism of human tears we still realize

that 
Be

that
great glory of Thy love; beneath the outward shadow we 
bend, conscious of the inward triumph of that Light. 
May this household not be desolate; may this one who sits 
here not feel alone; and may all these friends, as they go 
forth unto their daily tasks bear the knowledge that this 
life has not gone out, but has been added unto the greater 
Kingdom of immortal friends; and may that light shed its 
brightness on their way, as It did on his. May his self
sacrifice be emulated by them, until at last the fruition 
of human hopes and human liberty shall come upon the 
earth and Thy work be done,'and Thy will as it is In 
heaven. Bless all, and guide them and guard them, and

ers of this Republic,, and the great and revered minds of ! may they turn to Thee forever^ Amen.

did not know who would bear it. forward.' We said to 
him when one time calling upon him, “You.blight to be 
willing that some of these young men should'have some-
thing to do; you cannot live to close
that your life has made.”

le book« of,'reform
But he himself could not see

how it would be pressed forward. Though'we can well 
understand that it must be a matter óf gfowthi’biit some 
human lives will take np the work whlcli hehas borne 
thus far, and, before they are aware , of it, it .will, be in
fused into the lives of strangers and of societies. - These 

"reforms come in this way, but not foéforié spmé'tif their 
advocates are put to death for opinion’s sake.- and their 
souls march oni afterward, a lew years or centuries 'bring 
the people to their standpoint, then the truths they advo
cated áre accepted. So ityiiPbe With thfe subject by 
and by; it will be known ihat there Is no absoliite sys
tem' of therapeutics; by and by it will be known that 
-whatever pertains to the mind and spirit of -man must 
affect also the bodily conditions; by and by “hypnotic sug
gestion” and “psychological-therapeutics” will tie'taught 
in the schools of medicine, as “psychology” Is to some 
extent to-day. By and by these forces of the universe that 
are only waiting for the hand of man to employ will come 
forth as he dreamed they-'would. But this cannot come 
in'a day-or an hour; .it-must be by work, and It is just 
such lives as his that prepare the way and make the 
foundation for the others who will follow. We'ourselves 
have stood-with him in halls of legislatures .Where some

SONG—THE DAHKEY^S WISHES. 
tin, .

I wlsht I was In h^hbtin,e;settln’ down, 
’Twould make noiaiifl’itence ’bout de 

crown,- " 7
If I could rest my bones, "al&<e; wlfl 

Bfudder Jones,
Way up dar in ieafienj'feettin’ down.
I wisht I was in heaben? settin’ down;
’Twould make nb %B>rShce:’boat de 

street, D“>I/-
Whether jasper or «# g^d^so de dar

kles don’t grq-gojjcL >
But c°bld just set^n’^ep' dere weary 

■ ■ 1 o 'ul Ji ■ i
If I was only jjp dar^settip’ down,., 
I wouldn’t be particTar ’bout de tings. 
For I’s so ol’ an’"weary, de angels

Would be. sorry,”
And would coine ^nd sing, and fan 

me wid dere ij’ings.
Why can’t I go to..heaben and set 

down?
Little Rasmus he am done gone befo'. 
An’ Dinah she am dar, wid de kinky 

in her. hair,
Way up.dar in heaben, wid ol’ black 

Joe. :
Sometimes. 1 hear dere rioces In ds 

breeze;.

In de ebnin’ When' I res’1 ah’ takes my 
■ ease, / ’

Dar comes visions to my sight dat 
' makes'- dis- öl’ heart light—

In de eb’nln’ when de moonlight”s in
de trees.« • i--?;V: . ■

I seem to feel an’'hear dere whls- 
., p’rfh’ sigh, it .;

Softly breathin’ ob'de'joys dat am
' - gonb.byp : : -
But da teil'me nebber-min’, up In 

heaben dar.I’ll find
Dat de joys ;.we’ve3-tasted here will 

nebber die. ■' i -
So no matter it my heart am ol’ an’

: . sore]
An’ de hongry wolf am-howlin’ at my 

do’, .
I can see de heabenly light cornin’ 

' nearer to my sight,
Den I nebber mo’l be tired, ol’ an’ 

p°’- : ■ , .?
So I’ll try to be mo’ patient, an’ to 

wait .
Till de time comes to pass de pearly 

, gate.
Den dar’s" Rasmus, an’ ol’ Chloe, lub- 

ly Dinah ah’ ol’ Joe,
WId a handclasp an’ a welcome for 

ol’ Mato.
MRS. ALICE D. GREEN. 
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BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING. ;

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; 1'hat Which is to Come.

"The World Beautiful." Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; The Unseen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Kose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“After Her Death, a Story of a 
Summer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gatos of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision ot Life.”
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

"The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion ot Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on nny Hour.

“The Life Radiant.” The mottoot 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It. 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning • 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

"From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting's only book of poems; each 
one Is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.
“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 

By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price buc.

“The Majesty of Calmness.” By 
Willlanr G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . “The Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

“Every Living Creature;" “The 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;” "Char
acter Building.” By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for "Engineers 
or Electricians.” By Henry G. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price

tages.”
Fine Designs.

Temporary Return to Life.
A dispatch from Paris (March 17) 

states that great Interest has been 
excited in that city by the temporary 
return to life of a young girl who 
was.apparently dead. . The physicians 
made experiments to restore her to 
consciousness. They immersed the 
body in warm water and administered 
rhythmic electric 'shocks. One of 
them made hypnotic passes over her,- 
and after three hours of experimenta
tion the girl opened her eyes, and In 
answer to questions began to describe 
her sensations. -

She said when she fell asleep there 
was a period of complete' prostration 
and a growing sensation 'of: cold.' 
Then her thought left her body al-1 
together. “I could see myself lying 
there while I heard the sound of dis
tant music,” the girl explained, “and 
soon the tie uniting me and my body 
was broken. Then I saw great mon? 
steps [the doctors] fighting for my 
body.” Here her statement ceased; 
she became hysterical, and; to quiet 
her the doctors gave her morphine 
and she died ffrom an overdose.

Price $1.00.
“Practical Carpentry or the Build

er’s Standard Library.” Four books 
in a box, including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building.” Price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3.50.

These and many other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.

••The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena." By Rèv. I.
Funk. Prit» «Î.00. '

“Spirltualism and the Law.” A 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by the Hon. Charles R. 
Schlrm of Baltimore, Md. This pam
phlet 1b one. that every Spiritualist 
should read. It is a subject that peo
ple are not fanflliar with. Price, 55
- ••Materialisation.” By Mme. E. d- 
Bsperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent Price 10 cents. ‘ 7;

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In- : 
troduction and Explanatory Letter, 
Price, 15 cents.

"A Discussion on Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the 
Human Spirit” Réincarnatioñ, or 
the doctrine of the Soul's successive 
embodiments. Examined and Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Pee- 
mles versus Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price ao «Ania.
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Fhe Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

this General survey de
partment IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND 
MEDIUMS. .A REPORT OF WHAT 
THE VARIOlh SPEAKERS SAY 

. WILL NOT HE PUBLISHED, AS WE 
HAVE NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT 
FOR THAT PURPOSE.

KRRl» COPIES OF YOUR POEMS 
sent to this oillee, for they will not be 
returned if we have not space to use 
lliem.

The Song Cards for spie at this 
office at. $4 per hundred, by inajl, 
$4.60, are the help you' need in socie
ty’ work.

The General Survey is intended 
merely io simply announce the en
gagements, movements and work of 
speakers and mediums, and not to re
port what they have to say.

■ Henry E. Howes is now serving the 
Spiritualist Society at Tacoma, Wash. 
Mr. Howes for a time was president of 
the Fulham Society of Spiritualists, 
London, England. He comes to this 
country wall recommended, and will 
answer calls to lecture wherever de
sired. Address him in care of gen
eral delivery, Tacoma, Wash.

R. A. Bell writes from Helena, Mon
tana, that a good lecturer and me
dium Is wanted there to organize a 
society. Any one who can fill the ‘de
mand should stop there for a time, 
and do the work desired.

We regret to learn that 6ur venera
ble frlepd, Dr. N. F. Ravlin, who now 
resides at 1014 Bristol street, West 
Berkley, Cal., is suffering from an af
fliction of the eyes. Otherwise his 
health is good, and he was never in 
closer touch with the higher intelli
gences than now, and ean deliver a 
lecture that will interest any audience.

Rev. Adallne Cooper writes: “Tbe 
Lone Star Spiritual Society of Syra
cuse, N. Y., Is realizing that the seed । 
that has been sown is springing up, j 
and is bearing fruit. It has opened 
an account with the bank, as it has 
been able to make a deposit. We are | 
having a good attendance. We are I 
preparing for anniversary exercises,! 
Mar. 29; have also started a Lyceum.” ।

Annie E. Rack, of South Euclid, 
Ohio, details the following remarks-. 
ble incident: "My sister, who lived i 
in Arden, Wash., until last week, was J
engaged in picking 
preparatory to moving.
down 
■window.

by tbe stove

up things
She sat 

facing the
She was looking out when

she saw a large light, larger than the 
light of a lamp, coming; it passed 
right by the window, and was soon 
followed by another still larger and 
brighter that passed by the window, 
too. She arose and went out; then 
her adopted daughter saw it. She was 
afraid it was a warning of some dis
aster, as she was about starting on a 
long journey."
. Mrs. Nina Dell Challen, of Toledo, 
Ohio, writes that she is lecturing and 
giving demonstrations at her home 
where all are made welcome. On the 
evening of Sunday, Mar. 29, anni
versary services were held.

H. D. Morgan writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: "In reporting the seance 
held at the home of Mr. F. A. Wood, 
on March 12, the name of Mrs. Til
lie Henkle, a test medium, who did 
most excellent work that evening, 
was inadvertently left out when the 
report was copied on the typewriter. 
AVe consider Mrs. Henkle's work a 
great help to our cause in Washing
ton, and know her to fip a most re
liable medium. She holds meetings 
at her residence, No. 11, 4th St., S. E., 
weekly. I feel this notice should be 
published, in justice to a worthy wo-
man and good medium."

Correspondent writes 
ford, IB.: "Tbe services 
itual Science Society, 
evenitig, March 22, were

from Rock- 
of the Spir- 
on Sunday 
attended by

a large and greatly interested audi
ence, of which young people were a 
large part. Dr. T. Wilkins, delivered 
a discourse on the past, present and 
future of Spiritualism, as an anniver
sary reminder of the 60th birthday 
of Modern Spiritualism. The Doctor 
having come up in the Cause from 
Its inception, knew what he was say
ing in behalf of Spiritualism, and 
gave the new converts something to 
digest, more than the ordinary. Mrs. 
Neilsen was the message bearer, and 
succeeded in interesting the audience
Jn that capacity. Look for an 
louncement of a Mass-Meeting 
this place In the near future.”

an- 
at

W. J. Colville's farewell lectures in 
Ban Diego were attended by an audi
ence which completely filled the spa-1 
clous Spiritualists’ Temple. This ac
tive worker has now returned to 
Parrott Hall. 2309 Santa Clara ave., 
Alameda, Cal., and is lecturing reg
ularly in San Francisco and Oakland, 
Cal.

Mrs Maggie Henry writes: “At the 
Universal Occult Society in the after
noon, we have conference meeting; 
at 3 o’clock; usually have a very In
teresting time. In the evening we 
had the pleasure of listening to a lec-
ture by Mrs Daniels, 
time lecturers. We 
favored with music 
fine singers, and both 
a selection, followed

one of the old- 
were especially 
by having two 
favored us with

. ----------- -----— by spirit mes
sages from Madam Lucile De Loux,
Mr. Hamshire and your correspond
ent.. All were recognized. On. the 
5 th of April we expect the pleasure of 
hearing Dr. G. B. Warne on our plat
form.”

Rev. Alice Baker,, writes ffrom 
Muskogee, Okla.: “I am how serving 
the _Chiirch of Spiritual Harmony in 
this. city. I am engaged to remain 
with these good people until June 
1st This organization is only two 
months old, but is doing efficient 
work. A Lady's Aid has been or
ganized,'and is doing splendid work. 
Any place, not too great a distance, 
wanting my services as lecturer and 
message medium through the week, I 
will be glad to hear from. .1 will an
swer calls to officiate at funerals. 
Address all communications to .me at 
the Cardinal Hotel, 218 W. Okmul
gee Ave., Muskogee, Okla.”

HEAR IN MIN'D that- tin* Editor.of 
The Progressive Thinker Is in no 
Wise i-esponsible for the views ex
pressed i»y contributors. He may or 
may not,- agree with their respective 
views.

- TAKE .NOTICE.—Gorrespondenls 
aré required when writing for this 
paper to úse either a typewriter or a 
pen, with -Waele 4«k. ..- Write on one 
side of the, paper only, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of .preparing your.copy for the 
printer. 1‘iease bear this in mind.

Correspondent writes: . "‘Mr. and 
Mi’s.,A, W. Bloom assisted Mrs. Hil
bert with her: anniversary services on 

■ Sunday, March 22, and were greeted 
; with a goodly audience—more than 

the average, and everyone In the up
per vibration of inspiration. The 
Progressive Spiritualist Society is on 
the up-grade, and the house should 
lie packed every Sunday evening, the 
feast of reason and flow of.soul is bo 
good.” •
' Mrs. MeKinldy Creighton writes 

from Philadelphia, Pa.; “We all 
heartily appreciate our esteemed 
friend, The Progressive Thinker, 
which is a ritost welcome guest each 
week. I see you are doing excellent 
work in Chicago.' It has been several 
years since we left your city. I am 
always pleased to send in all the sub- 

1 scribers I can.”
. O§c,ar A, Eagerly-writes fr,pm Wash- 

.,ington, D, C.: “Qu Sunday, March 29, 
1 shall jiave concluded a,very pleasant 
and successful engagement in Wash
ington, D. C. In this city an intuitive 
person can feel but the powerful in
fluence of the hustle and activity in
cident to the conditions peculiar to 
•the National .Capital. I can truly 
say, after two months' work with the 
First Association of Spiritualists of 
this city, that, as a body of people, 
they are thoroughly in touch with all 

; the activities that characterize this 
’ heart of the Nation. By their devo

tion to the Cause, they honor Spirit- 
| tiiism, and make its power felt' at 
I this most important point In the 
I country. The officers of the Associa- 
I tlon surely do understand the neces- 
I sary* conditions needed by medium- 
I istic workers, and they have supplied 
- all that was essential to make my en- 
; gagement a success. No more faith- 
| ful supporters of our cause can be 
i found in the United States, than Mr. 
, F. A. Wood, President; Mrs. H. D. 
i Morgan, Secretary, and Mrs. M. T.

Longley of the F. A. of S. During 
my stay in Washington I have had the 
pleasure of meeting and fraternizing 
with Mr. George W. Kates (Secreta
ry of the N. S, A.) and his good wife. 
On my visits to the N. S. A. headquar
ters I have felt strongly Impressed 
that Mr. Kitten, as Secretary of the 
N. S. A., is the right man in the right 

> place. On Sunday, April 5, I shall 
begin a two months engagement at 
Ayer’s Temple, Boston, Mass."

W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
Spiritualistic Society off the Students 
of Nature had a large audience at its 
Sunday evening service, at Van Bu
ren Opera House. Brother J. Core 
and Sister Bundruck assisted the pas
tor. Our Society has not disbanded, 
as some one has circulated. At its 
last business meeting, March 25, in- 
installed officers for the season.”

B. B, Hayden writes from Amarillo, 
Tex.: "We have a city here of be
tween 12,000 and 14,000 with in
creasing growth, and we have never 
had any one to come here and instruct 
pur people along the lines of Spiritual
ism. We have an intelligent, liberal 
and progressive citizenship, who 
would be glad to make investigations 
along these Unes; therefore, if you 
could send us a reliable medium, I 
am more than confident it could be 
made to his or her financial interest, 
besides the pleasure arising .from 
working in a field that "Is ripe unto 
harvest.”

Those wishing the services of J. M. 
Temple as test medium .can address 
him at Berwyn, Maryland.

Wm. Patrick writes from Seabrlght, 
Cal.: "Mrs. Maud Lord-Drake has 
been holding meetings, both private 
and public, and officiating in our Spir
itual Church, and. giving many won
derful tests to both skeptic and Spirit
ualist. She has held several private 
seances in my home.-and .no doubt 
you remember her familiar . spirit, 
Clarence, who sings in her dark 
seances very beautifully, and almost 
beyond our comprehension.”

Secretary writes from San Bernar
dino, Cal.: "Rev. J. L. Dryden of 
San Diego has been filling the rostrufii 
of the San Bernardino Association of 

.Spiritualists during . the month of 
March. We Hope to have him return 
to us during the latter part of April. 
Mrs. Thiebaud -resigned.the" pastorate 
of this society sometime ago, on ac
count of illness. San Bernardino is 
fortunate at -the.present-ttme in hav
ing the "Stevensons,” Mr. W. R. Ta1 
bor, Mrs. Eya Smith and Mrs. Furse; 
all mediums of proven ability, work
ing for the cause of Spiritualism with
in its borders. All'are members of 
our local' society. The following offi
cers were elected at the recent elec
tion held by the’mentbersnf’the»8an 
Bernardino . Association of Spiritual
ists: President, Mr. L. W. Grant; 
vice-president, Mrs. Mary Wilcox; 
secretary, Edward Batea; treasurer, 
Mr. ‘ B. A.--Wilcox; trustees, Mr. D. 
Simpson; Mr* Jas. Boyd and Mrs. Eva 
Smith,"

’Uhas. A. Thompson writes: “The 
Fraternal"Daughters .held their regu
lar Wednesday meeting” and I am 
pleased to ’Stete they are growing in 
attendance" every week. The evening 
session was" presided over by Dr. A. 
Caird. We had a short talk from 
Brothers Warner and Hanvey, and 
messages "by Brothers Tampal and 
Schmidt: then came the get-together 
social,-given by the men, and the 
crowd-was far beyond our expecta- 

.tion; in fact the hall was inadequate 
to hold them. At the opening of the 
refreshments, each one received a car
nation or a tulip as a token of some
thing that alWays'brings joy Into our 
lives. ■ Then came the toasts, which 
were responded to by th© following

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 
OREGON ~

The State Board of Spiritualists 
earnestly desire to com? into commun
ication with every Spiritualist 
throughout the slate of Oregon. Will 
all those who read this please write 
to the state secretary,, Mrs. W. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port
land, Ore. 9 53-3t

! ladles: Mrs. Lichtlg, Mrs. Adams, 
Mis. Knapp and Mrs. Hill. It seems 

, the F. O. O. S. are to start an incent
ive which is worthy of others to fol
low. We all fully appreciate the kind
ness of Messrs. St. John and Bitter 
for tlie impersonation stunts they did 
foi us. The ladies are already plan
ning to outdo the men on April 29. 
Don’t forget the date, and No. 406 

, Ogden avenue. I omitted by mistake 
that one of the gentlemen made a 
hand-painted pillow for the F; O. O. 
S., and donated it to the Fraternal 
Daughters.’’’ •

Secretary .writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis: “The Spiritualists of Wisconsin 
will please remember the date of the 

, Eighth Ani)dal Convention of the 
State Association, APRIL 21, 22, 23, 
1908, in Elks Hall, Portage, Wis. 
Good music, ¿speakers and mediums 
both local and outside, will be pres
ent. The " Planter's Hotel will be 
the headquarters. Thomas Grimshaw 
of. St. Louis, yVill be the main speak
er, and all may know that means the 
profoundness pi logic ahd the phe- 
pomena, in his trance method of tyork, 
Mrs. Paul Buehlpr frofli Mih.neappliSi, 

. Minn.,'wiir be one of the message, 
bearers, assisted UY home talent at 
each meeting. Every Spiritualist of 
the State should have tatprest enough 
in the cause to come and lend their 
presence or financial aid.' If Spirit- 
ualisni is to succeed tbe ranks must 
be filled with harmonious workers,' 
and the State Association put' upon a 
solid financial basis. Let this be a 
great event in the history of Wiscon
sin' Spiritualism, Let your efforts be 
free and of the'right metal and all 
will be well with the Cause, and In 
the end you will be proud of Spiritu
alism and your associations with jt.”

T. J. McFeron writes from San 
Diego, Cal.:. "After Brother John W. 
Ring left us on the 2nd of the pres
ent month, we had a lull for a few 
days .only, as W. J; Colville' cpme to 
our temple on the 5th and started .in 
on his three weeks' engagement, and 
as Is usual with him he is working 
every day and evening, and I assure 
you he is giving us some masterful 
discourses. He will' remain with us 
until the 24th. On the 29th we are 
planning to celebrate the sixtieth an
niversary of Modern Spiritualism with 
an all-day union service in our tem
ple. Mrs. M. P. Morrill, pastor of the 
National City Spiritual Society, will 
have the opening address at 11 a. m., 
followed by Mrs. Katie H. Harveston, 
and in the afternoon Mrs. Nickless 
Cobb, pastor of the Secoad Spiritual 
Society will have the entire time from 
3 to 5 with lecture and messages. 
Then Mrs. Harveston will have the 
entire evening, beginning at 7:30 for 
lecture and messages."

The good ladies of the Chicago Spir
itualists’ League will endeavor to per
fect an organization of an auxilia
ry to the League, to be called the 
“Sunshine Club,” at the League Mass- 
Meeting, April 11, between the after
noon and evening sseslons, ati-Hanflel' 
Hall.- All persons whose names are 
on the roll, and all others who wish 
to join such organization, please take 
notice' and be there and ready at the 
appointed time. By request ot the 
ladies.

Correspondent writes: "The 60th 
Anniversary of Spiritualism was cel
ebrated at the Hall of the Golden 
Rule Society, 43 So. Paulina st., in a 
manner to impress itself upon the 
minds of all who were in attendance, 
Saturday evening and Sunday after
noon and evening March 28 and 29. 
The music by the Richards Brothers, 
on piano and violin, the' address by 
Prof. Peck, also the short recitation, 
The poem by Dr. Wilkins, the mes
sages by Mrs. Susie Thompson, on 
Saturday evening, the short talks on 
Sunday afternoon, by Dr. Burgess, 
W. F. Peck and others, the music 
etc., on Sunday afternoon; the piano 
solo by Miss Edith Wilkins, the poem 
by Dr. Wilkins, the rousing historical 
discourse by Prof. Peck, the piano.and 
violin duet by Mr. and Mrs. Kirtland, 
the singing by Louie Anderson, Mrs. 
Frankie Cole and Mrs Nora Hill, and 
Footstepsthe songvbgkqjetaoinshrdlu 
Dy Prof. Peck (his own composition) 
‘Angel. Footsteps on the Floor) the 
address, in Indian costume, by Harry 
Burgess, in fact,\the whole program 
from beginning to\end was one con
stant feast of good things, and all 
were well entertained and instructed, 
find doubly paid for the money in
vested. ' It was a.fitting commemora
tion ot the advent of modern Spiritual
ism and was tbe last appearance of 
Brother W. F. Peck before the Gold
en Rule Society in a two months’ en
gagement. He will .be thrice wel
come when he comes again, for those 
who have , learned him love him, and 
will keep the doors of this city open 
to him. Ajfarewell reception to him 
was given at the home'of Mrs. Avery, 
102 So Oakleyblvd., Monday evening, 
and no fault could be found With the 
manner in which this affair was con
ducted all the way through.’

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
will hold its second monthly meeting 
In Handel Hall, On Saturday after
noon and., evening* April 11, and the 
indications are this Mass-Meeting 
will eclipse the first one, which was 
a grand success. Verily, the Spirit
ualists are getting together in a har
monious band of brothers and sisters, 
at last, and those who are not willing 
to stand up and be counted for the 
Cause they profess to love, will be 
veritable back numbers soon, ,with a 
visible capital "C” on their forehead, 
for "Coward.” Spiritualism must 
unite in self-defense, and for- self
promulgation.. .The world is urging 
the truth to the front, and Spiritual
ism will lose its credit to other de
nominations unless harmony and 
union are established soon.” _

Dr. C. A. Burgess did the platform 
work for Mrs. Cleveland’s society Sun
day evening, Mar. 29, to a large audi
ence. This good worker is still hav
ing her hand operated on, and under- , 
going all the agonies ot mortal life. 
She has the sympathy find strength
ening thought of the entire circle of . 
her friends. ...

J. W. Ring writes: .,I had a most 
delightful and successful .stay in San 
Diego, and. a .rousing meeting in Los 
Angeles Mar. 8. -1 wilLbe.iSan.Jose 
Mar. 15,.San Frnr-ciseo the 22nd, and 
Pueblo, Colo?, ".25 V,’. Sid ¿trest for 
the anniversary.”

.. The subjeit pfathe. discourse -given 
by the guidés oil Mrs. Richmond on 
Sunday, April fi.ffit 11 o’clock, will be 
"PjepaiQ for‘the itegiin'ection,"

Virginie ‘fiarr^tt writes from To
ronto, Ontario: ‘ On Mar. 22 we held 
an u.nnivemry of Modern Spiritual
ism in Dominion'hall, which was well 
attended., Qp (his occasion the writer 
unveiled the flrçr Spiritual Banner. 
It is made pt whjle satin, upon which 
is printed a center figure pointing 
heavenward."

Mis. J. Maïçtte writes from Sa 
Diego, Cal.jj On Saturday, Mar. 14, 
about thlrlK.of. the Busy Bees and 
their friends began . to swarm and 
lighted at tlie new home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Seloren, at the corner of Ver
mont and EsseX| street, University 
Heights, whererefreshments were 
served to those hungry Bees, and with 
music and, speeches, a most delightful 
evening was spent. Each guest upon 
leaving wished, many years of happi
ness and prosperity for their genial 
host and hqstqss,

Rev. Milton Baker in a lecture'Sun- 
day night, before the local organiza
tion of Spiritualists, explained the 
Spiritualistic belief regarding Jesus in 
the following Jpuguage: '“We recog
nize Jesps as the world's greatest spir
itual and moral teacher. He shared 
some of tpe superstitions of his time, 
but what great map does not? He is? 
our saviour, only jn.so far as his 
teachings save us from , the pitfalls 
or ths purity, of, hjs life inspire us on 
to greater, unselfishness and a more 
exaltefl; 111^ irNaHine ever seeks per
fection, and shq has given us a Mich
ael Angelo in sculpture, a Wagner in 
ipusiç, a Shakespeare In the drama, an 
Ingersoll la oratory, an Edgar Allan 
Poe in poetry, and a Jesus in the spir
itual wprld, Each of these persons 
stands paramount, a “beacon light in 
histpry". In his line of thought. Jesus, 
while the greatest spiritual leader, 
was no greater than was Michael An
gelo in his line of work. There is no 
more reason for believing that Jesus 
was immaculately conceived than 
there is fop. believing that Poe or 
Shakespeare were.” — Republican, 
Lawton, Okla,

Mary B. Hill writes: “We enjoyed 
two very Interesting sesions of the 
Band of Harmony In listening to the 
experiences giv^n by each in earning 
the dollars which were given, beside 
the enjoyment and blessing in, not al
ways In the gift as the value of the 
gift, but in the giving. In a financial 
sense this was the most successful ex
perience meeting” the Band of Har
mony has ever had. Friends must not 
forget the date'of our next meeting, 
April 9, room 809 Masonic Temple. 
Let us remind yJli of your luncheon. 
Coffee served at - 6 o’clock. These 
meetings are ver/'valuable, and once 
you come, .ywli will realize what you 
have missed)'*’ ' -

LAKE HELEN, FLA. /

Notes Fronf tlie Southern Cassadaga 
Camp.

The past week was a very strenuous 
one. The usual Monday conference 
was the last held and yery interesting. 
Tuesday’s lecture by Mrs. Morrell and 
also the messages were up to the usu
al excellent standard. The Wednes
day afternoon seance was given, by 
Mrs. C. P. Pratt, who is one of the 
best psychometric reciters upon the 
platform, and pleased her audience 
very much. On Thursday Mr. Wright 
was the speaker, and Mrs. Throndsen 
the medium.

Tlie Wednesday evening concert 
under the management of E. Earle 
Slater, of Columbus, Ohio, was a great 
success In all ways. Mr. Slater ■ de
sired to assist in the work of putting 
in better lights, and wished the 
friends also tp assist, and he was ably 
assisted not only by a large number 
from the camp, but Lake Helen and 
Deland people also assisted.

Mr. Slater is p member of the Co
lumbus, Ohio, Glee Club, and is known 
as one of tije finest base singers in 
that city. X ... ■

Thursday, svénipg thè' Eadies’ ’.Aux
iliary gftve a/supper at which 112 peo
ple sàt'dpwn tó the’ flrat tables. The 
psychics? ; Mrs. Bartholomew, Mrs. 
Critchley^.’Mrs. Gre'enameyer, Mrs. 
Throndsen, Mrs. Moiilton, Mrs. Wit
ters, Mrs. Pratt,-Mrs. Hardehberg, 
gave reàdlngs,;ànd. Mrs. A. J. Under
hill tpld fortunes from cards. An 
auction sale of, bazaar. goods added 
zest to the occasion, and a dance 
•cheered the young people present.

Warren Hoyt of Bridgeport, Conn., 
’and Mrs. Ballard of Ludlow, VL, have 
not only given us good music, but 
have been most obliging In giving 
their services whenever they could as
sist in the pleasure of an evening. 
Mrs.Bailardhas been at the piano 
when she was not physically able to 
do sq, and Mr. Ballard in every way 
assisted us. We-have found he is a 
very competent undertaker; he con
ducted thè funeral ot Mrs. Thatcher 
in a very creditable manner.

Friday.afternoon the Ladies’ Auxil
iary had their election of officers. 
Your scribe -was elected president for 
for the tenth time. Mrs. M. E. Clark, 
of Elmira, N. Y., was re-elected sec
retary, although at first she feared to 
undertake the arduous work which 
has been so well done for several 
years, she was persuaded to try and 
we believe she will have strength to 
serve. Mrs. Mary MacGarvey, our 
hard-working treasurer, said she must 
positively decline, and was reluctantly 
given up. Mrs. A. M. Spencer and 
Mrs. Whitaker were re-elected as vice- 
presidents, and Mrs. Alger, of Lily 
Dale, was added to the list. Mrs. 
Whitaker was also made treasurer.

ffrow Syracuse Woman 
Took Hreí Wrinkles

Out In Three Nights )
------- /

After Facial Massage and BeautySpecialist Had Failed

“Made Me Look 20 Years Younger”
Says Cincinnati Lady Who Tried It; “Now Past 40, but My Complexion Ja 

Smoother and Be^sr Tfian |u Girlhood," Writes a Kentucky Woman, * 1 
Who Used Tills Wonderful Process for Removing Wrinkles.

The Discoverer Offers to Give Pqrticulai's Free of Charge to All Who Write 
Her within Next 10 Days—Exiu'ts Promise of Secrecy—Treatment Very 

Simple and Absolutely Harmless—May Be Used Without the 
Knowledge of Your Most Intimate Friends.

Ever since woman’s beauty held 
sway over man and brought Her pow
er, Influence and wealth, she . has 
sought u way to stay the processes ot 
old age and banish deep, lines and fur- 
rows from the brow.

ChemistB, beauty doctors and skin 
specialists have for centuries - past 
vainly tried to fathom the sepled se
crets of nature, and find a way to keep 
the beauty ofyouth in a woman’s face 
and form.

Harriett Meta was no exception to 
the general rule of women. Trouble 
and worry left their unsightly lines 
and marks upon her face . - She saw 
the beautyof youth giving away to the 
heavy imprints of coming gge.

Her first resort was to the facial mas
sage, cold cream and steaming pots; 
then next to beauty specialists; but 
all in vain. The wrinkles seemed, if 
anything, 'to grow deeper an^ deeper. 
Facial massage even appeared to 
stretch the skin; more wrinkles came. 
She had spent all the money she could 
afford lo spend, and was ready to give 
up in despair, when one day a friend
made a happy suggestion.

This gave her a brilliant idea, 
set to work on the tiling herself, 
after several months' hard labor 
almost endless experimenting she

She 
and 
and 

sue-
ceeded In producing a wrinkle remover, 
entirely different from anything she 

,had seen or heard of. She tried It on 
herself, and lo and behold! It worked 
a wonderful transformation!!! a single
night. She

very skeptical about your treatment» 
but in one night iny skepticism had 
entirely vanished. When I looked at 
my face on the following morning' 
and saw what u wonderful transforma
tion had taken place J was sure at last 
1 had found the right thing."

In speaking of her discovery, Miss 
Meta says: "Yes, 1 know It sounds 
too good to be true, but really I do 
not think removing wrinkles is half 
so wonderful as the telephone. Before 
the telephone was invented it appeared 
ridiculous to think of talking from New 
York to Chicago.

"Those who have used cold creams, ■' 
etc., cannot understand how my treat- I 
ment can ¿ct quickly. Yet, after all,' 
it Is very simple, and 1 wonder that 
some one did not discover the process 
long ago. My letters from patients 
tell the whole story. Here is one from . 
a lady who says my treatment made 
her look twenty years younger: also 
letters from many others. 1 do not 
see how anyone ean doubt in the face 
of such testimony us tills. 1 tried 
cold creams, facial massage, etc., my
self, without results, and J can thor
oughly sympathize with them who
have 
1 am 
offer 

h wa y.

tried il a second night

tried to get rid of wrinkles, and 
truly glad that 1 feel 1 ean now 
womankind a surer and shorter

"I will give further particulars to all

"NOT TO MAKE ‘TRIP ABROAD." 
»”1: Ol

Mrs. Piper Defiles London Visit Re-

Mrs. Leonia J?Biper, the medium 
who has been’.-r^po^ed as about to go 
abroad that ' her'ipowers might be 
more closel/1' studied by Sir Oliver 
Lodge and other members of the Lon
don Society for Psychological Re
search, issued a statement through her 
husband to the Post last evening de- 

■nylng such an intention. ,,
;i'- “Mrs. Piper has not had the»slight- 
est idea of going abroad," ..said' Mr. 
Piper. “The report should not be 
treated more seriously than the usual 
stories circulated from time to time 
about Mrs. Piper.

"There is no need for her to go 
abroad to be studied by the London 
Society for Psychical Research, be
cause all of her sittings at present are 
in charge of Professor James of Har
vard, who is the American representa
tive of the London Society.”

It has been said that, owing to the-, 
illness of J. G. Piddlngton, a member 
of the London Society for Psychical 
Research, Mrs. Piper would postpone 
her journey across, but Mr. Piper de
nied the report. He expressed the 
hope that his statement might set at 
rest the stories going about, adding:, 
“These rumors are always painful to 
Mrs. Piper, who Intensely dislikes 
publicity of any kind.” '

Mrs. Leonora Piper is now living 
with her husband and daughters on 
Hunnewell street'—The Post, Boston, 
Mass. ■
SPIRIT RECORD, BOOK IN 

HOOKER WILL CONTEST.

Mrs. Kate Burton Powers of Brook
line is Practically Disinherited in 

Grandmother's Last Testa
ment.

Hartford, Conn., Mar. 24.—At the 
continuance of the triftLof the Hooker 
will case to-day In the Superior Court, 
Mrs. Alice Hooker Day of New York, 
daughter of the testatrix, Mrs. Isa
bella Beecher Hooker, expressed' her 
satisfaction with the manner in which 
her mother dispdsed of her property, 
thus directy controverting the grand
daughter, Mrs. Kate Burton Powers of 
Brookline, Mass.; who was practically 
disinherited and who is seeking to 
have the-will set’¿Side on the ground 
of undue influence- exerted by Dr. 
Hooker and by numerous spirits of 
departed friends.

Mrs. Day testified that she was un
able to definitely gauge the influence 
of spirits on her ’mother. She was not 
in with her mother’s Splritualisttlc be
liefs and She characterized alleged >me- 
diumistic revëlatipriè as ptire mind 
reading. She^fiW* that her mother 
asked the spirit ‘of some friend to rec
ommend a half rtàforer, adding, “she 
did not get it."1:

The book ih1,w1ilth the record of 
spirit messages, wa£ kept was' con
stantly in evidéiîce} *

Mrs. Day safo'shtehad not-seen her 
nièce, Mrs. Powers^’ho is contesting ; 
the.will, for tft'eiaty’-fcne years, or un
til she met h?r ;idnthe courtroom.— 
Boston, Mass.&Joufàftll.--------------W—___ _ ___ 
CHRISTIAN AND :AGNOSTIG CHAM

PIONS DEBATE.
ti a.,wMeet face toBfacëi on public plat-

form. 
(Rev. 
lenge 
(Mr. 
Never

Famous ,(Christian scholar 
Dr. Crgp^ey), accepts chal- 
of notola, agnostic leader 

Mangasarlah), that "Jesus 
Lived." Debate stenographic-

ally reported, now ready in book form. 
Edition limited. Price while they 
last, $1.00, with the names of five'of 

•your thinking friends. This is the 
first in a series-of great debates by 
international champions of opposing 
views on thought-stirring themes to 
be held under th?,auspices of this so
ciety, Send postal anyway for free 
description, reviews, etc., to Original 
Reeearch Society,'4841 Steinway hall, 
Chicago.

The ladles turned. Into the camp 
treasury the sum of $688.15.

Last Saturday morning was the 
election of camp officers. Dr. Hilli- 
S>SS was again elected president. E. 
W. Bond, vice-president; H. S. Twing, 
secretary-treasurer. The trustees are 
the same as before, excepting the elec
tion of Mrs. A. M. Spencer in the 
place of Mrs. MacGarvey. They are 
A. A. Butler, Joseph Slater, Dr. Bab
cock and Mrs. Spencer. The secre
tary’s report showed the camp en
tirely out of debt, with a small sur
plus in the treasury.

In the afternoon Mrs. Ellwanger, of 
Hawks Park, Fla.', formerly of St. 
Louis, Mo., again gave her clam and 
oyster feast to the campers. A bar
rel of clams, also one of oysters, were 
shipped from her home and prepared 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. 
Baker. The clam chowder was deli
cious, and the raw oysters with crack
ers, vinegar, etc., were very appetiz
ing and thoroughly enjoyed by the 
large number present.

President Hilllgoss had his large 
Victor there, and music and song add
ed to the pleasure of the occasion. A 
hearty vote of thanks was given Mrs. 
Ellwanger.

At 4 p. m. the crowd went just 
outside the gates to the fine new home 
of W. W. Kelsey and wife, now of 
Rochester, N. Y. (Mrs. Clark Kelsey 
being the message bearer at Dr. Aus
tin’s fine church). The occasion was 
the dedication of their new home, 
which bears the name of "The Ori
ent. Many bright speeches were 
made. Among those who spoke were 
J. Clegg Wright, Mrs. Morrell, Mrs. 
Throndsen, Mr. Hubbard, Mrs. Green- 
ameyer, Mrs. Frier, Mrs. Twing, Mrs. 
Gill, Mr. Hopkins, Dr. Hilllgoss, Mr. 
Budington and Dr. Wyman. Mr. Bud- 
ington and Mr. Norman were prepared 
to take pictures of the house and tbe 
people from different view-points, and 
we turned our steps homeward, only 
to eat our supper and start to the 
Slater home to surprise them. Mr. 
Wright gave a fine talk and after 
singing by those present, Mr. Earle 
Slater responded to a request to sing 
"Asleep in the Deep," which hd did 
to the delight of all. 1

Before we had begun to think of 
going, the bell rang and we went over 
to the auditorium to listen to a won
drous “new light” who has come 
among us in the person of Mrs. Grace 
M. Brown, president of the National 

. Essene Society, whose headquarters 
are at Denver, Col. Mrs. Brown is a 
guest of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, and won 
many hearts by her "sun-shiney" gos
pel the first evening. The Essene So- 
cety is.really a revival.of ancient Spir
itualism. It Is brought out with mod
ern demonstration in Rnes of healing 
and success manifestations. She will 
give talks every afternoon until' Mon
day, when she goes to fill an engage
ment in Jacksonville, The following 
are some'ot the thoughts put before 
the public:

“We havy no creed, but creed of 
loving helpfulness. ’ We have no law, 
save law of broadest charity. We' 
have ho work that does not serve the 
race. We have no ' joy save' joyous 
consciousness of, God.”

In the next letter will give an ac
count of the last day’s work of the 
gathering of 1908. '

The audience was shocked after 
the Sunday evening .service to learn 
that the “Angel of Release” had 
come to the Thatcher home and borne 
away the spirit of bur brother, p. J. 
Thatcher, of Jamestown, NV Y. ‘ - He 
had been a great sufferer, and we re
joice with him that paJn is a thing of 
the past. ... , C. E. S. TWING.

and her wrinkle« were practically gone. 
A third night—three treatments In all 
—and her wrinkles had entirely dis-

those who write me wl 
ten days. I must exact 
secrecy from every one 
protection before 1 give
lion—you ean 
yourself, or in

use

t liin the next 
n promise of 
for my own 
full informa- ■ 
treat nient on

your uwn family, but

"The Light of Egypt.” Volume 
and 2. An occult library In itselt. a
text-book of esoterie' knowledge, as 
taught by the-'Adepts of Hermetic 
Philosophy.- Price >2 per volume.
- • •Thet-JtsuStBjtc :By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
gasiphlet. Price, 15 cent» ~

appeared and Iler skin 
rosy, smooth.

Mrs. J. E. Black of 
writes: "When 1 look 
scarcely know myself,

was soft, .clear,

Yonkers, N. Y., 
Into the glass J 
so great is the

Improvement. My wrinkles have en
tirely gone." Miss Gladys Desmond, 
the actress of Pittsburg, Pa., says: 
"Your treatment made my wrinkles 
disappear in one night. It is certainly 
a Godsend to womankind. 1 tried cold 
creams, skin foods and various adver
tised wrinkle removers, but they all 
failed absolutely and r confess 1 was

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE,

[Obituaries to tbe extent of 
lines only will be Inserted free.

ten 
All

jn excess of ten lines will be charged
at the 
About

Our 
sitine)

you must not tell what it is to out- ¡
slders.

"1 guarantee my 
no way. injure your 
trary it will give 
feeling, and greatly 
plexlon, as will as 
lines and wrinkles.

treatment will In J 
skin. ' Oil the con- '> 
It a soft, velvety 
improve ybiir com- 

bunlsh unsightly 
It takes only a

tew minutes to use it. 
"Address Harriett Mela, Suite 2D0B,

Syracuse, N. Y. 1 will send everythhig
in plain Healed envelope, su that our 
correspondence will be strictly prl-

rate of fifteen cents per line. 
7 words constitute a line.]

dear mother, Marlon C. (Er- 
Flsber passed to the higher

life from her home in South Deerfield, 
Mass., Mar. 9, 1908, aged 79 years. 
She was a faithful and devoted 
mother, a true Spiritualist, and many 
years a subscriber to The Progressive 
Thinker. She was beloved by her 
children and many friends. She leaves 
five sons. Funeral services were im
pressively conducted by W. C. Whit
ney, of Springfield.

E. L. FISHER.

Passed to spirit life. Mar. 18, Lou
ise A., wife of D. B. Bedient, of Coro
nado, Cal. Though-frail In body, she 
had rounded out seventy-five years of 
earthly life. She was both clairvoy
ant and clairaudient, and for many 
years has been a firm and ardent 
Spiritualist, and was beloved by a 
large circle of friends. Funeral 
services were held at the undertaking 
parlors of Johnson & Connell, San 
Diego; and were conducted by the 
writer, assisted by Mrs. Mary P. Mor
rell,of Chula Vista, after which the 
body Was sent to Los Angeles for cre-
mation. AV. C. HODGE.

Passed to spirit fe Mar. 13, 1908,
anson, in hisWilliam Heslip 

ninth year, a his home on 
Island, Washington. After a
illness, from 
he passed away

hich seemed to

sixty- 
Orcas 
short 
rally,

ddenly. He was in
his garden the da efore, and re
tired In the evening, seemingly much 
improved, to awaken at 2:30 in the 
morning in great pain, to which he 
finally succumbed at 3:00 a. m.

Mr. Ganson was a staunch Splrltual- 
and subscriber of The Progressive 
Thinker since its first publication. 
He leaves many friends who loved and 
respected him for his simple purity of 
life, which was an example for good, 
for all with whom he came in contact 
Mr. Hogan, a close friend of Mr. Gan- 
son, delivered the funeral address, 
which was beautiful and comforting 
to those left behind. Man;- beautiful 
floral designs bespoke the apprecia-
tlon of friends. C. H. T.

Charles Stewart passed ,to the 
higher life at his home in Piqua, O. 
Mar.- IB, 1908, at the ripe age.of 88. 
years. He was the husband of the 
well known medium, Margaret Stew
art. He was one of the most highly 
respected citizens of his city, a man 
of cheerful presence, sympathetic in 
nature and an unfaltering faith in 
Spiritualism, which made his transi
tion, to the world of souls beautiful In
deed. His soul through the long years 
of his earthly life had whispered Into. 
his . carnal ear her high monitions 
and poured into his throbbing heart 
her revelations of celestial life, hence 
at last he was ready and anxious to 
obey the call to come up higher. He 
died with the full consciousness that 

■he was passing away. He held the 
hand of his beloved wife, Margaret 
Stewart, and talked until'th? breath', 
left the body. The floral tributes Thai, 
were placed upon and arojuld! the cag-' 
ket by loving binds, were many and 
beautiful. The services were conduct-, 
ed by the writer.

WILL V. NICUM.

Joseph Marchant, of San Bernard' 
dlno, Cal., was promoted to the spir
itual sphere Mar. 21. For many years 
he had been a member of the San 
Bernardino Association of Spiritual
ists, acting at one time as president, 
and several times as secretary. For 
twenty-five years he had been a resi
dent of this city, was past commander 
of the local G. A. II. post, and served 
ns justice of the peace for one term. 
Funeral services were conducted by 
the Rev. J. L. Dryden, former sec- .
retary of the C. S. S. A. E. B.

Passed to the higher life, at the , 
home of her daughter in Battle Creek, j 
Mich., Mrs. Emily Blake, aged 81. ] 
Mrs. Blake has been a sufferer for/' 
quite a long time, and the change 
came as a pleasant release. She was 
for over 40 years an ardent Spiritual- •' 
1st, and looked forward to the change
with joyful 
conducted by

Passed to 
home of her

anticipation. Services 
Will J. Erwood.

the higher life at the 
daughter in Vicksburg,

Mich., Mrs. Sarah Hughes, a pioneer 
Spiritualist of that section. Mrs. 
Hughes has always been an active 
worker in reform movements. She 
suffered much in the latter part of 
her life, and looked forward to the 
change called death as a diploma 
which would grant her freedom from 

.physical Ills. Services conducted by
Will J. Erwood.

Passed to spirit life Jan. 17, 1908, 
at San Diego, Cal., John M. Smith, a 
native of Scotland: born Nov. 2-7, 
1827. He was for thirty years a Spir
itualist. A wife and six children sur
vive him. The funeral was con
ducted by John W. Ring.

Passed to the higher life Mar. 12, 
1908, Mrs. Lizzie MilliBack, aged 71 
years, at the home of her daughter, 
Mrs. Addie M. Cockerill, in Ottumwa, 
Iowa; ’She was an avowed Spiritual
ist, and a noble woman, beloved by 
all who knew her. She will be re
membered by many of the campers at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, loWp. 
The transition service was field Mar. A 
14, conducted by Dr. Julian P. John- ) 
son, of Iowa City, Iowa. I

—------- A? 'A. D. Newman passed to'spirit life, 
from Worcester, Mass., Jan. 25, 1908, 
aged 92 years. He had an unfaltering 
faith in Spiritualism. His funeral 
service was held from his late home; 
his Interment in Sterling, Mass. <

J, L. N.

FATE MASTERED.

■t

And Destiny Fulfilled. By W. J, 
. Colville.

A dainty book of 52 pages, bduiid 
In heavy white cover with; cabtail 
decoration. ' ‘ .

Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior' 
Force./- Its Practical Evolution. 
Thought as a Shield.. The Human 
Aura. For sale at this office. ' 'Price 
80 cents.

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
RALPH WAJLpO TBIXt.

. Etthli tailfin^ hl« woritf from within; thoufblto 
tbe bnnflft; foT tbtafbtt forcHv—tubile, Y1LA2, 
brealsUble, omnipotent,—eecprdtnr uSher brlhi poker or impotence, peeoe or peb, enooete 
or fellure.—From Tltle-ptfe.* • Tbe above books ire beiutl fatty bound in rr*V<roen 
meed cloth, tumped la deep old-green and toM, tfsh

PrlcMLfe Forma® «Utar
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v<'~~Thia~department is under the man
agement of
y HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

( NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Hava called forth such a host oU re- 
dpondenta. Hurt to give aU <’<lual1,1!®a1r.; 
?ng compels Hie answers to be made tn 
/the riiost condensed form, “J4. “K! 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to una 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit 
ted, and the stylo becomes thereby as 
sertlve, which ot all things Is to be 
deprecated. Correspondents often wea 
>y with walling tor the aPP®***““® 
their questions and write letters or 

A ', inquiry. The supply of J[natter is air 
s ii ways several weeks ahead of; space 

1/ given, and hence there is unuyoWabJ® 
Y delay. Everyone has to wait his rime 
J . and place, and all are ^treated with 
\ ^NOTICE—No attention will be .Blven, 
) anonymous letters. Full name. and ad- 
\ dress must be given, or tbft lettars will 
A, not be read. If the request b® made 
\ the name will not be published. The 

teprrespondenoe ot this department Jias 
become excessively large, e8p®c.la1^ 
letters of inquiry requesting Private 
Answers, and while I freely give what- 

- fever Information I am able, the orai-
Sary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
peeted. HUDSON TUTTLE.

ignoring, or denying the received boIu- 
iions of these-phenomena. ¡Oue has, 
with stupendous cheek, gone so far as 
denying that the world is round or 
even flat, with the surface Inhabited, 
blit PROVED BY’ MATHEMATICSi?) 
that it is a'hollow sphere, inhfibited 
only on the inner ¡^concave surface! 
And yet more etrimge, he has follow
ers in numbers!

The methods of treatment of dis
ease vary with the schools ot medi- 
cjpe. The homeopathic remedies are 
exactly/thq .yevprsq pf tl;e. allopathic; 
and .!u'•CTeh£$Id8B, who discards drugs.

. If one Is sick and calls a council .of 
doctors, one would prescribe sugar 
pills, another quinine, another' dous
ing with, water, another to He still and 
let nature have her. course.

•- Well, what are we to do! Conclude 
that there is no. authority anywhere, 
and mankind an illusion? Or shall 
we trust ohr'rdakori and once for all 
cast away,the desji;e of weakness for 
an infallible gu|de and dependence? 
There is no other authority left us. 
Whatever comes; - whatever the 
claims from .man, spirit, or. God, is to 
be judged by Jts intrinsic value, anfl 

<not by 'the elalm it makes as to Its 
source,,. . , ... .. . ,

Investigation of Mediums.
(Continued frpm page B.) / 

dium (as I subsequently learned) 
had been exposed in the past, I-think 
we shall be quite justified in asserting 
that fraud is the true and Bulileient 
explanation of this supposed case of 
spirit Slate-writing.

Sec. II.—Materialjzlni; Searidfes;
It is difficult to ohtalu a place in a 

materializing circle at Ljly Dqle, as 
strangers are more or Jess distrusted, 
and I had to obtain a. practical rec
ommendation from qn old sitter be
fore I was allowed to attend any of 
the-materializing seances held by the 
three materializing mediums on the 
grounds. -1 did nianpge;.to obtain. 
Buch, introductions in every case, how
ever, and give herewith the results 
of my experiences with,the,only three 
materializing mediums that were at 
Lily Dale-—Joseph Jpnsori, Mrs. Moss, 
of ,Chicago, and C. Nichols., I, give 
these in the order.
Seance With. Joseph Jonson—for Ma- 

- teriullzation.

A Spiritual Inquirer:—Q.—How 
Is 1,1 possible to reconcile tlje conflict
ing communications purporting to 
come from spirits? When spiritual 

( teachers are bo at variance, whom 
\.shall we believe? One teaches re- 

Xlncarnation, another holds it up .to, 
I ridicule. One disbelieves in the exist
ence of Christ,, another believes he 
was. a great medium, or even divine. 
One believes in evil spirits. Another 
finds .all good, One is an atheist, an
other a deist, another resolves God to 
a ¡principle,

A-—This subject has been brought 
constantly to the front, and been one 

, of tlje chief arguments of opposers, 
and a stumbling block for believers. 
Yetthis confliction is just what would 
be Inferred would be the result, if 
communications were received from 
the spirit world, granting one of the 
first principles of the spiritual philos
ophy, 'that spirit life is a continuance 

A of this, and the spirit retains its char- 
\ ncter, attainments, and knowledge 
I without acquiring any marked superl- 

i orlty in any direction. The argument 
L has weight, and the difficulty is a difH- 
\ culty only to those who endow spirits 
\ with ■ superhuman, and all-prescient 
(knowledge. This is a remnant of the 
(Old belief in the power of spiritual be- 
togs.

YThere are al! grades of Intelligence, 
morality, culture, and beliefs in the 
HDlVit world as there are In earth life. 
Thqre are the most ignorant, superstl- 
.tlous; the most enlightened and en
dowed, in the spirit world. Is it pos
sible there should be agreement? 
Why is not perfect agreement de
manded among mankind! Why not 
offer the antagonism in teachings as 
evidence that the human race does not 
exist, or that the communications 
made one to another are valueless?

Go. Into any great library, say the 
Congressional. Note the miles and 
miles .of .«helving, loaded with books, 
on eyepy jcopijelvabl? subject. Law, 
medicine, theology, religion, science,

MEDICINE DIVINE,
BISHOP DECLARES.

Samuel Fallows Draws Inference 
From the Fa?t- of St Luke Being a 
Physician,—Talks pt ¡Minfl Healing.
—Says Christian Science Is Bur* 
dened Down With Much Philosophic 
Rubbish. ' ' .
That ihe medical profession .has 

divine sanction anfl that trie Christian 
clergy were pioneers in the science of 
medicine was proclaimed by Bishop 
Samuel Fallows Ip a talk at the Y. M. 
C. A. auditorium on "Christianity and 
Health.’’

In proof 'of his assertion Bishop 
Fallows stated that St. Luke was a 
physician an'd-’ that the first hospitals 
in the world were established by the 
Christians in Rome to care for their 
brethren who were tortured physical
ly for theii* faith.' ffl ffl

The speaker explained • his system 
of “faith healing,” and declared 
there is no case of ‘‘functional dis
orders of the nervous system” that 
cannot be cured by “religious ther
apeutics.”

“The medical profession is one of 
the grandest in the world,” Baid Bish
op .Fallows. “St. Luke was a phy- 
clan and this proves that God placed 
his divine approval on the medical 
profession. The gospel according to 
St. Luke has the touch of the physi
cian in it. How incomplete would 
have been the apostolic band without 
this grand physician.!

Differs^J^rojjLChristian Science.
“We are differentiated from Chris-

fletibhi history, belles lettres; scores 
and hundreds of authors on the same 
subject. If it were possible to read 
them all, and with blue pencil, can
cel passages conflicting with other 
writers, when we had finished the tre
mendous task, how many pages do 
you think would have escaped the blue 

^cancellation?
\ Thqre would be only pages un- 
xnarked that were characterless and 
without thought. There Is not in all 
tlie literature of the world a passage 
riaaklng any statement but a. contradic
tion may be found In some other book.

Even the Golden Rule is not ex
cepted. . , 

blore than half the books make no 
claim to be more than Action. They 
are purely of imagination, and when 
this la applied to affairs of practical 
life It Is called by another name of one 
syllable.

Rider Haggard writes such books 
as “She,” and is read with delight 
for the tension created in the mind by 
his stupendous stretch of fancy. 
Rider Haggard as a spirit might, 
through a medium, write a comple
mentary volume, putting our minds on 
greater tension. It would be aU well, 
if sonic Spiritualist did not rise and 
claim the fancies, or, in plain words, 
the Impossible lies, as, necessarily, 
true, because from spirits.

There are many books of this char
acter,- claiming to be of spiritual ori
gin, and they may be so taken with
out harm, if at their real value. Be
cause-a novel is written by a spirit, 
does not make it of Bible authority.

We have attempted to read books 
purporting to be written by spirit in
fluence, verbose, meaningless, and full 

\ of statements only ignorance of the 
1 rudiments of science would have sanc- 
-■'.tloned.' Perhpps the mediums were 

uot good receiving Instruments, and 
stammered in utterance. Perhaps 
tlie spirits were of that class who talk 

. on, any or all subjects, whether they 
know anything about them or not— 
an)d the more fluent the less they 
know.

\ "Aug, 5, 1907. '
The seance began^sppn after'8 p. 

m.,—about twenty pebsopB htitig preB
ent. Before the' seajace bbgari» A bi’ief 
exairilnatlon of the. cabinet;.arid ad- 
jojning rdom was made. A:Platff°lA 
lows, which will make the subsequent' 
account clearer. ' i

The four doors leading into/ro°m 
A were locked, an<£ trip ke^a‘placed 
in the pocket of one of t£e members 
of the circle!' They ^ere ndt bolted 
or fastened in ariy other riray wbat-1 
------- -------- r——
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falling down upou her ehouldVrs. She , 
did not speak, but touihedune with i 
an unmistakable Jiuuw hfWd, warm 
and life-like. I cpuM .see-jáiar face ; 
only very indistinctly'lVp.t enough to' । 
know that it was that, of a girl»' I 
was not pllowed to touch .the form, 
but the manager held.liolh my hands • 
while I talked to. it—^pyédáuíion, I 
may add, that was tákerijú casé- 
Evidently the medium did imt care to 
risk any . exposure,; I may say that 
my slated died years . bëïoi-^ J , was 
born, soon after her birth. ’ T never 
knew her, except aS q name.. Were 
she now living, she Wofyd be nearly 
forty years of age, 'Tnp spirit; repre
senting her was, therefore, ’somewhat 
out of place and Incorrect.

The materiallzatip’ns seemed to me 
to be easily explained by the well- 
known methods of conjurers, and this 
for several reasons: (i) that no test 
conditions were imposed1; (2) that the 
form that came to me, as p Bister, was 
absolutely unlike any possible sister 
of mine—either on the thebry that she 
appeared to nie ás she passed out, or 
as she now is; (3) that the light was 
bo low that nothing was1 possible in 

.the way of identification’; (4) that 
several incidents strongly suggested 
trickery—the most-; prominent h“‘rg 
the swaying of the curtains, abov 
ferred to; the fact-that a faint s.iip 
of light was once visible in room A, 

; when the curtains were’ parted, while 
there should have beên no light, if all 
doors and windows-1 had remained 
closed; the fact that, in'sevefal-of the 
visible dematerializations^ I 'distinctly 
saw thé process—saW1 the' figure tend' 
down* gradually, then ■■' lié flat, and 
finally pull the head under a piece of 

. black clotri with a jerk; that, in visi
ble; materializations, r-also «aw the 
process—saw the - form gradually 
stand-more and’more erect, until its

debted to the medluta wery much for 
that speech, as we shall presently see.

The room being dark,, tip? usual 
period pf waiting; arid'^singing was 
endured—-a wbiudri,1 sitting jiext the 
door at C taking an‘' active-part in all 
the songs. SljA wXs, I am quite con
vinced, a confederate—not on that ac
count, but becausb' “of the /fabt that 
she seemed to know so much of the

tian Science, so-called. Instead of 1 
proclaiming a half truth, we proclaim 
the whole truth of Jesus Christ. We 
have bodies and we can’t deny it, no 
matter how much philosophic rubbish 
may be frought forward in denial of 
the fact.

“I can disprove every statement 
made that the bible speaks against 
medical treatment of. our bodily ills. 
The early Christians always took med
ical care of their bodies.

“Why, the first hospitals in the 
world ,were started by the Christians 
in| Rome JO',heal >the ibodieB, iqL .those 
who suffered torture for their faith. 
At first the-Christian clergy per
formed both the.functions of the med
ical and spiritual physicians. Then 
came the interdict separating -these 
functions on account of the great 
amount of time required by the cler
gy in the healing of the physically 
sick.

■ Room fofr Medical Science.
. .“With the coming of modern times 
has come a great increaae in function
al disorders of the nervous system. 
About 75 per cent ot all diseases are 
purely mental or psyphic and It is 
these cases with which we are con
cerned. The care and cure of purely 
physical ailments have been solved 
by medical science.

“Christian Science has discovered 
the law of persuasion and suggestion, 
a truth which always existed. This 
cult also discovered the truth that a 
majority of ills are mental. That Is 
all. The philosophic rubbish with 
which they surround these simple 
truths is absolutely worthless,

‘ The present movement is simply 
a revival among the clergy of the 
Christian application of these old 
laws and truths. But you must have 
faith. Sin is the breaking of the 
laws of God. If you want to be 
healed, get into harmony with the di
vine laws of body, mind and soul.”

ever, and the keyholes were not 
sealed. Even if they had been, the 
doors would have been opened from 
the outside, by means of duplicate 
keys, and so the sealing would have 
been useless. No examination of the 
rooms Into which these various doors 
led was allowed. It will be, noted 
that the bed was pulled away from 
one of the doors a good fifteen inches, 
—a most significant fact. The doors 
were all hung with heavy ■ portiere 
ctirtains. The cabinet was construct
ed of a light wooden framework, to 
which was tacked black, material. 
Ti}e tack-heads .were; og the.putaide 
of the cabinet. One of the three walls 
of the cabinet hinged Inward, and.'was 
fastened with a padlock at X. The 
key was retained and the keyhole 
sealed. Most of the sitters protested 
gainst the necessity of. any examina
tion at all! For my own pqrt, I con-

fpll height had been attained; the 
fact that a trumpet was1 accidentally 
jrlcked over by a spirit, when in the 
cabinet, this being followed by a 
smothered ejaculation'; the fact that 
this medium has been 'previously ex
posed, as I afterwards ascertained;— 
for all these and other reasons that it 
would take top long to detail here, I 
came to the conclusion that fraud 
alone would account for all the mani
festations observed in: the presence of 
this medium.
Seance With Mrs. Moss, for Material- 

' izatibn.
Aug. 6, .1907.

Therb were about twenty persons 
present at this seance beside myself— 
all of them thorough believers, many 
of them having been .present at the 
seance the evening befpre. ■ This me
dium had just arrived,)qmd there had 
been a great rush to obtain seats at 
her seances. Only, by) a lucky chance 
did I get in when I did..' I append 
herewith a diagram <?f the seance 
room, in order to make my subsequent 
remarks clearer. —

A brief examination pfi jUje cabinet 
was made. As examinations of this

medium’s business, and reminded the 
manager of two or three points he 
had forgotten to mention in his open
ing speech. It is. impossible to con
vey my conviction , to others; I can 
only state it, it was to receive 
further confirmation later, - however.

The usual forms now issued from, 
and stood at, the cabinet;, one- skipped 
about the room,, wparipgs.3' belt of 
phosphorescent stars.J.But the ma
jority of the fopms merely appeared 
between the curtains, indicated cer
tain persons to wljpm they desired to 
talk, and carried on a whispered con
versation with.such persomi,, when- 
they stepped up to tlie cabinet. The 
forms were all .pjothefl alike-—in a 
long, white robe, .and were very in-, 
distinct. No test ipfo);ma0Qn what-. 
ever was given, except, such^as had al
ready been supplied by the eitters, or 
had been given through other mater
ializing mediums, Thus, as soon as a 
gentleman in thè qlrcle state,d that a : 
sori of his—a young man-had been 
killed some mqrit^s, previously in an- 
accident,—that young man appeared 
and referred to the qcclfldn^ etc. No 
other Information of " any port was 
given—nothing wgq volunteered!
; Besides the juvenile spirits that 
appeared from time to, time,' there aiqo 
materialized the forms of some men 
and women, These flld not .adyance 
into the room, but remained at the 
opening of the curtains. TÌiesé forms 
were, withfl'ut exception, the medium 
herself (wearing a long, white robe 
and disguised), op wearing q mask 
that enveloped her facej How do I 
know this? For theifeasph that evéry 
one of the spirits—both'male'¿nd fe- 
male—spoke the same bad English as 
did the medium; because they one 
and all left out trieir H's, where théy 
were wanted, and put them in where 
they were not wanted/just as the un
der-bred, uneducated English woman 
did; and because the spirits, one and 
all gave a little snorting gasp at the 
end of each sentence, when they got 
out of breath—just as the medium 
did. She is an exceedingly fat wo
man, and gets out of breath easily. I 
listened carefully, and in every single 
Instance I could detect and trace this 
similarity.
' <My sister “Eva” materialized for 
me. I suggested “Eva” and she 
“came.” I never had a sister Eva,

kind are quite useless, ¡J ,4W| not take 
I part in it. ' Traps can(jglways be cut 
| so as to escape a hasty examination, 
and it 1b quite useless Jo look, for them 
in the cabinet. So loqgoas.,phenomena 
of this Bo;-t are produced, in thef me
dium’s own- house, it ».almost impos
sible to circumvent trhfliririfL an|i it is 
useless to attempt it. .No examination 
was made, either of jhe1 n^edlum or
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Of the Invisible Things To Be Taken 
By Scientists.

London, 
den, Vice

Eng.—Frederick Hoven- 
Presldent of the London 
and a member ot manyInstitution — _ 

learned societies, 1b preparing four 
lectures, entitled “A.Study of - the 
Principles of Nature,” in which he 
divulges some startling scientific dis
coveries, the truth of which he is pre-

I, have taken books from library 
shelves written by men, famous books, 

. ponderous in size, discussing the 
dogmas of theology or the problems of 
metaphysics. I have read with a sort 
of dazed and subdued spirit, the pon
derous sentences, replete with erudi
tion and assertions bolstered up by 
assertions of preceding authors, and 
as T read I have wondered how á hu
man mind could thus wander through 
fog-banks, until it came to believe the 
fog Is substance and all there is in the 
world!

No spirit writing has been given, 
comparable in pretentious ignorance, 
to the tens of thousands of volumes 
preserved in the great libraries. Their 
value is not in what they contain, but 
as illustrations of a certain phase of 
mental .growth.

It may be said that mathematics is 
indisputable, but there are millions 
and millions ot people who would hes
itate over a simple problem in arith
metic, and to whom geometry would 
be as an unknown tongue.

There are yet people who do not be- 
Heve'the world is round, or that it 
revolves around the sun. There are

pared to prove by experiment.
Mr. Hovenden declares first that 

electricity, heat and ether are one and 
the sdme fluid and if illuminated 
can be made visible to-the naked eye.

His second startling statement is 
that he can take movlng pictures of 
the invisible.

His theory Is that every human 
being exhales ether or electricity at 
the finger tips, and that moving pic
tures may be taken of this process.

This last assertion,-Prof. Hovenden 
claims to' have prove in the following

sidered the "conditions” wdre so >x- 
ceedlngly bad,—so ridiculous, in fact, 
and suggestive of fraud,—as to be ut
terly worthless for all evidential pur
poses. Even were any forms or-re- 
sults obtained, nothing would be 
proved,—since the most simple fraud 
would be quite possible. All that any 
“spirit” would have to do would be 
to enter room A, by one of the three 
doors leading to the adjoining rooms; 
creep up to the cabinet; pry out four 
or five of the tacks (tacking the black 
cloth onto the frape-work) lift one 
corner, and enter the cabinet. The 
light was regulated from the cabinet. 
At the conclusion of the seance, the 
cloth would be drawn taut, at the 
corner that had been released by with
drawing the tacks, the tacks would be 
pressed home again, and an exit made 
into one of the adjoining rooms.

One fact clearly Indicated that such 
a method w»s pursued. It is this. 
Shortly after the singing began, the 
curtains dividing the cabinet from the 
room B swayed inward to a consider
able extent,—remaining in that posl- 
titn for some seconds. This could 
only have resulted from a draught of 
air; and a draught of air could have 
been caused only by the' opening of 
some door—since every door and win
dow in both rooms was closed and 
locked. Indeed, this draught was so 
noticeable that one of the Bitters re
marked upon it—though, she.connect
ed it with nothing fraudulent. To my 
mind It clearly indicated the possibil
ity of fraud. ‘ : -

TBe first part of thp seance . was 
tedious and something, of a ..fiasco. 
This might have been brought) about 
by the presence of a very obuoxiouB 
man in the circle, whose remarks and 
insinuations were objectionable to 
everyone. Finally, the;. circlqt,->was 
broken up,—nothing haying trans- 
pire4.:—and he .left In ., .dudgeon. 
The’ circle was then . re-formed,

A squafe -glass box is filled with 
cigarette smoke, ¿fixed with ordinary 
air. The experimenter thrusts a fin-' 
ger through a-hole in the bottom of 
this glass box, and turns on a powerful 
arc lamp. The ether or electricity 
may immediately be seen issuing from 
the finger tips and of this photographs 
may be takeix. The electricity issues 
from minute holes on the top of the 
minute firiger ridges which are used 
for miking impressions in the police 
system of identification.

Prof. Hovenden adds that the fluid 
seen issuing from the finger tips is 
electricity, proved beyond dispute by 
the galvanometer.—¡Cincinnati En
quirer. " .
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"Ä-SEANCt ROOM 
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C-CONFEDERATE 
,0-MY POSITION

fhe evening before. Her speech, her 
language, her mannerisms, were all । 
the same; and I have np doubt wliat- ' 
ever that both mediums hired the 
same little girl—who went from one 
circle to the other. And what.makes 
this all the more probable is tlie fact 
that these materializing mediums held 
seapces on alternate nights,—on dif- 
ferunt evenings; and the same con
federate would, therefore, ‘‘Bpopli" 
for both mediums. As I have dis
cussed this question at considerable 
length elsewhere, however; I shall not' 
devote more space to it hgre. Zi ,1Z

It will be rememberd that tpp oppr, 
Close to the cabinet, was clpppfl. ’after, 
the light was extinguished—arifl’atfe.r. 
the confederate was safely in the .cab
inet. ■ If that confederate were to es
cape, therefore, it would be neces
sary to open the door again before 
the light was turned up, for other-' 
wise escape would be impossible^ 
determined to watch for this. . It may 
be imagined,, then I was considerably1 
surprised when, at tpp conclusion of 
the seance, the lamp was lighted with-' 

■ out this, door having been 'opened;
For a moment, I .thought I must have > 
been wrong; but the doors of the 
seance room were thrown open at that 
moment, and the people began to' pay 
their money and file out. I walked 

1 over to the cabinet, to again look in
side, and possibly throw some further 
light on the mystery, but was con
fronted by the woman who had led 
In the singing, and taken active a 
part in the operatidhs throughout— 
who sat next the door (at C) and who 
was, I am convinced, a confederate. 
"No; I could not/see the medium; 
she was exhausted;” that was what 
I was told; and I was not permitted 
to enter, look Into, or even approach 
the cabinet. But I got near enough 
to hear smothered whisperings in
side. The spirits were evidently in
side the cabinet, talking with the me
dium! No one had even thought of 
examining the cabinet after the 
seance was over, and it was conse
quently unnecessary for the little girl, 
who had produced the manifestations 
(or her share of them) to escape at 
all—thus accounting for the puzzling 
fact that the door had remained 
closed, as before stated. This capped 
the climax, and furnished the final 
proof that the manifestations ob
served by me, and obtained through 
this medium, were of the usual kind 
throughout; and there is not the least 

, shred of evidence for anything spir- 
( itistic or even supernormal in the 

whole performance, from -'beginning 
. to end.

so she was a llttle'out of place. How
ever, she “came” as a little girl about 
ten years old, with a hooked nose, 
brjght black eyes, and a fringe of 
false hair over her forehead. Her 
doll-like appearance was very mani
fest. After she de-materialited, I was 
on the point of walking bhck to my 
chair, but was told to wait. I re
turned to the curtains of the cabinet, 
and my mother announced herself

the manager, nor were we asked to 
examine them. I considered the con
ditions were such as tof¥ender trick
ery quite possible, therefore,—though 
ot course not proved because of its
possibility. Proof would have to
come later, if it came at all.

and the singing begun IRS3!“-.- WM1® 
I personally believe .that^ nothing hap
pened while he was ther^bpeapse. the 
medium feared expowite, «till; In. jus- 
tic to the medium, it must be admitted 
that, If the manifestations.were ¡gen
uine, this man’s presence, would prob
ably have acted in similar.iiiaiiner. 
No conclusion for. or/against, la, .there
fore, to be drawn from .tbia fact,.

Soon after the circle was re-forped, 
■"spirits” began to issue from the .cab
inet—or at least to appear, at .the 
opening of the curtains^ These tonns 
were certainly not lay figures, and 
-were certainly not the medium,— 
but, as I have shown, there would 
have been no difficulty in smuggling 
confederates into the cabinet . There 
were two or three small girla/a grown
up .woman, and two or three men who 
appeared. Most of these were more 
or less recognized by the sitters— 

¡though the light was exceedingly bad, 
I and the "spirits" kept to the shadow 
at the curtains all the time. These 
spirits could all have been produced 
by a Email girl, q grown-up. woman, 
and the medium himself. • J can only

By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood,those who every now and then arise Troth.’ ...
to "give to the worM" a “NEW thé- The work nt a strong, logical thinker. R1Rtpr
ory ofgraritatlon,' or ot the tide«,

It will

speak of the form that cametome, 
and which was said to.be that ot my

means of a string, passing from the 
one to the other. The light was low
ered, qud the seance began,

I need not repeat, in dbtail, the 
happenings of this seance, which - 
merely repeated the incidents of the 
two previously described. Various 
forms issued from the ^cabinet,, com
pletely clothed in white, and having 
their heads and forms well covered 
with veiling—a sort of net. The 
light was exceedingly bad throughout, . 
even the Spiritualists complaining of . 
it. It' was next to impossible to dls- 
tjngukh anything. At the moment .. 
wheji,. ihe . spirit was identified, the 
J|ght.SYpuld'be slightly Raised, and thri •; 1 
fqce turned towards trie sitter whb' 
had advanced to the cabinet for that' 
purpose! Jupt so soph as the eyes bd- 
gap tb appreciate the detail of the' 
face,' powever, the light would be 
shijt'off instantly, and the form would 
¡retreat into the cabinet. I found that' 
it: tpqk several, seconds to. Identify 
apt person, |p' that fl|m light; aiid, 
befoi-g that tipip riafl elapsed, the llgrit; 
was invariably shut off arid the figure, 
retreated into the cabinet. So far as

'Aug. 12, 1907.
In order to test my hypothesis 

further, I asked a lady who was about 
। to attend one of Mrs. Moss’ seances to 
note particularly whether the lamp 

Iwas extinguished before the door, 
. leading from the seance room to the 
.kitchen, was closed, or not. She re
ported next day that such was the 
case. An “accident” of this kind does 

(not happen every night; but sug- 
j gests, In short, that this Is a dodge 
, resorted to at every seance, In order

I,,remember np, one. positive identifl’ 
cation ty,as (made.

At yarlouB.tlme^, (Here issued ironr 
the cabinet so-càllèd Indians, Hindus, 
etc,, who were supposedly ‘‘guides" 
of several of the sitters, and who were 
recognized by them because of their 
size, and because of the fact that their 
names were whispered. No spiri.t 
spoke above a whisper, except the 
“cabinet control," who "pasted thé 
forms together," and who talked in a 
childish voice, obviously fqrced and 
disguised.' No test information was 
given, except in one case. An old. 
gentleman—a constant attendant at 
seances—said to his daughter, who 
materialized, “touch me where you 
said you would, this morning,—re
member?” At the same time he ad
vanced his head. The spirit touched 
him lightly on the top of the head. 
He claimed this as an excellent test. 
Anyone would have guessed the Bpot, 
however, from the manner In which 
he advanced his head towards the 
medium; and in any case we have 
only to suppose a collusion between 
the trumpet medium and the mater
ializing medium in order to account 
for the fact. I have discussed this 
matter of collusion elsewhere.

A rather amusing incident oc
curred, during the seance. One of the 
spirits caught her drapery in the 
points of one of the ladles’ hats. Did 
the piece of drapery dematerialize? 
No Indeed! The poor spirit had to 
wait ignominiously, outside the cab
inet In the middle of the floor, while 
the drapery was unhooked! Another 
incident was this. Towards the close 
of the seance the medium walked out 
into the room, several times, “in a 
trance”—a form appearing at the 
opening of the cabinet curtains, at 
the same time. Evidently some con
federate was employed. When the 
medium returned to the cabinet, a 
heh^ was thrust from the opening, be
tween the curtains, and the light was

present, “who had died from con- ietroduce a confederate into the 
•• — ■ -- - seance room.sumption.” The curtains were pulled 

aside, and I put my face close to the 
opening, since it was so dark I could 
see nothing. And there, in the dim 
twilight of that seance room I beheld 
one of the most ghastly, most truly 
terrifying faces I have ever seen. It 
was white arid., drawn, and .almost 
shiny in its glossy, ashen hue. The 
'eyes were wide open and staring— 
fixed. The head and face were encir
cled In white; and altogether the face 
was one of trie most appalling I have 
ever beheld, and it would have re
quired a great deal of fortitude, for 
the moment, to look steadfastly at 
that terrifying face,—in that still, 
quiet room, In response to the spirit's 
demand: "Look at me!” The dls-

Later.
In a letter, received from this same 

lady, some days after I left Lily Dale, 
was contained the following informa
tion:

Dr. (I don’t re-

be observed that one door praçtically 
touches the curtains of the cabinet— 
a most suspicious fact. But of that 
immediately.

Medium and manager both stood 
close to this door, by, the cabinet, 
preparatory to extinguishing the lamp. 
This was suddenly blown out, and 
then came a hunt for. a table upon 
which to stand it! None was to be 
found! The medium .and her mana
ger fussed in and out of the door sev
eral times, Completely darkening and 
blocking the curtains. J am convinced 
that a young girl slipped through this. 
doOr and into the cabinpt the moment 
the lamp Was blown out,—when the 
médium and the manager were stand- 
in the doorway, and when the eyes of 
the sitters were, not in a condition to 
see apything in thé intense. darkness, 
following immediate)^ upon, the ex
tinguishing of this' Ihrnp.. . Even were, 
no trap floors enuripyed, It would 
have been quite pqsqy^^^or one or 
two confederates to’ h^vq entered thé 
cabinet in this mann^ri'l^that time. 
The actions of the. i$«ÿpç} and her 
manager were certainly flurried and 
anxious, at that rngg^n^-more bo 
than at .any “other tlnm., g?..

The medium- finally,,mjfered the 
cabinet, and after a tg^Lspeech' whs 
made by the mhnag^r,jç?ÿ|ng atten
tion no this door. apd ^gwlng that 
it could.only be op^rièd^ylth great 
difficulty, and with cqjjpldqjable noise. 
This was true, as the-door “stuck.” 
Any person in the clypleireBS invited 
to come up and try t^jppjB^,that door 
silently. I tried—it 'was impossible. 
Alas! I am afraid it’'1was',a case of. 
“locking the stabledoeft- ‘after the 
horse was stolen.” 1 ^fi’y ■ was that 
door not shut before the ^Ap was ex
tinguished? '

The medium entered- a brief pro
test, from within tbe’.cabinet;'calling 
attention to the fact that it was "him- 
possible” to build a '^cabinet that 
wasn't near some door of window, and 
she thought it a Shame'that ”a hon
orable woman should b» haccused of 
wishing' tt> deceive'’éf titters—after

tance between our faces was not more 
than six inche/; and after the first 
shock, I regarded the face intently. I 
was spurred by curiosity and excite
ment, and prompted yet further by 
the spirit form, who grasped my wrist, 
through the curtain, and drew me yet 
closer—until I was nearly In the cab
inet itself. I remembered that my 
mother had not died from consump
tion, and that the preseiit face in no 
wise resembled hers,and my feeling of 
terror lasted but an instant; but it 
was there at the time, I confess. I 
regarded the face Intently, and it was 
gradually withdrawn into the shadow 
of thè cabinet, and the curtains pulled 
over it. I am certain that, had I been 
in an excited and unbalanced frame of 
mind at that iqstapt, I should have 
sworn tiiat the face actually melted 
away -oe I looked at It. But my 
mental baiane^ was by that time re
gained, and I could analyse what was 
before me. I can quite easily see

all these ye’rt;” EvWéétly her Brft-
sister. She came os a pretty girl of । ish Ucn was aroused, -Hod displayedäclk si oa in>pOriEEt BuMcCt about smateen, with fear,hafr,1 himself in her langage! We m ta-

member his name) went to the Moss 
seance and seized the medium mas
querading as a cliild. Oh! The shame 
of it. He was promptly given back his 
money, and put out of the house.”

I think this will complete this me
dium’s record, so far as we need con
cern ourselves with it. It shows, also, 
that the Spiritualists, at campmeet- 
Ings. of this character, do not want 
the truth;, but will continue to pat
ronize mediums that have beeq ex
posed time and time again, rather 
than admit that they have been hum
bugged.
Seance With C. Nichols, for Material

ization.
Aug. 8, 1907.

About twelve persons, besides niy- 
self, attended this seance,—the me
dium preferring fewer sitters than 
most of the others. In speaking to 
several of the ladies and gentlemen 
on the veranda before the seance be
gan, they told me that the medium 
had been in their home for several 
days, holding seances, during which 
period they had satisfied thejnselves 
of his honesty. The forms were less 
distinct, it was said,—and for that 
reason, I thought, more probably 
honest. Soon after this we went into 
the house, and we were arranged 
somewhat as follows. I subjoin a dia
gram of the seance room.

turned up. “The medium,” exclaimed 
some one. “If It is, he's grown whis
kers,” remarked some one else. 
(Which shows that Spiritualists do 
not lack a sense of humor, at times.) 
But the solution at once suggested 
itself: the medium had been “trans
figured!”

On one occasion, the light was ac
cidentally turned on, and a young girl 
was distinctly seen, standing outside 
the cabinet. She did not melt, as a 
result of the sudden and unexpected 
Illumination, however, but opened the 
curtains, and darted into the cabinet. 
The light was lowered by closing the 
shutter with a bang. On another oc
casion a sound Issued from the cab
inet, exactly corresponding to one 
that would be produced by accident
ally knocking one’s elbow against a 
plastered wall.

Only one figure “came” for me— 
my mother. The form did not speak, 
but advanced into the room. I ad
vanced, and, in response to my ques
tion whether ft was she, the figure 
bowed. At that instant, the light was 
turned on quite full for an instant, 
and I clearly saw that the form before 
me was being represented by a young 
girl, about sixteen years of age, with
long, brown hair. The 
turned half away from

face was 
___ me, and 

shielded by the drapery. I clearly

how It is that persons can swear to 
the melting away of a face before their 
eyes, after my own experience. The 
appearances clearly indicated that, 
and it was only my alertness to the 
possibility of déception, in this direc
tion, which prevented my testifying 
to the same effect.

While most of the sitters were con
vinced of the identity of the spirits, 
all were not equally satisfied. Thus, 
two brothers arid! tqto sisters went to 
the cabinet, while "their tnotber” ma
terialized. B<Ji)fthe mèti’ri'ëre satis
fied, but neither of thé women were. 
Others could not- recognize their de
parted, while many of the supposed 
"recognitions” wère Absurd. ' The fig
ure might havè' bëén anybody or any
thing, and I had one of; the'best seats 
in the room for-'observing all that 
went on.-

Early In thé seanceuîve were re
quested to keep our'feet flat on the 
floor and out" hands1 off our knees. 
In that way,' We were lold/'we should 
get better results.'-A chance remark’,, 
later on, made1 plain to me the real 
reason for this request, "“Starlight”. 
—she of the ^phosphorescent belt— 
was prancing about the'room, and 
Bom'eone remarked that 'she - never 
tripped over anyone’s1 feet. She im
mediately replied: “No, If you’all 
kept your feet flat as you were told 
to, I never would.” So that was the 
reason for keeping the feet flat on the 
floor; in order to prevent-"Starlight” 
from tripping over them, and falling 
to the floor with an audible and ma
terial thud! , -

Another thing I. noticed was, the 
manager stood very close to me when 
my friends and relatives materialized. 
I was a new-comer, and this Was evi
dently to frustrate any attempt on my 

' part to "grab.”- I had no such inten
tions, however, having giv.en my word 
that I would not. ' '

I noticed one of two Interesting 
things, in connection with the séance. 
One wks that tbe ' Tittle girl, who 
played the junior 'spooks, was the 
terr ssmæ H&SéSteS Who playèd simi
lar parts at là» saterisliting seaak»

The two persons sitting at A and B, 
respectively, can be trohted as confed
erates. At B wa«Pu man who ex
plained much, expounding the difficul
ties of spirit communication, etc.: and 
at A was seated a woman who led in 
the singing, and who knew much 
about the medium and his work. She 
stood up a great many times, and it 
was upon her arm that many of the 
materialized spirits walked into the 
room. My own position was at C. 
It will be observed that there was a 
door close to the cabinet curtains, and 
this ^was opened just before the se-

saw the face for that instant, how
ever, and the fraud stood confessed— 
for me. Soon after this, the seance 
ended.

By subsequent Inquiry, I have as
certained that this medium has been 
exposed before, on these very grounds. 
He was unable to return for three 
years. On that occasion it was proved 
that he and another medium were in 
the habit of meeting at a certain spot 
in the woods and exchanging Informa
tion about sitters. They were caught 
in the act of thus exchanging their 
Information by the Spiritualists pres
ent at the time, and were forced to 
leave the grounds. Taken in connec
tion with the facts brought forward 
In the above report, I think we need 
not stretch our Imaginations very far 
in conceiving that fraud alone Is the 
adequate explanation of all the phe
nomena witnessed at the seance de
scribed above.

ooen

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This 

ume contains the best poems of
vol
tile

author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent com
posers. The poems are admirably 

“adapted for recitations. 226 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.00. ;

ance began "in order to give, the sit
ters some air,” and remained- open 
throughout the seance.

It would have been the easiest thing 
In the world, therefore, for a confed
erate to creep into the cabinet from 
the adjoining room—especially when
the lady at A stood up, thus effectu-

“The Spiritual Significance, or 
Death as an Event in Life.” By Lil
ian Whiting. One of Miss Whiting’s 
most suggestive, intensely Interesting, 
spiritual books. It is laden with rich, 
thoughtful spirituality. Price 1.00. 

i “Worry, Hurry, Scurry, Flurry 
Cured.” By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
aWay worry, anxieties, needless cafes, 
etc. Price 25 cents.

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold Hamilton Myers.*«**».F &V « up, LUUC LU.CH.U* : UAD CVU) AiaiUriUJU lUjuiB,

ally blocking all view ot this part of । This is an invaluable work on the 
the room. The .adjoining room -was, subject of Spiritualism. Price 23.00. 
not searched, and the doo rq .were not!. ■. MANUAL of Magnetic Healing. .In. 
sealed; not even locked. The. medium j structlons with reference to the use
was not searched, nor Was the cabinet
examined—either before or after the 
seance. A trap-door was, therefore, 
quite possible; though I do not think 
it Was used. The supposition receives 
some support from the fact that the 
carpet' had' been removed from the 
floor of the room, leaving the. bare 
boards exposed to view. We were 
shown the interior of the cabinet, be
fore the seance began, by the medium, 
who made a brief speech. The light 
was regulated from the cabinet by

of Magnetism as a Therapeutic Agent, 
and also some advice as to the De*
velopment ot the Psychometric facul
ties in those who have that gift unde- . 
reloped. To which Is added an Ap
pendix on Vegetarianism. By Daniel 
W. Hull, M. D„ M-. H. Price 25 
cents.

Success and Happiness and How to .. 
Obtain and Retain Them. A series of 
26 lectures in which is Included "Hap
piness as a Fine Art“ Price, 25 ' 
cents. ____
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interesting com
munications just as received. The

Sierra “6L, Lq8 Angeles, Cat

Yonkers, N. Y; -

Special Announcement

Chicago
Spiritualist’

league
UnNtff

Spiritualism, leading- the mind on-
ward Into the surer atmosphere of «- 
alUtf-SFiritnsl truth. ' A kookfor the 

life. Frlte; cteU« J1W0, ■.->

questions. 
Pond, 670

Magneto Company, Sycamore, Hi., 
Dept. 7.

Entertainment Features: 
Music by ■ thed Richards Orchestra, 

Vocal aadl âatruméntal Solos, 
Reettatteus, Addresses 

andsMessages.

HANDEL HALL, 
40-East Randolph Street,

SATURDAY,, APRIL 11, 1908.

Afternoon iirthh Blue Room, at 2:80.

Eveninggjti Auditorium, at 7:30.

WANTED_A copy of "ARCANA 01-’ 
NATURE,” by Hudson Tuttle; American 
edition, 2 Vols. Or will buy either vol
ume separately. Address DR. E. 
DENSMORE, Hotel Astor, New York.

Revised. Premium List.

. i FOR 26 CENTS and .stamp I will send 
full reading: and answer — “ 
Send date of birth. Mra.

, “The Arçaâneg fejââtàaStesn.” -By 
fcodson TbW* PîfoOÏÆB.

J. H. FLETCHER, •

Ö '
April 4, 1ÍH1H.

A .LIFE FORCE PROVED!

MATERIALISM REFUTED!

In Ilie following work: 

VITALITY, FASTING AND NUTRITION

A Physiological Study of the Curative Power of Fast
ing, Together With a, liew. Theory of the 

Relation of Food to Human Vitality.
■ 4.- '■ ' . : i- ■

BY IirmBWABD CARIIINGTOX, Mem- Modern Science says that vitality and 
her of the. Council of the American In- life are derived from our daily food, 
stltute for Scientific Research, Member Tills tyork proves conclusively this to be 
of the Society for J'svchieal Research, erroneous, and shows that a life force 
London; Author of “Tho,Physical exists In all of us!
Phenomena of .Spiritualism," etc., with SCIENCE HAS PROVED A SOULI 
an Introduction by ' . • ■ , 1 , '

A. KAUAGMATI, m. M. D., F. R. C. S. ■>» e*1«11“Ive work of more than 700 
. Hon.Gynuecologist, and Dato Se»IPi•“toreat to al 1 our 

Hon. SurgOon, Bratford Royal Jnflrm-’qi;^,6™CloUb Illus
ory; Consulting Surgeon to Bingley tinted. ,5.00 net. Address oil orders to 
Hospital, to Bi atford Children s Hob- ' REBMAN COMPA MVPital, and to the Bradford Hopiejbr . - ■ v ■ ,'VW1 .
Cancel and Incurables, ete. • .................... , PP90it,>nBnt ,P,, T., 1123 .Broadway, N. Y.

Read Carefully, as We Introduce â New Pre 
mium Book? Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read
I OUR I 

PREMIUM

The Two Memories.
- (Continued trOm page 1.)

-as in the-phenomenal or mqrW; world^bu^by;^ phenomena 
' express or represent, and as ideas are noÊ^iàjeçtçto; any, qf .t limit- 

■ atioirs of time, space .or sense, the ehii’Oi’’ji||,aV^ thoughts
. or'acts’’itre all that leave a’permanent the story, .

br the thou^rt^iîl that is left On-the ÿéimër’SjWOÿ tKe’printed 
■ page. In tin? words of Swedenborg, from

the thoughts,’ as thoughts have their quality,from the ends'proposed.
“Fourth. That in proportion ■ as, man puts off things corporeal, 

as he is emancipated from his material, sensual,-worldly.thrall, he is 
awakened to a perception of the intelligence and vision stored up in 
his interior memory. . • > . , .; '

“ There''is nothing in our saisi’éd writings, nor,-1 believenu any man s 
■experience, which can be said to conflict' •with, or render imprôba- 

' ble, either of these propositions. Bethat as it-may; from what we 
may fairly claim to know from oup..«^ expedience and obsérvation 
of the phenomena of sleep, and from what we. are bound to infer.' 
from the tçaehings of the sacred writings of all sects and nations.of 
most considerable acceptance throughout the world, and especially 
from the Christian Bible, it seemS impossible to resist the. conclusion 
that the final purposes of our creation and existence, of our esse and, 
our existence, are not only as operative during our sleeping as during 
our waking hours, and that a work is being wrought in us, a 
process is going on in us, during those hours, which is not and cannot 
be wrought so effectually, if at all, at any other time; that we are 
spiritually growing, developing, ripening more continuously, while 
thus shielded from distracting influences of the phenomenal world, 
than during the hours in which we are absorbed by them; that, in the 

.language of the pagan philosopher, lamblicus, ‘The night-time of the 
body is the day-time of the soul.’ ”

Some other authors agree, hi the main, with the ideas expPbssed 
above.

। The author next goes on to.showj.wli^ \ve (ire.not permitted to.be 
conscious'of (be experiences pÇ-!ouif:f|ÔiV^ - ■

■f “Jf by the immutable lawsliff o.^'•Îdaigÿthe .hours consecrated to 
sleep are, as I have attempted to show, of such vital importance to our 
spiritual <levelo|>incnt, the ordering of our life, so far as it may affect 
our sleep, assumes a corresponding importance. No argument is 
needed to prove that we should make our study to avoid as'far as 
iVmsibie everything calculated to interfere in the slightest degree^with 
-i; completeness. All such disturbances- may -be presumed .to come 
from pur phenomenal life, and so far, at any rate,, as they do, they 

'■ impair the completeness of op^isolgtiop from the world.and its works, 
and violate the sacred, mysteries .to which it is the ^presumptive pur- 

- pose of'sleep to admit the'Sohl—diir real self—for the reception .of. 
> ububIi.spiritual 'instruction as we nifty'be qualified to assimilate, with

out bringing away with us any knowledge that cah interfere with the 
freedom of our will 01?, with ouT^pjirson^l'^Çiqiqnsibility for .what we 

. may- do in our waking hours; fre'eihise'Srliift goes on within, us in 
our sleep is as sacred a mystery as any'of the mysteries of our eternal 
sleep (spirit life); nor is it difficult to divine a sufficient purpose for 
that mystery. If wo were as conscious of our sleeping as of our 
waking life, and of our external memory, as Swedenborg calls it, 
could bring away our experiences while in that state, could reveal' 
1o us the treasures of our interior memory, it would-interfere with 
our freedom in precisely the same way and degree as if we could fore
see Ilie influence of our acts and plans of yesterday upon the future 
stages of our existence. Such knowledge would be fatal to our spirit
ual growth and to the freedom of our will, through which only right
eousness thrives; it would give place to a blind, senseless fatalism.

“We may speculate about the purposes of Providence as revealed 
in the sequence of Ihe events of our daily life, but we know nothing,' 
and think little, if anything, of them when they occur. It is only long 
after their occurrence that we begin to realize how much more pro
foundly they affeeted the tenor of our lives than we had suspected 
they would; from what perils we had been protected by what we 
regarded as grievous disappointments; from what temptations, which 
we eonld never have resisted if we had been shielded by our ignor
ance. by our weakness, by discouragements, by poverty, by sickness, 
etc. If (tod in his ¡p-ovidence makes us so blind to the consequences 

. of what we do in our, waking hours, the wisdom of which experience 
ultimately compels .us not only to admit but to be thankful for, there 
is no reason to question the divine wisdom in concealing from us what 
it is trying to do for us in.our sleep when the god of this world is dis
armed and powerless.”

To my mind the statements and reasons which I have given to you 
upon this subject are sufficient to prove that human beings have two 

. memories,;« mortal and a spiritual memory. Conceding this to be 
true. 1 think we may thereby explain several theories that haye been 
advanced in regard to certain mental or mnemonical phenomena.

There is abundant proof extant that our spirit and spiritual body, 
^during profound sleep of the mortal body, are free, to sonte. extent, to 
travel about the.spirit world. This fact is sufficient tqiexpl'ain the 
assertions or claims of reincarnatiomsts that they sometimes find a 
place they think they lived in or visited in a former life. If these 
visits were made during sleep the mortal memory might not be 
awaked until something occurred to arouse it later on.

It will also explain or simplify _the theory of the subjective arid 
objective minds advanced by T. J? Hudson. So far as I have been 
able to learn, each human being has .only one mind and one spirit; 
but both capable of expansion or growth; blit as we have two bodies, 
a mortal body and a spiritual'feôdy;'therefore, when thelmortal body 
is in a sound sleep the iqririt .ori£phT;fô
sometimes leave the mortal body,Ctemporarily,.and .visit other-local
ities. and are occupied with other things. i-Pure spirit never sleeps.

This idea is no more strange oYTurilikolyth'fth thiTcommon occur
rence with many persons of doingJïjVftildng^àt the, same .timè. One 
jnay be reading aloud and at theïSame ïiriïè'lje thinking, of something 
entirely different from the subject,of the;reading. The body is read
ing but the mind or spirit is doing^or thinking of something else.

. The body does many things, automatical^' as we say, tbit the mind 
ar spirit is not thinking about, bùt yet the spirit or soul is the dominant 
or controlling force,, the mortal body being the machine for the spirit’s 
use during mortal life. . .. .

■ Dual memory tyill largely explain1 the'disc  ̂ sometimes
■ Btcur in messages' from spirits; 'no:doiibt when they come in a 

more or less imperfect rapport with mortals through mediums, there 
. occurs, probably, a clashing, so to speak, of these two memories, there- 

- by. causing an imperfect deliverance of their messages or thoughts to 
Inortals;

.. .The explanation given by thé spirit first quoted about the vibra-' 
tions of spirit life being too rapid for the mortal sense to take cog- 

uizance of, is the most reasonable' of all. -
" ; The foregoing idea, or fact, is illustrated by the phenomena of night
i.. And day. In day time the-inimense stellar universe is concealed by the

BOOK 
OFFER ?

Truly,’ the world ban NEVER SEEN 
the Tike beforei . ’ Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; 'look here and there, in 
every nook end. corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the.pffer .made in reference to' these 
.FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM, 
BOOKS.1 •’ They constitute 'a' wonder
fully .valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY; and ate furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly .printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi-: 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS Which you 
can select frqniu. ^
- Any -epe of the Premium Books yon 
niay order, price 25 cents. This 

the • price, ■ ■Teiiieinber, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONJ5JBOOK in con
nection with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25, <2 • .

Nb Premium books will be sent out 
unless the order isiaccpmpanled wlth 
a.yeaJiy subscription to The Progres- 

'"slye Thinker; jbut if you order more 
than one book, the price is as fol
lows: ’

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.15..,

Any. four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you. may order, price $1.50,

Any five of the'Fburteen Premium 
Books' you may order, price$1.75.

Any six of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you piny order, price $2.45.

Apy eight.pf W Fourteen Premium 
Books you may Order, price $2.80.

Apy pine of: the. Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten .of the. Fourteen Jremlum 
Books you may hrder, price $3.50.

Any eleven of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85.

Any twelve of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $4.20.

Any,thirteen of the Fourteen Pre- . 
inium . Books« you may order, price 
$4.55.
. Lastly, ¿Ji thiese Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.1

Remember,’, we' have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only, about 83.00; for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub-, 
jeets, The whole world never saw 
the like before; We have had to 
Increase the price of these books a 
few.cents in coiisetiueneo of the rise 
In the price of papdf. ■

Bear. In mind that-every order for a 
Premium Book must'be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY) SUBSCRIPTION 
for The. Progressive Thinker, which 
is 8L .We repeat that the; world has 
■never seen the like"bf‘it before.
OUR . FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

, PREMIUM.! BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The fo.llowing'ls the list of titles of 

the Fourteen.Premium Books:.......
.1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
. 2—The; Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in 4he Spirit World,: Vpra. ..;.,

3—The Eficlycopedia of Death, and 
Life in. the Spirit World, Vói.'X ;

Thesb thre® Volumes have been pre
pared-) by J. R. i Francis.- They con
tain Invaluable -data. . ’

4—Ghost ■ Land; Splrlthajlsip, Oc
cultism? by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. . .

5—The Next* World Interviewed,, 
by Mrs.. S. G. Hom, r a most remark
able medium. : ■ ?
.. 6^-rThe. Occult ‘Life of Jesus,'by 
Alexander Smythefa medium of rare 
gifts. ■

¡7—.A . Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands. Translated'by A. Farnese; ft 
wonderful Engllsh medium.

• .8—The ReHglon of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by-.Hudson Tuttle.

. 9—Seers of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past'and Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
• 11—Letters? from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle PetersUea.

12—Gems, of Thought, by Seven
teen leading,-authors. ■
: 13—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen xillustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from aSdn/toia Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If youawanttONLY ONE Premium 

Book, thhi pyice is 26 cents. After 
paying postasse thereon, the book at 
that priceeisi practically a gift to our 
subscribers:. : A4 that price only one 
book will Iba sent out. All orders for 
one or moreiiRremium Bookm-must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub
scription foi Tim Progressive Thinker. 
Where more thlan one Premium- Book 
is desired, nee*, the terms mentioned 
above.

PSYCHIC DEVEIrOPMENT.
"Tho Byetem of Philosophy oonoern- 

Ine Divinity" 1b certainly reaching the 
people and doing tho work. To develop 
one’s psychic powers In a sane and ru.7 
tlonal way, consciously, go that immor- 
taRty becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with the unseen a 
fact} .Is .wprth all the effort one can 
make to realize It. Mrs. Bowes of To
ronto. writes: ”1 certainly think your 
.System ¿Kyand- I can always see and 
hear ,at my siltings. Dr, D. Crichton, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: "I like the 
sclentqic tone of the lesions so much 
that I am writing them ojit for myself, 

.One perusal is not enough.” Mr. Dal- 
'ton, a prominent real estate dealer of 
Toronto, writes:'“System Is Itself a good 
dempiisfratlon <of-inspiration." So the 
students succeed- Send for list of 
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel- 

. ope- to J. C. F. GRUMDINE, 24 Strath- 
morp lid*. Brookline, Mas».

‘ft DWELLER ON TWO FLftHETS.”
THE STORY OF THE GREAT ATLANTIS, anti the accompanying 

map and description thereof, its wonderful and advanced civilization of 
12,000 years ago,'and the light and lesson it gives forth upon the prob
lems of to-day is worth more to the historian, the statesman, the student, 
and even the general reader, than many times the price of the book—to 
«ày nothing on the many topics of which it treats, sufficient to interest 
deeply every school of thought in this momentous time ot. the world’s his
tory. This book is endorsed by Prof. Larkin,, the great.'Astronomer and 
scientist; he regards it as one of the greatest Books ot the present ageZ 
Address MRS. M. E. M. OLIVER, No. 416 North Fremont avenue, Los? 
Angele^ Cal. Price '$2.00 ; postage 14' cents.________________Ç

Sure to Read This,
Frances li Loucks, one of the greaat- 

est ‘psychic -wonders living. I’ use the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all internal 
disease^" A. Trial wil convince you. 
NM-vbus ox^ajlption and lost vigor of 
both, Bojjeb ¿.successfully < treated, as 
hundreds can testify, Send nume, age, 
sex, ebiuplaxlon,' one leading symptom; 
and tenipenja: in, stamps, aiid you will 
receive aicorrertidlagnoslp of your case 
free,'worth dollars to you; Be sure to 
write your own letter. Dr. J. S. 
Loucks,-who lately passed ion, contin
ues to treat thp.Blpk through my medl-

■umshlp. '‘Aa'diess all letters to
■l, FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
.• - Stoneham, Mass.

Consulting Psychic, 
6 West 107th St., New York.

Can be seen daily,; also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. . Consultation by 
mail U-00. Teh 3464 River.

MRS. E, M, HITCHCOCK, wlli 5 
auesllons tor 25e. Send own handwrlUw and 

look ot hair, Full readlur, II. Fern HUI, Pierce 
Co.. Wash. . -

WANTED—An honest and reliable man, one 
who understands farm worlg to work on a 
email farm, with SnirltualwMamily of two.

, . ■ I ';; EVA^THphrSON. Wyl1“' vt“’

: P. EVANS.
: u - -> ' a. j^Notad-Madtum for

Slstewritin^ Clairvoyance, Etc 
’• InlerVleWB dally from 10 to 4. Read- 
Inga ’and'develbpment by mall may be 
oMAlned' by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars., Famous book on slate- 
writing,' 11.20, while they last. Address 

1 ' . FRED P. EVANS.
2928 Sacramento street,, San Francisco, 

California. 11

What Science Is Iloing
With our meth
od you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD.
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. ' Send for

MRS. MARY T. LONGLEY. A
Gives Spiritual Readings by mat), onlun 
She delineates character and phases .du 
mediumship; diagnoses and prescribe« 
for disease; describes spirits and gives 
messages. Her guides give advice' oh 
mundane and spiritual ufTuiru, and are 
prophetic. Fee one dollar; send per
sonal handwriting. Address 315 S. St., 
N, E„ Washington, D. C.

. MISS M. B. HEDRICK, P.j chic—310 ' 
•Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Readings by mall, $¡.00. Consultations 
dftlly. .. T.eat_ Seance Fridays 8 p. m. 
Ladles' matliiee,'Wednesday after noons,' 
2:30. Phone 4499 W, Main,

The Natural Hen Incubator
Costs only' $2.00; New Method; usesy 
hen and her heat. Great success/ 
Write for circulars; you will neveir 
use any other. Address Albert (J. 
Bunde, 4316 State St., Chicago, Ill.

STANDARIT BOOks ON
, I -»iv-TSYtlilo DEVELOPMENT.

. Ôïnlçvpyanee—rCloth bound, 160 pages. 
Tçaççéff how, to; see spirits, read the 
future and past, the crystal, develop 
seershlp; - ' "An Inspired book"—Pro- 
Ki'pwfve. Thinker.- "A- revelation."— 
Light, London, - "Clearest clew of Clair
voyance -yet presented.”—W. J. Colville. 
"Epoch 'Making”—Lilian Whiting In 
Cplpago Inter-Ocdan. Price (reduced 
from G2.00), jl.60,

Anrns and Colon—A fascinating sub- 
ject brilliantly treated, with a lexicon 
of colqr meanings. A three thousand 
edition just published to supply the 
great demand. Price 60 cents.

Send moneys to J. C. F. GRUMBTNE, 
24 Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

THE GREAT DEBATE
Between

JOHN W. BING AND J. W. CHISM.
This work contains a six-day’s dis-' 

cussion, in which 'Mr.*'Ring affirms the; 
fundamental principles of Modern Spir
itualism to be identical to the spiritual . 
basis of the religion- of Jesus the I

Melted Pebble Lenz
Will enable you to read the finest print. 
.This LENS acts like MAGIC In strength-t 
ening the optie nerves and vitalizing! 
the vision. Write for illustrated cir^ 
eulars, showing styles, prices and niy 
psychlu method of fitting eyes at yoiir 
own home, B. F. POOLE, i

167 Winthrop Ave., Chicago, Ill. '
B. *F. Poole. 157 Winthrop Ave., Chica

go, llllnols:-
Dear Sir—I have worn your HpectaclOB 

for many years, and found them better 
for my eyes than any 1 ever had before. 

| The last pair your Improved light yellow 
I tint are a wonder to me, 1 am delighted 
I with them. 1 wish that everyone that 

has to use spectacles would have llwirChrist—Chism denying. . ----- - — -.
In the second proposition, Mr. Chism | eyes fitted with your Clairvoyant sys- 

affirms that ail spiritual gifts ceased i tem_ and lens. 1 am your frlrail and
with the Apostolic age—Mr. Ring de
nying. This is a nicely cloth-bound 
volume, with title In gold letters and In 
addition to the discussion has a short 
biography of both disputants. Will be 
found Intensely interesting. Price, $1, 
postpaid. Address

ERNST AND TOLLESON.
Headrick, Okla.

well wIhIkt, W. PUKDr,
Sault Kte Marie, Mich.
Lakisse nrmTiiUGY-MuLLiJis will 
give clairvoyant readings by mall. 

Send lock of hair and 11. Address, 
2916 Grovitfand ave., Chicago, Ill.

J. MASON TEMPLE.
Prophetic medium, gives trance, clair

voyant. and astrological readings; by 
mail. Treats disease. Full trance di- 

। »gnosis will be given to anyone send
ing date of birth and six 2 rent stamps.' 
Address him at Berwyn, Md. (

light of the physical sun. .But When the sundsilAdden at .night time, 
then the wondrous starry universel is seen ihnalliitt beauty-andgrand- 
eur. So, in the awakened mortal' experience, the spifit life is éonceal e.d 
by earthly occupations and thoughts, bpt during tranquil sleep, when 
.earthly affairs are in abeyance, the spirit life and universe is realized 
and seen in all its truthfulness and glory by the soul or spirit.

While it may not be pertinent to, this subject, I quote another 
paragraph from the letter first mentioned,:

“Beloved, each „day is a day of harmony and peace for many souls, 
and alas, a day of sorrow and pain for countless lives. But for the 
knowledge and prescient intuition of progressive beings in heaven, 
that through tribulation and anguish may the richest of life’s experi
ences be gained and the keenest of appreciation of good be attained, 
we should tremble and weep over human afflictions.

“Eternal good reigns, my beloved. Out of the darkness and chaos 
of finite, folly and ignorance shall grow the new order of Fraternity 
that shall make ’air humans one. .In his .likeness shall the desire in 
hqmanity grow, fagliioned by the arm of discj/iline into that supernal 
image, Ihe likeness of the ETERNAL GOOD.”

In conclusion I will quote again the saying of the pagan philos
opher: “The night-time of the body is the day-time of the soul.’’

ALFBED ANDREWS.

BARRELS OF AIHUHB AS FUEL
New, Remarkable Stove—Ohioan’s Great Invention—Consumes 395 Barrels 

of Air to One Gallon of common Kerosene oil making oil-gas— 
the New Fuel that looks and burns like gas I

Wood, coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL 18 AIRI Unlimited supply—no trust in con- 
- troL Air belongs to rich and poor alike. We can’t bum air alone but see here I Our wonder- 

. ful stove burns air and gas—very little gas—principally air. Takesits
u. , V. fuel Almost entirely from the atmosphere'.

A miniature gas works—penny fuel for every family—save to on cost—save dirt and drudgery—no 
more coal or wood to-carry—ashes unknown—absolute safety.

SEE HOW SIMPLE! TURN A KNOB—TOUCH A MATCH—FIRE IS ON. 
TURN AGAIN—FIRE IS OFF! THAT’S ALL.

Astonishing but true—time-tested—proven facts—circulars give startling details—overwhelming evidence.

NO SUCH STOVE SOLD IN STORES—UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN OR HEARD OF.

He Conversed With His Spirit Friends.
A. B. Gleason passed to spirit life, 

March 22. 1908, at the age of 82 
years. He. became a Spiritualist 
fifteen years ago, and it has been his 
delight to dwell upon that subject 
ever since. ;

He often saw,and conversed with 
his friends .from the spirit side of 
life, so whs extremely anxious to join 
them for some time before he died, 

. and after what seemed to him a long 
time wafting.- Hesàid/he thought he 
read every number'ot. The Progress
ive Thinker for ..the list'fifteen years, 
and would pot mlss '¿ '¡single number 
of it, if it host , him à dollah He has 
attended eleven --Spiritualist. 
meetings, averaging, a month "eabh", 

■ and thereforOas.me’Lahd become ac- 
quainted'wlth most of- the prominent 
speakers and leaders, of the •organi
sation. \>IRS. W. L. LYMAN.

Corona,-Cai < - 1 ; '

jriWSTFpW^
e..-’

Tm weary, so’^eiry.qf trilling. 
Yet why,iray teU,.should I be?

Are burdens ’like 'serpents a-coiling, 
- Or gates, Yrir my Agoing; free?
The morning is bursting-with glory. 

Great arms of love reach out;
All nature Is telling the' story 

Of doing,—let’s join the glad shout.,

I love the frultage oi duty. 
Deep sorrows oft lift me up;

Life’s discipline teaches but- beauty, 
It trusting we drink 4ts cup;

For success will follow the effort, 
As evening does the day,—

The solace, the peace, aye, the com
fort, ' '

No pow'r can e’er take away.

Then after the. day’s earnest toiling, 
The even-tide's hallowed rest,—

So gently around us is colling, 
The fact, we have done our best;

In this new-strength possessing my 
soul, . ;

I look and behold, new-fields,— 
The morning and glory—aye the goal!

I rest in the toil’# yields.
—JOHN W; RING.

Grand Mass Meeting,
, . —IN—

WCBB): making.
A ■clentiatpBxptanatlon of the birth, 

growth andkWato nt world«. By Sam
uel Phelp» KAlaad. Ph. D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound la cloth. Price 76 cents.

"After Her Death." • The Story of 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that Teves Bplrltnal thought 
can- tall to be- fed and delighted with 
this book. Beautiful spiritual 
tfeeaght, combining advanced Ideas 
on the finer- and ethereal phases of

Because air is the only free fuel and no trust 
In control inventors have tried for years to find 
a way by which properties could bedrawn from 
the atmosphere and used as fuel for general 
household purposes, thus producing the cheap
est fuel obtainable.

To a Cincinnati genius heretofore unknown 
to fame must go the credit of solving this 
great question. Understand, you cannot burn 
air absolutely alone, but thisaiew air generator 
actually takes its fuel almost entirely from the 
atmosphere, so much so as to take in 395 barrels 
of air while consuming one gallon of oil.

The time has come at last when our readers 
are no longer compelled to continually drudge 
in hot, fiery kitchens with coal and wood fires 
so ruinous to health and looks for every family 
who desires can cook, bake and heat with oil 
and air gas, the wonderful new fuel which fre
quently saves from % to # on fuel bills. What 
a blessing this is to women folks, who for the 
first time in their lives can say, no more coal or 
wood, nor deadly gasoline to burn and kill, nor 
smoky oil wick and valve stoves.

Thousands a Week.
Upon calling at the factory we find that this 

Invention has caused a remarkable excitement 
all over the U. S.—that the factory is already 
rushed with thousands of orders, and the Com-
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;:. iSBCTIOr CVroVCBKESATOR.
tuny's representatives and agents are making 
Dig profits, as they offer splendid inducement».
-As will be noticed from the engraving, this 

oibgai and air generator is entirely different 
from any,other stove—although its eonstruc- 
Uon is Very simple—and durable—las t for years 
—no wide—not even a valve, yet best is under 
perfect control—no leaks, nothing to close or 
dog up.

Your band upon a knob—a turn to right or 
left,'Iba oh is automatically fed ton small steel 
burner bowl or open trough, when it la in
stantly changed into gas, which Is drawn up- 

-wards between two red-hot perforated steel 
chimneys, all the white drawing in

Not Dangerous Like Gasoline
Which is liable to explode at any moment, 

causing fire, loss of life and property. This 
stove is so absolutely safe it won’t explode and 
if a match were dropped In the oil tank it would 
go out.

This Oil-Gas and Air Generator does any kind 
of cooking that a coal or gas range will do—in
valuable lor kitchen, laundry, summer cottage, 
washing, ironing, canning, picnics, camplug, 
and by placiug au oven over the burner splen
did baking or roasting can be done.
Combination Cooking & Heating Stove

Another important feature is the invention 
of a small Radiator which placed over the bur
ner makes a desirable heating stove for cold 
weather, so that it is adapted Tor any time of 
the year, and many people do away with the 
ordinary stoves entirely by using this stove 
with radiator for both heating ana cooking.

While at the factory in Cincinnati, the ■writer 
was shown thousandsof letters from customers 
who were using this wonderful oil-gas stove, 
showing thatit is not an experiment, but a pos
itive success and giving splendid satisfaction, 
and as a few extracts may be interesting to the 
readers, we reproduce them:

L, 8. Norris, of Vt., writes: ’’The Harrison 
Oil-Gas Generators are wonderful savers of fuel 
—at least 00 to 76 per ceu t over wood and coal.”

Mr. H. Howe, of N. Y., writes: I find the 
Harrison Is the first and only perfect oil-gas 
stove I have ever seen—so simple anyone can 
safely use it. It is what I have wanted for 
years. Certainly a blessing to human kind.”

Mr. E. D. Arnold, of Neb., writes: •• That he 
Saved $4»30 a month for fuel by using the Harri
son Oil-Gas Stove; that hie gas range cost him 
$5.50 per month, and the Harrison only $1.25 per 
month.”

J. A. Shaffer, of Pa., writes: ** The Harrison 
OH*Gas Stove makes an intense heat from a 
small quantity of oil—entirely free from smoke 
or smell—great improvement over any other 
oilstove. Has a perfect arrangement for com
bustion—can scarcely be distinguished from a 
natural gas fire.”

Mr. H. B. Thompson, of Ohio, writes J I con
gratulate you on such a grand invention to 
aid the poor In this time of high fuel. The 
mechanism is so simple—easily operated—no 
danger. Thecolorof the gas flame is abeautl- 
ful dark blue, and so hot seems almost double 
as powerful as gasoline.”

Mrs.J.D,Hamilton, writes: “Am delighted 
-Oil-Gas Stoves so much nicer and cheaper 
than others—no wood, coal, ashes, smoke, no 
pipe, no wick, cannot explode.”

Hon. Ira Eble, L P., of Wis., wri tes s ” Well 
pleased with the Harrison—far ahead of gaso
line. No smoke or dirt—no trouble. Is perfect
ly safe—no denge- of explosion like gasoline.”

J.C. Waterstraw,of N.Y., writes: “Am having? 
wonderful success getting orders. Beeu st it) 
4 dcys and received 83 orders.” }

B. L. Huested, of Mich., writes: “ Been opt 
one day and sold 11 stoves. They sell theilu- 
selves." I

This is certainly a good chance for tne renti
ers to make money. »

Thousands of other prominent people highly 
endorse and recommend oil-gas lu« 1 and thtre 
certainly seems to be no doubt that it is a Won
derful improvement over other stoves.

The writer personally saw the Oil-Gas Stoves 
in operation—in fact, uses one iu his own home 
—is delighted with its working and after a 
thorough investigation, can say to the readers 
that this Harrison Oil-Gas Stove made by the 
Cincinnati firm is the only perfect burner of its 
kind.

It is made in three ^zes, 1,2 or 3 generators 
to a stove. They are made of steel throughout, 
thoroughly tested before shipping—sent out 
complete-ready for use as soon as received— 
nicely finished with nkkle trimmings, and as 
there seems to be nothing about it to wear out, 
they should Inst for years. They seem to sat
isfy auddelight every user, and the makers 
fully guarantee thepi.

Spoonful of oil consumed, making 
3ulck. intense heat, which is con* 

eased Into «'small space for cook 
|n^r distributed through orca for 

Every drop of fuel consumed—goes 
into heat—making hottest gas fire— 
toothing wasted—requires no pipe* 
or flue connections—use it anywhere 
about the house, office, or store- 
move itabout as often as you like.

This invention has been fully Pro
tected in the U.S. Patentoffice, and 
Is known as the Harrison Valveless, 
Wickless, Automatic Oil Gas and Air 
Generator, the only ©ne yet discov- , 
ered that consumes the carbon and
by-PTOdbets of the oil.

■ The extremely email etnonat of 
teroeene oil that la needed to pro
duce so large a volume of gee makes it, we be
lieve, the most economical fuel on earth, and 
the reason for the great success of this gener
ator I. based on the well-known fact of the 
enormous expanslvenesaofoil<aswheu mixed 
With common air, ...

' Kerosene oil from which oii-gM i. made is 
sold by ell grocers—buy as consumed—as you 
would fore lamp—r-allon lota or two—let pen
nies do the Work of dollars and eave the differ
ence. Atlest humanity la blessed with a cheap 
fuel that makea.no dirt, ashes, soot—removing 
forever the gr^Jest nuisance that women folks 
enr suffered; . .. .

What a pleasttre to Just turn the knob—touch 
n mstca-j. beauUTul gras fieme appear»—hottest 
Un—olsñm ready—day ot night—on er otf at 
W1U —BolprceMatInE-*3O core sttentioa — 
eonia «Are wsftctf
i Jlfásanteh «¡e ®wy SS nsedeA-oimple,

\

1 pletsnro to be the owner of your wonderful 
Oil-Ga« Store—no coal yard, plumbing-, ashes 
or dust. One match lights the stove and in 10 
minute« breakfast is ready. Ko danger from 
an explosion—no etnoke no dirt—simply turn 
itoffandexpenieceuea. ForcheapnessithaE 
no equal.”

Agents An Doing Fine—Making 
Big Money.

WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER.
Reed & Prater, of Tex., write: " Received 

»tore« vesterdey end Heve tlteedy disposed of 
them. Enclose order for 481.00. Rush—we need 
them Borr. SelHlkeholctkes. Prospects very 
bright. Bold 60 cloves in onr own town."'

}.. m Relisin; bt Tenn., writes: "Already 
here TO order».”

C V Workmen, of Ohio, mites: " Cold 15 to 
U8 stoves the lest week.",

ZfOW TO GET ONE.
AH the lady readers who want to enjoy the J 

pleasure of a gas stove—the cheapest, cleanest i 
and safest fuel—save % on fuel bills and/
do their cooking, baking, ironing and canning) 
fruit at small expense should have one of thesq 
remarkable stoves. >

Space prevents a more detailed description, 
but these oil-gas stoves will bear out the mosi 
exacting demand for durability and satisfac
tory properties. \

It you will write to the only makers, Tbfc 
World Mfg. Co., OBIS World Bldg.. andonMU. 
Ohio, ana ask for their illustrated pamphlet 
describing this invention, and also letters frbm 
hundreds of delighted users, you Will receive 
much valuable information. -

The price ©f these Stoves Is remarkably low, 
Only $100 up. And it is indeed difficult to im
agine where that amount of money could be 
invested in an jibing else that would nring such 
saving in fuel bills, so much good health and 
satisfaction to our wives.

PONT’FAIL TO WRITE TO-DAY
For full information regarding this splendid 
invention.

The World Mfg. Co., is composed of promin
ent business wen of Cincinnati, are perfectly 
responsible and reliable, capital $W0,w0.00 and 
will do just as they igree. The stoves are just 
as represented and fully warranted and tent to 
any address.

Don’t fail to write for Catalogue.

S40.00 Weekly and Expenses.
The firn ¿fiers splendid inducements to 

agents and an energetic man or woman'having 
spare time can get a good position, paying big 
wages, by writing them at once and mentioning 
this paper.

A wonderful wave of excitement has swept- 
over the country, for where shown, these Oil- 
Gas Stoves have caused great excitement. Oil- 
Gas fuel is so economical and delightful that 
the sales of these Stoves last month were 
enormous and the factory is rushed with tkpus- 
andsoforders.

Many of the readers have spare time, or are 
out Of emplovment, end others are not making 
a great deal of money, and we advise them to 
write to the firm and secure an agency for this 
invention.. Exhibit this stove before 8 or 30 
twbple ana you will excite their curiosity and 
ehcald be able 10 sell 5 or 6 and make io
$15X9 a day. Why should people live in penury 
or suffer hardships for the want of plentv of 
moseywhefiaaopporiu&ityoflhbsoniscpenZ
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Important Notice I
American Society for Psychical Research.—Sec

tion “ B.” of the American Institute for Sci- 
’ entific Research, at 519 West ] 49th Street, 

New York.—Circular Request for Information.

l \I It Is extremely important,. in jhe
I ’ . interest of a scientific knowledge of 
i .\tinusual psychological experiences, 

(that we should collect and certify, if 
»ractieable, as large a number as pos
sible of such phenomena. This cir- ;

। eular, therefore, appeals to all who 
r may have had such experiences as are 
j enumerated below or who may know 

others having had them, and requests 
a record, for, proper study and com- 

L parison, and also for publication when 
fc i that is possible. We guarantee, how

ever, that neither names nor fads 
shall be used hi any public matter

v without permission.
) . For the Council the Important thing 
\is at-least a private record of facts 
which may throw light upon the oli- 
at^ure problems of matter and mind. 
The Council therefore seeks informa
tion regarding such experiences as 
Illusions, Hallucinations, Coinci
dences, dreams coincidental or other- 
wlee, visions and visions ot the dying, 
apparitions, whether coincidental or 
otherwise, real or apparent thought 
transference or telepathy, experiences 
under the influence of ether or chlor
oform. and thé use of narcotics and 
stimulants, subconscious mental ac
tion and alternating personality, auto
matic writing and drawing, Ouija 
board and Planchette experiences, 
mediumlstic phenomena, raps and 

i knocks, the movement of material ob- 
' jeots without physical contact, haunt

ed houses, etc. These will be more 
carefully specified and defined in the

Remarkable Manifestation
In India Remarkable Demonstrations of. Occult

the use of narcotics or stimulants, 
whether taken for - medical or other 
purposes?14. Have you ever had any per-i 
sonal knowledge of Instances of sub
conscious simulation of other persons 
or personalities; in other words cases 
of alternating personalities, or occa
sional instances-of subconscious men
tal action of an interesting character?

16. Have you ever had any ex
perience with. automatic writing or 
drawing, the Ouija board, and the 
Planchette.

16. ’ Have you ever had any experi
ences with mediums or psychics so- 
called?

17. Have you.ever had experiences 
In connection with “Iinunted” houses?

subjoined questions.
In answering the questions inform

ants are requested to write “Yes” or 
"Np” to each question, according to 

‘the circumstances of their experiences, 
a'qd to write out a detailed account of 
Buteh as are answered affirmatively. 
For their guidance we submit the fol
lowing rules which have been drawn 
from the circular of the English So- 
éiety.

■ (1) A wriiten statement, dated

REINCARNATION Strange Spiritual Phenomena,

Influences Have Always Occurred—-Interest
ing Experiences in Connection with «4^ 
HaranathBannerjee/DemonstratingtheWon- 
derful Power of the Spirit. 1 I

We have received the following! about to fall; but |iQ wm>M‘'yet fol
communicatton from a pious gentle- I low and rescue-----  
man, whose name, however, we are*. "Yet I did n

We have received the

obliged to suppress. He is one of the 
principal disciples of Thakur Hara- 
nath Bannerjee, something about 
whom we wrote in our last. ■ He

18. Have you ever hbard any raps 
or noises which apparently could not 
be explained by ordinary causes?

19. Have you witnessed the move
ments of objects without apparent 
physical contact and under circum
stances suggesting unknown or un
usual causes? '

20. Have you ever observed, or 
had reason to believe, the existence 
of real or apparent supernormal ex
periences among animals of any kind?

21. Have you observed or known 
any phenomena among tli^ blind or 
the deaf and dumb that were appar
ently not explained by ordinary 
causes?

22. Do you know any persons who 
have had any of the experieces enum
erated in the above questions?

If so, can you ascertain name and 
address and' also ’whether we can he 
permitted to have communication with 
the same?

Please to address all reports and 
records to Dr. James H. Hyslop, 619 
West 149th street, New York, N. Y.

writes: “In your Magazine you have 
noticed some of the wonderful pow
ers of Thakltr Haranath Bannerjee. 
Permit me to relate what I know« of 
him. I do not know what you mean 
by his being a psychic, but I know 
him to be a saint. He is not the man 
to amuse his fellow-beings with his 
wonderful powers. But let me tell you 
how I first came across him.

“At a certain railway station in the 
Northwest I met him. His appearance' 
was very unprepossessing. He had 
a dirty coat and pantaloons, an ugly 
beard and an ugly cap. I received 
him rudely. But this irritated him 
not. He rather smiled benignly on 
me. I saw him again soon after, and

. somehow or other X found myself in

Name..

Address.

the company of several persons Who 
were listening to his words. He be
gan at 8 p. m. and ended at 2 a. m. 
He was not talking of God. We 
heard him, spell-bound. I don’t re
member to have ever spent such a 
happy night In my life. We, all of 
us who heard him, recognized in him 
a saint of the first class. He had a 
talk with me soon after, and what did 
he say? He recounted to me my past 
litq! 1 He said,—‘You had malaria, 
aiid had gone,to Delhi; Gazeeabad, 
where you first perceived symptoms of 
colic; you are yet suffering from the 
disease.’

“In this manner he began to read 
ray past life to . me. Gradually he 
came to be known to all of my friends.

and signed with the full name (not 
necessarily for publication), should 
be made by or procured from the ac
tual witness; or each of them, where 
more than one shaved the experience. 
In-the latter case it is important that, 
where possible, the several accounts 
should be . written without previous 
consultation. - ■

(2) Similar statements should be 
made by or obtained from all persons 
ip a position to give corroborative evi
dence, either as (a) having been pres- 
c-nt.at the time of the experience, or । 
tb)'. as having been told of it shortly 
afterwards, or (c) as having been I 

witness to any unusual efi'ect produced 
on. the percipient by the experience. 
Where contemporary documentary ev- 

; idpnce is in existence, in the shape of 
Sletters, diaries, notebooks, etc., it is 
{important that this should at least be 
referred to; and we should be grateful 
|!or an opportunity of seeing the ac- 

'lual documents. It should be clearly 
Understood that the request for cor-

Suggestions to Informants.
For the help and guidance of those 

who will take the pains to record their 
experiences it may be well to lay 
down certain rules which It is desira
ble to hafe in mind. If conformed to 
they will give greater value to the„ 
facts reported. They will apply to 
such phenomena as Apparitions, Clair
voyance, Premonitions, Coincidental 
Dreams, Telepathic Coincidences and 
all facts having a coincidental nature. 
Some of the rules Will be generaiand

I some specific.
1. It Is desirable that all experi

ences be written out and reported as 
I soon as possible after their occur-

rbboratlve evidence implies no doubt 
on our part of the integrity of the 
accuracy of our informants. But it 
is felt that where the matters testified 
to are strange and obscure, the evi-

rente.
j 2. It is very desirable that the 
I dates, and if possible the hour, of 
their occurrence should be recorded, 
especially in Buch phenomena as appa
ritions, spontaneous clairvoyance and 
premonitions.

3. If the experience represents in
formation uot known by the percipi
ent at the time, It is especially desir
able that it be written out before it 

j has been verified by letter, telegram,

He healed me of my colic, As a 
healer, perhaps, he has no equal. He 
has in this manner cured hundreds 
of men to my certain knowledge. He 
heals men in a wonderful manner. 
He does not prescribe any medicine. 
To one he advises to utter the name 
of Krishna, to the second he offers an
other advice, always suggesting some 
religious exercise. And the diseases 
that he healed were generally Incur
able ones.

"He read not only my mind but the 
minds of others. He recounted not 
only my past life but that of others. 
You have already told your readers 
of the wonderful power that he has of 
stepping out of his body. 1 have seen 
It on many occasions. I will just men
tion to you an instance. He lived at 
a place where the Dak reaches In three 
days from my place. Usually I used 
to get replies to my letters on the fifth 
or sixth day. On one occasion I got 
it on the third day, and he wrote to

'and rescue mm . / i ’
Yet I did not mind (be warning. 1 

The idea of the possession ot the girl i 
and large wealth tiirned lhy: head; I ’ 
was willing to go to hell -forkuch pos- 1 
sessions, And was I not going -hun
dreds of miles away. frpd’Mtn? Sure-- 
ly he would not be qble tb: follow me 
so, far. In this mopd ‘of iriind I left 
the place and proceeded my way 
to-^-hell. ' ", ' L P'-

“When I reached the’’house, the 
mother received me wl(hi gfejfaigftec- 
tion. A grand dlnnpr/nSMflra 
for me, and the best Town wastuffiotted 
to me, We were onlw three iirrtpat. - 
big, palatial building besides the 
servants,—the mother, myself apd the 
girl. As soon as I went bed at 
night, the young wldi)sw caffie to me. 
She was wonderfully sbeautiful, and 
had been able, up till then,« to lead a 
chaste and innocent :

“But the ways of. (feay.ep' pre In
scrutable. I did. not know then that 
God bad brought us togdtlier for our 
good. When the girlcame I felt 
pangs of conscience. Tjié unsuspi
cious mother had received me as a 
son, and I was going ,J.ospiit a knife 
across her throat, I was also afraid । 
of being surprised by thé mother and 
the servants. So I asked thé girl It 
she had closed all (bp’doors. She 
said ‘yes.’ But I <Jld Mot yet feel 
secure. I took a light .^nd, accom
panied by, her, examiuqdhltthe doors 
carefully. And seeing dll ^fast we 
came back and sat on tife.cbuch. No 
sooner had we sàt thaffïqieiird« noise 
at the open window; the room being 
on the second story. ' Ût çofirse I 
raised my head to see what the mat
ter was. And what dUf^see?5 I saw, 
horror of horrors! that'Thaknf Hara-

Considered in the Light of Reason and Philosophy.
To the Editor; Mr. A, Fisher, of 

Cleveland, Ohio, writes me as fol
lows: ' \

JiI have .read your, article in The - 
, Progressive Thinker, of Pec. ? oa, 
i ‘Has Madam Blavatsky Been Reincar
nated?’ with much pleasure and profit: 
I, myself, am not in favor of the rein
carnation theory, and I regard your 
article a hard blow to Theosopbiets 
and Spiritualists holding that belief. 
But how do you account for this: 
Many children are real wonders, | 
such as Blind Tom, Some children of 
tender age show great musical ability, 
and discuss difficult problems with lit
tle or no teaching. This Is certainly 
a hard problem to solve,”

Answer: These problems are quite 
solvable to those who have studied 
heredity, prenatal Influences, environ^ 
meats, spirit influence and kindred
subjects/

.Blind Tom's mother was a. negro 
slave—«-a house-servant in the South. 
Before his birth a noted lady pianist 
,of Paris, France, visited the family. 
Every day she played soul-enchanting 
music. Tom's mother, who was her
self’ fond of music, lived for months 
In an atmosphere of music furnished 
by the Paris musician. Tom — 
“marked" before his birth.

Manifestations by the Dying and the Dead, Noted, by Gen. Boeliff 
Brinkerhoff, ,

In a number o/ The Sunday Republican of Springfield, Mass., niy 
old friend William M. F. Round, has an interesting article upon the 
experiences of persons who apparent} died, but subsequently revived 
and reported what they felt and saw in leaving and returning to their, 
bodies.

. The phenomena, of which Mr. Round gives several examples, are 
very interesting, but they pertain only to those who apparently died 
and then revived and reported their experiences. They tell us how. 
their spiritual bodies were separated from the physical, and rose 
above them in the air, where they saw all that occurred in the room, 
but they were held to their bodies by what seemed to be a cord, which 
finally brought them back to their former life. Mr. Round was twice 
drowned, and so was I when a boy. Only once, however, did I be
come wholly unconscious, but my experiences were very similar to his.; 
To me death by drowning was a delightful sensation, after going 
down for the third time, and strangulation had eeased. The only 
thing that worried me was the anxiety my sisters, who had charge of 
me, would have in not knowing what had become of me. Then it 
occurred to me that my clothes were on the bank of the stream, and 
they would know where to find me. Then all was serene. As re-

■wae

Again, Jesse Pomeroy Is now serv
ing a life sentence in prison for mur
dering children - by cutting • their 
throats. From a small child he 
seemed impelled to'cut the throats of 
cats, .dogs, fowls, and humans. His 
father’s daily business was cutting the 
throats of swine a pork-packing 
house. Jesse’s mother, before he was 
born, often sat in the killing room 
with her sewing, and saw her husband 
cut the throats of hundreds of hogs. 
Jesse was “marked".

There are thousands of other in-

or other source of information.
.- — • , । 4.' if possible', it is desirable todence will win more acceptance the h e the wrltteJ account mailed to 

responsibility for it is ()flicers Of the Society or to some other 
distributed. In such cases it may be ; trusted person prior to the verification 
ra d that each additional witness mul- of th eX))erlence.
piles by his own testimony the value - -..................
of the testimony given by his fcllow-

me thus: ‘1 went to sec you in my 
astral body nnd saw you writing me 
a letter. Possibly I was attracted to 
you because you were thinking of 
me. I read what you were writing. 
Are you curious to kuow what 1 read? 
Well, I will give n reply to your let
ter before it readies my hands.’ By 
reading the reply I became fully con
vinced that he had read the letter 
that I had written to him! Indeed,
his answer to my letter was

witnesses.
(.3) It is further requested that all 

dates and other details may be given 
. as accurately ar possible; and that, 

where the experience relates to death, 
t.lle full name of the deceased may 
be given, together with that of the lo
cality in which he died, in order that 

' the occurrence of the death as stated 
may independently verified.

(4) Lastly, In all cases where the 
percipient has experienced some un
usual affection—such as a sensory hal
lucination, vivid dream, or marked 
emotion—he should state or be re- 

. quested to state whether he has had 
any similar experience on any other 
occasion, whether coincidental or not.

List of Questions.

5. When possible, it is also wise to 
tell the experience and its incidents to
some friend or relative who may con
firm it before its verification.

6. It is desirable to have the ac
count as detailed as posible regardless 
of tho points that may most interest 
the .narrator.

7. It is important and desirable, 
if possible, to have contemporary doc
uments, such as letters, diaries, tele
grams. or other notes of an experience 
in ease the written account is not 
made at the time.

8. It is better, if possible, to avoid 
the introduction of all theoretical.ex-

, 1. Have you ever experienced any
i Interesting Illusion, visual, auditory, 

■ tactual, or other type.
'■ 2. Have you ever had any Hallu-

: . cliiations, visual, auditory, or other 
(type?
; 3. Have you ever had any experi
ences which were, evidently mere 
chance coincidences?

4. Have you had any remarkable 
dtranis, whether coincidental or oth
erwise?

5. Have you had any remarkable 
visions or aiiditory experiences, not 
of the nature of apparitions and not 
of a coincidental character?

6. Do you know of any visions or 
. other Interesting experiences of dying ' 

persons?
7. Have you ever had any appari

tions of living or deceased persons, 
whether coincidental on.otherwise?

8. Have you ever had any experi
ences in squalled clairvoyance or clair- 
cndicnce, representing really or ap
parently supernormal knowledge pt 
physical objects, places, or events out 
of all possible range of normal sense 
perception? . .

9. Do you "kno w-of any Remarkable 
phenomena associated With or ap
parently due to hypnotic conditions?

10. Have you ever had any pre-

nath was standing there—as'If sus
pended in the air. He find the same 
shirt on that I had mad# for him and 
sent him lately. .He had'come’to res
cue me from hell, but hfs appearance, 
just at that moment, Irrltated'ine be
yond measure. I forgot;'« thatihd was 
my spiritual 'guru, and’;that •he had 
come to save me. I told him,‘You are 
not wanted here. „Wjid; toldryou to 
come here?. Go away ”;, Upon this, 
thb girl looked at ■ the'¡‘window and 
asked me with surprise .to'1 whom I 
was speaking. I told'hef.utDoft’iryoiir 
see who is standing i.fi^re|* ' But nq 
sooner had the girl,turned her gaze 
towards the window than (be Thakur 
vanished. The girl again; asked me' 
whom I was talking to. ,1 told her, 
‘I shall let you know all Ip,detail here
after. He is my guru <# whom I 
have told you. Let us first close the 
window.’

"This I did to prevent further in
terruption. I was not to be balked of

stances which prove the truth of pre
natal Influences, I personally know 
a young man who from early child
hood manifested high artistic ability, 
and who was a photographer at six or 
seven years of age. His parents, un
derstanding the law of prenatal influ
ence, talked art and philosophy before 
the child’s birth, with a view to im
pressing the unborn child. He is just 
what they desired him to be.

Again, here is a farmer; He de
cides to plant one-hundred acres to 
corn. He deeply plows, enriches and 
thoroughly prepares fifty acres. The 
other half .of the field is poorly pre
pared. Hó plants the entire field 
with good seed. What is the result? 
Fifty acres produce fine, well-devel
oped corn.' The fruit of the other 
halt consists of small slMItB, and 
dwarfed,' Imperfect ear's. " Tile seed 

. used Jo.plgnt the entire field was the 
samé.-’ The enVifdfimétíts .of thé' seed 
made the difference.

Luther Burbank, the California

ported by other drowning persons, in the few minutes before uncon
sciousness, my whole life passed before me like a panorama. I seemed 
to be floating in the air, and heard gentle music like the hum of bees 
in summer, and around me were bright colors in all the hues of the 
rainbow, and then came unconsciousness.

The disagreeable part of the incident came when I found myself 
on the bank in the hands of those who had rescued me from the water, 
aiid were using the ordinary means for resuscitation. The other eases 
related by Mr. Round I could duplicate ir number of times from the 
testimony of others, but not from ¡ny own. One of them, however, 
apparently was entirely detached from his body and went far out into 
space and saw and heard things which changed the whole current of 
life after his return.

It is too long a story to repeat here; suffice it to say he was a 
lawyer and a judge, who for years had been a religious skeptic, and 
who had a book in manuscript ready for publication, which he 
thought, as he told me, “would pulverize the Bible,” but after return
ing to his body (which was prepared for burial) he regained con
sciousness, and after many days was able to visit his law office, when 
the first thing he did was to take from his safe the manuscript he had 
prepared and burn it in his stove.

In short, he became a Christian, joined the Methodist church, and, 
as I can personally testify, was an eloquent exhorter until he died.

There is another phenomenon, however, which Mr. Round does not 
refer to, but which is much more frequent, and has attracted atten
tion for centuries, and that is the visible appearance of persons who 
had died announcing that fact to friends at a distance, and sometimes
across oceans and continents. Usually they have, been called ghosts • 
or apparitions, but in recent years since scientific investigators have 
given attention to them their messages are known as telepathic com-

des«
patched by him the very day I was 
writing to him.

“Once he wrote me that a very
great danger was threatening me, but 
I had nothing to fear; God would pro
tect me. Within a few days of this 
prophecy, I had an attack of small
pox. For seventeen or eighteen days 
I was almost always unconscious; 
but, though unconscious, I saw him 
constantly sitting by tny side, and en
couraging me by his smiles. I told 
my wife of this, and she, poor thing, 
began to cry thinking that 1 was at the 
point of death. A little after a letter 
came from him to tne to the effect 
that my wife had no need to be anx-

planations into the account. Inci
dents explaining the meaning of the 
facts are important, but the interpre
tation of the phenomena is not nec
essary to the account. This means 
that it is desirable to have the bare 
facts described without regard to any 
explanation of their meaning, whether 
favorable or unfavorable to the opin
ions of the narrator.

। 9. It is desirable also to record all
the usual or unusual accompaniments 
of the experience, such as one’s sen
sations and feelings, including any 
marked peculiarities of visual, audi
tory and tactual sensations.

10. in cases of experiment it is de
sirable to observe and record all the 
conditions affecting their integrity. 
If it be with a medium, it is important 
to make a note of all questions and 
statements of the sitters as well as 
those of the medium. In cases of au
tomatic writing, the sheets should be 
numbered and religiously preserved, 
and in copying thé contents, all ques
tions and statements of the sitter or 
persons present should be Inserted in 
their chronological and psychological 
place. Record and preserve all.errors 
and confusions quite as carefully as 
the clear and correct incidents.

There may be minor considerations

lous,—‘It was I who used to go to 
you.’

“I will now relate to you the crisis 
of my' life. Thakur Haranath bad 
taught me to revere God and lead a 
holy life. I was doing my best to fol
low hfs advice. A lady come to me 
once who was visiting all the .sacred 
places of India. I did not know1 that 
she was a wealthy woman, for she

my prey. I was reBqlved, to go to 
hell. So I closed the",window and 
again came back to sit on couch.

"But the Thakur-wfls not to bb re
sisted, he was determine# to fescue 
me. Is he not merciful^! Does he 
not love his fellows.? ...Otherwise why 
should monkeys follow-, him, and 
beasts and birds love ¿fti? He be
gan to shake the door,.$fid this with 
so much violence tha^-^-nnemed that 
the building itself wogid nome down. 
This gave us a terribly fright. The 
noise roused the servants, nay, the 
mother herself,- She rawiowards my 
room and saw her girl.. The girl told 
a Ue to her mother to thqpeffect that, I 
hearing the noise, she lyici only Just 
come a- few seconds ahnad^f her. The 
mother would no longer, permit me to 
sleep there alone. A s^oiatit was de
tailed to remain near me; Was it a 
ghost? Was It a thief? That was 
the way they all talked. ■ The mother 
said that she- was sleeping soundly 
and hearing the noise: ha# run to my 
room. , 2

“Well,I slept in thaij-ypom, and the 
girl with her motherii- R; is not cor
rect to say that we slept,;i0r Bleep was 
impossible. There waSrgllcli a revul
sion of feeling that both of us spent 
the night in fear, trembling and 
weeping. I had Informed the girl

horticulturist, whose fame is world
wide, took seed from the thorny, bit
ter, illy-shaped desert-cactus; he 
planted that seed in his garden of rich 
soil. He watered, pruned, and culti
vated the plant. In a few years« he 
produced a handsome, nutritious, 
thornless and beautiful vegetable. In 
a like manner he has worked wonders 
with other plants. He says a superior 
race of men and women could be pro
duced in a few generation by improv
ing the environments of prospective 
mothers.

The elemental human seed is the 
same. It is pure spirit, containing the 
potentialities and possibilities of a god 
—|s in essence, god. It must be 
planted in matter in order to come to 
consciousness and to unfold its god
powers. Planted under good environ
ments, it unfolds rapidly; under unfa
vorable conditions it manifests im-

niun ¡cations.
There is no phenomenon more thoroughly authenticated than the 

fact that persons in the aet of dying can, and often do, communicate 
the fact to some friend at a distance. The best presentation of this 
.subject that I have seen is contained in a book published by tho 
Harper Brothers entitled “The Unknown,” by thje great astronomer 
.of France, Camille Flammarion, 'Who/stili I think, is at the head of 
the astronomical observatory in Paris. Ris investigations and conclu
sions were as purely scientific as the calculations of the eclipses. He 
advertised in several French journals of large circulation for ex
periences of telepathic phenomena, and received in reply 4,280 letters, 
and of these 1,758 gave more or fewer details, and out of these he 
selected 180 which he considered worthy of publication, and they are 
presented in chapter 3 of his book under the heading of ‘‘Telepathic 
communications made by the dying, and of apparitions.” These wit
nesses were carefully investigated as to their character and trust-

perfectly.
Again: To some, nature, God, 

seems partial and wasteful. Here is 
a giant oak tree. It annually sheds 
thousands’ of acorns. Every acorn 
contains the dormant,unfolded powers 
of a perfect tree; nine hundred and 
ninety-nine aqorns, because of unfa
vorable environments, fail to produce 
a tree. One, by accident or otherwise, 
penetrates the soil where the ground 
is moist, and the sun shines. It be
comes a stalwart oak. The nine hun-

wrorthiness, and their statements, in the main, are doubtless authentic.
I have been a student myself of these phenomena, in a desultory

way, for half a century and a score or more of similar experiences 
have been communicated to me. In my Bible class, when the subject, 
of the resurrection and appearances of Christ was under considera
tion, I found that two members of my class had seen apparitions of 
dying friends. One of these experiences was specially interesting. 
The narrator was a soldier in the civil war, and one night in his tent 
in Alabama he was awakened and saw before him a young man who 
had been a friend and neighbor near his home in Ohio. On arising to 
give him welcome the form faded away into the night. He had not 
thought of his friend for weeks, but in view of his strange appearance

-he made a note of it, and the date in his diary. Several weeks after
ward he received a letter from home, in which the death of his friend' 
was announced. Investigation later revealed the. fact that his death 
occurred the very night he appeared in Alabama.

As to the reality of this kind of phenomena, there is no longer any 
doubt, but as to their meaning there are many opinions. To most 
people, I suppose, these apparitions are considered the spiritual bodies 
of their departed friends. ROELIFF BRINKERHOFF.

Mansfield, Ohio.

monitions, or experiences really or ap
parently forecasting future events?

11. Have you ever had any"experi
ences in thought transference, scien
tifically called telepathy?

■12. Have you ever had any unu
sual experiences under the influence 
of ether or chloroform? .

to be regarded,, but those which have 
been? menttoneq are the most import- 
arit? and fasti reported in conformity 
with them will prove much more im
pressive. to the. scientific man than 
such as are exposed to the objections 
of ' inal-observatloh and defective 
memory.

। Communications should be ad
dressed to Dr. James H. Hyslop, 519

| West 149th street, New York City.

lived like a poor mendicant. I did 1 
my humble best to make her comfort
able, and I don’t know how this made 
¡her feel profoundly grateful for my 
poor services. She went home and 
from there sent me an affectionate 
letter and some presents. This let
ter was written by her young widowed 
daughter. At first the daughter wrote 
in her mother’s name, then she began 
to write in her own. Thus, letters 
passed between us tor several months, 
and gradually we came to feel a 
fondness for each other. At last this 
fondness reached the point of love. 
She wrote to me that her mother was 
wealthy and she was her only daugh
ter, and that she would, make over 
everything, her person included, to me 
if I would come to her. ;

"My head at once became dizzy, and 
I felt an irresistible Impulse to run to 1 
her. I was In service, and I wrote to 
my master for leaSie which was* grant
ed. ' I- .was-only: afraid-.of Thakur 
Haranath;-but I thought I would be 
able to deceive him somehow' or Other. 
I wrote to him a letter informing him 
that I had taken leave and was going 
to leave the place and would come 
back after the expiration of the term 
of leave. Thakur Haranath immedi-

about my guru, about his being a 
saint, and his possessing wonderful 
occult powers. In the/morning I was 
a changed and saved man. She had 
changed more. ‘What infatuation was 
leading me to hell’ .Hdw merciful is 
Thakur Haranath? From to-day I 
dedicate my soul to h\s ,keeping. He 
¡will lead me- to God.!; ¿This was the 
Way she talked. And,’as a matter ot 
fact, her piety now is simply celestial.

. “From that day I hai’tp live a pure 
life. Not that I haveTtqnqiiered my ' 
passions, but Thakur Harana’fh is very 
inquisitive, interfering, all-seeing ahd 
all-knowing. . For bis~sake 1 have to 
be good. “I went to? my (ilace of 

kservice. Some time after L shw Thak- 
‘us Haranath. ‘Who was he that dis
turbed me', at the supreme &oment?’ 
1 asked of him. He sfrtiled. He said, 
'It was Sree Krishno Hlffiself.’ ‘But 
he looked just like you; na^ he had 
the same shirt on that I had%ent you,’ 
I replied. He said, ‘Yon love'me, and 
so you see me everywhere.’1 That is 
one of the symptoms of . love.-—Hindu 
Spiritual Magazine. ’

13. Have you ever had any 
ijr ’ sual experiences in connection

nnn- 
with¡Hold your thoughts, your mind, 

your will in principle and you trill 
succeed.—Hullny,

ately asked me the reason of my going 
away. In reply, i told him everything 
excepting the truth. But my clair
voyant, mfnd-reAding -and saintly 
master was not satisfied with the re
ply. . In his last letter he told me that 
I had tried to-deceive him;, that I wss

True politeness Is perfect ease and 
freedom. It simply cdiisiBis.-fn treat
ing others just as you:, lore to be 
treated yourself.—Chesterfield.

If you want to kMvf.tbe opinion of 
your neighbor, you- want his honest 
opinion. You do notiwant to be de
ceived. You do not w&nt to talk with 
a hypocrite.—Ingersoll?, j

Men are often capablq of .greater 
things than they perforn). 'Tbey are 
sent into the world with bills n# credit, 
and seldom draw to fbi-T fuii'txtent 
—Horace Waii>ei& 7* ’

dred and ninety-nine acorns that ; 
failed, do not £0 back, for they never 
left the seed or elemental zone. They i 
will have another opportunity; yes, 1 
millions of opportunities to become 
trees, will the giant tree ever have 
to go back into the elemental state— 
back into the acorn? No! It has at
tained to the "tree zone,” and will re
appear on thje next rung of nature's 
ladder. Nature never works back
wards. As with the tree, so with man. 
One of millions of elementals becomes 
planted in matter and a child Is born. 
The nine hundred and ninety-nine el£ 

’ mentals did not come to conscious
ness, hence remain In the “elemental 
zone.’’. The law of evolution, of un- 
foldment, operates and Is active only 
where there Is a proper union of spirit 
and matter. Shall this one awakened 
conscious soul be forced to go back 
into the elemental unconscious state, 
and be born again?. I do not think so.

it the doctrine of reincarnation is 
true then the departed soul wishing to 
become relmbodled can reincarnate in 
but one of two-ways: '

First. He must go back Into the 
unconscious State—become an ele
mental, and pass through the father 
of a child; or,

Second." If he takes possession of | 
a child-body, at its-blrth-or before, 
then he Is an intruder, a trespasser, 
and must rob another soul of its right
ful body. No reincarnatlonlst, though 
he writes ponderously and volumin
ously, can escape these propositions.

But do not some honestly disposed 
, and intelligent people remember a 

former career on this physical plane? 
‘ Yes, they think they do, but a care- 
। ful investigation will develop the fact 

that the persons they think they think 
• they were are noted characters, of 
■ whom they have read or heard, such 
, as Moses, Elijah, Jesus, Napoleon, or 

some king, queen, general, prophet or 
distinguished . personage. I have

never heard of one who remembered 
that, in a former existence, he was a 
murderer, a vagabond or a thief.

Some say they remember places or 
scenery they saw in a former exist
ence. They probably saw these places 
clairvoyantly, or in dreams. When 
fully awakened these clairvoyant vi
sions and dreams are recalled indis
tinctly, and they conclude they saw 
them in some former embodiment.

Heredity, ante-natal influences, en
vironment, mental telepathy, hypno
tism, obsession—one or all can solve 
all the riddles advanced by the rein- 
carnatlontsts upon which they rely, as 
evidence, that they have inhabited 
many successive bodies on this ma
terial plane.

| An adult, conscious, disembodied

BISMARCK.

Fretting Life 
fused to

Bismarck,

MS

Away, Animal Hus Re- 
Ent Since Mistress

Died.

a thirteen-months-old

soul, after leaving a physical body, 
:can no more go back into the ele
mental seed, than can the giant oak 

| again go back Into an aeorn. To do 
................ knownso would be to violate every 

law. of nature.
I. AM PRETTY WELL CON-

VINCED, AFTER MUCH STUDY OF 
THE SUBJECT, THAT PLAIN, OLD- 
FASHIONED SPIRITUALISM, AC
CORDING TO ANDREW JACKSON 
DAVIS AND OTHER GIFTED' 
SEERS, COMES NEARER THE 
TRUTH THAN DOES THE THEORY 
OF MADAM BLAVATSKY, WHO RE
VISED AND REVAMPED AN AN
CIENT PAGAN DOCTRINE AND IN
TRODUCED IT IN AMERICA- AS 
THE WISDOM RELIGION.-

R. A. DAGUE.
Denver, Col.

Newfoundland dog, would not allow 
crape upon the door of the home of 
his mistress, Mrs. Oliver Griffin, of 
No. 209 Richmond road. Stapleton, L. 
I., who died lately, aged ninety years. 
The dog was the pet of the old lady, 
who had cared for and fed him from, 
puppyhood.

One afternoon, when the undertakes 
. was putting the crape upon the door$ 
Bismarck howled and raised a great 
fuss, but was driven off. Shortly after 
the undertaker left, Bismarck took 
the crape off the door, carried it into 
the front yard where he,covered it 
with snow. It was again put on the 
door, and the dog again removed it.

Bismarck was then chained up tn. 
his kennel, where he has since re
mained, dejected and inconsolable, re
fusing to eat.

The Rev. J. C. Howard, pastor ot 
1 the Cobra avenue M. E. church, who 
preached the funeral sermon over Mrs. 
Griffin, said:

“I have read and heard of intelli
gent acts of dogs.^but never of any 
so remarkable as that of Bismarck. 
The dog Is evidently fretting Its life 
away,-' worrying over (he loss of .its 
mistress. And that dbg Is entitled to 
immortality.”

The glory or science is that it Is 
freeing the soul, breaking the mental 

the world it we would rejoice more1 manacIra> getting the brain out of" 
with others Instead of feigning syn- bondage. giving courage to thought— 
pathy with the’" —Max filing the world with mercy, justice
Btmr. ’ _ ‘aid joy.—Robw; O. lagerrolL • _—

There ■would be more happiness la
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A Serious Question
Do Preachers Believe What. They Preach, and Preach What They 

Believe.—By H, V. Sweringen, A.M., M.D., Fort Wayne, Ind.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER April 11, lßQ8,

I

Is it not about time that the .pulpit was making some effort in,foe 
direction of satisfying the intellectual craving of the present day for 
a larger and improved knowledge' of the theological question? It must 
be clearly manifest to all branches of the Christian church that the 
younger members thereof ate not attached to it'with the enthusiastic 
spiritual and intellectual adherence which characterized its member
ship a half century agó. ! ; • . /

The late lamented Presid.ent, Harper, of thè Chicago University, 
upon several public oceasiojis anpriinced his rpgret that not a single, 
solitary change had been made in the catechisms or other literature 
of the.church during the last fifty years;,no effort having been made 
to make .pjiurch .liforature;eojpfprm to the ‘.‘higher, criticism” bi', to 
foe advanced theological.thought ,of the day. ’He. lamented foe fact 

“that the instructions or’ teachiiigis pf the ehureh in print are precisely 
the same, to-day that they vele' fift# years ago, while in not a few in
stances the pulpit preaching'is far in advance of what it was at tliat 
time. ... . .

The waiter heard -a prpjmin,eijt Methodist preacher and president 
of a theological university Begin a sermon he recently delivered with 
the announcement: “Much that I formerly believed and preached

patiently under preaching which never refersTo Christ as a propitia
tory saerifioe.: - Experience .has taught' me not io be too rampant in 
my heresies.; I have learned that if one keep his doctrinal discoveries 
in his study drawer for about five years, and take them out now and' 
then to refresh his sou), allowing occasionally a delicate effluence 
from thein to steal over a page or two of ¡h^sniextjSunday’s sermon, 
he will find at the end of the period that’ Jfo ¿foy. avow them as vio
lently, as he please, and they who aforetime.^\f)uid; have lit the torch; 
for his burning will sit peacefully under his doctrine, and sing the 
last hymn lustily in satisfaction that they have heard once more foe 
truth they have always believed. For - foas»p.I am not shouting 
out ever Sunday that I do not believe in(the virgin birth’ of Jesus,

I do not now believe and'preach.” it is not unreasonable to suppose 
that that which he formerly believed'and preached and which he now 
repudiates, yet remains in. print in. the literature of his church—its 
catechisms, its Sunday-school books,, its tracts and periodicals. If so, 
these should be changed to conform to his advanced thought. Chib 
drew should not be taught by the Sunday-school teacher that which 
is being renounced and repudiated in ;the pulpit, and which when of 
maturer years they will themselves reject and wonder with the laity 
in general why it was ever taught or printed in the literature of the 
church.

The young men of both, the Protestant and Catholic laity are dis
covering that there is much., to Iparh from the history of religions, 
and,that neither:Protestant nor Catholic Christianity can be consid
ered as a primitive religion. They have learned as a part of the in
struction of’'‘modernisms” that, if Protestantism is but an offshoot 
from Catholicism, Catholicism is but an offshoot from Paganism or 
Buddhjsm. They discover religions antedating theirs, which had their 
sacred books, their incarnate Gods for prophets, their priesthoods, 
their traditions ajid doctrines. Tyvo hundred years before the birth 
of Christ, Buddha is said to have been born without human father. 
Angels sang in heaven to, announce his advent; an aged hermit 
blessed him in his mother’s arms; a king or moparch was advised, 
though he refused, to destroy thè boy, who, it was predicted, should 
be a' universal ruler.

It is related how he was once lost, and was found in a temple; and 
how his young wisdom astonished the doctors. A woman in a crowd 

>was rebuked by him for exclaiming: “Blessed is the womb that 
bare thee.” His prophetic career began when he was about'thirty 
years old ; aud one of the most solemn events of it is his temptation 
in solitude by the evil one. Young men in both Catholic and Protest
ant chtirches as a result of their researches into religious and theo 
logical history are finding in other religions far more ancient than 
their own, many things which they were instructed and were wont 
to believe were only and alone peculiar to their own. They now 
begin to see that all religions haye/fcpi'Ung from a common, earthly 
root, fill man-made, and that one has no more certainty than another. 
They have discovered that neither Catholic nor Protestant Chris
tianity e.an prove itself in any supernatural sense to be sacred.

I well remember that while a mere boy, not yet in my teens, in 
reciting my Methodist catechism to my pastor, several of the questions 
and their answers impressed me even at that early period of my life 
as befog unreasonable, and that impression never left me. Those are 
the question and answers which, in i;iy opinion, the late President 
Harper'desired to see changed, for the unreasonableness has .undoubt- 
edly iiqpi;esi}ed all $like-

iFì may be permitted to jtfoge TO’ fellowmen by my own eonvic- 
tiouft, 1 (Question very seriously whether any intelligent man in pulpit 
or pew thoroughly believes that Jesus Christ was God, no matter how 
apparently among Christians this dogma is universally accepted. The 
same remark will apply to the doctrine of “eternal punishment in 
a lake which burneth with fire and brimstone,” to that of predestina
tion, and to that of infant damnation, with other dogmas, doctrines 
and ideas taught by the Christian church, Catholic and Protestant. 
The reason which God or Creator has implanted within us rebels 
naturally and emphatically against'fosse dogmas and doctrines form
ulated at a time when that reason was chained, undeveloped and un
cultivated: a time when to be “’Orthodox” was supposed to be the 
only good, the only sure passport to eternal happiness beyond this 
vale of tears; a time when the word of the minister or priest settled 
every question bi theology and science.

Surely the results of the investigations of men of science, of the 
“higher criticism,” of the light shed .upon theological and religious 
questions by astronomy, geology, phildsophy and psychology, require 
that some radical changes should be made in our catechisms. Sunday- 
school books, tracts and church periodicals. The whole theological 
and religious question must be re-stated in terms conformable to and 
corresponding with the present advanced knowledge upon it if heresy 
trials arg to be prevented and the Protestant church from being still 
further split up into sects unable to maintain even a respectable ex
istence.

There is Jiardly. a creed in Christendom to-day to which a man can 
conscientiously subscribe. The lamented Lincoln was in search of a 
church founded exclusively on love of God and man. God and hu
manity was the creed to which he. subscribed, but he failed to find a 
church built upon it. “The Golden Rule,” “Equal Rights to All 
and Special Privileges to none.” and “Live and Let Live” are creeds 
any of which, if observed, w^ild. produce far greater results in pro
moting the peace a..d happiness of mankind, than any that are now 
taught, “If ye fulfill the royfJ law according to the Scriptures, thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. ’ 'Righteousness exalteth a nation, 
but sin is a reproach to any people,” in a word, a .creed of just one 
word of four letters, “LOVE,” is all that any church needs at foe 
present day. “Love is the fulfilling of the law.”

nor in the physical ïesurrecVidn. Mtieh as I admire Dr. Crapsey, I am' 
not scurrying to put myself in the pillory beside him, and I’answer 
questions cautiously.” ’ • :

Well, now, what are we to think of the foregoing? Xet the reader 
cut Jt out and get thç-opinion of his pastor upon it.'! When I first 
reaa it I was very much'imjpressed/by wliat l .çôpsi^ered the genius, 
of its tact or diplomacy. It reveals affor^all,' perhips, the proper 
method of advanced preachers “getting in fo^ work, 11 to use a more 
or less slang phrase.r^getti'ng it. in noiselessly, ¡ insidiously, - without 
producing any excitement or sensàtiôn which too often in foe past has 
resulted in heresy trials and in the ex^pjpmfoiiciiilpn .of .the very 
class of preachers which the world so sorely needs in the pulpit to-day.

The whole question being one of education of the laity, that edu
cation must necessarily be imparted gradually,'gently, slowly and de
cently. To at once abruptly instruct pàri^hjôftets so radioaliy dif
ferent from and contrary to their former orthodox-ideas, to the reli
gion and theology in wjiieh they and their ancestors were reared, is 
to produce a shock so profound that its rèaçtioivis very apt to cause 
“trouble in foe ehureh,” aud result in foe separation,of pastor and 
people. If ever the practice of a certain shade of hypocrisy, or du- : 
plieity or dissimulation is excusable on the-part of the preacher, it 
is under these circumstances. It is pot wise or practicable that a new 
sect or a new church should be established time un advance is 
made in theological thought. Being so far m advance of his congre
gation on theological questions, the preacher is-obliged to practice a 
certain diplomacy which to the more observing &nd intelligent of his 
hearers may, appear to consist in uttering different or contrary senti
ments at different times, in relation to the same .subject, but who will 
gradually catch the drift and foe necessity for the: deception, accept 
the advanced ideas presented, and aid the pastor in bringing the en
tire congregation up to a higher plane of fodught and"action.

How much better it is all around to accomplish the object in 
view in this way, than by the usual disturbance attendant upon heresy 
trials, which are invariably the result of premature, ill-timed, ill-ad
vised, unnecessarily radical, abrupt, sensational utterances from foe 
pulpit, although an occasional storm of this character is very useful, 
however destructive and unpleasant in character.

It is my opinion that the lamented Rev. David Swing indulged 
the hope of gradually, gently and lovingly bringing his Presbyterian 
congregation up to his own standard of. education, of advanced theo
logical thought and research; but that was thirty-four years ago 
when the old orthodox ideas were more firmly rooted than they are 
to-day, and when it was far more difficult for a preacher to practice 
the diplomacy indicated in the above quotatjop. . The eagle eyes of 
his brother preachers, were upon him, and those eyes were largely 
tinged with green because of his great popularity as a preacher. 
From the argument of his prosecutor, th^ Rev.‘.Dr. Patton, I extract 
the following:

“I set out in the first specfication thatidie (Swing) has not, in his 
sermons, given any distinct and unequivocal Ustatement of certain 
doctrines, to-wit: Regeneration, the persotf 'of dur Lord, salvation by 
Christ, eternal punishment, the Trinity, fo$, fall of man. I set 
out, moreover, that when he does refer to. these doctrines he makes

As showing the necessity of a re-statement of the creeds of 
Christendom, I need only point th the heresy trials of recent years 
resulting in the separation from the several churches of such men as 
Swing, Briggs . Thomas, Austin, Crapsey, Hillis, and many others who 
were, far in advance of them. I will here quote a very significant 
communication to the New York Independent from a prominent Epis
copalian minister whose name for obvious reasons was withheld by 
the editor of that paper. It reveals the present status of the religious 
question far better than any words of mine can do, and the officials 

1 of all churches should ponder it deeply, for upon them rests the 
responsibility of the future progress of the church. He thus writes:

■ “I have never won distinction by my heresy, nor even acquired a 
local reputation from violent departures from orthodoxy. If I should 
set about some Sunday morning to tell my congregation all my diverg
encies from the accepted Christian belief/1 would shock them beyond 
measure. They understand in a general way that I am a liberal- 
minded person, and I take occasion not infrequently to hasten their 
heels in their movements from worn-out dogma to the truth that is to 
be. That they are engaged in such a journey I have no doubt, and 
most of them are willing to maintain a reasonable pace. My congre
gation is above normal in intelligence, information and sympathy 

‘ with forward movements; but nevertheless l am fully persuaded that 
a complete revelniion on my part of the beliefs to which my studies 
have i arced me would set their ears a-tingling, and not only awaken 

' antagonism to me personally, but also cause a turn of sentiment in 
the direction of conservatism and orthodoxy.

“So rapid is the advance in religious opinion—at least, as I ex
perience it in my parish,—that T would not hesitate for a moment 
now to give fullest utterance to-views utterly condemnatory of the 
whole scheme of sacrificial atonement and imputed righteousness. 
Devout saints who were wont to inquire anxiously why I did not 
mention that Christ made full atonement for -our sins’ every week or 
two after a sermon on any subject from Dan to Beersheba, now sit

Deep Thought pp p Very Deep Subject. 
., 1 " ■ rrr—' ' ■ : ■

In youit issue of Mar. 28, there ap
pears an article by L. Aldrin, asking 
for “Light, More Light.” For the last 
thirty years I. have investigated all 
the phenomena, of nature and their re
lation; Jot each,..other and upon life, 
their causes and effects, and I find the 
following to be the relation of things 
as testified to by nature in all, her de
partments:

This Is a progressive universe. We 
know by experience that humanity on 
this earth is progressive, we know that 
all life-forms are progressive, and as 
a part we cannot progress without the 
whole, the earth, the solar system and 
the whole universe must be likewise 
progressive. This one fact, which I 
consider Incontrovertible, settles at 
once and for all tiiue all questions and 
speculations and arguments in regard 
to any “eternal” condition or entity. 
There, can be absolutely no “eternal”

’ SOMETHING ABOUT CREEDS.

With Considerable “Spjce'l Iterineat- 
ing the Sa•ilìpr, t .

To the Editor: Noting a communi
cation in your issue of Mar. 14 from 
G, Major Taber, I am led ;to say; that 
vfoile I Jmye about.' the eumé feeding 
toward the word "religion" ■, thkt he 
has expressed, yet I am sometimes in 
doubt as to whether Ills position is the 
proper one. , .

The fact that;religions of thejpast 
have been engines of oppression and 
persecution does^ uot- argpe that the 
religions of the futiire’ mutt lie equally
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use of equivocal language/’ 1 ’ Jj

As I have already intimated, it is veiy ilifficjilt for a preacher 
whose office is that of a teacher and who jp,,hii4$eif being taught the 
while lie teaches, if he be a student and pnogressive thinker, to effect 
a change in the minds and hearts of his. cdiigregliltion, to erase there
from former false, erroneous teachings and/fo introduce in their stead 
the new and the true, without oceasionall^Àjjp^ping, if not actually 
being equivocal in his language. \ 3 lt ...

Prof..Swing in his declaration at the-beginning of his trial among 
other thiijgs spoke as follows: 1!'''

“A creed is only the highest wisdom of' à particular time and 
place. Hence, as in states, there is always a quiet slipping away from 
old laws without any waiting for a formal repeal, as some of the old 
statutes of Connecticut are, lying dead, not by any legal death, but 
by long emaciation and final utter neglect of friend and foe; so in all 
formulated creeds, Catholic or Protestant, there is a gradual, but con
stant decay of some article or word which was proinulged amid great 
pomp and cirAmistanee. And yet no ehureh is willing to confess its 
past folly and repeal the injurious or untrue. All, Catholic and Prot
estant, simply agree to remain silent.

“* * * Our church has suffered more than pen can record from 
the wild utterances of some of its great names, and from these it has 
been my frequent duty to try to separate her faii and sweeter present. 
There were ages when mothrs wailed in awful agony over a dead in
fant because they had been taught that children .‘not a span long’ 
were suffering on the hot floor of hell, and that each new-born infant 
was only a ‘lump of perdition;’ and, under thefowfu! lashing of these 
thoughts, mothers used to baptize their dead-born little .ones, piteously 
beseeching God to ante-date the sacred rite. ./• i* * Not one of you, 
my brethren, hits preached the dark theologytof Jonathan Edwards 
in your whole life. Nothing could induce you To prfoch it, and yet it 

.is written down in your creed in dreadful pithiness. Confess, with 
me, that our beloved church has slipped awuy, from the religion of 
despair, and has'come unto Mount Zion, into the atmosphere of Jesus 
as He was in life and death, full of love and forgiveness.”

My own opinion is that more rapid and decided advance might be 
made if thesè advanced preachers would direct their efforts first 
toward improving.and changing the literature of their churches; their 
Sunday-school books, their catechisms, tracts and periodicals—toward 
wiping out the “damned spots,” expunging foe qld, effete, false and 
misleading doctrines, dogmas and ideas from their statute books, 
creeds, etc. An interpolation here, an interjection there, a suggestion, 
inference or commentary along progressive libps of theological 
thought in the literature of the church would very materially aid the 
pulpit in its effort, to educate the pew upon ¡ the Higher Criticism, 
upon ‘modernisms’ and upon the changes in theological thought which 
have been wrought in foe last quarter or half century. The printed 
matter of the church press should keep abreast yith foe spoken teach
ings of the church pulpit.

being or entity or. condition, in con- 1 
nection .with a progressive universe. , 
For progression ,1s accomplished by , 
slow and gradual steps of advance-. । 
mentj :and if we deduct mentally, or ■ 
retrace all the steps of progression 
which, an entity,, a human being, a hu- , 
man soul, a planet, a sun, or a uni- ¡ 
verse, has gone through, then we shall 
ultimately arrive at a time and place 
just previous to the first step, the first 
experience as such an entity, as a hu- ( 
man being, as a human soul, as a 
planet, as a sun, or as a universe, and 
that was the beginning of that entity 
as an entity, of the human being as a 
human being, of the human soul as a 
human soul, of the planet as a planet, 
of the sun as a sun, of the universe 
as>a universe; and previous to this 
first step of advancement on any plane, 
the entity in question did not exist as 
such, but as parts, developed in and 
collected by and evolved out of the 
plane just one step below.

If we, therefore, retrace the pro
gressive history of the Godhead of this 
universe, we shall inevitably arrive at 
a time when that Godhead was merely 
a human soul; if we retrace the his
tory of the human soul, we shall ar
rive at a time when it was not one 
soul, but a large number of animal 
souls, collected together by slow de
grees, soul for soul and faculty after 
faculty being added, and are still be
ing added for its advancement. .

If we retrace-all the histories of the 
animal souls, we shall arrive at a time 
when each animal soul was merely a 
collection of a large number of veg
etable souls or life centers. And if 
we retrace the history of each vegeta
ble soul we shall arrive at a time 
when it was merely a collection of 
soul or life centers derived from the 
mineral or crystalline kingdom. And 
ultimately we shall find that we shall 
have to admit that all soul or life cen
ters are composed of atoms, soul 
atoms, of course, but atoms neverthe
less, atoms so highly refined and with 
such intensity of axial rotation that 
they far outshine in brilliance the 
noon-day sun, but atoms just the 
same.

These atoms were evolved by slow 
and laborious processes from the la
boratory of nature, including the 
whole physical and spiritual universes, 
step by step and process after process. 
Every atom must go through all the 
various experiences of the different 
states of matter—the fiery, the solid, 
the powdery, the crystalline, the li
quid, the vapory, and the gaseous, 
first on a sun, then on a planet, and 
then on a satellite. First on the phys
ical, and afterwards on all the spir
itual planes, one after another. 
Finer, finer, always finer grind the 
mills of the universe, and the finer 
the atom the higher its velocity of 
motion, until when finally it graduates 
from the highest, spiritual plane as 
the most highly refined atomic com
bination of that plane, it enters the 
universal soul-sphere as a soul or life
center, and is then sent out into the 
physical universe for embodiment in 
crystalline form, the lowest form of 
life in the universe.

This then Is its beginning as a soul 
or lite-center, and previous to which 
time It was not a soul-center but only 
a most highly refined spiritual mole-' 
cule. What is true of souls is also 
true of atoms. Each single ultimate 
atom, being progressive in its nature, 
must also have had a beginning to its 
existence as such, and previous to Its 
existence as an atom ft must have ex
isted as parts on a lower plane of be
ing. And that lower plane Is the

bad.
A creed is simply a statementtof 

belief; it may be a good belief or a 
bad belief. Unfortunately the creeds 
of the past have béen more or less of 
the latter class, or if not bad, at best 
false. A statement of a Spiritualist’s 
belief need not be open to the same 
criticism.
। Of course of we try to embody all 
the persona) ideas of each individual, 
or try to meet the expectations of all 
classes of religionists, and declare our
selves on subjects on which neither 
they dr ourselves know anything, then 
we will make a mess df it, and haVé 
a creed that only represents us “in 
spots." For Instance, many Spiritual
iste believe In a personal God; I do 
not, and I do not see any reasons why 
we should go on record on the God 
question, because our orthodox friends 
consider it necessary.' We are not 
making our creed for them, but for 
our selves. Many Spiritualists do be- 
live in a God; that is their own per
sonal business. Many of them b.elleve 
in a protective tariff, but that is no 
reason why we should embody that 
belief in our statement of beliefs,

Some will say “the world (Mother 
Grundy) will expect us to declare our- 
selves on the “God question." Well, 
let them expect; they are not paying 
our hall rent, and we need not form 
our creed to meet their approval.

All Spiritualists believe In a con
tinuity of life. All believe in com
munication between the seen and the 
unseen worlds. All, 1 think, believe 
in progress, growth, on the other side 
of life. All believe in honesty, de
cency, and the common sense moral
ity, that works for the happiness and 
elevation, morally and physically, of 
the human race.

These few statements and such 
other unquestioned beliefs of the 
whole body of Spiritualists, make a 
good enough creed for anybody.

What is the use of dragging In the 
“Great Holy Smoke," the marriage 
and divorce question?, and such other 
subjects on which we either must dif
fer or know nothing at all about.

I believe in a creed, a Spiritualist 
“statement of belief." I believe in a 
Spiritualist church, and in such meth
ods of organization and propagation 
(compatible with our belief) as have
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Wo have found a quick and 'pos:, 
tive cure tor Rheumatism- without 
drug's, , We are proving-this faat 
day in and day out by thousands of 
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30'and 40 years' suffering from thfo 
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or how severe,
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“OASIS.”
Once, I walked a desert path— 
The scorching sun made blind my eyes 
To all the beauty of the world.
When all hope fled I cried aloud
To Him who sees each sparrow fall;
And lol the cry was answered;
.Life was changed, was not the same, 
For, like a soothing wind 
From distant seas, you came.

SAY ABE LINOODN WALKED IN 
' SLEEP; AID BURGLAR.

Old Soldi^- to Testify for Pris
oner ^ha^jN^rtyred President.

¿Epileptic.
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THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Serin one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting, 
Three choice volumes, each com; lot© In ttuli, 

In which apirltuallty la related to everyday Uto 
la such a way as to make the world beautUul 
Prise- SI AO each.

been been found 
churches.

This does not

successful in other

mean we should
blindly and slavishly follow their ex
ample in anything. I do not believe In 
prayer In public. It is largely in
sincere and of doubtful utility.

If we pray to God, we are address
ing an alleged being of whom we 
know nothing. If we are praying to 
the spirits we are praying to human 
beings just like ourselves, and what’s 
the use? Why preserve a ceremony 
that has no meaning?

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound Hub- 
Ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

IlU or The Touch of An Angel 
Jlmj Mother.
, BY CARRIE E. 8. TWINQ.

Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 
the spirit of the book as well as the author. It 
reads, "Because my own childrep are al! nhddi 

i the tender care of the angels, and my heart Is 
| hungry for the love of the young. 1 most loving* 
I v dedicate this book to the onlldrcn of the

Don't try to force our personal । world." This book is full of boù) elevatine and 
‘itereetlng thought. Price, cloth, 11. For side 

I tale office.idiosyncrasies on every other man 
who believes in part only as we do, 
keeping In mind these two points, that 
we are forming a creed that embodies 
the essential beliefs of Spiritualists, 
and not trying to go on record on all 
subjects that engross the public mind.

I lately got a good friend of mine 
in a Western city to attend a Spirit
ualist meeting. He Is interested, in
telligent, aggressive, loyal, truthful, 
and everything that should make a 
good Spiritualist. The messages in
terested him. The elocutionary ef
forts of one of our Whitewater friends 
pleased him, but when the “medium” 
rolled up her eyes and addressed the 
"Great Storm Cloud,” he quit. And 
he would be worth a dozen or a hun
dred of the weak-kneed jelly fish who 
are afraid some one will think they 
are "Infidels.”

Well, the greatest men of all the 
ages were “Infidels,” and I nm mighty 
proud to say that I am. too.

W. 0. PURVIS.
Jamestown, N. D.
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By Ralph Waldo Trine.

vnthto Tounolf He» the c»u»e of whatever enter» 
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youroivn awakened Interior power», 1» to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would bare It.—From Title-Page.
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Then, the world was more than pass
ing fair,

For as you kissed my lips, 
Laid caressing hand upon my hair, 
An oasis spread before my view.
.What was once a desert waste
Became a garden lit by soft moon- 

beatns,
And filled with luscious fruits, 
Flowers of brilliant hues and per

fumes rare.

Now, although you wander far in dis
tant lands,

And I still walk the way of life alone, 
This glorious pearl of ’truth I've 

found;
There are no desert paths, 
No days of gloom, or care; Or strife, 
If Love abides within the heart, 
Rules every thought, all thy acts. 
For Love, -and that alone, is Life.

MARGUERITE L. MILLER.
. Rochester. Ind.

, iJOD ----
Volunt^^ngato aid Ross Freeman, 

on trial for bpjigiary in Judge Bren
tano’s roppp in>foe Criminal court, 
Chicago, for«® 9K soldiers stood ready 
to-day to gtostift” that Abraham Lin
coln was a^sonmMnbuHst.

AttorneyjOulpn O'Brien, who is de
fending Fjreemnn, and contends that 
the prison^, waif (walking in his sleep 
when he broke, into the saloon of Fred 
Folger, 40()lj Aipnpur avenue, declared 
that Lincqlq, Julips Caesar, and other 
Illustrious, men - were sleep-walkers, 
and acted- ^.rangely while in a som- 
nambulistjcjptate--

None of the three soldiers was 
placed on the stand,. Attorney O’Brien 
informing them ¿that the testimony 
was air in and It would not be neces
sary to call them. One of-them, John 
Clark, told the attorney that they were 
willing to swear that Lincoln was a 
victim of epilepsy and that he suf
fered from frequent fits.

They also said that Lincoln was un
conscious for days-at a time after such 
attacks. Closing arguments by coun
sel on both sides occupied the day.

plane of undifferentiated homo
geneous and unparticled substance,' 
which, for want of a better term, we 
may call "ether.” The other factor 
or part wllich is required to produce 
atoms from ether is force, or energy, 
these two when combined produce cen
ters of motion, called atoms. Each 
such center stands alone and must 
gather up its own collection of ex
periences under all conditions and 
on all planes. And as all knowledge 
is the the result of experience, all wis
dom and intelligence is the result of
knowledge. There can 
knowledge, wisdom 
aside from individual 
dividual experiences, 
ties must have had 
their existence and

be, therefore.no 
or Intelligence 
entities and in- 
And as all enti- 
a beginning to 
are therefore

finite, there can be no infinite intelli
gence, infinite wisdom, or infinite 
love; ail these qualities can only be 
found in connection with individual 
entities.

I maintain that these conclusions 
are Inevitable, logical and incontro
vertible, and in harmony with all the 
facts and phenomena of nature.

HERMANN FASCHER. 
San Diego. Cal.

Ac Remarkable Case.
A remarkable case of a somnambu

list who can work and write in the 
darkness is told by Dr. James Russell, 
assistant physician to the Birmingham 
(England) general hospital. The case 
came under his notice in July, 1907, 
when a girl, aged 21, was sent to the 
hospital complaining of sleep-walking. 
She was a typist, a teacher and a 
student of music. Both her parents 
were dead. In her sleep-walking 
periods she writes letters and post 
cards In German, does crochet, work, 
reads a book and studies harmony. 
She does all this in absolute darkness. 
If there is a faint glimmer from the 
gas she takes her work away to the 
darkest corner of the room. After a 
few hours she goes back to 
bed and beats her head against 
the bedstead or with her 
hands. Her eyes have been exam
ined, but the doctors have been una
ble to find out why she can read and 
write iu the darkness, while in her 
normal condition it is Impossible for 
her to do bo

Good Report from Jackson, Mich.
I hope the friends of the Jackson 

Association of Progressive Spiritual
ists will excuse us for not reporting 
before, but the truth is, we have been 
having such good meetings with such 
an array of talent that we were almost 
swallowed up with our own zeal and 
enthusiasm. Commencing Feb. 16, 
Mrs. Abbie Sheets of Grand Ledge, 
gave us an intellectual treat, serving 
our society two Sundays.

Mar. 1 and 8 rolled by with Mrs. 
Elizabeth Schauss of . Toledo at'the 
helm, dispensing both Spiritualism 
and humanitarianism ’ in her usual 
pleasing manner.

Next, Mrs. Amanda Coffman of 
Grand Rapids, who gave us four meet
ings during her ten days' stay, closing 
Mar. 22. She is quite original, and has 
a faculty of creating Interest in a so
ciety by her lectures and messages, 
which are of the very best quality. 
On Mar. 29 Frank T. Ripley began a 
five weeks' engagement with us. ' Our 
hall was filled Sunday evening, and it 
is safe to predict that it will continue 
during the stay of dur old veteran 
Spiritualist, as every one Is pleased.

Our prospects are brighter than 
ever; our ladies (the Sunflower Club) 
have been working hard, getting up 
Saturday evening suppers, which were 
a great success, and we are taking in 
new members right along. We are 
about to start a Temple fund, and If 
we can locate that philanthropist 
within our boundaries, which’ we 
know lives here (if we can only find 
him) to start us off with an imudred 
or more, it will make it all the sooner. 
We have just one grievance, and that 
Iles with the State Board and Associa
tion to settle, and If they want to 
Ignore ne. on a just and legal ues- 
tion, the most it Can' injure us will 
be our feelings, as we are regularly in
corporated in both state and county.

A. L. BIRDSALL.
Jackson, Mich.

FIFTY YEAR
IN THE

CHURCHa^ROMB.
A Remarkable Book.

Tbl* U a remarkable work by Fatodr Cdtkuvt. 
(t expoaea even to the minutest deudls the corrupt-hu 
that exliU In the Gburcb of Rome It h a work 01 fo'J 
page«, and should be read as a mutter of h'-iior» i>v 
?iery Qplrttuallst.

Price $2.25.

Worm of tuana Christian .Tosus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining haw his 
lite and teachings wer« utilized to formulate 
Christianltv. Price 15 cents.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
•Dd Bow the Bplrlt Body Growi, By M. Fartiiy« 
Price. 10c. For tala at thia office

Germs of Mind in Plants
Uy K. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, illustrated,
SO Cents.

A cardinal point In the philosophi
cal systems favored .by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of Its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not o.iy animals, but also plants 
receive Impressions from the oatside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told In this book , , 
In so charming ana entertaining a ; 
style that the reader Is carried along \ ' 
and does not realize until later the

-revolutionary significance of the fao'o...

Cultivation cf Personal
A treatise on, Human Culture. Py Laoy Bar
rier, 'anthropologist and.author. A Terr sag- , 
Sojt’re and’nstruotlva book- Price SIOOl -

SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS, and 
How to Attain Them. By B. F. 
Austin. New Thought Lessons. 
Beautifully printed and .bound in 
cloth. Helpful in. every way. Price 
50 cents. .

“The Widow’s Mite and Other Psy
chic Phenomena." By Rev. I. K. : 
Funk. Price J2.00. .

Whu I Rm 2 VeDetonan.^: ■ 
An adc ress deUVsred betör- tMChicagu Vege

tarian Society By J. Howjd Moore- Pilei, . 
» cents.

The DevefoDmerri of the Spirit.' ■ 
Ufter Transition. By thfelntaM.F&radar. ThS 
origin of religions, and their V4idence unon ths 
mental development of the race, 
Woents..

, 
viituter’c International Centres», Chicago, nL ■ 
October. IBM- By 8tman H. Wixoa. Ft io^Üüt

therefore.no


PALMISTRY. By the Zanzigs.

my aunt. "Mrs.

than your own

Immediate Help is Needed for the 
Aged Widow and Invalid Daugh

ter of the Departed Gerald 
Massey.

In him. Always 
to entertain, and 

his violin playing 
recitations, brings

in so ■ mysterious a man- 
was beyond- my comprehen- 
but I did’not doubt the purity 

of her intentions nor question the wis-

Has to Contend With.

1 leaned back against the mouldy 
wall and thought over the-strange sit
uation which,seemed.like a chapter 
from romance. ‘Why this young wo- 

should have come back to

woman’ society more

Strange Prescience Precedes S. M. 
Hendei-son's Tragic Death.

T

The Vanishing Maidens What Spiritualism AN URGENT APPEAL.

of the Willow Isle
A Vivid description of the Trickery ThatlH^

Afflicted Our Cause, 'J Ill

FAKEWELL RECEPTION.

The Psychic Riddle,To Prof, W. F. Peck, of St Louis, Mo.

ure supplying our demand.

where

and

has
"Sit down and 1 will tell you,” said

Hannan and Isabel

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.in the measure of old Time.

y took the frightened ne-
the arm and said sternly,

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX

HAS PRESENTIMENT; IS KILLED.

f:

■I

place ' and- conducted her-

üixiSäJwÄ yÉSSx Sèsti ’WissSSfe

the good there is 
ready ahd willing 
with his singing, 

«and his numerous

some other 
agreeable t

you 
are
find

constructed blessed ties, 
But all things and beings 

though enchained as one 
Must succumb to laws and

love 
this 

by 
con- 
Mr.

that, 
are 
the

me 
for 
the

man 
this 
self 
ner 
sion,

At^ 
gross,

dorn of her conduct. As I left the 
the passage way I noticed the opposite 
wall was beginning to crumble, and 
acting upon a sudden impulse, I re
moved a bulging stone and the wall

earthly, 
sublime, 
changes

brother that we love;
There is sadness in the partings 

pronouncing the good-byes,
When n love or holy friendshipall gone?” I

both sides of the Atlantic, who 
the poetic and prose works of 
great writer, to forward either 
cheque or registered letter their 
tributious to this needed fund.

like every jealous person, you 
your own undoing, and defeat

"Where have they 
asked, quickly.

"The Orthodox Hell; Church Creeds 
and Infant Damnation,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Dedicated to Preachers, 
Missionaries ahd Church -Membarij. 
Price, 26 osaia ..

A Conspiracy Against theRepublie 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of ‘ History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paper. 25 cents.

brother to Jove you and 
only 1 among women, and you 
so afraid that he will

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
nilud’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding ot 
health and character- Cloth, 51.

Materialization"« muiuiiuuouuuu ance and Materialization a 
Pact In Nature, by B. F. Austin. These two lee- 
ture& in one book of 48 page will be of interest 
to all believers in this phase ot mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price 10 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY Ma
to Modern Artronhyelcs, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a now branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come w ith great 
interest Price, cloth. »1.74

isave nte! o, don't let him touch 
and'. I’ll never tell no more lies 

(Sho-L-I broke’the pitcher and not 
cat4-0 Lawdy! Lawdy!"

THE PRQGR BSSIV^ THINKER

A (Highly Interesting Narrative, by Mrs. Ida 
i Lewis Bentley, of Garvanza, Cai.

■ “^nd the little Rena?” I queried, 
rlvlpg to appear calm.
"Jfian i held her before him on his 

orse and Mom Vine said the poor 
tile girl held out. her hands hnd. 
■Jed to ‘ her piteously as she was 

bdrne helplessly away: The bare men- 
‘ llon of this incident will cause Morn 
Vine a violent lit of weeping now, 
A’jite is all we know' about the child.” 
\ My aunt hade me good night and I 

vmat for hours qitestiouiug'andwnder- 
vMôg, for during my-, aunt's,recital the 

“(other fellow” had .suggested to me 
ttiijit the young woman who had twice 
appeared to me was the little Rena of 
thelstory, but what was the explana
tion:’ of her present strange conduct? 
My Imagination run riot, but In valp 
1’,tried to unravel the mystery.

The-following day Hugh and Miss 
Dubon kept their rooms until dinner, 
and Ralph Milborn and Isabel showed 

. plainly enough they considered three 
tiWOuJd make a crowd, and Mrs. Han- 
vnan and my aunt seemed to And them- 
fetlves all-BUtficlent, so I spent my time 
nntier an acorn tree where I could 

I’ xva^ch the old stone house, but the 
object ofiny adoration did not appeal. 
At dinner we remarked upon the un- 
timeiy heat and the strange unrest of 
the abîmais. A series of howls froïn 
the dbg kennels punctuated our re- 
markb.

"Lidy,” said Hugh to the waiting 
servant, "go and tell Cepliy to bring 
the dogs into the home and we will 

isee If human society will quiet them.” 
“You - better bring the horses in, 

too.” said Ralph, laughingly, as a
series of neighs greeted ns.

sr As soon as dinner was o'er we all 
1? went to the drawing room
’ everything had been leady foi out 

i (seance. Tbe four negroes and the 
'. three dogs occupied one corner of the 

■ I :■ room, and the cabinet and Mrs. Han- 
'cnan and Hugh the opposite corner, 

AYunt Lucy and Miss’Dubon sat upon 
orne sofa and Ralph and Isabel upon 
tbie other, While I sat by myself near
tbie side window, and great was my 
jow when I saw the white robed figure 

: ’ ofYbe night before take her place in
the’Wtrubbery. For some minutes we 

• sat ifa silence, and then Hugh, who 
" was looking pale and haggard, spoke:
. "My friends, 1 have this request to 

miike of you: Send out for me into 
the spirit world strong thoughts—yes, 
let your cry be heard through all the :

:; realms of space, that my wife ma; re-' 
• tum to me to-night, if only for an in-

. slant*to tell me that she forgives me
V and now knows I love her." I

"Hugh!” The cry was intense and I 
it startled us, and there stood Miss

(Dubon;- with outstretched arms and 
the long,’ fair curls lay on the floor 
beside her. In another instant hus- 
band -and wife were clasped In each

. otherte" apms,’ and’ explanations ahd 
> congratulations followed In odd con- 
: fusion.

t Isabel; .dark mid scowling, forced 
j’ herself to greet her brother’s wife,

1 and then withdrew herself. After a 
¡ time silence was restored. In a short 
filme an odd-looking, shadowy figure 
emme out? of the cabinet, but had not 
proceeded far when Lldy Celestine 
Bcretamed, “O, it’s the devil! O Lawd

■' 'Lldy;Celestine, there is no devil here, 
t and you be quiet this minute or you 

will leave the room.” This dire 
threat restored quiet and my aunt said 

. as she resumed her seat, "It has been 
thus . ever since history began, the 
greater a person’s Ignorance and the 
more guilty his conscience the more 

. devils he has seen and the greater has 
been his fear of them.”

- Again we sat silent and expectant, 
5? but not long for the white-robed fig- 

tire tn the shrtrbbery stepped lightly 
through the open window and walked 

Vinto the room where we were waiting.
Her strong, pure face was very pale, 
and her eyes, although open, seemed 

: , fixed, and her whole manner indicated 
v: a mortal under the control of unseen 
A forces . She made an Imperative ges- 
’ ture, and in a voice that was clear, 

. earnest; and to me thrilling, spoke:
-■ “My .friends, I perceive that you 
pre earnestly seeking after truth, and 

■ x they who seek find. 1 am a messen- 
i ger sent to instruct you. 1 would say 
\to the young lady with the fair hair 
-'¡-meaning Isabel—my dear yonug 
1 My, you-are so organized that spirit 
folrces sometimes use you for a me- 
dlwm through which to express them- 
seVves. If you learn to understand 
.this power and to use it rightly, you 
wilf be a blessing to yourself and 
countless others, but you must turn 
overla new leaf without an hour’s de
lay/ ,1 can see that you want your 

very end you seek to attain. If you 
could see yourself when you are In a 
fit of jealous rage, as a psychic sees 
you, you would not know yourself.

. To give way to jealousy, hatred or 
envy is to pul yourself in great dan- 

. ger, for like draws like, and when 
such feelings hold possession of you, 

< spirits out of the flesh who have not 
outgrown such passions find you‘an 
open avenue through which to express 
themselves to your injury, for evil 
passion is a destructive force. I per
ceive; young lady, that you and the 
man beside- you are lovers. If you are 
jealous of your brothers esteem, how 
much more so will you be ot your hus-

: band’s. If you marry now, your life 
. will be filled with discord and wretch

edness, and I beg ot you to put all 
thoughts of marriage away from your
self until you have learned perfect 
self-control, and remember that evil 
can be overcome only with good, and 
your future welfare lies entirely in 
your own keeping. • • ■ •
. "To the husband and wife who have 
been this night reunited, I would say; 
^'fve 1= like the gun In. the heavens 

it gives freely aad asks nothing in

return. - No one ever found abiding 
peace and happiness who relied upon 
another person to help- provide either. 
There are two rules which, faithfully 
carried out, will bring one both ¡peace 
and happiness, one-is very old and is 
often called the Golden Rule, and the 
other is, ‘Think only good thoughts,’s 
and practically they are the same. Do 
yon, sir, want yopr wife to think any 
ill of you? Then allowonot one-un
pleasant thought .regarding her to en
ter your mind. As you want her to 
be good, true, noble and happy, .hold 
that image ot her in your, mind and 
never for an instant allow any shadow 
doubt to cross it, and if either of you 
desire greater love to be given the 
rule is simple. Give more. Be as 
true and careful la your thoughts 
toward each other as you are In your 
actions, and not Btorih nor calm, 
friend nor foe, success nor disaster 
can mar your conjugal happiness. 
There is no heaven for anyone any
where until the individual has learned 
to make one for himself, and—”

The sentence was not finished. It 
seemed to me that the world in its 
swift onward rush suddenly stood 
still, then writhed under my feet. 
The accustomed sense of stability left 
me and it seemed to me the world 
might dissolve as easily as a lump

I ot sugar, and yet I was not afraid, for 
I within myself I sensed Indestructi- 
■ billty. A small vase fell from its 
bracket to the floor.

"Out with the lights—everyone,” 
exclaimed my aunt, and she hurried 
to the kitchen to execute her own or
ders for the negroes had thrown them
selves upon the floor and were crying 
and groaning, and Mom Vine’s voice 
rose hjsterically, ‘Q, Lawd save me— 
it's the judgment day for sho, and 
Marse Gabriel toot lite trump—O, 
Lawd, O, Lawd!”—and so on for what 

i seemed to me a long time, but it was 
' no fear of a judgment day that caused 
i my mental disturbance, but rather the 
1 fact I had lost sight of our angelic vis- 
i itor who, at the moment of th$ shock, 
had slipped out of the room or van- 

, ished — which? That was the ques- 
। tion that troubled me long after I 
, retired and the earth had ceased to 
quiver.

As 1 passed down the hall to go to 
my room I overheard Ralph Milborn 
ray to Isabel, "I am not afraid to risk 
my happiness with you now, and I beg 
you not to be influenced to reject me 
by what was said to you to-night,”

"In the morning I shall know my 
mind, so do not press me for a reply,” 
was the quiet answer.

Toward morning I fell asleep and it 
was well into the forenoon before 1 
awoke. hurried down aud found my 
aunt sitting alone on the vine-covered 
porch, and everything was wrapped in 
the stillness of solitude.

went away early this morning. Isabel 
came to my room before I awoke, and 
we had a long talk. She is fullv con
vinced that what the spirit told her 
last night is the truth—”

“Spirit"—my heart gave a bound 
that nearly choked me. Mv aunt went 
on:

“And she is going away and work 
and train both mind and body until 
she is absolute ruler In her own do
main. She left a note for Ralph and 
lie seemed all broken up, but he will 
recover, and if he is worthy of her 
be will iove and prize her ail the more 
for the step she has taken. Hugh and 
Ills wife went away with Ralph and 
they wil) be away a few days?’

Just then Mom Vine came out on 
(he porch and began fanning her 
heated face with the corner of her 
starched gingham apron. The mo
ment I saw her 1 broke out, “Look 
here, Mom Vine. I thought you were 
a Spiritualist, but you did not act 
much like one last night.”

"No, Marse Audley, I”was a Baptist 
last nigh't," was’the sober reply.

"Well, if I had a religion that made 
me as afraid as you were last night I 
would be rid of it at once,” I said.

’’Hush, chile, you dunno what you 
say. My old mammy sung and prayed 
and hollered that judgment day with 
the trumpet, and fire and dead folks 
hopping up, and the poor sinners tak
ing on, right into me when I was a 
lee'tle bit ga), and what gets in yo’ 
head first stays there last for sho,” 
and she went back to the kitchen.

"Now remember that." said mj’ 
uunt, earnestly, “and if you ever have 
a family, as I trust you will, be care
ful what the little ones hear, for it 
will take years of suffering to unlearn 
what is then taught them.”

1 was glad to find the place so de
serted, and I soon made my way, un
observed to the stone house, and went 
at once to that part of the room 
where I first saw the noble being who 
had taken possession of my heart.

I at once noticed that a large, flat 
stone in the wall had been displaced 
—the earthquake was on my side. 
When I had succeeded in removing 
thettone which proved to be on rude 
hinges, I found a' narrow passage, 
which I entered after lighting the wax 
candie ; had-brought with me. A few 
steps brought me to a flight of rude 
stairs, which I descended and found 
myself in a small cellar, which plainly 
showed it had been recently occupied. 
I examined the room carefully and 
concluded it had been made for a 
place to conceal treasure, and one’s 
self if necessary. As I was making 
my way out I noticed a torn envelope 
upon the floor, and, O, joy of 
joys! I found plainly written 
upon it "MIbs Rena S. Ogilvie,” and 
then followed street, number and city.

Spiritualists are ; gradually but 
surely dividing themselves into two 
classes—the believers' and the unbe- 
Iteyers In . physical manifestations. 
T]ie believers in them generally ac
cept all revealed testimony as evi
dence, and endorse those that produce 
them as - mediums; while the unbe
lievers in the phenomena rely almost 
wholly on their own observations and 
judgment from present day observable 
facts. ,

Against the physical manifestations 
that have sporadically occurred in the 
past, or that may occur at the pres
ent, I have nothing to say; they may 
be all that Spiritualists claim they 
are, But against the manifestations 
that take place by the regulars of the 
profession, advertised and delivered 
on time, every Spiritualist ought to 
balk.

Now what are these physical mani- 
fet’tations of the present day in prac
tice? Why simply to produce all 
manner of things in a way to confuse 
the five senses of the enquirer; the 
more mystery involved the greater the 
phenomena and the medium that pro
duces them.

A clever trick performed upon the 
stage or in the seance, when not de
tected, is attributed to the agency of 
spirits, and considered by many Spir
itualists positive evidence of Immor
tality; hence we have set a thousand 
fakers scheming, conjuring up new 
evidence for test seances; and they

But some of their phenomena ar« be
coming stale, wornout, and conse
quently going out of use.

Years ago, materialization was the 
most prominent of all the manifesta
tions. It was then a regular profes
sion for men and women to hire out 
as spirits for materializing and other 
phenomenal seances. The spirits 
were bold in those days. They walked 
fearlessly among the sitters in their 
shining robes, kissed and fondled 
their relatives or friends without re
serve. Girl spirits would generally be 
about the cabinet, and, if opportune, 
play soul-mates to the lonely old men 
present for the fun and the money 
there were in It. These spirits gave 
messages galore to everybody and 
could remain materialized for hours 
without melting awaV.

But, alas, these "good old days” 
are gone to return no more. Unless 
the wheels of progress and knowledge 
turn backward, the materializing pro
fession Is ruined forever, and The 
Progressive Thinker and the spirit 
grabbers have done it. There are in
dignities which even a materialized 
spirit must resent. To be grabbed, 
disrobed in full view of the sitters, 
and then perhaps marched to the 
police station as well to pay a heavy 
fine just for playing a harmless joke 

.on a few gullible people, have become 
nauseating to spirits of the profession. 
The>' frequently show their resent
ment of the discourteous treatment to 
which they have been repeatedly sub
jected in the past. When they mater
ialize at the present day they never 
venture any more among the sitters, 
but peep shyly out between the folds 
of the cabinet and give their messages 
in nods and whispers.

Much of the independent slate-writ
ing is also gradually but surely going 
out of use. Noted manipulators of 
this phase were much in evidence be
fore the public caught onto their 
method. In times past, they used to 
travel through the country like a reg
ular showman, and give public de
monstrations of slate-writing. Their 
managers would generally jireCede 
them to gather information and to 
hire confederates to sit in the audience 
with prepared slates, when the me
dium's control gave demonstrations of 
his writing power, or to answer any 
test of tbe medium. The silicate flap 
(a thin slate-colored covering used to 
hide the surface of prepared slates) 
was then an entirely new thing. 
Slates were prepared beforehand for 
every occasion and covered with the 
silicate flap and at an opportune time 
the flap dropped and the slate palmed 
off on the Intended victim. One well 
known slate writer worked this for 
all there was in it. He is now a rich 
man, a famous medium, and the dar
ling of a sickly, phenomenal Spiritual
ism. But the deceptions that can be 
worked with slates without the sili
cate flap are practically unlimited, if 
the medium gets a free hand. But 
public demonstrations of slate-writing 
cannot any more be given success
fully. It would be fatal to the repu
tation of any medium. Wide-awake 
Spiritualists and the newspapers are 
against him and would expose his 
metbods the very next morning.

It Is really marvelous how certain 
mediums become famous without me
diumship and with little or no knowl
edge of Spiritualism. I became well 
acquainted with one medium whose 
sole stock in trade was her ability to 
manipulate ballots with great dexter
ity, and get their contents; she could 
also answer all kinds of questions by 
raps. The correctness of her answers 
depended wholly on the.information 
she possessed at the time. The rap
pings were produced by an instru
ment the medium carried underneath 
her dress, which she could work at 

crumbled and fell, completely filling 
the passageway.

Three weeks have passed sincp the 
above transpired, and to-morrow I 
start In search of my soul’s desire, and 
I feel the strong assurance my search 
will not be in vain; indeed the “other 
fellow” has told me so, and I have 
learned that thé "other fellow" is the 
voice of my own spirit speaking to 
me, and if I cannot trust my own 
spirit there is nothing I can trust.

If I find the object of my search, 
what then? Am I worthy of her? If 
I know myself the greatest desire of 
my heart is to be good and do good, 
and I am hourly doing the best I 
know how, and with all my soul try
ing to know how—can gods or angels 
do more? O yes, I shall find her 
whom I seek, and I trust It will be in 
a place where the maidens vanish not.

‘ THE END 

will to make loud raps upon thè floor 
immediately underneath ¡her .dress. 
Many were converted by her to Spir
itualism who never suspected any
thing wrong with her raps, She was 
endorsed by prominent Spiritualists, 
and her fame extended ¡throughout 
thte.country to other lands.

■ Another woman medium with 
whom I became acquainted succeeded 
In making a small fortune by manipu
lating ballots. She became by far the 
most successful fake medlpm I ever 
knew, as she was never caught cheat
ing and never exposed, though news
paper reporters often interviewed her 
for that purpose. She charged a reg
ular fee for her sittings and satisfied 
all by mystifying all. Now she has 
retired from business without’ a stain 
on her character, adored alike by the 
foolish and by the wise who knew her.

Her parlors were always crowded 
with investigators, each of whom was 
Instructed before-hand to write, his 
questions on ballots and then be sure 
to sign his name and address at the 
bottom. This done, they were placed 
in an envelope furnished by the me
dium for that purpose. At the com
mencement of the seance, she would 
place the envelope containing the 
questions on her forehead, read, them 
correctly and give appropriate an
swers to each question. At other 
times she would read them while ly
ing on the table without even touch
ing them. "How did she do it?” was 
the question propounded by all, "if 
not through the agency of spirits or 
clairvoyance?”

At the time this medium was at her 
zenith of fame I visited her la order to 
find out for myself whether she were 
a medium or a trickster. 1 remained 
outside the parlors for one whole day, 
questioning everybody that 1 could 
readily approach about her methods 
of reading the ballots. One method 
was, if the sitter had written his bal
lot at home the medium would place 
them upon her forehead and read 
their contents In that way, byt when 
the sitter wrote his ballots in front of 
the medium at her own table,: she 
could tell what was written on them 
without placing them to her fbre- 
head. This became a greaLpuzzle-to 
many inquirers, as well as to myself, 
until I entered her parlor. Then I 
saw at a glance how it wàs dòtte. 
When I visited her the next morning 
I saw that she had the back of the 
parlor fenced off by burlap. >, Behind 
it, her husband was concealed. Al
though he remained very quiet behind 
there he must have been the busiest 
man in town. He read all the ballots 
the sitters .brought and conveyed thpir 
contents to the medium. When the 
investigator had written hls’questlons 
at home, they were placed In an en
velope in order that the. ./medium 
could more readily palm them. She 
would take the envelope containing 
the questions and drop her hand for 
a moment beneath the edge of the 
table, behind which she was sitting, 
but long enough to exchange them for 
a dummy which she held to her fore
head. ’ The questions were taken by 
her husband through an opening in 
the curtain, copied and immediately 
handed back to the medium out ot 
sight of the sitter. This done, ' the 
medium would inadvertantly drop her 
hand again to regain the sitter’s ques
tions in place of the dummy and re
turn them apparently unopened, to 
the sitter.* When the sitter wrote his 
questions at the medium's table, he 
sat with his left side against the bur
lap curtain on which hung a trick 
picture through which the ghost be
hind read all the ballots the sitter 
wrote,' copied them and'placed the 
copies through the opening in the cur
tain on the medium’s Bide of the ta
ble for her to read. Hence she could 
tell their contents without touching 
them. The name and address of the 
sitter had to be signed in order that 
the ghost could look them up in the 
city directory. She often made start
ling tests in that manner.

Why at times certain bright minds 
are converted to, the most unreasona
ble things, becomes sometimes quite 
a conundrum. Many persons with the 
keenest penetration in worldly mat
ters will, when contemplating the su- 
pernomal, entertain the most unrea
sonable propositions. When the spir
itual faculties of an Individual are 
active, his intellect may be asleep, or 
made to sanction every fleeting mar
vel of the hour. We have an example 
of this in Christians, who teach at the 
same time modern science,and Chris
tianity and fall to detect the fallacy of 
their argument. And in Spiritualists 
who strenuously endeavor to prove 
that clever demonstrators of magic, 
like Herrman, Kellar and Houdini, are 
mediums, when they palm a clever 
trick off on the public. This position 
has become the open door of invitation 
to all the fakery-that can.bje conjured 
up by idle, good-for-nothing findivid
uals who: will not work honestly for a 
living when there is à show to get it 
without work by cheatmg. L-The 
fakers are using our terms*to’dénote 
what kind ot mediums th«^- ar?. The 
Inquiring public often knows nothing ■ 
about spiritual manifestatici âj^rac- 
tlsed to-day but only kSfoW “them 
through books and newspapers. ‘Hence 
they, are often victimized thècaïiéie all 
the phenomena in Use by ihe takers 
are endorsed by Spiritualists; our lit
erature is fuir of them, mît ilixjuld, 
therefore, be our duty .ufo déclare 
openly, to the world that- the pMJLical 
phenomena of the present’dày,'âsfpre- 
sented to the public by mefliumâ,' are 
in no sense a part of Spfritifaìism. 
We owe this duty to Ute inquiring 
public. They have rlghts;-is4icy must 
be respected. Every Spiritò fdistic 
Societj- throughout the' country 
should declare it fearlessly, every true 
Spiritualist should deciare it openly, 
instead of passively endorsing the 
phenomena by remaining Silent.

P. A. JENSEN.
Los Angeles, Cal. ■ • '

Notes from G. H. Brooks.
Sunday, March 29, I ¡closed my 

engagement with the First Spiritualist 
Church of Columbus, Ohio. The 29th 
we observed as the anniversary time, 
not with a great celebration, as the 
society felt it was not best to, bo in a 
quiet way the anniversary was cele
brated. I gave the address in the 
evening, and the spirit of (lie occasion 
was enjayed by all. The social life 
of the society has been one of the 
features. We have held monthly so
cials, which have, been most enjoyable 
and have brought the friends closer 
in relationship with each other, and 
has extended the Influence of the 
church. I have never worked before 
in Columbus, and hence many of the 
people whom I have met have been 
strangers to me, yet our relationships 
have been most pleasant, and I leave 
with many friends behind me, who 
fully realize I have done all I can to 
further the interest of Spiritualism, 
and build up the church.

I am to be followed by Mrs. Morrill, 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., who comes 
for April and “May. At the close of 
hep engagement that will close the 
season. I have long wanted to write 
of my Impressions of the work here 
in Columbus, but have failed tq do 
so thus far. I may find time while 
I am in Pittsburg. I start for Pitts
burg on 'Saturday and am to be with 
the First Spiritualist Church, of which 
Brother Stevens Is president, where I 
pin to remain for three Sundays.

On the 19th I go to Portage, Wis., 
where I attend tbe W. S. S. A. conven
tion. I most earnestly hope and pray 
my trial will come up next week, or 
while J am in Pittsburg, as I want 
this matter settled. It Is far from 
pleasant to fee] you are under the 
dominion of the law, that you cannot 
go only bo far without a thought you 
may be needed and must get a hustle 
on yqu to attend the court. While I 
am anxious, J also know my many 
friends are more than interested in 
the case, and are waiting anxiously 
for the outcome of this trial. All one 
can do is to wait and let matters shape 
themselves.

Ere 1 close, let me call the atten
tion of the Wisconsin Spiritualists to 
the coming convention, and urge upon 
you the necessity for attending the 
convention to be held in Portage, 
April 21, 22 and 23, and trust to see 
the largest delegation present that 
ever attended the state meeting.

While I am in Pittsburg my place 
to stop will be the same as be
fore, where all telegrams and letters 
for two weeks can be sent, 205 Boquet 
street, Pittsburg, Pa. After April 24 
my address will be 856 Holton street, 
Milwaukee, Wis. During May I 
speak for the Unity Spiritualist So
ciety of Milwaukee, and strange to 
relate can then be home with my 
family. g. H. BROOKS.

205 Bouquet, Street, 
Pittsburg, Pa.

The Sixtieth Anniversary at Anderson, 
Indiana.

The sixtieth anniversary of the ad
vent of modern Spiritualism was cel
ebrated at the Spiritual Temple on 
Madison avenue both Sunday after
noon and evening with very appropri
ate exercises.

The large attendance and manifest 
interest shown by the audience in 
both the lectures and phenomena 
would seem to be a sure indication 
that the -people are taking a renewed 
interest tn the Spiritualistic cause.

Rev. T. W. Smith, who was assigned 
to lecture in the afternoon, having 
been to Elwood to conduct funeral 
services there,B. F. Hayden of’lndian- 
apoliB filled his place on tbe rostrum 
and delivered a very able and inter
esting addresss, which was highly ap
preciated by all present.

His discourse was then followed by 
spirit messages from Mrs. Mattle 
Hayden, all of which were duly rec
ognized and appreciated.

In the evening meeting the invoca
tion delivered by Dr. J. A. Marvin 
was especially appropriate to the oc
casion and seemed to lift the audi
ence to a higher spiritual plane and 
brought them in closer Tapport to the 
higher and more spiritual forces.

Rev. T. ,W. Smith being present 
In the evening, not only presided at 
the meeting, but gave a short and in
teresting talk at the opening exer
cises, claiming that Spiritualism, in
stead of dying out, is gradually perme
ating every church and organization 
throughout the land. The next address 
was delivered by our worthy friend. 
B. F. Hayden, on "Modern Spiritual
ism,” speaking especially of its origin, 
its opposition and Its rapid growth 
until it has secured a strong following 
in every country in the world.

The next lecture was by Dr. J. A. 
Marvin on the subject of "Spirit Man
ifestations an Established Fact,” and 
showed that they had been recognized 
by leading and controlling minds as 
far back as we have any history of 
mankind. The Bible account of King 
Saul's visit to the woman of Endor, in 
dire distress, that he might be brought 
into communication with the prophet, ■ 
Samuel, who had passed to spirit life, 
with his recognition of such communi
cation, is a positive proof ot Its being 
an accepted fact at that time. That 
Moses' edict against those who 
brought up familiar spirits and his 
command to the children of Israel not 
to hold such communications while 
given with the view of preventing 
any spirit influence to còme between 
him and his. people, was positive evi
dence that Moses recognized spirit 
communications and manifestations. 
The release of Paul and Silas and Pe
ter, the .early Christian teachers, from 
prison by spirit forces, is universally 
accepted by members of the Christian 
church as ' a full recognition of the 
fact of spirit manifestations.

The lectures were interspersed with 
appropriate music by both the quar
tette and the congregation, with ap
propriate solos by Mrs. Audrey Post, 
Miss Ruby Smith and Miss Hattie Rob
bins, and also two very beautiful vio
lin solos by Urith Mosher, which were 
highly’ appreciated by the large audi
ence.

The spirit messages through' Mrs. 
Hayden in the evening were given 
without falter or doubt and fully ac
cepted by those to whom they came, 
others regretting only that they were 
not recipients of like messages.

"Worry, Hurry, Scurry, Flurry 
Cured.” By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towue. Tells how to cast 
away worry, anxieties, needless cares, 
etc. Price 25 cents. .

“Human Personality and Its Sur
vival of Bodily Death.” By Frederic 
W. H. Myers, edited and abridged by 
his son, Leopold Hamilton- Myers. 
This is an invaluable work on' the 
subject ol Spiritualism. Price $3.00.

He was a philathroplst in the true 
sense of the word. His perfect poetry 
was overflowing with the most ten
der sympathy tor the struggling hu
manity.

I feel impressed that it Is not nec
essary to • write - for Spiritualists any
thing in praise of the self-sacrificing 
labors of this gifted and loyal soul. 
It Is enough for the benevolent and 
magnanimous readers of this paper to 
be informed that the beloved Gerald 
Mapsey did not, because he could not, 
leave his aged widow and daughters 
anything to support them. They are 
now, therefore, in gore need and this 
appeal must not go unheeded. Mr. 
James Robertson, No. 5, Granby Ter
race, Hillhead, Glasgow, Scotland, has 
undertaken to raise a fund sufficient 
for the support ot Gerald Massey’s 
family. He has issued a printed call 
to Spiritualists, and to everybody on

Robertson will render an account to 
every sender. Cheques should be 
made payable to the Royal Bank of 
Scotland, Hope Street Branch, Glas
gow, Scotland.

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS. 
Boston, Mass.

On Monday evening, March 30, a 
very befitting farewell reception was 
given Prof. W. F. Peck, by the mem
bers and friends of the Golden Rule 
Society, at the home of Mrs. Avery, 
and the loyalty to Brother Peck and 
the Cause was shown by the goodlv 
number of friends present, despite 
the unceasing down-pour of rain.

The evening was spent with music 
and recitations, of which Brother 
Peck is always full. But the sur
prise of the evening came in the read
ing of a "Poem of Adieu,"which fol
lows, and which came to the author 
but an hour previous to his going to 
the reception. The reading was a 
signal for the appearance of -hand
kerchiefs, because all who had be
come intimately acquainted with the 
brother had learned to love him for 

a beautiful harmony wherever he 
goes, and wears with the people. The 
longer he stays the more valuable 
he becomes to a society. He should 
be kept busy all along the line, and 
the Golden Rule Society contemplates 
another series or two of lectures by 
him in the future.

Here is the poem:
Lines of Adieu.

'Tis a trial to be placid and as docile 
as a dove,

When about to pull asunder from a

We have learned to love our brother, 
who has taught so much so well, 

That within our mortal weakness we 
can find no words to tell,

Just the feeling that comes over and 
Inflates the human heart,

As the time draws near and nearer, 
when we know he must depart.

We must say "Good-bye,” dear broth
er, we must say "adieu” to-night, 

But we know we walk with pleasure 
in the brilliance of your light.

Sweet adieu, beloved brother, and 
may every future hour

Be your strongest in the labor, and 
the loving angel power;

May your days be ever happy with 
the thoughts we send to you;

May the Infinite be with you and 
forever keep you true;

And may all your days of splendor 
and of radiance of mind

Bring brightness to your pathway 
where’er it be inclined.

DR. T. WILKINS.

A presentiment of danger, which 
hung over Samuel M. Henderson, a 
department manager of tbe Chicago 
Title- and Trust Company for nearly 
a week, was seemingly justified lately 
when he met a tragic death from in
juries received in falling in a"dummy” 
elevator shaft In the recorder’s office, 
on the first -floor of the county build
ing. He died shortly after reaching 
the emergency-hospital.

Mr. Henderson’s strange prescience 
began last Saturday, while he was 
reading a poem composed In honor 
of the eightieth birthday of John Van
derpool, superintendent of the title 
examination department of the com
pany. Employes of the office sur
rounded Mr. Henderson as he read the 
lines. When the third stanza was 
reached his voice broke, and he 
stopped, with tears in his eyes.

“I feel awfully queer,” he said to 
James Kilcrane, who was standing 
near by. "I think something is to 
happen to me.”

He could not continue reading the 
poem and Kilcrane'finished it for him. 
The third stanza roads: 

“As years roll on we tread the path 
Sometimes o’er smooth highway, 

Andthen by dark and winding paths 
Besides which shadows play;

Ofttimes alone—no hand to guide us 
' Safely through but He .

Who-knows when life's last milestone 
Has’been passed by you and me.”

Mr. Henderson was sixty years old 
and had been in the employ of the 
Chicago Title and Trust Company 
since 1868. He was a veteran of the 
civil war and was known among his 
friends as "Captain.” His home, was 
in Wilmette.—Chicago Daily News.

K’NGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER • 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheiler Wilcox.
Well bound in cloth, gilt top with gilt ! A magnificent collection of poemi 
side stamp ; 212 pages; profusely I suitable for recitations and readlrgs, . 
illustrated. A most valuable, clear ! t™0 very besl there !b in hum ar 
and complete work on the subject i osturc. Presentation edition, dark ret 
Reduced from Si.flfi to 5û cents. i ctoth, W. _

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 aud 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,Ill.

Sy I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 
Chiof of "The Standard Dictionary”; 
Author of "The Widow'« Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," “The 
Next Step In Evolution,’’ etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author’s previous 
publication of this subject: ''A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece ot 
work all through;" and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as thia 
one." Price, $1.00.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Troth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an important sub* 

ject. A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing on a scientific basis tbe 
fact of tbe continuity of personal individual con- 
•clous selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body, a book of rare value, with several 
fine Illustrations. Cloth. thOO.

"There is no death; there are no 
dead.”

These words stand out on the cover 
of Edward C. Randall's new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
wot/U, and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future Ute are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the lite beyond. 
Price $1.50.

The Poetical and Prose Work
■-------Bl— .

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 
Inspiration of many young man and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of lite give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and ar« 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they Up» 
In the reader’s memory and cause hhn 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
Work tn the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation tn 
which It is held. Presentation edition, 
with author's portrait ’ Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion anii originality. With portrait 
Price |L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprise» 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. ’ 
Presentation edition. Price IL

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lor» 
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price $1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

: A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Eila Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optiinistis 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day In the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone IllustraUsna 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $L
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inquisitorial dungeons, torture cham
bers, fagots in flames, and confiscation 
of estates, had declared De Foe’s Rob-1 
inson Crusoe a junior God, how-many 
generations would have passed, with 
the literature of the world destroyed, 
and its place filled with a multitude of 
forgeries, heaping on their -hero the, 
many wise and some ¡foolish sayings 
of ancient philosophers, before he 
would have been received as a God 
in fact and worshiped as such?

April 11, i

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on .Chicago 
or New York. It costs from 10 'to 15 
cents to get checks cashed on local 
banks, so do not send them unless 
yon wish that amount deducted 4rom 
the amount sent. . Address all letter» 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomffi Street, 
Chicago, Hl. , • ' - ■

take seweß.
At the expiration at »ub.ortptten. It, 

.not renewed, the paper•tinned. No bills will b» s®»* ior 
extra numbers.

If you do not , receive yonr paper 
promptly, write ub, and anyrtors

.. In address will be promptly 1CBrreBt.e|d' 
■and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever'you desire the uddre»» of 
your paper «hanged, always give the 
address of the place to which U has 
been going or the change cannot be 
made. _________

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is »2.

SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1808-

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You sliould not send money in a 

letter. Yon may do so a dozen times 
safely^ and then the next remittance 
may bp lost or stolen. Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
yi»n are perfectly safe, and will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

---------- -
AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.

The POSTAGE on papers has been 
Increased to all the British posses
sions on thjs continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 52 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on tills continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.

Facts and an Inquiry.
The writer claims to be something 

of a historian, but tn all his reading 
he finds but one character ’whose ex
istence was established hy royal edict 
and legal procedure. Search the rec
ords from the days of Herodotus, the 

.reputed father of history, down to the 
present, and only the name of Jesus, 
posed by the orthodox churchmen as 
a God, occupies that position. Though 
his lineage.Is traced hack to the al
leged beginning through conflicting 
earthly parents, yet, because of the 
hocus pocus of a dream, he is repre- 

‘ pouted to have been sired by a God, 
to believe which insures eternal re
ward; to deny which is to be pun
ished with terrible penalties, fre
quently by death!

Until the revival of learning—In
i', deed until the abrogation of the In

quisition—it was death, usually by 
burning, to deny the mortal existence, 
or virgin birth of such a God.

Arlus, who only denied the Godship 
' of Jesus, was assassinated. Porphyry, 

the Tyrean philosopher, died in the 
year 304, though a scholar of uni
versal information, deeply learned in 
history, and the author of numerous 
books, yet all are “lost,”’ say Chris
tian writers, publicly burned, says his
tory, by order of the Christian em
peror, Theodosius, in the year 388, 
because they were the most formld-

Geological. '
A gentleman from Alaska, visiting' 

Washington, D. C.; made the state-' 
meat that the earth ‘‘tipped up" some I 
time, and what was then tropical be-; 
came a part of the frigid zone. There , 
is an abundance of facts to justify the i 
opinion that the polarity of the earth 
■has changed, possibly many ' times. 
The existence of anthracite coal beds 
at various places places in the Arctic 
circle is positive proof that the time 
has been when dense forests were 
prostrated, covered by drift, and 
through an almost eternity of years 
were transformed by chemical action ' 
into mineral coal. On the Andes, un
der the equator in South America, 
proof is also found that a glacial 
period held all that region bound in 
Ice. Every there, on the summit of 
mountain ranges a species of verdure 
Is found not elsewhere met with save 
in the lower latitudes of the frigid 
zone. How else, save by a change of 
polarity, could such conditions exist?

There is a constant accumulation 
of ice at the poles. The process is 
ever going on. Whenever the polar re
gion shall increase in weight so as to : 
over-balance the equatorial region, a 
cataclysm is sure to follow which may 
efface every vestige of human toil, and 
possibly convert the bed of oceans into 
continents.

The tradition of a universal flood, 
which ignorance made a penalty for 
man's disobedience to God, probably 
had its origin in one of these great 
disasters, when all life was destroyed, 
save that which chanced to be on 
mountain tops. The period was many 
times more remote thau that related 
by Biblical fiction writers.

Similar natural convulsions again 
await the earth; but as its polar diam
eter 1b now thirty-four miles less than 
the equatorial there is no prospect of 
such an upheaval during the next 
"twentyyflve” years, as some writers 
i*ed,i,Ct/ so readers need not be dls- 
tressevdreading the terrible calamity. 
It may be deferred for a million years, 
and then may not be universal in its 
effect. Werb it nqt for these changes 
the time would come when all the up
land, and the vast mountain ranges 
would be worn down and disappear in 
the ocean, which, would engulf all, and 
jvhose waves would roll on forever, 
with no obstruction in all its circuit, 
chanting an eternal dirge to all the 
countless billions of humanity it holds 
in her relentless grasp.

Truth mid Error uro Incompatible. 
. Colleges of the lutertor were hold
ing their sixth annual session in Mil
waukee a few days ago. The orgaulz- 
¡ation seems almost entirely under con- ' 
Urol of Congregationalism, the Col- 
' leges being closely allied with that 
church. It is proposed to enlist the 
colleges of other denominations with 
them, and enlarge the curriculum. 
Discussion of the question:

“Are colleges sacrificing education
al values and the scientific spirit to 
creed?" This elicited much interest 
“The theory of evolution and kindred 
subjects in the sciences," says the re
port, “entered largely Info the discus
sion, while one^speaker suggested,the 
possibility of linking the study dt sci
ence and religion In thp regular edu- : 
cational course," > :

But this will never db. There, is an 
Incompatibility between science and ’ 
religion, as taught by the churches, 
which will not blend; Science and 
knowledge are established facts, Rfij., 
ligion, as priest-taught, is the gd€ss 
of barbarism. One is the revealment! 
of observation and experience, pro
tracted through all the centuries 
since man had a being. The other 1b 
a system of belief of ancient ignor-’ 
ance. It was imposed on the uncul- ; 
tured in the Infancy of the race by 
forgery, force and fraud.

Should science and religion meet bn . 
an equality in an educational course 
the fittest and the truthful will sur- i 
vive. The'other will go to the wall.

The hope of thè future rests on the ; 
clash of Truth and Error. .The 
friends oj the former will welcome an ! 
enlarged curriculum In any college, 
as education will be in time the sa
vior of the race. Error will ding to 
the past and insist on keeping true 
knowledge and sacred ignorance sep-

THIS FIELD OF THIS SPIRIT.

'Editorial Views of One of the Leading 
Dailies of the United States,

able opponents of 
phyry denied the 
son.

All along down

Christianity. Por- 
divinily of Mary’s

the ages where we

arate a few years longer; 
has wonderful changes in 
progressive humanity, and 
being rapidly developed,

but Time
store 
they

for 
are

FictHious Scripture.
Believe or be damned, says

range'is being.given to in- 
telH^eh^in (he thought of the day. 
TlifSe is no field so undefined as the 
field of spirit. The very name 
awakens hostility on the part of those 
wlnV deity the existence of such a 
thing. But when these persons come 
to (discuss^their differences with those 
who believe in spirit life they usually 
find that they accept the same things, 
but are at variance as to the name 
tinder which they shall be generalized. 
Spirit to ¡some'merely means !the sum 
of common effects in thought and life 
—the flavor‘rather than the force of 
action. Others mean by spirit an im- 
taaterial Intelligence that dwells in 
the human frame and that Is the seat 
bf the -inorals and conscience. Yet 
this ddes not satisfy those who deny 
altogether the’ existence of material
ity. For any classification by ho 
means-exhausts the variant views 
with respect to’ the spirit in man. 
Yet when comparison is mode of the 
effects and the bearing of the diverse 
views upon conduct the differences 
dwindle! Vital as may be the question 
as ohe'of faith, as one of fact It does 
not mudtwlgnify. Titis Is the conclu
sion to be drawn from similarity in 
the life codes of those who differ 
widely as to the nature of the spirit 
in man.

The ylsta opened up leads in two 
directions—back to man’s derivation 
and on to man’s destiny. Is man the 
only spiritual fi&t in the universe, or 
is the entire UNIVERSE ITSELF A 
GREAX SPIRITUAL FACT? Those 
who say matter is a myth readily dis
pose of the question. Others who 
dwell upon the arguments of the 
case admit that It seems to be a break 
In the continuity of natural order for a 
spirit to have come strangely into re
lation to the world in its contact with 
man. THEY SAY THAT SPIRITUAL

the

Miracles Repulsed and Annihilated.
Lang, in his very interesting and 

instructive “Modern Zoroastrian” 
well says;

“When environment changes with 
a people, when knowledge is in
creased, and the domain of science 
everywhere extends its frontier, reli
gion must change with it, if it is to re
main in good working order, and not 
become unworkable and au unbellev-

fall in with what seems authentic 
history, these terrible crimes against 
humanity were repeated. The names 
of Bruno, and of Servetus stand out 
In bold relief and will when their as
sassins are forgotten.

Bishop Joseph Butler, born in 
1692, tn the preface to his celebrated 
“Analogy of Religion,” tells very 
pointedly there were persons in that 
early day, when learning was awaken
ing from the sleep of aged, who re

jected belief in the personality of
Jesus. We quote:

“It has* come, I know not how, to 
be taken for granted by many persons, 
that Christianity is not so much a sub
ject of inquiry, but it is now at length ’ 
discovered to be fictitious; and ac
cordingly they treat it as if, in the 
present age, this was an agreed point 
among all people of discernment, and 
nothing remained but to set it up as 
a principal subject of mirth and ridi
cule, as it were by way of reprisals, 
for Its having so long interrupted the 
pleasures of the world.”

If force had been withdrawn as a 
means for propagating Christianity, 
and the people had been allowed to 
act on their convictions, it is probable 
the whole system at that early period , 

,would have been treated as a fiction. 
Remove the bad of ostracism, excom
munication from the church, exclusion 
from society, and all the methods 
churchmen know so well how to em
ploy to make life unbearable to the 
heretic, then how long would the av
erage Christian remain in fellowship?

. About as long as the Chinaman in 
America would wear his pig tali, if he 
never expected to meet one of . his 
own countrymen, or return to his 
loved China- The fear of' an. imag
inary .flaming hell would not deter

~ the Christian from assuming his man
hood If the other pressures were re

moved. i
• Suppose a power dominating civil
ization, as did the Roman, empire 
when Catholicism gained control, had 
by decree of emperors, acts of legis
lation ■susta'ned bv powerful armies,

able hypothesis. The
author has lived more than the three 
score and ten years, and has one foot 
on the past and one on the present, 
and realizes how enormdps is the 
change a single generation has made 
in the whole spiritual surroundings of 
civilized man of the nlnteenth century. 
When a student at Cambridge, little 
more than fifty years ago, Astronomy 
was the only branch of natural sci
ence which could be said to be defi
nitely within the domain of natural

Christian, and quotes Mark 16:16, as 
divine authority for the threat.

Belief is a mental effort, produced 
by evidence acting'on the mind, and 
cannot be produced at will, or by force 
from without. A person may be 
forced into submission by threats of 
violence, yet conviction Is an act of 
judgment, and the torture chamber 
cannot change it. The lips may de
clare Jesus a God, but lip service and 
belief are different subjects. We may 
say through tear, “the sun shines,” 
when hidden by a cloud, but belief 
gives the lie to the statement.

To the credit of Jesus scholars know 
all that sixteenth chapter of Mark, 
after the eighth verse, is an ecclesias
tical forgery and Interpolation. It 
has served the church a great while 
as a scare-crow.

Eliminate the fraudulent interpola
tions in the New Testament, forgeries 
placed there long after the original 
writing of the hook, which all scholars 
of all schools of religious faiths, less 
the Catholics, admit to be spurious, 
and the church wejuid need recon
structing to bring it in harmony with 
the Bible.

Strike out 1 John 6:7, “For there 
are three that bear record in heaven, 
the Father, the Word, and the Holy 
Ghost, and these three are one,” and 
the doctrine of the Trinity loses its 
principal support, and yet the Revis
ers give other matter in place.

Who produced these forgeries and 
thousands of others? Was it Chris
tians or Infidels? If the former they 
are cheats, and unworthy of confi
dence. If Infidels, then they were la
boring to create a God out of very 
humble material.

LIFE IS A 
AS MUCH 
THAT IT 
CROWNING

FACT OF EVOLUTION 
AS NATURAL LIFE; 
HAS COME TO ITS
IN MAN,

WAYS EXISTING IN
UNIVERSE.

Sopie of those who

THOUGH AL- 
THE ENTIRE

study the sub-

law. Geology was just be-
ginning the series of conquests by 
which time and the order and succes
sion of lite on the earjth have been 
annexed by science aa,«ompletely as 
space by astronomy; and theories of 
cataclysms, universal deluges, and 
special creations of animals and man, 
still held their ground, and were 
quoted as proofs of a universe main
tained by constant supernatural inter
ference.

“Chemistry was, to a great extent, 
an empirical science, and molecules 
and atoms were at best guesse's at 
truth. • • •

“Science and miracle have been 
fighting their battles for fifty years 
along the whole line, and .science has 
been at every point victorious. Mira
cle, in the sense our fathers believed, 
has been not only repulsed, but anni
hilated so completely, that little re
mains but to bury the dead.

“The result of these discoveries hag 
been to make a greater change in the 
spiritual environment of a single gen
eration than would be made in their 
physical environment If the glacial 
period suddenly returned and buried 
Northern Europe under polar ice. 
The change is certainly greater in the 
last fifty years than it had been in the 
previous five hundred years, and in 
many respects greater than tn the 
previous five thousand."

These the statements of one of the 
ablest English scholars; and yet 
Christianity - clings with all the ten
acity Of a viper to the errors of the 
last two thousand years, and. there 
are Spiritualists, forgetful of our orl- 
gin, who wish to Imitate their bad. ex
ample.-

Another God.
Confucius, the Chinese sage, whose 

fame has survived the ages, born June 
19, 651 B..C., has lately been raised 
to the rank of a god, and is to re
ceive divine honors, by an edict of her 
royal highness, the Empress Dowager 
of China. He is declared to be Most 
Holyvone with Heaven and Earth, the 
Mentor and Guide of Ten Thousand 
Generations. His worship in the 
Highest Degree is declared a Mani
festation -of his Glory.

Confucius whs the first to promul
gate the Golden Rule, and half a 
thousand years before Jesus was born. 
It became practical in' the Celestial 
empire, hence the reason for so few 
bloody pages In her history.

China Is credited with a population 
of 406,000,000, nearly or quite equal 
to the entire population of all Chris
tian countries. - Add to this the popu
lation of Manchuria, Mongolia, Thibet 
and Corea, and she considerably out
numbers the Christians.

Accepting Christian history as au
thority, It was the decree of Emperor 
Constantine that converted Jesus into 
a God, and made him co-equal with 
the; Father, he declaring :

“What was approved by 300 Bish
ops can only be' considered as the 
pleasure of God, especially as the Holy 
Spirit dwelling in the minds of so 
many and such worthy men, has 
clearly shown the divine will."

ject ifroni the standpoint of destiny 
ARE LED INTO SPIRITUALISM. 
They do ii(Q.t see why there should be 
a client placed between the communi
cation of spirit with spirit. It is thus,, 
they .pay. persons in the flesh confer, 
and why should the ABSENCE OF 
THE FLRSH MAR THE INTER
COURSE? , Under the leadership pf 
such men as Professor Hyslop and Sir 
Oliver Lodge the field of psychical sci
ence . js being explored—at least, its 
outer edges—-with the result that 
some of those who make the investi
gations become convinced that AC
TUAL INTERCOURSE WITH THE 
DEPARTED CAN BE HAD. An in
genious outgrowth of this belief is 
the theory advanced for the works of 
Sliakespeurc's genius. This is noth
ing more nor less than that the Bard 
of Avon was by nature, training and 
education entirely unfitted to write 
Ids great plays.

HE WAS, IN FACT, BUT A ME
DIUM FOR SOME MASTERFUL 
SPIRIT BEYOND LIFE'S VALE. HE 
WAS THE PROPHET OF LITERA
TURE, THE GREATEST OF MOD- 
MODERN SEERS. He simply wrote 
down that which was dictated to him 
by his spirit guide. One is reminded 
by this Ingenious view of the claim of 
Caedmon, who wrote at the very dawn 
of English literature Ids work’ upon 
the creatjpn-—the forerunner of Mil
ton's majestic masterpiece. It will 
be remembered that he was impelled 
to his task by A SPHIIT VISION. If 
it should be established that super
natural aids could thus be secured, it 
is readily seen that genius might be
come a common commodity, the range 
of human attainment making possible 
vaster Parnassian flights and olympian- 
attainments than yet essayed. The 
relations of the subject of spirit in 
man to Deity arc apparent. The one 
is conditional upon the other. So 
that every investigation into the realm 
of spirit tends to give reason for the 
denomination of the present practical 
times as an age of faith—the faith 
being not that of accepted theological 
dogma, but the advance of reason in 
the realm of. spiritual investigation 
and the conviction of the existence,of 
much that has been beyond human 
ken. Sdeniic is lending willing aid.

Camp Meetings and the Fraudulent. 
Element.

. The report of Hereward Carring
ton in last week's Progressive Thinker 
will create a vibration throughout the 
entire ranks of Spiritualism; and 
when it is considered that the mani
festations at Lily Dale are typical -of 
those that occur at the other camps, 
it will set Spiritualists to tlilnldng as 
never before.,
. There is a certain well defined meas
ure of truth in Spiritualism, and that 
potent force has been instrumental in 
doing a vast amount of good, perco
lating 'through ‘all the churches, and 
making them, far more liberal; far 
more progressive and tolerant in 
everything pertaining to the future 
life,
. The probing of a putrid ulcer in 
connection with any cult,creed or code 
of belief, .generally creates at first 
keen regrets that the same was not 
left alone and kept from the public; 
but gradually tlte sentiment changes, 
and a FEELING OF RELIEF is ex
perienced that the act itself has been 
productive of healtliier conditions. 
This has been the case in Spiritualism 
where It has been assumed that ex
posing the fraud in our ranks would 
result in injuring the Cause, but now 
the consensus of opinion seems to be 
that the probing process carried on by 
The Progressive Thinker has had an 
exceedingly beneficial effect. Rut The 
Progressive Tliinker has not led in 
this one particular—'the secular press 
has been an Instrument of great good 
in exposing the bogus spirit manifest
ations, and millions upon millions of 
papers containing the same have been 
spread before the public. Probably 
10,000,000,000 people road the ex
posure of the .notorious • Hugh R. 
Moore in New York City, showing by 
any number of witnesses that his ma
terializations were wholly of mundane 
origin, having no connection whatever 
with the spirit world. Since then he 
has visited Los Angeles, Cal., Chicago, 
and Cincinnati, and is now back in 
New York City where he will no doubt 
remain until some one causes his ar
rest or exposes him again.

This year camp meetings will be 
watched as never before. Compel the 
materializing and trumpet mediums to 
sit under fraud-proof conditions, and 
the number who will attend the va
rious camps will - be reduced three- 
fourths at least.

Camp meeting officials throughout 
the entire length and breadth of the 
land should send to Prof. James H. 
Hyslop, 519 West 149th street, New 
York, and secure a copy of Vol. 3,
Part 1, of the Proceedings of 
American Society for Psychical 
search. The price is $1.50.

The;*bove is an editorial from the 
Baltini^e. JHil., American; and it is 
exceptiflnallj dinportant, as it Bins* 
trates ¿hf ttefid of thought in one of 
the ieafling-{£aUies of the United 
States«^Notiritiistanding the fraud 
that has afflicted our ranks for many 
years, '¡fipirik Return and Psychic 
Laws ate bring studied as never be
fore, atid alk ¡candid investigators ad
mitthqre is Jan Important truth con
nected io therewith. Every .exposure 
of a fake medium has a tendency to 
purify thfe Atmosphere of our Cause, 
and render TjHE TRUTH more appar
ent

the 
Rc-

CALLS PALMISTRY ABSURDITY.

English Professor Says Humanity is 
Gulled by the Art.—Hand Unes 

Meaningless.—Are Same on 
the Palm of the Bar

bary Ape.

Spiritualists, At Work!
Important Letter From Secretary Kates

It, is high tinyi that all Spiritualists should be at work.
The cohorts a,re organizing against tus, Even a Congressman h 

sajd Jie wonk) offer a bill in that legislative, body AGAINST SPI 
UALISM, in order to make it iinpossible to hold seances or doÇme 
diumistic work. A hearer of this intent argued with him aga 
the folly of his proposition. )

Spiritualism is being called a “fad” because some scientists Jitiva/ i 
proclaimed that the phenomena of the spirit are being demonstrated '

WHY SHOULD WE BE LETHARGIC? I feel impelled to sa 
that you should ally yourself with some local effort to promtdgatB 
Spiritualism. If you have no society to ally yourself with, then hold .( 
some meetings in your homes and obtain the co-operation of friends 
who know that Spiritualism is demonstrating truth.

This office would like to have information of the status of the . 
cause in your locality.- Send a small amount of postage and it will^i 
all be used to pay for the mailing of SPIRITUAL ESSAYS to you foi? 
distribution. Send me the names and addresses of your local society 
officers.

Let us know your address, and what is needed.
Speakers and mediums should, keep us informed of their address 

where at work. Societies having a capable working medium should 
inform us. Tell us what your opinions of work necessary is for oui' 
people who can possibly visit you. This office should be a bureau of 
information. We must not slumber, nor must our workers be per
mitted to labor against odds that the Spiritualists can avoid. Do / 
not hesitate to write to me any desire you and our fellow Spiritualists 
may have. Let us co-operate as never before.

GEORGE W. KATES, Secretary, N. S. A. ç
600 Pennsylvania Avenue S. E., V )

Washington, D. C. ,

THE REAL LITTLE CHILD.

A Sublime Sketch of the Same.

aSay, you little tot, tell me 
stqry about yourself while you are sit
ting here; can you tell me why those
great big eyes are bright and brown 
and clear, and what they see in this 
big, big world, will you talk it right 
in here? They are listening at the 
other end and are ready to send it out, 
there are thousnds, millions, yes the 
world wants to know from whence 
you started and where you will go—- 
tell me, little girlie, while you are 
sitting here.

Now I kn’ow your soul is pure and 
your words are undefiled—no selfish 
motive epn warp the story that comes 
from a little child—nor will deceit 
step in with Its cloven foot to tarnish 
one word you say, nor prejudice, nor 
false belief, nor even fear can sway, 
1 will believe you, little girl, to-day.

I will believe you before these lit
tle feet have trod the long, rough 
road, before those little hands have 
learned to accept false favors wrong 
bestowed. I know you can tell me 
if you only will because you are near 
to the throne from whence all life 
must come.

Did destiny just happen to drop you 
down, like a rose in a desert of sin, to 
punish and quarter and draw you out 
and then repeat it again on some 
other little girl whose soul is as pure 
as I know yours thus far has been?

Are you like that device that stands 
by your side, empowered by a bidden 
force to carry a message of love and 
truth or send on its wings a curse? 
Will it harm YOU more than it does

JIM AND THE UNIVERSE
Yes, all men knew who talked ¡with 

him, 
The Universe was bothering Jim.

He looked through many books to find 
For what the cosmos was designed, 
How it was made when time begun, 
And what 'twas good for when 'twas

done.
Through old black letter 

waded,
The schoolmen’s folios he

He wished to be equipped to say
What we are hero for, anyway,
Just 
And

And

'I'he

what the cosmos is about, 
learn the things you can’t 

out.
all men knew who talked wit 

him, 
Universe was bothering Jim.

Weighed down with metapliysie doubt, 
Jim in his orchard wandered ou^;
The blooms had drank the wine of 

May
And quaffed the freshness of the day;

J The fragrance that the west wind blew 
Showed the old earth was good as

new;
Beneath a tree down settled Jinr 
And let the spring soak into him.

There is a dust in library nooks 
Blown from the musty leaves of hooks, 
That blinds the lean scholastic’s eyes, 

i And makes him learnedly unwise, 
i Would you be wise, go out of dqors, • 
1 And just intuit through the pores;
For these white blooms and the blue '('■

Were sent to make dull bookmen wise.
that phone when in the storm of your g() wliile he drank the vernal dav, 
coming life the agents of sin train................ ..........

"Palmistry is an absolute absurd
ity; the whole thing is beneath con
tempt,” declared Prof. Stirling, dean 
of the medical faculty and professor 
of physiology at Victoria University, 
Manchester, England, in the course of 
lecture at the Royal institution this 
week.

“Look at your palms,” he contin
ued, “and you will find certain class
ical lines. These lines—the so-called 
lines of life. Heart, and head, and the 
girdle of» Venus, and the bracelets 
of life around your wrists—what do 
you suppose they really are?

“They are nothing more nor less 
than creases or folds produced by the 
action of the muscles. The line of the< 
heart, for Instance, is the flexure of 
the four fingers; the line of life is 
the result of action of the thumb. All 
these lines that have been given astro
nomical names by palmists are char
acteristic flexures.

“You will find the same lines on the 
palm of the Barbary ape.

“Humanity is daily gulled through 
its extraordinary ignorance of the ele
mentary facts of psysiology/’

Prof. Stirling placed Anger prints 
in a different category. The print of

your beautiful mind to carry decep
tion and strife? Or will you, like the 
phone and its hidden force, be the 
same sweet little girl, with a soul so 
pure it will always endure and re
flect eternal life?

You have answered already, thy 
dear little tot, with those eyes of

Jim lost his cosmical dismay, 
Forgot his metapliysie myst, 
And felt ’twas glorious to exist, 
The sun baked in through Jim’s har 

skull
A glad sense of the beautiful.
He felt, while apple-blossoms fell, 
The universe was fairly well.
And, though it couldn’t be understood 

wondrous hue, no. evil can come to ; Upon the whole 'twas mainly good? 
your pure, white soul, it is only a “I've found, beneath this apple treel, 
harm untrue. If that metal and force — 
can transmit a curse and again send a 
message of good, without being tar
nished or dented or broke or without 
losing its practical worth then you are 
as sacred in body and form as all the 
dross metals of earth and your soul 
will remain pure and your life undis
turbed—wonid any ask more marvel
ous proof?

I can see through the years beyond 
babyhood’s charms, to the twilight in

The cosmos is all right," said he.,) 
—Sam Walter Foss, in Truth Seeker.

What Constitutes a Popular Sermon
The preacher, like the editor, sees 

the wisdom of giving the people what , 
they want. Sermons must please in
.order to be heard, and the preacher 
who can best please has the largest

I congregation.

some 
reach 
now I 
ward,

distant day. can see you
out to visions long gone, even 
can hear what you say—"baek- 
turn backward. O, time in th.v

flight, make me a child again just for 
to-night"—but the body is al! tbit can

I For this reason clergymen, as well 
' as laymen, will iw interested in a 
‘consensus of opinions on the kind of
i sermon peopl" like to hear, drawn 
) from a grivif number of laymen by the 
i London Sunday-school Times.

be marred in the strife, tl* s-o :1 re
mains pure, undeflled; fea> /.t the 
end for no harm can port»-.a. your 
spirit is the real little child.--F. 
Wickizer In the Argos Reflector.

M.

Opinions differed 
spects, but all united 
the good sermon must 
guage of the common

in minor re
in saying that 
be In the lan
ute, and that

the thumb alone, he said, was 
dent to Identify a person for all
DRIVEN BY DREAM TO

SIDE OF INJURED

Philadelphia Womaq Reaches 
New York Just as Boy is 

Injured,

suffi- 
tlme.

SON.

New

Separated from her son, William G. 
Cooper, by nearly 100 miles, Mrs. Ella 
Cooper o'f Philadelphia dreamed she 
saw him killed by a Sixth avenue ele
vated train. So vivid was the moth-
er’s dream that she hurried to 
city.

Her route across town from

this

the 
layPennsylvania railroad ferry 

through West Twenty-third street.

WIFE HAD PREMONITION 
OF FINGERMAN'S DEATH.

Fainted Soon After Young Husband, 
First Victim of the Elevated, was 

Killed by Train.

The .Vanishing Maldens of Willow Isle.
The above story by Mrs.-tda Lewie 

Bentley of Garvanza, Cal., has 
proved most interesting and instruct
ive. It Is concluded this weak.

’ See RCv. Boyle’s History of 
Council of Nice, page 51.

the

Soft is the music that would charm 
forever.—Wordsworth.

some impose upon tne world that 
they believe that which they do not; 
others more In number, make them-

Be kind to everybodv, but espec- J selves believe that they believe, not 
ially to the aged, for v c s.e all trav- I being able to penetrate into what It is 
eling that way very y 5%, - I to believe.—MontaigM

A Thousand Times More Evidence.
“Christians have zealously perse

cuted and ridiculed the Spiritualists 
who have for sixty years been offering 
a thousand times better évidence of a 
spirit world than they have from any 
or all other, sources; and Christians 
say ‘Spiritualists are ignorant and su
perstitious! ' . ”

Thus The Humanitarian Review, of 
Los Angeles, a non-jeligious monthly.

By a remarkable coincidence,, she 
reached Seventh avenue a few seconds 
after her son had been knocked 
down and seriously Injured by1 an east 
hound trolley car. From the window 
of the car in which she was seated 
She recognized the face of the man 
lying on thè ground surrounded by a 
large crowd. She jumped from the 
car and rushed to his side.

When he regained consciousness, 
his mother’s face was the first thing 
that met his gaze. Believing her to be 
in Philadelphia, he could not account 
for her presence. In his dazed condi
tion, the doctors who responded with 
the ambulance from the New York 
hospital thought it best not to tell him 
of the psychic phenomenon which had 
brought her to his side.
' Mrs. Cooper bore up bravely during 
the strange reunion, but when the am-
balance drove away, she fainted, 
young man is badly injured, but 
recover.

The 
may

Alexander Fingerman, a young Rus
sian, lately arrived in this country, 
was instantly killed on the Market 
street elevated tracks at the Thirty- 
second street station yesterday after
noon, wlyan he was struck by a train 
as he tried to cross over from one side 
of the platform to the other. He was 
tossed a considerable distance and 
landed on his neck, fully fifty feet 
from the place where he was struck. 
Station hands, who’Immediately ran 
to his assistance, found that his neck 
had been broken. Death was instan
taneous.

A remarkable circumstance in con
nection with the base was the fact 
that eight minutesTifter the accident 
Mrs. Annie Fingerman, the young 
wife of the man, was seized with a 
fainting spell in her home, at No. 
1821 South street, and on her recov
ery told her relatives that she had a 
premonition that some dire- misfor
tune had overtake^ hey husband. All 
attempts to pacify her proved fruit
less, and up to 8 o'clock last night no 
word had been received of her miss* 
ing husband. The police were una
ble to furnish any information regard
ing him, and the first intelligence they 
received of his fate was a message de
livered by a negro employed by an.un
dertaking establishment, who notified 
the family that Fingerman's body was 
was resting at his employer's place of 
business.—Philadelphia Record.

it must be one who shows men their 
temptations and how to overcome 
them, which inspires men to trust God <“ r 
in the midst of business anxieties, i. .1 
which sustains them in the dark hours 
of adversity, loss and bereavement, 
which increases their confidence in the 
triumph of righteousness over evil in 
this world, and which opens before 
them a vision of future blessednes 
with God in eternal joy and 
mony with him.

In other words, what people wan 
to hear are words of encouragemenit, 
and the most successful preacher/is 
he who can impart most cheer. This 
may explain the rapid growth 0f 

 

Christian Science, which does not LHii- 
tate other’ churches by saying tihat 
evil will be remedied hereafter, ¿but 
teaches that evil does not exist nou 
Chicago Dally Journal.

DREAMED THAT HE WAS BLIND.

Next Day the Bridgetender Suddenly 
lost His Sight.

The world is continually growing 
better to all who are honestly trying 
to make it better.—Everett MebJeiL

Genius always gives its best first;
■jr j lienee at lasL—Lavater

New York, Mar. 14.—Dreaming ■ 
that he had been stricken blind while 
at . work, Thomas Pendergast, aged 
twenty-five, of Hoboken, employed as 
a bridgetender at the Lackawanna 
ferry, awoke suddenly while in bed, 
and, finding it only a dream, turned 
over and went to Bleep again..

In the morning he told his wife of 
his strange dream, and she told him 
not to worry. He also told'his fel
low-workmen, and they laughed at 
him. Shortly’ before time to quit work 
at 7 o'clock, and while he was winding 
the hawser about the drum at Iha 
ferry, he became blind suddenly ?.s 
the crowds of commuters were rush 
ing for their trains.

His comrades were quickly at his 
side in response to his terrified cry. 
He was taken into the waiting room 
and a doctor summoned. Pendergast

i find rather be damned with was placed In a enb 
Plato and Lord Bacon than go to I where sei eta! Oort

I had rather be damned with

heaven wtih Paley and Malthus.— him all night in a 
r ’ “ «tore his sisal.-C

ad taken home, 
worked over 

ein effort to re- 
'•■”v News
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Watch Ye; Stand Fast in the Faith
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tecturo Delivered by Mrs. H. L. P. Russegue, of Hartford, Conn., 
Before the Firat Spiritual Society of New York City, at Elks’ 

Hall, New York City, Sunday Afternoon, Dec. 22, 1907.

I shall read a part of the fifteenth chapter of 1st Corinthians, be
ginning at the. thirty-fifth verse ••• • ■ <

But some man will say, How are the. dead raised up? And with 
what body do they come? ■ < . ■ - '

Thou fool, that whiqh thou sowest is. not quickened, except it 
die. ' - .

Acquit Ye Like Men; Be Strong
___________________________ • . .• 1 bl 

!________ ■ ■ . , il Fi .111’
dis-geologist, as the mathematician is defining..its sciences < Aue we 

covering the wonders that are all.the time revealinglthemselves to 
us, not because they are new, but 'because.our brainarareiiquickened, 
because.our spirits are larger, because we are'«oiningbinto a realm 
more spiritual, more Godlike, coming closer, if you please/to the great 
heart and soul of life. But in spiritual laws we. are fan-in the. back
ground. We are looking for something that shall-more a ponderable 
object. We shall ask for something that shall excite our wonder, and

And that which thou sowest, thou sowest\notjha± 
be, but bare grain: ' 1

But God giveth it a body, as it hath pleased hin

body that shall

and to every
seed his own body. ’ ' . /

All flesh is not the same flesh; but therfe is one kind of flesh of 
mei), another flesh qf beasts, another of fishes,, and another of birds.'

There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial; but.'the' 
glory of the celestialis one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another.

There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and 
another glory of the stars; for one star differeth from anothers star in: 
glory. ’ i

7 ।So also is the resurrection of-the dead. It is sown in corruption,!
it is raised in incorruption: !

It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weak-; 
ness, it is raised in power; ¡ ;

: It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body.' There is i 
a natural body, and there is a spiritual bod^.

And so it is written, the first man Adam was made a living soul; 
-the last Adam was a quickening spirit.

■. ’ Howbeit that was not first which is spiritual, but th$t which is 
A natural; and afterward that which is spiritual.
\ The first man is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord 
/from heaven.

,i As is the earthy, such are they also that are earthy; and as is 
> the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly.

And as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear 
the image of the heavenly.

Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the 
: kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit ineorruption.

Behold, I show you a mystery; we shall not all sleep, but we shall 
all be changed.

In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for 
• the“ trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, 
and we shall be changed. z

For tins corruption iliust put on ineorruption, and this mortal must 
put on immortality.

So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this 
mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass 

¿the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory.

we may gape at it’and wonder at its mystery. > i y
■, Ah me, what is more wonderful than the human organism ? What'• 

is more wonderful than the hand that will obey .the will of the soul 
within? What is more wonderful than the-law that,.speaks itself 
to every particle of matter, to every drop of blood; to .every nerve, 
to every atom of these bodies that belong to the. earth, and that obey 
their behests—what is more wonderful than all these.tilings? There 
is a better view of things than we. have been given to. observe, that is, 
that this life hero upon this planet shall became mpro. spiritualized, 
shall become purer and better, and what does fhis.4meau?; Does it 
mean that we shall listen for a knock, or that we shall,ypad the hand
writing on the wall, or that the clairvoyant vision .shall observe some- ■ 
thing grander than has been discerned before? Does-it mean that a: 
voice shall speak from the wilderness of ignorance and .tell us some 
story that we efinnot comprehend? Does it mean that we are to look 
beyond the skies to find the divinity. of men, the. divinity of God ? 
But it does mean that we shall look within and find. the.divinity of 
humanity, the human soul, that God has enthroned within/ and has 
made man and woman living quickened spirits, to.-appreciate His 
laws.

Friends, it is time that Spiritualism means something to those who 
think wi,th its realms. It is time that it should mean so touch that he 
who reads its lessons and receives' its message should quicken him 
to higher responsibilities. The slave to habit should throw aside his 
fetters; the man of ignorance should come' into the realm of knowl
edge and there discover what applies to his needs. It is time that 
he begins to think of a spiritual life here. I do not care for a spir
itual world that take us away from the exercises of our thoughts, our 
conduct, every day of our lives, whether here or hereafter. If you 
are Spiritualists you are better men and women, you are living holier 
lives, you are consecrating yourselves to higher responsibilities and 
nobler duties, you are coming closer to the spiritual life everywhere

death, but of immortal and,conscious continuous progressive life bo- | 
yond tlie grave; it comes to some in one way, and to some in an
other. ' ' i

Nearly sixty years ago there came the tiny rap inflls modern form 
of manifestation. Scientists have striven to put it down, to do away 
with it, it has been heaped with abuses, its application has been 
abused, it has been misinterpreted, it has been - surrounded with 
clouds of ignorance and doubt, but it has rapped on and on, until it 
lias sounded in every land, and to every people, and with it came the' 
electrici telegraph that sends messages across the seas, that has sealed 
mountains and valleys. With it has come clairvoyance, that has seen 
not only what was beyond.,the skies, but has seen into the depths of 
human nature and discerned there the spiritual atmosphere that has 
communion louder and clearer than that you have known before, and 
the voices of the angels have been listened ¡to and the rhythm of 
heaven has been heard, and the harmonies'of nature, have come closer >i 
to the-comprehension of mankind. Oh me! when you are spiritually 
unfolded more’ and more these spiritual manifestations will come 
more direqtly to your understanding. Modern Spiritualism has not 
only taught you of the conscious continuation of life beyond the 
grave, but it has taught you more of life here, it has revealed scientific 
truths, it has unfolded scientific laws. The electrician it has led along 
the heights ¿until his soul has been quickened to the spiritual laws, 
and he has been able to discern their kinship with human neiessity, 
he has portrayed the' wonders of this air that yon are breathing, he 
has brought also to those who‘will hear, and to those who will see, 
a higher spiritual sanitation, that a higher motive may impel your 
conduct, that a higher aspiration shall lead you up the heights, and 
sweeter, larger charity shall clothe your souls. ,

Spiritualism in its aspects as it is, does not come as the fortune 
teller, it does not come as the leader to greater wealth, to point out 
the home of money that you may acquire only material good, but it 
leads you to a garden where the tree of’wisdom grows, and to a higher 
knowledge of truth, it teaches you a diviner brotherhood, it eradicates 
disease, it helps you to point out a better way for those in ignorance, 
which is sin.- It leads you to a greater helpfulness for humanity, 
which is charity; it leads you to loftier heights of lovjng kindness, 
which is Spiritualism,

Benediction.
May your eyes and your souls be opened to the dear angels, who 

are walking beside you, till the good there is in the world, till the 
truth that your souls can see and feel, till the blessings that may 
descend like dews from heaven upon you with the Christlike spirit of 
love, all humanity may be one, one in spirit, one in love, one in help
fulness, one in hope, one in life, for the sake of this world, and 
the world to come. Amen.

INDIANA STATE CONVENTION.

Regain Your Eyesight
A Remarkably Successful Home Treat

ment Tiiat Seldom Fails.

Costs Less Titan a Single Fee of a 
First Class Specialist,

Cold printed’ words cannot desorlbe 
the wonderful merits o£ tho "Actina,, 
treatment fpr all terms ot eye troubles. 
You must see it, examine It, and use 
it for a time before you can form a 
just opinion ot its true value.

We can supply you with all the evi
dence the most skeptical person could 
exact that the “Actina" treatment has 
and does remove cataracts, granula
tions, and most all other causes of eye 
disfigurement and impaired eye sight. 
We can also show you plenty of evi
dence from former patients that the 
’Actina” treatment has cured many 
stubborn eye diseases of ten to fifteen 
years standing, even after prominent 
speclaUsts had pronounced them us be
ing Incurable,

\ ;I select for my subject that passage of scripture which many of 

' you, if not all, are familiar with:
Watch ye; stand fast in the faith. Acquit ye like men; be strong.
Truth needs the peering vision of intelligence. It is to the 

thoughtful mind what all the mysteries of the universe are to the 
. scientist. It means the more careful discrimination of intellectual 

vision, the measure of careful judgment, the uplifting of the inspira- 
tion which it always brings to the thinker. Truth is 'not always re- 

. vealed to us a bright and shining light ; it is as when we looked into 
the world of matter, the laws, the principles, the mysteries, are all 

; there, they have been there for ages, since thought, since law, since 
spirit lived, but man’s vision has not been opened, his understanding 
has not made plain to him all these wonders that are multiplying 
.every hour and every day of our lives, because with the development 
of Ins reason, with the opening of his intellect, with the investigation 
of his thought, he is revealing to his understanding the mysteries of 
nature.

■ Thus we look about us, seeking truth, forgetful that there is always 
a corresponding light shining within the human soul that must ac
cept, apply and appreciate its goodness and its uses; forgetful that 

yin'the world there is so much for every man, for every woman, to 
\know. There is so much for every eye to sec, for every ear to hear, 
\for every soul to feel, for every mind to grasp, to reveal the wonders 
.'that inhere the laws that belong to the universe.

- There is nothing in this life which does not belong to you. There 
Is nothing in the universe that the human mind may not encompass, 
if it be large enough, broad enough, high enough, and deep enough to 
measure their usefulness. We have shut out ffiom ourselves the won
ders of the universe, because we have closed our eyes to their mys
terious appearances. To-day science has made such inroads into uni
versal law, and has brought from the depths of that law such wonders 
for the uses of mankind, that the world is coming to see that there is 
something more, something better, something sweeter, something 
loftier, something nobler for mankind than has ever been known be
fore. We look into this world for earthly things; wc look here for 

' earthly laws, for material objects. We find here the objective life 
from a present understanding, but can you conceive that BACK OF 
ALL THIS THERE IS A POTENCY THAT IS TO THE WORLD A 

■ REVELATION. This universe, this outer man, if you please, has 
been the Adam of the olden time, but the force, the power, the God of ' 
the universe, stands back of it all, and is the quickening spirit, the 
power tiiat has revealed Himself more and more, and is writing Him- 

. self upon this objective life, until he who hears with open ears, and 
sees with open eyes, hath read the laws that are written there, and 
come into closer communion with His spirit.

The world is full of spiritual truths, full of spiritual wisdom. We 
forget that the world is in itself a spiritual world here, because it 
is subject to the divisibility to your observation. You forget that it 
is the expression of a mighty power of the spirit. There is not a 

Y rock, nor a metal, nor a grain of sand, nor a bone, nerve or a sinew 
\ of the human body that cannot be reduced to spirit. There is noth- 

1 ing in the universe that cannot be reduced to that primal element 
\ that belongs to everything, and that inheres everything, therefore, if 
\spiritual life is the basis, it is also the summit; it is the beginning 
|hat we know not, and the end that we see not. Spiritual life does 
hot mean the simple vision of a ghost-like form, it does not imply 
4he simple object that may appear before our eyes and that we may 
shy we have seen something that is spiritual because it is more refined 
tiian that to which we are more accustomed. It is something» that has 
a force, a potency, that is active, that generates new Resources, that 
opens new revelations, that points to better results, that reveals new 
laws, that knows no limitations, but is constantly unfolding new 
processes, new powers, new wonders, day by day. Thus we do in the 
scientific world.

in this universe, and it shall mean to you that you ate knowing no 
law that shall tell yon the story of death'. If religion comes to you 
that prepares you to die, that death is the end of all things, there is 
no such tiling as death. The poet sings, “what seems so is transi
tion.” There is no such thing as death, not a particle of matter can 
be destroyed, not an element in all the chemical world can be de
stroyed, not a star can be destroyed, not a globule of air can be 
destroyed, no not a drop of water can be destroyed; all these may be 
changed in their expression, but the life that gave them .shape, that 
gave them power, that gave them force, that may develop ^Feater and 
greater possibilities, lives on forever and forever; but religion has 
proclaimed death for mankind, death to the human soul, death to the 
world of matter. Why, it cannot die. God is as mu'Ah in it,, and is 
its creator, as he is of that ideal world of which yoiFtlreaih beyond 
the stars. He is here, and if omnipotence and omnipresence mean 
anything, it means, aye, they mean omniscience, and 'if omniscience 
is the dominating power of the universe and universes^'then'the world 
cannot die. There is nothing that can die, nothing Wat' <jan be de
stroyed, and above all these wonderful souls that think,Aand feel, 
and grow, and are reaching out into the universe for gteatfir wisdom, 
aspiring to higher thoughts and to higher works, that ‘¿re seeking the 
betterment of mankind, that are striving to establish' he'aven here 
amongst men, to make mankind better, to bring heaven do^nfliere and 
enthrone God within the human soul, that potency is etefln&l, and man 
is co-eternal with it.

Men believe this, whether they acknowledge it or not, they be
lieve it whether they deem it wise to proclaim it or not. The aged 
man whose head is whitened by the frosts of many winters, is out in 
the fields planting seeds; he knows that he will never reap that har
vest here; the trees will never bear fruit to satisfy his appetite; he 
knows there is nothing there for him, but he still tills the soil, plants 
the seeds he knows that before the blossom come, before the fruit 
is set, he will have been gathered to his fathers, that he will have 
crossed the threshold into another manifestation of life, but it mat
ters not, he is laboring on the same. The scientist knows his investi
gations will carry him to the gate-way of his passage from this life; 
and he knows, too, that he has not discovered everything, that he has 
not found the great truth that belongs to the universe, but he seeks 
wisdom with as much diligence and earnestness as if he could meas
ure the whole.? Why is it? It is because the human spirit catches 
glimpses of that eternity which it inherits, and he is seeking for the . 
good of the world.

Now as to the testimony that shall come to man. The present 
forms of dogmatic faith proclaim a faith in the immortality of the soul, 
but they circumscribe or limit its uses. When a man haS>gone out of 
the body into the kingdom of heaven he becomes a sorigster, he is 
singing around the throne of God, he has not entered into any em
ployment for the betterment of the world, he has nothing to do but 
to praise God. I will agree with him there. I believe in no praise 
that is'not useful, I believe in'no praise that is not redeeming, I be
lieve in no praise that is not uplifting, and if we believe in praising 
God by.helping the world, then I am at one with praise. But the 
idleness of heaven. Oh, mel It stultifies faith, it throttles hope, it 
fetters growth, it buries desire, and leads man to a point where he 
neither comprehends himself nor his surroundings. Religion means 
activity, and the manifestations of that activity are everywhere pres
ent.

Spiritualism has brought to the world a message. Religion, or dog
matic faith, says: I hope for immortality, but no one has ever come, 
back to tell the story. That is the common affirmation, no one has 
ever come back to tell the story. Oh! but the door of‘the kingdom 
of heaven is open and the ladder that reaches from earth to heaven 
still abides for man, and the angels are ascending and descending. 
They are not coming empty-handed, they are not coming to nlan .with
out blessings, they are coming laden with helpfulness, with encour
agement, with inspiration, aye with revelation, and are leading you 
out into a larger, better world. They are making this life the dwell- 
ing-placfe of God, as much as the life that you are* reaching toward, 
that you believe is beyond the sun. Here, in yoiir owar souls is en-

1 throned the divinity that belongs to godliness, Belongs to the uni- 
' versal spirit, and here you find that divinity unfolding it^tf day by

The Attendance Was Large, and the 
Proceedings Impressive.

To the Editor:—The Indiana State 
Association of Spiritualists assembled 
in convention in Orpheum Hall, 135 
North Delaware street, March 20, 
and terminated Sunday, the 22nd. 
I believe that convention was the 
most harmonious and successful one 
that has ever been held since the or
ganization of the State Association. 
It was a grand and glorious success 
financially, and iji every other re
spect. Especially so was the closlrjg 
meeting. Orpheum Hall was wholly 
insufficient to seat the vast number 
of people who seemed very anxious 
to be present; in fact, there was not 
even standing room to accommodate 
all. Very palatable food for thought 
and the spiritual stomach was ,dis- 
pensed to the several audiences dur
ing the convention by two of our most 
eminent and logical expounders of the 
spiritual philosophy, Dr. George B. 
Warne, president.of the N. S. A., and 
Will V. Nicum, o.f Dayton, Ohio. The 
lectures delivered by these well known 
and eloquent speakers were profound
ly interesting; botli handled their 
subjects in a masterly manner.

Too much credit cannot be given 
to the officials of the State Associa
tion, for the zealous and earnest ef
forts they are and have been putting 
forth to promulgate, throughout the 
state the truth of our sublime and 
soul-uplifting philosophy. They are 
now making one grand supreme ef
fort to make arrangements for the 
entertainment of the N. S. A conven-

have little or no capacity for thinking 
undoubtedly make good Christians, 
but they will never be Spiritualists; 
that is an utter impossibility.

CORTLAND HALL.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Anniversary at Baltimore, Md,
The First Spiritual Church cele

brated the Sixtieth Anniversary of the 
advent of Modern Spiritualism in the 
afternoon and evening of March 2 8, 
at the Florist’s Exchange Hall, cor
ner St. Paul and Franklin Sts. It

If the astronomer had been satisfied with the discovery of the sun 
hud believed it was a planet, what would we have done had that been 
the limitation of his aspiration, but there was a faith within him,, and 
he acquitted himself like a man, and peered, into the heavens, the 
truth was there, the planet was there, and it was shining on and on 
ps it had done for ages, but he did not discover its environment; he 
'did not discover its potency, but at last the inspiration of the vision 
led him to discover how near he was to it, until he has measured the 
Histanee, and the spectroscope has portrayed its component parts, 
paid he has come into the measure of. his aura, end he has known 
of its consistency,, in fact he has been able to mark its size, he has 
»vatched its mhreh athwart the heavens, he has discovered its rela
tions to other systems, and by its erratic motion he has found a pro- 
Sihecy, and what is it? That there is something beyond, something a 
ittle further on, and there he is peering on and on, making stronger 

his telescopic vision, carrying on the faith that is in him, and finding 
; the object for which he sought. ,

■ Do we apply these laws to our Spiritual understanding? Do we 
find the same processes of mind going on_coneerning spiritual things ? 
Are we asking for the revelation of spiritual laws? Are we investi- 

^^•^ating them with as discriminating care as the astrologer, as the

day. The varied manifestations that .have become lìfanìfèst 'since 
Modern Spiritualism came to the world are only in correspondence to 
the law that has always existed. There has never beétfiàii'Ugé since 
man was a thinking being, that there has not coinè in evbry'^sneration 
some evidence of the presence and communication of thOsd who have 
lived and walked and talked upon the earth. r>U’'!■’» .y

You ask, then, why can we not all see, and I will- àski%gain, jn 
answer, why are we not all Raphaels? "Why are we nsot wonderful 
musicians? Why are we not all chemists? Nature, and ¡the God of 
nature, has endowed you with gifts to be developed nthrbugh your 
activities, and there are in your lives potencies that arerreaching out 
to that divinity in the outer world. You are the star» :sn glory that 
one star differeth from another star; you are the children* of God, 
and all are as necessari' in your places as the spirit that' quickens your 
lives. When you are learning these lessons, then you may ask, why, 
why are we not all media? You are, for some phase of manifestation. 
Some may see, as in Corinthians you may read, some may speak in 
divers tongues, some will heal the sick, some will do this thing, and 
some the other, all differing, but all needful, because all life is in
volved in this law, all spirit inheres this divine principle, and all law 
belongs to mankind. Some organisms are adapted to the influence and 
manipulations of spirits who have been your friends, they may ma
nipulate some part of the nervous organism, and be able to induce a 
message: that organism becomes a battery that sends out the tele
graphic message. and through'those organisms comes the story not ef

tlon to be held here in October. Ev
ery Spiritualist in the State of Indi
ana should feel it to be a duty as well 
as a pleasure to co-operate with the 
State Association In order to make 
the N. S. A convention a success, 
such as every Spiritualist will feel 
proud of. In order to bring about 
such a result financial assistance must 
be given in a liberal way to the State 
Association. Windy support will not 
accomplish desirable results. Wind 
will run a wind-mill, and propel 

.ships across the Atlantic Ocean, but 
the National Spiritualists’ Convention 
cannot be run successfully on a windy 
basis; so, brother Spiritualist, take 
due notice of that fact, and govern 
yourself accordingly.

If one-half of the Spiritualists of 
Indiana will send from twenty-five 
cents to. one dollar to the ss^retarw 
of the State Association, Mrs. Carrie 
Mong, Muncie, Indiana, the N. S. A. 
Convention will be an assured suc
cess in October. It should be the 
aim of the Spiritualists of Indiana 
to entertain the officials of the N. S. 
A., and the delegates while they are 
here, with such generous hospitality, 
that when they take their departure 
from the capital city' ot the Hoosier 
State, the impression will be indeli
bly stamped upon the tablets of their 
memory that Indianapolis is no mean 
city In which to hold even a spiritual 
convention.

It was very strongly in evidence, 
during the State Convention, that 
many'who were at the front when the 
first Spiritual Church Society, was at 
its zenith, were very conspicuous by 
their absence. There are so many 
who seem to lose all Interest In the 
Cause of Spiritualism just as soon as 
they are not the bell-wethers in a 
society, Jiut as long as they can 
be IT, and dictate what shall be done 
they are very enthusiastic Spiritual
ists. I have often heard many who 
are now absenting themselves from all 
Spiritualist meetings, and affiliating 
with the Christian Science (?) 
Church, (Eddyism), or some Or
thodox church, make this statement: 
“Spiritualism is my religion; it’s good 
enough for me!” I am fully per
suaded in my own mind that such peo- i 
pie never have any definite idea what' 
Spiritualism stands for. In my hum-' 
ble opinion they were never anything 
but bogus Spiritualists—only that 
and nothing more. I do not believe 
that anyone who has intelligence 
enough to be a Spiritualist can or 
will ever be anything but a Spiritual
ist, after having been thoroughly sat
isfied and convinced that it Is an ab
solute fact that we do positively- sur
vive the change ,called death, and 
that we retain our personal individu
ality and characteristics,’ and can re
turn, under favorable conditions and 
communicate with our friends here 
on the earth plane.

Idiots and pin-headed • people who

à

Besides all * this evidence we will 
gladly spnd you our treatment, with 
full directions, which you can thor
oughly test for two weeks. If at the 
end of that time you do not feel tiiat 
you have been benefited, or if for any 
other reason you do not wish to take 
the treatment longer, send it back and 
no charge will be made.

The “Actina’’ treatment la ap simple 
and so logical in construction and ap
plication that it at once appeals to the 
common-sense mind, as well as to the 
sclenXtfie, There is no cutting nor 
drugging—simply apply to the aftiicted 
parts mid the scientifically produced 
vapor currents will relieve the conges
tion, perfect the circulation, so tiiat 
Nature may cure tHe disease. Not only 
•will the one “AcUna” appliance re
move the cause of trouble, but it will 
strengthen the eyes so tiiat spectacles 
may l>e entirely abandoned in many 
instances. Ono instrument can be used 
by the entire family and will lust for 
years.

The germ-destroying and health-pro
ducing vapors generated in the “Ao- 
tina” will penetrate the Innermost or
gans of the head; therefore, as a relief 
for catarrh, hay fever, bronchitis, deaf
ness and all other ailments produced 
by cold and catarrhal deposits “Actina“ 
has no equal.

Permit us to send you a copy of our 
64-page book, which Illustrates and de
scribes the cause and relief of diseases 
of the eye, ear, nose, throat and head. 
It will interest you and is fully worth 
the. postal card that will bring it. 
Address Actina Appliance Co., Bent. 
;{42P, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mu.

was a great feast of rejoicing, and 
largely attended by Spiritualists and 
investigators. The hall was hand
somely decorated with the Stars and 
Stripes, cut flowers and palms, and 
the dazzling brightness of numerous 
electric lights helped to make the en
vironments a scene of beauty. Wal
ter’s band of able musicians greatly 
enhanced I he harmony of the occa
sion.

The exercises in the afternoon con
sisted of able addresses by the gen
ial president of the First Spiritual 
Church, Brother C. D. Pruden, and 
our ever-popular pastor, Mr. G. W. 
Kates, the efficient secretary of the 
N. S. A., and his faithful companion 
and co-worker, Sister Z. B. Kates, 
who always holds her own when 
aroused by the foes of Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Loane and Mrs. Allen very kind
ly contributed their mediumistic gifts 
in the demonstration of the continui
ty of life. The dear children of the 
Lyceum gladly gave their mite to the 
genera) enjoyment, in recitations un
der the leadership of Miss A. Fink, 
who never tires in her loving atten
tions to her pupils.

The evening exercises opened with 
the singing of "America,” and the 
strains of music. The first speaker 
to address the very large audience, 
was our former president, Mr. Chas. 
R. Schirni, whose appeal to reason and 
patriotism called out generous ap
plause from his appreciative audience.

MPs. Kates was the next speaker, 
whose inspiration was far above the 
average, her telling points struck 
home, and she was sowing seeds, 
many of which will germinate and 
bring a bountiful harvest.

Mrs. C. D. Pruden, the presiding of
ficer of the Ladles' Auxiliary, then 
followed with a trance address, 
fraught with encouragement and pro
phetic optimism for the coming years 
of Spiritualistic work.

The closing minutes were devoted 
tb message work by Mrs. Kates, and 
she set her audience a-thinking with 
the accuracy of her descriptions and 
positive messages. Everybody agreed 
that this was one of the most enjoy
able anniversary celebrations they had 
ever experienced. May the good 
work go on and on until the whole 
world shall rejoice in its spiritual 
freedom.

HENRY SCHAFFETTER, Sec.

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Sa
rles. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; that Which is to Come.

"The World Beautiful.” Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; To Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration’, The Unseen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit Wdrld; The Ring of Ani- 
etnyst; Paradisa Gloria.

"After Her Death, a Story of a 
Sninmer." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she made herself known in 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

“The Spiritual Significance.” Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“Front Dream to Vision of Life."
As the title implies, itcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

"The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship us a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
nrent May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant.” The motto ot 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam." Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“Front Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri- 

i ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

Shadow Hanging Over a Young Girl.
Our cook in the main building of 

the Soldier’s home, whose husband 
is confined tn the hospital, has had 
two young daughters here working 
in the dining room, and one ddy about 
two weeks since, I happened to be ; 
working in the kitchen, assisting I 
Mrs. Banfield, when Beulah, the 
youngest of the two daughters, came 
in after dinner, on some errand, with 
her mother, and I stood only a few 
feet from her, and. immediately a 
shadow came over the young lady, 
and seemed to grow more dense as I 
stood watching her, when I cried out, 
“Beulah, I have a message or warning 
for you." "

I then described the shadow haug- 
ing over her, and advised her to be 
careful telling her- that otherwise 
some dreadful accident'would befall 
her.

Weil, the next-day and about the 
kame hour, she in company with an
other young girl, borrowed a small 
boat, and went down the river, and 
just round the bend thereof the boat 
tipped and she fell into the water and 
was drowned. Now the mother, as 
well as others, are anxious to know 
what cast the- shadow so plainly to 
me twenty-four hours before the ac-

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price i>0c.

“The Majesty or Calmness,” By 
■William G. Jordan.. Price 30 cents. 
. . “Tlie Kingship ,,r Self-Control.” 
By William G. Jordan. Price 30c.

"EvCry Living Creature;" "Tho 
Greatest Tiling Ever Known;" "Chai- 
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled." 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Bun 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.60.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians." By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.6°. . ,

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery. 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00.

“Practical Bungalows and Vol
tages.” One Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price »1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s standard Library." Four books 
in a box, Including—"Practical Use» 
ot the Steel Square.” Vols. 1 & 3, 
»1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." Price »1.00.

“Modern *Carpentry." Price »1.
These valuable hooka are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. Price »1.00 each, or 
four for »3.50.

•These and many other good hooka 
can be found tn our Catalogue.

cident.
Iowa Soldier’s Home.

DAVID J. MARTIN,

“The Spiritual Significance, or 
Death as an Event in Life." By Lil
ian Whjtfng. One of Miss Whiting's 
most suggestive, intensely interesting, 
spiritual bboks. It is laden with rich, 
thoughtful spirituality. Price 1,00.

“Spiritualism and the Law." A. 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by the Hon., Charles R. 
Schirm of Baltimore, Md. This pam
phlet is one that every Spiritualist 
should, rehd. It is a subject that peo- ’ 
pie are not familiar with. Price, 25 
cents.

• “In the World Celestial,’’ by Dr. T. 
A. Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price »1.

Ss
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY 1)E- I BEAR IN MIND that the Editor of 
PARTMENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO Tl»e Progressive Thinker Is in no 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS wise responsible for the views ex- 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND , pressed by contributors. » He may or 
MEDIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT «my ««L agree with their respective
___  VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY 
WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE 

NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT
FOR THAT PURPOSE.

■ I . -
KEEP COPIES OF YOUR POEMS 

sent lo this office, for they will1 not be 
returned if we have not space to use 
them. -

The Song Cards for sale at this 
office pt $4 per hundred, by mail, 
$4.BO, arc the help you need in socie
ty work.

The General Survey Is Intended 
merely to simply announce , the en
gagements, movements and work of 
speakers and mediums, ¿nd not to re
port what they have to say.

viens.

TAKE . NOTICE.-'-Coi'i'espondents 
are required when -writing for this 
paper to use cither a typewriter or a 
pep, with black ink...Write on one 
side of the paper only, and in a plain, 

legible, hand,, and thus avoid the ne-, 
ceqsity of preparing your copy for the 
printer. Please bear this in mind.

A-J,Patterson writes from Hoquain, 
Wash.: “À contribution to your val
uable paper from this remote quarter 

, of the globe will no doubt surprise 
your readers» The neighboring towns 
of Aberdeen and Hoquain are located 
near the Pacific coast, Southwest 

I Washington, and so we are overlooked 
. by many of the workers, and The Pro-

„ „ « „aw in. gl’essivo Thinker is not called uponMr. Harrison D. Bai t wherft j,e to chronicle the events of this section, 
cated in lortland, ■ But an occurrence of great interest to
baa an engagement to lec' • the Spiritualists residing here has redress him there In care of general de-
livery, until further notice.

Elizabeth J. Jaquet writes: After 
May 5 I will be open for engagements, 
either as platform message bearer, 
to organize local societies, or answer 
calls to officiate at funerals. My ad-

will be Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
care of Miss Irene Garsette, 708 
Third avenue.

Loa N. Reck writes 'from Toledo, 
Ohio: “Mr. Fred Dunakln, of Ceeil, 
Ohio, has just closed a month’s en
gagement with the independent Asso
ciation of Spiritualists of Toledo. Mr. 
Dunakln is the president of the Ohio 
State Association of Spiritualists, and 
Is well known as an able and eloquent 
lecturer. In spite of the inclemency 
of the weather, his meetings here were 
well attended, the audience evincing 
great Interest and enthusiasm. By 
his cheerful presence and kindly man
ner he has won his way to the hearts 
of the Toledo Spiritualists, who hope 
at some future time, to welcome him 
again In their midst."

Ralph H. Wilson writes from Joliet, 
“Last week received premium
"Gems of Thought." Many 

thanks. I already have read several 
of the lectures and they are certainly 
fine; anticipate many more pleasing 
and instructive hours.”

I cently. taken place, and much good has 
I grown out of it.(thanks tq our State 
.President, R. F. Little). We have 
, been favored with the ministrations of 
’ a lady who has been prominent In the 

’• spiritual work in the State for several 
, months, Mrs. Mary A. Stein, of De
troit, Mich., and we feel that Michigan 
is more than favored by claiming such 

j an able, .earnest worker. For five days 
and evenings she was with us, and we 
are all of the opinion that her lectures 
and psychic demonstration were the 
best ever given in this vicinity. We 
truly wish that every town and ham
let in the State of Washington might 
be sd fortunate as to have’ this grand 
worker with them and listen to her 
soul-inspiring utterances. Mrs. Stein 

f filled us full of life and hope, as we 
1 now intend to work together to es
tablish a society here, and so help to 

1 speed the "good tidings" throughout 
this broad land of ours. We ho^e this 
expression of good will may meet the 
attention of your many readers, and 

। that our thriving new towns of Aber- 
| deen and Hoquain may receive a por
tion of the attention bestowed bo 
cheerfully on the older portions of our

THE PROQRBteSIVB THINKER
TO IO fJFntlTy*™STS OF 

OIIEGOJi
The State Board of Spiritualists 

earnestly desire to come Into commun
ication with every Spiritualist 
throughout the state of .Oregon. Will 
ail those who read this please write 
to the state secretary, Mrs. AV. J. 
Youmans, 445 Columbia street, Port
laud, Ore. 953-3t

April H, 1MB,

The Dally Journal of Excelsior
Springs, Mo., has the following: 
Intelligent audience of Excelsior 
Springs’ leading businfess people and 
Visitors greeted Mrs. Ailu McHenry, 
the expounder of Spiritual philosophy 
(who done credit to her subject) at

State."
| Mrs. James Riley writes from Mar
cellus, Mich.: "Mr. Riley is In fairly 

: good health this spring, and he is 
doing a little farm work. Our home 

; is still open to seskers after truth; 
"An and we have many fine demonstrations 

of spirit' power, and many hearts are

the Excelsior hall last evening, Mar. 
39, in commemoration of the six
tieth anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism in America. Mrs. McHenry will 
lecture again next Sunday evening, 
April 5, at the same place, giving tests 
after the lecture, and the meetings

gladdened with messages from depart
ed friends. Mr. John Benton often 
speaks to us from the cabinet, voic
ing« words of cheer and comfort.”

THE HON. R. A. DAGUE WRITES: 
"AGAIN 1 CONGRATULATE YOU 

ON YOUR SPLENDID PAPER. YOU 
| ARE A BORN NEWSPAPER MAN. 
'1 EDITED AND PUBLISHED NEWS- 
। PAPERS FOR THIRTY YEARS, AND

will be continued through ApiiL This iiiyu xfvfr rfvk ahir th makes Mrs. McHenry's eighteenth an-I1 HA'E 10
nlversary address in the Interest of .FIGURE OUT HOW YOU CAN FUR

NISH YOUR PATRONS SO LARGE A 
'JOURNAL AND SO GOOD AN ONE

Modern Spiritualism."
Mrs. S. A. Smith writes from Ex

celsior Springs. Mo.: "We have had 
Mrs. Alla A. McHenry again with us. 
She gave a charming address on the 
sixtieth anniversary of Modern Spir
itualism. Our daily papers have al
ways endorsed Mrs. McHenry In her 
work here. One pleasing feature of 
the occasion was an offering of about 
one hundred copies of The Progressive 
Thinker, to be given out among the 
audience, donated by Dr. Elizabeth 
B. Kenne ot Michigan, who is now re
tired at 81 years of age. and a citizen 
of Excelsior Springs. She is highly 
honored by all of the Spiritualists

FOR $1.00 PER YEAR AND KEEP 
OVT OF THE POOR-HOUSE YOUR
SELF.

“YOURS FOR THE BETTERMENT 
OF HUMANITY.”

VlrginJau Hinman writes from 
Blackwell, Okla.: "On Mar. 20, 21 
and 22 a series of lectures for the 
First Spiritual ’ Church of Blackwell 
were held in Eagle hall. The speak-

here. and is now, as In 
great admirer of The 
Thinker.

Eugene Hendricks of

the past, a 
Progressive

St. IjOuis,
Mo., writes: “The Society of Spiritual 
Research celebrated the sixtieth anni
versary of Modern Spiritualism at its 
hall,L3001 S. Broadway, where it had 
had from seventy-five to one hundred 
people In attendance. Mrs. ,E. B. 
Price, under control, spoke to the 
children of the Lyceum about the Fox 
sisters and Spiritualism. The chil
dren. after giving the flag salute, were 
dismissed, and then Mrs. E. B. Price 
was again taken under control and 
took for a subject Modern Spiritual- 

.Jsm, The audience, thought her lee-, 
ture was grand; the poem'was most 
beautiful. Mrs. Nelson Armstead 
and Mrs. Mary North, of the colored 
society, gave a few tests, and. then Dr. 
Vlerllng was called upon for a few 
words, and also Dr. Herman Faber, 
and then more tests by Mrs. Otto 
Vlerllng, of the New Chain of Light
Society, 
went to

All were well pleased and 
their respective homes satis-

Mary Drake Jenne writes
from Monson, Me.: "Dr. Edgar W. 
Emerson, of Manchester, N. H„ has 
just closed a series of lectures here 
In our town. His discourses were 
most excellent, containing the sweet
est, most beautiful truths of our grand 
philosophy, presented to the people in 
such a clear, concise manner they can-
not fail to uplift and purify 
inanity."

Maggie E. Dare writes from 
pulpa, Okla.: “When we came

hu-

Sa- 
from

the Gulf Coast country of Texas, we 
Stopped in Houston, Tex., and called 
on Mrs. Jackson. They are holding 
meetings at . the Stephens Hotel, 
1615'% Congress street. There was a 
nice attendance at the meeting. We 
came' on to Oklahoma City,’ as two 
years before. We had the pleasure of 
meeting Mrs. Thorp. We stayed there 
over Sunday and attended their regu
lar Sunday evening meeting. It made 
a person feel as though at home to be 
in such a gathering. The hall was 
filled to overflowing. After the speak-
Ing Mrs. Thorp gave some tests. She

ers and 
for the 
Thorp, 
Church

mediums who did good work 
cause were: Mrs. S. E. G. 
pastor of the Spiritualist 

of Oklahoma City; also State
Missionary. Mrs. Bessie Bellman, of 
Winfield, Kan., president of the Kan
sas State Association; Mrs. Maud 
Gates, of Winfield; Mrs. Diana Al
drich, of Mendota, Ill., and Mrs. Edna 
Bacon, of Blackwell, Okla. Mrs. Bell
man seemed at her best, as she spoke 
at three sessions respectively on the 
subjects: ‘He Shall Give His Angels 
Charge Over Thee,’ ‘Bringing- in the 
Sheaves,' and ‘W.hat I know of Spirit
ualism.' With her.rare glftof lnsplra- 
tion, eloquence, and forceful reason
ing. she commands the undivided at
tention of all who came -into- her pres
ence. On Saturday evening, the 21st, 
Mrs. Thorp conferred the honor of 
ordination on Mrs..-Edna Bacon, pre
senting white carnations as the flower 
for the ceremony. During -the lec
ture series, Mrs. Thorp, who Is a mis
sionary in the true sense of the word, 
voiced some beautiful thoughts, as did 
Mrs. Gates-also. Ail mediums present 
joined in giving messages of love apd 
cheer from the friends passed to the 
great beyond. . The occasion Ie one to 
be remembered for the harmonious- 
conditions. general enjoyment and 
good attendance.”

C. H. Hinckly writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “The Spiritual Tem
ple Society of Grand Rapids.heldan- 
nivei'sary services Sunday afternoon 
at Page's hall. Dr. J. C. Batdorf and . 
others assisted in the services.. There 
is no wild enthusiasm, over the Tem
ple building, .but It is hoped a steady, 
persevering effort mayaElast accom
plish the much desired object,”

Mrs. E. H. Bigelow, of LbFAhgeles, 
Cal., writes: “Allow me to take this 
opportunity to express to you my ap
preciation of your valuable paper and 
my approval of the war you are wag
ing against fake mediums; also, the 
danger arising from indiscriminate 
mediumship. I believe your work to 
be of the noblest and highest. May 
you live long and prosper.”

According to a dispatch from New. 
Yorlc, ¿ Chicago specialist has started 
In to beautify the women of Gotham 
and to teach them the get-cute-quick 
game. When, her pupils are exercis- 
-ing she doesn’t give them Indian club

Scribe writes: “The Baltimore 
Church of Spiritualists held a splendid 
celebration on the 2Sth ot the sixtieth, 
anniversary of Modern Spiritualism. 
C. D. Pruden, president, presided. 
Flowers and music were excellently a 
great feature. Addresses were made 
by Hon. Charles R, Schirm. Mr. and 
Mrs. G. W. Kates, pastors, Mrs. C. D. 
Pruden, and others. Messages were 
given by Mrs. Loans, Mrs. Allen and 
Mrs. Kates. The. child.ren also gave 
some Interesting exercises.”

The Spiritual Messenger Is ' the 
name of a monthly magazine pub
lished by the First Spiritual Associa
tion of St, Louis, Mo,,"Mr. Grimshaw, 
pastor. Terms, 7 5 cents per year. It 
is gotten up Ih flpe style, and will no 
doubt be instrumental Jn doing a, 
good work.

Correspondent writes; “The Metro/ 
polltan Sjiiritual Society celebrated the 
sixtieth anniversary-on Sunday, Mar, 
29, at its hall, corner of. Wentworth 
avenue and 31st street, Chicago,, and 
the large hall was crowded. The ros
trum and every available space was 
taken by the beautiful flowers banked 
up- everywhere, sent by the devotees 
of the pastor, Mrs. Maggie Waite. 
Mrs. Emma Jenkins’ sweet voice was 
again heard in the solo “Waiting,” 
and she had to respond to several en
cores. Mrs. Alice Case delivered an 
Inspirational poem, which was veiy 
much enjoyed. Madam Anna Cello 
and. her pupil,-Miss McKeown, sang a 
duet entitled, “I Heard a Voice.” 
Mrs. Jenkins again sang “Rock Me to 
Sleep" in her beautiful soprano voice, 
which brought tears to many eyes., 
Mrs. Waite then concluded the even
ing giving messages from the spirit 
side, proving to the many strangers 
and skeptics receiving them that so- 
called death does not bring annihila
tion, but a continuance of life, and so 
ended one ot the most instructive 
meetings that was ever held by this 
society in its six year's existence."

Mrs. Henrietta L. Lichtig writes: 
"1 shall be in Sturgis, Mich., for two 
weeks. Societies or private parties 
wishing my services for hall or parlor 
meetings or private circles In that 
vicinity, can address me at Sturgis."

Mrs. Estella Nicum, of Dayton, 
Ohio, writes that Will V. Nicum met 
with quite a serious accident while at
tempting to catch a street car, In
juring his right arm. After doctoring 
it for four weeks with no seeming im
provement, he consulted one of the 
leading surgeons of Dayton, and with 
the aid of a skiagraph cast or X-ray, 
the arm was found to be badly frac
tured. Tiie fracture is now replaced 
and healing. Mr. Nicum desires to In
form his friends and correspondents 
through The Progressive Thinker that 
all letters will be answered soon.”

C. C. Thompson writes from New
ark, N. J.: “On the afternoon and 
evening of Mar. 29 anniversary serv
ices were held- at the meeting place of 
the First Church of Spiritual Progres
sion. Pastor H. C. Dorn, who is a 
great lover of flowers, had arranged 
on the platform a handsome floral dis
play, which was divided among those 
In attendance after the services were 
over. The audience in the afternoon 
was of fair size and In the evening 
one of the largest assemblages that 
has gathered in the house for some 
time was on hand. After an earnest 
prayer by Mrs. Dorn, a very interest
ing address was given by Mr. R. F. 
Adams, late president of the First As
sociation of Philadelphia. Many mes
sages were given by Mr. Dorn, assisted 
by Mr. E. H. Matlerk, a young but 
very promising medium of this city. 
General Interest In the subject of Spir
itualism appears to be on the increase 
In this locality, and the field is a most 
promising one." •

A Lyceum has been organized by 
the Golden Rule Society of Chicago 
with excellent prospects of success. 
Bring out the children next Sunday 
and join in the most excellent work of 
properly educating them for future 
usefulness.

J. W. Ring arrived in Chicago last 
Saturday, having finished his labors in 
California where his work was greatly 
appreciated. He is now at his home 
In Shelbyville, Ind., where he can be 
addressed.

Correspondent writes: “The Pro
gressive Spiritual Church, 3829 Ver
non avenue, under the management of 
Mrs. L. Lyons and the pastorate of 
Rev. Denby held the usual Sunday 
afternoon services last Sunday, with 
a full house to greet them, and the 
indications are that they will soon 
move into new quarters to accommo
date the membership and visitors. 
They are to hold a flower service on 
Easter Sunday, and request everybody 
to bring flowers.”

Secretary writes: Don’t forget the 
mass-meeting of the Chicago Spirit
ualists' League, Saturday afternoon 
and evening at Handel hall, 40 E. 
Randolph street. Come early and 
bring your lunch, and have a grand, 
good time.”

Correspondent.writes: “The Rose
land Culture Club held impressive 
services Sunday, April 4, at Buck's 
hall, 11526 Michigan avenue, with Dr. 
T. Wilkins as speaker and Mrs. Nan
nie Campbell, Mrs. Walker and their 
local medium, Mrs. Longstaff, as mes
sage bearers, and all’gave proof of a 
future life and spirit return// This 
club is always blessed with good music 
by the Richards Family Orchestra, 
and on this occasion their music was 
sublime. Mr. Perry, the chairman, Is 
a hustler In keeping good talent."

Dr. J. M. Temple, of Washington, 
D. C., platform test medium, is open 
for Camp engagement. Liberal terms. 
Address Lanham, Prince George Co., 
Maryland.

i Miss Sarah Woodruff, Colden, New 
York. Ji

(a nje!2L,?’'s of 
■he Stale Ae«oclatlou are' especially 
requested to attend the convention.

AL W. RICHARDSON, 
J ■ Stae President.
— JI « 4-—------- ----

Anniversary at Detroit, Mich,
Sunday, Mar. 29, the First Church 

ot the Soul, 46 Grand River avenue, 
held two meetings, afternoon and 
evening, jhe liiill was crowded to Its 
utmost oapp,city.,:.It was decorated 
with the national colors. The altar 
was a mass of palms, ferns and flow
ers, in honor of our arisen one. A 
chair was beautifully draped with smi-: 
lax flowers, and a box of white rib
bon gave the finishing touch.

The pastor, Laura L. Crawford, 
gave the address of the day; also 
the christening of little Walter J. A. 
Parant Thomas. His life was conse
crated to the good of humanity. Our 
Lyceum children favored us with se
lections of Longley songs. Rev; 
Amanda Coffnjan, from Grand Rapids, 
responded in a beautitul manner. Mrs. 
Crowell gave a rendition of the Story 
of the Cross. Then camp a surprise 
to Sister Crowell, who Is about to 
leave our city to make her home Jn 
Seattle, Wash..-' Mrs. Sharlow, In be
half of our society, presented her with 
a sunflower badge pin, and'a. bouquet 
of flowers'as a token of love. Mrs. 
Crowell responded in like manner. 
Then, camp, the messages, given 
through those' uqtlrlng workers, Mrs. 
McDonald,/ Mrs. Dr. McCain, Mrs,
Watertan and pastor. L. L. 0.

The Sixtieth Anniversary at Seattle.
To the Editor:- On Mar. 29, In the 

Knights of Pythias hall of this city, 
the Seattle Spiritual Association cele
brated the sixtieth anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism under the most 
favorable conditions,

The contributions of potted plants, 
ferns, flowers and bunting were beau
tiful and profuse, and the artistic 
ability of the many friends who gath
ered early to complete the decorations 
was manifest ip the wall decorations, 
grouped bouquets and the rostrum, 
which was a bower of ferns and artis
tic bloom.

The entertainment consisted of 
music—vocal and Instrumental—reci
tations and speeches by local talent, 
as well as those who came from for
eign parts. Among these wpre Broth
er Connett of Boston, Mass., also Sis
ter Irene Smith of Tacoma, who has 
been our lecturer since November last. 
Also Sister Hibner and Sister Dr. 
French, R. F. Little, state president of 
the Spiritual Society, and Walter F. 
Hall, ex-president of the First Spir
itual Association, and Brother Pale
mon C. M1I14, our pioneer worker in 
Spiritualism'. •

Many teste ^weijp given by our local 
mediums, Sisters Ross, Jennings, Hib
ner and Lapworth, while Mr. Wright, 
Miss Wright and Others delighted the 
audience with vocal, violin and’ piano 
selections, all of which evidenced the 
beautiful vibrations and Influence at
tracted to the gathering on this occa
sion which gave expression through 
the speakers ¡and' -mediums In beauti
ful thought^,' recitations and tests, 
and continued into the banquet room 
where wit and mirth Indicated the 
beautiful hairmony and spirit that pre
vailed throughout; ,the entire occasion, 
which lasted from 1 p. m. to 11 p. ni., 
with an intermission for refreshments. 
A)1 expressed themselves as highly 
pleased and gratified, giving evidence 
of the success and appreciation of the 
Society’s efforts. We wish to extend 
our thanks to all who assisted in mak
ing this anniversary such a perfect 
success, which we feel assured will 
have a beneficial Influence In the fu-
ture success 
of this city.

We wish 
thanks and

of the spiritual societies

to extend our heartfelt 
graitude to Sister Irene

Smlth, who on this occasion terminat
ed her engagement with us, having 
served this society for the past four 
months, rendering long and faithful 
service as a lecturer and faithful, con
scientious worker for the enlighten
ment of humanity along these ad
vanced lines of thought, and we highly 
recommend her to other societies, 
feeling confident she will give them 
the same satisfaction as she has given 
us, knowing her ability to instruct, 
entertain and hold audiences, realiz
ing that other societies are in the same 
relative condition with ours in rely
ing upon the receipts to defray their 
expenses.

Sister Smith’s ability covers a larger 
scope than that of lecturer and ora
tor, as she is also the author of sev
eral books, amog which are, “The Sci
ence of Palmistry and Its Relation to 
Astrology and Phrenology,” and "In
spirational Lectures and Psychic Les
sons,” her latest publication, contain
ing several lectures delivered during 
the past ,four months were published 
St the request of the Seattle audi
ences, and have, met with ready sale, 
thus proving'the public’s appreciation 
of her ability as a writer

The Society Was agreeably surprised 
when Brother Palemon C. Mills an
nounced that his book, “Modern Mira
cles,” was fresh from the press, and 
met with ready sale.

This Society has engaged Brother 
Connett, foTmerly, of Boston, to de
liver a course of lectures during the 
month of-April. P. K. MOHR,

Pres. Seattle Spiritual Asso.

■Reception toDn J. M. Peebles.
. The following from a Clyde, Ohio, 

paper, gives an a&dunt of the recep-
tlon of. the _] 
Mr. and Mrs.

i at. the home ot 
/ French:

the expressions of
for his long and faithful
fifty-six years as- an
oplrilual philosophy «s well as along

deep gpprepíatlon [ g a —.

nw Syracuse Woman
ir »»n vimll «v« nlnricr * *

ai¡ oche? progressive lines.
“The 

ture at 
Sunday 
ject for

venerable traveler will lec- 
G. A. Il, hall Saturday and 
evenings at 7:30. His sub
Saturday evening will be on

his "Five Journeys Around the 
World.” Sunday evening, “Spiritual
ism, Its Shadow and Sunny Side." 
The notable occasion was.closed by a 
quartette of ladles singing "God Be 
With You Till We Meet Again,” after 
which congratulations followed."

The Sixtieth Anniversary.
The rostrum of - the Fraternal Or

der pt Spiritualists was becomiBgly 
decorated with flowers, bunting, 
palms, etc., in recognition of the six
tieth anniversary bf Modern Spiritual
ism, which was fittingly', celebrated 
Sunday, Mar. 29, both afternoon and 
evening,. After listening to a brief 
but appropriate address by Mrs. J. 
Staner-Adams, bur mediums voiced 
many glad tidings from the other side 
foy which the recipients readily 
showed their appreciation. At 5:30 
the .supper march began, in which 
about fifty couples joined and enjoyed 
one of our old-time suppers. The vio
lin solo by Master Earl English, ac
companied on' the piano by his sis
ter, Miss Pearl English, was well done 
and well liked. It was a valuable ad
dition to our popular concert at 7:30. 
The singing of our junior choir caused 
much favorable comment, and Brother 
Hadley, the "man of the hour," de
serves praise as a singing master. 
Our quartette also deserves honorable 
mention on this occasion. The even
ing service consisted of short talks and 
messages, which were interesting. 
Over three hundred people attended 
and assisted in this glorious event, and 
and made it one to be long remem
bered. Prominent Spiritualists from 
every part of the city and many sub
urbs were with us and showed marked 
Interest. On Sunday, Apr. 12, at 
•2:30 p. m., we will have another class 
of about twenty-five to initiate. This 
service Is decidedly interesting and 
instructive, and Is always productive 
of telling results,in gaining new mem
bers. The usual services will follow 
in the afternoon, and in the evening 
a memorial service for our lately 
arisen brother, John M. Weirs, will 
be held. Let there be a good attend
ance. Special music will be rendered, 
and we will have a service worthy the. 
name. Admittedly and repeatedly has 
the F. O. O. S. demonstrated its ability 
to create and hold the Interest of the 
Spiritualists of Chicago, gaining the 
confidence and patronage of thousands 
since our organization, Jan. 13, 1907. 
Here every Sunday you find a distinct, 
away-from-the-ordinary gathering, 
harmonious, social and refreshing, 
and better testimonial could be had 
than our ever Increasing attendance 
and deep Interest shown by all. Our 
hall has become a popular rendezvous 
for Spiritualists and others seeking 
knowledge and progress through the 
aid of our corps of efficient mediums. 
If you ai&a worker, join us in a meri
torious work. Come and see us any
way, Hygela hall, 406 Ogden avenue, 
corner Robey street, top floor.

FERD C. SUHRER. •

luv.p oume uuo stunts .nor ’encourage them in pugil-
; Is a grand, good medium, and her | ism. She gives them beautiful phrases 

whole heart and soul is in this grand । to say.. Each phrase contains a’beau- 
work. She is away from home a great tifuT thought,, and-from this thought 
part of the time, organizing new so- ‘
cietles. .We expect to. have her with 
us In the near future to help us or
ganise.a society, at this place,, as. we 
find-by conversation that a great many 
of our neighbors are anxious to in
vestigate this matter.”

. she i Bays the muscles will assume 
, graceful proportions. Thus may a 
, wife read exquisite thoughts to her 
„husband while he is sprawling around 
with his coat-off. and gradually win 
back his shape without imposing work 

'around the house

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF NEW 
YORK STATE.

The New York -State Annual Con
vention is called to be held in the city 
of Rochester at the Plymouth Spirit
ualist Church, June 5, 6 and 7.

The day sessions of Frlday^and Sat
urday will be business meetings, clos
ing with the election of officers Fri
day afternoon. All evening sessions 
and the day sessions of Sunday, the 
7th, are for speaking, mediumship, 
music, etc.

The Convention will open Friday,. 
June 5,'at 10:60 o’clock a. m., and 
there will be three sessions daily. 
Auxiliary societies should elect dele
gates early and report to the secretary,

“Dr. J. M.( Peebles, the “world’s 
missionary at large” for Spiritualists, 
who has just ^etpffhed' from his fifth 
journey arQug^.t^.world and finished 
fifty-six years as a .lecturer along al! 
reformatory Hiie^l,arrlved at Clyde 
Monday on his eighty-sixth birthday. 
He was given ¡a public reception by 
Mr. and MrSj.,A, ¿..(French, as a sur
prise, at g/A. R.'. hall, which was 
beautifully detorateil for the occasion 
with a profusion of-'flowers, etc.

"The addr^nfijwelcome was given 
by Mr. French.,' H$ paid an eloquent 
tribute to th^'Fllgrim’s long and use
ful life and the wonderful changes 
that have taken iplace during his 
eighty-six year® an eventful career. 
When closing his, address his words 
to Mr. Peebles were sublime and 
touching. Music-suitable for the oc
casion interspersed .‘the program, fol
lowed by reading-Of letters and tel
egrams from' throughout the United 
States and foreign lands, which were 
sent to be read on this occasion. 
Greetings from the National Spiritual
ists’ Association and many State Asso
ciations and numerous signatures of 
officers and~ members were' also read. 
Mr. Peebles was called upon for a 
reroonse, but was too deeply affected 
by the flood of unexpected letters and

THE PILGRIM IN NORTHERN 
OHIO.

It was indeed a rare privilege to be 
an Invited guest at the reception ten
dered the famous traveler and author, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles, on the occasion of 
his eighty-sixth birthday, by Mr. and 
Mrs. A. B. French, at Clyde, Ohio, 
last Monday, Mar. 23. It was well 
worth a many miles’ journey to hear 
the many letters of congratulation and 
the eloquent address by that other 
veteran, A. B. French. But no doubt, 
abler pens than mine will give you 
a full report of that event. The fol
lowing day Dr. Peebles made his first 
visit to Sandusky to deliver two lec
tures ‘for the Psychic Research So
ciety of that place, famous for Its nu
merous and widely known summer 
resorts. The first lecture was descrip
tive of some of the marvelous sights 
he had witnessed in his five journeys 
around the world, and was thoroughly 
enjoyed by a large audience. Of-the 
second lecture, the Sandusky Regis
ter said:

“The chamber of commerce was 
again crowded to the doors last even
ing, many being compelled to stand, 
on the occasion of the second lecture 
delivered by the noted author and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles, of Battle 
Creek, Mich., who has just completed 
bls fifth tour of the world.

The doctor related some of the 
many experiences be has had during 
his long and busy life in the investi
gation of the proofs of immortality, 
which were interesting, as well as con
vincing, to all whb beard him.

“The audience was loth to depart, 
and Jlngeredtonrasp the hand of the 
lecturer, and extend their hearty 
thanks , and appreciation of his argu
ment"

Dr. Peebles’ lectures were affirma
tive, demonstrative and constructive, 
rather than destructive. During Ms 
last lecture, he said in a kindly spirit 
that the Bible had been changed, and 
changed and revised. At the close of 
the lecture, the Presbyterian pastor 
being present, he was introduced to 
Dr. Peebles, and he objected to the 
Doctor's remarks of the Bible changes. 
This led to' a brief blit spicy contro
versy. Greek words, Greek versions 
and. mis-trahslations were dashed off 
pro' and con, the' Doctor telling the 
pastor that in the Bible phrase “God 
Is a spirit,” the article "A” had nb 
business there; it was in interpolation, 
and the passage, “There are three 
that bear record in. heaven,” etc. 
(St. John’s Epistle), was another 
priestly interpolation.

This interview reminded us of the 
late Moses Hull. Shaking hands at 
parting, Dr. Peebles exhorted this 
preacher to investigate Spiritualism, 
adding knowledge to faith, and so find 
that peace of soul that orthodox the
ology could not give. The Doctor, as 
all who have heard him ■ know, is 
pretty plain-spoken. Our people Were 
highly pleased with the short con
troversy. The Doctor - showed his 
scholarship, and his masterly ability 
in defense of Spiritualism; We hope 
to have the old (young) Doctor with 
us again soon, as it is indeed a great 
inspiration and assistance to a weak 
society to have such a powerful speak
er. When he comes next time, we will 
secure a much larger hall, so that the 
preachers and others' will not be 
obliged to stand up. May he remain 
in the physical body to celebrate many 
more birthdays is the sincere wish of 
all who made his acquaintance while
here.

Sandusky, Ohio.
CORRESPONDENT.

Took Hrei Wrinkles 
Out In Three Nights

After Facial Massage and BeautySpecialist Had Failed

“Made Me Look 20 Years Younger”
Says Cincinnati Lady Who Tried It: "Now Past 40, but My Complexion Is 

Smoother and Better Than in Girlhood," Writes a Kentucky Woman, 
Who Used This Wonderful Process for Removing Wrinkles.

The Discoverer Offers to Give Particulars Free of Charge to All Who Write 
Her within Next 10 Days—Exacts Promise of Secrecy—Treatment Very 

Simple and Absolutely Harmless—May Be Used Without the 
Knowledge of Your Most Intimate Friends.

Ever since woman’s beauty held 
sway over man and br6ught her pow
er, influence and wealth, she has 
sought a way to stay the processes of 
old age and banish deep Jines and fur
rows from the brow.

Chemists, beauty doctors and skin 
specialists have for centuries past 
vainly tried to .fathom the sealed se
crets of nature, and tlnd a way to keep 
the beauty ofyoutli In a woman's face

very skeptical about your treatment 
but tn one night iny skepilelsin had 
entirely vanistiud. When 1 looked m 
iny face on ihe following morning 
and saw what a wonderful iransfurnia-
tlon hud taken place 1 
1 had found the right 

In «peaking of her
Mctu «ay«: “Yea, J

was sure at last 
tiling." 
dlsiovi-ry, M 

know it sou

anti forni.
Harriett Meta was

the general rule
no exception to

und
of women. 'Trouble

worry Un,.sthelr unsightly lines
and murk« upon her fare . She «aw 
the beautyof youth giving away to the 
heavy Imprint« of coming age.

Her tir«t rrsurt was to the facial maw
sage, cold cream and steaming pots; 
then next to beauty specialists; • but 
all in vain. The wrinkles seemed, if 
anything, to grow deeper and deeper.

too good to be true, but really 1 d< 
not think removing " wrinkles Is hah 
so wonderful aa the telephone. Before 
the telephone was invented it uppeared 
ridiculous to think of talking from New 
York to Chicago.

■'Those who have used cold cream«,} 
etc., cannot understand how my
invnt can act quickly. y, i. after all.

Facial massage appeared to
stretch the akin; more wrinkles came. 
She had spent all (Im money she could 
afford to spend, and was ready lo give 
up in despair, when one day a friend
lande a happy suggestion.

Tills gave her a brilliant Idea, She
Het to work on the thing herself, and

it Is very simple, and I wonder
some one did not discover I lie process 
long ago. My letters . from pollen!» 
•tell the whole story. Here is one from 
a .lady who says :my treatment inaih 
her look twenty years younger: als. 
letters from many others. I do not 
see how anyone can doubt In the fu<<r 
of such testimony as tltia. I Irie, 
• ■old creams, facial -massage, et--.. toy 
self, without results, cm: I ran tlior 
oughly sympathiim with. . th^ win

yfter i 
/limosi

several nimiths' hard labor 
I endless experimenting she

and 
sue-

have

ceeded hi producing a wrinkle remover, 
entirely different from anything she 
bad seen or heard of, Shu tried it on 
herself, and lo and behold! It worked 
a wonderful transforinallonin a single
night. She tried it a second night
and her wrinkles were practically gone. 
A third night—three treatments In all 
—and her Wrinkle» had entirely dls-
appeared and her skin 
rosy, smooth.

Mrs. J. E. Black of 
writes: "When I look 
scarcely know myself,

was soft, clear,

Yonkers, N. Y., 
into the glass 1 
so great is the

improvement, Aly wrinkles- have en
tirely gone." Miss Gladys: Desmond, 
the actress of Pittsburg, Pa., says: 
"Your treatment made iny wrinkles 
disappear in one night. It is certainly 
a Godsend to womankind. Ijr^ed cold 
creams, skin foods and various adver
tised wrinkle removefs. but they all 
failed absolutely and 1 confess 1 was

PAS8&D TO SPIRIT LIFE.

L Obituaries to the extent of ten 
Hues only will be inserted free. All 
in excess of ten lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per Hue.
About 7 words constitute

Mrs. Addie M. Stevens 
spirit life from her

offer

tried to get rid of wrinkles, and 
truly glad 
womankind a muer and shorter

'T will give fortlier partictihirs to all
those who write mb - w: 
ten days. I must exact
Reereuy from one
protection before J give

ir promise ut 
........ own 
lit 11 Infornili-

t Ion— you ran u.se niy l 
yoursHf, or in your ’.own: family, but
you must not tell 
skiers.

"1 guarantee my 
no way injure your 
t rai y 11 wl 11 give 
fee 11 ng, a nd u real ly 
plosion, as well as 
1 Ines anti wrinkles.

improve

"Address Harriett Méta.

will in

com -

L'f'UB,
Syracuse. N. Y. 1 will sei.»! ev.-rj thing 
in plllin 'sealed envelope
correspondence 
vate."

will in I-

FATE MASTERED.

And

a line.]

passed to 
home In

Claremont, N. H., Mar. 26, 1908. For 
several years she was president of the 
New Hampshire Spiritualists’ Associa
tion. She was firm in her convictions 
and had never a doubt of the fulness 
of life In the “Beautiful Beyond.” She 
had a helpful, cheerful personality, 
and was a strength and comfort to 
many, who will miss her tangible pres
ence; but the spirit knows no separa
tion. FLORA F. THOMPSON.

Passed to spirit life at his home 
near Fennville, Mich., Chester T. 
Peterson, aged 85 years, 3 months, 
and 27 days, leaving a wife and one 
son of 21 years old, to till the farm 
2% miles from Fennville. He was 
an honest man and a worthy Spiritual
ist ot 25 years. The writer officiated 
at the burial services to a large audi
ence, proving that he was a worthy 
citizen and beloved by all who met
to pay tribute to his passing to a land 

sunshine. W. O. KNOWLES.Of

NAME THE BABY, 
Or Give the Charge. A song with 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 
Price 35 cents.

ORTHODOX HELL.
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To say that this book is a production 
of Dr J. M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain the interesting features of it, 
and recommend it to every reader of 
Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

CURED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY.

By William E. Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. This 
book pointe the way. Price, 25 cents.

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and In
structive book. Price $1.00.

“The Light of Egypt.” Volumi 
and 2. An occult library In itself, 
text-book of esoteric knowledge, as

1 
a

A

Destiny Fulfilled. 
Colville.

dainty book of 52
in heavy white cover
decoration.

Contents: 
Force. Its 
Thought as 
Aura. For 
>0 cents.

By W. J.

liages, bound 
with cat-tall

Fate Mastered. Interior
Practical 

a Shield, 
sale at this

Evolution. 
The Human 

office. Price

What All the World’s a-8eeking;!
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Eacbh building h!» world from withlo-; thought If 
the builder; for thought« are force», -eublle, vital 
Irrealatible, omnlpclouL—and according m u«ed de 
(her bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, »uccew 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above book« are beautifully bound In grar-groea 
railed cloth, lumped Id deep old green and gold, with 
gUl top. Price, 11.25. For eale at thia office.

HAECKEL'S LAST drut Work. Jut Publlibd.

11.11 Ml. rwurtik.

INVOLUTION
uta c«,ici sou.

PROGRESSIVE THUNER, Publlshen 
,#iMk Mwl. ÍSta» tua

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts in the Ufeot 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological man-el of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable teaU 
mony^rmany witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley, 
With Illustrations Price, cloth. 11.60.

Selections from the con 
tent» i»f that ancieni 
book. Its commentaries 

teachings, poetry,- and legends. Also brl« 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it- By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, tl

AFTER HER HEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian 

Whiting. Pervaded with pure and 
beautiful spirituality of thought, in
structive and helpful to all who love 
and seek the higher and finer ways oi 
spiritual experience. Price. $1.00.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, ANO 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

8y Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and
taught by the Adepts of Hermetic' vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra* 
— .. t>_«„ ' matiG tensity of earnestness. Anotable

Mterary effort. A fine edition la eletk
Philosophy. Price $2 per volume. , 

Rational Memory Training. A se
ries of articles on memory. How to : 
improve and develop. À most excel
lent hook. Price. 50 cents.

"The Truthseeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use oi
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.’ By

Works of Thomas Paine
Anew édition in paver eorenvlth large cìeartxpe,

Chas. B. Newcomb,, Excellent in . 
spiritual suegestiveneps.. Cloth $1.50.

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con-, 
tatning definitions oi every used elec- ■ueMiijieO» 
tricai terms or phrase. Pric». 35:1b. I ________
, "The Religion of Cheerfuin ns.'

By Sara A. Hubbard. An excc hint
book tor the culture ot health end 
spirituality. None can read it i.tth- 
®ut pleasure and grolit. Price 50c.

ermprlUngi

Age of Reason...... .25 cts.
Rights of Man..........25 cts.
Crisis........................25 cts.
Common Seuss......... 15 cts.

Fhltlst cpleDdld opportunity to secure tuesi 
»rd work«, m Uie'pnce is within the retch oi

The l'ifiäefitu of Eccfe&iasticisnn 
A Ment» e to Ame.rlc&n Civilization. Bv Proi 
W. H. í ockwood. A trenchant and amteri 

- Frico, £5 cents.
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of superstitious fancy, trimmed, and

THE GREAT DEBATE..

W.

"Continuity

Between John- W. Ring and J, 
Chism.—285 Pages.

7 This department Is under the man- 
ragetnent of

, HUDSON TUTTLE.
^}aresB him at B^ liri Heights, Ohio.

ÏJXOTI2—The Questions and Answers 
Iwve called forth such a host of re- 
Sïfundents, that to give all equal hear- 
kng compels tne answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, ând often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 

brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
uertlve, which of all things is to be 
deprecated. Correspondents often wea- 
ry with waiting for the appearance of 

' their questions and write letters of 
». 'inquiry. The supply of matter Is al- 
V; . ways several weeks ahead of space 

ù Given, and hence there is unavoidable 
Ï delay. Everyone has to wait his time 
/ and plap^, gnd all are treated with 
vj equal favor. J

/ } NOTICE—No attention will be given
\ I anonymous letters. Full name and 'ad-.

y dires« must be given, or the letters Wil} 
\not be read.* if .the rè'qüëôt be made 

v.be name will not be published. The 
ciorrespopdence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially 

- letters of Inquiry requesting private 
- SV-nswers, and while I freely give what

ever information I am able, the ordi- 
, : nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
- pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Q.—Has Flamma'rion renounced be- 
: ..Het in Spiritualism? -
1 A.—-At the time this question re-
, calved answer I could not quote the 
lx text of the letter of denial of this 
Vharge by the great French astrono- 

; imer. A correspondent has kindly fur
nished it, by sending a clipping from 
tfte New York Sun, Dec. 31, 1907. It 
Is ms follows:

“’'■«ton, Dec. 31.—The report that 
Can; Flammarlon, the French as- 
trqiio'Aer, is no longer a believer in 
th^ continuance of' human personality 
after bodily death is emphatically de
nied by him in a letter just received 
by his American publisher, Herbert B. 
Turner & Co., of Boston.

“ ‘There is not one word of truth in 
i the story,' writes M. Flammarlon. 
i ‘The work that you are about to issue 

Will, on the contrary, prove indisputa- 
' bly the objective reality of psychical 

(ihaadmena. These phenomena are 
absolutely certain to every impartial 
observer who has been able to give 

A Sufficient time to the study. My work 
rfm ‘Some Natural Unknown Forces,’ 
fivill contain the results of my experi
ments with the famous medium, 

■ Eusapia Paladino, and with the prin- 
; Alpal mediums since the time of Allan 
' fcardec.'”

ts whom all questions must be re
ferred. The Greejc. church carry this 
Still further,, for the creed-formulated 
f rom the Bible is of‘least account.

Protestants on the other hand, 
makg the Bible the .source of all au
thority, and its understanding became, 
therefore,.of greatest consequence.

As before .stated, the Catholics com
piled thb Bible, and when the Protest
ants by translation gave it to the pub
lic, at the time when printing made 
this possible, the books thought ob
jectionable were bunched into the 
apocrypha, and aré iiqw.left out. Rev
elation was' objected to by the Catho
lics themselves, but iinajly held its 
place, and other books, as several of 
the epistles were subject to dispute. 
The reason for dropping out the apoc
ryphal books.was that they stood be
tween the inspired word and the vul
gar, and shaded one into the other. 
The apocraphal New Testament is a 
more emphatic example. It is so un
critically extravagant, it shows how

Delineation of Romanism.
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A Brief Outlinq of the Relationship Existing Between. Roman Cathol

icism and Americanism, With Particular Reference ttf^atholic 
Monasticism; Education and Marriage, i s

With the exception of the Roman hierarchy anil thdiifewrpriesU. 
and laymen, who, through the exceptional courage of their oWh-. souls ; 
have begun to ithink for themselves, the following word$,Wé.)t^ 

J dressed to Catholics at all, for the simple reason that flieiri epeed 
¡forbids any rational investigation of the questions .herein discussed.
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Thia volume io duaicalefi: “To those 

■ whose thoughts and longings reach Into 
the Unseen Land ot Souls this handful 
of,Asphodels, mixed with common flow
ers is offered, hoping to give rest and 

I pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion oil the journey thither." It con-
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would be only tori' 'glad to leave them in-the undisputed possession oil 
their beads, pictures; and paganistic dramas. ..J

But the Roman hierarchy do not propose and never have proposed, 
to mind their own'business. ■" ■ ,

They already have the public press muzzled so tightly that not,a 
¡word unearthing their corrupt schemes can reach the public through 
’the great city dailies, . . ' ; - ;

, The church controls many of our large mi|nicipalities. Most of the 
iiilice and fire department employes as Well as their chiefs .are VatheH 
ic; The management and employes iof the street railway systems 
re largely Catholic. . 1

. In .speaking of the purposes, methods and pplicies Qf. ^ho Catliplic 
ehureh, we do not take into consideration the laity, nqjrjany. of the 
priesthood below the episeopate, for the exclusive •reason' that they 
have no part in.the councils of the church. ' , ' , .,’j“ :,

It is admitted that there is much good in the larger portipn of the
the books from which the imaginary i qa|^oijc membership, because theye is always good i» the- human’sopl; 
Kttonabte.CbXseemort JrobK Ithe church-uses this good as-jwfll wheels>£ 
were .selected frqm,that seething sea ’ ot operative subjugation. The face of this large wheel-flyppeft. W-

added' to, and the çast-off books were 
gathered, in the . apocrypha,..except 

-those that reached a yet lower range.
■ The-Catholics find nothing in the 
apocrypha especially substantiating 
their doctrines,, and the Protestants 
find nothing condemning theirs. They, 
are rejected because they are supposed 
to be too much, like ordinary "pro
fane” writings to claim inspirational 
authorship. Yet they compare favor
ably with Esther, Revelations, and the 
.ribald ‘.'Songs of Solomon."

' / \ Wm. Van Waters, Judge Dunn, and 
: Otmars:—XJ.—Will you give the read- 
1 Bra «¡if The Progressive Thinker an ac- 

' Count of how you wrote the Arcana of 
Nature, whether automatically or by 
inspiiration, and other matters of in- 

/ terest to psychical students-regarding 
your mediumship?

Q.—it seemed to be in the air, and 
• by a telepathic communion, almost at 

I- ■ the same date several letters of the 
) < - above import came, arid with them an 
\ offer to publish an edition of the book 

for many years out of print, especially 
to supply the libraries of the world, 

ijjri qs it is proposed to give a copy to each 
of the moat notable,. .... „

f The Arcana was published in two 
(■ volumes, the second having the title, 

Philosophy of Spirit and' the Spirit 
Worm. It is proposed to unite these 
two Into one, with a lengthy introduc
tion containing the information asked 

y for Vÿ these correspondents. I have 
\ copies' of, the London edition, but the 

: (fiesire^s to make the new edition as 
êxacUan imprint of the original as 

. : ¿msslule. I have no copy of the sec- 
OBid volume, and will regard it as the 
greatest favor, if any of my friends 
having a copy of this second volume 
.will inform me.

Thé first volume of Arcana was in 
lhe\maln automatically written, writ
ing S’jiÿ’ impression, corning slowly 
with! no education by thé automatic 
procéfes. At that time my mind was 
too untrained and immature to receive 
by impression the profound revela
tions of science crowded into the Ar
cana. T was. only sixteen when 1 be
gan writing, and in my seventeenth 
this book was written. It was not 
published until 1859, and was among 
the first distinctively spiritual books 
published. The first volume passed 
through six,editions, .and was. rfepub- 

.. Hshed in England'-iihd translated, intq. 
l ’ Gorman: seednd volume I think»
? reache^ 'tlie-'tliird. its .salé riot-being5- 

so large. it is more difficult to obtain, 
H. '-;E. Burlatori:—;Q.—Are the 

twelve apostles of Jesus historical 
characters? Are; they mentioned in 
any authentic history? Where can I 
procure the book?

A.—You will have to search a long 
time to find any book on this subject, 

J, and your search will be in vain. 
> Outside the evangelists there is not 
1 a scrap of AUTHENTIC Information. 
\ “Early Church History,” written per- 
\haps no earlier than the invention of 
•printing, has death scenes of them all. 
According to some prophetic utterance 
if Jesus, they all were-to receive the । 
gjlory .of martyrdom, and in the myths 
concobted, all DID meet that desired 
end, ! by some means. The twelve 
apostles are historical characters, just 
as the disciples of Krishna, the Hindu ! 
Saylor, are historical. If no. Greek or 
Rofaian historian of the time knew of 
the', existence of the Master, and his 
wonderful works, of the coming of 
God into the arms of a virgin in Syria 
they would not probably hear of the 
twelve who went forth to convert the 
nations of the whole earth.

Two thousand years have nearly 
passed since these apostles went forth 
without scrip or wallet. Their follow
ers have constantly wrought at the 
task of converting the heathen, and 

' there is probably ten times as many on 
the earth to-day who never heard óf 
Christ as in the days the twelve went 
forth. Krishna sent forth twelve also, 

I ' and they succeeded no better. - There 
■ are 400,000,000 Asiatics arid 200,000,- 

000 Africans to-day*who never heard 
of Christ! "" ' ♦' ’■ ’-a

; : • O. E. Ra;—Q.—What are the books
- belonging to tha Bible, that the Cath7 
^TjHcs say the Protestants bavé: rejepU t 

®d? AVhy do the Protestants not re
cognize them? What is the best work 

< on the Inquisition?
? A.—It must be remembered that

the compilation of the Bible, Old and 
New ¡Testament,--waB made by Cath- 

, plies, and the main distinction between 
Catholics and Protestants is that, the 
former do not believe that autWrltv 
exists In the book, but in the head of 

-* • church—the Pope. Hence it is the
and his vicegerents, the priests,
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white, but its back is black; and thereon is engraved' in letters of 
blood the whole catalogue- Qf écçlesi.âstiçàj selfishness, “ <

The limitations of this short paper preclude an historical review, 
of the subject. All that is attempted is to briefly outline>the; relation 
which the essentials of Catholicism—particularly the triplé phase 
of it above mentioned—bears or sustains to natural principles 'and, 
law,-and to-the present evolutionary status of man, -. ??•<:■

Philosophy based upon exact science recognizes that the chief pur-

It is not often you take up a bopk 
of dry debate and find anything so 
Intensely funny, as the brief autobiog
raphy of Rev. Chism, which concludes 
this book. And the funniest part of 
it is the utter unconsciousness that he 
is funny. He belonged to the way 
down whites of the South. His father 
was always on the move, and the son 
was a copy of his father. He met his 
“beloved brown eyes,” and after a 
courtship of twenty days married her. 
For six years he was preaching, run
ning a photograph gallery, drumming 
for an insurance company, and a dead
beat at his wife’s father’s. That six 
years was a busy time for his wife, 
most of the time with “half loaf and 
ten cents,” for regardless of luck or 
circumstances she had six children, at 
the end of six years. The Rev, Chism 
has a horror of race suicide. At the 
end of six years, discouraged because 
she was doing so little to increase the 
population, she had the bad manners 
to die! T he Reverend Evangelist 
says it was a “hard blow” to him. “A 
purer woman never lived,” and he in
tends to be buried by her side in 
Texas.

But—ah, me! In less than à year 
he found another "brown eyes” and 
married, and he hopes the last one will 
be buried his other side! Oh, how 
selfish to monopolize two such' women 
"always in place in the house of God!” 
Almost like a Mormon! Of course 
they both were “pure”—they did not 
have a chance to be otherwise, and the 
probably is that “brown eyes" No. 2 
wi^l be plRc^d.byiiRejisidftq^^ 
long while before this Reverend gets 
through with, the world or with wives.

The Reverend's autobiography—It 
should be called a confession—Is a 
story of selfishness and lust, which 
ought to make a Comanche blush, and 
yet he tells it with a self-conscious su
periority and godliness which makes it 
indescribably amusing.

God may place many burdens on 
woman because she “swiped" an apple 
from his favorite . tree, and led the 
ruben he gave her for a husband into 
difficulty; he may have commanded 
her to be th*e main factor in populat
ing the earth, but he never command
ed her to do this in such haste the 
children came sore-footed in their hot 
chase of each other, and sent her to 
the grave before the eldest of a dozen 
Was old enough to follow the casket! 
We presume the receipt of a revival 
went for flowers, something “brown 
eyes” never had in the six years of her 
“Christian devotion" to Jesus and his 
Evangelist, Chism!

Now, I would not have introduced 
this personality had not Reverend 
Chism, on the pinnacle of his asserted 
purity, charged on Mr. Ring that Spir
itualism “is the soul of one of the 
most corrupt religions God ever let 
live under the sun.—It is the soul of 
a religion of licentiousness.”

To come back to the debate, all 
who know John W. Ring, his earnest
ness, truthfulness, devotedeness, will 
feel assured the defense of Spiritual
ism was in-the-best of hands. The 
only regret is thqt he had to place 
himself against a man who showed 
utter ignorance of the subject, is 
wholly devoid of common honesty and 
gentlemanly decency in discussion, 
and descends to any and every means 
to break the force of his opponent’s 
argument He furnished a back
ground for the display of the com
prehensive and.,keen- intellect of his" 
antagonist, Mr, Ring is always suave, 
scholarly, utimoved by the irritation 
of his opponent. He had a far more 
difficult task than he would have had 
with a stronger antagonist. > “Beating 
against the wind” Is a- proverbial 
wearisome task., Tô make an impres
sion on ;fog Is^ilmost Impossible. As
sertions of brazen-Ignorance are dif
ficult to' meet. We are proùd of our 
champion.

The debate was held last August in 
Headrick, Oklahoma, and attracted a 
great deal of local attention. Spirit
ualists and their belief- were treated 
with fairness and.the attendance was 
large. '■ ■; j;..

The question discussed was: “Re
solved, that-the fundamental princi
ples of Modern Spiritualism are ident
ical with the spiritual basts of the re- 

‘ligion of Jésus Christ.” Mf. Ring af
firms. ’ ' _: ’ -

The book is ¿ stenographic report, 
and will allow every one interested to 
enjoy the pleasure of perusal.
. .. ’ HUDSON TUTTLE. ’

pose of nature is individualization; .that from the elementary upward 
through the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms of .lifp &ud be-, 
ing,-her noblest:possibility seems to bp the production¡jafonot. only a 
self-conscious, but a self-powerful individual, capable,of absorbing 
and reflecting the divinç principle, of love, and of achieving-immortal 
beauty and balance in the, cosmic harp of life. ;l r

The power to think and act for himself is the principle of divinity 
in man. It is at'once the mainspring of his essential humapity,

The abuse of this power t^ppgh' “man’s inhumanity .to man” has 
retarded the progressive realization of the possibilities of the human 
soul. , ’

The Roman hierarchy assume the authoritative and t,exclusive ' 
jurisdiction over the souls, spirits and bodies of every human being 
upon this planet. They administer this jurisdiction only dvér “The ; 
Faithful ; ’ ’ but woulld do so with others if they had: the pqyVer.

The purpose of nature is to free, expand and individualize the soul.
Thé purpose of Rome is to enslave, divert, and level the soul.
The purpose of nature is to .vouchsafe to man the privilege and 

power to possess, develope, and beautify his own soul.
The purpose of.the Roman hierarchy is to so possess, and mould 

the souls of men that through their spiritual and physical' activities 
they may obtain from them support for their selfishness,1 greed, lust 
and arrogance. ,

To elucidate this subject, especially from a Spiritualistic stand
point, is almost impossible without explaining the conditions grouped 
around the fact that the Catholic church is as well organized in the 
lower realms of spiritual life and activity as it is in |}ie physical 
world. Such an explanation would show that many things we call 
causes are results, and Would make necessary a revision bf idflny ex
pressions used in discussing the, subject.

However, to enter the field of this larger phase of G#thoJijsism is 
outside the scope of this brief outline, and must be reserved, for a 
future time.

For present purposes the term Monasticism is use^, tp,jnclude 
Roman Catholic-Monasticism only. ,e .

Particular reference here is to the Catholic sisterhoods operating 
in the United States controlled and used by the church tH undermine 
our free public school system. ,

Let it be understood that the writer bears' no ill-willrdoward 
any Catholic citizen, nor toward any member of any CatholiiS'Sister- 
hoÿd. .< . ....... !"

.‘Only words of praise may be given; for tfle3noble
ity, who, in times of war, sickness and disaster,, have sacrificed life,- 
health and ease for the welfare of others. But the laborious, obedi
ent sacrifice of these women used for the preservation of the Union, 
by saving the soldiers’ lives, is a far different thing than when used 
by Rome to undermine that same Union, by suppressing and distort
ing knowledge, destroying our freedom, and paganizing our free insti
tutions.

Monasticism is out of harmony with nature’s sex-principle, which 
is the basis for the generation of life, the refinement of matter, and 
the regeneration of man.

Physical propagation's merely a thread in the warp of qosmic art, 
—a modulation in nature’s universal symphony. :

Sex-separation as regards physical intercourse, is only a small part 
of the abnormality of monasticism; because sexual correspondence 
in the larger spheres of spiritual and psychical development is the 
main channel for the inflowing of happiness. .

Monasticism claims to possess altruism, but man must‘first be a 
lover true and pure before he can be an altruist. , '

Catholicism is the antithesis of Americanism. The founders of this 
nation were an entirely different type of men than Rontanism' pro-
duces.

“A Dlscuteiohton Reincarnation or 
the Successive Embodiments of the', 
Human Spirit” . Reincarnation, or 
the doctrine of the Soul’s successive 
embodiments;' Examined and-Dis
cussed pro and con by Dr.- J. M. Pee- 
mles versus -Dr. Helen Densmore and 
W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

of Life a Cosmic
Truth.” "By Prof. Wm. M. LockWood. 
The work-of. a strong, logical thinker, 
on a-deeply important subject Price.
doth, 91.00. >

T4<rt,'. phi'evvdh^^ subserviency arc all that is ,
requhied. to fill tluLranJis pf: our , great crininiefcial systems, 
great armies support the enterprises depending on. public fo,v^$iQh.. 
as the press; ' '' '' '''' . ’ »

The still shi’ewder-he^ds'of the ffreat corporations are eontent'fo 
rake in the proflts,,donating, to the®hut'ches to even up things; and 
the destruction of our freedom goes on so smoothly that all the 
impetus needed iis an occasional hierarehial push on the electric Fut- 
to11' ’T’ /' ■'>' '

To. be sure outside of thq, episcopate, no devotees of the .ehjipch tho Bdnd ot Merci; ei^ VA’ 
. possess suffieieBLintelligejice and statesmanship to fill high executive jbyiU.v.aid of_whicii_ a p'rqgreBsivo Ly- 
iand judicial offices, Thanks to the still unsuppressed genius of Airier-" 
icanisjri bur high officials are yet. men who believe ip the divinity 1 
and brotherhood of man-; many of our legislators are corrupted I 
by mammon ecclesiastically- entrenched.

Of course it is admitted that many nominal Catholics are qualified 
to hold, and some'do hold high offices, but these are not devotees of 
the church. They have begun to think for themselves; but do not 
antagonize the cliurch because of their domestic and business rela
tions, also because there lurks within them remnants of the old super- 
stitution which was bred in their bbnes.

Someone may, offer tjip criticism that this paper seems to convey: 
the impression that the Catholic‘.clergy actually teach their flocks J 
to do evil. . !

> i THE LYCEUM GUIDO. :
-For: thu usu ui ‘ovcieuej, i-ycoumfl, 

Sunday. Schools and dm Home. A man
ual of'physlcal intellectual and epirlt- 
ua’l--culture, containing- a collection ot 
Music, and Songs, Golden Chain Keclta- 
tions,.* Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
buueral Services, Programs lor Sessions, 
Parliamentary Huies, Instructions tor 
organising and conducting Lyceums, in- 
stjuctiqna in Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Sland- 

¡■rii'ds. dio Blind of Mercy, etc; , A book

, : coum, or Liberal Society niay be organ- 
- Uod and conducted without other asslst- 
v ance. Price, KO cents, -postpaid. -

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred arid twenty ot 

the : author's best - poems, embracing a 
wide range of,subjects and versatility.. .. 
In composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive.' They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. -The 
book also contains five song*, with mu
sic by tiie eminent composer, -lames G. 
Clark. 250 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait ot author. Price $1.00, post
paid.

From an orthodox or any other creed-bound standpoint such a 
criticism would carry weight. . ,

But to settle this question it is only necessary to note two facts;' 
namely:

Nature is progressive and evolutionary; Romanism- needs only to 
be unprogressive, to be ¿evolutionary.

Many inmates, of monasteries are afflicted with an hereditary 
psychological disease. -These were born of mothers who, because of 
mismating under the rigid'ecclesiastical marriage laws, were driven 
during pregnancy to seel?.in an intemperance of superstitious devo
tion a substitute for that natural sympathy resulting from the har
monic union of mall and woman in the spiritual and psychical realms 
of being. No more than a hint of this can be given here. It is a 
deep subject. ■

The Catholic marriage system is simply a balance wheel in a great 
system operating in two Worlds of material activity. To change it, 
the whole system would have to be changed.

Be it remembered here that there is one fault of which Rome can
not be accused, and that is, inconsistency. Her organization is as per
fect as the ingenuity of incarnate and exearnate spirits can make. it.

All destructive systems naturally draw the soul down to focus 
consciously in the lower realms of being.

True - marriage is the most important relation in all realms of 
earthly planetary being; but the true harmonic union of mau and- 
woman is primarily in the realm of the soul, secondarily in the realm 
of the spirit, and temporarily in the realm of the flesh.

The Roman church dominates the souls and spirits of her subjects, 
and determines conditions’ in these realms of being.

All left the Catholic devotee' in solving the marriage question is 
physical relationship, and animal instinct modified by human intui
tion, with the mind thrown in, not as a master, but twice a servant, 
first to their lust, and second to the custodian of their conscience.

A large share of Catholic marriages are apparently agreeable be
cause the lower the consciousness is focussed the less particular it is. 
The “thus saith the church" expressed in the sacraments and multi
form ceremonies keep these people whipped-into line. Fear and ipno- 
eence instead of an intelligent morality caused them' tribe as good as 
they are in the sexual relation; for it is a well known fact that those 
who tfiave drifted away from “confession'arid communion” froip 
other than high and worthy- motives are the first ones to commit all 
manner of excesses. ’

The grand souls, who felt; thought, lived, wrote and’Signed the 
Declaration of Independence, who fought and died in its defense, and 
died to make possible its realization, or lived to establish its prin
ciples, were bound by entirely different bonds of brotherhood, than 
those forged by monarchical or autocratic.ecclesiasticisin.?

Our forefathers who achieved the independence, - and established 
the constitutional rights of the American people, were rich “in a real
ization of the rights, privilegesj duties, and responsibilities of a free 
and independent manhood; they purposed that these.natural preroga
tives should be the permanent possession of their posterity, and to 
that end they established'ourf&ee nenseetarian school system; that 
the succeeding generations .might know “The Way, The Tfuth, and 
The Life ” of a progressive democracy.

The Italian “Fathers” who control and guide the power and 
activity of the Catholic church are rich in a knowledge^ of human 
nature and of the political and economic conditions of: .the world. 
They use this knowledge to prevent humanity from realizing their 
inalienable rights, enjoying their natural privileges, discharging their 
individual duties, and living, according to their persóna} responsibili
ties.

These conscienceless pastmasters of papal intrigue purpose that 
these natural prerogatives shall, be stolen from the- free-born' sons of 
America, and the hell-hatched perversion of an effete ecelesiasticism 
subsituted in their place; and to that end tljey have with ‘the aid of 
donations from “the faithful,” and of an unsalaried,mofitótìlèism offi
cered by monks residing in Rome, established untaxa§je.y parochial 
or sisters’ schools throughout-the United States. ^ibì j ;

They have eliminated from the text-books, of these sehi^s $all ref
erence to the facts'revealed in nature’s evolutionary pfóéé^s.

The mosaic cosmogony is liberally taught in these schop^ Imita
tion and not originality is encouraged. rfg;- air

Pupils are given a splendid training in mathematiesuand dhe lan
guages, but after acquiring these working tools, the be^ittes of as
tronomy, geology', chemistry, biology, and kindred scj^ci^ are so 
■metamorphosed by ecclesiastical sorcery that the student , appropri
ates falsehood without investigating truth! In fact theRdtiWl-spirit 
of inquiry is as far as possible suppressed in the Catliol^ei^Vgational 
system. . . • .. . '

Yet after all said and done, these conditions might nqtibtì a legiti
mate subject for public discussion if they did not coinè; info «conflict 
With, and threaten the very-life of our free institutions. If Rome 
would confine her activities to 4he legitimate promulgation of her- 
creed: if she would limit the influence of her subjugative system to 
the lives of her own subjects, and those who wish to-become such, 
very few if any papers or books against Romanism would be written 
or published by humanitarians. No war'is made, upon the church, 
but against, the policy’ of Rome.

.. In other words if the Italian pope and cardinals would simply' 
mind their own business, and keep their .unholy hands off our demo
cratic institutions which have made us what .we are as a nation, we

•.•v« vix mo juuiiicy limner. u con
tain a one hundred and thirty-nine uo- 
ema, and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in ner most 
charming style. 286 pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are likeness** 
es of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound in blue, with silver em
bossing. Price, 11.00, prepaid.
ANGELL PHIZE-CONTEST KEC1TA- 

_ T1UNK
To Advance Humane Education,—For 

use in entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands of Mercy, Of In
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan Is this: Some large church 
or public hall is secured; several socie
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compote for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens aot as the 
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Price. 25 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Helghts.O.

We hear the priests say this is because they drift away from God 
and are tempted by the devil. Nonsense ! They drift away from 
superstition and find the framework of their character not nailed to
gether by moral principles, but glued together by ecclesiastical rot!

That sort of “God’s grace" which must be frequently pumped 
into people, by means of undressing the inner man before a priest, 
and taking wafers into the stomach, is a mighty poor tool to build 
human character with!

It is a well kflown fact that a large portion of the inmates of the 
hell-holes of our large cities were born and reared Catholics.

Nearly all_ of the useful denizens of the “tenderloin" districts 
were reared in homes where the natural impulses were crucified on 
the cross of ecclesiasticisin in some form. The above qualifying word 
“useful" is used to denote negatively that the second and third gen
erations of debauchery do not survive long enough to be “useful’* 
in this world to thé powers of darkness.

Rome conserves the sexual strength of her subjects, not that 
.through true evolutionary transmutation, individual regeneration and 
completion may result, but as an agent to incarnate recruits to her 
vast army in the physical world. However, as intimated before, these 
conditions are largely results instead of causes. Until the spiritual 
conditions of CMW>C subjects are changed, this physical incarnation 
must needs go on. •'

4 But Rome will*never change. She will die as she was born, pagan, 
corrupt and destructive, and she will live as long as one root from the i 
old trunk chn find nourishment in a fertile soil. I

This country is rapidly filling .up with papal subjects, both by 
reproduction and immigration.

. By the' aid'of ignorance,' money and monasticism Rome is poison- i 
ing American democracy, and making here her last desperate clutch 
upon the wheels of. evolutionary progress. <

So far as our individual liberty is concerned, the problem must 
soon be stated in the words of the poet: “To be or not to be, that is 
the question.”,

’ By the pe^missiop of human snobbery, the dragon of Destruction 
is walking over this country on the two legs of ecclesiastical lust of 
power, and corporate greed of gold. The ecclesiastical leg is some
what lame, but the other helps it along.

Will the country’be destroyed?
It is barely possible that our visible freedom may for a time be 

destroyed; but true individualization .and democracy shall flourish 
after the dragon of selfishness has been dematerialized by the Powers 
which rock thé ' ' HARVEY W. J AGON- .

Caledonia, Mich. < .

Hygienic Fads of a Day. | 
L Most' of' the exploited cures that 
hold the public eye for a time have 

I elements of truth, and while applied 
with the enthusiasm and fidelity in
nate with new fads, prove helpful, 
but only for a while. Did the Keeley 

| cure ever cure? No doubt many men 
; fild stop drinking liquor who took the 
cure; but.the chloride of gold had 
nothing to do with it. No chloride 
of gold, nor any other remedy, can 
reverse the destructive‘change "in 
structure found in cirrhosis of the 
liver due to prolonged alcoholic satur
ation, any more than a harness maker 
can- “doctor” a rotten trace back to 
sound leather. The blug-glass craze 
had a scientific basis of fact which was 
elucidated through the Finsen light

i rays.
The influence of mental attittude 

i-over physical and mental hygiene is 
i very great, but its degree is wildly 
i exaggerated when set up .as a cure- 
i all, or even a remedy that Is inde- 
rpendent of many pureiyphyelcal aids.

Nothing equals a good book as a 
gift. It is better thun gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. The 1 olio wing books 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings.” A choice collection of po
ems bu everyday qjibjects, oy Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.
. “From Soul to Soul.” Poems ot 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

"Influence of the Zodiac Upon Illi, 
man Life." By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Pijce $1.00 each; “ Poems of Pas
sion," "Poems of ,Pleasure,” “Poems 
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Otiter Poems." She Is one of the 
grandest poets of the present age.

"Around the Year.” A .birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-toue illustrations pre
facing each mouth of the year. Price $1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew." Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. Price $1.00.

“Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, cloth!<$1.12.

ho Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful- 
ch In Psychic Experience. Told 
sensible, practical v.ay, by Rev.

1; K Funk. Price $l.uO.
“I hiversal Spiritualism." Giving 

a vil w of Spiritualism from ‘ 
liest time, and iu all nations.
J. Cplville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it." Can It leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J..M. 
Peebles. Price <5 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical Life of Ours." Se
lections from the writings of. Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All tiie World's A-Seeking." 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

"In. Tune with the Infinite.” An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor’s best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

“Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Lead beater. It contains 22 
colored Illustrations of the Aura ot 
the. Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“The Other Side of Deaih.” Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $ 1.50.

“Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- 
cient and Modern.’' By C. W. Lead
beater. Price $1.50.

“Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and Life.” By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.

“In the World Celestial.” A Spir- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.
LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

“The Warfare of Science With The-.rived who treats melancholia, diead- 
ache, with loss of appetite and tarred 
tongue, all due tQ too much fobd and page» am muispeuBaoie w me siuucul, 

i too little elimination, hy lectures and and no Horary is complete without 
prayers,- when a good dose of castor , fo®®; Fj!?? m r>
o« will give dumb, struggling nature I h.lr?heiulbIauthentic^ credtoutty 
theslmpleasststanceshe would gladly ..andg;moraiity. A large book tor 
obtain, could she but speak! Or. what, 25

I shall we say of swallowing acetanllid * kgix Historic Americans.” By 
headache checks in similar conditions, I yohn e. Remsburg.' Just the book 
■which only smother nature’s cry. for for boys and girls. Price $1.25. 
genuine relief? The world’s remedy I —• ”—“

I stage is crowded with a mob, each;
ntember watching, hawkeyecL for a 
passing monopoly of the lime-light 
Centre. When will we realize that our 
bodily mechanism-is the most complex 
unit on earth,, and that the applica
tion of remedies is and must be a 
great art founded in wise adjustment 
of widely varying, yet Intimately in
terdependent, scientific facts?

Medical science is the most-exact
ing of all. yet what a host of “half- 
baked’’ enthusiasts, or promoters, 
rush forward, ready to juggle tilth the 
mechanism of life!—Edward A.

Success and Happiness and Howto ; 
Obtain and Retain Them.; A series of 
26 lectures in which is included “Hap
piness ‘as a Fine Art." Price, 25 
cents. - . :

“immortality. Its Naturalness, Its 
I Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M; 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph* 

| foal Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter.
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readers . Just out. Price, Cloth, illus-
trated, JÇ.00 net, Address all orders to
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New Methods of Cure
Dr. Charles E. Watkins,
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PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. 
“The System of Philosophy concern-

MATERIALISM REFUTED!

A LIFE FORCE PROVED!

weighs 300 pounds, sprang from his bed and grappled with him, but 
after a tussle broke away and ran into the hall.

you send inside of the next 30

FREE DIAGNOSE

What Abnormal Conditions Induced .the Acts, Or Were Spirits in 
Control.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium Books you may order, price 
$4.55. '

Revised Premium List

An extensive work of more than 700 
pages; of Intense interest to all our

• REBMAN COMPANY,, 
Department P. T., 1123 Broadway, N- Y.

For the next 30 days. Send

1TR«. B. H, BITCHCOOK will answer 8 
Ju. questions for U6c. Send own handwriting and 
look of hair, Pull roading, |l. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co.. Wash.

AND NERVE SPECIALIST

Write him to-day. No charge will 
be made for diagnosing your case, it

“Outside of this sentence there is nothing mysterious in the mat- Faith in a God of truth and love 
ter,” said the alienist. “One can pass into t&is"state of mental epilepsy I Opens a door of hope,. •.
without convulsions, without stopping whaf one is doing;, Men work- makes the life that .we now 
ing at a trade have been known to pass- inta'-such a stupor and con- Immortal In its scope.

ing are immune to-contagion. “Ab

Cllptón, Iowa.
NEW-FÖUND PEACE.

Written inspirationally, upon

•. - ■'

an Introduction by
KABAGLIATI, M. A., M. D., F. C* S' 

Hon.Gynaecologist, and Late Senior 
Hon. Surgeon, Bratford Royal Intlnn- 
ary; Consulting Surgeon to Bingley 
-Hospital, to Brutford Children’s Hos
pital, and io tlie Bradford .Homo for 
Cancer and Incurables, etc.

BY HEHEWAHD CAnillNliTON, Mem- Modern Science Hays that vitality and 
ber ot the Council of the American In- life are' derived from our dally food, 
stltute for Scientific Research, Member This work proves conclusively tills to be 
of the Society for Psychical -Research,, erroneous, and shows that a life force 
London; Author of "The Physical exists In all of us!
IJhenomcnu of bpIrltuaHsm,” etc., with SCIENCE HAS PROVED A SOULI

v . • In the following work :

VITALITY, FASTING AND NUTRITION

A Physiological Study of the Curative Power of Fast
ing, Together With a New Theory of the 

Relation of Food to Human Vitality.

Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read 
Ioon 

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER?

The following account front-tho, Chicago Tribune is most remark
able, and ajfords a subjects for scientists, Spiritualists Theosophists 

‘ and Occultists to consider. The question is, can a young man while 
asleep smash a heavy plate glass door and through the opening enter 
a saloon at 4:30 o’clock on a cold- Wipter morning without waking?

Can the same young fellow, by walking into a bedroom and beat
ing a man almost 200. pounds heavier than himself, also beating the 
inan’s wife until his victim flees shouting “murder”—can he do that 
without being held either insane or. responsible ?' .
.' “Ue can,” said Df. Oscar King, a specialist in mental and nervous 
diseases, who was called by the defense in the., case against Ross Free
man, accused of robbing the saloon of Fred Folger, 4001 Armour ave
nue, early on New Year’s morning of 1907.

Attorneys Quin O’Brien and Lawrence Potter, who represent the 
young man, are also certain that, though the defendant did all that he 
is accused of, he did it while in a somnambulistic state.

Assistant State’s Attorney Hobart Young on the other hand, in
sists that such a thing is impossible and that the acts of the defendant 
clearly show that he was sane and conscious at the time.

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search thé annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history ot Spir- 
itualisni; look here and there, in 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. They constitute a wonder^ 
fully valuable Spiritualistic-and /Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished .at 
a nominal sum. All'are substantially 
bound and neatly printed,, and those 
who purchase, them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. .......

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from. .

Any one of the Premium Books you 
may order, price 25 cents. This 
is the . price, remember, when yon 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with a yearly subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25. ' -

Lastly, all these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.1. >i

Remember/ we have to pay the 
postage on all these-books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects., The whole world never saw- 
the like before. We have had to 
Increase the price ’of these, books a 
few cents In consequence of the rise 
in the price of paper.
. , BearIn mind that every order for a 
Promium-Book must be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
is $1-, We repeat that' the world has 
never seen the like of it before, 
OUR .FOURTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.90.
Ths following is'the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:’ 
■ 1—-TheEncyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World; Vol. 1.

2—-The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol 2.

8—The Enclycopedla of Death,1 and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 8.

•These three volumes have been pre
pared Uy J. R. iFrapcis... They con
tain invaluable data,

4—Ghost ; Land, Spiritualism, Oc
cultism,-by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten.

6—The .Next ; World Interviewed, 
by Mrs. B. O. Horn, .a most remark
able medium. *. ■:

... G—TheOccult Life of Jesus, by 
Alexander Smythe/ a medium of rare

Anniversary at Clinton, Iowa.
The Clinton Bo<?tety of Spiritualists 

celebrated the 4oth.. uuulversary of 
Spiritualism on Sunday evening, 
March 29, at their hall, by a special 
program, consisting of vocal and in
strumental selections by local talent, 
and a recitation by Mrs.' E. M. Ab
bott, vice-president Mississippi Val
ley Spiritualists’ Association, which 
was highly appreciated.

Our excellent resident pastor, Mrs. 
Alice C. Barry, ably discoursed from 
the subject: “The Spiritualist’s View 
of Death,” to a large and appreciative 
audience,”, every seat being taken and 
several standing up. •'

Mrs. Barry’s address was one of 
those soul-lifting messages given in 
terms which could be grasped by the 
hungry soul seeking for spiritual 
truth und knowledge. ‘There were 
many1 Strangers among us, some of 
whom expressed themsely.es as being 
well-pleased with the meeting, and 
It was pronounced by our members 
the most successful meeting held since 
the society has been in existence, and
our meetlngp.for the .present year 
have been very. successful.

Mrs. Ban'y has succeeded, by hard 
work, zeal and perseverance, and 
by her own exemplary life/in bujldjng 
up a nl.ee.little,working society here, 
and ¡gaining for the society prestige 
from the-people of Clinton. The two 
dsiily papers of Clinton gave a nice 
write-up oj the meeting, giving a 
synopsis of her remarks. .

After.the lepture a little child was 
beautifully consecrated to the truths 
of Spiritualism, after wh|ch Mrs. Bar
ry. gave a. miessage i sqj-vice, read
ing from, flowers of which the speak
er’s Stand was filled with a beautiful 
variety. ■ CHAS. E. POTTER.

A DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS

By Pbjrlos, the Thibetan. .

Quotation: “I have, said that the 
Atlans recognized Nature In its en
tirety to be Deity externalized * * * 
* . * » From this knowledge came 
all the wondrous triumphs of that old 
age, and one by one they are emerg
ing to-day, after their long oblivion, 
till to-morrow, they shall awake In 
crowds, and press to re-discovery by 
threes and fours, and then by platoons 
and companies and legions, till all 
the treasures of Poseid shall bp again 
on earth, in air, and sea. Ó! bright 
to-morrow of time, and fortunate 
thou who shalt open'thine eyes upon 
it and its marvels.” This book is en
dorsed by the great astronomer and 
scientist, Professor Edgar L. Lar
kin, author of Radiant Energy.” 
who regards it as one of ths greatest 
books of the age, Ris book, named 

•above, should be read at onpè after 
“A Dweller on Two Planets.” Prof. 
Larkin had never heard of this won
derful book when he wrote his, but It. 
fulfills the prophecies of the great 
author, Phylos. Address

MRS. M. JS. M. OLIVER.
41g. Ng, Fremont Ave., Los Angeles, . 

Cal.’ ‘ Price, 12,90. z Postage, 14éts.-

X H. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York.
Can be seen dally, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings,. on personal 
business matters. Consultation by 
mall $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

No premium books will be sent out 
unless the order dp accompanied with 
a’ yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; but if you order more 
than one book', the price is as fol
lows:

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price .

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price$1.75.

Any six of-the Fourteen Premium 
Books you ipuy order, price $2.10.

Any seven of tlie Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45.

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

-- , . , ■ i ,i I a,,Y to“ the Fourteen Jremium looking into an open trunk in which bolger kept his valuables, boi- Books you may order, price $8.50. 
ger asked him what he was doing. At the sound of Folger's voice Any eleven of Hie Fourteen Premi- 
tlie stranger turned and began to beat him. The saloonkeeper, who

. Sleep Walkers Barred from Jury.
’ The jury, from which sleep walkers were excluded by the peremp

tory eludleiign/of the state, was completed in the morning, and within 
two hours the state had made its ease and rested.

Attorney O’Brien moved to take the case from.the jury on the 
ground that no criminal intent, an essential part of the crime, had 
been shown. This motion was overruled. .

Fred Folger, the victim, was the first witness, He said he was 
awakened by the breaking of glass, and his wife went out into the 
kitchen, which is between the saloon and the bedroom they were in, 
to see what was the matter.

Before she returned Freeman walked into the room and stood

gifts. '
. 7—A ■ Wanderer In the Spirit 

Lands. Translated by A. Farnese, a 
wondertul'English medium.
... •8r-^The-Religion of Man; and Ethics 
of Science; by Hudson .TUttle.

9—Seers »• of the Ages, or- -Spirit
ual ism-Past land Present, by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles.

. jo—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull andW. F. Jamieson.

11—Letter» from the Spirit Wprjd, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea. ..

12—Getaa Ot Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors. .

IS—The Unknown Life of Christ; 
with thirteen Illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from' a Son to,a Mother.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

sudden going home of sweet little 
Norman Spollett; by drowning, Xmas 
morning, 1907. ’
rplanted a flower seed on the strand, 

With'mingled hopes and tear, 
ClbSe to the bordering Summerland, 

■ ’ And’watered it with my tear.
AAUinir b,f beauty it grew to be 

And t loved it in my pride,
As it’Wtipmed beside the mystic sea 

And. drank of its living tide.
I watched its growth with loving care 

. And thought it all my own, 
'Till gll of its tendrils, twining fair, 

lh|o my heart had grown.
The’ Swift- winged spasops hurried 

'• along,'.
And ripplbd in their glee,

While I hummed the tune of an 
love, eoqg,

For .lite was sweet to me.
I loved my friends and blessed

Wltliout a 111011 gilt of guile;

If you -want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book, the-i price 1b 26 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the,book at 
that price-la practically a gift to our 
subscribers. At that price only one 
book will be gent out. All orders for 
one or morecPremlum Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly sub- 
acriptlon fob The Progressive Thinker, 

u ajuumb juu xu«y uruur, price «po.oo. Where more tUan one Premium Book 
Any twelve of the Fourteen Premi- js desirefl,'Bee the terms mentioned

■ ’ ' ;- 5 •¿¿«a > , •’ Bravery Medals Puzzle Anglum. - ' . , .
3 It i « --v ■1 7 'T 7 J ....... . । An Eighty-six-YCar Old Poet.-
... . fj Then* Cornelius Anglum, the next witness,' said' he found Folger To the Editor: It has been a long' 

yelling “Murder” and shouting that his wife was.being beaten, l)y, a., time since, ! have have had' my say.
■ ' .thief.' ' ’ '-v''"” ‘ ‘ and sent you a thought or word for
,. '..v.Folger is a-veteran of the Franed-Ih^ in which he won ^X^^'yeaS 

the coveted Iron Cross, the Chancellor s Cross, Prince William s Gross, nevel. geen a ¿poolt> 
and, as he said, a eigar box full of other medals for conspicuous You must excuse me when I Bay I 
braverv. I want t0 b® convinced that Spiritual-

“What are vou doing here if your wife is being beaten?” cried lata
/ , . • . 7 i i » i a t rn • v the orthodox outfit, but I doubt it!

Anglum. who Ims no in^cluls, but used to be a Chicugo policeman. The dominant element are determined.
Pushing Foltfor aside he entered the kitchen, followed by his wife, to call it a religion, establish a priest- 

There ho found Freeman struggling with Mrs. Folger, whose face hood, pander to the superstitious ele- 
he had beaten till it was bloody. He grappled with him and threw I ™as 
him to the floor and Mrs. Anglum seized his feet and later sat on them. the nose oa your ce

After Freeman was arrested Folger tried to strike him and Free- still, I will say it Is interesting and
num iippealed Io the officer for protection. On this, as well as on an- progressive. It is a' unique kind 
other short conversation, the prosecution bases its contention that literature, and gives such men as T1 ’ 1 I Lockwood and Dawbarn a hearing on
r reeinan was conscious. a liberal and world-wide rostrum.

T , T., M o - I will send a few thoughtsLooks Like a Man on a Spree. rhyme. Characteristic -and in
Liont. Oscar AV. Peterson of the fire department, who arrested him; Ilne:

Policeman Small, who took him to the station; Desk Sergeant Mat- The devjJ and bis imps do help 
thew Golden, who booked him: and Anglum,-all testified that he The orthodox divine

to goal.” It! is largely i responsible 
.for joyuandidot®ow/ success.,and fail
ure, crime:,and . its opposite, health 
and disease.'" There -are'-those who 
have come into-recognition of certain 
truths, and who by harmonious thlnk-

looked normal “for that kind of a case,” meaning a case where the In his great work of saving souls, 
prisoner had been out on a vigorous and protracted spree. They said They keep the sheep in Une. 
he had all the earmarks of having been on a big drunk, but had no Perhaps the time will come when mah 
odor of liquor on his breath. Will love his brother man,

A conversation, which promises to be of considerable importance And help him up when he Is down- 
in the case, was as follows, according to Witness Anghim: Not skin him if he can. ■

Freeman (to Anglmn when he was turned over to the police)— But while the woman plays her game 
You've got me fourflushed now, but I’ll get you some other time. Like Mother Eve of old,

Anglum—What did I do to you? Did I hurt you? Didn’t I keep 11 would not dare to say the man 
these people from striking you? Does not get beat and sold. -

Freeman 111 get you yet. I Let woman have the right to vote,
Anglum—What did you break in here and hurt-this man and his Hold office if she will>

wife for? Then let old Satan run the boat
Freeman—At the proper place and the proper time I will answer And Adam Pa>' the bill.

you: when we have an equal show. It has been many days’since I
Anglum—We have an equal show here. I Have tried to save the race;
Freeman—O. no! You are three to one. I They scatter so, then up,and die

Strange Feats of Epileptics. ’ Ere l ^et them-in place. .
When'Dr. King was cross examined on the possibility of a person Thc wIse man will control himself, 

in an epileptic stupor carrying on such a conversation as this he said And run hfs own machine,, 
he doubted the correctness of the recollection-of the witnesses. Every- Lay something by upon the shelf. 
thing else he said was consistent with suchra condition. - I An^ keep his record clean. -

man thlnketb, so is he.” Uncle Tom 
when freedom was in sight could not 
abuse the confidence of the Shelbys. 
Note the present attitude and its 
hypnotic consequence; some have wept 
while they murdered.

A Massachusetts divine has had the 
courage to disclose to his flock and 
the world in general, that auto-sug
gestion is a fact, and has come to 
stay, and he who wilfully stifles his 
reason and benevolence, ignoring 
authentic proof in. the face of such au 
array of evidence by noble souls who 
have devoted their lives to the re
search of truths,, tending toward the 
uplift of humapity, is the greatest of 
losers thereby. The crucifying spirit, 
is not dead; yet,i but those who can 
bear the strain are fltst martyred and 
then canonized. Jesus said, “greater 
things woul4 follow him.”

Proven facts are what earth’s chil
dren demand, and need.

The faithful as well1 as others will 
be glad to know that an account of 
Christ’s crucifixion written by a 
friend,-an eye-witness, has been found 
ip.the deserted house of ¿monk. This 
will be - read with wide-spread inter
est- MRS. MARY E. MALLETT.

Lee, Maine.

tinue to do their work for hours and then try to walk through a solid i don't believe that law or Creed 
wall. There is no reason to suppose he did not believe the place to be’ Can win a heart from sin, 
his own home when he entered.it and the subsequent occurrences I But I do think- undying k>ye. <* _■ 
vvere the result of the actions of- other people toward him; Such I Can make a, blackheart.?leah. 
rough handling would tend to prolong the seizure ’ rather than I Progression Is the proper word, 
'shorten it. . " -| Progressive thinkers think.

-r —j... ■.,'•■ . We sometimes say things'quite absurd
Men Fight While Asleep. And waste paper-and ink.

“Furthermore, it is a fact that is connponly observed in hospitals I, .„ _ „ rdb;_ . the ¿ee- - ' 
that while a person is still fresh from an epileptic seizure, his fight- The buds are' spelling fast; -
ing. propensities are greatly aroused.” ; ' ' As usual I’m H. E. P.‘, ■

In -his opening address to the ‘jury Attorney O’Brien said that And sha11 b®10 tbe last-
, Freemanj'had had seizures almost as extraordinary in his own home „• .i. H' E- P0MER^Y*

oCwhielf testimony would be g-iVen. His’father, xvho' was. a million- azon’ _
;aire^ oil magnate in Petfolea; Canada,.,until ruined by the Standard THE world is advancing. 
Oil'Company, he said, had similar attacks, of which he eventually ---------
died. Uis sisters also have been sleep walkers. . I Thought Force and Its Wonderful

; Freeman has. been .employed by the Craiip Company ever since Potency. :
Boniiug to Chicago .several years ago, after, his father’s'death. The The wonderful possibilities of 
company has expressed its confidence in him by going his bond. thought are being agitated on-both 

; Indeed,may not somnambulism be anpther phase of spirit control? continentB aa never-before. It is tho 
Who knows?- ' IvniTTRirp | underlying power of all! things, great

I an^ small,-high nnd low—the connect-
"Evolutlon of tho God and Christ “Just How tn ln®,’lnK °Cthc two worlds, whjch

Ideas.’ By Hudson Tuttle. Price w.” By EHzab^^^ uoL^jist without the emana-
tl.25 " ■ ' for health pX 25 V l 8b^^

ueaitn. Price 25 cents. subtlest lightning,-speeds - from goal

and astrological readings;

agnosia will be given to anyone send? 
Ing date of birth and six 2 cent stamps 
Address him at Berwyn, Md. /

J. MASON TEMPLE.
Prophetic medium, gives trance, clulr-

Treats diseuse. Full trance di-

The ReFiaion of SDirituafisin, 
its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watsou. Thia work was written by a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 

tl.00. A valuable book tor the money. ______ _

NEW INVENTION!
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT.

1-í
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Th. EASY WAY, In ono operation does the combined 
work o! wash holler, wash board and washing machine- 
less time, almost no labor—no Injury to clothes.

r TO Agents
Wanted AgentB,gates tnen.Sl an agera 
—men or women—at home or traveling, all 
ar part ttme-»howlnc—taklngordcrt—appolnt- 
|ng egents. “ Easy way ” new. Notnlnff 
like It. World onsupplled—agents making big 
money. When operated, people stop—get ex- 
elted—watch tt as thing ot Uto. 13 sre—10 buy.

0.0.Garrett, O., writes ¡-Showed 7 families, 
sold 6. A. B. Verctt, ot La. sold 8 one day. J. T. 
Feay.of N.C, boemnat Sdnys,.sold 12. W.R. 
Stephensoh, Tex. ordered 244 In 60 days. M. 
.Boucher, ot-Mass; ordered- 76 more-san every- 
b<;dy wantsone-best bullnm I ever tad. 
Write today for special Effenta plan, 
free sample, 1008 offer-act <juwk.

MRS. MARY T. LONGLEY,
Gives Spiritual Reading» by mail, only« 
She delineates character and phases 01 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribe« 
for disease; describes spirits and give« 
messages. . Her guides give advice on 
mundane ¿nd spiritual affairs, and ar« 
prophetic. Fee one dollar; send per
sonal handwriting. Address 815 8. St< 
N. E.,' Washington, D. C.

MISS M. B. HEDRICK, Psychic—811 b X 
Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N. Yk< 
Readings by mall, 82.00. Consultatlonl i 
dally. Test Seance Fridays 8 p. m 
I,adles’ matinee, Wednesday afternoons 
2:30. Phone 4499 W. Main.

Melted Pebble Lenz
Will enable you to read the finest print 
This LENS acts like MAGIC In strength
ening the optic nerves end vitalizing 
the vision, Write for illustrated cir
culars, showing styles, prices and my j 
psychic method of fitting eyes at your 
own home, B. F. POOLE.

157 Winthrop Ave., Chicago, 111.
B. F. Poole, 157 Winthrop Ave., Chica

go, lllinols:-
Dear Sir—1 haye worn your spectacle! 

for many years, and found them bettei 
for my eyes tliqh any, I ever had before. 
The last-pair your Improved light yellow 
tint are a wonder to me, I am delighted . 
with them. I wish that everyone thu|Y 
has to use spectacles would have theii 
eyes fitted with your Clairvoyant sysl 
tent and lens. I am your friend uni 
well wisher, W. F. PURDY.

Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

WANTED—Au honest and reliable man, one 
who understands farm work, to work on a 
small farm, with Spiritualist family of two.

EVA THOMSON, wells, Vt.

THE GREAT DEBATE.
Between

JOHN W. RING AND J. W. CHISM.
This work contains a six-day'» dis

cussion, in which Mr. Ring affirms the 
fundamental principles of Modern Spir
itualism to be identical to the spiritual 
basis of the religion of Jesus (he 
Christ—Chism denying.

In the second proposition, Mr. Chism 
affirms that all spiritual gifts ceased 
with the Apostolic age—Mr. Ring de
nying. This is a nicely cloth-bound 
volume, with title in gold letters and in 
addition to the discussion has a short 
biography of both disputants. Will be 
found intensely interesting. Price, |1, 
postpaid. Address

ERNST AND TOLLESON.
Headrick, Okla.

FOR 25 CENTS and stump I will send 
full reading and answer questions. 
Send date of birth. Mra. Pond, 570 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal.

The halcyon, days were free from 
woes, 

And life a living smile.
And Ï fancied my royal voyage of life 

Woald.be on a stormless sea;
That azure skies, with sunlight-rife 

Would waft their sweets to me.
O! wonderful! wonderful voyage ot 

life!
R.ow could ,,wç understand

That joy and sorrow, peace and strife, 
All guide to'the “Summerland”?

Or a time would come when the storm- 
swept sea

Would.be rent with a billowy foam, 
My dearest joy be torn from me

. And desolate my home?
But I stood on the deck of my rudder

less bark
And clung to its broken spars, 

And'mutely gazed o’er the billows 
dark,

Catching the gleam ot the stars.
Softly ihey twinkled at first o'er the

• -sea, 1
Then shone with a radiance fair, 

And bursting in splendor, enveloping 
me

With the’halo pervading the air.
And I broke the spell of my fettered 

will, 
When I heard a sweet voice say:

“The darkness is passing; peace, be 
Still! •

Thy strength shall equal thy day!”
And i sang again that old love song, 

In a graver, gladder way,
As the .birds warble theirs, when flit- 

' ,ting along, 
And they sing to the new-born day.

RUEL W. PORTER.
An aged man of Detroit, Maine.

' WHEN.
When the' darkness of death steals 

over me, .
When my ■'■heart throbs , are feeble 

and slow,
When all of earth life is slipping 

away,
When lingering shadows ate fall-' 

Ing low,

When the t orchestta of - a life plays 
faintly, ' . ■ • . ■ -

. ■ The .beautiful strains . I loved so 
dear, ■ •; '

When my brave, lone soul is passing 
out,

_Whem.no more rajr pulses throb or
■■ 1 stir, - ■ \

When , theyr.call me- dead—and you 
dravnnear

The ishtauded thing you- once
-.■ thomgiWime/"'.

Oh; heed lt-Mt—hut1:look with soul 
, Upon.:aHirthat was^—or • ever could 

■ -.-■be.' ;.

OI the-being,son loved while in earth 
■ form,: .t •

A soul. Jreeiirom censure, speeding 
speqdiiigaway

To the great-eternal Home of song. 
Where .perfect love and peace hold 

sway, .v
r PA MRS. J. H. DALLAS." 

Fort Wor,tW,i-Texas. •

“Alter HersDeath.” The Story of 
a Summer.” “ By' Lilian . Whiting 
No'mind that laveh spiritual thought 
can fail to .be ted and delighted with 
thia book. Beautiful' spiritual 
thought, combining advanced- ideas 
on the, .finery and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, ’ leading the mind on
wardinto th» purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth? A book-for the 
higher life»' Price; cloth,' 11.00. .;

: rhe Living Decalogue.' - From Sinai 
to 7doft,-.by -'W. J; Colville; ThiB!'hoiok 
is full of, instruction and clear, co
gent reasoning. Price, 50 cents,

CLARISSE HUMPHUEY-MULLINS will 
give clairvoyant readings by mall 

Send lock of hair and {1. Address 
2916 Groveland ave,, Chicago, Ill.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This Vol

ume contains the best poems of the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent cofo- 
posers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price Jl.00.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greaat- 

est psychic wonders living. 1 use the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all Internal 

‘diseases. A trial wli convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of 
both sexes successfully treated, as 
hundreds can testify. Send name, age, 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom, 
and ten cents in stamps, and you will 
receive a correct diagnosis of your ease.- 
(ree, worth dollars to you. Be sure to 
write your own letter. Dr. J. 8. 
Loucks, who lately passed on, contin- 
-ues to treat the sick through my medi
umship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
Stpneham, Mass. /

FRED P. EVANS, 
Not*d Medium for

Slate writing, Clairvoyance, Etc
Interviews dally from 10 to 4. Read

ings and development by mull may be 
obtained by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. l'"amuui> book on slate- 
writing, 81.20, while they last. Address 

FRED P. EVANS.
2928 Sacramento street, San Francisco, 

California.

Psychological School of Science., 
Learn to help yourself. Lessens 

by mall. Full particulars for stamped 
envelope.
envelope. L. V. GRAND.

32 Delaware Pl., Chicago, 111.

ing Divinity" Is certainly reaching the—, . ,
people and doing the work. To develop OHIOan S NCW MCtnOU Ol 
one's psyehlc powers In a sane and ra-
tlonal way, consciously, so that Innnor- Cleaning VlOinCSa 
tallty becomes a positive knowledge,^ , — 0 ,
and communication with the unseen a Causing Great Excitement 
fact, is worth all the effort one can n-» ■ <
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes of To- Where Exhibited.
ronto, writes: “I certainly think your
System grand, i can always see and UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN 
hear at my sittings. Dr. D. Crichton, ucADn nc ’
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: “I like thc OtAKU ur.
scientific tone of the lesson« so muchEaMihf ■
that I am writing them out for myself. vlCario “ainliy W aoll I 
Ono perusal is not enough.*' Mr. Dal- Oft KA Mlnutae
ton, a prominent real estate dealer of uv lU QV IwlliiUlCo«
Toronto, writes: ‘System Is itself a goodw d.-uui«» Kin rh^mlrnlo__ Nn Mntnr4 demonstration of inspiration.” So the No Rubbing—No Chemicals—NO Motors, 
students succeed. Send for list of No Washboard—No Wash Machine., 
names and full explanation and terms. __ , _ ,. . .. n „ .J .
enclosing a stamped addressed envel-OvBT 35,000 Already Sol(r^Ladl68 DGilghyBd 
ope to J. C. F. GRVMBINE, Z4 Strath- gggHowBrBpLEidlfTerent,easy. PutonBtove 
more Rd., Brookline, Ma««* —add water, then 8oapt then clothes—that’s alb In

5 to 8 minutes clothes clean. Luundriei dean 
-----— -------------------------------—------ clothes without rubbing—the EASY WAY does the 

same at your home. Dirt removed automically ex
cept to move knob occasionally.

-New York Anniversary.
-■ The First Association of Spiritual
ists of New York celebrated the six
tieth anniversary of the advent ot 
Modern Spiritualism .at Elk hall, Co
lumbus Circle, 8th avenue and 59th 
street, Sunday, Mar. 29, 10:30 a. m. 
and 2:00 p. m. May A. Newton, 
Pres.-!« Harry S. Ford, vice-president; 
F. E. Canniff, secretary; A. T. Ried- 
inger, treasurer. ■

Although'the weather was incle
ment, there was a much larger at
tendance thanforyears, and I have 
attended them all-since Jan. 4, 1863. 
My friend, W. H. Ware, of Brooklyn, 
reported the morning session, which I 
enclose. Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue 
•is a‘forceful speaker. You have the 
benefit of her discourses published in 
The- Progressive Thinker this season. 
All on the program did their part no
bly and well. What change sixty 
years has made! Mar. 31, 1848, Dr. 
Franklin and associate spirit workers 

■did succeed in influencing Katie Fox, 
11 years of age, to ask this question: 
“Whatever you are, whoever you are, 
rap as many times as I do,” she 
clapped her hands three times, the 
unknown something rapped the same. 
Then the older sister,'Margaret, 14 
years, followed up the suggestion, and 
said, “Rap four times.” Again the 
unknown complied, rapping four 
times. The girls were then frightened 
and said, “Why, Ma, it understands 
the question.” Then the mother, Mrs. 
Margaret Fox, said “rap ten times.” 
It was done. - The questioning con
tinued until it was ascertained that 
a peddler had been murdered, his re
mains buried in the cellar, his spirit 
assisted by Dr. Franklin, gave the 
pleasing results which was telephoned 
throughout the* spheres.

TITUS MERRITT.

The Ncwldfe. • This-hook deals

in full and leading symptoms.

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, The EASY WAY develops energy by mechanical 
* 1 manipulation, associated with hot water, soap suds,

„„ ... Vnwtnn Mass luper-heated steam, and scalding vapor, utilize da s331 Waltham St., West Nev ton,Mass. R fomponn(] foreOi nll COnflned in a closed metal 
_______________ _________— ------------ ------------compartment. Special operating arrangements. 
TXT! A-________________ Tn TArxiiKT Cleans woolens, flannels, blankets, or colored J
W hat fecieiice IS UOIllff clothes, as well as white goods, finest laces, cur- >
” ........ ■? tains, bod clothes. Saves time, fuel, labor, clothes,/

With our metu-^Qttons, strength, looks, health and money. 2
od you can pos- EASY WAY IN 30 TO 60 MINUTES CLEANS WASHING 
itlvely comniun-WHICH BEFORE TOOK THE ENUBE DAY.
lento with the No rubblno, wear,tear or Dijury. No Boggy,bon- 
nxTcctrM smelling heavy wood—but all metal, strong, durq- 
UNbluLIX ble, sanitary, light tn welcht. Easily used, cleaned,

WORLD, handled—always ready. Child can usolt—noexperl- 
Endorsed bymtnt. No motors. Saves 52 days’drudgery yearly, 
prominent peo- Thousands Praise It. , 
nlA Send forJ.McGeo.Tenn.,writes;-‘'OnoyounR]aaycteanM pie. ovuu iui d by old mothod In one hour with Easy
Interesting C°m*Way—another In 45 minutes.n Mrs. T. Bullen, Can- 

munications just as received. The ode, wrltci:-“I washed bedding, heavy qultti,, cu> 
Mfiffnotn Pnmnanv Rvramnrp Hl etc., without rubbing, and in a very «non time. Magneto company, sycamore, UL» Lauretta Mitchell. O., writes:—“Done a blowiihlng 
Dept. 7. In45mlnutc«-«old 3alrcady.” A.D.Popprcton.N.-

._♦* Gives perfect satlsf action. Washed bed quilts» 
greasy overalls and fine clothes. Greatest thing on

----------------------------- ------- -- earth." Walter M. Glcnu, O. :-*'Easy Way farsupe- 
-- w---------- j 1M • p i rr rlortOBnyothermcthod-clcunsclothcsperfecily."From Dream to Vision of

_ ______  hoard ot.” J. W.Meyers, Ga., says:—“Find cheek 
. • ■__ - for IC Easy Ways. Greatest Invention to womanhood.

By Lilian Whiting, Author of .‘Thoforeverabollshlngmlserablo wash day. Sen»Itsell.”
World Beautiful,” “The Spiritual Sig- PriceonIyft6.00complctc-6enUoanyad- 

“The Outlook Beautiful >• «tress. No* „Md Ju stores. Send no money nlncance, me uuuook oeauitrui, on|yMnd j.ourname address, we’rooldflrm; 
etc. • . capital 1100,000.00. Everthlng proven. Guaranteed,
mi. hnnV finds its kevnota In fhoWrits today tor 80 dsy triol offer, thous- This book nnas its Keynote, m toe a, testimonials, etc. circulars Free.

question asked by the Archbishop of, --------------------
Canterbury—"The' Lite Beyond,—what 
it it? What Is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To the discussion 
ot this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
In “The Life Radiant”, and some of her 
other books. It is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates 
itself to the reader In a certain radiance 
and -liberation-ot hew energies.- Prlre 
,§LOT,net

with the principles and laws whlcfr 
■openuntoman the floodgates ofinfl, 
nite creative power, and!put him into 
conscious possession ot Ma birthright, 
the mastery over--all things. Price, 
eMh, 89 cants; papr, 69 rents.

'-Tlie Jesuits.” uy Rev. B. F.-----------------------------------
AuaUn, A. M., B. D. An excellent HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO^ 
pamphlet Price, 16 cents._______ 23« EssriseaStaMlB®,CistiaaatM?,'

themsely.es
entered.it
Woald.be
Would.be
_Whem.no
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House Haunted by Spirits

!

sume.

«

Right of Tenants to Annul Contract.
Memorandum in Defense of the Duchess de 

Castelpoto Against the Baroness Laura 
Englen, Laid Before the Court of 

Justice in the Eleventh Dis-
\ trict of Naples.

(Translated especially for The Progressive Tliinkfer by A. Montjian 
Tattersfleld from “ Annales des Sciences Psychiques,” .edited by Dr. 
X. DarieX; Prof. Ch. Richet C._ de Vesme, editor-in-chief.)

Sto

*/

NO. 960

that

«

Friday he re-
his sister, vas

connection 
Mr. Hipner

meet, 
forces

forms grown strong 
love;
play on golden harps

a guest of his sister, 
celved word' that I 
dead.”

It Was a Voice from the Spirit World.
. "John Hipner returned from Buf

falo, N. Y., last week where he waa

heaven 
Are radiant 

through 
And those who

cord 
Blend all in perfect harmony,

The ABUSE of nothing; so 
youth,

Manhood, and age alike may 
And all may blend their

To the Editor: In 
with the above item.

»

SPIRITUALISM—Progress, t^e UplOersal LavO of Satúre; íTbéágbt tbe golQepi of fiep Probler^s.—gPU^ITUjM.T^JVI

¡re _ In our May issue we gave a resum'e of an article by Andrew Lang, 
R\..in.which the eminent anthropologist, when speakiiig of a recent trial

^concerning a haunted house in Eghan, England- observed, that-the 
Uegal questions connected with haunted'houses''constitute a suitable 
tmeme for a student of law m search of subjects to treat.

■ Now, the above subject has not been treated by a young candidate 
fo/r the toj?a, but by one of the most distinguished lawyers of Naples, 
M. Francois Zingaroppli, who is not only a convinced Spiritualist, but 
Author of several learned works on mediumship. The novelty of the 
case, the interest attached to this question from a scientific point of 
view, as well as from the historical and legal documents collected by 
M. Zingaropoli in his memorandum have decided ps to produce the

THE EDITORS.

CHICAGO, ILL, APRIL 18, I908

largely on the subject which moreover is an extensive one from what
ever point of view it is considered, and its literature so rich tliat vol
umes would be required to exhaust it.

QuodAgitur.
Quite recently in the second story of.tjie house in Largo S. Carlo 

elle Martelle, No. 7, belonging to . the Baropess. Laura Englen and 
rented by the Duchess de Castelpoto and fapiily, some mysterious spon
taneous manifestations wère revealed, which became so troublesome, 

\ disturbing.the peace and tranquillity of the inhabitants, that they were 
^ obliged to sleep somewhere else ; and on their return, seized by a justi- 
/ fiable .panic, they were compelled to sleep. iq .small,‘uncomfortable 
-, rooms where the phenomena were less frequent and not so violent..
\ The manifestations, as it often happens, took place periodically, 
dJescribing, so to say, a parabola, first ascensional, then tending to 

-'•diminish. ’
) In the beginning there were raps and strange sounds in a long cor

ridor, which became louder at the fall of the evening, and still more 
pronounced in the hours of the night. Later the removal of furniture 
was noticed, sometimes in such a noisy manner that it claimed the 
attention of the tenants below. Once, steps were heard and a specter 
of human form was seen on the threshold to the rooom occupied by 
Mgr. Michel Canaejolo and the two sons of the Duehess, throwing a 

. key at the far wall of the corridor. Later on it wijs discovered that 
there was an „old'door, now made up, and covered by plaster and wal- 
paper, it seemçd qs if the specter wopld make a symbolic allusion that 
there was something hidden on the other side; at-the very same tiiije 
a large stonç fell from-above and a little'later, while-the family was 
assembled in the drawing room, there wore further disturbances in 
the adjoining rooms. That very evening, seized by terror, the tenants 

- left the house. .......... •
, They returned the following day, and after dinner decided to spend 

the evening somewhere else; leaving everything in perfect order, put- 
: ting out the electric lights, they locked the house, the servants leaving 
\ as well. .
y On their return about eleven o'clock in the evening, they were dis
agreeably surprised to. find the hall door barricaded from the inside 
\with heavy furniture, which they found great difficulty in removing.

y A second surprise awaited them; the very moment they put the foot 
.Winside the room they were struck by a ray; and all the candles in the 
qiapel, adjoining the drawing room were suddenly lit.

I The following day the Duehess and her husband came to consult 
me. I proposed to have these spontanepus manifestations tested by 
an... experimentary seance with a view, if possible, to determine the 
phenomena. But my advice was put aside on account of the family’s 
Catholic ideas, and, moreover, his lordship. bid the curate of Saint 
Charles to do exorcisms ; but it seems that neither the holy water nor 

- the invectives towards Satan were effective! * *.. *.
. ,<A friendly proposition to break the contract was. then made to the 
owner, Mme. Laura Englen, which it was said, the Duchess de Castel- 
poto was very reluctant to do, because, during the two years she 

• had'been living in the house, she had spent large sums of money in 
rearranging and decorating it according to her taste.

. The proposition was bluntly repulse^ as being a dodge, prepared 
--.beforehand, to bring the house into disrepute.

.-. Now an unfair and underhand contest began. The commissariat 
- asnvell as the archiépiscopal ward were applied to, as if the Hirros 

. could conduct the rebellious spirits to prison !: • .*
Then the Duehess saw herself compelled tôtapply- to.the magistrate, 

and by an order, dated Oct. 4, 1907, the owner was called before the 
judge to hear the annulling of the contract declared; because the 
peaceful enjoyment of the house had been destroyed, by acts that were 
attributed to occult forces or entities, in sueh a manner as to arouse 

s a justifiable and serious terror in the tenants, and Clausing consequen
tial harm. . .

In case of opposition it was asked to be allowed testimonial, évi- 
idence. .. ' ■ ■■■
i The chief point with the owner was to contest the reality -of-the 
phenomena ; and, in the second place, to advance that'they were caused 
by the presence of a medium among the members ,Of the family, and, 
therefore, would sue the tenant for damages' for .’the-annulling of the 
contract . j . ■ ■ ■ . ;

Objective Reality of Spontaneous Manifestations. '
The opinion of a Catholic :—“It is surprising,'.‘more than surpris

ing, to find still in our time, persons of great talent, who ignore true 
spiritual facts of which the world is full; not only simple-minded 

• women within the precincts of home, but men of the world) * * *”
—Father G. G. Franco in “Lo Spiritismo,” fourth edition, Rome, 1907.

The opinion of a Positivist:—“I am thoroughly ashamed of myself 
and very much regret having fought with sd£h>"obstinacy) thé possi-. 
bility of facts, called spirits' * * * facts exist, arid I boast of being 
a slave to facts.”—Cesar Lombroso in a letter to M. Giolfi, dated 
Turin, June 25, 1891, the “Tribuna, July, 1691:-? ; ? ■ -

• • • These are the_opinions of Wo^such different thinkers;, 
one, Father of the “Society of Jesus. ’ who speaks in the name of . 
dogma, and the other, master of the “School of Positivists,” speaking 

„ in the name of science ! * * j»« . -
Both, however different their idm^maj*meet on the same 

ground, that of the real presence, verifying the same thing. And'it 
is, therefore, the judge, from the very beginning,, ought to take into 
consideration that every dispute, whether of a doctrinal or religious 
nature, is irrelevant to the present question. We shall not be able to 
attribute the phenomena to the same cause, but as to their existence 
we cannot but agree. . .

The points in question are: If these spontaneous mysterious mani
festations are real? '

Have these things actually taken place in my. client’s house! If 
so, are they a sufficient cause of annoyance and disturbance to pre- 

ll^, vent the tenants enjoying the rented house in peace!
The nature of a counselor’s pleading , prevents me expounding

*

That my opponent, a slave to the preconceived ideas of an illiterate 
multitude, smiles, wonders, and dares to treat me as a fqol; is per
fectly excusable. To him all this is like an unknown language; he 
would show good sense if he admitted his ignorance, -while, he «hows 
the opposite in denying what he does not understand.

As to the “mental morbidness” which my opponent ’po rudely 
ascribes to me; may he himself find the alienist who is toiatiend to 
me, but he had bettei’ take care not to knock against -shqìi |nen as 
Bianchi, Morselli or. Lombroso, who believe in the reality pf phe
nomena, but, of course, are in the wrong when they dare to differ 
from his opinion 1 * * * , . r •

Histories and’chronicles from all times have transmitted to us the 
most varied facts, of spontaneous, mysterious manifestations—houses 
frequented by pkftntonjs, all kinds of persecutions inflicted upon the 
inhabitants by invisible agents, damages done to persons and things, 
fires, knocks and noises, removal of furniture, objects’.hidden or pro
duced,, quite a whole series of phenomena that it would be impossible 
Io classify. <

Often during‘sudi conversations you are deeply impressed with 
some circumstance; to begin with, you hear the somalled strong and 
enlightened minds—the cheap skeptics—laugh at fhepe légende; then, 
by and by, they themselves tell about some old tradition |n their own 
family, some mysterious sign, some warning, some vision, Some incom
prehensible occurrence. • *. • . . /./I \

From time immemorial up to the present, similar facts repeat them
selves. ' , '■ i r

• Bead the widest circulated daily, political pages,..ar(d5in nearly 
every issue, you will come across spiritual facts repeating-Ihenwelves 
incessantly. . ' 7 .. . „/./’W.

Tradition of infested Riouses-is so ancient, we)l knpw:ápd adven
turous, that in all languages words aré found to dc¿igim^ 
sions, In Germán .it .is “Spuk, Spukén;" in English, - :l¿auni, haunt- 
ed;” in French; maisfth, jiantee;” in Italian, “case spiritatein
festate,’’besides the expressions of local dialects. .. >. ■< ' ,

On this subject there is very extensive .literritur^,/-.^ the 
most important works is “L'Historié du Spiritisme,” bÿ C^.de ^esme.. 
Among the great number the following works be’-mentioned: 
Glanvil, “Sadduc.ismus Triuniphatus,” a complete ,'d.emo^^ 
the existence of visions, phantoms, spirits and the ffiagícál>’’ published 
towards the end of the seventeenth century ; Stead, Real Ghost ¡Stories, 
London, 1897; Ennemoser, Gesehichte der Magic, Leipzig, 1844; 
Goer.res, Die Christliche Mystik, Munich, 1879; • De .SKiville, Les 
Esprits, Paris, 1863-68; Crowe, Night Side of Nátdí’é, Rpmledgé, 1892; 
Lang, Cock Lane and Common Sense, London, 1895.;’, Ki|svyetter, Der 
Okkultismus, Leipzig, 1896; Hudson Tuttle, Arcana of ’^Spiritualism.. 
One must also remember the famous “Proceedings of.the Sodihty for 
Psychic Research,”. London, a work remarkable for its Serious re
searches and its severe, tests ,of facts. . ¡ ‘ ;

It is not possible' to speak of all the scientific reviews.^ I; nii^ht, for. 
instance, mention.“l’Archivio di Psichiatria,”.by Lombroso, and “Ies 
Annales des Sciences Psychique,” by ^Richet, wheye you oftèn meet.’ 
with accounts of spontaneous manifestations examined $hd discussed 
by the two savants. v ;

Among the recent and most complete works I ought'to point out 
Professor of Engineering Henri Passaro’s “Sutte, Manifestazioni Spon
tanee Misteriose,” which, preceded my book, “Gèsta, dp jjno' Spirito 
nel Monastero dei P. P. Gerolomini in Napoli.” Histo/yTroimthe sev
enteenth century illustrated and.published for the first time^llëtli'enf 
Naples, 1904, ■ . . . ‘¡' . , “é

In M. Possaro’s monograph the subject is treated /or the first time 
in a methodical form, discussing laws, causes, and conditions for pro
ducing spontaneous manifestations; also the way how to discontinue 
the same. M. Passare, in the, work in question, enumerates by the 
authority of works of the highest standing in paragraphs^ 13-14 one 
hundred and fifty guaranteed, and most interesting eases, which have 
taken place in modern times.

I am not able to give an account of them for fear.;óf>exceeding 
the limits of a model defensive memorandum, but I maÿ'spfeak of two 
facts which were recently brought about in Italy, the. òhe, -because it 
took place at a trial identical with the present one; thé.other because 
it was observed, proved and. discussed by a savant AbÒyér suspicion, 
the universally renowned Cesar Lombroso. . • 4' 1

.In Florence, year 1868, Rue Ghibellina No.. 14, wetéï spontaneous 
manifestations similar to those in many other casés, - ' -

The tenant abandoned the house, sueing the owner fof ¡consequen
tial damages; The court of-justice granted the pfititiofì'tìeéajme un
accountable facts were lucidly, proved in the débafeáf/’Tlie:details 
were set forth in the legal chronicle, “ L’Opinion, July l3,1868, by 
a journalist who declared himself anti-Spiritualist. Ì extract from 
the reference a few passages bearing upon the mpst .prominent phe
nomena, . . ' ; \ ÿ’ f-

“Towards the end of, last December (1867) the,phenomena, com
menced to manifest themsçlves by noises like rumblings jdnderground, 
and sudden knocks on the table, round which the family "was seated. 
One of the sons, an ex-spldier Who ordinarily lived putsjde Florens, 
proposed to stay aya^e alone one night, relying upon,km,:skepticism 
in spiritual things ’as-well as upon thè strength of his arms, should 
he come in contact with, anybody. After midnight he descended into 
the kitchen, and when approaching the. threshold hé heard' the things 
in the cupboard ;rattle and crack. As he goes forward,a loud tinkling 
noise in his ears makes him dizzy; then he seems to see.w shower of 
stones and a heap of debris near the wall. Suddenly he feels his. arm 
firmly grasped, at the same time as lie gets a vioícnj; Xsirbóx, and 
seems to be hurled against, the wall. After these noises and coinmotion 
he- picks up ' hiè lantern, from the floor and -séems“ to -see a 
Shadow.',* * ¿ V,

These circumstance^,were, again confirmed by a gi'eat number Of 
witnesses, whose depositions¿were; repeated in theApñafí.e. ”

One and ad con&imed the apparition .of a phantom dressed in white 
with a largò hat like the,“Brothers of Mercy.’ ■ wear,;a£ well as knocks 
underground ' noises; and /the .turning upside down ' of ifurniture and 
hoousehold goods.'

(In the apartment of the palace of S. Carlo alle Montelie several 
similar facts have been experienced; as our witnesses udii be able to 
clearly testify.) , . . ■ ■ . . . .

In his “Archivio di Psichiatria” for_Npyeniber (XXH.) 1900, page 
101, Cesar Lombroso. occupies himself with facta in question from 
Turin, rue Bava,.’saying;/ 1 - :

In an inn kept by,A certain Tumero some very, strange-phenomena 
displayed themselves; imagine! The bottle.and,-barrels in the cellar 
below were the objects for mysterious stone, throwing, and moved 
about from place to place.upder noises like the whole hhusp was going 
to be overthrown, , • ;

Lombroso concludes on page 105 : - ■
. It is curious,to, see how numerous these facts have become during 
the last years, and so easily, furnished with proof, while for nearly two 
centuries nothing. was known, except in the lower strata df society 
which_had,no communication whatever with the cùltured clafees; this 
was not because the facts did not exist, but the eultufè'd-chasses, not 
believing in them, did not pay any attention to them, 1 ' .

Nowadays when these facts take place,’they are noticed And studied, 
though they are "easily, forgotten, as in this, case,‘arid-find obstacles 
in not being believed; and would easily be turned;into» ridicule did 
not men of science receive and examine them with the greatest care.”

Lombroso’s opinion,-which agrees with that of- sb. modern 
illustrious savants, is like ii seal of confirmation,, on the òjbjédtì0 reality 
of mysterious spontaneous manifestations already proved- < aì

’ The master of the Italian; school of 'Positivi^ iôfi “ï^omme 
Criminel” and “Sws « the

demonologists affirmed centuries ago* L. P. Candide Brognolo in his< 
* Manuale Exorcitarum” Bergame, 1651), page 318, on the question:

In what manner houses generally are disturbed by demons,” groups 
with admirable composition the various cases of manifestations that 
happen usually.and frequently in houses, saying:

Houses cun be haunted in different ways by evil spirits to such a 
degree that they often are made uninhabitable; sometimes they ap
pear before the inhabitants in form of phantoms to terrorize them. 
Other times they overthrow and break crockery, disturb the inhab
itants, preventing them sleeping, and many other serious offenses, 
such as throwing stones, swords and similar things, and very often 
inflict blows. Sometimes they appear in the form of goats, pigs or 
monsters. Other times they go m for smaller disturbances, such as 
waking up the sleepers, covering them with teguments, or pulling off 
the sheets and blankets and so on,”

The Teal presence of the facts is thus admitted by the most differ
ent creeds, and: the tales "from ancient history, surrounded by the 
legend’s mist, are strengthened by comparison with similar facts veri
fied in our days.

. “What impresses,” says C. de Vesme, in his “1’Historie dn Spir- 
htism.o,” quoted above, “ is the enumeration of a great number of cases, 
all similar to one anotlier,'Tepèated ill all times, testified by so many 
person's, who could not all, very well, be charged with hallucination 
or imposture ; thisis the co-ordination of all the traditions and creeds 
of all people, of all times, of all affirmations of those who have studied 
the subject, even inm superficial manner.”
. In conclusion of the presen subject, what is most important to 
settle is,, the objective reality of manifestations. The judge, convinced 
of the reality, is .obliged to admit the possibility that they repeat them- 
celves, and because one of the two parties affirms that they have 
taken place, he shall not be able to refuse the claim. This discussion 
of their causé and explanation is avoided by the magistrate in. his 
examination.

I am aiming to prove that discomfort and damages have been 
caused, pot to. explain. HOW, WHY and by WHAT they have hap
pened; nevertheless as a mere idea, it might not be superfluous to say 
that the great debated question is the nature of the producing agent 
of the phenomena, which, among theologians—in spontaneous mani
festations—is most often the devil; while among Spiritualists it is 
always the spirit of a defunct, and among the Positivists the fact is 
the result of the human attitude and power; nevertheless the three 
hypotheses agree in admitting, without conditions, the reality of the 
facts.

But the unknown or inexplicable origin of the fact does not pre
vent .its ¿Xistence; and we "are “slaves to the facts,” as Lombroso so 
happily expresses-himself, who from being an adversary becomes, by 
trying and trying again, a fervent partisan of our doctrine.

If one denies the unaccountable, nothing remains; we admit that 
the grass grows, though we do not know how it goes to work, only 
we-see oftener grass than phantoms of the dead. And if they are not 
explained—it Js'because they are not studied. •

Many péoplé occupy themselves with botany, but very few with 
Spiritualism. At tlie most if it shall-be true that they cannot be 
explained by known causes—so much the better; they will aid us to 
discover unknown ones. ■

Therefore/1 do not advance any hypothesis to explain the phe
nomena that .took place in the house, S. Carlo alie Mortelle. .

That there, shall have'been devils, elementary spirits, souls of the 
delmnct,: unknown badly defined tricks, illusions, haJHpeim-
tions, suggestions; wot^ evidence clearly shows, be useless to
disciis?, What-ds is, that the phenomena have deprived
the ténantibf^ enjoyment of. her house, and und^f’.^K
■conditions .tte/^ law, the jurisprudence'of iiiter-"
mediate ap w^H/as modern times have approved of the annulling of 
the contract ád’d’réparátiori of the damage in favor of the tenant.

" F. ZINGAROPOLI.
Naples, Italy. ■

THE GOLEN HARP AND THE 
NUMBER 12.

Inspirational poem by W. J. Col. 
vllle, given in Parrot hall, Alameda, 
Cal., March 31, 1908. Subject sug. 
geeted by audience.

The symbol of the golden harp, 
Shines out upon you from above, ’ 

A symbol of eternal truth, 
A token of abiding love,'

An emblem of united hearts
Where many strings in union blend, 

And many notes in harmony
Their pure, united music send.

Life is a golden harp, indeed, 
Each native power is on blest 
. string, ' .

And when they all in union soup'd, 
Oh, then, what harmonies they 

bring!
Such harmonies as may delight 
. Angelic ears in vealms on high, 
While blest immortals through the 

world
Which roll in space, majestic fly.

The golden harp suggests to us 
Strong, holy thought, one blessed 

way
Whereby we may evolve a light

That on the earth may always 
stay;

For gold doth signify In truth
The transmutation of all things 

Into one perfect usefulness,.
When every power its tribute 

brings, 
And lends its influence to the whole 

As In a garden filled wlth^flowers, 
Each one is beautiful and fair, 

While all adorn the fragrant bow
ers.

The’Roslcruclan8"br oia times
Did seek long years to find that 

stone
Which should resolve all baser things 

Into one metal, gold alone.
Is there a way? Can we resolve 

All powers of life in one great* 
whole?

The law of use we all may find 
Revealed In nature through the 

soul.

•A1J things are precious and when gold 
Is spoken of in realms of mind, 

As John on Patmos did behold
The floor of heaven pf gold refined, 

Truly the golden floor doth mean
Surest foundation, perfect truth, 

Which signifies the USE of all,

-S
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LETTER FROM AN
EARNEST INVESTIGATOR

His Investigation .Not Attended With 
Success.—Believes Norman’s Spirit 
Photography to be Wholly of Mun
dane Origin.

To the Editor: I read with much 
interest in this, week's issue of The 
Progressive Thinker the expose of the 
mediums, Norman, McCoy, Moss and 
Nichols by Hereward Carrington of 
the American society for Psychical 
Research.

You will possibly remember having 
received from me several letters in 
relation to my experience with this 
man Norman.

I am glad finally one whom you con
sider capable has made investigation, 
arid you have thought well enough of 
the saine to publish his findings. For 
the purpose of agairi bringing this sub
ject before you as seems proper, I 
will advise that for several years I 
have; been an earnest arid painstaking 
investigator of the philosophy and 
phenomena of' Spiritualism, and in 
Une with this investigation I went to 
Lily Dale two years ago last summer, 
where I visited various mediums of re- 
nown, that Were recommended by so- 
called reputable Spiritualists 4n at- 
tehdarice at the camp. Among others, 
a friend who accompanied me and I 
visited Norman, atid sat for “spirit 
photographs.” We. were' told to call 
the next day when he Would have the 
proofs, which we did, and were then 
Informed they were not yet developed, 
but' that' later we would receive our 
pictures by. mail. Norman. had our 
money and we went our way, and in 
a week or two we each received our 
photographs. Each photograph of my 
friend and of myself had attached to 
it the picture of some spirit or mortal 
of the same person.

The photographs of each had at
tached three supposed spirit pictures, 
as I explained one of the-spirit pic
tures on each of our photographs was 
the same, and they all were the same 
as sample spirit pictures Norman had 
tacked on his studio as an exhibit, so 
It Is plain lie keeps in stock spirit 
pictures to use when he can make a 
sale.

' .1 and my friend went to Lily Dale 
for the purpose of investigation, and 
this experience with Norman was a 
corker to our simple faith, and from 
that time my friend has taken no 
stock in Spiritualism as he holds he 
was faked, and will have nothing 
more to do with any of.it. I, on the 
contrary, thought I would expose the 
trick, as I believed it would not be 
permitted if exposed, and that is why 
I wrote you at the time. I also wrote 
the secretary of: the camp at Lake 
Helen, where I. read of Norman 
.through the medium of The Progress
ive Thinker... I received, ho acknowl
edgment of my‘ letter, and one year 
ago last Winter I was traveling In the 
South and visited Lake Helen, where 
I found Norman lnstali®d, and so I

took pains to explain to the president 
of the camp of my experience xyith 
him, and he seemed to dislike to be 
annoyed with my tale, and left me. ■

Last summer I again visited Lily 
Dale and had a reading with Mrs. Mc
Coy, and also attended the material
izing seance of Mrs. Moss, where I 
had about the same experience as re
lated by Mr. Carrington.

Spiritualism has attracted my at
tention more than any other subject 
in later time, but I confess I hardly 
know what to think of it when some 
of its strongest advocates seem to up
hold the worst kind of deception. To 
me the deception practiced by those 
so engaged in this cause is the worst 
possible, and I abhor it from the bot
tom of my heart.

I have not given up hope that I may 
be able’to find truth in this, but I 
confess I am very much discouraged, 
as I have been robbed right and left 
by. those practicing their damnable 
profession right under the care and 
protection of the camps where the best 
advocates of the cause are in charge.

I believe the Society for Psychical 
Research is doing a great work and 
will prove the truth of spirit return, if 
it is possible, but those practicing 
legerdemain will work more injury in 
a day than truth can accomplish In an 
âge, atfd it’s „high time every one 
honestly*interested in the cause of 
Spiritualism should leave no stone un
turned to rid the ranks of the decep
tion practiced. I have been much in
terested in the course The Pro
gressive Thinker has taken In trying 
to aid in detection of fraud,, but I did 
think you gave but trifling. heed to 
my attempted .expose of Norman.

H. H. HATHAWAY.
Binghamton, N. Y.

here,
Until, the chosen Instrument.

The golden harp, must needs ap
pear

Firm and compact, while every siring 
Doth symbolize some human life

That brlngeth melody its own
To conquer fear, to vanquish strife.

The’ golden harp! oh. will ye not
Be', living strings, with sweet ac

cord
Responding to the angelic touch

And answering to the heavenly- 
word !

Oh, will ye not In love’s embrace 
Unite yourselves in one great 

whole.
Where stronger, weaker ones are lost 

In oneness of the perfect soul?

The golden harps which sound in

Are angel guardians from above, 
Who downward bend, that through 

their love
They may bring forth such strains 

divine
As souls in harmony give forth, 

When graces all in peace combine.

Oh, let this be your symbol, now, ■ 
UNION IS STRENGTH; In glad ac-

Until from you more strong than 
word

There shall go forth a living power, 
The music of the holy life.

Which everywhere, where’er it Sows 
Will.be with holiest purpose rife.

The number twelve is introduced 
As symbol of the perfect whole.

The trinity is also here
To signify the full control

Of truth o’er nature's entire bound, 
Till soul and mind and body meet

In harmony of perfect love
And wisdom, making life com

plete.

So may we meet, so may we blend. 
And may each life become a string, 

Our whole humanity our harp. 
Whose every note doth music bring, 

Such music as In heavenly spheres
Vibrates with health, with- joy 

whose light
Shines strongly, kindly, everywhere 

Revealing truth's resistless might.
The Progressive Thinker should 

visit weekly the family of every Spir
itualist in the United States. Should 
■YOU, not being a subscriber, happen 
to' receive a SAMPLE COPY you 
should look it over carefully, and see 
the vast amount, of interesting matter 
it contains. By receiving its visits 
weekly you will keep in touch with 
this great movement the world over, 
and at the same time realize that you 
are assisting in sustaining the largest 
Spiritualist paper published on this 
earth to-day, and thus you will aid 
in disseminating the grand truths of 
SPIRIT RETURN. Subscribe for 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
now, and send for one of our remarka
ble premium books. By bccommg a 
reader of the paper yon will lefirn 
about the Spiritualist camps, anti- 
know also what the Spiritualists are 
doing and saying the world over.

-'Who plays for more than be can lose 
with pleasure stakes his heart—Her-

lives on a farm two and one-halt 
miles west, of this village. A few 
days before her death, Mr. Hipner was 
lying upon a couch at home in a 
half-awake - state, when something 
said to him, "If you want to see -, 
your sister alive, go to Buffalo.” He 
at once .made preparation and went, 
and upon arrival there found his sis
ter lingering from a paralytic stroke. 
After returning home he got news . 
of her death. The old gentleman 
asks, “What- was it that spoke to 
me? Would you call it telepathy?

. I. T. DAMON.
Millington, Mich. .

The glory of science is that It Is 
freeing the soul, breaking the- mental 
manacles, getting the brain out of 
bondage, giving courage to thought—■ 
«tiling the world with mercy, turtles 

joy.—Robert Cl. Ingerco!
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The Southern - Cassadaga.
Lake Helen Camp Has a Splendid Season and

a Most Remarkable Visitor

‘If lu the ulthnitte reckoning with- 
the law of compensation any discount 
should be allowed because of good be- 
havior, or honest intentions, faithfully 
carried into action—-who shall -say 
that justice and equity have been 
overlooked.

Who among us would not be will
ing to have the judgment meted ;out 
to him, generously sprinkled with the 
sugar of leniency,, and -shall not the 
man who honestly tried and failed, 
then tried again, yea even an hundred 
times, making ninety-nine failures— 
before success came, have an. extra 
Inch added to the yard-stick, with 
which his greatness is measured, rath
er than he who reached the goal . In 
easy strides without even one mis-' 
take or thought of failure? Even-so 
Is Lake Helen camp to-day the visible 
history of most heroic struggles,-.111G. 
swerving fidelity and sacrifices: never, 
to .be understood, except by those who 

- made them in their supreme desire 
to make this place an oasis in the 
sands of Florida, whej-e. no good thing 
should be. withheld from those who 
sought its welcome.

Camps pre not built in $ day—they 
are the'culminations of heart-throbs, 
set to music and-carrle(i irito-action, in 
love,; work aid wisdom^ ; It méa.ns 
many minds,-.'with but one; thought; 
good intentions, even thouèfiï'some- 
timea exp'ressed with poor judgnieiit, 
but as one 'picks, üfi 'thé " stlfclips 

.dropped by another, ip the.fuljp^gp of 
time .¿he wppf and -the warp'Ape 11 
“Succ&s’gln |e.ttprs of .gor&agtpsfct'he 
surface, ^^lepacrificp's,^ 
self-àFnégàtf^fl are.^usheteout into

ever, yet-to come. As a magnificent’ 
sunset reflects its radiance in1 the glor
ious sky,-giving promise of a perfect 
tp-morrow, - so She came. Two days 
before the close of the camp a star ap
peared, not from the East, but from 
the West. Mrs. Grace M. Brown, 
from Denver, Col., arrived on Mar. 
13, and if angels brought the welcome 
message of “Peace, good will unto 
men,’’, they surely sang that as she 
entered oiir gates.

• Mrs. Brown is president of the Es
senes, the-oldest Spiritual' order of
which 
year 
deiit

wé have record. For 
she has been ' vice-presi-
of the World’s

ThBttgXf'- Federation, ' editor
New 

of

o
■ - ------- -——• im■ ; -o ■
illustrating' thelmportant Fact That the Deuiàtìis' oí “the Spirit World 

lake .Cognizanpepf What is Going On ify^ Èip^h Sphere.

Coi&ftìiiig Spirits 960

When Yaqi,tb,tpk gf .the kamp your 
mind naturally’bBntdrs abound the in
trepid personality df/Mr's. Emma J. 
Huff, one of the original thirteen In
corporators of this Association and 
the only one of those who to-day re
main within its gates. She glows as 

, a live coal, whose light never flickers, 
nor grows dim, but' shines by night 

,and by day, with unerring precision 
and ceaseless persistence. She carries 
het theories into daily practice and 
renders- the innumerable services, 
which causes everybody stopping at 
her caravansery to feel all the com
forts of home—and then some.

Mr. E. W. Bond, for years the hon
ored president, lent to the work the 
strength.of fearless loyalty and spirit
ual devotion of a high order. He 
dared to stand though alone, and by 

. his consistent courage gave a stamina 
and elevation to the moral and spirit
ual architectural grandeur of this 
spot, which enhanced from year to 
year, as time revealed its real values. 
Comparisons.are Odious, so I shall not 
try to measure the capabilities of Mr. 
Bond with those of the present presi
dent, Dr. Gl N. Hilligoss. The thirty- 
five acres, .comprising the camp are 
enshrined in (he Doctor’s large heart. 
He givds li,i§ personal attention to the 
care of ffife minutest details anA the 
comfo^BVqf’ everybody. H ta J^gely 
due tri' nig .business ability''{fiat the 
Association is (ree J^bin ^lebt, wl£h a 
comfprtafile bounce',\ t^jj-ard ian'Jen- 
largqd' fyater ? improved
llght1ng;.methodg. The Doctor pos
sesses "the enviable ability, of getting 
everybody, tp' co-operate ivith him,, 
thus throwing responsibility upon 
them; qnd making them, sharers in 
the general success. He is ably sup
ported by Mrs. Hilligoss, whom every
body naturally loves. She draws peo- 

, pie to her, in her quiet, motherly way, 
and is very proud of her husband's 
achievements, so viewing him through 
her magic glasses it is no wonder he 
looms up the biggest man in the camp, 
and the best, re-elected unanimously 
to lead the hosts for another year.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary deserve un
stinted praise for their share in the 
work of the camp. All the sociable 
events and entertainments are super
vised ‘by them, and they toil harder 
and collect more spare coin than any
body dreams of.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, their presi
dent, preaches a sermon with the 
samb zeal and satisfaction with which 
she bakes the gingerbread. Her lem
onade is fearfully and wonderfully 
made, she never slops over, nor 
scorches anything nor anybody—and 
receives a dollar and a stranger with 
nn equally hearty smile, making them 
feel they are welcome. She visits the 
sick, bestows praise on the discour
aged, and shines for all. Mrs. Twing 
is a veritable godsend to Lake Helen, 
and grows handsomer Inside and out 
each year.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Clark, the real 
watchdog of the treasury as well as 
of the rose garden, is her able co
worker. I cannot do Mrs. Clark jus-- 
tfee, and only when you have labored 
in-season and out of season, in Spite 
of sleepless nights and racking pains, 
will you know something of the flavor 
of the Forget-me-nots she has planted 
in’’our grateful memory.

Mme. Mary McGarvey, A. M. Spen
cer and Carrie Whittaker, the other 
officers, have each rendered of their 
time, talents and love, even to the 
uttermost farthing—their names are 
recorded In the hall of Fame, beneath 
offr pompadour. The weary steps 
taken and willing services given, ate 
liKhrlbed anjong the bright pages of 
tlib big book, up there in the some- 
wfiere, that Day Book where the goo'd 
deeds of some of Us occupy but a tiny 
corner, nearly crowded into the mar- 
gln by, our many mistakes, apatterd,- 
Ilke’ blots which we would fain wipe 
out with our tears.

The lectures this year have beep of 
., an unusual high standard of excel- 

lehce, delivered by J. Clegg Wrigfit, 
h&n: Morrell, Carrie B. S. Twing and 
Mts. Anna Throndsen, the latter ■ a 
new worker here, who came with her 
husband, and the two made a warm

• p&ce in every heart. Mrs; Thro nd-, 
sen’s platform - messages are among

• the finest I have ever heard; she gives 
full names, relates incidents and 
scribes rapidly, accurately, and ’ in 
a clear, well modulated voice. Her 
husband is a fine singer and magnetic’ 
healer. They are an honor to anyl 
camp. ■ . -

Thus it seemed that we had been 
especially favored this season. The 
attendance had been greater- than ever, 

—the intellectual and spiritual feasts 
superior, to previous years, greatest 
harmony had prevailed and financial 

, prosperity had enriched us.
' The best part of the feast was; how-

“Fulfillment,” associate editor of 
Weltmer’s' Magazine, and a prolific 
writer of books, as 'well as contribu
tor to New Thought journals. She is 
also-a dainty poetand a most unusual 
teacher. ■" .

From the moment she came among 
us, we felt a. new and a larger spirit 
Within. Hasty arrrangements were 
made to have her speak in the 
auditorium on the evening after she 
arrived, and although the day had 
been, crowded with a. class,- love-feast, 
dedication'-and' reception, everybody 
was present, on the qul-vlve for some- 
thing, they, knew no what, 
: ..Mrs, Brown is graceful speaker, at 
perfeot ease on the platform,, and had 
pot- talked five minutes before she 
had captured her audience. The se
cret of her success is her great knowl
edge of-..humanity and love for them, 
qnd the keynote for all her teachings 
Is ("Construction.” Some express their 
loye in.-.words, some in smiles or good 
works; Mrs. Brown radiates It. She 
simply shines; her-radiance is some-, 
thing marvelous; It is more, it, is 
catching, and everybody else tries to 
radiate, with her. She not only 
teaches, but she IS harmony and 
unify and- therefore harmonizes, then 
unites everybody else, in that uni
versal love which is the fulfillment of 
all law. This rare teacher brings to 
you the realizations of the tremend
ousness and bigness of the power of 
Love whqn expressed constructively 
for the universal good.

If was a new revelation which up
set the campers and brought them 
back, right side up with care and a 
smile on each side of their faces. 
Ampng. other helpful lessons she 
taught breathing — constructive 
breathing—we breathed out all Ill- 
will we ever had to anybody, and in 
one long breath forgave the “honest” 
friend, who never missed an opportun
ity to show up our weakness, the one 
to whom we loaned money, which had 
never been returned; the man who 
sat on our best hat, the boy who left 
our gafe open, and the cow that came 
and ate up our greens and ruined our 
orange-trees, the hypocrite and make
believers, the morally lame and blind 
--fall—all inbarmonny, uncleanliness 
and shortcomings, were forgotten in 
that one deep, outbreathing of things 
which find hfirt;. anfi we .inbreathed 
love, peace and all good for ourselves 
and everybody else. It was like a real 
transfiguration. It meant a some
thing big and real to everybody who 
took part. Mrs. Brown remained with 
us for ten days, teaching daily without 
fee or reward and yet her great re
ward was the blessings of the sick 
whom she healed and the gratitude of, 
all. She left as a comet with a tail 
of lights shining in the eyes of men 
and women to whom she had come 
with a new gospel, touching their in
ner lives with a vita) force they had 
never known before.

Realizing the superior value of such 
teachings, it was decided to form an 
Essene Centre at the camp for the 
purpose of greater upliftment and that 
its members might be the spiritual 
power and help which the Ladies' 
Auxiliary is in a social and financial 
way. A large number at once give 
their names and on the evening after 
Mrs. Brown had left an organization 
was effected with' the following offi
cers: President, Laura G. Fixen; 
vice-presidents, Carrie E. S. Twing, 
Mary E. Clark, A. M. Spencer, M. 
Whittaker, L. A. Holt and Mr. S. B. 
Barker; secretary, Mrs. Louise Mur
phy; treasurer, Mrs. Eliza Stumpf.

The members of this Centre have 
promised “to think lovingly of every
body, and not to repeat anything un- 
vorable they may hear of anybody.” 
Contemplate for a moment the force 
any organization will bring to a so
ciety or. a camp which expresses such 
thoughts in their daily lives.

The members send out special 
thoughts of healing and harmony at 
noon each day, wherever they may 
happen to be. They will meet each
Tuesday evening While here, and
when they return to their homes, start 
similar centres there. And so—all 
hail! to the great soul who came 
among us, and toppling over our nar
row,. unselfish, critical air-castles, 
placed strong, helpful, constructive 
forces in their stead. She surely has 
laid a good foundation for us t6 build 
upon. ,

All bail! to every one who lifts up 
and lends a. hand. -All hail! to him 
who, tvhen the structure of our high
est - conception has been completed, 
shall hoist the flag over its proud 
dome; but while you cheer him, for
get. not the toiler who cleared the un
derbrush, and with unwearying, hands 
dug out the soli and laid a foundation 
which would endure. Shout aloud and 
cheer the man at the top, but send 
your heart’s deepest gratitude to the 
faithful constructionist who did the 
hard, honest work in the bottom. '

; , LAURA G. FIXEN.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM«

. -By Thomas Inman, M. . . j^ised
and enlarged,- with an Essay ea Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grave;!! and: other allied symbol!. 
Third edition, with two hundred Illa» 
teation». Cloth, |1.

^•Longley’s Beautiful Songs." 
new edition comprising in one 
ume the.tour parts heretofore

A 
vol-

- --- pub-
Hshed, to which is added part five, 
also a number of the author’s most 
popular songs, including "Only - a 
Thin Veil Between Un?' and Its "Con., 
paaiba fleco.” Clot&, cants 
Boarfia,5fl rente. ■

Miiny years-ago;-previous to leaving thig^ei^y,, I saw one day 
while lying uppu mv hed. quietly resting (wid^jatyalie) piy Own body. 
1 was on ;tlie .opposite, side of the room, and j|ack aithe same. 
Then 1 turned’und-.-looking through the .opei^dopj;'of our “meeting 
rooin. shW -niiiny -benuUtiil carriages, wfiitq,(nn(J .daintily trimmed 
with „i en Juge as the ot i nary kind. butjso Mif a4<i fair^ like, that 
with the tp.uvli at mv-hand they could easpy.be iy^irljid about in-any 
direutiuu. I asked, lAVliat- does this mea^ ’ Are our,.people' all going 
on journeysr But no anstvef came to hie, for ^.^vas-alóne. Then 
I found my Seii back on the bed, bùt without knowing liow I got there.

hi a year- ii,om lliat lime there were tyyen^y le^s in our family of 
nearly titty. Many ohihe aged class left for tlm^hòres immortal, and 
others of inure youthful years for experience in the “outside” life— 
the writer, included.

Another,time while lying upon my bed in .a rpqiful jittitude, but 
fully awake, -I saw my body as though it had belópged to .some one 
else, yet knew'it to.be my own. The face was turjue^-downward," and 
from the Imad streamed forth luminous rays in,every direction, and fit 
quite a distance. Whether of local origin;, op issujpg ^pm fidine unseen 
source to- the head, ! know not. It was iio dreamy l^ut a. reality, and 
on resuming my normaT condition I relatedYq my ipcpirades the sin
gular scene. ' -....... , ,j| i,. ..

Here fóTlows. &>me incidents of dream life;,, ■^..departed frienà 
(but whom in my steep I thought tp be stj)l in the.ippitli form) came 
into my rQbm with h’bbok in his hand, and, tQpgdin&it, fisked. if I had 
ever read if f r.repl^ so he, left'it-with jpp pqd.^ent his way. 
without a word. On.-fhe front page wfl.s. thfi-piefpre of a. stately tree, 
at the base of which-Tyas printed, “Man, ^he,Tree of.Life.” Tte right 
side-of the' trunk was white, the left of a jlai’k color. The branches 
were every one niavked with some'psychic faculty, such as tyuth, love, 
justice, mercy,, charity, sympathy, patience, benevolence, and so on 
through the whole array of Spiritual graces. Not long after I was 
with a' friend/and’looking at some nice.bo.oks of her’s, she opened 
one and said, “Did ^jpu, ever see thisV’ I told, her ^¡Byer'had, only 
in a dream—I knew it in ,an instant. There was thè tree, with every 
word and feature -about it, just as had been-shown me in my sleep.

Ope of my old-time Shaker comrades fho'w .'living‘id ; Aliehigan) 
had, while here,-quite a peculiar.experience as’’a result of a dream 
three times repeated. .An aged Jbrother,-wha- had .but recently passed 
on, appeared to her in her dream-life, and told hcpAiif-she would go 
to the room he used't^ occupy and sit quietly'he would come and show 
himself to her.” So she went 'there one afternoon,-sat down and 
waited.for him, hoping, yet not much expecting,(to”seo him; however, 
in a few moments he appeared to her, but did not hay. anyfhing—just 
looked at her, and immediately vanished from .sight. She said he 
looked as natural to hfef as lie had in this life,, goodmatured and smil
ing.” Not long after .this, a young brother Who had: taken, care of a 
large lot of boys, and been their school feach$ p^ss^ 'On tb-the immor
tal side. ;

One Sunday while attending pur morning.'service, this same sister 
saw him in the exercises, marching in rear of-his boys, and in appear
ance as natural as when on this side of life,.1i1(!Aft0' the close of our 
meeeting she told me of her vision- and 8aid't-she jwpuld have “whis
pered to me of the same while seeing him, birt being hard of hearing, 
thought I would not understand.” She seemid quite astonished that 
I, too, had not the same view of him. !h 1 i}-

A clairvoyant of the West Pittsfield Sha^pr Society (now on the 
other side of life-)’once told me of a view she had pnevious to the civil 
war. She saw marching through the upper air1 an alrmy of soldiers in 
battle array, all keeping perfect time in step^ 4nd gBemed tp be going 
from the .West to pome easterly point. She it ly^is a most, wonder
ful, as well as beautiful sight, but she eouldpnot imagine at the time 
for what purpose it was shown to her, but on thpubpening of hostili 
ties slie readdy. fecpgqUed its signifleahce. 0 !>9 • '

A cousin of, mine in Rochester,. Y., .toM^^pf a similar yjew 
which had been shown her previous-to the cwiiwaru She saw pictured 
on one of her parlor-window panes an army'óf marching'soldiers in 
battle array, which was, just as clear to her¿vision as any other view 
she had ever witnesse’d. '

as
I could rely upon the statement of both of these friends as surely • 
though the sights had, been presented to me personally,

West Pittsfield, Mass,
JULIA H. JOHNSON.

i and Spirit Ufé.

HOME BEYOND THE TIDE.
There is a beautiful home on the other 

side,
And thither the current of life doth 

glide,«
And onward the surging billows they 

roll,
Bearing us on to that' home of the 

soul.

REINCARNATION

Reply to Jessie S. Pettit-Flint,

Oh,
Chorus.

that beautiful home beyond the 
tide, . ... . .

Oh, that beautiful home on the other 
side,

Where radiant flowers eternally 
bloom,

Oh, that beautiful, beautiful home.

There's a brilliant ray-that comes o’er 
the tide.

Like a beacon light from the other 
side, • ,,

And o'er the dark billows the soft rays 
come,

Guarding and -guiding our way to that 
home. . ...

Our loved ones are waiting our foot
steps. to greet, 

When handj clasping hand we’ll lov
ingly, fneet,. .

Where the trials,of, earth never will 
come’ . . -

To saddem.the ,spul In ¿that heav’nly 
homa--.' .

No sad, bitter, tears irom the fount of 
regret, < v

No fierce tieathjg .storms, pre there to 
be met,'... -;

But love and Its, jbya.fojjever. abide
In that beautiful -home,jbeyond- the 

tide. “

Oh, that bqautiful hppie on. the -other 
. side—•. . . \

How lonely I fdsp^Mfh the surging
’ tide, , ‘ “ ■
Drifting along through the, mist - of 

earth's , gip.oin , : ■ ■ ’
To catch but a'glimpse of that 

; heav’nly nhome. ,

The shadows hf earih they will all flee 
away,-. ■' , ■ ■: ..

In the dawnlhg light of that radiant
- day,. '... • ■ •

Wheb - the- bright angel; throng ’round 
.. . me will,come

To bear my -glad soul tp that heav’nly 
home.: - . .

’--J.'.'¿J I V . '
Oh, that beautiful - -home awaiting 

above, ¡ ,
So fair to -the..eyes and aglow with 

love,., ; ...
I know I’ll gain,it.and. ever abide
In that beautiful home, beyond the 

tide.. .
CORTLAND BALL, 

Indianapolis, Ind.. . ...
“The WMow’s Mite and Other Pbj> 

chin Phenomena;’’ Rev. L & 
Funk. Pries 82,00. ?

It is considered by some people a 
mark of higher "spiritual and'intel
lectual unfoldment" to “get religion,” 
or In dtfibr wordii'to acdept the hell
fire and infant’damnation theory of 
the brthbdox church.

With a I'ai'gh majority, however, it 
is an indication of greater intelligence 
to discard that idea. ’ :

This Old orthodox'theory and rein- 
carnation; are twin sisters and should 
be burled'together In the dead past.

A friend writes me that soon after 
the passing over of his wife a promi
nent theosophist lady said she thought
his wif6- had 1 reincarnated and 
again on earth—a great comfort 
consolation. ■

The wife of the brother of

was 
and

this
theosophical'lady-at the birth of her 
son, saidiBhe saw her husband's spirit 
mother at the side of her bed, and the 
grandmother l was reincarnated in the 
boy, making tbs hoy his own grand- 
mother.-- -:-i-. .ci"-- r

A'beautiful picture to contemplate.
“Personal ^opinions, or wishes, or 

visions-have no ¡effect—in unalterable 
majesty Divine. Law still rules," pur 
friend says;: - ;'-

That.is- just therpoint-1 have en
deavored to Impress on: her mind and 
have repeatedly asked for evidence to 
prove that -.reincarnation is possible 
under any law;-- - ■ .

: As I stated in a previous article— 
“high-flown .theories, couched in flow
ery language cannot change the laws 
of nature.” t ,

. I challenge du^ friend and all man
kind to show me one instance where 
life of an^kin^ fias "expressed" itself 
in. matter ¿nd., iia^qed on, and has. re
turned and'iakerl-on'a second similar 
form. ' ,’ lL.:P. WHEfeLOCK.

Madlsod^sj^

4ft Ag^ffWc’s Idea.
-. "Askedn^ I, bflUeve there is such a 
God as th^-'p.ncieBt Jewish Jehovah, I 
should answer, -/Yes and no.’ Jeho
vah,, as anpractlfgk personification of 
the force^tflf nature, whose symbol is 
the sun, Ygs;. tfip same as I believe 
there was/; a Jupiter,, a Zeus, an Iris, 
and a Jes^s. ^J^hovah as a material, 
manlike bging w|}<? literally 'walked in
the. gardeq[|n .th¿cool of the- evening’ 
and talkedjjvlfhr.Adam as one human 
talks with- another, No. God, as a 
man-like being above .nature and
whose ’will’ la, superior to the laws 
of nature, No,\..God, as a mere ideal 
of goodness, justice, power, etc., Yes, 
as a poetic conception. .

“Is there a Gpd jn the sense of the 
universe itpelf, as, a whole, being in- 
tellilant, hpneflcent, etc. t I do not 
KNOW, apd do. not believe anybody 
else KNOWS. T—-®dlt»i Humanitarian 
Review.” ’ . • .

■ I noticed rin“Light- of Jan. 25 a 
series of question froipiA- V-, covering 
a wide fiqld .of spiritual experiences, 
and having for many years past had 
the advantage 6f-'Sweet communica
tion with, friends on the other side, 
by both automatic writing and direct 
hearing or inspiration, I put the ques
tions before those Over-ready helpers, 
and give their -'replles' as under, just 
as received.. Tiinay say that these an
swers were; written on the leaves of my 
tablet, in pencil, without the slightest 
hesitation, and in less than half the 
time it took me to copy them out.

Question 1.-: Do spirits wear.cloth
ing, and if so what are their garments 
made of, and what with?

Answer 11 We are clothed with the 
garments we have woven for ourselves 
during eartb-Hfep.the.se garments'are 
like clopds of, vappr through which the 
bodily form is outlined. These gar
ments aré the index of' the earth-life 
of the spirltpand show clearly the type 
and moral..character of each person; 
those who have lived good, useful 
lives are beadtiful, blit the most of 
earth's children are those spirits who 
died young add. 'have been here a long 
time; .they have attained the perfec- 
tlon of eqrthly; stature, but have the 
spiritual beauty Of those 'spirits who 
have never 'been' on' earth. On the 
other hand,those who have lived wick
ed, selfish and cruel lives, or com
mitted some great evil, are clothed in 
repulsive garments resembling slime 
—it is part of opr reward or punish
ment that we cannot help seeing our
selves, we fire beautiful or
the reverse.

Questióh' 2. Do spirits feel heat 
and cold? Do they look upon a sun, 
stars, etc. ?

Answer 2. Heat and cold are at- 
mospherio conditions of matter. 
We' have •' no such conditions 
here. We have no material body to 
feel either heat or cold. We have 
neither eyes to see material things nor 
ears to. hear earth’s noises, but we 
have one power or faculty which takes 
the place of your five senses, the pow
er of comprehending or knowing. If 
we wish'.to see the sun or the stars 
as you see them; we must look through 
the eyes of such an one as yourself, 
but we can see the spiritual image of 
all Material objects, whether they are 
suns or the smallest living object or 
dead atom, which are only made visi
ble to you by the aid of a powerful 
microscope.

Question 3. Do they tread on soil 
and grass, and study geological forma
tion beneath,If such there be?

Answer 3. We are spirits, we do 
not “tread;” we move ourselves by 
simply willing to be with other spirits, 
but as-neither time nor distance exists 
here as you understand these terms, 
we cannot be said to move from place 
to place. You can best understand 
this by recalling your power to think 
yourself one moment sitting in your 
home and in an instant transfer your
self to some distant place you have 
visited. You can do this in the twink
ling of an, eye,

Question fi. Is the astral body sub
ject to Injury, or disease? Has It a 
circulation, and do spirits breathe, eat, 
drlnfc, and sleep?

Answer 5. No, the astral or spir
itual body is not subject to material 
Injury or disease, but it is subject to 
change in appearance; an evil spirit, 
that is td say the spirit of an evil 
person,, may become more hideous by 
continuation of its evil dispositions 
and by contact with spirits more de
praved than itself, and this change in 
appearance will increase its self-in
flicted pain. But it- must be remem
bered that even the very worst men 
and women, on your side or this, have 
some good in them, and that there are 
always many good spirits ready to 
help them to improve their spiritual 
health and so improve their appear
ance and lessen, their pain and dis
tress.

On the other hand, the people who 
have avoided evil as far as their con
ditions and opportunities would al
low, those who have led and are lead
ing the everyday life Of the ordinary 
type' of parent or child as you know 
them—and they form a very large 
part of the inhabitants of both your 
world and ours—such as these im
prove in spiritual health and beauty 
very quickly.

We have neither bodily pains nor 
pleasures, both are spiritual. You 
know how a family bereavement or 
worldly doss can give you mental pain; 
and the reverse, the birth, or restor
ation to health, of a child, or deaf rel
ative, or some addition to your world
ly means, or tbe -acquisition of 
some ' Wlshed-for - object, can give 
you more- lasting. pleasure than 
the ' fulfillment of mere bodily 
desires. Spirits neither breathe, eat, 
drink, nor sleep. The three first op
erations'■.obviously apply only to acts 
necessary to ■ keep alive the physical 
body; we neither, hunger nor thirst; 
we are total abstainers of the most 
severe type; but the question of sleep 
requires more consideration and ex- 
planatiom.; Your, own spirit requires 
You fall asleep and awake refreshed, 
your body and brain.may be tired, 
no sleep - or rest, It Is never tired; 
although you may have been dreaming 
all the night through. Our occupa
tions on this side, are so varied, and 
the entire absence of .any approach to 
the tired feeling which is so common 
on earth .makes .it quite unnecessary 
for us to slbep for the purpose of rest
ing or refreshing ourselves.,

Question 6.1 suppose a man, when 
he has passed over, exists as a man 
forever? , Is .the case the same .with 
animals and plants?

Answer 6. Neither men nor women 
lose their - individuality on this side. 
The man remains a man, and the-wo
man a woman, forever, so far as we 
know the mind of the Eternal Spirit 
in this matter, but-they are capable 
of great spiritual changes. There is 
no difference In the spiritual standing 
or relative' positions of the sexes on 
this side, al! have equal opportunities 
and equal ■' powers ■ in-- their own 
spheres,,-Tut the spirit of a man takes 
naturally1 to ■ madly work; women ex
cel in the?exercise of those qualities 
most material to them, affection and 
love. All the children who leave .their 
mothers on earth Immediately become 
the cherished.objects of loving moth
ers on this, side;- to .the joy of both.

Question ?. WJien the newly dead 
meet their spirit relatives and friends, 
how is Ufa omniaeiicedT Do relatives

and friends remain on special friendly 
terms? Are things ■ In- spirit life 
made from materials? -

Answer 7. The awakening and 
early1 experience of each, individual 
differs from every other,'’jhit his’bile: 
liviug soul dlffers from’another.’ Some 
come over quite unprepared.for -the 
great change, and remain .for Borne 
time, it may be hours, weeks, months 
or years as you count time, aimdst un- 
conscious of their surroundings; a - 
man who has lived a mentally torpid 
or almost an. animal lifp, cannot real
ize tpat he is still alive and aw®he> fie ; 
continues in a sort of What -you-call' 
"dozing" state, neither asleep -not 
aWake; whilst another spirit will 
awake, instantly, and understand the 
change; those who have been in close- 
spiritual communion during- their • 
earth-life find us waiting for them, 

‘apd,at.pace realize the change; but 
all who come over find friends and 
relatives waiting for them on this side. 
Relatives and friends, if they are in 
spiritual harmony with each other, 
keep up a close companionship or 
communion, but two brothers or other 
relatives may not be in spiritual har
mony—one may have a low spiritual 
development, the other a very high 
one; the lower one would not seek 
the higher, but. the higher wpuld seek 
the lower and try to raise him to his 
own epiritual level.

We have given our replies to the 
different questions qf A. V. in the sim
plest language possible, as A. V. ap
pears to have very little knowledge of 
spiritual matters, but we would coun
sel him, and others who may read 
these replies, not to take our words 
altogether literally, as It Is impossible 
to describe spiritual realities In lan
guage which can be quite understood 
by those on your side; it is Impossi
ble to do more, than give a general in
dication of appearances and condi
tions which prevail here, it is much 
easier to say what they are not thgn 
what they are. MANO.

The above is the number of th» 
present issue of The Progressive 
Thinker, as printed! at the top of the 
first page, right hand corner.' If this 
number corresponds with'the figures 
on your wrapper, then the time you 
have paid for has expired, and you ate 
requested to renew your subscription. 
This number at the l ight hand corner 
Of the Inst page is advanced each 
-.week, showing the number of Pro
gressive Thinkers issued up to date. 
Keep watch of the number on the taf 
of your wrapper.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SwlM one. two »nd thrw. By Lilian WhitlM. 

- Throe cholco volumes, each corn' 1st* tn Itill» • in which •plrltuallty Is related to' -varyday lift 
w thewor14

Force and Matter
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HU or The Touch of An Anirai 
Jllwj Mother,
, BY CARRIE E. 8. TWING. ;

Her dKlloeVory Uaaa ar* euffieleut to ihow 

t* this ofiloa
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In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within voureelf Hee the canee of whatever enters 
into your life. To come Into tbe full realUadoaof 
your own awakened interior powen, to to be ablets 
condition your life in exact accord with wbat you ■ 
would have it.—From Titlo-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. The Supreme Fact of 
Che Universe; in. The Supreme fact of Human Litei 
IV. Fullneaa of Life—Bodily Health end Vigor: V. i 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wtodom । 
and Interior Illumination; VII. Tbe Realisation of I 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fnllneaa of powers i 
IX. Plenty of AU Things—The Law of Proaperity; ’ 
X. How Men Have Become Propbeta, Seen, SageL 
andSavtore; XI. The Basic Principle of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now into 
the Realisation of tbe Highest Riobee. ror tale Al 
tbtooffice, Frio», postpaid, ti.26.

tufa, Principles and Alm of the “Company of 
Jesus; ' Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits • Cob- 
demnatlonojthe Order; Expulsion of the Jee- 

^?pe p1“11““1 XIV,, Abelishlng th»
Society ¡.The Jesuits' Estates Act: an appendix 
of vMuable taformaUon. By B. F. Austin. A. 
M., u. D. Price Ido . ■

)

Spiritualists Celebrate an Anniversary.
The sixtieth anniversary of Modern 

Spiritualism was celebrated last even
ing in the G. A. R. hall by a large 
number of Spiritualists who filled the 
hall to the doors. Rev. John W. Ring 
delivered the lecture announced, 
“Spiritualism unlocks the Long 
Locked Gates.”

Rev. Mr. Ring opened by the broad 
assertion that Spiritualism had always 
existed and always would exist; that 
all religious doctrine is based on the 
spiritual teachings of the Bible; that 
Spiritualism is the confirming proof of 
a life beyond the change called death.

Twenty years ago the church teach
ings Rev. Mr. Ring said were mate
rially different from what they are 
now. Then those who were not saved 
by believing were to be damned by 
their belief. It was an easy seat with 
a harp at the right hand of God or 
dodging cinders with a pitchfork. The 
change- in the application of the doc
trines, If not in the creeds, have bpen 
on a constant Improvement. Then 
heaven was like a small place afar off 
with only a straight and narrow path 
leading to it and few there be that 
find It. Now there are many paths and 
heaven is closer, more like a suburb 
of our present life. In fact a heaven 
could be and was established on earth 
and now, and that by our own actions 
toward our brother man. Let no man 
call God father who does not treat his 
fellow man as brother.

In speaking of mediumship as com
monly understood he said that most 
people got what they went for. If 
they went to the commercial mediums 
on affairs of business they usually had 
business matters explained to them, 
but If they went to receive messages 
from loved ones who had gone be
fore, they would draw through the 
medium the best there was in spiritual 
nature.

He held his hearers as if spellbound 
for over an hour. Then after announc
ing a meeting Wednesday evening, 
April 1, in the same hali, he gave an 
Impromptu poem on a beautiful sub
ject from the audience.

Wednesday evening his subject will 
be selected from what the audience 
may present and he will rely upon the 
unseen forces for a logical ellucida- 
tion.—Pueblo (Col.) Chieftain.

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURC^ROMB. j 

A Remarkable Book. '
Thia ta a remarkable work by Fatbu Crukjitv» j 

It expoiM even to the mifiGteat deHito the corrupMoa / 
that extoto in the Church of Borne It to a work of 8U { 
pagei, aad ahould be read u a mutter 0 hdlor* by k prery Bjjirltuallit. <

Price $2.25. /

ftooffonius of Tuana Christmu Jesus. A 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents;

ORIGIN OF LIFE
sad How tbe Spirit Body Growl. By M. Fuada», 
Price. 10c. For »Io at th 1. office

Germs of Mind in Plants
By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—-Cloth, Illustrated, ■
SO Cents.

A cardinal point in tbe philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man la 
something unique in. the universe, . 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive Impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These fact ; are told in this book 
In so charminj and entertaining a 
style that the reader Is carried along / 
and does not realize until later the • 
revolutionary significance of the facta.

Cultivation of Personaf Maonetlsnr' 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Bei* 
tier, anthropologist and‘author. A very su» 
Meat) vo and Instructive book. Price 81.00.

V!hu I Rm a Vegetarian.
An address delivered before the Chicago Veg> 

tarlan g oclety By J. Howard Moore. Price» 
2S cents.

Anniversary m St. Louis, Mo. 
No doubt the dear old Thinker is

overloaded with reports of anniversa
ries, but please do not forget St. Louis 
in making up the list.

The lectures were beyond criticism, 
the meetings all well attended, the 
meals excellent, and the mediums, ah! 
the mediums after all are the verte
brae in the backbone of Spiritualism.

Brother Sprague thanked the chair
man for introducing him as an honest 
one. Admitting the ■ fraud,- he de
clared there was fraud in everything 
but politics.

Among the mediums we missed Mrs. 
Padnjan.who as leader of the "Willing 
Workers,” has advanced the standard 
of mediumship in this city. She was 
unavoidably absent. But.sisters Laura 
Jones, K. T. Hary, Mrs. Donalson, 
Mrs. Tarlothing, and Iftst, but not 
least, Brother Sprague, amply fulfilled 
the requirement of giving genuine 
spirit messages, many of them in the 
character of tests.

Though perhaps not interesting to 
the general public the acknowledg
ments of those receiving them often 
with smiles or tears would satisfy any 
reasonable spectator that‘ the tele
phonic connection between -this littlé 
world and the greater one surround-: 
ing it is at last established. Brother 
Grimshaw made a splendid chairman, 
and his inspirational addresh was in 
itself proof of the presence of . an in
visibleorator. ,'i

The inimitable Elizabeth Harlow 
held her audience spell-bound with, 
the power of her oratbry.' Thd'tenip- 
tatlon to quote from hcr,‘Uddt'fesS -Is' 
growing upon- me, and knowing' the 
pressure just now upon your columns 
I refrain, but to do so must,close with 
an all hail the sixtieth anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism.

MATTIE MCCASLIN.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development of tbe Unman race. Prloe^ 
10 oon ta.

WOMAN:
thinker's International Congress, Chicago, IlL. 
October, 18ML By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, ic£

THE LEADING WORKS
OF

E.D. BABBITT, M.D.
The Principles of Light and Color.

Superbly issued, royal 8vo, with over 200 en« 
gravings and colored plates. Price. 85.00; in 
massive binding. Imitating half Russia, 50c. 
extra. "An Imposing volume of nearly 000 
pages. Shows a great amount of research on 
the nart of the author. Will prove a great ac
quisition to Scientific Libraries N. Y. Herald,

Human Culture and Cure.
In six parts, five parts being already Issued. 

PART I. The Philosophy of Cure, Including
Mfithoda and Instruments: 75 cent«.

PARTS III and IV in one volume; ^1.00. P&ri 
III treats of Mental and Psychological forces; 
Part IV of the Nervous System and Insanity. 
“This work discloses for the first time tno 

chemical myateryof mental phenomena, thrown 
tbe first clear lig^t upon the nature and process
es of hypnotism ana all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has hero 
notonlygiven the rationale of hypnotism, psy- 
chometiy, clairvoyance and mental science, In
cluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant illustrations of their 
working. The subject of Phreno-physlognomy 
alone is of priceless value as enabling us co un
derstand our fellow beings around us.”—Prof. 
W.C, Bowman.
PARTV. -‘The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Their 
. Cure,” alms to bo the most practical work on 
healing thus far given to the public. Price, IL

Health and Power.
Brief Natural Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Price, cents "Worth its weight |n dia
monds.''

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper, 16 cents. ■ 
. RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel
lent work. Price, cloth, 81.10: paper, 60 cents.

/

SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS, and 
How to Attain Them. By B. F. 
Austin. New Thought Lessons. 
Beautifully printed and 'bound In 
cloth...Helpful in every way. . Price 
60 cents. ■ -.

M AMAH FT Chxracwr and
IlinilwnlEi Doctrlno. By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No.« ot the Library ot Llbiral 
CImsIcs. It Is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in every, detail as 
to be practlcaUy beyond the reach of. advert* 
entlclsnu This work will be found Intensely 
interesting. Price. 2S cents.

tbe -present status of woman, physically, niott- 
ially, .morally and«pirltnaUy. TtodtvlneUw 
U trua bretaoalal raaxtlMo, eta. Price. Us.
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Evolution of Life Forms.
\ A Masterful and Learned Contribution to the

Scientific Study of a Deep Subject.
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) To the Editor: I have just read the able'and interesting address 
<pf Coi. R. T. Van Horn, on the “Evolution of Life-Forms,” published 

z4n a i;eeent number of The Progressive Thinker, i can heartily agree 
with many of his important statements, but. 1 am not in harmony 
with some of his spiritless conclusions. That the germs of life do exist 
in nature, and are only waiting for proper conditions to bring -them 
forth into manifestation, only needs, as proof, a careful observation 
of natural phenomena. After an original pine forest has been cleared 

i away, it is not uncommon to see the poplar, the cottonwood, the ash, 
or even the oak tree springing from the same soil. From whence same 
the germs producing these new species of plant life? Again, if the 
fires are kept from destroying the young plants, in a short time we 
shall see belts of growing timber of various kinds along theonârgin of 

your prairies, streAmsy.or, if you should go out-in^o Ayhat is called our 
\ yAmerican Desert”.’ a hiiridfed-’iniles from otlièr farm land, and should ■ 
. irrigate and eultivàte a trafit of land, it would be but a short time 
i before you would have ninny varieties of weeds growing oh .land

that never produced anything but soapweed and sage ‘brush,
It is evident that these life germs are existent iri nature, and are 

only waiting the proper conditions to bring ¡them forth. ‘What was 
their origin and the manner of their evolution?

Sir Oliver Lodge has said; “The basis of physical life still eludes 
... ’us, and I am of the opinion that until we are willing to look beyond 

the material plane it will remain unreeqgriized. ” I think this is cer- 
j tainly the truth, and it is quite important that we turn our. atten- 

xtion in the direction of a higher source of life, 'While I am free to 
ndmit that the potency of life is apparently inherent in nature, I 
rean not get away from the conviction that there is* an antecedent of 

- nature, prior to, above and beyond, nature; that from which nature 
Isas derived her possibilities.

\ Herbert Spencer, who has been called the' greatest interpreter of 
physical science, has said: “We are compelled‘to recognize an In
scrutable Presence, of which we can discover no beginning and no 

:. ending,” and “among the mysteries that grow more mysterious the 
- more they are thought about, there remains this absolute certainty:

We are in tlie presence of an Infinite and Eternal Energy, from which 
nil things proceed. This is almost consonant with the language of 
Paul, the great interpreter of religious science: “God is not far 
from any of us, for in him we live, move and have our being. We are 

: .also his offspring.” The same writer also said: “The things that 
»nay be known of God are revealed unto men; for the invisible things 

y ; of God, since the creation, are clearly seen, being made manifest in the 
things that are made, even his Eternal Power and Divinity.” Nature, 

;y? then, is only a revealer of its author. God is immanent and also trans- 
7 cendent, above and beyond nature. The Mind that devised the “Plan 
¡¿iybf the Ages;” the Life that inspires, the Power that executes and the 

: ILaw that governs, -
■y‘\ .'The evolution of individual spirits is the basis of material evo- 

and the origin of species both in vegetable and animal life, 
Put- before there can be any evolution of spirit there must be an invo- 

,' lut ion of spirit.
How and when was spirit involved in matter? A few years ago 

; would have been a presumplion almost bordering on plasphemy, 
-¿¿to have mooted such a question, but in the light of recent investi

gation and discovery, nature has revealed her secrets, so that he who 
wills may read;
\ Prof. R. A. Millican, of Chicago University, said: “The value 
of radium-does not.consist in.the fact that it is worth many thousand. 

- ; times its weight in gold, but by its revelations we have made long 
strides toward the solution of the mosc important question in science, 

■ nambly;7what is the constitution of matter!”
Sir Oliver Lodge has expressed the opinion that in the emanations 

of radium and radio-active substance's we have reached the ultimate 
analysis of matter, and that they reveal the important fact that mat
ter is composed of electricity and of that alone. These rays or radiant 

r emanations are of three distinct qualities: First, the alpha ray, which 
y is positive or magnetic. It is possessed of a great attractive force 
X and immense velocity of radiant energy. Second, the beta ray is neg- 

^ative, electric or repulsive, and has a still greater radiant velocity. 
/The third or gamma ray is so exceedingly subtle, that it has almost 
¡escaped the ken of the scientist. It has an intensely penetrating power, 

'.-.and a radiant velocity that is equal to that of light. This is the Roent- ■ 
• gen or X-ray, so-called because it is an unknown quantity. It-has 

the power of creating radio activity in other substances at a distance 
from the radiant body. It is the life-giving and health-restoring 
potency of radium, electricity and the sun’s rays.

Mr. Lodge says: “We have not yet experimentally demonstrated 
that matter is composed of electricity. We have only been able to 
separate matter into its constituent electrons—but it seems to me that 
the converse of this must be true and I am looking for some labora
toryworker who shall, ere Îong, exhibit matter newly made from stuff 

• that is not matter.”
In. this new analysis of matter the alpha ray is the positive elec

tron and the beta ray is the negative electron. They are the moieties 
’ of eosinic electricity, but we have not yet been able to account for 

the gamma ray. Prof. Millican says: “It is so subtle that it is of 
but little importance.” Not so, for.upon it depends all of the possi- 

- bilities of matter. Man has by “searching found out God.” It. is 
the Life and Wisdom and Power and Law of nature—IMMANENT 
SPIRIT.

■ If we admit that matter has been separated into its constituent 
electrons, we have certainly reached a very important evfcntjin the 

• progress of science, but we have found only two forms oï électrons, 
and there is evidently the third element which in our effort at the con
struction of matter we have not been able to ffontrol, and we shall 

' ‘ probably not be able to control it until we have learned its true char- 
:r act er and fully realize our relation to it. It is that Infinite and Eternal 
\ Energy from which all potencies proceed, for it is Power itself, .Life 
\itself, Mind itself, Beauty itself, Form itself and Law itself. With- 
zout it there can be no matter or objective existence. We have learned 
khat the. positive electron is charged with magnetic force. The nég
ative electron is charged with electric energy. These opposite varie- 

jties of power are the source of all cosmic life and activities.
i Electricity is not a primary element, and. electrons are embodied 
potency. . Hence' the constituent analysis. . We shall have to .go¿ 
least one step farther and get back to the Beginning.,

¿1rs. Cora L/V. Richmond said in her Psychic World, under the 
control of Dr. Benj. Rush (I quote from mémoifÿ 'arid;I do not suppose 

-I get the words exact). The construction of matter is on à plane 
■' where the molecules are so infinitesimally small that the most powerful 

microscope can not reach them. Electrons are the dual constituents 
of ions. Oxygen is the lightest known substance, and one atom of 
oxygen contains 37,000 ions. These all have ;a rotary and an orbital 
motion and perform their, evolutions in their atom with no more danger 
of collision than the planets in our solar system. An atom of gold is 
composed of 175,000 ions, and 200,000 enter into a single atom of 
radium. We shall have to enlarge the capacity of our imagination 

r- some before we can get down to an ion. But let us get back to the
Beginning. ■■ ■ ■' ..■

In the Beginning God created the-Ke^veri^ and the earth. . Arid the 
- earth was without form and void, anil darkness, .was; upon the face 

of the abyss; ¿nd the spirit of God moved upon the waters; If we in
terpret this legendary statement in the light of the most recent scien- 

’ tific discoveries, it will shine with the clear.’ liglit of modern advanced

These opposite forces impart to the ion a rotary and orbital motion 
which are never lost till this union is dissolved in that; eur^us phe
nomena known as radio-activity or combustion. It is the.pernetual mo
tion of vital activity, the primary cause ^f all eosiufé motion, and 
evolutionary potency. It is that vibratory impulse of Infinite Energy 
that throbs in all the universe of matter, making possilile' jts phenomena 
and its final attainments! Electrons are composed of molecules of 
primordial substance, impregnated with spirit. They áre the'positive 
and negative, elements of cosmic electricity. Ions are composed of a 
positive and a negative electron constituting a primary spark .of me
chanical electricity. The magneto-electric dynamo is 'an ingenious 
arrangement of horse-shoe magnets, by which their positive and nega
tive poles are rapidly brought into juxtaposition, the electrons of 
cosmic electricity are polarized by the magnetic poles and every time 
one passes the other these.male and female electrons enter into ionic 
union, forming sparks of mechanical, electricity which fire conducted 
by insulated wires as a current electricity, to some apparatus adapted 
to a mechanical application.

Atoms are aggregates of ions together with a quantity of inert 
molecular substance composing the body of the atom and the grosser 
part of matter. The character of an atom depends upon its ionic value. 
As already stated mi atom of oxygen contains 37,000 ions, an atom of 
gold 175,000, an atom of radium, the heaviest of all known substances, 
is composed of 200,000 ions with Just enough molecular alloy to- hold 
it iri solid foriii,. II,ere i.s the difficulty in obtaining radium in large 
quantities, jf you can separate it from its molecular body it is ionized 
and can not be controlled as a solid, but it is dissipated in, the form of 
electricity. Other snliiftánces or metals than these mentioned above 
are composed ofotherjpnie values. Life germs existent in 'nature 
only waiting for climatic and cosmic conditions te call them- forth 
on the plane of • evolutionary unfoldment are organized on flie sd&e. 
plane of ionic values, overruled by that Omnipotent, Omniscient and 
Omnipresent, Infinite arid Eternal ¡Energy from which‘all things pro-

always glad to bring a crumb:of com- 
,fort to everyone she could reach, and 
she gave many interesting messages, 
and all were recognised. Mrs. Annie 
Chapman spoke of Spiritualism and 
what it meant to her; how it had 
brought light and sunshine into the 
heart and she was glad to lift het- 
voice at this anniversary time |n 
honor of -the living truth, Qr. -Wm. 
A. Hale spoke of the Herald of Truth, 
andwhat he was trying to do.with it 
to make, it a popular paper. Mrs. 
Warren, of New Hampshire, spoke

wish to extend to them the thanks of 
the M. 8. 8. A., also to each of the 
workers who assisted, for their cour
teous treatment of the same, „and to 
each one who assisted financially. 
May they live long to reap the har
vest of what they have sown.

Arrangements are under way for a 
mass meeting in Detroit, which, how- 
'ever.-will be announced- later. i' 
‘ MRS. EMMA-SNOW- HOYT, ’ 

Secretary M. S. S. A.
Battle-Creek, Mich. • ■

(Advertisement.)
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thought: . ' - . ¿ , ■ -
In the beginning of xthe evolutions of countless systems of worlds, 

the substance of which they arc all composed was'a formless abyss 
of inert molecules, void of life, intelligence, love, power, heat or law, 
but SPIRIT, that Infinite and Eternal Energy from which all poten
cies proceed, proved upon thè molecules of this abyss, impregnating 
them with, its own ’possibilities.. convert ing molecules into ‘electrons,, 
the positive and negative merit is .of creative power. Paradoxical 

,ris it may seem, these male.and female-electrons, charged with directly 
Aèpposite energy, have a strong affinity —one for the other, and unit-

’n sexual-embrace form a magnetic electric body called an ies.

briefly ; the president, Mrs. Allbe,
made a very pretty speech, thanking 
all heartily for their kindness in mak
ing the anniversary a success. Thanks 
were extended to Mrs. A. T. Butter
field, Mr. J. E. Hayward, Mrs. Bull
ock for flowers; to Mr. J. B. Hatch, 
Mrs. A. S. Waterhouse for flags, and 
to all who in any way assisted the offi- 
cera in making this sixtieth 'anni
versary a success. Special thanks 
were extended to the ladies in the 
banquet hall for their devoted at- 
tpnlion to the “physical,” showing 
by their efforts they understood the 
need of material food as’well as the 
spiritual. CARRIE L. HATCH.

Boston, Mass.

eeed.
Linton, North Dakota.

REV. MATT WING.

Vernon Park Camp Meeting Ground 
Booming.

During the past winter much work 
has been done at this park. - Many 
mew avenues, have -been.cut:out,. and 
over forty cords of wood obtained 
therefrom, and fitted up for use of 
hotel and cottages. There are now 
on. the ground over thirty cottages 
and eight or ten more will be erected 
this season, also a fine stable, for

Coming Queen City Park Canipineet- 
ing, Burlington, Vt.

’ To the Editor: Great effort is bev 
Ing made to have one of the best 
meetings ever held . at the Park. 
Geo. W. Kates and wife aré engaged 
for the first ten days, commencing 
Aug. 2. About the 11th W. J. Col- 
ville'comes for ten days. About the 
!20th J; Clegg Wright and Mrs. Helen 
P. Russegue come and- remain -until 
the closing meeting, Aug. 30. The 
yermont state’s speakers. President 
A. F. Hubbard,' Mrs. Emma- Paul, 
Mrs. Abbie Crossett, and Vice-presi
dent S. N. Gould have also been se
cured. Mrs. Effie C. Chapman will 
be at the camp and give spirit mes- 
.ságés. Some noted mediums áre ex
pected. Miss Bond, of Worcester, 
Mass., is to have charge of the music. 
Fred M. Hunt, who has so successfully 

<imtm(lggd,,the hotel for the past two 
‘¡years, has leased the same for the 
coming season, and will spare no pains 
to cater to the welfare of his guests.

Queen City Park is situated on a 
bluff, about two miles south of the

Planetary--Professor- foretells Eventsi( 
. and .Quickly Reads the Lives of -

People, Though Thousands 
of Miles Away. <>

Sends Letters to the Rich and Poor I 
Alike in Which He Advises '

Them About Business, Mar
riage, Speculation, Love 

Affairs, Wealth, Etc,

Offers Free Readings to All Who Write 
and Send Date of Birth.

In bls office in New York, surrounded 
by charts and dials of strange design, 
Albert H. Poste), the Astrologer, stud
ies dally over the lives of men and wo
men who have written him for advice 
on uftubs of business, love, speculation, ■ 
travel, marriage, health and the impor
tant events of life. The following let
ter gives an Idea ot Mr. Hostel’s ability:

The

BALBEC, IND.

Cause Flourishing in That Sec
tion of State.—Interesting 

Particulars.

To the Editor: If you will kindly 
allow me space in your valuable paper 
I will attempt tp give a brief report of 
our Association, which Is located in 
Eastern Indiana (Jay County), being 
a country association and known as 
West Grove Spiritualist Association, 
and I suppose Is among the oldest 
associations within the state, having 
been organized Dec. 19, 1868, in an 
old log church, having at that time 
time fifty members, but the faithful 
work of the members with the assist
ance of the veteran workers, Henry 
C. Wright, Ed. Lockwood, James 
Hudson, Dr. Cooper, Joseph Menden
hall, Hiram Gregg, Thomas Gray and 
William Allen, all noted lecturers of

night, Mrs. Crossfield Jçft our home 
for lier home, at 723 S. Elm street, 
Muncie, Ind., where ' she may be 
found or addressed by any one de
siring her services for funerals or 
lectures for either of which' qiir asso
ciation most highly recommend hê'r.

Yours for truth, - -
E. A. GRAY, Président,

horses. . ................. '
There is a fine large pavilion 

meeting, etc. •
The management are using 

available means in improving

for

all 
and

that day. 
numbers,

The association grew in 
reaching one hundred

members, when in 1873 it was nec
essary to build a large frame church, 
with seating capacity of three hun
dred, and at this time we were vis
ited by Mi-. Eli Brown and wife, of 
Michigan, I think, who organized a 
large and enthusiastic lyceum under 
the guidance of the Lyceum Guide, 
written by Emma R. Tuttle.

At this time our church was the 
only country church any where near, 
giving us quite an advantage over the 
present time, as we now have four 
other churches of different denomina
tions within three miles of us In 
either direction, but nevertheless this 
year finds us, I think, above par with 
the others as to membership, having 
at the end of the year just closed 
fifty-five members. After_the erection 
of our new church, the services of 
Brother A. B. French as lecturer
were procured. After his time ex-
pired he was followed by Brother 
Fishback, Mrs. Colby Luther, Moses 
Hull, Geo. W. Kates and wife, E. W. 
Sprague and wife, Harrison D. Bar
rett, Harry Moore, Will J. Erwood, 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, W. V. Nicum, 
Mrs. Sarah A. Crossfield, and a great 
many others that I cannot call to 
mind at present.

When the National Association was 
organized we took out a charter and 
worked uqder it until the State organ
ization was perfected, after which 
we re-organized Oct. 29, 1904, and 
have since been identified with said 
State Association, holding charter 
No.. 5.

We usually have, or average, one 
lecture each month. So far this year
we have had three: One by Russell
Wattles, of Elwood, Ind., and two by 
Mrs. Sarah A. Crosefield, of Muncie, 
Ind.

Mrs. Crossfleld came to our home 
last Friday evening, and on Saturday 
at 1 p. m. she delivered a funeral 
discourse at the Fiat Friends’ church, 
at the funeral of one of our neighbor 
Spiritualists, Mrs. Mattie White, to a 
large and attentive audience of ortho
dox people, who plainly showed their 
appreciation of what was being said. 
She drew the line very closely, point
ing out the advantages of Spiritual
ism up to, and during, such trials, 
comparing' therii with those of ortho
dox teachings of.the past and present 
in a very masterful way.

And on Sunday morning, the 29th, 
we gathered at ouYchurch to'celebrate 
the sixtieth anniversary of -Modern 

-Sprituallsm, by having an . ail-day 
meeting (big dinner included, as 
many who may; read . this know 
West Grove to be’famous' for).

At 10:30 meeting was called to or
der by . the president, and' Mrs. 
Crossfield proceeded -to treat :as‘ to 
what she termed a heart io heart talk 
on Spiritualism, its growth and de
velopment ot the last- sixty' years, 
which was handled in a very able and 
instructive manner.

At 12:30 the tables were spread and 
everybody seemed to do justice to 
what was before ‘ them.’ After two 
hours of eating, visiting and Instru
mental inusic we were again called 
to order to-listen to another feast of 
thought.

This time, the subject given by one 
of the audience, was, “What Advant
age has the Religion of Spiritualism 
(if any) Over the Religions of 
Other denominations in Shaping the 
Destiny of Humanity, Both in This 
Life and the Life Beyond." To this 
question Mrs. Crossfleld surely did 
justice in a most masterful. way, 
holding her audience for two seem
ingly short hours, At the close ot the 
lectures our secretary inforrfied us 
that he had enrolled, five,new mem
bers. ;

A great many of us. met.at the 
home of Mrs. Minnie Engle in the 
evening to be entertained ■ by the 
mediumship of our worthy secretary, 
W.-H. Cecil, who is a very . fine 
trumpet and materializing, medium', 
where we were greeted by many of 
our departed ..friends. AU through
the seance were given many good and 
positive teste.

Auniversai-y in .Boston, Mass.
The First Spiritualist Ladles' Aid 

Society held anniversary exercises at 
Appleton hall on March 27. The 
hall was tastefully decorated with 
flags, and the platform wjth' cut 
flowers, bouquets and- potted plants. 
The meeting opened Ip the.morning 
by singing, after which the president, 
Mrs. Mattle E. A. Allbe, welcomed 
the friends In behalf pf the society 
and the arisen members. Mrs. A. S. 
Waterhouse, one of, the,directors, 
spoke of the sacredness of the hour, 
and all that it meant to Spiritualists. 
M. Hebron Libbey, a'veteran Spirit
ualist, said he would: speak in the 
name of our arise)) friend and 
brother, Dr. A. H. Richardson, and 
bring congratulations from him to 
the mortals of earth.’ Mrs. Shirley 
read an original poem: that! was well 
received. M. Fred NHes, of .Jlarlboro, 
spoke of Splrituaiisiri, and what it 
meant to him; he was looking for
ward to the tjme wlïén thèré would 
be a church without -a creed, where 
all could meet In brotherly love. Mrs. 
Lizzie Shackley closed the morning 
session.

Aftei- a short intermission' to feed 
the physical, the afterndon ses
sion was called and Rev. A. P. 
Blinn made a short address. He 
spoke upon Spiritualism as a religion. 
He thought some might differ from 
him, yet said there was really but 
one religion, but many-conceptions of 
it. Mrs. Haidee Hall then sang one 
of Mr. Longley’s songs, which .was 
appreciated by /AI. Mrs. Nettle Holt 
Harding spoke'of the grqwth of Spir
itualism in the last sixty years, and 
said she was pleased to kpow it was 
permeating the churches. She closed 
her remarks with communications.' 
Mrs. Annie Morgan gave a vocal se
lection which was well rendered. 
Mrs. Mary Levering then read' two 
communications from Rev. Cudworth 
and Mrs. Hattie Mason pertaining to 
things spiritual; they were well writ
ten and conveyed . much spiritual. 
thought. Mrs. B. W. .‘Belcher made 
remarks and gave messages; they 
were all recognized.

Rev. F. A. Wiggin was the next 
speaker. He. said in part that some 
need no confirmation of.the mes
sages, yet it is always gratifying to 
receive the same. He said)- “I be
lieve the time Is ripe when we as 
Spiritualists should deal with affirma
tions, we should use argument as lit
tle as possible; a truth never needs 
an argument;' we must preach affirm
ation. I get very little consolation 
about Spiritualism going Into the 
churches; I want them to receive all 
the benefit they can from It, but Spir
itualism must be gathered Into Its 
own church. The churches will for 
the ministers) speak of the life hefe- 
after, the- Immortality of the soul, 
but. will they invite & medium to go 
upon their platform, ; or Into their 

. pulpit and demonstrate' the' fact?
No.: Then .I say Spiritualism is riot 
going into the.churéhesr¿Lam-zealous 
of-making Spiritualism sb strong, so 
broad and so deep that it can hold in 
its embrace the great redeeming truth, 
of the world.”

Miss Bernice Abbott then gave a 
wlhistling solo, whlcli’ was splendidly 
rendered,, accoinpanied oir the piano 
Miss Elizabeth Abbott. 'Mrs'. Shack- 
ley then voiced messages. Mrs. N. J. 
Willis spoke briefly oj^thé svent that 
had called us together^ Mw», H. Hall 
sang several' selections during the 
afternoon. Mrs A. L; Warren, vice- 
president of the Manchester'Society, 
spoke briefly and brbffght greeting to 
the Ladles’ Aid. Mrs I. Moore closed 
the meeting with bettfedictidri.

The evening sessidh opëned with 
singing. Mrs. A. S.' Witterhouso 
spoke upon equal Y'righS'- for all 
Spiritualists (religious)'.: Mrs. Annie 
Morgan sang; Miss ‘Creighton read 
an original poem, "Aïrtiiversàry Day,” 
which was very fine. -^Mrs.-'Maude S. 
Bishop then spoke bHefly -'and gave 
many messages, whith ''Were all 
recognized. Miss EttA Wiilfe always 
writes a special poem^or thb Ladies’ 
Aid anniversary, and "she' presented 
the same at this time.- Dr. Wm. Hale 
gave a vocal selectlqnY and Rev. F. A, 
Wiggin spoke- of Amanda Bailey; 
said it seemed as though she was 
present and with or beside Dr. Hale 
when singing. 'He spèkfe.at length of 
the1 duties of . Spiritualists, and urged 
us to come together evety Sunday and 
concentrate our. thoughts In one grand 

- Temple, and thus show to the world 
■we are a representative body.. / Mrs. 
Nellie Abbott, ”of Lawrence, Mass.,

beautitying the grounds, and so have 
,dec!ded-Tb‘lB year id -give'-fre'e. rise' of ■ 
the pavilion for one, two, .or three 
.weeks jin Ahgns,t- to --qome QOOp,; 
RELIABLE medimn fpr pubHc.pr pri
vate sittings, readings' or ‘speaking, 
said medium to have all that can be 
made. The officials will render all 
possible assistance In making ex
penses light, and in. co-operating in. 
any way to make things agreeable 
and ^pleasant. There are -always 
many calls here for private sittings, 
and no doubt success would atterid the 
efforts of a good, honest, medium, 
male or female.

Successful meetings have been 
maintained here for the past twenty- 
four years. Dr. B. F. Austin was our 
principal speaker last year, and he 
was delighted with the place and the 
people. It 1b a beautiful spot on the 
Penobscot river, near Fort Knox-and 
Bucksport.

. FREEMAN W. SMITH, Sec. 
Rockland, Me.

SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
OF MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

Observed by the First 
ion. of Norwich,

On Sunday, Mar. 29,

gave messages which were greatly'
ositive tests. <• aanrtóatéSW all. - ,
A«m resting a® «felá« «t m

Spiritual Un- 
Conu.

three well at-
tended services were held' in observ
ance of the sixtieth anniversary; the 
evening service attracting an audi
ence that filled our church to the 
doors. The platform was beautifully 
decorated with palms, potted plants 
in full bloom, and ent flowers in pro
fusion.

The morning service opened with 
voluntary upon our pipe organ, spen- 
dldly rendered by Mr. Charles A. 
Dowsett, and the invocation by our 
resident speaker, Rev. Albert P. 
Blinn, who gave n powerful address 
upon “The Reality of the Spiritual 
World?" A duet by Mrs. Charles S. 
Twist and Miss Hadie Blackstone 
was followed with messages by Miss 
Emma B. Smith, of Lawrence, Mass. 
Mr. Blinn closed the service with a 
benediction.

The afternoon service was held un- 
. del- the auspices of the Progressive 
Lyceum, with a most interesting 
program consisting of songs, recita
tions and instrumental selections, 
every child in the Lyceum taking part. 
Interesting addresses were also given 
by some of the older members along 
lines appropriate to the occasion.

The evening service was exceeding
ly interesting, and the musical num
bers, which included selections upon 
the organ by Mr. Dowsett, an anthem 
by a chorus of six voices, a duet by 
Mrs. Twist and Miss Blackstone, and a 
contralto, solo, “Rock of Ages," by 
Mrs. Geo. S. Beebe, added greatly to 
its impressiveness. A reading, “His 
Spirit Mother,” by Mrs. Jennie E.' 
Burdick and an original poem, “The 
Oneness of Life,” by Mrs, Emma B. 
Smith, were greatly appreciated.

Mr. Blinn, as the speaker of the 
evening, gave a masterly address 
upon. “Our-Folks,” in which he em
phasized - the thought that we have 
ceased to fear the dead and to wor- 
ship the spirits/for we have come to 
the' realization that they' are “just 
our folks,” then, women and children 
like ourselves; a little wiser,’ perhaps, 
but.still not yet perfect.er. infallible.

. The . service closed ‘with excellent 
message work by Mrs. Smith, and. the 
benediction by the pastor.

Our society is in a flourishing con
dition, spiritually; • numerically-and 
financially, and thè three' years’ ex
perience with Mr. Blinn as our resi
dent speaker has convinced us that 
itinerant speakers .with occasional 
test mediums does not mean either 
progress ór growth. A settled- 
speaker has meant both to us. - 
. On Sunday, Api! 19, Mrs. Nettle’ 
Holt Harding, of 'Somerville, Mass., 
one. of .our best.known test mediums, 
will serve us morning and evening! as 
Mr. Blinn Is in Marlboro, Mass., on 
that date. MARY P. CLAPP,

Norwich, Conn. Secretary.

Mass Meeting at Grand Rapids, Mich.
The M. S. S. A. held the second 

mass meeting since we started the 
same In Grand Rapids, Mar. 21 and 
22. The meetings were well attend
ed, and much enthusiasm shown. 
The principal speaker was Mr. Will 
J. Erwood, one of the young workers, 
who is one of the best educated and 
most fearless speakers on the rostrum. 
He has a pleasing personality, In
tensity of thought, and.-earnestness 
of purpose, and fairly-rivets his lis
teners to him.- ■ Other workers were 
3. C. Andre, iL-E,Walker,.J)r A. B. 
Spinney, MIeb Emma Gibbs and Mrs. 
Belle Fuller, eachishowing great 
earnestness in their chosen work..

The Grand Rapids .people, and es
pecially the Psychical Research So- 
cley, have tea® sag® th® hind to the

city of Burlington, on the shore 
Shelbourne Bay. This bay is one 
ithe most beautiful-and picturesque 
Lake Champlain.

Here are the finest sunsets

of 
of
on

in
America; lovely wooded walks and 
drives; boating and fishing; four 
passenger trains daily with malls; 
¡electric -cars /every -twenty minutes; 
postoffice, telephone, store and res- 
itattnant-connected-with- Hie betel.
I ’L. JL. MiAJl^ter, of Grand-Rapids, 
‘Mich.,- has leased the photograph 
studio, and will put it up in first- 
class shape for all kinds of photo
graphic business.
, In due time circulars will be issued 
giving full particulars.

S. N. G.

Anniversary at Greenfield, Mass.
Sunday, Mar. 29, was a very rainy 

day in western Massachusetts, .but 
good audiences attended our anniver
sary services. The principal address 
of the afternoon was by Francis Bailey 
Woodbury, ex-secretary of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association. Dr. 
Sumner Chapman also gave a brief 
address. Music, vocal and instru
mental, was also a feature of the oc
casion, and recitations, readings, etc., 
by the children. Mrs. Nettie Holt 
Harding of Boston gave spirit com
munications.

The‘floral display was very beautl- 
ulf. AH the decorations being by 
McDonald, a local florest.

In the evening Rev. R. F. Church
ill gave an interesting address, fol
lowed by N. H. Harding with address 
and spirit communications.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eaton, who were 
about to leave town to takeup their 
residence in Worcester, Mass., were 
requested to come. forward to the 
platform by F. B. Woodbury, who, in 
a brief speech, presented them with 
an exquisite cut glass cream pitcher 
and sugar bowl in behalf of the so
ciety. This is the fifth year this as-

‘Prof. Postel:
Dear Sir—You are certainly the most 

wonderful aHtrologer living. Everyone , 
of your predictions came true. 1 eon- ’ 
sider that you not only saved me from 1 
an awful death but prevented the loss r; 
of hundreds of dollars. I trust that . 
many people will profit by your advice, 
fciliieerely, MISS JEFFA.Al. TRYON.

The accuracy of recent predictions g 
made by this eminent Astrologer has ,i 
caused many of his friends to believe 
that ho possesses a supernatural pow
er, but he modestly asserts that his- 
predictions are due alone to a scientific ; 
^understanding of natural laws. The 
many thankful letters Mr. Postel has 
received from people, who have bene
fited by his advice furnish ample proof 
that he is sincere in his work and has 
a kindly feeling toward humanity.

Readers of this paper can obtain a ' 
reading free of charge by addressing a 
letter to Albert H. Postel, Dept. 1008, • 
No. 126 "West 34th St., New York. Sim
ply say you wish u reading of your life, 
stating your birth date, sex, and wheth- ■ 
er married or single, Please enclose ,. 
10 cents (silver or stamps) to pay post
age and clerical work, and the reading, ‘ 
also a ropy of Mr. Postel'« booklet, ' 
“Your Destiny Foretold,“ will be.: 
promptly sent.

sociation has come 
day free from debt.

Many friends of 
have been very much

up anniversary

Lake Pleasant 
excited over the

report that the streets of the old camp 
ground were to be turned over to 
the town of Montague. The board of 
management met here on the 28th 
Inst, and voted not to endure such a 
movement until they were positive 
about the results to come from such 
action.

This association will hold its usual 
camp meetings and have secured as 
speakers and mediums Hon. Charles 
R. Schirm, Helen Palmer Russegue, 
May Pepper Vanderbilt, C. Fannie 
Allyn, Tillie U. Reynolds, Elizabeth 
Harlow,. Frederick Nicholson, Edgar

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on , 
doing so longer than any , 
other typewriter. "

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., " 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,Ill.

W. Emerson, Rev. 
others.

The process of

Albert Blinn and

rebuilding
Pleasant continues and some 
and handsome residences are 
up. .

Officers of Greenfield, Mass

Lake 
cosily 
going

Spirit-
ual Society elected: President, Fran
cis Bailey Woodbury; vice-presidents, 
Dr. Sumner Chapman, Henry A. Lee; 
directors, Eberhardt Rist, William 
McIntire, Charles Gardner; treasurer, 
Chas. Gardner; pastor, Rev. R. F. 
Churchill; honorary member, Dr. 
Sumner Chapman.

The society Is out of debt and in
good condition. COR.

Anniversary Exercises in Alameda, Cal
Tuesday, March 31, -witnessed 

three great gatherings in Parrot Hall, 
2309 Santa Clara ave. The first 
meeting opened, at 10:15 a..jn. Mrs. 
Mary A. Wells of San Francisco, and 
W. J. Colville were the orators of the 
occasion. • '

Mrs. C. E. Hubbard gave spiritual 
messages, many of. .which were -ex
tremely convincing. Good singing by 
the assembly added zest and harmony 
to the occasion.

From 1 till 2 p. m. an excellent 
lunch was served in the Committee 
Room, thoròiìghly enjoyed by fully 
50 visitors.

The second-meeting, when thè hall 
was crowded to overflowing, began at 
2:30.- Splendid addresses were made 
by Mrs.' Heckman, of Seattle, arid Dr; 
Coulson Turnbull, editor of “Light
bearer..” Mrs. Ada Smith-McMillan, 
of Oakland, gave remarkable • satis
factory demonstrations of clairvóyr 
ance, and said, under decided inspira
tion, many helpful and encouraging 
words to several members of the au
dience.

A most delightful feature- was-the 
beautiful singing of Mrs. Kenworthy 
of -Seattle. A collation was was 
served at 6 p. m. which a large num
ber of visitors greatly appreciated. 
The final meeting opened at 8 p.m., 
when the hall was again crowded. 
Mrs. Heckman and W. J. Colville 
were the principal speakers. Mrs. 
Hubbard gave spiritual communica
tions. The utmost harmony prevailed 
at all the sessions-and much was ac
complished. The. audiences wererep- 
resentative of a wide extending .neigh
borhood. -■ ~ X.

vEvoIntisa- oi. the God and Christ 
BÈssa.' By Hudson Tatuo. Pries 
‘UF' ' -1

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, tl.

Material^
Fact in Nature, by B. F, Austin. These two lee* . 
tures in one book of 48 page will be of interest 
to all believers in this phase of mediumship • 
and may serve to start many to thinking serf- 
ously thereon. Price 10 cents. '

The Psychic Riddle,
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 

Chief of "The Standard ■ Dictionary": 
Author of “The Widow’s Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena," "The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc. r

' A book full of psychic suggestions; r. 
supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review ct Reviews, 
New York, en the author's previous ‘ 
publication of this subject: "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece ot 
work all through;” and also with the,, 
judgment on the same book pronounced. J 
by the Cleveland Record: “There hat- 
never been bo fair and painstaking 
book put forth on this subject as thw „ 
one.” Price, 11.00.;__________ _________________ . ’91»

“ ’ • :
THE RELIGIONOFCHEERFULNESF 

By Sara-A. Hubbard.
This little booklet sets forth inter

estingly a religion which all may ad-- 
mire and experience with benefit toj 
body and spirit. .Very nice for a hol-,^ 
iday present. Daintily printed, and-r 
bound. In a case. Price 50 cents. ,,

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepubUe::
By Charles B. Watte, A. M., author of ‘'Hiatory 
ofthoChristian Religion tothe YoarSOO,"etc. 
Price, paper. Sb cents.

RADIANT ENERGY »» 
to Modem Acirqphytlo«, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. Thia book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern-as
trological ilwrattira will surely come with great 
tn Ureal.. Price, cloth. il.JX

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Troth
; ■ ■ -By Prof. W.'M. Lookwood.
' AmlMterly presentation ot an Imsortant.ub- 
Mel. A powerful arrutnent alone new and aolau- 
USc linen, mtabll.hlnj on a aolontlflo b»»H Uto 
tact of the continuity of peraonai individual oou-
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WORK!SPIRITUALISTS, AT

Secretary

Spirituals

come from the 
acholara. They 

ao now an ob-

them existed before 
the Chriatian era’.’

These quotations 
pens of responsible 
cannot be disputed;

exer- 
Thus 
faith

BY PER
SWORD, 
most in-

OOctB 
26cta 
ficta

The 
terian 
Lloyd,

member, conducted the-funeral 
cises. His body was cremated, 
one by one the pioneers of our 
pass to their reward.

CLAIMS THEY
The methods 

procedure* are 
hensible to the

It is high time that all 
ists Should be at work.

Conversion is to be effected 
SUASION, NOT BY THE 
Buddhism was at once the

MAKE." 
of judicial or court 
about as incompre- 
minds of laymen as

pretended viceregents, the

Incontrovertible Facts.
New York Observer, a Presby- 
organ, says Prof. Arthur 
of Tokio, a devout orthodox

“To make war, with those who trade 
with ub, is like setting, a bull-dog 
on & cMtomer.at the ehop door,”

Important Letter from 
Kates.

—r——— r-——
In wonder all philosophy fsay tali®- 

Ian] began, In wonder it ends, and 
admiration fills up the intersbaco; but 
the first wonder, te the offspring of ig-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Pubilsbed Every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
“Eutexed as Secoud-Cliws Matter, De

cember 11, 1SS9, at the Post OUlce at 
Cheago, Ill., under Act of March 3, ISIS."

The ProsTfeeslve Thinker will be fur- 
nlshed until further notice at the fol
lowing: terms,’ Invariably in- advance: 
One Year ' »1 no
Six Months .... 
Thirteen Weeks 
Single Copy ...

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Post Office Money Order, 

Registered Letter or Draft on Chicago 
or New York. It costs from .10 to lb 
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banks, so do not send them 
you wish thut amount deducted worn 
the amount sent. Address all lotiera 
to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis BUeet, 
Chicago, Ill. ■_____

TAKE NOTICE.
At the expiration ot »ubxcrlpUon, it 

not renewed, the paper 18 A, 
tlnued. No bills will be sent tor 
extra numbers.

It you do not receive yoar 
promptly, write us, and any errore 
in address will be promptly eorrected, 
and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the. address ot 
yonr psper changed, always give the 
address of ths place to which it has 
been going or the change cannot be 
made. . ____________

; TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries^ts »2.

SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1008,

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a 

letter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and. then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolen, Secure a pos
tal order for five cents, and then 
you are perfectly safe, and-will save 
yourself annoyance and trouble.

AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has bee* 

increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to tm 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid' the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter trill be $1.50 per year.

Facts Worth Considering.
Alcohol, diluted as rum, whiskey, 

brandy, wine, etc., in Us physiological 
action, is a diffusive stimulant, in
creasing the action of the sanguinary 
circulation. In contact with carbon in 
the capillary flow, according to Liebig, 
animal combustion ensues, followed 
by heat and excretion of carbonic acid 
gas. Temporarily’ alcohol augments 
muscular strength, invigorates the 
brain, and is succeeded by depression, 
both mental and physical.

Keeping these facts In mind, what is 
the physiological effect of tobacco on 
thb animal economy?

Tobacco is a narcotic. It depresses 
the heart’s action, and retards the 
flow of blood in the arteries. It re
duces nervous action, disorders diges
tion, produces general debility, and a 
long train of sympathetic derange
ment.

Habitues of either of these drugs 
form a habit from their use as diffi
cult to overcome as it is to escape the 
habit of opium or cocaine eating.

Depression following the use of to
bacco, either chewing, smoking or 
snuffing, is best overcome by an alco
holic stimulant; hence very frequently 
both these pernicious habits are prac
ticed by the same person, the one evil 
attempted to be overcome by the re
sort to the other.

The laborer, wearied by toil, 
smokes or chews to quiet the nerves 
and give him rest; whilst the lawyer, 
doctor and frequently the priest, uses 
a stimulant to overcome mental fa
tigue, or to excite the brain to more 
vigorous action.

The Progressive Thinker compli
mented the ladies two weeks ago for 
antagonizing the use of intoxicants. 
With greater commendation we would 
encourage their warfare on tobacco; 
for its use seems to increase the ap
petite for intoxicants to overcome the 
lowered vitality produced by the nar
cotic; so good ladies, count The Pro- 
gessive Thinker as your auxiliary in 
fighting either of these hindrances to 
progression.

And now let all the world stand 
aghast while we go the ladies and

believer, who has studied Japanese 
Buddhism unweariedly for a score 
of years,” has made tho 
startling discovery that the orig
inal of Japanese Buddhism was writ
ten in Alexandria in the first century, 
bÿ a man of India, saturated with Al
exandrian philosophy, phraseology, 
and ideas. The Observer adds to “the 
startling statement,” possibly the 
apostles of Jesus saw and. knew of 
this writing, and ^that -when Paul 
wrote of giving his “body to be 
burned,” he had before him a fa
mous Buddhist who did this very 
thing.” See l Cor. 13:8. ’’'■

The Buddhist who-burned himself 
on a funeral pile, aged 83 years, re
ferred to by the Observer, was Calà- 
nus, with whose manner of death it 
Would séèm thé author of Paul’s Epis
tles was acquainted. Calanus be
came attached to Alexander, in his : 
descent of the Indus to the sea, B. O. 
325.—See Rollins’ History of Alex
ander, Sec. 17.

The reader will now open Vol. XII. 
of the Encyclopedia Britannica, page 
784; there he will find a brief sketch' 
of Buddha, and learn that hlB teach
ings spread all over India, and about 
B. C. 244 Asoka, king of Magadha, 
became a zealous convert to the Budd
hist faith. Asoka supported 64,000 
priests, founded many religious 
houses, constructed monasteries, con
vened several councils, published the 
faith throughout India, inscribed bls 
edicts on pillars, in caves and on 
rocks, and set up 64,000 memorial 
columns, many Inscriptions extant to 
our times. Quoting:

“Asoka recognized proselytism by 
PEACEFUL MEANS as a state duty. 
The rock inscriptions record how he 
sent forth missionaries [say other 
sources of information, 64,000 to As
syria, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, the sev
eral provinces of Asia, Minor, and 
even to Greece] to the utmost limits 
of the barbarian countries, to inter
mingle among all unbelievers, for the 
spread of religion. They shall mix 
equally with Brahmans and beggars, 
with the dreaded, and the despised, 
both within the kingdom, and in for
eign countries, teaching better things.

Bunsen, in his “Angel-Messiah,” 
page 60, said:

“The most ancient of the Buddhistic 
records Known to us contain state
ments about the life and the doctrines 
of Gautama Buddha which correspond 
in a remarkable manner and an IM
POSSIBILITY BY MERE CHANCE, 
with the traditions recorded in the 
gospels about tlie life and doctrine 
of Jesus Christ. It is still more 
strange that these Buddhistic legends 
about Gautama, as the Angel-Messiah, 
refer to a doctrine which we find only 
in the Epistles of Paul, and in the 
fourth Gospel.”

Tho Progressive Thinker has long 
maintained that Paul’s Epistles were 
written a hundred years before the 
alleged crucifixion of Jesus and cited 
internal evidence from one of tlie 
Epistles confirming the claim. It 
maintained still further that those 
Epistles, doctored to serve Christians, 
were originally written to another 
people, and here we have one of the 
ripest Oriental scholars really con
firming our position. ’ '

The late Max Muller, ST "Oxford 
University, in bis "Science of Reli
gion, page 253, said;

“Between the language of Buddha 
and his disciples, and the language of 

.Christ and his apostles THERE ARE 
STRANGE COINCIDENCES. Even 
some of the Buddhist legends and par
ables sound as if'taken from.the New 
Testament, though we know many of
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God's
clergy, one better, and pray their aid 
to stay the bloody hand in slaughter
ing our fellows, the harmless domestic 
animals as well the non-destructive 
wild one, our associates in mortal life,- 
and probably in the immortal state. 
Th,ey have the same right to existence 

. here or hereafter as we. It was a 
ÿrlestly falsehood, pretendedly voicing 
Omnipotence, that gave man dominion 
over them and their flesh for food. Hi 
a Savage state, we can apologize for 
it; but in an enlightened age it te 
akin to murder—foul, brutal and in
excusable murder! Eating their flesh, 
and making sepulchers for them jn 
our stomachs are disease-breeding acts' 
the sooner ended the sooner man will

■ ascend the scale of. being.
But bad as are-all these vices, an

other rises before us,-and that, after, 
worshiping a pretended Son of God/ 
who, say the clergy, was sacrificed to 
appease the great anger of his Almigh
ty Father, to save humanity from the 
torture of a burning hell, churchmen 

.hold frequent banquets to feast ‘on 
that Son's ilesh and drink his blood. 
Think of it, good sisters, and exhaust 
all your energies In effoits to correct 
this terrible evil. It is a species of 
cannibalism that is abhorrent in this 

refinement.

tensely missionary religion ifi the 
world and the most tolerant. This 
characterof aproseiytizing faith which 
wins its victories by peaceful means, 
so strongly Impressed dpon it Oy Aso
ka, has remained a prominent feature 
of Buddhism to the present day. He 
collected the body of doctrine into an 
authoritative version, in the Magadhi 
language or dialect of his central 
kingdom In Behar,—a version which 
for two thousand years has formed 
the canon of the Southern Buddhists.”

Passing to page 786, Encyclopedia 
Britannica and we learn this zealous 
monarch, Asoka, established vast 
monasteries, and formed seats ot 
learning. Quoting again:

“Ten ’thousand monks and novices 
of the eighteen schools there studied 
theology, philosophy, law, science, es
pecially medicine, and practiced their 
devotions. They were supported from 
the royal funds.”

Now go with us to Palestine, to the 
west coast of the Dead Sea and the 
lower Jordan, and 144 years before 
our era we find the Essenes, a sect 
of Jews located there and holding 
views in common, and PRACTICING 
THE IDENTICAL HABITS OF THE 
BUDDHISTS, EVEN TO BAPTISM BY 
IMMERSION. They were mentioned by 
Josephus, Pliny, Philo, and Eusebius. 
An epistle written to the Lacedemon
ians 144 years B. C. (see I Maccabees 
12:2) mentioned by Josephus as the 
time when the Essenes were at the 
place named. It fixes a date we can
not well controvert, as a period 100 
years later than the time Asoka sent 
missionaries there.

Philo, born 20 years before Jesus, 
tells of the same sect in Egypt, there 
known as Therapeuts, and of their 
great numbers, and the founding of 
monasteries, which were filled with 
monks. They became so numerous, it 
1b stated, 70,000 could be rallied in a 
single hour in Alexandria.

John the Baptist whom Christians 
represent as a forerunner of Jesus, 
and who baptized the latter in the 
Jordan, according to the Gospels, 
seems to have initiated Jesus into that 
sect. - •

Now, pray, tell us how the Japan
ese professor manages to reverse all 
these dates, fixed by incontrovertible 
authority, and trace the parentage of 
Japanese Buddhism to “létters writ
ten from Alexandria in- the first cen
tury?” / "

The facts are, the Buddhists were 
teaching every feature -embraced.in: 
Christianity, less, as we have before 
stated, persecutions-for opinion’s sake, 
and her scholars are - grasping at 
straws to divert attention from their 
own slimsy foundation. • ‘ •

A very recent correspondent took 
exception j.o our tracing the Essenes 
bgck to the Buddhists, and denied 
■there was any relation between them. 
...We find Buddhist missionaries were 
sent to Palestine to teach just ex
actly the same vieys and practices we 
find one hundred years later among 
these Essenes; we know similar views 
sprang, up In the various provinces of 
Asia Minor, as in Egypt; and is it not 
a violent presumption, as the lawyers 
vould say, that all‘faiths teaching 
views in common, came from the same 
general fountain? The parallels haye 
?evoi al times been stated in these col
umns, and there is bo need of their 
repetltloB

ecure and unknown person, with nec
essarily a very limited knowledge of 
Oriental history, is trying to make it 
appear Buddha learned of Christians, 
instead of the reverse, and the Chris
tian press is indorsing that falsehood. 
They are doing in this matter precise
ly what was done with Old Testament 
literature. The authors of that collec
tion of fragmentary history, purloined 
from Babylonian and Assyrian history, 
with some from Egypt, and much ad
ditional Imaginary legends, adapted 
all to suit their needs, located them 
in and about Jerusalem, then claim 
the real authors stole tho matter from 
the Jews while they were slaves In 
those countries.

Give Rev. Babcock and others like 
him leave to preach what he thinks 
and KNOWS, as he asks, instead of 
playing the pettifogger, and advocat
ing what he does not believe, then the 
truth will come from the pulpit; but 
never while mere tools^of the church, 
employed to sustain a barbarian creed, 
Infringes on modern civilization, and 
dominates it.

A Misnomer.
Fraternally, adverb, from frater, 

brother,, is correctly used by a brother 
in addressing a brother, or a sister, 
but is very incorrect when used by a 
sister addressing d brother. The lat
ter, to use a word of Latin derivation, 
In place of sisterly, should write so- 
rorlcally, from soror, .sister.

Society of Brotherly Sisters, or Fra
ternal Sisters, or Fraternal Daughters 
is a terrible misnomer, and should be 
corrected.

Spice.
The Sunday-school boy, asked by 

his teacher: “John, who made you?” 
Quoth John: ”1 don’t know.” 
Teacher:, turning to a four-year-old 
lad, “Dick, who made you?” “God.” 
“Now, John: are you not ashamed of 
yourself? You don’t know who made 
•you, a great big boy of ten, and there 
is Dick, who answers promptly and 
correctly?” When John: “He has 
been made but a little while, and he 
ought to remember."

' Encouraging.
Dr. Brown, of Rockford, III., writes, 

“a large number of letters and postal 
cards have already come to hand ex
pressing great pleasure at the proba
bility the late articles in these col
umns, and, possibly a few additional 
ones, exposing Christian origins, will 
appear in book form, and will be ac- . 
cessible at moderate cost for gratuit
ous distribution. Each person who 
has written has "been laudable in in
dorsement of the series, and expresses 
a desire for several copies. A Port
land, Maine, correspondent hopes, 
with TREMENDOUS EARNESTNESS, 
the book will be ..published,” and de
sires several copies; and another, in 
the same mail, from Oregon, is equally 
urgent the series bè- published at an 
early day. Friends, of- the measure 
need only mall postals to the Doctor, 
which will be filed; and preserved.- If- 
there shall be sufficient promise to half 
meet the expense, .the book will be 
published somewhere, possibly by The 
Progressive Thinker,-should the Doc
tor fail to do so. .

ITS BREADTH GIVES US FRESH 
AIR.

No greater compliment _could bo
paid The Progressive Thinker than 
that given by a distinguished lady of 
the East, when she wrote: “Your 
paper is (to me) tlie best in the 
ranks. ITS BREADTH GIVES ZUS 
FRESH AIR." Yes, thnt is tlie aim 
of The Progressive Thinker—to give 
its readers FRESH AIR on all Import
ant subjects connected with Spirit Re
turn. By doing so it is the one paper 
in the ranks' of Spiritualism that has 
succeeded financially ns no other Spir
itualist paper ever did.

iFrouU Dr. B. Warne.

Only Spffitualisis tor revenue alone 
will indulgi in ally bitterness towards 
ITof. James' H. Hyslop and the work 
done at Lily Dale“lust summer by the 
American “Society of Psychical Re
search. Those ’• whose convictions 
center in tlieir packets instead of in 
their conscience may be unable to en
joy their desserts in silence. Time 
will soon tell if such there be.

Spiritualists for Truth’s sake will 
appreciate the fairness to which Prof. 
Hyslop aspired when they read that 
lie has invited an article presenting 
the favorable side of that great sum
mer center which will be published in 
tills Society's Journal as soon as pos
sible. Perhaps the substance of it 
will find its way later into The Pro
gressive 'Thinker and The Sunflower.

An article in the Toronto Morning 
World of a recent date, inspired by 
Dr. John S. Kjng, of that city, who 
is president of the newly chartered 
Canadian Society for Psychical Re
search uses this language: “It is dif-' 
flcult for the average human being to 
realize that what he . does not know 
may be excellent knowledge after all. 
To ask him to take pains to prove 
himself ignorant is usually more than 
he can tolerate. But there are still 
a lot of people very fearful lest some 
alleged facts should be proven, and 
rather than fade the ordeal of recant
ation they prefer to live in a fool’s 
paradise. Others are fearful that 
some alleged facts, should be dis- 
proven and have not sufficient reliance 
on tlie eternal truth of nature to 
convince themselves of its unity and 
harmony.”

Prof. Hyslop’s language should be 
blazoned over the entrance to every 
Spiritualist camp when he says: 
“SUCH PLACES SIMPLY INVITE 
INVESTIGATION BY THE VERY

are the ways of Providence to all 
save the Pope. Just as the Crum- 
baugh will'cases hod been comforta
bly forgotten by' most of us, word 
comes thnt while the contest of Mrs.E. 
J. Crumbaugh's will has been settled 
and dismissed, that of J. T. Crum- 
baugh must be tried again. Tho lat
ter involved by 'far the larger sum, 
which was । Jo nudee the way for a free 
public library, and bui^d a Spiritualist 
church anil salary a pastor thereof in 
Le Roy, Ip.

The jur^ in the trial court refused 
to sustain tlie old gentleman's will. 
The executors appealed to. the Su
preme Court of Dllnbls, which body 
held that tho lower court “erred in 
refusing to direct a verdict for the 
proponents (the executors) at the 
close of all tlie evidence, and for that 
error the decree was reversed and 
the cause remanded to the Circuit 
Court for further proceedings not in
consistent with the views" of the 
higher tribunal.

Therefore the sixteen lawyers in 
the case evenly divided numericaUy, 
.undertook to find out in the Circuit 
Court just what “further proceed
ings” were necessary. Those for sus
taining the will wanted the case dis
missed by the judge, WITHOUT SUBÍ- 
MITTAL TO A JURY, for want of 
equity. His honor so held and there
fore the other side, the contestants, 
appealed to the Supreme Court and 
returned with a decree that the judge 
below erred in dismissing the bill for 
want of equity because he. did not 
first have the. verdict of a jury find
ing the issne .against the contestants.

So each side has scored a victory 
in the upper «.court. Now .it must 
again be heard by a jury in the Cir
cuit Court of McLean-county. Note/ 
hdwever, this significant language by 
the justices of the Supreme Court:

‘‘If it is again submitted to a jury 
and the proof is not substantially dif-> 
ferent from that offered upon the first 
trial, the chancellor, (presiding, judge) ■ 
should, upon proper , motion made, 
either * at the . close of tlie evidence 
for thc contestants or at the close of 
all the evidence, direct a verdict for 
the,proponents” (the executors).

Rehearing is expected in May;
GEO. B. WARNE.

THE INSATIATE GULLIBLES AND 
BOGUS MEDIUMS.

“Nearer My God to Thee” is an ex
ceptionally favorite hymn at bogus 
materializing seauees, as illustrated in 
the case of Chauncey Britten, exposed 
at Battle Creek, Michigan. The 
crime, dastardly in its nature, com
mitted by him, to connect the same 
witli a hymn thut many consider as 
sacred, is simply descending, to the 
very- depths of the worst imaginary 
hell of depravity ever conceived. 
What can be considered more ridicu
lous, more hatefully bad or more sin
ful than for a person about to com
mit a crime, and in order to conceal 
the same, to engage in prayer or the 
singing of a sacred hymn—at least 
sacred in the estimation of many per
sons. To what depth of infamy such 
a person has sunk—in fact he is so 
low that he is beneath contempt. And 
is not such a plain, palpable bogus 
seance a reflection- on the common 
sense of'the most ordinary kind we 
will say—of those who attended the 
same and endorsed the manifestations 
as genuine spirit phenomena? It is 
said that many of the women Uving 
in the east part of Battle Creek were 
regular attendants at tlie meetings 
and had become so firm in their belief 
that Britten was a “materializer" and 
that spirits existed, that they were 
afraid to walk about their homes in 
the broad daylight.

And why should these women with 
the commonest kind of common sense 
doubt the genuineness of the ma
terialized spirits as they came forth, 
for was not the medium sitting un
der “crucial" test conditions? He re
moved his shoes and stockings, sit
ting in the audience. Then he arose 
and announced Ids intentions of carry
ing out the seance. To prove that lie 
was no fake, he secured a large lard 
can coyer and filled it with flour, 
taking it into the room which lie was 
using for his “cabinet." Here ho put 
the lard can cover on the- floor and 
stepped into it, at the same time fill
ing Ids hands with the flour. This 
ho stated would prove that he would 
not move from his tracks as the flour 
would show.

Hero was a “test" such as tlie in
satiate gullibles could “swear by," 
and which has been proven repeatedly 
is no test at all; but they, poor souls, 
did not read Tlie Progressive Thinker, 
hence were not posted, and were eas
ily led astray. The careful readers of 
this paper are not the ones generally 
to be led into endorsing such a medi
um, or even attending ids seances.

It is becoming a serious matter for 
reflection on the part of prominent 
Spiritualists, as to wldch class is the 
greatest curse ■ to Spiritualism—the 
bogus medium or the insatiate gulli
bles who patronize him with their 
dollars! These gullibles are not 
thinkers; they rarely subscribe for a 
Spiritualist paper; they contribute 
nothing, as a rule, to. support indigent 
mediums. They ore no benefit to the 
cause of truth, yet you win find them 
clustering around fake seances as flies 
do around putrid meat.

But Britten declares that Riley and 
King taught hint his materializing 
methods, a statement which, of 
course, they wiU emphatically deny. 
But however vehemently they- may 
deiiy the charge, there are some who 
will believe that Britten in this one 
respect told the truth, hence we 
would advise Mr. Riley and Ufa'. King 
to step to tlie front and say: “We 
deny the statement of Britten; it is 
wholly false. Bring on your wire cage 
and confine us in tjiat, or you can put 
a mosquito bar oyer us and securely 
tack it to the floor, apd spirits wHl 
materialize just tlie same."

To deny the statement will not 
meet the expectation of Spiritual
ists; they want Mr. Riley and Mr. 
King to sit-under conditions that will 
preclude the possibility of fraud.

An Interesting Question
What Áre the “Dead” Doing for the Living ¡

. question at the head of these lines is not primarily concerned 
with the demonstrati^s the “dead” afford the living of their con
tinued life, thereby to coffifort arid satisfy the living, for during the 
Pasi sl^ty years the inhabitants of the other world life have steadily 
pursued that object, No, the interrogation concerns matters outside, 
tneaecomplishnient of the initial purpose animating our spirit friends 
their desires to hold communion \vith us. It means what are they 
doing to help us while living and doing in our present sphere of ac
tivity.

Two questions immediately arise. They are; “Can the spirits 
do anything to help us?” and “Do they desire to do anything?” 
If they are as we think, know, and have found them, to be, alike 
more human and wider-visioned iii their new surroundings than our
selves, we may safely take it, as we do fully, that they desire to help 
us, and, as “Where there is a will there is a way,” so it is also fair 
to assume they do find the ways as well as the means of accomplish
ing their desire.

Intelligent and thoughtful Spiritualists have learned the import
ant lesson that “mediumship” presents other possibilities besides those 
of its use by spirits for the production of the various phases of their 
control of mediumistic persons. It has also come to be well under
stood that the consciousness of personal control exercised upon men 
by spirits is not the only evidence of spirit direction and inspiration, 
Indeed, looking at mediumship from a broad philosophical viewpoint, 
“mediumship” is really the activity of psychic faculties which ordi
narily lie dormant in most of us, but are stimulated into fiction 
through spirits in, or out, of the form. Such faculties are, too, the 
indications that we all possess the powers possessed by the spirits who 
use our faculties to enable them to eo-relate their consciousness to 
ours, and thus they are able to link up our avenues of personal ex
pression to theirs. Accepting this view, we reach the conclusion that 
we all possess a normal base of possible association with the minds and ( 
■consciousnesses of the “dead,” and as that base is developed and cul
tivated (by whatever means does not matter for the moment) we 
present active points of contact to the spirits, ,who may simply in
spire and direct us without any consciousness upon our normal life 
that we are controlled in the ordinary usage of that word.

The world continually refers to the “inspiration” of its poets, 
dramatists, orators, preachers, scientists, and reformers, but what does 
the world mean by such reference? A man cannot be inspired by a 
non-existent thing, nor can he be inspired at all if there is not some
thing in him corresponding touand capable of assimilating the “in
spiration.” And if we admit Deity into the question no normal brain 
could withstand an inspiration therefrom. So intermediate, “trans
formers” would be requisite to break down the current to a pressure 
the human brain could safely respond to. But, putting aside a too 
wide speculation, it may be safely admitted that inspiration comes to 
man, and men and women, from the.spirit world and its peoples.

But who are the peoples of that other life?-Are they not. the 
poets, dramatists, orators, preachers, scientists, and reformers, as afore- 
said, who have lived here? But also are there not others, to whom, 
we are so often blindly and self-sufficiently, oblivious, the millions 
of the ordinary men and women—the}’ who have toiled, who have 
starved, who have, suffered from the thousand and one injustices, 
iniquities, and miserable conditions of this very civilized and most 
Christianized world of ours? What did they find on entering the 
next life? Not much, if anything, of what they had been taught to 
expect. They found that wealth carried no weight, that crowns and 
scepters were at a discount, that none had what was not truly theirs, 
that war and its panoply were contemned as barbarous and inhuman, 
that all who had in any way advanced beyond this state when they 
entered spirit life found the highest happiness in helping others and 
in promoting the welfare of all. Freed from the thraldom of priest
craft and dogma, they realized that brotherhood and love came through 
the law of right being obeyed by all.

Here is the point of the parable. Those referred to had sullered 
in this life, they knew where the shoe pinebed, and out of their com
passion for those still suffering on earth (it niay even be out of their 
indignation at the wrongs an erroneously constructed society had 
inflicted upon them while on earth) they have breathed into the minds 
of their fellows upon earth that tremendous message called Socialism, 
which appears to be fraught with so much of good and ill in its | 
composition. Amid the hubbub of the'battle, and amidst, the tangled I 
maze of its purposes, there is to be detected the tones and the threads . 
of a sounder doctrine of social life, duty, sobriety, service, justice. To ' 
each mon his deserts, from all men their duty. Poverty dreams of 
wealth as hunger does of banquets, but let us avoid confounding tho 
material aims with the still higher needs of a man’s life. Let us 
clearly realize that the “dead” are inspiring us continually, and that 
the cry of the worker and the sufferer on earth is but an echo of the 
words of those who suffered here, and who now strive to preach from 
their higher state the gospel of a more righteous hfe for all on earth. 
In such way we verily arO sure the “dead” are doing much for the 
living.—The Two Worlds.

and our fellow Spiritualists may have.
Let us co-operate as never before.

GEORGE W. KATES, 
Secretary, N. S. A.

000 Pennsylvania Avc. S.-E., 
Washington, 1). C.

Another Pioneer ..Spiritualist Gone.
It is wlfti reaff sorrow we are. com

pelled to announce 'the demise of our 
friend; an^untif’quite recently fre- 
qiient contflbutpj. to The Progressive 
Thinker, Maj. Chas. .H. Mathews, at 
his home 4n New<-Philadelphia, Ohio, 
on Marches6, ¿Her a short illness, 
aged eighth-nine^, years. The major 
was a practical printer, and for many 
years a publisher? having founded his 
first papePin 18$S. He was an ardent 
Spirltualls^,' Sa^’| the brief biograph
ical sketch ifn hjs old paper, written 
by his forihdr business associate:

“The Mkjor. vWiile here on - earth 
found his weate.4t joy in the thought 
that hie spirit could meet" and hold 
communion with tho spirits Of depart
ed loved ones.” .

The G. A. $7; of which he was a

LILY DALE, N. Y., AND HERE- 
WARD Earrington.

We published, the. result of Mr. 
Hereward Carrington’s investigation 
■at Lily. Dale, as. a. matter of import
ant news to. Spiritualists generally. 
He is a member of the American So
ciety for Psychical Research and al
ways investigates mediums in a kind
ly spirit, earnestly desiring the truth, 
and he; would be delighted to have 
the phenomena- proved true in the 
course . of his investigations. His ex
perience at Lily Dale concerns the 
officials.of that camp alone, and if at 
any time they have anything to .say 
in explanation we will be glad to pub
lish the same..■

It will be. no-defense, however, of 
.-tho various mediums whom Mr. Car
rington visited, for us to publish that 
somewhere - else in the remote past, 
the results-were'entirely genuine. A 
man steals a horse. Would it be in 
order to show that he lived with YOU 
and didn’t steal your horse, and was 
perfectly honest with you? Wlint 
kind of testimony would that be? 
No sooner is It shown that a medium 
lias done crooked, work, than that 
kind of -defense is adopted. Of some 
of. the, mediums -Mr. Carrington dis
covered doing crooked work, we have 
published from time to time tho most 
extravagant praise. -

- Tilings unknown are the true scope 
el Imposture and legerdemaln; * • 
lost to me, one after another, still I 
would not He. The most sacred act 
of a ihsr’s life Is to say and to feel, 

to be true.-

The cohorts are organizing against 
us. Even a Congressman lately said 
he would offer a bill in that legisla
tive body AGAINST .SPIRITUALISM, 
in order to make it impossible to hold 
seances or do mediumistic work. A 
hearer of this intent argued with him 
against the folly of Ids proposition.

SpirituaUsm is being called a “fad" 
because some scientists have pro
claimed that the phenomena of the 
spirit are being demonstrated.

WHY SHOULD WE BE LETHAR
GIC? I feel impelled to say that you, 
should ally yourself .with some local 
effort to promulgate Spiritualism. If 
you have no society to ally yourself 
with,, then hold some meetings in 
your homes and obtain the co-opera
tion of friends who know that Spirit
ualism is demonstrating truth.

Titis office would like to have in
formation of the status of the cause 
in your locality. ' Send a small amount 
of postage and it will all be used .to , 
pay for the mailing of.’SPÏRïTJJAL 
ESSAYS to you for distributioH: Send 
me the names , and addresses of your 
local society officers.'^! /’■' • ’

Let us know your addfeSs, anil what 
is needed. ■

Speakers and mediums should keep 
us informed of their address where at 
work. Societies having a capable 
working medium should inform us. 
Tell us what your opinions of work 
necessary is for our people who con 
possibly visit you. This office should 
be a burenù of information. We must 
nbt slumber, nor must our workers 
be permitted to labor against odds 
that Spiritualists can avoid. Do not

2,000 GIRLS USE 
MENTAL TELEPATHY.

Efforts Get Appropriation of $600,000 
to Build New High School.

New York, Mar. 22.—With moçe
than 2,000 high school girls using 
mental telepathy to force the issue, 
the board of education yesterday ap
proved an" appropriation of $600,000 
to build a new high school to be called 
the Washington Irving High School.

Some time ago the land was pur
chased and all that was necessary was 
the money for the building. Petitions 
signed by every pupil in the school 
and several thousand others were sent 
to the board. At 10:30 o’clock, when 
the board considered the matter yes
terday, all class duties were laid 
aside in the present school and every 
pupil was asked to think hard and 
urge on the board affirmative action.

"Appropriate the money and give 
us a new school,” was said mentally 
by the entire school, and the mental 
process apparently had its effect, as 
the tioard passed the appropriation. 
The new building will be erected in 
Irving Place, between Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth streets.—Evening Telé-' 
gram, Portland, Ore.

■I would rather be a poor man in a 
garret with plenty of books than a 
king .who did not love reading.—Ma
caulay. . .
' Shun passion; fold the hands of 

thrift;’sit still—and truth Is near.—< 
Emerson. '

The law imprinted on the hearts ot 
all menTs to love the members of 
society as themselves.—Roman.
■ We have,;in fact, to make our 
choice between science and .suffering. 
It is only by wisely utilizing the gifts 
of science that we have any hope of 
maintaining our population, In plen
ty and comfort. Science, however, 
will do this for us If wo will only let 
her.;—Sir John Lubbock.

We are so vain as to set the highest 
value upon those things to which aa< 
turn assigned. the lowest placa, 
Eaneca.
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Discourse Delivered Throuoli tliß Uistnimentalim ot Mrs. Gora 
l L. V. Richmond, Chicago, Feb. 2.1908.

ij’thou shall love the Lord THY God with all thy heart, 
Vend mind, and strength, and thy neighbor as thyself.”

( The latter clause seems to be more difficult to realize 
’Allan the former. The resaon is, that people always love 

,★ 7Lord, THEIR God, whomsoever they may think their 
■ /rd to be. But they rarely love their neighbors as them- 

se)Ives. .

/ The God who Is Infinite does not require this worship; 
fb is human nature that needs it; and the God who is 
Iniïnite does not care, personally. He is not a “jealous 
God'” in the Sense'that the Hebrews supposed; and the 
Infinite knows that the states of human worship will be in 
accordance with human unfoldment or expression.

Worship Is not a weakness, it is not a fault, as the 
iconoclasts, agnostics and materialists say. It is not born 
of fegr, but worship is the expression of the highest ideal 
in human nature. And whatsoever represents the highest 

I ideal, that will the person worship until that ideal is 
Hsuperseded by another. Therefore", when they were en

joined in ancient days: "If God be God, worship him; if 
Ijbal, then worship him," it meant that. For

• yqm know the Hebrews were very jealous of
thof^e others forms of worship, and Babylon held 
the ‘learning, the science and the Idolatry of the 
.worlds Baal was not a wicked god; he simply was 
not intaccordance with the Jewish idea, and corresponded, 
perhaps, to Mammon of to-day. Anyway, whatever con- 
btituted worldly power was supposed to be Baal. What- 
tver constitutes worldly power is Mammon to-day.

. The Name under which the Infinite has been worshiped,
■, Jnder all forms ot worship is the synonym of the .Infinite, 

the. All-Mighty, Omniscient. There is no difference in the 
’y finality of the name, the finality of expression, and what- 

soever symbolizes the Infinite is, of course, the perfection 
Of human understanding, the perfection of human enlight- 

( .enment. Perception alone brings that knowledge. There
fore, any‘discussion with reference to God as a matter of 
Iqict. Any attempt to measure or analyze God is entirely 
(rl'elevant to the subject. It is utterly impossible to 
mflUisure.by a pint cup that which fills the universe, but 
tha)t is what the people are trying to do who argue on 
tl^h subject of the deity.
\ Wo have often said to people who have asked the ques-

•' tlon,\“Who and what is God?" “if you do not know, we 
cannot tell you; if you do know, we do not need to 
tell you.” Because this knowledge does not depend upon 
any condition, or any quality, or any qualification that 
the human INTELLECT can designate. While the words

■of ÿôür language are affluent and are fitted to express 
; what is meant by the Deity, all those words after they are 

uttered must be less than that which they are Intended 
lo express. For instance, if you say, “God is infinite,”

.1 there is no other thing less than the Infinite that can ex- 
.'■•press what the Infinite Is, and you are trying to define the 

absolute by that which is less. If one intellectually at- 
>|tçnipta that, we say it is a false method. To say God is

? Omniscient is all that is necessary; the word Om, the pre- 
flx, is the WHOLE,-that means the entirety, the Infinity,

■ » the absolute.
It. . People are ministered to according to their needs. You 
szbuild block houses for the baby, not because the baby
I knows what the cube or square of the blocks are, nor be- 
: ®ause it knows the letters and numbers on the sides of 

'I blocks, but you help them to build the little houses 
’ ancj the little pyramids and all the while they are learning 
» ' thalphabet. Just so with the alphabet of higher knowl- j 
i. edg^; while you are building your block houses of physical 
: anfli mental attainments, you will see the numbers, you will 

notice the indications of the infinite language; you do see 
" ■ themif but with all that science has claimed that "the unl- 
/ verse fs governed by law,” there is nothing but intelligence 

that could have fashioned and discovered that law. The
? universe could not have made Itself without intelligence, 
■ and it is the same kind of intelligence that was revealed 

to you by the little lace-like frost lines upon the window 
panes this morning, geometrically perfect. Perhaps no-

. body thought them geometrically true, or who drew them 
' there,, those geometrical lines. Perhaps the Intelligence 
¡' that knows about geometry does not call it by that name. 
- .There is an Infinite splendor that Is more than geometry, 
■ • that you have not learned the name of yet, but you call 
:. 'it geometry. You do not suppose yon know more than 
i; y the thing that makes that tracery on the window pane 
^ geometrically correct. So the reasoning of the agnostic is 
y ■ out of the question; that of the materialist is out of the 
Î‘ "question.

The worshiper is always correct according to his or her 
perception of truth. We have no fault to find with people 

j*?;who.count beads through their prayers; they mean some- 
Ktfihlng In, doing it; to you it would not mean anything If 

■ you did not believe in it. But-there is no more harm in 
saying; your prayers with your beads than there is saying 

' tiuem just before your breakfast, or just before your din-
I neii, or at stated times. The time to pray is when you

feel like, prayer; it is the attitude or the state of mind 
yoJ), are'in. .

^>Vhat is the worship of “false gods?” The sincere wor- 
I. ship^rs at the shrine of Buddha, even if he Is symboled 

there in an image that you do not like, that you do not 
tiling is beautiful, but which he calls Buddha, he knows

. perfectly well that it is not Buddha; he knowb 'perfectly 
" well that “Brahm,” the eternal God, does not dwell in that 

i. : Image, but that image is for his mind, and he understands 
? ' /-that it is needed for his worship. Is it any different from 

the crucifix, the symbol of Christ nailed to the cross, that 
is worshiped under the name ot Christianity? They are 
symbols, and no one-claims that the LITERAL body Of

! Christ is fastened on that little crucifix that hangs on the: 
,s wall or is suspended from the neck. -That is a Bymbol- 
47 merely.
i. ’ All that passes as ceremonial in any Roman Catholic 
, . church or cathedral is symbolical,, and the priests under-

stand more or less the inner meaning, and the people fol
low according to their heed. They have need to Worship, 
they have need to be comforted, they have need of some
thing to be done for them, and If it comes la the form 
.of symbolism, that is the. way they need to worship'God. 
Then there are other forms of worship, such as are.sym.-, 
holized in the Calvlnistic faith. If anybody can flnd epm- 
fort in- the Calvlnistic faith, why not let him-have it?,-It. 
Is no “false belief” for those who-believe It, fdt no one 

-would believe anything so monstrous and know it. to .be 
false. At the time people accept any such form of belief,. 
It is what they need. Of course, it does not alter anything; 
It does not make God angry, nor send Him any farther 
from them; that Is their little crevice of light; it is not 
even a key-hole through which, they are looking, but it is 
tioinethlng. , .
af” Sometimes when you are looking out through the lit- 
gk^narrow spaces between these high buildings at a glorl- 
»■^Uunset you may have longings and cravings to go on|'

somewhere where you can see the whole sky. after all, 
that little glimpse Is better than nothing at all; .you do 
pot want that taken away from you because you hpve not 
the whole sky. If a little ray of light; came 'In through 
a crevice in the wall of a dungeon where you wpre con
fined,it would be better than none-nt all, or it it .were a 
reflected light, or. if it were less of a shadow. .But what
ever it is, t'he form of worship which any one accepts tor 
the time, is to him or her a true worship if he or she is 
sincere. t ,

'Now our interpretation of the jpeanipg of this is, that 
when it was said; “If God ¡be.God, worship him; jf Baal, 
follow him,” is that you cannot serve two masters at^the 
same time. And it is this fiction of worship that passes. 
In the world for worship, while people are ,pot only serving 
“two masters” and call the name of God, when really it 
is Mammon that they do worship under those circum
stances; but they neither know it nor know it 'by the 
name of Mammon, but think they are following true wor
ship, and call it the worship of God on Sunday, but do not 
call it by any name on week days; but it is the worship 
of Mammon, And whosoever is not true to the kind of wor
ship which they profess, is, of course, trying to serve “two 
masters," and that is false. The modern rendering of the 
text should be: “If God be God, follow Him; if MAMMON, 
follow him." »

This God of Egypt, this God of India, this God that 
has NO NAME, but has a synonym in- all tongues and 
among all people, no one has ever mistaken. The tutelar 
deities and leaser divinities of Egypt and India were none 
other than guardian spirits and angels, and it was not 
deemed irreverent to the Most High to ask the Deity or 
guardian spirit of any particular time, any particular occa
sion to help one. Spiritualists who seem to have thrown 
away all kinds of worship, many of them,‘nevertheless, 
consult their spirit friends; nevertheless, claim they have 
guardian angels. A great many of them make very high 
pretensions as to the exaltation of their guides and 
guardian angels.

Is the Hindu, who sees In these gentle “devas” and 
watchers of the night a representation of the infinite love, 
of the power that presides over the earth, any more idola
trous than you? He does not for one moment suppose 
that these devas or guardian spirits take the place of the 
Infinite.

Some of the evangelical orthodox churches are very 
jealous of their god, and so, of course, do not want to con
sult with guardian spirits for that would be an interven
tion between them and God,while In fact,It is not any more 
of an intervention between God, and the person than con
sulting with the earthly father or mother. But the Puri
tans did not like people to think too much of their fathers 
and mothers or their children. You know the real, genu
ine old Puritan never praised the members of his family. 
There is one living In Connecticut, concerning whom your 
pastor knows. His daughter took charge of the house
hold affairs when her mother passed on. She made most • 
excellent bread, which her father enjoyed very much, but 
there never was a word of approval or appreciation from 
him. By and by thpy had a help-maid. This maid could 
not make very good bread, so the daughter showed her 
how, but she did not succeed very well. So one day the 
daughter made the bread herself. After eating some of It 
the father turned to the maid and said: “Your bread is 
excellent to-day, now you have succeeded in making it 
good.” The daughter felt a thrill of delight; she had 
made the bread for years, and this was .the first time 
her father had ever praised it, thinking it had been made 
by some one outside of his own family, so the Lord would 
not accuse him of thinking more of “his own” than the 
Lord. So the old Puritan spirit did not believe ip letting 
love for one’s family stand between him and his allegiance 
to God. There must be some regard for, and DUTY to, 
your family, but you must love God. So it came about 
In their minds that no ministoring spirits or guardian 
angels should stand in the way of their single devotion 
to that one narrow idea of their God; that one little strip, 
that was not larger than the smallest kind of a crack, 
through which they saw the Infinite.

Now this is all there 1b to the different stages of 
humpn worship; there are no material forms' that are 
enjoined. God does not expect people to bow down on 
their knees 05^ faces before Him as the Infinite, but when 
they think and believe that there is only one attitude of 

1 prayer, that is their expression of devotion. There are a • 
great many people who do not think they can pray unless' 
they are on their knees, that they think is the attitude 
of praise. . Others think they express more devotion by 
bending their faces, to the earth, or looking toward the 
rising or setting sun. But whatsoever awakens within 
the .human spirit the attitude of thanksgiving and praise 
is the means of true worship.

The Roman Catholic church is in many respects the 
best ORGANIZED .church in the world, and people who 
are afraid of organization, might borrow its example as 
to methods of organization, because organization is not 
necessarily enslavement The Romish church includes 
the things that they-know are heeded for human worship.' 
Among those things that they have happily hit upon Is 
¡that they have not eliminated guardian angels,-have not 
eliminated the possibility of the ministration of spirits. 
Of course’it must be done UNDER THE SANCTION of 
the church. Knowing the tendency of human/beings to 
seek the light and help that is nearest thehr, and know
ing that every helpful influence that is recognized as a 
help and strength to these people would some time' or 
other lie sought by Them, the church did not. oHminnta 
the gifts of the spirit, but saw'that they must be regulat
ed. Therefore, that is a part of the history of the-Cath-; 
.olic church which Protestant churches have npt<accepted, 
and which, until the present time, when a bishop of the 
Reformed Episcopal church has tardily-recognized the 
gift of healing, have not been included In the .Protestant' 
church. They have been eliminated. : -

Everyone of these things must be helps, and you 
might as well say that the mother should hot extend her 
helping hand to her little "child just beginning to walk, 
Which Is its legitimate assistance, as to say these ’angels 
and ministering spirits shall hot help mortals if- they can. 
And that Is what .you Are here for, helping each other 
and; getting your. own experience in' the meantime. 

[Therefore, as said before, any kittle form of prayer for 
1 help from any source is not blasphemy. It is hot irrever
ent for you to pray to your mother for some bread when 

1 she is making the bread. Through her instrumentality 
¡from the great source of answer to prayer, she Is the one 
1 to make the. bread, so you go to her for a piece of the 
bread. As, mother, is. there, you do not heed to go to 

| God for bread. When a poor colored man prayed for po- 
tatoes, some one hearing him, as he prayed so loud in 
his Uttio cabin, told tho neighbors whe thought they would

#
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answer his prayer and a ¿ood juke oa this simple-1 
minded man at the same time, so they emptied a sack I 
of potatoes down Ins chl|»noy, and for which the poor I 
man thanked the Lord. But the' neighbors did not know l 
that they were made thq^/psti^jneuts for answering his i 
prayer. Often people wlyj1(are trilling, people who revile 
these things, are made t^ meijps of bringing about the 
very thing they are sneerlu^ nt j I

hveiything good is tr^qp. 0f course Constantine was 
made the means of carrying ^ut »great many of the 
Infinite purposes. The ty^th that, worshiping accord
ing to the needs of the ¡hour, as said before, is the ex
pression of the highest ideal state of the Individual at the 
time and the personal needs frequently occupy the most 
of human attention, Thaj. is why people pray for these 
things. If they pray in thp right direction,' there will be 
an answer. But those things come .only in response to 
certain states.- . ' L , '

When you want to open the avenues of SPIRITUAL 
blessings, of course, that is,. diffe^nt, hence you must 
open the avenues by spiritual seeking. People seem to 
have reversed the.p.rpqess; tjiey ask by spiritual methods 
for material things; and they asj: by material methods 
for. spiritual things. That,in the reverse process, and 
these are the "false goifs."

When the Psychic Research Society claims that it will 
soon SCIENTIFICALLY demonstrate immortality of the 
soul, that is the reverse process. They never will. When 
people seek the altar of the spirit to'find out future prices 
on “change," that is reversing the methods, They are , 
worshiping false gods. They are using the implements 
that are given by hegven for spiritual good to serve the 
OTHER PERSON with, . Of course his Satanic majesty 
in that Instance befog self—which is ail the Satanic 
majesty there is. Therefore, that kind of worship does not 
bring satisfactory results. For a little while, it may be, 
because those who minister in such ways in spirit always 
think they will-lead you to something higher after awhile, 
and that you will worship riot Mammon but God. When 
you do not, then the prophecies concerning material 
things fall, as of course they must. When you do not 
turn from seeking merely for material things then their 
help Is no longer reliable. That is the method, that is 
the invariable rule after a certain length of time, be
cause you are not seeking in the right spirit or direction 
for spiritual thlngs.-

Then when you have your knowledge and your light 
through one source, and claim another, when you are 
sailing under “false colors,” when you use a false label, 
when you are not true to the name qr thing that gave you 
your light, then you are worshiping a false god.

A great many people have criticised, who are In the 
mood of criticising those things, the words that Jesus 
was said to have uttered when he asked his disciples to 
do certain things for his “NAME'S sake,” do it for me, 
do it in "my name." Now that evidenced the cowardice 
of those disciples who were afriijd on. the day of the cruci
fixion and on the following day. Only the women were 
courageous enough to go to the sepulcher. The men 
were in hiding, those who DENIED THEIR LORD. Oh, 
no! They didn't know anything about him; they never 
heard of him. Who Is he? Tliat is the worship of false 
gods. ”

| Whatever be the light that has given you comfort and 
strength that is YOUR Iijsht, and “let your light so shine 

, that it shall glorify your Father which Is in heaven." 
। Which does not mean your littfe personal aims and long
ings, but this light that has/ elven you comfort and

I strength to bear your disappointments, All those reform
ers who were persecuto^'for opinion’s sake, through the 
various stages of the Reformation; the Quakers 
and the Shakers who ¿ad'their persecution, and other 
reformers had their time of suffering, and so on through 
every new step; those who were loyal, those who were 
true, those who did not prove traitors to their light, who' 
did not deny their Lord, were the ones who worshiped 
God with all their might and strength.

No matter it you change your BELIEF, you are not 
to worship the God of yesterday in your Ideals. But whqt 
you are to be true to is the thing that gives you your 
light. A great many Spiritualists have hidden behind 
the liberal churches; they have gone into the Unitarian 
church. You know you do not have to believe much of 
anything .to go there. Formerly the Unlversalist church 
was the receptacle for a great many people who accepted 
the thought of Spiritualism. Since then a good many of 
them have drifted into those churches that have no espe
cial name, but call themseive “Independent Churches.” 
The independent churcheb have been stretching out their 
ideas; although based largely upon the Intellect, they 
do Include some kinds of liberal religious thought. But 
there is not one of them that dares say Spiritualism. 
They call it “Psychic Research” if they want to talk about 
these subjects.

Now the way to serve humanity 1» to be true to hu
manity. If your light is from The Church of the Soul, 
say so. If it is anything else that lightens your pathway 
and makes it more luminous, call it by its right name. 
“Do this for my name’s sake;’1 then Christianity was 
under a cloud; it was being persecuted^ The Jews ob
jected to this new teaching; they did not know the 
meaning of a loving God. The Romans who were hold
ing empire over Jerusalem were jealous because they 
called this man “king of the Jews,” and thought they 
were forming some kind bf political complication. So he 
said, be true to your conviction. Do not be. ashamed of 
your Lord, even If you do lose your physical body. What 
is that compared to-Truth.' ■

.Now this religion of love th’at is' doing good to-others; 
this light that comes to you is such an ¡Illumination and 
is so much better than ‘any other. But you see what' 
cowards you are after all; just as soon as a medium is 
persecuted everybody, flies away; ;just as soon as there Is 
a law made against anything you believe in, do you rally

to the protection of your belief and those who suffer for 
it? That Is what he meant. You follow after “false 
gods..” Often you urb governed by the prejudices of peo
ple; you are afraid of the name of the thing you wor
ship, it it Is not considered respectable. If so, MAKE 
IT RESVECTABLE; you are a part of the community, 
aud of course you are respectable to whatever you believe 
in. The children are afraid of it because their parents 
do not respect it enough. Ail of this means, that what
ever light is your highest conviction, that Is your light 
to stand by to-day, that is your guidance, that is your 
strength. “Thou sbalt worship the Lord THY God with 
all thy heart and mind and strength.”

Now this Infinite God, this Infinite Love, does not care 
what .name this truth is called by, whether Buddhism, 
Brahminism, Parseeism, Christlsm, whether it comes to 
you from the Jews or from the Christians, it 1b your 
light. . The light of your soul that stands in relation to 
the Infinite.. You are not called upon to account to this 
council, to this particular Episcopal, Methodist or other 
conference; you are not called upon to account to any 
Ecumenical Council.. That which you are called upon to 
do is to ¡be true to your light. It is this fidelity and 
truthfulness that indicates where you stand. These 
masses that are moved and swayed by creeds and dogmas 
are, nevertheless, governed in a great degree by that kind, 
of fidelity, and you accept it who are going to the church 
where they are going. It is their worship, no matter what 
elements are worked upon, even if it is fear. You say they 
are going there through fear. Wfiat is it when the king 
of the realm or scholar joins the Romish church after 
having been in the Church of England; It Is his light, 
if it 1b to you a false light.

It is the motive, it is that which they are doing be
tween themselves and the Infinite God. This weakness, 
and evidently It is a weakness, and you are following after 
vain gods and idols when between opinions you falter as 
to whether you shall serve God or Mammon. It you are 
going to serve- Mammon, serve Mammon with all your 
might and strength. We respect the man who has no
other knowledge and does not claim to worship God 
he is worshiping Mammon. These “publicans" and 
"sinners” were nearer the kingdom of heaven than 
"scribes, pharisees and hypocrites.” What did he
by that? This going up to the temple 
claiming that they worshiped the Lord 
heart and might and strength, and loved 
as themselves, and then go down to the

when 
these 
those 
mean

and there pro- 
wlth all their 

their neighbors 
marts of trade

and sell and buy and barter things, not for their real 
value, but what they can bring in the market place.. If 
you are engaged in the world of Mammon, and believe 
that is the right way to do, that is one thing. But if you 
do that all the week and go to the Christian church and 
say: “I am following the Lord God with all my heart, 
and the lowly Jesus, and I believe in the Sermon on the 
Mount and the Golden Rule.” IT IS FALSE. You are 
following after false gods. You know that you worship 
Mammon; then how can you worship God. That is where 
you are tested. That is where the great flash-light ot 
spiritual truth 1b thrown upon you. The whole of Chris
tendom is under that flash-light to-day. Do you know 
this? Do you know what it reveals?

Here you stand confronting this lofty example that 
makes courage, fortitude, divine patience and loving- 
kindness. Confronting that which Mammon crucifies and 
slays. Look at the nations at war with one another; 
nations sending ships out to sea to intimidate other na
tions; nations that build warships, establish-armies and 
navies and call themselves followers of Christ. These 
are the false worshipers of Christendom. These are they 
who do not set their light upon the hill that others may 
behold it; and these are the.y whom the centuries and 
generations are calling to account. The day of reckoning 
comes; the sifting process appears; the great cycles bring 
around the judgment, and the judgment is not simply 
the last day of the whole earth, but it is the last day 
of our earthliness, your worldliness, your Mammon-wor
ship. Sometimes it comes in the bankrupt court, some
times ft comes in penitentiary for wrecking a bank, some
times it comes in a great financial crash. These times 
will be more and more frequent.

It is between these worships of "false gods” that the 
crisis Is coming; they are rushing upon each other now; 
they are being put to the test, and the test is destroying 
their worldliness. The day of judgment is here. It is 
here such day and hour as any are confronted 
with their falsehoods. It is here such time that people 
are confronted with their double-dealing. It is here when 
they are, confronted by not loving God as they profess. 
You needj-aot love Him any more than you can, any more 
than you’’ do. But not since the world began has there 
been a prophet or seer, a sage or poet that had a word 
of encouragement for the hypocrite; for him who pro
fesses to worship a meek, gentle and lowly example, and 
then wages war. upon his kind in any way. And out of 
these temples of Mammon, out of these storehouses where 
grain is hoarded for higher prices, people come while an 
army of unemployed are crying for bread. What business 
has a Christian civilization with an army of unemployed 
people who are willing to work? How has It solved 
these problems? How has it borne forward the light of 
its truths?

- -Every account that comes to you of the strivings 
among the worshipers of Mammon proves the truth of 
what we say. -

Now Jhe day and hour are here, and lo! the voices 
call upon you,'and this commandment again appears; 
"Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart 
and mind and strength, AND THY NEIGHBOR AS THY
SELF.!’ -

And whosoever saith that he loveth God, and at the 
same time hateth his neighbor, is the worshiper of a 
false God.

Remarkable
Invention

“Actin»" a Scientific Appliance for 
Relieving Detective Eyesight—r 

Has Achievco Wonderful 
Rekujts,

if your eyesight is detective or yqu 
have any form of eye trouble that 
might endanger your eyesight, you 
should lose no time In ¡nvepyljating 
"Actlna." It is applied (Hroctly over

' Gie eye arfd its po-
tent actlnnloti—... <UH4 4.11?
tint uctioiiletiTn^late» 

mainmna thé 
S circulation 1 of thé

b|ooâ -twehy ré-
moving—^ congestion 
and assisting nature 
to repair the defects 
and restore tho eye- sight to normal eundltioh. Hundreds of 

people owe the restoration of their eye
sight to ‘'Acting.”. Among them arc 
the following:

Prof. T. S. SUgh, MuusUeld, Ln- 
Kev. J. M. Foster, Burton, Waeli. 
Bev. W. C. G ood " in, Moline, Kau. 
Gen. Alex, nduilllun, 'Currytown, N. Y. 
Rev. C. Brunner, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Bev. Chm». H. Carter, East SprlugUeld,N.
Mr. 8. A. PuuueHn. Agt. U. 8» Secret 

Service, LouUvilie, Ky.
Many persons wearing spectacles 

might better be without them. Strength
en the eye by improving the circulation 
and it win not require an artificial lens. 
If yop uro Interested and desire to 
know what the ••Avtlna” 1» and what It 
is accomplishing, write to-day for our 
PHKI5 TRIAL Ob’EER and OUR BOOK 
—TREATISE ON DISEASE. The book 
contains moat valuable Information. 
A postal card will bring It to you. 
Address Adina App)lame (’o„ Dept. 
3424, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Some Good Books
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; Friendship; Our Social Salvation, 
Lotus-Eating; i'hat Which 1b to Come.

"The World BvnutifnL" Second 
Series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful;- Our Best Society; Tn Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration; -The Un- Been World.

“The World Beautiful.” Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Iteto of Hawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am- 
etnyBi; l’aradisa Gloria.

"After Her ifeatii, a Story of a 
SuniDK-i’." This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch of 
how she matte herself known in 
Europe after her death hi Honolulu.,

"The .Spiritual giguifiraiue." Con
tains Hie following Interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

"From Dream to Vision of Life."
As the title implies, ilcarries one 

from the mortal to the immortal life; 
Full ot spiritual thought.

"The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing tjie ideal; Friendship as a Di
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supremo Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant." The motto <it 
this book is "Follow it, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: Tho 
Golden Age I.Ies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent.” Verses 
of the Life to Come. This Is' Miss 
Whiting’s only book ot poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and- are especially appropri
ate tor gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

“The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 5oc.

“The Majesty of Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
.."The Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 3 0c.

“Every Living Creature;" “Tho 
Greatest Tiling Ever Known;" "Char
acter Building.” By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville: Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS.

“Farm Engines, and How to Run
Them.” The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price 31.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians.” By Heury C. Horst
mann and Victor h. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpentry and Joineny." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price »1.00. 
.............. ■ imugaiows and Cot-“Practical

tages.”
Fine Designs. 
Price $1.00.

One Hundred and Twenty 
By Fred. T. Hodgson.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er’s Standard Library." Four books 
tn a box, including—"Practical Uses 
of the Steel Suuare." Vols. .1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred. 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
four for $3J50._

. These and many Other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.

;v

Lettei1 from San Dlpgo, ^al. 1 
. To.the Editor;. /Brother WijJ. Col-1 
vllle left -us on Tuesday, Mar. 24,- 
sifter: A course of well attended lec
tures,'two. each day, frSini ' Mar. 5 to < 
24,. Inclusive. His disdburseW were 
deep and impressive, showingia. won
derful power of inspiratipn, and were 
highly appreciated by those who were ( 
fortunate enough to attend'. He went! 
north from here via Lptf Angeles, ex
pecting to be at Oaklapd forcthe Bix-1 
tleth anniversary exerqises. ,>On J’rf- 
day, 27th, the Ladies'' Auxiliary (the j 
Busy Bees) tendered i'grand recep-| 

■ tlon to Mrs. Katie Harveston,cwho is! 
engaged to occupy ours .rostrum for 
the four'months of March, April, May 1 
and June. The ladies had ixtpvioiisly 
arranged a very interesting ffrogram, | 
consisting of music, both vocal and in-1 
strumental, and recitations by a num-1 
ber of our most talented young people, i 

. On Sunday, the 29th, this being the | 
day set apart for celebrating the six-1 
tieth anniversary of the advent of 
Modern Spiritualism, we held an all
day meeting In the Temple. The .Pro
gressive Spiritual Society of San 
Diego,'and tho National City Spiritual
ist Society,having been Invited to join 
With us, we had really a rousing union 
meeting, Mra M. P. Morrill, pastor of 
tho National City Society« and Mrs. 
Harveston ocpujiytag the ©oratag.

hour. Mrs. Nickless, Pastor Cobb, of 
the Progressive Spiritual Society, at 
3 p. m., and Mrs. Harveston in the 
evening. The day throughout -was 
noted for its large audiences. An un
usually large number of the members, 
and friends brought their lunch bas
kets, and the ladles as usual furnished 
hot tea-and coffee, both noon and 
evening, making it an -all-round day 
to be remembered. . >

“ T. J. McFERON.
San.Diego, Cal. .

Letter from Nellie S. Baade..
I spoke in: Cleveland, Ohio, dur

ing February for the Spiritual'Temple 
Society, one of thé best." Their suc
cess is owing largely'to Mrs. Grey/ 
their president, and an indefatigable i 
corps of officers and members who 
never seem. to be weary in well do
ing. The Ladies’ Aid Is doing a great 
deal in paying off the indebtedness 
upon the Temple. All "honor to such 
earnest workers. :

I left them after re-engaging with 
them for January ■ and ~ February, 
1909; coming to Milwaukee to serve: 
the Unity Spiritual Society, whose I 
president, Mrs. Hattie Smith; an bon-1 
est, earnest, truthful little woman, 
aided by efficient officets, is doing a 
grand 'Work upllftlng htimanity, It 
waa owing to 'Kr. ^d,Mr&

' family that the hall for anniversary 
services was decorated In the most 
becoming manner, with palms, flow
ers, etc., while the Star Spangled Ban
ner reminded us of the fact that under 
its protection we were permitted, to 
worship at the shrine of truth ac
cording to' the dictates of our own 
conscience. Mrs. Hattie Smith was 
also instrumental in procuring some 

.of the finest musical talent (of the 
city, and Miss Grace Smith, pianist, 
did herself proud. Altogether it 
was U day of gladness long to be re-'i 
membered, and congratulations were 1 
received from "all sources. Regard-; 
ing the lecture and “ message work, ; 
I have nothing to say, as. I was the,; 
only speaker and message bearer pres-! 
ent,but I have been re-engaged for the 
month of April, and shall continue to 1 
do my best for all concerned. I have I 
a few open dates left for camp work, j 
.Should any camp not too far from I 
Detroit desire my services, please | 
write me at 160 Harmon st., Milwau- 1 
kee, Wls., and I shall hope in tho near I
future to send the names of several ... -
old 
ings

more subscribers for the dear 
Progressive Thinker. Greet- 

to all."
? . NELLIE S. BAADE.

. “The Arcana o£ Spiritualism.” - By 
Saflson Tuttle. JMca §1.25.

STARTLING FACTS,
Lob

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

i to Auricular Confession and ita rela» 
l tlons to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 

monasteries, morality and civil and re 
llgious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence cd 
the confessional; a trenchant showlnj j- 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener co» 
cerning the methods and spirit, th( 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro ‘ 
manistn. Cloth, ■ 76 cents.

Origin, Development end Destiny 
or Man.

A Bclenttflo And Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P, Fletcher. 

itOMTVXTa! ThoBoBlmlnni Fundamente’ Prine
SlMl TamtUaa at COMieaRloM, Bnlpoi, Sunt 
Pinata ana Satellit». Tbe Orlata at Met««« ani feacteiTlie Oratali Klyriami in»Oriate of Man; 
Maa-Uta AttrtSatea «aÄPoweni Tb» Boat—Hbw It

. Mm, dash, ®U& Pa^SOo, _
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World Beautiful,'

This book finds

11.00 net .

veil between 
lias done.

ten 
All

love you as of old, 
come to you In your sorrow, 
come to you in your joy,
bring to your souls sweet rest, 
from the troubles that annoy.

nlficance," “The 
etc.

The veil, though so misty and thin, 
that hides our souls from yours, 

Is failure to comprehend the truth

It will rend the 
nothing else

Many there are

this knowledge procures.
try with physical senses to dis
cern spiritual things—
can just as easily fly without the

Spiritualism and truth.
CHAS. L. ATWOOD,

Tou

[Obituaries to the extent ot 
lines only will be inserted free, 
in excess of ten. lines will be charged 
at the rate of fifteen cents per line. 
About 7 words constitute a line.}

Develop the spirit senses, as you 
each mortal one,

Secretary Psychical Research Society, 
Broadway, Grand Rapids, Mich.

nna RW V ’eStaqo oq) 0MD ¿O I 
solo, duet and chorus, by John W. 
Ring, arranged by M. H. Bauer. 
gMce 85 cents. '
, “Discovery oî a V>st Trail.* By 
Chea/ B. i 'Nawooiab. Bwllent in

»

THE PROÖR^SSIVE TOINKER

i The Spiritualistic Field—lfs Workers, Its Work# i 
i and General Progress, the World Over. ■<

THIS GENERAL SURVEY PE-I BEAR IN MIND that the Editor of 
PARTMENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO The Progressive Thinker Is in no 
CHRONICLE TRE ENGAGEMENTS Wise responsible for the views ex- 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ’ pressed by contributors. He may or 
JIEDIUMS. .A REPORT OF WHAT “'«J’ not, agree with their respective 
THE VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY 
WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS M E 
HAVE NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT 
FOR THAT PURPOSE.

views.

KEEP CDPlJEs’oF YOUR POEMS 
sent to this office, for they will not be 
returned if we have not space to use 
them.

The Song Cards for sale at tills 
office 'at $4 per hundred, by mail, 
$4.50, ail; the help you need In socie
ty work.

TAKE .NOTICE.—Correspondents 
are required when ' writing for this 
paper to use-either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink.. . Write on one 
side of the paper only, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid tlie ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer, Please bear this in mind.

-Chas. A. Thompson writes • from 
Chicago: “The-Fraternal Daughters 
held their regular Wednesday meeting 
April 8, and the following mediums 
took part: Sister Dr. Caird, Sisters 
Reis, Switzer, Golden, Goldstein, 
Minor. . In the evening we had a short 
talk from’Brothers t McDonald and 
Hadley. We'are very pleased to slate 
We have a new' brother medium who 
has joined us/rind; who gávé-some re
markable tests, Brother Chas. Win
ter. Our next mééüu'g April 15. The 
ladles’ Get-together Social, April 2'9, 
406. Ogdén Avenue.”

Mr. and; Mrs. E-’ W. Sprague have 
not accepted a call to serve the New 
Era (Oregon) Camp Meeting Asso
ciation for one month as was expected, 
and consequently have a little time 
still free to engagewith other Camp- 
meetirigs. Address them at 1082 
Trumbull Ave., Detroit, Michigan.”

Mrs. Cora D. Ringlep writes from I 
San Jose, Cal.; “The sixtieth. anni-1! 
versary of Modern -Spitriualism was 

-well celebrated by an all day meeting 
given by the First Spiritual Unlop of 
Sari Jose, Cal. A thirst for knowledge 
was manifested by the large crowd' in 
attendance. Mrs. M. E. G. Howe, who 
has been our speaker for the past few 
months, and who has doné much for 
the up-building of the society, was 
chairman of the program committee, 
and much credit is due her in the able 
way in which all was arranged and 
the talent engaged. The morning ses
sion was, devoted in honoring the 

. members and workers of,past .years.Opr’ oldest active brother, Joseph/ 
Murray, gqvg a short .addresp of wél- 

. co.me, and as names -were’ called ®X’ 
two little (tower glrlshanded bouquets', 
as a message of love, to ail who were 
present, and for those who were absent a calla lily was placed in a va- I 
cant chair which was decorated in ; 
memory of them Then followed 
some short talks from the pioneers 
who were with us. At 12; 39 a hot din
ner was served by the ladies of the 
Mutual Helpers. This order is an in
depent aid society, chartered with the 
California State Spiritualists’ Associa
tion; the society not only aids the 
F. S. U., but helps in many other ways 
to benefit our glorious cause. Mrs. 
Elizabeth Watson, who Is extensively 
known for her work for women's suf
frage, was with us In Hie afternoon; 
her subject, “Man, Woman and Chil
dren in Home and State.” Following 
her Mrs. Howe gave a short address 
on “Spiritual Fellowship,” handling 
well the theme; then followed our 

; Willing Worker, Mr. J. Harker, who
•gave some pleasing remarks. At 7.30 
Mrs, Nettle P. Fox, whom we all love, 
set the people to thinking as she ably 
discussed “The People's Advent." She was followed by Arthur S. Howe, I 
who Interested the audience with the 
subject, “The Pioneers of a Move
ment.” A special musical program 
was given at each session. Solos by 
Mrs. A. .Cromarty, Mrs. Helen Bock, 
Miss Mere] Muntz, Miss Linda Zink 
and A. S. Howe. The Gibson orches
tra played sweetly upon mandolins 
and .guitars. All in ail the day was 
a successful one and all who were 
present will long remember the occa-

‘ . -Rev. Mrs. A. L. M. Coon writes: “If 
there are' any- camp irieettags'that are 
in need of help, I am ready at any 
time to go to their assistance. My 
services can be engaged by writing to 
Lock Box 49, Portland; Orégon." '

; DeLbss Wood/.pt^ mag
netic healer, will accept -Sunday en
gagements (o' lecture for Spiritualist 
societies. Address box 399, Danielson, 
Conn. Mr. Wood has _had ¿large ex
perience in developing mediumship by 
the magnetic power exerted through 
him and would be willing to conduct 
without expense, cla§ses.for such with 
every society for whom he officiates 
any sufficient length of tttne.

Dr. Otto Vlerllng, Secretary of the 
Progressive Spiritualist Association 
pt-.MRsqurt would . be
.pleased-’todiear-friom-all societies that 
aye not, affiliated,Ajth-.’4?Jir.'Staté As- 
sociaiion, r; want to reach them for 
organization'wbi’S- ’ 'I réfer' to Missou
ri societies. Address me at No. 46.66 
Adkins avenue, St,- Louis,>Mo.’

Charles L. Biety writes from Mo
ravia, N. Y.; “The Church af Spirit
ualists celebrated the Sixtieth anniver
sary .of-Modern-Spiritualism at their 
rooms In the Andrews Block. A
goodly number assembled at the ap
pointed hour, bringing with them bas
kets filled with tempting viands. Af
ter a most sumptuous repast, the com
pany devoted the time in thought ex
change. Mrs. Della Eddy Brown was 
was at her best as message bearer, 
bringing comfort and encouragement 
to all present. Mrs. Brown will be 
recognized as one of the famous Eddy 
family. Mrs. Mary M. Jennings gave, 
a very interesting address in which 
the thoughts of those present were 
beautifully woven. Mr. and Mrs. 
Potter entertained the audience with 
music most fitting for the occasion. 
When the sun kissed the yonder hill- 
tojlfe the farewells were said by all of 
those present, each one saying they 
had never enjoyed an anniversary 
more than the sixtieth, as perfect 
harmony prevailed. The society is 
in excellent' working condition and 
many happy gatherings are antici-

slon.” ,
C. A. SolUngcr writes from Cleve

land, Ohio: “The First Spiritualists’ 
Temple Society celebrated the anni
versary of Modern Spiritualism on 1 
Mar. 29, by holding three meetings. 
The ladies furnished dinner and sup
per in the annex, using their new 
dishes and new stiver. The attend
ance in the morning was light, but in 
the afternoon our Temple, beautifully 
decorated with palms, ferns and cut 
flowers, was filled to the doors, as ac
cording to prior announcement the 
christening or consecrating of three 
children was to be part of the pro
gram. Our speaker, Mrs. Fannie 
Spaulding, of Norwich, Conn., satis
fied the most skeptical minds with her 
eloquence, she using beautiful white 
flowers as the emblem of purity in 
consecrating these children to the ten
der guidance of our beloved angel 
friends. Mrs. Flora Henn wood, our 
musical director, had also a fine pro- 

■ gram; several solos and duets assisted in the grand success of the day. The | 
Inspiration of Mrs. Fannie Spaulding 
was sublime in the afternoon as well 
asJn the evening. Her messages were 
well received. Standing room was at 
a premium in the evening. Nearly 
150 people took advantage of the hos
pitality of the ladies and partook of 
their sumptuous supper. Spiritually 
and financially the meeting was a suc
cess. The Progressive Thought So
ciety will hold a mass-meeting Sun
day, April 12.”

W. J. Colville lectures on Sundays 
in San Francisco, in Veteran Hall, 
Du.bose ave., near Fillmore st., at 8 
p. m., also in Oakland in Hamilton 
Hall, 13th and Jefferson streets, at 3 
p. m. In Parrot Hall, 2309 Santa 
Clara avnue, Alameda. Mr. Colville 
lectures Mondays and Fridays at 8 
p. m., on same dayscmfwypshrdlucmf 
Conferences on same days at 3 p. m. 
All communications should be sent to
that address.
. Dr. J. H. Randall, after, residing 
for many years in Chicago, has taken 
up his residence near Coloma, Mich. 
He does not leave the Spiritualistic 
rostrum permanently, but has a quiet 
-ten-a’cre home there, in a quiet nook',‘ 
and it is hoped he will enjoy all there 
is of pleasure and rest at his new 
home. This move necessarily coiri- 
pels him to resign the Secretaryship 
of the Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
and . other organizations with which 
he has been connected in the same ca-
pacity.

Correspondent writes: The Pro
gressive Spiritual Society, cor. Bur
ling st and North ave., were favored 

- on Sunday evening, April B.wlth.the 
kindly spirit, the. excellent words and 

"convincing and comforting messages 
of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bloom and 
Mrs. A. Moore. The audience was 
an interested one, indeed, and the 
prospects are good for this trio of 
workers to be at the same place on the 

. 12th. Mrs. Hilbert is having a need- 
, ed rest in the meantime.” .

-Dr. Peebles this year is engaged to 
lecture at six different camps. He is- 
aiming at the Century Mark. ;

• D. A. Richardson now lives at DoY-’i 
set, Ohio, and ho would like'.to;havb‘ 
all-the Spiritualists residing there and 
in the vicinity to make themselves 
known to him with a view of starting 
Bowling there

J. E. McMahal writes from Home
land, Ga.: "My letter appearing in 
The Progressive Thinker, Feb. 1, giv
ing a description of sunny South 
Georgia, brought me a flood of letters, 
and it was Impossible to answer -all at 
once, but will do so as fast as possi
ble; so please be patient, and I will 
Write you ail aS soon as I can do so. 
I feel sure now that other Spiritual
ists will move to this country."

Mrs. Hattie Smith writes from Mil
waukee, Wis.; “The Unity Spiritual 
Society of Milwaukee celebrated the 
sixtieth anniversary ¡of Modern Spir- 
ituallsm at Severance’s hall, Sunday 
evening, March 29, with á very large 
attendance, The hall was beautifully 
decorated for the occasion with Old 
Glory, fit emblem of the freedom we 
enjoy that gives us the chance to ad
vance pur cause for humanity. The 
platform was banked with, palms and 
fems and Innumerable bouquets of cut 
flowers and plants brought by the 
members and friends as tribute to the 
memory of those arisen ones dear to 
their hearts. Mrs. Nellie 0. Baade, of 
Detroit, Mich.; who’ hari'just closed a 
very successful month and who will 
Servé the society ; for the month of 
April, delivered • the i anniversary ad
dress, which was put forth ID an able 
and forceful manner, and listened to 
with marked attention by the audi
ence, A very Ape vocal and muBlcal 

. program was rendered by a quartette 

. and. individual members and friends, 
Mr. Franklyn Baltes, Mr. Wm. H. 
Starkweather and Mrs. S, E. Benson 
were the-soloists, accompanied by Miss 
Grace E. Smith. The president, Mrs. 
Hattie Smith, whose address is 766 
Booth street, and the secretary, Mrs. 
Amanda Snyder, 160 Harmon street, 
would at all times be glad to hear 
from speakers and mediums' regarding 
engagements for the coming season, 

: and can assure them that their corre- 
spodence will be given just attention 
by the board of directors. The so
ciety is run strictly on business prin
ciples and all business meetings are 
under the supervision of regular par-

kins, both as & speaker and as a solic
itor for funds', and he got what he 
went after, yhose qweet singers al
ways Bring gweet harmony 'in the 
church, even |n the mixed audiences 
that are attracted there. Nothing 
is more beapilfuiiy spiritual than to 
see and'hear our gopd medium, Mra. 
Mary Weaver qnd'Mrs. Klrchner'ald- 
itig In giving jneesages to this congre
gation. , Br. Jones gave good mes
sage work, and another gentleman, 
whose riqme m now forgotten,'g’dve'a 
short tiiiu. 33zu Vernon avenue is 
their present address. ’

Correspondentwrites: “The meeting 
of the Society of Psychic Forces, Wil
cox hall, 361iE. 43rd st., was a good 
one all through. The audience was 
good and attentive to the lecture by 
Dr. Wilkins, and enchanted by the 
presence of their favorite message- 
bearer, Mrs. Cleveland, who has again 
grown able to assume her place at 
the message table. Beginning with 
Easter Sunday, H. F. Arnold, the elo
quent speaker will take the rostrum 
of this society for the month of May, 
and mayhaps longer. The society Is 
now organized, with C. H. McLean 
president; G. IL Sidwell, secretary; 
A. S. Cleveland, treasurer; arid Mrs. 
Isa Clevelahdi.Messagerbearer.”

llameatar.v rules." • I
J. K. Heckel writes ‘‘from Jackson, 

Mich.; “Your paper comes freighted 
with good things. I find in it a grand 
exposition of both the philosophy and 
the phenomena of our grand cause. I 
would not miss a number of your 
paper. I went last evening to hear 

I that grand old veteran, Frank T. Rip
ley. He had a hall full to the doors. 
The discourse was good, and the mes
sages were marvelous, given as they 
were to entire strangers.”

Attention, Michigan Spiritualists.
i The annual convention will be held 

in Lansing, Mich., May 8, 9 and 10, 
at the church of Our Father, corner 
of Capital avenue and Ottawa street. 
Every effort is being put forth to have 
this convention a success, and 1 hope 
each society in the state will feel it 
tneir duty, and do their part, which 
will insure success.

MRS. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
Secretary M. S. S. A.

: Battle Creek, Mich.
.—.—— . ■————
FIGS AND PECANS,

Gives Health and Wealth! Fig 
chards and Pecan Groves pay a hand
some yearly income for life. Figs 
pays from $200 to $400 per acre. 
Pecan groves at 10 years old worth 
$1,000 per acre. I want a few Spirit
ualists to co-operate with me. Cer
tain land for sale now. Must act at 
once. If you have $260 to put in, 
write immediately. Please don’t write 
unless you mean business and will put
in the money at once.

J. E-.McMAHAL, Lock Box 98, 
Homeland, Charlton Co,, Georgia.

Not'in the Temple Movement,

R. W, Jones wrlte.s from Tacoma, 
Wash.: “Tl^e Tacoriia;Spirltiial?Socie
ty. held its sixtieth /anniversary 'ex
ercises at Parker's Hall, ip iunlson 
with the Tacoma.Progressive Society. 
We had fwtftyery god<i meetingsone 
ip the afternoon arid one in th^teven- 
ing. The Hall'was.taxed to fits pt-' ' 
most capacity. • The/speaker^' .were 
Mrs. H, E. Howe of England, Mrs, M. 
A. Steen of Seattle.’/ Both spfepk?rs. 
must be congratulated on the able 
manner in which' they conducted the 
meeting. Their lectures were'of the 
highest thopght, apd very logical 
The choir ipust also yjiave mfentipn, 
Its singing was -appreciated tiy ail.' 
Solos by Mrs. Mary -L. Stevens'and 
Miss Gleasoji. Thpre“waB alBo;a dpet 
by Jty. Stevpps and R. W.'tyopes. 
We have also good music by the Misses 
H. and R. Hansen, and Miss Gleason. 

’Both the choir ; and the musicians 
were under’, the abler.cp.ptrol Of Mr. 
George . Trust' The officers of .the 
society are as follows: Geo. W. Math
ews, president; .George Trust, vice- 
president; R. W. Jones, secretary; 
A. L. Preelapd, treasurer; trustees, 
H- Savage, tytys.. M. Savage; anditlng 
committee, Mr. Geo. Trust,’ Mrs. Alon
zo Smith and, Mr. H.. Savage. The 
Tacoma Spiritual Society meets at 
Oddfellows Hall, 712 % Pacific ave., 
every Sunday/evening. Circle 6:30 
to 7:30. Lectpre at 8 p. m."

Mrs. Dr. Caird writes: "The Illinois 
Sunflower Club will hold a business 
meeting at 2 p. m., April 14, at 70 
East Adams street. Do not forget 
the date. All members are requested 

. to be present. Matters of Importance 
> are to be discussed. We hope mem

bers will feebijt their duty to assist 
this society in'-carrylng out its plans 
to advarice the'1 cause of Spiritualism. 
Do not forget the tea party, April 28. 
Good mediums-will be in atendance."

The Psychical Research Society of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., would like it 
known 4hat they have no connection 
with the sorcalled “Temple Movement” 
In Grand Rapids. It has been said 
ttiat we are opposed to it. Nothing 
could be farther from the facts in the 

;case, as we are in no sense opposed 
to it, and certainly wish the promot
ers of it the greatest success.

■ Our position is isimply this: Our
ipission and the purpose of our organ
ization is the spreading ot the gospel 
of Spiritualism, and we require a 
central location to accomplish this. 
A building in the location of the site 
selected by its promoters, would be 
ot no earthly use tb us, hence we have 

{ not joined the movement. We sim- 
| ply want our friends to understand 
| the situation as it is. Yours for

TO WHOM IT Si AY CONCERN: I

It is the earnest request of the 
Board of Trustees of the Illinois State 
Spiritualists' Association, that those 
who are holding ordination papers 
granted by the Association, who can
not and do not see fit to speak a good 
word for the said association, and 
who . instead are constantly “knock
ing,” (to use a common phrase), and 
striving to injure the Association, sur
render the said ordination papers, 
and confer a great favor on the officers 
and enthusiastic members, and the 
cause generally.

This is not intended to reflect upon 
the innocent, but Is a reminder to the 
guilty that unless they can co-operate 
with the State Association conscien
tiously, it will be the honorable and 
the proper thing to do, and all will 
be well.

Every Ordained Minister should be
come a missionary for the association 
that has seen fit to recommend them 
to the public, and should have the 
interest of the whole cause at heart 
sufficiently to inspire them to the best 
they can do for brothers and sisters, 
for societies auxiliary to the State 
Association, to the Association direct, 
to the National Association and the 
world’s Spiritualism.

Thqye is no stone left unturned to 
even aid independent societies, on the 
part of the officers of the State Asso
ciation, with which affilliation can be 
mutual, but when it is so necessary 
that Spiritualists band together and 
do a little more than blow their va
rious horns, it is time to begin tight
ening the lines of organization, and 
stimulating the chords of harmony.

It is time to laugh, when the world

splendid meals were served twice each 
day. • ” ■• >Mrs. Howell is a very earnest, ener- \ II 
getic worker and is now making ar- 1' 
rangements for a congress of spiritual 51 
meetings to last about ten days, In | ; 
August, and to be held at Long Beach/, ’ : 
Cal. Any one wishing information 
gardlng this congress will please .id- 
dress her at 542 South Main straet,. 
Los Angeles. She is also the organ
izer ot the "Spiritualist Relief Asso
ciation" of Los Angeles. This soeflety 
is incorporated under the laws ort the 
state, and already owns two lot® at 
Semi-Tropic Park, it is the desirtyof 
the members of the society to builifl, 
as soon as the money can be raised,, 
a home for needy mediums and Spir
itualists. Donations will be gratefully 
received. The cost of membership is/ •' 
only fifty cents, and ihe dues are ten / 
cents per month. It is so small that/ 
all should feel glad to add their mite# 
to so noble a cause. | ”

In order that the readers of The\ 
Progressive Thinker may realize the’;'/ 
interest taken In Spiritualism at tho' ' 
present time in Los Angeles, please ay- 
low me to say that on Sunday, Margin 
29, besides the large meeting held in 
Burbank hall,two other meetings were 
held, one a union meeting of the 
“Truth Seekers” Society and the Spir
itualist Progressive Society.

Mr. John Slater also held a meeting 
in the evening which was so well at- 
terided that many people had to be 
turned away because unable to get ' ,■ 
into the hall. g

Surely Spiritualism is not dead or i 
■ dying. It is very much alive. ,.4- 
, E. GERTRUDE LEPPER SMITH. (

Los Angeles.

is so rapidly gliding our way; when 
orthodoxy is investigating and ac
cepting the phenomena of Spiritual
ism; when science is delving into the 
depths of her occult sea; when com
mon humanity has escaped from the 
hoodwink of superstition, and catch
ing gli&pses ot the real light of truth, 
it is time to more closely organize, 
and get into action.

If the societies once thoroughly 
organized, and now defunct, will get 
in communication with our worthy 
Secretary, Miss Eugenia Rouble, 667 
B. 62nd Street, Chicago, they may 
have something done in their section 
once more to the resurrection and 
maintaining of the society.

T. WILKINS, President, 
Illinois State Spiritualists’ Associa

tion, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago.

THE MISSION OF SPIRITUALISM.
We hail this anniversary ot the cause 

we hold dear, j
Oh! how glorious its mission, ihow

beautiful Its cheer. !
It whispers sweet words of comfort to

souls by grief oppressed, 
It bears a wonderful message, by an-

gel lips expressed.

These dear angel voices tell us 
well known tones, behold,

We are nqt dead, we still live and

pated."
W. T. Schumacher writes: "The 

Van Buren Opera House was well 
filled by an Intelligent audience, Sun
day evening. The pastor, lectured, 
assisted by Brother Coe. Spiritual
istic messages by Sister Peterson, 
Sister Golden and Sister GoldStine." 
..Mrs. A. A. Averill writes: "The 
Lynn, Massachusetts Spiritualist As
sociation celebrated the 6th anniver
sary in Cadet Hai),, on Sunday, 
March 29. To say that Rev. Mrs, 
Vanderbilt, formerly May S. Pepper, 
was the speaker on that occasion is 
equivalent to saying that it was a 1 
grand success, Mrs, Vanderbilt has 
been with this society for three suc
cessive Sundays, and the result of her 
work has been a grand revival of 
interest in Lynn, Her work, both in 
lectures and messages, is constantly 
growing better, if possible Large 
numbers have been .turned .away at 
every service, unable to get into the 
hall. Preparations are being made 
for the camp season, some of the best 
speakers in the country being en- ---- ------gaged. Mrs. Vanderbilt will be pres- night (Monday), and to-morrow even- : 
ent at the opening Sunday on June Ing, finishing with all the other so- 
7.” cleties In a grand combination meet-

C. L. Atwood, secretary; writes Ing as a befitting climax to the cele- 
from Grand Rapids, Mich.; ‘.‘The.Psy- bratiori of the sixtieth anniversary, 
chical Research Society of Grand Rap- Success to The Progressive Thinker, 
ids, Mich., having recently elected a end all Spiritualistic societies for the 
new staff of officers, are beginning coming year.’’ ’
an energetic campaign for. Spiritual- Correspondentwrites: “The second’
Ism, and desire to engage some of the morithly Mass-Meeting of the Chicago 
best speakers on the rostrum to help Spiritualists’ League, ■ Saturday oven- 
spread the true philosophy. We are Ing, was as much of a success, as any 
the only society In • Grand Rapids former meeting, and did a grand mis
holding a charter from the State As- sionary work, as was shown by those 
sociation, and are looking for .a larger who joined, both as members and me- 
and better hall for meeting purposes, diuiris. Oyer-.300 .‘people’ were pres.- 
We would like the.address ;ot some-of ent in the evening, and,the Blue Room 
the best speakers for immediate and of HandeLHall was-well Ailed in the- 
future engagements. The following afternoon. President Burgess was 
are the officers’newly elected ;• Brest- at Eis post with his usual .flow of good 
dent, R., F. Corwin;- vice-president, 'humor; the music by ./the Richards 
J. C. Walker; secretary, O. L. At- Family. Orchestra:.was all good; the 
wood;'treasurer,. E.’M. Stickney; trus- the invocation by Mrs, Seabold, was 
tees, Mrs. Jennie Hasken, Mrs, Lo- splendid; the .two poems by Dr. WIL 
vlna Ward and Mr. C. L. Hall. Work- 'kins In the afternoon and the one, 
ers in the cause win kindly address “Let’s Do a-Little’Sweeping” in-the 
me at No.165 Broadway, Grand Rap-' evening were all appreciated; the es- 
Ids, Mich." ' . ; / /.<’/;/ say by A...M- Griffen* was good and
• Mrs. Alla A.' McHenry writes from lecture, by' Dr.- George- B. Warne was 
Excelsior/ Springs, Mo.: T was sur- full of food for the gungry; and the 
prised at the large audience I had zither iioio. by master Robert Steahler 
last Sunday evening. The. hall was was exquisite. The speakers In the 
pacllrid arid fulty aS many weht/away afternoon were A. 'M. Griffen, Dr. T. 
for want of robin; We had preach- Wilkins, Dr. Burgess and at the clos
ers,doctors, and professors among the Ing Miss Eugenia Rouble made a few 
attendance. 'There would be a.love- remarks on; the Lyceum question. 
Iy ’center'for a Spiritualist camp. The message mediums In the after- 

/ H.’S.-Arigus i«fites_frbm Her^^ V^om'm£ K

■mI»I«' iziuvnavitir* THaoi will ohm at" A. H. Koots and Mr.
who is journeying East will stop at h1u1b m.the evening Mrs. Weinfcke, this,place for a few weeks, they can pastor of the starjigllt SplrltuaIis; | 
reap a harvest. People are daily ask- g0Ciety, gave a number of splendidTA.S,'spiritual messages, as did Mrs.; Mary I 
of the country is thickly settled with tveaver; the latter read from arti- 
the: true believers. If they will ad- clcs. The singing by Miss Lenzen, in 
dress me before coming, I will see Solos and.in the duets by Miss Len- 
they. are well taken care of. - zen an^ Arthur. Hooper, was fine. 

I Mrs. L. S, Chase writes from West The piano solo by Miss Bessie Birdie 
Pullman, Chicago: "The Roseland Kaplan, was grand beyond descrlp- 
Spiritpal Culture. Club has held tlon. The.violin sold by Carl Rich
meetings at Bock hall, 11526 Michi- .ards was good. All in all, the meeting 
gan avenue three successive nights, was a. howling success, financially, 
and the interest seems to grow. Such educationally and-socially. Another 
talent as, Mrs.• Cora- Richmond, ■ Dr. Is announced, for "Saturday, May 16, 
Wilkins, Mr. Kirchner, and Mr. Shaf- Be prepared for a good time, and look 
tersberg, ull.of the city, have, Instruct- for.; further-announcements./' ; ;

1 n/vvnaannnOAn’t. .writes.* “T‘

John Thomas writes from Los An
geles, Cal: "John Slater, the world- 
renowned platform test medium, cele
brated the sixtieth anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism at Metropolitan 
hall, Spring street. The large hall was 
packed, and thousands of people-were 
turned away, and that despite the 
fact that there were a great number of 
Spiritual meetings elsewhere in the 
city. ’Mr. Slater was at’bis very best, 
and from 8 o’clock until the service 
was over, he held his audience as with 
a grip of steel, with the many amazing 
and accurate tests and messages from 
spirit friends. .The floral decorations 
were many, and very beautiful. Mr. 
Slater was presented with an even 
hundred bouquets of flowers by his 
many friends. Never before in the 
"City of the Angels” has Spiritualism 
had such a triumph as at last night’s 
meeting. Mr. Slater will be the. plat
form medium at Burbank • hall to-

E.R. Fièldiriè writes from Washing
ton, D. Cl; “MrsMary T. Longley 
speaks iQi the. First Association for 
the mon’fh oi’/April. ,, She was' wel
comed by a lar^e! and; Interesting au
dience. -ppè toök for her theme “Soul 
Development.”’ ’ After her lecture 
she gave messages from the spirit side 
of life. All the messages were recog
nized. The Ladies’ Auxiliary will give 
a progressive euchre -at Mr. -F.‘ A. 
Wood’s in the near future.”

The transition of Mrs. Caroline 
Crosby, at the home of her daughter 
Mrs. G. E Smith, at 1835 Rheta St., 
on Wednesday morning, April 8, re
moves another of the older and long
time Spiritualists of this city. She 
was a consistent believer, a quiet, 
lovely woman, a devoted mother, and 
the tender love between herself and 
her daughter was most touching. 
They had never been separated. She 
passed peacefully away, in the pres
ence of her loved ones,, and when at 
the services the flowers and sunshine 
told of the beautiful knowledge that 
Death is the Angel of Life.. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond afliciated Thurs
day, at 1 o’clock. Her remarks were 
cheering, soul-elevating and eloquent, 
giving comfort to the mourners, and 
deeply interesting those not acquaint
ed with the grand truths of Spiritual
ism.

By request of deceased, cremation 
at Graceland followed the service.

' J. C. F. Grumbine will speak be
fore the Connecticut Spiritualist Con
vention which meets in Hartford,. 
May 2 . and 3, for the fifth consecutive 
engagement-. He is at present speak
ing to crowded houses in Providence, 
R. I., and Boston, at 7:30 p. m. and 
11 a. m., Sundays,

Mrs.. C. Selnsoth writes: “The 
Church of Divine Light, Brooklyn, N. 
Y„ held a special service on Sunday 
evening, Ma^ch 29, in commemoration 
of the 60th anniversary of Modern 
Spirltrialism. The rostrum was most 
beautifriily decorated with flowers 
sent by the. members and friends of 
the church.' The sermon delivered' 
through the pastor, Rev. Emma C. 
Resch, was enjoyed by the large gath
ering, and, many strangers were 
reached' with messages from their de- 

| parted loved ones. The solos ren
dered by Mr. P. J. Loeb were very In
spiring. Our building fund is grow
ing, arid we hope iri the future, when 
we shalbhave our own church home; 
to do a work greater and’ establish 
more firmly the religion of Christian 
Spiritualism. The. Progressive Think
er for’sale at all Services.’’

The. First Church, of Spiritualists 
of Pittsburg, Pa., held . its annual, 
election-on April 6th, and our good, 
staunch brother, Mr. C.. L. Stevens,- 
was elected for the fourth time, pres
ident; vice-president,/ Mr. • G. .M 
Resch; second vice-president, Phil. 
Zeig; treasurer; W. ’j;“-Hammond; 
secretary, William -Fetzer; trustees, 
for one year,Miss C; M. Finch and 
Mrs. B. Pressing;; two years. Mrs. Jas. 
Dixon and Mrs. E. Jones. The mem
bers unanimously elected our sisters, 
Mrs. S. Myran and Mrs. C. Maul and 
brother John Gray burn to life mem
bership on our. church board. The; 
Ladies’ Aid of our church elected for 
president, Mrs.'. G. A, Resch; vice- 
president, Mrsi< Phil Zeig; 2nd yice- 
presldent;« Mrsit E. Jones; treasurer, 
Mrs. O. An Porter; and secretary, Mrs. 
E. Rowel'Ji ' ¡Trustees, Mrs. H.7 Zeig, 
Mrs. Mary AulpMrs. Kate Taylor and 
Mrs. M. ¡'Marker. ■ Lyceum Guide, 
Mrs, William 'Fetzer. ’ Services Sun
day at 10945-mam. and 7:46 p. m. ',

• . -v/ ‘ 7 . ■ - ■ - - \ .Ernst -Armsbprg. officiated, at the | 
annlv.ersqgy ¡sbj^fees at Williamsport,/

THE KNOCKER.

There’s a thing they call a knocker, 
That's Intended for a shocker

Of the moral mid harmonic side of 
things;

'Tis a human mind invention,
With an angel-like pretention, 

And a pair of ever-sprouting little
wings.

We have knockers on the railing 
Of the old ship, proudly sailing, 

Out upon the billows of eternity. 
And their everlasting knocking 
Keeps it slightly tossing, rocking, 

’Till we wish them at the bottom 
the sea.

Listen, dear ones, there Is no death/ 
life goes on forever, /

Yesterday, to-day, to-morrow, onward!» 
upward ever; )

We clasp the hands of those above;;
still reaching to those below, {

A tender loving, helpful hand, wjille 
cheering words we bestow. <

Though invisible to mortal sense of 
sight and of sound,

Though you feel not our present, yet 
our souls with love abound.

And we hover near you, dear ones, 
with longing beyond control,

To sever the veil between us, and meet 
you all soul to soul.

ed the ydry attentive Audiences. Such 
mediums as Mrs.- . Kpchner, MfS. 
Campbell. Mr. Temple. Mr. ¡Linn, and 
Mrs. Longstatt havegiven-loving •mes
sages. The next .meeting -wlH-be held 
Easter .Sunday' evening. Everybody 
requested to wear a flower and’bring 
harmonious condltleaa.”

Passed to spirit life on March 16, 
1908, In Tucson, Idaho, Mrs. Lorena 
Moe. Mrs. Moe was one of the grand 
■souls whose honesty and grandeur 
beamed In the eye and illumined the 
face. Tour correspondent knew her 
from Infancy, and was ever proud of 
her.friendship and good will, giving 
her-any highest esteem at all times. 
By her request I officiated at the fu
neral service in the city of Portland, 
Oregon, On March 23, and the chapel 
was well filled with friends and rela
tives on that occasion. The floral of
ferings were most beautiful Indeed, 
thé grave being covered with the love
liest flowers to be had in the city. 
Mrs. Moe was the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. O. B. Terry. She was the grand
daughter of Mrs. Sarah Lucas, one of 
the ' pioneer Spiritualists of the city 
of Portland, Oregon.

REV. G. C. LOVE.

There may be a proper mission 
In the knocker’s true position;

But when all the knocking is upon 
the pure, 

The true purpose and Intention 
Seems to be of low invention,

And the virtue of the knocker is ! 
obscure.

Now, tho right place for the knocker 
Is behind a prison locker,

Until all he venom oozes from his 
soul;

Until every vile vibration
Of the being’s own creation, 

Shall return its drug to his. own 
fountain bowl.

DR. T. WILKINS.
THE SIXTIETH^ ANNIVERSARY.

Enthusiastic Meetings Held at Los 
Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. Augusta Hunger, beloved wife 
of-Mr. C. D. Hunger, passed to spirit 
life from her home, 2933 W. 14h st., 
Cleveland, O., March 26, 1908. Mr. 
Hunger is a well known photographer 
of this city. He wes president of the 
German Spiritualist society, also 
president of the Lake Brady Camp 
Association for a term ot years. The 
Rev./Mr. Bradley, pastor of Pilgrim I 
Presbyterian Church, assisted in the 
obsequies; ; Thé' floral tributes were 
many and most beautiful.

FRANCES H. SPALDING«-

.’ Mrs Martha A. White, wife of Har- 
loe' P. /White, passed to the higher 

, life ■from her late home near Flat, 
Irid., March 26, 1908, having suffered 
by the affliction of tuberculosis. 
Mrs. White -was 39 years old. The 
Friends’ Church of Fiat was crowded 
to its utmost capacity by friends and 
neighbors to pay their last respects to 
one tliby all loved; ■ The floral offer
ings' weref-beautiful. Her body. was 
laid to'rest iri'tlie'pretty Masonic Cem
etery vat Pennville,' Ind; The services 
were' conducted 'by Sarah A. Cross- 
fleld. ' / 5'.

Pa- . in ob . - .. ■ ।
■Mrs. MaggieiHenry writes: “At the 

Universal iOccuttr, Society,. our meetings are Wi attended,; both.afternoon ! 
and evenltlg.: ¡On the 6 th in the even
ing, we lirid a Rile discourse from Dr;. 
George B.«Warne. Dr; Burgess gave 
some finSihnesMges as well as. Mad
ame Luclie:DeEdux and Mrs. Wagoner 
and yourOiiorreSpondeut. We always 
have goodtmusie. as the Madame is a 
fine pianist. ■ Walter;; Abeles* : the 
young violinist, favors-us with sever
al selections.: Dr; Burgess will speak 
for us the 19th, Do-not forget the 
No., Y7 Easti21nt” •• • ■;

' Correspondent- -.writes: “The crowd 
at the Church of Progresslve Spiritual
ists keep on increasing, and. U, 
plainly evident that they will soon 
kava to get more room. The Pastor, 
Rev. Demby, was not la the best con- 
dition, but did htapart,weU. Tret Mte 
fianw. Ha 5 -sfeted b? Or.

Rolla Stubbs writes from, Long 
Lake Minn.:,“I am pleased to report 
thnt our society organized a Children fl 
Progressive Lyceum on the sixtieth 
anniversary of Modern. Spiritism, 
lì children were es MrS, Mary Grave iff Generàl Gon- 

- j-ductor, and. Mias Laylria
J 5 tìWh t Rîf N, h fM Wk.

aid ot wings.

each physical sense there 
spiritual counterpart;
eyes of clay sees only clay, 
learn this truth by heart.

ls a

Oli!

havi

whosie

Los Angeles this year celebrated 
the anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism in grand style, March 29, 30 and 
31, three sessions each day.

The meetings were under the au
spices of the People's Psychic Society 
of Los Angeles, and they were held in 
Burbank hall. The attendance tax- j 
ed the full capacity of the hall. ;

The able president of the People’s 
Psychic Society gave the address of 
welcome March 29. A beautiful an
niversary poem written for the occa
sion was read by H. O. O’Blennis. The 
speakers of the morning were Mr. .7. 
C. Craig, Prof. Raymond, Rev. R. E. 
Coon, Mr. John Slater. An inspira
tional song was sung by Adelaide Ken
yon Brooks in the afternoon, and an 
inspirational poem was given by Mrs. 
E. Gertrude Lepper Smith. Both Mrs. 
Brooks and Mrs. Smith were formerly 
from -St. Paul, Minn., and both are 
daughters of pioneer mediums who 
•were earnest workers in the Cause of 
Spiritualism in Minnesota.

The speakers of the afternoon were 
Will C. Hodge, .ot San Diego, and Dr.

.... TWO INTERESTING WORKS.
I have-just published two fine little 

books dealing with living issues of thq 
time, entitled.as follows: Book No. 1, 
“Socialism- Summarized, Defined and 
Argued;” Book No. 2, “End of Cap
italism and thè Triumph of Social- . 

I ism.”. . A Story in Masquerade. These 
books are supplementary to each 
other. Price of Book No. 1, 26 cents; 
No.’ 2, 15 cents; of both, 40 cents.

. These books show up clearly the 
evils of the present, the evil of money 
and how eliminated, how the conflict 
between capital and labor may be 
brought to an- end;-, how universal 
brotherhood may be realized, labor 
duly; rewarded; and distributive jus
tice, plenty; and'happiness come to all.

Address) ’ DR. WM. J. HILL, 
•'‘ay . <■ Petoskey, Mich.

--■i kr- -- . . ■ . -aftpi fli ijjf-. ■
• :;:«;'NAME-T^.BABYr ./

.; spirit senses are clear, /' 
And grand are the visions and dreams, 

that to your souls appear.
And gladly we crowd around you, that' 

you may quickly bear,
Each message we give through you, to 

our loved ones ev'rywhere.

We pray for power to forward the 
Cause we hold so dear;

It will live! Invisible hosts proclaim 
it loud and clear.

Oh, sing you glad songs of freedom 
and trust in God's mighty laws, 

Have faith, ye mortals, and believe in 
the triumph of our Cause.

Do not falter In the struggles; tell to 
all the glad tale,

That justice will win ihe battle, truth 
i at last will prevail.

We join in your songs of trumph, we 
join in your hymns of praise, 

We’ll join the hosts to victory, and 
victory's banner raise.

' E. GERTRUDE LEPPER SMITH... 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Capp, of Covlnal
Hon. J. L, Dryden was the speaker 

at the evening session, and Mrs. San
ford Johnson gave many messages to 
longlngAiiungry souls.

On Monday and Tuesday Mrs. Ida 
S. lyes, of Pasadena, Mra. ,Elizabeth 
Craig, Mrs. Weeks, Mrs. Wright, who 
was a pioneer worker,, and is dearly 
loved liy all who know her, and Mrs. 
Vlasek, pastor of the Progressive Spir
itualist' Society, were added -to the 
list ot workers, The'-message bearers ■ 
were, first of air the world-renowned 
platform test medium; John -Slater, 
who certainly gave some ■ marvelous 
demonstrations of spirit .pow.er.; Our 
local -workers were Mrs, ' Sanford 
Johnson,' Mrs. Mary Vlasek,- Mrs. 
Weeks Wright, Mr. Will: Green,; Mrs. 
Dr. Hutchinsori, Mrs. Dr.. Evans, Mrs. 
Mary Green (formerly Mrs. Suydnm)',-; 
the .welt known fire-test-medium'of 
years gone by, and Miss Freda Geltzer. 
Both Miss Freda Gfeitzer ahd; Prof. 
Raymond are young inediums arid we 
as Spiritualists .are always glad ■ to 
greet the young workers, and to bid 
them God speed.

. The muslcal program was fine. -Mrs. 
Henrietta Sanford, Mrs. Lettie Allen 
and Miss Louise LaGrlll, each'sang 
their way into the hearts.of their lis
teners. All were delighted with the 
Inspirational Bongs sung by Adelaide 
BrooM,’-'While Heath's orchestra cer- 
talnly>’fiUed the • air with- ¡ravishing 
strAIns -of music. ' i

- Mrs. Nettle B. Howell, under whose 
inspiration the meetings were ; made 
possible, was untiring In her efforts 
toijnake“every one comfortable and

What All the World’s a-Beeking
RALPH WALDO TRINH, 

*Mh1i buUftini world from vrtthta; thought' 
thebttildar; for thoughts are forces.—subtle. vlML 
tmililfbio, omnipotent,—sad sccordiug st need Mo 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, saochM 
«failure.—From Title-pEgc. <

Ths shore books are beautifully bound tn crar gT^en 
rebed doth, tumped in deep old-green and gold, WUh gfil top. Pilot, I1.9S. For sale at this oflea. r

From Dream to Vision of Life •,
By Lilian Whiting, Author of “Tha 

»„,*»,1.« “The Spiritual Sig. 
Outlook Beautiful»

its Keynote In the
question asked by the Archbishop of 
■Canterbury—"The Life Beyond,—what 
It it? What is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?" To the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked, 
In “The Life Radiant" and some of her 
other books. - It Is written with a; cer
tain joyous vitality that comrininlcates 
itself to the reader in a certain’radiance 
and liberation ot new energies. Prite

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer, ;. By Lilian 

Whiting. 'Pervaded with pure and 
beautiful spirituality of thought. In
structive and helpful to nil . who lovo 
and soek'the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, $1.00.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
- THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

. ’ By Thomas Carlyle; ।
. A remarkable book by a remarkabi!

man. ’ Marked by terse strength u v 
I Vigor, deep thought, phllcaophy and d- ''. 
| matie tensity of earnestness. A note!<
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ik This department is under the uiau- 
pgaement of

•'S HUDSON TUTTLE.
(,Undress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A.—When we say: “The spirit life 
is a continuity of this,” the sentence 
is not very, correct in form, but ex-J 
pressive of a fundamental truth of the ■ 
spiritual philosopTiy. ' The meaning ot 
continuity is "unlnterruptedness’’ 
XCentury Dictionary), yhis continu
ity is ’ not necessarily infinite and 
-hence may be- applied to a mortal as 
¡•well-as immortal. It applied to the 
life of an immortal, we should say

I ‘'infinite continuity,” of life.

: ‘MOTE—The Questions and Answers 
-liav& called forth such a host of ro- 
»poyadents, that to give, all equal hear- 

■ taaf compels Ilie answers to be inudo in 
, thX) most condensed form, and often 

s oflearnese is perhaps sacrificed to this 
\ forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 
\ ted, and the stylo becomes thereby as- 
\ sortive, which of all things Is to be 
f deprecated. Correspondents often wea- 
\.ry with waiting for Ilie appearance of 

\ (their questions and write letters of
' 'inquiry. The supply of matter is al- 

1 ways several weeks ahead of space I given, and .hence there Is unavoidable
■ I. delay. Everyone Him to watt his time 

and place, and ali are treated with 
'.equal.favor.NOTICE—No attention will be given 

\ anonymous letters. Full name and ad-
V dress must be given, or the letters will 

ziot bp read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published. The 
cArrespondencb of this department lias 
bet;oine excessively large, especially 

* letters of Inquiry requesting private 
1 (tniawers, and while I freely give what

ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

- pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

turer and medium for tha current 
mouth.

With" cordial greetings to all, 
MARY T. LONGLEY, .

315 S Street, N.-E., 
Washington, D. C.

A WORD OF EXPLANATION... . Signs pfj.tl)«r Times. 
‘Watchman, tell us of the night, 
What the signs of promise are? ”

IHL causi; at , 
JACKSONIT WILL BEAM ^LPBTNSC^k j

The Remarkable Experience Of -Curl 
Schurz us Reluted. .in McClure’s 
Magazine.-—A Clear Cut Prophecy ! 
and Its Realizutiop m a Mo^t I«x- 
ti'uordinury Munuer, illustrating 
Spirit Control ii
Mr. Schurz was in uo -sense ¡a theo- 

rizer upon occult pheuomeut.1 >Ow the 
contrary, he was a man ot stuvdy

Letter from Dr, «mu
Foriueyly of

Dr Jolin 0-, Wyman,

T.. McM.: - Q; Is it true that there 'and searching intellectualprocesses, 
are more deaths at the ebb of the tide !a student and aualysmt,; who had to- 
than at. any» other time? ■ ¡herited the German ..jimpatieuce of

A...: Facts:¡appear :to confirm this ¡generalizations based .-upon /iiisuffl- 
belief.- -i P.' iG. : Fairchild says that ¡cient data.
during .five years he noted the hour | It is not apparent, therefore, from 
and minute of 93 deaths, and of these Ins handling of the episode which he 
all but four (who died of accident), ¡relates that it unduly Impressed: his 
went out with the ebb of the tide. Imind or that iteled him to-a:further 
“I who .have sat: with my-finger on trafficking with the .nnseen -wqrld.-of 
the wrist of many a public patient, spirits. And this is tho more remark- 
and noticed the pulse rise and ble because the sliades iWhich iiespond- 
strengthen, or sink or vanish, with ed to his demand for. a-"message,” 
the turning of the tide, know that It ¡were among the most august in the 
is a. fact.” - Of • twenty-one cases of apnals of the dead. He simply re
death registered ’ on the sea-coast of ¡cites the incident in the course ot his 
Long Island, at Orient, by Capt. D. B. posthumously printed- history" of the 
Edwards, I find that with only four ¡reconstruction period to toe South 
exceptions, the aged, • or those who ¡and commits himself no further.
were suffering from long i sickness, " .......... .

T.. McM.: - Q: Is it true that there

lo rhe Editor: IlAng two 1 
months In Florida's suijqy^ clime in 
search of health ajid recupwatiou. I 
rejoice to say that if* am, ^gaiuiug 
strength in this dellghnut pllmate. 
I arrived at Lake Helen Spiritualist 
camp ground in Fel>rui\ry ^st. and 
enjoyed a- month's fedstfpr bplquma 
lectures by J. Clegg Wright, Mrs.

I Morrell, Dr, ' Jas.

John H. Marvin: Q. I have just fin-, 
ished reading a book entitled “Death," 

: the Meaning and Result," By John 
I: K, Wilson, an attorney of Bradford, । 
t Pa. I greatly desire to know it the 

tatements of this book are true?
, A. We have been Informed by 

tlhose who had opportunity of know- 
lag, that all parties concerned were 
irreproachable in character, and that 

‘ then manifestations were as stated.
•Vety these were of such exceptional 
character, and unlike .everything else, 
ih&’/ should be examined with greatest 
caiie-before acceptance.

, ’’ I am informed that Mr. Wilson has 
, departed this life, and the book is 
I difficult now to.obtain.

died-at the-ebb'of the tide.- These ! 
cases were taken- as they came, and1 
afford an average that may be depend
ed upon.

Not that the coming and going of 
¡ the ocean wayes as they roll around 
the world has special influence. The 
cause-is more profound and blended 
with the force: of gravitation. Not

It seems that the events’took place 
while Schurz was on the way to Wash-
ington to consult with President John- 
Ison with reference to the position the
latter had taken in the North ..Caro
lina proclamation. . He Jmdi stopped 
at Philadelphia and wns tfiq/gijest of 
Dr. Tiedemann, son,pf the ,qjiinei)t 
professor of medicine ’at jthe JJjilyersi- 
ty of Heidelberg. Dr, Tiedemann,, it 
seems, while himself: 80
(not discourage his wlfq’ffbjp holdlijg

only is the ocean agitated and plied !
tip beneath the'moon; the deeper and ________ __^ir
more elastic aerial sea is more strong- Seances in their homq, and f.t was at 
ly-fluctuated and electric and magnet- one of these that the '.episode recount- 
ic conditions change with certain pe- ed took place. One of the daughters, 
riodicity, The maximum of positive a girl about fifteen years of agei had 
force is attained at high tide, and the developed powers as a “writing me- 
negative at the-ebb.' The vital forces " ” ’ ’ - — ------
are stimulated by the positive condi
tions, and when this recedes to the 
negative the-soul'ebbs-from the mor-

ed took place. One of the daughters,

Carrie Twingj Grade' ’B$\vn ¿nd । 
others. Coming frpin tak^ jieien w, 
Jacksonville ten days a^o it was my' 
good fortune to be invited to assist • 
in the ordination services held "last 
Sunday evening, when OUr Sister Mrs. 
Amy Buchanan was inducted into the 
office of pastor of the Zuleika Spiritual 
Society,—the only Spiritualist' so
ciety in this city. / Airs. Addie Burdge 
offered the invocation./ Wm." F. 
Marzyck, president; gave 'the charge 
to the candidate for the' pastoral of
fice, and Mrs. Lohman, .of 'Chatta
nooga, Tenn., gave: a congratulatory 
and appropriate address, followed by 
remarks by Dr. John C. ¡Wyman, of. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. , The .parlors were 
very'handsomely decorated wlth'flow- 
ers by the artistic skill of: Mrs. Ehles. 
About forty members 'and friends of 
the society gathered t<£ <Jo honor, to 
the occasion, and., .after the cere- 
mqiiles weie ended, a ■jcollection . was 
taken uj) for the National Association, 
amounting to six . .¡dollars, Refresh.- 
mdnts in abundance qlosq^ the good 
cheer of this pjeas^nt .qyenihg. . This 

; society is a member, bf"tji^ National 
. Association, and is'a JiTOaqd wqrthv

representative of the Spiritualist 'cult 
i in' Jacksonville,' wilere'-l a great deal 
. of prejudice exists concerning ’ the

The signs of the. times—what are 
the) > .7 ^ . ,

There has never, been period la 
the world’s hisfory gen-1
era! and widespread’ ..unrest,, pre
vailed in., the ,mmA?:b’f; wo
men as at tjie;' ’pres.ent Tiiije. The 
ocean of human”tfid)ig|ht's.eems .lashed 
into foam of discdnlbni‘ ailing the 

. rock bound shorep' bj’thiie,'overturn- 
i lug many monuments of traditionlhat 
I out recently seeine^’as 'lnipregnable 
; ng tI18' M/vAnrn’* HfiAi'tv

Letter from Mi’s. M. T. Longley
I ■ Washington, D.’ C. '

of

To the Editor: I feel constrained 
to ask again for'an extension -of your 
courtesy , and kindness in the matter 
of setting the public right concerning 
my spiritual work and the readings by 
mail given by my guides. ’ Not a few 
of the.’-friends who read my letter,on, 
"Home Again" in The Progressive 
Thinker, evidently do not scan your 
advertising columns, since so -’’many

FUBLIGftTlONS
OF

' HUDSON TUTTLE.
iliuy* betHUttu. utj impruguauH? ----------- —

uo (UC -mountains? Modem'' liberty have written to ask concerning my 
U t license of-tobught,' arid no sub- methods and terms. May I nbt?hbto»/ 
jeci is too sacred for close Wvestiga- with respectfully refer all such iu- 
tion. and man’s brain is''teeming with quirers to my card on your-eighth 
curiosity. The profoundest thinkers page? ■ •
of to-day are found peering-iuto the Again, many of my letters are 
most sacred' places—into venerated j coining addressed' to 315 Sbqjfi1 
crypts and sanctuaries," where never street, which is hot correct, and which' 
before profane eyes : have dared to occasions delay in the delivery"'b'f 
penetrate.1 Thought"- is’ -undergoing mail,. The address is 315 8 street, 
a change as marvellous as the birth N.-E-? the: letter S—just as iqyt/jard 

“ ■ 'and other piiblicatlons indicate,... - ,
Perhaps a few words here as-to 

line' of work and methods may be 
timely^ Although claiming to .be: a 
psychometrlst as .well as a: medium ' 
for spirits, yet I almost, If not. wholly» 
depend on the. presence, insight.'.and. 
aid of my valued guides, Dr. John 
Warren, “Father" Pierpont, - and 
Lotela among them, for the substance 

’df what I receive for my patrons and

of a world. Science'is'divesting its J

May I iTot'hteriWj
THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI 4 

Mandal'of Spiritual Science aad PM1- 
eeopkx. Price, ZldiS; potage, 10 eta.

THE EVOLUTION OF.THE HOU pad 
ÇhrUt Idea*, Price, IIäSi posta*« 
ÎO «enta. ’ • :

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE

Lil

dium" and various readings wére 
given. ■ ' ' 'r ,

tai shore.
It ts well1 known that many diseas

es are aggravated by the approach of

A. J. Brooks: Q. There lives a 
loan in our town who in his young 

,y days lived in Mexico, and learned,to 
speak the Mexican language, but not 

> having spoken it for twenty years he 
( \had forgotten it. It became neces- 
< i sary for him to have a surgical ope- 

r ration performed, and when the doc- 
\ tors put him under the ‘influence of 
\ether, he began to curse them in the 

Mexican language. Was it a Mexican

, /iTHa LYCEUM GU1DEU
For, tU” on0 ot oocivnyb. x.ycpuiqs, 

Sundky, Schools and tlfe Home. . A man
ual ot pbyilcaL inteUectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection ot 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
Ftmeral Services, Programs tor Sessions, 
¡Parliamentary Rules, instructions tor 
organizing and conducting Lyceums, In- 
«tructlons In Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marchink; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band ot Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may bo organ
ised and conducted without other assist
ance. Price. 60 cents, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

the author's best poems, embracing a 
wide range ot subjects and versatility 
tn composition! historic, heroic, pathet
ic, humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. The 
book also contains five songs, with mu
sic by the eminent composer, fames O. 
Clark. 250 pages, beautifully bound. 
Portrait ot author. Price $1.00, post
paid.

ASPHODEL nrnow« AND OTHER 
OFFERINGS.

inconsistencies, and reason :1s adorn
ing it with more rational interpreta
tions. The religious world is. pausing 
In its. great yeheinen.ee.to send souls 
to HELL’ that do.,.nut, ;and papnot 
grasp the diabolical,doctrine,; “belieY« 
and be saved; bqjieye : not,. ¡and ■ lie. 
damned;” and tUen^Tip. itlift .social 
world we find a .ypyy great overturn
ing of ideas, and., liberties..that step 
in where “.angels./^nrp not,,Vread." 

. What of the, political world? Is 
it hot seeking to, byeriuii; pld qtand- 
ards, old truths and .advice?,' What 
are these elements' qq fatal to the 
truest welfare of po'diety.? "blyorces, 
vxhicli; in| past, p’gdX. frfere afimpst un
known, have come tpo Ruiherous to 
notice, almost. Our great ' cities 
swarm with badly organized, half 
starved beings. '

What means all of this commo-

frlends in these readings. Each of 
these intelligences inspires me ac
cording to the line of work to be 
done. The doctor and Lotela in med
ical diagnosis and advice; Lotela and 
a spirit .brother of mine in matters of 
business, counsel’ on mundane af
fairs, and symbolic delineations; 
Spirit Pierpont on that which directly 
concerns spiritual development, me- I This volume is dedicated: "I'o those 

| whose thoughts and longings reach into 
v _ i the Unseen Land of Souls this handful
his dnmnln nf in«t mH inn > of Asphodels, mixed with common flow- 
1118 domain oi inbii uvuon t ere offered, hoping to give rest and 

?Measure while waiting at the way ata- 
ion on the Journey thither." It con-* * ’ ' ** ' . I. 1 ^1». ™ 1«^ zx

diumship, the inner gro'wth, obses
sion or any matter which properly be-
lopgs totlon? Is the world growing worse, 

and is our civilization a .failure? 
Charity, the ‘ white-ydnged dove, 
seems to have fplde'd 'her fringe, and 
is resting from''her labors; poverty 
Stalks abroad; gàzês with plead
ing eyes iiito thé Jace'bf luxury; greed 
and èraft go side ' by side with 
hohesty Tn friendly guise. '

On the other side of the question, 
| the world was never so blessed with

Spiritualist cult. ' 1 7
Mrs. Buchanan Has been a faithful 

medium for the spirit wopld fOr fojii‘-' 
teen years in her' public* capacity,' a’iid 
Is' certainly one of quf ’finest'trance 
mediums and ’’Spirit
Felicia Hernans, the pbetess,,.gives 
beautiful addfesses‘'tlirouiii .entr^iice- 
jnerit'. Spirit George! "Christie de^qnv 
strates very convinclndfy • through 
trumpet speaking', aid Bright Bta'r, a 
lovely Indian npir'ft; ;is ta!' geilal ‘and 
truthful 'message' "bearer for the 
higher spirit Bind • spirit1 frletids to 
communicate with', mortals. The 
outlook for our beioved” cause in 
Jacksonville, Floridii, is favorable 
and much good work is iq 'be expected 
from the Zuleika ^plHtqal ’ Society 
in tbe near future. " ; ” ' ’’

DR. JOHN <£ ‘WYMAN.
• Jacksonville, Fla. ’J! i- --- — - ------- , .

and philosophy.
Neither my guides nor myself are in 1

any sense fortune tellers, yet they | ems, and twenty storiettes, a -part of th, 
do prophesy of coming events,, and । 
successfully, and they do deal frith | 
the mundane affairs of my clients— ( 
their perplexities, cares and trials, 
and give counsel therein, as, loving 
friends or teachers of experience and 
wisdom on earth give kindly aid and 
counsel to their friends in need. Are 
we then to be dubbed "fortune tell-

“Finally,” the Writer .goes-:.op,r “I 
was asked by one of the family, if .1 
would not take part’In the proceed
ings ffy calling fqr some spirit in 

| whom I took an interest.’ I consented
and called for the splrit,.of ^p^illey. 

uuus uuv ««/. /—*■—-—7----- -¡For a minute or two the hand1,’of- 
most severe during the negative pe- the fflrl remained quiet; then 'she 
Hod: of aight.---------------------------------wrote that the spirit of Schiller , had

The spirit moves in the cycles of Its colne and agked what i wished of
changing environments. It circles !hltn. j answered that I'wished him,
with the seasons in wider spheres than by way of identification, to quote a 
those of day qnff night. .Human life ¡verse or two from one pf his own
has its four seasons, and experiences: —t— V 4Clew—
and treasures the-varied Inpresslons 
it receives, and responds like a harp to 

influences which beat upon it.

night, while others are moat severe 
during the day. Nervous diseases are

works. Then the girl wrote in Ger-

the

man 
I Ich

the following:
boere, rauschende Musik, ■ das

yet they ems, and twenty storiettes, a pi 
nts. and ‘»Her by Clair Tuttle, In _)>

lie.
_ ____ I, 111 her most 

charmin» style. 285 pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are likeness
es of the author and Clair Tuttle; beau-
tifully bound In blu^ with silver em- 
boBainp. Price, |l,00, prepaid.
AJiGKLL rHIXE-CONTKbl’ HQCITA««

TiONS,

grand enlightened men and wo
men as now; never such an array of 
noble thlnkerB,-' philosophers' and-er8„ b

<^er 8eM0n 'aay 8ave a mortafZworld oil

Out of the clashing of time, affairs’ ■ 1

because a

ispirit that made him spqak?
' I. A. It is the* most ready explana- 
j? Mion that this mau was under the in- 
; fluence of a Mexican-spirit, and had 

: hèvnever heard the language spoken
this would be the most plausible, if

. not the only theory maintainable. But 
i? he had been proficient in that lan- 
: guage, and was unable to speak it be- 
'^1'/ causé of disuse. It was not forgotten, 
7 only overlaid with the new speech- 

he had learned. The facts which 
: have been gathered in volumes on 
. - psychology, show that no impression 

made on the mind is ever forgotten. 
' The experiences of years long past are 

-, „ brought into vivid reality by sudden 
'. . shock or disease. An unlimited num

ber of instances might be presented, 
paraller with this.

This man normally had allowed his. 
f!.ejaflyclanguage to become obscured by:

>: : his new form/of speech. ' Thé chloro- 
'! form. awakened the memory of the 

i.l old" words to express the thoughts.
L' . It is a rule in scientific research, 

X spiritual as well as physical, to take 
k the lesser cause, if it satisfactorily ex- 

■ \ plains, rather than the greater. If 
\we can explain a manifestation with- 

. Vut appeal to spirits, we must do so.
’ We gain nothing, rather weaken our 

. ctfse, by introducing evidence, which 

. i^ not unequivocal. There is such an 
¡/ abundance of proofs which admit of 
,i dip- other interpretation, we can well 
K àffqrd to retain only that to which 
?pq. objection can be urged. •

Its

ALCOHOL ! ALCOHOL !

Arraignment ‘ by thé Lamented 
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.

Von
Schloss 1st
Lichtern hell. Wer sind - die
Froellchen?.

We were all struck with astonish
ment; the sound ot the language was
much, like Schiller’s but nqne of .us re- 

|membered for a moment in which of

i ■' ——— Ahna Stockinger: Q. It has been 
declared by Catholics and Protestants 
alike that the Italian assassin of the 
Denver Priest was a “Socialist-Anar
chist.’ This has led me to reflect 
that their man Jesus was a Socialist 

; t in so far as teaching that each should 
do to the other as he would wish to 

k be done by, but was he not more— 
? . an. Anarchistic Communist?

’ If .the Biblical account of toe tem- 
K'i ; ' pie scene is true, did he not use vio- 
<■' Iqjice against the money changers? If 
R® his Ideas were carried out, that all 
V persons should enjoy their property 
A 'in common, governed by no law ex-

• .cept the golden rule, would not the 
<; - -two’ most fearful words in the English 

'¡ language (Anarchistic Communism),
1 । describe almost exactly the manner

1 In, which the nominal founder of the 
i,, ChtlBtian Church teaches us to live 
»' 'vjn bur social relations?
IpA 4- The Essenes, according to all 

> accounts, were full-fledged socialists, 
\ and Fourier added nothing- to their 

¡tenets. The “Early Christian Church” 
\WbBi/h>' all intents and purposes an 
jSssenian organization. In tact, the 
Essenes—were lost, in the Church. 
HJ'was the same BDcIety. uhder another
name., am.not endorsing Socialism, but 
when / Christians repudiate Socialism, 
th6y repudiate the foundation of their 
faith.. Socialism will have to bear' 
the obloquy of the crime of this assas
sin, as it does of the acts of the de
mented Nihilists of the world—Nihi
lists because goaded. by unbearable 
despotism and turning in blind, mis
guided rage on the tyranny they see 
no other means of‘ escaping. ' La
mentable, abhorrent, and should be 
repudiated by ! everyone’who has the 

¿ cause of sodialism at heart. A’:Te- 
liglous cause cannot win by unright
eousness, and assassination of tyrants, 
indirectly sanctions tyranny, and seats 
other tyrants more securely on their
thrones. ■ (

E. M. M. Q. What books 'givè 
most reliable information11 on early 
ChÙTCh history? I mean free from 
church influence?

‘ A. Mqslieitn’s History of , Chris
tianity ln_ tiie first font centuriess, ahd 
Gibbon’s* History, advertised' ’in Thé 
Progressive Thinker, are perhaps all 
this correspondent desires. Of course 
the authorities on which Mosheim re-. 
Iles arc doubtful, but they are the best 
there is—all ¡there is.’ The same may 
be said of Gibbon’s sources of inform! 
atlon, but he brings a masterful crit
ical mind to their interpretation.

*1 am aware that there is a preju-L 
dice against ahy man who m^nufac-jSchiller’s works the lines might be 
tures alcohol. I believe that from the *—J »* „„„„.„„a
time It issues from the coiled pois
onous worm in the distillery until it 
empties Into tlie jaws of death, dis
honor, and crime, that it demoralizes 
everybody that touches it, from its 
source to where it ends. I do not be
lieve anybody ca^ contemplate the 
object without being prejudiced 
against the liquor crime. All we ] 
have to do, gentlemen, is to think of 
the wrecks on either bank of the , 

: stream of death,of the suicides, of the । 
insanity, of the ignorance, of the des- । 
titutlon,. pf the little children’tugging 
at the fadedtond withered breast of 
weeping and despairing mothers, of 
wives asking for bread, of the men of 
genius it has wrecked, the men strug
gling with imaginary serpents, pro
duced by this devilish thing; and 
when you think of the jails, of the 
almshouses, of the asylums, of the 
prisons, of the scaffolds upon either 
bank, I do not wonder that every 
thoughtful man IB prejudiced against 
this damned stuff called alcohol. In
temperance cuts doÿn youth in its 
vigor, manhood In its strength, old 
age in its weakness. It breaks the 
father's heart, bereaves the. doting 

■ mother, extinguishes natural' affec
tion, erases .conjugal love, , blots out 
filial attachment, blights parental 
hope. ■ It produces weakness, not 
strength; sickness and not health; 
death, not life. It makes wives wid
ows; children orphans; fathers fiends; 
and all of them paupers and beggars.

It feeds rheumatism, invites chol
era, imports pestilence, and embraces 
consumption. It covers the land with 
Idleness, misery and crimp. -Tt fills 
your jails, supplies your nlmhouses, 
and demands your asylums. It en
genders controversies, fosters quarrels 
and cherishes riots. ' It crowds your ! 
penitentiaries, and furnishes victims ' 
for your scaffolds, It is the life 
blood of the gambler, the element of 
the burglar, .the prop of the highway
man, and support of the midnight in
cendiary. It countenances toe liar, 
respects the thief, ésteems the blas
phemer. -It violates obligation, rev
erences fraud, and honors infamy. 
It defames benevolence, hates love, 
scorns virtue1 and’’slanders innocence. 
It incites the ’father' to butcher his 
helpless offspring; helps the hueband 
to massacre his wife and the child to 
grind the parricide' ax. It burns up 
men, consilmés -women, detests life, 
curses God, qléspi’ses heavèn. * It sub
orns witnesses, Burses perjury, defiles 
the jury box, and-stains judicial er
mine. It degrades the citizen; debas
es the legislature? dishonors .states
men, and disarmS -the patriot: It 
brings shame,'not honor; terror, not 
safety; despair. Hot hope; misery, not 
happiness; And with ' the malevolence 
of a fiend- it calmly surveys its fright
ful désolation and unsatiated havoc. It poisons felicity,’ kllld 'peace, ruins J 
moralB, blights confidence, slays rep
utations? and wipes out national hon- 
ar; then étirées , the world and laughs 
at Its !rnln.-a "It '-does all that, and 
more!'"'It;‘murders the soul. It Is 
the-sum of all, villainies, the father of 
all- crimes,"the another of all abomi- 
nations, vthe/devil’s’ best friend, and 

. God’s worst enemy.” ;

found. At last it occurred ,to . me
that they might be in the "last act of
‘Wallenstein’s Tod.’ The volume
was brought out, and, true enough, 
there they were. I asked myself, 
|‘Can it be that this girl, who, al- 
|though very intelligent, has never

WORK IN OKLAHOMA. I
To the Editor; The1‘society has | 

engaged me to assistimy nibther in 
carrying on the work dor the month 
bf April. q a .

During the" absences fromt Lawton 
the ’ society there willi held no pub
lic meetings, but will endeavor to 

I build up the membership, in order that 
11 may the more effectually carry on

“ • " I-------«->” - - - — .
apiate me ¡been given to much reading, should 
prejudiced jhave read so serious a work as ‘Wal

lenstein’s Death,’ and, if she has, that 
| those verses, which liave meaning
only In connection w|th what pre
cedes and follows them, should have 
stuck in her memory??’ I asked her, 
when the seance was. ovey,. iyliat’.she 
knew about the W.apeqstein trqgfdy^ 
and she, an entirely triithfhl./child', 
answered that she had never read a 
line of it. ,

“But something still stranger whs in 
store for me. Schiller's spirit would 
say no more, and I called for the 
spirit of Abraham Lincoln. After .sev
eral minutes had elapsed, the girl 
wrote that Abraham Lincoln’s spirit

the work when I return; ' ,i
The Church of SpirRuaLiLlght at 

Lawton is not strong in- iflumbers, 
but there are aifew. zealpUBsworkers 
who are in earnest to their desire 
that Spiritualism imaK-gam a foot
hold in"‘that city. Sqch an organiza
tion can accomplish more KQod than 
one strongM . in nunfl^rs, put coih- 
pqsed pt .tjiQBe f sblfiMi1 ‘ Skdnt^alW 
who want td ge’t all tnsl>|ndflt p<wf- 
ble from Spiritqaltem, and ¿re unwill
ing to render aq equivalent therefor 
and who are shocked ' if asked to 
make a sacrifice for the cause they

I was present. I asked whether he 
knew for what purpose President 
Johnson had summoned me to Wash
ington. The answer came: . ‘He 
wants you to make an important 
journey for him.’

‘‘.I asked where that journey, would 
take me. Answer: .'He will tell you 
to-morrow.’ I asked further whether 
I should undertake that journey. 
Answer: ‘Yes, do not ■'fail.1 (I may 
add, by the way, that at that tiine I 
had not the slightest anticipation as 
to what President Johnson’s | Inten
tion with regard to me was.)

“Having disposed of this matter, „1 
asked whether the spirit of Lincoln

1( । had anything more to say to me. The 
L1 answer came: ‘Yes; you will be a 
o ¡senator of the United States.’ ” ‘This

struck me as so fanciful that I could 1 
hardly suppress a laugh, but I asked 
further: ‘From what state?’ An
swer: ‘From Missouri.’ This., w.as 
more .provokingly. mysterious. ..still, 
but there the conversation ceased. 
Hardly anything could have.^een 
more improbable at ,t£at time, tjhpn 
that I should be a senator, oy. ’the 
United States from ' Missouri. My 
domicile was in Wisconsin, and I was 
then, thinking of returning there’. ' I 
had never thought pf removing 'irony 
Wisconsin fo Missouri, and" there 
was not the slightest prospect of my 
ever doing so. But—to forestall jay 
narrative—two years. ;jater, j^wap: surr 
prised by an entirety unsought’ and' 
unexpected business • prppqsitipni.

. which took me to SI. Lonisj and ’in 

. January, 1869, the .Jeglsia^ur'e .of 

. Missouri elected me, a.:senator, of ¿the
>the United States. Xtflen,'^ i 
ed the prophecy mime ,to me .’at,’ the 
spirit-seance in thevhouse.' ,p£ 7^ 
friend Tiedemann:'m.-ilFtiladelpWa, 
which, during the iritjyHiening years I 
hid never thought ot.,’<I should.hardly, 
have trusted my memory, Tvlfk'regard 
to It, had it not been verified ’ by. 
friends who witnessed, the ’ occur-

~ ’.‘Spiritualism. and the Law.” A 
Serles.ot. Papers Compiled.from Legal 
Authority .¡by tho.Hon. Charles tR. 
Sohlrm pf.Baltimore, Md. This pam-

- .we; ihht; every Spiritualist 
sluiuld^pad. It >18 ¿( Subject that peo
ple qre not familiar with. Price, 25

rehce.” ,■ "¿¿77 ,’7 ■' '
As to the interview' with ’Président 

Johnson, on the following •;'day?; Mr. 
Schurz discovered titat the .’Président ; 
was eager to discover the -temper of 
the people of the .gulf-states with ,a 
view of determining whether’ their 
constitutional relations.iwith the gen
eral government might be quickly re
stored. Schurz ho had selected to 
collect Information en the spot. . ■

“The President’s request came as

.. Geo. Lnncoy.—Q.—Can the phrase, 
‘.‘■continuity of-life,” be used in refer
ence to-life outside.of or opart from 
the mortal form,, not- necessarily 
¿neonlng immurtalityt

a great surprise to.: me/’ •continues 
¡Mr. Schurz. “I went to iMr. :Stanton, 

. • ■ - ■ ' who was still Secretary .of;'War? to
“““¿moftaW, Its' Naturalness, Its leanJ Aether the proposition made to 
Possibilities and Proofs.”’ By J. M. me by the President had beewasug- 
Peebles, M. A., M. D„ Ph. D., Contains by him. He assured me- that
the address rejected by the Philosoph-.« not-’ « tact? he iwasias much
Seal Society of Great.Britain, with In- surprised as I was, but he advised.mo 
troductÿn and Explanatory Letter. 1 most urgently to accept; it ¿t once,”. 
Price, 15 cents. In order to make it clear that the

"The- Spiritual .Stentflcance; or appointment was an-unusual-one Mr.
haa recounted i“ the article 

lan whiting. On? of Miss Whiting s ho^ his policy was. diametrically qp- 
tptensqly interesting,’pOB6d to that which the Prééidént 

spiritual books. It is Jaden with <rloh, ¿Mindd-tn favorthoughtful. BpIrituaWty, 'prlco ‘ 1W 7 ° ’ <,v :' ■ ’ r;'

ai

are evolutlng a noble type of man
hood and womanhood, and 'with few 
exceptions superior -to many that his
tory records. -For amid all the in
harmonies, there is a divine har
mony radiating and glinting the 
lines on which some souls are mount
ing sublime heights of goodness and 
power, and these in each age a step 
in advance of the preceding one, and 
in each we behold the beauties ot re
incarnation, and of better ages yet 
to come, and when this cyclone of war 

’ and rumors of war will have swept 
• away almost helpless manhood, and 
1 banished tortures and anguish of af-

To Advance Humane Education—For 
un tn entertainment« managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Band« of Mercy, or tn- 

auuoea luixuuo vvn-1 dlvldualo aiming to establish right over 
word or suggestion in |

a)l. The plan is this.' Some large church 
or public hall 1b secured; several socle» 
ties are Invited to send their best speak» 
er or reciter to compete for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent dUsens act as the 
committee of award, and a small admis» 
■Ion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 

. the costs, and leaves a handsome bal- 
( ance. Price. 2fi cents, postpaid.

cause a prophecy of somp coming 
event may prove of great value? We 
deny the allegation and respectfully 
inform our Spiritualistic friends that 
in assuming a censorious position in 
this respect, they deal a blow to a 
beautiful and most comforting section 
of the work of good and noble spir-

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights,O.

fliction that inharmony, war, disease, 
and death engender, we may look 
around in the world and behold where 
all of ,these evil birds of sorrow have 
been, will bloom flowers that turn 
their gentle faces to the sun, and 
birds will build their nests in the 
flowering trees, the forget-me-nots I year - - - - - - ft I rr/rn t

Its.
I dislike self-laudation or aughtthat 

savors of egotism, but at the risk of 
being accused of such exploiting, I 
will for this once, mention a little ot 
my own experience in this line.

I am in the present days receiving 
numerous letters from old-time pa
trons and friends, made so by cor-

Excellent Books

respondence, whom I have never per
sonally met. These writers, one and 
all, express deep satisfaction that I 
have returned to my psychical work 

: for the public by mail. Most ot them 
refer to readings they had from me 

flowering trees, tue 101^1.-1,1«-.,^^ years ago, and of their value. One 
adorn the .fragrant grasses, and where gentleman-in Cincinnati writes that 
billowy lashed into •, madness were he had a reading in 1895, “every word 
lulled into rest, and loving ripples of which came true to the letter.” A 
kiss the white pebbles at our feet. lady in Paterson, N. J., wrote it was

It must be alj.fqr the best, and.an time to have another reading, for they 
experience that we all need, on this always gave her so much comfort and 
journey called life* If not bo, why is all came true,” and so on without 
it? What are the signs, what the limit.
meaning? Some years ago a dear lady friend

and I made a trip to Niagara,and To-

Nothing equals a good book as a 
gift. Lt is better than gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing ran take the facts contained 
therein' away from you: they live in 
the memory. Tile following books 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Or- 
ferings." A choice collection or po
ems on everyday subjects, oy Dinina 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.00.

"From Soul to Soul.” Poems ot 
the heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Prlcp 
$L00.

claim to love. 1
A sacrifice! Yes, a sacrifice. Do not the honest mediums and speakers | 

make Bacrifl'ces every day? These so- 
called Spiritualists who talk so much 
about the public workers having such 
an easy time, would not think of liv
ing on ^vhat the average-. Spiritualist 
lecturCT and medium has to live on to
day. There is no work in the- world 
as hard to discharge .or as poorly w ‘Y* ■ ----  — —------paid as that of a public worker in should-have found the itualiet, asking him to recommend us
Spiritualism. <. A < .. 'to a good hotel. This resulted in our

When a public worker refuses po- marve"0UB meeting and receiving from him the
Bitions, the work of which is not half F®?1 , .. . , utmost courtesy and consideration
as hard, and the pay. fbur time’s bet- ‘B on'y reached through the depths ot that ladies could receive from a truly 
ter than that of a. Spiritualist propa- ,,01 . noble and gentle man. From this
ganda worker, that’ hq "may' devote By the diamond drill of a Chastened friend I then received the following 
his time and talents tb’ Spirltualis'm, T „ Information: “Mrs. Longley, once
he is doing his part. He tq makinga T Rose L. Bushnell Donneliy. when you lived In California.! wrote 
sacrifice if you please; tend if the iky ■ Angeies, uai, y0Ui a perfeCf stranger, for a reading,
workers would do . likewise, there ™ yoar rePto wm said among other
would be no problems r‘pf a financial IM1 ORT ANT NOTICE. . things: ‘Youarecontemplatingmak-

’nature to vex us. ' ’ '“ '' . .. ing a change in your business. You
I find the chief needs of our cause Por tl,e Protection of the Public think of taking another man as part- 

are as follows: ' From Commercial and Fraudulent ner. If you do you will get into a
1. Every Spiritualist should be- Mediumship, ^le Progressive Spir- hox.’ Your communication Impressed

long to and help support a local bo- ituolist Association of Missouri m0 50 that r began to look more
ciety. There is siinply nq.excuse for Desire to Make the Friiinwin^ closely into the matter I had in mind,
a Spiritualist who' selfishly stands toftlake the Following State- for : had been intending to nlake ¿
aside and refuses..to co-operate with ments:, ■ cbailge, and to take another, man inthe united effort “«t many. ‘People . with me. I investigated him and
say sometimes:’ '‘They dbn’t Seem to affiliated with the State found I would have gotten into a box
be doing anything in the soiflety.. If A®000IatJon ?ln,e®^erB 0^ ,a 5® ’ H I had not received your warning,
there was anything to ,it I would mwa nt am very grateful to you and your
join.'" Whose fault 'is-my dear sulde.” '
Mr. Laziness, that your.local society duxlliary.of.the National Spirituaipts’ jn T[ew Of aucI1 testimony as this 
is weak? It is yonr fault,"find the “iiL“0 exerclstog their are we mediums to shut out from our
fault of your class. You are simply ®ediumisttc .gifts as part qf a reli- work those trusted guides and 'heln-
too stupid to work yourself, with ers to humanity who CAN follofr
blame other people for having toore such line ot counsel, and relegate

‘brains and more activity’.than you. theta to tbe realms of the taiiooed and
. 2. Fraudulent rnffliumship, and ,cpmfdrt th^taourne^ the scorned?’ 1 for one Kohbr • my
-the disgusting mouthtog&of would-be guides who can thus assist the per-
inspirational lecturer^, who are quail- • plexed and heavily laden in their af
fled neither by nature nor -training 1°®at® fairs, and I honor every other true
for the public platform-^-one is as bad mines, buried -treasures or lost medium who also stands by the Spir
as the other. A fraudulent. medium ’ \ , itual world in this respect. We do not
can do the cauBe no more harm than _ °r stock locate mines; some perhaps do' I don’t
the uncultured egotist,who insists on markets. • T, a -. know-; but the majority of us do not 
boring the public with/Mls unintelll- — ■ ' ' ' ' ---- 1—-*•— —
glble conglomeration ofc «ords... It is cense to reniove'. wlb.influen’ceB, to’ i 
a fact that some Spirltuaysts .will . other words,'they'-DO; NffT’lCell for- ;
support fake seances smd-:iaurderlng ■ S®8-' , ’ '1
the English language-?quicker. than- No medium affiliated^wlfhrthe State ।

; honest, Intelligent effort., y". Association has a sign otft or/adver-
3. ’ The literature tsi t. Mur, move- tises in, the. paperfc . w ;■ ।

ment is neglected. -Wer.¿¿ye about 
three,good papers, mgeh^qf which 7 costs a dollar a year.. It would not . . .- ’"'''I State Secretary,
hurt any SpirituaMsPtd Atake all 8555 Adkins bwenUek >• ■ . < 
three, but few take dibfi Diffie! - The ' ' St Louis; Mo, : .
Spiritualist press has done more than .any other single factifrdgqaiding the SWEDENBORG 8 BODY '

■growth of Spiritual iBifii e It (deserves । , •¡ the support of all Spiritualists. Spir- ‘ j
itualists should takfflall the-papers After ‘135 Years'' Remains »¡M Great 
-that support legitimate Spinituallsm, Mystic Are Sent td'Swiiden. 
and take - bundles oSnthetn,i fqr dis- 7 '; - . ।
tributlon. Every Sphituaii8fr..should The-body bf’'Embhui^lg^eaenbofg,’ 
have a pocket full ofciiurrent.papers the famous mj'stib^ fras’
to give away to people? wiio- seem a exhumed1 in •tdh'dqh^jEfig.; April 7, 
little interested, but who.are not con- and-started bn its- jouiney to Sweden 
vinced. , This parf of our work Is too for final burial on Swedish 'soil. The 
much neglected; ..Every;;Spiritualist remains were taWn Up’ from the 
should give it more careful,gttenUon,. vault in frbnt'of”the'communion ta
rt is disgusting ¡to thtok that some ble in the Swedfeh'‘-church in Princes 
Snlrltualista endorse the Journal .of Squhre, wheVe1 iKe^werb deposited in 

1772, ServMes1’ frere 'held' ever the 
body that afterii&bii, :after’ wliich it 
was placed on'ft‘triito‘'fbr Dartm 
where it will bd' embarked . on the 
SwediBh muffier Fylgia for transit to 
tiwedea., ’ ■■

“I‘have Said and . will not recall the ronto, Canada. At the latter place we 
words, were beautifully entertained by a gen-

Thoughall my future remain un- tieman whom I had only kno.vn by 
blest, , correspondence of a spiritual charac-

That the path’ of thorns o’er which I ter; as we were strangers in Canada, 
have trod, , , I had written this friend, knowing

Was for my present life, the best, him to be a good man and true Spir-

IL ID --------.
Spiritualists endorse the- Journal .of 
Man as a Spiritualist paper, even 
after its editor, falllng ai a defender 
of fake mediums, has-practically-re
nounced Spiritualism, ■ - ■ ■■■■ •■

Mitskogee? Okl*> । '

it

“Inlluence'of the Zodiac Upon Hu
man Life.” By Eleanor Kirk. Price 
$1.00.

Poems by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Price $1.00 each: “ Poems of Pas
sion,” “Poems of Pleasure,” “Poems
of Power," “Kingdom of Love and 
Other Poems." She is one of the 
grandest poets of the present age.

“Around the Year." A ..birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, with half-tone illustrations pre
facing each month of the year. Price 
»1.00.

“Mary Anne Carew.” Written under 
inspiration, by Carlyle Petersllea. 
Price $1.00.

“Ahrlnziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse- 

‘quent spiritual existence. Price, 
cloth, $1.12.

“The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful-, 
ly rich In Psychic Experience. Told
in a sensible, practical way, 
I. K. Funk. Price $1.00.

"Universal Spiritualism." 
a view of Spiritualism from 
liest time, and in all nations.

by Rev.

Giving 
the ear-

By W.
Colville. Price $1.00.
“The Pathway of the Human Spir

it.” Can It leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.

"This Mystical Life of Ours.” Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
year; chosen by himself. Price $1.10.

“What All the World's A-Seeking.” 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

“In Tune with the Infinite." An 
earnest and sincere work, in the au
thor's best style. By Ralph Waldo 
Trine. Price $1.25.

“Man Visible and Invisible.” By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 

. colored Illustrations of the Aura ot 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“The Other Side of Death." Treat
ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

"Some Glimpses of Occultism, An- 
cient; and Modern.” By C. W. Lead-
beater. Pfice $1.50.

"Psychic Light, or Continuity of 
Law and Life.” By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.
' / “Continuity, of . Life A Cosmic 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines.1 By Prof. W.,M. Lock
wood. . Price $1.00. ... , <
. ‘‘In the World Celestial.".. A Spir- 
uaL-Romance, By Dr. Tl A. Bland, 
Fribb $1.00.

LlfiERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Sell no charmUj’lqye powddrs or in-i| nor do we bring lovers together, makp 
- _.. division in families, give advice on'

lotteries, stock exchange, horse racing 
or gambling of any Bort, hut1 we do 
sometimes aid the perplexed, the '.dis- 
couraged and the sorrowful in1 getting- 
into' a line of self-effort and -vibration 
that cannot fail to bless. 1 •'“ 
¡ One word more. I am asked about 
spirit messages. I do not claim "to 
give! “tests" from individual ‘Spirits. 
My guides do the work in my: psychic 
readings; I am their amanuensis. The 
messages given are from them. Some
times they describe the spirit, friends- -MBt, „. „ 
of the patrons; sometimes give names- and no Horary to complete without 
and messages, I cannot ofcourse■ them. Price $5.00.
guarantee these. I can never know J ' “The, Bible.” By John E. -Rems- 
whether individual messages !whr. Its .authenticity, credibility 

’ come. For some patrons .they; come i A ’ar8® 5eok foi
' quite easily—hot. bo. for oMs(fTW fHistoric Americans." By
I and ALL genuine mediums give what I ioha. E, Remsburg. Just the book 
the spirit world brings for those: who ' ior boya and girls. Price $1.25. , 
seek light from above. I give no per-1 “rhe Evolution of Man.'! By Ernst 
sonal sittings at my home. My time j Haeckel. Pr,Be ?£(“>• saa.

‘ Warfare of Science With The«' 
ology.’* By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are indispensable to the student»’ — — u,,(„ wlilinnt

is fully occupied with my pen. ' ; ■
The work' in Washington is | moving

on. The N. S. A. headquarters pre
sents a most attractive appearance, 
and' Is a credit to the Cause. Our 
local mediums aic busy and happy in 
their God-glvon week. The First Asi 
soclatlon wilt-close its service for the1 
season 'with tny alnlstratlon as lec-

Haeckel. Price 11.00; postage 20a,

: Success and Happiness and How, to 
Obtain and Retain Them, A series of 
26 lectures in which is included “Hap
piness as a Fine • Art.” . Price, 25 
cents."Materialization.” By Mme. E. fe 
&perance and Rev. B. _F. Austin. 

i Excellent, price ip cento.

If.IF*



And pro\j you there is a- laud

Have You Read

If you) (want) ONLY ONE Premium
After

paying postase thereon, thé book at

Of

My

I

[Why should;Ifsgrope’in darkness with

I

I

Of

So,

-a- ■ BttwnuB'H. &. wngsu ~ rnc* au®, •

started; thA’.brdad ray fell 'on my 
Ufrturnted brow.

pain. I gathered naught ot life’s 
Fair

Fragrant bloom.

-Midtrt the gloom, 
soul crled -out ln anguish. And 

; deep
■ Grief oppressed

I staggered ’neath ..a heavy weight of 
.Dark unrest;

And,- as I watched^ the wild waves
■ T seething

Revised Premium List.

sad rngrets. I had not given 
Ofi.my best, ”

naught had been received. I 
■ would no

Upon calling at the factory we found that 
thirinvention has caused a remarkable excitc-

I \ FRED P. EVANS,
| : . ; , i . .. SOW McfUumh»

Blatewritinff, Clairvoyance, Etc 
i Intei-vlews'dally: from 10 to 4. Read- 
1 lug-s and development by mall may be 

obtained by- writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars, -, Famous book on elate- 
Writlng, AlliO/ whne they last, ' Address 

. 'T FRED p bvaNS.
2928 Sacramento street, San Francisco, 
: •CaUfernia.

. Price; cloth, $li00. " 
"Jpst How to-Wakafte Solar PJext 

.. ait,” By Elizabeth; >T&me, Valuable 
SorhcMth. Price 36 osato.

Any thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium RpcAk eyou may order, price
$4.55. '

; THB FRÖORBSSIVB THINKER

New Methods of Cure
- Dr. Charles E. Watkins,

THE FAMOUS

STOMACH

AND NERVE SPECIALIST

- Write -him to-.day. No charge will 
be made for diagnosing your ci\se, if 
you send inside of the next 3 (i days.

FREE DIAGNOSE

For the next 30 days. Send name 
In full and leading symptoms.

Dr. Charles E. Watkins
33X Waltham St., West Newton,Mass.

npiil 18, 1008.

ANGEL WHISPERS.
Did you ever have an aijgel 

Come and whisper in your ear, 
And give to you a message

From the one you love go dear? 
And tell y/u how they love you, 

And br^tig you words of cheer,

More lleautifui than here?

It takes 1 LUe sting of death away. 
For w< no longer fear;

We know there is a life beyond, 
x Moye beautiful than here.

If we lead an upright life, 
While we are living here, 

We will find conditions’better 
■ When we reach the other sphere.

WM. PATRICK.
Seabrlght, Cal.

"The JesuitB." uy Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 16 cents.

Index Expurgatorias
An Impressive Lesson in* Regard to the Into! 

erance of the Catholic Church. .
Dr.. Hurley, priest of the'diocese of Elphin, publishes, through 

Messrs. Browne ,& .Nolan,. Dublin, a learned but lively book, entitled 
“A Commentary on the Present Index legislation.” In 1897, the 
then Pope, Leo XIII., issued a letter/iig# pi'eface to certain rules which 
had been adopted and approved by the Congregation .of the Index in 
reference to prohibition and censorship of books.. These two. docu
ments, says Dr. Hurley, together with the Sollicita ac Provida of 

..Benedict XIV., “bring the pliurch’s legislation on the Index up to' 
’date.” ' ..... '' : '

• The Index’referred to is, of course, what is usually known as 
the “Index Expurgatorius,the.,catalogue, of 'books, etc., under the 
church’s ban. Dr; Hurley’s-:summ(iries and comments are models of 
simpiicity and lucidity, and perfectly naiyo. Without hesitation, as 
without shrinking, he tells his story, and, even when describing excom
munication and the iietual and reputed effects of it,.he does not flinch, 
but discusses the matter ^another man might'discuss the properties 
of a metal or the proceedings of a worm,; If you disobey the “Index,” 
that is to say, if you read certain proscribed books, or keep them sym
pathetically oi' out of curiosity in your possession, or if you cultivate 
Spiritualism, you may be excommunicated. But you will escape if 
you keej) the books only while you are engaged in binding them, or 
distributing the,m in business. ,

Excommunication is a very severe thing, says Dr. Hurley. The 
person under the bun is deprived of all the “means of grace” while 
he is alive, and of Christian burial when he is dead. When church 
and state were so connected that tiie state was the right hand of the 
chureh, the hand eame down upon him, armed. “The’writings of the 
hercties of the early church (how early?) and of the. Middle Ages 
were given to the flames, and they themselves imprisoned until they 
made a full and public retraction of their erroneous teachings,” says 
Dr. Hurley. "But nowadays things are changed,” he coolly adds; 
and “the stale no longe)' tenders to the church that allegiance and 
obedience to her. that, it (hd'in former times,” when, “after the church 
had ]>ronoi)need a person guilty, the state was rea(ly to use. the 

:* rscaiirge.” Alas, for those gojid;dld .djiys! ' ■ -
: ;■•$■ l ;i -»¿1 he,documents under e^t^|nption’’are.-.almbst'-cntifely concerned

■ Books appear to"l?irve always been the bogey of’the'
1‘npiiQ’. Even the Bible Jjad tp be tjie eight versione or the right 

^‘Iransfation. Ifwak à sin' and a crime to' read aiiy’other unless you 
were a professional'theologian, using, it for crivelli, and, ed,wiat.iouaL 

..purposes.’ Here is a portion of Di. Hurley’s summary of the Index 
on this point: “Are we free to bead and lise editions of the original 
texts of the Snered Scriptures published by non-Catholies? No: sueh 
editions are strictly forbidden to the general public. Would we be 
permitted to use them if they appeared to be whole and entire and 
faithfully and conscientiously edited? No: even then they would be 
forbidden. All translations made by non-Catholics are also strictly 
forbidden, especially those made by Bible Societies.”

Even manuals of devotion, or books treating of morals, etc,, are 
“ proscribed’’ if they are published without the approval of legitimate 
authority. As for non-religious books, the condemnation is by classes 
and not by single works. For instance, Socialism comes uhder the 
ban, and all books explaining and commending it are forbidden.' The 
same applies to Freemasonry, which is regarded as “hostile both to. 
chureh and state.” • • ■■ •

It may be granted that, from the point of view of keeping, thè flock 
in the fold, all this is extremely adroit,’but men’ ai’e not sheep, and 
if Hie human flock is all along being penned in the fold, that will 
neither make for its health nor for its advancement.. ' ’

Tho ban against “Spiritism” is sufficiently severe, but there is a 
little relaxing as regards Hypnotism., the 'reality and gravity of which 
Dr. Hurley fully recognizes. Dealing with the hypnotic state of 
“clairvoyance,” he says: “When this stage is reached, a person may 
read in a language quite unknown to him, may diagnose diseases,- ex
plain their causes, prescribe remedies and use throughout the most 
correct and apt phraseology; he can predict the future illness of even 
an absent person, can foretell future events; is frequently rapt in 
oestasv, ami. while in this state, will oftentimes make the most marvel
lous revelations “ What an admission!

Notwithstanding all that, the. conclusion in that the Index pro
scribes at least books teachingjmd commending experiments in Hypnol 
tisiii so far as “eatalepsis” and “clairvoyance” • are concerned; 
though other authorities decide that books teaching and commending 
the me of Hypnotism under ANY form, either for surgery or amuse
ment, are proscribed.

Another class of books appear to be banned wholesale, namely, ; 
“those that narrate new apparitions,^revelations, visions, prophecies i 
and niirades. am! those that introduce new "devotions.” -The church 
appeal's to have had enough of these ; certainly, in the past, it had a 
perfect gorge of “apparitions, revelations, visions, prophecies and mir
acles " It was perhaps time to stop. But, considering how long the 
church enjoyed its “Spiritism,” it is fl little ungrateful and ineonsid-. 
erate to say of it now, as JJr. IIurley^does, that “books teaching ànd 
commending it are proscribed, and that «all the authorities kre .unani
mous in^pronouncing it superstitious.” ‘What about Satan reprov
ing sin?’ ' .-■ t

( One more specimen of banning and damning will'kuffiee; and it 
is a curiosity. We will give the paSsag^entire, and then leave it and 
the .subject t<> the judicious j '

“After having treated oftlfe^ollè-fìOmnion-public prayers, the leg
islator now considers handb.çtfksjôf^çyôtioîi;. and, with -regard to 
these, he prescribes that no i^shàlL^^aturie to publish;1 without the 
permission of legitimate- authority, pmyeivbooks, or ;books treating of 
piety or Christian doctrine, ■ór:'.bboks?ti’bàting of. morals, asceticism, 
mysticism, or.any other similar-subject;- àlthongh they appear apt to 
foster and promote Christian piety. Should any books treating of 
those subjects be published without the approval of legitimate author
ity; they shall be “proscribed.”—Light, London.

. BOOKS BY LEROY BERRIER. ’¿Ager’Her Death;”- The Btory of 
The Cultivation of Personal Magnet-r ® A
Ism. This book teaches how best to
conserve and uso Personal Magnetism., W W bo
me. .« WMhs. » »0.: n»«:.

.v.lt- tb. principles and laws which ward Into the purer atmosphere of ei- 
open unto man the floodgates of Infl- aited spiritual truth; :■ A- book' for tha 
r.ite creative power, and put him Into higher life. Frieds eioth, $l;00.
•conscious possession of Uts-birthright, f —. .  ..........— -— •-
the . mastery over • all things,'. -Price/ ub, 
cloth, 80 centst papr, 60 cents. ■ ' ; l *

Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

PREMIUM 
;'M0K 
ÄER?

' Truly/the world'has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically, examine the history oi Spir
itualism; : look' here and there, in 
every nook and corner ot the world, 
and you-CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offet’ ihade ip reference to-these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS;. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable: Spiritualistic and 0c- 
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from:

- Any one of die Premium Books you 
may order, price 25 cents. This 
is the price, remember, when you 
ORDER ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection jvith a yearly subscription. 
The paper’one year and one Premium 
Book, $1.25. ■
. No premium books- will be sent out 
unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The-Progres- 
slve Thinker; -but if you order more 
than one book, the price Is as fol-1 
lows:

-Lastly,; all .these Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.00.

Remember;),we' have to pay the 
postage on all these books, leaving us 
only about $3.00 for FOURTEEN as 
valuable books as can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult BUb- 
jeetp. The whole world never paw 
the like before.' We have had to 
increase the prlce^of these books a 
few cents in consequence'of the rise 
in thq price of paper.

Bggr in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book miist be accompanied 
WITH A YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for .The Progressive Thinker, which 
is >1; We repeat that the Avorld has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN- REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen-Premium Books:
1^—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1,
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enelycopedia of Death; and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3, •
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J;, R. Francis. They con
tain, invaluable data;.

4-^r-Ghost, Land, r Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. . J

6—The Next 'World Interviewed,' 
by Mrs. S. G. Hor.n(r a most remark
able medium. -n t ,

1 —The Occult Life of • Jesus,-by 
Alexander Smythe, «medium of rare 
gifts. < --.y.--. '•

. 7---A Wanderer in the Spirit' 
Lauds: Translated -by A. Farnese^, a 
wonderful English medium.
- 8-r-The Religion of Man and Ethics 
of Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
.•'■.fl-^Seersi of the Ages, or Spirit
ualism Past and Present, by Dr» 3. M.> 
Peebles.

10—The ■ Great Debate Between 
Mosel Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through; the .mediumship ot. 
Carlyle Petersileal.

. 12—Gems of Thought,’ by Seven
teen leadlngJMithors. ’ '

18—-The -Unknown Life of Christ,' 
with thlrteemiillUstratlons.. -

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a fion to.a Mother.

SBPBEIAL NOTICE.

F8YCHIO DEVELOPMENT.
"The System of Philosophy ooncern- 

1ns Divinity ’ U certainly reaching the 
people and doing the work. To develop 
one's psychic powers m u sane and ra
tional way, consciously, so that immor
tality becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communlcatlou with the unseen a 
fact,' Is worth all tire effort one can 
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes ot To
ronto, writes: "I certainly think your 
System grand. I can always see and 
hear irV-my, sittings. Dr. D. Crichton, 
ot Dundee, Scotland, writes: "I like the 
scientific tone of the lessons so much 
that 1 am writing them out for myself. 
One perusal is not enough." Mr. Dal
ton, a. prominent real estate dealer ot 
Toronto, writes: "System Is Itself a good 
demonstration of inspiration.” So tho 
students/; succeed. Send tor list ot 
nehnei and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. GHUMBINK, 24 htruib- 
rnore Rd., Brookline, Mass.

What Science Is Doing
' '•’ " ’ With our meth

od, you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD. 
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 

, interesting oom- 
municatlons Just as received. The 
Magpeto k, Conipapy, ; Sycamore, Hl., 
Dppt. 7. „

A WELLER ON TWO PLANETS 

By Phylos, the Thibetan.

Quotation: "I have said that the 
i Atlans recognized Nature In its en- 
i tirety to be Deity externalized » ’ * 

* ,* * From this knowledge came 
all the wondrous triumphs of that old 
age, and one by one they are emerg
ing to-day, after their long oblivion, 
till to-morrow, they shall awake in 
crowds, and press to re-discovery by 
threes and fours, and then by platoons 
and companies and legions, till all 
the treasures ot Posetd shall be again 
on earth, in air,‘and sea. O! bright 
to-morrow of time, and fortunate 
thou who shalt open thine eyes upon 
It and its marvel’s.” This .book is en
dorsed by the great astronomer and 
scientist, Professor Edgar L. Lar
kin, author of Radiant Energy,” 
who regards it .as one of the greatest 
books of the age. ..His'book, named 
above, should ba-wd at once after 
“A Dweller on Tw.Q.PJanets.” Prof. 
Larkin had never heard: of this won
derful book when-he'wrote liispjbut’lt 
fulfills the prophecies of the great 
author, Phylos. .Address ;

MRS. M? M.’ QLiyER.
416 No. Fremont Àyéb’MsiÀìigeleSi 

Cal. Price, $2:00. Postage, 14cts.

. WANTED—An honest and reliable man, one 
Who understands Jann wofk. to work on a 
small farm, .with Spiritualist family ot two.

EVA THOMSON, Wells, Vt.

THE GREAT DEBATE
Bcfnceu -

JOHN W, RING AND J- TV. CHISM,
This work contains a sU-day’s dis

cussion, in which Mr. Jiing affirms the 
fundamental principles of Modern Spir
itualism to be identical to the spiritual 
basis of the religion of Jesus the 
Christ—Chism denying.

In the second proposition, Mr. Chism 
affirms that all spiritual gifts ceased 
with the Apostolic age—Mr. Bing de
nying. This is a nicely vloth-bound 
volume, with title In gold letters and in 
addition to the discussion has a short 
biography of both disputants. -Will be 
found Intensely interesting. Price, fl, 
postpaid. Address

ERNST AND TOLLESON.
Headrick, Okla.

FOR 36 CENTS and stamp I will send 
full reading and answer questions. 
Bend date of birth. Mm. Pond, 670 
Sierra St., Los Angeles, Cal. ।

MRS. MARY T. LONGLEY?
Gives Spiritual ReadlDgs by mail, only. • 
Shu delineates character and phases of 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribes 
for disease; describes spirits and give» 
messages. Her guides give advice on 
mundane and spiritual affairs, and are-r>? 
prophetic. i?ee one dollar; send per- h 
sopal handwriting. Address 315 S. St., >| 
N. E., Washington. D, C.

Melted Pebble Lenz
I Will enable you to read the lliiest pAlnt. 
I This LENS sets like MAGIC in streifgtb- 
I ening the optic nerves and vltalMlng 
; the vision. Write tor illustrated u-ir- 
eulars, showing styles, prices and 
psychic method ot fitting eyes lit yotir 
own home, B. F. POOLE,

157 Winthrop Ave., Chicago, Ill. \
B. F. Poole, 157 Winthrop Ave., Chica- ( 

go, Illinois:- I
D.ear Sir—I.have worn your spectaelear 

for many years, and found them bettef 
for my eyes than any I ever hud before. 
The last pair your improved light yellow/ 
tint are a wonder to me, I am delighted: 
with them. I wish’ that everyone that, 
has to use spectacles would have their.- 
eyes fitted vjith your Clairvoyant sysr 
tem and lens. . I am your friend anti 
well Svitlher, - - .W. F. PURDY. /

Sault Ste Mai-le,- Mich. ,•

/'LAHI8SE HUMPHRYY-MULLIKS w(lI 
y give clairvoyant readings by mhil. 
Send lock of hair and IL Address, 
2916 Groveland ave., Chicago, DE

J. MASON TEMPLE.
Prophetic medium, gives trance, clair

voyant, and astrological readings; by 
mall. Treats disease. Full trance di
agnosis will be given to anyone send
ing date of birth and six 2 cent stamps. 
Address him at Berwyn, Md.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol- 

ume contains the best poems of tbie 
author, and some of the best popular . 
songs with the music by eminent co 
posers. The poems are admlra
adapted for recitations. 226 p 
beautifully bound. Price $1.00.

es,

Any two ‘of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.15...

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $!)£[?• 

Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price$1.75.

Any six of the Fourteen Premium
Books.you tiiay order, price $2.10. ¥ r

Any seven of the Fourteen Premiumi 11 y0,v’w^lLO)H 25- cents.
Books you may order, price $2.4lK.^Book, tho ____ ■

Any eight of tiio Prowt®** ’■

The Annals of Psychical Science 
A Illgli-Cla.il Monthly Journal, Devoted 

' to Critical and Experimental Re-
■earch In .. .the Phenomena ot

Coadueted by. Darlex, Rlcliet, Crookes, 
■ Flammaridn,' Lombroao, Mangin, Max- 
w,elj,. Mqrselll, de Rochas, and other em
inent;- scientist^, ■ Published simulta
neously; In English (London) and 
French (Paris); Fourth year; much en
larged.- fiubssrlptlon, $3.00 a year; sin
gle’ copies, ,25 .pents, Samnite copies, re- 

1 turnable' In one week, will be sent for 
- Inspection.“' Liberarpremiums to those 
subscribing for the first time through 
th?. American office, below address—

Address subscription and Inquiries to 
THE ANNALS OF PSYCHICAL SCIENCE 
1443 4 Street N; W., Washington, D, C..

. . ; ORTHODOX HELL, 
Church Creeds and Infant Damnation. 
To kay that this hook Is a production 
of Dr. -J. M. Peebles is sufficient to 
explain',, the interesting features of it, 

.and»recommend it to every reader of 
1 Spiritualistic literature. Price, 19 cts.

..... ..««j vx-uer, price 8^*45^j"
Any eight of the Fourteen PremMni 

Books you may order, price $2.80.
Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $8.15.
Any ten of the Fourteen Jremium 

Books yon may order, price $3.50.
Any eleven of the. Fourteen Premi

um Books you may ’order, price $3.85.
.Any twplve of tlic Fourteen Prcnif- 

um Books you may ur^er, prfce $4.20.

that price Is .practically a gift to our 
subscribers. Mt that price only one 
book will’be sent out. All orders for 
one or morerNPremlum Books must 
be accompanied with a yearly aub- 
scriptlonibr The Progressive Thinker. 
Where more .than One-Premium Book 
is desired, seb the..terms mentioned' 
above. . *

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM.

A' treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrler, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and in
structive book. Price $1.00.

The Oriental Esoteric Center
Of Washing«»«, D. C.

Is conducted under the direction of the 
Initiates of Thibet, for the aid of those 
seeking a knowledge of the Eastern 
wisdom. Besides local lectures and 
class work, the Center publishes a 
weekly Bulletin or Leaflet, containing 
a helpful editorial, suggestions for 
courses of reading and other useful 
matter. This will be sent free for a 
time to those requesting it. The Cen- 1 
ter has a library of books on theosophy, 
occultism, psychical teseareh and allied 
subjects, which will be loaned to per- । 
sons In any part of the United j 
States or Canada, some free, others at 1 
a small rental. It sells books on these 
subjects. AH receipts go to the Libra
ry Fund. For Leaflet, library lists of 
free and other books, price lists and 
other Information regarding' the work 
of the Center, address,

THIO IJUKAKIAN,
1443 Q Street, X. U ., Wn^hUstou, D. C.

Be Sure to Read This^
Frances L. Loueks, one of the great

est psychic wonders living. 1 use. the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all internal 
diseases. • A trial wll convince you. 
Nervous e.xhauBtion and lost vigor of 
both sexes successfully treated, an 
hundreds can testify. Bend name, age, 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom, 
and ten cents in stamps, and you will 
receive ft correct diagnosis of your case 
free, worth dollars to you. Be sure to 
write your own letter. Dr. J. 8. 
Loucks, who lately passed on, contin
ues to treat the sick through my medi
umship. Address all letters to

FHANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass.

Psychological School of Science.
Learn to help yourself. Lessons 

by mail. Full particulars for stamped, 
envelope, 
envelope. L. V. GRAND.

32 Delaware Pl., Chicago, III.

J. II. FLETCHER,
Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107th St., New York.
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on persona) 
business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

Firpt AssoyiaHpnJdf New York.
At the sixtieth anniversary (held 

In Elks’.hall) of the First Associa
tion of Spiritualists 'and- Ladies'' 
Auxiliary, last .Sabbath morning, 
March 29, the loverej of truth were 
.given a feast of good things, espe- 
cially In the uplifting and ennobling1 
address ot Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue, 
of Hartford, Conn. This gentle | 
speaker has been ¡highly favored with: 
a semi-trance ’mediumship . (or in
spirational powers) by. which the' 
lofty spirits and intelligences take 

.control, of her body and utter their 
wonderful exposition and prayers so 
that when we are looking and listen
ing, the mind sees not HER person
ality; but the grand, spirit of utter
ance behind the veil of flesh. The 
most salient features of her address

। were an fq}lQWS^,Z; ‘J
■ That nothing din -ihe vast universe 
of being; is destiuctible. God sends 
his ’ powers' of / medijimshlp and' en
lightenment. upon every, grade of so
ciety. -That Spiritualism never has 
been sectariahjzbd. ' All creation, 
from the veriest-, ■.protoplasm to the 
highest cherublm’/is' divine. Infinite 
Justice of a toy jhg Parent overruling 
all. The purpose of Spiritualistic 
truths as' demohptrated is* to-clear

ing manlier, tolong the' dines of their, 
work. . ■ i , .
' 'Dinners waB'iBerVfed at. 1:30. In the 
church roomyr t<f. which .the. merry ., 

company did ampW'jUstice.
, Mrs. Schauss’ beautiful .lecture of. 

the afternoon could not fail to inspire, 
her hearers with the heeessity.ef put
ting Into living practice the teachings 
of the Gentle Medium of Nazareth, 
for which the faith stands. The day 
was fittingly closed • with the, even
ing.lecture bytthe’pastor on “Spiritual 
Phenomena) Ancient and Modern,” 
which he handled In a very, able and 
satisfactory) manner. This was also 
followed with: messages. After a most 
pleasant and ¡profitable day, the. audi
ence .departed, wishing that this won
derful-truth .anight bring its peace: 
and .Joy to’«very): sorrowing heart.

: /’i. ’HATTIE HOYT, Sec. 
Battle Greek,-Mich. .

BARRELS OF AIR BURNED AS FUEL
New; Remarkable Stove—Ohioan’s Great Invention—Consumes 395 Barrels of 

Air to One Gallon of common Kerosene oil making oil-gas—the 
New Fuel that looks and burns like gas!

Wood, coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUfcL IS AIRI Unlimited supply—no trust In con- 
' trot Air belongs to rich and poor alike. We can’t burn air alone but see here I Our wonder

ful stove burns air and gas—very little gas—principally air. Takes its 
fuel almost entirely from the atmosphere.

Aiphiiatnre gas works—penny fuel for every family—save to on cost—save dirt and drudgery- 
... more coal or wood to carry—ashes unknown—absolute safety.

SEE ROW SIMPLEI TURN A KNOB-TOUCH A MATCH-FIRE IS ON. 
TURN AGAIN—FIRE IS OFF! THAT’S ALL.

■ Astonishing but true—time-tested—proven facts—circulars give startling details—overwhelming evidence;
* .  ____ ____ oMMuiug uciauo—uvwwueiniing evidence# /

NO SUCH 8TOVE SOLD IN STORES—UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN OR HEARD OF, 
Agenius of Cincinnati has invented a new, ning fruit—with a portable oven placed over The ■writer 'personally saw these Oil-Gas 

Scientific oil-gas generator that Is proving a theburner splendid baking can be done. Stoves in operation—in fact, uses one in hh 
blCMingt6wdmeufolks,enablingthemtocook « own home-is delighted with its working anc
with g»—i^lleving them of drudgery. Makes _ AROWlGr AmpOrvallX YGavurv after a thorough investigation can say to otn 
cookwgafld housework a delight and at the I® the invention of a small Radiator Attach- ——- >•--* •* »•

away the debris of disease and-weak
ness. That by.. HEAVEN is meant a 
condition of spiritual-fraternity in the 
human consciousness; That the' 
mighty powers of'the spiritual world 
are beginning. to • build a better uni
verse than- times of, mortal men have 
ever known. That,In orfier to pro- 

•gregs inHhls..work,the great rule of 
i spirltuajjlife-must be unselfish. That 

the progressive spirits of the universe 
I have come , not • to destroy , but to 
¡- CHANGE,/ and- .moreover because 
i -there is one 'great' truth underlying 
the vasUcosmic-.realm,-viz.: life, life 
everywhere. : That'- we all must pre
pare for LIFE,-not .death (as mater-: 
ialists do). - ■ -.t j

Finally • thisr great. intelligence' de-1 
clared that du order .for-a religion to 

• be. vital and ' health-giving it must be 
such a. religion < of- practice- that it 
eventually': becomes our. own monitor.

Such.-iwas in substance the beautiful, 
climax to the-morning services and 
it left upon. MY’ souban uplifting ef? 
feet which cshHll-‘neVbr. be effaced.

Sincerely for. , the. Cause, 
' ■ W. H. WARE.

Brooklyn',' N.-Y.'.'-’ . .

The Sixtieth Anniversary at Battle 
*■ Creek, Mich.

On Sunday, March 29, the ■ First 
Spiritual church', . room of Battle 
Creek, Mich., was the scene of a large 
and happy gathering of people from 
the . city and Its neighboring towns, 
when the‘’sixtieth anniversary of the 
birth of Modern .Spiritualism, was 
most appropriately celebrated. The 
room and-.rostrum had been taste
fully decorated , in. green, orange and 
•white, and..the. people arrived with a 
bountiful supply of'good-will in their 
hearts and food In.thelr baskets,

. The local pastor,-ZW. J. Erwood,

THE PRICELESS NOW.
Weary -I stood, and ’watched the. waved 

. /Tumultuous flow. .
I had» grownrtlstless, life'to me had 

• 1 .Lost Its charm.
And oft, I wept o'er moments that I

■|Iad seen go.-
Past in- s.wiftest flight, and leave my 

. soul .
In-frozen-calm

My heart. Ji atoothas one bewildered;. 
In a dream. / -

Them- swifti: wind ¿ rent the clouds 
■ ’ ' -aaunder,

And'I saw-
Across ithe .waves that thundered on,a

“ Bright mooiibeam, • • >
That , fltfng to earthr’the smiling presr 

i „ ence
* .' Of Goll’s law.

was assisted-In-the .services of the day 
by that' slncer.e.aud; earnest worker, 
Mrs. - Elizabeth Schaues,, of Toledo;' O.

: Mr.. Eryood’s jmoj'nfflg. theme Was 
“Tho Growth of Mb^ern Bpfritualism,": 
and was’»"especially■>•• fine. ' Mrs. 
Schauss followed: with pleasing mes- 
sages. Lyceum'au.^qbri was also an 
event ot must-Intereafi.ss the chlldreh' 
were delighted with/, ■Mrs. SohmiB.

: ■' X God’s .'/■■ .
Presence near?

understopd.oj I -gathered naught 
■ toifrom

•Priceless NOW. :
had been; drifting-, mid the shadows

■Dark and drear

| Longercsee
iThe shadowspsiand my * soul should
I i. garner ,
I Perfectirest.'
And, In itke 'Htht of-Divine law I 
r- • Would retahd FREE.

■. : H BERTHA A. WEEKS. " 
Willimantic,-Conn.

"Life and.> Moral Axioms of Con- 
fucluo,” is ÜWtitle of>a 62 page pam-: 
pNot, 'Which contatns'smtmy of, the' 
moral aphcrlBmB~ and terseologlcal 
teachings at the: ancient* Chinese phil
osopher, who lived «61 'years before 
the. ¡Christian Era? and ’Whose , wise 
weCepte Awe left s pasting J®w®as-

.A'-tk-as--- -  —

cooking and housework a delight and at the 
Sime time often saves % to % in cost of fuel. 
< How often have many of our lady readers re- 
taarked that they would give anything to get 
ridof the drudgery of using the dirty coal and 

. woodstoyes—also the smoky oil wick stoves 
and their gasoline stoves which are so danger* 
ous and liable to cause explosions or fire at 
any time.

Well, that day has arrived and a fine substi
tute has been discovered and every family can 
now have gaa fuel for cooking, baking and । 

; heating.anu not have their kitchens a hot, fiery | 
furnace in summer, and be carrying coal and ' 
aShes-^ruining’their looks and health. j
■, A ~ Thousands a Week. |

mentalToverthe U.S. 
—that ■ the factory is 

. already rushed, with 
thousands ? of orders 
and evidently 
tb^ Company’s 
representatives 

i end agents are 
snaking big 

‘profits as they 
■ offer . splendid 
inducements, .7 

AswiUbeno- 
tlced from'the 
engraving, this 
,OIL-GAS 'GEN
ERATOR is en- SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR 

• tirely different from any other stove—although 
its construction is very simple—may be easily 
and safely operated and is built on the latest 
scientific principles, having no valves, which is 
a marked improvement, as all valves are liable 
to lei^k,' carbonize, clog up or overflow.
, simply moving a knob the oil is auto

matically fed to a small, steel burner bowl or 
retoft where it Is instantly changed into gras, 
which is drawn upwards between two red not 
perforated steel chimneys, thoroughly mixed 
-with air and consumed, giving a bright blue 
fiame^hottest ghd^fire, similar in color and 
heating power to natural gas., 

: This invention Ims been fully protected in the 
U.S; Patent Offict dad is known ns the HAR
RISON VALVELESS,WICKLESS, AUTO VIATIC 
OIL-GAS GENERATOR—the only one yet dis
covered that consumes the carbon and by- 

[ products ofthe oil.
1 The extremelysmallatnountofKeroseneOn 
1 that Is needed to produce so large a volume of 
i gas make;ft one of the most economical fuels 

on earth and the reason for the great success 
of thia Generator is based on the well known 
fact of the enormous expansiveness of oil-gas 
when mixed with oxygen or common air.

Olbgas is proving so cheap that 15c to 80c O 
week should furnish fuel gas for cooking for a 
smaHfanuly.

: Ker^ne oil from which oiGgas Is made may 
be purchased in every grocery—is chedp and a 
gallon of it will furnish a hot, blue flame gas 
fire in the burner for about 18 hours and as a 

* stove fa only used 8.or.4 hours n day in most 
families*for cooking, the expense of operating 
would be but little..

In addition to ils cheapness is added thecom« 
< fort, .¿Usanliaefis—absence of soot, coal,I dirt, 
.»shea,-etc. • .v?-.- -

What pleasure to just turn on the oil—light 
the^si^ft hot fire ready to cook. When 
tbrOughjtum it.off -Just tnlnk; a little kero- 
eene oil—ope match—light—a beautiful blue 

. gas flame—holiest, fire—always ready—quick 
meals—a ges stove in your home. . . 
. > It generates the gas only as needed—Is not 
CQmpUcate'Lbut-shuple—easily operated and fihbthcf future i> Hfl PERFECT SAFETY. * 
Ifofe WKS GASOLINE
AfiAUaMe.to explode and cause fire at any. 
jMtaeat. (Thia «tore (a oo safe that you could' d^&^lstEifeofiteBkWRWldgooat.

.tEhl.OD-Gia Stove does any kind ot Cooking 
iMtreoalftr wlU&MnvMwiible for

»pnmev cott^e^-waah-

___ _ _  _ •’wuv * vsevux v
Is the invention of a small Radiator Attach
ment which if placed over the burner makes a 
desirable heating stove during the fall and 
winter so that the old cook stove may be done 
away with entirely.

While at the factory In Cincinnati the writer 
was shown thousands of letters from eustomers 
who were using this wonderful oil-gas stove, 
showing that ft is not an experiment but a 
positive success and giving splendid satisfac 
tion and as a few extracts may be interesting ( 
to our readers we produce them:

L. S. Norris, of vt.,writes:' “The Harrisoi 
Oil-Gas Generators are wonderful savers o» 
fuel—at least504 to 75^ over wood asd coal.”

Nr. H. Howe, of N. Y., writes: ° I find the 
Harrison is the first and only perfect oil-gas 
stove I have ever seen—so simple anyone can 
safely use it. It is what I have wanted for years. 
Certainly, a blessing to human kind.”

Mr. R.D. Arnold, of Nebr., writes: ° That be 
saved $4.35 a month for fuel by using the 
Harrison Oil-Gas Stove. That his gas range 
cost him $o.5O per month and the Harrison only 
$1.25 per mon P* ”

T. A. Shafer, of PaM writes: M The Harrison 
Oil-Gas Stove makes an intense heat from a 
small quantity of oil—entirely free from gmoke 
or smell—great improvement over any otlie 
oil stove. Has a perfect arrangement for com 
bustion—can scarcely be distinguished from a 

i natural gas fire.”
| Mr.H.B.ThompsonlofOhlotwrites: “Icon 
i gratulate you on such a grand invention to aid 
i the poor in this time of nigh fuel. The mech 
an ism Is so simple—easily operated—no danger 
The color pfthe gas flame is beautiful dark 
bl ue, and'so hot seems almost double as power
ful as gasoline.”

Mrs. J.L.HandUon, writes: ° Am delighted— 
Oil-Gas Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than 
others—no wood, coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, 
no wick, cannot explode.”

Hon. Ira Eble, J. P.,of Wis..writes: "Well 
Sleased with the Hnrrison-far ahead of gasoline.

o smoke or dirt—no trouble. Is perfectly safe 
—up danger of explosion like gasoline.”

Chas. LfBehaeke, of N. Y., 
Writes: “It is a pleasure 
to be the owner of your 
wonderful Oil-Gas Stove- 
no coal yard, plumbing— 
ashes or dust. Oue match 
lights the stove and in 10

ALL6IZI?fl.
minutes breakfast is ready. No danger from 
an explosion—no smoke— no dirt—simply turn 
it offand expense ceases. For cheapness it has 
no equal.”

Agents are doing'flfle--®aklng 
big money.

WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER.
Geo. Robertson, of Mainer writes: “Am de» 

Hghted-with Oil-Gas» so are my friends—took, 
borders in 3 days.” . >

A. U Slimp, ofTetas,1 writes: "I want the 
agency—In a day and a half tobk over a dozen 

.orders.”f- » • - .. r ».
Hdward Wilson,of Mo., writes: "The Har- 

risoa veryrtatisfactory—Sold 6 staves .first day 
ilhadmine.” • • •
i ’ Hnhnnn, of Tenn., writes: ^Already 
ihave70orders.” ■

. Tiusl& certainly a g06^chsnce for our readers 
tonjake money tniBsuinmev*’
* HMfad^ds or other prominent peopli highly 
ehflofseand recorpmeadoibgas fuel arid there 
cefrtalnly eeetna to beno ddubt that It Is ft won-1 
derfUllmprovmeat Over other stoves. . j

......-uovo von >U Mil 
own home—is delighted with its working and 
after a thorough investigation can say to our 
readers that this Harrison Oil-Gas Stove made 
by.the Cincinnati firm is the only perfect bur
ner of its kind.

It is made In three sizes 1,2 or 3 generators 
to a stove. They are made of steel throughout— 
thoroughly tested before shipping—sent out 
complete—ready for use as soon as received— 
nicely finished with nickel trimmings and ns 
there seems to be nothing about it to wear out, 
they should last for years. They seem to sat
isfy and delight every user and the makers 
fully guarantee them.

HOW TO GET ONE ,
All our lady readers who wont to enjoy th^ 

pleasures of a gas stove—the cheapest, cleanest 
find safest fuel—save to % on iiiel bills and 
do their cooking, baking* ironing and canning 
fruit at small expense should have one of these 
remarkable stoves. i

Space prevents a more detailed description*' 
but these olhgds stoves will bear out the most 
exacting demand for durability and satisfactory 
properties.

If you write to the only makers, Tho 
World Mfg. Co,, 6815 World Bldg.. Cincinnati* 
Ohio« and ask for their illustrated pamphlet 
describing this invention and also letters from 
hundreds of delighted users you will receive' 
much valuable information.

The price of these Stoves is remarkably loir, 
only $3.25 up. And. it is indeed, difficult to 
Imagine where that dmount of money could be 
invested in anything else that would bring such 
saving In fuel bills, so mneh good "health and 
satisfaction to our wives.

DON’T FAIL TO WHITE TODAY
For full information regarding this splendid 
invention.

The World Mfg. Co«, is composed of prom« 
incut businessmen of Cincluuatb arc perfectly 
responsible mid reliable, capital $¡00,000.00 and 
will dojustas they agree. The stoves arc just 
os represented and fully warranted.

I Don't fail to write for Catalogue.
i $40.00 Weekly and Expenses« 
| The firm offers splendid inducements to 
। agents mid au energetic man or woman having 
| spare time can get a good position, paying big 
i wages by writing them at once mid mentioning 
i this paper.

A wonderful wave of excitement has swept 
over the country, for where shown-thesc Oil« 
Gas Stoves have caused great excitement. Oil- 
Gas fuel is so economical nud delightful tbat 
the sales of these Stoves last month were 
enormous and the factory Is rushed with thous
ands of orders. *

Many of our renders have spare-time, or are 
out of employment and others are not making > 

(a.great deal of money, mid we advise them to. 
write to the firm and secure an agency for this 
invention. Exhibit this stove before 8 or 10 
people dnd you excite their* curiosity and 
should beablC to,sell 6 or 6 and snake $10.00 to ¿15.00 a day.Whyshonld people Jive In penuty 
or suffer hardships for the want of plenty of j
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Sees New Faith Dawn.
frolessor Foster Says Christianity Faces Crisis Which May 

/Destroy It.—Second Shot at Orthodoxy.—University Writer 
Asserts Battle Now is Being Fought Out in Men’s Souls.

Professor George B. Foster of the University of Chicago 
\ Divinity School, author of “The Finality of the Christian Be- 
\ ligion,” which created a sensation among theologians because of 

the unusual views advanced, has fired another shot into the ranks 
of the orthodox ministers. In an article on “The Religious Basis 
.of Ethics” in the current American Journal of Theology, issuedV

yesterday from the university press, he expresses the opinion 
tlvat Christianity is undergoing a crisis ,wh}£li;.^ destroy it, 
.to'.make room for a new fatili. ' .

Professor Foster declares that Christéndom is witnessing the 
death of the traditional Christianity and that the deepest doubt
ers have been forced by their consciences to question Christian 
ideals. Many thinkers are coming td 1ÒÓÌF upon’ tlie orthodox 
ideals as ‘ ‘grinning and grotesque ideals,’’ he bèlièvés,, -

“ To-day we are hearing much of the return to faith, ’ ’ he says. 
^. “Personally I am unable to see any su^r^tiifn^ may be 

'Andeed signs of a new faith, but no return. In my opinion 
(Christianity is in the most grievous orisisiof its history. I do 
riot refer to controversy in the newspa^s and on the street, 

■ bmt to the quiet, bitter battle which serious men are fighting 
out^ in their own souls. ' '

? Fajth’s Summer or Winter,.

v

“It may be objected that the old churcltes were never so 
powerful and active as to-day—never engaged so much in labors 
of love. But the question is whether all this is the blush of health 
or the last flush of fever on the dying—whether its-glory is the. 
glory of her springtime or of her autumn—whether the next sea- 

< son is her summer or winter. It is the dying ef tire old faith 
which Western Christendom is experiencing.

“To be sure, they are not the deepest spirits of our day 
. . who are shouting, ‘God is dead!’ Many ..of. them think that sci- 
/ ence has killed the old world, and that they-^can dwell in the 
X embrace of every pleasure. They think that they are now free 

Yfrom what once fettered them, from what never was, therefore, 
/ high and holy to them, but only an alien commandment. Many- 
>pf them think that, because the traditional redemption is in many 
o^its features indefensible, they can fling conscience to the winds. 
Suteli people, I say, are not the most serious minds of our day, 

1 whp are in the.midst of the fray over the ey.ey-yex^d.question as 
to the religious basis of morality. ” •’ "

“The deepest doubters of our day, rather, are those whose 
J very consciences themselves are precisely the forces, which have 
' gXen birth to their doubt—and that deep doubt is not now witji 

reference to dogma and cult and organization ’Df a historic 
church, but whether the ideals which were sacred to the fathers 

. are real gods worthy of all adoration, giving stimulus and direc
tion and goal of life, oj' whether those ideals are grinning and

Pi

grotesque idols, in -the gloom of ancient teinples, and which can 
endure no sunlight of modern moral thought.?’

Fixed Rules Now Govern.
Of tlie “modern” view of religion, Professor Foster says: 

“Things are no longer subject to the caprice of.gods, but to fixed 
rules. Both material and spiritual processes follow inviolable 
laws.

( “Instead of there being a God of changeless perfection, from 
'whom a world of change and evil and decay has arisen either 
through, emanation or creation, existence is self-originating, 
self-directing, self dependent, self-criticising.” ,

\ • MY CROSS.
A solemn silence reigned all around; 
fe’eri Nature’s voices uttered not a 

* * sound.
The evening shadows seemed of peace 

to tell
And sleep upon my weary spirit fell.
A moment’s pause, and then a heaven- 

'ly light,
Beamed full upon my wondering, rap

turous sight—
J'ngels on silvery wings seemed every- 
' where,

<And angel music filled the balmy air.

' ’Then one more fair than all the lest
- to me,
One to whom all- others bowed 
“ ” -knee,

Came to me gently as I lay, 
“Follow me,” he said. “I am 

way.”
Then speaking thus, he led me 

above,

the

the

far

"^And there beneath a canopy of love, 
Crosses of divers.shape and size were

x J seen
1 \Larget and smaller than myown had
V been.

*jAnd one there was, most beautiful to 
( behold

- (A little one, with jewels set in gold, 
, A,nd this, I thought, I could in comfort 

r rear, *'•'*
For It would be an easy one to bear, 
And so the little one I took, 
and all at once-my frame beneath it 
' shook,

The sparkling jewels fair were then 
to see,

But far too heavy was their weight 
for me. ’

1“T
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In the Realm of Science.
Interesting Particulars in Reference to Vibrations.

In Prof, Alfred Russel Wallace’s great book, entitled “Man’s 
Place in the Universe,” on page 28 I read as follows: “Light is now 
explained as being due to vibrations of ether, that mysterious sub
stance which not only permeates all matter, but which fills all space 
at least as far as the remotest visible stars and nebulae.” •

“The exceeding minute waves or vibrations of this ether produce 
all phenomena of heat, light and color, as well as those ehemjeal ac
tions to which photography owes its wonderful powers. By ingeiiioiis 
experiments the size and rate of vibrations of these waves have beep 
measured, and it is found that they vary considerably; those forming 
the red light, which is least refracted, having a wave length qf about 
one-two hundred and thirty-six thousandth of an inch, while tlie vioUt 
rays at the other end of the spectrum are only about half that length, 
or one-sixhundred and thirty thousandth of an inch. The rate lat 
which the vibrations succeed each other is from five hundred apd two 
millions pf millions -’per- second- of time for the - eÿtreipe red 
rays, to seven hundred and. thirty-seven millions of miliums -for those 
at th« violet end of the spectrum; These figures are given $o show the 
wonderful minuteness and rapidity of these heaf and liglit Graves on 
which the whole life bf thé world, and our knowledge of other worlds 
and other suns directly depend.”

Then in addition to this, there are the ultra violet. raysx.of light 
which aye so exceedingly rapid that no system df measurement yet 
devised by man can estimate their rate of vibratiop, ’ iudAd, says' 
Prof. Carl* Snyder: “The ijltra violet ray of light is tejfond the 
range of the human'eye ; it. affects only the very sensitive photo
graphic film.” Hence it is the’ray of light which rendey« toe art of 
photography possible, and by means of it very distinct and' beautiful 
photos of a railway express train moving at the rate of giity miles an 
hour have been taken by Eyof, 'W. M. Lockwood in the oïte-fiVé hun
dredth part of a second, and the picture is as complete anfl perfect as 
though the train were standing still.

This proves that the normal eye cannot reach above the violet ray 
nor fall below the dark red ray ip our range of vision ; aM a^ove and 
below these two ends of thé spectrum are dark to-us; ahd it is just 
so with the human ear. We cannot hear the sounds, if’there are such, 
which in tone, fall below the lowest, or rise above the jj^hest* range 
of musical notes. ; '

In the year 1849, Heinrich Mertz, a scientist- of Gefhmmr, discov
ered a wave or vibration runnipg through all material, all Substance, 
all ethers, gases, fluids and solids. The matter was taken up by other 
scientific investigators, and the discovery of Hertz was proven to be 
true. But not one of them could discern any filnetioh ôr üséfuLappli- 
eation for this knowledge, l&t àll honored’ the discoverer ¿¡by naming 
it “The Hertzian Wave,” and thus it is known to the prisent day; 
yet two years ago a French'warship while riding at anchor in -a still, 
quiet harbor of France suddenly exploded, her magazine containing 
a Barge store of smokeless powder of high tension. Th'e ship was 
utterly destroyed, a number of human lives went out witli the-explo
sion. ... . ,

A commission was called by government authority for ¿he purpose 
of investigation into the eausç or causes of the explosion',-’. Thÿ high
est scientific talent that coulcj he obtained, after long and^careful1 in
quiry, decided that the explosion was due to thé agitat'ioW.or friction 
set in operation by the Hertzian wave.or Vibration in tJ/e-iptjeenlfis.pf:: 
this hi^h tension powder, thus causing it to explode, rinded destruct
ive' function, if not a creative one, was at last found fw thé’Hertzian 
Iwave. , 1 '■___ _ . >

. THE EARLY SHAKERS.

Wonderful Spirit Manifestations Oe- 
curred Among Them Before the

Raps Were Heard at Hydes
ville, N. Y.

They commenced in 1837, the wri
ter being eight years of age, and a 
member of the society in Tyringham, ' 
Mass.

We had heard of the work already 
In operation in other places, and be
ing very anxious to have a part in the 
same, held many “revival meetings,” 
and consequently realized in our own 
midst a great “down-pour" of spirit 
power. Many became clairvoyant, 
and conversed face to face with the 
departed. Several had trances, one 
of whom at times would remain hours 
in that condition, and on returning 
to the normal state her travels in 
spirit-life, and the many wonderful 
sights she had enjoyed, and departed 
friends with whom she had met, who 
recognized and greeted her, the same 
as though they had still been in eàrtii- 
life. She said everything she saw 
seemed just as natural as anything 
here, but was mostly of a higher type 
of beauty. She saw gloriously grand 
temples where angel beings were 
assembled, and seemed to be in the 
attitude of worship." She was taken 
into beautiful mansions, where she 
saw spirits occupied with various 
kinds of employment, all seeming to 
her on an elevated plane, but still 
natural, and real as here.

Some she noticed were seated at 
desks, and occupied with writing. 
She went sailing on a lovely sheet of 
water with a company of departed 
friends, some of whom she had lived 
with previous to their transition. 
She said the boat was a fairy-like 
thing, and gilded over the lake with 
the greatest ease, and she enjoyed 
the trip wonderfully.

Her guide took, her to some places 
: far from pleasant, where dark, unde
veloped spirits were congregated, and 
who seemed to be occupied as when 
on earth, with amusements of a low 
down character. She saw some In 
dark, dismal dungeons, and bound 
even with chains, which caused her 
to feel such agony of bou! that she 
begged her guide to take her away.

But most of which these trance- 
goers met,with in the life beyond, 
were so beautiful .and so strongly at
tracted them, that they expressed a 
desire to remain and never return to 
earth.

There were many in our midst who 
spoke in unknown tongues, while oth
ers would interpret the same. Nu
merous new songs, both words and 
music, were extemporaneously . sung 
in" Our meetings. There were those 
who had the power to read thè 
thoughts a^.,Bflcret intents of oth
ers. Impersonations were frequent, 
■both of our bwh'departed and spirits

-foreign,type;- ■'Nearly all .the dif
ferent nationalities were represented.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox’s Warning
As Expressed in the Los Angeles Examiner,

In a communication to the Los Angeles Examiner, Mrs. Ell® 
Wheeler Wilcox says:

The great mistake made by orthodox Christianity to-day is the 
preaching.of a “heaven,” wherein mortals become “angel spirits’;’ 
immediately after death, or else descend to the other land of “lost 
souls.” Quité as mistaken is the.idea of a sleep until the Judgment ’ 
Day. , ■ '■ ", . „.J - ■ f-

Heath does not make an angpl of a mortal upless the work wag 
commenced on earth, ■ . „ »

The spirit realms are many, and they contain as varied conditions, 
grades and orders of existence as thé .earth,

The man Who dies with po god but money, no religion but gain, 
goes into the earth-bound realpl—the.first sphere—and remains there 
until he develops a higher idéal.. Ue is just as much alive, and just 
as mercenary, and just as eager for power, as he was on earth; but 
he has no physical body with which to act, and his greatest happiness 
lies in controlling the body of a medium, and, through the medium, 
other mortals. The earth-bound spirits retard their own progress to 
higher spheres, injure thp medium by weakening her individuality, 
and they mislead mortals'who lean upon their advice.

The whole purpose of life is self-development. Each mortal is 
meant to work out his own destiny, his own “salvation,” which means 
using all his own powers of body, mind and spirit while on this sphere, 

If he does this he will be helped by spirits from the higher spheres 
—the realms lying beyond the earth plane. They will give him elec- 
trie force, courage and inspiration.

Spirits of the higher planes are ever ready to give the right help 
directly to mortals who have developed the higher qualities. In time 
of great need, sorrow or danger, they are sometimes able to reveal 
themselves to sight or sound, but this rarely occurs, save to those who 
have studied the right method, and become masters of the philosophy.

It is a sign of ignorance and bigotry to deny the fact of spirit com
munication to-day.

It behooves every mortal to be alert, wide awake, right minded, 
and to make his mind a receiving station for wireless messages from 
the highest realms only.

Such realms never send messages concerning Wall street, or money, 
matters. The material messages come from material realms and minds.

A large percentage of church members are men and 'women whose 
minds are more occupied with the thoughts of lands, houses, equipages, 
clothes, jewels and food, than with intense aspirations for spiritual 
development. Over such minds earth-bound spirits ofttimes obtain 
dominion without the aid of mediums or the consciousness of the vic
tims. Why not study this subject calmly and sensibly, and find its 
high moral influence, instead of sweeping it aside as “trash,” “super
stition” and “nonsense?”

THE N. S. A. ENDOWMENT FUND.

Indians were greatly .in exigence, and 
. . sp'o^

Within a very recent period of time, two investigators 
. w—:— »r. ■» .7 . ful presents were.brought to us from

“the 'immortal- Bldej pt'¡'life—flowers, 
fruit, doves, singing' birds, lambs, in-

Not one to suit my need, could there 
be found.

Weeping, I laid each heavy burden 
down, r *

As my guide gently said, “No cross, 
no'crown.”,

At length to him I raised my saddened 
heart, . • - <

He knew Its sorrow, bld its doubt de
part, ' ' ' '*

“Be not afraid,” he said, “but trust 
In me.

My perfect love shall now be shown to 
thee.” '

With footsteps turning not aside, 
For fear.some hidden evil might be

tide.
And there in the Prepared, appointed

way,

prance, viz.: Monsieur and Madfiuj Cinié, discovered the nffir riíétailic 
substance now know, as radium. A small particle Of this radium con
fined in a short section of glass therinómeteb'tuX apa‘fused tightly 
shut at both ends by means of blow pipe, constantly emitted through 
the solid glass, a volume of an imponderable, immeasurably element, 
which has since been provén to be helium; an element which will hot 
unite chemically or otherwise with any known substancé nature; 
and yet what is more strange, is the fact that the volume pf radium 
within the.glass tube is not diminished or consumed. 1’his radium 
ray or helium passes through all substances, as glass, the'most solid 
rock, the hardest steel, etc. ’

Now it is proven by means of the spectroscope, that Ms? same ele
ment, helium, is found and is known to exist in the sui's photo
sphere, and it is not improbable,—and is indeed very pfobable that it 
!s the source of the ultra violet ray of light,-the very Asame that 
affects the sensitive photographic film. Who is there Wt;can say 
that this is not true? ‘ ii

Now the primal'etheric ray, or cosmic ether, spokèn^of by Prof. 
Wallace, the Heftzian wave, and the radium ray or hW&fAflement 
may be, and most probably are, one and the same. Uî

The conclusion comes very forcibly to my mind"thhl- trio of
elements or one element,—whichever it or they may source
of all creative as well as all destructive power in natui€^ '

Assuming that the foregoing is true, I arrivé "at tÈe following :

Postulate.

■ “This may not be," I cried, and looked
1 again

To see if there were any-here could 
> ease my pain, -- « .

' But one by one Lpassed them slowly
by, ■

• -.Till 'on a lovely one I cast my .weary 
eye. ■ ■- ■

■ Fair no were around its sculptured 
form^entwined,

■■ -Add grace and beauty in it seemed 
■ ■ combined. ?'.

■ -Wondering I gazed, and still . I won-
> . dered more, : '■ - ■ •

To think'so many should have passed 
. it o’er. ........  .

.But oh,-that form-so beautiful to see;
.■ Soon made Its hidden-sorrows known

■ to me,
Thorns lay beneath the Howers and

. colors fair, . ■ - ■
' S6!i*rowlng'-I said, "This cross'I-cannot 

bear."
And so it was, with • each- and all 

- around.

Listening tq . hear, and. ready to obey.

A cross-lAipickly found, of plainest 
form,

With only words of LOVE inscribed 
■.thereon. v

With thankfulness I raised it from the 
• rest *■■■'.■ .

And joyfully acknowledged it the best, 
The only one, oi. all that then were 

there, * '
That I could’febl'whs good for me to

■■ bear;* i’ io ijo,..- .. . ;

And aB -fcbeni;‘my burden to sustain, 
I recognized’!my -own old cross again. 
But oh, ,how different' did it seem

■ to.be, ■’ii-'-' . ........:
Now that I bad'learned its/precious- 

nesd tb see.-'. ■:
No longer could: I.unbelieving say, 
Perhaps anpjihe^MB a better way.* 
Oh, no,. henceforth my own . desire' 

shall be; -
That he j. who knows me best shall 

choose for me.' ■ > ;

And so whate’er his-Love sees good 
to ;send, ..7 • - - ’

I’ll trust it best, because he knows the
end; :■ . . . ■ .. ;■. • ■

. MRS.TL0LA M. RISHEL.;
Toledo, Ohio. • /

there Is > not the least necessity in 
tryihg’ to-prevent; people from think
ing. ;..Thej .are, quite ready enough to 
be Btupid' Or> indifferent without'any 
external: inducements. The huge dead 
weight of established prejudices is 
amply sufficient. We may say that 
free: thinking is not only?right, but a 
duty. A man, that is, is bound to bo 
as treasonable as he can.—Sir Leslie 
Stephens.
. Much. of. the religion to-day is only 
respect for the religion of the past— 
Investigator. ■

. Shun passion; fold the hands of 
thrift: sit still—and truth is near.— 
Emerfto» ;!.:.. >.’■ L'-

4

All things which pxisf.iij the material world have coinel uito heing 
the results of ..susceptibility to the vibrations of COSmC ETHER 

acting on the primal, elements of their composite struefute, through 
natural process by Chemieo-Vital affinity. K ■

I commend-the abbve to the thoughtful consideration if Coi Van 
Horn of Kansas City, v;hom I met in Washington, Di (1 Some years 
ago. >■ “ . ;•'■■.•. v j

n x Lam tru^’ ’ DE; GEORGE B. DOCKS.
Canton, Ohio. ■ ■ <
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stfuments of music, gold chains, gir
dles, dladeinsi an.d other rich orna
ments;- robes,- satin slippers, wreaths 
of flowers for . the head, and other 
things tob numerous to mention.

Hundreds of communications, both 
verbal and written,- were handed out, 
and many trance lectures were deliv
ered for our benefit.

It was predicted by our mediums 
(“Instruments” they were called), 
that these manifestations ' of spirit 
power would be - spread abroad 
through all the land for the enlight- 
emfaent of those who, as yet, knew 
nothing of the continuance and beau
ty of the life.beyond this, nor of the 
power of disembodied souls to return 
and communicate with those still on 
earth. .

These, "gifts” (as the manifesta
tions were called) continued without 
abatement for eleven years, and then 
almost entirely ceased. : Somewhere 
about 1848, we heard of A. J. Davis, 
and Ills initial experiences as seer and 
writer, and later on of the “Roches
ter rappings," all of which to-our 
people was not in the least surprising.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
West Pittsfield, Mass..

He Has Conclusive'Evidence of Spirit 
.— ■-'■ 'Return.-* ’ • •
. To the.. Editor; >„I- have just-fin-*? 
ished reading the article, “Investiga
tion of Mediums.’^ liy . Mr;; Carring
ton, with an. ' introduction by Dr. 
James, H. Hyslop, tn reply I wish to 
say. that if I had had such an experi
ence : I. would, feel like giving up all 
further investigation •; of the -. phe
nomena; but my experience of about 
seven years has been vastly different. 
In Nos. 842 and 855 of The Progress
iva Thinker, I gave a -little of my 
experience, and since then I have had 
many wonderful like experiences.* I 
for one have positive p'roof that spir
its do return, and that -the ' spirit 
world ■ is as much a reality as > this 
earth-life. ■

My father, who - passed over on 
July 28, 1905, has conversed with 
me twice, speaking, to me of things 
which* nobody knew but himself.* My 
aunt, my father's brother’s wife, who 
passed on several years ago, has ma
terialized twice, and each time ' I 
fully recognized her. I began giv
ing private sittings some two or three 
years ago,; then I conducted two 
home, circles each week for nearly a 
year while living at Hartford; ' Conn.

I can truthfully say I. have never 
attempted to feive a message, purport
ing to come from n spirit, ■ without 
KNOWING absolutely it to be what 
it claimed.

Only last evening, after having firn-, 
ished supper and reading the evening

paper, I was sitting qùfqtlÿ-by the fire, 
and I distinctly heard a voice say, 

-Write! 1 -replied (mental
ly)» What shall I .write?.’* .I was told 
to write a . letter, and I again, replied, 
’To whom?” I was tpld to write to 

a friend, naming u par.ty, whom I 
had .never written to. but once, be
fore. .1 had-not .the;Slightest Idea 
of what I was to write. After I 
commenced, I was conscidus of the 
spirit of my, friend’s'fàthfir guiding 
my pen, he having passed ofl'some five 
years ago, long before T ever knew 
anything of Spiritualism or had the 
least idea -I ■ would c^er’become a 
clairvoyant. I would go to-a circle for 
a mere pastime, or . because of no 
other place to spend 'an evening, 
and I never went but -I - got a test 
which I afterwards found to be true. 
Before I was aware of ■ }t, .T began to 
develop, and to SEE and HEAR, until 
now, I hardly have a ^ay or night 
pass without getting’some' communi
cation from the spirit side of life.

■ B. V. WEBSTER.
. Terryville, Cona.

Missionary Work 4n Minnesota.
Mr. Henry Hegdahl ;wlll be In the 

field for missionary worfttor the State 
Spirituallsts’Associatloiv of.Minnesota, 
after May 1, 1,9(18, andj any local so-, 
cfety or individuals wishing his ser-* 
vices will please correspond !with the- 
seoretary, F, E. Irvine,>904 Hastings 
ave., St. Pa»L Minn. 1 - J

&
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SPLENDID EDUCATIONAL FEAT
URES.

To the Editor: I desire to con
gratulate you for making the fight 
that you are on the frauds, and- the 
splendid educational features of your 
gréât paper. No one desiring to keep 
in. touch with the spiritual movements 
of the present-age, .can afford to miss 
a single issue of your excellent paper. 
* Yours truly,- . ,

C. D. OVERACKER.
Ashtabula, Ohio.

The Progressive Thinker should 
■ visit weekly tlie family of every-Spir

itualist in the United States. Should 
YOU, not being a subscriber, happen 
to receive a . SAMPLE- COPY you 
should look it over carefully, and see 
the vast amount of interesting matter 

. it contains. -By receiving its visits- 
weekly you will keep: in touch with 
this great movement the world over, 
and at the same time realize that you 
are-Assisting in sustaining the largest 
Spiritualist paper published on tills 
earth to-dny, aud. thus you will aid 
in disseminating the grand truths of 
SPIRIT RETURN. Subscribe for 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
now, and send for one of our remarka
ble premium books. By becoming a 
render of the paper you will Icai-n 
about tho Spiritualist enmps, and 
know also what the Spiritualists are 
doing and saying the. world over.

- —no > ifiii - '
Hold your thoughts, your mind, 

; your will in principle and you will 
succeed.-—Huling.
. The world Is continually growing 
better to. all who are honestly trying 
to make It better.—Everett McNeil.

An Important Communication from 
- the Secretary, G. W. Kates.

It is possible that many Spiritual
ists wonder why I do not do more to 
gain an increase of the Endowment 
Fund. It is evidently a duty I owe 
the N. S. A. and the future of'Spirit
ualism to seek for an accumulation to 
that fu,nd. And it is an obligation to 
pur arjqen treasurer and be^yfactof, 
Theodore J. Mayer, who wai.mlou^ 
for such a fund.- He had passed 
through many trying financial, ordeals 
of the N. .8. A., and knew the need 
of a sure fund for the great work' that 
organization for. Spiritualism is con
stantly increasing. The uncertainty 
of contributions, and the need of in
cessant soliciting to obtain them, 
makes a more certain method to se
cure funds for propaganda and pro
tection to be forthcoming.

Wfiat would be more sure than a 
fund on interest to bring In stated in
come? The treasurer of the N. S. A. 
a few days ago reported to me nearly 
two hundred dollars Interest paid him 
on the balance now in banks. That 
Is more than I obtained as the result 
of the request for a special collection; 
hence is not calculated to create the 
oft repeated charge that the N. S. A. 
secretary is always begging.

The endowment Fund will bring In 
a constant increment to the N. S. A., 
because the principal cannot be used. 
It must remain for-indefinite support. 
One hundred thousand dollars in an 
Endowment Fund will support the 
N. S. A. work as at present constitut
ed, without using one dollar of that 
sum. It will produce four thousand 
or more dollars, annually, in incre
ment for the great work before this 
body-

Some people occasionally cry aloud: 
“Oh, the N. S. A. will not exist very 
long!" IT NEVER HAD SUCH GOOD 
CHANCE FOR LONGEVITY AS IS 
NOW ITS OUTLOOK! Even during 
this time of stringency, the funds are 
coming in nearly equal to the outlay, 
And the necessity for use of money 
has never been so exacting as during 
this year.

THE N. S- A. IS SURE TO LIVE! 
THE DEVOTED LETTERS FROM 
ITS FRIENDS ASSURES ME OF ITS 
LONGEVITY.

I had no idea of the real devotion of 
Spiritualists to their cause until I 
came to this office as secretary. The 
spirit of love for the cause manifest 
by many is truly sublime!

I have grown to be an optimist 
about the cause of Spiritualism. I-see 
no need or cause for pessimism.

There are some of whom I have 
heard whq will greatly aid the Theo
dore J. Mayer Endowment-Fund, for 
the. future support of the N. S; .A;; 
when many small .donors shall:"have 
shown their willingness. ■

Thus your small donations will have 
a great effect! Do not despise to make 
them. . . — -■

Another sign of some sort of pros
pect is that through law firms and by 
request to a United States. Senator 
the incorporated and financial stability 
of the N. S. A. is being examined. , I 
am sure that some legacies and large 
donations are not far off. Will we 
make a poor or good showing to all 
such inquirers? -It is for the Spirit-: 
uallsts at large to say! The officials 
of the N. S. A. must depend on every 
man, woman and child allied to Spir
itualism to assist in impressing all 
people that the Spiritualists are 'an 
earnest people.

I must give other notices soon. 
Among these the annual dues of aux-, 
iliary societies expected on or about 
June 1 each year.

I must notify all that the dues 
should bo sent in. But these are not 
sufficient, and many societies bear a' 
burden In paying them.

Will others also bear a portion of

the burden? Will the Spiritualists of 
the United States let one good mar
ried couple do more for the Endow
ment Fund this year than all of you? 
I refer to the donation of $2,000 to 
that fund made last fall by Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Sanders. Will you who are 
friends of Spiritualism do as much? 
Why, 2,000 persons paying $1 each 
will do as well. Are there not that 
many earnest Spiritualists? And, sup
pose half of these duplicate, or 
further manifold the sum of their 
dohdtipn?
“ Would the N.* S. A., be compelled to 
send out exhorting and soliciting let
ters much longer? Would the spirit 
tif generous and devoted Theodore J. 
Mayer be aware of your generosity, 
and rejoice in his spirit separation 
from personal opportunity to assist? 
You surely believe he would! Will 
his spirit be made sad if we fail? 
Surely you think so!

I cannot write to you again for 
some time about this Endowment 
Fund; hence, will you bear it in re
membrance and assist when you can? 
In memory of Brother Mayer and his 
great benefactions, let us make tbis 
fund a compliment to him. In devo
tion to the spirit helpers of humanity 
who desire worthy workers on earth, 
and the power to grant opportunity 
to their mediums, let us make tbe sta
bility of our cause for a perpetuity 
of usefulness. In the name of your 
own beloved in spirit life, make some 
tribute to the cause that will assist to 
allay the sorrow and despair of other 
mortals whose homes have been visit
ed by the angel of life who has so 
beautified for you the way of death. 
May your soul partake of great joy 
for all you do to assist all humanity 
to progress and to create peace and 
purity on earth.

Fraternally,
GEORGE W. KATES, 

Secretary, N S. A.
600 Pettnslvania Ave. S. E , 

Washington, D. C.

A
THE BOOK OF LIFE, 

page in the book of Life,
Which chronicles our birth, 

Unspotted by the worldly ^rife, 
It teems With joyous mirth.

As days and years go by, 
’Tis youth and age that race;

However the rivals try, 
’Tis age that wins apace.

We turn to the pages past— 
The leaves are blotted—worn—

As if a cold,: wintry blast
Had left them tattered—torn.

But others have a peaceful look:
. Some shine with gladsome ray. 

Such records in life’s long book 
. . Illume the darksome way.

Wh'en finished, an angel’s seal
■The pages close; the call 

Has come. Can we truly feel 
That God forgives us all?

JULIA GOODRICH BISHOP.

If you arc not a subscriber, and re
ceive a Sample Copy*of THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER, you will see 
the largest Spiritualist paper noiV 
published on this earth/, and we nrfe 
sure you will be interested in'its con
tents. Subscribe for it, and thus 
keep .posted in all mattcrsrelating to 
SPIRIT RETURN . Read over our 
Premium List of standard works. 
Now is tho time to begin. This large 
Spiritualist paper is only ONE DOL
LAR per year. Address L R. Francis, 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, 111. .

■ True politeness is perfect ease and 
freedom. It simply consists in. treat
ing others just as you love to b$ 
treated yourself.—Chesterfield.
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K»., The Medium Charles Bailey
do with crystal ga&ig, it may not 
out'of place to describe the process 
whereby it is effected. The mind of

æ
• t$ ftta'i' b<s’ 
f^s howlard Xis

„ \yoa Tnust remember 
Js .at. iret to do certain A FINE PROGRAM.

¥

THE CONFESSIONAL MENACED.

\ Al 23, IMS.;

P We take pleasure in; again presenting to our 
readers another installment of (he wonderful 
spirit i^anifestatiQnJnrough Mr. Bailey. Mr. 
Bailey .submits .to.ahy test conditions desired. 
He will consent to .be nailed up in a box,, only 
requiring sufficient air to breathe freely.

What materializing medium in this country 
will submit to a like test?

N

S

One of the most reiparkable things 
that, apart from “apports,” has hap
pened during the month was the intro
duction of a new speaker, the late 

' Professor W. K. Clifford. This'in
cisive thinker, who passed away in 
18711, at the early age of thirty-four, 
was known by name to few, if any, 
of the sitters, but was welcomed by 
those who knew of his life-work, and 
the brilliant promise it gave. He was 
a materialist of the transcendental 
school, as It may be termed,, and a 
great admirer of Spinoza, who saw 
God in everything. A man of original 
thought and startling intuitions, but 
this world was quite enough for him. 
Professor Pollock, in a brief biograph
ical chapter to the collected works of 
Clifford, says: “Here was a man who 

■utterly dismissed from his thoughts, 
as being unprofitable or worse all 
speculations on a future >or unseen 
world; a man to whom life was holy 
and precious—a thing not to .Tie¿de
spised, but to be used with joyfulness 

' -—a soul full of life and light, ever 
longing for activity, and counting 
what was achieved as not worthy tq tye 
reckoned in comparison with what" 
was left to do. And this is the wit
ness of his ending, that as man ueyer., 
loved life' more, so man never feared' 
death less.” ... ?'.

Not less interesting were the.words 
of introduction given by Dr. ‘Whit
comb, ‘bringing the circle still more 
closely in touch with the spiritual 
powers controlling it. Dr. Whitcomb 
said: "Tfie spiritual teachers, ,who 
come here to instruct you, are not like 
many spirits, just wandering about 
asking permission to speak to you. 
They are sent to instruct you by the 
higher intelligences, so that when you 
receive a spiritual teacher you are 
receiving a message sent from the
higher spheres. I wish to
make this explanation, lest anyone 
should think I have anything to do 
with bringing these teachers here 
from time to time. Hundreds and 
thousands have been sent forth by 
these spiritual conclaves abroad on 
the earth plane.” Professor Cliffqrd, 
who in his lifetime was a brilliant 
speaker, said: "1 have been instruct
ed by those in authority to speak to 
you, to minister to you in love, to ex
change thoughts with you, and, with 
the help that 1 may receive from you,

sit in front of it and tell to those 
standing around him what he saw. 
The Red Indians of North America 
also practised crystallomancy. If any 
of the braves or warriors of the tribes 
fell sick, or the sqpaws or children, 
they carried them, if they could not 
walk, to a pond or some place where 
there was a calm,clear water, and then 
they were told to gaze into the water, 
when the diviner then saw the herbs, 
the leaves and barks that would effect 
a. cure. These facts have been col
lected by people .who have lived 
among them.

The ancient Egyptians also prac
tised crystallomancy by gazing into 
the face of the water, as did the Ro
mans. They also used polished emer
alds or jewels of some kind, and this 
reminds me that the Maoris also di
vine by looking into stone—the beryl, 
for instance, is one stone they gaze 
into—-and if they have not a stone 
they jvill gaze into a spot of blood. 
The modern Egyptians practise it, 
an.d they always use ink. The pro
prietor, I suppose hq should be ’Called, 
goes about the streets of Cairo and 
other Eastern cities followed by a boy. 
He has a bott le of ink, or a liquid ■ 
which is much like ink, and, when he 
wishes to foretell the future, he calls 
the boy, and pours a small drop of the 
fluid into his hand. He then says to 
the boy, “Look, and look closely,” 
and he proceeds to tell what he can 
see Im the fluid. I well remember one 
of our titled people coming home to 
London and writing an article in one 
of the reviews of the wonderful seance 
that he had with one of these Egyp
tians and his boy, and how truthful 
were his prognostications of the fu
ture.

In India the Yogis have the magic 
mirror.' The consecration of a magic 
mirror is an interesting ceremony. 
A piece of glass is obtained, and it 
is carried, by the Yogi and some of 
his immediate friends or disciples into 
the forest. From a certain tree a juice 
exudes, which is then taken and 
smeared over the.glass. It 1b allowed 
to dry in the sun, and. something is 
pasted over it to prevent it being

man, .co little known and understood 
by you who possess it, has wonderful 
powers and possibilities, potent for 
good or for evil. When man acquires 
knowledge on the subject, it is very 
hard to say: what will be possible or 
impossible to man. As an illustra
tion: Someone in a far-off land is 
thinking upon a certain subject that 
has to deal with the innermost spir-, 
itual life, the affections, the desires 
and aspiration, the yearning for some 
way whereby they may do good, aud 
.the lives of their fellows brightened. 
Certain thoughts are passing through 
this man's mind, which are thrown up 
as pictures before ’ Im. He desires to 
visit other lauds aud there make 
known the truth. Perchance that 
one is sitting in-an arm-chair in an 
old, ordinary house, or gazing out of 
the window upon the landscape, and 
what he is thinking is thrown up be
fore him as a picture. Not only does 
he see it with the fleshly eyes, but if 
he closes his ej'es he can seo tho whole 
surroundings of the house and 
grounds and landscape. As soon as 
that picture is formed—it may be a 
picture of any object, place,, or per
son—supposing at that moment one 
very dear to him crosses that land
scape, one who will in some way help 
him, or perhaps that person is not 
present, but the mind wanders away 
to the form of that person, and, 
though he or she be not present, 
the mind sees that friend perfectly, a 
thought picture is transmitted. Now 
every cause in the universe, not only 
upon your earth plane, but in every 
star and planet throughout the uni
verse, produces an effect. You can
not think deeply upon any subject 
without an effect . being' produced, 
which in turn becomes a cause.

When thé mind of man is in a retr- 
erle such as I have- been speaking of, 
there goes out from that Blind undu- 
latory waves of thought, which are 
carried through the ethers and 
■auras and - strike its ’ object. 
Just as t)ie receiver collects 
the electric ‘ or magnetic waves 
from the Marconi apparatus, so will

thingB“>-ltfi~the physical body. When I Venerable Speaker and Young Violin-

tee Dr’ J’ M’ PeobIed' the '^el*ble and face &.'Ubp<L>n.” Lettae pouer Xned Horn lb »

Turn^ound'” An/'l teD vou that was given a public reception on Mar. ■pS^ round, ^through s^g- .on his
r.A I Mx aud Mrs. A. B. r ranch, lectuiea ingestlOil) UuQ: ,XuC :lnfiueUL6 of JOUI I p --p- xx'ii Qafni'd'iv «nrl Rund'iv

^aUShbfe  ̂ 1118 lectura on
ervst^ ho®lish^dd Jass The’first his Journey around the world was in- 
'signs^ill b^ some bluish clouds, then toXok ^t

1 erhaps a scene, and so on. nlgn couutenance tjiat in his wander-
■ i . , , Cui Bopo. Hugs, he. had drank from the fountain

This Cesspool of Crime, Superstition 
aud Ignorance Threatened With Ex
posure.—The Couiessional is Out of 
Place in This Twentieth Century, 
Having Originated in lite Dark Ages

• of the“World.
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to try to bring 
time of which 
much, and for 
ing.” At the

about that glorious 
you have heard so 
which you are work
following sitting Dr.

Professor Clifford’s first address was 
given, and in a remarkably clear man
ner for the first time of control.

The following is a brief record of 
addresses and phenomena since the 
February issue:

72nd Seance. Dec. 27. Address 
by Dr. Channing on “The Marcli'of' 
Time.” Phenomena. Clay with mo
saics. Young bird brought in nest, 
which was shown weeks before when 

z just hatched. When fully fledged 
will be brought again and left. Man
uscripts ’from Thibet, the fourth of a 

» series, containing Buddhist sayings.
Conditions bad.
. .73rd Seance. Jan. 3. Address by 
Professor Denton, “A Lay Sermon toy 
the New Year.” Phenomena. Clay 
with mosaics. White veil -worn by 
Women in Syria. Orange seed planted 
In pot and grown some inches in pres
ence of Mahomet, who explained,.
“Hindoo do same
quicker.’

as Nature, only
A series of addresses. by

new control, W. K. Clifford, an
nounced.

74th Seance. Jan. 10. Address by 
Signor Valettl on “Mystics and Mysti
cism," printed in February issue. 
Phenomena. Lump of clay containing 
flints.. Bulb falls, which Abdul places 
in a gloss of water. Roots and shoots 
are soon seen protruding. Manuscript 
from foot of Himalayas, about 200 
years old, containing , astronomical 
memoranda. Lump of mosaics.

75th Seance. Jan. 17. Ordinary 
meeting suspended by request of Dr. 
Whitcomb for “materialization,” with 
bourne.)

Address Delivered by Professor W. K.
Clifford op Friday Evening, 

February 7.
(Specially reported by Miss M. WIL- 

son, shorthand writer and typist; Pre-' 
mier building, Collins street- Mel- 
bourn.) J • •

The subject I have chosen for iffy 
opening address to you is "The Sèi-’ 
entitle Aspect of Crystal Gazing," 
called crystallomancy. Solomon the 
wise is credited with having said that 
"there is nothing new under thè suri/' 
and I believe it to be the .truth. 
Crystal gazing, or divination by tjfahs-

scratched off. After this is done they 
have a kind of consecration. The 
glass is placed in a bag, and laid in the 
centre of a circle of the natives, who 
chant their weird songs and perform 
strange ceremonies. It is then car
ried to the home of the Yogi, who 
has given his life to inquire into Na
ture’s secrets, and by the aid of the 
magic mirror he Is able to foretell 
events past, present and future.

Among the Chinese they have a 
practice of divining with three small 
glass balls, which are fastened to
gether. If .they use one glass ball to
day they do not use it to-morrow; 
they turn the glass round and use the 
other; and then they use the third 
one on the third day, coming back to 
the first ball the day after. The prac
tise of crystal gazing continued 
through classical times down to the 
Middle Ages, and then it was sup
pressed by the church. The crystal 
gazers were placed under the ban of 
the church, and they were forbidden, 
under pain of excommunication and 
death, to practise it.. It was in the 
sixteenth century that a physician, 
named John Doe, turned his attention 
to the practise of crystallomancy, 
and began to Investigate from a sci
entific standpoint. He had a “reader,” 
a man named Kelly, who was able to 
tell who was present in the unseen by 
the aid of the crystal, which was of 
polished glass. He could tell not only 
who was present, but events that were 
taking place hundreds of miles away, 
and the results obtained were suf
ficiently startling. Of course, the sei-- 
entifle world from that day to the 
present has regarded crystal gazing 
as a stupid fad of people who had 
nothing better to do. The facts, how
ever, remain; that all nations, or 

■ nearly ail nations, practised it and di
vined; foretold events through crys
tal gazing, called crystallomancy.
Scientific Aspect of Crystal Gazing. 
. And now I come, after that short 
history of it, to the scientific aspects, 
and you are saying, probably, “How 
does it coinè about?” If it be true 

. that events can be foretpld and ob
jects seen per medium 6f a crystal, 
pah you account tor. it? I can ac- 

■ «otint'for It, and proceed to explain.

¡some,mind, collect per medium of the 
aura ¡those thoughts that picture, and 
that will account'for certain dreams 
that you have. ‘You have visited the 
place in your sleep, and* some of you. 
know that I speak the truth when I 
say that you In person visited those 
places which you had seen years be
fore in a dream- Accidents have 
happened which have been witnessed 
by people far off, and by thought 
transference they have been received 
in some other part of the globe. . This 
takes place dally. It is a subject lit
tle understood, but it is the truth. 
Here Is an Illustration:. A noted 
crystal gazer in England suddenly 
said, “I see an accident; I see a 
man knocked, down by a horse and 
cart,” and she was in a great state of 
excitement. She kept inquiring, “Is 
he hurt? Oh, be careful with him!” 
as If the event were really taking 
place. And she told those about her 
what she bad seen, and it had really 
happened.
Crystal Gazing, Hypnotism and Sug

gestion.
Some Investigators have declared 

that hypnotism has something to -do 
with the facts produced, and have 
gone so far as to declare that no pic
ture was seen a,t all in the crystal, 
that it was a kjnd of self-hypnotism, 
whereby the inward vision was able 
tp discern what the fleshly eye could 
not see. It may be added that the 
sub-conscious self possesses knowledge 
’which under pertain’ conditions,, under 
certain influences, qan be Imparted tq 
the normal consciousness of man, and 
that will account no doubt for much 
that is reliable and authentic in crys
tal gazing; but It iq not all. ' Bemem- 
ber this, that sitting enthroned as a 
monarch over all Is the “vital Bpark 
of heavenly flame,” which cannot- be 
injured by the elements, and over 
which matter has no dominion or 
power. It Is more subtle, more won
derful, superbly grand than anything 
that you have a knowledge of, and 
you call it Spirit! Spirit! The pow
ers of the mind are not fully under
stood, and the power Of the spirit of 
man is still less understood. As' I 
said, you are imprisoned in a fleshly 
body having the five senses. If you 
have- the sixth, it has been given to 
you from the spirit world, and if man 
can make such great and grand use of 
his powers through the five gateways 
while in the flesh, how much more 
when liberated - from that prison 
house? How much more shall ye be 
able to do? Knowledge is power, not 
only on- the earth plane, but in the 
spirit world, and when tbe--seers and 
prophets urjged upon man that he 
should get’ the wisdom and under-

: Of what use is it? Man not being of "perpetual youth.”
an animal, the spiritual world had to He was ably assisted by a trio of 
meet all the requirements of his spir- young violinists, Masters Robert, Ivan 
itual nature. Man was not to live by I and Will Weiser, with Miss Ina Adare 
bread alone. If his spiritual nature as pianist. The Weiser boys live at 
possessed certain powers he must I Cardington, O., and are nephews of 
receive light and knowledge, so that I Mrs. A- B- French. The youngest, 
he may use those powers for the one Master Will, eight years Old, in mak- 
grand object of the universe, the bind- ing his professional bow, delighted the 
ing in one common brotherhood of I audience and responded to an encore, 
the whole human race in the bond of I He played with the technique and 
love, the uplifting and the regenera- I elegance of an older professional, 
tlon of all people, and the entire hap- I while the excellent rendition of class- 
piness of all created beings. If man leal music by the trio was a surprise 
did not possess these wonderful facul- I to all.
ties and wonderful powers, his re- Sunday night the large and intel
generation, his salvation, would be ac- I lectual audience was very demonstrat- 
complished so slowly, that millions ive in showing their appreciation of 
and millions of countless untold ages I the achievements of the Pilgrim and 
must have elapsed before he could ar- I the young musicians.
rive at the standard reached to-night. I Cardington can well be proud as 
But living another avenue whereby the birthplace pf the Weiser violinists, 
he could be enlightened the spirit I Ohio has her boy violinist In Faucis 
world has taken advantage of that. I McMillen. ’ Shp also has her baby vio- 
Many will demand signs and wonders, linist jn Master; Will Weiser. Pro- 
The scientific,world demands them to-I fessor G. W, Crowell, late of Ger- 
day; and if man has powers whereby many, now of Columbus, is to be con- 
he can produce evidences to satisfy I gratulated on the honors carried off 
thinking men, it is bindindg upon him by Ms pupils,( l
that lie should produce them, and the I Prior to the lecture Sunday even- 
qcientlflc world will at last be brought I ing, Miss Jennie Wilson sang in a 
into, the way of truth. The reason I sweet, voice that beautiful song, “In 
that old faiths are dying is because 1 Heaven WeTl Know Our Own." Mrs. 
their beliefs’ theta-dogmas, and their French, as president of the Research 
creeds are false,- and cannot be de- Society, then introduced the venera- 
monstrated; and the scientific mind ble speaker, who held the audience 
turns away and says, “It must be in rapt attention during his address 
true, but there is no evidence." The I on “Spiritism, Its Shadows and Its 
reason that Spiritualistic truth is I Sunny .Side," The lecture was lucid, 
making such advancement and head- logical and scientific. He gave the 
way is bAause, though the word of I Bible as the only guiding star and ex- 
truth be spoken by untutored Ups it I horted Ms hearers to read it and prac- 
is followed by such a mighty power I tioe its precepts each day of their 
that conviction follows on demonstra- I lives and advised all to have music in 
tion. The: world loves demonsratlon. I their homes as an aid with the Bible 
Men desire to know how these things I in refining and lifting the souls to 
are accomplished, and the spiritual higher aspirations. His words feil 
realm comes forward with convincing I like a benediction on hearts that were 
proofs. With one it may be the weary with losses too heavy for mor- 
gift of healjng, the discernment ot tale to bear. After a rising vote of 
spirits, whether a bowl of water or a I thanks and sacred violin selections by 
crystal, and1 divining by some means; the Weiser trio, the audience was dis- 
but be careful that if you divine it will missed. Many lingered to say God- 
not be. aq recorded of the maiden, 1 speed to the Pilgrim and the young 
who had a Spirit of divination which violinists.—Clyde (Ohio) Paper, 
brought • much gain that cripples, | -------- -—-----------
ruins, and damns the best powers that the PILGRIM AT CLYDE, O.

Dr- J- M. Peebles lectured at G. A.
8 i |8’h ho Selliv«af R- hal1 Saturday and Sunday evenings,which he receives from God. And on M „„ . A
Ma fn^nt^vTn? nsad^"ir^iffi^for T^6 Iectllre Saturday evening was a
Ph« very interesting account of his jour-the gldby of itiie universe and the^sn. - n0y8 around the worid. And his many 

ta ^rhinaor 77Mt th?h Mm varled experiences while in the landBright in. Harbinger of Light, Mel- the Orlent One couid hardiy real. 
boui ne, Australia. I ize that he had made the last and fifth

The Chicago Journal says: . .
' For the first time in the history of 
Illinois the sacred secrets of the Cath
olic confessional were threatened in 
a court of lawOtqtftay», . , . ? £ ■

Lawyers inith£:; Sri|r of;“Andy” 
Craig, levee saloonkeeper iuid poli
tician, accused of having stolen a dia
mond ring from James P. Montague, 
also known as James. Kelly, auup.uneed 
in Judge Ciietlain’s court 'Hat they 
would insist qn Father. IVa'^h of St, 
Mary's church being called* as a wit
ness and compelled to reveal the 
identity of the person who returned 
to him the ring which jiad been stolen 
from Montague and which: Father 
Walsh turned over to Municipal Judge 
Crowe.

The proceedings sb far as the Cath
olic church is concerned is considered 
pf tremendous importance, and. Jf AX- 
torney John E. W. Wayman, counsel’• 
for Craig, is successful in forcing the 
priest to reveal thé hecrets, the result 
will, be ta great sepaptioq in the -cotw- 
try's ecclesiastical' circles.

The question has never before been 
raised in Illinois.

No Law to'Prevent,

RHEUMATISM I
Let us send you ON FREE TRIAL A v ; : 

pair of Magic Foot Draft;, the -- ■ !
great MicMgiui External Item- * f 

edy, wMclt is curing thous- j
ands—Just id

SEND YOUR NAME ON A POSTAL
~ ,__ - ‘It

Let us cure your Rheumatism (no J' 
matter where located, how severe, or f 
whether it is chronic, acute, muscular/ 
sciatic, lumbago or gout) with ou/r 
powerful yet harmless Magic FoAit 
Drafts. They have cured cases of ¿40 t
years’ standing where doctors i 
medicines failed.

Magic Foot Drafts permanei 
cured J. Wesley Bennett,IndianapJ 
Ind., after ¿5 years’ suffering. DiW 
hereditary, his brother having u

.d

Itly 
ills, 
iase 
Hed

THE BYER OPEN DOOR.
■>! I ;---------'Tis a pleasant contemplation.

tour alone; but the searcher after 
truth is byave and fearless.

Sunday night the lecture on "Spirit
ism, Its Shadow and Sunny Side,"

.1 tvant you to follow 
•argument.

[The sub-conscious 
.certain .knowledge 
mal consciousness

me closely in my

parent objects, is very old. It was , 
practised by all Asiatic people,., and 
also by the cultured Greeks and- the 
Bomans, while scientific research is 
proving that such ancient races as the 
Incas and other South American peo
ple also, understood and practised'di
vination by gazing into or through 
transparent objects.. In Polynesia,': 
too, the natives frequently diyiffbd, 
and found lost objects by gazing ’at h 
crystal or a polished stone, and the 
Maoris of New Zealand also divined 
in this way.

- In ancient Greece there was a tem
ple, erected in the front of which was 
a fountain. - It was the practise. in

. those days to let down a mirror bn h 
piece of cord to the water’s edge, ■and:

, then a boy, called a "reader," looked 
into It and divined. He could tell 
events that were passing in far-off 
lands, and also future events, as wall 
as the diseases of certain persons and' 
other wonderful things. Sometimes

■ . they placed water in a vessel, and then’, 
planted lighted torches round about', 
ft, and the."speculator” or "reader” 
gazed into the water and told what he 
saw. The Bomans also practised di
vination by looking into a crystal vase’ 
filled with water- Among the Incas

.' of Peru crystal gazing was also prac- 
। tised. They would obtain a piece of 

quartz, or quartzite; highly, polished»
1 like a mirror, and the diviner would.

self possesses 
which the nor
does not know 

anything about, and by gazing at the 
crystal the knowledge possessed by 
fhp sub-conscious self is made known 
to' the . normal consciousness. It" Is, 
'in -fact, , a- telescope for the normal
self to perceive objects and events 
that are not present to the physical 
senses. Remember, my friends, that 
yoii are cabined, cribbed, and: con
fined in a fleshly body having five gate
ways. of knowledge, five senses, and 

.jçmjy to the few is it given to have a 

.Sixth sense, which some have called 
’psychical, covering clairvoyance, tele
pathy, thought transference, and all 
that is made use of to produce the pic
tures seen In the crystal, no matter it 

■it be polished glass, a bowl of water, 
;pr a highly polished blade of a sword, 
,aa some nations use. There are a 
great many events taking place on 

¿¡four earth plane, besides many places 
'that are unknown to you. You have 
not visited them in the flesh, and 
events that are taking place, or have 
taken place, or are about to take 

. place, you have no ’knowledge of. I 
was speaking to-day with Dr. Whit- 
.comb, your very intelligent conduc- 

: tor, when he asked me on what sub- 
• ject I should speak to-night. I was 

speaking -to him-as a physician upon 
physiology,', pathology, and kindred 
subjects, and also psychology, and in 
exchanging thoughts I found that he 
was thoroughly acquainted' with the 
methods whereby psychic phenomena

. are produced.
In discussing telepathy, or thought 

’-'transference, which ha» something to

standing, because he -was getting 
then a pearl of grgat price, they said 
what was Indeed truth. When man’ 
realizes that he Is not1 a grovelling 
worm, that, he is .not under the curse 
of God, that the universe has not 
been curbedbe&'atfse of one man’s 
folly» and that man Is the crown of 
creation, and that he has a work to 
do, and...^.possessed .of wonderful 
powers, tie can'exciaiin, ’’! have been

.made in. the »very image of God."’
What Scientific Men Are Doing. .
Science'prdceedsfvery slowly, but’ 

having oncte ascertained a fact she 
holds fast to! it; and some, of the 
greatest scientists are- now turning 
their attention to-.these hidden truths, 
and it is through a knowledge of these , 
truths-that :man will, solve* the prob
lems wherewith he is-puzzled to-day. 
He will be. able to Jive a longer and 
a more- useful- life; In the day that 
man partakes of the fruit of the tree 
of knowledge, ahd eats thereof, it 
will give him life eternal. Strange 
that the old fable should teach'that 
by partaklng of the tree, of knowledge 
man should lose, all his divinity, but 
the truth; is :the reverse. By taking 
and eating of the fruit of the tree of 
knowledge man. will -get life, and 
light, and power, and. lt will bring 
happiness... -

Hypnotism, - little understood, is 
used by a few. medical , men to alle
viate pain'in the cure of'certain dis
eases, but it will- be employed more 
largely in a few-, years, when It is 
better understood. Hypnotism sim
ply means that certain effects are 
brought, about by suggestion. Oh,’ 
the power of .the human mind! Cer
tain diseases’ that have crippled you, 
producing ! excruciating pain, have 
been banished-from - the house of 
'flesh by the suggestion of a powerful 
mind. ' .■ .,■■- ...

Suggestion sometimes produces 
strange effects, of which you are en
tirely unconscious. • Do you like to 
experiment? I will tell you how you 
may experiment for yourselves. It 
will put your mind into training. Do 
not be cast down if you fail’ many

Tlial, witliln we have gréât powers, I was fine, Indeed, and held the large 
And an-.infiittte foundation;— audience in rapt attention.

TlmtjlterMty is ours, I His cheering deductions were as
’Tis a coinfort to be mortal soothing balm to hearts (hat were

And ttf kifow that wo are more,  filled’with sorrow caused by the sud-< 
And tliot nt the spirit portal I den blighting of fond hopes that

Th an ever open-door, I words cannot reveal; for there is
' 7 something that never yet has been

'Tis a matter of great pleasure told of that mysterious process by 
Just to feel and see and know I which the delicate tendrils of the 

That sometiiné we gain our measure I heart are lacerated.
In this life's great onward flow, They are wounds that néver heal, 

And that justice, though.oft slowly, I and the hungry soul cries out for
Comes to each upon some shore, I more light on the subject of the im-

And the rich’, or poor and lowly, I mortality of the soul.
Gèt their own and nothing more. I ^e')t °/ sraWude we as

y I Spiritualists owe to such mental ex-
When the storms of life are raging | plorers as J. M. Peebles and A., J.

And the clouds obscure the sun, [ Davis. During their long voyage o’er
Andcthe elements engaging life’s tempestuous sea, they have tire-

In a battje just begun, . I lessly plied the oar, buffeted with
There Is pleasure then in knowing I wind and wave, faced lightning’s flash

That the battle cannot last, of bigotry, and listened with calm in- 
And the sunlight will be glowing I terlor to. the thunder’s roll of intoler- 

When the tempest height is past. ance; but undaunted, these intellect- 
, ual giants have continued in their re-

Though the slaps ancLstabs are galling search, and have given unstintedly to 
When ônè‘s soul is in a Cause, I a hungry world the result of their dis- 

Let us not forget our calling I coveries.
And:frond oitr great labor pause; I Their creed • is freedom; their 

Tho' a word: lie harsh, don’t mind it, I psa)m is love, and holy work of doing
For whM'said'tis on the wing, I good. Their staff is stronger ttian

And thé mdüve that’s behind it faith. They know there is a Divine
May nothave so sharp a sting. I Mind, and that all mankind are 

, brothers., Let us love and reverence
When the world is dark and dreary them while they are still with us.
. And each friend seems turned to foe, They have brightened and smoothed
You will fl^fl.the sunlight cheery the way for the others who follow;

If you let* your own soul glow. and now while they are fearlessly
For tiré lové Within kept burning nearing the harbor, with sails ' un-

Wfil ignite another soul furled;/lighten the rest of their jour-
And bring back with its returning ney with yojir: uplifting thoughts for

All’Its own, refined and whole. the'gopd ithey have done.
- - -' ' MARY E. FRENCH.

Out in Naturels, great expansion Clyde^Ohia’,. ,
There fe room for all to grow, I

And witMtii that mighty mansion
,Take a-choicé of weal or woe; ¿ave pfcyi^

Neither cakte. nor ^çolor, holding, — '• . in the'everiihg the writer gave the 
• Only’acts aud nothing more—- AilniversaTy ,/Address and Poem.

Count with'characters here molding, Tjje weather ..was. pot pleasant, but 
At Eternal-Nature’S door. _ ; < ¿top‘¡plenty ¿f Sushine with us. 

■ > -> 'j -tti ’ • WiLItlNS. I At all services,' we had that splendid
-1—■—-—:— singer, Brother Evans, to sing solos,
Pittsburg Anniversary, I and to lead the singing with -clear, 

•On Mar'ch’YZi Brother bay; of Àïle- j vibi'aiiï’tdâès that, tenthuse the people, 
ghény, invited the Bouquet St. Church The church hàs an excellent helper In 
(C. S; Stevens. President) , to "Cqme song seryiceiin his work. , . . 
over and 'help fis ’celebrate.” jdany Some, like myself, enjoy words as 
went glâdîÿfe the Spiritualist Thanks- well ah-music.’J I like to know by 
giving Day?,; President Stevens and f. words' whether' tone is singing Yan- 
the writer, .spoke, and the local psy-I kee-Doodle^ cr- j Nearer, My God, to 
chics gare megàagés. . Thee, etc., and the earliest, clear enuff-

6n thâii29üi-Presldent Stevens' in- ciatlon :of; brother Evans gives re- 
vited Briber >pay -and Ms church to I membered'pleasure.
meet with us. The morning exer-[ Both .churches were, well decorated 
cises fo’diid Oür Children marching and ay services were enjoyed by very 
In, flags'flaifléBrêading lessons, sing-/ large audienéeS."’ , A \ 
ing originpl songs, etc. Their splen- > President .C, E, Stevens is the right 
did conduct, fresh voices and happy I man in. the right place, and Mq quiet 
faces weRr a’sopree of hope and com- [ wlfé ddés a .world of zgdod. < I shall 
fort to aif. 'll long'rëmenibèr many pleasant hours

The wilier gave a brief address, in Pittsburg.; . : /
The helpful Ladies’ Aid served lunch .. . C. FANNIE ALLYN,
ta the sifoèr room, which was en- 138 Sanford avé;, N. Hamilton, Out

Assistant State’s Attorney Ed ward 
Day admitted fie had been unable to 
find any law preventing either the 
prosecution or the defense in a trial 
forcing a priest to testify to any state
ments made to him either in the con
fessional or otherwise If they had. 
bearing on trial.

Attorney Wayman was armed with 
numerous authorities to sustain his 
contentions when he appeared in 
court. Notice was served on Assist
ant State’s Attorney Day t|iat the de
fense would insist on Father Walsh 
being called to tell the jury from 
whom and under what circumstances 
he secured the diamond ring.

It is expected that the Catholic 
clergy will take a determined stand to 
resist the plans of the defense: ’Never 
before has any attempt been made to. 
force the priests of the Catholic 
church to reveal the secrets of the 
confessional. Even where life and 
death were at stake the courts always 
respected its sacredness.

Attorney Wayman declared that he 
was prepared to show by common law 
authorities that confessions made to 
priests must be recited as evidence in 
criminal trials.

Hard Fight Threatened.
The lawyers declared that in Colo

rado, Michigan, California and New 
York laws have been passed making 
such confessions privileged state
ments, but not tn Illinois.

It is predicted that an extraordi
nary fight will be made by the local 
Catholic clergy to prevent the priest 
from being forced to testify..

So great was the interest show» in 
the matter that it overshadowed the 
threatened prison sentence for "Andy” 
Craig, who has long been a conspicu
ous figure in the levee and First ward 
politics.

“I have any number of authorities 
showing that under the common law 
a priest receiving information in the 
confessional is not exempt from testi
fying,” said Attorney Wayman.

"There is no law covering the situa
tion in Illinois, as the question has 
never before been raised and there
fore the common law applies, and un
der it we expect to force Father 
Walsh, who has appeared in court vol
untarily, to take the stand. We deny 
that Craig stole the ring and we in
sist on the right to show by the priest 
what persop placed the property in his 
possession.' I appreciate the import
ance of this proposition to the Catho
lic church, but my client’s liberty is at 
stake.”

Says Craig Kept Ring.
Craig was indicted, on the charge of 

larceny as bailee.- Mdntague, who gave 
his name as Kelly, entered Craig's sa
loon in company with a friend. He 
wore a diamond ring and Craig is said 
to have asked permission to examine 
the jewel. It was granted, and Craig, 
it is charged, carried it into a rear 
room of his place of business. When 
Kelly or Montague demanded Its re
turn Craig denied having had it.

The saloonkeeper was arrested and 
the case set for hearing before Munic
ipal Judge Crowe, who caused a sen
sation in court by showing the ring 
and declaring it had been given to 
him by a Catholic priest.

While the case was pending in the 
Criminal Court Montague disap
peared.. Craig was loud in his de
mands that the complainant" be 
brought back to Chicago and detec
tives found him in Colorado. He re
turned voluntarily and reported to As
sistant State’s Attorney Day.

He denied that anybody had Influ
enced him to leave the c)ty and, said 
he went to California to seek employ
ment as a machinist.

with Bheumatism. ’ :; \
Magic Foot Drafts permanently

cured Mjb. C- Tena Segoin, Auburn, 
N. Y,, after ten years of sufferingtand < 
using crutches. I

Magic Foot Drafts cured N, F. Bog-/ 
guss, 326 W. 61st St., Chicago, after 
trying six doctors and spending six 
weeks, in expensive sanitariums with- 
out relief. (

Magic Fpot Drafts cured me . qn- ! 
tirely’. It is-a wonderful thing,”' 
says Bev. J. Holz, Chicago.

, 1-et Magic 
Foot Dratfs 
cure you, SiAi- 
ply write for a 
pair to-day— 

to t iuu will get them by
return mail. If they relieve you, 
send us a dollar, if not, don't send us 
a cent. We trust you for a square 
deal. Don't delay, but send to-day 
fo.r the free trial drafts and a,Iso our 
free book which explains clearly why 
they cure so quickly and thoroughly. 
It will cost you nothing to try,. Magic. 
Foot Draft Co., X017 Oliver Bidgr 
Jackson, Mich. Send no moneyL 
Write to-day. j
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present issue of The Progressive 
Thinker, as printed at the top of the 
first page, right hand corner. If this 
number corresponds with the figures 
on your wrapper, then the time you 
have paid for has expired, and you are ■ ■ 
requested to renew your subscription. 
This number at the right hand corner . 
of the first page is advanced each 
week, showing the number of Pro
gressive Thinkers issued up to date. , 
Keep watch of the number on the tag ' 
of your wrapper. f

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL,
Sarles one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting;. 
Three choice volumes, each com- ''■te in itself. 

In whloh spirituality is related to* vwyday tltar 
in such a way as. to make the world beautlfuli 
Prise, 51-00 each. 7

Force anil Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub* 
jecL Price, cloth. 81.00.

Il U or The Touch of An Alisei 
Jim; Mother.
, BY CARRIE E. 8. TWING,

Her dedicatory Unes are sufficient to show 
the spirit of the hook as well as the author, it 
reads, "Because my own children arc all under 

; the tender cars of the angels, and my heart is 
5angry tor the Ipve of ths young. I most loving- 

r dedicate this book to the children of the 
■orld." This book is full of soul elevating ana’ 

tat'Sreatlng thought. Price, cloth, It. For ewe 
tt thia office.

In Tune with thn Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine,

Within yourself Jie« tho cause of whatever enters 
into your life. To come into tho full realisation of 
your own awakened interior powers, is to be able tn y 
condition your life in exact accord with what you ) 
would have ft.—Krom Title-Page. /

CONTENTS—I. Preludes 11. The Snaremo Fact of/ < 
the Universe*, III. Tho Supreme Fact of Human Llteu ' 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: VI ; 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization•> 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullness of pow«r; 
LX. Plenty of AU Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Seen, 8agcfc 
and Saviors; XI. The Basic Principle of All RdigiohB , 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Idm 
the Realization of tho Hlgheot Riches. Tor aalatt -. 
this office. Price, postpaid. 11.2& / '

ThP IPCIllfC Containing chapters on Or- ! • lliU eludulbd Igln and History of the Jes> 
nifs; Principles and Alm ot the “Company q! ’. i 
Jesus; “ Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits ? con
demnation o* the Order; Expulsion of the Jes- -1 
ultsjBull ot Pope Clement XIV„ Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appendix' * 
of valuable information. By B. F. Austin, a. ,s 
M., B. D. Price 15a ‘ •

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCIF'ROMB.
K Remarkable Book;

Thti 1» ■ remarkable work by Fatbxr Cbijtuvt. 
Itexpoeea even to tbe mlQUteat dePMla the corruption 

' that exiita In the Church of Borne It is a work of 8M 
pace», and abouid bo M & matter Qf ftilarv bj ; 
trarr Spirituali«.

Price $125.

NIGHT DEWS.

si»» a

joyed byjmanyt . ’ -— . .
Servicesdn, the afternon opened by I ANCIENT PAGAN AND 

congreganondrslnglng. . Again the MpnisRie CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM. 
Lyceum ¡CHildflm gave new songs, , // ...--I—;. ;
lessons, l;ey-)iqaing, flag salute, etc. I By Thomas Inman, M. Di ’ Revised' 
Every parept^eltjustly proud of their and enlarged; with an Essay .on: BaAt 
willingness1 and^oy to be’helpers with I Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
us. Miss Lynn and other young I Grove,” and other. allied symbols, 
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The day Is done, the: shadows fall, 

A cherry fire burnq, bright; . .
A hallow’d peace spread’s over pH, 

As ta the fading light
We live again, ‘ 
The joy and pain, 
The loss and gain, 
That helped attain

The Ideal bright, that always waits' 
Our earnest patient toll;

For effort’s hand ope’s. wide ,the gates 
That idleness will’ kiioil/ • 1 '

The night drops down,' the pale moon 
shines,

The fllckerng fire bnrns low, 
But In its shadows one divines

Familiar forms we know ,
-Sb very well; ; ’ 

The tears that-fell ■
1 With hope's farewell, > 

Thtelr presence tell
Were but *'nlgIit:dewB”’; we sweetly 

rest,
■ The ileeting night brings day,—
So each succeeding is the best. 

And.Nature’s.right alway. ■
•- JOHN W. ^ING. .

• "Lopgley'e Beautiful Sow.” A 
now edition comprising in oho voi- 
ume the four’ parts heretofore pub
lished, to which Is added part five, 
¿Iso a number of the author's most 
nopular songs, including /'Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us,” and its "Chit. 
paiilon Piece.” Cloth; 75 : cents; 
Boarda;50 cents.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Blffx- 
ts.” By Elizabeth; Toww. Valwahie 
tor health. Price

Ì

ftDoiïoniuô of Tuana Christian Jesus. A > 
wonderful communication, explaining how his L 
life and teachings were utilized to iormulatA?/l 
Christianity. Price 16 cents.__________ â

ORIGIN OF LIFE 7
Ml How the Spirit Body Grow., By M. ,
Price. 10c. For lale at thl. office /

Germs of Mind in Plants
By* R- H- France, Translated by A. M, 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated; I
50 Cents. •• ’ y' ■<

A cardinal point in the philoBopqil-. v 
cal systems favored by the ruling 
claeses Is that the mind of man ] is ’’ 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that havo 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved - 
that not only animals, but also plants 
recdlvo impressions from the oiitside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
'modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly US htiman beings 
do; These facto are told In this book 
In so charmin:j and entertaining , - a - 
Btyle that the reader Is carried along 
and does not realize until later the j 

i tvrolattonary significance of the facts. /

XuFMon of PersonaF Maonetlsm 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Bew 
tier, anthropologist andliuthor. A very suit* 
fcsWvo and tastruotlve book. Fztooli.011

. WFiu I Am a Veoetanan, ■
An adCress delivered before tho Chicago Vogo» 

taxisn Society. By J. Howard Moore. Price; 
to conta.

’ The DeveFonment of Kie- Spirit 
Atur TrtuisUlon. Hy tho lato M. Faraday. Th® 
origin or religions, and twir Influence upon ths 
mental dovclopniont ot tho W'uan rUOk PtiKb 
Wooata.



Phenomena
Spontaneous Spiritual Phenomena are always 

hjghly interesting, because they often come 
Mien least expected, and are startling in their 

j nature, and seemingly independent of any 
medium, as the like is not often repeated.

THE WORLD OVER. •
, \ Spirit Return is prevalent the world over, There is not a 
country, civilized or barbarous, but what can present irrefutable 
evidence that the Door is open between the earth and the Spirit 
World, and that evidence is often derived from those who are ih 
no sense professional mediums. That Spirit Return is becom
ing all the time more extended, is now generally recognized as 
true.. In this country the sifting process is going on, and grad
ually the frauds are being weeded out, and a clearer and purer 

^atmosphere pervades our Cause., Read carefully the following 
^remarkable occurrence from the Hindu Spiritual Magazine, pub- 
disced in Calcutta, India:

Husband Talking With His Dead Wife.
It was in October, 1898, that I came to learn from a sub

editor of the Aiparita Bazar Patrika that ope of Jiis very near 
relations, whom we shall call M--- , had not only seen the ap
parition of his dead wiffe, but had talked with her several times. 
M-—is a son of the late Babu A—-, à gentleman who held a 
good position in the commercial circle of Calcutta. M—- was 
married to a daughter of a well-known medical practitioner of 
this city, who had also just then died. The name of M——’s 

¿ deceased wife was T------ .
I M—•—was a stranger to me, though his father had been 
Van acquaintance. On inquiry 1 learned that he was an under- 
i graduate of the Calcutta University, employed as an assistant 

!|n a respectable mercantile firm of Calcutta. Through the sub- 
'eklitor of the A. B. Patrika alluded to above, I opened eommimi- 
! cation with M----- and asked him to pay me a visit. But he 
' vias very reluctant to come in contact with me or relate his story. 
L However, when I gave him my word that I would not publish his 
■ reclame in any newspaper, he agreed to tell me all.
-- Instead of seeing M---- at mine, I preferred to call on him 
at his house, so that I might have an opportunty of examining 

; the room and the very spot where the alleged apparition of his 
wife had appeared to him. So, on the evening of Oct. 12, 1898, 

- I and the sub-editor of the Patrika came to his place. M-----  
told me the following story:

M- said that he had married again, and got a little child 
by his second wife. After his second marriage he had seen his

i -dead wife now and then in dreams, but he attached no import- 
Uance to it. He had never read any book on the subject of an 
y after-life, nor had he ever cared to do so. ’The appearance of his 

dead'wife, while he was asleep, did not, therefore, make any im
pression upon his mind.

. In the beginning of December, 1896, one night at 12 p. in. 
J ’M-—-‘ Suddenly awoke to find that his dead wife was standing 
y near his head. A lamp was dimly burning in the room, and his 

'Xsecond wife sleeping b^ his side. He had no belief in ghosts;
taay; he was never nervous about uncanny things. But the unex
pected apparition of his wife, who, he thought, had been lost to 

: him forever, unnerved him, and he screamed in fear. His second 
wife And other inmates of the house were roused from sleep and, 
when they asked him about the reason of his fright, he said, he 

- had1 seen something dreadful in his dream. He again slept that 
- nigli,t but saw nothing again.

Nearly eight months passed away and M-— forgot all about 
the incident noted above. His deceased wife had a younger 
brother who was to be married.’ She was deeply attached to 

) this brother. For some reason or other M----- was not then in 
■. good'terms with the family of his dead wife’s father. He, there- 
... fore, took no notice of the approaching nuptials of his brother- 

; in-law. Indeed, M-----was resolved not to join the marriage 
party or send any wedding presents. Two days before the mar- 

> riage of his 'dead wife’s brother, he was sleeping alone in his 
X room with a lamp burning dimly. It was about midnight, when 
■r >.he suddenly awoke. Opening his eyes he was startled to find 
c Mrs. M‘------, his dead wife—(we shall call her V)—standing near 

his bed at a distance of four or five cubits. As soon as they gazed 
at each other, V-- began to utter something. M------- now sat 

» up but could not catch the meaning of his words. He next in
tently looked at apparition when the latter.distinctly spoke thus:

“You know how passionately attached I was to my yoilnger 
brother. Had I been in your world I would have taken keen 
interest in His marriage and made myself happy. l am not there 
Ïw;: please therefore substitute yourself in my place; do all the 

edfùl in this connection. You must make the wedding presents 
a suitable scale.”

^Having said this, the apparition disappeared. M-was 
yeriy .much agitated and had not much sleep that night. He 
Tose early next morning and at once started for purchasing wed- 
ding presents. His friends and kinsmen were surprised at this 
unaccountable conduct on his part; for, they, knew all ¿bout his 
strained relation with his dead wife’s family. He, however, did 

1 not'explain this sudden change of attitude on bis part to any
body. U.

? Asked to describe the appearance of his deaiL wife as he 
. c had seen her, he said: “When dying my first wife was dressed 

in a saree with Ted border. On her wrists she had conch and 
steel bracelets. The hairs of her head were loose. -'She appeared 

V to .me exactly in the same condition, that is to say, she had a 
\xea-bordered saree, on her wrists were conch and steel bracelets, 

- . and her tresses ran loose. I marked only this diffëreilce in her 
‘ appearance, that while she was almost a skeleton on her death- 

! bed, now she looked quite healthy and strong, just as she had 
1been-in her normal condition.” • -.
jï 1 asked M-— if the apparition of his wife expressed any 
y;plensui e at seeing him. He said that she showed no sign of any 

whatever.- During her lifé-time she was always jolly’and 
.had a smiling countenance; but now she-appeared to be very 

AAccording to M——-’s calculation the apparition stood 
^by him and talked foy four or five minutes.
y. • • Another two months passed and M—- had no further com- 
•\ munication from'his dead wife. He was employed as an assist- 

t ant m a certain, respectable Indian firm of Calcutta and expected 
an increase to Ins; salary. But his master was apparently not 

-disposed to do bun justice, and, in.disgust, he was rtsolved on 
giving up his appointment. As a matter of fact, he had drafted 
yn letter of resignation and had it ready for submission on the

tollowing day. That night, however, at about midnight wfrei 
he was sleeping with a lamp.bmniiig in his room, he awoke an< 
saw his dead wife before him, dressed exactly as on the ^orqie 
occasion. M—— got up in bed, and looked at the apparition 
which at once spoke these words: ‘ - Don’t give us your appoint
ment; yourimisterjriH' soon increase your salary.”,'. Thfn 
looking a/pimeoVdifsi'eet it said: “Why do yon not apply any 
medicine to the sore?” M------now, for the first time, opifiied his 
mouth. He replied: “I have tried various medicines m vuyi. 
I shall no more use any.” The apparition said: ‘ J will give vou 
a medicine. Try it and you will be cured.” The dead wife tlien 
named a certain plant, explained how it should be used, and van
ished.------------------------------------------------------------------------1 - ■ ‘ l:

The medicine was applied and proved efficacious. As regards 
the increase of salary, his master actually sent lor him the day 
following that on which he saw the apparition of his ivife^and of 
his own motion promised to give him a lift. On this occasion 
also stayed and conversed with her husband fpf' about 
five minutes and looked very grave. • - . • >

■ M~—: again did not come across the apparition of Ink de
ceased, wife for some time, that is to say, till the.month of 
Sravan (August, 1897) arrived. This Silvan, curiousjy enough, 
had several times proved a fatal month to the family of V-r^—’s 
(dead wife of M-^-) father and uncle who lived together.: 
Scarcely, had a Sravan passed without the death of a member 
of this joint family. AT—-t- herself died in Sravan. LBefore her 
death, a son and a daughter of her uncle had breathed their 
last ip the same -month. Her father likewise depm’te(i'tthis life 
in Sravan, 1897. A strange coincidence should be mentioned 
here. V-—— had died of fever after haying suffered fourteen 
days; that was exactly the case with her deceased father.

M—^-related to pie the following extraordinary story regard
ing a minor daughter of his wife’s uncle, who is a respected 
member of the legal profession and is still living. This girl 
and V------ were of the same age. They were cousin sisters, 
lived in the same house, pnd were deeply attached to each other. 
When the girl in question was about eight, she now and then 
fell into a trance and personated a deceased lady who belonged 
to a Mittra family of Konnugger, The girl used to lose her con
sciousness and speak thus; “I am the wife of -— Mittra of. 
Konnugger. My clothes caught fire and I was burned to death.” 
One day a member of the Mittra family of Konnugger came to 
the house of V------’s uncle for legal advice. The girl, who Was in 
the inner apartment, became unconscious and said, “My hus
band is in the outer house talking with Babu ——,” naming 
V----- ’s uncle. The girl shortly after died. When dying she 
said:. “I had a daughter at Konnugger. She died a few days 
ago. She has come to take me, so I go.” On inquiry it tran
spired that a lady in a Mittra family of Konnugger had really 
been burned to death; apparently the spirit of this lady had 
possessed the little girl. It also transpired that this Ihdy had 
a daughter who had died sometime before the death of the'daugh- 
ter of V——’s uncle. Possibly the spirit of the Konnugg&y lady’s 
deceased daughter appeared before her mother, who .had ,yet 
been in possession of the little girl, when the latter died“ 1 ■

But to, return to M- ’s personal experiences. Tlfe moijth 
was Sravan, 1897, and V------’s father (M------ ’s father-in-law) 
was laid up with a fever. No one, however, suspected;, that; it 
bad taken a serious turn. M------was in his bed roomiand had 
all but fallen asleep—it was between 11 and 12 p. m.—when the 
apparition of his wife appeared. She said to M------ : “^aUier’s 
condition is not good. Possibly he will not recover. Lool/after 
him frequently.” The apparition immediately disappeared; " i

M- was with his father-in-law when he breathed his last. 
Just before his death, M------found his wife fitting by.jthe kjde 
of her dying father. . But he saw her only for a few moments. 
His father-in-law was fully conscious of his approaching'end. 
On seeing M------he shed tears. Suddenly he fixed.his,^yeFi'm- 
tently upon something invisible to others and burst irito-a loud fit 
of laughter. He then turned on his side and immediately expired.

After this incident V- did not appear for some time to her 
husband. The latter, however, having seen her apparition so 
many times became quite indifferent to his second wife, who 
was only a girl of fifteen. He had also quarrelled with the 
latter’s father, and thought of cutting off all connection with 
them. Now, as stated above, M------had a child by his second 
wife whose Shasti Juja ceremony was to have been performed 
on the 1st of September, 1897, at her father’s house. M----- was 
determined to keep himself aloof from this ceremony. With this 
resolve in his mind he sought his pillow on the 31st of August, 
1897, and tried to compose himself to sleep, when he. was sud- 
denly visited by the apparition of his wife.

“To:day,” said M--, “her face was not serious; on the 
other hand, she smiled and was very gay, as she was in her life
time.” M------was in a reclining posture but he sat up, to see 
and hear more distinctly. V------ took-her husband'» to task 
for neglecting his second wife and thus remonstrated-’with h 
“Have you acted rightly,” the apparition said, f‘by nqVsend
ing the necessary things for the Shasti Puja ceremony Df your 
own child? Have you lost your sense completely?” ,M-— 
replied, “I don’t want to keep any connection with my second 
wife or her father?” V—— showed some temper and said: 
‘ ‘ She is yet only a child; how can you be angry with her ? And 
then what is her fault? If youiave any quarrel with her father, 
surely she should not suffer for that; you have married and 
owe a duty to your wedded wife. Besides, I have left two little 
children of mine behind. How can you expect their step-inother, 
your second wife, to love them if you make her unhappy?” 
M------was not yet softened and was about io argue, when V— 
mocked him for his stupidity, and, in a commanding tone, said: 
“Don’t be foolish. Carryout my wishes. Help.the girl in the 
Shasti Puja 'ceremony. Make her happy and tell her to take 
every care of my two children.” The apparition then melted 
away. --------- ; • ------------------- ■- : ..

At this visit M—made a request to his wife, V—7—; A 
few preliminary observations are here necessary; M-—— had 
not, up to this-time» told any body .about the apparitibn of' hi? 
-first .wife.- His sudden interest in her father’s -family;} however, 
had aroused the curiosity of a brother-in-law of' hisi who- had 
married V-^—’s eldest sister.; To him M—disclos^ ’allj aad 
his brother-in-law communicated, the secret, to y—^Is.-motfier 
(M-——’s mother-in-law). The latter sent:- Word <to' 

■through the same brother-in-law, asking that if he; M-^-^gain 
met V—i— he should not fail to ask her to pay her. mother awisit. 
The brother-in-law also requested M—— to tell V^y»to“ap- 
pear before him, if possible; so that he^might begj.pard.qn of 
her for a certain unkind act towards her wlien.she was ill. When, 
therefore, V appeared before her husband on this oc&ision, 
M-— inquired, of her why she did not make herseli ’visile to 
others.. Her reply was jhat, “as others did not want to see her, 
so she did not go to them.P: “But your mother d&tdifily is 
anxious to see you?”' “Yes,” said V----- , “and I shalli'try to 
appear before her.’-’ “And your brother-in-law, you1 kiioW, is 
very sorry for what he did and ia therefore dying to hBena,lword 
with you?”----------------------■

The apparition"gave ho reply to this; it only, said; “Here 
we bear no anger or malice to any body.” m v •..

After this incident, M^——’s mother-in-law actually saw her 
daughter’ V——, one evening. She related the story to,her son- 
in-law, M——-, thus: “ V——came to see me yesterday ¡evening. 
Unfortunately! felt nervous, and, therefore, could notcarry on 
any conversation with her.? “How was she dressed?”-in- 

[tiired M----- . “She had put ou the same red-bordered saree 
md the same conch and steel bracelets on her wrists which she 
iad worn on her death-bed.” M----- ’s brother-in-law’, alluded to 
ibove, also came across the apparition. He said to M——: 
“ Yesterday, while in a half-sleepy, half-awake state, i saw 
V—-, She appeared in a red-bordered cloth, with conch and 
steel bracelets round her wrists, i had no conversation with 
her.”

It was oh the 3rd of October, 1898, that V—— again came, 
and remained with her husband for a long time—according to 
M—_>s calculation it might be twenty to twenty-five minutes. 
M——was seated in a chair, reading a book, in the light of .an 
ordinary kerosine lamp; the hour was 11 p. m. A younger 
brother of M——, aged about twenty, was sleeping near him at 
a distance of ten or twelve cubits, when the apparition appeared. 
As ill-luck would have it, M—- always felt nervous in the pres
ence of his dead wife. She had tried'her best to infuse courage 
into him; all the same, he could not shake off a sense of vague 
fear from himself. To-day, however, he ventured to ask the 
apparition a few questions, specially as V----- no’longer looked 
grave, but was as gay, and full of good humor as she was in her 
life-time. The first thing V------ said, immediately after her 
appearance, was, “Don’t give up your appointment. Rest as
sured, your salary will be increased.”

M—— now put the following questions to his dead wife: 
“Where are you row? Who are your associates? Who takes 
care of you? Have you come aqross my father and yopr own 
father who.are dead?” The apparition replied: “We,are all 
independent here and rely upon ourselves. I, however, live with 
my mother ’slather. I have met your father. He is in a higher 
place than thé one I occupy,” Here M------ interrupted his 
wife and inquired, “What do you mean by higher and lower 
places?” “I cannot explain that to you just now; but I hope 
to do so in due course”—was the reply. M------asked: “Cannot 
your father make himself visible to me? Where is he?” 
“Father and I,” said V----- , “now reside in separate places. 
He will have to remain for some time yet where he now is. 
In due course he will be strong enough to be able to come to you.” 
The apparition then disappeared.

This incident, as already stated, occurred on the 3rd of Octo
ber, 1898, and I came across M------on the evening of the 12th 
of that month, when he related the whole story to me. I took 
notes of all that he had said, in the presence of the, sub-editor 
of the A- B. Patrika, who was with me at the time, and recorded 
them in the form of a memorandum two days later. It is from 
this memorandum, which is dated 14th October, 1898, and not 
from memory, that I have written the present story. 1 mention 
it to show that the facts stated therein can be thoroughly relied 
upon, unless, of course, it is suggested that a fiction was delib
erately concocted by M------and thrust upon me. But M-------  
had no motive to deceive me or a few near relatives of his, with 
a story which, he was very particular, should never see the light 
of day; and which concerned his dead wife, whose memory was 
sacred to him.

Asked if he found anything in the apparition which was 
not noticeable in his wife when she .was alive, M------replied 
thus: “The apparition was the exact copy of lier former self. 
I was surprised to find that there was not the slightest change 
even in her fingers, teeth, etc.-^what was still more astounding 
was her voice. She spoke as distinctly as she did when she was 
alive—indeed, her words were so distinct that there was not 
the slightest difficulty in understanding her. I caught every word 
she uttered. She looked serious in the beginning, but during her 
last two visits she had the same smiling and lively face as was 
peculiarly her own. It seemed to me as if she were leaning on 
the wall and the distance between me and her apparition was 
between four and five cubits.” He then showed me the spot on 
the wall where the apparition had invariably appeared as well 
as the bed-stead and the Chair where he had sat.

_ M---is yet living. I met him about two years ago. He 
said he had not seen the apparition since the 3rd of October, 
1898. He then begged me not to refer to that matter again. 
Later on, I learned from one of his relations that both M------ 
and the members of his family, frightened at the frequent visits 
of the apparition of his dead wife, had performed a certain cere
mony which had the effect of putting a stop to its appearance.

MOTI. LAL GHOSE.

It will write in full sight-— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any ' 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 uud 202 Wabash Ave..Chicago,Ill.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Merrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendeneleH. treating of the 
lulud’B relations to the physical organism, ami 
the bower of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 11.

Krialization1 WmiUUUH uuce uud Materialisation a 
Fact In Nature, by B. F. Austin. These two lec
tures in one book of <8 page will be of interest 
to all believers in this phase of mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking seri
ously thereon. Price LU cents.

The Psychic Riddle.
by I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.D., Edltor-ln- 

Chief of “The Standard Dictionary”; 
Author of "The Widow’s Mito, and 

'Other Psychic Phenomena," “Tho
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews,' 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: "A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;” and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: "There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as thia 
one.” Price, 11.00.

THE RELIGION OFCHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth Inter
estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

A Conspiracy Against theRepublie 
Bv Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, paver. 25 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY
to Modern Astrqphyeica, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research into tho laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern aw. 
trologlcal literature will surely come w 1th great 
interest. Price, cloth. IL7&

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof, W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and Helen- 
title lines, establishing on a scientific basis tho 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con- 
sclous selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A book of rare value. With aeverul 
fine illustrations. Cloth. UM

Song Books
[Re the above, we have received the following corrobora

tion from the sub-editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika to whom 
the writer refers: “ The facts'detailed above relate to a very 
near relation of mine, and were communicated by me to my 
revered chief, Babu Hoti Lal Ghose, who was so interested in 
the recital that he wanted to verify the truth by a personal refer
ence to the party. A meeting was, therefore, arranged at the 
residence of my relation, to which I accompanied Babu Moti Lal. 
It was in my presence that the interview took place, so that 1 
can subscribe to every word of the article. The physical mani
festation of the radical cure of the long-standing ulceration on 
the sole and the fructification of the promise as to increment 
of pay were facts which convinced even the most skeptic. The 
facts certainly appeared startling* to the' few of us who were 
cognizant of it. Besides Babu Moti Lal, the late lamented Mahar
aja Sir Joteendra Mohun Tagore also evinced great interest in 
the story and deputed some, of his relatives to inquire into the 
matter.”—Editor, Hindu Spiritual Magazine.]

ANIMALS SURVIVE DEATH.

Interesting Incidents “in Connection 
With / the Life of Animals in .

- the Spirit..World.

The-New York Sunday Mercury 
says: "Have animals another life?” 
TJiat Is a question often asked 'by peo- 
-pl^Who have pets; -The wife of a 
German landscape painter declared 
that after her favorite-roebuck died, 
although at some ■ distance from her, 
she heard the animal bounding up the 
stairs, as he was accustomed to. do in 
the early morning, to be fed with 
milk at the door of the chamber-of 
his mistress. The Prince of Solms- 
Braunfels, who related this to Mrs. 
Howitt Watts, says the lady always 
believed that the spirit of her roebuck 
had'come to bld her adieu. -.A sei-, 
entitle German gentleman, Dr. Jus- 
tinus Kerner, gives an account of the 
spirit of a greyhound seen at .the time 
of its death. The Prince of Solms 
also related the case of a seeress who. 
described accurately. the spirit of a. 
hbrse that she had never seen during 
his life here, and the spirit of a pet 
skylark that belonged to a departed 
brother of the prince. -Mrs. Howitt 
Watts writes of a servant maid, a 
great sensitive, who. was accustomed 
to see the spirits of cats and a dog, 
and speaks of a lady who saw the 
spirit of a pet canary at-Dietenheim 
that died there and came and sang at 
her window.

And then it breaks into verse;
Doves in the SpiMt-Lqnd.

"Last night,-; as 11 sank, to slumber 
In- the depths of my. downy bed,- 

There came to my moonlit chamber
A friend who had long been dead. 

Ho parted the silken curtains,
And ho took me by the hand

New and Enlarged Edition of 
C. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs, 

Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings_  
words and music, Including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting .writes Prof, Ixmg- 
iey her pleasure at nls setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ae has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
-finds the songs of Mr. Longley-sung at - 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms It as his opinion that Longley's 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 60 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers.

And led me over the river 
And Into the spirit-land.

"Oh, there it was always summer, 
And there it was never night, 

The lilies never were broken.
And roses suffered no blight;

And there, by a rainbow fountain
That’sprang from the silver sand, 

I found, with their necks entwining, 
My doves—In the spirit-land.

"They sat on a bunch of- blossoms 
As white and as pure as they, ■■

And their feathers were jeweled over 
With .drops of the diamond spray.

But soon they flew up together,
• And my brow was gently fanned 

With their beautiful pinions, flashing' 
In the sun of the spirit-land.

"They settled on either shoulder, ' 
And I heard them coo again

As they used to coo In the morning 
When I scattered the golden grain;

And then—I woke in my slumber. 
But'I felt that I had spanned 

The ocean of space, and-taken • 
A glimpse of the spirit-land.

“Away with the creeds that tell me 
My doves are doomed to the sod, 

That my snow-white-pets were soul- 
less..

And barred from the gates of God; 
For there by the rainbow fountain ■

That leaps from the silent sand,- 1 
I know that they wait to' welcome •

My soul to the spirit-land.” 1 ■' -

"Spiritualism and the Law?’“ A 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by the Hon. Char les. R. 
Schirm of Baltimore, Md.. This, pam
phlet la one that'every Spiritualist 
should read. It Is a subject that peo
ple are not familiar with. Price, 25 
cent*.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, •Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This la a songbook adapted to the populat 

•plriltiallstic tsute. and Is eminedtly tilted to do 
good service lu the lecture hall or family circle. 
Price, 15 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty -eight or Mrs. null's 

Bweotest songe. adapted to popular music, for 
the use- of congregations, olroies and ramlles. 
Price. 10 cents, or *7 per hundred

C05MIAN HYMN BOOK.
Acqppcdon of original and selected Hymns 

for Libera! and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home, Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
853choic0 selections of poetry and music, em
bodying the highest moral sentiment, and free 
worn all sectarianism. Price; 50 cents.

—=— -spiritual Songs.
W-” Sons•nd.refmln, by p. o. Hu<lsoii;.prl(at SJcent«. “ 

W&m A reverl* By A' * UKha“'

English and German’aWnt;.'1'10 of"Loai1'

■ LIFE OF THOHAS PAINE.' ■
► zyith« Editor of .th. National, with Prefcoa 
•nd Notos, by.Potor Eoltler. illustrated with 
Views of the old Paine Homestead and Paine 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Olio Hickman, Joel Barlow, Maty Wot 
■tonecraft,Madame RoIand.Condoroo, Brlaeot. 
And the most prominent or Paine's friend* lot 
EMopoand America, T(t.

1
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At the expiration ot subscription, if 

not renewed, the paper Is discon
tinued. No bills will be sent for 
extra numbers. i ‘

It you do not receive your paper 
proMpUy, write us, and any errors in address will be promptly corrected, 
and missing numbers‘supplied gratia 

Whenever yon desire the address of 
your paper chanced, always give the 
address of the place to which it has 
been going or the change cannot be 

made.
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progrrexalve Thinker 
per year to foreign countries la 12.
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has been 

Increased to all the British posses
sions on this continent. On a single 
paper wo are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting to 62 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all toe British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be $1.50 per year.
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AN IMPRESSIVE LETTER.

mainder 
attitude 
Ramsay 
towards

mniobservation," or in the 
of Agassiz, Huxley, Sir Wm. 
and other illustrious minds 
psychic science. If still in

THS SSIVB
The Old Location and the New.
The evangelization of the world 

during the next twentyrfive years has 
become a fixed fact, if j we are to ac
cept the determination of the new 
Presbyterian movement, backed as . 
claimed by tho wealth of Christendom. 
This being the case, it becomes doubly 
important that we Know the terminal 
destiny of mortality, and the exact 
location of that terminal.

Heaven, on the throne of which 
God sits in person, and on the right 
hand of whom is seated Jesus, who of
ficiates as Judge, while the righteous 
are assembled near, used to be just 
above the clouds, and across a great 
gulf at the left was Satan’s empire, 
with all the Innumerable quintillions 
of subjects who have lived and died 
since time began, burning, suffering 
and writhing in eternal flame.

And hell, so capacious as to hold 
the countless throng must have a 
place somewhere still, if it still ex
ists.

The ancients taught that heaven 
was just above the cerulean 
ya,ult that bounds vision and that Im
mediately below float the clouds; that 
God crime DOWN to see what Adam 
and Eve were doing in the garden of 
Eden.where he had placed them; 
that he made another trip DOWN 
when the builders of the tower of 
Babel were erecting a structure so 
they could scale heaven. Priests, we 
are told, to get near God, ascended the 
mountains to address prayers and

All Began With the Humble or Vile.
A lady recently writing us from a 

Pacific state, said:
“The philosophy of Spiritualism 

commends itself to my judgment, and 
seems sustained by incontrovertible 

-facts; but its believers, advocates and 
defenders are mostly of the humbler 
class, who have no position in society, 
and it would be prejudicial to one’s 
character to be associated with them.”

Will the good sister kindly tell us 
of a single sect, just one, of which 
the same cannot be said with truth, 
regarding the infancy of that sect? 
It was the rough, rude fishermen of 
Galilee who are credited with being 
the first converts to Christianity; and 
of Jesus himself, it ÍB alleged, the in
quiry was made: “Can any good 
thing come out of Nazareth.” And it 
was said of him, “he was gluttonous 
a Winebibber and a friend of publi
cans and sinners.” Had he lived in 
our day and been accompanied by a 
similar troop; of women who seem to 
have accompanied him in all his wan
derings, but of one of whom was 
driven' seven devils, very likely he 
would havq been arrested tor va
grancy, and . probably imprisoned.

Each of toe modern sects began 
with the lowly or the vile. The great 
Church of England, founded by Henry 
VJII„ will come under the latter

oinmunication From Two Prominent Work
ers in the Field of Reform

o

Through the Courtesy of Prof. James H. Hyslop 
we are able to give the readers of this week’s 
Progressive Thinker the article by Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne and Professor Hyslop’s comments 

, thereon, both of which will appear in the July 
number of the American Journal for Psychic
al Research.

need of so Conducting circles for 

manifestations as to cause suspicion 
or leave the minds of investigators in 
doubt.” One's orthodoxy ought not 
to be questioned who agrees with the 
same High Priestess in saying: “I 
think that the cause of Spiritualism 
would be at tliis day further ad
vanced in general acceptance if cab
inets and with them the phenomena 
called materialization and transfigura
tion had never been introduced.” At 
infrequent intervals cabinets may be 
aids in the. production of genuine phe
nomena, but they shelter continual 
temptations to dishonesty. If magi
cians under the brightest glare of 
electric lights and in front of scores 
of watching eyes can for a time suc
cessfully mystify all of us, how much 
easier It is done under favoring 
darkness! Physical manifestations

For myself I flunk that the craft Is ? 
not, generally, sincere or intelligent 
enough to bo bigoted. Their business 
is to make money and to fool tho pub- - 
lie while, they cultivate ridicule of ; 
everything as a murk of intelligence, 
Some of them, of course, are intelll- ¿1 
gent enough, but as a rule they are 
not to be either feared or respectedi. 
Their crit icism of any tiling 
everything Is usually a stimn/lmi

Evil and Good from a Common 
Fountain.

Earth would be a veritable para
dise, and a fit place for the Gods to 
inhabit, if all the good things taught 
by priests were carried out in prac
tice, and the evil things were elimin
ated. But have we not all seen in 
every day life that preaching and 
practice are widely divergent?

Go read a truthful history of the 
Popes, who claim succession from 

'Peter, with power “to bind on earth 
and loose in heaven,” and the reverse! 
A blacker record was never written, 
and only the better features have 
been transmitted to our times. The 
Inquisition, with all its disregard of 
lite and natural rights, had their In
dorsement. And when news of St.

a fatiguing journey up Mt. Sinai, to 
receive the ten commandments, and 
the Lord passed the stone tablet on 
which they were inscribed, down 
through a break in the cloud to his 
deputy to communicate the same to 
his, followers. Elijah, when he 
dropped his cloak for his successor, 
was on an upward flight to heaven, as 
was Jesus, when he made his ascen
sion in Galilee.

The pyralids, scattered all over 
the plains in non-mountainous re
gions, were really built for altars, ' 
where priests could make sacrifices to 
God, and pretendedly communicate 
with him.

But a terrible calamity followed 
the discovery of the telescope. When 
Galileo directed it towards heaven the 
long coveted world of eternal joy was 
not visible. Though near 300 years 
have intervened not a vestige of it 
or its inhabitants can be found. Did 
those Elysian fields, alike the hope of 
Pagans and of Christians, take to 
themselves wings and fly away? Or 
were they only an Intellectual mirage, 
the dream of romancers? We are of 
the opinion they were mistaken in 
the location; that the loved and

head. ■ The Methodists, so popular to
day, and in some localities bordering 
on aristocracy, with-steepled churches 
and stained glass windows, a. hundred 
years ago made war on these insig
nias of wealth, wore plain clothes, and 
in many features resembled the sim
plicity of the present flay Quakers.

Uppertendom maynot be hypocrites, | 
but its members are not pioneers in 
support of great truths. In conversa- 

i tion with many clergymen more than 
fifty years ago, we found them almost 
invariably agreeing with us in regard 
to Spiritualism. Delighted we would 
attend their next public ministration, 
and listen to a discourse on hell and 
the devil, the destruction of the world 
by fire, a bodily resurrection of the 
sleeping dead, with a general judg
ment, the separation of saints and sin
ners, the horror of sinners burned 'in 
sulphur flames, yet never consumed, 
and all told with the voice of a sten-

ULY DALE AS SEEN BY FRIEND
LY EYES.

As an individual Spiritualisti and 
a^ain as an officer of Lily Dale As
sembly, I have only words of apprecia
tion for the motives which prompted 
Mr, Carrington’s investigation of 
physical phenomena at that center 
during August, 1907, while toe spirit, 
which dominates his report thereon 
is certainly commendable. I wish that 
Prof. Hyslop's preface to toe latter 
might have most‘careful reading by 
thoughtful Spiritualists everywhere.

In spite, however, of toe painstak
ing methods of' the inquiry and the 
evident endeavor .for fairness mani
fested in the conclusions therefrom, 
toe report has caused no little mis
understanding and serious misrepre
sentation of toe real character of Lily 
Dale, Upon my desk at this moment 
Ue mute, but powerful witnesses to 
toe truthfulness of this statement. A 
column article from the Toronto Mail 
and Empire of March 8, proclaims

penses are fully covered by each sea
son's receipts.

i A casual reader would draw the 
conclusion that sending f arming im
plements to the inhabitants of Jupiter 
by a “wealthy "sucker" happened at 
Lily Dale,'which is absolutely untrue. 
Turning back to page 90 of the re
port shows that Mr. Carrington must 
have intended the incident as a good 
story of a happening at a material
izing seance SOMEWHERE. Inexact
ness in statement, probably uninten
tional, leads to special ridicule there
for, being wrongly directed to this 
camp.

The public is entitled to know that 
once before this investigation, and 
again after it was known to have 
ended in unfavorable conclusions, 
Prof. Hyslop was invited to appear 
in toe summer lecture course at Lily 
Dale, without the least hint of any re
striction' upon his utterances. This

our friend complains, are princes com
pared with these early sects; and, 
barring the fraudulent mediums,—■ 
church members In disguise, posing 
for what they are not,—no sect in the 
world has a more worthy, intelligent, 
honest, virtuous and truthful member
ship than has the Spiritualists. .

Bartholomew’s massacre reached 
Rome the Te Deum—We praise Thee, 
O, God,—was ordered by the Pope 
to .be sung, to be followed by a ,’ear 
of jubilee, to glprlfy that massacre of 
70,000 Huguenots, Aug. 22, 1572.

The mind Involuntarily takes in the 
expulsion of the Jews and Moors 
from Spain; the confiscation of es
tates; the reduction to slavery of 
many of their fairest daughters; the 
destruction of tlieir literature; and 
theft of much which was reconstruct
ed and now appears as inspiration. 
Whether our pen will be able to relate 
it, the time is not distant when a 
search-light will be turned on Spain, 
inquiring into the fountain from 
which flowed much of Holy Writ And 
It will not be found the ancient thing 
almost universally supposed.

We have a large volume,with quota
tions from Catholic authors, justifying 
and encouraging every variety of 
crime committed in advancing the 
faith, and many of those quotations 
were recalled as we read the following 
beautiful and truthful words from the 
pen of Bishop Ireland. We trust the 
Bishop’s own life is in keeping with 
all the lovable words he wrote for the 
guidance of others. If so, as we be
lieve it is, what a contrast with other 
lives and other priests, who, in prac
tice, ignored every noble precept 

, therein Inculcated. But read and en
joy as we have done. Bishop Ireland 
was addressing some years ago the 
National Educational Association in 
session in Minneapolis, and said:

seemingly gone, are still all around 
us; but too refined for normal vision.

And hell; that was located under 
the earth. Do they mean' in the in
terior of the earth? Probably. An 
English sea captain, some 300 years 
ago made oath that while sailing past 
Mt. Hecla he saw the devil with a per
son in his arms, flying through the 
air towards the awful vortex, into 
which he plunged, and was lost to 
sight. And the priests believed it, at 
least they claimed they did, and | 
taught it from the pulpit as a fact.

Squiers, In his "Nicaragua,” said 
Catholic priests were in the habit of 
taking their congregations to the sum
mit of Mt. Masaya, and pointing to 
the raging fires below would declare, 
“that is hell.” He says, page 650: 
“Some confessors have Imposed no 
other penance than to visit this vol
cano.” But, good reader, rejoice with 
us, for further down the page Squiers 
told us: “The fires are now cold in 
the crater, and the ‘Hell of Masaya’ 
is extinguished.”

Heaven all around us, and the fires 
of hell gone out, we need a system of 
religion—if that is the proper word, 
which we greatly doubt—to harmonize 
with the facts Does not Spiritualism 
supply that need?

account of the conversion of Mar
coni, the Inventor of wireless telegra
phy, to Spiritualism. His experience 
would be proof positive, as he details 
it, to any one other than a simpleton, 
that life does not end with mortality. 
Men and women eminent in all depart-, 
ments of life, particularly inventors, 
seem to be especially favored by the 
loved who have passed on before. Is 
is not possible that what we call gen
ius Is little more than an ability to re
ceive thoughts and impressions froin

with gloating glee "this famous 
stronghold of Spiritualism to be per- 
meated -wjth frauds and swindles;” 
that “the proprietors of the resort 
have mode possibly hundreds of thous
ands of dollars out of their enter
prise;" “that toe next Issue of the 
American -Society for Psychical Re
search's publication will put toe whole 
community under toe ban.”

The New. York Times of toe same 
date, as true to newspaper craving 
for scnsationaUsm as a vulture to the 
drawing of carrion, throws into a dis
play headline of half-inch black
faced type, extending across the entire 
page' of seven columns, these words: 
"Ingenious Frauds at Lily Dale 
Seances," and indulges in toe follow
ing very compUmentary statement: 
"After an exhaustive investigation of 
the alleged Spiritualistic phenomena 
at Lily Dale, it was concluded that 
they (tho ‘ardent folk’ in attendance 
there) are simply dupes, unsopliistl- 
cated, impressionable, credulous

without?
There are days when an author can 

scarcely write a sentence without 
blunders, arid his brain seems empty. 
All at once, with no apparent cause, 
thoughts come rolling in upon him, 
and page after page comes slipping 
from the pen and when he reads it 

(over he is delighted with Its correct
ness and ease of expression, while the 
subject matter is new to him. This 

’writer has experienced it, and many bf 
our best authors relate similar exper
iences. Somehow it „is difficult to be
lieve persons thus affected are either 
Insane or fools, and yet churchmen 
are. desirous to make them appear 
such. They want the world to believe 
their holy books are the products of 
inspiration, then they declare inspir
ation ceased with Scriptural writing. 
If many Scriptural pages were in
spired it must have come from the 
spirits of savages, for no good spirit, 
arid no God ever directed the slaugh
ter of everything that breathed.

When the time shall come that im-

to intelligent people to ascertain 
truth elsewhere, which is gene 
quite different from their repre: 
tions, so I think there is no ne 
abusing them for bigotry whe 
know the real influences that

nta- 
of 

we 
mi- ,

are only genuine when they happen 
spontaneously, D. D. Home said of 
toe phenomena through himself: 
“Tfiey will not happen when I wish, 
and my will has nothing to do with 
them. I have no control ovW them 
whatever—they occur irregularly and 
even when I am asleep. Sometimes I 
am many months and once I have 
been a year without them."

Hosts of Spiritualists are gratefql 
to Prof. Hyslop for results already 
attained and for achievements bound 
to be established by toe prqgent trend 
of his efforts in the field of psychics. 
Godspeeds for the success of Iris la
bors go up from many sincere souls, 
who are too modest to intrude them
selves upon his fully occupied mo
ments. They will Join most heartily 
with him in demanding more accurate 
preliminary knowledge of the meth
ods of tricksters, better trained pow
ers of observation and greater discrim
ination of judgment—in dealing with 
toe problems of mediumship.

They will not agree with his In
sistence that all manifestations

indicates appreciation of his efforts 
for Truth and a genuine desire to 
profit by his experience.

Mr. Carrington's scant mention of 
the discovery there of genuine men
tal phenomena leaves the impression 
upon tho popular mind that nothing 
but trickery in mediumship is preva
lent on the shores of the Cassadaga 
lakes. The dominant sentiment of the 
camp towaids proven dishonesty could 
have been emphasized by stating that 
Hugh R. Moore and Mrs. Mabel Aber 
Jackman had been driven from the 
Assembly grounds for holding tricky

Lily Dale during an ordinary summer 
season of seven weeks. They will 
compare favorably in appearance, con
duct and average intelligence with a 
like number of visitors at toe famous 
Chautauqua Assembly,'their more pre
tentious neighbor, while in general 
astuteness they are not one whit in
ferior to any bigoted Canadian editor, 
nor to any concealed personality who 
for the v moment rattles around in a 
small portion of the editorial chair 
which' the gifted Henry J. Raymond 
once filled..so completely and glori
ously- N^r. Carrington set the seal of 
his disapproval upon eight individ
uals, therefore the “whole commun
ity,” wliich included tho other ninety-

materializing seances.
Many will wish that. Mr. Carrington 

had filed charges with Gio Assembly 
officers and thereby given the accused 
mediums an opportunity of defend
ing themselves. Had they refused to 
hold seances under strict test condi
tions his verdict would have been ab
solutely unassailable. This failure 
and neglect to give the public the 
benefit of the more prominent experi
ences of long time patrons of some of 
those condemned, such as the sincere 
and intelligent patriarchs of Lily 
Dale’s Philosophers' Corner leaves 
the verdict of guilty resting' wholly 
upon toe infallibility gf Mr. C.’s ob
servations and Judgment. He be
comes at once detective, sole witness, 
attorney, Jury, Judge and executioner. 
At the same time 1 incline to regard 
him as a worthy successor in patience 
and’ keenness of observation to his 
fellow countryman, the lamented 
Richard Hodgson, and can .but hope

nate their calling. None are nroro 
conscious of these thun the editor^ 
themselves, and they no doubt laugh) 
with each other at their clubs about 
the way they fool the public iu taking t 
them seriously.

My difference with Dr. Warne re-Kl 
garding the duty of putting the iny^ 
vestigation under scientific method (Is 
perhaps much less than appears. / I 
usually say "scientific method” (find

through mediums be relegated to sci
entific laboratories for final accept
ance or rejection. Men of science 
are only mortals and seldom gifted
with inerrancy. Mistakes and fail
ures have been as characteristic of 
them as of Spiritualists; their puth- 
way through the centuries has been 
a zigzag course; many of tlieir theo
ries will-o-tlie-wisps; some of their 
blunders stupendous; not a few of 
their methods faulty and conclusions 
superficial and arrogant. Excellent 
illustrations of tho last specification 
may be found in the late eminent 
Lord Kelvin’s impatient dismissal of 
hypnosis as “mostly fraud and the re-

uot “scientists." I was not always 
so careful in toe introduction to the 
article on which Dr. Warne is animad
verting. I did once say “scientist” in 
that connection and onee I guarded it 
by saying "qualified scientist," which 
expresses my position only less exactly ,i 
than toe usual manner of expression, t 
I did emphasize that it was scientific t 
method which was needed, and I dg u 
not care who does it provided it fig 
done. 1 think I can quite agree with 
Dr. Warne’s remarks about many 
"scientists.” It is true that tills .class 
of people so-called have not ^ihown 
themselves fit in many cases to deal 
witli toe problem at all. If I had been 
as careful as 1 usually try to be I 
would have said that the problem 
should be left in the hands of “scien
tific method” and carefully eschewed 
any mention of "scientists,” for I 
fully realize that too many of that 
profession know nothing whatever of 
scientific method when it conies to 
weighing evidence. I believe it was 
Prof. 8. 1’. Langley who said that, out i 
of every five thousand men who! 
claimed to be scientific, not more tha 
oue was really scientific. This is 
fearful verdiet to pass, but when w 
look at the scientific Judgments tot 
have been passed on the subject/7« 
psychic phenomena by men /who 
ought to have had some buniililly ac-
cording to their own liabits iw other 
matters, we may well unnderstand 
why Spiritualists have distrusted tho 
whole tribe. Men are to bo distrusted, 
but not methods, and it was the main 
object of my introduction to empha
size tlie need of scientific method in 
obtaining progress in tills subject.

JAMES H. HYSLOP.the primary school in their own do
main why accept them us experts 
above all others in tilings spiritual, 
a kingdom of whoso existence many 
of them are skeptical." Again, 
skilled tricksters hail them as “dead 
easles," because of their mental pon
derosity and often self-sufficiency.
Listen again to Flammarion: “The 
conditions of experimenting are in 
general so crooked that it is easy to 
bo duped, and scientists and scholars 
ore perhaps most easily duped of all 
men.”

Tho unswerving loyalty of Spirit
ualists to some invulnerable evidence 
is the primary reason for the existence 
of psychic research societies in the 
world to-day. This fact is a forcible 
answer to Mr. Carrington's claim on 
another occasion: “We know that 
the crowd is always behind the times 
in its knowledge and beliefs; what 
the masses think in these matters Is

From Mrs. Ida Lewis Bentley, a Resi
dent of Garvanza, Cal., and the 
Author of Many Interesting Stories 
That Have Appeared iu The Pro- 
Gressive Thinker—How Site Was
Dropped by the Fakes. /
I have received four bundles of Th$

Progressive Thinker recently, all <^C 
which I have distributed, either by 
mail or otherwise. I gave a^ay 
eighteen copies at Pasadena ¡last 
night, and might have given mone if 
I had had them. (

By experience and close observa
tion I am fully convinced thatthe 
Spiritualists who take The Progress
ive Thinker are, as a class, much 
more intelligent and reliable thou,.' 
those that do not take it.

I had an odd experience last sum- 
mer. A friend of mine in a mischiev
ous spirit introduced me to two of the , 
most noted fake mediums exposed, 
in The Progressive Thinker. She be
gan the Introduction as if I were a 
person of great importance, and the 
"Rev.” gentleman before me seemed 
properly Impressed and pleased, but 
the instant she mentioned The Pro
gressive Thinker, he droppped my 
hand and literally turned his back on

that he wiU before long be over
whelmed with the latter's certainty of 
the survival of (lie individual after 
death.

Does the investigation prove that 
each one of these mediums never 
does, or can, give genuine demonstra
tions? While Camille Flammarion 
recently said: "One may lay it down 
as a principle that all professional 
mediums cheat,” yet he added, "but 
they do not always cheat; and they 
possess real, undeniable,' psychic pow
ers.” None are more concerned than 
Spiritualists in knowing why it is 
necessary for a genuine medium to 
ever cheat.

The Frenchman just named tells us: 
"Sometimes tho mediums deceive

of no consequence. Living truth 
is indivisible and in its entirety is 
the rightful heritage of every hunger
ing human soul. Only cadavers may
be dismembered, and their different 
organs assigned to separate . anato
mists.

Finally, the intelligences of the 
higher spheres did not see fit to first 
reveal proofs of individual existence 
beyond, the grave to men of science, 
but chose rather those in the humbler 
jvalks of earthly life. Just so in one 
of the world's older religious systems 
unpretentious fishermen, the Peters 
and Johns, preceded the Panis, and 
when the latter came each class still 
had its special work to do.

Spiritualists and progressive sci
entists seek a common goal. Mutual 
toleration, fraternal appreciation and 
intelligent co-operation will enable 
each to find the supplement and com
plement of his own endeavors in toe 
work of other, and both together 
shall lead the multitude to more per
fect methods of investigation, saner 
understandings and more satisfying 
conclusions upon toe question of toe 
ages: “If a man die shall he live 
again?"

GEORGE B. WARNE, 
Treasurer Lily Dale Assembly.

nine’hundred and ninety-two (9,002) 
“are to be put under the ban;" in 
other words they are all tricksters 
because eight of toe total number 
may be.

Lily Dole is above all tilings else a 
place for summer outing and educa
tional opportunity, instead of merely 
a financial harvesting time for fakirs. 

। The largo majority of people are 
drawn there for renewal *of old and 
the formation of new friendships; to 
enjoy both in and out of door amuse
ments; for the instruction • of special 
classes conducted by those of ac
knowledged competency - on psychic ! 
questions; ■ to profit by toe daily plat: < 
form lectures; to strengthen convic
tion and find comfort in listening to 
messages given in the auditorium by 
worthy mediums. Physical phenom
ena are for the mass of visitors, mere-, 
ly incidents vamong many and varied 
features of toe season’s menu, in- 
stead pfpbeing the whole bill-of-farc. 
A smal^ ,number of toe entire attend
ants, p^hapsilcss Gian one in twenty, 
are lovers and constant patrons of tho

me. My friend laughed softly, and 
said: “He has no use for you now! 
We will try again, and she led me up 
to a showily dressed woman standing 
near. The thick coat of paint the 

.woman had covered her face with 
did not conceal the wickedness 
stamped there. Again my friend be- 
gan an elaborate Introduction, and. « 
the woman seemed pleased to 
so illustrious a person as my frlen® 
.represented me to be, but the mot ■ 
‘meat she mentioned The Progressive 
Thinker, the woman dropped ipy ' 
hand as if it had been a hot coal, and ; 
turning, walked rapidly away. My ; 
friend laughed merrily and said: "Bhe .: 
has no use for you, either.” /

You see, if you want to associate ., 
with these noted characters you ¡will 
have to let The Progresivo Thiiiker. ¿ 
entirely alone! and the people Avhb . 
"have no use for The Progressive ,' 
Thinker” are still being swindled by- 
thPse two fakes! . ; .' ■

I have material enough collected 
for another story. The bulk of it • , 
has been given me by church people— t 
a “good Methodist sister," a Holiness ' / 
woman, and a Salvation Army wo-- ; 
man among the number, so of course J 
the incidents narrated are all true! /

Long life and success to you. Your / 
friend always. c ;

IDA LEWIS BENTLEY. A 
Garvanza. Cal. , -

In the whites and yolks of 1,200 
hens’ eggs. Reduced to a fluid, the 
average man would yield ninety-eight 
cubic meters of illuminating gas and 
hydrogen enough to fill a balloon ca
pable of lifting 156 pounds. . The nor
mal human body has in it the iron 
needed to make seven large nails, the 
fat for fourteen- pounds of candles, 
the carbon for: sixty-four .gross of 
crayons and phqspho'rus enough for 
820,000 matches. Out of it can be 
obtained, besides, twenty, teaspoons 
of salt, fifty lumps of sugar and forty- 
two liters of water. .

And-yet there are but few persons 
who would be willing-to have their 
bodies thus utilized.

t ' To Let. „
Roman Catholics, says an exchange, - 

are born, not made. Romanism -de
pends off population, not educatipn. 
It increases by births.

The pigtails of the Chinese name 
into being'- as do the Catholics, by 
birth. Originally the pigtail was a

are noble and only grand when no 
falsehood hovers over them; when 
truth in its plenary objectivity is 
fully reproduced in their minds, and 

. transfigured in their characters.
Teach them that the Truth must be 
the adornment of their lips in speech, 
and their pens in writing; that the. 
lie spoken or written is more baleful 
and inglorious than the lie ensconced 
In the mind, for it goes out to darken 
aiid pervert the minds of others.”

If those productions, classed as di
vine inspiration, abounded in such no
ble sentiments every good man and 
woman would gladly accept them as 
heaven-born inculcations, and "would 

- be the better for adopting them for 
their daily guidance.

work by^mediums for physical mani- 
festati^ris, while the multitude seek 
enjoyment in other channels. So tho 
superl^atedifOal of a small minority 
mokes it compulsory to class every
body toero as “credulous dupes, noth-

We are very glad to publish Dr. 
Warne’s letter as representing a side 
to Lily Dale which it was impossi
ble to take up and discuss in. con
nection with the phenomena that were 
primarily the object of Mr. Carring
ton's visit. It was quite natural that 
the public winch docs not read care
fully would suppose the exposure ap- 

i plied to the whole affair, but careful 
i reading even of that report would 
show a brief recognition of some 
honest people and phenomena there. 
The facts could not be published in 
that connection, but will bo given pub
licity in their place.

I think probably that Dr. Warne 
should not have spoken so - harshly 
of the "Oanodian editor” as bigoted.

purposely, knowing well what they 
aredoing, and enjoying toe fun. But 
oftener they unconsciously deceive im
pelled by the desire to produce the 
phenomena that people are expect
ing." ,

If.Mr. Carrington is not.mistaken 
in classing the work investigated un
der intended deception then the me» 
diums therefor cannot bo too com
pletely exposed for acts proven, even 
though they , may at times do honest 
work. Deliberate trickery halts, con
fidence, handicaps conviction, hampers 
acceptance of truth. We can all agree 
with Sir Oliver Lodge: "Besides this 
liability to unconscious, or . semi-con
scious, fraud, there is another, more,
diabolical danger, viz.: toe presence i 
of impostors; they have .. a most 
deadly, effect all round and it 
seems to me that at any cost an ef
fort should be made to Voot them 
out.” ■ ’.’A^’’. ’■

~ I cannot speak from personal ex
perience of the work of any of the 
mediums denounced. This fact is 
due to pressing official duties, to pref- 

- crcnce for more public entertainments 
' that yield a financial return to toe 
i Assembly, and to an utter lack of in- 
। terost in making life ,a perpetual 
■ study of legerdemain and kindred 
■ bald deceptions in order to guard my- 
i self against sacrilegious imposition. 
• I ask with the oldest of the Fox

were made Christian by war and vio
lence. Converts are now • made by 
bribery and threats of ' damnation. 
Exclude the promise of heaven to the 
believer, and; the terrors of hell to the 
unbeliever, and church -doors, very 
generally, would bear the sign “TO 
LET."* 7-, f.' ■

files:

and Its philosophy. The N. S. A.' 
presenting these Lyceum Lessons 
the public is doing a great work.

in 
to

not incorporated 
Under the stat- 

its stockholders

ing more -or less."
The Assembly is 

for financial profit, 
utes of New'York

All truth is safe, and nothing else 
is safe. He who keeps back the truth, 
or Withholds it from men from mo
tives of expediency, is either a coward 
or a criminal, or both. - sisters: “Why should there be any

' —Ovid.Wisdom ds defined by a Missouri 
editor as■ the act of . keeping, ‘one’s 
mohth closed when he has nothing 
to say. .

If you want to know the opinion of 
your’ neighbor, ■ you want- hlB honest 
opinion. . You do not want to be de
ceived. You do not want to talk with 
* hypocrite.—Ingersoll.

Death, so-called, la but old matter 
. • dressed- ... ■?

In some new'figure, and a1 varied vest;
All things are but altered, nothing 

dies, . - ,
While here and- there -unbodied i spirit

THE LYCEUM LESSONS.
... The Lyceum Lessons we publish 
this week will prove very suggestive 
and interesting even to those of ma
ture years. The Progressive Think
er takes the lead in everything per
taining to the good of Spiritualism,

cannot' secure gain from their corpor
ate holding therein. Instead of mak
ing “hundreds of thousands of dol
lars out of tlieir enterprise," its man
agement and friends have had two 
years of heroic, but successful, strug
gle to raise by subscriptions'from in
dividuals $10,000 of the corporation’s 
unsecured Indebtedness. There is ai

rways rejoicing when tits current .«•

Men are often capable of greater 
things than they perform. They are 
sent into the world with bills of credit, 
and seldom draw to their full,extent. 
—Horace Walpole.

Genius -always gives its best- first; ; 
pthdence at last.—Lavater: • - {

I had rather be damned with . i 
Plato and Lord Bacon than, go to ' 
heaven wtlh Paley and Malthus.— 
Shelley. f

Be kind to everybody, but espec- 
tally to the aged, for we are alL+.rav- ' 
ellng that way. very rapidly.

Some Impose upon rhe world that 
they believe that which they dp not; 
other» more in number. make<them- J 
selves believe that they believe, not . , 
being able to nenetrate into what it II?*’ ' 
to believe.—Montaigne. • <
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(Note—Let the scholars tell whence these statements are de
rived. Also have them discuss the propositions stated.)

note, mediumship has been the mental and physical healthfulness 
of the recipient; and it surely is a power for.soul growth.

WOMAN’S SOURCE OF POWER. 
By Lois Waisbrokcr.

Mrs. Waisbroker has been known as 
k writer on the question ot qex and 
this, her last book is worthy of care* 
ful study. Price, paper only, 25 eta,

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rel» 
tlons to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and r® - 
Uglous liberty. It Is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence ot the pernicious influence of ■ 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon'standard ’ 
Catholic authorities; an eye^pener con. 
earning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and nvil works of Rar 
monism. Cloth, 76 rents.

feet a cure. 
Neither 
can ear

ways of-
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hours, during which time he affirms that he was w* ■spirit,” 
and conversed with spiritual beings. That experience has been 
often conferred upon him since. In 1846, under spirit control, 
he began the dictation of “Nature’s Divine Revelations,” a book 
that now is found in thousands of libraries and-iioirres, and is 
read by students and learned people. _

Dr. Davis is yet in this life doing active'work as a physician, 
in Boston, Mass. •

A record of the names of books given to the world by this 
author and medium, will be stated later; but you are now asked 
to search for that and see if you can tell their ngmes^ .

Let each Lyceum rise and say: “May good spirits ever bless 
Andrew Jackson Davis.” .' G. W. K.

“Neither a borrower, nor a lender be;
For loan oft loses both itself and friend;
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.”

Explain. . , ■
i A society raised a sum of money for charity, and a wealthy 

man contributed a check for a large sum. He received much 
praise. A poor relative with a large family was brought to his 
notice. He had his coachman leave a large bundle of cast-off 
clothes at his cousin’s. The clothes were received gratefully; 
but had the rich cousin delivered the bundle personally, his poor 
relatives would have been far happier. .

James Russell Lowell says: . .

Successfully Treated 
the Simplest Methods 

Yet Discovered.

V

The second issue of Lyceum Lessons goes forth with the hope 
pf the Committee and of the N, S. A. that they will serve the 
interests of every Lyceumist, and cheer each with good thought 
and impulse. Use these Lessons each Sunday until all subjects 
presented have been well discussed. The Lessons only outline 
the thought or subject presented. Do not hastily pass'from one 
to another; but dwell with complete investigation as possible.

Thus each series of Lessons will fully serve your Lyceums 
for three months. There are items for the whole Lyceum in uni
son. .

Songs and Silver-chain exercises are needed, and they will 
also serve as Lessons. The intent is to make this, indeed, a 
help to the Lyceum effort. Use them with that loving confidence 
that inspires your spirit and mortal teachers to seek for your 
soul growth. .

Lessons are solicited from any one who may desire or will 
contribute. Our able lecturers should send Le8S011 contributions 
to aid the education of youthful minds. ,

To grow the Spiritualists of the future is the best way to 
unfold the utility of Spiritualism, The first issue of Lyceum 
"Lessons gave an impetus to the Lyceum interest, and several 
Lyceums have since been organized. The need is great for prac
tical application of effort in this work, and now the opportunity 
more fully offers for energy to create success.

Address all communications to
J MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS,

National Superintendent.
617 Congress Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Silver-Chain Reading and Invocation.
Conductor—Do you think there is no resurrection of the dead?
All—If there be no resurrection of the dead, then is Jesus 

not risen. . .
Cond.—If Jesus did not appear after death, is your faith in 

vain?
All—Unto all human beings came death, and by them came 

also the resurrection of the dead.
Cond.—How are the dead raised up, and with what body do 

they come? _
All—That which thou sowest is not quickened except it die;• 

and that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that 
shall be, but the spiritual body will evolve therefrom in exactness.

Cond.—Does God give us a body as it pleaseth Him!
All—It is sown a material body; it is raised a spiritual body.

There is an earthly body, and there is a spiritual body.
Cond.—How shall we be changed?
All—In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last 

trump, the dead shall be raised and all will be changed.
Cond.—When all realize these truths, what will then/ be 

known? .
. All—All will then know that death is swallowed up in victory.

Cond.—What Bible statement will then be true?
All—“0, death, wherer is thy sting? 0, grave, where is thy 

victory?”

An Important Lesson. ,
The first and most important lesson for a Lyceum scholar to 

learn is good manners and politeness; without whicji you never 
can succeed in any calling or avocation.
( The Golden Rule itself is the epitome of good manners; con
sideration of others and respect for one’s self. ‘ ‘ _ . .

You never can succeed unless you are polite. - You will drive 
people away instead of drawing them towards you. It has been 
said: “Honesty is the best policy; but politeness, is really the 
best policy. ' ’

Horace Greeley, editor of the New York Tribune, once made 
a prolonged visit in England. He was admitted,to, and.mingled 
freely with, the nobility. On his return to this country he said: 
“Whatever may be the faults of the English government, it cer
tainly does breed gentlemen.” Whatever else the Lyceum does, 
it certainly should produce ladies and gentlemen.

A celebrated business man of Chicago said: Ml never employ 
a boy, or keep a boy in my employ, who is impolite;” he would 
drive away custom.

Politeness is personal magnetism. It is the keyto all success.

Prayer.
Question—What is prayer? -
Answer—It is the most fervent inspired desire of one’s own 

£oul. '
Q.—How is it manifested to us!
A.—By coming forth in thought to aid us to gain our ends.
Q.—Will it be manifested to us if we do not express an effort 

to help it?
A.—No. It has been said: “God helps those who help them

selves.” The spirit world is at all times ready to do for those 
who try to do for themselves. So let us put forth our every effort 
to do that which lays within our reach, and not desire to attain 
the top of the ladder before we have stepped on the first rung.

Q.—Why do we ask in prayer all our most fervent desires?
A.—Because we know that by doing so we place ourselves in 

a spiritual position so that the spirit world can assist-us.
Now, dear Lyceum members, just think for one moment of the 

so-called miracles performed by or through church-going people. 
They tell you that Jesus has helped them do this and that. It 
is not true; it is simply the forces of natural law, that by work
ing under proper condition, fulfills the utmost desires pf the soul
prayer. They, unconsciously, being the medium, for the forces 
to fulfill their desires. . t

Q.—What is the first prayer of a good Lyceum member?
A.—To be good. >
Q.—What next! . >
A.—Kind. U ■ 1
Q.—And next! ’’ '
A.—True. > ‘‘'." . .
By being thus, you accomplish much which cannot be realized 

by the mortal mind. Thus you will lead your parents to think 
of you as an angel within the realms of the home.

So let us all repeat and keep on repeating our prayers for the 
advancement of all pure and useful thoughts.

, WILLIAM PABR.

Invocation.
(All may repeat this.)

0, ye beloved, wise and good spirits who have ministered unto 
us in this age of mental darkness with regard to the resurrection 

"of the dead, we give thanks for the blessed consolations and 
revelations ye have brought to us. We thank y$ one and all for 
the beautiful communion of spirits, and for the knowledge that”' 
.our loved ones live and love us, and are guarding our lives./

?Andrew Jackson Davis.
¿7?;: A hplendid cut made from a late photograph of Andrew Jack

son 'Davis, has its imprint upon the title-page of this issue.
¿«^This splendid man, medium and author, has left an indelible 

Jorce upon the cause of Spiritualism that will grow with each 
decade.

। ; His books are an epitome of the spiritual philosophy, and are 
V- the real foundations of all after treatise of the subject-matter of 
v Spiritualism. • ,
; ' The first book bearing his name was given by spirit intelli- 
\ gences after he had first been placed under human mesmeric con
) trol. That shows how superior is spirit , mind to the human% 

And, that wonderful book proves that: .superior intelligence to 
that of the mortal medium can be given; for, Andrew Jackson 
Davis was not then an educated man; but the result of medium
ship in his case has been to cause his aspirations and application 

Yor education, which he has attained. That is also a refutation of 
many statements made against mediumship as a process tending 
to mental weakness. In this case, as in many others we could'

■ ’ ' Theodore J. Mayer.
Mr. Theo. J. Mayer, who was promoted to the higher life in 

1907, was for many years the Treasurer of our National Associa
tion. He was a good, kind-hearted man, and believed in helping 
all persons in whatever good work they were engaged.

Before he left this earth he gave much of his money and prop
erty to several institutions which are working to accomplish 
something good.

On ¡the title page (first page) of our first “Quarterly” we 
showed you the picture of our National Headquarters. That 
beautiful building was a gift from Mr. Mayer to‘thé Spiritualists 
of America. ' • ■

The Mediums’ Relief Fund was started by Mr. Mayer; and he 
always gave sums of money to assist the good work of caring for 
our aged or disabled mediums. .

All who knew Mr. Mayer appreciated his good heart. He 
was called a “great man;” and he was great, because he was 
useful. Instead of keeping his money piled up in the bank, he 
gave it to be used for those who needed it.

Question—What lesson do we learn from the life of this good 
man? • ' ;

Answer—The lesson of love and kindness and usefulness.
Q.—What is the name of this man! How was he connected

The Lyceum Manual-will continue to be a great helper in 
Lyceum work. It is not obsolete. Its usefulness is not impaired. 
By all means become familiar with it. The soul and spirit of the 
Lyceum exercises and plan is there recorded as given to Dr. 
Davis by his spirit helpers. His visions of spirit Lyceums is 
there reduced to the system he observed in spirit spheres.
< Andrew Jackson Davis was born near Blooming Grove,. 
Orange County, New York, August 11, 1826. His father was a 
shoemaker. He inherited from his mother a highly spiritual 
nature and intuitive faculties. While yet a boy his parents 
moved to Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Hence, he became known as the 
.‘‘Poughkeepsie seer.” On various occasions during his child
hood he claims to have heard spirit voices. ,

' On March 7,1844, he fell into a trance which lasted sixteen

Q—What do the letters N. S. A. stand for! > '
• Q.—Did Mr. Mayer ever give anything^to the' National Spir
itualists’s Association! .■>

Q.—Have you seen the picture of our National Headquarters !
Where is that building located! "

Q.—Did he give anything else!. What is done with the money 
in the Mediums’Relief Fund? . x . . '

Q.—Did Mr. Mayer give to the Spiritualists only? • •
Q.—How did the people feel toward Mr. Mayeri!t
Q.—Why was he a “great” man! - r .

. Usefulness is what counts in the scale of attaihmfent; arid we 
can all be useful, not in the same way as Mr. MayfefJ’but in dur 
own way, by doing.the little things that come befd’re% and help
ing others in whatever way we can. ' '

NATIONAL SUPERI^^DENT. .
* ' ' - - n nun

LYOEUM LESSONS FOR INTERMEDIATES.
• , ". “ ■ _____________ nt< JI

Duty.—By Eleanor K.Eager.^'^

. Give the definitibn of duty. . ' '
Ask each child to speak a sentence using. tfievwW duty. 
It. is our duty to obey our parents. Why is it uur duty!

■ A mother requested her daughter to wash thb dishes. The 
child did not wish "to, but she obeyed sulkily, scolding and whin
ing all the time. How should we obey! How should we perform 
our duties! ‘ /

A man needed a sum of money. Not having it at the-time, 
he borrowed the money of a friend. What in the duty of a bor
rower! Why! -

Shakespeare has written: <

“Not what we -give, but what we shire,— 
For the gift without the giver is bare;”

What does that quotation mean? The same author says again:
‘ ‘ That is no true alms which the hand can hpld;
He gives nothing but worthless gold
Who gives from a sense of duty. ’ ’ •

What is meant thtis by duty!

The lessons are issued in advance so that teachers and pupils
can be prepared. The lessons are intended to suggest as helps; 
but both teachers and pupils should consult books and persons 
for ideas. A well equipped Lyceum should have a dictionary and 
a blackboard or substitute. Pictures and objects are of great 
importance in teaching; and every child should be encouraged to 
give expression to his or her thoughts.

Hurting Others. .
“No one can injure you but just you, yourself, ’ ’ said a- Lyceum 

leader to her group.
“I know by your faces, children, you do not agree with me; 

arid I hope each will tell me what you think.”
One girl said: “A boy threw a stone which struck my nose 

and broke the bone. I think he injured me. ’ ’
A boy said: “A playmate of mine through an accident, by 

his chum, had his eye put out. I should think he had been in
jured for life.”

Another child stated that a certain girl “made others think 
that she (May) was envious, jealous and spiteful. It made her 
feel bad to he lied about,”.and she thought she was injured.

“Well, cl^dren, I still repeat that no one can hurt YOU nor 
injure YOU but yourself; and we will take each case and prove 
it,” said the Leader.

“Mabel had her nose broken. Whose nose was it? Mabel’s, 
of course. It belongs to Mabel. Then the nose is not Mabel, is 
it? No; it is an organ of smell which Mabel possesses. Then 
Mabel, the real person, has not been injured. It is the thing she 
owns which was injured.

In the case where the sight of an eye was lost, the eye is not 
the boy. The eye belongs to Charles. Who is Charles? The 
one who owns the eye. But the real Charles is not injured.

As for May, who has been misrepresented, she knows that 
she it not envious or spiteful. She knows that if she could show 
her real self, that other people would know the truth. So the girl 
has been guilty of falsehood. A lie is sure to be found out, or die 
at last. As long as May is honest and true, her actions will show 
it. She will rise above lies. Some day the girl who has been 
falsifying will show to her acquaintances how untrue she is. That

It is unfortunate to have an organ in the body impaired, 
whether it be the nose, eye or any part; and it is very trying, to 
say the least, to be misrepresented. We can try to curb our tem
pers and try not to injure otiiers. You see that we really cannot 
injure them; for it is our own self, the real spirit, we hurt by 
being unkind or vile. That is what is meant by “Chickens com
ing home to roost.” The arrow we shoot comes back to strike us.

Spiritual Growth.—By Emma R. Tuttle.
Question—What is spirit?
‘Answer—Spirit is an animating and inspiring principle which 

pervades and directs the thoughts and actions of individuals. 
In this lesson it applies to moral force and to spiritual growth as 
productive of the highest type of human beings.

Q.—Do you understand that spirit belongs only to people? 
That all lives below the human are destitute of this fine force?

A.—There is difference of opinion on this subject. We find 
unity and a kind of brotherhood manifested throughout all con
scious life. Man is not the only animal creation which manifests 
mental intelligence reason and many of the high attributes of 
human beings. - "

What does this fact teach us?
A.—That, although man has egotistically declared he is the 

only one of God’s creatures possessing soul or spirit, his knowl
edge is limited and we all have much yet to learn.

Q.—What, then, is our best way to be just to sub-humans?
A.—We know that they have physical wants, can suffer, be 

glad, resent abuse, appreciate honesty, be crushed by cruelty, 
be happy if treated kindly, and that our own spiritual growth 
is promoted by trying to make all lives happy as far as possible. 
We should observe, learn by what we see, and try to understand 
those animals which have feeling but cannot use human language.

Q.—You are not to do this for selfish motives, but are you not 
benefited by so doing.

A.—Yes. Spiritual growth will be greater for every mani
festation of sympathy and justice, in helping others we help our
selves.

Q.—What is Spiritualization?
A.—^-Spiritualization is the upbuilding of spirit as the supreme 

culmination of harmonious,personal development. .
Q.—Is spiritual growth aided by physical comfort and perfec

tion? ’ .
A.—Yes, a healthy body is the sound basis for success, al

though spiritual strength may be attained without it. It may 
come in beauty through the gates of pain. But that is not the 
best way. . . . ■ . -
. Q.—What is the lesson taught by pain?

A.—When one is physically uncomfortable, something is 
wrong and should be corrected. Pain and discomfort depress 
vitality and keep us from doing our best. .

Q.—What'is it to be spiritually minded?
A.—To have spiritual tendencies and aspirations. Not to be 

absorbed. by'physical things; to study philosophical Spiritual
ism as. a subject worthy of the spirit and equal to all, its capabil
ities. '

■ Q.—What characterizes a wise and refined spirit!
A.—Depth and largeness of feeling. , \
Q.—What is the difference between-mental ¿and. spiritual 

growth!'. ' ■ .. ■ ■ .. ■■ ■ '
. A.—Spiritual growth is the possession and understanding of 
things which have an eternal value» ’ ' - ' 1

Q.—You believe then that spirit may be Cither embodied or 
disembodied and retain its individuality! ’ r ■

••A.—Yes.. And as the spirit may grow and; take its qualities 
into its immortal existence, the most desirable growth is toward 
characteristics which have eternal relations and uses.. :

Qi—These characteristics, you think, will reach beyondlhe
J^nHoued on page

Ninety-five percent of the cuees of 
deufneas brought to our attention aro 
the reault of chronic catarrh of the 
throat and middle ear. The air pas- 
aages become clogged by catarrhal de
posits, stopping the action of the vibra

tory bones. 
Until these ' 
deposits 
are re
moved re
lief is Im
P o a a ible. 
The Inner 

n ear cannot 
“ be reached 

by prob
in g or 
a p r a ylng 
hence the 
inabi 111 y 

_ of speclal- 
lets to al-

D. The Drum; H. Hammer; 
A.Anvtl/S. Stirrup;S. C.Semi-— — a * — —
circular Canals; C. Cochlea. _

drums cure deafness. But there is” a 
scientific treatment for deafness and 
catarrh which is demonstrated, every 
day by the use of Actlna, The vapor 
generated in the Actina passes through 
the Eustachian tubes into the middle 
ear, removing the catarrhal obstruc
tions a«d loosens up the bones (ham
mer, anvil and stirrup) in the ‘inner • 
ear, making them respond to the vibra
tion of sound. Actlna Is also very suc- 

n relieving ringing noises ?n
1 jVe know“ People af- fileted with this distressing' trouble far 

years to be entirely relieved by a few 
week s use. Actlna has always been 
very successful In the treatment of bar 
fever, asthma, bronchitis, sore throat 
trnnh! «OW«. headache and other troubles that are directly or indirectly 
ftu!t0 Retina will be so?t oi
tilal, postpaid. Write us about vour 
case. Our advice will be free as well 

a valuable book—Prof Wilson’« 
Treatise on Disease. Address Actina

811 WttInut

Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se- 
Jies- Comprising The World Beauti
ful, Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; That Which- is to 
Serio«“5 'VOTld,»'?»uUful." ' Second

OompHsing The World Beau- « 
PIT B?st Society; To Clasp Eteinai Beauty; Vibration; The Unseen World.

“The World Beautiful." Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Ain- 

Raradlsa Gloria.
After Her Death, a Story of a 

buinuier," This book contains a por
trait of Kate Field and a sketch ot 
how she made herself known in 
EuL°'!e “fter her death in Honolulu.

The Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision ot Life." 
As the title implies, itcarrles one 

from the mortal to the Immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

“Tlie Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a Dl- 
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
The Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.
. “Tho Life Rndiant." The motto of 
this book is “Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; The Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar ot the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This is Miss 
Whiting's only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All oi these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

DAINTY GIFT BOOKS.

The Religion of Cheerfulness." 
By hara A Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture of health and 
spirituality. None can read it with
out pleasure and profit. Price 50c.

“The Majesty oi Calmness." By 
William G. Jordan. Price 30 cents. 
. . "The Kingship of Self-Control." 
By William G. Jordan. Price 3 0c

"Every Living Creature;” “The ■ 
Greatest Thing Ever Known;" “Char
acter Building." By Ralph Waldo ■ 
Trine. Price 35 cents each.

“Fate Mastered. Destiny Fulfilled.” 
By W. J. Colville. Price 30 cents.

BOOKS FOR THE WORKERS. ' 
i »

“Farm Engines, and How to Run 
Them." The Traction Engine; The 
Science of Successful Threshing, By 
James H. Stevenson. Price $1.50.

“Dynamo Tending, for Engineers 
or Electricians.” By Henry C. Horst
mann and Victor H. Tousley. Price 
$1.50.

“Modern Carpentry and Joinery." 
By Fred. T. Hodgson. Price $1.00, 

“Practical uuugaiows and Cot
tages.’’ One Hundred and Twenty 
Fine Designs. By Fred. T. Hodgson. 
Price $1.00.

“Practical Carpentry or the Build
er's Standard Library." Four books 
In a box, Including—“Practical Uses 
of the Steel Square." Vols. 1 & 2, 
$1.00 each.

“Common Sense Hand-Railing and 
Stair-Building." price $1.00.

“Modern Carpentry." Price $1.
These valuable books are by Fred. ' 

T. Hodgson. Price $1.00 each, or 
tour for $3.50. -

These and many other good books 
can be found in our Catalogue.
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Forbush, tlie vmterializlng medium 

who was exposed in Grand Rapids, 
Mich., is now in Detroit, holding 
seances tor the gullibles of that city. 
All of his materializations are of 
mundane origin.

—s,...... .......
A BIWIAf, MESSAGE.

April 25, 10ft’ j

Texas Spirltipli^ Cump Meeting 
Association.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

BEAR IN MIND that the Editor ofTHIS GENERAL SURVEY DE- , _____  ______________
PARTMENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO The Progressive Thinker Is in no 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENT'S »Ise responsible for the views ex-
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND Pressed by contributors. He may or 
MEDIUMS. .A REPORT OF WHAT may not, agree with their respective
THE VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY 
WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE 
HAVE NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT 
FOR THAT PURPOSE. TAKE ; NOTICE.—Correspondents 

are required »rjien writing for this 
paper to use either n typewriter or a 
pen, ufth black ink...Write on one 

. - ■„„„ ■ side of the paper only,-and in a plain,returned it we have not space to use ipgtble imud, arid thus avoid tlie ne- 
thein. cessity of preparing your copy for the

„ , , , printer. Please bear tills in mind.The Song Cards for sale at till?, f .

KEEI» COPIES OF YOUR POEMS, 
sent to this office, for they will not be ।

Tlie bong Cards for sale at thia । 
office at $4 per hundred, by 'mail, _ 
$-1.50, arc the help you need in sotip.

. ty work,

Dr. Osenbaugh, a fine physician/

Ferd Suhrer writes: r “Hygela Hall, 
known some'years past io the Spirit- 
uglista of .Chicago, is a^aiu the scene 
of the greatest activity and through 
'the efforts of the Fraternal Order of— - --»• VMM xtwvviUftl UiUQI Ml

and a prominent Spiritualist, is to be Spiritualists, Js rapidly taking its 
congratulated on the advent of a new place as the headquarters for those 
baby boy-.—weight six pounds—into seeking honest demonstrations and 
the-family. The mother is doing soiil-stirring inspirational philosophy, 
well, I Hygela Hall mediums have established

Harry J. Moore is now located 10,8 reputation .extending to every sec- 
---- , Indiana. He has been tion of the city, and each has a fol-Rochester, Indiana. 1— — ----- cHbii uuo a lur

there for some time delivering lec- lowing that comes regularly, and 
tures. He formerly served the those who receive the greatest benefit 
Rochester friends, in the capacity of are the ones most constant in attend- 
a lecturer, three consecutive winters, ance, On Sunday, April 12, our me* 

Correspondent writes: "On Sunday, diums were kept busy with those seek- 
April 13th, the Metropolitan Spiritual | ing some word of loved^ones passed 
Society had a treat when Mr. Harry ; to the higher life, and there Is a mes- 
Burgess, brother of the well known ' sage for all. The initiation of a class 
and genial President ot the Chicago of candidates made the afternoon 
Spiritualists’ League, Dr. C. A. Bur- more interesting. The evening serv- 
gess, appeared in costume with two ice was very Impressive. Many words 
others who spoke of the Spiritual Re-1 of praise for our arisen brother, J. M. 
liglon of the Indians and created a | Weirs were expressed by those who
fine impression in the manner he han- | know him best.

"r.d r. staunch worker,died this subject, and also a surprise
in regards to his ability as an ora
tor. The sacred songs and dances 
given were greatly enjoyed. Mr. 
Harry Burgess has promised to deliv
er the closing address for this society 
on the ‘Religions of the Present' A 
packed house Is expected to hear him 
on the Sunday evening of May 3, as 
the pastor, Maggie Waite, by the ad
vice of her physician, must take a rest 
from some of her labors, never rest
ing In the twenty-one years she has 
been in the spiritual field. Mrs. 
Waite closed the meeting with spirit 
messages. On May the 1st she will 
move to 411 Indiana ave., where she 
Will be glad to receive her friends."

Miss A. M. Came, secretary, 183 
Auburn st., Cambridge, Mass., writes: 
“The Cambridge industrial Society of 
Spiritualists held its regular meeting 
In Cambridge Lower Hall, 631 Maes, 
avenue, April 10, Mr. Frederick 
Nickerson was the speaker and mes
sage bearer, and proved a great at
traction. The hall was filled, theJ 
gentleman drawing the largest audi
ence'of the season. A fine supper 
was served, and generously patron
ized. Mrs. Haidle Hall of Brighton, 
sang several solos, and was in fine 
voice. The next meeting will be April 
24, and Mr. Nickerson will be the 
speaker. Supper at 6:30 o’clock.

G. R. Bicknell writes from Decatur, 
Ill.: “About thirty of us gathered at 
the residence of T. S. Kiser, 531 N. 
Mercer st., Sunday, April 12, and cel-
ebrated the 60th anniversary, 
ing of program: Instrumental 
and songs, Jos. A. Jones and 
select reading, Ruth Barker;

Open- 
music 
wife; 
song,

organ accompaniment, Misses Jensen 
and Barker; organ solo, G. R. Bick
nell; inspirational discourse by me
dium, Mrs Minnie Gprron.”

Sara A. Smith writes from Excel
sior Springs, Mo.: "Mrs. Aila A. Mc
Henry’s lecture on April 12, at Ex
celsior Hall, was fine, and well attend
ed. She is creating a growing inter
est here, and is gathering the thinking 
class of people to her meetings."

Mrs M. A. Spring, President 
Summerland, Cal., Spiritualist 
elation, writes: "Mr. and Mrs. 
are with us at present. Mrs

if the 
Asso- 
Llllie 
Lillie

speaks In Summerland each Sunday 
afternoon, and in Santa Barbara on 
Sunday evenings, Mr. Lillie taking 
charge of the music, a very satisfac
tory arrangement for both places. 
Our secretary, Mr. Solon Smith of 
Summerland, reports everything sat
isfactory up to date for our June 
Camp-meeting.”

The services at the Installation of 
Francis Bailey Woodbury as Presi
dent of the Progressive Spiritualist 
Society of Greenfield, Mass, occurred 
Sunday evening, April 12. Rev, Jul
iette Yeaw offered an invocation. 
Rev. R. F. Churchill, in well chosen 
words, then installed Mr. Woodbury 
as. president, who responded, paying 
a tribute of love to the memory of 
Joseph Beals, who for many years 
guarded the destiny of this society. 
He also alluded to Dr. Sumner Chap
man, and R. F. Churchill, who had: 
also been faithful servants of the so
ciety as presidents. . Rev. Juliette 
Yeaw, a life-long friend of Mr. Wood
bury, then delivered the address of 
the evening. Though in the 77th 
year of life, she spoke with power and 
earnestness. The platform decora
tions were Easter Lilies and red and 
white carnations. Edgar W. Emerson 
and Mrs Nettie Holt Harding are soon 
to serve this society.

A. J. Kraft of 745 Seventh st., Mil
waukee,Wis., writes that the Germans 
of that city have organized, a Spirit
ualist society. ■ The Germans of that 
city , are highly intelligent, and good 
work may be expected.

C. L. Atwood writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “The Auxiliary to the 
Psychical Research Society of Grand. 
Rapids, met with Mrs. Jennie Hos
kins, 634 Cherry st., last Thursday 
evening. The meetings are usually 
held in the afternoon, but on each 
month an evening meeting Is held to 
give the gentleman an opportunity 
to attend. A good many_of them 
availed themselves of this opportuni
ty, and were rewarded with a plenti
ful supply of nice warm biscuits, and 
some, maple syrup. This was the, 
"real thing.” State President, John 
Andre was present and made some 
apppropriate and suitable remarks, 
and Mrs. Fuller gave messages. Offi
cers of the society recently elected are 
as follows: President, Mrs, Belle i’ull-. 
er; vice-president, Mrs. Jennie Has
ten: secretary, Mrs. Alice Atwood; 
treasurer, Mrs. Lovina Wardy. The 
next afternoon meeting will also be 
’'eld with Mrs. Hashem"- ' .

He was a loyal and 
whose influence for 
Cause made him 
singing of ‘Only a

Thin Veil Between Us,' by Miss Bess 
Johnson was very touching and ap
propriate. We are still initiating and 
the good work goes on. Be with us, 
Brother, Sister, and help us help the 
Cause. We need you and you need 
us. Come up to Hygela Hall, 406 
Ogden Ave., corner Robey St., top
floor. You will be pleased, 
music and good fellowship.
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30."

Good
Every

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. D. Noyes, have 
settled permanently at Wichita, Kan
sas. They can be addressed at No. 
124 South Emporia Ave.

Correspondent writes from Brook
lyn, N. Y.: Miss. M. B. Hedrick closes 
her season here May 1. Her discours
es have been interesting. Her mes
sages full of comfort and love. She 
has endeared herself to Brooklyn 
Spiritualists.

Nicholas Becker, secretary, writes: 
“The First Spiritualist Society of Ok
lahoma City, Okla., held its annual 
election, Sunday night at the K. P. 
Hall and the following persons were 
elected to serve the society until April 
st, 1909: Pastor, Mrs. S. E. G. Thorpe; 
president, D. M. Thorpe; vice-presi
dent, J. W. Wilson; secretary, Nicho
las Becker; assistant secretary, C. L. 
Musgrave; treasurer, J. H. Nissen;, 
trustees, W. D. Sapford, A. Madison,
Mrs. Gertrude Beebe, Frank 
Mrs. Frank Petrie, Mrs. May 
and Mrs. Martha Reiley.”

Chas. L. Atwood, secretary 
Psychical Research Society,

Petrie, 
Tappe,

of the 
Grand

Rapids, Mich., writes: “The Rev. Dr. 
Titus delivered an able address Sun
day, April 12. He is also engaged 
for April 19. A Pedro party was held 
on Tuesday; Ladies Aid Thursday. 
Preparations are going forward for
a rummage sale 
Verily there 1b 
Grand Rapids."

Correspondent

in the near future, 
something doing in

makes a correction:
“An error occurred In the date of 
the next Mass Meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League. It should have 
been "Saturday, May 9,’ and should 
be so remembered by all. May 9 will 
be the banner meeting of the series 
being held by the League.. Dr. J. H. 
Randal) having resigned from the 
secretaryship, owing to a change ot 
residence to Coloma, Mich., the board 
elected G. H. Sidwell, 6011 Washing
ton Ave., an efficient end energetic 
Spiritualist, to fill the vacancy. All 
Is moving along with the League, 
toward a grand success in every way. 
It can now boast the largest member
ship of any In the city, and state- also,- 
for that matter. Don’t fair to be on 
.hand at the next meeting, and bring 
your lunch; coffee will be served by 
the committee, at 5c per.

Dr. T. Wilkins, President of the 
Illinois State Spiritualists' Aasoefa- 
tion is in attendance at the Wisconsin 
State Spiritualists* Association Con
vention, at Portage. An intercljange 
of ideas 1b his aim, toward making 
better advancement in the future of 
the I. S. S. A. He will probably re
port the proceedings for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and take Subscrip
tions for the same.

Correspondent writes: "A very en
tertaining surprise party was taken 
to the home of Brother and Sister 
.Kirchner on, Thursday evening, April 
16, by about.20 members and friends 
bf the Hyde Park Occi^lt Society. 
'They all walked boldly Into the house 
about 8 p. m., and took full charge, 
hud a surprise it really was, for .It 
came 'Birmnexpectedly;' This party' 
-was given to Brotiier and; Sister 
Kirchner In recognition of the valu
able services rendered, in building up 
the' Hyde Park Occult Society.' The 
evening was passed very merrily,-.but 
the special features were the gor
geous luncheon served, all' brought 

.by the ladles, and the grand-test work 
done by that veteran workker Sister 
Wilson. The. messages she ' gave 
¡were very accurate. SucH parties, 

: given in the spirit that this one.was, 
are the: means, of cementing the ties 
of friendship cioser,- and help to build 
may be a surprise)vbgkqjtaolncmfwy 
up our glorious cause. It was unan- 

; imously agreed to hold another party 
(this-may bo a surprise) on Saturday 
evenings April-25; at the Hall of the 
Hyde Park .Occult Society, 319 E. 
•55th st., where several entertaining 
features have been arranged for, clos
ing with a'dante.' There is no charge; 
for this, and" Spiritualists from" all 
sections of the city are cordially in
vited. All asked is, that each one 
bring some article for luncheon;- the 
ladies will take care of the ceSee,

and the serving. So, Spiritualists, 
awake! Come, and pass an enjoyable 
evening with the Hyde Park Spirit
ualists, and give them the encourage
ment they need, with your presence 
and cheering wowls,”

Nellie ion writes: “The
Daughters helcjrthelr regular Wednes
day meeting, April 15, in Atlas hall. 
In the afternoon the following me
diums gave readings: Sister Dr. 
Caird, Sisters Minor, Adams, BiehRr, 
Golden. We were pleased to have 
with us Mrs. Lake, who gave a num
ber of readings. In the evening mes
sages were given by Brothers Win
ter and Thompson. Don’t forget, our 
Get-together Social, April 29, 406 
Ogden avenue. Everybody invited.”

John P. Goodwin writes from Sul
phur, Okla., that a good lecturer 
and test medium could do a good work, 
there. ...

Mrs. Mary B. Hill writes: “The reg
ular meeting of the Band of Harmony 
occurs April 23, in hall, 309 Masonic 
Temple. This will be the last meet
ing in the hall for the season. ; It 
Will also be the birthday celebration 
of the pastor; .and we hope ail -the 
members and friends will be able to 
join us at this feast». There will be no 
lack of enjoyment. There is more 
than sociability; theye Is instruction.1 
Bring your lunch, your blossoms, your 
friends. You cannot afford to miss 
these rare occasions conducted by 
Mrs. Richmond, the able advocate of 
Spiritual light.”

Dr. T. Wilkins, president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualists’ Associa
tion, is this week attending the Wis
consin State Spiritualists’ Association 
convention at Portage, Wis.

Connecticut State Spiritualist 
elation;

Asso*

The Connecticut State Spiritualist 
Association will hold its twenty-sec
ond annual convention, at Unity Hall, 
Pratt St., Hartford, Conn., Saturday 
and Sunday, May 2 and 3. Speakers 
are, Mr. G. Tabor Thompson of Phil
adelphia, and Mr. J. G. F. Grumbine, 
of Boston, Edgar W. Emerson ot Man
chester, will follow each lecture with 
messages. Saturday morning will be 
devoted to business and election of 
officers.

Saturday afternoon and evening, 
lecture and messages. Sunday morning 
there will be a conference meeting 
at Alliance Hall, Chapel St., at 10:30. 
Afternoon and evening the sessions 
will be held again in Unity Hall.

JENNIE E. DILLON, Sec’y.

A

DB. GEO. B. FOSTER.

Prominent Luminary Who 
Shed Much Light Upon the 

World.

Has

To the Editor: At a gathering of' 
Methodist clergymen in this city re
cently a disposition was manifested to 
repudiated the writings of Dr. Geo. B. 
Foster as worthy of little or no con
sideration. Just how many of the 
gentlemen present on this. occasion 
had'read Dr. Foster’s great work, 
“The Finality of the Christian Re
ligion,” is ot. course a matter of con
jecture. It may well be doubted, 
however, whether any of them had 
given it more than a casual inspec
tion. It is apparent, therefore, that 
the attitude of the Methodist clergy 
towards Dr. Foster is unworthy of 
that church.

Dr. Foster’s book shows him to be 
a man of great erudition and to pos
sess a copious and exact knowledge of 
his subject. With an elegance of dic
tion that is classical, and with a lu
cidity worthy of Hume, be has pre
sented to the world an entrancing pic
ture of the origin, growth and devel
opment ot the Christian religion. No 
careful student of this picture can 
fall to discover that it is profoundly 
truthful and will abide through all 
coming time. No such piece of com
position is.to be whistled down the 
wind by any body of clergymen,'how
ever respectable. The Methodist 
church is a great church, and has un
doubtedly a great future. It cannpt 
afford, however, to ignore or deride 
the truth. The great burden of Dr. 
Foster's work is to show his fellow or
thodox clergymen what they can hold 
to hereafter, and what they MUST 
LET GO; to point to them those 
features in their doctrines which the 
candid judgment of the world will no 
longer recognize as the truth; and 
to this judgment all clergymen of all 
denominations must sooner or later 
submit. A noble task, bravely un
dertaken, and executed with a degree , 
of skill and vigor rarely surpassed! 
Dr. Foster has turned on the light. 
He has swept away a mass of fanciful 
inventions upon which the church 
has counted much in the pact and 
thus placed all thoughtful students of 
Christian doctrines under lasting obli
gations.

It is apparent from Dr. Foster’s 
work that it remains an unquestion
able fact that Paul was the founder of 
the Christian church, and that- the 
dynamics of his.faith was his VISION 
on the way to Damascus'. What moré 
does any man need?. ..

Yours truly, . / H. B.
Chicago, Ill,

Dear Friends:—:Yoij who are in
terested in tile Cause of Spiritualism, 
Can I urge ypu to see.the importance 
of doing something toward the build
ing up and .pdvancingjthe Cause ot 
truth? We cannot stop and glide on 
up the pathway ofiprogress by unseen 
hands draw|ng us upward by their 
power. No.^jve must make the jour
ney by our* Awn ‘effort. We must 
strive each day.. We must climb by 
our own. power. We cannot sit still 
and let the.world of angels carry us 
away to regions ot bliss, We must 
be up and doing./

Are you interested enough to help 
our cause to start' with new life and 
determination to win out to victory 
for truth this season?. . If you are, 
then you must put your soul and body 
to work doing'something. .

We want a great meeting at this 
Place this year. It is left with you 
to make it a success. You must 
help with your^presence and with a 
little of your money.

I have done all in my power, both 
With money, and physical Jabor, to 
build up a great center, for Spiritual 
truths at this camp ground, I have 
upent considerable of my time, when 
I could have been making money at 
something else, but if we think more 
of oiir money than we do of pur Cause 
then it is nd wonder that we would 
fail. Did you ever think about what 
the churches are doing? Pon’t you 

(knpw -that the members keep the 
churches alive with their presence 
and money?

It they were to sit still and not 
attend the church with their money 
and .presence, then certainly they 

!wou)d fall. Some will say: "I am a 
Spiritualist, but i'm afraid to do any
thing; there Is so much fraud prac
ticed in the name of Spiritualism, I 
don't care to help; fear I might get 
duped.”

Well, there are takers tn every 
kind of organization, but that does 
not prove that good will not win out.

We must work to weed out fraud 
and to build up truth. . We can not 
expect to see the truth rise without 
our effort.

We are going to have a great meet
ing at this camp this year, and It will 
take a little of your money to pay 
the expense of speakers and mediums.

I have the promise of some good 
speakers for this meeting, among 
whom 1b the venerable and good old 
Dr. J.. M. Peebles,' and you know ot 
his talent and ability. You know 
it will cost something to pay for such 
talent, and m°bey -cannot value such 
talent; so 1' am certainly expecting 
every sincere'- and 'honest Spiritualist 
to help. - <

Now, to Inspire ¡everyone to help 
in this Cause, I’m going to make an 
offer to everyone. "I know If you 
care anything about advancing the 
cause ypu will certainly accept this 
preposition:

1 have the formula for making a 
liniment which I »m sure Is worth 
more than $.50 to every family; a 
remedy that is needed 'every day; 
something that will absolutely cure 
burns, scalds, headache, chills and

I fevers, and many other common ail
ments. ■ '

I gave thia, formula to a regular 
practicing iphyslciap, and his success 
In congestion, congestive chills, and 
and many other aliments is due to 
this remedy. He said it was worth 
one thousand dollars to him; so if 
it 1b worth one thousand dollars to 
him, It must be of great value.

It can l;e made at about one-fourth 
the price of what you would have to 
pay for the common liniment on the 
market.

Now, listen to what I am going to 
do: Everyone who sends me two dol
lars will receive the formula for this 
liniment. A record will be kept of 
this money, and it will go for the ex
pense of the camp meeting this year 
at this place.

Now, if you ever expect to help In 
a good' cause and at the same time be 
benefited many times more than the 
money spent in this; now is your time 
to act. I want to hear from Spirit
ualists . everywher^, and I most sin
cerely hope to have your immediate 
response in this ta'atter. Hoping ev
eryone will feel tit his duty to help 
do something fot< this meeting this 
year, I beg to be yours for the ad- 
vence of truth.

VIRGIL H. MILLS. 
President and Manager Texas Spirit

ualist Camp Meeting Association, 
Hubbard, Texas.

Notice to Illinois Spiritualists.
It 1§ within the power of Spiritual

ists all over the State of Illinois to 
organize, and it certainly is a duty 
they owe to the cause, they espouse 
and claim to so dearly love, to fall 
into line—working line—not only to 
stand and be counted, but to "get 
busy” in their respective localities. 
Words can be so united as to make a 
beautiful impression, but in this ma
terial realm, we have learned that 
actions speak louder than words.

Now, if Spiritualists, where there 
are enough to form a nucleus of a so
ciety, will get together once a week, 
talk the' philosophy, give messages, 
and finally organize, take a name and 
go to work in the right spirit, and get. 
In communication with our State sec
retary or president, MIbb Eugenia 
Rouble, 667 E 62nd st., or the wri
ter hereof, at 40 Loomis st., Chicago, 
they can be aided. • There is much 
missionary work to be done in. this 
state, and we have many papable 
workers to put in the .field, as soon as 
a slight disposition is manifest in the 
Spiritualists to dp something along 
the line of uniting.

Come, now,'friends, “wake up!”
and let; us hear fremi you at once.
Let us get to you! ! Let us Bet among 
you, and raise the standard of Spirit
ualism In every town of every size in 
this state, whether strongly orthodox, 
heterodox or agnostic. It makes no 
difference how the prejudice may run, 
the truth presented in all its beauty, 
simplicity and purity, will take prece
dence over dll else in time, and If we 
see it not in our lifetime, remember 
there are generations to follow, who 
will reap the harvest ot our sowing.

Write us at once, and we will see 
if your wants cannot be supplied.

T. WILKINS, President.

Attention, Michigan Spiritualists.
-The annual convention will be held 

in Lansing, Mich., May 8, 9 and 10, 
at the church of Our Father, corner 
of Capital avenue and Ottawa street. 
Every effort is being put forth to have 
this convention .a success, and I hope 
each society in the state will feel it 
their duty, and do their part, which 
will insure success.

Mrs. EMMA SNOW HOYT, 
Secretary M. S. S. A.

Battle Creek, Mich.

First Spiritual Union, Norwich, Conn.
As our season’s meetings draw near 

thr.'r close—and they will end Sun
day evening, May 31, to re-open in 
October—we find a review ot the 
year’s work very satisfactory. With 
a strong, active membership; an aux
iliary society which does not belie its 
name of the Helping Hands; our 
young people organized into the most 
talented and financially successful 
amateur dramatic club in the city, 
and a thriving Lyceum, we feel we are 
to be congratulated.' Added to this, 
the fact that we own a cosy church 
edifice with a seating capacity of 300 
in the audience room, and a vestry 
where we feed an average of 125 pe- 
ple at our fortnightly suppers; no 
mortgage nor Indebtedness, but a 
substantial fund of $5,000 in the 
bank, our building fully equlppd 
with handsome furnishings including 
a pipe-organ and piano in the lecture 
room, and a cabinet organ in the 
vestry; we feel indeed that we have 
been blessed.

. We have just closed our two days’ 
Easter sale, and though the hard 
times are manifest here as elsewhere, 
we cleared over $100 above expenses.

Last Sunday our resident speaker, 
Rev. Albert P. Blipn served the First 
Spiritual Association ’of Marlboro, 
Mass., and Mre. Nettie, Holt Harding 
came to us in his absence. She gave 
two interesting talks and her message 
work was excellent. We consider her 
one of the best test mediums in New 
England1, and her quiet, dignified 
manner of giving messages leave a 
pleasant impression upon her aud
itors.

On the first and last Sunday of May, 
we shall hold special concert services 
In the evening, with brief addresses 
by our speakers.

Our young people are to give a 
four-act drama, "The Song of the 
Church Bell," on either May 14 or 
28, and the Helping Hands propose to 
hold a strawberry festival early In the 
month; so we are busy socially as well 
as spiritually. - |

A. P. BLINN. 
Norwich, Conn.

is
In 
an

bles,

She Rises to Explain.
a late number of the Sunflower 
article from the pen of Dr. Pee- 
saying that in a conference

HAD BEEN SWINDLED BEFORE.

Ten Thousand Years' Ago, but Land- 
lord Remembered It. ’

“We had an old hotel keeper in one 
of our Kansas towns who.was a man 
of many quaint theories,’’,'Said Mr... 
Joseph Tomlinson, a lawyer of Inde
pendence, Kan. . : ?
- “One of his'odd conceits was that 
all human beings will come back to 
earth In exactly 10,000 years, and that 
they will duplicate In their reappear
ance every act and word of their prior 
existence. This was his pet hobby, 
and the old man would expound it to 
every guest. On one. occasion a couple 
of strangers whom hie had entertained 
over night and-who had listened to 
his 10,000 year formula, when start
ing away in the morning, owned up i 
that they were dead broke and could 
not pay, but one of .them remarked 
that It did not matter, for at the end ; 
of a hundred centuries they would I 
call that way again, and as he would i 
be keeping the same house they wojild 
cancel their Indebtedness. I
.... "No, ion won't get off With that | 
dodge, spoke up the landlord. “I am- 
onto you sharpers. - You are the same 
pair of swindlers that beat me out 
of : a hotel bill 10,000 years ago, and 
you can’t work that racket on me 
again.”—Washington

The Cause in New. York.
Missionary .Work brings, one . In 

touch with societies many times 
where the regular speakers do not 
come, because largely of dther duties. 
It.has been the privilege of the 
writer to serve the N.’y; S. of S. four 
years as its missionary,' an office in 
the same since its organization, and 
the societies chartered: under its au
spices are watched with interest.'

The society at Niagara Falls was 
re-organlzed six years ago, and the 
writer assisted In its work,-going to 
the Falls when' Mre. Atcheson was 
called to the pastorate of that so
ciety, and- every year, sometimes 
three and four , times, sometimes 
with other officers' and' members of 
the ’Association, 'often by myself, I 
have watched the growth of the same. 
April 5 the society moved into larger 

•and : far nicer quarters, and the 
writer -was called upon to dedicate 
the hall. n ■ ft .■

The attendance reas fine, every 
one showed tlie deepest interest. 
Mrs. Atcheson'W iaBtor has minis
tered to the people .’fbr six years, and 
her reappointment to "the seventh 
proves the most excellent work she 
has done. BO . IB’ •

The Wednesday previous an enter
tainment was given Jp the' old hall, 
consisting of music, recitation, etc.; 
also a humorddi, selection . from the 
scribe, which galled;forth a hearty 
encore. The affair, closed with cake 
and'cream, ana'h rood time socially. 
This demonstrAtas the wisdom of a 
settled speaker,-who can hold the in
terest of the people, become interested 
in them, and they in her. No one can 
do. their best work in only one week 
or a month.. Mr^.-. Atcheson is to be 
congratulated on ‘ the .work and the 
people on their pastor.

■ TILLIE U. .REYNOLDS, 
.State Missionary, 

137 Congress Street, .
Troy, New York.

meeting at Lake. Helen camp, when 
the ‘‘Uses and Abuses of the Bible” 
was the subject. under discussion, a 
lady said, “The Bible ought to be 
burned."

I rise to explain. She prefaced her 
remarks with this: "“That she had 
read and been told that the Bible had 
been the cause of more woes, blood
shed, tortures and misery than any 
and all causes besides, and It ought to* 
be burned.” -

Any book of that kind put out to
day would be consigned to the flames 
very soon, and Its compiler put In 
“durance (vile” and htive the* anathe
mas of the. enraged public heaped on 
his head. The Bible was written in 
an Ignorant'age, when all were under 
priestly rule, none dared to express 
an advanced thought if they .had one. 

. We are told that the book under 
controversy has been kept and wor
shiped these thousands of years, 
which' shows that .lt is of ‘JDlvine 
Origin.” The answer is, it has been | 
kept, through ignorance and fear of 
priestly rule, .and would be to-day 
but for the light and Intelligence of 
the present age. ' . • '

It don’t follow that- we,. In this- en
lightened age, when we are leaving 
behind many other superstitions of 
the past Ignorant ages, should still 
cling to one of the most gigantic su
perstitions ever set forth.

There are a great many good pre
cepts, we.are told, in the book, such 
as, “If a man take your coat, give him 
your cloak also,” and'“I come not to 
bring peace,; but a sword—to set'the 
parents against the children," etc. 
“You must forsake brother and 
mother, even yourself, for my sake.” 
The Chinese do not take kindly to 
this part of missionary teachings, for 
the Heathen Chinee has a better re
ligious code than that.

With malice toward none, with 
charity for all, I am, as ever, for reli
gious progress. ■■

. , MRS. C. C. BACON. 
■ Lake Helen, Florida.

•The Arcana, of Spiritualism." 
Hsia Tuttle. Price §1.85.

By
“Evolution of the God end Christ 

Ideas.“ By Hudson Tuttle. 'Price 
ai.85

| Notes From G. H. Brooks. 
I At last my case has come off, and I 
| lost. The case was called last Wednes
day. The jury rendered, their ver
dict of “Guilty,” and I was obliged 
to return to the court on Saturday 
morning to receive my sentence. I 
was on hand with my lawyer, Mr. C. 
L. Stevens, and Mr. Hammond, they 
being my bondsmen. The judge im
posed a fine of twenty-five dollars and 
costs, the whole amount being $78.98, 
which was paid.

Just what course we shall pursue 
I am unable at this time to state. We 
shall decide this week. I feel this 
way about the matter: If we’ were to 
take this to the Superior1 Court, they 
might sustain the action of the lower 
court; that being the case, there would 
be no other redress but the Supreme 
Court. If it was taken to the Supe
rior Court, I should be obliged to 
again be placed under bonds. The 
Superior Court does not meet until 
fall, and my case might'not come up 
then.—it might not come up until next 
spring. Then if decided against me 
and it was taken to the Supreme 
Court, there is know knowing when it 
would be decided. All this time I, 
under bonds, subject to the call of the 
court; no matter where ! might pe, 
I Should be obliged to go.

I feel the State has a State Associa- 
tioii that with the N. S. A. should send 
some one to Harrisburg when the Leg
islature meets, and see that that law, 
passed in 1794, be repealed, and 
something to meet the demands of the 
day be placed there. How am I, just 
one lone person, with no means at 
my command, only as my friends help 
me to meet these bills. I am sure 1 
have no means to put in such a work, 
but would most gladly if I had.

We are to meet this week Wednes
day go over the case, and see what is 
best to do. I am Bure 1 shall be guid
ed by the very best Judgment possi
ble, but 1 feel I have suffered enough. 
I could not write last week: 1 was

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot tev 
lines only will be inserted free. All 
In excess of ten lines will be charged! 
at the rate ot fifteen cents per line.- 
About 7 words constitute a Jine.]

Henry Adams passed to spirit life- 
from his son’s home in Decorah, la., 
March 9, 1908, aged 85 years and 27 
days. He was very firm in behalf of 
the truth of Spiritualism for over 63 
years. He served three years in • the' 
38th regiment of Iowa infantry; ahta' 
a member of the Col. Hugh Post, Gr 
A. R., who attended burial services, 
aa did the Oddfellows. “

I ■ • .. - ’’

Mrs. Jane M. Leake passed to spirit \ 
life at her home in Eureka Springs,’- '- -- --------
Ark., on the 23rd day of February, 
1908, aged 88 yearn and 10 months.; 
She had been a firm Spiritualist for 
over 50 years. Always a reader of 
•The Progressive Thinker, which was
a great comfort to her in her déclin- 
ing years. MRS. H. L. WILLIS.

Mrs. Milton J. Todd of ' Burritt, 
Winnebago Co., Ill., passed from 
earth life April 4th, after a brief ill
ness. She yvas the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. D. C. McDougall.Beside the 
father, she is mourned by a husband, 
a son and a daughter. Her life was 
conspicuous by sincere devotion to 
high purposes, which was exemplified 
to all whom she met, and a large con? 
course of friends, old and young, will 
miss her deeds of sympathy and love. 
She was a sincere Spiritualist and her 
life here fitted her to enter the larger 
life “Over there.” The funeral ser
vices were conducted by Rev. Anthony 
Thornton Mills, the progressive young 
pastor of the Christian Union Cburcb 
of this city, whose words of solace 
were listened to by bereaved relatives 
and friends.

MRS. LORiNDA G. BROWN.. 
Rockford, ill.

simply stunned. I 
yet. What I have 
can ever know, and

.am not myself 
suffered no one 
what my future

course will be, that I can't tell, not 
now. 1 am simply at sea. 1 know 
not which way to turn. 1 have been 
before the public for many years; my 
mediumship and the character of my 
readings are known. Prof. Lockwood 
considers I am the finest psychome
tric reader before the public to-day. 
How true that is 1 do not know, but 
my work has not been questioned and 
is not questioned now. I am strong 
in the friendship of many loyal, true 
friends who know what 1 am trying 
to do, and some Of the work 1 have 
dope, and they will al) fee) so greatly 
disappointed in the loss of this case, 
but 1 hope they will not lose faith in 
me.

I am unable to give you the details 
of the trial Just now; indeed it Is with 
the greatest of difficulty that 1 am able 
to write at all, but 1 cannot wait any 
longer; this letter must go.

The Spiritual Church here in Pitts
burg, to a man, has stood by me,while 
they feel this decision most keenly, 
yet they have expressed their sympa
thy and support to nje, which is indeed 
most gratifying. 1 'want to thank my 
friends for their kindness to me. In
deed I cannot see what I should have 
done had the friends not come to my 
rescue. I should, I fear, have been 
unable to pay my fine, and no know
ing what my fate would have been. 
I have felt so humiliated to think for 
one moment that I should ever have' 
felt I must cail on my friends for help, 
and no one can know what niy feelings 
have been. 1 was not aware 1 had so 
many friends. The multitude of let
ters I have received in sympathy, and 
the money sent has been a surprise 
to me, and I appreciate it all, and I 
thank one and all for their sympathy 
and help.

This experience has caused me , oh, 
so much hard work. Oh! so many, 
many letters that I have answered, 
and numerous other things to do, that 
I cannot explain to anyone. Gladly 
have I done tile work. Sometimes I 
feel I shall give my work up, and en
ter a field where there is less to con-

On March 16, 1908, my husband 
passed to spirit life with the assurance 
that life is continuous and that the 
grave is only the resting-place for the 
old worn-out body. The consolation 
that he gleaned from the teachings 
of Spiritualism lightened the pathway 
to the tomb, and as he lay on his 
couch of death with both of his hands 
clasped within mine, he talked to me 
of the light that came to him from 
the shores immortal, until his respira
tion ceased. 1 would that the Chris
tian world could realize the truths of 
Spiritualism, and that all the beauties 
of nature are mere expressions of a 
greater power than we can compre
hend. The funeral service was con
ducted by W. V. Nicum of Dayton, O, 
Quite a number of my Christian 
friends expressed themselves as much 
pleased with the service.

MRS. MARGARET STEWART. 
Piqua, Ohio.

My companion. Lorena S. Richard
son, with whom 1 lived for more than 
seventy years, after a painful strug
gles of six weeks’ duration, yielded 
up her mortal to mother earth, and 
passed over to the summerland on 
April 10, 1908. Had she lived ten 
days longer she would have rounded 
out the full period of ninety years of 
earth life. She was the daughter of 
Thomas and Hannah Salisbury (form
erly of Rhode Island), and was the 
last one of a family of seven sons and 
four daughters to pass on. She had 
been a Spiritualist for fifty years and
departed with the firm 
meeting her friends on 
shore.

Clear Lake, Iowa.

assurance of 
the other 
S. M. R.

Passed to higher life April 3, 1908, 
Ira Burroughs of Cattaraugus, N. Y., 
aged 68 yoars. He had been for 
many years a staunch Sprllualist.
He leaves a wife and 
all prominent people. 
Burroughs celebrated 
wedding last January.

five children, 
Mr. and Mrs. 
their golden
It was a sur-

tend with, 
can’t tell.

But what 1 shall do, J 
One thing, I am going

prise planned by the children and held 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Town. 
The burial was in the family plot at 
New Albion. Funeral service con
ducted by the writer.

TILLIE IT. REYNOLS.
home soon, and then with the care of 
a loving wife and beautiful boy, with 
ol’d-time friends about me whom I 
have known for years, I may in time 
be myself again.

I cannot close this art‘?Ie without 
thanking Mr. C. L. Stevens for his 
kindness; also Mr. Hammond. Mr. 
Stevens has always responded to the 
call, and ever been ready to go when 
and where he was needed. I must 
close.

I send my love and thankfulness to
all of my friends. Please send all
mail and telegrams to my home ad-
dress. Yours 
right.

for the truth and 
G. H. BROOKS.

856 Hamilton st., Milwaukee, Wis.
P. S.—I have ¿Just received word 

that my aged mother, in her 90th 
year, fell last Sunday, and hurt her
self very seriously,and ere long she 
will have gone to meet her companion, 
from whom she has been separated
for many years. G. H. B,

| Mass-Meeting at Rockford, III.
| The Spiritual. Science Society of 
I Rockford, Ill., one ot the most thrifty 
, auxiliaries of the Illinois State Asso
ciation, has concluded to hold a Mass- 
Meeting in their hall, on Sunday, May 
17, 1908, and cordially Invite repre
sentatives of all other auxiliaries to 
attend and make the day one Ipng to 
be remembered as a love-feast.

It is therefore requested that each 
society auxiliary to the Illinois State 
Spiritualists’ Association, and those in 
harmony and affiliation with the same 
and with the Chicago Spiritualists’ 
League take part In-this important 
meeting.. - It seems rather left to us 
who are at the head of the State Asso
ciation to decide upon à time best suit
ed to our .convenience, and upon due 
consideration, we have asked , them 
to hold the mass-meeting on the third 
Sunday . In May. . - ■ * ■

Your president hereby.. makes a 
special request, in conjunction with 
the’president of ]the League,'that all 
persons affiliating, with . these. organ!-: 
zatlons make an effort to be on hand.. 
Trains and time will be given later, 
for going all-in a body.;- ■■■’>. ’ ■ . . . |

T. WILKINS, Pres. !
Illinois S. S. Ass’n.

NAME THE BABY, .
Or Give the Charge. ’A" song'with' 
solo, duet and chorus, by,.John Wu 
Ring, arranged by M. H. 'Bauer.
Price 26 cents; 5 copies, $1.00.
-“Discovery of a Lost Trail.'

Chas.. B.
By

Newcomb. Excellent in
spiritual suggestiveness. Cloth. 81.60,

fl Ventatile Soul-Feast
Chicago

Spiritualists

league

Grand Mass Meeting,
—IN—

HANDEL HALL,
40 East Randolph Street,

SATURDAY, MAY 0, 1908.
Afternoon, in the Blue ^om, at 2:30, 

Evening, in Auditorium, at 7:30.

Entertainment Features: 
Music by the Richards Orchestra, 

Vocal and Instrumental Solos, 
Recitations, Addresses 

and Messages.

From Dream to Vision of Life
By Lilian Whiting, Author of “The < 
, World Beautiful," “The Spiritual Sig-i?

nificance," "The Outlook Beautiful,” ... 
etc.
This book finds Its keynote in the 

question asked by the Archbishop ot 
Canterbury—"The Life Beyond,—what 
it it? What Is its bearing on these pres
ent working years?” To. the discussion 
of this vital problem Miss Whiting 
brings the results of modern scientific' 
research and that peculiar spiritual 
clairvoyance which has been remarked 
In “The Life Radiant” and some of her'' 
■other books. It is written with a cer
tain joyous vitality that communicates- 
Itself to the reader in a certain radiance’’ 
and liberation-of new energies. Pried' 
81.00 net
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IDA LOUISE STRUEH.
Chicago, DI.
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Be still my heart, be calm my fears;' 
Give ear to nature’s wakening bell;

There is no cause for anxious care;
Truth is supreme, and all is well.

Quick my hands fold in each other; and I add to robin’s song; 
“May I ever greet as thankful each new morning all life long.

Listen, how the bells are ringing!
Listen, how the birds are singing! • < 
Easter-tide in full galore, .

- Leads young Spring now to your, door !

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

To my mind, his notes are language; As I listen I hear plain;— 
“Rise'-my song of praise to heaven.” Now the morning greets 

again.

Out I run into the garden, at the flowers take a peep;
Which, bedewed, look to me ever as if something made them 

weep,

On the lilac bush, o’er yonder, where the vine-clad arbor stands, 
Gay attired, joyous chirping, there a little robin lands.

Morning’s Awakening.
When I waken from my slumber, greet the sunbeams with de

light,
Listen to the birdies twitt’ring, then my life is truly bright.

Oh!! beauteous spring, my soul inspire
With living faith, all fears to quell!

Th$n will my deeds to all declare
Truth is supreme, and all is well!”

NATIONAL SUPERINTENDENT.

THB ARCANA OP SPIRITUALISM I A 
Manual of Spiritual Science and Phllw 
•■ophjr. Price. 91.25) postage, 10 eta. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE GOU and
ChrUt Idaae. Price, pcetaffi
10 cent«.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

.writers for the secular press treat 
''Y 'With consideration and fairness.

AOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents', that to give all equal hear
ing compels tne answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omk- 
tftd. and the style becomes thereby asr 
sertlve, which of all things is to bs 
deprecated. Correspondents often wea
ry with waiting for the appearance of 
thetr questions and write letters of 
Inquiry. The supply of matter is al
ways several.weeks ahead of space 

•given, and hence there is unavoidable 
delay. Everyone has to wait his time 
and place, and all are treated with 
equal favor.

NOTICE—No attention will be given 
anonymous lutters. Full name and ad
dress must bo given, or the letters "‘will 
not be read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has’ 
become excessively large, especially 
letters of inquiry requesting private 
answers, and while I freely give what- 

■>evor information I am able, the ordU 
nary courtesy 'of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Freeman W. Smith:-^-Q.—Will.So
cialism prevail In this nation, and if 
so without war?

A.—The answer depends on the 
meaning Intended by the word Social
ism. Whatever meaning be given, it 
cannot succeed by war, for war would 
bring autocracy and class rule, as it 
has ever done. The foundations of 
government cannot be rooted up, and 
great changes suddenly made without 

. war, and in this case, fratricidal war, 
\ which would be not revolution, but 
Vdestruction, and make the-realization 
of the higher socialism impossible for 
¡many q weary age, The thought of 
war in this connection Is treason to 
mankind.

Whatever the results, they must be 
worked out along the Unes of growth 
—must be evolved from the present. 
You may emphasize the imperfections 
of our government, yet it is the best 
the sun ever shone upon. The king- 
ruled countries of Europe have the 
best government by kings that ever 
existed. Even Russia with its terri
ble tyranny is less tyrannous than the 
example of history. There has been 
a constant progress, not as rapid 'as 
the reformer may desire, yet marked 
from generation to generation.

In this country the advance has 
been most rapid, and the people by su
perior education, and learning that 
they are the government, and if it is 
not as they desire, they have the right 

Y to change It. By these slight changes 
\to meet the requirements of the times 
there Is growth. As soon as any form 
of government ceases to grow, it be
comes a tyranny.

By these legitimate methods our 
government can be made the embodi
ment of justice to every citizen. The 
man who denounces our government 
denounces himself, for he is an in
tegral part of it, and it exists and is as 

> it is by his vote and vested authority.
If the officials are dishonest, self

ish or dishonorable, can we expect any 
. loss dishonesty under Socialism? 
■.Will' human nature suddenly become 
I angelic. There have been numerous 

!/ attempts to establish communal So
cialism, . and the very cleverest ele
ments have been drawn therein, yet 
thay have one and all failed because 
of selfishness. In short, if mankind 
were not selfish, if they applied the 
golden rule, there would be no need 
of any government for restraint, for 
each individual would be controlled 
by moral principles, and have no in
clination to infringe on the rights of 
others. Government then would be 
for the purpose; of consolidation and 
doing the great things the Individual 
cannot do. • • • •

Y J. Walker:—Q.—Was there ever a 
hermaphrodite race of mankind?

■ A.—Such a race is entirely myth
ical. There has never been such a 

. race, and the Individual examples 
often brought forward are only mon
strosities. Furthermore such an or
ganism in the human form is im
possible. In all the vertebrate ani
mals, there is one process of repro
duction, and one only, and there has 
never been any other, and there can 
be no other. This statement has the 
force of an axiom.

• • '• •
’’ T. McD. S.—Q.—Is Mr. Hamlin 

Garland reliable and an.authority on 
occult subjects? *

A—Mr. Garland Is a magazine 
writer, and author of several fairly 
successful books of fiction. As au
thority on occult subjects or Spiritual- 
Istn he would be so taken by Spirit
ualists is exact measure as he de
monstrates his position. In his recent 
article on Spiritualism he traverses 
the field Spiritualists .have gone over 
a thousand times, and fails to bring 

; a single new thought. Yet it adds to 
•the prestige of the movement to have

\ ' A POEM IN NEED.

fíhe silver frost is on the pane,
>.p. The windy woods aré bare,
The norther in the chimney plays
[ A wild and wailing air;
I hear upon the lake below

■' The skaters laugh and shout
In careless glee (I’m writing this 

Because the coal is out).
The -babbling brook is silent, held 

Beneath an .icy thrall, 
. • And gently from the leaden skies 

The Hakes begln to fail.
: : In purest ermine,, soft and white, 

« The earth Is robed anew
(I’ve got to finish this to-day, 

The rent is almost due).
- Still faster from the wintry clouds 

Descend the snowy showers, 
Until the orchard blooms again 

With fair and frozen flowers.
And hark! the merry sleigh bells now 

Ring out o’er vale and hill 
(I hope this poem brings enough

To pay the butcher’s bill). • • 
—Minna Irving.

“A Short History at the-Inquisì» 
tlori.” What It .Was and What It 
Did. To which' is appended an Ac*, 
count of Persecutions by Protestants, 
Persecutions ot Witches, The War Be
tween Religion and Science, and the 
Attitude of the American -Churches 
Toward African Slavery. Fully illiu*. 
toted. Price, $5.00. .

Spiritualist Lyceum Lessons
' . (Continued from page 5.)

partnership of spirits with their bodies ?
. ^Qs^we believe that those who try every day to attain the 

highest spiritual growth make the best people on earth and the 
brightest’angels in heaven. " ’ :

Easter-Tide. , . : . :
It is a fact well worth noticing that many, of the so-called 

religious truth's that have come to the world in,-the past, made 
their appearance or gained their prominence in the springtime of 
the year.,' • -

The Jewish feast of the Passover, at which time the Jewish 
people return'thanks for the sparing of the lives of their chil
dren, comes in spring. ; \

It is said that every “life germ,” however small it may be, 
whether vegetable, animal or human, is oval-shaped like an egg, 
and so in some places in India all of the eggs gathered during the 
six days following the fourth full moon of the new year are used 
in their religious ceremonies, signifying “New Life;”'and^after
ward are: given out as gifts to the children. It is frojn this-ÇUS-? 
tom that we derive our present-day Easter egg.

’rhp.Christi^n people celebrate Easter as the day of the reSur* 
reption of Jesus Christ, after having been dead and buried three 
days. There is an ethical meaning in this that can be considered; 
a moral to be pointed out, namely: The rising out of a death-like 
sleep, into renewed life, stronger and more beautiful than.before.

It is a notable fact that the Christian Easter comes* at the 
opening of spring, when the trees and shrubs awaken out of the 
winter’s sleep and burst forth in renewed life.,' ;) ■

1 Modern'Spiritualism, which has brought new life to religious 
and scientific ..thinkers, camé to the world when new born spring 
was only a week old. •

And when we think of all of this, does it not make us feel as 
if we-were related to everybody and tp everything in some way 
or another 1;Does it not make us feel'like sitting dbwn in silence 
to meditate '¿h the wonderful'harmony of “Mother Nature” and 
“Father Truth!

S. M. Jones wrote as follows:
“The budding trees, the singing birds, 

The opening flowers of springtime tell ,
The story old made new again; ;

Truth is supreme, and all is well.

Mother Nature kindly bares her breast;
Seed-time has come to vale and dell;, 

Immortal life is work and rest;
Truth is supreme, and all is well.

Spring’s Awakening,
How pretty when spring opens her wondering eyes; when 

leaf after leaf, and bud after bud unfolds! The flowers greetus 
and we feel so happy-when freed from the bondage of winter, and 
wander into meadow and wood again.

Happy Easter-tide, we greet thee with joy ! Through your 
golden gate, fair spring advances to bring us the promise of yet 
happier days to come.

V- - Harmony. ' ’¿.-•A
■ How: many of us know what is meant by harmony! Aie.we 

always observing harmony in all that we do! Or-are we waiting 
ffr some one else to place himself in harmony ytith"^!: If'we 
are waiting’for some other person to start practicing harnibny, 
we’ are a great mistake.* We shouldynéyér^aili for 
others- to(begin;' but begin ourselves. When a spngm being hung, 
and we wish to sing, too, we must pitch our voice-to the same key 
of we must sing the same words if ’tye want the song
to reuficb just right. Suppose-we all wanted to’ sing at' the -time, 
and'e&hh.t^Wd to sing a différent song, what an awftil sounding 
noise khat would be.’ Do you know when people, big qTli^ 
wanting-to have their way and never want to yield to anyone else,- 
it makre. à ¡disagreeable noise onthe mental atmosphere abound 
them, ahd inharmony is the inevitable result. ' • v

; NoW'Jwe all know that the best success is obtained when we 
have harmony. .If we try to have a Lyceum march, we must all 
step together' and keep step. When ,we do that,-all our feet are 
in harmony and those who are looking on are pleased' because , 
to match in step one with the other presents a beautiful, sight; 
but if one would step quick and the other step slow, it would tire 
people tb look ombecause it would not be nice to see.

- fri order to have a song sound just right we must each do our 
very best to keep in tone,"and if we want'our march to look just 
right, we must each do our best to keep step one with another; 
That’is harmony in singing and in marching.

Our'lives are one great song, one great march; and in order 
to live as near right as possible, we must each do our very best to 
adjust ourselves to circumstances when they are not what we 
would like them to be. We must lay aside our self-interest-and

best of all that cerné? before us. That is the way to practice l^ar- 
mony. Now let ëgclFone do their very best to practice harmony 
in all of the little things that come your way, and your lives will 
then vibrate like one great beautiful song and march.

‘ X a NATIONAL SUPERINTENDENT.

> wward, Ever Onward! '
, . Tun^'r—inward, Christian Soldiers.” ' . 

Onward,’eveFon^ard! Sounds the glad refrain, 
We’re a banfiiof ¡workers in the Lyceum Chain, r j. ■ 
Link by link we^Vb forged it, tiny links of light;' ’ 
Biit' ’tWill h^i'd .i!jl nations if we keep it bright,//' 
Ready, then; and twilling, striving’to attain, ... > . 
Each to do his duty in the Lyceum Chain. "; J • 

Even little children can be brave and true, « « .
Spreading joy and sunshine all the wide world through;' 
So we’ve formed together one grand brotherhood, 
Trying each to further universal good.
Thus by love and kindness without blot or stain,(J 
Through the countless ages lives the Lyceum Ch^ifi.

When we’ve done our duty and our race is run, i - 
Spirit friends and angels will say: “Welcome Home! 
Welcome to the Lyceum in the spirit sphere!, . 
You will progress onward with the angels here; 
Ever glad and-ready, loving things to do, 
Scatt’ring seeds of kindness everwhere you go.”,

. : national superintendent,

■■•■ • ' ,; Spring. ,
' How many seasons are there in a yearf" .

Name them.
When does,sprang come! ■ • • ■ -
What doeBiit bring? 1
How can you tell when it is coming!
How do the.frees look! •
What is the color of the new coat the hills put on! /
Name some of the flowers that come out early ip spring.
Is there any difference in the length of the days-in spring 

from the winter days!
What do -the litfle bjrds do in spring!
How about the insects! ■■ -
What comes out of the cocoon made by the caterpillar last 

fall!
(This will form a good lesson for little folks and can be added 

to at will or discretion.)

The Bees.
Early in spring, one day, the Bees held a convention—that is, 

a gathering or t meeting. They expressed their delight that 
spring had come; hand began to tell where they intended to look 
for honey the coming feummer.

A little girl hgdbeen sitting near, and had understood their 
conversation. So she asked this question: “Tell me, little 
workers, where tìiè'àWeetest honey'is to be found. And the bees 
flew away into the gardens, to the meadows, to the glades, and 
by the streams—»wherever flowers bloom.

Children oftefi'plu’ik the blossoms and crush them and leave 
them to wither and die; but bees sip their sweets, honey to make, 
and so are the flowers.found to be of much practical benefit.

Then the litt]^ girl seemed to hear one bee say: “In the 
clover, the sweet-scented clover that the cows love so well, there 
I find the -honey df smiles and good-nature. ”

Then said à sfeondbee: “Way down deep in the lily’s heart 
we find the honey of purity.’’ •

Another bee said/fV^d‘thte fiéhrt Of the rosé'We sip the honey 
of beauty.” , .

“Yes,” said another bee, “in the tall sunflower we find the 
richest; for there many make one. *Each produces its own, and 
together they give the honey of happiness.”

“Ah,” said another, “you have all spoken well; every flower 
that blooms furnishes us with sweetness of a separate flavor, 
and so out of all of them we are-able to make the rich honey 
that children lovejso well.”

Is it not wonderful that the little bees can gather honey from 
flowers, and wise-men and women do not know how!

What do bees gather honey for!
Does the bee-keeper rob the bees of their store!
Is the bee-keeper entitled to his share because ,of the bee

houses and flowers he hasfurnislied!
Let us try to do . something that will be of use to someone else 

as well as to ourselves; and like the bees,Jet ùs try to'find sweet
ness in all that lifé. produces. Let us search for the good and 
sweet iii everybody'- and if sometimes wè are disappointed in 
¿someone, let us next be discouraged, but go right on and seek 
further and we shall surely be rewarded with finding good, true 
friends here on earth and be accompanied through, life, by spirit
helpers.

A Grain of Sand.
In the course of centuries the wind and rain loosen particles 

from the’hard rock, and these particles are. chlled-grains of sand, 
each little grain partaking in character of themother-rock.

Men and women-and boys and girls are souliTexpressing life 
that comes from thegreat soul of universal iife'sometimes called 
infinite intelligence; eaih one partakes of the-wisdom and intelli
gence and power ofi#-universal life. \ . 'At-.?1 J i -

Having individual minds, each one is entrusted with ability 
to cultivate thp po wers that are born with them And; which are 
a part of them. Some people make good’use of. them abilities, 
w^Ue there are/i^ers who., negl^
f ' $he subst^ce pi the. earth is composed pf Tfiilllb^ and mill
ions of grains of'sand. One grain of sand is a small, .thing, but 
each one is ne&essai’y and has its: place, hi the univefre'. Every 
person in the .wprld' is necessary and fills; .a place. Jhat would 
otherwise be vacant... 7». . ,

• ot: edi . j; ___  
’............. .'■ : ’ -Jeb' • .

• t“ -. mi. te Unity. 
— in r-9lf>- ' - : .. •■

The Persians are noted for their beautiful.weaving of many- 
Wored cloth. / TO examine.a piece' pf thia'clbth you will 
find nearly evferi^fo^r in it that you know^ it forms beau-
tif ul designs of mowers and trellis-work, and leaves, and even 
faces. ' ' -

Now if you pull out one , thread the pattern is no longer per
fect, and if you9tak#”out another, then the pattern is spoiled.

This world is ili^, a great piece of woven clolth; the men, 
women, boys and gkfls are the threads. The different colors
are the different fp&upatibns which the people follow; for. in
stance, .there is $&er, the farmer, the carpenter, the weaver, 
the teacher, the'Street-cleaner, the dressmaker, the milliner, the 
laundress, and so ftiSny more who all do a very necessary part of 
the world’s work. • We could not very well get along without 
anyone of theses. We need them all, just as we need the many 
threads to make 'the perfect weavb. - • .>

The man who helps to make brick which is used to build
..........  . . . , . --------------.sewera in large cities is a very useful member of society; for it 

teach ourselves to yield or “give up, ’ and learn to make the |is good drainage timS helps to make a clean city» The man who

sweeps tho city streets is just as necessary as the one who sits 
in the office behind his books; for clean streets help to preserve 
the health of the people.

So we must never look down upon anybody because of the 
kind of work that they, do; The gii'J who works in the kitchen 
and cooks wholesome food for the family, is just as necessary as 
the girl who teaches school; the one labors for the body, and 
the other labors for the miiid. Both are needed.

When we see men corning home from their work at night with 
faces and hands dirty from (hq soo,t}and dust in which they work, 
we should, always remember that they have performed useful 
service; and that we ourselves are likely to be benefited by their 
work. . - ... ,,

We should, learn ^’^s^eliall^’ersons who perform useful 
service; and recognizereaeh as a necessary factor in the world,. 
When w.e do that, we'^dbo^ moi^ ■'useful ourselves, and grow, 
better in soul and mind,’and enjoy peace and contentment, ;

Rowing.
Let us pl$nt a kernel qf corn. In less than a” week we shpll 

see two, straight, greefi^efives shooting up out of the soil. Soon 
these will spread apart and two others will spring up in the cen
ter of them. ' ' / /

.And so we see the corn’ grow, first straight up or vertical, 
and second, out each way from the sides, or horizontal, These 
two sets of leaves form a, cross and teach us that life moves two 
ways, or in two directions—up and out.

The kernel of corn was life-lpcked, or asleep. But it is more 
than that. It is a copy of the life from which it grew. For in
stance, the seed which grows on wheat is always wheat; and 
nothing but wheat will grow from it. The seed which grows on 
corn is always corn; and nothing but corn’will grow from it.

The apple-seed will produce apples; the peach-seed will pro
duce peaches; pear-seed .produces pears. But there are other 
seeds that come from thistles and weeds which we would not 
wantd not want to have grow in our gardens; so we must be 
careful not to let any of that kind of seed fall in our gardens. If 
any such plant should happen to come up, we inust be quick to 
pull it up and keep our good seed free from it.

The seed-eorn is a sample of our own lives: We grow tall in 
body; and as we grow we notice things around us and our minds 

i go out in thoughts and seek expression. Every thought we think 
is like a seed sown, it will produce for our reaping just what it is. 

L Then if we wish to reap love and kindness, we must do loving 
things and think kindly thoughts.

I >

“Kind hearts are the gardens 
Kind thoughts are the roots, 

Kind words are the'blossoms, 
Kind deeds are the fruits.”

The forces of nature pressing against the seed, made it grow; 
and the roots pushing against the hard ground made them strong. 
Then the wind and rain beat against the stem and the leaves; 
and in resisting these they become strong and push their roots 
more firmly into the ground.

And so the little plant keeps on growing against all sorts of 
difficulties until it is able to stand alone.

Likewise, boys and girls in answer to the laws of nature, 
grow in body; and by careful training learn to be able to stand 
up straight and resist wrong and hold fast to the right. This is 
what your teachers in the Lyceum are trying to help you to do.

Questions.
What made the seeds grow!
What made the roots strong?
What made the leaves and stem hardy!
Is there any resemblance between plants and people!

, Other Seeds.
Once there was a little plant which lay asleep in an acorn; 

and the acorn, after many days, began to grow, and became a 
tall tree. An oak, it was called. Not only was it able to stand 
alone, strong, brave and hardy, because of the winds and rains 
that had beaten against it; but, more than that, it was able to 
give shelter to other little plants which grew under its shade, 
and to men and animals as wfell. . , , „

It is just that kind of work which boys and girls, when the 
young plants in their heart-gardens have grown strong and wise, 
will have to do. They will then be brave men and women, not 
only able to care for themselves, but also capable of helping 

others.

I ELECTRICITY CALLS 
I FROM DEATH.

I Paris Girl Restored to Life Dies a 
i " Second Time. , •

1 A weird story is told by M. de Lar- 
mandie a member of the French Au-

I thor’s Society.M. de Larmandie declares that, 
three doctors of his acquaintance— i 
doctors whose names, he says, are fa
mous in the scientific world and 
whose veracity can in no way be ques
tioned—succeeded recently in bring
ing the dead body of a young girl to 

¡life. ” -
I The girl died in a hospital, ahd had 
been dead for three hours. The doc- 
tors affirm she was dead. They 
worked at the body for three hours, 
electrified it, kneaded it in tepid wa
ter, burnt it with sulphuric acid, 
brought It to a semblance of life and 
made it speak. -

According to M. de Larmandie,,;thls 
Is what the dead girl said: ?’I Jell 
asleep last'night at the hospital in 
a very weak condition. The priest 
had given me absolution, and I fell 
asleep. I felt that I was. dying. 
Gradually I seemed to waken slightly, 
and felt bitterly cold. All my life 
seemed to ebb intown y heart, and^my 
mlnti seemed to have got .a^'ay into 
a far-off corner of my bjfatn.; Then 
my mind seemed to get a^ray.ffdm ifiy 
body. I saw my body lyiiig’pale and 
inert, and although I had left it I 
knew it was very cold.

“Then I heard something" like‘the 
sound of a distant organ. Suddenly 
something broke mÿ mind Away from 
my body. It was like an infinitésimal 
electric spark. I cannot describe it. 
Then my body became -the -battle-
field of an army of monsters who were 
fighting for it. I cannot eiplain What 
I mean at all.” ;

M, de Larmandie says that the girl 
was in such a state of excitement 
when she was awakened that the doc
tors gave her morphia to calm her; 
They gave her too much, and she died 
a second time.—London (Eng.) Ex
press. - •

Success and Happiness and>How to 
Obtain and Retain Them. 5 A series of 
26 lectures in which is included "Hap-
plness as a Fine 
cents.

‘‘NatortaitsatioB.” 
Wpètance and Ret. 
®Ee«Ilent. Prie*. 10

rUBLlGflTIONS
- OB'

HUDSON TUTTLE.

THB LYCEUM GUIDE.
For tho use ot Societies, Lyceums, 

Sunday Schools and the Home. A man
ual of physical, intellectual and spirit
ual culture, containing a collection o£ 
Music and Songs, Golden Chain Recita
tions, Memory Gems, Choral Responses, 
Funeral Services. Programs for Sessions» 
Parliamentary Rules, instructions for 
Organizing and conducting Lyceums, in
structions in Physical Culture, Calis
thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. A book 
by,the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ized and conducted without other assist
ance. Price. 60 cents, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
. Contains One hundred and twenty of 
the author’s best poems, embracing a 
Wide range of subjects and versatility 
in composition; historic, heroic, pathet
ic. humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted for recitations. The 
book also contains five song* with mu
sic by the eminent composer, James G. 
Clark, 250 pages, beautiful» bound. 
Portrait of author. Price |L0b, post
paid.

ASrnODEL nr.nnws AND other 
OFFERINGS.

This volume Is dedicated: "To those 
whose thoughts and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land of Souls this handful 
of Asphodels, mixed with common flow
er* is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
pleasure while waiting at the way sta
tion on the journey thither/' It con
tains one hundred and thirty-nine po
ems, and twenty storiettes, a part of the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in ner most 
charming style. 285 pages, six full page 
Illustrations, among which are likeness
es ot the author and Clair Tuttle; beau
tifully bound to blue, with silver em- 
bozslnfi*. Price. 11.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITA-

TIONS.
To Advance Humane Education.—For 

use In entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands ot Mercy, or ln- 
divlduals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, Kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over Ignorance, and justice over 
all Tho plan is this: Some large church 
or public hall Is secured; several socie
ties aro Invited to send their best speak
er: or reciter to compote tor tha prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides; 
other prominent citizens art as ths 

•> oc committee or award, and a small admis-
atc. A >lC0> - ob . aioti fee. ten or twenty cents, pays all 

l the: costs, and leaves a handsome bal- 
By Mme. E. d- '’’"’c p-'<— onts. nnetpatd.
B F AuEtin " Address all orders to. 

cents. ' * HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Helght»,O, ,
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fact, is worth all the effort one can

.Ottawa, Kari., Camp.
Spiritualist Capp-meeting- Associa-

'part?''therefore'- lef iis each do our

Full particulars for stamped

L. V. GRAND.
32 Delaware Pl., Chlcagq, Ill

dally at her home, from 10 a. m. to 5 p.i.

body, bo we could have meetings ev-

Í

Health and Powér.

AFTER fiER DEATH.

by mail, 
envelope, 
envelope.

For full 
Jeanette

Camp.
Association

MADAME WINFRIED— Medium, 150
Su. Center ave., 2nd liât, give« readings

held.
Mrs. Annie Coggeshall of Lowell,

Dr. Charles B. Watkins
831 Waltham St., West Newton,Mass.

retarv. Chesterfield, Ind. 
for full programs.

Winfield (Kansas)

timq since 1848.
Mr. J. B. Hatch, vice-president M. 

S. A. spoke briefly of the need of com
ing together and uniting in a solid

Cure.” alms to bo the most practical wox^ on 
healing thus far given to the public. Price, 11.

Brief Natura’ Treatment for 110 DI»»*»»«. 
■ *• t "Worth Its weight In dia-

she , hoped next year the M. S. A. 
would be able to fill Mechanics Hall.

Dr. Hale sang finely, "Open Those 
Pearly-Gates/’ by C. P. Longley, which

with the Apostolic qge—Mr. Hing de
nying. This Is a nicely cloth-pound 
volume, with title In gold letters and In 
addition to the discussion has' a short 
biography of both disputants. Will be 
found Intensely interesting. Price, $1, 
postpaid. Address

ERNST AND TOLLESON. 
Headrick, Okla. .

they last, 11.00—with the names of live 
of your thinking friends. .This is the 
first in a series of great debates by 
international champions of opposing 
views on thought-stirring themes, to 
be held under the auspices of this so
ciety. Send postal anyway, for free

For the next 30 days. Send 
in full and leading symptoms.

The afternoon.session opened with 
singing.-and invocation by Mr. Fred 
Niles of Marlboro,', after which Mrs. 
Carrle F. Loring gave a short address,

m. Evenings by appointment. Medi
ums developed In classes. Telephone 
Monroe 4848. ’

FOR 25 CENTS and' stamp 1 will send 
full reading and answer questions. 
Send date of birth. Mra. Pond, 670 
Sierra St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Interest in the var._— ... .
camp-meetings has commenced, .and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this office, so that propel . ■ ... . - . ■
announcement as to dates and officers jpgRop,„-Forest Park; Ottayfa, Kansas,

ery Sunday, as large as the one being Christian and agnostic cham
- •* ‘ PIONS DEBATE.

moiírn^aSá'*^ She
closed"1 her” address ’with a beautiful

make to realize It. Mrs. Bowes of To-

Meet face to face on public platform, 
Famous Christian Scholar (¡lev. Ur. 
Crapsey), accepts challenge .of noted

Geo. H. Lazelle, — and closes August —. 
“ ~ particulars address Mrs.

Begins July — and ends September 
- Mrs. Flora M. Millspaugh, sec

- ‘ Send to her

- . . Mra. E. M. IlHchcock will answer 3was warmly received. questions by yes or ho for 25 cents; bus-
T»I* F A Wiecin was the next In ess questions preferred. Send own , *’ w*B6in waa lue hanfl wrK1 i,rull readlng. $i.oo. Fern 

speaker. He Bpoke Of the growth Of H)I11 Wash. Send date of birth. 
Spiritualism in the past 60 years, and 
said he was certain the Cause was in 
a more healthy state now than at any

Qniritimiist dreBS:each of the above at Queen City rious Spiritualist

7 . This work contains a six-day’s dis
' Mrs.; :Waterhduse, one of cussion, in which Mr. Ring- affirms the

nertiy^'ltinfl, eloquently, saying, we basis of the religion of Jesus the 
are'herb^b'Spfrnttalists, but not pre- Christ—Chism denying.

- " ■ • * In the second proposition, Mr. Chism
affirms that all spiritual gifts ceased

These :three> voluntes haVe been.pre/i 
pared by: J. R. Francis; . They-'cqut'

bless mankind.,

Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
. Write him to-day. No charge will BYC%EROYntBERRIER.

Jou'Ä The Cultivation of Personal Magnet-

dered a pianp.solo; which was one of ---------- ---------------------------------------
the finest.;-Mrs,,B.rW,.Belcher gave PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. 1 
messages and; M;r9i-Chapman spoke of ' ’-Thé Syatèm ot Phiiogèphy/coùcern- 
the, great .truth, which had come to ing Divinity" la certainly reaching the 
■ - people aqd doing the ,wprk. .To develop

one’s psychic powers in‘a sane and ra
tional way, consciously, so that Immor
tality becomes a positive knowledge, 
and communication with the unseen a

agnostic leader (Mr. Mangasarian), that 
opened with ’’Jesus Never Lived". Debate st.-no- 
Hatch,Which graphically reported, now ready In book 

form. Edition limited. Price, while

saying-jn:part that we are living here ronto, writes: "I certainly think,"your 
in-thte life for each .other and are in Ujwdw»» «U-
constant communication With that SU- of Dundee, Scotland, writes: "I like too 
'preme intelligence'Of Which we are a scientific tone of the lessons BO much 

.......... .. . ... ■ That I am writing them out for myself.
•- .1,^ „ One perusal Is not enough." Mr. Dal-part ip-’ making vlife cheeffpl» giyinK ton, a prominent real estate dealer of 
out comfort and strength to those Who Toronto, writes: ’’System is itpelf a good 

She demonstration of Inspiration.’* So the mmtrn- ana mv to everyone. »ne 8tudents 8UCCeed. send for list of

New Methods of
can fall to be fed and delighted with

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, 
ou tho finer and ethereal phases of 
Spiritualism, leading the mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex

' alted spiritual truth. A book tor the 
' higher life. Price, cloth, $1.00. 
. uThe Jesuits." , Hy Rev. B. F.

Revised. Premium List.
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium Book, Which Is Extremely/Valuable.

the most prosperous seasons that 
Lake Fleasant has ever,'had. At a re
cent meetings the directors voted to 
purchase and set* out several quick
growing trees, and they are now be
ing planted in the burned district, the 
burned trees all having been removed.

Send in your applications to me 
for circulars. - ■ .

ALBERT P. BLINN, 
, Secretary.

17 Oak St., Norwich, Conn.

ism. This book teaches how best to 
conserve and use Personal Magnetism. 
Price, cloth binding, 80 cents; paper, 
50 ents; .

- The New .Life. This -book deals 
with the principles and laws which 
open unto man the floodgates of infi
nite creative, power, and put him into 
conscious-possession of his birthright, 
the mastery over all things. Price, 
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 50 cents.

I om
DDKMIII

soon 
OFFER ?

Any. thirteen of the Fourteen Pre
mium . Books you' may order, price 
$4.55.
. La8tly,aR these । Four teen Premium 
Books, $4.00. . . •

Remepbrir, we ' have 'to pay the 
postage on ali thhse books, leaving us 
only about’$8.00. for .FOURTEEN as 
valuable , books as‘can be found'that 
treat of- Spiritualism bi- Occult sub
jects. The whole ■ world never saw 
•the- like, before. We-have ' had" to 
increase the price of ‘these books a 
few cents, in consequence of the rise 
in the price ;ot paper.; -:

Bear.in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied

Send in your Dates apd Names of Secretaries at 
Once, to The Progressive Thinker.

can "be made. ' ' • ■ Attgustwr to-ror, inclusive. „Write forcanuemaq.. _ . . ;H> w. Henderson, presi-
Lily Dale Assembly. ’ , denj;; Lawrence, Kansas; Mrs. Majy 

Lily Dale Assembly opens Friday,-' Cook-Pearson, secretary. Spring Hill, 
July 10, 1908, and closes Sunday, 'Kansas. .. ... .
August 30. Apply to Mrs. Carrie C, ... Wonewpc. Wis.,’Camp-Meeting. 
Reed, Secretary, Little. Valley, New ■ we.Western Wisconsin Camp As- 
Ydrk ' for program's and Information. sociatlOn 'holds its annual camp-meet- 

1 ' „ i cnmn rai Ing ip Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wjs„, Summerland CamP, UL July — to AugustFor partlcu- ■ The'Summerland faplrltaalljt camp- and programB .wrlte Gertru(Je
meeting Will open on ^“Aday, Spooner, secretary, Wonewoc, Wis.. 7 and continue one week, closing on 1 \ „
Sunday June 14. We will have firpU . Oceian.Qrove Camp, Mass, 
class speakers and mediums, For The camp Is located at Harwlchport, 
hill narticulars, address Solon Smith, .Maspi, and .opens- July —: and, closes 
Bummerland, Cal. ' July t-. Fbr programs and"iutorjna-Bummeiiana ua write.Mrs. Mary B. Small, South

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass. lch iMass;. - . .
This camp will open Sunday, Aug, .i .2 and cS Monday, Aug. 31. A list > Falkland Camp, Pa. - 

of sneakers and mediums second to ' Pafkland Heights Spiritualists’ 
none For programs and full partic- Home .and Camp-meeting Association 
ulai’B address Rev. A. P. Blinn, see- will open Its camp on Sunday, July 
retary Norwich, Conn. —, and; ebntinue every Sunday until
. -y’ . , the Iasi of August. Elizabeth M-

Los Angeles, UaL Fish, secretary, Floral Heights, Park-
• The Semi-Tropic Spiritualist Asso- land Bden> Pa 

fta°<ersd<^ , Tfinplp Heights Camp, Me
meats at Camp-meeting, to be held in . - Temple Heighta Spiritualist Camp
I ns Angeles, from August — to meeting commences August — and 
Rentember — 1908. ends August —. For full particulars
° 1 GEO. E. LYON, Sec’y. address A. P. Champney, secretary,
1974 % E First St., Los Angeles, Cal. Rockport, Me. .

Onset Camp. Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
Onset camp commences its thirty- Harmony Grove Spiritualist. Camp 

second annual meeting, July —, and at Escondido, will' open August —• 
X,SPR Aucust — For full programs and close- August—. For full partic- 
address the Secretary, Onset, Mass. ulars address T. J. McFeron, 528 address tne »ecreuu}Dlego> Ca)

New Fra Camp, Ougon.
' The New Era Camp-meeting begins Vleksburg, Mieh., Camp.

July _ and ends July — For full Vicksburg Camp, Mich., opens July 
programs, address C— _
president, Oregon City, or F. F. Dun
ton, secretary, Liberal.

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens Aug. — and closes 

Aug' — Mrs. Millie Mitchell, presi
dent' Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secretary, 
Macelona, Mich.

: Chesterfield Camp.

The Winfield.. Camp 
commences June —, and closes July 
_ . Mrs. McAllister, president, North 
Manning street, Winfield, Kan.; 
Mrs. M, C. Sailing, secretary, 1602 
South' Church street, Winfield, Kan.

Sunapec Lake Camp, N. H.
SunnapeeLake Spiritualist Camp at 

Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., commences 
August — and closes September • 
For programs and information, write 
to John W. Clay, Sutton, N. H. .

Camp Pi-ogress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscot, Mass., every 
Sunday, beginning June —, and clos
ing September —. B^ H. Blaney, 
president, 150 -Elm street, Marble-

■ Truly; the world 'has NEVER BEEN 
the like before. Search the annals ot 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and there, in 
every nook' and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made ¡in reference to these 
FOURTEEN: remarkable PREMIUM 
BOOKS. - They constitute a worider-

WITHA YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
for The Progressive Thinker, which 
Is, $1. We repeat that thé world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

. PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00, ;
The following. Is the list of titles of 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The'Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Enclycopedla of Death, and 

Life in thé Spirit World, Vol. 3.

Anniversary, in Boston, Mass.
Thé Massachusetts State Associa

tion of Spiritualists observed the 60th 
Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, 
in Paul Revere Hall, Huntington ave., 
Hoston. ' .; ■ ; .

This is one of the largest halls in 
Boston, and one. of the most beautiful, 
aud the hall was.weir filled at the 
morning session, and over-filled at the 
afternoon aijd evening sessions.

Dr. George A. Fuller, president of 
the M- S. A..-was .-present and presid
ed at/aji th(ee sés^ionB. He gave an 
address of welcome. Dr. Wm. A. 
Hale_.jn.iide rgmu.rks on the progress 
of Spiritualism, ’i .' ; ,

Mrg. ’ Mâude L. Bishop gave mes
sages, as did Mrs. Nellie Abbott of 
Lawrence. Mr. Willie Milligan ren-

A DWELLER ON TWO PIANET3
By Phylos, the Thibetan. :

Quotation: “I have said that the 
Atlans recognized Nature in its en
tirety to be Deity externalized * * • 
* * * From this knowledge came 
all the wondrous triumphs of that old 
age, and on& by one they pre emerg
ing to-day, after their long oblivion, 
till to-morrow, they shall awake in 
crowds, and press to re-discovery by 
threes and fours, and then by platoops 
and companies aud legions, till all 
the treasures of Poseid shall be again 
on earth, in air,, and sea. O! bright 
to-morrow of time, and'’ fortunate 
thou who shalt open thine eyes upon 
it and its marvels.” This book is en
dorsed by the great 'astronomer and 
scientist, Professor' Edgar i L. Lar
kin,- author of Radialit ! -Energy,” 
who regards it as ode of tlie greatest 
books of the age, H1b book, named 
above, should be read. dt . once after 
“A Dweller on Two- Planets.”- ; Prof. 
Larkin had n^ver hp?rd of this won
derful book when he wrote his,' but it 
fulfills the prophecies of the great 
author, Phylos. AddrqM .

. MR3- M. 0. ;M,. OLIVER.
? 416 No. Fresaont Ave./tos -Ajigeles, 

Cal.’ Price, J2.00.' Postage, 14cts;

MRS, MARY T. LONGLEY.
Gives Spiritual Readings by mall, only. 
She delineates character and phases ot 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribes 
for disease; describes spirits and gives 
messages, Her guides give advlee on 
mundane and spiritual affairs, and are 
prophetic. Fee one dollar; send per
sonal handwriting. Address 315 S. St. 
N. E., Washington, D. C. .

Will enable you to read the finest print, 
Tills LLN8 acta like MA.G1C in strength
ening the optic nerves and vitalizing 
the vision. . Write for illustrated clr* 
culars, showing styles, prices and iny 
psychic method of fitting eyes at your 
own home, b. F. POOLE, '

157 Winthrop Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Melted Pebble Lenz

B. F. Pooje. 157 Winthrop Ave,, Cblca- 
go, Illinois:-
Dear Slr-r-I have worn your spectacles 

tor many years, and found them better 
for my eyes than any I ever had before. 
The last pair your improved light yellow 
tmt are a won.der tq. me,. I am delighted 
with them. I-wish that everyone that 
has to use spectacles would have their 
eyes fitted with your Clairvoyant sys
tem and lens. ,1 am your friend and 
well wisher, '. , W. F. PURDY.

. Sault Ste Marie,- Mich.

Z’LARISSE HUMPHREY-MULLINS will 
y give clairvoyant readings by mall. 
Bend lock ot hair and »J. Address, 
2916 Groveland ave., Chicago, Hl.

J. MASON TEMPLE.
Prophetic medium, gives trance, clair

voyant, and astrological readings; by 
mall, Treats disease. Full trance di
agnosis will be given to anyone send
ing date ot birth and six 2 cent stamps. 
Address him at Berwyn, Md.

Fraser, Vlpksburg, Mich.
Verona Park Camp,:Me.

The Verona Park Camp-meeting 
Me., will Open August and close 
September—A. F. Smith, president, 
Bangor, Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, 
Rockland, Me. '■

Central New York Camp.
Located at Freeville, commences 

July — and closes August —. B. L. 
Robinson, McLoan N. Y., secretary; 
W. K. Kelsey, president, Cortland, 
N. Y.

Letter from Mrs. E. J. Jaquet.
By request, I am a guest in the 

hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. F. 
A. Connor, a long-time subscriber to 
The Progressive Thinker, and who, 
upon all occasions,, lauds its columns 
of good and.truthful.things to all who 
Come withlnAouud of his voice.

Mr. Connor and wife are staunch 
belipvers in our philosophy, and get, 
through ’table tippings, some.very fine 
communications, Mrs. Connor being 
the medium for same. ’ .

■; ï 'càmë here one week ago to-day. 
■Pn Wednesday -evening last, 8th Inst., 
we held-»-circle>and met with excel-

fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are,furnished at 
a nominal sum. ..All are substantially 
boupd and neqtly printed; and those 
who purchase them are RELIGHTED 
WITH THEM.

We have, now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM , BOOKS which you 
can select from. • ” ... ;
ma^yoX°f ?00,“JS*' 2 WhSJCtaeBlt Life’' of- Jesus,' by
is tlie <:entv' ^!*Js Alexander, Smythe, a medium of rare

P£ke, remember, when you
7"~A Wanderer in the Spirit 

TfeMlatei by Ai FarneBe, a 
Bonk year.qpd one Premium wonderful, English', medium.- ”

Nn ii V* ... V- 1 \ \ ' 8-^The.ReIti6iontof Man and Ethics
unleL’th« „.??? <°kS W 1 b® i6?1 of Science, by Hudson TutUè.’ 
un ess thq nr^r is .accompanied with 9—Seersv ofMie ^Ages, tor Spirits
Blv^tohk“/^ The Prqgres- uallsm Past and*-Present, by Dr. J. M, 
sivp. ThlhW;; J>qt yon. ^er more Peebles. ’ •

irl<?e I» as-fol- ■. lO^The. Great Debate Between 
- . - ; Moses'HùlLand W. F. JamJeson.

Anv twn nf thn n À U’—Detterà from the Spirit World,

skpXS“9 °'
«T«-. «u»™« W

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.5P. 
_ Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, prlce$1.75. 
_ Any six of the Fourteen Premium 
Books yon may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45.

Any eight ot the Fourteen Premlnm 
Books you may order, price $2.80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten ot the Fourteen Jremium 
Books you may order, price $3.50.

Anj. eleven of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85.

Any twelve of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $4,20.

tain invaluable data. ' .
, 4—Ghost Land, 'Spiritualism, Oc

cultism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brit
ten. . . ,

: 5-—The. Next Would Interviewed; 
by Mrs. S, G. Horn, -a most remark-

teen leading authors: ■
18—-The Unknown Life of Christ;’ 

with thirteen illustrations.
14—Interwoven, j Spirit Messages 

from a Son- to a-Mother.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

If you Want ONLY ONE Premium 
Book, the ‘prledMs -25 cente. After 
paying postage ^hereon, the book at 
that price is 'practically a gift to our 
subscribers: At-that price onlyjwe 
book will hb sent but. All orders-for 
one or mote 'Premium Books must 
be accompanied? with a yearly sub
scription for ThtFProgresslve Thinker. 
Where more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see -the terms. mentioned 
above. .

--------- ---— ----------- ; .... names and full explanation and terms, 
Doem. Mrs. Cunningham gave -enclosing a stamped1 addressed envel- 
messagev:Jwhtcfiv -were ^recognized^

■ Mrs. Mettle Holt' Harding spoke ' ’
br!efly,-”Baylng: '<ßp'irltualism to you-------------------_-cc-----------------------
and to’mfe’lii tlfe* grandest'relatiqji in ■pijr PDCAT DCDATC
the woridufor' it teächeB' and deinbn- lilt LiKtAl UttjAl't
Btrates' thbi’dlS fiö'Meath; it haa exist- Between ■
ed through all time' and ever will ex- john w. ring and j. w. chism.

tending that we have all there is of 
truths b.ut we do >»ow there is etern
al jhie, and - JhM. our. -friends do 
vetu^',.tji; ug, ' W Invite you all to 
come te us. andjearn of the gospel ot 
truth.'’.. ' ■ '

Mrq. M. J. Butler spopke briefly. 
She,skid that: she. was glad to see so 
many Spiritualists gathered together 
to commemorate our blessed truth;

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tpttle. This vol

ume contains the best poems of the 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with the music by eminent com
posers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.00.

Be Sure to Read This, /
Frances L. Loucks, one ot the greaat-1 

Mt psychic wonders living, 1 use the 
spiritual X-ray to locate all internal I 
diseases. A trial wll convince you.' 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor ot , 
both sexes successfully treated, ’as 
hundreds can testify. Bend name, age, 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom, 
and ten cents in stamps, and you will 
receive a correct diagnosis of your caae 
tree, worth dollars to you. Be sure to 
write your own letter.' Dr. J. 8. 
Loucks, who lately passed on, contin
ues to treat the sick through my medi
umship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.
Stoneham, Mass.

Psychological School of Science.
Learn to help yourself. Lessons

J. B. FLETCHER, /
Consulting Psychic, !

6 West 107th St., New York.
Can be seen daily, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on personal 
business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 3464 River.

Iqntaresults,.both in the messages
------ -- _ - given by'Wannitta, and financially, head; Mr- H- S.< Gardfuer, secretary, ’

28 Cabot street, Salem.. ■ Last evening. Sunday, I delivered
Edgewood Camp, ^Vasli. ,a lecture to a large and yery attentive

• Commences July — end ends Aug. audience. tben-foMowed my . lecture 
__For full particulars address Geo. with messages, and would you believe 
E Knowlden, 935% Tacoma avenue, me, friends, when I tell you that only 
Tnmm» Wash six in the audience were Spiritualists,
' ’ , ,ir . .. prbvlng.that even in.the smaller townsDelphos (Kansas) Camp. and 'throughout the country the

Opens August —, closing on tne ohm-gu people everywhere are awak- 
—th. Address all communications to enjpg t0 the truth, and willing to be 
T. D. Rice, secretary, Delphos, Kan. . ¿qavtoced and shown -that' their dear

Island Lake Camp, Mich. ones can return and commune with
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake them: . .’ .. . ' -

Mich., opens July —, extending until Mr Connor lives.on a farm, and 
•August —. For programs or inform- you-alUknow what that means to mln- 
ation write to the secretary, N. G. taters. Plenty of yellow-legged chick- 
Swarthout, Fowlerville, Mich. At ens.and -all other good things that 
Brighton after July —. make.,op.e feel happy—finest water in
. 6 the'iaii<l,.the home situated high and

Lake Brady, Ohio. dry ¿from the road, God’s good,_ pure
The seventeenth annual session or a|r an(j jjj8 beautiful plumaged song- 

this camp will commence June — and sters are.heard .all the day long, and I 
end September —. For full partic- .feel It indeed good to be here. Brother 
ulars address A. G. Keck, Akron, O. ' Connor is also a graduate of the

Unity Camp, Mass. American College of: Mechano-Ther-
Opens on Sunday, June — and con- apy.^i Chitego, and 15 naturally a 

tinues every Sunday until the last of. x / ■' •
September.P ™ r- 5' oomag,bere,!to jpend a few.days out, Pine Giove, Niantic, Ct. . of dear old Mt Pleas

Camp meeting commences th^e ant Park.'“ ; ' . .
July — and continues through the Miss Irene Garrette and I. were in

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . vltedf.to spend a few days with Mr.
Johri 'Chamberlain And his wife, an-

month of August.
Haslett Park, Mich.

crin- 
pro-

. .0ther .subscrlber to your most valua- 
; ble_ paper. Also were the’ guest of 
’ Mr.-William Ward and his dear wife.

Commences August — and 
tinues to September —-. For 
grams addrew. R F Spross Okemos, ¿ y «nd tobs, and made our 
or R R Jessop, Williamston. - vlslt with thX most enjoyable.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la, , Mrs.-Alice Barry was invited to par
Opens July — and closes August take of the finé and most palatable 

—. Programs and Information given Hinnen given in. our behalf in the 
to all who write to Mrs. M. B. Ander- homeof Brother and Sister Chambers.
son, secretary, Clarkesville, Mo. ;Iri the evening I was most cordially 

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich. ~..... Invited by jny dear Spirituelle sister, 
- The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp^ Sirs. Barry," to speak and give mes- 
meeting opens July — and -closes sages at her meeting, held every Sun- 
August —with Mr. Oscar'Edgerly as day evening in Clinton.
presiding chairman. For full partic- Mrs. Barry has a large audience, 
ulars address J. W. Ewing, Grand 'and without exception knows just 
Ledge, Mich. - - , , how to handle them, and keep, them

" a " ' In perfect harmony.'., Queen City Park Camp, Vt- ; - - - - - -
Queen City Park Camp, South Bur-

lington, Vt., commences July —, and 
, ends September —. For programs ad

dress A, F. Hubbard, president, Ty
; son; S. N. Gould, vice-president, Ran

dolph, or Effle L. Chapman, Cam
bridge, Vt. After the camp opens ad-

After I closed my remarks and mes
sages, Mrs. Barry gave some messages, 
which were concise and to the point.

The entire visit was. full of good 
things, and we long to be there 
again;- The dear old park is begin
ning -to .put -on her .-new spring gar-: 
meats and makes one-wish it time for

camp to open, so as to shake glad 
hands with dear old and new friends. 
I expect to spend a part of June out 
on the-Park through the kind Invita
tion of Mrs. William ;^,Wai;d> .
whom we roomed last pummer.- ànd 
where wé will hoard thé coming sea-, 
son. ELIZABETH. J. JAQUET.

Elgin, Iowa.

First Association of Philadelphia, Pa.
To the Editoy;—As blustering and 

as cold a <Jay as we had in Philadel
phia ,on the. fifth of April (with.even 
rpin in the evening) could be iio im
pediment to our loyal adherents of 
Spiritualism attending its Sixtieth 
Anniversary at the Temple of the 
First Association. '

A fine effect, obtained, by bouquets 
of roses, lilies, daffqdlls, carnations, 
hyacinths, ptc., with an'abundant in
termixture of gregn. plants, was to the 
credit of Mrs. M. E. VanKitk, a trustee 
for years. . .

In the morning za. large .gathering 
listened to a discourse by Hie Rev; G. 
Tabor Thompson on (‘‘Have we reas
ons to rejoice,on this ^anniversary?” 
built on. Nadmi.'s question to Ruth: 
“Where hast thou glfeahëd to-dây and 
where wrouglitest.thpu?”)', who rqclt- 
ed the achievements of . the past year 
by the Association, ,and asked that 
each indivihuaj question himself as 
above and 1 discover . unto himself 
whether he his been ah' helpful And 
useful to the Cause as Ruth was to her 
mother-in-law, dr.hail been à “thorn 
or brier for;others,’'*;

I'he afternoon Áas’devoted to the. 
children’s exercises, and they were, 
as always, of à high standard—I have 
never found ' an equal proportion of 
sùch talented children in, any other 
amateur display. An Address given 
by Mr.. Harry. Birtwistle, who conduct
ed the celebration;1 tôùched closely 
the work ;0f the children:. Pleasing 
items were ; tableaux: ' ’-Representing 
the Interior Of the Fox'home, with the 
mother and thre'e'daUghters. Raps 
sounded, an’Inquiry as to their pur
port by thé children arid answers from 
the mother ."made ari'appropriate -dia
logue in conjunction' with it. Some 
twelve children in white, with flowing 
hair, ’were arranéed Ob an ascending' 
slope, one above the other, to repre
sent angels coming to the Fox home 
at Hydesville (also depictured), and 
made a finé; impression. '

At -7:30 services were continued. 
President Keffer opened with appro- 
prlate remarks, followed by the usual 
half-hour song service and'an address 
by Mr. Thompson. Remarks in mem
ory of those of our associates who had 
entered spirit life during the yeah 
were made by the president. .
’ High-class music, was procured from 
our organist, and he with Miss and Mr. 
Teale, rendered some exquisite solos, 
duets and. trios at each Service.

At last year’s celebration Mr. 
Thompson brought' a half-peck of 
chestnuts and an egg.; (We have all 
heard the oft-repeated aphorism, t'O, 
give it a chestnut!” That is, we are 
tired of hearing of it—quiet It—and 
as you will see, we did give the chest
nut to a debt then-standing). The 
chestnuts were sold at à dollar each to 
liquidate an indebtedness; the egg 

-left in the-dish represented the cash 
nest-egg raised-from their sale The 
nuts were to be planted, the proceeds 
to be brought in last Sunday and re
sold. The only tree returned was 
brought from the Floral Heights Ly
ceum by Miss Elizabeth Fish, Its Con
ductor-and a thrifty little plant it was 
■—typical of thé-condition of her work

among the'-childfen,-: •
Thè custom being-to take a special 

collection On.iAhblversary day, al
though. thiAyear we have had Income 
13,QA0:,Twe dM- ùót want: to omit’What 
has. been.’Such dne Important" iteri) In 
the exercises heretofore—to have any 
of .-the attendants gobwayfeellng 
something had been-overlooked, and 
to take- care of this Mr. Thompson 
provided a novelty for Inviting the 
contributions more gruesome' (to some 
perhaps) than last year—a coffin in 
miniature—and - as they were made 
each amount was marked on a square 
of paper and deposited in- it, and when 
filled with these bits of paper we had 
collected! 287, which amount we in
tend to bury (plant), hoping that by 
next year this time it will have been 
as fruitful as the tree planted in seed 
last year by Miss Fish now gives evi
dence of being' In the future, and if 
our hopes-are realized (which seem at 
the present time a certainty); we will 
have but little Interest; If any, to pay 
on our small mortgage when' the1 Six
ty-first-Anniversary dawns upon us.

Ot-alli -who > attended the services 
there- was not one - disgruntled, not1 
one who -iwas. not -haunted by the 
songs of gladness.sung, or the speak
er’s voice that rung through the audi
ence there assembled.)-'And all sor
row was dispelled. Many a thrill was 
felt aS the songs or the speaking 
would' melt into somé heart feeling 
glad—^perhaps that of a-maid or a 
lad. —Everyone was happy and full 
of joy, everyone contented without 
alloy, and each of us was smiling as 
the day drew-to a close; contented tò 
finish suctixileasure and seek a sweet 
repose. '*^HALPH C. STOVER. '

: Bristol, Pa. ■ - ..

gave many messages which were rec- 
igntzed," ' '
■ The. evening ineeting opened with 
afi .Ode; words by e; W. T ' 
was much appreciated by all.

Dr. Geo. A. Fuller had the opening

. . Lake Pleasant Camp. -
The clrcularB for the thirty-fifth an

nual camp-meeting at-Lake Pleasant 
are ready for distribution and are a- 
credit to Mbe 'printer- and 'to :Lkke 
Pleasant. _ ■ ’/ . •

.They .contain, ’several' handsome 
views bf'the lake and Its BUTround- 
Ings, and IntefeBtlng. descriptive mat
ter about “them. - I. will be pleased to 
mail them to any one who will send 
their address. uv ■

The camp-meeting-will open Sun
day, Aug. 2, and'close;Mpnday, Aug. 
31. The list of speakers Includes 
Rev. R. F. Churthlll, Frederick Nich
olson, MIbB'.Elisabeth Harlow, Mrs. 
May S. Pepi»6n-Vhfiderbilt, Rev. Albert 
P. Blinn, Mrs.riTillie U. Reynolds, 
Hon. CharlbSiBiSchirm; Mrs. C..Fan
nie Allyn,' Mrs-tlHelen Palmer Rus- 
segue and Dr: Edgar W. Emerson, a 
list of speakers laid mediums second 
to none. .

The LakbiPldSSant choir, assisted 
by soloists otuStinday, will furnish the 
vocal music' at all'services. Band con
certs will b6‘a feature as in previous 
years. ' / -

' AccemmodatiMlB will be furnished 
by the Grotb (House, the Home Com
fort House' andi/Dowd’s New Hotel, 
and the DepaO Restaurant and Slate’s 
cafe will alsoagi^e meals. - ' 
‘ John Johnson,' Of Troy, N. Y.; 
George W. Ed wit ds, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., and Frank Wilbur are erecting 
commodious cottages this spring, and 
others are,being planned for. .

. The petition'to the state legislature 
f6r permission to form Lake Pleas
ant into a fire' district with an ade
quate'water system hastoeen passed, 
and now awaits the signature of the 
governor,'which It will probably re
ceive in a tewdays now.' :

Every thing lookFiirlgav for one nt

address, which was exceedingly fine, 
tha feiibject: “A Study in the Philoso
phy of Andrew Jackson Davis.”

The éulocv of Mir. Davis, and the . . — . . ..ine e . By . I description, reviews, etc., to Original
facts concerning his writings and Research Society, Steinway Hall, Chlca- 
prophecies, brought forth constant ap- KO Illinois.
plause. ’ He pleaded for "a revived in- j___________________■_______________________  
terest ih Davis’ works.

Miss Ethel Palmer rendered in THE LEADING WORKS 
a fine manner a vocal selection, which 
was mtìst' énthUBiàstically received.

MW. May S. Pepper-Vanderbilt was p IX RflRRITT II h 
present-and read many sealed letters; L UllDUlll, In. U. 
she gavp good satisfaction to all. ____

Mrs. W. J. Willis, one of the last
of our pioneer spèakers, then. spoke The Principles of Light and Color, 
briefly of Spiritualism, and said Spir- Superbly issued, royal Bro, with over 200en- 
itualists ought to; be proud of its rec
ord; to-day we count as spiritual- Mtrlu ,.An Imposing volume ot nearly 600 
1st« Rome of thè brightest minds of page». Shows a groat amount ot researchon 

„„ 'k srion- the part ot the author. Will prove a great ac-the and many of our best ecien 4uUJllonto8ctontiBcLlteBriw -_n. y. Herald.
Mr. Bert.Wheti^bre sang a baritone Human Culture and Cure.

solo, Which received a hearty encore. In E(x parts, five parts being already Issued.
Mr Edgar W’. Ernerson of Mauches- part l The philosophy ot Cure, including 

tor Nt U fhfin'sndke briefly' he was MBthodsandInstruments: 75 cents, ter, N. H..tnejL spoke PARTS in and xvm one volume; ei.oo. Part
surprised tp be called upon, but ne nI of Mental and Psychological forces; 
had noted the announcement Of the Part IVot the Nervous System and Insanity.

¿¡/lift that hn must come. ‘‘This work discloses for the first time tho meeting ami felttnat Be muit chemical mystery ot mental phenomena, throws
He told of tha w« alon8 tne way’ the first clear light upon thonnture and process- and how he had progressed. He es of hypnotism and all kludred psychological 
r «rtvlns com- phenomena which have never before been ex*closed, fl.iB remarks yltn giving com ilulnwl or understood. Dr. Babbitt bus hero 

munications.-from-the loved ones. not only given tho rationale ot hypnotism, psy-
MI’rh "Palmer and Mr. whetmore chometry. clairvoyance and mental science, In- ^.MlSS flnnlv eluding the mysterious subject ot memory, butthen , sang >_a duet, which was nneiy bMiuft1iglle<J abundant Illustrations of their 

rendered. working. The subject of Phreno-physlognomy
•»ri« ninna u ''Ura wfnrd was the »lone is of priceless value as enabling tis to unMrs.. .Grace JI. -Urawrora was tne deraunao£ follow beings around u»."-Prot. 

accompanist.,ot the sessions. ine ylc. Bowman. *
nlattorm^was beautitully decorated party. .‘The Bodily organs, their dimmcs ^Ith-flowery and>nners. ' •»« the. Great Natural Method, for Their

. Thanks"are’ extended to all speak
ers, mediums and musicians, to the 
ladles'-'on the reception committee, „„„„
and to tlie friends who bo kindly sent price, ii cent* 
flowers for thè occasion. The meet- monde/' 
Inn-'woc thn finest fever held in Boston, SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper, 15 cents, ing-was.ine nnest ever neiu IU RELIGION.-A most thoughtful andl excel-
and all. were loud in their praises lor ientWOrk. Price, cloth. H.iO: paper, w cents, 
-the committee of arrangements.

J CARÌHE.Ii. HATCH, Sec'y.

1 ™ -r The Story of »Stmuner. By LllUsrWhitlng.
.ORTHODOX HELD. . Pemaed with pure end bMutUulepirltultty

Church Creeds’and Infant Damnation, of thought. lnitniotlre .»nd;betpral toillwho 
a productlop °'

of Dr. J. M; Peebles is sufficient to ’
explain the Interesting features of it, ““

The ReHoion of Spinluan&m.Spiritualistic, literature, rnce, io cw. By the Rev.
. ■ ' a^Tnn.1 Wat*on. TMa work wes' written by a

« - . modem Savior, a grand and noble man. Price,
CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL «.<» A valuable book tor the money.

■ MAGN^ßTISM. ' ' - ; ___________ _ ________ -______
A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. ... WaMR’o a Raakin»By Leroy. Beirler, Anthropologist and WtotAll the World 8 ft neeKing. 

Author. A very suggestive and In- < - ralph waldo tbixx. s - . , 
structlve book. Price Jl.QO. BmM.bnMiwbiiworld fromwitiitiii tboorbtUSiruLUiO uvva.. v . . Uy lAildut tor tbonihu »r. fore..,—«abtlo, Tit«,

The Annals of Psychical Science 
A High-ClUNN Monthly Journal, Devoted 

to Critical and ICxpeHmental Ilc- 
search in the Phenomena of

Spiritism.

Condübted by Dartex, Richet. Crookes, 
Flammarion, hombroso, Mangin, Max
well, Morselli, de Hock us, and other em
inent scientist«. Published simulta
neously in English (London) and 
French (Puris). Fourth year; much en
larged. Subscription, $3.00 u year; sin
gle copies, 25 cents. Sample copies, re
turnable In one week, will be sent for 
Inspection. Liberal premiums to those 
subscribing for the first time through 
the American office, below address—

Address subscription and Inquiries to 
THE ANNALS OF PSYCHICAL SCIENCE 
1443 Q Street N. W., Washington, D. C..

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Mwdiunj for 

Slatewritin?, Clairvoyance, Etc 
Interviews dally from 10 to 4. Head- . 

Ings and development by mall may be • 
obtained by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. Famous book on slate
writing, $1.20, while they last. Address 

FRED P. EVANS. 
2928 Sacramento street, San I-’ranclsco, 

California.

What Science Is Doing 
With our meth
od you can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN ' 

WORLD.
End o r s e d by 

. prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com

munications just as received. The 
Magneto Company, Sycamore, III 
Dept. 7.

The Oriental Esoteric Center
Of Wtmlilnirtoti, D. C.

Is conducted under tlie direction of tho 
Initiates of Thibet, for the aid of those 
seeking a knowledge of tlie Eastern , 
wisdom. Besides local lectures and ! 
class work, the Center publishes a 
weekly Bulletin or Leaflet, containing I 
a helpful editorial, suggestions for I 
courses of reading and other useful, 
matter. This will be sent free for a( 
time to those requesting It. The Cen-: 
ter has a library of books on theosophy.- 
occultism, psychical research and allied , 
subjects, which will be loaned to per
sons In any part of the United 
States or Canada, some free, others at 
a small rental. It sells books on tbeso 
subjects. All receipts go to the Libra
ry Fund. For Leaflet, library lists of 
tree and other books, price lists and. ■ 
other information regarding the work 
of the Center, address,

THE LIBRARIAN,
1443 Q Street, N. W., Washington, D. C,

- tor UomMi
- tmdatiMw omiilpoWM,-*a4 tccordlnc. u uaet da- .—1 *■ —.............. - - apybrjag paver or tapousce, p»»o«or p»ln,BaoceM

“Life and Moral Axioms of ^Murnurbotmatosrav-sreen
fuclus," la the title of a 62 page pam- •HH*oioti>,»umpa4io4»epoi4iTe«n*Mgoi4,'wiai 

■ ■ ■ * - - ■* - ! gjttap. •Frlea.SlJa tea »Us »tUiUoffloa. ■ rphlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseologlcal
teachings of the ancient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting Impress
ton upoh all subsequent nations.- By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright Price 25c.

THE STORY of thé Other Wise 
Man, or the Fourth Wise Man, by 
Henry Van Dyke. ,The Man who nev
er reached Bethlehem in time to see 
the Infant Jesus, Cloth bound. 
Price 60 ’ . .

Works of Thomas Pains
And7 edition In paper coven *Ub Urge dear vpfi» 

; ; «ompriring j - ■'
Age of Reason. 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis............. 
Common Sense

.25 ote.
25 cts.
25 cts.
.15 cts.

SHiaatfeDftM crportunltv to secure theco 
WST%a. m Ue price U wi&a Ue res^ 0Í Ê& &&

WORLD MAKING. -
A scientific explanation ot the birth, 

growth and death or worlds. By Sam
uel Phelps Leland. Ph. D.; LL. D. 
Nicely bound in cloth. Price 75 cents..

“The Spiritual Significance,; or- 
Death as an Event in Lite.” By LU
Ian Whiting. One of MIbs Whiting’s 
most suggestive, intensely Interesting, 
spiritual books. It is laden with rich, 
thoughtful spirituality. Price 1.00.

"immortality, Its Naturalness,'Ite ’ 
Possibilities and Proofs.’” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.,.Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price, 15 cents.

SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS, and 
How to Attain Them. By B. F. 
Austin. . New . Thought . Lessons. 
Beautifully printed and bound In 
cloth. Helpful in every way. Price 
50 cents .
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\ interesting Particulars 1
[In Reference to Seances with Eusapia Paladino.
I The Seances at the Allan Kardec Circle, Jan. 4, 6,8 and 10,1908. 
I r-^Translated from La Revue Spirite especially for THE PRO- 
L«RESSIVE THINKER by A. Monthan Tattersfield.

I At last has the famous medium Eusapia Paladino been with • 
|\is at the Allan Kardec Circle, which is in close connection with- 
i thè “Rue Saint Jaques,” and this was no small success.
I sDid you know that for a long time Eusapia has been in Paris 
I wrapped in a mystery considered impenetrable? Did you know 
1,'that for many years she came to our. capital, without any one 
I knew, for what purpose?
I Some maintain that the savants have occupied themselves 
I with her. It is even said that M. Curie observed one thing, M. 
I d’Arsonval another; but this is very improbable, for where the 
l\savants observe anything, they talk about it.
ft ( It is therefore that the Italian newspapers are full of state
gli mente, pretended to have been communicated to them by those 

authority; but the Parisian “confreres” are of a too neigh- .
I bo^Iy kind to show themselves mentally different.
I ^Others insinuate that Eusapia has been engaged as a subject 
I for s'tudy by a secret society, whose occult meetings are held at 
I “llue’>Conde,” This news is very unlikely, for the society in 
I question has for its object the exploit of psychic phenomena; 
I and the Bulletin, when consulted, contained a few. ar tides, here 
I and there, on the psychology of the Marsipialias, but nothing 
[» whatever about Eusapia.
L' There is nO’greater mystery! * * * State secrets have 
I been penetrated, the Montagnini papers have been divulged, 
I, Masonic secrets have been violated, but nobody has been able to 
n break through the mystery about Paladino. It was known what 
I if took place in Morocco, what became of MacLean, the impris- 
I oned governor of Raisuli, but nothing has ever been known of 
L what has became of Eusapia while in Paris,’nor by whom die 
I Awas imprisoned. Neither do we know the sum that has been 
I roa id for her ransom; we only know that on Dec. 31 she came 
I : Rwntaneously to the “Allan Kardec Circle” to celebrate her 
I deliverance.
I 'Op Jan. 4 she gave the first seance. To begin with, there 
I wer^ slight table-tippings in a light sufficient to make any fraud 
L impossible, the raised side of the the table not being in contact 
I witb'pnything whatever. Then the contacts began thusc The 
I medium sitting with hen hack against a very thin curtain falling 
I in ample folds inside which materialized particles were forming, 
I that could not be seen; but which could get hold of you and you 
I of them; several of these contacts, announced by the president, 
I. who held the medium’s left hand, took place while both her 
|\ hands were perfectly visible.
I \ I never was satisfied merely to hold the right hand intrusted 
I to me. _ I thought constantly of its form, and was always in eon- 
[ tact with the palm, and conscious of the thumb and the little 
p-'finger. ■ In one word, I always could be responsible for the right 
g band taking good care that it was isolated—that is, never allow- 
Kiigin it to approach her left hand, nor her controller’s. I was 
[^holding her that way, when a phenomenon took place that de- 
r^eserves to be mentioned. A small cithara, placed on the table in- 
|V side the cabinet, began to vibrate and we heard a simple melody.

Masting ’nearly a minute. The importance of the fact consists in 
I ti[us: Supposing the controller’s inattention had allowed a hasty 
j contact, it would be senseless to believe that one hand could be 

absent the whole of the time of the melody, and retake its place
I without the controller noticing it.
I After a few preparatory trials, a decided levitation took 
I place, lasting a few seconds while we counted forty-four, the 
I. table'.being lifted four feet in the air. The light was sufficient to 
I see that no hand touched the table. -
I The stand for the planchette was placed inside the cabinet; 
[ it approached slowly, raised itself and finally settled upon the 
ft table. The contacts continued while we held the hands firmly. 
I A hand, with fingers parted, wrapped in the curtain, stretchec 
|\ forward on to my forehead with a few slight frictions, which re- 
S minded me of the hairdresser giving a shampoo,—and then with- 

drew at the' moment of the contact, several persons believed see- 
ing rather indistinct forms of hands. Luminous spots appearec

L ’ from time to time. The curtain was parted and lifted on the 
furthest side from the medium, while her hand on this side was 

[/(firmly held and controlled. At the close of the seance severa 
p* persons who approached the curtain could touch the mysterious 

hands that were moving about inside; some even received vig- 
[ orous handshakes.
I January 6.
g,.;, Phenomena similar to those above produced; yet, I must say 
Cthat this seance was a failure. It was disturbed’ by various in- 
F, indents. From the point of view of certainty it would have been 

valpeless, had not preceding seances strengthened our conviction.
■ Tlhis is what took place: Eusapia was very anxious to convince, 

anld as a rather skeptical doctor was introduced to her, she made 
i a point of having him near her, giving over to him the care of 

coiR.ro]. This was a regrettable mistake, for if the desire to 
; obtain certainty of a personal character is perfectly legitimate; 
, to Ke your own controller at a seance that belongs to every- 

I . body, is not so. Our new member had not studied Spiritualism, 
he had read, I believe, M. Flammarion’s latest book, and on 

I leaving the seance gave us an account of the everlasting ob- 
: jections to the substitution of hands.
L. . - I repeat it, the objection is justifiable, but this discussion 
I is worn out. I do not even believe that our extemporaneous

•controller had peon able, during the course of this seance/to 
y: : prove the substitution of hands, because this maneuver requires 
Lf a'superposition and bringing together of hands, which there 

could hardly have been an occasion to produce. In any case, if 
li v -the doctor distrusts us, he cannot exact an absolute confidence 

from us in his acuteness.
Jn these ticklish questions, where one so easily gets excited, 

p it is best to give free reins to the imagination, and of this we 
have a famous example. The attitude taken by the doctor has a 

[A . remarkable resemblance to the one taken by the English savants, 
x - at the Cambridge seances. Now it is well known that Ochoro- 
f ,, wicz and Richet have refuted this method and proved its inac- 
[•’ -curacy; they have shown where a preconceived state of mind 

. can lead to; these gentlemen have discovered in the Cambridge 
savants not only, an obliteration of judgment, but a corruption 

?■ of the proceedings, which, on the following day, had to be cor- 
p. .’ ev,dently with a view to make them agree with a sys

tematical hypothesis of- conscious fraud.
I -This is yesterday’s history.

In the second place the “Allan Kardec Club” is a club. for. 
Spiritualists, whose members had sent for Eusapia Paladino, not* 
;o give lessons in practicing controls, which did more than 
twenty years ago such men as Lombroso, Ochorowioz, Aksakof, 
de Rochas, Ch. Richet, Maxwell, Flammarion, etc., but to study, 
“de visu” the quality of these manifestations which many only 
<new by hearsay.

The Allan Kardec Circle acknowledges modestly that the tes- 
;imony of its representatives would have no value in regaro-to 
lie testimonies that precede; it is therefore they had given p.eiy 
:’ect liberty to the medium to produce her phenomena. j 
' Many an accusation has been stated against Eusapia, though 
¡here are men of authority on the side of the defense. It is tan 

• old discussion that has lasted over twenty years, a justifiable 
discussion, .but our new member deceives himself if he believes 

. hat his intervention could throw.any light on the matter; apy- 
iow there was no time in h short seance to revive this old con
troversy.

In this seance the same contacts were produced; and though., 
we did not know if we could rely upon the quality of the control 
we believed it impossible that the medium’s right hand could, 
mve produced the contacts that, took place on her 16ft—a yard. 

: ’rom her shoulder. . J
A lady invited to approach the curtain, was told that a child 

waited for her there, she felt contacts; the mediuni’s'left hand 
ifsing held, she could not possibly have made the necessary 
turning round, supposing she had played this come'dy with her, 
right hand. ’ ;

The lady was no cpmmon person and had recently proved 
that she had no sympathy with fraud, and sincerely declarfes that 
she felt a presence behind the curtain; hands that.touched, her; 
arms that embraced her; and, I believe even lips that kissed ter.; 
This took place close to the window, out of the medium's rpach. 
Besides her confrontation with the invisible entity lasts pretty 
long—about a quarter of an hour for such a clumsy trick to be 
played with impunity; the medium being all the time before us, 
visible, and apparently held.by both hands. ' / •

Then the guitar was seen at the opening of the curtain ana a 
few chords .were heard to be played.

But Eusapia decidedly understood that she wa£ badly con
trolled, and knowing the dangers of the transcendental state, 
she asks for contact with another person and the doctoy ,js re
placed by the nearest person on her right. . , ”

The phenomena begin again. After a few tippingk of the 
table, evidently without contacts, raps were heard and whistled 
tunes with accompaniments in harmony. A child’s hhnd is > 
seen on Eusapia’s head; the guitar inside the cabinet'moye§;< 
a wish is expressed to have it put on the table. The /medium 
answers that she is too tired; but while she sighs and refuses, 
the instrument appears suddenly on the left over the controller’s 
shoulder and falls on, the table. _ '' .

I took the guitar and brought it. to the curtain; it was vio- 
lently thrown back on the table. I took it again and carrieddt 
further away from the medium. I experienced then a very 
strange sensation, as if a being behind the curtain offered resist
ance, sometimes taking hold of, and sometimes pushing away 
the guitar. Several persons felt af. the mysterious tyqnds, and 
the seance closed. ' '

• January 8.
From our experiences of .the last seance we were determined 

to encircle the medium. The president took control of the left 
hand, and I was entrusted with the right.

Hardly was the medium seated before the curtain began to 
inflate. All objects!are perfectly visible, the table is tipping; 
as soon as Eusapia lifts up her hands, in sight of us all, we lift 
up ours, and I seize her knees. But the table is lifted up so 
high, the light is so strong and the phenomena is such a perfect 
evidence that this precaution is unnecessary. The table, stand 
ing on the two legs furthest away from the medium, balances, 
and drags itself on the floor while the wood is creaking. These 
conditions last long enough to say that the evidence is absolute. 
Though the contacts are very difficult to prove, we are. of the 
opinion that a close observation, aided by common sense is the 
best element of certainty. ' ’

Yet, thanks to .difficult conditions of experiences, nothing is 
easier than making hypothesis; only let us notice that he,whom,a 
peevish mind confines to this exclusive method, alwaysAvahts.to 
be believed on his word, not feeling the necessity to réfute ex
periences hundred times affirmed, nor to prove his own ^asser
tions. -.

Read over again, in Flammarion’s last work (pâge 149), the 
story of Antoniadi ; it is a monument to illogism, a model of pure 
negation, a masterpiece of style. . '

In this case the point of question is: Are human hands 
formed inside the curtain? The problem ought to assume thé 
following attitude: Has there ever been a case where it has bèen 
proved? Yes, but the contradictors do not wish to he^ir the 
question stated in such a formal manner; they invariably say: 
I have seen this, I have suspected that, without’hskijng them
selves if the suspicion can be explained; I know'that there is 
no surer means to scatter confusion in,the discussion. As for 
myself, I have been most determined in my incessant examina^ 
tions and I am convinced before they can be explained.’^ I have 
put to myself this question: Has there been, this evening, a 
case where there is a conclusive proof? Well, I declare -here, on 
my honor, that during the course of this, for me, so memorable 
seance,’! have become thoroughly convinced. Ten or twelve 
times, while holding the medium’s right hand and hbt.losing 
sight of her left, myself, as well as others, have bèeïfcôhsèidüs of 
contacts. j-:. ■ .-yAv"'

So long as we had sufficient light I did not.pay attention to 
anything else but the'two hands, which I could’watek simul
taneously. I do not say that this control was'without'iiiterrop
tion, but I do say that several times, when phenomena. liave'been 
declared, I have been aware of the fact, at thé same* timli. F 
may add that thé distance bet^eén the ¡ two hands; has béenifrom 
twenty to thirty meters;, and they could not possibly operate, 
either by approachment or superposition which are the hec^ssary 
preludes to the substitution of hands. ' ; ' A / s

When the hands were felt behind the curtain, I nmde the 
remark that the distance between the control and’the point 
where the hands Were felt constituted an appreciable argument. 
Eusapia, as if. to confirm this*observation, asked thal^oniebody 
should mount the table. Mrs. P—, light and nubble,? being 

, willing to undertake these gymnastics, got up and stood În.fuÙ 
length on the table, one yard above the medium’s head,Stretch
ing her hands towards the curtain. I held the right hand of 
the medium and the controller on the left, held the other; Mrs. 
P---- ’s outstretched hands were seized and pressed in a friendly 
manner, between two open hands. The medium was sunk deep 
in her chair and could not reach this height. : •

j Immediately Eusapia announced that somebody was behind

me, and I felt a pressure on nay back, by a hand moving .about; 
then it patted me in a friendly way, something like stroking the 
•neck of a horse—everybody heard the strokes. This hand was 
not not wrapped up in the curtain, several persons seeing it, 
though faintly. A moment later the same movement was re
peated on my shoulder with a sensation like coming from a man 
standing erect, above me, who, after having seized me to make 
me feel his fingers, patted my shoulder approvingly. ■

Our president had had, before me, several of these personal 
contacts; I cannot analyze them, having only received a very 
short notification of the contact; but I know that in many cases 
I saw both the hands. Once the sign of the cross was made over 
him, later on, the same thing was done to me. ..

At last the mandolin resounded and was carried on to the 
table. I invited M, de W—r- to bring it to the curtain, like I 
myself had already done, while I was concentrating my attention 
on the hands. Immediately the instrument began to play while 
it was nearly forced out of M, de W------ ’s hands; finally it was 
given to a lady sitting next to him; the mysterious force con
tinuing to claim the guitar, which now was fetched back to the 
interior of the cabinet without any one hearing it fall. This lit
tle incident which took place near the window, could not suggest 
any intervention on.the part of the medium; who, besides, was 
well watched.

Finally, all those present came to the corner of the curtain to 
feel at the mysterious hand, while persistent raps came from 
the table, demanding less light, and as we have had enough 
controlling for this evening I ask for total darkness.

Manifestations now take place which, to judge from the ex- 
’elamations of those present, we'ought to consider magnificent. 
There is a presence near the window. It is our president, that is, 
the favored one; he is caressed and kissed; after this comes 
Mme. P——, who is very affirmative. She has felt and kissed a 
child’s hand, she has felt its hands and arms in her own hands, 
and her face was stroked by thé child; we only hear exclama
tions of endearment-demotion being at its height.

As for myself, I do not exactly understand the sensations that 
reach me. While, the manifestations are going on I am occupied 
with the medium,; whoi has fallen lifeless with her head on my 
shoulder, andjier right arm linked in my left. I break the chain 
by withdrawing Eusapia’s left arm, which is perfectly limp, 
from the table. As the controller is absorbed by his emotion, I 
seize her arm, bringing it towards me. In this position I still 
hear exclamations, Eusàpia, with her head on my chest and both 
hands jn mine, is like a corpse.

In this way the seance closes. I draw attention to the me-

CRITICISMS.

An Explanation on the Part of Mys. 
M. Klein.

----------
• A critic who reads The Progressive 
Thinker, asks our opinion concerning 
the manifest inharmony among Spir
itualists, and adds "No good can 
come it it."

We answer positively, that harmony 
will be established, These different 
views presented serve as gauges of the 
development of the different writers, 
'Tis well to have these different ideas 
of the people, by the people who call 
themselves Spiritualists, and a|l other 
who have ideas to express. We are 
sure that the harmonizing forces can 
thus be expedited to desire, besides 
arousing the latent soul powers of all 
so interested and active.

It is well to learn lessons of benefit 
from adversely expressed opinions and 
criticisms when the motives which 
prompt them are a search for the 
truth. At present, the subconscious 
deeps of mankind are forcibly stirred. 
Angels make use of all- available men
tal channels to instill higher truths 
into the minds of men and have them 
pushed forward into practice. it 
bears fruit manifold in efforts to re
lieve the unfortunate and bring vice 
under control of law,

"Ah," says the critic, "but the 
church must have the credit of hav
ing been the ¡great civilizer of humani
ty, and the bible must be looked upon 
and held as the rock foundation upon 
which the grand superstructure of re
ligion and morality are reared.”

We note in the expressed views of 
many so-called Spiritualists, that they 
wish God, or the All Good, ruled out 
of life’s program. This class is so 
opinionated, they think they and their 
class represent the sublimated, con
centrated quintessence of all intelli
gence; they talk of cosmic processes 
as if they were partners with the 
Lords of Creation, and are on all lines 
of thought a great paragon to them
selves. They no doubt feel some
what as did Caesar when he crossed 
the Rubicon, Augustus when he over
threw the Roman Republic, Cromwell 
when he broke up the Long Parlia
ment, Bonaparte when he suppressed 
the Council of Five Hundred, at the 
point of the bayonet. This list could 
be greatly extended; these we cite 
because they fit the case of these mod
ern boasters of superior intelligence; 
but this is not an age of such mental 
darkness that the mass of people can 
be forced to believe things contrary 
to their reason.

True, and all can search for truth 
as they choose and accept what fits 
their special case of developed con
sciousness, but the church cannot 
have more credit for civilizing human
ity than is her due. She must first 
become the Church Triumphant over 
her innate malice toward those not 
in harmony with her views and ideas. 
She has been too long and too se
verely the Church Militant and caused 
too much blood-shed to claim such 
high honors as you express.

At this point we forebore further 
argument as useless.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert. Ohio.

dium’s immobility and ask .to have the curtains half withdrawn, 
so as to admit of sufficient, light to show to those around me 
Eusapia’s position, which is still the same as during the latter 
part of the manifestations.

January 10.
This last seance was as good as the preceding one, though 

the tipping of the table and the inflating of the curtain proved 
to be less rapid. Eusapia withdrawing her hand from the table, 
raised her fist and pretended to rap in the air. Raps from the 
table answered her. All those sitting round the table repeated, 
one after the other, these sham-raps in the rhythm according 
to fancy£ and whoever the operator might be, the table echoed 
the answer." ' -

’ A Very small piece of furniture, a kind of shelved table or 
“what-not” appeared coming out of the cabinet. We tried to 
seize it above the medium’s head, but it was violently wrenched 
from.our grasp. Then a tambourine was brought to us, and when 
taken hack to the curtain was received by a mysterious hand— 
without being heard to fall. Numerous contacts were still pro
duced when our attention was concentrated on the hands. John’s 
strong hand struck me again in the back; I ought to mention 
that not being on the same side as the medium, I sat opposite 
the medium’s right side; now my hair was dressed by a hand 
in the following manner: The’palm of the hand being in the 
nape while the ends of the fingers reached the top of the head. 
While it would not be possible for me to believe that I did not 
hold the right hand, it would be just as impossible to under
stand, in our respective positions, how a left hand could apply 
itself to my cranium.

But the following is more wonderful still. My chair moves. 
I lift the feet to make myself heavier, the chair creaks under me. 
I am drawn, swung round, the chair describing a quarter of a 
circle, while I touch the elbow of the medium, whose right hand 
I. am holding all the time. I turn my head and perceive Eu
sapia’s profile in the shadow, the head thrown back, the right 
shoulder lowered, she seems to make the movement nec
essary to pull my chair, which really moves. I am as
tonished for, most certainly, I feel her right arm (and hand,—we 
are thumb to thumb, elbow to elbow. I do not feel any jerkings 
in her arm, and still the medium’s shoulder seems to make the 
motions which pull me. Had any one else held the arm, I should 
not have'believed in this control. Am I then obliged to believe 
myself? I weigh 180 pounds; after having been trailed about 
in the chair, I am pushed back by the shoulder, so rudely that 1 
lose my equilibrium and fall on ray next neighbor. I clutch at 
the chair, it rocks and shakes, and I am struck on the head by a 
big hand. The inclination of the chair is such that my feet must1 
touch the ground, soon the chair is pulled from under me and 
lifted to the other side of the table near some persons standing at 
the window.

. The medium! is agitated and nervous; her contact with me 
has made her suffer; she seized the hand of a person further 
¿way; I profit by being.thus.liberated; I reach Eusapia’s back 
and catch her left arm from behind. Is her sensitiveness mani- 
fested? It is possible—She seems really suffering, the moans, 
and m her Italian jargon utters imprecations towards me. By 
and by I regain the control, I join hands with my next neigh
bor and so form a double contact which seems to her unendura
ble. I finish by asking my neighbor to release my hand, as we 
no longer sifcceed in understanding each other.

Now the culminating facts of the evening are produced; there 
are presences behind the curtain. A lady is called by a spirit 
who is there, the phantom spoke, we all hear it distinctly cal 
ofit: “My daughter!” * • * At this moment Eusapia’s 
mouth is close to my ear—any doubt is impossible. The answer 
is not long in coming: “Mother! Mother,, dear!” • • • It 
is instantaneous. Of course the person’s emotion is at its climax. 
* * we perceive nothing but the exclamation: “Kiss.me
Again! Again!” In short this lady’s conviction, that she has 
touched her mother, cannot be shaken, she has felt her, she has 
held her, and pressed her to her heart, she has kissed her, she 
has felt her lips and heard her voice. Other persons approachec 
the curtain and felt at the apparition, the same one or others, I 
do not know.

The medium’s agitation is overwhelming; this is a contrast 
(Continued on page 5.)

THE CAUSE AT
MARTINSVILLE, IXI).

A Letter from .1. F. Carney. Who for 
Many Years Has lleen a Minister in 
the Vniver.salist Church, in Tills 
and Other States.

To the Editor: Spiritualism Is not 
an unknown quantity in this Artesian 
City of the great Hoosier State. Al
most twenty years ago, Brother 
Thomas A. Kennedy, well known to 
many readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, began an honest and earn
est advocacy of the truth he fondly 
cherished; bis work met with the 
most intense opposition and re
proach, often resulting In almost 
crushing defeat; but he labored on, 
planting the good seed of the king
dom, ever bearing in mind that “Truth 
crushed to earth would rise again." 
At one time a society was organized 
to spread the glad tiding of spirit re
turn, but it soon crumbled and fell 
by” the wayside; at other times the 
devastating hand of the commercial 
medium and the trickster would bring 
to naught the labors of this fearless 
worker, but his soul was in the cause 
and he labored on In the good work 
until Feb. 11, 1908, when hejieard 
the summons of the angels calling him 
from labor to refreshments, and he 
entered a higher school of experience. 
Then again did our hearts sink within 
us, and we were ready to give up in 
despair, hopeless and leaderless.

But our defeat was not final. On 
Mar. 1, Carrie H. Mong visited our 
town In the interest of the State 
■work, bringing with her W. C. Jes
sup, the noted trumpet medium. 
His work brought joy and gladness to 
many hearts that were burdened with 
grief and sorrow.

He held two public circles at the 
home of the writer, under the most 
rigid test condition. From thirty to 
thirty-six persons were in attend
ance each evening; the hands of the 
medium were firmly held by a disin
terested person within the circle, 
and every one present received audi
ble messages from loved ones, mes
sages that bore no uncertain sound. 
The audible voices were new to the 
majority of those in attendance; but 
none went away dissatisfied.

Out of the smoldering embers of re- 
peated failures and crushing defeats, 
a society of twenty-one members was 
organized and chartered for work, 
bearing on Its banner the title, “The 
T. A. Kennedy Memorial Society of 
Spiritualism.” The demand for a 
speedy return of Mr. Jessup grew 
louder and stronger, and accordingly 
we arranged for him to return one 
month later, which he did, holding 
three public seances to more than 
thirty people each night. More than 
a score of tests given at the first 
visit were now verified. '

J. F. CARNEY.

Soft Is the music that would cham ■ 
forever.—Wordsworth; " . .
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THE SEARCHLIGHT,
What It Reveals when Fo

cussed on the leading 
Spiritualist £ amp.

THE SEARCHLIGHT
lfeà®tato^pposè) ordinary ulste’Writ- 
rag? ■ The’sltter gdt the’ usual results 
osrsthtn exposed slate, 'and departed.

it

In order that .qur readers can keep 
thoroughly posted concerning events 
transpiring in our ranks, we give an
other' installment of MR.HERÈWARP 
CARRINGTON'S critical investigation 
at the fainous: camp atkLi!y Dale, 
which will fee head with deep inter
est (painful ta some respects) by 
Spiritualists everywhere. What is 
true, however, in reference to the con- 
dition of this camp is undoubtedly 
true OF ALL 'THE REST--they need, 
in some respects, a critical SEARCH
LIGHT turned on in its full force.

Thq readers of The Progressive 
Thinker know exactly what ia trims-, 
piring iu our ranks, and are the best 
posted people in the worid on all mat
ters pertaining to Spiritualism upd oc
cult subjects generally.

The SEARCHLIGHT is needed at 
. the present time in our ranks, and 

we are glad that it has been turned 
on at Idly Dale, the leading Spirit
ualist camp of the world • to-day; 
however the piftcjals there have noth- 

, lug to fear as the future of that fa
vorite place of resort.. They did not 
invite Ar. Carrington on the grounds 
with his SEARCHLIGHT; they may 
not have Injown he wits'there, Hàw- 

. ever, the result will in the end’re
dound to tlie- honor of the camp and 
will be instrumental- in doing great 
good to tlie cause of truth.

There has come a turning point in 
» the history of Spiritualism. Spirit 

Return is being critically investigated 
as noyer before. The SEARCH
LIGHT. is being turned onto it with ■ 
varying results. The secular press.is 
taking the matter up, and in the ma
jority of cases treating the same in 
a kindly spirit. EVERYBODY’S 
MAGAZINE is now having a series of 
articles running through it, highly in
structive and •entertaining thus far, 
corroborative of the fact that spirits 
can and do return to earth. They 

’ will be read by millions of people, 
and no doubt have a wholesome ef
fect on the public mind.

The officials at Lily Dale at one 
time turned the SEARCHLIGHT on 
the camp and the notorious Hugh R. 
Moore's and Mabel Aber Jackman's 
“spirit" manifestations were found 
to be of earthly origin, and they were 
excluded from the grounds. The re
sult in this case proved HIGHLY 
BENEFICIAL to the welfare of the 
camp, and its prosperity continued. 
The same effect will no doubt follow 
Mr. Carrington’s investigations.

. Confirmed Spiritualists, those in

After he was out of Keeler’s presence, 
heTooked bn t)ie Blate, and there was 
a' ■iucsHage from '-his tuberculous 
Iul8nd, 'Captain H. ib an intelligent 

all,' Hiifl he certainly enjoys the re- 
sbedt ’anft; confidence of the resident»

•Hie'District,.' '
'’i/UWe read your book, and let 

,i 4 . rx ' • 'j n ii i • i tv i ‘ I h e'saj^that I am much'pleased withtlie American Society- tor• Psychical Research, h /i forced to state, however, 
। . tl dt, air you seem to think yourself,

( tl|(ire re* nothing in it that will ek-

Is Turned on at Lily Dale Camp, N. Y., by 
Here ward Carrington, an Honored Member of

'PIERRE L. O. A, KEELER. -
Of ali the slate-writing mediums 

in this country, there is probably not
one more celebrated—and justly 
celebrated—than Pierre L. O. A.'
Keeler, .of Washington, D. C. For 
twenty-eight years, Keeler has been

o¡

T ir

ments, as no manifestations occurred)' I p
Mr. K. reached over and picked up I at, ....
one of the notes (wads) find held it raMve ifib ordinary slate-writing me- 
between his thumb and index finger d ifth—-rar''above' Slade and his like.

ain Keeler’s slate’-wrltlngs,* He is, 
/iiqarfy'as I am able to judge, far

holdtug slate-writing seances- in 
Washington, and every summer, for ; 
the p<jst twenty-three years (so he in
formed me), he has visited Lily Dale, ;
—and taken away about three thou
sand dollars on each occlision! 
From all of whiehjt will be readily 
enough understood~that Keeler is a 
very famous slate-writer, and one bf 
the best (and I do not hesitate to 
spy the best) in his line ot work— 
I mean "phase” of mediumship. From 
some pt' the reports that had been 
sent, into the office of the A. S. P. R., 
and which I had read, it became evi
dent that the investigation of Keeler’s 
mediumship was of the utmost im
portance, and that he should be in
vestigated, even if no other medium 
were visited during my stay at Lily 
Dale. Perhaps the importance of set
tling this question of Keeler’s me
diumship will be more apparent when 
I state that some of. the reports sent 
in to the office of the Society were de
tailed, careful an^ to all appearances 
absolutely conclusive — apparently 
proving beyond all reasonable doubt 
that Keeler’s slate-writing perform
ances were genuine, and could not 
have'been produced by any kind or 
sort of fraud imaginable. To give my 
readers pome, idea of the excellence of 
the accounts sent In; concerning this 
medium, and the Impossibility of ac
counting for them by fraud (to all ap-' 
pearapces), I quote Jn: this place 
parts of a report by ope of our. mem
bers,—a physician and -a man in the 
government service,—and one, it will 
be seen, who is unusually critical and 
careful in h.is acceptance of facts and 
in his manner of obtaining them. I 
alter the initials and names through
out, in order to conceal the identity 
of this contributor, since publicity is 
prohibited. The detailed record, 
containing all names in full is before 
me, however, and is on' file in the office 
of the A. S. P. R. This account reads 
in part as follows:

“On Sunday morning I took two 
new slates, which I purchased myself 
in the open market, and cleaned them 
most carefully with water and rag. 
Flor purposes ot identification, I noted 
the following concerning them, be
fore turning them over to Mrs. A., 
setting the notes ot identification 
down in my scientific record. » ♦ * 
Mrs. A. brought these two slates back 
to me from Mr. Keeler’s, and I pro
ceeded with a rule in hand to identify 
them, which I did. There is abso
lutely no mistake about this.

“Mrs. A. took the two slates which

love with the Cause and working 
continually to promote it in every 
way possible, welcome the SEARCH
LIGHT. They know'they are in pos
session of the . grandest truth, Spirit 
Return, that ever visited the world 
to shed its soul-elevating influence on 
mankind, and it can stand all the 
SEARCHLIGHT that can be brought 
to bear upon it; it is invulnerable. 
The frauds, the charlatans, the vul
tures that prey upon the credulity of 
the people, and the human parasites 
that practice legerdemain, both in 
the dark and the light, upon unsus
pecting victims, are the ones that 
shriek when the searchlight is turned 
on.

An Excellent Test.
A few years ago, just after the close 

of our camp at Delphi, Ind., the me
diums held a kind of farewell meet
ing, each one taking a part. When 
one Mrs. Sharon took the floor (and 
alter some prophetic tests, which 
finally came to pass), a spirit took
possession of her and 
self as Mrs. Young, 
passed over. She was 
man. She had been a 
Relief Corps, and a

identified her- 
who recently 
a splendid wo
rn ember of the 
much coveted

I directly in front of Mrs. A., above the | ^''constantly consulted by the 
table, saying that he could usually rmoist r&pectablq and successful busi- 
tell in that way whether the one to ] ness men ' tso I am tolcl) in the DRjl 
whom .it was addressed was present [ trict/ 'and' he practically never fails 
and ready to communicate. He said | to saiisfy and completley dumbfound 
that no one was present, evidently, ] his sittels, He is as calm and unper- 
and laid the note back wjth the rest; j turbed as a cucumber, they day. He 
They sat a few minutes longer with] has'~Mfih doing these things for 
no results, 'when he remarked that | twenty-eight ydars, and declares he 
he had better write to Ills guide to | does ; not .know how they are 
get .thoso people for him, or words | done./
to that effect. He thereupon wrote] Whatever we may think of. the

/SB I had'folded mine, and placed it 
on the table beside ■ them. By this 
time, ! had finished writing my third 
aud|fourth slips, and bunded them in 
turn to the medium, who folded them 
ub lie had folded the first two and his 
his . own.' The third slip might 
have been substituted while I was 
writing the fourth, but I feel sure that 
the fourth was not exchanged at that 
time, as I had my eyes upon It. Tho 
FIVE slips were now on the table, 

.in a row—the four I had written, and 
tho .one written by the medium.’

Keeler now asked mo if I had writ
ten the NAMES of the persons ad
dressed on the slip of paper. I .said 
X had not. He then requested me to 
do this, and I unfolded the slips in 
turn—finding the first to be the slip 
.written by the medium to his guide, 
—asking him to bring the right spir
its to the seance. The next waa ad
dressed to my father, and on this,

I had carefully wrapped in paper, the 
four sealed envelopes (unaddressed) 
[which had been prepared, as stated 
in the omitted portion ot the report] 
and, accompanied by her little daugh
ter proceeded to Mr. Keeler's house.

member in cases of distress. This' 
was Mr. Young's first meeting of this 
kind. After a few casual remarks by 
way of Identity, she said, pointing 
towards Mr. Young, “You have on 
your person an article that was mine,” 
and was asked to produce It. After 
some hesitancy, ho took from his 
pocket a lady’s gold watch. He held 
It up so all could see it. With tears 
trickling down his cheeks he said, 
“This is it.” The audience was si
lent in deep sympathy, when she 
said, “Keep it in remembrance of 
me; yes, that was mine.” Then she 
gave a parting salutation.

This undoubtedly made a lasting 
impression on Mr. Young.

J. PEFFLEY.

“Mr. K. [Keeler] came down into 
the reception room and asked Mrs. 
A. if she had brought her own slates, 
and If there was any metal on them. 
He received a negative answer as to 
the metal . Mr. K. said that he would 
be ready in thfee minutes. He went 
to the back part of the house, and 
returned in the same way he went. 
They then proceeded upstairs to the 
seance-room, which is in the front 
of the house. ♦ » » Mrs. A. and 
Keeler entered the seance-room. 
This room contains simply a table, 
carpet, a rug or two, and pictures. 
There are three large bay windows. 
The curtains were up—the shades— 
and the sunlight and breeze came 
freely in. The table Is an ordinary 

.kitchen table, open underneath; ab
solutely no space under it to conceal 
a boy or confederate of any kind; has 
a spread of some kind of cloth which 
hangs down about six finches on the 
four sides. The two doors leading 
from the room into the hall were open 
during the Bitting. Mrs. A., who had 
been reading various books on trick 
slate-writing, magic, etc., says that 
there is absolutely no suspicion of an 
electric apparatus of any kind. She 
went into the room with the determin
ation to do at least two things—watch 
those two slates and the four notes.

“Mr. K. asked Mrs. A. if she had

some characters on a slip of paper, [ above narrative of facta, it is at all 
folded it up, and placed it with the I eventi! ‘evident-that Keeler is a very 
five notes. Just, about this time,, he ] remarkable man; and It is also evi- 
hàd taken the slates from the paper I dent that a careful investigation of ' 
in which I had wrapped them at | his mediumship was. called • for and 
home, looked on air four sides of I necessitated by reports Such as the 
them, to see that they were perfectly | ab6yéj 7 feeler 1b g very touchy man, 
clean, and, without any attempt to [and mijst-be approached with caution 
get them out of Mrs. A.’s sight, off [ and humility—.otherwise, one flnda’ 
the table ‘ or . ànÿwliere else, placed I himself /turned put of doors with 
them in front of him. In about three I short pereiiaonyi Having tat mind 
minqtes froih1 the* time, he wrote the J such accii.iints / as that given above,' 
note to bls guide he exclaimed: "Here,then; " and at.-the same time rqntem- . 
is somebody/ gM, picking up a piéqeì’bering that I must keep my eyes open 
of slate-pencil, pctawled. on the top [ for ’,fr,aii.il,' should such- exist, I on-': 
slate (tfiéy".wèjë still together):' W. [ torea/My, Keeler's house, in Lily 
G and he inquired of Mrs, A., I Dale'witli high, hopes that here, at 
'Di<jyou write tp him?’ Receiving;hn. leasts.'I¿’ribjould meet with physical 
affirmative answer, he then had her . phejiopteita that were genuine, or at 
pick opt the./note'to W. , and j leapi;''Buch' ap I could npt readily 
hold'ii' in her hand separately .'[¡explains ,1 must, spy just here-that 
Scarcely Co.djdtake do this before* he J Keeler js by far the cleverest man in 
exclaimed : ‘Here is somebody else, [ his line i have ever còme into contact.

B. C' / /•' [givtaS .a name]; ‘is [ with, in all my.’ experipnçe with thej 
that one of them?’ » » • He then f physlw ’phendmena; but as to the 

'Baid: 'Tapp'bold of the Blates, they I rçsL.T leave my reports to speak for 
are ready to write;’ Mrs. A.’then put [ themselves. ,
all of th® notah Into her lap, Btlli | slttln WUI PJerre o. A. Keeler 
folded, up. M.r, Keeler picked up[ b wrtHn«r
the two slafes, ’took a small sponge, J ", ior «ta«-« Filing, 
and washed off the top slate, on which { ’’ August 6, 1907.
he had scratvled in very coarse let- ] By appointment, I called on Mr. 
ters . the initials of the 'spirits/-ex-| Keeler, 'and obtained a sitting. It 
posed all, Ipur -sides to Mrs. A.’s | was a sitting of great interest, in 
view; he /then broke off a piece of | many respects, as we shall presently , 
slate pencil' apout onè-eighth or one- ] bee, but conclusive of no results, one 
fourth inch-long (it being the kind of way or the' other, for the following 
slate pencil‘ihaf is covered .with rreason. T determined to let Keeler 
wood) laid it bétweéft the slates, “rii,n things” to suit himself, at this 
snapped a rubber band around both | first Bitting, and not impose any condi- 
Blates', and shook the slates to make] tions or, ask any tests—merely play- 
sure the pencil was free between them. | Ing thè Part of a green, unobservont 
The two then took hold of the four spectator/ For that reason, I dis- 
corners of' the two slates and held | gulsed myself with a pair of smoked 
them about eight inches above the glasses^—Insinuating bad or defective 
top of the table. Mr. K., Mrs.'A. ob- j eyegtgfit—and, ot course gave my as- 
served -had on no cuffs, and his coat | suffied 'name, Charles Henderson, 
sleeves were pushed up towards the Later^ on1, I intended to ask for bet- 
elbows; it was an ordinary house ter ,tast cpnditions—to examine the 
coat. Scarcely had the slates been | taU]^' provide my own slates, etc.; 
held up before writing was heard go- — fin/ fori his seance I determined to 
Ing on inside the slates, with very let’lhp ipedium impose his own con- 
considerable force, the t’s being ditlj|ns ep.prely, and to be as unob- 
crossed, the 1’3 dotted. Suddenly | sery^t as) possible, depending upon 
quite a loud tap came on one slate later sitttags for conclusive results, 
and the writing stopped. 'That side Wq entered the seance room, In the 
Is full,' said Mr. Keeler. They then cepter of Which against the wall, was 
turned the slates ovçr, and the writ- ] a table, pbout 'three feet square, 

! lug began, as before. All of the writ- | covered with a cloth that hung down 
lug was over In not more than five on apsides abput six or eight inches, 
minutes from the time they held the At -least hung down that distance 
slates in the air. During this time on sides of the table, but
Mrs. A. watched Mr. Keeler's hands abqgt, a fpot'on the side nearest the 
and declares that there was absolute- medium, ,,Op thè table, were—a pR,e, 
ly no muscular, movement to be de-[ of .Çppr,,slates, a couple of.slate pep- 
tected in them—that by no possibility J cils,'a lead pencil, a sponge and 
could they have been moved 'along ] cloth (for clepuine the slates), a 
under the slates, as would «have been] couple of small pads of paper, an£ a 
required had any electric or magnetic | box. six by. eight inches .square, and 
contrivance been in use. That the | an opened letter. The two last men- 
writing, such as will presently be tioned are of no importanse, however, 
quoted and described by me, could | and, 1 am convinced played no part 
have been produced by any object in- in the results. I must ask my read- 
aerted between the slates, even had ] er to remember that box, however.

pellet I wrote Robert Henderson. 
The next two were addressed to my 
mother, and on these I wrote Jane 
Henderson. The last was intended 
for my supposed sister,, and on.thqt 
I wrote Victoria Henderson. Ali the 
personages are, of course, fictitious. 
The slips were again folded up by the 
medium and placed on the. table, as 
before. During this tithe, there Was 
ample,opportunity for th.e medium to 
open two or three of the Tour, pellets, 
jre-read. the.messages, and read the 
names, I did not watch the medium 
too closely, for the reason that I 
wished to appear as credulous as pos
sible, and to give him all the latitude 
I could,’ .The medium could have read 
the remaining one or two slips while

• I was cleaning the four slates on the 
.fable, which I was now requested to 
■,dq.. All this time the medium kept
handling Hie pellets, pat always at 
times, when I was occupied in other 
ways, so that, had I not been op the 
watch for. juat this thing, I could not 
have.told, very often that he had 
touched the pellets at all. For 
instance, he would lean forward and, 
“Nqw„ will ,yon clean those four

' '.slatepi” and In the Instant the atten
tion was diverted to the slates, the 
hand would drop down and an ex
change -of pellets be made. How
ever, I hope to offer more than mere 
possibilities, before the Report Is 
finished.

, . While I was cleaning the slates, 
the medium kept his right hand be
low the top of the table, sometimes 
both hands; and at other times held 
hip hands above the table, and han-
dlèd, idly, a broken pair of 

.glasses, which seemed to have 
special use. The position of

eye- 
no 

the

placing this between the two alateff. 
AH this time I had been watching the 
movements of the medium keenly,, 
and at the. moment that Um operation 
wgs completed, the medium looked up 
quickly and caught my eyes, riveted 
upon the slates. I dropped, them im
mediately, but it was too late., ; I^q at
tempt at exchange was made.atathat 
time. Instead, Keeler placed the two 
slates, fastened together as they-(were, 
on tire center of the table, and stated 
that we would have to wait for some 

rtlme.yet; in order to receive communi
cations. One of the pellets, contain
ing one of my questions, was tucked 
under the rubber band, and the slates 
rested peacefully in the ceptey of the 
,table, on the top, Fully five more 
iminutes. elapsed, during which time 
Keeler leaned back In his chair, half 
closed his eyes, and again let his right - 
hand fall in his lap. We entered into 
conversation, part, of the time; and 
part ot the time Keeler seemed to go 
to sleep, closing his eyes, apparently, 
though it was hard to see whether the 
eyes were really closed or not,, owing 
to the light. They may have been 
(and probably■ were) looking down- 
ward-into his lap. At the-expiration 
of about-flve minues, Keeler seized an
other. slate, and wrote “hold” across, 
It. He stated that this meant we 
were to hold the slates in our hands, 
and picking up the slates himself, he 
proceeded to work off the rubber 
band, binding them together. He then 
took the two slates apart. Next, he 
broke off a second piece of slate pen
cil, and placed it upon the lower 
slate; then picked up the other slate, 
and placed it on. top of this lower 
slate, and proceeded to bind the two 
together again by means of the rub
ber band formerly employed.. While 
engaged in placing the rubber band 
around the two slates the second 
time, Keeler asked me to pick out the 
note (from among those on the table) 
that contained the Initials of the per
son last addressed. At this moment, 
and while 1 was busily engaged in se
lecting this note, Keeler’s hand, con
taining the two slates, dipped into 
his lap, and beneath the surface of the 
table, for the merest fraction of a sec
ond,—coming up a moment .later, 
still holding, apparently, the two 
slates I had just seen. As a matter 
of fact, however, he had, in that mo
ment, exchanged the two slates, orig
inally held, for two others in his lap, 
—that had been prepared and written 
upon, during the sitting. These also 
contained pieces of slate pencil, and 
these also were fastened together by 
means of a rubber band. When they

hqnds, the head, the eyes, the con
stant looking down to the hands— 
whether above or below the table— 
the continued handling of the pel
lets:—all rendered it perfectly obvious 
to me that he had substituted each in 
turn, and read their contents. There 
was nothing to prevent this supposi
tion, and I feel confident, from what 1 
observed (his motions, etc.), that he 
DID read the pellets in this manner. 
I am willing to undertake the read
ing of a like number of pellets my
self, under similar conditions. In 
fact, I have done so, under much 
closer scrutiny than I employed. I 
think we may safely take it for
granted, therefore, that the pellets 

and thewere read in this manner, 
desired Information gained, 
remains for us, therefore, to 
the slate-writing.

It but 
consider
■t

.. .
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Wiere brought up above'the surface of
the table, therefore, it was impossi
ble to tell that they were not the Blates 
just seen in his hands, 1. e., the unpre
pared slates containing no writing, 
whereas these slates were already full 
of messages. Of course I could not 
see this substitution, from the nature 
of things, and for that reason some of 
my readers may obpect to my con
struction of the observed facts, saying 
that fraud is in no wise proved by 
what I observed, but only rendered 
possible, and supposition is not proof.
I quite see and sympathize with this

Chicago, III.

LIVE DAY BY DAY.

Live day by day!
Though autumn leaves are withering 

around thy way,
Walk in the sunshine—it is alj for 

thee.
Push straight ahead as long as thou 

canst see.
Dread not the winter whither thou 

mayest go;-
But when it comes have faith when

keen winds blow. 
Onward and upward!

smile, and pray— 
Live day by 
Live day by 

- The path before thee
astray;

Do the next duty, 
be

Look, 

day!

and

dayl 
doth not lead

It must’surely

. The Christ is In the one that’s'close 
to thee,

. • Onward, still Onward, with a sunny 
smile,

Till step by step Shan end In mile 
b” mile.

•TH do my best!” ,nnto thy spirit
; say— --

• Live day by day! • . r
. /—Selected.- ,

the medium’s hands shown muscular I as, although the medium did not em- 
movements, Mrs. A. declares to be I ploy It to trick me, I employed it 
simply preposterous—too silly to I in order to trick HIM at the next 
discuss. That she could have been [seance, as We shall presently see. 

■ hypnotized at any time during the I But. I anticipate.
sitting she regards as equally ab- I The medium asked me if I had 
surd.” I brought prepared questions with me.

The report concludes with a dis- i replied in the negative, Keeler 
mission of the messages, which were I then, pushed the small pad of paper
on the slates; but as that aspect of I and the lead pencil toward me, and
the problem does not interest us here, I requested me to write questions on 
and as I am not at liberty to quote I these slips of paper. I did so; and
thorn in this place iti any case, it I the medium rose and went into the
would merely,complicate the problem next-yoom», while I wan-writing them, 
to introduce that portion of the report. I j feel quite certain that he did not 
It is a very good report, and appar- I F.ee ¿he flueptjons at that time. He 
ently places fraud beyond the bounds I goon camp back, and took a seat oppo
of possibility. In two subsequent let- I Bite me at- the table. As nearly as I 
ters to me, Mr. A. confirmed the I can remember them, the four ques- 
statements contained in the original I tions were as follows:

written the notes herself, in her own 
hand. She replied in the affirmative, 
not knowing that one of them was in 
my handwriting. [Mr. A. had added 
one, unknown to his wife, who took 
them to Keeler for her sitting.] 
The two sat.on opposite Bides of the 
table—about three feet long and two 
feet wide. Mr. K. had Mrs. A. open 
the envelopes, take' out the letters, 
tear off the second sheet (which she 
threw onto the floor)and fold each let
ter up into a small square, separately; 
or, rather, she folded.each one many 
times in squares; then she placed the 
five notes, folded, before her in a 
cluster on the table—her side of the 
table. The opening of the envelopes, 
tearing, folding, etc., were done In 
her lap, with the writing towards her, 
so that it was (she Bays) absolutely 
impossible for any human eye to read 
it. I have since assured myself that 
the pen in writing the notes, did not 
leave an Impression on the second 
sheet, .thus showing that Keeler 
could not have read the notes from 
the -sheets thrown onto the floor, by 
Mrs. A. Mrs. A. declares that, to 
have seen the notes in her lap, had 
she turned the writing the other way, 
would have required Keeler to look 
through the top of the table Itself. 
After the notes had lain on the table 
for perhaps twenty' minutes without 
any indication that any ‘spirits’ de
sired to answer them, it happened 
that Mrs. A. began to feel faint, as 
she had had a headache all the morn
ing, and was complaining when she 
left home. She thereupon said that 
Bhe was feeling sick, and .asked if
she might not move nearer to the win
dows. Mr. Keeler replied: ‘I shall 
have to have yon near the table—but 
I can move the table to the windows.’ 
She thereupon gathered up the notes 
Into her lap, while he picked up the 

stable, with the slates still on It, and 
■they went to the windows and sat
down as- before. After a few mo- / •

Report to Dr. Hyslop, and replied to | (ij “Dear Father: I should be 
some criticisms of mine. He also fur- [ very. glad -to hear your opinion of the 
nislied details of some experiments j am writing. Charles Hender- 
even more marvellous than any con- Bon-"
tallied in his own report, and which (’2) Dear Mother: Will you tell 
would seem to be quite beyond the me if $,ou th(nk Nell and I will be 
bounds of trickery. Thus: ] kanny -in our coming marriage?,

“A woman „was here last night Cha‘rte8 Henderson.”
who told us of a Blate-writing Bitting . "Dear Mother: Were You
which she h^d wl h Keeler. She is < th& other day ln Chlcago? 
a pretty intelligent woman about | j fen yoi)f presence very strongly on 
the average. She declares that she | . y.reet ¿omer. Charles Hender-
wrote some notes, sealed them In on-1 ,
velopes, and kept them in the en- |velopes and in hertown hands, and L hL nthor niJit’
received "relevant answers to the s^ce the oth r g .
notes on the slates. A Mr. M., who I Charles H&nd^rson.
recently went from Washington to | I. wrote P1® first two of these slips 
New York, told -another reporter ] of papep^rst, folded them in four, 
here (who told me.) that he (M.) went | and handed/them to the medium, who 
to Keeler with five notes in his pock- ] took.them In his hands instantly, and 
eta, kept them there, and received an- | proceeded, to fold theni up still more, 
swers to them on the slates. Captain ] While I was ..writing the second slip, 
H___  • *, *, tells us of still more | Keel®? was folding up the first, and 
marvellous things? He was for many ] there, was .„nothing the world to 
years a thorough rationalist. He be-] prevent-hitn^from substituting 'an-: 
came acquainted with Keeler. He | otherItiellefolol’.mineAt that time. I 
has had many, Blate-w.ritings wlthhim. | stopp^J^er I had written the sec- 
I Suggested to the Captain that possi- | ond pallet ¡and watched Keeler fold 
bly Keeler’s Bitters were in some] it up^tjhit8 1 making sure te®ra 
way the victims of illusion. His reply no suhstitapon- . Keeler asked me if 
to me was as follows ‘Doctor, if you j I did jwt ask more questions,
go to Keeler and don’t know that you I ahd Iugj| first replied in the negative, 
haven’t been fooled, then you don’t | Keelep r-replfed _ that I need not feel 
know your wife when you see her.’ myselfilimite^ in the number of ques- 
I have been told this time and time tions a^red,aend rather urged me- to 
again by verv intelligent men and write jm.otajr.' Seeing that he was 
women. Captain H------ told of a anxious!,for tme to write more,—and 
remarkable automatic letter that K. so givp .hin^tthe opportunity to ex
got for him from the late Justice Brad-1 change,the -(me I had just written 
lev. * * * Once Captain H—_’s I took.^je ppd and wrote the rema n-
son thought to test Keeler. The son ] ing two; queri-ions. The second slip 
had a cigar store on Ninth Street, | bad meanwhile been handed to Keel- 
near the Avenue. A tuberculous tel-1 er, and ¿t—or a dummy—placed on 
low used to come in there, loaf and the table, i During the writing of the 
talk. He soon died. The son went to third 'fourth slips, the medium 
K. with various notes and a slate, in took aflpthej pad and lead and

Until this time the four small slates 
I had cleaned remained in a heap upon 
the table to my left and the medium’s 
■right—"and I feel quite Bure that he 
had not touched them nor tampered 

■ with them in any way up to that time. 
Now,- the medium took one of the 
slates (openly) and wrote upon it 
the letters "Vic.” He held the slate 
out to me, and asked me if I knew 
anyone whose name began with those 
letters. I said that I recognized the ap
propriateness of the letters,which were 
the first three letters of one of the 
names on a slip lying on the table. 
The medium then erased this name, 
or rather, these letters, from the slate, 
and leaned back In his chair again, 
leaving the slate on the table, just in 
front of him. Before this had oc
curred, however, a considerable pe
riod of time had elapsed, in which 
nothing whatever happened. The 
medium leaned back in his chair with 
half-closed eyes, and rocked to and 
fro, and I sat on the opposite side of 
the’ table, watching him. At least 

¿twenty minutes were occupied in this 
mann'er—waiting for the spirits to 
manifest—before the medium picked 
up the slate and wrote upon it in the 
manner described. During this wait
ing period,'ll'would have been quite 
possible for Keeler to have written 
messages of considerable length upon 
duplicate slates, concealed in his lap, 
with a soft pencil; and I may say here 
that I distinctly HEARD such writ
ing going on-'-a very faint scratching 
being audible, though it was nearly 
drowned by the outside noises, and 
the Ibti'd ticking of a clock in the 
room. • It was only because I listened 
closely for the sound of this writing, 
and because my bearing is especially 
keen,'that I was enabled to hear it;
I shut out all other noises, as it 
were, -and listened especially FOR 
that- In this way, I was enabled to 
hear The sound of a very soft slate 
pencil, softly scratching on the slate. 
During all this time, it will be remem
bered, the pile of our slates was on 
the : table, undisturbed, the medium 
doubtless writing the messages on 
two - duplicate slates, placed in his 
lap. I will say that the medium kept 
his ’right hand'and arm below the 
surface of the table during the en
tire time, and looked down, into his 
lap, continuously. The light was on 
the medium’s left, slightly behind 
him, and in the eyes of the sitter. 
The chair in which I sat was a VERY 
LOW rocker, the medium’s chair-be
ing somewhat higher, but low also. 
During the interval of waiting, the 
medium asked me several questions 
about myself, one of them being:

1 “Did yoptattend that seance Saturday 
1 night?”' I replied, “fio.” The sig

nificance of this question was, “Dear 
Sister Victoria: Were you at the 
materializing seance the other night?

viewpoint, and I should not think of 
claiming more than a possibility of 
fraud, as the result of this, my first 
sitting. As we shall presently see, 
however, I have conclusive proof that 
the slates actually NEVER exchanged 
in this manner, and so I feel more at 
liberty to state dogmatically what'did 
actually take place at this sitting. I 
shall describe the course of events, 
therefore, as they actually did trans
pire, being somewhat positive in my 
Btatements.

To return to the moment when the 
slates were brought up from the me
dium's lap, and the exchange com
pleted. So far as the writing on the 
slates was concerned, it will be ob
served that that was already there— 
the trick was done. But it would have 
disclosed the secret of the trick, would 
have been most inartistic, also, to 
display the writing at that time,— 
since "the spirits” had not written
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Germs of Mind in Plants
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A cardinal point In the philosophy . sc I 
.cal systems favored by the.. ,.ruluigmi 
classes is that the mind of.,man la ' 
something unique In the universe, ■ । 
governed by laws of its own that have 1 
no particular connection with physl-, 
cal laws. Modern science has proved K-J 
that not only animals, but also plants ! 
receive impressions from the outside I 
world and use data thus obtained tor 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings
do. These fac* ) are told in this book

the usual way. But in addition, he 
wrote a note to his friend and put it 
in his vest pocket Under his coat 
he put a small, clean slate, buttoning 
up the coat so as to both conceal and 
hold the slate in its position and 
saying nothing to Keeler about the- 
matter. Keeler’s attention was of 
course taken up with the (as he had

wrote something on.a slip, folding it

»Before ■ I .had had an opportunity 
to obtain a pitting with* Keeler, I too 
thought that nothing In my book ex
plained his slate-writing; and indeed, 
his methods is slightly different from 
anything I describe. I had written 
thia in a ,letter .to Mr. A.

upon the slates at all, as yet! That 
part of the performance had yet to be 
gone through. Accordingly, the me
dium asked me to hold the slates 
with him, over the center of the table, 
and w§ held the slates between us In 
that manner. 1 heard (apparently) 
the scratching of the pencil between 
the slates,—the writing was proceed
ing. I expressed my delight. The illu
sion was perfect. I would not have be
lied that the sound could have been 
imitated so accurately and perfectly, 
had I not heard it; and had I not 
known that the medium was produc
ing the sound by scratching on the. 
under surface of the lower slate with

Charles Henderson." If I conld 
have said "yes,” doubtless further 
tests would have been forthcoming.

Bnt to return. We left the medium 
with one slate in front of him, upon 
the table, and near its edge. The me
dium now took another of the slates 
on the table, and wrote on it, the Ini
tials "R. H„” asking me if I 
recognized them. I replied that I 
did. Keeler then erased these Initials 
also, and, picking up a rubber band, 
that was lying on the table, he passed 
it about both slates, which he had 
placed together, after first breaking 
off a small piece bf slate pencil, and

his finger 
100-101 of

nail! [See 
my Physical

pages 
Phe-

nomena of Spiritualism, for vari
ous methods of producing this sound 
by fraudulent means. The medium 
merely used his finger nail, I am ton-
vinced; see 
on.] One 
the pencil,

the Report further 
could swear that 
inside the slates,

In so charmin j and entertaining,' a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facta.
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10 cents.

TWO IN ONE

was doing the writing, AT FIRST; 
but, on listening very intently, I per
ceived that the sound more nearly re
sembled the scratching to and fro pf 
a finger nail than the variable sound 
produced by a pencil in forming va
rious letters. Only by a long and 
careful analysis of the sound, how
ever, could this be distinguished. 
Still more conclusive evidence, how
ever is the following fact; I dis
tinctly saw the tendons of the right 
wrist in constant movement—just as 
they are when one of the fingers is 
moved rapidly. Thia was proof posi
tive to my mind that the sound was 
produced In that way. One further 
proof. It one rubs a slate with a 
finger nail, a white patch is left on the 
surface of the slate, and, if this is 
erased with the finger, a VERY 
FAINT white spot is left,—hardly 
distinguishable," except on close exam
ination. Just such a spot I found on 
one of my slates when examining it 
at liome, after the seance. It is pretty 
conclusively proved,- therefore, that; 
this was the method employed by the 
medium in order to produce the 
sound; and my theory was to receive 
further confirmation later oh. Need
less to say, when the slates were sep
arated; the inside surfaces were 
found to be covered with writing— 
clean, neat and even. But as, on my 
theory, these were written in a good 
light on the medium's lap; and as he 
had plenty of time to write what I re
ceived, that is not wonderful. We 
come, therefore, to a consideration of 
the CONTENT of the messages, and 
we shall now see whether the in
formation given is suggestive of the 
supernormal.

(After my return, Dr. Hyslop and 
I went carefully through the writing 
on the slates, and compared the va-

(Continued on page 3.)
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&MdB. There are certain char- 
which would seem to

•W .tUUMtetakably to the fact that 
Wl® all written by the same per- 

®ven if they were not, that 
nothing, as any member 

family might hâve written the 
enflâmes for hlm. I was informed 

son writes the messages in 
rlouM yanguuges on the slates—with 

htch eeler himself is unfamiliar. 
BV I ha^e no proof of this. There Is 
cortairi systematic unity about the 

1'itjngai which is very remarkable, 
^d.lllllistrates the wonderful memory 
K Bitter's and of various handwritings 

^Itat the medium must possess. In 
y? own ease, the handwriting was 

filv simitar, on all messages purport- 
tig to come from the same spirit,-— 
fad all very different, one from an- 
per.)_ .
y 5yhen the • two slates were taken 
IlWrt, there were found four mes« 
BSÀfl, .three in ordinary slate pën- 
:|l, yind one in-red chalk. There ivas 
10 1^4 pencil or chalk between, the; 
ij.ates.yso; if genuine,.we should, have 
0 suppose that this writing had.been', 
'precipitated” on the slate—a la

Blavatsky. Besides these four 
¡éflflagès, to be detailed.-, presently— 
here. was drawn a face. It was. on 
ihe Bide of one of the Blates, and was, 
hat of an elderly man—whom ! do 
lot recognize, it was. very finely 

and looks as though it-were 
wdered on the slate, rather than 
awn on it. If the substitution pos«. 
Jated hpd been effected, however, 
’ .could have been printed on the 
pilvate slate, before the seance be- 

;ahj And was doubtless placed on the 
lupllcate slate in the manner de- 
cribed 'in The Revelations of a Spirit 
edlum,-. pages 145-7. The process is 

here described in detâil, and Js very 
ngenioufl. To turn, however, to the 
ipirit messages. The first reads:

“Dear Charles: I am absent. I 
ejoice to be here. I will take an in- 
èrest in the book and will give you 
fly opinion later. I should like to 
$lk about it with you in the seance, 
(am glad I can meet you in the same 
try. I am with your mother, 
either, Robert Henderson.”

1 This is in a good, bold, clear hand- 
riting, occupying two-thirds of the 

late. . Under ft, in red chalk, is the 
’pllowing message:
( “Dear Sir: I will help you in your 

literary efforts. Henry W. Long- 
fefilow."

'X’hls is.,in a fine, clear handwriting, 
the ^signature not being so uulike 
Longfellow’s. It occupies the re- 
mainHer of the slate.
1 "Coiifanenta. So far as I know, there 
Is no su<;h person as Robert Hender- 
Bon, Cei'tainly it is not my father. 
My name Is not Charles. The fact 
hat “Longfellow” referred to my 

Writing /as “efforts," and places 
everything in the future, shows his 
cbtaplete Ignorance of the fact that 
I had'already written three books; — 
while Longfellow is the last person 
b'n earth to assist in my present book 
\-ai lengthy treatise on hygiene and

it! : '■
Now as to the second slate. In a 

n fine, dear- handwriting is the fol- 
)Q)ving language:
s“Dear Charles: I am like a 

Stranger in a strange land at this 
rMtsM woi’lc.' I do hot just khow- 
liôw’'yôU were aware that I could be 
Jierb with/you at this time, but that 
man/knew where-to find me, to tell 
me tkat/ybirwere waiting here. It is 
* “ rëifiarkable and strange, but I

glad we can meet. If you and 
,'Tedrn to bear and forbear you 
il^/be very happy. She is a sweet 

gjrIS and' is very fond ot you. 1 was 
in Clhlcago. Dear Mother, Jane Hen- 
dersin.” .

Comments: There is, so faç as I 
know, no such person as Jane Hen- 
dersop,"certainly- not my mother; 
and, aé,I said, my name is not Charles. 
The. mègsage Indicates a lack of 
knowledge of the fact that J’Nell” 
andT had been married,some time. I 
taave not bèen in Chicago since Feb- 
iruary, 1903, at which time my mother 
was still alive. I asked this ques
tion for the express purpose of trap
ping the medium, and he fell into the 
trap. The whole message is, there

fore, false; while the language Is 
¿.tilted, stiff, and quite unlike that of 
¡toy mother.
. - On the other half of the state—oc- 
, copying the space the face does not 
toccupy (about seven-eighths)—is 
/tjie following message:

“When you want to come near me 
dôn’t go out in the graveyard and'sit 
tiin my. grave thinking you are near 
:me. I am as far away from the 
cemetery as I can get. I have no 

.affiliation for that resting place of an 
: old lot of bodies that have been 
thrown aside as useless. Look for 
toeiln tiré seance room or at home. 
Sotwhere else. If you can get out 
beie to the seance Tuesday night, 
pa and I will meet you and talk 
and (write on paper, in fact. I was at 
the materializing seance. Sister Vic- 
torla.T

Comments: All the above mes- 
' sage, io the words "I was” etc., are 

very general, and might apply to any
one. in fact, this criticism applies 
to almost all the messages obtained, 
nnd n)J of them might have been writ
ten before, leaving only a few words 
to be Added at the end, in order to 
answer tne sitter's question. In this 
particular instance, this supposition 

■ is strengthened by the fact that the 
writing fits snugly around the head, 

• drawn on the slate, and was evidently 
fitted around with some care. The 

.’passage about looking in the grave- 
. yard for the lost ones is very typical 
■of this medium; and, before I left 
;LI)y Dale, I saw very much this same 
I jnossage on as many as six or seven 

slates. It is, therefore, a stock phrase 
with the medium. The last words of 

■ this message might have been writ- 
during the seance. Asvtolits 

■content: At the Urne I visited Kei 1er 
thé first time, I had been to fap ma- 
terailizlng seance; consequently^my 
elster could not have appeared to me 
at any. Seeing that my name is not 

i-Henderson, and that I got the same 
-■«aine for my sister that I wrote on the 
:peilet (p. 44), the reader can im- 

vaglne the source of the message.
\ Taking, then, these replies to. my 
written questions, I think we shall be 
quite justified in thinking and as- 
eerting that "spirits” had nothing 
whatever to do with the writings, 

» since names were .signed that I do 
'not recognize, of persons.who never 
existed (io far as I know). Op the 
theory that the pellets had been 

d and read by the medium, 
er, all that transpired Ib intel-

liglble enough, and 1b certainly the 
most rational theory to adopt.

'There remains the theory-—or pos
sibility—that "lying spirits” migh( 
haye written the messages;—drawn 
to the seance by my unbelieving frame 
of mind, and palming themselves off 
as relatives of mine, I knew that 
this is an explanation: frequently of
fered by Spiritualists to account for 
such blunders as I have described, 
and I am not going to say that such 
is an impossibility. Blit, if , this were 
tlie case,, why should they sign them
selves by fictitious names instead of 
their real names, thus letting them
selves fall lnto'the trap, and making 
it perfectly patent that they were not 
the personages they claimed to be? 
But I have a far more forcible objec
tion still, and I shall now state it, 
since it effectually disposes of this 

■theory, as well of that which says that 
some force, under the control of the 
medium’s subliminal, did the writing. 
It is this:

I carefully preserved the little bits 
pf slate-pencil that Keeler had broken 
off, and a thorough, close examina
tion revealed the fact- that THEY 
HAD NOT BEEN USED AT ALL. 
They -were perfectly round, smooth, 

• and fresh, just as” they were broken 
off the pencil—the uneven edges, 
points, etc., stiH being; there, and the 
gloss still being visible on the smooth 
sides. ‘ They could not have been used 
to write one single line,—tar less 
the twenty-seven, lines’of close writ-' 
ing I received, as well as draw the 
face in such perfect detail. And 
further, how did the red writing come 
.there—-since there was no red pencil 
dr chalk between the slates? Was It 
"precipitated?!' I . noticed that 
Keeler laughed when he saw the red 
writing—I presume because he had 
forgotten to put the biLof red pen
cil between the slates; but he evi
dently thought me "green” enough to 
swallow anything. It was not “fiom- 
pHmentary!" ■

I know'that many ., persons have 
found that their pencils are much 
worn after the writing has taken 
place. In such cases,. the medium 
simply placed between the slates a 
piece of slate pencil that was worn, 
in the first instance; and,- when they 
were separated, at the conclusion of 
the sitting, It was naturally found, 
worn also. No ope thinks of examin
ing the slate-pencil BEFORE it Is 
placed between the slates, .nor does 
the medium suggest such an examina
tion. Even if it were made, a sim
ple exchange could be afterwards ef
fected.

I asked for a sitting the next day; 
I was much impressed and delighted; 
in fact, I should be glad ot a sit
ting every day that week! But noth
ing definite could be arranged. All I 
could do was to go at another time 
and ask for another sitting as soon 
as possible. This I did, and event
ually obtained one. But it will be 
seen that my first sitting was in Itself 
quite inconclusive one way or the 
other. Certainly the slate-writing 
could not be claimed as genuine, 
since it bore too many characteristics 
of being fraudulently produced, and 
tn fact appeared to me to prove fraud 
quite conclusively,—though I am will
ing to admit that this Impression may 
not be conveyed to every reader, who 
is less familiar with fraud and its 
possibilities than myself.’ And I 
should certainly not contend- that 
Keeler is proved to be a fraud on that 

• evidence alone. That would be most 
unfair to him, and I do not wish to 
treat any of the evidence in that 
summary way. I determined to wait 
further developments before coming 
to any conclusion, one way or the 
other. That could only be arrived at 
by having a second sitting, and most 
closely watching the medium, and 
actually DETECTING the process of 
fraud in operation,, if possible. I 
might bait certain traps, and let the 
medium fall into them, if he would; 
and in that way I might definitely 
prove Keeler to be a fraud, or the re
verse. That I determined to do. I 
could arrive at no definite conclusion, 
as the result of my first sitting,, for 
the reason that fraud was not actually 
detected, in spite of the evidences that

watch the medium at that moment 
most carefully; (2) to obtain defi
nite proof of the exchange of paper 
pellets; and (3) to obtain definite 
proof of exchange of slates by the me
dium. I accordingly prepared to ob
tain these proofs at the next seiyice— 
with what success the reader will ob
serve.

lii thinking over this sitting, and in 
writing these notes, I have been 
struck most forcibly with the frailty 
of human memory and of the utter 
Worthlessness of human testimony to 
phenomena of this character. Even 
now [at the time of writing out the 
sitting] I can not recall distinctly all 
the events that transpired at that sit
ting—their sequence, , and precise or
der. I cannot remember, e. g., how 
many times Keeler picked up and 
handled the paper’pojlets; whether I 
looked at the under surface of the 
top slate, when they were put to
gether, etc. In slate-writing muni-, 
festations, far more than in any oth- 
er-—these details are' important to 
remember, and as difficult to remem
ber as they, are Important. It is next 
to impossible for the average person 
to write out a correct account of a 
slate-writing seance, oh his return 
'home,'—though he may be able to 
write but a perfectly accurate account 
of a materializing or trumpet seance, 
etc.. Of course I was not watching 
Keeler as closely as I might have 
watched him, for the reasons given 
above; but it must be remembered 
that I knew the method Keeler was 
to employ; knew how he opened and 
read the pellets; knew how and when 
he wrote upon the slates; how and 
when when he might have exchanged 
these slates for those upon the table;- 
I have even -performed the same test 
myself for friends, upon occasion ;— 
AND YET I cannot call to mind all 
his movements with distinctness,— 
even knowing all this. Of how much 
value is the »testimony of the average 
man or woman, therefore, who la ig
norant of trickery, and knows noth
ing of the methods employed?

Summing up the sitting, I think we 
may assert, with confidence, that 
“spirits” had nothing to do with the 
results obtained, since there were 
no such persons as I addressed. Many 
other facts . indicate clearly that 
fraud would alone account for the 
whole sitting, and would be the most 
rational theory to adopt upon the evi
dence presented. It but remained 
for further facts to sustain, and in 
fact confirm, that view of the case.
Sitting With P. L. O. A. Keeler for 

Slate-Writing. ,
According to appointment, I paid 

my second visit to Keeler this after
noon, my prime object being to verify 
or to refute the theories of the modus 
operand! that I had formulated in my 
mind upon my first visit. This time, 
I prepared four slips of paper, before 
going to the seance, writing upon 
them the following questions:

(1) "Dear Sister .Victoria: Our

it was practised, and I did not 
justified in asserting that such 
the case. All the actions of the 
dium, however; his methods of 
trading attention, as well as the

feel 
was 
me- 
dis- 
fact

that it might have been possible for 
the medium to exchange the slates at 
the times indicated—all point to the 
fact that fraud was actually practised, 
and I felt that I knew almost exactly 
the method which the medium pur
sued. However, both Dr. Hyslop and 
myself have always contended that 
because such and such a manifesta
tion might have been produced by 
fraud, it is no EVIDENCE that it was 
actually so produced, unless external 
evidence be forthcoming, and that 
had not as yet been produced, In Keel
er’s case. Accordingly I determined 
to get it, if possible,, at a later seance.

Let me give, just here, a resume of 
the method I think the medium pur
sued on this occasion—for I do not 
for one minute doubt that Keeler uses 
different methods on various. occa
sions, and very rarely the same 
method for the same sitter on two oc
casions. In my book, I have, I be
lieve, pointed out flftyrthree different 
methods of obtaining slate-writing by 
fraudulent means, and I have learned 
as many as twenty-five or thirty 
methods since, so- that It will very 
easily be' seen that to trap the un
wary sitter Is no hard task. But the 
method I believe Keeler used at this, 
my first sitting with him, was this: 
The pellets were exchanged one by 
one and read by the medium, bo as 
to obtain the names, and the con
tents of the slips. These pellets were 
then replaced on the table, and the 
answers to the questions: written on 
two duplicate states concealed in the 
medium’s lap. A rubber band-was 
then passed around these two slates. 
The medium-then picked up first one 
slate and another, scrawling initials’ 
across them, and leaving them In 
front of him on the table. He then 
picked up these slates, and proceeded 
to place a rubber band about them, 
in which act his hand dipped below 
the surface of the table for a second, 
and these two slates were exchanged 
for the two ' prepared slates upon 
which was the’writing. This act of 
exchanging the slates was concealed 
by the fact that the medium, at that 
very time, requested the sitter to 
pick out the slip of paper on which 
was written the message to the last 
person mentioned, I. e., the person 
whose initials were last written on the 
■slate, by the medium. . This distract
ed the attention ot the sitter, for the 
moment, and during that moment, 
the exchange was effected. It re- 

! mained for me, therefore, (1). to

former friend, Mrs. Young, ot Chi
cago, is going to sit for development. 
Do you remember her? If so, will 
you assist her? Your loving brother, 
Charles Henderson.”

(2) “My Dear Jimmie Robinson: 
You ought to be able to come here, 
as you came and spoke through the 
trumpet the other day. You WERE 
there, weren't you? I still think of 
you; and remember your old chum— 
Charles Henderson."

(2) ■ Dear Mother (Jane Hender
son): You materialized for me last 
night. (This referred to the inci
dent, mentioned on page 29, as I had 
attended that seance the evening be
fore.) You were much changed, 
though I think I recognized .you. 
Your consumption wasted you much, 
did it not. Your loving son, 
Charles."

(4) Dear Father (Robert Hender
son) : Brother Bob wants to sell your«, 
old house in Chicago. Would you ad: 
vise this? Your loving son, Charles.”

These four questions I wrote on pa
per that crackled a great deal when 
handled—folded and refolded, etc.— 
and folded’ them into small squares, 
about half an inch in size. I num- 
berered these 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, 
on the outside of the folded slips. 
These I took with me to the sitting, 
and placed them in the center of the 
table between us. Keeler then asked 
me to clean the pile of five slates that 
stood on the table to my left and his 
his right. I proceeded to do so, and 
as I was busy cleaning them, Keeler 
leaned over the table, and commenced 
handling the slips, as on the previous 
occasion. While pretending to clean 
my states, I kept one eye on him, and 
distinctly saw him exchange two pel
lets, one after the other. These pel
lets he held in the palm of his right 
hand, which he then dropped careless
ly into his lap. A few seconds later 
I heard the crackle ot my slips of pa
per, as they were being opened. 
Glancing up at Keeler, I saw his eyes 
were riveted upon his lap—evidently 
busily engaged in reading my pellet, 
Several times I looked up, and each 
time I saw Keeler looking intently 
into his tap. When I had finished 
cleaning the four slates, I stacked 
them together, at the left of the ta- 

, ble, and .waited.
I soon heard the crinkle ot my pa

per again, and soon after that the 
faint sound of a pencil scratching on 
a slate. Keeler looked down per- 
Bistently, his hands being busily en
gaged in hfs. la^; . the whole process 
was bo patent, bo obvious and bo. 
brazen that I marvelled at such audac
ity, It is true that.Keeler looked up 
and about frequently, and frequent
ly let his right hand rest on the table;, 
but for fully fifteen minutes both bf 
Keeler’s hands were below the table, 
and the greater part of that time his 
eyes were directed downward to his? 
lap—almost closed, as though en
tranced ortasleep. The sound of writ
ing was- clearly distinguishable by 
me a good part of this time. Once, 
after about five minutes, Keeler 
leafied oyer the table and handled the 
pellets. I saw him exchange another 
pellet, replacing the two he had al
ready taken at the commencement of 
the seance. This was repeated at. the 
end of another five minutes or so, 
when the medium exchanged the 
fourth pellet., and brought back the 
third one. Soon after this, Keeler 
suddenly seized one of the pellets,- 
and tore it into five or six pieces, 
and threw them aside, saying: “That 
pellet does not. belong here”— 
though the person.to whom it was. ad
dressed “might write, just the same.” 
Again. I heard the paper being 
opened, and shortly afterwards re
folded; and again I. saw Keeler 
looking down into his lap and heard 
the scratching of the slate pencil, as 
it wrote the answer to my fourth 
question. I could not but marvel at

the audacity of the man, calmlv^sl^- 
tlug there, across the table, ano/jlt- 
pially forging messages from' the 
spirit world! Evidently my appar
ent credulity had convinced him,fhat,’ 
there was nothing to fear;tand,l)vhat 
with his relaxing precautions t^^pme 
extent, on that account, and partly., 
because I knew just what to loqk for 
and observe, I could follow the wholfl. 
process of his writing from first tol 
last. But I anticipate. H

Soon after this, my fourth slip 
was replaced on the table, and peeler,, 
wrote a note to his spirit guide, aij, 
follows: "Geo. Christy. Bring, these., 
people. K.i’ It was written or ,b’ 
small piece of paper, before me, torn 
off the pad, and placed upon the table 
beside the other slips, after being 
carefully- folded. Keeler did npt at
tempt at any time to mix this slip 
with the others, nor exchange ii/for 
them, however; he merely tossed it 
onto the table carelessly, where it re
mained, beside the others,—being dis
tinguished from them by the color of 
the paper, It was darker titan” any 
of the other slips, and could not have 
been substituted for them, It was 
purely for effect, ‘

During all this time, In which my 
slips were being opened and read, and 
the answers thereto written on slates 
in Keeler’s tap, I had been playing 

, with a lead pencil and a rubber band 
—apparently to fill “up the time, but 
really for another purpose,,or I 
should say for two other-purposes: 
It enabled me to keep my eyes em
ployed and make Keéler feêl greater- 
freedom in all his movements and 
actions,—allowing pie to watch him 
for long periods of time, in reality, 
and to see that his eyes were con-? 
stantly fixed upon his lap; and (2) 
It enabled me to turn over tjie ïorp 
pieces of paper oh the table with , the 
point of mÿ pencil and carefully ex-, 
amine each piece in turn. Let me 
explain. The rubber, band waif rest
ing on the table-top, and I played 
with this rubber band with my pencil 
point, pressing upon the side of the 
band, and makfng it jump from one 
place to another. Then, with the 
point of the pencil, I was enabled to 
turn over, idly, the four pellets that 
were upon the table, and examine 
them carefully—for the numbers 
upon them, etc. Turning over one of 
these slips, then, I looked for the 
number of the slip, written in pencil, 
which I had placed there, before the 
seance. I found that it was marked 
1. On again looking at the three 
slips In the center of the table,.! saw 
that they were numbered 1, ?, 4. 
The number on the torn slip, there
fore, should have been 2, while in 
reality it was 1,—clearly showing 
that ANOTHER piece of paper had 
been torn up, after being marked by 
Keeler in. Imitation of <my marks; 
and thrown aside. What Keeler hàd 
done, in other words, was this: Seel 
ing that my slips were all marked, 
Keeler had numbered his du'jiilcatèé 
also, so that the duplicate slipg depos
ited on the table by him shoqld loojt 
precisely like those I had prepared’ 
a number being written on1'/ each. 
This Keeler had done in his lap, be
fore substituting for my slips. On 
tearing up my slip, however/ one iot 
his—or a part of one of his—had 
got substituted by mistake, and kb 
there were now two slips on thé talil’e 
labelled “1,” and none labelled “2’;” 
Substitution had most certainly been 
effected. Of course Keeler did ndt 
see me turning over and critically1 
aminlng all the. slips of papei‘:'bn‘‘the 
table,* for that would have aroused 
his suspicion at once, and 'it is prob
able that I should got ho further re
sults. No, I had to proceed much 
more carefully, and In a more cir
cuitous manner. The reader will re
member the small box on the left 
hand side of the table, apparently 
placed there for no especial purpose. 
I determined to make use of this to 
trick the medium, or at least ascer
tain if he had endeavored to trick me. 
I continued to play with the rubber 
band and the lead pencil, flicking the 
band about from place to place on the

.Ing on such occasions, I saw that he 
was calmly extracting small pieces of

, slate pencil, and using such pencil 
to write upon the slates that were 

. in his Jan! At the conclusion of the 
last writing, Keeler's hands went to 
his pocket, and then both hands 
seemed to be busily engaged in his 
Jap. What they were doing there I

। flhall state presently.
। Immediately after this, Keeler an
nounced that there was some one 
present who desired, to write. He 
took one slate off the top of the stack 
(the first time he had touched the 
slates) and wrote “R. H.” Keeler 
held out the slate to me and asked me 
If I recognized the initials as a rela
tive of mine. For the moment, I 
quite forgot the fact that I was there 
as Charles Henderson, and that these 
were the Initials of . my supposed 
father, and I had Richard Hodgson 
in mind, whose Initials—R. H.—were 
familiar to me. ’To the question

table; and finally, as though 
change the monotony of the 
cess, I left the rubber band, 
flicked the torn pieces of paper 
pieces of the torn slip) about

to 
pro- 
and 
(the 
the

table,’ and finally managed, after 
some maneuvering, to get them be
hind the box on the table. In that po
sition, they were hidden from the me
dium, though close to me. I then weht 
back to the rubber band, ptaying 
with It for some time, with my pen
cil, and finally managed to get that, 
too, behind the box on the table. I 
then followed it with my pencil, and 
had the opportunity of turning over 
and carefully examining all the 
pieces of paper on the table, while 
the movements of my pencil, to one 
who could not see Its point, would 
but Indicate that I was still playing 
with the rubber band on the table; 
In this manlier, I could examine, 
more or less at leisure, both sides of 
the slips of paper on the table; and 
I then ascertained that there Were 
two slips bearing the number 1, and 
none bearing the number 2. It was 
clear, therefore, that substitution 
had been effected. I took away all 
these slips—whole and torn-—with 
me, at the conclusion of the, seance, 
and have them, still. Before pro
ceeding to the slate-writing, there«’ 
fore, I shall give the remaining details 
concerning these Incriminating’ slips..

Slips 1, 3 and 4 are whole and 
sound. They are the slips I wrote. 
The torn Blip (which should’ have 
been number 2), on belng'‘patched 

.together, showed the following pecu
liarities: It is composed ofWe/tbtn 
pieces,—four of which are ra pAit of 
my original slip, and read Kcodflecu- 
tively, wl^sn...patched together. -’S!The 
fifth torn piece is blank,.anWp^idt' 
fit-onto the torn edge, as -’ft slihuld, 
and bear on its back, or rathkr onpne 
side, the figure 1 Instead ¿f!2. ;iIt is 
evidently part of ANOTHER SLIP, 
—a dummy pellet—accidentaliyrTtorn 
off and accidentally substituted1’-1 by 
Keeler for the remaining’or'fifth 
piece of my pellet. InstdSd of-the 
message being finished, it/Hs bfoken 
off, and left, minus the b'^ftom°Hne, 
;—while I have a blank pieefetof’pfiper, 
numbered wrongly; and 1!“db -’not 
doubt that Keeler now has. ,the5piece 
of paper I should have1'■’’received, 
bearing the remainder of tny!cq'tles- 
tion on one side, and the number 2 
on the other. I ask: could evidence 
be more conclusive that this pellet Of 
paper had been substituted for an
other, and that fact’ afterwards ' re
vealed through this fortunate acci
dent? For my part, I think fbe evi
dence- absolutely conclusive. I ■

Let us now- turn to the slate-writ
ing. During the process of the writ
ing, I repeatedly saw Keeler put his 
hand into his Test pocket, and, watch-

whether this was a relative, then, I 
said “no,” but immediately corrected 
myself, and stated that these’ wqre the 
inltions of some one whose namn ap
peared on one of the slates. J think 
that for the moment, the medium's 
suspicions were aroused, as he looked 
at me sharply, but I assumed such a 
naive, innocent expression (apparent-, 
ly) that he calmed down, and pro«’, 
ceeded with the seance. Keeler then 

.‘deposited this sjate on the table, In, 
front of him, erased ‘the. initials, 
reached over and took another slate 

' from the stack, and wrote “JIM” 
across it. ■ He asked me if I knew 
to whom that referred.; I said “yes;” 
and Keeler thereupon' laid this slate 
on the table, beside the other, and 
erased the word. He then broke off 
a small piece of Blate pencil, and of
fered me the two slates that were on 
the table ip front of him to examine. 
I did so, carefully noting certain pe
culiarities about them; and at the 
same time I secretly pressed my 
thumb nail deeply into the frame 
of each slate, so as to identify it, 
without the mark becoming visible. 
I then handed the two slates back to 
Keeler He took them, placed a 
rubber band around them, asking me 
at the same moment to pick .out the 
slip on the table, contaiping the mes
sage to the person wholse initials he 
last wrote upon the Blate. As I was 
doing this, and was busy finding and 
reading my slip, I distinctly saw 
Keeler’s hand dip beneath the table- 
top, out of my sight, and,come up a 
second later into view again,-c-still 
apparently holding the two slates. 
In that moment Keeler had exchanged 
the two slates upon the table for the 
two in his lap, upon which were 
written the answers to my questions. 
I clearly saw the substitution; and it 
then became evident that what 
Keeler was doing with his two hands 
in his lap just before the writing be
gan, was to place a similar rubber 
band around the two slates in his 
lap, so that, when, the substitution was 
effected, they should exactly resemble 
the two I had examined, and that 
were fastened together in that way. 
I forgot to mention also, that, several 
times, when rocking to and fro, while 
writing upon the slates held in his 
lap, these slates had knocked against 
the table several times; and I clearly 
heard their frames strike against the 
table-leg. Keeler moved uneasily in 
his chair, on each occasion, in order 
to cover up the sound made by this 
accident.

The two slates on which the writing 
was to appear—in reality the two on 
which ¿y messages were already 
written—were now held by us over 
the center of the table, and the 
sound of writing was clearly audible. 
I watched Keeler's wrists, and again 
saw the tendons working, showing 
that he was scratching on the under 
side of the lower slate with his finger. 
I may add that, as Keeler is a very 
stout man, and as his wrists are well 
covered with fatty-tissue, it is very 
difficult to detect this movement; 
but, by watching intently, I clearly 
saw It—corresponding to the 
scratches on the slate. After a time, 
the states were separated, and were 
found covered with writing. I give 
the messages below. First, I must 
state, however, that the piece of pen
cil I again examined, and once more 
found it to be quite unworn—fresh, 
new, and a pencil that certainly could 
not have been used to write more than 
a few words at most. I received 
twenty-five lines of writing, besides 
several Unes in red and yellow. 
Neither a red nor a yellow pencil was 
placed between the slates. The red 
and yellow lines alternated, the yel
low being a regular hand, and the 
red being in mirror-writing—very 
badly done. There were five lines ot 
this red and yellow writing. There 
was also drawn upon the slate a car
toon of a man in a silk hat and frock 
coat—this being beside the mes
sage from "Jimmy Romlnson." My 
impression is that, even the or
dinary writing could not possibly have 
been produced by the clear’ and un
worn pencil I afterwards found be
tween the slates.

(When I got home again, I care
fully examined these pieces of pencil 
through a magnifying glass, and the 
result of this examinations was to 
confirm my former beliefs in every 
detail. I also asked Dr! Hyslop to 
examine the pencils through the glass, 
and his opinion precisely coincides 
with my own. These pencils could not 
have done the writing.)

I how turn'to the messages; The 
one in red and yellow chalk, when 
read by the aid of a mirror, was as 
follows:

(1) “Why, good heaven, 'T can 
come, of course. DonR you see me? 
I ain, as eVer truly, Jaimmle Robin
son.”

Comments. It Will be noted that 
the Christian name is misspelled, as 
though the medium had, started to 
write "James,” and corrected It 
afterwards. “Jimmie Robinson” is 
a fiction—only existent since my first 
visit to Lily Dale.' It will be ob
served that any answer’ to the ques
tion is studiously avoided. ■

(2) On the other slate is the fol
lowing message:

"Dear Charley: Do not think you 
have been forgotten by an old friend, 
for I am often with you, watching 
and guiding over you, and I see noth
ing but sunshine and happiness be
fore. I do not mean by that that 
vour path is strewn by flowers, but 
the way looks generally clear for you. 
In materialization, one necessarily 
forms from the medium. The same, 
even in another life. Dear Mother, 
Jane Henderson.”

Comments. No such person exists, 
so far as I know. My question was 
again avoided, and a general answer 
given, all of which might have been 
prepared before the aitUas- Is it

probable that a mother would refer 
to herbelf as "an old friend" when 
speaking to her son?

(3) The third message is this:
“Charlie: . Ab the old saying is 

carry the news to Mary,’ so I say 
now, 1 want everyone, who cares at 
all about me to know that I am quite 
myself, and most contented and 
happy in my spirit life. I never 
want to come back to earth life to re
main. I do not, in my sudden mo
ment of coming, just think whether 
I remember Miss Brown or not. I 
remember Zllda Brown. I will glad
ly help any one develop. Sincerely, 
Victoria.”

Comments: The remark, "carry 
the news to Mary” has no meaning for 
me, and was probably thrown out on 
chance, as a possible "test.’’ See
ing that there is no one living who 
remembers or even saw the sister 
whom 1,call Victoria—she dying soon 
after birth—her communication 
rather lacks» pertinence; but her 
lack of memory in this direction is 
more . than counterbalanced by her’ 
extraordinary memory .in another, 
She remembers Zilda Brown (who 
never existed) and yet she died when 
only a few days old! Phenomenal 
Child! - But her memory is not per
fect-either, since she refers to Miss 
BROW.N while my slip referred to 
Mrs, YOUNG. How did any one with 
such an extraordinary memory make 
so obvious an error—when the mes
sage was actually before her? It Is 
as baffling as the telepathic hypothe
sis in the Piper case! . But does It not 
indicate, rather, that Keeler read the 
slip, and then mis-remembered the 
name,-'in writing the answer to the 
question on the slate? Ib not that

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing' so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.,Chicago,III.

O

a far more thinkable and 
hypothesis?

(4) The fourth message 
follows:

"Charles: There is not

rational'

rune as

so very
much of a letter, but ,it will do to 
show you that I am alive and able to 
be with you. There is no death, and 
I thank heaven there is not. I never 
felt more alive than I do at this mo
ment. It is of no concern to me now 
what is sold by anyone of you. I am 
out of It all. Robert Henderson.’’

Comments: What an altruistic
spirit! He must. be VERY far ad
vanced in spirit life—whoever he is! 
It will be observed that the answer to 
my question is again avoided, and the 
message is of such a character that 
it might have all been on the slate 
before the seance, except the last few 
words.

I now come to the final and most 
conclusive proof of all,—that the 
writings were obtained fraudulently; 
and that the slates were substituted 
for others, bearing the messages, at 
a convenient moment. While clean
ing the stack of slates on the table I 
had done so apparently carelessly, 
and in an off-hand manner. But, as 
before stated, I had observed these 
slates very carefully, and noted their 
peculiarities—various marks upon 
the frames, slates, etc., and had also 
secretly marked the frames of the
slates with my thumb nail, 
when I finally separated the 
slates on which the messages 
written, 1 found them to be

Now, 
two 

were 
TWO

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT SLATES 
from any that I had cleaned. The 
slate itself, on both of these, was 
flecked throughout with tiny, white 
marks—hair-lines; whereas not one 
of the five slates I had cleaned (and 
that were originally on the table) 
contained these marks. I am quite 
positive on that point. The texture 
of the slate was also different. In 
both cases, the frames of these slates 
CONTAINED NO MARK OF MY 
THUMB-NAIL,—thus showing that 
they were not those I had previously 
examined; and further, the frame 
of one of these slates was badly 
joined at the corner; it did not fit 
snugly, and a portion of the binding
wire (running round the outside of 
the slate-frames, and holding them 
together) was visible. This was not 
the case in any of the five slates I 
had examined In the first place. There 
is conclusive proof, therefore, that 
the two original slates had been sub
stituted for others; and, since I had 
also been enabled to follow the whole 
process throughout, and had seen 
every step, I think I am justified in 
contending that the slate-writing, 
obtained through the mediumship ot 
Keeler were fraudulent throughout— 
at least so far as my own sittings 
were concerned. But since Keeler 
must have practised this process times 
without number, in order to arrive 
at the degree of ease and dexterity 
with which the whole process was per
formed—to attain such perfection in 
the art ot deception, in fact—I think 
we may safely Infer that It will re
quire very strong evidence indeed, 
coming from competent observers, to 
convince us that the slate-writings 
obtained through Keeler's mediumship 
are genuine,—or that anything he 
has presented in the past has been 
genuine either. Inasmuch as this 
medium has been exposed on more 
one occasion—both at Lily Dale, if 
I am informed correctly, and on other 
occasions, the medium’s reputation Is 
not good enough to warrant our be
lief in his mediumship, unless. 
further and very strong evidence be 

‘‘forthcoming. In order to further 
substantiate these claims, however, 
let me give, just here, and before 
proceeding, one or two of these cases, 
in which this medium has been ex
posed, or his mediumship gravely' 
suspected, in order to sustain and 
fortify.my statements, and the atti
tude I have taken towards this fa
mous medium.

While at Lily Dale, I was told an 
incident about Keeler that seemed to 
be pretty common property there, 
as many persons knew of it, and- 
there seemed to be no wish to con
ceal the facts. It is this; One day a 
party of twenty skeptical railroad men 
came to Keeler for a slate-writing, 
on the condition that they (all of 
them) would be allowed to sit around 
the room wherever they saw fit. Keel- 
¿r.agreed to this, on the understand
ing that they paid him $5.00.each 
for the sitting. They sat an hour and 
more, and received no messages 
whatever—not a trace of writing on 
any ot the slates did they receive. 
They then demanded their money 
back, but Keeler refused to refund 
one penny. There was a general 
rumpus, which ended by referring the 
matter^ to the official board of Lilv 
Daler,^’ho caused Keeler to refund the 
money promptly. Of course this is 
no proof of fraud on the medium's 
part, but serves to indicate the char- 1 
acter of the men with whom we have 
to deal; and seems to Indicate also, 
that, whenever strict test conditions (

(Continued on page 7J

THE NEW LIFE, 
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treatlug of the 
mind's relations to the pbysicalorganlsm, aud 
the power of thought In the upbuilding ot 
health and character. Cloth, SL

MaterializationJ.I1UIU1IUUOU11UU ttnce and fluteriaUzatlon a 
FactlnNature, by B. F, Austin.. These two lec
tures l.i one book of <8 page will be ot Interest 
to all believers In this phase of mediumship 
and may serve to start many to thinking serf. 
ously thereon. Price 10 centa.

The Psychic Riddle,
By I. K. Funk, D.D., LL.p,, Edltor-ln» 

Chief of “The Standard Dictionary”: 
Author of “The Widow's Mite, and 
Other Psychic Phenomena,” “The 
Next Step In Evolution,” etc.
A book full of psychic suggestions, 

supported by startling experiences, all 
told in a wonderfully conservative way. 
It harmonizes -with the judgment pro
nounced by The Review of Reviews, 
New York, on the author's previous 
publication of this subject: ‘‘A very 
sensible, cautious, level-headed piece of 
work all through;" and also with the 
judgment on the same book pronounced 
by the Cleveland Record: “There has 
never been so fair and painstaking a 
book put forth on this subject as this 
one.” Price, 11.00.

THE RELIGION OF CHEERFULNESS 
By Sara A. Hubbard.

This little booklet sets forth inter
estingly a religion which all may ad
mire and -experience with benefit to 
body and spirit. Very nice for a hol
iday present. Daintily printed and 
bound, in a case. Price 50 cents.

A ConspiracyAgainsttheRepublie
By Charles B. Waite. A. M., author of “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200,” etc. 
Price, parer. 26 cents.

RADIANT ENERGY
to Modern Artronhytics. by Edgar L. Larkin. 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain. 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
ot research Into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. I1.7&

A MASTERLY WORK. 
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lookwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important aub- 

-A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, oatabHahing on a scientific 
tactof the continuity of personal Individual oon- 
scions selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body, a book of rare Taino, with soveruJ 
fine illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY’S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs,

Containing ninety charming songe for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including ' Only a 
Thin Vali Between Ub,” and ita com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to çhqice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat- ' 
ter. Miss Whiting writes Prof, l,ong- 
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ae has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. s. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds, the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends’and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 centa
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This is a songbook adapted to the popnlai 

spiritualistic tsste. and Is emlnedtly fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall or tamlly circle 
Price, IS cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. HulL Thirty-eight of Mre. Hull'« 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use of congregations, circles and familea 
Price, 10 cents, or »7 per hundred

tOSfllM HYMN BOOK.
A eoUeetlon of original and selected Hymns 

for Mtentl and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. K. Washbuht 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
«8 choice selections of poetry and music, em> 
podyinn the highest moral sentiment, and tree 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 cent*.

SH Ma,
Sonaand rrtr&In, By Pjo. Hudson; prlc^ Stcents 

A"VerIa , Wlth‘ro’ 
“The Light of Beasoii" English and German

Light" Price Z5 Cents.

LIFE Of THOMS PfllNE.^
’ By the Editor of the Nations), with Prefs» 

! tad Noteh by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
I the old Paine Homestead and Psina
I Monument, st New Rochelle; also portraits of 
i Thomas CUo Rickman, Joel Barlew, Mary WoU 
i ctonecratt Madame Roland,Condorce, BtiaeoL
tad the most prominent of Paine's frleaM to 

' and America, noth
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Christianity in a Crisis.
It the readers of The Progressive 

Thinker have been shocked with the 
facts revealed In these editorial col
umns In regard to Christian origins, 
will they not Jie doubly shocked to 
read the following clipping from the 
Chicago Record-Herald of April 14?

A learned, prominent, and distin
guished Professor, in an Orthodox Di
vinity School declaring that Christen
dom is now “witnessing the death of 
traditional Christianity, and that the 
deepest doubters have been forced by 
their consciences to question Chris
tian ideals,” is a novelty, indeed, 
And still more: “Many thinkers are 
coming.to look upon orthodox Ideals 
as GRINNING- AND GROTESQUE.”

A VALUABLE SERVICE.
Readers of The Progressive 

Thinker should take note of the fact 
that they alone of all the readers of

Mr. Carrington’s Report.
Spiritualist journals are measurably I n i , i • ■ 1
safeguarded against the tricks of LA Cqinprehensive Review of the Same by Harrison D. Barrett.

aiind who wonders, when an orthodox
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEAL.
The POSTAGE on papers has been 

Increased to all the British posses
sions on this contment. On a single 
paper we are compelled to pay ONE 
CENT each week, amounting tg S3 
cents a year, whereas previously we 
only paid the pound rates—a mere 
trifle. Hence, to all the British pos
sessions on this continent the paper 
hereafter will be ?1.50 per year.

scholar reads of a sea opening, form
ing a wall on either harid. so as to 
allow an army of God a pets to pass 
through oi) dry land, at the bidding 
of a murderer: of the sun .being halt
ed in its movements for nearly a 
whole day at the command of another 
leader of his pets. to. the end he could 
continue his slaughter: of other pets 
cast into a ' burning, fiery furnace, 
heated seven tunes more than its 
wont." and escaping without a hair be
ing singed: of Daniel unharmed In a 
uon s den: Jonah, m a whale s belly, 
and that whale in the sea. and of 
course deprived of air. and yet un
harmed: while a fish carried a com 
in his mouth which was extracted 
therefrom by a disciple of Jesus with 
which to pay tribute: and all this ac
cepted as unerring truth. Instead of 
a man of brains and education "grin
ning/ as the Professor suggests, it 
would be supposed he would snicker, 
or burst into a guffaw—boisterous 
laughter—unless humiliated with 
tne thought that persons of sense 
should evidence such groas want of 
common sense.

ai
But here is the Record-Herald s 
tide entire:
• Professor George B. Foster, of the

Revolutions Seldom
Dr. Itouoipu Broda

International 
casting ins 
world, said 1 
substance:
are now 
through a
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tne

of London, m 
eye over me 

:li number, in
Ali the civilized races

simultaneously passing
■ellgious crisis." He sug-

University of Chicago Divinity School, 
author of The Finality of me Chris
tian Religion." which created a sen- 
sauon among tneoiogians because of 
tne unusual views advanced, lias fired 
another shot into the ranks of ine or- 
tnodox ministers, in an article on The 
Religious Basis of Lillies’ in the cur
rent American Journal of Theology, 
issued yesierdav from ine University

gests tne tendency among scnoiars is 
towards a religion tor the future 
rooted in tne new concepts of science 
and educated modern thought, the 
greater proportion of whom appear 
to have broken with tne cnurch of 
Rome, and are uniting into Agnosti
cism. Among Anglo-Saxons, lie says, 
there has been a complete revolution 
in religious ideas, while tne educated 
classes of japan are almost to a man 
agnostic.

Dr. Broda adds Never before in the 
history of mankind have tne forces of 
religion suffered so great a convul
sion. The only oilier great agnostic 
Wave known to historians—the philo
sophic period of classic times.—was 
limited in ns operations to the coun
tries of tlie Mediterranean basin. The 
rural population, he says, enng to 
religious traditions, but in towns and 
factories the very air is charged with 
materialism."

Whilst Tne Progressive Thinker 
agrees wiut Dr. Broda in his general 
views it sees a marked tendency In the 
church, and particularly with me 
clergy, to accept Spiritualism as a 
great truth. Tne frauds practiced by 
unbelievers for commercial purposes, 
and possiblv to bring the system into 
disrepue. have done much to retard 
progress in this direction; but we 
have full confidence time win finally 
correct all tnese wrongs. Revolutions 
seldom go backward, however discour
aging the seeming may be at times.

Press, ne expresses the opinion 
Christianity is undergoing a 
which may aostroy it. to make
foi

Cli 
or

a new faith. 
Professor Foster declares

that 
crisis 
room

ti at
istendoni is witnessing tne death 
tne traditional Christianity, and

mat me deepest doubters have been
forced by the thei 
question Christian
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Tho Pagan Jupiter.
Aristides, the sophist, in his hymn 

to Jupiter. thuB describes this Roman 
monarch of the skies, ot gods, and ot 
men. Listen to the old Pagani mow 
much did Christianity improve on this 
mythological character by preiended- 
ly substituting tne Jewish Jehovah in 
his place? Did they do more than 
change the name? We quote from 
Aristides:

"Juplier made an things: an things 
whatsoever are the works of Jupiter. 
■—rivers and the eartn. and the sea. 
and the heaven, and whatever is be
tween or above, or beneath them: and 
gods, and dien, and an living things, 
and all things visible and intelligible. 
First of an he made Himself, nor was 
he ever brougiit up tn the caverns 
of Crete: nor did Saturn ever intend 
to devour him: nor did he swallow a 
stone In his stead: nor was Jupiter 
ever In any danger, nor win he ever
be. But he Is
and the most ancient, and 
of all things, and Himself
self.” - ’

the First, 
the Prince 
from him-

■ Celsus. one 
fathers, insisted

of the 
it made

Christian 
no differ-

ence Whether the Supreme Being was 
called Zeus, or Zen. or Adonai, or 
Baboth. or Ammon, or Pappaeus. If 
all the people who used these names 
meant identically the same person. 
But not so. modern Christians. They 
must have the word God. and those 
using any other name are Pagans.

tricky adepts in simulated medium-, L, -------------
ship. By rending the pages ot tills /, ijijmei'ous requests have been received by me, since the pub- 
puper they may become sharp to de- ^jeatifln of certain excerpts from the Report of Mr. Hereward 
tect imposition, and save themselves (CaiTmgton with regard to his experiences at Lily Dale, in The 
frem the loss of many dollars of good £rogyesSive Thinker of April 4, suggesting that I should reply 
money that might otonrise be cov- ^ and defend the mediumg to whom he makes reference, 
mediums. ¿LIZTiLT. Tiny me in all candor to ask this question: Wlwt has Mr.; 
cases would pay for many years’ sub. Carrington said to which any honest, progressive Spiritualist 
scription for The Progressive Thinker. can take exception? He has made no attack upon Spiritualism 
in fact, the losses in this manner itself, neither has he assailed the camp at Lily Dale, or its .offi- 
somtimes amount to thousands of doi- cei’s. He has placed a “plain, unvarnished tale” before the 
lars by a single individual. rehtTefs of his Report, and leaves it to them to form their own

The money given by gulled vic- conclusionBi Again, how can I defend mediums with wjiom I 
tin.s to .1UL -.f ui..ous.i„i...bi-. Lu nover sittuigs raygeif? Among all those named m The
tion i' si Tit" ii't" ' Asso-inti-i? tiw Progressive Thinker. I find but one to whose seances ! havè ever 
Medhup’s F.md- The Temple Fund, gone, or been admitted. In regard to that one, I frankly admit 
and the Morri- Pratt totitute with a I that I am not a competent witness. When attending ms seances 
mighty and useful power in the up. 11 applied no test methods to my so-called investigations, and 
building ofSpirituaiism. I swallowed nearly everything that was offered me, for I then

But there me those—those who do I knew nothing of the shadow side of mediumship. I wanted 
not read The Progressive Thinker—I everything to be true, and took it for granted that everything 
tho»e who oppose it for its exposure of I wag j am- camping upon higher and firmer ground to-day.
fraud—those who say, most falsely, I Mr Carrington starts out with the hypothesis that there are 
that it is oiposcd to mediums etc - ne henomeQa psyclncai m chaiacter that can be found m 
X'iXT Xt «r: to "ahi »1 S^ntaXm He feels that those phenomena can be 

V». na utamou, dm ot .»Mta. I obtained through persons possessing psychic powers, known to 
and tricksters operating under the I the world as mediums. Heapproachesthosemediumsmati utii- 
sucred name and guise of mediumship. I seeking .spirit, and applies the scientific test to everything he 
it is hardly saying too much that I receives. In other words, he analyzes every phenomenon, and 
sucii victims deseiwe what they get.-1 thereby determines its cause- -When he finds that cause to be ot

We venture to say not many, if mundane origin- with no trace whatever of spirit intervention, 
any, careful leaders of The Progress-1 gayg g0 lja p]aln words. Without fear or favor. What would 
ive Ti.inkcr fail dead easy victims I ^oge so.caiied Spiritualists who are attacking Mr. Cainngton 
to the trickster class. . I have him do? Cover up fraud when he finds it? Refrain horn 
rather than read Td profit by the les- telling the truth when he discovers the base counterfeit, instead 
sons Of Tlie Progressive Tidnker of the beautiful Real? It is neither right nor just tu ask or 
there is no law to prevent them from I GXpCut llim to do one OT the othei of thebe picked things. 1-t 
following their bent to the bitter end.-1 would make him particeps cnmmis with the preteudmg medium! 
to their own cost in sad experience. 1 No honest man can afford to do this. No honest man will do it.

the return to faith.’ ne says. Per
sonally I am unable to see any such 
return—mere may be indeed signs 
of a new faith, but no return. IN 
MY OPINION CHRISTIANITY IS IN 
THE MOST GRIEVOUS CRISIS OF 
ITS HISTORY. I do not refer to 
controversy in tne newspapers and 
on the street, out to ihe quiet, bitter 
battle whlcu serious men are fighting 
out in the own souls.

"it may oe objected mat the old 
cnurclies were never bo powerful and 
active as to-day—never engaged bo 
mucn in labors of love. But me ques
tion is wnetner ail tins is u>e blush 
of health or the last Hush of fever 
on the dying—wnetner ns glory is 
the glory of her springtime or of her 
autumn—whether tne next season is 
Her summer or winter. IT IS THE 
DYING OF THE OLD FAITH WHICH 
WESTERN CHRISTENDOM ,IS EX
PERIENCING.

■■ To ue sure, tney are not the 
deepest spirits of our day who are 
snouting. God is dead: Many of 
tnem tnink science has killed the old
world, and tnat tney 
embrace of every 
mink they are free 
fettered them, from

can dwell in me 
pleasure. Tney 
from what once 
what never was.

The Progressive Hunker is ren-1 Mr. Carrington has acted a brave man s part m publishing the re- 
dering a real and valuable service to I sud;g of }ng investigations to the world, leaving Ins readers to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, and to I ma]ce tlieir own deductions from the facts he presents. 
Spiritualists and investigators person-1 If criticg had read j^g remarkable book entitled 
alb ih l ubiishmg the account of to | ph al phraomena of Spmtudhsm they would hai e been 
dividuds [o ing us wonderful me ^mch better mfoimed than they now uie with ng nd to the 

fraud question. -His work is a text-book ol authority ,ui tne 
And ftnaiiy we may suy. in justice j special field oi research which it covers. It is clear m statement,) 

to the American society for Psychical I logical m argument, fair and impartial in its presentation ol 
Research that in these investigations I iaQts. find Scholarly in its composition. There may be some <18- 
it is doing a laudable and praisewor-1 sertion,s m it that are too sweeping in character, as well as a lew 
thy work, and genuine service to the I unwarranted deductions drawn from inference, or, perhaps, 
cause of truth. I from tlie experiences of others. Ihe work as a whole is ti perfect

..I “ »•„ I mine of the most valuable information. He makes no unsup-
Educatlng Children to Lie. “T ~ -f , - „ . . ,, , t ± ■

Only a few d ys ago to writer Ported He xs not content With saying tha A ertun
listened to an account n, a motor thmg 18 a tuck he goes to work t almly and m a tl 0^ dv 

told of a little girl not five years painstaking manner, shows how that trick is turned. He tinnhly 
who told a caller who rang the I admits that there is a residuum of fact underlying even physical 

“Ma is not at home to-day.” I phenomena. He takes every step cautiously, and fortifies his 
and the parent «nates tho incident I every position with an array of facts against which it is at once 
as evidence of the precociousness of I g]dy and useless to wage war. He has the tacts, and facts are 
tlie little prattler. That child should I most gtubborn things in existence. He makes Ins methods of 
ha.e neon inst.ucted ti.en and there, I jDyggfagatiQu. his manner of sifting evidence, perfectly plain to 
that sue had told a falsehood, that it I e* Mader
* s a great moral wrong and eon ' Report SO much of it TS I have seen Mr
T eda d render ^ncredibi^Tything Cai rington li resolutely and religiously followed the hues he 

c........g f..on. her Up« and it should I has so well drawn in his instructive book. He has applied tuose 
imv0 been arrested at once. I methods of testing phenomena that are best adapted to the tev- 

Oniy a little while before a I elation of facts. If some persons who have long posed as me- 
mother in our hearing, complimented I diums- and have gamed name and lame as such, are hit by his 
her son for avoiding me truth on the I truthful accounts of their methods of work, who 1S to blame for

Ihe

TERFEITERS, iTliero are honorable methods by which such g 
compensation can be obtained. They’ are not always applied to H 
present day conditions. There is no law that can jeach the pre-M 
tender who robs his unsuspecting victims in the "name of th.eii^M 
spirit friends. One man told me that he paid $2,500 in one seasoiBH 
to certain mediums for oil paintings of Confucius, Ariosta BeygB 
John of Antioch, Yerniah of the “Lost Atlantis,” and 
“worthies of the ancient world. The two mediums who robbed« 
;his man were a few years later sent to the penitentiary for o/lier■ 
crimes. Camp managements seem to have no power to preprint ■ 
such robberies. In some instances, it almost seems as if (they ■ 
c elibeiately shut their eyes to them, for the sake of keeping ■ 
he mediums with them throughout the season, in order to at- ■ 

bract people to the place! If the camp pays expenses and a^ittle/B 
more, they have no qualms of conscience over the duplicity^and) I 
brgud practiced by the counterfeiters! z ; f B
J If, at rare intervals, a seientifip investigator, like Mr.'Caii-> « 

ringtdn. drops into a camp, and proceeds to turn the light in full I 
upon the questionable practices he encounters there, no one'I 
ought to utter one word of complaint. The scientist has ren- I 
dered the public and honest Spiritualists in particular, a mosVl 
signal service by his exposure of shams. Onset was benefited I 
>y what fearless truth-seekers did some years ago, and whjat I

-Dr. Geo. A. Fuller is doing there to-day. Other camps have had ■ 
he X-ray of science turned in full upon them, and liave come I 
forth with much ol the dross of imposition burned “away. If I 
precedents count tor anything, Lily Dale will profit by what Mr. I 

1 >airington has done. A few years ago the secretary of a cer- I 
:ain camp boasted in a letter to one of the papers that there I 
were two hundred and eighty-seven mediums upon the grounds. 
She did not state how many of them were MEDIUMS and how7« 
many COUNTERFEITERS. She said that people were coming^ 
,m in large numbers, and were generous patrons of all phaseyB 
of mediumship. Lnconsciously she betrayed her secret. Eyi-y I 
visitor had to pav ten ceiiti^admission to the grounds and a ffew' 1 
[Jennies per day as ground rent for each days’ attendance tjiere* I 
after, winch money went into the treasury of the camp, pecep- I 
tion, fraud, and the trampling upon the most sacred loves pf the I 
minan soul wine as nothing, so long as the attendance was' large I 

and revenues plentiful! I
In view ol the now well known facts, and of such others as | 

can be deduced irom conditions that now’ obtain among Spiritual- fl 
ists, it is not strange that not a few believers in the sunny gospel j 
ot sjnrit communion are now seriously asking themselves this /J 
question-. Have not Spiritualists’ ('amp meetings had their/1 
day? .1 hirtv-hve and forty'years ago they were few in number, 1 
and then work w is diHu nt from what it is to-day. They did j 
suiiie good then, tor they had fewer phenomena, therefore better J 
phi n mien i II hi e tin i were, genuine in character. It is not sol 
to-day. 1 hnnly believe that some honest mediums are now toy 
be found at um camps. Ihe sensationalists are so muck.in evi/ 
dm e loweic is tu ist the genuine workers into the shad/>, 
and even cause reliable phenomena to lie looked upon with sy/s- 
piciun by reason oi their non-startling character. Such b,mng 
the ease, would it not be better for Spiritual ism, better fqr tho
public, belief lor science and religion, to abandon camp-work 
and turn the mental, spiritual and financial energies there ex
pended into oilier and more helpful channels? Spiritualism 

iiny mortal until he is mentally equipped to re-never 0 m -, 1
eeive it. 1 lie ubi mi ie rudeseence of fraud causes thousands

who 
old.
bell:

lj tuin an it li mi the ii idy of psychic science, and leads them 
to n ndemn S| n tu dism m its entirety. Lot us relegate all plie- / 
nunivna to the l.ibuiului t ol the .scientist and conserve our oner-/« 
gies TO THE NOBLE WORK OF UPLIFTING HUMANITY
THROUGH PRACTICAL. RATIONAL MEANS. Home circles 

Staviii-s will, of course, always be retained.'^nul Coin minili n

When, however 
must henceiortl 
science who an* 
their analvb d

a demand is made for scientific evidence, we 
bo able to refer our questioners to the men of
quahliod to speak with authority by reason of 
xnd synthetical knowledge of the subject.

lours foi uituili m, HARRISON 1). BARRETT. ,

PSYCHIC LICHT AAD
SPIRITI \LIsTIC IR IUDS.

therefore, high and noiy to tnem. but 
only an alien commandment. Many 
of them think because tne traditional 
redemptlln is in many ol its features 
indefensible, they can fling conscience 
to the winds. Such people. I say. are 
not the most serious minus of our day. 
who are in the midst of tne fray over 
the ever-vexed question as to the re
ligious basis of morality.

" 'I lie deepest doubters of our day. 
rather, are those whose very con
sciences themselves are precisely the 
forces, wmeh have given birth to 
their doubt—and that deep doubt is. 
not now with reference to dome and 
cult and organization of a historic 
church, but whether the ideals which 
were sacred to the fathers are real 
Gods, worthy of all adoration, giv
ing stimulus and direction and goal 
to life, or whether those ideals are 
grinning and grotesque ideals. In the 
,gloom of ancient temples, which can 
endure no sunlight of modern moral 
thought,"

"Of the "modern" view of religion. 
Professor Foster says: Things are 
no longer subject to the caprice of 
Gods- but to fixed rules. Both ma
terial and spiritual processes follow 
inviolable laws.

BAILEY IN INDIA.
Through a private communication 

received by Dr. Hager from Mr. Stan
ford- of Melbourne. Australia, we 
learn that Charles Bailey, the wonder
ful medium, is now in India wheFe
he will remain, for several. 
As Bailey's controls for the 
of apports are East Indians, 
be Interesting to know the

months. 
bringing 
it would 
relatton-

|. . Darwin a Skeptic.
i A German undent inquires of that 
great naturalist. Eiarwin. what his 
views were in regard to Jesus and 
the Christian religion, and received 
lor reply:

"Science has nothing to do with 
Jesus, except in so far as the habit 
of scientific research makes a man 
cautions in admitting evidence. For 
mvBelf. I do not believe there ever 
has been any revelation."

ship between his trip and-the work of 
his guides in relation thereto.

Should o er thy reason ceaseless pain 
prevail.

Or cureless malady thy strength as
sail.

Should age take from thee ail of life 
nut breath,

What nearer refuge couidst thou wish
than oeath —Seneca

witness Biand,when,had he.reiated the I Tp08e wh0 tried to deceive him. or Mr. Carrington himself? 
facts his bo? companion would have I Tn matters truth is more to be desired than even per
neen convicted in the ponce court of gonal friendgllip. j prefer to take my stand on the side of truth 
il-hrcnt°r She’“»Ta cb-rTh Toman rather than on that of those who have been guilty of duplicity in 
As was the other, and both deserved the sacred name of Spiritualism. Ihe outraging of the tenderest 
reprimanding to say the least- I emotions of liumau SOuls, tiilOu.^11 COiinteilOitin^ ill mediuinsliip, 

Mowers- if you want your children I IS THE ACME OF HUMAN CRIMES! If the pm ties namec 
to grow up worthy members of so-1 by Mr. Carrington have been guilty of this crime, is it not tune 
ciety. teach them to leu the truth at I that the fact should be made known? I entertain no feelings o: 
an times and everywhere; that the I gi-wHi with regard to the parties named by him. when I sav that 
apomegm is laise wmeh sa^s, Truth I j ain gjad jie jjas given the public their methods of work in the 
is not to be spoken at aii times. I gi^jngs he had with them. If guilty, they deserve exposure; if 
And ti.ough Pam to the contr_ry yet not dty tliey. owe £0 themselves, to Spiritualism, to their 
re rei'emHbie01 1 & g ° ° * patrons, to the world, to prove their genuineness. Let it bo re-

1 ______ _________ I membered that in every instance. Mr. Carrington has shown that
Christianity Did Not improve the the phenomenon he.tried to test was the product of a trick:¡ let

Worid< I it also be remembered that he has shown his readers iiow that
Dean Muman. an eminent Church I trick was perfoimed. All of the parties he visited may. at times, 

and I be able to produce genuine phenomena. If they can do so. yet 
of prefer to practice fraud, their crime is so much the greater.

Having the truth at hand, yet preferring falsehood, simply casts 
out" a Slacker shadow of mfamv over those who thus turn irom the 
re- light,

mainbd heathen, or even at some I Some are Ending fault because Mr. Carrington went to these 
periods worsl than heathen I medlums under an usurped name. This is most unjust. Had he 
gentleness purity- social virtue- hu-1 given his own name, his connection with the x sj chical Research

I Society would at once have become known, and not one of the 
j. a. Far- fading professionals out of a hundred would have accorded him 

rer, in his paganism and Christian-1 a si^ng j n was the only way he could hope for a chance to 
Uy, a most -dmirabie work, which make investigations whatever. Many mediums are afraid
reading" tran-iates De-n’” words of scientific test methods and some of those whom he visited 
into the plain statement, as he are among the many. His real name would have closed every 
pUt3 it- avenue of research to him, hence, it was the mediums themselves

"Christianity- in the form it came I who. forced him to take an assumed name. My own experience 
to assume, did not improve In iiny es- pro^ tys Statement true. " -
th^worid6”6018 the eeneral state oi| Fdt ¿ome years I endeavored to secure a copy of the well- 

And this the language of a Chris- known v&rk. '• Confessions of a Spirit Medium,” Every time 
tian scholar! Does not truthful his- I or^tea it in my own name, even with money enclosed, my 
tory prove it was a demoralising letterfe'caine back to me. money intact. WITHOUT THE BOOK, 
agent? - ah the great vices as war, I j finally liduced a fnend to order it for me. The book came by 
slavery, Intemperance, and intoler-1 return' nihil! My name prevented me from securing it. un- 
ance were grossly exaggerated,during 1 bv reason of my well known views upon the- franc.
Christian domination. I qUes|ion- jf (|ie mediums tested by Mr. Carrington could give

’ 7’ I genuine messases from the unseen side of life, they and their 
, ° n y guide« could have told him his real name. Bv so doing he woulc

K is said a Christian sect once put } q g(?nuine w for wluch he W0|dd gneQ due 
language" - ? g n e creditAo the one from whom he received it. He should be com-

"The earth is the Lord's and the I mendecl rhtlier than censured for using an assumed name in dis- 
tuiiness thereof. I ohnrpung tlie very important duty that devolved upon him at

"The saints shall inherit the earth. I t q„ Tq„lp 
"That we are the saims; therefore I 1"'<—v_i"v ..... .. , ..

we are entitled to the earth *nd There are thirty-two camp-meetings.under the management

of England scholar, historian 
author, wrote., in his "History 
Latin Christianity: ■

"In a great degree, wh'ie the 
man world became Christian in 
ward worship and tn faith. IT

manity and peace/ 
That Proestant author.

enemies are respectfully rquested to I of Spiritualists m the United States to-<lav. These camps are 
01 the centers to which mediums flock at the openine; of the season.retire, and leave us in possession

o” r own _ . .
The ciergv of ail sects seem-to be I for the purpose of financial profit derived from those who visit

acting on this ciaim.-and are laboring I those places. It is their Harvest season for reaping golden gram, 
to run the entire machinery of gov-11 believe that all mediums should be compensated for their work
eminent in their special interest I ask mv readers to note that I say médiums"—NOT COUN-

Trenchant Reflections in Reg nd to 
the Laws

Everv age in tne world s History 
nas produced here and mere a great 
man who has ¡eft footprints that have 
marked ms course tnroiign me and 
left its impress upon me age in which 
he has lived. Tnese great minds have 
not been superior to many other 
minds in tne same ages wno never
mained greatness: but 
lunariy and psvcfucail
bodies tnat enabled 
borderland and rcci 
dom from me ases 
past.

During me presei 
ics taught and mat 
down to me world

nev nad pe
ci

theni to re: 
live glints 
mat were

United 
ch the 
if wis- 
in the

ge me econom
nave be: 
irom da

have led tne ordinary man 
everything ne can possibly

in handed 
■iter ages, 

to grasp 
appropri-

ate to his own use. regardless of the 
welfare of ins fellows. We even 
praise the poor pniiantnropy that 
gives grudgingly of what me selfish
give can 
world has

not possiblv use. The 
not vet reached me high

moral and intellectual plane that will
in time m lompieie separation

estly st niggling to keep pace with tin I 
and press forward in the largest num- I 
bers possible, we will the more quiqk- I 
ly reach the portals and receive bap- I 
tism after baptism of light from ph© 
true world, the beautiful world/of 
light. It is the collective conscious
ness of the greatest numbers that will 
emancipate the race: and through the 
emancipation of the race, will we 
reach the heights and walk in thé J 
light of knowledge. Through the ’ 
freedom and uplifting of the race, 
will we be permitted to pass through- - 
pearly gates into the broad fields of " : 
wisdom and a more perfect under-
standing.

Los Angeles, Cgl.
A. 11. SALISBURY.

NEARER AND DEARER.
Nearer and dearer are the blessed 

dead
Than we are wont to think, >' 

When with farewells and tears we / 
bow the head

Beside the solemn.brink.

Tell me, thou child of grief—canst

from suicidal selfishness, a selfishness 
which has loll its inipnnt upon the 
religious as wen as the secular world.

Spiritual phenomena is the founda
tion of all religions, but religious 
leaders have been dominated by mo
tives personal to themselves, and the 
tjuth has been warped here uy one, 
and there uv another, until us orig
inal framework can scarcely be recog
nized by the Master Builder.

The Progressive Thinker devotes 
some of Its spacq to exposing Spirit
ualistic frauds, the greatest Spiritual
istic frauds of the age are the large 
religious sects claiming Christian 
light- that have reversed themselves 
since the death of Christ, tn whom 
their spiritual light culminated, have 
closed their altars to spiritual phe
nomena and united in a determined ef
fort to separate the minds and hearts 
of their communicants from true in
spiration and spiritual phenomena 
which are the only keys that have 
ever unlocked the door to the knowli 
edge of a future life. The fact that 
these things are becoming apparent-to 
so many people is proof that the 
world is coming more and snore into 
the light of truth which belongs to 
every individual.

We are entering a new cycle, and 
are already within its portal. We are 
emerging from an age of darkness, 
and entering one more psychic, there
fore a more spiritual condition. The 
dark walls are growing thinner;, more 
and more often gleams of light are 
breaking through the nark places that 
have heretofore seemed impenetra
ble. If we would the most quickly 
reach this light, we must not pull 
down our brother and attempt to 
arise upon his prostrate form; not' 
only must we not co this, but we must 
do an in our power to help our broth
er to advance.

If we will take by the hand each 
brother and each sister who Is earn-

thou not see
With clearer eyes than then? 

Tell me if love-—thy love—can 
be

A thing of earth again?

eV<

0 eyes that God hath cleansed 
sacred tears!

0 hearts by sorrow tuned!

wljp

Ye see and love as never all tlioso I 
years |

While ye with flesh communed.

And are they not then nearer, whom 
we see ,

With eyes no longer blind? f
And is not love the sweeter, if It be - 

Of an immortal kind? •

O, comforting pweet thought—tha & 
though we stand 

On death-divided shores,
Love still can stretch to us its angel 

hand. 
And lay its heart on-ours!

—The late James Btickham.

It
THE JOY OF LIFE.' 

wakes in the throat' of the wood-

In
land bird
the. rose-flushed hush of the 
morn; .

It gleams In the gold of the billowing 
wheat

And the tasseled pride of the,corn;
It follows the feet of beauty and loVe, 

It stirs in the strength of ' the 
strong.

And its light leaps up on the tramp
ling field

Where bravery battles with wrong;
It sings through each deed that is 

nobly done—
But sweetest, most undefiled,

It shines to the world in the world-
<fid way

Froih the face of each little child. 
'—Priscilla Leonard in the Truth 

Seeker.

Genius always gives its best fir 
jebdence st last.—Lavater.

i
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Death ns an Event in Life. By Lil
ian Whiting. One of Miss Whiting’g 
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spiritual books. It is laden with rich’, 
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“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
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fcal Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
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Life is governed from the inner world, ar.d not from the 
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“Modern Carpentry.” Price $L 
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The ¡Won of SDirituafisrn, 
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. * By the Ret. 

Samuel Wateon. This work was written by a- 
modern Savior, a grand and Doble man. Piioql 
IL0Q. A valuable hook for the money.

What All the World’s a-Seeking;
RALPH WALDO TRIYBL

Bech!* bnOfilar hit world from within; thought U the bnllder; for thoathtt wo forces.—«nbtla. vltak 
nTMistlble, omnipotent,—and according Mused de 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, bdccms c*failure.—From Title page.

The above bfmke arc beautifully bound IngraT’Freea 
r&Ind cloth, tramped In deep oid;green and go!^ with 
gSI&tep. Price, 11.25. For sale at Uila

'From the Pen of Henry Morrison Tefft, Nor- 
y wich, N. Y. ■

Elbert Hubbard says, “There is nothing permanent but 
éhange.” It is the only thing in.this world that'is constant, 

. abiding, and ever with us. There is no such thing as matter, all 
is mind. Nothing is actual or real except the ideal. It is our 
mental attitude that constitutes beauty or ugliness—not the 
facts. What is beauty to one is ugliness and deformity to an
other. Some minds are naturally coarse, others by .nature are 
refined. Each soul is an architect and forms its own body. _ ,

Nature and art are closely allied; the material and the im
material go hand in hand. “The external world,” says Holland,' 
“framed the grammar or first rudiments of speech, Things or 
nouns in nature gave rise to nouns in speech.” . . •

, 1 A name is not always an explanation.; . Words are often-used 
i to cover our ignorance. ; We see the action of certain laws, the 
; effect, that certain-conditions produce', without being able to 
- .comprehend the reason. , ’ ' < . : * .

■ “Objects strike the eyg and sensation follows., But( what is 
। sensation? * * * The blood circulates through the arteries 
¡ and veins; But how?” Can the eye see? Can the ear hear? 
¡ Can the hand feel? We know they cannot;—but why? .

These questions baffle science. Even the odor of a flower is 
beyond explanation. All art, all mechanism are but imitations 
of nature. Inventors have tQ put themselves in line with spine 
universal law in order to succeed. If nothing is impossible with 
God, then nothing is-impossible with man, for man is a part of 
God. “Impossible!” says Dr. J. M. Peebles. “Pronounce noth
ing impossible until the minutest nook of this vast universe has 
been, explored, its forces fathomed and its laws tabulated.”

, . What is wonderful to-day is common-place to-morrow, . If 
i. by some mechanical device the human voice can be caught, im- 

/ prisoned and held for all time—is hot nature equal to all the 
devices of mlm? There are sights, and sounds, and odors all 
around us too fine for our senses. Is it the spirits of the dead 

/. that come back to us, or is it onlyzthe already recorded pictures, 
//images and voices that the sensitive sees, hears and produces?. 

“Is there no death for a word once spoken?
i . Was never a deed but left its token? . - .
j . t)o pictures of all the ages live— .

■ . On nature’s infinite negative?”
-j. Memory is but a picture of something somewhere recorded. 
' Each day adds a new page, not only tj the individual life, but 

“ also to the life of the world. It is not a repetition of past his
tory, but a different and a distinct experience frpm what has 
gone before. The Book of Life is never closed. Revelation is 

continuing process—not a fixed fact. _ • .
God expresses Himself in every plant, in every animal ana in 

every man. God is instinct, God is nature, God is art. All Gmt 
is unknown and unknowable is expressed in the word God. The 

: idols of the heathens “stand for certain abstract truths as the 

5

material embodiment of ideals.” ••
Whatever we cannot understand is miraculous. Ihe fly 

which walks the ceiling with feet uppermost performs a greater 
‘ miracle than Christ did walking upon the waters. The mystery 
of life deepens as we advance in study, thought and investi
gation. The unseen forces around us are more powerful than 
those we can comprehend with our senses. All phenomena in 
the physical, moral and social world are the result of occult 
powers. In life, the ideal is the real. People are worshipping 
the ideal. Christ,—not the Christ of flesh and blood. If Jesus 

' of Nazareth was here to-day he could not gain admittance into 
' the homes of many of his most devoted followers. The empha
sis laid upon the mental and physical suffering of our Savior 

■ is mainly sentimental, imaginary and exaggerated. Millions 
shave suffered more, and no record is made. .

It is not the things that actually exist that move us, but it is 
the sentiments, the emotions and the excitements that we feel, 
which control our acts. Mind is the underlying reality. Eyery- 

• thing in the physical world is the thought of God given t°rm- 
Everything in art, literature and invention is the thought ot ■ 
man given form and expression. Living near to. nature means 
lining near to God. They are one. .

Whatever the eye rests upon is either natural or artificial— 
either manufacture or growth. In the mental and spiritual 
realm, feeling, sentiment, imagination, are a part of.our being— 
they are born of our natures—while a creed, a belief, is artificial 
—an accident of birth, circumstance, and'education. A man’s 
belief does not affect his life. His belief may be high, while 
his morals are low. Does it make any difference with a person’s 
character whether or not he accepts the doctrine of the immac- 
uate conception, the doctrine of eternal damnation or the doc
trine of the Trinity? The most perfect life can be lived without 

: accepting any of these. It was a very orthodox man who said, 
“If Emerson went to hell he would change the atmosphere of 
hell and make it heaven.” .

Men, whose teachings in their day and generation, were re
garded as dangerous to the well being of society, later on, have 
been.recognized as seers, reformers, and benefactors of mankind. 
It is so easy for people to get in the habit of believing old doc
trines, using worn-out sayings, repeating common-place remarks, 
that a new thought or a fresh idea, to them is a revelation.

What is useful in one generation becomes a matter of wonder, 
curiosity or ornament in some succeeding one. There is always 
a fitness between the needs of a people and its government-^ 
between,the religion of a nation and its desires, aspirations and 
requirements. A God of love and compassion would have no 
effect upon a savage.; he can only be controlled and influenced 
by a God capable of revenge, hatred and cruelty. It takes strong 
words, harsh judgments, and severe penalties to subdue the bar
baric mind. ” ~ *

* From the same flower one insect gathers honey, another poi
son. Which is the most beautiful, life or death? The green 
foliage of spring, or the golden tints of autumn? To the Creator 
of the universe both stand in the same relation.

What is it that makes life most interesting? Is it the joy 
and gladness it produces, or the sorrows and suffering it creates? 
Do they not stand on equal terms? If our’vision, was broad 
enough we would, see a perfect harmony in the physical, moral 
and mental world. Everything in proper proportion—no excess, 
no diminution. Truth shows best in contrast with error. In 
life there seems to be as much defeat as victory. Every advance 
is accompanied by some, retrogression. Righteousness could not 
be recognized except by comparison with sin; virtue would he 
unknown if it were not for vice. .

The very thing, the very fact, that every man, party, sect 
and creed, is trying to do—bring all men to one way of think
ing—would be the very worst condition that could happen to the 
world. It would stop competition, progress, variety, and all that 
goes to make life worth living. Dull monotony would be the 
universal state. At sea, a dead~calm is more to be dreaded by 
sailors than a storm. Equality is not law of life; progress is 
founded on inequality. Whatever betters one condition is a 
detriment to some other. Every new machine that is invented 
throws out of employment thousands of men. The comfort of 
one must be given up for the happiness of another. The suc-

cess of yourself means the defeat of your neighbor. Tho am
phitheater rings with cheers, the audience applauds, but the 
gladiator is dying.
. The more we study, and reason, and reflect, the deeper grows 
themystery of life. There is such a mixture of good1 and evil, 
of joy-and sadness all around us that the mind gets confused; 
it.is difficult to see the Divine order of the universe. .Misery is 
real, happiness is. only adream. Our enjoyments are mainly 
imaginary, and the fulfillment of our hopes a disappointment.

Ossian speaks of “the joy of grief.” It is ndt the days of 
joy, but it is the hours of sadness, that we cherish ’most’tenderly. 
It is’around those .places dedicated to suffering that1 qur mem
ories cluster; it is there we have received our most holy bap
tism. ....... , . '
_ Passing events are but little understood. Time transfigures 
into a vision a look; a word becomes an inspiration, a guiding 
star for a life-time. There are.thoughts too sacred’for speech; 
scenes, faces, words—yea, even looks—that can be communed 
with only fn solitude and silence. There is a sanctuary in the 
soul barred and bolted more securely, from all intrusion than 
ever was prison cell of castle wall, There are days, places and 
experiences in our history, as we look back upon them, that now 
appear as visions and dreams, more like a page from some novel 
than a leaf torn out of the Book of life.

“The greatest height of loneliness and loss is not ' 4
- To stand and look ahead through empty years— 

But side by side to live with one who does not know
The burden of your silences', your, grief of unshed tears.”'

Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise . ' ;
. From outward things, whatever you may believe.”

Some people’s natures are'emotional, spiritual, imaginative; 
their minds live in the clouds; the moment they come down to 
earth they are unhappy; while the mental thought of others is 
entirely material. All things are measured and weighed; twelve 
inches for a foot—sixteen ounces for a pound. To. every proposi
tion that comes, What dividends does it pay in ^dollars and 
cents? is the first and only question—not what dividends does 
it pay morally, intellectually or spiritually, but the increase 
must be in cold cash. The fact that the business or enterprise 
might be ruinous to health, character and morals, meets with 
no consideration. A person can change his business but not his 
nature. Electing men to office does not put brains into their 
heads, nor honesty, nor integrity of purpose intq their hearts.

It is easy for us to do whatever our genius commands. We 
travel easily along the lines suggested by nature. One man is 
credulous and believes everything he reads or hears, another is 
incredulous and is always in doubt. One man walks' by faith, 
another can only follow by sight. The most profound mind bows 
as readily before a superstition as the weakest initellebt. Some 
minds are naturally erratic; they follow the last ist, ism and 
idea that presents itself. We all live, act and talk ju'st as our 
genius and our nature dictate. '

Education smooths off some of the rough places in our lives, 
but it never changes the true essence of a man. ‘But what the 
world calls the most perfect man is not always the most useful 
one. Correctness is often dullness. “Sir Walter said he had 
never known a genius who could be perfectly regular in his 
habits, whilst he had known many blockheads whd: coiild.” The 
greatest men of all ages have been the visionary, imaginative 
men. Reason occupies a smaller place in the world than senti
ment. “The age of reason is longed for by undeveloped nations 
as by children; when it is reached they learn its disadvantages. 
It is then that they give up their dreams, the great thoughts, 
their noble aspirations. ’ ’

All wide-spread movements, moral, political, religious, must 
be carried on by appealing to the sentiment, feelings and emo
tions of the people. Before slavery could be abolished “Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin” had to be written. You cannot found a religion 
on facts.. The multitude cannot be reached by reason; the 
imagination has got to be touched. There is no comfort, no 
consolation, no moving- power in cold logic. Mankind have 
always had more enjoyment .out of illusion than out of fact

“For ages, myths have all been deemed as true; 
Egyptian, Parsee, countless others, too, 
Believed successive creeds that died. We love 
A pleasing falsehood, whether old or new.”

- . ’I
Knowledge is tentative; ignorance is stationary. We hold 

on to one theory until another takes its place. Truth and error 
mingle together; they are inseparably connected. Who can say 
what is true and what is false? What is sacred and what pro
fane? There is no dividing line between the human and the di
vine, between God and man. , The old conception of God is pass
ing away. ‘ ‘ The Deity enlarges as men improve mentally and 
morally.” .Revelation is not confined between the lids of any 
book. Inspired messages do not come from priests alone; neither 
is the church the sole custodian of Christian lives. The study of 
theology never helped a sinner into heaven, never healed a 
broken heart, never lifted a burden from a human soul.

. Notwithstanding all the books that have been written, all the 
wise men that have lived and theories advanced, not a single ray 
of light in regard to man’s mission upon the earth has ever been 
shown. The mystery of his existence is as great to-day as it was 
two thousand years ago. Ignorance'seems to have some place in 
the Divine economy. If every individual possessed Infinite knowl
edge, where would be the stimulus for action? It is this striving 
after something that.we do not possess, after what is. almost 
unattainable, what we do hot know, that keeps the world in 
motion. Mechanical action is not life. There is'no inspiration 
.in a dead certainty. J 71 ■ r

. This world was not made for peace. It was not; made for. rest; 
it was not made for happiness. It was made for1 work, develop
ment and strife. Wherever there is a choice tffere is a strug
gle. The bee gathers honey from'a thistle; we from our most 
bitter experience gather some of the soul’s richest/treasures. 
We ¿have not learned the true art of living until we can turn 
every joy, every sorrow, y^eyeiyW committed to,some good 
account, and-make it a, stepping stone to sometlimg higher and 
nobler in-our lives than has ever yet been acquired.

“They all must err who’ have to feel their way '” 
As bats that fly at no&n; for what are we b, 
But-creatures of the night, dragged forth by ¿ay- 
Who needs must stumble,.and with stammering steps 

N Spell out the paths in syllables of pain.’’ J11 ‘'

. Irrefutable Evidence or Spirit Power ’TH- - .n 'v • ■ ' “ . A. .
A Light Struck in the Seance Room, Revealing With Startling 

Clearness the Genuineness of the Medium.—She Was Not 
Injured in the Least.—The Medium’s Life Saved by the In
tervention of an Indian Spirit.

In reading Hereward Carrington’s report to the American 
Society for Psychical Research of his investigations of several 
mediums at Lily Dale, I was reminded, as doubtless many other 
investigators were, of similar experiences, elsewhere; and' al-- 
though one may encounter many só-called mediums (who are 
simply impostors), it should not discourage earnest seekers of 
truth. While it is lamentable that so many are willing/to 
“STEAL THE LIVERY OF THE COURT OF HEAVEN TO 
SERVE THE DEVIL IN” for the unclean rewards of their self
degradation, it is a solace to know that there are enough genu
ine mediums who exercise their divine gifts legitimately to out
weigh the evil influences of the HUMAN VAMPIRES WHO 
PREY UPON THE CREDULITY and ignorance of their dupes, 
and upon honest investigators whom they eventually di-sgust.

The investigations now in progress by the scientists of two 
continents promise to ultimately solve the vexing questions aris

. ing from, the ignorance of the laws governing the relation be
tween decàrnaté and incarnate spirits when brought into juxta
position; and to harmonize differences due. mainly to habits of 
thought, rather than to any differences in tifò real value of the 
many, phases of psychic phenomena. 17

The. psychologist quite naturally turns tl^the mental phase 
for proof of the continuity of life, his hafiifsjof thought leading 
him in that direction; but a spirit communication will probably 
never be universally acknowledged until the communicating in
telligences devise more convincing proofs of identification than 
now generally obtain. Other phases of the phenomena are as 
valuable, however, in demonstrating the presence and intelli
gence of decarnate spirits, as are those purely mental. The 
habits of thought of a large number of scientists lead them, when 
opce they decide to investigate, to the so-called physical phases; 
for anything that transcends the known laws of physics is. quite 
convincing, as to a power that suggests spirit, as is any exhi
bition of unknown mental force. In this class are to be found, 
if our reports can be accredited, a LARGE BODY OF THE SCI
ENTISTS OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE. Thus will all phases 
of the phenomena be investigated by minds qualified for the 
work; and the results given to the world in strict accordance 
with the righteous truth.

Some time ago I testified, through your valued paper, to hav
ing seen a strong light accidentally thrown on the trumpet me
dium, Mrs. Estelle Smith, during a circle, disclosing her sitting 
quietly in her chair while two trumpets, through which two 
voices were simultaneously speaking, were levitated. It'occurs 
to me that this incident refutes the sub-conscious self am] sec
ondary personality theories, as applied to such cases; for with 
the medium conscious, and two other personalities talking simul
taneously, it is evident that three active, intelligent personali
ties using one mind and one body at the same time, must be 
accounted for; and I have never known of any' psychologist, 
advancing the secondary personality theory for super-normal 
individualities, to suggest that more than one such could be 
consciously active in the same body at the same time.

Another incident occurring just before this medium left Chi
cago for San Diego, Cal., strongly tends to substantiate her 
claim that in her trumpet work she is simply an instrument. On 
this occasion her mediumistic force was utilized by a benevolent 
spirit to save her own life. One afternoon, after having given 
a private reading she turned the gas in the seance room rather 
low and laid down upon a couch to rest, unintentionally falling- 
asleep. Some time later two gentlemen occupying a front room 
on the same flòor heard an Indian’s voice calling repeatedly, 
“Chief, come quick.” In response they hurried to the seance 
room, finding it filled with gas, the light having in some unac
countable manner been extinguished, and the medium asphyx
iated. So feeble was her heart action that her hands had grown 
cold, and some time elapsed before she regained consciousness. 
Now if a secondary personality, assuming the characteristics of 
a powerful. Indian, saved her life, it must have been just as 

• strong and intelligent when the body was approaching the disso
lution point as it ever was, and MORE powerful than the first 
personalityv This case also refutes Dr. Maxwell’s theory of “a 
consciousness of the circle,”—the medium being entirely alone 
at the time. These incidents certainly furnish food for analytical 
thought. The witnesses of the last one are the two gentlemen 
who rescued the medium—both reputable men; one being a 
roomer in the house, the other a lawyer friend who was visiting 
him. As the lawyer was the only outsider present, I secured 
hiS statement of the facts, and record them just as given me.
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Some Good Books.
BOOKS BY LILIAN WHITING.

“The World Beautiful." First Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti- 
tul; Friendship; Our Social Salvation; 
Lotus-Eating; that Which is to Come.

"Tlie World Beautiful." Second 
series. Comprising The World Beau
tiful; Our Best Society; Tn Clasp 
Eternal Beauty; Vibration;’ The Unseen World.

“The World BeautifiB.” Third Se
ries. Comprising The World Beauti
ful; The Rose of Dawn; The Encir
cling Spirit World; The Ring of Am
ethyst; Paradisa Gloria.

“Alter Her Death, a Story of a 
. ........... . This book contains a por
trait ot Kate Field and a sketch ot 
how she made herself known la 
Europe after her death in Honolulu.

"Tlie Spiritual Significance." Con
tains the following interesting chap
ters: The Spiritual Significance; Vis
ion and Achievement; Between the 
Seen and the Unseen; Psychic Com
munication; The Gates of New Life.

“From Dream to Vision of Life." 
As the title implies, itcarrles one 

from tho mortal to the Immortal life; 
Full of spiritual thought.

“The Outlook Beautiful." Con
tents: The Delusion of Death; Real
izing the Ideal; Friendship as a D1-. 
vine Revelation; The Ethereal World; 
Ihe Supreme Purpose of Jesus; An 
Inward Stillness; The Miracle Mo
ment May Dawn on any Hour.

“The Life Radiant." The motto of 
this book is "Follow It, Follow It, 
Follow the Gleam.” Contents: The 
Golden Age Lies Onward; Discerning 
the Future; Tlie Ethereal Realm; 
The Power of the Exalted Moment; 
The Nectar of the Hour.

“From Dreamland Sent." Verses 
of the Life to Come. This Is Miss ■ 
Whiting’s only book of poems; each 
one is filled with poetic thought.

All of these books are in uniform 
binding, and are especially appropri
ate for gift books. Price $1.00. each.

Seances With Eusapia Paladino.
(Continued from page 1.) ’

to the preceding evening, when during the same kind of phe
nomena, she was motionless.

The medium, at last exhausted, sinks lifeless into a chair, 
the séance is finished;—not quite, though, the mandolin is float
ing over our heads, playing; I lift my.eyes and can see it dis
tinctly describing a horizontal curve far out of the medium’s 
reach.“

Eusapia wishes to rise from her chair—but she cannot sup
port herself; I help her to stand up; for the last time she 
stretches her ams forward, everybody gets up, the table is 
raised to the level of our chins, then falls heavily back.

The whole weight of Eusapia falls in my arms; I ask for a 
chair, and place her gently in it, the audience begins to leave 
and a faint light penetrates‘into the hall where the lifeless me
dium is surrounded by several persons. At this moment a lady 
calls to me that the mandolin is circling round her head—and 
after- having traversed the length of the hall, fallen her lap. .

^ere’,as well as can be described, these splendid 
seances. May these results make the aim and advantages of our 
^fc^ ^déïstood, whose chief point is to create a sympathetic 
retreat for mediums and à practical installation to receive them. 

For want of a similar installation all these facts could not 
have been divulged. We shall have more interesting seances Be- 
™re PerliaPs’the English medium, Cecil Husk, might come 
Then Miller, whose announced visit has been doubted, gives us 
hope for this summer. We appeal to all : those who thmk that 
the divulgation of these facts sotties the invincible argument to 
oppose the underrated doctrines of modern materialism.

We sohcit their support and hope for their adherence to the 
“Allan” Kardec Circle.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DE« I BEAR IN MIND that the Editor of 
PARTMENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO j ,p<>e Progressive Thinker Ie in no 
CHRONICLE TUB ENGAGEMENTS j wise responsible for the views ex- 

--------------------  pressed by coutributm'e. "He may orAND WORK Ob' SPEAKERS AND 
MEDIUMS. .A REPORT OF WHAT 
THE VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY 
WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE 
HAVE NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT 
FOR THAT PURPOSE.. . — ....... •

KEEP COPIES OF YOUR POEMS 
sent to this office, for they will not be 
returned if we have not space to use 
them. .

The Song Cards for sale at this 
office at $4 per hundred, by inail,; 
84.50, are the help you need in socie
ty work.

Crorespondent writes: “On Mar, 
24; an enthusiastic and harmonious 
meeting waB conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. C. A. Nixon, mediums engaged 
for the month of March in the First 
Spiritual Church of McKeesport, Pa., 
the occasion being the anniversary 
of Modern.Spiritualism. The main 
point of work of these mediums is 
the necessity of harmony in this life, 
and love for humanity. Unity is 
strength, and all Spiritualists should 
cultivate it In order to span this 
world, that being their teaching. 
These mediums are open for engage
ments after August. Address them 
at Pittsburg, Pa., box 3 6.”

-iMrs. - Jerome Douglas writes: 
am a medium. I. have one or two 
socials every week at my home and 
conduct Sunday meetings in Forres
ter's hall for the Sacramento. Cal., 
Spiritualists' Church Society.”

The Spiritualists’ Church of Sacra
mento was organized last October. 
Well attended Sunday evening meet
ings have been and are still held in 
Forrester's hall. The workers are 
Mrs. Elizabeth Holmes and Madame
Jerome Douglas.

Mrs. C. A. Nixon writes: "If there 
are any camp-meetings that are in 
need ot help, I am ready and a will
ing worker, to go to their assistance 
at any time just for the payment of 
expenses. My heart is in the work. 
My experience has been large. My 
services cun be secured by writing to 
Box 36, Pittsburg E. E., Pa.”

The Muskogee Tlmes-Democrat 
says: "The Spiritualist Church met 
last night at Forster hall, 108 Court 
street. Between one hundred and 
fifty and two hundred people were 
present, but all who came were able 
to find seats. Milton Baker lectured 
for forty-live minutes on Thomson J. 
Hudson’s book, entitled ’The Laws of 
Psychic Phenomena.' This book 
claims-that the mental phases of 
mediumship are not fraudulent, but 
that they are not from the spirit 
world, but the result of the workings 
of the subconscious mind, if two sub
jective minds in this world can com
municate, he said, then two subject
ive minds, one in this world and the 
other in the spirit world can com
municate. At the conclusion ot the 
lecture, the speaker's mother, Rev. 
Alice Baker, delivered spirit mes
sages."

, W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
church of the Spiritualistic society, 
Student of Nature, at Van Buren
Opera House, Chicago, is having large 
qudiences each Sunday evening, to 
listen to the teaching of the pastor 
upon the chronology of the remarka
ble events of Christ, from Palm Sun
day to his crucifixion, from a natural 

All expressedSpiritual standpoint, 
themselves Interested, 
a flower reading will 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, 
welcome."

On May 
be given 

Everybody

3 
by 
is

G. W. McDonald writes from Den
ver. Col.; "It is with pleasure I 
write you about "The Mystic Sunshine 
Circle," which was organized Dec. 21. 
1906, in Tacoma, Wash., and has re
cently established its headquarters in 
our city, and become an incorporated 
body In the State of Colorado. It is 
organized and conducted by the 
Spirit side of life, through its earthly 
representative, Rev. Dr. J..H. Dickey 
as general overseer. Aids are en
tering the field in various parts of the 
country to organize circles Work 
in unison for the advancement of 
mankind. There is a junior and a 
senior division, the junior division
being for the children. The different
circles are growing steadily, and
much good is being accomplished 
through Its "Sun Shiny Philosophy,” 
and yet we are informed the work has 
only just begun, and that the good to 
done through it in the future is far 
beyond our presen comprehension. 
Anyone wishing to know more about 
Its plan and purpose, etc., may re
ceive any Information desired by ad
dressing the general overseer, Rev. 
Dr. J. H. Dickey, box 740, Denver, 
Colorado.”

Correspondent writes: "Easter 
Sunday the Metropolitan Spiritual 
Society held an unusually fine serv- 

■ ice. The pastor delivered an ad- 
. dress on the "Resurrection of Our 

Angel Friends," followed by some ex
cellent remarks by Mr. Harry Bur
gess, who has made many friends in 
this Society. The singing of Master 
Higgins was very much enjoyed. His 
brother, Frank, also assisted in fur
nishing the music. The services 
closed with some fine messages by 
Mrs. Waite. Sunday, April 26, will 
be Medium Night; the closing service 
on the evening of May 3 Harry Bur
gess will give the discourse of the 
evening. Bring your friends. Allow 
me to correct an error in Mrs. Waite’s 
address. It should be 4111 Indiana 
avenue, and not as printed."

Sarah A. Smith writes from Excel
sior Springs, Mo.:, “It is interesting 
to see the interest here that has grown 
grown from the seed sown In our 
beautiful valley town, by Mrs. Mc
Henry, in her annual visits ■ here, 
showing that she was born for thé 
work, and a genuine missionary in 
the cause, and should be actively em
ployed under the auspices of the N. 
S. A. The Progressive Thinker 
given out among visitors and citizens 
hère has been gladly received and I 
hope will bring you and the cause 
glorious returns.”

may not, agree with their respective 
views.

TAKE . NOTICE.—-Correspondents 
are required when writing for this 
paper to use either a typewriter or a 
pen, with black ink.. .Write on one 
side of the paper only, and in a plain, 
legible hand, and thus avoid the ne
cessity of preparing your copy for the 
printer, Please bear this in mind.

Frank T, Ripley has the three last 
Sundays in May and'all the Sundays 
of June open for engagements to 
lecture and give messages. He ' Is 
closing a five peeks’ engagement in 
Jackson, Mich., fqr the First-Associa
tion of Spiritualists. He ' goes to 
Fenton for the first.two Sundays in 
May. 'He goes to the Wonewoc, W1b., 
camp for the third season as speaker, 
message medium and chairman. ■ '

Mrs. Maggie Henry Writes: “At 
Universal Occult Society, Easter Suri-' 
day, our meetings were well, attend
ed. In the afternoon we changed our, 
method of giving messages,.'your 
correspondent reading questions writ
ten by thé audience. They were vary 
satisfactory. In the evening we'had 
our rostrum decorated , with plants 
and cut dowers. Dr. Burgess gave 
a very Interesting talk on the In- 
dTans. We were especially favored 
that evening with music. Prof. John
son played a selection on the piano, 
and a sweet singer favored us with 
a song, playing his own accompani
ment. We then had .messages from 
Dr. Burgess. Mrs. Kobberger.Mrs.Hat
ten the blind medium,. Mr, Stein. 
Our meetings in the evening will 
continue during the summer at old 
77.”

Correspondent writes from Hous
ton, Tex.: "The Spiritualist So
ciety of Houston, Texas, is stéadily 
gaining a firmer foothold in itp own 
good work, in its membership, and 
financial standing; it is holding uh 
Its head with the bravery of a nolyle 
soldier and steadily marching on with 
the rest of its earnest brothers and 
sisters to a successful society. There 
is a better and greater attendance at 
the hall meetings every Sunday even
ing, and each Thursday night, the 
meetings at Stevens Hotel brings in 
a larger and more snthuBiastic crowd 
than the one previous. The earnest 
work and very successful tests given 
by our medium, Mrs. F. V. Jackson, 
has been the upbuilding of the so
ciety. In the past five months, since 
she has been speaker and medium 
here, she has marched the society 
bravely out of debt, brought in new 
members, and awakened many to new 
thoughts and a new life that had 
never entertained Spiritualism as any 
thing real good or satisfactory. She 
Is just the one that has been needed 
here for the good of the society, and 
its BucceBs is due to her faithful, 
earnest work and efficient tests. She 
is at liberty to make engagements for 
1909 at a liberal salary, and can be 
addressed at 1615% Congress Ave., 
Stevens Hotel, Houston. Tex.”

Chas. A. Thompson writes: "The 
F. O. O. S. held their annual meet
ing in Atlas hall, and the president 
stated in his report that the object in 
starting this society was to demon
strate what a Fraternal Order of 
Spiritualists ought to be, and after 
two years' experience, we feel satis- 
fled beyond our expectations of our 
success. Our membership has been 
increasing all the time, and our fu
ture looks brighter to-day than ever. 
During the eight months that we 
held services, we had the following 
speakers, who said they had been 
paid a fair remuneration for thrilr 
services: Mrs. C. L. V. Richmond, 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Dr. Geo. B. Warne, 
Rev. Thos. Grimshaw, Hon. H. D. 
Barrett, Rev. Will J. Erwood,' and 
last, but not least, our beloved sis
ter and co-worker. Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, who gave us a special treat, 
which will be long remembered. Be
sides our home talent, who worked so 
earnestly to. help us at all times, we 
are hoping to have just as fine talent 
for the winter season ot 1908 and 9. 
Our financial secretary reported that 
our total receipts were $1,272.46, and 
our disbursements were $1,257:09. 
Our treasurer reported that all debts 
were paid up to date, with a balance 
on hand of $15.37, which speaks very 
well for a society only one'year old. 
The following officers were elected: 
President, Alex. Caird, M.D.; vice- 
president, C. B. McDonald: corre
sponding secretary, Ferd. C. Suhrer; 
financial secretary, Mrs. J. S. Adams; 
treasurer, Chas. A. Thompson; direc
tors, F. A. Knight and Rev. T. S. 
Warner. In conclusion we feel it a 
pleasure to be able to say that In 
eight months we have distributed al
most 5,000 copies of The Progressive 
Thinker, and we feel it is an obliga
tion that every society, camp and con
vention owes to Brother Francis, as 
very little would have been heard of 
them from any other source. My 
prayer is that God and the angel world 
will Bend their blessings; upon all who 
are helping in thé cause of Spiritual
ism;”

Mrs. M. L. S. Chase writes: “A 
large arid interested audience gath
ered In Bock's hall, 11526’Michigan 
avenue, to listen to -the evening’s 
program. Mrs. Kirchner gave many 
messages, reading from the flowers. 
Mr. Jones, of the colored Progressive 
church, gavé a few well chosen re
marks, followed by messages. The 
orchestra rendered fine music. A 
special collection was taken for a sick 
co-worker, now in the hospital, and 
$4.27 was the result Next meeting 
will be May 3, evening. Mr. and Mrs. 
Bloom, of.-Ue city, will be with us."

H. D. Morgan writes: “The annual 
meeting of the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Washington, D. C., 
was held April 21, at the residence of 
F. A. 'Wood. The following officers 
and trustees were elected to serve1 for'

urer, W. H, Crowell; Trustees, Henry 
Steinberg, August Goecklpr, A. B. 
Alexander, John M. Jeutcr and New
ell White.”

Spiritual Harmony Church, 40 
East 31 st street, Mrs. Louisa V. 
Vaughn, pastor; Theodore Maass, 
president, Services from 4 o'clock 
until 7 p. m. each Sunday.

The Illinois Sunflower Club will 
hold its next Tea Party on Tuesday, 
April 28th, from 2 to 5 p. m., at 40 
East Adams street. The mediums 
will read the cups for ten cents. Mrs. 
A. W. Bloom will act aa hostess. Mem- 
bérs of the Club and all friends of the 
Cause are requested to be present.

W. J. Durham writes from Sey
mour, Ind.: "We have had with us 
for the past ten days Mr. W. C. Jes
sup, who has been holding trumpet 
seances nightly with splendid buc- 
cess, and has given many of our peo
ple most convincing proofs of the 
life beyond, and has done much to 
make our people think, and when 
tills is accomplished the road is short 
and easy to a better life free from 
creeds and superstitions."

M. Parmehtor writes from Lawton, 
Okla.: “Our last business meeting 
was held Mai-. 2 8; ; M. . Parmenter, 
former secretary, ,was elected finan
cial secretary,’ Mrs. J. Garing, record
ing secretary, and A. B. .ChildB, vice- 
president. ‘ A vote was taken to have 
Rev. Alice Baker come back in the 
near future and give us some of her 
good work."

; '' Milton Baker writes from . Mus
kogee, Okla.; “I have letters from 
several pointe in Texas,’ Wishing my 
services an speaker. To make such 
a trip profitable, it Is necessary that 
I make a tour of the Lone Star State. 
The places I have heard from are not 
sufficient in number, or • strong 
enought financially- in themselves, to 
'pake such a, trip worth while: I 
would like, therefore, to hear from 
all societies 'in Texas that would like 
the services of an inspirational 
speaker. My terms are $5 a lecture 
above all expénses. If a - series of 
meetings are held in one place, how
ever, I can afford .to make much 
cheaper terms."

Mrs. A. W- Bloom writes: “Thè 
Illinois Sunflower Club will give a 
party at the residence of our presi
dent, Mrs. J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis 
street, Saturday evening, May '23. 
We hope every member of the Club 
will come and bring their friends. 
The committee In charge are planning 
something very unique. Every lady, 
whether a member of the Cub or not, 
is expected to bring lunch for two. 
The boxes containing lunch will be 
sold to the highest bidder, arid the 
■lady bringing the most .beautifully 
decorated lunch box, will be given a 
prize. There will be a good program,
and we hope to have a good 
We hope all the members will 
themselves to help us on this 
slon. We hope to have -our

time, 
exert 
occa- 
plans

A SI’EC'|1M REQUEST.

To the OAicers of Spiritualist Camps.

Through the’kindness ot the press, 
I trust I may|bobble to.reach some 
of the officers or • the Spiritualist 
camps. I desire tb ask ‘of you the 
favor, that you will grant a season 
during the summer camps, when the 
work of the ^Morris Pratt Institute 
can be presented. „■

We consider it afnecëssity to keep 
before the minds or the Spiritualists 
thoughput the country the importance 
of sustaining their,,only, educational 
Institution,' Tie only method of 
reaching the masses is through the 
press and camps. Wherever the fa
vor is granted, we will designate some 
special person to be the Institute’s 
representative at the time chosen. It 
ought to be. on«—wfio is conversant 
with' the work being accomplished 
for the education of those who in time 
must supersede those who are now 
leaders in the Spiritualistic work.

Every Spiritualist and every or
ganization bearing the . Spiritualist, 
name should feet that,this school be
longs to them, and that It is a part of 
their work to promote and further 
its interests, in every possible way by 
becoming acquainted with Its methods 
of work and influencing and aiding 
those seeking an4 education to be
come students. : :
' The time is now; ripe when every 
person: posing before the public as a 
teacher of .Spiritualistic philosophy 
should be able to present hie ideas ln 
a manner so as to inspire^ his hearers 
with confidence in his ability to 
compare with educated speakers in 
other denoriiinations.. Thé'only meth
od by'which‘'.Spiritualism will ever 
rise to thé rank to which its merits 
entitle it, is through an EDUCATED 
MINISTRY.

Therefore I make the appeal , to 
every Spiritualist to help support their 
only school'either by word or deed. 
Especially do I appeal to those pos
sessing means to endow It, that its 
curriculum may be enlarged to meet 
the wants of every student who de
sires to enter Its doors. Be assured; 
friends, that every dollar invested in 
the sphool furid will be carefully ex
pended to meet qnly. necessary ex
penses.

We are constantly receiving let
ters asking if there is any way by 
which a student Could enter school 
and work his way.. We know of sev
eral .worthy students who desire to 
attend the school next term providing 
either a scholarship or part of ex
penses could be ppld. This Is my 
reason for making-jhe appeal to you, 
that we leave no .atone unturned to 
advertise the work the school is 
doing and aldtJhose earnest students 
who desire anioduqgtion.

I invite correspondence ot the offi
cers of the different camps.

MRfl. L. iL. WEAVER, 
i Assistant Secretary.

Whitewater,: Wia.

to draw a lesson which will be bene
ficial to our Cause In general. We 
must consider conditions as they are. 
If certain laws are on our statute 
books the outgrowth of superstitiou 
and bigotry, when education and 
progressive ideas were held in check 
through orthodox prejudices, we must 
see to it that they are modified to 
meet the present age.

This case will cement and stimulate 
co-operation all over the country, as 
well as in our own state. It will spur 
us on to greater activity along proper 
legislation. It will discourage and 
expel many who prostitute, the holy 
Cause which the better element in 
Spiritualism Is aiming to upbuild.

Therefore it might be well to ap
propriate the words, “Whatever is, is 
right." I. GARKO,

Pittsburg, Pa.

TRUMPET CIRCLES.

Mrs. Montgomery and Daughter, Mrs. 
Smith,

the ensuing year: President, 
Wood; vice-president,

completed bo we can give a part, if 
not all, of the program next week."

J. F. Johnson writes from Buck
eye, Arlz.: “I received The Pro
gressive Thinker and the Premium 
book, and I am greatly pleased with 
it. I have eighty of your premium 
books, and prize all of them above 
any other books I have ever read. I 
wish to thank you for them.” •

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: "The, Fra
ternal Order of Spiritualists heid its 
usual services Sunday, April. 26, 
with a good attendance. Mr, and 
Mrs; Harvey Ruddlng, of Massachu
setts, assisted and were much appre
ciated. It has been suggested by 
many that we conduct services all 
summer, and this subject is now un
der consideration. Next Sunday, 
May 3, will be Medium’s Day, when 
our full corps of readers will be in at
tendance, afternoon and evening, with 
messages for all. Come to Hygeia 
hall, 406 Ogden avenue, corner Ro
bey street, top floor, and visit the 
most aggressive Spiritualist organ
ization in the state. Good music, 
harmony and enthusiasm.”

J. L. Everett writes from Rockford, 
Ill.: "As we move along in the 
pleasant valley of our beautiful belief, 
and feel the uplifting thoughts which 
are ever flowing through space, we 
find it hard to'believe that it is possi
ble that others cannot find the same 
source of joy and happiness in this 
beautiful truth. Our little society 
has been very busy since our last com
munication, and we believe that 
some good has been accomplished. 
Some who have been in distress have 
been comforted, and their loads 
llfed by the receipt ot some comfort
ing message from the other side. We 
have had a number of good workers 
here with us during the past’ few 
months, and among them have been 
Mrs. Brunswick, Mrs. Susie Thomp
son, Mrs. Burland, N. S. A. President 
Warne, and our State President, Dr 
T. Wilkins, and last but not least) 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill, who was with us 
the last two Sundays, and also was 
with us Monday evening, and gave us 
the benefit of a circle at which she 
gave some very convincing messages.”

C. L. Atwood writes froin Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: "I whnt to thank 
you for the service The Progressive 
Thinker has rendered the Psychical 
Research Society .by being the means 
of securing for the month of May Mr. 
Will V. Nicum, of Dayton, Ohio. I 
Had been writing to- nearly every 
speaker of note I could think of, to 
no avail, but In a. communication to 
your paper I' merely mentioned the 
fact that we «were looking for speak
ers. The engagement of Mr. Nicum 
was the result Mr. Will J. Erwood 
has Just filled a week’s engagement 
with us, and aroused unusual inter
est in the cause.”

Mrs. Carrie L. Hatch writes from 
9'Appleton street, Appleton hall, Bos
ton, Mass.: ‘The First Spiritualist 
Ladies’ Aid Society met as usual 
with the president, Mrs. Mattie E. A. 
Allbe, in the chair. After the busi
ness meetings supper was served, and 
then the social hour, after which the 
evening meeting was called. Mrs. 
Annie Morgan opened the meeting 
with singing. Mrs. Alice S. Water
house spoke briefly, as did Mrs. 
Shirley. Prof. Arthur, the blind me
dium, was present and-spoke briefly. 
He closed with tests. This medium 
was burned out in the Chelsea fire, 
and lost all he had. The Spiritualists 
are doing all they can for him. Mrs. 
Annie Morgan gave several fine tests. 
Mrs. Nellie Kneeland -spoke briefly, 
and gave communications. Mrs. Dick 
spoke briefly. Next Friday we hold 
exerciees as usual. Friday, May 8, 
we will have a May supper and enter
tainment.” ' ■ • .

THE REV. GEO. H.iBROOKS’ TRIAL.

Further Particulars in Reference to 
the Same.

ley; secretary, H. D.
Mary T. 
Morgan;

Long- 
treas-

“The Arcana of Spiritualism." By 
Hudson Tuttle. Price $1.25,

To the Editor: ’ "It might he well 
for us to subplenJi^nt what haa\al- 
ready been said concerning the trial 
of Brother Brooks 'In Pittsburg. The 
reasons .leading’1 up to' the arrest of 
Geb..?H. .Brpq^ summed up
as follows: 1 i’iitsburg' has been for 
some time back a kind of rendezvous 
for amateur mediumship, Which has 
undoubtedly been fostered by the nu
merous so-called Spiritual societies 
which have spontaneously sprung up 
in our city and suburban towns.

Our police department reports that 
they were constantly In receipt of 
complaints against this class of for
tune tellers, who had fore-told events 
of a very serious nature in married 
people’s Ilves. The result being fam; 
fly quarrels, separation and divorced 
This state ot affairs finally culmin
ated in the wholesale arrest of every 
practicing medium in our city, and 
our good brother, G. H. Brooks, was 
caught in the drag-net. The police 
records show that over fifty arrests 
were, made by the police department 
on information obtained from two fe
male detectives, who visited these al
leged fortune tellers, paid a dollar 
and got a reading.'-4 They all pleaded 
guilty and paid their fines, with the 
exception of Brother Brooks, who ap
pealed his case t6 court. I may here 
state that the evidence produced in 
the police court was.of such a flimsy 
nature that we felt fully justified in 
supporting the appeal; our attorney 
also felt confident of an ultimate ac
quittal;

When the case came up in court we’ 
were fully equipped with competent 
witnesses to prove Brother Brooks’ 
innocence of the charges .against him, 
but to our utter surprise the evidence 
given by the two female detectives in 
court was oha much more damaging 
nature than the evidence given in the 
police court. ■

They had undoubtedly, been thor
oughly drilled by .the , district attor
ney before .taking the witness stand, 
as their testimony was delivered, in 
a clear, calm, self-confident manner.

When Brother Brooks was called 
to .the witness stand and cross-ques
tioned by the district attorney, he 
positively denied many accusations 
made against him, but in the inno
cence, honesty and integrity of his 
noble nature, he inadvertently did 
admit some of the charges against 
himself concerning : the prediction of- 
future events!: Thee district attorney 
(who, by the cway.sseemed to be-un
reasonably hostile to the defendant) 
seized upon tEiFpartial admission by 
Brother Brooks,’ and magnified it to 
such an extent that the jury brought 
in a verdict of? guilty. There is just 
one other point, that probably preju
diced the jury, against the defendant, 
which consisted in his taking two la
dies to his bgfi-ropm, pulling down 
the blinds, andgiving them a read
ing for whlchiji? charged $1.00, thus 
violating the Act qf^the Assembly.

Our attorney.'made a strong plea 
for the admission >pf scientific evi
dence to prove the distinction between 
fortune telling; . >#4 spiritual com
munication. >He also claimed that 
the services rendered by Brother 
Brooks were identical with the reg
ular church service; but the court 
ruled against him,, stating that the 
church was not on trial—that the case 
would be tried strictly on its merits.

It can therefore be readily seen that 
as all the endeavor on our side was 
ot a technical nature It was ruled out 
by the court, and. not admitted.

Now, while we sorely regret the 
result of this .whole experience we are 
not depressed, but rather disposed’

Letter from Anna) L. Gillespie.
To the Editor: The springtime has 

made pe feel like Bending a message 
to you and" Mrs. Francis and the rest 
of the friends in the far away land, 
of Uncle Sam. Every week the dear 
old “Thinker” comes like a long let
ter from lioine, and I can assure you 
all other, business is laid aside until, 
it Is read. In this way we have kept 
In touch with the workers and work. 
I see Mvq. Eichauss is doing splendid 
work for the, Lyceum, and hope she 
will be well sustained in her efforts. 
No one knows better than I how much 
she will need it. I think she will 
succeed In. bringing the cause of oui' 
young fallp to the liearts pf the peo
ple.

As to. the cause here', Mr. Gillespie 
and self are the only pronounced'Spir
itualists here, but many are with us 
in thought. It is a very conservative 
place, very orthodox, but a kindly, 
just people, who are as earnest in 
their belief aa we in ours. I am 
lecturing every Sunday night in the 
Opera House. Have a splendid audi
ence and constantly growing larger. 
I was called to .lecture in Summer
land last month, the first Spiritualist 
lecture ever given there. I was well 
received, and invited to speak again 
each month. They are willing to 
hear “our side” of the question. As 
soon as your paper is read it is passed 
on to others. Ari interest is surely 
waking, and I think ere long a good 
society can be established here.

This is a' most beautiful place, sit
uated on Lake Akenagan, a body of 
water three miles wide and eighty 
miles long. Lying between the 
mountains, it is like an Immense river. 
Of all places I have seen In my trav
els, this Is the loveliest. We are 
directly across from Summerland, 
with Pentlddse nine miles south, and 
Peachland eight miles north.

This is a garden spot and fruit 
belt of B. C., a great peach country. 
The season is early, planting is in 
progress now, and gardens begin
ning to show their promise of a good 
season. But little rain, a fine irrigat
ing system makes the fruit and grain 
a sure crop. We are tenting, have 
not lived in a house since we came, 
and havri been so comfortable we will 
continue in it for this summer at 
least.

I will attend the National conven
tion at Indianapolis, and if I secure 
any engagements will spend Septem
ber and October in the States, so will 
hope to see all the old friends and 
workers.

In the meantime will work along 
the lines laid out for us, with a 
great hope in our hearts. Spiritual
ism is gaining,not losing, ground, 
and its principles unchanging and last
ing will continue to bless'and lighten 
a world which, but for it, would be 
In despair and darkness.

ANNA L. GILLESPIE.
Naramata, B. C., Canada.

Letter from Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis is still working along 

slbwly but surely. The State Con
vention that just closed'was a success 
In every way. The colored society 
that I organized sang for them on 
Sunday evening, and they were loud
ly encored, and all seemed to appre
ciate the old plantation melodies as 
they sang them. I have asked them 
to sing for the coming N. S. A. Con
vention in October, and I'm sure they 
will be glad to assist in any way. 
They have donated very liberal for 
the convention in a financial way, and 
I feel will do more. They are anx
ious to get a hall and hold meetings 
on Sunday nights. Mrs. Meadows is 
a fine test medium and is a Spiritual
ist in every sense of the word.

Mr. Schwan, president of the State 
Association, and Mr. Jessup, with 
several other officers, visited their 
meeting on Monday night, and .all 
enjoyed the slriging and the tests 
given by Mr. Jessup.

I spent last Sunday at Camp Ches
terfield, and It looks lovely. Many 
cottages are already occupied, and 
the grounds are a bower of wild flow
ers. We have decided to rent a cot
tage for the Helping Hand Spiritual 
Club, and hope to be able to make 
some hearts happy by giving them 
an outlng .at our expense.

Mr. Thomas O’Neill has certainly 
been a good president, for the camp 
grdunds. are kept In perfect order, 
and he caters to none, but does his 
duty, and Is fearless ifi'whatever he 
undertakes.’ .Everything that seems 
like fake he: wishes eliminated, and 
treats all alike. ’ •

I hope to'spend tny summer at the 
camp, and hope it may be a success- 
again financially, as last year. , .

MRS. MARTHA WOOLSEY.
805 N.- Davidson Street, 

Indianapolis, Ind. -

Lyceums desiring graded lessons 
can. "secure the same at the 
following prices, from J. L. Mussina, 
13 East Third street, Williamsport, 
Pa.: Single copy, 50 cents per an
num, in advance; 13 cents per quar
ter. In lots of 20 or more copies, 
each 40 cents, in advance; published 
weekly.

Dr. T. Wilkins has returned from 
Portage, and will give his report of 
the Wisconsin State Spiritualist Con
vention,. next week. He reports a 
slim attendance, but a lively Inter
est in the affairs of the state by those 
who were there.

“Continuity of Lite a Cosmic 
Truth.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
The work of a strong, logical thinker, 
on a deeply- important subject? Price, 
cloth; $1.00«

"Worry, Hurry, Scurry, Flurry 
Cured." By the Blissful Prophet and 
Wm. E. Towne. Tells how to cast 
away worry, anxieties, needless cares, 
Etc. Price 25 cents.

£

To the Editor: I undertake to re
iterate the statement THAT WHAT IS 
KNOWN AS PHYSICAL PHENOM
ENA IS THE ONLY ABSOLUTE 
PROOF WE HAVE OF THE CON
TINUITY UF LIFE AND OF SPIR
ITUALISM.

All the other phases can be ex
plained (?) by telepathy, the sub-con
scious mind and various other make
shifts,while the actual presence of our 
spirit friends in materialized forms 
and the sound of their voices through 
the trumpet are by no means bo easily 
disposed of.

At the present time the phenomena 
of Spiritualism is having its inning 
in San Diego, perhaps, to a greater 
degree than ever before. The First 
Society Is now blessed with a va
riety, both as to lectures and the test 
and message work as presented by 
Mrs. Katie H. Harveston and Mrs. 
Nickless-Cobb, while the physical 
demonstrations in trumpet work as 
presented by Mrs, Montgomery and 
Mrs. Smith are beyond all cavil the 
best ever presented to the citizens of 
San Diego. These ladies can be 
found at 676 Logan avenue, having 
located here for a permanent home. 
Their circles are attended by a large 
clientage, giving universal satisfac
tion and are held under such condi
tions as to preclude all fraud or decep
tion. It has been my good fortune to 
attend four of these seances and for 
variety and power of manifestation 
they exceed anything in this line that 
I have ever witnessed. The voice 
through the trumpets (two being used 
at the same time) are not only clear 
and strong, but there are Independent 
voices as well - and frequently ma
terialization of faces and hands. 
Many who have heretofore failed to 
And the proof of spirit communion 
and the continuity of life are having 
their doubts removed, and flnding in
tense satisfaction in these circles.

th^ Rochester Knockings In 
, 0 ,nan. perhaps, who has 

f\ed.,,n Ottawa county had more 
friends and fewer enemies than he.. 
InHb^i36 “ 'ylfe and two KonH on 
tai th plane, together with the entire 
community, not to mourn at lHs go- 
h^haTwn^o“ m‘ the victory tbat 
April 26 Monday afternoon,

thek” I?';"'1"”’” Ot 1,e0|l,u CBn1«

ETTA S. BLEDSOE.'

TOM LESSONS
Committee. Each series

ÄSÄdwS 
eyhania avenue S .F h "°.0.I enn' 
D. C. B.-ft., Wasliiugton,

THE MANGASARIAN-CRAPSEY 
DEBATE.
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Spiritualists
/

If we really desire to prove 
creed-cursed world that our 
called dead are yet very much 
and are only waiting beyond 
border to welcome us when we

to a 
so- 

allve 
the 

shall

league
have cast off our physical vestments 
there, these mediums are furnishing 
MORE PROOF of this fact than has 
yet been furnished by all the news
paper correspondents and all the lec
tures since the modern advent of 
Spiritualism. Not just yet are we

Grand Mass Meeting,
willing to .surrender 
phases of Spiritualism, 
lute proof we have of 
of life. W.

San Diego, Cal.

the physical 
the only abso- 
the continuity 
C. HODGE.
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Transition of a Member of the Church

Mrs. 
higher 
a very

Mrs. 
her of

of the Soul.
Pauline Brunner passed to the

HANDEL HALL, 
40 East Randolph Street, 

SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1908. 
Afternoon in the Blue Room, at 2:30. 

Evening, in Auditorium, at 7:30,
I

life in Chicago 
brief illness.
Brunner was a 
the Church of

April 9, after

devoted mem-

Band of Harmony, and
the 
was

sent unless ill or out of 
Her great delight was in

Soul and 
never ali
tile city, 

meeting
with the friends, listening to the min-
istratlons-of her pastor.
be more missed 
places than she, 
ways present

Her knowledge

from
Few would 

their usual
who was nearly al-

of the glorious
truths of immortality and commun
ion with the loved who have "gone
before," was a great preparation 
the change.

She dearly loved the people of 
church, and was loth to part with 
beloved sons and their wives and

for

the 
her 
her

grandchildren, who were all so fond 
Of her.

The services were held on Satur
day, April 11, at the home of her 
son, Otto J. Brunner, 3324 Dearborn 
street; two other sons, Fred and Will, 
coming on from Cincinnati to at
tend the services. They were all de
voted to their mother, and were most
appreciative of 
tribute to her 
her family and 
was interred at 
sons and their

the words spoken in 
life and devotion to 
friends. The casket 
Oakwoods. May her 
families realize that

she is not dead but "arisen," and 
may the grandchildren remember 
and think of her as guiding and 
guarding them still.

The writer, who was her pastor, 
officiated at the services.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of 
lines only will be inserted free?

ten 
All

in excess of ten lines will be charged
at the 
About

On

fate of fifteen cents per line. 
7 words constitute a line.]

April 6, 1908, Mrs. Matilda
Jane Norton, aged 62 years, wife of 
C. Norton, No. 10 Alpine avenue, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, passed to spirit 
land, leaving husband and two broth
ers to mourn her loss. Burial in La
mont cemetery. Dr. W. O. Knowles 
officiated.

Passed to spirit life April 9, at 
Naramata, B. C., Mr. Joseph Crock
nail, of Norfolk, England, aged 28 
years. Funeral services conducted 
by Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie.

Mrs. Nancy Allen, of Augusta, 
Mich., passed to the higher life at the 
home of her son, Mr. James Hough- 
taling. Mrs. Allen was a pioneer, 
being 76 years old, and had been in
terested in the subject of spiritual 
philosophy for many years. She had 
been ill for about a year, yet she was 
always optimistic, and had no fear of
the change called death, 
one eon, a husband and 
friends to mourn her 
Services conducted by W.

She leaves 
hosts of 

departure. 
J. Erwood.

At his home in Delphos, Kansas, 
Just at the noon hour on Easter Sun
day, April 18, 1908, Joy N. Blanchard 
passed quietly away to the home of. 
the soul. He was one of the few re
maining charter members of the Del
phos Camp Association, which is the 
oldest organization of the kind in the 
West. To him, more than to any 
other one person, was due the ¡suc
cess of this noted meeting place. He 
gave the best years of his life to-the 
cause he loved so well. He was born- 
in Whittingham, Vermont, in 1829, 
removed to Wisconsin in 1864 and to 
Kansas in 1876. He was an arduous 

’femperance worker and an honored 
member of the-Independent Order of 
Good Templars. His last message 
to his loved ones was, "I know where 
I am going; all is well." His last 
words were, “Infinite Goodness rules 
the world.” He was a soldier in the 
civil war and a member of the Grand 
Army of the Republic. He began that’ 
invesUgaticun; of Spiritualism shortly

Entertainment Features:
Music by the Richards Orchestra, 

Vocal and Instrumental Solos, 
Recitations, Addresses 

and Messages.

Excellent Books,
Nothing equals a good book as a 

gift. It Is better than gold or dia
monds. When the book is once read, 
nothing can take the facts contained 
therein away from you; they live in 
the memory. Tile iollowing books 
will make beautiful as well as in
structive presents:

“Asphodel Blooms and Other Of
ferings." A choice collection of po- 

on everyday subjects, oy Emma 
R. Tuttle. Price $1.90.

“From Soul to Soul." Poems of 
^h.e heart, by Emma R. Tuttle. Price 
j “Influence of the Zodiac Upon Hu- 

By Eleanor Kirk, Price
El,a Wheeler Wilcox? 

Price $1.00 each: " Poems of Pas- 
sion, "Poems of Pleasure," “Poems 
iih»?Wpr* ' ' IPn?u01n ot Hove and 
Utiier Poems." She is one of the 
gramiest poets ot the present age. 
hnn^round „the Year.” A .birthday 
book, compiled from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wil- 

w lb halt-tone illustrations pre- 
$Too8 each month oi the year- Price

Carew” Written under 
PriPce $1 O'O. by Carlïle P“lea‘

Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic 
Emperor." A weird and dramatic 
story of the earth life, and the subse
quent spiritual existence. Price, cloth, $J.12. , 7

“The Psychic Riddle.” Wonderful
ly rich in Psychic Experience. Told 
in a sensible, practical way, by Rev.
I. K. Funk. Price $i.oo7 

"Universal Spiritualism.'universal Spiritualism." Giving 
“ v’e* of Spiritualism from the éar-
Best time, and in ail nations. 
J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“The Pathway of the Human Spir
it. Can it leave the Human Body 
and Return Again? By Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Price 75 cents; postage 12c.

“This Mystical Life ot Ours." Se
lections from the writings of Ralph 
Waldo Trine, for every week in the 
ye?.wr>.ch08en by hlms>elf- Price $1.10. 
n nV Fhe WorId's A-Seekfng." 
By Waldo Trine. Price $1.25.

In Tunc with the Infinite." An 
earnest and sincere work, in the an- 
Trine. bepSr^^ ■

“Man Visible and Invisible." By 
C. W. Leadbeater. It contains 22 
colored Illustration of the Aura of 
the Human Body as seen by a Clair
voyant. Price $2.50.

“The Other Side of Death." Treat- 
'ing of Life, Death and Immortality. 
By C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50.

"Sornc Glimpses of Occultism, An
cient and Modern.” By C. W. Lead-

By W.

beater. Price $1.60.
"Psychic Light, or Continuity of 

Law and Life.” By Maud Lord 
Drake. Price $1.50.

.‘‘Continuity of Life a Cosmic ' 
Truth.” A powerful argument along 
scientific lines.. By Prof. W. M. Lock
wood. Price $1.00.

“In the World Celestial." A Splr- 
ual Romance. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Price $1.00.

LIBERAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

"The Warfare of Science With The- : 
ology.” By Andrew D. White, LL.D. 
The two large volumes of about 900 
pages are Indispensable to the student, 
and no library is complete without 
them. Price $5.00. ;

“The Bible.” By John E. ytetae~ 
burg. Its authenticity, credibility, 
and morality. A large book for ' 
$1.25.

"Six Historic Americans.” By 
John E. Remsburg. Just the book 
for boys and girls. Price $1.25.
! “The Evolution of Man.”- Bv Ernst • 

Haeckel. Price Ql.fio; postage 20a, )
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THE SEARCHLIGHT
’ (Continued from page 3.)
ore Imposed, no writing is obtained. 
While I can' quite see why it isrihat 
a skeptical temper of mind might .off-. 
Bet the occurrence of many psychical 
phenomena, I could never see why it 
is that the conditions Invariably de
manded at a Blate-writing seance are 
JUST SUCH AS TO RENDER 
FRAUD POSSIBLE,—unless it is to 
practice fraud. And until phenom
ena be forthcoming, which are not 
open to this objection, I do not think 
we are warranted In thinking that 
anything but fraud has been em
ployed.; z

As before stated, I am not alone jn 
my opinion that Keeler is not to 
be.trusted tor genuine phenomena; 
several other persons have detected 
the modus operand! of his slate-writ
ing as well as myself. The best case 
of the kind I know Is that recorded 
by Mr. Henry Ridley "Evans, in his

• book, Hours With Ghosts (now The 
Spirit World Unmasked),, in which 
he details a sitting of his with Keel
er, and describes the trick, as he de-

■ tected it,—which explanation almost 
exactly corresponds to mine. I shall 
quote from his book, which lies open 
before me, the passages that directly 
bear upon this question of the meth
od that Keeler pursued, in his slate- 
writing tests. After describing the 
preliminary preparations, Mr. Evans 
goes on:

“I was ushered into a small, back 
parlor by - the medium wjio closed 
the folding doors? We were alone, I 
made a mental photograph of the 
surroundings. TherS was no furni
ture except a table au4„ two chairs 
placed near' the window.-; Over" the 
table was a faded cloth, hanging 

. some eight or ten' inches below the 
tablp; Upon it were several pads of 
paper and a heterogeneous assort
ment of lead/ pencils, Leaning 
against the mantelpiece, within a foot 
or bo of the medium's chair, were

•some thirty or forty slates.
. “ ‘Take a seat,’ 'said Mr. Keeler,

have brought my own marked plates 
with me and never let them out of my 
slg^t for an instant. I should have 
subjected the table to a close examin
ation, and requested the medium to 
move, or rather myself removed, the 
collection of slates against the man- 
(el, placed so conveniently within his 
reach. I did not do this, because of 
his well known Irrasclbility. He 
Would probably have shown mp the 
door and refused .a sitting on any 
terms, as he had done to many skep
tics, I was anxious to meet Keeler, 
and preferred playing the novice 
rather than not get a slate test from 
one of the best known and most fa
mous of modern slate-writing medi
ums.”

It will be seen that, in all essen
tial points, Mr. Evails’ descriptions 
tally with my own, and the minor 
points that indicate tricky methods 
on Keeler’s part were noticed by him 
as they were by myself. It Is un
fortunate that Mr. Evans did not ob
tain a Series ot sittings with Keeler, 
and note the results, as, although his 
sitting strongly indicates fraud, It 
does not PROVE it, and I was de
termined that I should secure defi
nite proof of fraud, dr else record the 
fact that such was merely my. opin
ion. But having before us the clear 
indications of substitution of pellets,- 
subtitutlon of slates, etc., secured in 
my sittings, what are we to conclude 
but that fraud is the explanation of all 
the slate-writing tests that Keeler 
offers his sitters, or the so-called pho-, 
nomens observed through' • his me
diumship? ■ I think that this supposi
tion is confirmed by; the. fact that a 
third . sitting. was refused me—for

pointing to a chair. I sat down, 
< whereupon he seated himself oppo
site me, remarking as he did so, ‘have 
you brought.Blates with you?’

" .‘I have not,’ was the reply.
“ ‘Then, if you have no objection,’ 

he said, ‘we will use two’ of mine. 
Please examine these Blates, wash 
them clean with this «lamp cloth, 
and dry them.’ With that he passed 
me two ordinary school slates, which 
I inspected closely, and carefully 
cleaned.

“ ‘Have you prepared any slips 
• with the names of friends; relatives, 
¡or others, who have passed into spirit, 
life, with questions for them to an
swer?'

(2) "J Bend love, I am in here,
Jane Henderson.” 
means in the cabinet.]

It will be seen that 
and fictitious father- 
again communicated.

[“In here”

my Bol-dÍBíint 
and 'mother 
Many of the 
Bcrawls, andmessages were mere

illese were SEEN to be written by
certain privileged sitters, who were 
invited to look over the cabinet cur
tains, during the manifestations. 
They asserted that, they saw a hand 
writing the messages; but such mes
sages were invariably so badly writ
ten as to be altogether undecipher
able When the hand was thrust 
through an opening in the curtains 

-—as sometimes happened—-a coat 
sleeve and cuff were visible—as hap
pened in the case of the notorious 
"Rev.” Hugh Moore, at a seance of 
his that I attended. In view of the 
fact that fraud could be so easily per
petrated, and that many of the oc
currences actually indicated that 
such was the case, we may certainly 
assume that fraud was actually prac
tised; and that spirits had nothing 
.whatever to do with the manifesta
tions that occurred in the cabinet, 
during this part of the seaneb,

Twice, during the ‘ sitting, raps 
were heard in the opposite end of the 
room, on the wall, and a very loud 
crackling sound was heard, which ex
actly resembled a sound that would 
pe made' by . snapping an elastic 
against the wall of the room, to 
which some heavy object had been

no good reason, so ¡far a? X could 
see—except, that the medium had be
gun tp have some .faint’idea that I 
was there,to detect him in trickery, 
if possible, and he,-was afraid, of ex
posure,. At al] events, I‘was refused 
my third sitting, and iiad to go away, 
content with the two I had -alfeady 
.been granted. ■' Fortunately, these 
were enough to prove the case against 
Keeler—as I think' any candid stu
dent of the respite will admit. " 
bounce With Pierre L. O. A- Keeler

for Materialization and Phys
ical. Phenomena.

“■‘I have not,’ I replied. ,
“ ‘Kindly do so, then,’ he answered, 

and take your time about it. There is 
a pad on the table. Please write but 
a single question on each slip. Then 
fold the slips and place them on the 
table.’ I did so.

“ ‘I will also make one,’ he con
tinued, ‘it is to my spirit control, 
George Christy.’ He wrote a name 
on a slip of paper, folded it, and 
tossed it among those I had prepared, 
passing his hand over them and fin
gering them, saying, ‘It is necessary 
to get a psychic Impression of them.’ 
We'sat in silence several minutes.

“ ’After a. while Mr. Keeler said; 
fl do not know whether or not we 
Shall- get ‘.any responses - this -afteri’ 
'Poon, but-, have patience.’ Agaln? we'

August 10, 1907.
About' fifteen persons, besides my

self, were present at- this seance 
which had been promised me several 
days before—I having .purchased a 
ticket in advance. Had I not done 
so, it is probable that I should - not 
have been admitted at all. The pres
ent Beance was divided into two 
parts: physical manifestations proper 
(playing of musical instruments, 
writing upon pieces of paper, etc.), 
and trumpet speaking. The same 
cabinet was used for both seances, 
and I give a -diagram of .the room 
herewith:

B
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Aims ató Purposes of the 
Chicago Spiritualists League

• ! ■• Hi? io ~ ......... . . ; .

An AddresSuW^.* M. Griffen, Delivered at Han-
* . !■. in. ■ . * *

del Ifajl/i Chicago, April ll, 1908.
lii: n ) f;.'  ——  — ...

You already know tiik^the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ Lepgue, named by its 
religious charter “Society of Spiritual
ists, ” 1b a legal, entity, entitled to all 
the rights, priyilegqB and protection 
which ■ the law grantp‘to a’nfi throws 
around all legally incorporated bodies.

wherein his ideas, emotions and senti
ments knew no higher source than the 
material world around.

Through the ages the conception of 
a higher world, a supranatural realm, 
variously conceived, as fair Elysian

THE AGES OF DARKNESS.

They Are lleilected in This the 
Twentieth Century.—Devout Are 
Aghast at" Preacher's JI’alk,—-Evan- 
gelist Shannon Arouse? Hammond 
Congregation by Startling Words.— 
Choir Members as Ai>es.—Speaker 
Flays the Church and Its Metiiols 
hi Phrases That Sizzle and Sting.

As set forth in the Chicago Record- 
Herald, Evangelist “Dan” Shannon is 
nothing if not forceful, ' In describ
ing a garden Implement used for dig- 

. ging purposes he calls it a spade, and 
he begans it with a big "S." And in 
a series of ' meetings which, have 
aroused Chicago's southern environs 
to a dazzling white heat he , has 
brought gasp? of astonishment and, 
approbation from certain churchgoers

attached. This rubber might have 
been in the next room, and unaoiibt- 
edly was,. .The raps miglifalso have 
been made , by someòdé ip, thè. next 
room, rappipg on’ the. wall of tiie se- 
àncè room". The walls pf the room 
were thin, and .of wqod. Ll lòòked for 
Mrs. Keeler, .but sho'was nowhere to 
be seen. Why was Mrs. Keeler ' ab
sent? " Where was ghe, and 'what' 
was she doing all this time? .I should 
very much like to have thosp ques
tions answered. -, ..

The second pari of the seance was 
devoted to trumppt .gpeaklng,— 
the lights being lowered so . that the 
medium’s head became .a. faint spot 
ot white, even this > being invisible a 
good part of the time, The two form
er Bitters were removed, chair was 
taken away, and an old gentleman 
was requested to take a Beat within 
the cabinet,—one whom X. knew, 
from past experience,, to be complete
ly uncritical and credulous, The 
horn was thrust through the curtains, 
and a whisper issued therefrom. 
Sometimes a voice would còme from 
the trumpet, but the greater part of 
the time a whisper" only issued from 
it. No test information whatever was 
given; the voice spoke nothing that 
was not already known tp the me
dium. The voices were natural and 
human in sound; the messages trivial, 
commonplace. The, conversations»
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You further know that the main pur- i 
pose and éausè of its .existence in a , 
general sense is the upbuilding of the 
cause of Spiritualism by 'legitimate 
educational niethodé; and in a more 
particular sense, the encouragement 
and protection of spirit-mediumship 
and mediums. You also are aware 
that in the prosecution of- Its work 
tiie League- is not now, nor: does it 
propose for the future'to become an
tagonistic to either the National Spir
itualists’ Association, the Illinois' 
State Association, or to any local body 
or association whose aims and pur
poses are the same as-its own. ;

The advantages <- of organization 
have been unfolded to you many times 
by many-orators, so: that you are 
scarcely any longer-In need ot a lec
ture upon" that -subject;.but-you will 
permit me to say that any -organiza
tion which .prescribes,limits for hu
manthought ind lnypuVgatipn has no 
legitimate ; place in .; Spiritualism; 
There is in Spiritualism no., room tor 
ex cathedra authority; and whenever 
an organization 'Is. fous constituted 
or by perversion becomes such an au
thority, It ceases to be a ..helpful 
agency in hpmàn progress, anç] be
comes an usurpation and ¿ drawback 
to man's spiritual unfoldnièn.t.

The very word “spirit’ implies an 
individual ' entity, capable! ' of. in
dependent life and" activity operating 
in accordance with the laws of its own 
being. ’ ' J ■

Tho Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
does pot interfere with independence 
of spirit and liberty' of thought. It 
welcomes the' candid inquirer, the 
profound thinker, and the scientific 
investigator. Its motto may be said 
to be that of ' the ’ dying Goethe: 
"Light!. More ’Light!”—Truth! 
More Truth! and nothingbut the 
Truth! It stands fó¥ humanity as a 
unit. It believes that in Spiritualism 
is to be found not only the true reli
gion, but the Bolutloütof very many of 

, .life’s most perplexing'prbttlems.
; Let us see if this de going too far, 
or claiming too muck? ■ n ।

Spiritualism postulatesfos a starting 
point the propositloh thât man is a 
spirit. It holds thail spirit Is distin
guished by its characteristic of per
manency from thé changing forms of 
material life. The Internal being, the 
idnermost soul, the inlmafting essence, 
the intellectual principle, the divine 
ego, is the real man-w-thafi which nev-

O o
er dies. The body,,9ha,^es, or dies, 
every few years; the mind, the con-

Fiejds, Sweet Isles of the Blest, 
the Supernal , Shore, the Heav
enly Home, Jias .dominated the 
minds of men as a religious 
belief, more or less imperfect and re
pulsive in Its expression; until to-day 
the clouds are being rolled away by 
tiie hand of spiritual science, and that 
world, the dream of the ages, 1b be
ginning to be revealed as an actual 
reality, a substantial domain, where
in and wherethrough all the nobler 
and, diviner aspirations of the human 
soul are to be'achieved-and satisfied 
in a loftier expression and a more'per
fect and potent life and being.

However ennobling and exalted the 
teachings of Spiritualism as we con
ceive them, there 18 a stern and prac
tical Bide, to the picture which chal
lenges our most serious and earnest 
consideration; and we as Spiritualists 
must look at both stdes of the plpturo. 
This old world of ours is a work-a- 
day world; and notwithstanding the 
higher inspiration, the divine afflatus, 
the. rush of noble thoughts, which 
ever and anon,, pulsate and thrill 
through the fibers of our being, there 
are questions Ot grave and practical 
import which must be. grappled with 
and solved. If ,we would make of this 
grand-philosophy , of ours a real and 
vitalizing force In tee world.

And right here.! wish to claim your 
attention as a committee pf the whole 
on Ways and Means, sitting in calm 
deliberation to devise' some effective 
plan of operation wh^rqtiy tee ends 
and purposes proposed by the League 
can best be. carried out. You will 
admit that the better Judgment wohld 
suggest, if nothing else, concerted ef
fort, Intelligent bo-operation, and sta
bility of organic mechanism for the 
practical'-work in hand. The last 
qualification the League, it seems to 
me, can justly claim to possess; and 
there is a measure of co-operation in 
its membership comprised as It Is of a 
"few of the Spiritualists of Chicago. 
To achieve the Highest success, to do 
the most for Spiritualism in Chicago 
it needs and wants the co-operation 
ot every Spiritualist in Chicago, be he 
Christian Spiritualist, Free-Thought 
Spiritualist, theoretical Spiritualist, 
phenomenal Spiritualist, or just plain 
Spiritualist. Again we want to un
derstand what co-operation means. To 
some it means active work, participa
tion in management, direction and 
control;, to others it means counsel 

" and advice; to others sympathy for 
’ and moral encouragement of the ac-

and unchurchlike language from other 
members of the First Baptist church, 
Hammond, where he Is" conducting a 
series of revivals,

How long the evangelist will he per
mitted to employ his present methods 
in Hammond is in doubt, The pastor 
of the First Baptist churpli was non
committal ' last. night, saying merely. 
that he had not invited Rev. Mr, Shan
non to the church. Officers of the 
church, it was hinted by others, might; 
seek to cause him to tone his utter
ances.

Audience Breathed Hard.
Some of the sentiments expressed 

by the preacher which made his audi
ence breathe hard were:

Of some young male members of 
the church choir-—“Brainless, white- 
livered apes, who ought to be in an 
insane asylum."

Of the .young women choir mem
bers—“A dancing, card-playing 
bunch, whom. I don’t want on this 
platform.”

Of the University of Chicago Theo
logical Schoo] faculty—“Sufferers 
from fatty enlargement of ego, who 
are after the fleece, not the sheep.”

Of Presbyterians—“The Presby
terian church is full ot dancers and 
hell is full of Presbyterians.”

Of the Hammond unemployed— 
“Beer swillers who spent their earn
ings in beer and now Beek charity."

Ot Hammond—“The only difference 
between hell and Hammond is that 
,ther6’s a river in Hammond.’’

. Evangelist Shannon began stirring 
things up about fourteen seconds after 
he entered the pulpit of the church 
Wednesday evening. Three minutes 
later twelve feminine members of the
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Dial Planchette
Olds Instrument is substantially fop 

•axue ad that employed by Prof. Haro in' 
his ,early investigations. In its Im
proved form it has been before the pub* 
Iio for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands ot thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan- 
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out In imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by/ 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spirit* 
uallsm? ’

Do you wish to develop Medlumehlpf 
Do you desire to- receive communic» 

tlons?
The Psychograph is an Invaluable as* 

Blatant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES'AND CUL* 
.TIVATION' OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument Many who were 
not aware ot their meuiumlBtic gift, 
have, after a fox sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol* 
,ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as on 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them* 
selves, and became converts to Spirit- • uallsm.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y, 
writes: “I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 

; They have been highly satisfactory,cjioir were hurrying from the church
In an angry and chattering group and • “*,&“**
about three minutes later an equal Spiritualism la
number ot male escorts, using explos
ive language, Joined them on the out
side.

Indeed true; and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com* 

, fort in. the severest loss I have had ot

o o o
°

v,«./ iw —i- (tvQ workers; and to still others It
sciousness, though enlarged and en-1 means financial support. We need

. waited.- ‘Suppose you write a few 
.: more Blips,’ he remarked, ‘perhaps 

welll have better lirck? Be sure and , 
address them to people who were old 
enough to write, before they passed 
fpto spirit life.’ . This surprised me, ; 
but I complied with his wishes.

: While writing, I glanced furtively at 1 
him from time to time; his hands - 
were in his lap, concealed by the table 1 

■ cloth. He looked at me occasion- 1 
ally, then at his lap, fixedly. I am j 

. satisfied that he opened some of my
AHps, having adroitly abstracted them 
from the table In the act of fingering 
them.

"He directed me to take my hand
kerchief and tie the two slates tightly 
together, holding the slates in my 
hands, as I did so. I laid the slates 
on the table before me, and we wait
ed. ‘I think we will succeed this 
time in getting responses to some of 
the questions. Let us hold the 
Blates.’ He grasped them with fingers . 
and thumbs at one end, and I at the 
other in .like manner,, holding the 
slates about two Inches above the ta
ble. We listened attentively, and soon 

- was heard the scratching noise of a 
Slate pencil moving upon a slate, 
and was sufficiently impressive to 
Startie any person making a slate 
test for the first time, and unacquaint
ed with the multifarious devices of 
the sleight-of-hand artist.

“ ‘Hold the slates tightly, please,’ 
said Mr. Keeler, as a convulsive 

* tremor shook his hands. I grasped 
firmly my end of the slates, and 
watted further developments. The 
faint tap of a slate-pencil upon a 
•late was heard, and the medium an- 

" nounced that the communications 
were finished. I untied the hand- 

i. kerchief, and turned up the inner aur- 
i faces of the slates. Upon one of 
I them several messages were written, 
t and signed----------- ”
I [After giving the communications 
S on the slates, and stating, that, as a 

( result of a careful examination of the 
i writing upon them, he was forced 
\ to the conclusion that Keeler wrote 

\ them all with his own hand, the ac
count goes on;]

“The imitation of a pencil writing 
upon" a slate was either made by the 
apparatus, decribed in the seance 
with C——, in the first part ot this 
chapter; or by some other contriv
ance; more than likely by simply 
scratching with his finger on the un
der Burface of the slate. While my 
attention was absorbed In the act of 

- writing my second set ot questions, 
he prepared answers to two: of my 

> first set, and substituted a prepared 
Blate for the cleaned slate on the ta
ble. I was sure he was writing un‘ 
der the table; I heard the faint rob
bing of a soft bit of pencil upon the 
surface of a slate. His hands were in 
his lap and his eyes were fixed" down
wards. Several times X saw him-put 
his fingers into his vest pocketv and 
he appeared to bring up smal? pieces 
of something, which I believe were 
bits of white and colored crayons 
used In writing the messages. His 
quiet audacity was surprising. • »

."In the seance with Mr. Keeler, I 
subjected him to no tests. He had 
everything Mb own way. I should

ó ó o ó °
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sciousness, though enlarsec _ 
rlched by experience, jtimiight and i 
meditation, retalna!(ys .Individuality, 
according to the: fows^Jhe mental 
.-world, to the end-of .the ea^thly .life. 
Splrj.tu?]18m by Its ev/dqpce?,.
of a futufo liic .conthfops'.and perpetu
ates this spiritual entity dr individual
ity indefinitely.; thus enlarging and 
ptojectihg inan’t conception of himself 
idto^. realm hot material, but spirit-

On the small table, A, were placed ? 
the various musical instruments. I 
The medium sat at D, while two per- 1 
Bons from the circle sat at B and C. < 
A woman’ who attended to the details i 
of the seance (I think the medium's I 
daughter, but I am not sure fit this) 1 
Bat at E, ready to hand , over the cur- ' 
tains of the cabinet the musical in
struments, to receive slips of paper 
upon which had been written spirit- i 
messages, etc. My own position was 
at F, the Ufeht being almost directly 
above me. The person sitting at C 
was- a lady—on very familiar, terms 
with the medium; while a gentleman 
sat at B. The medium then grasped 
the lady's left arm with; both his 
hands, the left hand grasping the 
wrist, the right hand grasping the 
arm further up, near the elbow. The 
gentleman at B grasped her right 
•wrist with his left hand, his right 
hand being outside the cabinet cur
tains,'and visible to all. A curtain, 
was now drawn in front of the three, 
and made snug about their necks, 
their heads only‘being visible. This 
was dope by the' lady at E. The 
lights were now lowered, and the se
ance began.

It wou)d be useless for me to re
peat or enumerate all the phenom
ena that occurred at this ■ _ seance. 
Bells were rung, the tambourine 
thumped; the guitar thrummed, and 
waved about in the air; messages 
were written on the sheets of papers, 
and then "torn Off and thrown, over the 
curtains of the cabinet by a visible 
hand—which hand, and an arm, 
were frequently thrust through the 
curtains of the cabinet. All the 
phenomena observed could, easily 
have been duplicated, were the me
dium's right-hand but free-^-the bellB 
could be rung, the tablets of paper 
written, upon, etc.

The medium’s right hand was lib
erated in the ' following manner. 
When the medium’s- hand encircled 
the sitter’s left arm; it contained a" 
piece of soft lead, this being bent 
around-the. sitter’s arm, so that, when

were always stilted, cold, and lacking 
in reality. The voices might have 
been produced by the medium in 
either one of ' two ways: (1) "A 
rubber tube might have been attached 
to the end of the horn and carried 
round to the medium’s month. (2) 
The light was so poor that if would 
have been quite possible, most, of 
the time, for the medium 'to have 
spoken directly Into the trumpet. A 
large portion of the time, the lady, 
formerly seated at E, stood in front 
of the'cabinet, so as to shut off any 
clear view of the medium’s head, by 
those In the circle. In fact, the 
whole seance bore so many evident 
traces of-fraud, and could so easily 
have been produced in that manner; 
and since one or two incidents (such 
as the messages from my mother and 
father) were clearly fraudulent, I 
felt justified in saying that' the se
ance presented no evidence whatever 
of any supernormal powers, of forces 
at work, or any. powers; beyond those 
of the physical muscles of thé me
dium. ■’

In forming this Conclusion, I'have 
been Influenced, also, .by certain other 
incidents, that point to .fraud ,bn the 
medium’s part. One of thèse is the 
fact .that Keeler was practically ex
posed several years ago, in " this same 
cabinet performance. "Again,. The 
Sqybert Commission, when 'they had 
their sitting with Keeler, were en
tirely dissatisfied with the results at
tained, and thought that fraud could 
easily account for all the phenomena 
they observed in his presence, and 
through his rnedlumshlp. . (See " Re
port, pp. 82-7.) Ì have -been in
formed, also, by à resident fot Wash
ington, D. 0.", (Keeler's Jjome city) 
that It is "generally accepted“there-

ual? wherein his life becomes more 
tnatt that of thé mere animal, be
comes a life in which he knows that 
he has to reckon with himself as a 
permanently abiding" spiritual being. 
Hence, from this enlarged conception 
o| .man, which becomes valid and 
dominant because of the demonstra
tion upon which it is founded, in
stead of being a’ mere1 matter ot be
lief, there arises a less sensuous and 
more spiritual ethical standard, or 
code of morals, which follows the true 
Spiritualist wherever he goes—into 
the workshop, thé counting house, the 
store, the halls of justice, the arena 
of politics, and the home.

Thence it follows as1- night the day, 
that man’s loves, being* centered more 
on the spiritual anddbss on the ma
terial, his acts become more just, more 
human and altrufstic^diis reason more 
enlightened, and ' he-ithe more fully 
realizes that to save Mb own life is 
to lose It, and to lose it In. the service 
of others is to save it .for the lite ever
lasting. ..

Spiritualism is ,a life—a living in 
accordance with,, a divine principle, a 
fulfilling of the spiritual idéal as con
tradistinguished .from the .material 
ideal. It 1b a morality whose origina
tion and sanction are to be, found in 
the spiritual concept Of bping.

The spiritual kinship and brother
hood of man is the" foundation stone 
of our Temple, whose superstructure 
is a mosaic fashioned of all the solid

that his materializing seances are 
fraudulent—reven ’, by those •; persons 
who accept the alate-writing seances 
as genuine. Finally, I have before 

’me the following" letter,"'written to

the medium’s right hand was pare-, 
fully removed, the weight of the lead 
would leave the impression of a 
hand encircling the arm. It Is the- 
same trick as the Eddy Brothers per
formed and has been repeatedly ex
posed. The right hand once freed, 
all tiie phenomena-' observed can 
easily be "accounted for. (See my 
Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism; 
pages 193-95.) The blocks of paper 
that were placed on the table were 
not examined- before the se
ance began, and might have been 
(and undoubtedly WERE) prepared 
before the seance, and contained all 
the messages that the various Bitters 
received. These messages contained 
nothing evidential, and were weak 
and trivial in all cases. I give the 
two received by me, by way of illus
tration. They are written in the 
same hand, in each case, as appeared 
on the slates received by me. They 
are:

(11 'I am not lost to you, Rob
ert pendersop.” .

Mr. Hyslop, by "a practicing physician 
ot Washington, which contains quite 
positive evidence of fraud. The let
ter is as follows:
. .Washington, D. C.,

April 4, 1907.
■ Dear'Professor Hyslop: I wish to 
report to yon and the Society some 
observations 'secured at a seance, 
held by Pierre Keeler, 1301 Fairmont 
street N.-W., in. this city, on or about 
the 8th ot February, 1907,

-It was a "light” seance, where a 
cloth was. stretched across one cor
ner ot the room, with three people 
(myself being one) Bitting in front ot 
the outside cloth, forming What he 
calls a “battery.”

After various thumping on a tam
bourine, guitar and table rappings, 
a hand appeared over the curtain be
tween the party on my left (he being 
the one on Mr. Keeler’s right), and 
I noticed a place on the outside of the 
right index finger ot this hand, that 
resembled a burned place on the skin.

After, the seance some one asked 
Mr. Keeler to read a slip ot paper, 
purporting to contain a message

to

them all. There are large-hearted, 
clear-headfed, brave and true Spirit
ualists by the thousands in the city 
of Chicago, and it is to them we first 
come and Bay, "Investigate , and study 
■the work pf the League thus far ac
complished, and carefully consider 
that which it proposes for the future. 
To build up the League does not mean 
to tear down any other society or per
son; but it means the maintenance 
of an Institution capable of protect
ing and defending the rights of Spirit
ualism and - its mediums before the 
law; capable as time rolls on, condi
tioned only upon the supDort it re
ceives from those whose cause it rep
resents, of erecting and maintaining 
a Temple of Light in the heart of this 
great metropolis of the mlddl^ West, 
within whose walls the everlasting 
fountains of truth and knowledge, of 
sweet communion between the spheres 
shall be a .perpetual joy, an unfailing 
consolation, and a baptism of love and 
wisdom, to all who may enter there 
It means the fostering and encourage
ment of an institution whose benign 
influence shall, he exemplified in the 
practical amelioration of the suffer
ings and privations in old age ot those 
whose lives have been spent in la
bors for the Cause.. It means, in 
short, "the upbuilding in yqur midst 
of a tremendous., spiritual power 
whose fine spiritual forces radiating 
throughout the land shall finally cul
minate ln one’mlglity spiritual Church 
of Humanity, wherein all truth, all

virtues that go to make up the good 
citizen, the helpful neighbor,'the lov
ing parent, brother, sister, and the 
just man, supplemented and adorned 
by those graces'and charms 'of per
sonality which arise from a cleanly 
life and which-¿lone'- fit the man of 
earth for a true companionship-with 
the denizens of the skies.

Spiritualism is in harmony with the 
laws of nature, and with the great 
truths of human development and 
growth. It finds its root and being in 
the very nature and essence of man, 
Since the dawn of creation it has ac
tuated, and been theroonitant factor 
in, his evolution and’ development 
from that lower stage'of existence

from the "other stde,’’.sdnd, in ad
justing his glasses, land holding the 
paper where the Hfeht-would reflect 
on the eame, I hotlcbd the same 
burned place,- - on -nhiss right index 
finger. "d - be

"My deduction t$' that the hand 
that appeared over' the ¡'Curtain was 
none other than thsti of 'the medium.

Very respecttullj/yours,- 
I'SW.’iL. S----- .

In view of all the hvidenco that 
has been adduced ttib'above arti
cle, I do not think H IS &ecessary to 
furnish additional "’tacaJ In order to 
establish the iact ‘that" Keeler is a 
clever trickster, and - the degree ot 
perfection he has attained in his 
tricks would certainly Indicate that 
he must hare been" 111 the habit of 
practicing these trick? continuously 
for a number of years/

I leave my readers* to draw their 
own conclusions from these facts. .

HEREWARD CARRINGTON.

in

A few staid members of the church., 
also quietly followed the angry choir! , 
members, but a large majority re- • 
mained- to hear the verbal fireworks.

Attacks Choir Members.
When he had taken his place in the 

pulpit Evangelist Shannon faced 
Choirmaster E. W. Bump.

“Before we start,” he said, “I want 
to say that if you have any of that 
dancing, card-playing bunch who pre
tend to be church members up there 
I don’t want, them on this platform.

“Let them go home, where they be- ; 
long. They are bound for hell and 
have no business here. No dancer 
can be a church member. I know of 
one convert who wanted to Join the 
Baptist church and be allowed to keep 
up his dancing. He was told he could 
nbt and said the Presbyterla church 
Was full of dancers.

. " ‘Yes,’ I told him, ‘and hell ds full 
of Presbyterians, with their feet hang
ing out of the windows.’

Some of these men members ot the 
choir are as bad. I have seen some of 
them—brainless, white-livered apes, 
whiffing on their cigarettes, a strip of 
tobacco with fire on one end and a 
fool on the other. I know them— 
half baked fellows, dancing and 
drinking, and who pretend to be 
church members. They ought to be 
in an insane asylum.”

As the preacher paused there was 
another hurried exodus of choir mem
bers and the audience nervously 
braced itself for the next assault.

It came in this wise:
“They have an athletic club here 

which is not far removed from it. 
Dances and frivolity are a part of it.

“Some of the teachers should be 
ashamed of themselves. Look at the 
University of Chicago Theological 
School. They used to pray in the up
per rooms there. Now they prey in 
the supper rooms.

After Loaves and Fishes.

science, poesy, art;, philosophy, ethics 
and religion shall mlnglennd blend in 
the one worthy ’service, "one glorious 
consummation, the one noble end— 
the good of man, ,

Spiritualists,' anomalous as it may 
at first glan6e’1aj>piea.rv are In a better 
position to . federate,'•'¡■harmonize and 
fraternize'thanlsanyother class of 
people on this fdce'Of the earth. They 
may all starid upon a platform of one 
plank—Spirit Communion,—and I am 
not snre but that it is wise at this 
JIme for them to do so,' whatever may 
be the best for. the future; for Spirit 
Communion is the central truth of our 
philosophy. All else are but implica
tions, corollaries:' and deductions, 
which may safely be left to the indi
vidual thinker. But the League splits 
no hairs-in metaphysics. It is in the 
field for. practical work, and for that 
work it needs the sinews of war, and 
to get those sinews It must look to 
the Spiritualist who takes his Spirit
ualism to heart, whether it be to him 
a philosophy, a religion Or a science.

Already there are signs in the skies 
portending the dawn of a new day, a 
glad outpouring of the spirit anew, 
the rise and triumph of that pure and 
undefiled Spiritualism which Is to be 
the Comforter that shall take away 
the great sorrow of the world and 
lead mankind Upward and onward in 
the pleasant paths of universal truth, 
wisdom and lore. , "

son, daughter, and their mother."
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 

have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. 1 be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.0Q, 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, i
Berlin Heights, Ohio, 1

FUBLIGftTIONS
OF

HUDSON TUTTLE.
THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISMI A 

Manual of Spiritual Science nad Phil- 
eaophy. Price, tldiSf poetase, 10 cia.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE GOD and 
Chrlat Idea.. Price, * 1.2111 poetase 
10 cento.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE..

“They are after the loaves and 
fishes. It is the fleece, not the wool, 
they seek, these sufferers from fatty 
enlargement of the ego. They have 
no rivals; of course not. They 
couldn’t have them.

"I’m going to get out of Hammond 
Sunday. I am tired ^f the beer guz
zlers and beer swillers of this place. 
The only difference between hell and 
Hammond is that there is a river In 
Hammond. I have heard of your poor 
people starving about here. Who are । 
they? Beer swillers who spent their 
money and now demand charity.

"It is the same all the way through 
here. You license the saloons to rob 
the poor man, and then turn around 
and tax decent people to keep their 
victims from starving to death.

“There is no use in patting a rattle
snake on the head and telling It to be 
good; hit it on the head with a club.”

"While the attendants of the revival 
meeting have much to say about the 
sensational speeches of the revivalists, 
the church officials were reticent yes
terday.

“The church engaged him; not I,” 
said Rev. J. E. Sharp, pastor of the 
church. “I do not care to comment 
upon his talks.”

Officials of the church are said to 
have held a conference yesterday and 
planned a curb upon the utterance of 
the evangelist. Among the proml- 
'nent members of the church who lis
tened in astonishment to the speech 
of the evangelist were Thomas Ham
mond, - president ot the Commercial 
Bank; Profesor W. A. Hill, principal 
of thé high school, and John A . Woif.

Success and Happiness and How to 
Obtain and Retain Them. A series of 
26 lectures in which is included “Hap
piness as a Fine Art.” Price, 25 
cents.

"Materialization.” By Mme. E. d- 
Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10’cents.

"In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. 
A. Bland. Interesting, Instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price |1,

Self Contradictions of the Bible. 
144 Propositions — Theological,

*

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the use oi aucleuus, Lyceum»» 

Bunday Schools and tho Home. A man
ual of physical. Intellectual and. aplrlt* 
ual culture, containing a collection of * 
Music and Songs. Golden Chain Heclta- 
tiona, Memory Gem». Choral Responses, 
Funeral Service». Progranje for Sessions, 
Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for 
organising and conducting Lyceums, in
structions in Physical Culture, Calls- 

¡thenics and Marching; Banners, Stand- 
. ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. A book 
by the aid of which a Progressive Ly
ceum, or Liberal Society may be organ
ised and conducted without other assist
ance. Price. 60 cants, postpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Contains One hundred and twenty ot 

the author's best poem», embracing 'a 
wide range of subjects and versatility 
In composition; historic, heroic, pathet- 
la. humorous and descriptive. They are 
admirably adapted tor recitations. . Tho 
book also contains five eonge. with .mu
sic by the eminent composer. James G. 
CMrk. 260 pages, beautiful!) bound. 
Portrait of author. Price |1.0D. post
paid.

Aspsonm. m<w< and other 
OFFERINGS.

Thia volume is dedicated: “To those 
whose thought» and longings reach into 
the Unseen Land ot Souls this handful
ot Asphodels, mixed with common How
ers Is ottered, hoping to give rest and 
Fleasure while waiting at the way eta
lon on the journey thither." It con- 

; tains one hundred and thirty-nine po- 
I ems, and twenty storiettes, a part ot the 
latter by Clair Tuttle, in her moat
eme, and twenty sterlet 
latter by Clair Tuttle,
charming style. ZBE paaes. six full page 
Illustrations, among which are likeness
es ot the author and Clair Tuttle; beau-
tltully bound In blue, with silver em- 
bosslnx. Price. ,1.00. prepaid.
ANGELL PRIZE-CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
To Advance Humane Education.—For 

use in entertainments managed by So
cieties, Lyceums, Bands ot Mercy, or In
dividuals aiming to establish right over 
wrong, kindness over cruelty, knowl
edge over ignorance, and justice over 
all. The plan is this: Some largo church 
or public hall is secured; several socie
ties are invited to send their best speak
er or reciter to compete for the prise 
medal; some prominent citizen presides: 
other prominent citizens act u the 
committee ot award, and a small admis
sion fee, ten or twenty cents, pays all 
the costs, and leaves a handsome bal
ance. Prien. 2K cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, Berlin Heights, O.

Leaves Disturbed Trail.
Evangelist Shannon's uncensored 

comments upon his hosts and audi
ences have stirred up much church ac
tivity in cities he has visited recently, 
and nonchurchgoers frequently have 
taken part,

Residents of Terre Haute demanded 
that he be ordered to leave the city,, 
and in Garrett, Ind., where he made 
many converts, his opponents also 
combined to force him to leave town.

"There is nothing like telling the 
truth, even it some people are stirred 
up,” he said yesterday. “Stagnation 
leads to damnation in churches asMoral, Historical and Speculative, ____—---------------

without commest Price, 15 cesta. I wall as other things.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation. '.

Proper combluauuus and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best' 
for the promotion ot health, strength 
•nd Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated. .

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some- of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
pteporation increases the palatability ot 
food. L^arn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree ot normal health by following the 
recipes at this cook book.

¡It will simplify methods ot living-- 
help to settle the servant question and 
49^9 financial problems as well os point 

way for many to perfect health.
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F New Methods of Cure 
- P L Charles E. Watkins,

THE FAMOUS

STOMACH

, AND NERVE SPECIALIST

Write him to-day. No charge will 
be made for diagnosing your case, if 
you send inside of the next 30 days.

FREE DIAGNOSE

For the next 30 days. Send name 
in full and leading symptoms. ;

Dr. Charles E, Watkins
831 Waltham St., West Newton,Mass.

‘'After Her Death.” The Story ot 
a Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. 
No mind that loves epiritual thought 
can fail to be fed and delighted with 
this book. Beautiful’ spiritual 
thought, combining advanced idea» 
on the finer and ethereal phases of 

'Spiritualism, leading the-mind on
ward into the purer atmosphere of ex
alted spiritual truth. A book for the 
higher life. Brice, cloth, $1.00.

"The Jesuits,"' ay Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.

BOOHS BY LEROY BERRIER. 
The Cultivation of Personal Magnet
ism. This book teaches how best to 
conserve and use Personal Magnetism. 
Price, cloth binding, 80 cents; paper,1 
50 ents. ■ r

The New Life. This book deals 
with the principles and laws which । 
open unto man the floodgates of infl-1 
nite creative power, and put him Into j 
conscious possession of hla birthright,: 
the mastery .over all things. Price, I 
cloth, 80 cents; papr, 50 cents.

s, leoa.

List of ^‘Meetings
-Send in your Dates and Names of Secretaries at 

Once, to The Progressive Thinker.

Interest-in the various Spiritualist 
camikmeetings has commenced, and 
secretaries, of. the same should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be'mdde,

Lily Dale Assembly,
Lily Dale Assembly opens Friday, 

July 10, 1908, and closes Sunday, 
August 30. Apply to Mrs. Carrie C. 
Reed, Secretary, Little Valley, New 
York, for programs and information.

> Summerland Camp, Cal.
The Summerland Spiritualist camp- 

meeting will open on Sunday, June 
7, and continue one week, closing on 
Sunday June 14. We will have first-
class speakers and mediums, For 
full particulars, address Solon Smith, 
Summerland, Cal.

Luke Pleasant Camp, Mask.
This camp will open Sunday, Aug. 

2, and close Monday, Aug. 31. A list 
of - speakers and mediums second to 
none. For programs and full partic
ulars address Rev. A. P. Bllnn, sec
retary, Norwich, Conn.

Wonewoc, Wis., Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp As

sociation holds its annual camp-meet- 
Jng in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., 

July 12 to August 9. For particu
lars and programs write Gertrude 
Spponer, secretary, Wonewoc, Wis.

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The seventeenth annual session of 

this camp will commence June 28 
■and close July 30. For particulars 
and programs address Ford C. Myers, 
secretary, Myersville, Ohio.

Los Angeles, Cal,
The Semi-Tropic Spiritualist Asso

ciation desires to correspond with 
speakers and médiums for engage
ments at Camp-meeting, to be held in 
Los Angeles, from August — to 
September —,1908.

GEO. E. LYON, Sec’y. 
1974 % E First St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Onset Camp. ,
Onset camp commences its thirty- 

second annual meeting, July —, and 
closes August —. For full programs 
address the Secretary, Onset, Mass.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July — and ends July —. For full 
programs, address Geo. H. Lazelle, 
president, Oregon City, or F. F. Dun
ton, secretary, Liberal.

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens Aug. — and closes 

Aug. —. Mrs. Millie Mitchell, presi
dent; Mrs. Ruth'Eastman, secretary, 
Macelona, Mich.

Chesterfield Camp.
Begins July — and ends September 

—. Mrs. Flora M. Mlllspaugh, sec-
retary, Chesterfield, Ind. 
for full programs.

Winfield (Kansas)
The Winfield Camp

Send to her

Camp.
Association

commences June —, and closes July 
—. Mrs. McAllister, president, North 
Manning street, Winfield, Kan.; 
Mrs. M. C. Sailing, secretary, 1602 
South Church street,-Winfield, Kan.

Sunapce Lake ¿amp, N. H.
SunnapeeLake Spiritualist Camp at 

Blodgett’s Landing, NJ,H., commences 
August and closes’September —. 
For programs and information, write 
to John W. Clay, Sutton, N. H.

Camp Progress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscot, Mass., every 
Sunday, beginning June —, and clos
ing September —. B. H. Blaney, 
president, 150 Elm street, Marble
head; Mr. H. S. Gardiner, secretary,

-28 Cabot street, Salem.
, Edgewood Camp, Wash. (
Commences July — and ends Aug. 

—. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, 935 Tacoma avenue, 
Tacoma, Wash.

Delphos (Kansas) Camp.
Opens August —, closing on the 

—th. Address all communications to 
T. D. Rice, secretary, Delphos, Kan.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake 

Mich., opens July —, extending until 
August —. For programs or inform-
ation write to the secretary, N. 
Swarthout, Fowlerville, Mich.
Brighton after July —.

Unity Camp, Mass.

G. 
At

Opens on Sunday, June — and con
tinues every Sunday until the last ot 
September.

Pine Grove, Niantic, Ct.
Camp meeting commences there 

July — and continues through the 
month of August.

_ Haslett Park, Mich.
Commences August — and con

tinues to September —. For pro
grams address E. F. Spross, Okemos, 
nr D. R. Jessop, Williamston.

" .Queen City Park Camp, Vt.
: Queen City Park Camp, South Bur

lington; Vt, commences July.—¿and 
ends September —. For programs ad
dress A. F. Hubbard, president,' Ty‘ 
son; S. N. Gould, vice-president, Ran- ' 
dolph, or Effie L. Chapman, Cam-: 
bridgé, Vt After the camp opens ad- :

Vicksburg, Mich., Camp, J
Vicksburg Camp, Mich., operife July I 

— and closes August.—. For full I 
particulars address Mrs. Jeanette! 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich. .

Revised Premium List
Read Carefully, as We Introduce a New Pre 
mium Book, Which Is Extremely Valuable.

Have You Read
I OÜR
I PREMIUM 

BOOK 
OFFER?

dress each of the above at Queen City 
Park, Vt. , ' :

Ottawa, Kan., Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting-''Assocla- 

Ingtlpn, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kangag, 
August — to —. inclusive. Write for 
program's, H. W; Henderson, presi
dent, Lawrence, Kansas; ■ Mrs. Mary 
Cook-Pearson, secretary Spring Hill, 
Kansas. . ' _

Ocean Grove Pamp, Mass,
The camp Is located at HarwichpOrt, 

Mass., and opens July — and closes 
July —For programs and informa
tion write Mrs. Mary B. Small, South 
Harwich, Mass.

Parkland Camp, Pa.
Parkland Heights Spiritualists* 

Home and Camp-meeting Association 
will open Its camp on Sunday, July 
—, and continue every Sunday until 
the last • of August; Elizabeth M. 
Fish, secretary, Floral Heights, Park
land, Eden, Pa. <.

Temple Heights Camp, Me.
Temple Heights Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting commences August — and 
ends August —. For full particulars 
address A. D. Champney, secretary, 
Rockport,. Me.

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
Harmony Grove Spiritualist Camp 

at Escondido, will open August — 
and close August—. For full partic
ulars address T. J. McFeron, 528 
Fir, San Diego, Cal.

Verona Park Camp, Me.
The Verona Park Camp-meeting 

Me., will open August — and close 
September —. A. F. Smith, president, 
Bangor, Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, 
Rockland, Me.

I Central New York Camp.
Located at Freeville, commences 

। July — and closes August —. B. L. 
I Robinson, McLean N. Y., secretary; 
W. K. Kelsey, president, Cortland, 
N. Y.

Mt. Pleasant park, Clinton, la.
Opens July — and closes August 

—. Programs and information .given 
to all who write fo Mrs. M. B. Ander
son, secretary, Clarkesville, Mo.

Unity Spiritual Society, Bangor, Me.
This society was organized in Oc

tober, 1 907. Officers were elected as 
follows". Mark A. Barwise, presi
dent; Mrs. Maud Gould, vice-presi
dent; Louis F. Jones, second vice- 
president; Leon M. Hewes, secretary; 
Minerva A. Barwlse, treasurer.

Truly, Ae world has NEVER SEEN 
tjhe like before. Search the annals ot 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spir
itualism; look here and. there, In 
every nook and corner of the world, 
and you CANNOT find a parallel to 
the offer made in reference to these 
FOURTEEN remarkable PREMIUM 
ROOKS. They constitute a wonder
fully valuable Spiritualistic and Oc
cult LIBRARY, and are furnished at 
a nominal sum. All are substantially 
bound and neatly printed, and those 
who purchase them are DELIGHTED 
WITH THEM. t

We have now FOURTEEN magnifi
cent • -PREMIUM BOOKS -which you 
can select from. ; '

.Any one of the Premium Books you 
may order, price' 25 cents. This 
is tiie price, remember,, when you 
ORDER" ONLY ONE BOOK in con
nection with a yearly. subscription. 
The paper one year and one Premium 
Book, 81.25..

No premium books will be sent put 
unless the order is accompanied with 
a yearly subscription to The Progres
sive Thinker; but if you order more 

1 than one book, the price Is as fol- 
। lows:-

Any two of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.15..

Any four of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you'may order, price $!.$(>.

Any five of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, prlce$1.75.

Any six of the Fourteen Premium 
Books ypu may order, price $2.10.

Any seven of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.45.

Any eight of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.80.

Any nine of the Fourteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.15.

Any ten of the Fourteen Jrcmium 
Books you may order, price $3.50.

Any eleven of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $3.85.

Any twelve of the Fourteen Premi
um Books you may order, price $4.20.

Any tldvtecn of the Fourteen Pre- 
rniuin Books >you may order, price 
$4.55.

Lautly. all (hese Fourteen Premium 
Books, $4.UO.

nRemeinber, ;<we " have to pay the 
Postage on all,thede ¡books," leaving us 
only, about J3.00 tor FOURTEEN as 
valuable hooka as .can be found that 
treat of Spiritualism or Occult sub
jects. - The ,;whole'( world ..-never saw 

, the jfke. before. We have had to;
Increase the; price, of thèse books a 
few ¡cents in- consequence- of the rise 
In the price of paper.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book .-must; be accompanied 
WITH A. YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION! 

■ for The .Progressive Thinker, which.
is (1. We repeat that the world has 
never seen the like of it before.
OUR .FOURTEEN .REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.00.
•The following is the list of titles of- 

the Fourteen Premium Books:
Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. i.
2-—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in-the Spirit World,-Vol.’2.
3—The Bnclycopedla of Death, and 

Ute in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
These three volumes have been pre

pared by J. R. Francis, They con
tain invahiabie data.

4—Ghost Land,". Spiritualism, Oc
cultism, by. Mrs. Eiilma Hardinge Brit
ten. ' -

5—The Next World Interviewed, 
by’Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remark
able medium. a-

6~The, ‘Occult Life of - Jesus, by 
Alexander.' Smythe, a medium of rare 
gifts.

7—A Wanderer In- the Spirit 
Lands. Translated by" A. Farnese, a 
wonderful English medium. "

. .8—The Religion of Man- and Ethics, 
of Science,- by -Judson Tuttle.

9—Seers of the Ages,., or Spirit- 
"uallsm Past and Present;.by- Dr. J. M. 
Peoblos

10—The Great Debate Between 
Moses Hull and W; F. Jamieson.

11—Letters from the Spirit (World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea. •- -■

12—Gems of Thought, by Seven
teen leading authors.

18—The Unknown Life of Christ, 
with thirteen illustrations.

14—Interwoven, Spirit Messages 
from a Son tp a Mother.

SPECA UNOTICE.
If you wantiONLY ONE Premium 

Book, the price Is 25 cents. After 
paying postage thereon, the book at 
that price Is practically a gift to our 
subscribers; At that price only one 
book will be sept out., All orders tor 
one or more Premium Books must 
ba accompanied" with a yearly sub
scription tor The Progressive Thinker. 
Where’more than one Premium Book 
is desired, see the terms mentioned 
above. •

' SUNDAY MEETINGa IN CHICAGO.

The Church "of the Soul, Cora L V. 
Richmond Pastor; services In Hall "8(13 
Masonic Temple at 11 a. m. Sunday 
School at 10 a. m. Mrs. Richmond will 
bo at home; 3802 Ridge Boulevard, Fri
day afternoons, to receive callers.

The Band ot Harmony, auxiliary of 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Hall 
300 Masonic Temple, the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each month. Sup
per served-ut J o. n.

Metropolitan Spiritual Society, Pas
tor, Mrs. Maggie Waite; meet at 8 p. 
m., at Unity Hall, 434 31st st., cor. 
Wentworth Avenue.

The Church of Progressive Spiritual
ists, (colored) holds services at 3329 
Vernon avenue,"'every Sunday,'from 4 
to 7. p. m. No door fee. All Invited. 
Rev. J. II, Demby, Pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
holds services at 8 p. m. every Sunday, 
183 E. North avenue, corner Burling 
street. Mrs. B. Hilbert, manager. 

. Society of the Psychic Forces holds 
services st , Wilcox Hall, 331 E. 43rd 
street,; ut 8 p. in.,' conducted by ■' Isa 
Cleveland-' •

Services every Sunday evening, also 
Wednesday evening, at 7:30. Lecture, 
music and messages, 320 Flournoy st. 
Mary B. HUI. pastor,

Spiritual, meetings liejd every Sun
day evening fat 8 p. m„ at 239 Lincoln 
ave., conducted by F. E. Loney. •

The Hyde Park Occlllt Society will 
hold services every Sqnday evening, at 
319 E. 55th" .st.- Good'mediums In- at
tendance.

Biblical Spiritual Society holds meet
ings every Sunday evening at 56th st. 
and Madison avenue; conducted by 
Rev. Esther. M. Cahoon, and other me
diums. • ' > • >

The Universal Occult Society meets 
at 31st. street (old. 77) at 3 and 8 p. m., 
Sundays; meeting conducted by Mrs. 
Maggie Henry. Homo address • 3103 . 
Prairie ayenue.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Socie
ty holds services every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p;’m., sharp."at 43 South Paulina 
street., between Washington Boul. and 
Park Ave. Nora. E. Hill, pastor.

d’he Roseland Spiritual Culture Club 
holds services Inf Bock’s Hall, 11626 
Michigan; avenue, the first and third 
Sundays in., each-month. Good music, 
good speakers and good message-bear
ers are always on Hand. Mrs. J. Long- 
staff, president; residence, 7332 Kings
ton avenue, City.

The Starlight Spiritual Society, 686 
32nd street, holds services every Sun
day evening;; .also Monday evenings 
and Friday ■ afternoons.’ Mr. Bunds, 
pastor: Mrs. WeJnlck, medium. No 
door fee. Everybody welcome.

The. Church-,ot "Spiritual Revelation 
holds services every Sunday evening, 
at 8 p. m.’; 5963 South Halsted St. The 
public cordially invited. Conducted By 
Edward Diorites.'

The Light of Truth, Mrs. • Burland, 
Pastor," Meets every Sunday at 628 W. 
63rd St. (Hopkins'Hal», at 2:39 and 
8 p. m-l also free spiritual treatments 
given between 2 amid 3, also 7 and 8

A DWELLER ON TWO FLANETS 

By Pliylos, the Thibetan.

Quotation: "I have said that the. 
Atlans recognized Nature in its on- | 
tifety to be Deity externalized » » * 
* • » From this knowledge came 
all the wondrous triumphs of that old 
age, and one by one they are emerg
ing to-day, after their long oblivion, 
till to-morrow, they shall awake in 
crowds, and press to re-discovery by 
threes and fours, and then by platoons 
and companies and legions, till all 
the treasures of Poseid shall be again 
on earth, In air, and sea. O! bright 
to-morrow of time, and fortunate 
thou who shalt open thine eyes upon 
it and its marvels?* This book is en
dorsed by the great astronomer and 
scientist, Professor Edgar ■ L. Lar
kin, author, of .Rqdiaut Energy,” 
who regards it as oné of the greatest 
books of the age. 'His book, named 
above, ’should be read at once afiter 
“A Dweller on Two Planets,” Prof. 
Larkin had never heard of this won
derful book when he wrote his, but it , 
fulfills the prophecies of the great 
author, Phylos. Address

MRB. M. E. M. OLIVER., 1 415’No,-Fremont? Ave., Los Angele's,
: Cal. Price, $2.00. Postage, 14cts.

I MRS, MARY T. LONGLEY.
Gives Spiritual Readings by mull, only, 
She delineates character and phases al 
mediumship, diagnoses and prescribes 
for disease; describes spirits and gives 
messages. Hei" guides give advice on 
mundane and spiritual affairs, and are 
prophetic, l^eo one dollar; send per
sonal handwriting. Address SIS S. St., 
N. E„ Washington, D. C.

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.
■ “Tiio' System of Phiiosopliy concern

ing Divinity" is certainly reaching the 
' people and doing the work. To develop 
one's psychic powers in a sane and ra
tional way, .consciously, so that immor
tality becoipes a positive knowledge, 
and coniinu(iicatlon with the unseen a 
fact, Is worth all the effort one ean 
make to realize it. Mrs. Bowes of To
ronto, writes: "I certainly think your 
System grand. I can always see and 
bear at my sittings. Dr. D. Crichton, 
of Dundee, Scotland, writes: “I like the 
scientific tone of the lessons so much 
that I am writing them out tor myself. 
One perusal Is not enough." Mr. Dal
ton, a prominent real estate dealer of 
Toronto, writer: "System Is itself a good 
demonstration of Inspiration." So the 
students succeed. Send for list of 
names and full explanation and terms, 
enclosing a stamped addressed envel
ope to J. C. F. URU3IBINE, 24 Strath
more Rd., Brookline, Muss.

Melted Pebble Lens’
Will enable you to read the finest print. 
This LENS acts like MAGIC In strength
ening tho optic nerves and vitalizing 
the vision. Write for Illustrated clr. 
culara, showing styles, prices and my 
psychic method of fitting eyes at your 
own home, . B. F. POOLE.

157 Winthrop Ave., Chicago, Hl.
B. F, Poole, 157 Wlnthfop Ave., Chica

go, Illinois:- ■
Dear Sir—I have worn, your spectacles 

for many years, and found them better 
toy my eyes than any I ever had before. 
The last pair your Improved light yellow 
tint are a wonder to me; J ani delighted 

-with them. I wish that everyone that 
has to use spectacles would have their 
eyes fitted with your Clairvoyant sys
tem and lens. I am your friend and 
well wisher, W. F., PURDY.

. Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

Z'LAIHSSE HUMPHREY-MULLINS Will 
V give clairvoyant readings by mall. 
Send lock of hair and 11. Address, 
2916 Groveland ave., Chicago, Ill.

J. MA.SON TEMJ'DB.
Prophetic medium, gives trance, clair

voyant, and astrological readings: by 
mail.' Treats disease. Full trance di
agnosis will be given to anyone send
ing date of birth and six 2 cent stamps. 
Address him at Berwyn, Md. FeeH.os

P. Hb . , / -
' Church of Occult Scientists meets at 
8514 Vincennes avenue, every Sunday; 
developing class, 3 p. m.; lectures and 
messages, 8 ,p, in. Conway Hall, corner 
Lake street and Western avenue, every 
Thursday; developing c|ass, 3 p. m. 
Lectures and messages,; 8 p. m. Mrs. 
W.,Brockway,* pastor.

The Student^. of Nature, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor/ppeets at Van Bu
ren Opera House, corner Madison street 
and California avenue. Service at 7:30 
p. m, y

/phe Fraternal Order of Spiritualists, 
Dr. Alex Caird, president. Services at 
Hygela Hall, 406 Ogden ave., at 2:30 
p. m.; circles, 4; supper, 6; Song service 
6:30; concert, .7; evening, 8.

. Spiritual Harmony Church, • 40 
East 31st’ street, Mrs. Louisa V. 
Vaughn, pastor; Theodore Maass, 
president. Services from 4" o’clock 
until 7 p. m. each Sunday.

THE GREAT DEBATE
Between

JOHN W. RING AND J. W. CHISM.
This work eoDlains a six-day's dis

cussion, In which Mr. Ring affirms the 
fundamental principles of Modern Spir
itualism to be identical to the spiritual 
basis of the religion of Jesu^ the 
Christ—Chism denying.

In the second proposition, Mr. Chism 
affirms that all spiritual gifts ceased 
with the Apostolic age—Mr. Ring de
nying. This Is a nicely doUBbound 
volume, with title In gold letters and In 
addition to the discussion lias a short 
biography of both disputants. Will be 
found Intensely interesting. Price, |1, 
postpaid. Address

ERNST AND TOLLESON.
Headrick, Okla.

FATE MASTERED.

And Destiny Fulfilled. By 
Colville.

W. J.

HER LATEST BOOKS.
Those wishing to procure a copy of 

Irene Smith's latest book entitled "In- 
spirattennl Lectures and Psychic Les
sons,” price 50 cents; also her book 
on “Palmistry and Its Relations to 
Astrology and Phrenology, price 
$1.00,’ will please address, IRENE 
SMITH, Gig Harbor, Wash., R. F. D. 
No. 1, Box 123, Pierce County.

FHOM SOUL TO SOUL. t
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This vol^ 

ume contains the best poems of the' 
author, and some of the best popular 
songs with tlie music by eminent com
posers. The poems are admirably 
adapted for recitations. 225 pages, 
beautifully bound. Price $1.00.

Be Sure to Read This,
France» L. Loucks, one of life greaat- 

est psychic wonders living. 1 use ihe 
spiritual X-ruy to locale all internal 

'diseases. A trial wll convince you, 
Nervous exhaustion and lust vigor of 
both sexes successfully treated, as 
hundreds can testify. Bend name, age, 
sex, complexion, one leading symptom, 
and tan cents in stumps, and you will 
receive a correct diagnosis of your case 
free, worth dollars to you. Re sure to 
write your own letter. Dr. J. S. 
Loucks, who lately passed on, contin
ues to treat the sick through my medi
umship. Address all letters to

FRANCES U LOUCKS, 
Stoneham, Mass.

Psychological School of Science.
Learn to help yourself. Lessons 

by mall. Full particulars for stamped 
envelope.
env£*lope. L. V. GRAND.

32 Delaware PL, Chicago, 111.

J. H. FLETCHER,
. Consulting Psychic,

6 West 107tli St., New York.
Can be seen dally, also Sunday and 
Wednesday Evenings, on persbnu) 
business matters. Consultation by 
mail $1.00. Tel. 34G4 River.

Meetings have been held weekly 
since date of organization. For sev
eral months the meetings were held 
In the Unitarian parlors on Main 
street. Afterward it was deemed ad
visable to hold meetings In Knights of 
Malta hall, Graham building, Central 
street. The result of our meetings 
has been very satisfactory. Interest 
has been maintained tn these meet
ings by those not known as Spiritual
ists,-is especially noticeable. Young 
people coming to see and hear from 
curiosity have become Interested and 
continued to come. '

■ Although we have received the 
glad hand from many Spiritualists, a 
careful observer can easily see that 
our Spiritualists do not all make the 
necessary effort to attend the meet
ings that duty requires. Mrs. Mi
nerva Barwlse has favored us each 
Sabbath with lectures of . a high or
der. . Mrs. Maud Gould Is so well 
known in Maine and New England 
that no words ot mine are necessary 
to describe her ability. She has fa
vored us for several Sundays with lec
tures and spirit messages.

During the first of our meetings 
Louis F. Jones favored us with spirit 
messages, pleasing and satisfactory.

Mrs. Nettie Parsons, formerly of 
Chicago, came forward to assist us by 
giving spirit messages.

Mrs. Linnle Strout has favored us 
for several months with spirit mes
sages. The work that her bright 
and vivacious guide, Singing Bird, 
enables her to produce, is equal to 
that of test mediums in our 'ranks 
who have been before the public for 
years.

Mrs. J. H. Katte has favored us 
with solos at each meeting when her 
health would permit.-

"We observed the anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism Mar. 29. There 
was a large attendance, showing the 
interest that exists.. Mrs. Kane was 
the soloist, assisted by Phillip .Bates 
as accompanist. Mark Barwlse pre
sented an able article for the occa-

workers during this series qf meet
ings have served without monetary 
recompense.

LEON M. HEWES, 
Bangor, Me. Secretary.

Anniversary at Seattle, Wash.
The First Spiritualist Society of 

Seattle celebrated the /sixtieth anni
versary of • Modern. ^Spiritualism at 
K. .of . P? hall, Mar. M, jvlth • exer- 
ctae&'afternopji and evening; stile- hall 
¿being- h&ifttfuUy’idecqiit^'fofr; the 
Sion. -Mrs. .WHghil,’. ond .'of.'our 

workers, Gm; the decora- 
tlpns. .were In emblem color. ' Mrs. 
Orebach. Mrs. Swan. and^Mr, Harris 
and many.others all helplng to make 
the hall attractive: for the day, by 
bringing flowers. .The desk was also 
a feature of the decorations worth 
mentioning, being laden with tulips 
and ferns In honor of the Misses Fox.. 
When* the work was finished it surely 
did credit to the ladies,, . - I

sion. This was followed with lectures 
by Minerva’Barwise and Maud Gould. 
Spirit messages were given by Maud 
Gould and Linnie Strout. '

Wc expect to close the, meetings for 
this season April 26, add we expect 
to hold an extra memorial service the 
last Sunday in May.

Our meetings- open at 2:-0 p. m. 
each Sdnday, until the series shall 
close.. We will be glad to welcome 
altInterested. It Is our intention to 
open our meetings again in autumn, 
1908. jWe - number fifty members, 
and expect to unite with the State 
Association scon.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting opens July — and closes 
August—, with Mr. Oscar Edgerly as 
Presiding chairman For full partic- 

W. Ewing, Grandulars address 
Ledge. Mich.

1 will state

J:
at this time that ail

. The meeting was ¿¿led at 1 o'clock 
by our president, Mr.'Mohr, followed 
by singing. Mrs. Florence Hibner 
gave the. invocation with'power and 
strength, followed bi more singing 
from the audience. "We were then 
favored with an address by Mr. Con
nett, of Boston, an able speaker. We 
all enjoyed his remarks, which were 
given with practical instruction and 
force.

Mrs. Irene Smith, of Tacoma (she 
being our pastor up to tfie time of the 
anniversary), gave to jis a- grand talk 
which was received-with much-pleas
ure and sincerity. .Following. this 
was an instrumental selection by Mr. 
Walker on the violin, accompanied 
by his daughter with the piano; then 
an address by Mrs. Hibner, by one 
of her Spiritual guides, which was 
very convincing of spirit power, influ
encing the audience with' love and 
hope, speaking on the subject of the 
day, “The Progress of Spiritualism.”

Mr. Mills, one of the pioneer work
ers, gave an excellent address on the 
subject of the day, which was thor
oughly enjoyed by all. His ls a grand 
soul. Mr. Walter A’. Hall, our ex
president, gave us splendid remarks, 
which were given wl{h'much'feeling 
and was received with applause. Many 
other speakers -gave short talks, and 
it waa hard to tell which .we enjoyed 
most :-

Then our test mediums ¡gave mes
sages, and all . felt that the good 
work done was due to the very good 
conditions given through flowers, and 
music and singing. When Mrs. Smith 
arose to say she had a surprise for 
us, we could not imagine what it 
could be; she. had that morning 
united in marriage Mrs. Fleming and 
our president, Mr,.Mohr; that they; 
should walk happily together through 
lite, and we were all pleased to con
gratulate them, giving our best wishes 
and our love. They are very worthy 
people.

Qur president and his wife are true 
Spiritual workers, and will do the 
cause much good.

We were then invited to dine in the 
banquet hail, the feast having been ,

thought went'-straight to our hearts. 
' Good force and grgat power was with 

him.
Then, our State »president,- Brother 

Little,, gave- ableiremarksot the work, 
taking for his subject the Word 
‘‘Modern,’’which remarks were satis
factorily explained. Brother Little 
should write those thought? that he 
•gave to us and send them to The 
Progressive Thinker so all could read 
them. They would benefit all.

Mrs. Mitchell delighted us with a 
solo which was rendered beautifully. 
Mrs. Mitchell is an accomplished 
singer. Then we listened to short 
talks from Mrs. Swan, Mrs. Lapworth 
and Mrs. Ross. Each one gave in
spired thoughts. Mrs; Ross gave an 
original poem, which was much en
joyed by all. Mrs. Hibner gave an 
inspirational-talk. Message work was 
given by Mrs. Swan, Mrs. Lapworth, 
Mrs. Fairfield and Mrs. Jennings. 
Closing remarks by our president. 
Thus ending the exercises of our cele
bration of the sixtieth anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism.

We hope that the good work done 
will remain in the hearts of the peo
ple, and that there-will'be much prac
tical work done, and spiritual seeds 
sown, so that when the next anniver
sary comes we can see the progress 
and know that our efforts have not 
been in vain.

MRS. FLORENCE HIBNER, 
Corresponding Secretary 

Seattle, Wash.

Mass-Meeting at Rockford, Ill.
.The Spiritual Science Society of 

Rockford, Ill., one of the most thrifty 
auxiliaries of the Illinois State Asso
ciation, has concluded to hold a Mass- 
Meeting In their hall, on Sunday, May 
17, 1908; and cordially invite repre
sentatives- of allyother auxiliaries to 
attend and make-the day-one long to 
be remembered as a.love-feast

It Is therefore requested that each' 
society auxiliary to the Illinois State 
Spiritualists' Association, and those in 
harmony.and- affiliation with the sàme 
and with the Chicago -Spiritualists' 
.League take part in this important- 
meeting. -It--seems rather left to.us 

' who are at the head of the State Asso
ciation to decide upon a time best'suit
ed to our convenience, and upon due 
consideration, ,we have asked them 
to hold the mass-meeting-on the'third 
Sunday in May.

Your president: hereby makes it a 
special request,'infconjunction with 
the president of the League, that all 
persons affiliating with these organi
zations make an-effort to be on hand. 
Trains and time'will be-given later, 
for going ail in;* body..

T. WILKINS, Pres.
Illinois S. S. Ass'm

LIFE’S PROFESSION.
prepared by the ladies of the society. 
When the afternoon session was over.

"There is-no-deaM; there are 
dead.” no

These words stand out on the rover 
__________ _______ of Edward C. Randall'a new book, 

we felt harmony and good fellowship, They are a challenge to the orthodox 
nrevailinc_________________________________woiAi, and through all of Its pagesprevailing ' runs this challenge to those whose

Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future Ute are based strictly upon tho 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randair believes in 
life hereafter,.based on positive knowl
edge given him

Evening meeting called at 8 o’clock, 
with President Mohr • in the chair;
singing by the audience 
tion by Mrs. Jennings, 
thought and an uplifting 
■were then favored .With 
by Mr. Connett. I ma

and jnvoca- 
with good 
power. We 
an address 
sure, every- êrtaaéâ passed to 

Frira SL50.

from the living 
the Ufa beyoM,'

- 'A dainty book of 52 pages, bound 
in heavy white cover with cat-tail’ 
decoration.

Contents: Fate Mastered. Interior 
Force, Its Practical Evolution. 
TfioughUas a Shield. The Human 
Aura, For sale at this office. Price 
SO cents/

Mro». E. M. HUchvovk will answer 3 
questions by yes or no for 25 cents; bus
iness questions preferred. Send own 
hand writing'. Full rending. $1.00. Fçrn 
Bill, Wash. Send date of birth. <

HAECKEL'S LAST Great Work. Just Published.

evolution;
HÌOGRESSIVE THINKER, PubliUten 

4» iMTi wut, Gita» Bl>. ,

WANTED.
Every cripple to know about the arti
ficial leg I make. I can save you half, 
the price and give you a belter les 
than you can get elsewhere. Broth
ers, tell your cripple friends about 
this. Write P. N. WILLIAMS, Salis
bury, N. C., Long street.

The Annals of Psychical Science 
A .Houlhly «lourutiL Devoted

tu ( ritirai mid Rv>
Bcnrch lit flic Phenomeutv of 

S|iiritl*ui.

Conducted by Darb'S, llluhfi, । ’mokes, 
VUl IHnvn’i < •»> » - ’

Inent sci««nt 
neously h) 
French (Par 
larged. Sub

*0, Man^ih, Max- 
lots, ami nîbép om. 
'u Wished Hiinulta-

.... ... ... n III I><‘ sent roi
inspection. Liberal prvmhtum tn thom 
subscribing Ln- the lbst tline tImhigl 
the Ann rlcan olin e, hdou*

Address suii.se ri pt ion and iih|ulrles t< 
THE .VNXALS OF »»SVCHH U,
1443 Q Street N. \VM Wnslüiigton. D. C.

(

Infallible Fibre Trutupetu! Better 
than metal; insulated top and bottom. 
Tangible with spirit forces. Cardinal 
Enamel Color. Dark seance, T. P.» 
S1.60: light T. P:. $2.00. Self-develop
ing Cabinet and Physical Battery Com
bination Cabinet Special revised 
book governing every phase ot develop
ment. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work In full. Rook postpaid, 17 cents. 
W^lte for circular.
JAS. NEWTON. 4J3 Dorr St.. Toledo, O.MOLLIE FANCHER,

The Brooklyn Enigma.
An authentic abatement of facts in the life of 

Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth, century. Unimpeachable testi* 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. __ __ .. —.
With Illustrations. Price, cloth. 11.60. E.D. BABBITT, M. D
fTlTTn ffliTirnn —---------

FRED P. EVANS,
Naled Medium for

Sial ewrit in£, Clairvoyance, Etc
Interviews dally from 10 to 4. Road

ing« and development by mall may be 
obtained by writing- to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. Famous book- 'oh ' slate» 
writing, >1.20, while they last. Address

EKED P. EVANS. 
292R Sarrnmento street, San Francisco, 

California.

Solectlons from the con- 
touts ot that ancient

THE LEADING WORKS 
OF What Science" Is Doing

With our uieth-

T',e
akAtzihA« nr thaman «.rh« ------Superbly Issued, royal 8vo, with over 200 en

gravings and colored plates. Price. ^,00; in 
massive binding, ImitaiingSialf Russia. bOe. 
extra. “An imposing volume ot nearly 600 

r pages. Shows a great amount of research on

The hfideiitu of Qccieaia&ticism, qulsltlon to Scientific Libraries N. V. Herald.
My I Human Cultureand Cure.' 

treatise. Price. 26 centa. 1 - ■

Si,« it“ rL1?? wh0 ¿5“® and ÆnÂ 
upon it. By H. Polang. 869 pp. Price, cloth, h

CU RED. WORRY, HURRY, SCURRY, 
FLURRY. \

By William E, Towne. Learn how to 
cast away unnecessary care. This 
book points the way. Price, 25 cents.

CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL 
MAGNETISM. .

A treatise on HUMAN CULTURE. 
By Leroy Berrier, Anthropologist and 
Author. A very suggestive and ln- 
structive. book..: Price 31.00.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,’’ is the title of a 62 pagi pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseofogical 
teachings ot thè ancient. Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
thè Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impress
ion upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright Price 25c. '

THE STORY of the Other Wise 
Man, or the Fourth Wise Man, by [ 
Henry Van Dyke. .The Man who nev-1

In six parts, live parts being already Issued. 
PART L The Philosophy" ot Cure, including 

Methods and Instruments: 76 cents.
PARTS III and IV in one volume; 91.00. Part 
III treats ot Mental and Psychological torees: 
Part IV ot the Nervous System aiid Insanity. 

, "This work discloses for the first time the 
chemical mystery' ot mental phenomena, throws 
the first clear Ugh l upon ihonnturo ami process
es ot hypnotism and all kindred psychological 
phenomena which have never before been ex
plained or understood. Dr, Babbitt has here 
not only given the rationale of hypnotism, psy- 
chometry, clairvoyance and mental science, in
cluding the mysterious subject of memory, but 
has furnished abundant Illustrations of their 
working. The subject of Phrono-physlognomy 
alone Is ot priceless value as enabling us to un
derstand our fellow beings around us."—Prot. 
W. O. Bowman.
PART V. -‘The Bodily Organs, their Diseases 

and the Great Natural Methods for Their 
Cure," alms to be the moM practical wo-:- on 
healing thus far given to the public. Price, 11.

Health and Power.
- Brief Natura'. Treatment for 110 Diseases. 

Price, Bi cents “Worth its weight In dia- 
xnondp.'*

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, Paper, 15 cents.
RELIGION.—A most thoughtful and excel* 

lent ■work. Price, cloth, 11.10: paper, ft) cent«.

"The Religion of Cheerfulness.” 
By Sara A. Hubbard. An excellent 
book for the culture ot health and 
spirituality. None can read it 'iflth- 
out pleasure and profit. Price 60c.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." Â 
practical handbook ot reference, con-. „ • , ------------ practical Uttnuuoun ml reiereuce, roll

er reached Bethlehem in time to see talning definitions ot every used elec- 
the Infant Jesus. Cloth bound, tvtcal terms or phrase. Price, 35ete. 
Price GO cents. I .Rational Memory Training. A se-

"A ■ °f tbe^tnqnisi- |ries of articles on memory. How totion.” What It Was and What It 
Did. To which' is appended an Ac
count of Persecutions by Protestants, 
Persécutions of Witches, The War Be
tween Religion and Science', and the
Attitude of the American Churches 
Toward African Slavery. Fully illus
trated. Price, 32.00.

ries of articles on memory. How to 
improve and develop. A most excel-
Jent book. Price, 50 cents.

‘‘Spiritualism and the Law." A 
Series of Papers Compiled from Legal 
Authority by the lion. Charles R, 
Schirm of Baltimore, Md. This pam
phlet is one that every Spiritualist
should read. It is a subject that peo-"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.' Bot familiar with. Price, 25

new edition comprising In one rol-.P*“.
ume the four parts heretofore pub-"ceaw' 
lished, to which Ib added part five, 
also a number of the author's most 
popular songs, Including "Only a 
Thin Veil Between Us," and its "Gone- 
pinion Piece." Cloth, 75, route.Rd e&Y«««

municaiions Just as 
Magneto Company 
Dept. 7.

od yon can pos
itively commun
icate with the 
UNSEEN

WORLD. 
End o r s e d by 
prominent peo
ple. Send for 
interesting com- 
receiyed. Tho 
Sycamore, III.,

The Oriental Esoteric Center
Of WnNhington, 1). C.

Is conducted under the direction of the 
Initiates of Thibet, for the aid of thu«u 
seeking a knowledge of the Humem 
wisdom. Besides local lectures • and 
class work, the Center publishes a 
weekly Bulletin or Lcjmcl. containing 
«a helpful editorial, suggestions for 
courses of reading and other useful 
mailer. This will be sent free for a 
time to those requesting it. The Cen
ter has a library of books on theosophy, 
occultism, psychical research and allied 
subjects, which will be loaned to per
sons In • any part of the United 
States or Canada, some free, others at 
a small rental. It sells books on theso 
subjects. AU receipts gone the Libra
ry Fund. For Leaflet, library lists of 
free and other books, price lists and 
other information regarding the work 
of the Center, address.

THE LIBRARTAX.
1443 Q Street^ N. W., WaMbln^-ton, D, C.

6ft-1

. WORLD MAKING.
A scientific explanation ot the birth, 

growth and death ot worlds. By Sam
uel Phelps Leland. ' Ph. D., LL. D. 
Nicely bound in doth. Priée 75 cents.
ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN QHB1STIAN SYMBOLISM.

Bit Thomas Inmàn, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, Tin ’'The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and other allied symbol*, è 
Third edition, with two hundred Ilin»* , 
trationi. Cloth, IL________ , 

Works of Tlwas Pains 
Astw e4Hlon tn piper corer» with

wmprlilngi
Age of Reason........ 25 ctk
Rights of Mau......... 25 cts.
Crisis....................... 25 cte.
Common Sense...........15 eta. \

TMs li« »plendld opportunity to $ccur«^tteM tMw 
work», u the prkde wRM* the rcecb BO 

œ»MRdioffîcc.

"The Light of Egypt.” Volumi I
and 2. An occult: library In itseli, a
text-book of esoteric knowledge, as
taught by the Adepts ' of Hermetic
Philosophy; Pries $2 per volume.

J J
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